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ABBEYS : Batb, 5(i2, 681 ; Hesham, 359

;

Tinttrn, 3-^1, 779; Waltham. 30S, 34^,

380 ; Westminster, 5G1, 59S (.development

of) 781
Academy : architecture, 143 ; royal, school

designs, 854

A-icessories to buildiog. 35
Accidental effects, value of, 136

Ac<iuisition Act, Small Dwellings, 4i2

Adjuncts of architecture, 63

Aerial : circus platform, arched trusses for,

177 ; ropeway. Aberfeldy. 813
Afforestation in Wales, 418
Agents, land. Silop society of. 3J4

Age-of-oak furniture, the, 610
Agra and the Taj, 571
Agutter V. Lew, o25
Air, street. Ventilation, 303

Alahaster, it20

Alcott : V. Millar's Karri Forests, 507 ; v.

Westminster corporation, 147, 237

Aldenuinster. water softening at, 131

Alhambra, the. 391

Allegheny courthouse, 707

Alliances, professional, 421

Almshouses : Ealing, 359 ; Lj-nn, 4-^
;

Macclesfield. 181

Alphabets : and lettering, 325 ; and
numerals, 717

Americaa v; West Australian wood fur

paving, 705
Analysis of buildings, 637

Anau. Turkestan, 275
Ancient lights. 202. 273, 380. 597, 921

Antiquities. Egyptian, exhibition of, 61

Appeal, bailing plans, in Newcastle, 43
Apportionment of expenses. 669, 674
Approaches, bridge repair of. 130
Aquarium site, Wesleyan hall, 8i52

Arbitration clause, builders' contracts and
the, 851

Arbitrations : 824 ; Bournemouth, 958 ;

Cambciwell New-ioad, 777 ; Deptford
tramways, 959 ; Devonport, 719

;

Edgware-road, S'lO ; Halifax, 631
;

Hampstead-road, 777 ; Honor Oak, 8t>3
;

Kensington, 346 ; London-roid, 8.E.,

777 ; Manchester, 380, 503 ; Metropolitan
water purchase, 129, 204, 814 ; Piccadilly,

340; proceedings, two poiots in; 129;
Purtleet, S13; Rand water board, 813;
Riviogton, 72, 705. 9i9 ; St. Mary Woul-
noth,959; Sjuth Wales direct railway.

703 ; oanderland, 164 ; Swansea, 813 ;

Tohbridge, 273
Arbitrators fees, successful claim for, 72
Aich^eological : assocations (British) 236.

252 (Cambnan) '252, c07 ; institute, royal,

647 ; sceietifcs (Birmingham) 145 (Bucks)
S07 (Bristol and Gloucester) 69 (Chester!

10 (Durham^ 467 (Hantsi 145 (Kent) 180
London and Middlesex) 647 (Morley

College) 524 (Rutland) 324 (Susses 358
(Wilts) 69

Archit'ology : Greek and literature, 593

;

prehistoric, in Greece. 285
Arched trusses for aerial circus platform,

177
Archer, James, the late, 358
Architect : 921 ; authority of the. 673 ;

( heshire education commttee and their,

4'.tl; claim against (Hodgson V. Waujrh)
777,813, 84'J ; contractor, 349; domestic
troubles of, 597 ; engineer, and general
construction company, 319 ; sent to prison,

130 ; unconscious bigamy by, 597 ; v.

surveyor, 777

Architects: action for loss of wfathercock
drawings, 922; and corpora" ions, 4V2 ;

and surveyors (Shetfield tiocietv > 596,

647, 741, 862 ; British, royal ioititute of.

14^, 467, 612, 679, 747, 814, 819, 8yl
(abandoned Newcastle visit) 25i, 358
tcouncil and secret commissions) 792, 826
(exams.) 131, 491, 820 (Kalendar) 7u6

;

certificates, conclusiveness of, 86 J

;

charges, 920 • claim against Southampton
corporation, 71 ; fees, 777. 863 (for
imexecuted work) 43, 719; in Ireland,
royal institute 861 ; law reports, 886

;

plans (Canadian riiitv on] 924 (ownership
of; 211, 718, 742, S94' 899, renumeration,
204; restrictions, 665 ; societies ^Bristol)

791
;
(Manchester) 69, 236, 696, 90(t

;

sr.ciety of, 451, 538, 611. 714, 894 (hbrarv)
31

Architectural : associations (Birmingham^
596 Edinburgh) 10. 741. 900( Gla>gow;704
(Ireland 704 (London"! 61, 23-i, 358, 495
567, 711, 783, 855 (dj., brown book) 4i5
(do., conversazione) 670 (do., curriculum)
310 (do , day school) 93 (do., evening do.)
356 (do., excursion) ISO (do., photo-
graphic competition) 3i5(Noithern 791

;

competiiinns in India, 779 ; design
(cultivated v. intuitive skill in) 201
(modern German novelties in) 717 ;

education, 494 (in Glasgow) 670 ;
joinery,

321 ; reflections, some, 855 ; societies

(Leeds and Yorksh.re) 593, 755, 8i6, 9(Ki

(Liverpool) 524 5S1, 698, 704, 826,900,
spec'aliEm, S53 ; styles, and how to
distinguish them, 417 ; work (govern-
ment, in United States! 815 i municipal
officials and) 885. 886, 889

Architecture : Academy, 14J ; adjuncts of,

63 ; and the buildiLg acts, 891 ; English,

179 (ecclesiastical) 741; modem cottage,
5 ;

photography as applied to, 568

;

public health and, 894 ; street, 897, 960
Armagh Cathedral, 143, 211, 675
Art : at Cambridge, future study of, 778

;

decorator, 431; masters, society of, 142,

180; of masonry in Britain, 248; royal
college of, students' work, 136, 167, 170

Artists, British, royal society's exhibition,

666
Arts and crafts : central school, 417

;

exhibition, 64
Asphalte : Paving Co., Limmer, 697 ;

plants, municipal, 315
Assembly buildings, Belfast, 41
Assessors, competition, 643, 741
Associations: arcb:i-ologieal (British) 236,

262 (Cambrian) 252. 307; architectural
(Birmingham) 596 ( Edinburgh i 10, 741,

900 (Glasgow. 7u4 i Ireland) 704 (London!
61, 236, 358, 495, 567, 711, 783, 8i5, ido..

brown book) 425 (do., conversazione) 670
(do., curri'iulum) 310 (do., day school)

93 (do., evening do.) 356 (do., excursion)
18fJ (do , photographic competition) 345
(Northern) 791 ; British, at Cambridge,
•il4, 282 ; British medicil, 107 ; building
by-laws reform, 782 ; library, 348 ; master
builders' (Bristol) 61, 4i9 (Edinburgh
and Leith) 861 : municipal engineers,
108; sanitary (inspectors) 358, 391, 647
(of Scotland) 392

Assuan dam and temple of PhiUe, 814
Assurance Co.'s powers to inspect wages
accounts, 849

Asylum^, lunatic : Lancashire, 812 ;

Lancaster (Royal) 41
Athron. John, Doncaster, the la*e, 40
Attachment, roller, for T-squares, 501
Attractive competition, 828
Auction catalogue, warranty in, 669
Auctioneers' institute : 569, 861 ; at Cardiff,

239. 361
Audley water supply, 381
Australian : hardwoods, shipworms and,
754 ; V. American wood for paving, 705

Authuiity of the architect, 673
AwAidi : BuiLuiKG News club de.sigas,

461 ; St. Louis exhibition, 68i
Ayrlon v. Pearson - lost drawings, 922

BABYLONIA, explorations in. 348
Btibyluniaa t iblets, British museum, 706
Backhouse, Hon. B., the late. 4i6
Bailey; Old, the new, 510; v. Lewij, 833
Bailer's patent heat by friction, 635
Ballroom floors, 4j2
Baltimore fire, lessons from. 2
Bank, canal, as a new street, 129
Banks; Abcrfeldy (Union) 251 ; Dai ling-
ton (North Eastern)" 504 ; Edinburgh
(British Linen) 69

Bariholdi, Auguste, the late. 501
Barton-on-Bea. 381
Ba.s-reliefs on Hyde Park arches, 273
Bath : abbey, 502, 684 ; stone quarries,

Bristol builders at, 459 ; waterworks ex-
tension, 698

Baths: Balsall Heath, 10, 463; Chelsea,
180: Clapham, 613, 685, 754 791,826,
901, 926, 958; Newcastle-on-Tyn?, 779 ;

Selly Oak, 325; Stretf-rd, 865
Batsford, Bradley T., the late, 682
Baty, S. C. E., Mombasa, the late, 216
Bayeux cathedral, 104
Beams: and giriUrs, stresses in, 929 ; re-
inforced concrete, 410, 46i

Bedford, F. W., the late, 825
Bedroom fnrniture, silver suite of, 31, 526
Bter and it« quarries, 932
Belfast hospital, plenum ventilation at, 4,

42, 92
Bell : Hurry tower, Canterbury, 491. 743,

779, 923 ; Mitti'n E., Washington, the
late, 9

Benevolent institution, builders', 103
Beni Hassan antiquities, 31
Benwell sewerage scheme, 923
Bequests to National in-titutions, 382
Berwick-on-Tweed, walls of, 61, 236
Bewick's engravings at Newcastle. 393
Bibby. Peter, Flint, the late, 69
Bigamv, ** unconscious," by an architect,
697

Birmingham: aichtpjlogical society, 145 ;

architectural association. 595 ; builders'
exchange, 4-52 ; drawings by Bume-Jones
and Rossetti, 598; sewage d fficulties,

364 ; university. 3S2 ; Welsh water
supply, 108, 345 ; Y M.G.A , 106, 502,
865

Blacksmiths' work, notes on, 40
Biaikiey, Alex., exhibition of works by,

103
Blizard v. Southampton corporation, 71,
564

Board, sounding, 648, 742
Boiling test of ctment, 66
Book lUustiiit ons, 217, 252, 649
Boundaiy fence:i, law as to, 670
Bournemouth, sanitiry inspectors at, 391
Bower, Jag., Gateshead, the late, 9

I

Boyce, Thomas th^ late, 683
I
Bradford: housing operations in, 418:

I water supply, l:ii

i Brass, Brad.ey, Westminster abbey, 598

Br^ck : companies, embarrassed, 30 : x^ive-

ments in California, 166

Bricklayers, female, in S.beria, 275
Brick-making from destructor clinker, 453

Bricks : calcareous, in Germany, 306 ;

sand, 706
Bridge pain's, durability of, 21^
Bridges: approaches to, repair of, 130;
Ayr (old) lOH; Barking, 776: Bow, E.

(railwavj 70; Exeter, 14i ; Reedsmouth,
469; stiffened suspension, 751 ; Stoke
Canon, 740; "^underUnd, 108; Vauxhall,
statues for, 742 ; Victor! i Falls, 815

Brighton V. Hove — intercepting sewers,

273
Bristol : arcbaological society, 69

;

builders at Bath stone quarries, 4j9 ;

improvements Bill. 814 ; master builders'

associition, 61 : municipal surveyors,

886 ; societies (aatiquarian) 82 (of archi-

tects) 791
Britain, art of misonry in, 248
British : archa-jlogical association, 236,

252; architects, royal institute of. H5,
467. 612.679, 747. 814,819, 89i (abandoned
Newcastle visit) 252. 358 (council and
secret commissions) 792, 826 (exams.)
131, 491, 820 (Kalendar) 706 ; association

at Cambridge, 244, 282; decorators, in

-

fetitute of, 755 ; medical association's

conference. 167 ; museum (Babylonian
tablets) 706 (Egyptian s^ulpture^ 382

I (Greek bronzes) 93 (lions) 72 ; standard
8e:;tioas, properties of, 179 : sted and
fire-resistmg lioors. 322

Bromley, Kent, municipal buildings, 890,

937
Brown book, the A A., 425
browne. Thos., Chester, the late. 69
Buckie, N.B , water supply, 92
Buckingham palace, alterations at, 20i, 599
Bucks archil' jlogical society. 307
Bubb. James, Truro, the late, 210
Builder, forgery by a, 161
Builders : benevolent institution, 103

;

contracts and the arbitral ion clause,

861 ; exchange (Birmingham' 452 (Edin-
burj^h) 647; master, associations (Bristol)

61. 459 (Edinburgh and Leith
i 861

Building : accessories to, ,35 : Act, London
(architecture and) 891 (National socy.'a

premises and) 959 (proposed new) 715,

746,786; by-laws (Cardiff) 574 (reform
associationj 782 (rural) 347, 886 ( oil* W.
Grantham and) 491, 706, 751, 864, 959;
conatruction, notes on, 537 : departures,
new, 743 ; development^, special, 493

;

expedients in, 1 ; improvements in and
near the Strand, 716; News designing
club, 139, 461, 749, 789, 933; on North
Wales coast, 603 ; plans appeal, New-
castle, 43; "scale" in, 241: surveyors,
818 tra'.ning and practice of 783 : trade
employers, National federation of, 143

;

wages in United States, 464 ; work,
conduct of. 857

Buildings : analysis of, 637 ;
" dangerous,''

638 ; decay of stone in, 791 ; in course of
construction or repair, 67 ; the detail of,

133
Burning lead, improved mode of, 850
Burton, J. and Son. Norwich, in re, 720
Business premises: Brighton, 217 ; Bristol,

359, 450, 64it ; Brixton, 11 ; Bushey, 462
;

Carlisle. 884 ; Exeter : bakery) 316 ;

Fetter-lane, E.C., 901; Glasgow, 649;
Halifax, 73; Leeds, 901; New Bond-
street, 789 ; Norwich, 8i9 ; Reading, 937 ;

Regent-dtreet, 540, 721 ; Southampton,
957

Butterfield, H., Burnley, in re, 490
Buttresses. 503
By-laws, buUding : Cardiff, 574; reform
association, 782 ; rural, 347, 886 (Sir W.
Grantham and) 491, 706, 751, 86i, 959

CAEN and its quarries, 603, 751, 821, 932
t'aerwent, discoveries at, 311
Calcareous bricks in Germany, 306
i.'alcium chloride as a dust layer, 132
California, brick pivements in, 466
Camberwell arts and crafts school, 785
Cambrian archn/jlogical a^sociatioa, 252,

307
Cambridge : British Association at, 244,

282 ; future study of art at. 778
Canadian ; duty on architecis's plans,

924 ; sand bricks, 703
Canal: bank as a "new street," 129;
Georgian Bay, 469

Canterbury, Bell Harry tower repair, 491,
743, 779, 923

Cardiff ; auctioneers' institute at, 239,
351 ; building by-laws, 674

Cards, pla) ing. designs, "^S

Care of monuments in Germany, 670
Carlisle : sewerage scheme. 850 : water
supply, 669

Camedd Llewellyn slate quarry. 815
Carpenter, joui-nevm m. dying worth

£157,310, 391
Carpenters' Co. eximinations, 7&o
Carpentry : and joinery examinations, 5 :

beginners' guide to, 357
Cirrara : in June, 7 ; strike at, 176
Carrick. Kingdom of, 99
Car she3, Rochdale, 2(X)

Carthage, excavations at, 93

Carvings, Sixon, at Chichester, 357

Castles: Carishiooke chapel) 2C0 ; New-
castle-under-Lyme, 599, 670

Catalogue, auction, warranty in, 669
Cathedral outlines and skylines, 493
Cathedrals: Armagh (R.C 143,211,675;
Bayeux, 104 ; Birmingham (St. Chad,
R.C ) 488 ; Canterbury (repair of Bell

Harry tower) 491, 743, 779, 923;
Chichester (more Saxon carving) 357 ;

Ely, 504; Exeter, 61 (Bron^sc mbe's
tomb) 392 ; Liverpool, 31, 69, 106, 204.

379, 393, 491, 526. 684, 850 ; Manchester,
107 ; Norwich, 721 ; our, how and why
built, 498 ; Peterborough, 41, 825

;

Rochester (new spire) 8l2 ; S-. Asaph
(Beirs guide) 755 ; St. Paul's (Cold-
streams' meml.j 164 ; Truro, 107, 576,

635 (Jas. Bubb, first clerk of works at)

210; Wakefield, 380, fcii2 ; Winchester,
490, 779 : York, 490

Cave, Mammoth, measuring the. 275
Cefn Mawr sewerage works 310
Ceilings, decorated fireproof, 21

1

Cement : boiling test of. ^o^S: control, prac-
tical, 356 ; direct determination of
specific gravity of, 175 ; foreign, for

post ofiices. 131 ; Keene's, efflorescence-

on, 272 ; Portland, 321 ^for ustrs) 935
Ceramic schools in Germany, 167

Certificates, architects', conclusiveness of.

863
Chair, King's Kew-bridge, 574
Chantrev trust administration : 93, 204 ;

report, 243, 274, 310
Chapels: Bishopston (Wesln.) 379; Brig-
house. 251, 306 : Carisbrooke Ca-.tle (St^

Nicholas! 200; Lee, S.E. doone's) 217 ;

Longwcod (Wesln.; 540 ; Redruth, 236 ;

Roedean, 397 ; Shirehamptoa (Bapt.)
325 ; Walsingham (St. Catherine) 431 ;,

Wavertree Wesln.) 684 ; Winchester
college, 128

Charges, architects', 920
Charing Cross sta,tion, fate of, 204
Chatteris, drainage works, 562
Cheshire education committee and their

architect, 491
Chester archaological society, 10
Chicago, tunnels in, 348
Chichester, more Saxon carvings at, 357
Children's home, Hunstanton, 1C9
Caimney: as part of house in workmen's-
compensation claims, 30 : concrete, 238

Chimneypiece, 177
Christchurch, Hants, sewerage scheme, 274-

Chronology, Minoan, in Crete, 2S3
Churches: Acle, 379 ; Auckland, N.Z.

Christ^ 793 ; Barton-hill, Bristol (Christ)

2X) ; Bath (abbey) 602. 684 : Birkdale
(Congl.) 793 ; Biimingbam i, Latimer
meml.) 164; Blundellsauds (Presbtn.)
394; Bolton (U.M.F.) 577: Bradford
St. Wilfrid) 757 ; Brewoo3, 576; Broad-
water t,Bapt. mission) S84 : Burton-on-
Trent, 9; Byker (St. Mark 865 ; Char-
welton, 756 ; Cleeve Prior (St. Andrew)
394 ; Clopton, 106 ; Clvdach on-Tawe-
iSt. Mary) 812; Cochin (St. Francis)
239 ; Coldharbour, 633 ; Crewkerne, 106 ;

Cripplegdte, B.C. (St. Giles! 633; Duf-
field iAll SS.) 684; Dunfermline (St.

Leonard, Estab.) 450 ; Ealing (St.

Siviour) 526; Englefleld-green (Wesln.)
369; Fishponds, Bristol (All SS.) 106 ;

Fotheiingay, 574; Fiogn.il (Presbtn.)

469; Garstun (St. Francis, E.C.l 323;.
Glasgow (St. Paul) 757; Hereford (B.
Trinity, Wliite cross^ 30 ; Hexham
i'abbey) 359 ; Hull (Bapt.) 884 ; Hun-
stanton (EC.) 236 ; Ilkeston (Congl.)

541; Levenshulms (St. Mark) 504;.
Lincoln (All 88.) 740 ; Liskeard (St.

Clear) 41 ; Little Walsingham, 606

;

Llangollen (Welsh Wesln. 236; Long
Eaton (Wedn.) 73: Manchester (dt.

Chrysostom 526 ; Maney (St. Peter) 9 ;

Monton Wesln.) 677 ; Newcastle-on-
Tyne , Trinity, Presbtn., burning of) 814 ;

Newcastle - under - Lyme (Bapt.) ^0;
Newchurch, Lanes. 205 ; Newgate-street,
E.G. i^Christ, gateway 325, 39J ; New-
quay (Wesln.) 69 ; Northorpe (St. John
Bapt 576; O.d Hill (Wesln.) 649;
Painswick, 901 ; Penmaenmawr (Jeru-
salem Calv.'Meth.) 576; PIvmouth (St.

Peter) 491 ; Portobello (St. John, R.C.)

44 ; Port.smouth (vane of) 920 ; Preatwich
(St. Hilda) 676; Probus, 107, 957 j

Reading (St. Mark) 541; Repton (St.

Winston) 238; Richmond. Surrey, 901;
Richmond. Yorks (Wesln. 181; St.

Andrews, N.B. (St. Leonardi 2C0 ; Sher-
field English (St. Leonard^ 391 ; Shipton.
Olliffe (St. Oswald) 41 : Suundwell,
Bristol (St. Stephen) 107 ; South
Wimbledon (St. Winifred, R.C.) 640
Stockton-on-Tees (Wesln.! 637; Stoke
Damerel, 756 ; Stonehouse, l)evoaport
(St. Matthew) 4i0 ; Tooting Graveney
(AllSS.) 633; Trotton (will paintings in)

850; Tulse Hill (missinai 820 ; Walsall
(St. Matthew) 130 : Waltham Abbey, 308,
345. 380 ; Warwick (St. Mary) 9

;

Winchester (Christ! 756 : AVnlborough,
756; Wymondhara (Priory, 287
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Circus platform, aeriul, 177
Cistern, improved siphon, 43u
City : corporation aurveyorship, 563, 635,

742 ; fire risks, 923 ; of London improve-
ments, Hi ; tramways in the, ^86

Civil engineers, institution of. 358
Claims ; against architects, 777, 813, 849,

921 ; engineer's, 238 ; for commission,
202

Clapham baths, 613, 685, 754, 791, 826, 827,
901,926,&58

Clarendon, F. W., Dublin, the late, 575
Classrooms, v. ntilation of, 03
Clausentum, Hants, Roman station of, 850
Clays and their properties, 212
Clay working and brickmaking, 859
Clinker, destructor, bricks from, 453
Clocks and watches, old, 66
Clubs; BuiLDiKG News designing: 139,

161, 740, 78y, 933 ; Hampshire field, 468
;

South Kensington sketching, 603

;

women's international art, 857
Clubhouses : Carlton, Notts ^Conserv.) 73 ;

Ugden, Halifax ,golf; 100; Waterloo-
road, S.E., (Union Jack) 145

Clyde navigation, works on, 395
Coastguard station, Simderland, 488
Coast, North ^V'ales, building on, 603
Cotfer dam, log, in Oregon, 707
Cottin, a substantial, 564
Coliseum, London, 840, 858
Colleges : art, royal (students" work) 136,

167, 170 ; Bristol (University) 577

;

Dundee (University) 576 ; Glasgow
(technical) 428 ; King's, London (archi-
tectural classes) 179 ; University, London
(architectural classes) 563 ; Winchester
(chapel, sedilia) liS

Colls : Howard, presentation to, 6 ; v. Home
and Culonral Stores, 205

Colonnade at Battersea Park, 72
Colossal panel, a, 536
Colour prints, Japanese, 64

1

Colours : liquid, for woven fabrics, 378

;

party, 237
Columbia University, architectural

school, 778
Commerce, the timbers of, 279
Commission: claim for, 202; fire service,

in Germany, 317, royal ; on sewage
disposal, 273

Commissions, secret : 885 ; R.I.B.A.
Council and, 792, 826

Compensation act, workmen's : chimney as
part of house, 30 ; scalfold and, 719, 922

Competition : assessors, 648, 741 ; attractive,

828 ; conditions, 827, 958 ; mysterious,
g» 828
^Competitions : almsliouaes (Lynn) 42

;

architectural, in India, 779 ; Aquurium
site biiildings (Weslu.) 862 ; baths
(Balsall Heath) 10 (Chelsea) 180
(Clapham) 613, 685, 764, 791, 826, 9i8
(Selly Oik) 325 ; Building News
designing club, 139, 461, 749. 780, 933

;

chaptl (Brighouse) 251, 306 ; churches
(Birkdale, Congl.) 793 (Stockport, St.

Paul) 757 ; cluDhouse (Carlton, Notts,
Conserv.) 73; concert hall (Ayr) 524;
concert pavilion (Bridlington) 793

;

dispensary (Nottingham) ii ; drainage
scheme (rspezia) 4^; Kisteddfod, 397;
engineering building New York, 216:
exchange, cotton (Liverpool) 10; hull
(Birkenbead, Wesln.; 646 ; headmaster's
house (Hammersmith) 397 ; home,
convalestenc (Hunstanton lOO, 793;
hospitdla (Barnet, fever 109, 397
(Hitchin, fever) 180, (Motfatt, cottage)
73; intlrmary (Uxbridge, wrkhouse)
165 ; libraries, free Aberystwith) 901
(Benwell) S97, 451, 685 tBrmgwater) 145

' (Brockley.i 560 (Bromley, Kent 158, 613,
649 (Ca«tleton, liochdale; 8i)2 (King's
Norton- Selly Oak and Stirchley) 73
(Loughborough^ 73 Peterborough 130,
205 (8taintordj 4(J8, 503, 524 Thome, 46S
(Tiptonj 210 (Townhead, GlasgoW;,767
(Westhoughton) 12 Whitehaven. 451;
memoriala Dmgwall, Hector Mac-
donald) 721, 862, (Eton, Warj 10, 139, 145
(St. Pauls achoul, flamruersmith, Wari
1 15 ; more unsatisfactory, SiS ; municipal
buildings (Bromley, Kent 890, 937

;

museum students, L C.C., 397 ; national
drawings, 134, 167 ; oltices (Pretoria,
municipul 468 (Sunderland, old Post
Oliice; 42 (Wallasey, pubUc^ 251, 5:^1

(Wigdn, guaroiana'; 685; Owen Jones,
468; photographic, Architectural Associa-
tion, 316; playing cardi, 73; reading-
room (Barry; 216 ; Koyal Academy
deaigna, 85 (; schools, council (Bsrwick-
on-Tweedj 216 /'ardiff 10 (< 'htltenham)
828 (Crewe) 560 .Eccles) 151 Kuigaton-
on-Thamcs) 42,109,468 Middlesbrough)
42, 826 (Oldham) 145 (PouUon) 958
(Stockport) 767. 792, 827 ; schojls, county
(ActoDj 613; schools of art (national)
134 ; Shitf-hall Bury St. ICJmunds 828 ;

wtationa, police and lire i Brislol) 776

;

statue (Cowen, Newcastle) 560 ; town
halls (Acton) 180 (Chelsea) 180 (Osaett)
180, 216; Uraiit.', British. Co., li, 612;
Y.M.C.A. (Paisley) 793

Concert : hall, Ayr, 521 ; pavilion, Bridliog-
ton, 793

Concrete : beams, reinforced, no, 462
;

construction, rcmfonujd, 218; pilt.M for
foundations, 30; railway viaducts, 860 ;

reinforced, 630, 717, 819 ; salt water fjr,
30 ; steel, notes on, 40

Coucluaiveness of architects* certificates,
863

Conditions, competition, 827, 958
Conduct of building work, 837
Conductors ; copper, standardisation of,
310 ; lightning, 386

Conferences : British Medical Association,

167 ; heating and ventilating engineers
(Liverpool) 140; London housing, 822;
national housing reform (Bournville 67

Congresses : health (Folkestone) 132
;

recent, questions at, 242 ; sanitary
institute (Glasgow; 31, 142, 167, 178

Conran, R. A., in re, 697
Construction : Company, general, engineer
and architect, 319 ; notes on building,

537 ; reinforced concrete, 248
Contractor v. Taunton Corporation, 203,

273
Contract?, builder's, and the arbitration

clause, 861
Control, practical cement, 35G
Convalescent homes : Hunstanton, 109, 577,

793 ; Sandlebridge, 70
Convenience, underground. Old Kent- road,
576

Convent, Southampton, 107 •

Conversazione. A. A., 670
Cooke, B , and Co., in re, 561
Co-operative quarries, North Wales, 286
Copper conductors, standardisation of, 310
Copying machine, for sculpture, 526
Corporations and architects, 452
Corporation v. contractor, 203, 272
Cost, design and, 925
Cottage : architecture, modern, 5 ; homes
(Cheltenham) 253 (Downend) 812

;

hospital (Moffatt) 73
Cottages, blocks of, 350 ; Barrington, 459

;

old. West Surrey, 613; hundred pound,
677 ; Plumtree, 577 ; Sir W. Grantham
and rural by-laws, 491, 706, 751, 864, 959 ;

Sledmere, 499
Cotton exchange, Liverpool, 10, 379
Council, R.I.B.A., and secret commissions,

792, 826
Council schools: Berwick-on-Tweed, 216;
Birkenhead, 61 ; Boui-nville, 633 ;

Bristol, 793 ; Canton, Cardiff, 40

;

Cheshire, 576; Co=eley, 41 ; Crewe, 560;
Eccles, 451 ; Edinburgh, 323 ; Holystone,
321 ; Kingston-on-Thames, 42, lOiJ. 168

;

Leeds, 057 ; Middlesbrough, 12 ; Oldham,
145 ; Poulton, 958 ; Sheffield, 576 ; Stock-
port, 757

County Court judge on architects' fees, 863
Com-t house, Allegheny, 707
Courts. Law, Hong Kong, 488
Covent Garden theatre, 20.5, 240
Craftsmanship and design, 169
Crematorium, Little Ilford, 633
Creta, Minoan chronology in, 285
Cultivated v. intuitive skill in architectural

design, 201
Cumberland, J. Laton, the late, 790
Curatorship, Soane Museum, 93
Curriculum, architectural asaocn., 310
Curtilage, 828
Curwen, H. and G., in re, 561, 819
Cushions, Norwich, for Norwich, Conn.,

814
Custody of local records. 271

DAIRY, Brixton. 11

Dam: Assuan, and temple of Phila>, 814
;

construction, novel mode of, 453
Damp wall, 828
" Dangerous" buildings, 638
Dangerous material in a eewcr, 597
Dartmoor, vanlaliam on, 167
Dart, \Vm. Crediton, the late, 861
Dashing, grey pebble, 272
Day school, A. A., 93
Dectiy of stone in buildings, 701
Decorated fireproof ceilings, 211
Decoration : 97 ; modern, 600 ; ol Edinbui^h

city chambers, 563
Decorative trades exhibition, Edinburgh,
923

Decorator, art, 163
Decorators. British, institute of, 755
Deductions from wages, 922
Defects and developments, tanitary. 1 22
Demands on the profes^tjon, 709
Departure'', new building, 745
Depot, goods, Deptford, litS

Design : and coat, 9;i5 ; and craftsm-inship,
109 ; arthitectural ^cultivated v. intuitive
skill in) 201 \novtltie3 in German/ 717

;

neglected points and opportunities of,

620
Designing club, Buii.in.v«-. Nkws, 139, 461,

749. 789,0J3
Designs : Bombay municipal buildings.
890; BiJlLDlN.i NKws'club, 139, 461, 749,

789, !t33 ; Clapham baths. 926 ; Eton war,
memorial, 139; Pet-'iborougli Tree library,

207 ; royal academy school, 854 ; royal
college of art, i:i6. 167, 170 ; schools of art,
national compstition, 131, 167

Destructor clinkers, biicksfrom, 15.3

Destructors, small, 199
Detail : of buildings, the, 133 ; speciQca-
tiuns in, 466

Determination, direct, ofspecifie gravity of
cement, 175

Develnpraeut of Westminster Abbey, 781
Devi'lot^mt-'Uts : and il(.'fect8, sanitary, 122;

Hpccial building, 193

IJevouport water purchase, 237
Uiarie?, Hudson and Keains', 75i
Direct determination of specitlc gx-avity
of cement, 176

Discoveries in Great College-street, S W.,
781

Disorder, how to set a house in, 561
Dispensary, Hyson Oiv-en. Nottingham, 42
Dispusal, sewage, royal commission on, 273
Disputed account, ii)2

DiMtillery, Dalwhinnic, 502
Dncks : Aberdeen, 251; and wharves on
the Thames, 351 ; Bristol Royal i'iilward)

I 409 ; Gibraltar, 7o
; Hebburn-on-Tvae

(graving) 251. 577 ; Leith, 324, 704
;

Portialiead, Bristol. 704 ; Swansea, 108

;

Tynemouth, 108 WaUsend (floating) 261
Doctor's house, club designs, 749, 789
Domestic troubles of an architect, 697
Doubtful questions, 277
Drain, a sitgle private, 719
Drains or sewers, 72
Drawing out and measuring up, 634
Drawings of weathercocks, value of, 922
Dresser, Dr. Chri:itopher, the late, 825
Drill hall, Kochdale, 236
Drury Lane theatre, alterations to, 204, 812
Dry well, waterproofing a, 382
Dublin, Iveagh lodging-house, 920
Duke of Wehington, man-of-war, 239
Dunfermline city developmtnt : 703

;

threatened vandalism in, 959
Dunstable, haudbook to, 644
Durability of bridge paints, 248
Durham : archieological society, 467

;

sewerage of, 490
Dusseldorf plumbers in London, 205
Dust l*id by calcium chloride, 132
Duty, Canadian, on architects' plans, 924
Dwellings : Small, Acquisition Act, 452

;

workmen's (Chelsea) 740 (AYolstanton)
6011

EARTHENWARE pipes for sewer-
age, 417

Earth movements cause of geological
features, 283

Ecclesiastical: architecture, English, 741;
art exhibition, Liverpool, 347, 500

Economy, fuel, and smoke prevention and,
609

Edinburgh : and Leith builders, 861
;

arcbitectural association, 10, 741, 900;
building trades exchange, 647 ; city

chambers, decoration of, 563 ; ordained
surveyors' society, 561, 826 ;

prehistoric

cist at, 324; Scottish aji'tists' exhibition,
132 ; Talla water supply, 381 ; Usher hall,

633
Education, Architectural: 194; in Glasgow,
670

Effects : accidental, value of, 136 ; of light-
ning, 286

Efflorescence on Keene's cement, 272
Egyptian antiquities: at British Museum,

382 ; Prof. Petrie's, 61
Ehnasya, recent discoveries at, 283
Eisteddfod competitions, 397
Elasticity and strength of structural
members, 172

Electrical : machinery, standardisation of,

250 ; traction, overhead, for London, 706
Electricity : from water power, 285 ;

station, Mayfair, 41; works, Stoke-on-
Trent, 64'i

Electi'ic : heaters, 676 ; supply companies,
powers of, 669

Ellison, Col. CO, Liverpool, the late, 306
Embarrassed brick compilnies, more, 30
Embezzlement from a builder, 416
Engmeer, architect and general construc-

tion company, 319
Engineering : building, New York, 216

;

forest, in India, 141 ; lectures, Liverpool
University, 205, 743; society, Liverpool,
704

Engineers ; civil, institution of, 353 ; claim,

238; heating and ventUating, conference
of, 140 ; municipa association of, 108 (at

Saltley) 354 ;
society of, K), 324, 861

Engine, James Watt's first, 239
English and Scottish wrought ironwork,
3 ; architecture. 179 ; ait club. New, 710

;

ecclesiastical architecture, 741 ; furniture,

history of, 640, 778 ; homes, in, 178
;

house, tlie, 570
Epileptics' home, Warton, 236
Era Welsh slate quarries, 164

Errors in modern plumbirg, 923
Escott, E. R. Sweet, Halifax, the late, 391,

705
Etchings, Ioni'!es collection of, 93
Eton war memorial, 10, 130, 145
Evolution of lotus (u-nament, 283, 347
Examinations : Carpenters' Co., 790 ;

Carpentry and joinery, 5 ; R.I.B.A., 131,

401,820 ; surveyors' institution, 4, 561
Exchanges : builders' (Birmingham) 452

(Edinburgh) 617; cotton, Liverpool, 10,

370 ; stock, Manchester, 253
Excursion, Architectuial Association, ISO

Exeter Cathedral, a tale of biattishing. 3;i2

Exhibitions: arts and crafts, 61; Beni
Hassan antiquities, 31 ; Birmingham
(Burne-Jones and Rossetti'a drawing^j
.508; Blaikley's jiortraits and landscape.-^,

103; CamberwcU arts and crafts .school,

785 ; decorative trades ( l^ninburgh) 923 ;

ecclesiaatical art ( Liverpool; 317. .500;

Egyptian antiquilits, 61 ; gas Karl's

Court) 778; (ilasgow, 670; Haig's draw-
ings and etchings. tio7 ; health (Gla-sgow)

167 ; Howard, Catherine, sketches by.

706; hygiene (Paris) 276; lonides
pictures and etchings, i^O') Irish pictures,

81 ( ; Liverpo;>l, Walker art gallerv, £81

;

Llandudno, 03 ; Mucandrew, E. H.,
pictures by, 563 ; modem (iallery, 275 ;

national competition drawings, 167 ; Now
English art club, 7I(i; pastels and water
coloura (Modern gallery 1

;
pottery,

Glasgow, 960; royal college i art, 136,

167, 170 ; royal society British artists,

566 ; 8t. Louis. 240, 2H0, 387, 123, VH), 50.^>,

531, 671. 601 .awarde 682; Scottish
Artists I Edinburgh 1.S2: Southampton,
347, 117 ; South Kensington sketching
club, 603 ; students' work royal eollege
of art) 136 ',sj!ioi>l8 of art) l.'^l ; wiiter
colours from Franco and Italy, 858

;

Whistler's works, g.** ; NA'omen's Inter-
national Alt Club, 857

Expedients in building, 1

Experiments : Glasgow housing, 284 ;

wood paving (Small Heath) 452 (Wtst-
minster 526

Explorations in Babylonia, 318
Explosion, gas, Southampton-row, 923
Extraoidinarv trafiic, 43

FABRICS, woven, liquid colours for,

378
Factory, Kilbowie (Singer's) 379
Fall, Scotch, 452
Fargher, W. J., Douglas, in re. 164
Fees : architects' 43, 777, 863 ; survevor's,

129
Female bricklayers in Siberia, 275
Fences, boundary, law of, 670
Fenham, drainage of, 238
Fri-guson, C. J., Carlisle, the late, 825
Fever hospitals : Bamet, 109, 397 ; Hitchin,

18<J, 325 ; in the Potteries, 41 ; Little
Bromwich, 540 ; Perth, 73 ; Seacroft,
Leeds, 502

Fire : at Baltimore, lesson from, 2 ;

prevention in hospitals, 98 ; resisting
floors) 322 (wood joinery; 935*; risks in
the City, 923 ; service commission ia
Germany, 317; station (Leeds) 68 ; tests
of uralite, 347

Fireproof ceilings, decorated, 214
Flame temperatures in motors, 284
Fletton Crown brick Co., in re, 30
Flew and Co., in re, 203, 273, 310, 346, U6,
958

Flint workshop found at Calmore, 923
Floors: ball room, 452; British steel aad

fire-resisting, 322 ; varnish for, 489
Florentines and the superstition of the
museum, 239

Fonts, 309
Foreign cement, use of, 131
Forest engineering in India, 141
Forestry, national schojl of, 132, 779
Forests of Lapland, 492
Forgery : by a builder, 164 ; by a builder's

clerk, 71
Foundations, concrete piles for, 39
Foundation stone layings, presents at, 935
Frampton, J., Ea^t l>ulwich, in re, 38J
Frauds by pretended surveyors, 346
Freeholders and paying charges, 777
Free libraries : Abeiystwith, 326, 901 ; Ben-

well, bOr, 4 il, 685 ; Bridgwater, 14 j. 703 ;

Brockley, 560 ; Bromley, Kent, t.58, 613,
640 ; CttStleton, 862 ; Clitheroe, 73

;

Hutcbesontown, 217 ; Kettering, 504

;

Loughborough, 73 ; Malvern, 253 ; Mans-
field, 469; Newton Abbot, 307 ; Pdi>ley,

825, Peterborough, 180, 207 ; Selly Oik
73; Stamford, 4ij8, 503, 621; Stirchley,

73 ; Thorne, 468; Tipton, i05, 2l6, 526;
Townhead, Glasgow, 757 ; Whitehaven,
451, 489

Freeman: Robt. Knill, the late, 9 ; Wm.,
Hull, the Lite, 755

Frescoes: at .Sea Maria Maggiore, Rjme,
167 ; G. F. Watts's, 93

Fiictional warmth for heating rooms, 635
Fuel ecunomy. smoke prevention and, WJ
Furniture : age-uf-oak, 6iO ; bedroom,

silver suite ol, 31 , 526 ; hisl ory of English,

640, 778; old, how to collect, i'U; old
West Surrey, 643 ; sketches, 113. 181,

24*, 359. 511, 649, 767, 865, 037 ; style in,

824
Future : and present requirements. 457

;

study of art at Cambridge, 773

GALLERIES : Glasgow corporation
(new pictures) 417; National new
pictures) 275 ; National poitrait, SiV :

Newtaslle-on-Tyce (Laingi 640 : Scottish

National portrait, 381 ; Speaight's photo-
giaphic, 789

Gallery, some types of, 782
Galvanised storage tanks, 776
Garnetted joints, 711
Gases, poisonous, standards of veuti'ation

for, 205
Gas: ani water works, 118: exhibifion,

Earl's Cjurt, 778; explosion, Smt'i-
ampton-row, 923 ; transmission unler
high pressure, 240; works (Dundee) OvK)

(frovan) 305
Gateway : Christ Chui-ch, E.C., 325. £96

;

Leicester Newarke) 865
GLmeral t'onstruction ('o., engineer and

architect, 319
Generating station, Manchester, 511
Geological : features, earth movements
cause of, 283 ; survey maps, 131

Georgian buildings in Westminster, 8"i<'

German novelties in architectural design,

717
Germany : calcareous bricks in, S<>3 ; case

of monuments in, 670 ; ceramic selioois in,

167; fire service cfimmission in, il7
;

technical schools in, 286
Gibbon v. Pease, ownership of architects'

plans, 211, 710, 712. 897, tOil

Girders and beams, stresses in, 929
Glasgow : architectural (association) 704

(cifucatiou in) 670 ; hospitals. 129, 102;

housing experiment, 2H1 ; iastitut'3 of

measurer*. 521; new pictures at art
galleries, 117; pottery exhibitian, 060;
sanitary institute at, 31, 112, 167, 178

Goodall. F.. K A., the late, 180
Gouils deput. Deptford. 108

Gospoil main draina^^e, 271

Gough, Hugh Itoumieu, the late. 683, 712
Government nftiees. Hmg Kong, 11

Grace v. Ellis, builder's claim, 819
Grahiini v. Kamu/, Kuclion waiTauty, 669
Grammar schools : Lichdeld, 287 ; Netv-

caatle-on-Tyne, 109
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Grantham, Sir AV., and rural by-lawe, 191'

706, 751,801, 959
Gravel roads in Minnesota, 491
Gravity, hpeeiflc, of cement, determination

of, 175
Great College-street, discoverie > in, 781
Greaves, "W. M.. in re, 273
Greek archieology and literature, 598
Grey pebble-dashing-, 272
Ground lesaeea and party walls, 920
Guide : rate-payer's, 357 ; to carpentry,

beginner's, 357
Gypium, United States production of, 670

HACKNEY borough council v. Lee
Cofiservancy board. Ii9

Haddon hall. "427

Baigh, Axel, drawings by, 607

Halls: Audlem (public) S8* ; Ayr (concert)

524 ; Birkenhead (Wesln.) 046 ; Edin-
burgh (Usher^fi33; Haddon. 4i7 ; Hall
i' th' wood, Bolton, 397: Ironmongers',

267; Landport i Masonic i 323; Leeds
(market) 701, 828; Newport. Mon.
(Bapt.) 379 : Ordsall, Salford, 210;
Porter's, Shenley, 397 : Kectury Farm,
8treatley, G13: Rochdale [drill) 236;

Snitterton, Matlock, 397; Tylney, 829;
Vincent-square (Horticultural; 164

;

AVallsend (parish) 236
Hamilton waterworks extension, 490
Hanley sewerage works, 669
Hants archrt'ological society, 145
Haibonra : Dover, 239, 849 ; Folkestone,
extension, 71

Hardwoods : New South "Wales, 559 ; ship-
worms and, 754

Hardy, 11., Nottingham, the late, 646
Harvard stadium, 321
Hayes, Edwin, the late, 683
Headquarters, Volunteer : Edinburgh, S23 ;

Liverpool. 633
Health : congress, Folkestone, 132 ;

exhibition, Glasgow, 167 ;
public, and

architecture, 894
Heaters, electric. 677
Heating and ventilating engineers' confer-

ence, 140
Heffer, S. H., Colwyn Bay, in re, 237
Hems's Chiistmaa feast, 96'*

Herculaneum, proposed excavations, 960
Hidden work, 350
Highbridge water supply, 166
High : pressure, gas transmission under,

247 ; Wycombi corporation, and alder-
man's shed, 967

Highway. King's, surveyor of the, 921
Highworth water supply, 274
Hilton V. Mash el>Tie—ancient lights, £80
Hints on planning poor-law buildings, 428
Bistory of English furniture. 640, 778
Hodgson V. ^^'augh, 777, 813, 849, 921
Holles-fetreft party-wall case, 863
Holywell, wonderful cures at, 205
Homes : children's (Hunstanton) 109

;

convalescent (HuDstantoD' 109,577,793
(Sandltbridge) 70 ; cottage (Cheltenham)
253 (Downend) 812 ; epileptics ("Warton)

236; in English, 178; Ipswich (St. John)
200; nurses' (Fulham) 757 (Rochdale)
633; officers' widows' (Wimbledon) 488

Hor?e, white, of Hambleton, 132

Hospitals : Eamet (fever) 1C9, f97; Belfast
(plenum ventilation at) 4, 42, 92

;

JBirmingham (dental) 181 ; fire prevention
in, ?8; Glasgow 429, 492; Heatherside,
Finchley (consumption) 41 ; Hitchin
(fever) 180, 326 ; Leicester-square (St.

John) 431 ; little Bromwich (fev*r) 540
;

Moflfatt (cottage) 73 ; Perth i,fever) 73 ;

Potteries (fever) 41 ; St. Bartholomew's,
136 ; Seacroft, Leeds (fever) 502

Hostels: Falmouth (King's; 812; Hcxton
(Maurice) 11

Hotels : Hunstanton (Le Strange Arms)
164 ; Ryton-on-Tyne,261 ; St. Anne's-on-
Sea (Grand) 145 ; Victoria station. 325

House : in disorder, how to set a, 564 ; the
English, 570

Houses : Birmingham (Rowton) 825
Bramhall, 956 ; Brookline, Mass (Isaac
Cook's) 11 ; Broombu-b, Lockerbie , 287 ;

Didsbury, 649 ; doctor's, club designs, 749,

789; Foots Cray Place, 685; for the
working classes, 644; Fortissat, Shotts,
359 ; Grant's Wood, Ashurst, 504

;

Hammersmith (headmaster's) 397
;

Harley-street, 901 ; High Trees, Horn-
bill, 287 ; Hove, 104 ; Ignoifs, Compton,
369 ; Iveagh, Dublin, 920 ; Kingbam, 31

;

Lightclilfe, 325 ; Little Langleys. Peters-
field, 359 ; Mill Leas, Hytlie. 541 ; ( Hd
Beaupre,469; Ormesby, 793; Ponsbourne,
Hertfl. 253; Potters Bar, 11 ; Prospect,
Kendal, 613 ; Redbill. Notts, 44, Ridley,
Bethnal-green. 884; Sandringham, 7i);

Streatham, 217; Sundridge Park, 173;
Sussex, additions to old, 901 ; three
modern land, 209 ; three-roomed. In the
Midlands, 31 ; Weatwood, Southborougb,
785; AVinteislow, 685; Youl Greave,
Croydon, 541

Housing : conference, London, 822 ; experi-
ment, Glasgow, 284 ; in Bradford, 418 ;

in towns and suburbs, 285 ; Liverpool.
814; municipal, 314; question (trade
unionists and) 381 (women workers and)
682 ; reform conference, 67

How : and why our cathedrals were built,
493 ; to collect old furniture, 464 ; to set
a house in disorder, 564

Howard, Catherine, sketches by, 706
Hughes, R. H., the late, 3iJ6

Hundi-ed pound cottages, 677
Hiint, Josiah, the late, 306
Hurrell v. Ainscough, 201
Hyde Park arches, bas-reliefs on, 273
Hygienic exhibition, Paris, 275

ICE-HOUSE construction, 166
Ideal fitter, 574
Ilfracombe water supply, 166
Illustrations, book, 217. 253, 649
Improved: mode cf lead-burning, 850;
siphon cistern, 430

Improvements: City of London, 144 ; in
and near the Strand, 716 ; street, M A.
Taylor's Act and, 719

Inconveniences of metric system, 563
India : architectural competition in, 779 ;

forest engineering in, 141 ; oldest church
in, 2.:9 ; survey of, 453

In English homes. 178
Infiimaries: Exeter (workhouse) 684;

Falkirk, 957 : Manoh'.ster (royal) 181,
646 ; Uxbiidge (workhouse) 165

Influence, professional, 781, 8:8
Inns : Killingwnrth (Plough) 936 ; King's
Heath 'Red Lion) 73

Inspectors' association, sanitary : 3^8, 647

;

at Bournemouth, 391
Institutes: archifological (royal* 647;

architects, royal British, 145, 467, 612,
679, 747, 814, 819, 891 (abandoned New-
castle visit) 252. 358 (council and secret
commissions) 792, 826 (exams. ! 131,491,
820 ; Kalendar) 706 ; architects in Ireland,
royal, 861 ; auctioneers', 669, 8G1 (at
Cardiff) 239, 351 ; British decorators,
755; Limehousfi church, 757; measurers'
(Glafgow) 624 ; sanitary, 561 [.Glasgow
congress) 31, 142, 167, 178 ; technical
(Belfast) 100 (Ea.sthourne) 217; tem-
perance (£[oylake) 200

Institutions : builders' benevolent, 103 ;

civil engineers, 358 ; surveyors', 716,756
(examinations) 4, 564

Instruction, technical, and its results, 36
Insurance buildings ; Brighton, 217 ; Glas-
gow, 649 ; Norwich, 8ii9

Intercepting: sewers .Brighton v. Hove)
273; traps condemned, 5i!8

International i ociety of sculptors and
gravers, 86

1

Intuitive v. cultured skill in architectural
dfsign, 2C0

Inventors, opportunities for, 282
Investigation of road materials in America,

31
lonides collection, 99
Ipswich, palieolithic site in, 286
Ireland : architectural association of, 404 ;

royal institute of architects of, 861
Irish : ancient m' numents, 131 ; memorials
hang fire, 347

;
pictures, 814

Is: a canal bank a "new street'' ? 119
;

a chimney part of house T 30 ; a pump a
windmill.' 561

Itter jubilee at Kingsdjke, 143

JACKSON, F. G., the late, 937
Japanese colour prints, 644
Jairah v. turpentine, 754
Jermyn v. Mount, 202
Joints, gatnetted, 742
Joinery : architectural, 321 : flre-resisting,

935
Jones : G. J., Tonbridge, the late, 539 ;

Owen, prizes, 468
Join-iia\ R.I.B.A., and plenum ventilation,
697

Journeyman carpenter dying worth
£157,310, 391

Jubilee. Itter, in Kingsdyke, 143
June, Carrara in, 7
Jungfrau tunnel, 167

KALENDAR, R.I B.A., 706
Keene's cement, efflorescence on, 272
Kemp, AV. G., Edinburgh, the late, 394
Kent : archaeological society, 180 ; Frank
M., Maritzburg, the late, 180 ; main road
maintenance in, 286

Kilsyth water supply, 525
Kme V. Jolly, ancient lights, 202, 921
Kingdom of Carrick and its capital, 99
King's : college architectural clashes, 179 ;

highway, surveyor of the, 921
King v. Kettle and L.C.C., 921
Klenck v. Farris, 777
Knightsbridge, widening needed. 886
KnossoB, freeb dificoveries at, 670

LABOUR lost, love's, 392
Ladder, Magirus turntable, 131
Land: agents, Salop society of. 3M;
houses, three modem, 209 ; values,
taxation of, 204

Landing etage. South Shields, 776
Lapland, forests of, 492
Last Supper, Thorvaldsen's, 429
Law : courts, Hong Kong, 488 ; of boun-
dary fences, 670 : repoits, the architect's,
886

Laws, "W. G., Newcastle, the late, 937
Lead burning, improved mode of, 850
Lectern, design, S29
Leeds : and York.shire architectural society,

596, 755, 826, 900; a year's building in,

106 ; bad trade and empty houses in,

417 ; market hall, 791, 828 ; new water-
wotk^, 381 ; sewerage scheme, 490

Le Jeune, Henry, A.R.A., the late, 539
Lessees, ground, and party walls, 920
Lessons from Baltimore Qie, 2
Leysian mission, City-road, 69
Liability of property owners, 669, 674
Libraries, free : Aberystwith. 325, 901 ;

Benwell, 397, 451, €Si ; Bridgwater, 145,

793; Brockle-y, 560 ; Bromley, Kent, 4 j8,

613, 649; Castleton, Rochdale, 862;
Clitheroe, 73 ; Hutchesontown, 217 ;

Kettering, 504 ; Loughborough, 73

;

Malvern, 253; Mansfleld, 469; Newton

Abbot, 307 ; Paisley, 826 ; Peterborough,
J 80, 205 ; Selly Oak, 73 ; Stamford, 468,

603, 524 ; Stirchley, 73 ; Tborne, 468
;

Tipton, 205. 216, 526 ; Townend, Glasgow,
757 ; Whitehaven, 151, 489

Library : association, 34S ; society of
architects', 31

Liddiard. "W, T., the late, 276
Light and air, 273, 597
Lighthouses: Fowey, 849 ; Hyskier Rock,
N.B., 41 ; Nicolaieff iferro-concrete) 417

Lightning: conductors, Zi:G; (ffects of,

286
Li^^hts, ancitnt, 202, 273, 380, 597, f21
Limes and mortals. ]73, 214, 246, 316, 534

641, 750, 787,822,927
Limmer asphalte paving Co.. 679
Liquid colours for woven fabrics, 378
Lithography, 345, 378
Liverpool : and property demolition, 863 ;

architectural society, 524. 561,596.704,
826, 900 ; autumn art exhibition. 381 ;

cathedral, 31, 69, 106,379,393.526,684,
850 (orientation of) 204 (revised plant)
491; ecclesiastical exhibition, 347,500;
engineering (lectures at the university)
205, 743 (society) 704 ; housing in, 814

Llandudno art exhibition, 93
Local records, custody of, 274
Lodge, entrance, to paik, club designs, 139
Log coffer dam in Oregon, 707
London : and Middlesex arch:i.*ological

society, 647 ; Building Act, pioposed
new, 715, 746, 786; county coxmcil, 31,

69,131.5^3,576, 633, 646, 684, 812, 860.
920 and the Press) 2.*?9 (museum stud-es
397 (new tramways 93; housing con-
ference, 822 ; overhead electric traction
for, 706 ; squares and the L.CC, 886

Lotus oroament, evolution of, £83, 317
Love's labour lo&t, 39i
Lunatic asylums: Lancaster (Royal) 41

;

Lancashiie, 812

MACANDREW, E. H., pictm-es by,
563

McClean, F., the late, 683
McDonald, J. Allen, the la'e, 899
Machinery : electrical, standardisation of.

250; property owners and nuisances
from, 72 ; stone moulding by, 322

Machine, Wenzel sculpture-copying, 526
Main road maintenance in Kent, 286
Mammoth cave, measuring the, 276
Management of a mill, 137
Manchester cathedral, additions to, 107 ;

professor of engineering at, 960 ; second
Thirlmere supply, 638 ; society of
architects, 69, 236, 596, 900

Manila, improving amenities of, 453
Maps, geological survey, 101
Margate, mtrry, 390
Market : Drayton, sewage disposal at,

669; hall, Leeds. 791, 828
Masonic : hall. Landport, 323 ; temple,
Hamilton, N.B..957

Masonry : art of, in Britain, 248 ; practical,
644 ; whitewash on medifeval, 923, 959

Master builders' aaeociation : Bristol, 61,
459 ; Edinburgh and Leith, 861

Matear v. Ainscougb, 204
Materials, eystems and types, 601
Measurers, Glasgow institute of, 524
Measures Brothers, rapid steel con-

struction by, 779
Measuring : Uie mammoth cave, 276 ; up
and drawing out, 634

Mediieval masonry, whitewash on, 923,
959

Melandra Castle, Roman camp at, 599
Memorials : Birmingham (War) 128 ;

Buluwayo (Mitabele) 2C0 ; Canterbury
(Danejohn, War) 253; Dingwall (Hector
Macdonald) 721, 862; Eton (War) 10,

139, 145 : Halifax (War) 39 ; Hammer-
Bmith (St. Paul's School, AVar) 145;
Irish (unfinished) 347 ; Kensington
(Queen Victoria) 598 ; Paris (Gavami)
921 ; St. Clement Danes (Gladstone)
683; St. James's Park Uueen Victoria)
346; St. Paul's Cathedral (Coldstream)
164; Sunderland (Bede J 560; Waterloo-
place (Royal Artillery) 204 ; Westminster
Abbey (Bradley, brass) 597; AVinchester
(cathedral) 490 (college chapel) 128

;

Worcester (War) 3£0 ; York minater,
493

Merry Margate, 390
Metal, road, sidings for, 3
Method, new, of manufacturing steel, 322
Methods of topographical hurvey, 284
Metric system, inconveniences of, 563
Metropolitan: asylums board, 740; water
purchase appeal, 129, iO*, 814

Middlesbrough, rehousing problem in, 93
Midsomer Norton water supply, 131
Milford Docks water supply, 272
Mill and its management, 137

Millard v. Balby U.D.C., 669
Miller, Robert, Edinburgh, the late, 718
Minoan chronology in Crete, 285
Minton and HoUins at St. Louis, 7 *3

Missions: City-road (Leysian) 69; Drury-
lane (Inns of Court) 7d6 ; Liverpool
(Wesln.) 488

Modern : cottage architecture, 5 ; decora-
tion, 609

;
gallery, pastels at, 4 ; German

novelties in arcbitectuial de?igns, 717;
land bouses, three, 209

; plumbing,
errors in, 923

Moisture in wood, 418
Monument : ancient Irish, 131 ; care of, in
Germany, 670

More unsatisfactory competitions, 828
Mortars and limes, 173, 214, 246, 316, 534,

641, 760. 787. 822, 927
Moser, John, the late, 575

Motor, internal combustion, flame
tempeiatures in. 284

Movements, earth, cause of geological
features. 283

Muller, J. V. Sigvold, the late. 9C0
Municipal : asphalt plants, 315 ; buildingg

(Bromley, Kent) 890, 937 (Torquay) 721 ;

engineers, association of, 108 (atSaltley)

354 ; housing, 314 ; officials, and archi-
tectural work, 885. 886, 889 ; offices

(Pretoria) 468; photographs, 355
Muscum : Florentines and the superstition

of the, 239; studies, L.C.C., 397
Museums : British (Babylonian tablets)

706 ( Egyptian sculpture) 382 (gree n
bronz s) 93 (lions) 72; Ruskin, 381;
Soane (curatorship) 93

Mysterious competition at Bury, 828

NAMES, rock, for quarry owners, 37,
101

National : amalgamated painters, 561

;

competition, school of art, 134, 167

;

federation of building trade employers,
143 ; gallery (new pictures) 276; housing
leform conference, 67 ; institutions,

bequests to, 382 ; portrait gallery, 239
(Scottish do.) 381 ; school of forestry-,

132
Naturwl ventilation, scientific, 128, 165
Neglected points and opportunities of

design, 529
Negligence : in maintenance of wall, 237 ;'

surveyor's alleged, -634

New: building departures, 745; English
art club, 710 ; London building act,

pioposed, 715, 746, 786; method of
manufactuiing steel, 322

;
post-office

buildings, 244; riser water co. purchase,
814 ; South Wales hardwoods, 599

;

htieet, is a canal bank a, 129 ; streets
(laying out) 899 (paving) 203

Newcastle: on Tyne (amenities of) 417
(improvement seheoie) 634 (Plummer
tower) 886 ; tmder-Lyne (Caatle) 59^,
670 (sewage works) 34^

Northern architectural association, 791
North Wales : coast, building on, 603 ; Co-

operative quarries, 286
Norton : John, the late, 718 : v. Tracy, 777
Norwich cushions and Norwich, Conn., 8U
Notes: on blacksmiths" work, 40 ; on
budding construction, 537 ; on boiling'

test of cement, 66 ; on steel concrete, 40 :

parliamentary, 72, 131, 239, 273
Novelties, modern German, 717
Nuisances from machinery, property
owners and, 72

Nurses' homes : Fulham, 757; Rochdale^
633

OAK, furniture, the age of, 640
Obituary : Archer, J., R.S.A., 35S ;.

Athron, J., Doncaster, 40; Backhouse,
Hon. B., 466 ; Bartholdi, A., 501 ;

Batsford, Bradley, T , 682; Baty, S. C.
E., 216 ; Bedford, F. W.. 826 ; Bell,
Miffin, E., Washington, 9 ; Bibby, P.,
Flint, 69 ; Bower, Jas., Gateshead, 9 ;

Boyce, Thos , 68:J ; Browne, T., Chester,
69 ; Clarendon, F. W., Dublin, 575 ;

Cumberland, J., Luton 790; Dart, W.,
Crediton, 861 ; Dresser, Dr. Christopher,
825; Ellison, Col. C. O., Liverpool, 306 ;
Escott, E. R., Sweet, Halifax, 394, 705 ;

Ferguson, C. J., Carlisle, 8^5 ; Freeman,
R. Knill, Bolton, 9; Freeman, W., Hull,
755 ; Goodall, F. R.A., 180 ; Gough,
Hugh R., 683, 742 ; Hardy, R., Notting-
ham, 646 ; Haya, E., 683; Hunt, Josiah,
306; Jackson, F. G., Birmingham, 987 ;

Jones, G. J., Tonbridge, 539 ; Kemp,
W. G. Edinburgh, 394 ; Kent, F.
M., Maritzburg, 180 ; Laws, W. G,
937 ; Le Jeune, H , 639 ; Liddiard, W.
T., 276; MacClean, F., 683; THacdonald,
J. A. 899; Maweon, K., Bradford, 861

;

Mdler, R., Edinburgh, 718; Moser, J.,
-576

; MuUer, J. V. S., 90j ; Norton,
John, 718; Parnell, J., Rugby, 466 ;

Prosser, W., 900; Robertson, J., 430;
Roe, C. K., 559 ; Wames, W. H. F., 683 ;.

Steel, Sir Jas., 368; Stelfox, H. E.,
899; Stewart, J. 8., 250; Taylor, H..
Entield, 250; Thomas. J.. Lewis, 501 ,.

Wimperis, J. T., 899 ; Woolnough, C,
Kingston-on-Thames, 216

Oflicials, municipal and arcMtectural
work, 885, 886, 889

Offices : Aldersbot (XJ.D.C.) 613; Bristol
(gas) 251: Burslem (post) 307; Honj
Kong (Government) 11 ; Norton,
Hhetlield (vestry^ 649 ; Norwich (insur-
ance > 8:9; post, new, 241; Pretoria
^Municipal) 468; Rugby (,U D.C.) ^9;
Sunderland (old post office) 42; Swansea,
harbour) 109; Wallasey (public) 251,
524 ; Wigan (guardians') 685

Old : Bailey, new, 540 ; clocks and watches,
65 ; furniture, how to collect. 464 ; half-
timbered buildings, 531 ; West Snrrey-
cottages and furniture, 64 J

Oldest church in India, 239
On limes and mortars, 173, 214, 24S, 31fi,

634, 611, 750, 787, 822, 927
Opportunities : for inventors, 282 ;

neglecttd, of design, 529
Ordained surveyors, Edinburgh, 561, 826
Ordnance survey reports : 311 ; for Scot-

land, 347
Orientation of Liverpool cathedral, 204
Ornament, lotus, evolution of, 28 J, 347
Orphanage, Redhill, 70
Outdoor stone steps, 241
Outlines and skylmes, cathedral, 498^

Overhead electrical traction for London,
706
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Overmantel, day nursery, 793
Owner, adjoining, protections to, 597
Ownership of auchitect's plans, 211, 718,

74-2, 894, 899
Owners: property (and nuisances from
machinery 7'2 liability of) 669, 674;
quariy, lock names for, 37, 101

PAGE V. Taunton corporation, 503, £73
Paintera, national amalgamated, 564
Paints, bridge, durability of, 218
Paisley water supply exteasion, 6£0
Palace, Buc'iingham, altei-ationa to, 20i,

599
Panama, building progress at, 599
Panel, a colossal, 536
Parig, exhibition of hyyiene, 275
Park lodge, club designs, 139
Parliamentary : notes, 72, 131, 239, 273 ;

prospects for next session, 778
Pamell, John, Kugby, the late, 4'36

Party : colours. 237 ; wall dispute, 238
(Holies-street; 863; walls, ground leasees
and, 864, 920

Pastels at the modern gallery, 4
Patents, 378
Pavements : brick, in California, 463

;

wood, repairing, 4>2
Pavilion: Bridlington (concert 793;
Ramsgate ^royal Victoria;, 9, 431.

Paving ; charges, fr.'ebolders and, 777 ;

dispute, AVestminster, 164. 237 ; neiv
streets, 203; wood (AmeiiLan v. Aus-
tralian) lOJ (experiments withi 452,
526

Pebble dashing, grey, 272
Penn sewerage works, 814
Peterborough water supply, 669, 864
Phil;^ tfmple, A'lisuan dam and, 814
PhQt<.>yr.iphic : competition, architectural

assjciation, 345-; survey of Sassex, 599
Photographs, municipal. 355
Photography as applied to architecture,
668

Piccadilly: widening of, 131; and picture
galleries, 960

Pictures : in pottery, 467 ; Tonides collection
of, 99

Piles, concrete, for foundations. &9
Pillars, wooden, strengihof, 335
Pipe? : earthenware, for sewerage, 417;
wire-wound wool, 707

Planning poor-law buildings, hints on,
428

Plans, architects' : Canadian duty on, 924 ;

ownership of, 211. 718, 742, 894, 899
Plants municipal asphalt, 315
Playing card^, de^^igns for. 73
Plenum ventilation at Belfast hospital,

4, 42, 92, 597
Plumbers : diagrams for, 357 ; Dusseldorf,

in London, 205
Plumbing, modern, errors in, 923
Pluralists, p-ofessional. 385
Points : neglected, of design, 529 ; two, in
arbitration proceedings, 129

Poisonous gases, ventilation standards of,

205
Poles, tubular tramway, stanlaidisation

of, 310
Police stations: Horfield, 379; Leeds. f8
Polstechuics ; Ragen -street (architectural

classes 886 ; S : Albans, :iati

Poorbouse. Leith. £0^. 884
Poor-law buildings, hints on planning, 428
Portland cement : 321 ; for users, '.tJS

Portrait gallery, national: 2:9; Scottish
dittJ.fSl

Post offices : Burslera, 307 ; new, 244
Pottery: exhibition, Glasgjw, 960;

pictures in, 467
Powers : of electric supply companies, 669 ;

to inspect wages accounts, assurance
companies', 849

Practical : cement control, 356 ; misonry,
644 ; sui'veying, 501

Practice of building surveyor, 78 i

Present and future requirements, 457
Presentation to Howard Colls, 6
Presents at foundution btone layings, 935
Press, the, and the L.C.C., 239
Prevention: fire, in hospitals, 98 ; of t-lum

creation, 381 ; smoke, and fuel tconomy,
611

Prints, Japanese colour, 6 1

1

Private drain, a single, 710
Probable errors in modern plumbing, 923
ProbU m, unemployed, suggestions for

solving, 886
Problems, town, 817
Professional : alliances, 421 ; influence,

781, 828 ;
pluralists, 385 ; services, 63u

:

societies* work, 602; sub-dvisiona, 2oa
Profession, demands on th^?, 70if

Projects, Parliamentary, for next session,
778

Properties : clays and their, 212; of Biitish
standard sections, 179

I'ropoity owners ; and nuisances from
machinery, 72 ; liability <»f, 669, 67 1

Proponed new London building act, 716,
746, 786

ProBser, W-Uam, the kte. 900
Protection to adjoining owner, 597
Public health and architecture, fcOl

Pumping sewage. 237. 809
Pump - 18 it a windmill T 661
Purification of sewage, 216

aUARRIES : Bath stone, Bristol
builders at, 459; Beer, 932; Caen and
its, 008, 761, 820, OJ:

; North Wales
co-operative, 5Hi

tiuairy owners, rock names for, 37, 101
(iuay i-xtenstons, Southampton, 957
liu^fttions : at recent couirresses, 2 1 i

;

doubtful, 277
Quinquennial valuation of tenements, 237

RAILWAY : stations v^'haring Cross,
threatened) 204 Hull, Paragon) 884
(Victoria, L.B. and S.C.) 431 ; viaducts,
concrete, 860

Kailways : Acton and Neasden to
Wycombe, 450; Acton and Shepherd's
Bush, 850 ; Cape to Cairo, 3i4 ; Castle
Gary and Laogport, 957 ; Dewsbury
(Midland) &S4 ; Kelvcdon and Tolles-
bury, 561 ; Levpnshulme and Wilmslow
loop. 71 ; Manifold Valley, N. Staffs, 70 ;

North Wales Coast, widening, 378

;

Wateiford and Rosslare, 704
Rainbow, C. H., Rugby, in re, 346
Ravages of shipworms on Australian hard-
woods, 754

Rawmarsh, sewage purification at, 61
Reading rooms : Barry, 216, 721 ; Cadox-

ton, 721
Recent congresses, questions at, 242

,

Records, local, custody of, 274
Reflections, some architectural, 855
Reform : asiociation, building by-laws,
782 ; housing, conference, 67

Rehousing problem in Middlesbrough, 93
Reinforced concrete : 639, 747, 819 ; beam",

430, 462 ; construction, 248
Remuneration, architects', 204
Repair : buildings under, 67 ; of bridge
approaches, 130

Repairing wood pavements, 452
Reports : architects' law, 886 ; Chantrey

trust, 243, 271. 310 ; Ordnance survey,
311 (in Scotland) 347 ; public baths, 779

;

society of architects. 568; Woods and
Forests Department, 779

Requirements, present and future, 157
Reservoirs : Frankley, 562 ; Galashiels,

274 : Halifax, 490 : Teignmouth, 164
Restrictions, the architects', 565
Results of technical instruction. 36
Retaining walls, stability of, 611
Reviews : Academy Architecture, 143

;

Alhambra, the, 391 ; Alphabets and
Numerals, 717 ; Antiquary, the, 936

;

Arbitrations, 824 ; Architects' Law
Reports, 886 ; Architectural and H s-

torical Notes on Haddon Hall, 427

;

Ai'chitectural Association Brown Book,
425 ; Architf cLural Joinery Catalogue,
321 ; Architektur Olbricb. 717 : Art
Decorator, 463 ; Art of Masonry in
Britain. 248 ; Bayeux : its Cathedral
and Churches, 104 ; Beginner's Guide to
Carpentry. 357; Buildin-g News club
designs. 139, 749, 789, 933 ; Catalogue of
Berwick Engravings at Newcastle, 393;
Conduct of Building Woik, 857 ; Das
Eogh-fche Hans, 670; Dunfermline City
Development, 794; Dunstable, 641;
Elementary Treatise on Graphs, 539

;

English and Scottish Wrought Iron-
work, 3 ; English Archittcture, 179

;

Handbook to Agra and the Taj, 671 ;

Hints on Planning Poor-Law Buildings.
428 ; History of En?lish Furniture, 620,

778; Housesfor the Working CI asses, 644;
How to Collect Old Furniture, 465

;

Hudson and Keams' Diaries. 754 : Ideal
Fitter, 574; In English Homes, 178;
Japanese Colour Prints, 644 ; Kalend-ir,
R.I.B.A., 706 ; Kingdom of Carrick and
its Capital, 99; Liverpool Cathedral,
.-93 ; Manual of Forest Elngineering in

India, 141 ; Meister der Iimen Kunst,
209 ; Model Answers to Questions Set
by Sanitary I&stitute. 40; Modern Cot-
tage Architecture, 5 ; New Streets

:

Laying Out and Making Up, 899 ; Notes
on Blacksmiths' Work, 40 ; Notes on
Building Construction, 537; Notes on
Steel Concrete, 40 ; Old Clocks and their
Makers, 65; Old Cottage and Half-
Timbered Building, Shropshire, 631

;

Particulars of DocKs on the Thames,
354 ; Plumbers, Diagrams for, 357 ;

Portland Cement, 321 ; Portland Cement
for Users, 935 ; Practical Masonry, 644 ;

Practical Photographer, 417; Practical
Surveying, 501 ; Properties of British

Standard Sections, 179; Purification of

Sewage, 246; Ratepayer's Guide, 357;
Reinforced Concrete, 639; St. Asaph,
Bell'e, 755; Small De.itructors for
Institutional and Trade Wasti*, 499

;

Smoke Prevention and Fuel Economy,
611; Some Suggestions for Solving the
Unemployed Problem, hso ; Specifica-

tions in Detail, 466; Stability of Reta n-
ing Walls, 641; Strength and Elaaticity
of Structural Members. 172; Style in

Furniture, 824 ; Sundials : Past ami
Present, 50(J; Timbers of f!ommerce, 279

Richmond, Surrey, water .'supply, 238
Risks, lire, in the City, 923
Road : binder, calcium chloride as a, 132

;

construction, investigation of, in

America, 31 ; maintenance in Kent, 28i

;

ractiil, sidings for, 31
Roids : and tramways, 131

;
gravel, in

Minnesota. 491

Robertson, John, of Haltnicniel, the late,

430
Robinson v. Cadogan, 2(»3

Robins v. Ooddar.l, architect's certificate,

863
Rochester, Rt. Hon. J. Chambarlain at,

167

Rock names fur quarry owners, 37, I<H

Roller attachment for T-squares, 501
Roman : tump at Melandm Castle, 699 ;

gateway at Caerwent, 311

Rome, frescoes ditcovcred in, 167

Ropeway, itrria), Aberfcldy, 813
Kowton house, Itirrainnham, 825
Royal ; Academy wtmol design*. 85i ;

college of art (Mtudcnts* exhibition) 1.S6,

167, 170 ; commission on sewage diHposu^

273 ; institute, archtealogical. 647 ; insti-
tute, British architectd, 145, 167, 612,679,
747, 814. 819. 891 (abandoned Newcastle
visit) 252, 358 (council and se?ret com-
missions) 792, 826 (exams.) 131, 401, 820
(Kalendar 706; institute, architects of
Ireland, S61

; society of British ai-ti&ts,

566
Rural building by-laws : 347, 83o ; Sir "W.
Grantham and, 491, 706, 751, 8e4, 959

Ruskin maseum, Sheffield, 381
Rutland archteological society, 324

SAINT : Andrew (Cleeve Prior) 394

;

Asaph (handbook to) 755 ; Bartholo-
mew's hospital, 136; Catherine (AVal-

eingham, chapel) 431 ; Chid (Birming-
ham, B.C.) 4*8 ; Ctirysostom (Man-
chester) 526; Cleer (Liskeard) 41;
Francii (Cochin) 239 (Garstin, R.C )

323 ; Giles (Cripplegate) 633 ; Hilda
(Preatwich) 576; James's park, altera-

tions in, 204 ; John (Ipswich, home) 200
(Leicester-square, hospital) 431 (Porto-
bello, R.C.) 44 ; John Baptist (Northope)
576; Leonard (Dnnferiuline) 450 (St.

Andrew's. N.B.) 200 (Sherfleld, English)

394 ; Louis (exhibition) 249. 287, 3S7,

423, 460, 605, 631, 571. 604 (awards) 682 ;

Mark (Byker) 865 (Levenshulme) 504
(Noel park, vicarage) 865 (Reading) 541

;

Mary (Clydach) 812 ^Warwick) 9;
Matthew (Stonehouse, Devonport) 450
(Walsall) 130 ; Nicholas (Carisbrooke
Castle) 200; Oswald (Shipton Olliffe)

41 ; Paul's cathedral, 164 ; Paul (Glas-

gow) 757 ; Peter (Maney) 9 (Plymouth)
491; Stephen (Soundwell) 107: Wilfrid
Bradford I 757 ; Winifred . South "Wim-

bledon. R C ) 540
Salop society of land agents, 324
Saltier, municipal engineers at, 354
Silt wa*er for concrete, 30
Sames. W. H. F., the late, 683
Sandby, AV A., art bequests by, 563
Sind: bricks, Canadian, 706; dunes,

ript^le marks and, 283
Sanitai y : ass >ciation of Scotland, 392

;

developments and defect", 422 ; in-

spect )rs' association, 358, 647 at Bourne-
mouth) 391 ; institute, 561 {Glasgow con-
gress) 31, 142, 167, 178 ; officers, lectures

lo, 347
Saver^, (

'. E., Brighton, in re. 380
Sason carving-* at Chichestr, 357
Scaffold and AVorkmeu's Compensation

Act, 719,922
"Scale" in building, 241
Schools: Actm (eountyj 613; A. A. (day)

93 (evening 3.56 ; arts and crafts, L.C.C,
417; Birkenhead, 61; Bumtwood, 200;
Camberwell (arts and crafts) 783 ; Cass-
land-road. Hackney (bd.J 541 ; ceramic
in Germany, 167 ; Cheltenham. 828

;

Cheshire, 676 ; Forestry, national, 132 ;

Fulneck, 2iK) ; Hammersmith (St. Paul's
—war memorial) 145; Harrow, .*t94

;

Kingston-on-Thimes, 42, 109. 468;
Ku-kcaldy (technical) 359 ; Lancaster
(royal asylums) 41 ; Leeds (Fulneck)
164 ; L'chfield (grammar^ 287 ; Middles-
brough, 42, 826 ; Newcastle-on-Tyne
(gram.) 109; Newton Abbot i,technical)

3117; of art, national competition, 134,

167 ; Ormesby, Yorks, 613; Oxfordshire,
44 ; Royal Academy (designs) 854 ; S )uth
Br.jomhill, asi ; Spitalfields (Jews' Free)
9 ; technical, in Germany, 286 ; Thornton
Hough Congl. Sunday) 236; Warwick
(R.C.) 540; Withmgton, 684

Scientitlc natural ventilation, 128, 165
Scotch fall, 452
Scoihind : Ordnance survey in, 347

;

sanitary association of, 392 ^
Scottish : and English wrought ironwork,

3 ; national portrait gallery, 381
Screens, West country church. 452
Sculpture copying machine, Wen2el, 526
Sea wall, ScJirborough, 502, 776

Secret comaiissiona :8S5; R.I.B.A. council
and, 7112, 826

Heetioos, propertie3 of British standard,

179
Services, professional, 630
Sewage: disposal, royal commission on

273; pipes, earthenware, 417; pumping,
237, 309 ;

purificatim of, 2H
Sewers : auctioneer's waiTanty to lay, 669

;

dangerous material in. 597 ; intercepting,

Brighton V. Hove, 273; or drains, 72
Sharpe, F., Rugby, in re, M\
Sbarpington v. Fulham guardians, 129

Bhelheld: Kuskin mus-,ura, 381; soeiety,

architects and surveyor,*. 596, 617, 711,

H62
Shipworms iini Australian hardwood4, 761

tthirehill. Bury St. Ivlmunis. H28

Shop* : Cardiff, 699 ; Macclesfield, 181 ;

Uxbridge-street, W.. 161

Siberia, female bricklayers in, 276

Sidings for road metal, 31

Silver suite of bedroom furniture, 31, 626

Si'igle private drain, 719

SkL-'.ches. furniture, IT. 181.241,339,611.
619, 757, S'i.S, 9;J7

Sketching club. South Kensington, 601

Skill, cultivated v. intuitive, in archi-

tectural de-sigu", 201
Skirmish on the Yalu, Togo'R. 275
Skylinea and outlines, cathedral, 498
blabs, rcinforceJ, VM
S!atd qiiarrio: Carnedd Llewelyn, 815;
Era Wel-th. HU

Slum creation, prevention of, 381

Small : destructors, 499 ; UwelHoga
Acquisition Act. 4'>2

Smith, JonoM, ad Co , ia re, 63i, 72U

Smithy, village, club designs, 933
Smoke : in cities, 167

;
prevention and fuel

economy, 611
Soane museum curatorship, 9?
Societies: antiquarian (Birmingham) 145;
antiquaries (Bristol) 826 ; archreological
'Bristol and Gloucester, 69 (Bucks. 3C7
(Chester) 10 (Durham) 447 (Hants) 145
(Kent) 180 (London and Middlesex) 647
(Morley, college) 524 (Rutlandi 324
(Sassex) 358 (Wilts) 69 ; architects, the,

451, 568, 611, 714, 894 (do. librarv) 31
(Bristol do.) 791 (aiancheater do.'i 69,

236, 596. 90O (Sheffield do.) 596. 6i7, 741,

862; architectural (Leeds and Yorkshire)
596, 755, 826, 9C0 (Liverpool) 524, 5^1,
596. 701, 826, 900 : art masters, 142, ISn ;

Britidh artists, 566 ; engineering (Liver-
pool) 704 ; engineers, 10, 324, s^l ;

flelle lie, 10; land agents, Salop, 3i4;
medical officers of health, 693 ; ordained
surveyors (Edinburgh) 561, 826; pro-
fessional, work of, 602; sculptors and
gravers, international, S31

S jme : architectural reflections, 855 ; notes
on boiling test of cement, 66 ; types of
gallery, 782

Saundiug board, 648, 742
South Kensington sket^'hing club, 603
Southampton : corporation and school hi.

architect, 71, 564; loan exhibition, 347.

417
Special building developments. 493
Specialism : 313; architectural, 853
Speeiflcations in detail. 466
Specific gravity of cement, direct deter-
mination of. 175

Squares, London, and the L.C.C, 88S
Stability of retiining walls, 644
Statium. the Harvard, 321
Stiined glass, 61, 130, 2^8, 525
Stand iidisation of : copper conductors,

310 ; electrical machinery, 250 ; tubulir
tramway poles, 310

Standard sections, properties of British, 179
Standards of ventilation for poisonous

gases, 205
8tate,the,and semi-private institutions, 779
Stations: coastguard (Sunderland) 488;

electricity (Mayfairj 41; fire and police

(Bristol) 776: 'generating Minchesterj
641; police (Borfield, Bristol, .379 .Leeds!

68; railway (Charing Cross, threatened)
204 (Hull. Paragon) 884 (Victoria,

L.3. &S.C) 431
Statues : Charles I. and James II., 273

;

Cripplegate [Milton) 671 ; Lincoln
(Tennyson^ 274 ; Liverpool (Gladstone)

128 ; Newoastle-on-Tyne (Cowen) 560

;

Vauxhall bridge, 742 ; Winchester
(Victoria) 639

Steel: and fire resisting floors, British.

322 ; concrete, notes on, 40 ; new method
of manufacturing, 322 ; Sir James, the
late, 358

Stelfox, H. E.. Manchester, the late, 899

Steps, outdoor stone, 2*4

Stewart, J. 8., the late, 250

Stiffened suspension bridge, a, 751

Stock exchange, Manchester, 253

Stockport, municipal enterprise at. 452

Stone ; breaking machine patents, 669

;

decay of, in buildings, 791 ; moulding
by machinery, 322 ; steps, outdoor, 244

Storage tinks. galvanised, 776

Strand, building improvements in and
near the, 716

Stratford-on-Avon sewage disposal, IftJ

Str<?et : air ventilation, 308 ; architecture,

897. 960 ; improvements, Taylor's Ac:
and, 719; new, is a canal bank a, 129;

Somerset, waterworks, 61

Streets, new : 899 ; paving of, 203

Strength : and elasticity of structural

members, 172 ; of timber, 860 ; of woo len

pillars, 355
S reases in beams and girders, 929

Structural members, strength and eUsticitj

of. 172
Students' exhibitions : royal academy, 854 ;

royal college of art, 13S ; schools of art,

134
Stuttiford v. Bennett -arobite its* fees

719
Style in furniture, 821

StJ'les, architectural, and how todiatinffuiah

them, 417
Sub-divisions, professional, 203

SuQdiaN, past and pre.sent, 00<i

Supei-stition of the rau%euru. 2;t9

Surrey, West, cottages and furniture. 643

Survey: maps, geological, 131 ; of India,

453; Ordnance. 311 ,io Scotland' 317;

photographic. Sussex, blKt ; topographical,

methodi of, 281
Surveying, practical, 601

Surveyor : buildmg, SIS tniioin]? and
practice of) 786 ; of the Kmjfs highway.

921
8urvoy*»r« : alleged negligence, 6U : oUini.

129; institutioa 716, 7.56 ex irainations)

4 . 664 ;
pretended, fmuds by, 3 1'i ; s-iciety.

Edinburgh nnlained, 561,826 ; unsuccess-

ful apiwal. 777

Suvcyorship, City corpomtion. 563, 635, 712

Suspension bridge, a .stiffened, 761

Sutwox : iirchn'Ological Bociety. 368 ; photo-

graphical ^urvey of. 6!>:i

Synagogue, Belfast. :i79

Systems, t)'pe« f^n^l materials, 601

TAJ. Agra and the, 671

'I'M.ltii Wilier Hiipply for Kdinburgh, 381

Tamwortli mn nities, more. 697

Tanks, gulvanised storage, 776

Tannpr, Sir Iienr\-, I.S.O , .Tl

Taunton corporation, contractor's claim.)

against, 203, '^73
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Taxation of land values. 201
Taylor, H., Enfield, Chtster, the late, 250
Taylor's Act and street improvements, 719
Technical : college (Glasgow) 428

;

institutes (Belfast) 100 (Eastbourne) 217 :

instruction and its results, 3G ; schoola
(Golspie) 502 (in Germany) 28S
(Kirkcaldy) 369 (Newton Abbot) 307

T-equares, roller attachment for, 501
Temperatures, flame, in motors, 284
Temple: masonic, Hamilton. N.B., 957;

of Philfe, Assuan dam and 814
Tenant at will and party walls, 864
Tenements, -luioquennial valuation of, 237
Tests : boilinfj;, of cement, 66 ; timber, 860

;

uralite (fire) 347
Thames : Conservancy Bill, 743 ; docks and
whaifs on the, 354

Theatres ; Birmingham, 766, 825, 924
;

Carlisle, 8.S1 ; Charlotte-street (Scala)
920; Covent Garden, 205, 240; Drury-
lane (alterations) 204, 812 ; Glasgow
(King's^ 394 ; Hahfax. 575; Kilmarnock,
502

Thirlmere water for Manchester, 538
Thomas, J. Lewis, the late, 501
Thompson v. Ejcles corporation, 719
Three : modern land houses, 209 : roomed
houses, in the ilidlands, 31

Ticehurst water supply, 814
Timber : imports and exports, 275 ; its

strength, and how to test it. 860
Timbers, the. of commerce, 279
Tintem Abbey, preservation of, 324
Topographical survey, method of, 284
Tower : Canterbury cathedral, repairs to,

491, 743, 779, 923; Newcastle (Plummer)
886

Town halls ; Acton, ISO ; Birkenhead, 525

;

Chelsea, 180; Fulham (extemioni 847;
High Wycombe, 541 ; Leigh. Lanes,
633; Ossett, 180. 216; Shortditcb, 766

;

Stockport, 380; Walsall, 172
Town problems. 817
Towns and suburbs, housing in, 285
Trade unionists and the housing- question,

381
Traffic, extraordinary, 43
Training and practice of building aurvevor,

786
Tramway poles, tubular, standardisation

of, 311
Tramways: Aston, 378, 502; Bury, 602;
Rochdale and Oldham (transfer of) 491 ;

East Middlesex, 307 ; in the city, 886

:

Musselburgh, 813 ; new L.C.C , 93

;

provisional orders for, 417; roads and,
131

Transmission, ga?, under high pressure,
240

Traps, intercepting, condemned, 598
Troubles, domestic, of an architect, 597
Truro cathedral : acoustics of, 635 ; com-

pletion or, 107, 576; James Budd, first

cleri of works, 210
Trusses, arched, fora^rial circus platform,

177

Tubular tramway poles, standardisation
of, 311

Tunnels: Chicago street, 318; Jungfrau,
167

Turntable ladders, Magirus, 131
Turpentine v. Jarrah, 754
Two points in arbitration proceedings, 129
Tyne improvements 957
Types : of gallery, some, 782 ; systems and

materials, 601

XJLLESWATER hike, amenities of,

132
*' Unconscious bigamy " by an architect.

597
Unemployed problem, suggestions as to,

886
Unexecuted work, architects' fees for. 43
Unionists, trade, and the housing question,

33

1

United States: building wages in, 461
;

Government architectural work in. 815
University : Birmingham, 382 ; colleges

(Bristol) 577 (Dundee) 576 (London,
architectural classes at) 563 ; Liverp(jol,
740 (engineering at) 205, 743

Unsatisfactory competitions, more, 828
ITraUte : Company's competition, 42, 612 ;

fire tests, 347
Useful side of the vacation, 270

VACATION, the -its useful side, 278
Valuations : licenses for, 201 ; quimiuen-

nial Jees for, in Wandsworth) 706 (of
tenements) 237

Value of accidental effects, 136
Values, land, taxation of, -04
Vandalism on Dartmoor, 167
Vane of Portsmouth chuich, 920
Varnish for floors, 439
Vatican, restoration at tb*>, 589
Ventilation; Henman. AV., on, 713; of
class-rooms, 93 ; plenum (at Belfast

hospital) 4, 42. 92 (R.I.B.A Join-nal and)
597 : scientific natural, 128, 165 ;

standards
of for poisonous gases, 205 ; street air,

308
Viaduct, concrete railway, Lyme Regis,

860
Vicarages : Ealing, 649; Noel Park (8t.

Mark) 865
Victoria Falls bridge, 815
Villa, Antwerp, 577
Village smithy, club designs. 933
Volunteer headquarters : Edinburgh, 323

;

Liverpool, 633

"WAG-ES ; accounts, power to inspect.

849 ; building, in the United States, 464
;

deductions from, 922
Wales: a ti'orestation in, 418; North

(coast, building on) 603 (co-operative
quarries) 286

Wall : damp, 828 ; in the way. a, 202
;

paintings in Trotton churoh, 850 ; party.
238, 863 (ground lessees and) 920 (.tenant

at will and) 864 ; sea. Scarborough, 502
Walls : of Berwick-on-Tweed, 61, 236 ;

retaining, stability of. 644
Waltham Abbey : 380 ; Polytechnic
students at, 308

;
pre-Conquest origin

of. alleged, 345
Wandsworth, valuation fees in, 706
AVarehouses : Giasgow, 397 ; Leicester,
645 ; Manchester, 685 ; Trafford Park.
381

Warmth, frictional. tor heating rooms, 635
Wiirranty in auction catalogue to lay
sewers. 669

Watches and cIocTis. old. 65
Water: and gasworks, 418; power, elec-

tricity from, 285 ; pm-chaae appeal.
metropolitan, 129, 204 : salt, for concrete,
30

Waterloo-place. Royal Artillery m2morial.
204

Waterproofing a dry well, 332
Watt's first engine, 239
Watts's frescoes, 93
Weathercocks, value of drawings of, 922
Webb, Sir Aston, R.A.. 706
Well, waterproofing a dry, 382
W'.'//in;/(on, T)nkr </, man-of-war, 239
Wenzel sculpture-copymg machine, 526
Wesleyan hall. Aquarium site, 862
Webt : country screens, 452 ; Surrey cottages
and furniCure, 643

Westminster: abbey, 561. 593 (develop-

ment of' 784 ; discoveries in Great
College-street, 784 ; Georgian buildings
in, 850; paving (dispute) 164, 237 (ex-
periments; 526

Wharves and docks on the Thamep, 354
Whistler's works, exhibition of, 93
White horse of Hambleton, 132
Whitewash on Mediteval masonry, 923, 959
AVby and how our cathedrals were built,

498
Wilkinson : T., in re, 561, 922 ; W. B. and

Co., new Fulham works, 418
Wilmott, F. L., Wanstead, the late, 416
Wilts arcba'ologieal society, 69
Wimperis, J. T., the late, 899
Winchester cathedral, 779
Windmill, is a pump a, 561
Wire around wood piping, 707
Women's international art club, 857
Women workers and the housing problem,
682

Wooden pillars, strength of, 355
Wood ; imports of year, 418

;
joinery,

fire-resisting, 935 ; moisture in, 418

;

pavements, repairing, 452 ; American v.

Australian) 705 ;
paving (dispute,

AVestminster) 164, 237 (experiments,
Small Heath) 452 \<lo., Westminster)
526 ; piping, wire around, 707

Wooluough, Chas., Kingston-on-Thames,
the late, 210

Work : hidden, 350; professional societies',

602
Workhouse infii-maries : Exeter, 681 ;

Uxbridge, 165
Workhouses: Leeds, 488; Peterborough,

379
Working classes, houses for the, 644
Workmen's Compensation Act : is chimney
part of house! 30 ; scaffold and. 719. 922

Workshop, flint, at Culmore, N.B., 923
AVorkshops, gas, Bristol. 251
Wov-n fabrics, liquid colours for, 378
Wrexham water supply, 92
Wrought ironwork, English and Scottish,
3,397

Wycombe corporation and an alderman's
shed, 960

YALTJ. skirmish on the, Togo's, 276
Y.M.C.A. : Birmingham, 106, 502, 865;

Paisley, 793

ZIMBABWE, Great, explorations at,
283
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ABBEYS ; Dunfermline, 794 : Hexham
(bay in S. transept) 360; Pershore (lan-
tern tower) 218: Wioxton (entrance to
hall) 1S2

Aberystwith free library, 902
Adam chimneypiece, 245
Additions, proposed, to old Sussex house,

902
Administration building, St. Louis ex-

hibition, 673
Agricultural hall, St. Louis exhibition, 671,

572
Alderley Edge, cottage, 542
Aldershot, town-hall and fire-s'ation, 614
Almshouses : Ealing, S60 ; JIacclesfield

(Fence) 182
Alphabets, 15th and 16th century, 717
Angel of Night, gesso panel, 506
Anlwerp, vilJa near, 678
Apotheosis of St. Louis, G<\Q

Apparatus, specific gravity, 176
Armagh cathedral (St. Patrick, R.C.) ; 213 ;

decorative scheme, 686 ; plan, 212 ; pulpit,
211

Armchairs : German, 449, 055 ; high-backed,
199, 377, 768; Queen Anne, S77, 569;
sixteenth century, 917 ; Viennese, 667

Auckland, N./., St. Matthew's church, 794

BAKERY, Co-opeiative, Exeter, 316.
317

Balsall Heath, public baths, 463, 470
Bank, Darlington 'North Eastern; 506
Banqueting room, new Ironmongers* hall,

288
Barry, public reading-room, 722
Baths, public : Balaall Heath, 463, 470

;

Old Trafford, 866 ; Selly Oak, 326
Batsford, Bradley T., the late, portrait of,

682
Bayeux cathedral, south transept, choir
and plan, 105

Beatipre house, porch in courtyard, 470
Bedroom furniture from Leipsig, 955
Bedstead: end, 464 ; Jacobean, 465
Beer-stone quarries, 933
Belfast technical institute, 100. 101, 110
Bending moments, diagram of, 929

Bin, old elm flour, 919
Birmingham : dental hospital. 182; public
baths near i Balsall Heath) 463. 470
(Selly Oak) 326; Y.M.C.A. buildings,
866

Black-jack bottle, leather, 883
Block of four cottages, F. A. Llewellyn's
design, 360

Bolton: Hall i' th' Wood, 415; United
IMethudist Fiee Chiirch, Gilnow-road. 578

Bond-street, New, Speaight's galleries, 789
Bookcase and I ureau, 18th century, 559
Book illustrations: elements, the A. W.
Moody) 758; Mediaeval city and land-
scape (R. E. Clarke) 254 .;J. ('. Moody)
754 ; Tristram and Iseult (Geraldine
Morris) 218, 650

Boone's chapel. Lee, S. E., 218, 235
Borringilon, pair of cottages, 459, 470
Bottle, leather black-jack, 883
Bradford, St. AVilfrid's I'hurch, Lidgett-
gretn, 768

Bramhall, house at, 956
Bridge, Hereford, 254
Bridgwater free library. 794
BrightoD, Royal Insurance buildings, 218
Bristol : council school, Mina-road, 794

;

old house, S'. Mary le Port-street, 360;
University college, 678

British pavilion. St. Louia exhibition, 605
Brixton, dairy, Canterbuiy-road, 11, 12
Bromley, Kent : free "library designs

(selected, E. Hellicar), 614; (M. B.
Adams), 650; municipal buildings de-
sign (selected. R. F. Atkins-on), 938;
(2nd, Ashley and Newman). 938

Brookline, library door, Isaac Cook's house,
12

Broombush house, Lockf rbie, 288
Bubb, James, the late. 210
Buckingham Palace-read, Victoria station,
326 432

Buffet, Jacobean oak, 883
BoiLDiMQ News club designs: doctor's

house. 758, 775; entrance lodge to park,
146, 163 ; village smithy, 938

Bureau and bookcase, J.SLh century, 559,
and chair, Queen Anne, 758

Bushey, photo-etching works, 462, 470

Bush Hill park, motor house, 67
Business premises: Brighton ^insurance'

218 ; Bushey, 462, 470 ; Darlington (bank

)

506; iixeter bakery) 316, 317; Fetter-
lane. E.C., 902 ; Glasgow, 398, 619, 660 ;

Halifax (silversmiths' works, 71 ; King's
Heath (inn) 71; Leeds, 902 : Leicester,
645 ; Macclesfield, 182 ; Manchester, 686

;

Norwich, 830 ; Readmg, 93S ; Regent-
stteet, 722 ; Si. Anne's on Sea ;, hotel) 146

Byker, St. Mark's Church, 866

CABINETS, oak, 215, 919
Cadoxton, public reading room, 722
Caen: hotel d'Ecoville, 753; iron cross at
cemeteiy, 821 ; old houses in, 614, 631

Canterbury, Dane John war memorial, 254
Canton. Cardiff, council schools, 41

Cardiff, councd schools. Canton, 44
Card tables : envelope-topped, 146 ; fold-

ing, 146
Carnegie free libraries: Hutchfsontown,
218 ; Kettering, 503 ; Mmsfield. 470

;

Torquay, 722 ; Westhoughton, sjQ
Case, cutlery. 18th century, 377
Castle, Maybole, N.B., 99
Cathedi-als : Armagh, R.C., St. Patrick,

213, 686 (plan) 212 (pulpit) 211 ; Biyeux
(south transept, choir and plan) 105 ; Ely
(Prior's door) 506 ; Rouen (St. Romain'.s
tower) 686 ; Winchester (wrought iron-
work details) 398

Cemetery cross, iron, Caen, 821
Centre table, Jacobean, 465
Chauffeur's house, Sunningdale, 146
Chaiis : 245 ; Chippendale, 199 ; German,

419, 955; Hepplewlute, 199; high-back
arm, 199, 377 ; Jacobean, 768. 883 ; King's,
Kew bridge, 574 ; oak, 146 ; Uueen Anne,
377, 559, 758 ; Sheraton, 199 ; sixteenth
century, 919 ; Viennese, 667

Chapels : Haddon hill, 428 ; Lee. S.E.
(Boone's) 218, 235; Monton (Wesln.)
578 ; Oxfordshire ischools and) 44

;

Richmond church (Procter meml.) 902
;

Roedehin school, 398 : Walsingham (St.

Catherine) 432
Cheltenham, Hay cottage homes, 271
Chests, Jacobean, 146, 559, 833

Chift'onier, inlaid Viennese, 667
Chimneypieces : Adam, 245 ; Early

Georgian, 177 ; Jacobean, 464
Chippendale : chair, 199 ; stool, 569
Christ's hospital gateway, Newgate-street,

326
Church institute, Limehouse, 758
Churches: Auckland. N /. (St. Matthew)

791 ; Bolton (U.M.F., Gilnow-road) 578 ;

Bradford ; Lidgett - green, St. Wdfrid)
758; Byker (St. Mark) 866; Englefield
Green (AVesln.) 360 ; Frognal (Presbtn.)
470 ; Hexham (abbey, bay io) 360;
Hillside hamlet (G. Sykes' dt sign), 938

;

Ilkeston (Cungl.) 642 ; Leicester (St.

Margaret, door) 393; Levenshulrae (St.

Mark) 506; Little Walsingham (font)

506; Long Eaton (Wesln.) 74; North-
ampton (tit. Peter, hinge at) 398 ; Norwich
(St. Laurence) 686, 722 ; Old Hill, Staffs

tWesln ) 650; Painswiek, 902; Porto-
bello (^St. John, R.C.) 44 ; Radstock (St.

Nicholas, reredos) 429 ; Reading, St.

Mark) 512; Richmond, Surrey (Procter
meml.) 902 ; Richmond, Yorks (Wesln.)
182 ; Stockton - on - Tees (Wesln.) 536,

537 ; Tulse-hill (mission) 830 ; Wymond-
ham (Priory) 28S

Cistern, improved siphon, 430
City, an iaeal Mediieval : R. E. Clarke,

254; J. C. Moody, 758
City, the : business premises. Fettei"-Iane,

E.G., 902; Christ's hospital gateway,
Newgate-street, 326 ; new Ironmongers'
hall, Fenchurch-street, 287, 288; St.

Bartholomew's hospital, outpatients.'

department, 13', 146
Clencot house, Gloucestershire, 595
Clitheroe free library, selected design

(Butterworth and Duncan) 74
Clock-cases, inlaid, 4 19

Club, BCiLuiNi; News designing : doctor's

house, 758, 775 ; entranc 3 lodge to park,
146, 163 ; village smithy, 938

Clubhouses: Halifax (golf) 110 ; Waterloo-
road, S.E. (Union Jack) M6

Colonnade of States, St. Louis exhibition,

605
Colleges : Bristol (University) 578 ; Man-
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Chester, Alexandra park (H. A. Chap-
man's design) 132

Competitions : baths (Balsall Heath,
selected, Hale and Son) 463, 470 (Selly

Oak. selected. E. H. Payne) 326;
"Building Nf.ws " designing club
(doctor's houae) 758, 775 (entrance

lodge to park) 116, 163; (village smithy
and wheelwright'3 cottage) 938 ;

college (Manchester, Alexandra Park,
H. A. Chapman) 432 ; convalescenthome
(Hunstanton, selected, Ma^Aliater and
Tench) 578 ; cottages, block of four
I Welsh Industries exhibition, 1st, F. A.
Llewellyn) 360; council school (Canton,
Cai-diff, selected, James and Morgan!
44 ; hospitals (Hitchin, isolation, 2nd,

MacAliiter and Tench) 326, 313. 341

(Perth, isolation, selected, G. P. K.
Young) 74. 110; infirmary (Manchester
royal, fl. P. Adams) 182, 254 ; libraries,

free (Bridgwater, selected, E. S. Page)
794 (Bromley, Kent, selected. E Hellicar)

614 (do., M.B.Adams) 650 (::iitheroe,

selected, Butterworth and Duncan) 74

(Limerick, Swan and Wright) 083 'Mal-
vern, selected, H. A. Crouch) 254 (Weat-
lioughton, selected, Halsall, Tonge. and
Campbell) 830 ; memorial ( Halifax,

soldiers', selected, W, W. Longbottomt
39 ; municipal building (Bromley, Kent,
selected, R. F. Atkinson) 938 (do., 2nd,

Ashley und Newman) 93S ; (Torquay,
selected, T. Davison) 722 ; National
designs (book illustrations, R. E. Clarke-
254 (Moody and Dodd) 768 (Geraldine
Morrial 218, 650 (lectern, C. F. Green)
830 (vase, E. Lutz 866 (wall fountain, 0.

Vyse: 830 ; National drawings (for

nursery overmantel,Winifred Blackburn)
794 historic lettering, Helen George) 326
(Leicester, Xewarkegatew^yi C. Hodges)
866 (studies from nude, G. Rogers) 41,

182 (wrought ironwork, T. Batty) 393;
Pugin drawings ' Pershore abbey lantern
tower, F. C. Mears; 218 Rouen cathedral,

{8t Romain's tower, F. C. Mears) 686
(Walsingham, St. Catherine's ehapel, F.

C. Mears) 432 ; school fNewoastle-on-
Tyne, grammar, selected, Russell and
Cooper) 110 ; ttock exchange (Man-
chester, ' selected, Bradshaw and Gass)
251 ; town hall (Alderahot, selected, C.

F. Hutchinson) 614
Conipton, Ignores houae, 360
Conductor, lightning, position for, 272
CouLnle table, 199
Convalescent home, Hunstanton, 578
Co-operative bakery, Eaeter, 310, 317
Corner cupboard, concave, 199
Cottage homes. Cbeltenham, 271
Cottages: Alderley Edge, 542; block of

ftiur (Welsh Industries exhibition. F A.
Llewellyn's design 360; Borriogdon.
459, 470 : four-roomed, 677, 678, 679

;

Milford, Surrey (tile-hung; 643 ; Over-
bury, 12 : Plumtree, 578 ; six-roomed,
676. 677 ; Sledmere, 499

Council schools : Bristol, 794 ; Canton,
Cardiif, 41 ; Hackney (higher grade) oli

Court cupboard from Oxford castle, Kent,
641

Cross, ii'on. in Caen cemetery, 821
('roydon, Youl Greave house, 5ii
CupboarJs: concave comer, 199; court,

641; German, 449; standing, 610
Cup, horn drinking, 883
Cursive alphabet, 16th century, 717
Cutlery case, 13th century, 377

DAIRY. Brixton, 11, 12
D;tn'- John war memorial, Canterbury, 251
Darlioi^'ton. North Eastern bank, 606
Decorative scheme, Armagh cathedral, 686
Dental hospital, Birmingham, 182
Designing club, Biiloin-; News; doctor's

li'juse, 758, 775 ; entrance lodge to park,
116, 163 ; village amitliy, 938

Designs : doctor's house (club) 758. 775

;

hall ingle in riverside house (L. Wyburd)
503; lodge entrance, to park (dub) lit!,

16.'i ; National [book illustrations. It. E,
Clarke) 254 (do., Moody and Uodd) 768
(do.. Oeraldine Morris) 218 ("lectern and
platform, C. F. Green) 830 'vasL', figures
on, E. Lutz) 866 (wall fountain, C. Vyse)
H3n ; village smithy (club) 938

Details: Abbey (Pershnre, tower) 218;
ch.ipel (Lee, Boone's: 218, 235 ; churches
fXorwich, &t. Laurence) 722 (Wymond-
haiii) 288; gateway Leicester, Newurkc;
Hf;6 ; ironwork, wrought, 12, 398 ; lectt-rn,

830; stations (electricity Mayfair) II

frailway, Victoria) 432
Diagram of bending moments, 929
Did^*bur>', doctor's house, 668
Doctor's house: club designs, 758, 775;
Didsbury, 6G8

Dug grate, Tudor, 919
Dome framing, festival hall, St. Louij

exhibition, 387
Donibristlc houee, X B., fiiiiula on terrace,

12
Door plates from Leicester. 398
Doors : Brookline, 18th century library, 12 ;

Ely ('athedral (Prior's) 608; Leicester
(St. Margaret) 3R8 ; Norwich iSt.

ijiurence) 722
Drawings: measured i Beaupn'-, porch. J.

G. We=t 470 (Bristol, old house, H. J.
Jones) 360 (Hexham Abbey, F. J. Turn-
bull) 360 :Lee, Boone's chapel, E. (J.

Bax 218. 235 [Norwich, St. Laurence'
church, F. Saunders;; 68*5, 7-J2 W'vmond-
ham church, F. Saunders) 28s ; National
(book illustrations. R. E. * larke; 251
(Moody and Dodd. 768 (Geraldine

Morris) 218, 650 (fornursery overmantel,
Winifred Blackburn) 794 (Leicester,

Xewarke gateway, C. Hodges) 866
Painswick church, C. Samsom 902
studies from nude. G. Rogers 41, 182

[studies in historic lettering, Helen
George} 326 (wrought ironwork, T.
Batty) 393 ; Pugin ! Ely Cathedral. Prior's

door, F. C. Mears) 503 (Little Walsing-
ham. font, do.} 506 ( Pershore Abbey,
lantern tower, <lo 218 (Rouen Cathedral,
St. Romain's tower' 636 (AVaisingham,
St. ('atheiine's chapel) 432

Drayton house, gateway, 12
Dresser, oak, 146
Dressing chest, 955
Drinking cup, horn, 883
Dunfermline : Abbey ruins, 794 ; mill lade,
now and improved, 811

Dwellings, workmen's : Si. Pancras (pro-

posed), 893, 897; Wolatanton, 609

EALING : almshousss, 360 ; vicarage,
hall and staircase, 650

Fardisland, old rectory, 542
Eardisley, window at, 542
Early Georgian chimneypie^e, 177

Eaton, Long, AVesleyan church, 71
E.iTville, hotel d', Caen, 753
Edgerton, houae at, 570, 578, 595
E 1 ucation building, S:. Louis exhibition,

460, 461, 505
Electricity building, St. Louis exhibition,

506. 523 ; station and Italian garden,
Mayfair, 44

Elementary schools, Kirkcaldy, 360
•Elements, the, illustrations by A. W.

Dodd. 753
Ely cathedral. Prior's door, 506
Englelield-green. Wesleyan church, 360
English and Scottish wrought ironwork, 12
Entrance : hall, Giant's Wood, 506 ; lodge

to park, club designs, 146, 163 ; to hall,

Wroxton abbey, 182 ; to lower court-
yard, Haddon hall, 427 ; to stone quarries.
Beer, 933

Exchange, stock. Manchester, 254
Exeter co-operative bakery, 316,317
Exhibition, St. Louis. 219, 280. 281, 282,

387, 388, 389, 423, 424, 425, 460, 461, 505,

506, 523, 524, 531, 632, 633, 671, 572, 573,

605, 60S, 607

FENCE almshou3es, Macclesfield, 182
Fenchurch-btreet, E.C , Ironmongers" hall,

287, 288
Feuhampton, AVeobly, half - timbered

house, 642
Festival hall, St. Louis exhibition : 280

;

dome framing. 387
;
plan, 383

Fetter-lane, E C, business premises, 902
Fever hosyitals : Hitchin (2nd design,
MacAUster and Tench; 326, 343, 341;
Perth, 74, 110

Figure on vase, by E. Lutz, 866
Finchley, West. Gienroy house, 722
Fine arts palace, St. Louis exhibition, 389
Finials, iron, on terrace, Donibristle, N.B.,

12
Fire stations : Aldershot, 614 ; Leeds,
Ashley-road. 68, 74

Flats, back to bae», 897
Flour bin, elm. 919
Folding card table, 146
Font, Little Walsingham, 506
Footscray Place, garden house, 685
Forestrj' building, St. Louis exhibition,

572
Fortissat house, Shotts, additions to, 360
Fountain, wall. National desiga (C. Vvse)

830
Framing of dome, festival hall, St. Louis

exhibition, 387
Free libraries : Aberystwitb, 902 ; Bridg-

water, 794 ; Bromley, Kent (selected, E.
Hellicar) 614 (M. B. Adara.^) 660 ;

Clitheroe, 74 ; Hutch esontown. Glasgow,
218

; Kettering. 5i'6 ; Limerick [Swan and
Wright's design) 686 ; Malvern, 254

;

Minefield, 470; Torquay, 722; Weat-
houghton, 830

French knockers and lock plates, 303
Frognal Presbyterian church, 470
Fulham : iofirmary nurses' home, 758 ;

town hall extension, 830, 847, 848
Furniture : photographs. 16 1, 4i}5

; sketches,
116, 199, 24 >, 377. 419, 659, 667, 768, 833,

919, 955 ; typical Jacobean, 833

GALLERIES, New Bond - street,

Bpeaight's, 789
< iarage and chauffeur'a hou^e, Sunningdale,

U'i
Garden : house, Footscray Place, 686 ;

It'ilian, and electricity station, Mayfuir,
M

Gates : Drayton house, 12 : Rothenburg
(Rodur: 264

Gateways : Christ's hospital, Newgate-
street, 326 ; Newarke. Li'icester. 866

Generating station, 8tretf()rd, 512
Ge<»rgiaii chimneypioco, firly, 177

German ; furniture, 119; hinges. 398
(iosso, panels in, 506
GhuHgow : Hutchoiontown district free

library, 218; Sun insurance building-f,

619, 650 ; warehouses, N'ulsoii-titreet, :n»8

Glasses, wine, early 18th century, 377
Gienroy, West Finchley, 722
(Jodington, carved sttiirway, 182
Golf clubhouse, Halifax, 110
Gothic alphabet. 717
Government : building. St. Jjoxiia ex-

hibition, 123, 124, 426; olHoes, Hong
Kong, 12

Grammar schools : Lichfield. 288 ; New-
castle-on-Tyne, 110

Grand hotel, St. Anne's-on-Sea, 146

Grant's Wood, Sussex, 506
Grate, dog, a Tudor, 919
Gravity, specific, apparatus, 176

Grosvenor hotel, Victoria station, 326

HACKNEY, higher grade school,

Cassland-road, 642
Haddon hall : entrance ti lower courtyard,

427 ;
panelling, 426 ; rain water heads.

427
Halifax ; golf clubhouse, 110 ; silversmiths'

works, 74 ; 8. A.. soMiers' memorial, 39

;

theatre Royal, 575, 578
Hall : entrance, Grantswood. 506 ; ingle in

riverside house, 506 ; i' th' Wood, Bolton,
415 ; seat, highback. 667

Halls : Ealing vicarage, 650 ; Fenchurch-
street, E. C, (new Ironmongers') 287,

288. 383 ; Haddon, 426, 427. 428 ; I^Iorton,

SheflB,eld and (vestn' 650 ; Porter's,

Shenley, 398; Rectory Farm, Streatley.

614; Sf Louis exhibition (Festival) 280,

387; Snitterton, Matlock, 398; Tylney,
Wroxton Abbey (entrance to) 182

Hamlet church for hillside, G. Sykes' de-
sign, 938

Hampstead, Frognal Presbyterian church,
470

Harley-street, W., houses in, 794, 9J2
Harrogate, pair of houses, 432
Hay cottage homes. Cheltenham, 271
Hepplewhite chair, 199
Hereford, Butchers-row, High-town, 254
Herefordshire timber houses, 542
Hexham Abbey, bay in S. transept, 360
High : back (chairs) 199, 377, 758, 883 (hall

seat) 667 ; AVycombe town hall. 542
Higher grade school, Cassland-road,
Hackney, 542

Higbtrees house, Hornhill. Herts. 288
Hillside hamlet church, G. Sykes' design,

938
Hinges : German, 398 ; St. Margaret's
Church, Leicester, 393 ; St. Peter's,
Northampton, 398

Historic letteiing, National studies (H.
George) 326

Hitihin, isolation hospital, 2nd design
(MicAlister and Tench) 326, 34J, 344

Holders, rushlight, 88 3
Homes: eanvalescent, Hunstanton, 578;

cottage, Ciieltenham, 271 ; nurses',
Fulhim infirmary, 758

Hong Kong, government offices, 12
Horn drinking cup. 883
Hornhill. Herts, Higbtrees house, 2SS
Horticultural hall, St. Louis exhibition,

573
Hospitals: Birminghim (d«ntaL 182;
Hitchin (isolation, 2ud MacAUster and
Tench) 326, 343, 314; Leicester-square
(St. John) 432 ; Newgate-street (Christs

fateway) 326; P.rth (isolation) 74, 110,

t. Bartholomew's, out patients' depart-
ment, 137, 146

Hostel, Maurice, Shepherdess-walk, N. E.,

12
Hotel d'Ecoville, Caen, 753
Hotels : Pimlicn (grosvenor) 326 ; St.

Anne's on Sea (Grand US
Houses : Alderley Edge (cottage) 542

;

Antwerp, 578 ; Beaupre (porch) 470

;

block of four cottages (F. A. Llewellj-n's
design) 360; Borringdon (cottages) 459,

470 ; Bramhall (Cheshire) 956 ; Bristol
(old. St. Mary le Port-street) 360;
Brookline (library, Isaac Cook) 12 ;

Broombush, Lockerbie, 283; Bush Hill
park (motor) 67 ; Caen -old) 6M, 631, 753 ;

Clencot, G'ouc&atershire, 595 ; Didsbury
(doctor's! 668 ; doctor's vClub designs)
758, 775; Donibristle, N.B., terrace
finials) 12 ; Drayton (gateway) 12

;

Ealing (alms) 360 (vicarage) 650 ; Eard-
island (rectory) 542 ; Eardisley, 512

;

Edgerton. 670, 578. 695 ; Fenhampton,
612 ; Foots Cray Place 'garden hou-ie)

686 ; Fortissat, Shotts, 360 ; Gienroy.
West Finchley, 722 ; Goding'on carded
stairwav) 182 ; Grant's Wood. 60ii

;

Haddon (hall) 426. 127. 12>^\ Hdrley-
Btreet, W. . 794, 902 ; Harrogate, 432 ;

Higbtrees, nomhilI,288 ; huadn-d pound
cottages, 676, 677, 678, 679 ; Ignores,
Compton, 360; Kendal, 61l;Kingh4m,
Lawns, the, Hove, lol, 110; Lightclitfe,

326; Little Langley's, Peter>tleld. 360;

Milford, Surrey (tile hung cottages) 6n ;

Mill Leas, Hythe, bii ; Nool park
(vicarage) 886; Ormo.^by, Yorks, 791;
Overbury (lodge and cottjiges) 12 ; Park-
place, St. James's, S.W., 758 ; Plumtree

I cottages ' 678 ; Ponsbourne Park (manor)
254 ; Porters [halL Shenley. 39S

;

Potter's Bar. 12; Hedhill. Nolt>». II;

riverside hall ingle in i 5o*; ; HuddinK'ton,

470; Sledmere (cot-age^*' 199 ;
Snitterton

(halli Mallork, 39H ; St .•phill, Jersey

(library) 57M ; Htr.athain. 'JIS ; Hundridgo
park, 173 ; Sunningdal-' (ctiaulli-ur's i 146 ;

Sussex, old. ])roposfd alt<'iataon« to (902

;

Tylney (hall) !*ln ; Watford. H7 ; West-
wood, Southborough. 78^; W'lntorslow,

ewi : Wolstanton (workinon'aj 609

;

Wroxt^^n Abbey (entranc ! to hall) ISi
;

Youl Greave, Croydon, 612
Hove, the Lawn, lol, 110
Hoxton, Maurice women's hostel. U
Hundred pound cottages. 676, 677, G78, 679
Hunstanton convalescent home. 678
Hutcheflontown, Gla--»gow. free library, 318

Hutch, linen, in carved oak, 613

Hythe, Mill Leas house, 612

IGNORES house, Compton, 360
Ilkeston Congregational Church. 512
Illustrations, book : element.3, the (A. "W.
Dodd) 758 ; medi;eval citv and landscape
(R. E. Clarke) 254 iJ. »'. Moody) 758;
Tristram and Iseult (Geraldine Morris)

218, 650
Improved siphon cistern, 430
Industries, building, varied, St Louia

Exhibition, 523, 524
Infirmaries : Fulham workhouse, nurses'

home, 758 ; Manchester royal ;H. P.
Adams's desigo' 182, 254

Ingles : hall, in riverside house, 506 ; Youl
Greave, Croydon. 542

Inlaid Viennese furniture, 667
Inos: Killingworth 'Plough) 936; King's
Heath (Red Lion) 74

Institutes : Church, Limehouse, 758

;

technical, Belfast, 100, 101, 110
Insurance buildings : Brighton (Royal)

218; Glasgow (sun) 649, 650; Norwich
(Union) 830

Ironmongers' hall, Fenchurch-street, 287,

288
Ironwork, wrought : cross in Caen

cemetery, 821 ; English and Scottish, 12;
national drawings V. Batty) 398

Isolation hospital. Perth. 74, 110
Italian garden and electricity station, May*

fair, 41

JACOBEAN : bedstead, 465 ; black
jack and drinking cup, 883 ; buffets, 758,

833 ; cabinet. 919 ; centre table, 465

;

chairs, 758. S-3 ; chests, 146, 559, 883 ;

chimney piece, 461; furniture, typical,

883 ; rushlight holder, 8S3 ; table, 377

Jersey, hbrary at Steephill house, 578

Jesmond Dene Park, Newcastle, 794

KENDAL, Louse near, 614

Kettering free library, 606
Kew-bridge chair, the King's, 574
Killingworth, Plough inn, 936

Kingham, Oxon. house at, 2i»

Kings : Heath, Red Lion inn, 74 ; Kew-
bridge chair, 574

Kirkcaldy, technical and elementary-

schools, 360
Knockers, French, 398

LADE mill, Dumfermline. 811
Landscapes, book illustrations ; R. E.

Clarke, 251 ; J. C. Moody, 758
Lantern tower, Pershore abbey, 218
" Last Supper," Thorvaldaen'a, replica of,

429
Lawns, the. Hove. 101, 100

Leather black jack bottle, 883

Lectern and platform, National design

(C F. Gresn) 830
Lee, S. E , Boone's chapel, 218, 235

Leeds : police and fire station. Ashley-
road, 68, 71 ;

premises in Briggate. 902

Leicester : door, St. Margaret's church.

398 ; door plates, old school house and
St. Mary's church, 39S ;

Newarke gate-

way, 866 ; warehouses and shops, Cank-
street. 645

Leiceater-s.iuare. St. John's hospital, 432

Leipsig bedroom furniture, 955

Letteriug. historic, by Helen George, 326

Levenshulme, St. Mark's Church, 50S

Liberal arts palace, St Louis exhibition,

450. (61 _ ,

Libraries, free: Aberystwitb, 902,Bnag-
water, 791; Bromlev. Kent (selected

design, E. Hellicar) 611 M B. Adams)
650 ; Clitheroe. 74 ;

Hutchesontown,
Glasgow, 218; Kettering, 506 : Limerick

(Swan and Wright's design) 686;

Malvern, 254 ; Mansfield, 470 ; Toniuay.
722 : Westhoughton, 830

Library ; door, Isaac (^oak house, Brook-
line. I?; Steephill house, Jerj-ey, 578

Lichfield grammar pchoiil, 305

Lidgett green, Bradford, St. Wilfrid*
Churrh. 758

Lightclitfe, house at, 326
Liirhtnin- conductor, position for, 272

Limehouse. church institute, 753

Linen : hutch, old, 643
;
patterned bedstead

end, 461
Little: Langleys, house, Petcrsfiell, 360;
M'aLsingham, font in church, 503

Lockerbie, Broombush house, 2S^

Lock plates from Rouen, 398
Lodges; and cottiges. Overbury, 12;

entrance to park, club designs, 146, 16S

Long Fulton, Wesln. church and schools,

74
Louidiuna : purchase monument, 281, G07 ;

territory, map of, 219

MACCLESFIELD. Fence Alms-
houses and Ye i Ud Shop, 182

Machinery building, St. Louia exhibition,

631, 632, 533 __

Malvern free library, Bclected dewgn (H.

A. Crouch) 25» ,_
Manchester : Alexandm Park Coltoge (U.

A. (bapman's deiigo) 132; royal m-
flrmary H. P. Adams's desiign 182.234;

Block exchange, selected design i
Brad-

shaw and (i.LMs 264 ; warehouse m
Piccjidilly, 6S'(

Manor house, ponsbourne Park, 261

Mansfield. < arn-pie free library. 170

Manufactory, Halifax vsilvyrsmiths;) 71

Manufai'tures paUce, St. Louia exhibition,

606. 606
Map, Louisiana Teriit^iry, 219

Matlock, Snitterton hall, near, 398
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Mauiice hotel, Shepherdess walk, Hoxton,
12

Maybole castle, N.B., 99
Mayfair, Italian gardeo and electricity

station, 41
^Measured drawings : Beaupri' house, porch

(J. Q. West) 470 (Bristol, old hou=e, H.
J. Jones) 360 ; He.'cham abbey. Bury
IF. L. TnrnbuU) 360; Lee, Boone's
chapel (E, J. Bax) 218, 2:!o ; Leicester,
Newarke gateway (f. Hodges) S6o ;

Norwich, tit. Laurence Church (F.
Saunders) t86, 722 ; Pershore Abbey,
lantern tower (F. C. Mears) 218

;

Wymondham Church (F. Saunders) 288
Medifeval city, an ideal : K. E. Clarke, 254

(J. C. Moody) 768
Memorials : Canterbury (S. A. War) 264 ;

Halifax (8. A. Soldiers' 39 ; Richmond,
Surrey (Procter Chapel) 902

JliUord, Surrey, tile-hung cottages, 643
Mill : Jejmond Dene park, Newcast e, 794 ;

lade, now and improved, Dunfermline,
811 ; Leas, house, Hythe, 512

Mines, palace of, St. Louis exhibition, 424,
425

Mirror, octagonal, from Leipsic, 956
Mission Church, proposed, Tulse Hill, 830
Moments, bending, diagram of, 929
Monton, Wesleyan chapel, 578
Monuments. St. Louis : apotheosis of St.

Louis, 606; Louisiana purchase, 281, 607
Motor houses : Bush Hill park, 67 ; New-

place, Sunningdale, 146
Municipal : buildings (Bromley, 1st design,

R. F. Atkinson) 938 (2nd, Ashley and
Newman) 938; (Rugby) 470

; (Torquay)
722 ; technical institute, Belfast, 100, lOi,
110

Museums: Hall i' th' Wood, Bolton, 415;
Limerick (Swan and Wright's design)
686

NATIONAL : designs (book illus-

trations, E. E. Clarke) 254 (do. Moody
and Dodd) 758 (do. Oeraldine Moiris)
218, 650 (lectern and platform, C. F.
Green) 830 ivase figures, E. Lutz) 866
(wall fountain, C. Vyse) 830; drawings
(Hereford, Gertrude Apel) 264 (^ Leicester,
Newarke gateway, C. Hodges) 866
(nursery overmantel, Winifred Black-
hum) 794 (Painswick church, C Sansom)
902 (studies from nude, J. Rogers) 41, 182
(studies in historic lettering, Helen
George) 326 ; wrought ironwork, T.
Batty) 398

New : Bond-street, Speaight's galleries,

789; Place, Sunningdale, garage and
chauffeur's house, 146

Newarke gateway, Leicester, 866
Newcastle-on-Tyne : old mill, Jesmond
Dene park, 794 ; royal grammar school
(selected design, Russell and Cooper) 110

Newgate-street, E.C., gateway, Christ's
hospital, 326

Night, angel of, gesso panel, 606
Noel park, N , St. Maik's vicarage, 866
Northampton, hinge at St. Peter's Church,

398
North Eastern bank, Darlington, 506
Norton within Sheffield, vestry offices, 610
Norwich : St. Laurence Chm-ch, 686, 721

;

Union life insui-dnce office, 830
Nude, studies from, G. Rogers' National

drawings, 44, 182
Nursery overmantel, national drawings for

(Winifred Bljckbum) 791
Nurses' home, Fulham infirmary, 758

OFFICES : Brighton (Royal Insurance)
218 ; Hong Kong (Government) 12

;

Norton, Sheffield (vestry) 650 Norwich
(Union insurance) 830 ; Rugby (munici-
pal) 470; Swansea (harbour trust) 110

Old : Herefordshire timber work, 642 ;

houses, Caen, 614, 631 ; Hill, Stalfs,
Wesleyan Church, 650; shops (Bristol)
360 (Macclesfield) 182 ; Trafi'ord (baths)
866

Oratory window found at Macclesfield, 182
Ormesby, Yorks ; house, 791 ; village
school, 61

4

Out-patients' department (plan) St.
Bartholomew's hospital, 137, 143

Overbury, lodge and cott^e,-, 12
Overmantel, nursery, national drawings

for (Winifred Blackburn
: 794

Oxford Castle, Kent, court cupboard from
641

Oxfordshire, schools and chapel in, 44

PAINSWICK '"hurch, Stroud, 902
Pair : of cottages (SleJmere) 499 ; of houses

(Harrogate) «2 (Watford) 470
PaUces, St. Louis exhibition ; fine arts,

389 ; liberal arti 460, 4S1 ; manufactures
505, 506 ; mines and tnttallurgy, 424, 423

;

ti-ansportation. 632, 533
Panelling in dining-room, Haddoi hall,

426
Panels : in gesso, 50S ; inlaid, 667
Park : entrance lodge to, club designs, 146,
163

; place, St. James's, buildings in, 758
Pavilions: Ramsgate ; Royal Victoria) 4il,

432 ; St. Louis exhibition i British) 605
Pedestal table, with envelope tup, 143
Pershore Abbey, lantern tower, 218
Penh isolation hospital, selected design

(G. P. K. Young) 74. 110
Petersfield, Little Langleys house, 360
Photo-etching worts, Bushey, 462, 470
Pictures in pottery, 467
Plans : almshouses (Ealiog) 360 (Maccles-

field) 182; bakery
,
Exeter, co- operative

316, 317 ; bank (Darlington) 606 ; bath.s
(Balsall Heath) 463 (Selly Oak) 326

;

building (Birmingham, Y.M C.A ,) 866;
cathedrals (Armagh, R C.) 212
(Bayeux' 105; chapels (hilUiide hamlet)
938 (Roelean school) 398 ; churehe.i
(Bolton. U.M.F ) 578 iByker, St. Mark)
866 (Englefleld-green, Wesln.) 360
(Frognal, Presbjtn.) 470 (Ilkeston,
Congl.) 512 (Levenshulme, St. Mark) 606
(Long Eaton, Wesln.) 74 vNorwich, St.
Laurence) 686 (Old Hill, Weshi.) 660
(Portobello, St. John, R.C.) 44 (Reading,
St. Mark) 642 (Richmond, Yorks,
Wesln ) 18i (Stociton-on-Tees. Wesln.)
637 (Tulse Hill, mission) 830 (Wymond-
ham) 288 ; dub houses ( Halifax, golf) 110
(Waterloo-road, S.E., Union Jack) 146;
Colleges (Bristol, University) 678 (Man-
chester, H. A. Chapman's design) 432

;

convaltscent home ( Hunstanton) 578
;

cottages (block of four, F. A. Llewellyn's
design) 360 (Bovingdon)459(four roomed)
677, 678, 679 (Plumtree) 678 .six roomed)
676, 677 (Sledmere) 499 ; dairy (Brixton)
11 ; dwellings (with txtemal lateral
corridors) 896 ; exhibition (St. Lonis) 282
(agricultural bnildingj) 571 (education
building) 462 (electricity building) 606
(festival hall) 388 (do., fine arts palaces)
389 (Liberal arts palace) 460 (machinery
building) 631 (main building) 423 (mines
palace) 4i4 (manufactures palace) 506
(transportation building) 632 (varied
industries building) 624 ; garden house
(Footsoray Phice) 686

; gate »ay
(Leicester, Newaike) 866 ; halls (Fen-
church street, B.C., Ironmongers') 287
(Porter's, Shenley) 398 (Tyhiey) 830;
homes (cottage, Cheltenham) '271 (nurses',
Fulham) 768 ; hospitals (Hitchin. 2od
design, MacAlhster and Tench) 326, 343,
344, (Perth isolation) 74, 110 (St.
Bartholomew's, out-patients' depart-
ment) 137; houses (Bramhall, Cheshire)
956 (Bristol, old) 360 (Broom-
bush, Lockerbie) 288 (Didsbury) 668
(doctor 8, club) 758, 775 (Edgerton) 570
(Fortissat, Shotts) 360 (Gleuroy, West
Finchley) 722 (Harley-street, W.) 794
(Harrogate) 432 iHightrees) 288 (Hove)
104 (Ignores, Compton) 360 (Kendal) 614
(Kingham) 29 (LightcUffe) 326 (Little
Langleys, Petersfield) 360 (Mill Leas,
Hythe) 642 (Ormesby) 794 (Park-place.
St. James's) 758 iPonsboume Park) 264
(Potter's Bar) 12 (Eedhill, Notts) 44
(Ruddington) 470 (Streatham) 218 (Sun-
dridge Park) 173 (Sussex, old, proposed
additions to) 902 (Wintcrslow) 686
(Watford) 487 (Westwood, South-
borough) 785 (Tool Greave, Croydon)
&42 ; infirmary ^Manchester, Royal, H. P.
Adama'a desim) 182, 264; inns (Kil-
lingworth. Plough) 936 (King's
Heath, Red Lion) 74 ; institute (Lime-
house Church) 768; insurance buildings
(Glasgow) 649 ; libraries, free (Aberyst-
with) 902 (Bridgwater) 794 (Bromley
Kent, selected, E. Hellicar) 614 (do., M.
B. Adams) 650 (Clitheroe) 74 (Hutcheson-
town, Glasgow) 218 (Kettering) 506
(Limerick, Swan and Wright's design)
686 (Malvern) 264 (Westhoughton) 830

;

lodge to park (clab) 146, 163; motor
house (Bush Hill Park) 67 ; municipal
buildings (Bromley, 1st R. F. Atkinson)
938 (do., 2nd, Ashley and Newman) 938
(Torquay) 722 ; offices (Brighton,
insurance) 218 (HongKong, Government)
12 (Norton, Sheffield, vestry) 650
(Norwich, insurance) 830 (Rugby,
municipal) 470 ; pavilion (Ramsgate,
Victoria) 431 ; photo etching works
(Bushey) 462; reading-rooms (Barry)
722 (Cadoxton) 722 : schools (Bristol,
conned) 794 (Hackney, higher grade) 642
(Kirkcaldy, technical and elementary)
360 (Lichfield, grammar) 306 (Newcastle-
on-Tyne, grammar) 110 (Ormesby, Yorks)
614 ; smitny, village (club) 938 ; stables
(Porter's hall, Shenley) 398; station,
police and fire (Leeds) 68 ; stock exchange
(Manchester) 254 ; technical institute
(Belfast) 100, 101; theatre (Halifax)
675, 578 ; town halls (Alder»hot) 614
(Fulham, e.\ten8ion) 847, 818; vicarage
(Noel Park, St. Mark) 866 ; villa
(Antwerp) 578; works (Halifax, silver-
smiths') 74

Plough inn, Killingworth, 936
Plumtree, pair of cottages, 578
PoUce station ; Leeds (Ashley-road) 68, 74
Ponsboume Park manor house. '254

Porches : Beauprchouse, 470 ; Wymondham
church, 288

Porter's hall, Shenley, 398
Portobello, N.B., St. John's R.f. church,

44
Portraits of late : Bradley T. Bitsfurd, 682

;

James Bubb, 210
Potter's Bar, country house, 12
Pottery, pictures in, 467
Prior's doorway, Ely Cathedral, 603
Priory Church, Wymondham, 288
Procter memorial chapel, JKichmond
Church, Surrey, 902

Public : baths ( Balsall Heath) 463, 470 (Old
Trafford) 866 (Selly Oak) 326 ; reading-
rooms (Barry) 722 (Cadoxton) 722

Pugio drawings
i
by F. C. Mears) : Ely

Cathedral), Prior's door, 50d ; Little
Walsingham, font, 6016 ; Pershore 4 bhey
tower, 218 ; Eouen Cathedral, St.
Romain's tower, 68 J ; Walsingham, St.
Catherine's Chapel, 432

Pulpit, Armagh Cathedral, 211
Puss in boots, -pictures in pottery, 457

QUAREIES, Beer freestone, 933
(iueen Anne : burean, 758; chairs, 377,

559, 758; tables, 377

RADSTOCK, reredos at St. Nicholas
Church, 42i)

Railway station, Victoria (L. B. & S. C.)
326

Rainwater heads, Hiddon HiU, 427
Ramsgate, Royal Victoria pavilion, 431, 432
Reading-rooms, public : Birry, 722

;

Cadoxton, 722
Reading : St. Mark's Church, 642 ; shops

in Broad-street, 938
Reception hall. Rectory farm, Streatley,

614
Rectory : farm, Streatley, reception hall,

614 ; Eardisland, 542
Redhill, Notts, house in, 4 C

Rtd Lion inn, King's Heath, 74
Regent-street, Robinson and Clearer's
premises, 722

Replica of Thorvaldsen'a " Last Supper,'*
4'29

Reredos at St. Nicholas, Hadstock, 429
Richmond ; Surrey, Procter memorial
chapel at church, 902 ; Yorks, Wesleyan
church, 182

Riverside house, hall ingle in, 506
Robinson and Cleaver's premises. Regent-

street, 722
Roedean school chapel, 393
Roller attachment for T-square, 601
Rothenburg, the Riider gate, 264
Rouen cathedral, St Romain's tower, 686
Royal ; grammar school, Newcastle-on-
Tyne, 110 ; infirmary, Manchester (H.
P. Adams's design) 18'2, 264 ; Victoria
pavilion, Ramsgate, 431, 432

Ruddington, house at, 470
Bugby urban district council oflices, 470
Rustilight holders, Jacobean, 883

SAINT : Anne's-on-Sea (Grand hotel)
146 ; Bartholomew (hospital, out -

paients' department) 137, 146, Catherine
(Walsingham, chaoel) 4)2 ; Cecilia
(gesso panel) 606 ; James (S.W., Park-
place buildings) 768; John (Leicester-
square, hospital) 432 (Portobello, E.G.)
44 ; Louis (apotheosis of) 606 ; Louis
exhibition, 249, 280, 281, 2J2, 387, 383,
389, 423, 424, 426, 460, 461, 505, 506, 523,
524, 631, 532, 533, 671, 672, 573, 605, 606,
607 : Margaret (Leicester, door) 398

;

Mark (Byker) 866 (Levenshulme) 606
(Noel Park, vicarage) 866 (Reading) 642

;

Mary (Leicester, door - plate) 398;
Matthew (Auckland, N.Z.) 794 ; Nicholas
(Radstock, reredos) 4i9 ; Patrick
(Armagh, R.C. cathedral) 211, 212, 213,
686 ; Peter (Northampton, hinge at) 398

;

Romain (Rouen catbedral, tower) 686
;

Wilfrid (Bradford) 758
Sale room sketches, 146, 199, 245, 377, 659,

768
Schools : and chapel, Oxfordshire, 44

;

Bristol (council) 794 ; Canton, Cardiff
(council) 44 ; Hackney (higher grade)
542; Kirkcaldy (technicalandelementy.)
360 ; Lichfield (gramma'-) 306 ; Long
Eaton (Wesln ) 74; Newcast le-on-Tyne
(grammar) 110; Ormesby (village) 614;
Roedean (chapel of) 398

Scottish and English wrought ironwork, 12
Seat, hall, high-hack, 667
Sections : abbey (Hexham, bay in) 360 ;

baths (Selly Oak) 326 ; chapels (Lee,
Boone's) 218. 235 (Roedean, school) 398

;

churches (Norwich, St. Laurence) 722
(Wymondham) 288; convalescent home
(Hunstanton) 578 ; cottages, block of
(F. A. Llewellyn's design) 360 (four-
roomed) 678, 679 (six-roomed) 677 ; ex-
hibition buildings (St. Louis) 424, 461,
606, 632, 671 ; gateway (Leicester,
Newarke) 866 ; hospitals, isolation
(Hitchin, 2nd, MacAhster and Tench)
326, 343, 344 (Perth) 74, 110; house
(doctor's, club) 758, 775 ; infirmary
(Manchester, H. P. Adams's design) 254

;

libraries, free (Bridgwater' 794 (Bromley,
Kent, selected, E. Helliiar) 614 (do.,
M. B. Adams) 660 ; lodge to park (club)
146, 163 ; municipal buildings (Torquay)
722; porch (Beauprc) 470 ; school (New-
castJe-on-Tyne, grammar) 110; smithy,
village (club) 93S ; stations (electricity,
Mayfaii-) 41 (railway, Victoria) 432

Selly Oak, public bat s, 326
Sheffield, Norton VtStry offices, 650
Shenley, Porter's hall, 398
Shepherdess-walk, Maui-;ce hostel, 12
Sheraton chair, 199
Saops: Bristol (old) 360; Caen (old) 614,
631; Leicester, 645; Macclesfield (old)

182; Reading, 938
ShoLts, additions to Fortissat house, 360
Silversmiths' works, Hahfax, 71
Single six-roomed ottages, 676, 677
Siphon cistern, improved, 4 10

Six-roomed cottages, 676, 677
Sketches : fui-niture, 146, 199, 215, 377, 449,

559, 067, 758, 917 ; Hereford and Rothen-
burg, 251

Slediu'^re, pair of cottages, 499
Smithy, village, club designs, 938
Snitterton hall, Matlock, 398
Soldiers' memorial, Halifax, 39
Southborough. AVestwoiid house, 785
Speaight's galleric:*. New Bond-street, 789
SpeciHc gravity apparatus, 176
Stiblmg : Porter's hall, Shenley, 398

;

Streatham, 218
Staircase : Ealiog vicarage, 650 ; New

Bond-street, Speaight's galleries, 789

;

Youl Greave, Croydon, 642

Stairway, carved, Godington, 182
Standing cupboard, oak, 640
States colonnade, St. Louis exhibition, 605
Stations; electricity (Mayfair) 41; fire

(Aldei-shot) 014 ; generating (Stretford)
542

;
police and fire (Leeds) 68, 74 ; rail-

way (Victoria. L.B. and S.C.) 320, 432
Statuary, St. Lou's exhibition, 606, 607
SteephUl house, Jersey, library, 578
Stock exchange, Manchester, 264
Stockton-on-Tees, Wesln. church and

schools, 636, 5:7
Stools : carved oak, 245 ; Chippendale, 559
Streatham, house and stabling, 218
Streatley, reception hall. Rectory Farm, 61

1

Stretford ; generating station, 612 ; Old
Trafi'ord baths, 866

Studentship drawings, Pugin (F. C. Mears)
218

Studies, National : from nude, G. Rogers,
41, 182 ; in historic lettering, Helen
George, 326

Sundridge Park, house at, 146
Sun insurance buddings, Glasgow, 649,
650

Sunningdale, New Place, garage and
chautfeur's house, 146

Sussex house, proposed additions to old, 902
Swansea, harbour trust offices, 110
Synod hall, Armagh R.C. cathedral, 213

TABLES : console, 199 ; folding card,
146; German, 449; Jacobean, 377, 465;
oak, 75S; pedestal, vrith envelope top,
146 ; Queen Anne, 377

Technical : institute, Belfast, 100, 101, 110
;

.schools, Kirkcaldy, 360
T-square, roller attachment for, 501
Theatre royal, Halifax. 676, 678
Thorwaldsen's "Last Supper," replica of,

429
Through ventilation to back-to-back flats,

897
Tile-hung cottages, Milford, Surrey. 643
Tiinberwork, old, in Herefordshire, 542
Torquay municipal buildings, 722
Towers : Pershore uhoey, 218 ; Rouen

cathedral (St. Romain's") 686
Town halls : Aldersbot, 614 ; Fulham, 830,

847, 848; High Wycombe, 512 ; Torquay,
722

Trafford, Old, public baths, 866
Transportation palace, St. Lonis ex-

hibition, 532, 633
Tristan and Iseult, book illustrations to

(Oeraldine Morris) 218, 660
Tudor dog grate, 919
Tu'se-hill. proposed mission church, 830
Tylney hall, 830
Typical Jacobean furniture, 883

UNION : Jack clubhouse, Waterloo-
roai, S.E., 146; life insurance office,

Norwich, 830
University college, Bristol, 678
Urban council oflices, Rugby, 470

VARIED industries building, St. Louis
extubition. 5'23, 521

Vase, figures on, by E. Lutz, 866
Venetian alphabet, 15th century, 717
Ventilation, through, for back-to-back

flats, 897
Vestry oflices, Norton, Sheffield, 660
Vicarages : Ealing, hall and staircase, 650 ;

Noel park (St. Mark) 866
Victoria: pavilion, Ramsgate, 431, 432;
railway station (L.B. i- S.C ) 326, 432

Viennese inlaid furniture, 767
Village smithy, club designs, 938
Villa near Antwarp, 578

WALL fountain. National design
(C. Vyse) 830

Walsingham : Little, font, 503 ; St.

Catherine's chapel, 432
Warehouses: Glasgow, NeLson-street, 898;

Leicester, Cank-street, 645 ; Manchester,
Piccadilly, 686

War, S,A,, memorials: Canterbury, 264;
Halifax, 39

Waterloo-road, S.E., Union Jack Club, 146
Watford, piir of houses, Upton-roid, 487
Wells, supply from two, 776
Welsh industries design for four cottages

(F. A. Llewellyn) 360
West Finchley, Glenroy house, 722
Westwood house, Southborough, 785
Wheelwright's cottage, club designs, 938
Wmchester Cathedral, wrought ironwork

details, 398
Windows ; Eardisley, house at. 542

;

Macclesfield (oratory) 182 ; Norwich
(St. Laurence church) 722

Windsor chair, 559
Wine glasses, early 18th century, 377
W.nterslow, Wilts, house at. 68*6

Wolstanton, workmen's dwellings, 6C9
Women's hostel. Shepherdess-walk, N.E.,

12
Workhouse infiriuiry, nurses' homi,
Fulham, 758

Workmen's dwellings. AVolstant>n, 609
Wrought iroiwork : English and Scottish,

12 ; National drawings ( T. Batty) 398
Wroxton Abbey, entrance to hall, 182
Wycombe, High, town hall, 54 i

AA'ymondham Church, measure! details

(F. Saunders) '288

"yOUL Greive hou^e, Croydon, 642
Young Men's Chri-tiin Asssociation
budJings, Birmingham, 866
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EXPEDIENTS IN BUILDING.

IF we compare American with English

methods of building and architectural

practice we must acknowledge that our

American cousins are more resourceful, that

they are not slow in introducing new ideas or

mechanical improvements in their building

operations, and that they are more expeditious

in the work than we are. In building, as in

other things, the ,\merioan places his busi-

ness first, his pleasure afterwards. In a paper

read some time ago at the Society of .U-ts,

by Mr. Charles Heathoote. E.R.I.B.A., on this

subject, the author referred to the fact that

the architect in the States completes his

drawings and details as soon as possible, so

that the contractor may know at the earliest

moment what he has to do—a practice that

certainly does not prevail in this countr}',

where the conti'actor often has to wait some
time after the contract is signed for his detail

drawings. Speed is all-essential. With the

detail drawings before him the contractor can

better organise his forces, and place his work
in the hands of men who are fully competent
to undertake any special or dillicult design,

and in this way building operations are

atlvanced. Rapid building is to many large

commercial firms of the utmost importance in

a pecuniary sense, and the}' do not hesitate to

pay for the advantage. It is worth the archi-

tect's while to assist his employers in this

way, while the builder and workmen engaged
are encouraged to exert themselves, and to

E datheir best to expedite the work. The same
love of speedy execution and ( nergy does
not animate the British workman or builder,

.IS we have seen in the story of bricklaying
:ind in engineering industries ; our tirms

do not encourage the clever craftsman or the

I

architectural assistant or clerk of works as

they are encouraged in America. Somehow
we are slower in appreciating their natural
aptitudes ; if a workman or an architect's

.assistant does not do one thing well, it is

.is-umed ho is inferior in all other dopart-
iiients, whereas it is not so. A man is often

a ^t lipid or slow draughtsman or accountant,
who has a real talent for organisation, and
would turn out a good superintendent ; or he
may be a bad manager, but an expert
ilraughtsman. Remunerative employment
is assured to the capable man in America,

) that the more expert and smarter he is

'lie hotter ho is paid. The English workman
.ii areliitectural assistant'has not thisinduce-
lej nt : ho cannot exercise his skill on
.iiiything ho is fit for unless ho has served
an ajiprcnticoship ; few firms will take him,
however clever ho is at a particular thing,
unless he has several testimonials, whiclimay
be worth very little.

There are several expedients in building
which we have been slow to take advantage
of. American manufacturers have intro-

duced labour-saving machinery into many
building operations and trades, and this is

one way in which they have taken the lead

of us in large contract and engineering

works. Our large firms and manufacturer^

are now beginning to see the advantages of

machine labour from a commercial point of

view, and are avail'ng themselves of it in

concrete - making, briokmaking, joinery,

stone-sawing and moulding, and other pro-

cesses. In ironmongery many of our goods

are American and of the latest type, though
not so durable as our own. One of the

greatest facilities for building which we have
adopted of late years is the steara-orane

system. By fixing the crane on an elevated

and central position on the building site, or

on a derrick constructed of framed timber,

heavy masonry, iron, and timber are lifted

and swung round to any point and deposited

within the radius of the jib. It would be un-
necessary here to allude to various processes

of wall building, fireproof floors and roofs,

which greatly expedite the constraotiou of

buildings. In the United States steel con-

struction, combined with concrete wall fiUing-

in or tile work, has accom;..lishedmuch. Ttie

coupling-up of steel stanchions is a rapid

process which means the completion of a

skeleton structure in very little time. All

these things have tended to greater speed in

building, with a certain loss of those qualities

which the J'^nglish prize more—solidity and
durability. Our supremacy as an industrial

nation has blinded us to improvements
wliich our Transatlantic friends have not

been slow to turn to their benefit. We
thought what was good for our forefathers

was good enough for us ; that we were not

likely to be beaten in the race. We are

now beginning to see that we have placed

too much reliance on this view, and that

other countries are competing with us on

very unequal terms. How to obtain the

maximum output, or in other terms to save

time, is the chief aim with the American
builder and architect. With him it outweigh-*

extra cost in wages; so the latest machine or

hoisting machinery is of the greatest import-

ance. J'jconomy of labour is the leading

aim. Building at high speed is not a con-

dition of things we can desire, and wo
deplore it for many reasons. " Speed-

ing up," as the Americans call it, is

not conducive to thoughtful or substantial

building, but it is one of the factors which
modern demands have made necessary. The
architect must take advant.ago of expedients

not only in mechanical and labour-saving

appliances, but in designing. lOxpeditious

moans of draughtsmanship, the use of tables

for saving calculation, such as those published

by largo iron manufacturers giving the sizes

for girders and rolled beams for ceitain loads

and spans, manuals of formuli" and text-

books on a variety of subjects, and improved

instruments, are now common, though they

are not generally made use of by ai'chitects,

who happen to be very conservative in their

requirements and habits. The preparation

of drawings at an early date for the use of

the builder is of the greatest consequence to

him. A few weeks earlier delivery of the

drawings and details may mean a large profit

to the client or business firm. As a matter

of fact, sometimes a detail is kept back
because the architect wants more infonnation

about it, and he believes the building gains

by the delay. Speed in the preparation of

details presupposes a mind fully made up,

and the actual facts at the disposal of the

designer.

In our modern buildings, a system or

principle of proceeding is required. We
are supposing, of course, that the architect

is not satisfied with copying another's plan,

but that he really wishes to design his work
5n a rational basis. For example, in many
kinds of building a germ or principle is

obvious. Each has a function : a church has

to hold a certain number of people in atti-

tudes of worship and as listeners ; the altar,

choir, and pulpit are the central or objective

points; a theatre must have its auditori .m
planned for sight and sound ; other buildings

depend on a unit of accommodation as a

germ of development.
There are a few ways by which an architect

can compass great ends by small means; aid

in the planning and designing of many build-

ings, the expedient of reducing the aooom-
moilatiou and the couifilexity of the work to

certain units is an instance. Take, for

instance, a workhouse, a hosintal, or in-

firmary for the sick. The latest experience

and science have proved the value of classi-

fication of the inmates or patients of such

institutions, and economical and se'.outific

considerations have shown also that the most

elliciont buildings of this class are designed

on tho principle of considering the unit of

accommodation, of determining tho minimum
of area or cubic space required foreaoh patient,

and from that initial fact, finding out the

host shape and dimensions of a ward, or day-

room, or dormitory for a certain number of

individuals, having relation to economical

administration. An architect who prooeedod

on tho old plan of planning, a hospital to

accommodate so many patients on tho

principle of a dwelling or hotel, without

reference to the unit roquireraont^ of each

person, would find his labour costly and

complex. Take any of the older plans of

hospitals, and wo shall find much area wasted

or ropoatod—tlie wards wider than they need

be, or too narrow tor a double row of beds,

thus entailing more space per patient than is

absolutely necessary. But in tho.se diiys

cubic capacity and questions of ventilation

were littlo "regarded, and the plans of

hospitals and workhouses wore often hap-
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hazard arrangements based on unscientific

principles of planning. By the germ
theory of planning, if we may so call it,

we arrange the ward-plan on the indi-

vidual unit—that is, by defining the floor

space and cubic space required for each
patient, and multiplying this area by the

number of patients which a ward can con-
veniently contain without risk, and for

effective administration. In this way we
obtain what is termed the " ward unit," or
the standard size of a ward for a given
number of patients. The definition of this

standard size for a ward is the keynote of a

hospital design, for it is the aggregation of

the ward units which compose each paviUon
or block of a hospital. Ileal economy in

construction in building and furniture and
easy working are insured by the adoption of

this principle. By determining, therefore,

the size of the ward unit, the architect can
proceed to dispose his blocks and pavilions

in the most desirable manner. Assuming
that each ward should accommodate a given
number—say 24 or .30 patients—and the cubic
floor space to be allotted to each patient is

defined, also the height of ward, the archi-

tect has all the data necessary to plan a
ward of the right length and width, which
will become the standard size or unit of the

buildings. Thus the area necessary for each
patient is worked out by the size of the bed,

its length and width, distance between ad-
joining beds, the central passage through
ward, which multiplied by the height gives

the cubic space, and any of these factors

may be obtained by using the known factors

in a simple equation. The same principle of

finding or determining the unit of space
applies to a school.

The earlier elementary schools were waste-

ful ; the rooms were made too wide or without
reference to the economical area or space for

pupils; but now, having determined the work-
ing area and cubic space for each pupil, it

becomes easy to find out a proper size of

classroom for, say, 50 pupils. Thus, for

infants, 9sq.ft. per child is considered suf-

ficient, and lOsq.ft. for older scholars.

The school is generally divided into depart-

ments for boys, girls, and infants, with a
stated proportion for each ; and there must
be sufficient classroom for the whole, besides

a central hall to accommodate the whole
number, allowing about 4ft. to 5ft. per pupil.

A standard unit is thus defined for each
pupil, and classrooms and hall are provided
to accommodate the whole number. The old

system was to build a schoolroom, and to

crowd as many pupils within it as it would
hold. The plan was easier, but it involved
waste of space which could not be utilised.

In the arrangement and number of seats and
desks, the unit area allowance per child is

also made the basis. These have to be
graduated according to the ages of the pupils.

Here, again, the unit of 18in. per scholar

wiU regulate the length of each group, which
must be a multiple of 18in. ; or if a dual
desk, 3tt. 4in. is the standard length. The
lengths are limited to 1 2ft., and the number
of rows to five or six rows of dual desks ; in

fact, the size of each seat and desk is the
initial unit of the plan. In the design of

laboratories for technical schools, the unit of

area or space per pupil and of the benches
and other equipment is also the most eco-

nomical plan to adopt ; so in dwellings for the
labouring classes. The right and expeditious
method is to take the cubic space and re-

quirements of each tenant as a unit which
can be multiplied, instead of building a block
with rooms having no relation to the number
to be provided for, or the requirements of

each individual. In other buildings, like

churches, assembly-halls, and theatres, the
unit does not play so large a part in the
design, except in the standing or seating
accommodation ; but these structures have
each a function which has to be kept in

view. In how many churches and chapels

has the architect fully satisfied the condition

of a large congregation being able to join in

the services, to be in full sight of the sanc-
tuary or altar, or of being able to see and
hear the preacher r In many churches and
places of worship a large proportion of the
congregation are cut off by pillars or gal-

leries. It must be remembered that every
church is intended to provide for two func-
tions—that of worship, with more or less

ritual, and that of listening to sermons—and
each has to be kept in view in the design.

Modern congregations are very different

to what they once were, so that many
of our old cathedrals and parish churches
designed for Middle Age use are unsuitable

in some respects for a large town congre-
gation. In the modern theatre the architect

has to seat a large number of persons within
easy sight and hearing of the stage, to pro-

vide for their entrance and exit, and safety

from fire—conditions which call for ability

and skill ; but he has expedients in the form
of new constructional me hods ready to his

hand. These lead us to consider our
modern expedients in construction, of which
we can only allude briefly to iron and steel

construction and reinforced concrete. In
respect of both of these methods we are

behind our American friends. We trust too

much to the manufacturer ; but in the States

a qualified engineer is employed to test speci-

mens, to inspect the rolling, and to see that

the stanchions, floors, and other work are in

order and put together in time for the con-

tractor. Our methods of superintendence are

not so complete. We employ one clerk of

works who does not know how far he can go
in supervising certain sections of the work

;

whereas in many large works an able super-

visor is required for each section, who, while

well organised, must look ahead, and see that

thereisno delay through non-delivery of goods.
There is now too much friction between the

architect's office and the actual delivery, con-
sultations with the architect, want of under-
standing, defective information, differences

about detail, cost ; the engineer or the manu-
facturer has to be consulted before the work
is really put in hand. More organised labour

and supervision would obviate all this ; but
the main remedy is to be found in the archi-

tect's preparation and power of organising ;

in his early mastery and supply of the detail

drawings, so that any discrepancy can be
found at an early stage of the operations. In
the United States these obstacles have been
at least partially overcome by handing over
to the builders the detail drawings of special

parts of the work, by which lo bridge over
the gulf between the architect's and the

builder's functions. It is found that full and
complete drawings and specifications, ample
superintendence, including testing, are re-

quisites of economical and speedy building.

LESSONS FKOM THE BALTIMOEE
CONFLAGRATION.

'T^HE reports issued by the Insurance
•I Engineering Experiment Station of

Boston on the disastrous conflagration in

Baltimore dui'ing last winter may be received

with some confidence by the building pro-
fession. The great fire has certainly sus-

tained a few conclusions which have been
drawn from other instances. First we may
refer to materials. The results of various
fires have proved the unreliability of granite

and stone : the gi'anite buildings were reduced
to sand. Granite not only splits imder heat,

hut from unequal expansion of the con-
stituents, as it is porous and contains water
in hygroscopic form, the steam generated
by the heat bursts the rocky con-
stituents into small particles. By these

several actions the material is perfectly

disintegrated. 'We all know that marble
as a limestone is even more liable to speedy
calcination, that sandstones vary much in

density, their particles expand unequally,
and some split or crumble into pieces. The
Baltimore conflagration has at least proved
the worthlessness of natural stone to resist

great heat, and for staircases in public
buildings, both lime and sandstones hav&
long been held to be exceedingly dangerous
under the action of fire and water. "We here
draw .attention to the report issued by Mr.
Edward Atkinson, director, and Professor

C. L. Norton on the Baltimore fire. Re-
marking on the relative fire-resistance of arti-

ficial building materials, Mr. E. Atkinson ob-
serves, what is generallyknown, that well-made
well-baked bricks stand first for fire-resist-

ance. Their resisting qualities depend up"D
the thickness of the walls, upon the manner
in which they are bonded, while their relative

resistance within the building depends to

some extent upon the quality of the brick

that may be exposed therein, it being
customary to use a lower quality or softer

brick for inside work. The Baltimore con-
flagration appears to have established th&
failure of terracotta to resist high tempera-
ture, and Mr. .Ukinson remarks, "This is due
to both the quality of the material itself,

which is more or less subject to disintegra-

tion under heat, and to its expansion. The
greater fault is that ten-acotta blocks, plates,

and other forms are detached by expansion
in large masses from the steel. This is due
to the fact that terracotta and steel expand
and contract under heat in sufficiently

different ratios to render such incasement or
protection of little service. The photographs
of the conditions under which terracotta

parted from the steel or was practically

destroyed sustain this view, while the

laboratory tests and exact measurements
made by Professor Norton give the rule of

relative expansion and contraction."' This

conclusion will come with a little surprise to

some who have thought terracotta is a first-

class material to resist fire when of the proper
quality. "When placed on walls well backed
with brick, its resistance is good ; but when
incorporated with steel in stanchions, or as

casings to steel-framed structures, the in-

equality of expansion between the two is a
serious cause of dislocation. We cannot be
surprised to hear that plaster of Paris in

blocks failed completely under the heat, while
well-made Portland cement concrete encasing
steel, rammed and tamped, proved most
effectual, and the reason of this is that good
concrete of this kind has a rate of expan-
sion and contraction nearly the same as that

of steel. The general conclusion formed
from the conflagration is that '

' No fireproof

building has been constructed for general

purposes, either as shops, warehouses, hotels,

office buildings, or other purposes " ; nor
will there be a fireproof building so long as

combustible materials are used within for

the finish and flooring, or for desks, tables,

shelves, and other furniture. The fact is

important, and one of the lessons to be
learned from it is that the term " fireproof

"

is delusive when applied to any construction

or process. The report goes on to remark
that it is hopeful that there are now several

types of metal-clad or incombustible material

for inside finish " quite as ornamental as any
kind of wood, many of them less costly, and
that office furniture of incombustible material

is being made on a large scale." The writer

of the report also says, "it is conceivable

that a practically fu'eproof otfice building

may be constructed and so occupied as to be
proof against fire generated within, or even

against a conflagration without. " The win-
dows may be protected by fire-resisting

shutters recessed between an inner and outer

wall at the side of each window, these

shutters closing the openings automatically

when set in motion by a fusible link exposed

upon the outside of walls or piers. It is

also suggested these windows might be less

numerous, but glazed in the upper sash only

with ribbed glass for the diffosion of light.
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The value of automatic sprinklers is pointed
out. A largo building protected by them
within and without suffered very little, and
the whole credit of protection would have
been given to the sprinklers had not the
wind changed, turning the flames in

another direction. Mr. Atkinson justly
remarks, the automatic sprinkler system is

a valuable auxiliary, but must not be
considered a substitute for a fire-engine
installation and water supply, fixed or
movable hydrants and hose apparatus. No
system of safeguards is complete in whith
large supplies of water are not carried to

hydrants upon roofs or within high buildings,
from which viintage points fires on lower stories

can be subdued. In large buildings a steam
fire-pump and pipe service with hydrants on
the roof, from which effective streams could
be directed, is most necessary, or a standpipe
with hydrants on every floor may serve hose
from many windows. These arrangements
have been found really serviceable in check-
ing fires. Outside sprinklers along the
eaves are useful in preventing the spread of

fire from one building to another, and several
instances are mentioned where they have done
signal service.

One considerable risk in the planning of
office buildings and stores is the open stair-
way, or elevator, and other "vertical
hazards," and these are of greater danger
than large areas. Large floor areas, often of
an acre on one floor, can be safeguarded by
automatic sprinklers, which may be made to
cover every point where fire can be caused or
spread, and hold the fire in check. In factories,

the writer says, only in one instance has a
tire gone over the stock faster than the
sprinklers held it. In the hotel or de-
partment store large quantities of com-
bustible materials are exposed on the
stairways, and the draperies and carpets in the
hotel are all combustible and smoke -creating

!

elements. The stopping of the vertical stair-
[ways and lifts at every floor, the building of

fire-resisting staircase walls, the incasing the
elevators in " wired glass," providing auto-
matic apparatus for closing all ducts or chutes
for parcels, are the means suggested to
combat the peril of the vertical hazard.
The origin of the fire has been investigated.

The large amount of smoke rising from the
basement of the building in which it origin-

]

ated, without discovering any fire, has led i

to the supposition that the smoke was the
gaseous product of the slow combustion of
the contents of the basement ; this product,
rising to the upper stones and becoming
m.ixod with air in a certain proportion, was
suddenly ignited, making a "heat explo-
sion," and throwing burning fragments
throughout the neighbourhood. Instances
of these explosions aro not uncommon. It
is thought that the open vertical ways in this
building gave free passage to the hot gases
of slow combustion in the basement, and
carried to the top of building. This
smoke is generated by the slow combustion
of te.xtile fabrics, paper, or other organic
matter, mainly consisting of hydrocarbon
gases, which, directly they mix with oxygen,
become explosive. The lessons learned
aro obvious from the above facts, (^ity
luildings should bo planned with attention
to these internal and other risks, bo con-
structed of steel concrete imbedded, and
be equipped with fire - engines, hydrants,
sprinklers, and other means of extinguishing
a fire.

Professor Charles 11 Norton's report deals
with tho conditions of the buildings at the
time of the outbroafe. Two general lines of
suggestion aro thrown out for the safety of
similar cities. Those, as he says, are very
luuch aliko—tho lack of preventive measures
in retarding the spread of tire and tho want
of protection against " exposure hazard," also
the failure of tho word " fireproof " to give
any security. He shows that the fires of
Chicago, Boston, and Patersoa have proved

the inadequacy of preventive measures
against a fire started daring a gale of

wind in a city composed of buildings of

inferior construction. What has happened
in Baltimore is likely to happen in

New York or Boston under similar con-
ditions. The removal of explosive materials

and conditions such as we have pointed out
is one of the first essentials, and he suggests
hot-air explosions from the products of

distillation as one cause of the spread of the
fire. The opening of doors and windows

' may lead the flames towards the smoky
mixture and start the explosion, which
sprinklers and ventilators may do something
to prevent ; but any laws on the subject

! should be directed against the storage of

j

explosive materials. The chief means of

]

protection should bo in requiring non-inflam-
' mable roof materials, shutters, and wired

j

glass in metal for all window openings.
The tinned and sheet-iron shutters could not
resist the volumes of flame and hot gases
which they had to withstand. Roof hydrants
with a good water supply, wired-glass

I

window and tinned shutters, if generally,

instead of partially, used, would materially
reduce this conflagration.

Another line of suggestion is derived from
a study of a number of so-called fireproof

buildings : some of these are untouched, some
badly damaged. Of the former are the low
buildings which the fire really overleapt

;

in some of them not even the skylights are
broken, and the outside temperature did not
rise to the igniting point of wood. Another
class of building which largely escaped were
the " monumental," as the County House
and City Ilall, massive stone buildings
with few windows. These buildings only
showed a spallmg of stone and charring of

window frames. On the whole, Professor
Norton says :

" These monumental buildings
demonstrate the effectiveness of a minimum
windowareaiu reducing thedangerof ignition
rather than anything else."" Ontheotherhand,
the steel-frame buildings called " fireproof

'

furnish material for much study from their

weaknesses and shortcomings. The sub-
stantial red brick structures withstood the
test well. More damage was done to those
in which a lighter colour brick, with teiTa-

cotta, were introduced, hitone " trimmings"
suffered much, and all stone buildings fared
badly. Alluding to the steel-frame building,
the report says these appeared in good con-
dition, except in some cases ; but none of the
frames collapsed, though some posts and
beams were bent. In general only about 10
per cent, of the frames are injured, except
the light steel frame of the Equitable Build-
ing, which was badly damaged and bent.

The posts and beams of these buildings were
covered either with terracotta or with " lime-
teil," a kind of plaster and cinder mixture

;

but the incasing protected the framework,
though much damaged, and the proportion of

terracotta and " lime-teil " covering damaged
was at least 7 j per cent. The partiti&ns also

of these materials were largely destroyed,

and tho floor arches were much damaged.
Metal-lath partitions also did not show any
proof of their value in this connection. On
the other hand, concrete floor arches and
concrete - stool construction, which were
severely tested, stood well, because of tho

equal expansion of both the materials, while

terracotta expands twice as fast as steel, ac-

counting for the destruction of tho partitions

and floor-arches of tho latter matorials. Pro-

fessor Norton found evidence of this dilfm'-

ential expansion on tho Calvort Building

under a moderate high temporuturo. Tho
terracotta top anil bottom monibors bulged

and cracked on tho floor-arches, and beam
coverings, and to this cause is attiibutod the

general distress and failure of the beam and
post-coverings, floor-arches and partitions,

rho terracotta was cracked, but its chemical

composition was not altered, pointing to

expansion rather than disintegration caused

by the heat, which was not equal to
that of the original baking. Reinforced
coccrete, although subjected to a severe tost,

stood the fire well, and showed its great fire-

resisting qualities. This material was used
in the United States Fidelity and Guarai\tPO
Company Building, and in the International
Trust Company's Building. A Kennebique
floor and ceiling intensely heated showed no
sign of distress, though lumps of cast-iron,

which had been a copying-prefs, were ^till

red hot at the end of three days. Generally
the unfitness of terracotta for beam and post-
covering and floor-construction is demon-
strated ; concrete and brickwork, on the other
hand, have reasserted their claims of resist-

ance. Professor Norton thinks that, had the
floors of the Continental Trust or the Calvert
Building been of " one of the better class of

concrete types, and had the beams and posts
been encased in 4in. coatings of sound
concrete, only little but plastering would
have been required." And it is also asserted

that " with care steel-frame buildings can bo
constructed as to stand the construction of

their contents without injury to the steel,

probably without danger to the protecting

material of floor arches," and that, with other

appliances pointed out, a district composed i.f

such buildings would be reasonably exempt
from danger.

ENGLISH AND SCOTTISH WROUGHT
IROXWORtC*

[with illustrations.]

THIS big folio of measured delineations, set

out to a large workable scale, is admirably

augmented by photographa illuBtralive of the

surroundings with which the ironwork is as-

sociated. There need be no hesitation in at once
saying that the result ia a thoroughly u.seful and
good book. It is further enhanced in value by
the small scale key plans of the buildings in

connection with which the ironwork forms an
accessory, the author of the volume ia Mr.
Bailey Scott llurphy, of Elinburgh, and it is

dedicated to Mr. John Kinross, A.R.S.A., who
has assisted, as would appear, in perfecting thH

undertaking. We are enabled to accouipany these

notes by two sheets—one representing a working of

the Gravel Court entrance gateway central opening
to Urayton House, Northamptonshire, which is

very famous for its beautiful ironwork ; and the

other plate comprises four photographs of finiala

decorating the terracestairsbalustradingDonbristle

House, Fifeshire, the seat of the Earl of Moray,
near Aberdour. This Scottish ironwork is said

to be of Flemish origin, and to have been the

gift of WiUiam III. to Anne, wife of Charles,

sixth Earl of Moray, and so it dates from tho end

of tho 17th century. The monogram of the

Countess is worked into the balcony central panel

over the " grotto." The standards do not agree

with tho piers in the parapet masonry below,

showing that the ironwork was most probably not

made in the neighbourhood. It is in an excellent

state of rep.air, and is periodically painted in

white. Wo selected these particular photographs

because they illustrate the value of such studies

when thus done in detail to a spacious size, wi-h

the camera close up to the object. There are

other smaU scale views giving the general effect.

For these the reader is referred to tho book

itself. Mr. Batsford, its publisher, has spared

no pains to render it wor'hy of the ec-

easion, and Jfr. Murphy has traversed a very

1 irge part of I'^.ngland and ScoUand in githering

together the cxcelhnt examples of work whitli

ho h:n delineated and photographed so well.

Nineteen plates are devoted to Drayton House,

which ia located neir tho vilhi^je of Lowick.

Tho liaroness Morda\mt added this mngnifirent

ironwork at Driyton in 1700, when Tijo\i, tho

great smith, designer, or craftsman, was in the'

zenith of his fame, and ironwork, too. had nnch' d

its highest level. No records i onnect Tijou with

this Drayton work, but Mr. Murphy thiuk< that

some of h'S workmen mu»t havM designed it. as

• Enuliah and 8o.itti»h Wrounht Ironwork : a S^riej of

Exiimplns of Eoidiiih Ironwork o( the Boot PerioJa,

ti.Btthir with inwt of the examples now oxistiri? in

Solland, with descriptive tvxt. Hy Uailkv foorr
Jleiiruv, Architect. .Sixty-eight plates of meisiirwl

dr<>wiDK>< and 8cventy-two collotype photograptti.

London: Satsford. Imp. folio £3 3d. not.
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several features peculiar to his designs are to be
found at Drayton. .Some of it in the bowling-
green corresponds very closely with Tijoa's work
in St. Paul's Cathedral, and, anyway, much of

the Drayton dehigning, as well as its execution,

is entirely admirable. Beltor. is another treasure

house of historic interest in many ways, where
the gardens transcend for excellence and beauty,
no little of their charm depending on these

excellent screens and gates. Mr. Murphy hie
drawn them very feelingly, and here, as in
all cases, he gives the scantling* of the
work in plain figures. From the University of

Cambridge, Clare College, Jesus Colleg.», and
Eaianuel College are brought into contribution, as

well as the Bridge Ga'e of St. John's, the Botinic
Garden, and a house railings, familiar to all who
have been to Cambridge, in Trumpinglon-street.
Oxford is represented by the exquisite gate to

All Soul's, New College, Clarendon building.
Trinity and University College, not forgetting
the main porch gate to St. Jlary's Church in the
"High." The now demolished shrine of St.

Swithin in Winchester Cathedral possessed what
is probably the earliest piece of grille work in

England, dating very likely from 1093. These
renowned grilles now form two gates at the west
end of the north aisle, and are charmingly
photographed in the volume under notice.

Beverley Minster, Salisbury Close, Bulwick Hall,

and York Minster all show other gool instances
of high-class work of a much later period, bring-
ing the student to the days of the glory of

Wren's work at Hampton Court, where the
climax of merit in this way can be studied. All
Hallows, Barking, is also well known in
this connection, for the famous sword and
mace I'ests on the pewing. Several signs from
Taverns occur in these pages, with bell

brackets and lamp-holders from various places.

The Scottish specimens are plainer and less

familiar, such as the gates and railings from
Traquair House, Peeblesshire, not far from
Innerleithen, on the Tweed. These are described
as showing the diiierent treatment peculiar to

Scottish workmanship as compared with English
smithery of the same period. It displays, too, the
characteristics of Flemish metal design, and so
suggests its source. Craigiehall, Gramond
Bridge, Midlothian, and Holyrood Palace are
represented, while from Caroline Park House,
Uranton, built in 1685 by Viscount Tarbat,
a plate well furnishes a characteristic wrought
scroll railing from the main staircase dis-

playing the roses and four-leaved flowers so
very typical of local Scottish workmanship.
The rose, thistle, and oak leaf are introduced
decoratively, too, in the south wing stair

rail in the same building. Hopetoun House,
Linlithgowshire, commenced in 1698 from the
designs of Sir Williim Bruce, and finished by
William .\dam, concludes the series with other
samples from Dumfries Town Hall and
Donbiistle House already mentioned. In the
A. A. Sketch Book and the Abbey Square Sketch
Book, privately issued at Chester, several big
measured details of ironwork are to be found,
but this volume stands alone as a unique collection
of the best work in wrought iron done in Great
Britain. .^11 who love such work should obtain
this folio, which is replete with exict delinea-
tions and precise dimensions technically and
thoroughly realised for the student and practical
craftsman.

PASTEL AND WATER-COLOUR
DRAWINGS.

AT the Modern GaUery, 175, Bond-street, W.,
are to be seen an exhibition of pastel and

water-colour drawings by Mr. Lawrence G.
Linnell and Elizabeth M. Chettle, of views and
studies of scenery of Davos Platz, St. Moritz,
Locarno, and ot English woodland, entitled
" Mountain, Snow, and Spring." The drawings
of Liwrence G. Linnell include many broad and
truthful renderings ot landscape and wooded
scenery in water-colour and pastel. We may
mention "A Derbyshire Cottage," with hills
beyond—the light and mist very well suggested

;

"Goyt's Valley, Derbyshire" (15), " A Lei-
cestershire Cottage," "Views on the Orwell " (20)
"Windy AVeather in Harwich Harbour". (82),
besides many studies and views of Italian
scenery. A glimpse through a loggia " From
the Loggia, Locarno " (4), " In an Italian
Village" (13), with its church and campanile
and cypresses ; the fine snow scene, " Winter

:

the RhaHian Alps from Davos Lake," several

views of Davos and Djvos Platz. "The
Madonna del Sasso, L'lcarno," the church
perched on a steep lock (50) ; "01ney"(oG), »ith
its river and bank, and church spire, and views
in the Engadine. The views of Whitby, "Low
Tide," and "The Haven under the Hill" (85

and 86), are very broad and effective. The snow
scenes are done on pastel, as the only available

material the artist can use in that climate. The
collection of Elizabeth M. Chettle are charmingly
finished studies of hedgerows, woodland, and
landscape, exhibiting remarkable delicacy and
subtle handling. We can only mention " Dame
Nature's Lacbwork " (111), a study of white
flowers in a hedge, and cottage beyond. The
primroses and leafless trees in a " Sp'ing Moon "

(Hi) ; the Ouse at " Sharnbrook," with its

bmk of red poppies ; Studies on the Sussex
Downs, as (121), "A BUekihorn Bush," ex-
quisite and subtle in handling ; "Sallows" (126),

a charming study of colour contrast against a

brown bank, the blossom and red-brick and
timbered cottage in 128; the bon bouche studies

"In a Wood," "A Herefordshire Cottage"
(UO), a "Teazle Thicket," "May Blossom"
(143), " A Sussex Meadow " (142), are dehghtful
examples of nature, and there is a charming
variety of colour and contrast in these remark-
able studies of plant life. The exhibition closes

on the 5th.

THE SURVEYORS' INSTITUTION SPECIAL
CERTIFICATE EXAMIN.iTIONS.

THE following candidates have just passed the

recent special certificate examinations, now
held triennially. In Forestry ; I'ercival Trentham
Maw, Francis H. G. Osmond-.Smiih, Henry
Pritchard, John Ashton Sawyer. John C'iulow

Thompson, and Martin Lowish Wheldon.

The first " Daniel Watney " prize to the value

of f 10 has been awarded to Henry Pritchard, and
the second " Daniel Watney " prize, value £5, to

John Ashton S iwyer.

The examiners on this occasion were Mr. Daniel
Watney, Dr. W. Somerville, Mr. G. Marshall,

and Professor C. E. Curtis.

The following have passed the special certificate

examination in Sanitary Science : Hubert Covell

Sands and Henry Payne Ward.
The examiners were Professor H. Robinson,

Mr. H. P. Boulnoia, Mr. C. John Mann, and Mr.
R. C. Glen.

DISCUSSION .ON PLENUM VENTIL.i-
TION AND THE ROYAL VICTORIA
HOSPITAL, BELFAST.*

THE following is the joint reply by William
Henman and Thomas Cooper, architects,

and Henry Lea and Son, consulting engineers :
—

In consequence of the late hour at which this

discussion was taken on the 6th inst., it was
impossible for us then to reply. But with the
sanction and approval of the President, we now
do so as briefly as the importance of the subject

will allow. We welcome such minute inspection

as that made by Mr. Pick, because, when under-
taken with an open mind, it is likely to extend
appreciation of the possibilities of Plenum venti-

lation for hospital purposes. We put forward no
claim to having arrived at perfection in plan, and
are not surprised that so novel an arrangement of

wards calls forth criticism, notwithstanding that

those who have bad to serve in or occupy the
hospital are perfectly content with the facilities

for administration, and its com'ort and cheerful-

ness. The exceptional conditions demanded
special treatment as regards drainage. All drains

are kept well below the floor level of the air-

ducts, which are by no means the dark, damp
places some seem to suppose. The city building
surveyor of Belfast took a broad view of the

subject, and advised we should have a free hand
with the drainage. The object aimed at was to

convey from the buildings, as quickly as possible,

all foul matter and waste waters, and so prevent
the generating of oilensive gases on the site. The
multiplication of trips, manholes, and gullies

was advisedly avoided ; the drains run in long,

straight lines ; they are thoroughly ventilated,

and there is ample flush for cleansing them.
Soil-drains are distinct from wastes.

On inquiry, we find that a few of the caulked
lead joints to vertical waste-pipes have slightly

given, and we are obliged to Mr. Pick for detect-

ing that fault, because means will now be taken
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to obviate it in future ; but we venture to say

that no harm would in this ca-e result., as the

pipes are of thick metal, in short lengths, easily

got at, and quite away from any opening into the

hospital. Such pipes are safer, and can be more
readily inspected and joints made good, if neces-

sary, than as usually provided for hospitals—viz.,

in long lengths of thin metal, with many in-

accessible joints, and others in quite close

irotimityto windows. Mr. Pick's sentimental

objection to washing-up sinks in sanitary tunets
is not only applicable to this hospital : the

arrangement, however, is found to be convenient

in practice, and is not complained of by the

uursiog stuff. If there were difficulty in keeping
milk fresh, as things are in this hospital, his

criticism would be reasonable ; but this, together

with his wish for open windows, evidently

proves that Mr. Pick has not yet fully grasped
the possibilities and requirements of Plenum
ventilation. Successful application of the system
implies that continuously, year in and year out,

sulliuient change of air shall be secured through-
out the building. Wnere, then, is the necessity for

open windows by which air can only be admitted
proportionately to the force of wind outs'de or to

difference of temperature within and without':^

Mr. Pick was hypercritical in his remarks on the

details of engineering. Although there are no
outer doors to the stokehole, he may not have
noticed that only the fronts of the boilers are

exposed, the wall above being entirely built up,

acce-s to the space above the boilers being from
the pump-house—a much mote cleanly arrange-
ment than having the tops of the boilers open to

the stokehole. At this time of year, when no
heating of the building is required, the feed-

water for the boilers would be nearly cold,

because little or no condensed water is going
back to the hot-well, and all the exhaust steam
from the engines is usefully engiged in providing

the hot-water supply throughout the hospital.

There must be a receptacle of some kind for the

condensed water flowing back from the various

steam-traps. Whether or not this receptacle

takes the exact form of the hot well that we have
provided seems to us to be immaterial. With
regard to the exhaust steam from the engines

going to waste, this is not the case. The exhaust
from the fan engine is used for tha hot- water

supply to the hospital, and the exhaust from the

laundry engine is used for heating the water for

the laundry, and the surplus from the calorifier

goes to heat the coils in the drying-room. Mr.
Pick thinks that there are too many steam -traps,

but if he were to go carefully into the matter, he
would find that the number could not with

advantage be reduced. The question of generating

electricity on the site was duly c msidered and
abandoned in consequence of the greater cost and
less efficiency than the arrangement adopted.

Mr. Saxon Snell's remarks can fcaicely be
taken seriously, and were evidently justly ap-

praised by subsequent spsakers. In contrast

therewith, we commend the more th'iughtful

views expressed by Dr. S. Rideal and the Rev.
J. B. Lock, because, with greater practical ex-

perience, their opinions miy become more definite

and serviceable.

Mr. Hirold Grifljths questioned the employ-
ment of fixed screens of cocoanut fibre, but the

experience of ten years confirms us in their use.

If of ample area, periodically cleansed and re-

newed, they are suitable and eflicient, and far

more simple and serviceable than when made to

revolve, because then they either be-'ome over-

saturated with water or imperfectly cleansed.

When made in sections, as at Belfast, clemsing
and renewal are easily effected at much less cost

than can be done with revolving screens, to say

nothing of the additional cost incurred by causing

them to continuously revolve. Heating coils

should ceitainly be kept clean ; we always arrange

so that they can be and are regularly cleansed as

well as the air ducts. When open tires are

employed chimneys have to be swept, grates

cleaned, and works of repair and renewal from
time to time effected, which probably involve

greater labour and expense than is required for

cleansing and maintaining suitable appliances for

securing Plenum ventilation with heiting.

Mr. Max Clarke errs in advocating air channels

of metal or lined with glass of vitreous en imel

;

such materials are costly, and in many respects

unsuitable. Good plain brickwork, in ducts of

ample proportion, is economical and thoroughly

serviceable.

It is surprising that Mr. A. E. Munby has not

come across buildings in which the furnace to the

— ~^^<~ji
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heating apparatus is used for extricting some of

the air from the interior of the building. It may
be bttter than trusting altogether to chance ; but
if he wishes to realise the value of the arrange-
ment, we suggest he should calculate the cubical
capacity of a building—say a church—and ascer-
tain the volume of air pissing through the furnace
flue in a given time ; he may be surprised to find
how long it takes to cause a single change of air

in the church. He may also take into considera-
tion the fact that probably for six months in the
year there will be no fire in the turnace, just when
change of a'r in the building is most required.

If those who question whether advocates of
Plenum ventilation pin their faith on the
admission of air to the upper portion of an
apirtment and its exit near the floor level care-
fully read Mr. Henman's paper, they will scarcrly
fail to understand why that arrangement accords
with nature's method, and is therefore preferably
followed. It is difficult to understand why the
speakers who advocated Plenum ventilation for
assembly-rooms, schools, and even for operating-
rooms, question its utility in hospital wards

;

because, even in hospitals erected on the most
approved pavilion plan, complaints of defective
ventilation are common, particularly at night and
in the early morning. Unfortunately, hospitals
are rarely visited by architects or the public ot
such times. But go to the General -Hospital,
Birmingham, or the Royal Victoria Hospital,
Belfast, at any hour of night or day or any day
of the year, and it will be found that uniform
temperature and freshness are maintained, to say
nothing of freedom from draughts and of the
noise, dirt, irregular heating and attention
required when open fireplaces are employed.
Expense, as the President intimated, is certainly
an important item in connection with any system
of ventilation and heating. Our endeavour has
been so to simplify hospital planning, and adapt
appliances for heating and ventilation, that at
Belfast the initial outlay and cost for maintenance
are very considerably below those of any other
similarly complete hospital.

The deductions of Jlr. Geo. H. Bibby are so
obviously unreliable that it is not necessary to
take up time to do more than state that we com-
»municated them to the superintendent of the
hospital, and here give his reply, tiz. :

—" The
general health of the hospital establishment is

excellent [tiria- mulcrhmd). I cannot trace the
doctor who is alleged to have said the hospital
always gives him headache. I have twelve
doctors and medical pupils in residence, and all,

except one, are in excellent health, and the
hospital had nothing to do with that one man's
state of health. The nurses, too, are in far better
health tl ai they were before we came here. 1

have that from the doctor who attends them.
Why don't you propose to the R.I.B.A. to send
a sm.aU deputiti'in here to inquire into the whole
question on the spot r AVhat all should desire to
know is the truth—whether Plenum ventilation
ifl a success and worthy of adoption or not ; and
in no other institution can that be better ascer-
tained than here, where a very fair idea can also
be obtained of the cost, which is a matter of great
imporlance."
He has^ alsT given us full particulars )< the

amount of coal consumed, and the number of
residents in the old and new hospitals, which
entirely disprove Mr. Bibby's statement. For
the ye.ar P.IUJ it was ')16 tons for 100 residents in
the old buildinn-, where the heating and hot-
water supply were very inadequate, and only the
linen from small fever wards was washed on the
preinises. In the new buildings the heating,
ventilation, and hot-water supply are ample for
the full complement of about 400 residents,
although at present there are only 300. There
is also a comnleto laundry, in which all the
washing is done on tho preiiiise.s. On the basis
of eight months' co-il consumption, it is estimated
that it will not exceed 1,S00 tons for tho year—
by no means a proportionately unreasonable
amount for the effective work accomplished in an
establishment so much larger than the old one.

_
We hope that Mr. Bibby will bo more accurate

in the information he is collecting for publication
re tho heat ng and ventilation of hospital wards,
or it will bo of no practical value.

lu ccmclusion, we do not expect our work to
be above criticism. Diversity of opinion there is
sufe to be. Most of iis have probably learnt that
Wjhat wo once th .u^ht imjiossible, or at least un-
likely, ha-4 actually come to pass, and that appli-
ances and processes have become practically
ubjIuI, and a commercial success, in consequence

of slight improvements in parts. If, therefore,

Plenum ventilation be accepted in principle, its

pu'ilic u'ility r. ally depends on the careful

adjustment of details and ot full knowledge of

the best methods for securing desired lesults.

Every installation, no matter how badly pro-
portioned, in which air is forced through a
building, is called "Plenum" ventilation, but
air at a high temperature forced along small
ducts and through buildings by hii<h speed fans,

cannot, as regards efficiency, be compared with
low temperature, spacious ducts, and sljw-speei
fans adopted at Belfast. Bad examples have
brought condemnation upon the Plenum system,
generally by tho-e who do not discriminate be-
tween the various means by which it can be
carritd out. On what may be termed the " high-
pressure method," a temperature ot 130'Fahr.
as the air enters the apartments is not un-
common : but in Belfast the temperature of the
air in no portion of the building exceeds 62" or
()3^. Before designing the machinery for Belfast,

inquiry was made as to the power which would be
required for working on the high - pressure
method, and it was found that lOOH.P. would
be necessary : instead of which, it is successfully

accomplished with an ascertained expenditure of

5}-H.P., on what may be termed the " low-
pressure method. '

'

CAPPEKTEV AND JOINERY
EXAMINATIONS.

THE following is a list of successful candidates
arranged in order of merit ; the names ot

candidates who sat to improve their position, but
failed to do so, do not appear. Fifty-seven
candidates presented themselves, and it is notice-
able that more men came up from the provinces
than from past years :

—

Silver Medal.—J, H. McCurdy.
Bronze Medal.—J. G. Foxcroft.
First Class Certificates.—W. A. Scott, W. Birrell,

J. T, Pridmore, F. Lambert. J. G, Hurst. W. F. Grove.
E. Sudds, W. E. Barnes, W. F. Lombard, O. Gentle,
J. Finch, W. Cox.
Second Class Certificates.—W. T. Brown, F. Boxall,

A. L. Carter, G. R. Shrimpton, W. T. W. Smith. J. W.
H. Chubb, C. S. Hill, W. E. Sheopard. J. B. Sherbrooke,
.1. McLeod, W. J. Wheeler, G. F, Goodwin. E. Kerridge,
E. Prickett, W. Ambrose, P. J. Luxton. E. Elms,
C. H. Hancock, G. Swinnerton. F. G. Shott, E. Dymock,
A. H. Bidd, J. G. Harris, H. Cottingham, 0. Stanton.

MODERN COTTAGE ARCHITECTURE.*
[with ILLfSTR.tTtOXS.]

THE two cottages which we illustrate to-day
from Jlr. Ernest Newton's drawings now

on view at the Royal Academy form two of the
plates in a very artistically-produced book which
has this week been publi.^hed by Mr. Batsford,
under the editorship of Mr. Maurice B. Adams,
the title of the work being " Modern Cottage

[

"le scarcity of skilled labour procurable in country

Architecture." These drawings serve to iudicite j

districts only aggravates the difficulty; con-

the type of designs chosen for illustration. Among
,

sequently comparatively nominal rents only can

first because the main road is very narrow there,
and, secondly, to prevent the piers dwarfing the
lodge. Overbury is a pretty old village with a
charming church, partly Norman and partly 14th
Century, and there are several old 17th and 18th-
Century cottages and small houses scattered about.
Everything is built of stone."

After dealing with the economic conditions of
the cot'.age building question, Mr. Maurice B.
Adams observes in tse course of his essay:

—

" Few farming properties, at any period, can be
said to have ever been adequately equipped with
suitable and sanitary housings for the workers on
the land, while for some unexplained reason the
majority of existing cottages appear to have been
put up without any reference to the loss of tiare
and waste of energj' consequent upon the drudgery
incidental to tbe long distances to be trudged
over the fields and across country in all weathers
to and from the men's work. A few isolated
serious endeavours were made years back by the
Duke of Bedford and others, including the Society
for Improving the Dwellings of the Labouring
Classes ; but the agricultural depression already
mentioned has for a long period left little room
for such enterprises either by the superior land-
owners or their leasuhold.'Ts. Following upon
this condition of things the housing question has
become one of urgency, and therefore it has
received more immediate attention on the part of
the State, while Local Government Board regula-
tions have come into force, concurrently with the
County Councils being empowered by 1 "arliament
with authority to advance money for the develop-
ment of allotments.

" The model by-laws issued under statute have
been more or less generally adopted by local
sanitary authorities, who in this way have insisted
on materially expensive requirements, which do
not tend to lessen the cost of cottage building.
CTreater freedom is to he obtained by erecting
cottages under the Board of Agriculture, if that
can be managed ; but where d'Strict councils' by-
laws prevail this is not always possible. These
last-named regulations are often very arbitrary
and exceedingly vexatious, especially when rules,

originally intended for governing building pro-
cedure iu villages and countiy townships, are
made to apply to open country-side places, when
it isTlear many highly proper limitations, suit-

able enough for crowded areas, become mis-
chievous incongruities, imposing needless expense
and incurring other hardships. The main cause^
however, of enhanced expenditure in all building
undertakings is the result of advanced prices all

round in wages and in materials used in the
building trade, added to which must be reckoned
the growing and almost universal practice among
operatives of reducing as far as possible the
amount of work rendered day by day in return
for the utmost amount of wage procurable. Such
conditions proportionately raise rental values, and

the contributors whoso buildings are represented,
with plans in all cases, are Messri. Aston Webb,
R.A , K. Norman Shaw, R.A., John Belcher,
A.R.A., P.R.I.B.A., T. E. Collcutt, Ernest
CJeorge, John Douglas, Ernest Newton, E. Guy
Dawber, Mervyn Macartney, E. J. May, A. N.
Prentice, Niven and Wigglesworth, E. W.
Mountford, E. L. Lutyens, Cieorge Sherrin,
.\rnold Mitchell, C. F. A. Voysey, Reginald
lilomfield, the late W. Eden Nesfield, and others.
The plates number fifty sheets, and an essay is

added on the subject ot Cottage Building by the
Elitor. Our readers will be beat able to

form an idea of the practical character of

what is said in this treatise by the follow-
ing extracts. Some particulars are added in

the book of each of the cottage buildings
represented. Wo extract, for example, the note
concerning Mr. Newton's Dormay Cottages and
Lodge, Overbury, Worcester. '• Those are built

of local rubble stone, squared more or less, and
built with thickish mortar joints lirushed off

;

there is no pointing ; tho rooi's ate of stone slates,

dormers of oak. The cottages stand at tho end
of the village street, which is a gently-sloping
hill. The lodge is at a back entrance into the

park. Tho gates are purposely put on tho park
side ot tho lodge, with a road leading up to them.

* Modem Cottan' Arctiitccture. Ilhiitratcd from w.)rkH

of well-known ari-lntects, edited with an introductory
CHHjiy on (.Vittaj^e Building and notfH on the Hubjects, by
Maurd'k B. Adams, F.U.I.B.A Fifty cxumple.s repro-
duced from drawings, with a plan of each. London ;

B. T. Batsford, 91, Uolborn, 1901. lioyal luurto, cloth

gilt. I'lice net, 10s. (id.

be insured for cottages, so that in future employers
of agricultural labour, in common with manu-
facturers in suburban neighbourhoods, more or
less remote from the larger centres of activity,

must reckon their return by calculating as a
whole the wages paid and tho rents received.

" The speculating builder knows how to cater

for the public, occasionally providing quite a re-

markable amount of accommodation of a kind tor

a strictly modest rental ; and he also quite

understands to what" extent a degree of pre-

tentiousness attracts tho popular fancy. Ho
builds to sell, and in common with all speculating

investments, when ho realises, tho profits are

large. No architect can compete on those lines

with such builders, and ho need not attempt to do
so, though in the long run there can remain no
question as to which kind ot building pays the

owner best. The main essentials consist of the

charm of artistic fitness by which alone a building

can bo harmonised with its sito and surroundings,

making it iu) it were pirt ot tho ground on which
it stands, restful and unobtrusive, comfortable

and suitable. These are tho qualities which
alone can impart interest and give durable

pleasure. Such (jualities do not depend so much
upon money cxponditnro as upon an application

of thought and good taste. They exist quite

apart from elaborateness of detail, auJ are mostly

otitiined by avoiding all ornamental excrescences,

which ill accord with the environment of tho

hedgerow and the coppice. Picturosqucnesfl

comes of simplicity of form, and belongs to good
proportion, producing pleasant groupings, giving
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graceful skylines, and casting telling shadows, so

essential for contrast and colour. Cottage beauty
has nothing in common with ostentation, and the
acme of vulgarity is the "cottage oriice," now,
more often termed a "maisjnette" by those'
whose aim in life is to be considered really I

' up-to-date.'

'

' There are very few rules which can be wisely ;

laid down with insistence, though it cannot be
j

urged too often that, by employing the materials
of the country-side in which the intended build-

;

ings are to be erected, the influence of local colour
^

and texture will be best obtiined. It is the
j

influence of materials on design which nearly
always gives that charm to old buildings, which
is never made shabby by age, and which weather-
ing always enhances. The smug, natty notion
of newness, so spankingly spruce in its coat of

fresh paint, possesses no endurance, because it

only belongs to a surface finishing incapable of

wear, and which really never looks nice unless it

is periodically renewed. Such buildings possess

no texture such as the old traditional work
invaridbly displays, and it must be from the
remains of vernacular work scattered up and I

down historic England that the best type and
;

most suitable style of design will invariably be
found. This old work is not necessarily suitable

|

for literal imitation, but as a keynote for our
modern work it is unsurpassed.

I

" Every district is more or less rich in examples !

of historical cottages, and by a little intelligent

observation it will be seen how they differ in their

local peculiarities of treatment, and always seem
to harmonise with their special environment.
Mere transcripts of old buildings will not suflSce.

and the more perfect the copy the more it is open
to the grave objection of being an artistic fraud,
intended to deceive. Precedent must not be
ignored, though a new building ought un-
questionably to be designed in a modem way, and
planned to embody present-day requirements.

" The vexed question as to whether it is better
to provide a parlour as weU as a living-room in
a cottage is likely to remain a very arguable
subject, which cannot be settled by any fast and
hard conclusions ; indeed, experience has proved
that cottage dwellers, whatever may he said,

will not stop in an old-fashioned family-room
dwelling when they can obtain the option of
going into a modem one provided with a
' parlour.' Gardeners and coachmen will even
give up good situations for this reason, for it is

the height of their ambition to possess a third
ground-floor room, in which the wife may
harbour a collection of tawdry dust-collecting
ornaments, as a sort of best room for Sunday and
sundry occasions. No doubt in many ways it

would be really better and wiser for everyday
occupation and comfort to throw both the living-
room and kitchen space into one apartment, but
the tenants are generally of a contrary opinion.
The alternative is to magnify the kitchen and
make the so-called ' parlour ' very much smaller
than is commonly the case. The need of a
scullery is not always indispensable, but no
doubt it is an advantage. The ' washhouse,'
as it was termed in the old cottages, led out of
the liWng or family-room, and formed what
would now pass as the kitchen, serving as a
BcuUery also.

"About the parlour cottageplan there is this to
be said, that it does afford a benefit of an
appreciable kind to a tenant when the chances of
a ' young man lodger ' present themselves, and
to secure such assistance towards the payment of
the rent some people will put up with any amount
of crowding in the rest of the house.

'

'
The exact amount of accommodation necessary

for a cottage is by no means a matter so readily
determined as at first sight might be thought
likely, though there can be no hesitation in
schemmg the contrivance of all such plans with
every regard to economy of arrangement. Every
inclosed foot of space costs money, and must be
utilised as far as possible. It is also of the first
importance to make the most of the warmth of
the flues; fuel is expensive and always makes a
serious item, of course, in the current expenses of
every home. There is, in fact, nothing which
taxes the income of the poor more obviously. The
chimney should for this reason be located towards
the centre of the building; and besides, it is
cheaper to group the flues into one stack if that
can be done, thus giving an opportunity of simpli-
fying the construction and forjiation of the roof.
The more nearly the shape of a building of this
kmd approaches a cube inform, the less, probably,

will be its cost. Every break or departure from
rectilinear lines will increase the expense.

"Another practical important point istheneed of

protection from the cold north-east winds and the
^outh-west gales. The countryman has no doubt
whatever about such matters. In some districts

it is interesting to observe, in evidence of this,

how the old builders of cottages and farms placed
their country-side buildings with their shoulders,

so to speak, to the prevailing cold windy quarter.

Thus, in Lincolnshire, the houses may be seen
without any windows whatever, and, perhaps,
not a doorway opening, fronting the north or

north-eas'', the object being to protect the in-

mates from the wintry blasts sweeping their coasts

from the Xorth sea. The homestead nestling in

the valley, or tucked away behind the tree screens,

common in Combe farms, invariably shows the
care of our forefathers in this respect.

"With a small plot it is sometimes a gain to place

the building almost close up into one corner of

the site—say, by preference into the north-east
angle. By this means a roomy garden area is

obtained, clear of the shadow of the house, and
giving a well-sheltered space for fruit trees and
borders. Fow contrivances are more utterly

wretched than a small garden patch with a

northern aspect, wherein hardly anything wiU
grow and nothing will flourish, while added to

the discomfort of such an arrangement is the

sunless apartment possessed of so depressing an
ouilook.

"Generally, a living-room of a cottage should
not be more than 9ft. high at the most, and the
other apartments need not exceed 8ft. 6in., and
some authorities think the minimum of 8ft. is

sufficient. The top of at least one window in

each room should be as near the ceiling level as

possible, and the sash or casement made to open
right up to the top of the opening.

" Bay windows and ornamental wooden porches
may be made very picturesque, and ingle-nooks
add to appearances. They are, however, expen-
sive, and tend to complicate the planning in a

way which seems questionable for ordinary
occupation, and are best regarded as exceptions
for special cases and middle-class houses.

"A far more important matter than any such
contrivances is to insure ample air and sunlight.

The success of every room depends more upon its

windows and aspect. Next in order of conse-
quence is the way in which its doors, windows,
and fireplaces are set out with regard to the con-
venience and comfort of the whole. Squarish,
oblong apartments plan out best in this respect,

j

and facilitate the best arrangement, which is

capable of much variety of treatment, the chief

point in every case being to keep the fireplace of

sitting-rooms as far removed from the door as

possible.
'

' The advantage of an outside pent shelter or

:
working verandah at the back of a cottage is

very considerable in the country, and if it is

partly screened by an outbuilding, such an
arrangement makes an uncommonly good
place in which to locate the washing copper,

' with a protected standing-room in front of it.

All the year round such a contrivance gives the
tenant a chance of keeping the cottage clear

of a great deal of mess, and the wife is thus
able to wash and do an amount of dirty work out-
side the house. It saves the need of a scullery
and simplifies the plan.

" Good colour cannot be obtained as a rule
with the cheapest kind of brickwork, and
when circumstances permit of nothiijg better,

it has been found a good plan to lime-white
walls thus built, instead of leaving the bricks
in their naked ugliness. The whitewash helps
too to keep out the weather, and the effect

thus obtained is a decided improvement. Grey
headers and brindled bricks make excellent wall-
ing and weather well. Sand-faced red brick4 are
liable to go soft in places and suffer from frost,

though they are much nicer in appearance than
pressed or wire-cut ones. If obtained from well-
known yards there wiU not be much reason to

complain. In any ca^e, cream-coloured mirtar,
with a good wide Wtather-struck joint, should be
employed. Rough hard bricks can be employed
with advantage where tho walls are rough -cast,

though owing to their irregularity they some-
what increase the cost of the internal plastering,

and made it difficult to keep the walling true.

Those who affect quaintness might consider this a
gain, aa giving a degree of irregularity. If thin
bricks to the new g^uge can be employed, 'be
effect is greatly increased, a^id make an artistic

gain.

" The question of cills to aU openings in cottage
work is one that has taxed the ingenuity of

builders in all times. Teak will stand far better

than poor stone, but brick on ed^e is too porous.

Hard weathering-stone is not cheap, but it TS

dependable for giving the best ciUs. Some use

buU-nosei, salt-glazed bricks over a slate or tile

creasing in cement, or a flashing of lead will give

a good drip and exclude driving rains, limdom-
coursed stone walling with jambs and quoins of

thin brick cr tile look admirable, and nothing
can be more suitable for cottage work where
such materials can be had ; and the smaller the

sizes of the stones and the thinner tho bricks the

better, with here and there, perhaps, a bigger

boulder of stone to hold the whole together
" Dres-ed stone is too expensive for cottage work,

and seems out of character with it. Cob walling,

properly built, is hard to excel. The use of

concrete opens up wider possibilities than ever,

and now that its employment with inclosed iron

ties has been so wonderfully developed under the

term of 'ferro-concrete,' there can be no doubt
as to its economy and structural advantage.
Strings or bands of red tiles incorporated in

concrete, if judiciously managed, give relief and
good effect."

These quotations serve to furnish an idea of the

thoroughness and scope of the volume. There
are many other detailed particulars and sugges-

tions which cannot fail to be of practical use to

the reader, especially where accompanied as they
are in the book by the illustrations in the text.

PRESENTATION TO MR. HOWARD COLLS.

A DEPUTATION from the Society of Archi-
tects recently waited upon Mr. Howard

CoUs for the purpose of conveying to him a reso-

lution of the Council expressing its appreciation

of his action with reference to the recent case of
" Colls V. Home and Colonial Stores, Ltd.," in-

volving an important question with regard to the

law as affecting "Ancient Lights." The depu-
tation, which consisted of Mr. G. Gard Pye and
Mr. A. E. Pridmore, vice-presidents ; Mr. Ellis

Marsland, hon. secretary ; and the secretary, Mr.
C. McArthur Butler, was introduced by Mr.
Marsland. Mr. G. Gard Pye, vice-president,

expressed his regret that the president, Mr.
Walter W. Thomas, had been detained in Liver-

pool, and was unable to be present, but he (the

speaker) could assure Mr. Colls on behalf of the

Council that they heartily appreciated the spirit

which had animated him in contesting a point on
which such great issues depended, with the result

that an authoritative decision had been obtained

from the House of Lords which would greatly

assist those engaged as architects or builders in

the development of prop-rty. Mr. Pye intimated

that the Council had placed its opinion on record

in the form of an engrossment on vellum of a

resolution which which it had passed on the sub-

ject and which they asked Mr. Colls to accept.

The address, which was read by the secretary, was
as follows ;—

•

At a meeting of the Council of the Society of Archi-
tects, held at Staple Inn Buildings (South) on Thursday,
the 19th day of May, 1904, it waa resolved that the best

thanks of the Council of the Society be tendered to

J. Howard Colls, E^q.. for the courage and public spirit

he has shown in carrying the case of *• Colls v. Home and
Colonial Stores *' to the House of Lords, and obtatoing
from this supreme tribunal an authoritatire decision on
the law affecting Ancient Lights.
In the opinion of this Council, the decision obtained

will, to a large extent, prevent fictitious claims for

damage to light being raided, with their consequent
delays and legal proceedings, and in pa&ssing this resolu-

tion they feel that they are echoing the thanks of all

those who are either professionally or practically engaged
in building ope'rations.

Mr. A. E. Pridmore, vice-president, asked to

be allowed to supplement the remarks of Mr.
Pye. He had known Mr. Colls for many years,

and it was characteristic of him that he should

have taken the stand which he did upon a matter

so vitally affecting the interests of the whole of

the building industry of the kingdom. Already
the effect of the judgment was beginning to be

felt, and Mr. Colls had unquestionably rendered

the greatest service to architects and builders by
his public-spirited action. The address which the

Council asked him to accept would, perhaps, serve

to remind him that they were not ungrateful, but

no doubt his best reward would be in the feeling

that he had been the means of materially bene-

fiting the members of a community in which he

deservedly held so high a position. Mr. Oolls

expressed his pleasure at knowing that his action

had been so generally approved and at the way in

which it had been expressed by the Council of the
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Society of Architects. He alluded at some lenglh
to the reasons which had induced him to take the
case to the final tribunal and his gratification at
the result. Ue accepted the Council's presenta-
tion with thanks, as a tangible proof of their
appreciation

.

CARRARA IN JUNE.
By Gkeville C. Hems.

THE following up-to-date notes may be in-

teresting to those who are not personally
acquainted with the world's great central seat of

marble-quarrying, as well as passingly so to others
who have not visited the locality lately.

As one closely connected with the trade for
considerably over twenty years, and having,
in connection with my father, purchased marble
largely from time to time during that period from
quarry owners in Italy, my present trip has
long been anticipated. One thing which has
struck me during this visit is that all things
(even at Carrara) are not precisely what they
seem to be at a distance. One hears in
England of this man's or the other's ex-
tensive quarries and studios, and his im-
portations are, perhaps, largely advertised

;
yet,

on the spot, one discovers such namf s are almost
unknown, and in many instances, the local

directory does not even record them: Hence,
with some worthy exceptions, I have found that
there are large importers, and those who excel in
the art of sculpture, who are merchants and artists

practically unheard of in this country. In this
fallacy one recalls Andrea Orcagna's celebrated
fresco upon the walls of the Santo Canipo at
Pisa, before which, a week or two ago, I stood
enthralled for an hour or more. It represents, as
is well known, the last Great Day, when the
assorting of the revived dead takes place imme-
diately before the Great White Throne. Parsons
and priests are amongst those who hare come out
from their tombs, and, with the characteristic
assurance of the typical ecclfsiastic, are hastening
to the right hand, only to be ordered back to their
properplace by sardonic-looking satyrs ; whilethe
lowly and unassuming, like the beggars we have
all read of in Holy Writ, are being carried by
angels direct to Abraham's bosom,. Truly all is

not gold that glitters, and one of my first impres-
sions of Carrara was distinctly embodied in the
puzzle query :

—" Where are the quarries and the
studios of some of those of whom we have heard
so much in England ?"

Carrara is delightfully situated. It is connected
by a blanch line from the junction with Avenza,
on the main trunk from Genoa to Pisa. It
was evening when I arrived, or, to he more
definite, by Italian time, half-past twenty- one
o'clock. As our little train panted laboriously
towards the marble city, we pass d through olive
groves and vineyards galore, all illumined bv
myriads of fireili. s, whilst the air was heavily
laden with the perfume of roses. Upon reaching
Carrara it looked lovely with its twinkling lights,
nestled cosily as it is btneath the giant shelter
of the huge mountains of white marble, the
tops of which seemingly pierce a sky of
violet hue. li really was not difficult to
imagine one was approaching an atmosphere
of art, and my anticipations on that delightfully
dreamy summer evening were afterwards more
than realised to the full during many wander-
ings amongst the innumerable studios ; and in
pilgrimages up the sides of those mountains, which
seem solemnly to stand guard over the busy
colony of artists who spend their lives in fashion-
ing things of beauty from the pure and beautiful
material these rocks deliver to them from their
bowels. At Carrara one is struck by the
supsrabundance of marble everywhere. Goods
trains packed, with blocks roughly squared,
stand waiting for the signal to start, and
presently to be distributed throughout the world.
The open spaces near to the station are piled
with marble of all conceivable sizes. The houses
thtmsolvcs aie built mostly of this costly (to us)
material, and the very streets and roads are
many inches deep in marble dust. The hotel
(I)e la Postc) I stayed at has a broad marble
staircasn fit for any palace. The letter-box
at the post-ollice, and even the rude benches
outside the meanest peasiinta' huts, are all of
marble. This suggests what an endless, vast,
and continuous output there is from the five
hundred and fifty odd quarries in the vicinity of
Carrara and its district. So general is its use, that
if an ordinnry person in this neighbourhood wished
to patch his tenco, he would not think of ubing

wood—it must be marble ; marble here, marble
there, and everywhere, even to the seats of the
w.c.'s. Carrara itself I need not describe,

although one remembers tenderly, perhaps, the
large square in its centre, where at night groups
of wild-looking sculptors and other workers of

marble foregather, clad picturesquely in sombreros
and gaily coloured scarfs, and apparently
fiercely discussing the topics of the day,
and how it will betide them in the prefent
strike. Unfortunately these latter misunder-
standings are very prevalent between master
and man. Oelj' recently the diggers of sand
(used for sawing and polishing the marble) struck,

and in a few days, by their action, paralysed

the oth<r branches, so that a large number of

studios had to close. Early this month the

masons gave their employers notice that unless

their wages are promptly raised 30 per cent,

they would strike. The lefult is that another
strike has now occurred. Without a doubt the

men are wretchedlypaid. Clever sculptors, capable

of creating works of the highest class, receive the

miserable pittance of 4s. or 5s. a day. Many
excellent men are working for far less. Slasons

average 28. 9d. a day, whilst the poorquarrymen,
toiling away miles up the mountains, get but
'2s. 6d. per diem. These latter have a hard time.

Long before daybreak they commence their

weary walk, some having to cover as much
as six miles before reaching the scene of their

labours, and their work is so dangerous that, on
an average, two serious, often fatal, accidents

occur daily. These quairymen toil in gangs
until night, when they wend their way home
down a mountainous road, one more like the bed
of a torrent than a beaten track. Some are

tanned by exposure almost to the hue of an
Ethiopian. In age they vary from bright-eyed
lads of eight or ten to the fuirowed and pre-

maturely bent old man.

There are hundreds of studios in Carrara, and
from the majority of these much excellent work
proceeds. The largest are those < f Messrs. Aiiselm

Odiing and Sons, who are well-known merchants
in New North-road, London, N. In one of their

studios I saw two hundred and fifty wcrrkers,

each and all as busy as bees, mostly engaged upon
monumental works. These men toil from six a.m.
until seven p.m., are paid every Saturday night,

and have half-holiday on Mondays. They seem to

manipulate marble as easily as English masons
do Caen stone. Six or seven will sometimes be
working at the same time on one stone, and hence
these jobs are commenced ard finished in a mar-
vellously short space, although one and all a| pear

to be hammering spawls into each other's eyes.

Small boj s (paid at the rate of two or three

shillings a week) will shape a block to size quiclier

than any man I have ever seen do it in England.
These boys are not apprenticed, but serve three or

four years at the nominal wage mentioned
before being recognised as fully developed and
capable workmen. In addition to shaping the

marble with hammer and chisel, "drags" and
axes are also used—a method quite unknown in

England. I was surprised, however, to find that

pneumatic tools are not prevalent in Carrara.

They are used extensively in U.S.A., and are

gradually finding general favour throughout
England ; but they are almost unknown amongst
the workers of Carrara. So far as I could learn,

only one studio there has adopted them. In
addition to the Sicilian and statuary marble,
there are other marbles (coloured) occasionally

worked in Carrara, but not generally. I

noticed some dozen or more very fine columns in

Messrs. Odling's studio, each over 17ft. in

length, on the lathe, turning for a church now
in course of erection in Birmingham. They
are of Breche marble, a particularly pleasing

material of light hue, and exquisitely marked.
Machinery is used extensively in the sawmills.

These are generally adjacent to the larger

studios. In tho winttr, the mountain torrents

supply tho motive power ; but during the

summer tho saws aro driven Ijy elt etrii-ity.

What astonishes one tho most in these mills,

perhaps, is tho size of the blocks that are dealt

with. One block I saw being cut into lin. scant-

lings measured 14ft. by Sit. by 8ft. Thtso
electrically-driven saws cut through the hard
Hi.aterinl a» if it weie cheese, and further, the

slabs, when cut. aro handled with such singular

dex'erity by the men that it is rarely a

breakage oc urs. In some of the score or more
of studios I visited were to be seen exceed-

ingly beautiful studies in statuary mnrblo.

Amongst these an altar for a church in Milan.

It is costing some £2,000. The groups of

figures upon this lovely work of art are admirable.
Ghiberti"s gates at the Baptistery at Florence
appear to suggest their motif. A large group of

figures in the same studio stands over 161t. high.

They are one single block. I a'so saw fifteen

statues of females, each exquisitely drape"*,

7ft. in height, in hand for the Royal
Gardens in Rome. Much of the success of the
best Italian sculptors is, perhaps, due to the great
attention paid to every little detail, however
small. In one studio, for instance, I counted
forty-two plaster casts of the humin hand.
These are in every conceivable position. They
were beautifully finished casts, all and every one
of them, and were, I noticed, continually in use

by the sculptors who were working around. At
this studio I recognised an excellent bust of

Spurgeon, and upon congratulating the sculptor

upon it, he honestly confessed that, until thit

moment, he had no idea who it represented.

An amufing history was attached to an heroic-

sized statue of an Italian officer finished two or

three weeks ago. The commission was given by
the latter's surviving widow ; but the very
morning I called, the sculptor had received a
cheque in full for it from the lady, with the
intimation that he might keep the work, as

"she had just married again." The sculptor

laughingly remarked that probably if the face

were altered, it could be adapted to resemble
the departed spouse of the next widow who
happened to be < n his list

!

Amongst the public memorials for England
now being executed in Carrara is a large one for

Hull. It is to the memory of Irave Yorkshire
soldiers who di'd in Sou'h Africa, and is

being carved in marble from a small sketch-

model in wax supplied by a London sculptor.

The composition suggests a soldier bending
over and succouring a wounded comrade. The
whole work is undoubtedly striking, but very
foreign in conception. No one will ever recog-

nise in it that the figures are intended to be
representations of our Ihaki-clothed heroes. Had
I been, informed the group was for one of the

Boulevards of Paris, and depicted two of the

worthy French hrafcs at the time of the Com-
mune, I should have considered the inspiration

excellenf. The wounded fold'er has very long-

hairT I pointed out to the sculptor that no Eng-
lish soldier would appear like that. He wittily

retorted that no doubt it was difficult to "get yer
hair cut " in time of war. Perhaps he is right,

and. may-be, the finished work will not invite the

criticism I anticipate it will when fixed in position

in its North-country home upon a base whidi (it is

good to hear) is being executed in England. No
fault can be found with the artistic execution of

this work ; that is perfect.

To Massa, some seven miles from Carrara, I

was driven by <ne of the mi st genial Englifhraen

1 ever met. There, much of the rtmmoncr kind

of work is executed, and some fiftesn hundred
workers are engaged there in the marble trade

;

there are seven thousand at Carrara, whilst at

Serravczza (some eight miles further south),

which I also visited, employment in tho marble

trade is given to about two thf usand more hands.

In the studios at Massa and Seriavezza most of

the men work barefooted. Marble at these two
latter places is generally of en inferior i|uality,

and only the cheaper-class work seems to bo

turned out in those neighbourhocds. Driving

al. ng the country lanes it is interesting to note

the occupants of humble cottager fashioning,

beneath the shade of their thickly- clustered vices,

tho three-stepped Latin crosses one sees 60

continually in every English cemetery. It is

worthy of note, however, that there are no wciucn
workers engaged in any capacity in tho trade,

not evfn in the polishing of the marble;

but, broadly speaking, the entire male population

of Carrara, Massa, and the surround'ng com-
munes, totiilling some fifty thousand souls, aro

aetivuly tngaged in the various bianchjs of the

marble industry. Fully twenty-one tbousand of

.

this number may be found in the quarries or

einiilovod in the transportation of th" marble
freiu the elevated workings to the shipping

place, Marina, situated six miles duo west

from Carrara. Until 1(^1)0 practically the

whiilu of this immense output was transporteil to

Mirina upon primitive waggons made precisely

as were the old Koman ones two thousand yiars

ago, and drawn by ox teams : but in that year the

(ireseiit quarry railroad (partially built and opened

to trallic in "l87<) was completed. This lino is

some fifteen miles in length, and is, when it
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commences ils mountain ascent, a marvel of
engineering skill. It luns from Marina to

Carrara, connecting, at Avenzi, the Genoa-
Pisa, and Home line of the Mediterranean Rail-
way. At Carrdra it begins the diliicult ascent—
now through long tunnels and anon crossing high
viaducts, until at last a point some l,riOOft. above
eea level is gained. Some idea of the obstacles
presented in the construction of thii short road
will be realised from the fact that its entire cost
was about £800,000 sterling. Although generally
patronised by the larger quarry owners, this
railway has by no means wholly supplanted the
former method of hauling by ox teams. The latter,

however, is very slow work, a trip from the quarries
to Marina taking a dozen oxen from early morn till

night. Rates on the railroad vary from five

shillings to seven and sixpence the ton (approxi-
mately Hc.ft.) In the majority of cases the best
quarries are far above the points now reached by
the railroad. The blocks are loosened from their
beds by ordinary blasting ; often masses of
marble weighing 4,000 or 5,000 tons are
loosened and thrown out from the face of the
rock at one discharge ; these pitch and slide
down by their own weight, and as they fall over
"the mountain side, bounding and lebounding
high into the air, large white fragments are
knocked off right and left. This rough usage
probably causes many of the flaws and vents
which we are accustomed to find develop in the
actual working afterwards. Then comes the
tedious process of moving the blocks into position
so that they may be scabbled up, or sawn into
marketable size. This sawing is done by hand-
power only. A single, narro w iron blade fitted

into a large wooden frame, with the aid of water
and sand, and by a human being behind, accom-
plishes the work. Obviously the progress made
is extremely slow : weeks, and even months, are
sometimes consumed in the work. When the
blocks are worked down to movable and u eful
shapes, the transportation to Marina by train or
ox-waggon commences. One is surprised at the
immensity of the blocks that can be brought
down by ox- waggon alone. Anything up to 30
tons is moved by these patient, large-eyed cattle,
who move so slowly and majestically down the
windingmountain roads orrather rude tracks, often
almost up to their knees in marble dust and chips.
The drivers sit upon the yoke across the shoulders
of the beasts facing the waggon, and one is glad to
note that, almost without exception, they treat
the animals kindly. A good ox is worth £30,
and many of these beasts possess superb pro-
portions. These of a playful or dangerous turn
of mind have their horns tinted red, so, when
moving amongst them, one avoids instinctively
unpleasant attentions which might otherwise be
received.

Whilst visiting the mountains soon after dawn
one morning, I had the good fortune of witness-
ing a most interesting scene. At the foot of one
of the quarries of the Ravaccione group, and
lying where it had toppled down from the
towering heights above, was a block of marble of
huge proportions. No larger piece had I seen,
quite 16ft. in length, and seemingly as sound as
a bell. Near it waf a model suggesting the out-
line of a colossal statue, whilst from head to foot
some thirty or more workers were reducing the
marble to the lines of a statue, and to a con-
venient size for transportation. Hard by stood a
Raman sculptor, a very Michael Angelo in
appearance, attired in blouse and sombero,
placidly enjoying his morning pipe, the while
calmly suptrinlending the efforts of his small
army of men who were so cunningly hewing out
this giant in marble.

At Marina enormous quantities of blocks lie on
the sea front, but the majority are not for
actual exportation. They have really occupied
the same position for years, and all too fre-
quently local quarry owners point out to the
unsuspecting foreign visitor that they own
the lot

:
The marble, on arriving in the

rough from the quarries or in cases from the
studios at Carrara at Marina, is loaded by hand-
power cranes from two large, somewhat broken-
down, wooden piers, double tracked, and extend-
ing a little distance out into the sea. A fleet of
small sailing lighters, termed narurlli, are kept
husily engaged in this trade, and the stowage of
marble both here and at Leghorn is regarded as
quite a fine art. In this work generations of steve-
dores have inherited, and have improved upon,
the traditions of their fathers. The cargoes at
Leghorn are usually made up with light goods—
pumicestone, hemp, oil, &c., besides the actual

marble, and the greatest care has to be taken so

that the latter may not become stained by these

or other articles. The principal market Cirrara
relies upon is, probably, the American. About
one-fourth of the total production of the quarries

is sh'pped to the U.S.A. and Canada. France is

the next best customer, and Great Britain follows.

More sawn slabs are shipped to England than to

any other country, due, probably, to the fact that

it is only into England they are admitted free

of dut}'. To the ordinary observer, as well as to

one more practically and well infurmed, the
system of quarrying and handling, &c., at

Carrara appears as exceedingly primitive as it is

painfully extravagant. A personal visit to

Carrara impresses one that time and money might
be saved by the use of modem machinery in the

quarries, the adoption of steam cranes or travellers

capable of lifting blocks of any size easily and
quickly, and a transportation system that would
not involve so many delays and the rehandling of

heavy material. The impression is doubtless a

correct one up to a certain point, but thtre is

probably also much to be said in favour of a system
in vogue at present which has not materially

changed for over a thousand years. The cheap-
ness of labour, enormous coat of fuel, abruptness
of ascent, and consequent difficulty of access to

many of the higher quarries for heavy machinery,
fuel, &c., and the strong inborn opposition on
the part of the quarrymen to innovations which
threaten to reduce the demand for their individual

services, and to disturb the established and time-
honoured order of things, are apparently strong
arguments to induce quarry owners to continue
indefinitely upon present lines. A fair estimate

of the cost of actual quarrying is, I am told, about
'2s. Id. per cubic foot. Taking this as a basis,

the other items of expense are made up of hauling
charges, municipal tolls, dressing blocks, lighter-

age, &c. : hence the total average cost per cube
foot at Leghorn works out as follows :

—

3. a.

Hauling to Marina, per foot S^
Municipil toll Ij

Dressing blocks IJ
Loading on lighters I

Lighterage to Leghorn 6
Cost of quarrying 2 1

Total cost per cubic foot 3 4J

The municipality who have the direct control

of the quarries let them at a very nominal
amount, some quarry owners only paying ten or

twelve shillings annmlly, but from them a toll is

taken on all block marble shipped. This is

approximately five farthings per cubic foot, and
on some slabs at the rate of 3jd. per ton. Manu-
factured marble and statuary are, however, exempt
from this tax.

The people of Carrara do not retain many
of their beautiful creations to perpetuate
the memory ot their own dead. The cemetery,
approached from the town by a fine and almost
continuous avenue of trees, which at this time of

year, in the excessive heat prevalent, form a
beautiful shade, is about a mile away. The
memorials there, almost without exception, are

of poor quality, few, even the better of them,
having cost more than a £.5 note. Most of the
graves are marked by fragile iron or wooden
crosses. One monument is rather fine : it is in the
form of a temple, but singularly, here in the midst
of marble, the colossal guardian angel is cast

in bronze. Probably with these marble workers,
as everywhere else, familiarity breeds contempt.
The youths of Carrara are well looked after

:

they owe much to the Princess Elise, who con-
verted her Palace into an academy of sculpture.

Here are large, lofty rooms richly stored with
models, b^th ancient and modern, and in addition
are preserved the works of such old scholars who
have gained scholarships at Rome. The modelling
of the students, principally done from the antique,

is excellent, and the youthful workersare exceed-
ingly energetic in their endeavours to rival one
another. One finds the hotels comfortable,

and most reasonable in price. A room, fit

for a prince, cm be obtained for two francs

per night, and breakLast and dinner (con-

sisting each of several dishes served in first-

class style, with wine ad lih.) may he ob-

tained from li francs. My sojourn at Carrara

was one of many happy experiences. The utilisa-

tion of marble for almost everything was strongly

impressed upon me just before leaving the hotel

for the station. Several baskets of fruit having
been brought in, and some luscious-looking

grapes attracting my attention, I decided to take

a few for refreshment during the journey to Pisa.

Selecting a goodly-sized bunch, I found to my
surprise it was too heavy to lift, and was of

marble, intended for decoration only. But
although marble is everywhere, one never tires

of it, and my visit last month to the greatest of

its producing centres in the world, will be re-

membered, not only for the instructive memories
it has left behind, but also in the recollection of

much perconal kindness shown to me there by
those who, prior to my visit, were strangers,

but who, in the future, I shall ever think of

pleasantly as friends.

CHIPS.
The design for the Knox memorial for the Albany

aisle of St. Giles's Cathedral, by Mr. MacGillivray,

has been approved by the committee. It is to cost

£1,3.50, and it is expected that the monument, in

the form of a Gothic pedestal and niche 17ft. in

height, with a figure of the Reformer set in it, 6ft.

high, will be ready for unveiling in May next.

The contract for the structural work required in

connection with the alteration of the Skerries'

Lighthouse has been placed by the Commissioners
of Trinity House with Messrs. Graham, Morton,
and Co., Ltd., of Leeds. The contract comprises

the provision of a new circular-lantern floor, one
circular service-room floor, one weight tube (con-

structed of mild steel and fitted with a steel door
for inclosing the weight for working the mechanism
in connection with the lantern), one low-light room
floor, and cast-iron tanks suspended from the lantern

floors.

In St. Alban's Church, Birmingham, has been
placed a memorial to the Revs. James S. and
Thomas B. Pollock, consisting of a Te Daum
window. It is the central lancet window in the
sanctuary, immediately over the altar cross. The
artist was Mr. Henry Payne, of the Birmingham
School of Art. In the lowest portion of the win-
dow stands on the right-hand St. Alban, and on the

left the priest Amphibalus.

Lieut.-General Sir Neville Lyttelton was present

at Hepton School Speech-day on Thursday in last

week, and unveiled a memorial erected in honour of

eleven old Reptonians who fell in the South
African War. The memorial consisted of a new
ante-chapel at the west end of the present school

chapel, an organ loft, and a new organ and screen,

subscriptions to defray the cost of which amounted
to £2,700. The Bishop of Derby performed the

ceremony of dedication.

A scheme is on foot for the erection of a new
Trades Hall for Birmingham. Mr. J. Crouch, of

Messrs. Crouch, Butler, and Savage, Birmingham,
is the architect.

In the case of the application on behalf of Reginald

Rich Berry, Portslade, Sussex, buiWer, the order of

discharge has been suspended for five years ending

May 13, 1909, and that on behalf of Alfred Jones,

Lyminster, near Littlehampton, late Selsey, both of

Sussjx, late builder, now of no occupatiou, the dis-

charge has also been suspended for five years ending

May 13, 1909.

Rapid progress is now being made with the re-

building of the Old Bailey, from Mr. E. W. Mount-
ford's design, and much of the Portland stonework

has been taken from the old building. The stone

ot the demolished structure has been taken to the

shops, where its facing has been removed, and re-

worked. This stone is being used in the vermiou-

lated facing, and its use was provided for in the

specifications.

Mr. William Henry Over, of 10 and 11, High-
street, Rugby, builder, who died on August 9 last,

left estate valued at £6,84-1 gross, with net personalty

amounting to £3,466, and probate of his will has

been granted to his son Mr. William George Brook-

field Over, of 1, Little Church-street, Rugby,

and his son Mr. Reginald Henry Holman Over,

veterinary surgeon, 24, Bath-street, Rugby.

A United Free Methodist chapel has been built at

St. Kew on the high road between Camelford and
Wadebridge. The work is carried out in the Gothic

style of local stone, with white brick and granite

dressings. The interior is of pitch-pine, and there

is seating accommodation for 120. The chapel has

been erected by Mr. Bray, of St. Kew H'ghway, at

a cost of £400.

Stockport Town Council is negotiating for the

purchase of the Hazel Grove tramways. They are

laid in the principal thoroughfare of the town, and

there is a branch Une to E Igeley. The tramways

are the property of a company which has regularly

paid 10 per cent, interest to its shareholders. The
corporation desire to acquire the system, toelectrify

it, and to add it to the lines already theirs. It was

reported first the corporation offered 121,500, but

finally agreed to pay £23,000. The chairman of the

company asked for £25,000, but this has been

refused. The shareholders have resolved to leave

the conduct of negotiations in the hands of the

directors.
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OBITUAKY.
Mr. KoKEUT Knill Fueemav, surveyor of

ecclesiastical dilapidations for the diocese of

Manchester, died on Thursday in last week. In

the early "sixties" Mr. Freeman gained some
distinction 8s an architect at Derby, where for

a time he had an cfllce. Considering that Lan-

cashire offered a wider field for his energies, he

settled at Bolton-le-Moors, and for some years he

had a large practice. He built the infirmary and

the high-grade school at Bolton, and several

churches in and about the town. He had altera-

tions to do at Worsley Church ; he built >St.

Margaret's Church, HoUinwood, and Holy
Trinity Church, South Shore, Blackpool ; and

carried out some additions to the parish church of

St. Annes-on-Sea. He also executed domestic

work at South Shore, fronting the sea. The
Wesleyan chapel and schools at Pendleton are

his work. "Jlr. Freeman," writes a correspondent

of the Miinehester Gintrdiaii, "went in freely for

architfctural competitions, in which he was far

more successful than the majority of those who
regard that form of speculation as a profitable

investment of time and money. He was a very

active, energetic, and distinctly clever man ; he
could speak well and eisily. He had corns, as

those who trod on them were apt to find out ; he
sometimes forgot that others might have corns

too." He was president for two years of the

Manchester Society of Architects, of which body
be was a Fellow. He had been a Fellow of the

Royal Institute of British Architects since 1882.

He was sixty-five years of age.

We have to announce the death, which occurred

at his residence, S, Vernon-gardens, Gateshead,

on Sunday night, of Mr. James Bower, M.I.C.E.,
for more than five-and-thirty years past the

borough engineer of Gateshead. The deceased

had been more or less ill since the beginning of

this year, and his death was not unexpected. He
was one of the oldest, if not the oldest borough
surveyor in the Kingdom. Mr. Bower was born
in London, and completed his education at King's
College. During 18-4.5, 1846, and 1847 he served

a pupilage with Sir. J. Castle, one of the lecturers

at King's College. From Mr. Castle's offices he
was engaged in surveys under Sir Jno. liennie,

Mr. T. R. Crampton, Mr. (afterwards Sir) W.
Cubitt, and with Mr. W. M. Brydone, under
whom he set out 31 miles of the Great Northern
Railway from Biggleswade to Peterborough. He
was afterwards a draughtsman with Mr.
Joseph Cubitt for seven years, during which
time he was resident engineer at the New
Woking Cemetery, where large drainage and
road - making contracts were in hand. In
1856 he became chief assistant at King's Cross

to the Greit Northern Railway Company's
engineer, Mr. W. M. Brydone, and in 1861

went to Liverpool to take charge of their

line of railway into that city. In 1864 he became
resident engineer on the line from Lincoln to

Grantham, then being constructed. Four years
afterwards, on April 7, 1868, he was elected a
full member of the Institution of Civil Engineers.
Soon after his election he was appointed by Sir

John Fowler as one of the inspecting engineers
on the Irish Railway Commission, and had 300
miles of railway allotted for him to inspect and
report upon. When he was appointed as borough
surveyor of Gate,-head in 1868, the borough was
not half the size it is now, and the new engineer
had a heavy task, and a busy career before him.
Mr. Bower's skill and knowledge were displayed
in th(! ( iateshead 'iuay Works, in the sewerage
scheme, which he designed and saw completed,
in the hospital and baths, and many sanitary
improvements. Mr. Bower's wife prcdecfased
him some years ago, and he leaves two daughters.

Tme death is announced from Chicago, at the
age of fifty-eight, of Mr. Mn-i-MX E. Bei.l, who
hold the olfico of Supervising Architect to the
I'nitcd States (tovernmcnt during tho Adminis-
tration of President Arthur, and for eighteen
months afterwards, during the earlier portion of
Mr. (J rover Cleveland's Presidency. Mr. IJoU,

who is a native of Iowa, came into notice through
succeeding Mr. I'iciuenard, with whom ho had
been for a short time associated, as the architect
of the Capitol at Springfield, 111., which was a
good piece of design and construction, as was the
State House at Des Moines, U., of which he was
tho architect in association with Mr. Hackney,
and it was felt that his work on these two build-
ings had peculiarly fitted him for carrying on
similar work for the Government. Mr. Bell's
siibsecjuent design for the public buildings at
Dttroit WHS severely criticised.

Butl^itts IttttlUgenct

BvRTOx.—The restoration of the parish church

of Burton-on-Trent was completed last week,

after an expenditure of about £15,000. During

the woik interesting mementoes have been

brought to light. The west front of the old

abbey church stood exactly on the line of the

present front railingn next the market-place, as

shown by the rediscovered foundations. The
position of the old north transept was also brought

to light, and the foundations of some portion of

the original east end of the choir were cut into in

preparing for the building of the new vestries.

The walls of the present church have been found

to be full of stones taken from its predecessor,

and many of these are now preserved on the

south side of the churchyard. They show rich

and ornate work of various periods dating from

the 12th to the 15th centuries. Other finds

include some of the original floor, tiles, portions

of sculptured figures, and many other relics of

ilediicval days. At the east end handsome new
vestries have been built for clergy and choir, and

Ihese are arranged to fit round the apse, and ex-

ternally give the effect of an ambulatory. In-

ternally they are panelled and fitted with oak

fittings and furniture. The principal work done

is the restoration of the external stonework.

Portions of the west front and tower were re-

paired some twelve years ago, but the work now
done is much more thorough, the whole face of

the north-east and south sides being entirely

rebuilt, while the base of the tower and its

parapet have been similarly treated. New oak

roofs have been constructed over the north and
south aisles and the chancel, while the nave roof

has been thoroughly overhauled and strengthened.

The tower has received special attention. Its

foundations have been strengthened, and its

walls, which were hollow and shaky, have been

filled up with liquid cement. New floors have

been inserted, and the greater part of the upper

internal face has been entirely rebuilt. The bells

have been retuned and rehung in a new steel

frame. The clock has also been reconstructed

and the chiming apparatus is new. Internally,

very much has been done. Walls and ceilings

have been painted in oils, everything cleansed,

new heating apparatus erected, chancel richly

decorated, marble panelling and floors put in,

and the organ has been redecorated. Much has

also been done outside in the churchyard. Mr.
Henry Beck, architect, has superintended the

work, and Mr. Couchman, Bass's architect, has

acted on behalf of the donors. The general eon-

tractors were Messrs. Lowe and Sons.

Manev, Sutton Coldi--ield.—The foundation-

stone of the new church of St. Peter, at Maney,
Sutton Coldfield, was laid on Friday by the Right

Hon. Lord Leigh, Provincial Grand Master of

Warwickshire, and Lord Lieutenant of the

county. The design provides fcr a massive tower

at the west end, but for the present the building

of this will be postponed. The style adopted is a

free and modern adaptation of that prevailing

at the end of the 14th century. A plum-coloured

brick will be used for external facing, with

details and tracery in grey buff terracotta. In-

ternally a lighter and redder brick will be used,

in conjunction with (iuarella stone, of a soft

green colour, from tho Forest of Dean (luarries.

The plan shows a chancel with apsidal end 34ft.

long and 27ft. 6in. wide, out of which the organ

chamber opens on the south side, and the clergy

and choir vestries, with a return way for com-
municants, on the north side. The nave will

eventually consist of five bays, 84ft. long and of

the same width as the chancel, but at present

only four bays are to bo built, with a length of

5Sft. There are also north and south aisles and

transepts. Tho north transept, with a seating

capacity of 63, has an altar recess, and is to be

used as a morning chapol. Two temporary

porches are at present provided in tho north and

south aisles, and when the tower is built it is in-

tended that tho lower story should form tho main

porch. The nave and chancel will have a height

of 91t. 6in. to tho wall plate, with open-timber

roof at a low pitch. I'ho church will have a total

seating capacity of riTO, exclusive of choir, but

the portion to bo now built provides for only 102.

The building contract amounts to £5,252 lOs.,

including all internal fittings, heating, and
lighting, but excluding tho tower and one bay of

nave and aisles. Tho total cost of that portion

of tho church now in course of erection, it is

estimated, will reach £6,500. Tho now church is

being erected to the designs of Messrs. Cussins,

Peacock, and Bewlay, by Mr. T. Elvins, of Soho
Hil).

Ramsgate.—Princess Louise, with the Duke
of Argyll, visited Ramsgate on Wednesday, and
formally opened the Royal Victoria Pavilion.

The outlay for the pavilion has amounted to

about £40,000, borne by the corporation, the

provision of adequate foundations proving ven
expensive. It covers an area of 4,000 squar

yards. Internally the chief feature of the ne\

building (built by Mr. F. G. Minter, of West
minster and Putney, from the designs of Mr.

S. D. Adshead, of Bloomsbury) is a great hall,

130ft. long by 65ft. wide, having a balcony on
three sides and stage at the west end . The pro-

scenium has a 30ft. opening. The style adopted

is Louis Sixteenth. The interior provides accom-
modation for about 2,000 persons, and the stage

and haU are equally adaptable for theatrical or

musical entertainments, or for social gatherings,-

thc seating being in portable sections.

Si'iTALEiELDS.—The Jows' Free School, Bell-

lane, Spitalfields, founded on modest lines in

1817, has gradually risen till it forms the largest

public elementary school in the kingdom. No
infants are admitted, but the accommodation is

2,200 boys and 1,300 girls, requiring a staff

whose salaries alone absorb £12,144. The design

for the entire rebuilding was abandoned because

two portions of the school are of comparatively

recent date. The scheme now in progress, and
of which the foundation-stone was laid on

Wednesday by Lord Rothschild, follows very
much the lines of the existing 'ouildings, giving

greater space, more suitable sizes for classrooms,

more convenience generally, and an additional

wing on the southern side. Two-thirds of the

school will be entirely rebuilt without the educa-

tion being interrupted for a day. The contractor

is Mr. J. Carmichael, the clerk of works Mr.
Murrell, and the architect Mr. Robson, of Palace

Chambers, Westminster. Surrounded as the

building is by high buildings, there is little

attempt at architectural display. The treatment

is of red brick, with stone-coloured terracotta for

dressings ; salt-glazed bricks are used for dadoes,

.and white-glazed bricks very extensively in stair-

cases, latrines, and covered playgrounds.

Wakwick.—When the great fire occurred at

Warwick on September 5, 1694, a considerable

portion of the town, including 250 houses and the

greater part of the Collegiate Church of St. JIary,

was destroyed. The damage caused by the fire

was estimated at £120,000. The dwelling-houses
'

were soon rebuilt, but ten years elapsed before

the new church was completed. Special services

have been held this week at Warwick in com-
memoration of the bicentenary. Tho church

dates back to'Norman times, but the crypt is the

only surviving feature of that period. Tho re-

building of the church was intrusted to Sir'

William Wilson. Among the subscribers to the

building fund was (Jueen Anne, who gave £1,000.

In honour of the bicentenary. King Edward VII.

has presented the church with a lectern Bible,

which was printed by his Majesty's special order.

The Perth Corporation have decided to build a
new city hall, at an estimated cost of £20,000.

A statue of the late Sir A. B. Forwood has been

executed by Mr. G. Frampton, K.A., and will

shortly be erected in St. John's Gardens at

Liverpool.

The corporation of Scarborough have decided to

pave the new Marino Drive according to the report

of the resident engineer, at an estimated cost of

between £10,000 and £11,000.

\ communication lias been forwarded to tht

Tipton Urban District Council from Mr. Ciiruegio

retusiug to allow his gift of £.i,0 lO to be divided so

as to allow of the erection of free libraries in three

parts of the pnrish. At a special meeting of the

council in April laat, competitive plans were acrepted

for the erection on a site adjacent to the public park,

which had been given to the council for the purpose,

of a town hall, capable of accommodating 900 people,

and approached from the Victoria-road, at a cost of

£3, ,500, and also a free library, which it was esti-

mated would entail an expenditure of £5,000. As

the result of the triennial election the constitution

of tho council underwent a great change, and at the

annual meeting in the lost week of April an entirely

new schenio was brought forward, by which three

public buildings were suggested, to he situated at

Tipton Orecn, Ilorseley Heath, and Toll End
respectively. After a long discussion, the urban

council decided on Tuesday to build a central library

in Victoria-road and one branch library at Toll End.
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PROFESSIONAL AND TBASB
SOCIETIES.

Chester Arch.i;olooual Society. — On
Wednesday week the members of this society met
at St. John's Church in that city. The party
were conducted through the church and ruins by
the vicir (Rev. Canon Cooper Scott). A plan of
the church and surroundings and conditions in
1470 was shown, and the vicar gave from his re-
searcties an account of the church since the time
when it was a cathedral to the Norman Bishop
Poter-Dd-Lia to the dissolution of the Collegiate
Church by a commission of Edward VL., who
destroyed the choir, took away the bells and plate
vestments, and diverted the endowment to other
purposes. The parishioners claimed rights of
worship in the nave, and this was spared. Th»y
obtained a grant of fabric from Queen Elizabeth,
and pulling down the portions of the church which
were beyond repair, they built up the portion
which remained, and so formed the church as it

is at present. The church suffered very much
from the Parliamentary soldiers in the Civil War.
In the vestry the members inspected the church-
wardens' account books and minutes of \ estry
meetings, which are complete fr im 1616, and the
registers, which date from 1.5.5S, were also in-
spected. In the crj-pt and chapter house, among
other interesting things, was seen a remarkable
pre-Norman cross, which dated from the year
8.30 A D. The masons' marks on the pillars of the
church and monuments on the walls attracted the
atte ition of the visitors. Tne mace board of the
church contains the maces and arms of the
Mayors of Chester from 152!) who have been in-
habitants of St. John's parish. Chas. Whalley
was Mayor when the outworks of the city were
taken. He lived in Foregate-street, aud hia
house was destroyed and the sword and mace
taken away as trophies. Lord Djrby in 1712
lived in the Groves, but died in the year of his
Mayoralty. Earl Grosvenor in 1812 lived at the
Priory during his year of office.

Edinburdh Architectural Assooiatios.—On
the oc lasion of their annual e.'ccuraion some forty
members of the Eliuburgh Architectural Associa-
tion, along with several friends, spent the greater
part of Saturday in Forfarshire, visiting in turn
the historic pile of buildingi. forming Glamis
C istle, the renowned residence of the Strathmore
family, and the small but beautiful, if gradually
decaying, ruins of Restennet Priory. Accom-
modated in a saloon, the party travelled from
Waverley Station by the 10 10 morning express
for the North. Among the company were Pro-
fessor Baldwin Bro«n, Mr. Hippolyte J. Blanc,
E.S.A. ; Mr. A. Hunter Crawford, the retiring
president of the as>ociation ; Mr. H. 0. Tar-
liolton, the president-elect; Mr. James Bruce,
W.S.

; Mr. Thomas Ross, Mr. J. M'Intyre Henry,
Mr. John White, builder ; Mr. Arthur Giles,
Mr. W. M. Page, and Colin B Cowuie. After
lunch in Forfar, the excursionists drove some
half-a-dozen miles to Glamis Castle, where they
were met by Mr. Gavin Ralston, the factor on
the estate, who conducted them over the ancient
and magnificent structure. Finally the visitors
were taken to the top of the castle", from which
a charming view of the finely- wooded policies
and surrounding country was obtained ; while
before Icaviiig they examined one of the most
curious sundials in existence, standing within a
few yards of the Castle, and having eighty
triangular dial faces. (_»n the motion of Mr.
Hunter Crawford, Mr. Ralston was heirtily
thanked for his kindness. On the return journey
the party passed through and drove about a
couple of miles out from Forfar in an opposite
direction to have a look of all that remams of
Ivustennet I'riory, through the kindness of Lady
Dempster Metcalfe. Mr. IL J. Blanc acted as
leader, aud br efly described the ruins. The
seoretariea were instructed, in thanking Lady
Dempster Metcalfe, to suggest the desirableness
of something beiog done to prevent further decay
of the church and tower.

Society of Entiineers.—An interesting visit
was made by the president, Mr. D. B. Butler,
and members of the Society of Eagineers on
Weinesday, Juns 29, 1901, to the Portland
Cement Works of Mirtin, Eirle, and Co., Ld.,
at Wickham, Rochester, where they witnessed
the manufacture and testing of cement made by
the ordinary method and by the new Rotary Kiln
System. Upon their arrival the visitors were
recjival and cordially welcomed by Mr. Vavasour
Earle and other members and officials of the
company, by whom they were conducted over the

works, following in consecutive order the various
stages of the manufacture of Portland cement.
The inspection of the rotary process commenced
with the chalk and clay, the former of which is

obtained from quarries adjoining the works,
whilst the latter is brou»ht in by barges from the
company's Medway saltings. These raw mate-
rials are formed into slurry with water in wash-
mills, of which there are six. From these the
slurry is elevated to the wet-mill hous'>, where it

undergoes a double grinding under French burr
stones. It passes thence to the mixing vats, and
then on to the storage tanks, in which it is kept
in a state of constant agitation, ready for delivery
to the rotary kilns. 'The rotary kiln house is a
large brick building, in which the sixteen kilns

are arr.anged in line. The kilns are provided
with slurry agitators and coal-firing apparatus.
Some are also fitted wifh apparatus for drying
sufficient fuel—which is finely-powdered coal

—

for the entire battery. The body of each kiln is

90ft. in length, constructed of mild steel, and
lined with basic fire-brick. The kilns are set on
the incline, and rotate at such a speed as insures
a well-burned clinker. The remarkably large
output of 200 tons of clinker per week can be
obtained from each kiln, maintaining an
average of 2.5cwt. per actual running hour of

the kiln. The clinker discharged from the
kilns is transferred to horizontal revolving
coolers, from whence it is transmitted by con-
veyors to the crushers, and is afterwards elevated
to cooling towers. The dry-mill house is situate

behind the cooling towers, and the milling is there
done by " Ciriffia " mills arranged in separate
batteries of six mills each, which receive the
clinker from overhead hoppers through shutes.

The finished cement is conveyed from the dry-
mill house by ordinary screw conveyors to the
warehouses, where a number of customers have
stores specially rrserved for their own use. The
men employed in connection with the rotary kilns

are approximate'y two- thirds fewer than required
to ob'.aiu the same output from the old-fashioned
ki'na. Three se'^s of engines are employed to
drive the wet-plant, the dry-mill, and the coal-
mill plan's respectively, all of which are identical

in size and type. Each engine is of the triple-

expansion marine type, designed for mill work,
with rope drives, and working with surface con-
densers and centrifugal circulating pumps. High
prrssure steam is suppliel to the wet-plant from a
battery of three Lancashire boilers, and to the
other plants from a battery of five similar
boilers, all fitted with Galloway tubes. The
rotary kilns are driven by two horizontal engines
with rope drives, and take steam from three
marine boilers. The principal buildings on the
works, as well as the chalk quarries, are lighted
by e'ectricity. Powerful arc lamps are employed,
and the current is supplied from a generating
station on the works. A well-appointed labora-
tory is attached to the works.

The Hellenic Society.—Sir Richard Jebb,
M.P., presided on Tuesday at a meeting of the
Hellenic Society, held in the rooms of the Society
of Antiquaries. The report of couocil for the
session 1903-1901 was read by the hon secretary,
Mr. George Macmillan. The pa?t ye<r had been
good in all departments. It had been decided to

build a new library, t} bear the late Mr. F. C.
Penrose's name, for the school at Athens, and
the work was now in progress. The council had
been occupied with the arrangements for the
celebration of the 25th anniversary of the founda-
tion of the society, which was to take place on
July 5. The council decided, in connection with
the celebration, to raise the number of foreign
honorary members to 40, which would hence-
forth be regarded as the limit. The council had
decided to nominate Mr. Baker-Penoyre as

secretary to the society at a salary of £S0 a year,
in addition to the ^60 a year which he was
already receiving as librarian. The cash account
showed that the ordinary receipts during the year
were £1,350, against £1,079 during the financial

year 1902-3. 'The ordinary expenditure for the
year, including grants, amounted to £1,217. The
usual grants of £100 and of £25 had been made
respectively to the British schools at Athens and
Rome, and £100 to the Cretan Exploration Fund.
The president moved the adoption of the report

;

this wass'conded by Professor George Ramsay,
and unanimously carried.

The sales at the Mart last week, as registered at
the Estate Exchange, amounted to £526,000, and
for the correspondmg week of last year to £106,035.

COMPETITIONS.
Balsall Heath, Birmingham.—The baths

and parks committee of the Birmingham City

Council met on Monday to examine the com-
petitive plans sent in for the new public baths

for Balsall Heath, which are to he erected in

Moseley-road. The competition was restricted

to Birmingham architects, and nine sets of plans

were submitted. The committee were particu-

larly struck by the general level of excellence of

the drawings, which were regarded as highly

crelitable to the architects and to the city. After

consideration, the committee decided to recom-

mend the city council to accept the plans of

Messrs. William Hale and Son, Colmore-row.

The sum sanctioned by the council for the erec-

tion of the baths, including engineering work and
incidental expenses, ij £30,000.

Liverpool Cotton Exchange.—Out of twenty-

four sets of competitive plans for the new Liver-

pool Cotton Exchange, the design has been accepted
of Messrs. Huon Matear and Frank Simon, archi-

tects, The Temple, Dale-street, Liverpool. Mr.
Simon, who is a son of Principal Simon, till

recently the head of the Congregational Theo-
logical Training Hall in Edinburgh, retired in

November last from partnership with Mr. A.
Hunter Crawford, president of the Edinburgh
Architectural Association. The Exchange will

be erected in Oldhall-street, and the total esti-

mated cost of the building is about £150,000.

The Eton Memorial.—Sixteen sets of designs

by Etonian architects for the proposed memorial
buildings are now displayed in the Election Hall

and the Cloister Gallery at Eton. Competing
architects and old Etonians generally will, by
permission of the provost, be admitted to view
the drawings on presentation of an address card

at the porter's lodge under Lupton's Tower on
any day before the holidays.

CHIPS.
For some months past the Roman Catholic Church

of Our Lady and St. Andrew at Galashiels has been
undergoing extensive alterations, and a new pipe

organ, towards which Mr. Carnegie contributed
half the cost, has been erected, the cost of the im-
provements being over £1,000. The improvements
have now been completed, and the church was re-

opened for worship ou Sunday by the Archbishop
of St. Andrews and E linburgh.

The Hammersmith Borough Council have decided

to purchase a site at Lime Grove, Shepherd's Bush,
for £3,000, on which to erect pubUc baths and wash-
houses.

The new light railway connecting the towns of

Colne and Trawden has involved the diversion of

the River Calder and the making of a new road to

avoid a precipitous gradient.

The infectious diseases hospital which has been
erected at Rattray for the burghs of Blairgowrie,
Alyth, Coupar Angus, and Rattray was formally
opened on Friday. 'The hospital has cost about
£5,000.

At the meeting of the Bridlington Rural Council
on Saturday, the clerk was instructed to apply to

the Local Government Board for sanction to borrow
£3,300 for the purposes of carrying out the scheme
adopted for the provision of a water supply for the
village of Flamborough. The storage capacity of

the reservoir will be 50,000 gallons.

A new Baptist church is about to be erected in

Springfield-road, Blackpool. The old chapel has
been sold to the Post Office authorities for £10,100,

and the new building, which is to seat 700 persons,

is to cost over £12,000.

Professor J. P. O'Reilly, pursuing his researches

in *' the measurements used in the ancient Irish

churches, Munster, has found some remarkable
confirmations of the use of the Castilian ' vara ' of

835 millimetres. Thus in the old church of Kill-

of-the- Grange, County Dublin, the breadth of the

doorway under the lintel is 87cm. , the thickness of

the wall S6cm., and the height of a southern

opening 84cm. ; while in St. Nessan's Church, on
Ireland's Eye, the wall is 82-5cm. thick, and similar

dimensions are found in old Killiney Church, near
Dublin."

Memorial-stones were on Saturday laid at the

site of the new Wesleyan church at Low Moor.
The new buildmg is to cost £8,000, and will provide
accommodation for between 800 and 900 worshippers.

Mr. Godfrey Horsfall, who retired from the

position of surveyor to the Liversedge Urban
District Council about a month ago, died at his

residence, Knowler Hill, Liversedge, on Saturday
evening. Mr. Horsfall, who was 65 years of age,

had been in failing health for some time, but was
able to go out so lately as Tuesday in last week.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.
NEW GOVERNMENT OFnCK-1, HON'G KONO.— ENi.lLISH AND
SCOTTISH WaOUGHT IBOSWOBK.—THE MAURICE HOSTEL,

SHEI'HEBDESS WALK, HOXTON.- COUNTRY HOUSE AT

POTTEES BAB.— DAISY PREMISES, BIUXTOK.— LODGE AND
COTTAtlFS AT OVEBBURV.- LIBRARY DOOR, THE " ISAAC

COOK " HOUSE, BBOOKLINE, MASS.—PROrOSED HOUSE AT

KINGHAH, OXON.

(But 5llttstratt0ng»—»»
N'EW COVEKXMENT OITICES, IIUXG KONG.

The building which we illustrate to-day is now
in process of erection. It has been designed to

provide accommodation for the following:—The
Post Office, the Treasury, the Sanitary Board,
the Registrar-General, the Auditor, the Inspector
of Sihools, and other minor departments. It

occupies a commanding position upon the new
Praya facing the harbour, and being upon ground
that has been reclaimed from the sea, the whole
of the foundations are piled with hardwood
bearing piles. The brickwork is to be of Canton
bricks, the facings being of Amoy red bricks, and
the dressing and mouldings of white granite.
The joinery throughout is to be executed in teak.
An electric lift provides access to the upper floors,

and the lighting is by electricity throughout. The
designs are by Messrs. I^enison Rain and Gibbs,
architects, of Hong Kong, and the work is being
carried out by Chinese contractors.

EXOLISH AN"l> SCOTTISH WROUGHT lUdNWOllK.

For description of these examples see review of
the book under this title on page 3. The author
is Mr. Bailv S. Murphv, and the publisher is

Mr. B. T. Batsford.

THE MAIKICE HOSTEL, HOXTOX.

This building is to accommodate t)io women's
department of the Maurice Hostel, the men having
a separate building in Britannia-strcei;, Iloxton.
The women's building is practically three separate
buildings, being cut up into a crivlio, hall for
entertainments — in the daytime used as a
restaurant for factory girls, and lastly tlie resi-

dential portion for tho ladies working the hostel.
Kach department has its own kitchen, and is

•quite independent in all respects. The hall is

•')8ft. by 2alt. by 20i't. high, the creche contains
a day and night nursery, 'JSft. by Idft. tiin. each,
two bedrooms for attendants ; also largo laundry,
»tc. The residential portion his ten bi.idrooms,
large dining and diawing-rooms, a chapel on the
first floor, and housekeeper's room and store. All
three departments have bathrooms, w.c.'s, and
lavatory accommodation. Klectric liglit 'u in-
-italltd throughout, and a hand-jjower lift is

provided from basement to upper lloors of reti-
dcntial portion of building. Mr. .James Car-
michael, of Wandsworth, is the general contr.actor.
Messrs. Rallies and Gridley are the architect?.

tOlNTUV HOrsE AT POTTERS ll.Vll.

This house, illustrated from a drawing now at the
Royal A<:ademy, is the first to he erected on the
Potters Bar Estate.whichisbeingdevelopcdinorder
to provide detached houaesof an economical iloscrip-
tion on quarter or hall acre plots within easy
access of town. Tho accommodation on tho ground
iloor consists of dining-room, with inglu nook,
sitting-room, hall with fireplace, largo drawing-

PLAN OF THE LONDON, GLOUCESTERSHIRE, AND NORTH HANTS DAIRY,
BRIXTON.—Mu. W. E. Hazell, Architect.

room with tiled loggia, kitchen, and usual offices.

On the first floor there are five bedrooms, dressing-

room, bath, and lavatory, and on the attic floor

two bedrooms and linen cupboards, &c. The
ground-floor rooms and hall are panelled to a

height of 7ft. with Oregon pine. The floors to

drawing and dining-rooms are pitch-pine wood
block, and the hall has 4in. 5c|uire red tiles. The
house has been solidly constructed with llin.

external walls, and elfect has been sought for by
the simple distribution of the parts. The exterior

has been roughcast, and the roof is covered with

grey-green Lancashire s'ates laid in diminishing

courses. The garden, of half an acre, is about to

be laid out in accordance with the architect's

plans, and a stable is also to be erected. Tho
iiui dor is Mr. Prank Newton, of Ilitchin, and
Mr. F. II. Coleman h<is acted as foreman. The
house has been detailed throughout by the archi-

tects, Messrs. Banister Fletcher and Sons, who
have also designed much of tho fui-niture, which
has been wrought in a simple style.

DAIRY PREMISES, lilllXTOS.

These buildinas have recently been erected from
the designs of Jlr. W. Ernest Iliizell. Tho walls

are of red brick, with grey terracotta corbels,

quoins, and cornices. Tho columns and fascia

are carried out in green Carrara ware. Tlio

buildings are arranged round a yard, the depart-

ments for receiving and diatritiuting milk, \c.,

being on th^ ground Iloor : while tho boiler,

engine and well rooms, dairy machinery and

stores, are planned ir. the basement. Tho stables

are separated from tlio dairy proper, and contain

stalls on ground and first lloors, with stores above.

The board room, secretarial, and other offices on

the first rtoor are reached by a separate entrance

from Canterbury-road ; the remainder of the first

floor is occupied by two small flats, each with

separate entrance from Pope's-road. The artesian

well, 350ft, deep, has been carried out by .Messrs.

C. Isler and Cj. : the terracotta and Carrara ware

have been executed by Messrs. Doulton and Co..

and the buildings have boim erected by Jlesers.

Hollo way Bros.

" MODERN COTTA(iE ARCHIT-EITIUE."

A REVIEW of this work, edited by Mr. Maurice

B. Adams, F.R.I.B.A., will be found on page 5.

THE "ISAAC cook" HOUSE, BROOKLISE, MASS, 1798.

This is a sketch of the library in this old Colonial

house, the interest ct which consists mainly in its

being a very late example of ISth-century

Colonial work, about which however there is not

much to add. Tho furniture is more or loss con-

temporary with tho building. The fanlight to an

interior iloor is not common, and furnishes a

suggestion, as it gives an opportunity for an

arched opening where tho span of tho doorway is

wide, and serves to supply a boirowed light in a

pleasing manner.

HOUSE AT KI\<:MAM, OXOX.

This house, with certain modifications, is now
being built on tho border of the Cotswold district,

with a fine prospect in tho direction of Stow-on-

the-Wold. The walling stone, which is from a

quarry in the village, has a " chopped face," tho

courses varying from ^Jin. to (iin. in dejith, and

tho (luoins are dressed in a like manner, larger

stones only being used for tho angles. The roofs

are covered with stone tiles, having galetted

valleys similar to the delightful old houses in the

neighbourhood. Mes,srs. Groves and Sons are tho

builders, and Messrs. Healing and Overbury, of

Cheltenham and Gloucester, aro llio architects.
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TO OOBRESPONDENTS.
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions oJ
our correspondents. All commimications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawing and all

communications respecting illustrations or hterary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the BaiLoiNO
News, Clement's Houpe, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
W.C, and not to members of the staflE by name. Delay
is not unfrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,
unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
The Stband Nkwspapeb Company, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :—" Timeserver, London.*'
Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. LXXXTY. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 12a. each, by post
12b. lOd.), asonly a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVT.,
XUX., Lin., LXI., Lxn., lxiv., lxv., lxvi.,
Lxvn., Lxvrn., lxix.. lxxi., lxxii., Lxxm.,
LXXTV., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVII.. LXXIX..
LXXX., LXXXT., LXXXU., and LXXXHI. may still

be obtained at the same price; all the other bound
volumes are out of print. Most of the back numbers of
former volumes are, however, to be had singly. Sub-
scribers requiring any back nuaibers to complete
volume just ended should order at once, as many of
them soon nm out of print

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Botldino News,
price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement'a House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annxmi (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
Cnited States, £1 6s. Od. (or Bdols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 68. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 68.. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all official
advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first
line counting as two, the minimum charge being 5a. for
four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of
more than six insertions can be ascertained on application
to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.
The charge for advertisements for "Situations

Vacant" or "Situations Wanted" and "Part-
nerships" is One Suillino for Twexty-foub Words,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. All Situation
Advertisements must be prepaid.

•»* Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand
W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence ia made. (See
Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on appfication
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Received. -D. L.—T. M.—H. W. and Son.—W. A.—
B. O. and Co.—C. K.-G. Y.

S. H. B.—We advise you not to take out a bond in the
Provident Association of London, or. at any rate, to
examine very carefully the conditions first.

InUrcommutttcatton.—.-.-.

—

QV£STIOA''S.
[12070.] -Speaking Tube.—Could anyone kindly

tell me of an eflfective aiTangement for a epeaking tube
with a very sensitive ear nozzle for a deaf person, from
an oak pulpit to a seat about ISft. away ?—J. E, M.

SSFLI£S.
[12069.]—Salt Water for Concrete.—Concrete

made with sound well-burnt Portland cement, even if
gauged with salt water, may be safely used in salt water

;

but if free lime is present in the cement, concrete made with
it will fail in fresh or salt water. The test for free lime is
so simple and so weil known that it need not be given here.
" A Regular Subscriber " should use a mixture of 1
cement to IJ of sand, lilling more than the voids in the
aggregate, so as to make a fairly non-porous concrete,
for the iniiltration of magnesia has been known to dis-
place the lime in some cements, and cau>e disintegration,—Stosebridge Park.

[12069. 1-Salt Water for Concrete. -In "Con-
crete," Vol. I., by T. Potter, is a paragraph or so of use,
page 102. Bea-water has been found to have no preju-

dicial effect upon cement. As a matter of fact, it has
been proved otherwise, as the following table, the result

of trials made by Mr. Dyce Cay. engineer of the Aber-
deen Harbour Works, proves. Proportions used, 8oz. of
fresh water to 30oz. of cement: 7oz. of salt water to 3iioz.

of cement ; briquettes immersed in water the whole time.
Number of teats about 16, size of briquettes lUn. by l^in.

sectional area (Experiment 13) ;
—

Tensile Strain. Fresh Water. Salt Water.
7 days' test 8.361b 90rib.

14 „ 99ab 1,0441b.
28 „ l,088Ib 1,1791b.

The use of salt water would scarcely be adopted for
building purposes under any circumstances, but where it

is more readily obtainable than rain or spring water it

might be employed for boundary walls and similar pur-
poses, perhaps to advantage.

—

Regent's P,\rk.

CHIPS.
Mr. H. P. Boulnois, one of the inspectors of the

Local Government Board, held an inquiry at the
Failsworth Town Hall on Friday into an application
of the urban district council for sanction to borrow
a further sum of £11,301) for sewage disposal pur-
poses. Mt. Frank Scudder and Mr. Grey, sur-
veyor, explaned the plans and estimates.

At the Municipal Offices, Devonport, on Friday,
Major C. D. Norton, R.E., Local Government
Board inspector, held an inquiry respecting the
town council's application to borrow £S70 for the
purchase of land for purposes of street improve-
ment, £2,630 for works of private street improve-
ment, and £2,916 for works of paving in Saltash-
roid. The council was represented by the town
clerk, Mr. R. J. Fittall, and the borough surveyor,
Mr. J. F. Burns.

Already £2,000,000 have been expended over the
Manchester electricity undertaking, and additional
borrowing powers are being sought which will
increase the total to £2,331,121.

Upwards of fifty members of the Sheffield Society
of Architects and Surveyors visited Roche Abbey on
Saturday. The ruins of the abbey and the site of
the ancient monastery formal the subject of an
interesting description, given by Mr. J. 11. VVigfuU,
A.R.I.B.A., of Sheffield.

The death is announced of Mr. Frederick Mar-
grave, senior partner in the firm of Messrs. Margrave
and Peacock, architects, of 19, Metal Exchange,
Fisher-street, Swansea.

A new Primitive Methodist chapel at Holbrook
has been built under the personal superintendence of
the architect, Mr. J. P. Eirle, of Sheffield. The
chapel is constructed of red brick, with stone
dressings, and is Gothic in style. The cost has been
about £1,200, and seating accommodation has been
provided for 322 persons.

Colonel Yorke, of the Board of Trade, inspected,
on Friday, the new overhead electric tramway
which has been constructed from Pebble Mill-road,
Aston (where it joins the Bristol-road) to the
Cotteridge, King's Norton. The new line was
afterwards opened. Mr. Green was the consulting
engineer, Mr. Trentham the contractor, and Mr.
Pritchard, the clerk of works.

The M.S. of Ruskin's "Lectures on Architecture
and Painting," 1853, in the author's writing
throughout, realised £200 at Messrs. Sotheby's sale
the other day.

Mr. J. W. Elmundson, the arbitrator appointed
by the Commissioners of Public Works to fix the
purchase price of the Omagh Gasworks between
the gas company and the Omagh Urban Council,
has made an award by which he has fixed the
purchase price at £26,880.

The first portion of a district church for Brid-
lington is about to be built. Mr. Henry M. Bennett,
of Bristol, is the architect, and the present section
will consist of nave, aisles, and transepts, seating
500 people, at an estimated cost of £3,000, exclusive
of special gifts. The walls will be of Pennant

I

stone with freestone dressings, the roofs of Broseley
tiles, and the internal flooring of oak blocks.

Colonel Yorke, on behalf ot the Board of Trade, i

made, on Friday, an inspection of the tramway line
jfrom Princes-square, Wolverhampton, to Heath- I

town, on the Wednesfield-road section. Mr. C. E. C. I

Shawfield is the electrical engineer, and Mr. George
Green, borough engineer. The system ef traction
adopted is the Lorrain surface method, and the line

|

is l| mile in length.

The statutory meeting of the Asbestic Brick and
Tile Co., Ltd., was held at the offices, IS, Austin
Friars, E.C., on Thursday the 23rd. ult. This
company has been formed to exploit a special form
of sand brick under the Boas patents, known as the
asbestic brick, the tests with which, as made at the
experimental factory in Paris, and reported on by
Mr. Kirkcaldy, have been very favourable. A model
factory is now being erected near Regent's Park on i

up-to-date lines, driven by electrical power and
j

equipped with the most modern machinery, and it
j

is anticipated that the brick will be available for
use in London towards the beginning of September.

LESAL INTEIiLiaENCB.
Woekjien's Cojii'ensation Act.—Is A Chimney

Paet of a Hol-.sk ?—At the Birmingham County-
court on Friday, his Honour Judge Whitehorne
delivered judgment in regard to an application
under the Workmen's Compensation Act involving
two novel points. The applicant was Richard
Jennings, bricklayer's labourer, of 8, Florence
Buildings, Herbert-road, Selly Oak, who fell from
a scaffold on March 7 last. The respondent waa
Charles Payne, sen., of The Farm, Mill Pool Hill,

Alcester-road, King's Heath, the building owner of

the property. In giving judgment, his Honour
said two of the conclusions on which his award was
based were fairly open to appeal. The first was
that a chimney was part of a house and that the
chimney- pot was part of the chimney, and there-
fore to be taken into account in determining the
height of the house for the purpose of the Work-
men's Compensation Act. He found as facts in this

case that the ridge of the roof of the house or houses
where the man was at work, and where the
accident happened, was less than 30ft. from the
ground. So also was the top of the brick-
work of the chimney, but the top of the chimney-
pots were above 30ft. from the ground. He
could not treat chimneys as mere accidental
appendages to a house, because they were
necessary parts of the house, and the pots
were integral parts of the chimney. Therefore, he
held that the building exceeded 30ft. in height, and
was being constructed by means of scaffolding. He
also found that the three houses along the side of

which the scaffolding ran formed one building for

the purposes of the Act. Secondly, he held that
Payne was the building owner, and although
several parts of the work were given out to different

contractors—the tiling in particular to Fellows—all

the work was carried on under the direct and
constant supervision ot Payne. His Honour could
not accept the respondent's contention that although
he supplied the contractors with money when re-

quired, he left them entirely to themselves, and
never inspected the work. It seemed to have
dawned on him that to escape liability for the
accident he had to dissociate himself as far as

possible from any personal connection with the
actual work. His Honour did not know any case
in which a chimney-pot had been treated as part
of a house in determining the height of it, nor
did he know any case in which the building-
owner had been held to be the " undertaker

"

within the meaning of the Act ; but in this case
he was clear that his decision should be that
Jennings was entitled to compensation from Payne.
For the present he awarded the applicant Os. 6d.

per week, with costs on B scale.

MoEE EmbakeasSED Brick Companies. — Mr.
Justice Buckley, on Tuesday, sanctioned the petition

of the Flettoo Crown Brick Works, Ltd., whose
registered office is at 32, Victoria-street, for the
reduction of its capital from £55,000 to £-19,000, the
difference being lost through extraordinary depres-
sion in the brickmaking trade. Mr. Younger, K.C.,
for the petitioners, said the company had never paid
any dividend. The creditors assented to the scheme
of reduction.

At Tunbridge Wells on Wednesday week a special

dedication service was held at the church of St.

John, where the new organ, presented by the Hon.
Mrs. Byng, at a cost of £2,000, was used for the
first time.

The Earl of Coventry presided, on Saturday, at a
meeting at Worcester of the committee intrusted

with the provision of a memorial to Worcestershire
men who fell in South Africa. Mr. R. J. Oliver
(honorary secretary) stated that the total amountaub-
scribed and promised was £1,679. The sum originally

agreed upon as the commission to Mr. Golton,

A.R.A., for executing the memorial was £1,200;
but, opinions being expressed in favour of enlarging
the design, which will have Worcester Cathedral as

the background and will face High-street, it was
now unanimously decided to increase the amount to

£1,500.

Princess Henry of Battenberg opened, on
Monday, the new central homes and headquarters
of the Church Army, at 14, Edgware-road. The
block contains a men's training home, and next to it

is the women's department. The front has just been
completed, and to complete the homes will cost

£14,000, of which £9,000 has already been promised.

At a special meeting of the Bishop Walsham How
memorial committee, held at Wakefield on Friday,
Mr. Frank L. Pearson, the architect, submitted
plans for the organ front and sedilia at the cathe-
dral, and the plan for the organ front was approved,
but that for the sedilia was held over until the next
meeting.

The official Report on Indian Railways for the
year 1903 states that at the close of the year 26,955
miles were open for traffic. Of these 19,554 miles

were owned by the State. On April 30, 1904,

3,122 miles were under construction or had been
sanctioned.
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(!B>ur OfRct €uhk.

The Birthday Honours list announced last

Friday included the name of Mr. Henry Tanner,
I.S.O., F.R.I. B.A., chief architect to His
Majesty's Office of Works, and the winner of the
Tite Prize in 187S, who receives knighthood.
Mr. George "White, one of the pioneers of electric

street traction, and the first to introduce it in
London, Dahlin, Bristol, Middlesbrough, and
other towns, is created a baronet. Mr. William
vShefford, C.M.G., M.Inst.C.E., consulting
engineer for West African Railways, is promoted
to be K.C.M.G., and on Mr. Henry Couaens,
M.R.A.C., superintendent of the Archroological
Surrey of Bombay, the Kaisar-i-Hind of the first

class is conferred.

The Council of the Society of Architects have
appointed Mr. R. G. Bare, of London, hon.
librarian, and have referred to a committee the
question of enlarging and extending the library,
with a view of obtaining a report upon the matter.
The outlines of a scheme at present under con-
sideration involve the formation of a circulating
library of modern technical works, so that
members at a distance may have equal oppor-
tunities with those nearer headquarters of re-
ferring to any works in the library. Several
members have already given donations to form
the nucleus of a library fund, and the C^ouncil
invite further gifis in money or books. Any
suggestions which members may have to make
regarding a scheme promulgated for their benefit
will receive careful consideration. Those who
have any spare volumes of architectural works
may like to present them to the Society's library.
In due course further details will be announced,
and in the meantime the secretary, Mr. C.
McArthur Butler, F.S.A. Scot., will be glad to
hear from those willing to co-operate in the
manner suggested.

The London County Council decided at their
meeting on Tuesday to make application to
Parliament in the next session for powers to con-
struct tramways from the present terminus in
Westminster i3ridge-road, across Westminster
Bridge, and along the Victoria Embankment, and
the portion of the subway authorised by the
Council's Act of 1902, from the Victoria Eai-
bankment to the north side of the Strind, with a
connection between the proposed tramways and
the tramways in Lambeth Palace-road. The
Asylums Committee was authorised to obtain
tenders from selected firms for the erection of the
superstructure of the Long-grove Asylum on the
Horton estate at Epsom. The estimated cost of
the asylum is .£570,000. A sum of £95,000 on
capital account was authorised for the purchase of
the undertaking of the London, Deptford, and
(Jreenwich Tramways Company.

The works committee of the Lindon County
Council have just preented their statement as to
th6 financial result of works completed by them
for the half-yeir ended March 31 Ust. The
committee observe that they are glad to be in a
position again to present a satisfactory statement,
the net result of the execution of the works in-
cluded being a balance of cost below final cer-
tificate of £5,760, or nearly 6 per cent, on the
total of the finil certificates, 12 out of the 13
works having been carried out at a cost below
final certificate. In one case only, that of the
construction of a sewer at ISalham, is there an
excess of cost over final certificate, amounting to
£1,573, and in this case a very wet season greatly
retarded the work and tended to increase the
cost, while the making of the sewer in a tunnel
through private property proved more expensive
than was anticipated. The result of the execu-
tion of jobbing works by the department during
a part of the year 1903-4 is a balance of cost
below schedule vahie of £1,271. The committee
point out that the total cost of the works included
in the statement now presented did not represent
the turnover of the department, because much of
the expenditure on these works occurred pnjvious
to the half-year in question, while, on the other
hand, much of the expenditure during the 6ix
months was upon works which were still un-
finished. The appro.ximato expenditure on works
executed by the department during the half-year
was £332,000. The number of works in respect
of which full specific ilions and bills of quantities
had been prepared, and which had been referred
to them for execution and not yet included in the
half-yearly statements of completed works sub-
mitted to the Council, was 33, representing

an estimated expenditure of approximately
£1,416,000. At present they are aware of no
reason why the works in progress should not be
carried out for the amount voted in each case.

At the conference to be held on Saturday in
next week, the 9th inst., at Bournville, under the
auspices of the National Housing Reform Council,
special attention will be directed to the two and
three roomed house system which generally pre-

vails throughout Warkwickshire, VVorcestei shire,

and Staffordshire. It is not complained that they
are overcrowded, but that they are built in close

little courts and alleys, and are not likely there-

fore to be healthy. WhUe steps are being taken
to give the conference a national character, a large

part of those attending will be drawn from
councils and societies in the densely populated
industrial areas of the three counties named.
The underlying object of the council is to give
the housing reform movement in the MidUnds a
stimulus which it considers much to be needed.

An interesting experiment, with the aim of

facilitating the handling of road metal, has just

been carried out by the Slough L'rban D. strict

Council, in conjunction with the Great Western
Railway Company. The arrangement comprises
the provision of a siding, approached up an incline

plane, carried on girders at a height of about 5ft.

above ground level, by means of which the road
stone is deposited on the adjoining materials
depot, placed at the disposal of the council by the
railway company, from 20-ton hopper wagjjons
from which the stone is unloaded by merely press-

ing a lever. The time occupied in discharging
the contents of a waggon is 30 seconds. A train

of these hopper trucks, carrying 540 tons, can be
brought to the siding, and their contents con-
veniently dischirged in a few minutes. The ex-
penses of c irtage from railway station or barge,
the case of water-borne traflic, to the depot is

avoided ; the stone can be left where deposited
until required for use, and it is possible to place
advantageously contracts for large supplies of

stone without any trouble as to where and how it

is to be stored until required. There is besides a
reliability in regard to supply which insures
regularity in road repairing. The brick piers

supporting the girders form divisions or bays,
each of whicb has a holding capacity of 60 tons of

road macadam. Towards the end of the siding
the company has also erected a wooden platform
for the reception and storage of paving flags,

kerbs, setts, and pipes.

The investigation of road materials and of all

materials relating to agricultural construction,
which has been a feature of the work of the
United States Depaitment of Agriculture for some
time, will hereafter be in charge of a division of
tests in the bureau of chemistry of that depart-
ment. The investigations may be confidently
expected to supplement and unify the work done
in a few States by their local highway depart-
ments of geological surveys.

Sir William Fokwood, chairman of the Li ver-

pool Cathedral Executive Committee, publishes
an appeal for additional funds for the building,
the foundation-stone of which is to be laid by the
King and (iueen on July 19. Sir William points
out that contributions to the amount of £183,000,
exclusive of special gifts, have been paid and
promised. (.)f this about £32,000 has been ex-
pended for 3ite and legal expen-es, leaving about
£150,000 available for the construction of the
cathedral. The choir and portion of the transepts
to accommodate 3,500 persons will cost £240,000.
When this portion is ready for service the com-
mittee will receive from the Ecclesiastical Com-
missioners property which will yield an annual
endowment of nearly £ 5,000 forthe cathedral staff.

The committee think that the prospect of having
such a large portion of the cathedral completed
and available fur use within the next few years,

together with a fully-e4uippod cithodral staff,

ought to appeal to the liberality of Caurchmen.

Pitoi'EssoK Gaiistanc, of the I'nivorsity of

London, announces that the Beni Hasan Kxciva-
tion Committee will hold an exhibition of the

antifpiitios discovered last year, in the rooms of

the Society of Antiquarians at Burlington lloune,

from Friday, July S to 23 inclusive. The result

of the two-years* labour of the committee his
been that a whole necropolis of the Middle
F^npiro, representing a phase of Egyptian civili-

sation before ii.c. 2000, has been excavated; and
a thousand photographs of the interiors of their

funereal chambers and their contents preserve a

re<'ord of observations. The interest of the results

includes the recovery of new texts and chapters
j

on Egyptian ritual, but centres more closely on
the discovery within the tombs of numerous
models in wood, which illustrate the domestic,
agricultural, industrial, or riverine customs of
Egypt at the close of the feudal period. The
models are supplanted in some instances by the
real objects ; a large drum, flutes, and a harp,
boomerang, metal dishes, a bronze battleaxe upon
a mounted staff, a bow with arrows tipped and
feathered, from a huntsman's grave. During the
pa%t season there have been found several fine
examples of decorative painting conspicuous for
the freshness and tone of the ancient colours, and
a small object of sculpture. The latter is prob-
ably the best example of Egyptian art which the
two seasons have produced. It is a small portrait
statue of a private person in the attitude of a
person walking, with a tall staff in his left hand.
Of more historical importance were the results of
the concluding excavacations at Negadeh, where
twelve years ago M. de Jlorgan discovered the
Royal tomb of the first King of Egypt. Then
M. de Morgan in his excavations found an
inscribed ivory tablet bearing the name of Mena

;

but one corner of this document escaped him and
his staff of workers. Now the missing corner is

recovered and restored to its place with the re-
mainder in the museum at Cairo. A duplicate of
this tablet was also found, and then three smaller
tablets, likewise of ivory.

A FIRM of silversmiths in Sheffield has received,
and is executing, an order from an Oriental
customer for a suite of bedroom furniture in
sterling silver. Amongst the articles are a bad-
stead, a cabinet, a dressing-table, a dozen chairs,

three foot-baths, three hot-water cans, and other
bedroom requisites. E ich of the four pillars of

the bedstead will be surmounted by a carefully
modelled female figure 2ft. 9in. in height. The
moulding of the room and other ornamentation
will also bs of sterling silver. Here is a sug-
gestion for American millionaires to improve
upon.

The twenty-second Congress of the Sanitary
Institute will be held in Glasgow, from July 25
to 30. The president of the Congress is Lord
Blythswood, LL.D., Lord Lieutenant of Ren-
frewshire. Sir Richard Douglas Powell, Bart.,

K.C.V.O., M.D., F.R.C.P., will deliver the
lecture to the Congress on " The Prevention of

Consumption." Excursions to places of interest

in connection with sanitation, conversazione,
afternoon and evening cruises, and other enter-
tainments will be arranged for those attending
the Congress Some 250 authorities, including
several county councils and county boroughs,
have already appointed delegates to thi Congress,
and as there are also over 3,300 members and
Associates in the Institute, there will probably
be a large attendance in addition to the local

members of the Congress. In connection with
the Congress, a health exhibition of apparatus

and appliances relating to health and domestic

use will be held as a practical illustration of the

application and carrying out of the principles and
methods discussed at the meetings. Popular
lectures will be given in the e.xhibition on various

subjects, including one on " Healthy Houses,"
by Professor H. R. Kenwood, M.D., C M Edin.,

D.P.H. The Congress will inc'ude general

addresses and lectures. Three section meeting
for two days each, dealing with— (1) Sanitary

Science and Preventive Medicine, presided over

by Professor J. tilaister, M.D., D.P.H., F.C.S.,

F. K.S.E. ; (2) lOngineering and Architecture,

presided over by Professor Henry Robinson,

M.Inst.C.E., and (3) Physics, Chemistry, and
Biology, presided over by Professor Frank
Clowes, D.Sc, F.I.C., F.C.S. Eight special

conferences will be hold, comprising those of

municipal representatives, on industrial hygiene,

of medical olHcers of health, engineers and sur-

veyors to county and other -authorities (by Mr.
William Weaver, JI.Inst.t'.E . of Kensington),
vetoriniry inspectors, sanitary inspactora, of

women on liygiene, and on the hygiene of school

life.

Tho death ocsurrod in Pans on Tuesday of M.
Auatolo de Barthilemy, an archaologist an 1 numis-
matist of world-wide reputation. His manual of

ancient aud mO'Ierii numismatics is classical. H )rn

at Kloinn in 1821, M. ile Birthi'leiny eatero t tho

Kcole des Chartes, and became iu 1SS7 u member of

the Academy of Inscriptions and Belles Lettres.

Mossrs. i'. H. ShorlanI an I Brother, of Man-
chester, hire just supplie 1 their pitent Miuche^ter
grate] to the county school, Dingjr, Wales.
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IHEETINaS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Satubday (to-mohrow).— Northern Architectural Asso-

ciation. Annual exeui-sion to Naworth
Cj.stle, Lanercost Priory, and Carlisle.

THEARCHITECTUEAL ASSOCIATION.
JULY 9th: FUL'KTH SUMMER VI^IT—1,> Winclie&ter [all ,

day). P.O. for 1:1s , ivhich includes tail, luntlifon, biases, and all
eipeoEes, tn be sent to the Secre'arv at 18, Tuflon- street, West-
minster, S.W., on or bef.ire JULY 7[h.'
Train leases Waterloo 9'iO am, returning from Wincheafer at 1

*.29 p.nQ- Members to meet at the barrier of No :; platform at 9 a m , |

when the Secretary will hand ticket* to the rartv.
LOUIS AMBLER 1 „ „ «
H. TANNER, Jan. 1

"»" »"»,

A new builtJing providing fifty-eeven additional
beds, and much other urgently needed accommoda-
tion, has recently been added to the North Eistern
Hospital for Children, Hackney-road, N.E , at
a cost, including freehold land, of £14,800,
towards which a sum of i'35,000 has been so far
received.

The Gloucestershire County Council's petition
against the Bristol Corporation Bill for extending
the boundaries of the city has beeu withdrawn, and
there being no further opposition the measure will
now go before the committee on Unopposed Bills.

When the Bill becomes law the area of the
municipal borough of Bristol will be increased from
U,G57 to 17,001 acres, the population from 3-11,000

to 354,443, and the rateable value from £1,653,559
to £1,723,119.

The Mid- Cheshire Joint Hospital Committee have
received a letter from the Local Government Board
stating that, in order to avoid delay in commencing
the erection of the joint hospital, they now sanc-
tioned the borrowing of £13,885 to cover the cost
of the erection.

The members of the Camberwell Borough Council
have decided to change the name of High-street,
Peckham, to "Queen's-road," and henceforth the
whole line of thoroughfare from Xew Cross to Eye-
lane will be included in the new appellation.

In St. Giles'High Church, Edinburgh, on Monday,
the Earl of Eosehery unveiled the Memorial to
Robert Louis Stevenson. The memorial, which is

in the form of a bronze tablet, with the life-size

figure of the author in bas-relief, executed by Mr.
Augustus St. Gaudens, the well-known American
sculptor, is placed iu the Moray aisle of the church.

Among the new Fellows elected at the second
annual meeting of the British Association held on
Wednesday at Brodington House, was Professor W.
M. Flinders Petrie, the well-known Egyptologist.

The Archbishop of Canterbury preached at a
commemoration service held on Wednesday at
Kadley College, and he afterwards unveiled the
war memorial erected to Old Radleians by school-
fellows and friends. The memorial is an alabaster
monument designed by Mr. Graham Jackson, R.A.,
and is surmounted by a bronze figure of St. George,
by Mr. Frampton, K A. It bears the names of
Lieutenant General Woodgate and eight other Old
Kadleians. A window has also been placed in the
building in memory of General Woodgate. The
Archbishop, later in the day, opened a block of new
buildings at the entrance to the college.

From to-day (Friday) the full service of electric
trains is to be run on the 37 miles of railway in the
neighbourhood of Newcastle, upon the conversion
of which from steam to electric traction the North-
Eastern Railway Co. have been engaged for the
past IS months. The electrical contractors have
been the British Thomson-Houston Co., of Rugby.

Sir William White formally opened on Wednesday
a large building with special workshops for technical
trade teaching in connection with the Merchant
Venturers' Technical College, Bristol.

The select committee of the House of Lords to be
appointed to inquire into the administration of the
Chantrey Trust will consist of the Enrls of Carlisle,

Lytton, and Crewe, and Lords Windsor, Eibbles-
dale, Newton, and Killanin.

Col. Durnford held an inquiry at Dolgelley on
June 15 into an application of the urban district

council to borrow .£7,000 for the purchase of the
Dolgelley Water Co.'s undertaking, and the extension
and improvement of the existing works. Mr. Harry
W. Taylor, AM.I.C.E., of Xewcastle-on-Tyne and
Birmingham, is the engineer for the scheme.

On Speech Day at Harrow, on Wednesday, the
head master announced a proposal for the acqui-
sition of an immense area of land on the east side of
the Hill, which shall for ever preserve the school
from the encroachment of the Metropolis. More
than half the expenditure of over £S0,0(I0 involved
has been already sutiscribed or promised, and Dr.
Wood said he hoped to be able to leave Harrow
safe for the future.

Wednesday was speech day at Trent College, and
the event was taken advantage of for the opening
of the Kelvin Science School, which is contained in
the new wing erected at a cost of £3,500.

Ctabt i^thjs.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
Steikes and Lock-outs.—The annual report of

the Labour Department of the Board of Trade on
strikes and lock-outs in 1903, which hfcs been pub-
lished as a Parliamentary paper, states that the

year was on the whole comparatively free from
industrial stoppages. The results of the disputes

of the year were on the whole distinctly in favour
of the employers.

Glasoow Mabons' Wages.—The working agree-
ment between the mason employers of the West of

Scotland and their operatives comes to an end
to-day (Friday), and the employers have decided not
to renew it on the present terms. For the past two
years the rate of wages has been Old. per hour, anJ
the working week has been 51 hours. The em-
ployers wish to reduce the wages to 9d. per hour,
while the men on their part are opposed to a reduc-
tion in rates, and at the same time desire that the
working week should be reduced to 45 hours. The
principal centres affected are Glasgow, Paisley,

Airdrie, and Coatbridge.

CHIPS.
Major-General Festing, C.B., Miss Festing, and

a few intimate friends of the late Bishop of St.

Alban's, have just made a gift to the Lady-chapel
of the Cathedral at St. Alban's in the form of a
silver chalice and paten and an altar cross, in com-
memoration of his episcopate.

The chief group for a monument, to be erected
on ground occupied by the German troops at Tien-
tsin, next autumn, has just been completed by
Professor von Uchtritz. It represents a German
knight in Gothic armour, with an eagle watching at
his feet. The eagle's claws have the anchor of the
litis in their clutch. The figure, which is of bronze,
will stand on blocks of Rhenish basalt, on which
the arms of the German States, also in bronze, are
shown.

Sir Henry Howorth occupied the chair at the last

meeting of the Society of Antiquaries, when Mr.
W. H. St. John Hope and Mr. W. E. Lethaby
communicated a paper, illustrated by lantern-
pictures, on the " Imagery and Sculpture on the
West Front of Wells Cathedral." Mr. St. John
Hope gave a general outline of the architectural

scheme of the west front, and said that about thirty
years ago a series of photographs was taken of the
figures, for the preservation of which great credit

was due to the Dean and Chapter. The examination
then made showed that they were coloured and
gilded, and this was evidenced by some fragments
that were exhibited at the meeting. Mr. Lethaby's
contribution consisted of an attempt at identifica-

tion of the individual figures, which was rendered
difficult by the absence of distinguishing emblems.

A memorial window to Cardinal Wiseman was
unveiled on Sunday in the St. George's Roman
Catholic Cathedral, Southwark. The window,
which is one of five lights, is placed in the south
aisle, and is the gift of Canon Keatinge, who has
just resigned the administratorship of the cathedral,
ijeneath is the insfiription, "Pray for the soul of
Nicholas, Cardinal Wiseman, born 1802, died 1S05;
R.I.P."

A tower is being added to the church of St.

Bartholomew, Armley, near Leeds, and is approach-
ing completion.

Mr. B. M. Hall, of Atlanta, has been appointed
special supervising engineer for Arizona and Xew
Mexico, in charge of irrigation work and the
adjustment of claims relating thereto between the
United States and Mexico.

The foundation-stone of Liverpool Cathedral,
which is to be laid by the King, will weigh 5i tons,
and measure 7ft. lOin. in lecgth, 41t. Oin. in width,
and 2ft. Sin. in height. The members of the
mothers' meetings in the diocese have paid for it.

The cathedral fund now amounts to £190,000, in

addition to a number of special gifts, including
the Lathom chapter-house, the reredos, and the
great east window.

General Hutchinson, formerly of the Board of

Trade, on Saturday officially inspected and approved
the new line and dock bridge to the Prince of
Wales' Pier at Dover, which are to be used by the
express trains in connection with the ocean liners

making Dover a port of call. The strain tests

were severely applied, and were very satisfactory.

The unveiling took place on Saturday afternoon,
in Peterborough Cathedral, of a stained-glass
window erected to the memory of the late Canon
Henry Twells, the well-known hymn writer. The
memorial window is on the south side of the
eastern chapel, directly over the cenotaph of the
late Dean Ingram. The subjects are David playing
on the harp before King Saul, St. John the Baptist,
and St. Paul. The artists were Messrs. Lavers and
Westlake, of Lcn'ion.

A stained-glass window, erected to the memory
of the late Rev. G. F. Price, D.D., was unveiled at

Whitburn Church on Sunday The window shows
two fig,ures representing St. Augustine and Pauli-

nuB, and beneath them is depicted the landing of the

former on the shores of flngland, and the baptism

of Edwin in the Ouse at York by Paulinus.

The arts committee of the Liverpool City Council

met on Friday for the purpose of recommending an
appointment to the curatorship of the Art Gallery,

vacant through the resignation of Mr. C. Dyall. At
a previous meeting the committee had recommended
Mr. Carew Martin, of London, for the office, but

the recommendation was not adopted by the city

council. The committee decided on Friday in

favour of Mr. E. R. Dibdin, of Liverpool, a local

art critic and writer. The other candidates were
Mr. Martin, Mr. Percy Bates, Glasgow, and Mr.
(Juigley, Liverpool.

Daring the whole of last week an arbitration was
in progress at the Surveyors' Institution between

the corporation of Rochdale and the local tramways
company with regard to the price to be paid by the

former authority for the acquisition of the tramways
uodertaking prior to electrification. The arbitrator,

Mr. H. Graham Harris, reserved his award. The
arbitration also concerned the purchase of other

portions of the company's undertaking by the cor-

porations of Bury and Oldham. There was a
difference of over £80,000, the company claiming

£205,401, and the authorities offering to pay
£123,784. Were the arbitrator to evenly split the

difference—an unlikely event—the authorities would
have to pay £164,596.

The parks committee of the Manchester Corpora-

tion have approved a sketch plan for glasshouses to

be erected in Alexandra Park at a cost of £1,775, to

accommodate the cactus plants bequeathed to the-

city by the late Mr. Darrah.

Halifax Town Council are to be asked at their

next meeting to sanction the construction of the

corporation tramways from Brighouse to Bailifle

Bridge at once. The line will be about 1^ miles in

length, and is estimated to cost £10,000. It is

intended to put down a double line throughout.

The Dorman Memorial Museum presented to the

town of Middlesbrough by Mr. A. J. Dorman, in

memory of his son (Lieut.. G. L. Dorman) and the

non-commissioned officers and men of the 3rd

Battalion Yorkshire Regiment who fell in the

South African War, will be formally opened to-day

(Friday).

Mr. Arthur Stratton, A.R.I.B. A., has been ap-

pointed lecturer in the architectural division of

King's College, London, in succession to Mr. C. H.
Reilly, who now occupies the chair of architecture

in the Liverpool University. Mr. Ronald P.

Jones, M.A., has been appointed assistant lecturer

with Mr. Stratton at King's College. The depart-

ment, which was formerly included in the faculty

of science, has recently been reorganised and trans-

ferred to the faculty of arts.

The London County Council, undeterred by the

failure this session, will introduce next year another

Bill for the amendment of the London Building

Acts.

A suite of Chippendale furniture, which belonged

to Mr. Wilkes, of Elmdon, Saffron-Walden, has

been sold by auction for £1,900.

A new Congregational church is to be built at the

corner of Trafalgar and Grosvenor-roads, Birkiale,

near Southport. Messrs. H. and W. Wade, of

Birley- street, Blackpool, are the architects.

PILKINGTON & CO.
(EaTABUSHKD 1838),

MOKUatENT CHAMBERS,
KINO WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, B.C.

Meg*itertd Tradt Mark:

nvmmmmi

Patent Asphalts and Felt Roofing,
ACID-EESISTraQ ASPHALTE.

WHTTB SILICA PAVING.

PYEIMONT SEY8SEL ASPHALTE
Telephone No. 6J19 Avenue.
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Seasoned
Hardwoods,

APPLY TO- •

WM. OLIVER & SONS, LTD.,

120, Bunhill Eow, LO:S^DON, EC.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
*-^

Bury St. Edmundg-Alterations to Shire Hall £50, Jt30. £20 A. AiDsworth Hunt, County Architect, Sudbury, Suffolk ....^ .. July 2

Eio de Janeiro—Theatre (£70,000 limit) £500 and three other Premiums The Com Intel. Branch, Board of Trade, 50, Parliament-st., S.W... „ 23

Aberystwyth-Publio Library (limit £3,000) (Assessor) £30 (merged), £15 Arthur J. Hughes, Town Clerk, Aberystwyth , 30

New Somerby, Grantham—bt. Anne's Church (500 sittings

;

., , „
£3,000 limit) £10 The Key. H. H. Surgey, Dudley-road, Grantham 31

Whitehaven—Public LitJrary (limit £4,000) (O. Washington „^ .

Browne, R.S.A., Edinburgh, Assessor) 5 per cent., £30, £20 Thomas Brown, Town Clerk. Town Hall, Wlutehaven Aug. 15

Galatz—Cathedral £160, £120, £60 Tin- MmistOre des Cultes etde I'lnstraction Publique, Bucharest ... ,. 25

Hampstead, X.W.—Mortuary and Columbarium (£1,000 limit) The Superintendent, Hampstead Cemetery, W. Hampjtead, N.W.Sept.SJ
Broadway, Westminster, S.W.—Sketch Designs for Wesleyan ^ ^ -r^ r*

Hall and Connexional OlEces , The Eev. Albert Clajton, Sec. to Trustees, 31, City-road, E.C —

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

SUILBINGS.

2

2

Darlington—Additions to Fever Hospital Corporation George Winter, Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, DarUngton July 2

Gorseinon-Completing Two Houses Charles T. Euthen, .ir^hitect, Heathfleld-street, Swansei 2

Harlow-Bri.k Ahntmeots at the Ford Essex County Council Percy J. Sheldon, A.M.I.C.E., Chief Surveyor, Chelmsford „ 2

Leyland- Additions to St. James's School William Forester. Survejor, Leyland „ Z

Pilling—Golden Ball Hotel.... E. G. 8. Hornby J. Parkinson. Architect, 67, Church-street, Lancaster „ Z

Grimsby— Out-Patients' Block at Hospital Herbert C. Scaping. Architect. Oiimsby _....._. „ 2

Shipley-Additions to Durrant's Farm Captain A. Lingham William Buck, Architect. North-.street, Horsham „ i

Tewkesbury—Eepairs to Cemetery Chapel Eoofs B. C. Gray, Superintend.-nt, 131, High-street^Tewkesbury Z

Windsor-Additions to Potter's & Cook's Eooms at Workhouse Guardians Edgington and SummerhoU. 7, Park-street, Windsor „ Z

Tredegar—Repairs at Freemason's Arms J. P. Daviea. Hazlehurst, Ebbw Vale .. Z

Ogmore Vale—Two Houses . JohnEces J. Morris Williams, Architect, Blackmill „ 2

Hui-st-AdditioDs to St. James's Branch School Thoa. George & Sob, .Architects, Stamford-st., Ashton-under-Lyne „ 2

Bognor-Pair of Police Cottages West Sussex County Council W. Mclnto.-.h, County Surveyor, 22, Worthing-road, Horsham 2

Zion, Chacewater—Bible Christian Chapel Sampson Hill, Architect, Green-lane, Eedruth , 2

Merrymeeting—Cottage T. Eathdrum & WicklyJt. Burial Board J. Pausing. A.M.I.C.E, Town Hall, Wicklow „ Z

Pwll. Llanelly-Vestry at Bethlehem Chapel Henry Hughes, PwU, Llanelly i.
-J

Birdwell -House G. Murden A. Whitaker, Architect. Worsborough Bndge „ '

Stalybridge-Additions to Canal-street Wesleyan Schools Wm. A. (iuarmby. Architect, Imperial Chambers, Burnley ,
2

Abergavenny—Additions to Inglewood and The Laurels J. E. and W. Williams, Pittsburg ... B. J. Francia. Architect. Abergavenny _.. .. ^ .. „ 2

Wath—Additions to Police Station and Courthouse North Eiding County Council Walter H. Brierley. County Architect, 13, Lendal, 'iork „ 2

Letterkenny— Shop, Main-street John M'Intyre, Letlerkenny 2

Dorchester—Alterations at 15, South-street Conservative Club F. T. Maltby, Architect, Dorchester
Bourne - Rebuilding Light Dragoon Inn J. Hunt, Stamford F. G. Shilcock, Architect. Bourne
Menston-Two Semi-detached Villas J. W. C. Atkinson, Architect, 1, Ivegate, Bradford
Louth—Board-room and Offices Guardians Ernest C. Bentley, Arrhitect. 20. Corn-market, Louth
St. Albans—Works at Nap.sbury Asylum Visiting Committee Young and Brown, 101, High Holborn, W.C
Bradford—Alterations to Shops at Church Bank J. H. Di.^on, Architect, 90, Heap-lane, Bradford
Merthyr—Pair of .''emi-dotached Villas B. Thomas, Dowlais J. Francis Jones. Architect, 15, Brynmorlais-street, Penydarren ...

Gainsborough-Public Library Uiban District Council Scorer and Gamble, Architects, Bank-street Chambers, Lincoln

Shepley— Residence at the Knoll E. W. Lockwood. Architect. Huddersfield
Batley- Extensions to Clothing Factory at Tram Terminus ... Geo. Jeasop and Son B. Watson. Architect, Station-road, Batley

Dundee—Additions to Tramway Depot, Lochee-road Town Council W. H. Blyth Martin. Town Clerk, City Chambers, Dundee
Blackwood, Mon— Primitive Methodist Chapel R. L. Eoborts, Architect, Abercorn
Queenstown— Reading Room Young Men's Society Samuel F. Hynes. Architect, 21, South Mall, Cork
Edenkillie— Alterations to Parish Church .John Wittet, Architect, Elgin ..

Cork-Additional Council Chamber County Council W. H. Hill and Son, Architects, 2S, South Mall, Cork 5

Tipton—Eepairs to School Buildings Urban District Council Alfred Long, Architect, 21, New-street. West Bromwioh ,
5

Thomhill— fix Cottages. Edge-lane H. Brier. Architect. Savile Town, near Dewsbury „ 5

Clitheroe— Free Library Corporation S. Butterworth and Duncan, F.R. and B.R., Rochdale „ 5

Great Yarmouth— Rebuilding St. George's Infant School Education Committee J. W. Cockrill, Borough Surveyor, Town Hall. Great Yarmouth ... „ 5

Newburn— Corrugated Iron Cottage at Small-pox Hospital ... Urban District Council Thomas Gregory, Surveyor, Council OfBces, Newburn ,
S

Elmstead—Additions to Chujch Schools J. W. Start, F.S.I , Architect. Colchester ., »

Windsor- Two Cottages Town Council E. A. Stickland, Borough Surveyor, Alma-road, Windsor ...^ S

Lcyton—Repairs and Improvements to Schools Uiban District Council W. Jacques, A.E.I. B.A.. 2. Fen-court. Fenchuich-street, E.C S

Connor Downs—Two Houses . J. Andrewartha, Upton Farm, Connor Downs ,• 5

Eskdalemuir-Magoetic Observatory H,M. Commissioners of Works W. T. Oldreve. Architect. 3. Parliament-square, Edinburgh 5

Tipton—Renovating Schools Urban Di.-trict Council E. Richards, Secretary. Education OlDces. Owen-street, Tipton »

Hamilton—Dwellings at Lowwatcrs Town Council Frank Southorn, 114. St. Vincent-street, Glasgow ,i 5

Bradford- Di.-infecting Station. Canal-road Corporation E. P. Edwards, A E I.B.A , City Architect. Bradford ., 8

Leeds- Additions to Residencein Roundhay Drive W. H. Beevers, A R I.B.A. . 26, Bond-street, Leeds „ 6

StitTord, Esst.x -Works at Children's Homes Stcpnev Guardians F. R. Smith, Surveyor, )3, Victoria-street, Westminster „ 8

Kenninston-rnad, S.E.—Two Covered Shelters at Infirmary ... Lambe'h Guardians W. Thumall. Clerk. Brook-street, Kennington-road, S.E ";;• '• 5
Mai.la Vale, W- Generating Station St. Maiy lebone Borough Council H. T. A. Chidgey. Archt.. Charing Cross Cliambers, Duke-at., W.C. „ 8

Lancaster- Isolation Hospital Asylum Committee Willick and Tliickne.^se, 1 1, Castle-.itreet, Liverpo )1 ........:.. „ 6

Kirkcaldy-ehopa and Houses W. Williamson & J. D. Swanston, Archa., '220, High-st., Kirkcaldy ,.
b

Dorchester-Additions to Wesleyan Church and Schools Trustees W. E. Dibben, Secretary, 40. Icen-way, Dorchester .......^. „ b

Tenby-Lifeboat House Royal National Lifeboat Institution.. W. T. Douglass, Architect, 15 Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W. „ <»

Bradford- Crematorium, Scholemoor Cemetery Corporation E. P. Edwards. A. E.I.B A, City Architect, Br.idford ._. „ «

Wilmslow-Fitting-up Show Adlington Agricultural Society Jabez Wright, Surveyor, '27, King Edward-street, Macclesfleld „ S

Amble— House, Ackhngton-road G. Ballantyne Wra. Burton, A.S I., 6it. Queen-street, Amble »

Forres— Additions, &c., to Glenburgie Distillery Charles ('. Doig, Architect. Elgin ^
Maerdy-Thiity Cottages Maerdy Building Society W. Edwards, Garfield House, Maerdy, Glam ^—•;: " i
Tbat<ham-P<.Iice Station Joseph Morris, County Surveyor, Broadway Buildings, Reading ... „ T

Argocd, Mon.— Hotel Philip L. Lloyd B. J. Francis, Architect, Abergavenny I
Lt.chend-Additions to House George Gray, Architect. Inverurie »i

J
Ripfjn- Organ Chamber and Vestry to St. John's Church C. Hodgson Fowler, F.S.A., Architect. The College, Durham ........ „ J
Weymouth - Messroom at Pumping Works, Westham Urban District Council W. Bariow MnruMn. A.M.I.C.E.. Jlarket-street, Melcomhe Regis .. „ T

Cark-in-Cartmel- Alterations to Brook Cottage Sames and H.n.Hb iw, Archta., Oxford Chambers. .Vbbey-ivl.. Harrow „ 3

Winchmotc Hill. N.—Sorting Office H.M. Commissioners of Works The Secretary. 11. M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate. S.W »

Leeds -Workmen's Jle.saroom at Waterworks Depot The city Engineer's Ollice. Leeds
gBackworth-Ten Two-Room Cottages Aged Mine-Workers' Homes Assoc. T. Tulip. Whinney-hill. Choppington ......^.. ..... .. o

Du.ll.y-Additions to Wesleyan Church Trustees P. II. Asliby Ba.l.y, PA 8.I., Architect, Market-place, Dudley 8

Cark-m-Cartmel -House Sames and Henshaw, Archts., Oxford Chambers. Abbi-y-rd, B.trrow „ «

Southampton-Alterations. &c., at Bitterne Police Station Hants County CounoU W. J. Taylor. County Surveyor. The Castle, Winchester ••

Blaenylfos-House and Shop T. Luke, Post Ollice, Blaonyll'os, U.S.O •• »

Deri, Bargoed-Thirty-flve Houses No. 1 Building Club J. Llewellyn Smith and Davies, Architects, Aberdar« •'

Pcnzancc-Two Shops, Market Jew-street N. C. Wear, Jun., .-Vrchitect, Penzance J
Avcton OifTord-Farm Buildings on Poist/in Parks C. Cowles. Ayleston. Modbnry ,— •,;;. ••—,• • ?
Hythe. Hants—Additions and Drainage at Polic.. Station Hants County Council W. J. Taylor, County Surveyor. The Castle, ^V iDohester „ »

Cardigan—Extension of St. Mary's Parish Church .lohn Evans, Auctioneer. Cardigan '

Stretford-School, Henshaw-ctieet Education Committee E. Woodhoiiso, ,SH, Jlusley-strct, Manchester .. IJ
Glasgow- Corrugated Iron Building. French-street : Corporation W. A. Ch imen. HnguieiT, 7... Waterloo-strt-et Olasifiw ^.^. „ 11

Clerk.nwoll, E.C.-Ad.litions to Town Hall, Rosebery-avenue. Finsbury Borough Council o. W. Pre.ston, T.ovn llerk, I'lnsbury lownllall. KoHeberv-av.,b.t/. „ 11

Birkdale- Congregational Church . . .... 11. and W. Wade, Architecta. 27. Biriey-atreot. Blackpool .. ,. II

Meriden-AIterations to Workhouse Guardians Herbert W. Chattaway. ArchiU-ct. Trinity Churchyard, Coventry... „ 12

Portland-Additions at Grove Inn J. Groves and Sons. Ltd 8. Jackson, M.S. A.. Architect. Bridge Chambers, Weymouth ; la

Tirphill-Rcbuilding Retort House New Tredegar Oaa Co Geo. Ivenshole, Aichit<'ct. Station-road. Hir^onl .. .. ,. la

Birmingham- Council Schools at Rottoo Park Education Committee H. T. Buckland, Architect. 25a, I'aradiao-street.Birminghanl 1»

Mortlake-Poiter's Ijodpe Bainea IJrban District Council O. Bruce Tomes. .V.M.I.C.E.. Surveyor, High-street, Mortlako 1»

Dorchester— Repairing and Painting Buildings Standing Joint Committee E. Archdall Fiooka, sheiliorne ... ; Vi^'^' " J.
Fulham Palace-road, W.- Operuting-Room at Infirmary Fulbam Guardians A. Sax.m Snell, F.R. 1. 11. A Southampton Bdgs Chancory-I.,W.C. ,. l«

KinK»ton-<,n-Thames-Addition to Electric Works Building ... Corporation Harold A. Winaer, Town i;li'rk. Ivinirston-on- 1 hames
J*

Wimblfdfin-E.xtcnsion to Boilcr-Houae at Electricity Works. Urban District Council C. H. Cooper. M I.C.E .
Engineer. Wimblejlon. ^... „ M

Cardill-lieatoration of Premises, Wharf-street Thomas Jones and Co Robert and Sidney Wilhama. Architects, Wharton-streot, Cardiff .. „ 1»

Thiri-k-Uoiler House .... Thomas Stokea. Architect. Thir.k ..., _..
J».

Mi'ldle Eaaen-Additions to School .

'

Lindaey Education Committee Scorer and OainWe, Architects, llank-atreet Chambers, Lincoln 19

<lraig-y-fedw—Thirty Herni-Detached Houses Building Club Committee O. L. Watkius. Architect. Stition-lerraoe. ( .lerpliilly .^... IJ
Wi ybourne, Noilolk-Coastguard Buildings Admiralty The Director of Works Dept.. 21, Nortliuinb,Tl ind-avcniis, W.C IS

Bridgend -Reconstructing Market BuUdings Earl of Uunraven Henry Martin and M.m, Archta , '26, Para<lHe-a.tre..-t. Birmmjrham .. „ W
Halifax-Shop and .Showfooras C. F. L. Ilorafall & S.m, Architects, Lord-street Chambers, H Jllfa* „ 1«

Whitworth—Additions to Workhouse .....' Guardians Walter Webb, Architect, Whitchurch, Salop „ 18
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'BVlTiDlNOS—continued.

Coventry- Oaswoiks at Fnlefhill Gas Committee Fletcher W. Rtevenson. Ens'ineer, Gaa Works, Coventry July 18
KfDningtoD-road, .-J.E.—Alterations at Brook-st. Infirmary ... Lambeth Guardians S. R. J. Smith. Architect, 14 York Buildings, Adelphi, W.C „ 19
Sutton, Suirey -Additions to Belmont Asylum Metropolitan Asylums Board Thof». Ditwiddy and Sons, Archts., 54, Parliament-street. S.W „ 20
Chelmsford— Police Station, New-street E^eex County Council F. Whitmore, County Architect, Duke-street, Chelmsford „ 21
Thmnscoe -Four Houses Joseph Holding^ I. R. Dodda, C.E., 22, St. Mary's-road, WTieatley, Doncaster —
StranmiiliB- Six Houses Roht. A. Boyd. C.E., Architect, 22, Lombard-street, StranmiUia ... —
"West Felton— Repairs to Grimpo Oonprepational Church Tom Jones, Queen's Head Mills, near Oswestry —
High Holbmn, W.C- No. 113, High Holborn... Alfred Burr, Architect. S5. Gower-street, W.C —
Foiethill—Vicaraee Hnnse E. H. Linden Barker, Architect, 146, St. Owen's-street, Hereford... —
Totland Bay—Bible Christian Chapel S. E. Tomkins. Architect. Newport, Isle of Wig'ht —
Kidderminster—"Weslevan Church James W. Thompson. Architect, i33, Grey-st.. Newcastle-on-Tyae .. —
Cork-FlooriDpacdTihDgSt. Patrick's Church „ Samuel F. Hynes, F.R.I.B.A.. 21. South Mall, Cork —
Winterbourne Earls -Farm Buildings Fred Bath, F.R I.B.A., Crown Chambers Salisbury —
Morriston—House and Shop , F. Jeffreys, Cross, Morriston —

electrioaIj plant.
Hounslow— Electricity Meters Heston and Isleworth U.D.C J. and J. S. Enrifiht, 68. Lincoln's Inn Fields. W.C July 4
Johannesburg— Cable?, &c « Johannesburg Municipal Tramways Mnrdey and Dawbarn. Engineers, 82, \'ictoria-street. S.W „ 4
Rochdale— Feeder Cables Corporation Lacey.Sillar, and Leigh, 2. Queen Anne's Gate. Westminster ,, 5
Penrith- Plant Urban District Council J. W. Speight, M.I.E E.. 13. Victoria-street, S.W „ 5
Maida Vale. W.- Plant ard Cables St. Marylobone Borough Council H. T. A. Chidgey. Archt., Charing Cross Chambers, Duke-st.,W.C. „ 6
Bridgend—Telephone Installation ,.- Angelton & Park Gwyllt AeylmCom. W. E. R. Allen, Clerk. County Council Offices. Cardiff ,, 6
Felixf^towe— Extent-ion to Feeders Urban District Council R. P. Wilson. Consulting Eng.. 66. Victoria-street, Westminster ... ,, 9
Manchester- Laying Underground Telephone Pipes Paving and Highways Committee ... The City Surveyor's Office, Town Hall. Manchester „ 11
Belfast— Electric Cianes Harbour Commissioners W. A. Currie. Secretary, Harbour Office, Belfast „ 11
HandswoTth— Plant L^^rban District Council H. Ward, Clerk, Handsworth, near Birmingham „ 11
Greenwich, S.E.— Three ElectricTravelling Jib Cranes London County Council The Clerk's Office, Spring Gardens, S.W „ 12
Pbanghai, China- Electric Tramways Municipal Council John Pook and Co., 63, I.*adenhall-street, E,C ,, 30
Philippopolis-Electric Liehtmg and Tramway Municipality M. le Maiie, Philippopolis Bulgaria Aug. 3
Hailing— Electrical Installation Wm. Lee, Son, and Co., Ltd The Manager, Hailing, Rochester —

ENaiNEERING.
Cotehill—Two Stone Bridges Rural District Council J. Graliam. Engineer. Bank-street, Carlisle July '2

Leeds— Gas Condenser Gas Committee R. H. Townsley, General Manager, East Parade, Leeds „ 2
Bo'nesB—Wafer Main

,
Town Council The Burgh Surveyor's Office, Bo'ness, N.B „ 2

Wincbelsea— Water-Main Rye Rural District Council E. J. Cory, F.S.L, Surveyor. High-street, Rye „ 2
Grimsby- Reconstruction of Brick Bridge Rural District Council James Tbropp. M.I.C.E., County Surveyor. 29, Broadgate, Lincoln „ 2
Sigford, Devon—Waterworks Andrew Warren, Surveyor, Fore-street. Buckfastleigh „ 2
Kettering— Sinking Well at Cranfnrd.. Rural District Council Heibert Norwood. 11. Bowling Grf en-avenue. Kettering „ 4
Mansfield—Heating Apparatusin Town Hall Corporation Frank Vallance. Boro' S^irveyor, Whit« Hart Chambers, Mansfield. „ 4
Gortnasate— Roadway, Pier, &c H. Williams, Sec. Office of Public Works, Dublin ,, 4
Dunfermhne—Waterworks Fife County Council W. R. Copland. C.E , Glasgow ,, 4
St. Albans- Railway Siding at Napsbury Asylum Visiting Committee W. G. Austin, Clerk, Guildhall, Westminster „ 4
Bridgwater- Laying Pipes (4 miles) Rural District Council E. D. and H. Marten, Engineers, Cheltenham „ 4
Windsor—Weighbridge Guardians Philip Lovegrove, Clerk, Workhouse. Old Windsor „ 5
Leicester—Machine Tools Tramways Committee E. G. Mawbey, M.I.C.E.. Boro' Engineer. Town Hall, Leicester ... „ 5
India Office, S.W.— Goods Locomotives -. The Director-General of Stores. India Office, Whitehall. S.W. „ 5
Maida Vale. W.— Steam Turbines St. Marjlebone Borough Council H. T. A. Ch'dgr y. Archt.. Charing Cross Chambers, Duke-st.,W.C. „ 6
Rochdale—Greenhouse Boiler Corporation S. S. Piatt. Borough Surveyor. Town Hall, Rochdale „ 6
Penrith—Purifiers Urban District Council George Wainwright. Clerk. Public Offices, Penrith „ 6
Dulwich, S.E.— Artesian Well at Workhouse Inflimaiy St. Giles. Camberwell. Guardians W. M. Binny. A.M.I.C.E, 53, Victoria-street. S.W „ S
Littlehampton—Water Mains Urban District Council H. Howard. Surveyor. F.S.L. Town Offices, Littlehampton „ 6
Oldham— Plant Corporation Gasworks Committee .. A. Andrew. Gaa Offices, Oldham „ 6
Birmineham-Widening Aston-road Bridge Corporation J. Price, M.I C.E. , City Engineer, Council House, Birmingham ... ,, 6
Maida Vale, W.—Steam Generating Plant St. Maryltbone Borough Council H, T. A. Chidgey. Archt., Charing Cross Chambers, Duke-st.,W.C. ,, 6
Amsterdam- Charging Sluice Gates North Holland Provincial Council ... Cleef Bros , The Hague. Amsterdam „ 7
Edinburgh—Bridge over Union Canal Roads Department J. Proudfoot, City Road Surveyor. City Chambers, Edinburgh ,, 7
Nairn— Bridge Woiks at Howford County Council P. M'Farlane Cram, C.E., Road Surveyor, Albert-road, Nairn „ 9
Kendal— Rebuilding Bridge ., South Westmoreland R.D.C G. B. Atkinson. Jasmine Cottage, Milnthorpe „ 9
Carrick-on-Shannon- Pumping Engine Waterworks Committee The Secretaiy. Waterworks Committee. Carrick-on-Shannon „ 11
Newark—Water Mains i9.7(0yards^ Rural District Council H. Walker and Son. A.MM.LC.E., Albion Chambers, Nottingham „ 11
Cateibam-Eaths. Arc, Administration Block at Asylum Metropolitan Asylums Board W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E., Eng.-in-C. Embankment, B.C. ,. 12
London, E.C -Rolling Stock South Indian Railway Co., Ltd H. W. Notman, Managing Director, o5, Gracechurch-st., E.C 12
Kjngsland, N E.-Rf constructing Bridge carrjing High-st. ... London County Council M. Fitzmaurice. C.M.G., County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W ,, 12
Deiby -Pumping Machinery Corporation James Mansergh and Sons, Engineers, o, Victoria-street, S.W ,, 13
Alexandria, Eg5pt— Remodelling Lock Gates The Inspector of Irrigation Third Circle, Alexandria „ 18
Settle- Reservoir Rural District Council T. A. Foxcroft. Town Hall. Settle ,. IS
Aston Manor-Pipework Corporation T. G. Ballard. Electricity Works, Chester-street. Aston „ 18
Trowbridge- Gas-Producing Plant Urban District Council W. H. Stanley. A.M.I.C.E.. Market House Chambers, Trowbridge. „ 18
Hapten- Reservoir J. Diggle and Son, Civil Engineers. Hind Hill-street, Heywood , IS
Coventiy-Gasholder and Water-Cooling Tanks Gaa Committee Fletcher W. Stevenson, Engimer. Ga-^ Works, Coventry „ IS-

Cork— Engine and Boiler Barbour Commipsionei-s J. Price, M.I.C.E , Harbour Engineer's Office, Lapp's Quay. Cork „ 19
Brussels- Railway from Huccorgne to Vinalmont Chemins de Fer Vicinaux The Bureaux de la Socit'-tt- des Chemins de Fer Vicinaux, Bruxelles „ 19
Turnu-Magurele, Roumania—Harbour Works .. The MinistC'i-e des Travaux Publics. Bucharest .. „ 24
Avonmouth— Hydraulic Machinery, Royal Edward Dock Docks Committee W. W. Squire, Engineer, Cumberland-road, Bristol ,, 25
Belfast— Caisson Haibour Commissioners G. F. L. Giles, Engineer, Harbour Office, Belfast „ 25'

Johannesburg— Steelwork for Car-shed and Bridge Council Mordey and Dawbarn, Engineer. 82. Victoria-street. S.W „ 29
Calcutta—Water-meter Testing Apparatus Corporation Fred Gainsford. Secretary. 2, Municipal Office-street, Calcutta Aug. 1

Pardubitz— Waterworks The Burgermeisterant. Parcubitz, Bohemia ,, 1

Haiphong—Hauling Slip The Com. Intel. Branch, Board of Trade, 73, Basinghall-street,E.C. „ 7
Hull-Steel Dock Gates at Central Dry Dock G. K. Waghorn. Contractors' Office. Humber-street. Hull —
Birmingham— Reconstructing Friday Bridge Corporation J. Price, M.I.C.E., City Engineer, Council House, Birmingham ...

—

FENOINO AND WALIiS.
Chester-le-Street-Alterations to Cemetery Walls Burials Joint Crmmittee The Superintendent's Office, Ropery-lane, Chester-le-Street. July 4

St. Albans— Fencing and Gates at Napsbury Asylum Visiting Committee W. G. Austin. Clerk, Guildhall, Westminster , 4
Chiswick, W.—Wall at Sewage Works Urban District Council John Barclav, Surveyor, Town Hall, Chiswick, W
Keighley—Fence Wall, Arctic-street Corporation W. H. Hopkinsnn. A.M.I.C.E.. Borough Engineer, Keighley
Gosforth- Stone Wall at City Asylum Visiting Committee The Clerk of Asylum, Newcastle-on-Tyne
Coventry—Retaining Wall (40O yards) Gas Committee Fletcher W. Stevenson. Engineer, Gas Works, Coventry
LiTerpool-Unclin.bable Iron Fencing (136 yards) Select Vestry H. J. Bagger, Vestry Clerk, Parish Offices, Brownlow Hill

FXTBNITURB AND FITTINGS.
Uandefeilog- Reseating CM. Chapel D. Jones, The Post Office, Llandefeilog, Kidwelly July 2
Southampton—Desks Education Committee J. Cruickshank, Secretary, Education Offices, Southampton ,, 2
Newton Abbot—Windows at Marlborough Villa S. Segar, Architect, Union-street, Newton Abbot .> 2.
Lancaster—Window Guards Asylum Visiting Committee J. T. Cheetham. Clerk and Steward, Lancaster „ 4
Clitheroe—Furnishing Free Library Corporation S. Butterworth and Duncan, F.R. and B.R., Rochdale „ 5
WestHartlepool-Fijeguards Education Committee J. Robson Smith, Education Office. Park-road. West Hartlepool 6
Cork—Benches at St. Patrick's Church Samuel F. Hynes, F.R.I.B.A., 21, South Mall, Cork —

PAINTING.
Carlow, Ireland- Gates County Council The Secretary. Court House. Carlow July
Leicester— Passenger Station Midlaiid Railway Co The Company's Architect, Cavendish House, Derby
Craigleith and Craiglockhart—Poorhousea Edinburgh Parish Council A. Ferrier. Clerk Council Chimbers, Castle-terrace, Ediubui^h ...

Radlett, Elstree, and Mill Hill -Stations, &c Midland Knilway Co The Company's Architect. Cavendi;*h House, Derby
Swinton -Schools R iwmarsh Education Sub-Com S. Marshall, Divisional Clerk, Swiatou, Rotherham
Hemel Hempstead and St. Albans—Stations. &c Midland Railway Co The Company's Architect, Cavendish House, Derby
Newatk -Interior of Wesleyan Schools. Guildhall-street Education Committee The Surveyor, Town Hall. Newark
Chiltern Green and Redbouine— Stations, &c Midland Railway Co The Company's Architect Cavendish House, Derby
Dorchester- No. 1,% Souih-street _ Conservative Club F. T. Maltby. Aixintect. Dorchester
Keighley- Bandstands, &c.. Victoria Park Corporation W. H. Hopkmson, A.M.I.C.E . Borough Engineer, Keighley
Elgin -Markets and Corn Exchange Markets Committee W- Chappie Edduwes. Borough Surveyor, Elgin
Menston- Two Villas ;, W. C. Atkinson. Architect, 1. Ivegate. Bradford
Halifax— Couccil Schools Education Committee J. Lord. C.E., Borough Engineer, Town Hall. Halifax
Limehouse— Redecorating Public Library Stepney Borough Council M. W. Jameson, Boro' Eng., 15, Great AIie-^treet, Whitechapel ...

Salford - Schools Education Committee L. C. Evans, Town ClerK, Town Hall, Saltord
Pontypool— Schools Trevtthin School Board Henrv Bythway, Clerk, Pontyponl --•

Hand»worth- Schools Education Committee T. H. Moon Secretary, Education Offices, Soho-hill. Handafforth ..

Edenkillie- Parish Church John Wittet, Architect. Elgin
Tipton -Schools Urban District Council E. Richards, Secretary. Education Offices, Owen-street, Tipton
Chiheroe— Free Library Coiporation S. Butterworth and Duncan, F.R. and B.R., Rochdale
Leyton—Schools Urban District Council W. Jacques, A.R.LB.A., 2, Fen-court, Fenchurch-street, E.C
Thomhill— Six Cottages H. Brier, Architect. Savile Town. Dewsbury
Chiswick, W.—Hogarth Boys' and Glebe Infants' School Urban District Council John Baichiy, Surveyor, Town Hall, Chiswick, W
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ACCESSORIES TC BUILDIXG.

OWING to the development of building in

many directions and the complexities

of the modern architect's work, his attention

to other subsidiary duties of his profession

has been neglected. He is now very seldom
•consulted about anything outside his imme-
diate province, although thei'e are branches
very closely allied with his art, or are

really accessory to his designs. At one
period the architect was intrusted not
only with the sculptural embellishment
and decoration of his own building, but
also with the external features and ad-
juncts to it in the shape of garden
arrangement, seats, conservatories, rustic

buildings, arbours, and the like. These
features have now passed into the hands of

manufacturing firms and specialists, who
have often no architectural training, and
introduce arrangements and structures quite

out of harmony with the building. Is it not
time that the profession should again assert

its claim to those arts r" Of late there have
been a few indications of a desire on their

part to be associated with them. A few of

our leading men—like Messrs. Aston AVebb,
E.A., Norman Shaw, Ernest George, and
others we could name—have taken a special

interest in garden accessories, decoration,

furniture, metalwork, and other crafts ; and
this desire has been welcomed by the
appreciative part of the public. We have
clear evidence of a general " Icvelling-

ap " to a higher standard of taste in

these matters. There is a sense of the

value of the guilds of crafts, of brotherhoods
iu art work, that is helpful in thecause. Half a
entury ago there was an aloofness about these

things. Tae profession looked rather askance,
if not disdainfullj', on sculptors, decora-

tive artists, modellers, and carvers, as if they
had no share in architecture ; but this feeling

has changed of late years. Three accessorial

accompaniments of architecture have claims
of a high order. The fir.st is the landscape as

a setting to buildings, the second is the ac-

companiment of sculpture, the third internal

decoration. We are bound to admit that
each of these arts has an intimate relation to

architecture, that each in fact is comple-
mental to architecture. For instance, in

regard to the first, landscape or environ-
?uent, cno can hardly imagine a really archi-
tectural building placed on a dull plain or

desert of sand, or on a desolate moorland
vithout a sense of loss or grotesqueness in

- iich a connoctiotf—a clear proof that a build-
ing of any architect\iral pretensions requires
a surrounding that will harmonise with or
form a pleasmg contrast with its features.

We all know the value of background in
portraiture or painting : a building demands
quite as much a background of scenery or
other surroundings, and thoso surroundings
or landscapes ought to harmonise with, or
form an agreeable contrast to, the build-
ing. I'erhaps the most satisfactory setting
liir a building of irregular plan and
features is a wooded landscape, with
rounded masses of foliage and undula-
ting ground. A Classic mansion, in which
the horizontal linos predominated, would bo
doubtfully situated in a rugged landscape
with trees of the hr tril)e. Such a landscape
would best suit a building in which strongly
vertical foature-s are found, and the castel-
lated class of edifice has generally been
.-issociated with this rugged and hilly scenery.
IJut it would bo unsafe to lay down any
definite rulo on such a ba>i3. A contrast
between the house and its surroundings may

sometimes impart a dignity, as in the case

of a spacious Classic building of level lines

built on a plate lu on a hillside or backed by
hills. Italian villages often show this kind
of contrast. Hills clad with cypresses are

associated with buildings of Classic design

with flat roofs, though now and then we
may see a campanile or cupola break-
ing the rigidity of the roof lines. Those who
have written on the subject of landscape
gardening have generally been more or less

professional gardeners, and their opinions

are rather biassed in favour of considering the

landscape first, and of making the sur-

roundings adapt themselves to the house
by forming the ground, cutting down
or planting trees. The architect, on the

other hand, thinks that the plan and style

of his building should be made as far as

possible to agree with the landscape—a more
rational principle ; for we cannot make a land-
scape or alter its characterin a day ; though we
can make our buildings to adapt themselves to

a site, and this is all that our leading men in

the profession endeavour to do. They would
never think of building a town or suburban
residence in, say. Classic, in a wild rugged
situation, or a Gothic Media-val house in a

town street. But there are many mistakes

committed of this kind. Who has not seen a

brick and half-timbered house with project-

ing gables of quite !Mediieval appearance in

a suburban row of neat villas with trimmed
gardens, or even in a street of modern shops ?

We see such anomalies in, many modernised
suburbs, like Croj'don or Streatham ; or

the Classic or Renaissance villa is erected

in a rugged country road with nothing in

harmony with it. The mixture of modern
Classic and Mediccvalised Gothic in a street

is often a burlesque of modern architectural

taste. The association of landscape with
architecture was a favourite theme of

the profession during the 17th and 18th

centuries. Large country estates were laid

out for the nobility and gentry on principles

of landscape gardening, which borrowed a
great deal from Italian and French models.

There was a general desire to introduce the

Italian or Dutch stj-le into architecture and
gardening, and during the latter part of the

17th century the architect was supreme over
house and grounds. During the following

century the separation of the architect and
landscape architect began. The former was
restricted to the house, while the grounds
began to be designed by professional experts

or landscape gardeners, who in their turn
ridiculed the traditional style and created a

taste of their own. The two arts were
thus separated, and those who practised

them worked antagonistically. Repton, the

founder of " English landscape school."

speaks of the absolute importance of the

landscape gardener to have a good know-
ledge of architecture from actual experience

of the many failures of the attempt to im-
prove or embelhsh scenery by ornamental
buildings. As between architecture and
sculpture there was here a divergence quite

inimical to success. Tho landscape gardener
accepted Repton's view that his profes-

sion should have no share in the design

of tho house ; but in tho style and general

arrangements, location of the house and
grounds, his plan should be followed, for ho
says ; "To ray profession belongs chiefly tho

external part of architecture, or a knowledge
of tho effect of buildings on tho surrounding
landscape." AVo doubt whether every archi-

tect agrees to this division, though in these

days of specialism it may bo desirable ; but
if wo recognise tho landscape architect's

function, wo should insist upon his co-

operation w'ith tho architect. An American
anhitectural writer forcibly draws atten-

tion to tho importance of recognising land-

scape architecture. He says: "Landscape
architecture has become a force in the

artistic progress of modern life which
cannot be ignored. And tho question which

arises is : Inasmuch as the two professions

are so closely allied—in fact, so inseparably

involved, inasmuch as they, taken together

or separately, are practically responsible for

the beautifying of both country and city life—

•

is it not better that all animosities or rivalry

between the two should be barred, and re-

placed by a broad-minded endeavour to

consolidate and harmonise the two interests ?
"

And he does so partly because he sees that

the taste of the architect is for that class of

work which landscape artists have always
slighted—the formal architectural garden;
and he looks forward to the time when the

formal garden may be a permanent feature

in all landscape architectural work. He says

:

"There is but one style of garden—the formal
garden—and no garden is perfect without its

architectural setting." In the 18th century
the taste in England was largely influenced

by the natural landscape, as a sort of reaction

from the geometrical Italian garden style

that had pi'eviously been in vogue. So the

separation between the two professions

formerly united has been to accentuate

differences in the treatment of landscape, the

evil results of which are seen in many of the

parks which have been dealt with by pro-

fessional landscape gardeners. There are

extremes to be avoided ; the architect

can bring his building into touch with the

landscape, or he may, by too rigid a contrast-

ing treatment, by introducing straight and
formal features in the immediate precincts of

the building, create a discord.

In America the landscape architect is

generally a specialist. Where such a large

space as that of the Central Park in

New York is concerned, there is no ques-

tion ; the landscape specialist is called

in. He in his general scheme determines

the position and sites for public buildings,

statuarj', and monumental .sculpture. Ttio

design of the whole is in his hands. In this

country the architect of the building has
much the same opportunity if he only cares

to use it. He can hx upon the site of the

house, outbuildings, stable, kitchen, and
flower gardens, the approaches and walks, the

levels of the building determine the terraces,

summer-houses, and the masses or clumps of

trees. These are the units of treatment in

aU sites. We believe he can generally in-

fluence the client in these matters before any
gardening specialist is called in. In tho

suggestive remarks by Mr. E. (xuy Dawber
in his contribution to the " British House of

To-Day," we noticed lately, the author

remarks .that "for many years houses

have suffered, in that they have been

divorced from the gardens, which generally

have been laid out in a manner entirely

apart from any scheme the aichiteot had in

view." He says truly, the general disposal

of the gardens and the planning of the

accessories are essentially part of an archi-

tect's work, and it is because the architect

has allowed tho so-called landscape gardeners

to usurp his position that this alliance has

been broken.

The idea of bringing gardening into lino

with art is the natural and only reasonable

ono. Yet there seems to be some hesitation

about it in tho minds of so-called " land-

scape gardeners," who believe the most
artistic gardening consists in reproducing

"uncultivated nature" and ignoring tho

house. Others believe in tho " formal

garden," with its cut and sliapod trees, or

the " geometrical " garden, each in its way
good, but jiositivoly narmful when carried to

extreme. l''ormality is often desirable in the

planning of a flower garden next tho house;

but its formal linos need not govern tho

masses of tlio shrubs or flowers by arranging

theni in all manner of patterns. Thoso nro

necessary conditions to good taste in garden

design, lliough very often viol.ated. Ono
extreme or the other aooms to have taken a

hold of tho writers on this subject, who either

advocate "uncultivated nature'' or the
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" formiil '' garden as the ideal. Xature
must not wholly be banished from the

garden. How is "the architect, who ought to

be able to advise on the arrangement of the

garden and approncbes, to proceed r He, at

least, ought to be able to determine the levels

and approaches to the house or building, the

inclosures for shelter or privacy to shut off

any undesirable view or wind, the dividing

lines of falling gradients, better than any
gardener. In most c&,ses it will be found
that the natural conformation of the site is

best to follow, though we can improve it by
removing unsightly ridges, bants, or other
disfigurements. If a terrace is to be formed
as on hilly or steej) sites, the architect is the
only person who ought to be able to arrange
it, for he knows where his main front and
reception-rooms will be placed, and the
length and width of level base required for

his purpose.
From the gardener's point of view there is

something also to be said. Mr. W. Eobinson,
F.L.S., in his little work on " Cfarden Hesign
and Architect's Gardens," makes some useful
remarks, especially in relation to the formal
garden. He shows the artist's dislike to the
formal garden, though there are plenty of sucti

gardens about, and he instances the beautiful
cottage gardens in Surrey and Kent. " It

is the absence of pretentious ' plan ' in the
cottage garden which lets the flowers tell their

tale direct, the simple walks going where
they are wanted, flowers not set in patterns,

&o."' The charm of a garden may be realised

without sacrifice of the picturesque. We
believe the lawn is a beautiful feature in the
English garden, as the terrace is to the
garden on the steep hills. This writer says :

"We should see the flowers and feel the
beauty of plant forms with only the simplest
possible plans to insure good working, and
every scrap of land wanted for play or lawn."
This writer takes to task Mr. Blomfield in
" The Formal Garden," who rejects Sir C.

Barr3-'s idea that the garden was to become
less and less formal till it melted away into the
park. The adherents of the formal garden
think that the garden should be " avoir edly
separated from the adjacent country by a clean
boundary line, a good high wall for choice";
to this !Mr. Eobinson remarks :

" Would
anyone put this high wall in front of Gilbeit
White's house at Selborne, or of ( folder's

Ilill at Hampstead, or many English houses,
.vhere the erection of a high wall would cut off

the landscape !" " Again, the author of " The
FoiTual Garden" refers to the custom of

planting avenues and cutting straight lines

through woods surrounding the house to

radiate in all directions, which he says was a
' departure from that logical system which
separated the garden from the park, and left

the latter to take care of itself—a system
which frankly subordinated Xature to art
within the garden wall, but in return gave
Xature an absolutely free hand outside."
From this remark we see that while the
formalist in gardening would separate the
garden from the outside landscape by a hard
and fast line, the landscape gardener would
try to mitigate the line by gradually merging
the artificial and conventional treatment
round the house into the natural scenery.
We will not go into the old dispute about
clijjped limes and yew-trees, so favourite an
expedient of the formalist. As the yew tree
is most beautiful in its form of growth,
it seems almost a monstrosity to see
it clipped into all kinds of grotesque
forms, and we think the landscapist has the
best of the argument. Even the authors of

"The Formal Garden" admit the absurdity
of rows of statues introduced from the
French, intricate parterres from garden
pattern books. It is needless to enter into
the arguments used by both these extreme

E
artisans. Up to a certain extent they are
oth right. The natural landscapist is reason-

able so long as he does not allow uncultivated
nature to overstep the boundaries of the

architect's province, and the formalist may
be tolerated in artificial arrangements if he
does not permit them to become ridiculous.

The authors of "The Formal Garden" insist

that it should be confined within "strong
boundary lines,'' as the only garden pos-
sible

; and this is a view that would limit
the term to an inclosed space surrounded by
walls. Xo doubt the garden was so once,
when it was confined with.n the limits of a
castle or foitress; but we now apply the
term to a less restricted area of ground which
has been laid out and planted with flowers
and smaller trees.

In many of the old mansions and houses
like that at Parham, near Arundel, the
geometrical or formal garden is seen con-
fined between the wings and a low wall
in front. It is certainly not always clear
what the landscape gardener means by
the "natural" style. According to some, it

may mean anything that is irregular, or
picturesque with no order, balanced or
definite lines ; but this is not a fair interpre-
tation to be put on tho word " natural,"
which more properly means a study of Xature
in her best moods, not the accidental and the
freakish or ugly. There are many fine

examples of parks which are open for study
on these principles. We have the London
parks, the Botanic Gardens in the Eegent's
Park designed by the late Robert Marnook,
and Battersea Park. AYe have the gardens
at Montacute, Brympton, the old English
garden of Levens Hall. We have the gardens
and terraced houses and castles like Haddon
and Norfolk Castle ; then we have the
examples of Ijongleat, <_'ompton-Wynyates.
In France there is the Grand Trianon, Ver-
sailles, the I'arc Monceau, Buttes Chaumont
—Paris well - known instances. Certain
principles of design are made the rallying
points of opposite theories. Those who
advocate the formal style point out a fact

which has often been the stumbling block of

the landscape gardener. They saj- Xature
prefers a curved to a straight line, and it is

thereby inferred that all the lines in a
garden should be curved—a rule which,
if carried out, would conflict with all

gardens in which terraces and straight paths
are necessary, especially near the house.
Again we hear it said there is " no line in

nature." We do not deny it in the sense
of fce abstraction we call a line. But
wherever profiles and surfaces meet or inter-

sect, such as those of hills and valleys, there
are undoubtedly lines or profiles it we like

so to call them. Mr. Sedding, referring to

this subject, sarcastically observes on this

point: "For the landscape style does not
countenance a straight line, or a terrace, or
any architectural form or symmetrical beds
about the house; a principle which if followed
would have robbed us of all the noblest
garden accessories and landscape settings to

our buildings." These axioms must not be
too rigidly enforced. The straight and sym-
metrical lines of a building require to be
reflected or echoed as it were, in the im-
mediate surroundings, or we should have
the anomalies of buiklings rising abruptly
out of the uncultivated wood or forest, or

from a flat lawn without any preparation or
gradation. V,'e had intended to have re-

ferred to the two other great accompaniments
having equal claims on the architect's atten-
tion — sculpture and decoration ; but we
must defer them to another occasion.

TECHXICAL IXSTEUCTIOX AXD ITS
EESULTS.

TECHNICAL education has at least raised

the standard of the various industries

which it was intended to improve. The
objects and methods which the executive com-
mittee appointed by the City Corporation and
Livery Companies so long ago as 1S7G sought
to undertake, have not been all accomplished.

In this work much was duo to the personality

and ability of the deputy-chairman, the late

Sir Frederick liramwell. The fh-st thing to

do was to define technical instruction as a
branch of education. In IsTS the report of

the Livery Companies' committee defined the

extent of technical education in words
which have been generally endorsed. Ex-
cept in the introduction of a new industry,

or tho revival of an old one, the com-
mittee thought " the Companies should
not endeavour to effect this improve-
ment by teaching the workman to be
more expert in his hanlicraft, as in their

judgment this form of improvement is one
which must be derived from greater

assiduity in the workshop, and from longer

practice therein. ' according to whichopinion
they (onbidered technical education could be
better promoted by giving to those employed
in manufactures a knowledge of the scientific

or artistic principle upon which the manufac-
ture may depend. The same view is expressed

in the 1?. chnical Instruction Act, 1SS9, and
runs: " In this Act the expression 'techni-

cal instruction ' shall mean instruction in the

principles of science and art applicable to

industries, and in the application of special

branches of science to specific industries

or employments. It shall not include

teaching the practice of any trade or

industrj- or employment." This view of

the position has been found to be correct, and
to be in accordance with the desire and
feelings of the working classes themselves,

for if it had been proposed to improve the

teaching of the vaiious trades, an incal-

culable harm would have been inflicted on
the trades and the system of apprenticeship,

which to a large extent would have been
superseded by the technical school methods.

Towards the developmmt and efficiency of

technical education, the Act for extending
and adopting the Education Act, 1902, to

London, has been most useful. This Act
came lately into operation. By it the new
Education Committee took the place of

the School Board for London and the

Technical Education Board of the London
ti'ounty Council. The report of the

Council to the members of the City and
Guilds of London Institute refers to many
facts in the development of this subject

and the constitution of the Education
Authority. In many of the schools the

modelling and drawing departments form an
important feature in the training. Com-
petitions are organised for specific objects

and for sketch-club exercises, and these latter

are of great value to those students who wish

to develop and call into play their ability to

sketch. Those who have been past students

in the school, and have risen to eminence as

artists, contribute their aid by judging the

results and making their own remarks on the

merits and faults of the students' work.

Thus it is recorded in the reports before us

that many sculptors, designers, and painter.s

visited the South London School, among them
being the well-known names of Mr. Solomon J

.

Solomon, A.E.A..Mr. George Frampton, E.A.,

Mr. Byam Shaw, Mr. Creo. C. Haite, R.I., Mr,

Lee Ilankey, E.I.. Mr. Colton, A.E.A. The
removal of the age limit imposed by the

Eoyal Academy some years ago has been

effected through the representation of the

Institute of the City and Guilds. Many
students of modelling have been excluded by
the age limit, a few of them promising

students of art ; and, what is worse, the art

of sculpture in its relation to architecture has

been checked to some extent thereby. The
subject of house decoration is referred to by
the superintendent of studies of the South

London School, by which it will be seen that

many of the older men are engaged on statues

and sculptural work for public buildings, as

in the new municipal buildings at Cardiff and

Bradford ; other students are engaged in the

s'lrdios of eminent sculptors, and in archi-

tectural work. The new rules of the Eoyal
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Academy schools demand a high degree of

proficiency in figure draughtsmanship io those

now applying for admission to their schools for

sculpture. We will not here refer to the de-

partment of technolog}', the number of

students in classes on this subject being over

41,000. According to a table of separate

subjects, a decrease is shown in some
subjects ; but in sta]de industries, such as

cotton manufactures, mechanical and elec-

trical engineering, and in branches of the

building trades there are increases. Electric

lighting- shows the largest number of can-

didates, in which 1,770 candidates were ex-
amined, of whom 330 came up for the
practical test in wiremen's work. In carpentry
and joinery there were 1,7-19 candidates ; in

plumbers work l,-i79. lu general the
progress has been pretty well sustained in

face of many drawbacks—such as the want of

technical classes.

From the reports of the examiners it

appears that whilst there is a distinct

improvement in the general character of the
work presented, the most evident faults in

the written parts of the examinations " are
due to defective school training and to the
candidates' imperfect knowledge of the
elements of physical science and of drawing,
and to their inability to express their ideas
in written language. This is the general
burden of the complaint.'' These are well-
giounded remarks. It is not unusual to find

a clever craftsman or even draughtsman
incapable of explaining the reasons that -have
prompted him in his works. lie seems to

have a mere instinctive feeling for his work.
The building tradesman one meets on build-
ings and workshops is singularly deficient
in the commonest elements of science as
applied to his craft, and to any ordi-
nary knowledge that should have been
learned in an elementary school. Until he
is capable of grasping the fundamental
principles of his trade, all he does is of a
more or less empirical kind, and he cannot
advance beyond a certain point. Those who
answer questions set in the examinations on
these subjects exhibit also a curious misuse
of language, a want of power to express what
they mean; their spelling is often shamefully
at fault, and they do not really study the
questions put to them. All this is mainly
owing to the imperfect elementary edu-
cation theyhave received, .'^o.astheex.aminers
point out, a large percentage of failuresm these
lireliminary examinations is owing to the
unprepared condition of the candidates on
commencing their technological instruc-
tion. A fair standard of mental train-
ing, indeed, lies at the bottom of the
failure to perceive the real meaning of the
subjects. And it is also true that students
whose elementary education is defective can-
not be expected to benefit by the higher in-
struction given in mathematics, science, and
literary, commercial or technical subjects, and
often waste their own and others' time. It is

needless to go through tho analysis of results
given in

_
tho reports, ^Vo notice that in

plumbers' work there is an imjirovement, tho
percentage of failures having fallen from ,j(i-i

to oI-3, but tho rudimentary principles of
science underlying plumbing are imper-
fectly learned, and support what wo have
just said. Tho inaugural address of tho
Session of tho Institute by Sir Guilford
Molesworth, K.O.I.E., last year, contained
a few useful observations on tho best
course for entering the profession of the
engineer. From tho importance of a good,
sound mathematical education, followed
by workshop training, few will bo dis-
posed to dissent, and Sir Guilford Moles-
worth's reference to Professor Unwiii ap-
pointment to tho Profossor.ship of Civil and
iVIechanical Engineering by tho Institute on
tho opening of the UoUogo in LsSI, and his
successful efforts to organise and develop a
systematic course of college training, was
a very appropriate instance of the value of

workshop apprenticeship—that gentleman
having been trained in the workshops of the

late Sir William Fairbairn. Useful work-
shop experience, however, is not to be gained

by lounging about workshops and watching

the workmen. It can only be acquired by
personal " working with a definite end and
aim, keeping workmen's hours, and perform-

ing tasks which have to pass the scrutiny

of the foreman and stand the test of

actual work." This remark may well

be considered by all who attend technical

workshops and classes, and who have
to prepare specimens of carpenters' and
joiners' work, like roofs and domes, stair-

cases and sashes, steam-engines, and tho

like. These ideal exercises are useful as

models, but they have not the value of an
actual piece of carpentry or joinery or

machine-making, which has been ordered and
specified for a real building or engine, and
which has to be turned out under certain

conditions and restrictions to pass the fore-

man or architect. The one is an idealised

piece of work or copy, like an academy
drawing of a building ; the other brings into

operation the skill and practical tact of the

workman. It is very aptly said : It is easy
for one who has had a workshop training

to become a civil engineer ; but it is

almost impossible for a civil engineer who
has not had such a training to be-

come a mechanical engineer. A few
useful remarks are given as to work-
shop training, and what it really means.
The theoretical training of the civil engineer
and, we may add, that of the architect is

often deficient ; both should combine the

practical, which can only be done by " climb-
ing the ladder step by step." For the
engineer the lower grades are essential, and
the architect may well follow the advice Sir

Guilford quotes from John Stuart Mill, who
wrote :

" One of the peculiarities of modern
times, the separation of theory from practice,

of the studies of the closet from the outward
business of the world has given a wrong
bias to the ideas and feelings, both of the
student and the man of business. Thore is

almost always room for a modest doubt as to

our practical conclusions." As Sir Guilford
Molesworth observes, it is a false assumption
that says theory and practice do not agree.

Tho real truth is that the theory has been
incomplete, and that in its application

certain necessary factors have been omitted
which oiu only be supplied by practice.

Mathematics is a good servant, but a bad
master."

KOGK X.\MES FOR QUARRY
OWNERS.—HI.

FLUOR SPAR, "Blue.rohn," Calcium Fluoride
(C'aFj). Called " fluor " spar from being

used as a llux. It forms a veia in th^ Carbonifer-

ous I-iimestone of a mine neir Cdstleton in

Derbyshire. The colour is usually violet; yellow
is also common ; sometimes it U found of various

shades of green , and rarely rose red or crimson
red. liaforo the blowpipe it fuses into an enamel
alter decrepitation. Fluor spar is a favourite

material for the purely decorative work of modern
Aledi.-eval tombs, pulpits, &c., where it is used in

turned lens-shaped bosses, from tin. to 3in. in

diameter. It takes a high polish, and is some-
times transparent. Though thi.s mineral is most
abundant in Derbyshire, where it constitutes tho

giingue of the lead veins, and very commonly
act'ompanies lead ores, partii-alarly galena, it is

also found in NorthumberbinJ, (.'umborland,

Durham, '^'orkshirrf, and in Cornwall, where tho

veins traverse nuu-h older rocks than tho Car-
boniferous Limestone. In Ireland it is found in

Dalki-y granite, so that it is really an abundant
mineral, though choice specimens for colour and
transparency are by no means common. It need
scarcely bo said that lluor (.par is never found in

ri)(-k masses or beds, like other water-formed rocks.

When cryst'dlised, the texturd is foliated ; but
'

the compact variiitios arc t^anular, tho fr.ictiiro

being euni-hoid-d like Hint. Ii,ir,^t . \ vovk

having the sam'- mineral constituents as granite,
|

and showing a more or less stratified or piniUel
]

arrangement of them. The structure results

from sedimentary deposition, and it was origin-

ally a laminated, mechanically-formed rock,
though its minerals are now broken, indistinct,

and confusedly aggregated. The word " gneiss,"
or " gneuss," is the name given by Saxon miners
to the rock in which they find most of their

' mineral veins. When Werner described this

rock, he adopted the name by which it was
alread}' so well known, as ilantell took the name
of " Paramoudra '

' from an Irish guide in Antrim
to signify the peculiar mushroom-shaped flints

in the chalk of that county. The occurrence
of gneisses, which are only coarsely-developed
schists, is due to the action of earth-movement
in crystallised igneous rocks ; but they do not
split like schists, for they contain knots and
compact bands of felspar, which evidently

existed before the alteration of the rock mass.
There are various forms of gneiss, but they
have little interest for the architect or builder.

The gneiss which is found to be such a good
weather-stone in New York is probably a meta-
morphosed iotrusive granite ; but such a stone
must be hard to work into dressings of any kind,
for the grain lying along the planes of foliation

and never across them, must induce a tearing up
or fretting of the material when it is dressed on
two or more faces. There is, however, no reason
why gneiss should not be used for walling, quoins,
and heavy engineering work which does not
require much fine banker labour. Gneiss is very
common along the Dee in Aberdeenshire, where
it covers the granite of the district. Several of

the Western Islands of Scotland consist of gneiss,

and it is also found in Ireland along the margin
of the Leinster and other granites. The great

difference between granite and gneiss is that in

the former the crystals are dis'inct and entire ; in

gneiss they are indistinct and confusedly aggre-
gated. Grniiite: A holo -crystalline aggregate of

quartz, felspar and mica, the chemical com-
position of the rock varying with its mineral
contents. Orthoclase : or potash felspar, is

the principal constituent of most granites: it

varies in colour from dead white to flesh

red. In porphyritic- granite the crystals of

felspar attain a length of several inches, and the
colour of the felspir generally determines that of

the granite. The pink felspar of Shap granite ij

as well known as tho white felspar of Cornish
granite, especially in the porph}ritic varieties

The quartz in granite always tills up the inter-

stititial spaces between the felspar and mica,

showing that it crystallised last ; and this fact

has given rise to much discussion as U' the origin

of granite, for quartz is its most infusible com-
ponent, and it should have crystallised first in

this slowly-cooling magma. It was a', one time

thought that granite was the primitive rock or

substratum of all other rocks ; but there are

chemic il and mineralogical reasons for believing

that granite is of sudiment.ary orii;iil, as the

I
quartz which it contains can only I ave been

ganerated by aqueous agencies, ani at low

temperatures. (;r.anito heated to rolness in

presence of from .') per cent, to 10 percent, of

wa'er liquefies, the fusion being both aquesus

and igneous, so that its origin s ill remain) an

open question, the majority inclining to the

belief that it is a metamorphosed aqueous

rock.

No less than 4J accessory miner.ils occur in

granite, and tho many varieties of that rjck

are founded on the jirosenco of these. Granite

veins thrown oil from a main m-iss, and
which ar3 found traversing sodimentary rocks,

are generally supposed to be the resilt of some
process of injection ; but there is reason for

believing thtt they are concretionary and of

a(pieous origin. (Jranito is supposed by most
architects to be a weather stone of undoubted
r|uality—a belief founded on a kno vledge of its

rofrai-tory nature and the dilliculty experienced

in working it ; but some granites are no better

weather stones than many of tho softer colites :

homo they should bo as carefully selected as

other building stones. Tho opinion of a working
mason will ba more valuiMc as to the lasting

ipiiilitios of a granite which ho Iris worked and is

familiar with, than that of any chemist, (liry-

ir.1,1;,', usually dofinml as a greenish grey

felspathic tlagsy grits'one, common in rocks

now known as Sdurian and Cimhrian, is a name
u.sed by •iorman minora for certain rocks con-

taining met illiforous veins ; it is obsolete in this

country, Imt it may bo found in tho books of tho

older geolo:{ist3 'I'liis (!ri!ywn-kc was n peculiar

rock tticording to the descriptions given of it, tor
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it was sometimes a fine sandstone, the fragments practically alike in chemical composition. In
of which were cemented together with clay slate ; ! granite there is ahout 73 per cent, of silica, and
it was also a coarse conglomerate, and a lime- I in pumice 69 per cent. ; the next important con-
stone, whole mountains being formed of it. Up stituent is alumina, of which thtre is 15 per cent,
to 1S3G all the sedimentary rocks below the Coal ' in granite and H per cent, in pumice. Various
were classed together by geologists as Grey- ,' proportions of potash, soda, lime, magnesia, and
wacko, and this " formation " actually included oxide of iron are common to both ; in fact there is

the locks now defined as (JId Red Sandstone,
,

not a mineral found in one that is not found in
Silurian, Cambrian, and pre-Cambrian, the true the other. Lava is not always ejected from the
succession of these not having been established at crater of a volcano : it sometimes wells up to the
that time. Gypsum : Hydrous sulphate of lime surface through fisjures or cracks in the earth's
(see "Alabaster," Biilding News, June 24, crust. The whole of the county of Antrim in
1904, page 900), when roasted or "boiled," Ireland was covered in this way, and also the Isle
gypsum parts with portions of its combined water : of Skye ; such outbursts are called " fissure-
and becomes " plaster of Paris "

; its composition
;

eruptions." The coarse material shot from a
is represented by the formula CaSO,2HjO. i volcano forms " volcanic breccia," the finer dust
Workmen say that gypsum contains sulphuric forms beds of "volcanic ash," when this falls
acid; by analysing the above formula it is seen into the sea it forms "tuff": a^h<s and tuft's

how this happens. Sulphuric acid is H^SOj, and are bedded or stratified like aqueous rocks.
the composition of gypsum may be r-presented
in this way—

•

Sulphuric
Lime. Acid. Water. Gypsum.
CaO + HjSOi -f H,0 = CaS0,2H,0

It follows that in every 100 parts by weight of

gypsum there are 32 parts of lime, 57 of sulphuric
acid, and 1! of water: the ratio being lime 1,

sulphuric acid 1-75, and water -32. The crystals
of selenite so common in the clay cliffs of Sheppy,
and other great clay deposits, are, like gypsum,
sulphate of lime : the only difference being the
one is crystalline and the ether amorphous.
Specimen crystals of unueually large size are
obtained at Shotover Hill near Oxford ; good ones
are also found at Carrickfergus, in the county of
Antrim.

The Greeks were acquainted with the properties
of gypsum ; in fact, they named the substance,
but they were ignorant of its composition,
l/avoisier analysed it in 1T6S : he determined the
nature of the constituents, but not their relative

but they are distinguished from the latter

by geologists as " pyroclastic sediments." It
has been pointed out already that the green
slates of the Lake District are volcanic ash
which has been altered by metamorphism.
There are several extinct volcanoes in the British
Isles, and abundant traces of fissure eruptions in
all geological ages. Liiiiestvne : Chemically a
stone composed wholly of carbonate of lime, its

formula being CaCO,. The only way in which
limestone can be formed is by organic agency
in the open sea, for though sea-water holds lime
in solution, the quantity is to small and the bulk
of the water so great that it cannot have been
thrown down by evaporation. Limestones are
coloured dark blue and black by bituminous
matter, and brownish red by iron oxides, when
these substances are disseminated through the
rock. There are so many varieties of limestone
that they have to be distinguished in some way.
Custom has based a nomenclature for them,
rather irregularly, on their physical condition,
mineral contents, and stratigiaphical relation to

proportions. Before the blowpipe gypsum falls other rocks, and sometimes on the three combined
to powder

:
at high temperatures it melts to a Limestone can be crystalline or amorphous, corn-

white enamel, the powder and enamel still re- pact or fissile : it may be pisolitic, oolitic, con-
maining sulphate of lime. 'When the carbonate cretionary, or shelly : there are argillaceous,
of lime is heated it falls to powder, but it is no silicious, bituminous, and dolomitic varieties

;

longer carbonate
; it is lime only, the combined others may be brecciate or coralline, whilst

carbon and part of the oxygen having passed there is no end to the namfs they derive
away as carbon dioxide. Gypsum cannot be de- from their relation to other rocks in the sedi-
composed in this way, and it does not effervesce mentary strata — it »ill be sufficient to
when treated with an acid. Irviislonr: Any rock , mention the Silurian, Devonian, Carboniferous,
yielding iron in sufficient quantity to pay for

|

Lias, and Tertiary limestones as examples of this
smelting it. Ordinary oolitic limestones have

, class of names. Again, limestones are called after
been altered to oolitic ironstone, the quarries the localities in which they are found : these are
consisting of carbonate and oxide of iron : they

! 'Woolhope, 'SVenlock, Derbyshire, Bath, Portland,
are found at Cleveland and Northampton. It Purbeck, and Bembridge limestone, the-e local
may be said, generally speaking, that ironstones names being in some cases compounded with
result from the alteration of some ordinary sedi- : others, as for instance Bath oolite, Portland oolite,
mtntary rock, though some are merely sand Wenlock concretionary, &c. Everv builder should
grains cemented together with oxide of iron, be familiar with these names and' the stories they
Kaolin : A Chinese name for clay which results

,

represent, a certain way to obtain such knowledge
from the decomposition of felspar ; chemically it i being by actual examination of the strata in
is a hydrogen silicate of alumina, its formula being I quarries, or even hand specimens will serve to
H.Al.Si./,),

;
most samples of kaolin are impure, ' impress their distinctive feature on the mind much

containingvaryingproportioDsofpotash, magnesia,
,

better than any amount of reading about them,
lime, and iron, with considerable quantities of

i

When a limestone is treated with hydrochloric
water

:
but in the transformation of a felspar into acid, the latter combines with the lime to form

typical kaolin, the alkali of the felspar, together chloride of lime, "carbonic acid," being dis-
with a portion of its silica, is removed in a soluble engaged during the reaction : hence a limestone is

state. V>'hen kaolin is heated with a soluble
;
identified at once by its effervescing with an acid,

silicate of potash at a temperature of 750= Fahr., 1 It is necessary to recollect that the acid must be
the substances combine to form felspar. It is I heated if a luagnesian limestone is under trial,

a singular fact that some felspathic rocks which
:
J/"rt?,«-7iV',- . The top beds of the Upper Greensand

appear unalterable are chemically like others : in Hampshire, and is the same rock as the " fire-
which are found converted, to a depth of many

j

s'one " of Surrey. The Upper Greensand lies
feet from the surface, into kaolin

; this is ac-
\
directly under the Chalk Marl, and the transition

counted for on the supposition that the change
j

from the marl to the firestone is in many places
is molecul.ar, the silicate pasing into an allotropic so gradual, and the sand grains so sparingly dis-
condition before chemical change takes place,

i tributed, that the Chalk may be said to rest
Experts will note this fact in connection with directly en the Gault Clay. In other places, as at
the decay of granite. Znrw ; All rocks which flow

j
Reigate and Merotham, the Greensand is suffi-

in a molten state from volcanic craters. Where
in contact with the ground a glassy structure is

developed in the lava, due to rapid cooling, the
centre of the flow is more or les's compact ; and
on tb^ «i»-face, where steam has blown through
it from below, the rock is cindery and vesicular,
like pumice. The structure of different parts
of the same lava flow is therefore "banded,"
" fluidal," and " pumiceous " or " scoriajctous."
The house - painter should recollect that his
" pumice " is the equivalent of granite
and elvan, and that it contains a good deal
of silica; in fact, it is a highly "acid" rock.
AU lavas are igneous rocks which have been
ejected at the surface ; rocks which have been
ejected into fissures under the surface are not
called "lava," though both classes of rock are

ciently important to be classed as a formation,
and hard enough to be used for building, though
in some localities the formation is really a green
sand,-as the name implii s. The building stone is

a greenish grey sandstone, the malm rock being
more like chalk than the firestone

; but neither
of these varieties of greensand is a good weather
stone, for they have failed lamentably wherever
they have been used for external work. Marble :

Any limestone hard enough to take a polish.

.Vica l^c/iist : A metamorphic holo-cystalline

foliated rock composed essentially of quartz and
mica, these naturally occurring in alternate folia

with greater or less regularity. When a rock is

fine-grained and foliated, dividing readily into

schist is always named after its characteristic

mineral : hence there are quartz schists, hornblende
schists, and other schists, as well as mica schist.
" Gneiss " is a coarse schist. Mountain Linusfune

:

Carboniferous Limestone is so called, for in
Derbyshire it forms " bluffs " or " scaurs "

; but
this is a misnomer, for in Ireland, where it attains

its greatest development, cotering nearly two-
thirds the area of the entire country, it is essenti-

ally a limestone of the plain. Oni/.r : A trans-
lucent silicious mineral, showing regular alterna-

tions of light and dark chalcedony, and which i8

used chiefly for caireo work. Apple-green
chalcedony is called Chrysophrase, reddish brown
Sard, aud bright red Carnelian. When layers of

onyx and sard alternate the mineral is called

Sardonyx. All these varieties are mixtures of

minute quartz crystals with amorphous silica, the
colouring matter being the oxides of various
metals. The ornamental stones known aa

"Algerian onyx" and "American onyx" are

not ooyx ; they are stalagmitic varieties of carbon-
ate of lime. Neither one nor the other contains

a single grain of quartz, which is an essential

constituent of onyx. A sharp distinction mus4
therefore be drawn between true onyx and that

which is known in building by the same name.
Translucent white onyx marbles are also con-
founded with and sold as alabaster; but the
latter is always selected by its softness, for
it may be scratched by the thumb-nail, as al-

ready explained above. There are many varieties

of onyx marble ; but they may all be classed as
travertine, except the minerals Calcite and
Aragonite, which are similar deposits, but which
form a class to themselves. Stalactites and
Stalagmites are also travertines, the whole series

being composed of carbonate of lime only. Any
travertine is "onyx marble" when its texture
and beauty fit it to serve as a decorative material ;.

the term is therefore a purely commercial, and not
rigidly scientific, one. Onyx marble should be
perfectly homogeneous in texture ; but crystalline

structure should be completely absent, and no
tendency to crystallisation should be visible to the
naked eye. There should be no cracks or porou9
areas, and translucency must always accompany
first-class onyx, for it gives an appearance of

depth which would be absent without it. Beauty
of colouring and streaking are essential, but these
points are matters of taste. The most important
onyx marble quarries in the world are in the
Republic of Mexico, the famous variety known
as " Pedrara " comes from Tecali, in the Puebla,
but it is now nearly worked out ; other quarries
in deposits found amongst silicious rock are
in operation at Antiqua Salines, La Sopressa,
and La Mesa, in the district of Techuacan.
The largest onyx marble quarries are owned by
the American Pedrara Onyx Companj' of New
York : they are situated in Lower California.

Algerian onyx' is obtained from the quarries of

Aintembaleck near the river Iisur ; it is found in

beds from a few inches thick to 10ft.; a fibrous

structure is sometimes developed in it. Egyptian
onyx quarried at Benisouf and Syout below Cairo,

is a stalagmite generally known as "Alabaster."
The best quality of onyx marbles are found in

districts which have been subjected to volcanic

influences, and the marbles are all due to an
exceedingly rapid deposition of carbonate of lime

from highly concentrated solution in rapid

motion, there being an entire absence of pressure

during such deposition. Porphyrite is an altered

Andesite, the latter being a dark coloured, semi-

vitreous, volcanic rock occurring in cave floors

and dykes : it is composed essentially of felspar

and some ferro - magnesian mineral. 'The

alteration of an andesite consists in kaolinising

the felspar, and rendering the whole rock dull

and stony - looking—in fact de-vitrifying it.

Porphyry is found in Lambay Island off Dublin,

and in the Lake District : both resemble the
" porfido verde"of the ancients. I'vzzHolana : Con-
solidated volcanic mud, so called from Pozzuoli,

in the Bay of Naples, from which it was imported
in large quantities for mixing with pure lime to

confer hydraulic properties on it. Pozzuolana is

a silicate of alumina, in which the sUiea is in a
condition to be easily attacked by caustic alkalies

;

hence it readily combines with lime when brought
in contact with it. Septaria : Nodules of hardened
clay with radiating septa of crystallised carbonate

of lime ; they are found in all the great clay

deposits, and were at one time collected at Sheppy
and Harwich for the manufacture of Roman
cement. S/iali: : Clayey strata more or less

thin sheets it is a "schist," and differs from I hardened, which splits readily into layers parallel

sandstone or day-slate in being crystalline. A [with the bedding. When a clay deposit is
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hardentd and does not split as described, it is

known as " mudstone." Si/f/iili : A plutonic
holocrystalline rock having a structure like

granite, and differing from it only in quartz
being absent ; it is so called from Syene (now
Assouan), in Egypt. The Syenites (for it is a
group name) are composed of Oithoclahe (felspar)

and some ferro-magnesian mineral ; the mica
of granite is generally replaced by hornblendes.
The rocks in Charnwood Forest have been caUed
syenitic ; but I hey are apparently not true syenites,

and geologists, in endeavouring to define what a
true syenite is, appear to be hampered with as

many difticulties as theologians when they try to

settle what a true religion is. Sniidftoiie : Grains
of sand, chiefly quartz derived from the denuda-
tion of igneous rocks, cemented together into

solid rock. In some sandstones the grains cohere
apparently without cement : but, generally
speaking, some kind of cementing material is

present. The nature of this cement is important,
for the weathering power of the stone is entirely

dependent on it. Where the matrix is eilicious

the stone is practically indestructible. A cal-

careous matrix may be permanent, but much will

depend on the physical condition of the carbonate
of lime in it. If the cement is ferruginous, it

may weather fairly well ; but if argillaceous,

then the atone should be rejected without hesita-

tion. Many sandstones contain grains of felspar

and mica, and their presence in any quantity
gives rise to the varieties known as " felspathic"
and " micaceous." The nature of the cementing
material also detfrmines whether a sandstone
is silicious, calcareous, argillaceous, or ferru-
ginous. Though river waters contain a large
proportion of dissolved silica, which is de-
posited in some sandstones or minute quartz
crystals, sandstones generally are without doubt
mechanical deposits from the ruins of pre-existing
granite rocks. When a sandstone dresses freely

in aU directions it is a "freestone." Quartzitc :

A sandstone the grains of which are set in in-
filtrated silica ; and where fracture is conchoidal,

it is essential that the cement be silicious.

Quartzites are pale grey in colour, with iron-
stained joints in the rock masses, the iron having
passed away through these during the consolida-
tion of the rock. When mica occurs in quartzite,

it confers the property of foliation on its structure,

and it may be split along the mica planes like a
fine laminated sandstone. Where cracks existed
in the rock, they are filled with chalcedony. Quartz
Hock : A stratified granular crystalline meta-
morphic rock, consisting almost entirely of silica.

Pure quartz rock is colourless, but it is generally
found iron-stained. When examined with a
microscope it shows distinct grains apparently
fused together ; it is, in fact, a pure sandstone
which has been boiled in steam under great
pressure. Tilexlone : Any sandstone thin-bedded
enough to be used for roofing. Some of the
Coal Measure sandstones of Yorkshire and
Lancashire and the tUd Hed Sandstone of
Herefordshire make good stone tiles. They
are

_
from -Jin. to lir. thick. The cover-

ing is heavy, and requires strong roof timbers.
Tiituhtone : The interbtdded trap rock of Derby-
shire Carboniferous Limestone. 'I'rnp, igneous
rocks, such as basalt, which are neither granitic
nor volcanic. All the fine-grained lavas and
intrusive igneous rocks of the older formations,
which, through lapse of time, were so chemically
and physically altered as to be quite unlike
modern volcanic rocks, were classed as "traps,"
from a Swedish word, signifying a flight of steps
or stairs

; but the word has at present no precise
signification. Tiifii, or Travertine : An open vesi-

cular limestone of very porous structure ; it is of
recent origin, being deposited from running
spring water which holds carbonate of lime in

solution. Tufa is found in the spandrel filling of
Mediicval groining in this country in districts

where there are no deposits of this substance

;

being very light, it was no doubt in great demand
for this purpose. Vulrniiir Ash : The liner mate-
rial ejected from volcanoes. This, when con-
solidated, becomes, after a v.ast lapse of time,
solid compact rock. It has already been pointed
out that Westmoreland slates are doit from
yolcanic-ash beds in which slaty cleavage has 1 een
induced by metamorphif.m. -Vt first sight volcanic
ash is not a promising m.aterial in quantity or
quality for making extensive slate beds : but the
i|uantity of a'lhy matrrial ejected in some
eruptions is enormous. In 1835 during the
eruption of a South American volcano, the dust
ejected from it completely obscured the sun's
light over an area of 1,000 square miles, turning

pllliiirjttOSiipni^rf-j^

SELECTED DESIGN FOR SOLDIERS' MEMORIAL, HALIFAX.
W. W. LONOBOTTOM, Architect,

i

I bright noonday into darkest night, and it is sup-

! posed that all modern volcanic eruptions are mere
"child's play" compared with ancient ones.

Serpentine as a mineral is hydrated silica of mag-
nesia and iron, its formula being '2ILU,3(MgFe)
0,2SiOj, which reads, two molecules of water,

three molcules of magnesia and iron oxide,

and two molecules of silica. It is a dull

green mineral stained with iron oxides, and
occurs most frequently as an alteration product

of olivine, this bi ing a silicate of magnesia and
iron, its composition is expressed thus : 2(MgFe)
OSiO^. In these formulie the elements may be
grouped together thus : forinstance, that for Serpen -

tine can be expressed in this way : U,(MgFe)3SL;0„
and for ' Uivine thus (MgFej.SiOj, the formula

in each case being equivalent to those already

given, but the latter are in a more condensed
form, they are given here to prevent misunder-
standing, for the same chemical reaction may bo

expressed by an extended or compressed formula,

and both being equally correct exponents of the

substance referred to. Ser/uulhie Kur/c : A
metamorphic rock of nodefinitemineral orchemical

composition. It consists chiefly of silicate of

magnesia—that is, the universal serpentine with

iron oxides, steatite, dolomite, calcium carbonate,

and other minerals ; it may bo a highly altered

silicious raagnesiun limestone. The most beautiful

brilliant green serpentine rocks in the world arc

found at Recess in Connemara, Ireland. The
origin of Serpentine is not ([uite settled : geologists

claim for it an aqueous, igneous, or psoudo-

morphous origin.

^^

New mills are about to be built at Avonmouth
Dock for Moisra. Uobinson and Co., from plans by
Mr. W. V. Uough, of Bristol,

SELECTED DESIGN
SOLDIERS'

FOR THE HALIFAX
MEMORIAL.

WE illustrate the design which has just been
successful in obtaining the first prize in

an open competition for the above monument.
The pen-and-ink sketch reproduced is by the

architect, Mr. W. W. Longbottom, of Halifax.

CCJNCRETE PILES FOR FOUNDATIONS.

TUFi use of concrete piles in the conttcuction of

foundations is increasing, and in .Vmerica

the foundations of largo and lifty structures are

often formed by this means. The buildings of

the Lackawanna Steel Company's plant at

I'.uffalo were carried on independent piers con-

nected by arches, which supported thes wall

masonry, and thus obviating the excavation
^
of

deep trenches and m.isonry foundation walls. The
Km/iiteeriiiy Rceord describes and illustrates the

piers constructed in the foundations of the now
post-oflico at Lawrence, JIass. The soil is

described as a "hard-pan;" and it was not

rr(iuircd to go very deep to obtain the bearing

capacity. All trenching has been avoided, and the

" founditionsconsistof llin. Simplex concretepilea

drivonabout 13fl." These piles have great support-

ing capacity, one of them illustnited in the Heeoril

" wa,s loaded with 10 tons of pig-iron, under

which load the pile sank about JiB. ; but after

removal of the iron it came back [in., showing

that the load was distributed by the pile through

the soil, and that tl\p latter wa's depressed under

the load." The use of concrete piles in the con-

struction of mills and factories where cellars are

not often wanted is considerable. The system is

also of value in water-bearing soils, where it has
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great advantages over wood piles, and it has

been employed in the construction of Washington
Barracks, D.C, whir-hare situated on a water-

bearing soil very destructive to wooden piling.

In its developed form " the Simplex system

employs a hollow pipe of the required length,

diameter, and thickness, with a detachable

point of concrete or cast iron, and a driving

head to protect the top from damage by the

blows of the hrimmer. It is driven like an

ordinary pile into the ground until it beds in

hard pin or other suitable soil. The tube is

then raised slowly while concrete is rammed into

it, the ramming forcing the material into any
hollows in the side of the hole, thus increasing

the bearing capacity of the pile." As a substi-

tute for deep walls and footings, such piles have a

value. The compression of the soil by piling is

well known. The concrete pile accomplishes

this with an indeetructible and durable material

without the expense of digging, bracing, and
pumping. A rig for driving the steel pipe is

shown in the Farord. Of course, the value

of this system is considerable when the

building has no cellar or basement story, as it

saves then a large amount of excavation. The
system of construction was designed by Mr. Frank
Shurman, of Philadelphia, for the foundations of

Washington Barracks, and after a careful investi-

gation by Captain J. S. Sewell, Corps of Engi-
neers, U.S.A., the concrete piling was adopted.

In some parts of London, and other towns where
there are large water-bearing areas of soil, the

system would be of great value in saving exca-

vation, masonry, pumping, shoring, and other

operations required for building. The " Simplex"
system of concrete piling is certainly very simple

in operation: the concrete is compacted and driven

into the soil in a concentrated maps, filliug up
every crevice or hollow at the side of the perfora-

tion, thus greatly increasing its frictional hold or

bearing capacity.

SELECTED DESIGN FOR PROPOSED NEW
SCHOOL IN CANTON, CARDIFF.

[with illustration.]

Tills design was awarded the first place by the

assessor in the recent competition tor new school

in Cardiff. It is a mixed school, and accommo-
dates 4.'30 boys and 450 girls. The buildings will

comprise 10 classrooms on each floor, grouped
round a central hall. There will be a manual
instruction-room, cookery kitchen, chemical and
physical laboratories, lecture-room, cloakrooms,

and lavatories. The elevations will be carried

out ia red Ruabon brick, with grey Forest of

Dean stone dressings, and the entire construction

of floors is in girder and concrete work, finished

with woodblocks. The buildings are estimated

to cost between £18,000 to £20,000. The archi-

tects are Messrs. James and Morgan, F. It.I.E.A.
andM.S.A. of Cardiff.

St. James' Roman Catholic Church, Colchester,

was reopened on Tuesday week, after structural

extension that has been effected at the cost of over

£1,000, by the Kev. Dr. Bourne, Catholic Arch-
bishop of Westminster. The enlargement was
carried out by Mr. T. J. Ward, builder, from
designs by Mr. C. E. Butcher, architect, of

Colchester.

The members of the Bristol Master Builders'

Association and some friends enjoyed, on Wednes-
day week, an outing to Chepstow and Raglan. The
party numbered seveuty-six, and included the presi-

dent, Mr. E. Isaac Neale.

The Dean and Chapter of St. Paul's have accepted
the design by Mr. W. Goscombe John, A.R.A., for

ihe memorial to South African War Correspondents.
The total cost of installation is estimated at £150.

The unveiling of a stained-glass window in the
south wall of the chancel of the school chapel, in

memory of those Old Rugheians who fell in the
Boer War, took place on Speech day at Rugby
School. The window is from a design left by the
late Sir E. Burne-Jones, and was executed by Messrs.
Mortis.

Mr. A. G. Temple, F.S.A., director of the
Guildhall Art Gallery, reports to the City Corpora-
tion that the number of visitors last year was
225,859. Mr. Briton Riviere, R.A., has presented
an important work, "The Temptation in the
Wilderness," which has since been lent to the St.

Louis Exhibition. Twelve oil paintings and 84
water-colour drawings by Sir John Gilbert, R. A.,
have been bequeathed by his brother, Mr. George
Gilbert. A picture, " Mowing Bracken," by Mr.
H. H. Li Thangue, A.R.A., has been purchased by
ths Corporation.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Ndli's (HI Jlliicksiiiit/is' Jl'or/.-, by Ma.iou R. F.

SoKsiiiE, R.E. (Chatham: W. J. Slackay and

Co., Ltd., Iligh-atreet.) This useful little book

has been compiled for the use of olKcers and men
of the R.E. who are often required to superintend

the work of blacksmiths. The author writes with

a thorough knowledge of the craft, and his work
will be found of use to a much larger class of

craftsmen, and to those who are training novices.

Chapter I. describes the building, its construction

and content, the forge, setting tuyere, flue,

patterns of forges, the fire and lighting and re-

kindling flues, the anvil, and other appliances. A
few necessiry rules have to be followed, such as

plenty of light at the anvil, freedom from draught,

a wide entrance, the avoidance of wood in the

building, brick walls, a corrugated iron roof on

iron trusses being recommended, and a floor of

earth beaten down hard, or a floor of foundry or

boiler clinkers wetted, sprinkled with a little

Portland cement rammed down hard. Cinder

ashes can be also used. For a forge a brick

substructure with iron rim and trough may be

adopted. The setting of the tuyere for taking

the nozzle of the bellows or blast pipe is fully

described and il'ustrated. The tools. Chapter II.,

are very fully described, and each is engraved.

Forging wrought iron and its characteristics are

thoroughly dealt with in the next chapter.

Several important rules are given, as that angles

should be avoided in forgir:g, and that there

should be no sudden change in the dimensions.
" Welding " and other operations are described,

and these are illustrated. Other parts deal with

adjusting surfaces, bolts and rivets, forging steel,

hardening and tempering steel, chisel and bench
work, files, tool grinding. There are 41 plates

and 230 figures. These are neatly drawn.
Many useful suggestions of a pratical notion will

be found in this volume. Jlodel Aiisuers to

Qiifstioiis Set III/ the Sniiifarij Institute (London :

The Sanitary PubUshing Co., Ltd., 2s. 6d.) will

be found helpful by candidates. A useful preface,

containing some excellent advice, is given.

Notes on Steel Gonerete, by Ma.iou J. WiNX, R.E.
(Chatham : Royal Engineers' Institute. Agents,

W. and T. Mackay and Co., Ltd.)
_
These useful

notes on steel concrete construction we have
noticed before. The present edition is practically

the same in its contents. The author explains

how the employment of iron and steel in many
ways incorporated in the concrete gives the latter

material just the quality for resistance and
tension which it lacked in itself. l-»ur readers

know the methods employed under the names of
*' ferro-concrete," *' armoured concrete,'' '* rein-

forced concrete" ; but they will be glad to find

so many corroborative proofs of the value of this

system of construction now so largely employed
on the Continent and the United States, and also

with us in the shape of floor-beams, arches,

partitions, tunnels, pipes, bridges, &c. Major
Winn describes in detail the various systems in

vogue, such as the Monier system, the Golding or

expanded metal plan, the Schliiter system. Hyatt
system. Banks system, Kansome system, Habrich
system, and Hennebique system. The practical

considerations advanced, such as the rust-proof

qualities of the systems in which the iron or steel

are covered with Portland cement, proved by
experience, the watertightness and fire-resistance

of this combination, resistance to shocks, &c.,

ought to be suflicient to recommend this mode of

construction above all other systems. We have

no space here to consider these points in detail,

or to notice Major Winn's arguments, which
appear to be conclusive. His little work discussen

the subject in a thorough manner, and refers to

" Le Bcton Armc," by M. Paul Christophe,

whose view of the system is exhaustive. The
question is treated mathematically and experi-

mentally, each system being fully investigated.

Those who wish for a comprehensive synopsis of

the subject had better get Major J. Winn's little

treatise. The pages are interleaved for notes and
references.

In Wardour-street on Saturday, Madame Sarah
Bernhardt laid the foundation-stone of new premises

to be built for Mr. W. Clarkaon, the wig maker.

The building has been designed by Mr. Horace W.
Wakley, and will be completed by the end of the

year.

At the meeting of the Willenhall District Council

on Monday night, it was decided, after some opposi-

tion, to increase the salary of the surveyor to £350
per annum, it being understood that he will carry

out the sewerage scheme without extraremuneration.

OBITUARY.
Mil. JoHX Athuon, builder, died at his

residence. Avenue-road, Doncaster, on Saturday

morning. Mr. Athron was one of the principal

contractors of Doncister. He built St. Mary's

Church, and carried out several contracts for the

Doncaster Corporation. For several years he

was a member of the town council, was elected

Alderman, and resigned some two years ago on

account of iU-health. lie was 72 years of age.

CHIPS.

On Sunday, June 19, the feast of St. Burjene the

Virgin, according to the old English calendar, the

organ and the new memorial reredos in the church

of All Saints, Ashwicken, Cambridgeshire, were
dedicated. The reredos is in the Perpendicular

style. Executed entirely in Norfolk-grown oak,

it occupies the whole of the eastern wall of the

sanctuary. In the central panel is the representa-

tion of the Crucifixion. The actual figure of our

Lord ia a replica of Mr. Harry Hems's representa-

tion of the crucified Christ in the midst of the high

altar screen at St. Alban's Abbey. In the tracery

work above are represented various emblems of the

Passion. The flanking panels are filled with carved

ornamentation. The artists were Messrs. Harry
Hems and Sons, of Exeter.

On Wednesday, July 27, the Duchess Dowager
Eleanor of Northumberland will open the new
buildings of the Duke's School, situate in Hope-
lane, Alnwick, which have been erected at a cost of

£10,000. The site on which the structure stands is

worth over £5,000.

The work of restoration of Abergwili Palace, the

residence of the Bishop of St, Davids, is to be under-

taken immediately. Mr. W. D. Carije, F.S.A.,

architect to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, has

prepared the plans, and the palace will be restored

as far as possible to its original form.

The Croydon Town Council, by a large majority,

has decided to postpone the scheme for the removal

of the Whitgift Hospital in connection with an
improvement scheme until after the November
elections.

The council of the Society of Arts have awarded
their Royal Albert Medal to Mr. Walter Crane, in

recognition of his services in the promotion of

decorative art.

The Westminster City Council have decided to

contribute the sum of £8,000 towards the cost of

widening Piccadilly between St. James' -street and
Duke-street,

The ceremony of laying the memorial-stone of the

Stourbridge Union cottage-homes, at The Heath,

Stourbridge, was performed on Friday. The homes
are two miles away from the new workhouse. They
stand upon a site near the Kidderminster-road, and
comprise accommodation for sixty children. The
homes are arranged in two semi-detached blocks for

boys and girls respectively, and each house will

accommodate fifteen children of Hacb sex and a

foster mother. There ire workshops for the boys,

and sewing-rooms for the girls. An isolation

hospital is provided, and there is a superintendent's

house, committee-room, and other buildings. The
cost will be some £12,000, and Mr. Marshall is the

architect.

In continuation of the works for the restoration

of the Norman Priory Church of St. Bartholomew

the Great, carried out during the past few years

from the plans of Mr. Aston Webb, R.A., a final

arrangement has been come to with the tenants of the

stables which at present occupy the remains of the

cloisters of this church, and possession will be

obtained early in August. The 6ft. of earth will

then be removed and the vaulting repaired, when
this interesting part of the Augustinian monastery

will be restored to the church.

lu the Manx High Court at Douglas on Friday,

William James Fargher, builder, was ad j udicated

bankrupt on the application of D. C. Hodson, Liver-

pool, a creditor for £750. The latter had been bail

to the bank for that amount, and had had to pay.

Debtor had made a simple deed of assignment, but

Mr. Hodson insisted on bankruptcy. The un-

secured debts were £1,577, and the assets available

were estimated at .£430.

Princess Henry of Battenberg on Saturday laid

the memorial-stone of St. Anne's Church, Brondes-

bury, which is being built from the designs of Mr.

Cutts. It will take the place of a temporary iron

building erected four years ago, and over £3,000

has been contributed towards a total cost of £5,100,

the seating accommodation to be 500.

Another step in the work of physical amalgama-

tion on the joint system of the South-Eastern and

Chatham Railway was witnessed on Friday by the

opening of the new loop lines between Chislehurst

and St"! Mary Cray in one direction, and between

Bickley and Orpington in another.
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Belfast. — Upon the site of Fisherwick
Presbyterian Church, Belfast, a group of assembly
buildings, for the Presbyterian Church in Ireland,

is being built from plans by llessrs. Young and
JIackenzie, of that city. The style is Late
Perpendicular, and the angle to two streets is

emphasised by a massive square tower four stories

in height, to be surmounted by angle pinnacles

and a crown spire of the St. (Giles's, Edinburgh,
type. In this tower will be a peal of eleven bells,

of which the tenor is to weigh two tons. These
will be cast by Messrs. John Taylor and Sons, of

Loughborough, and will have a carillon arrange-
ment, the first in Ireland to be driven by electric

power. The peal and a clock are presented by
Sir Hugh Smiley, Bart.

CosELEY.—A new school for girls, cookery,
laundry, and handicrafts centres, also a new
assembly-hall for boys, were opened at Jlount
Pleasant, Coseley, on Slonday. The new school
is for 350 girls, and has a large central hall and
seven classrooms, together with cloakroom and
lavatory. The central hall is lighted by large
clerestory and dormer windows. The cookery
and laundry centres form a block of buildings
upon the Ivy House- lane side of the site. There
is a room for CO cookery students, with scullery,

cloakroom, and lavatory attached, and a similar
room for the accommodation of 60 laundry
pupils. Upon the south-east or boys' side
of the site the centre for the teaching of
handicrafts is placed. The old mixed and
infants' school has been converted into a
boys' school and an enlarged school for infants.
The building has undergone rearrangement,
an assembly-hall being added. The style is

Renaissance, of a quiet and inexpensive type.
The materials are brick and stone, relieved with
red pressed brick quoins and arches. The roofs
are of tiles : the floors are wood block, grano-
lithic and red quarry paving. The total cost has
been £lO,iOO. The contractor has been Mr. H.
Gough, of Wolverhampton. The works have
been executed from the designs and under the
superintendence of Mr. S. Henry Eachus,
architect, of Temple Chambers, Wolverhampton.

Heathebside, Fkimlev. — The Prince and
Princess of Wales recently formally opened

- the new country extension of the Brompton
Hospital for Consumption and Diseases of the
Chest which has been built at Heatherside, on
the road between Chobham and Frimlev. The
main building consists of a three-storied central
block, facing south, with four two-storied wings
radiating from it south-west, north-west, north-
east, and south-east, like the arms of a atirfish.
By this arrangement every wing gets the sun full
either from the south-west or the south-east, and
the building, as a whole, has the benefit of all the
sunlight there is. The central block contains the
adtninistrative offices, large dayroom, and a few
bedrooms. Each wing will accommodite 22
patients— 88 in all—and the rooms in the central
block bring the total up to lUO. Baths and
lavatories are disposed in two detached sanitary
towers standing in the angles between the wings.
Jlost of the rooms are single, and none contain
more than three beds. All the windows have
fans opening inwards and providing thorough
ventilation day and ni^ht. Those on the ground
floor also op«n at the bottom directly into the
grounds, so that patients can bo wheeled outside.
There are balconies above and awnings below.
The walla are coloured in distemper. Li><hting
18 by electricity, warming by steam radiators,
both supplied from the bdiler and power-house,
which hfs in the grounds with laundry, dis-
infcctor, laboratory, and niotcjr-houso at some
little distance from the main building. Behind
the latter is a separate range, containing two
dining-rooms, an assembly-room for entertain-
ments, the kitchen, and at either end a house for
the nursing stalT and the resident doctors. The
buildings are of red brick and tiles with white
woodwork. Part of the grounds, which cover 20
acres, is laid out with lawns, bods, and 8hubl)eries

;

the rest is pinnwood. Mr. K. T. Hall, F.U I.li.A.,
)8 the architect, and the contractors are Messrs.
Holliday and (ireenwood, of Urixton.

UvsKiKu LiiiirniocM;, N.li.—Opf rations in
connection with the building of a new lighthouse
on Hyskier Itock are now practically completed,
and the beacon will be lit for the first time on th..
night of Monday, August 1. The structure con-

sists of a one -storied house and stores and a
circular, tapering tower. The light will be
group-flashing white, showing three flashes in

quick succession every 30 seconds. It will show
all round the horizon, will be elevated 136ft.

above high-water level, 5nd in clear weather will

be seen at a distance of 1 "J nautical miles. The
lower walls of the tower are 6ft. thick and built

of granite, with red freestone dressings, and the

total height of the building, lantern included, is

r2Sft. The work has been in progress for the I

past two years, and the men engaged upon it

have been lodged on the rock in wooden bothies.

They were provided with three months' provision,

communication with the mainland being practi-

cable only in tine weather. The cost of the

entire edifice amounted to £16,000. There has

been erected at I )ban a tenement, to be occupied

as dwellings for the Hyskier lightkeepers, and
having accommodation for four families. Three

]

men will be constantly on duty on the rock, and !

one man ashore at Oban. The period on duty is

to be six weeks at the lighthouse and two weeks
at home. The Hyskier Rock, which is of con-

siderable dimensions, and largely covered with
vegeta'ion, is situated about eleven miles to the

west of Canna, and is owned by Mr. Thorn, of

that island.

Laxcasteu.—At the Royal Albert Asylum the
" Herbert Storey Industrial Schools and Work-
shops " were opened last week. Lord Ashton
gave £15,000 recently to defray the cost of the

epileptic block for the accommodation of patients

who develop epileps}' after admission ; the late

Sir Thomas Storey erected and equipped the '.

Storey Home for the after-training of forty feeble-
j

minded girls ; and now his eldest son, Mr. H. L.

Storey, has contributed 5,000 guineas towards the

cost of the new workshops as a memorial of the ;

Coronation of King Edward VII. The entire
|

cost of the new buildings, exclusive of electric :

lighting, has been £6,845. The new block is

situate on the east side of the Ashton wing, is

built of local stone, has a frontage of 63ft. and a

depth of 62tt., with projecting wings on either

side. The walls are fireproof throughout. There
are six workshops, each 30ft. by 20ft., an oSice i

for the clerk of works of similar size, and a play-
j

room 60ft. by 20ft. The architects are Messrs.
Woolfall and Eccles, Liverpool.

Liskeaud, C'okxwall.—The church of St. Cleer
was reopened, after complete restoration, on
Wednesday, June 29, and the new choir stalls

and rood screen were duly dedicated by the
N'enerable the Archdeacon of Cornwall, in the

unavoidable absence of the Bishop of Truro.
The chunh is in many respects interesting from

[

an architectural point of view. The original

church was built in the r2th century, and a fine

old Norman door still remains in the north aisle,

but the main jiortion of the building and the

tower (which is exceptionally fine) are of 15th-
century work. The north arcade is of roughly-
hewn granite ; but the columns of the north
arcade are of Polyphant stone, with beautifully

carved caps and moulded bases. The carving is

exceptionally well preserved, especially consider-

ing the deplorable state in which the church was !

when it came into the architect's hands. The
'

floors were very damp and uneven, being laid

directly on the ground, the steps broken and
patched, and the nave and aisle roof fast

falling into decay. A wretched deal roof had
been put on the chancel in place of the

old waggon roof, and high deal boxed pews
facing in all directions formed the seating accom-
modation. The present restoration has included
the removal of whitewash from stonework, re-

storing the nave roof, and renewing the ch:incel

roof in oak, with carved angels at the foot of the

curved ribs, reflooring the whole church with
slate, and wood-block flooring in the nave, and
black and white marble steps and paving in the

chancel and chapel, and a new rood scrtien right

across the nave and a'sles, with carved figures

complete. The cost of the entire worlt has been
about £2,500. 'I'he architect is Mr. ti. H.
Fellowes I'rynno, of Westminster, and the

huildtr, Mr. S. Treherne, of Liskoard, Mr. S.

Pomeroy acting as clerk of works.

PuTEiuiouoi'Gii.—A visitor to the cathedral has

given £100 towards the General Kostoration

Fund. In the last report the Restoration Com-
mittee sta'ed that £1,500 was still re' pi 'red for

the repair of tho fabric, but a .sinking and tallini;

away of a window in tho clerestory of the north

side of the choir has lately been observed, and in

reporting thereupon the architect (Mr. G. F.

Bodley, R.A ) says:—"There can be no donbt
that a somewhat serious movement has taken
place. It would appear to be still in progress. I
am of opinion that this part should be taken in

hand as soon as posible, and be reset, and made
strong with bonders. Further, that the clere-

story window spoken of and its surroundings are
in a weak state, and need setting light." The ex-
pense of the work will probably be about £350,
making the amount required in all £1,850.

The Potteries.—The extension of hospital
accommodation in the Potteries is exercising a
good deal of attention at the present time, and the
expenditure of large sums of public money for

that purpose is contemplated. Longton having
joined the Hanley, Stoke, and Fenton Joint
Hospital Board, steps for a large extension of the
Bucknall Hospital at a cost of b-.tween £5,000
and £5,000 have been taken. The North Staf-

fordshire Joint Hospital Board are considering
plans for the erection of permanent buildings in

lieu of their present temporary hospital at BagnaU.
the scheme involving an estimated outlay of

£8,000, and the Burslem Corporation are erecting

an isolation hospital at Stanfield at a cost of up-
wards of £14,000. At a meeting of the Bradford
Joint Hospital Committee on Thursday evening
the question of the extension and improvement of

the sanatorium was discussed. The clerk said

that the late Jlr. Ford's scheme was to provide

forty-two beds, a nurse's-room, porter's lodge,

with a waiting-room for visitors, an assembly-
room for patients, and a discharging block. The
estimated cost wis £7,200. A committee was
appointed to consider the general question of

extension and improvement at hospital and report

as to what was really required.

Siiirrox Olliffe.—Bishop Marsden reopened,
after restoration, on Friday, St. Oswald's, the

parish church of Shipton Oliffe, a small agri-

cultural village on a slope of the Cotswolds, above
Andoversford. The work has cost £1,000. The
architect was Mr. H. A. Prothero, of Cheltenham,
and the builders Messrs. Collins and Godfrey, of

Tewkesburv. The old church was a very inter-

esting building, its east end having been spoken
of as "an Early English gem." The east

window has wide elaborated splays, de-

tiched shafts, and well-developed mouldings On
the right of altar is a canopied piscina, of the
Late Decorated period. The chancel arch is only
5ft. wide, 10ft. high, obtusely pointed, and rests

upon imposts set in very massive masonry, and
it has the appearance of having been originally

round, but afterwards cut away in tho middle.
There seems but little doubt that this was a moulded
Norman arch of a former church standing on the
same spot. The chief structural work erf the
restoration has been to run an arcade of two
arches across the south transeptal chapel. An
arch to support the roof of this transept had
originallj- been there, but had been removed, and
an unsightly makeshift of a pole had been put
under one of the pri'-cipals. A west gallery has
been removed, and new floors, oaken seats, and
pulpit put in.

There is to be a further large extension of the
Roval Naval College scheme at Osborne, and Mr.
McManus, of Hammersmith, the contractor for the
new buildings. h:i3 been instructed to proceed
immediately with the erection of additional dormi-
tories and administrative accommodation.

The pavilion and stands in the grounds of the
Leeds Athletic Club in Kirkstall-road, Leed.«, have
been reconstructed from plans by Messrs. Thomas
Winn and Sons, architects, of Leeds.

Messrs. J. and .1. S. Enright, of 6S, Lincoln's

Ino-fields, have been appointed by the Hammer-
smith Board of Guardians, at a remuneration of 3}
per cent, on the contract, to prep ire the specifica-

tions in connection with the electric install itions at

the new workhouse and inlirmitry buildings, and to

superintend the carrying out of the work.

At the meeting of tho Society of An'iquaries, held

on Thurs lay night iu last week, Mr. W. R. Lethaby
read the second part of his paper on the west front

of Wells Cathedral. Tie compared the sculptures

with those of Rochester and of aomo foreign cathe-

drals, and camo to the conclusion thit there was ii

common achonio of symbolic ornamentation. Mr.
W. U. St. .John Hope, joint author of the paper,

followed, dealing with the scheme ns carried out at

Wells, which included the Coronation of tho Virgin

over the west door, types of tho Old and New Law,
a series of Eriglish saints, representaHons of the

Hesnrrection. the heavenly hierarch.v, and the twelve
jijiostlesin sncpcpsive orders, surmounted by a figure

of Our Lord in Majesty.
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COMPETITIONS.
British Uualite Co.'s Competition.—Owing

to the large number of drawings sent in for the

above competition, the judges have not been able

to award the prizes as early as they expected
;

but as soon as a decision has been reached, the

names of the successful competitors will be pub-

lished in the columns of this paper.

Hyson Greex, Xottinghasi.—The Notting-

ham Dispensary Committee recently invited

architects to send in competitive plans for new
premises to be erected in (iregory-boulevard, and
the designs prepared by Mr Ernest R Sutton, of

that town, were accepted. The new dispensary

will comprise a large waiting-hall, with consult-

ing-room, operating-room, and the usual dressing

and dispensing- rooms, with a house for the resi-

dent surgeon adjoining. The cost is estimated at

from £1,500 to £2,000. An early commencement
will be made with the work.

KiSGSTON-ox-TnAMES.—The Surrey Comet of

Wednesday prints an editorial paragraph con-

cerning the award made by Mr. T. J. Bailey, the

referee, in the new schools competition, and a

letter is published in the same paper by Messrs.

Carter and Ashworth, a local firm of architects

who were competitors, and who protest for the

following reasons against the professional adviser's

decision, which has yet to be confirmed. " We
made a cursory inspection of the selected design,

and this revealed the following defects and
breaches of conditions:

—

(a) Breach of condition

laid down on site plan : a space of 100ft. square

not reserved for future buildings. {l>) Breach of

condition 16 : nc drains shown on the block plan.

{() Breach of condition 20: a distinguishing device

marked on the plans, (d) Extract ventilation

ignored—and this in a building without flues.

(c) Aspect of classrooms bad : the graded school

block could not be turned over, as suggested by
the Assessor, without the whole plan being re-

cast. (/) The hall of infants' school lighted by
skylights. AVe have had our attention called by
another competitor to the fact that the staircase is

unworkable, and the boys would have to stoop to

get in. The drawings were poorly executed and
the design crude, and if any design merited dis-

qualification No. S was the first to deserve it."

Lyxn.—For the erection of additional alms-

houses at Ciaywood, the Lynn Charity Trustees

recently invited local architects to submit plans

for six almshouses, three on each side of the

existing houses, the buildings to be in harmony
with the old buildings, and the cost to be stated

on the plans ; the unsuccessful competitors to

receive £5 .53. honorarium, and the successful

competitor 5 pei cent, for plans and quantities,

he to act as supervisor of the building, and as

clerk of the works. Four sets of plans were sent

in, and have been considered by a sub-committee.

The plans and the estimated costs were: "A
No. 1" £900, "A No. 2" £950, " Progress "

£875, and " Peaceful" £900. The sub-committee
recommended that plan "A No. 2" was most
suitable for the purpose, and that it be accepted

.

This was adopted by the Charity trustees at the

last meeting, and it was found that the selected

design " A No. 2 " was submitted by Mr. Jarvis,

of Lynn.
Middlesbrough.—In the local competition for

new schools eleven designs were submitted. The
assessor, Mr. Woods, of the firm of Messrs.
Oliver, Leeson, and Woods, Newcastle, has
awarded the first place to the design sent in by
Mr. Alfred Forrester, of Albert-road, Middles-
brough, in conjunction with Mr. Fred Willey, of

West Hartlepool. The school will be of one
story, of central-hall type, and will accommodate
600 children.

Spezia.—The Board of Trade have recei\ed
from his Majesty's Consul-General at Genoa a

copy of a despatch from the British Vice-Cjnsul
at Spezia, reporting that the municipality of that

city have voted a sum of 10,000 lire (£400) to be
assigned as a premium to the winner of an inter-

national competition who presents the best
drainage scheme for Spezia and suburbs. The
competition will be open until December 31, 1905.

SuMDERLAND.— The River Wear Commis-
sioners recently purchased the old Sunderland
Post Office in John-street, and offered premiums
to architects for plans for two schemes—for an
entii-ely new building and for the conversion of

the present buildings into suitable offices. Mr.
J. W. Taylor, F.R.I. B.A., of Newcastle (pre-i-

deut of the Northern Architectural Association),
the assessor, has awarded the premium for pulling

down the old building and the erection of an
entirely new one to Messrs. Henderson and Hill,

and the premium for the adaptation of the exist-

ing premises to Messrs. Robins and Wilson, both
of Sunderland.

Westhoi GHTOX Carx*;;ie Lihrary.—At the

meeting of the Westhoughton Urban District

Council on Monday it was decided to adopt the

plans submitted in recent competition and pre-

pared by Messrs. Halsall, Tonge, and Campbell,

architects. Lord-street, Southport and West-
houghton. The library is to be built in Victoria-

avenue, and wiU cost about £4,000 when com-
pleted. The lecture-haU, with retiring-rooms to

seat about 000 persons, is to be placed on the first

floor.

TO OOBRE9PONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

OUT correspondents. All communications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

commimications respecting illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the BoiLDisa
News, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,

W.C, and not to members of the staff by name. Delay

is not nnfrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

Thb Steand Newspaper Company, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :
— *' Timeserver, London.*'

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

CHIPS.
In 1893 it was decided to commence the erection

of a church at WoodhaU Spa, to be dedicated to

St. Peter. At that time only a nave and north aisle

were built. The church has now been completed
by the addition of a chancel, organ-chamber, and
vestry. The edifice is of red brick, in the Early
Eoglish style, and has cost about £3,700. The
architect is Mr. C. Hodgson Fowler, of Durham,
and the contractors Messrs. Bowman, of Stamford.
The reredos of oak is Late Gothic in character, as

is also the oak pulpit. Both were executed by
Messrs. Harry Hems and Sons, of Exeter.

The Mayor of Southampton laid on Monday week
the foundation-atone of new council schools at

Portswood. The work of designing the school was
commenced by Mr. J. H. Blizard, as architect to

the late school board, Jand has been completed by
Mr. Crowther, the borough surveyor, and architect

to the present education authority. Accommoda-
tion will be provided for 360 boys, 360 girls, and
400 infants, making a total of 1,120 children. The
site was acquired for £1,000. The building contract

is for £18,468, and has been taken by Messrs. Jen-
kins and Sons, Ltd., of Southampton.

At the investiture held by his Majesty on Tues-
day, amoug those who were knighted by the King
was Mr. Henry Tanner, I.S.O., F.R.I.B.A., chief

architect to H.M. Office of Works. On the follow-

ing officials in the same office the Imperial Ser-

vice Order was conferred:—Mr. Rowland Bailey,

M.V.O., controller of stores; Mr. Edward George
Rivers, M.I.C.E., chief engineer; and Mr. Henry
Nicholas Hawks, architect and surveyor. Mr.
Aston Webb (who is incorrectly descrilied in the

London Gazette as A.R.A. only) had the honour of

being received by the King.

Sandhurst - road school, Lewisham, the first

school to be inaugurated by the London County
Council since it took over the work of the London
School Board, was formally opened on Friday. The
site is very pleasantly situated, and cost £2,178.

The school will provide accommodation for about
1,200 childen at a cost of £22,925. It is of red
brick, with terracotta dressings. Internally, the

staircases and dadoes of the classrooms, the halls,

and corridors are faced with glazed bricks. The
school is a three-story building, the ground floor

being allotted to infants, the first floor to boys, and
the second floor to girls, in equal proportions.

At Goodwood many improvements have j ust been
made to the course buildings by the Duke of

Richmond and Gordon, the principal being the
erection of a new grand stand. This has a frontage
of 25Sft., and height of 50ft., and in its tiers of

seats and its lawn will accommodate some 10,000

people adequately. Rooms are provided under-
neath, private and public, and a wide subterranean
passage to the paddock. It is chiefly of brickwork.
The architect is Mr. A. G. Henderson, the designer

of the Sandown stand, and the builder is Mr. WaUis,
of Balham and Littlehampton.
" The four-storied cabmet works of Mr. Joseph
McCombish in Jamaica-street, Liverpool, with their

contents, were destroyed by fire on Monday. The
premises were only erected two years ago, and all

that remain are four blackened walls.

The foundation-stone of the new parish church
of Rowley, which is to be erected on the site of the
present temporary structure, was laid on Friday.

The new church which will accommodate about
530 worshippers, will involve a total outlay of

£8,000. The church will be built in three sections.

The architect is Mr. G. Sheppard.

The King and Queen drove on Wednesday in

semi-state to St. Bartholomew's Hospital, where
his Majesty laid the foundation-stone of the large

building which is to contain the out-patients' and
casualty departments, intended to form part of the

new structure. The block about to be erected will

cost over £100,000, and towards this amount
£75,000 has been subscribed. The whole scheme
of reconstruction will involve an outlay of £500,000.

Mr. E. B. I'Ansou, the architect, was presented

to the King, and submitted to his Majesty the

plans and drawmga of the new buildings.
^

NOTICE.

Bound copies of Vol. T.XXXTY. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post

12s. lOd.), as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI.,

XT.TX
, Lni., LXI., LXn., LXIV., LXV., LXVI.,

Lxvn., Lxvm., Lxrx., lxxi., t.xxtt., T.xxm.,
T.xxrv , Lxxv., Lxxvi., Lxxvn., T.xxrx..
LXXX., LXXXJ., T.XXXTT , and LXXXHI. may stiU

be obtained at the same price; all the other bound
volumes are out of print. Most of the back numbers of

former volumes are, however, to be had singly. Sub-
scribers requiring any back numbers to complete

volume just ended should order at once, as many of

them soon run out of print

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Bctldino News,
price 23., post free 23. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, "W^.C.

TEEMS OF SUBSCEIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the
United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 6b. Od. (or edols. 30c. gold). To Fiance
M Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the

Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6a. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Oompanies, and all official

advertisemente is Is. per line of Eight words, the first

line counting as two, the Tninimiim charge being 5a. for

four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and
Uiscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum, charge
being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of

more than sis insertions can be ascertained on application

to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for ''Situations
Vacant" or "Situations Wanted " and " Part-
nerships" is One Shilling for Twentv-foue Woeds,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. AU Situation

Advertisements must be prepaid.

*,• Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand
W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded under cover to

advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See

Notice at head of "Situations.")

Bates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application

to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure

insertion.

Received.—W. H. T.—Fisher and Co.—M. E. B.—T. W .

—L. M. A.—G. W. R.

I. J. M.—If it is the firm at Manchester, they are a bad
lot. We ourselves had to issue an execution against
them in 1901, and the return was " no goods."

Pen.—Batsford, 94, High Holbom. may recommend a

book. We know of none specially dealing with the
subject.

•—^
Comspoittitttct—•-•-*—

—

PLENUM VENTIL.\TION AT THE ROYAL
VICTORIA HOSPITAL, BELFAST.

To the Editor of the Bitildino News.

Sir,—Will you kindlypermit me tomake astate-

ment in reply to the remarks ef Messrs. Henman,
Cooper, and Lea, which were published in your

last issue in reference to my paper contained in

the Journal of the Royal Institute of British

Architects ':

During the last few days additional evidence

has come to my hand, proving that their mis-

representation of the facts is even greater than

at first appeared to be possible.

According to the annual report of the Royal
Victoria Hospital, Belfast, for 1902, the number
of beds for patients was 190 ; these were for
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patients exclusively, and did not include those

for the large staff of nurses, doctors, and officials,

and therefore ilessra. Henman, Cooper, and Lea
are altogether wrong in stating thit there were
only 190 " rcshleiits " in the old hospital.

In the new hospital there are wards for 29S

beds; but, owing to want of funds to support

them, only 190 beds are at present open for the

reception of patients; the staff of nurses, etc., is

composed of about 110 persons.

This information has reached me from official

sources, and shows clearly that frircr beds are at

present available in the new hospital than there

were in the old one for patients ; Slessra. Henman,
Cooper, and Lea convey a very different im-
pression by a misuse of the word " residents."

Although the number of available beds in the

old hospital was greater than those open to

patients in the new one (the difference being in

favour of my arguments), I will give the numbers
of patients as being equal in the following com-
parison, and I will accept, as being correct, the

estimate quoted by llessrs. Henman, Cooper, and
Lea, that the coal consumption for the new
hospital will be 1,S00 tons for this year, against

the 516 tons used in the old hospital, according to

the report for 1902.

Old hospital for, say, 200 patients, coal used
per patient, 2^ tons ; new hospital for, say, 200
patients, coal used per patient, 9 tons ; new
hospital for 300 " residents" (as at present), coal

used, per resident, 6 tons (according to Messrs.

Henman, Cooper, and Lea).

It cannot be shown that the enormous increase

in the consumption of coal to six or nine tons

per patient per annum, is to be satifactorily

accounted for by an increased hot- water supply,

additional laundry work, or the re;ulta attained

for other purposes ; in any case the enormous
cost of. Plenum ventilation, as shown by the
above figures, compares so very unfavourable
with former expenditure, as to render it improb-
able that natural ventilation will cease to be pre-

ferred by those who are charged with hospital

duties.

Messrs. Henman, Cooper, and Lea have quite

OEoilted to reply to the very serious point raised

in my paper, in reference to the failure of the
Plenum system of ventilation to remove the
vitiated air and smells from the operating rooms;
by way of the exits provided for the purpose !

I stated in my paper that the foul air and
odours from these rooms (in which aniosthetics or
other chemicals were being used at the time of

my inspection) were being expelled through
the joints uf the doors when closed, and in

volumes through the doorways when open ; the
smells were perceptible through the corridors,

and so far as to the interior of the large wards,
near the entrances to the same. I pointed out
this failure to the official who conducted me
through the premises, and he will be able to give
any confirmation that may be re(iuired.

If xitia'ed air can be forced through doorways
in^this manner from one ward to another by this

Plenum system, it cannot be truly said that the
apartments are being properly ventilated ; but it

is clear that there was a very serious breakdown
at these points, either from neglect or ignorance
of the officials, fa'luro of the mechanical appliances,
or other disadvantagi s to be ijiintnt in connection
with unnatural methods of ventilation.
Prom the reply of ilessrs. Henman, Cooper,

and Lea it might be fiupposed that I had
remarked adversely on the liealth of the medical
and nuroing staff of this hospital. I did not, ;ind

am not at all surprised to be told that the ofliciiils

all enjoy good health, inasmuch a.s the portions
of the hospital occupied by them are nut heated
and ventilated on the Plenum system ; neither are
the officials compelled to exist (like the patients
in the wards) under glass roofs, and without the
cheerful adjuncts of win<lows in the walls, star-
ing at blank walls fr.,m week to week or month to

month, breathing air at one monotonous tempera-
ture, and weary and writhing, as a result of the
interminable uniformity of the conditioES forctd
upon them.

In December last .Mr. Henman told the meet-
ing of the K.I.B.A. that "the hospital stands
comparatively high, has a pleasant outlook in
every direction," yot those advantigos are denied
to the patients, because tliero arc no windows for
the purposes of " pleasant outlooks," with the ex-
ception of a very low in the external wards ! This
defect is particularly to bo noticed in the small
wards for two beds each.

I do not know if the doctor connected with
the Royal Victoria Hospital at Belfast, who

" complained of JuadacJu: whenever he entered
the Plenum ventilated wards," is a resident or a

visiting official ; although I had no such sensa-

tion myself, yet I was glad to leave the unnatural
atmosphere of the wards for the fresh and
wholesome external air.

I think that I have advanced sufficient to show
that Messrs. Henman, Cooper, and Lea were
absurdly wrong in making the injurious remark to

the effect that they hoped that " Mr. Bibby may
be more accurate in the information he is collect-

ing for his new work on ' The Planning of

Hospitals,' or it will be of no practical value." It

is also idle to write that my deductions are
" obvious'y unreliable," without supplying a

single word in support of the assertion, or offer-

ing some corrections.

Far more satisfactory would it have been to

have ottered some excuse or explanation for the

marked failure of the Plenum ventilation in the

case of the operating rooms, a failure which
would no doubt be detected in all the Plenum-
ventilated wards had chemicals been in use to

direct attention to the various leakages of the

sys'em from one ward to another.— 1 am, &c.,

Geokok II. Biiuiv.

69, Queen's-road, Twickenham, Middlesex.

July 4.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Arciutects' Successfct, Claim fok Fees foe

Une.xecuted Woek.—Mr. Justice Grantham has

heard in the King's Bench Division an action

brought by Messrs. Coggin and Wallis, architects,

of London, against the Aldershot Urban District

Council, as successors in office to the Aldershot

School Board, to recover money for work done in

connection with the preparation of plans and taking

out of quantities, &c., in respect of the Aldershot

Board School in Newport-road. The defendants

denied liability ; they said the work had to be done
to the approval of the Board of Education and that

such approval was never given. To this the reply

was made that the Education Board only objected

to the loan that was required. When the district

council took over the duties of the school board in

July of last year, they decided, apparently on the

ground of expense, to abandon plaintiffs' designs

and have fresh plans drawn in their own surveyor's

offices. Plaintiffs now claimed 2| per cent, on
£14,000, £200 for quantities, and £45 for plans for

temporary accommodation. Mr, Justice Grantham,
in giving judgment, said defendants were morally
bound to pay, the work having been carried out on
the terms proposed by their predecessors, the school

hoard. After an adjournment for consultation,

defendant's counsel said his clients would submit to

a verdict for plaintiffs for £500. Judgment was
entered for plaintiffs with coats.

BiTiLDiNO Plans Appeal is Newcastle.—
Chuechwaedens v. CoRrOEATiox.—At Newcastle
Quarter Sessions, on Friday, before the Recorder
(Mr. W. S. Robson, K.C., M.P.), an appeal case

was heard, in which the t.-hurchwardens and over-

seers of St. Nicholas appealed against the corpora-

tion of Newcastle in refusing to pass certain plans

in connection with a new building. Mr. Mitchell-

Junes, for the appellants, said this was an appeal

under section 159 of the Newcastle-upon-Tyne Im-
provement Act, 1SG5, and was from a refusal or the

council, acting by their town improvement com-
mittee, to approve of a plan submitted by the

appellants in connection with the rebuilding or the

new building of a house belonging to them in 23,

Dean-street, Newcastle. The point at issue had
nothing to do with the structure, but had to do
with an opening cellar light in the pavement, and
since 17^0 there had been a wooden hatchway there

giving access to this cellar. Apparently the com-
mittee, in accordance with their practice, oV)jocted

to allow a hatchway projecting more than Itt. 9in.

to the pavement, instead of 2ft. Sin. They reduced
this to meet the committee's wishes, but compen-
sated themselves by increasing its length. The plan,

aa approved, showed .no opening hatchway, which
was due to a mere clerical error. The liuildiug was
completed in December, 1903. Mr. Mitchell-Innes

submitted that they were entitled to, and did, in

fact, submit a now plan, showing the opening

hatchway, and the corporation had no juris liction

to refuse approval to that plan. Mr. Siiuey, for

the respondents, said that if he had done any
appealable act, it was done on Nov. 25 by the letter

referred to, and the appeal should, therefore, have
been to the next < Quarter Sessions, and was now too

late. Mr. Mitcbell-Innes, referring to the question

of the aV)andoiiment of this hatchway, said the

council had no light or jiower to consider the ques-

tion of abaiidonnieiit at all. It had been expressly

decided that they had no right to incpiiro into the

title of the person who submitted plana, as ' «ing

something extraneous of their province ; and,

equally, they had no right to consider the ijuestion

of whether they intended to abandon this or not.

Mr. Simey's submission was that this appeal was
totally misconceived. Why did the appellants not
wait till they were summoned, and appear before
the magistrates, from whom they might have reason
to appeal 'r The Recorder dismissed the appeal,
making no award as to costs.

ExTKAOEiiiNAEY Teaffic.—At Exeter Assizes

last week, before Mr. Justice Ridley and a special

jury, the case of the "Tavistock Rural District

Council V. Duke and Co. (Ltd.)" was heard, it

was a case regarding the liability to maintain in

good repair certain roads, the action being brought
to recover damages for extraordinary traffic, the

allegation being that excessive weights had been
taken over a certain road by order of the defendants.

The defendants were owners of granite quarries at

Merivale, situated between Princetown and Tavis-
tock. Before 1902 the granite was conveyed to

waggons drawn by one or two horses, but in that

year the defendants secured certain very large

contracts, among them being the supply of balus-

trades for widening London ISridge. The maximum
load used to be three tons ; but the defendants had
substituted a traction-engine which weighed nearly
fourteen tons, and this engine used to drag two or

three trucks, each containing seven to thirteen tons.

The road in question was over three miles in length,

and by reason of this excessive traffic the plaintiffs

had had to spend a sum of over £2,000 to keep it in

repair. The evidence showed that the road was a
steep one, and was used for agricultural traffic and
light carts. After the death of Mr. W. E. Duke, a
company was formed, and from that date heavier

engines and loads were put upon the road. The
plaintiffs placed upon the road the hardest possible

material. The surveyor gave in detail the amount
of money which annually had been expended.

Formerly two men could keep the road in repair ;

now over thirty had to be employed. A number of

other witnesses were called to show how bad the

road had become, and the estimate arrived at was
that it would take .£200 to .£250 per mile per annum
to keep it in proper repair. On behalf of the

defence it was urged that this action was really one
brought by the Devon County Council, and the

contention of the defendants was that this haulage
of stone was part of the ordinary traffic of the

district, and that the road had never been in a fit

state to carry the ordinary traffic, and that there-

fore this liability should not fall upon the de-

fendants. One of the defendants' professional

witnesses said that there was no "core" in the

road, and that the road had never been properly

made up. Mr. Justice Ridley, in summing up, said

that the only question for the jury to decide was,
could this be called extraordinary traffic, and was
the traffic so conducted as to place an excessive

weight on the road, and had the plaintiffs incurred

expenses by reason of itV The jury answered all

these questions in favour of the plaintifYs, and the

learned judge gave judgment accordingly, the

amount of damages to be decided by an arbitrator

to be decided on between the parties.

CHIPS.

The foundation-stone of the new north aisle

which is being added to St. Chad's Church, Over,

near Winsford, at a cost of about £1,500, was laid

on Saturday.

The isolation hospital, Clacton-on-Sea, is being

warmed and ventilated by means of Shorland|3

patent Manchester stoves and special inlet venti-

lators, the same being supplied by Messrs. E. H.
Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.

At the last meeting of the Newcastle-under-Lyme
Board of Guardians the committee appointed to con-

sider the question of the provision of increased

accommodation at the workhouse reported having

interviewed Mr. J. T. Snape, architect, who
presented a scheme for a new hospital at a coat of

,L'l!,5n0, and an alternate scheme tor the provision of

25 additional beds, a separate maternity ward, and
a nurses' homo, at a total cost of .14,200. The
master also suggested a scheme providing for a

nurses' home and an additional hospital block on
either side of the present hospital. The architect

"

was requested by the committee to prepare rough
drawings of the two schemes last mentioned. The
report of the committee was adopted.

The memoiial in Westminster Abbey to com-
memorate the scientific career of Sir George Gabriel

Stokes, the eminent Camt>ridge mathematician, and
former President of the Uoyal Society, was formally

handed over to the Abbey authorities by the Duke
of Devonshire yesterday (Tliursday). It is in the

form of a broii/e portrait medallion, and has been

executed by Mr. Hamo Thornoycroft, R.A.

The Weston-super-Mare Master Builders' Aa-
sociation had their annual outing on Thursday in

last woek to Windsor and \irginia Wattr. The
party left Weston by the 050 a.m. train in saloon

carnages, and the day's programme included a view

of the Castle, luncheon at the Star and Garter, a

drive to Virginia Water, and dinner with the

president, Mr. C. AdJicott.
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ILLUSTRATIONe.
STUDIES FROM THE NUDE. — ITALIAN GARDEN AND
ELECTRICITY STATION, MAYFAIR.—RESIDENCE, REDHILL,
NOTTS.—CHURCH, PORTOBBLLO, EDINRURGU.—PROrOSKD
NEW SCHOOL, CANTON, OAKDIFF.

(Dut Illttstratt0tts.

NATIONAL SILVER MEDAL DHAWINGS : STUDIES
FUOSI THE NUDE.

Sir Wm. B. Richmond, K.C.B., R.A., and
Messrs. E. J. Gregory, E.A., and W. F. Yeames,
E.A., acted as the examiners at the National
College of Art competitions last autumn, when a
National Silver Medal "was awarded by them to

Mr. Gilbert Rogerp, of Mount-street Art School,
Liverpool, for his fine studies of the nude,
which the examiners recorded in their report as

"vigorous and extremely artistic drawings."
One of these sheets we have reproduced to- day,
and hope to give another by the same medallist
shortly. Such drawings cannot fail to be useful
to the designer and carver.

ITALIAN" CARDEN AND ELECTRICITV SUMSTATION,
DUKE STREET, MAYFAIR.

We publish this week details of the Italian girden
and electricity substation. Duke-street, Mayfair,
which is being erected from the designs of Mr.
G. Stanley Peach, F.R.I.B.A , for the West-
minster Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd. The
drawing illustrated was accepted for exhibition

at the Royal Academy, but was not hung, as a

model and a small scale general elevation of

the same building are exhibited. The build-

ing, when complete, will be the largest sab-
station in London, providing accommodation
for machinery of upwards of 9, 000k. w. out-

put, with ample accommodation for the large

number of feeder and distributiog mains which
will eventually be concentrated at this spot.

This substation is erected upon a site which
was cleared of buildings some years ago by the
Duke of Westminster and formed into a private

garden. The land is leased to the Westm'nster
Electric Supply Corporation, Ijtd., on condition

that the building is of an ornamental character,

and that the private garden is maintained,
although the level is altered. The level of the

garden will now be some 9ft. above the street

level. It will be laid out in a formal manner,
with a fountain in the centre and sheltered seats

at the back of the pavilions, with ornamental
stone seats, forming part of the balustrade in the
centre on each side oppo.site the fountain. The
problem of ventilation presented in this case is

somewhat difficult, as it is essential that the
shafts from which the lavatories and w.c.'s derive
air should be entirely separate from the ventila-

ting shafts of the building, and to arrange inlet

and extract shafts of sufficient area without undue
prominence. Fresh air isintroducedfor the engine-
-oom at the garden level, and the pavilions at

each end not only serve as entrances to the station,

but also as extract shafts for this part of the
building. The inlet shafts for the lavatories and
w.c.'s are at the pavement level, and the e-xtract

shafts terminate at the level of the garden.
A public urinal is also incorporated in the
scheme. It is entered through the side wall,
the steps descending in the pylon at the western
end. The interior of the building is faced
throughout with Farnley white glazed and blue
Staii'ordshire bricks ; the external facing above
the ground line is Portland stone. The entrance
doors to the pavilions are built up with iron
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HOUSE, REDHILL, NOTTS.—E. R. Sutton, Architect.

plates and mouldings, the constructional rivets

and fixing being designed in panels to obtain an
ornamental appearance. The semicircular open-

ings in the side walls of the pavilions and over

the doors are filled in with ornamental wrought-

iron grilles. The garden will be paved with

buff, red, and black tiles laid in a simple

pattern on patent asphalt sheet-lead dampcouree.
The engine-room is served by duplicate staircases

and two hydraulic lifts, each capable of carrying

a safe load of 20 tons. The engine-room is lit by
a clerestory all round, with semicircular openings

SlUd in with stallboard lights, which are being

made by the St. Pancras Ironwork Co.,

Pancraa-road, N.W. As will be seen from
the general drawings of this building, which
were illustrated in our issues of April 1 and 8,

1904, the motor generators are placed in the

centre of the engine-room, with the high-tension

switchboard on two galleries, one above the

other, on one side ; and the low-tension switch-

board on corresponding galleries on the other.

The subway for the low-tension mains which
distribute the current to consumers runs the

whole length of the building on one side. The
high-tension supply-mains which convey the

electrical energy from the power-station enter on
the opposite side at intervals along the wall. The
plant is arranged in sections, each bay being
practically complete in itself, and so arranged

that breakdown in any section is confined to it,

and cannot affect the whole station. An over-

head travelling-crane conveys machinery from
the lifts to any part of the engine-room. Messrs.

Kennedy and Jenkin, of 17, Victoria-street,

Westminster, are the engineers : and the whole
of the mechanical and' electrical engineering

arrangements (which present many novel and
interesting features), having been designed by
them, are being carried out under their super-

vision. It is anticipated that the station will be

sufficiently completed by the autumn of the

present year to enable current to be generated

and supplied from the building during the coming
winter. The building contractors are Messrs.

G. TroUope and Sons, of 77, Grosvenor-road,

S.W. The architect is Mr. C. Stanley Peach,

F.R.I.B.A., of Victoria Mansions, 78, Victoria-

street, S.W.

RESIDENCE AT REDHILL, NOTTS.

This house is situated at Redhill, about three

miles from Nottingham. On the site are many
old trees, which add considerably to the beauty

of the building. The walls are rough cast with

red brick dressings. The columns and woodwork
to purch are in English oak. The windows are

pamted white. The roof is covered with red

tiles. The builder is Messrs. T. Barlow and Co.,

Nottingham. Mr. Ernest R. Sutton is the

architect.

11. C. CHVRCn OF ST. JOHx's, rORTOllELLO,

EDINBURGH.

This church, now in course of erection, occupies

the site of the present church built in 1826. The
new church comprises a nave and chancel 112ft.

long, with a width of 60ft, , including north and

south aisles ; new chapels and baptistery, and a

tower 130ft. high. The inside will be faced with

Winchborough stone, and the roofs will be

groined and moulded in pitch-pine. The con-

tractors ai"e Messrs. J. Smith and Sons, masons,

and Messrs. Brown and Grieve, joiners. Mr. J.

T. Walford is the architect.

SELECTED DESICJN FOR PROPOSED NEW SCHOOL IN

CANTON, CARDIFF.

(For description see page 40.)

NEW SCHOOLS AND CHAPEL, OXFORDSHIRE.

This series of educational buildings is in course

of erection in Oxfordshire, from the designs of

Mr. W. H. Seth-Smith, F.R.I.B.A., the archi-

tect. We are unable to give further particulars.
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STAINED GLASS.
ExETEK Cathedeal.—Tho great west window

of Exeter Cathedral, which has been refilled as a
memorial to Archbishop Temple, was unveiled

on Friday by the Sheriff of Devon. In design

and colouring the window is in Early Perpendicular
style. In the large circle at the top of the window
is the figure of Our Lord in the attitude of blessing.

In the five surrounding foils are angels holding
inscribed scrolls. In the outer ring emblems of the
Four Evangelists alternate with adoring angels. At
the top of the window is the Agnus Dei, the Lamb
of God, and below the figure of the Lord is a dove,
the emblem of the Holy .Spirit. Beneath this there

are four angels standing, holding shields with
emblems of our Lord's Passion—the Cross, the
pillar, the scourges, the crown of thorns, and the
cock which crowed. Underneath are four more
angels, with scrolls bearing an inscription. The
lower portion of the window comprises nine lights.

The central one, the largest, contains St. Peter
enthroned. On either side are Edward the Con-
fessor and Queen Edgitha, the King having founded
the ojjurch. The other figures, three on either side,

are those of six bishops of the diocese—Leofric,
Quivil, Stapledon, Grandisson, Coverdale, and
Temple. Leofric is represented holding the charter
granted to him by Edward the Confessor ; Bishop
Stapledon is holding the sword with which he was
beheaded ; Edward the Confessor holds a ring

;

St. Peter the keys and the Book ; Coverdale is in

the attitude of writing; and Temple holds a crown,
and is in the robes which he wore at the Coronation.
In the canopies are shields, each containing the
arms of the figure represented beneath. Below the
figures is a series of coats-of-arms illustrative of
the career of Archbishop Temple. The window was
designed by Mr. G. F. Bodley, and has been carried
out by Messrs. Burlison and Grylls.

WATEE SUPPLY AND SANITABY
MATTEBS.

Rawm.vesh.—On June 28 the Rawmarsh L^rban
District Council appointed Mr. Malcolm Paterson,
M.Inst.C.E., to prepare a complete scheme for the
purification of the sewage of their district, which is

one of the largest urban districts on the Don, con-
taining a population at the last census of nearly
15,000, and lying adjacent to, and immediately
below, Eotherham on the left bank of that river.

The sewage is almost e ntirely domestic.

Street, Somerset.—New waterworks at Street,
constructed at a cost of £20,000, were opened last

week. The cost to the town will be only £25,000,
as Mr. J. Clark bore the expense of the Act of
Parliament, amounting to £1,000. In May, 1901,
the urban district council took the advice of Mr.
A. P. I. Cotterell, C.E , of Bristol, and he reported
that in the end the best and cheapest source could be
obtained from the Mendip hills. He proposed that
the council should acquire two springs and the
surrounding land at Rodney Stoke, and carry the
water thence in 9in. cast-iron pipes across the moors
to Street, with high-level and low-level reservoirs,
pumping the water from the low level to the high
by means of wind or oil engines. This scheme was
approved by the council, and the necessary plans
and particulars were prepared. In June, 1902, an
Act of -Parliament was obtained, and in September
of that year a tender was accepted for the supply of
pipes from Auhrives, in France. It was decided to
construct intake works at ItoJaey Stake, 9J miles
of 9in. main, and 11^ miles of .'iin., 4in., and Sin.
service mains, also to construct and lay a low-level
service reservoir with a capacity of .'JOO.ODD gallons,
and a high-level reservoir of 150,000 gallons. The
tender of Messrs. 'Wright and Son, of (Jlastonbury,
was accepted for the whole of this work, with the
exception of the high-level reservoir, a contract for
which was let to Mr. F. Huish, of Street.

#ur ^Mtt ^Mt

In view of the interest aroused by the controversy
some time ago as to thn accuracy of the grammar of
the inscription on the Blackmore memorial in Exeter
Cathedral, it is interesting to learn from a letter to
the Timrs that tha mistake has been rectified. Mr.
Harry Hems has altered the word " with " into
" and," in such a way that the tablet has not in the
least way been defaced.

A faculty has been granted in the London Con
sistory Court to the rector and churchwardens of
St. Giles-in-the-Fields authorising alterations and
improvements which it was desired to carry out in
the church. These include fixing a screen and a
second holy table in the morning chapel; moving
the railings in front of the sanctuary and making
with them a chancel screen by the pul|)it ; moving
the present east window into the north gallery and
placing it where the John Coleridge Patteson
window now is ; removing the John Coleridge
Patteson window and making with it an east
window

; and bringing the monument of Chapman,
the translator of the " Iliad," out of the church-
yard and placing it in one of the vestibules.

It ie announced in the Architectural Associa-

tion yutt.s that the ordinary meetings will in

future, as in the past, be held on Fridays. The
committee have consulted the views of the whole
body of members by voting papers, and are

satisfied, though Friday may be inconvenient to

some, there is not sufficient evidence that de-

parture from long tradition is generally desired.

It is, however, decided to hold the meetings in

the new premises, in Tutton-street, Westminster,

in which there is ample accommodation, and not,

aa for many years past, at the R.I.B A. premises

in Conduit-street.

TnE Berwick Town Council discussed once more
on Tuesday the subject of the upkeep of the

remnants of the Edwardian walls. Correspond-

ence was read from His Majesty's Board of

\VorbB, who olfei'ed to take over the site on which
the fragments of Edwardian wall and Bell Tower
stand, on a lease of not less than ninety-nine

years, and at an annual rental of not more than
£12 per acre. They also agreed to contribute

towards the cost of necessary sewerage and road -

making, and to fence in the old relics, stipulating

that the Corporation should also fence and main-
tain any parts of the ancient ramparts remaining
in their charge. The matter was referred by the

cautious town councillors to a committee for con-

sideration and report.

A GOLD medallion has been presented by Mr.
E.I. Neale, president of the Bristol Master Builders'

Association, to be worn by those who shall be
chosen to occupy the chair. On one side, appear

the arms of the city, enamelled, and surrounding
this device is the name of the association. Upon
the reverse has been engraved the following:—
"Presented to the Bristol Master Builders'

Association by Edward Isaac N.^ale, Esq., daring
his year of olHce ss president of the association,

1904." The members of the association have
added to the interest of the gift by providing a

gold chain, to which the medallion is attached.

Each link in the chain bears the name of the

president for the year, and at the close of every

year a link is to be added. The names of the

presidents, and their years of office upon the links

of the chain are as follows :—J. Yalland, 187-1 to

1S77 ; W. H. Cowlin, 1878 to 1882 ; A. Krauss,

1S83 and 1881 ; T. I!. Lewis, 1885 ; W. Brock,

1886 to 1888 ; W. Church, 1889 ; W. H. Cowlin,

1890 ; E. T. Hatherley, 1891 and 1892 ; A. Krauss,

1893 ; G. Humphreys, 1894 ; G. AVilkina, 1895
;

C. A. Hayes, 1896; A. Krauss, 1897 and 1898;

F. N. Cowlin, 1899: G. Humphreys, 1900; E.

Walters, 1901 : G. Wilkins, 1902 ; A. Bowling,
1903 ; E. I. Neale, 1904.

The Education Committee of the Birkenhead
Corporation again discussed at their last meeting,

held on Friday, a proposal to appoint an architect

for the Tran mere Schools, a previous proposition

nominating Mr. Deacon, a local professional man,
for the work, having been referred back. The
clerk read a letter from Mr. T. W. Cubbon, of

Birkenhead, offering to do the whole of the

committee's.work in the provision of enlargement
of schools at £300 a year and the usual fees for

quantities— l.j per cent, on the co.-t ; and also a

letter from Mr. A. W. Street, also of Birkenhead,

offering to do the work for £200 a year. A reso-

lution was moved and seconded that Jlr. Cubbon's
offer be accepted. To this an amendment was
proposed confirmatory of the committee's previous

recommendation that Mr. Deacon be appointed

architect for the new schools at Tranmere, and
this amendment was carried by fourteen votes to

seven, several members deprecating the sending

by architects of unsolicited offers of services to

the committee?.

TiiKitK was opened on Jtonday at University

College, (Jower-stroet, the annual exhibition of

antiquities found in Egjpt and arranged by
I'rofessor W. M. Flinders Petrie. The objects

discovered last year range from the period of the

fourth dynasty to tho later portion of tho Homan
Occupation. Professor Flinders I'otrio himself

has been working on behalf of the I'-gyp' Kx-
ploralion Fund at Thebes and Ehnasya, whilst

Dr. (Jrcntell and Dr. Hunt have been engaged at

Oxyrhynchus for the Gra'co-Koman branch.

Prufcsiior K. Naville and Air. II. K. Hall have for

the Arch:i'oIogical Survey been carrying on exca-

vation at Diir-el-Bahari, and Mr. L. Loat has

been occupied in the Fayuni for the K;^yptian

Kesearch Account. An incised figure belonging

to the sixth dynasty wealing the Crown of Upper
Egypt was found at Thebes ; it is conjectured to

have been brought by the later kings of the
twelfth dynasty about 2500 n.c. to form part of

the foundation of their temple. Underneath this

temple a group of burials was found belonging
apparently to the eleventh dynasty, including

some scarabs and ivory pins. An important dis-

covery has been a statuette of Hershefi, the ram-
headed god of Ehnasya, dedicated by Xeferkara
Pef-dudu-bast-mes-bast of the twenty -third

dynasty, 700 ii.c. There are also displayed

vases in serpentine and alabaster, variegated

glass bottles, ushabtis, scarabs, amulets, and a

stele of Xekhtu making offerings to his mother,

found at Gurob in graves of the eighteenth and
nineteenth dynasties by Mr. Currelly. The
Roman age is represented by classical lamps of

various degrees of finish and many forms o£

relief. Some of them belong to Ptolemaic times,

and others are Byzantine. Among the sculptures

is a row of Eoman capitals resembling the work
of about 500 a.d. in Italy. For the Egj'ptian

Research Account Miss Murr.ay, Jliss Hansard,
and Miss Mothertole have furnished a number of

copies of tombs in facsimile outlines of the fourth

and fifth dynasties at Saqqara. For the same
account Mr. Loat displays a collection of tablets

of adoration (1300 ii c.) in the chapel and for the

worohip of 'Thothmes III. about 1500 ji.f. An
ancient temple was discovered at Thebes by Pro-

fessor Edouard Naville and Mr. H. K. Hall. This

funerary temple was built for himself by King
Neb - Kheru - ra Mentuhotep of the eleventh

dynasty at Deir-el-Bahari. This dynasty belongs

to the period of the Middle Kingdom, which,

according to Brugsch's chronology, lasted from
about 2550 to 2450 ii.c. Many objects of later

times—especially of the eighteenth and nine-

teenth dynasties—are also exhibited. The exca-

vations at Oxyrhynchus by Dr. Grenfell and Dr.
Hunt were devoted to the continued clearance of

the principal mounds of the Roman and early

Byzantine periods ; and discoveries were made of

Greek papyri from the 1st to the 5th century a.d.

They include numerous classical and theological

fragments—the latter including the New Sayings

of Jesus, part of a lost Gospel, part of the Genesis

fragment, the earliest existing text of that book,

and the declaration of a suspected Christian,

dating from the persecution of Decius. The
new classical pieces include fragments of Pindar,

Menander's Codex, a comedy by Cratiniis, and a

part of the new Epitome of the lost books of Livy,

there being on the other side the text of the

Epistle to the Hebrews and a farce in prose and
verse.

— ^11

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING "WEEK.
Saturday (to-morro\\).—Architectural AssociatioQ Day

Visit to Winchester and St. Cross by
9.30 a.m. train from \V'aterloo.

Wed.-jesday.—Builders' Benevolent Institution : Annual
general meeting, 3 p.m. Committee meet-
ing, 3.30 p.m.

An appeal is made for £15,,500 for the extensive

works in progress to secure the safety of Exrls-

wood Asylum, necessary owing to negligence in

construction when it was erected some fifty years

ago. The entire structure was found to be without

proper foundations, although on a clay soil, and the

walls and roots unscientifically constructed. On
expert advice, confirmed by tho liighest authority,

an immediate outlay of some £25,000 to £30.000

has, in consequence, been pronounced essential to

save the building from destruction. Friends have

subscribed £6,000 towards the sum required, but

£12,000 has already been spent, while further

obligations extend to £9,500.

(Jn Saturday last the foundation-stone was laid

of a new Wesleyan mission church, Levenshulme,

Manchester. The architect for the building is Mr.

J. B. Thornhy Dirwen, the builders being Messrs.

Burgess and Gait, Ardwick.

Between thirty and forty members of the Bristol

Associatiou of Clerks of Workj and Builders' Fore-

men paid a visit a few days ago to the Corsham
quarries of the Bith Stone Firms, Ltd. Mr. T.

Sturgo Cotterell, the manager, assisted by other

representatives of the company, showed the party

around and explained the method of quarrying.

Koturniiig to the hotel, where refreshments had

been provided, Mr. T. S. Cotterell occupied the

chair, and explained the pleasure it gave him to bo

among jiractical men and thosn who were interested

in building operations. Mr. II. J. K. Davis, presi-

dent of the Association, proposed a vote of thanks

to Mr. Cotterell, and Mr. \V. Kidwoll, secretary,

serondod the proposition. The company returned

by rail to Bristol.
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t^raire i^eto
WAGES MOVEMENTS.

Glasgow Masons' Strike.—A meeting of the
Associated Masters was held on Monday, at which
it was resolved unanimously to adhere to the decision
already announced, to reduce the wages of the
operative masons in Glasgow and district by ^d. per
hour. It is stated that, including non-associated
masters, a hundred masters were present at the
meeting. The attitude of both parties so far with
regard to the reduction is uncompromising, and it is

believed the dispute will now extend over the Fair
holidays.

W. % USGELLES and Co.,

121, Banhill Row, London, E.C.
TEIiBFHONB Ns. 1365.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.
LASCELLES' CONCRETE.

Conservatories & Greenhouses,

WOODEN BUILDINGS.
BANK, OFFIOB, ft SHOP FITTINSS.

CHURCH BENCHES A PULPITS.
MBIIMATSB BITMlt OIT ATPLiatTIOir.

FOE
Olivers'

Seasoned

APPLT TO-
WM. OLIVER & SONS

Hardwoods,
LTD.,

120, BunhiU Row, LONDON, EC.

TENDERS.
",' Correspondent.^ would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering— at any rate, of the
accepted tender : it adds to the v.aiue of the information.

B.wswATER, W.—For fitting up and wiring for light-
ing by electricity the sub-station of the fire brigade in
Bayswater, for the London County Council :

—

National Electric Co., Ltd £195
Alliance Electrical Co., Ltd. ... 179 15
Marshall. A. H., and Co 164 5
Duncan, "Watson, and Co 164
Coleby, F. J., and Co 162 10
Weston, &., and Sons 160
Johnson, W. H 158 7
DurellandCo. 154 13
Clark, O , and Cj 145
Sunderland, L , and C 140
Eashleigh, Phipps, and Co ' ... 121 2 6

* Accepted.

Biggleswade.—For additions to the isolation hospital,
Biggleswade, Beds, for the joint hospital board. Mr.
Henry Young. Bedford, architect :

—

Saint, Cambridge £5,298
Wade, St. Xeots 5,177
Banyard, Cambridge 5,050
Hinson and Co., Stamford 4,930
Hockley and Co., Grantham ... 4.850
French, Sandy 4.838
Foster, Kempston 4,837
Bell and Son, Cambridge 4,831
Eaban and Son, Baldock 4,783
Wright, Langford 4.689
Hedhouse, Stotfold 4.6-.!5

Bateman and Son. Sutton Bridge .. 4.633
Parren and Son, Earith 4,575 14
BaUey, Ashwell 4,427
Eastwood, Market Harborough ... 4,3J0
Wharton and Dunstall, Bedford ... 4,298
Dawes, Bedford 4,220
Howard, Huntingdon (accepted) ... 4,000

Bhighocse.—For the construction of sewers in the
Hove Edge and Rastuek districts, lor the town council :

—
Edmondsonand Wyatt, Werneth... £5.000

tAcceptel.'

Bristol.—For erecting warehouse at Lawrence-hill
Railway Wharf, for Messrs. Tom Adam^ and Bros. Mr.
W. H. Watkins, A.R.I.B.A , 15, Clare-street, Bristol,
architect :

—

Lewis, T. E £250
Love, E 222 4
Neale, H. W. and E. J 222
Humphreys, G. 209 10
Hayes, C. A 207
Beaven, A. J., Bedminstet' ... 19j

* Accepted.

Bristol.—For repairing the roof of the public baths at
the Mayor's Paddock, for the city council

;

Daltry, G. T. (accepted; £813
(Lowest tender received.)

Brixham.—For erection of new chancel at the British
Seamen's Orphanage. Messrs. E. Appleton and Son,
Torquay and Paignton, architects :—

Wyatt, Btixham (accepted).

BaixnAM.—For erection of farm cottages at Kingston
Farm, for Mr. T. Lakeman. Mesara. E. Appleton and
Son, Torquay and Paignton, architects. Uuantities by
Mr. C. Sewell Appleton :

—
Short, J. E, Kingswear £500
Hazlewood Bros.. Brixham 4S7
Eabbich, H. P., Paignton* 440 6 6

* Accepted.

Beoomfield, Essex.—For the erection of a pair of
cottages. Mr. R. Mawhood, Chelmsford, architect :

—
Gowers, J £490
Samms, W 490
Saltmarsh, E 497 10
Weight, F 470
Elgie, J 461
Potter, H., and Son (accepted) ... 450 IS

All of Chelmsford.

Caxxock.—For building electric lighting station at
rear of town-hall, for the urban district council :—

Whittaker Brothers, Dudley [accepted).

Chatham.— For the electricity supply and equipment
at Chatham Dockyard :

—
Graham, Morton, and Co., Hunslet, Leeds, and London

(accepted).

Chelmsford.—For the erection of three small villas.

Mr. R. Mawhood, Chelmsford, architect :

—

Potter, H., and Son £950
Fincham, W 893
Gowers, J 820
Weight. P 8''0

Samms, W. (accepted) 747
All of Chelmsford.

CowES, I.W. —For executing works of painting on
Victoria Parade, Prince's Green, and Egypt Esplanade, for
the urban district council :

—
Edney, H. (accepted) £55 10

Greeswich.-For the supply, delivery, and erection of
the two combined coal and ash conveyors required for use
in connection with the first portion of the Greenwich
electricity generating station, for the Loudon County
Council :

—
Cass, C. A.. Bury £7,393 17

Dempster, R., & Sons, Ltd., Elland 7,270 17
8DencerandCo..Ltd.,Melksham,.. 6 831
Blake, Barclay, & Co.. Greenock ... 6,550 10
Babcockit Wilcox, Ltd., London,.. 4.970 10
Xew Conveyor Co., Ltd., Smeth-
wick (accepted' 4,763

Allen, E., and Co., Ltd., Sheffield... 4,682 3

Hacksey, N.E.—For the execution of the paving, &c.,
works connected with the seciion of the Mare-street im-
provement between Morning-lane and Darnley-road, for

the London County Council :
—

White, J. G., and Co.. London ...£10.595 17 6
Muirhead, Greig, & Matthews,
London 9 816 3 11

Mowlem, J., and Co., London ... 9,378 10 11
ImprovedWood Pavement Co.,

London 9,065 6
Acme Flooring it Paving Co ,

London 9,037 5 7

Manders, W., Leyton (accepted) ... S,9S2 12 3
Grilhths. W., and Co., London ... 8.108 10 9

(Chief engineer's estimate, £9,375.)

Hampton'.—For the erection of police station. Mr.
I. Dixon Butler, surveyor to the Metropolitan Police,

Xew Scotland Yard, architect. Quantities by Messrs.
Thui-good, Son, and Chidgey, Charing Cross Chambers,
Duke-street, Adelphi ;—

Jordan, A £9.659 15
Holloway Bros 8.49J
GroverandSon 8,412
Chessum and Sons 8.268
Higgs and Hill 8.263
LatheyBros 8,097
Messom 8.077
Potterton 8,010 10 6
Collinson 7,560

Ha.vwell, W.—For the erection of a span-roof green-
house at the council's cemetery at Hanwell, for the Ken-
sington Borough Council :

—
Cooper. W., and Son £240
Kent, Q. and F 198
Weeks, J., and Co 170
Jamieson, A 115 10
Dickens, W. faccepted' 137 12 3
Harris, A. (informal) 133 2 6

High Wycombe.—For the erection of new house,
Amersham HiU, Hieh Wycombe, for Mr. Daniel Clarke,
J.P. Mr. Arthur Vernon, F.S.I., 9, Strand, Chariug
Cross. London, W.C., and High Wycombe, Buc'is, archi-

tect :
—
Darlington. G., Amersham £1,590
Carter and Son, Mirlow 1,4S3
Harris. H.. Marlow 1.473
Briggs. G., and Son, Great Kingshill 1,459
Nash and Sons. Wycombe 1,397
Webster and Cannon, Aylesburv .., 1,358
Lovell, T. J., Marlow 1.363
Harris, J. F.. Wycombe 1,329
Gibson, G H., Wycombe 1,312
Hunt and Son, Wycombe 1,-291

Smith. G., Lane End 1,231 5 6
Flint, H., Wycombe (accepted) ... 1,173

KiLBURS, N. W.—For wiring and fitting up for lightin;?

by electricity the lire sub-station in Kilburn, for the
London County Council;—

Alliance Elec. Co., Ltd £192 9
National Elec. Construction Co. ... 183
Dune m. Watson, and Co 175
Coleby, F. J., and Co 175
Marshall. -4,. H., and Co 174'10

Johnson, W. H 172 2
DurrellandCo 17113
Weston G., and Sons 170
Clark. O,, and Co 165
Sunderland. L„ and Co 149
Rishleigh, Phipps, & Co. (accepted) 143

1,070
1,C65
1,019
1,016
999 11

977
96S

IsLiNCTON.—For paving a portion of Hornsey-road
between the Great Northern Railway Bridge and Seven
Sisters'-road with asphalte, for the borough council :

—

Val de Travers Asphalte Co.,
Ltd. (accepted) £5,3il 11 2

King's Lysn.—For etructural alterations to tliB

theatre :

—

Brown, W. H., Lynn (accepted) ... about £600

London.—For the erection of warehouse at Lime-
house, E. Mr. Herbert Riches, 3, Crooked-lane. King
William-street, E.C.. architect. Qaaatities supplied :—

Thorne, F. and T " "

Salt, S., and Sous
Courtney and Fairbairn
Osborn, T.. and 8on3
Todd and Xewman
"Watts, Johnson, and Co. ...

Sheffield Bros.*
• Accepted, with additions, at £1.050.

LON'DOS.—For the erection of stabling at Stnke
Newington, X. Messrs. Foulsham and Herbert Riches,

3, Crooked-lane, E.C , architects:—
Todd and Newman £492
Osborn, T., and Sons 439
Courtney and Fairbairn 433
Sheffield Bros, (accepted) 395

London, E.C—For paving the carriageways of the
undermentioned streets with asphalte, for the City Cor-
poration :

—
Whitecross-street :

—

. French Asphalte Co.* £1.145 2
Bouverie-street (portion) :

—
Improved "Wood Pavement Co.* ... 365 G S

Cloak-lane (with wood) :
—

Acme Flooring and Paving Co.* ... 324
Oat-lane :

—
French Asphalte Co.* 77

White Hart-street :
-

French Asphalte Co.* 55
• Accepted.

XoTTiNGUAM.—For two houscs and shops, Victoria
Embankment, and Arkwright-street. Nottingham. Mr.
A. R. Calvert. F.S.L, and Mr. William R. Cleave,
A.R.I.B.A.. IS, Low Pavement, Nottingham, architects :

—
Crane, "W.. Ltd £1,59S
Short, J. G.' 1.59S

' Accepted ; lowest of ten tenders.

Nynebf.ad. "Wellin'iton, Somebsf-t.—For repairs and
improvements at Nynehead Court, for Mr. G. F. Lyaaght.
Mr. T. J. Moss-Flower, A.M.I.C.E.. 2, Victoria Man-
sions. Westminster and Bristol, surveyor :

—
Thomas. L.K., & Son.The Triangle,

Clifton, Bristol (accepted) £1,413 14

Osborne, I.W.—For the further extension of the Royal
Naval College at Osborne by the erection of additional
dormitories and administrative accommodation :—

McManus, Hammersmith (accepted).

P.MGNTON.—For the completion of pair of semi-detached
houses on the Alta Vista Estate, for Mr. C. H. Eistley.

Messrs. E. Appleton and Son, Torquay and Paignton,

architects. Quantities by Mr. C. Sewell Appleton :
—

Harris. R £1,34S
"Webber. H.. and Son l.Hi3

Drew. C. and R. E 1,145

Rabbich, H. P. (accepted) 1,115 9

All of Ipswich.
Poplar, E.—For the supply of a 50-kw. electric

generating plant at the Poplar Technical Institute, for

the London County Council :
—

Belliss and Morcom, Birmingham
Brotherhood, P., London
Allen, W. H.. Son. A: Co., Bedford
Sissons, W., and Co., Gloucester

Drawings.
£516 £26
541 (included"'

520 £5
475 (included)

SiTTiNGBOURN-E.—For engineering work at the water-

I
works, for the urban district couacU :

—
Knight and Co., Sittiogbourne ... £135 11

(Accepted.)
! SoiTiiAMFTON.—For carrying out vacation repiirs and
renovations at Hartley University College, for the

council :
—

Fussell, W. A., Southampton ... £295 10

1 (Accepted ; lowest of live tenders received.)

! SorTUWARiv.—For wiring and fitting up the fire-station

in Tooley-street for lighting by electricity, for the Loudoa
County Council :

—
Alliance Electrical Co., Ltd., 137,

I
Regent-street, W £165 5 6

Marshall. A. H.. & Co., 270, High-
road, Leytonstone 158 10

Coleby, E. J., and Co., 7, Thayer-
street, Manchester -square. W. ... 157

Johnson, W. H., 230, Upper Kea-
nington-lane, S.E 154 7

Dancan, Watson, and Co., 100,

Charing Crods-road. W.C. ... 153

Clark. O., and Co., St. Mark's-roid.
North Kensington lo2

"Weston. G., and Sons, 153, Fen-
church-street. EC 150

National Electric Construction Co.,

Ltd.,31. Victjria-street, S.W. ... 14S

Durrell and Co., 5S, Fenchurch-
street, EC lil 13

Sunderland. L., & Co., 33, Victoria-

street. S.W 135

Ra^hleigh, Phipps, and Co., 102.

Oxford-street, W. (accepted) ... 133 10

ToRQtTAY.—For the erection of a small farmhouse on the

Shipley Estate, for Mr. W. H. Kitson. J.P. M.Hsrs. E.

Appleton and Son. Torquay and Paignton, architects :
—

Tucker, Torquay ^accepted) ... £350

Torquay.—For alteration'5 to the stablea, "Stolzenfels,**

for Mr. C. N. L'lxmoore. Messrs. E. Appleton andSau,
Torquay and Paignton, architects :

—
I

L^aman, Torquiy (accepted).

"WiTHAM. Essex.—For the erection of three cottagei,

Mr. R. Mawhood, Chelmsford, architect:-
Lewis and Son, With im £610
Richards and Son. Witham 5B0

Smith and Son. Witham 57.5

"West, E., Chelmsford ^accepted) ... 5o9
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ADJUNCTS OP ARCIIirECTURE.

OUR English buildings have been declared

by the late Mr. Fergu.s^on to be lack-

ing in the phonetic qualities of the cthor

arts. That is to say, he divided all the arts

into Teohnic and I'honetic. The first group
comprises the arts of shelter and clothing,

the latter those arts which arise out of the

gifts of speech, comprising poetry, sculpture,

and painting. Of course, there is no sharp
line between these two groups ; there are
imperceptible variations between the building
which simply performs the office of a
shed and that which seeks to express the
traditions and historic greatness of a

municipality, a great town hall or church.
Jlr. Fergusson observes that during all

the great building epochs progress was
achieved in architecture by the simplest
processes, and nations, however uncivilised,

were able to design and build the most
beautiful structures. It was by a slow,

bit-by-bit process that our great cathe-
drals were reared. In those ages the
individual was nothing, while now it is

reversed ; the individual is everything, while
the age is of little importance in an artistic

sense. The Medi:oval chapter decided on
the general plan and details of a cathedral,

and it was carried out by craftsmen who had
an equal share in the result. So it was with
architecture in all the historic ages ; but it is

not so now. The man who wins the com-
petition or designs the building is everything,
the other are crafts merely subsidiary." Fer-
gusson, in fact, says it was with architecture
in the Middle Ages as it is now with engineer-
ing, the only way an art oan be cultivated on
true principles. So it was, in fact, with all

the technic arts ; but with the phonetic arts,

like painting, and sculpture, and poetrj', it is

otherwise. The individu.al may and must bo
everything; so we are prepared to give a small
fortune for a jiicture by an eminent painter,
but refuse to buy even the most perfect copy.
Though we may build better bridges than
were built a few hundred years ago, and
build better houses, wo do not produce better
sculptures than those which Phidias executed

;

nor can better dramas be written than those
of'Shakespeare. This is all true. Yet there
are phonetic qualities in architecture ; every
piece of sculptural decoration, every building
which can express a sentiment or in emotion
is phonetic.

_
Oan we noi arouse a sense of

awe by massiveness or severity of design and
detail, or the opposite quality of gaiety by
light and fanciful arrangements of line and
profile ? In fact, there are degrees of phonetic
<[ualities in architecture, and one of the means
by which they are expressed is by sculptural
adjuncts. Sculpture, in fact, has long liekl

a very subordinate place in architecture. The
modern architect is seldom a born sculptor,
ana this wo must attribute largely to the
separation that has taken place between the
technic and the phonetic arts, or the useful
and ornamental arts. Although the individual
is everything in modern architecture, the fact
has not done much to make sculpture a hand-
maid as she once was—rather the reverse.
Why is this y It is because at the time of
the Renaissance, or, as Fergusson says, tho
Reformation, the true principles of art were
lost. Wo may say, in other words, tho
alliance which had hitherto existed between
architecture and tho sister arts of sculpture
and painting and decoration was broken.
The several arts which before co-operated
lost their coherence, and became separated
into often antagonistic elements. This want
of union was duo to many causes—one of the

chief the dissolution of the craft guilds and
tho setting-up of the individual and com-
mercial ideal. Tho question has been dis-

cussed by many writers, but we may take
it for granted that sculpture, decoration,

and the various crafts in connection with
building lost their hold on architecture and
began to be practised as independent arts.

From this period the architect has depended
less and less on sculpture as an accompani-
ment ; he lost his hold on it when it became
and was practised as a separate art. Many
years ago Mr. Boll, a writer in the BuiLDlxr;
News, and the late Dr. Zerffl strove to give a

fresh impetus to tho study among the pro-

fession, and to show how valuable an ad-

junct it was; but their learning and
arguments fell on deaf ears. ISIoro recently

the profession have tried to enlist tho services

and talent of tho sculptor in buildings of a
public character, and architects like Mr.
lielcher have, with conspicuous ability,

shown how sculptural decoration can be legiti-

mately employed to give dignity and emphasis
to architectural design, as in the latter's

(.'bartered Accountants' Institute, Moorgate-
street. In this building and others that

could be mentioned the sculpture is not ob-
truded or made to appear as the main thing,

as if the architecture was only the framework

;

but tho architect has endeavoured to give it

its true place as an adjunct to the archi-

tecture. And this is one of the points to be
learned. Sculpture has too much been
looked at as a distinct art, having rival

claims with architecture. In this view we
have seen groups introduced in pediments or
on pedestals quite independent of the build-

ing. The usual plan is to leave niches for

statues and groups at the corners of the
building above the cornice or pediment ; in

fact, a sort of rivalry is set up between the
architect's and sculptor s work as to which
is the more important ; sculpture, of course,
appealing more directly to the public taste.

A great deal has been written and argued on
both sides, and it will remain one of the
crucial points of art.

One writer on the subject very judiciously
remarks: "When the building is the main
thing and sculpture its adjunct, as in most
instances is the proper relationship, it does
rest very materially with the ai-chitect to
know and decide upon the fitness of the
decoration in order to insure the complete-
ness of the whole. Thus the character of the
sculpture, the choice of relief, the severity or
freedom of the modelling, and also in a great
measui'e the choice of subject should be in

his hands, in consultation, of course, with
tho sculptor emploj'ed. It may not be neces-
sary that he should know how to model or
carve, but he shiuld know when the work is

well done, and whether it is fitly designed

—

in fact, true art ; and not, through lack of
knowledge and taste, be content with the
rubbish that is too often called decoration.
Therefore, when good sculpture is to be seen,
either on the outside or forming part of the
internal decoration of a building, it reflects

as much, or even more, credit on tho archi-
tect than on the sculptor." Speaking of the
fitness and adaptability of sculptural decora-
tion, tho same writer refers to tho copy of the
frieze from tho Parthenon on tho gateway to
Hyde I'ark Oorner. Hero Sir ('harlos lliist-

lako's essay on bas-relief is much in evidence.
Mr. Mullins maintains that tho copy of tho
beautiful relief on the gateway is ([uito out
of place, and reflects discredit on tho archi-
tect. Tlio reasons of the sculptor of tho
Parthenon frieze for modelling tho relief

have been overlooked in tho copy in Uydo
Park, and they are pointed out. .'• In tho
iVthenian temple the high side-light was
obscured by tlio external columns, and tho
relief could only bo seen by looking up at it

at a few foot distance. No part should there-
fore project much boyond tho rest, or some
of it would bo hidden. lUit in tho copy
tho frieze is meant to bo seen some

distance ofi, and seen where it is the relief

is obscure, almost indistinguishable, resem-
bling a bit of tracery rather than a proces-
sion of men and women." Those who copy
ancient sculptures and many of the sculptors
and carvers of the present day appear to
overlook the question of climate and light,

forgetting that what may be excellent in
Greece will not be so in Britain under our grey
skies and smoky atmospheres. It is the latter,

perhaps, which at all brings out the relief of

the decoration after a few years of sooty
deposit and discoloration. The very fineness

of line on the Parthenon sculptures was
rendered visible not only by strong, clear

atmosphere and sunlight, but by the aid of

colour ; but the same relief in a liOndon
building 4()ft. above the eye would scarcely

be noticed, and then only under the mo^t
favourable conditions of the light and atmo-
sphere. Our work has therefore to be more
vigorous, bolder and simpler in design, the
relief greater than tho Greek sculpture, u)
matter how rough and uncouth it looks when
it is seen close to the ey-^. The effect of

distance is the chief thing to be studioi ; but
this mainly depends on atmosphere and light.

For example, a finely-sculptured frieze or

panel of low relief which could be clearly

defined in Greece or Italy 20ft. high or

distant would require to be seen nearly close

in a dull Tjondon atmosphere. The density

of the air through smoke, and the absence of

sunlight, render it necessary that such carved
work be brought nearer the eye. or the scale of

the design and relief enlarged. Thes3 are the
only alternatives. And it ''s curious our
sculptors and carvers have not yet learned
how to apply these principles. We have
only to look at many of our large
lately - erected buildings in London to

find how seldom these points have been
attende i to, and how much real talent

and labour have been wasted in the upper
stories of a fai,ade at a useless cost.

To a large extent the fault lies with the
architect. When he sketches tho figure

sculpture and decorative detail in his eleva-

tion, he is apt to overlook the distanca

of such work to the eye. Ilis elevation

is drawn on a flat surface, and all tho

parts are within the same distance from the

eye of the draughtsman, so that he is apt to

show more detail or figures in tho upper
friezes and spandrels than on those of the
lower story. Perhaps he copies something
from an example without reference to scale

or height. When the design is plat cd in the
sculptor's hands tho evil is intensified. How
different to the process of tho old masters.

The sculptor, probably himself the architect

studiol the subject in the actual building ;

his rough cartoons or sketches were made
and applied to the actual space at his dis-

posal. Hut it was not .always so. Michael
Angelo himself, in his marble monument of

Julius II., it is stated, had at th it time rather

crude idoas of architectiir.al design. In his

sketch of the monument executed with a rood

pen slightly shaded with bistro, tho archi-

tecture of the monument is shown as a more
framework for the sculpturo, yet his method of

proceeding with tho bronzo statue of Julius

shows that he studied those priuciitles of

design which can alone insure success in

sculpture. In a pavilion behind the church,

sot ap.art as a workshop,. Michael .Vngolo

modelled tho clay figuro which was to

be cast in bronze and placed over tho

doorway of tho main entrance of ••> m Tetronio.

It was a sitting figuro I lit. in height. In tho

colossal figuro of lJ.vvid. tho sculjitor hul a

workshop erected near the cathcdr.il. Wo
are told, " Not as a modern sculjitor would
witli a full-sized model, an ingunious ap-

paratus to transfer its proportions to tho

marble, and skilled carvers to block it out

till within a few toiichos of tho chisel of

completion, but alone in prosonco of tho

huge and awkward block, with chi.sel.s

fa.shioned and tempered by himself." And
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he worked with wonderful precision on the
marble itself, and all know the result, the
vigour and force of the statue which the
sculptor has given us. A more laboured and
mechanical process of dividing the work
would not have produced the same effect in
position. His chiselling was proportioned to

the whole scale ; each chip tells.

After the principles we have indicated
have been observed in relation to all archi-
tectural sculpture, something may be said
about the character of the sculpture. As
one writer observes, in our northern climate
there should be a tendency towards life

rather than abstract beauty, and he instances
the work of our Gothic ancestors, in whose
work the story told was always vigorous,
though the handling rather rough and rude.
We have to emphasise more strongly, and
give more action to our figure, making life

the first thought rather than beauty. In this
way we xaay obtain a more typical and
characteristic sculpture. It is decorative
sculpture that shoiild be the aim of the union
of carving in its best form with archi-
tecture, as intended. It should appeal to the
mind as well as the eyo. It must be sub-
jective as well as objective. When archi-
tecture plays a subsidiary part to sculpture,
as it often does in monumental work, it may
be desirable for the sculptor to design his
own architecture or framewoik of his figure.
The Wellington monument in St. Paul's
Cathedral, by Alfred Stevens, is an example

;

the whole design was the sculptor's. But
here again we may ask whether the building
itself is not the main idea ? In one sense it

is ; but as monuments are erected after the
building has been erected, as in a cathedral,
the monument must be more or less indepen-
dent of its surroundings. In such instances
as portrait statues, or those of public men,
the likeness is the chief aim of the sculptor,
and has to be thought of first, though there are
artistic considerations of form, profile, dress.
In regard to the latter, wo think it doubtful
whether any statue in modern dress placed
in an open space out of doors can be regarded
as successful. But if the same statue is

placed in a building or near one, either on
a pedestal or in a niche, the statue will look
less discordant and the dress will appear less

out of place.

Mr. T. Stirling Lee, in some remarks on
sculpture and iti association with architec-
ture, draws attention to the association of the
two arts and crafts in the same individual.
In the Middle Ages the same individual,
we know, worked in both, and he thinks it

necessary for stone-carvers to begin in the
workshops before sculpture will ever take its

place as decoration for architecture. He says
" that the development at the present time of
the plastic to the exclusion of the glyptic
portion of our art lies at the root of the
matter of our inability in stone and marble
seems to me incontrovertible. . . . The pre-
sent manner of modelling and carrying the
clay to a high state of finish in order to
translate it into marble must be illogical.

The whole work is to do over again, when
by casting in metals the subject is trans-
ferred into a precious and durable material."
And he says we have become a nation of
modellers, not sculptors. He also points out
that the tendency of working in clay is

essentially anatomical in its building up,
while in marble working, which starts from
planes, the tendency is towards the geo-
metrical. The evolution of the architect and
sculptor from the mason he considers the
true one. If we regard architecture as monu-
mental in its objects and aims, no doubt the
mason's ideal is the true one. But building
has long ago passed into a more composite
stage, in which various materials other than
stone have to be treated, and in which the
sculptor's art occupies a less prominent part.
So that it is now, as Mr. Lee says, modelling,
or the plastic branch of the art, that is studied,
and the caster in bronze has a more prominent

position. Therefore it is the design of appro-
priate and accessorial sculpture or bronze
embellishment which the architect has to
mainly consider; how best to bring the
sculptor's art into harmony with the lines of
the building and its purpose. The principal
condition necessary seems to be that it should
be ornamental—that is, be distributed in

positions, and .be designed or modelled in
strict relation to the parts or features it is to
adorn. Our French neighbours have the gift

of this quality of making their sculpture
decorative rather than merely representative ; ,

and some of their fa(,'ades, as that of the
Grand Opera House, where there is a lavish
use of sculptural embellishment, afford evi-
dences of the decorative quality of these
Sculptural adjuncts. We have very little in
London, or in most of our large towns, to

indicate that the profession have really given
attention to sculptural decoration. In the
Savoy extension we notice a well-modelled
frieze over the arches of the south block
recessed from the Strand, and some good
friezes modelled by Mr. Pegram. The grand
foyer, with its richly-moulded ceiling cove,
and the wall panelling of fibrous plaster, by
Messrs. George Jackson and Sons, may
also be mentioned as being refined and
decorative. One serious drawback to sculp-
tural decoration in London is the smoke-
laden atmosphere, which so quickly dis-
figures our noblest buildings, and obscures
by a thick coating or fur of soot sculp-
tural work, and this is a strong reason
for using a material of a non-absorbing and
seU-cleaneiiig nature, like that which has
been used in the facing of the Savoy ex-
tension—a glazed terracotta called "Carrara,"
a delicate and marble-like material supplied
by Messrs. Doulton, of Lambeth. And we
believe it will be mainly in this form of
modelled work and cast bronze that we
must mainly look for decorative sculpture in
our large city buildings. The profession
must, however, if this form of art is to

revive, again take an interest and lead in the
movement ; they ought to study sculpture as
an adjunct to their own art, and be able to
take a leading part in the design and
modelling of figures and groups, instead of

leaving it to carvers and sculptors or com-
mercial firms of decorators, who know little

about architecture except as an art which
gives them an opportunity of carrying out
their schemes with the least interference.

ARTS AND CRAFTS
STUDENTS'

EXHIBITION OF
WORK.

THE work done by students of the London
County Council Central School of Arts

and Crafts is now on view at 316, Regent-
street, and indicates the progress made since

the school was established by the Technical
Education Board in October, 1S96. Under
the able direction of ProfessorW. R. Lethabr.
those engaged in artistic handicrafts are
taught principles of design and manipu-
lation which are not now given in the

ordinary workshop, owing to the mechanical
lalour-saving appliances and the division of

labour. It is stated in a note to the present

seventh Annual Exhibition that "during
the past session 734 students have joined the

school, these being chiefly apprentices and
journeymen in the artistic trades; the class

entries number 1,008, the hours worked
amounted to J0,94S. These figures are the

highest yet recorded." The attendances at

the bookbinding class were remarkable, in

which G,31S student hours were worked.
These school attendances are made after a long
day's work. The report on the awards and
art scholarships is also highly satisfactory.

We begin our notice of the exhibition by
referring to the work in the design room. We
first notice the design for a country house by
Prazer TomHn, of Maida Vale. The plan

is long and somewhat irregular in out-

line, but the student shows a know-
ledge of planning, it rather wasteful in
parts. Deep bay windows to the dining
and drawing rooms, with a verandah
between, form a good feature. A small
sitting-room, with entrance from garden, is

obtained between these rooms. The porch,
entrance-hall, and stairs are on the other side
of house, with corridor-approach on each
side. The left passageway leads to the
kitchen, servants' hall and offices beyond on
a separate low wing. The design is plainly

treated, the garden front shows the bays
gabled, and the roof of bright green slates.

The windows are of the plain mullion and
casement kind, and there is breadth in the
design. Next we see a design for villagft

school, by McS. GiU. It has a wide hall,

with high red tile roof, and two classrooms at

the side and two at end, with infants'

entrance between. The hall is no less than
75ft. by o2ft., and would be large enough to
do for various village purposes if necessary.

The details of roof truss, chimneystacks,
window sashes, &c., are well drawn. Another
design for the same subject is ty B. E. Lisle.

The plan shows a central hall of small size,

with five classrooms round, the hall being
lighted by a clerestory over the room for hats
and cloaks. The treatment is good, and of grey
stone. A design for cottage simply treated is

one of the Evening Art exhibition subjects.

The designs for town houses are not remark-
able in elevation ; but the plan by Herbert
Parry has merit. It isa well-studied arrange-
ment, with staircase, hall, and side areas to

light stairs. The elevation is of stone up to

third story. There is a recessed bay window
on the first and second floors, and above
the front is of red brick. The design of

another student shows a frontage of 4.5 ft.,

with garden at the back. Two stories are

obtained in the high curb roof ; the rest of

the fa<;'ade is of red brick, with grey Robin
Hood stone to the ground story. A large area

is shown for light in centre of plan, and the

construction is intended to be fire-resisting

throughout, with steel and concrete floors,

stairs, and roof. A design for a small

country house is by Fred McKnight. George
Albert Bryan sends a well-drawn set for a
village railway station, plain and suitably

treated. There is a central hexagonal book-
ing-office, which half projects beyond the

front of station, with the usual projecting

roof over platform ; it is of grey stone. The
measured drawings include Climping Church
Tower, Sussex, a massive and plain s'ruc-

ture of Transitional Norman date, with a
pyramid-like tile roof, by L. Macdonald Gile,

a very interesting example, and the porch

of Yapton Church, Sussex, by the same
student, a very massive, rough - wrought
timber example, with red tiled roof.

The designs for furniture are rather below

the average in invention. We notice one by
F. L. Owen for a mahogany writing-table to

liin. scale; but the section is not very clear,

and the design wants a plan to explain it.

A music cabinet is simple, without any dis-

tinguishing features ; the walnut chairs

'. inlaid with ebony and boxwood, with green

leather seats and interlaced backs, and the

circular and card tables, by W. Kniger, may
be noticed in this class. A design for book-

case in English walnut, the panels veneered

with burr, by R. W. Gardner, is neat and
suitable. E. Presswell has a dressing-table

design in Spanish mahogany which exhibits

adaptation. We also notice doors for music

cabinet, and a mahogany clock-case inlaid

with satinwood on feathered veneers, by

F. L. Owen, both showing craftsmanlike

qualities. The black-and-white drawings,

waH-paper and textile designs,
_
heraldry

give evidence of the training received, both

in design and manipulative skill. We notice

some clever heraldic studies entered for the

Artisan Art Scholarship by Thomas Gibson,

of Clapham. The embroidery work is very

creditable in design and the motives and
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choice of colour. We must particularly call

attention to the work done by Miss M. M.
Broddigan, Miss L. Lessore, Mrs. E. M.
Dobito, and Daisy Maud Stutter, the satchel

and bookcover of the latter showing fancy
stitches in linen satchel and the darned
cover ; and the other embroidery and panels

worked by tbe latter lady are extremely skilful.

We are unable to give correctly the names
of some of the authors of the more successful

works, as they are not placed on the designs

;

in other cases the printed labels are filled up,
but the names are too small to be read. The
labelling of the designs is one of the points we
have before complained about, and the names
should be in large legible writing or type.

The wallpaper designs are not all of artistic

merit. One of the best is a design in which
a bold green scroll-like foliage of symmetrical
regularity has tulips in the centres. A case

of enamelled work is shown, in which are
evidences of refined taste and skilful work-
manship. Some liice works are shown by
Miss G. Mileham, Miss Musselier, H.Perrett,
T. W. Ware, and Miss G. F. Marshall. The
gilt frames which belong to the woodcarving
class are improvements in this class of

design on what we have been accus-

tomed to see. In these the ornamenta-
tion is flat, and the simplest element
that can be carved with the gouge (the

finger-tip) is applied as a means of decora-
tion. Some of the examples shown are very
effective, the student being encouraged to

use his own taste. Other frames show
adaptations of natural forms. We notice

that a few of the frames are too shallow in

the rebate to admit the canvas frame, or

flass and board. The gilt frames designed

y W. J. Blacket, Miss Carrie, Miss Bushe-
Fox, F. Stuttig:, Miss F. Norris, Miss J. M.
Dickinson, Miss Pilson, A. E. E. Gill,

Walker, &c., are good examples.
The studies and designs by the stained-

flass class are few. We notice a large leaded
esign of a simple pattern suggested by a plant

form by Ernest Tucker, and one or two figure-

subjects and groups in panels. The student
is taught the whole of the craft—to cut the
glass for his purpose, to lead it up when
painted ; and in this manner he learns how
the cutting and leading influence the design,
instead of making them subsidiary to it.

He is taught the elements of design,
" quarry "-making, figure design, including
dress and other accessories for figure-subjects.
In the bookbinding class several bindings
show a true artistic motive, and the simplest
arrangements and patterns produced by the
real tools are encouraged, rather than elabo-
rate designs. The whole craft is taught,
from sewing to finishing, enabling the student
to master the craft thoroughly, so that the
special work which may fall to the share
of each student may be better understood.
The textile designs and woodcuts in colour
are less remarkable. A small case of
modelling and casting for silversmiths'
work contains a nice design for a pectoral
cross of wrought gold, with a sapphire
centre. The examples of lithography ex-
hibit many interesting subjects. The crafts-
man is hero taught the whole process
from designing to reproducing—an advantage
which insures a more thorough and sym-
pathetic treatment. In the colour subject
simple flat tints are used, as on the litho-
graph drawings, showing the Victoria 10m-
bankmpnt and I louses of Parliament, by Miss
M. M. iSlancho. Tlie examples of lithographic
drawings by Dora Boll, Charles Sims, Walter
liayes, J. 10. I'Uand, Miss Drouche (a figure
stooping), James Fox, and Miss Richanlson
(a figiire of girl with guitar) are deserving
of praise. Wo notice two other couipositicin.s,

one illustrating the history of the Holy Grail
and the other Tennyson's "The Palace of
Art," in coloured crayons, both exhibiting
talent. The work of the modelling class,
seen in tho largo modelling-room, is quite
up to the standard we look for. Those

include studies from the cast and from life,

and designs in relief of a decorative character.

The design for a sculptured panel for an
L.C.C. Technical Institute, by D. Burns
Brown, with two figures representing

crafts in relief for a porch, and a figure

representing " Sculpture " in relief, for the

Technical Institute, we believe, at Norwood,
by the same student, are both clever.

These, we believe, are the result of a com-
petition open to the L.C.C. schools. The
figure studies of busts in plaster by W. A.
Cross, A. Bigi, the clay models of A. G.
Wyon, W. G. Ilazell, G. D. Macdaugald,
Miss A. A. Wilkins, a panel in relief by F.
Lessore, figure of girls dancins entrained by
festoons of roses, are of merit. A case of

silversmiths' work near the entrance will

attract attention for the simplicity and out-

line of the designs. The writing and
illumination class exhibits several good
specimens, in which the writing is decorated
in a truly artistic manner, and the illumi-

nated writings of Miss L. Lessore and Miss
Jessie Bayes, Mr. A. E. R. Gill, and others

will be admired in this connection
The exhibition, taken as a whole, with its

limitations and shortcomings, wi'l be ad-
mitted to afford evidence of the rational

methods employed at this school of arts and
crafts under the London County Council
control. The Central School does not attempt
to supply the student with all his require-
ments, or to teach him the practice of his craft,

but to supplement as far as it can the work-
shop training which the subdivision of labour
and the factory system of machine tools have
rendered incomplete. Youths are now kept
to the production of only one kind of article,

or one branch of the craft, as in silversmiths'

and jewellers' work, stained glass, litho-

graphy, wood -carving, bookbinding, &c.
Many of these apprentices and others have
as a consequence very onesided and narrow
views of their trade as a whole, and really

know nothing of the rudiments of their

crafts, and the object of the Central School
Management is to assist individually the
apprentice or learner in the principles of

design applicable to his special craft, but
which are not learned in his firm's workshops.
Thus the aim is to give students of the
various arts a broader view of their crafts.

And we believe the results seen at the Central
School of Arts and Crafts, Eegent-street,
will prove the practical value of this more
complete instruction. We may add that
every class has its own special staff of in-

structors. The art scholarships and exhi-
bitions offered by the Technical Education
Board are encouraging. Plans for a larger

and more permanent school to be erected in

Southampton-row are being prepared.

OLD CLOCKS AND WATCHES.*

AN historical and descriptive accouot of the
different styles of clocks and watches

(English and foreign) ought to have an interest

for all architects and lovers of art. Mr. F. J.

Britten's bulky volume on the subject is a com-
prehensive repertoire of the characteristic styles,

dates, and makers of clocks. The work has been
recast since we last reviewed it, much information
of a general kind has been added, and some
modern technical details are omitted. The author,
too, wisely avoids tho use of technical terms.
Mr, Britten's work is iin acknowledged authority
on tho subject of old clocks and wutehos. The
pages have been increased in number from 500 to

7:i-5, and tho excellent photographic illuatrutijns

from :J70 to 701. We may also notice that rare

and valuable collections of old clocks and horo-
logical instruments have been laid under con-
tribution, as we find examples of tho art from
Windsor Castle, which includes a collection of

18th-century clocks of unrivalled value ; also

from tho Wallace collection (Hert'ord IIouso),

and tho Soltykoif and Schloss collections. No
fewer than 10,000 namoa of makers are given in

* Old Clocks and Watches, aad Their M>tkcrH. Hy
F. J. Brittkn. Second edition, much enlarged, with 7C0
illustrationB. (London : B. T. Batsford.)

the list. The sections on long-case clocks and
French clocks have been rewritten. The work is

divided into nine chapters, which consecutively

describe the early time recorders, sundials,

clepsydra or water clocks, weight clocks, and
other mechanical devices: portable timekeepers,

pocket watches, &c. ; French clocks and cases in

the French style ; the progression of English
domestic clocks, mechanism of clocks and watches,

and a record of former clock and watch
makers. Many interesting old-time instruments

are described and illustrated in the first

chaptei. We notice a curious meridian dial,

an ingenious contrivance whic*i formed part of

St. Peter's Cathedral, Geneva, from 1760 till the

renovation of the building in 1894 ; forms of

water clocks (or clepsydra), wick and lamp time-

keepers, sand glasses. These contrivances are

all illustrated. The chapter on weight clocks

is very interesting, and contains illustrations of

many celebrated examples. The invention of

such clocks is not definitely known. The author

refers to the derivation of tbe word "clock "
; the

earlier mentioned were probably only sundials,

the Latin " horologium " being used indis-

criminately for sundials, clepsydra, and other

timekeepers, and the French word horhge has

undergone many transformations. The word
" clock " signified a bell sounded at regular

intervals by hand, the sundial giving the hour.

Many interesting facts are recorded bearing on this

point. In monasteries, the prayers were recited at

certain fixed hours of the day and night, the

horologe or alarm being sounded by the sacristan
;

and at Citeaux Abbey the rule prescribed that he
was to ad j ust the abbey clock that it might strike

and awake the monks for matins, and a clock was
always an essential feature of a church. Several
" Jacks," or figures for striking the hours on
bells, are illustrated, such as the figures of a man
and woman which strike the hours at the church
of Notre Dame, Dijon ; another known as " Jack
the Smiter," still in Southwold Church, an oak
figure of an armour-clad man of the 15th century.

At Rye, Sussex, is another example, with two
small figures which strike the quarters on small

bells, with a label inscribed " For our lime is a

very shadow which passeth away," Wisdom i. 5.

Striking-jacks are also seen at St. Mary's Church,
Steps, Exeter ; at Wells and Glastonbury

;

Norwich Cathedral ; All Saints, Leicester. En-
gravings are given of some of these interesting

relics. There are also engravings of the clocks

at Kouen, Glastonbury, Wimbome, Palais de
Justice, Paris—the latter a fine fxample of

Renaissance framework and carved figures, the

latter about 1585, the dial by De Vick. It faces

the liuai aux Fleurs. Figures of Piety and
Justice fiank the dial, and angels support a coat-

of-arms above the pediment.

At South Kensington Musenm, where several

old clocks may be seen, is one erected at Dover
Castle in the 18th century. It is still in action.

Tbe author says few places show more interesting

relics of horology than Exeter. The cathedral

had a clock in 1317, and in the fabric rolls under
the year 1376-77 several sums are put down for

this clock, which cannot be found. It is said the

successor of this clock was made by Peter Light-

foot ; hut Mr. Britten says if the date of its con-

struction (1480) is correct this cannot be true, for

Lightfoot had then been dead some years. The
dial resembles the one at Glastonbury. " It shows
the hours of the day, age of moon ; there are two
circles, one marked from 1 to 30 for the moon's
age, and the other I. to Xtl. for tho hours, and
in the centre is a semi-globe representing tho

earth, with a smaller one representing the moon,
half white and half black, which revolves every

month, showing the phases, and between tho two
circles is a baU representing the sun, kc." Tho
dial is certainly an ingenious one, and is engraved
on p. 37. Engravings are given of tho second

Strttsburg clock (1547), a triumph of'mcchauicul

ingenuity. Anne Boleyn's clock, now at Windsor
Castle, said to have been given to the unfortunate

Anne on her wedding morning by Henry VI II
,

is a most interesting clock of copper gilt, richly

chased, engraved, and ornamented. Harrison .Vins-

worth writes on a sight of this clock :
" Thislovo

token of ai enduring affection remains tho same
after lliroe centuries ; but four years after it was
given tho object of Henry's eternal love was
sacrificed on the si-alfold. The clock still goes !

It should have htopped for ever when Anno
Boleyn died." The work is presumably by a
foreign artist. It is scpiarc, with an open or

pierced domical top and cornice, richly rel e.ed

pilasters, and is supported on a carved bracket,
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with weight suspended below the clock behind the

carved bracket support. The clock and dial of

Hampton C'ourt Palace, erected about 1540, are of

interest. The dial ia a remarkable one, and is on
the east side of gate tower in second quadrangle,

and is of three copper discs of different diameters

with a common centre, but revolving at varying
rates. The inner, or smaller, one is 3ft. liiin.

diameter, in the middle beiog a projecting globe

to represent the earth. The disc is divided into

four parts, and numbered 1, 2, 3, 4. The edge is

divided into 24 parts, a red arrow painted on the

second disc pointing to these figures and indi-

cating the quarters of the moon. The second disc

is 4ft. liin. diameter, the outer rim divided into

29 divisions, and a pointer shows the moon's age

in days. The outer and large disc is 7ft. lOin.

diameter, on which are shown the names of the

months, the days of the month, signs of the

zodiac. A long pointer with gilded figure of

the sun projecting from behind the second disc

shows on this outer disc the day of month and
position of sun in the ecliptic. Uther interesting

details of this ingenious dial are given by Mr.
Britten. A curious clock at the top of main
staircase of the British Museum is also engravtd,
made in 1589 by Isaac Habrecht, one of the two
ingenious brothers who made the famous second
clock mechanism at Strasburg. We have no space

here to describe this remarkable piece of

mechanism. At the top is the cock of tit. Peter,

which, at the stroke of the hour, flaps its wings
and crows. The quarters are struck by four

figures representing the ages of man, and on a

balcony is a figure of the Virgin and Child,

before whom a circle of angels make an obeisance

at the time of striking. The Lyons clock at the

cathedral is in the form of a tower 40ft. high,

and is a remarkable example of horological art,

comprising all the zodiacal and astronomical signs,

solar and lunar movements, days of the week, with
various figures and symbols of ecclesiasttcal

interest. The celebrated Venice clock is also

illustrated. The next chapter deals with por'able

timekeepers and watches from the 14th century,

and many remarkable and beautiful specimens of

canister-cased timepieces, tambourine case with

a jointed cover, circular table clocks with per-

forated domes and engraved brass cases, many
examples of which are engraved, some of them of

elegant design. Some of these cases are ovsl

and spherical in shape, and the floral fancii a like

the tulip bud used for the opening cas' s wire

common during the 16th and 17th centuri s ; they

are generally perforated geometrically. The
watch-cases of the 16th century are often of elabor-

ately pierced chasing. Many beautiful examples of

these watches are to be seen at South Kensington,
the British Museum, and private collections,

such ae those of the Schloss and Soltjkoff col-

lections. Many of these are of German make.
Nuremberg was famed for this class of work,

and Sebastian Lehr and Hans Gruber are well-

known makers of the 16th century. Pocket
watches form the subject of a separ.ite chapter.

Engravings appear of several interesting

specimens ; among them we note Oliver

Cromwell's watch and fob chain. Watches,
says the author, were not usually carried in

the pocket for more than a century after the

mainspring was invented, and the grotesque and
earlier watches were not suitable for the pocket.

Oval and round watches were made. Many very

unique samples are illustrated of various dates,

and accompanied by interesting descriptions.

We especially refer to the photo, reproductions

of watches by Solomon Plairas, Blois, with
enamel figure-subjects, and another with enamel
paintings of the Holy Family, after Hubens,
both of the 17th century. Sometimes the metal

of the cases is worked in ir/Miisst' with figures,

and chafing and engraving were also eifectively

used in the embellishment of gold cases (see pp.
200-206). The horn and tortoiseshell cases were
common in the 18th century. Other remarkably
rich examples of enamel-painted cases of French,
Swiss, and English manufacture of the 18th and
early part of the last century are illustrated, and
those painted in the Huaud style may be men-
tioned. These represent subjects like the Nativity;

others have figure -subjects, portraits, and land-

scapes, and will bear close inspection ; in fact,

the specimens of pocket watches illustrated on
pages 178 to 244 are beautiful worksof the metal-
workers and enamel painters, &c. A few wa'ches,
"sun and moon-hour indicators," musical,
striking, and repeiters of the 17th and 18th
centuries are noticei. Some of the travelling;

striking and alarm watches are very large, and

one is engraved on pige 275. Chapter V.
deals with " Records of Early Makers," and
several interesting timekeepers, musical clocks,

&c.. are illustrated. The next chapter is

a valuable account of " French Clocks and
Cases in the French Style." Many very

elegant and artistic clock cases are engraved and
reproduced by photo, process. We have time-

pieces by Lepaute, Julien, Le Roy. These are

often of most graceful outline, and decorated in

the refined taste of the 17th and ISth centuries,

in keeping with the sumptuous furniture of that

luxurious period, in which the most eminent
artists and designers vied with each other in

producing cases embellished with all the extrava-

(^ance of Louis XV. and the "Rococo" period.

We may refer the reader to the beautiful

examples on pages 379, 382, 383, 386, 387, 393,

394, 397, 399. Among the artists employed were
J. Be:ain, Jacques, BouUe, and Marot. The
cases of these clocks form really an important

branch of French decorative art of these cen-

turies, as the most rare and costly painting,

enamels, jewelry, metalwork were lavished on
them. Ttie Congreve clock, in which a metal

ball rolls down grooves in an inclined plane

hinged at the centre, which reversed its inclina-

tion when the lowest point was reached, and
many other ingenious mechanical devices for

recording time are noticed and illustrated. A
very interesting chapter is that on " The Pro-
gression of English Domestic Clo-ks," which
has much interest for architects. Several very

excellent examples are engraved of "lantern"
clocks with gallery fret above the dial ; these

frets were characteristic, and gave a clue to the

date. Several heraldic and other designs for

frets are shown. The long-case clocks, called

"grandfather" clocks," which came in about

If 70, are well illustrated both in the dials and
cases (pp. 482-490). We have examples of Geo.

Ethrington's clock, 1695, clocks at AVindsor

Castle by Tompion, Daniel (Juare, Abbot,

Chippendale, and other makers. In these cases

Dutch marqueterie was employed largely in the

decoration of the front of the case, and examples

are to be seen at S. Kensington, in the Dean's

vestry, St. Paul's Cathedral, at Windsor Castle,

and in many old houses and collections. Uther
chapters deal with the mechanism of clocks and
watches. The last chapter contains a very com-
plete alphabetical list of makers of old clocks and
watches. The volume is handsomely jrinted and
profusely illustrated.

SOME NOTES ON THE BOILING TEST
OF CEMENT.*

THE speaker has, on one or two occasions,

ventured to intimate that there was no
competent opinion in favour of accelerated tests

for cement, only to find that this view was very

much resented. There are, it appears, many
young gentlemen who have made some dozecs,

some scores, or even some hundreds, of boiling

tests, and who are, in consequence, entirely

satisfied of their intimate knowledge of the sub-

ject. But is it not a fact that American scientific

literature is almost entirely barren of that kind
of careful investigation which is intended to

establish the reliability of cements for practical

purposes and the value of accelerated tests as

criteria of quality ? If the speaker is correctly

informed, some at least of these tests have turned

out BO badly for the high-testing boiling cements
that the results have not been published.

A\'hether, however, these teats be good or bad,

desirable or undesirable, does not especially con-

cern this paper. Tfi^manufacturer must evidently

make what people want, and this is now a cement
to pass some sort of boiling test or the later

atrocity of a steam test, just perpetrated by
the society's committee. And almost all manu-
facturers have sufficiently studied the problem
to meet these requirements with reasonable

regularity. A study of the conditions pre-

cedent to doing this suggests certain advantages
which arise from variations in the composi-
tion of the cement : suggests, indeed, that

for testing purposes some radical ionovations

might be adopted. It is the object of this paper
to briefly deal with this subject. In comparing
two cements of similar composition, or in varying
within certain Imits the composition of the same
cement, the following conclusions are reachad,

other things being eqtial :—^First: The higher

the silica the better the cement boils. J-'econ i :

The higher the oxide of iron the better the

cement boils. "Third: Within certain limits the

higher the sulphuric acid the better the cement

boils. Fourth : Within the limits of approved

formula the higher the lime the better the

cement boils. IMagnesia appears to be entirely

inert. Whether alumina is detrimental in itself,

or whether its presence is disadvantageous because

it reduces the amount of silica and oxide of iron

which the cement could otherwise carry, the

speaker is not prepared to say ; but it is quite

clear that it is advantageous to have the alumina

low. It is hardly necessary in this company,

familiar with the chemistry of cement, and the

practical limits of the Portl.and cement formula,

to point out in any detail the limitations which
apply to these general conclusions. Within
these limitations the data above indicate the lines

on which cement of boiling quality cin be pro-

portioned, and suggest that an outline or skeleton

formula for boiling cement should r^ad something

like this : Lime 66 per cent., silica 25 per cent.,

oxide of iron 7 per cent, sulphuric acid 2 per cent.

A cement of this exact composition could be pro-

duced ex^^erimentally. The speak r has not

done this ; but there are sufficient precedents tor

saying that it undoubtedly could be made, and
there can be little doubt that it would be Portland

cement with very desirable qualities, so far as

meeting laboratory tests is concerned. It might

have some drawbacks, but it may be safely said

that it would be ; I'irst, always slow setting

;

second, that it would stand all kinds of accele-

rated tests ; third, it would have high spe ific

gravity ; fourth, it would show high tests at

short periods in neat and smd mortars; fifth, it

would escape a certain criticism now in vogue

of Portland cement for sea-water work. This

formula, it will be observed, approaches much
more nearly that of the hydraulic limes

than it does to the generally-received formula

for Portland cement. The celebrated hydraulic

limes of France, with their extraordinary sand-

carrying capacity, are made from siliceous lime-

stones, free from alumina. The theoretical

formula for them is given by fil. I^e Chatelier as

follows :— Silica 16-6, carbonate of lime 83-4.

As actually made, the best grades of these

hydrauUc limes show an average analysis which

will read about as follows:—Silica 25 per cent.,

alumina 2 per cent., iron oxide 1 per c-nt , lime

71 per cent., magnesia 1 per cent. Now, these

hydraulic limes are burned at the tempera' ure of

a limekiln, and even under these conditions the

silica, which is in a fine stateof subdivision, com-

bines the greater part of the lime. The product

is subjected to air-slaking before shipment, and

when prepared in this way these limes not only

show extraordinary sand-carrying capacity, but

are entire'y sound under accelerated tests.

In actual manufacture there should b3 no par-

ticular difficulty in making a silica-irjn-lime

cement. For practical purposes it is only

necessary to ajiproach it, and, indeed, betterfor

most purposes not to eliminate all the alumina.

A cement of about the following composiiion

would present no severe practical difficulties by

the dry way: Lime 64-5 per cent., silica 22-5,

iron oxide 5-0, .alumina 3-0, magnesia 2-5,

sulphuric acid 1'5, undetermined 1. Since

coming here the speaker is convinced of the

growing importance of being able to make
cement by prescription from three, four, or even

more constituents. Having adopted a standard

specification, it is even now evident that certain

of the larger corporations are going to say, '

'
We

do not care what the cement costs ; make us what

we want." And it appears that one of the things

they want is a low tensile test ; another is a still

further limitation of the sulphuric acid. These

requ-rements are difficult to meet, unless we can

eliminate a part of the alumina; unless, indeed,

we modify manufacture to meet them. Inom-
parison, a typical Pennsylvania Portland cement

to-day analyses about as follows: Lime 620 per

cent., silicate 21-5, alumina 8-0, iron oxide 2-5,

magnesia 3'3, sulphuric acid 1'7, undetermined

1-0. The difference between these formula' is

quite marked. The essential difference is that

• A paper read before the American Society
Testing MuteriaU by Mb. Fxsderick H. Lswis.

tor

the formula suggested eliminates a large part of

the alumina in favour of silica, lime, and iron

oxide. The old formula approaches the Roman
cement basis, the new approaches the hydraulic

limes. One feature of the Roman ceuent is

retained, the high iron. As a gener,al rule, the

natural or Roman cements abroad contain, after

calcination, from 4 to 6 per cent, of ixide of

iron. The proposed formula for bjiling comeut.
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therefore, follows the general figures of the
hydraulic limes by reducing the alumina, but
contains the high iron of the lioman cements.
What, briefly, is there to be said of the elimina-
tion of aJu-nina;- There can be no doubt that
hi!,'h alumina in cement, and especially in rotary-
kiln Portland cement, has certain actual dis-
advantages. But the earlier American and
foreign Portland cements, which contained even
higher, percentages of alumina than at present,
had the quality of hardening prooressively up
to periods of four or five years, which has not
at all been equalled by later products. This may
or may not be important; views differ. But it

may be said on the other hand that the general
formula now in use for Portland cement was :

developed for special conditions which do not
obtain now for the major part of the industry.
It reverts to the earlier practice abroad, which
was by the wet or humid way. For this purpose
a clay was required which was free from sand
or uncorabined silica of any kind, so that tho
mixture could be made by the inexpensive wash-
mill process, without any grinding of the raw
materials. This condition still prevails in the
wet process, as raw materials which retiuire wet
f;rinding greatly increase the cost of production.
But there is no special reason why the dry process
.should continue to follow this precedent if im-
portant advantages are to be gained by departing
from them. Vou have, then, u constructive out-
line for a formula which is believed to be tho
logical development of the present testing require

-

menls.

MOTOIMIOUSE, BUSH HILL PAUK,
ENFIELD.

TlIK above motor-house has been erected in
Dryden-road, Enfield, for Mr.,T. II. naffcty.

From it there is communication to a bungalow,
now in course of erection. Kollor-shutters have
been used inbteid of doors leading to a road at
the rear. It is built of local red bricks, and tho
roof is covered with tiles. The work has been

carried out by Messrs. Castle and Sons, of Lower
Clapton, N. The architect is Mr. Horace Dan,
St. Mark's-road, Bush Hill Park, Enfield.

NATIONAL H(JUSING REFORM
CONFERENCE.

A CONFERENCE under the auspices of tho
National Housing Reform Council was

held at Bournville, Birmingham, on Saturday.
Councillor W. Thompson, of Richmond, Surrey,
presided. A number of municipalities sent repre-

sentatives, including Birmingham, Jlancheeter,
Salford, Wigan, Sheflield, Brighton, York, Hull,

Leeds, Bradford, and Newcastlo-on-Tyne, in

addition to the Liverpool Housing Association,

the Citizens' Association of Manchester, the
Sheffield Health Association, the Local Govern-
ment Reform League, the Allotments and Small
Holdings Association, Uurbam, the South Slaf-

fordshiro and Somersetshire Miners* Associations,

and other workmen's organisations. Jlr. Cleorge

Cadbury, jun., welcomed the delegates to Bourn-
ville. The chairman explained that the Housing
Reform Council consisted of tho leading trades

unions, co-operativo societies, and housing asso-

ciations, and was entirely non-political. Ho
referred to tho enormous death-rate in tho largo
towns, which was due to want of sunshine and
fresh air, and said there was an avoidable death-
rate of 100,000 every year, and in addition they
had the chain of disease .and suffering which lot

up to it. lie advocated the better planning and
healihl'ul development of new housing areas,

remarking that whenever opportunity had bei n
given by Iho provision of a cheap and fretpient

systim of transit there had always been a rapid
rush of population to districts which had been
entirely neglected. The whole of the existing

by-laws should be recast and made more elasti<'

and more adaptable to tho needs of tho dillVrent

districts. Jlr. T. C. llorsfull proposed: "That
this conference respectfully desires to draw the

attention of the President of the Local Oovern-

ment Board to the pressing need tor (1) Such
measures as will effectually enable local authori-

ties to secure that all new housing areas shall be

planned to insure an ample provision of light and
air space, gardens, &c., thus rendering impossible

the development of new slums ; (2) Increased and
more effective powers for dealing with the

housing question in rural districts." Mr. Barlow,

secretary of the Bournville Estate, seconded the

motion, which was pa>sed. Councillor Thomas
Shaw (Sheflield) next proposed :

" That this

conferen(?B, recognising the evils arising from bad

housing conditions, desires to draw the attentiiin

of local authorities to tho great value of the

housing powers already pofsessed by them under

the Housing of the Working Classes Acts, l.S',10,

1900, and 1903, and respectfully urges that these

powers should be efticienily and vigorously ad-

ministered, more especially in regard to Part HI.
of the Act of 1890, which ren ders practicable tho

provision of suitable cottages, without any burden
being placed upon therates." Sir. (.:. D. Kelley,

Manchester, seconded the proposition, which was

alHrmed. »-^
BXTILDINGS IN COURSE OF

CONSTRUCTION^ OR REPAIR.

THE HomQ Ollice has issued tho following

notice under tho Factory and Workshop
Act, 1901 : Certain provioinns of tha Factory

Act, relating to the reporting of accidents and
examination of steam boilers, apply

—

(1) to premises on which machinery worked by
mechanical power is temporarily used in the

construction of a building or in structural

work in connection with a building, and

(2) to buildingd over :iOft. in height, which arc

being cunslructed or repaired by means of

scaffolding, whether machinery be used or

not

;

and the person using any such machinery, or

employing tho persons engaged in the construc-

tion or repair, is responsible (under penalty) for
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POLICE AND FIKB STATION, ASHLEY EOAD, LEEDS.—H. Ascough Chapman, Architect.

seeing that the provisions referred to are duly
ohserred.

i%When there occurs on such premises or build-

ings any accident which causes to a person em-
ployed therein such inj ury as to prevent him on
any one of the three working days next after the
occurrence of the accident from being employed
for five hours on his ordinary work, written
notice (Form 43) must be sent forthwith to I[.M.
Inspector for the dhtrict^* Every such accident
should also be entered in a register kept for the
purpose in the premises (Form 73). And further,

if the accident is fatal, or is produced by
machinery moved by power, or by a vat or pan
containing hot liquid, or by explosion, or by
escape of gas or steam, a similar written notice

(Form 43) must also be sent forthwith to the
Certifying Surgeon for the district, whose name
and address can be ascertained from the Inspector
where necessary.

In the year 1903, 115 fatal and 2,044 non-
fatal accidents were reported in connection with
buildings in course of construction or repair. It

is, however, believed that these returns are in-

complete, and the inspectors are instructed to

take proceedings against the person responsible,

if notice of accident is not sent.

Every steam boiler used in the places and
premises in question must be maintained in

proper condition
; provided with a proper safety-

valve, steam-gauge, and water-gauge ; and
thoroughly examined by a competent person
every 14 months. A signed report of the result

of the examination must be entered within 14

days in a register to be kept for the purpose on
the premises (Form 73).

If notice of the commencement of a building is

given to the inspector, he will forward an
abstract (Form 57), containing a summary of the
provisions of the Act relating to buUdings.
The official formst can be obtained, directly

or through any bookseller, from : Eyre and
Spottiswoode, East Harding-street, London,
E.G. ; Oliver and Boyd, Edinburgh ; E.
Ponsonby, 116, Grafton-street, Dublin.

• If the address of the district iqspector is not known,
the notice may be forwarded under cover to the Chief
Inspector of Factories, Home Office, London, S.W.

+ Abstract (Form 57) price 3d., by post, 3M. Notice
of Accident (Form 43) (25 copies), 6d., by post, 8d.
Register of Accidents and Steam Boilers (Form 73), Ud.,
by post, 7M.

I'he following suggestions, if carried out, would
tend to reduce the number of accidents occurring
on buildings in course of construction or repair.

They are based upon those contained in a Home
Office llemorandum issued to the Building Trade
in 1902.

(1) Every working platform more than Sft.

from the ground should, before being used, be
provided throughout its entire length on the out-
side and at the ends—

(ff) with a guard rail fixed at a height of

3jft. above the platform. <.)penings may
be left for workmen to land from the
ladders and for the landing of material

;

(ti) with boards fixed on edge, rising at least

7in. above the platform and with their

lower edges resting or abutting on the
scaffold boards. Openings may be left

for workmen to land from the ladders.

(2) All " runs " or similar means of communi-
cation between different portions of a scaffold or

building should be at least ISin. wide. If made
of two or more boards they should be so arranged
as to prevent unequal sagging.

(3) Scaffold boards forming part of a working
platform should be supported at each end by a
putlog, and should not project more than 6in.

beyond it, unless lapped bj other boards, which
should rest partly on or over the same putlog and
partly upon other putlogs.

(4) Ladders should rise some feet above the
place they give access to, and should have a level

and solid footing, and be securely fixei at the top
point of rest.

(5) Loose putlogs or other timber should not be
allowed to remain projecting from the face of the
scaffold where hoisting or lowering of material or
plant is being carried on.

(6) Where the scafiolding has been sublet to a
contractor, the employer should satisfy himself,
before allowing work to proceed thereon, that it

complies with the conditions named above, and
that the material used in its construction is sound

B. A. Whitelegge, Chief Inspector of Factories.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned the
borrowing of £25,000 by the Nelson Town Council
for electric lighting purposes.

POLICE AND FIRE STATION, ASHLEY
EOAD, LEEDS.

THE site is at the junction of Ashley-road with
Stanley-road, the total area being about 900

square yards. The buildings have been designed
in the English Renaissance style, quietness and
dignity being the prevailing characteristics. The
buildings will be two stories in height, and faced

with stone. On the ground floor are the charge
office, parade room, and five cells, adjoining
which are the fire brigade station and inspector's

dwelling-house. On the first floor there is ac-

commodation for five resident constables, each
constable having a separate cubicle containing a

bed, dressing-table, and wardrobe. Over the

charge room will be placed the men's day
room. This will be most pleasantly situated.

Over the parade room are the men's kitchen,

larder, and stores, and, in addition to the above
accommodation, there will be a special drying
room for wet clothes, also lavatories and baths.

The inspector's house will contain two sitting-

rooms, six bedrooms, bathroom, l^c. The fire

station is so arranged that stabling can be erected

in the rear if found desirable at any time. The
contracts have been let for £6,580. Thearchitect

is Mr. H. Ascough Chapman, A.R.I.B.A., Park-

row, Leeds.

A new Sunday School, which has been erected in

connection with the Wesleyan Church at Brocken-
hurst, was opened and dedicated on Wednesday
week. The school, which has been built by Mr.
Barrow, of Eingwood, haa cost £400.

Royal assent has been given to a Bill sanctioning

the demolition of St. .James's Church, Marylebone,
which was long associated with the " Music and
Morals " of the late Mr. Haweis. Although of

little architectural merit, this church possesses some
notable painted windows by Burne-Jones, which

are considered worthy of preservation.

At the last meeting of the Corporation of Lough-
borough, Leicestershire, a report of the water

committee was adopted, recommending that the

construction of the Blackrock reservoir, which has

been proceeiiing under the directions of the engineers

(Messrs. Geo. and F. W. Hodson) and the personal

superintendence of the resident engineers (Mr. C. E.

Robinson) was taken from the contractors by whom
the work was commenced. It will be completed by
direct labour employed by the corporation itself.
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OBITUARY.
The death took place on Thursday night in

laat week at hia residence, Canada House, Flint,

of Mr. Peter Biiuiy, J. P. The deceased was
well known throughout the county as an archi-

tect and builder, from which businesses he retired

some years ago. He was a member of the Flint
Town Council for a short time, and also of the

Holywell Board of Guardians, and was appointed
a county magistrate in 1899. Owing to partial

deafness he had not taken of late any prominent
part in public affairs. He was 77 years of age.

The death of Mr. Thomas Browne, builder and
contractor, of Chester, and an ex-member of the
city council, took plate on Thursday in last week.
For about two years Mr. Browne had been in
failing health, but his illness did not become acute
till within the last six wteks. He was 61 years
of age. Mr. Browne commenced life in Liver-
pool in very humble circumstances, and by sheer
industry and determination made himself at one
time a comfortable position as a builder and con-
tractor. He started business at Tower Wharf,
Chester, some thirty years ago, and since then
carried out many important contracts in Cheshire
and North Wales, including the building of the
Roman Catholic church at Colwyn Bay, the
Ruthin Grammar School, Handforth church,
Penycae Vicarage, the stables at Cholmondeley
Castle, and a portion of the electric-lighting
station at Chester. He was elected on the Chester
Town Council for Trinity Ward in November,
1891, was re-elected in 1894, and again in 1897,
but in 1900 did not seek re-election. He was one
of the most enthusiafetic '* electioneerers " the city
has ever known, and one of the most genial and
good-humoured. Mr. Browne ako served the
public for some years on the Chester Board of

Guardians. He was twice married, and by his
first marriage has sevtral grown-up children.

CHIPS.
The inauguration of the new water supply for

Dfracombe has been fixed for the 27th inat., and
Viscount Ebrington (Lord-Lieutenant of the County),
Viscountess Ebrington, General and Lady Buller,
and Mr. E. J. Soares, M.P., are expected to be
present at the ceremony.

More than 150 objects of the Roman period have
recently been excavated at Avenches

; pottery,
bronze, mosaics, and a broken slab of coloured
marble, which was the top of a table for gamblmg,
probably the "ludus deodeoimscriptorum," a game
mentioned in various epigrams as played on a board
with two-coloured stones and dice. Such a calculus
was found. The table surface had 12 lines, whence
the name, divided to give 24 squares.

Despite the present popularity of the motor-car,
the demand for high-class stable fittings shows no
diminution. The fact that the Royal stables at
Osborne, Lord Lonsdale's at Oakham, Lord Tenny-
son's at Freshwater, Isle of Wight, the Honourable
W. E. Guinness's at Knockmaroon Castle, Sir
Meredith Burrell'sat Knepp Castle, and Sir Clinton
Dawkina's at Polesden Lacy are all in process of
being fitted up by the St. Pancras Iron Work Co.,
Ltd., shows that the horse still holds his own.

At the last meeting of the Leith Djck Commis-
sion, it was reported that all the dredgmg work at
the new Imperial Dock would be comiileted bv
Oct. 31.

'

St. Faith's Chapel, between the south transept
and cloisters of Westminster Abbey, has been adorned
with three panels in front of the wooden altar. They
are the gift of a lady artist, who asked permission
to paint them. The story of the martyrdom of St.
Faith is represented by the figure of .St. Caprasius

,
outside the cave, to which he had retreated, and
where he had a vision of St. Faith's glorious con-
summation, which encouraged him to return to the
city and meet a martyr's death. In the opposite
panel this vision is depicted.

The State of Kentucky has appointed as architect
of its proposed new State House Mr. Frank Mills
Andrews, of Dayton, C)., who was the architect of
the new State House at Jackson, Miss. As the new
building is to stand on the site of the present State
House, that creditable piece of Classic design will
have to be lost to the future.

The trustees of the Wesleyan Chapel, King-
street, Dudley, have accepted a tender of C2,420 in
connection with the alterations, the ad'litions and
improvements of the building. The work will be
I'ommeiiced at once, and the carrying out of the
scheme will cost at least £.3,00(1.

A Local (Joverument Board inquiry was held on
Wednesday week, at Manchester, into the proposal
of the parks committee to spend €20,000 at Ueaton
Park in the provision of a tearoom, shelters, band-
stand, and other conveniences.

PBOFESSIONAI. AND TBASB
SOOIETIES.

Aucn.noLOGisTS IN Hekefokdshire. — The
Bristol and Gloucester ArchiBological Society are

this year holding their annual meetings in

Herefordshire and Shropshire. The proceedings

commenced at Hereford on Tuesday, when the

members assembled in the new town-hall, and
the JMayor gave them a welcome. The retiring

president (iMr. F. A. Hyett) congratulated the

society on being able to get Dean Leigh, of

Hereford, to occupy the presidential chair during

the ensuing year. The Mayor gave some interest-

ing particulars as regards the civic connection, and
the Dean as regards the ecclesiastical connec'ion,

between Herefordshire and Gloucestershire. The
annual report showed that the society's member-
ship was 534, and the accounts showed a balance

in hand of £208. Besides this there was invested

in Consols £832 and £100 on deposit. Sub-
sequently the members inspected the cathedral,

after which they partook of tea at the Palace, by the
invitation of the Bishop and Mrs. Percival. Later

in the evening they inspected St. Peter's Church,
under the guidance of Mr. H. C. Jloore, secretary

of the Woolhope Naturalists' Field Club,

and at seven o'clock assembled at the annual
dinner. At eight o'clock they visited the

cathedral library, where they inspected the

valuable MSS , and later the Rev. S. Bartleet

read some interesting notes on St. Guthlac'a

Priory. On Wednesday the members visited

Kilpeck, Ewias Harold, Abbeydore, and Madeley,
while in the evening they attended a reception

given by the Mayor and Corporation of Hereford.

Yesterday (Thursday) was devoted to the Ludlow
district.

Manchester Society of Architects.—Last

Saturday this society visited Wakefield, and spent

some time in going through Messrs. Gibson and
Russell's fine council offices for the West Riding
County CouncU. The entrance hall, with beauti-

ful marble floor and walls, and plaster domical

ceiling, the well-designed corridors, the very

notable council chambers, seating 120 members,
and, in fact, all the principal rooms, were found
to be of great interest, and worthy of more
thorough s'udy than time permitted. Afterwards
the 14th-century chantry on the bridge was
visited. Externally this must have been of

wonderful richness and beauty ; unfortunately

the stone has weathered so badly that little remains
but a suggestion of the original effect, in the part

which escaped the restorer's hand early in the

last century. Internally there is still some most
interesting detail in a very rich canopy and niche,

showing most delicate workmanship. The roof is

also of interest.

Wilts Arch.i;ological Society.—The annual
meetings of this society opened on Tuesday at

Warminster. The Marquis of Bath presided at

the businees meeting, which was held in the

town-hall. Mr. E. 0. P. Bouverie presented the

annual report, which showed that at the close of

the financial year there was a debit balance
against the society of £39 ISs. ild. against one of

£16 the previous year. The number of members
on the books was 392, showing an increase of 25

over last year. A house bad been taken near the

museum at Devizes with the oViject oE enlarging

the museum. In regard to Stonehenge, the

committee took the view that on account of the

introduction of a population into a hitherto un-
inhabited region, unless adequate protection was
afforded, serious injury to Stonehenge was only a

matter of time. Without venturiug to express

any opinion on the technical aspect of the ques-

tion of law and fact about to be raised, the com-
mittee felt bound to express their opinion that the

monument had never been so careluUy kept as it

was at present ; that some form of fence was
necessary, and none could be less offensive than
that which had been adopted. The report

further refetred to a number of excavations con-

ducted in dill'ercnt parts of the county, and the

proposed issue of a volume contiiining the whole

of the monumental inscriptions in tho churches,

chapels, and ccinetorics in the archdeaconry of

Saruin and the rural deanery of Wibon. The
rcpoit was adopted, and all the ollicials of the

society rc-elcctiid. l/itor tho annual dinner was
ho!d, the Marquis of lUth presiding ; and this

was followed by an evening meeting, when papers

were read by tho Uev. Douglas Maclcnne on the

"Warminster Plot to Kill James 11. ," by the

Rev. E. P. Knubley on the " ISirda of the

District," and by the Rev. E. II. Goddard on
" Hronze Age and Celtic Remains in Wilts."

iSutlbing IttUlUstnct

Edinburgh.—Plans by Messrs. J. Dick Peddie
and Washington Browne, R.S A., architects,

have been approved by the Edinburgh Dean of

Guild Court for the (rection of new banking
premises for the British Linen Company at the

north-east corner of George-street and Frederick-

street. The building will have a frontage to

George-street of 58ft. and to Frederick- street of

53ft., and will rise to a height of over 70ft. above
pavement level. Designed in the French
Renaissance style, and containing four stories,

the principal features on the ground floor are the

entrance doors to bank premises and otlices. The
upper three stories are lit by muUioned and
transomed windows, divided by panelled

pilasters, and capped with an entablature. The
ground floor is set apart for the bank and for a

shop, entered from George -street, and the three

upper floors for offices.

Leysian Mission, City-Road, E.G.— The
Prince and Princess of Wales visited the Leysian

Mission, City-road, E.C , on Jlonday, when the

Princess performed the ceremony of opening the

Queen Victoria Hall, which will seat 2,000

persons. There are 125 other rooms, to be used

lor settlement and other purpoies, six complete

suites of clubrooms being set apart for the use of

the dwellers in the neighbourhood. There are

also four " roof-gardens," one of which is

specially designed to afford an open-air resort

for the people of tho crowded district of St.

Luke's. The premises are equipped for tho

carrying on of religious, social, and educational

work. The architects were Messrs. Bradshaw
and Gass, of Bolton, whose design, selected in

limited competition, was illustrated by a double-

page per-pective in our issue of April 19,

1901. The builders were Messrs. IloUiday and
Greenwood, Ltd. The buildings are of bright

red terracotta, with stone for sills, and granite

for the pilasters on the ground floor. Fire-

resitting construction is adopted throughout.

Liverpool.—At a meeting of the Liverpool

Cathedral Committee on Wednesday it was re-

ported that the total amount promised or con-

tributed towards the Cathedral, including money
received for special objects, now amounted to

£230,000. This exceeds by £30,000 the sum
which the committee expressed a desire to realise

before the laying of the foundation-stone. The
recent contributions include a gift of £10,000 by
Mrs. Barrow, of Waterloo, near Liverpool.

A further £40,000 is now required to complete

the erection and equipment of the first section of

tho (Jathedral, which will provide acccmmodation

for a congregation of 3,500 persons. The whole

building has been designed by Mr. G. Gilbert

Scott, acting in conj unction with Mr. G. F. Bodley,

R.A., to accommodate 8,000 worshippers—in fact,

the Cathedral when finished will be the largest in

Great Britain. At the ceremony of laying the

foundation-stone of the Cathedral by tho King
next Tuesday, forty Bishops have signified their

intention to be present. Mr. Gilbert Scott's

design, selected in competition, was illustrated in

the Building News for May 29, June 12, July 3

and 10, 1903.

London County Council.—At their meeting

on Tuesday the members directed a committee to

ascertain whether the Railway Company con-

templated rebuilding Charing Cross Station and
the widening of JIungeiford Bridge, and whether

the Council could be advised to take the opportu-

nity of submitting to Parliament a scheme for the

acquisition of the station and tho bridge, pro-

viding the Railway Company with a site for a

new station on tho Waterloo side of the river, and
erecting for general trallic a new road bridge

capable of taking a double lino of tramways, so

that the northern and aouthern tramways could

bo linked together. Tho Housing of the Working
Classes Committee submitted tho annual accounts

for the year ending March 31. The dwellirga

compiised 3,996 tenements, 658 cottages, and

1,14 7 cubicles, containing accommodation for

24,467 persons. Tho net result of the year's

working was a surplus of 1^2,771 Lis. Id. on all

dwellings in occupation. I'pon therecomramda-
tion of tho Improvement Committee it was agreed

to contribute £1,107, one-half of tho net cost of

tho widening of Fleot-strcet at No. 71 to 60ft.,

proposed to be carried out by tho City Corpora-

tion.

Newhuay, Cornwall.—Tho new Wesleyan
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church and ochools were opened on Friday. The
style is Late G-othic, and a feature of the fa(,'ade

is a tower 60ft. high, which will eventually carry

a spire 40ft. Towards the main road the huild-

ings are faced with Plymouth limestone, and the

hack and sides with St. Columb stone, while all

the dressings are of Peniyn granite. The church
affords accommodation for 700 persons in a nave,

transepts, and chancel. The choir is placed in

stalls in the chancel, the organ being to the right

and the oak pulpit to the left. The communion
table and chairs are of oak, and the seats are of

pitch-pine with moulded ends. The minister's

and choir vestries adjoin the church on either

side of the chancel. The school premises, not

yet completed, comprise a schoolroom with ac-

commodation for 300 adults, four classrooms,

infants* room, young men's room, young women's
room, kitchen, kc. The architects are Messrs.

C. BbU, Withers, and Meredith, of London : the

contractors, Messrs. Matcham and t'ompany,
Plymouth ; and Mr. J. Vivian, Newquay, is the
clerk of works. The organ, a three-manual
instrument with twenty-four stops, is encased

in carved oak, and provided with hydraulic

engines for blowing. It was erected by Messrs.

Hele and Company, of Plymouth.

Uedhill.—On Saturday last Princess Christian

visited Redhill for the purpose of attending the
annual meeting, distributing prizes to the

children, of whom there were nearly 100 at the

orphanage, and opening a new sanatorium erected

in the grounds. It consists of two wards on the

ground floor of six beds each, each with its bath-

room, lavatory. &c. In the centre is matron's
room, surgery, kitchen, scullery, and offices, and
over this portion are two small " observation

wards," for watching any child who is ailing.

The building faces due south, and each ward has

a spacious verandah along the whole length. It

is built of red brick, the centre part having half-

timbered gable—the whole tiled—with copper-

coloured ventilating turret. Internally, there is

a Keene's cement dado, the upper parts plastered

with "Siripite," the surgery tiled 7ft. high with
green tiles. The wards are heated with a centre

well fire-stove, with downward flues, inlet venti-

lators, and outlets from centre of ceiling to

centre turret. The architraves are all rounded,

as are the skirtings and angles, the woodwork
throughout being pine-varnished. The sanitary

fittinga, baths, Sc, are all Doulton's best white
enamel, hot and cold water being laid on every-
where. The total cost will be about £2,500. The
architect is Mr. Spencer W. Grant, A. R. I.E.A.,

o£ 63, Finsbury-pivement, E.C., and Redhill,

who carried out the large additions made to the
house in 1901. The builders are Messrs. T. King
and Son, of Rcigate.

Sandleiiridge. — On Saturday an old house
near the church at Wilmslow so long in use
as the convalescent home for the Ancoats
Hospital was vacatfd ard possession taken of the

new home at Sandlebridge. The new building is

the gift of an anonymous donour. It is designed
in the first place to hold about 30 patients, with a

matron and staff. The buildings stand by the
road from Soss Moss to Mobberley. The main
building faces nearly due south, and has pro-
jecting wings at the ends. These are connected
to sunhouses by covered ways which form the
eastern and western sides of the forecourt, and
lead out of the dayrooms for men and women as

places for walking and sitting in in wet weather.
The general external effect depends upon the

grouping and colour of the buildings ; but the
central gable facing the forecourt has been made
a feature of the building. This gable divides the

home into two halves—one for men and one for

women. There are separate entrances to and
from the grounds, with dayrooms, dormitories,
staircases, and sanitary arrangements, the latter

cut off, as in a hospital, with intercepting lobbies.

There are a few small bedrooms for special cases

on either side. The dining-hall is in the centre
and common to both sides of the house, and the
kitchens are to the north of the dining-hall, con-
nected by a covered way to the outdoor buildings.
These surround a kitchen quadrangle, cpen on
one side, with flagged walks and grass. The
buildings have been erected under the supervision
of the architects, Messrs. Thomas Worthington
and Percy S. Worthington, of Manchester.

Sandrixgiiam.—For the piirpose of inspecting
fho work of reconstruction and redecoration at

Sandringhatn House, necessitated by the out-
break of fire in the Queen's apartments last

December, the King paid a visit of a few hours'

duration to his Norfolk home on Saturday. At
the time of the fire, in consequence of their

Majesties being in residence, the repairs then

carried out were only of a temporary character.

Now, however, the work of reconstruction will

be substantially executed. "Wooden beams are

to be replaced with iron girdeis and supports, fire-

resisting material is to be everywhere introduced,

and at the same time the existing scheme of

decoration is to be followed. While the inspec-

tion was in progress the workmen went over to

Hunstanton, where they were entertained at

dinner. His Majesty also paid a visit of inspec-

tion to Appleton Lodge, the residence of Prince

and Princess Charles of Denmark, which is being
enlarged. •-^

CHIPS.

Mr. Thomas Smith, of Burnley, a builder and
contractor, and until recently a member of the

Burnley Town Council, died on Wednesday week
from injuries he inflicted on himself a fortnight

previously. The statement of affairs submitted to

a meeting of his creditors last week showed that

of the total liabilities of £11,500 £9,280 were fully

secured, and the total deficiency was not expected

to exceed £1,200.'

At Friday's meeting of the city council for Hull
Alderman Larard moved the adoption of the

minutes of the works committee, which recom-
mended an increase of £100 (from £1,000 to £1,100)
in the salary of the city engineer (Mr. A. E. White),

and a further increase of £100 at the end of two
years. Alderman Eobson opposed the motion,

because he thought Mr. White was well paid for

the services he rendered. At Birmingham the city

engineer's salary was only £1,000, and at many
places larger than Hull a much smaller salary was
paid. He moved that the matter be referred back.

The amendment was carried by 3f votes to 20.

Mrs. D. O. Hill, a well-known Scottish lady

sculptor, wife of Mr. Hill, a former secretary of

the Royal Scottish Academy, and a sister of Sir Noel
and Mr. Waller Paton, has died at Edinburgh.
Mrs. Hill's best-known work was the statue in

bronze of Livingstone in Princes-street-gardens,

Edinburgh. She also executed the marble statue

of Burns, as well as numerous busts which were
exhibited from time to time in the Royal S^iottish

Academy. Mrs. Hdl, who was seventy-five years

of age, has bequeathed to the National Scottish

Portrait Gallery, Edinburgh, a portrait of her

deceased husband by Robert Scott Lauder, R.S.A.,

together with marble busts, by herself, of her late

husband and her brother. Sir Joseph Noel Paton.

Mr. A. H. Whyte, who went out to the Bombay
Public Works Dapartment in December, 1902, has

been placed in charge of the current duties of the

consulting architect to the Government of Bombay
during the absence on leave of Mr. John Begg, who
at the time of his appointment in 1S96 was, it will

be remembered, a vice-president of the London
Architectural Association. Mr. Whyte is the son of

Mr. Alexander Whyte, well known in India in

connection with the development of the potteries at

Rineegunge and Jubbulpore.

On Saturday, July 2, Princess Henry of Batten-

berg laid the foundation-stone of tlie new church of

St. Anne, Brondesbury. The style is Gothic, and
the elevations are of red brick with stone dressings.

The present portion (consisting of the nave only)

will seat 500 persons, at an inclusive cost of about
£5,200. Messrs. J. E. K. and J. P. Cutis, of

Southampton-street, Strand, are the architects,

Mr. Councillor Charles Lowes, of Lowes and Sons,

marble masons and monumental sculptors, Durham,
was murdered on Saturday in one of his workshops
by an apprentice named Robert James Allen, who
had a grievance against his employer. Allen, who
confessod his guilt and alleged provocation, has

been committed for trial. Mr, Lowes leaves a widow
and young child.

The Banner-street Asylum, in St. Luke's, which
has been reconstructed after the recent fire, was
reopened on Wednesday by Princess Louise of

Schleswig-Holstein.

The firm of Killer Bros., proprietors of the large

Hopton Wood Stone Quarries at Middleton, have
recently incorporated their business as a limited

liability company. The business was founded by
the father of the present senior member of the firm

about 70 years ago, and one of the first orders

received from outside the imme^liate locality was in

connection with the erection of the new Houses of

Parliament, large quantities of this fine stone being

used in the interior of that builJing. The stone is

still in great demand for staircases and chimney-
pieces for public buildings, and pedestals and bases

for monuments. Messrs. Iviller wdl retain the

management of the business in their own hands,

with Messrs. J. Hodsbn and Son, quarry owners
and general stone merchants, of Nottingham, as

their sole agents.

OHnsmctrms &Qit%.

Bow, E.—On Sunday last an extensive and

rapidly effected railway transformation took place

on the London, Tilbury, and Southend Railway

where it crosses the main line, sidings, and shops

of the North London Railway Company's works

at Bow, by a bridge 1 60ft. span, with a height

of 26ft. between the rail levels of the two lines.

The old bridge was not up to modern require-

ments, and had to be renewed. The new bridge

has been built by the side of it, during the last

few months, and a strong timber staging having

been erected under the old bridge, the girders

were then removed, and the floor of the old

bridge, with the permanent way, was carried on

the staging. Last week the erection of the new

bridge was completed, and the permanent way

across it laid in. This was rolled into its new
position for carrying the railway after the traffic

had stopped on Saturday night last. The total

weight of the new bridge with the permanent

way, when ready for moving, was 420 tons. The

last train passed at 12.40 a.m. on Sunday, and a

beginning was at once made with the removal oi

the permanent way and timber in the flooring of

the old bridge and its staging. This was com-

pleted just before 4 o'clock, and the new bridge

was then set in motion. It had to travel 30ft.

before it could be lowered on to its bearings. At

6.10 its joumev was finished, and it was then

lowered by hydraulic jacks to its final resting

place at a quarter past 8 o'clock. The making

good of the permanent way at each end was put

in hand and completed at half-past 10. An engine

was then run over each line to see that all was

right, and the first passenger train came across

at twenty minutes past 11. The work was

carried out by Messrs. Head, Wrightson, and Co.,

of Stockton-on-Tees, the contractors for the

bridge, who were represented by Mr. Septimus

Young, their London manager, and Mr. William

Clark, works manager. The new bridge was

designedbyMr.JamesR. Robertson, M.Inst.C.E.,

engineer-in-chief to the railway, and was carried

out under the supervision of Mr. Sydney H. Ellis,

the resident engineer.

GiiiBALTAR.—Sir. Scott, the superintending

civil engineer, began, on Monday, letting water

into King Edward's dock at Gibraltar. This is

preliminary to the opening of the dock, and is

necessary for testing the large caisson gate which

has just been completed for the purpo-e of closing

the dock entrance. As soon as the tests of the

caisson machinery have been completed a portion

of the dam in the dock will be removed, and about

four months hence it will be possible for a ship to

enter. King Edward's dock is the smallest of the

three docks forming part of the great Admiralty

harbour and dock scheme, which has been m
progress for several years under the control of

Mr. Scott.

Light Railway tor Nortu Stai foRhskire.

—The newly-constructed light railway through

the valleys of the rivers Manifold and Hamps,

which opens out a large and hitheito isolated

section of the Leek division of Staffordshire,

has been formally opened by the Earl of Dart-

mouth, Lord Lieutenant of the county. The rail-

way is a line of 2ft. 6in. gauge, extending from

Hulme End (near Hartington , in Derbyshire, and

in close proximity to Longnor and Sheen)

through the valleys of Manifold and Hamps to

Waterhouses—a distance of eight miles and eight

chains—where it will ultimately be met by a

railway of normal (4ft. Sin.) gauge, about Si miles

in length, which is being constructed by the North

Staffordshire Railway Company, to join Water-

houses with their Churnet Valley line at a point

between WaU Grange and Leek. Some difficult

cuttings—in places through solid rock—have had

to be negotiated, and in the distance of Si miles

the crossing and recrossing of the river has neces-

sitated the construction of some twenty steel

bridges, six more being required for the crossing

of roads, ic. The metal for the permanent way

was obtainable on the spot, and most of the stone

used in the construction of the bridges was found

in the course of cutting the line, whilst other

stone was obtainable within easy distance. At

Swainsley, the countrv residence of Sir Thomas

Wardle, a tunnel 17ft. by 14tt. and 170 yards

long, has been cut through limestone of a parti-

cularly hard formation. The line will be w,.rked

by steam-power, and the carriages are modelltd

on the tramcar system. The seven intermediate

stations are of the bungalow type. The company
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have under consideration a proposal to extend the
line from the present terminus at Hulme End to

Buxton, and, with that end in view, preliminary
surveys have been made. The line will serve a

population of 40,000, and the traffic will include
limestone for road-making and burning, freestone
of a valuable kind from Sheen, of which Buxton
has been largely built, Ecton stone, mirble, and
other minera's. The consulting engineer was
Mr. E. R. Calthrop, of London ; resident engineer,
jNIr. J. B. Earle, Waterhouses ; and the con-
tractors were Messrs. Hutchinson and Co., of Leeds.

FoLKKSTONE Hauhoir.—The French Ambas-
sador formally laid on Tuesday the last stone of

a series of important works which, begun in 1896,
have been cariied out at Folkestone Harbour by
the South - Eastern and Chatham Kailway
Company, at a total cost of close on £.500,000.
The works in question comprise the extension,
widening, and strengthening of the pier, six new
landing stages being provided thereon, the re-

building of two railway stations, and the con-
struction of an overhead promenade for sight-
seers who desire to watch the arrival or the de-
parture of the boats. The old wooden pier has
been built in with granite : it has been widened
to 7"ift., and it has been continued in a straight
line for a distance of 300ft., from which point
there is a further extension of 600ft., cintedat an
angle of 36', and carried in an E.S.E. dir ction
so as to form a sheltering arm for the boats lying
on the oast side of the pier. This extension his
been constructed of 20-ton concrete blocks, faced
with granite. I )n the eastern tide of the pier
four new landing stages have been provided, each
having a low-level stage approached by broid
stairs for use at low tide. A new station plat-
form, which runs the entire length of the pier,
and is surmounted on the east side by a parapet
to shelter passengers from Ihe weather. On the
west side of the pier two new berths for steamers
have been provided, each with i!s high-water and
low-water lauding stages. Two overhead cranes
(in addition to vaiious smaller ones) have been
provided on the pier, which has elec'ric lights
both on upper and lower stages. In the knuckle
formed by ihe new arm of the pier is a Customs
room, 100ft. in length, for the examination of
baggage, a refreshment room, ticket and telegraph
office, lavatories, i:c. A promenade is formed on
the roof of the station platform and buildings, and
runs the full length of the pier. The public will
be able to enter it (for a small payment) by an
iron staircase at the back of the harbour station.
Seats will be provided. At the end is a miniature
lighthouse, built of Cornish granite, about 30ft.
in height. In addition to showing a revolving
white light it will be provided with an automatic
siren.

Noutii-Wksthux Looi' Line : Levexsfuxme
TO Wii.MsLow.—Th^ L-jvenshulme-to-Wilmslow
loop line of the London and North Western
Kailway is now taking definite shape. The
viaduct at Wilmslow has been begun, and a con-
tract for tjie remaining sections will be let shortly.
This line diverges from the present main line at
a point between Longsight and Levenshulme
stations close to the bridge which carries the
existing line over Stockport-road. Bearing in a
south-westerly direction, it crosses Slade-lane
diagonally, and, passing through Bumage and
Bidsbury, stri'ces the Wilmslow-road at Parrs
AVood. Crossing the Mersey into Cheshire, the
line runs close by the Barnes Convalescent Home
at Chcadle, and on by way of Gatley, Heald
<ireen. Moss Nook, and Styal to Wilmslow.
Tipping for the embankment is in progress on
the Lancashire side of the Mersey, the completion
of the viaduct rendering this possible. This via-
duct is built of blue Staffordshire bricks, and is

made up of thirteen brick arches of various sizes,
Iho largest being that spinning tho river itself.
At the south end is a girder biidge carrying tho
line over the Cheshire liines Itailwuy, and altera
short length of embankment theru is a similar
bridge over the Choadle branch of the Lond^m
and North- Western. The lino is carried on a
high embankment through Gatley, crossing the
Stockport-to-Altrincham high road by another
girder bridge. Then it enters a deep cutting, in
which it will continue practically to Wilmslow,
with the exception of tha viaducts over tho Dean
and Bollin. So far a start has not been made
with work on tho Dean viaduct, which will bo
near the Styal Cottage Homes, but the work on
the Wilmslow viaduct is being pushed on vigor-
ously, anl already six of tho brick pieri are in
process of con.struction, and the turning of the
arches will shortly be begun.

CiiAKOE OF FOEOEET.—At North London Police-
court on Saturday Edward Wyndham Moore, 39,
builder's clerk, of Median-road, Hackney, was
charged on remand with forging and uttering a
cheque for £i,> lOs. on Lloyd's Bank at Rugby.

j
The prisoner was formerly in the employ of Messrs.

^

Foster andDicksee, a firm of contractors carrying on

j

business in Rugby, and correspondence had passed
between him and Mr. Foster, so that the prisoner

' would be familiar with that gentleman's signature.
' Lately the prisoner had been employed at the new
I police station in course of erection at Mare-street,
Hackney, and he had become acquainted with a
tobacconist named Peacock, who carried on business

I

near by. Cln June 14 the prisoner asked Peacock if

j

he could pass through his bank a cheque for £45 lOs.

Peacock agreed to do this, but the prisoner asked
him if he could have something on account, Mr.
Peacock gave him a cheque for £5. The cheque was
cleared at Rugby, and the amount placed to Mr.
Peacock's credit. The prisoner, however, never
called for the balance. This aroused suspicion, and
the forgery was detected. Mr. Foster and other
witnesses having given evidence, the prisoner
questioned Detective-sergeant Gough, who made

i the arrest, with a view to proving that he had been

i
getting an honest living since his last conviction.

- This was admitted, but Mr. Fordham said the
' offence was a serious one, and he committed the
prisoner for trial.

Architect's Claim against a Coepokatiox.—
Blizakd v. Southami'Tox CoEroEATiox.—At the
Hampshire Aesizes last week Mr. Justice Bigham
tried an action in which the Corporation of South-
ampton were the defendants, and which was
brought by J. H. Blizard, the architect of the
School Beard of Southampton (the rights and lia-

bilities of which have since been merged in the town
council;, to recover remuneration for work done by
him in the preparation of a plan for a school for
Bitterne Park, the particular plan in question not
having been carried out. Defendants had paid
into court 250 guineas. In stating the case for the
plaintiff, Mr. R. Y. Radclyffe, K.C., mentioned that
Mr. Blizard was appointed architect to the School
Board in April, 1892, the terms of the contract being
that he should receive a permanent salary of £50, to

attend to all repairs, to receive 5 per cent, on all

new work, plus out-of-pocket expenses; all the plans
to be the property of the board. His salary was in

the following year increased to £100. In September,
j

189i'), the board resolved to build new schools at
Bitterne Park, and plaintiff was asked to prepare
plans for the same, similar to a new school he had
erected, Mount Pleasant School, which had a central
hall. He pointed out at the time that he did not

I

think the central hall type was suitable for the site,

as it would encroach too much on the playground.
However, they asked him to go on. He prepared a
pencil plan, and he was then asked to prepare
another, the cost of the building to be between £1.5

and £13 per head for the 1,200 children, inclusive of
everything. Plaintiff pointed out that it would be
useless to put any limit on the cost, as the Board of

Education were the judges in the matter. In
Januiry, 1897, they approved of plans, the accom-
modation to be for 1,140. On Jan. 25 they approved
designs for the elevations of the new school
(the original work being a ground plan), but
the Education Department objected to them, saying
they were unwieldy, wantmg in compactness,
and unnec/jssarily expensive. The board then
resolved that plans he prepared on the one
submitted by the architect, the cost not to exceed
12 guineas per head of the accommodation, and

I

excluding the cost of the site and furniture.

I

Plaintiff told them it was impracticable to put a
limit on the cost, as it was impossible to build a

! school on the plans at that price, but he was told to

go on with the drawing of the plans. When these
revised plans were approved plaintiff again pro-

' tested that it could not be built at that price, as the
present school had worked out at £14 4s. per head,
exclusive of the foundations. On being approved
by the Board of Eiucation, it was decided to

proceed, with the exception of the acceptance of the
tender, which was left to the now board, which
came into olli^'.a in March, 18'.H. The new board
considered the cost of the new school to be too
great, and ordered other plans to bo prepared, with
all the ornamental work cut out, the building to

cost 12 guineas per head, including the caretaker's
house, rcIkjijI furniture, kc. These were approved,
and tenders invited, confined to firms in South-
ampton. The lowest tender received worked out
at £17 per child, this increased estimate being due
to the rise in the price of material. The scheme
for tho school, which was on the central-hall
principle, and was one story, was abandoned, and
plaintiff was asked to prepare an amended plan, in

which the school should be on tho corridor system,
with two stories. This second scheme was carried
out. I'laintilt claimed nothing for the quantities,

but for the plans, which were prepared in detail,

he claimed 2i per cent, upon the lowest tender, and
} percent, for preparing the estimates.— His lord-

I

ship : If five different schemes were resolved upon,

would you claim five different ^ per cents, 'r

—

Counsel replied that if the committee instructed
them to do so, he should say he would. The claim
was baeed on the usual charge made by architects.
The second scheme was an entirely new one, so that
the former work was of no use. None of the
quantities for the new scheme were based on the first.

Counsel added that the accommodation of the new
school was for 900, instead of 1,150, and the cost
£12,499, which worked out at £14 8s. per head, show-
ing that the figure of 12 guineas was an unreasonable
one. For preparing the first plan and the subsequent
one it cost plaintiff £260 6s., which did not include
anything for office expenses, or for his own time.
Mr. Foote disputed this claim, saying that plaintiff

was not entitled to it, his contract being for work
done, which meant building, and not labour in his
office. Mr. Radclyffe contended that plaintiff

should be paid for this work according to the
scale, as, although from the first plaintiff gave
warning, he was still urged to go on with the
preparation of the plans. Plaintiff then gave
evidence. He stated that he was a partner of

Lemon and Blizard, civil engineers, of South-
ampton. He said he was never in favour of the
Mount Pleasant scheme, and was glad the Educa-
tion Department rejected it. When he was asked
to prepare a scheme at 12 guineas per head he
thought it absurd. Replying to his lordship,

witness said he realised it was impossible to get
plans out at £12 per head. Witness prepared a less

expensive scheme, and it was found that the lowest
tender worked out at nearly £17 per head. He
then reported upon the causes of the increased cost.

The Mount Pleasant School cost £14 10s. per head
for superstructure, and £5 10s. per head for the
foundations. It was resolved not to proceed with
his plans for the Bitterne School, and he was asked
to prepare plans for a school to accommodate 900,
and these had been paid for. The scale upon which
he was claiming had been adopted by the Royal
Institute of British Architects for many years. The
actual cost to himself for preparing the plans was
£260 63., which included nothing for general office

expenses, clerks, nor for his time in assisting with
the designing or attendance at committee and board
meetings. It included about £30 for the plans
which were condemned by the Education Depart-
ment. He admitted that there was no written
protest by him that he could not prepare the plans
at 12 guineas per head. His lordship here remarked
that it was a question as to how much he should
allow plaintiff for the abortive plan. X'niess he
had stronger evidence he should allow nothing like

2J per cent. In cross-examination, witness said an
architect would get 2^ per cent, it he prepared the
plans, and got in the tenders, although afterwards
the scheme might be abandoned. The committee
were all friends of his, and he told them separately
and in committee that the school could not be built

at 12 guineas per head. Some wanted to fix the limit

at 10 guineas. Unfortunately they were a board who
seemed to know more about the matterthan an expert.
Ernest Robert Robson, F.R.I.B.A., stated that he
was the first architect to the late School Board for

London, a position he filled for many years. He
thought a fair remuneration to an architect for

preparing plans was 3 per cent, on the tenders
received. He considered that the second plans were
entirely different, and neither could be adaptable
to the other. Replying to his lordship, witness
said it was usual when work was not carried out to
charge for the quantities, and charge 2^ per cent,

on the lowest tender and ^ per cent, on the esti-

mate. The charge for the quantities was 1^ per
cent. He did not know why plaintilY had not
ch.arged this. Plaintiff', recalled, said ho did not
charge the I4 per cent, because the bill of quantities
could be utilised for the second scheme. But he
frankly admitted that he was entitled to it. Plaintiff

said he received £5,876 during five years from the
board, who were very large clients of his. Mr.
J. B. Colson, architect, of Winchester, considered

that the remuneration claimed (£564 lOs.) was fair.

For the defendants, Mr. Foote, K.C., stated that
plaintitT was to be paid 5 per cent, on work when
completed. The board wore probably the best

clients he had had in his life ; he received a largo

sura annually from them, and he had luit now put
a reasonable interpretation upon the work. If they
had employed him for work not in connection with
his qualifications as an architect they would have
had to pay him, but his contract was for his em-
ployment as an architect. Although it was tho
second scheme that was adopted, and the plans for

the first were abortive, it was not hecauso the
board wore unwilling to carry them out, but that
they could not be built for the prescribed sum. It

would be hard upon any public body, who had to

account to tho ratepayers for the money, to be
told they had no right to insist upon a stipulation

because there was a verbal representation made
by plaintiff that ho would not bo able to do it for

tho price named. If a scheme for 13 guineas per
head had been sent m instead of 12 guiueas, the
board would not have run the risk of additional

expense and delay by remodelling the school. Mr.
UidclylVe pointeil out that notwithstanding repeated
protests, the board uigod plaintiff' to go on with the
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work. It was practically impossible for an arohi- earned with the contract, and he certified that a sum
tect to construct a plan upon which his employers ' of tU Ss. was due. The Common Serjeant, Mr.

put a limit, and which nobody at the time supposed
|

Bosanquet, K.C., said that, although the plaiutiff

would be rigidly adhered to. He produced as . had certified for a sum of fil 03., it was perfectly

economical, a plan as possible, having regard to the understood how that sum was made up. The
express instructions he received. In summing up,

his lordship said the parties understood the con-

tract to be that plaintiff was to receive 5 per cent,

on the work actually executed, and to cover all the

work in connection with the preparation of it,

whether abortive or otherwise, made in anticipation

of their execution. The work done seemed to be

more than preparing designs for schools which were
subsequently erected ; the preparation of the plans

was not of those for the school which was actually

completed. He might reasonably regard the work
done as something outside the four corners of that

particular contract. The rules relating to archi-

tects* charges dia not bind any legal tribunal, and
he should consider this in that way. Plaintiff

claimed £560 10s., of which 250 guineas had been
paid into court. He thought this ample and
generous remuneration for work done, considering

all the circumstances. He thought the plaintiff was
ill-advised not to accept this in satisfaction of his

claim. He should give j udgment for the amount,
and as he might have had it long ago he would
have to pay the costs from the date of payment into

court, defendants to pay costs up to that time.

Judgment wat entered for plaintiff for 250 guineas,

with costs up to the time of payment into court,

plaintiff to pay defendants' costs from that date.

Deains or Sewees. — In the King's Bench
Division, on Monday, the case of '* Harris v. Scar-

field" came before a Divisional Court on a case

stated by the Justicss of Sheffield. It was an infor-

mation under the Pubhc Health Act by Harold
Sourfield, Medical Officer of Health for Sheffield,

against Mr. George Collier and Mr. William Collier,

that a nuisance existed arising from certain defective

surface channels at Xos. 7 to 25, in No. I Cjurt,
E^e-lane. The justices made an order that de-

fendants should substitute ptpa-drains. Defendants'
contention was that the channels were sewers, and
not drains, and, further, that the houses were not

within the 8am3 curtilage; therefore they were not

compelled to obey the order, and appealed. The
Court held that the justices were wrong in finding

that the houses in question were within the same
curtilage, and therefore the appeal must be allowed
with costs. Leave to appeal was refused,

Peopeett Owners and "Nuisances" feom
Machineey.—The hearing of the case of " Bul-
livant and Others v. Richard Johnson and Nephew,
Ltd., was concluded on Friday in the Appeal
Court. It was an appeal by the plaintiffs from a

decision of the Vice Chancellor of the County
Palatine of Lancaster. The plaintiffs, as owners
and tenants of house property at Bradford, Man-
chester, claimed damages in respect of a nuisance
by noise caused by the machinery worked in the

defendants' engineering business. The defendants
admitted a certain amount of nuisance, but pleaded

that they had a prescriptive right, hiving been at

work for forty or fifty years. The appeal was
dismissed.

Heavy Aebiteation Claim fkom Rivington.—
At the Surveyors' Institution, Great George-street,

Westminster, on Monday, the dispute between Mr.
W. H. Lever and the Liverpool Corporation over

the purchase by the corporation of Mr. Ijever's land

at Rivington, near Bolton, for the purpose of their

waterworks cimeup for arbitration. The arbitrators

were Mr. R. E. Middleton (umpire), Mr. Robert
Vigers (corporation arbitrator), and Mr. E. Boyle,

K.C. (Mr. Lever's arbitrator). The point at issue is

the price to be paid by the Liverpool Corporation

for 1,687 acres of land which they haveoompulsorily
acquired from Mr. Lever. Four years ago some
2,100 acres of land which lies in the Rivington
watershed was purchased by Mr. Lever for £60,000.

The Liverpool Corporation in 1902, for the purpose
of preservmg the purity of the watershed, promoted
a BUI in Parliament to acquire 1,637 acres of the

land, and this Bdl was passed. For the land Mr.
Lever now asks £457,000.

Successful Claim foe Aeeiteatoe's Fees.—
Mr. John William Stevens, architect and surveyor.
New Bridge-street, sued, in the City of London
County -court, Mr. Brown, builder, for £5 l/s. 5d.

for services rendered. The plaintiff' said that a
client, a Mr. Webb, desired certain alterations and
additions to be carried out at his house in Wohurn-
place. The defendant's tender was accepted, and
subsequently an account for £75 odd was sent in as

the balance of the contract price, and an amount
for extras. Mr. Webb offered £45 Is., and it was
refused. The defendant then instructed plaintiff to

settle the matter. He found that the defendant was
entitled to £41 53., which included a sam of

£5 17s. 5d. as plaintiff's fee. Proceedings were
afterwards taken by the defendant, and he re-

covered £41 53., which included plaintiff's charges.
He now claimed the latter from the defendant. For
the defence it was said that there was no liability

on the part of the defendant to pay the fees. The
plaintiff' was asked to settle the matter as being con-

amount to which the defendant was entitled under
the certificate was £35 78. 7d. Judgment was
entered for the plaintiff for £5 173. SJ.

CHIPS.
Mr. William Harry Riwle, architect, of Man-

chester, died on Monday last, aged 49 years.

As Mr. Thomas Griffith, contractor, and a number
of workmen were repairing the lifeboat-house at

the north end of Barmouth Bridge on Wednesday, a
large piece of rock, which was bein» bored into, fell

upon the building, burying David Griffith, his son,

and kdling him instantly. Thomas Griffith also

had the lower part of his body crushed. Another
workman, Eiward Williams, had his leg broken.

A recommendation in favour of a scheme arrived

at hetiveen a committee of the Wakefield Corpora-
tion and the cathedral authorities for the improve-
ment of Kirkgate was adopted by the corporation of

that city on Tuesday. It is proposed to set back
the boundary wall of the cathedral, the corporation

to pay £3 per yard for the land, and to bear the cost

of carrying out the scheme, estimated at £1,000.

Princess Louise (Dachess of Argyll) opened on
Wednesday the new building of the North-Eastern
Hospital for Children, Hackney-road, Bethnal
Green. A guard of honour was mounted. The
new building stands partly on the site of the two
houses which the Princess opened on June 28, 1872,

as the first permanent home of the hospital. The
new premises contain four wards of eleven beds
each, one of six and one of seven beds, making 57

in all, thus increasing the number of available beds

to 114. A new operating theatre and a casualty

room, besides other urgently -needed accommoda-
tion, have also been provided. The expenditure
incurred so far in regard to the enlargement
amounted to nearly £45,000.

In the matter of an application made on behalf of

Albert Leopold Gxrdeuer, and George Emington
Gates (trading as Gardener and Gates), Sjuth
Wimbledon, Surrey, buUders, the order of discharge

has been suspended for two years, ending May 13,

19C6.

Speech-day was celebrated at Shrewsbury S :hool

on Tuesday, when the Bishop of Oxford unveiled a
memorial window in the school chapel to com-
memorate the fourteen old Salopians killed on active

service in South Africa. The memorial window has
been designed by Mr, C. E. Kempe, and is one of a
series of stained-glass windows, the work of the
same artist, each conforming to a general scheme.
Its subject is the "V^irtue of Fortitude. One of its

compartments reproduces the gallant defence of a
kopje near Colestierg by the late Captain Moor
with a handful of men against a vastly superior

force of Boers. In connection with the school theie

has been opened a detached laboratory and lecture

room, erected by the governing body of the school,

at a cost of between £3,000 and £4,000.

Whitegate parish church, Cheshire, was reopened
on Sunday after renovation carried out by Mr.
Wood, of Hartford.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
The Old Buelixoton House Colonnade.—In

answer to Mr. MacNeill, who asked what had be-

come of the handsome stone colonnade (classical

pillars, monoliths) formerly in front of Burlington

House, Piccadilly, and removed by the Department
of Works, and why it was not re-erected in one of

the parks or elsewhere. Lord Balcarres said ; —The
colonnade is lying in Battersea Park ; the question

of re-erecting it is now under the consideration of

the First Commissioner.

The Biutish Museum Lions.—Replying to Mr.
MacNeill, who asked what had become of a number
of bronze lions which formerly were along the line

of railings in front of the IBritish Museum, and
which were removed to widen the footway, Lord
Balcarres said;—Twelve lions were removed to

St. Paul's Cathedral with the concurrence of the

Trustees of the British Museum ; the remainder are

at the Museum, in charge of the Trustees.

The collection in the Art Gallery at Rochdale
has just been augmented by the gift of a large
landscape in oil entitled " Mountains in Wales,"
painted by Mr. H. Clarence Whaite, P.R.C.A.,
R.W.S., in 1867. In 1898 the work was exhi Sited at
the Manchester City Art Gallery.

In the case of the application made on behalf of

James Martin Hatfield, Daaltry-road, Putney,
S.W., late High-street, Putney, S.W., architect,

surveyor, and builder, the order of discharge has
been suspended for three years, ending Jan. 25,

1907.

The two millions sterling left four years ago by
the late Mr. Sutton, of Sutton and Co., carriers, of

Golden-lane, to provide model dwellings for the
poor will soon be employed for that purpose, after

wearisome litigation. The plan of the dwellings

has not yet been decided upon, but the scheme in-

cludes the erection of model dwellings in some place

easily accessible to the City. These dwellings will

be for poor workmen only, and the rents will be
such as to provide only for the maintenance of the
property.

Yesterday (Thursday), by permission of the First

Commissioner of Works, the members of the Civil

and Mechanical Engineers' Society paid visits to the

New Government Offices, Westminster, now in

course of erection by Messrs. Spencer, Santo, and Co.,

from plans by the late Mr. J. M. Brydon, and to the

New War Office in Whitehall, which is being com-
pleted under the direction of Mr. W. Clyde 'i'oung

from designs by his father, the late Mr. William
Young, and for which Messrs. Foster and Dicksee,

of Rugby, are the contractors.

The sales at the Mart last week, as registered at

the Estate Exchange, amounted to £293,688, and
for the corresponding week of last year to £276,215.

The Southend-on-Sea Town Council have in-

creased the salary of Mr. E. J. Elford, their borough
surveyor, from £500 to £550 per annum, to be

raised to £600 on March 25 next.

The engineers of the new Douglas reservoir have
officially intimated to the Douglas Corporation that

the work will be finished by the end of September.

The new reservoir taps a new watershed about six

miles from Douglas, and is capable of holding

300,000,000 gallons of water. Should it be neces-

sary, the new supply can be brought into use this

summer.

An inquiry has been held at Sandgate, near

Folkestone, by an inspector under the Local

Government Board into the urban district council's

appli,^ation for sanction to borrow £1,825 for works
of sea defence.

Accommodation for 105 additional cadets, and
sleeping accommodation for 60 more servants, with

messroom attached, is about to be provided at the

Royal Naval College at Osborne, this being the

second enlargement that has been made since the

buildings were opened by the King at the beginning

of last August.

Proposals will shortly he laid before the Preston

Town Council for extending the training walls in

the estuary of the Ribble to the open sea at a cost

£150,000.

Under the will of the late Mr. Thomas Sandby,

of Windsor, who was great-grandson of Mr.
Tnomas Sandby, R.A., and great-nephew of Mr.

Paul Sandby, E.A , "the father of water-colour

painting," about two thousand works of the last-

named master have been bequeathed to various

institutions and art galleries in London and the

provinces.

The new council schools, erected at Surfer's

-

lane, Rowley, by the education committee, at a

cost of £11,000, were opened on Friday. They
provide accommodation for over 000 children, and
include cookery and laundry rooms for the girls,

and a manual instruction or handicraft room for

the boys.

The foundation-stone at the new nautical schools,

Portishead, near Bristol, has been laid this week by
the Princess Beatrice. Messrs. W. B. Wilkinson

and Co. are executing the granolithic paving for

the whole of the courtyard and staircases.

The improvements and finance committee of the

City Corporation have decided to recommend the

payment of £1,401 73. 8 J. (to include all interests)

for the portion of the site of St. George's Church,

Botolph-lane, needed to widen the public ways of

Botolph-lane and George-lane, Billingsgate.

At the last meeting of the Southwark Borough

Council the Mayor announced that he had received

an offer from Mr. Andrew Carnegie to give £7,000

for the erection of a public library in the S*.

George's Ward of the Borough, provided a suitable

site were obtained. A site was recently offered to

the council by Lord Llangattock and his son (the

Hon. J. M. Rolls) for this purpose at the junction of

the Old and New Kent-roads, and it is proposed to

erect the library on this site.

The new infectious diseases hospital which has

been in course of erection at Bo'ness Acres during

the past two years for the local authority of the

burgh of Bo'ness, was formally opened on Friday.

The hospital was erected from the plans of Mr.

John P. Lawrie, burgh surveyor, and has cost

about £7,000, including furniture and furnishings.

The memorial to officers, non-commissioned

officers, and men of the Coldstream Guards who fell

in South Africa will be unveiled by the Colonel of

the regiment. General Sir F. Stephenson, G.C.B.,

in St. Paul's Cathedral on Friday in next week, the

22nd inst., at 11 a.m.
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ILLUSTEATI0N8.
> ITV OF PERTH PROPOSED ISOL.VTION HOSPITAL.— SILVER-

SMITHS' WORKS, HALIFAX.— WESLEYAN CHURCH, LONG
EATO.V.—PROPOSED PUBLIC LIBRABV, CLITHEROE.—THE
BED LIOS, kings' HEATH. BIBMI-N'GH AM.—POLICE AND FIRE

f^TATIOS, ASHLEV-ROAD, LEEDS.—MOTOE HOUSE AT BUSH
HILL PARK.

<I^ur 5llttstrati0tts»

ISOLATION HOSPITAL FOll THE CITY OF TEUTH.

This design is the one placed first in an open
tompetition, in which 51 designs were submitted
to the adjudication of Mr. T. W. Aldwinckle, of

London. The estimated probable cost is .£U,000,
and the number of beds to be provided is 3G, in

two pavilions. One pavilion, for scarlet fever,

is divided into four wards, two of which will con-
tain 12 and 8 beds respectively, and two of single
beds for observation. The other pavilion is for
diphtheria and typhoid cases, and is divided into

six wards, two of four beds for diphtheria, two of

two beds tor typhoid, and two of one bed each for

fleparation wards. The instructions to competitors
stipulated that these latter six ward^ be designed as
one block, have no direct communication with each
other, and be convenient for access from one to

the other should the different sets of wards
happen to be used for one disease. The author
of this design has successfully met this condition
by providing secondary accesbes through open
covered porches or verandahs between the central
wards and the duty rooms of the flanking wards.
The whole of the main wards are 26ft. wide and
13ft. high. The scarlet fever wards provide, in

accordance with the conditions of the competi-
tion, for ISCsq-ft. floor area and 2, 000c. ft. air

space per bed. The typhoid and diphtheria block
has rj.Jsq.ft. floor area and 2,.500e.ft. air space
per bod. The block plan is sutticient to show
the general disposition of the buildings. The
administrative block is centrally placed for easy
access to the different wards, and is economically
planned, giving accommodation f i r doctor, matron,
ten nurses, and four domes'.ic servants. (.>n the
cast of the administrative block is the scarlet
fever pavilion, and on the west the diphtheria
and typhoid. 'J'ho laundry block is on low-lying
ground still furthi^r to the west, and contaios
washing-house, laundry, receiving and despatch
rooms, store for patients' clothes, disinfector and
disinfecting rooms, boiler and engine rooms, van-
shed and mortuary. The discharge block is

situated between the laundry and the entrance
lodge, and the accomimidation comprises p.irlour,

kitchen, bedroom, and ollices, together with
a bedroom for an extra or special nurio. The
buildings generally, including the wards, are
to be heated by open fires ; the ventilation of
the wards is to be by means of windows with
fanlights over, inlet fiurs at level of floor, and
outlet flues at intervals near to the ceilings. The
architect is Mr. C 1'. K. Young, A.U.I.B.A.,
I'erth.

MLVEHSMITU'S WOHKS, IIAI.U'AX.

'I'll i>K buildings, de-igned by .Alessrs. Joseph F.
Walsh and Grahim Nlcholisj architects, Halifax,
.ii-o now in course of erection and approaching
completion for Jlr. Charles Horner. The walls
aro of local sandstone grit, and the roofs are In

blue slate. Inside the walls aro lined with a
dado of salt-glazed bricks and moii'ded bricks ;

the floors are in maple blocks and terrazo. The
plans, with the view, illustrate the arrangements

in a building erected for the manufacture of

jewelry on a large scale.

WESLEY.-IN CHUKCn, LOXG EATON.

This church is now being built upon a site at the

angle of Derby-road and College-street, Long
Eaton, and is designed to accommodate about SCO

persons. The building is being erected with

hammer - dressed Coxbench stone, and white

Hollington stone dressings for windows, doors,

copings, &c. The roof is being constructed with

English oik, and covered with light sea-green

Westmoreland, slates. The schools consist of ten

classrooms, with kitchen and boys' and girls'

lavatory accommodation, the exterior being faced

with Sileby sand-faced bricks, and thereof covered

with the green "Westmoreland slates. The con-

tractors for the schools are Messrs. Henry Vickers

and Son, Wilford-road, Nottingham, and for

the church Messrs. Pask and Thorpe, Lenton

Boulevard, Nottingham ; the architects for the

whole work being Mtssrs. Brewill and Baily,

FF.R.I.B.A., Nottingham and Newark-upon-
Trent.

SELECTED DESIGN FOR THE FREE LIHRAItV,

CLITIIEllOE.

These plans were selected in a limited competi-

tion for a small library. The site, although im-
portant, was very limited, and joins up to the

town-haU. Every inch of site had to be used,

and the rooms made to balance on each side of an
axial line. The materials are dressed Yorkshire

ashlar for walling and "Westmoreland green slates

for roof. The fireproof floors are laid with wood-
block facings. The fittings are to be of fumed
oak. The cost is £3,000. Messrs. Butterworth

and Duncan are the architects.

THE red lion, kino's HE.iTH, IIIRMINIIHAM.

This house has been built on a site adjoining the

present inn, which is being taken down, for the

convenience of residents on the Priory Estate,

King's Heath, which is rapidly developing with

a good class of cottage residences. On the first

floor over the bar is a large club-room, and a

billiard-room for two tables is over the smoking-
room. \^'lldon stone has been used for the bay
windows, doorways, and gate piers. The front

wall is also faced with the same stone, roughcast

being used for the return walls. The roofs are

eovered with Precelly Welsh green slates. A
large garden, with bowling-green, has been laid

out at the rear. The work has been carried out

by Messrs. Smith and Pitts, builders, of Moseley,

from drawings and details prepared by Messrs.

Bateman and Bateman, architects, of B'rming-
ham. The Priory Estate Co., Ltd., have erected

the house under an occupation lease to Jiessrs.

Mitchell and Butler, Cape Hill Brewery, Smeth-
wick, who have been represented by Mr. \Villiam

Jenkins, architect.

FOLK E AND FIRE STATION, .ISHLEV ROAD, LEEDS.

(For description and sketch plan see page 68.)

Field-Marshal Earl Roberts will unveil on the

30th inst. the monument erected in Chester

Cathedral to the memory of the officers, non-
commissioned officers, and men of the Cheshire

Regiment who fell in the South African war. It

has been executed by Mr. Rudge.

Mr. Thomas Cralgie Glover, a well-known Indian
Civil Engineer, has died in Edinburgh, aged 67.

He settled at Bombay many years ago, and latterly

became one of the largest contractors in ludia. In

the early eighties, when British troops were engaged
with the Dervishes in Lower Egypt, he made an
offer to the Government to construct a railway for

the transport of troops and war material inland

from .Suakim.

The managers of the Metropolitan Asylum Board
received at Saturday's meeting a letter from the

Local Government Board authorising the execution

of certain works at Belmont Asylum, at a cost not

exceeding tlo.'.DO. From time to time there have

been discussions as to the possibility of grave trouble

arising at Leavesden Asylum, owing to the fact that

the sewage has for some years past had to be dis-

posed of upon a very limited area of land. An
enlargement of the area oE Imd attached to the

asylum having been suggested, it w.is resolve 1 to

purchase a parcel of laud .')7a. Ir. 3.'p. in extent

adjoining the Leavesden Asylum estate at a c'ost of

16,000. The lioard ac'epted a tender for the erec-

tion, at the sum of C6 600, of twenty-two cottages

for married attendants at the Loavesiien Asylum,
in accordance with plans and sporiflcations pre-

pared by their enginoor-iu-chief, Mr. W. T. Hutch.

COMPETITIONS.
Carlton, Nottingham.—Mr. C. J. Whitbread,

son of Mr. R. "Whitbread, M.S.A., of Carlton,

near Nottingham, is the successful competitor for

the Carlton and District Conservative and
Unionist Association Club, and has been appointed

architect to carry out the work.

Lough iiOROVGH Carneiiie Library.—A special

meeting of the General Purposes Committee of

the Loughborough Town Council has been held

to consider plans sent in for the new Free Library,

There w«re seven competitors, who sent in eight

plans. A lengthy report from Mr. Geo. Hodson,

C.E., the assessor called in by the corporation,

was read. Mr. Hodson recommended two designs,

Nos. -1 and 5, as being the best, but added that

they were so equal in every way that he would

not say which was the better, but would leave it

to the council to decide. It appears that the

designs selected were submitted by Messrs.

Barrowcliffe and Allcock (No. 4), Loughborough,

and Messrs. Sutton and Ciregory, of Nottingham
(No. .5). After some discussion it was agreed

that the plans submitted by 3Iessrs. Barrowcliffe

and Allcock be accepted. In his report Mr.

Hodson said : " I have arrived at the conclusion

that No. 4 and No. 5 are superior to the others

as regards excellence of planning, facility of

administration, the convenience and comfort of

the public using the library, the fulfilment of the

conditionsprescribedby the council, theprobability

of their being executed at or about the prescribed

cost, and their adaptability of future extension.

The elevations of both No. 4 and No. 5 are archi-

tecturally excellent, and have no
^
more orna-

mentation than is proper for a public building."

The design No. 4, that by Jlessrs. Barrowcliffe

and Allcock, is treated in a modern Renaissance

style, and will be faced with red sand stock

bricks, with tawny terracotta dressings.

Moffatt, N.B.—A meeting of the directors of

the proposed Moffat Cottage Hospital was held on
Friday, when it was agreed to adopt the plan

prepared by Mr. Henry W. "Walker, architect,

St. Andrew-square, Edinburgh. The buildings

will be erected on a suitable site in the Selkirk-

road, ou the out^klrts of the town. It will be

utilised for the treatment of non-infectious cases

only, and the estimated is £1,000.

Playing C.uids. — Nearly three hundred
designs for the backs of playing-cards were sent

in to the recent competition instituted by the

Worshipful Company of Makers of Playing Cards,

and the prizes have been awarded as follows :
—

The H. D. Phillips Prize of £10 10s. to Mr. G. D.

Drummond, 9a, Clifton-road, South Norwood; the

second prize to Mr. H. W. Hardy, 17, Featherstona

Buildings, Holborn ; the third prize to Mr. M.
Coteron, of 38, Great James-street, W.C. ;

and
the fourth prize to -\Ir. Sydney Herbert, Carlton

Lodge, Cheltenham. The judges have h'ghly

commended designs sent by Mr. O. Smiles, 23,

Wormwood-street, E.C. ; Jtiss Hilda Heckle,

Llandrillo, Colwyn Bay ; Jliss J. Wood, 5j,

Everton-road, Manchester; Mr. D. O. Jloore,

13, Paulct-road, Camberwell ; and two other

designs sent in by 'Sir. Hardy and Jlr. Herbert.

Selly O.VK AND SniiniLEY.—At the last

meeting of the King's Norton and Northfield

Urban District Council the designs of Mr. J. P.

Ooborne, of 95, Colmore-row, Birmingham, were

accepted for the erection of branch free public

libraiics at Silly Oak and Stirchley, and it was

decided to appoint Mr. Osborne as architect.

Mr. F. II. Tulloch, M I.C.E , an iuspector for the

Local' Government BoirJ, has held an inquiry at

the Town-haU, Bartou-on-Tcent, relative to the

corporation's applicatloa for sanction to borrow

1:7,060 for street improvements.

St. James's, Westmorland-street, Marylebone, so

long' the centre for admirers of the lata Mr. Hiwois,

is about to bo puUel down. It contains some fine

windows by Burne-Jones, and the disposal of these

relics Is under consideration by the First Commis-

sioner of Works. Some uncortunty seems to exist

as to who was the original donor.

The site recently ocuipled l>y St. .lohn's Church

facing St. George's Hall, Liverpool, has been clearol

by the corporition and 1 lid out as a public garden.

Two statues have been erected in the grounds by

public subscriptions, and are about to he in-

augurated with ceremony. That of Mr. tiladstono

win lie unveiled by Earl Spencer to-morrow

(Sxturdav), and the other, to the late Sir Arthur

Uowon Forwood, Bart., M.P., by the F.arl of Derby,

ou Thursday in next week, the 21st inst.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions ol
our correspondents. All communications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

communications respecting illustrations or Uterary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the BuiLoiNa
News, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
W.C., and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not unfrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
Thb Strand Newspapee Company, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :—" Timeserver, London."
Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.
Bonnd copies of Vol. LXXXTY. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 128. each, by post
128. lOd.), as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIS., XLL, XLVI.,
XLIX., LHI., LXI., LXn., LXIV.. LXV., LXVI.,
Lxvn., Lxvin., lxtx.. lxxj., t.xxtt

, Lxxrn.,
T.XXTV., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVH., LXXIX.,
LXXX., T.XXXT

, LXXXII.,and LXXXHT. may still

be obtained at the same price; all the other bound
volumes are out of print. Most of the back numbers of
former volumes are, however, to be had singly. Sub-
scribers requiring any back numbers to complete
volume just ended should order at once, as many of
them soon run out of print

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Building News,
price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's Houae,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.O.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Poimd per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 6s. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 63. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 68. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all official
advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the fli'st

line counting as two, Uie minimum charge being 5s. for
four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 48. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of
more than six insertions can be ascertained on application
to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.
The charge for advertisements for "Situations

Vacant" or "Situations Wanted " and " Part-
nerships" is One Shilling fob Twenty-pour 'Words,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. All Situation
Advertisements must be prepaid.

•»• Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand
W-C, free of charge. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See
Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on appUcation
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertioa.

Received.—Amos and Co.— G. H. M.—W. A. D. L.-
WilUams and Sons (Lowestoft).

C0rmp0ulr^n;ct
•-»—

—

PLENUM VEXTILATIOX AT THE ROYAL
VICTORIA HOSPITAL, BELFAST.
To the Editor of the Building News.

Sir,—Since the publication of my letter in
your last issue, observations by Messrs. Henman
and Cooper have been brought to my notice, and
I should therefore be glad it you will kindly let

me add a few particulars in reference to my
previous communication, as the careful statements
made by me (after my close inspection of the
above hospital) have been csntradicted ia a most
unwarrantable manner.
The finances of the Royal Victoria Hospital are

in 30 very unsatisfactory a condition than no less
than 108 bods are closed against the reception of
patients

; it is surprising, therefore, now to learn,
Irom Messrs. Henman and Cooper, that " for very
good reasons" the coal bill of the hospital his
not been, or cannot be, reduced to meet the pro-
portionate requirements of the two-thirds of
patients at present occupying the wards : in other

words, this Plenum system necessitates the con-
sumption of the same amount of fuel for 200
patients as for 300 patients !

Messrs. Henman and Cooper quoted that
1,800 tons of coal per annum would be sufficient

to meet all the requirements for 300 patients

:

the figures not being very well authenticated, I

accept them doubtfully. 1,800 tons are also

required for the present number of 200 patients,

according to Messrs. Henman and Cooper.
Jlany of your readers may consider that there

is now going on a waste of si.x hundred tons of

coal per annum, at a cost of about £i50 yearly (at

Belfast prices) !

The money thus lost to the hospital would have
provided for the cost of opening nine or ten of

the beds that are at present closed owing to the
poverty of the institution ; the cost per head in

the old hospital (£17 17s. 3d.) being taken as a
basis.

It is perfectly clear, according to the statements
of Messrs. Henman and Cooper, that more coal

is now being n-asted during the operations of

warming, ventUating, &o., of 190 patients than
was ciioiiijli for such purposes for 196 patients in

the old hospital, where, the Plenum system being
absent, 5IG tons were found to be sufficient.

In short, according to Messrs. Henman and
Cooper, no less than an additional 1,300 tons are

required in the new hospital, for a less number of

patients than in the old one.

The cost of thrse extra 1,300 tons of coal would
have been quite sufficient to have provided for

the opening of no less than twcntij of the beds
at present closed by reason of insufficient

subscriptions.

This Royal Victoria Hospital is supported
mainly by voluntary subscriptions, donations,

frc, considerable amounts beiog contributed by
the working classes : but the circumstances of

the institution are such as to render necessary

strict economy and care in the expenditure, but,

as seen above, the results must be very dis-

appointing to those subsciibers and otheis who
have been led to believe that such a Plenum
system as is installed in this hospital can be
worked as efficiently and economically as a
well-considered and scientific natural system of

ventilation.

My specific remarks re the failure of the Plenum
ventilation at certain indicated positions in this

hospital remain unanswered and unanswerable

:

the fact that some wards require a very different

temperature to others militates against the suc-

cessful application of the Plenum system to

hospitals.

Should any healthy person doubt the effect to

be expected from life in a ward without windows
let him select a bedroom with only a top light,

and try it for a week or so only, i (r the members
of the General Committee or of the Board of

Management of this hospital might similarly

make personal use of some of their double-bedded
wards for a testing period (there are many un-
occupied and sufficiently dreary specimens of top-

lighted wards in this hospital). The reports of

some such members should be of interest, for

many of them are Irish ladies or clergymen,
accustomed to "pleasant outlooks, " natural air,

and wholesome candiiions of life.—I am, &c.,

Gf.OKOE H. BiBllY.

69, Queen's-road, Twickenham,
Middlesex, July 12.

The Littlehampton Urban District Council have
raised the salary of their surveyor, Mr. H. Howard,
to £230 per annum, and he is also to be paid a
special fee of £50 for designing the new free library.

Private practice is also allowed.

The London County Council having acquired for

the public the Ringer's House, Greenwich Park,
and the mansion at Avery Hill, Eltham, a party of
visitors were conducted over the two buildings on
Friday. The ranger's house, which has been
occupied at different times by many maoibers of the
Royal Family, is now utilised as a place of refresh-

ment and rest for visitors to Blackheath Common.
The mansion at Avery Hill was built for the late

Colonel J. T. North, from Mr. T. E. Colloutt's

designs, and is surrounded by grounds of SI acres

in extent. Its winter-gardens, palm-houses, and
ballroom, with its onyx pillars, are very attractive.

Sheen House, Richmond Park, once the home of

the Comte de Pans, a fine eximplo of the Adams
Brothers work, wiih its surrouuding grounds, is

doomed, and the builder will soon be at work
removing all trace of this quondam Royal residence.

Tne fine carved marble chimneypieces have been
purchased by a dealer, and are to be removed prior

to the demolition of the house.

WATEK SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Buckie.—The town council considered on Monday
the report of Mr. W. R. Copeland, C.E., Glasgow,
on the water supply of the town. In his report,

the engineer says that if the borough is to have a
reliable supply of water at all seasons of the year,
ample storage must be provided. Of two probable
sites for a reservoir the one at Rochomie Burn was
the cheaper relatively. At Buckpool section of the
woiks it was essential that there should be tank
accommodation for a full day's supply, or {i7,500gal.

additional ; but reservoir accommodation could not
beeconomically provided formore than 16,30U,00Ogal.

This would give 32gal. per head of the population
depending on this section of the works. It will be
necessary to lay a new Gin. main pipe from the
reservoir to Buckie. He estimates the cost of the
proposal works as follows : Reservoir on Rochomie
Burn £10,750, new tank at Buckpool £600, new
Gin. pipe from Rochomie to Buckie £1,900,
engineer and inspection £1,350—total £14,600,
exclusive of land or wayleaves,

Weexham Water Supply.—To the west of
Wrexham, on the eastern slope of the Berwyns,
SOOft. above sea-level, an important scheme is in
course of development for increasing the storage
capacity of the waterworks which supply Wrexham
and a large district outside extending to Saighton, in

Cheshire, and comprising some twenty or thirty
other villages, together with the Eaton Estate
belonging to the Duke of Westminster, The new
reservoir will cover an area of 225 acres, will have
a maximum depth of 38ft., and a storage capacity
of 135,000,000 gallons. It will be fed by the
.Sychnant stream, and a gathering ground of

1,250 acres. The water will be held up by an
eastern dam, faced with stonework, having a width
at its base of 230ft. The construction of this reser-

voir will necessitate the excavation and removal of

300,000 tons of earth. The estimated cost will be
£231 per million gallons capacity, about one-fourth
the usual cost of such undertakings. The company
are their own contractors, and expect to have the
works completed in about four years from now. One
of the chief features of the reservoir will be the
accessibility of the valve tower, connected with a
brickwork culvert. These are constructed in a solid

stratum of blue clay, which forms the foundation of
the bed of the reservoir, and is of average thickness

of -lOft. From the reservoir the water will be con-
veyed in a 12in. trunk main to filter-beds at

Gronwen, and then into the supply pipes of the
high-level district, which includes the Elton estate,

Rossett, Gresford, Pulford, Lavister, Dodleston,
Eccleston, Kinneston, Poulton, Saighton, Buerton,
Aldford-Churton, ka. The present storage capacity
of the works is 40,000,000 gallons, and the new
scheme will increase it to 175,000,000 gallons. The
supply is obtained from deep wells, the pumping
station being situate at Llwyneinion, about a mile
and a quarter below the new reservoir, the water
being raised a distance of 365ft. The water is then
conveyed, by gravitation, to Esclusham Mill, where
the old pool has been transformed into a cement-
cased reservoir. Here the water is deprived of any
iron it may contain by a novel contrivance, the in-

vention of Mr. Storr, and after being '* broken up "

on the old mill wheel, and thus aerated, it is pissed
back into the stream to Pentre Bychau dam, and
thence carried through a 14in. main to the new
filter beds at Packsaddle reservoir. Here, to insure

thorough filtration, after being sent through foun-
tain jets, it passes through a layer of sand 2ft. Gin.

thick, 3in. of blind, and 9in. of gravel into open
brick channels, and thence into a covered service

reservoir, from which it is conveyed by means of a
12in. and lOin. main for distribution in the low-
level district, which comprises practically the whole
of Wrexham, Marchwiel, and the Cross Lanes
district.

Mr. M. Raggi has now on view at his studio, 44,

Osnaburgh-street, Regent's Park, a statue he has

j uat completed in clay, for the bronze figure to be
erected at Hong Kong, of .Sir Thomas Jackson,

Bart., lately general manager of the Hong Kong
and Shanghai Banking Corporation. The statue is,

with the plinth, lOft. lOin. high, and is to occupy a
pedestal of Peterhead granite about the aamg height.

The monument will be erected near a statue of

(iueen Victoria, with its fine temple -canopy, for

both of which Mr. Riggi is responsible, as he also is

for the Hong Kong statue of the late Gjvernor-
Ganeral, Sir Arthur Kennedy.

A tablet in memory of Sir J, Bluudell Maple,
M.P., has just been set up in the private chapel at

Childwickbury, St. Albans. It is of white marble,
is in the design of a heart, and the borders are

closely covered with a wreath of violets. The work
has bsen executed by Messrs. G, Maile and Son,
Euston-road.

TheWan Jsworth Borough Council have instructed

their surveyor to set back the fences and execute the
necessary paving works in connection with the pro-
posed wilening of the Tooting High-street at an
estimated cost of £530.
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The curriculum of the day school of the Archi-

tectural Association, now under the control of Mr.
H. P. G. Maule, A.R.I.B.A., the master, assisted

by Messrs. H. A. Douglass and J. H. .Squire, has
just been published for the session 1904-5. The
classes are held at the studio of the Royal Archi-
tectural Museum, IS, Tufton-street, Westminster,
and the winter term will commence on September
26 and end on December 17 ; the spring term
extends from January 9 till April I, 1905, and
the summer term from May 1 till July 2'2. The
first year's course comprises instruction in the
studio in the use of instruments and scales, free-

hand drawing, elementary perspective, the orders
of Classic architecture, the elements of the various
styles of architecture, elementary construction,
and sketching and measuring details and portions
of existing buildings. Work in the studio will

be carried on daily, varied by visits to buildings,
galleries, and works in progress as will be
arranged from time to time. The studio will be
visited by the mister, whose assistants will be in
constant attendance during the working hours of
the school. The lectures will be delivered by the
master on two afternoons in the week. There
will be 72 lectures—36 on the history of archi-
tecture and 36 on elementary construction and
materials ; twelve on each subject in the term.

The President and Council of tlie R lyal

Academy will elect on or before August 10 a
curator to the So.ane Museum, in succession to the
late Mr. G. H. Birch, who died on May 10. Tue
salary offered is £300 a year and a residence at
the museum, and the curator must be an architect,
of English birth, and not less than iwenty-five
years of age, who has distinguished himself by
his work, or by the attainment of some academical
prize. The candidates include Mr. Alfred
Aitchison, A.R.I B A., Mr. John llebb, formerly
assistant architect to the Metropolitan Boird of

Works, Mr. G. A. T. Middleton, A.R.I.B.A.,
Mr. E. 8. Prior, Mr. Walter L. Spiers,
A. R.I.B. A. (the acting curator), and Mr. Hugh
Ktannus, A.li.C..\., F.R.I.B.A. The appoint-
ment rests with the president and council of the
.\cademy, the five trustees of the museum having
absolutely no voice in the matter.

The Select Committee of the House of Lords
appointed to inquire into the administration of
the Chantry Trust began their hearing of evi-
dence on Monday. Mr. F. A. Eaton, secretary
of the Royal Academy, traced the circumstinces
in which Sir F. Chantrey left money for the pur-
pose under review, and described the method of
procedure followed in the purchase of pictures.
Sir E. J. Poynter, P.R.A., maintained that the
tendency was to buy the best pictures that could
be got, and protested against tbe assumption that
the council had been actuated by corrupt motives
in the purchase of any picture, and against the
flugge^tion that the Academy had pariicularly
favourSd their own pictures. C'jntinuing his
evidence on Tuesday, Sir E, J. Poynter stated his
objections to intrusting to one man the selection
ot works of art f.r purchase. Sir W. B. Rich-
mond, R.A., was of opinion that th^ Trust might
be better managed than it was. Evidence WdS
also given by Sir L. Alma Tadema, Mr. Marcus
.Stone, Mr. Thomas Brock, Mr. Val Prinsep, Mr.
J. Seymour Lucas, and Mr. John S. Sjrgent.

Two important Greek bronzes were purchus.id
by the trustees of the British Museum at their
meeting on Saturday. One of these is the famous
relief from the Hawkins collection, recently sold
for £2,250 at Chrintie's, representing Ancbiscs
and Aphrodite seated on Mount Ida ; in the fore-
ground is the shepherd's hound curled up asleep,
and in the background two laughing Erotos.
This relief is one of a series of 19 ( Jretk bronzes
of great beiuty, dating from the 4th century d.i .,

which were found at Paramythia, near Dodona,
in 1792

; 11 came in 1S24 wiih the Payne-Knight
collection to the British Museum, ami most of the
remainder arc believed to be in Russia. The
Hawkins bronze is in wonderful condition, and
the few missing details have been restored in wa.x
by Flaxman. The other acquisition is also a
masterpiece ot (iroek bronze work, but of a very
different style and period. It is a warrior on
horseback, dating from about the middle of the
6th century ha:. It was found about the middle
of the last century at Orumentuin, in l.ucania, but
is probably a specimen of Corinthian bronze work.
The group has been cast Eolid, and is practically
uninjured.

Ax exhibition of oil paintings, water colours,
and engravings and other art works has been
opened this week at the Mostyn Art Gallery,
IJandudno. Among the oil paintings is

" Marooned," by Tom Browne, R.I. ; from the
brush of Walter Crane, R.W.S., comes " Brito-
mart," the subject being inspired by Spenser's
" Faerie Ciueen "

; Sir Charles Maclaren, M.P.,
has sent on loan "Sheep," a specimen of the
work of T. Sidney Cooper, R.A., and " Ptarmi-
gan," by R. Ansdell, R.A. Another picture of

note is "Death the Bride," by T. C. Gotch.
"The Cider Press" is a characteristic work by
H. H. La Thangue, R.A., while the late G. F.
Watts, R.A., is represented by " The Coquette,"
which is appropriately draped in black. Water
colours are a very strong class, as, in addition to

work by modern artists, there is a collection of

early drawings by David Cox, Peter de Wint,
J. M. W. Turner, R.A., John Varley, Frederick
Taylor, P.R.AV.S., Sim Bough, &c. The en-
gravings occupy the whole side of one of the
galleries, and include steel and copper-p!ate work
by John Finnic, R.E., etchings by Professor von
Herkomer. C.V.O., R.A., R. Brandard, and
othfrs. The arts and crafts section comprises
gold and silver work, jewellery, leather work,
examples of French cabinet work, originally ex-
hibited at the Paris Exhibiiion, bookbindings by
Miss Marian Lane and Miss I. T. R )wntree.
There is also a collection of " Ruskin," Adam-
esque, and Wedgwood pottery, French, Belgian,
and Italian lace (lent by the Board of Education),
embroidery, stained glass, wood-carving, &c.

It is of interest to recall at the present moment
that the late Mr. G. F. Watts, R.A., painted his

first work in true frtsco in the Villa Careggi,
near Florence, where he stayed iur some time
with Lord Holland, then the British representa-
tive at the Court of the Grand Duke of Tuscany.
This picture represents the scene where the
physiciin of Loretzo il Magnifico is being
thrown down a well, as he was suspected of

administering poison to his dying master. There
are exhibited in the Victoria and Albert Museum
some interesting trial-pieces which Mr. Watts
executed in true fresco on a suitable ground
before beginning to paint on the wall. These
trial-pieces came from the Contes-ia Cottrell, the
widow of a chamberlain of the tlrand Duke of

Lucca, who was a friend of Mr. Watts in those
days, and of whom he painted a fine portrait.

The ventilation of classrooms, says the medical
oflicer of the l.ate London School Board, in a re-

port ju-it publishtd, is "the most important
sanitary question " connected with education, and
a so'ution of the difficulties it presents " the most
difficult task the engineer has to face." Ordinary
town air contains four volumes per 10,000 of

carbonic acid gas, and a benevolent Legislature
has laid it down that in cotton factories the pro-
portion must not rise higher than 9 per 10,000.
It is suggested that 10 per 10,000 would indicate
" defective " ventilation in a classroom, but even
with the ratio at this point the majority of London
schools, it appears, would be open to reproach,
experiments made in the Pocock-street School
when the gas was lighted indicating an impurity
ot 15-5 per 10,000. It is open to argument
whether lessons learned in an atmosphere as foul
as this can produce any benefits commensurate
with the physical harm inevitably caused by
inhaling the poisonous gases.

The council of the International Society of
Sculptors, Painter.s, and Gravers propose to

hold a memorial exhibition of the works
of their l«te president, Mr. James McNeill
Whistler, in the New Gallery, Regent-street,
London, duiing Febru'iry and March, 1905. A
great number of prominent collectors both at

home and abroad havo already promi^ed their
support by contributing tho works they possess,
and it is hoped that tho public will hive an
opportunity of seeing a most representative exhi-
bition of his works.

The Middlesbrough Sanitary Committee have
dismissed a recommendation by a sub-committee
that tho Nile-street area should bo declared an
unhealthy area, and that the area should be
rearranged with regard to tho houses in existence
thereon. Tho Mayor said dealing with a few
houses individually would in no way affect tho
sanitation ot tho area as a wholo. Tho expenses
of reconstruction would bo considerable, in-
volving as it did the rehousing of some 700
people. Tho borough engineer (Mr. Frank
Baker) was of tho ojjinion thit this could be d me
for £20,000, but this did not include the cost ot

buying and pulling down the Nile-street area.
The town clerk had received replies from the
owners regarding the sums asked for purchase,
which amounted to £11,685, representing an
average ot £127 per house. There were ten
houses for which the offers had not yet been
received, but estimating them at the" average
cost, that would bring the total up to £12,955.
These demands for £'3,000 were absolutely
exorbitant, and the arbitrator would no doubt
take the offer of £60 per house as the basis in
asse-ssing the value of the property, which might
have the effect of reducing the price by some
£5,000. Including the cost ot erecting new
houses, the total cost of the scheme would then be
£36,500, but the rents would pay for the cost of
building, and only £6,000 could be regarded aa
dead loss. It was eventually decided that the
reports be printed, and a special meeting be
called to discuss the question.

The excavations which are being made on the
site of the Roman theatre at Carthage have now
been carried sufficiently far to prove that it still

exists almost in its entirety some 25ft. beneath
the surface of the ground, and that its proportions
are colossal. A recent report from Tunis states

that the marble-lined orchestra has been laid
bare, and that the stage is now being approached.
Nearly all the architectural decorations have been
discovered, as well as several statues. Among
other things found is a magnificent oval cameo on
agate. It is said to be the most beautiful which
has yet been discovered in Africa, and represents
a helmeted head of Pallas Athene.

MEETINaS FOB THE ENSTTINQ WEEK.
Saturdat, Jolt 23.—Architectural Association. Visit

to Hatfield House, by permissioa of the
Marquis of Salisbury. Train from King's
Cross Station 1.45 p.m.

THEARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
JULY :i3rd: FIFTH SUMMER V[S1T—to Hatadd Hoi-Ee,

liy Kind [lermisaioD of Hi3 Grace the Marixuia of Salisljury, P O, for
:<9 6d. {including tea) to he aifat to the Secretary, IS, Tufton-street,
Westminster, S.W.,on or before JULY -llod.
Members to meet at King'* Crosi Station (G N.Rly ) Miin Line

Booking Office at 1.30 p.m. in time for the '.4.'> p.m. train.
LOUIS AMBLER
H. T.\Ni\ER, Jun. Hon. Sees.

CHIPS.
The Dudley Board of Guardians have received a

letter from the Local Government Board approving
of the plans of the proposed alterations and addi-
tions to the infirmary building, and giving their
sanction to the obtaiumg of a loan of £3,570, to be
repaid in twenty years.

The foundation-stone of the north aisle, which
constitutes the extension of St. Chad's Church,
Over, Cheshire, was laid on Saturday afternoon.
The work will cost £1,500, and is being carried
out by Mr. Wood, ot Hirtford, from plans by
Messrs. Douglas and Minshall, of Chester.

On Siturday the Bishop of Liverpool (Dr. Cha-
vasse) laid the foundation-stone of a church at
Bickershaw, near Wigau, which is being erected
by the trustess of the late Mr. J. H. Johnson, of
the Abram Collieries.

After some days' consideration and hearing
evidence by Mr. Miurice Fit/.maurice, C.M.G., the
encrineer-in-chief, a select committee of the House
of Lords has passed tramways II, 12, and i:> of the
Loudon County Councd (Tramways and Improve-
ments) Bill, which had already received the sanction
of the House of Commons. These inelu le also

the conversion into an electrically-worked under-
taking of the present horse-tramway which runs
from Itushey Green to Lewisham-road. Tramway
No. 11, two mdes five furlongs in length, will begin
near Forest Hdl Railway Station, and ruu to a
point in the lligh-roa', Lewiabam, where a
junction was effected with Tramway No. 12. The
estimate for the line is f 109,7 10, and for street

improvements £101,000. Tramway No. 12, which
couples up Lewisham with New Cross, is to cost

£5S,000. It involved wiilenings which will bo
carried out at a sum of £22,500, and tho purchase
of land at an expenditure of £17,200. Tramway
No. K) started iu tho High-road, Lewisham, and
runs to a point iu Lee, where the Blackheath and
KItham roads cross. The estimated cost of the
tramway was £15,000, and of the widenings and
improvements £1:11,000. The rocoiistructiou of the
Uushey Greeu line for the purpose of conversion
will cost £70,000, the paving outside the tramway
tracks £0,6011, and tho purchase of laud £16,450.
The Committee have also passed tramway No. 4, a
double line from (trove Vale along East Diilwich-
road to the eastern corner of Peckham Hye Com-
mon. Short lines will connect with the systems of
tramways and give access to the termini at
Waterloo, Westminster, and Dlackfriars Bridges.
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WAGES MOVEMENTS.

Glasgow.—Lord Provost Sir John Ure Primrose
has been approached in regard to bringing about a
peaceful settlement of the Glasgow masons' dispute.

Alloa.—The operative masons entered, on Mon-
day, upon another week of the strike, and it is

unlikely any settlement will now be arrived at until
after the Fair holidays in the early part of next
month. The building trade is comparatively quiet
in the district meantime, and the masters are not
on that account over anxious to bring about a
settlement. At present they are almost unanimous
in refusing to withdraw the intimated reduction of
Jd. per hour. ^ I .

CHIPS.
Mr. Andrew Carnegie has promised to give £2,000

for the erection of a free library at Uxbridge, sub-
ject to the condition of the parish providing a free-
hold site.

The total value of building land in town areas in
London, Lxncashire, Yorkshire, the Midlands, and
other industrial parts of England has recently been
computed from the income-tax valuation returns at
£68,500,000.

At Maidstone on Wednesday nest the Mill -street
public gardens adjoining those in the Old Palace,
and the Monckton drill hall in College-street will be
opened by the Mayor.

The Constantine Alexander lonides collection of
p'otures were on view on Wednesday in the South
Kensington Museum for the first time. Tbe great
collector died over four years ago, leaving to the
nation a miscellaneous collection, now classified and
exhibited. It includes Rembrandt's " Abraham
Dismissing Hagar," an interior by Adriaen Brouwer,
two works by the brothers Le Nain, Millet's
*' Sawyers," and other oil-paintings by Burne-
Jones, Rossetti, Ingres, Delacroix, and Corot, and
also 120 etchings by Rembrandt.

On Siturday another public park was opened in
Leeds, the Western Flatts Park, Lower Wortley.
It has an area of 20 acres, and has been laid out by

.
Mr. AUsop, the works superintendent. There are
now 25 parks in all belonging to the townspeople of
Leeds, and the combined area of these open spaces
exceeds 1,200 acres—more than the entire area of
many large cities.

The Lord Mayor will, on Monday next, at the
Eoyal Exchange, unveil the picture by Mr. George
Hircourt, given by members of the Stock Exchange,
depicting the granting of a charter for the founding
of the Bank of England.

The St. John's Schools, Altrincham, are being
ventilated by means of Shorlands patent exhaust
roof ventilators, the same being supplied by Messrs.
E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.

New pleasure grounds have just been added to
the Liverpool Convalescent Home, Woolton. At
the annual meeting on Saturday, Sir William Tate,
Bart., presented to the council an additional ISJ
acres of adjoining land which he had purchased
with the view of protecting the property and
prospects of the institution.

The municipal electric tramways at Maidstone
have been completed, and having been officially
inspected by Colonel Druett, of the Board of Trade,
on Tuesday, were publicly opened by the Mayor and
members of the Corporation on Wednesday.

The building regulations of Marseilles provide
that the height of buildings on streets more than
32tt. wide shall not be more than double the width
of the street, with a maximum of Sift. 3in.

The Bishop of Llandaff opened the new church
of St. Luke, at Newport, Mon., on Friday. The
building, which replaces a much smaller one, will
accommodate 800 persons, the cost being about
£5,000.

The Board of Trade have confirmed the order
inade by the Light Railway Commissioners, autho-
rising the construction of hght railways in the
county of Eisex, in the borough of Southend-on-
Sea and the urban district of Shoeburyness.

The north-west window of St. Stephen's Church,
Wandsworth, has been filled with stained glass by
Mr. W. S. Page in memory of his late wife. The
work has been designed and executed by Messrs.
Jones and Willis, Great Russell-street. The
principal subjects are the "Martyrdom of St.
Stephen " and " The Ascension."

On Thursday in last week a stained-glass window
placed in the Dyott Chapel of St. Mary's, Lichfield,
was formally dedicated by the Rav. Prebendary
Bolton, vicar. The window is of two lights, and
contains two principal figures, St. Richard of
Chichester and St. George of England. The window
was designed by Mr. Thomas Curtis (Messrs. Ward
and Hughes), 57, Frith-street, Soho.

LATEST PRICES.
IBON, &o.

Per ton
Rollea-Iron Joists, Belgian £5 10
Rolled-Steel Joists, English 6 10
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 6
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 20

Do., Welsh 6 16
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

SouthStaffs 8 15
BestSnedahill 9 10

Per ton.
£5 16
6 12 6
7 5
8 10

20
5 17

8 15
8 10

Angles 10s., Tees 208. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, 4c., £7 7s. 6d.
Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £12 to £13 per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 21
6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton
gauge £11 15

Best ditto 12 5
Per ton.

£12
12 10
Per ton.
£8 10
8 10
8 5
6 10
8
4 12
9 5
9

Cast-Iron Colunma £6 10 to
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 10 „
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 „
Rolled-Steel Fencing Wire 6 5 0,,
„ ,, „ Galvanised. 7 15 „

Cast-iron Saah Weights 4 12 6 „
Cut Clasp Nails. 3in. to 6in 9 5 0,,
Cut Floor Brads 9 0,,
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

6 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 B.W.Q.
8/- 8,6 9/- 9/6 9 9 10/6 11/3 12/- 13/- per cwt.

Cast-Iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £5 15 to £6
4in. to6in 6 12 6 „ 5 17 6
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 7 6,, 5 10
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra ; tamed

And bored joints, 5s. 0d. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall lOSs. Od. to 112s. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 65s. Od. to TOs. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f.o.b. (plus 5 per cent.) ;

—

Gas-Tubes 67Jp.o.
Watei>Tubes 62| „
Steam-Tubes 57J „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 56 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 50 „
Qalvanijed Steam-Tubes 45 „

lOcwt. casks. Scwt. casks.
Per ton. Per ton

.

Zinc, English (London mill) £25 5 to £25 15
Do., Vieille Montagne 27 10 „ 27 15
Sheet Lead, 31b. and upwards ... 13 15 ,, 13 15
Lead Water Pipe (F.O.E. Lond.) 14 5 „ 14 5
Lead Barrel Pipe 15 2 6 „ 15 2 6
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside 16 2 6 „ 16 2 6

„ ,. ., ,, and outside 17 12 6 „ 17 12
Composition Gas-Pipe 16 2 6 „ 16 2
Soil-Pipe (oin. and 6in. extra) ... 16 2 6 „ 16 2
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 10 16 3 „ 10 17
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15 „ 15 5
Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 69 „ 70
Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 59 15 „ 60
Tin, Straits 118 „ 118 10
Do., English Ingots 119 „ 119 10
Spelter, Sileaian 2112 6 „ 25 2

TIMBEB.
Teak, Burmah per load £9 15 to £18
.",B*°?''ot::

.. - 9 5 .. 1« 5
Quebec Pme, yellow 3 17 6 „ 6 10

.. 0?k , ... 4 17 6 „ 7 15
•I Birch 2 10 „ 6 5
•> Ehn 4 10
It Ash „ ... 4 5

Dantaic and Memel Oak „ ... 2 10
Fir 2 10

Wainscot, Riga p. log ... „ ... 2 15 „ 5 5
Lath, Dantaic, p.f „ ... 4 0,, 60

St. Petersburg ,,...4 0,, 6
Greenheart „ ... 7 15 „ 8
Box ... 7 „ 16
Sequoia, U.S.A peroubefoot 3 6,, OS
Mahogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick £)

8
7

6
5
5

Honduras .

„ Mexican
„ African

Cedar, Cuba
„ Honduras

Satinwood
Walnut, Italian

„ American (logs)

8 ,

3i ,

10
,

8
,

8 1 ,

6
8
15

£1 8
7}
5

5i
8J
3J

1 9

7j
8 1

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12ft. by liin.
by Uin. :

—

Quebec, Pine, 1st £22 to £29 6
„ 2nd 18 5 „ 23 10
M Srd 11 15 „ 14

Canada Spruce, 1st 11 „ 16 10
„ 2nd and 3rd 9 0,, 10 10

New Brunswick 8 „ 9 15
Riga 8 0,, 8 10
St. Petersburg 8 0,, 17
Swedish n 10 „ 20
Finland 9 10 „ 10 5
White Sea 1110 „ 20
Battens, all sorts 7 „ 14 10

Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

Ist prepared £0 13 6 „ £0 18 6
2nd ditto 12 6 „ 15 6
Other qualities 5 6,, 13

Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S., pipe £37 10 „ £45
Memel, cr. pipe 220 „ 230
Memel, brack 190 „ 200

STONE.*
Darley Dale, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 3
Red Mansfield ditto „ ... 2 4J
Hard York ditto , ... 2 10
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides, landings,
random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slabs sawn two sides,
random sizes ,, ... 1

• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on rail at qu.irry stations
per foot cube £0 10

Delivered on road waggons, Paddington
Depot „ ... 16}

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot , ... 1 8|

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :

—

Brown White
Whit Bed. Base Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the
quarry per foot cube £0 1 53 ... £0 1 7i

Delivered on road waggons \

at Paddington Dep it ... ( n n i n n n\
Ditto Nine Ehns Depot... (

•• -0^1 - 022}
Ditto PimUco Wharf )

OILS.
Linseed per tun £16 15 to £17 2 S
Rapeseed, English pale ... „ .„ 22 5 „ 24 5
Do, brown „ ... 2110 „ 2115
Cottonseed, refined „ ... 18 5 „ 20 5
OUve, Spanish 31 „ 31 5
Seal, pale „ ... 16 „ 26
Cocoanut, Cochin „ ... 31 „ 32
Do., Ceylon „ ... 27 15 „ 28 5
Palm, Lagos „ ... 26 10 „ 27 10
Oleine „ ... 17 5 „ 19 6 O
Lubricating U.S per gal. 7 0,, 080
Petroleum, refined &| „ 6
Tar, Stockholm perbarrel 16 0,, 180
Do., Archangel ,,"... 19 8 „ 10
Turpentine, American ...per tun 87 „ 87 6

The Local Government Board have sanctioned a
loan of £7,000 to the Hmley Town Council for
public improvements, the loan to be repaid in fifty
years.

The tablet in m3mory of the oSi:ers, non-com-
missioned officers, and men of the Manchester
Regiment and of other soldiers associated with
Manchester who lost their lives in the South African
war has been placed in position in Manchester
Cathedral.

Memorial-stonea were laid last week of an en-
largement of the Wesleyan Sunday-schools in
Stafford-street, Longton. The cost of the scheme-
will be about £706. Messrs. Tompkinson and
Bettelley are the contractors, and the designs are
by Mr. S. P. Hulse. The lighting will be by
electricity.

The Joint IsDlation Hospital Committee for Selby
have accepted a tender for the erection of a hospital
building on Salby Common at a cost of £0,295.

Three extensions of tramway routes have recently
been carried out by the Corporation of Leeds. The
first to be opened is that on the York-road, where the
lines have been carried another three-quarters of a
mile further to the j unction of the York and Halton
roads. This was inaugurated on Wednesday week.
A second extension is that along Belle Vue-road and
Moorland-road to Hyde Park. This will be finished
by the 25th inst., when the Board of Trade inspec-
tion is expected to take place. This extension covers
a distance of one mile two furlongs, and will connect
with the Woodhouse-street route at Hyde Park.
Waterloo-road and Bilm-road, Hunslet, are also to
be favoured with an extension—one of six furlongs
—from the Hunslet-road route, with a terminus at
Lower Carr-place.

PILKINGTON & CO.
(ESTABIJSHKD 1838),

MONUMENT OHAMBEBS,
SXSQt WIIiLlAM STBEET, LONDON, B.C.

Itegutertd Trndt Mark:

POLONCEAU ASPHALTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing.
ACID-EESISTINa ASPHALTS.

WHITE SILICA PAVINQ.

PYRIMONT 8EY8SEL ASPHALTE.
Telephone No. 6319 Aventte.

FOB
Olivers'

Seasoned
Hardwoods,

APPLl TO-
WM. OLIVER & SONS, LTD.,

120, Bunhill Row, LONDON, EC.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Welshpool—LaviDg-ont Open Space £5 5s E. L. R. Jones, Town Clerk, Welshpool
Eio de Janeiro—Theatre (£70,000 limit) £500 and three other Premiums The Com. Intel. Branch, Board of Trade, 50, Parliament-st..S.'W.

Wimbledon— Extension of Refuse Destructors R. H. Smethurst-Butterworth, Clerk, Council Offices,Wimbledon.
Aberjstwyth—Public Library (limit £3.00(1) (Assessor) £30 (merged), £15 Arthur J. Hughes, Town Clerk, Aberystwith
New Somerby, Grantham—tit. Anne's Church (500 sittings

;

£3,000 limit) £10 The Rev. H. H. Surgey, Dudley-road, Grantham
N^Tiitehaven-Public Library (limit £4,000) (G. Washington
Browne, R.8.A., Edinburgh, Assessor) 5 per cent., £30, £20 Thomas Brown, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Whitehaven

Galatz—Cathedral £160, £120, £60 The Ministere des Cultes etde I'lnstruction Publique, Bucharest .

Hampstead, N.W.—Mortuary and Columbarium (£1,000 limit) The Superintendent, Hampstead Cemetery, W. Hamp^tead, N.W..
Toulton, Cheshire—School H. W. Cook, Clerk, Public OIHces, Egremont, Cheshire

Spezia—Drainage Scheme £100 11 Sigcor Sindaco della, Spezia

Broadway. Westminster, S.W.—Sketch Designs for Wesleyan
Hall and Connexional Offices The Rev. Albert Clajton, Sec. to Trustees, 31, City-road, E.C

. July 18

. ,. 23

. „ 25

. ,. 30

„ 31

. Aug. 15

. ,. 25
. Sept. 3)
. „ 33
. Dec. 31

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

Bridgend—Reconstructing Market Buildings
Grimsby— Alterations to Municipal College, Eleanor-street
Cardigan—Repairs, &c., at Schools

,

Halifax—Shop and Showrooms ,

Thetford—Additions to Provided Schools
"Whitworth—Additions to Workhouse
Cambuslang— Brick Chimney Stalk (150ft. high) ,

Dovercourt— Cottage

.

Cheltenham— Science and Art Buildings
Nottingham— Stables
Thir.-*k— Boiler House
"Weyboume, Norfolk— Coastguard Buildings
Hamilton— Brick Chimney Stalk (150ft. high)
Sutton Mandeville—Repairs to Rectory
Dufftown—House
Cardiff—Extensions to 134, Queen-street
Blackhill-Semi-detached Villa
Drumoak—Additions to Steading of Offices at Murpiehowe ...

Yniehir—Vicarage
Darfleld. Bamsley—Police Station
Weymouth-Repairs to 8t. Mary's Schoola
Tonteg—Schoolrooms
Bradford—Alterations to "Workshopa at Thornbury Car Depot
"Weymouth-Repairs to St. Paul's Schools
Manchester— Repairs at Fire Station
Bromley—Removal of Four House?, Brunswick-road
Dundee—Alterations to Gasworks
Weymouth-Repairs to St. John's Schools
Oendros - School
Rochdale— Engine-Room Extension
Coventry- Gasworks at Folei^hill

Wanddwoith, S W.— t^hop, Brookwood Parade
Nonnanton—Additions to House
Rhymney—Two Villas
Bradford— Reconstruction of Premises, Great Horton-road ...

Tonteg—Alterations to Baptist Chapel
Weymouth— Repairs to Holy Trinity Schools
Peneara— Laundry at School
Reading— Stores at Signal Works
Wicklow—Foundations, 6:c

Banchory—Circular Chimney Stalk at Gasworks
Kennington-road, .S.E.—Alterations at Brook-at. Inflrraary ...

Haies—Goods Shed and Stable
Carlisle—Twt-'Ive Houses, Margery-street
Huddersfleld—Jam Works

,

Keighley—Stables at Cemetery

BUILDINaS.
Earl of Dunraven Henry Martin and Son, Archts., 26, Paradise-street, Birmingham .. July 16

Education Committee H. C. Scaping, Architect, Court Chambers, Grimsby „ 16

School Board Ivor Evans, Clerk, 3. Green-street, Cardigan „ 16

, C. F. L. Horsfall & Son, Architects. Lord-street Chambers, Halifax „ 16
Norfolk Education Committee A. F. Scott, Arcnitect, *24, Castli- Meadow, Norwich «, 16

Guardians Walter Webb, Architect, Whitchurch, Salop ,, 16

Lanark District Committee W. L. Douglass. C.E., District Engineer, District Offices, Hamilton „ 16

Robert Wilson, Macdonoush-terraco, Harwich ,, 16

Grammar School Governors H. W. Chatters. F.R.I. B. A., 17, Regent-street, Cheltenham , 16

Works Committee A. Brown. M.I.C.E., City Engineer, Guildhall, Nottingham ,, 16

Thomas Stokes. Architect, Thirt*k „ 16

Admiralty The Director of Works Dept., 21, Northumberland-avenue, W.C... „ 16

District Committee W. S. Douglass, C.E , Engineer, District Offices, Hamilton ,i 16

A. T. Love, Ilintnn St. George, Somerset ,, 16

George Gray William Smith, Architect, 9. Balvenie-street, Dufftown 16

T. Stevens George E. Halliday, F.R.I.B.A., Cardiff „ 16
Spence and Co T. H. Murray, Architect, Consett, Durham „ 16

Alex. Stronach. jun., v'c Son. Advocates, 20, Belmont-st.. Aber4een „ 16

Rev. 8. Jones George E. n>ilIiday,F,R.I.B.A.. Cardiff „ 16

West Riding County Council.. J. Vickers Edwards. County Architect. Wakefield ,t 18
Education Committee A. J. Bennett. A.I.S.E., C.E., Sur., 10, Gloucester-ter. . Weymouth ,, 18

L. Thomas, Architect. Pontypridd ,, 18
Corporation F. E. P. Edwards. A.R.I. B. A., Archt.. Whitaker Bldngs. Bradford „ 18

Education Committee A. J. Bennett. A.I.S.E . C.E., Sur., 10, Gloueester-ter., Weymouth „ 18
Watch Committee The City Architect, Town Hall, Manchester „ 18
Poplar Borough Council H. Heckford. A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Sur, Council Offices, Poplar „ 18

Alex. Yuill, Engineer. Gasworks. Dundee ,, 18
Education Committee A.J.Bennett. A.I.S.E., C.E. . Sur,, 10, Gloucester-ter.. Weymouth „ 18
Glamorgan County Council Hansel Franklin. Clerk. Westgate-street. Cardiff, Wales IS
Jllectricity Committee C. C. Atchison. Electrical Engineer. Works, Rochdale ,, 18

Gas Committee Fletcher W. Stevenson, Engineer, Gas Works, Coventry „ 18
I. M. Jones, Architect, 18, Adam-street, Strand. W.C „ 18

Urban District Council C. B. L. Fernandez, Clerk, Council Offices, Normantjn „ 18
Lewis Fine. J.P J. Llewellin Smith and Davies. Archit.cts, Aberdare. „ IS
Education Committee F. E. P. Edwards. A. R.l^B.A., City Arch., Brewery-at., Bradford... „ 18

L. Thomas. Architect. Pontypridd >, 18
Education Committee A. J. Bennett. A.I.S.E,, C.E.. Sur.. 10, Gloueester-ter., Weymouth „ 18
Glamorgan County Council Mansel Franklin. Clerk. Westgate-street. Cardiff t 18
Great Western Railway Co G. K. Mills. Secretary, Paddirgton Station, W ,. 19
Urban District Council The Town Clerk, Town Hall, Wicklow „ 1^

Sharp, Union Bank. Banchorv, Scotland ,, 19
Lambeth Guardians S. R. J. Smith, Architect, 14,' York Buildings, Adelphi, W.C 19
Grfat Western Railway Co G. K. Mills. Secretary, Paddingtou Station, W „ 19
William Johnstone Johnstone Bros.. Architects, 30. Lowther--treet, Carlisle ,, ^9

Ben Stocks, Aichitect, St. PeterVstreet. Huddersfield 19
Corporation W. H. Hopkinson, A.M.I. C.E. , Borough Engineer, Keighley ,» 19

BANKS' HELICAL FIREPROOFING SYSTEM,
LIMITED.Late BANKS' FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTION CO.)

71a, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

Fireproof Floors, Suspended Ceilings, Partitions, Doors, Girder and Column Casing.
Patent Helical Lathing greatly improved, being wroven to any length and selvedged. The best Metal Lathing- in the Market.

T..Ie?raphic AJdrt-f-s; "DIVISIBLE, LOXUON." I'/.AXS AXD ESTIMATES FT.EE OF CUAUOE. Tfl.|.l..ine, CHIC IHSK.

WE ARE THE

ORIGINAL

INTRODUCERS

OF THE

HOT-WATER

CYLINDRICAL

TANKS.

Galvanized

FREDK, BRABY & CO,

Iron.

FITZROY WORKS
<352to3G4 Euston R?

TONDQNj

ILLUSTRATED

SHEET,

SHOWING

APPLICATION

OF OUR

HOT-WATER

OTLINDRIOAL

TANKS, SENT

ON REQUEST.

LTD.

AND AT LIVERPOOL, GLASGOW DEPTFORD, AND BRISTOL
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BUIIiDINQS—con/inuci.

WiveDhoe—Eepairs at Old Board School Essex Education Committee T. Ashworth, Clerk, 57, North Hill, Colchester July 19
Newquay—Goods Shed .. Great Westcra Railway Co G. K. Mills. Secretary, PaddiDRton Station, W
Ohudleigh—House at Oallands F. B. Lord 8. Segar, r.IA.S.. Architect. 24, Union-street, Newton Abbot
Carmarthen—Refreshment Rooms at Town Station Gt. Western Railway Co G. K. Mills. Secretary. Paddinpton Station. W
Triangle. Halifax-Spiinkler Tower W. C. Williams, Architect, 29. South^ate. Halifax
Sutton. Surrey -Additions to Belmont Asylum Metropolitan Asylums Board Thos. Dirwiddy and Sons, Archts., 54, Parliament-street, S.W
DinasPowis- Additions to National School Managers W. H. Dash held C'anle. Architect. Church-stroct Chambers, Cardiff.
Aberystwyth-Outbuildinss at National School G. T. Bassttt. A, R.I. B. A.. Abeiyatwytb. Wales
Swinton—Pair of Cottage Homes Manchester Board of Guardians A. .I. Murgatroyd. Architect, 23, Strutt-street, Manchester
Glynogwr—Alteration to Calvinistic Methodist Chapel T. E. Jenkins. Glasyns, Blackmill, Wales
Altrincham— Extension of Baths, Stamford New-road Urban District Council John Stokoe, Clerk. Town Hall, Altrincham
Hampstead. N.W.- Fire-Resisting Works, Western Hospital.. Metropolitan Asylums Board W. T. Hatch. M.I.C.E.. Engineer-in-ohief, Embankment, E.C
Coneett—Seven Cottages Consett Iron Co., Ltd Charles E. Oliver, F.8.I., Architect, Consett -.

Salford- Additions to Nos. 78 and 84, Devonshire-street The Borough Engineer's Office, Town Hall, Salford
Chelmsford— Police Station, New-street Essex County Council F. Whitmore, County Architect. Duke-street. Chelmsford
Treorky- Additions to 135. Bute-street J.Young Evans W. D. Morgan. Architect. Victoria Chambfrs. Pentre
Salford—Additions to 27. Bond-street The Borough Engineer's Office. Town Hall. Salford
Mitchara- Pavilion (22 beds) at Isolation Hospital Croydon Rural District Council E. M. Chart, F.S.I , Union Bank Chambers, Croydon
Tivetsball— Additions to School Norfolk Education Committee A. J. Lacey. Architect, Upper King-street. Norwich
Lower Edmonton, N.— Sorting Office H.M. Commissioners of Works J. Wager, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W
MerthyrT5dfll- Office at Workhouse Board of Guardians Thomas Roderick. Architect, 50, Glebeland-street, Merthyr,
Kingswinford-Engine-House South Staffordshire Waterworks Co. H. Ashton Hill, M.I.C.E.. Paradise-street. Birmingham
Mendlesham— Alterations to Endowed Schools Rev. E. Foyle Randolph. Mendlepham Vicarage. Mendlesham
Calverley—Workshop and Offices Anti-Vibration Incan. Lighting Co.. The Anti-Vibration Incan. Lighting Co.. 33. Prudential Bdgs, Leeds
Hastirgs— Fire Brigade Station, Seaside-road Corporation P. H. Palmer, M.I.C.E.. Borough Ergineer, Town Hall, Hastings
Treorchy—Ramah Welsh Congregational Church Taliesyn Skym, Secretary, 1S7, Bute-street Treorchy
Stafford— Elementary Schools, St. Leonard's-avenue Managers Henry T. Sandy, Architect, 22, Greengate, Stafford
Rhymncy -Renovation of Jerusalem Chapel P. Vivian Jones. P.A S.I., Architect, Hengoed
Stockport—Town Hall .. A. B. Thomas, Architect, 5, Queen Anne's-gate, Westminster, S.W.
Birkenhead—Sixteen Tenement Dwellings. Getley-street Corporation Charles Brownridge. A..M.I.C.E., ftorough Engineer, Birkenhead...
Aberdare- Alterations to Four Council Schools Education Committee John Morris, Clerk, Town Hall, Aberdare, Wales
Gilhngham—Ten Cottaues, Chatsworth-road Ernest J. Hammond. M.S.A., 21, Balmoral-road, Gillingham, Kent
Kingston-upon-Hull—Town Hall Extensions Corporation S. B. Eussel & T. Edwin Cooper, FF.R.I.B.A., Gray's Inn-sa.,W.C.
Worthing- School. Elm-grove Education Committee W. VerralJ. Clerk. Borough Education Dept., Worthing
Canterbury-Mortuary at Hospital W. J. Jennings, 4. St. Margaret-street, Canterhjxry
Tewkesbury— Science and Art Buildings Grammar School Governors W. Eider. Borough Surveyor. Tewkesbury . ..^
Blatchington, Su.ssex - Coastguard Buildings

,
The Dirctor of Works. Admiralty. 21, Northumberland-av..W.C...

I-etterkenny— College of St. Eunan Dr. O'Donnell, Bishop of Eaphoe ... Thos. F. M'Namara, Architect, 50, Dawson-street. Dublin __
Witbington—Alterations of Infirm Wards at Workhouse Chorlton Union Guardians C. Clegg and Son, Architects. 104, King-street, Manchester Aug. 8
Hanley- Post Office

, H.M. Commissioners of Works The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate. S.W , S
Barming Heath—Additions to Lunatic Asylum Kent Cotinty Asylums Committee ... W. J. Jennings, Archi tect, 4 St. Margaret-street, Canterbury 9
Belfast—Shops and Houses James M'Keown W. J. Moore. Archt.. Royal Chambers, 35, Royal-avenue, Belfast .. —
Winterboumc Earls- Farm Buildings Fred Bath, F.R I.B.A.. Crown Chambers, Salisbury —
Ipswich- Shop and House, St. Matthew's-street W. Brewer G. W. Leighton. Architect, 6, Prince's-street, Ipswich —
Morriston-House and Shop F. Jeffreys, Cross, Morriston —
Winchester— Alterations to Store. St. George's-street Co-operative Society The District Co-operative Society. 4. The Square, Winchester —
Shipley— EKtensions to Engineering Works J. H. Bakes, Architect. Calverley Chambers, Victoria-sq., Leeds ... —
Kingawood—Cossham Memorial Hospital Trustees F. Bligh Bond. F R.I.B.A., Star Life Building, Bristol —
Ferryhill—House and Shop W. T. Richardson. Architect, 67, High-street, Stockton-on-Tees ... —
Cork- Operation Theatre at North Infirmary '. Arthur Hill. BE.. FRI.B.A., 22, St. George's-street. Cork —
Southampton- Rebuilding Nos. 43 and 45, Above Bar *'HampshireAdvertiser" IPrintingCo. Wm. Burrough Hill. F.S.I.. Architect, Above Par, Southampton ... —
Belfast-Three Terrace Houses Shannon, White, and Co., 86. Shankill-road, Belfast —

ELECTBIOAI. PLANT.
Rochdale- Steam Alternators Corporation Lacey, Sillar, & Leigh, Engs., 2, Queen Anne's Gate, W July 19
Dartford-Main Extensions Urban District Council A.J. C. Waterland, Electrical Engineer, Dartford „ 1»
Wigan— Booster , Corporation James Slevin, Borough Engineer, Bradford-place, Wigan „ 19
Darenth-Fire-Alarms at Asylum MetropoUtan Asylums Board W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E.. M.I.M.E., Embankment, E.C „ 20
Ashton-under-Lyne-Telephones Guardians J. Eaton, Eons. & Caotrell. Archts.. Stamford-st., Ashton-u-Lyne „ 20
Fulharo. 8. W._TelpphoneIn»tallation at Western Hospital... Metropolitan Asylums Board W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E., Embankment, E.C „ 20
Homerton, N.E.—Telephone Installation at Eastern Hospital. Metropolitan Asylums Board W. T. Hatch. M.I. C.E., M.I.M.E., Embankment, E.C „ 20
Plymouth- Electric Light Installation at Technical School Educational Authority H. J. Snell, The Crescent, Plymouth 21
Lerida, Spain—Telephone System The Direccion-Geneial of Posts, 10, Callede Carretas, Madrid „ 22
Berga, Spain—Telephone System and Central Station The DircccioD-Gcneral of Posts, 10, Calle de Carretas, Madrid 25
Homertor, N.E.-Fire-Alarms Hackney Union Guardians W. A. Finch, Architect, 76, Fini-bury-pavement, E.C „ 27
Shanghai. China- Electric Tramways Municipal Council John Pook and Co., 63. Leadenhall-street, E.C ,, 30
B^lmez. Spain—Electric Lighting The Ayuntamiento of Bt'lmpz. Spain 30
Philippopolis— Electric Lighting and Tramway Municipality M. le Maiie. Philippopolis Bulgaria Aug. 3
Devonport, Tasmania— Meters Town Board George H Lofts, Town Elec. Eng., Devonport, Tasmania —

ENQINEEBINQ.
Dublin-Machinery Great Northern (Ireland) Ey. Co T. Morrison, Secretary, Amiens-street, Terminus, Dublin July 19

19
19
19
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
21
21
21
21
21
22
22
22
23
23
23
25
25
25
25
25
26
26
27
28
28
28
29
29
30

Coventry -LeveUing, &c Gas Committee Fletcher W. Stevenson, Engineer. Gasworks, Coventry
Alexandria, Egypt— Remodelling Lock Gates The Inspector of Irrigation Third Circle, Alexandria
Settle- Reservoir Rural District Council T. A. Foxcroft, Town Hall, Settle

Croydon—Boiler at Infirmary Guardians E. West, Surveyor, 23 Coombe-road, Croydon
Keighley-Machine Tools Corporation J. M. Smyth, Boro' Elec. Engineer, Electricity Works, Keighley ...

Cleethorpes-Extension to Pier Great Central Railway Co R. St. George-Moore. M I.C E., 17, Victoria-street, S.W
Aston Manor-Pipework Corporation T. G. Ballard, Electricity Works, Chester-street, Aston
Trowbridge -Gas-Producing Plant Urban District Council W. H. Stanley. A.M.I.C.E., Market House Chambers, Trowbridge.
Hapten-Reservoir J. Diggle and Son, Civil ELgineers, Hind Hill-street, Heywood
Coventry -Gasholder and Water-Cooling Tanks Gas Committee Fletcher W. Stevenson. EnginecT, Gas Works. Coventry
Preston, Lanes-Machine Tools Corporation Tramways W. H. Tittonsor, Eng., Power Station, Holmrook-rd., Preston
Pimlico. S.W.—Four Bridges. Grosvenor-road London County Council Maurice Fitzmaurice, C.M.G.. Spring Gardens, S.W
Ampthill -Artesian Bored Tube Well (120ft. deep) Urban District Council W. R. and W. Phillips, Civil Engineers, Luton
Cork- Engine and Boiler Harbour Commissioners J. Price, M.I.C.E., Harbour Engineer's Office, Lapp's Quay, Cork
Brussels—Railway from Huccorgne to Vinalmont Chemins de Fer Vicinaux The Bureaux de la Socic-tf- des Chemins de Fer Vioinaux, Bruxelles
Carlisle -Water Main Rural District Council H. B. Lonsdale, Clerk, 7, Victoria-place, Carlisle

Box, Minety, and Churston-Footbridges Gt. Western Railway Co G. K. Mills, Secretary, Paddington Station, W
Edinburgh—Waterworks Water Trustees W. A. Tait, C.B.. Engineer, 72a, George-street, Edinburgh
Ferry Fryston— Bridge North-Eastern Railway Co W. J. Cudworth. Engineer. York
Glasgow—Heating and Ventilating Govanhill Library Corporation James R. Rind, Architect, 67, Hope-street. Glasgow
Portsmouth - Ca-st-Iron Outlet Town Council The Borough Engineer's Office, Town Hall, Portsmouth
Ferry Fryston—Bridge North Eastern Railway Co W. J. Cudworth. Engineer, York
8t. Austell-TywaidreathandSt. Blazey Waterworks Rural District Council T. H. Andrew. Engineer, 1, Trevamck-villas, St. Austell

Aske—Bridge over Aske Beck Richmond Rural District Council ... J. Hodgson, District Surveyor, North Cowton, Darlington, Yorks...

West Bromwich—Iron and Steel Work C. Akrill and Co., Ltd T. D. Neal, Secretary, 127, Edmund-street. Birmingham
Marshfield-Waterworks St. Mellon's Rural District Council... Togarmah Bees. M.I.C.E., Com Exchange Chmbrs., Newport, Mon
Abernant-y-felin-Widoning Highway Bridge Bedwellty Urban District Council ... J. H. Lewis, A.M.I.C.E., Surveyor, Blackwood, Mon
Turnu-Magurele, Roumania-Harbour Works The MinislcVe des Travaux Publics, Bucharest
Sandbach -Waterworks Urban District Council W. Wyatt. Engineer, 99, Radford-road, fjCamington
Avonmouth—Hydraulic Machinery, Royal Edward Dock Docks Committee 'W. W. Squire, Engineer, Cumberland-road, Bristol

Dundalk—Boiler at Workhouse Guardians P. R. Finigan, Clerk, Dundalk
Sandbach-Water Works Urban District Council W. Wyatt. Engineer, 99, Radford-road, Leamington
Belfast—Caisson Harbour Commissioners G. F. L. Giles, Engineer, Harbour Office. Belfast

London, EC—Locomotives (17) and Tenders South Indian Railway Co., Ltd H. W. Notman, Managing Dirtctor, 55, Gracechurch-street, E.C^.
Thame—Waterworks Urban District CouncQ J. Taylor, Sons, & Santo Crimp, C.E.'s, 27, Gt. George-street, S.W.
Wolverhampton—Lagging Pipes at Workhouse Guardians Prank Harrison, Clerk, St. Peter's Close. Wolverhampton
Hertford-Water Mains Corporation John Hy. Jevons. A.M.I. C.E., Borough Engineer, Hertford

Johannesburg— Steelwork for Car-shed and Bridge Council Mordey and Dawbarn, Engineer. 82, Victoria-street, S.W.
Scrabster-Harbour Extension Works Harbour Trustees James Bairon. M.I.C.E., Cent. Chmbrs., 216, Union-st., Aberdeen ..

Calcutta-Water-meter Testing Apparatus Corporation Fred Gainsford, SecretajT. ?• Municipal Office-street, Calcutta Aug. 1

2
7
22

26
2»
SO

Paidubitz -Waterworks The Burgermeisterant. Parcubitz. Bohemia
Welwyn-Well. A:c. Rural District Council R. E. Middleton, M.I.C.E , 17, Victoria-street, S.W.
Haiphong-Hauling Slip , The Com. Intel. Branch, Board of Trade, 73, Ba8inghall;Street,E.C.

Craiova, Roumania—Waterworks Town Administration N. P. Romanesco. Maire de la Ville de Craiova. Roumania
Greenwich. 8.E.—Pumping Plant London County Council The Clerk. London County Council, Spring Gardens, S.W Oct. 4

Birmingham-Reconstructing Friday Bridge Corporation J. Price, MICE., City Engineer, Council House, Birnungham ... —
Banbury- Heating Apparatus for CherwoU Schools Education Committee Walter E. Mills, Architect, 12, Horse Fair, Binbuiy —
York-Cold-Water Supply to City Asylum A. Creer, City Engineer, Guildhall, York —

PUKNITUBB AND FITTINGS.
Bridlington—New Pews at Priory Church J. Allan Pride, The Rectory, Bridlington July 16

Birkenhead—Bedsteads, &c Guardians J. Carter, Poor Law Offices, Conway-street, Birkenhead , 18
Glasgow—Wright Work Fittings, Woodside Library Corporation J. R. Rhind, Architect, 67, Hope-street, Glasgow „ 20
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DECORATION.
DECORATION covers a considerable field

of the architect's laboxir, and when wo
speak of decoration we do not mean by it

merely the addition of ornament of some
form or other, or that which is often intended
by the word, the painting of a house or

the application of designs in colours to walls,

panels, and ceilings, but the ornamental
treatment and colour of materials, and the
decorative value to be attached to the use of

j

certain stones or woods, metal, keramics,
plaster, stained glass, and carving. And it is

this wider and larger meaning of the word
that is so overlooked. There are two modes
of building—one the essentially utilitarian

and plain, in which the simplest and merest
matter of first arrangement is regarded ; the
other in which the building may still be
plain, but treated decoratively—that is, a
mode on which the architect has an eye to

produce the most agreeable result, in which
he takes advantage of his materials to pro-
duce contrast or texture, or his plan and eleva-
tions to produce agreeable grouping. He
makes the most of the colour of his material,
and how best they can be harmonised or
combined to produce the most pleasing effect.

It is this decorative sense of building which,
in fact, constitutes real architecture. The
first mode would only produce the barest
shed or shelter, the engineer's factory, or
the box-like dwelling we so often see

;

the second method gives us all the
utility of the former buOding, accompanied
by that grace of outline, plan, and grouping
which show the artist's conception. These
are the underlying elements of decoration,
and the architect who cannot use them has
no true conception of decorative art. Ho
turns instead to the mere extrinsic forms of

decoration, carving, and sculpture, painting or

colour, and his attempts in these directions

are generally unsuccessful. Instead of aid-

ing the design by enriching the walls, carving
is carried to an excess, obscuring the archi-
tectural features and quite ignoring decora-
tion in its true sense. Our opportunities are
few. Except in public buildings and in large
residences the architect has few fields for his

decorative skill, and in most cases he leaves
the decoration to a commercial firm. And
we know the result. The walls are covered
with wailpapeis of extravagant design with-
out the sense of appropriateness to aspect,

lighting, to the use of the room, its height, or
its size. The pattern is atrociously large or
obtrusive, of the wrong kind, or its colour is

offensively discordant or vulgar ; its tone may
be just the opposite to what it should be to

produce the necessary degree of light, or to
afford a background for pictures. There are
firms of decorators who have made wall-
hangings and painting a speciality, and
whose task and advice may be depended
upon

; but the bulk of house decorations are
left to tradesmen who have no art training.
And it is in this alternative the architect
ought to exercise his judgment.
To begin with wall surfaces, several rules

must be observed. Nothing ought to enter
into the scheme of decoration to destroy tho
flatness and repose of a wall. Mr. Walter
Orane in some useful remarks observes ;

"The walls should not compete with the
windows. Nature must be translated into
the tei-ms of line and form and colour and
invention, and fancy may bo pleasantly
suggested in tho harmonious metre and
rhythm of pattern." Vertical extension
must assert itself. "Any arrangement of

lines of the trellis or diaper order logically

covers a wall surface, and may be appro-

priately used as a basis for a wall pattern,

whether merely to mark the positions of a

simple spray or formal sprig pattern, or as a

ground plan for a completely-filled field of

repeating ornament, whether painted, sten-

cilled, or in the form of wallpaper or textile

hanging." And the writer proceeds to show
that the ogee plan and its variants, the

vertical spiral or terpentine line, suggest

vertical extension. Many good designers

base their work on these plans as terms

expressing vertical extension. Scale must
be observed in relation to the dimensions of

room or surface, and the human figure gives

the safest key, as all wall decoration forms

a background. Other systems of distributing

ihe design are the scale pattern, series of

touching circles, diagonal diaper, square

diaper, or trellis. The value of each of

these systems or bases will be to suggest

extension : thus if the artist wishes he can

accentuate length by horizontal lines, or

height by vertical lines or patterns. The
architect and decorator often ignore this

rule of line direction ; the wall treatment is

too often an arrangement of unrelated

patterns or groups of devices without refer-

ence to a system of such lines or systems as

we have named. Then the wall ought to

fulfil its proper functions ; the lower portion

of it or tho dado must be designed as a

background for furniture, and therefore

delicate or elaborate ornament or colour

would be out of place. The skirting, dado,

and chair rail form the proper base

of wall decoration ; above is the main
portion of surface forming the "field" for

hanging pictures, and above this the picture-

rail and frieze. For the dado the old wainscot

or panelling makes a very structural and
approjiriate base. In modern houses we
have also several appliances like lincrusta,

matting, and stencilling, which form good
background for chairs and cabinets ; and, of

course, if harmony is to be observed, the

colour of the dado and the woodwork of door

and window frames should agree. The
central or " field " portion of the wall ought
to be considered, whether as a ground for

pictures, in which case the pattern and tone

of the paper should be quiet and restrained,

and be considered subsidiary to the pictures,

or if for decoration simply, the scheme of

design and colour may be made prominent.

This field can be divided into panels for

hanging or decoration, or be made to form a

background for pictures of a decorative

character placed in the centre of each space.

Plain painted wall surfaces are always satis-

factory, or a reposeful stencil treatment or

wallpaper for this purpose where we arc not

restrained by picture hanging. But there is

a large field open for decoration ;—scrolls,

branch, and flower masses may be used upon
a geometric system of lines. Textile hangings
and tapestry afford a rich means of decora-

tion, and the work of the Morris school loaves

nothing to be desired. Perhaps few wall-

hangings are so appropriate to preserve the

flatness of surface and repose as tapestry

hangings of a repeating pattern and (juict

colour, Many of tho decorative Greek
symbolic tapestry designs of the l.jth century
afford excellent examples for wall fields below
the frieze. There is repose and flatness in tho

pattern or forms and figure treatment ; no
pictorial or perspective effects are introduced to

disturb the flat mural effect. A great deal may
be said on the subject of " field " design ; but
it is too largo a t ipic. Coming to tho frieze,

a freer or less restrained treatment wo m ly

have. It may bo composed of well accentuated
devices, floral or symbolic ornament, or bo
devoted to figure suhjeuts in whicli there is

rhythm au'l movement. Afr. Walter ("rano's

remarks are wortli quoting:- -" In purely
lloral and ornamental designs tho field of

close pattern, formal diap r, or sprigs at

regular intervals may bo relieved by bolder

lines and masses, and a more open treatment
in the frieze. It affords, too, a means of
contrast to the line system of the field of
the wall, its horizontal expression usefully
opposing the verticals or diagonals of the
wall pattern below. The frieze may be
regarded as a horizontal border, and in border
designs the principle of transposition of the
relation of pattern to ground is a useful one
to bear in mind as leading to an effective

result. I mean, supposing our field shows a
pattern mainly of light upon dark, the frieze

might be on the reverse plan—a dark pattern
on a light ground." In the frieze the artist

may, and often does, have a sky ground,
arranging floral or figure design upon it.

House decoration, like sculpture, painting,
landscape gardening, and other crafts, has
ceased to be a branch of architecture, and it

is now in the hands of commercial decorators
and upholsterers. To bring back decoration
to strictly architectural principles should be
the aim of the profession. In the works of

the old architects, and in the more recent

days of Sir W. Chambers, the Adam Bros.,

and others, structural principles, proportion,

and refinement were observed. In the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries we
find decoration based on these principles.

Thus, to take the ceiling : its flatness and
treatment were always regulated by the size

and height of the room and beams, covings,

and other devices were resorted to. The
architect may also learn much from tho
Louis XV. style of decoration and its

stucco ornamentation. The coved ceiling

springing directly from the walls is

suitable for low rooms, while a ceiling

divided by heavj' architectural mould-
ings, whether flat or vaulted, is best treated

with an order of pilasters or columns.
The subject of ceiling decoration is too large

a one to treat in a few remarks, and we refer

the reader to Italian and French examples.
For an example of English stucco ceiling

decoration, that of the drawing-room at

Easton Neston Hall, by Hawkesmoor, and
of the Adam style in London may be
named. The study of doors, windows,
chimney-pieces, and other adjuncts of a room
calls also for attention. The door is an im-
portant detail, and in Italy it received archi-

tectural treatment. Decorative value was
given to it in the palaces of the 15th century

by a framework of marble architraves en-

riched with arabesques or by medallions, as

in the ducal palace at Mantua of the Kith

century, and in the Certosa of Pavia. These
medallions, three on each side, occurs between
light marble mouldings of the architrave,

and one in the centre of head of doorway.
The treatment of the Ducal Palace, Mantua,
is a fine example. The medallions contained

low reliefs or portraits of much beauty. In
other doorways inlaid wood of elaborate de-

signs are met with, as in the fine intarsia

doors of the Palace of IJrbino. In many
decorative doorways in France of Louis XVI.
period, high and low relief panels were placed

over the architrave, as in the Mantua
example. In this country the doorway and
its architraves as well as chimney-pieces,

received considerable attention in the 18th

century. The designs of the Adams, and
tho refinement of relief shown in the com-
])ositions of Flaxman, such as his friezes,

designs for monumental tablets, chimney-
pieces, are good examples ; and this taste was
chielly due to the examination and study of

Orecian architecturo and sculpture, especially

tho influence which such works as the lar-

theiion frieze had on decorative art, and
noticed in many of tho contemporary works.

The adaptation of line and form in design

for various materials and purposes is a means
of decoration of tlio utmost value ; but tho

average architect is scarcely proticiont in it.

liSt us take mural painting— a most
important branch, allioil to architecture.

We havo remarkable manifestations of this

form of art in tho palases and temples
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of Egypt, Persia, and Assyria, in which
structural and mural decoration plaj-ed

a prominent part. In Italy we have the

noted Assisi chm'ch of St. Francis and the
chapel at Padua, the Sistiiio chapel frescoes,

those in the Palazzo Publico at .Siena. In
this country we can point to the frescoes and
mosaics found in the churches and halls of

the middle ages. In the grand ceiling of the

Sistine Chapel by Michael Angelo, the limits

of decorative design applied to interiors were
reached, for here we have mouldings in relief

forming the framework of pictures of tran-

scendent beauty, in which figures on different

scales and perspective planes are seen. As
we descend to the walls the conditions of

mural decoration become more restricted,

and the earlier frescoes of Botticelli, Pintu-
ricchio, and other masters of the art of the

15th century offer a gradation of value from
the pictorial and imaginative to the archi-

tectural. Siena affords in many of its noted
public buildings admirable examples of

mural painting, such as those in the Piccolo-

mini Chapel by Pmturicchio, where the sub-
jects are architecturally treated, and the
figures are made subordinate to the archi-

tectural framework and background of the

pictures. The fine examples of .Sienese

painting of a decorative kind lately brought
together at the Burlington Fine Arts Club
show the decorative charm of many of the
works of early Sienese painters ; take those
of Martini, in which religious emotion was
harmoniously expressed in works of much
beauty. In these frescoes and paintings the

painter never forgot the flat surface of the

wall and its limitations for colour.

There are, therefore, two views of decora-
tion : the first is thit which prevailed during
the best ages of art—it is based on stmc-
tural design, when the architect was also the

sculptor and decorator ; the other aspect is

that of the commercial tradesman, who re-

gards it as an independent art chiefly con-
cerned with painting, gilding, imitating

woods and marble, or, at any rate, having
nothing to do with the architect. It is the
revival of the first system we desire ; but it

must be left to the architect to promote and
encourage. We cannot expect decoration to

assume the rule it possessed in the earlier

days of art and in those of the Renaissance,
when the art is divided among a number of

independent tradesmen, each of whom looks

at the subject from his own personal narrow
standpoint, without a general scheme or basis

to work upon. Only by bringing back the

brotherhood of the crafts, of bringing each
craftsman into touch with his companions.
and with a general scheme agreed to by the

architect, can we hope to recover the lost

links. How much might be done, for in-

stance, if our great munioipahties were to

invite designers in our art classes and schools

to compete for the mural decoration of town-
halls, assembly-halls, public schools, and
libraries, and for this purpose to offer prizes

for decorative schemes suitable for the walls

and ceilings and exterior embellishment of

our public edifices. Ordinary school designs
are now detached and aimless, set by an art

master to his class, and whose merit is

judged by an examiner or a committee of

them on theii' independent merits. Very few
of them are conceived in a truly decorative

spirit ; but for a building like a town-hall
the traditions and history of the town would
form the motive for any series of frescoes or

panels ;—the frieze ot the great hall might tell

the story in emphatic passages of the

development of the past or of any great
industry which has made the town cele-

brated, and the portraits of its illustrious

citizens and benefactors might form the
appropriate embellishment in marble or

fresco over every doorway. The limitations

of space and cost give at once a reality, and
become a motive for the artist ; he studies

his subject and its treatment in relation to

every panel or position the work is to occupy

—not upon a piece of paper or in the form of
j
ternal linings have been removed ;—these

a plastic model intended to be inspected near were Jin. tongued and V-jointed boarding,

the eye—in reference, too, to the available
i
stained and varnished, and formed a serious

light in the building, and in harmony with ' element of risk. Those linings were also

the architecture and surrounding details,
;
used in the ceilings. The walls and ceilings

all of which must be absent or ignored in ' of ward pavilions have now been plastered

any work intended to compete for, prizes internally with fire-resisting plaster. Sirapite

upon academical conditions. The halls of plaster in two coats on brickwork have

our city companies afford opportunities also < been used for lining the external walls,

for decorative art, and story and legend, as in ' and the internal walls and ceilings have beer

the decorative panel in this year's Academy
representing the "Departure of Lancaster
for the East Indies," froming one of a series

of similar panels for the Skinners' Compan}-,

and in this instance Frank Brangwyn, the

painter, has given a good example of broad

and mosaic-like treatment suitable for not

too close inspection.

FIRE PREVEXTIOX IN HOSPITALS.

lined partly with "Mack'' plaster slabs,

partly with the fibrous plaster slabs

of Messrs. Fred Jones and Co., and
the whole of slabs are finished inside

with a setting coat of " Sirapite " plaster.

In the administrative block, the walls and
ceilings of the general stores, kitchen, and
laundry, where there is great risk, have been
lined with uralite, provided by the British

LTralite Co., a material favourably known to

our readers. The sheets of uralite are fixed

to fir battens, which have soft uralite strips

THE Metropolitan Asylums Board have Sin. wide tacked on them, the bearing of the

taken the well-advised step of carrying uralite sheets being not more than 1ft. 4in.

out preventive measures against the spread wide. The uralite sheets are butt-jointed,

of fire in their temporary hospital buildings ' and are fixed with galyanised-iron nails

known as the Fountain Hospital at Tooting, spaced .3in. apart on ceilings and 4in. on

and last Friday the chairman and members walls. In the staff quarters the wooden

of the Board andWorks Committee met a large
\

partitions between the cubicles have been re-

number of scientific gentlemen, experts and moved and substituted by fire - resisting

others, to inspect the hospital and to examine partitions of the Granite Silicon Plaster Co.

certain fire-resisting materials which have These partitions are about l^in. thick. The

been applied to the ward blocks and ad
ministrative buildings to render them safer

from the risk of fire, and adding to their

permanent qualities. The present hospital,

which %vas erected in 1S93 from the designs

of Messrs. T. W. Aldwinckle and Son to meet
an outbreak of fever, was necessarily of a

temporary character : and, in fact, the in

partitions i

floors to the passages have been also replaced

by teak floors as being less combustible.

These substitutions and alterations have
necessitated the removal and refixing of all

skirtings, architraves, cupboards, dressings,

and other fittings. All the paintwork of the

internal woodwork has been removed, and a

coat applied of Bell's Xo. 1 fireproof (asbestos)

stitution, which provides for 4t)0 patients and ! solution, and two coats of Zopissa distemper,

accommodates a staff of 190, was erected in
|

and one coat of varnish colour,

nine weeks. The plan consists of sixteen
i

These alterations were examined by a large

pavilions (single story), each 14-lft. by 2(;ft., party of visitors, who included Mr. A.^ C.

for twenty-four beds, connected through the
i
Scovell (chairman of the Metropolitan

centre by open corridor, with administration Asylum IBoard), Col. Raban, C.B. (director

blocks in the centre, and isolation wards and of the Admiralty works). Capt. Hamilton

nurses' buildings at each end. The buildings (chief officer of the Metropolitan Fire

have stood the test of time remarkably well. Brigade), Mr. Pe arson (architect), and many
and looked quite fresh and new when the others. The fire test conducted by the Britisli

visitors met to inspect the buildings. The Uralite Co.. of .50. Cannon-street, E.G., formed

walls and roofs and floors are in sound con- not the least interesting feature. Two huts

dition. The Managers of the Asylums Board of the same size were erected on a vacant piece

have done wisely in endeavouring to insure of ground. One was of the sanie construction

their durability by rendering them as far as the original hospital building, and the

as possible fire-resisting, and no doubt other lined internally with uralite instead of

the disastrous fire at Colney Hatch Asylum deal boarding. These were set on firesimul-

had much to do with their resolve : the taneously. After the lapse of half an hour

necessity of providing some check to the the one having the wooden lining was burned

spread of fire to which all temporary buildings out, while the hut lined with uralite was

are liable. The invitation of Mr. T. Ilelby, intact, the wood boarding of the door on

chairman of the Works Committee of the which the uralite sheets were fixed being

Board, to an inspection of the building in-
,
only slightly charred. Many personal ob-

oluded also the examination of the fire-resist- servations and experiments were made during

mg methods adopted, and a fire test of two
kinds, one representing the buildings before

and one after the alterations. The improve-

ments have now been completed, and the

Fountain Hospital is claimed to be the

the fire. The door of the burned hut got too

hot to touch outside ; on the uralite hut the

corrugated iron only felt warm to the hand.

The test was undertaken to show the differ-

ence between a room with a wood lining and

first of the kind' which has been treated. Our i a room with a lining of uralite, and nothing

readers know the class of structure to which
;

could have been more decisive on this point,

these temporary hospital wards belong—
|
At least it was proved to all present that

briefly, a studwork of timber lined inside
i

uralite lining so far delays combustion that

with matchboarding varnished, and ex-
|
the occupants of a hospital or any other

ternaUy covered with corrugated iron—and
;

building lined with it have ample time to

the managers believe that not only the risk
\

escape in case of fire, and that a fireproof wall

of fire will be reduced, but the " life
' of the

j

can be constructed of this material when

buildings has been extended by at least
|

applied on both sides of a wall or partition

in one or more layers, according to thi/twenty years.

We may refer to the actual work done,

and which was examined by the visitors.

The construction of the old walls, timber

framing lined with felt, varnished deal and
corrugated iron, formei natural air flues,

which would aid combustion, while the

varnished deal would help to feed it. The
open spaces between the timber studding

and the linings have been filled in with

brickwork in cement, forming, in fact,

solid brick noggiug ; so there are now
' solid instead of hollow walls. The in-

requirements of the building. More interest

is attached to the fact that the Tooting

Fountain Hospital is the first important

building of the kind which has been treated

in this manner. The necessary rapidity

with which temporary hospitals for a sudden
emergency have to be constructed renders it

impossible to have resort to the ordinary

solid means of fire-resisting construction, and
therefore any mode of building that will

prevent a toa-rapid spread ot fire is of the

first importance. Such a method the Managers
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of tho ^Metropolitan Asylum Board by their

architects have carried out with apparent

success. The hospital buildings at Tooting

are generally "special buildings" erected

under license from the London County
Council, and we are informed the Council

approved their fire - resisting alterations,

before the work was commenced. We may
add the cost of these works has been £10,200,

or at a rate of about £2o per bed ; but this

cost included, we presume, the removal of

L. plaster and alteration of fittings before the

fire-resisting construction could be applied ;

whereas in the erection of temporary build-

ings in the future, where these materials

can be applied during erection, the cost will

be much less.

THE CASTLE, MAYBOLE, N.B.

niscent visitor it will be indispensable ; but it will

also interest and gratify all who cherish a love for

the associations of tho past, and respect for the

earnestness that sets itself to produce such a

memorial of some of the most notable as it

embodies.

THE KINGDOM OF CARRICK AND ITS
CAPITAL.*

THE interest attachins; to the " Land of

Burns " is one which the antiquaries of the

three kingdoms are entitled to share to the full

with its Scottish natives. They can never hope,

it is true, to thiill with the patriotism of the Scot

favoured enough to have been born of "the
Kingdom," but they may hasten legitimxtely

enough to render with him their admiration of iLe

poet and the illustrator who have combined to

produce this volume, not I'orget'ing duo share
thereof to the Clements Printing Works, Ltd., of

Portugal - street, Lincoln's Inn, who hive
reudtred the reproductions of the photographs in

a manner we have never before seen equalled.

Many a visitor to the Northern Kingdom
knows well the "Kingdom of Carrick " aud its

historic capital, JMiyhclo, or " Minniebole," as

the natives love to call it. Of its ancient history,

the castle, an illustration of which we are per-

mitted to reproduce, is doubtless " tho hub," as

Mr. Miller sings ; hut Maybo'.e is the centre of a

radius wldch embraces as much of antiquarian
interest and natural lioautyas any in tho Empire,
and the wealth of idustration with which these

are reproduced is no less delightful than tho

quaint verse in which tho glories of the district

are sung.
Among the more noticeable illuslrations arc the

Town-hall, the old Kirk, (^ulzean Castle, (Voss-

raguel Abbey, Dunuro Oastle, Turnbcrry (-astlo

(where tho Pruce was horn), the ruins of .\rd-

stinchar (Jastle, the old College, Greenan Cnstle,

and Auchendrano, tho scene of Scott's " Ayrshire
Tragedy."
We heartily advise a purchase of this most

interesting volume. To the intending or reini-

• The Kingdom of Carrick and ita Capital. lly.TniiN
Latta and Wii.iiam Mll.l.l'.n. I.ondnn : John I,:ittii, 210,
Wandsworth Bridge-road, Fulham, 8. W.

THE lONIDES COLLECTION OF PICTURES
AND ETCHINGS.

THE valuable collection of the late
^
Mr.

Constantino Alexander lonides, comprising

his paintings, drawings, etchings, and en-

gravings, is a notable addition to the works

of the Victoria and Albert Museum, South

Ivensington. Nearly twelve hundred paintings

and etchings ai-e exhibited in the galleries.

Taking the oil and water-colour paintings

in the larger gallery firtt, we find that they

comprise works by Italian, Dutch, Flemish,

French, and English painters; the most con-

spicuous are the pictures of the modern French
schools. The famous "Wood Siwyers," by
Millet, may be regarded as one of the principal

works in the galleiy. It represents a large

trunk of a tree being sawn by two sawyers—
colour and movement are notable qualities in

this fine work of Jean Fran(,'ois Millet. " The
Well " (49) is a small study, but eminently

characteristic. From these French pictures we
may briefly refer to the Italian works, which
naturally are placed first on the catalogue. There

are examples to be found of all tbo leading

schools, the Sienese, Venetian, Tuscan, Umhrian,
and Florentine. Excellent is the representative

work hung of Paul Veronese, " A Doge Kneeling

before Christ" (96) ; of Filipepi callo 1 Botticeni,^

" Smoralda liandinelli," lately the property of

Danto Gabriel Hossetti. It belongs to tho

Tuscan School. Francesco Guardi, of the Vene-
tian School, is represented in a "Fair in the

Piazza of St. Mark's, Venice," and wo see good
examples of U Bassano, " The Angel Appearing
to the Shepherds " (lOS) ; H Tintoretti, " Head
of a Man" (10:!), a fine study of expres-

sion. Giovanni Battista Tiopolo, of the Vene-
tian .School also is represented (9.5) by "A
Martyr with a ('rosa surioimded by Angels beiog

received by the Holy Father," a design for

circu'ar ceiling, a very fine composition, graceful

in its grouping of figures, an! delicate in colour,

'2Sin. in diameter. I>y othur artists unknown,
" Tho Martyrdom of St. Catherine," Kmbrian
School (9.S), " Head of a Man," from tho

Hamilton Palace collection, " .\ Virgin and
Child" (99), "(Coronation of tho Virgin" (101).

by Iho School of Orcagna, a " Monc chrome
Decorative Painting," Venetian School, aiul

anothur diicorativo subject of Iho same school may
bo inoiitioned. df tho Dutch and Flemish S.hools,

works by Jan Buth, Adrian Brouwor, Goyen,

Adrian van Ustade, Rembrandt von Ryn, Peter

Paul Rubens, Ru'sdael, David Teniers, &c., are to

be seen . A circular design for a ceiling,
'

'
Jupiter

and Goddesses," by Rubens, is an interesting

design, and of early French masters one must

particularly notice as a fine composition Nicolas

Poussin's " Venus Arming .Eneas" (21), and a

view of a temple with archway showing artists

sketching. 'The fiuted co'.umn and archway are

excellently painted. Turning to the modern

French examp'es, we have two small works by

Je n Baptiste Camile Curot, "Twilight" and
" Mornin-;," with their suggestion of grey atmo-

sphere (65 and 6(3). Gustave Courbet's "L'lm-
mensite " (59) is remarkable. Hilaire G E.

Degas's " Ba'let Scene from Meyerbeer's Optra
' Roberto il Diavolo,' " two works by F. V. E.

Delacroix, "The Good Samaritan" and " The

Shipwreck otDon Juan "'
(63, 61) ;

somebeautiful

flower pieces of Fautin-Latour, painted in 1S64.

Jean Ingres is represented by two very c'ever
I 1. t CI.. ; f\].r.1^.-r..<i-i '' n c< rti oil

pictures, " A Sleeping Oialifque," a small study

of a nude girl sleeping, admirable in drawing,

modelling, and colour. H^s large picture (D8)repre-

sents " Henry IV. of France : the Dauphin and

the Spanish Ambassador," in which th i jouthtul

dauphin is being carried on the back of the king,

who is kneeling, his hands on floor, the ambas-

sador standing in the doorway. The painting,

though only a sketch, is full of life, and the

background shows a fine moulded chimneypiece

and dec-rative wall treatment. Very admirable

in the figure grouping and colour are Leon

Lhermilte's pictures, "The JIarket Place"—

a

Brittany scene—and " Le Pardon de Plourin,

lirittany " (68, 69). Millet's principal works we

have mentioned. There are also some good pic-

luies by Guillaumo Regamey, as his " .\rab

Horse Soldiers" and "A Team of Perchcron

Horses" (73, 71), and Theodore Rousseau's

landscapes.

I'^nglish works are not numerous. Sir Alma

Tadema, R.A , is shown in a dainly Dutch

interior, da'od 1868, entitled "Tho Visit "—a
lady lies in a bed, and the nurse and infant .are

shown near a window, through which the brick

gables and houses of a city are visible, a skilfully

paintei piece of domestic life. Sir Edward Burne-

Jonis is represented by a large subjoct, " Cupid's

Hunting Fields," a monochome in grey, decora-

tive, and gracefully painted in tho figures ; ami in

"Tho Mill" (,8), throe maidens dancing to a

stringoil instrument, full of pathos and tender-

ness.' K. Parkos Bonington's "La Place des

Molaida, Gonoi-a" (13), is strongly painted.

('on8ta>ile is shown by one work, "An Old

Sullulk Mill," a moinlight etfpct ,77) ;
John

Crome by " A Wherry on a Ncrfolk Broad " (108),

and (iaiiislioroui;h by a " Landscape with Cows"
1,11 characteristic examples of these masters.

Two largo clever pictures are by Alphonse

Legids, " A May Service for Young Women,"
a church interior, with a number of girls
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Chound Plan.

MUNICIPAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, BELFAST.

singing; "The Tinker" (24) is also skil-

fully painted. " The Day Dri-am," by
Dinte Gabriel Rossetti. painted in 1880, is an
important work by this master, full of poetic

feeling and power. The maiden with a book on
her lap is seated in a bower of honeysur.fele foliage

entwined about her. The late G. F. Watts,
E.A., has two small figure-subjects to his name,
"The Window Seat," a littla girl reading, and
"Daphne's Bath," painted in 1861, and inter-

esting as early studies of the great painter.

We must pass over the interesting collection of

Italian water-colour paintings and drawings by
many illustrious masters. These belong to

various schools, and are chiefly executed in pen
and wash, or simple wash, red chalk and pen,

more or less slight. Several decorative sketches

are to be seen. One of these is Giovanni Tiepolo's

(Venetian School) design for a ceiling "The
Virgin and Child," a pen-and-wash study,

free and very re6ned in treatment, and a red chalk

sketch of "The C rcumcision " (384-1044).

Some of the figures and allegorical subjects are

very excellent instances of the methods adopted
by the great Italian mastais in their studies.

Decorative designs in pen and wash may be
noticed for ceilings (387), a design for a hall

(562). Passing to the French eirly masters, we
notice drawina;s of Jean Lepautre, a "Frieze of

Cupids and Dolphins" in pen and w'ash (361),

a " Design for a Dome." by Nicolas Poussin—

a

pen-and-wash view looking up at dome crowded
with fpirited figures of angels and sculptured

pendentivci (857), also a clever sepia wash design

by F. Verdier—a classical subject (830), and
several interesting red chalk figure Bubjecta, some

recumbent, by Antoine Watteau (258, 590).

These studies are to be seen in .a folding case of

frames. Amongst the few modern water colours

we notice " Djtch Fishing Boats," by Albert, in

alight sketchy style and delicate in tone, " Fish-

ing Boats," by Maurice Courant (116) ; two
broad water-colour landscapes by Henri Har-
pignies (114, 115).

Several pen-and-wash, pencil, and ch»lk studies

by Houore D,iumier, 264a ; chalk and mono-
chromic sketches by Joan Auguste Ingres, and
water colour sketches by Jean F. Mi let, and a

view of Antwerp Cathedral, with the river quay
and houses in foreground, by Hervier (117). The
water-colour study by Burne-Jones " Dorigen of

Britiigne," his "Head of a Girl," a pencil

sketch, and " Head of Cassandra," in red chalk,

are interesting; we also notice " A Quay and
River Scene," by Bonicgton, in water colour,

and chalk drawings by Rossetti. There is also a

rare collection of etchings by Rembrandt in many
states. These are in a folding frame, and comprise
chiefly Scriptural subjects, figure studies, and
landscapes, numbering 126. They are extremely

delicate and sympathic. To the architect and
connoiseur the pen and pen-and-wash and pencil

sketches and studies by John Flaxman, R.A., are

of unique interest. These comprise some
sketches of portions of the Parthenon frifze,

some in faint pencil ; Nos. 899, 990, 987,

1062, and designs for chimneypieces, in pen and
sepia, 1100, 1101, 1103, 1102, very refined ;

numerous designs for monuments in pen and
pencil, studies of figures and draperiea, monu-
mental and mural tablets for various purposes,

emblematic figures. These sketches are in a

folding frame at end of gallery. The drawings
in water-colours, chalk, and pencil of Alphonse
Legros in the same case are bold and effective.

Of these we notice "A Priest Praying" in his

chasuble (29) groups of persons in churcV es,

studies from the nude, portraits of monks, and
various separate studies. The etchings contain

also collections by Turner for the "Liber
Studiorum " series. There are also a few
etchings by Whistler. The family portraits of

the late G. F. AVatts, R.A., are in the possession

of Mrs. lonides during her lifetime, and will

afterwards come tn the museum. The collection

is a rare and valuable addition to the irt treasures

of that institution.

NEW TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, BELFAST.

[with LITnOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS.]

THIS building, of which we give the view and
two chief plans, occupies a site measur'ng

205ft. of frontage and 240ft of rear, and practically

covers the entire site, which has a fire wide street

on each of the four sides. It is five stories in

height, and is faced with Portland stone,

the entire floors being fireproof with either

terrazzo or solid wood block. There are three

staircases of concrete and two lifts. The
ground floor is mostly devoted to engineering,

textile work, &c , where heavy machinery is

required, and the upper floors to clas-rooms,

chemistry, physics, domestic economy, trades,

commercial department, and school of. art, and a

fine central hall on first floor, &c. The founda-
tions required a large number of piles. The
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MUNICIPAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, BELFAST.

contractors for the erection of the buildings are
Messrs \V. J. Campbell and Hon. and the archi-
tect is Mr. Samuel Stevenson, all of Belfast. The
foundation-stone was laid by his E,xcellency the
Pjarl of Dudley. Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, in
November, 1902.

ROCK NAMES FOR QUARRY
OWNERS.—IV.

"poUK -FORMING SUBSTANCES (thfse

XV only of interest to the builder). Calviiiin

Curtmnatr : This when crystallise 1 is Calcite or
Aragonite. Popular names are Iceland Spar
and Calc Spar. The former is perfectly tians-
parent, and shows the curious property known as
double refraction. All are cheiui<'allv alike, the
empirical formula of their composition being
CiCOj, which represents that calcium carl'onatc,
commonly called carbonate of lime, is composed
of the three elements calcium, carbon, and
o.xygen, and that to every atom of calcium there
is one atom of carbon and three atoms of oxygen.
The constitutional or mtii.nal iormula of c:ir-

bonato of lime isCaO, CO,, which indicates that
one atom of oxygen combiues with one atom of
calcium, and that two atoms of oxygen combine
with one or carbon, to form calciuui salt. The
most familiar form of rcarly pure carbonate of
lime is whiting, which is nv n-ly common white
chalk wahed, dried, and midu into round lumps
or rolls. I'lire cirlionaie of lime may 1)0 obt^iined
as a precipitate when a solution of chloride of
lime is added to a solution of carbonate of soia :

the reaction is explained thm

—

CaCI, -I- N,.,,CO, = CaCO, + 2NaCl
Calcium Sodium Calcium Sodium

Chloride. Carbonate. Carbouite. Chloride.

The precipitate, which is almost insoluble, is

thrown down in a solution of common silt. Car-
bonate of lime forms the entire bulk of all pure
liraeatones, but these are scarce in nature,

statuary marble being thi only one known to the
buildfr. The perceutage of carl oiate of lime in

all building limestones is high : in carboniferous
liinesttne it it 97, in white c'lalk 98'.'). great
oolite 95, Kentish rag 92, superior oolite 90,

Dudley limestone 75, and Ijlue lias 80. It must
be understood that these properties are average
only, for the composition of all these rocki varies

considerably in different beds in the same quarry
as well as in ihe same beds laterally. The con-
dition in which carbonate of lime is found is not

by any me ins constaijt ; in carboniferous lime-

stone it is usually semi-crystalline with veins of

pure calcite ; in chalk it is ( arthy ; ia Portland
stone shelly, and in the oolite limestones

granuUr. In every case the carbonate of lime,

the minerals calcite and aragonite, and ihe

limestone rock', whether Silurian, Carbm-
iferous, oolitic, or Liassic, ara all readily

recognised by their being easily scratched with a
knife, and by violent effervescence when treat* d

with cnld acid. Magnesian lime-'toro s, as alrca'iy

pointed out, are th^ only exceptions to Ihi- lule
;

but they act in a himilar m>nnci whfn the acid,

usually dilute hydrccblnrine, is warmed. (Jtr-

bonite of liino is a valuable con-*lituent of an
important class of building ston s ; i's presence in

considerable )>ropnrtion in absolii'ely neces8:iry in

any stone which is to hi u^< d fi r the miinufac-

turo of lime, and this latter for.us the base of nil

hydraulic cements, the only other necessary con-
stituent being silica. Miiiinrs'niin f'tr/i'twrti' occurs

in nature crjstallised and nearly pure, as mag-
nesite, its formula being MgCOj or MgO,COj, it

is heavier than the calcium carbonate so well

known as calcite ; but it is lighter than the var'ety

known as .\ragonitP, the relative specific gravities

being — Calcite 2 023, Magnesite 2-891, and
Aragonite 2 9.'6; it is to be noted that these

figures represent averages, for the specific gravities

of these minerals vary within ceitnin narrow
limits. Magnesium carbonate fo-ms with cal-

cium carbonate a chemical compound known
as the double carbon.ato of imc;ne»iuin and
ca'cium ; the formula MgCt^a.Cat'O, repre-

sents its composition. .Some magnesian lime-

stones ara wholly compo-ed of this double

carbonate—they are the true dolomites ; others

are mere mixtures of the two carbonates repre-

sented bv the formula MgCO.i + C.tCOi, usu.ally

founil with other constituents in small propor-

tions. Thode are ordi nary magnoi in limestones. In

one t-n weis^ht of dolomite—thit is, in the true

double carbonates—there aro 1, 2181b. of calcium

cirbonateand 1,0221b. of mignesian carbonate.

I'v'sp/iy is a group name for one of the essential

mineral constituents (f graiiito. Thfre a»e

several kind* of felspar: but chemically they

»ro all silicate* of alumina, and one or inoro of

the liases potash, soda, and lime. .Ml the fel-

spars crys'alli>e in two systems, tho imnoclinic

and tricinic. and this property serves to divide

them into two groups, tho nionoclinic felspar and
the Iriclinic. Tho commonest of tho former
group i' Orlhoclaso, and of tho latter Tlagio-

clase. Felspars are also iliviiled into certain

cla'-ses as (leterriiined by their chemical rou-

stituents. Thi re arc notasS felspars, the general

coraoosi ion of which in i xpiessed tiy the formula

K,0. A1,0 ,(;S O, sodafel'parsNa/^.Vl.O^CiSiO,,

an Himc felspars CaO,.Vl,()|.2SiO,. Orihoclase,

Albite, and .Vnorthito aro representatives of thfse
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three divisions. The last of these is interesting
as being a substance produced by natural igneous
fusion, and an accidental mixing of the con-
stituents, •which is very similar to one of the sintered
compounds, produced artificially by materials
mixed in calculated proportions and calcined in
the ordinary vertical or rotary cement kilns.

Those thinkers who are prone to support their

views on what they call " natural relii^ion " by
an appeal to the provisions made in nature
for the "wants of man overlook altogether the
extraordinary waste of energy and material in

every volcanic eruption, for it the constituents
had been mixed in correct proportion the
erupted matter would have closely approximated
to Portland cement clinker, the grinding
of which would make a cement of first

class quality, and of great marketable value,

instead of the comparatively worthless pozzaolana
now found in volcanic districts. The thermal in-

efficiency of an up-to-date "rotary '' is as nothing
compared with that of the ordinary upright kiln

of a third-class volcano. Indeed, some of our
blast furnaces turn out slag compounds of lime
with silica and alumina which, to use a

legal slang expression, are "colourable imita-

tions " of good clinker, and thereby hangs
a tale ! The china clay, known as "Kaolin" is

a product due to the chemical degradation
of felspar : this substance is found in the Cornish
granite districts, mixed with quartz, mica, and
other minerals ; but in other districts—Bovey
Tracey, for example—derived clays of similar

composition are found. The change of rock to

clay is usually referred to by geologists as the
Kaolinisation of felspathic rocks. The fireclays

of the coal measures, the shales of the coal

measures, and the Welsh roofing slates all contain
clays which were derived from the destruction of

granite. Many of these have suffered chemical
and dynamical metamorphism. A good deal of

the felspathic matter found in some sandstones is

derived from the waste of granite rocks, the

presence of mica in large quantities confirming
this view. It may interest readers who are more
or less familiar with chemical notation to know that

the formula for the felspar known as Oligoclase is

(Na./J, Al/l„ 6SiOj),„ (2CaO, 2A1,U3, 4SiO,)3,

or soda and lime, in combination with alumina
and silica. Labradorite is also a soda-lime
felspar, the properties being 2 : 3, instead of 10 : 3

as in the formula j ust given. Mim : This is also a

group name for a granite constituent. There are

several kinds of mica, but they may be divided
into two classes. The white mica is " Musco-
vite," and the black is Biotite, the former being
a hydrated silicate of alumina and potash, and
the latter a hydrated silicate of alumina, iron,

magnesia and potash. Other varieties are Para-
gonite, Margarite, and Lepidolite, all " white "

micas, and Anomite and Phlogopite, '
' black

'

'

really Il.SiO,, and the various other forms of

silicic acid are derived from this by abstractioa of

water in different proportions. The simplest

case may be represented thus : H^Si(_), — H^O
= IljSiOj. Such an acid would form mono-
silicates. The next reaction would be re-

presented by the formuhe 2H,SiO, - H^O
= HjSi.O-, fro-a which bi-silicates are derived,

and lastly, 3II.SiO,-iH,0 = H,Si30„ which
form salts known as tri-silicates. Silica is

therefore improperly called silicic acid. The
mineral silica is infusible, glassy, colourless,

cannot be scra'chfd with a knife, scratches glass,

and does not effervesce when treated with hot or

cold acid ; it is thfrefore easily distinguished

from calcite or any of the compounds of calcium

or magnesium. There are many modifications of

silicon dioxide found in nature, as, for instance,

quartz crystals, quarlzite, chalcedony, agate,

flint, chert, and opal. All these are eithtr

crystallised silica, amorphous silica, mixtures

of both or one or the other hydrated. la writing

on the constituents of certain hydraulic limes

authors frequently refer to "soluble silica," the

substance referred to being really not soluble

silica but dissolved silicic acid, probably HjSiU,, a

substance known as ortho-silicic ac'd, which loses

water readily, becoming meta -silicic acid, a

further loss of water leaving the dried silicon

dioxide SiO.,. All forms of silica are soluble in

alk>ili(s, especially under pressure, a fact which
explains the occurrence of quartzite and highly

siliceous sandstone, especially those with a siliceous

matrix, amongst sedimentary rocks. Quartz being

an essential constituent of felsite and other igneous

rocks as well as granite, it follows that all

sedimentary rocks formed by their direct denuda-
tion must be rich in quartz also, for it is the most
refractor)- of all the constituent minerals, and the

least likely to be altered by denuding forces. In
many granites the grains of quartz are to the

naked eye apparently compact and solid, but

under the microscope they show cavities in which
bubblec of carbon dioxide move freely. In some
instance! the cavities are so numerous and so

minute that there are over one thousand million

in a cubic inch, and sometimes there are ten

times as many. Though quartz forms the great

hulk of all sandstones, it is not wholly absent in

other rocks, for in combination with alumina it is

found in the clay slates of the Cambrian and
Silurian deposits. The origin of quartz may be

accounted for in this way : all the original rocks,

no traces of which are at present known to exist,

were silicates of the bases of metals which
cooled slowly and solidified under a dense atmo-
sphere of carbon, sulphur, chlorine, free oxygen,
and steam. When the temperature was low
enough to permit condensation, a warm acid rain

fell on the heated crust, decomposing the silicates

and giving rise to sulphides and chlorides of the

micas. All these varieties are resultants of the bases, while the separate silica took the form of

addition of soda, lithia, lime, &c., to the normal ' crystaUieed quartz. Iron: In combination with
mica components. The formula of Muscovite or

j
oxygen, this metal forms the cementing material

" "'
'

, of some of the most recent sandstones. Carstonepotash mica is K20,3AL03,6SiO,,2ILO. Biotite

is darkened by the presence of iron and magnesia.
|

It is therefore known as a ferro-magnesian mica.

The elasticity of thelamina> cf mica distinguishes

it from all other minerals which possess similar

cleavage. Many sandstones are so rich in mica
thatthey are described as "micaceous sandstones."

It is found in great quantities in the bedding
planes of the " Old Red," and its presence, un-
fortunately, in no way adds to the weathering
quality of the stone. It will be noticed that the

micas, like the felspars, all contain alumina
silicate in varying proporiions with other con-

stituent minerals necessary or accessory. Micro

-

cline is a triclinic potash felspar, very like ortho-

clase, and a Microlite is a small needle-shaped

body, usually a kind of felspar, found in glassy

vitreous rocks. They are mentioned here that

the names may not be taken hurriedly as denoting
minerals of the mica group. Quartz : This sub-
stance is one of the essential constituents of

granite ; chemically it is silicon dioxide, SiOj : it

is commonly known as silica or silicic acid. It is

not easy to understand why silica is called silicic

acid, for though it is diliicult to give an exact

definition of an acid, still, generally speaking, it

is a body which has a sour taste ; it turns

vegetable colours, blue litmus, for instance, red,

and it has the power of giving up hydrogen and
taking up baees (metals) in its place. All acids

must therefore contain hydrogen in combination
with certain elements, or groups of elements ; but
it will be seen by the formula given above thsit

silica c'oes not contain any hydrogen ; it is there-

fore not an acid. The formula for silicic acid is

contains 50 per cent, of quartz in a matrix of

30 per ctnt. of ferric oxide ; it also forms the

colouring substance in all the red and green sand-

stones and slate rocks. The buff colours of oolitic

limestones are also due to the presence of iron

o.xide. The two oxides of iron found in rocks as

a constituent or as colouring matter are the

protoxide cr monoxide, now called ferrous oxide,

FeO ; and the sesquioxide or ferric oxide,

Fe.Oj. Iron is not found "native "
; it is usually

in combination with carbon, oxygen, magnesia,

alumina, kc. ; the fact that it is found in some
meteorites shows that it exists " native " in some
other places. Builders are famUiar with the blue

and red Welsh slates ; the former owe their colour

to ferrous oxide, and the latter to ferric oxide.

When a red or purple slate has changed colour in

patches more or less minute and of a circular shape,

it has lost in these spots some of the oxygen which
was held in combination with the iron. Some
authorities, however, consider that the paler

blot-hes in slates are due to concretions lying

along the bedding planes, and these were present

before the property of cleavage was impressed on
the rock. ^UinniH'i.—It is quite a common thing

to hear alumina spoken of as if it were clay, but

there is a very great difi'erence between them.
Alumina is simply aluminium oxide, Al<Oj, and
clav is aluminium silicate. AUOj.SiOj.or Al^SiOs,

or more correctly Al,fSiO))3. Perhaps the best

definition of clay is " a mixture of fine sand and
hydrated alumina silicate." The great bed of

clay underlying Lond m is well known to every-

one passing along the streets, for they are nearly

always " up," and lying along the sides of the

excavations may be seen wet blocks of a stiff,

unctuous substance known as " London clay."

This is always blue at some depth from the surface

;

but when exposed to the atmosphere the ferrous

oxide which colours it is converted into ferric

oxide, and the colour changes to brown. If a

shower of rain falls on a dried claybank a

peculiar odour is given off by it, which is appa-

rently due to the iron oxides present, for neither

alumina nor silica gives off any odour whatever

under the same circuoastances.

About ten elementary substances entering into

the composition of rocks. They are oxygen,

silicon, aluminium, iron, calcium, magnesium,
sodium, potassium, carbon, and sulphur. The
first element enters into combination again to

form "oxide'," and these oxides enter into com-

bination again to form new compounds. For

example, oxygen combinej with calcium to form

lime or calcium oxide. O.xygen, too, com-
bines with carbon tj form carbon dioxide i r

carbonic acid, and both these oxides combine to

form calcium carbonate. It is impossible to know
anything of the composition of building stones,

or the decomposition which they undergo m
weathering, without some knowledge of chemist' y

.

Vet it may be dangerous to act on this knowledge
until it is sustained by experience, sometimts,

indeed, corrected by it, for the working of natural

reagents in large quantities spread over periods of

time practically unlimited causes change wholly

unlike what the same substances would produce in

the laboratory, when small quantities are deilt

with in limited times.

To complete the sketch already given of the

constituents of building stones a condensed

description of each of the ten elementary

substances referred to will be given, that

reference to ordinary chemical textbooks may
be dispensed with. -4" r/ementari/ siiliitnno- ii

one that cannot be resolved into two or

more substances by any means at present known
to chemists. Carbon is such, for it has never

been resolved into two or more elementary sub-

ttances. A compound substance is one that can

be resolved into two or more dissimilar substances.

Lime is such, for it can be resolved into calcium

and oxygen. C/intiical coi))hhHitioii tnkes place in

fixed proportion by weight, and always in the

same proportion to form the same compound. In

chemical changes physical change also occurs,

and a compound is quite unlike its constituents,

having no properties in common with them,

except bulk and weight. Mecluni'icaJ mixtures

have no kind of relation to chemical compounds,
for the proportions of the constituents in a

mixture may vary ; hut in a compound they are

unalterable. In the chemistry of cements th;

expression " free lime" is frequently met with,

and free lime is dangerous in all cemen s. unless it

is hydrated. What is the meaning of free lime r

In a raw material mixture for manufacturing
cement, silica and alumina are mixed with lime

in such proportions that when thty are calcined

the silica and alumina take up and combine with

the lime. If more lime is added than will satisfy the

silica and alumina, it remains over in the clinker as
" free " lime. Nearly all Portland cements contain

free lime, for its presence enables the cement to

stand short time high tensilestresses. Tin- cojub'tniiig

proportions of chemical elements have been ascer-

tained by experiment, and these are given in any
table of the elements, so that it is always easy

with its assistance to calculate the relative weights

of the constituents in any compound. The weights

are always understood, though never mentioned
in chemical formuhe. Abbreviated symbols are

irsed to express chemical change. For the elements

they are generally the first letter of the name o£

the element, or the first two letters where any
two elements ha^ e the same initial letter, and the

reaction is expressed by algebraic signs ; for in-

stance, CaO, Cl->; means that carbonic acid com-
bines with lime to form carbonate of lime. It

will be noticed here that there is a little difference

in the signs used from ordinary algebraic signs,

for the Cl >. is not to be multiplied into the CaO,
but added to it, multiplication being expressed by
a small numeral afitr the element on the right,

below the line. CO^ means that twice the com-
bining weight of oxygen ('2 •, 16) combines with
carbon, which is 12. In the following descrip-

tion of the elements the name of each is first

fi.xed, then its symbol and its combining
weight ; last of all a familiar description of it.

tliiirjcn, O 16.

—

A. colourless, tasteless, odourless

gas at ordinary temperatures. It is found free

in the air mijetl with hydrogen; when liquefied
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it ia a pale steel-blue. AVithout free oxjjgen

combustion would be impossible. SUinm, Si 28.

—Not known uneombined ; insoluble in water

and all acids, except hydrofluoric ; takes fire

spontaneously in iluorine ; with oxygen forms

silica. Alionhiiiiiu, Al 27.—Always found com-

bined : a tin-white metal of great tensile

strength ; forms, with oxygen, alumina. Iron,

Te 56. — Already described above. Cuh-iiim,

Ca 40.—Never found uneombined ; a yellow

metal ; decomposes water, forming, with its

oxygen, lime. Magnesium, Mg 24.—Never found

uneombined ; a silvery-white metal which burns

with a brilliant white light, forming, with

oxygen, magnesia. So'fiion, Na 23.—Never
found uneombined ; a greyish-white metal, soft

enough to be moulded between the fingers ; it

forms soda with oxygen. Fofassinnt, K 39.

—

Never found uneombined ; a soft, lustrous white

metal ; must be preserved in naphtha ; it forms

potash with oxygen. Carbon^ C 12.—Found pure

as diamond and plumbago ; forms, with oxygen,

monoxide and dioxide, commonly called carbonic

acid. Sulphur, S 32.—Found free near volcanoes ;

forms, with oxygen, dioxide, trioxide, andtwoother
oxides not well known. Sulphuric acid is ILSO,.
The most abundant element is oxygen ; nearlj'

half the earth consists of this substance, and it

.combines with all the other elements except

fluorine. Silicon is the next most abundant
element ; it forms about one half the solid mass
of the globe, the whole of it is combined with
oxygen, so that one halt the globe is silica.

Arranged in the order of their abundance the re-

maining bodies are aluminium, calcium, mag-
nesium, potassium, sodium, carbon, and sulphur.

Other elements which enter into the composition

of the world are hydrogen, tiuorine, chlorine,

manganese, phosphorus, barium, boron, and
lithium ; these have not been described, for they

are of minor importance ; but the eighteen

enumerated make 99 per cent, of the whole globe.

From the formula of any substance the exact

weights of the constituents can be obtained. For
instance, take pure limestone, the formula for

which is CaOjCO.,. Stated without abbreviation,

its composition is

—

Calcium 40 + oxygen 16 = lime 56

Carbon 12 -|- oxygen 2 x 16 = carbon dioxide 44

Total 100

1001b. of limestone therefore contains 561b. of

lime and 441b. of carbonic acid, or 4Slb. of oxygen,
401b. of calcium, and 121b. of carbon ; nearly one
half the weight of pure limestone is oxygen.
Elementary substances are not found uneombined

;

as necessary constituents of any rock they are

invariably in combination with others to form
minerals, which are definite chemical compounds.
The composition of any rock can therefore be
stated in terms of its component minerals or of

the elementary substances of which these minerals

are composed. To the question. What is pure
limestone ': the following answer may be given :

" It ia carbonate of lime," or it ia oxygen,
calcium, and carbon. Similarly, granite, stated

in terms of its natural components, is felspar,

quartz, and mica ; or oxygen, silicon, aluminium,
bodium, potassium, magnesium, iScc, when stated

in terms of its ultimate analysis. The chemical

composition of a rock depends on the composition

of its constituent minerals. Kocks of diverse

chemical composition are frequently composed of

the same minerals, for it must be remembered
that rocks are not definite chemical compounds,
but mixtures in parying proportions of two or more
minerals, holo-crystalline, or set in an amorphous
or crystalline matrix. White marble is an ex-

ample of a rock containing one mineral only, but
it ia an exception to the rule.

It is not possible to destroy—i.e., annihilate

—

anymbstance: its sensible appearance only may
be altered. Wood thrown on a fire disappears as

wood, but its constituent substances en!er into

now combinations, and reappear as carbonic acid

and ash. Limestone thrown into a kiln dis-

appears as limestone, but it reappears in the form
of liino and carbonic acid, the added weights of

the limo and "acid " being exactly equal to the
total weight of the limestone calcined. Klcnicntury
substances therefore persist, and are unchiiiigo-

able. No sedimentary rock can ba deposited
except in water ; as many such neks now occupy
high ground, there must have been some force
competent to raise them from the sea bottom ;

Ideologists say this force is gravitation. The
earth is a shrinking sphere, and the surface
wrinkles as contraction proceeds, like the skin of

an apple when its moisture evaporates. This

wrinkling is produced by gravitation, and it

must proceed unless the rocks forming the crust

assume the condition of a spherical shell inclosing

a nucleus of solid molten matter, which would

occupy the centre of that shell and be nowh-re
in contact with it. The total thicknes3 of all the

sedimentary rocks ia guessed to be from IS to 20

miles. This immense deposit is made up entirely

of the waste of pre-existing rocks, and it is onlj-

a question of time when all the present land

surface will be worn down and deposited as sedi-

mentary rock on the bottom of the sea. Geologists

cannot even guess what length of time has

elapsed since the first rock appeared in the

cooling magma which has formed our earth.

The history of mankind is measured in time by
the unit of one year ; but the history of the

rocks must be measured by a unit of a million

years to be at all comprehensible.

PORTRAITS AND LANDSCAPES OF THE
LATE ALEXANDER BLAIKLEY.

N interesting collection of the works of the

A^

Mctropole, Charing Cross, at 6.30 p.m. for 7 p.m.
on Thursday, Nov. 24, when it is hoped the

friends of the Institution will give the president

their hearty support.

The audited accounts for the past year were
received and adopted. The income was £124
less than in the previous year, but £427 more
was spent on the pensioners ; while the manage-
ment expenses were under a sovereign different.

66i per cent, of total income was paid to

pensioners in 1902-3, 88 per cent, in 1903-4
;

10 per cent, of total income was paid for manage-
ment in 1902-3, U per cent, in 1903-4.

The following elections were made :—President,

Mr. William Downs ; hon. treaaurer, Mr. J.

Howard Colls (re-elected) ; trustees. Sir Arthur

C. Lucas, Bart., and Messrs. F. J. Dove, T. F.

Rider, J. Howard Colls, T. Stirling, and J. T.
Bolding (all re-elected) ; committee, Messrs. J. T.

Bolding, F. J. Dove, C. Bussell, G. J. Lough,
Basil P. Ellis, and A. Ritchie (all of whom
retired by "rota," but were re-elected); hon.

auditors, Mr. Robert J. Ward, F.S.I. , and Mr.
J T. Bolding.

year, is to be seen at the Modern Gallery, 175,

Bond-street, and will close on the 23rd. The
works, chiefly portraits in crayon and water-

colour, represent the earlier Victorian Period.

Mr. Blaikley was born in Glasgow in 1816,

and began his training in 1831. He early

exhibited in the Royal Scottish Academy, and

soon afterwards came to London, entered the

Academy as a student, and exhibited portraits of

Lady Arthur Lennox and Mrs. Longford Brooke

in 1842. Through the introduction of Lord

Augustus Loftus, he painted portraits of the

Grand Duchess Olga, daughter of Nicholas I.,

and many other members of his Court. In this

exhibition are to be seen many oil subjects

—

" The Blind Beggar," with his daughter by his

side, " Burns Monument," landscapes and
loch scenery, views on the Rhine (9), water-

colour sketches on the Irish coast, and several

Scottish Lochs (55 and 61), Isle of Wight,
mountain and moor scenery ; but the studies

of portraiture are the chief works. We notice
" AReverie," agirl'sfacein water colour, delicate

and expressive, " Study of a Child " (39), " Queen
Victoria," drawn from memory (45) ;

" Study of

a Girl's Head "
(57), a very charming face, with

loose, fair hair ;
" Opening of Parliament by the

Oueen in 1845," an oil sketch of finished picture

exhibited at the Academy, " Study of Grand-
daughter of the Artist," a late work ; portrait of

" Lady Charlotte Bury " (70), "My Lady Betty,"
" Little Primrose," " The Sisters," a little girl

and dog "Fluff," and many other portraits of

ladies and notable persons. Many of these are in

pastels. There is much feeling and expression in

the artist's work, and his portraits of children are

especially good. Mr. Blaikley, as we have said,

was a frequent contributor to the Academy, and
several of these are to be seen. We notice among
these a print from oil picture drawn on stone,

which was hung at the Royal Academy in 1851,

representing " School of Industry, Old Pye-
slrect, Westminster," includingmany well-known
persons. We can recommend a visit to this

gallery to all interested in portraiture.

BriLDERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

THl'^ fifty-seventh annual general meeting of

this charity w.as held at the offices, 31 and
32, Bedford-street, .Strand, W.C, at 3 p.m. on

Wednesday, July 13. In the absence of the

President (Sir Weetman Pearson) through illness,

the chair was taken by Mr. .lohn T. Bolding.

Since the last report, two elections of pen-

sioners have taken place, in November, 1903,

and May, 1904, when ten men were added to the

list. The committee was fortunate enough on

both occasions to be aVilo to elect all the really

eligible candidates, without having recourfo to

the costly and troublesome procedure of contested

elections. Each application was minutely iu-

i|uired into and reported upon before the final

elections were made. There are now 33 men and

27 women enjoying pern-ions of .C12 and .C30 per

annum respectively. Six pensioners (ihroo men
and three women) died during the course of thH past

year, burial allowances of £> beinij granted incases

where the rola ives of the deceased needed assist-

ance. The committ' o announce that Mr. William

Downs has accepted the presidency in succfssion

Pearson. The annual d

CHIPS.

The rural district council of Walsingham, Nor-
folk, have elected, from among 52 candidates, Mr.
W. L. Carr, now employed under the Wakefield

Rural District Council as district surveyor.

Holy Trinity Church, Portsea, which is being

acquired by the Admiralty, will not be demolished,

but will undergo renovation, and be used as a naval

church. It is contiguous to the Portsmouth Naval
Barracks.

The Yorkshire Archaeological Society paid a visit

to the Malton district on Friday. There was a

muster of about 50 members present. The day's

programme included visits to All Saints Churches

at Hovingham and Slingsby, Slingsby Castle, the

churches at Barton-le-Street and Appleton-le-

Street, and the Gilbertine Priory Church of St.

Mary at Malton. Mr. A. Hamilton Thompson,
B.A., gave an account of the architectural features

of the buildings visited.

The Bishop of Southampton laid, on Wednesday
week, the foundation-stone of a parish hall, which
is being erected upon the laud adjoining St. Denys
Church, Southampton, to be used in connection with

that church and parish. The hall, which is to ba

erected at a cost of £1,500, occupies a site at the

rear of and adjoining the present parish hall, and
will be used for Sunday-school purposes. The
architects were Messrs. Mitchell, Sou, and Gut-
teridee, and the builders are the executors of the

late Wm. Franklin, all of Southampton.

Works of water supply extension have just been
carried out at Saloombe for the urban district

council by Mr. W. L. Bennett, of Plymouth. The
cost has been £1,725.

The great memorial to Pasteur, designed and

begun by Falguiere just before he died, and com-
pleted by MM. Paul Dubois and Peter, was unveiled

on Saturday on the Plaoe Breteuil, Paris. Pasteur,

enveloped in a mantle, is seated on a rock. Below,

on the four panels in the pedestal, are allegorical

figures symbolisiug the principal discoveries of the

great scientist.

At the last sitting of the Consistory Court for

Norwich faculties were issued for putting stained-

glass windows in the parish churches of Southrepps

and Fakeuham, and tor erecting a reredos at Ash-

wicken.

The first statue erected in Southport was unveiled

on Friday afternoon in front of the extension to the

pier, and at the end of Xevill -street. The statue ia

a memorial of the late (jueen Victoria, and the cost

has been defrayed by public subscription. It ia

modelled in lironze, the artist being Mr. George

Frampton, K.A. It is a full figure of the late

(iueen in her Royal robes, and holding sceptre and

orb in her hands. The height is 10ft., or, with the

grey granite pedestal on which it stands, 24ft.

An election of pensioners to the Builders' Benevo-

lent Institution will tnke place in December at the

ollices, 31 and 32, Bedford-street, Strand. Forms of

application can bo obtained by intending candidates

at the ollices.

The Bishop of Kipon, on Saturday afternoon,

unveiled a memorial window to the late Dean
I'arrar in the restored church of St. .lohn 8,

lloxton, of which the Dean's son, the Rev. Kric M.
Parrar, is the vicar. The new window was designed

liy Mr. J. A. Heeve, the architect of the restored

.hurch, and the work was executed by Messrs.

O.impiiell and Christmas, of St. Oiwald's studio,

West Bromptiin. It represents Clirift seated iu

Glory, as seen by St. John in bis vision at Patmos.

The sales at the Mart last week, as registered at

the E-itato Exchange, amounted to .C 116,087, and
to Sir Weetmin Pearson. Pho annual (linn „ . <,,,oonn
will be held in the Whitehall Rooms, Hotel | for the corresponding week of lust year to tl is, J.m,
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. rrKST TT.OOR Plan

Groumd Tlpcir

THE LAWNS, HOYE, BRIGHTON.

THE LAWNS, HOVE, BEIGHTON.

[with lithographic illustrations.]

THESE houses are built on a fine site in the

King'e-roatl, Hove, Sussex. They command
unqualified views over the English Channel,
htsides having extensive lawns and gardens in

the front next to the sea for the tenants' use.

An attempt has been made in designinf,' the
elevations to break away from the stereotyped
flat front with projecting verandahs so common

at Brighton and other seaside resorts. The fronts

facing due south have been treated, therefore, with
deep recesses for shade, and above the ground
floor are filled in with light balconies that do not
detract or interfere with the structural lines of

the elevation. A feature is made of a raised

teirace in front of the houses, overlooking the

lawns and the tea. The dining-rooms are in oak
with stenciled friezes in low'tones. The floors

are of teak, like all the stairc-'Bes. The drawing-
rooms are carried out in the Indian ttj le, based

on native examples, and finished in biscuit colour

and gold over a crimson and gold dado ; the fire-

places have onyx slips and gold-coloured lustre

tiles. All the bedrooms are fitted with marble
lavatory basins, hot and cold water and shampoo
fittings, and fitted wardrobes. Each electric

bell has a smnll telephone attached to it so as to

save time and servants' labour, and plugs are put

in in convenient places for the various electrical

appliances now being adopted in the best modem
houses. There is a complete system of baths to

each house, comprising slipper-bath, with shower
and spray, sitz-bath. Bidets, electric Turkish
bath, &c. Betides open fireplaces, every room
and passageway is warmed by hot- water radiators.

Electric passenger lifts, wiih automatic press-

button gearing, is provided, as well as hand-
power dinner lifts, and motor-houses are built

in the rear of the premises, with entrances from
side road. The architect is Mr. Horace T.
Bonner, A.R.I.B.A., of King-street, Cheap-
side, E.G.

BAYEUX

:

ITS CATHEDEAL AKD
CHURCHES.

THIS excellent volume, by the Rev. E. S.

Mylne, B.C.L , F.S.A. (London : George
Bell and Sons), is the sixth issued of Bell's series

of half-crown handbooks to Continental churchts,

uniform in height and style of binding with

their equally excellent guides to English
Cathedrals and Abbey Churches, now nearly com-
pleted. The charm of the grand interior of

Bayeux Cathedral lies, Mr. Mylne points out, in

the harmonious manner in which the two great

styles o£ French architecture, the Norman and
the Early Pointed, are blended. Very little of

the present cathedral dates back from the days of

the tuibulent and high-handed Odo, half-brother

of William the Conqueror, and for nearly fifty

years Bishop of Bayeux, who finished the work
(begun by his predecessor. Bishop Hugh) of

rebuilding the edifice destroyed by fire in 1046.

The reconstruction was completed in 1077, when
the cathedral was reconsecrated by John, Arch-
bishop of Rouen, in the presence of William,
King of England and Duke oi Normandy. Less
than thirty years later, in 1 106, the new building

was burnt down by the army of Iving Henry I.

of England, and most of the existing Norman
work of the nave seems to date from the rebuild-

ing by Bishop Philip Harcourt, 1130 to 1160.

The remainder of the church is almost entirely

work of the thirteenth century.

The cathedral is admirably situated ; from a
distance the twin western spires, the central

lantern cupola and fleche, and the long line of the
roofs of nave and choir stand out well above the
tops of the houses in the city. The finest view of

all is that from the south-east, where the
polygonal ending of the choir, with its pinnacles
and pinnacles and flying buttresses, the low, con-
tinuous curved line of the choir aisles and ambu-
latory, broken at the extreme ends t>y the slightly

projecting Lady-chapel, and ending west-end
by the broad mass of the south transept, with the
spires and fleche above combine in an almost
perfect architectural sweep. The least satisfac-

tory external feature is the too-attenuated cupola
and fleche added to the octagonal 15th-century
lantern over the low central tower in a poor style
of Flamboyant in 1846 from designs by M. Cretin.
The north transept was completed in the second
half of the 14th century, and is plainer and less

interesting than the south transept.

The exterior of the cathedral is striking in its

uniformity, its height, and the absence of choir-
screen and baldacchino. The nave arcades and
piers are Late Norman in character, but support
a cuntinuous blind triforium dwarfed to a balus-
trade to afford the greater altitude to a noble
range of 13th-century clerestory lights, .the
grouped shafts between the windows springing
from corbels and carrying plain quadripartite
vaulting ribs. In panels are grotesque r2th-
century carvings, dragons, lions, and griflins,

a monkey on a pillar leaning forward towards
a Soldier who grasps the end of a chain round
the simian's neck, monks in converfe, and other
scenes. The north side of the nave is disfiaured
by a huge wooden pulpit carved in 1780 by
Maiigin, of Bajeux, Irom a design by Laigilliers,

of Caen. The stone screen ht the crossirgand
many of the monuments were destroyed by the
Huguenots, and much of what then was (-pared

fell in the Revolution. The choir, of which we
give, by the courtci-y of M^-srs. Bell, a view
looking eastward, wbs built by Bishop Henry

i
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BAYEUX CATHEDRAL : SOUPH TRANSEPT AND NAVE FROM S.E. CHOIR OF BAYEUX CATHEDRAL.

I^CAic cr rccT

I'LAX OF BAYKUX CATIIHDKAT,

Honumont or Henry of Sulisbiiry, an Englishman
who died in I'JO.'i, iind hia iinmedinte suc-
c'essor, liohert dea Ablcj^ea, who died ia 12.; I.

The trifuiium here, in contrfist to thnt in
the nave, ia exceptionally lulty in propor-
tion to the cleroatory windowa, and the treatment
is singularly hold and effective. Owinfj, how-
ever, to the sloping external roof of the (hurchea
which surround the apse, thii triforium is not,
and cannot be, glazed externul'y, us is ihe

case at IJeauvaia and St. Ouon at liouon.

The spandrels of the arches are liljed with
\ iiried patterns of tracery. The eh )ir stal a are

Late liunaiaaauce, hut of good workman-hip;
this ia attributed to .1. Letovie, of Cien. In the
roof vaults are modern " portraits " of tVolirat

Jl bishops of Bayeux. The liadv-chapel ia not.

aa in to many cath(tdrals in England and in

Erauci, a later adilition, but was c.arried out

contemporaneously with the building of the choir.

The ground pi in, whit h wo aho reproduce from
iMo-srs. Hell's book, ia, it will b-' seen, very siini^'o

ami (»f the u^ual Normandy tvpo. Nave with
wide aialoa and aidc-chapela, ai.s'eleaa transepts,

choir with aTibulatory ami ap!?idal terminat'on,

and aHghtly-projocting I, idy-chapel,

.\a might bo expected, the oldest part of the
eithedral ia iho crypt la'U ath the choir, which
dates from the days of llui^h .and ( Klo and t'ontains

many lUh-century carved capitals and Bouie
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l.)th-century frescoes and bishops' tombs. The
existence oJ the crypt had beea forgotten for

many generations until it was rediscovered in 1 U 2

.

No account of Bayeux would be complete with-
out a reference to the famous* tapestry, which
I'rofessor Freeman averred from internal evi-

dence to have been made for Bishop (Jdo, and
most likely designed as an ornament for his newly-
built cathedral church. The tapestry, which is

now preserved behind glass in a large room at the

Public Library at 37, Place St. Sauveur, is 230lt.

long and only 18in. wide, of which 13in. contain

the 58 scenes depicted, and the remaining Sin.

serve for the border. It is worked in embroidery
in coloured woollen thread. Latin inscriptions

explain the various events shown, which range
from Edward the Confessor's sending of Harold
into Normandy to the defeat and death of Harold.

Mr. Mylne's handbook is illustrated by some
forty reproductions of photographs and en-

gravings and by a ground plan drawn to scale,

which we reproduce, together with a view of the

richly -treated south transept, the south side of

nave, and the western spires. The little work is

carefully and concisely written, and will be in-

dispensable to all visitors to Bayeux.

CHIPS.
In the case of William Henry Strickland,

Willesden-lane, N.W., late Wilson's-yard, High-
bury, N., contractor, the order of discharge has been
suspended for two years ending June 14, 190G.

The new tower now being completed on St.

Bartholomew's Church, Armley, Leeds, is to be
formally dedicated on St. Bartholomew's Day,
August 24, next.

The Hippodrome in Battery Green-road, Lowes-
toft, was opened by the mayor and corporation on
Monday. The budding has a frontage of 125ft.,

and is 90ft. wide. The fa(;ade is built of red brick,

with cement rendering and terracotta panels. It is

flanked by two towers, at the base of each of which
there is a symboUc figure representing the Spirit of

the Hippodrome, two horses drawing a chariot, in

•which is seated a female figure.

The foundation-stone of the new free library was
laid yesterday (Thursday) at Thorpe Ead, Melton
Mowbray. The builder is Mr. C. Y. Barnes, whose
tender has been accepted at £1,877.

At the last meeting of the Esher and Dlttons
Council, it was reported from a special meeting of
the council, held m committee, that Mr. Hender-
son's resignation of the office of surveyor to the
council had been accepted. It was also reported
that Mr. Henderson had been appointed engineer
to the drainage scheme at a total remuneration of
£1,500.

Mrs. Corsar, The Elms, Arbroath, has presented
to the Arbroath public library a replica of a portrait
of her husband, Mr. Divid Corsar, the donor of the
library, painted by Sir James Guthrie, President of
the Royal Scottish Academy, to be hung in the
galleries of the library.

The award of the arbitrator in respect of the
Bury, Rochdale, and Oldham Steam Tramways,
which are being acquired by several corporations,
was £159,075.

The works of reconstruction at Sandringham
House, just completed, have been carried out for the
King by Messrs. John Thompson and Son, of Peter-
borough.

The Board of Trade inspector (Col. Von Donop)
has examined and passed the recently constructed
new electric tramway line at Bath, from High-
street, round the north side of Orange -grove,
Terrace-walk, and North-parade, and down Pierre-
pont and Manvers-streets to the Great Western
Railway Station. Col. Von Donop also visited
Combe Down to examine the progress which is

beingmade in connecting up the Bath City track with
that suburb.

The Willesden Urban District Council have been
informed that their electrical engineer, Mr. E. T.
Kuthven Murray, has accepted an appointment
under the North Metropolitan Electric Power
Supply Company, to whom the urban council have
sold their generating station. The council have
decided by nine votes to six to retain Mr. Murray's
services in a consultative capacity at a salary of
£300 a year, the engagement to be for three yeirs.

* Sketches of three dragons from the Bayeux tapeitrv.
and of a stone gabled house in the sleepy town, by Mr.
J. Alfred Gotch, F.S.A., of Kettering, were given in the
BuiLDisG News for June 8 1883. A timber-framed
house, and another of stone, in the Rue Frauohes, drawn
by Mr. T. Butler Wilson, uf Leeds, appeared in our is^ue
of Oct. 27, 1S82. The thirteenth-century annnire in the
rathedral. measured and drawn by the late E. VV. Godwin,
F.S.A., was published in our number for August 'J9,

1873, together with a graphic description from Mr.
Crodwia s pen.

Butliiinfi Itttdltsenct

BiHMiNGii.VM.—The Duke of Argyll will per-

form the opening ceremony in connection with

the new premises of the Birmingham Young
Men's Christian Association at Dale End, on
Thursday, (Jctober 13. The building, which has

been erected at a cost of over £30,000, occupies

the site of St. Peter's Church, having an area of

about 20,000 square yards. The style adopted is

Early Renaissance. The terracotti frontage is

over 80ft. high and 98ft. long. There are five

s'ories. In the basement are two dining-rooms
;

on the ground floor is a reception- hall, 48ft. by
31ft., and a lecture-hall 58ft. by 36£t., with
offices and shops ; on the first floor is a reading-

room, 4Sft. by 31£t., a religious meetings room,
suit, by 20tt., and various offices: the second
floor is occupied by a games-room, a business-

men's room, and classrooms ; the third and
fourth stories are devoted to the hostel with
nearly forty bedrooms. A gymnasium has been
erected at the back of the premises, with SStt. by
55ft. floor space, a running track about 20 laps

to the mile, dressing-rooms, and a plunge bath.

The youths' branch has a lecture-hall, a games-
room, a reading-room, a library, a hobbies-room,
and a dark - room for photographers. The
architects are Messrs. Evans and A. J. Harper,
of Birmingham. — The corporation received at

their meeting on Wednesday a report from the

Lunatic Asylums Committee, stating that good
progress is being made in the erection of the

Ilollymoor Asylum. The whole of the buildings

forming the administrative block and the blocks

on the female side are nearly completed. The
blocks on the male side, including the entrance

block and chapel, are in the hands of the joiners.

Boilers, engines, and pumps are all fixed and in

working order. The heating apparatus has been
at work for some little time on the female side,

and is now being started on the mile side for the

purpose of drying the buildings. The engineer's

and gardener's houses are ready for occupation,

and the other houses are nearly completed. The
roads are nearly completed, and good progress

has been made with the preparing of the grounds
for the planting of trees and shrubs. Messrs.

John Bowen and Sons, of Birmingham, are the

contractors, and the cost wiU be about £250,000.

Cloi'ton', Suffolk.—The Rev. Samuel Hooke,
to mark his twenty-fifth year as rector of Clopton,
has completed the restoration of the church com-
menced over twenty years ago. The oak roof,

which WAS covered with lath, plaster, and whi'e-
wash, has been thoroughly restored. All the

windows have been restored and reglazed with
cathedral glass, and a stained-glass east window
has been placed in the chancel. The nave has
been benched throughout, and oak carved choir-

stalls have taken the place of pews. A new
chancel has been erected, and the chmcel floor

laid with oncausic tiles. The first contract for

the restoration amounted to £1,800. The second
part of the restoration was finished in 1896.

Carved oak angels have now been added to the

hammer beams of the chancel and nave. The
western entrance to the church through the tower
has been rfstored. The work in the second
contract cost about £1,000. Reopening services

took place last week.

Crf.wkeune.—The oak vaulting which has
been erected in the tower lantern at the parish

church was formally dedicated by the vicar (the

Rev. H. C. Gaye) on Sunday. Central towers
are comparatively rare in the churches of the

West of England ; but amongst those which do
exist that of St. Bartholomew, Crewkerno, is

among the very best examples. The original old

stone springers, upon which until recently the

15th-century vaulting—that formed a graceful

roof beneath the belfry floor—was supported,

appear to have survived the fire, which tradition

affirms destroyed this oak canopy-like roof, all,

at least, save the one at ihe north-eastern angle,

which the heavy works of the old clock knocked
away when, having stopped in its daily round, it

fell on to the floor of the church beneath. The
artificers who have fixed the new o:ik vaulting

during the last few weeks have now made good
the damage in the same kind of solid stone as it

was originally. They have also discovered un-
mistakable evidences of the conflagration that

destroyed the original groining in red markings

upon the Ham Ilill stone walls of the tower—which
coincide exactly with those upon some of the

pillars o£ the arcades of the same kind of material

in the nave of the Abbey Church at Sherborne,

evidences of the great fire that so nearly destroyed'

that cathedral-like fabric in the Middle Ages. The
new work has been designed and carried out
under the direction of Mr. Howard Gaye, archi-

tect, of 3, Maida Hill, W. The groining in
|

English oak beneath the Norman towers of

Exeter's Cathedral has been taken as the motif

for the new work, and also the stone groining at

St. Mary's Church, Ilminster. All the ribs of

the fan-traceried groining rise from the four

stone springings. All lead to a central circle,

in which the tracery is keyed by a carved double

Tudor rose. The intersections to the ribs are

covered by carved bosses of typical 15th-century
conventional foliage, into some of which mono-
grams are introduced. The panels are filled with

tracery work, and the whole is carried out in

Somersetshire oak, the whole being butt-jointed,

mortised, and tenoned, and put and held together

simply by oaken pins, not a metal nail or screw

being used in the entire construction. The work
has been carried out in its entirety by Messrs.

Harry Hems and Sons, of Exeter.

Fishponds, Bkistol.— I.In the 12th inst. the

Bishop of Bristol laid the foundation-stone of All

Saints' Church, Fishponds, the eastern portion of

which is now to be carried out, and consists of a

chancel 36ft. long, 24ft. wide, and 34ft. high to

crown of ceiling ; a south morning chapel 28'ift.

long, 18ft. wide, and 21ft. high, and a north
choir vestry (with organ-chamber above), with a

clergy vestry on its eastern side. One bay of the

nave and aisles is also to be erected. The style

adopted is that which prevailed during the 11th

century, or Decorated period of Gothic architec-

ture. The walls are to be of rock-faced Pennant
stone, with Bath stone dressings, the arcades

having clustered shafts of rubbed Pennant stone,

and those to support principals will be of polished

marble. The roofs will be covered with brindled

Broseley tiles. The work has been designed by
Messrs. Lingen Barker and Son, of London,
Bristol, and Hereford, and is being carried out by
Messrs. Clark and Sons, of Fishponds.

Leeds.—The annual report of the sub-improve-
ments (building plans) committee of the Leeds
Corporation shows that during the year ending
March 25, 1904, the number of plans of houses

submitted in Leeds amounted to 635, of which
551, dealing with 3,144 houses, were approved.

In aU a total of 2,537 were submitted, and 2,061

approved. This is a smaller number than has

been registered during the last five years, though
the numbs r of buildings approved is in advance
of that of 1902. During the year 2,923 houses

were completed and certified for occupation.

These corapri.ed 29 villas, 93 semi-detached

villas, 1,050 through houses, and 1,751 back-to-

back houses. Among the buildings it is proposed

to erect are a church (Lodge-lane, Hunslet), a

chapel (Theaker-lane, Armley), and a synagogue
(Crimbles-street). — The first council school

opened under the Leeds Education Authority,

the rec ntly-completed building in Kirkstall-

roid, was inaugurated last week. The new
school has accommodation for 500 children

;

while of the other new schools which the educa-

tion committee have in hand at Victoria-road,

Brownhill-road, Cross Flatts Park, Ingram-road,
and Cowper-street, three provide accommodation
for 1,520 children each, and the other two for

1,470 and 1,130 respectively. The building has
been designed in the architect's department of

the educatiT-n committee, of which Mr. W. S.

Braithwaite is chief, and is carried out in brick

with stone dressings. It is only one story high,

and though being brought into use with mixed
and infanto' departments it is likely ultimately

to become an infants' school solely, as an unused
portion of the site remains available for further

building when required. Inside the school a

cloakroom adjoins each of the three entrances,

and the ten classrooms open upon a central h.tU

6Gtt. by o2ft. There are glazed brick dados
around the walls, and the doors and other wood-
work are in varnished pitch-pine. Electric light

is installed throughout. A separate building,

fitted as a manual instruction centre, will serve

for the schools in the vicinity, and provides

accommodation for 40 schoolboy workers to

occupy it at one time, each of them having a

separate bench and set of tools. The cost of the

site, building, and fittings is about £8,500.

LivERFOOL CvrnEDinL.—The new e.thedral

for Liverpool, the foundation-stone of which was
laid by the King on Tuesday, is to be built on
St. James's Mount, a commanding site, having a
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noith and south axia and overlooking the Mersey,

from a ground level o£ 155ft. In June, 1902,

competifive designs for a cathedral were invited,

and eventually the drawings of Jlr. Giles Gilhert

Scott, of London, grandson of the late Hir Gilbert

Scott, R.A., were awarded the first place by the

advisory architects, Messrs. G. F. liodley, K.A.,

and R. Normin Shaw, R.A. The committee

approved of the selection made by their advisers,

and they appointed Mr. Bodley, R.A.,andMr.

G. Gilbert Scott as joint architects. The ground

occupied by the cathedral, with chapter-house and

morning-chapel, will be about 90,000s<i.ft., which

exceeds the area of any other English cathedral.

The portion of the cathedral to be first com-

pleted—the choir of three bays and central space

—will afford seating for about 3,500 persons, and

the entire building will, whtn finished, accom-

modate S,000. Se\ere and massive in treatment,

the design is cast in an Early Decorated phase,

with nave of six bays and choir end, 50ft. in

width, and having narrow passage-way aisles.

A distinctive feature of the design is the adoption

of three transeptal-gabled clerest rits of great

height. The great transept is roofed at a high

level, and over either extremity rises a lofty

tower to a height of 310ft., while at the west

end of nave is a third and lower tower.
_
We

illustrated the very original design in our issues

of May 29, June 12, and July 3 and 10 last

year.

M.tNciiESTER Cathedbal. — With the com-
pletion of the buildings in the cathedral church-

yard a conclusion has been brought to the long

series of restorations and additions to the

cathedral church of the Manchester diocese.

These buildings were formally dedicated to the

service of the church by the dean (Dr. Maclure)

on Sunday. They comprise a new library for

the dean and chapter, a vestry for the minor

canons and other clergy, and a practising-room

for the cathedral choir. There is also room for a

library for the choir. The buildings are con-

nected with the cathedral itself by a short corridor

designed in the character of a cloister. This is

approached from the Jesus or Byrom Chapel on

the south side of the cathedral. By this arrange-

ment what has hitherto been the library is freed

from all the furniture which encumbered it and

becomes available for the purposes of the

Consistory Court of the diocese and for use as an

auditorium on occasions when the ordinary ac-

commodation of the cathedral is overtaxed. The
beginning of the work of restoration and addition

dates back for more than half a century, but it

was not until some twenty-three years ago, when
the late Sir J. W. Maclure became a church-

warden, that it was pressed forward with the

energy that has led to its completion. The
restfjration of the nave of the cathedral was first

taken in hand. Early in the 19th century the

churchwardens, being engaged in the construction

of galleries and desirous of plastering the

edifice, made such havoc with the stonework of

the pillars of the nave as to render it absolutely

necessary, when tho restoration was taken in hand
by the late Mr. Crowther, entirely to renew
them from base to clerestory. Happily such de-
structive work had not been perpetrated in the

choir, and when the present Dean (Ur. Maclure)

came to office he took the opportunity of ridding

tho choir, which had also been plastered, of the
material that had boon placed round the pillars,

and both the choir and the roof of the choir were
then made as they wore left by the first wardens
towards the close of tho I5th century. The wood
floor was restored some 13 years ago to its original

level, thereby adding considerably to the internal

height of the structure. Tho nave has also been
reseated with chairs in place of the wooden benches
which formerly stood there. Tho floor was laid

in marble concrete as regards tho greater portion,

but white and black marble was used for the
principal passageways and tho cross-passage in

front of the rood screen. Erom time to time the
clerestory has been filled with stained glass, until

the effect has been greatly to darken the interior.

To tho main building of the nave there have been
added three porches, north, south, and wist. All
the restoration work of tho last 1 1 year* has beefi
done uner the direction of Mr. Basil Champnoys,
B.A. It will be necessary by and liy to take in

hand repairs of tho Lidy, or Chcthim, Chapel,
which shows signs of decay, but tho repairs and
restoration of the cathedral itself may now be
said to be completed. Between Cs 000 and
i'10,000 has been expended on the new library,

about £1,000 of whicli was contributed in memory
of the late Sir .1. \V. Maclure and in recognition

of the work he had done towards restoring the

cathedral. On Saturday, in the Victoria porch,

the memorial of the Manchester men who fell in

South Africa was unveiled.

Piuuirs, Cornwall.—The extensive additions

made to the parish church through the liberality

of Mrs. Hawkins, of Trewithen, have now been

commenced. The designs have been prepared by

Messrs. St. Aubyn and AV'adling, architects, ot

Lamb Buildings, Temple, E.C., and Mr. George

Jliners, of Marazion, is the general contractor.

The carrying out of the carved oak work m its

entirety has been intrusted to Messrs. Harry

Hems and Sons, of Exeter. Frobus church is

considerably over 100ft. high. The fabric gene-

rally is mainly 15th-century work, built of grey

St Stephens granite. The present work em-

braces the conversion of the north chancel

aisle into a morning chapel, and thfre will be

carved oak panelling around this chapel, rhe

five-light east window will be filled with stained

glass, and there will be a new carved oak reredos

and altar immediately beneath. Altogether there

will be seven new carved oak parclose screens,

exclusive of the chancel screens which Messrs.

liarry Hems and Sons carried out to the same

architects' designs in IS97. The present pulpit,

which is of Caen stone, will be removed and pre-

sented to the church at St. Sithney, and a carved

oak one having upon it a carved representation of

the S rmon on the Mount will be placed upon the

opposite side to that the old one no » stands upon.

The organ is to be moved from its present posi-

tion in the north chancel aisle to a new organ-

chamber south of the south chancel aisle, which

will also be a new feature to the church, and there

is to be a new heating apparatus.

SoixDWELL, BuiSToL.—The Bishop of Bristol

recently dedicated the new church of St.

Stephen, Grove-road, Soundwell, the first se-tion

of which has been built from plans prepared by

Mr. H. JI. Bennett, ot Liverpool Chambers,

Corn-street, Bristol. The cost of the present

work, which includes the nave and two aisles, is

about £3,000 ; the cost for the entire building,

with the chancel included, will be between £5,000

and £0,000. The church when completed will ac-

commodate over 800 people. The Decorated s'.yle

has been adopted, and the dimensions of the new
building are 100ft. by 65ft. The exterior stone-

work is ot blue Pennant, relieved with Bath

stone. The floor is composed of woodblocks, and

the system of chair seating has been adopted.

Provision in the scheme is made for a belfry at

the west gable, spacious chancel, choir stalls,

organ chamber, and clergy, choir, and parish

vestries. The contractor is Mr. L. Brown, of

Bristol.

SoVTHAMi'ToN.—An B.xtensive new building in

the Convent grounds, The Avenue, Southampton,

is now completed. Part of it is intended to serve

as a refidential training college, and the other

part as a girl's secondary day-school. The

edifice is a plain one of red brick, and is roofed

with tiles. The main building is three stories

high, and consists of a central block with two

wings. Separated from the main bui'ding are

a detached laundry and a kitchen, large enough

for cookery class. The centre part of the build-

ing contains a hall, COft. by •22ft., and Htt. high,

and a series of three classrooms, each 20ft. by

21ft. Beyond the large hall, and opening into

it by folding doors, is another classroom, 2«ft.

by 17ft. On tho first floor there are. on one side,

two study halls and a recreation-room, and on the

other side a dormitory for 19 jiupils, each pupil

having a separate cubicle. The second floor in

the centre is taken up with dormitory accommo-

dation for forty pupils. In the left wing are the

visitors' entrance, and dose to it are a i)arlour,

cloakrooms, and lavatories. On the first floor are

the committee-room, the library, and a small art

room ; and on tho second floor, rooms for the

college staff and bathrooms. In this wing there

is a third floor, on which are the infirmary,

nurse-room, &c. The right wing contains tho

refectory, 31ft. by 21ft., which will accommodate

sixty pupils, and is placed close to tho kitchen.

The principal entrance and the principal stair-

case and landing (which are ot fireproof con-

struction) arc in this wing. It also contains

bathrooms, dormitory, noedlework-room, and

several music-rooms.
" There ia a gymnasium,

2.sft. by ISft., on the ground floor, and above it a

laboratory. Tho buihling is heated by hot-wati?r

l>ipe.s aiui lighted by electricity. Tho cost his

been over £10,000. — \ block of newspaper and

Bar for the proprietors of ihe Hampshire Aihir-

tisn; from plans by Mr. Wm. Burrough Hill, of

Southampton. The frontage to Above Bar-

street will be 36ft. 6in., whilst the depth will be

214ft., extending to Spa-road. On the ground

floor will be the advertisement and inquiiy office,

10ft. by 24ft., and in proximity will be the

manager's room and that occupied by the book-

keepers. There will be separate entrances for the

public and the stafi. On the first floor, fronting

the principal street, will be the reporters' room,

59ft. by 23ft. Close to this will be the editor's

room, and the sub-editors' room is in communi-

cation with the reporters' room and that occupied

by the telegraphists. On the second floor a

board-room has been provided, and on the same

landing accommodation is found for another room

devoted to the use of the reporting staff, and also

a private room for the secretary of the company.

Above this, on the third floor, accommodation is

provided for the caretaker of the building. At-

the rear, the ground-floor accommodation com-

prises machine room 79tt. by 44ft., stereotyping

room 30ft. by 35ft., engine-room 35ft. by 15ft.,

paper storeroom 35ft. by 18ft., publishing room

33ft. by 18ft., and damping room 13ft. 9m. by

18ft. On the first floor will be a linotype room

40ft! by 35ft. 6in., the news composing room

47tt. 6in. by 40ft., a jobbing composing room

54ft. by 44ft., and a jobbing paper storeroom

44ft". by 18ft. Throughout the entire building

the 'flooring will be of wood blocks, whilst the

staircases wiU be of fireproof construction, and

the premises wiU be lit by electricity.

TiiuRO Cathedral.-The work of erecting the

new stained-glass windows at the west end of

Truro Cathedral and in the south aisle of the

nave has been carried out ; while several of the

statues in the wtst porch have been placed in

their respective positions. The glass in the rose

window and the four lancet windows beneath is

the gift ot an anonymous donor. The subject of

the design is the work of God the Holy Spirit in

Creation (Gen. i. 2). In the centre is a figure,

with hands outstretched, of our Lord, and round

Him the creative energy of the Holy Spirit is

symbolised by figures of seven doves. In the

next circle of seven trefoils are figures of oeven

angels, of whom each one bears a shield inscribed

with the number of each of the six "days" of

creation and the seventh day of " rest." The

fourteen quatrefoils in the outer circle contain in

each of seven pairs symbolic representations of

the successive acts of creation, and "the rest " of

the last of the seven days. In the lancet windows

below are figures of four archangels, Uriel,

Gabriel, Michael, and Raphael. The predella or

scenes beneath each figure are (1) the creation of

man, (2) the creation of woman, (3) the fall, (4) the

expulsion from Paradise. The window in the

south aisle of the nave is in memory ot Mr. C.

H. T. Hawkins, of Trewithen. In one light is

the figure of King Charles I. Below him are

the figures ot (ieorge Herbert, the poet-priest

(1593-1632), and the patriot and orator. Sir John

Eliot (1592-1632). The predella represents the

beheading ot King Chwles. The other light is

filled with the figure of Margaret (iodulphin

(1652-1078), daughter of Col. Blagge, of llorn-

ingsheith, Suffolk, and wife ot Franci

Godolphin. The attendant figures are thoses:

Sir Beville Grenville (the Royalist leader, killed

at Lansdown 1643), and Sir Jhonathan Trelawny

(\ II. 1055-1721), tho third baronet, I'.ishop suc-

cessively of Bristol, Kxotor, and Winchester.

Tho predella represents Margaret (iodolphin (she

was at tho time still Margaret Blagge) leaving

the licentious Court of King Charios tho Second,

to whom, with his (iueen, Catherine ot Bragan/.a,

sho is depicted as making her final curtsy. In

tho west porch are several statues. Below tho

figure ot our present King, presented by the

city of Truro, is tho statue of Archbishop Ben-

son, wlio, as founder of the cithedral, bears a

model ot it in his hand. There are also statues

of King Alfred, NVIUiam tho Conciuoror,

Edward I., Henry V., Henry VIII., Elizabeth,

and Charies I. Smaller niches in tho pedi-

ments of either doorway are occupied by symbolic

figures ot tho " Moralities." Of these six arc in

pCsition. I'hcre have yet to bo placed statues of

King Arthur, and of (Juoens Alexandra and

\ictoria. The panel over tho outer doorway will

bo filled with statuarv repreeonting tho first

Bishop ot Truro at tho faying ot tho toundation-

stone ot tho cathedral. In the I'liillpotts I'orch

»„mc vacant niches will be filled by figures ol Sir

Humphrey Gilbert, Sir Beville Grenville, Canon

printing prem iscs are about to be built in Above I I'hiUpotts, and Mr. J. L. Pearson, R.A.
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Ayk.—The"Auld Brig o' Ayr," which was
closed to public traffic nearly four months ao-o,

has been reopened. The bridge was hastily
closed on March 25 as the resu't of a somewhat
alarming report by an engineer as to its safety as
a public thoroughfare. Thereafter, and pending
the question of the immediate disposal of a sum
of £10,000 left by a native of Ayr for the rebuild-
ing of the structure, the town council resolved to
;arry out fuch ttmporary works on it as would
fpr some time insure its safety against floods and
tides. The council have expended about £1,000
over this work, and the chitf feature of the opera-
tions carried out consist in the support of three
out of the four arches, with wooden arches, each
resting on three open wooden piers, the wooden
arches being built up in close contact with, and
being capable of bearing the full weight of, the
stone structure above it. The three arches so
treated are three contiguous arches counting from
the south end of the bridge, the foutth arch,
which is the north one, and seems the best pre-
served and permanent of the four, being left open
for such narigUion as is necessary between the
harbour and tlie head of the tidal waters at the
Ayr Mills dam.

^
Birmingham's Xew Welsh W.itek Suitlt.—

Yesterday (Thursday) the King and Queen
opened the new waterworks in the Elan Valley
for the supply of the city of Birmingham and
surrounding district. The undertaking has been
ten years in couise of construction, and is by no
means yet finished. The watershed is that of the
rivers Elan and Claerwen, and it corers an area
of 71 square milts. The length of the aqueduct
from its starting point in ttie ('iban Coch reser-
voir to the service reservoir at Frankley, about
seven mUes from Biroiingbam, is a little over
73 milts, and the whole length is omplete.
It consists of 13J m'les in tunnel, 23 miles in
cut-and-cover conduit, and 37 miles in pipe
siphon. The storage provided under the scheme
is suffi. lent to maintain in a dry year a supply of
75,000,000 gallons a day, in addition to 27,000,000
gallons fvjr compensation. The entire scheme
comprises a series of six reservoirs on the two
rivers, to be formed by huge masonrj' dams built
across the rivers, and varying in height from
98ft. to r28ft. above the river bed. Meantime,
however, only the reservcirs on the rivtr EUu
have been constructed. Those on the Caeriien
will not be commenced until the water require-
ments of the city shall have developed s i as to
necessitate further storage than that provided by
the Elan reservoirs. The cost of the scheme as
at present undertaken U close upon £6.000,000
sterling. Mr. James Mansergh, F.K.I.B.A., is

the engineer.

Deptford.—The London, Brighton, and South
Coast Railway Co. has followed up the recon-
struction it complt-ted last yar of its chief London
goods depot at Willow-walk with corresponding
improvements at its riverside station and wharf
at Djptford. The chief addition to the accom-
modation consists of a new covered-in barge-dock,
300ft. by 70ft., with a goods warehouse adjacent.
This dock, which can hold 1 5 barges, carries on
its roof nine one-ton overhead electrical travelling

and hoisting cranes, wh'ch can pick goods out of

barges lying in any pirt of the dock and drop
them into railway trucks direct or deposit them
in a goods shed to the south of the dock. This
shed is 210It. long, and is traversed by two
parallel railway lines, which are both accessible
to the cranes and can together hold 30 trucks.
Above this shed and its platform there is a ware-
house the floor of which is designed to carry
2,000 tons. It is served by tw:i electric travelling
cranes, like those fitted over the dock. North of

the covered barge dock there is a new jetty,
330ft. long and 66ft. wide, on which four parallel
lines of railway, connected by crossings, provide
accommodation for SO trucks, which can be moved
as required by hydraulic capstans. Along the
north edge of this jetty there are three hydraulic
coal whips and a two-ton hydraulic crane. The
total area of the new and old station and docks is

lOJ acres, and three 1,500-ton steamers and 20
barges can be dealt with simultaneously. The
electrical lifting and hauling machinery at present
installed consists of 11 one-ton travellers and one
two-ton electrical capstan. There are also two
electrical generators, each of I70H.I'., an
hydraulic engine-house and pumping plant, and
a water-softening apparatus. The goods station

and dock have been built under the supervision
of Mr. Charles L. Morgan, the chief engineer of
the company, the hydraulic plant is by Messrs.
Tannett, Walker, and Co., and the electrical

installation by Messrs. Dick, Kerr, and Co.

Swansea. — The King visited Swansea on
Wednesday, and inaugurated the scheme for
dock extension. The harbour trustees obtained
Parliamentary powers in 1901 for the construc-
tion of a new dock, which will be fully up to the
requirements of the largest vessels afloat or in
course of construction. Swansea's present wet
dock accommodation comprises the Prince of
Wales dock, opened by King Edward in 1887, of

27 acres; the north dock, 16i acres; and the
south dock, 17 acres. So great and rapid has
been the growth of the port that an important
extension of the Prince of Wales dock had to be
completed in 1898 at a cost of £80,000. Since
then there has been completed a new deep lock
for the south dock, and the deepening of the
entrance to the north dock at a total cost of

£200,000. adding much to the cipacity of the two
docks. The new works now to be undertaken are
estimated to involve an expenditure of nearly
two millions sterling. The new dock, which will

adjoin the Prince of Wales or east dock, will be
70 acres in extent, with 11,000 lineil feet of

quays, and will be so designed th it large e.x'6n-

sions can be made at a relatively small cost. The
enginetrs, Mr. P. W. Mtik and Mr. A. O.
Schenk, and the contractor, Mr. James Railton,
were presented to the King on Wednesday.

SrxDERLAN-ii.—The NortV -E istern Railway
Co. have forwarded to the Sunderland Corpora-
tion a wooden model of the bridge across the
River Wear, between Southwick and Deptford,
which it is proposed to build for railway,
vehicular, and pedestrian traffic. The bridge,
which wi 1 have a length of 1,610ft., will com-
prise four spans, two on the south side of 200ft.
each, the main span, across the river, of 325ft.,

and the fourth, on the north side, of 200ft. The
ends of the girders forming the spans will rest on
stone pillars on each side. The approaches to
the bridge rise froan the street levels to its level,
and these approaches will rest on arches of stone
and brick, nine of these arche* being on the
north side and seven on the south side. The
approach on the north side will have a gradient
of 1ft. in 82ft., and that on the south side Ht. in
60ft. The bridge will be constructed of steel,

and have two levels, the lower for cart, tram,
and foot traffic, snd the higher for railway
traffic. The cirt and tram road will have a
«iith of 26ft. and a height of 18ft., and outside
of it, on each side, will be hung on brackets
footpaths, each 7ft. wide. On the sou'h side the
approaches will run a' right angles to Hivannah-
street, and be connected with the new Pallion-
road, and on the north side the approach will be
at right angles to Camden -street. .-Vt high
water the bottom girder will have a height of
Soft, from the water, which is 5ft. higher than
the Wearmouth Bridge. Tenders are being
invited by the North-Eastern Railway C>. for
the erection of the bridge, whi"h will be built at
the jo'nt exi ense of the Sunderland Corporation
and the N.E.R. at a cost of about £100,000.

TvNEMouTH.—At the last meeting of the Tyne-
mouth Town Council a scheme of dock extension
by Smith's Dock Co., L'd., and of alterations to

streets, &c , by the corporation, was reported
upon by a special committee. The scheme set
forth in the report provides for the closing of
DotwicU-street, which will be absorbed in the
proposed dock ex'enaion, and the construction of
a new street from the corner of Dotwick-street
and Burdon Main row up to the east end of
Appleby- street, which will be extended into MiU-
street. Scnith's Dock Co. are to hand over to
the corporal ion, free of cost, two plots of

ground for the purpose of widening CoUingwood-
street, and to contrihu'e £3,000 towards the cost

of building a new police station. On completion
of the new building, the present Bull King Police
Station and site are to be handed over, free of

cost, to the dock company. In the event of the
corporation agreeing to the closing of Dotwick-
street, the dock company will pay the cost of any
alterations to sewers, gas and water-pipes, and
electric cables.

The first section of the new corporation electric

trimway system for Miidstone was opened on
Thursday in last week. Mr. S«llon is the consult-
ing engmeer, and Messrs, Dick, Kerr, and Co.
were the contractors.

FBOFESSIONAIi ANB TBACB
300IETIE9.

ASSOCIATIOX OF MrXICIPAL AND CoCNTV
ExGi.VEEKS.—The thirty-first annual meetings of

the Incorporated Associati'in of Municipal and
County Engineers were held at Shrewsbury on
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday in last week.
The Mayor of Shrewsbury (Mr. W. F. Watkina)
welcomed the members of the association to the
town. The retiring president, Mr. W. Weaver
(borough engine' r, Kensington) acknowledged the

Mayor's welcome. Upon the annual report of the

council it was urged that a strong effort should be
made to put urban and rural councils in a similar

position to corporations with regard to the pay-
ment of the expenses of their officials at such
gatherings. The retiring president then installed

as his successor Mr. A. T. Davis, M.Inst.C.E
,

county surveyor, Salop. A cordial vote of thanks
was passed to the retiring president on the motion
of Mr. Yabbicombe (Bristol), seconded by Mr. J.

Piice (Birmingham). The president then
delivered his addre.-s. H'j mentioned that since

1873 the membership had grown from about 100
to 1,060, and he claimed that, not only engineers,

but also the municipalities, had derived immense
benefits from the association. Daring the exist-

ence of the association, while the population of

the kingdom had increased by upwards of

10,000,000 with its concomitant crowding in the
larger cities and towns, the rate of mortality had
decreased from 21'3 in 1871 to 15'4 last year, and
he thought memb rs might fairly claim, along
with their colleagues, the health officers, no
small share in the diminution of human suffering

and the prolongation of human life represented by
those figures. A hearty vote of thanks was
acoorded to the president for bis address. After-
wards various papers were read and discussed, and
at night the annual dinner was held, and was
attended by a number of local officials. The
members present included Messrs. J. Price
(Birmingham), A. .T. Dickinson (Birmingham),
E. E. W. Butt (Birmingham), W. Chappie
Eddowfs (Shrewsbury), Herbert H. Humphries
(Erdington), U. Ric-hardson (Handsworth), G.
W. Lacey (Oswe.-try), F. W. Wright (Kidder-
minster), J. E. Willcox (Birmingham), C. J.

Fox Allin (Smethwick), F. C. Cook (Nuneaton),
A. D. Greatorex (West Bromwich), T. H. Shipton
(Oldbury), Joseph Lobley (Hanley), J. P. Wake-
ford (Bilston), M. Mawbey (Leicester). Dr.
Watson (Birmingham) G. Green (Wolver-
hampton), J. Parker (Hereford), W. H. Juckes
(Tipton), and J. Gamage (Dudley). On Friday
a series of papers were read and discussed, and
on Siturday a number of excursions were made
to places of interest in the locality.

CHIPS.
The work so far completed on the new town-hal

and law-courts in Cathays Park, Cardiff, represents
an outlay of £194,000. The architects, Messrs.
Lanchester, Steward, and Rickards, have reported
to a meeting of the committee that the work will
probably be finished by February next.

A memorial brass has just been erected in the
north choir aisle of St. Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin,
by me officers and men of the 5th Royal Irish
Lancers to the memory of their comrades who fell

in South Africa. The brass bears the regimental
crest, harp and crown, aui the motto "Qais
.Saparabit r " in silver, the names of the dead, and
the regimental battle honours.

Colonel Royds, M.P., and Mrs. Royds have
undertaken to defray the cost of erecting new
headquarters for the Rjchdale Ambulance Corps.
The building will contain a large drill-hall, 75ft.
by 36tt., and other rooms, and the cost will amount
to about £1,500.

Mr. Carlton E. Davis, of Newark, New Jersey,
sailed for Colon recently to take charge under Chief
Engineer Wallace of the water and sewerage works
to be constructed by the Isthmian Canal Commis-
sion.

The Duke of Connaught, accompanied by Princess
Christian and Princess Louise of Schleswig-Holstein,
visited Winchester on Friday, and opened the
Memorial Homes which have been erected at St.
Caess, under the auspices of the Riflemen's Aitl
Society, for disabled riflemen. The homes are
eight in number, and have cost, including endow-
ment and erection, about £6,000.

The City Corporation have adopted a report by
the improvements and finance committee on the
subject of the widening of Skinner-street, under
which they have entered into an arrangement for
acquiring the premises at the eastern end of the
thoroughfare and on the southern side for £6,150.
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NEW TECHXICAL IXSTITl'TE, IIELFAST.

(Fob deacription and plans of ground and first

floor, see pp. 100, 101.)

KOYAL Oll.VMMAK SC IIOOL, N'EWC.t.STLE-lPOX-TVXE.

The school is disposed on the site to obtain as
large playing fields as possible, and is plinnfd in
a compact manner, the majority of the class-

rooms having a Eouth aspect, and the remainder
facing east and west. The art-room is in-
corporated with the main school, acd has a north
light. The changing rooms, lavatories, and
latrines are grouped in two blocks, for seniors
and juniors, external to the school, so that they
may be accessible to the boys when the school is

closed. The parts required for the future e.'itension

are planned in such a manner that they can be
carried out without interfering with the working
of Ihe school. The buildings are designed in a
simple manner, and will be executed in red brick
and stone. A special feature will be made of the
central hall. The architects are Jlessrs. S. B.
RusseU and T. E. Cooper.

THE LAWNS, HOVE, llHIOriTOX.

(See description and plans on p. 104.)

IIAEllOL-R TKUST COUNCIL KOOMS AND orilclcs,

SWANSEA.

These new buildings of the Swansea Hnrbour
Trust ha\e recently been completed, and were
especially in usi on Wednesday, when the
King visited Swansea on the occasion of cutting
the first sod of the new dock which is to be con-
structed for the Trust. (Jur view is from u photo-
graph by Mr. Thomas Lewis, Str.ttord-road,
Hirmingham. The buildings are of (_ 'attybrc.uk
redbrick with dressings of I'ortland stonp. The
exterior sculpture and carvii g, with figures re-
presenting Commerce, Discovery, Shpbuilding,
Kngineering, \c., aiid decorative motives of "a
nautical and marine character, are the work of
Mr. (ieo. ilaughton, of Swansea, and Mr. T. A.
Jones, of Cardill. The iron casement windows
and some good stained glass in staircase, board-
room, Arc

, are by Me.ssr8. Uenry Hope and Sun,
of Birmingham. A teries of bullseye medallions,
representing the eight winds, in the cupola roof
of the staircao arc an appropriate and meful
decorative finish to that portion of the building.
The ironwork of the tt.ircaso and the ex'erior
balustrading. \c., srcby .Messrs. Hill andSmith,
of liricrly lliU

; and on the tower there is a well-
modelled vane of gilded copper—a ship of ancient
do8ign~by .Messrs. Hardman, Powell, and Co.
The locks and door furniture, &c., were provido<l
by Mr. James (iibbon, of Wolverhampton; the
electric lighting by Mr. Colls and Mr. J. S.
Drown, of Swansea ; and the electric light
fittings by Mestrs. Thos. Brawn and Co., of

Birmingham. The hot-water engineering is by
Messrs. Jno. Legg and Son, of Swansea, and
ventilating fittiogs by Messrs. Jas. Stott and
Co. A plinth of Quarella stone of a quiet

greenish tint around the whole buildings, from
the quarries of the Forest of Dean Stone Co.,

gives a pleasing contrast with the warmer tone

of the brick. The general contractors for the

whole works were Me-srs. Lloyd Bros., of Swan-
sea, with Mr. Wm. David as clerk of works.

The architect is Mr. Edwin Seward, F.R.I.B.A.,

of Cardiff, whose designs w.-re placed first in

competition by Mr. Wm. M. Fawcett, M.A., of

Cambridge, who acted as professional referee.

We gave the plans and elevations on March 15,

1901.

CITY OF I'ERTII IS0L.\TI0N HOSPITAL.

We complete the illustrations we gave last week
by sections, elevations, and plan of the typhoid
and diphtheria blocks. Mr. G. P. Iv. Young, of

Perth, is the architect.

GOLF CLCll UOISE, OODEX, NEAR HALIFAX.

The club house at Ogden for the Ildifax Golf

Club is erectel on the site, and cbii-fly from the

materials, of eight old cottages. The stone is the

local sandstone roughly squared and coursed.

The roof is covered with stone slabs known
locally as grey slates. The garden slopes down
to a trout stream which separates it from the

home green. The contractors were :—Masons,
Messrs. Smithies and Murga'royd, Mount
Tabor, Halifax

;
joiners, Messrs. F. Greenwood

and Sons, Gibraltar, Halifax ; slater and plasterer,

Mr. Norris Crabtree, Causew.ay Feot, near

Halifax
;
plumber, Mr. Wilson Stocks, Uueens-

bury, near Halifax. The architfcts are Messrs.

Joseph Walsh and Graham Nicholas.

CHIPS.
The report of the Glasgow Municipal Commission

on the Housing of the Poor has been circulated in

draft form amongst the members. The recom-
mendations include one to the effect that the maxi-
mum size of a " ticketed " house should be increased
from 2,0008q.ft. to 2,600; and another that back
lands should be abolished by the enforcement of the
existing statutory powers of the corporation, and
that powers should, if necessary, be obtained to pre-
vent back lands, when "closed," from being used
as business premises.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been held
at Hastings into the application by the corporation
for consent to the borrowing of £17,170 for works
of paving, .£1,398 for water supply, £3,410 for elec-

tric lighting, and £750 for fire brigade station.

New premises are about to be built for the West
Cornwall Dispensary and Infirmary in St. Clare-
street, Penzance. The architect is Mr. 0. CilJwell.

Robert John Allen, aged twenty, a mason's ap-
prentice, was indicted at Durham Assizes on
Tuesday for the murder of his employer, Town
Councidor Charles Lowes, on the 9th inst. Allen
made a confession in which he accused the deceaseJ
of striking him, and declared that he acted in self

defence, and only meant to thras-h his master and
not to kill him. The jury returned a verdict of
manslaughter. Allen was sentenced by Mr. Justice

Grantham to 20 years' penal servitude.

A deputation of practical workmen have inspected
the cottages at Blacklty erected by the Manchester
Corporation— 80 says a report—and find that in-

ferior foreign-made doors have been used instead of

English, and at a time when so many joiners were
out of work in this country. They recoinraeud
plainer roofs, and better insides, " as that is where
the tenant has to live."

The new free library and technical schools at

Newton Abbot will be oiienei by Mr. J. Paesmore
KJwards on August 15th. The buildings are being
erected from ttie designs of the late Mr. Silvanus
Trevail, of Truro, and were illustrated in our issue

of July 1, 1902.

Three hundred and sixteen candiJates a]>pliod for

the post of tiuilding surveyor for schools under the
DiThyshire County Council, the salary otTered lieing

1';J00 per annum, Tlie council have ajipiiiiited

Mr, (i. H. Widdows, A.R.LB.A., at present em-
ployed on the staff of the borough engineer of

Derliy.

A receiving order has been made in the cnso of

Freilerick Itichard Flew and John Pearce Flew,
the younger (tra'ling as l''lew and Co.), North-end- I

road, West Kensington, W,, builders.

A new police-station is about to be built at Perry
Itarr for the StafVorilnhire County t'ouncil. It will

havo a frontage of S5ft. to Canterluiry-road, and a
consideral.le dipth. Tho buiMing will lie two
stories in height, and wdl tje faced with Leices'.er

brick, stone l>eiug used for dressings.

COMPETITIONS.

Baunet IsoLATio.v HospiTAL.—At their last

meeting the Bamet Hospital Committee de-

liberated upon the desirability or otherwise of

appointing an architect as assessor to examine
the five plans for a new hospital (cost £S,000)

already selected from over fifty sent in. By five

votes to four it was eventually decided not to

appoint an assessor, and a sub-committee of seven

was chosen to examine the five selected designs

and report on September 13.

HiNSTAXTox.—Acting on the report by the

assessor, Mr. Alfred Saxon Snell, F.R.I.B.A., of

London, the governors of the Hunstanton Con-
valescent Home have adopted plans submitted by
Messrs. McUister and Tench, of Cambridge and
Norwich, for a new home for children, to accom-
modate ten boys and ten girls, and also for

additional administrative rooms.

Kingston-on-Thames.—A letter bearing the

signature of seven of the nine architects who
were unsuccessful in the competition for the

erection of the new elementary school—the other

two having been disqualifled—has been for-

warded to the town council of Kingston, drawing
attention to the breaches of conditions committed
by the author of the plans recommended by the

asse«Eor for adoption, and pointing out also certain

defect-i in the design. The architects urge that

upon these grounds the assessor's award shall be
ignored and the matter referred to the President

of the Royal Institute of British Architects.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between J.

Kendall and J. H. Bakes, architects and surveyors,

Leeds, under the style of Kendall and Bakes, has
been dissolved,

A rich vein of copper has been discovered on the

estate of Sir Keith Fraeer, Bart,, of Kintail. It

extends along the shores of Loch Dutch and Loch
Long from Carr to Cambushinnie, a distance of

more than five miles, past the hick of Dornie
village, and quite close to the historic ruin of Eilean
Donan Castle. Arrangements are being made to

commence mining operations shortly on a large

scale.

The London County Council rejected on Tuesday
the recommendation of the Bridges Committee to

seek Parliamentary powers for the construction of

a footway tunnel under the Thames at Woolwich.

Mr. Frank M. Kent, F.R.I.B.A , of Pieter-

maritzburg, and formerly of Tunbridge Wells, died

on the 7th inst.

Captain William Henry White, one of the leading
designers of gasworks in the C^nited State', died in

New York on July 3. He was born in ISM, entered

the Union army while little more than a boy, and
was commissioned captain in the cavalry branch by
the time he was of age. He served after the close

of the war for some time, but eventually resigned

to take up engineering and contracting, mainly in

connection with gas and water works.

The new police-court buildings at Grimsby, in-

cluding the land, have cost £11,0S5, the original

estimate l)fcing !^11,000,

The Countess of Derby unveilel at Bootle, on
Monday, a bronze statue of the King, which Colonel

Sandys, MP., has given in commemoration of his

Majesty's accession and coronation, and the Earl of

Derby formally opened Stanley Garden, an area of

5,575 F(iuare yards which he has given to the town.

The King's statue is the work ot Mr. George Wade.

The Wrgan Board of (iuardians have received a

report from a committee stating that the original

estimate of cost of the proposed workhouse was
.£S(i,010, but that the ailditional accommodation and
other expenses brought the present estimate to

CU 1,010. The plans have been |irppnred by Messrs.

Heat'on, Ralph, and lleaton, architects.

.\t BiiiKley, on Friday, an inquiry was conducted

by Local" lioveriiinent Board imfiectoi-.s into the

apiilication of the Bingley District Council for con-

sent to the borrowing of a further sum of 111,500

on account of sewerage an I sewage purilicntiou

works and of £450 for street works. In IS99 tho

council obtained sanction to a loan of £;iO,OilO for

sewerage and works, and this sura has been expended

without tho oritrinal scheme having been completed,

tho districts of Ellwick and ililste.iil still lemiiining

to be sewered, and certain portions of the purifica-

tion works having yet to bo made. The 11 1, .500

was afked for in order that the scheme might be

completed.

The Tavistock Rural District Council have hem
informed that the Local tioverninent Board have

suggested certain amendments in the Horrahridge

drainage scbemo, which Mr. Bellamy, the engineer,

reports will increase the original estimate, exclusive

of Ihe cost of land, from £2,020 to £3,579.
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TO CORBESPONDENTS.
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions o<

our corresiwndenta. All communications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

communications respectiuff illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to tie EDITOR of the Bltildinq
News, Clement's House, Clement's Tnn Passage, Strand,
W.C., and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not unfrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other commiuiications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

imsougbt contributionB.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

The Strand Nkwspapee Cosipant, Limited.

Telegraphic Address:—"Timeserver, London."
Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. LXXXXV. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price I2s. each, by post
128. lOd.), asonly a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI.,
XLix., Lin., LXi., Lxn., Lxrv., lxv., lxvi.,
Lxvn., Lxvin., i*xix., lxxi., lxxu., lxxitt.,
lxxtv., lxxv., LXXVI., T.XXVTT. t.xxtx.,
LXXX., LXXXI., LXXXn., and LXXXni. may still

be obtained at the same price; aU the other bound
volumes are out of print. Most of the back numbers of

former volumes are, however, to be had singly. Sub-
Bcribers requiring any back numbers to complete
volume just ended should order at once, as many of

them soon run out of print

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Bptldinq Nhws,
price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Tnn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TEEMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (jwst free) to any part of the
United Kingdom; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 6s. Od. (or 6dol3. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 68. Od. (or 3.3fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6a. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all official

advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first

line counting as two, tiie minimum charge being 5s. for
four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and
SEiscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of
more than six insertions can be ascertained on application
to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.
The charge for advertisements for " Situations

Vacant" or "Situations Wanted " and " Part-
nerships " is O.vE Shilling for Twestt-foub Words,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. All Situation
Advertisements must be prepaid.

•«• Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand
W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See
Notice at head of "Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Received.—L. M. and Co.—F. N.—M. 0. E.—A. E. G.
—T. and Sons.-V. S. K., Ltd.—O. B.

Suburban'.—"We can only refer you to our own back

Comspnlrence.

SCIENTIFIC NATURAL VENTILATION.
To the Editor of the Building News.

SiK,—ily attention has just be?n called to a
letter written by Messrs. Robert Boyle and Son,
recently appearing in the Biildixg News, which
has been reprinted and distributed under the
heading " Scientific Natural Ventilation."

In this letter a good deal is made of the ventila-

tion of the long room at the Custom House. The
letter goes on to say thit this room has long been
notorious for being one of the worst ventilated
rooms in London, and that this has all been
remedied, and efficient ventilation secured by the
installation of a number of Boyle's air-pump
ventilators ; further, that these have performed
their duty without the slightest down-draught
being discernible.

fl I
My only comment upon this statement is that

the whole ol this installation by Messrs. Boyle

was cleared out in 1903 by the Office of Works,
and mechanical ventilation by blower-type fans

substituted. The reason for this was that the

Boyle's automatic ventilators caused a strong and
insufferable down-draught ; whereas under the

mechanical arrangements now installed, not only
is efficient ventilation secured, but the down-
draughts are entirely done away with.

I have neither time nor inclination to write a

long letter, nor is such, 1 think, necessary ; but
as a good deal has been said and written lately

regarding the relative efficiency of automatic
rnsiix mechanical ventilalion, I think it is only

due to advocates of the latter system that the

foregoing information should be supplied.—

I

am, &!-., Walter Yates, Man. Director.

(Mitthews and Yates, Ltd.)

Cyclone Works, Swinton, nr. Manchester.

$nttrt0mmuttuation.

QVESTIOyS.
[12071.]—Ice House. — Could any of your readers

kindly iaform me a3 to the cheapest and most efficient

mode of construction of a building for the storage and
preservation of shiploads of ice ? The building would be
on a pubUc street, in a very exposed position, and of tbe
following dimensions, 100ft. by 40ft. by 9ft. high to eaves.
How should the walls be built ? Of what thickness and
material (if concrete, please state proportions), and should
the roof be circular or flat, and how constructed ! Would
vulcanite roofing or Granolithic be of any use ? I would
also like the names of any firms who make a speciality oi

that class of work.—Cold Stobage.

OHIFS.
The education committee of the Eastbourne Cor-

poration have adopted a design by Mr. F. P. Cooke,
of Eastbourne, for a school at an estimated cost of

£6,236.

In Totnes Pariah Church a sundial, designed by
Mr. C. R. Baker King, of London, who carried out
the restoration of the church, was unveiled on Sun-
day. The frame is of Djulton stone, as in the
windows and parapets of the church ; the slab of

dark marble, the gnomon of guumetal, and the

gilt-lettered inscription is *' In memoriam. T. W. W.
1903. Lat. 50.26 N., Long. 3.41 W. Ut hora sic

vita." It is presented by Mr. Elward Windeatt
as a memorial to his late father, Mr. T. W. Win-
deatt, and was executed by Messrs. Harry Hems
and Sons, of Exeter.

The members of the baths committee of the Brad-
ford Corporation paid a visit to a number of the
out-districts on Monday for the purpose of laying

memorial-stones of district baths at Undercliffe and
Bowling district in Wakefield-road, and also to Low
Moor, for the purpose of opening cottage baths

there. At the Undercliffe and Bowling baths, the
accommodation to be provided will be pretty much
the same in each case. A large swimming-pond,
60ft. by 20ft., the same as at the Drummond-road
and Leeds-road baths, will be constructed, and in

addition there will be 20 douche baths, vapour
baths, &c. The committee are also introducing the
lassar aouche bath. The water is maintained at a
temperature of 88', and the supply is inexhaustible.

Tha cost of these two baths will be something like

£6,500 each. At Low Moor the baths committee
have purchased two cottages, one of which they
have converted into slipper and douche baths,

whilst in addition there is a. table bath for children.

The cost of the Low Moor baths is between £400
and £500.

Important changes will be noticed by those who
have known Newport (Salop) and revisit it. On
Tuesday the pulling down of four houses which
obliterated the view ot the parish church on the

south side was completed. On Tuesday also the

foundation-stone of a new south porch to the parish

church was laid by Lady Boughey.

The newly constituted corporation of Hornsey
have applied to the Local Governmsnt Board for

sanction to borrow £2,500 for the purchase of land

for the improvement of Muswell Hill-road ; £44,285

for the erection of houses for the working classes
;

£1,360, £590, £1,140, £600, and £210 for road

widenings ; £315 for asphalting; £550 for the im-
provement of Newland-roid ; £6,500 balance of

£16,500 required for the depot purposes; and
£16,333 part of a sum of £37,333 required for

electric lighting.

The urban district council ot Tipton have decided

to invite Mr. John Perry, of Tipton, and Mr. G. H.
Wenyon, ot Great Bridge, to submit desigus, in

competition, for the free library building to be

erected on the park site at a total cost not esceei-

ing £3,500, for the inspection ot the council, the

unsuccessful competitor to be asked to prepare the

designs for the second free library proposed to be

erected at Toll End.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

BiEMiNGHAM.—At a meeting of the general

committee of the fund for providing a memorial of

the Birmingham soldiers who fell in the South
African War, held at the Council House, Birming-
ham, on Monday, it was announced that the sub-

committee had selected the design of Mr. Albert
Toft, sculptor, for the proposed memorial, and
that the city council had granted a site at Cannon

-

hUl Park. The monument, which will be sur-

mounted by a bronze group Oft. 6in. high, and
5ft. at the base, will have a total height of 25ft.

Mr. Toft, who was born in Birmingham, is the son

of Mi . Charles Toft, who was for more than twenty
years chief modeller to Messrs. Elkington, of New-
hall-street, in that city.

LrvEEPOOL.—A memorial statue of the late Right
Hon. W. E. Gladstone, which has been erected at

Liverpool, was unveiled on Saturday by Earl

Spencer. The statue, which is in bronze, is the

work of Mr. T. Brock, R.A. The site of the

memorial is in St. John's Gardens, situated in the

heart of the city, and overlooked by St. George's

Hall. The memor.al rises to a height of 30ft., the

statue itself being 10ft. in height without the plinth.

Bare-headed, iu erect position, with left foot

slightly advanced, the late Premier is depicted with
his right-hand holding loosely the lappel of his

frock coat, whde his left arm hanging by his side

grips in the hand a bundle of documents, and on the

floor beside him are pUed several volumes as if for

reference. On a panel in front of the pedestal is

the inscription. On the right and left sides of the

pedestal are bronzed, winged female figures of

heroic size, symbolic of "Truth" and "Justice."

On the right, .Justice is depicted as an armed figure

carrying a sword and holding in one hand a pair

of scales. Truth is seated, carrying on the left

arm the book of knowledge, and holding in the

right-hand a rewarding sprig of laurel. On the

fourth side of the pedestal is a bronze group in

relief, symbolic of Brotherhood, the figures in

Classical drapery representing the statesman with

his scroll, clasping hands with the labourer

equipped with spade for his daily work.

WiNCHESTEE.—A memorial has just been placed

on the north side of the chancel of Winchester

College chapel liy the four children of the late Rev.
Godfrey BoUes Lee, the last warden of the college.

It is in the form of three sedilia in oak, and the

design has been suggested by the 15ih-c€ntury

miserere seats of the choir, the only old woodwork
now remaining in the chapel. Upon the top rail of

the back is carved a Latin inscription commemora-
ting the late warden's 42 years of office, and at

either end are shields supported by Tudor roses,

carved with the arms of the family and the college

arms. The ends are deeply mouldei with carved

horses on the arms. The memorial was designed

bv Mr. G. H. Kitchin, architect, son of Dean
Kitchin.

A serious fire occurred on Monday night at

Camden Town, on premises owned and occupied by
Mr. T. Tyler, timber merchant. The timber yard,

covering an area of about 150ft. by 120ft., and con-

tents were severely damaged by fire, and a building

of three floors, about 40tt. by 20ft. (used as store),

and contents were also severely damaged, and partly

fell down.

The Scarborough Council have granted £100 to

Mr. Harry W. Smith, borough engineer, for the

extra services recently rendered by him.

The newly-erected magistrates' court and police

buildings at Sedgley were formally opened on
Moniay. The buildings, which have been provided

at a cost of £3,000, partly occupy the site of the old

police court. They comprise a police court, with
retiring rooms for magistrates, solicitors, and
witnesses, and an inspector's house. The plans

were prepared by Mr. W. H. Cheadle (county sur-

veyor), and the building contract was carried out

by Mr. H. Gough, of Wolverhampton.

The new municipal ofiices and council chamber
at Colwyn Bay were formally opened on Friday.

Two villas in Conway-road have been converted,

from plans by Mr. W. Jones, the council's surveyor,

into a suite of offices for the use of the council's

officials, and in the rear of the block a chamber has

been constructed for the council meetings.

The Lord Mayor (Sir James Ritchie) opened on
Friday the new police-station which has been

erected in Moor-lane, City, on the site of a smaller

building. The old station was built 63 years ago,

and its successor covers an area of 6,720ft., including

three shops on the ground floor. The cost of the

new building, which has been built from plans pre-

pared in the City architect's office, has been about

£21,000. Mr. Arthur Porter, of Tottenham, was
the builder.

At a meeting of the South Staffordshire Joint

Smallpox Hospital Board, held at Wolverhampton
last week, it was decided to seek the sanction of the

Local Government Board to borrow £17,890 towards

the cost of the hospital.
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LEQAIi INTEIililGENaB.
A Meteopolitan Water Purchase Ai'PEAL.—

The House of Lords gave judgment on Monday of

the appeal by the Metropolitan Water Board and
the cross appeal by the New River Company with
respect to certain questions of law which arose in

the course of the arbitration, under the Act of 1002,
between the Board and the company. The Court
of Appeal had decided that the limitation of
dividends by the Waterworks Clauses Act, 1S47, to

10 per cent, only applied to profits made by the
New River Compmy upon works constructed
under their Acts of Parliament which incorporated
the general Act, and did not extend to pro6t3
made upon their works previously constructed, and
they reversed the decision of the arbitrators, Sir E.
Fry, Sir H. Owen, and Sir J. Wolfe Barry. The
House of Lords (Lords Macnaghten, James, and
Lindley), however (the Lord Chancellor dissenting),

restored the finding of the arbitrators, allowed the
appeal of the Water Board with costs, and dismissed
the cross appeal of the New River Company with
costs. The julgment reduces the amount to be paid
by the Board to the company as compensation by
about three millions sterling.

Two Points ix Arbitration Proceedings.—
SHAErrNOTON V. FULHAil BOAED OF liUARDIANS.—
Mr. Justice Farwell has delivered judgment in the
Chancery Division in this action. In 1899 the
plaintiff, a contractor, agreed to execute certain
works at 9, Parson's-green, S.W., with the object
of converting a private residence into a house for
the reception of pauper children under the charge of
the defendants. The contract price was £t,599,
but this sum was considerably increased before com-
pletion in May 1901. The contract contained the
usual clause for the reference of disputes and dif-
ferences to arbitration. The plaintiff alleged that
the work was delayed for thirty-six weeks beyond
the contract time by the defendants, and owing to
extensive alterations made by them, and that in
consequence of this delay he had incurred heavy
expenses over and above the amount of the certifi-

cate of the defendants' architect. He accordingly
sent in an additional claim for £I,3.t7. This claim
was disputed by the defendants, and the matter was
referred to arbitration. The defendants raised two
preliminary points of law, and these now came
before the court for decision. These points of law
were (1) that the plaintiff' did not commence pro-
ceedings within six months next after the acts,
negligence, or default now complained of nor
within six months next after the ceasing thereof,
and that the present action would not lie under the
Public Authorities Prorection Act, 1S93; (2) that if

any debt, claim, or demand was lawfully incurred
by or became due from the defendants to the
plaintiff in respect of the plaintiff's claims, the same
was incurred or became due on or before May 3,
1901, the date of the completion of the contract,
and was not paid within the half-year in which the
same was incurred or became due, nor within three
months after the expiration of such half-year, the
commencement of such half-year being reckoned
from March 30, 1901, the time when the last
half-year's account ought to have been closed
according to the order dated January 14, lSG7,otthe
Poor Law Board, an I that the same could not
now be paid by the . defendants under the Boards of
Guardians (Payment of Dabte) Act, 1859. The
first point of law was argued separately. Mr.
Upjohn, K.C., for the plaintiff, argued that, though
in entering into the contract with the plaintiff the
defendants were acting in discharge of a public
duty, in carrying it out they were acting towards
the contractor in a private capacity. The neglect
or default mentioned in the Act of 1893 was neglect
or default in the execution of an Act of Parliament,
public duty, or authority, and was never meant to
apply to any alleged neglect or default in carrying
out a contract. The Act, therefore, was not
applicable in the present case. He relied on
the following authorities: "Midland Railway Co.
V. Local Board of Withington," "Divies v.
Swansea Corporation," " Wallace v. Smith." Mr.
Butcher, K.C. (.VIr. A. A. Hudson with himj, for
the defendants, admitted that the contract was
entered into in strict exercise of a statutory duty by
the defendants, but relied on the following cases as
•bowing that ths Act of 1893 applied to the neglect
or default allege 1 by the plaintiff in the present
ease :

" Fiel ling v. Morley Corporation," 1899
"The Ydun," 1899; "Parker v. London County
Council," "Ambler v. Bradford Corporation," 1902

;

" Chamberlain and Ilookhivm v. Bradford Corpora-
tion." Mr. Justice Farwell, in delivering judgment,
said that in providing a house for the reception of poor
children, the plaintiff complained that ho had not
bepn paid enough, and the matter went to arbitra-
tion, the defendants raising two points of law, the
first of which he had now tode;ide. It was said
that this alleged breach with the contractor c ime
within the meaning of " neglact or default" in
section 1 of the Act of 180 !. No direct decision on
the point could he found, but, in his opinion, this
was an attempt to carry the protection afforded by
the Act further thin it had ever been carried before
and further than the court should cjuntenanca. '

None of the cises cited for the defeniants* case

seemed very relevant. The present case dif-

fered entirely from " Chamberlain and Hook-
ham V. Bradford Corporation." The defendants
had to alter the house, and they entered
into a contract, and the complaint was by the con-
tractor as a private individual of injury to himself.

It was not an action in the name of the poor
children of Fulham. In his opinion the defendants'
contention failed, i in the second point of law under
the Boards of Guardians (Payment of Debts) Act,

1859, Mr. Upjohn contended that the point was
covered by authority, and relied on " Midland RiU-
way Co. V. Edmonton Guardians" (1895), "West
Ham Guardians v. Churchwardens of St. Matthew,
Buthnal Green" (1898), and "Manchester, Shef-
field, and Lincolnshire Railway Co. v. Djncaster
Guardians " (1807). Mr. Butcher argued that pro-
ceedings before an arbitrator were proceedings
before "a competent authority" under section 4

of the Act. As plaintiff had not taken his remedy
within the prescribed time, his claim was barred.

Plaintiff had made a definite claim in writing, and
the time ran from the date of the claim, not from
the date of the arbitrator's award. He referred to
" Baker v. Billericay Guardians." Mr. Justice

Farwell, in delivering judgment, said that it was
admitted that the plaintiff's claim had been referred

to an arbitrator under the arbitration clause in the

contract. The defendants had raised a second point

of law under the Act of 1859. It had been argued
for the defendants that the sending in of his claim
by the plaintiff was the commencement of proceed-
ings. That point was concluded by " Midland Rail-

way Co. V. Edmonton Guardians," where it was
held that an application to tax costs was not a com-
mencement of proceedings to enforce their payment.
Similarly, a claim like the present, which had been
referred to arbitration, could not be a proceeding
within the meaning of the Act. The defendants
could have paid without arbitration ; but as they
went to arbitration, they showed that they did not
consider themselves bound to pay the claim. In his

opinion, the second point raised by the defendants
failed also.

Claim by a Suevbtoe.—At the City of London
Court on the 14th inst., before Mr. Bosanquet,
K.C, Common Sargeant, Mr. Josiah Mdnsbridge,
builder and surveyor, formerly carrying on business

in Finsbury-circus House, claimed £153 lOi. 31.

from Mr. William Pope in respect of surveyor's fees

and of profits arising from the letting of a room.
The plaintiff said he built Finsbury-circus Build-
ings in 1S92-3. In 1895 he got into financial dif-

ficulties, and was adjudicated a bankrupt. The
trustee disclaimed any interest in Finsbury-circus
Buildings, the value of which was stated at £10,000
over the mortgage. In 1S96 he was introduced to

the defendant, and entered into a five years' agree-
ment with him. All moneys due under the agree-
ment were paid to him, but he was entitled under
the agreement to the use of rooms. One of those
rooms had been let, and, not having had the
benefit of it, he claimed half the rent. In October,
1898, he entered into another agreement with the
defendant in connection with Finshury - circus

House. It was no part of his duty to find tenants.

His present claim included a claim for commission
for finding tenants, and also for making surveys
and valuations of properties upon the instructions

of the defendant. Mr. William Pope, the defend-
ant, said he engaged the plaintiff under certain
agreements to manage the buildings. He never
gave instructions to the plaintiff to make any survey
or valuation of properties. He told the plaintiff of
certain properties being offered to him, and asked
whether the plaintiff would be able to manage
them. The plaintiff said he would be pleased to
do so. The properties were visited, but not bought.
After the expiration of the agreements a claim was
made, and it was at once repudiated. At the time
the agreements were running there was no sug-
gestion that anything was due over and above re-

muneration specified in the agreement. The Common
Sargeant gave judgment for the defendant on the
claim, and also on a counter claim for £52 78. lOd.,

which had been admitted by the plaintiff.

Is A Canai. Bank a "New .Street " ?—Hackmky
BoRonoii Council v. Lee Conservancy Board.—
In the Court of Appeal last week the Master of
the U>IU, Lord Justice S'.irling, an 1 Lord Juitii^e

Matthews gave judgment in an appeal by the
plaiutilfs from the judgment of Mr. Justice Wright
at the trial of the action. The action wis brought
to recover a sum of £300 2i. fid , apportioned on
the defendants, the couservators of the river L'ie,

as their projiortion of the expeiists of piving and
making good a new street called Maiwiin l-road,

Claptou I'ark, iii the Borough of II ickney, the
above amount being apportioned on the defHiiiiants

as the "owners" of a strip of land bounding, or
abutting on, the road and forming part of the
Hickney Cut Navigation of the river Leo. The
<]iiestioii upon the ap()eal was whether the defend-
ants were the " owners" of this strip of bind within
the definittou in section 250 of the Metropolis
Mmageinont Act, 1855. Tha Miiwand-roid wis
built upon only on the side furthest from the river

Lee. The land in question, which bounded the side

of the road opposite to that on which the buildings

were, was a retaining bank for the purpose of

strengthening the bank of the Hackney Cut, and
was about 2tift. wide at the base. In pursuance of

the statutory powers the defendants purchased
the land in question in 1849 for the purposj of

strengthening the bank of the Hackney Cut,

and the land was used for that and tor no
other purpose. No buildings were erected upon
this land. The defendants have power under the

Acts to take tolls, but cannot make profit from the

navigation of the river. By section 105 of the

Metropolis Management Act, 1855, "the owners of

the houses forming such street"—that is, a new
street, were to pay to the vestry the amount of the

expenses of paving such street. By section 77 of the

Metropolis Management Act, 1862, " the owners of

the land bounding or abutting on such street shall

be liable to contribute to the expenses or estimated

expenses of paving the same." By section 250 of

the Act, 1856, " owner " means " the person for the

time being receiving the rack-rent of the lauds or

premises, in connection with which the said word is

used, whether on his own account, or as agent or

trustee for any other, or who would so receive the

same if such lands or premises were let at a rack-

rent." Mr. Justice Wright found as a fact that the

street was a " new street," and he held that, as the

defendants were trustees for public purposes of a

nature inconsistent with the land being let at a rack-

rent, they were not " owners " of the land within

section 250 of the Metropolis Management Act,

1855. He accordingly gave judgment for the

defendants. The plaintiffs appealed. Mr. Thomas
Beven, for the plaintiffs, went elaborately through
the series of Acts relating to the river Lee, from 13

Eliz., c. 18, to the Lee Conservancy Act, 1900, for

the purpose of showing that the Lee Conservancy
Board were entitled to receive tolls and dues for

the navigation of the river, and for the use

of docks and wharves on the banks. They also

received large sums for the sale of water to

the New R'.ver Company, and there was nothing
in the Acts to prevent the board from either

letting the land in question, or selling it if any time
they considered it unnecessary for their under-

taking. The conveyance of the land in question

contemplated that the land might be used for docks
or wharves. The land therefore was not "extra
commercium" within the language of Lord Watson
in " Great Eistern Railway Co. v. Hackney Board
of Woiks." This was shown by "St. Giles,

Camberwell, v. London Cemetery Co." Nor was
the decision in " London County Council v. Wands-
worth Borough Council," which related to a common
dedicated for ever to the public use, against the plain-

tiffs. The defendants were, therefore, the " owners"
of this land within the meaning of the Metropolis

Management Acts, and were liable for their pro-
portion of the paving expenses. He also referred to

"Mersey Docks Trustees v. Cameron," "Mersey
Docks Trustees v. Gibbs," " Clyde Navigation
Trustees v. Adamson," " Leith Harbour Commis-
sioners V. Inspector of Poor," '* Greig v. University

of Edinburgh, " Forbes v. Lee Conservancy Board,"
" Thames Conservators v. Port of London Sanitary
Authority," "Rex v. Nicholson." Mr. Horace
Avory, K.C, for the defendants, said that the land
in question formed the bank of the river Lee, which
was a public navigable river. The defendants were
trustees acting for the publi ; to maintain the navi-

gation of the river Lee. "Forbes v. Lee Con-
servancy Board " showed what was the position of

the conservators. The cise of " Thames Conserva-
tors V. Port of London Sanitary Authority

"

showed that a publi'j body might be owners of

the land in one sense, and yet not "owners"
within the meaning of sections 105 and 250 of the
Metropolis Management Act, 1855. The defendants
derived no benefit from these paving works, and the
policy of the Act of 1855 was to throw the expense
upon those who derived benefit from the works.
The word "owners" should not be extended to

include such a public body as defendants. This
case was a stronger case than the rating cases,

because in the latter any beneficial occupitiou was
sufficient, whereas in the present case the " owner "

must be a person who, if the land were let, would
be entitled to the rack rent thereof. (" Limtwth
Overseers v. London County Council.") The posi-

tion of the defendants w.is the same as that of the
London County Council in "London County Council
V. Wandsworth Borough Council," and that of the
railway company in " (treat Eastern Railway Co.
V. Hickiiiiy Board, of Works." They were not the
" owners ' of the land within the Act. The Court,
having taken time to consider, delivered judgment
allowing the appeal. The Master of the Holls read
the following judgment : —The question in this

appeal is whether the respondents, the Leo Con-
servancy Board, are liable to pay paving rents aa
owners of a jiiece of land running along the side of
the Hackney Cut, which forms a part of the Lee
Navigation. The land in question bounds and abuts
upon a new street recently jiivod by the appellants,

and the action is brought to recover from the
respondents the duly assessed amount of their con-
tribution to these expenses. The liability, if any,
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of the respondents arises under the joint operation
of 25 and 26 Viot. c. 102, s. 77, and IS and 19 ^'ict.

c. 120, s. 250. Mr. Justice Wright has held that the
respondents are not '* owners " within the meaning
of theJdtter Act, inasmuch as they hold the land *' as

trustees for publicpurposes inconsistent with the land
being rack-rented as between landlord and tenant,"
The question is whether the conditions under
which the respondents hold the land in question are
such as to support the learned judge's conclusion.
I am by no means satisfied that they have not power
to let the land in question at a rack-rent while they
still retain it for the purposes of the navigation.

They are certainly owners in fact, and the land
was bought for the purpose of enabling them to

strengthen the banks of the cut ; but if they chose

to substitute, as they might do, a retaining wall,

they might dispose of the portion of the land no
longer required. Here we are dealing with a strip

of land about 26ft. wide and running a consider-

able length along the cut. I think that the prin-

ciple de minimis cannot be applied to such a con-

siderable piece of land. On these grounds I am of

opinion that this appeal must be allowed. Lords
Justices Stirling and Mathew concurred.

The Repaib of Aiteoaches to Bridges.—
Hektfoedshiiie County Council t. New Riveh
Company.—Mr. Justice Swinfen Eady gave judg-

ment in the Chancery Division, on Friday, in this

action by the plaintiffs for a declaration that the

defendants were bound to repair, and keep in

repair, three bridges and the arches and the other

parts thereof and approaches thereto, including the

highways over such bridges and such parts of the

highways adjoining as lay within 300ft. next

adjoining to the ends of such bridges—viz., («) The
bridge at Broxbourne carrying the highway from
London to Hoddesdon over the New River; (/')

the bridge at Stanstead St. Margaret's carrying the

highway from Hertford to Stanstead over the New
River; and (<) the bridge at 'Wormley carrying the

highway from Wormley to Wormleybury and
. West End over the New River. The defendants

admitted that they were bound to repair the bridges

in question and the approaches thereto (including

the roadways thereon), including in the approaches
so much of the highway on each side of the bridge

as had been raised or otherwise interfered with by

reason of the construction of the bridge, but not to

the extent of 300ft. from each end of the bridge.

They alleged that the approaches to the bridges in

question varied, but that it was iu each instance

much less than 300ft. from the end of the bridges.

The plaintiffs based their action on the " Statute of

Bridges," of the 22nd year of Henry the VIII.'s

reign. In delivering judgment Mr. Justice Swinfen
Eady quoted many cases which he considered

decided that where the inhabitants were liable to

repair a bridge they were also liable to repair and
maintain 300ft. at each end. And the same rule

appUed where persons were liable by prescription to

maintain a bridge. It would appear, therefore, tha*;

the same rule would apply where the liability arose

rtitiunf t/ HKntr. There still remained the question

whether the rule applied where the liability to

repair and maintain a bridge was imposed by statute.

That question had arisen in two modern caaes—in

" Nottingham County Council v. Manchester,
Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railway Company,"
and also in " R. v. Staffordshire and Worcestershire

Canal Company." The learned judge continued : —I
have to determine whether the defendants are liable

to repair to the extent of the 300ft. The case is not

one in which the liability is left to the common law,

but one in which it is imposed by the statute itself.

In my judgment, where a statute passed so late as

the reign of James I. empowers a company to cut a
highway and imposes upon it a liability to make and
n)aintain a " bridge," the word " bridge " does not

necessarily mean a bridge as defined by the Statute

of Bridges. It would be a modern extension of the

Statute of Bridges for which no precedent has been
found to hold that where a subsequent statute has
imposed an obligation to make and maintain a bridge

it has ip&ij fiu-tu imjtosed an obligation to repair the

roadway for a distance of 300ft. from each end of

the bridge. I do not think I am entitled so to ex-

tend the operation of that ancient statute. There
will, therefore, be a declaration that the defendants

are bound to repair and keep in repair the bridges

in question and the approaches thereto (including

the roadways thereon), including in the approaches
so much of the highway on each side of the bridge

as has been raised or otherwise interfered with by
reason of the construction of the bridge, but not

necessarily to the extent of 300ft. from each end of

the bridge. The plaintiffs must pay the costs of the

action.

Akchitect Sent to Prison.—At Stockport, on
Friday, a well-dressed elderly man, named John
Hickson, described as an architect, of Sale, was
charged with obtaining by false pretences os. from
the Rev. Francis Cale Lowry Hamilton, rector of

Northenden. He was further charged with ob-

taining by false pretences certain goods from
George Joseph Bate, a Northenden tradesman. The
Rector of Northenden stated that on Sunday,
May 28, Hickson went to his house and stated that

he was an architect named Charlesworth, of Man-
ningham-lane, Bradford, and that he had been

engaged on some sketches in the district, but un-

fortunately had lost his railway ticket. He had
no money on him, and as he wanted to get back

to Bradford he asked for the loan of 10s. He
mentioned the names of several gentlemen in the

district as acquaintances, and promised to send

back the money at an early date. Witness lent

him 5'., but did not receive it back, and
about three weeks afterwards, seeing him in

the village, he gave information to the police.

Police-constable Waite stated that he found Hickson
had been visiting several gentlemen, farmers, and
tradesmen in the district. He arrested him at Sale

on another charge on the 10th inst. The prisoner

denied having obtained the money by false pre-

tences. He was not an " ordinary common chap,"
but the only surviving representative of the firm of

Speakman and Charlesworth, architects, of Man-
chester. The magistrates dismissed this case on the

ground that false pretences had not been proved.

In the second case evi !ence was given to the eft'ect

that the prisoner, while representing himself to be a

particular friend of Mr. Parkin, of Rose Hill,

obtained some tinned goods and cigars from Mr.
Bite. There had been convictions against the

prisoner at Altrincham and Salford, and the
magistrates sent him to gaol for one month with
hard labour, the chairman remarking that it was a
bad case.

CHIPS.
The ceremony of unveiling the memorial to the

Coldstream Guards in St. Paul's Cathedral will

take place to-day (Friday) at 11 a.m. Mr. W.
Goscombe John, A.E.A., is the sculptor of the

plaque, which has been on view this summer
at the Royal Academy.

During the celebration of the tercentenary of re-

founding of the collegiate body of Ripon Minster
and the elevation by charter of the wakeman into a
mayor, held on Friday, the foundation-stone was
laid of the new Aldfield Spa baths in Park-street.

The baths are to be built in brick and terracotta

from the designs of Mr. Samuel Stead, of Harro-
gate, and will cost £6,000. .

The new church to be dedicated to Bishop Lati-

mer, in Handsworth New-road, Winson Green,

which has been built by an anonymous donor, will

be consecrated by the Lord Bishop of Worcester on
Saturday in next week.

Florence Lady Braybrooke has restored and
filled with stained glass the east windoiV of the

north chapel of Saffron Walden Parish Church, in

memory of her husband, the fifth Baron Braybrooke.

The gift has cost £1,000. As a further memorial
to the late peer the congregation of tho parish

church and friends have restored the two north
windows of the north chapel at a cost of £300.

In our description last week of the Leysian
Mission Buildings in the City-road, opened by the

Prince of Wales, and built from the designs of

Messrs, Bradshaw and Gass, of Bolton, we omitted

to mention that the terracotta work had been
supplied and executed by the Ruabon Coal and
Coke Co. (Messrs. Dennis, of Ruabon).

On Monday there was a special service in the

parish church of Great Whelnetham, which during

the last two months has been undergoing extensive

repair and renovation.

A new pumping station has been built at

Adlinglleet at the confluence of the Rivers Ouse
and Trent. The engines and boilers are capable of

raising 3,000 tons of water per hour. The work has

been carried out at a cost of £3,000, and it will

assist in the drainage of the whole of the area

govenigd by the Adlingfleet and Whitgift Drainage
Commissioners, covering something like 5,000 acres,

and containing 15 miles of drains. The new building

was designed, and its erection and equipment super-

vised, by the engineer, Mr. James Murgatroyd, of

Crossgates, Leeds. The Pulsometer Engineering Co.,

Ltd., were the contractors.

In the Dorset Chidrh Mn/faziir for this month
the secretary of the Dorset County Antiquarian

Field Club (the Rev. H. Pentin, of Mdton Abbey)
calls attention to the little Norman church at Lis-

combe, eleven miles from Dorchester, the chancel

of which is being used as a log-house and the nave

as a bakehouse, with two sleeping apartments over

it. The church contains some interesting Norman
windows and a Transitional Norman chancel arch.

A bronze statue of Queen Victoria, designed by
Mr. Frampton, R.A., was unveiled on Friday by
the mayor of Southport in the Municipal Gardens.

The statue, which is the town's memorial of her late

Majesty, is 121t. high, and stands on a granite

pedestal. The cost was over £2,000.

The octagonal bandstand which has been erected

on the Severalls at Newmarket, to commemorate
the King's Coronation, was formally opened on
Tuesday week. The contractor is Mr. H. J.

Linzell, of Newmarket and Felixstowe.

STAINED GLASS.
WALSAiL.—The Bishop of Shrewsbury has dedi-

cated a handsome memorial window which has j ust

been placed in St. Matthew's parish church in

memory of the late Mr. Henry Taylor, who for

nearly seventy years was actively engaged in church

and philanthropic work in the town. The window,
which is in the north wall of chancel, consists of three

lights and Perpeniiicular tracery. The subject in

the centre light is "The Last Supper," with a text

m scroll below "This do in remembrance of me."
In the left-hand light is the " Garden of Geth-
semane," with the text on scroll beneath " Not as I

will, but as Thou wilt." In the right-hand light

"The Betrayal," with the text " Betrayest thou

the Son of Man with a kiss ? " In the four upper

pieces of tracery are angels playing musical instru-

ments. In the lower tier of six lights are the four

Greek doctors in the centre—viz., 1, St. JohnChry-
sostum; 2, St. Basil the Great; 3, St. Athanasius;

4, St. Gregory Nazianzen. In the two outside

lights are St. Chad and St. Wilfrid. All the sub-

jects and figures are beneath canopies. The window
is by Messrs. Burlison and Grylls, of London, who
have executed all the chancel windows in this

church.

Colonel A. J. Hepper, D.S.O., R.E., a Local

Government Board inspector, has held an inquiry

at the Institute, Hailing, relative to the application

by the Strood Rural District Council for power to

borrow £S,000 for the purpose of the sewage dis-

posal of the village. The work will be carried out

by the Adams Patent Sewage Co., Mr. A. J.

Martin being the consulting engineer.

A memorial in the form of a carved and jewelled

Celtic cross in white marble has recently been

erected in St. Arvan's Churchyard, near Chepstow,
over the grave of the late rector of Croston, the

Rev. Oswald Master.

A memorial tablet has recently teen placed in

Milton Church, near Northampton, to the memory
of the late Frederic Norton Manning, M.D. He
was for some years inspector-general of the insane

for the colony of New South Wales. The tablet is

carved in statuary and Churchville dove marble.

Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Man-
chester, have just supplied some of their patent

Manchester grates to the Clifton-street Schools,

Swindon.

The foundation-stone of the Fylde Reformatory
and Farm School, near Poulton-le-Fylde, which is

to take the place of the Blackley Reformatory, near

Manchester, was laid on Saturday. Mr. Higgin-

bottom is the architect of the new school, which
occupies a site on a farm of 85 acres.

The church of AU Hallows Birking by the Tower
is undergoing internal restoration, including the

removal of paint from the Norman columns in the

nave, for which funis are greatly needed. With
the exception of St. Juhn's Ctiapsl in the Tower and
St. Bartholomew the Great, Wtst Smithfield, it has

a longer continuous history than any London
church.

The bronze tablet to the memory of Field-Marsha)

Sir Donald Stewart, in King's College, Aberdeen,

was unveiled on Wednesday by General Sir Peter

LumsJen.

A lock-out of all union joiners and carpenters in

Sweden commenced on Monday.

The Duchess of Devonshire will open the Tech-

nical Institute and Public Library erected at East-

bourne from Mr. Philip R^bson's designs, at a cost

of upwards of £40,000, which sum includes the

value of the site. It is intended to present the

freedom of the borough to Mr. Andrew Carnegie,

who gave £10,000 towards the cost of the new
building.

A new suite of waiting-rooms just erected on

Rothesay Pier was formally opened on Friday by
Provost Walker, whs was presented with a gold

key by the architect, Mr. A. M. M'Kinlay, on

behalf of the contractors. The building has cost

over £1,000.

In the case of the application made on behalf of

Allen Tinsley Bellamy, Upper Richmond-road,
Putney, S.W., High-street, Putney, and Feltham,

Middlesex, builder and contractor and estate agent,

trading with Albert Elward Barber and Arthur

Carl Lorange as S. W. Aires and Co., and as

Barber, Bellamy, and Lorange, the order of dis-

charge has been suspended for two-and-a-half

years.

Memorial-stones were laid on Saturday in con-

nection with the erection of a Methodist New Con-
nexion church. Union Hall-road, Lemington,

Co. Durham. The new building, which is to be

of brick with stone dressings, will seat 350 people,

and will involve an expenditure of about £1,700.

The work is being carried out by Mr. Thirlwell, of

Benwell, and Mr. Jackson, of Benwell and Gos-

forth, from designs prepared by Mr. B. R. Irvin,

architect, Giteshead.
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PABLIAMENTARY NOTES.
Ieish Axciext ll0N-r'5tE>TS.—Sir T. Esmonde

has been informed by Mr. Victor Cavendish that
173 ancient moDoments in Ireland were inspected

by the Board of ^Vorks during the year ended
March 31 last, and were found to be in a generally
satisfactory condition : £942 19s. 6d. was spent upon
42 of the monuments in varying amounts. A list

of the buildings repaired each year is published in

the annual reports of the Board : 206 monuments
are now under their care. The Land Purchase Act
of last year has not yet resulted in any addition to
this number, and it is not expected to do so to any
large extent, as county councils are empowered by
the Local Government Act of l'>i:'S to preserve
ancient monuments of local interest.

Geological Suevet Mafs.—In reply to Mr.
Morrell, Sir W. Anson states that the Board of
Education are aware that the utility of the drift

maps prepared by the (geological Survey is becoming
more widely known, and that those interested in
agricultural investigation and practice recognise the
value of these maps as a basis for such soil maps as
they may find it of advantage to construct. The
superficikl deposits, as shown upon these drift maps,
are now being mapped in all districts where work is

going on. Thirty-five 6in. maps of North Stafford-
shire have been published with drift, and others of
South Wales and of the area around Leicester are
in course of preparation for publication. The Board
do not contemplate the publication of drift maps
on the Gin, scale for the entire country, but manu-
script maps of any part surveyed on this scale may
be obtained at the cost of copying, and whatever
information with reference to superficial deposits
the officers of the survey have shown upon their
field maps of other parts of the United Kingdom is

available for reference at the offices of the Geological
Survey.

The Use of Foeeigx Ce^lent.— Sir Gilbert
Parker asked the representative of the First Com-
missioners of Works in the House of Commons on
Tuesday whether the authorities were aware that
the Portland cement being used for the General
Post-<Jffice at Sunderland and the General Post-
Office at Darlington, and supplied by an English
firm, was manufactured in Belgium, and whether
in future orders would be given for the use of the
best English cement on Government works.—Lord
Balc&ms answered that the cement was supplied by
an EngUsh firm, and was of Belgian manufacture.
It was of very good quality, meeting the tests
applied to it. The board had under consideration
the expediency of prescribing that cement made in
the British Isles only shaU be used in future, except in
special cases.

CHIPS.
Memorial - stones were laid in Garrett-lane,

Wandsworth, on Friday, of a Congregational
mission-hall. Mr. C. de Gmchy is the architect,
and Messrs. Garrett and Son, of Clapham, are the
builders.

The Municipal Committee of Old Paris and the
Society of Modem Paris have both decided that the
Morgue, which lies behind the cathedral of Xotre
Dame, should be immediately pulled down, on the
ground that it mais the asthetic appearance of that
p-'rt of Paris.

All Saints' Church, Preston, which has been
undergoing renovation, will be reopened to-morrow
(Saturday^ by the Bishop of Manchester. The
alterations have cost about S:2,600, an amount almost
equal to the original cost of the church. The roof
has been restored, the system of ventilation im-
proved, and the seating accommodation increased
from 1,400 to 1,500. The choir-stalls and reading-
desks have been altered and rearranged, and the
organ rebuilt at a cost of £800.

A% indmill House and ad joining grounds on the
crown of the hill at Bishop .Stortford, was recently
acquired by the Kedemptionist Fathers, and last
week memorial-stones of a new church were laid.
The new buildings will include a new wing to the
old house on the west side connecting the hotie with
the church. The church will be in a simple Italian
style. A wide nave with no aisles, but with side
chapels opening into one another, will run north
and fouth, the sanctuary at the south end ter-
minating in an apse. .\t present accommodation
will be made for 300, but on the eventual com-
pletion of the fabric there will be room for 450. A
barrel roof, plastere<l, will give light through clere-
story wmdows. The architect is Mr. Doran Webb,
F.S A.

The foundation-stone of the new (Jneen Victoria
High School for Girls at Stockton was laid on
Friday. It will be the first endowed school of its
kind m the county of Durham. The site and
building are to cost tlO.OOO. The building stands '

on a site on the west side of Yarm-road. It is
three stories high, and is built on the central hall
principle, with classrooms grouped round three
sides of the hall. Accommodation is provided for
200 pupils.

WATEK SUPPLY AND SANITABY
MATTERS.

ALDEitMEiSTEE. — The directors of the Great
Western Railway Company have just placed a con-
tract with the Kennicott Water Softening Company
of Chicago for an experimental installation of their

water-softening plant at Alderminster, in Berkshire.
This will be the first installation of the kind in
Great Britain, and as it is part of the policy of the
Kennicott Company to have the whole of the
apparatus manuiactured in Great Britain for in-

stallations required east of the Atlantic, so as to
overcome any objection in these days of antipathy
to " dumping," the contract for structural work
has been let to the Darlington Waggon and
Engineering Company. The plant will l>e capable
of dealing with 10,000gal. of water per hour.

BEAUrOED Watee SrpPLY.—A further step in
the development of the Xidd Valley water scheme
for Bradford Corporation was taken on Wednesday
week, when the first sod was cut in connection with
the construction of the proposed reservoir at
Angram, and also the Xidd Valley Light Railway
was formally commenced. The railway will con-
nect Pateley Bridge with Lofthouse, where it joins
the present contractor's line, running along the
new road made by the Bradford Corporation to
Angram. The bank at the west of the Angram
reservoir will dam the water up for a distance of a
mile up the valleys of the Xidd and Stone Bsck up
to the foot of Great Whemside. At present
Bradford supplies water over an area of 200 square
miles, and over altitudes varying from 200ft. to
1,200ft. above sea level. All this is done by gravita-
tion, a range unequalled by any authority in the
British Isles. There are at present 22 reservoirs in
use, with a total storage of 3,540 miUion gallon?,
yet there was only 1S21 million gallons storage
supply for the city and out -town use. The old
works, which are all those outside the new Xidd
scheme, and give a supply of only 20 million gallons
per day, have cost £2,300,000. The new works, of
which the Gouthwaite reservoir is a part, are, with
four exceptions, the largest in the country. The
drainage area is 18,000 acres of clean moorland.
Bradford owns 10,000 acres in the X'idd valley,
which has been acquired to keep the water clean
and pure. The Xidd works already completed have
cost nearly £1,000,000. In addition to the em-
bankment at the new Angram reservoir, built
channels are to be formed to carry the "waters of the
rivers Xidd and Stone from above the top of the
reservoir to under the gauge basin below the em-
bankment during the construction of the wall. The
cost of the reservoir, including channels, bridges,
tower, and gauge- basin is expected to be nearly
£400,000, and the whole of the contracts in

Xidderdale—that is the reservoir, railway, and
road—will amount, when complete, to nearly half
a million pounds sterling. To complete the full
scheme two more reservoirs are to be built in the
valley in the future— say twenty or thirty years
hence. Mr. John Best, of Glasgow, the contractor
for the Gorthwaite undertaking, has also secured
the contract for the Angram reservoir,

Mtdsojceb Xoeion'.—An interesting function
took place at Downside, near Midsomer X'orton, on
Thursday in last week, when, on one of the prin-
cipal heights of the Mendip Hills, known as Stock
Hill, an important scheme of waterworks, promoted
by the Downside Abbey authorities, was inaugurated.
In the scheme is included the construction of a large
reservoir, S2ft. long, 49ft. broad, and 10ft. deen, to
contain 400,000 gallons of water. The Rev. F. P.
Whiteside, of Downside Abbey, is the engineer for
the reservoir, pumping plant, and station, and Mr.
W. F. Bird, C.E., of Midsomer X"orton, is the
engineer responsible for the carrying into effect the
remainder of the scheme—viz., supplying the
parishes of Binegar, Ashwick, Guniey Slade, ErB-
borow, Midsomer Xorton, Chilcompton, Farrington
Gumey, and Faulton.

The city of Chicago has decided to use cement
instead of brick in the construction of the 10ft.

sewer to drain Grand Crossing, Dauphin Park, and
South Eoglewood, and thence southward to the
city limits, a distance of about ten miles. The
sewer will have an average diameter of 10ft.

The dedication stone of the new church of St.

John the Baptist at Greenhill, Harrow, was laid by
Lady Ebury on Saturday. Mr. J. Slater is the
architect of the church, which is Gothic in character,
is built of bione, and will seat 900 persons.

As the result of negotiations the ruins of Dun-
fermline Palace are to be transferred from His
Majesty's Office of Works to the custody of the
Carnegie Dunfermline Trustees, and they are to be
made accessible to the public from the Pittencrieff

<;ien, lately gifted to his native town by Mr.
Carnegie. The Palace, which was the home of
King James A'l. and I., was the birthplace of
Charles I., and had many historical associations
with the Scottish Kings from the time of King
Kobert the Bruce.

<Dur OfRct stable.

The results of the June examinations con-
ducted by the Koyal Institute of British
Architects have just been published. The
preliminary examination, qualifying for Proba-
tionership E.I.B.A., was held in London
and various provincial centres on June 7
and 8. Of the total number entered—viz., 251

—

58 were exempted from sitting, and the remaining
193 were examined, with the result that 143
passed and 50 were relegated to their studies.

The passed candidates with those exempted, 201
altogether, have been registered as Probationers.
The intermediate examination, qualifying for

Studentship R.I.B.A., was held in London and
certain provincial centres on June 7, 8, 9, and 10.

One hundred and forty-three candidates were
examined, of whom 77 passed and were regis-
tered as Students, and 66 were relegated to their

studies. The final and special examinations,
qualifying for candidature as Associate R.I.B.A,,
were held in London from June 24 to 30. Of the
67 candidates admitted, 32 passed and 35 were
relegated in certain subjects. The following list

shows the number of failures in each subject of

the Final :—I. Design, 20 ; II. Mouldings, &c.,
33 : in. Materials, 20 ; IV. Sanitation, 14

;

V. Specifications, 17 ; VI. Construction: Founda-
tions, Walls, &c,, 9 : VII. Construction : Iron
and Steel, Sec, 22.

Sir Herbert Jekyll received at the Board of
Trade a deputation from the Koads Improvement
Association with reference to the erection of

posts in the centre of the carriage-way for tram-
way and light railway purposes, the width of

roads on which tramways and light railways were
constructed, and the condition of the bridges on
public roads belonging to railway and canal
companies. Mr. W. Worby Beaumont,
JI.Inst.C.E., said the central posts were
unnecessary, and gave rise to the dangerous
practice of racing to get by between vehicle
and post. They asked the I5oard of Trade to

refuse to sanction such central posts. Colonel
Crompton, C.B., said they desired to have a
minimum width of 33ft. for a double line of
rails and 27ft. for a single line, which was in
accordance with the recommendation of a depart-
mental committee on the subject of highway
authorities and administration in England and
Wales. There were roads on which the London
United Tramway cars were running where the
margin to pass was absolutely insufficient and
extremely dangerous. Mr. Eees Jeffreys 'hon.

secretary of the association) urged that the main
roads should be paved by the same material
where tramlines were laid. Mr. Howard
Humphreys urged that power should be given
to county councils to call upon private owners of

bridges to keep them in repair, or in default to do
it themselves and charge the owners with the
cost. Sir Herbert Jekyll said some of the
matters referred to concerned the Local Govern-
ment Board more than the Beard of Trade, but
the whole question wou'd receive the most care-

ful consideration of the Board of Trade.

The London County Council received, at their

meeting on Tuesday, a report from the fire-

brigade committee stating that a short time ago
there was tried at the chief station of the brigade
one of the Magirus turntable long ladders similar

to those in use in several cities on the Continent.
The committee were of opinion that it was de-
sirable to obtain one of these appliances, and they
had been in communication with Messrs. J . Morris
and Sons, of Manchester, on the subject. They
were prepared to supply and deliver one of the
appliances specially constructed to meet the re-

quirements of the brigade at the price of £075,
including certain gear and a water-tower appa-
ratus. The latter would be mounted on a turn-

table fixed to .1 four-wheeled carriage. Jlessrs.

J. Morris and Sons undertook to repair all

damages during the first year caused by a fault

of construction or matt rial. On the recom-
mendation of the committee, this offer by Jlessrs.

J. Morris and Sons was accepted.

The Improvements Committee of the London
County < ouncil have recommended the' Council

to carry out a further important widening of one
of the niiTOwest portions of Piccadilly. Some
time ago arrangements were made for a widening
of the thoroughfare between the Circus and
Sackville-ttreet, while the present proposals

affect the section between St. .lames' -street and
Duke-street. If the new scheme is adopted the
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Council will have arranged for "widening the
whole of Piccadilly to SOft. between the Circus
and the Green Park with the exception of a small
portion between St. James' -street and Arlington-
etreet, where for a length of a'^out 70ft. the
width at present varies from 70ft. to 7t>ft. A
favourable opportunity for securing the necessary
land for the present scheme is about to occur
owing to the iallirg-in of the leases. The Com-
missioners of Woods and Forests are the free-

holders of nearly all the property affected, and as

the result of negoti^itions between the Council
and the Commissioners it has been arranged that
the necessary land at the sites of Nos. 166 to 173,
Piccadilly, shall be surrendered at the rate of £15
per foot super. It is also promised that other
land belonging to the Commissioners adjoining
the above premises and needed for the widening
shall he surrendered as the leases fall in at the
same price. The leases of the property at the
junction of Piccadilly and St. James'-strcet
belonging to the Norwich Union Life Insurance
Society will shortly expire, so that a favourable
opportunity is presented in this instance also of

acquiring merely the freeho'd in the premijes
without having to pay large sums as compensation
for leasehold interests or for trade disturbances.

The cost of the whole improvement is estimated
at £55,275, towards which the Westminster City
Council l^s consented to contribute £8,000.

The Folkestone Congress of the R'lyal Insti-

tute of Public Health was inaugurated yesterday
(Thursday) by an inaugural address from the
President (the Earl of Radnor). Seven sect'ons

have been organised, and these were opened with
addresses by their respective Presidents. A
popular lecture on " The Personal Health of the
Citizen in Relation to the X^t'onal Efficiency

"

is to be delivered by Surgeon-General G. J. H.
Evatt, M.D. Amongst the subjects discussed
during the congress will be " The Disposal of the
Sewage of Seaside Resort," "Military Service
and National Health," " School Hygiene,"
"The Cise for a Ministry of Public Health,"
" Infectious Hospitals: their Uses or O herwise,"
&c. The Earl of Radnor will hold a reception,
and Sir E. Sassoon, M.P., and Mr. F. D. Brock-
man will give garden parties. At Boulogne the
delegates will be entertained by the Mayor, and
the hospitality of the Mayors of Dover, Canter-
bury, and Hythe will also be partaken of.

The annual exhibition of the Society of Scot-
tish Architects, which was opened on Friday in

the galleries of the Royal Scottish Academy, con-
tains about four hundred and thirty works, the
larger proportion of which are by members.
The chairman of the council, Mr. J. CampheU
Mitchell, is represented hy a Scottish landscape,
" Knoxbrex Moor "

; and other important works
are "Consider the Lilies," hy W. McTaggart

;

" At the Window," a lady's portrait, by George
Henry ; Mason Hunter's " Loch Fyne," and
"The Ring," by Robert Burns. Mr. Martin
Hardie sends a portrait of Mr. W. D. McKay,
R S.A., intended to be hung in the Scottish Arts
Club ; and among the landscapes are works by
Ivan Neilson, J. MacGeorge, Robert Noble,
G. Aikman, and W. M. Frazer. The portraits

include canvasses by Daddingstone Herdman,
Hamilton Mackenzie, Robert McGregor, and
T. A. Ford.

The National Trust is appealing for £12,000
for the purchase of 700 acres of land on the thorcs
of Lake Ullswater. The property thus sought
to be acquired for the public includes the slopes

and crags of Gowbarrow Park, ascending steeply

from the waterside to a hf ight of 1,500ft., marking
the point on the western shore of the lake where
the scenery assumes a mountain tone. On the
opposite side of the g'en runs the high road from
Troutbeck Station to Ullswater, and along the
lake shore passes the high road from Pioley
Bridge to Patterdale. Between this road and the
water is a narrow margin of rough wood and
undergrowth. Including a portion of the bed of

the lake itself, the sum asked to secure the
nationalisation of the estate works out at £15 an
acre.

The Widnes Town Council have instructed the
borough surveyor to continue his experiments in

the use of calcium chloride, which is a waste
product at Widnes, as a dust layer and binder.
The surveyor stated that by watering the roads
with a strong solution of calcium chloride the
dust was successfully laid and the road kept
moist for at least a fortnight. In this period it

would have been in the ordinary way ner essary

for the roads to be watered at least 30 times.

No damage had, he reported, been done hythe
calcium chloride, and there were no disadvantages

from its use.

SiH Thomas Elliott, on behalf of the Board
of Agriculture, has replied as follows to the Afso-
ciition of Chambers of Commerce, who urged the

importance of establishing a National School of

Forestry:—"The Prtsident of the Board of

Agriculture and Fisheries fully recognises the

importince which attaches to the question of

afforestation and to the provision of a national

system of instruction in foresti^. Steps have
already been taken in more than one direction to

give effect to the recommendations of the Depart-
mental Committee, which was appointed in 1902,

under the chairmanship of Mr. R. C. Munro
Ferguson, M.P., to inquire into the subject.

Through the agency of the Commissioners of

Woods and Forests a School of Forestry has

been established in the Forest of Dean, and a

movement is on foot fur securing a suitable area

of land in Scotland for the purpose of demon-
strating scientific forestry. The Board have
taken steps to secure the establishment of at

least two Lectureships in Forestry in England,
and some of the leading universities and agri-

cultural colleges have been giving attention to

proposals under this head. The Agricultural

Departments of the University College of North
Wales, Bangor, and of the Durham College of

Science, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, appeared to offer

special advantages as centres of instruction in

forestry, and grants in aid of the establishment
of schemes of education in fhe subject will be
made by the Board to those institutions. The
Board hope that the arrangements thus made will

result in a considerable improvement of the facili-

ties available in this country for the acquirement
of a knowledge of practical forestry."

The White H ^rae on the Hambltton Hills is

known far and wide as a Yorkshire landmark,
and for miles around it can be seen standing out
in relief against the steep hill on the side of

which for years its figure has reclined. Heavy
rains and storms have, however, played havoc
with the coat of the White Horse, and it greatly

needs a giooming. A scheme is now on foot for

the scouring of the gigantic figure, and the work
is about to be commenced, the farmers in the

locality assisting. The horse was carved on a

hillside, the property of the Ecclesiastical

commissioners so recently as 1857, the cost being
borne by a native of the district, Mr. Thomas
Taylor, who had then recently returned from
Australia. To reveal the white freestone below
the surface two acres of moorland were uncovered,
for the length of the horse is 106 yards (86 yards

from foot to shoulder and 8ft. across the foreleg

below the knee). It is therefore of consid rably

greater dimensions than the ancient and more
famous White Horse at Westbury.

Crabe i^tbjs.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
The Laeotjh Market in June.—The monthly

memorandum prepared by the Labour Department
of the Board of Trade on the state of the labour
market in June is based on 4,680 returns—viz.,

3,219 from employers or their associations, 1,37<>

from trade unions, and 91 from other sources. It

states that, generally speaking, employment in June
showed little change as compared with May, Aa
compared with a year ago employment still shows a
decline. In the 271 trade unions, with an aggre-
gate membership of 573,373, making returns, 3t,066

(or 5*9 per cent.) were reported as unemployed at

the end of June, as compared with 6'3 per cent, in

May and 4-5 per cent, in June, 1903. The mean
percentage of unemployed continues dull. Com-
pared with a month ago it shows little change on
the whole, but it is rather worse than a year ago.

The percentage of unemployed trade union members
among carpenters and joiners was 6*3 at the end of

June, compared with 5 9 at the end of May and
3 4 a year ago. The percentage for plumbers was
9-9 at the end of June, compared with 9 2 at the

end of May and 7 "6 a year ago. In the furnishing

and woodworking trades, employment continues

dull, and was about the same as a month ago, but
worse than a year ago. The percentage of un-
employed trade union members at the end of June
was 5-5, as compared with 5 3 per cent, in May and
31 per cent, a year ago.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENStTING WEES.
Satueday (To-morbow),—Architectural Association.

Visit to Hatfield House, by permissioa of
the Marquis of Salisbury. Train from
King's Cross Station 1.45 p.m.

The latest addition to the frescoes which adorn
the walls of the Royal Eschange was unveiled on
Monday by the lady mayoress. The picture, which
ia presented by about GOO members of the Stock
Exchange, is the work of Mr. G. Harcourt, and
represents the granting of a charter, July 27, 1694,

for the foundation of the Bank of England. The
scene is laid in the room of a house still standing in

the north-west angle of Lincoln's Inn Fields,

formerly known as Powis House. The most pro-
minent figure is that of Lord Somers (the Lord
Chancellor), who is administering the oath to the
directors of the bank.

Tudeley church is again giving the vicar and
churchwardens serious anxiety. In spite of what
was done in 1894, a serious subsidence has occurred
in the western bay of the north aisle. In 1894 it

was the eastern bay in which a subsidence occurred,

affecting the whole north aisle. This was repaired,

and the damage made good. An examination of

the fabric by Mr. B. Wadmore, A.R.I.B.A., F.S.I.,

of the firm of Messrs. Wadmore and Mallett,

Chancery-lane, has now resulted in the discovery

of other settlements in other parts of the edifice,

besides in the north aisle—notably the S.E. corner

of the chancel, where it is found that the buttresses

had not been underpinned and therefore were
deficient. The architect advises the site being
drained in a deep trench, and then, when the fabric

has accommodated itself to the altered circumstances,

the reinstating of the damaged portions of the walla,

and the insertion of concrete foundations.

CHIPS.
The Prince of Wales laid, on Saturday, the

foundation-stone of the new buildings in St. Pancraa
for the Woiking Men's College. The college

authorities recently sold the premises in Great
Ormond-street, and obtained a site at the corner of

Crowndale-road and Camden-street, St. Pancras.

The new buildings, which will be Early Georgian
in style, will comprise a hall seating 250 persons, a

large library fitted up for 10,000 volumes, a gym-
nasium, an art room, rooms for social purposes, and
classrooms. Mr. W. D. Catiie, F.S.A., is the

architect.

As was generally anticipated, Mr. Walter L.

Spiers has been appointed curator of the Soane
Museum, in succession to the late Mr. G. H. Birch.

Mr. Spiers assisted Mr. Birch during his last illness,

and has been temporarily discharging the duties of

the appointment.

The Bishop of Chester consecrated, on Saturday,

the church of St. Colomba, Egremont, which has

been erected as a chapel -of -ease to St. John's. The
building, which is situated at the j unction of Sea-

bank-road and Trafalgar-road, will, when com-
pleted, provide seating accommodation for 600, but

only half of the entire scheme has been carried out.

The Archbishop of York dedicated and opened on
Saturday a new wing just added to the school-

house at Queen Margaret's School, Scarborough.

The school was founded in connection with the

Woodard Society three years ago. The new wing
just opened contains a gymnasium, a large school-

room, classrooms, and dormitories.

The memorial-stone of the new United Free

Church, Thornton, N.B., which is being erected at

a cost of £2,161, was laid on Saturday.

The Cheshire County Education Committee
decided at their last meeting, on the recommenda-
tion of their finance committee, to grant a sum of

150 guineas to the county architect, Mr H. Beswick,

for the professional services undertaken by him in

the preparation of his report upon the structural

and sanitary condition of the public elementary

schools of the county.

Wolverhampton Town Council have applied to

the Local Government Board for permission to

borrow an additional £10,000 for electric lighting

purposes. An inquiry will be held on the subject.

The partnership heretofore subsisting between

F. Waters and H. W. Worrall, architects, civil

engineers, and surveyors, Cambridge, under the

style of Waters and WorraU, has been dissolved.

The borough council of Bittersea have decided to

execute works of paving in about forty streets in

the district at an estimated outlay of about £10,700.

At a special meeting of the Gateshead town
council, held on Friday, it was unanimously decided

to appoint Mr. Norman Percy Patterson to be

borough surveyor in the place of Mr. Bower,
deceased, at a salary of £100 a year. It was also

decided to put in the hands of a subcommittee the

reorganisation of the surveyor's department.

At the Moss Side Urban District Council Offices

on Tuesday, Major C. E. Norton, E.E., held an
inquiry directed by the Local Government Board
into an application by the council for powers to

borrow £10,900 for the erection of baths in

Middleton-street, Moss Side.
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THE DETAIL OP BUILDINGS.

TO the mind of the architect the word
"detail" conjures up an infinity of

things more or less belonging to the building
It is not only of architectural detail that he
thinks—such as piers, mouldings, jambs,
cornices, string-course, window tracery, and
the like ; but of the numerous things which
fill up the specification relating to materials,

appliances, methods of construction, and
fittings. The details make the building, and
to them the architect must look for the
success of his work and its usefulness and
effect. Yet there are men in the profession
who take very little trouble about them

;

they are regarded with impatience, or as if

they belonged more to the builder or trades-
man, and were beneath his particular atten-
tion. To such an order of minds the practical

requirements of building count for very
little ; they look upon the design as a whole
as if there was little more to think about
than the plan and the elevations. Important
as these are, they cannot be properly dealt
with without reference to certain details, and
the architect's work in this respect cannot be
compared with the arts of painting or
sculpture, where the general effect may be
sketched or blocked out in the stone without
any serious alteration being required to be
made afterwards. In writing a treatise, too, on
any given subject, the author may safely leave
his details till after the general subject has
been discussed. But the architect cannot
safely pursue this method when he begins
seriously to draw out his design. Ilis pre-
liminary sketches may be made without
attention to details ; his elevation and plan
may be roughly sketched out, but directly
he begins to draw them to scale a variety of
things have to be considered and thought
over, such as the area and accommodation of
apartments, their lighting, means of access,
width and number of doorways, staircase,
depth of floor, and other structural matters.
The difference between a practical and im-
practical plan will depend on the attention to
details which it exhibits. Thus, how often
we find in the plans of houses and cottages
and other buildings that the architect or
draughtsman has not allowed enough width
in his bathrooms, or lavatories ; or if a stairs
ascends over them or a hall, the number of
risers is not sufficient to give the headway
required, or the plan of stairs does not show
the number of steps necessary to ascend
easily to the next floor, of the height
intended. The doors of rooms are not placed
to clear furniture or fittings, or to prevent
draught ; fireplaces are put iu positions that
are awkward, and cannot be easily con-
etructod

; and the support of partitions has
not been considered. When special pro-
visions have to bo made for heating appa-
ratus, boilers and flues, dynamos, or any
plant, we see the most egregious mistakes —
such as the omission of a boiler-house ; no
means provided to get in boilers or appa-
ratus, or to supply futl ; an ignorance of
the sim- lest re<piirements in tlio application
of electric power or lighting. Those and other
deficiencies in tho plan are evidences of
unskilful design which avo at once per-
ceived by the practical architect. There
are some architects who show their atton-
tioii to detail in the wrong way. Their com-
petition plans are rendered very elaborate
and highly confused by the patterns of tile

pavements or ceiling decoration which fill up
every room or vestibule and corridor - of
course a very ridiculous and unnecessary
waste of labour. Others, of a more practical

turn of mind, draw in every drain, pipe, or

flue for heating or ventilation. The really

practical architect does not do things in such
a fussy way ; but his plan exhibits a
thoughtful regard to all these requirements,

the thickness of walls and the indication

of any flue or special construction. " Where
does detail come in I-" " is a question to be
asked by every architect. There is a place

for detail, and this is one of the things which
seem so difficult in mastering. We do not

believe in forcing it or obtruding it into

notice, like those who wish to advertise their

particular wares or materials, or the man
who has a craze for ventilation likes to show
a labyrinth of flues and trunks in his plans

and sections in blue or red ink. And there

is also a place for architectural detail, though
only tho real artist knows where to put it,

as we so often find it stuck everywhere,

destructive to all repose, or placed where its

purpose is defeated, and where it has no in-

fluence. '

' Let us put a little bit of carving or

metalwork or stained glass here or there," we
often hear the designer say, '

' it will lighten or

pull the design up"—just, in fact, where
enriched detail is out of place. There is a
temptation with many designers to introduce

detail just for the sake of the thing, instead

of confining it to situations where it will give

relief at certain restful points. A little

carving or relief in a door architrave, or in a

panel over a doorway, or a well-designed

piece of repousse metalwork in a finger-plate,

may refresh and relieve the eye, but becomes
unendurable when we see the door and its

framework smothered in such ornament. An
architect will sometimes say that detail shows
study, and with that idea he imagines the

more detail he introduces into his design the

better ; but the mistake of this view is in

thinking there is no such thing as a propor-
tion to be observed between the plain parts

of a design and the detail or ornamental
parts. It is the relative value of detail that

has to be considered. A front covered all

over with elaborate detail, such as carving, is

less beautiful and impressive than a fa9ade in

which the plain surfaces impart value to the
richness of the detail. For instance, the
even distribution of detail and figure sculp-

ture over the west fronts of Salisbury and
Exeter Cathedrals is less effective than the

breadth and quiet dignity of Peterborough
or C'anterbury. Every artist knows how
excessive detail destroys repose ; but when
used in moderation it impaitsa value to plain

surfaces in direct proportion to the latter.

Even in positions near the eye this principle

holds good. Thus in the fine wooden carved
staircases and halls of the loth and 10th
centuries, where we look for delicate detail

and enrichment, elaboration of carved newels
and balusters is often seen, and a sense
of fidgetiness and unrest are evident.

The carvers in those times often ran riot in

their work, a^ we may see in many of the
chimneypieoes and overmantels. I'lxamples

of rich carving, sometimes overcrowded, may
be seen in the heavily-carved staircases of

Knole and Godington, in Kent, at Iladdon
Uall, and other mansions; while of examples
of halt-timbered houses, we may instance
Moreton Hall, Cheshire, a well-known
instance where the timbering and panelling
of the bays and the profusion of small
gables over them are carried to almost an
excessive degree of elaboration. liancashire
is particularly noted for its timbered work.
Many of tho above exhibit a wealth of detail

that cannot be surjia.ssod, although we must
regard them as not tho best models for the

modern architect to follow, with his restricted

use of woodwork. Tho attempt is too often
made to imitate the tiinberwork and carving
of the 1 jth and IGth centuries without regard
to the resources tho (dd architects of those
periods possessed. The same amount of

ornament, carving, or detail is squeezed
into a square foot or yard of walling, wood-
work, or plastering of a now building with-

out regard to scxle or the slightest relation

to the position or distance from the eye ;

that what is moulded or carved out of the
solid panel or post is imitated in hollow deal

boxed up with "planted " mouldings or en-

richments, all which methods are unreal and
' dishonest, and encourage mechanical labour.

i Detail implies finish—the two things are

related—but, as one writer puts it in regard

to painting and sculptui'e, there must be

1
a living unity of impression, which con-
stitutes the artist's thought about nature.

"It is this vital impression," he says,

"which is ever the main motive in such
differing works as the Classical Elgin marbles
—the type of large simplicity—the Mediaeval
works of Ti9onardo and Botticelli, remark-
able for their marvellous research of detail,

subordinated to perfect unity, and the

romantic modern work of Corot, in which
the wonderfully living impression of nature
is got, not by merely imitating the outer

facts of nature, but by making an abstract

of essential truth, and presenting it in beau-
tiful artistic form." Those who h^ve wrought
these works have done so by a painstaking

study of detail. This study has disciplined

their powers. '

' Without the industry which
gathers facts and digests them the artist

could not produce the abstract that delights

us. The time and place for his gathering
' such facts is when he approaches nature as a

student. When he comes to art expression

he will use them as his basis to express his

idea, but never flaunt his industry as a
virtue." The remark applies not only to

natural fact and details, but to those which
the architect has to make his own. There is a
tendency among many in the profession to

flaunt their details, claiming a credit for them.

Here lies tho error. The architect, like the

painter and sculptor, should discipline his

mind by a study of detail derived from
Classical and Mediivval precedents ; he
should gather as many facts as he can about
the laws and results of science ; but having
acquired them, he should endeavour to give

us a true abstract, without troubling himself

to show us his learning or the process by
which he has produced his design. The
painstaking display of detail has never
been helpful or inspiring either in

painting or architecture ; it has only been
productive of literalists and copyists. The
secret of art is to conceal art—that is, to be

able to dispense with the outworks, the

scaffolding, in other words those prelimi-

nary and disciplinary studies which must be

learned in tho first place. As one writer

observes, the elimination of extraneous

I

detail is a necessary accompaniment to the

production of every work of art. Often as

much time is spent in erasing detail as has
I been spent in putting it down. A work of

art, he says, consists iu so much beauty to

the square yard, not so much labour.
" Paint, no matter how well," says A. Roche,
" every flickering blade of tho grass that

reaches out before you, and say, do you get

the real, the absolute impressions which
David Cox obtained by his groat seemingly
blundering washes of colour ? The effort at

material com])loteness in tho accurate limning

of every blade of grass falls far short of

such a perfect sense of completion and
realisation as that produced by tlio feeling,

nervous touches of David Cox." So with

architectural detail ; the designer may bo

most miuuto and lavish in his display, yet it

produces only a bewildering confusion in the

mind when compared with that broad treat-

ment of farado or wall surface which ovincoa

the design of tho master, and tho impressiou

of completeness and unity eo necessary to

every architectural work. We might illua-

trato those remarks by referring to many of

our recently designed stone and terracotta

buildings in riondou and olsowhoro, to a

great deal of the over-carved furniture which
18 turned out by largo commercial firiuB, by
the elaborate ornamentation of articles liko
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stoves and fireplaces, fenders, and the like,

and other metal work, and by surface and
restless decoration generally as applied to

plaster, to moulded terracotta, and other
materials.

The question where to obtain good detail

is one which will be asked by many who reiy

a great deal on it in their work. Old and
modern buildings will both help the archi-

tect. The tourist at this time of the year
will find many admirable sources. England,
France, and Belgium are particularly rich in

old examples. Xo modern author has
studied detail so thoroughly and upon such
scientific principles as VioUet le Duo. In his

article '' Construction," in the Dictior.naire

RaUsonm', he has given us many evidences
Df this. AYho has more thoroughly investi-

gated the construction of details of the
developments of the 12th and 13th centuries

in France !* Every detail to him was a
source of information. It was eagerly ex-
amined, and its princijJes investigated. lie

traces the origin of the detail. If it is a
vault, he inquires into its geometrical prin-

ciples, lie shows how the design of many
of the finest Gothic buildings in France
began at the vault : he describes how the
Ile-de-France builders proceeded. These
early Gothic builders possessed an instinct

before they became aware of the theory.

Every detail of the buildings showed a series

of attempts to solve a difficulty. lie Due
takes for example that beautiful edifice the
church of Notre Dame at Chalons-sur-
Marne. The apse of that church is a
charming example of well-studied detail.

The same painstaking architect gives us
page after page of detail all worked out from
scientific principles, as in his chapter on
Developments of the 13th century, where he
gives details of the church of Notre Dame at

Dijon, of St. Stephen at Auxerre, the systems
of Champagne and of Burgundy. Thedevelop-
ment of moulded ribs fiom the lower beds or

abutments of arches at the abacus of the
capital is traced, and the crisply- drawn
diagrams of arch mouldings, sections of

vaults, and the isometrical sketches of

their springing are excellent examples
of the study of detail. "We should, there-
fore, recommend the student to study the
Dictionary of Yiollet-le-Duo as a groundwork
for future study of Gothic and Renaissance
detail, and there are a few other works, like

those of the " Specimens " and " Examples "

of liotliic architecture by A. Pugin ; but the
main source of study is that derived from old

buildings. The classes and studies of the
Association will afford a good schooling if

followed by the personal examination and
drawing of details of actual buildings.
The camera may be brought into use in

reproducing the general features, but more
will depend on the careful measurement and
drawing by hand of details, like mouldings,
tracery, vaulting, and decorative carving.
New buildings of acknowledged merit can-
not be dispensed with, as they often furnish
the architect with modern developmenti of

value in the different trades, fittings, &c.
But the architect must not altogether rely

upon precedent; he ought to be able to

understand the principles of construction and
the adaptation of materials for various pur-
poses. Uere he must depend on his own
knowledge and lesoui'ces acquired in the
study of ancient and modern buildings in the

workshop or studio. He must be to some
extent, if possible, a handicraftsman able
to realise the working and limitations of

such materials as brick, stone, concrete,
wood, metal, plaster, etc., for which purpose
the modern workshop is of more value to

him than the conventional studio of the pro-
fessional artist. All these methods of study
must be pursued if the profession is to

repudiate that system of borrowing and
stealing details from old and new buildings
with which to conceal the emptiness of their
own crcr.tiohs.

NATIONAL COMPETITION OF
SCHOOLS OF ART.

A HIGHER standard of design is to be
seen in the works selected from the

Schools of Art evening schools and day
classes in the annual exhibition Just opened
at South Kensington. Our present remarks
are confined to the architectural and other

designs for decoration and furniture, owing
to the short time at our disposal before going
to press. Out of the G,4G0 works entered for

competition, nine gold medals are awarded to

students of schools of Birmingham, Derby,
Ijiverpool, Hanley, New Cross, Nottingham,
Plymouth, and West Ham : these being
chiefly for decorative works, modelled design,

and stencilled decoration. There are 512

silver medals, 163 bronze medals, and 3S6
book prizes awarded. Of the architectural

designs the examiners (Mr. J. Bolcher,

A.E.A., Mr. Reginald Blomfield, and Mr.
T. <_r. Jackson, E.A.) regret that the works
continue to show a falling-ofi both in number
and quality, and they think that some of

the designs, as those for a theatre, a concert-

hall, a market, and club, which are from one
school, show a total ignorance of the first

principles of architectural design, and they
express surprise that such works should be
sent up for competition. They remark, what
we have several times pointed out—that the

subjects attempted are beyond the students'

capacities, and are too ambitious in cha-
racter. As we have not seen some of these

designs, we can only remark on those which
are exhibited, which, we may say, are

superior in quality to many we have seen

on previous occasions. Few designs for

domestic buildings are hung, and the

examiners remark on the little attention

paid to lighting of halls and passages,

and the bad arrangement of offices.

Commencing with the architectural designs

hung, a silver medal is awarded to Albert
Edward Richardson (Birkbeck College) for a

design for a pavilion in a public park. The
author shows a long rectangular public lounge
with s'-irrounding corridor divided by columns
from it ; on one side being the orchestral

gallery over south aisle approached by stairs

from central vestibule. At each corner of

main front are ante-rooms forming entrances

—a refreshment room at one end, and a

reading room at the other end of lounge.

Kitchen ofiices are in rear of the refreshment
bar and cloakroom, and lavatories and small
concert-hall (in centre) form a range on
north side of lounge. The section exhibits

an architectural treatment of lounge which
is divided into bays by the columns. The
roof is segmental, with centre lantern, and the

design externally is dignified and enriched

bj' sculptural ornament. The same medal is

given to Robert Atkinson, Nottingham, for

sketch for a covered bridge in connection

with a college or cathedral. The stjde

is in a free Gothic. A segmental arch
carries three open-traoeried bays or windows,
and the end entrance is flanked by octagonal

towers ; a wide archway springs from these

with a carved crucifix in gable. The figures

projecting at angles of turrets are clever, and
the traceried windows and buttresses crowned
by figures above the pierced parapet, and
other details, are masterly. The perspective

drawing of bridge is artistically done, and the

broad flat washes of colour in the foreground
and trees are very effective. The examiners
refer to certain eccentricities and exaggera-
tions in the pei'spective ; but these are not so

evident as we have seen in other designs. A
bronze medal is awarded to S. F. Parsons,

Nottingham, for a town bank. The plan,

with a large domed banking hall top-lighted

behind, has merit, and there is a well-drawn
elevation. A concert hall, by Archibald
Preston, Regent - street Polytechnic, is

characteristic in the Hank arcaded elevation

and ends, and these elevations are firmly

drawn. The hall has a principal entrance

and loggia and crush-hall at one end, side

crush coiTidors, and semicircular orchestra

at the other end. The exits and con-
veniences, stairs to gallery for 460 are
fairly planned. A design for a crescent
in a large city (bronze medal), by
Robt. Atkinson, Nottingham, we have seen
before at the Institute. There are good
features in the open colonnades over arch-
ways to radial streets. A design for a town
church, by Archibald AValmsley, Accrington
(book prize), has a rather cramped choir

:

the aisles are wide, and the tower piers at

crossing would be obstructive. The external

detail is rather feeble despite much careful

drawing, and there is a sad lack of restraint.

One of the best things in this class is

the sketch design for a painted rood-screen,

by J. Harold Gibbons, Manchester. Over
the screen is a suspended crucifix, in

colour, with the usual figures of SS. Mary
and John. A sketch plan of east end,

showing sanctuary, and choir, and ambu-
latory, with triforium above, is given, which
shows an elongated pentagonal apse. Large-
scale sheets of details in pencil and colour

accompany this design, for which a silver

medal is given. Colour is introduced into

the cove of same and panelling above. Book
prizes are awarded for drawings of AU Saints

Church, Wrington, Somerset, by Frank K.
Pope, Weston-super-Mare : rather mechanic-
ally drawn, which shows vei'y little of the

fine tower ; also for the same subject by
Cecil Campbell Durston, Weston-super-Mare,
a carefully-drawn set, but lacking in vigour.

In these drawings, neat and accurate as

they appear to be, there are certain omissions

which much discount their value as records

of old work—namely, that the masonry
joints are not shown—an omission that is

pointed out by the examiners. In the

Wrington Chirrch drawings the first-named

student does scant justice to the noble tower
of the church, which is shown only in

section. A bronze medal is given to J.

Harold Gibbons, Manchester, for his clever

drawings from Evreux Cathedral of oak
door and screen of late loth century, and
his sketch of stalls in Manchester Cathedral,

north side of choir, and its rich canopied work.

We must speak in high commendation of

Dorothy M. Snow's (New Cross) design for

scheme of decoration for chancel of a church
of Romanesque character. The vine foliage

medallion treatment in the spandrels of tri-

forium is very appropriate and broadly

treated, especially the wide soffit of arch

between nave and chancel, which shows a

decorative border of vine leaves with clusters

of grapes. The circular vault and apse are

also broadly treated, and the semi-dome and
spandrels are in glass mosaic. A detail of

apse shows the subject in the semi-dome to

be the Nativity. The carved bent forms of the

angels round the Virgin and Child are effec-

tive. The design suggests a flat surface

decoration in colour produced by inlaid

marblo with (^'ipoUino slabs and glass mosaic.

A silver medal is awarded. Maggie Richard-

son, of the same school, so noted for its

work, sends a design for decoration of a hall

or casino, in which there are some spirited

figures in the spandrels of the arcade, repre-

senting Music and the I)anoe. though rather

out of scale, and the scheme of colour is

perhaps not quite satisfactory in its grada-

tion. A bronze medal is awarded. The same
prize is given to Nina Morrison, Liverpool,

for a decorative panel in black and white,

displaying high decorative skill in the seated

figure of embroiderers, vase, and view of city.

There is also a colour scheme for same.

Mary A. Trimmer (New Cross) receives the

same medal for design for reredos and altar

in oik for an apse, quiet and dignified.

Amongst the designs for furniture and
woodwork, we notice the very clever design

for a firescreen to be made in American

walnut, with figures in panels, inlaid with

various woods, representing the Four Seasons,
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also tho executed screen. The female figures

are drawn with much breadth and feeling,

suggesting in the colour of tho inlay wood
the particular season, and also by the natural
grain of the wood the lines and curves of the
hair, and the folds and linos of the drapery.
The background to the figures are also cha-
racteristic. The whole scheme and treatment
is decorative. A gold medal is awarded to
Newbury Abbot Trent, West Ilam, for this

admirable work.
In the same bay we notice designs for

sideboards, one to be made in oak inlaid with
holly and cherrj-, and another sideboard in
framed oak, with splayed sides. Other
designs are shown, all quiet in treatment, by
Ralph Henderson, Liverpool, to whom a
bronze medal is awarded. The same medal
goes to Leonard Laverock Jones, AVest Ham,
for quiet and sensibly-treated design for a wall
cabinet, to be made in framed oak, with inlay
in holly, ebony, and pewter. The executed
cabinet realises the work thoroughly. A
bronze medal goes to lilian Kate Tuke,
Newcastle-on-Tyne, for design for a decora-
tive panel, a knight kneeling before a shrine
or_ crucifix in a forest. Kate M. Eadie,
Birmingham, receives the same prize for a
three-panel screen painted in tempera, the
figures representing Saint Dorothea carry-
ing a basket of roses. Saint Uecilia with her
organ, and Saint Elizabeth. The colours of
drapery are rather vivid against the gold
backgi-ound; but there is decorative skill.
Winifred Blackburn, Liverpool, takes a
bronze medal for design of overmantel, with
three panels for nursery, the figures of
children representing "Let's to bed said
.sleepy head," "Tarry a while, said slow,"
" Pat on the pan, said greedy man." These
are well drawn and coloured. Walter Clay-
ton receives this prize for designs for side-
board in light-framed oak, with bright steel
handles and hinges. Bertram Payne,
Chelsea, takes a book prize for a clever design
for room, with richly-panelled ceiling in the
style of Pranvois I. ; but the colouring is too
garish, and tho ceiling ribs heavy. Design
tor staircase balustrades, in oak, wrought
and cast iron, by Mary A. Trimmer, New
Cross, are good, and shows sui'able adapta-
tion of material ; it takes a book prize. A
bronze medal is given to Alfred Everiss,
Birmingham, for design for wrought-irou
railings, quiet in design and details of
panels, drawn to good scale, and this is the
only good design that is shown.

In the designs for furniture there is little

;

but the average standard is certainly higher.
As the examiners (A. P. Brophy, Sir William
B. Pdchmond, K.O.B., Pv.A., and Eeynolds
•Stephen) observe, there is less striving after
eccentricity and L'Art Nouveau craze.
<Jrnamentution is more restrained and the
principles of construction and use of material
better observed. In addition to other designs
we have noticed, we may mention a design
for a lectern by Chas. P. (ireen, ]3irmingham,
for which a silver modal is awarded. This
design exhibits an observance of constructive
principles, though rather heavy in the base.
NVc have mentioned a few of the best de-
signs for internal decoration. Margaret G.
Jjloyd, Liverpool, receives a silver modal
for stencilled decoration, "Tho Village Pair,"
in which the limitations of this method of
decoration by stencilling havo been well
observed. Tho bronze medal to James A.
Found, Hull, for a stencilled frieze for the
hall of a sports club is well won for
much skill and inventiveness. In metal
work wo notod a clover do.-ign for a
public- house sign, by Absalom Simpkins,
West Bromwich, in which tho student has
shown an appropriate and artistic treat-
ment of wrought iron. One of tho gold
medals is awarded to John I'ottor, Dorl)y,
for design for stencilled decoration of tho
walls of a church -a bold arrangement of
largo circular medallions linked together by
bandsof ornamental design. In the medallion

are emblematic figures of Evangelists and
Apostles, well and freely drawn, avoiding

the merely archaic, and thoroughly in keep-
ing with a modern church. The colouring

is bright, but not too vivid for wall decora-

tion such as that of a clerestory. In glazed

pottery we may also mention a design for a

wall fountain with executed specimen, by
Charles Yyse, Ilanley, for which a gold

medal is awarded. The outline and shape of

the fountain are well adapted to the material.

The female figure holding a child on each side

above the basin is well modelled, and treat-

ment is exceedinly good and spirited. There
are other designs in this class, which we can

only briefly notice here. One is a silver medal
design by Arthur Scott, Burslem, for designs

for fish plates and dinner plates — simply
and skilfully executed ; also a design for a

vase by Edward Lutz, of Hanley, which is

not quite agreeable in contour. The same
medal is also given to Alice Gostick, Ilanley,

for a sgraffito vase design, though somewhat
heavy in shape ; but of these and other

designs and works in pottery we can only

generally speak.
The standard of modelling design is cer-

tainly higher. Charles I. Doman, Notting-
ham, receives a gold medal for a marble over-

mantel relief, a mother seated holding a child

—the panel is refined and classical. The
same prize is given to Ernest Copestick, of

the same school, for a fire-dog — appropri-

ate in design for metal. We also notice a
modelled design for a bronze panel by A'iolet

Brunton, Liverpool, graceful in line and
vigorous in relief. The same student's

modelled design for overmantel, with four
small panels, with figures in bold relief, is

spirited. It is intended to be in bronze and
wood ; the moulded parts of mantel are

rather rough. A well-modelled panel, with
flat natural scroll ornament, by John P.

Morgan, Swansea, may also be named ; deli-

cate in modelling. In other designs there is

a too uniform distribution of ornament with-

out relief of plain surfaces—a condition

which adds much to the design. We notice

also some very well-treated designs for

metalwork. A design with specimen of a

soup tureen and ladle, by Reginald Edge-
combe, Birmingham, very elegant in form
and profile, for which a bronze medal is given.

Other pieces in the same case are worth
notice : also a beautiful specimen of enamel-
ling.

The specimen of enamel by Fanny Bunn,
Birmingham, is particularly good. The
design of the knight on horseback and tho

three ladies in the background on a sort of

balcony, with a peep of landscape at the left

corner, is extremely dainty and quaint. The
panel possesses high technical qualities of

colour brilliancy, and is well deserving of

the gold medal, which this lady student has

before taken. For the same class of work
Agnes J. Pool, also of Birmingham, takes a
silver medal for her enamel " Merlin and
Vivien "

; but the composition is less pleasing.

In the designs for gold and silver work, there

is not much to be seen that is new or taste-

ful. A few examples of metalwork are

shown of technical merit, though there is not
much that is strikingly original or tasteful

in design. In some instances the student

has exceeded his knowledge and capacities

by attempting objects beyond his grasp.

Bronze medals have been awarded to Walter
Eilwards of tho Campden School of (.'rafts for

acovored cup of pleasing profile andexccution,

and to E. K. Tompkins, West Ham, for a
ropoussi' dish of good shape and treatment.

Hook prizes are also awarded—ono for a

design for a copper bowl to Bertram (_'. White,
ShoHiold, for an intelligent, skilfully-handled

piece of work; and to K. Thompson, Hands-
worth, for a vase of good outline and re-

strained ; also to C. S. Jagger, Sholliold,

for a salvor well executed, but not pleasing

in design. Lottie May .Vj'crs, of St. Martin's,

has well-designed cup, simple and restrained
;

Wallace Adderley, Birmingham, a design
for a bowl inlaid with silver, also simply
designed and well handled. For tiles and
pottery there is nn improved standard.

Rosalind Fouracre, Plymouth, takes a gold

medal, for a panel in painted tiles of much
merit in the design. Though not symmetrical
in arrangement, there is a sense of balance in

the two halves. The manner in which the pea-

cock is treated is clever and the plumage
is decoratively handled. Silver medals are

awarded to David II. Hodge, Plymouth,
for design for a painted frieze, nice in

design and colour, and the jointing of the

tiles has been considered—a point some-
times neglected ; to Gordon Pimlett, Burslem,
for a simple treatment, broad in colour,

•Viva E, Turner (Wolverhampton) takes a

bronze medal for a tile design, which shows
ingenuity in the way in which the edges of

tiles cut the design, and the executed example
is pleasing. The same prize is given to John
Ciirrie, Hanley, for sgraffito panels. The
design and colours are delicate ; a painted

china panel by the same student is also

pleasing in its composition. Gertrude Malkin,
of Hanley, receives a bronze medal for a
sgraffito vase, more pleasing in the colouring

than the shape. The designs for stained

glass indicate progress, and the competitors

are no longer contented to contribute draw-
ings, but send in specimens executed in

glass. The examples conti'ibuted by Frances

H. E. Sanderson, Birmingham, and Archi-

bald Davies show technical skill in execu-
tion, and the use of simple coloured

glass, leaded, rather than by paint-

ing over. The work of Joseph Sanders, of

Birmingham, "The Seven Days of the

Creation, " exhibits technical skill in the

details, and the designs are good in them-
selves. It receives a book prize.

The designs for stencil decorations show
a more intelligent treatment of this method,
and there is more restraint in the designs

exhibited, both as to form and colour. In
earlier examples we find the scheme of treat-

ment was not dictated by the limitation of

the method ; there was a desire for over-

elaboration. Now, on the other hand, we
find students more careful not to overstep the

limits of the process, but to adapt this mode
of ornamentation to positions which are not

too close to the eye, as in the frieze for

church decoration by John Potter, already

mentioned. Simple and repetitional arrange-

ments are observed in tho best design^. The
examiners (Walter Crane, Lewis F. Day,
and J. II. Dearie) speak approvingly of the

designs submitted, and they refer to the

simplicity of the work of Joseph Hebron,
Newcastle-on-Tyne, a stencilled hanging.

They enter a protest against the habit of

sending up the same design in two or three

different schemes of colour, and they mention
a design for stencilled wall-tilling by Fred
Greenhaugh, Bradford, to which a book
prize is given. The master should choose

the colour scheme ho considers tho best.

Colour blindness is not confined to certain

classes ; it will be tound prevalent in a

certain degree amongst masters of tho

schools of art, a fact which the examiners
attribute to want of taste. The stencilled

hanging, by John T. Shaw, Carlisle, is a
well-arranged design, but too complicated

for the process, ilaiiy other designs are

sent, but they ncod not detain us. The wall-

paper designs aro not remarkable, and tho

oxainiiicrs regret there is a furtlier decline

in this class of design, and that the drawing
is not up to the mark. Not one of tho

designs submitted roaches the standard for

a medal award, they say. Tho carpets, wo
see, aro, as a rule, designed upon bettor

jiriiuiplos, though thoro is room for improve-

ment.
Tho designs for book illustrations, posters,

colour-prints, Ac, aro not conspicuous. Wo
notice a few good works of clever composi-

tion, or even of goad drawings for illustra-
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tions. A few book prizes are awarded for

pa56 decoration, which indicates a good
treatment, as those of Albert W. Dodd,
Liverpool, and William E. Swain, Ijeicester.

There are a few good examples of lettering,

and the work of Hilda Mary Fletcher,
Lincoln ; Alice G. 11. Aimes, Newcastle-on-
Tyne (silver medal) ; and Ida Taylor, of the
same place, may be mentioned as good
specimens.

We object that the only day set apart
for the Press should be open to students, as
it was last Tuesday, and we hope the
authorities will not repeat the mistake.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF ART : EXHIBITION
OF STUDENTS' WORKS.

THIS week a very admirable collection of
decorative and architectural work has been

opened to the rear of the Na'ural History
Museum, and at an early date we hope to refer to

the exhibits in detail. We are enabled, by the
courtesy of Professor Beresford I'ite, to give the
following part'culars explanatory of the course of

study adopted in the architectural school.

ITie drawings exhibited are selected from the
work of the studeuts during the past three
sessions to illustrate the course of instruction
followed in the architectural school. The First
Year students during the Brst ttrm make
measured drawings of e.xamp'es in historical

stquence of wooden panellings ani orniihent
from English specimens in the museum, ob-
serving the introduction of mitring and mould-
ings upon the framings, and the alteration of

character in the ornamental forms derived from
those employed in other materiils, as the
arcadings and shafts of stonework, when used in

woodwork.
Larger and more important measured drawings

are undertaken from architectural objects in the
museum, and working drawings with the mould-
ings drawn full size are made of such objects as

the Early Renaissance sanctuary from the Church
of Sla. Chiara at Florence, and of its reredos, the
fine casts of Gothic portals in the Architectural
Court from Amiens and from Bordeaux Cathedrals,
and the Flemish Renaissance Rood Screen from
Bois le Due Cathedral. The students in each
case are guided by the principle th4 they are to

prepare such practical working drawings as would
enable a modern workman to reproduce the sub-
ject from the students' drawings. The training
in measured drawings enables the students in the
second term to undertake more important series

of measured drawings outside the Museum.
Through the permission of the late Dr. A. S.

Murray, the keeper of the Greek and Roman
Antiquities at the Britiah Museum, a scaffolding

was erected round the column and entablature

from Halicarnassos, erected in the Mausoleum
room for the use of the students, to enable them
to make scale drawings with actual full-size

details of all the moul lings and features of this

fine Ionic Greek Order. The students were thus
brought into actual contact with tha refinements

of the best Greek architecture in the marble itself.

Other students have made a complete survey of

the church of All Hallows, Lombard-street. As it

was considered probable that this church would
be pulled down, the opporiunity was taken of

securing an exact record of this work of Sir

Christopher ^\^^en, and of the very beautiful

carvings in wood and marble, and of the joinery
and fittings with which it is furnished. Two
students, specialising as architects, made the
small scale architectural survey drawings com-
pletely, while those who measured and drew the
fittings were to become specialists in applied
design. -These fittings comprised the pulpit,

organ front, font, ironwork, and internal porches,
working drawings and full-size details of each
being fully taken. This series was of practical

value to the students, and the drawings produced
are a record of an interes'ing and beautiful

monument. Permission and facilities for the
work were afforded by the vestry clerk and
churchwardens.

Visits were paid to buildings of interest,

ancient and modtrn, at suitable times to illustrate

the lectures and subjects ia design. Among these
visits to Westminster Abbey and to two modern
churches by the late Sir. Pearson, R.A , illus-

trated the subject of vaulting, Kensington Palace
and Hampton Court Palace, by permission of

H,M. Office of Works, illustrated Georgian House

design, and Ockwell's Manor, Berks, Penhurst
Place and Chiddingstone Street, and the Old
Palace, Kew, illustrated the progressive develop-
ment of house building, and \Vinchester and
Rochester Cathedrals illustrated the development
of Gothic masonry. The students made notes
and sketohes under direction of these visits.

The First Year students work out subjects in

design during the session, such as a village sch' ol,

a fountain in a public place, a collonaded s'reet

based on the Roman Doric Order, a portion of a
cathedral cloister with vaulting, and a house for

a gentleman near a country town.
The advanced students of the upper division

direct the introductory students in the measured
work of the session. In design the upper school
students work out consecutively the design and
working drawings of subjects, such as town
houses, larger exaoipf s being detailed and con-
sidered as the individual effort of the student.

Courses of lectures are given during the session

to each class (f students on the subjects set in

design, with historical illustrations and demon-
strations. Architectural p-rspective and some
pen-and-ink drawings are aleo taken as part of the
course of study.

the most valuable of all the
or any given space, gives a

THE VALUE OF ACCIDENTAL
EFFECTS.*

[AM following with great interest the struggles

of the trade to keep up with the ever-

increasmg and ever-improving demands of the
public for superior kinds of wall decoration.

They have to fight against a desire on the part
of every man who builds or occupies a house to

have it quite differently arranged and finished to

the way in which his friends and neighbours have
done theirs. He wishes his own idiosyncrasy to

make itself felt ; but in the multitude of patterns
with which the shopman assails him, he feels his

personality slipping away from him, and the in-

evitable tendency overtakes him to give way to

the tastes of others. The amount of trouble that

is entailed by a really personal or individual

treatment of a room is enormous. The expense
is not necessarily greater than, and often not so

great as, the more generally employed methods ;

but a lot of time and care has to be used, and any
amount of patience. Public interest in art hns

shown no greater activity than in the matter of

wall coverings and decorations, and the trade has

made enormous efforts to keep pace with the

times. But beautiful as some of the later wall-

papers are, they can never quite satisfy the needs
of the most discriminating, unless they are tem-
pered by individual discretion. This individual

interference with the rtgularity of effect derivfd

from machine-made papers and friezes is nothing
else than the introduction of intentional accident.

It seems ti me, therefore, that the use of flat

papers on walls of living-rooms is the inevitable

outcome of our modern requirements, and that

the use of these papers will quickly become the

rule rither than the exception. Now, when an
architect can persuade his client to have the

woodwork perfectly plain, and the walls perfect'y

plain, he has done all that can be asked of him
to do in the way of saving that client from the

domination of pattern, and leaves him a perfect'y

free field wherein to exercise his own particulir

likes and dislikes. If floor, walls, and ceiling

are treated on the principle of flat colours for flat

spaces, what more responsive material can a

tasteful person desire wherein to turn loose his

own individuality I' A room treated in such a

way at once puts the occupier on good terms with
himself, and arouses his slumbering discrimina-

tions, and he finds himself possessed of niceties

of thought and intention the very existence of

which he had never dreamed. But there are

some who ask more of an architect than this, for

the excellencies of tb's treatment are rather nega-
tive than positive. He prepares the ground, as it

were, but of the nature of the crop that the ground
is prepared to carry he is silent. Now, I am amongst
those who think that it is within the province of

the architect to give at least a limit as to how the

precious and intimate touches that remain to

complete the scheme should be given. An archi-

tect has afintr sense of proportion and of values

than laymen as a rule can claim. He knows just

where an enrichment should be, and how much
of it is required to gain a certain end. His
power of reserve is much more in practice, and
he can restrain—for in domestic work restraint

is the rarest and
virtues. A wall,

sense of having been decora'ed, or treated, if one
definite spot within that space has received

careful thought in relation with the whole. And
the sense of decoration so obt-iined is much more
telling and more valuable than if the space we
speak of had been worried and teased over every
portion of its surface with a fussy repeat pattern

that may be good enough in the unit, but in the

remorseless repetition a weariness and a grief to

all honest folk. Stock patterns are the whol«
making of business : but an architect must not
hesitate to protest against their permanence.
Why should it have been passible in the last few
years to revolutionise the whole of the interior

arrangement and decoration of passenger steamers,

to the joy and delight of all those who go down
to the sea in ships, and do their business in deep
waters, while our own houses are still filled with
the lumher of the seventies and the eighties r It

will not do to temporise with these things. If

the architect takts up a firm position, based upon
a foundation of good taste, it would soon become
impossible for the most self-willed client to

"commit mahogany" in the vestibule cr

"stuccocide" in the front verandah. To the

man who says we must hasten slowly, we must
be courteous but firm. " These things must go,

for there is no appeal against good taste." The
marble clocks and geometrical wall-papers must
be pulled out at once, and, along with the anti-

macassars and painted coal-scuttles, must be
" nailed like vermin to the gates of time.''

Compromise and arbitration are not signs of

strength and of enlightenment. They are

skilfully - concealed traps into which the most
well-meaning may fall. They are rot what they

seem, and nsed deceive no one, even though they

bear the imprint of the Trades Hall. I say that

it is unwise to admit that there is a question about

the need of still further improving the interior

arrangement of dwellings. Finality and autocracy

is as becoming to an architect as it is to a doctor,

and in the question of well-placed and precious

enrichment it behoves ycu to be very firm with

your patients. Quite lately I have bt en working
in a house that has been recently constructed out

of two smaller adjacent houses. The original

ten or twelve rooms of the two former houses are

now reduced to six larger rooms of the new
house ; and I have been very much struck by
the unsuspected effects that have resulted

from this unusual manner of house making.
We have rooms of unheard-of shapes, floors

of different levels, doors and arch' s of

all sizes and shapes, with a general air of what I

suppose would be called quaintness. What is the

most remarkable thing about it is that nothing

seems to be out of place. It is the easiest house

in the world to decorate, because whatever you

do seems right. I have spent some time in con-

sideration of this problem, for to me it is a real

problem, and I regret that I have arrived so far

at no very definite thesis to lay before you ; but I

would like to place it before you as an instructive

question as to how the accidental effects so ob-

tained are all so very happy, and why, as might

have been expected, there are no waste corners

and inconvenient passages. I am not, of course,

going to assert that the planning is as good as it

could be ; but I can vouch for the pleasure that

the house gives to those who live in it, and the

kind and appreciative way the house receives aU

efforts to embellish it. Are we inclined to make
our homes too formal, with the ever present

bogey of the contractor before us 'r It is cheaper

to build as we do, no doubt, but I will raise a

plea for accident in everything. I believe that

the effects that we gain from accident are of

sufficient value in the long run to make it worth

while sometimes for an architect to throw away
his dividers and T-square, and to draw his plan

and his elevations without them.

• A Paper read at the Rayal Victorian Institute of
Architects" general meeting on April 26, 190i, by
Blamire Youno, M.A.

ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL: NEW
OUTPATIENTS' DEPARTMENT.

[with lithographic illvstrations.]

THIS building, of which the King laid t>e

foundation- stone the other day, will contain

tha casualty and outpatients' department, the

special departments, the dispensary, the resident

m dical officers' quarters, &c. It will have a

frontage to Giltspur-street of about l-Uft-, faced

with stone, and designed to harmonise in style

with the other buildings of the hospital. The
resident medical officers' quarters will be in front,
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and in the roar of them will lie tlio outpationt.s'

wiiitinR-hall, 110ft. long and I'd't. wido, and
ciipalilo of Boating 8'>0 people. .Surrounding thi«

waitinf:;-hall there will he twenty rooms, to h>.

UBcd hy the house physician.*', houHO surj^eona,

and otlurs who will attend to the casualty

patients, a dontal-room, two operating-roonifl,

rooms for sister, nutse", \c. Rooms will ho pro-
vided for the reception of accidfnts and other
emergency eases. A largo dispent-.-iry will ho

proT'ded at the south-east angle of the block,

with separate entrnneea and exit for the patients.

On tho Hrnt lluor will he rooms for the treatment
of medical and surgical outpatients, and on the
Hccttnd and third llnora will he the ihroitt,

ophth'ilmic, aural, di:^oases of wom<in, akin,

dental, olectrical, and ('rthopa\ii.i outpatii-nla'

departrnvnts. On the founh lloor will he a

clinical Icc'iire theatre, and prov sion will ho

made in thu basement for baths i^idation-ronma,
kr. The architect is Mr. K. B. I'Ausuu, JI.A
F.It I.U.A.

THF. Mll-r. AND IT.S MANAGEMENT.
]5y A PitAiiTictL Man.

IN view of the rapidly-increasing number oi

machine shops eniLjaged in tho production ot

moulding and joinery work, which are naturally

c>xpect''d to become a source of profit as well as a

convenience, the writer wishes to point out that

tho prod'ic live and well-organised sawmill and
raachiiic shop is tho one in which nieiit is

recognised and rt warded, iocidontiJly assuring
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comparative safety to the workers. Unfortu-
nately all such are not entitled to come under
that heading—huilders' and timber merchants'

mills least of all ; therefore a few hints to mill

owners may do much to bring about a more
healthy state of affairs.

Trade sawmills and joinery works enjoy a

better position as far as costs are concerned by
reason of the competition which exists between
them, causing things to be more looked into

;

and this fact gives us the reason why better

results are not obtained in private mills—namely,
mismanagement due to the want of a thoroughly
practical min in charge of affairs, resulting in a

series of losses due to wasteful conversion, work
done the longest way round, to the discontent and
discouragement of capable workmen, bringing
about overtime and work put out which could be

done at home, preventable accidents, and frequent

stoppage of machines for repairs, with renewal
of parts and consequent labour. I do not mean
to say that any particular mill is either exempt
or replete in these defects of management. How
far it is so is for the owner to find out, and this

article will as far as possible assist him to do so

in the interest of all honest-principled men.

The mill in which, say, four or five machines
are working is, peihaps, the best looked after, by
reason of the employei taking a more ac'ive part

in its management. If he is a good business

man, and sees that one machine-hand is par-

ticularly smart, he gives him a trifle more per

hour—little in itself, perhaps, but great in its

result ; for in no branch of the trade can one man
make as much difference in the output as in

machine work. The man who is worth more than
he gets, in comparison to his fellows—and it is

nonsense to say all are alike—quickly comes
hack to their level on finding that his exertions

are not appreciated, and although the employer
may congratulate himself on saving two shillings

or so per week, he is probably losing upwards of

a pound a day in»con«equeEce. He may change
his machine-hand if he likes, but for every one
better, he will probably Snd twenty worse.

This, again, gives us the reason why large

mills are less productive in proportion than small
ones of four to five machines. A foreman is in

charge, engages and pays the men according to

custom ; he doesn't trouble himself to approach
the boss about an increase in a deserving case,

although he would probably go fast enough to

show where he had cut it a trifle, and con-
sequently the man goes where he can get his price

when the chance comes, and possibly two inferior

men are put on to do his work. This may be
considered an exaggeration, but it is not so by
any means. I have known many cases where
two men have put in all their time doing the
work o£ one smart man, and employers should
view with distrust any redistribution of work
among the men which should attract his attention

while on his round of the works or be apparent
through an examination of the timcsheets. A
cosy nest can often be built for a favourite by
such an arrangement, and discontent is en-
gendered amongst capable men who do not use

the chances afforded by the watch club or the
public-house for advancement.
The shop-foreman is generally in charge of the

builder's mill, with another joiner as setter-out

who "pulls the ropes," and in view of the fact

that the shop-foreman cannot be in two places at

once, he has to rely on what he is told of mill
affairs. Therefore the setter-out must be
regarded as the person who manages (';') the mill.

Of course, he "understands machinery"—so does
the mill boy to a certain extent. He may have
been in a mill ten years or more ; but unless he
can do the work himself, doing it in the most
systematic minner, and knowing the full

capacity of every machine, he is not qualified to

overlook the wood-working machine man. In
fact, the average setter-out is as capable of

managing a mrtchine shop as a nurse-girl is of

superintending the building of mailcarts. Having
to rely on other people for information, he is a
ready victim to the worker, whose abilities only
suffice to carry him through the back-door to

such preferment es may be had. Tell him your
machine runs too slow, he repeats the informa-
tion to his superior as his own discovery, and
you may spend as much time over the job as

you like in future. Tell him it runs too fast,

and you may serve it anyhow, having it

-Under repair two or three times a week. Tell
him the quickest method is dangerous, he runs
away ia a fright, allowing operations ten times
more so. In short, it is incredible what tales

suffice to " tell him off." Should he be a fairly long run, and I doubt if the prices were lookei

capable man, the possibilities of the position are into they would be found much higher than those

not great. He must neglect either the bench or paid for the mnch-used African. The Nicaraguan

the machine-work. square-cut logsare, together with the foreign-cut

The proper man for the mill is the first-c'ass j

boards, especially adapted for the machine, taking

machine-hand, saw-fitter, tool-maker, &c. He
|

a perfect gloss at a high rate of feed, and work

should have had upwards of fifteen years' expe- '
up to the last thred.

rience of the work, and have been through the In cutting out, the need of a conscientious nian

trade sawmill, moulding, and joinery works. He is apparent to anyone who has been in a position

should, of course, have a good knowledge of to notice Ihe great waste of hard woods at, well as

joinery—there are many such—and be a strict deal which can occur. While machinery is a

disciplinarian without being despotic. When he good servant in the convsrsion of wood, it can

is found, he should be well paid, or he will not become a great destroyer, and a man who does

find the job worth the trouble, considering the not wish to cirry short ends about finds it very

price he can get as a machinist. A capable man easy to cut them smaller still and throw them in

can save his wages many times over by good the firewood heap. He— the

management. Don't mistake "side" for effi-

ciency. Don't give him hard-and-fast prices

and rales to work by, or he will foDow orders,

and the result may not be satisfac'ory. Sugges-

cutter-out— is

p«rhaps not quite sure that the economic course

of stacking away is the one he gets the most

credit for. Knowing to what extent commission

is given to buyers, he is, perhaps, not far out in

tions are all right, and if the objections are care-
j

thmking short ends a nuisance in more ways than

fully weighed, would allow the employer to form
j

one.

an opinion of his man. While no man or foreman ! Following the stuff to the saw-bench, we see it

likes to feel he is spied upon, some supervision I deeped and flatttd with saws taking nearly—and

must be given in order to appreciate his efforts ; :
in some cases quite—a quarter of an inch kerf,

and the more responsible position a person holds Thin saws require better treatment than thick

the more sure should the employer be of his
i

ones. Consequently, when left to himself the

abilities. I do not advocate a man in a mill of
|

sawyer as a rule works the thick one. Savage

halt a dozen machines who walks about with his
[

saws are seldom seen in the builder's mill, and as

hands in his pockets. Such a one would suffer seldom understood. Where frame saws are iu

from laziness or a swollen head. A good plan is
\

use the chances are somewhat better ;
but there

that adopted in some mOls where the cutter- is much to be learnt from the trade mill in the

making is done by the foreman, who thus has a way of good work and speed. All rippings should

grip on all machines. When busy, the roughing- be cut to size for small mouldings before leaving

out can be left to an assistant. The output is the saw-bench, then put away to dry ready for

largely regulated by the toolmaking department, the machine in slack time, when a large stock of

A practical mill foreman would also considerably beads, kc, should be run.

reduce the repair bill. I have been through Coming to the machine work proper, we fii-d

works where the machines have been kept in that far too much of the stuff goes through five

order at a cost of almost a few pence expended in or gix operations instead of going through the

Babbitt metal and labour, after which they have four-cutter. This machine is the most productive

run for months. I know others where expensive of any, and should have every attention given it

gunmetal bearings are continually being replaced, to insure the best results. Thus the machinist

spindles trued up, and even new spindlts ordered, being before all others as a money-earner, should

fitted, and absolutely wrecked in the course of ' be treated accordingly. It may, perhap", be as

a month through ignorance on the part of the -^gW to define a smart man. He is one who keeps

person who "does" the repairs. Should the I his machine in perfect working ord- r by keepin

sawmill engineer he called in, he is naturally at

a loss to explain matters, not knowing the treat-

ment to which the mtchines have been subjected.

It is diflicult for the employer to get at the repair

bill. Should the sawmill engineer's bill attract

his block in- balance and the running parts lubri-

cated ; therefore his bearings seldom require

attention. His cutters are we'l tempered, and

his trained eye enables him to match up a

complicated mould in a few minutes. He
his attention, it gives but a small idea of ' grinds quickly and accurately to shape, not re-

the days or weeks wasted in trying to make the
|

quiring to alter them after fixing on the block,

machine run quiet before sending it away. The
^

He attends to the feeding and speeding con-

old timesheets have probably been destroyed, and i scientiously, taking a pride in his work, which
no record kept of the time booked to "machinery"

[ comesaway in first-class condition ready for the

or " repairs." Such a recordshould be kept. All
i paintfr, or, if hardwood, requiringlittle attention

repairs specified, and if the time booked runs into ' to fit it for the polisher. The inferior hand
more than one day per month at the most for a

I troubles himself but little a>.out anything,

decent plant of about a dozen machines, the matter Should his bearings run hot he slacks tnem out

should be looked into. When new parts are and runs them loose, or has a rest while they are

ordered the time they have been running should being seen to. Aft^r spending enough time

be ascertained, and compared with those of other ', grinding to do the job, he finds the tools too long

machines. The employer can only rely on thi or too short. Does not trouble about the temper,

booking in the first instance. To conaplain of if he knows anything about it. He tries the

the time booked would cause it to be put on some cutters on the block three or four times before

other job when excessive, while the trouble still they are ground the right shape. It muit be

exists. Therefore, the only remedy is a drastic remembered that cutters are not made to the

one, which must be applied upon the trouble gection required. Acting on the rake, the profile

being located. A little attention to the machines varies with every difference of diameter, and
when passing would go a long way to size th'ngs I often they fly off after they are put there, to the

up. Excessive rattle in a machine—distinctly
j

danger of everyone near. At the finish it is

discernible from the legitimate buzz—should ' altogether a poor job, although he gets as good a

immediately attract attention, and a few fingers price as the first-class man. It necessary, stuff

placed on the bearing or bed of the machine—to should be straightened before going through this

detect vibration—together with an inspection of machine, but should not be squared up entirely

the work, would give reliable intimation as to the for the convenience of the setter-out. In some
state of affairs. It must be remembered that

j

cases, such as cills, the sticking can be made the

frequent stoppage of one machine means fre-
: last operation. Where a cutter maker is kept, he

quent delays to several, since they work together, should be thoroughly expert, or the machinist is

and consequently general disorganisation. handicapped at once. Attention should be given

In dealing with mill-work in detail the question to the drying of stuff, as it makes a very great

of mate, ial and its conversion first claim attenti m, |
difference in the quality and quantity of the out-

but as the selection of material largely depends on I put. Yet in a gr^at many cases the sticking is

cost, it will be sufficient t > say that only such ! done first, the drying after, and in busy times

stuff that will work up with little work, and as , they begin to work up stock, thereby losing the

straight- grained as possible, should be bought. To
take mahogany, for instance, much waste occurs

in cheap African, the greater part of which, I

believe, i^ passed off on the consumer as Honduras,
although it would be difficult t) prove such an
assertion without an inspection of the invoices.

At all events, it is far from economical to use any
but the best grades of that wood for machine
work in view of the very great amount of tioae it

takes to machine, and afterwards to clean up.

The best arid straigh'est grained Honduras,
Mexican, andNicaraguan woods are cheapest in the

servicesof the machine (lour-cutter) when most

useful to expedite the joinery work. A good

combination for a fair size mill is the following,

which should keep upwards of fifty joiners going ;

r2in. by -tin. four-cutter or five-cutter, two heavy

spindle moulders, one 2£t. combined s.urf&cing and

thicknessing machine, one IGin. surface planer,

tenoning and mortising machines, heavy band-

saw, two circular saw-benches, one fitted with rise

and fall attachment. If not sufficient, a small four-

cutter moulding machine and a surface planer

should be added.
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All work given out to the mill should have a

number, with quantity specified, no booking
being allowed to stock only. This will give the

office people a chance at least to get at prices.

An instance of short-sightedness on the part of

many employers is their reluctance to pay the

mill foreman a weekly wage, fearing possibly to

be a few shillings out. There are few men who
cannot do with a bit extra sometimes, and over-

time enables them to get it. Therefore it pays
them to keep the work back. A day's work is

enough for any man who does work, and it is

better for all concerned to pay them well for the

day than to allow overtime. It is also a bad
system which causes a man to say " he will

take care not to get the sack for doing too

much," or, in other words, he intends to hold

on to one job until another comes along.

Men should be made to feel that in times of

slackness they will be treated with consideration,

so long as they do the right thing. Something
can always be found for two or three outside the

mill in order to ease it a bit. Frequent changes
mean general disorganisation and accidents.

A large proportion of accidents happen to hands
'only a few days on the job. "Were men treated

as suggested, they would be much more willing,

and much less inclined to " nibble " at the work
than at present. Sach petty artifices as nursing
the shavings would be unnecessary.

I have refrained from giving any figures of

what each machine will do, because it would
only lead to one man—whose work is easily

checked—being driven, while another can do as

he pleases. Such is too much the case already.

A man is required who knows what each and all

machines can do, and he alone can be sure that

he gets it done. H. W.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
AN ENTRANCE LODGE TO A PUHLIC PARK.

WE are gradually succeeding in impressing
on our contributors the charm and de-

sirableness of simplicity as well as the advantage
of avoiding the mere superlluity of confectionery
in architectural elaboration. An entrance lodge
to a park has usually been made the opportunity
of vulgar display, and in some other ways it has
been thought desirable to make the keeper's
cottage at the lodge gateway some sort of reflex

in miniature of the stately mansion to which it

forms an approach. It remains a matter of taste
really to determine how far this idea is justified,

and jet certaioly on the other hand the lodges
surrounding a big house ought not to look as if

the mansion had a surrounding number of off-

springs. Some wag of the Regency said, when
Nash built the Pavilion at Brighton for George
the Prince liegent, that the number of its

domes suggested the likelihood that St. Paul's
Cathedral had visited Brighton for change of
air, which had brought on a premature assemblage
of pups. The lodge to a public park, notwith-
standing, might well display in some minor degree
a suggestion of palatial importance, not so much,
perhaps, in the elaboration of detail, as in the
character of its material. We recognise fully that
a design adapted to the hedgerow is not of necessity
in keeping with historic formal lawns or even with
the ginger-beer kiosks of a suburban ratepayers'
" recreation-ground," where visitors are not per-
mitted to exercise themselves on the grass. The
"free and independent " voter must be kept
within bounds. This implies Beadledom, and
the inspiring awe so characteristic of law and
order is possibly not represented ([uito adequately
by simple cottage architecture. In the absence of
time-honoured heraldiccarvings, district surveyors
put up terracotta gargoyles and rampant dragons
for ridge terminals. Municipal magnificence is

given emphasis by a foolish fussation of con-
torted gables and overbearing pretentiousness
at the expense of the ratepayers, among whom
men of refined taste are reckoned of no account
whatever, as compared with the blatant time-
server. The designs chosen from our com-
pelitors' final series of drawings for the present
session for an Entrance Lodge to a Public I'ark
are all conceived on a dilfcront ideal from what
wo have just alluded to, and, as we have
already indicated, they are all perhaps a trifle too
much like ordinary cottages. "The New Boy"
ranks first, " Ionic " comes second, and " (Jhoet"
third. In general idea we are inclined to place
the scheme of "Ionic" by preference first; but
the plan of " New Boy " is on the whole belter,
and less involved in the contrivance between

the two tenements. It is likewise more com-
pactly arranged, which in lodgework is essential.

The yard of the second house comes in " The New
Boy's " scheme against the bathroom and larder

of the first house, and obviously this is open to

several objections which we have not overlooked.

On the other hand, these yards are less con-

spicuous from the park—a desideratum of no little

importance. The covered verandah to these

cottages is a great convenience, but the copper in

the kitchen is a doubtful provision. It would
have been better located under the verandah. This
might have been readily managed in the larger

house, but not so easily in the other instance.

The general design excemaUy is good and
pleasantly proportioned in a simple fashion.

" Ionic " has much to recommend his proposal,

the stair turret giving a touch of individuality

which appears to be warranted as appropriate to

the occasion. The duty oflice is scarcely needed,

and the hall with the spacious landing over

would take up more area than is usually available

in places of this class. The bathrooms come
adjacent to the kitchen fireplaces, which
economises ; but the copper would steam out the

kitchen at times leading to contentions and dis-

comfort. The involved interchange of the two
dwellings on both floors would make by-law
regulations diflicult of application.

" Ghost" is by far the best design externally

for the purpose, even if we are inclined to admit
that the sweetness of line to be looked for in such

a building is wanting in these elevations, which,
in this respect, are less natty than those of the

design placed first. The point which " Ghost "

realises is the degree of dignity appropriate to a

public park entrance without needless effort after

overbearing diversification and detail. The plan

is notwithstanding too poor to justify our placing

the design higher, and if we criticised its con-

trivances we should have to pull it to pieces

somewhat seriously. This task is hardly needed,

because "Ghost" will speedily enough realise

by a second reference to his aiTangements how
badly the parts of the rooms come respectively in

the matter of doorways, wall spaces, windows,
and fireplaces. The ugly narrow passage in the

second cottage strikes one immediately as parti-

cularly cramped and ugly. The stairs must be
also y.Ty dark ; while the fakement for access to

the rear bedroom in the shape of a dormer, seen

on the north-west elevation, cannot be reckoned

as being in keeping with this class of design
with its cornices and moulded gables claiming
almost the importance of pediments. "Ghost,"
at any rate, has got away from the ordi-

nary villa type of semidetached arrangement
so very generally adopted by the other com-
petitors whose plans have yet to be noticed. These
designs give equal importance to both cottages,

and with so slight an endeavour to adapt their

schemes to the purpose in hand, cannot expect to

merit approval or obtain a preference. " Gay-
ville " is an exception, for he has specialised his

plan, showing a fancy for quaintness ; but too

much is sacrificed for a canted arrangement
contrived to provide a verandah fronted with
treillage of vertical lathings quite out of scale

with the big expanse of roofing above it, and
serving in itself no particular purpose. " Zig
Zag " is one of the best of the semidetached
style of cottages balanced up in front to match,
though we fail to see what the gain is in

rounding oil the corners of such plans and cant-

ing in external doors in this fashion ; neither do
the watorcloscts in the bathrooms commend
themselves to approval. " Zig Zag's " drawings
are better than his design. " Marcus " is monu-
mental in the way of stone-muUioned windows
with embattled bay copings and shaped masonry
on the main gables. His plan is much better

than the last mentioned, but the style chosen is

too costly for ordinary lodge work. "Tom"
draws with affectation and little judgment, his

building being set out in the finest of thin lines,

and white roofs backed up by broad washed
and heavy stroiks by way of a sky and
trees blocked out in jet black. Tho scheme
shown is not si bad for an ordinary pair of

middle- chias cottages, but tho third bedroom
in one house is called "water tanks" in the

otlier, 80 "Tom" is clearly thinking more
about his sky effects, and as to headroom
under staircases, such details are too small fur s(»

ambitious an artist. "Idler'' fails to give his

design a good chmce, because the drawings sent

in are too splashy and coarse. The view is better,

and tho elevation of the front is rather good. Tlie

dormer over the stairs is an awkward performance.

and the rafters coming down on to the top of this

dormer cannot be recommended as a good
structural contrivance. The dotted lines of the
valley en the first-floor plan are not correct if the
elevation and view are reliable. "Rupert" has
some odd columns stuck in to form porch recesses

under the main angles of his pair of villas. The
oddness is due to their excessive height, and they
carry only inclosed waste space. The building
with a conical roof and central chimney-stack has
a lodge-like character. The segmental staircases,

each in a sort of conservatory bay, hardly appear
suitable. " Rupert " has taken considerable

pains, and drawn his scheme in a workman-
like way. "Loidis" comes next with a square
plastered tower having an objectionable look.

The south-east, or front, elevation is unshapely
enough, and the planning is not nicely managed
with regard to two dwellings. The author of

this design is capable of better things than the

present effort. " King's Pawn " sends a pair of

very ordinary cottages, neatly lined, though the

w.c. is too intimately associatrd with the pantry
to pass an objection to so obvious a want of

sanitary forethought. "Old Mercer" puts a

bull's-eye window right through a chimney-
jamb to light the stairs. Of course, he will

say that the flue corbels in over the window,
but we doubt the desirability of tuch tricks

in bricks and mortar, and besides, they never
look right. The stairs would have to be very
steep t) get up in the space allowed. The
plan is too ingenious to be good. " Plumb Bob "

gives a pair of very ordinary villas while " Bull

Dog" follows with ditto; very inky in over-

lining. "Acanthus" puts a Classic portico to

each cottage to support a root of costly hipping
without housing anything but lost space.
" Chingacagook " sets his sheet out well, and has

an ingenious plan with relatively uninteresting

elevations. "Bert" istoofondof diversity, allkinds

of materials—affecting too, all sorts of shapes and
sizes. There is a touch of feeling in his penwork
which is duly noted. "Obelisk" draws but
poorly; "Primrose" is neat and quiet, but not
lodge-like or cheap. " The Hog '' sends a house
large enough for the Rectory in appearance
and far too costly for the purpose. "Leo" is

fond of half-timbering, " Adye " has rather

a pretty front for a pair of cottages. " Bond-
man" is using paper according to the old rule

sizes. " Yelek " uses paper of no size in parti-

cular. His perspective is neatly delineated.
" Lansdown " draws without any regard to per-

spective rules, and splashes on the ink very
abundantly, with much labour and poor effect.

"TressiUan" saves ink by drawing in outline,

using very fine lines ; but he wastes paper by
only partly filling two sheets, where one would
have done, and there is no perspective view. The
following were the conditions for this compe-
tition :

—

'
' An entrancelodge to a public park, arranged to

form two cottage residences, each to comprise a

living-room 14ft. square, or of that area; a

scullery-kitchen (combined), larder, bathroom,
and w c. on ground floor, and three bedrooms in

front lodge, and two bedrooms in the second house
on first floor. The gatekeeper will live in the

ftat cottage. The building is to be detached, and
face south-east. The yards to bo on the west

between the premises and boundary wall of park.

The gates will be a few feet south of the lodge ;

but these need not bo shown. Style suited for

brick and tile roof. Rooms to be Sft. high, and
ground floor 1ft. above ground line. Three
elevations will be seen from the park. View
necessary. Scale 8ft. to lin. Drawings, which
must fully illustrate the design, to be delivered

not later than June 3."

THK ETOy WAR MEMORIAL COMPE-
TITION.

MR. NOKMAN SHAW, R.A.. has acted in

this competition as professional assessor.

Tho architects allowed to take p-irt in the contest

were limited to Etonians, and sixteen sets of

plans wore submitteil by tho f illowing gentle-

men :
— Messrs. .\. K Street, I'.iul Waterhouse,

Pcriival Currcy, S. G iinbitr I'arry, the Hon. A.

McGarol Hogg, .\mbro.-e Poyntor. E. L. Warre,

K. R. Walker, T. B. Carier, H. S. Goodheart

Uendel, C. Herbert Smith. L. K. Hall, an un-

known competitor, and Mr. Francis Jlount. The
plans have this week been on view, and still mi\j'

be seen in the rooms of tho Society of -Vuti-

quaries, in Burlington Home. The premiums
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have been awarded in accordance with Mr.
Shaw's advice—vz , first prize to Mr. L. K.
Hall, of St. James-street, S.W. ; second prize,

Mr. Francis M^unt, of Staple Inn, Holborn

;

third prize, Mr. Ambrose Poynter, of Blnomsbury.
We do not think that any doubt can exist as to

the justice of this a > ard ; but wb notice that the
Committee ol; Taste, with Lord Windscras chair-
man, are not yet in a position, according to their
report, " to make any fuither statement in the
matter, or to suggest the adoption of any one
design or the combination of any two or more
designs." They hope to come to a decision
in the course of the autumn, though the
committee asstrt that they retain entire liberty
of action as legards the whole question in
accordance wi.h the original conditions as clearly

stated when the competition was started. This
doubtfulness must be based upon some circum-
stances apart from the merit of the designs, by
which alone those who have visited the exhibition
of drawings can form an opinion, and it would
also eeem, from the statement made in the official

report, that the assessor has expressed himse'f
warmly in approval of the merit of the premiated
plans. The de igns as a whole do not appear to
take precedence over those of the majority of

ordinary contents of architectural enterprises
where no social or educational restrictions

are imposed, and this remark applies to the
schemes exhibiied, whether judged in re-
epert to architectural merit, skill in planning,
or excelUnce in draughtsminship. Of course,
on the other hand, it was hut reasonable that the
promotors of this competition for a War Jlemorial
of Etonians should wish to restrict the designers
to those who have passed through the College.

The site has an extended frontage in Eton
nearlj' facing the new schools, opposite the " Long
Walk," and situate next the Manor House.
The scheme included a meeting-hall and library
with small museum attached. The whole project
thus make? a capital undertaking for the display
of architectural ability, likewise providing a
practical set of buildings for use in connection
with the town, as well as the College. The
several competitors do not appear to have been
hampered by any preconceived set arrangement,
seeing that the utmost variety in appropriating
the land within the confiDes of the site has been
exercised by the competitors, some adopting a
circular-ended auditorium, for the assembly-hall,
others allocating the library to the frontage in
Slough-road, and some placing it to the rear.
A few of the architects elected to contrive the
meeting-room on the ground floor, while the
majority put it on a higher level.

Mr. L. K. Hall places his hall on the first floor,

and the library at the rear. A colonnaded
entrance corridor occupies a cenral position,
leading in a direct way right through to the
rear premises. Under the hall in front, and on
the right of this main entrance, occurs the
inuseum, which would probably be none too
light. On the left of the corridor is placed the
reception eortile, opening into the grand stair-
case beyond, and associated with cloakrooms
forhoth texes,ra'her well managed. The gallery
staircase opens directly into the street, and is

ingeniously contrived in front of the main stair-
way, which is situated beyond. The exit in case
of emergencies is probably intended to be by way
of the platform stairs, which occur in the angle
formed out of the museum and communicating
with the street. The grand staircase, being where
it is at the back, appears to be a long way from the
main entry for the otijects of quickly clearing the
hall should a panic happen. The assembly-room
measures 8.5ft. by 681t. It makes a fine and
well-proport'oued hall, and has an arched and
coffered ceiling supported by detached columns
grouped in pairs. The octagonal library also has
dual columns supporting a gallery, and it is

covered by a dome surmounted by a handsomely-
designed cupola or turret, floridly treated with
swags. The windows of the hall recall the
Winchester School type of Late Renaissance,
hut their scale of datail scarcely seems to har-
monise the more ponderous proportions of the
main entrance or with the vases on the summit
of the end pa\ ilions. The central feature of the
long horiz .ntal skyline of the facade seems
inconsequential and poor. At each end of ttie

elevation the smaller entrances to the gallery and
platform stiirrases balance the composition very
pleasingly. The drawings are in pencil, neatly
and feelingly executed, showing by far the best
design submitted.
The second premiated design, by Mr. Francis

Mount, has an alternitive, though the variations
are more in matters of detail than in general con-
trivance. It is not clear to which of the two the
prize has been accorded. Both are capable per-
formances. The hall is placed towards the street,

and the square-shaped library is put behind it

wiih aisles and a top-lighted central area. The
plan, which has 'he main entrance portal opening
directly into the assembly-room, has galleries at

either end, one being above the rccep'ionhall
behind the platf</rm. The ceiling is vaulted and
support! d by wall corbels between the big
windows. These in the second scheme are
circular, with spiritedly delineated enrichments
as architraves encircling the lights quite in
keeping with old work. The enlarged detail

drawings bear out this evidence of study and
knowledge of style ; the plans, too, are capable,

but it would not be possible to combine this

riesign with that placed first : opening direct from
the street into the assembly-hall would make a
crude and noisy arrangement.
The third premiated architect, Mr. Ambrose

Poynter, sends a Gothic as well as a Classic

scheme. The latter is the only one worth con-
sidering. The plan provides an entrance lobby
vestibule, with a reception room t) the left and
cloak or retiring rooms to the right. These are

somewhat hampered and ill-arranged. The hall

is at the back of the site, and the library occurs
on the first floor over the above-named front de-
partments. The roof of the front building runs
partly over the hall, and has a gutter awkwardly
managed in consequence. The design is common-
place, and pretentions, out of sympathy with
the historic predilections of Eton, so that the
Committee of Taste need have no anxiety as to

the possibUity of adapting it for the purpose in

hand.
With the remaining designs we can but express

our disappointment so far as the plans sent in by
those whose names, at any rate, are associated
with capable work in the pait. The falling oS
is only too marked, and shows how the in-
dividuality of a father is rarely handed over to a
son. Contrast has seldom been made more
evident. Some of the designs of the remaining
competitors whose names have no such advantage
are quite equal to these. The scheme by the
unknown competitor is one of the best submitted.

HEATING AND A^ENTILATING
ENGINEERS' CONFERENCE.

WASTE HEAT AND SMOKE NUISANCE.

THE Institution of Heating and Ventilating
Engineers (Incorporated) held their sixth

summer conference at Liverpool on Thursday in

last week, Mr. J. S. Palmer, of Liverpool (presi-

dent for the year), conducting the meeting, which
took place in the Hotel St. George. Tnis is the

first visit of the institution to Liverpool, previous

conferences having been held at Stourbridge,

London, Dublin, Birmingham, and Nottingham.
There were fifty members assembled , representative

of the country. Among those present were ex-
presidents Messrs. Walter Jones (Stourbridge),

Louis F. Pearson (Beeston), W. R. Magiiire, J. P.
(Dublin) ; vice - presidents, Jlessrs. S Naylor
(Halifax), G. Crispin (Bristol)', E. Taylor, hon.

treasurer (London), W. Nelson Haden (Trow-
bridge), and R. E. Atkinson (Leicester) ; Messrs.

T. Potierton (Balham), E. W. Muyner (Redhill),

W. Yates (Swinton), A. B. Simpson (Pimlico),

C. J. Haden (Trowbridge), and C. Barter (Bir-

mingham), members of the council; and Mr.
Arthur Taylor (London), secretary.

Mr. George Chasser, of Stourbridge, read a
paper for which be had been awarded first prize

in the assistants' computition. The subject was
*' An Inquiry into the Waste Heat from Gas-
Eogines, with some Supgcitions for Its Useful
Application." He stated that the many useful

purposes to which the exhaust heat from steam
engines hid been applied demonstrated what
could be done in the utilisation of the waste
products from other forms of motive power. The
increasing use of gas-engines made it important
ihnt, where possible, the waste heat should be

utilised, though very little had been done in

that directi m. When it was considered that the

only outlay was the initial cost of the heatini?

plant, doubtless the uSHrs of gas-engines would
welcome any economy. Taking a 50 brake-horse-
power engine as an illustration, he said tests

showed that only 18 to 25 per cent, of the

calorific power of the gas admitted to the engine
was used up in mechanical energy or power, the

remainder going to waste. To take up the heat
from the jacket water and exhaust gases in useful

work, water could be heated in bulk In a circu-

lating tank for draw-off purposes, or passed
through a radiating system, or for any other

purpose for which it was suitable. He calculated

the useful waste heat at 55 per cent. A direct

and simple method of using the exhaust gases

would be to extend the exhaust-pipe around the

building to be heated, but this arrangement could

not be recommended because the high tempera-
ture of the pipes would increase the risk of fire,

and the noise of the explosions would be conducted
along the pipe and become a nuisance. By means
of diagrams he showed how the exhaust gas heat

and jacket water heat might successfully be
utilised either separately or in combination,

pointing out that in this way less heating-surface

was required, and there was a substantial saving

in the amount of fuel required. After describing

various experiments and tests, Mr. Chasser
emphasised the importance of this subject, point-

ing out that not only was the number of gas-

engines in use largely increasing, but the sizes

were also increasing, and engines of 100, 200,

and up to 500 brake horse-pnwer were getting

common, while engines of 1,000 to 3,000 brake
horse-power had been made.
A discussion followed, during which Mr. Louis

F. Pearson congratulated Mr. Chasser upon the

practical value of some of his suggestions, and said

the competition had proved so interesting that

the council of the institution were offering this

year three prizes of higher value.

Mr. Walter Yates, M.I.Mech.E., Swinton,
read a paper on " Mechanical Draught for

Boilers." In the course of his paper, Mr. Y'ates

said that, on the average, one-quarter of the heat

generated was sent up the chimney to waste,

meaning a proportionate waste of the coal to

sustain the required heat. Dealing particularly

with induced and forced fan draught, he strongly

commended the induced draught system wherein
the fan was placed between the boilers and
chimney or point of discharge of waste products

into atmosphere, contending that this resulted not

only in a proportionate increase of steaming
capacity in the boilers, but in greater efficiency

of combustion and consequent economy, due to a
less volume of air being required, though at a
higher pressure than with chimney draught.

Higher temperatures could be maintained, and
the resulting increase of evaporating power of the

boilers was such that usually three boilers with

induced draught would do the work of four with
chimney or natural draught. Other advantages

were that a better and more even distribution of

air was obtained, and that the pressure could be
kept practically constant, thus saving large sums
of money in repair bills for leaky j oints and rivets,

more especially in marine boilers, due to the con-

traction and expansion of the boiler shell and
furnaces. Another valuable feature of an induced

draught apparatus was that it rendered the

plant quite independent of climatic condi-

tions, the fan always being under control,

and capable of answering sudden calls, par-

ticularly useful in the case of an electric light

station. It also permitted economy by the

burning of cheaper fuel, and wjs exceedingly

useful as a smuke preventer by enabling the

proper chemical changes to take place in the

furnace. It obviated, also, the necessity for

lofty chimney stacks. The power required to

drive an induced-draught fan was only about

1 per cent, of the power of the plant it operated,

so that the cost was of little consequence. In
addition to the many advantngfs other than
financial to be derived from an induced draught
apparatus over chimney draught, the two out-

standing economic d feitures were—much reduced

first cost, and reduced cost of fuel.

Mr. Charles Barter, of Birmingham, read a

paper on " Smokeless and Economical Burning of

Fuel." He urged that it was not merely a ques-

tion of curing the smoke nuisance, but, at the

same time, of effecting considerable economy in

coal consumption. He advocated a separate

brick-lined chamber wherein the fuel could be

burnt right out to nothing except for the dirt,

leaving the gases to be introduced into the suit-

able tirehole of a boiler, and there mixed
thorou^hly with the right amount of heated air

and burnt smokelessly, much as a Bansen flame

burned under a kettle. By arranging absolute

control over the generation of the gases in the

fire-chamber or generator, it would be possible to

burn coke so economically as to save quite one-

third of what would be required for the same
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heating effect of coke burning on the firebare.

With coal, not rubbish, the advantages were
more marked. An expenditure of £200 or £300
in properly- designed fuel chambers would cure
much of the smoke evil, would turn a deal of

smoke into money, and would easily save the
outlay in less than two years. During the dis-

cussion several members cast doubt upon the
alleged economies suggested.

The proceedings closed with an announcement
that the next meeting would be held at London
on October 18.

FOREST ENGINEEKING IN INDIA.*

A MANUAL in three volumes, written by
order of the Government of India for the

use of forest officers in that country by Charles
Gilbert Rogers, Fellow of Cooper's Ilall, Deputy
Conservator of Forests, Imperial Forest Service
of India, will be found of general use, also to
those engaged in the management of tea and
coffee gardens, and in agricultural work in India.
The Board of Control of the Imperial Forest
School, Dehra, who conceived the plan of the
work, agreed that the manual should be based on
the school syllabus of the course of forest engineer-
ing. The manual intrusted to Mr. Charles Gilbert
Rogers is a comprehensive treatise dealing with
building materials, building construction, road
making, bridges, transport of timber, wells, con-
struction of embankments, water channels, river
works, demarcation of forests. The first volume
comprises the two first parts devoted to building
materials and cocstiuction, to which we may
more particularly refer. The value of the manual
has been increased by the circulation of the draft
manuscript among India forest officers and others
who have given the bentfit of their experiences.
Elementary facts and principles and engineering
problems are to be found in the first volume, and
the author acknowledges his indebtedness to
several standard worka, including " Notes on
Building Construction " (Longmans, Green, and
Co.), Rankine's " Manual of Civil Engineer-
ing" (GriflBn and Co.), the Roorkee '-Treatise
of Civil Engineering in India," Tredgold's
" Principles of Carpentry " (E. and F. N. Spon),
kc, and he also renders his thanks to all those
who have helped in revising pirts of the manual.
In fact, so many appear to have had a hund in
the preparation of the work that the author very
justly thinks the manual may be taken to repre-
sent the experience of the Department as
a whole. The first part, Section 1. deals
with stone, which is concisely treated in about
ten pages. The author, or com|iiler, has classified
and condensed his data and materials under various
paragraphs which are numbered, so that there
is no repetiti' n or verbiage. Thus, under the
head of durability of a atone, we read it depends
on (ff) the action of the atmosphere, (i) ita
chemical composition, {<) its physical structure,
{(/) its position in the building, and each of these
several heads is dealt with. Thus under (4),
chemical composition, we read :

'• The atmosphere
always contains some carbon dioxide, and near
manufacturing cities, acid fumes as well. These
substances are dissolved in rain, or combine with
the moisture of the air, and are thus carried into
the pores of the stone. Carbon dioxide will ulti-
mately siriously injure any stone which has a
considerable quantity of magnesium or calcium
carbonate in its compoaition. Oxygen acts
deleteriously in stones containing much iron.
Lichena sometimes hasten decay." The remarks
on {(i), the position of stone in the buildings, are
useful, and concisely stated: "All stones, cspe-
lially those winch arc distinctly stratified, should
be placed in walls in the position in which they
were originally deposited, or in this position
mverted

; if the planes of ttratification are placed
parallel to the surface of the wall, the surface of
the stone is liable to peel olf in tUkea." Thia ia
illustrated by a diagram. And in arches the
natural bed of tho stones should be placed
perpondiculariy to the thrust of the stone (i c

,

to tho resultant of tho forces aciing on it)
;

the beds of atratification should be parallel to
the ctntre lino of the arch and perpendicular to
its face." Many useful remarks refer to
quarrying, the preparation of stone for building,
&c. Ths stone used in India is largely collected

A Manual of Forest KiiKineering for India. By
l^iiAiii,E8 Oii.uEKT Ro.iKKs, Fellow ot < ooper'n Hill. &0.^icutta: Othce of the tjupcrintendent ol Government

8t?aniVc t
^"'l™ 1^ A- Arnold, Bedford-street,

from river-beds (boulders). There the kinds of

stone are described (1) Silicious, (2) Argillaceous,

(3) Calcareoua, the authorities being given in

footnotes, and those are chiefly mentioned which
are found in India. The section on Bricks is

also very comprehensive and concise. The
definition of technical terms used in India.

Burnt bricks are divided into three classes :

—

Ist class ; When of uniform size, with flat sides

and well-defined edges, thoroughly and equally

burnt, hard and sound, of a deep red or copper
colour, and ringing clearly when struck ; 2nd
class : When fairly well burnt, but somewhat
uneven in shape, and partly vitrified ; 3rd class :

When either Fhama or pild. Tho term " Fhama"
denotes overburnt or vitrified bricks, " pila

"

means underburnt or soft. The manufacture of

bricks is described briefly, and the brick moulds
used in the Dehra Dun district are illustrated.

We read under "Burning": "The Indian
clamp is an arrangement for burning bricks in

the open air, and is chiefly used in Northern
India and the Punjaub. In a clamp the bricks

and fuel are laid in alternate layers, the former
in cjurses of five or six bricks, the latter in layers

of from 2jft. to 3ft. in thickness. The plan of

clamp is usually triangular ; the floor is a plane
surface inclined at an angle of about 15° with the
horizon. The lowest point of the base of the
clamp is one of the angular points of the
triangular-shaped floor. The clamp is lighted at

the lowest point of the base, and the fire is led up
through the different layers in the clamp. The
object to be aimed at in burning bricks ia to heat
the bricks equally all through the clamp, though
in practice it is rarely possible to attain this end
completely." A vertical section is given of a
brick clamp, showing the slanting floor and the
layers of brick and fuel. The fuel used in Indian
clamps is manure (khatt). dritd cowdung, and
litter and town sweeping.s (kura), with sometimes
a little wood in the lower Uyers. The English
clamp is a stack of sun-dried br'cks built over a

system of rough-made flues and leading through
the clamp from the fire-holes, where fuel is in-

troduced. Small ashes and cinders are introduced
between the layers of bricks and the fire-holes, in

which the faggots are placed for lighting the kiln,

are veiy small; but in India coal is rarely

obtainable, and wood fuel is used. The method
of placing the bricks in the English clamp is

described in de'ail forming a series of rows or

openings (flues) ; above the flues the bricks are
laid alternately length and crosswise. Very few
of our treatises on building describe in detail the
mode of setting the bricks, but in the Roorkee
Treatise on " Civil Engineering in India,"
Vol. I., the whole process is fully described and
illustrated, and the manual we are reviewing
quotes from this work. The English brick kiln

is also described. The characteristics of good
bricks are next described, such as freedom from
flaws and lumps, shape, absorption, colour, &c.
The author says the average ab-orption of water
by bricks is about one-sixth of their weight. In
India the sizes of bricks vary much. The sizes

used in Northern India by the Public Works
Dep'trtmeiit are stated to be

9iJ by 4f by 2Jins.,
and 9 by 4 J by 2 J ns. As pointed out, to construct
good brickwork the length of a brick should just

exceed twice its brfadth by the thickness of a
mortar joint, in order that two headers with the
mortar joint may cover one stretcher. Another
section enters upon the subject of tiles for roof

coverings, &c. The kinds used are (1) Pot tilea,

(2) Pantiles, (3) Flat tiles, (1) S-tiles. Pot tiles

are commonly used, one end of the temicircular
tile being sligiitly broader than the other end.
One figure shows such a tile Oin. long, S.Jin.

wide at one end, and 2in. at the other, the depth
at tho greatest end being 2in., and at the least end
lin. These are made in the Dehra Dun district.

They are made on the potter's wheel. Pan tiles

are flat, with the long side edges bent up about Sin.

by i'->\\n. at tho wider end, and •'iin. at the narrow
oml. Flat tiles are made for roofing purposes,
lin. to Gin. square. Some are madu \\ to 2ft.

square. The seetii.n on earth, grass, and bamboos
ia of interest to English builders. Earth is

largely used for small and temporary construction,

especially in forest work. In Central India,
matli (white earth found on tho sites of old
villages and forts) is tho best earth for wall-
V'Uilaiiig and will stand for many years. In
Assam Una, a reed, is much used for the walls of

t(!inporary forest structurts, and where covered
with sand and lime plaster in wooden panels is a
cheap duraVjle wall. Bamboo (split) is used when
ikra 18 not to be had, but is not so satisfactory. In

many parts huts, stables, and guards' huts are
coi-structed of grass fastened to a wooden frame-
work, the roofs and walk being both of these
materials. Bamboos are chiefly used in Burma
for temporary buildings. The preparation ot
earth for walla ia described by the addition ot

water to make it into a stiff mass, the wall being
composed of auoh lumps, or a mud made ot the
earth, the wall being built in layers pressed down
by the hands or feet. The wall is then trimmed
and plastered with clayey earth. The base of a
wall of mud 8ft. high is about 2|ft. A better

way is to form sun-dried bricks from the earth
and set the bricks in mud mortar. Heavy roofs

for these walls are undesirable. The sources of

lime in India, its manufacture, and the kilna nsed
for firing are described. Concrete, plaeter, &c.,

are dealt with in another section. An interesting

section ia devoted to timber, compriaing remarks
on growth, cutting trees, aeaaoning conversion of

timber, referring to Rivington's " Notes " on the
subject, as the methods of marking out planks on
a log in order to obtain the best planks that it is

possible to cut. A radial plank is the strongest,

a cut at right angles near the outer rings the
weakest scantling. The strongest planks and the
largest number in a given log follows closely the
medullary rays. Three diagrams are given,

showing how the strongest beam can be cut out
of a log: these are taken from "Notes on
Building Construction." The more useful timbers

used are noticed. Teak, Sal, and Deodar are the

best known timbers here ; but several other local

timber trees are described under the provinces in

which they are used. These will be found
valuable to the engineer and builder and furni-

ture maker. Teak, padauk, blackwood, sissoo,

aatinwood, kc, are well-known woods suitable

for panels and ornamental joinery, while teak,

padauk, &c., are used for large scantlings.

Formulae are given for transverse strength, and
the modulus of elasticity and a useful table of

weights, transverse strength, and other qualities

is appended. " Preparations for Preserving or
Beautifying Woods " gives some useful informa-
tion on paints and varnishes. The section on the

trades of carpentry and joiner}' contains all the

usual information on joints and their resistance

to compressive, tensile, and cross strains. The
author freely borrows from Tredgold's " Car-
pentry," " Notes, '

' Rankine, and oi her authorities,

and the illustrations are well drawn to a good
scale. Several forms of plain joinery, door,

window, &c., are given; but these details have
special reference to houses in a forest division.

Part II. treats on building construction. Founda-
tions, walls, floors, roofs, chimneys, drainage,

lightning conductors, &c., and these sections are

illustrated, and examples given for working out the
scantlings of beams and joists, roof trusses, &c.

Volume II. treats on Road-making and Bridges,

and will be found of value to students and young
engineers engaged in the Imperi-il Forest Service

of India. The section on alignment of roads and
paths, laying out roads by aid of instruments,

levelling operations, with rules for the use of

instruments, Abney's level, Mauaon'sroad tracer,

clinometer, &c., is pretty complete, and practi-

cally treated. The construction of roads is

fully dealt with and illustrated by diagrams
and sectiona. The measurement ot earthwork,

making estimates are explained by sections along;

the centre line of road (tho formation level).

This section shows the original surface of

ground, gradients, and depths of cuttings,

&c. A separate vertical scale is used—usually ten

times as large as tho horizontal scale. Cross-

sections made on level and sloping ground show
the various shapes of cuttings and embankments,
and the areas of these are calculated from formul.o.

Part IV. is concerned with bridges, the ma-
terials, and principles of construci^n, and a few
good examples of simple timber bridges follow.

The author dwells on and illustrates the various

steps necessary in preparing designs. The abut-

ments and piers, beams and trusses, pile drivers,

screw piles, trussed beams and their parts, tho

necessary scantlings, and details of construction

suspension bridges, cintilevor, and masonrj
bridges are treated, and calculations for finding

dimensions of various parts are given. This part

of the book will bo found a useful guide to the

student and engineer, and the illustrations are to

a good scale. \Vo have no space left to touch on
Vol. III., which treats <.u transports, timber,

forest tramways, sledge roads, dry and wet timber
slides; wire reap ways, water transport, wells,

the construction of embankments, weirs, and
waterworks are discussed. The last part treats
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of ''Demarcations of Forests." There are several
appendices of valuable data, &c., and the three
volumes will be found to contain in concise form
resf arches, principles, and results compiled from
various standard authorities. In fact, I be work
of Mr. Charles Gilbert Rogers is a useful manual
or textbook on the subject of forest engineering
in its varied aspects.

THE SANITARY INSTITUTE AT
GLASGOW.

THE Sanitary Institute has met this year at
Glasgow. The Congress was opened on

Monday with an inaugural address by Lord
Bljtheswood, dividing itself thereafter into three
sections :

' ' Sanitary Science and Preventive
Medicine," " Engineering and Architecture,"
and " Physics, Chemistry, and Biology." Each
of these sections met on two days at the Uni-
versity, and their presidents have been Professor
Henry Robinson and Professor Frank Clowes. In
addition there have been eight special conferences

:

— (1) Municipal Representatives, presided over
by Councillor W. F. Anderson, J.P., chairman of

the Health Committee, Glasgow. (2) Industrial
Hygiene, presided over by Councillor James
Steele, J. P., Vice-Chairman of the Health Com-
mittee, Glasgow. (3) Medical Officers of Health,
presided over by Sir Charles A. Cameron. (4)

Engineers and Surveyors to County and other
Sanitary Authorities, presided over by William
Weaver. (.5) Veterniary Inspectors, presided over
by Professor James M'Call. (6) Sanitary Inspec-
tors, presided over by Jlr. T. F. Strutt. (7) Women
on Hygiene, presided over by the Duchess of

Montrose ; and (S) on the Hygiene of School
Life, presided over by Professor John Edgar.
The subjects have included :

—" The Disinfection
of Tuberculous Sputum," "Methods of Dealing
with Smallpox," "Comparative Pathology with
special reference to Cancer," "Tuberculosis in
Cattle, and its Conveyance to Human Beings by
means of Infected Cattle," " Ths Progress and
Prevention of Diphtheria," "Malaria," "In-
fantile Mortality, its Causes and Prevention,"
" Sanitary Condition of the Mercantile Marine,"
" Epidemic Cerebos Spinal Jleuingitis," its

Causes and Prevention," " Supervisory Con-
trol of Water Supplies," " Protection of
Shell Fish from Pollution," " Planning and
Construction of Parochial Institutions," " Ven-
tUalion," "The Construction of Hospitals,"
"Sanitary Fittings," "The Construction of
House Drains," "PurificationofTrade Effluents,"
"Sewage Disposal," "Standards of Purity for

Sewage Effluents," " The Abatement of the
Smoke Nuisance," " The Municipality and the
Housing of the Poor," " Sanitary Local Au-
thorities and Administration of Public Health,"
" Trade Diseases and their Prevention," " The
Conditions of Home Work in Various Trades,"
" The Effects on Health of Women's Employment
in Shops," " The Weekly Wage-Eatner and the
Influence Exercised uponhim by Fatigue, Alcohol,
and Tubercle," ' ^'entilation in Factories and
Workshops," " The Mortality of Occupations,"
"Certification of Houses by Sanitary Authori-
ties," "Pig-Styes," "Scarlet Fever in Rela-
tion to Hospital Isolation," " Heavy Motors,"
"Road Maintenance," "The Control of Milk
Supplies," "The Utilisation of Diseased Cr-
eases," and "The Waste Products of Public
Abattoirs," " Rural Inspection," " State Regis-
tration of Trained Nurses," "The Work of

Women Sanitary Inspectors," "The Health
.
Aspects of Some Occupations for Women,"
" Feeding and Management of Infants," " Milk
Depots for Infants," and "School Hygiene."
The programme further included a lecture by Sir

Richard Douglas Powell on " The Prevention of

Consumption." Two garden parties, a conversa-
zione, and a promenade concert have been
arranged, and an opportunity given to visit the
Trossachs, the Falls of Clyde, Loch Eck, Loch
Fyne, the Gareloch, Loch Lomond, andtheKyles
of Bute. There are two more or less " sanitary "

excursions, a visit to a septic tank at Barrhead,
and a visit to EJdlewood Collieries, Hamilton.
The conference proper will finish to-day, but the
whole of to-morrcw will be occupied with
excursions in the west of Scotland.

The only section which met on Tuesday was
that concerned with Sanitary Science and Pre-
ventive Medicine, which was presided over by
Professor John Glaisher, whose address dealt
with smallpox and vaccination.

A paper prepared by Professor Kenwood, of

London, and Dr. F. J. Allan, Medical Officer for

Westminster, dealt with the disinfection of rooms
and workshops occupied by consumptives, and
advocated compulsory notification, which, it was
stated in discussion, was in force in Sheffield.

A resolution, proposed by Dr. Ebenezer Dun-
can, of Glasgow, to allow local authorities to add
phthisis pulmonalis to the schedule of notifiable

diseases, led to a long debate, in which much
difference of opinion about method was mani-
fested ; but in the end an amended form of words
was agreed on, in which the congress recom-
mended the Sanitary Institute to memorialise the
English and Scotch Government Boards to make
the disease notifiable, on such conditions as might
be approved b> the Boards.

Dr. Jessie McGregor, in a paper recommending
a more complete medical inspection of school

children, pointed out that Japan headed the list

with 8,424 school doctors, and Great Britain was
at the bottom with about a score.

Mr. ^^^ Wheeler presided at a conference of
engineers and surveyors to sanitary authorities,

and urged the need of the application of sanitary
science to the individual as well as to dwellings.
Mr. E. Shrapnell Smith contributed a paper on

" Motor Vehicles in relation to Municipal
Service," and computed that at the present time
thereare inthe United Kingdom 20,076 motor-cars,
22,916 motor-cycles, and 58,000 motor-driving
licenses. The general increase in the popularity
of motor-cars had, he considered, brought pro-
portionate benefit to roadside interests, though
its train was chiefly remarkable for one
grievous accompaniment — the dust nuisance,
which was a veritable curse to motorist and
pedestrian alike. The remedy would probably
be found ia the gradual laying of metal
that had been steeped in tar or other similar

liquid, with proper consolidation and limited
binding matter. The construction of dustless

roads must therefore form an important branch of

work for the municipal, urban, or county engineer
and surveyor, and he submitted the question as

one of the most pressing arising out of auto-
mobile progress. He recommended the intro-

duction of motor omnibus services, and the use of

heavier machines for strtet watering, the haulage
of material, and the removal of refuse. Appen-
dices were presented (1) giving a return of the
Eastbourne motor omnibuses from April to

December, 1903, and (2) a return of motor-cars,
motor-cycles, and driving licenses in the United
Kingdom at Midsummer-day last.

A resolution was adopted representing to the

general committee that, in the interests of public

health, it is imperative that municipal, urban,
and county authori'ies should adopt methods for,

the prevention of dust during dry weather on
macadamised roads

.

A conference of municipal representatives was
held in the Examination Hall, Mr. Councillor
W. F. Anderson (Glasgow), president of the
section, presiding. The Lord Provost (Sir John
Ure Primrose) read a paper on the smoke nuisance
and its influence on public health.

Mr. Robert Crawford read a paper on "The
Municipality and the Plumber," in which he
advoca'ed the better education of the plumber,
and his registration and certification by a recog-
nise! body such as the Company of Plumbers, in
order to insure the quality of the work.
S r S. Chisholm read a paper on " The Munici-

pality and the Housing of the Poor." The whole
science of sanitation, he said, might truly be said

to be centred in the home. The people must
live, and live as human beings should do, and no
theories, however plausible, thould be allowed to

stand in the way of the attainment of this end.
The corporation could build with a minimum of

loss to the community, and in many cases with no
loss at all.

WEDN'ESDAT.

Five sections met on Wednesday, including the
meeting of Municipal Representatives, who had
some minor papers to dispose of. The others

were "Engineering and Architecture," which
met for the first time; " Sanitary Science and
Preventive Medicine," which met for the second
and last day ; and the conference on the Hygiene
of School Life and the conference on Sanitary
Inspectors, which both met for the first time.

Much interest was shown in the business affect-

ing school life. The only excursions for the
afternoon were for small parties to Barrhead
Works and Earnock Collieries.

The conference on the Hygiene of School Life
was held in the Moral Philosophy classroom.

Professor John Edgar presided. The president,
in his opening address, said that this was the
first conference in .Scotland on the subject ot

school hygiene. It was surprising that the sub-
ject had been so long neglected. He hoped the

conference would aid in putting the matter on
a thorougbly scientific basis, and he hoped
that teachers as well as doctors would realise

that they were co-workers in perhaps the
greatest of all causes. Education was be-
ginning to profit by the fruitful labours
of science in the fields of biology, physiology,
hygiene, and psychology. The introduction of

hygienic physiology into the sphere of the school

meant that science and enlightened experience
were now to take their proper places in education,

instead ot mere rule of thumb, and that mind was
to aid more deliberately in the evolution of the

nation and the race. The teacher should be a

practical expert in the growth towards the highest
possible for each individual. School hygiene
should be demanded as part of the professional

training of every teacher. Every master had not
only to teach a subject but to educate a living

being.

The section devoted to Sanitary Science and
Preventive Jledicine resumed its sitting in the

Medical Jurisprudence classroom. Professor J.

Gleister, president, in the chair. Sir Richard
C. lemple read a paper on " Some Adminis-
trative Measures taken against Malaria and
Consumption in the Tropics." The points

of interest, he said, in the experiments for the

congress appeared to be that malaria is an over-

whelming cause of incapacity for work, and of

death in the Tropic? ; that a place like Port Blair

pearl settlement affords exceptional opportunities

for experimental administrative measures for com-
bating it, and that the presence of malaria and
consumption in the same locality as dominating
dangerous diseases presents a difficulty in dealing

effectively with malaria on existing theories and
practice, which required full consideration.

Dr. William Wright, Medical Officer to

Glasgow Port Local Authority, read a paper

dealing with the sanitary condition of the
mercantile marine, in which he submitted that

the minimum space provided by law for sailors'

quarters was far too small, and, if strictly

adhered to, men could not possibly live in per-

fect health. A discussion followed, in which
took part Dr. Williams, London, and others

;

and a resolution was passed expressing the opinion

of the section that the sanitary control of ships,

both during and after construction, should be
vested in port sanitary authorities, and that

medical inspectorships should be created on the

staffs of the Local Government Boards of England,
Scotland, and Ireland, the section recommending
the council of the institute to bring the pro-

position under the notice of the proper authorities.

A conference of sanitary inspectors was opened
in the Greek classroom.

SOCIETY OF ART M.iSTERS.

THE 16th annual meeting of the Society of

Art Masters was opened on Wednesdiy in

the lecture theatre of the Victoria and Albert

JIuseum, South Kensington. Mr. C. Stephenson
(Bradford) occupied the chair, and art masters

were present from many provincial schools.

The chairman, iu his opening address, referred

to the working of the Education Act under the

local authorities, and said its effect on schools of

art and art masters had not been of general

advantage to all of them. Although local

authorities had made considerable progress with
their schemes of educational co-ordination, yet

the work had been found so great that in many
centres the schemes were still in'^omplete, and
they were doubtful as to what would be the ulti-

mate effect on their work. The power which had
been given to the local authorities would have
a tendency to centralise the interest of their

members in Iheir local areas. In the past all their

thoughts had been centred on the South Ken-
sington authorities, to whose help, direction, and
fostering care every school of art had been
indebted. By means of their regulations, ex-

aminations, and grants every school was tempted
to follow, more or less, the same routine. The
change of authcrity from a central to a local

control would naturally lead in time to many
changes. The committees would be composed
largely of business men, who, instead of

being interested in examination results, would
naturally ask what educational advantages

they were receiving from their local schools
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of art in return for the money expended. In
some schools, trj point to the spreading of art

culture and the developing of keener powers
of observation would be sufficient ; but in other

places the question would be asked, What
•was being done to help local industries': The
new conditions might create some difficulties, but
in the main he thought art masters would reap
advantages if they could put themselves in the

position of the business men on the committees
and understand their wants. Under the rrgiiiie

of the new local authorities they would need to

study more closely than ever the requirements of

the localities and adapt the schools to their needs.

The annual report, which was read by Mr. F.
Ford, the secretary, and adopted, stated that

during the past year there had been a consider-
able accession ot members, who now numbered
nearly 250, and a consequent increase in the

society's funds. The council had endeavoured to

press upon the attention of the authorities various
matters and recommendations of importance which
were placed before Lord Londonderry by deputa-
tion from the society in November, 1902. Among
the objects sought to be attained were— (1) art

masters of approved experience to be appointed
as art inspectors ; (2) separate and distinct

treatment of schools of art in consideration
of their exceptional character and needs

; (3)

the central authority to have a veto over
all decisions of the local authorities in relation

to schools of art : (4) representatives of art teach-
ing to be on the consultative committee ; and (.5)

steps to be taken to provide for the further in-
struction of talented pupils in elementary schools,

evening continuation schools, and art classes at
schools of ait. The council had strongly advocated
the establishment ot a separate division of the
Board of Education for dealing with art instruc-
tion in all its stages and branches, to be placed
under an administrative officer qualified for the
post by practical experience in art education and
its relations to the national handicrafts and
manufactures.

It was resolved to forward copies of the report
to the officers of the Board of Education, accom-
panied by an explanatory letter.

Mr. J. T. Cook (Sheffield) was elected chairman
and Mr. Frederick Marriott (New Cross) vice-
chairman of the society for the ensuing year.
Miss Edith F. Giles (London) was appointed
treasurer, and other officers and members of the
council were elected.

THE ITTER JUBILEE AT KINGSDYKE.

ON Thursday in last week the jubilee of the
opening of Mr. A. W. Itter's brickworks

at Kingsdyke was celebrated by a gala at which
500 adults and 250 chUdreu were entertained.
The proceediogs began with the opening of the
handsome school which stands at the Whittlesey
end of the hamlet, and is from the design of Jlr.
J. G. Stallebrass. Standing on an admirably
situated site with a large playground, the dimen-
sions of the main room are 45ft. by 22fc., and it

contains a classroom and cloakroom, the ventila-
tion being the latest system. The cost of such a
building would probably amount to £1,000, the
plans having been sanctioned by the Education
Department. It has accommodati u for about
300, where no provision has been made hitherto.
There are two large stones in the front of the
building, inscribed as follows :—"Itter's Schools.
Erected for the benefit of the Children of Kincs-
dykeby A. W. Itter, Esq,"

In the evening, Mr. and Mrs. Itter were tho
recipients of hiindsome gifts from the workmen
and their wives. That from the men took the
form of a beautifully illuminated address and a
silver-gilt rose bowl, and that from the ladies a
silver cake-basket. Mr. A. W. Itter said those
presents were a token of warm feeling between
master and man, and he hoped this would con-
tinue, for he trusted they were not at the height
of their prosperity yet. They could not have a
Jubilee at Flelton because bricks had only been
made there for 2:i years, and so it was a credit to
have a jubilee with the prospect of a centenary.
He always told his foremen to pay good wages,
but to see that the men did their work well.
They wore nuUi secundus to-day, and they
meant to remain so and to bo in the front rank.
lie was so proud of his men tint he was willing
to lay the sum of XriOO on that ta'jlo against a
similar sum by any other firm, this money lobe
forfeited to Teterborough Infirmary, and he
would back his men for this amount to work
against any ecpial number of men. lie would

even go so far aa to make terms, and he said that

his men 6hould make the greater number of

bricks, man for man, and have them loaded, and
they should be good saleable bricks, in less time

than any other body of men. He did not care

whether the other men came from Fletton or that

go-ahead country, America.

ACADEMY ARCHITECTURE.
4 LTHOUGH the galleries at Burlington

r\ House are now so soon to close, Mr.
Alexander Koch's annual volume, generally issued

in July, will serve as a record of the exhibition

which many will be glad to add to the series, of

which the book now before us forms the 25th part.

The excellence of the reproductions which has

hitherto distinguished these necessarily reduced

illustrations is well maintained and the plates

are extremely well printed, while the foreign

subjects from Continental exhibitions have

on this occasion been excluded without much
loss to the reader. Their place has been more
usefully occupied by a further selection of designs

chosen from the Glasgow and Edinburgh Exhi-
bitions, while some additional rejected drawings
from the Royal Academy are given, making by
no means the least interesting part of Mr. Ivoch's

selection. Among the outside subjects is a richly

decorated little private chapel at Battenhall

Mount, made conspicuous in colour from a uraw-
icg by Mr. R. A. Briggs, and there is another

capital coloured plate of the interior of the

Archbishop's Palace, Hohen - Salzburg, by
Louis Hague, the well - known architectural

artist, who died about 20 years ago. There are

some 26 illustrations of sculptures, including

Mr. F. Lynn Jenkins's group in marble and
bronze, executed for Mr. T. E. Colcutt at

Lloyd's Registry, E.C, illustrative of "the
spirit of British Maritime Commerce," and
a very capable piece of work it is. Among
the illustrations from the Architectural Room of

the Royal Academy, we notice interspersed some
which do not actually figure in the (iallery, an
arrangement which should be avoided, because
it is so far misleading, even though on a closer

examination of the illustration it may be dis-

covered by the absence of a catalogue number
that the subjects so shown do not figure in the

exhibition. It is hardly needful to mention the

designs represented in particular, as we have
already illustrated many of them, and noticed all

calling for special reference. Among the Scotch
architects who do excellent work as here repre-

sented, are Messrs. Alexander Macpherson, Wm.
Leiper, R.S.A., Leadbetter and Fairley, William
Williamson, A. Marshall Mackenzie, A. U.S.A.,
Thomson and Sandilands, James Miller, and
Gavin Patterson. The plans added to the views
greatly enhance the value of the collection.

ARMAGH CATHEDRAL.
'pi IE consecration of the Roman Catholic

X Cathedral at Armagh took place last

Sunday. The cathedral was begun in 1840 by
tho then Bishop and continued by his successors,

and finally restored and embellished by Cardinal
Logue, the present Primate. The completed
cathedral has two spires, in one of which it is

intended to hang at some future date a peal of

bells. The building is cruciform in plan, com-
prising nave, aisles, and transepts, with chancel
and choir. The total outside length is 212ft.,

the internal length 20.Stt., and the breadth across

the transepts 120ft. The length of the nave is

114tt., the length of the chancel (iOft., and the

breadth of nave and chancel 75ft. Tho transepts

are 41ft. by 34ft., and the choir is a square of

3.sft. The external roof is 100ft. liigh, the

internal one being 81ft. high. The two western
towers and spires rise to a height of 210ft., and
aro surmounted by lOtt. crosses. Tho crossing

of tho rujf, where the transepts intercept tho

nave, is supported by four grand arches SOft.

high by nearly 4iift. wide. Tho principal entrance
is at the west end, and comprises a largo central

doorway and two similar Hanking doorways in

tho towers. < )riginally the aisles and side chapels
were roofed with a loan-to roof, and to com-
plete tho interior in a suitable manner it was
decided at tho outset to adopt somo groining,
concentric with the nave arcade and springing oil

the cap level of the piers for tho aisles and tide

chapels throughout, as well as for tho two towtrs.

The effect of this work furninhes an appropriate

linish for the mosaic decoration of the walls. '.

The work is in Bath stone, with moulded trans-

verse, diagonal, and intermediate ribs springing

j

off the waU, columns and moulded caps, bases and
j

corbels, which are bonded into the old waUs.
The intersections of all the ribs have carved
foliated bases, containing emblems, varied in

design. The baptistery and beU tower porches
are similarly groined and enriched with clustered

angle columns. The workmanship is Irish

throughout, and the entire waUs of the fabric

from the floor to the groining have been covered
with mosaic. The material employed in the mosaic
work is pottery of various colours in dice-shaped
cubes, but where gilt glass is used it is specially

glazed to prevent tarnishing. The great attraction

is the crossing where the high altar stands, the

six spandrels of which—over the high arches

—

are inlaid with mosaic figured subjects in gold
and colour, representing " The Good Shepherd,"
"The Resurrection," "Christ and Magdalen,"
and " The Ascension." The one facing the nave
contains a picture of St. Patrick converting and
baptising the Irish. The mosaic in the aisles is

in keeping with the rest of the work, having a

cream-coloured ground with the line ornament
up to the springing of the windows, the intervals

up the groining being filled in with a scroll design

in brown. The spandrel over the entrance door

from the tower on the south side contains the

Cardinal's arms, and that on the north aisle the

arms of Pope Leo XIII. The Gothic high altar,

which stands against the rood screen in the cross-

ing, is of the purest statuary marble. The altar

frontal contains panel groups, after Leonardo da
Vinci, by the Roman sculptor. Signer Cesare

Aureli. For two years and more Professor Aureli

has been engaged on this work. It is an alto-

relievo presentation, in finest white statuary

marble of Carrara, of Leonardo da Vinci's " Last
Supper." The altar of the Blessed Virgin in the

chancel is of Gothic design, and noteworthy on
account of the great variety of marbles intro-

duced into the panels and rereJos. The Sacred
Heart altar contains some of the finest specimens

of precious marbles in the cathedral. It is a

companion'gift to the altar of the Blessed Virgin
The pulpit is the work of Signer Jledici, of

Rome ; it stands against the main sou'h-west pier

at the crossing. The work is carved, and is

resplendent with inlays of various old mtrbles.
The width of the body of the pulpit is over 6ft.,

and the plinths and cornice stones are all cut out

of solid marble blocks, the plinth being in Rosso
di Levante and the base in Giallo di Siena. The
cardinal's throne projects in three divisions, with
canopied niches having crocke's, pinnacles, itc,

and it is supported on columns similar to the

screen, with carved caps and moulded bases. The
soHit of the canopy is groined, and the centre

portion is hexagonal in plan, panelled with
tracery and inlaid with Brocatello and Seme
Santo marble, the whole being surmounted with
a spire. The centre portion ot the throne is

carved, and contains the arms of the cardinal,

and the back, facing the transepts, is inlaid with
Portasanta. The collection of stained glass

includes many examples of great beauty. The
organ has been practically rebuilt. The archi-

tect is Mr. C. J. MacCarthy, F.R.I. A., the city

architect of Dublin.

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF BUILDING
TRADE EMPLOYERS.

THE Summer Conference of the National

Federation of Building Trade Employers
of Great Britain and Ireland was this year held

1 at Scarborough, and tho proceedings opened on

j

Tuesday, when about 200 delegates assembled at
' noon in the Council Chamber at the new Town
Hall. Tho Mayor, Mr. Councillor William
Morgan, extended a cordial welcome to the

Federation, observing that master builders, as

I

practical men, wore very important aa giving the

j

greatest amount of comfort in our houses, and
,
insuring all that science and practical experience

could do in promoting and securing everything

conducive to health. Jlr. Alderman W. H.
Jessop, of lluddersliold, who presided, thanked
tho ISlayor for his kind expressions, and said th it

in the municipal administration of the country,

they frociuontly found builders who were willing

to dovolo time and ability to the management of

civic alTairs. Tho morning and afternoon were
occupied by private meetings of the Council.

The delegates included Messrs. W. Shepherd
(Ijondon), senior vice-president ; G. Macfarlund

iMancheetcr), junior vice-president ; J. Howard
Colls (London), J. Bowers (Birmingham), Mr.
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Alderman W. Iloldsworth (Bradford), W. Sipcote
(Birmingham), and C. W. Green (Liverpool), hon.
vice-president. At a dinner on Tuesday evening,
Mr. E. (rood. President of the Yorkshire Federa-
tion, announced that, at a meeting of the Council
of the National Federation in the a'ternoon, the
Yorkshire scheme for a closer union between
employer and employed had been adopted.
On Wednesday Mr. Alderman Jessop presided.

Mr. E. Good (Hull), Piesident of the Yorkshire
Federation, reterrei to what had been done
between the misters' and men's representatives
in Yorkshire, where it was hoped that, by district

committees of masters and men, and the county
conciliation board, strikes and lock-outs, which
were so disastrous to all parties, would be averted.
A-pproval wes e.^pressed of the principle involved,
and it was resolved to refer the matter to the
emergency committee for further consideration.
The Fedration also decided to form a re erve fund
of £10,000.

CITY OF LONDON UIPROVEMENrS.
PUBLIC HEALTH DEr.UlTMEXT.

THE City Engineer's report on the worts
executed by the Public Health Department

of the Corporation of London, and itstrmsactions
generally, so far as they relate to the engineer's
department, during the year 1903, states that the
length of new sewer constructel during the year
was 345ft. The invert of the sewer in London
Wall, between Moorgate-street and lilomfield-

street, for a length of about 633ft- was under-
pinned. Four pipe ventilating shafts have been
erected against the fronts of buildings, the sewer
Tentilators in the centres of the roadways adjacent
to three of these being remov> d. The total

number of such shafts now existing in the City
is 331, 26 of wh ch have been repaired during
the year.

The number of pr mises drained was 151. The
number of cases reported upon by the dangerous
structure surveyors was 103 ; the number of cases
certified by the dangerous structure surveyors as
completed was 87.

IMPROVEMENTS.

The frontages of the following premises were
set back for widening the several streets—viz.,

Allhallows Churchyard, London Wall (part of)

;

Nos. 35 to 37, Bartholomew-close; No. 51,
Bishopsgate-street Within ; Nos. 31 and 31,
Crutched Friars; Nos. 23 to 27, Cursitor-street

;

Nos. 129 to 132, Fenchurch street; No. Hi,
Houndsditch ; Nos. 1 to 7 and 27, Middlesex-
Btreet; No. 82, Old Broad-street; No. 11,
Pu''ding-lane ; Nos. 22 and 30, St. Mary Axe.
The widening of London Wall from Tower

Chambers to Blomfield-gtreet, and Blomfield-
ehreet from London Wall to East-street, has now
been completed, and the area agreed to be pur-
chased has been temporarily paved with York
stone.

Arrangements were made for setting back the
frontages of the following properties, viz. : —
No. 33, Old Jewry, and of the Three Crowns
Public House, Old Jewry ; Uoyal Mint-street,
on the north side by Sparrow-corner; St.
George's Church, Botolph-lane ; and No. 23, St.

Mary Axe (open areas in front of). Give-and-
take lines of frontage were arranged in respect
of :—Premises at the corner of Eldon-street and
Blomfield-street ; Nos. 2, 3, and 4, Carey-lane

;

premises in Half-Moon- passage, Aldersgate-
street; Nos. 120 to 122, Wood-street; and
Nos. 5 and 7, St. Mary Axe.

Negotiations have been continued for the ac-
quisition of the frontages of:—No. 43, Aldgate
High-btreet, and Nos. 2, 4, and 6, Mansell-
street, Nos. 19 and 20, Bridgewater-Fquare, Nus.
36 to 40, Fann-street, Nos. 59 and 60, Grace-
church-s'.reet, Nos. 12 and 13, Googh-square,
premises on the south side of High Timber-street,
King William- street (between Mansion House-
place and St. Swithin's-lane), St. Bartholomew's
Hospital in Little Britain, No. 32, St. Mary's
Axe (open area and step), and Winchester House,
at the corner of London Wall and Old Broad

-

street. For widening the public way notices
were served to take portio-s of No. 18, Ludgute
Hill, and Nos. 2 and 3, ^Varwick-l1ne. These
were required to complnte the widening of Ave
Matia-lane and Warwick-lane, commenced in
1874. The negotiations entered into in 1902 with
the authorities of Christ's Hospital for the
formation of a new street across the vacant site,

between Giltspur-street and King Edward-
street, were continued, and after much corre-

spondence it was agreed to form the new street

50ft. in width, and to widen King Edward-
street. The Corporation were to con'ribute the
sum of £25,000, and to form the new street,

with the subway and sewer beneath the same,
at an estimated cost of £20,000 in addition.
The London County Council were approached
with regard to the mitter, and asked
to assist the Corporation by contributing
towards the cost. After many months' delay
the Council declined to contribute. The
site has since been disposed of to the Post
OflSce authorities, and all chance of the
formation of the new thoroughfare, which
would have considerably relieved the traffic of
Newgate-street, has for the present had to be
abandoned. Negotiations are, however, being
continued with the hospital authorities for ac-
quiring the land needed for widening King
Edward-street, this portion of the site having
been excluded from the land sold to the Post
Office authorities.

The long-continued negotiations with the
various owners of the surrounding properties
for the formaiion of a new street leading from
Bridgewater-square to Fann-street failed, owing
to the Corporation being unable to arrange satis-

factory terms.

Some idea of the magnitude of the improve-
ments business carried out by the improvements
and finance committee may be gathered from the
fact that claims amounting in the aggregate to
about £146,200 have been negotiated during the
past year. The sum th^se claims were settled for
was about £91,720. Freehold land to the value
of £2,900 was disposed of, and building land of
the annual value of £2,050 let ou lease. At the
end of the year claims to the extent of £39,620
were under negotiation.

Lord Balfour, acting chairman of committees of
the House of Lords, conaiiiered on Friday the
Surrey Commercial Dock B II as an unopposed
measure. The principal ohject of the Bill is to
empower the company to raise further capital to the
extent of £175,000 for the purposes of the under-
taking. The preamble having been proved. Lord
Balfour ordered the Bill, which has already passed
through the House of Commons, to be reported with
amendments for third reading.

The Salford tramways committee has received
from Mr. E. Hatton, the general manager, his
annual report. In it he describes the new routes
opened during the year, and points out that so soon
as the lines now being laid along Great Cheetham-
street Eist an1 Leicester-road are completefi

—

connecting the Bury New-road route with Bury
Ol'1-road—a direct route from the districts of
Silford and Broughton will be obtained to Heaton
Park. The total length of tramways now worked
by the corporation is 59} miles of single track. Of
this 35i miles are owned by the corporation.
Besiilea running powers over 5J miles belonging
to Manchester, the following lines are leased to the
corporation :— Eccles, 6\ miles; Swinton and
Penulobury, 7 miles; Prestwich, 3i miles; and
Whitefield, 1| miles.

The central board meeting of the National
Association of Master Plumbers of Great Britain
and Ireland was held at the Blossoms Hotel,
Chester, last week, Mr. J. W. Jaffrey, Manchester,
the new president, in the chair. There were over
40 delegates from all parts of the country present.

A dogs' and cats' home in Tate's- avenue, Belfast,
was on the 15th inst. declared open by the Countess
of Shaftesbury. The building is constructed of
corrugated iron, and contains twelve separate boxes
for dogs and cats. Toe runs are inclosed by iron
railing'i, and have concrete floors. In addition,
there is accommodation for a caretaker, comprising
an offi;f, sitting-room, bedroom, kitchen, and
scullery. The other apartments include a store, a
room tor boiling food, and a lethal chamber. The
building was erected by Messsrs. Boulton and Paul,
Norwich, under the supervision of the architect, Mr.
Vincent Craig. The concrete foundations were sup-
plied by Messrs. M Dowell, Leathern, and Frazer,
L'sbum-road, Belfast.

At Harwich on Thursday in last week a drinking
fountain and cattle trough, built in D jvercourt-
street square at the cost of Aldermin \V. Groom,
for nine years mayor of the borough, was formally
unveiled. The general design is that of an obelisk
rising to a height of 20 ft., and surmounted by a
lamp. It is circular in form " breaking on the
squire," with battlemented angles surmounted by
a tapered spire. The material used for the parts
most exposed is Cornish granite, and the panels in
the centre and portion of the columns are of polished
daik granite. The caps, pediment, head, and spire
are of Portland stone. Toe work has been executed
by Messrs. L. J. Watts, Ltd., Colchester.

d^nsintering i^otes*

New Bridoe at Exetek.—The abutment stone

of the new bridge to be thrown across the Exe at

Exeter was Uid on Saturday by the Mayor. The
bridge and its approaches wUl involve an ex-

penditure of £50,000, of which the bridge itself

will cost rather more than one -half. It is some-
thing of an engineering novelty, for the arch,

instead of the usua'. eclipse, will be in the shape

of a parabola, steel girders from either side of the

river meeting in the centre, and being there

hinged together. The effect of this is that the

expansien and contraction of the metal in summer
and winter will be made by the rise and fall of

the centre, and not so much by actual variation

in the length of the bridge. The principle has

been adopted before, but never in a bridge of

such long span. Steel will take all the stress of

the bridge, cast iron being used for all the orna-

mental work and blocks on which the structure

will rest. The design and construction have been
under the personal supervision of Mr. C. A.
Brereton, a partner of Sir John Wolfe Barry.

The bridge will consist primarily of eight pairs of

steel girders, each pair meeting in mid-streams.

The road which they are to carry is of Jarrah

wood blocks, on which will be laid electric tram-
lines. The weight of the bridge—something
over 500 tons—will be taken by great beds of

concrete, which go down lift. 6in. below summer
level. The facing and corners are of granite.

CHIPS.
A Local Government Board inquiry will be held

at the town-hall, Newcastle, on Wednesday next,

August 3, to consider the application of the corpora-

tion to borrow £7,541, for the purchase of premises

in Gibson-street, as a site for public baths and
washhouses.

Mr. Thomas Horn, M.I.C.E, of Granville Lodge,
Palace-road, Streatham Hill, who died on June 25,

aged eighty-nine, left estate valued at £38,103
gross, with net personalty £27,366.

At the last meeting of the baths committee of the

Liverpool Corporation, Mr. Court (engineer and
baths superintendent) reported that the site for

new baths at Oirston had been purchased, and he
was having test holes dug for foundations.

A Local Government Board inquiry, conducted
by Mr. P. H. Tulloch, was held at Hahfax on
Friday into an appUoation by the town council for

sanction to borrow £1,750 for underground public

lavatories and sanitary conveniences in George's-

square.

The Earl of Powis, who was accompanied by the

Countess, unveiled at Shrewsbury on Friday the

memorial which has been erected by officers and
men of the Shropshire Regiment to their comrades
who fell in the South African campaign. Of white

SiciUan marble, it portrays a soldier of that regi-

ment leaning on his gun in reverie, and on the base

are the names of 146 officers and men who died

during the war. The cost of the work is about £770.

The foundation-stone of a new church-hall to

accommodate the congregation of St. Andrew's
Presbyterian Church, Tyne Dock, was laid on
Thursday in last week on a site in Talbot-road,

South Shields. The church-hall, which will accom-
modate between 400 and 500 persons, is being

erected by Mr. James Young, contractor, from
plans prepared by Mr. Fred Rennoldson, architect.

South Shields.

At the town-hall, Llandudno, Colonel A. C.

Smith, of the Local Government Board, has held

an inquiry as to the application of the urban
district council for permission to borrow £4,584

for the purpose of constructing the extensions of

Gloddaeth-street and Trinity-street to West Shore.

An effort is being made to secure a building site

for a proposed P.M. church at Klondyke, Cramling-
ton, a new mining village of considerable size.

The half-yearly report of the City and South
London Railway Co. states that negotiations with

the railway companies and other public bodies with

whom agreements have to be made in respect of the

authorised extension to King's Cross, St. Pancras,

and Euston have made considerable progress, but
are not yet sufficiently advanced to allow a contract

to he entered into for the construction of the line.

It is, however, hoped that these negotiations will be

brought to a conclusion at any early date, and
authority will, therefore, be asked for the creation

and issue, when required, of the capital necessary

to carry out the extension. The works of the

Baker-street and Waterloo Railway are making
rapid progress, and the plans of the low-level sub-

way at the Elephant and Castle connecting the

platforms of the two stations have been agreed upon.
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ST, BABTIIOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL.—THE UNION JACK CLUK.—
THE GHAND HOTEL, ST. ANSE's-ON-TIIE-8EA.- GAHAGE
AND chauffeur's HOUSE.—" BUILDING NEWS " 4:LUR

DESIGNS FOE AS ENTRANCE LODGE TO A PUBLIC PAEK.—
SKETCHES OF OLD ENGLISH FUENITUBE.

Our )Illttstrati0tts.

ST. IIARTHOLOMEW S HOSPITAL : NEW Ol'T-

I'ATIEXTS* DEPARTMEN'T.

(FoK description and plan eee page 136.)

UNION' JACK CXIH, WATERLOO ROAD, S.E.

Accompanied by the Princess, the Prince of
Wales laid, on Thursday in last week, the
foundation-stone of the new fnion Jack Club
buildings, which are to be erected in Waterloo
Bridge-road for the use of sailors, soldiers, and
marines, as a national tribute to the work of the
sister services during the late wars in Africa snd
China, and as a memorial to those who died during
these campaigns. The archi'ect i^ Mr. 11. 15.

Measures.

ORAND HOTEL, ST. ANNE's-ON-SEA.

This hotel is pleasantly situated on the coast and
commands distant views of the Welsh hills. The
walls are of Accrington bricks with stone dress-
ings, the upper portions being tile-hung ; the
work is also relieved with carved cement panels ;

the roofs are tiled ; there is extensive stabling in
the rear. The builders were Mestra. Jloore
Brothers, Kawtenstall, and the architects
Messrs. (iarlick, Sykes, and Catterall, Preston
and Blackpool.

MOTOR OARAfiE AND COTTAfiE AT NEW PI.ACK,

SINNINODALE.

This building, recently completed for Mr.
Stanley Brotherliood, is of local red brick, tiled
roof, Ihe plastered parts having faces finished
with a felt-covered hand lloat ; the woodwork is
white, and the outside shutters grey-green.
Messrs. .i. K. Cooper and Sons, of Maidenhead,
were the contractors, the architect being Mr.
il. W. Burton, of 5, Bloomabury-square, W.C.
" l)l-ILDINO NEWS " DE.SIGNIXO CLUR : AN ENTRANCE

LODGE TO A PUIILIC PARK.

(See description and awards on page 139.)

SKETCHES 01- OLD EXGLISM EIRNITIUE.

These sketches were made at Messrs. I'Vance and
Son's Kooms, and are utilitarian specimens of i lid
Knglish furniture. The Oak Dresser is of un-
common shape, and is 5ft. long ; it contains
three drawers, thelves, and cupboard over, the
door of the latter having thaped panels. As will
be seen by the tketch plan, the shelves are slightly
curved. It was purchased by Jlr. it. S. ,\yling,
architect, on which to display his fine collection
of old^ pewter. The little (iueen Anne folding
Card Table is 21ip. long, ot walnut wood on
cabriole legs. The second Pedestal or Table b

16in. across the top : contains three drawers
with brass drop handles and envelope top. The
Jacobean Oak Chest is 4ft. 'iin. long, and contains
three long drawers with panelled fronts, brass

drop handles, and escutcheons. <-*f Derbj'shire or

Yorkshire type is the little ( >ak Chair : it has a
carved back, and turned legs in front.

OOMPKTITIONS.
Bridgwater.—The author of the design placed

first in the competition for a public library at

Bridgwater by the referee, Mr. Sidney R. J.

Smith, F.R.I.B.A., is Mr. E. H. Page,
A.R.I.B..\., of Warwick-court, Gray's Inn,
W.C. It is not stated if this result has been
confirmed by the council yet or not.

Etox.—A special committee, of which Lord
Windsor is chairman, having invited designs for

a new Hall and Library at Eton, in memory of

old Etonians who died in the South African War,
at a cost not exceeding £30,000, have received
sixteen sets of drawings and plans from archi-
tects, also Old Etonians. Three premiums of

£100, £75, and £25 were offered for the best.

The designs have been submitted to an arbitra-

tor, Mr. Xorman Shaw, R.A., who has awarded
the prizes in the following order :—Mr. L. K.
IldU, St. James's-street, S.W. ; Mr. F. Mount
(Messrs. Eden and Mount), Staple Inn, Ilolborn,
W.C. ; and Mr. Ambrose Poynter, South-
ampton-street, Bloomsbury. The committee will

make a final decision during the next few
months. The designs are on view at the Society
of Antiquaries, Burlington House, till August G,

and are noticed on page 139.

Oldham.—At Oldham the moribund school
board had held a competition for a new school on
the Claikstield-road site. Not being satisfied

with the result, they left the matter over to be
dealt with by the new authority. The education
committee of the corporation have now held a
fresh competition, consisting of local architects
only. With the aid of Mr. Edward R. Robson,
F.S.A., as assessor, they have awarded the first

position to Mr. Harold Cheetham, the second to
Jlr. Arthur Turner, and the third to Mr. Charles
T. Taylor. The last named won his position
principally from superiority of architecture and
skill of draughtsmanship.

West Kensington.—The designs submitted in
the limited competition for a war memorial in con-
nection with St. Paul's School, Hammersmith,
has been decided in favour of Mr. F. S. Chester-
ton, of Cheapside, E C. The competitors were
limited to old Paulines, and some half-dozen
schemes were submitted. These were on view
on Wednesday, the annual "apposition" being
held on Thursday. The selected proposal is by
far the most suitable. It comprises a circular
canopied erection supported on a Classic colon-
nade, and roofed by a dome over a ttatue, though
it is proposed to substitute the drinking fountain
from the plaj-ground instead of this figure. The
site is near the gymnasium. There does not
seem to have been any definite instructions
issued to the competitors as to the exact form
the memorial should take, and the consequence is

the designs do not compare with each other at all,

the majority assuming the shape of monumental
crosses of varied character. I'he designs are of

their kind very good, and if perhaps the majority
are better adapted to achurchyard, they at leastshow
ability and a good sense of architectural propor-
tion. The style chosen for the selec'od design is

distinct from that of Mr. Wattrhouse's big group
of buildinga, and will make a striking contrast to

the open ironwork canopy to the Dean Colct
memorial in front ot tho school, designed and
executed by Mr. Hamo Thornycroft, R.A., a few
years ago.

PROFESSIONAL AND TKADB
SOCIETIES.

Birmingham Arch.i;ological Society. —
Twenty - four members of the Birmingham
Archicological Society visited Pitchford Hall,

Acton Barnell Castle, and Condover Hall on
Thursday in last week. Pitchford Hall is a
delightful example of the early loth century
half-timbered mansion. It is in a wonderfully
good state of preservation, and is owned by Col".

Cjtes. The castle at Acton Burnellwasin'ptcted
by permission of Sir Walter Smythe, Bart. The
castle was originally built as a manor-house by
Bishop Bumell. The ball at Condover, wi h its

magnificent formal garden, is a fine specimen of

Elizabethan architecture. Permission to view
the hall was granted by Mr. E. B. Fielden, M.P.

Hants Archivological Society.—The mem-
bers of the Hampshire Field Club and Archa-o-
logical Society had a very p'easant and useful

meeting last week, covering visits to Ringwood,
Sopley, and Christchurch. At Ringwood, Mr.
T. W. Shore, F.CJ.S., read a paper based on the
results of his researches amOUg the public records.

< )n the road to Sopley a halt was made at the
Ford said to have been crossed by Walter Tyrrell
in his flight after slaying King Rufus in the New
Forest. Mr. Shore threw some doubt on the
tradition, and expressed his belief that the Ford
took its name from the Tyrrell family who occu-
pied the manor in Edwardian times, the story of

Walter Tyrrell being, as it were, grafted on as a
matter ot local association. It is said that Tyrrell

had the shoes of his horse reversed at a local

smithy, an act for which the Crown still enacts

an annual fine. Sopley Church is a quaint and
well-preserved little building, mainly of Eirly
English work. At Christchurch the Rev. T. F.
Bush, vicar of the parish, showed the party
round. *,

The R.I.B.A. Visit to Ne\vcastle-on-Tvne.
—The following airangements have s > far bf en
made for the Institute visit to Newcastle-on-
Tyne, where the annual dinner will be held on
Friday, October 7. Members will be welcomed '

on their arrival at Newcastle on Tuesday even-
ing, October 6, by an influential local committee
at the County Hotel, Newcastle, which will bo
the headquarttrs of the Institute during the visit.

On Friday, October 7, the Miyor will receive the

members at the Council Chamber at 10 a.m., and
deliver an address of welcome. The members
will then adjourn to the lecture theatre of the
North of England Institute of Mining and
Mechanical Engineers, where the President of

the Institute will take the chair, for the purposes

of a conference on matters of interest to the pro-

fession. The Cathedral Church of St. Nicholas
and Trinity House will be visit, d during the

morning. At tho conclusion of the confertnco

the members of the Northern Architectural

.Association will entertain the visiting members at

luncheon at the County Hotel. .Vrrangeraent.

will be made to enable memberi to visit in the

afternoon Josmond Dene House, the residence ot

Sir .\ndrew Noble, K.C.B., and Jesmond Towers,
the residence of Mr. Charles Mitchell, returning
through Jesmond Dene. In the evening, at

7.30, the annual dinner of the Institute will be
held at the County Hotel. <->n Saturday,
(October 8, arrangements will be made (for tlose

who desire to do so) to visit llc.xhim Abbey and
the Roman Station at the Chester^, Chollerford,

under the guidance of local members.

Under "Building Intelligence," in our issue of
July '2'2, there was an error in the name of the
architects for the new Y.M.C.A., Birmingham,
which should be Messrs. Ewen Harper and Brother,
Birmiughaiu,

At Messrs. Ashliury's Railway Carriage Works,
in Opensh'iw, three large chimneys belonging to an
old forge have been felled by a novel method.
Instead of cutting away tho base and setting lire

to the temporary wooden props placed iu tho
cavity, which is the usual way, dyuamito cartridges
were inserted in holes drilled in the brickwork, and
simultaneously exploded. The ojieratioiis, carried
out by Mr. J. Kay, of Middleton Junction, were
perfectly successful.

CHIPS.

The foundation stone of a new infants' school

was laid at Eist Crompton last Saturday. The
architects are Messrs. H-ywood and Ogden, of

Oldham.

The Birmingham City Council have approved a
proposal to erect a piece of statuary in Cannon-hill-

park as a niemcrial of the Birmingham men who
fell in South Africa. It was stateii that (.'2,OHO had
been raised by public subscription towards the

memorial, and the committee having the matter in

hand were now in a position to invite designs from
leading sculptors, and to oft'er the memorial when
completed to the city.

At I'shaw Moor a hriJge was opened last week
which connects the villages of Ishaw Moor and
New Brancepeth for vehicular and other traflio.

The structure replaces a foot bridge, and is a one-

span bridge, stoiio-built with iron girders, and baa

cost £1,450. The greater part of thii has been

borne V)y the Brandon and liyshottlcs I'.D.C. The
work has been completed in four months by Messrs.

G. K. Waghorn, of Hull, the contractors.
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Butlbiuni j-utclligcuct.

Birmingham.—The Bishop Latimer Memorial
Ohuich, Handsworth New-road, Birmingham,
was consecrated on Saturday last. The church
has been designed by Mr. W. H. Bidlake, of

Birmingham, and the contract has been carried
out by Messrs. William Sapcote and Sons, of

Birmingham. The design is in the Late
Decorated style, and is carried out mainly in
Staffordshire brick, with Greenshill stone dress-
ings. The interior is lined with buff brick, and
the roof of the nave is supported by a stone
arcade. There is a square tower, 100ft. high.
The belfry will eventually contain eight bells.

The nave is lofty, with an open-timbered roof.

The chancel is almost as high, and has a groined
stone roof. There is a morning chapel, vestries,

and a baptistery, containing a marble tank for

total immersion, as well as a font. The church
is 149ft. long and JSft. Gin. wide within the
walls, and has seating accommodation for 1,000
persons. The organ loft is at present empty

;

but designs have been prepared for a fine instru-
ment with a carved oak frame, extending from
the floor of the chancel to the roof.

FiLNECK.—A new girls" school, which has been
erected in connection with Fulneck School, Leeds,
at a cost of £4,000, was opened on Tuesday. The
buildingformerly known as "ThefSisters' House "

has been taken over for school purposes, and to
this has been added a new modern wing, contain-
ing classrooms, a large lecture-hall, and rooms f-r
residential purposes, ire. Everything has been
carried out from plans prepared by Mr. C. S.
Nelson, architect, Fulneck and Leeds.

HiNSTANTON.—A new hotel has been built on
the site of the ancient hostelry known as Le
Strange Arms. The chief features of the new
hotel are its spacious hall and lounge, merged
into one, and the great dining-room. There are
some forty bedrooms in the hotel, and several
complete suites, comprising sitting, bath, and
bed rooms. The structure is built of the local
Carr stone, relieved with brick bands and dress-
ings, with moulded architraves and strings of red
Cossey ware. The buildings have been erected
from the designs of Mr. Herbert J. Green, of
Norwich and Lynn, the contractor being Mr. J.
Cracknell, of Peterborough.

London, W.—A block of seven shops, with
flats over, is to be erected in L^xbridge-road,
having a frontage of 202ft. with return frontages
to (.)rmi8ton and Bloemfontein-roads, at a cost of
(including the site) £20,000. The elevation is to
be in red bricks with gauged work and Bath
stone dressings, and the roof covered with green
slates. The contract has been signed, and the
work is to be proceeded with immediately.
Messrs. L. Whitehead and Co., Ltd., Portland
"Works, Clapham-roid, S.W., are the contractors,
and the architects are Messrs. Palgrave and Co.,
AVestminster, S.W.

Vincent-square, S.W.—The. King opened on
Friday the new hall and offices built for the
RoyalHortiicultural Society on the north-east side
of Vincent-square. Built from the designs of Mr.
Edwin J. Stubbs, the central frontage is occupied
by a porch of Portland stone, forming the
principal entrance to the exhibition hall, flanked
on either side by the entrance to the administra-
tive portions on the upper stories. With the ex-
ception of the portion occupied by a small
entrance hall, the whole of the ground space is

taken up by the exhibition hall, which is 142ft.
long, 75ffc. wide, and 48ft. high, with two
annexes opening into it, each 47it. by 24ft. The
whole of the roof of the e-xhibition hall is of
glass, supported by .steel principals forming three
centre arches spanning the entire width of the
hall, and surmounted by a lantern for ventilation,
whUe the floors are laid with rift-sawn pitch-pine
blocks. The walls are decorated in ornamental
plaster, and the panelled dadoes and balustrading
are of oak. At the end of the hall a musicians'
gallery has been provided. I In the first floor are
a lecture-room and three committee-rooms, and
on the second floor are the library, council-
chamber, secretary's room, and offices. Tlie total
cost of the hall has been £40,000.

On Thursday week the creditors of Messrs. Lswis
and Brett, of Smallbridge, Rochdale, builders,
received cheques for a first and final dividend of
ISs, Gd. in the £ on their debts.

LEGAL INTELLIQBNOB.
The Era "Welsh Slate Quarries.—This com-

pany was floated in 1897, with a capita! of £60,000.
Having long been worked at a loss, it became
necessary to raise a mortgage, and the directors
have just informed the shareholders that the
mortgagee has foreclosed, and unless he is paid off

the property will ba sold on August 10. They
lament this situation, because they feel the
quarry is steadily improving, a better class of
material is being manufactured, regular sales secured
at remunerative prices, and works costs are beicg
diminished. Apart from the mortgage difliculty,

all that is wanted is sufficiens capital to remove the
top rock, which has to be dealt with from month to
month, and is a regular charge upon the monthly
expenditure. Under these circumstances the directors

have resolved, with a view to keep the property
intact, to ask the shareholders to subscribe to the
issue of 1,000 debentures of £10 each, interest at
6 per cent, cumulative, the company having a
right to redeem at a premium of 5 per cent. Unless
there is a response the property will be sold.

A Contractor's Liabilities.—Mr. E. Pollock,
Official Referee, delivered judgment last Friday at
Teignmouth in a case the hearing of which occupied
four days, in which the district council claimed
£2,300 damages against Arthur Henry Slocombe,
contractor, for the construction of Hazledown
reservoir for breach of contract. It was alleged
that the defendant had used inferior concrete and
practically disregarded the specifications, with the
result that the reservoir was useless as a water-tight
piece of work. On the other hand, it was argued
that deviations from the original specifications were
ordered and permitted by the surveyor at that time,
and that he and the clerk of works were cognisant
of all that was done. The learned referee ruled
against the defendant on every point, and remarked
that a clause in the contract bound the contractor
to fulfil his obligations, even though five yearj after
the completion of the work. A verdict was given
for the plaintiffs for £2,000 with costs, stay of
execution for fourteen days, to be extended to the
hearing of an appeal on defendant paying into
Court or giving satisfactory security for £2,000 and
costs to be taxed on the understanding that they
will be repaid if the appeal is successful.

Arbitration as to the N.E.R. Co.'s Works at
Sunderland.—Arbitration proceedings have taken
place in Newcastle recently, lasting two days,
between Mr. John Pratt, of Field House, South
Hylton, and the North-Eastern Railway Co. The
latter body desired to purchase eight acres of land
belonging to Mr. Pratt on the north side of the
river for the purpose of enabling them to lay a
railway line, which is to cross the new bridge. The
umpire (Mr. Geo. Wilkinson, of London) has given
his decision, and has awarded to Mr. Pratt
£11,055 17s. as compensation to cover all claims.

In tJie matter of the arbitration between the Com-
pany and the Aylmer trustees, in connection with
other land required for the bridge, Mr. Wilkinson has
settled the amount of compensation to be paid by
the N.E R. at £2,000.

In re W. J. Faroher.—Before Deemster Moore,
at Douglas, Isle of Man, on July 21, William James
Fargher, builder, came up for public examination in

bankruptcy. He said be owned real estate having
a gross rental of £540, and had personalty amount-
ing to £330. His real estate was heavily mortgaged,
but he calculated on a surplus of £1,200. To his

creditors, excluding an overdraft from Parr's Bank
of £1,499, which was fully secured, £1,746 was due,
and the statement of his affairs showed a deficiency

of £207. Three years ago he made an arrangement
with his creditors when he paid 5s. in the pound.
Cross-examined by Mr. Gelling for Mr. Hodson, a
Liverpool creditor, as to whether he had not told
Hodson that his wife would have from £250 to £300
a year in case of his death, and had thus induced
Hodson to go bail, the bankrupt said he calculated
his estate was worth that at the time. The property
had depreciated in value during the last few years,
hence his insolvency.

FoROERY BY A BuiLDER.—Edward Wyndham
Moore, 39, builder, pleaded guUty, on Monday, to an
indictment charging him with forging and uttering a
cheque for the payment of £15 10s. Mr. George
Elliott prosecuted on behalf of Lloyds Bank, and
stated that the prisoner forged the name of Mr. R. C.
Foster, a member of the firm of Messrs. Foster and
Dicksee, Government contractors, to the cheque for

£45 lOj. Two years ago the prisoner was in the
employment ot Messrs. Foster and Dicksee, the firm

being engaged in the construction of the new War
Office buildings. In June last year the prisoner

was tried upon a charge of forgery, and was
sentenced to nine months' imprisonment. On his

release he obtained employment with another firm.

Intimately, on the completion of the particular
building work on which he was employed, the
number of the workmen employed on it was re-

duced, and the prisoner thereupon became out of

employment. Some time afterwards the prisoner
asked a tobacconist with whom he was acquainted
to cash him a cheque for £45 lOs. The tobacconist

agreed to cash it for hira, and advanced the prisoner
£.5 on account. Af the presentation of the cheque,
which purported to bear the signature of Mr. R. C.
Foster, at Lloyds Bank, Mr. Foster was communi-
cated with, and stated that the cheque was not
signed by him. The prisoner did not call at the
tobacconist's for the balance of £40 lOs. The
prisoner was arrested upon the charge at the premises
of a firm in the West-end, where he had obtained a
situation. Several previous convictions were proved
against the prisouer. The Recorder sentenced the
prisoner to three years' penal servitude.

The Westminster Pavino DisruTE.—At Bow-
street Police-court on Tuesday Edward Alcott, aged
forty-nine, contractor, surrendered to his bail to
further answer a charge of causing an obstruction.
The defendant has a contract for the maintenance
of the wood-paving in certain thoroughfares in
Westminster, and, owing to a dispute which had
arisen, the city council employed the Improved
Wood-Paving Company to take up a portion of

the roadway in Whitehall. The defendant is said

to have resented this, and it was alleged that a
number of men, acting under his directions, were
engaged in throwing back the wooden blocks as fast

as they were stacked by the company's workmen.
—Sub-Divisional Inspector Laughlin reported that

there had been no further disturbance since the

remand, and Mr. Marsham discharged the defendant.

STATXTES, MEMOBIALS, &o.

St. Paul's Cathedral.—Sir F. Stephenson,
Colonel of the Coldstream Guards, unveiled on
Friday the memorial which has been placed in St.

Paul's Cathedral to the officers and men of the

regiment who fell in South Africa. The memorial,
which faces the Inkerman memorial near the south-
west door of the Cathedral, was designed by Mr.
W. Goscombe John, A.RA. It consists of a gilt

bronze relief, the principal group of which is com-
posed of two men of the Coldstream Guards—one of

the Ist Battalion and the other of the 2nd Battalion

;

the former has been mortally wounded, and lies

dying in the arras of his comrade. Above, as in a
vision, is a group of Coldstreamers of former times

watching, with pride and satisfaction, the courage
and devotion of their successors in the regiment
At the back of this group rides General Monck, the
first colonel of the Coldstream Guards. The other
figures in the group are suggestive of the campaigns
in which the regiment has served, including those

of Marlborough, the Peninsula, Waterloo, and the

Crimea. In the background of the relief is indi-

cated the South African veld, with distant kopjes,

from behind which the setting sun floods the land-

scape and the figures with splendour. Below the

panel, upon a ribbon, is a Garter Star (the regi-

mental badge), and under this is the motto " Nnlli

Sacundus " and an inscription.

CHIPS.
The Royal Assent was given by Commission on

Friday to some 89 Bills, including the Harrow-road
and Paddington Tramways Bill, the Biknr-street
and Waterloo Riilway Bill, the Charing Cross,

Euston, and Hampstead Railway Bill, the St. Mary
Woolnoth Bill, the Maidenhead Bridge Bill, and
the City of London (Central Criminal Court House)
Bill. The rem lining Bills were mostly gas, water,
and railway Bills, or provisional order Bills.

Another of those remarkable discoveries, which
have rendered the clay fields of Greater Peter-
borough famous in geological circles, was made last

week m the deep Oxford clay at Messrs. Beeby*8
brickyards at Yaxley. Soma 20ft. or more from the

surface men came across the huge head of a saurian

monster. The jaws, soma 2tt. in length, were
broken off below the cavity of the eye, and were
firmly welded together by untold years ot pressure.

The find has been taken into the care of Lieut,

Beeby, who is making a study of fossilised remains
found in the clay ot Fletton and district.

Considerable progress has recently been made
with the Carnegie library at Lowestoft, which Mr.
Laighton, of Ipswich, won in competition. The
walls are up ready for the Fawcett fire-resisting

fijor, which will be put in next week.

Laa Park. Surrey, the palatial home of the late

Whit-iker Wright, was offered for sale at Token-
house Yard last Friday, together with 1,442 acres of

paik and agricultural land and 1,400 acres of

common and heath lands. It was stated the place ;

cost over £700,000. It contained a chain of lakes,

and several temples of Classic design, tons of
j

sculptured marble, a large room under a lake, and
many other attractions ; but the lot was withdrawn

j

at £145,000. An offer to separate the estate did
[

not elicit a bid.

On the recommendation of the Buildings Sub-
committee, Mr. A. Leonard Roberts, of Newport,
Mon., has been appointed architectural assistant in

j

the office of the Hants county surveyor at £250 a I

year.
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TO OOBRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold oorselveB responsible for the opinions oJ

our corresjwndenta. All communications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

communications respectios' illustrations or literary matter
flhouldbe addresned to the EDITOR of the Buildino
News, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
W.C, and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
ifl not unfrequently otherwise caused. AU drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

ansought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
Thb Strand Newspapeb Company, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :—** Timeserver, Londoo,"
Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. liXXXTV. are now ready, and
Bhonld oe ordered early (price 128. each, by post
128. 10d.),asonly a lioxitea number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI.,
XUX.. UU., LXI., Lxn., Lxrv.. LXV., LXVT.,
Lxvn., ixxvrn., lxix., lxxi., lxxii., Lxxm.,
IiXXrV., LXXV., T^^XVI., Lxxvn.. lxxix.,
LXXX., LXXXI., LXXXn.,and LXXXni. maystiU
be obtained at the same price; all the other bound
Tolumes are out of print. Most of the back numbers of
former volumes are, however, to be had singly. Sub-
scribers requiring any back numbers to complete
volume just ended should order at once, as many of
them soon run out of print

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the BniLDiNa News,
price 2s., post free 28. -id., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

Onited Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
Onited SUttes, £1 68. Od. (or edols. 30c. gold). To France
u Belgium, £1 68. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 68. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal. £1 Gs. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Oompetltion and Contract

Advertisements, Public Oompanies, and all official

advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first

line counting as two, tLe minimum charge being 5s. for
four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 48. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of
more than six insertions can be ascertained on application
to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.
The charge for advertisements for "Situations

Vacant" or "Situations "Wanted " and " Part-
nerships" is Onr Suili.ing fob TwENTY-pooa Words,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. AU Siiuation
Advertiaementa must be prepaid.

•«• Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's, House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand
"W.C.t /ree of charge. If to be forwarded under cover to
*dvertiaer an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See
Notice at head of "Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not hiter than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertiwements
most reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
InsertioQ.

riK.-KivKu.—R. M. W.—L. N. O.-K. V. B.—H. A I-
D. L. O.-F. E. U.-J. U. A.-a. R.

EQUALITY.—Better inquire at the Office of Works.

C0i*tesp0itlren;ce.
* • » -

•>)MI'ETITI()X FOR XKW BUILDINGS.
UXBRIDlJE UXIOX.

To the Editor of the Buildino News.
S"_'i—The committee disapproves of the existing

conditions of tha abo\e, but ia endeavouring to
obtain a revision of the same.

Reasons : The (iu;irdians do not tind them-
flelves to accept any design, or to appoint a
professional asscsjor. No premiums, &c.

Architects are requested to abstain fromc3m-
peting unless they receive a further communication
to the effect that the conditions have been satis-
laotorily revised. It is suggested that a letter
might bo written to the promoters, piinting
out the above objections, with the ol^ject of
strengthening the action of the Society.— I am,
*«•• Ukxhv a. Saul, Hon. See.

Campetition Riform Society,
10, Gray's Inn-square, W.C, July 27.

SCIEXTIFIC NATURAL VEXTILATIOX.

I
SiK,—Your correspondent who writes under

the above heading, and who, it would appear, is

a maker of blower fans, seems to have a grievance

against natural or automatic methods of ventila-

tion, which, under the circumstances, is perhaps

only natural.

That the efficiency of mechanical or fan venti-

lation should be adversely criticised in archi-

tectural circles and in the technical Press must,

of course, be annoying to tha manufacturers

of fans, but that cannot be held to be a

valid excuse for an unwarrantable attempt

to misrepresent well - known and established

facts in connection with the application of the
" air-pump " ventilators to the Long Room of the

London Custom House. Nor can the recent

exposure by eminent arjhitects and melical men
of the inadequacy and dangers of fan venti-

lation condone the incorrect statement made
by your correspondent that the ventilation

installation made by us at the Long Koom was
not a success, and was '* wholly cleared out in

1903," because of the down-draught emanating
from the "air-pump" ventilators.

It is in our experience as ventilating engineers

that ignorant, and, we are sorry to say, in some
cases prejudiced and designing, persons have been
known to attribute down-draughts to the " air-

pump" ventilators, when upon proper tes's being
made it was found that the draughts arose from
quite other causes.

If, as your correspondent asserts, the " air-

pump " ventilators were removed in 1903, after

having be-n in successful use for nearly a

quarter of a century, they must hive been re-

placed, as they occupy, at the present time, their

usual positi ms on the Long Room, and remain
a very practical contradiction to your corre-

Bpondent's assertion. AU the same, considering

the length of time these ventilators have had to

withstand the duleterious atmosphere of Lower
Thames -atrdet, it ia about time that th^y were
overhauled or renewed.
We are indeed surprised that they have lasted

so well as th"y have, as we pointed out to the

authorities that the copper-covered roof seats

provided by them, when in contact with the

galvaniaed-iron ventilators, would set up a

chemical action that would materially affect the

durability of the ventilators. Tnat under such
conditions they have not gone to pieces long ago
speaks well, we think, for the quality of the

material they were made of.

Not the slightest complaint has ever reached us

at any time respecting these ventilators, though
we are aware that certain persons would hive
liked to have seen other methods adopted at the

Ling Room than the "air-pump" ventilators,

and if they had ceased to act etfic:ently we would
undoubtedly have heard of it.

Sir (then Mr.) John Taylor, head of H.M.
Office of Works, under whoe direction the

ventil iters were applied, personally congratulated

our Mr. Robert Boyle upon their success, and
stated that they hid fulfilled the guarantee that

had been given that there would be a continuous

and efficient extraction pt the foul air, and nn

diiwn-draujht, our account being then certified

and duly paid.

Y'jur correspondent seems to have so little

knowledge of ventilation affairs, and particularly

of the matter he has presumed to write about,

that he is apparently pos-essed with the idea that

the application of the " air-pump " ventilators to

the Long R )om is comparatively recent, and that

the only evidence that exists that this application

has ever proved a eucceaa is our own unsupported
statement.

W-'i aeemsto bo quito unaware that we our-elvos

have never at any tim i made any atatoraont

respecting the ventilation of the Long Room, and
that a special committee of scientists and punitary

experts was appointed to test the "air-pump"
ventilators, consisting of Sir (then Dr.) Benjamin
Ward Richardaon, V. R.S., founder of the Sanitary
Institute, Sir (then Oapt ) DjuglasGilton.F.R S.,

Chairman of (Jounril, Sinitary Institute, and
formerly head uf H.JI. Office of Works; Dr.
Corficld, Profetsor of Hygienoand I'ublic Uoallh,
L'indon University College, and Member of

Counciil Sunitary Institute ; Mr. Ernest Turner,
F.K.1.U..\., Mombtrof Council Sanitary Insti-

tute, and Mr. Rogers Fitld, C.E , Member of

Council Sinitary Institute.

A large number of architects, ongineora,

medical men, scientists, and sanitarians also

examined and tested the " air-pump " ventilators

at the L:>ng Ro'.>m, and expressed their approval of

their action, th=re being at all times found to be
a powerful exhaust, and at no time the slightest

down-draught from any of the ventilators.

Favourable reference was made to this installa-

tion at the Royal Institute of British Architects

and other kindred associations ; and Sir John
Marshall, President of the Royal College of

Surgeons, who tested the system, expressed his

entire satisfaction with it to the Council.

The Right Honourable Aoton Smee Ayrton,
who was perhaps the most practical First Com-
missioner of Works who has ever held that posi-

tion, also devoted a very considerable time to

personally testing the ventilators, and was so

satisfied with their action that he recommended
their introduction to a large number of other

public buildings.

The late Paymaster-General, the Right Honour-
able C. Seale-Hayne, M.P., said of the " Bjyle"
system: " I believe it to be absolutely the best

system of airing a public building that is known
to sanitary science."

The very exhaustive tables compiled by the

testing committee recording the results of their

experiments at the Long Room would fill the

greater part of the Biilding News, and they
demonstrated the entire and unqualified success

of the "air-pump" ventilators, particularly with

respect to the complete absence of down-draught,
though even those highly satisfactory figures

would have been greatly exceeded had the latest

improved form of the "air-pump" ventilator

now in use been then employed.
Sir Benjamin Ward Richardson reported of the

air-pump ventilators.

.Since theae excellent ventilators h^ve been introduced
we have now got a perfect meth )d of ventilation.

,Vnd Sir Douglas Gallon, describing their action,

said :—

•

Boyle's Cowls are arranged with fixed blades, which
divert the direct action of the wind, and thi^ causes ttiem
always to a-isist the exhaust ; and they, nnreover, atford

an area of exhaust considerably larger than the area of

the tube.

That your correspondent's statement re down-
draught could not possibly apply to the " air-

pump ventilators, the following extracts from a

report on the experiments testify.

During the whole of the experiments there was not the
slightest down-draught discernible in the air-pump
ventilators, even when all the inlets were closed. They
have also been tested under conditions more than usually
unfavourable for their action— viz., in the middle of
winter, with a frosty external atmosphere, and at a time
when most so-called self-acting ventilators are u.'ually

closed up, to prevent the djwn-draught they would other-
wise admit. <i'. nii'nr'if'Uil'i was tli rciv in tfi'n vr'/ rtmtn

tfii/'-rJk'' olil L'-ttiln iirf W->iim- With regard to the im-
provemeot which the introduction of Messrs. Boyle'a
system has effected in the atmosphere of the room, those

occupying it testify to it in the most marked manner.
Before Messrs. Boyle'a system was applied there used to

be a perpetual ha?,:; or cloud hanging below the ceiling,

'fhis has since entirely disappeared, the air above being
now as clear as that outside. In foretime, when a fo<

got into the room, it was several days before it found its

way out, even though windows and doors were kept open.
On entering the room on Monday morning, alter the
dense fog of Sunday, the air was found to be perfectly

clear, not a trace of fog being discernible. A number of

clerks engaged in the room informed ua that, under the
old arrangement,- before the day was half over, they
suffered from severe headaches and general prostration

caused by the vitiated atmosphere ; but since the applica-

tion of Messrs. Boyle's system they felt almost as fresh

when they left in the evening as when they cam Mn the
morning, and that they do not now suffer from headaches
is most convincing proof of the etii:iency of the ventila-

tion.

Another extract from the report may account

for the alleged downdraught as, in opp isition to

our suggestion that they should be removed, tho

old ventilating arrangements were allowed to

remain, thoua;h out of operation, and it is not at

all improbable that if a down-draught w:i3 at any
time experienced it arose from this source, as tho

arrangements referred to were easy of access and
operation. The report aaid :

—
The old system of ventilation was then put in operation

and te-sted, the result being a strong d iwn-tlrau^ht, which
proved so annoying to those in the room underneath,
th it they energetically signalled for tho op«aings to be
closed.

There were also other sources in connection

with the admisiion of air from which down-
draught might ario, and we at the time mado
certain suggestions, which were not, however,

adopted.

The following extracts from tho loading Civil

Service and Art^hitectural journals are a further

refutation of your corrospondont's assertion that

tho ventilation of the Long Room with tho
" Air-Punp" vontilutora was not a success.

We are in a position to testify from p?r8onal experienoo

to the groat benefits derived by the applioatioa of Messrs.

Boyle and Son's system of veatilation to the Ling R jooi.
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Messrs. Eoyle are to be congratulated upon having suc-
cessfully grappled witli a grave difficulty, which had
almost become a public scandal.— C/y^"/^ the accredited
organ of the Civil Service. (The editor of the Clrir.a.i

was a member of the Long Room.)

It is very many years ago since we first drew atten-
tion to the very defective state of the ventilation of the
Custom House, and particularly of the Long Room.
. . . Experiments have been tried from time to time
with more or less success, and various schemes have been
proposed, but it has been reserved for Messrs. Robert
Eoyle and Son, the well-known ventilating engineers, of
London and Glafgow, to solve satisfactorily what was,
undoubtedly, a difBcult problem — how to effectively

ventilate the Custom House, or, rather, the Long Room
there. . . . The Long Room now is thoroughly ven-
tilated, and we are glad to receive both written and oral
testimony to the efficient manner in which it has been
done, and also how greatly the comfort and health of the
clerks have been improved. . . . It is a satisfaction

to us to know that a matter we have constantly "ven-
tilated " in these columns is now no longer a subject for
complaint. At Ihe same time, the eminent firm who have
so ably dealt with this evil are, undoubtedly, to be con-
gratulated on their success,— C-vU S'l-vici- Ga:it(t.

An important application of the principles of ventila-
tion, introduced by Robert Boyle and Son, of Glasgow
and London, has been recently made in the Long Room
of the Custom House in Thames-street, and a series of
experiments to test the efficiency of the system are being
made, the results of which, as far as we have tested it,

are very satisfactory. . . . The atmosphere before the
new system was applied was insutferably oppressive and
warm, and we hear from two or three of the clerks them-
selves that they often suffered from headache in conse-
quence. . . . Facts are worth more than theories, and
it is one of the beat recommendations of the system we
have mentioned, supported by those engaged in the room,
that since its introcuction the room has become more
pleasant to work in, and the feeling of oppression has
not been experienced. Architects interested in the
subject, and there are few that are not, cannot do better
than test for themselves the action of the system, as
applied to one of the laigest public rooms in London.

—

B'llhliuf/ Xtics,

'"Last week we referred to the system of ventilation
known as that of Messrs. Boyle, which has been applied
to the Long Room of the Custom House, and we then
remarked upon the decided success of the system as far
as we had opportunity of examining the action. . . .

On Monday also, when a foggy atmosphere prevailed,
the ventilators acted freely, and the Long Room was
quite clear of the fog— a condition of things which con-
trasts favourably with former experience. Those present
at the experiments were highly satisfied with the results
obtained under such trying conditions of wind and
wea.thex.—£Hih/iiif/ X' (cs.

The experiments seem to have demonstrated the perfect
success of Messrs. Boyle's work.

—

Bn''ld''i\

The Long Room has been notorious for its defective
ventilation, and was reported to be one of the worst
rooms in London by Professor Faraday thirty years
ago. . . . Diiri')-/ the ich'A' of the -.rprnmf./ifs Ih. ,>.

was not th' slit/?tfeit' <f irn-^lrawjhi pnxt-ptiOlt in the air-
pump finfi/ators.—Archittct.

It any further evidence was required of the
success of the ** Air-Pump" ventilators applied
to the Long Room, we think the following re;)ort

received from the Long Room A'entilation Com-
mittee "would he conclusive :

—

I have to inform you that I have conferred with the
other members of the Long Room Ventilation Committee,
and to state that we are unanimously of the opinion that
your ventilation appliances have been a success. It is

evident that no system of ventilation in so large a space
as the Lang Room can be rendered so perfect as to suit
all idiosyncrasies and temperaments ; but I confidently
assert that we have enjoyed, since your appliances have
been in action, a purity and clearness of atmosphere to
which we have long been strangers.—H. Hascook
HoofEB, Chairman, Long Room Ventilation Committee,
H.M. Customs, London.

—^We are, &c., Rokekt H. Boyle and Sun.

64, Holbom- viaduct, E.C., July 23.

Lord Brassey laid the foundation - stone, on
Thursday in last week, of the new school -hall which
is to be erected, in connection with the Homes for
Epileptic Children, at the Farm Training Colony at
Lingfield, Surrey. Foundation-stones of the Carter
wing of the Rushtou house at the same institution

were subsequently laid, and a new water tower was
formally inaugurated.

The Improvements Committee of the London
County Council have come to the conclusion that
it is desirable to extend the leases of the authority's
surplus land to a period of ninety-nine years. A
recommendation to this effect will be made when
the concurrence of the Finance Committee has been
obtained.

The Society of Authors have offered to present to
the London County Council a bronze replica of the
memorial erected to the late Sir Walter Besant in

St. Paul's Cathedral, and the Records Committee
of the authority recommend that it should be
accepted, and affixed to one of the granite pedestals
on the Victoria Embankment, near Waterloo Bridge.

A receiving order has been made in the case of
Charles Evelyn Savery, formerly Monmouth, and
St. George's-square, Pimlico, S.W,, late Chichester-
road, Kilburn, N.W., Brighton, and Richmond,
Surrey, bnt present address unknown, architect and
surveyor.

Jttt^tcommunicatton*

QUi:srioys.
[12072.]

—

Valuations.—In what cases is it necessary,
when valuing property, for an architect to hold an
appraiser's license ? On what kind of form should a
valuation be made ? Is it usual for architects to take out
a valuer's license 7 Is a sixpenny stamp the correct one
on the K.I.B.A. form of contract !

—

North.

SEPLIES.
[12071.]—Ice-House.—You should get A. J. Wallis

Tayler on " Refrigeration," &c. (1902). He gives illus-
trations and letterpress on construction. All this can be
done by ordinary builder ; but if refrigerative piping and
machinery required, then the expert engineer is called
in. He gives several firms for latter work. —Regent's
Park.

CHIPS.
A public inquiry was held at Watford Place, on

Thursday in last week, by IVIr. S. Monckton Cope-
man, a Local Government Board inspector, into an
application by the Watford Joint Hospital Board for
sanction to borrow .£900 additional to the loan of
£8,906 already sanctioned for purposes of enlarge-
ment of the Watford Isolation Hospital. Mr.
C. P. Ayres, of Watford, the architect, explained
the plans.

A sawmill, stationed at Dunballock, near Beauly,
belonging to Mr. Frank Sime, wood merchant,
Blairgowrie and Beau ly, was on Wednesday week
totally destroyed by fire.

The house in which Charles Dickens was born,
393, Commercial-road, Portsmouth, was opened on
Friday by the mayor. Major J. E. Pink, as a
museum for relics of the novelist. Subsequently
the mayor laid the foundation-stone of the new
technical institute, which is to be built on land
adjoining the town-hall.

A plaintiif has got damages against a monumental
mason for the painted lettering on a tombstone
coming off in two years. Judge Emden, who re-
marked that the dead were, unfortunately, soon
forgotten, asked why painted letters were put
on tombstones if they would not stand the test
of time.

Major J. W. Pringle, R.E., and Mr. A. F. Trotter
have made an oificial inspection, on behalf of the
Board of Trade, of the tramways from Finsbury
Park to Wood Green and Seven Sisters-corner,
Tottenham, reconstructed for electric traction on
the overhead system by the Metropolitan Electric
Tramways, Ltd. These sections have this week
been opened for public traffic. They form the first

part of an extensive system, with a total length of
about 50 miles, of electrictramways andlightrailways
in North London.

A bronze statue of the late Sir A. B. Forwood,
who represented the Ormskirk Division in Parlia-
ment from 1885 to 1S98, and who was Secretary to
the Admiralty from 1880 to 1S92 and the leader of
the Conservative party in Liverpool for many years,
was unveiled at Liverpool on Thursday in last week
by the Earl of Derby. The monument has been
erected by public subscription, and occupies a com-
manding position in St. john's-gardens. The
monument is the work of Mr. A. Frampton, K.A.,
and is of massive proportions, the figure being in
bronze, mounted on aneatly-wrought stone pedestal.

Mr. E. Stanley Mitton, architect. late of Oxford-
road, Molesey, has removed to 11, Ocean Chambers,
Waterloo-street, Birmingham.

At the Bradford County-court on Tuesday, a
receiving order was made against Charles Lord, late
builder and contractor, now a labourer, of Austwick.

A party from the Leeds and Yorkshire Archi-
tectural Society, including the President, Mr. G. B.
Bulmer, at the invitation of the York Society,
visited York on Saturday, to inspect the west front
of the Minster. The; President, Mr. Davis, and the
members of the York Architectural Society, after-
wards entertained the visitors at tea.

The first of four district baths in course of erec-
tion in Bradford by the baths committee of the
corporation was opened on Monday evening. The
new baths have cost about ,£6,500. The building
contains a large swimming-bath, 00ft. by '20ft., and
has three slipper-baths and eleven douche baths for
men, and two slipper-baths and ten douche baths
for women.

The extensions to the Commercial Travellers'
Schools, Pinner, are being warmed and ventilated
by means of Shorland's patent Manchester grates,
those previously supplied having proved very
satisfactory.

Tiverton Town Council have voted Mr. J. Siddalls,
borough surveyor, £100 for his services during the
past fifteen years in connection with various electric-
lighting schemes. It was stated that Mr. Siddalls
had devoted 4,500 honrs of his own time to the
work.

"WATEB SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

HiGHBEiDGE.—On Tuesday Mr. H. Ross Hepper,
Local Government Board Inspector, conducted an
inquiry at the offices of the Highbridge Urban
District Council into an application by the council

for sanction to borrow the sum of £9,998 for the
purpose of water supply, including the laying of

mains from the parish of Axbridge to Highbridge,
through the parishes of Compton Bishop, Weate,
Biddisham, Badgworth, East Brent, Brent Knoll,
and Bumham Without, and the construction of a
reservoir on land situate on the south side of Brent
Knoll. Evidence was given by Mr. W. C. Shier

(surveyor to the council) and Mr. A. Powell
(engineer, of Bristol), the latter stating that the
population to be supplied by the scheme numbered
2,250, and the quantity of water estimated per head
of that population was 20 gallons.

Ilfracombe.—The new water-supply system for

Ilfracombe was inaugurated on Tuesday. It has
been carried out concurrently with a big main-
drainage improvement, which will be completed in

a few months, at a cost of £30,000. The source of

the new water supply is Exmoor Forest, where the
head waters of the River Bray at Challacombe have
been impounded. The scheme necessitated a tunnel

through a ridge of ground near Friendship Farm,
in the parish of Brattou Fleming, and the first start

was made in contracting with Messrs. Murdoch and
Co., of Camborne, for driving this tunnel, the
length of which is over 590 yards, and the work of

which was completed in June, 1903, at a cost of

£4,729 23. lid., Mr. John Collins, mining engineer,

acting as clerk of woiks. Mr. John Alderman, of

I-ooe, was the contractor for the main laying and
for the intakes from Challacombe to MuUacott
Cross inclusive, and Mr. John Howie Wylie the

resident engineer, with Mr. T. 0. Wills as clerk of

works. The undertaking was begun in October,

1902, and completed last month, within three

months of the stipulated time, and without any
serious accident. Mr. Prouse, the town engineer,

had the control of the whole scheme. The total

length of pipe-line laid was about 25,000 lineal

yards, and weighed some 3,625 tons. The quantity

of water capable of being delivered in the council's

reservoir is 850,000 gallons per diem, and the

storage capacity of both reservoirs is 54,051,500

gallons. The total cost was about £55,000.

Stratfokc Sewage Sciceme.—A special meeting

of the Stratford-on-Avon Town Council was held on
Tuesday evening, when the sewage- disposal works
committee reported that twenty-two tenders for the

construction of the new sewage-disposal works had
been submitted, and it was decided to accept that

of Messrs. Thomas Vale and Sons, of Stourport, for

£18,725, conditionally on their agreeing to repair

damage done to private as well as public roads.

After a long discussion the report was adopted,

with but two dissentients.

At the half-yearly meeting of the Mid-Suffolk

Light Railway Company, held at Ipswich last week,

it was reported by the engineers that the sections

from Haughley to Laxtield and from Kenton
Junction to Dabenham will be completed early in

September, so as to be ready for opening.

The Staffordshire county council have adopted a
recommendation by their Elementary Works Sub-
committee that Mr. Lewis Crompton, of Winchester,,

be appointed clerk of works, at a salary of £150,

rising by annual increments of £10 to .£180 per

annum, with an allowance of third-class railway

fares, 2s. per meal, and 7s. 6d. for bed and break-

fast when required to be away from home, also

an allowance for use of bicycle.

In augmentation of Girvan gravitation water
supply, the water from a new reservoir at Pinn-
macher, four miles from Girvan, was turned on
on Friday in presence of the members of the town
conned. The reservoir, which has a capacity of

fifteen milhon gallons, cost £12,000.

The foundation-stone laying ceremony for a
seventh group of ten cottages in connection with the

Northumberland Aged Mine Workers' Homes Asso-

ciation took place at West Allotment, near Back-
worth, on Saturday afternoon.

On Monday, at a sitting of the Rochester

Eankruptcy-coixrt, before the Registrar, John Dean
Cotke, builder and contractor, of that city, again

appeared for further public examination. Having
answered questions as to certain papers he had been

requested to produce, he was allowed to pass.

The members of the Somerset Archciological

Society visited on Thursday in last week Stavordale

Priory, a description being given by the Rev. E. H.
Bates. Thence the party went to Bruton Church,

which was described by the rector, Rev. D. L.

Hayward. The old house in High-street and
Sexey's Hospital, Bruton, were also visited. At
Cucklington the church was described to the

visitors by the Rev. E. H. Bites, and the members
afterwards had dinner at Gillingham.
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The exhibition of the National Competition of

Schools of Art, Evening Schools, and Day Classes,

for the present year, was opened on Tuesdaj- in

the Indian section of the Imperial Institute,

South Kensington, and will remain on view until

Aug. 31. (Jver 40,000 works were sent in for

examination, but only an exceedingly small pro-

portion of these have been exhibited. Of the
nine gold medals distributed by the examiners,
Miss Fanny Bunn, of Birmingham, receives one
for an Knamelled Panel, this lady also winning
the Prince of \\'ales scholarship of £2'). The
Princess scholarship of £11 goes to Miss Uoaalind
Fouracre, of the Plymouth Technical School, with
another gold medal, for a Panel in Painted Tiles.

Messrs. John Potter, C. Vyse, (A. Rogers, Hubert
Miller. E. Copestick, C J. Doman, and N. A.
Trent are the remaining gold medallists. Fifty-
two silver medals, 163 bronze, and nearly 400
book prizes are awarded in the lower classes. The
examiners declare the work done during last

season shows careful teaching and conscientious
effort in many branches, while others have appa-
rently suffered from temporary neglect. Model-
ling from the antique or from nature reaches
a high standard. Drawing the full - length
figure, on the other hand, fails, as has been the
case for the last eleven years, to reach the level

of a gold medal award. Pa'ntings of flowers and
still life fell short of the standard : but in some
practical developments of ait, such as leather-
work, book-covers, designs for weaving lace,

printed muslins, and embroidery, much improve-
ment is shown. The exhibition, with which we
deal at length elsewhere, is one of the best we
have seen, and so is that in the Royal College of

Art, which we shall notice next week. We can
heartily congratulate all concerned on the change
effected at South Kensington by the new rigimr
of the last three years.

The exhibition of the work of the students of

the Royal College of Art will he found to be
chiefly remarkable for a series of lunettes, which
have been executed as if for the decoration of a
public building. The subjects were selected by
the students from incidents in connection with
their own localities, and they range from Early
English history, through the Commonwealth
period, down to our own day, as represented by a
study of a number of men at work on a steam
hammer. JIany of the pictures are unfinished,
but each is flanked by a smaller lunette contain-
ing the preliminary sketch for its scheme, and the
work is executed in so excellent a manner that it

really presents a good opportunity to some public
body to collect the series and use the pictures for
the purpose for which they were intended. There
are also a number of large cartoons, black and
white on brown paper, for the decoration of a
chapel, as well as the usual black-and-white
studies and paintings from life which form part
of the decorative course of the college, most of
which are creditable pieces of work, and form as
a whole an interesting collection.

Tin: Right lion. J. Chamberlain, who was
accompanied by Mrs. Chamberlain, pud a visit
to Rochester on Tuesday, and after inspecting the
cathedral in the morning, went to the (iiiildhall
and was interested in many of the old relics
which the historic building contains. He after-
wards saw some of the charities of the city, and
accepted an invitation to see the extensive cement
works of .Mcs.sr8. iSIartin, Earle, and Co., at Wick-
ham. Before the process of cement manufacture
was explained to them they were entertained at
luncheon. Mr. Vavasour Kiirle (the chairman of the
company) presided at this function, and amongst
others present were Mr. Le Marchant and Mr. Jlac-
farline (directors), the Earl of Denbigh, Sir .lohn
Jackson and Lady Jackson, Mr. Tuff, M.l'. for
Rochester, Sir Thomas Firbank, Roar-Admiral
Craigie, Mr (i. A. Hobson, Mr. J. W. Ritchie,
Mr. W. Armstrong, and others.

Loiio I'.i.vTuswoiin touched an old sore when
delivering his presidential address to the S.initary
Congress in (;!;isgow on -Alonday night. -Vfter
noticing a striking diminution in tin (Hasgow
death-rate since 1817, he wool on to show how
much the smoke-laden air of cities is inimical to
health. Ho stated that in the neighbourhood of
<.Iasgow ;t:;cwt. of black mineral dirt and grease
dropped annually on an acre of land. Perhaps
the (.laswogian thrives on smoky air. Even in
(.lasgow the inhabitants, in common with the
inhabitants of every other city, would, one

imagines, be glad to get rid of the vitiated atmo-
sphere that accompanies the universal use of coal.

There are plenty of inventions for abating and
purifying smoke, which might be used with
advantage if it were not, as Lord Blythswood
said, for our " awful " conservatism.

The annual conference of the British Medical
Association was begun on Tuesday at Oxford.
The new president is Dr. W. Collier, Litchfield

Lecturer in Medicine at Oxford. The retiring

president, Dr. GriBiths, of Swansea, referred to

the death of Sir John Simon. Dr. Simon, he said,

was the pioneer of sanitary science, and had done
for sanitation what Lord Lister had done for

surgery and M. Pasteur for bacteriology. In his

presidential address Dr. Collier spoke of the build-

ing up of the medical school at Oxford. The
medical student no longer bore a bad character

in the public eye, and the change was largely due
to University influence.

The Foreign Office has issued a report by Dr.
Frederic Rose, British Consul at Stuttgart, on the
special technical schools for the ceramic industry
in Germany. There are four of these institutions,

situated at Hiihr, Bunzlau, Lauban, and Lands-
hut. The three first places are in Prussia and
the fourth in Bavaiia. Each is in the midst of

the industry it is intended to promote, and its

aim is to afford thorough instruction in both
theory and workshop practice, so as to train young
people for the positions of owners, managers,
foremen painters, and modellers. In Pru-sia, the
report says, when a technical school is considered
necessary the State generally promises an annual
subsidy, provided that the local authorities erect

the necessary buildings. Hitherto the State and
the municipal authorities have been the first to

see the advantage of special technical schools for

the ceramic industry, the manufacturers being at

the outset indifferent or even hostile. They
soon, however, recognised the advantages of tuch
institutions after their establishment. Dr. Rose
has several times noticed these tendencies in

small German industries, but by no means in

large ones.

The cost of electric heating was the subject of

an article in a recent issue of the Zeitschrift fiir

Elfl-truteehnik, in which the following estimate
was made for a room having contents of 3, 530c. ft.

On the assumption that it was to be heated to
62-6' Fahr., while the outside temperature was
26-6°, it was estimated that the equivalent of

13,S60 British thermal units would be required
per hour. With electric heating this was stated

to mean a consumption of 4 kilowatts during the
hour, while with heating with coal as fuel about
6'61b. of coal would suffice per hour.

Canon- H. D. R.vwnsle^- protests in a vigorous
letter to the Tunes against a proposal he has
heard of to demolish the Plummer Tower, one of the
few remaining complete wall towers at Newcastle.
The building, he has been informed, is doomed

;

but apparently he has not made local inquiry
before proceeding to protest. The tower has
certainly sufficient historic associations to justify

its retention. Known as the Carliol Tower, it

was once called the Cutlers' Tower, and the Guild
of the Cutlers had their habitation in it. Later it

was occupied by the Incorporated Company of

.Masons, who in 1742 refronted the street face of

it, but left the half-round face of the tower on the
wall side intact. Perhaps, if sufficient local

interest be stirred, the projected warehouse may
never be erected on such a classic fpot. Public
opinion is not iconoclastic, as the recent incident

in connection with the lOdwardian Wall at

Berwick showed.

Ai.TuoiGH one hears more about the progress
of the Simp'on tunnel, that which is now ap-
proacliing completion in tho Jiingfrau is equally
interesting. In this case the tunnelling is up,
instead of through, the mountain. Ovtr 3,000
metres have alreidy )>eeii bored, and a further
700 or so remain. The object of tho tunnel is

to assist in the provision oi one of tho now in-

e\'itablo funiculir railways without which no
Swisi mountain would be considered conipleto.

From the top of the railway, which will no doubt
bo [irovidtd with the equally inevitable monster
hotel, another of the "finest views in tho

world" there are already so niiny of them -is

to be obtained. Tho tunnel, which will be tho
highest in Europe, is expected to bo completed
in time for tho opening of the railway by the end
of next year.

Sm John Vnr. Phimkose, the Lord Provost of

Glasgow, has opened within the buildings of the

recent East-end Exhibition, Glasgow, a health
exhibition, which has been organised in con-
nection with the 29th autumn congress of the
Sanitary Institute, which is meeting this year in
Glasgow, and opened on Monday. The exhibi-
tion is divided into colonial', municipal, and
educational sections, and among the exhibits is a
model hospital and a model one-house dwelling.

In the various sections are sanitary appliances,

building materials, heating, lighting, and cooking
appliances, water fittings, washing and wringing
machines, clothing, disinfectants, disinfecting

apparatus, and hospital and sickroom appliances.

Among the departments is that relating to the

hygiene of schools, trades and manufactures,
hospitals, prisons, barracks, ships, workhouses,
asylums, the burial of the dead, cremation and
other means of disposal, and the prevention of

accidents and fires, the filtering, softening, and
purifying water, flushing and sewage treatment
are all represented. There is also an exhibit of

apparatus for water supply, water waste pre-

venters, sinks, baths, lavatories, sewers, drain-
pipes, and sanitary goods. Over one hundred of

the leading sanitary firms of this and other

countries are represented. The main object of the

exhibition is to illustrate the practical steps that

are being taken to deal with the many problems
that present themselves to municipal authorities.

The vandalisms committed by excursionists

and local farmers among the prehistoric remains
on Dartmoor was feelingly described by Dr.
Arthur E. Prowse in a paper read before the

Devonshire Association in the course of their

meeting at Teignmouth at the end of last week.
Wanton destruction of the prehistoric monu-
ments of the moor was, he said, still going on.

Only last August, at an excursion of the Teign
Naturalists' Field Club, it was seen that one of

the large stones of the well-known Gidleigh circle

had recently been thrown down, and an attempt

made in the usual manner to split it lengthwise,

in order to make a gatepost ! In some unex-
plained way the attempt had been frustrated, but
a well-known member of the Devonshire Asso-

ciation took a photograph at the time, and thus

there was on record incontestable evidence of one
more instance of the shameful spoliation to which
these memorials of the past were exposed by the

vandals of even these "enlightened days."
Would that the miscreants had been caught in

the act. He would for one have willingly helped

to give them a lesson. The Wallabrook was, he
suggestively added, conveniently near at hand.
In the discussion which followed the reading of

the paper, Mr. R. Burnard remarked that quite

recently a very interesting group of hut circles

lying in the road between Princetown and the

eastern foot of Peek-hill and the slope of Leeden-
hill had disappeared. They had been destroyed

by the repairers of the roads and contractors,

acting under the authority of the Tavistock Rural
District Council.

Ax interesting discovery has been made at the

Basilica of Santa JIaria Maggiore in Rome.
Between the roof and the flat ceiling of the nave
(tho latter dating from tho end of the 15th

century) Signer Colusanti has discovered remains

of mural fiescoes which formed the upper part of

tho internal decoration. They consist of a series

of large medallions, containing busts of saints on
a blue ground. Above them is depicted a row of

small arcades, and above these again a line of

rosettes. The paintings are said to show great

power, due allowance having been made by the

artist for their distance above the ground. From
their date Signer Colnsanti associites them either

with Cimabue or Pietro C'avallini, the name of

both of which artists appear in documents among
the .archives of the Basilica, though in neither

case is allusion made to their having worked in it.

On Tuesday evening Mr. Sanders, builder, of

Barnstaple, was literally cut to pieces by a train

while walkuig on the railway at Buloford.

Finding their recent premises altogether in-

adequate for tho growth of their business, Messrs.

Uaahleigh I'hipps and Co., the well-known elec-

trical engineers, have removed to 147, Oxford-

street, W. Here they have taken the whole of the

ground-floor space, and are thus ouaWed to display

an excellent selection of variouo kinds of electrical

fittings, which will well repay the visit of architects

and others. Messrs. Uashleigh Phipps and Co.

undertake all kinds of electric lighting either in

town or country, as well as tho fixing of motors,

plant, \c., and tho large numl)er of contracts they

have always in hand is their best recommondatiou.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Aberystwyth-Public Library (limit £3,000) (Assessor) £30 (merged), £15 Arthur J. Haghea, Town aeik, Aberystwith July W
New Somerby, Gralitham—Bt. Anne's Church (500 sittinfirs

:

, ^ ^i. «i
£3.000 limit) £10 TheKev. H. H. Surgey, Dudley-road, Grantham i oi

Whitehaven-Public Library (limit £<,000) (O.Washington „ „ „... , .„„ ,«
Browne. R.8.A.. Edinburgh, Assessor) 5 per cent., £33, £20 Thomas Brown. Town Clerk. Town Hall. WhiteliaTen^.........^..... Aug. l»

Galatz- Cathedral £160, £120, £60 The Miniature des Cultes et de I'lnstruction Publique. Bucharest ... ,, ffi

Hampstead. N.W.—Mortuary and Columbarium (£1,000 limit) The Superintendent. Ha mpatead Cemetery, W.Hamp-'tead, N.W.... Beptsu

Poulton, Cheshire-School H. W. Cook, Clerk, Public Offices, Egremont. Cheshire „ 80

TJxbridgc-AdditionB to Workhouse, HUlingdon East Charles Woodbridge. Clerk, 38, High-street, Uxbndge tra. i

Spezia-Drainage Scheme £400 11 fiignor Sindaco della, Spezia "*=• "'

Broadway. Westminster, S.W.—Sketch Designs for Wesleyan „, „., a t? r>

Hall and Connexional Offices The Rev. Albert Clajton, Sec. to Trustees, 31, City-road, is.1^
—

S

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Letterkenny- College of St. Eunan Dr. O'Donnell, Bishop of Raphoe ... Thos. F. M'Namara. Architect. 50. Dswson-street, Dublin July 30
.Croden-Library ard Hall William Davidson. Architect. Ellon, N.B „ 30
Wakpfield—Branch Store at Newmillerdam Wakefield Industrial Society, Ltd.... Abraham Halt. Architect. Bank-street. Wakefield „ 30
Buckie—Alterations at Clochan and Portgordon Schools J. D. Geddes Architect. 13. East Church-street. Buckie. N.B 30
Btratford-on-Avon- Laboratory Governors E. O. Holtom. Architect, 58, Henlfy-street, Stratford-on-Avon „ 30
Caerau -Welsh Wesleyan Cbapel ., . E. W. Pumett and Son, Architect^. Talhnt-street. Maesteg, Wales „ Si

Newtownards- Twenty-four Labourers' Cottages Rural District Council Jas. ColviUe. Clerk of Council. Clerk's Office. Newtownards „ 30
Blachington-Coastguard Buildinga - TheDiiectorof Work.«:. Admiralty,2I.Northuroherland-aTenue,W.C. „ 33

Kendiil—Additions to Business Premises. Finkle-street Co-operative Society, Ltd J. 'Thompson. A.R.I.B A., 1, 1'inkle-street, Kendal , 30
Stomoway. N.B. —Nir.eleen Crofters' Houses at Battery Park The Consulting Ensinfer. 122. George-street, Edinburgh „ 30
ChriBtchnrch, Hants-Kitchen Enlargement at Workhouse Guardians A. Druitt, Cleik. Chrii-tchurch, Hants 30

Fandal Magna- Stables. AgbrigE-road Urban District Council Frank Masfie. F S I.. Tetley House. Wakefield „ 30
Trecynon. Aberdare— Hall. Classroom, &(! J. Licwellin Smith and Davies, Architects. Aberdare , 30
Exeter- Car Depot, Keavitree-road Corporation T. Moulding, A MICE,. City Erg,, 7, Southemhay West, Exeter „ ^
Stratford-on-Avon- Residence - A. Smith E. G. Holtom, Architect. .'iS, Henley-street, 8tratford-on-Avon „ 30
Cwmbran— Penywain Congregational Church ,., G. Lloyd. Secretary. 22, Victoria-street. Cwmbran R.SO , 30
Manchester— Porter's ly^idge and Chapel .Joint Workhouse Committee A. J. Murgatroyd. Architect. 23, Strutt-street, Manchester 30

Tiverton-Enclr.sing Verandah Front at Isolation Hospital ... Joint Hospital Boaid J. Siddalls, Architect, Tiverton Aug. 1

Masborouah, Rollierham—House John Asleby Architect, 89. Wilton-lane. Masbniongh „ 1
Weymouth -Alterations to Premises "Town Council , - The Borough Surveyor. Market-street. Melcombe Regis „ 2
Birkdale-Public Library. Weld-road Urban District Council George Brown. Arch,tect. 1. Dover-road, Birkdale , 2
Aberdare -Alterations to Constitutional Hall Directors C, H, Elford. M.I.A.. Arehitect. 3", Weatherall-slreet, Aberdare .. „ 2
Wicklow— Concrete Foundations of New Technical School Urban District Council The Tuwn Clerk. Town Hall. Wicklow ,. 2
Tredegar- Herooflng Cemetery Chapel at Cefu Golau Urban District Council The Survfyor. Bedwellly Bouse, Tredegar. Mon „ 2
Ferrvbill. Durham-Twenty-Five Cottages North-Eastern Railway Co W. Bell, Architect, Central Station, Newc,^«tle-on-Tyne 3

Withington-Altcrationsof Infirm Wards at Workhouse Chorlton Unirn Guardians C. Clegg and Son. Architects 101. King-ftreet, Manchester „ 3
Hanley- Post Office H.M. Commissioners of Works The Secretarv, H,M. Office of Works. St.irey's Gate, 8.W |
G1a.»2ow—Alterations to Tolcross Honse Corporation The City Engineer, City Chambers, Glasgow „ S
Snuthampton- Rebuilding Nos. 43 and 45, Above Bar "Hampshire Advertiser" Printing Co. Wm, Purrough Hill, F,S,I,, Architect, Above Far, Southampton... „ 3
Fanad Head, Co, Donegal-Coastguard Station The Office of Puh'ic Wnrks. Dublin *

Leftwich. near North* iih—Infectious Diseases Hospital Hospital Committee J, Cawlev. Architect. Cen'ral Chambers. Northwich „ 4
Doncaster— Coal Store at Corporation Gasworks Gas Committee Robt. Watson. Eiiaineer Gasworks. Doncaster „ 4
Buckie- Caretaker's House at Cemeterv, Barhill-road J. D. Geddes. Architect. 13. East Church-s'rett Buckie. N.B „
New Tredegar. Mon,—House

'

James Lee Geo. Kenshole, Architect, Stat'on-road, Bargoed „ 5
Jury's Gap. Sussex-Coastauard Buildings Admiralty The Director of Works. 21. Northumberland-avenue, W,C , »
Deri, Walea-Thirty-five Houses Building Club J. Llewelliu Smith and Daries Architects, Aberdare "

Neath— Enlarging Arching at Brynteg Colliery Evans and Bevan, Colliery Proprietors. Neath
Bourne -Timber Construction Urban District Council F. G. Shilcock, Surveyor, Bourne, Lines „

Jj
Deri. Wales-House, Shop, and Stable. Bailey-street Mrs Fussell J. Lleaellin 'mith and Davies. Architects. Aberdare „ 6
Blnckhill—Extension of Church Premises Presbyterian Church Committee S McClure, 21, Cort-atreet, Blackhill. Durham „ 7
Wevmouth- Schools :fi50 places), Cromwell-road, Westham .., Education Committee Crickmay and Sons, Architects, 13, Victoria-street, Westminster ... „ »
Trealaw. Wales Ten Cottages W. P. Nicholas Arthur O. Evans. Architect. Pontypridd „ »
Csrryduff. Co. Down— Renovating Manse T. Houston, Architect, King^court, Wellington-place, Belfast 8

Vaynor, Wales—Additions to National School Manaaers ,.. The Schoolhou-e, Ponisticill. Vaynor, Wales ^. „ 8
Navan and Kells- Goods Offices at Stations Gt. Northern (Ireland) Railway Co. W. H. Mills. Engineer-in-Chief. Amiens-street Terminus, Dublin .. „ 8
Trealaw. Wales—Residence W.P.Nicholas Arthur O. Evans, Architect. Pontypridd „ 8
Cwmfrwdoer—Classroom at Board Schools Trevethin School Board Lansdowne and Grifgs, Architects, Newport, Wales 8-

Kilronan. Co. Galway -Stores and Buildings on Pier Congested Districts Board J. A. Grant, Galway n °
Vaynor. Wales—Renovating Parish Church

, Rev. John Davies Wm. Skym, Dolycoed House, Vaynor. Wales , 8
North Cheam, Surrey— Repairs at Small-Pox Hospital Joint Small-Pox Hospital Board ; R M. Chart. Surveyor, Union Bank Chambers, Croydon „ »
Halifax— .Shops and Offices, Commercial-street .' W. Clement Williams. Architect, S9, Southgate, HaUfax „ »
We.st Didebury— School, Cavendish-road Withington U.P.C. Education Com.. Frnest Woodhouse. Architect 88, Mosley-street, Manchester „ »
Barroing Heath—Additions to Lunatic Asylum Kent County Asylums Committee ... W. J. Jennings, Architect, 4 St, Margaret-street, Canterbury 9
Norwood— Receiving Ward at Schools Lambeth Guardians S. R. J. Smith, Architect, 15, York Buildings, Adelphi, W.C 10

Fulham, S.W.-Covered Way at Workhouse Guardians E, J. Mott, Clerk. 75, Fulham Palace-road, Hammersmith. W „ 10
Hnddersfield-New Hippodrome, Ram«den-street Northern Theatres Co., Ltd W. Cooper. Architect, 4, Kirkgate Buildings, Hudderafl-ld .••^. • .. IJ
Aldemey. Channel Islands—Coattguard Buildings The Dire"tor of Works. Admiralty, 21, Nnrthumb^rland-av.,W.C .. „ 19
Whitlands, Co, Devon—Two Coastguard Houses The Director of Works. Admiralty. 21, Northumberland-av.,W.C... ,, 19
Lowestoft—Covered Markets, &c Great Eastern Ilailway Co The Engineer, Liverpool-street Station, E C Sept. 2

Ponder's End, Enfield-Schools, Southbury-road Education Committee G. E. T. Laurence. Architect. 22. Buckingham-st., Adelphi, W.C. . „ 6
Ponder's End, Enfield -Additions to Alma-road School Education Committee G. E, T. Laurence. Architect. 22, Bnckingham-st. Adelphi, W.C S
Kingawood-Cossham Memorial Hospital Trustees F. Bligb Bond, F R.I.BA.. Star Life Building. Bristol —
Ferryhill -House and Shop W. T. Richardson, Architect, 57, High-street, Stockton-on-Tees ... —
Cork- Operation Theatre at North Infirmary Arthur Hill. BE,. F B I.BA., 22, St. George's-streer, Cork —
East Ardsley—Corrugated Building as Public Hall The Secretary, Working Men's Qob, East Ardsley, Yorks —
Belfast-Three Terrace Houses , Shannon, White, and Co., 86, Shankill-road. Belfast —
Long Eaton— Factoiy E. R. Ridgway, M.S.I., Architect, Long Eaton —
Beiffhton, Sheffield-Wesleyan Chapel W. Cecil Jackson, M.S.A.. 29. Knifesmith-gate, Chesterfield —
Hull-Seven Shops and House Abraham Vice E, Whitlock, Architect, 26, Scale-lane, Hull —

ELEOTRIOAIi PLANT.
Shanghai. China—Electric Tramways Municipal Council John Pook and Co., 63, Tjeadenhall-atreet, E,C July 30

B^lmez, Spaiu—Electric Lighting The Ayuntamiento of Bclmez, Spain ,. 30

Pbihppopolis—Electric Lighting and Tramway Municipality M. le Maire, Philippopolis, Bulgaria •,^"- -^"S' 3

Newcastle-on-Tyne— Electric Light In8tabati"n at Workhouse Guardians Newcombe and Newcombe, Archts., Pilgrim-st..NewcastIe-on-^ne „ *

Bermondsev, 8,E.—Wiring Fulford-street Dwellings Borough Council Fredk. Ryall. Town Clerk. T.iwn Hall, ^pa-road, Bermondsey, S.E. „ »
Glasgow—Electric Light Installation at Govanhill Library Corporation James R. Rhind, Architect, 67, Hope-street. Glasgow _,. „ »
Leeds-Two l.OOOkw, Turbo-Alternators Corporation J. B. Hamilton, Oen. Man.. Standard Buildings. City-square. Leeds „ 15

Peiang—Motor Tramcars Municipal Council Preece and Cardew, g. Queen Anne's-gate, Westminster. 8.W „ i*

Manchester-Wiring and Electric-Lighting Five Sheds Manchester Dock Co., Ltd W. H. Hunter, M.I.C.E., 41, Spring-gardens, Manchester „ •*'

ENGHNEERINa. _
, „„

Dover- Condensing Plant Corporation L. W. Woodman. Boro' Elec. Eng., Park-street, Dover July d«

Scrabster—Harbour Extension Works Harbour Trustees James Barron, MI.C.E,, Cent, Chmbrs,, 216, Uniou-st., Aberdeen „ 30

Carnarvon -Bath and Buildinga on Foreshore Corporation The Borough Surveyor's Office, Guildhall, Carnarvon i
3»

Stratloid-on-Avon-8team-RoUer Rural District Council Stanley C. Warden. Clerk. 9, Guild-street, straUord-on-Avon ,, 30

Calcutta—Water-meter Testing Apparatus Corporation Fred Gainsford. Secretary. '2, Municipal Office-street, Calcutta Aug. 1

Pardubitz—Waterworks The Burgermeisterant. Parcubitz, Bohemia „ } ^M
Darlington— Storage Reservoir and Two Filter-Beds Corporation George Winter, Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Darlington „ *€H
Welwyn—Well. &c Rural District Council R. E, Middleton. M.l.CE , 17, Victoria-street, 8.W „ J-^l
Plaina.Mon.-Bridgeand RoadlmprovementsatCwmCelyn ,. Nantyglo and BlainaU.D.C W. J. Davies. Surveyor. Blaina, Mon 2

Tredegar -Filter-Bed and Water-Main Urban District Council The Surveyor, BedwoUty House, Tredegar, Mon .^. „ '

Mortlake. 8.W.—Pumping-Chamher at Brewery Watney. Combe, Reid, and Co , Ltd. William Fairley, C,E,, 6a. Victona-.street, Westminster, 8.

W

, J
Blackpool—Heating Installation at Sanatorium Corporation John S. Brodie. Borough Engineer, Town Hall. Blackpool „ »
Aylwbury—Pipelaying in Chalfont -St. Peter's Ford,,. Bucks County Council R. J. Thomas, M.l.CE . County Hall, Aylesbury „ * •

Yealmp'onand Newton Ferrers—Rebuilding Torr Bridge Devon County Council F. W. cleverton, 4. Buckland-terrace, Plymouth *

Altord, Lines- Sinking Four Artesian Wells Urban District Council Frank Massie, A.MI.C.E., Tetlev House. Wakefield „ "_

Kehio-Morebattle Waterworks District Committee David W. B. Tait. W,8.. District Clerk, Kelao, Scotland „ «

Bourne—Three Bridges and Part Viaduct Urban District Council F. Q. Shilcock, Surveyor, Bourne, Lines r>
•'
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DESIGN AND CRAFTSMANSHIP.

EVER since the ideas of mankind had to

be converted into concrete form, there

has existed a gulf more or less wide to

bridge over, and even in this twentieth

century, with all its arts and appliances, we
are still scarcely able to reconcile design and
construction. The exhibition of selected

works from the various national schools of

art we noticed last week shows to what an
extent this discordance is still observable.

The examiners in their several reports speak

with much reserve and caution of works in

different branches which indicate this separa-

tion. Though in many instances the draw-
ings or designs reach the standard required,

the executed specimens sent in show a
falling-off; the designers' ideas have not

been realised in some important quality. In
not a few cases the subjects attempted are

beyond the students' capacity or powers as

with regard to the architectural designs. In
many more the design has been made in

complete ignorance or forgetfulness of the

actual condition and limitations of the ma-
terial ; and directly the student passes the

barrier, puts his ideas into execution, he
finds a great deal of the beauty and glamour
of the conception disappear. These qualities

seem to elude his grasp, and in their place

we get the hard and intractable <j[ualities of

stone, wood, or iron, the want of precision

and definition inseparable from moulded
and cast materials, and machine tools, the

inequalities of form and colour caused

by firing in pottery and tiles, and the

technical defects inherent in textile and
woven fabrics. A decorative design may look

admirable on paper; but when it comes to

be translated into the real material, by
stencilling or brushwork, by the arrange-

ment of tUes or tosserie or thread, the

efiectmay have been considerably diminished.

We notice these defects in most of the

stencilled work we see executed, in tile

decoration, where the painting and pattern are

at variance, and in woven textiles where the

technique of weaving is not understood.

In furniture, wood inlays for panels, we
observe a distinct inferiority in the executed
work if the designer has not selected the
proper-coloured wood for inlay, or placed

them according to their grain to suggest the

nature of the object presented. In the very
artistic firescreen we noticed last week by
a student of the West llam School for which
a gold modal is given, the designer has
observed these points, he has selected suit-

able coloured woods for the figures represent-

ing the four seasons, and the grain and
"figure" of these woods are made to suggest
the drapery or vestments, the hair, even the
growth of trees in the background. The
designs on paper are sometimes at fault

:

they show or expect too much ; they suggest
ornament and treatments which cannot bo
realised in the particular materuil ; they are
frequently overcrowilod with ornament. On
the other hand, the designer may know
little of the material ho uses or the method
of construction ; his selection of material
to represent his design may be imperfect,

or his method of application faulty.

Owing to one or the other of those
errors, or both, the execution fails.

One sometimes sees a design that is really
defective and faulty in itself, yet which by
the skill of the workman or artist engaged
in execution is produced in a very satisfactory

. manner. This result is because the crafts-
man has discerned the designer's inten-

tions, and has put forth his own personal

skill in the execution. It is the way in

which the success and charm of a good deal

of ^lediioval building and detail can be

explained. Both designer and craftsman

devoted their heart and soul to the work

:

they put into it their best efforts, and what
one failed to do the other rectified or

perfected. But under our modern system
of workmanship we have no such coiTective :

the designer does not co-operate with the

executive artist—there is little sympathy
between them, and so the inferior design is

misinterpreted or aggravated in the result.

The craftsman obtains no personal interest

in the work or extra pay for endeavouring
to improve the design or offering suggestions.

Why should he trouble to do more than

follow the drawing when he reaps no reward
for his skill ? So the modern estrangement
between the work of designer and craftsman
is detrimental. On the other side, the design

may be all that can be desired; but it is

placed in the hands of workmen or artists

who are imperfectly educated in art, and
who do their work in a mechanical way.
This is, perhaps, the commoner failing ; it

is .the one which the architect who carries

out contract work so often experiences.

His ideas and intentions are thoroughly
misunderstood or evaded, with the object

of cheapening cost. Such things occur as

details altered or out down, mouldings mis-
understood or altered, depth of relief

diminished, the ornament mutilated—in

short, the design really "murdered." Which-
ever may be in fault—the design or the

material and method employed—the result

is disastrous lor art. The two things must
go together. Design and construction or

handicrafts engaged must be linked together,

as any disagreement or difference is fatal to

both. We may have good construction

without skilful design. Thus we may have
a building perfect in every trade, and
scientific in its construction ; but from error

in planning or a discord in the external de-

sign it never satisfies. Or we may have
the reverse—perfect design linked to a build-

ing that is badly constructed, and is always
showing signs of weakness and decay.

Neither is desirable. The Schools of Art
combined with technical instruction have
attempted to bridge the chasm—to unite both
the artist with the industrial producer. We
do not deny a good deal has been done in this

direction. Artists and designers have been
brought into touch with manufacturers. AVe
have now much better and more satisfactory

metalwork, woodwork designs, furniture,

pottery and porcelain, stained glass, modelled
work, wallpapers, hangings, carpets, and
textile goods, and the training in art has
influenced our industries all round ; but
still there is the distinct and separate training

given to each. The designer is still taught
to furnish designs based on traditional

methods apart from materials and methods
of construction, and the craftsman is taught
little of the art or methods employed, and is

satisfied if he can turn out so much work in

a certain time. Other causes have kept the

two apart.

The divergence between design and con-
struction or execution is greater under some
conditions. Where the arti.st designs in only
one material, the difference is loss than it

would bo if several materials are employed.
T'hus designs for modelled work aro more
likely to honestly express tho actual result

;

but when several materials have to bo taken
into account in tho construction, there is tho
likelihood tliat tho design cannot o.xpross

0(|ually well in each the actual want. A
work of arohitocturo comes under this

category. A building is constructed of various

materials ; brick, terracotta, stone, timber,

iron, plaster, &c. It is almost unreasonable
to expect tho architect to be expert as a do-
signer in each. If he can express his inten-

tions artistically in brick or stone, wo may

excuse his faulty details in materials like

iron or wood or plaster. The result is that

in building the power or ability to design is

much more rare ; it requires more extended

study of materials and trades than the de-

signer in wood or metal, or any other single

material. The artist in one material soon ac-

quires a manipulative power over it : he knows
its structure and physical peculiarities, and
he soon acquires the skill to handle it and to

bring out its technical and artistic qualities.

Thus in modelled design, in metal or

repoussee-work, in tUework and pottery,

the results are more satisfactory : a

shorter study is necessary in mastering the

technical methods, and the designer, in short,

is able to express his ideas more directly in

the material. So the designer and worker in

modelled work or metalwork or carving

ought to be the same individual ; in the old

days they were always so, and it is almost

impossible to imagine a designer of

sculpture or carving who was not also the

sculptor or carver. So in other art-crafts

where only one material is employed, like

those of wood, or metal or plaster. The most
satisfactory results are derived when the two
functions of designer and handicraftsman are

united. The students' work done in the

London County Council Central School of

Arts and Crafts is an effort in this direc-

tion, the aim being to supply those engaged
in artistic handicrafts, training in design and
manipulation which is now impossible owing
to the subdivision of labour and modern
mechmical processes. The modem work-
shop has nol yet assisted in this direction,

though to it we must look for new spirit and
energy. In architecture the relations be-

tween design and craftmanship are more
complex. Several materials have to produce

the result, requiring a band of trained crafts-

men under one head. And the more com-
posite the building is, the greater is the effort

required for a satisfactory result. Thus in

buildings in which the effect is largely due to

one material, say, stone or brick, more unity

and harmony of effect is attainable than in a

structure composed of various materials, each

having its own limitations and methods of

execution. Thus it is that in the designs

contributed for buildings there is a larger

number of failures than for designs in one

material. In this connection the question of

the architect being capable of executing his

own designs (if possible) comes in. There

are many who protest, and, of course, the

"professional" architect chiefly is averse to

such an idea. It is, of course, nowadays at

least, quite impossible to imagine any such a
union as architect and craftsman, although it

is obvious it is all the better for the

designer to have an acquaintance with tho

conditions and limitations of the work he is

designing. But, as we have hinted, he would
have to be a craftsman in each of the ma-
terials employed in a building—an impossible

thing nowadays at least. Imagine a Scott,

a Street, or an Aston Webb so engaged.

As Mr. Walter Crane has put it, an archi-

tect would not be able to pay his rent and
taxes if he did so ;

yet, ho observes, with

some force, " It a designer does not reaUso

tho conditions of his design and the naturo

of the method, and the materials by which
it is to bo carried out, he cannot practi-

cally design at all." We will not discuss tho

point now, or how far such a combination as

an architect and craftsman is possible: but it

will be admitted that designers have im-

parted some freshness into craft< that had
sunk deep into trade ruts. It may be an
ideal, but not a practical mode of working.

Designers of builaings and decorators must
now intrust a groat deal of thoir work to

trained assistants—such, for example, as the

repetition of a pattern like a scroll or orna-

ment, or tho details of woodwork or iron-

work. It would bo wasteful of his time and
energy for an architect to have to execute

or even supervise every detail of a building.
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The workshop system is one way by which
the difficulty can be solved—that is, a
designer co-operating with assistants or

craftsmen whom he can train and inspire,

and from which band of workers others may
learn the craft. As one writer says, every
designer should be able to take up the craft

for which he is best adapted. There are
some crafts which depend more on in-

dividual expression (as those of one material)
than others. These are best in the hands
of men who can design as well as execute
in them.
Our leading artists and designers now look

to the workshop and the studio as the main
sources of inspiration. Mr. Ashbee has
remarked that art must be carried on in the
workshop and not in the studio, and he draws
a graphic picture between the workshop and
the studio. The latter is described as a
" Happily situated nest somewhere in the
region of villas and top hats ; it is fitted with
all apparatus for the lighting, lifting, and
wheeling to and from exhibitions of the large
masterpiece, and it is ornamented with all

the conventional gusto of the prevalent
Queen in - Anne - ity. Within these are
scraps of damask silk, bartered from Roman
curiosity-shops, divers subjects under way,
various Madonnas of the future, suggestions
of decorative work sprayed upon the odd
moments of panels. There is a cast from
studios, a photogramme of Millet, a skeleton,
and a lay figure. In the corner a pair of

embroidered slippers. . , . The inmate
for whom these things have their being works
hard, appreciates the solitude and silence of

his surroundings, and is comfortably con-
scious of his Bohemianism. In the afternoon
there are lady visitors, and his servant brings
in five-o'clock tea." The workshop is almost
as light as the studio, though less pleasantly
situated, and near the racket of some big
thoroughfare. But what matters noise?
There is noise within—hammering and
sawing and what not. Nor are the in-

ternal surroundings as pleasant to look on.

Blue whitewash takes the place of damask
fragments, and movable gas-jets of patent
reflectors. The place is in a condition in

which no housewife would enter it, and the
gluepot is simmering on the stovepipe. As
to the fittings, there are benches and racks
for tools and a good deal of grime. To hang
lip prints would be inadvisable .... The
inmates of the workshop pursue their avoca-
tion with the regularity of clockwork ; a light

in their faces, perhaps of an armed resistance

to something—and the dinner-hour at twelve
o'clock is enlivened with the perusal and
discussion of racy paragraphs from the half-

penny radical prints. These are the two
pictures ; but I hold that in the higher sense
the proper place of decorative art is the

latter." And the same writer goes on to

say : "In the first place, the right under-
standing of forms of ornament—elements of

design—is only possible in their direct bear-
ing on forms of material—elements of con-
struction. You need your basis of matter
wherein to engender the spirit. You must
understand the stone, the wood, the pig-

ments, the clay ; what each can do, what
its limitations are ; and this means an
understanding—if merely for the sake of

conceiving our own incapacity to use
them—of the tools that are the guardians of

these limitations. ' Eivington's,' that famous
tome of building constniction, whose pyra-
midal ascent of tacts has to be scaled before
youthful architects pass Royal Institute

examinations, would lose half its value if it

were not for the fact of the isolation of the
architect's studio, euphemistically termed his

office ; but a half-hour in the workshop
would save days of fruitless drudgery over
its pages." As he says, every hour in the
workshop reveals something, or we may go
to our studios and copy realistically ; but,
given the knack, it always remains easier to

copy realistically than to master the limita-

tions of material. It is true also that ideas
may be conceived in solitude, but they are
brought to birth by co-operation. By coming
together creativeness is engendered by the
very magnetic affinities that spring up between
men.
Academies and exhibitions—the agencies

of modern times—have had a blighting influ-

ence on practical art by encouraging the
sensational and unreal. In the old days, the
artists of the Italian, Clerman, and Flemish
schools produced handicrafts- in abundance.
As Mr. Yeames, R.A., said some time ago,
refening to the drawbacks to art arising
from competitions and exhibitions: "Then
the artist kept a shop, and priest or noble
who wished his church or palace decorated
went to his shop, and, if satisfied with his
skill and pleased with his designs, commis-
sioned him to decorate a chapel in his church
or a portion of his palace. The artist's

thought was then to bring his work—whether
fresco or carved marble, whether Scriptural
subject or fountain with Venus and Tritons
•—well into hiirmony with the surroundings
of the place which it was henceforth to

occupy, and to make it express not only his

own fancies and views on art, but also the
feelings and character of the man who gave
him the order." Nothing sensational was
attempted ;—there was a community of

thought between the designer, the patron,
and the craftsman. All concerned worked
in unison : there was a harmony between
building and ornament, between sculpture
and painting, between furniture and vest-
ments. The point chiefly to notice is that
exhibitions encouiuge and foster the unreal
and tricky efiiects of art and draughtsman-
ship, to the detriment of workmanship,
material, and texture. In this manner
they discourage the practical side of art

work. The only corrective to this unreal
quality of design is to look at it from the
workshop point of view. Under such a
system there would be a living tradition in

design and workmanship. To the separation
of brains and hands we must attribute the
present paralysis of art. No one can be so

unreasonable as to suppose that there must
be no subdivision of laboui- : the workshop
system assumes such a system where designers
and craftsmen can learn each from the other,

and where there is a helpful co-operation in
the carrying out of a building or a piece

of decoration. Technical schools are doing
something to train designers to execute their

own designs in at least some materials.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF ART
EXHIBITION.

LAST week we gave some particulars of the

course of study adopted in the archi-

tectural school of this college, and we now
enter into the subject more fully. The
exhibition of students' work at South Ken-
sington is of the most promising kind, and
the drawings selected represent the work of

the past three sessions, and illustrate the

course of instruction given. This is more
particularly so with regard to the architec-

tural school course. First - year students

during the first term make measured draw-
ings from the museum of woodwork framing
and details, observing an historical order, and
the introduction and effect of things like

mouldings and mitring. Drawings of more
important work follow in the second term ; in

each case the student is guided by the

principle that he is to prepare working
drawings which would enable a modern
workman to reproduce the subject. Several

of these drawings are to be seen, such

as the full-size drawings and details of

the Early Renaissance sanctuary of the

church of Sta Chiara at Florence, and its

reredos and the fine series of details from
Amiens and other French cathedrals. The
fine collection of full-size details from Greek

and Roman examples at the British Museum
afford a most valuable study of Greek, as it

gives the student the best means of comparing
the proportions and refinements in the actual

marble. The measured drawings of old work
and the designs exhibited for various build-

ings and decorative subjects are equally note-

worthy. AVe confine our attention mainly
to the painting school and to the architec-

tural school as representing the more inter-

esting and valuable features of the collection.

The works representing the painting school

of the college occupy one large gallery.

Round the walls, hung high, are several

large unfinished lunettes of a decorative kind,

suitable for the mural decoration of public

buildings. The subjects were selected by the
students from incidents in connection with
their own localities. The first one, opposite

entrance to the left, is a scene from the

"Battle of Barnet,'" by Geo. Kruger. The
figures of horses and men are spirited, and
there is movement suggested in them. The
colour, in which predominate green and
red on the banners, is forcible and decorative.

The centre lunette on this wall, entitled

" Leith," represents commerce, and is by
Margaret Jameson. The scene depicts a

landing stage or quay ; large steamers occupy
the background, and the foreground is filled

with merchandise and packages of goods. A
commanding figure on horseback fills up the

centre and highest part of the panel, and
several other figures are introduced. It is

bold in composition, and well balanced. The
third subject, " The Selection of the Emblems
of the Houses of York and Lancaster," is

also decorative in treatment and colour. A
group of ladies, in the dress [of the period,

are seated on the grass at the embroidery of

emblematic devices. Scarlet, green, and
white predominate, and there is blue sea in

the background. On the return wall is a

lunette entitled, " Presentation of the Scroll

of Fame to the Lord Provost of Edinburgh."

by W. Grant MuiTay. The Lord Provost, in

rich embroidered robes, kneels before a figure

on a throne, representing an assessor or

judge. At the sides are several notable

persons, and a bishop wearing cape and mitre.

The composition is meritorious. ' Meeting
of the Roundheads and Cavaliers at Skipton

Castle, Yorks," by A. R. Smith, is an
assemblage of the two factions, and is a well-

arranged composition of horses and soldiers.

Another lunette represents "The Steam
Hammer," by W. T. Stamps. Many smaller

studies for lunettes are hung ; these are pre-

liminary sketches for each subject. Several

large cartoons in black and white, on brown
paper, are full-sizedrawings for the decoration

of vaults of a chapel. Models of a vault in

one compartment are exhibited. One of

them shows a scheme of decoration by Amy K.
Browning, inclding large figure studies on
brown paper, representing the Four Evan-
gelists with their emblems, bold in design,

and appropriately introduced. Other models
of canopy showing the scheme of figures

filling the spaces are very good. Several

admirable paintings from life studies

—

eight-day studies—are to be seen in this

room : these form part of the decorative course

of the school. The black-and-white studies

from life are the work of students in the

evening school. During the daytime they

are engaged in the four schools. The archi-

tectural students are brought into contact

with the best architectural models, such as

Greek architecture, in the actual marble.

Others make surveys and measured drawings
of historic churches in the City, as that of

All Hallows, Lombard-street. Visits to

ancient and modern buildings form part of

the course to illustrate lectures, and first-

vear students have various subjects in design

given them, some of which we shall notice,

while the advanced students of upper school

work out in consecutive order the design

and working drawings of buildings, such as

town houses and other everyday subjects.
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A number of small oil and tempera studies

in colours are compositions selected from
'Greek and Roman mythology, taken in the
literary course, and represent such subjects

as " Danw Found on the Shore," " Jason
Parting from his Son," " Orpheus Play-
ing his L}Te," by Hilda M. Giraud,
"Perseus Charming Andromeda," "Perseus
in the Garden of HesperiJes," and other
incidents by the same student. Amy K.
Browning is a lady student possessing
m.uch power and skill in composition, as

wo see in many of the same incidents as
those mentioned above ; she is very graceful
in her '

' Perseus in the Garden of lles-

perides." Launcelot Crane contributes ver-
sions of the same subjects, also Margdret
Jameson. Figure painting from the nude is

very ably represented by the life subjects
by Helen Mackenzie, Mai'garet Jameson,
"William B. Pearson, and in the draped
figure subjects or portraits by Amy K.
Browning, Margaret Jameson, Arthur 11.

Smith, F. W. Ogden. The drawings
executed in the evening school in black and
red chalk show a masterly knowledge of the
human figure. These are chiefly from the
nude, and represent various positions. We
may mention the figure studies by Launcelot
Crane, A. P. Smith, Janet Brennand,
Margaret Jameson, Prank J. Carmichael,
W. W. Stephens, &c. Studies of hands and
feet from the life also form part of this

collection. Many of them are one-hour
studies. Launcelot Crane has a colossal

black-and-white study of St. John. Three
models of interesting vaults for a chapel are
exhibited with figure subjects in each com-
partment, by Margaret Jameson and Hilda
Giraud. These representtheFour Evangelists.
We may now refer to the designs of the

Architectural School, and first of those by
first- year students. A design for town house
near a country town, based on English tyjies,

-are exhibited, all first year's work. One is

red brick with Classic portico in centre, 18th-
century date. A design for a country house.
Late Gothic in type, has merit ; but the plan
is not satisfactory in detail. Another design
has a centre hall, with long centre corridors
right and left, which would be dark
unless top-lighted. One of the most satis-

factory designs is in the centre of screen,
based on an 18th-century English type, red
brick with stone dressings. It has a good
modiUion cornice and high slate roof. The
plan (furnished) has merit, but is not fault-
less. There is a well-designed carved-stone
entrance with window over in centre.
Designs follow for a country schoolhouse in
stone, of simple type ; the plan including a
general schoolroom and two small classrooms
attached on one side, with end lobbies for
hats, &c., was defined. The best design has
a small perspective, coloured, showing mul-
lioned windows and gables over classrooms
which abut against high roof of large room.
It is of stone. Another similar design is of
red brick and stone. On the same screen is

a design for a village inn ; the plan was
"defined," and there is a large clubroom on
entrance side. The walling is in grey stone,
of Late English character, and quiet in treat-
ment. Designs for labourers' cottages com-
prise a fow good examples simply treated in
stone, rod brick, and stucco. The plan was
also furnished.

On another screen wo see the results of
first year's work in the designs for a vaulted
church based on lectures on Modi:oval design,
also drawings for a domed church for an
English colony in the East, based on lectures
on domed buildings

; the plan was " defined."
In the former of these we have a design of
Early I'ointed style with vaulted bays to
aisles and nave, and central tower. Detiiils
of vaulting of one bay to one inch scale are
given. A church with short navo of throo
bays, aisles, and transepts to be built in
freestone is well drawn in the details, but
the tracery of some of the windows is not

pleasing. The masonry joints and dowels
are shown. The designs based on domed
types for an Eoglish colony show a know-
ledge of the style. One has a barrel vault
over nave, vaulted aisles, and low dome over
crossing. The transept and chancel ends are

apsidal, octagonal externally. The windows
of aisles are small loopholes ; there is a porch
at west end, and red tile roof. T. C. Derrick s

design, with lofty tower over porch, dome over
crossing, is vei-j^ simply treated : it has a circular
porch or narthex, and there are only two
bays in the nave and dome over crossing.

It is intended for Aden. A design by Jas. P.
Shea is also suitable for an Eastern colony :

it has a tall, plain, square tower over west
porch and arcaded passage round nave and
west end externally. There are no aisles,

a simple barrel vault over nave, and
circular apsidal terminations to transepts and
chancel. One sketch design has a plan on
the Greek cross type, with equal arms and
central dome also vaulted. It is intended to

be built of local stone, wood, and tiles.

Edward Henley has the nave of two bays
covered bj- flat domes, besides the domes over
crossing and chancel. It is designed for an
English settlement in Egypt. Two other
sketch designs on the domical type are hung.
On the other side of same screen there are a
variety of drawings, some in perspective
coloured, others shaded in ink for Colonnades

;

they were given after lectures on the Orders
to illustrate the '

' picturesque use of repeat-
ing symmetrical features." A few good
examples of Colonnades of symmetrical plans
are to be found picturesquely handled, and
indicating a knowledge of the Orders. These
applications in concrete form must have an
instructive and stimulating influence on the
student. One of the examples shows a
colonnaded street ; others are colonnades
round quadrangles and entrances of a
palatial kind. The Tuscan order has been
adopted.

' )n the wall we see examples of work of
one student specialising in the school. The
design for a country church, with cross-
plan, short nave of three bays, transepts,
choir and chancel, illustrate lectures in
Gothic design. The vaulting is meritorious

;

but why should the selected type be cruciform
in ever}' case!' The large details showing
nave, arcade, and arch vaulting are well
drawn ; and there is a nice perspective in ink
of church of Early Decorated character, with
central tower. A design for a town house
by H. Horley is clever in elevation. We
also notice drawings of Sackville ('ollege,

East Grinstead, made during a visit ; details
of chapel, measured drawings of Hogarth
House, Chiswick, by II. Morley ; and by the
same student a clever water- coloured draw-
ing of enamelled terracotta altar-piece
attributed to Andrea della Pobbia in the
South Kensington Museum. Many other
studies and sketches himg are made in Italy
by travelling students of the Architectural
School. On the other walls we notice full-

size details of the Parthenon, from Penrose,
and the British Museum collection showing
the Doric capital, and full-size section of
the entablature, cornice ; full-size elevation
of the Order ( Ionic) of Mausoleum at Ilali-
carnassos; full-size details of base and
capital and frieze. These were measured and
restored from fragments in the liritish

Museum, by Messrs. A. P. H. Jackson, U.
Morley, and A. E. Martin. The height of
column, cap, and base is liSft. (iin. On the
opposite wall are full-size dc^tails of Gothic
mouldings from liridlington, Yorkshire

;

Fountains Abbey, Byland Abbey, Kiovaulx
and Tiutorn Abbeys. These are arranged as
working templates from Sharpe's " I'arallols."

and enlarged from his work.
The designs by second- and third-year

students are very creditable to the system
followed at the school. Design for a town
church shows a Renaissance edifice of simple
design, with nave and aisles, transept,

chancel and apse, clerestory over aisles, and
a vaulted roof and dome over crossing, in

pencil and wash. Another design in pencil

is more Italian in treatment. The nave has
two cupolas, and a third forms the crossing

;

the transepts and east end form a triapsal

termination with centre dome. Design for

a town house is another subject. The
plan of one of these, by G. Woolway, has
merit. Three half-inch scale elevations are ex-
hibited, with a 25ft. frontage. The first is in

brick, with circular bay in centre carried up
three stories with stone dressings, and a high
hipped roof over the fourth story. A second
design has a flat front treatment in terra-

cotta or stone, the gabled treatment is

rather weak, and there is a third design for

stone with Classic window dressings.

In the first year's work we notice a design
for an almshouse college based upon English
types, by D. J. Smart. The elevations show
a knowledge and appreciative treatment of

Late Gothic detail. A plan with quadrangle
in centre was furnished. This design was
made by a student taking " architecture " as

part of the college course during the first

session. Seven other designs for almshouses
are shown, of more or less merit. Designs
for a detached fountain are on the same
screen ; the fountain by Edward Healey is

cleverly treated in the three basins sup-
ported on figures of amnrini. The materials

are pylon stone, basins of marble, figures

and panel of fountain, bronze. The student
was free to select his own type. A hexa-
gonal treatment next to it, half-recessed in

the wall and half-projecting, is also g )od

;

the projecting part is a semi-hexagonal
structure supported on plain columns at the

angles. Other designs exhibit less note-
worthy points ; they are all first-year's work,
and have full-size details.

The details, drawn full-size from examples
in the Victoria and Albert Museum, contain
many interesting drawings, and we must note
the valuable measured drawings from All

Hallows Church, Lombard-street, including
the rich carved font and cover by Arth.
Kidd, also organ-case and pulpit. They form a
useful record of these noted fittings. They
were made last year when the church was
threatened. The general survey was made
by W. S. C+eorge and G. R. Woolway, and
the details measured and drawn by P. !M. H.
Clark, A. Kidd, W. WUdman, "and F. J.

Carmichael.
Designs for decoration by second- and

third-year students on a screen include an
entrance hall and staircase, anteroom, and
salon, by J. A. Bessant, also by A. E.
Martin ; a clever and refined design showing
colour decoration, by A. R. U. Jackson.
Sketches and drawings coloured, mado by
II. Morley while travelling student in Italy,

arc able evidences of architectural skill.

The examples of woodwork, and carving,

and gesso, done by students for the purpose
of becoming acquainted with the materials,

are of much interest. Wo notice a panel by
E. E. Atkins, a delicate panel of gesso

by Miss E. Reynolds ; also work by
E. W. Tristram, Goo. Mitchell, II.

Woollor. G. Baker, G. T. Coombs, W.
Wethrell, J. 11. Jeifrey, E. E. Atkins, and
others. W. Wildman shows a screen of

masterly designs for panelling for a dining-
room. These are broad and quietly treated,

and include drawings of fireplace, inlaid

border, sideboard, ceiling, and frieze. They
are well drawn and tinted, including a chest

of drawers of oak, 17 th conturj'. Other
screens and walls are filled with designs of

wallpapers, hangings, embroidery, plant

studies, book illustrations, and many of

them are the students' original design.

W. Rowbottom has several clever figure

subject designs for stained glass. The
exhibition will be open during the present

month. Wo may congratulate Professors

I'ite and Lethaby ujion the work of tho
architectural school.
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AVALSALL TOWN HALL.

THE new municipal buildings at Vralsall are
approaching completion. The design was

illustrated by us in our issue o£ Uct. 19, 1900,
and operations commenced some twelve months
later. The foundation-stone was laid on May
29, 1902.

At the outset a difficulty prefented itself

through the site of the buildings being inter-

sected by a watercourse. For this a new covered
course had to be constructed, and a temporary
diversion of the stream was made to allow the
work to be carried cut. Heavy rain, however,
converted the usually peaceful stream into a
raging torrent, which overflowed the dam which
had been constructed, and flooded all the adjacent
land. In a short space of time the stream rose

Oft., and, in consequence, operations were delayed
for several months. When, however, fine

weather at length returned, the work was ex-
peditiously carried out. A covered watercourse,
380ft. long and 19ft. wide, was constructed, the
walls of which are 2ift. thick, being built on a
bed concrete about 13ft. below the surface. It is

covered with a fire-resisting floor, composed of

rolled steel joists embedded in concrete.
The new buildings have their principal frontage

to Lichfleld-street, but it is intended that they
shall form a square. Already they are accessible
on three sides from public streets, and on the
remaining side a new street is to be constructed.
The principal front is ISOft. long, 1o Leicester-
street there is a frontage of 80ft., and to the
proposed new street one c£ 280ft. On the
DarwaU-street side the building is of buff-faced
bricks, and space is reserved for the erection at

some future time of another block to be used as

an art gallery. Elsewhere the front of the build-
ing consists entirely of stone. The municipal
buildings occupy the priacipal front, and, with
the various ottices, form two sides of the square.
The principal entrance to the town-hall will be
from Leicester-street, but the main entrance to

all the buildings is from Liehfield-street. On
this front there is to be some fine carving.
Underneath the second-floor window-sills are
panels, the subjects chosen by the artist,

Mr. H. C. Fehr, of London, being literature,

poetry, the saddler, commerce or shipping, and
the smith on the left side of the entrance hall,

and sculpture, painting, glass-blowing, weaving,
and music on the other side. On the pavilion
fronts are carvings representative of comedy and
tragedy, and peace and war. On the corners of

the tower, which is 150ft. high from the street
level, there are four figures in niches represent-
ing the four winds, and the tower itself ends in a
cupola capped by a crown. The centre piece over
the main entrance has yet to be finished, but it is

understood that a figure over the doorway will
represent Maternity, with supporting figures on
either side, the whole being surmounted by
Britannia driving a chariot with three horses.
There is also elaborate carving on other parts of

the building and on the front of the town-hall.

PUBLIC HALL AND COUNCIL CHAMBER.

The latter is 120ft. long and 57ft wide. It has
a gallery over the entrance, and to a spacious
platform is added an organ-chamber. Altogether
there wiU be accommodation for about 2,000
people. Internally the town - ball is rapidly
approaching completion. The ceiling, which is

of fibrous plaster, is coloured in shades of pale
green with gold relief and figuring, which in-
cludes a good deal of exquisite work. In shape
the ceiling is barrel vaulted, while the hoods over
the windows are groined and rich in mouldings
and figures. The main Liehfield-street entrance
is vaulted, arched, and groined, and although at
present unfinished in detail, the work done
indicates that internally as well as externally no
effort has been spared to produce a pleasing im-
pression. The principal staircase will be of
Sicilian marble, and eight columns of Bath stone
carry a dome-shaped pendcntive ceiling.
The council-chamber, which is above the first-

floor level, is a spacious apartment, 4Sft. by 35ft.,

the ceiling being dome-shaped with a lantern
light, and supported by stone columns, the
capitals of which are richly carved. A deeply
enriched cornice, with architrave and frieze, runs
round the whole of the chamber, which has a
public gallery with a separate entrance. In the
same block are committee rooms, mayor's parlour,
andante-room. The approach to these apartments
is by a long corridor, with barrel vaulted ceiling
divided into bays by pilasters and arches, the
floor being of terrazzo paving. Courtyards have

been provided on either side of the council
chamber to afford light and ventilation. Alto-
gether there are about fifty ofiices for the various
employes, with seven committee - rooms, ten
strong-rooms, a six-roomed caretaker's house,
and two corridors respectively 208ft. and 155ft.
long.

A staff of workmen averaging about 200 has
been engaged on the work, in the execution of
which something like 3.^ millions of bricks,
8,COO tons of stones, 60 tons of lead, and 450 tons
of concrete have beeu used. The design of the
building was prepared by Mr. James S. Gibson,
of London, and the contractors are Messrs.
Armitage and Hodgson, of Leeds. The expendi-
ture involved will probably amount to about
£80,000.
The existing town-hall, or more properly

Guildhall, which is situated in the High-street,
Walsall, was erected in 1865 at a cost of about
£10,000 ; but the site had previously been used
for the same purpose by a building believed to
have been erected in the early part of the 16th
century.

• 1 — I

STRENGTH AND ELASTICITY OF
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS.*

THIS volume embodies in several chapters a
series of lectures for students at the Royal

Indian Engineering College, Cooper's Hill, and
will be found to give a very lucid and practical
rhnme of graphic statics, stress and strain^ bend-
ing moments, shearing forces, deflection of beams,
columns, and struts, and various bridge struc-

tures, well adapted for students of engineer-
ing. Mr. R. J. Woods, M.E., Mem.Inst.C.E.,
Fellow and Assistant Professor of Engineering,
Cooper's H?ll, acknowledges several books,
iiitluding Professor Swing's " Strength and
Elasticity of Materials," Professor Bovey's
"Theory of Structures," Protestor X'nwin's
"Elements of Machine Design," and Professor
Reilly's "Notes on Engineering Construction."
The subject of graphic statics is concise and
simply treated, embracing all the elementary
propositions, such as triangle of force", the
funicular polygon, the conditions of equilibrium
graphically ttited, and the practical examples
given include a kingpost truss of 30ft. span with a

pitch of 30"', involving wind-pressure, and roof

trusses fixed at both enda and free at one end,
and examples of the application of the method
of "sections." In these examples, the author
clearly defines frame and stress diagrams and
the notation used, and shows how the reactions

of supports and the various stresses act in each bar
and joint of the frame, and liow they are
scaled. The calculation of wind pressure is

equally clear. Girders and bridge trusses

are treated. The exercises given will be
found of practical value ; these include a derrick

crane and roof trusses of different pitches.

The student is required to find the stresses in each
member due to the load and wind, and several

roofs are illustrated. Stress and strains forming
the next chapter, are fully discussed by the aid of

diagrams. "The student wiU have no dilficulty in
following the author in his exposition of the
various stresses, tensile shearing, the relation

between stress and strain, &c. Shearing stress is

clearly defined by a simple diagram showing two
equal and opposite forces acting on a bar or
section—a sliding action. The intensity of this

stress is, of course, equal to the opposing force

Q divided by area of section of bar, and it is

proved that " two equal shearing stresses on two
planes at right angles to one another are

equivalent to a tensile stress, and a comprefsive
stress of equal intensity to that of the shear-
ing stress on planes at 45° to the direction

of the shearing stress." The author explains
this by means of a suitable diagram. The
chapter on stress-strain diagrams is of special

interest. Thus, if a bar of uniform section is

placed in a testing machine, and the load gradually
increased, " the stresses due to various loads, if

plotted as ordinates and the corresponding strains

as abscissa', we get a curve representing the
relation of stress and strain." A diagram given
gives the stress-strain and curve for wrought iron

and mild steel. A complete diagram for mild
steel is shown, the loads being plotted vertically

to a scale of 0'2in. to a ton, and the extensions are

plotted horizontally to full size. The diagram is

instructive, as it shows the line straight up to

13 tons. At the next ton load is a short, hori-

zontal line, marking the "yield point," after

which the curve continues uniformly tiU a maxi-
mum load of 19'86 tons is recorded, after which the
curve falls back to 17'25 tons, at which load the
specimen broke. The whole progress of the stress

is represented in this simple curve, the exten-
sions being horizontally plotted and the loads

vertically. A diagram for wrought-iron bar is

similarly shown, also diagrams for compression
and torsion. Section 35 deals with "factors of

safety and working stress." The working stress

_ breaking stress

• Strength and Elasticity of Structural Members. By
R. J. 'Woods, M.E., Mem.Inst.C.E. London: Edward
Arnold.

- =—-— i— .—i— , and a table taken from
factor oi safety

Unwin is given. This table gives the fac' or of

safety for a dead load in cast iron as 4, wrought
iron and steel as 3, and timber as 7 ; for a live or

varying load, producing stress of one kind only,

as 6, 5, and 10 respectively, and producing

equal alternate stresses as 10, 8, and 15 refpec-

tively. In structures subject to varying loads

and shocks, the factors are respectively, for

these three materials, 15, 12, 20. The author
rightly observes : " This method of getting

the working stress by dividing the breaking
stress by a factor of safety is an empirical

one. Wiihler's experiments prove that the eafety

of a structure depends not on the maximum
intensity of stress to which it is exposed, but on
the range of stress and the number of repetitions

of the change of stress. Thus, if a structure is

subjected to a steady load, the working stress

may be greater than where the structure is sub-

jected to a varying stress of one kind (tensile or

compressive), and where the structure is sub-
jected to alternate stress of opposite kind (tensile

and compressive) the working stress must must be
still less." These remarks are confirmed by
Unwin's table of results we have given above.

For structures subject to varying loads and shocks

the factors are for cast iron 15, for wrought iron

and steel 12, and for timber 20. AViihler considered

that thegreatest permissible workingstresses would
be in the ratio of 1 : 2 ; 3, according as the
members are exposed to tension alternating with
compression ; to tension alternating with no
stress, or to a steady load." Repeated stresses

produce " fatigue." Experiments also have
shown, the author quotes, " That under a given
range of stress, the number of reversals before

rupture diminishes as the frequency increases,

and that hard steels will not sustain more
reversals with the same range of stress than
mild steels when the frequency of reversals is.

great." The following important reductions are-

given by Wuhlcr : 1 . That wrought iron and.

steel will rupture with stresses much below the

statical breaking, if such s'ress be repeated a

sufficient number of times. 2. That within
certain limits the range of stress, and not the

maximum stress, determines the number of

reversals necessary for rupture. 3. That as the

range of stress is diminished, the number of repeti-

tions for rupture increases. 4. That there is a
iundiny range of stress for which the number of

repetitions for rupture becomes infinite. 5. That
this limiting range of stress diminishes as the maxi-
mumstressincreascs. Liunhardt'sandWeyrauch's
formulae are quoted, also Professor Claxton
Fidler's '

' dynamic method for finding maximum
stress." The cases of gradually applied load,

load suddenly applied without velocity, and
suddenly applied load with velocity, are each
mathematically considered and formulas given,

with numerical examples. Compound stresses

are mathematically treated. The chapter on
bending moments and shearing forces is one of

fundamental importance, and the author dis-

cusses the various conditions of beams loaded. A
good deal of this chapter is elementary, but each

case is concisely stated and illustrated by well-

drawn diagrams to a good size. Thus the stress

on beams loaded with weights at different points

is graphically explained by diagram ; the whole
theory may be expressed by saying that the sum
of the vertical and horizontal components of

stress must be equal to the sums of the verti-

cal and horizontal components of external

forces. Every case is discussed and illus-

trated both by beams and cantilevers. Much
perplexity may be avoided if the student

could be brought to consider the relation between
the bending moment and moment of resistance of

a beam upon which the whole thing turns. It is,

in fact, a fundamental condition of equilibrium

that the sum of the moments of the internal

stresses about any axis must balance the moments
of the external forces about the same axis. It is

a condition discussed in every work on the
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strength of beams, and the student will find it

handled with clearness in this work. The several
cases of beams and cantilevers loaded uniformly
or at one end, or loaded with separate loads, are
clearly stated with the formulaa, and diagrams
drawn to a good size. In each case the diagram
of bending moments is given, and the mode of

drawing it. Several useful examples of beams are
given, with diagrams drawn to scale. Girders and
deflection of beams are fully treated. The stability

of masonry structures is considered in another
section, in which " dams " are discussed, and the
mode of drawing the "line of resistance" de-
scribed. The conditions of safety are indicated,
and equations given for computing the maximum
intensity of pressure. Retaining walls, columns
and struts, riveted joints, suspension bridges,

&c., are treated in the subsequent chapters, to
which we cannot refer. Mr. Wood's treatise

will be found a masterly summary of the prin-
ciples of the subject, and we can recommend the
work to all students who wish to obtain an
insight into the methods used. The examples
and exercises are numerous, and will be found
helpful to the student who desires to test his
knowledge of the principles and their application.

HOUSE AT StTNDRIDGE PARK.

IN the planning of this house an effort was
made to avoid passages, and to concentrate

the rooms round a haU on the ground floor, and
a spacious landing on the first lloor, in order to
economise domestic work. There are six good
bedrooms, dressing-room, and two bathrooms on
the first floor, and servants' rooms in the roof.
Wrotham red bricks wore used for wall facing,
and Lawrence's rough sandy tiles for the roof.
The architect is Mr. J. S. Alder, of Arundol-
street. Strand, W.C, and tho builders Messrs.
C'rossley and Son, of Bromley.

ON LULES AND MORTARS.
TllERE are architect, lay and professional,

who, in treating of limes, cements, and
mortars, introduce the subject with a flourish

about " Inspired Writers," " Holy Writ," and
the "Tower of Babel" ; but when we recover

breath after an assault of this kind, it is seen that

the only lesson to be learned from any work done
in the plain of Shinar is that jerry building is

not a success when practised in the erection of

skyscrapers, that place bricks should not be used
where stone is specified, or slime where good
cement is called for. It is true that the Assyrians
put up a number of buildings, the existing

remains of which show they knew how to build

well at times, for sound, burnt " stocks," are

found bedded in asphalt, and no better substance
for a building mortar could well be conceived ; but
their earlier works were undoubtedly of the kind
familiar to those who do not really build, hut
who stack materials for flats in the suburbs of the
great Metropolis, and who, strange to say, are

known as "builders," though of the speculating

type. When an important building turns out to

be so unstable that its height may without incon-
venience be measured along the ground in one
or several sections, then an imiuiry invariably

takes place as to the cause of its failure ; the result

of such an inquest is usually the formulation
of more stringent by-laws for building tlian wore
in force previous to the disaster. Tho pro-
cedure in Babylon, over 1,(100 years ago, was
somewhat similar to that of the present day, and
building laws were specially made to secure sound
building and repress "hustling" with every
other abnormal feature introduced by tho smart
contractors of tho tiino. A vessel often leaves

harbour with an unclouded sky and a clean-tut
huri/on ahead, but after a short time she runs
into a fog, and no further progress can be made

;

so the architect often starts to write a specifica-

tion which is to convex t his abstract design into

a concrete reality, and ho soon runs from daylight
into CJimmcrian darkness, for he is not able to

see his way amongst all tho items which beset

him, and he finds a safe anchorage in his peril by
requiring that " all tho wurk shall be done to the

architect's satisfaction, whether it is specified or

not." In a simitar manner, the .Vssyrians dealt

with their builders in framing laws for their

guidance ; they did not trouble to define
" atructures " or "dangerous structures," for

they were suflioiently civilised not to tolerate

a chaotic mass of rubbish like our laws,

and while they left architects and builders

to settle such conundrums as " When is a ladder

a scaffold? " they came at once to the gist of the

matter, and enacted that "if a builder builds a

house, and having not made his work strong,

and the house falls in an ' kills the owner, then

that builder shall be put to death." What a

blessing it would be to the community in general

if our lawgivers could make laws so conci^*e and
simple as these wise men of the East did f Ham-
murabi had an effectual, if a drastic way, of deal-

ing with jerry builders, and it would be safe to

say that under his sway concrete in foundations

was not made with garden mould, wall-ffaper

trimmings, sawdust, horse-droppings, and a dead
cat or two, an empty cement bag being shaktn

over the whole to " reinforce " the materials, and
give them the reciuisite tensile and compressive

strength. Some time ago, and n< t so very 1 ng
either, it w^is an item of popular belief that the

ancient Romans made mortar in such a super-excel-

lent manner that wo degem riL'o ,Uld^rns could not

make anything at all like it ; indeed, the venerabl«

superstition isstillanarticleof faith with many who
are content to go through this sin'ul world wiih

as little mental excitement as possible, and who
in consequence ttko on trust statem' nts begotten

id' little knowledge and much less common-tense.
Of the substance known as Ro.nan cement, some
men of tho stamp ref<rreil to think that excellent

article at its best may be coinpos'd of th« bones

of tho old Romans coUe ted with infinite care

from oil the ancient battlefields of IJritain.

Otheri are disposed, but incorrectly, to vegird it

as originally composed of the burnt Ixm-s of tho

slain Vikings or row-men of tho gadoys which

formerly swept our seas, and wero stranded at

Shoppoy or the opposite conit. Others, again,

urge that the cement wai primarily composed in

the main nf the roe of fishe- ; liiU may not hoine-

thing be said for the theory that it wai once «

cement burnt by giving to the t\ imea the pages

.if old R •man-cos? Wlflevi-r may hiyo been

its origin, it is admitted by all that it made
in-compo-rablo wotk—.ioiiwtiiiies. At this place

in this article, it is not appropriate that in coa
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nection with the origin of Roman cement,
Parker's strollalong the beach at Sheppey about 100
years ago should be referred to ; that would be too
matter of fact, for there is a consuming desire on
the part of arch.X'ologists and professors of archi-
tecture to formulate poetic theories for the origin
not only of the styles, but also for the details of

the styles as well as for the materials used in
rendering them monumental, and the more un-
likely such theories may be the more readily are
they accepted as Gospel truths. For instance,
the members which go to make the Doric order,
and the individual components of these members,
are all suggested by and based on wooden con-
struction. The upright shafts and spreading
groin ribs of Gothic vaulted ceilings are imita-
tions of forest trees planted in parallel lines and
forming avenues which are arched overhead by
the interlacing branches. The first Corinthian
capital was a bell-shaped wastepaper basket set

on the ground and covered with a large square
tile round which foliage grew until the tile was
reached, when the leaves turned over and curled
up, forming the well-known volutes which sup-
port the projecting comers of the abacus. It is

said that the plant in question was the acan-
thus ; but if a trial is made with an empty
jam-pot set in a parsley bed, the effect will

be just as artistic, if not quite so massive, as the
basket and acanthus. What architect is there
who has not, in the days of his bachelorhood at
least, shed tears on reading that pathetic story of

the invention of the Corinthian cap 'i The
memory of the beautiful virgin of marriageable
age, who sacrificed herself by falling a victim to
a violent disorder that this cap might be in-
vented, would have been lost to posterity had not
Callimachus Catatechnos passed her tomb just in
the nick of time to translate the poetic conception
begotten of plant, basket, and tile into enduring
marble, for it was a combination which appealed
with irresistible force to his ingenuity and taste.

This and similar "chestnuts," are they not
related in the books of the "Professors" down
to our own day? Even in the matter of fairy
tales history repeats itself, and some thirteen
centuries after the invention of the Corinthian
capital we find an equally interesting story of the
discovery of that peculiar capital which crowns
a'l the shafts in Early French Medio3val archi-
tecture. An old monkish writer, not Gervase, says
that when William of Sens worked at Canterbury
Cathedral he dined in the Close, and always in the
open air when it was fine enough to do so. Here
soon after the "hooter" of the engine which
worked the mortar mill sounded the dinner hour,
William might be seen seated on a 9in. drain
pipe standing on end, socket upwards, and
covered with an old Iloman tile. From this

extemporised seat, the master enjoyed a prospect
of his work as he sucked his pipe and took an
occasional draught of "home-brewed" from a
capacious leather jack which stood on the ground
at his side. Having carried up his columns to

the proper height, he sought for details of his

capitals, and finding none on the drawings (which
were supplied by "an eminent London archi-
tect"). William turned to his Yitruvius, but
Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian had no charm for

him. Thrown on his own resources, he wandered
about disconcerted and perplexed, until he caught
sight of the tile on which he was seated a few
minutes before, and there was what he sought, a
beautiful capital ready modelled to hand by
nature, and one which satisfied his poetic
longings in every way. As luck would have it,

the drain-pipe rested on a bed of sea-kale,
and^ this aspiring vegetable soared heavenwards
until the stalks touched the tile, when they turned
over, gracefully forming knobs under the angle,
which seemed to give them the support they
required. William, fired with his discovery,
rushed to the seat, sat on the tile, and shouted
" Eureka I

" with all his might. Alarmed by his
cries, William the Englishman was the first to
arrive at the spot, then the other masons.
William No. 1, seated with his back to the
spectators, now calmly raised his coat-tails and
showed them his amazing discovery. They were
entranced, and chanted a " Te Deum " for this

wonderful revelation to their master, and ad-
journed to the nearest "pub" to celebrate the
event. William himself vowed to build an abbey
on the spot, and returning to England, having
recovered from his scaffold accident, he would
have carried out his project, but that the money
he recovered from his employers under the
"Liability Act" was all eaten up by lawyer's
costs, and he found himself, like all others under

similar circumstances, penniless. A\Tien infor-

mation is sought about how the Romans
made mortar, a loquacious old gentleman
named A^itruvius is always referred to as a

sufficient authority. Yitruvius was a kind
of " sapper and miner " iinder Augustus.
Not being an architect, and knowing little about
architecture, he was eminently qualified to write

voluminously on that subject, and in consequence
his " Ten Books " are a veritable Bible for

believers in the Classic styles. There is an old

proverb about the wisdom of not disputing about
tastes, so the opinions of Yitruvius as to the
relative merits of the Orders need not be con-
sidered here : it is only when his followers

venture to quote him as an authority, at the
present day, on limes and mortars that we may
vigorously dissent from his statements with, it is

to be hoped, sufficient calmness to preserve the

peace, especially if there are any loose brickbats

lying about the place. To give him his due, and
his full name, Marcus Yitruvius PoUio knew
nothing about limes, and any builder could now
make mortar which will set as hard in twenty
minutes as any after as many centuries made by
Yitruvius. It is, however, interesting to hear
what this " master" has to say on limes, which
he informs us are burnt from either " white stone
or flint," a statement which was reproduced
without any commentary in a builder's dic-

tionary, published in England 1,700 years after

Yitruvius. Now about the worst raw material
in the world which any man could select

for lime - burning is flint, and from one
hundred tons of it, calcined in the most
intense heat, say of the electric arc, not one grain

of lime could be obtained, and a man might as

well burn a Yorkshire stone landing to get a
loaf of bread from it, as to burn flints to obtain

lime. " Close hard lime is good for building
walls, but a more porous kind is better for

plastering," so the master says, without assigning
any reasons for his assertion, which conveys no
really intelligible meaning. The use of burnt
ballast appears to have been a common practice

with the Romans, for potsherds ground and passed
through a sieve in the proportion of one-third

part to two-thirds of sand are specified for making
mortar ; and plastering, as well as ordinary mortar,

may be seen on the walls of Uriconium and other

Roman cities in this country, which contain a very
large proportion of this brickdust. Many of our

suburban builders follow Yitruvius in this respect

;

but they consider better mortar is made by omitting

the sand altogether, and using garden-mould
instead, in districts where the surveyor has no
bigoted opinion on the subject. Unfortunately
for Yitruvius, he ventures on giving a reason for

the setting and hardening of mortar, and it can be
recommended to Le Chatelier, the Newberrys, and
Messrs. Stanger and Blount, and a settlement of a

much-disputed point between them, if they will

only accept it ; but this is very doubtful. Here it

is : "The cause of the mass becoming solid when
sand and water are added to the lime, appears to

be that stones, like other bodies, are a compound
of elements : those which contain large quantities

of air being soft, those which have a great pro-

portion of water being tough, of earth hard, of

fire brittle. Stones which have passed through
the kiln lose the property of their former tena-

city, their adhesiveness being exhausted, and
their pores left open and inactive. Moisture and
air having been driven out of the stone and the

heat partially retained, when the lime is im-
mersed in water before the heat can be dissi-

pated," it acquires strength by the water rushing

into all its pores, effervesces, and at last the heat

is excluded. " The pores of limestone are opened
when it is calcined, taking up sand more easily

when mixed with it, and adhering to the same ;

hence, in drying, the lime binds the stones

together, by which sound work is obtained." As
the pith of a lady's letter is in the postscript, so

the Q.E.D. of Yitruvius lies in the tail of his

statement : Mortar hardens because it dries

—

which is true for all mortars made with pure lime

only, as they never " set " in the proper sense of

that word. In this " reason " it is asserted that the

pores of the lime, or limestone, take up sand ; this is

very marvellous, for slaked lime is a powder so

fine that no mechanical grinding can at aU
produce anything equal to it, and sand is com-
paratively coarse

;
yet the latter enters into the

pores of the lime, and a feat similar to getting a

gallon of ale into a pint pot is performed in this

curious combination. A mastic composed of

lime tempered with oil was recommended for out-

of-doors pavement ; this was done with tiles, the

edges of which were grooved an inch deep or so,

and the mastic filled into the joints when the

tiles were pressed together prevented water or
" anything else " penetrating to the foundations.

For stucco it is necessary that the lime be
thoroughly slaked, and the method of discovering

whether this is so or not consisted in chopping
the slaked lime with a hatchet, '

' similar to that

with which timber is hewn." If the hatchet

strikes upon lumps, the lime is not sufficiently

slaked. Here is a simple and expeditious way of

finding out whether putty is ripe or not ' and
any modern clerk of works who would rely

on this is qualified for an appointment
in any important " Government " building

where up - to - date methods are practised

and appreciated- The throwing of the hatchet

had other advantages, for if the hatchet was
dry and clean when it was withdrawn it

showed that the lime was "poor and weak";
but if the head was covered with a " glutinous

substance" it indicated the richness and thorough
slaking of the lime, and showed it had been well

tempered. This method of analysis was simplicity

itself, and should be brought to the notice of the

Science and Art Department at South Kensington,
which is always open for a good thing. It is

well to know that lime thoroughly slaked is a

dry powder, and that the water used in slaking

it has been absorbed in the formation of slaked

lime or " hydrate "
; in fact, the water has com-

bined with the lime to form a new compound.
Any water remaining over after combination

exists is a free state, and is simply mixed with the

hydrate to form putty, and this excess of water

has nothing whatever to do with slaking the lime,

for all lime is slaked by a certain quantity of

water, no more and no less. In making a hard
finishing coat for plaster, marble-dust was added
to lime ; but Yitruvius did not know why such a

composition hardened, and there are few archi-

tects now who could say it was because the

lime decomposed the marble-dust, taking up
"carbonic acid" from it as well as from the

surrounding atmosphere. This was done in

presence of moisture, for lime when dry will not

combine with CO„. In the time of Augustus,

Cyprus wood was used for centring, and Greek
reeds tied with Spanish broom for lagging. Why
should they not be used now 'i No reason can be

given for dispensing with them that would not

apply with equal force to the Roman arches and
columns which unfortunately, because unmean-
ingly, " decorate " the fronts of too many public

buildings in our streets. Yitruvius knew of a

substance which, when mixed with lime, con-

ferred hydraulic properties on it. This was
" pozzuolana," and it seemed to him " to arise

from the hotness of the earth under mountains
(Yesuvius and others), which are heated with

sulphur, bitumen, and indicate very intense fire.

The inward fire which burns through the chinks

make the earth light, the tophus, therefore, which
is gathered in the neighbourhood is dry and free

from moisture. Since the three circumstances of

a similar nature arising from the intensity of fire

combine in one mixture, as soon as moisture

supervenes they cohere and quickly harden,

so that neither the waves nor the force of

the water can disunite them. Dissimilar and
unequal actions being concentrated towards

the same end, the great want of moisture

quickly supplied by water binds and strongly

cements them, and also imparts a rapid solidity

by means of the heat common to both bodies."

This description of pozzuolana and its origin

commends Yitruvius as a marvellously lucid

writer, for whatever chance one might have of

knowing anything of this substance before its

perusal, he would have none whatever after read-

ing it. Hence if Yitruvius had stated facts

and left explanations of them alone, his works
would not have that interest for cranks which

they at present possess. The inward heat of a

flame burning through a chink and making
pozzuolana is such an original idea that no
intellect but that of a Yitruvius could grasp

it, always excepting the brain of a theologian

which is capable of accounting for anything.

There is no doubt but that the Romans used

pozzuolana with their mortars in the construction

of the aqueducts of ancient Rome, though Pliny

says their hydraulic plaster was composed of

quicklime slaked with wine, and rubbed with

the juice of figs and hog's lard. And Casta-

lionius claims that this substance (maltha)

was employed in coating the specus, piscina^,

and castella of the aqueducts, which is very

likely, for they were horribly leaky where the
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arches crossed the Appian way. It must be borne
in mind, however, that these were extensive

engineering works for such early times, as they
involved no less than 243 miles of tunnelling,

28 miles of arches, and seven miles of plain

canals, all constructed to deliver water on the

gravitation principle. The oiEcer corresponding

with our New River turncock was in the 2nd
century called the Prtofectus aquarum ; one of

these officials, Julius Frontinus by name, has left

a most interesting account of the aqueducts as

they existed in his time. A long way after

Vi'ruvius comes Palladio, Vignola, Serlio, and
a host of others, all " masters " in the art of

arranging Orders on Orders, in disorder and
otherwise. They arranged Orders round every
opening in the building, inside as well as out

;

they put pediments over doors and windows to

throw off water in places where water could never
come ; they built columns with cube-sugar boxes
and cheeses stacked alternately, and stuck key-
stones in the centre of lintels, where they did
more harm than good. But their chief claim to

the gratitude of posterity lies in the fact that
they discovered the chemistry of architecture or
the combining proportions of plane surfaces
with the Cyma recta, Cyma reversa. Astragal,
Scotia, and all the other decorative members
so beloved of the Renaissance men. Like
all chemists who have made any advance
in that science, they began by analysis and con-
firmed their discoveries by synthesis ; hence we
have tables of combining proportions for the
elements enumerated above, and a good many
others, in all the works which have come down
to us from these architects. As in chemistry
the combining weights are relative and not
ab.-olute, hydrogen being unity ; so in this

Roman revival the semi-diameter of a column,
or a module, was unity, and all other
values were expressed in relation to this. They
were also marvellous workers in statuary, and in
this particular their followers in England at the
beginning of the last century faithfully copied
them. Statues of gods and godesses, all Pagan of

course, are fo\md in every conceivable position,
and in the most unexpected places—they balance
themselves on the apex of a pediment, or they
just manage to keep themselves from slipping off

the wings of it. Some figures, again, are
allegorical and some suggestive ; witness the
group over the entrance to the Custom House,
for here may be seen Britannia seated, her
attitude defiant, and in her right hand a spear with
which she threatens the British Lion, who has an
eye on her Cornucopia ! Neptune, too, is here doing
"a (urn" on a recumbent sea-horse, holding
a trident

! On the entablature of the south front
we have another female, evidently of question-
able ch aracter, for she is (the architect informed
us) conlemplating the contents of her cornucopia.
All these artists knew little or nothing about
lime, and when they wrote about it they quoted
Vitruvius. Take Palladio, for instance, as a
sample of the lot. He says, " All stones whereof
lime is made are either digged out of the Hills or
taken out of theRivers." The reader will laugh ;

—

this is not a quotation from rmieh or Fdiiiiij Fulks,
it is Palladio translated by " G. R.," not from
the original but from the French ; he goes on to
say, " All Stones of the Hills are good which are
dry without any moisture, and brittle having no
material in it, which when it passeth the fire

shall leave the Stone less; therefore the Lime
will be the best which is made of the hardest,
sound, and white stone, and being burnt remains
a third part lighter than its stone. All digg'd
stones are better to make lime than the gathered,
and from a shady, moist pit rather than a dry."
This notion about the hardest stone making
the best limo persists to the present day,
though the statemeni was refuted over 150 years
ago. Tho ancients, Palladio informs us, had
six sorts of walls— (1) the Reticola (2) (iuadrels,
(3) cement (4) various stones (.')) siiuared stones,
and (6) liicmpiuta. The " cement wall " in this
list appears to bo a kind of concrete filling be-
tween the inner and outer wall faces ; but this
work was used for facing occasionally, and then
the river pebbles in it were split, and the faces
set outwards like "knapped" or "snapped"
flints in tho walls of our chalk districts. Palladio
describes concrete walling in which " stones of
all sorts and mortar were mingled together " be-
tween planks placed edgewise. This work was
called Hiompiuta, the Gth on the list already
given. The mortar iisod in the Mediioval build-
ings of this country was, as a rule, of a wretched
kind. The writer, who has much experience of

this sort of work, invariably found it had no

cementing quality whatever at present, even if it

had any when it was first made. " Jlortar

pouring out like dry sand " is what is found when
a settlement of any extent takes place in a very

old wall of this time. Sir Henry \\ ottou wrote
" of the Elements of Architecture in two parts,"

about 280 years ago. His work was published some
time after his death by his friend Izack Walton.
Wotton's ideas about lime were as childish as those

of Vitruvius. He quotes Philibert de I'Orme, the

French architect, as recommending that the lime

used on a building should be made from the very

same stone which is employed in the work. This

is, of course, quite possible, and it is sometimes
done when limestone is used ; but if the walls

ire of sandstone, no hints as to how lime is to be
obtained from it is given. Indeed, Wotton sees

the absurdity of this suggestion , for he says :

" Such concerts as these seem somewhat too fine

among this RMmije, though I do not produce

these in sport. For surely the like agreements

of Nature have oftentimes a discreet application

to Art. Always, it must be confessed, that to

make Lyme without any great choice of refuse

stuff, as we commonly do, is an EmjUsh errour of

no small moment in our Buildings. Whereas
the Ifidhins at this day, and much more the

Ancients, did burn their finest Stone, and even
fragments of Marhk, where it was copious, which
in time became almost Mnyhlc again, or at least

of indissoluble durity, as appeareth in the stand-

ing Thculres. Wotton passed on the statement

about the hardest stone making the hardest

lime ; but his statement that marble makes
lime of '

' indissoluble durity " is not true,

for such a lime is wholly soluble in

water. George Semple, a Dublin engineer,

writing on limes and mortar in 1776, says: "I
admit that no mortar will set so soon hard in

Water as on Land, but I am fully convinced that

good Mortar will in a reasonable Time grow as

firm and substantial in water as upon dry Land."
Semple did not distinguish between "setting"
and subsequent hardening, which are apparently

different processes, and due to different causes.

"There are several sorts of Limestone: some
indeed set much sooner and harder under water
than others, but any good Lime properly mixed
and tempered with sharp, clean sand will bind
and cement as effectually under water as above
it." It is quite obvious from this, that Semple
had, without knowing it, used limestone with
feebly hydraulic properties, that is, he had not

learned to distinguish pure limestones from earthy

limestones. What he means by good lime is not

quite clear, for "good" lime may or may not
set under water. In fact pure lime never will

set when submerged ; but a lime with a certain

proportion of clay, that is an impure lime, may
possess eminently hydraulic properties, and
will at least be feebly hydraulic. It is true

that Semple defines good Lime to be that

made from clean, close-grained limestone ; but
in this he only follows Palladio, Vitruvius, and
other old masters. He illustrates his views thus :

" Chalk will make lime, but it will neither

polish nor make good Lime for any Purpose
;

therefore I advise you to choose tho closest

grained, the hardest, and consequently the

heaviest Limestone for any work, but particularly

Waterworks." In this sentence the old heresy

is still persisted in, when, as a matter of fact, the

best water limes are made in Ireland from soft

limestone, and the worst, or limes equivalent to

chalk lime, from hard stone. In England water
limes are made from lias limestone, which is, of

course, much harder than white chalk, and the

latter yields nearly pure lime, and so does the

hard Carboniferous Limestone of Ireland. " Rich
mortar will not stand the Waather so well, nor
grow so hard as poor Mortar will do. If it was
all Lime, it would have no more strength in Com-
parison than clay. Now let us suppose a peck of

Roach Lime was slaked into whitewash, and then
mixed with two or three liarrelsof sharp Sand, so

that every individual Particle of Sanil partook,

and, as it wore, got a white Coat of Li({uid limo.

Such mortars that would only appear to be more
Sand, supposing such could bo wrought into

Mortar, would sooner harden and petrify either

in or out of water, than if there had been Ten
times that quantity of Lime made up with it : but
nevertheless observe that I do not recommend
that Proportion for Mortar, though it may answer
for our Present Purposes extremely well." It is

admitted on all hands that any more limo in a

mortar than will fill tho interstitial spaces between
the grains is wasteful, and a mistake, and Semple

saw this, but the limit to the sand in a mortar
does not depend so much on the quantity the lime
will carry in solidifying, or the tenacity of the
mixture, which is a necessity in handling it. Too
much sand makes too short mortar, and such will

not remain on the trowel, nor will it adhere to

bricks. " It is not within my province to account
for the petrifying quality of Limestone, Limes,
or Lime-water ; but all sorts of limestone have
not this quality in the same Proportion, yet
I believe no Limestone whatever can have more
excellent Qualities than such as we have in
perhaps every county in the kingdom (Ireland).

Our Limestone wUl make exceedingly good
Tarass for Waterworks, for which purpose
you are to prepare it thus ;—Get your Road
Lime brought to you hot from the Kiln, and
immediately pcund, or rather grind, it with
a wooden maul on a smooth large Stone or a dry
boarded Floor, then without loss of Time sift it

through a coarse hair or wire Sieve, and to the
quantity of a hod of your setting Jlortar (which
on this account ought to be poorer than ordinary)

put in two or three shovels-fuU of this fine Flour
of the Road Lime, and let two men for Expedition
sake beat them together with such Beaters
as Plasterers make use of, and then use it im-
mediately. This, I can assure you, will not only
stand as well, but is really preferable to any
Tarass . . . observing that your Mortar is to be a

little too soft for Work, and that the heat of the
Lime flour will bring it to a proper consistence

immediately ; but never throw water on it when
you are heating it, for that will chill and slack

your Lime flour, which you ought most carefully

to avoid, but make the men temper it with the
utmost Expedition, and what you want in Water
to make it fit for your ^Vo^k give it in Elbow
Grease, and this Rule ought to be observed in

making all sorts of mortar." It is obvious from
this closing extract from Semple's work that he
completely missed the reason for the setting of

some limes under water, and he did so because
lias limestone is scarce in Ireland. No amount
of beating and tempering a pure lime, whether it

is hot or cold, will make it a hydraulic lime ; the
presence of silica will only confer that property
on it.

THE DIRECT DETERMINATION OF THE
SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF CEMENT.*

IT is a well-known fact among chemists who
have had extensive work to do in connection

with the specific grawty of cement that the test

as ordinarily applied is subject to grave in-

accuracy, and is consequently of doubtful value.

Accurate determinations with pykonometer, or

specific gravity bottle, are more troublesome and
time-consuming than is practical for routine

work. Le Chatelier's apparatus, which is the

one most extensively used, has of necessity a
graduated tube of such a large calibre that an
accurate reading is impossible. It is also very
difficult to work with this instrument under even
conditions of temperature without consuming a

large amount of time for each determination.

This same objection holds true with all the other

forms of apparatus employed for this purpose.

There is apparently little appreciation of the fact

that even slight changes in temperaturo make a

very considerable error in the result, and with
whatever instrument is used, if the temperature

of the liquid changes more than !/' Fahr. during

the determination, it must bo brought back to its

original point before making the reading, cr a

temperature correction must bo employed. The
use of the temperature correction is decidedly to

bo preferred, as it is fully as acoirate and much
more rapid. This conclusion being granted, it is

then not necessary that tho instrument should be
one connected piece of glassware. By making it

in two separate parts, we are allowed a graduated

tube of much smaller calibre, thus greatly

increasing tho accuracy of the determination,

/>iseii/ition iif t/ti Xxr .Ipimriilus.— In tho

accompanying illustration is shown a simple

form of apparatus designed by the author for

the accurate and rapid determination of the

specific gravity of cement. Above is suspended a

burette with gradations about Oin. ^2:!cm ) long,

and with an inside diameter of about
|
in. (O.Gcm.)

This is <'onnectod with a glass bulb appro.\i-

mately .jjin. (Ucm.) long and 1,'in. ,,4 5cm.) in

diameter. The Ehrlonmoyer flask below is of

• A paper read lii'foro the New Vork S.-otion of the

Snciety of Chcmicvil In.lu-<try hy llr. Dauiol Vi. Jacknon,

Chi-rai»t of (lie Drp irtmi-nt of Water Supply, Gas ana
Electricity, New York City.
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heavy glass and contains a ground glass r.topper,

which is hollow, and his a neck of the same bore
as the burette. The flask has a cipa",ity of

exactly 200 cubic centimetres up to the gradua-
tion on the neck of the stopper. In order that
the work may be more rapid, the burette is

not graduated in cubic centimetres as in any
other instruments of this nature, but is made to
read directly in specific gravity. The manu-
facturer of the instrument (Emil Greiner, 78,

Specific Gravity Apparatus.

John-street, New York City) makes the glass

bulb of such a S'ze that from the mark on the
neck at the top to the mark on the burette just

below the bulb, the capacity is exactly 180 cubic
centimetres. If 50 grams of cement are taken,
this mark represents a specific gravity of 2 '50.

200 (Capacity of flask).

— 180 Capacity of bulb to Ist graduation.

= 20 Volume displaced by 50gr. of cement.
50 ^ 20 = 2-50, Specific gravity.

The burette is graduated for every 05 in

specific gravity, and five equidistant marks are
placed between each of these accurate graduations.
In this way the instrument is made to read
with accuracy to 001 in specific gravity. The
accompanying table gives the calculations

used in the original graduation of the instru-

ment. Method of Determination.—To determine
the specific gravity of a cement by means of this

instrument: (1) Weigh out accurately to the
tenths' place of decimals 50 grams of the dry
sample of cement. (2) Fill the bulb and burette
with kerosene, leaving j ust space enough to take
the temperature by introducing a thermometer
through the neck. Remove the thermometer,
and add sufticient kerosene to fill exactly to the
mark on the neck, drawing off any excess by
means of the burette. (3) liun into the un-
stoppered Ehrlenmeyer flask about one-halt of

the kerosene in the bulb. Then pour in slowly
the 60 grams of cement, and revolve to remove
air-bubbles. Ran in more kerosene until any
adhering cement is carefully washed from the
neck of the flask, and the kerosene is just below
the ground glass. (4) Place the hollow ground-
glass stopper in position, and turn it to fit tightly.

Run in kerosene exactly to the 200 cubic centi-

OOBRECnON IN SPECll'IC GRAVirY IN VAEIOUS PORTION'S OF THE liRADi:

(FAHRENHEIT) DUBING THE DET

Read the temperature of the oilin the bulb before the determination,
tion. Add the correction if the temperature of the oil increases, and

Change in 2 50 2-60 270 2-8) 2-3)

Temperature to to to to to
(Fahrenheit). 260. 2 70. 2 80. 2 93. 3 00.

0-5 deg 0-01 0-01 0-01 0-01 o-oi

lOdeg 001 001 002 002 002
l-5deg 0-02 0-02 002 0-02 003
20deg 003 O'DS O'OS O'OS 03
2-5 deg 03 004 04 0-04 04
SOdeg

'

004 0-04 0-05 05 05
35deg 005 0-05 0'05 O-06 O'Ofl

40deg 0-05 006 0-06 006 07
4-5 deg 006 O-06 007 0-07 008
5-0 deg 007 007 0-C8 008 0-C9
5-5deg 0-07 O'OS O'CS O'OD 09
6 deg 008 O08 0-C9 010 010
6-5 deg 008 0-09 O'lO 010 Oil
7 deg 009 0-10 O-ll Oil 012
7-5 deg 10 0-11 Oil 012 O'lS
8 deg 10 Oil 0-12 013 0-14

8 5 deg Oil 0-12 013 014 O'U
9 deg 012 O'lS 014 0-14 0-15

9-5deg 0-12 0-13 0-14 O'lS 016
lOOdeg 013 0-14 015 016 017

lATED SOALE DUE TO CHANGE IN TESICERATURE
RMISATION.

, and of the cilia the fiisk after the determini-
iUbtract if it decreases.

3-00 310 3-20 3-3D 343
to to to to to

3 10. 3 20. 330. 3-40. 3 59

001 0-01 0-01 001 0-01

002 002 0-02 C'02 O02
0-03 0-03 003 0-03 003
0-04 001 004 04 0-05

005 005 0-05 006 006
005 0-08 006 007 0'07

0-06 07 007 0-08 008
0-07 003 DOS 009 009
0-08 0-09 0-09 OlO 010
0-09 0-10 0-10 O-ll 0-12

0-10 0-10 0-11 0-12 013
0-11 o-u 0-12 0-13 14

012 0-12 0-13 0-14 015
0-13 0-13 0'14 0-15 16

014 014 015 0-17 17

014 0-15 016 018 18

0-15 0-16 017 019 0-20

0-16 0-17 0-18 0-20 21
0-17 0-18 0-19 021 022
018 019 0-20 0-22 0-23

COBBECTION IN SPECIFIC GBATITT IN VABIOUS PORTIONS OF THE OBADU.VTEO SCALE DUE TO CSANGE IN TEMPEEATUBE
(CENTIGBADe) DURING THE DETERMINATION.

Head the temperature of the oil in the bulb before the determination, and of the oil in the flask after the determina-
tion. Add the correction if the temperature of the oil increases, and subtract it if it decreases.

Change in 250 2-60 270 2 83 2-90 S'OO S'lO 3-20 3 30 3 40
Temperature to to to to to to to to to to
(Centigrade). 260. 270. 280. 293. 300. 310. 220. 3-30. 340. 350

0-2 deg 0-00 01 0-01 001 001 O'Ol O'Ol O'Ol 001 O'Ol
0-4 deg 0-01 001 001 001 O'Ol 0-01 O'Ol 001 002 02
0-6 deg 001 002 002 0-02 002 0-02 002 0-02 002 02
0-8 deg 0'02 0-02 0-02 0-02 0-02 0-03 0-03 COS 0-03 O'. 3
10 deg 0-02 003 003 O'DS 003 0'03 003 0-04 0-04 O'Ol
1-2 deg 0-03 03 008 003 O-04 0-04 0-04 004 005 0-05

1-4 deg 0-03 004 004 004 0v4 05 O'OS 005 006 0C6
1-6 deg 0-04 0-04 0-04 005 05 O'Oo O'OS 0-06 0-06 Of?
1-8 deg 004 0-05 0-05 0-05 0-06 0-06 006 0-C6 0-07 OH 7

20 deg 0-05 0-05 0-05 O-06 006 0-06 0-07 OW O'OS 0-C«
2-2 deg 005 0-06 006 0-06 0-07 0-07 O'OS O'OS 0-09 009
2-4 deg 0-06 006 0-06 0-07 O-07 0-08 O'OS 0-09 O'lO O'lO

2 6 deg 006 007 07 0-07 O'OS 008 0-09 0-09 O'lO O'll
2-8 deg 007 O-07 008 0C8 0-09 O'CO O'lO 010 O'll 0-12

3 deg 0-07 O'OS 008 09 O'OO O'lO 010 O'll 0-12 012
3 2 deg 0-07 0-08 0-09 O09 10 O'lO Oil 012 0.13 013
3-4 deg 0-08 009 0-C9 O'lO 10 Oil 0-12 012 013 Oil
S-6deg 0-08 0-09 010 010 Oil 12 012 013 014 015
3-8 deg 0-09 0-10 O'lO O'll 0-12 012 013 014 015 016
40 deg 0-09 010 Oil 012 12 013 014 014 16 17
4-2 deg 0-10 Oil Oil 012 013 014 14 15 017 017
4-4 deg 0-10 Oil 012 013 013 14 015 016 017 018
4-6 deg 0-11 012 12 013 014 15 016 17 018 19
4-8 deg 0-11 0-12 0-13 014 015 016 016 017 0-19 020
50 deg 012 013 014 0-14 15 016 0-17 018 020 021

Table for Graduating Apparatus for the Deter-
mination OF the Specific Gravity of Cement.

Dis- Dis-
Sp. Reading. place- Sp. Beading. place-
:ir. cc. ment. Gr. cc. ment.
2-50 18000 2000 3-01 183-39 1661
21)1 180-08 19-92 8-02 183-44 16-56
2-.52 18016 19-84 3-03 183-50 16-50
2-.'j3 180-24 19 76 304 183-55 1645
2.54 180-31 1969 3-05 183-61 16-39
2-,55 180-39 19-61 306 183 66 16-84

2-.'J6 180-47 19 53 307 183-71 16-29

1-Wl ]80'54 19-46 3 08 183-77 16-23

2-,')S 180-62 19-38 309 188-82 16-18
2.')9 180-69 19-31 3-10 183-87 16-13
2-60 180-77 19-23 3-11 183-92 16-08

261 180-84 19-16 3-12 188 97 16 03
2-62 180-92 19 08 3-13 184 03 15-97
2-63 180-99 19 01 3-14 184-08 15-92

2 64 181-06 1894 3-15 184-13 15-87
2-65 181-13 18-87 316 18418 16-82

2 66 181-20 18-80 317 134 23 1577
2 67 181-27 18-73 3-18 184-28 1572
2-6H 181-34 18 66 3-19 184-33 15-67
2-69 181-41 18 59 3-20 184-37 15-63
2-70 181-48 1852 3-21 184-42 15-58

271 181-.55 18-45 3 22 184-47 15-53

2 72 181-62 18 38 3-23 184-52 15-48
2-73 18f69 18-31 3-24 184-57 15-43
2-74 181-75 18-25 3-25 184-62 15-38
2-75 181-82 18-18 S-26 184-66 15-34

276 181-88 18-12 327 184-71 15-29
2-77 181-95 18-05 328 184-76 1524
2-78 182-01 17-99 329 181-80 15-20
2-79 182-08 17-92 3-30 184 85 15-15

2K3 182-14 17-86 3-31 184-89 15-11

2 81 182-21 17-79 332 184-94 1506
2-82 182-27 17-73 3-33 184-98 15-02
2-83 182-33 17-67 3-34 185-03 14-97

2-H4 182-39 17-61 3-35 185-07 14 93
2-85 182-46 17-54 S-36 185-12 14 83
2 86 182-52 17-48 3-37 185-16 14-84
2-87 182-58 17-42 338 185-21 14-79
2-88 18-2-64 17-36 3-39 185-25 14-75
2-89 182-70 17-30 8-40 185-29 14-71
2-90 182-76 17-24 3-41 185-34 14-66

2 91 182 82 17-18 3-42 185-38 14-62
2-92 182S8 17-12 3-43 185-42 14-58
2-93 182-94 17-06 3-44 185-47 14-53
2-94 18299 17 01 3-45 185-51 14-49
2-95 183-05 16-95 3-46 185-5S 14-45
2-96 183-11 16 89 3 47 185-59 14-41

2 97 183-16 16-84 3-48 185-63 1487
2-98 183-22 16-78 8-49 185-67 14 83
299 183-28 16-72 S-oO 185-71 14-29

S-00 183-33 16-67

metre graduation on the neck, making sure that
no air-bubbles remain in the flask. (5) Read the
specific gravity from the graduation on the
burette, and then the temperature of the oil in

the flask, noting the difference between the

temperature of the oil in the bulb before the

determination and the temperature of the oil in

the flask after the determination. Make a tem-
perature correction to the reading of the specific

gravity by the use of the accompanying tables.

For the convenience of those using the Centi-

grade thermometer, the table of corrections for

that instrument has also been compiled. It is

thought possible that the variation in the dif-

ferent brands of kerosene might be sufiicient to

cause an error in the determination. A collec-

tion of various good and had kerosenes was made,
and the coeflicient of expansion of each sample
was determined. The differences in expansion
found were entirely within the limit of error of

the determination. With the instrument herein

described the time required tc make a determina-
tion is about ten minutes, and the accuracy is to

01. No Portland cement should be accepted

which is below 3-05 in specific gravity.

THE STRIKE AT CARRARA.

WRITING under date of July 26, Mr. H.
Turner-Hems, of Exeter, who is visiting

Carrara, says:—"The strike of marble masons
here, which commenced upon June 10, after a

duration of some seven weeks, has just come to an
end, the employers having virtually conceded to

all the men's demands. Although the strike did

not materially affect many of the minor studios,

of which there are hundreds, the larger ones have
been practically empty all this time, and matters
assumed a serious aspect, as the strike seriously

blocked the sculptors, carvers, and other kindred
crafts. When the men first expressed dissatis-

faction, the principal employers assumed a high
hand, and threatened a general lock-out ; but the

masons forestalled them in this, and came out.

The weakness all through upon the masters' side

has been that no sort of combination appears to

exist between them. Hence, as has been ex-
pected for some little time, they have, this week,
given in to the demands of the men, the strike has
ceased, and the toilers haveresumed work underthe
demanded new conditions. During the enforced
recess large numbers of the men have been found
employment pro tem. by the Mayor of Carrara on
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eW:

AN EARLY GEORGIAN CHIMNEYPIECE.

behalf of the commune. The Mayor, who is a
prominent local Socialist, has kept them at work,
mainly in levelling the main square, situated in
the midst of this picturesque little cHy. It has
been an interesting and odd sight to see some
hundreds of these wild-looking artificers squatting
upon the stones from early morn till eventide,
leisurely chipping the rough marble pitching
with a deliberate stroke, much as is that assumed
by the typical casual-warder at home I The men's
demand was for a 30 per cent, increase upon their
former wage, and this they have been successful
in obtaining. A general rise in all the other
various and several branches of the craft will
probably be the ultimate result. Hence the cost
of production of both material and finished wo-k
wiil undoubtedly be the result in the very near
future. The heat here is simply awful just now
It quite takes aU the pluck out of anyone.

AN EARLY GEOUfllAN CHIMNHVPIECE.
rpUIS old oak Chimneypiece is a strikingly
1. handsome example of Ihat variation of the

Classic style which is peculiar to the early
Georgian period, and has been on view at Jlessrs
Uampton and Sons' showrooms. Tall Mall Eist
The opening, measuring 3ft. 3in. by 3ft. 'Jin., has
a moulded verde-antico marble surround. This is
inclosed within a shaped panel which is enriched

with a scroll pediment, carved cartouche, foliage,

and echinus border ; above this is the mantel-
shelf supported on carved scroll trusses. The
most distinctive feature is the overmantel, the
interest of which is centred in an Elaborate piece
of carving, representing fruit, flowers, scrolls,

shells, &c., finely and realistically 8culi)tured in
limewood. This carving, attributed to Grinling
Gibbons, is mounted on an old oak foundation,
and forms a sotting to an oil-painting by
Zuccarelli. An imposing feature is made of the
rolutnns with Composite capitals. Those stand on
panelled pedestals and support a massive en-
tablature consisting of moulded architrave, plain
I'rifze, and carved cornice. The whole piece is

unu-ual and particularly interesting, well worthy
of inspection. »^^ .

ARCHED TRUSSES FOR AERIAL CIRCUS
I'LATFOUM.

A NOVEL kind of amusement has been
designed at Luna Park, Coney Island,

lirooklyn, N.Y.—an arrial circus, which will bo
iittractive to pleasure-seekers from New York.
'V\u Eiii/iiiioiiitj IlicfJid says:—"It provides for

an open-air entertainment on a Urge scale, with
a combination of attractions, and is connected
with an aquatic arena in a large inclosed court.
The artificial lagoon has its a.xia coincident with
that of the arena, and at one end of the former

there is a tower, from the top of which ' chufe-
the-chutes ' passenger-boats descend on an in-

clined p'ano through artificial cascades to the
arena. The boats, after arriving at the arena, pass

onwards through the centra of it, turning at the
opposite end and following round the sides to the
lagocm and back to the tower, to the summit of

which they are elevated for another trip." The
aiirial circus is an equestrian ring performance con-
ducted in the centre of tho arena directly over the
course of tho boats, and about 100ft. from Uie
foot of tower. Tho circus platform used for per-

formers is a trapezoidal fioor 120ft. long to (i.ift.

wide, about 1.3ft. above the water level. Raised

sea's around the arena accommodate the spectators,

who look down on the circus and see underneath
it and all round it below the attractions on the
lagoon. These seats and tho promenade around
are " isnlatcd from tho circus platform ; the latter

is like an island accessible by an inclined plane
on a bridge across the lagoon at one end." A
centre ring ison tho pintfonu, l.'ift. in diameter,

and two side rings, 37ft. diameter, intended to

support thi) weight of the perform^rs and a few
horses, so that the loads are light, and the struc-

ture which supports tho platform is proportioned

only for dead load stresses and specified live load,

not more than '2,0001b. at any point : it has also to

stand vibration and impact stresses. The Fngineer-

tnif Itiroyd describes and illustrates tho arched
pivoted trusses for the circus at Luna Park.
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They are three-hinged riveted arches, having
spans of from 60ft. to 100ft. on centres, with a
uniform rise of lift, from skewback to intrados.
The centres are at water-level, and are seated on
piers clear of the waterway on opposite sides of
the lagoon, so that an unobstructed vision of the
performance can be obtained. The lagoon con-
tains 4ft. of water pumped up from the ocean, and
lined with wooden bottom and sides. Other
details are given to which we cannot refer
here. The thrust of the arches is con-
siderable, and is transmitted to the abut-
ment and resisted by tension members con-
necting the piers of the same arch on opposite
sides of the lagoon

; these are in pairs of 12in.
timbers, 4 to Sin. thick, with their upper edges
flush with bottom of lagoon. They are spliced
with wooden keys, side plates and steel bolts, pass
ithrough the concrete piers, and are bolted to
horizontal transverse bearing timbers. The arch
trusses are all similar except the variation of
curve required by the varying span and load.
We refer the reader to the pages of the Record for
details and dimensions. The structure was from
the design of Mr. F. A. Burdett, consulting
engineer, and the Hudson Structural Company
supplied the steel and erected the structure.

" IN ENGLISH HOMES."*
[with illustrations.]

THIS is the title of a folio of exquisitely re-
produced photographs illustrative of many

notable English mansions of historical character
and interest, with one or two modern examples of
Knglish home building. The views were
originally issued in (Joimh-ij Lifr by Messrs.
George Newnes, Limited, and the same publishers
are responsible for the volume into which Mr.
Charles Latham's delightful camera studies have
been brought together to illustrate the Old
Mansions of England as they exist at the present
Time. We can hardly imagine a more fascinating
subject more enthusiastically treated by means of
photography, which is handled with much taste
and good judgment, though we hardly appreciate
the reflection ingeniously introduced by the writer
of the preface where he enlarges upon the so-called
exaggerations said to detract from the value of
Nash's "Mansions of England in the Olden
Time." The charm of an artist's drawing is so
very different from the merits and matter-of-
fact records produced by the camera, that the two
representations cannot properly be compared,
and although the developments of photography
are undoubted, no one can rightly practise or
study architecture without the knowledge which
alone can come by personal drawing and sketch-
ing. Exerything which could be accomplished
by a learned use of photographic art is

here secured, while the lavish number of
pictures, enriching every sheet almost of this
admirable book, illustrate the subjects chosen
both thoroughly and well. The beauty of
Joseph Nash's work is quite beyond the limita-
tions of any mechanical art, and will be
treasured by artistic people who value photo-
graphs for very different reasons. The brightly-
written account which accompanies the
views in each case is appropriate as
well as befittingly brief or suggestive.
Most of the subjects necessarily are familiar to
the majority of our architectural readers, though
the views, and specially the interiors, bring out
new details, and supply information not hitherto so
uniformly put upon paper for reference. To
enumerate a list of the houses thus brought into
contribution scarcely furnishes an adequate
notion of this special feature of the collection
under notice, because the reader naturally pre-
sumes, by reading the titles of the subjects, that
as a matter of course the illustrations must niean
regulation general views of well-worn show-
places such as the camera has done ad ii{fiiii/iim

already. To a degree this must be so, no doubt

;

but for the greater part the views are fresh
and particularly well chosen. The diversity
of st>le and date which the pictures dis-
play is very remarkable ; thus the marbled
hall of Kedieston, and King John's banquet-
ing hall at Oiiiord's Hall, or long gallery
at Wentworth Cistle, Yorks, and to quote
another example, that of Parham Hall, Sussex,
are as unlike each other as they very well

• In English Homes : the Internal Character,
Furniture and Adornments of some of the most notable
Houses in England, depicted by Photographs specially
taken by Charles Latham. London: George Newnes,
Ltd., Southampton-street, Strand, W.C.

could be. Castle Howard and Speke Hall are
scarcely more different, and these, of course,
are only typical of the remainder in this

respect. Audley End ; Belton House, Grant-
ham ; Chastleton, Oxford ; Castle Ashby, North-
ampton ; Haddon and Hardwick, in Derbyshire

;

Levens, Westmoreland ; Littlecote, Wilts ; Rush-
brooke, Suffolk ; Stanway, Gloucester ; Syden-
ham, Devon ; and Wakehurst Place, Sussex,
figure in the series. It is not easy to single out
either of them for special remark where all are
so admirable and suggestive. AVe have chosen
for illustration the massively built-up and
carved 17th-century Stairway of Godington HaU,
Kent, in the parish of Great Chart on the river
Stour, about two miles N.W. of Ashford, and
dating chiefly from the days of the Stuarts. The
house is particularly rich in wainscotting and
elaborated woodwork, the drawing-room being
quite notable in this respect. The 1628 Staircase
illustrated is in oak, a good part restored, but
largely original. The newels are carved from top
to bottom with grotesque armorial achievements,
supporting heraldic birds and beasts with shields.
A twisted vine enriches the handrail, and even
if the Jacobean detail does clash with the Gothic
traceries, the effect of the whole is interesting and
is replete with fancy and surprises. The Tokes
built Codington, and the family owned the place
for hundreds of years, and it is now well cared
for, as it ever has been, and the gardens have
been much improved of late, adding vastly to
its beautiful surroundings.

Wroxton Hall, near Banbury, Oxfordshire, the
old seat of Lord North, is a splendid mansion,
possessed of an uncommonly fine hall, furnished
with exceptionally rich doors and a grand stair-
case.

_
All rank as marvels of much elaboration

and intricate workmanship. The enwreathed
columns support a carved oak gallery, with a
glazed arcade of later date. We print a view
looking into the haU from under this gallery.
Those who have seen the building will be only
too glad to possess such admirable views as are
here afforded. The same observation applies to
the remainder, so that there can be little doubt
as to the large number who with renewed interest
will avail themselves of the timely opportunity
which Messrs. Newnes's enterprise has rendered
possible. Such a collection can never grow old-
fashioned, and few volumes can insure so durable
an interest as that possessed by this book of records
for popular favour. Mr. G. F. Bodley's house,
called Hewell Grange, Worcestershire, erected
for Lord Windsor a few years ago, holds it own
among an exceptional series of famous old
mansions, and shows how capable an architect
Mr. Bodley is, no matter what style he takes in
hand.

THE SANITARY CONGRESS.

THE Congress of the Sanitary Institute at
Glasgow had a busy day on Thursday week,

all the sections being engaged in the discussion
of topics of public interest. Dr. Armstrong, of
Newcastle, presided at a conference of medical
officers of health, and read an address on " The
Status of these Officials in Ireland," prepared by
Sir Charles Cameron. Afterwards Dr. John
Robertson, of Birmingham, read a paper on
' The Notification of Tuberculosis," which led to
a discussion, in which compulsory notification

was less generally supported than voluntary
notification, and improved sanitation was recom-
mended. No resolution was proposed. Dr.
Knight read a paper on " The Control of Small-
pox Cjntact," and Dr. Adam Watson moved the
following resolution, which was passed :

— " That
the Congress is of opinion that the public health
has suffered severely from the transmission of
infectious diseases by tramps, and recommends
the Council of the Sanitary Institute to petition
Parliament to take such measures as will place
the vagrants under control and reduce the risks

of their disseminating infection."

In the Engineering and Architectural Section,
papers were read on the " Ventilation of Factories
and Workshops," by Mr. Robinson, his Majesty's
Inspector of Factories ;

" School Ventilation," by
Dr. Greenwood Blackburn; " Housing Under the
Public Health Acts," by Dr. J. G. Armstrong;
and " Cottages for Agricultural Labourers," by
Miss Constance Cochrane.
The Duchess of Montrose presided over the

Conference of Women on Hygiene, at which
Mrs. H. A. Oakshott introduced the subject of

the need for training girls in the care of infants,
and gave an outline of the training at present

given in London, explaining the proposed scheme
submitted by the Women's Industrial Council to

the London County Council for the establishment
of kindred schools to the domestic economy day-
schools. Miss Isabel G. Smith, London, followed
with a paper giving hints on the management of

children. Lady Griselda Cheap continued the
discussion, urging the importance of the teaching

of religion, self-restraint, method, and cleanli-

ness. Dr. Elizabeth Pace, Glasgow, read a paper
on the " Physical Training of Women and
Girls," remarking that if physical training

was needed for men, it was fifty times more
necessary for women. The ideal scheme of

physical education for girls included two
distinct divisions — gymnastics and regular

exercises, which would include educational classes,

and classes for the correction of morbid physical

conditions and the encouragement of spontaneous
play and games. One very important point,

however, was that for any form of exercise both
men and women must be physically fit. Papers
on the hygiene of school life were read by Miss
Alice Ravenhill, Mr. G. W. Alexander, Glasgow
(on behalf of Dr. Thomas AVood), and Dr. Alan
Tuke. Mr. James Graham, Inspector of Schools
for the West Riding County Council, read a
paper, illustrated with photographs, giving par-

ticulars of adjustable desks and seats, such as are

seen in Continental schools, and which are suit-

able for children of tender years. Mr. Graham
pointed out that very little attention had been
given to this subject, what had served our grand-
fathers being considtred quite good enough for

their grandchildren. He urged that a desk should

be used which would readily accommodate itself

to the children's bodies, and to the needs of adult

students. The seat provided should be a com-
fortable support where it was needed—a desk and
a seat which would, in short, bring comfort to

little growing bodies, and guide young backs in

the right way.
FRIDAY.

A Conference on Industrial Hygiene met in the

Chemistry Classroom on Friday, Mr. Councillor

James Steel (Glasgow) in the chair. Dr. John-
stone read a paper, which had been prepared by
Dr. Thomas Oliver (Durham) on the effects of

fatigue, alcohol, and tubercule on wage earners
in their work and surroundings.

Miss Paterson read a paper by Miss Safford,

sanitary inspector, Loudon, on " Health Aspects

of some Occupations for Women." She confined

her remarks to a few of the occupations followed

by women in the City of London. There were
over 70 distinct occupations, and though none of

them could be classed as dangerous, the risks to

health were such as could be obviated by intelli-

gent compliance with the elementary laws of

health. Speaking generally, the following defects

would be found, to a greater or lesser degree :

—

Deficient natural light, insufiicient ventilation,

unreasonable temperature, overcrowding, insuffi-

cient or unsuitable sanitary accommodation, and
dirty walls, ceilings, and floors. Mrs. Green-
wood (Finsbury) suggested that it would be better

to put officers where girls were employed under
the Public Health Act than under the Factory
Act. Mr. Wells (Newcastle) said they should
insist upon a minimum floor space, as insisting

on a minimum cubic space was beyond anybody's
power.

Miss Margaret G. Bondfield, in a paper on the
" Effects on Health of Women's Employment in

Shops" dealt principally with the effects of the
"liviug-iu" system as it was to be found in
London.

"

Miss Nora Vynne read a paper on " Woman's
Home Work in Relation to Comfort, Character,
and Health," and urged that homework had
many advantages and no disadvantages, except
that the sweater could directly fatten himself on
the individual home-workers ; but it was obvious
that the remedy for that was to attack the
sweater and not the home-worker. Miss Bond-
field, while agreeing that the sweater should be
dealt with, could not quite agree that home-work
was all-round good. Miss Irwin (Glasgow) said

her experience did not coincide with that of Miss
Vynne. In her opinion the pUces of home-work
which she had investigated were a menace to

public health. Dr. Chalmers said, in Glasgow
houses were occupied as work-rooms by day and
as sleeping places at night, and that was a phase
of the question which should not be lost sight of.

The closing general meeting of the Congress
was held in the afternoon, Mr. Whittaker
(London), Chairman of the Council of the In-
stitute, presiding. Mr. White Wallis, secretary
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of the Sanitary Institute, said the attendance of

the Congress had heen between 1,.500 and 1,G00.
This year the council had for the first time issued
ladies' tickets for the Congress, and it was
gratifying to know that 51 ladies had taken
tickets, in addition to the lady members at-
tending.

—-•'^ -

ENGLISH ARCHITECTURE.*

ELEMENTARY boobs on architecture are not
always satisfactory, especially when the

author attempts to simplify his language and
avoid all technical nomenclature. It is not so
easy to write the ABC of architectural styles
that will be intelligible to beginners ; probably
this is why so few attempts have been made. To
trace the development of our national architecture
so far as to discriminate the styles, or to discover
the probable date of any building, is certainly a
praiseworthy object ; and Jlr. Thomas Dinham
Atkinson, in his little book on this subject,
deserves our thanks for his attempt. Mr. Atkin-
son not only endeavours to meet this require-
ment, but also gives some account of the plan
and arrangement of particular kinds of building—a matter quite, if not more, essential, than to
be able to tell whether a certain window or
moulding is Decorated or Perpendicular. The
author names a number of well - known
works on architectural history aod the prin-
ciples and development of Gothic architecture,
for the guidance of students, and to which he
haa been indebted to some extent. There is a
critical introduction in which the author discusses
the division of Medi;eval architecture into styles.
As he says, except as applied to the great
periods, such as Romanesque, Liothic, and
Renaissance, the word style is apt to mislead.
The terms used. Early English, Decorated, and
•Perpendicular, convey definite and distinct styles

;

but of course, this was far from being the case.
Blediinval architecture was always in a state of
transition : it was a traditional art learned at the
bench, and therefore progressive. Renaissance
architecture was, of course, different. It was a
rebirth, and the forms in which it was expressed
were more or less stereotyped. The Middle Age
and Renaissance periods are thus distinguished.
" In the Middle Ages there is incessant change of
form in every detail, but the personal element, or
at least any proper name, is almost invariably
absent. In Renaissance times the change in details
may be told in a few lines, and history is apt to
become a purely critical review with a list of
architects and their work." Yet it is quite true
that the manner of Inigo Jones and Wren became
in time traditional, as in the l"th and 18th
century houses, the work of the local builder
which we to-day try to copy. Then came the
"pompous dullness," combined with "inanity
of decoration " of the Revival. The treatment of
old buildings is briefly discussed ; it is true we
have become more conservative in our treatment,
though excessive repair has damaged many of our
interesting churches, and the author's advice is

judicious. This little book treats of the main
divisions or developments of architecture we call
styles. Under "Romanesque," Saxon, Normsn,
and Transition from round arches to pointed are
treated. Well drawn sketches are given of St.
Benedict church tower, Cambridge—probably 1 Uh
century work. Roman brick and slate construction

;

Sompting church tower, Sussex
; towers of Earls

Barton and Monkwearmouth churches ; N.E.
transept of Canterbury, and several well -selected

and the characteristic features of each are usefully
prefixed in small type at the beginning of each
chapter. The author gives the development of
vault planning upon which so much turns, such
as those with and without ridges

; ribs, sexpartite
vaults, the addition of intermediate ribs, till we
come to the 11th-century lierne vault. The
sketches of trussed rafter roofs with ceiling, so
common in old parish churches, and those having
a principal truss with king and tie-beams, are de-
scriptive. Excellent sketches are given of mould-
ings, window tracery development, vaults illus-
trating the introduction of intermediate ribs, fan
vaultin?, as Tewkesbury and Iving'a College,
(^ambmlge

; hammer-beam roofs. The next
chapter treats Renaissance under the throe
penoda of Tudor, Stuart, and Hanoverian.

8o*-.''A%,'!tif''''iJ?°''",f-
By Thomas D,k,h„ Atk.n-

Kk '^'^^- ^.?'" '"""dred Illustrations. LondooMeUiuen and Co., Easex-etreet, AV.C.
jjuuuuu

In the first of these we have the Gothic
mixed with Italian detail. This mixture was
due, of course, to the employment of Italian

workmen, as during the reign of Henry VIII.
The traditional style was carried on, as we find

in Hampton Court, Layer Marney, and many
other old houses, but the details were Classic.

The plans were still Gothic, and the result was a
quaint and charming blending of the vernacular
with Italian detail and ornament. The sketches
given afford the reader an idea of the changes.
Stuart came in with Inigo Jones early in the
reign of James I., and the Orders were revived.

Typical examples are given, as the Whitehall
Palace, Lindsay House, Lincolns Inn Fields, details

from Clare College, Cambridge, Choir School Salis-

bury. Of t;he last, or Hanoverian period, when
a more correct imitation of Classic (Jrders came in,

we have the fine example of Chatsworth ; Custom
House, King's Lynn; Wentworth House, Gateway
at St. Catherine's College, Cambridge, house at

' Bury St. Edmunds. Chapter IV. treats on
Churches, with types Basilican, Norman, P^sh,
and Reformation changes. This is an interesting

chapter. It is followed by a brief chapter on
Monasteries, and the plan, which arose out of the
ritual of each religious order, is described, with
small plan of the Benedictine ilonastery, Norwich,
and the Cistercian plan of Furness Abbey ; after

which we have a chapter on Houses, tracing the
changes in house building from the Norman
time. In this manner Mr. Atkinson gives the
reader a continuous, though brief, narrative of

architecture, and interests him in types of

building and plans which have mainly evolved
the changes in external details we call styles.

He is not content, as Bloxam or Rickman and
other writers have done, to record styles and dry
details dissociated from the buildings that gave
them birth, but shows that architecture properly
understood is a development of building, and
that the church, monastery, and house were three
national phases of the art in its connection with
the life of the people. The chapter on Churches
discusses the question of orientation of churches,
and the author furnishes a few facts of
interest. The building of churches with two
apses was common, and the western apse origin-
ally contained the high altar, and was gradually
superseded by the east apse, and its altar
finally removed to the east part of nave. " It

had never been held to be important which way
the building or the congregation faced. The
priest wss obliged to face the east, standing
behind the altar and facing the people if the
altar was at the west end, or in front of the altar
and with his back to the people if the altar was at
the east end." The author refers to J. T.
Micklethwaite on this point, but the argument
does not appear to be conclusive. Again, the
influence of the Celtic tradition on church
architecture is noticed. The Irish Church had
developed a simple plan—a development it would
aj-pear of the Pagan cell or tomb, circular in plan,
and in section of the beehive form, that is, with
a stone corbelled out roof. This cell the Christians
gradually made square in plan, and the apse was
changed for the square end. Between these
and the Basilican churches of the South there are
strong contrasts. Several sketch plans are given
to illustrate this point : and the growth of the
parish church from the simple parallelogram type
of the 12th century to the addition of one aisle in

the Hth century, and to the double aisle of the
1 5th century, has an interest for those who prefer
to study architecture through the buildings than
from the mere details and styles. The reference
to the changes made to churches during the IGth
century, the destruction of rood screens, thrones ;

the order to destroy all altars, and to provide
" tables " instead in the (|uiro or chancel, and the
decay and ruin of churchos about 15fi0. is of

value in the enlightenment of many wlio still

have wrong views on church questions.

PRC^PERTIES OF BRITISH STANDARD
SECTIONS.*

WE have received a copy of the Engineering
Standards Committee's latest work, en-

titled " Properties of British Standard Sections."
'I'ho work has entailed a vast amount of labour
and expense to insuro accuracy of tho results. In
tlio book will bo found tho Properties of British

Standard Beams, which was issued last autumn.

London: CroBby I^ockwood and Son., 7. Stationers'
Hall-oourt, Ladgatc Ilill, and 28, Victoria-street, West-
minetor.

We can only briefly notice the book issued
especially the general preface. Three committees
sat separate!} , and drew up independent lists of

the proposed standard sections, each being designed
to meet the requirements of the class of work with
which the committee were dealing. One was on
shipbuilding, a second on general building
constructions, and a third on sections used
in railway rolling stock underframes. A
suflicient cumber of sizes were included in the
lists drawn up to insure a satisfactorj- graduation
for all practical uses, at the same time reducing
as far as possible the numbers of rolls which steel-

makers would have to keep. In several of the
lists minimum, mean, and maximum sizes are

given. "The steel-makers being able to cut

their rolls in such a manner that the section

should have a correct profile at these standard
thicknesses. This refers to equal angles, unequal
angles, and tee-bars. If thickness above or

below the standard are rolled, the lengths of

flanges or webs will be altered accordingly,
and in the case of angles and Z-bars, the
outer edges will be slightly bevelled.

The moments of inertia and of resistance are

calculated onl}' for the minimum standard thick-

nesses ; for otlier thicknesses these values would
increase approximately in proportion to the

sectional wear or weights." The committee re-

commend that all material be ordered by weight
per toot run in combination with the over-all

dimensions given in the tables. All the formuL'e,

upon which the calculations for the properties

of the standard sections were made, were
drawn by Mr. Max Am Ende, of the Calcula-
tion Committee. The hook before us will be
found to comprise the mathematical principles

involved in these sections ; but we have no space
now to enter into the work. Sloments of inertia

of the eecticn in inches about certain axes pass-
ing through the centre of gravity of the section

are investigated, and a certain expression has
been used for the calculation of the moments of

inertia of the standard sections. In those sec-

tions having an axis of symmetry, as in the case

of an equal angle, either the major or minor axis
of the ellipse of inertia coincides with the axis.

Some of the sections have no symmetrical
axis. The method of calculating the standard
sections are explained and tabulated. Then we
have the formula given on the elastic resistance

of struts, and a graphical illustration or curve of

the formula for steel. Moments of resistance,

deflection of a beam, and other subjects are ex-
amined, and the equations given. The worked-
out examples of a beam with a single load at a
given point, and with a uniformly distributed

load will be found of use. The nine lists of

British Standard sections include equal angles,

unequal angles, bulb angles, plates, Z-bara,
channels, beams, T-bars. The type of section is

given before each list, and the tables are in

several columns, giving reference number and
code word of section, size, standard thickness,

radii, weight per foot, sectional area, centre of

gravity, moments of inertia, radii of gyration,

moment of resistance. The work contains much
useful information of a mathematical kind as to

the methods used in arriving at these results

:

also a list of members of the three committees
responsible for the Lists ot Sections. Tho fact

that this long-looked-for volume is published will

be gladly welcomed by many interested in the
British Standard Sections.

KING'S COLLEGE, LONDON.
LIST or PRIZB WIXN'ERS, 1903-4.

OIVI8IOS OF ARCHITECTURE (d.^V SCHOOL).

///vMiv/ of' An'liifrcfitn.—First Division: H. Xiomana
Smith, Silver Medal.

i,Vr''/(".— First Year : W. Hoylo, £1 in books.

n«ll'thiri i',„iifr,iciliin.— Second. Year, First Division:
H. Niemann Smith, £1 in books. First Year, First
Division : W. Hoyle, £t in books,

l-ArVXTV or ARTS.

Dit-'iMim <•/' Aiyh't'fciiuc Jir.Hui.i:.— First Division:
W. H. Judges, First Prize ; W. Fenn, Second Prize.

Skfii-liiiin ' 'ttuti.—B. Ixer, Second Prize.

Qiiniillti'-.t.—Cbas. a. BlomfleUi. £3 in bonks ; -Vlex. W.
Peroival, £2 in books; Wm. F. Foster, £1 in books.

t\:,i irift:'':/"' nmu'itt'f.—'W. J. Burt*)n, Silver Medal

;

C. Wintcringham, £3 in books ; E. F. Wicks, £2 in

books; J. Perkins, £1 in books

nii'Hiii'i Coii^tr'i,iloii.—W. F. Foster, Silver Medal;
A. W. Peroival, Bronze Medal; W. J. Burton, £3 ia
books ; £. A. Towosend, £2 in liooks.

.s'u- 0">r'f' Fnwtl Pliil'ltt^' IJr"ti:' Vfd'tl for Sanitary
/!„,',;.,.; (,.,.>r. „,/,..„.—w. Harold Judges.
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OBITUAEY.
We regret to announce the death of Mr.

Frederick Goodall, R.A.., which occurred
early last Friday morning at his residence, 36,

Bjld Horse-terrace, Hampstead, in his 82nd year.
Mr. Goodall had many gifts, and in his time
played many parts, having been genre painter,
landscape painter, portrait painter, and painter
of subjects suggested by the life of the Etst. Hi
began with genre, and it is chronicled that his
first exhibited piece was '

' Card Players
'

' (shown
in 1839), and that this wjs followed by the
"Return from the Christening," about 1840.
To these succeeded ingenious canvases now
equally forgotten, such as "The Village Holi-
day " and " Hunt the Slipper." A little liter

in life, Mr. Goodall began to travel. In 18G4
the "Song of the Nubian Slave," in 1865 the;
" Rising of the Nile," and in 1866 " Higar and i

Ishmael" were the fruit of hia wanderings.
About H years ago, Mr. Goodall, who at

intervals had painted portraits like that of his

friend, the late Sir Oscar Clayton, addressed him-
self seriously to English landscape. Mr. Goodall
was elected an Associate of the Royal Academy
as far back as 1853. About two years ago he
published an agreeable volume of reminiscences,
chiefly about his early travels in Normandy and
in Egypt. An exhiriition of his pictures was
recently held in London.

Mr. Fkan-k M. Kent, of the firm of Kent and
Price, architects, of Longmarket-street, Maritz-
burg. Natal, the city architect of Maritzburg,
was murdered on July 7 by his native kitchen
boy. The deceased, "ho was about 32 years of
age, was a native of Sheffield. Going to Natal
ill 1897, he entered the services of the Public
Works Department as a draughtsman in May of

that year. On the last day of the same year he
left the services of the above department, having
had designs accepted for the Girls' High School,
Durban, and entered into partnerahip with Mr.
Price. Along with the Utter he made rapid
strides in his profession, and has designed several

1

notable buildings in the colony. Of a very
retiring disposition, due chiefly to deafness, he
took no active part in public aff-iirs. After a
severe illness he came home to England on a visit

last year, and had only recently returned t:>

Maritzburg. His partner, Mr. Price, is at present
on a tour in India, and the tragedy t jok place at

j

the latter's house, which was being occupied by
j

Mr. Kent during Mr. Price's absence. Toe
deceased was unmarried. His mother is alive,

residing in Sheffield. The deceased was a very '

unassuming young man, and his untimely death
has been much regretted by his professional

brethren and others with whom he came in daily

contact in the city.

CHIPS.
The south-west chapel in St. Paul's Cathedral

will be in future the Chapel of the Order of St.

Michael and George. It will be enriched with an
altar and reredos. a staioed-glass window, and stalls.

The sum of £1,000 is required.

A very large concrete steel building, probably
the largest ever undertaken in which this type of
construction is used, will be erected for the Liberal
Arts Department of the University of Ottawa.
The Heanebique system will be employed, and
the structure will be faced with Indiana stone.

The first contract in connection with the erection
of the new magnetic o'lservatory by the Govern-
ment at Ejkialemuir, Dumfriesshire, has been let

to Messrs. Henderson and Duncan, Morningside,
Eiinburgb. The work embraces the making of a
road and some foundations, the provision of a water
supply, and the building of a boundary wall, and it

has to be pushed forward very expeditiously, the
contract providing that it must be completed in three
months.

Two very handsome ambones are in the course of
construction for the church of St. John Bjptist,
Holland-road, Kensington. These have been de-
signed by Mr. G. H. Godsell, of the firm of James
Brooks, Son, and Gjdsell, 35, Wellington-street,
Strand, W.O., and are being executed by Messrs.
H. H. Mirtyn and Co., of Cheltenham.

Two apparently valueless paintings found in the
lately demoUshed Roman Catholic Cathedral of
St. Anne's at Leeds, and recently purchased for a
few shdlin^, turn out to be " old masters." They
were examined, and on the back of one picture the
signature " Vandyke " was found. Messrs. Ctiristie
are expected to offer the pictures for sale. The
Vandyke represents the scene at Calvary after the
Crucifixion. The other picture, pronounced a Rubens,
is a representation of the head of Christ.

COMPETITIONS.
AcTox. — Seventy-seven competitors entered

the lists for the advertised appointment under
the Acton District Council for the quantity
surveyorship at 1 per cent, on the lowest tender
to be received for the town-hall and offices at
Acton. The competition referred to has already
been mentioned in our pages. We illustrated the
design sent in by Mr. Hunt, the architect, and
recommended by Mr. MacVicar Anderson, the
advisory architect, in the BtiLDiNO News for

Jan. I last. The Acton Council has now elected
Mr. F. T. W. Miller to the above appointment
at 1 per cent., including expenses. Mr. Miller
was for many years a member of the council, and
recently resigned at the last election. He was a
member of the town-hall special committee who
settled this competition, and arranged the adoption
of the dciign now to be executed.

Chelsea.—The committees of the Chelsea
Borough Council in charge invited Mr. R.
Dickenson, Messrs. Sheppard and Burkinshaw,
Mr. %. Stokes, and Messrs. Wills and Anderson
to furnish preliminary reports and plans for the ex-
tension of the town-hall and the reconstruction of

the public baths. With reference to the extension
of the town-hall, six schemes have been received
(alternative designs being submited by Messrs.
Sheppard and Burkinshaw and Messrs. Wills and
Anderson). The scheme which, subject to altera-

tions, the committee were of opinion best suited the
council's requirements, was that of Mr. Stokes, the
estimated cost of which, exclusive of alterations to

the town hall, cloakrooms, and giUery staircases,

is £17,701. Designs for new baths were sub-
mitted by the four architects, and the committee
have selected that of Messrs. Wills and Anderson.
Mr. A. G. Cross is appointed quantity surveyor
in connection with the extension of the town hall,

and Mr. F. H. A. Hardcastle quantity surveyor
in connection with the reconstruction at the
baths. Information has been obtained as regards
the latter work as to the cost of a second-class
swimming-bath, Turkish bith, water supply,
electric light, and superintendent's house, and the
quantity surveyor is to report on the prices for these
extras as planned by Messrs. Wills and Anderson.

HiTcnix. — The infectious diseases hospital
competition has now been decided. The com-
mittee selected six architects to compete from a
large number of names submitted to them. Mr.
Keith D. Young was appointed assessor, and has
sent in his report to the Board, awarding the
first place to Mr. H. Percy Adams, F.R.I.B.A.,
28, Woburn-plice, Russell-square, London, and
the Board have adopted the award and instructed
Mr. Adams to proceed with the work. Each of

the unsuccessful competitors will receive an
honorarium of £10.

Peteriioroigh. — The competition for the
pubic library, Peterborough, has now been
decided as follows:—First premised design,
Messrs. Hall and Phillips, 6, Great James-street,
Bedford-row, London, E.G. ; second premiated
design,Messrs. Briggsand Wolstenholme, Central-
buildings, Richmond-terrace, Blackburn ; third

premiated design, Mr. Thomas Davidson, 28,

Great Ormond-atreet, London, W.C. Mr. Leonard
Stokes, of Westminster, was the assessor, and his

award was received and adopted by the council.

Many expressions of dissatisfaction with the
award reach us. One competitor complains that

one of the selected designs has a reference-

room without either a top or side light, and a

lending library lighted by a small top-light

borrowed from side corridors, which are bounded
by high walls. Another points out that in two
selected designs the librarian, instead of being in

direct communication with the lending library

and the reference library, must cross the public

space to reach the leading library. Other com-
plaints reach us, and aa the designs are on view
till Saturday, we shall have a look at them, and
report next week.

OssETT.—The Ossett Town Council, sitting as

the General Purposes Committee, have considered

the report of the assessor, Mr. John Kirk, of

Dewsbury and Huddersfield, upon the thirty-three

sets of plans for a town hall, municipal offices,

and borough police-court, which had been sent in

in competition for the premium of £50 offered by
the Corporation. The plans of Messrs. W. Han-
stock and Sons, of Batley, who were the architects

of the meat markets at Leeds, were selected. The
building is to cost £12,000, exclusive of the site

! in the Market Place, which has already been
purchased at a cost of £5,560. The town hall will

, provide sealing accomodation for 1,300 persons.

FBOFESSIONAI. AND TBADB
SOCIETIES.

The Architectural Association Axxual Ex-
cursion Programme.—Arrangements are now
completed for the annual excursion, and the

headquarters will be at the Digby Hotel, Sher-

borne. A large dining-room will be reserved

for the exclusive use of the members during the

week, satisfactory arrangements having been
made for accommodation and board. The
estimated expense is £6 ISs., which includes

railway fare from London, etc., and hotel expenses.

Among the places to be visited, the following

may be mentioned : Trent, Sandford Orcas,

North Cidbury, Beaminster, Melplash, Parsham,
Crewkerne, Clifton Maybank, Brympton, Newton
Surmaville, Milton Abbey, Piddletown, Water-
son, Yeovil. TintinhuU, Montacuce, and Preston
Grange, Members intending to join the excur-

sion are asked to send in their names as early as

possible to the hon. secretaries, W. Talbot Brown,
Wellingborough, Northants,andA. W. Hennings,

9, El) -place, Holborn, E.C.

The Society of Art Masters.—The aix'eenth

annual meeting of the Society of Art Masters was
concluded on Thursday week. Mr. C. Stephenson
(Bradford) occupied the chair. Mr. C. F. Weston
moved, '

' That the Board of Education be re-

quested not to discontinue the grants and registra-

tion of pupil teachers in Schools of Art and Art
classes, as in the opinion of the Society it vill be
detrimental to their Art training and to the

influence of Schools of Art and Art classes."

Mr. J. Knight (Bury) seconded the proposal.

Sir. J. Fisher, as an amendment, moved, " That
circulars be sent to all members to ascertain to

what extent this new arrangement would affect

their schools, and that the matter be afterwards

left in the hands of the Council for early con-

sideration and, if needed be, action." Mr. A.
Fisher seconded the amendment, which was
adopted. At the end of a discussion it was
agreed that the Board of Education be approached
urging that the number of awards given in annual
competition should be increased in order that all

important branches of design might be fully

recognised every year. Considering the great

number of excellent works sent up it was thought
that the number of awards was inadequate. The
Society further decided that the Council should

be requested to consider whether some scheme
could be formed to secure to Art masters some
form of superannuation allowance. Other
business was dealt with, and votes of thanks
ended the meeting.

Kest Arch.eological Society.—The annual
gathering of the above society was held at New
Romney on Tuesday and Wednesday last week.
The members were welcomed at the town-hall by
the mayor. Earl Stanhope (president) replying.

The annual report, which was adopted, recom-
mended the appointment of Mr. S. Evans, of

Canterbury, to the post of secretary, rendered
vacant by the resignation of Mr. G. Pain. The
balance-sheet showed a balance in hand amount-
ing to £100, and it was decided to place £100 to a

research fund. The places visited during the
two days were New Romney Church, All Saints'

Church, Lydd, Brookland, the curious old church
of which was regarded with special interest, the

ancient buildings in the fields at Old Romney, the

Church of St. Mary in the Marsh, Ivychurch,
Ruckinge Church, and the Bilsington Priory.

In connection with the question of the provision

of municipal buildings for Coventry, the city

council, on Tuesday, considered Dr. lUffe's counter
proposals to those of the general works committee.
By the casting vote of the mayor, the recommenda-
tions of this committee were referred back to them,
with instructions to consider Dr. IliSe's plans.

The foundation-stone of a new church for the
parish of Disserth, Llandrindod, was laid on Satur-
day. The estimated cost is £1,000.

The new poorhouae hospiteds, Falkirk, are being
warmed and ventilated by means of Shorland's
patent Manchester stoves, with descending smoke-
fiues, the same being supplied by Messrs. E. H.
Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.

At a meeting of the general committee of the
Walsham How Memorial Fund at Wakefield, it

was reported that the work at the cathedral had
made considerable progress, and the contractors

have undertaken to complete it early in December.
It was decided to set up the present reredos at the
back of the high altar tjefore the next meeting of

the committee, for their inspection. The whole of

the work will cost not much less than £45,000.
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MAXCHESTF.U ROYAL IXI'IUMARY.

TflF. illustrations show the design submitted in
the recent limitad competition for the above by
Mr. H. Percy Adams, and was, we believe, one
of the three selected by the assessor and referred
by him to the city measurer to report upon as to
cost. The plan is very similar in general arrange-
ment to the one adopted, and in our criticisms
upon the drawings at the time of the competition
we expressed the opinion that the elevations were
•quite the finest submitted, and the design must
have run the successful one exceedingly close.
We shall give a detail of the main entrance
facade shortly,

SATIOXAL SILVEE MEDAL TIME STUDIES FRO:M
THE XUUE.

Mr. liiLiiKKT Rogers, of Liverpool, has won a
Gold Medal this year for a similar series of Time
Studies from the Nude to those for which he was
awarded a Silver Medal last year. The examiners,
Messrs. E. I. Gregory, li.A., I'.R.I., \V. F.
Yeames, K.A., and Sir William Kichmondj
K.C.iJ., R.A., say, in their report issued a few
weeks ago :

" The constructive ability and vitality
shown in these sketches is very remarkable."
These remarks repeat pretty much what the
examiners said of his work on the previous
occasion referred to as printed with our descriptive
note when we gave a sheet of Mr. Rogers's Silver
Medal drawings on July S last. The accompany-
ini,' double page bears out the same criticism and
approbation.

KNTIIAXCE TO HALL, WllOXTOX AIlllEV, ET< .

(.See review of " In English Homes," onp. 178.)

llIRMINOnAM DEXTAL HOSPITAL.

This building is the outcome of a limited com-
petition, for which llr. William llcnman acted
-as assesaor, and placed the designs of Mes-rs.
i-ateman and Bateman first. Working drawin-swo prepared; but as the scheme involved a
larger outlay than could be met, a smaller site
was secured and fresh plans prepared. The left-
hand doorway is the general entrance, that on
the right-hand side being the patients' exit. The
two largo windows on the ground floor light the
wniting-hall

;
the waiting and cxamination-rooni

occupies the first floor, extending over the door-
ways, and the mechanical department is on the
second floor. The rear of the ground Hocr is
occupied by rooms for nurses, surgeons, museum
students, and caretakers

; on the flrst floor over
aro waiting-rooms for patients -immediately
wanted, examination, extraction, and an:cjthctic
Burgories

;
also rooms for the recovery of piitients.

Ihe whole of the second floor over this drpui-t-
mcntis used as a filling-room, with an attendant's

office. In the basement is the laundry, also

students' cycle-room and heating apparatus.

The front, towards the street, is being faced

with Edwards's Ruabon thin bricks and Port-
land stone dressings. The internal finishings of

the buildings are very plain and economical ; but
the lighting, heating, ventilation, and sanitary

arrangements are recei'ving especial attention.

Messrs. Dallow and Sons, of Black Heath, Staf-

fordshire, are the general contractors, Messrs.
Haden and Son are executing the heating and
ventilation, and Mr. A, I). Thacker is the clerk

of works.

THE FEXCE ALMSHOUSES AXD " VE OLD SHOr,"
MACCLESFIELD.

The almshouses are built for Mr. F. D. Brockle-
hurst in the form of a hollow square, the
drawing illustrated being the centre block. The
walls are of Ruabon bricks, with Hollington
stone dressings. The half-timber work is of

solid English oak. The roof is covered with
stone slates. The contract was carried out by
Slessrs. George Roylance and Co., Ltd., of

Macclesfield. This shop was rebuilt a short
time since. Some attempt has been made
to retain the old-world associations. The walls
are of Ruabon brick, with Hollington stone
dressings, and the timber-work is of solid

framing. The roof is covered with York-
shire stone slates. The contract was carried out
by Messrs. Geo. Roylance and Co., Ltd., of
Macclesfield. The following is an account of

the finding of the beautiful timber window from
an old oratory on the site. The photograph on
the illustration plate shows its charm of detail.

In 1897 one of the older landmarks of Maccles-
field was removed. This was a tiny building in
the Market-place, known as "The Old Snuff
Shop." When this was taken down a Mediteval
wall was revealed, consisting of a framework of
oak beams, filled with "wattle and daub." In
this wall is a 14th-century window, divided into
two lights by a centre muUion. The openings
are arched and cusped, and the spandrel above is

also cusped. The tracery and framework are all

of oak. When found, the openings were filled in
with "wattle and daub." The window had
evidently been blocked up before the building of
the little shop, which hid been reared up against
the older structure, and had thus preserved this
precious fragment of Mediaeval JIacclesfield. When
the adjoining premises were rebuilt, all but this
party - wall was swept away. During some
alterations in the property, human remains were
discovered, showing that int.'rmen's had taken
place on what must have been the inside of the
building. "Within a few feet of the window just
described is the Angel Inn, and it is a matter of

tradition and belief amongst the Roman Catholics
in Macclesfield that this was the site of the
original "Priest's House." Should this be the
case there is every reason to conclude that this
was an oratory window. It faces the east and
overlooks the parish church. The oak framework
and the window have been carefully preserved
in si/ii. In taking down the old shop, two old
signs were discovered similar to cart-signs, painted
on tin, in black letters on a white ground,
"Needles sold here," and "Scanted Snuff sold
here." Mr. Walter Aston, F.R.I.B.A., of

Manchester, is the architect of both works. The
drawings reproduced are exceptionally remark-
able, being neither in line nor in wash. They
were drawn by Jlr. ('. liradshaw Roper, and our
plate is reproduced from the originals.

\VESLEYAX CHURCH, UICH.MOXD, YORKS.

Tins church is part of a scheme which is in pro-
cess of being carried into exr;cution, consisting
of church, schools, and minister's house. The
church will be built of local limestone with
Diinhouse stone dressings, and the roof is in-

tended to be covered with light-green Westmore-
land slates. The architect is Mr. T. A. Lift-
house, A.R.I.B.A., of the firm of Messrs. .T. R.
Lofthouse and Sons, Middlesbrough.

FIllXITURE FROM THE SALE ROOMS.

Thiise collective sketches come from several of

the Iiondon Sale Rooms, and consist of an old
satinwood Corner Cupboard (onu of a piiir),

inclosed by a concave-fronted door, ptiinted on
face with floral and scroll decoration, the top
surmounted by a pierced ormolu cresting. It is

•"ift. lin. high. The Chippendale \rmchair is of

mahogany, with carved shaped back, on cabriole
legs with ball-and-claw feet. The Ilepplewhite
and Sheraton Chair, also the little Console Table,
aro in mahogany. The former chair has an open

shield back, with vase-shaped centre carved with
Classical foliage and ornament, the back arms and
legs widely fluted. The latter chair has a plain
rail-pattern back ; the top having a slight reed
inlay of light wood, whilst the legs are plain at
the back and turned in front. The table and
quaint Charles high- back Chair are very plain,
and therefore self-descriptive.

CHIPS.
The Bristol Tramways Bill, which has passed

through all contested stages in both Houses, pro-
vides for extensions of the company's system from
Blackboy Hill to the Salutation lun at Henbury

;

from the Horfield Barracks to Filton ; from the
Straits, Fishponds-road, to Badminton-road ; from
Kingswood to Warmley ; from Hanham to Longwell
Green, and from Brislington to Keymham.
A stained-glass window has been placed in

Cromer Church to the memory of the Hoare family.
The window is on the south side of the chancel.
There are eight figures, representing Old and New
Testament characters who had seen visions of God,
The first four are Jacob, Isaiah, Ezekiel, and
Daniel, and below them St. Peter, St. John, St.
Stephen, and St. Paul.

A large number of fishermen and others who have
trading interests in the harbour of Isle Omsay,
Skye, have applied to the Congested Districts Board
through the county council of Inverness for a grant
to help in the construction of a pier, which is much
needed there. The estimated cost of the pier and
an access road to it is £2,800. The Congested
Districts Board have now informed the county
council that they will provide £2,100 for these
works on condition that the balance of the cost ia

locally provided.

It is proposed to restore at an estimated cost of
£2,000 the church of St. Mary the Virgin at Stody,
Norfolk. The church is a cruciform structure of
flint of the 12 th century. It possesses a fine roof
with oak mouldings, handsome windows, in the
upper part of which some beautiful figures of
angels, saints, &c., still remain, The whole church
was originally adorned with paintings, but the
windows and roof now show signs of decay.

The Leith Town Council has authorised a com-
mittee to accept tenders (expected to amount to about
£12,000) for working men's tenement dwellings
about to be built.

The new railroad construction in the United
States during the past half-year amounted to 1,937
mUes, against 2,221 miles in the same six months
last year.

The amount received by the National Trust
towards the purchase of Aira Force and Gow-
barrow Fell at Ullswater is now £1,889 193. Gd.
Six donations of £100 each hive been received of
the nineteen which are required in connection with
the offer made by " A Stroller."

The city council of Birmingham have adopted for
the new public baths at Balsall Heath the plans
submitted by Messrs. William Hale and Son, of 83,
Colmore-row, Birmingham, The drawings have
been executed in accordance with the ground plan
prepared by the supeiiutendeut engineer, Mr, J.
Cox. The estimated cost of the building is £20,000,

At Heaton-on-Tyne monumental stones have
been laid of new Baptist Sunday-schools in
Heaton-road, capable of accommodating o.'iO

scholars. The principal room will be (iOft. by 32ft.,

and there will be galleries on three siues. Con-
structe 1 of red brick, with stone dressings, the
schools harmonise with the church to which they
are attached. Mr. F. Tattersall, architect, New-
castle, prepared the designs, and the contractors are
Messrs. J. and G. Douglass, also of Newcastle,

The parish church of St. Nicholas, Newport,
Salop, has been restored, and a new north porch
added. The contractor was Mr. (i. Ingram
Muirliead.

Since last April, when the heart cf the business
district of Toronto was destroyed by fire, the work
of reconstruction has been vigorously pushed, and
the rebuilt portion now exceeds the burned front-
ages by 1,000ft.

At the meeting of the York Board of Guardians
sanction was given to the proposal of the building
committee to erect a new tramp ward and nurses'

quarters, and Mr. J. H. Morton, architect, South
Shields, was appointed to carry out the work.

The urban district council of Ilandsworth, near
Birmingham, have adopted tenders for carrying out
electric lighting and the electrification of the tram-
ways, amounting to CIO, 203,

A monument is being erected in front of Whiting-
street Congregational church. Bury St, Edmunds,
in memory of John Copping and Elias Tliacker,
who wen^ hanged in that town in June, l.'»S3, for
circiilatuig the writings of Robert Browne, and for

teaching the principles of Independency,
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BuilMng 3:nttUigcntc.

Bristol.—A new reredoa and east window in

Christ Church, Barton Hill, Bristol, have been
dedicated. The reredos panels are of opus sectile

and mosaic. The figures, which are of light

colour, are set in deep blue mosaic grounds. They
represent, in the central panel, Christ with hands
outstretched in the attitude of invitation. On
one side is the figure of the Apostle St. James the

Great, who is represented as in adoration, and
holds the wallet and staff. On the other side is

iSt. Luke the Evangelist. A feature in the work
is the use of mother of pearl in the nimbi of the

figures. The window over the reredos, which is

of two lights, is designed to form one of a series

of the chief events in the life of Christ, as illus-

trated by angels, the two chosen being the Angels
of the Passion and Resurrection. The former
holds the crown of thorns, and beneath is the

text, "Thy wiU be done. " The latter holds the

palm of victory in one hand and points up with
the other, illustrating the text, "He is risen."

In the tracery light is represented the Holy Spirit

in the form of a dove, with a glory of cherubs
surrounding it.

BuKNTWooD.— The memorial stone for the

enlargement of the Sunday schools connected
with the old schools at Burntwood was laid last

week. The new buildings comprise a large

schoolroom, 57ft. 6in. by 25ft. 6in., and two
classrooms, ISft. by 16ft., giving accommodation
for 300 children, in addition to the 150 chUdren
provided for in the old schools. The contract

amounts to £873, and the work has been placed

in the hands of Mr. Robert Harris, builder and
contractor, Shelfield. The new buildings have
been designed by Mr. H. E. Lavender, architect,

Wsilsall, and are of brick, and of similar design

to the old schools.

Carishuooke —The restoration of the chapel
of St. NicholiS within Carisbrooke Castle as a

national memorial to King Charles I. is now in

progress, and will probably be completed in

October, The work is being carried out under
the supervision of Mr. Percy Stone, F S.A. The
plans provide for the restoration of the orginal

early 13th-century entrance, and the erection of

a porch at the west end of the north wall. There
will be seating in the body of the chapel for

fifty, and the whole of this with the wall lining

up to the window sills will be in oak from the

hull of the old warship Xetlh'. There will be
two windows both north and south, and the east

window will be panelled in stone, with em-
blazoned shields of the Lords and Governors of

the Wight. The floor of the sacrarium will be
of marble inlay and that of the main building of

terrazzo mosaic. The roof will be panelled in

oak with emblematic painting. The organ from
the Chapel Royal, Savoy, is the gift of the King,
as is the carved oak communion table, with two
silver candlesticks and inlaid altar cross from
<:iueen Victoria's private chapel at Osborne. It

funds permit it is proposed to insert in the west

wall a bronze medallion of Gharles I. modelled on
the well-known profiles of Yandyck.

FuLNECK.—On Tuesday week a company of

students and others were present at the ceremony
of opening a new school which has been erected

for the accommodation of the young ladies, at a

«03t of about £4,000. The building formerly
known as the Sisters' House has been taken over
for school purposes, and a new modern wing
erected, containing classrooms, a lecture-hall

measuring 53ft. by 25ft., and rooms for residential

purposes. The lecture-hall on the top floor is so

arranged as to be available for use as a gymnasium
for the young ladies. In addition to three large

classrooms, six smaller rooms are obtained in the
east wing, and there are a Urge dormitory and
numerous smaller bedrooms provided in the old

block, where also are located the kitchen and the
governess's apartments. The work has been
carried out from the drawings and under the
superintendence of Mr. C. S. Nelson, architect,

of Fulneck and Leeds.

HoYLAKE.—Lord Stanley of Alderley visited

Hoylake last Friday and laid the foundation-
stone of the Institute, which is to be the future
headquarters of tlie Hoylake Gospel Temperance
Society. The buildings occupy a site of about
2,300 square yards at the junction of Birhenhead
and Hoyle roads, and wiU include an assembly-
hall to seat 350, a spacious crush-room, and
various apartments arranged for the purposes of

a club. Externally the building will be faced

with Ruabon wire-cut bricks, with Grinshill

stone dressings. The architect is Mr. W. M.
Law, of Liverpool, and Mr. Richard Allen, of

Birkenhead, is the builder.

IrswicH.—A valuable addition has been made
to the St. John's Home, Ipswich. The new
building, which is isolated with a frontage on
the Britannia-road, has oak timber gables, with
terra-cotta dressings to the principal doorway and
windows. At the entrances are small vestibules,

and next the hall, with a stone fireproof staircase

on the left, and a day-room, 13ft. 6in. by 16ft.

wide, while on the right-hand side is the living-

room, 17ft. by 16ft., from which you enter a
paved scullery, with gas-stove and other up-to-
date appliances. At the rear of the building are

also sundry rooms, including a spacious bathroom
with glazed brick walls and tiled floors, fitted

with a large white marble bath. The building
has been erected from the designs of Mr. Henry
J. Wright, M.S. A., Ipswich, the contractors

being Messrs. Thomas Parkington and Sons,
Ipswich.

Rochdale.—The new car shed at Bridgefold is

completed. The whole depot is not yet finished.

The contract for general ofiices was let only re-

cently, and they are not expected to be ready for

use before the end of the year. Messrs. W. A.
Peters and Sons secured the contract for building

both the car shed and the offices. There is no
elaborate ornamentation, though the building has

a good appearance both inside and out. The ex-
penditure on the car shed itself is between
£15,000 and £16,000 ; offices, stores, &c , will

cost £4,000 or thereabouts ; and the site, lines

laid in the depot, overhead equipment, drainage,

paving of the yard and other incidentals will

raise the total cost of the depot to about £30,000,
against Mr. Piatt's original estimate of £32,000.

St. Andrews.—The new church of the Parish
of St. Leonards was opened on the 28th ult. The
building has been erected to accommodate 500
persons, and has cost about £5,000. It is designed
in the Norman style, and consists of a nave, ter-

minated by a large semicircular vaulted apse,

and a side aisle, terminated by a smallei apse

used as a baptistery. The nave is separated from
the aisle by a richly-decorated stone arcade. The
church is entered by a finely -sculptured porch,

and there is a large square tower, the base of

which contains the organ. The usual vestry and
sesasion-house accommodation are also provided.

The church has been built of dressed ashlar stone-

work, both externally and internally. The roofs

are of pitch pine, open to the ridge, and are

covered with green slates. The floors are of red

tiles, and the pews are of oak, many of the bench-
ends being carved. The communion-table,
pulpit, and minister's desks are all of oak, richly

carved. The font—brought from the Old College

Chui'ch—is of marble. The church will be lighted

by inverted incandescent gas-brackets. Three
memorial windows have been gifted to the church.

The work was designed by Mr. P. MacGregor
Chalmers, architect, Glasgow, with whom has

been associated as his local representative Mr.
David Henry, architect.

Tlie second international congress for th3 advance-
ment of instruction in drawing was opened on
Tuesday at Berne by M. Comtesse (President of the

Federal Council), who delivered an address wel-

coming the delegates. The deliberations of the

congress will continue until to-morrow. Great
Britain is represented by 45 delegates, and the

United States by 37.

Three painted panels have been inserted in the

front of thealtarmSt. Faith's Chapel, Westminster
Abbey. The centre panels represents Christ reign-

ing from the Cross, which is set up in the midst of

the universe. The second panel portrays St. Faith,

who is kneeling on a bed of torture, beneath which
are burning coals. In her hand she bears a palm
branch. Her eyes are uplifted to Heaven, wlule a
dove, which has descended, crowns her as martyr.

The third panel depicts St. Caprasius kneeling in

prayer with mitre and crozier laid aside.

Mr. Charles E. Keyser has in preparation a work
on " Norman Tympana and Lintels Existing at the

Present Time in the Churches of Great Britain." It

will contain full descriptions, with photographic
illustrations, of over 150 examples. The publisher

is Mr. Elliot Stock, who is also bringing out a new
work on "The Castles of Ireland," by C. L.

Adams. It will contain information derived from
sources hitherto inaccessible, and will be illustrated

with original sketches by Canon O'Brien, incumbent
of Adare.

STATUES, MEMOBIALS, &o.

Bulawayo.—The memorial to the men who fell

in the Matabele War of 1893 at Shangani, on the

Matopos, was unveiled on July 5. The memorial
is erected on the eastern slope of the World's View,
about 600 yards from the grave of Cecil Rhodes.

It is built in the Grecian style in massive blocks of

four equal sides, and is erected on the sloping face

of the hill, its base curving gracefully into the rock.

Great blocks of granite, many weighing over seven

tons and few under three, have been quarried from
adjacent kopjes, and faced and worked into perfect

shape. The height of the memorial is 33ft. Each
side has a measurement of 24ft. across, and the

building tapers to 20ft. below the double cornice,

swelling again at the outer edge to 23ft. 2in.

Inside this structure of everlasting durability is

a /vault 10ft. cube, wherein the relics of the

Shangani Heroes are entombed. This vault was
built with a coved arch to withstand the enor-

mous weight of the superincumbent stone and roof.

After the relics were deposited a huge granite block

was forced into its place with screwjacks, and the

opening hermetically sealed with cement. Near the

top of the memorial, under the cornice, are the

bronze panels, the work of Mr. John Tweed, illus-

trative of Major Wilson and his party. The figures

stand out in relief, exhibiting about half the body.

The panels measure 15tt. in length by 7ft. in height

;

each is cast in three pieces, formed so that the

edges overlap and allow of riveting. The con-

struction of the monument has been completed by
Mr. J. Laughton.

CHIPS.

A ladies' pavilion was added to the attractions of

Dunbar on Tuesday. Tne building is located at the

ladies' swimming-pond, and has been erected from
plans prepared by Mr. Thomson, C.E., Edinburgh.

It consists of fourteen dressing-houses, and a very

comfortably seated verandah.

A picture of Christ appearing to Mary after the

Resurrection has been discovered at Grimsby. It is

believed to be the work of Vandyck, though this ia

as yet by no means assured.

The chancel of Keyston Church has been restored

at a cost of £350. The contractor was Mr. C.

Pettit, of Thrapston, and the architect was JSIr.

Townsend, of Peterborough.

The Boys' Home, Tatteuhall, has been reopened,

after enlargement and improvements at a cost of

£1,300.

Caverswall Roman Cathohc Church, Cheadle, was
reopened on Sunday week after renovation and the

erection of a new organ.

In succession to Professor Unwin, F.R.S. (re-

signed), Mr. W. E. Dalbav, M.A., B.Sc, has been

appointed the professor of civil and mechanical
engineering at the Central Technical College, Fins-

bury.

Mr. McKelland, sculptor, St. John's Wood,
N.W., has been commissioned by the Islington

South African War Memorial Committee to execute

a memorial statue, in bronze, commemorative of the

ninety-one IsUngtonians who fell in the recent

war. The design, which has been chosen from
amongst numerous other outlines, on the recom-
mendation of Sir E. J. Poynter, P.R.A., and Sir W.
Richmond, R.A., represents a symbolical female

figure awarding the laurel wreath of victory. The
work, with the pedestal, on which the names of the

fallen are to be inscribed, will, when completed,

adorn Highbury Fields. The cost is estimated

at £800.

Giacomo Boni, the archiBologist who is directing

the excavations of the Forum in Rome, has found a

heavy capstan, with eight fixed levers of wood.
The wood is perfectly preserved, while the iron

fixtures have become oxidised. This discovery is ^
considered of the greatest importance, as being the

first known mechanical contrivance dating back

2,000 years. The capstan, which was found almost

intact, is over six feet in diameter.

A despatch has been received at the Board of

Trade reporting that tenders will be received up to

3nth August, at the Technical Bureau of the

Ministry of the Colonies, The Hague, for the supply

of 1,371 tons of asphalted cast-iron mains for

waterworks in Java, to be delivered at Samarang.
The conditions of contract can be obtained at a cost

of 2-50 florins (43. 2d.) from Mart. Nijhoff, Nobel-
straat, 18, The Hague.

The annual prize distribution in connection with

the grammar school at Thetford on Thursday week
was marked by the formal opening of two new
science laboratories. The physical laboratory is on
the ground floor, and a stone staircase gives com-
munications with the chemical laboratory on the

floor above. Externally the new buildings, in

harmony with the old, are of flint, with freestone

dressings. The old chemical laboratory, which only

accommodated eight students, is to be converted

into a carpenter's shop.
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TO OOBRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ouraelyes responsible for the opiniona of

OUT correspondents. All conununicationa should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

eommunications respecting illustrations or literary matter
ri^ouldbe addressed to the EDITOR of the Building
News, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
W.C., and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not unfrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not xmdertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
Thk Stband Nkwspapee Company, Limjtkd.

Telegraphic Address:—"Timeserver, London."
Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. JJKXXJV. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 12a. each, by post
128. lOd.), as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI.,
XLIX., Lm., LXI., LXn., LXIV., LXV., LXVI.,
Lxvn., Lxvin., lxtx.. lxxi., Lxxn., Lxxrn.,
LXXrV., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVU., LXXIX.,
LXXX., LXXXI., LXXXn., and LXXXni. may still

be obtained at the same price; all the other bound
volumes are out of print. Most of the back numbers of
former volumes are, however, to be had singly. Sub-
scribers requiring any back nuHibera to complete
volume just ended should order at once, as many of
them soon run out of print

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Butldino Nkws,
price 28., post free 28. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Found per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
Onited Stiites, £1 68. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgiimi, £1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6a. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the "West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Oompetition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Ooxnpanies, and all official

advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being 5s. for
four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and
MisceUaneoas and Trad© Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 48. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of
more than six insertions can be ascertained on appUcation
to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.
The charge for advertisements for "Situations

Vacant" or "Situations Wanted" and "Part-
nerships" is OsB Shilling fob TwEKXT-poaa Words,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. All Situation
Advertisements must be prepaid.

•« ' Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand
"W-C, free of charge. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiBer an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See
Notice at head of "Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on appUcation
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
most reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
izuertion.

Bbceived.—R. C. L.-G. L. G. and Sons.—D. F.. Ltd.—
i M. A. H.-H. 0.—R.—L. M.-B. F. Q,

Covrespanlrentt

CULTIVATED V. INTUITIVR .SKILL IN
AKCUITKCTKUAL DESIGN.

To the Editor of the Buildino News.
Sir,—'^'our reviewer's remarks in this week's

BuiLni.vo Nkws anent the Eton War Memorial
competition designs is, I think, after ex-
amining the plans, more than jiistiaed ; for,
on th? whole, they are undoubtedly a very in-
different lot of schemes, looking at them as
examples of architectural art. That Mr. Norman
Shaw should, as the committee assort, have ex-
pressed himself warmly in their approval is only
an evidence of an amiable desire to be agreeable,
or else may be taken in a cynical sense not entirely
foreign in the previous utterances of that eminent
personage. Be that as you will, "the committee
of taste in charge of the aff .ir do not appear to
have been convinced. The one thing which,
however, standi out in the cloaro-it way possible
IB that education alone makes but little for archi-

tectural power, and that social advantage, with

all the gains belonging to travel and derivable

from associating with cultivated artistic people,

have, nevertheless, their limitations. An anti-

Kegistrationist writer, a shoit time since, speaking

about the poverty of the architectural designs of

certain advocates of that movement, somewhat
spitefully said their paucity of merit accounted for

their desire to get themselves registered. On the

other hand, it is hardly to be supposed that either

of the Etonian architects, the authors of these

shockingly indifferent productions now on view

at the Society of Antiquaries, wou'd contem-
plate with equanimity any idea of being regis-

tered with the ordinary or common architectural

practitioner. The advocates of education have
been urging that it is only necessary to promote
higher cultivation and insist upon greater

technical training, and better art will result. The
fact is that, unless the architect is endowed with
intuitive ability, no amount of training will en-

able him to design artistic conceptions. The
gentlemen who have taken part in this particular

contest have had every advantagn, inasmuch as

they have enjoyed a liberal education, though at

the same time for the greater part, it would
seem, they do not happen to have been fettered

and restricted by the parJicu'ar horrors pictured

by Mr. Norman Shaw in his book on " Archi-
tecture : a Profession or an Art r " as being neces-

sarily associated with the R.I.B.A. examinations.

Soma of the drawings submitted would disgrace

the records of a country School of Art, and one
wonders who can have taught these Etonians to

draw. Skill in draughtsmanship at any rate is

not the cause of their failure, as is often alleged

to be the source of non-success architecturally,

and yet some of them had the best of examplars
to follow.—I am, &c..

Ax Old Tee-Suvari!.

A faculty has been granted in the York Con-
sistory-court to the churchwardens of Beverley
Minster to erect two stained-glass windows in the
south aisle, beneath one of which is to be placed a
bronze memorial tablet, to the officers and men of

the Eist Yorkshire Kegiment who lost their lives in

the South African war. A stained-glass window is

also to be inserted in the south aisle, while a small
lancet window ia to be placed in the chapter-house
door in the south aisle.

At Shrewsbury a memorial to the officers and
men of the .Shropshire regiment who fell in South
Africa has been placed in the Shire Hall by the
county council. Tne regimental memorial stands
on St. Chad's-terrace, overlooking the Quarry. Of
white Sicilian marble, it portrays a soldier of the
regiment in full marching order who is in sad
reverie, with his arms resting on the butt end of

his rifle. With the pedestal, the height of the struc-

ture is 16ft. At the base, on the side fronting the
terrace, is a medallion of Queen Victoria and mili-

tary emblems, with an inscription.

The fine old parish church of St. Mary, Newing-
ton, K-jnt, is about to be restored under the
direction of Mr. G. H. Godsell, of the firm of James
Brooks, Son, and Godsell, 35, Wellington-street,

Strand, W.C. Mr. William Farmenter, of Braintree,

ia the contractor.

.Scaffolding has recently been erected around the
Bell Harry Tower of Canterbury Cathedral in order
to facilitate a thorough examination of the condi-
tion of the building, and to ascertain what degree
of restoration may be necessary. The Dean states

that no fear's are entertained of structural unsound-
ness, but the ornamentation of the windows is in

some considerable danger.

On Monday memorial -stones of a new Primitive
Methodist chapel and Sunday school were laid at
Holbeton. The old building has l>een demolished,
and at the rear of the site the society has decided to

erect a chajiel 40ft. by 20ft. to seat 200, a school-

room, with vestries, boilerhouee, &c. The scheme
cost about 1700. The front of the building will be
of local stone, pointed in cement and brick tlressing,

the architect being Mr. W. II. May, of Plymouth.

At Alnwick last week the Dowager Duchess of

Northumberland opened the new school which the
present Duke has given to the town. The site is

valued at £.),000, and the buildings at .€10,000.

The new Wesleyan church at Purston was opened
last week. Messrs. (iiraideand Penniogtou are the

architects. The new church and schools are esti-

mated to cost about £13,.300, with saating accommo-
dation for 0.30.

A cloister portion of the church of St. Birtholo-
mew-tbe- Great, Soiithfield, which has for many
centuries been separated and secularised, has been
recently purchased, and wdl bo restored to the
church.

Int^it0mmunicati0n«

Ql'ESTIOys.

[12073.]—Famplng Sewage.—Ia a district of
20,000 population the sewage has to be pumped for a
distance of half a mile with a total lift of 6uft. The
water consumption is known to be 20 gallons per head of
the population, and the dry weather flow of sewage has
been gauged on several occasions, and found to be 22
gallons per head. What size pumping-main would you
suggest, and what I.H.P. engines will be required ?

—

R. M. O.

[12074.]—Party Colours.—What is the exact mean-
ing of the term " party colours "

.' And would a clause
containing the words " finished in approved tints " cover
this ? If not, would these worda mean that the work
could only be finished in one colour throughout .' Would
two different shades of the same colour be termed ' party
colours " .'—A. S.

[12075] -Quinquennial Valuation of Entire
Building; Occupied as Tenem ^nts.—In a metro-
politan parish a building, occuuied as separate tenements,
has been assessed at a lump sum, which, in the absence of
alteration in value, applies for the current quinquennial
period. The owners have applied to have the several
tenements separately assessed, and require the overseers
to make a provisional valuation li-t accordingly. No in-
crear-e or decrease in value appears to have taken place
since the existing assessment was made. The sections
bearing on the point seem to he Sec. 23 of the Union
Assessment Act, 1862, and Sec. 47 of Metropolis Valuation
Act, 1869. Are sepirate assessments rightly demanded
under these circumstances ?—Ou'.veb.

REPLIES.
[12072.]—Valuations.—Believe only for cases of

probate or mortgages. Auctioneer's license apparently
covers all. Some of the law booksellers, say. Reeves and
Turner, 3, Breams-buildings ; Maxwell and Co., Stevens
and Sons, Wildy and Sons, Jordan and Sons, Butter-
worth and Co., &:c., may have copy of a useful book of
forms, tables, &c. Law stationers would inform you about
stamp required, and also on forms used.—Recent's Park.

CHIPS.
The new town-hall at Westhoughton, Lanes,

which is approaching completion, has had erected

in the "Tower a large clock with three illuminated

dials, and striking hours by Messrs. John Smith and
Sons, Midland Clock Works, Derby. The same
firm are now making a similar large clock for

Redruth Town-hall, Cornwall.

Mr. J. J. Burnet, A.R.S.A., of Glasgow, has
been selected to prepare plans for the addition

about to be made to the British Museum.

Steps are being taken to secure the erection of a
statue of the late Rev. C. H. Spurgeon in the new
Baptist Church House.

Bournemouth has celebrated the completion of

two important works— the construction of a new
drive on the fashionable East Cliff and the acquire-

ment of Boscombe Pier as a municipal property.

The new drive is a mile in length, and is a con-

tinuation of the road along the top of the cliff

which has existed for many years, from which
magnificent views of the Isle of Wight, Purbeck
Hills, Corfe Castle, &c., can be obtained. The
Boscombe Pier was recently acquired by the town
authorities for £9,000, and h^.s been thoroughly

renovated at a cost of .f3,000, a new bandstand
being erected on the pierhead.

The executors of the late Mr. John Lund, a
former mayor of Blackburn, intimated that the

testator has directed the immediate gift to St.

Silas's Church, Blackburn, of £2,000 for a tower,

aud £200 for a stained east window.

A memorial tablet was erected last Friday on
No. 50, Devonshire-8tr«et, Portland-place, the

house where Sir John Herschel lived from 1.S21 to

1827. The tablet is of encaustic ware, and choco-

late in colour, and is erected under the scheme of

the London County Council relative to houses of

interest.

The new organ recently erected in Conington

Church, just off the Great North Road, was dedi-

cated by the Bishop of Peterborough on Thursday

week.

In connection with the extension improvement of

King-street Wesleyan Church, Dudley, involving

an expenditur.3 of .€3,000, four commemorative
tablets were laid last week. The additions will

include a new frontage, surmounted by a parapet,

the erection on one side of the chapel, and in line

with it, of a two-story building for literary and
other purposes, and on the other of a caretaker's

house, in the formation of an ornamental tower;

also the provision at the rear of a new vestry and
improved exits. Tlie interior improvements will

include an electric-light installation and complete

redecoration.

The Highways Committee of the Cumberland
County Council have decided to recommend that a

new road he mide from Seatoller to the top of the

Honister Pass, the road to have a uniform gradient

of 1 in Yi.
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liEQAL INTELLIGENOB.
A Claim fob Cosimission.—At Chester Castle,

last week, Mr. E. Pollock, K.O., one of the official

referees of the King's Bench Division, sat to arbi-
trate on a disputed claim to commisBion. The
plaintUi's were the executors of the late Mr.
Nathaniel K. Griffith, mining engineer, Wrexham,
and the defendants the Holywell and Halkyn
Mining and Tunnel Co., Ltd. The claim was for
commission as engineer in connection with the
construction of the Milwr Tunnel. From the open-
ing it appeared that the total claim was £1,891 7s.,
and the cash paid which was not in dispute £1,455,
leaving a balance of £439 78., which was the
subject of the present issue. Defendants denied
liability to pay 5 per cent, commission upon wages
and materials. After a lengthy sitting the referee
gave judgment for the plaintiti's in the sum of
£94 5s. 9d., which was the amount the defendants,
in the course of the action, admitted to be due.
Under the circumstances he decided that each party
should pay their own costs.

Disputed Accouxt. — Jeejiyn and Sons v.
Mount.—This was an action tried at Norwich
to recover £11 lis. Id. for work done. The
plaintiffs were William Jermyn and Sons, builders
and contractors. Coach and Horses-street, Nor-
wich, and the defendant was Mr. Mount, of
13, Somerleyton-street, Norwich. Mr. Joseph
appeared for the plaintiffs. The corporation
required certain work to be carried out on
defendant's premises, and the plaintiffs sent in an
estimate for the same, amounting to £9 7s. 4d.
Certain items were knocked off, and finally the
defendant accepted an estimate amounting to
£S 19s. lOd. As the work proceeded further
requirements were made by the corporation, and
the defendant instructed the plaintiffs to carry it

out, and for this they charged €2 Us. 3d., making
the total cost £U lis. Id. The work was well
done, and was approved by the corporation. The
defendant disputed several items in the bill, and
his Honour took infinite pains to show him they
were in accordance with the estimate. His Honour
said he was of opinion the plaintiffs must recover
on every portiou of their claim, and gave judgment
accordingly, with costs, payable forthwith.

A Wall in the Way.—Thomas Ward, coal,
coke, iron, and machinery merchant, of Sheffield
and elsewhere, sued Ellis Bobinson, stone merchant,
Bradford, on Monday, at the Leeds Assizes to
recover £96, the balance of the price of a certain
quantity of stone sold to him, or for damages for
bleach of contract. It appeared that in June,
1901, the Bowling Iron Company mill was in
liquidation, and the liquidator sold to the plaintiff
the machinery and plant and stone. Included in
the sale was a quantity of ashlar stone, which was
used for the foundations of the engines, steam-
hammers, &c. The plaintiff sold the ashlar stone
to the defendant at 3s. Gd. per ton, there being
probably about 1,000 tons of ashlar stone, and only
about 213 tons had been removed. Mr. Waugh stated
that the ashlar stones, many of them weighing ten
tons, were attached to the freehold of the premises,
and were bolted down. It was understood that
any stone left on the premises in 1902 should be for-
feited. That clause in the contract was not
communicated to the defendant. The defendant
removed a quantity of the stone, but he had not
removed the remamder because there was a brick
wall upon the stone, which he understood was to
have been taken down. Until the wall was re-
moved he could not remove the stone. His
Lordship gave judgment for plaintiff for the amount
claimed, with costs.

Light and Aie.—Kine v. Jolly.—High Court
of Justice, Chancery Division, before Mr. Justice
Kekewich.—This was a retrial of a light and air
case on Tuesday. The action was originally tried
before Mr. Justice Kekewich in December, 1903,
when his Lordship granted a mandatory injunction
as to so much of the defendant's building as inter-
fered with the ancient lights mentioned in the
statement of claim, but the operation of the in-
junction was stayed pending an appeal to the Court
of Appeal, Before the appeal came on for hearing
the judgment of the House of Lords in "Colls v.
Home and Colonial Stores " had been delivered,
and in these circumstances the Court of Appeal
remitted the case to the judge for retrial, the costs
of the first trial and of the appeal being reserved to
be dealt with by their lordships after the new trial.

The plaintiff was a widow lady, and she resided
with her family at a house situated in Acacia-road,
Acton, and known as Woodthorpe. She complained
that the defendant had recently built a house
which materially obstructed the access of light to
the windows of the drawing-room and the morning-
room on the ground floor, and the hall of the house.
It was admitted that the lights were ancient. The
case was argued in July last, when his lordship
reserved judgment upon the question whether the
remedy ought to be inj notion or damages. Mr,
Justice Kekewich, in delivering judgment, said:

—

The first question is whether the plaintiff has
a cause of action. This has to be considered

on the lines of the recent decision in the House
of Lords—"Colls v. Home and Colonial Stores,
Ltd," ([1904] A,C., 179)—which lays down a rule
admittedly difficult of application, but in itself

profoundly simple. The Lord Chancellor says

(p. 1S5), *'The question is in each case whether
it" (that is, obstruction of light) "amounts to a
nuisance which will give a right of action," and
Lord Lindley says (p, 210), " the question to be
decided is not how much light is left, but whether
the plaintiff' has been deprived of so much as to
constitute an actionable nuisance," In the current
number of the Laiv Qiiarlnhi Sn-lrir it is neatly
stated thus:—"An actionable wrong is committed
only by a material privation of light for the prac-
tical purposes of business or occupation,'' That, in

this case, there has been an obstruction of light
which can be seen and felt (I purposely avoid such
words as considerable and material) is clear beyond
dispute, and was not contested. Is it such as to
constitute a nuisance ? A material privation of
light for the practical purposes of business or
occupation '^ On the affirmative or negative answer
to this question depends the plaintiff's right to
maintain the action. At the first trial I was con-
vinced that there had been an interference with
the enjoyment of the drawing-room, and that,
though it still remained a well-lighted room, it had
been deprived at certain seasons and for certain
times of the direct sunlight, which, however we
may treat it, must be regarded as a treasure by all.

I see no reason to alter that opinion, but testing the
result by the House of Lords' rule, and taking as my
guide Lord Lindsay's expression of it, which is

perhaps the most favourable to the plaintiff, I

cannot deem the obstruction to be actionable. It is

such an obstruction as she might, having regard to
all the surrounding circumstances, have reasonably
anticipated as almost a necessary accident, and,
notwithstanding the obstruction, she has still a
well-lighted apartment apt for its appointed pur-
pose—use as a drawing-room—and practically as
useful and enjoyable as of old. Taking this room
alone, the plaintiff has no cause of action. There
is another point arising in this connecsion which it

will be more convenient to discuss later on. At the
second trial there was mooted a new question which
must now be considered—viz., whether there is an
actionable obstruction of light coming to what is

called the hall—a porch with glazed doors leading
into the house and a fanlight over. The evidence
is clear that this part of the house did enjoy a large
measure of light, and that a considerable portion has
been obstructed. There is also evidence that it was
occasionally used as a sitting-room, and I conclude
that the occasional use was j ust when the obstruction
will now render the spot less cheerful. One can
well understand annoyance at such interference with
amenities which after all do enter into the enjoy-
ment, and even the comfort, of domestic life ; but
taken alone I cannot regard it as a nuisance within
the meaning of the judgment in the House of Lords.
Of its relation to other things I will speak in the
sequel. The great cause of complaint has been of
the obstruction of light to what has been called, and
properly called, the morning-room. It was an ex-
ceptionally well-lighted room, and even now is

well lighted, so that if the test were whether there
is sufficient light left to enable the room to be used
for the purposes for which it was designed there
would be no further question. As I understand the
judgments in the House of Lords that is not the
test, though it is matter for consideration. I have
evidence confirmed, I venture to think by universal
experience, that in suburban or country residences
not rising to the dignity of mansion-houses, the
third room on the ground floor—that is, the living

or sitting-room—in addition to the dining and
drawing-rooms, is the most important of all, the
one most used, the one most devoted to family life,

the one most intimately associated with the senti-
ment of home. For the complete enjoyment
of such a room cheerfulness is essential.

During the darker hours that may be attained
by artificial means, but during the day it depends
mainly on external light. That there has been a
large obstruction of light by the erection of the de-
fendant's house is abundantly clear, and I think it

also clear that there has been a large interference
with the cheerfulness of the room. There is a con-
flict of evidence respecting the capability of the
room as it now is for reading purposes. Experi-
ments not conducted on strictly scientific lines are
invariably untrustworthy, and generally misleading.
It is impossible with any advantage to compare an
experiment with another unices assured that the
materials and conditions were precisely identical in

both. In the reading experiments reported to me
no one has given me the means of comparison even on
a basis more crude than that, but still pretending to
some accuracy. The evidence about reading must
be dismissed altogether. Nevertheless, there is a
considerable body of evidence touching the altered
character of the room. Mr. Reid was impatient
and did not assist me much, but his wife was a
better witness, and some of her detail evidence,
especially about the sewing, was pertinent. The
family may have been hasty in abandoning the
looming-room, but I cannot suppose that they would

hive continued the abandonment if further experi-

ence had shown them that it was not, after all, much
deteriorated. They have had the experience on the
weekly adjournment from the dining- room, and it has
not tempted them to return. Fortunately, there is no
lack of independent evidence, I have seen many
witnesses, including Mr, Virgo, who knew the
house and this particular room before the erection

of the defendant's house, and have visited it since,

and, after making large allowance for inaccuracy in

reading experiments and the exaggeration which
always enters into evidence in such questions, I am
bound to treat their testimony as fully confirming
that of Mrs, Reid, I am convinced that the
character of the room is altered, and that, though
still a well-lighted room, it has lost in the obstruc-
tion of light one of its chief charms and advantages.
In determining whether this is a nuisance or not 1

must take into consideration all the surrounding
circumstances, not forgetting that the plaintiff pur-
chased a house with the knowledge which must be
imputed to her—that it was one of a projected row
of houses, and that sooner or later there was sure
to be erected on the adjoining plot then vacant
another house which was not unlikely to be of a
size and character similar to her own. Having
given all these Jcircumstances full consideration, I
have come to the conclusion that the obstruction of
light to the morning-room is a nuisance within the
meaning of the authorities on that subject. The
plaintiff having a cause of action, and being entitled

to relief, the next questions concerns the form which
that relief should take. She insiste that damages
are not an adequate remedy, and I concur ; but is

she entitled to an injunction which, if granted at
all, must be mandatory r The teaching of the House
of Lords is that in a majority of cases damages
constitute the proper and sufficient remedy, but it

by no means excludes an injuoction where circum-
stances require it. Lord Macnaghten says that be
has some difficulty in following out a suggested rule

that an injunction ought to be granted where sub-
stantial damages would be given at law, and I

respectfully agree with him. But the evidence
before me would not merely justify substantial

damages, but would do it on a ground which
would give the verdict weight apart from the
amount awarded, I gave the parties an opportunity
of calling evidence respecting the alleged deprecia-
tion of the premises, or, in other words, the lettable

and saleable value. The plaintiff called witnesses
of experience and position, who gave their opinions
and stated their reasons for them in a manner
which commanded attention ; while, on the other
side, not only were the witnesses less weighty, but
they ignored, and perhaps wisely ignored, the real

question on which their opinion was asked. They
concluded that there was no depreciation by reason
of the obstruction of light, because they thought
there was no obstruction of light wluch could Jl
materially affect the house or its occupants, I do ^M
not propose to say with precision what the damages,

"
if damages were the proper remedy, ought to be,

but they could scarcely be less than £300 to £400,
and such a sum is not merely substantia], but, when
given by reason of the injury to one of the most
useful rooms in the house, is a cogent argument
against the adequacy of any damages at all. There
is, in my judgment, no other reason why the Court
should not, to use Lord Macnaghten's language,
incline to damages rather than an injunction. The
case does not fall within any other of the ex-
ceptions mentioned by him (p. 193). The defendant
knew that there were ancient lights to be respected,

and the architect intended to respect them, accord-
ing, of course, to his own opinions touching the
extent of respect required. He did not inten-
tionally transgress the line laid down by himself for
himself, and he adheres to the opinion that he has
done nothing which the law will not allow. On
the other hand, there is no attempt at extortion,

nor has there been delay in commencing proceed-
ings. The plaintiff knew that the defendant did
not intend to injure her, and properly waited until

the real facts of the case could be ascertained.

Under these circumstances it appears to be my duty
to grant a mandatory injunction, and the question
occurs what shall be its form and extent ? Take
the extent first. It is argued on behalf of the
plaintiff, that I must regard the nuisance to the house
as a whole. But there might not be a nuisance
as regards any particular part of a house and
yet the aggregate injury to different parts might con-
stitute a nuisance to the whole, or, in other words,
that as the whole is the sum of the parts so the
whole injury is a combination of the detailed

injuries. This is a novel point. It could not well

have risen of late years, while the obstruction of

light was regarded as an interference with property
and the access of light to each window had to be
considered separately and the interference in one
instance neither increased nor diminished the value
of interference in others. But now that the rule is

that the plaintiff must succeed or fail according as he
establishes a nuisance or not, the situation is altered

and the proper question for a judge or jury is no
longer. Has the access of light to this or that window
been so obstructed as to create a nuisance ?—but. Has
the defendant so obstructed the access of light to the
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plaintiff' a house as to create a nuisance ? In thisaspect
of the case the interference with the dressing-room
comes into consideration ; but on the evidence
before me now I am convinced, though my opinion
was different in the first trial, that the interference
with that room may safely be treated as a negligible

quantity, that is, as not adding an appreciableamount
to the total weight. It is otherwiseas regards the hall.

Taking that alone, I should not hold a nuisance
established, and, even it it were, I should certainly
consider the case one for damages ; but the inter-

ference with the hall cannot be treated as a negli-
gible quantity, especially as, according to the
evidence, it certainly enters into the diminution of
value of the house, although the experts could not
say, because they had not considered, what ought
to be attributed to that item alone. I must treat
the nuisance as created by the obstruction of the
light to the morning-room phis the obstruction of
light to the hall, and make the injunction extend
to both. As regards the form. Lord Macnaghten's
remarks give a guide which it ought not to be diffi-

cult to follow. I propose to order the defendant to
pull down so much of his house as causes a nuisance
to the plaintiff by the obstruction of light to the
windows of the morning-room and to the hall, as
the same existed previously to the erection of that
house. The defendant must pay the costs of tbin

second trial. The earlier costs are removed from
my jurisdiction. Here my judgment, strictly
speaking, ends ; but I desire to add two remarks.
First, it is not unreasonable to suppose that the
defendant will wieli to have the opinion of the Court
of Appeal on a question of vast importance to him,
and presenting many points of difficulty. Full
opportunity for this should be given. I think that
the best course is not to suspend the injunction
or to limit a time within which the order of the
Court must be obeyed so as to cover the period
estimated to be required for an appeal, but to inti-
mate, as I do intimate, that no application to
enforce the order will be regarded as proper, or,
indeed, as otherwise than oppressive, so long as an
appeal presented with reasonable diligence is pend-
ing. I must leave it to the plaintiff's solicitors to
decide whether they shall tax the costs or not ; but
I suggest that they should not. If they do, they
will, of course, give the usual undertaking to repay
what, if anything, the Court of Appeal thinks they
ought not to have received. Secondly, the plaintiff
was perfectly justified in asking me to decide the
case according to strict rights. I have not shirked
the onerous task. She has my opinion—considered
and expressed to the best of my ability. Having
discharged that duty, I deem myself at liberty to
offer a word of advice—immediately to the plaintiff,
but also to the defendant. Damages are not, in
my opinion, an adequate remedy, but they are a
partial remedy, and the plaintiff would be well
advised in accepting—what the defendant would be
well advised to offer—a substantial sum to settle all

disputes and put an end, once for all, to litigation
and costs. You will deprive me of the advantage
of having a troublesome judgment reviewed in the
Court of Appeal. You will deprive the legal pro-
fession, and many outside it, of an instructive
discussion followed by instructive judgments on
many points which the decision in the House of
Lords leaves open for argument ; but you will
secure immunity from law and lawyers, and you
will avoid risks the precise outcome of which your
most competent advisers will hesitate to predict with
certainty. Vrrhxtn sapienti.

AcTio.v Against Eakl Cadooan.—Robinson v.
Caijogan.—This was an action by Professor Henry
Kobinson, M.I.C.E., in the King's Bench Division,
to recover from Earl Cadogan tlOI for professional
services rendered in connection with the Earl's op-
position to a sewage scheme of the Bury St.
Edmund's Corporation. The defence was that Pro-
fessor Robinson had exceeded his instructions by
preparing an alternative scheme to that proposed by
the corporation, and that his charges were excessive
and unreasonable. Mr. Justice Lawrence, on
Tuesday, reserved judgment.

Pavin-o of Nkw Steekts.—Mayob, &c., of
Hami-btead v. Midland Railway Co.—In the
King's Bench Division, before Mr. Justice Bigham,
this was a special case stated by agreement of the
parties for the opinion of the Court on a question of
law arising in an action by the plaintift's to recover
from the defendant railway company the sum of
£1,2110 l'2s., the apportioned amount alleged to be
due from the defendant company in respect of the
estimated expenses of paving a certain portion of a
"new street" known as VVestbere-road, in the
Metropolitan Borough of Hampstead. The plain-
titl's, who, by virtue of the Metropolis Management
Act, wore the local authority for the Borough
of Hampstead charged with the duty of paving
new streets resolved on Juno 4, lllD.'i, to pave a
new street known as Westbere-road, and on Sep-
tember 25, 1903, they served upon the defendant

jcompany a notice demanding from them the sum of I

£1,2U0 123., the apportioned amount of the esti-
mated cost duo from them as the owners of land

,

*' bounding or abutting " on the new street. The I

defendants contended that they were not the owners

of the land in question within the meaning of the

Metropolis Management Act, 1S55 and 1802, and
were, therefore, not liable to contribute to the

expenses of paving the new street. The case stated

that the land in question was acquired and held

by the defendant company in the manner follow-

ing :—By section 18 of the Midland Railway Act,

1900, it was provided—"The following provisions

shall unless otherwise agreed apply and have
effect for the protection of Percy Horace Gordon
Powell-Cotton and his trustees (in this section

called the owners). (1) The company shall not

use any part of the sidings to be placed upon
the land to be acquired by the owners . . . .

for any purpose except for the standing of

empty passenger trains. (2) The company shall

acquire all the land of the owners up to VVestbere-

road and shall leave a strip of land 20ft. wide along
the whole length of such Westbere-road, and shall

at their own expense plant and maintain the same
with shrubs and trees to the reasonable satisfaction

of the owners, and shall at the like expense and to

the like satisfaction fence oft' the said land from the

Westbere-road by an open unolimbable iron fence

7ft. high, such planting and fencing to be carried

out within one jear from the company obtaining
possession of such lands and to be maintained by
the company." In accordance with the provisions

of subsection (2) of that section, the defendants
duly acquired the land therein referred to and left

a strip of land 20ft. wide along and contiguous to

the whole length of the west side of Westbere-road,
and planted and dealt with it in the manner pro-

vided by the section. They fenced off the land
from the Westbere-road by an open uncUmbable
iron fence 7ft. high, and planted a quick-set hedge
immediately inside the fence along its whole length.

On the other side of the strip the land sloped

down to the edge of their railway, a cutting having
been made for the purpose of its construction. In
these circumstances the plaintiffs contended that the

defendants were " the owners " of the land "bound-
ing and abutting " on the new street within the
meaning of the Metropolis Management Act, and
were liable to contribute the amount claimed. The
defendants contended ('/) that the land was not land
boundingor abuttingonthe street within the meaning
of section 75 of the Metropolis Management Amend-
ment Act, 1802 ;

(A; that the land was subject in per-
petuity to the burden of public and private rights

which deprived it of all beneficial value to the
defendants, and was not such land as was intended
by that section ; (< ) that the defendants were not
the owners of the land within the meaning of

that section and sections 105 and 250 of the
Metropolis Management Act, 1855. By sec-

tion 250 of that Act it is provided—" The
word ' owner ' shall mean the person
for the time being receiving the rack rent of the
lands or premises in connection with which the said

word is used whether on his own account or as

agent or trustee for any other person or who would
so receive the same if such lands or lands or
premises were let at a rack rent." The question
for the Court was whether on the true construction

of the Metropolis Management Acts, 1855 and 1S62,

and having regard to the provisions of the Midland
Railway Act, 1900, the defendants were liable to

pay to the plaintiffs the amount claimed. Mr.
Macmorran, K.C. (Mr. Courthope-Munroe with
him), on behalf of the plaintiffs, submitted that the
defendants were the owners of land within the
meaning of section 77 of the -Act of 1802, and that
the provisions of ths Midland Railway Act in regara
to the land did not bring the case within the decision

in the case of "The Great Eastern Railway Com-
pany V. Hackney Board of Works " (8 App. Cas.,

087), as the defendants' land was not thereby sub-
jected in perpetuity to the burden of a public right,

which deprived them of the beneficial use of the
land. The expression "extra commercium," used
by Lord Watson in his judgment in that case (at p.
093) meant nothing less than laud or buildings
"subject in perpetuity to the burden of a public

right," the owners being thereby deprived of the
beneficial use thereof. The defendants' land was
not subject to a public right, nor was it subject to

a public or private right " in perpetuity." A private
Act of Parliament was in the nature of a contract
between the parties which could lie waived by the
party for whose benefit the provision was passed.
He cited " London County Council v. Wandsworth
Borough Council " (1903, 1 K.B.. 797) :

" Wright
v. Ingle" (10 (J.B.U., 379); " Hornsey District
Council v. Smith " (1879, I Ch.. 813) ;

" Mayor, i-c,
of Hackney V. Lee Conservancy Board" (20 I'Ih Tniir.-,

Law Reports, 010) ;
" Goldsmid v. Great Eastern

Railway Co." (25 Ch.D., 511); "Savin v. the Hoy-
lake Railway Co." (L.R., 1 Ex., 9); " Countess of
Rothes V. Kirkcaldy Waterworks Commissioners "

(7 App. Cas., 091). Mr. Lush, K.C. (Mr. William
Wills with him), for the defendants, submitted that
the defendants were not owners of land within the
meaning of section 77 of the Act of 1802. The
etTect of the provision of the Midland Riilway Act
was to place the laud " extra commercium," and the
defendants being thereby deprived of the beneficial

use thereof were not the owners of land within the
meaning of the section. The case could not be dis-

tinguished from "The Great Eastern Railway Co.
V. Hackney Board of Works " {siipra) on the

grounds suggested on behalf of the plaintiff. The
defendants had been deprived of the beneficial use

of the land, and it made no difference whether they
were so deprived by reason of a public right over

the land, or by reason of the right of an individual

or individuals over the land. The land was subject

to the burden " in perpetuity " no less in the one
case than in the other. A public right might be

extinguished by Act of Parliament. He sub-

mitted that the provisions of the railway com-
pany's Act could not be waived by the Powell-
Cotton trustees, and that, however that might
be, the Court should look at the state of

things as they stood and not as they might be in

certain events which might or might not happen.
He cited " The Plumstead Board of Works v. the

British Land Co." (L.E., 10 Q.B., 203). Mr.
Justice Bigham, in delivering judgment on Wednes-
day, said that he had had the opportunity of

looking into the cases cited, and he thought that

the result of those cases was that when land was
incapable of yielding rack rent by reason of some
public use on or over such land, as, for instance, a,

church or road dedicated to the public, the owners
of such land were not owners of land within the

meaning of the Metropolis Management Acts, and
were reUeved from having to contribute in respect of

such lands to the expenses of paving a new street

;

but that where the burden on the land was merely
imposed for the benefit of some individual or set of

persons the owners of such land was not relieved

from having to contribute towards those expenses.

The reason for the distinction between the two
cases being that in the first case nothing but an Act
of Parliament could release the land of the burden,

whereas in the second case the burden might be
released by private contract. In the present case, a
burden was placed on the land in question for the

benefit of Mr. Powell-Cotton and his trustees by a
private Act of Parliament, and it would be com-
petent for Mr. Powell- Cotton by contract with the

defendants to release them from their obligation

towards him in respect of the land. See " Goldsmid
V. Great Eastern Railway Company" {siipya),

where it was held that a statute might be waived by
the party for whose benefit it was enacted, so as to

render the acts of persons disregarding it legal. The
arguments adduced by Mr. Lush were put forward
by Mr. Hemming in that case, and were dismissed

by the Court. In his opinion the defendants' con-

tention failed, aud there must, therefore, be j udgment
for the plaintiffs with costs. A stay of execution

was granted, with a view to an appeal.

Re Flew and Co.—At Bankruptcy Buildings, on
Tuesday, a first meeting of creditors was held under
the receiving order recently made against Messrs.

Frederick Richard Flew and John Pearce Flew, the

younger, builders, trading as Flew and Co., of

North End - road, West Kensington. Mr. E.
Leadam Hough, Senior Official Receiver, presided.

The debtors state that the business carried on by
them was commenced in 1895 by .T. P. Flew, and
was continued by him alone until November, 1898,

when he was joined in partnership by P. R. Flew.
The business came to a standstill on May 12 last,

when possession was taken by a receiver acting on
behalf of the mortgagees of certain properties of

the debtors. The statement of alYairs showed fully-

secured debts amounting to €125,829, an unsecured
indebtedness of €5,309, and assets estimated to

produce £29,910, consisting of an estimated surplus

value of securities in the hands of the fully-secured

creditors. These securities consist of charges on
land and houses. The meeting was adjourned with
a view to the lodging of a scheme of arrangement.

COErORATION AND CONTttACTOE. — A TaUNTOX
Case.—Ou Tuesday, at the Clifton Down Hotel,

Mr. Edward Pollock, Official Referee, opened the

hearing of an action referred from the High Court,
brought by Mr. Page, contractor, of Cardiff, against

the corporation of Taunton, to recover certain sums
of money which he alleged to be due to him in

respect of works carried out by him ic connection
with Taunton Sewerage Works, .\fter some dis-

cussion as to certain items in the accounts which
were admitted, the list of disputed items, number-
ing 15-1, was gone through. Mr. Hudson then
opened the plaintiff's case at length, remarking that

the case arose out of the reconstruction and con-
version of certain sewage tanks at Taunton into

septic tanks, and the work consisted of the con-
struction of grit chambers, septic tanks, filters

and storm fitters, and other works necessary

for the carrying out of the septic system.

The engineers were Messrs. Cameron, Common,
and Martin, and the claim arose firstly for

the balance which the plaintiff' said was
due to him for the work he had done
under the contract, and, secondly, for damages
for breaches of the contract. As to the latter

point, the plaintilT said that the defendants did not
give him possession of the sites to enable him to get
on with his work, that they did not give him plans

and instructions at the proper dime, and they took
upon themselves to supply materials and delayed
the supply of them. The consequence of this was
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that plaintiff was seriously hindered in the carrying
out of the work. Another ground of complaint was
that the defendants employed their engineers as
merchants to supply materials which plamtiff had
contracted to supply, and plaintiff also said that the
defendants did not allow the engineers to exercise
their proper functions, but interfered with their
discretion, and dictated to them as to what they were
and were not to do. The actual date of the com-
pletion of the work was April, 1903, about a year and
nine months behind the contract date, but plaintiff
contended that the delay was caused entirely by the
defendants and their engineers, excepting such por-
tion as was properly attributable to extra works and
alterations which were ordered by the defendants.
Counsel read voluminous correspondence, and had
not concluded his speech when the Court adjourned.
The hearing is likely to occupy several days.

Akchitects' Remuneeation.—Mateae t. Ains-
COUGU.—HuEKELL V. AiNscouoH.—The above cases
were tried together at the Liverpool Assizes on
Friday last. The case arose out of the defendant's
refusal to pay for plans and quantities, on account
of his not going on with the building. Complete
sets of plans, two sets of tracings, specification, and
all external |in. scale details, for an elaborate house
to cost £8,000, Quantities were taken out for
Messrs, Hurrell and Taylor, of Liverpool and Man-
chester, with the consent of the defendant, who is a
miller in a large way of business at Ainscough, the
contractor and his manager being present, and were
prepared to swear to this. An estimate was ob-
tained on these quantities, and sent to the defend-
ant, and at an interview with the contractor and his
manager the defendant gave the plaintiff to under-
stand that he was satisfied, and would think the
matter over. Some three weeks after this interview
defendant called at plaintiff's office and stated that
he had had serious bargains on the corn market,
and did not feel disposed to go to more than
£5,000 for the house. Plaintiff threreupon drew up
a complete set of plans and tracings, and roughly
estimated same at £5,500. It should be mentioned
that defendant, being personally acquainted with
Messrs. Naring and Gillow, wanted them to build
and furnish his house, and asked for no competitive
tender, expressed himself satisfied with the surveyor
checking the prices in the bill of quantities which
they did. After several letters (which were read in
Court) from the plaintiff advising the commence-
ment of the house to gain the fine weather, nothing
was heard until the plaintiff was informed by the
contractors that the defendant was altering his old
house instead of pulling down and rebuilding. Upon
this information plaintiff sent his account, claiming
2J per cent, on the £8,000, and the quantity sur-
veyors sent in their claim of 2J per cent, on the same
amouut. The defendant's reply to this was :

" I
cannot see my way to pay your account, for you
have not built the house," Some half-dozen letters
passed in as many months, urging an interview, and
stating that both architects and quantity surveyors
could not be expected to give their time and services
for nothing, and demanding payment. To all these
letters the defendant took no notice ; finally plain-
tiffs put the matter in their solicitors' hands.
The reply to their letter came, defendant's solicitor
disclaiming all liability on account of the iastruc-
tions as to cost being exceeded, and therefore the
plans were of no use to him, and disclaimed all lia-
bility with regard to quantities, denying having
ordered them or knowing anything about them, and
paid £101 into court for the plans only. The plaintiff
was the first called after Mr. Horrage, K.C, had
opened the case, and after an hour or so of cross-
examination by Mr, Pickford, K.C, the Judge
(Mr. Justice Jelf) advised a settlement, which was
eventually arrived at on the defendant paying £105
to the plaintiff (Mr. Matear), and £100 to Messrs.
Merritt and Taylor and all costs.

The Chester General Infirmary new operating
theatre has been opened. The structural arrange-
ments have been carried out under the direction of
Mr. T. M, Lockwood and Sons, Chester.

It is suggested that, as a memorial of the late
Mr, G. F, Watts, a shelter for the weary should be
placed in the grounds of QuUdford Castle, to record
local deeds of unselfish heroism. This, it will be
seen, is following out Mr, Watts's own idea in the
Postmen's Park.

At Truro Binkruptcy Court, last week, before
Judge Granger, William Henry James, builder,
Penryn, applied for his discharge. In 1,S99 debtor
was adjudicated bankrupt with a deficiency of
£185, alleged to have lieen caused by losses in con-
nection with a contract for building five houses at
Penryn, and costs in an action associated with the
breaking of the contract. No assets were realised.
His Honour suspended the discharge for two years.

Atthemsetingof ths Bilston District Council last
week, there was a discussion on a recommendation of
the general purposes committee to increase the salary
of the surveyor (Mr. Wakeford) from £250 to £300
per annum. The increase was granted by ten
votes to four.

Our 0f&tt €Mt
«t »

—

Alterations to be made at Buckingham Palace
during the absence of the Court obviously have
their place in the farther progress of the memo-
rial to liueen A'ictoria. The railings in front of

the palace are to be removed and replaced by
others of more ornamental design. The roadway
on Constitution-hill is also to be altered and
brought more into direct relation with the avenue
of the Mall, making a direct drive to Grosvenor-
place. The signs of the last-named change have
been evident for some time among the new curves
and sections of circles that have been tracing
themselves with increasing purport before the
palace. Nothing is heard as yet of the addition

to the palace roof of the dome that appeared in
the drawings some time ago.

The Chantrey Inquiry Gomraittee have met
this week to consider their report, and it is be-
lieved that it will be issued immediately. Some
believe the adminis' ration will be taken out of

the hands of the Academy, We hardly think so.

After the exposure of the Academy's administra-
tion of the trust, the like will surely never
happen again. Even the President on his last

examination agreed that a better result would
follow if a sub-committee were appointed whose
duty it would be to inspect the other galleries.

On the other hand, Lord Crewe, in reply to Sir

James Guthrie's appeal, s lid that the amour propre
of the Academy would not be considered at all in

framing the committee's report. Lord Windsor,
as the Government representative, is believed to

favour a council of three, and will not sanction
the setting aside the terms of the will. The
proposals for reform without going outside of the
will were briefly these:—To give the power of

purchase to one man, eiiher a member or an
associate elected by the whole Academy or the
I'resident, or to give it to a committee of three,

of whom one must be the President, The
counter-proposals were— to hand over the fund
to the national collection of British art and em-
power the director, Sir Charles Holroyd, to

purchase the pictures, to appoint an expert
collector, such as the curator of the British side

of the National Gallery, and to appoint a small
committee representing the Academy and the
other chief art associations. In whatever way
they decide, however, the chief thing the re-

formers aimed at has been gained. The Academy's
claim to be representative of Briiish art can hardly
be raised again in public.

The Westminster Council has resolved to

erect in Waterloo-place a memorial of the soldiers

of the Royal Artillery who fell in South Africa,

It is to be a work of some magnitude, and its

cost will be over £6,000. It is proposed to place

it between the United Service Club and the
Athen;i3um, and consequently it will face the
Guards' Monument on one side, and the Duke of

York's Column on the other. This means that it

cannot be seen at a distance, either from St,

James's Park or from Regent-street. Moreover,
as it is to be 35ft. high, it will probably be broad
enough to stand out behind the York column,
and so destroy the column's fine proportions as

setn from the Park. Altogether there are good
reasons why the Westminster City Council should
reconsider the matter. Waterloo-place has
already enough statues, and begins to look like

an outdoor Madame Tussauds.

The Court of Arbitration under the Metropolis
Water Act sat on July 28, under the presidency
of Sir E. Fry, the chairman, at the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers, when the various agree-
ments which have been arrived at between the
Metropolitan Water Board and the London water
companies for the satisfaction of a part of their

awards in water stock in lieu of cash were con-
sidered and confirmed. The award in cash to

seven out of eight of the companies amounted to

£24,695,200, and the stock equivalent accepted in

lieu of cash is over £24,000,000, the water stock

B at 109j amounting to upwards of 26} millions.

Subsequently the case of the New River Com-
pany and the Water Board was mentioned, and
arrangements as to future procedure made. The
matter of the valuation of the Clerkenwell Ejtate
stands over for some weeks.

Next week it is expected that a final settle-

ment will be arrived at with regard to the
constructional alterations of Drury Line Theatre.
In the early part of the present year the London
County Council made an order requiring the

directors of Drury Lane to put their house into a

condition more in keeping with modem ideas of

safety. The various requirements numbered well

over a hundred, many of them being, in the

opinion of the directors, absolutely unnecessary,

and they applied to the First Commissioner of

Works to appoint an arbitrator. Mr. Slater,

Vice-President of the R.I.B.A,, having been
appointed to hear evidence and settle the ques-

tion between the two parties, has been sitting at

Drury Lane, The only witnesses are Mr, Frank
T, Verity, architect, on behalf of the London
County Council, and Mr, Frank Matcham, archi-

tect, for the theatre,

SriiAKiNfi at the shareholders' meeting of the

South-Eastern Railway last week, Mr. Cosmo
Bonsor, the chairman, observed :—Something had
been said of the desire of the County Council to

take over Charing Cross Station and Hotel and
railway bridge. All he could tell them was that

the matter had never been seriously entertained

either by the Managing Committee or the South-

Eastern Board. It was some five years since the

subject was first raised, and a rough survey was

made by the engineer of the County CouncU and
the company's chief engineer as to what would
be necessary for procuring an alternative station

to the present Charing Cross terminus on the

south side of the Thames. It was absolutely out-

side anything in the form of private enterprise

to complete such a scheme. If t'ne County Council

considered it necessary for the improvement of

London, the committee would consider the

Council's proposals ; but no suggestion as to it

would come either from the Managing Committee
or the South-Eastern Company. There was no
doubt it would be an enormous improvement to

have the north and south connected by tramways
by the Charing Cross route, but btill it must be

reflected that Charing Cross station was one of

the principal assets of the companies, and occupied

an almost unique position in the centie of London.
They would require not only an excellent station,

but also a very considerable sum of money, to in-

duce them to move from that extraordinary

position,—Probably, Nobody expects thatglaiing

offender against public convenience, the South-
Eastern Railway, to study the public of London.
We trust it may find one of these days that it is

quite in the power of the London County Council

to make it adopt a more reasonable tone.

A 5IEETING of the Taxation of L^nd Values
Committee, which consists of twenty-five repre-

sentatives of tho principal rating authorities in

the United Kingdom, which was appointed at the

conferences held last year, was held at the West-
minster Palace Hotel on Tuesday morning, when
arrangements were made for convening the

municipalities in the autumn with a view to-

action being taken during the next session of

Parliament.

It is gratifying to note that the movement
against the smoke nuisance grows steadily

stronger, though much more might, of course,

be done. If the campaign continues unabated,

the railway companies will be compelled either

to mend their ways, or to create a special fund
for meeting the fines they are called upon to pay.

In the course of a single fortnight, one company
alone has been summoned on no fewer than
twenty-six occasions. The fines and costs repre-

sent a considerable sum, but every opportunity

should be taken to add to them.

A coaitESi'ONDENT of the Gimrdidii is " glad

to see that a protest has been made against the
irregular proceedings at Liverpool in the matter
of the orientation of the new cathedral church.

I have no knowledge of General Webster, or

of his tract ; but in the sentence quoted
from him declaring that the orientation of

churches was ' once the practice of all Chrinten-

dom, still that of the C'hurch of England, and
abandoned by the Church of Rome,' General
Webs' er seems to me to do no more than express

the fa;ts of the case. After paying some atten-

tion to the subject, I am inclined to think that

if there do exist such things as Catholic customs,

the orientation of churches is one of them. One
can, of course, prove anything by taking the

exceptions, and the dubious exceptions, to any
rule, and dwelling upon them, disregarding the
main body of the facts. As to the argument from
the Roman basilicas, I had thought that the late

Mr. G. G. Scott had disposed of it in the dia-

cursus on the orientation of churches contained

in his book on English church architecture. It

is, unfortunately, true that the new chapel in the
Archbishop's house at Canterbury stands north

and south ;
and the fact is, I hear, of very little
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credit to anyone concerned in the building. A
weighty protest was sent to the Archbishop, only

t) be rejected. A similar disregard of skilled

opinion would not have taken place in the time

of Dr. Benson."

The King, so the Diihj Chronicle of yesterday

says, inspected on Wednesday the plans of the

new theatre which is to be erected in the Strand,

and which is to replace Covent Ciarden Theatre,

which is about to be acquired by the Duke of

Bedford and thrown into Covent Garden Market.

The site of the new theatre is a most eligible

one, being triangular, and facilitating all neces-

sary exits. The new building will, it is hoped,

be completed in about a couple of years. The
existing theatre has had a somewhat chequered

existence. It was opened by Kich in 1732, burnt

down in 180S, rebuilt by Mr. R. Smirk, R.A.,

and reopened a year all but two days later, on
September IS, 1809. It was burnt again on
March 5, 1856, rebuilt by Barry, and reopened on
May 15, 1S58.

Dii. JoHX Scott Hald.^xe, F.R.S., Oxford,
who presided over the State iledicine Section at

the British IMedical Association council meeting',

read a paper on standards of ventilation so far as

poisonous gases were concerned. He said the

remedy was to be sought rather by taking away
the harmful quality in the air than by increasing

the quantity of air from outside. Poisonous
gases seldom produced an appreciable increase in

the death-rate, and it was unnecessary to consider

them in connection with general legislation. Of
all impurities in the air none produced so many
evil effects as dust, particularly dust from the

disintegration of hard stone and steel. The pre-

vention of the evil effects produced by poisonous
gases could be brought about far more effectively

by other means than by increased ventilation,

while the use of a gentle spray of water was found
to be the best means for the prevention of dust

inhalation. Dust in factories should be dealt

with at the point of origin. Where this was
neglected, no amount of ventilation would remedy
the evil. As to the need of ventilation inordinary
rooms, Dr. Haldane said it was particularly in

elementary schools that vitiation occurred. Ex-
perience threw much doubt on the theory that air

impurities ordinarily had a great effect on health.

K ispecting the standard of the purity of the air,

he considered that they would be satisfied with
air which had only 12 volumes of carbonic-acid

gas to 10,000 of pure air. In elementary schools

generally the air was twice as bad as in work-
shops, if this standard were imposed in elemen-
tary schools, a very considerable expense would
necessarily be incurred in purifying the air to

the required standard. He had been taken to

tisk for fixing the standard so low ; but he thought
it better to fix a practicable rather than an ideal

standard.

A woxiiEurui. cure, it is claimed, has just been
effected by the waters of St. Winifrede's Well,
in the little Welsh town of Holywell, the fame
of which dates back hundreds of years. The
patient ia James Plunkett, a builder's labourer,
of Manchester, who became almost a helpless
cripple after falling from some scaffolding twelve
months ago last December. He was treated at

the Ancoats Hospital without success, and three
weeks ago he made the pilgrimage to Holywell
with his crutches, and his right leg five inches
shorter than the left. He was dipped in the well
and given a course of baths, and was soon able to

discard his crutches, which are now to be seen in

the crypt of the well. His injured leg began to

resume its proper shape, and he was enabled to

place it to the ground. At present Plunkett is

still an inmate of the hospital on the hill above
the well. Ho now walks with the aid of a stick,

having only just the suspicion of a limp. Ho has
been home, and the change in his condition
created great excitement in the district of

Oldham-road, where he lives.

TiiKiiK has been issued the first prospectus of
the Faculty of Kngineering, conforming with the
now regulations of the University of ijivurpool.

Professors Aspinall, Urodie, and liromlcy Holmes
have seats on the faculty, and although they do
not give a regular course of lectures, they have
rendered invaluable help in the drafting of the
new regulations and in the formation of a
modern co\irse of engineering. The course of
inbtruction"loading to a new degree of B.lOrig.

extends ovur at least three years, and attention
should bo drawn to the fact that after the coining
session the three years referred to must bo siib-

iBequent to matriculation. A most important

departure has been made, inasmuch as the Uni-
versity will in future grant " certificates in engi-

neering," which can be obtained in two years.

It frequently happens that exceedingly good

students cannot possibly spend the three years

necessary for a degree. The first examination

for the certificate is the same as that of the inter-

mediate examination for the degree, and the

second examination includes at least two subjects

selected from the final examination for the ordi-

nary degree of B.Eng.

The judgment of the House of Lords in the

case of " CoUs v. The Home and Colonial Stores,

Ltd.," is so important and far-reaching in its

effect that the Council of the Society of Architects

resolved that it be printed and distributed to its

members. The result of the judgment, as

readers know, is shortly this :—That a m?n is no
longer entitled to all the light he has hitherto

enjoyed, but only to so much as is reasonably

necessary, taking all the circumstances of the

case into consideration, and before he is entitled

to relief, he must be able to show that any ob-

struction to his light constitutes a nuisance. The
judgment will go far to hinder bogus claims for

light and air being made and the consequent

levying of blackmail upon the building owner.
Mr. Colls is entitled to the thanks of all those

who are either practically or professionally

engaged in building operations for his pluck and
determination in fighting this case to a finish.

A r.iuTY of Diisseldorf master plumbers recently

visited the Metropolis, and devoted a day to craft

matters. The arrangements were made by the

London Society of Associated Master Plumbers.
The new buildings of the Roj'al London Friendly
Society in Finsbury-square were first visited,

where there was an exceedingly fine exhibition of

British workmanship ; indeed, a more repre-

sentative work could scarcely have been found.
Luncheon followed, at which the London repre-

sentatives were the guests of their German friends.

After luncheon, the Guildhall was visited. Having
been conducted through the Museum, Great Hall,

and Council Chambers, the party journeyed to

Parkes Museum, .and here the various sanitary

exhibits were studied. Next, the Polytechnic was
visited, and to conclude the programme the party
adjourned to Slater's Kest»ura,nt, where the
Dusseldorf masters were entertained by the
London Society. The Dusseldorf masters were
delighted with their visit, and expressed their

great admiration of all they had seen. They have
resolved to form an institution in their own
country, based on the organisation of the master
plumbers in this country. Messrs. J. J. Rawlings,
R. A. Marshall, J. Johnson, and J. Wright Clark
conducted the party on behalf of the London
society.

In' view of the opening of the new church at

Newchurch, Culcheth, by the Bishop of Liver-
pool last Saturday, it may be recalled that the old

church, which was destroyed by fire some time
ago, had many interesting associations. Here,
for instance, the notorious Colonel Blood, who
during the Crorawellian period leapt into fame by
his audacious attempt to steal the Crown jewels
from the Tower, was married to Maria Holcroft,

a daughter of Colonel Holcroft, who fought with
the Parliamentarians during the CivU Wars. It

was this historic association that caused the
rector, the Kev. E. W. W. Kaye to put pen to

paper and come out as a novelist. Mr. Kaye
wrote " The Romance and Adventures of the
Notorious Colonel Blood," and it was his inten-

tion to have this historical novel, in which his

own church is enshrined, published to help to

raise funds for the building of the new church.
'I'he novel contains sketches of the Holcroft
family, into which Colonel Blood married, with
descriptions of the battles of Wigan Ijano and of
Winwick, the capture and the execution of the
Earl of Derby, and Prince Charlie's march from
Scotland through Lancashire.

The New Royalty Theatre, Chester, was reopened
on Monday after eularpemeu t and renovation at a
coat of £i,000 by Messrs. T. M. Lockwood and
Sous, architects. The contractors were Meaars. ,T.

Williams and Sous, in conjunction with Mr. W.
Freemau.

Lord Lichfield has promised to give the stone for
the now chancel and the remodelling of the church
at Huge'ey, from the old quarry near the Trent
Valley .Station. The architect has forwarded his
specifications and quantities to the builders he has
rocommoudeil, and their tenders will shortly be laid

' before the Church Finance Committee,

CHIPS.
The National Society has arranged to remove to

new buildings. A freehold site has been secured in
Great Peter-street, Westminster, at a cost of £9,000,
and it ia intended to erect thereon a substantial but
unpretentious building, which, with furnishing,
will cost £20,000. The lease of the present buila-
ings has been secured by the Middlesex County
Council. It is hoped that the new building will be
ready by this time next year.

Last Friday, at a meeting of the Tipton District

Council, two plans were submitted for a public
library to l)e erected on land adjoining Victoria
Park, at a coat not exceeding £3,500. The plan of

Mr. J. Perry, Tipton, was selected, the estimated
cost of carrying out which was £3,305, The building
will comprise lending library in a central position,

a large general reading-room, reference library,

spacious committee room, and caretaker's quarters.

In regard to the proposed public library at Toll End,
the clerk (Mr. Waring) was instructed to request
Mr. Wenyon, architect, Great Bridge, to meet the
ward members for the purpose of deciding upon a
site.

Dove Leys, Uttoxeter, the residence of Sir Arthur
and Lady Heywood, has been considerably enlarged
and improved at a cost of £70,000.

The Stockport Corporation have decided to accept
the tender of Mr. William Pownall, of Stockport,

for the building of the new town-hall. The tender,

which was the lowest submitted, was—for erecting

the building in Portland stone £54,496, in Crossland
HUl stone £53,776. It has not yet been decided
which stone will be used.

The Liverpool Cathedral Committee have re-

ceived from Mrs. James Barrow, Beach Lawn,
Waterloo, a cheque for £10,000, to be invested for

the purpose of providing an organ for the new
cathedral.

Lord Roberts visited Lancaster last Friday to
unveil a bronze tablet placed in the parish church
to memory of the officers and men of the King's
Own Royal Lancaster Regiment, " who gave their

lives for their Sovereign and their country in the
South African War." The people of Lancaster
have done more than set up a memorial bronze to

their brave soldiers : they have built a memorial
chapel to contain it. This has cost nearly £4,000,
and it has been made a portion of the fine parish
church. This larger memorial was consecrated by
the Bishop of Manchester before the unveiling of

the bronze by Lord Roberts.

At a meeting last Friday of the Hull Corporation
Property Committee tenders were examined for the
erection of law courts in connection with the town-
hall. The lowest was that of Messrs. Quibell, Son,
and Greenwood, of Hull, at £31,212 ISa., and this

was accepted. The highest tender was £35,970.

Some consternation has been caused in Bradford,
and the Girlington district in particular, by the fact

that nothing has been heard of the whereabouts of

Mr. Thomas Bradley, a builder and contractor, and
a member of the Bradford Board of Guardians.
Mr. Bradley was at the Stock Exchange rather

more than a fortnight ago, but since then nothing
has been heard of him. He is a married man with
two children, and about 42 years of age.

Some important operations have been going on in

Westminster Abbey, a portion of the pavement both
in the great cloisters and in the dark cloistera having
been temporarily taken up. The object of doing
thia has been to commence the work of installation

of electric light in the Chapel of the Pyx. The
Government authorities intend, it appears, to throw
open this interesting building to the public.

A new reading desk and pulpit have been placed
in Whippingham Church as the parishioners'

memorial to the late Queen. The work has been
produced iu English oak of great age, and the
carving has been carried out by English workpeople
in a Midland studio.

The design of the window which is to he erected

in All Saints' Church, Maidstone, depicts the Good
Shepherd, and the four lights on either side are
symbolical of Intercession, Music, Preaching, and
Love. The six upper lights are symbols of Muaic,
and the reraaiuiiiff four of the Church. The arms
of Canterbury Diocese, Courtenay, and Maidstone
are alao pourtrayed. Mr. Pearson's design has
been carefully thought out in order to comply
closely with the wishes of the family of the late

Canon. The work of erecting the new reredos,

alao deaigned by Mr. F. L. Pearson, will be com-
menced this week with a view to its completion and
dedication on the same date as the window—viz.,

November 6.

The DukeofConnaught has unveiled at th»Royal
Military Academy, Woolwich, a bronze statue of

(jueen Victoria, by Mr. Huiiry Price, subscribed for

by the officers of the Royal Artillery and Royal
lOiigiiiecra. On the panels around the pediment are

reprosentcd some of the incidents which occurred

during her reign iu which the Royal Regiment of

Artillery and the Corps of Royal Engineers tiguttd.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
Whitehaven—Public Library (limit £<,000) (U. Washington
Browne, R.S.A., Edinburgh, Assessor) 5 per cent., £30, £20 Thomas Brown, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Whitehaven Aug. 15

Galatz—Cathedral £160, £120, £60 The MinistSre des Cultes et de I'lnstruction Publique, Bucharest ... „ 23
Hampstead, N.W.—Mortuary and Columbarium (£1,000 limit) The Superintendent, Hampstead Cemetery, W. Hampstead, N.W.... Sept. 30
Poulton. Cheshire— School H. W. Cook, Clerk, Public Offices, Egremont. Cheshire 30
ITxbridge—Additions to Workhouse, Hillingdon East Charles Woodbridge. Clerk, 38, High-street, Uxbridge Oct. 1
Spezia—Drainage Scheme £400 II Signer Sindaco della, Spczia Dec. 31
Broadway, Westminster, S.W.—Sketch Designs for Wesleyan
Hall and Connexional Offices The Eev. Albert Claj ton, Sec. to Trustees, 31, City-ioad, E.C —

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BTJILDINOS.
Deri. Wales—Thirty-flve Houses Building Club J. Llewellin Smith and Davies. Architects, Aberdare Aug. 6
Neath—Enlarging Arching at Brynteg Colliery Evans and Bevan, Colliery Proprietors, Neath „ 6
Bourne—Timber Construction Urban District Council F. G. Shilcock, Surveyor, Bourne. Lines i, 6
Machen, Wales—Two Houses W. H. John and Sons, Machen. Wales „ 6
Woodhouse—Plastering Work at School West Riding County Council S. Abson, Clerk. Education Office, Woodhouse, Yorks „ 6
Belford. Northumberland-E.P. Church Hall J. Stevenson and Son, Architects, Berwick-on-Tweed „ . 6
Deri, Wales—House, Shop, and Stable, Bailey-street Mrs. Fnssell J. Llewellin Smith and Davies, Architects, Aberdare ,, 6
Ockley. Dorking—Pair of Houses W. Buck, Architect, North-street, Horsham ,, 6
Blackhill—Extension of Church Premises Presbyterian Church Committee 8. McClure, 21, Cort-street, Blackhill, Durham „ 6
New Kyo, Annfleld Plain—Primitive Methodist Church The Rev. T. Sellors, P.M. Minister, West Stanley, Durham , „ 6
Weymouth— Schools (650 places^ Cromwell-road, Westham ... Education Committee Crickmay and Sons. Architects, IS, Victoria-street, Westminster ... „ 8
Trealaw, Wales - Ten Cottages W. P. Nicholas Arthur O. Evans, Architect. Pontypridd „ 8
Newcastle-on-Tyne—Entrance Lodge at Nuns Moor Ground... Town 3Ioor Management Com The City Architect. Town Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne „ 8
Carryduff, Co. Down— Renovating Manse T. Houston, Architect, Kingscourt, Wellington-place, Belfast „ 8
Annfleld Plain—Verandah Co-operative Society, Ltd Geo. Thos. Wilson. Architect. 22, Durham-road, Blackhill „ 8
Vaynor, Wales—Additions toNational School Managers The Schoolhouae, Pontsticill, Vaynor, Wales m 8
Navan and Kells—Goods Offices at Stations Gt. Northern (Ireland) Railway Co... W. H. Mills, Ecgineer-in-Chief, Amiens-street Terminus, Dublin... „ 8
Leeds—Sanitary Blocks at Workhouse, Beckett-street Thomas Winn and Sons, Architects, 92, Albion-street, Leeds „ 8
Trealaw, Wales—Residence W. P. Nicholas -.

,
Arthur O. Evans. Architect, Pontypridd „ 8

Cwmfrwdoer—Classroom at Board Schools Trevethin School Board Lansdowne and Griggs, Architects, Newport, Wales , 8
Witton Gilbert. Durham—Alterations to National Schools J. Doherty, Architect, 63, Shelburn-terrace, Consett „ 8
Kilronan. Co. Galway —Stores and Buildings on Pier Congested Districts Board J. A. Grant, GJalway — » 8
Vaynor, Wales—Renovating Parish Church Rev. John Davies Wm. Skym, Dolycoed House, Vaynor, Wales ., 8
Fochabers-Public Institute and Hall, The i;%tate Office, Fochabers, N.B i, 8
Cefn Coed—Church Hall Rev. John Davies E. Cound Jenkins, Architect, 3, Station-road, Cefa Coed „ 8
North Cheam, Surrey—Repairs at Small-Pox Hospital Joint Small-Pox Hospital Board E. M. Chart, Surveyor, Union Bank Chambers, Croydon „ 9
Bridlington—Two Houses on Belvedere Estate J. W. Pitt J. Eamshaw, Architect, Carlton House, Bridlington „ 9
Wooler, Northumberland—Public Slaughter-Houses Glendale Rural District Council Wm. Ro>>son Hindmarsh, Architect. Alnwick. Northumberland ... ,, 9
Halifax—Shops and Offices, Commercial-street W. Clement Williams, Architect, 29, Sonthgate, Halifax „ 9
Old Milford—Enlarging Goods Shed Great Western Eailway Co G. K. Mills, Secretary. Paddington Station,W „ 9
West Didsbury—School, Cavendish-road Withington U.D.C. Education Com.. Ernest Woodhouse. Architect. H.S, Mosley-street, Manchester , 9
Kingston-on-Thames-Iniirmary Extension at Workhouse Guardians W. H. Hope, C.E.. Architect, Seymour-road, Hampton Wick 9
Tredegar, Mon.-Twenty-five Houses, Park-hill Chamber of Trade Building Club W. Beddoe Rees, A.R.I.B.A., 37, St. Mary-street, Cardiff , 9
Banning Heath—Additions to Lunatic Asylum Kent County Asylums Committee ... W. J. Jennings, Architect, 4, St. Margaret-street, Canterbury , 9
Watford—Enlarging Boardroom at Workhouse Guardians C. P. .\yre8. Architect. Watford ,. 9
Usk, Mon.—Builders' Work and Repairs to Rectory Dashwood Caple. Architect, Cardiff ,. 9
Norwood—Receiving Ward at Schools Lambeth Guardians S. R. J. Smith, Architect, 15, York Buildings, Adelphi, W.C „ 10
Fulham, S.W.—Covered Way at Workhouse Guardians E. J. Mott. Clerk, 75, Fulham Palace-road, Hammersmith, W „ 10
Blackhill, Durham-Additions to Greencroft Council School G. T. Wilson, Architect, 22, Durham-road, Blackhill, Durham „ 10
Eedditch—Brick or Steel Chimney (120ft.) Urban District Council Bernard Perrins. Surveyor, Redditch , 11
Radford, Nottingham—House and Weigh Office, Wallaton-rd. Health Committee A. Brown, M I.C.E.. City Engineer, Guildhall, Nottingham „ 11
Carlisle—Four Houses, Short>-street R. Black and Son. West Walls, Carlisle „ 12
Huddersfield—New Hippodrome, Eamsden-street Northern Theatres Co., Ltd W. Cooper, Architect, 4, Kirkgate Buildings, Huddersfield „ 12
Bagshot—Council School Surrey Education Committee Jarvis and Eichards. Architects. 36, Victoria-street, Westminster... „ 12
Cleethorpes-ChurchofSt. Aidan C. Hodgson Fowler, F.S.A., Architect, The College, Durham , 13
Whitchurch— Fireproof Verandahs at Union W. Webb. Architect, Bargates, Whitchurch, Salop ,, 13
Colchester—Kiln at Hythe Mailings J. W. Start. F,S. I., Architect, Colchester „ 13
St. Mabyn—Pointing Tower of St. Mabyn Church W. T. Martyn Mear, Architect, Rock, Weybridge „ IS
Aberdare—Hall, Classrooms, &c., at Heolyfelin Chapel Committee J. Llewellin Smith and Davies, Architects, Aberdare „ 15
Manselton, Swansea- Church Rtv. C. Chalmer Lindsey E. M. Bruce Vaughan, F.E.I.B. A., Architect, Cardiff „ 15
Pontlottyn—Four Cottages and Stable W. A. Morgan, Picton Hotel. Pontlottyn. Wales „ 15
Bradford—Wood Flooring at Wibsey and Marshfleld Schools.. Education Conunittee The Architect's Dept., Education Office, Manor-row, Bradford „ 15
Aldemey, Channel Islands—Coastguard BuUdings The Director of Works, Admiralty, 21, Northumberland-av.,W.C... „ 19
Osborne— Buildings at Royal Naval College H.M. Commissioners of Works The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W „ 19
Whitlands, Co. Devon—Two Coastguard Houses The Director of Works, Admiralty, 21, Northumberland-av.,W.C... ,, 19
Tooley-street. S.E.—Repairing Offices Bermondpey Guardians Newman and Newman, Architects. 31, Tooley-street, S E , 20
Ayr—Three-Story Tenement C. Mcindrew Andrew L. Mercer. Architect, 50, Alloway-street, Ayr „ 20
Liverpool—Sorting Office, Lark-lane H.M. Commissioners of Works The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W „ 23
Lowestoft—Covered Markets, &c Great Eastern Eailway Co The Engineer, Liverpool-street Station, EC Sept. 2
Ponder's End, Enfield—Schools, Southbury-road Education Committee G. E. T. Laurence, Architect, 22, Buckingham-st., Adelphi. W.C... „ 6
Ponder's End, Enfield-Additions to Alma-road School Education Committee G. E. T. Laurence, Architect. 22, Buckingham-st.. Adelphi, W.C... „ S
Kingswood-Cossham Memorial Hospital Trustees F. Bligh Bond, F.R.I.B.A., Star Life Buildmg. Bristol —
Ferryhill-House and Shop W. T. Richardson, Architect, 57, High-street. Stockton-on-Tees ...

—
Cork- Operation Theatre at North Infirmary Arthur Hill, B.E., F.R.I.B.A., 22, St. George's-.street, Cork —
East Ardsley—Corrugated Building as Public Hall The Secretary, Working Men's Club, East Ardsley, Yorks —
Belfast—Three Terrace Houses Shannon, 'White, and Co., 8G, Shankill-road, Belfast —
Long Eaton—Factory E. R. Eidgway, M.8.I., Architect, Long Eaton —
Beighton, Sheffield—Wesleyan Chapel W. Cecil Jackson, M.S.A., 29, Knifesmith-gate, Chesterfield —
Hull—Seven Shops and House k Abraham Vice E. Whitlock, Architect, '26, Scale-lane, Hull —
Wakefield—Reconstructing CattleMarket C. W. Richardson and Son, Architects, 62. Westgate, Wakefield ,.,

—
Morriston, Swansea—Villa H. Mansel Cook, Engineer, 14, Fisher-street, Swansea —
Leicester—Shops and Offices, Horsefair-street Midland Counties' District Bank A. E. Sawday, Architect, fi. Market-street, Leicester —
Rouudhay, Leeds— Pair of Semi-Detached Villas Fred Mitchell, Architect, 9, Upper Fountaine-street, Leeds —
Great Preston, Yorks—Mission Church Richard Wood, Architect. 3, Fark-Iane, Leeds —
Crickhowell, Abergavenny—Block of Offices E. H. A. Davies E. A. Johnson, F.R.I.B.A., Architect, Abergavenny —

EI.EOTBIOAI. PLANT.
Bermondsey, S.E.—Wiring Pulford-strect Dwellings Borough Council Fredk. Ryall, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Spa-road, Bermondsey, S.E. Aug. 8

Glasgow—Electric Light Installation at Govanhill Library Corporation James R. Rhind, Architect, 67, Hope-street, Glasgow „ 8
Leeds—Two l.OOOkw. Turbo-Alternators Corporation J. B. Hamilton, Gen. Man., Standard Buildmgs, City-square. Leeds „ 15
Penang—Motor Tramcars Municipal Council Preece and Cardew, 8, Queen Aune's-gate, Westminster, S.W , 24
Manchester—Wiring and Electric-Lighting Five Sheds Manchester Dock Co., Ltd W. H. Hunter, M.I.C.E., 41, Spring-gardens, Manchester „ 30

i

ENaiNEEBING.
Alford, Lines- Sinking Four Artesian Wells Urban District Council Frank Massie, A.M.I.C.E., Tetley House, Wakefield Aug,
Kelso-MorebattleWaterworks District Committee David W. B. Tait. W.8., District Clerk, Kelso, Scotland , 6
Bourne—Three Bridges and Part Viaduct Urban District Council F. G. Shilcock, Surveyor, Bourne, Lines i 6

Lowestoft^Two Timber Spur Groynes Town Council Geo. H. Hamby, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Eng., Town Hall, Lowestoft ... „ 6

Haiphong—Hauhng Slip The Com. Intel. Branch, Board of Trade, 73, Basinghall-street,E.C. „ 6

Stockport- Gas Mains at infirmary, Steeping Hiii"!. !'!!.. ..!.!... Guardians W. H. Ward, Architect, Paradise-street, Birmingham , |Lewes—Bridge Repairs Newhaven Harbour Trustees Frederick Holman. Clerk, 86, High-street, Lewes ,
8

Homsey, N.— Coal Bunker, Tottenham-lane Town CouncU E. J. Lovegrove, Boro' Eng., 99, Southwood-lane, Highgate, N. ... „ 8

Ijame-Repairing Bridges Rural District Council 8. M. Wallace, Clerk, Union Office, Larne .. 9

Tincklers Bridge. Lanes- Rebuilding Bridge Lancashire County Council The County Bridgemaster's Office. Preston, Lams , 9

Manchester—High and Low Pressure Piping Electricity Committee F. E. Hughes. Sec, Elec. Dept., Town Hall, Manchester „ 9

Leigh, Lanes—Rebuilding Parsonage (Hundred) Bridge Lancashire County Council The County Bridgemaster's Office, Preston. Lanes „ 9
Macclesfield—Sewage Tanks Corporation E. E. W. Berrington. M.I.C.E., Bank Buildings, Wolverhampton... „ 10

Chippenham—Pumps and Gas-Producing Plant at Waterworks Urban District Council A. E. Adams, A.M.I.M.E., Council Offices, Chippenham „ Iff

Beverley—Fire Appliances at Asylum Visiting Committee Maxted, Knott, and Coles, Engmeers, Burnett-avenue, Hull , 10

Parson's Green, 8.W.—Iron Fire-Efcape Staircases at Home .. Fulham Union Guardians A. Saxon Snell, F.E.I.B.A., Architect, Chancery-lane, W.C „ 11

Portland Bill—Lantern at Lighthouse Trinity House Corporation A. Owen, Acting Secretary, Trmity House, E.C. .^... ,. 11

Hammersmith, W.—Iron Fire-Escape Staircases at Infirmary. Fulham Union Guardians A. Saxon Snell, F.E.I.B.A., Architect, Chancery-lane, W.C ,. H

6
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PETERBOROUGH PUBLIC LIBRARY
COMPETITION.

THE designs submitted for the proposed
pubUo libraiy for the city of Peter-

borough, numbering in all 111 sets, were on
view last week, and display generally skill

in the working out of the problem on a

triangular-shaped site that is certainly awk-
ward in the acute angle between the main
thoroughfares. As usual in these oases, the
greater number of competitors have shown
their buildings on both these frontages fol-

lowing the raking and acute angle of

boundaries, only a few of them setting back
their building on the south side to make a
square angle. As we have pointed out in

previous cases, there are decided disadvan-
tages in forming an acute angle between two
sides of a building, particulai'ly when they
are important as frontages, as in this case.

The site forms an irregular triangle or tra-

pezium, .and its length runs nearly north and
south. The south end of the triangle is the
second longest side that will be visible, and
faces Geneva-street, while the long and most
important side is towards Bi'oadway. Tho
north end tapers to a very nanow shape
facing Fitzwilliam-street. The site is next
the Technical School in Broadway, and
opposite the Cattle Market, and is a desirable
and prominent position for a building of this

kind. The competitors were not strictly

bound to the sketch plan, but the plans show
a general conformity to the an-angement laid

down. The accommodation asked for included
reading-room for not less than 100 readers
seated, and stands for 30 newspapers, a
lending library with storage capacity for

120,000 vols., and oOft. linear of counter, a
reference library with seats and tables for

oO readers, a children's room for .30, a com-
mittee and librarian's room, lavatory, and
staff accommodation, and a lecture-room
to accommodate 200 persons, with ante-
room, Sec.

Last week we gave the decision of the
assessor, Mr. Leonard Stokes. His award
has been adopted by the council, though it

would appear, as we said last week, not
without expressions of dissatisfaction from
several of the competitors, many of whom
have written to us complaining of faults in
the designs selected, to which we have re-
ferred, one complaint having reference to a
badly-lighted reference-room and a lending
library eciually faulty in its lighting in tho
third design. To judge for ourselves on these
points, we have examined the designs selected
by the assessor, and are therefore better
prepared to give our opinion on their merits.
Without unden-ating the good points of the
three designs which have been given a place,
we cannot approve the selection in two in-
stances, which are faulty in some important
particulars, nor understand how so many
other good plans have been passed over.
We are sure, at least, it must have boon
rather dillicult and hazardous out of so
many well - arranged plans to decide
upon those iilacod second and third,
unless, indeed, other considerations than plan
prevailed.

The design placed first (Messrs. Hall and
I'hillips, Jiodford-row, London) has at least
the merit of being well arranged to suit the
site. Tho authors artistically break back
the wall of tho reading-room to conform to
the raking boundary-lino on tho I ionova-
etrect side, and by a projecting bay window
to tho saTno room fill up tlio angle moro
completely. Tho reading-room is o.'jft. Uin.

in length, and 34ft. wide in its broadest part

next bay. A smaller circular bay gives a

finishing-touch to the reference library at

the other end, which is 34ft. Gin. by 23ft. (!in.

The wall-lines of the main rooms are

preserved sqiiare by this arrangement. The
principal entrance is in Broadway next the

reading-room, with the children's room on

the right hand, a committee or librarian's

room following, and a reference library com-
pleting the main front. Over this part is

the lecture-room. A good corridor within the

hall gives access to the borrowers' counter,

with lending library, o4ft. long, filling up the

irregular space rearwards to the boundary.

The hall and internal corridor are well

lighted, and there are good top-lights over

the lending library, while the reading-room,

a single-story block, is lighted through a

glazed domical lantern, which is a pleasing

feature externally. By this arrangement the

lighting of the school of art is not obstructed,

which a higher buildingwould have done. Our
examination of this design was brief, but we
noted two or three defects : the first is the

position assigned to the ladies' w.c. next the

principal entrance in front, the door opening

directly into the hall, and near that of the

reading-room, and opposite the public space

—surely a most undesirable position for ladies

entering or emerging. Almost as bad is

the position of the gentlemen's closet,

which leads directly out of the reading-

room. The principal staircase to the lecture-

room (.50ft. by 29ft.) above appears in-

sufficient, and seems scarcely to give

the number of steps required to reach

the level of the lecture-room floor. We
did not count the steps, but the point

is worth attention. The lecture - room,
with its end ante-room, is well placed,

and is lighted on both sides. Externally

there is a dignified solidity and breadth, and
the style in brick and stone is in a sort of

Georgian (^'lassie. Emphasis is given to the

main block and lecture-room over by slight

projections of the entrance, and at reference-

room end, and a steep hipped roof with

centre turret completes the elevation of this

portion of the front, the reading-room, with
its glass lantern over, being kept low. The cost

of the new library is not to exceed £0,001).

The design placed second (No. 6.S), bj-

Messrs. Briggs and Woolstenholme, Black-

burn, follows the general arrangement of

placing the general reading-room, .J8ft. by
27ft., along the Geneva-street side and
parallel to it, with a curved end to Broad-

way. The lending library is in the rear and
the juvenile reading-room and reference

room face the Broadway. The principal

entrance occupies the centre of the front,

and leads to a longitudinal corridor or hall,

which is separated from the borrowers' space

by a row of piers, which carry tho back
wall of lecture-room over. There is a good
counter, with lending library behind top-

lightod. The reference room forms the end
of the Broadway front, and has a square
termination towards Fitzwilliam-street ; it

is well-lighted, but the librarian's room to

loft of entrance vestibule is not central

enough for supervision, and that official

would have to cross tho hall to roach the

lending library. The staircase and lavatories

occupy the space between tho raking wall

of reading-room and tho librarian's room.
The leoture-rooni on the fitvst floor, 4i)ft. 3in.

by 20ft. 9in., is approached by this .staircase

and by one at the otlun- end, with ante-room
attached. Behind tho Icctui'o-room, over
borrowers' lobby, is a well, round whicli at

tlio back is the book store. The well lights

tho borrowers' space. The elevation to

Broadway is of a x'ather stereotyped kind,

with small pedimonted ends to tho higher
portion of tho building, tho reading-room
and reference rooms forming low-roofed
wings; the junction between the roading-
room and Broadway front would be rather

awkward in appearance.

The third design, by Mr. Thomas Davison,
of London (No. 13), has the merit of placing

the reading-room square with the Broadway
front, an advantage on several grounds ; but
the scheme is open to criticism on certain points

.

The plan may be described as follows ; A
central public entrance from Broadway leads

direct into the borrowers' space opposite the

lending library, which is 47ft. by 29ft.,

instead of placing it in the rear, as in most
of the plans. But the lending library is

mainly lighted by end-windows over the

corridors, and it is very doubtful if sufficient

light can be thus obtained ; but the

reference library, 46ft. by 27ft.. just behind
seems to be worse off for light. The
author indicates on the ground plan the

positions of windows ; but we can only
observe one side—that next the triangular

area in the rear—where they could be of

any use. At the ends they would have
to be placed above the corridor roofs, where
they are indicated in the section ; but surely

the light thus obtained would be scanty.

The librarian's room at end of lending

library, and accessible to it, is better placed

than in the last-named design. The large

reading-room, .)4ft. by 38ft. Gin., is well-

lighted by the muUioned windows over the

bay's projection towards Geneva-street. The
children's room is at the north end, with
semicircular bay. .On the first floor is a

large square-shaped lecture-room, 47ft. by
40ft., over the entrance, lending library, and
reference room, lighted on each side by
gabled windows, and having a hipped roof,

which forms a feature in the elevation. The
staircase and landing approach is, however,
contracted and unequal. The Broadway
elevation is artistically treated, and has

breadth. The central portion, including

entrance, borrowers' space and lending-

library, and lecture-room over, is accentuated

by a steep hipped roof, .crowned by a small

lantern, and the projecting ends of corridors

form pleasing low towers.

Whjile there are some merits in the plan

architecturally as pointed out, there are also

serious objections. The want of light to the

reference library we have mentioned is a grave

defect, as the windows shown in the cross

section would afford very little light from
closed-in areas, and the lending library is

only lighted by means of upper lights over the

end corridors. But what can be expected

from windows so situated, looking over a

narrow corridor with high walls on the other

side ':' The amount of light would ba very
small, as the lecture-room above, 47ft. by
40ft., precludes any toplight. Wo do not think

the position of the public space riglit in front

of main entrance is the best position, and the

counter or partition of lending library only

a few feet from entrance would have a

cramped appearance. With these exception

the design shows a careful study of the sitt.

The elevation to Broadway shows a high-

pitched roof over the main part of building

which emphasises the lecture-room ; the

reading-room and children's wings forming

low blocks. The treatment is quiet and
broad, of a Late Gothic type, with mullioned

windows.
Tho time at our disposal precluded aiy

critical examination of the other designs,

which were so numerous. Those wore only

numbered in pencil, without, apparently,

any reference to order of merit, and only as

a moans of identification ; but as thoy were
not in any order, it was not jiossible to follow

them easily, and wo therefore note a few at

random.
\ largo number of tho competitors appear

to have adopted a scheme of arrangemeut that

was submitted for their giiidanoo. The sito

being triangular, the mnjority have almost

intuitively placed tho lending library at the

rear side, filling up tho irregular space be-

tween tho two main frontages or blocks

facing Broadway and Geneva-street. Those

are made parallel blocks to the frontage
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lines. The reading-room block has with
general consent been located along Geneva-

1

street front, and the reference library and

,

children's room towards Broadway. The
space between these chief departments is

almost unanimously given up to the hall and
borrowers' space. And to obtnin as much
light as possible, a great many of the authors
have carried the inner portion of their front

blocks by piers or columns ; these piers or

supports in some cases carrying the inner
walls of the lecture-room over. Among
those who have followed the suggested
scheme is No. 82. A corridor for the public

is placed along the lending library, and the

children's room occupies a centre position in

front, with a well-lighted reading-room
parallel to Geneva-street. No. 40 is a com-
pact plan with good entrance, and borrowers'
space with the librarian's room at end of

lending library, and well placed for super-
vision. The reading-room is along Geneva-
street. The design has a good elevation.

No. -l-l is also a clever scheme. There is no
upper lecture-room, which is placed at Broad-
way corner, entered from hall, with news-
room in front, and lending library and public

space behind ; the reference library is also on
the inner side, with doorway opposite the
entrance. The plan is decidedly economical,
and the Broadway elevation simply handled
with good details ; in fact, one of the few
single-story designs. No. 94 is a well-planned
design. The newsroom, 60ft. by 29ft. 6in.,

runs parallel to Geneva-street ; but the rest

of the plan is square with Broadway. There
is a good hall and entrance leading into a
wide corridor as a public space, with long
counter to lending library in rear, at the end
of which is a small semi-circular stair for

staff to gallery. The librarian is conveniently
placed at end of corridor, easily accessible to

lending library reference-room, and with a
private entrance and stair near facing Fitz-

william-street ; the reference-room is also at

this end, finished at the corner by a bold
semicircular bay window. The children's

room adjoins the front entrance. The plan

is economical in arrangement. We do not
like the elevation so much, it is broad,

but rather heavy— apparently chiefly of

brick and relieved by chequers of brick at

sides of windows. No. 37 makes a featuie

of a large circular and domed reading-room,
46ft. Gin. diameter, at the corner of Broadway
and Geneva-street, intended no doubt to

obscure an awkward angle ; the internal

planning is ingenious. The reference-room
and lending library are both in the rear—the

former next to the circular reading-room,
and the Fitz^Uiam-street end is terminated
by a large semicircle ; but the design would
be rather costly in execution. No. 27 has a
few good points. There is an entrance
from Broadway, through a hall and cor-

ridor, with lending library, as usual,

behind. The librarian's room is to the
left of entrance and children's room on
right ; the reference-room is at end of

Broadway, and has a circular termina-
tion. No. 28 has a well-drawn and nice

elevation—one of the best ; the reference room
is placed in front next to the entrance, with a
juvenile reading-room next. The librarian

occupies the end position, with private stairs

and entrance. No 92 has a clever and rather
too ingenious plan. There is some attempt
by flat curved bays to reading-room on both
end and side to conceal the awkward angle
between the two fronts. The entrance leads

to a semi-circular lending library with
radiating cases and table in centre with book
store near. The reference room is in front,

with librarian's room at the narrow corner,

circular ended. There is a gabled entrance
with oriels in front, giving a picturesque
effect to this design. No. do resembles
strongly in its general features the design of

No. 94. There are similar diapers in the
gables, and the same rather massive outline

to the el6vat:on. There is a central entrance

from Broadway, with children's room on left

and reference-room on the right. The inner
corridor, borrowers' counter, and lending
library are top-lighted and convenient. The
librarian s room is here also, placed at the

Fitzwilliam-street corner, communicating as

necessary with lending library and reference

library. The general reading-room faces

Geneva-street, and the lecture-room is over the
reference library and end of lending library,

with good landing approach and ante-room.
All the rooms are well lighted. This plan
and others which locate the librarian's room
at the narrow end enable a more general
control to be exercised, and avoid any cross-

ing the public space to get to the lending
department which is involved by placing
this room in front. We understand this room
was mainly to serve as a committee-rootn, but
even in this case a librarian should have a
general supervision over the issuing and read-

ing departments. No. 82 is treated externally

with some breadth. The author places the

lending library in front, with public space
behind it—a rather undesirable plan. The
reference library is at the narrow end, and
newsroom facing Geneva-street. The lecture-

room is lighted only on one side, which
gives the Broadway elevation a blank upper
story, only pierced by lozenge-shaped lights.

A deep attic effect is thus given to the main
facade. No. 77 has the reference library in

front, the space for borrowing between it and
book-store behind. There are good points in

the plan. No. 30 is a well-drawn set, the

main facade is boldly rusticated in brick

and stone, but the plan follows the general

scheme. No. 24 is also a well-drawn set, but
the plan is not satisfactory for supervision.

No. 59 is also on the same lines, with School
Board features in the elevation. We cannot
go into further details of the plans selected ;

but we might instance faults in the premiated
and other plans that have been pointed out

:

such as the position of the librarian's room,
insufficient spacing for the tables, entering

the lavatories directly from reading-room,
inadequate rate allowed per foot cube—in one
instance only 7d. per cube foot has been put
down, a figure at least 2d. below a fair esti-

mate for buildings of this class. We are sure

that many of the designs submitted would
exceed the sum at the disposal of th e

corporation.

PEOFESSIONAL SUBDIVISIONS.

THE practice of the architect in these days
consists of a great many very different

occupations, some of them quite unknown to

previous periods. Before competitions were
introduced as a means of obtaining the

results of architectural skill at the least ex-

pense, the profession was a great deal more
homogeneous as a body. Architects were united

at least in obtaining a fair remuneration for

their services, and adhering closel}' to

methods of practice that were approved and
traditional. When a gentleman wanted a

residence built he consulted men in the pro-

fession who had a reputation for such a class

of work : if it was a town-hail, the leading

local architect was probably commissioned to

caiTy out the work in the style of the day,

jn-obably the vernacular 18th-oentury style

of red brick and stone, or in a style more or

less influenced by Inigo Jones, Chambers,

and the brothers Adam. There was no idea of

modern rivalry. An architect of repute was
thought to possess all the qualifications

necessary about plan or style. Questions of

cost were not allowed to interfere with the

design ; and it was the same with the design

of churches and other public buildings.

Since the system of competition came into

operation the status of the profession has

been lowered to a commercial basis, and
architects are invited on certain terms, favour-

able to the public but disadvantageous to

themselves, to compete with one another

in producing the most skilful design at the

lowest rates. It is a matter of providing archi-
tectural designs at a commercial price, and
the question of judging is transferred from
the architect to the promoters, or an assessor

appointed for that purpose. The architect is

no longer held to be the best judge of his

own design, so that the whole tendency of

the transaction is to place the decision in the

hands of a third party, or specialist, and
thereby to a certain degree remove the

responsibility from the actual designer.

Under the old custom the architect who was
commissioned to prepare the design and get

it carried out—was responsible for the design

and its result—he was a party to a contract-

between himself and his employers ; but by
the competition system the onus of responsi-

bility is shifted on to the assessor, who
guarantees to select the design he believes to

be the best. This intervention of a third

party tends to introduce an element of chance
or risk into the transaction, and to make
competition a game of chance. We cannot
expect the more accomplished men in the

profession to submit their talents to others

who may have inferior ability as architects

to themselves. The results of m.any lately-

decided competitions have shown that the

best masters of planning have no certainty

of finding a place in a contest with which,

the judge has taken little trouble to make-
himself thoroughly acquainted. In short,-

the modern assessor is a creation of the

19th century, and to a large extent has super-

seded the architect employed on commission,

so that in all competitions there are two
classes of professional men engaged—one
who makes the design, and the other who
assumes the riJle of a judge. And the assessor

is a new official quite unknown in the past,

lie must be an analyst as well as architect,

capable of taking to pieces the plan, of find-

ing out its weak as well as strong points, of

discovering its omissions and defects, and of

using an unbiassed judgment in comparing

the merits of the designs submitted to him.

And these functions are quite different from
those which an architect ought to possess.

He is not required so much to be a critic as-

an artist, to be able to think out the problem

and create an ideal in his own mind. The
two things are quite different—almost opposed

in their nature ; and this accounts for so many
able architects who have large powers of

invention and imagination utterly failing

when they are appointed assessors to draw up
a satisfactory award on a number of designs.

Their power of dissecting a plan, especially of

one of a class of buildings they know little

about, is very small, and their talents are

best employed io judging of the external

design. These facts only go to prove that

assessorship requires a special training and
experience, and cannot be exercised by the

ordinary architect, however capable he is as

such. But there is no preparation for

the office. We see clever leading men
engaged in municipal buildings appointed

to assess the merits of designs for schools,

free libraries, baths, and washhouses ; others

engaged as church architects called in to

advise on municipal buildings, libraries,

hospitals, and the like. It we were asked

which are the most capable men to perform

the office of assessor, we should unhesita-

tingly say, qualified architects who have had
an experience in examining designs and draw-
ings of various kinds of buildmgs, as those

connected with the professional Press, and
whose training has been more or less as

critics. The busy practitioner is not the most
capable of judging points or of weighing

merits. Only lately we drew attention to the

decision of a practised architect of school

buildings in a competition which gave

much dissatisfaction. In this case the

design was selected which was defective

in regard to the lighting of the class-

rooms, and this was by an expert in

school building. We are at a loss to account

for these and other vagaries in awards, unless
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for the reasons we have mentioned. In
the Acton Municipal Buildings Competition
really good designs were passed o^or ; but it

is needless to multiply instances of mis*
directed advice. Competiiion has also c lied

into requisition another useful class of men
—we mean draughtsmen—who prepare, in

many cases, the whole design from the

sketches of the competitor, or perspective

drawings from the architect's elevations. We
have here an important professional develop-

ment of which our forefathers knew nothing.

The custom has not been without its serious

drawback as helping to stimulate an unhealthy
condition of architectural design, by giving
a factitious importance to the external
features, and adding unnecessarily to cost

Yet it must be admitted that the busy and
competent practitioner cannot, in the hurrj'

and speed of his work—very undesirable, we
acknowledge—find time to elaborate his

drawings without such aid. Excellent and
ingenious planners of buildings, and practical

men to boot, are often incompetent to do
artistic justice to their design ;—in short, they
would, in many cases, be losers in the race
if they did aU the draughtsmanship them-
selves. In professional architecture, as in

other vocations, subdivision of labour has
rendered it necessary to resort to extraneous
aid. The engineering expert is another
modern development. Who can expect an
architect to make himself master of all the
details necessary in the design of steel con-

- struotions that may be required for a large
commercial building or electrical power-
station ? But the engineering specialist was
unknown till quite modern days; the architect
did all that was necessary in construction.
But then it must be remembered that iron
and steel construction were unknown and

;
engineering problems had not arisen. The
professional expert has been introduced to

r . supply a new demand. The result has not
r tended to reunite the profession : it has
. separated the architect from the construction

i_
of certain buildings, and this has been a

- drawback to architectural unity. But the
question is whether it is possible for the archi-
tect and the specialist constructor to come
together or be again united in one man ^

There seems to be only one method, and that
is co-operation. It appears impossible that
one individual case be an able architect also
capable of becoming a master of intricate
engineering details and formulie ; the two
vocations are only possible up to a certain
point, yet modern requirements render it

necessary to reach a degree of perfection in

every branch. Not merely in construction,
but in the planning of special buildings like
hospitals, schools, libraries, workmen's dwell-
ings, baths, and others, we find a similar
division nece.ssary, if really perfect buildings
of each kind are to be erected. The demand
made for the most perfect arrangement and
structure calls for a specialised education and
training which it would be impossible for one
man to combine. The valuation of buildings,
the necessity of furnishing estimates, is an
occupation of equal importance. In the
old days, when "measure and value" was
the customary mode adopted, the profes-
sional surveyor or estimator was little known

;

since contracts have obtained, the quantity
surveyor has become an absolutely necessary
functionary. Accuracy and precision are
called for, and the training of the s\irvoyor
has now become a special branch of profes-
sional education. That so few architects take
out their own quantities for largo buildings
is one proof of tlic labour and great accuracy
otitailed in tho process. J [ere also can it

be reasonably exi)ected of an architect
that he should bo able to mako him-
self a proficient ([uantity surve}'or 'f lie
ought to bo able to know how ((uantities
are taken off, the mode of abstracting and
bringing into Ijill. tho prices of tho chief
materials and kinds of labour ; but beyond
this knowledge wo can hardly expect an archi-

tect in good practice to go. Nor would it be
possible in these days of architectural educa-

tion for him to become proficient in this

branch without neglecting other more im-
portant matters. Architectural competition

has made it necessary to estimate designs

upon a sure basis. Before competition, the

architect prepared his own estimate for the

information of his client if desired, and it

was generally reliable, for there was no in-

ducement to underestimate. But for each
competitor to prepare his own estimate for

his design is scarcely a course to be relied

upon, and therefore a professional and inde-

pendent surveyor is required to estimate the

cost of the designs selected, or to apply the

method of cubing to all the designs upon a
uniform basis. Under the earlier regime,

there was an identity of interest between the

architect and his employer ; there was no
desire to underestimate. Under the competi-
tion rtriiini'. the client has to secure himself

against the rival claims of a number of archi-

tects or contractors ; so the estimator or

quantity surveyor has become a necessity in

these days, and his place cannot be taken
with equal advantage by the architect. Nor
is it necessary that he should be an archi-

tect so long as he can enter into the

architect's intention in the design. He
intervenes between the latter and the
builder, to see that the quantities satisfy the
design, and that the contractor is protected
against loss. On the same practical side of

the profession we may put the valuer, also a
profes.sion which has come into notice during
the present age, an offshoot of the surveyor's

business. The transfer and conveyance of

property of various kinds, compensations,
and mortgage transactions have made the
valuer an essential agent. It is a business
distinct and apart from the architect, and he
has to bring to his task a varied knowledge
of property, of the value of buildings of

different kinds, of freeholds and leaseholds,

&c. The architect is often consulted about
buildings, or those which may be erected on
certain land, and he may be competent to

make a fair valuation ; but there are circum-
stances which make it necessary to call in a
professional valuer who has made the various
kinds of tenure a special study, and has an
intimate knowledge of the tables for the
purchasing of estates. Only a professional

valuer can say what house property should
pay according to situation and condition of

building. The cautious valuer will take
into account the depreciating contingencies
which must be provided against by an
annual reserve, losses by bad tenants,

repairs, and annual expenses, and he will

deduct a sum for rebuilding, to be put by
annually in the funds at a certain percentage
which will produce the amount at the end of

the house's life. These are details which only
experienced valuers can adequately master,
and there are many more complex valua-
tions connected with commercial property,
trades, and businesses which require con-
siderable knowledge and experience. Many
architects, it is true, take valuations
of property as a branch of their busi-
ness, and who are competent ; but it is

an occupation which can hardly be said

to belong to the profession, as it requires the
exercise of a different class of faculties. Then,
lastly, we may notice tho export survej'or

who is engaged in estimating light and air

cases, compensations for injury sustained by
excavations, tunnelling, and other operations.

These are all modern occupations that hive
sprung into e.xistonco within tho last hundred
years or less. There are also thoso who go in

for .arbitration cases- -all of them olfshoots of

the profession. Thoso several occupations
havo considerably inlluonccd and reacted

upon it. They havo called out talents of

varying kinds. Tho question is, How far is

it desirable for tho modern professional man
to practise in them without projudico to

archiitoctuio " Branches of surveying like

valuation, arbitration, and the like become
lucrative sources, especially in provincial and
some L3ndon practices ; but they certainly

tend to distract the mind from architectural

thought and study, ind also to lower the
standard of the profession.

THREE MODEilN 1..1ND-H0USES.*

THREE extraordinary schemes are copiously

illustrated in this entertaining folio, which
is devoted to the productions of three architects

—viz., Messrs. Baillie Scott, C. R. Mackintosh,
and Leopold Bauer. The subjects chosen are

"Three Modern Land-Housps," with an essay
on " Mackintosh's Art Principles," by Mr. Her-
mann Muthesius, some time resident in London.
It is an advantage, perhaps, to possess, at least

in some degree, the power of detachment, and so

obtain a relative emancipition from the limita-

tions of ordinary matter-of-fact ways. Any
capable effort artistically convincing and honestly
realised at once should demand consideration and
a friendly recognition from every serious

student of contemporary design. To be able

to evolve a fresh idea, to inspire modern
work with a spirit of inventiveness, or to pro-
duce a new artistic note in applied or structural

ornament, necessarily belongs only to the few ;

consequently we have not the least intention or
wish to undervalue any reisonably appropriate
endeavour in this direction, even if the attempt
does appear, to the merely uninitiated outsider,

strangely encumbered with an amount of

extravagance and overbearing crudity. Mr.
Muthesius, however, taxes our patience too seri-

ously. Ecstatic effusions, ingeniously fabricated
with tall words, such as mark his pages, remain
unconvincing, and the unqualified warmth of his

expressions fails to kindle the reader's enthusiasm
for the simple reason that the design accompanying
his text chills and depresees instead of elevating
and ennob'ing the artistic aspirations of the mind.
It is true, possibly, that " every new idea " makes
its first appearance like a strange guest ; but we
doubt the assertion " that during the time that it

is beginning to be realised is hardly distinguished
from a phantasy or caprice " unless always
provided the idea itself is worthy of the
name. It is all very amusing to chnmpion the
perpetrators of such outrageous startlers, and
console the "apparition of the Scottish de-
signers," with the reflection that they have the
comfort of ktiowing that they are not the first

artists who have tried to " plough a new furrow,
and reaped abuse for their pains." We are also

warned that "as always happens in such cases,

many imitators produce insipid parodies, or even
caricatures of JIaekintosh's style ; but the sugges-
tive power of his original designs, those forms
which at first were so very much a ' strange
guest ' amongst the other art developments of

our age, remains unquestioned and undisputed."
After this, the reviewer's vocation is at an end, and
the jargon of the essayist remains distinguished for

assertion, presumably leaving no room for doubt.
Straight lii ej are "spiritualised,'' for "any out-
break of softness is scourged off tho field by an
exotic multiplication of perpendiculars, stilt and
almost ghostly in their effect, marking an inter-

esting reaction in tho direction of sublimate.l
effeminacy." . . .

" The colour handling shows
consummate mastery, tho prevailing ground tone
of white, the embodiment of colourlessness, on
which are placed small isolated notes of rose or
violet, glowing like lighls. \ sense of profound
repose and distinction is tho immediate result of

this reticence ; whilst the selective use of gold,

and silver mounting adds greatly to the splendour
of the efft-ct." Thus expectant and thus pre-
pared, the reader turns with befitting humility
to tho drawings. The plani have their walls
tinted in em' raid green—a revelation which
comes like a Scottish jokii, so subtle or perhups
stp like a " bolt from the blue." lie that

as it may, tho waterdosots are so arranged
in tho building with a consummate disregard to

sanitary contrivance, brutal though tho reforonee
l)Ccomcs where ri.:id perpendiculars are spiritual-

ised lircauso " where a curve breaks in, it is

su.h a timid one as hardly to count." The Itdies'

(liamber is uvul-shaped, and a touch of the

bow pencil occurs in tho semicircular end
of tho staircase which "evolves" with abrupt
departure immediately out of the square, regard-
less of constructior.al incidents, ploughing perhaps

• Meistt^r (lor Innen Kiinst. Darin^tjidt : Alex. Koch,
liondon : Uraut and Co. l^'olio, printed ia oolouj. Tort J,
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in new furrows, frighttning Mrs. Grundy and
cutting the back up of the local by-law surveyor.

The dominating lines of this conception swell

out into ovals and loops on their way down,
"outbreaks" possibly of "softness," as before

mentioned, for being "sublimated etfeminacj-

scourged off the 6eld." No one could build such
things, and it is as difficult to understand their

intention as it is to admire the Noah's Ark trees

and string - looped sky. It is quite impos-
sible to seriously describe this design. 5Ir.

Mutheeius found it beyond his powers, and
80 set out on the sea of euphonious excogitation.

It remains for the reader to do his best after re-

covering from the effect of such a guide. We
notice that 3Ir. Mackintosh is unaccountably
clever ; though he makes much ado with his

masonry jointing in a sort of Saxon " tall-and-

s'lort work " style of contrast in drawing eleva-

tions, he omits entirely these essential distinc -

tions in making out the perspective, putting

architraves instead. True art is above tricks

of that kind ; but they are nothing to the

mysteries of the interior, with their wonders
of Mackintosh gewgaws evolved from the art

of Japan, perhaps, but stUI quite "original."

Thus four scaffold poles painted green stand

upright in the green chamber at the corner

of the blue carpet, and on these umbrella
wire guards at the top support green eggs, pre-

sumably containing electric light. The German
house, by Mr. Leopold Bauer, is even more
wild and uncouth—Chinese by preference in

drawing—drawn in blue lines with washes of

bright red. There are many coloured plates, and
the perspectives recall the studies peculiar to

paper fans, so many a penny, from the East.

Mr. Baillie Scott's house is an ideal concep-

tion based on anglewise cubes, planned for

"an art lover," with several conical roof

towers and Dutch rounded gables. This makes
a most ingenious affair, wasteful in adminis-
trative areas, internal courts, and so on, but
all the same capable and interesting, without
much claim to originality, however, as some
other architects have tried this type of plan

with even more success. The merit of the

interior is unequal and somewhat barbaric in

colour and form. Still, it is far more worthy of

commendation than these other two so-called

"Land-Houses" in Mr. Koch's unusual and
well printed big folio, the first part of an enter-

taining undertaking.

JAMES BITBB : TRURO CATHEDRAL'S
FIRST CLERK OF WORKS. .

IT was a sad and a sorrowful day was Saturdaj-,

the 20th of May, 1882 ! We had re-

turned from the funeral, from laying in the little

cemetery, over and above Truro, all that was
mortal of Ja:mes Bubb, and within the walls
of the partly-built choir of the new cathedral, of

which the dead had been the mainspring ; the
Rev. Canon Mason—then of Truro, and now of
Canterbury—preached a short sermon, founding
his remarks upon Nehemiah's words: "Re-
member me, my God, concerning this, and
wipe not out my kindnesses that I have done for

the house of my Ciod, and for the observances
thereof." The worthy Canon commenced his
discourse in the?e words :

—

"It needs not to be said for what reason the
20th of May, the second foundation day of this
Cathedral of the West, finds us all in tears.

James Bubb, the man to whom the fabric owes
more than to any other—excepting, perhaps, its

architect—we have to-day laid in the consecrated
earth which he had removed, with such reverent
care, from the excavated site of Old St. Mary's
—the spot on which we stand—to the bury-
ing-ground on the hill. It will be hard
indeed to find another to take his place—one with
like skill and ability, who will also lavish such
kindnesses upon the House of God, and upon the
observances thereof. It is literally true that, as
the Bishop remarked ere we started upon our sad
task this afternoon, that ho knew, approved, and
loved every single stone that has been laid in this
cathedral, from the foundations which he so
skilfully founded upon the actual rock, to the
highest block he has had swung in its place, upon
these walls now some 30ft. or 40ft. high. As
Nehemiah went out by night to gaze upon the
rising walls of Jerusalem, so he, accompanied by
Delafield, his trusty foreman, would often spend
long hours of the silent night examining the past
day's work, and planning for the morrow, before

tearing himself away for a few hours' needful rest.

Alas ! alas I the strain has told upon even his iron

frame, and sadly we have laid him low. With
what zeal did he make all necessary preparations

for keeping to-day's function — this second
anniversary of our laj-ing the chief corner
stone ! 'Tie little more than a week since

he showed me, with intense satisfaction, and
almost boyish glee, the path he was having
cleared, so that the procession might pass, with
trumpets and psalms, through the crypt and aisle

of the cathedral. He told me that, although his

physician had said he was far from well, ' by
hook or by crook ' he hoped to be quite restored
again by the 20th. When the time of the funeral
was first fixed for this atternoon it was not ob-
served that to-day was the one he had so looked
forward to and provided for, and that, with
strange pathos, he would, indeed (but in another
sense), join in the one pro cession of this year's
' Foundation Day,' one in which you men

—

his comrades in this great work—in your white
aprons, would carry his own body out from this

cathedral to be buried. So long as the prayer
of Nehemiah is repeated in this diocese and
church— ' Remember them that show kindness for

Thy House and for the offices thereof '—so long
will our dear friend James Bubb, who has gone
from our sight, have a part in our prayers."

Quite by chance, I spent last Sunday at Truro,

JAMES BUBB.

and all that had occurred fully twenty-two years
before came back vividly to my recollection. The
cathedral that James Bubb commenced, is now
practically a completed work ; hence it is, perhaps,
seemly that a few notes be recorded here by one
who knew and loved him well. Truro, as so many
know, is, from east and west, approached by a high
railway viaduct. Hence, the first view obtained
of its minster is a bird's-eye one. In situation,

Truro is very like Morlaix in Brittany, a place of

similar size, situated about 150 miles, as the sea-

gull flies, almost due south across the interme-
diate English Channel. At Morlaix, the fine

railway viaduct is 210ft. high (and just upon a

thousand long), standing higher than does the tall

spire of its own parish church, which it passes

closely, and whose graceful steeple it practically

kills. Truro Cathedral, under the circumstances,
is not seen to good advantage at first sight ; but,

from almost any part of the little city, especially

from the main bridge over the river, or seen from
some of the many picturesque wynds that abound
at every hand, the grouping of houses and
cathedral is simply perfect. 'The central tower,'

which, unconsciously, takes one'sthoughtsaway to

such noble ones as those at Norrey, near Caen, at

Coutances, and at Bernieres (one speaks from
m3mory), is simply grand. As a matter of detail,

it may be mentioned, the clock that thrusts itself

out obtrusively upon the south transept (like the
handless one I remember seeing on the church
opposite to the late Mr. Kniger's little house at

Pretoria) refuses to tell the time, and might well

be replaced by a sundial. Futher, the statues

that are being placed by degrees in the niches at

the western end, whilst excellent in themselvee,

are—some of them—all too big for the recesfes

they occupy. One, indeed, has had to suffir

amputation at the elbow-joint on that account.

Within, one thinks yearningly of Dol, and
longs for granite. The orientation is also un-

fortunate. The choir is considerably out of squire

with its nave, leaning away to the north wi h

distinctly unhappy effect. In this matter, the

late and talented architect, Mr. John Lough-
borough Pearson's treatment, offers a striking

contrast to what is pointed out in the current

issue of the " B.N." as having just occurred in

the new chapel at the Archbishop's House at

Canterbury, which, 'tis affirmed, actually stands

due north and south—a fact reflecting little

credit on those concerned, and one that would
have been strongly resented by the late Arch-
bishop Benson, although his successor. Dr.

Temple, cared nought for such things. Only one

pier (situated in the south arcade) is of granite.

The stone vaulting of the nave is well designed,

its wfo^y suggesting Amiens, Laon, and Chalons-

sur-Marne. Its effect, however, is marred by
being badly crippled in the working-out of the

actual stonework. Although a cleric possessed of

an exceedingly loud voice preached last Sundiy,

scarcely a word of the sermon could be dis-

tinguished at the western end, the central tower,

as is invariably the case in such formations,

proving the stumblingblock. A much largtr

sounding-board than is the one already provided,

might prove a remedy for this defect. The
baptistery is situated east of the nave's south aisle.

One wonders at such an arrangement in an
English cathedral—one that may be seen in some
Presbyterian churches in Scotland. Indeed, in

the Vor Frue Kirke at Copenhagen, the archi-

tect, C. F. Hansen, has placed Thorvaldseu's

angel-font immediately in front of the altar.

But to return to the subject of these notes.

James Bubb was born in London in 1843. His

father (who, as a sturdy octogenarian, was present

at his funeral) was a well-known and skilled

craftsman in his day and generation, and was

reputed to have been one of the best tile -layers

in the trade. Those in the late Mr. Ferrey's

church in Rochester-row, Westminster, S.W., as

well as the tQes in Mr. J . L. Pearson's equally well-

known one, near Vauxhall Bridge, are amongst

many existing examples of his excellent work.

Young Bubb first worked with his father, but

before he was out of his teens was permanently

attached to Mr. Pearson's staff. As the latter's

clerk of works, he erected St. John's, Red Lion-

square, Holborn, W.C. ; Speke Church, near

Liverpool ; and that of St. John the Baptist at

Darlington, Devon. From the latter he went to

Truro, and for the first two of the three years he

lived there, cai-ried out the work without a con-

tractor, and entirely upon his own responsibility.

It was at that time the great " battle of stones
"

took place ; many influential patrons naturally

wishing granite to be used, whilst others,

equally powerful, viewed that material wi'h

disfavour. Then it was, the late James Bubb's

splendid all-round qualities became more than

ever apparent. He was a geologist of no mean
ability, and, as Mr. Pearson's representative,

personally visited every quarry in the county,

making reports from time to time upon their

varied merits and resources. It is always to be

regretted that difficulties, fancied or real, pre-

vented local granite being used throughout the

whole structure.

It was on May 20, 1880, the Cathedral's corner

stone was formally laid by our present King (then

Princeof Wales) , who warmly complimented James
Bubb upon the excellence of his work. Two
years later the poor dear fellow, stricken down by
typhoid, died within a dozen yards of the very

stone he had helped to lay, and the second anni-

versary of the great function sawhimbroughtforth
upon the shoulders of eight stonemasons, men
who, under their dead chief craftsman, had also

preriously worked upon other of Mr. I'earson's

churches ere they joined the stalf at Truro. They
—and the rest of the workmen, 110 all told—wore

white aprons trimmed with black ribbon, and
each and every one of them carried a bunch of

fair flowers in his hands. Thus, and thus then,

the sad burden was borne tenderly to the cemetery,

situated upon the heights nearly a mile away. It

was a funeral never to be forgotten. Ere the cor-

tege started from the new crypt. Bishop Benson, of

Truro (afterwards His Grace of Canterbury), with

streaming eyes, tried to say something appro-

priate ; but his heart, like almost every other one,
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•was too full to give tongue to many words.

So the choir sang " Christ is made a sure

foundatioD," and then, led by the cross-hearer

hearing the symbol of our common Christianity

high aloft, the procession of surpliced singing men,
with the bishop and the Cathedral body in their

robes, followed by the corpse, Mr. J. L. Pearson,

R.A., the whole staff, and more than half the in-

habitants, passed through streets whose houses had

drawn blinds or closed shutters. It was the longest

and one of the most impressive funerals I ever took

part in, and when it had wound its way up the hill

to the cemetery, and the Bishop had pronounced
the Benediction, we left James Bubb there. To
mark the spot, the Cathedral Building Committee,
at a cost of 100 guineas, placed a coped sepulchral

slab of polished grey Cornish granite upon the

grave. It was designed by Mr. Pearson, and
bears a full-length raised cross of early cha-
racter upon its bevelled top. Around the sides

and ends, in raised letters, is an inscription which
reads:—"James Bubb. Bom April 20, 1843.

Died May 17, 1SS2. Buried the second anni-
eary of the Foundation.—Labour that proceedeth
of love."

On Sunday afternoon I visited the cemetery,
but it was long ere I could find the spot. A huge
rhododendron and even larger rose-bush close by
had grown apace, as flowering trees only do in

Cornwall, and covered all but a few inches of the
head of the coped stone, whilst rank grass practi-

cally buried what the shrubs failed to hide.

With ths help of an appreciative sexton, I got the
thick undergrowth removed, and to-day the
memorial, for the first time for years past, may
be seen in its simplicity and its all-enduring
dignity.

Unmarried, and cut off in his 40th year, James
Bubb was probably one of the most trustworthy
and resourceful clerks of works that the last

century produced. A man of great and in-

domitable perseverance and determination, he
never failed in what he took in hand ; and no
obstacle deterred him from accomplishing that
which, in all singleness of heart, he considered it

his duty to do. Yet, withal, he possessed so
exceptionably amiable a disposition, that, often
with difficult parts to play, he made friends at

every hand, and never an enemy. All who were
associated with him, if ever so slightly, recognised
and appreciated his conspicuous abilities, and
remember him as a man of marked resource and
singularly all-round attainments. Those who
knew him intimately, even as the writer did,
still mourn him as a brother. Harhv Hems.

OWNERSHIP OF ARCHITECTS' PLANTS.

QUESTION TO BE HE-RAISED.

AX important test case, " Gibbon v. Pease,"
raising afresh the architect's right to retain

plans, which was supposed to have been settled
a^'ainst the profession in " Ebdy v, MctJowan"
nearly four-and-thirty years ago. will be tried in
the King's Bench Division at the end of October
next, the case being among those placed high in
the list for hearing after the long vacation. The
action is brought by a building owner for
whom some property at Paddington was con-
verted into Hats, against the architect for the
return to him of all plans, specilications, papers,
and minutes, including all copies of such
general particulars relating to tho work. The
building owner also demands of the defendant
architect the "return of all estimates, tenders,
contracts, bills of quantities, and copies of letters
to and from the client relating to the plans,
specifications, or contracts." The architect, who
was employed at the usual 5 per cent, commission
on the amount of the accepted tender, deems it

his duty in the interests of tho profession to
refuse to dolivtr up the plans, the whole of the
contract having been completed and the fees
paid. We understand that many well-known
architects and surveyors have been subpn'nacd in
the action. In the case of " Ebdy v. McOowan,"
very fully reported by us in our istuo of
November is, 1870, and heard in the Court of
Kxcheciuer by the Lord Chief liaron and Barons
Martin, Bramwell, and I'igott, tho plana were
prepared for a vit^arnge, but were never ctirried
out. :\rr. John 1'. Seddon, tho secretary to the
U.I.Ii.A., and tho late i'\Ir. Fogtrty were called
to prove the custom of the profession to return
tho plans whether the works were executed or
abandoned

; while, on the other hand, .Mr.
Smirko deposed that when tho works were com-
pleted it was the practice of architects to retain

PULPIT IN ARMACiil CATHEDRAL.

tho plans ; but whe:i the building was not
constructed, tho plans were offered; to the client

as a matter of right. The Lord Chief liaron

withdrew tho ([uestion of custom from the jury,

and tho Court unanimously gave judgment
against the architect's claim. Tho lato Mr. A. S
Ayrton, when First Commissioner of Works, re-

fused, it will bo rnuKunbored, to give up to Jlr.

Barry, jun.. Sir (Jharlcs Barry's plans for tho
Houses of Parliament, and we are not aware that

that claim was brought into a court of law. .lust

fourteen years later, in tho case of " (iooding v

the Local Board of Haling," Mr. .lustico Malhew
decided against an architect's claim to recover
plans submitted to a local sanitary authority and

not approved of l)y them. This case, which in
some respects follows the same ruling, was re-

ported in our issue of Oec. .i, ISSl. The issue of

tho present action will be awaited with interest

by architects and building owners.

ARMAGH CATHEDRAL.

THIS handsome pulpit, with its high canopy
of elaborate Guthic woik, rises to a

height of yoft., and 'orms part of the recent

work cairied out in this cathedral, which
waa opened after consecration the other day. It

is from thoaletigns of tho architects to the cathe-
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dral, Messrs. Ashlin and Coleman, of Dublin.

The account printed in our pages for July 29

attributed the work of completion of the church
to the City Architect of Dublin, 5Ir. C. T.
McCarthy ; but it was his father, the late Mr. J.

J. McCarthy, who carried on the building after

the original architect, Mr. Duff, of Newry, had
finished his part, which included 34ft. of the

waUe, erected at a cost of £26,000. We hope, at

an early date, to illustrate the mosaic deco-

rations and other work now completed under the

direction of Messrs. Ashlin and Coleman, when
we shall give a full description kindly supplied

for the purpose.

The pulpit forms a conspicuous object of

interest in the cathedral, and stands against

the main pier at the crossing. The beauty
of its workmanship, together with the size

and elaborate nature of the design, affords

a piece of architectural composition equal to

anything of its kind in Ireland. The work is

beautifully carved, with inlays of various old

marbles, arranged to harmonise in an effective

manner. The work cost over £2,000. The
width of the body of the pulpit is over 6ft., and
the plinths and cornice stonf s are all wrought out in

solid marble blocks, the plinth being in Rosso di

Levante, and the base Giallo di Siena. The plan

is octagonal in form, with angle niches containing

figures of the Four Evangelists, St. Peter and St.

Bridget, the canopies over being groined and
carved. The panels between the niches are filled

with tracery and inlaid marble — Fior di T'ersico-

Portasanta, Brocatello, &c., while the columns
are in Breccia di Seltebasi dorato. The columns
to the angle niches are in Cipollino Mandolato
Verde ; this marble is also used in the moulded
portion over the cornice. The columns forming
the base under the body of the pulpit are

in Portasanta and Verde Antico. The cornice at

the level of the floor of the pulpit is in Portasanta

Chiara Antico. The material for the main portion

of the work, as well as the handrail of the stairs,

is in statuary marble, while the portion under the

steps is in Brocatello RoSso di Verona. The
quatrefoil columns supporting the canopy are in

Portasanta. The solid panel between these is

carved with the passion-flowers, having the Cross
and Figure of our Lord in relief. The canopy
surmounting the pulpit is executed in wood, and
decorated in white enamel and gold, the groining
under being relieved with scroll ornament in

fine lines of gold, with dove and rays in

centre, also picked out in gold. The canopy
is richly treated with perforated cresting,

pinnacles, and spire, the latter having open
tracery with angle crockets, &c. The canopy
was executed by Messrs. Beakey and Co.,

Staft'ord-street, Dublin, and the decoration was
carried out by Mr. J. Clarke, of Frederick-street,

Dublin, the entire work being executed from
the designs and under the supervision of Messrs.
Abhlin and Coleman, of that city.

By the courtesy of the Cathedral Chapter we
are enabled to give the plan and two ex-
teriors of the church as completed. The side

view includes the Synod Hall. The latter was

finished in 1897. It is 90ft. long by 34ft.

wide, and is built of cream-coloured stone,

with traceried windows harmonibing with the

cathedral. The late Mr. WiUiam Hague, of

Dublin, was the architect of this Synod and
Library building, and he also was engaged, at the

time of his death, on the rood-screen behind the

high altar. Mr. McNamara, of Dublin, finished

the work Mr. Hague had begun, and did further

works, including the Celtic tracery of the mosaic

passages and floors, also the heating and venti-

lating to same. These three illustrations are

taken from the oSicial guide-book published as a

souvenir of the consecration by Cardinal Logue
a week or so since.

CLAYS AND THEIR PROPERTIES.

RESEARCHES which are being carried on in

the division of Tests of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture on the causes of the peculiar

properties of clays have an important bearing on
some of the problems of waterworks engineering.

The word '
' clay '

' has generally been rather

loosely used to designate all very fine-grained

earthy deposits found on the earth's crust, with-

out suflicient consideration of their widely-varying
character and properties. As a matter of fact,

between fine-grained sands and the most unctuous,
plastic deposits known, there is a very wide
variation in physical properties, nowhere more
marked than in the way these materials behave
when subjected to the action of water. Fine-
grained sands and very sandy earths will

not hold water, and, at the other extreme,
very "fat" clays,while almost or quite im-
pervious, will develop shrinkage cracks on
drying which wiU thereafter allow water to pass

through. It follows from this that the best

material for filling or puddling should be a

mixture in the proper proportions of sand and
plastic clay, or a " lean " clay.

Many clays, however, have a property that is

occasionally helpful, often annoying, and some-
times extremely dangerous to the engineer.

When immersed in water certain clays slake

;

that is to say, they rapidly crumble and assume
for the time being an incoherent condition.

Occasionally this property is suflicient to cause a

clay deposit to air slake after it is uncovered,
the moisture in the atmosphere causing a rapid

disintegration. The cases where this is ad-

vantageous are those in which by uncovering
and breaking up a clay deposit it will in time
prepare itself for use by crumbling to a loose,

easily - handled material. After once having
been slaked, these clays almost invariablj'

consolidate weU and do not again go to pieces

under the action of water. In certain cases in

which such deposits are of large area, located on
steep watersheds, changes in natural drainage
conditions caused by engineering works of mag-
nitude may result in slipa and landslides of a

serious nature.

It is not sufficient to be familiar with the various

and peculiar properties of clays ; it is also highly

important to understand as much as possible the

underlying causes on which these properties

depend. There is evidence now bemg accumu-
kted to this end. The value of investigations

such as those which are being carried on in the

division of Tests cannot be over-estimated. It

appears that the essential difference between sands

or other non-plastic earthy materials and true

clays lies not so much in the size and shape of the

particles which compose the mass or the texture

of the latter as on the nature and character of the

particles themselves. Plasticity and binding

power are due to the presence of particles which
actually soften and become to a certain degree

sticky under the continued action of water.

Purely crystalline particles like those of powdered
quartz or marble do not make plastic masses when
wetted.

There is, however, another kind of matter from

that which appears in a crystalline form ; this is

broadly defined as amorphous substance. Only
one kind of amorphous matter, however, is active

in producing the essential and peculiar clay

character. Ordinary glass is an amorphous non-

crystalline material, but powdered glass is no

more plastic when wet than is sand. The particles

which are active in forming coherent masses are

highly hydrated ; that is, they contain so-called

water of constitution, which disappears into some
sort of porous structure too fine to be seen under

the most powerful microscope. Indeed, there is

evidence which seems to show that the size of the

pores in this structure is of the order of magnitude
of the water molecules themselves. As is very

well known, all clays contain this water, and

sometimes to the extent of 15 per cent, or more,

although, to all appearances, they may be quite

dry and powdery. If suflicient heat is applied to

drive off this water completely, all plasticity and

clay likeness is destroyed. Apparently the ab-

sorbent porous structure is also destroyed, for

ignited clays no longer absorb water into their

particles. Thus brickdust is no more plastic

than sand or glass-powder. The particles have

not been made crystalline by heating, but the

active hydrated grains have been changed to

a dead condition. The active particles which

become coherent when wet are called '
' colloid

(glue-like) to distinguish them from the inactive

crystalline and amorphous grains which are

also present to a greater or less extent in

every clay. The colloid particles are responsible

for the shrinkage and cracking which take place

when all fat clays dry out in compact masses, and

this action can only be prevented by a proper

admixture of sandy or other inert matter.
_

Deep-seated clays will often be found with the

porous condition of the particles unsatisfied ;
that

is to say, the pores behave as though they were

vacuum voids, and water as well as many other

substances (although by no means all substances)

are eagerly absorbed. In reality this absorptive

force is probably akin to capillary action on a

larger scale. Slaking is caused by a very

vigorous indrawing of water into this porous

structure. If a lump of a slaking clay is touched

to the tongue it wUl adhere to it, sometimes so
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strongly that it is painful to draw the tongue
suddenly away. In more dense siirfaco clays the
porous btruc.turc is already "stuffed" with
water, and often with other substancjs of hoth
organic and inorganic origin. This can ho
shown by a very simple e.xperimont. Glycerine
is not ubeorbed rapidly enough to produce
slaking ; if, therefore, a lump of s'akinj; clay
is soaked in glycerine over night, it can then
be transferred to water in which it will be
found to behave as does any non-slaking cliiy.

As has already been pointed out, clays that have
once been slaked and again compacted do not.

after drying, disintegrate under the action of

water, as the porous structure is suUieitntly

Hatuiatcd to slow the action down.
The bearing of these theoreticial considerations

upon the selection of the bfst material for a

specific purpose is evident. Surface clays and
f-uils fihould bo preferred, other things being
(qua), to decp-se.'ited deposits, and in every case

the use of slaking clays should be avoided for

tilling in water-works construction unlets time
can be allowed for the " ripening " of the clay

before use. In one important instance a dam
was constructed nuiinly of a deep-seated clay ;

when the water was finally turned on, the fil.ing

was observed to be undergeing considerable

moveuKnt accompanied by shifting, and the

dam developed numerous leaks which entailed

great annoyance and some anxiety.

For binding material in road construction clays

of high plasticity can be used, provided they are

properly combined with a sulBcient excess of

inert material, such as sand or burnt clay.

Straight clay ro.ids, as is well known, are in-

variably too soft and sticky in wot weather to

bear traffic.

The laboratory methods of examination of
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clays, except in relation to their use in

ceramics, have not heretofore been given the

attention they deserve. Mere chemical and
rational analysis is of little. What is needed
are methods of testing which will deteiraine in

advance the behaviour of a material in various

ways under the continued action of water. All
developments along this line of investigation

will be awaited with interest by those to whom
such data are valuable.

—

Thr Eni/uifcring Jtecord.

DECORATED FIREPROOF CEILINGS.
rpHE British Uralite Co., Ltd., of 50, Cannon-
_L street, E.G., have applied their useful fire-

proof material in a direction which certainly can-

not fail to enlist the approval of architects.

Uralite as a material for ceilings will comraend
itself to the profession. We have teen lately

many buildings lined with it, partitions, door

panels, and ceilings, rendering them perfectly

lire-resisting. We have now a copy of their new
ceiling catalogue before us showing several new
patterns for decorated ceilings, suitable for large

buildings of a private and commercial character,

like banks, hotels, &c. The patterns comprise a

variety of appropriate modes of relief in the form
of diamond-shaped panels, octagonal, squares

alternating with star-like panels, intersecting

square arrangements, and several other more
elaborate devices, very suitable for the decora-

tion of flat surfaces. These can be worked out

cither with plain Uralite strips or with hard-

wood mouldings, and when absolute fire-re-

sistance is desired a layer of soft Uralite is re-

commended ne.xt the floor joists. These ceiling

patterns can be supplied in sections ready for

screwing to the floor joists with the necessary
cornice mouldings. We believe there is a good
opening for ceilings of this kind. The material

itself is admirably adapted for lining flat and
curved surfaces like coves and vaults, as it is

thin, will not sag, and can be easily fixed. On
architecturalprinciples we certa^ly prefer simple,

low-relief panelling, such as the Uralite patterns

offer, than those elaborate overdone moulded
ceilings of fibrous plaster which often ruin the

scale and proportions of a room, and we think the

leading members of the profession will endorse
our view. Prices of the new ceiling pattern can
be supplied on application to the company, 50,

Cannon-street.

ON LIMES AND MORTARS.—II.

IN every treatise on limes and cements Smeaton
U invariably referred to as being the dis-

coverer of hydraulic limes ; and this in foreign as

as well as in English works on the subject.

(Smeaton's name is indissolubly bound up with
the history of Eddystone Rock. That he built a

lighthouse there, and was an engineer, is about

all that the public or the profession recollect of

him at present. Smeaton was born in Yorkshire

on May 28, 1724. Though his father was an
attorney, the son showed a decided leaning to-

wards mechanics, as may be judged from his

constructing a windmill on the ridge of a barn at

Austhorpe, where the familj' resided ; and this

before our embryo engineer was " out of his petti-

coats, " so we are informed, as Herodotus c lutiously

remarks when he chronicles any occurrence out-

side his own knowledge, and which made an
unusual demand on his superabundant credulity.

When Smeaton was old enough, his father, having
experienced what unique opportunities the Law
afforded a man of pious and respectable reputation

to become rich at the expense of others in a very

short time, sent him to Westminster, and here

he attended the Courts regularly, with a view to

obtaining some insight into so profitable a busi-

ness. Smeaton as a lawyer was not a success : being

an honest man, he was not fitted for it ; hypocrisy

and chicanery, morals loosely strung, and neigh-

bourly feelings modelled on those of the

Carnivora, did not appeal to him, so he turned his

back on the law, and took to the more useful if

less profitable business of "philosophical in-

strument " making. He was so successful in his

new venture that in 1759 he obtained the Royal
Society's gold medal for a work on the " Natural
Powers of Water and Wind." It is difficult at

first to understand what the unnatural powers of

these may be, that he should have been si careful

to distinguish between them ; but what he meant
is perhaps best shown by his statement that the

powers referred to were those capable of turning

mills and other machinery depending on a circular

motion. There appears to be a singular abuse of

the word "natural" in ordinary conversation.

For instance, it is said of a man that he died a

natural death, if he was not hanged, though if he
had been, liis death would still be natural, for it

would be passing strange and unnatural if a man
did not die when he was partially strangled, and
his neck wholly broken. A loose method of

expression often leads to the formation of

erroneous views of the simplest and moat common-
place occurrence, and it should be guarded
against where words are likely to be under-
stood in their literal sense. That a horse pulls

a cart, or that an engine pulls a train,

is so obvious that no one would think of dis-

puting either statement ; but, as a matter of fact,

no horse ever yet pulled a cart, or any engine a

train, for the energy put out in each case is

transmitted by a series of pushes. Ahorse, when
at work, is fitted with a collar ; to this is attached

traces finished by links, the terminals of which
are looped over hooks on the shafts. When the

collar is pushed by the horse, the hooks on the

shafts are pushed forward by the links, so that

the cart moves by pushiag, and not by pulling, as

is popularly thought. The same may be said of

a steam-engine—in fact, there is no such thing

as a pull known, except, perhaps, in the case of a

magnet acting on an iron bar, but as the exact

mode of transmission here is unknown (as in

gravitation), the energy may, after aU, act as a

push, and not a pull. In dealing subsequently

with the chemistry and physics of limes and
cements, it will be of importance to recollect

that the popular and scientific meaning of words
may not be exactly coincident—that is, it a clear

understanding of the subject is to be attained.

To return to Smeaton. In 175t he quenched his

thirst for knowledge at the canals and water-
ways of Holland and the Low Countries.

To a man interested in windmills, Holland,
especially the northern part of it, must have
been a veritable paradise. The skyline north of

Amsterdam, where it does not bound the Zuyder
Zee, is picturesquely broken by irregular outlines

of mountains and windmills, and as the largest

mountain in that region is not much more than
ISin. high, -whilst the lowest windmill is at least

50 times as much, the windmills are naturally the
determining factor of the landscape. That the

skyline is well broken may be judged from the

fact that at Zaandam about 300 windmills, some
of them driven by steam, may be seen standing
on a patch of ground not apparently much larger

than an ordinary cricket pitch, and as these are

always in motion, the landscape assumes such a

threatening aspect that if Don (jaixote .md
Sancho Panza, in their first essay at knight-
errantry had come this way amongst the Myn-
heers instead of the Dons, he would have earned
his knighthood and the other his governorship in

a much shorter time than they did in regions

farther south. The " Low Countries," as the

name implies, are more or less under water all the

year round, and they would be wholly so at all

times but for windmills, which keep them partially

dry. Sometimes these, Sisyphus-like, are engagf d
in a never-ending task, for they lift water from
the canals and threw it into the sea, whilst the

sun is bus}' undoing the work by taking the

water up again and throwing it back into the

canals. When a prospective building owner buys a

plot in London he gets in exchange for his money
a piece of dry land put down where there is room
for it ; but in some places in these Low
Countries, he may buy freehold building water,

and he has to find the land, or fish it up from the

bottom of the water if he wants to build.

Desirable sites of this kind may be seen at

Delft, Amsterdam, and other places "ripe for

development," hence the Dutch are, and hare

been, adepts, from time immemorial, in the art of

building under water. Smeaton, therefore, before

he undertook engineering work of any kind
learned from the Dutch how they framed wind-
mills, and built with bricks and mortar in places

where the latter, if soluble in water, would soon

lead to the destruction of the entire work. In
1755, soon after Smeaton returned from Holland,

his friend. Lord Macclesfield, recommended him
as being ths fittest person in England to build a

lighthouse on the Eddystone, that rock having
been cleared by fire in the same year of the

lighthouse built on it by Rudyerd. Smeaton was
entrusted with the work, which he commenced in

1755, and finished in 1759. The construction of

this lighthouse has, owing to the peculiarity of

its dovetailed masonry courses, been illustrated in

every textbook of engineering published since

its erection. Most builders know that dove-

tailing is a method of joining two wide pieces

of wood which make an angle with each other on
the end grain. Such a joint is therefore more
joiners' than masons' work, though dovetail joggles

of some hard material are, and always have been,

used across the joint between two stones, sunk in

the top beds, when it is neceosary to secure them
together ; this, of course, can only be done where
the stones in a course are all of the same thickness

Smeaton's plan was, therefore, an extension of a

principle well-known in carpentry for ages, and
also in masonry, as the London street kerbs in his

day were laid, header and stretcher alternately,

the header being dovetailed on one end to take

the stretchers, and thus prevent them from fall-

ing into the street. Before proceeding to ex-

amine Smeaton's experiments in limes and

mortars, it will be interesting to turn aside and
note a peculiar accident which happened to one

of the light-keepers during the fire which con-

sumed Rudyerd's work. The man went out on
the lantern balcony, and, looking up at the root

with open mouth, a quantity of molten lead,

about hVo. weight, poured down his throat. He
does not appear to have suffered much incon-

venience at the time, but in twelve days after he
was seized with cold sweats and spasms, death

soon following. Dr. Spry, who attended this man
during his illness, made a post-mortem examina-

tion of the body, and removed the lead, which
he found was curved to the shape of the stomach,

and had part of its coat adhering to the lead.

The doctor communicated the particulars of this

case to the Royal Society, and the members were

so sceptical about it that the worthy doctor

thought proper to remove their doubts and
convince them he wai trustworthy. This he did

by feeding dogs and fowls on molten lead, with

other food. Strange to say, they not not only

lived, but they also grew fat under this treat-

ment. Dog biscuit and corn are now much
cheaper than molten lead, and they are foods the

administration of which do not require a vivi-

sector's license. That a philosophical instru-

ment maker, or what we should now call a

"scientific" or a "mathematical" instrument

maker, should be intrusted with the erection of

such an important building as the Eddystone
lighthouse may seem strange to many at the

present day (Smeaton's predecessor on the rock,

John Rudyerd. was a silk merchant on Ludgate-

hill) ; but it must be recollected that civil engi-

neering as a profession was unknown inEogland
until the middle of the 18th century. About
that time the ever-increasing commerce of the

country necessitated the construction of canals

for inland communication, and large harbours

for sheltering vessels engaged in the coasting

and foreign trades. There were no men in

the country trained to carry out such works.

Consequently the first civil engineers were

self-educated men, and Smeaton was one of them.

He founded the Society of Civil Engineers, and

the first meeting of that body was held in a tavern

at Holborn called the "Queen's Head." This

wiis in March, 1771 ; but owing to some personal

dispute between Smeaton and one of the members,
the society was dissolved in 1792. Re-formed in

April. 1793, the new society held its meetings at

the " Crown and Anchor," in the Strand. Ac-
cording to the new constitution it consisted of

three classes—real engineers, men qualified to act

as real engineers, and honorary members : those

whose emploj'ment was necessary to or connected

with civil engineering. Tte aames of Rennie,

Whitworth, and Watt are found amongst the

first twelve "real" engineers; Joseph Priestley

was in the second class, and Ramsden, of

dividing-engine fame, was in the third class.

Of these men it may be said that, like Smeaton,

they were born, not inade, engineers. The
successful erection of the lighthouse did not

bring Smeaton much work, and in 176-t he had
to accept the receivership of the Derwentwater
Estate for the Governors of Greenwich Hospital

;

but now he was more fortunate, for in less than

ten years after work so poured in on him that he

found much difficulty in coping with it, and from

this time he continued in successful practice until

his death, which took place in October, 1792.

Writing of him in 1812, Smeaton's biographer

says, " As a civil engineer he was, perhaps, un-

rivalled, certainly not excelled, by anyone, either

of the present or former times." A distinguished

French chemist, referring to Smeaton, says, in a

recently published work, " JPracticien distingue,

aufeitr (h- trt/t'inx iniportants^ il jonissait 'd^nne

ijrund reputation commc iiiffriiieiir, mais n'arant
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ffitct'itc aiffiiyift- commc v/i-fni^tf,^* "which is quite

true, for modern chemistry was not even founded
in Smeaton's time. A thorough knowledge of the

properties of limes and cements can only be
obtained by studying the chemistry of these

materials. It follows, therefore, that though the

behaviour of such may be ascertained by builders'

experiments on mortars, an acquaintance with the
principles underlying the phenomena exhibited
by them can never be in advance of the chemical
knowledge of the time. Smeatou was not a

chemist: visionary and absurd as was chemicil
theory in his time, he knew nothing about it.

The phlogibtic incubus of .Stahl had settled down
on the subject, and it accounted, or, rather, was
supposed to account, for all chemical changes.
And this nightmare of science was as purely
fanciful as it was absurd and misleading, so

that if Smeaton had known anything of it, he
would not have been benefited in any way.
Though the results were published for the
first time in 1701, Smeaton s experiments on
limes and mortars were made in 1756-57, and it

was not until 1775 that Lavoisier, an eminent
French chemist gave the eonp Ji- r/rnn- to

"Phlogiston," and laid the foundations of

modern chemistry ; what the phlogiston was
nobody knew exactly, but what these old chemists
thought it was may be inferred by reading Dr.
Bryan Iliggins's " Chemical I'hilosophy," pub-
lished in 17.S0, six years before he gave the world
bis work on '• Calcareous Cements." Smeaton's
engineering was not always successful, for in
1778 a bridge designed b'y him for Ilexham failed
before it was completed ; there were eight piers
to_ it, the foundations of which were laid in
caissons, the sides of these being detached when
the piers were carried up above flood- water level,

a wooden bottom was left between the masonry
and the gravel of the river bed. As long as the
gravel remained intact such a method of laying
foundations in water was, of course, safe enough

;

but floods sometimes washed the gravel away, the
piers resting on it sunk, and there were at least
two "settlements," one of the piers, and the
other of accounts between engineer, contractor,
and bridge trustees. At Ilexham the gravel was
washed avfay for a depth of 2ft. 6in. from
under the piers, causing failure of all the work
BO undermined. Smoaton blamed himself for
not ordering every pier to have, in addition to a
girdling course of masonry, a slope of rubble-
stone so laid all round the latter as to protect the
gravel from being washed out by the scour of the
water. The mistake made here was in over-
estimating the hardness of the gravel bed on
which the foundations were laid. In this case
the pier foundations failed before the arches
were turned, so that the disaster did not affect
•Smeaton's reputation very much ; but in the
similar failure at Westminster Bridge, in 1747,
the arches were turned and the roadway opened
for traffic, unfortunately for Labelye, as the
disaster ruined his reputation and his practice
as well. Mr. Batty Langley, who appears to
have been as proficient in the administration of
personal abuse as he was ingenious in discovering
Uothic "Orders," Artinatural lines. Entrances
into tirottos, according to the (Jrand Manner, as
well as other original and striking architectural
monstrosities, fell on poor Labelye in his mis-
fortune, and administered a castigation the record
of which reads like an ancient classic, it is so
vigorous and poetical ;—for Mr. Langley was, in
his wrath, terrible 1 In a strain truly Homeric,
Labelye is described as an insolvent, ignorant,
arrogrant bankrupt Swiss impostor, who pirated
other people's invented rules, and was therefore a
thief and a robber. This ".Mr. Self-Sufficient"
built a pier at Westminster which, when finished
actually "set out on its travels towards the
Antipodes," and who could do such a thing but
"a fool, a madman, and a knave r" This was
not all, however: the worst is still to come.
Labelye filled his cup of iniquity when he
audacioutly called " my Concave, Parallelopipe-
don, Htxangular, I'rismatical vessel " a "( 'ais-
8on," an assertion which fairly staggered Batty
whoso patent for the sole use of uncouth words
and phrases was thereby infringed. So he
promptly hanged "the pirate" without benefit
of the clergy, and the body may be seen to this
day, swinging in mid-air, within a few yards of
the bridge he tried to build at Westminster, on a
gallows specially designed and erected for the
avenger, and all this on a small steel plate
"published at the Globe in I'aternoster-row "

(1718). Batty wiis none of your modern archi-
tects who puzzled to know whether they are pro-

fessionals or artists. 1 !e carried on business in

Mead's-court, Dean-street, Soho, and his build-

ing stood until " every stone was torn intc^toms
by the hungry Teeth of devouring ^ime.
N.B.—Repairs of Noblemans and Gentlemans
Houses and Estates in Buildings justly estimated,

surveyed, measured, and valued und p'rfurmrd if

rrqinrid, at the most reasonable Rates; and Ex-
horbitant Bills of Workmen taxed at honest living

Prices," by B. L. How thankful " noblemen and
gentlemen " should be that none of the architec-

tural work of the present day is likely to last long
enough to furnish a repast for the " hungry teeth

of devouring time," the prospect of that motley
architectural plunder of all nations and all times
which now decorates our streets enduring for

such an indefinite period is too awful to contem-
plate. Anyone curious to see a "frontispiece"
in a Gothic "order," after the style of Batty
Langley, should visit Staple's Inn, Holborn,
where, under the clock in the courtyard, may be
seen dressings to a doorway, the details of which
cannot be matched for originality by any work
" in the heavens above, the earth beneath, or

the waters under the earth." We sometimes
read of an architect whose powers are of such a

superhuman kind that he, quite unconsciously,
impres-ed every brick in a certain building "with
his individuality "

; but here may be seen a whole
ttyle so impressed, and we cannot help regretting
that such a genius as the author of this work
was, did not build a cathedral in the same
" order " for it would have more visitors than the
Liverpool Cathedral is ever likely to have: Batty
Langley as architect, with Peter Nicholson as

consulting architect, would have been a combi-
nation ot talent not to be matched in this or any
generation for m-'iijinnl work in the Gothic style.

Before estimating the exact value of Smeaton's
services to the profession in the matter of

hydraulic limes, it is necessary to find out what
was known of them before his time. (Jur old
friend Vitruvius knew nothing of hydraulic
lime, though he did know that if pozzuolana was
added to ordinary lime it made a mortar which
would set under water, "as in ordinary build-
ings," and he says of this substance that it was a
sand having extraordinary qualities, but why
thfse should have conferred hydraulic properties
on mortar he did not know. 'The manufacture of

hydraulic mortar with pozzuolana was therefore
practiued 2000 years before Smeaton's time, and
it is common on the Continent at the present
day, this material being used interchangeably
with terras for all work in brick or stone laid in
mortar under water. The use of lime which
would set and harden under water without the
addition of p:zzuolana or other foreign matter
was also common before Smeaton's time, as may
be seen from the following account of what took
place in constructing a harbour of refuge in
the Isle of Thanet. Labelye was in 177-t ap-
pointed engineer to an Admiralty scheme for
constructing a harbour at the mouth of the river
Stour near Sandwich. The proposed shelter was
to consist of two stone piers, each 2,0'J6ft. long,
running straight out to sea, a distance which
would secure a depth of about 12ft. at low water.
The clear opening between the pierheads was to

have been 300ft., narrowing to 100ft. at the inner
end, and the axial line of the tr.ipezium was to
point S.E., the cost, exclusive of lands to be pur-
chased, being estimated at ,£:389,168 133. 2d., a
sum which shows with what e.xtrerae accuracy
such calculations were made 150 years ago.
Pilots and experienced navigators were in favour
of this scheme ; but fortunately for some reason
the work was not carried out or even begun.
Smeaton said that every vessel making such a
harbour must, without any doubt whatever, have
been wrecked within it during a south-easterly
gale. A storm of unusual violence which occurred
in December, 174.S, drove several vessels from the
Downs into Itamsgate, then a very small harbour,
the piers of which were built by fishermen with-
out any assistance from the Crovernment. The
shelter afforded in this instance drew attention
to the capabilities of the site, and it was
decided to build a largo harbour there. Labelye
was not consulted as to the new scheme,
probably because ot his failure at Westminster
liridge, and Messrs. Kobins and Turner, of
Gosport, were appointed engineers to the trustees.
In 1 7 1'J engineers were invited to send in plans
for piers of wood or stone. When these, with
sundry models, were duly deposited with the
trustees, the latter again invited engineers and
others acquainted with " ongineery " to assist

them in coming to a decision. Some were in

favour of wooden piers, others proposed stone,

and the matter was settled on Jan. 12. 1750, by
the trustees deciding that one pier should be of

stone, and the other of wood, and thus they
hoped to satisfy both parties. The stone pier for

the east side of the harbour was to be built from
plans by Mr. Ockenden, the master mason being
Mr. T. Preston, and the west pier was to be
carried out from the designs of Captain Brooke
by Mr. J. Scott, master carpenter. For the pur-

poses of this article it will be unnecessary to

make further reference to the timber pier ; but

the construction of the stone pier, and the

materials in it being pertinent to the subject in

hand, must be noticed at some length. First,

then, it appears that Mr. Preston, who had charge

of the works, though described as "master
mason," was in reality much more than a mere
foreman, or even clerk of works, for Ar ordered

Barrow limestone, a fact which Smeaton con-

sidered " worthy of notice," when he subse-

quently reported on this very pier.

Writing in 1791, Smeaton said: "The 2nd
February, 1749-50, Thomas Preston wasappointeed

mason or foreman of the stonework, who, by the

Board's order, set out for Maidstone, Folkestone,

Dover, and Ramsgate, and was to follow the

instructions given him. Mr. Preston's first report

of the 23rd following chiefly contained an account

of the stone materials afforded and used at the

places specified, whereupon he was ordered to go
to Purbeck, to make proper inquiries concerning

the stone there. It is worth}- of notice that a

quantity of Barrow limestone was got, as recom-
mended by Mr. Preston." A committee was
formed to carry on the stone pier, but it does not

seem that they consulted either Mr. Robins or

Mr. Turner about the work. Mr. Preston appears

to have been the only practical man engaged on
the pier, though no doubt Mr. Ockenden had
some acquaintance with engineering, perhaps

sufficient to make drawings, and occasionally

prompt him to offer advice which the latter clearly

was not in need of, and would have been better

without. In 18 months after the stone pier was
commenced, it was carried out to a distance of

3!)0ft., of which 104ft. were ready for the parapet,

and the rest above the reach of the spring tide
;

the foundation was run on N3ft. further, and the

examining committee found all the work " free

from any kind of failure whatever." The pier

was backed or filled with rubble in a mortar made
of shell lime, the facing being ashlar ; but as

rubble in shell lime was found to be more expen-
sive than ashlar, it was decided to use the latter

for backing as well as for facing in future. Shell

lime was burned from shells found on the sea

shore : the raw material being scarce, the finished

product was necessarily expensive. Wren used it

in St. Paul's, and there was a common but mis-

taken notion that it was better than chalk lime ;

no one would think of burning shells for lime

now, except, perhaps, in places where they were
plentiful and limestone scarce. All went on
well at Ramsgate until it became necessary to lay

the foundations of the piers beyond low water-

mark, when, in .an evil moment, they, the com-
mittee, advertised for contrractors to deliver plans,

proposals, and estimates for constructing the piera

under water, though Jlr. Preston was quite

capable ot eloing the work. A ^Ir. Etheridge

produced a model of a caisson for building under
water, as well as a tool for levelling the chalk on
which the caisson was to rest, and these, with a

strong recommendation from Jlr. Ockenden, in-

duced the committee to appoint Jlr. Ktherielge sur-

veyor of the works at a salary of C200 per annum.
Etheridge was a person of a " truly mechanic
genius," being one of the carpenters who worked
on the caissons and centres of Westminster
Bridge, under King, the master carpenter thore.

His practical knowledge of the trade was oxten-

aiv3, and this apparently encouraged him to think

ho was a competent mason also—an opinion which
led to much friction with Preston, who resented

his interference in work hitherto conducted with

so much satisfaction to all concerned. Smeaton
says that before the appointment of I'.theridge,

Preston was not satisfied with the uso of shell

lime under water, and ho recommended the

trustees to try lime burned from stone obtained at

-Vberlhaw, I'.arrow, or Boulogne, and they ob-

tained cargoes of these stones, but the merits of

the limes obtained from them had not been
sulHcicntly investigated at the time. l''.theridgo

had used shell lime for waterworks, and he pre-

ferred lime from Kentish Rag, or the Carboniferous

Limestone ot Clifton to any obtained from the

stones pointed out by Preston. We now know
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that Preston was right and Etheridge wrong;
the latter, m fact, was absolutely ignorant of the
most elementary facts in mortar-making, and
f?meaton accounts for this by saying "the
making_ of mortar is rather of a chemical than
mfchamcal natur^" and Etheridge was of a
mechanical turn of mind. Wmeaton also says that
had Jithendge "suffered Mr. Preston to have had
his due weight," the trustees would have been
saved much troub'e, the trust much expense, and
the work itself great loss of time. Mr. Preston
was a working mason and engineer k% well, he
worked to no drawings, and to no specification
but his own

;
he ptrsonally conducted the work

and saw that others co-operated with him in
carrying out his plans, and these were not made
to scale on paper

:
they were instructions con-

veyed duectly by word of mouth as circumstances
required, buch a combination of designer andworkman as the trustees found in Pr.ston has at
all times in the world's history produced the best
work

;
It IS only when the workman becomes a

mere tool, and his work degraded by a mere copy-
ing ot drawings made by another man, who is
supposed to think for him, that success in build-
ing becomes impossible, and its abfolute failure
an assured consequence. There are no limes
used at the present day for building under water
fuperior to those oblained from the limestones of
Aberthaw, Barrow, and Boulogne, end they were
most ceriamly m use at Ramsgatein 1749-.50 six
years before Smeaton abandoned " philosophical in-
strument ' making for civil engineering: in other
words, Lias limes, as well as those obtained from the
lower chalk, were known to master masons as pos-
sessing hydraulic properties. Itisnot probable that
Irestoiiknew why Liis limes set underwater-
but It IS overwhelmingly clear that he rejected
not only chalk lime, but also sheU lime for sub-
marine work. Some consulting engineer re-
commended for the Kamsgate work that all the
ashlar should be set with terras mortar, another
the backing mortar should be made with brickdust
or sea-coal ashes. Smeaton was well acquainted

"f .u i ^3^ ^'"^'^ "^™ ^« ^™'e his "Narrative
of the Building ot the Eddystone Lighthouse "
in l,yi His "discoveries" wiU be noticed in
tne next article.

OBITUARY.
SIu. Cn.^RLES AVoOLNouGH, who was formerly

well koown in Kingston-on-Thames as an archi-
tect and ironfounder, passed away at Croydon
on Monday week, aged 70 years. He went t >

Kingston in 1S55 at the age of 21, after an
apprenticeship of five years t > an architect and
builder, to assist in the business of agricultural
engineers and ironfounders, established here by
his father, his brother, and Mr. Priest. On the
death of his father in 1S68 he became a partner
in the firm of Priest and Woolnough, and the
fallowing year saw the development of the Ceres-
road property, the Ceres Iron Works being erected
from plans prepared by the late Mr. William
Woolnough, and the frontage utilised for house
property, of which the deceased was the architect.
This considerable undertaking was justified for
the first seven years of its existence, but owing
to business depression which set in about lS7i3°
and was acute for some years, these works passed
into othtr hands before their final disposal. Before
this, in 1881, deceased left Kingston-on-Thames
to take up the occupation of estate management,
erecting farm buildings and homesteads, i-c , and
he was so engaged for four years with the Earl
of Stradbroke in Suffolk, and afterwards for four-
teen years with the Duke of Bedford at Wohurn
During the past few years he had lived in retire-
ment at Croydon, and he was interred there on
Thursday, leaving a widow and four daughters to
mourn his loss.

Mil. Sf.iiekt Coxrad Eltox Baty, M A '

Director of Public Works, Jlombasa, East Africa
Protectorate, died in London on Sunday at the
premature age of 38. The second son of the late
Kev. T. Jack Baty, of Roehampton, he was
educated at St. Paul's School and Cambridge.
Previously to his appointment at Mombasa he had
held oflSce in the Mauritius as land surveyor,
and in the Seychelles as Oovfrnment Surveyor
and Superintendent of Publij Works.

The church of St. James-the-Less, West T^it^n-mouth, naa just received an interesting piece ofchurch furniture as a memorial ot the service of theRev. James Metcalfe, who was incumbent for 27years. It consists of an archive chest made from

tn'l^r'' °l
"'^ P"'P" "=«'' '° '»>« ''hirch from I73I

?^J 1, '/?u
°° * ^'•^^ P'""* '"^ide the cover Iremscnbed the names of the perpetual curates andvicars who mmistered during that period.

nljB^'!i'™^n^.,°V*''^ T'''^'
°f Old Masters in theold Roman Cathohc cathedral at Leeds has been

dtenTnd 4*"'
'^h°'"°%

°*' V-^y^t-'ous weU 60ftdeep and 2ft. in diameter. Nobody, not even thecontractors, knows anything of the origin of hewell It ,8 stated that resident priests h^ve beensnpphed with water from a mysterious source, andthe discovery of the well is some explanation.
'

The
tall spire in the hands of a "steeple jack " stm

rndSc^fy."^
'^^""""^ -«"' ^ -"''Of ti-

rin^f^f
?''''^^''™"\° '^'^'P^' i« being erected at

t»?Kf p,'™"" i^"S?' ''y ^'- J- ^- Carder, archi-
tect, of Plymouth, which Messrs. Snell and Sons arecarrying into effect for an inclusive cost (slrand

™t, '." ^'"1? .efficient land adjoining has been

The n™^nt\'"'^r'° ^''"i.
«=''°'" and Classrooms

np»rlf !^n u',''''';^'
"^^^^ complete, will seatnearly 400, while later an end gallery will be

Wiudhill Primitive Methodist Church will securea new organ at a cost of £500.

«
^°,?''^?"'^ay '" 'a^t week at Great Barton West

^he Ph'
^^/^y Bt-'bury laid the foundation°stone o

EdmSd^- ^- ^^'""""^ """^ S"°' °f B-'^y St-

The vicar of St. Martin's, Dover, assisted bymembers of h,s congregation, has span six weeks ofhard work with pick and shovel m turning the large

^l?r'a:LTgTrde''n';
"'"=" *« '=''"^^'' ^'^^^ -'» -

C.;^as£;U^,^lb^^?b ^ ITII^:' B^^-

of thaTof t?''\°J ^ "'^ P"'^'' formed par'tlyou

nJ^f ?h
^ "2"'? P*''"''' °f St. James and partlyput of the parish of St. Peter. The church which

'13 tar 'a
" C'f""-oad ^Vest, was erected^'some

nerJonf tf. *{! 'T ""^"^ accommodation for 300

nS i'f^n
"'' "'hen the original design is com-pleted It will accommodate 500 persons.

CHIPS.
"pie new parish hall at Auchterless was opened

last week. The erection will cost nearly £700.
A Primitive Methodist school chapel is to be

erected m Abbeydale, Sheffield.

T '^1!? P™®J'f gas to private consumers in the Gjs
i-ight and Coke Company's district north ot theThames has been reduced by Id. per 1,000 cubic

The new tower and spire of Rochester Cathedral,
which, by the munificence of a former citizen, are
being built in replacement of Cottingham's mediocre
fower of 70 years ago, will be dedicated on Nov. 30
St. Andrew's Day. '

Mr. John Gray, builder Radruth. fell from a
Jersey car whilst proceeding to the Land's End on
Xuesday week, breaking his arm and sustainmff
severe bruises on the face.

The mayor of Lambeth will, to-morrow (Satur-
day), at half-past four p.m., unveil a Memorial
fountain, erected (by permission of the Parks
Cotnmittee of the London County Council) at the
VVater-lan3 entrance of Brockwell Park to the late
Mr. Alderman Candler, of the Lambeth Corpora-
tion, who took a prominent part in the recent
extension of the park.

The Board of Trade learns that the provincial
councd of the province ot North Holland will be
prepared to receive tenders on August IS for the
widening and deepening ot the profile of the North
Sea canal, at an estimated cost of 356,000 fiorins
(about £28,666). The conditions of contract may
be obtained from Van Cleef Brothers, the Hague.
A new bakery, said to be the largest in the West

ot England, was opened on Saturday in Beli^rave-
road, Eseter, by the Co-operative Society. The
budding has three floors. It has a frontage to B"l-
grave-road of about 100ft., and extends back to a
depth of 116ft.

Toe entire concrete floor and roof construction of
the new offices to be occupied by the Amalgamated
Shipping Companies—viz., the White Star Line
American Line, &c..on Cockspur-street, has been let
to the Columbian Fireproofiug Co., Ltd., 37 King
William-street, E.C. This building will occupy the
site of that which was formerly Messrs. Himp^on's
offices, and owing to the prommence of the site will
be a very handsome structure. The architect is Mr.
Henry Tanner, jun., and the builders are Messrs!
Waring- White Building Co., Ltd.

The Grove Hospital, Lsighton Buzzard, is being
warmed and ventilated by means ot Shorland's
patent Manchester Stoves with descending smoke
flues and patent exhaust roof ventilators, tie same
being supplied by Messrs. E. H. Shorland and
Brother, of Manchester.

I

COMPETITIONS.
I

Baruv. _ Mr. T. E. Collcutt, V.P.R.I.B.A.,
i
acting as assessor, has awarded the commission
for a reading room at Barry to Messrs. Spier and

I
Beaven, ot 10, Queen-street, Cardiff.

Bei;wick-on-Tweeii. — At a meeting of the
Berwick Education Committee, on Tuesday,
pkus were agreed to by Messrs. Gray and
Nephew, Berwick, for a new council school, to
be erected at Tweedmouth, to replace the former
Presbyterian school. Four competitive plans
were submitted by local architects, and it was
reported that the plans accepted were by far the
best. Mr. Eirington, A.U.I. B. A., architect,
Newcastle-on-Tyue. acted as assessor.

New York Uxiteo Exgixeerixo Bwedixg.—
The Conference Committee of the three national
engineering societies and of the Engineers' Club,
charged with the responsibility of giving effect
to the gift of Mr. Andrew Carnegie of 1,500, OOOdol.
for the erection of two buildings in New Y'ork
City suitable for their respective purposes, has
made the selection of architects for the respective
structures. Since the middle of June the com-
mittee has received 26 complete cets of competitive
plans for the two buildings, inclusive, comprising
over 500 drawings, and with the sssistance of
Professor W. E. Ware, as expert adviser, has
spent a good deal of time in the ccmsideration of
these designs, all of which, of course, were sub-
mitted anonymously. The conclusions now
reached are unanimous, and are approved by the
professional adviser. The successful competitor
for the United Engineering Building is Mr.
Herbert D. Hale, of Boston, with Mr. Henry (i.
Morse, of New York, as associate architect. Mr.
Hale is a grandson of Mr. Edward Everett Hale,
has done a large amount of public architecture in

;
New England, and has constructed some Carnegie
libraries, besides doing a very considerable amount

;

of work for the New York Shipbuilding Co. The
successful competitors for the Engineers' Club are

I

Messrs. Whitfield and King, of New York, who
have done a large amount of work in New York
City and on various Carnegie libraries, and were
also associated in work on the buildings of the

I

Pan American Expos- tion. The designs of this
firm were also among ihose favourably considered
for the United Engineering Building, awarded to
Mr. Hale. The successful competitors in the
open class for equal prizes of 400dol. each, in
addition to Mr. Hale, are Messrs. Trowbridge
and Livingston, of New York ; Messrs. Frank C.
Roberts and Co., with Mr. Edgar V. Seeler,
associate, Philadelphia ; and Messrs. Allen and
Collins, of Boston. A very large proportion of
the competitive designs came from Boston, and

I

the largest prize—namely, the award for the
!
United Engineering Building, as well as one of
the smaller money prizes, has gone to that city.

OssETT.—The town council further considered,
on Monday, the proposed erection of a town-hall
in the Market-place. They unanimously accepted
the plans and designs of Messrs. W. Hanstock
and Son, of Leeds and Batley, appointed that
firm architects to cany out the scheme at an
inclusive commission of 5 per cent., and decided

!

to apply to the Local Government Board for
sanction to the borrowing of £21,000—£6 000 for

]

the site, and £15,000 for the buOding and
;

furnishing.

Tipton-.—Since competitive drawings were
first invited at the early part of this year for the
public library and town-hall, Tipton, a new
council has been elected, who have recently in-

j

vited^ fresh competitive drawings for a smaller

^

building. In this competition the new council

j

have thought proper to ignore practically aU the
I
architects but two who competed in the firet

j

instance. Mr. E. C^eorge Goslett, architect, of

j

Dudley, was the author of the first premiated
design in the original competition, which was
settled in March. The architects selected for this
second contest include only two who took part in
the first competition—namely, the second pre-

;

miated architect, and one who took no prize

I

whatever, simply because it is said they
happen to be Tipton men. It seems rather
strange to have excluded the winner of the fir=t
place m the first instance, and reasonably enough

;

has caused no little adverse criticism among those
immed ately interested.

Sir Cxeorge Doughty, M.P., chairman of the
Cxrimsby Education Authority, opened on Tuesday
the new council school which has been built in
Harold-street, Grimsby, at a cost ot some £30,000
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ROYAL I.VSL'U.A.XCE BUILDI.VGS, BllIGHTO.V.

The busineBS of this Company having outgrown
the accommodation of its former premises, the
site has been cleared, and the adjoining house
having been .loquired, the building shown in
-our phte is now being erected. The elevation
thus erecting is of red Gorrennie granite,
with a fine-a.Ked surface, and as the build-
ing is at the corner of North-street and
New-road, it forms a prominent object in
the main business thoroughfare of Brighton.
The principal office will be titled up in a costly
manner with marble wall linings, mosaic floor-

ing, and appropriate furniture. The general
contractors are ilessrs. Field and Co., of Hove,
and the architects are Messrs. Clayton and Black,
of Prince Albert-street, Brighton.

rEliSH01;F. AlllIEV LAXTEUX : PUOm TRAVELLING
STl-DEXT.«niP DRAWINGS.

This carefully-drawn sheet of measured details
formed one of the principal examples of draughts-
manship for which the I'ugin studentship was
awarded this year to llr. F. C. Hears, and it

shows one of the most beautiful lanterns to be
seen anywhere in Knglund of 14th-century date.
The interior of the tower is exceptional!}- fine,
and ranks as an early instance of a panelled
treatment. The year assigned to the work is

1740 or thereabouts.

.V.ATIOXAL IIROXZE MEDAL DESIGN.S lOtt HOOK
ILLUSTRATIONS.

Tin: pictures here given are illustrative of the
story of "Tristram .and Iseult," as found in
Slalory's " Jlorte D'Arthur." Tennyson procured
his story from the same source. The mother of
Tristram, Klizabeth, died at his birth, and he was
only saved from death at the hands of .some law-
less barons by the fiir words of a gentlewoman
who had accompanied his mother. The child-
hood of Tristram is full of incidents, but only one
is depicted here. His father married again, and
his stepmother, jualows of 'I'ristram, left a bowl
of poison in the nursery in the hope that he
would drink it, but two of her own children
drank it instead and died in agonies. The king
discovered his wife's odious crime, and condemned
her to die; but Tristram plonled for her life, as
shown in the third illustr.ation, and she was in
the end forgiven, ever afterwards bearing gro it
love towards her stepson. After the custom of
those days, he begin his battles early, and in one
encounter with a giant, he, though victorious,
was so severely wounded he seemed that he
would never recover. For change of health he
was sent to Ireland, .and one oveningcamo sailing
to the king's palace playing his harp. The
wondrous strains brought the iiueen out on to the
waterside. She called the king, and they in-
vited Tristram to stay with them. Their beauti-

ful daughter Iseult, having great knowledge of

healing, was with him constantly, and he soon
recovered under her care. He became secretly

her knight, and entered the tournament in Ire-

land bearing her favours. She arrayed him in

white armour, and he overcame every knight with
ease. But this good time came to an end : he
had to return to his own country, and brought
back such wonderful accounts of the beauty of

Iseult that King JIark, to whom he owed alle-

giance, became inflamed with passion, and ordered
Tristram to go fetch her for his roy al queen . T ' nable
to disobey, and not unwillingly, for they were but
comrades and friends as yet, and no thought of

love had arisen, Tristram departed on his errand.
The parents of Iseult were pleased for her to

become the mate of an English king, and it was
not long before they were once more on board for

Cornwall. In order that Iseult and Mark should
for ever love each other, her mother prepared a

secret potion, and gave it to the maid who accom-
panied her daughter, ordering that the bride and
bridegroom should drink it on their wedding
night. But the wretched sea-sick maid proved a
poor gu.ardian of the precious draught, and one
day Tristram, after toiling at the oars, became
thirsty, and calling loudly for drink, Iseult came,
bearing all unwitting the magic cup. First she
pledged him, then he drank, and in a moment all

was changed ; they felt such love spring in their

hearts that they knew never could be quenched
;

however much they might fight against it, they
could never succeed in killing love brought about
by such means. The seventh illustration shows
the ship's cabin and the ill-fated couple about
to drink. To make a long story short, Iseult

married King Mark, though her heart was always
Tristram's, and they were ever true lovers. For
some years he succeeded in tearing himself from
her, and tried to comfort himself with Iseult of

Brittany, drawn to her because she bore the same
name as his beloved one ; but he occasionally
visited Iseult of Ireland, as she was called, and
beguiled the time with playing to her on his harp,
as he used to long ago in Ireland ; but once King
Mark found out he was there, and returned
secretly, and came behind him as he played to the
beautiful Iseult, and " cleft him through the
brain." There are several versions of the death
of Tristram. This is found in '

' Morte d'Arthur, '

'

and the last of this series of illustrations repre-
sents his tragic end. Miss Geraldine Morris, of

Wythall Vicarage, Worcestershire, obtained a
National Bronze lledal last year for these excellent
designs, together with some others illustrative of
an incident of the life of Sir Launcelot, which,
withdifl'erent subjects from her decorative pencil,
we shall hope to publish at an early date.

HUTCHESOXTOWX DISTKII'T LIJIRAUY.

We publish to-day the selected design for the
Ilutchesontown District Library, Glasgow, by
James R. Rhind, Inverness. The building is to

cost i'6,000. It will be remembered that Dr.
Andrew Carnegie gave to Glasgow £100,000 to

build libraries, and this is the seventh of the
series out of nine which Mr. Uhind has won in
open competition. The referee was Mr. H. K.
Bromhead, F.R.I.B.A., of Glasgow.

ITOfSE AT STREATIIAM.

Tins house and stabling is in course of erection

at Streatham, S.W. The materials used for this

work are soft red bricks, B.ith stone dressings,

and Bridgwater tiles for the roofing. The half-

timber work is of oak, the pins projecting. The

which are covered with pantiles. Internally the
walls are partly covered by oakpanels. The Boone
family lived at "Lee Palace, a well-built seat,"
standing near the chapel, and contained carving
by Gibbons. This palace was destroyed in 18'2.5.

E. Gooiisox Bax.

CHIPS.
On Saturday Sir R. R. Wilmot laid the founda-

tion-stone of St. Osmund's Church, Osmaston,
Derby. The site has been presented by the Mid-
land Railway Co., and the new church will cost
about £10,000. The style is Early English, and
there will be seating accommodation for .500 people.
The new building will take the place of the old
church in the centre of Osmastou Park.

The value of the Beech House estate at Rivington,
which the Liverpool Corporation sought to acquire
compulsorily, has been hxed by the contractor at
£11,000.

On Saturday, a regimental memorial to officers,

non-commissioned otticers, and men belonging to
the Seaforth Highlanders who lost their lives during
the South African War was unveiled at Dingwall.
The memorial takes the form of a massive louic
cross sculptured in dressed Peterhead granite, pale
pink in colour. The cross stands about 2(ift. high,
on a two-course pedestal of rustic ashlar granite,
with upper and lower dressed bases, upon which
latter are inscribed the names and rank of lO officers,

I warrant officer, and 153 non-commissioned officers

and men (including .j volunteers), who were killed
in action, died of wounds, or succumbed to diseise.
The monument stands near to the Free Church, at
the junction of the Station-square and Ferry-road,
and the unveiling ceremony was performed by
Colonel Sir Hector Munro of Foulis, Bart., A.D.C.
The work has been carried out by Messrs. A. Mac-
donald and Co., Ltd., Aberdeen.

The contract for the entire concrete floors and
roof of the new Great Ritz Hotel, Piccadilly, to be
constructed after the " Columbian " system of
double construction, has been let to the Columbian
Fireproofing Co., Ltd., 37, King William-street,
E.G. The architects are Messrs. Merves anl Davis,
5, Dean-street, Soho, and the builders are Messrs.
Waring-White Building Co., Ltd., and under the
able direction of Mr. R. A. Denell, of that company,
a record job may be expected. Mr. Charles Merves
was the architect of the Ritz Hotel, Paris, and
many other buildings in France.

In the King's Bench Division, on Monday, Mr.
Justice Lawrance gave judgment in an action in
which Professor Henry Robinson, M.I.C.E., of
King's College, sought to recover £401 from Lord
Cadogan for professional services rendered in con-
nection with the Bury St. EJmund's sswage
scheme. The defendant alleged that the plaintifi's

charges were excessive and unreasonable, and piid
£120 into Court. His Lor.lship found the claim
exaggerated, and the money paid into Court suffi-

cient, and gave judgment for the defendant.

Lord Trelegar, as Lord Lieutenant of Monmouth-
shire, who is one of the few remaining survivors of
the Charge of the Light Brigade, on Sunday un-
veiled a stained-glass window erected in the parish
church at Monmouth to the memory of those mem-
bers of the Royal Monmouthshire Royal En^jineers
(Mditia) and other soldiers belonging to the district

who fell in the South African Campaign.

At a meeting of Newcastle- on-Tyne citizens, held
on Monday, under the presidency of Lord Arm-
strong, it was resolved to form a company to erect
a lodging-house for the accommodation of single
men, after the pattern of the Lon^lon Rowton
Houses. The lodging-house will accommodate 2o0
men, and will co.st tls.iiUO. The site is at the Dog
B.ink, just by All .Saints Church. Lord Armstrong

upper part of the stable walls externally are
[
mentio'ned that in Newcastle 12,721 persons were

<'o\ered with white rough-cast. All the work,
with the exception of the front gate and railings,

has bcon carried out tc the designs of Mr. A.
.Tessop Hardwick, of Kingston-on-'ITiames, and
executed by .Messrs. W. H. Gaze and Sons,
buildersand contractors, of Kingston-on-Thames.
The weather-vane has been fashioned by the tiuild

of Handicraft, from the designs of the architect.

IIOOXE S CMAl'EL, HIGH UOAll, LEE, S.K.

This chapel, designed by Sir Christopher Wren,
together with four almshouses, was erected prior

to 1(;.S2 (" l'',velyn's .Memoirs," Vol. 2, p. .'ill),

by ( 'hristophor Boone or Bohn, merchant, of

London, 'j'hu chapel (now used as a reading-
room in connection with the .Alerchant Taylors'
.Mmshouses, which arc of fairly n'cent date) is all

that remains of the original block of buildings, the
four almshouses having bcon pulled down in 1S77.

The walls are faced with red bricks, with stone
dressings, the whole being crowned by a wooden
cornice of good proportion. The roof is co\'erud

with plain tiles, excepting the three pediment roofs

living in single room tenements, and that 0,7.')1 were
in conditions of overcrowding.

Messrs. Dick, I\»rr, and Co., of Preston, began
on Monday the laying of the electric tramways at
Exeter,

The Duke and Duchess of Devonshire attended
on Monday the opening of the new Technical
Institute and I*iiblic Free Library at Eastbourne.
The building, the erection and furnishing of whici-

cost £3S,II1I0, stands on a prominent site in (irove

road about I'tO yards from the railway station. In

addition to a free library and reading-room th*

building will accommodate the municipal boys' and
girls' schools and the technical and higher education
classes; whilst on the site immediately adjoining

will be built a central fire station. Ttio site, which
is valued at £10.000, and was the best available in

the town, was presented by the Duke of Devonshire.
Mr. Andrew Carnegie contributed £10,000 to the
cost of the free library. Mr. Philip A. Robson,
whose design w-os selected in competition, and was
illustrated in our issue of June 22, 1000, is the
architect, and the builder is Mr. F. G. Miuter, ot
Eastbourne.
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Berwick. — At Tuesday's meeting of the
Berwick Sanitary Authority an account was
presented from the Koyal Engineer's (Jffice,

Edinhurgh, for £102 6s. 5d., heing half the cost
of repairing part of the rampart walls round the
town, which had collapsed. Some discussion took
place on the matter, and the demand was referred
to a committee to consider what action should be
taken.

HrxsTAXTOx. — The new Koman Catholic
church at Hunstanton has heen opened. The
portion completed is what wilt ultimately he the
chancel—the nave, aisles, and sacristies heing
added as the mission grows. It is also intended
to commence a presbytery at an early date. The
new church, dedicated to St. Msry and St.

Edmund, king and martyr, is in the Perpen-
dicular style, the architect being Mr. G. B.
Carvell, of Xorthumberland-avenue, London. It

is constructed of local carr stone, the masonry
being laid in large blocks. The tracery of the
Ketton stonework and the colouring of the
windows has all been done to different designs.
The altar is of oak, the carving being done by
Messrs. Daymond and Sons, Lindon, and the
sculptured panels, with the subjects, "Our Lady"
and " St. Edmund," by Miss Levick.

LL.iNGOLLEN.—The foundation-stone of a new
Welsh Wesleyan Church, in Castle-street, Llan-
gollen, wa% laid last week. The new edifice,

when completed by the contractors, Messrs. E.
Evans and Sons, LlangoUen, will provide seating
accommodation for 400 per-ons, irrespective of a
spacious gallery all round the interior. Attached
to the chapel will be a schoolroom with numerous
classrooms and vestries. The total outlay of

£4,000 covers the cost of a caretaker's house also.

The new church is of Gothic design, the architects
beingMessis.W. T. MorleyandSon, F.R.I.B.A.,
of Bradford and London.

Redkutu.—List Thursday the Chapel-of-Eise
was reopened. Mr. Leonard Winn, architect, of
Truro and Kedru'h, prepared the plans, &c., and
the contract was let to Mr. Jloyle, buitder,
Chacewater. The floor has been replaced with
solid blo3k flooring, and new pitch-pine seats
downstairs, new choir seats, dado, and window
seats, &c., have been fixed. The font has been
brought forward and a vestry provided in the
western bay. The gallery has been repaired.
The consecration by Bishop Phillpotts took place
in 1833.

RocHD.iLE.—A new drill-hall for the Rochdale
Ambulance Corps is to be built in Summer-street,
and it will consist of officers' quarters, clo.ak-

rooms, large drill-hiUl, and administrative stores,

nursing sisters' lecture-room, and corps' recreation
quarters. The large drill-hall is 75ft. long,
35ft. 6in. wide, and 25ft. high. The elevations
are plain and suitable. The front will be faced
with Accrington plastic bricks and terracotta.

The cost will be about £1,500. The building ha.-

been designed by Messrs. Sykes and Evans,
architects, of Uochdale, and will be erected under
their supervision.

St. Alhaxs.—The building which has been
erected in the London-road to serve the purposes
of a social institute under the style of the St.

Albans Polytechnic, is now rapidly nearing com •

pletion. It is constructed of red brick with Bath
stone dressings and slated roof, and the windows
throughout are of cathedral tinted glass. In the
basement there is to be a gymnasium. Above, on
a level with the road, is a block of four convenient,
well-lighted rooms, which are to serve the purpose
of reading-rooms, committee-rooms, and such
like. They are approached by a wide entrance-
hall, which terminates with folding doors leading
into the billiard-room, 45ft. by 35f c. The upper-
most story is devoted entirely to a concert-hall of
the same dimensions as the gymnasium, 70ft. by
45ft., fitted with stage and dressing-rooms, the
principals of the roof being of pitch pine, and
the interior being lined with matchboarding to

correspond. Mr. W. Stevens has been intrusted
with the work of erection, and it is believed that
it will be completed in time for opening early in
September.

TnoRXTOX Horr;n —The corner-stone of the
new Congregational Sunday-schools here has been
laid. The schools, when completed, will cover a
ground area of 5408q.yds. They will be built of

brickwork, covered with roughcast, square

muUioned windows, and brindled tile roof, the

latter being adorned with a central ornamental
ventilation turret. The window and door dress-

ings will be of local red sandstone. The front

will have the boys' entrance at one end, and the

girls' entrance at the other. The interior, which
is lined throughout with green glazed bricks to a

height of 4ft., contains sets of three classrooms

at each end, 20tt. square, and separated by con-

venient sliding partitions, so that the whole can

easily be m>ade into one room. A large central

hall, 57ft. by 30ft., occupies the intervening space,

and has at one end a raised platform, while at the

opposite end are the cloakrooms for scholars of

both se.xes, and the entrance porches. A spacious

separated playground for boys, girls, and infants

surrounds the building, with covered portions at

the rear. Complete sanitary arrangements include

two drinking fountains, one in each yard. The
architect is Mr. J. Simpson, of Acresfield, Bolton,

and the builders Messrs. AV. Lee and Sons, of

Higher Bebington.

Wallsexd. — Last week Lord Armstrong
formally opened the Victoria Jlemorial Parish

Hall in connection with St. Peter's Church,
Wallsend. There is a large room capable of seat-

ing 500 persons, together with classrooms,

reading-room, and a billiard-room. There are

also rooms provided for the caretaker. The site

was given by Mr. K. R. Dees, and the architect

(Mr. B. F. Simpson, Xewcastle) gave his services

gratuitously.

Wartox. — The David Lewis Manchester
Colony for sane epileptics, which has been pro-

vided at a cost of over £120,000, at M'arton, near
Alderly Edge, will be opened early in September.
About 130 acres will be used immediately for the

purposes of the colony. The estate is of consider-

able area, so that land will be available in cice cf

future extension. There is an administrative

block standing at one end of an oval enclosure.

Within the oval the next buildings are a re-

creation hall and a chapel ; then there are two
observation wards and the infirmary, and yet

further within the oval the central kitchen. The
living houses are placed outside the oval, and
there are orchards and gardens in between.
There are a playing ground and a school for

children, workshops, laundry, and machine

-

rooms for the adults, cottages for employees, and
so forth. The style is the half-timbered domestic

so prevalent in Cheshire. Provision is to be
made at first for 200 patients of all classes, at

varying rates of payment.

OHIPS.
Au important decision was given by the House of

Lords last Friday arising out of an action to recover
certain machinery or its value and damages for de-
tention. Certain machinery was let out by a firm
of engineers on th3 hire purchase system, and,
being fixed to the factory, was claimed by the
mortgagee. Mr. Justice Lawrance held the mort-
gagee was entitled to claim machinery, even
though the firm had not been paid. The Appeal
Court affirmed this decision, and it has been sus-
tained ty the House of Lords.

Mr. Newman Wilkinson, assistant borough
engineer, Batley, who is about to leave the district

for the Straits .Settlements, where he has obtained
an important position on the Government engineer-
ing statf, has bean presented by his fellow officials

at Batley with a gold signet ring, a Perry's calcu-
lating slide, and a travelling bag. Mr. Wilkinson
is to receive a salary of £3C0 per annum, rising to
£4S0 in three years, with an additional £40 at the
end of the second year if he passes the examination
in the Tamil language.

The old house at Joyce-grove, Xettlebed, near
Henley-on-Thames, purchased some two years ago
by Mr. Fleming, has been practically demolished,
and a new mansion is being built on the &ite. Mr.
Harold King, M.A., is the architect, and Messrs.
Dove Bros, are the builders. The building is being
tireproofed by Messrs. Mark Fawcett and Co., of

Westminster, S.W.

Tae Bishop of Bath and Wells on Saturday un-
veiled a stained-glass window which has been
erected at Corston parish church in the chancel at

the east end of the church. It represents Christ

in majesty. There are figures of the Virgin Mary,
St. John, St. Peter, and St. Paul. The work is

by Messrs. Powell, of Whitefriars, London.

A statue of Queen Victoria is about to be erected

in the grounds of the new Royal Victoria Infirmary,
Newcastle-on-Tyne. The material will be white
marble, the Queen, a standing figure Sft. 2in. in

height, wearing on her head the Imperial crown,
and adorned with the regal robes. Mr. Frampton,
R.A., is the sculptor.

FBOFESSIONAL AND TBADB
SOCIETIES.

Architeitural AssoiiATiox.—The following
is the syllabus of meetings to be held on alternate

Friday evenings at 7.30 p.m., at the Royal
Architectural Museum premises, 1 S, Tufton-street,
Westminster:

—

Sept. 30, 1904.—Annual General Meeting. President's
Address and Distribution of Prizes. E. Guy
Dawl.fr, F.R.I.B.A.

Oct. 14.—Pliotography as Applied to Architecture. E.
Dockrec.

Nov. 11.—Ventilation. W. Hcnman, F.E.I.B.A
,, 25.—Excavat^on.^ in Westminster. E. Prioleau

"Warren and J. T. Micklethwaite.
Dec. 9.—Some Architectm-al Reflections. T. Raffles

Davison.
Jan. 6. 1905.—Libraries. Alfred Cos.

,, 27.—Byzantine Architecture. E. F. Reynolds and
J. B. Fulton.

Feb. 10 —Church Fittings.

,, 24.—Country Houses and Accessory Buildings. F.
J. Osborne Smith, A.R.I.B.A.

Mar. 10.—Law Courts. H. V. Lanchester. A.R.I.B.A.
., 24.—Sketch Plans and Working Drawings. A.

Jfeedham Wilson, A.R.I.B.A.
April 7.—Subiect to be announced. H. Phillips Fletcher,

F.RI.B.A.

British Ari h.uolik^ical Associatiox.—The
sixty-first annual congress of the British Archajo-
logical Association opened at Bath on Monday,
when the delegates were officially welcomed by
the mavor. Major C. H. Simpson, at the GuUd-
hall. The president of the association, Mr. R. E.
Leader, thanked the mayor and others for the
courtesy extended to the members, and subse-

quently the Abbey, the hot mineral baths, the
Royal Literary and Scientific Institution, the
Museum, and some of the many historic houses in

the neighbourhood were visited . After dinner at

the Empire Hotel, the headquarters of the con-
gress, the members attended a coni't'rsozionc at the
Roman Promenade, by invitation of the mayor.
The antiquities at the Roman baths were open for

inspection, and during the evening the president

delivered hi§ inaugural address. He said that no
vindication was now needed for archaeological

pursuits. The archiiologist was the man who
produced the evidence from which history was
written, to whom stones were eloquent of sermons
and mounds of earth were hooka. He made dry
bones to live, clothed them with flesh, breathed
in'o them new life, and learned from them some-
thing of the drama of human development and
progress. Utilitarians who deemed antiquarian
zeal fit subject for banter failed to realise that

experts saw in a piece of stone or metal some
missing link, some clue to a new train of thought,
some gleam of light illuminating whit before was
dark. Archa'ological research was no longer the

possession of the few. It had its schools, chairs,

and endowments. One heard even of its rudi-

ments being taught in elementary schools, and
there was gooi reason to hope that London
University would before long grant a degree in

archeology. The excursions arranged for the
congress, which closes to-morrow (Saturday),

included visits on Tuesday to Hinton Charter-

house, Norton St. Philip's, Bradford-on-Avon,
and Great Chalfield : on Wednesday to Corsham,
Lacock Abbey, Chippenham, and Langley Burrell

;

and yesterday to Bitton Siston, Pucklechurch, and
Dyrham, returning rin Lansdown ; Wells and
Glastonbury will be the centres of interest to-day
(Friday). The antiquities of Bath and various

earthworks in the neighbourhood will be visited

to-morrow (.Saturday),

Maxcuesteu Society of Architects.—Some
members of the Manchester Society of Architects

have had a very enjoyable three days' visit to

Oxford. Arriving on Friday night, the whole of

Saturday was spent in visiting the town hall and
six of the colleges, in spite of occasional showers.

Sunday was a perfect day. After service at the
Cathedral, a rare treat was experienced in seeing

Mr. Bodley's new church for the Cowley Fathers,

the internal effect making a profound impression

on the visitors. The broiling afternoon was
pleasantly spent in punting down to Iffley, where
some hasty jottings were made of the famous
Xorman church and of the very charming old

rectory. Monday was again warm and sunny,
and the charms of sketching at St. John's or

Magdalen weighed more heavily with most of the

party than mere sightseeing, it being recognised

as impossible to see nearly all the beauties of

Oxford in such a short visit.

The paving and lighting committee have recom-
mended the town council of Boston, Lincolnshire,

to adopt an electric scheme at an estimated cost of

£17,263.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hoM ourselves responsible for the opinions o<

our correspondents. All communications should be
drawn np as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

Itifl particularly requested that all drawings and all

eommunications respectinff illustrations or Uterary matter

should be addressed to tiie EDITOR of the Buildiso
Nbws, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,

W.C, and not to members of the staff by mime. Delay

Is not unfrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

onsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-offlce Orders to be made payable to

Thk Stband Newspapeb CoMPANr, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :—" Timeserver, London.*'

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.

Botind copies of Vol. LXXXIV. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 12a. each, by post
128. lOd.}, as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLL, XLVI.,
XLix., Lin., LXJ., Lxn., Lxrv., lxv., lxvt.,
LXVII., LXVm., LXIX., LXXI., LXXU., LXXJH.,
LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVU., LXXIX..
LXXX., LXXXI., LXXXn., and LXXXIIT. may still

be obtained at the iame price; all the other bound
volumes are out of print. Moat of the back numbers of
former volumes are, however, to be had singly. Sub-
scribers requiring any back nuHibers to complete
volume just ended should order at once, as many of

them soon run out of print

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Bctildinq News,
price 2s., post free 28. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF BUBSCaiPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
Cnited Stittea, £1 Ss. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 6s. Qd. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 68. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all official

advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being 5s. for
four lines.

The charge for Aactlons, Land Sales, and
Miscellaneous and Trade Adverti!<ements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the first line counting as two), the minimimi charge
being 48. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of
more than six insertions can be ascertained on application
to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.
The charge for advertisements for *' Situations

Vacant" or "Situations Wanted " and " Part-
nerships" is One Shillisq foe Twenty-four Words,
and Sixpence for every eight worda after. All Situation
Advertismvmta must be prepaid.

•«• Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand
W.C, fret of ckarg*'. li to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See
Notice at head of " Situations.")

Bates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
q>ecial and other positions, can be obtained on aDDlication
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertiHements
muMt reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
liuertion.

Rk< KivEo.—J. K. L. and Co.—rert>lexed.-D. M. C

—

X, Y. Z.-M. N. Co.-J. H. C. (Cornwall).—E. B. C—
Domy-K. Manning.-D. A. R.-Keversed.

F. EuiAB.—In case one, our opinion i8 that the builder
for good and sufficient ^eason^, can withdnw his tender
before the contract in signed. It is no p irt of our duty
to advme the buildiog owoer what to do under the
circumstances. We ImnjfiQe his architect would advise
him to accept tbe n*_'xt lowest tender, or seek fresh
tenders. Your second question is too vague I "Our
general" conduct to "two rascals" might vary from
ickmg thern out of the office to givinz them into

custody to the police.

Intmaimmmicatian.

QVESTIOXS.
[I2076)-Efflore8cence on Keenes Oement.-Could any reader kindly inform me of iii.y ,„re ii.^tliotl

lor treating ke^ue » cement whkh hai elll ircaced badly
and wa» not puintvd iramwIiHtrfy after Bnttinn ' It la
r«iuir«l to bo either painted or distempered, and I fear
the elllorosoonce will cat through this unless it is firstUled in some manner. — KKK:iK's Cbhknt.

[12077. 1-Qre7 Pebblo-Dashtnp.-Perli ip, 8„me
01 the readers ol the D.H.i.ivo News could furnish me
wthaspeciHcation ot luatenals, &p., used in produein-thut .,./. ,,,.^rey p;bble-,la,hln)c to bo seen in so miny
parts of tngland ; The grey dashing in this country in-

variably lacks the silvery appearance, and with it, to my
mind, half the charm of the material in the sister country.
—A. A. 13., Ireland.

SEFLIES.
[12073.] — PumpinK Sewage. — Francis Wood,

A.M.Inst.C.E., in his '^Sanitary Engineering:," 1932, C.
Grittin and Co., ffives much on this worth inspection. I
extract a bit. He takes a town of 15,000, 1 mile length
of rising main, height to be lifted 100ft. Flow of '20gal. per
head per day; total daily flow of 30O,00Ogal. As flow
varies, and greitest rate is 70 per cent, of total flow in
eight hours, velocity will, during this part of the day, be
at rate of 630.000gal. per day or 0'S61c.ft. per second.
Minimum flow about O'lOSc.ft. per second. Average flow
05570. ft. per second. Six times latter gives maximum
velocity that pumps will be called on to deal with
= 8"342c.ft. per second, nominal flow about O'SUlc.ft.

per second, and it is desirable that rising main
should be either in duplicate or triplicite, so that
aelf-cleansing velocity may be maintained. Assume size

of rising main to be 9in. dia., the area = 0'4H7sq.ft., the

speed to discharge eft. per second, would be

—-— = 3"8ft. per second. The beat to be overcome
2 X 0-4417

through friction along sides of pipes calculated by Santo-
Crimp and Bruges' formula—I give result only = 46'4.

The water H.P. = 28 nearly. The I.H.P. = 317. Two
engines, each 34 71.H. P., through two rising mains 9in.

dia. The height being over 50ft
,
pumps of combined

forcing and lift type to be employed.

—

Reue.vi's Park.

ri2C74.1—Party Colours.— Signifies coloured with
different tints, variegated, as a party-coloured flower.

—

Re'ient's Park.

[12075 ]-Uuinqueunial Valuation o' Entire
Building Occupied as Tenements.— Sec. 28 of
the Union Assessment Act, 1SG2, provides that. ?'.'//, h;i

/'.'•r^Df, of th iih. niiiim ol' ,i,iy jn-op rt ij included in a
valuation list, such property has become liable to be rated
in parts not mentioned in such list as rateable heredita-
ments, and separately rated therein, such pirts may,
where a supplemental valuation list showing the value of
such parts has not been approved, and whether such list

has r)r has not been made, be rated accinling t> such
amounts as shall be fair apportioned parts of the annual
rateable value appearing in such valuation list of the
hereditaments out of which such parts have been consti-
tuted. The other enactment r-ferred to, sec. 47 of the
Valuation (Metropolis) Act, 1SG9, provides for the pre-
paration of a provisional valuation list where, in the
course of any year, t}i vnUi& nf anij /t^rfd'/m/i nt i^ uo'yui i^'l

hij th: a-l'litian tht^vHto or erfction tlfi-'^ou of on^i hitiW.n<i, or
i.-i /mm (itiif cau^e inr.rea^rd or r<"hicrl in rabi-. Having
regard to the ilalic'sid parts of the above enactments, it

would appear that neither of them applies in tbe present
case, where no alteration of the property assessed of or
its value seems to have taken place. The particulars
should have been entered in tbe valuation list when it

was prepared ; but apparently there is no statutory pro-
vision necessitating the preparation of a provisional
valuation list to include the pirticulars of the^e sep irate
tenements. —J. A. J.

CHIPS.
The county education committee of Gloucester-

shire have under consideration the question of
providing new oftijes, and it has been referred to
the works committee to decide whether the plans for
the same shall be open to competition.

At Tuesday's meeting of the Brierley Hill Urban
District Council, the clerk presented bills for extras
at the Technical Institute and Free Library, which
amounted to £2,869. The amount ol the contract
was .£1,4.37. The surveyor said the cost was in-
creased owing to the length of the building being
extended lOft. to meet the requirements of the
Board of E lucation, and through the much greater
depth the foundation had to go than was antici-
pated, owing to a spring that was met with. The
bill for extras was referred to a committee.

lu the case of the application on behalf of Arthur
James Willimont, builder and contractor, Great Yar-
mouth, Xorfolk, the order of discharge has been
suspended for five years, ending July 7, 19J9.

At a private meeting of the Wolverhampton Town
Council, held on Monday night, it was unani-
mously resolved that Mr. R. E. W. Berrington
should be nominated for the position of Mayor in
November next. Mr. Barrington is a civil engineer
in business in Wolverhampton and Loudon, and ho
was formerly the engineer and surveyor under the
Wolverhampton Coquration.

The Light Riilway Commissioners have sanc-
tioned the application of a company to construct an
electrical railway connecting Corwen, Bettws-y-
coed, and Penmachno, upin which project they
recently held an inquiry at Corwen. The iiew rail-

w.iy will develop industrial and agricultural pursuits
over .50(1 square miles in Central North Wales, a
distrii;t at present almost isolated from railways.
The line will have a 'ift. gauge, will cost £1^0,00(1,
and extend over 2S miles towards Snowdon, and
pass through Denbighshire, Marionethshiro, and
Carnarvonshire.

A memorial statue to Charles Kingsley is to be
erected at Bideford, the sculptor being Mr. Joseph
Whitehead, of Vincent-square, Westminster. It

will ba erected at the foot of High-stroet, and
represents the groat novelist in clerical rolws. It

will be executed iu Sicilian marble, anil will be Sft.

iu height; the pedestal will be of Portland stone,
and 9ft. in height.

LEQAL INTELLIGENOB.
Alleged Negligence.—Mr. Justice Grantham

and a special jury finished a case last week at
Leeds Assizes, which had occupied the attention of

the court during the greater part of four days.

The plaintiff was Charles George Bennett, cab
proprietor, joiner, and undertaker, South Bank,
who sought to obtain £ 1 ,060 damages for negligence
from the Middlesbrough Co-operative Society, Ltd.
Plaintiff's case was that on Feb. 27, 1903, during
a high wind, a new store built by the defendants
at South Bank collapsed, in consequence of bad
design and inefficient construction, and destroyed
his premises adjoining. The defence was that the
fall was due to wind and fire, and not to faulty
building. Evidence was called to prove that the
store was built in accordance with the model by-
laws of the Local Government Board, and that on
the morning of its collapse a terrific hurricane pre-
vailed, the amount of damage caused being increased

by the outbreak of a fire during the height of the

storm. The jury eventually found for the plain-

tiff for £92.3, and his lordship gave judgment
accordingly.

Westminsteb Wood-Paving.—Alcoit v. the
Mayoe, &c., of West-min.stee —These were two
summonses, the first by the plaintiff' and the second
by the defendants, in the King's Bench Division,

before Mr. Justice Phillimore. In the first summons
the plaintiff asked for an inj unction to prevent the

defendants from interfering with the plaintiff's

wood-paving in and about Whitehall, and for the

appointment of an independent engineer, other than
the engineer nominated in the contract between the

parties, to decide certain questions which had arisen

with regard to the paving and the wood-blocks
which composed it. The plaintiff contended that

when wood-paving had b3en laid and it became
deficient by reason of bad foundations he was not
liable to maintain it, and he complained that the
defendants had served him with a notice to repair

and had afterwards employed Messrs. Mowlem to

repair the foundatiou and the wood-paving. His
Lordship said there was no trespass in the defendants'
getting Messrs. Mowlem to repair the paving, for,

though the plaintiff was himself entitled to do the
repairs, he had refused to do it, and, therefore, was
not entitled to an injunction, Mr. Lush said the
defendants were intending to prevent the plaintiff

from carrying out his contract. His Lordship said

the difficulty was that the plaintiff was unwilling
to repair the foundation. Perhaps it might be met
by the plaintiff's being allowed to repair both
foundation and paving, leaving the ultimate quBstion

of liability to be subsequently tried. The defen-
dants' witnesses could inspect the work during its

execution. After further discussion, his Lordship
said that the plaintiff could not be granted an in-

junction, but that the plaintiff must be given notice

to repair, and he might assent or decline, and in cases

in which the plaintiff declined the defendants would
be at liberty to repair, after giving the plaintiff

notice of their intention, so that the plaintiti" might
inspect and watch the work so being done. In the

second summons, in which the defendants claimed
an injunction to prevent the plaintiff from raking
up the cement beneath the paving, the plaintiff,

after some discussion, undertook not to interfere

with the concrete and floating on certain terms. The
costs of both summonses to stand over till the trial,

which both parties were desirous should be held
early next sittings.

A CoLWYN Bay Builder Bankkupt. — S. H.
Heffer, Colwya Bay, Denbighshire, at the Bmgor
Bankruptcy-court last week, attributed his failure

to losses on building speculations in Woodhill-ioad,
Colwyn Bay ; failure to sell a house in Prince's-

drive, Colwyn Bay, at its real value ; and heavy
law costs consequent upon pressure by creditors.

His statement showed £300 unsecured liabilities,

and £1,20.3 fully secured, the estimated value of the

securities to meet these being £95. The deficiency

was returned as £20(i. The bankrupt came from
Norwich to Colwyn Bay in 1S97, and in 1901 com-
menced business on his own account as builder and
contractor, with only £20 o' his savings as capital.

He built and disposed of a number of houses at

Colwyn Bay, and got into difficulties while erecting

a number of cottages at IJaududno Junction. Hia
further examination was adjourned for the produc-
tion of a cash account.

Dkvoni'ort Water Porciiase.—Mr. A. J. Ram,
K.C., the umpire in the purchase of the Devoupsrt
Water Company's undertaking by the corporation,

completed his visit to the water company's works
on Saturday, and sulisequently returned to London.
Mr. Ram arrived at Uevonport on the previous

Wednesday, and on Thursday morning, in company
with Mr. It. Francis, engineer to the Devonport
Water Company, and Mr. Lillicrap, engineer to the

Devonport Coqioration, proceeded to the moors,
and commenced his tour of inspection. The first

day was spent in visiting the three rivers from which
the supply is obtained—namely, the West Dart,

Coweic, and Blackabrook, and the leat was then
followed right into Princetown. Ou Friday the

umpire went over the remaining portion of the leat,
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starting from Princetown and continuing to Dous-
land on to the first reservoir at Believer. This
reservoir has a capacity of about two million

gallons. Mr. Earn afterwards drove to Crownhill,
where the reservoir, which has a capacity of ten
million gallons, and the seven filter-beds were in-

spected. On Saturday the umpire completed his

visit to Crownhill, and then proceeded to see the
reservoirs at Beacon (near Beaconsfield) and Row-
den (at Stoke), each of one million gallons capacity.

Mr. Ram, accompanied by the two water engineers,

afterwards drove over the borough, and viewed the
boundaries as indicated in 1793, when the town was
known as Plymouth Dock. The " blank " award,
which the umpire will first submit to counsel, will

probably be ready in the course of a week. The
award setting forth the alternative prices of purchase
is expected shortly after.

The Eeection op a Paety Wall. — Bulling-
HAM V. PocKLiNOTON.— In the Court of Appeal
on Monday this case was mentioned before Lords
Justices Stirling and Mathew. Mr. Lush, K.C.,
said he appeared with Mr. Qroser for the plaintiff,

who complained of an order made by Mr. Justice
Bucknill at Chambers, directing that the action
should be referred for trial to a referee. He ex-
plained that the defendant had served a party wall
notice, under the London Building Act, 1891, on
the plaintiff, of certain alterations he proposed to

make in his premises in Harrington-street, South
Kensington. The alterations were carried out,

with the result, the plaintiff alleged, of causing
the wall of his house to settle, owing to the
negligence of the defendant's builder. He sub-
mitted that, the claim for damages being based on
negligence, he was entitled to have his case tried by
a judge of the High Court, with the assistance of

a jury. Mr. M'CoIl, K.C. (Mr. Ashton Cross with
him), said the defendant denied that the work he
had carried out had been the cause of the plaintiff's

house settling, and he relied on the fact that the
"list" had been away, and not towards, his

premises. The District and Metropolitan Railways
ran at the back, and, therefore, it was extremely
difficult to obtain a view of the premises, and only
a practised eye could really trace what had been
done, as the work in the front had all been covered
in. He submitted that this was a case that should
be decided by a professional referee — in other
words, by a surveyor who had special knowledge,
and that, as a view of the premises was all-im-
portant to decide the question, the judge was
right in holding that it could not be conveniently
dealt with by a jury, and directing it to be tried

by an expert referee in order that the local in-

vestigation might be properly and conveniently
made. The Court thought that the balance of
convenience was not enough to oust the plaintia''s

right to have the case tried with a jury, and,
therefore, the order appealed against was set

aside, with a direction that the action should be
tried m the ordinary way ; the costs of this applica-
tion to be costs in the cause,

A CONTKACT FOK CiiiJDiET.—At the Leeds Assizes,

on Monday, before Mr. Justice Channell, Messrs.
Graham Bros., engineers and supply contractors,
Huddersfield, sued Messrs. Dysons, carrying on
business as cloth manufacturers at Milnsbridge,
Huddersfield, for balance due to them for work
done, for breach of contract, and also for the de-
tention of a scaffold. Mr. W. J. AVaugh, K.C,
and Mr. Shortt, appeared for the plaintiff : and Mr.
E. Tindal Atkinson, K.C, and Mr. C F. Lowenthal
represented the defendants. The case arose out of

repairs done to a mill chimney, the property of the
defendants. His lordship gave judgment for the
plaintiffs for £40 and costs, made up of .i'1.5 for
breach of contract, and £2.3 for the value of the
scaff'old and its detention.

An Engineeb's Claim of £10,000.—In the King's
Bench Division on Saturday, Monday, and Tuesday,
Mr. Justice Lawrance heard an action by Mr. John
Brunlees, engineer, to obtain a declaration that an
agreement with the Mersey Railway Co. to employ
him as chief engineer with Sir Douglas Fox was
still subsisting, and to recover damages roughly
estimated at £10,000 for the refusal of the company
to engage him in connection with a contract given
to the British Westinghouse Co. for the electrifica-

tion of the line running through the Mersey tunnel.
The defendant company disputed the validity of
the agreement, and pleaded that in any case it did
not apply to the works in question. Mr. Justice
Lawrance reserved his decision.

The Bilston Urbau District Council have agreed
to increase the salary of their surveyor, Mr. Wake-
ford, to £300 per annum.

On Saturday afternoon the new Scoonie church,
which has been erected at Leven, N.B., on the old
site, and with the exception of the organ-chamber
and spire is practically a new one, was opened by
Very Rev. Dr. M'Murtrie, moderator of the General
assembly. It has been built from plans prepared
by Mr. A. P. MacGregor Chalmers, architect,
Glasgow, and has cost about £j,000.

•WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Richmond, Sueeev, Water Sxjitly.—A special

report has been presented to the town council in

reference to the acquisition by the corporation of

the waterworks and plant in the parishes of Kew,
North Sheen, and Petersham, and the right to

supply water, as vested in the Southwark and
Vauxhall Water Company, and in reference also to

the reduction of the price of water supplied in bulk
to the parish of Richmond. Sir A. R. Binnie acted

as engineer for the Water Board, and Mr. (juick for

the Richmond Corporation. The result has been
the abandonment of the Water Board of their pro-

posal that Richmond should pay a proportionate

part of the total amount of the purchase-money
of the Southwark and Vauxhall Water Com-
pany's undertaking in the same ratio as the popu-
lation and rateable value of the added Richmond
area bear to the total rateable value of the South-
wark and Vauxhall Company's whole district.

The basis of calculation for the purchase money it

was decided should be the capitalised value of the

net revenue derived from water rents in the added
area of Kew, North Sheen, and Petersham. The
price to be paid the Water Board by the corporation

was reduced from £50,000 to £35,000, and the

settlement of the price to be charged by the Water
Board for the supply of water in bulk to Old Rich-
mond was sixpence instead of one shilling per 1,000

gallons. The corporation acquire in addition to the

exclusive right to supply water in future to the

whole of the borough, including the added area, in

perpetuity the whole of the mains within the borough
necessary to maintain the supply : the obligations

of the water board are also of a permanent cha-

racter. The water committee have further reported

that the work of severing the mains and providing,

and fixing the water meters in accordance with the

award is being proceeded with as quickly as possible,

that tenders have been received for the pipes and
special castings, and the contract for them let to

the Stavely Coal and Iron Co., that the tender
of Messrs, John Aird and Sons for laying the

pipes and making connections, &c., has also

been accepted, and that the order for the

Venturi and other meters has been placed
with Messrs. Kent and Co., the sole manu-
facturers. The actual severance of the mains
and fixing of the meters and the laying of the new
mains will be commenced as soon as the pipes, iJcc,

are delivered. The committee recommended the

council to recognise the special services rendered by
Mr. Senior, the town clerk, Mr. Peirce, the water-
works engineer, and Mr. Richards, the borough
accountant, in the matter, and the committee
unanimously recommended the council to grant to

the town clerk an honorarium of 100 guineas, to

the water engineer one of 50 guineas, and to the

borough accountant one of 2.'i guineas, in recognition

of such special services. These recommendations
have been adopted.

Fenhasi Drainage.—At the Council Chamber,
Benwell, last Friday, Mr. H. Percy Boulnois,

M.Inst.C.E., held an inquiry on behalf of the Local
Government Board with respect to an application

received by that authority from the Benwell and
Fenham Urban District Council for sanction to

borrow a further sum of £5,440 to complete the

work in connection with the laying of the Fenham
main sewer. Mr. H. W. Taylor, engineer, said that

these unexpected difficulties accounted for the whole
of the additional expenditure except £40 43. 3d.,

which sum was spent on a deeper excavation in the

road at Scotswood in order to get below the large

water mains. The inspector, in closing the inquiry,

said that after his inspection of the works he was
perfectly satisfied with the way in which the scheme
was being carried out. The work was being ex-
ceedingly well done, notwithstanding the difficulties

which had been met, and credit was due to those

who were responsible for it. The result of his in-

vestigations would be made known to the council in

due course.

Sewaub Questioxs at Staffoed.—At a meeting
of the Stafford Rural District Council, held on
Saturday, the Castle Church and TiUington Joint

Parochial Committee recommended the council to

accept the offer of the Stafford Corporation to treat

the sewage from Castle Church and TiUington
parishes for £150 a year in preference to the estab-

lishment of separate systems of dealing with the

sewage in each parish. It was stated that the cost

of sewering the parishes on the dual plan adopted
in the borough would be £4,944 in the case of Castle

Church, and £2,407 in the case of TiUington, and
that after the initial outlay and the £150 a year
paid to the corporation there would be no mainten-
ance charges, as would be the case if separate

systems were established. The council adopted the

recommendation, and a previous resolution of the

council sanctioning a separate scheme for Castle

Church was rescinded.

At University College, London, Mr. D. S.

MaccoU has been appointed lecturer in the history

of fine art.

STAINEB QLASS.
St. Wixstox's Ciiuech, Eefton.—A stained-

glass window, consisting of three lights and tracery,

has just been unveiled in the above church. The
subject chosen is " Christ Blessing Little Children,"
while in the tracery openings above there are angels
holding scrolls with texts appropos of the subject

beneath. Practically all the stonework is new, but
the architect, Mr. Naylor, of Derby, has re-turned
some of the old, and has most successfully intro-

duced it in the tracery. The artists were Messrs.

Percy Bacon and Brothers, of 11, Newman-street,
London, W.

CHIPS.
The new loop line on the London and South-

western Railway from Salisbury to Amesbury and
the camps on Salisbury Plain was formally opened
on Monday for traffic. Trains travelling by the
loop line leave the main line between Porton and
Grately, and join the Amesbury line before reaching
N ewton Toney station.

The further work of restoring Peterborough
Cathedral has begun. A gradual subsidence caused
some dangerous cracks at the east end, and exten-
sive underpinning will be necessary. The cathedral

has been under constant repair for the last twenty
years, and over £S0,000 have been spent on the
fabric.

The Bradford City Council received on Tuesday
a recommendation by the sewage committee for the
retaining of Mr. Uott, of Bradford, at a fee of

1 jOOOgs. , as their arbitrator in the arbitration over
the price of the Esholt Estate. Mr. Spencer asked
if it was not possible to agree on one arbitrator for

both parties, seeing this was a case of a willing

seller and a willing buyer, and thus save something
like 2,000gs. Mr. E. J. Smith said, in reply, this

would be the greatest purchase the corporation had
ever made, and he did not think it would be at all

satisfactory to have one arbitrator. Moreover, the
committee was satisfied that the terms of payment
were reasonable. The recommendation was then
approved.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held at

Batley, on Tuesday, concerning an application by
the corporation for sanction to borrow £6,000 for the'

purposes of street-improvements; and £2,000 for

the purchase of a steam fire-engine. There was no
opposition.

Mr. A. A. G. Mallett, M.I.S.CE., of the Local
Government Board, conducted an inquiry, at

Paddock Wood, Kent, on Wednesday week, into

the proposal to promote a drainage system for

Paddock Wood, at a cost of £9,000. Mr. F. Harris,
engineer and surveyor to the rural district council,

produced and explained the plan.

Sir William Garstin, Under Secretary of State for
Public Works in Egypt, has reported to the
Government upon the engineering works desirable

in the basin of the Upper Nile. In a despatch Lord
Cromer observes that the gigantic irrigation and
railway schemes suggested by Sir William involve
an estimated expenditure of over twenty- one
million Egyptian pounds, of which thirteen millioi^

would be in the Soudan, and eight millions in Egypt.
Most of the programme, Lord Cromer thinks, may
for the present be posponed, but he suggests that
work estimated to cost over five millions may be
undertaken forthwith with advantage.

At the annual meeting of the governors of the
Stockton and Thornaby Surgical Hospital, on Tues-
day night, itwas agreed to proceed forthwith with a
scheme for extending the institution, at a cost of

£7,500.

At the Cardiff' new town-hall, in Cathays Park,
on Monday, the mayor laid the terminal stone on
the clock-tower of the building. The architects

are Messrs. Lanchester, Steward, and Rickards, the
contractors Messrs. Turner and Sons, and Mr.
Howell has been the clerk of works.

The churchyard cross at Mareham-le-Fen, Lin-
colnshire, has just been restored by Mr. Thomas
Wright, clerk of the works at Westminster Abbey.

Building operations in connection 'with the pro-
jected large British hospital of the English Blue
Nuns on the Ccflian Hill at Rome have just been
begun. In digging the foundations some interest-

ing antiquities were found. The foundation-stone
will be laid by Cardinal Respighi in October. The
hospital will be put under British protection.

Professor Otto Brausewitz, a well-known painter

of historical subjects, died on Wednesday in Berlin

at the age of 69. The deceased was a professor

at the Berlin Academy of Art for many years, a
position which he resigned a short time ago owing
to ill-health.

The Corporation of Plymouth agreed on Monday
that application should bo made to the Local
Government Board for sanction to borrow £444 in

respect of the Borough Hospital, €7,000 in connec-
tion with the improvement of Spooner's Corner, and
£G5,00C for the purposes of main sewerage.
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PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
DovEE Haeboue.—In reply to Sir C. Dilke, who

asked what was the total expenditure on the naval
works at Dover up to the present date ; whether it

was still expected that they would be completed in

three years ; and what was the present estimate of

the expenditure in the next financial year and the
year after, as compared with that of £335,174 in the
present financial year, Mr. Pretyman gives the

following particulars:—Expenditure to March 31,

1903, £1,470,826 ; estimated expenditure to August,
1904, £622,878; total, £2,093,701. The expenditure
for the two years 1905-1906 and 1906-1907 is esti-

mated at about £800,000, or about £400,000 average
for each year, as compared with £335,174. The
contract date of completion is 1907-1908, or three
years from end of present financial year 1904-05, by
which date it is anticipated the works will be
practically completed.

OHIFS.
The Essex County Council have consented, under

certain conditions, to contribute £5,000 towards the
cost of a new grammar-school to be built at Maldon.

A formal inspection was made on Monday by
the Lord Provost and members of the market com-
mittee of Crlasgow Corporation of the new fish
market extensions in East Clyde -street, Glasgow.
Tlie new building, situated to the east of the old
market, has cost £7,000, and covers 1 ,450 square yards
of ground. With the 2,814 square yards covered by
the old market, there is now a total area of 4,264
yards. The inside walls are lined throughout with
white enamelled brick, while the roof is constructed
of steel principals of 63ft. span.

Mr. W. E. Mitchell, of the firm of Messrs. W. H.
Mitchell, Son, and Gutteridge, architects, South-
ampton, died recently at the age of forty-four years.

The new Roman Catholic Church of St. Malachy
was opened in Beaufort-street, Toxteth, Liverpool,
on Sunday. The site of the new church has cost
£1,700, and the building, with a clubroom under-
neath, involves an expenditure of £3,000.

The Ironmoulders' Friendly Society have ap-
pointed Messrs. T. Cook and Sons, Victoria- build,
ings, Manchester, as architects for their new head-
quarters to be erected in Manchester.

In connection with the indication by the County
Council of houses in London which have formed the
residences of distinguished individuals, a memorial
tablet was, on Wednesday, affixed to No. 1, Devon-
shire-terrace, Marylebone-road, the house where
Charles Dickens lived from 1839 to 1851. The tablet
is of encaustic ware, and blue in colour. A similar
tablet was on Tuesday erected on No. 67, Wimpole-
atreet, the house where Henry Hallam, the historian
lived from isuito 1840.

The Select Committee on theChantrey Fund which
has been sitting for some time past under the
chairmanship of the Earl of Grewe has presented
its report. The committee are practically unanimous
in arrivmg at the conclusion that the fund, as at
present a-i ministered, does not fulfil the intentions
of the testator, and they make various rocommeda-
tions for the purpose of bringing about a change in
this respect.

In view of the fact that the Bristol Corporation
Act has practically passed through Parliament, it is
mteresting to note that, although it will add over
.5,000 acres to the area of the municipal borough
the additional population brought in is under 1 i OOo'
The actual figures as produced before the Lords
Committee give the added acreage as 5,:!17, making
the total area 17,004 acres; the additional popula-
tion 13, 44.i, bringing the total up to 351,44:; • and
the rateable value £69,560, making the total rateable
value of the borough tl, 723,119.

For some weeks past a scaffolding hai been
erected around the central or Bell Harry Tower of
Canterbury Cathedral, with a view to thorough
examination of the condition of Ihe fabric to
Mcortain to what extent it stands in need of restora-
tion. The Dean of Canterbury has stated that no
fears are eutert lined of its being structurally un-
sound, but that the ornamentations of the windows
are lu some considerable danger. The D.an and
Chapter are awaiting the report of their architect,

?Jr.J iV^'i ;"' °" .""? ''"^i""^- The erection othe scalTolding has cost about £1,000.

The (Josport and Alverstoke main drainage schemewas opened by Major Lee, M.P., and mFs. Lee onSaturday the Mh inst. Oosport and Alverstoke

?f^rho rr 'Th"." r^ ''f'""
'''« "' I'ortsmouthHarbour. The district comprised in the areadrained is intersected by four creeks, and is very

flat, the greatest difference of level being 22ft Theworks have been carried out under the^upervision
of Mr. H. St. Oeorge Moore, M.I.C E of Wnot.
minster, assisted bylu. Herbert Frost." The con-
tractors for the general works were Messrs BCooke and Co., of Westminster, and for the

W^tmmsC"- ""«''' -1 Lancaster, also of

^xix (©fRce ^Mt
The London County Council, as the new

Educational Authority, seems strangely disin-

clined to publicity. Under the old regime we
have always been favoured by the London School
Board with the results of tenders for building i^afpijai
work which we have been enabled to publish week
by week for the information of our readers.

Yesterday we received a letter from the Chief
Clerk of the L.C.C. Education Office informing
U9 that, " AVith reference to the lists of Tenders
furnished to you from time to time by the late

School Board for London, I am now directed to

inform you that it is not the practice of the
Council to supply such information, but that the
official minutes containing lists of Tenders received
are on sale at the Council's agents." So far as we
know, there is not another kindred authority in
the country that declines to furnish the Press with
this information.

A NVMRER of further acquisitions, same of

considerable interest and importance, have re-

cently been made by the trustees of the National
Portrait Gallery. They include bequests of
portraits of Paul Sandby, R.A. (1725-1809),
water-colour painter, and Thomas Sandby, R.A.
(1721-1798), architect, brothers, and original
members of the Royal Academy, both painted by
Sir William Beechey, K.A., and bequeathed to

the National Portrait Gallery by their grandson,
the late 5Ir. AVilliam Arnold Sandby. By dona-
tion they have obtained those of George Henry
Lewes (1817-1S7S), the well-known writer, drawn
in 1840 by Anne Gliddon, and presented by his
son, Mr. Edmund A. Lewes. William Johnson
Fox ^1786-1864), the noted politician and orator,
and M.P. for Oldham, painted by his daughter,
Elizt F. Bridell (Mrs. George E. Fox), and
presented by her second husband, Mr. George E.
Fox, F.S.A. Samuel Smiles, LL.D. (1812-1904),
author of " Self Help" and other noted works,
painted by Sir George Reid, P.l! S.A.

; pre-
sented by the members of his family. George
Frederick Watts, R.A. (1817-1904), the late
distinguished painter, painted in early life

by Henry Wyndbam Phillips, and presented
by Mr. Henry Wagner, F.S.A. By purchase :

—
Edward Seymour, Duke of Somerset, K.G.
fl506;--1552), the Protector, a small old panel
portrait, artist uncertain; Henry VIII., painted
in early life, an old panel portrait, perhaps, by a
German artist ; Henry Vassall Fox, third Baron

represented the produce of 76 acres of oak forest,

reckoned at 40 oak trees, each of an average of

100 years old, to the acre— i.e., 3,040 trees alto-

gether. In addition, her mainmast (a superb
stick) cost £500 alone, her foremast £380, her
mizzen £100, and her bowsprit and jibboom
£220. Under present circumstances really good
English oak is comparatively a very scarce

Had the building of our fleets con-
tinued to have been of wood instead of iron,

where would our much-prized timber have been
to-day h

The annual provincial meeting of the Auc-
tioneers' Institute of the United Kingdom will be
held at Cardiff on September 1, 2, and 3. The
members from all parts of the country will

assemble at Cardiff on AVednesday, August 31,

and on the following day there will be a whole-
day excursion to Chepstow, Tintern, Monmouth,
and Raglan Castle. In the evening the members
will be received by the JIayor of Cardiff. On
Friday, September 2, a general meeting will be
held in the forenoon, when Mr. D. T. Alexander
will deliver his presidential address, and_ whilst
the council are transacting the ordinary business
of the institute, the other members and their

friends will visit the Castle, Llandaff Cathedral,

the Bute Docks, and the Dowlais Iron and Steel

AVorks. After lunching togetlier at the Royal
Hotel, the party will leave by special train for

Dinas Powis, where the president and Mrs.
Alexander will give a garden party at their resi-

dence. In the evening there will be a dinner at

the Royal Hotel. On the following morning
parties wiU be made up to visit other places of

interest in the locality.

The municipal council of Florence have made
a stand against " the superstition of the museum."
Until a short time ago the \'ia dell' Agnolo in

Florence was graced by a lunette of Lucia della

Robbia, representing the A'irgin and Child. One
fine day the bas-relief, which is an excellent

example of the master's best period, disappeared.
It had been taken to the Bargello. Siguor
Pozzolini, a member of the council, hearing of

the matter, delivered a forcible speech at its next
meeting, insisting that the bas-relief should be
put back in its original place. He bitterly

reproached the Government for having shut up
such a beautiful object in " one of those lonely
prisons of art which are called museums," thus
"setting a very bad example to private indi-

viduals," and called upon the council to register

its belief in the fact that " whenever possible

1S40), a small full-length portrait I

works of art should be kept under the conditions
painted at Florence in 1796 by Louis Gauffier

;
|

'"r which their artists produced them." It is a
Henry Petty-Filzmaurice, third Maniuis of

I

question whether the greater security afforded by
Lansdowne, K.G. (1780-1863), drawn in pencil ho'i^ing works of arts in museums counter-
by E. T. Parris in 1838: George Cruikthank ;

balances the loss of publicity and easy access

(1792-1878), a small portrait painted in 1S3G ;[ "ccasioned by their removal to what are popularly
Sir John F. AV. Herschel, Bart. (1792-1871), the regarded as dismal and unattractive catacombs.
eminent astronomer, drawn by Henry AV. Pickers
gill, R.A. The trustees have also acquired by
purchase a portrait-group of " A Club of Artists
in 1735," painted by Hamilton, representing
Matthew Robinson, of West Llayton, Yorkshire

Among the relics of early Birmingham is the
only existing engine of the first two built by
Boulton and AVatt at Soho in the year 1776. It

is now in the possession, of the Birmingham
Cinal Navigations, and will finally be placed in

tatlier ot the famous Mis. Montagu, from whose
| the Mechanical Museum of the new Univerity,

representative it was obtained, and the following
[
Not only did James AVatt design the engine, but

artists ot the period :—George Vertue, engraver : he prepared the drawings, and it was made under
Hans Huyssmg, portrait painter; Michael Dahl, his supervision. It was in use for about 120
portrait-pamter; Ihomas,architect;,Tames(;ibbs, years, and was removed six years ago to the
architect

;
Joseph Goupy. painter : Charles i company's station, where it is proudly preserved

Lndgeman landscape gardener ; Bernard Baron,
| as a monument of the engineering skill and

engraver
;
John W ootton, painter

;
John Michael

: thoroughness of the Birmingham artisan of a
hysbrack, sculptor

:
Hamilton, painter of the century and a ciuarter ago. Variously enough.

architect, sculptor,

will remember
was when, upon

picture : and William Kent,
and landscape-gardener.

Rf;aiii;us beyond middle life

how proud the nation generally
Sept. 14, 1852, the greatest man-of-war that had
ever been built was launched from the stocks.
She was named the W'<«'/».r Cis/!'-, but the
' Iron Duke " of AVellington dying at Walinor
Castlethe same day, her designation, at Queen
Victoria's command, was changed to the J)iil;f uf
ll'r/liii;//-,!. This grand " three decker " carried
131 guns, and during the Russian War, two
years later, served as the late Sir Charles
Napier's llagship. She never did actual service
after the close of that campaign, but biy for years
as a recoivinar ship in Portsmouth Harbour. She
has now come into some ship-breakers' hands
near Woolwich, and it is instructive, after the
lapse of more than half a century, to recollect
what a vast amount of English oak was used in
her cmstructiou. The />«/ <./' ll'rHnu/l'ui was,
of 3,759 tons burden, or, in displacement, 0,071

j

and buried at A"idiguesisa, whence in 1872 they
tons. The material consumed in her alone ! wore taken to Lisbon. In 1G63 the Portugucsj

the Canal Company ordered from the same firm

at Soho in the very same year that they decided
to replace this relic of the l^th century—the year
1898—two modern triple-expansion Corkss deep-
well pumping engines, which are now installed

in the Walsall puuiping-station.

Tin; present year completes the fourth century
of the existence of the oldest Christian church in
India, that of St. Francis in Cochin, on the
Malabar coast. It was erected by the Franciscan
monks who accompanied A'asco di Gama to

India, four years after the Portuguese had ob-
tained permission of the Rajah of Cochin to live

in that town. The church of Sc. Francis was
built on the inaidan, and was n small wooden
edifice. The Portuguese settlement prospered,

and some time before 1524 the wooden building
was replaced by one of cement. < *n A'asco da
Gama's roturn in 1524 he enlarged it. and, dying
the same year, was buried in it. His remains
were removed to Portugal fourteen years later,
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were driven from Cochin by the Dutch, who
themselves worshipped in the church of St.

Francis. Unfortunately they were careless, ac-

cording at least to modem ideas, of their trust.

The old registers of the church were lost, and the

backs of the old Portuguese monuments were
used by them for their own tombstones. The
motive of this rather eccentric proceeding was
economy, there being no 8*one obtainable within

sixty miles of Cochin. In 1795 the Dutch were
thems Ives ous'ed by the British.

Ordsal Hall, Salford, the ancient seat of the
Radcliffe family, henceforth to be utilised as a

clergy training school, will begin its first term,

under new conditions, on Sept. 27 next. The
hall, which is owned by Earl Egerton of Tatton,
was restored by him and opened as a theological

college in 1S9S. It is a building of much his-

toric interest, and its mediicval oak timberino; is

admitted to be amongst the finest in Lancashire.

Time was when Ordsal Hall, surrounded by a

moit, ttood in the centre of a well- wooded
country, wiih green meadows sloping down to the

clear waters of the Irwell. The buildings date

from the 15th century, and portions of the house

are said by antiquaries to be still older.

At Nuneaton the managers of the gas under-

taking have adopted the system of transmis-ion

under high pressures. Mr. Helps, the gas engi-

Tieer, says that at first it seemed a matter of com-
plexity to use pressures up to 251b. per square

inch, but after a few months' experience it was
diflicult to find any difference with the higher
pressures. In many towns and cities the leakage

of gas is as much as 15 percent., but at Nuneaton
they had the main under an average pressure of

91b. for eight months, and the leakage for the y<i«i

per mile of main compares most favourably with
that of othtr p'aces where lower pressures

were used. A curiom thing happened in con-

nection with the line of piping. Mr. Helps tested

the mains with GOlb. of air pressure as they were
laid, and they showed very little hakage. When
the gas pressure of 301b. was put on, he found
that they were losing 5,000 cubic feet of gas per

hour. The leakage was taking place all along the

line at the joints, all of which had to be made
again. They are now using screwed joints at

Nuneaton. Mr. Helps thinks that there is a

good time coming for the consumer of coal-gas,

and looks forward to a solid reduction in price

per thousand cubic feet. He thinks that high-

pressure gas will do this. He says that at Nun-
eaton he has a burner, no larger thaa the globe

of an incandescent lamp, which gives a light

valued at 60c.p. Thus high-pressure gas permits

of a reduction in the size of the mantle and the

burner.

Messks. Denny, Mott, and Dk-kson, Ltd.,

in their Monthly Wood Market Report, say :
—

The tone of business during the past month has

been a little lets doleful under the influence of

favourable weather for building operations and
the subsidence of much of the "irresponsible

chatter " caused by the increasing scrutiny of the

security offered by those requiring financial

facilities. The holiday season, however, has a

slackening tendency, and the present political

disquiet will also add to the disinclination to enter

into anything more than the necessary hand-to-

mouth business until the last quarter of the year,

which will bring the nece3sity of deciding business

en which the close of navigation has a serious

bearing.

The statement we reproduced last week from

the Dai/;/ Chroniek that Covent Garden Theatre

was to come down in order that the Duke of

Bedford might extend the Covent Ga-den Market,

and that a new opera house would be built in the

Strand upon the plot of land recently occupied by
the Salvation Army, was so circumstantial that

we gave it, though at the moment of going to

press we could obtain no confirmation. It has

apparently no foundation. The Duke of Bed-
ford's architects knew nothing of this proposed

change, and think there is no chance of the great

house in Bow-street disappearing for many years.

There is a long lease. Nor have the London
County Council cognisance of any plans, and the

Koyal Opera Syndicate denies any knowledge of

the matter. It may be mentioned that the stage

mechanism of Covent Garden Theatre was com-
pletely modernised in 1902 under the direction of

Mr. Edwin O. Sachs. We may further aid that

Lord KnoDjs writes us in reply to our inquiry :

" In reply to your letter, I bog to inform you
that no plans of a new theatre which is to replace

Covent Garden Theatre have been submitted to

his Majesty."

Cratrt 0tbjs.

WAOBS MOVEMENTS.
Wages and Houes of Laboite.—The Labour

Departmenthas issued a report on the changes in rates

of wages and hours of labour in the United Kingdom
in the last 18 months. The three years (1901-1903),
the report says, were years of falling wages, but the
amount of the fall in 1903 meastired in weekly loss

of wages was comparatively slight, being consiJer-
ably less than in either of the two preceding years,
though spread over a larger number of trades.

896,598 workpeople were affected by changes in

wages in 1903, as compared with 890,356 in 1902
and 932,126 in 1901. The estimated weekly amount
of decrease in wages in 1903 was £38,327 only as
compared with £72,701 in 1902 and £77,313 in 1901.

If, however, the effect of the wages changes be cal-

culated from the date of each change to the end of

the year it is found that the aggregate decrease in

wages due to these changes was only about £500,000
in 1903 as compared with £2,300,000 in 1902 and
£1,600,000 in 1901.

Peoposeh Aeeiteation and Conciliation Boakd
FOR Yorkshire.—A movement to avoid strikes and
lock-outs has been initiated by the master builders

of Yorkshire. They propose that all disputes should
be submitted to a Board of Conciliation and Arbitra-
tion. Yorkshire bricklayers and masons largely
favour the proposal, but the Yorkshire branches of
the Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and Joiners
have expressed their disapproval of the scheme by a
majority of 1,595, only 312 voting in its favour.
The decision is not regarded as final. The head
officials of the Carpenters' and Joiners' Union, in

their monthly report for August, say:—"We
deplore this action , because we are convinced that
the interests of members can best be promoted by
cultivating a closer uniDu between their employers
and themselves, and we hope that if the oppor-
tunity again offers itself a more liberal view will

prevail, and that our society will emerge from the
isolated position it now occupies in respsct to this

question."

LATEST PRICES.

Per ton. Per ton.
Soil-Fipe (Sin. and 6iQ. ext»] ... IB 2 6 „ 16 2 6
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 10 16 8 „ 10 17 6
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15 „ 15 6
Copper Sheets, sheathing and roda 70 „ 70
Copper, Biitisn Cake and Ingot... 60 „ 60 10
Tin, Straits 123 10 „ 124

Do., English Ingots 123 10 „ 124
Spelter, Sileaian 22 „ 22 7 6

TIMBEB.
Teak, Boimah per load £9 15 to £18

-
- • - - - 16 15

6 15
7 15
4 17
8
7
6 5
5 5
5 5

Bangkok
Quebec Pine, yellow

„ Oak
„ Birch
„ Elm
„ Ash

Dantsic and Memel Oak
Fir

Wainscot, Riga p. log 2 15

Lath, Danlsic, p.f 4
8t. Petersburg 4

Greenheart 7 15
Box T
Sequoia, U.8.A percubefoot 3
M^ogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick

5
4

4 17
2 10
4 10
4 5
2 10
2 10

* ,

84,
8

,

3i,
10

,

8
,

8 1 ,

8

7i
5

5i
3J
3i

1 9

7J
a 1

by liin.

to £29
23 10
14
15 10
10 10 8
9 15

e 8 10
17
20
10
20

ff 14 10

9 £0 18 6
9 15 8
6 ti 13

IBON, &0.
Per ton. Per ton.

Kolled-Iron Joists, Belgian £5 10 to £5 15
BoUed-Steel Joists. EngUsh 6 10 „ 6 12 8
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 700,, 7 50
Bar Iron, good Staffs 8 6 0,, 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 20 „ 20 6

Do., Welsh 6 16 „ 6 IT C

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
Beat SnedshiU 9 0,, 9 10

Angles lOs., Tees 208. per ton extra.

Bnilders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, 4c., £7 78. 6d.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £12 to £13 per ton. I

GUvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

j

No.l8to20. No.22to24. i

8ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £10 15 ...£11

Best ditto 11 5 ... 1110
Jast^Iron Columns £6 10 to £8 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 10 „ 8 10
Rolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 „ 8 5
Soiled-Steel Fencing Wire „ 6 5 0,, 6 10

„ Galvanised. 7 15 „ 8
Oast^Iron Sash Weights 4 12 6 „ 4 12 6
Cut Clasp Nails, 8in. to 6in 9 5 0,, 960
Cut Floor Erids 9 0,, 900
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

5 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 18 14 15 B.W.Q.
8/- 8/6 9/- 9/6 9/9 10/6 11/3 12/- 13/- per cwt.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £5 16 to £6
4in. to6in 5 12 6 „ 5 17 6
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 0,, 6 10

[Coated with composition, 58. Od. per ton extra ; turned
ind bored joints, 5b. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, LilleshaU 105s. Od. to 112a. 6d. I

Hot Blast, ditto 65s. Od. to 708. Od.

Wronght-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f.o.b. (plus 5 per cent.) :—

Gas-Tubes 67ip.c.
Watei^Tubes 821 „
Steam-Tubes 57i „
Galvanised Gas-Tubea 65 „
Galvanised Wat«i^TubeB 60 „
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 46 „

lOcwt. casks. 5cwt. casks.
Per ton. Per ton.

Zinc, English (London mill) £24 10 to £25
Do., VieUle Moatagne 27 10 „ 27 15
Sheet Lead, 31b. and upwards ... 13 15 „ 13 15
Lead Water Pipe (F.O.R.Lond.) 14 5 „ 14 5

Lead Barrel Pipe 15 2 6 „ 15 2 6
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside 16 2 6 „ 16 2 6

„ „ and outside 17 12 6 „ 17 12 6
Composition Gas-Pipe 16 2 6 „ 16 2 6

Honduras ... „ ...

„ Mexican „ ...

„ African „ ...

Cedar, Cuba „ ...

„ Honduras „ ...

Satinwood „ ...

Walnut, Italian , ...

„ American (logs)

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12ft,

by llin. :—

Quebec, Pine, 1st £22
„ 2nd 18

„ 8rd 11 10

Canada Spruce, 1st 11

„ 2nd and 3rd 9

New Brunswick 8
Riga 8
St. Petersburg 8 5
Swedish 11 15

Finland 9 15
White Sea 11 15

Battens, all aorta 6 15

Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

1st prepared £0 H
2nd ditto 12

Other qualities 5

Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S., pipe £37 10 „ £45
Memel cr. pipe 220 „ 230

Memel, brack 190 „ 200

STONE.*
Darley Dale, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 3

Bed Mansfield ditto „ ... 2 4J

Hard York ditto „ ... 2 10

Ditto ditto 6in . sawn both sides, landing^
random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slabs sawn two sides,

random sizes „ ... 1 8

• All F.O.B. Ijondon.

Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations
per foot cube £0 10

Delivered on road waggons, Paddington
Depot .. - 1 6J

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot , ... 1 8J

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :

—

Brown White
Whit Bed. Base Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the

quarry per foot cube £0 1 5i ... £0 171
Delivered on road waggons \

at PaddingtoQ Depot ...I
... 2 1 ... 2 2i

Ditto Nine Elm'* Depot..

Ditto Pimlico Whirf
'

OII.S.
Linseed per tun £16 7 6 to £17 17 6-

Ripeseed, English pale ... „ ... 22 5

Do., brown „
Cottonseed, refined „
Olive, Spanish „

24 5
21 5 „ 21 10
19 „ 20 10

31 „ 81 6

Seal, pale , ... 16 „ 26

Cocoanut, Cochin „ ... 31 „ 32

Do., Ceylon „ ... 28 „ 28 5

Palm, Lagos 23 15 „ 27 10

Oleine , ... 17 5 „ 19 5

Lubricating U.S per gal. 7 0,, 080
Petroleum, refined B| „ U

Tar, Stockholm perbarrel 16 0,, 160
Do., Archangel „ ... 19 6 „ J 9 ''

Turpentine, American ...per tun 87 „ 37 5 D

Arthur Poole, 19, son of a local builder, was found

dea-l in his father's office at Newcastle-uuder-Lyms
on Monday, with a bottle containing carbolic acid

lying close to his right hand. He was lying across

three chairs, and it is alleged that he had poisonel

himself.

On the Brixton Oval a bronze bust surmounting

a mirble pedestal is to be erected in recognition of

Sir Henry Tate's many munificent gifts. The
execution of the memorial will be undertaken by

Mr. Thomas Brock, R.A.

Sanction has been received by the Crewe Corpora-

tion froai the Local Government Board to the

borrowing of £2,433 for the erection of a fire station,

£2,567 for depot parpoaes, and £3.100 for the pur-

chase o! land for and the construction of a railway

siding into the depot.
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"SCALE" m BUILDING.
" TTOW coarse and lumpy;" or "how
-LI finical and puny I

" are adjectives

often used by people who look at build-

ings, to express their ideas of disappoint-

ment, and these criticisms relate in a

large degree to what we more accurately

may attribute to a want of scale — in

other words, to the relative proportions

or dimensions of the features or other parts

of the building. These qualities may be inde-

pendent of the actual size or dimen sions of a
building as a whole ; that is, taking two build-

ings of the same general size, we may have
in one of them coarse and lumpy features,

and in the other small and finical details,

due to the sizes given them, the eye referring

to a standard such as that of the human
figure, or the height of a doorway. Thus if

we see a large and heavy architrave
ornament round a doorwa}' or window near
the eye, we consider it is coarse, because in

such a position it offends our sense of

relative size, where a smaller and more
delicate ornament would have been better
adapted. So if we observe a front sub-
divided into a number of small parts like

window openings, or orders with elaborate
and richly - membered architraves, the
effect is finical and diminutive in proportion
as they fall below a standard present
in the mind's eye. There is a general
standard of dimensions which comes to be
recognised in our minds, and when we see any
large departure from this, we at once detect a
disparity. We must, however, acknowledge
different standards of dimensions to buildings
for varied uses. For instance, we apply
a different proportion in the case of a build-
ing made up oi few and large parts, to that
we should apply to one of similar size com-
posed of a number of small parts like rooms
or stories. In the former case the scale
adapted wiU be larger than in the latter.

Take, for instance, a building used as a
public hall or a church, where there is only
one large space internally. The features and
detail require to be large, the entrance door-
way, for instance, ought to be of dignified
proportions, and the windows and other
details in proportion ; if we take a block of
flats or offices made up of several floors and
small rooms, the scale of parts will be smaller,
the door and windows and other details being
of less size. Within certain limits scale there-
fore applies to both these classes of buildings,
those of equal size and subdivisions, as well
as to tho.se of few parts and those of many
parts or divisions. In the first case the scale
means an adaptation of detail to the eye,
in the latter a regulation of features and
details to the size of the parts com-
posing the build'ug. We may make this
clearer by taking an example or two.
When we see a fa<;ade in which there are a
number of windows framed by wide archi-
traves with projecting mouldings, deep key-
stones, and pediments and cornices, the
actual opening appears small in proportion,
and the sense of scale is lost. The eyo per-
ceives an apparent coarseness of detail. But
in the ca.se of a public hall, where the win-
dows are necessarily of large size, the same
architraves and pediments will appear per-
fectly related. In both instances the eye is
actually the arbiter. In another building we
notice a heavy proiocting cornice over a front
made up of a number of windows and small
detail; it dwarfs the composition. Wo at
9°<>« say it is heavy and disproportioned

; but
if the same cornice crowns a building of the

same size having a single order of columns or

pilasters or a few large windows, the effect is

satisfactory. A massive cornice appears to

crush the smaller features below it. The
same happens when a heavy roof or dome
surmounts a facjade composed of small win-

dows or detail. The effect is crushing. As
a rule large and unbroken wall spaces

and columnar compositions sustain massive

cornices and domes better than those in

which the wall space is broken up bj' window
openings and detail ; but the lesson does not

seem to have been learned by modern archi-

tects, who are never weary of placing heavy
domes and cornices over elatjorate facades. The
Greek and Roman architects knew and prac-

tised this rule. The Florentine architects of

the Renaissance, especially of Florence itself,

followed the same principle, as we see in the

Iliccardi Palace, where a massive heavy
cornice surmounts the facades composed of

three stories of circular-headed windows. In
the Roman example of the Farnese Palace a

rich projecting cornice crowns the fai;ade of

three stories of thickly - set pedimented
windows. Both examples are worthy of

imitation, for in both we find the wall

surfaces between the stories give breadth ; in

the former the substructure is massive and
rusticated. Examples are not wanting in

London where the cornice dominates the

front. At the corner of Chancery-lane, the

premises occupied by Partridge and Co. has

an adaptation of the Florentine type, a

bold treatment of fenestration in the two
fafades crowned by a bold cornice of con-

siderable projection. In Pall Mall, Barry's

noted clubhouses. The Travellers and The
Reform, are good examples of Italian treat-

ment. In both there is a large plain wall

surface between the windows, and these are

adorned in the latter with engaged columns
and pediments projecting boldly. The Reform
has much dignity and grace, though entirely

unrelieved b}- columns, and is surmounted
by a bold and well-proportioned cornice of

the best type. The scale is well preserved,

and the cornice does not appear overpower-
ing for the facade. There are three stories ;

the first-floor story has a row of well-

proportioned pedimented windows, connected

by stringcourses, which, with the plain

masonry above, give dignity to the front.

This is the most important story, and is well

expressed externally. The upper windows
are of half the size, and form a kind of frieze

to the facade. It is perfect as a study of

scale.

The use of the Orders illustrates to a great

extent the question of scale. We see so many
misapplications of columns and pilasters on
modern facades that the matter may seem
unimportant ; but the size of an order often

invariably alters the scale of a building.

A row of columns is thought to give
height and dignity ; but this will depend
upon the relative size and height of adjacent
buildings. A row of columns or an order

in front of a facade will look puny it there is

another higher or larger building near ; but
if the columns are not near any other order

which may be taken as a standard, they cer-

tainly impart dignity and size. Colonnades
reduce apparently the height of a building

by setting a scale. The British Museum is

higher than it looks in front ; this is owing
to the lofty order which surrounds it and
reduces by comparison the real height. The
height of the order of columns furnishes a
scale ; but as columns are of different

heights, 80 it is not easy, unless other build-

ings are near, to really estimate the actual

size. Directly we approach the base of the

colonnade, and can estimate its height by
our stature, the real magnitude is estimated.

Thus it is the real size of the Parthenon and
other isolated buildings look smaller than
they are at a distance until wo actually

approach them. The two orders of tho west
front of St. Paul's would look much less

dignified if near the colonnade of the British

judged,
used as a

range of

Museum or the portico of the Royal Ex-
change. It is by actual comparison, then,

that the real proportions of a building adorned

by columns can be estimated. In all the

chief examples of Classic and Renaissance
architecture, columns were applied to single

story, two-story, and three-story buildings.

Some of the best Italian examples show a
single order embracing one or two stories,

standing upon a rusticated basement. The
Library of St. Mark has two orders, one for each

story. The Louvre has an order of coupled

columns comprising two stories standing on a
plain basement. Somerset House shows the

same arrangement, and this appears to be
the most pleasing of the Italian systems.

AVhen we see four or more orders pUed on
each other there is certainly a loss of dignity,

and unless the orders are of a good size, the

scale is reduced and the effect is apt to

become monotonous and tedious. The repeti-

tion conduces also to a small and finical

appearance, especially when these many
superposed orders are seen near buildings of

large size, and having one or two large orders.

The limitation of columns to two or three

stories is so general that it establishes a
standard by which other buildings are

Intercolumniation may also be
scale of proportion. A close-set

columns, by the smaller spaces

between them give, on the same principle,

a longer effect to a colonnade than when the

intervals are wide, as in the diastyle or areo-

style—terms denoting intervals o^ three and
four diameters respectively. The intervals

become a measure or scale. The study of

colonnades has been usefully made a subject

for students in the Royal ('ollege of Art
which we noticed a week or two ago. In
Whitehall the student who desires to study
the application of the Orders wiU find

a few examples. The new War Offices, and
the Banqueting House of Inigo Jones, offer

two good examples of different-sized build-

ings near each other. Bulk for bulk, the

former dwarfs the latter ; but each is a study
of careful scaling of parts and details. The
War Office has a single order of columns
above the first story, the Banqueting House
two smaller orders, one to each story;

but there is no want of scale apparent.

Although the latter looks small in compari-
son with the new building by its side, there

is a nice relation observed between the small

orders and the windows and their details.

There is no jarring note in the facade taken by
itself. All is in perfect unison, though to a
much smaller scale. Further on we have the

Treasury, with its one large order of engaged
Corinthian columns, added by Barry, rest-

ing upon a basement, and Scott's big

building, the Home Office, with its three

orders superposed. We admire tho single

order, though it somewhat reduces the

apparent size of the building; there is

dignity. Even more dignified is the lai-ge

single order of engaged columns of the Royal
Institution, Albomarle-street. Of quite

recent buildings the Royal Insurance
Building, Liverpool, shows a refined treat-

ment, with coupled columns engaged on th*
third story, which support the main cornice,

tho lower stories being rusticated. Scale is

preserved, and there are a tower and entrance

of good proportions. The Chartered .Vc-

countants' Institute in the City is another good
instance, and there are several other edifices

which could be named. Perhaps one of the

most perfect Classic examples is the Bank of

England, along tho Threadneodle - street

front. In all these instances it will be noticed

a groat deal of tho effect depends on
the scale of the building. Those with a large

columnar order have more dignity and
monumental effect than those buildings in

which tho " orders " are reduced in size, or

are employed on every story. There is a
smallness of scale beyond which it is not

safe to go. We mean to say, an order of

columns may bo so small, or a row of windows

-r^'
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so reduced in size, that they wUl at once im-
press us by their insignificance and pettiness

;

or, conversely, these features or elements
of a building may be so large that they will

suggest a colossal structure out of place in

its surroundings. Between, the limits are

considerable ; but the architect has a means
of testing. He can take a unit, such as the

height of a door or the course of a stone, a
step or the lock-rail of a door, any of which
things becomes a common measure. A care-

fully-scaled building will conform to such a
standard or test ; it will not shock our sense

of the normal dimensions or sizes which we
deem to be true or natural. Very few
architectural writers have referred to the
subject of scale, or if they have done so, the

subject has not beenti'eated on any scientific

basis. One or two modern writers who
have discussed the subject in a rational

manner may be mentioned here ; but they

have not given any practical examples.

A writer on composition. Van Pelt, defines

scale as " that aspect of a motive which, irre-

spective of the actual size of the motive,

suggests dimensions for it. Oar impression

of scale in aifiotive comes from seeing certain

elements always made (for logical reason or

custom) of definitely-appointed sizes. Thus,
seeing the drawing of such an element, and
having in mind its real dimensions, we form
an idea of the proportion that exists between
the drawing and nature—in other words,

receive an impression of the numerical scale

(one-eighth, one-fourth, or one-half an inch

to the foot) at which the drawing is made.''

The same writer formulates two conditions

on which is based unity of scale : " ( 1
) In a

drawing the diflerent elements should all

seem to be depicted at the same numerical
scale ; (2) The general aspect of scale (not

numerical scale) of the composition should
be in accord with nature, or, taking into

consideration the numerical scale of the

drawing, the design once executed should be
in accord with nature." A motive, or the

drawing of a motive, complying with these

laws, is said to be "in good scale." "A
drawing is small in scale when it seems to be
shown at a smaller numerical scale than the

one used (one-eighth, perhaps, instead of

the room immediately reduces the detail to separate and special design. The storm

-

its real dimensions ; instead of human beings, waters have been provided for by the old

a race of Liliputians would have been more sewers which convey this surplus to the river,

in keeping with the decoration. How many
,
Controlled openings or storm overflows have

of our new large vestry and town halls are ' been made in the intercepting sewers, of a
spoiled by heavy-panelled or coffered ceilings, I size that would admit a volume of liquid six

by huge deep ribs which bring the ceiling times the dry-weather flow, and these open-
down, while perhaps the wall decoration is ; ings take the storm water which is in excess

small and meagre ! In the choice of plaster of that which passes direct to the river. The
decorations, the architect should be very intercepting sewers varied in size from 30in.

careful to select a pattern that is neither to 12in. A gradient was given to give a

oflensivelyheavynorlavishin small detail, and velocity of 130ft. per minute when running
he must decide this upon some unit of decora-

I
half full. After being screened through

tion—Hke a doorway or the human figure.
1
double removable screens with Ain. spaces.

Stock pattern- selecting is open to the error i and through a large air-vessel charged with

of adopting a design that has been made for ' air, it was delivered to the head of the-

a veiy different class of room, both in gravitation sewer (.jOin. diameter) and ran

dimension and purpose, than the one
intended ; and the catalogues of our leading

decorative manufacturers are liable to mis-
application. Our best and purest periods for

decoration are remarkable for their study of

good scale.

Mr. Walter Crane, in speaking of mural
decoration, refers to scale as a certain power
of making " the effect of certain lines and
masses, and the relation of one part to

another, as well as to the dimensions of the

walls and the room itself. Here, as indeed
throughout art, a reference to the human
figure will give us our key. since, after all,

decoration goes to form a background for

direct to the purification works, where it is-

treated chemically with cream of lime, and
then passed into precipitation tanks. These

tanks have sloping bottoms with sludge

culvert along the series of tanks at their

deepest end. In Birmingham the storm

water is said to be dealt with in a similar

manner.
A paper on Shone's system of sewer ven-

tilation at Ijeioester was read by Mr.
E. George Mawbey, M.Inst.C.E. For details

we refer the reader to the paper. The system

was, briefly, in fact, to introduce a quantity

of fresh aii- direct from the atmosphere

into the soil pipes, drains, and sewers,

humanity. With natural flowers and leaves to be circulated through them to dilute the

air therein. The experiments had shown
that smaU-pipe sewers could be ventilated in

this way. A small area of the sewers was
dealt with containing 80 houses. At the upper

end of the system a fan and motor-chamber
was constructed, and in this chamber a

it is always right to design for mural pur-

poses on the same scale as nature. Scale in

design should also be considered in relation

to the general character of a building and
its purpose, the use and lighting of a living-

room ; its dimensions .<>nd proportions and
relation to other rooms." There is also scale loin. Sirocco fan was fixed driven by

in colour, or the relation to be observed an electric motor of 750 revolutions per

between the primaries, secondaries, and minute. Connection was made between the

tertiaries, and the proper gradation of tones manhole and the fan, by 18in. stoneware

in rooms of various sizes and purposes ; but socketed pipes, and at the end of the chamber

we leave the subject here, with the conviction is a 9in. steel ventilating shaft 40ft. high. The

that scale is one of the much-abused elements fan was connected to this pipe by means of a

of modern architectural design.

QUESTIONS AT RECENT CONGRESSES.

one-fourth of an inch to the foot). A motive
is small in scale when its elements are smaller

than they should be ; when it looks the

diminished counterpart of an object of the

normal world ; when it seems created for the

use of dwarfs or dolls, rather than men."
Again, "a motive is large in scale when it

seems to be constructed for beings of a greater

stature than that of men." Monumental
designs are generally large in scale. Several

things are necessary to be observed in order

to preserve good scale. The object must
have a distinct relation to our physical wants.

Thus, a step must not be too high, and there

are other limits to be observed, such as the

height of a balustrade or parapet for pro-

tection, height of a table, of a chair, the

width and height of a door ; the dimensions
of materials may also determine the size.

as the size of a slate in a roof or a

brick in a wall construction maj- also

define the size of a motive. Thus a stone

lintel or colonnade must be proportioned
according to the nature of material, the

length of bearing which can be supported
without fracture. And with glass and iron,

a certain number of supports are suggested

by the nature of the material. Architectural

scale, therefore, must be determined by
certain units of universal use—such as a

step, the height of a door, of a balustrade

—

as we have pointed out.

One important application of the subject

is that of internal decoration. How many
of our modern interiors, large halls, and
rooms are spoilt by a want of scale ! They
either look smaller than they ought to,

owing to the dimensions given to a cornice

or cove, or the heavy ceiling decoration, or

the scale is diminutive. A man or woman in

"ITTITH the yearly meeting of the Associa-
*

» tion of Municipal and County Engi-
neers, held at Shrewsbury under the presi-

dency of Mr. A. T. Davis, C.E., last month,
the Sanitary Institute of Glasgow opened
during the last week of July, and the Health drawing
Congress of Folkestone about the same time,

the annual congresses may be said to have
commenced their businesses. Various sub-

jects and grievances have been •' aired." At
the first-mentioned meetings the subjects of

zinc air-discharge pipe, tapering from Tin. to

9in. diameter. The author says :
" The main

features of the arrangement are that the

existing private ventilating pipes or soil

pipes were provided with suitably -regulated

fresh-air inlets, so that the entire lengths of

all pipes and drains should be swept by the

ventilating current into the public sewer,

and drawn thence to the main extraction

shaft." One important point is the constant

out of the soilpipe and drain

from the dwellings, and the current

passes in the direction of the flow of the

drains. The experiments made last year for

five days showed the following average re-

sult for these tests :—That 276-lOc.ft. per

main drainage and sewer ventilation were ' minute were extracted through the 6in. shaft

discussed, and we must refer the reader to at an average velocity of 1,266ft. per miriute,

our reports for detailed information. The
Shrewsbury main drainage was the subject of

a paper by Mr. Midgley Taylor, M.Inst.C.E.,

and embraced several features of interest.

an average per house of -430. ft. per minute
for the eighty houses. The author came to

the conclusion that the sectional area of the

inlets and extraction shaft was too small to

The sewers had to be kept high enough so as
|

obtain good results from motor and fan, and

not to penetrate into the beds of running sand,
\

in consultation with Messrs. Shone and Ault.

the intercepting sewers were required to be t the fan was afterwards disconnected from the

laid at self-cleansing gradients, while the extraction shaft, and the air delivered at the

head of each had to be kept low enough so
|

street levels. By this means nearly four times

that the existing system could be connected ' the volume previously discharged through the

with it. These sewers involved the use of ' 6in. shaft—viz.. 998o.ft. was transmitted per

large quantities of concrete, and thousands of
i
minute, at the same time the air current ad-

cubic feet of timber had to be left in the mitted through the 27 inlets of the ventila-

trenches. Mr. Taylor describes the construe-
|

ting pipes was also increased. To obtain

tion of a large circular storage sewer of , this increased efficiency the extraction shaft

brickwork, into the bottom of which the
i
was increased from 6in. to 9in. Other

cast-iron sewer across the river was led : details and figures show the successful results

thus when the storage sewer was full the
i
that followed this alternative, which the

sewer crossing the river became an inverted i anemometer registered at every inlet. The

siphon ; but when the suction tank and average volume per house was •94c. ft. per

storage sewer were empty, which happened
1
minute, more than double the fresh air

many times a day during pumping, the
I
admitted into the inlet when the 6in. shaft

o»oss-river sewer had a free outfall. This
j

was in operation. The experiments, at least,

arrangement has been successful, we hear, i showed that by this system fresh air can be

The existing sewers had to be intercepted |
supplied direct from the atmosphere into the

above the levels of the highest floods, and i drainage system, at once changing the air

the intercepting chambers had to be of I within soil, drainpipes, and sewers.
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The Sanitary Congress at Glasgow a

fortnight ago was of interest in recording the

progress made in sanitary science. liord

Blythswood, in his presidential address,

noticed the disgraceful state of Glasgow earlj-

in the last century, as told by Dr. Russell

the medical officer ; that the narrow alleys

were the receptacles of every kind of filth,

which was left to rot in the roadway, while

the cellar habitations were like pig-sties. The
death-rates from 1837 to that of last year

reveal a record of progress, and the death-

rate now has fallen to 18'.5 per thousand.

The water supply of the city, the City Im-
provement Act, ISGG, the establishment of

hospitals, refuse destructor, and sewer recon-

struction, were all steps in the progress, and
now the chief problem to be faced was the

smoke nuisance, for smoke had not only
ruined vegetation by blotting out the sun's

rays, but was for the same reason depriving
the city of the greatest of all sanitary agents.

Several papers were read and discussed

;

amongst them, one by Mr. E. Shrapnell
Smith, on motor-vehicles for municipal
service, in which the author advocated the
motor-car for borough and county engineers
as time-saving machines, in such operations
as street-watering, refuse-removal, haulage
of material. For heavy transport the motor
was the proper means. The meeting passed
a resolution to the effect that the conference
of engineers and surveyors to county and
other sanitary authorities is of opinion that

the increase of motor vehicles on public high-
ways renders it imperative, in the interests of

public health, that the authorities should
adopt methods for the prevention of dust
during dry weather on existing macadamised
roads. It was generally considered that for dust
oUoction, motor vehicles were not economi-
cal. The dust nuisance has become intolei-

able since the general use of motor vehicles,

which renders a more general and efficient

system of laying the dust necessary. A paper
dealing with "Utilisation of Destructor
Residuals," by W. Killman, referred to the
many useful purposes to which the vitreous
clinker can be applied. As a fitting medium
for sewage, crushed clinker is unsurpassed,
being harder and less liable to disintegration
than coke. For concrete it makes a better
aggregate than broken stone or ballast ; for

mortar, it makes an excellent plastering
material if the iron particles are extracted

;

for road-making, rough clinker makes the
best hard core, providing a superior drainage
bed and keeping the road dry ; and in the
manufacture of bricks clinker utilisation
opens a road. Mr. Ilillman says :

" A plant
to proihioo .31),000 bricks per week would
cost approximately i'.'i.OOO, and the working
expenses CM) per week ; summarised thus

:

Interest on capital and depreciation at 10 per
cent., I'd; labour (estimated), £15; power,
£2 lO.-f. ; lime at lOs. per ton, £G lOs. ; total,
.£.'iO. .\ssuming fifty working weeks to the
year, this gives the average cost of 12s. per
1,000 bricks made. A combination of flag
and brick making would be still more profit-
able i.e., making bricks and Hags alternate
weeks, the same plant serving for both pur-
purposes. No serious difficultv seems to be
experienced with the disposal of tlue dust, its

absorbent tiualities being such that up to
30 per cent, of pure carbolic acid can be
added, making an economical disinfectant for
ordinary purposes." In the discussion it was
pointed out that the disintegration of clinkers
was considerable, and that as a filtering
medium it was surpassed by other materials'!
The remarks on plumber's work, by Mr. R.
Crawford, I A, A)., pointed to the necessity of
the employment of registered plumbers in
the administration of the Public Health
and ^Vator Acts, and that the authorities bo
autlionsod to require that all plumbers em-
ployed under the.se regulations shall bo
certified by the I'lumbors' Company. The
resolution to this effect was carried. As
most of the plumber's work is hidden from

view, the importance of making him re-

sponsible for the work he carries out is

undisputed. " Housing the Poor " was the

subject of another paper by Sir S. Chisholm,

Bart., in which the author argued that if the

municipality did not take up the question the

law of supply and demand would be left to

deal with it, and we knew what the effect

would be. The landlord and tenant, re-

presenting Greed on one side and Poverty and

Vice on the other, would permit the houses

to fall into veritable death-traps. The
municipality was, therefore, the only

authority who could build with a minimum
of loss to the community. One speaker pro-

posed the erection of single-apartment

houses as the Glasgow Corporation had
provided ; a question that was debated by
other members, some contending for the

erection of six-roomed cottages to be let at

Gs. per week, as done in Liverpool, others for

one-tenement houses. Many of the speakers

contended that the first thing to do was to

improve the condition of the poor, and to

endeavour to inculcate habits of cleanliness

and order, certainly much needed among
tenants of this class.

At the Health Congress at Folkestone, the

president of the Engineering and Building
Construction Section, Mr. W. Harpur,
M.Inst.C.E., borough engineer of Cardiff,

in his address, voiced the general opinion of

borough engineers, that the status of tho pro-

fession required to be raised. It was a matter

for regret that there was no proof of qualifica-

tion or diploma required : any incompetent

man—a tailor or carpenter—could be ap-

pointed. The salaries were also in-

adequate to command the services of the

right sort of men. There is no doubt a

grievance here ; the smart business man,
unqualified though he be, is often appointed

by tho council, liuilding regulations are also

by no means perfect. The sanitary authority

was often unable, under the local by-laws, to

carry out the provisions of the Housing Acts

except at great cost. Thus it was very
ditfioult to deal with insanitary areas so as to

rehouse families displaced. The builder com-
peted with the authority on unequal terms,

for as soon as the local authority proposed to

build, the price of everj- eligible site was run
up and costs increased, so that ihe builder

could let his houses at a less rent than tho

local authority. By relaxing the requirements

of the by-laws, such as refer to party-walls,

roofs, &o., the cost of building sanitary houses

would be reduced. The author recommended
a more general control over houses outside

the boundary of towns, and over the forma-

tion of new streets, for which powers were
required. The model by-laws were also

criticised. Streets 3()ft. or 40ft. were in-

adequate for the present now means of loco-

motion, and the local authority ought to be

able to increase the width as circumstances

requii'ed. At present, as the author truly

said, " Little townships are allowed to spring

up all round the large towns under all sorts

of undesirable conditions, and defects have
to be remedied at enormous cost." For these

objects the Local Government Board ought
to be able to give power to a municipality to

extend their bounaarios promptly, so as to

bring new districts under proper supervision.

The discussion which followed showed a

general concurrence in the views expressed.

It was not generally considered desirable to

relax tho special by-laws governing tho

erection of dwellings for the working classes,

but only to modify them in such a manner as

to enable the authority to compete on fair

forms with tho builder. Wo have lately

referred to some of the unnecessary by-laws,

such as those requiring Min. instead of

i)in. walls for cottages, and scantlings of

timber that are unnecessarily largo. Other
(juestions woro discussed, such as seaside

sowago disposal, discharge into tidal rivers,

disposal of waste of public institutions. iVrc,

to which wo cannot here refer.

THE REPORT ON THE CHAXTREY TRU.ST

THE Report of the Select Committee of the

House of Lords which has inquired ioto the

administration of the Ghantrey Trust makes five

principal recommendations :— (1) the appointment
of a committee of three, for the purchase of works
of art in painting and sculpture, composed of the

President of the Royal Academy cx-ojt'ci"^ a

Royal Academician appointed by the council, and
an Associate of the Royal Academy nominated
by the body of Asaociates, the elected members
holding office for five years and not being eligible

for immediate re-elfction ; (2) the making of

regulations by which the principal artistic

societies in England and Scotland should be

iuvited regularly to report to this committee (to

whom the final powers of selection and purchase

should be intrusted), the existence of important

works of art
; (3) some modification in the pr-)-

vision of Sir Francis Chantrey's will, which
forbids the purchase, of incomplete works of

sculpture ; (4) the conferring of powers upon the

purchasing body to buy the work of an artist who
permanently resides in Great Britain, even though
such work may have been in part executed abroad

;

and (5) that effect should be given to these pro-

visions under a scheme of the Charity Commis-
sioners, or on the application of the trustees, or

by Act of Parliament.

A lirief account is given of the formation of the

collection, which now numbers 109 works, and
the procedure adopted in purchase is explained

by the committee, who state that the Council of

the Royal Academy acting in the matter consists

of the President and ten Academicians, five of

whom retire every year. The President has a

casting vote ; but no work can be purchased

unless, at least, six votes are given in its favour,

and no member of the council votes upon a work
of art which he has not seen. It has not been
the custom to visit the studios of artists for the

particular purpose of the trust, and, with five

exceptions, all the works in the collection have
been bought from summer exhibitions of the

Royal Academy. As to the merits of the collec-

tion, the committee say ;—
"It is admitted by those most friendly to the

present system that the Chantrey collection,

regarded as a national gallery of modern British

art, is incomplete, and in a large degree unrepre-

sentative. The works of many of the most
brilliant and capable artists who worked in the

Jast quarter of the 19th century are missing from
the gallery. Critical witnesses have stated that,

while containing some fine works of art, the

collection is lacking in variety and interest : and
while failing to give expression to much of the

finest artistic feeling of its period, it includes not

a few works of minor importance. The collection,

in the committee's opinion, contains too many
pictures of a purely popular character, and too

few which reach the degree of artistic distinction

evidently aimed at by Sir Francis Chantrey."

Tho committee think that this unsuti-factory

result is attributable to the practice of purchase

adopted by successive councils of the Royal

Academy. With t»o exceptions all the pur-

chases have been the work of living artists, and
made from the artists themselves. Xo work has

ever been bought at auction or from a dealer,

"although on more than one occasion, when a

picture which was thought desirable had passed

into other hands, the buyer w.as induced to return

it to the artist, so that the council might purchase it

from the latter." Thecommitteeacquit thocouncil

of the Royal Academy of corrupt or interested

motives in the administration of the trust : but

they express the opinion that "too exc'usivo a

preference has been given to pictures shown at

the annual exhibition of the Royal Academy, and

that insutlioiont attention has boon paid to other

e.Khibitions.'' It is, therefore, suggested that

" a greater Uexibility of method, by selection

from studios, by purchase from private owners,

and oven occisionaUy at auction or from dealers,

would largely increase the field of choice, .and so

tend to raise the standard of merit." The com-
mittee consider that any purchases of works by
deceased artists "should only be made in ex-

ceptional circumstances, and with great caution."

'I'hoy further express tho opinion that no '

' attempt

should bo made to b\iy the work of any artist not

living at tho date when the bequest came into

operation in 1S77." In view of tho fact that tho

Chantrey Collection is housed in tho Tate (i.illery

in company with tho moiern section of the

National Gallery, tho committee, whilst admit-

ting tho desirability of making the said collection

representative, deem it unwise that the limited
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und available should be expended in buying the
orks of artists well represented in the same
allery.

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION
CAMBRIDGE.

AT

THE British Association met at Cambridge, on
Wednesday, after an interval of forty-two

years, when an address was given by the presi-

dent, Mr. Balfour, M.P., at the Corn Exchange.
The address is one of the shortest ever delivered

from the chair of the Association, consisting in
great part of reflections suggested by the new
theory of matter. The Premier referred in
passing to the illustrious line of physicists who
had studied or taught at Cambridge—a line
stretching from Newton in the 17th century,
through Cavendish in the 1 81h century, through
Young, Stokes, Maxwell in the 19th century,
through Kelvin, who embodies an epoch in
himself, down to Rayleieh, Larmor, J. J.
Thomson, and the scientific school centred in
the Cavendish laboratory, whose physical specu-
lations bid fair to render the closing years of

the old century and the opening years of
the new as notable as the greatest which had
preceded them. Now what was, he asked,

the task which these men and their illustrious

fellow-labourers out of all lands had set them-
selves to accomplish r To speak of this aim as the
discovery of the laws governing phenomena was
toth misleading and inadequate. The physicist's

search was for the physical reality, which science
believed indubitably existed. Two centuries ago
electricity seemed but a scientific toy. It was
now thought by many to constitute the reality of
which matter was but the sensible expression. It
was but a century ago that the title of an ether
to a place among the constituents of the
universe was authentically established. It

seemed possible now that it might be the stuff
out of which that universe was wholly built. Mr.
Balfour, in a clever paradox, showed that while
we claimed to found all our scientific opinions
on experience, the conclusions which professed to
be based on that experience were to all appear-
ances fundamentally opposed to it. Knowledge
of reality was based upon illusion, and the very
conceptions we used in describing it to others and
in thinking of it ourselves were abstracted from
anthropomorphic fancies, which Science forced
us to believe and Nature compelled us to employ.
Mr. Balfour's brilliant but unsatisfying address
will be found in cxtenso in the current issue of

the English Mechanic.
This evening (Friday a lecture is to be delivered

by Professor George Darwin, on Ripple Marks and
Sand Dunes, and the Tuesday evening lecture

byProfessor Osbom, of New York, on Recent
Explorations and Researches on Extinct Mam-
malia, while the Saturday evening lecture

to the working classes will be by Dr. J. E.
Marr, on the Forms of Mountains.

Section A , Mathematical and Physical Science,
is presided over by Professor Horace Lamb, and
Professor Sydney Young is the president of

Section B, Chemistry. Mr. Aubrey Strahan's
presidential address in Section C, that of Geology,
will deal with the earth movements which have
led to the crumpling-up of belts of the earth's
surface at repeated intervals during geological
history. The superposition of such disturbances
on one another has led to great complication
of structure ; and in order to gain a clearer
notion of the nature of the stresses to which
the movements were due Mr. Strahan will pass
under review the disturbances of one geological
epoch only—namely, that which intervened
between the Carboniferous and Permian eras.

At the same time he wOl furnish evidence
that most of the disturbances of that age were
but renewals of movement along old-established
lines of weakness, and that they were followed
along the same b'tes by further movements at

much later periods. A discussion has been
arranged on the Nature and Origin of Earth
Movements,, to be introduced by papers by
Messrs. Strahan, TeaU, and Home, and Professor
SoUas. An account of " The Geological Re-
sources of Canada " will be given by Mr. H. M.
Ami; Mr. H. Biickstrijm wiU discuss "The
Origin of the Great Iron Ore Deposits of Lap-
land, Mr. P. F. Kendall will furnish "Evidence
in the Secondary Rocks of Persistent Movement
in the Charnian Range," Mr. E. Greenly will

deal with " Tho Lava Domes of the Eilel," Mr.
A. Harker will describe "An Exhibition of

Tertiary Plutonic Bocke,inthe Isle of Rum," and

Mr. G. W. Lamplugh wOl supply "A Note on
Lower Cretaceous Phosphatic Beds and their
Fauna." " The Geology of Cambridgeshire "is to

form the subject of a lecture by Dr. Marr, while
Mr. W. Whitaber will contribute a paper on
some "Cambridgeshire "Wells." The latter

gentleman has also promised a paper ona " Great
Depth of Drift in the Valley of the Stour,
Suffolk." Notes on some Cornish rocks will be
furnished by Mr. Karl Basz, and Messrs. B. N.
Peach and J. Home have undertaken to furnish
a paper on the " Base Line of the Carboniferous
System Round Edinburgh." The president
of Section D (Zoology) is Mr. \V. Bateson,
and of Stction E, Geography, Mr. Douglas W.
Freshfield, and in the latter section papers will

be read by Sir. Close, on " Recent Improvements
in Survey Methods," and by Dr. Hugh Robert
Mill on a " New Physical Map of Great Britain."
In Section F (Economic Science and Statistics)

Professor William Smart, of Glasgow University,
took yesterday (Thursday) as the subject of his
presidential address, " The Housing of the Poor
by Municipalities." Professor Smart organised
the Glasgow Municipal Commission, which has
just reported after two years' continuous sitting.

In his address he discussed the general economic
principles which tell against the building and
owning of house property by municipalities, and
defended the Commission's unanimous recom-
mendation of a limited building scheme as an
exceptional measure called for by exceptional
circumstances.

Mrs. Fisher, Mr. C. T. HorsfaU, and possibly
Dr. Pierson will present papers to-day (Friday)
on various aspects of the housing problem, while
Mr. J. A. Biines will discuss the distribution of

rural population in India. Section G (Engineer-
ing) is presided over by the Hon. Charles
Parsons, F.R.S. A lecture was given in this

section yesterday afternoon by Mrs. Ayrton, on
"The Origin of Sand Ripples," illustrattd by
experiments. Professor B. Hopkinson has pro-
mised a paper on "Some Tests on Small Gas-
engines," and "Electricity from Water Power"
will form the subject of a paper by Mr. A. A. C.
Swinton, and Mr. J. H. Wicksteed will describe
" A Universal Testing Machine of 300 Tons for

Full - sized Members of Structures." In his

address to Section L (Education) the Bishop of

Hereford, its president, will refer to our curious
neglect of hygiene as a school subject, along with
the excessive cult of athleticism, and to some
defects in elementary education, especially its

truncated condition from lack of a compulsory
system of continuation classes.

of which 75 are new offices special'y erected for
post ofiice purposes; 28 Crown post offices have
been enlarged or improved; and 117 are in
course of erection or enlargement.
The expenditure out of the Post Office votes for

the purchase of sites and buildings during the
year amounted to £226,327, as against £152,186
in 1902-3. The expenditure in London was
£74,217. During the year the expenditure by the
Commissioners of Works and Public Buildings
on new post-office buildings and on the enlarge

-

ment and maintenance of existing buildings
amounted to £386,017 in Great Britain, and
£37,029 in Ireland. The corresponding figures

for the previous year were £271,606 and £25,027.

FURNITURE SKETCHES, ETC.

THESE sketches from Messrs. France and
Sons' rooms consist of an Oak Cabinet or

Credence, containing seven drawers and cup-
board, inclosed by seven doors, fitted with turnings
of a baluster pattern, while the lower portion and
drawers' fronts have shaped raised panels. The
whole stands on rounded legs, with turned caps
and bases in front, and framed panelling at

back. The "Adam" Chimneypiece is of pine»
with fluted cornice. The frieze is carved with
festoons and picture-subjects, supported on fluted

columns, with carved caps and turned bases : the
whole decorated in the "Adam" style. The
Chairs and Stool are all of oak. The shaped-
back one is rather quaint and uncommon ; but
both the other Chair and Stool are like many
another found in Yorkshire and Derbyshire.

NEW POST OFFICE BUILDINGS.

THE Postmaster-General, in his annual report,

dated the 9th inst, gives the latest informa-
tion as to Post-office buildings in London and the
country. He states that at the commencement of

the year under review to March 31 last the

business of the Savings Bank was transferred

from the old premises in (iueen Victoria-street

to the new buUdings at West Kensington, pro-

vided at a cost of £45,000 for the site and about
£292,650 for buildings, fittings, and furniture.

The premises thus vacated have been occupied

by the Central Telephone Exchange and the

Money Order Department, with the latter of

which the Postal Order Branch has been amalga-
mated. In view of the need of improved accom-
modation for sorting work at the General Post-

office East, arrangements have been made to

acquire, nearly the whole of the site (or about

3i acres) formerly occupied by Christ's Hospital.

Airangements have also been made to acquire a
new site for the Western District Office and for

a Sorting Office at Manchester, the work in both
cases having outgrown the existing accommoda-
tion. Progress has been made with schemes for

the acquisition of additional ground for the new
Head Post-office at Sheffield, and for the en-

largement of three of the principal District

Offices in Ijondon—the Eastern District Office,

the South-Eastern District Office, and the Pad-
dington office ; and also for the enlargement of

the Head Post-office at Bristol. A new chief

office for the Northern District of London, a new
parcel office in Union-street, S.E., to take the

place of the existing offices at London Bridge and
Waterloo, and a new building at Islington for

postal stores have been begun during the year
;

and considerable progress has also been made
with the construction of telephone exchanges in

London and the provinces. Daring the year 135
Crown poet-office buildings have been provided,

OUTDOOR STONTE STEPS.

STONE steps set in earth elopes between ston^

curbs or side walls, in localities having
severe winters, are frequently injured by the

action of frost. Sometimes the trouble is due to

improper foundations, but many a flight of such
steps, even those built of cut granite, which
have presented a fine appearance when first com-
pleted, have been sadly marred after passing

through a few hard winters, by the spalling of

the ends of the steps where they bear against the

side masonry. Steps of this kind are frequently

cut at their ends bo as to take bearing clear out to

the faces, and the joints between them and the

side walls or curbs are made with hard cement
mortar. This trouble can be readily avoided by
the exercise of a little common-sense and care,

j udgingby an example of step construction recently

shown a representative of the Enritncering Record

by City Engineer Clapp, of Providence. The steps

referred to are a flight lS-66ft. high in the bank
in front of the pumping-station at the sewage
precipitation works at Fields Point. Both steps

and curbs are of grey granite, finely cut, with
sharp corners. These steps have now been in

place about seven years, and not the slightest

spall or nick was observed. The secret of this

success, it is claimed, ia that each end of each

step, for about Hin. in from the faces, was cut

back sufficiently to prevent bearing against the

curbs, thus bringing the thrust upon the central

part of each end of each stone, and that the outer

portion of each joint was filled with elastic

cement. The construction just described does

not necessitate wide bases for the end joints, as

some may suppose ; these joints in the steps at

Providence do not exceed iin.

The plans for a Masonic hall for the Freemasons
of Coventry have been passed by the city council,

and a building will ere long be erected in Little Park-
street. The building will have an elevation in the

French Renaissance style.

The first part of the new screen in the Church
of St. Petroc Minor was dedicated on Wednesday
week. The screen, with its loft, which is not yet

continued beyond the side aisle, and still awaits

colouring and gilding, is of Late Gothic design, the

tracery betraying that slight tendency to the flam-

boyant which is noticeable in some of the old

Cornish screens.

v.The Rochdale Town Building Committe re-

cently approved plans for new lavatory accom-
modation in Rochdale Park for both sexes, and
tenders are to be invited for its construction on

sites in the Broadeld portion, on the Sparrow-hill

side. The council also approved the health com-
mittee's proposal to fpend £3,000 on steam

-

jacketing plant wliich, by the substitution of refuse

for coke as fuel, can be worked at an estimated

saving of £600 per year.
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THE PURIFICATION OF SEWAGE.*
MANY works have been published on the

disposal ani purification of sewage during
past years, putting forth systems or theories of

treatment; but few, comparatively have explained
the scientific principles of the subject. Dr.
Sidney Barwise, M.D. (Lond.), B.Sc, M.R.C.S.,
FeUow of the Sanitary Institute, and Medical
Officer of Health to Derbyshire County Council,
deals with the purification of sewage chiefly

from a chemical and biological point of view,
and with the experience of a medical officer

of health of an important county. The author
having to inspect hundreds of sewage works
in operation, and of analysing the effluents

from such works, has, at least, the experi-
ence so necessary to give weight to his remarks
as to the conditions most favourable for par-
ticular processes for the purification of sewage.
The first edition was published in 189S, s'nce

which considerable progress has been made, as in

the additional improvements in percolating
filters and distributors. These are made auto-
matic, and there have been new S3'stem3 of dis-

tribution of sewage, so that the work has been
largely rewritten. Dr. Barwise observes that,

until the passing of the Local Government Act,
18SS, which constituted county councils, the en-
forcement of the Rivers Pollution Prevention
Act of 1876 was partly inoperative, being left in

the hands of the sanitiry authorities, who were
often the chief off nders; but under the County
Councils and the Joint River Board, the district

councils are taking in hand the saving of our
rivers from pollution. The problem of purifica-

tion, to be thoroughly understood requires a
knowledge of the scientific principles, especially
the bacteriological and chemical changes under-
gone by sewage. Local circumstances have, of

course, to be previously considered, and the
author's investigations will much aid the authori-
ties in this direction.

Dealing with the nature and composition of

sewage in the first two chapters, and the recom-
mendations of the Royal Commission oa sewage
disposal, trade effluents admitted into sewers, and
the chemical composition of sewage, the author
refers to the advantages of the water-carriage
system as shown by evidence from Nottingham,
London, and other large cities. The right method
of disconnecting water-closets, baths, and sink
wastes from the sewers is shown by a diagram.
The chemistry of sewage is fully treated. An
average sewage will contain about 40 grains
of organic matter to the gallon, and the
object of purification is to remove if possible this

40 grains, and to oxidise that which cannot be
removed. "An average sewage containing 100
grains of solid matter to the gallon will have
about oO grains in suspension, and 70 grains in
solution ; this includes the solid matter in solu-

tion in the drinking water of the district. Con-
sideration of this fact will at once show that the
solid matter in solution in a sewage must vary in
ditferent towns with the quality of the drinking
water." From a table of results it is seen that
the proportion of solid matter in solution in

sewage from a town supplied from deep wells in

the coal measures will be ten times greater than
that from a town supplied with surface water
from a gritstone gathering ground. This solid

mineral matter is not of importance. A
table giving the composition of solid matter
in one gallon of average sewage shows :

of solid matter in suspension 20 (organic), 10
(mineral), total 30 ; of solid matter in solution 20
(organic), 50 fmineral), total 70. Many useful
data are furnished, and the author defines the
chief chemical terms used, such as " total solids,"
" free ammonia " found from the splitting up of

nitrogenous matters in sewage by the action of

bacteria. The term "bacteriolysis" has been
proposed for this splitting up of organic matter
by living organisms. Other terms used are
" organic and albuminoid ammonia and the
organic nitrogen," "organic ammonia," "chlo-
rine," oxygen absorbed, &c. The standards of
purity for effluents and the chemical changes
effected by purification are noticed. Sewage
purification consists of removal of suspended
matter—a physical operation—either by irrigation
or precipitation ; and a biological process, the
organic matter in solution being oxidised by the
nitrifying and other acid-producing bacteria.
To sum up, about 50 per cent, of the organic matter
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"can be precipitated as sludge when chemical
treatment is adopted as the first stage, or nearly
the same proportion can be removed by fermenta-
tion into gaseous compounds, such as marsh gas,

carbonic acid, and ammoniacal derivatives, when
the first stage of purification is effected in an
open or closed septic tank.'' The various stages

of purification are clearly defined by the aid of

analyses. Info the next chapters on the changes
of sewage we cannot enter, though they contain
many facts of value to the engineer, and a useful

table is given of the maximum discharge per
minute of various sized sewers within their

allowable falls. The diagrams given in the
chapter on River Pollution, from the Report of

the Royal Commission on Sewage Disposal,

which indicate the changes in the bacterial

contents of rivers, such as the Severn, are of

special interest, and we refer the reader to them.
They show the effect of pollution due to sewage.
The more practical question of the " Land Treat-
ment of Sewage" describes sewage farms, the
uselessness f'f clay soils, intermittent downward
filtration, irrigation, and plans of methods of

layiog - out farms are furnished. Numerous
data and experimentil results are summarised.
Dr. Barwise points out the fallacy of the
manurial value of sewage. He says: "One
must not lose sight of the fact that the nitrogen
in the sewage has to be converted into nitrates or

nitrites before it is assimilable by the crops, and
to do this it must be supplied with equal volumes
of air, and the cost of the labour in so applying
it must be taken into the estimate." A steam
plough is a necessary adjunct to break up the

surface, and admit the air to a depfh of 2ft. if a

sewage farm is to be of any good. The methods
of laying out and working farms are discussed.

The chapter on " Precipitation, Precipitants, and
Tanks " is an important one, and should be care-

fully read. It deals with the limitations of the

process, comparative costs of precipitants, the
various expedients used, like lime, alum, copperas,

sludge, &c., and illustrations are given of tanks,

such as the "Candy" tank, Dortmund tank.

The chapter on "Liquefaction of Sewage" is

worth reading. Artificial processes of purification

are described and illustrated, materials for filters,

advantages of percolating filters, contact beds, &c.

The chief types of automatic distribution filters

are described. The Chesterfield intermittent

percolating filter, with Shone's ejector dis-

charging and spraying arrangement is illus-

trated. Mather and Piatt's revolving trough
distributor, Candy-Whittaker's revolving arms,
Adams' distributor, Scott-Moncrieff's Travelling
distributor, &c., are described and photo-
illustrations given. In the concluding chapter
the author answers the question ;

" What
process shall we adopt to purify our sewages"
Many local conditions have to be first considered,

the nature of the sewage, the manufacturing
wastes, the water supply, the quantity of sewage
per head, fall of sewers, &c. These conditions are

dealt with in detail. The author observes what-
ever process of purification is adopted road
detritus must be allowed to settle in detritus

tanks, and gross suspended matters be separated

by screens of jin. spaces, and the Buxton
cage screen is recommended as the simplest. If

a sufficient area of gravelly or sandy soil is

available, and land can be got for not more than
£1.50 per acre, a sewage farm may be decided
upon. AVhether precipitation, by chemicals or

subsidence tanks be best will depend on the fresh-

ness and nature of the sewage. It a lot of sus-

pended matter is present, a rough kind of

precipitation tank should be used ; if the sewage
is stale when it reaches the disposal works, a large

settling tank and a rough strainer of coke breeze

may be used. In any case, it will be found
desirable to have a small biological intermittent

filter, so that when the crops do not require the

sewage it can be turned upon the filters. For
land above £150 per acre it is desirable to take up
a smaller area and adopt more perfect precipita-

tion. The best results are said to be obtained by
the Dortmund tank for precipitation. The chemi-
cals will depend on the chemical nature of the

sewage. As to the bacterial process to be adopted,

open or closed septic tanks to liquefy the

solids in suspension and reduce the organic

matter in the sewage are necessary. A
further reduction can be obtained by passing

the sewage through a bacteria bed which
may be a lateral anaerobic bed as at Chesterfield,

or a lateral contact bed as at Sutton. Both of

these are illustrated. By these changes the

sewage organic matter would be considerably

reduced. Other principles are stated, such as

that the greater the fall at the outfall works, the
simpler the purificvtion plant will be." The
outfall sewer should, therefore, be laid with just

sufficient fall to m.ike it self-cleansing. The
author also says: "The motive power used for

pumping (if necessary) may be employed for

spraying the sewage, and making intermissions
in its application, and it a Shone's ejector is used
to lift the sewage, it may also be used to spray
the sewage over the filter, as done at Chester-

field." An afterword is added to the effect that

before long modern views of electricity will

modify results, and " the action of a biological

filter will be intensified by supplying it with
ozonised air, in which the molecules of oxygen
have been rendered less stable by exposure to

Rontgen rays, high potential charges, or the
influence of some radio-active substance." But
this is conjectural. Dr. Birwise's treatise

summarises the whole subject in a scientific

masterly manner.

ON LIMES AND MORTARS.—III.

A BUILDING mortar that would set in the
air and harden under water was, of course,

at all times an absolute necessity in submerged
engineering works. Hence, long before Smeaton
was intrusted with the building of the Eddystone
Lighthouse, such a mortar was well known, and
it was usuilly made by mixing two parts by
measure of slaked lime with one part by measure
of Dutch terras. Pozzuolana, as used in ancient
Rome, was, and is still used in sea works along
the Mediterranean : but terras was used exclu-
sively ii\ Holland, from which country our engi-

neers brought it here. Either of these substances

added to lime conferred on the resulting mixture
hydraulic properties. The materials were mixed
together with as little water as possible, and the
whole beaten to a paste. This, if used alone or
with sand, would, when once set, continue to

harden under water, even if it had not been com-
pletely dry at any time. Smeaton, on being
apprised of the properties of such a mortar, con-

cluded it was well adapted to his use. He was,

however, anxious to find out if better materials

could be obtained, and the best method of using

them. Knowing nothing whatever of the subject

himself, and being of an inquiring mind, he
questioned many workmen as to their views,

but could get from them only popular beliefs

handed down from father to son, which were not

founded on accurate observation of the materials

in question, and were therefore unsatisfactory.

The venerable superstition that the hardest lime-

stone always made the best lime was an article

of faith with masons of that time : but whether
such a hard limestone must necessarily yield the

best lime for mixing with a terras mortar no one
could tell. This notion about a hard stone

necessarily making the best lime is scarcely

exp'oded yet, for old beliefs die hard ; yet as

certainly as the altar-cloth of one generation

makes the doormat of the next, so surely will this

belief in hard stone follow other equally absurd
ideas to that limbo where, thank Heaven, so many
refuted beliefs are entombed past all hope of

resurrection. As there was no fresh water to be
obtained on the Eddystone rock, it became neces-

sary to find out if salt water could be used for

mortar-making with any prospect of success.

Smeaton inquired, too, about this, and he found

the universal belief was that mortar mixed with

salt water would never harden so thoroughly as

if fresh water had been used in its composi-

tion. Everybody knew that a wall plastered

with mortar in which sea- water had been used

would show a dampness on the plastered face in

wet weather, and that there would be a deposit of

some flocculent saline matter on the same wall in

dry weather. The same effect would be produced
if unwashed sea sand was used for the brick

mortar, even though fresh water was used in

tempering the materials ; but as perfect dryness

was not necessary in works -wholly or partially

submerged, if salt water was in no other way
objectionable, it might be used with a great

saving of expense in this case. Some of the diffi-

culties raised by Smeaton appear, at the present

day, to be absolutely childish. Take, for instance,

the following, suggested by workmen who com-
plained that limes were not at all times well

burnt. " Does good or bad burning affect the

quality or the quantity of the lime produced from

a j^iven quantity of stone, or both r " This

conundrum was solved by actual trial ; it was
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ascertained that if limestone was not exposed to a

certain degree and duration of heat, according to

its hardness, it remainedstone, or "was converted into

lime only on the outside, the centre heing a core of

limestone. The experiment snggested the foUow-

ingdeduction:—" Thedifference between lime and
limestone is, that limestone, having been burnt,

will, on plunging it into water and quickly with-

drawing it, become hot, smoke, swell up, and
finally fall into the dry, impalpable powder called
' Slaked Lime.' " The name of " Slaked Lime "

was apparently given to distinguish the sub-

stance from the soft putty-like mass which it

becomes on adding more water, as is commonly
done for making mortar. Here four different

kinds of material are enumerated— viz., lime-

stone, ([uicklime, slaked lime, and lime putty,

the difference between them being described in

the language, and with the knowledge of a

philosophical instrument maker, but certainly

not with those of the chemist or builder. It is

not easy to understand why Smeaton should have
tried to ex|dain what limestone and lime were,

and in doing so have skipped over the lime

altogether, and dealt only with slaked lime,

leaving his readers in ignorance of what lime
itself really was. Moreover, his statement as to the

rapid "extinction," as it is now called, of lime, is

not correct for all limestones, as many of the clayey
varieties yield limes which will not slake if they are

rapidly withdrawn after being plunged in water;
but the statement is correct for all pure limes

—

such as those obtained from chalk and the Carboni-
ferous Limestones, and for these only. Without
anticipating the subject-matter of other articles,

it may be said here that limestone, lime, and
slaked lime are chemically different substances :

speaking of pure limestone only, it is calcium
carbonate ; lime is calcium oxide, and slaked
lime, calcium hydrate. Lime putty, being calcium
hydrate with water added, is not a distinct

chemical substance. Limestone is converted into

lime by expelling its carbon dioxide (" carbonic
acid "). If the expulsion of this substance is not
complete, that portion of the stone from which it

has been expelled will be converted into lime,

and that portion which still retains its carbonic
acid will, of course, be unaltered stone, or as it is

popularly called " core." In dealing with this

subject it is necessary to bear in mind that when
water is added to quicklime, they combine in
certain fixed proportions only to form slaked
lime, and any water added beyond this combining
proportion remains over, mixed and not combined
with the lime. Quicklime is perfectlj* dry

;

water : dded to it makes a dry powder, and the
water has disappeared in the operation. If the
mass is wet, then more water has been added than
can eoml ine with the lime ; lime putty therefore
contains water of combination and water of

mixture ; one may evaporate, the other never
can, though it may be driven oft' with
intense heat ; the difference between water of
combination and water merely mi.xed with any
substance should be carefully noted. Stated in a
few words, one of Smeaton's discoveries was that
limestone could not be slaked, but the stone, if

properly burnt, that is if it was converted into
lime, could be slaked—facts which were known
ages before his time, and the recital of which
shows that in building matters Smeaton was at
this time a more amateur. It is obvious that all

lime obtained from properly calcined stone will bo
valuable for mortar-making ; but if the stone is

imperfectly burnt there will bo a quantity of core,
and conseciuently a waste of material and fuel.
A stone may be partially burnt ; if this is so, the
lime from that portion which is well burnt must
necessarily bo as good as that obtained from
wholly burnt stone, and it needs no elaborate ex-
periments with sieves or other plant to prove it.

When Smeaton was conducting his experiments
on limestones and limes. Dr. lilack and Dr.
Uiggins wore also investigating the same
subject. lilack discovered that limestone
lost Jths of its weight, of what ho called
"Fixed Air," and Uiggins found that unless
the heat of the furnace or kiln was intense
enough to drive off all the gas, no amount of a
lower heat, however long continued, would effect
that object. Smeaton declared it was out of his
power to dutermine how far these discoveries
applied to mortar for water-building; but his
reference to them shows that ho keenly watched
and noted the progress being made by others in
this branch of science. His expoiimonts on
mortars woro made in a practical, rough-and-
ready way. Ho used as much of the substances
being tried as would make a ball 2iu. in diameter.

This, when set hard enough not to yield when
pressed by the finger, was immersed for a time in

water, and its value for his purpose was judged

of by what happened to the ball after immersion.

In every case the lime used was first mixed with

water on a pewter plate. Having obtained a

fairly stiff paste in this way, terras was worked
into it with a spatula, small quantities only being

added at a time ; and in this way, by constant

beating, terras and " other gross matters," could

be intimately mixed with the lime, no more
water being added than that used in the first

instance in converting the slaked lime into lime

putty. Smeaton always believed implicitly in

the complete admixture and incorporation of the

materials in mortar, fo it is not surprising to

hear that he sometimes spent nearly half-

an hour in making one ball. In this way it was
discovered that limes which made excellent mortar

for ordinary building purposes were of no use

whatever for submerged work. Even though the

balls were thoroughly dried before immersion
many "dissolved" (more correctl}', "fell to

pieces ") on being placed in water. Balls made
with lime and terras in ordinary proportions, 1:2,
would not always stand this test ; but balls made
up in the proportion of 1 : 1 would stand it.

When it is said of any substance that it dissolves

in water, it is meant that the water can hold that

substance in solution, and it is no longer seen or

recognised as a solid or a gas as the case may be ;

but when it is said one of these balls " dissolved "

in water, it is clear the process did not refer to

solutions in any way, but merely to a mechanical
disintegration or tumbling to pieces of certain

materials which returned, when water was added,

to their condition when first mixed. With regard

to these experiments, and the discovery based on
them, that terras and pozzuolana had for ages

been mixed with lime to make a mortar which
would endure under water, proves that Smeaton's
discovery was a very old one, or why should

such substances have been added to lime for sub-

merged work ':

In following the course of these experiments
we are brought back again to the old question of

the relative value of limes obtained from soft and
hard limestones. Chalk lime is considered a weak
lime because cha'k is soft. Plymoutii limestone
is EO hard that it must be blasted off with an
explosive, "therefore" the lime made from it

must be strong, but as a matter of fact it is not.

A critical examination of mortar made with it

shows that it is as weak and of as " crumbly " a
nature as that made with chalk lime. The Ume
made from Plymouth marble was considered to he
the best sort of " stone lime " that could be
obtained in this country. This limestone, or
marble, is obtained from a series of beds in the
Middle Devonian rocks, known as the ." Great
Devon Limestone." It is an " Old Red Sand-
stone " rock, in fact, which was deposited in sea-

water ; but it is almost a pure limestone, and
therefore the same as chalk chemically. The
setting and subsequent hardening of limes and
cements are chemical, and not mechanical, pro-

cesses. It follows, therefore, that the mere
texture of the stone from which they are obtained
can influence their action in no way. This
being so, what gave rise to the popular belief

that the opposite of this was true 'r Clearly the
relative densities of the quicklimes obtained from
these. A cubic foot of Plymouth marble weighs
1671b., that of white chalk 120ib. Both have the
same proportion by weight of carbonic acid

—

viz., JJths of the whole. A cubic foot of quick-
lime from Plymouth marble will therefore weigh
73jlb. as against 52Jlb. from chalk, and one will

be nearly one- half as dense again as the other.

The yield of slaked lime will be much greater

from a given bulk of i'lymouth stone than from
the same bulk of chalk lime ; but after slaking
both limes have similar properties in water, or in

air when made into mortar. In testing balls

made with sea water and with fresh water, their

behaviour when submerged showed no difference

for short periods, .\ftor three months' immersion,
however, the superiority, if any, lay with the
mortar in which salt water was used. M. De
Monville always used sea-water at that time in

France for making mort.ar when the work was
exposed to the sea, and sea-water is now commonly
used for all such work, whether limn or coment
is the matrix. Smeaton next turned his attention

to the different results obtained with different

limestones. Ho distinctly says ho had "heard
of a lime produced from stono found at

Aberthaw upon the coast <if (Jlamorgan-
shire that had the same (juality of setting in

water as Terras," so he obtained some of the
stone and made Ume from it. He says it took a
good deal of fire to make it slake when water was
added to it, and the stone, which was a dark
greyish blue before burning, was of a buff colour

when burnt and sifted. Balls of Plymouth lime

and terras, and balls of Aberthaw lime and
terras were now tried, and it was found that a
mixture of Aberthaw lime and terras in the pro-

portion of two to one by measure set much harder
than common lime and terras in equal parts, and
the longer the specimens were kept the more
apparent was the difference. In the last article

it was pointed out that six years before Smeaton
made any experiments in limes and mortars

(before he became an engineer, in fact), Preston,

the foreman mason at Ramsgate Harbour, used
lias lime in the pier he built there, and that he
used it on account of the hydraulic properties it

was known 'to possess is evident, for he had an
inexhaustible supply of common limestone on the

ground in the shape of chalk. The nest question

to be determined was if terras mortar became
better by being repeatedly beaten after having
been once thoroughly incorporated and worked
into a stiff paste ': By terras mortar is understood a

mortar made with terras and lime, the terras

taking the place of sand in ordinary mortar. Balls

of common lime and terras, and balls of Aberthaw
lime and terras were made in the same propor-

tions as before. These, when set, were broken
down and beaten over again, twice a day for three

days. On immersion the mortars so frequently

beaten showed no superiority to those not so

beaten. Shell lime was next tried, because Sir

C. Wren had used it in building St. Paul's

Cathedral ; but it was found to be soluble in

water, like ordinary lime. Etheridge, the resi-

dent engineer of Ramsgate Harbour works,

ordered the use of shell lime instead of that used

by Preston—viz., lias, and it was such a complete
failure the work done in it had to be removed.
Plaster of Paris came next for trial. Balls made
with it did not fall to pieces in water, neither did

they get hard. It was, of course, necessary to

allow this material to set before it could be
handled for immersion ; but, once set and placed

in water, the balls remained soft and permeable
by water, and the addition of terras in no way
improved them in this respect. Beating the

plaster up into a paste after it had set was also tried,

with the same result, and as nothing appeared
to give this material solidity, experiments with it

were not pushed further. Smeaton was informed
that plaster of Paris is soluble in a large quantity

of water if suffered to remain in it for a consider-

able time, and the water is frequently changed
;

but he does not say that lime is even more soluble,

for it may be removed in solution in a similar

manner and in a much shorter time. It is again

necessary to point out that when lime is removed
in solution it does not mean that there are

particles of lime washed away and held in suspen-

sion by the water : the lime is invisible, and can
only be detected by chemical analysis after solu-

tion has taken place. Washing it away, as a
current may wash sand away, is a different

process altogether. The solubility of lime in

water depends on the temperature of the water.

Saturated eolutions at 60 and 212" contain Igr.

of lime to 778gr. and l,270gr. of water respec-

tively. Plaster of Paris is much less soluble.

Smeaton next tried a dark limestone from the

Culm Measures of Devon, which was " Much
commended for waterworks "

; but though some-
thing like that from Aberthaw, the lime made
from it was inferior to the lias lime. The con-

clusion derived from the experiments made so far

were summed up thus : A pure lime made from

a soft limestone, such as chalk, was just as good
as a similar limo made from Plymouth marble

;

the hardening of a lime under water did not

depend on the hardness of the stone from which
it was obtained. Aberthaw lime obtained from

Aberthaw stono was much better for the purpose

of " acjuatic buildings " than lime made from a
harder stone, and it was now necessary to ascer-

tain what caused thedifference. Mr. Cookworthy
is cow introduced ; he taught Smeaton how to

analyse limestones, and tho latter proceeds to

show others how to do it—at least, those who
were no more acquainted with chemisfry than

himself. It may seem a rash undertaking for a

man who knows nothing of chemistry to teach

others qualitative analysis, but ho is on safe ground

when the " others " know even lofs of the 8u'>je> t

than himself. Hero is how Smeaton did it: le

took .5 pennyweights of limestone powdered, and,

ho added (n/tui furlis cautiously until effervescence
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ceased, when more acid "was added. This part

solution and part mixture was allowed to settle,

and if there was no sediment, or very little, the

limestone was pure, and contained no " uncal-

careous " matter ; but if there was a muddy sedi-

ment the presence of uncalcareous matter in the

limestone was indicated. The sediment is

washed several times, and stirred up with
water, pouring it into another vessel be-

fore it has time to settle, the object being
to separate the mud from the gritty matter or

sand ; and this latter, collected by itself, will

ascertain '

' the species of Sabulous matter that

entered into the texture of the limestone." The
mud must be left to dry, and when it comes to

the consistence of clay, it is made into a ball for

further examination. Treated in this way chalk
and Plymouth marble dissolved wholly in the
acid ; but plaster of Paris was refractory and
refused to effervesce ; hence Smeaton concluded
that it was not a limestone. " It had nothing
calcareous in its composition, and that in con-

sequence its cementing property depended on a

different principle." Smeatonsubsequtntlylearned
that plaster or gypsum is an earthy salt, composed
of calcareous matter dissolved in the acid of

vitriol : it is really sulphate of lime. In gypsum
there is 45i per cent, of water, a great portion of

which is driven off in making plaster from it.

Crystals of selenite, transparent gypsum, are

common in London clay. Slassive varieties are

known as alabaster, whilst the fibrous are

classed as satin spar. All are chemically alike

in composition. The muddy residuum left after

dissolving Aberthaw limestone in acid was a

compact dark blue clay, which was found to

weigh about one-eighth part of the original

mass ; this on baking or burning became red in

colour because it had iron in its composition, so

Smeaton was told ; from which it may be gathered
that his knowledge of chemical analysis was
limited to the use of nitric acid as a reagent
for ascertaining the composition of limestone.

Ascertaining by quantitative analysis the exact

proportions of the constituents in any limestone
is a necessity in dealing with the principal raw
material of cement manufacture, and the state of

mind of any modern chemist may be more easily

imagined than described if he was asked to

analyse his limestone with nitric acid only for a
reagent ; but, after all, Smeaton's method was a

rough, very rough-and-ready way of dealing
with the subject, and it gave him, perhaps, all

the information he required. Terras mortar was
known to answer best when constantly under
water, but exposed to air it was inferior to

mortars made with lime and sand only : hence its

use must be confined to localities where it will be
always wet, and some other material must
be used for work in the air. Lord Maccles-
field, Smeaton's friend, suggested ash mortar,
and he gave the results of his experience
in the manufacture of mortar as follows :

—

" Lime used in my neighbourhood is made from
chalk, though I am sensible that stone lime is

much stronger and better." His lordship's

notions about lime were not abreast of those of

Vitruvius !
'

' The manner of making Ash Mortar
is as follows :—Take of lime that is very fresh

2 bushels, and take of wood-ashes 3 bushels. Lay
the ashes in a round trench, and the lime in the

middle of the trench . Then slake the lime, and
mix well with the ashes. Let it lie till cold, and
then beat it well together, and so beat it for

three or four times before it is used. This mortar
is reckoned by our bricklayers to be much more
strong than that produced with terras, in places

that are sometimes wet and at others dry, though
they acknowledge that the terras mortar is better

in work that is constantly under water." If

Smeaton ever made mortar after this recipe, the

best thing he could have done with it would
have been to cover it with a mound of earth, and
bury it out of sight as soon as possible, for its

manufacture involved a waste of time and
material, and no doubt both could have been
much better employed. Another disadvantage
attending the use of terras was that even
when it was constantly immersed, it grew,
and threw out a substance like "stalactites,"

and it frequently became so " extuberant " as to

deform the face of the walls in which it was used.

But Smeaton had not an eye for the beautiful

;

like most engineers, his art-feeling was defective,

for he ruthlessly sacrificed these stalactites, and
had them cut away by tools as if they were
wholly valueless. Such an act of vandalism is

only to be paralleled when a church is being
restored by an architeot who has managed to land

the " job " which another thought was his. This
curious property of terras gives the art architect
a chance to do something original ; that it should
be idiotic serves only to make it more " artistic."

Many original things have been done in England
during the last fifty years, chiefly by church
architects. Outer walls have not been pointed

;

putlog holes have not been stopped ; crazy inner
walls have been stripped of plaster and pointed

;

window and door jambs have been turned inside

out ; balusters have been turned upside down
;

window tracery has started to move down
between the muUions to the sill ; and every
other conceivable way of treating a building
originally having been exhausted, why not try
terras!' A front built with it, if watered
regularly morning and evening, would in time
sprout stalactites from every bed and every joint

of the work. At present, in one part of the City
of London, a staff of " decorators " may be seen,
whose tools are buckets, brushes, and cloths.

The decorating work is washing soot from the
fronts of an over -decorated, highly-polished
terracotta palace ; in other distiicts in the same
city masons may be seen industriously engaged
in destroying the rubbed faces of Portland stone
quoins in public buildings by knocking holes all

over them, to "rusticate" the quoins and hold
soot. This truly Palladian conception is artistic,

but idiotic, and even worse, for it wastes money
on an expensive nuisance, and leaves the stone
more Uable to decay than if such work was left

undone. For something new as a front, terras

might, then, be tried. The idea is original, and
it is not patented or registered.

THE ART OF MASONRY IN BRITAIN.*

THE little volume by Mr. William Diack is a
descriptive account of the origin and develop-

ment of the ait and craft of masonry in Britain
during the earlier period. The author's object
has been to deal with the social life and work of

British masons before " architecture had developed
into a distinct calling, when the master masons
of the guild designed as well as superintended the
work of their fellow craftsmen." The point of

view of the artificer and craftsman rather than
that of the architect has been taken. Such a
standpoint is all the more interesting when the
art has been so often presented from the archi-
tectural and professional point of vie //. Britain
early became famed for the skill and dexterity of

its masons, and, like the Roman artisans from
whom they learut their craft, the early British

masons were staunch trade-unionists. In proof
of this the author cites the following: " In the

year 1725 there was found near Chichester frag-

ments of a carved stone which, when caretuUy
pieced together, was found to contain a written
inscription, in which the ' College of Masons '

dedicated a temple to Minerva and Neptune.
This College of Masons was the trades guild of

the Roman ' cementarios,' which, in addition to

advancing the interest of its members industrially,

organised systematic courses of lectures on mathe-
matics and technical subjects." This interesting

relic is, it is believed, preserved at Goodwood,
near Chichester, the seat of the Duke of Rich-

I

mond. Several chapters will be found of interest.

The revival of masonry at the end of the 7th
century was largely due to the efforts of two
ecclesiastics—Benedict Biscop (founder of Wear-
mouth Abbey) and >ViIfrid, Bishop of York, and
afterwards of Hexham, who erected the
cathedrals of York, Hexham, and Ripon, all

of stone. Chapter III. discusses the art

during the ages of castle building or the
Norman era ; in fact, from the landing of

William the Conqueror to the end of the
13th century architecture and masonry flourished.

The Masons' Society had, however, a powerful
guild ; William of Sens, one of the builders of

Canterbury, was its first master mason. The
College of Masons at Strasburg seems to have
been the parent body of this famous Mediaeval
trade guild. In 1351 we read there was a strike

of British masons at the building of Windsor
Caatle—the first recorded. The masons were dis-

satisfied with their wages, and refused to return.

A law was therefore pissed which branded the
Masons' Society as illegal, and the contumacious
masons were, it is said, sentenced to be branded
on the forehead with an iron made and formed
like the letter F (for false). Other laws were

enacted to put down these combinations. "Thus,"
says Mr. Diack, " we see that Freemasons lodges
were in their origin but branches of a Mediasval
trade union, formed to secure better conditions of

life for those engaged in trade." In the sub-
sequent chapters of this little book examples of

old British masonry are illustrated, as in the
remnant of old walls of Winchelsea, built by
Edward I. ; the keep of Carisbrook Castle, and
other remains. Chapter V. describes several

examples of ecclesiastical masonry : as Waltham
Abbey, chapel in Newcastle Castle, doorway of

the Temple Church, London ; and notices the

introduction of the Pointed arch, vaults, and
other features, in all of which the masons' aisocia-

tions took a leading part. " Bits of Scottish

Masonry " form another chapter, and the illustra-

tions of the Cathedral Church of lona, Borthwick
Castle, window in Dunblane Abbey from Ruskin,
of the shape of a pointed oval or a forest leaf, as

Ruskin says, are of interest. Another chapter

deals with Mediieval masons' guilds, guild life

and its rules, labour guilds, constitution of

masonry, kc. Good photo iUustrations appear of

the noted white marble pulpit in the cathedral

of Siena, the porch of Chartres Cathedral, west
doorway, Rochester, and details from Kelso
Abbey, Elgin Cathedral, Pluscarden Abbey, and
Holyrood. "The Dawn of the Renaissance"
refers to Brunelleschi's quarrel with the Masons'
Guild, its breaking up, and the influence of

Italian and Cierman masons. Several buildings

are illustrated : such as the Banqueting House,
Whitehall Old St. Paul's, &c. The last chapter

sketches the lives of Inigo Jones, Sir Christopher

Wren, and others. This book will be found
interesting, as recording the growth of masons'
guilds, and their influence on the craft.

• The Art of Masonry in Britain. By William Diack.
With numerous Illustrations. London Offices of the Stone
Trades Jowtml, Boutbampton-street, W.C.

DURABILITY OF BRIDGE PAINTS.

AN investigation of certain structural paints

contained in a paper read before the con-

vention of the American Society for Testing
Materials, by R. Job, chemist of the Phi adelphia

and Reading Ry., Reading, Pa., is of interest as

showing the value of the fineness of the pigments
compared with coarser-ground pigments. In
best paint experimented upon (No. 12) the

particles were very minute, in No. 8 compara-
tively coarse. In the latter, when tested, there

was a marked separation of pigment from oil, and
an almost complete fading of colour upon the

glass after the test. " The results which were
obtained have proved very clearly that it is a

matter of extreme difficulty tor the manufac-
turers to take a relatively coarse pigment of the

desired composition (e.g., 25 per cent, sesqui-

oxide of iron and 78 per cent, of inert ma-
terial) and attempt to bring it by milling,

after mixing with oil, to the degree of fineness

specified." Repeated milling adds to the cost of

production without improving the quality. Dr.
Dudley says that " pigments can be made fine in

the dry condition (i.e., without oil) much cheaper

than after mixing with oil. . . . We have
also found that excellent fineness is commercially
obtained in dry pigments high in sesquioxide of

iron contents, and some such pigments will pass

our fineness test when merely mixed with the

proper proportion of raw linseed oil without any
milling, and we have also found that an iron pig-

ment which is relatively low in iron, and which
contains any considerable proportion of free

silica, is exceedingly difficult to get into proper

condition of fineness, unless by floating or perhaps

by dry grinding, the cause being due to the

diflieulty of fine grinding of silica owing to its

hardness. Our advice, then, in the manufacture

of these inert paints, is to use enough finely-

ground iron pigment, relatively high in sesqui-

oxide of iron, and to have the remainder of the

pigment composed as largely as possible of the

finest floated paper clay. Such a combination, if

ground with raw linseed oil with the addition of

a little japan of good quality, gives, according to

the teaching of our service, results of high

efficiency in the protection of structural work and
of low cost."

REINFORCED CONCRETE
CONSTRUCTION.

IN an account describing the reinforced con-

crete construction of sand bins, it is stated

that the sloping roof was formed of steeply

pitched roof slabs like floor slabs, and were buUt

with in»ide and outside moolds, the former
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MAP SHOWING TEREITOEY OF LOUISIANA AS PUEOHASED IN 1803.

supported on vertical falsework posts. Each
circular bin was made with moulds composed o£

planed vertical staves 1 Jin. thick, forming panels

5ft. high and ahout 8ft. long. The staves were

nailed to 2in. by lOin. horizontal segmental ribs,

one at the upper edge, one at the lower edge, and
one at the centre of each panel. These ribs were
displaced 2in. vertically in adjacent panels, and
were made to overlap each other and receive the

splice bolts. The ribs were braced by inside and
outside vertical standards -Ift. apart. Enough
moulds were made for one complete course for

one tank, and were therefore used ten times

in constructing the five courses for each
tank. The account thus described the opera-

tion of raising : After the concrete was 24

hours old, the tie -bolts were removed from the

moulds, and they were lifted by a small hoist

until the lower edges engaged the top of concrete

for about 2in., and the vertical standards engaged
it about 1ft. They were then supported by bolts

through th<^ upper part of the concrete, and were
adjusted. I'^ch 5ft. course was made monolithic

by continuous concreting in one day's work. All
the work was done from outside platforms, sup-
ported at level of top of moulds by faleework
built up from ground level, and no platform was
provided inside the bin. The conical hopper
bottom of bin was built monolithic in ore day's
work, and the concrete was made stiffer than for

other parts, as there was no inside mould, (ireat

oaio was necessary in keeping the surface even
by trowels before the concrete began to fet. A
section and details of the said bins are given in
the Ktiiiitimnig Hmml of this month. In these
the steol bins and loops of the reinforcement are
shown.

;\ ri.'inforcfd concrete railway bridge, Newark,
is also one of tho subjecti in the same journal.
The bridge is to replace a plate-girder bridge,
skewed about GS', with axis of street to carry
the main of the Central Railroad of New .Jersey.
Tho concrete bridge is a segmental arch of

54ft. :iin. clear span, with axis skewed 21° 51
minutes with axis of street. The arch is reinforced
by Ijin. curved rods parallel to spandrel walls,
una bcilded in the concrete about lin. from the
upper and lower surfaces. In tho intrados they
are about 12in. apart at tho priiiging line, anit
extend 5ft. past the centre, s) that for inft. at
the crown they are Cin. apart. In thecx'rados

the main rods are 12in. apart at the abutments,

and reach 2ift. past the centre line, thus giving

a spacing of 6in. for the 5ft. crown lap, and
auxiliary rods, about 26ft. long, are placed in all

the spaces between the main rods at the haunches.

There are also '(in. horizontal rods, parallel with

the street, and 24in. apart, placed above and
below both intrados and extrados longitudinal

rods, and extend full length of ar.h. Sections

are given of this work.

TUE ST. LOUIS EXHIBITION, 1904.

{By ovr Special Commissioner.)

i.—intiiodvctory.

THIS Exhibition is being held to commemorate
the purchase by the United Statfs of the

Lou'siuna Territory. They paid Napoleon fifteen

million dollars for approximately one million

square miles. Such an area may perhaps be best

brought before our minds by imagining for one

moment the combined area of Great Britiin,

France, tlermany, Italy, and Spain. One
hundred years after the event, the price appears

more th.an reasonable ; but it was not so con-

sidered at the time, and Josiah (iuincy declared

that the Bill authorising the purchase would
justify a revolution.

A glance at the accompanying map will show
the effect thit this purchase had upon the

territorial aspect of the States ; and this purchase

was the commencement of that policy which
culmin.ated in the ac(iui6ition of all land between
the Atlantic and the I'acific ' Iceans.

Tliis purchase, probably the largest tracsiction

in free' old land ever curried through, added the

greater part of fourteen states and territories to

tho Union, and tho valuation for assessment of

the same in 190(1 was 0.ni(;,(;i2,>S2fldol , or over

ono thousand three hundred and twenty millions

sterl'ng.

The area of the Exhibition groundsis over twelve

bundr. d and forty acres, which means that it is

twic'} the size of any previous exhibition ever held.

The ('hicugo Exhibition in 1X93 covered fome six

hundred acres.

It is indeed dillicult to grasp tho extent of this

inaniinr.th creation : but
f
erhnpR »omc inklifg of

its fize may be glewufd from the f"('t lh'«t its

superficies is greater than the total anas occupied

by the Chicago, the Paris, and the Buffa'o Ex-
hibitions combined. Two miles long and one
mile in width are the official measurements.

There are thirty-five miles of asphalted and
gravelled roadways.
The total cost of the Exhibition to date as com-

puted by the authorities is some fifty million

dollars, or over ten millions sterling. Fifty

foreign countries are exhibiting in the various

sections, and forty-four States are participating

in this World's Fair.

One could continue for many articles giving

data relating to the vast extent of this enterprise:

but our desire is only to give the reader roughly

some idea of the scope of the undertaking before

discussing the planning and the principal

buildings.

It is only perhaps just, however, to mention

that Great Britain is by no means unworthily

represented, and it would appear that something
approximately to one hundred and fifty thousand

sterling has been available for forwarding British

interests. This is by far the largest amount that

has ever been set aside for such a purpose outside

our own countrj'. It i^ a matter for congratula-

tion to know that, as at the Chicago Exhibition,

the British section was the only one that was

ready in all its departments upon the opening

day. Even at tho time of writing work is still

being done on some of the buildings belonging to

foreign countries.

THE BUILDING TRADES DURING JULY.

ACCORDING to returns supplied to the Lalmiir

Giiztitr by 68 Employers' Associations

whoso members are estimated so employ about

83,500 building operatives of all clafses, and by
trade unions with an aggregate membership of

.ibout 180,000, employment in tho building trades

generally continued dull during .Tuly, and on the

whole showed little change as compared with June.

It was, however, rather worse than a year ago.

With bricklayers employment is reported as

dull, and about the same as a month ago and a

year ago. It is moderate with masons in F.ngland,

but dull in Scotland. With carpenters and joiners

employment is bad. The percentage of unem-
ployed Irnde-union carpentcri and joiners was
5" at the end of July, compared with 6'i in

.lune, ard 33 .-i year ago.
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Employment with painters generally has been
dull, and ahout the same as a month ago in

England, hut worse in Scotland. It is worse
generall}' than a year ago. With plasterers and
plumbers employment has been bad. The per-

centage of unemployed trade-union plumbers
was 104 at the end of July, compared with 9'9

at the end of June, and 6'7 a year ago.

With slaters and tilers in England and Ireland

employment continued dull, but in Scotland they
were fairly ^e]X employed.
The table given below shows the proportion of

unemployed carpenters and joiners and plumbers
in the principal districts according to the returns

of certain trade-unions :

—

Increase C +

)

!1
or Decrease

Percentage of ' - ) in Per-
Members of Unions centage for
returned as Un- July, lii04,

Bi^lricts. employed at end of as compared

op's

with a

July, June, July, Mnth Tear
^ 1904. 1904. 1903. ago. ago.

CABPE^ TEBS ASD JoINEBS.

England and
WALES.

liondon 7,080 67 7-9 4 3 -1-2 + 2-4

Northern Co. &
Middlesbro' ... 6.012 87 9-4 5-8 -0-7 + 2-9

Lancashire and
10,160 4-9 5-4 26 -0-5 + 2-3

Ycrk.hire 4,938 4-8 6 8 3 5 -20 + 13
£a&t Midlands. 2 988 36 4-7 25 -11 + fl
Weat Midlands 4,350 3-8 4-9 1-9 -11 +1-9
Eastern Cn 1,133 5-5 5-9 5-1 -04 1+0-4

S. andftW.Co. 5,705 4 5 3-6 20 +09 + 2-5

Wales & Mon.

.

1,812 3-0 34 2-8 -0-4 + 0-2

Other Districts. 634 2 1 42 1-8 -21 + 3
Scotland 5.S84 7 7 72 3 2 + 0-5 + 4-5

4,859 6-2 73 37 -11 + 25

ITSTU.K NGDOM 55,008 57 6-3 3-3 -0-6 + 2-4

Plum BERS.
Esfii.Asi* and

Wales.
London 941 11-4 93 6-7 + 2-1 +4-7
Northern Co. & :

Middlesbro' ... 1,625 9-8 9 2 8 7 + 06 +1-1
Lancashire and
Obephire 2,640 106 10-5 7 2 + 0-1 +3-4
Yorkshire 971 10-9 10-8 61 +01 +48
EastMifllands. 682 7-8 10 6 4-7 -28 +31
West Midlands 489 76 11-2 4-9 -3-6 +2-7
Eastern Co. ... 110 4-5 27 1-6 + 18 +2-9

S. ands.w.Co. 487 78 55 5 4 + 2-3 +2-4
Wales & Mon.. 280 57 6 4 94 -0-7 -3-7
Other Dihtricta 30 13-3 67 8 1 + 66 +5-2
Scotland 1,930 12-6 10 3 5-8 + 2-3

. +68
636 11-5 11-6 7-6 -01 +3 9

"Cntd.Kingdom 10,821 lC-4 99 67 +0-5 +3 7

1

* Exclusive of Superannuated Members.

The returns received from Employers' Associa-
tions show that employment generally was dull,

and rather worse than a year ago.
Zondn/i.—Employment in London shows no

improvement as compared with a month ago, and
short time continues to be worked. Keturns
received by the trade correspondent from 67

employers show that in the last week of July they
paid wages to 13,4-11 workpeople of all classes, as

compared with 13,834 in June and 13,456 in

July, 191)3.

Xorthcrn Comities.—Employment in this district

shows little change as compared with a month
ago. On the Tyne masons report employment as

steady, and on the whole good : in other branches
it has been dull, i >n the We\r it has been
moderate with plumber's and slack in other
branches. The dispute in the Teec and Hartle-
pool district still continues, and employment has
been affected on this account.

Lunen shirr oii'! Cheshin'.—Employment in this

district continues dull generally. In the Bolton
district a slight improvement is reported; in the
Blackburn and Burnley districts emplo5'ment is

stated to have been fair on the whole. In Man-
chesterand Liverpoolemploymeutin most branches
has been dull or bad.

Yorl'-ihirc.—Employment generally in this dis-

trict continues dull. In Lseds in most branches
it contiou s slick ; in the Huddersfield and Brad-
ford districts it is quiet. In SbefliTld plumbers
report employment as sUck, but in other branches
there has been a slight improvement. At Barns-
ley all branches are fairly busy. I'ainters at Hull
report employment as fair ; masons as moderate ;

other branches as slack or bad.
East Midhiiid Counties.—Employment in this

district continues dull. Reports received from

Derbyshire, Leicester, Northampton, and Not-
tingham all describe employment as being slack

or bad generally.

TJ'esI Jliillaiii Counties.—In the Potteries dis-

trict employment is reported as bad ; in the

Birmingham district and at West Bromwich as

quiet. At Wolverhampton employment with
painters has been good, with other branches it

has been bad. In the Walsall and Dadley dis-

tricts it has been dull.

Eastern Counties.—In Norfolk and Cambridge
employment continues slack. In Sufiolk and
Essex it has been quiet generally.

.Soitihern and South - TTestern Counties,—^Em-
ployment generally in this district is dull, and
shows little change compared with a month ago.

Wales and Monmouthshire.—In North Wales
employment has been quiet. In South Wales
and Slonmoufhshire employment on the whole
has been moderate.

Scotland.— Employment generally continues
dull. In the Glasgow district it has been some-
what affected by the masons' dispute.

Ireland.—In Dublin employment with brick-

layers, carpenters and plasterers has been dull or

bad, but other branches show an improvement.
At Belfast it is quiet ; at Cork it is fair in most
branches.

OBITUARY.
The death is announced, at the early age of

38 years, of Mr. J. S. Stewaut, of the firm of

Messrs. Lanchester, Stewart, and Ilickards,

architects, of Vernon-place, Bloomsbury-square,
W.C. Mr. Stewart, who succumbed to an
aneurism of the heart, was a medallist of the

Academy. He was associated with the above-
named firm in the new town-hall and assize courts

in Cathays Park, Cardiff, now on the eve of com-
pletion , the town-hall at I)eptford and Godalming,
and other important works. He is survived by a
widow.

TnE death is announced of Mr. H. Enfield
Tavi.ou, M.Inst.C.E., of Chester. For two years

his health had been in a precarious condition.

He was in his 59th year, and was the second eon

of the late Mr. John Taylor, of the mining and
civil engineering firm of Messrs. John Taylor and
Sons, 6, Queen-street-place and Great Cumber-
land-place, London. Deceased early established

a practice at Chester, and in the city and county
as well as in North Wales he has been for many
years a prominent figure, being identified with
a great number of important undertakings. For
many years he had been associated with the

River Dee Conservancy Board as acting con-

servator and engineer. He was permanent
engineer to the Hawarden Waterworks Co., and
designed the extensions that have been carried

out in recent years, and he was consulting engi-

neer to Nobel's Explosives Co., Glasgow. He
also engineered the Great Orme tramway at

Llandudno, and the Hawarden sewerage scheme
now in progress. Mr. Taylor was in great re-

quest as a professional wi'ness, and frequently

gave expert evidence cn Bills before Prrliament.
He leaves a widow and grown-up family, con-

sisting of three sons and two daughters. Two of

his sons are members of the firm of Messrs. John
Taylor and Sons, London.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Jioseoe^s Die/est of the Law Relating to the Ease-

ment of Light, by Edward Sr.iXLEY RoscoE
(London: Stevens and Sons, Ltd., Ts. 6d.) has
reached a fourth edition.—The author duly notes

the recent noteworthy decision in the case of

"Colls V. Home and Colonial Stores," and others.

A short historical introduction on the History of

the Easement of Light is also added.

A public inquiry was held at Cannock on Tuesday
week, before Mr. Ross Hooper, M.Inst.C.E., to

consider an application by the urban district council

to borrow £10,000 for the purpose of carrying out
an electric lighting scheme.

The new cold storage and lairage at Southampton
Docks, the largest establishment of the kind yet
constructed in Europe, was opened last week. The
cold store consists of five floors, containing fifty- six

rooms, having a total net storage capacity of two
million cubic feet. The rooms are arranged for

cooling, chillinj?, and sharp freezing, in which any
temperature from zero to 40^ Fabr. can be main-
tained. Messrs. Stern and Co., of Glasgow, are the
engineers.

THE STANDARDISATION OF ELECTRICAL
MACHINERY.

THE Engineering Standards Committee have
issued an interim report of the sub-committee on

generators, motors, and transformers, dealing with
the principal conditions with which it is desirable

that they should conform. The standard voltages

recommended are as follows :
—

Alternating or direct current, at the terminals of

the consumer, 110, 220, 440, and 500 volts.

Alternating current at the generating terminals,

2,200, 3,300, 6,l'.00, and 11,000.

Standard pressure at primary terminals of alter-

nating-current transformers, 2,000, 3,000, 6,000,

and 10,000 volts.

Standard pressure at secondary terminals of alter-

nating-current transformers, 115, 230, 460, and 525

volts at no load.

Standard pressure at terminals of direct-current

traction motors, 500 volts.

A variation of 10 per cent, either way is permitted
in the . above figures, so that plant buQt to the
standards recommended may be employed on the

great majority of the existing systems, although it

is hoped that in course of time such latitude will

become unnecessary. For alternating currents a
frequency of 50 periods per second is to be adopted
as the standard, although in special cases, wheie a
lower frequency is advisable, a secondary standard
of 25 cycles is allowed.
The "difficulties in connection with the rating of

generators and motors have been met by dividing

the machines into two classes, according as they

work continuously or intermittently. Machines of

the former class must be capable of giving the rated

output continuously for six hours, and the latter for

one hour. When not otherwise specified, continuous
working is always to be understood, and every
machine is to bear a name-plate giving such parti-

culars of the output, voltage, frequency, revolutions

per minute, exciting current, and power-factor as

bear upon its particular type. The output of

generators is to be measured in kilowatts, and that

of motors brake horse-power.
Direct-current generators are in future to be

made in six standard sizes —from G to 100 kilowatts

inclusive—and a suitable speed has been recom-
mended for each size. From 100 to 1,000 iiilowatts,

inclusive, there are nine sizes, machines up to 250

kilowatts having two alternative standard speeds,

while above this size an additional slow speed is

added, making three speeds in all. Alternating-

current generators are required to give a sine wave
as nearly as possible under all conditions. The
field excitation for simple alternators should be at

either 65, 110, or 220 volts. The variation of

pressure at the terminals between full load and
open circuit under the same conditions of speed

and excitation must not exceed 6 per cent, of the

normal on a non-inductive load, or 20 per cent, on
a load with a power- factor of '8.

Motors are classified as open, protected, venti-

lated, or totally iuclosed, a "protected" motor
being one in which the interior is shielded from
accidental contact without interfering with the

ventilation; and a "ventilated" motor one in

which, although ventilated, access to the interior is

only possible by opening or removing the casing. Con-
tinuous-current motors are standardised in 15 sizes,

from 4 to 100 brake horse-power inclusive ; single-

phase motors in 11 sizes, from 1 to 25 brake horse-

power; and two and three-phase motors in 17 sizes,

from 1 to 100 brake horse-power. The speeds at

full load are given for every size : in the cases of

alternating-current motors the figures are the syn-

chronous speeds at no load, and a reduction of speed

from 71 per cent, in the smaller sizes to 2^ per cent.

in the larger at full load must be allowed for.

Experiments are being carried out to determine

the safe temperature rise allowable in the coils of

dynamos and transformers, and will probably result

in the recommendation of higher temperatures than

advised by either the German or American Stand-

ardisation Committees. Meanwhile, it is stated

that the temperature of the hottest part of a coil, as

determined by measurements with a thermo-couple,

never exceeds the mean temperature of the coil,

as calculated from its resistance, by more than
25' Cent.

Major Druitt, an inspector under the Board of

Trade, visited Bury on Saturday week, and passed

the Bolton-road section of the corporation tram-
ways. This section runs to the Wellington

Barracks, on Bolton-road, and eventually it will be

carried forward to join the Bolton Corporation

tramways, and will then connect Bury with Liver-

pool by tramway.

The contract for the second line of pipes from
Thirlmere to Manchester will be completed this

month, and then the draught from the lake will

equal 24.000,000 gallons per day—or an additional

14,000,000 gallons.

Mr. W. Hutton has been appointed sanitary

engineer to the Madras Government, vice Mr. J. A.

Jones, retired.
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ButlMug j-nttiltgtucc.

Aherfeltiv.—The rebuilding of the Union
Bank premises on the old site at the corner of

Bank-street and Crieif-road is now completed.

About eighteen months ago the old building was
entirely dtstroyed by fire. Plans for the recon-

struction of premises were prepared by Mr.
"William Bell, C.E., in conjunction with Mr.
Ivoderick Cameron, architect, Aberteldy. The
banking-room takes up the whole of the ground
floor of the front block, and is entered from Bank-
street through a vestibule. Immediately behind,

and communicating, are the agent's room, and
the strong-room constructed on fireproof prin-

ciples, and finished inside with white enamelled

firebricks. It is also jacketed with a cold-air

cavity. To the rear of this is the writing office.

The bank- house consists of dining and drawing-
rooms, morning-rooms, and four bed-rooms, with
bath-room, kitchen, ic. <-lver the bank entrance

door and out of the bay-window stone corbelling

is carved a shield bearing the arms of the

bank. Immediately above the bay window,
and flanking the dormer, are two carved eagles,

illustrative of the bank's connection with the city

of Perth, and on the dormer pediment are two
lions guardant.

Bristol.—New offices and workshops are

about to be built for the tras Company on the
site of the Colston Schools in St. Augustine's-
place and Pipe-lane. The ground iioor will

include an entrance-hall, from which a staircase

will ascend to the upper floor. The hall will

communicate directly with a general office and
showroom. In the latter wiU be exhibited speci-

mens of gas-stoves, gas-heating appliances, and
gas-fittings. The adjoining room may be
darkened for the purpose of exhibiting the effects

of the various methods of lighting by gas. The
remainder of the floor will be occupied by offices

for the secretary, surperintendent, accountant,
cashier, and the staff generally. The floor imme-
diately above the ground floor will contain a
board-room, with directors' room adjoining, the
offices of the engineer's department, the clerks"

dining-room, and lavatories. The upper floor

will contain a department to be used for teaching
cookery and the practical exhibition of the use of

the various kinds of stoves which are lent on hire

by the company. A caretaker's apartments will

also be on this floor, together with workshops
for repairing stoves, meters, &c. The various
departments will be supplied with lifts, worked
by hydraulic power, communicating with the
several floors. The design is in the Renaissance
style, and comparatively plain in character. The
external main frontage will be faced with Bath
stone, the lower parts being of granite of several
tints. The balustrade facing the frontage to St.

Augustin's-place will be surmounted by hand-
some lamp standards to exhibit methods of
lighting by gas. The centre of the fa(,ade will
be crowned by a clock turret. The stiircase and
hall will have Hoptun Wood stone dadoes, and
marble will be used in the shafts and arches.
'The walls of the general office will be lined with
tinted glazed bricks. The board-room will have
wall-linings and fittings of teak and a coffered
coiling in plaster. It is proposed to make a new
departure so far as gas companies are concerned
by the introduction of electric lighting on the
basement floor. A complete installation, worked
by gas-engine, for the production of energy for
light and power, will be laid down. Consumers
of gas will thus be able to receive practical proof
of the economy of private persons and firms pro-
ducing electricity by means of gas for motive
power. The contractor is Mr. C. A. Hives, of
Tbomas-street, Bristol. The architect is Jlr.
W. \'. ( iough, of Bridge-street, Bristol.

Kyton-on-Tyne.—A new hotel built for tho
firm of James Douchar and Co., Ltd., situated on
a corner situ at tho junction of the Carlisle-road
and Whitewoll Lane Knd, was opened on Friday.
It is faced with red pressed brick and half-
timberod, with cement stucco work, covering an
area of about TiOO Bijuare yards. Tho frontage
extends to 80ft. The ground floor contains a
bar fitted in pitch-pine, 40tt. by 20ft., two
sitting-rooms on the ground floor, t&ch. 37ft. by
ISlt., with lavatory conveniences. Tho upstairs
is approached hy a hall at the oast end of tho
building, containing a staircase leading to a
dining-room, l^ft. by 17ft. Adjoining this is a
tearoom, ISft. square. The remainder of tho
first floor is taken up in forming apartments for

the manager, also a kitchen. The architects of

the building are Messrs. W. and T. R. Milburn,

FF.R.I.B.A., of Fawcett-street, Sunderland;

and the new building was erected by Sir. K. M.
Storey, contractor. West Boldon.

COMPETITIONS.
BiuGHorsE.—A limited competition has been

held for a chapel and schoolhouse at Brighouse.

Messrs. W. S. Braithwaite, of Leeds, J. Mills

and Sons, of Derby, and A. H. Goodhall and
Sons, of Nottingham, being invited to prepare

designs. Messrs. Mills and Sons are the success-

ful architects.

"Wallasey.—The urban district council has

again considered the conditions, instructions, and
schedule of required accommodation in connection

with the competitive designs for the erection of

public offices on the North Mead site, Brighton-

street, Seacombe, and at a special meeting held

on Tuesday the conditions were adopted, and

October 31 was fixed upon as the last day for

receiving competitive designs.

CHIPS.
The bronze cauldron found on Hattonfcnowe

Farm, Peebleshire, on July 14, has been claimed by
the Crown as treasure trove, and placed in the

National Antiquarian Museum in Edinburgh. The
Crown have paid a reward of £4 to John M'Cafierty,

the finder.

As a memorial to officers, non-commissioned
officers, and men of the South Wales Borderers who
lost their lives in the South African war, two
cottage homes have been built and endowed at

Brecon for disabled soldiers of the regiment. The
homes were formally opened on Friday by Col. 0. E.

Curll.

On the south side of Fleet-street, between Bride
Alley and Ludgate-circus, a two-storied place of

business is about being completed on a slip of land

only 4 ft. in depth. In order to widen the lower
portion of Fleet-street, the City Corporation ac-

quired the remainder of a hosier's shop, behind
which ran a passage leading to a public-house. The
widening left only a small strip before the licensed

premises, but the corporation preferred temporarily

to keep a hoarding on it to letting the inn gain a
profitable frontage on the street. 'To -day two shops
are going up on this narrow piece of ground.

While operations in connection with sewerage
works have been in progress in Priory-row,
Coventry, near the residence of Dr. Lynes, work-
men have come across what proves to be a very
finely-carved corbel. This is probably a relic of the

cathedral church of St. Mary, which was destroyed
in the reign of Henry VIII.

Mr. Charles Smith, M.A., Master of the Sidney
Sussex College, Cambridge, on Thursday in last

week, opened the new Sidney Park at Cleethorpes.

The land has been given by the Masters and Fellows
of SicJney Sussex College, who are the largest local

landowners, and for nearly two years Mr. W.
Mawson, surveyor, of Windermere, with a large

staff, has been busy laying out the 14 acres of

ground.

The foundation-stone of the new town-hall for

Stockport will be laid by the mayor of that borough
on Sept. 24. Mr. A. Brunwell Thomas, of tjueen

Anne's Gate, is the architect of the town-hall, and
his design, selected in competition, was illustrated in

our issues of Feb. 19 and March 4 of the present

year.

Extensive additions are to be made at once to the

Presidency General Hospital at Calcutta. The pay-
ing wards have proved insufficient to meet require-

ments, and so also have the surgical wards and
nurses' quarters. Three new blocks are to be buUt
this year at a cost of about six lakhs of rupees.

In the High-street of Eton Messrs. Watson, of

Ascot, are erecting a new and commodious tire

station for the urban district council at a cost of

about .C2,.'iOO.

The rural district council of Prescot, Lancashire,
appointed Mr. It. Norris, of Whiston, to the
position of surveyor and inspector of nuisances,

rendered vacant by tho death of Mr. Leyland.
There ware upwards of 200 applicants.

The writer of the obituary notice concerning Mr.
Justice Wright in the Tiim.^ refers to the fact that

the views as to the law of ancient lights expressed

by the late learned judgj in *' Warren v. Brown "

—as opposed to the extreme rights of the dominant
tenement allowed by the Court of A))peal—wore
expressly approved by the House of Lords in the
recent appeal of " Colls v. Home and Colouial

Stores," the Lord Chancellor observing that it was
not necessary to enter into a discussion of the

authorities, because it had been " most carefully

and accurately done by Mr. Justice Wright."

AiiEHDEEN.—Mr. E. Gordon Nicol, C.E.,

harbour engineer, has prepared for the con-

fiderafion of the Harbour Board a scheme for a

new dock on the Links, for the accommodation
chiefly of the timber trade. The dock will be
situated on the Links and foreshore behind the

shipbuilding yards, and to the north of Footdee-

square, with an entrance from the tidal harbour
on the east side of Pocra Jetty. It would form
a tidal basin 1,600ft. long, with a width of 250ft.

at one end and 500ft. long at the other, while the

depth would, in the first instance, be taken out

to 15ft. at lower water of ordinary spring tides,

and be deepened afterwards when found neces-

sary. It would be protected from the sea by a

strong embankment wall, extending from the

beach battery to the North Pier, and the area

thus reclaimed from the foreshore would provide

ample space for the landing and storage of

timber. For the construction of the dock about

16 acres of ground on the Links would have to be
acquired from the town council and 25 acres of

foreshore from the Crown. Mr. Nicol estimates

provisionally the cost of the dock and sea-wall

at £125,000, which would require to be added

to the cost of the necessary land. The docks

and pilotage committee had the report before

them on Saturday, and deferred it for further

consideration.

Heuiu'Rx-ox-Tyne.—Messrs. Robert Stephen-

son and Co.'s new graving dock at Hebburn was
opened on Fiiday. The graving dock is the

largest on the north-east coast. It is made of

concrete, and has taken over four years to con-

struct. Its dimensions are 700ft. long on the

floor from the inside of caisson, 90ft. wide at

bottom, and 111ft. wide at coping. The entrance

is closed by a steel sliding caisson made by the

i owners. The caisson has keels of greenheart

sliding on polished granite faces, and is pulled

backwards and forward by a hydraulic engine

supplied by Messrs. Sir W. G. Armstrong, Whit-
worth, and Co., Limited. The dock itself has

been constructed by Messrs. Robert McAlpine
and Sons, of Glasgow. At the entrance to the

dock and at the head are placed two 10-ton and
one 5-ton hydraulic capstans to facilitate the

warping of ships in and out of dock. The keel

blocks, as in Admiralty practice, are of English

oak. The entrance, which is 90ft. wide, has
i 28ft. 6in. of water on the sill at ordinary spring

tides. To the west of the entrance is the pump,
power-house, fitting shops, and boiler-house.

The main pumps which work the dock are of the

centrifugal type, worked by compound engines.

The discs of the pumps are 6ft. in diameter, and

j

water branches 45in. The pumps and engines are

! in duplicate, and together can discharge 61,500

tons of water in threee hours. In addition to

'the main pumps there is a lOin. centrifugal

drainage pump and a 6in. pulsometer. The
pumping installation was supplied by Jlessrs.

i
Tangyes, Limited, of Birmingham. The fitting

I shop adjoining the power-house is being fitted up
with lathes, planing and drilling machines, &c.,

all electrically driven. Room has been left round
tho dock to run a large travelling crane with a

span sufficient to plumb the dock centre. The
' pump, power, boiler-house, and fitting shops are

of large size, and are built of wrought-steel

joists, columns, and girders, covered with cor-
' rugated steel, supplied by Messrs. John Abbot

I

and Co., Limited, Gateshead.

AVali.send.—There was launched on Friday

from the west shipbuilding yard of Swan,
Hunter, and Wigham Richardson, Limited,

Wallsend-on-Tyne, a steel floating dock, which
has been built to the order of the Compagnie
llniverselle du Canal Maritime de Suez, and in-

tended for use in the harbour at Port Said. The
dock has been designed by Messrs. Clark and
Stanfiuld, ami is of the box type- i.e., it is built

all in one piece. The length of the dock over

all is 2y5ft. :5jin., extreme beam 85ft. iin.,

inside width between the rubbing fenders li 1 ft.

,

total depth :i4 ft. ;!in., depth of tho pontoons at

the centre Sft. 6in., which allows for a lifting

power of :!,000 tons, and a draught of water over

tho blocks of 15tt. Tho machinery has been

fitted by tho Wallscnd Slipway and Engineering

Company, and consists of two centrifugal pumps
in the bottom of tho dock, driven by electrical

motors working at a voltnge of 440. These

motors are placed in a house on the top of one of

tho walls, where there is also a three-throw
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drainage pump, a'so electrically driven. The
dock has heen fitted with a complete arrangement
of self-centring shores by which the ship may be
placed in exactly the desired po:ition over the
keel blocks. Four electrically- driven capstans
are also provided for moving the ship to be docked
in and out of the deck. The whole of the
electrical equipment has been supplied by Messrs.
Clarke, Chapman, and Co., Limited, of Gates-
head-on-Tyne, who have -also supplied a complete
Bystem of electric lighting.

The dedication of Nevin new church took place
on Tuesday by the Lord Bishop of Bangor. The
church has l)een built at a cost of over £4,000, upon
a site given by the Hon. F. G. Winn. Mr. (jregory,
of Bangor, was the architect.

Mr. Henry Pegram, A.E.A., has been commis-
sioned to execute a statue to be erected in the Hay-
market at Norwich in memory of Sir Thomas
Browne, M.D., the famous physician and man of
letters of the 16th century.

The first sod in connection with the erection of
the new gasworks for Falkirk, which are to be con-
structed on the estate of Thomhill, was cut on
Friday by the workmen of Mr. John Gardner,
builder, who is the contractor for the retort houses
and coal store.

Begular communication was opened on Sunday
on the new railway line from St. Petersburg to
Vitebsk. This line places the capital in through
communication with Kieff.

The Board of Trade inspection of the circular
route of the corporation electric tramways at
lioctidale took place on Wednesday, and cars are
now running over the lines. The route is from the
railway station viii High Level-road, Oldham-road,
aud Drake-streets to the Butts, and then by Drake-
street, Pinfold, and Manchester-road, and by
Ttveedale-street again to the railway station.

Several important alterations and improvements
are being carried out at Eton College during the
Bummer holidays. In the chancel of the chapel the
pivement between the altar rails and nave has been
removed, and the space concreted in readiness for
reflooring of this part of the building with black
and white marble tiles, each a foot square. The new
arrangement, which has been entrusted to Messrs.
Farmer and Brindley, of Westminster Bridge-road,
inclu'es seven steps between the Communion and
the body of the chapel. Some improvements in
connection with the organ are also in progress in the
ante-cbapel.

At the last meeting of Kdmamock Town Council
Mr. Burbidge, engineer under Messrs. Kennedy and
Jenkin, who are constructing the electrical under-
taking in the burgh, was appointed to the position
of engineer and manager of the electric light and
tramways on an engagement for three years, com-
mencing at a salary of £320, and rising by £30
annually.

The Yorkshire ArohasDlogical Society will visit

Dewsbury to-day (Friday). They will meet at the
parish church at 11.45 a.m., and afterwards visit

the neighbouring Moot Hall. Lunch will be par-
taken of at the Dewsbury town-hall, and the
members will proceed to Thomhill, where they will
inspect the parish church and the ruins of the hall
in the Rectory grounds.

The Belfast Corporation Tramways Act, which
received the Royal assent on Monday, authorises
the construction of a series of electric tram lines

throughout that city.

The engineer to the Mersey Docks Board, Mr. A.
G. Lyster, in his annual report, which has just been
issued, on the general state and progress of the dock
works at Liverpool and Birkenhead, mentions that
the dock gates for the entrances to the new Brockle-
bank graving dock, which is being constructed
under the Act of 1903, are wider than any in Liver-
pool, or in any other port. They are 135ft. wide,
and are being constructed of steel.

The memorial tablet placed in the Banqueting
Hall, Jesmond Dane, Newcastle, to the late Lord
Armstrong was unveiled on Wednesday by the
present Lord Armstrong. The tablet, of bronze,
measures 4ft. in length by about litt. in width,
and is inclosed in a massive dark oak frame. The
large space in the centre is devoted to the inscription.
On each side of the central panel is a pilaster, that
on the left hand containing figures emblematical of
Genius and Industry, with a background of an
Armstrong gun, a warship, and machinery. On
the right-hand side is a female figure representing
Philanthropy, seated, and holding in her right hand
a model of the banqueting-hall, while the left hand
is resting on a plan of the Jesmond Dane parks. In
a conspicuous position is a portrait of the late Lord
Armstrong. The tablet is from the design of Mr.
R. A. Miller, Pilgrim-street, Newcastle, and the
bronze has been cast by Messrs. Broad and Sons,
of London.

FBOFESSIONAL AND THADB
SOOIETIES.

BiiiTisH Ai'.tiuiioLOGiC'AL ASSOCIATION.—The
annual congress of this association concluded at

Bath on Saturday. Mr. li. E. Leader (the presi-

dent) has presided over the various sessions.

Apart from local researches at the bathing estab-
lishments, &c., the association during the week
heard papers on " Bath Stone," by Mr. T. Sturge
Cotterell ; on " Bath Architecture," by Mr.
Mowbray Green : on " West of England Rood
Lofts and Screens," by Mr. Bligh Bond

; on
"The Old Saxon Church at Bradford-on-Avon,"
by the Rev. Dr. H. J. D. Astley ; on "The Bath
City Chamberlain's Accounts," by the Rev. C. W.
Shirkle ; and on "The Bath \Vaters," by Mr. S.

Sydenham. In the last-named contribution an
addition was made to the knowledge given to the

world of the deposits left by the Bath waters,

which flow at the rate of half a million gallons

per diem. Research into these deposits, which
are so considerable that it is calculated a year's

yield would equal 1,373 tons, has been exhaustive
in the past, but only at the beginning of this

year the Hon. R. J. Strutt found in it appreciable
quantities of radium, while Mr. Sydenham
announced to the members of the British Archaeo-
logical Association on Friday night that among
the hundreds of pebbles thrown up by the waters
were particles of coal, and recently, with Mr.
Gatehouse (the city analyst), he enjoyed the

spectacle of a coal fire, the material for which was
supplied on a very minute scale, of course, by
the obliging hot springs. Another recent find

was a morsel of loadstone {magnetic oxide of iron)

having decided polarity, so that it both attracts

and repels the poles of a suspended magnetic
needle. The visitors spent their days in visiting

Bradford-on-Avon, Great Chatfield, Hinton
Charterhouse, Box, Corsham, Bitton and Puckle-
church, Glastonbury, and AVells, while on Satur-
day the itinerary concluded with an inspection of

the site of the early British city of Caer Badon
on the heights of Hampton Down, where there

are entrenchments surrounding a space of thirty

acres. Neither agriculturalist nor quarryman
having obliterated the features of the encamp-
ment, it afforded plenty of material to reward the

arch.'i'ologists' visit.

The C'ambriax AucH^toLooicAL Association.
—The 56th annual meeting of the Cambrian
Archi'eological Association began at Cardigan on
Tuesday,this being its second visit to this borough.
Under the presidency of Mr. J. W. Willis Bund,
F.S.A., chairman of the Cardiganshire liuarter

Sessions, numerous places of interest are being
visited. The mayor and mayoress, Mr. and Mrs.
E. Mathias, held a reception in the Guildhall on
Tuesday night. Papers have been read, among
others, by Professor Anwyl,of University College

of Wales, Aberystwith, on "The Early Settlers

of Cardigan," and by Mr. W. Riley, on " Tumuli
»near (Jgmore River." Among the exhibits at the

Guildhall were the two silver maces, said to be
given to the town by King Charles, and bearing
the date of 1647. In his presidential address

Mr. Willis Bund entered a timely protest against

the ignorant and unscientific opening of tumuli,

and impressed upon the association the necessity

of promply compiling a full Hit of all such
remaining in the county, as well as of its many
earthworks and fortifications.

R.I.B.A. Visit to Newcastle. — Arrange-
ments are being made by the reception committee
of the Northern Architectural Association to

welcome the members of the Royal Institute of

British Architects on their visit to Newcastle-on-
Tyne on Ortober 6, 7, and 8. The N.A.A.
reception committee will receive the visiting

members of the R.I.B.A. at the County Hotel at

9 p.m. on Thursday, October 6, and on the
following morning the Mayor of Newcastle will

welcome the members at 10 a.m. About an hour
will afterwards be devoted to the reading and
discussion of a paper on " Specialism in Archi-
tecture." The President of the R I.B.A., Mr.
John Belcher, A.R..\ , will take the chair. The
Cathedral and the Trinity House will subse-
quently be visited, and at 1 p.m. the Northern
Architectural Association will entertain the visit-

ing members at luncheon at the County Hotel,
Neville-street. Arrangements will be made for

members to visit, during the afternoon of Friday,
places of interest in the immediate neighbourhood.
In the evening the annual dinner of the Institute

will take place at the same hotel. Un Saturday,
October 8, arrangements will be made for those

who desire to do so to visit Hexham Abbey and

the Roman Station at the Chesters, Chollerford
;

J

also the new ShipbuOding Sheds at Messrs. Swan
and Hunter's, WaUsend.

CHIPS.
Colonel von Donop, representing the Board of

i Trade, inspected the new tramway track from
Waterloo-road to Bushbury-lane, Wolverhampton,

I

on Friday. The line has since been opened for

trafiic.

The additions to the general hospital, Merthyr
Tydfil, are being warmed and ventilated by means
of Shorland's patent Manchester stoves, with
descending smoke-flues, the same being supplied
by Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Man-
chester.

Sir Francis Cory-Wright, Bart., will otficiate to-

morrow (Saturday) at the opening of the light rail-

ways and tramways established by the Middlesex
County Council in conjunction with the Metro-
politan Electrical Tramways Company.

At the London Consistory Court, on Friday, a
:
faculty was granted, authorising alterations to St.

Andrew's church, Hoxton, including the removal of

the west gallery, the formation of a gabled entrance
and arched porch at the west-end, and to rearrange

1 the choir seats, and pulpit, snd prayer desks, at a
I total cost of £1,000.

H.M. Board of Works has intimated its willing-

ness to take over part of Arbroath Abbey, including

,
the Abbot's House and the Regality Tower, for the

i purpose of preserving the historic building and
making it more accessible to visitors.

At a recent meeting of the Gloucester City Council
it was decided by fifteen votes to nine to give the

city surveyor an honorarium of £500 and his clerks

and assistants £200 between them, for services

rendered in connection with the new electric tram-
ways. A mass meeting of the citizens has since

been held in the Corn Exchange to protest against it.

For some time past extensive alterations and
renovation of the Wesleyan Chapel at Ely have
been in progress at the hands of Mr. Walter Feast,

architect and builder, of Haddenham. An unsightly

gallery has been removed, and benches of the free-

seat type have been substituted for the old-

fashioned pews. The work has been executed in

varnished pitch-pine, and an hexagonal -topped

,
pulpit, in which some finely-flowered woodwork

! has been introduced, is a feature. The reopening
service was held last week.

New council schools for Garston, Liverpool, were
opened on Monday. They consist of a central hall

and nine classrooms, and accommodate 600 scholars.

i At the last quarterly meeting of the town council
' of Ipswich a committee reported that the total

expense of purchasing properties for thoroughfare
! widenings in St. Peter's-street, St. Nicholas-street,

Upper Orwell-street, Fore-street, and Bramford-
i road, under the Ipswich Corporation Tramways
: Act, had been £56,734, and the amount produced so

I

far by the sale of surplus lands had been £6,989. It

! was decided to purchase one remaining block of

property at the corner of Prince's, Queen's, and
King-streets in the centre of the town to complete
the improvements at that point, and to allow of the

development of the surplus land.

The Bolton-road section of the tramway system

at Bury, Lanes, was inspected on Friday by Major
Druitt, of the Board of Trade, and approved.

Another interesting relic of old London is about
to disappaar. This week No. 32, Cavendish-square,
is being puUed down. It is the house which was
occupied by Francis Cotes, R.A., till his death in

1770, and which Eomney occupied as his studio and
residence from 1775 till 1794.

In the case of William Hirwood, Pulborough,
Sussex, builder and contractor, the order of dis-

charge has been suspended for two years, ending
Feb. 12, 1906.

The new storage reservoir constructed for the

corporation of St. Helens at Brownedge has been
completed, and will be inaugurated by the mayor
on Sept. 29.

Memorial-stones were laid on Saturday of a new
Wesleyan church on a side of Cronkeyshaw Common,
where of late years houses have been rapidly built.

The church will cost £2,000.

The Board of Trade have recently confirmed the

nndermentioned orders made by the Light Riilway
Commissioners: — (1) Woodbridge and Bawdsey
Light Railway Order, 1904, authorising the con-

struction of a light railway in the county of Eist

Suffolk from Melton to Bromeswell, Sutton, Shottis-

ham, Hollesley, Alderton, and Bawdsey. (2) Bide-

ford, Westward-Ho, and Appledore Light Railway
Order, 1904, authorising the construction of light

railways in the parish of Northam and the parish

and borough of Bideford, in the county of Devon,

in extension of the Bideford, Westward-Ho, and
Appledore Railway.
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MASCUESTER BOVAL INflRMARV. — DESIGNS FOB BOOK ILLU9-

TBATIOS, BY R. E. CLABKE.—NATIONAL BRONZE" MEDAL

DRAWINGS BY GERTRUDE APEL.— SKETCHES BY ELIAS

BANCROFT.—THE DANE JOHN WAR MEMORIAL, CANTER-

BURY.—MALVERN FREE LIBRARY, — MANCHESTER STOI.K

EXCHANr.E.— THE HAY COTTAGE HOMES, CHELTENHAM.

—

MANOR HOI'SE, TONSUOrBNE PARK.

of the reo-iments are shown both in atone and Hay for the benefit of the aged and deserving

bronze. The monument, which is from designs poor of both eexes. The buildings are situated

by Mr" W, D. Carije, M.A., consists of grey i on a fine open site overlooking the Naunton Park

Polvph'ant stone, the sculptorbeing Mr. Nathaniel Recreation Ground, and commanding a good

Hitch of Kenninn-ton,
' 'S'iew of the Leckhampton hills. Two additional

' "
' cottages (making twelve in all) and two wash-

MALVERN FREE LliiRARY.
^ ^^^^^^ j^^, jj^^ .^j^^j ^^^ ^f jj^g OCCUpantS have

Tnis design was awarded the first premium by the recently been completed. This extension, to-

assessor, Mr. H. T. Hare, in a recent open com- ' gether with the original buildings, was designed

petition, and the work is to be proceeded with at by Mr. J. Hall (who left Cheltenham last year,

once. The building will be faced with red brick, having been appointedexeciitive engineer of Bom-
with stone dressings, and have tile roofs. The

; bay),and the present work has been erected accord-

library will be worked in the open access system, jng tg further drawings, and under the super

andthearchitectisMr.H-A. Crouch, A.K.I. B. A.,

of Gray's Inn-square, W.C.

THE MANCHESTER STOCK EXCHANGE.

Stock Exchange business is carried on in greatly

differing manners in the various stock exchanges

of the world, and the arrangements of each are

made to suit. In preparing the plans for the

Manchester Stock Exchange the run of the busi-

ness was carefully studied, and its requirements

vision of Messrs. Healing and Overbury, architects,

of Cheltenham and Gloucester. The outer walls

are of Leckhampton stone with '• chopped face"

lined with brick, the roofs are covered with

Broseley tiles, the whole of the half-timberwork

being in solid Knglish oak. Mr. Allen Wilson
was the contractor for the main block of the

buildings, the extension has been aJded by
Messrs. A. C. Billings and Son, Ltd., of Chelten-

ham, and our illustration is from a pen-and-ink

Out 5llttstrati0n».

were the first consideration. The main entrance
[

drawing by Sir. S. H. Healing. The total cost

to the house is from the street level. Reception • ^f the buildings was nearly £3,000.

cabinets for consultations, with waiting space, are

arranged in the vestibule and out of the line of 1

roNSi.ofiiNE manor house, ne.ar hertfori,.

traffic. The hall is intended only for members
|

Xhi.s house was erected about six years ago, and

and clerks on the exchange, outsiders being
; has recently been enlarged and redecorated. The

effectually kept clear of the house. Cloakrooms i stables in the rear have also been extended, and

and lavatories for the members are approached ^ range of greenhouses added next same. The

from this hall, and the reading and smokerooms i materials are red bricks for wall facing, the

are outside the house, but overlook it. The
j

gable panels being finished with rough stucco

telegraph receiving and distributing centres, and
, between red brick ribs, and red Coalbrookdale

the foity telephone boxes are at the clerks' end of I tiles for roofs. The site is that of an ancient

the house, and near the secondary entrance from manor house, the foundations of which were dis-

Pall Mall. While this entance gives access to all
1 covered when the gardens were luid out, and

parts, it is mainly intended for clerks of the I several acres of wood were cleared to make way
house and messengers who come in large

[

for the new gardens and approaches. The
numbers at certain times of the day. The

j

'

MANCHESTER EOYAL INFIRMARY.

This design, by Mr. H. Percy Adams, waaillus-

trated by general plans and elevations in the

Bi'ii.iuNG News for August 5, when a description

appeared. We now print a double pige of the

main detail of tbe principal entrance and plan of

the front wall, the design being suggestive and

well worked out in a broad and dignified style

picturesquely handled.

NATIONAL BRONZE MEDAL DRAWINGS FOR BOOK
ILLUSTRATION.

TiiE five upper pen-and-ink drawings on this

plate are by Miss Gertrude Apel and Mr. Richard

Edward Clarke. The latter's top picture to

the right of the sheet is a decorative treatment of

a landscape, handled in broad, simple masses.

The one below it shows a Mediaeval city, seen

from a tower of the cathedral. Miss Apel's

three studies show the High Town, Hereford,

with the famous old timber buildings, "The
Butchers' Kow," eo familiar to the architec-

tural readtr. The Bridge over the Wye is

also characteristic. The uppermost sketch

shows a roadside thatched cottage. The two
lower pictures are reproduced Irom water-colours

by Mr. Mlias Bancroft, the architectural artist,

and are sketches from Kothenburg. We gave a

double-p;ig(! plate of Mr. Bincroft's studies from
Rothenburg on Feb. 12 last. To-day we repro-

duce two more from his notebook. The first

represents ono of the famous gates of the city

the Ilodcr Thor, with its double moat and walls,

the latter having projecting lodges with tall

conical roofs to the outer entry. The secimd

study shows the internal stairway of another
Thor, with its timber-constructed gallery pro-

jecting on arches carried by bold corbels and
roofed with tiled pents, eminently picturesque

and pretty. The glimpse of the street beyond in

strong sunlight adds materially to the effect.

THE UANI; .JDJIS WAR MEMORIAL, CANTFUill URV,

Tin: accompanying illustration shows a monu-
ment recently unveiled by Field-Marshal Lord
Roberts, V.C , in memory of the ofiicers and men
of tho East Kent Uogiments. The memorial
takes tho form of an obelisk with decorative
appendages. It 8]iringi from a spreading base
and rises to a height of iilft., being situate in tho
pretty gardens known as tho "Dane John"
Canterbury. On tho southern side stands the
bronze figure of a soldier clad in tho active-
service uniform, with a laurel wreath suspended
above the head. On three other sides are large
panels bearings the engraved names of those of

the East Kent regiments who died from wounds
or diseiuso during tho campaign—in all 2'.I3 ollicers,

non- commissioned ofiicers, and men. The badges

house has a clear floor space of "Sft. by 49ft.

and 41ft. high to centre of dome, lighted from the

tops and sides : and the black boards grouped

together on the wall with direct lighting. It is

arcaded round under the main cornice level-arches

springing from marble columns and surmounted

by central dome, with bold ribs and cross arches

springing fiom the angles of the square into the

circular upper part, which is coffered and part

glazed. Tne walls are marble lined, and a feature

made of the open fireplaces. The secretary's suite

of oSicen is on the first floor, with direct access

from the members' hall and the public staircase ;

adjoining is the board-room, witt ante-room and

landing attached. On the lower ground floor is

the clearing-room, central in position, and with

direct access from the clerks' entrance.
'^'"

builders were Messrs. Ekins and Co., of Hertford,

for all except the recent additions and decorations,

which were carried out by Messrs. Hampton and

Sons, of London. The architect is Mr. J. S.

Alder, Arundel- street, Strand, W.C.

CHIPS.

A new council school, which has tjeen erected on

the Poppleton-road, York, to meet the elementary

educational requirements of the Poppleton-road

and Leeman-road districts, was opened last week.

The cost of tho school, which has places for 1,200

children, has been £21,963.

Two new chapels are about to be erected in the

thickly-populated district lying between Wrexham
and Ruabon. The Primitive Methodists have

The bought a site for a new chapel at Ponkey, and the

clerks' smoke-room, cloak-room, and lavatory
;

Baptists have secured a piece of ground for a new-

are adjoining and near the staircase leading to chapel in Church-street, Rhos, near the parish

tho members" hall ; the messengers' room, with I
church. It is stated that the coEt of buildmg and

kitchen, is near this entrance. Telegraph furnishing the last-named chapel wUl be about

operators are arranged in one of the upper £1,000.

Mr. H. Percy Boulnois, M.Inst.C.E., last week

held an inquiry at the town-hall, Newcastle, con-

cerning the proposal of the corporation to borrow

£23,750 for the erection of new baths and wash-

houses at the corner of Gibson-street and Ridley-

terrace. The scheme involves a first expenditure of

£7,541 for the purchase of property on the site

required, and the estimated cost of the building ia

£15,800. The site comprises an area of l,21Ssq.yd3.,

and the plain provide tor a plunge-bath 75ft. by

2Sft., with 9S dressing-boxes. As regards the wash-

house, there is provision for 30 stalls, with tho

various appliances connected.

The work in connection with the tiueen Victoria

Memorial at the top of Lord-street, Liverpool, ia

ived by a series of bays, with a panelled steadily progressing. Most of the symbolical pieces

treatment between and a broadly- have been modelled, and are now being cast, and

.i";i"L:. "ZT\y.Tt«\n c„rni,L! the model of her late Majesty has received the ap-

stories, with pneumatic-tube attachment from the

house. With tho plan as arranged, giving the

necessary and convenient premises for the Stock

Exchange, a large space is enabled to be formed

into offices, to let off on the most valuable front-

ages. These will be an important source of income,

as well as a convenience for many members of

the E.xchango. The new buildings had all

to be kept within the heights of the old

ones, and this restriction determined the treat-

ment, as both ends of the main front had to

be kept down. These considerations resulted in

special features, which are surmounted by curved

pediments, the central part being emphasised

and reliev

pilaster

treated enrichment under the main cornice. —-
, »>,„ „„„„iffo<,

Everywhere there is abundance of light, large
;

probation of the committee,

window spaces being particularly necessary in

Jlanchestcr. Portland stone is used in the main

frontages, and fireproof construction of floors and

roofs ihroiighout. Heating and ventilation aro

arranged in a combined system, filtered fresh air,

warmiid or cooled as re<iuire'J, being distributed

through the buildings under pressure, and open

fireplaces are provided iu all parts. The estimated

cost is about £30,000. Messrs. Bradshaw and

(ia^a, F.U.I.B.A., of Bolton and London, aro tho i

architects, their designs liaving been selected in

limited ci.inpctition, and tlio site is now being

clcartd for tho now buildings. Wo give four

plans, an exterior view, and sketch of tho

I'lxchango itself.

THE HAY MEMORIAL COTTAGE ltOME.<, NAUNTON
I'AItK, CHELTENUAM.

Tiii.si: cottage homes were commenced in 1S99

and is in the hands of

the founders.

A bazaar was opened in the Priory - gardens.

through the generosity of the late Mr. and Mrs.

Guisborough, last week, iu aid oi the restoration

of the parish church. About £2,500 has already

been raised, and the object of the bazaar is to raise

£1,000 towards the £t,.XlO still required. A portion

of the restoration scheme has been commenced,

consisting of a new east wiudow, new roof for

chancel, and a new west doorway.

The corner-stone of the memorial to sohliors from

Halifax and district who lost their lives in the

South Afiicau war was laid last week. Inscribed

on tho monument, which is to cost 11,050, will be

tho names of 73 fallen heroes belonging to the parish,

togetl er with the titles of the regiments to which

they belonged. The memorial is being constructed,

from designs by Mr. \V. W. Longbottom, in a com-

manding position ill West View Park. It is to be

surmounted by the figure of a soldier, and altogether

will iM) 75ft. high. The builders are Messrs. I. Frith

and Son.
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TO OOBBESPONDBNTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opiniona of
our correspondents. All communications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

eommunications respecting illustrations or literary matter
Bhouldbe addressed to the EDITOR of the BniLoiNo
News, Clement's House, Clement's Tun Passage, Strand,
W.C., and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
ifl not unfrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,
unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
The Stband Nkwspapeb Company, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :
— *' Timeserver, London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NCnCE.
Bound copies of Vol. TiXXX'VI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post
128. lOd.), as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI.,
XLIX., Lin., LXI., Lxn., lxjv., lxv., lxvi.,
Lxvn., Lxvrrr., lxix., lxxi., lxxu., Lxxxn.,
T .XXTY ., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVH., LXXIX.,
LXXX.. LXXXI., LXXXn., LXXXni., LXXXIV.,
and LXXXV. may still be obtained at the iame price

;

all the other bound volumes are out of print. Most of
the back numbers of former volumes are, however, to
be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers
to complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Buildino News,
Srice 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained from any
Tewsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,

Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
Onited States, £1 6s. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHABGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Oompanies, and all oHicial
advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first
line counting as two, tie rninimnrn charge being Ss. for
four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and
miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of
more than six insertions can be ascertained on application
to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.
The charge for advertisements for "Situations

Vacant" or "Situations "Wanted " and " Part-
nerships" is O.NE Shilling for Twbntv-foub Wohds,
and Sixpence for every eight worda after. All Situation
Advertiseiw^nta must bs prepaid.

*•* Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand
W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See
Notice at head of "Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
apecial and other positions, can be obtained on application
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than a p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
most reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Received.—E. W. M.—W. W.—A. A. and Co.—L. L.—
C. E. O.-M. A. and W.—B. B. Q.—Q. M.

D. H.—Stuart's granolithic will answer your require-
ments in every way.

T. R. D.—It is not a material we ever specify. 2. Jabez
Thompson, of Xorthwich, makes an excellent partition
brick. Very light, and practically imperishable.

Helio.—Nothing beats Hall's distemper.

B. S. L.—We should try " Fluate," as prepared by the
Bath Stone Firm'i. Ltd. We have known cases where
its adoption secured dryness after many other things
had been tried in vain.

A. C. (Dudley).—They are not people we care to recom-
mend. You would certainly do better at Hobbs, Hart,
and Co., or Jas. Hill and Co.

Jntettommutticati0it.

QUESTIO^^S.
[12073.]—Lead "Windo-w-—A large window with

panes about 4in. square admits air badly between the
slips of lead and the glass. Kindly suggest remedial
measures. It haa been proposed to rub in aome soft
material like putty.

—

Plcmfjum.

[12079.1—Air in Gaspipes-— I have often been
puzzled to account tor the fact that before the gas in an
upstair-room will light I have to wait for ten seconds or

more while a quantity of uninflammabk- gas (presumably
air) escapes. (1) Since air is heavier than gas at the
same temperature, why does it rise above it ? (2) Since
the pressure inside the pipe is greater than that outside,
why and how does the air enter ?—Glatton^.

[12080.1—Fonts. -Referring to Mr. Harry Hems' s ex-
ceptionally interesting article upon Truro Cathedral's
first clerk of worka. and his reference therein to the odd
position in which the new font at Truro stands, it might
be useful to ask:— (1) "Where was the most usual pirt
of a fabric fonts stood in in Mediaeval times? Wherein
this country may the earlie.st fonts be found ? (3) Does a
complete list of lead fonts exist ?—J. Ward.

[12081.] — Pile-Driving". —Will one of your corre-
spondents clear me up in the following ? Morrison's
rule, given in Molesworth's ' Pocket-Book of Engi-
neering Formulit'," p. 125, 1900 edition, for the weight of
a pile-driver ram is

R
V5V.5AL

1

R = Weight of ram in poundsW = Weight of pile in pounds
A = Sectional area of pile in inches
H = Height of fall in feet

L = Length of pile in feet.

If WG take a pitch-pine pile 40ft. long and 12in. square,
and the fall of the ram is ISft., we get—

R = 1,600 rM*^-^^Ji
V5 X 144 40 /

allowing 401b. per cube foot for pitch-pine. And it

would also appear that when 5 A L is greater than WH,
making a fraction, R becomes negative.—Beta.

[12082.1-Ligntniu)? Conductor.—Let A and B be
two lightning rods in the middle of ridge of roofs. It is

required to know the shortest length of copper conductor
possible. The conductors are to go from A to D, B to D.
and from D to E, and thence down the side of building.
The conductors to rest flat on shingling and in valley.

A to C, on the slope, is 34ft. ; B to C, oi thtj slnpe. is

2Sft. ; and C to E, in valley, is 4ift. I make C to D 17ft.

roughly, necessitating a total of 97Jft. of conductor on
the roofs ?—KAriA.

[12033.]—Hydraulic Jacks.—Would any reader
inform me what arrangement is adopted in railway
carriage works where hydraulic lifting jacks are used for
lifting the carriages, to insure the four rams lifting and
lowering at exactly the sams level ?—Hydraulic.

[120S1. 1—Measuring- Cui rent.—A warehouse has a
supply of electricity enter the building on the three-wire
system, whieli supplies motors on the outer wires at
220v.. and lights on the neutral and outer at llOv. What
must be the arrangement of watt-hour meter or watt-hour
meters to measure the amount of current consumed in
warehouse? Is a meter required on each outer wire 1

Is there such a thing as a three-wire meter for registering
B. of T. units?-Units.

REPLIES.
[12076]—Efflorescence on Keene's Cement.—

If used on a damp wall or surfaces exposed to atmos-pheric
influences, this cement eOloresces more or less, its base
being gypsum, which always remains soluble. Should
such be the case, walls to be rendered or floated with
Portland before finish coat of Keene's. Same remark
applies to Martin's cement, also to Parian. The Keene's
cement made by Howe, of Carlisle, is practically non-
efllorescent. See W. Millar on Plastering, ofB. T.
Batsford.

—

Ricuext's Park.

[12077.1—Grey Pebble-Dashing-.—Wm. Millar, in
his large work on "Plastering,"' of B. T. Batsford.
London, on roughcast, gives gravel, shingle, coloured
glass, broken pottery, pebbles, spars, flints {and I may add
granite and marble chips) used with go id effects.

Hydraulic lime for preference, liuantities per 100 yards
super, (two coat-i on lath^ : Lime 25c. ft., sand 59c. ft,, hair
161b., prepared gravel

^l
yard; quarter tub of lime putty

mixed with every tub of gravel for dash. For colouring
100 yards super.—Blue black : Lampblack olb. For buff ;

Green copperas 5lb., fresh cow manure lib. For terra-
cotta : Red metallic oxide 141b., green copperas olb.,

lampblack 4lb. The addition of 10 per cent, of alum
solution to liquid dash gives brilliancy and permanency.
By varying tlie above quantities, other tints are given.

—

Regent's Park.

[12077.1—Grey Pebble-Dashing.—In many towns
and villages in Ireland the walls of the houses are pebble-
dashed, and for miles along the public roads the fence
walls are dashed too. Ireland is /- ir - - -J/'/cv the c )untry
of pebble-dashing. For one yard of such work dooe in
England there are a thousand yards done in Ireland, and
this, because it is a cheap and ett'ejtaal way of covering
lough rubble walling, a class of mis>nry usually adopted
in a country where stone is plentiful, and both bricks and
money are scarce. The colour of pebble-dashing is

derived from the colour of the material used in its

composition, and they are seldom constant over large
areas : hence there is no such thing as a universal silvery-

grey dashing in England or anywhere else. " A. A. B.,
Ireland," should get lime, sand, and gravel from the
district which produces the pebble-dash he so much
admires, and any local plasterer will show him in five
minutes how to mix and apply them. It was possible to
obtain such materials in Ireland some time ago; but as
" A. A. B." evidently cannot find any now, the great
demand for them has probably exhausted the supply. He
might, however, inquire of the Agricultural Department.—Stoxebridlje Park.

CHIPS.
The lifeless body of a builder's clerk named

Charles Gait, of 42, Cattell-road, Small Heath, waa
recovered on Sunday, by the police of Hay Mills,
from the canal at that place. The deceased had
been in ill-health for several months.

Mr. W. Rupert Davison, only son of Mr. and Mrs,
T. Raffles Divison, of Kingshaw, Woldingham, was
married on the 11th inst., at St. James's Church,
Addiscombe, to Constance Alice, second daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John Gibson, of Bella Vista,
Woldingham.

The new school in Crown-street, Liverpool, for
deaf and dumb children, will be cpened on the 1st

of next month.

At the annual meeting of the Liverpool United
Gas Light Company, held on Tuesday, Mr. William
King, who has occupied the position of engineer to
the company for a period of 37 years, retired,

but accepted the position of consulting engineer.
Mr. Edward Allen, who has been acting for some
years in the capacity of assistant engineer, has been
appointed to the superior position.

The Truro Waterworks Company have decided,
on the advice of Messrs. Mansergh and Co., to con-
struct two new filter-beds and an additional reser-

voir, and to reconstruct the rising main from the
works to the reservoir, at a total estimated outlay
of from £11,000 to £12,000.

The surveyor of the Teignmouth Urban District

Council, Mr. Vincent Smith, has obtained a similar

position under the Chesterfield Town Council, there
being over two hundred appUcations for the posi-

tion.

At the half-yearly meeting of the Milford
Docks Company, held on Tuesday, the chairman
stated that at the time when the fishing busi-
ness was in full swing, the directors received
notice from the urban district council that the
water supply must be cut down. A short water
supply would have forced the boats to seek other
ports, and destroyed the prosperity of Milford.
Instead of supplying them with ti00,000 gallons
weekly, the council said they could only give 70,000.
Fortunately, the manager, Mr. Ward, is also an
engineer. There is a fresh-water stream flowing
into the docks, and in a week Mr, Ward had
thrown a dam across the Pill, collected the fresh
water, laid pipes to the docks, and is now supplying
the vessels and the ice companies with over 100,000
gallons a week, which will shortly be increased.

The council are, the chairman added, providing
larger reservoirs for the future ; but when they are
ready the company will not be absolutely dependent
upon them, for it is now able to supply itself.

Mr. H. Ross Hooper held an inquiry at the
Cannock Council Offices on Tuesday into the
application of the urban district council to borrow
£13,000 with a view of supplying electricity for

lighting and power purposes within their district.

A large addition is now being made to Peacock
Willson's Bank at Sleaford from the design of

Messrs. Watkins and Son, of Lincoln, Messrs.
Pdttinson, of Ruskiugton, Lincolnshire, are the
builders. The constructional steelwork and fire-

resisting floors are by Messrs. Mark Fawcett and
Co., of Westminster.

A stained-glass window has been placed in

Simonburn Church in memory of the late Mr. John
Hilton Ridley, of Park End, and his son, Mr. John
Nicholas Ridley. The window, which was designed
by Mr. C. E. Kempe, of London, represents the In-
carnation of our Lord. The figure in the central

light is that of the Holy Virgin, with the child Jesus

in her arms, underneath being a vase full of lilies.

The left-hand light has a figure of John the
Evangelist; whilst the right-hand light represents

St. Luke.

The City Corporation and the L.C.C, are being
approached with the view to the creation of a
large open space at Shadwell, on property belong-

ing to the Shadwell Market, and that acijuired for the

construction of the Ratcliff-Rotherhithe Tunnel.

The restoration of the ancient church of Lante-
glos-by-Fowey has brought to light broken frag-

ments of a carved subject in alabaster, which,
pieced together, represent the Martyrdom of St.

Lawrence, The work of straightening the north
arcade of the church, formerly so much out of the

perpendicular as to be dangerous, has been accom-
plished without removing the roofs or rebuilding of

any kind. The bases have been moved, and the

leaning piers pushed into an upright position.
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LEQAL INTELLIQENOB.
A Dilapidation Claim feoji Tonbridoe.—

Edward Wheatley t. Frederick (ieorge VVigley was
A caao which occupied the attention of the Ofiicial

Eaferee (Mr. Verey) at the Law Courts on Monday
and Tuesday. The plaintiff is a builder and property
owner of Tonbridge, and the defendant is secretary

to the Bengal (iovemment. The plaintiff claimed

£81 128. Gl., the amount expended by him in

making good dilapidations in connection with a
house in Dry Hill Park, known as Bincleaves, Ton-
bridge, taken by the defendant under an agreement
dated March 1 , 1900, in which defendant agreed to

keep and leave the premises in a good state of

repair, including painting, &c. The defendant had
paid into Court a sum of £15, with denial of

liability. The plaintiff, who gave evidence on his

own behalf, was subjected to a long examination.
The plaintiff's witnesses were Messrs. E. Sinderson,
W. H. Ferguson, Whicker, Lawrence, and Sands ;

and the defendant's, Messrs. F. G. P. Neve and
Geo. Baker, and Mrs. Grace Wigley. The Official

Beferee decided that the £13 paid into Court was
sufficient to put the house into such a state of repair

as, taking into account the age of the house, the
character of the house, and the locality in which
the house is situated, a reasonable-minded tenant of

the class who would be likely to want such a house
might reasonably require in order to make the house
fit for his occupation. There would therefore be
judgment for the defendant, with costs, the £1.5

paid into Court to remain there until the defend-
ant's costs were paid.

COKPOEATION AND CONTEACTOE.—A TaUNTON
Case.—At the Clifton Down Hotel, before Mr.
Edward Pollock, Official Rgferee, the hearing has
been concluded of an action brought by Mr. Page,
contractor, of Cardiff', against the Taunton Cor-
poration to recover certain sums of money which he
alleged to be due to him in respect of works carried
out in connection with the Taunton sewerage works.
The case had been referred from the High Court,
and its opening was reported by us on p. 203 Oi>t(.

Mr. A. A. Hudson, who appeared for the plaintiff,

stated that the parties had agreed on some items,
leaving in dispute certiin mitters, of which the
principal was the claim of £1S per cwt. for spscial

pipe castings, as to which the defendants said the
charge should be ISs. The plaintiff, furtherexamined,
showed how be made up the items in his claim,
which amounted to £S,219. He also claimed £3,000
damage for being kept about during three winters,
whereas the work ought to have been completed in
one. He gave figures making up the £3,000. In
cross-examination by Mr. Salter, witness said the
£18 per cwt. was not for the pipes alone, but in-
cluded fixing and other items. He did not make
out the schedule of prices in a hurry. Mr. Salter
was cross-examining to show that the plaintiff had
made mistakes in other prices, when Mr. Hudson
objected that the questions were irrelevant, and
arguments ensued. The Official Ivsceiver said that
when the corporation discovered what was believed
to be a mistake in the contract, and that the con-
tractor would not accept the suggestion made on
their behalf by the engineers, they should have in-
formed the plaintiff that if he would not substitute
I8s. for £1.S they would apply to have the contract
notified. Apparently they took their chance of the
engineers getting them out of the difficulty, and,
failing that, they said there was no contract. In his
opinion, they could not come and say that three years
afterwards, and he ruled that the evidence which
Mr. Salter sought to have put in was inadmissible.
After a consultation, Mr. Salter announced that a
settlement had been arrived at, the terms being
that the Taunton Corporation should pay the plain-
tiff £5,a00 in respect of all matters in dispute. The
decision of the Official Referee just previously was
upon practically the main matter, involvinr» im-
mediately the sum of £2,7:)0, and indirectly £73,000.
It was arranged, subject to judgment, that 1.500
paid into court should be handed over to the plain-
tiff, and the balance paid in instalments, with
interest at .5 per cent, on the deferred payments.
He added that the corporation of Taunton found
themselves in a position of great difficulty, and had
felt bound to contest the claim. Mr. Hudson fol-
lowed, an<l said that from the first his client had
acted reasonably, and only desired reasonable pay-
ment for work which was very unprofitable. The
<Jllicial Referee said it was a large sum that was
claimed, and one which, in the circumstances, the
Taunton Corporation could hardly have paid with-
out a struggle. lu his opinion, the parties had
adopted a wise course in the settlement, and he
gave judgment for the plaintiff on the agreed terms
with costs.

REFLRWANnCo.-t-ader the failure of Messrs.
Frederick Flew and John P. Flew, builders, of
Worth hnd-road. West Kensington, accounts have
been faled in the London Bankruptcy Court show-
ing gross liabilities i;Kil,lS0, and assets presenting
a surplus of £21,.521 subject to realisation. A
proposal has been laid before the creditors to pay
them in full by instalments of not less than 2s fid.m the pound as and when the realisation of the
assets wU allow. The proposal, which will be con -

sidered by the creditors on the 23rd inst., has been
reported against by the Offi.nal Raceiver on the

ground that it does not provide reasonable security

for 7s. bd. in the pound.

In Re W. M. Greaves. — A first meeting of

creditors was held on Wednesday before Mr. H. E.

Burgess, Assistant Official Receiver, under a
receiving order made on July 1 last against Mr.
Wallace McGuffin Greaves, chemist, engineer, and
inventor, of Northfleet, Gravesend, Oldham, and
Manchester. The debtor states that he is now
employed at Northfleet at a salary of £500 a year.

He has been the inventor and patentee of various

steam tubes and generators, smokeless furnaces, &o.

The patents have been sold to various companies
formed to acquire them, and the present position of

the debtor is attributed by him to the non-payment
of the purchase price due to him in respect to the

sale of a Premier boiler tube patent. He states that

his assets consist of a claim to this purchase money,
together with other claims and property, largely

exceeding the amount of his unsecured liabilities.

The proofs of debt amounted to £6,59i 153. "d., but
no statement of affairs had been filed. The meeting
was adjourned for two months with a view to

paymenc of the debts in full.

iNTEECEPriNO SE'W'EKS.—Beigiiton Inteecept-
INO AND OlTTFALL SeWEES BOAED V. ThE MaYOE,
ALDEEiiEN, itc, OF HovE.—This was an appeal
from an order of the Court of Appeal reversing a
judgment of Mr. Justice Kekewich. The appeal
had reference to the intercepting sewer along the

sea front at Brighton and some of the neighbouring
districts, and the question was whether th's borough
of Hove is entitled to pass its sewage into this inter-

cepting sewer, as they assert. This claim is con-
tested by Brighton, who say that the sewer was
constructed for a special purpose—to intercept the
sewage from certain well-defined districts—aud that

the right to pass the sewage from any outside district

was never contemplated as part of the original

scheme. The case depended chiefly on the con-
struction to be placed on local Acts and orders of

the Local Government Board. Mr. Justice Keke-
wich held that the Borough of Hove had failed to

establish the right they claimed, but the Court of

Appeal reversed his decision, and gave judgment in

favour of the claimof therespondentsto discharge the
sewage of Hove into the intercepting sewer. Hence
the p-esent appeal. The Lord Chancellor (whose
judgment was read by Lord Macnaghten) stated

that, after long consideration, and contrary to the
impression he originally formed, he had come to the
conclusion that the judgment of the Court of Appeal
was right and ought to be affirmed. The very awk-
ward collection of statutes, or parts of statutes,

together with the operation of the powers of local

bodies, and what was within the powers of local

bodies to effect, produced an impression of con-
fusion and of conflicting authorities which it was
extremely difficult to disentangle : but he could not
resist the reasons given by the Court of Appeal for

the j udgment at which they had arrived. The other
learned Lords concurring, the appeal was dismissed.

Buildee'3 Claim Dismissed. — At the Leeds
Assizes, before Mr. Justice Channell, Paul Rhodes,
builder and contractor, Leeds, claimed £151 from
the New Briggate Arcade Company, for the removal
of 'l'hn:< and old building material carried out by
him in connection with the building of certain new
shops in Briggate. Plaintiff entered into a contract
to do the whole of the work of the erection of the
shops for the sum of £9,033. Subsequently deduc-
tions were made which reduced the contract to
£i;,S87. The contract was to he completed on
March 25, 1901, under a penalty of £5 a week. The
proprietors, however, failed to have the site cleared
in proper time. They sold the material to a man
named Stokell, but Stokell did not clear the material.
Plaintiff i-leared the material himself, and now
claimed for the cost of the work. In the course of
cross-examination by Mr. Atkinson, the plaintiff

made the remark, " God strike me dead if I am not
speaking the truth." Justice Channell : I may tell

you that juries never believe witnesses who make
such remarks. For the defendants it was urged
that the '-laiiii was an imposition, and ought never
to have been made. The plaintiff had acted on his

own authority in removing the ili-lin^. The jury
found for the defendants, with costs.

LiniiT AND AiE Case at Leeiis.—At the Leeds
Assizes on Wednesday and Thursday in last week
Mr. Justice Channell heard an action brought by
the Leeds Public Cocoa Houses, Limited, who
claimed £2,000 from the Leeds Corportion for
alleged damage to thp lights of the City Arms
Restaurant, caused by the New Market Hall. Mr.
.Scott Fox, KG., and Mr. Shepherd appeared for the
plaintiffs, and the Corporation were representel by
Mr. Tiiidal Atkinson, K.C., and Mr. Bairstow. The
plaintiffs' case was that the New Market Hall
materially interfered with and diminished the access
of light to their premises at the junction of York

-

street and Kirkgate. On the afternoon of the first

day's hearing his Lordship adjourned the case, and
drove down to inspect the premises. After hearing
further evidence regarding the value of the com-

pany's property, his Lordship held that there was a
substantial and real diminution for all practical

purposes of the light in a certain part of the house.
He awarded the plaintiffs £200 damages.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
The Royal Commission on Sewage Disposal.—

Colonel Legge, having asked if he could say when
the final report of the Royal Commission on Sewage
Disposal might be expected, and why that portion
of the report dealing with sewage farms had not
yet been published, Mr. Balfour says : Pending the
result of further investigations, I am informed that
it is impossible to say when either the final report
of the Royal Commission on Sewage Disposal, or
that portion of it which deals with the land treat-

ment of sewage, will be published.

The Statues of Chaeles I. and James II.—Mr.
H. C. Richards asked the hon. member for Chorley,
as representing the First Commissioner of Works,
on Saturday, if the sanction of Parliament would be
obtained for the removal of the statue of King
Charles the Martyr in Whitehall, and its trans-

ference to some equally prominent site ; and if he
would also state when the statue of his Majesty
King James I. would be restored to its original

position, or what was the intention of the First

Commissioner with regard to that statue. Lord
Balcarres : It is not proposed to remove the statue

of King Charles I. from its present location, al-

though it may be necessary to shift its position by
a few feet in connection with street alterations.

The First Commissioner does not understand my
honourable and learned friend's reference to a
statue of James I. If the statue of James II.,

lately placed at the west front of the new Admiralty,
is that alluded to, the First Commissioner has no
intention of removing it from its present site, which
is, he thinks, generally regarded as an appropriate
one.

Ba3-Relief3 on Hyde Paee Aeches. — Mr.
Pierpoint asked the hon. member for Chorley, as

representing the First Commissioner of Works,
whether his attention had been drawn to the decay-
ing condition of the bas-reliefs on the arches at the
entrance of the park at Hyde Park Corner, and
whether he would give instructions for their restora-

tion. Lord Balcarres : The First Commissioner has
had these bas-reliefs examined. The stonework is

reported to him to be in a fair condition, although
there are pares somewhat decayed. Experiments
are being tried as to the effects of Professor Church's
baryta solution on outside Portland stone. When
the result is ascertained the First Commissioner will

consider its application to these bas-reliefs for the
arrest of the decay. There seems to be nothing
requiring urgent attention, and having regard to the
great need for restricting public expenditure at this

time, the First Commissioner regrets that he cannot
promise now to undertake a restoration.

CHIPS.
A start will shortly be made with the building of

a new theatre at the corner of West Blackall- and
Ker-streets, Greenock, for which plans were recently
passed at the Dean of Guild Court of that burgh.
The various contracts have now been fixed.

By direction of the Loudon County Council a
memorial tablet was attached on Tuesday to No. 14,

York-place, Portman-square, where William Pitt

lived during the years 1803 and 1804. It was during
his residence there that Lady Hester Stanhope acted
as her uncle's secretary. The tablet is of green
encaustic ware.

In the case of George Stanton, Bromley, Kent,
builder, the order of discharge has been suspended
for two years, ending July 12, 190lj.

Steps are being taken for the conversion of a
portion of the Greenham Lodge estate, near New-
bury, into a racecourse. A large number of
labourers are employed on the site, and considerable
progress has already been made with the construc-
tion of the sloping lawns. Mr. C. W. .Stevens, the
architect of the stands at Ascot, has prepared the
plans for the grand stands at Newbury. 'The course
18 a level one, running parallel with the Great
Western Railway between Newbury and Thatcham
stations.

The Bishop of Menovia (Dr. Mostyn) laid on
Monday the foundation-stone of a new Roman
Catholic Church at Barmouth.

The Mersey Djcks and Harbour Board have
adopted a recommendation of the works committee
which will involve, in connection with a great
scheme of c'oi'k improvement and development at
the south end of the system, the expenditure of
£222, (K)0. The works proposed to be carried out in

accordance with plans by Mr. A. O. Lyster, the
board's eiiEineer, comprise an extension of the
Brunswick Dock over the site of the Union Dock
anil Brunswick Graving Docks, a passage 100ft.

wide from the To.vteth Dock, and the erection of

two single-story sheds.
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WATER STJPPLT AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

CiiniSTCHTiKCH, Hants.—At the last meeting of

the town council, Mr. C. J. Lomax, the council's

consulting engineer, attended for the purpose of

advising the council what steps to take with regard
to the sewerage scheme for the borough, which has

received the sanction of the Local Government
Board. He recommended the council to proceed
with the erection of the pumping station, the laying
of the rising and air mains, and the fixing of the
ejection chambers, in one contract, and the con-
struction of the engine-house, approach road, and
trestle bridge at Crouch Hill in a second contract.

This work he estimated to cost about £11,800, and
he thought it should be commenced about March or
April next. Replying to questions put to him by
members of the council, Mr. Lomax expressed the
opinion that the total cost of the scheme would
be under his estimate of £2S,900. The council

resolved to instruct Mr. Lomax to prepaie the

working plans, kc, for carrying out the portions

of the scheme suggested by him, and to borrow the
money for such work as and when required.

Galashiels.—The condition of the Galashiels
water reservoir at Knowesdean has for some time
been causing anxiety to the town council. Shortly
after the reservoir was constructed, about 2.5 years
ago, a leak occurred at the foot of the embankment,
by which several hundred thousand gallons of water
ran to waste daily. Recently another and much
larger leak has broken out, and the necessity of

something being done has become urgent. Messrs.
Leslie and Reid, engineers, of Eimburgh, were
asked to examine the reservoir, and report as to the
best method of dealing with the leakage. A special

meeting of the council has been held to consider

their report, at which it was agreed to empower the
engineers to carry through boring operations on the
embankment at the reservoir.

GosroET AND Alveestoke Main Drainage.—
Gosport and Alverstoke are situated on the western
side of Portsmouth Harbour. The whole district

comprised in the area to be drained is very flat, the
greatest difference of level being 22ft. The difficulty

of draining the district is increased by its peculiar
conformation, there being no less than four creeks
which penetrate the district. A sea outfall was
selected for the following reasons :—A higher state

of purity in the effluent would be required if dis-

charged into the harbour than would be necessary
if discharged into the open sea. Furthermore, the
creeks being left dry at low water the outfall

sewers would have to be taken to the mouths of

the creeks. The iron sewers required to carry the
effluents to low water would cost a very large sum.
A septic tank would be required for each of the four
outfalls. Furthermore, the land required for each of
the four tanks would be very difBcult and costly

to obtain. After carefully examining the shore,

the deep-wat«r channels, and set of the tides, the
point selected for the outfall is near the western
boundary of the district. The flatness and low-
lying nature of the district to be drained rendered
a pumping scheme necessary ; but the waterlogged
nature of the ground rendered the deep sewers
necessary for a central pumping station impossible.

The present population is between 27,000 and
30,000 ; the prospective population is taken at
40,000. The volume to be dealt with is as follows :

—

From rainfall 630c. ft. per minute ; from sewage
(twice the average flow) 267c. ft. per minute ; total

to be dealt with in tanks, S97c.ft. per minute ; say
900c.f.m., 0225c.f.m. per person, 202J gallons per
day per person. The pumps for lifting the sewage
at the 18 different points are in duplicate, at each
station, supplied with air from air compressors in

duplicate at a central station in Westtield-road.
The sewage is treated in septic tanks before being
discharged into the sea, but there are no contact
beds, as the effluent is discharged into the sea.

Briefly the works consist of, for the district :—26
miles of sewers varying in size from Gin. diameter
to 3ft. diameter ; 13 ejector stations, varying in size

from 50 gallons to SOO gallons ; 3J miles of rising

mains ; 7i miles of air mains ; a tank 300ft. by 75ft.

;

two 180H.P. air compressors. On Government
property there are five ejector stations. The whole
of the works have been carried out under the super-
vision of Mr. R. St. George Moore, M.Inst.C.E., of

17, Victoria-street, Westminster, assisted by Mr.
Herbert Frost, M.I.M. and C E., the contractors for
the general works being Messrs. B. Cooke and Co.,
of 16, Victoria- street, Westminster. The system was
inaugurated on Saturday last.

HiaiiwOETH, NEAE SwiNDON.—A new system of
water supply, carried out from plans by Mr. F.
Redman, C.E., Wood-street, Swindon, has just
been completed for the urban district council of
Highworth, and was formally inaugurated on
Thursday in last week. About two years ago
boring operations were commenced on Red Down
Hdl, about a mile distant from Highworth. After
exceptional difficulties had been encountered owing to
the curious formation of the strata, an ample supply
of water was discovered. A well was sunk to the
depth of 100ft., and over this a tower was erected

40ft. high, or with the tanks mounted on top, 50ft.

The tower itself, constructed of brickwork on a

foundation of concrete, is a conspicuous landmark.

The tanks have a capacity of 35,000 gallons. The
pumping plant, by Messrs. Tangye, of Birmingham,
consists of two oil-engines and two treble-barrel

deep-well pumps. The machinery is belt-driven

with interchangeable gearing. There are 3| miles

of cast-iron mains, with nximerous fire hydrants.

Hydrants are fixed at the ends of all mains and
branches, so that the whole of the system of pipes

can be easily scoured out. The contract was carried

out by Mr. Winchcombe, and the cost has been

about £5,500.

CHIPS.
The vault of the Guelphs at Gmunden has now

been completed, and the tomb of Prince Christian

of Cumberland has been erected therein. The
remains of King George V. of Hanover, which now
lie at Windsor Castle, will, it is stated, ultimately

find a resting-place in the new Mausoleum.

In Edinburgh Sheriff Summary Court on Friday,

John White, builder, St. Leonard's-street, Edin-
burgh, pleaded guilty to a charge of having returned

the rent of a house at Blackford Glen-road, Liber-

ton, at £25 instead of £30, being the rent stipulated

for with the tenant. He was fined £5, with £4
expenses.

Three new stained-glass windows in Manstone
Church, East Kent, were dedicated on Wednesday
week.

The Carpenters' Company announce their inten-

tion of offering two free scholarships in connection
with the building construction class at King's Col-

lege. Full particulars may be obtained of the clerk

to the company, Mr. J. Button Freeman, The Hall,

London-wall.

A site has been secured near Barrasford, Xew-
castle-on-Tyne, for a sanatorium for consumptives,
and towards the £50,000 required for its erection,

equipment, and endowment £13,000 has been raised.

Mr. John Kennedy, of Underwood, and of 71,

Great King-street, Edinburgh, inventor of a patent

book-indicator used in libraries, who died on Jan. 28
last, aged 68 years, left personal estate valued at

£12,697.

There was a large gathering of educationists at

Earls Colne, Essex, on Wednesday, at the formal
opening and inspection of the new science schools

provided through the munificence of Mr. Reuben
Hunt as an adjunct to the grammar school which
was refounded by him in 1893. The old foundation
dates from the year 1520 ; but long before the

building of the present school it had practically

ceased to exist, until, as a commemoration of the

late Queen's Jubilee, Mr. Hunt provided the present
schoDlhouse at a cost of £10,000. The new wing
comprises a science lecture-room, physical labora-

tory, chemical laboratory, and art-room, all fitted

up in the most modem manner. Towards the cost

of the new building the Essex County Council has
just made a grant of £1.000, but the bulk of the

expense is borne by Mr. Hunt.

The formal opening of Chichester Cathedral
organ, after the recent extensive alterations and
repairs, will take place on September 28.

On Wednesday morning a fire broke out at 22a,

Essex-street, Hackney, N.E., on the premises of

Mr. E. Smith, cabinet maker. A large back build-

ing, used as workshop? and stores and closely stored

with combustible materials, was entirely destroyed.

Sir J. H. C. Hume Campbell, of Marchmont, has
handed over, as a gift to the people of Greenlaw,
the former County Buildings, which in future will

be utilised as the town-hall.

The corporation of West Ham are about to carry
out the reconstruction of the existing horse tram-
ways in High-street, The Broadway, Leytonstone-
road, and Romford-road, having a route length of

about three miles three furlongs, double track. The
engineer is Mr, John Edward Waller, M.I.C.E., of

Great George- street, Westminster.

The committee in charge of the arrangements for

the memorial to Sir Hector Macdonald held a meet-
ing in Glasgow on Wednesday evening and resolved

to accept a site on the brow of the Green Hill,

Dingwall, Ross-shire. The position commands a
splendid view from the Cromarty Firth and the

surrounding country, including the Black Isle,

the birthplace of Sir Hector. Designs for the

memorial will be invited in due course.

An adjudication in bankruptcy has been made
in the case of Robert Alexander Conran, architect,

of Basing, Hampshire.

New council schools in Chapal-street, Lavens-
hulme, accommodating 1,000 children in two de-
partments, and built at a cost of £15,300, were
opened on Saturday. Eich school—for the build-

ings are separate—consists of a central hall, with
classrooms grouped all round. Tha heating is by
hot water, and the whole of the buildings are
provided with electric lighting.

©ur ^fiitt ^Mt
The report on the administration of the

Chantrey Trust will probably be ignored, and

next year, when public interest has cooled, the

Royal Academy Council will continue to make
purchases, as before. The Peers, with the evident

intention of encouraging the purchase of -work

by younger men, advise that the Chantrey pur-

chases should be made by a committee of three

—

the P.R.A., an Academician, and an Associate.

Associates of the Royal Academy are most

expectant Academicians, and seldom go against

"the shop." The 1863 Commission also re-

commended committees of three, composed

of two xVcademicians and cne Associate, to

act in the hanging and arrangement of

the summer e.^hibition8. There were to be

three of these committees, composed respec-

tively of painters, sculptors, and architects. The
commission also recommended that the number of

Academicians should be raised to fifty, the addi-

tional ones to be sculptors and architects, and

that to the fifty were to be joined ten lay or

non-professional members, to be elected for five

years by the Academy, and to be re- eligible.

Thirty Associates were to be added to the then

existing twenty. Academicians and Associates

were to exhibit but four works by right, and

future Associates and outsiders none by right,

in no case more than four ; and finally the then

existing system of instruction in the schools was

to be abandoned, and a salaried director appointed

to teach. These were all ignored by the Academy,
and no attempt has ever b;en made to enforce

them.

A sTRO.vG protest is being made against the site

selected for the Lincolnshire memorial statue of

Tennyson—the south-east corner of the Minster

Green, Liecoln. The statue is one of the last

works executed by the late Mr. G. F. Watts,

U.A., and stands with pedestal 20ft. in height.

Circulars are being sent out inviting signatures to

a petition to the committee. The signatories to

the petition include the Bishop of Lincoln, the

Right Hon. H. Chaplin, M.P., Precentor Bond,

.Sub-dean Leeke, Archdeacon Kaye, Mr. C.

Hodgson Fowler, the architect to the Dean and

Chapter, and many otherfe. The petitioners say :

—" We object to the selected site because the

placing in this position of a statue of the size and

character of the one proposed will, with its

surroundings, be quite out of harmony with, and

will entirely destroy the noble and world-

renowned view of the cathedral from the south-

east, which is at present unrivalled, and which is

usually the first view of the building beheld by
visitors. The position, in a corner of the Jlinster

yard, does not seem to be appropriate, nor

sufficiently dignified, for such a statue; whilst its

background from every point of view, except the

south-east, would appear to be similarly un-

suitable. We quite appreciate the wish of the

committee to gratify the desire of the artist that

the statue should find a place near the cathedral,

and we venture to point out that such a situation

is to be found on the ground recently cleared by
the munificence of Mr. Alfred Shuttleworth,

where the statue would occupy a dignified posi-

tion, free from all the objections which seem to

us to attach to the site now proposed, and where

it would have, certainly from two out of three

possible points of view, a background admirably

in harmony with the idei and design of the

statu«." A dummy model has been made for

the committee, and erected in turn on each of

the suggested sites.

The Bill recently introduced in the House of

Lords by the Marquess of Salisbury to make
better provision for the custody and preservation

of local records seeks to carry into effect the

recommendations of the Committee appointed in

1899, the provisions being of a permissive and

enabling character. Under the first clause any

local authority is empowered to join with another,

or with any ecclesiastical authority, in providing

and maintaining, or in aiding the provision and
maintenance of, a local Record Office. Com-
mittees so appointed may consist of persons

having special knowledge of records, even though

they should not be members of the local authorities

concerned. The establishment of the office is to

include the " acquisition, preservation, arrange-

ment, printing, calendaring, cataloguing, and

indexing of local records." The second clause

empowers the local Record Office authority to

make by-laws ; but where the authority is
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ecclesiastical the by-laws will require the con-

firmation of the JIaster of the KoUs. Uther
clauses provide for the inspection of the offices

by the representatives of the Public Record Office,

for the deposit of local records in the offices, and
in certain cases for the compulsory housing of

documents under the control of a parish council

or parish meeting. It is not proposed to extend

the measure, -which will be pushed forward next

session, to Scotland or Ireland.

Titian's portrait of Anosto, recently in the
collection of the Earl of Darnleyat Cobham Hall,

has been purchased for the National Collection

from Sir George Donaldson, who has ceded the

picture to the Xational Gallery at the price which
he paid Lord Darnley for it—namely, £30,000.
Towards this amount the sum of £18,500 has been
subscribed from private sources, the donors being
Mr. W. Waldorf Astor, Mr. Alfred Beit, Lord
Burton, Lord Iveagh, Mr. Pierpont Morgan,
and Lady Wantage. The picture was placed in
the Venetian Room, No. VIL, in the gallery at

Trafalgar-square on Wednesday. This famous
portrait is of kit-cat size, showing the head and
right shoulder, the head turned towards the
spectator. Sir Henry Thompson, Bart., the well-
known surgeon and lithotomist has bequeathed
to the gallery the portrait of himself by Sir John
Millais. It is hung in Room XXI. in the place
of the "Yeoman of the Guard," by the same
painter, which has been removed to the National
Gallery of British Art, MiUbank. Mr. John R.
Bright has presented a water-colour sketch by Sir
David Wilkie of that painter's portrait of King
William IV. and Queen Adelaide. It is hung in

the gallery at MQlbank. Mr. W. A. Sandby has
bequeathed a portrait of Paul Sandby, R..\.., by
Francis Cores, R.A. This wiU shortly be hung
in the National Gallery at Trafalgar-square.

A cLKVEKLY-rAixTED picture of interest to

those who follow the incidents of the war be-
tween Japan and Russia is to be seen at the
Modern Gallery, 17S, Bond-street, W. , entitled
" A Skirmish on the Yalu," by the Japanese war
artist S. Tozo, of Tokio. Mr. Tozo is well known
for his pictures of old Shogun fights in the
lapaneso stj'le : and the present picture, pur-
chased by Sir Bryan Leighton, is an example
of the transient state of Japanese paint-
ing. It represents a skirmish on the Yulu be-
tween Russian and .Japanese civalry, and is a
real incident which took place on the banks of
the Yalu river early in the war, when the Japanese
cavalry had captured two Russian guns. The
movements of the horses galloping forward
and their foreshortened bodies are remarkably
painted, with certain characteristic features
of Japanese—as in the legs of the horses,
which are more like those of Japanese ponies.
<Jne of the mounted men, a Russian officer, is

beating his men with the Hat of his sword—

a

•Japanese method. The combat depicted is full
of spirit and life. The picture was exhibited at
the Tokio Institute of Arts, and drew many
thousands of visitors. In addition to this war
picture, a miscellaneous collection of oil and
water colour pictures are to be seen on the walls
of this gallery, and we noted a few admirable
works by Will Anderson, Lewis I. Wood's
sketches at Caen

; T. W. .\llen, Laurence G.
Linnell, Percy French, (teorgo C. Ilaitc's Italian
views, and one or two charming garden studies
of blossoms by Mary Stevens, such as the
Deanery Garden, Sonning-on-Thames, also works
by Albert Stevens, Frederick F. Ogilvie, and
others.

Skvf.rai. of the domes of that wonderful and
fascinating place, the Mammoth Gave of Ken-
tncky, have lately been measured by Dr. Horace
C._ Ilovoy, and the measurer has adopted an
original means. Instead of ascertaining depths
by sounding, ho has estiraateil heights by the use
of small balloons affixed to silk cords. These
balloons were of rubber inflated with hydron-en to
a diameter of about loin., and were used in Iroups
Of five. The operation was rendered the easier
by illuminating the balloons as they ascended
With strong acetylene lamps ; and when it is added
that one of the "domes" measured 15U't. from
floor to celling, the interest of the experimoat will
bo realised.

Til i; Carnegie Institution at Washington has
received from Prof. Pumpelly a preliminary re-
port of the investigations which ho i.t makin"-
under the auspices of the institution on the
ancient site of Anau, near Aschab.id, in liussian
lurkestan. lie reports gratifying success, the
expedition having explored over lilGft. of suc-

cessive culture strata, containing at least four

almost uninterrupted culture stages, extending
apparently for thousands of years through the

neolithic and bronze into the beginning of the

iron age, and having correlated the stages of

culture with important events in the physiographic

history and with the introduction of irrigation.

(>sv. rather curious result of the Russo-Japanese
war is reported from Siberia, where, according to

a local paper, the fact that the men have all taken

up the rifle has led a good many of the women to

take up the trowel. It appears that the number
of men who have been called ,to the front has led

to a great scarcity of bricklaj'era. The contractors

have in consequence had recourse to female

labour, and, what is more, it is alleged that the

woman bricklayer is acquitting herself admirably.

It is to be hoped that when the men do return

they may not find themselves ousted by their

wives for good and aU.

Tni; Board of Trade returns of timber for

July last show a marked falling off in both
imports and exports compared with July, 1903.

The imports are v.alued at £10,9.50,601, the

decrease amounting to £3,656,889, equal to lO'S

per cent. In raw materials and articles mainly
unmanufactured, wood and hewn timber is more
in quantity by 21,273 loads, but the value is

lower by £64,992 ; sawn or split wood shows a

heavy faU, amounting in quantity to 41,542 loads,

and in value to £313,680 ; the shrinkage is due to

smaller receipts from Canada. The exports of

British and Irish produce amount to £24,783,582,
showing a decrease of £1,091,963.

An international exposition of Hygiene is about
to be held in Paris. The following congresses
will take place in connection with it, viz. :—Life-

saving, from August 25 to 31
;
public health,

from September 10 to 20 ; fisheries, from October
1 to 10; social economy, from October 11

to 20 ; hygiene from October 21 to 31 ; and
tuberculosis at a later date. A congress of

climatotherapy and urban hygiene has also been
arranged for at Arcachon, France, from April 24

to 29, 1905, under the presidency of Prof. Renaud,
of Lyons. The general secretary is Dr. Lalesque,
of Arcachon.

An election of pensioners to the Builders' Benevo-
lent Institution will take place in December at the
offices, 31 and 32, Bedford-street, Strand. Forms
of application may be obtained of the secretary, Mr.
Thomas Costigan.

Mr. W. A. Ducat, Local Government Board in-
spector, held an inquiry at Rugby on Friday with
reference to the application of the district council
for sanction to the borrowing of £960 for repairing
the cattle market, £4,750 for a refuse destructor at
the Rugby sewage farm, and £750 for the con-
struction of an outfall sewer from Brownsover
Mill-road to the sewage farm.

The will has been proved of the late Mr. Robert
George Goodacre, of 45, Grosvenor-road, Whalley
Range, Manchester, and formerly of 116, Regent-
road, Southfields, Leicester, architect. The gross
amount is £12,291, and the net personalty £4,434.

The pariah church of Cadynham, near Bodmin, is

about to be restored, from plans prepared by Mr.
G. H. Fellowes Prynne, F.R.I.B.A., of London.

The vicar of Coxwold, East Riding, appeals for
help towards repairing the roof of the church and
other works of restoration. Mr. C. Hodgson
Fowler, F.S.A., of Durham, is the architect, and
the cost is estimated at £500. The Rev. Lawrance
Sterne was vicar of Coxwold, which has an almost
unique tower rising as an octagon from its base.
Among other improvements, the original chancel
arch is to be cleared of the present unsightly lath
and plaster covering, erected in the 18th century.

At the half-yearly meeting of the Rhodesia Rail-
ways, held on Friday, Earl Grey, who presided,
saiil that 321 miles of line had been opened for
traffic. Their trunk lines south of the Zambesi were
thus finished, and they had also completed the
Gweto, Selukwe, and Matoppo branches. Their
total railway system open for traffic was now 1,309
miles. The bridge over the Victoria Falls was being
erected ; the construction of the extension north of
the river had begun, and the permanent way mate-
rial was being carried across by a cableway con-
currently with the building of the bridge.

Owing to the continued increase of population in

the mining centre of Cowie, near Bmuockburn, the
.St. Ninians .School Board have built a now school,
and on Saturday it was formally opened by .Sir

Hugh Shaw Stewart, Bart., M.P. Tlie school,
which has lioon erected from plana by Mr. Ronald
Walker, Stirling, has cost £1,500, and gives accom-
modation for 308 pupils.

MBETINaS FOB THE ENSTJING WEEK.
Saturday (To-Morrow).—Northern Architectural Asso-

ciatiOD. Excursion to Sunderland to
view the Roker Pier and New Post-
Office. To assemble at Sunderland Rail-
way Station. 3.8 p.m.

CHIPS.
The Corporation of Exeter have agreed that ap-

plication shall be made to the Local Government
Board for a loan in respect of the proposed exten-
sive additions to the Royal Albert Memorial
College, for which plans, &o., are to be forthwith
prepared by Messrs. Tait and Harvey, of Exeter,
for the approval of the Board of Education and the
Local Government Board.

The annual excursion of the employees of the

Bath and Wiltshire district of the Bath Stone Firms,
Ltd., took place on Saturday to Plymouth. Three
special trains were engaged and conveyed about
2,000 to this interesting seaport town, and no doubt
the workmen who are so accustomed to working in

the dark, in underground quarries, fully appreciated

the beautiful sunshine and pleasure trips both by
land and water around the Eddystone Lighthouse,

Saltash, and the river Tamar. Some of the directors

and the whole of the ohice staff accompanied the

party.

The opening of the new drill-hall in Copper
Chare, Morpeth, for the Morpeth detachment of

the 1st. V.B.N.F. took place on Siturday. For the

alterations and additions to the building the archi-

tect was Major G. Reavell, of Alnwick and
Morpeth, and the contractor was Mr. R. Charlton
Hall, Buller's Green, Morpeth.

Mr. William Henry Bukinshaw, of 162, Broom-
spring-Iane, Sheffield, joiners' tool manufacturer,
left estate valued at £1,432 133. 2d gross, and at

£1,051 net.

A large concrete steel building, probably the

largest ever undertaken in which this type of con-

struction is used, will be erected for the Liberal Arts
Department of the University of Ottawa. The
Hennebique system will be employed, and the

structure will be faced with Indiana stone.

Mr. G. H. Carter, electrical engineer to the

Heckmondwike Urban District Council, has been
selected out of nine by -six candidates for a similar

appointment under the urban district council at

Acton. The salary is £200 per annum, with
residence, coals, and light.

What is believed to be a discovery of Scottish

Royal remains was made at Dunfermline Abbey on
Friday. In the course of reseating operations in

the north transept, at a depth of 4ft., several

coffins were discovered, one of them being of stone,

whUe another of lead contained the greater part of

a skeleton. Overlooking the transept are two
carved panels bearing the names of King Robert
Bruce and Malcolm Canmore, along with a list of

relatives and descendants who are buried in the

church.

The Wakefield and district tramoara commenced
running on Monday. The power-station is at Belle

Vue, near Sandal. The centre from which the

routes from Wakefield radiate is the Bull King, or

market-place, and there is a regular service from that

point to Belle Vue and Sandal, Horburyaud Ossett,

and Outwood, Lofthouse, and Leeds. A branch to

Rothwell will shortly be opened, and within a short

time the system will couple up with Normanton,
Caatleford, Pontefract, and Kuottingley.

Operations for constructing the Burton and Ashby
Light Railway, promoted by the Midland Railway
Company, are about to commence. Messrs. Dick,

Kerr, and Co., of Preston, have secured the contract

for laying and equipping the line, but only the

figures for the permanent way, which do not include

so much as the rails, have transpired, and this

estimate is £30,849. The main line is to connect

with the Burton corporation tramways at Winshill,

and will extend along the highway nine miles to

Ashby-de-la-Zouch. In addition there will be four

loop lines so as to carry the railway through the

populous colliery and pottery districts of Newhall,
Swadlincote, Grosley, and Woodville.

On Sunday week a stained-glass window was
dedicated in the parish church of SS. Peter and
Paul, I'akenham, Norfolk. The window, which is

placed in the west side of the north aisle, contains

subjects taken from the Gospel of St. Luke. In the

centre are figures representing the Virgin Mary and
Luke. On the right is the figure of Christ raising

the Widow's Son, and on the left is the figure of

the Woman touching the hem of Christ's garment.

At Devonport on Saturday, Major Druitt, Board
of Trade inspector, inspected the line from Mile-

house to Ford, which is a continuation of St. Levan-

road, and which has just been completed. The road

over which the lino runs has been made by the

corporation. With the completion of this piece, the

whole of the tramway system for which powers were
abtained by the Devonport and District Tramway
Co. and the Corporation has been linked up.
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WAOBS MOVEMENTS.
Thk Laboue Maezet in July.—The monthly

report prepared by the Labour Department on the
state of the labour market in July is baaed on 4,6H
returns—viz., 3,154 from employers or their asso-
ciations, 1,371 from trade-unions, and 89 from other
sources. On the whole, it is reported, employment
in July last was slightly worse than in June. As
compared with a year ago, a general decline is

shown. In the 270 trade-unions with an aggregate
membership of 56S-,272 making returns, 34,491 (or
6'1 per cent.) were reported as unemployed at the
end of June, as compared with 5'9 per cent, a
month ago, and 4-9 per cent, in July, 1903. The
mean percentage of unemployed returned at the
end of June during the ten years 1894-1903 was 3-8.

Employment generally continues dull in the build-
ing trades, and on the whole shows little change as
compared with a month ago. Compared with a
year ago, it is rather worse. The percentage of
unemployed trade-union members among car-

penters and joiners was 5'7 at the end of July,
compared with G'3 at the end of June, and 3 3 a
year ago. The percentage for plumbers was 10'4

at the end of July, as compared with 9 9 at the end
of June, and 6'7 a year ago. In the furnishing and
wood-working trades employment continues dull,

and is about the same as a month ago, but worse
than a year ago. The percentage of unemployed
trade-union members at the end of July was
5'7, as compared with 55 per cent, in June,
and 4"2 per cent, a year ago. The total number of

workpeople involved in disputes which began or
were in progress during July, 1904, was 16,322,
compared with 6,792 in June, 1904, and 10,100 in

July, 1903. Definite results were reported during
the month in the case of 15 disputes, new and old,

affecting 5,979 workpeople. Of these disputes, four,
involving 3'751 persons, were decided in favour of
the workpeople; eight, involving 1,404 persons,
were decided in favour of the employers ; and three,

involving 824 persons, were compromised. In the
case of two other disputes terminating during the
month, and involving 644 persons, certain points
are still under consideration. The changes in rates

of wages reported during July affected nearly 5,300
workpeople, of whom over 1,500 received advances
and nearly 3,800 sustained decreases. The net
effect of all the changes was a decrease of nearly
£130 per week. The principal changes reported
were decreases affecting nearly 1,100 steel workers
at Eaton and 1,200 bridge builders at Motherwell.

Glasgow Masons' Strike.—A demonstration of

the operative masons took place in Glasgow on
Saturday in connection with the Glasgow masons'
strike. The demonstrators, who numbered about a
thousand, marched through the principal thorough-
fares in the centre of the city, accompanied by
bands, and were thereafter addressed on Glasgow
Green by trade union speakers. The position of
affairs remains unchanged.

New Yoek.—There are indications that before
the end of August there will be 100,000 men con-
cerned directly or indirectly in the building trades

in New York out on strike. The employees of the
FuUar Construction Company, one of the largest
building firms in America, struck work on Monday,
and joined forces with the other workmen who have
been on strike during the past few weeks. The
Employers' Association have presented an ultimatum
to the strikers that, unless they return to work by
Monday next, the 22nd inst., their unions will no
longer be recognised, and non-unionists will be
offered employment. This is resented by the
unionists, who threaten, if it is carried out, to com-
pletely tie up the building industry in New York.

LATEST PRICES.

A new vestry and cloister have been added to

Croston pariah church at a cost of £876.

The destructive fire which occurred on Monday
at the Shoreditch Town Hall, Old-street, St. Luke's,
resulted in the destruction of the roof of the large
hall, which had seating accommodation for 2,000
people, and also in considerable damage to other
parts of the municipal buildings. The premises
at the time were undergoing repair.

The Mayor of Lambeth, on Siturday afternoon,
unveiled a drinking-fountain, erected by public
subscription, within the grounds of Brockwell Park,
near the Water-lana entrance, as a memorial to the
late Mr. Aldermin Candler, in recognition of his

efforts for securing the extension of the park. The
memorial was designed by Mr. A. W. Sheppard, of

John-street, Alelphi, the honorary architect, and
has been constructed by Mr. John Whitehead, of

Biohester-row, Westminster. The base of the
memorial is of stone, and to the top of the basins is

of polished gray granite. The basins, which are
also of granite, are surmounted by four p3lishedred
granite pillars, wit'a cxrvei Ionic capitals. Between
tbesi are piaqls. hairing insiriptioni, and a bronz3
medallion portrait.

IBON, etc.
Per ton.

EoUcd-Iron Joists, Belgian £5 10

RoUed-Steel JoiBta, EngUsh 6 10
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7

Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 B
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 20

Do., Welsh B IB

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

Sonth Staffs 8
Best Snedahill 9

Per ton.
£5 IB
6 12 6
7 B
8 10

90 6
6 17 C

8 15
9 10

Angles 10s., Tees 208. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £7 78. 6d.

Boildeis' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £12 to £13 per ton.

QUvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 21.

6ft. to 8ft. long, indosive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £10 15 ...£11

Beat ditto 11 B ... 11 10

Castr-Iron Columns £6 10 to £8 10
Cfl8t-Iron Stanchions.

.

6 10 „ 8 10
Boiled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 0,, 850
Eolled-Steel Fencing Wire „ 6 5 0,, 6 10

„ „ „ Galvanised. 7 15 „ 8
Oast-Iron Sash Weights 4 12 6 „ 4 12 6
Cut Clasp Nails, Sin. to 6in 9 B „ 9 B
Out Floor Brads 9 0,, 900
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

6 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 18 14 16 B.W.O.
8/- 8/6 9/- 9/6 9/9 10/6 11/3 12/- 13/- per cwt.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £5 IB to £6
4in. toSin 6 12 6 „ B 17 6
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 5 0,, B 10

[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra ; tamed
uid bored joints, 58. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron

—

Per ton.

Cold Blast, Lilleshall leSs. Od. to 112s. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 658. Od. to 70s. Od.

Vrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f.o.b. (plus 5 per cent.) ;

—

Gas-Tubes 67Jp.c.
Water-Tubes 621 „
Steam-Tubes 57} „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 55 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 50 „
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45 „

lOcwt. casks.

Per ton.
Zinc, English (London mill) £24 10
Do., VieUle Montagne 27 10
Sheet Lead, 31b. and upwards ... 13 15
Lead Water Pipe (F.O.B. Lond.) 14 5
Lead Barrel Pipe 15 2 6
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside 16 2 6

„ , and outside 17 12 6
Composition Gas-Pipe 16 2 6
Soil-Pipe (5in. and Sin. extra) ... 16 2 6
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 10 16

Bcwt. casks.
Per ton.

to £25

„ 27 15

„ 13 15

„ 14

„ 15 2

„ 16 2

„ 17 12

„ 16 2 6

„ 16 2 6

„ 10 17 6

„ 15 5

„ 70

„ 59 15

„ 1!!2 12 6

„ 125 10

„ 22 7 6

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15
Copper Sheets, sheathingand rods 70
Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 59 5
Tin, Straits 122 2
Do., EngUah Ingots 155
Spelter, Silesian 22

TIKBEB.
Teak, Bnrmah per load £9 15 to £18
„ Bangkok „ ... 9 5 „ 16 15

Quebec Pme, yellow „ ... 4 0,, 6 15
„ Oak 4 17 6 „ 7 15
„ Birch 2 10 „ 4 17

„ Hm , ... 4 10 „ 8
„ Ash „ ...4 5 0,, 7

Dantsic and Memel Oak „ ... 2 10 „ 6
Fir „ ... 2 10 „ 5

Wainscot, Biga p. log 2 15 „ 5
Lath, Dantsic, p.f 4 0,, 6

St. Petersburg 4 0,, 6
Greenheart 7 15 „ 8
Box 7 0,, IB
Sequoia, U.S.A percubefoot 3 6,,
U^ogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick 6,,
„ Honduras ... „ ... 6 „
„ Mexican 4,,
„ African „ ... 8),,

Cedar, Cuba , ...0 8,,
„ Honduras „ ... 3},,

Satinwood 10 „
Walnut, Italian , „. 8,,

„ American (logs) ,. ...081,,

8

7i
5

5i

3J
si

1 9

7J
S 1

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12ft. by liin.
by llin. ;

—

Quebec, Pine, Ist £22 to £29
„ 2nd 18 „ 23 10
„ Srd 11 10 „ 14

Canada Spruce, lat 11 „ 15 10
„ 2nd and 3rd 9 0,, 10 10

New Brunswick 8 0,, 9 15
Biga 8 0,, 8 10
St. Petersburg 8 5 0,, 17
Swedish 11 15 „ 20
Finland 9 15 „ 10
White Sea 1110 „ 20
Battens, aU sorts 6 15 „ 14 10

Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

iBtprepared £0 11 9 „ £0 18 6
2nd ditto 12 9 „ 15 6
Other qualities 5 6,, 13

Staves, per standard H :

—

U.S., pipe £37 10 „ £45
Memel, cr. pipe 220 „ 230
Memel, brack 190 „ 200

STONE.*
Darley Dale, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 3
Bed Mansdeld ditto , ... 2 4J
Hard York ditto 2 10
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both aides, landings,

random sizes per foot sup. 2 8
Ditto ditto 3in. alabs sawn two sides,

random sizes „ ... 1 8

• AU F.O.B. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations
per foot cube £0 10

Delivered on road waggons, Paddington
Depot „ ... 1 64

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot „ ... 18}

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :

—

Brown White
Whit Bed. Base Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the
quarry per foot cube £0 1 5$ ... £0 1 7J

Delivered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot ... f not n g oi
Ditto Nine Elms Depot.. ( " •••"' » - v i i)

Ditto Pimlico Wharf I

OII.S.
Linseed pel tun £16 7 6 to £17 7 6
Bapeseed, English pale ... „ ... 22 10 „ 24 10

Do., brown , ... 21 „ 21 15
Cottonseed, refined 17 10 „ 19 10

OUve, Spanish „ ... 81 „ 81 B
Seal, pale „ ... 16 „ 26
Cocoanut, Cochin , ... 33 „ 34
Do., Ceylon , ... 29 10 „ 39 10

Pahn, Lagos , ... 26 10 „ 27 10
Oleine 17 B „ 19 B
Lubricating TJ.S per gaL 7 0,, 080
Petroleum, refined „ ... 5i „
Tar, Stockhohn per barrel 18 0,, 160
Do., Archangel „ ... 19 6 „ 10 6
Tuipentine, American ...per ton 87 „ 37 5

CHIPS.

In connection with the indication by the County
Council of houses in London which have formed the
residences of distinguished individuals, a memorial
tablet was on Friday erected on No. 22, Theobald's-
road, where on December 21, 1804, Benjamin
Disraeli, Eirl of Beaconsfield, was born. The tablet

is of encaustic ware, and chocolate in colour.

Mr. Arthur Dj,niel Jones, of Beechaven, Border-
crescent, Sydenham, M.I.C.E., left estate of the

gross value of £86,925 lOs. Ud., the vet personalty
being sworn at £8(5,813 153. 4d.

Two new stained- glass windows in the restored

portion of Dunblane Cathedral were unveiled on
Sunday. The larger ia to the memory of Mr. and
Mrs. Wallace, of Glassingall. It was by the

munificence of the late Mrs. Wallace that the

cathedral was restored ten years ago. The other

window is to the memory of the Rav. Dr. Hamilton.

The subsidence of the Quai Qambetta, which
forms the northern wall of the principal water area

in Boulogne, will involve the expenditure of any
sum between one million and two million francs.

By new processes of production, what is called
" wood turpentine "—that is, a somewhat inferior

quality of spirits of turpentine, is now being manu-
factured in the Southern States from pine knots,

roots, &c., which sources of supply have hitherto

been allowed to go to waste in abandoned pine

lands. The new industry, as yet, is only in the ex-

perimental stage, but it is being watched with
interest by naval stores dealers, who hope that an
article produced in this way may be useful in the

industrial arts, where cheaper grades are utilisable,

and where it is not necessary to use the high
standard qualities of spirits of turpentine, which, so

far, can only be obtained by distilling the pure gum
of the pine tree.

An inquiry relating to the death of William
Thomas Liddiard (28), an architect, of 10, Elms-
wood-gardens, Acton, who committed suicide under
painful circumstances at his residence on Saturday
night, was held on Tuesday, at Acton, by Dr.
Gordon Hogg. Mrs. Liddiard, the widow, stated

that her husband hal for some time past complained
of pains in his head. He appeared to be in bad
health generally. He went to business, aa ahe

thought, every day, and she was not aware of his

having any trouble until quite recently. Her sus-

picions were aroused when she found some bills

unpaid which he told her he had settled. Detective-

sergeant Thompson stated he called on Saturday
night and told deceased that he had a warrant for

his arrest for forgery in respect of a large sum of

money. Mr. Liddiard was allowed to go to his bed-

room to get his clothing, and when on the stairs cut

his throat with a razor. The jury returned a
verdict of " Suicide while temporarily insane."

The rural district council of Maybury have
adopted a scheme by Messrs. WiUcox and Baikes,

civil engineers, for the sewering of the town of

Ma.ybury, at an estimated cost of £5,800.
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DOUBTFUL QUESTIONS.

MUCH of the practice of the profession is

taken up with the solution of doubtful

questions relating to construction, to munici-
pal or legal matters of more or less importance.

And these are questions about which the

young architect is often least prepared : they
have formed no part of his professional train-

ing. His office experience has been of a too

fitful and intermittent a kind to have helped
him to arrive at practical conclusions, and
his school and classroom studies have not
touched them, so that he is thrown a good
deal on his own resources or upon the advice
of his seniors in the profession, or a practical

builder or surveyor. Every young architect

must have a beginning, and no matter how
ignorant he may be of some things in his

profession, there is always someone ready
to befriend him. And yet the patronage
a few fortunate young men receive in this

way appears a painful irony to many who
are better qualified and experienced. A
young architect gets by good fortune the
public offices or free library of his town to

design, though he has never tried his hand
at either of these problems, while a more
experienced member of his profession in the
same town is passed by. But this strange
and mistaken bestowal of patronage is

common enough ; the qualifications count for

little among some people, who value a man's
presumption or bounce more than his skill.

Anyhow, it is better to learn by one's own
hard-earned experience how to get over a
difficulty or to find out an error of plan or con-
struction than to seek the advice of another,
or to conceal one's ignorance by copj'ing a
plan of another building. Everyone who
enters the profession has to go through the
same " mill ''

; if his training and knowledge
are defective ho will have to make the best of
them, or depend on those who can help him in
his emergency. There is no way of teaching
the practice of the profession, except by
actual apprenticeship to an architect in a
large business where transactions with
clients, builders, and others are frequent,
or by entering a workshop to learn the
methods of workmanship and the use of
materials. The architects office is the only
school where business relations with clients,

the law of contract, landlord and tenant,
municipal and legal obligations can be
practically learned, if only the pupil takes
advantage of his opportunities, or his master
takes the trouble to explain these matters

;

and the workshops of the builder or works
in progress are the only means of instructing
a youth in building and practical details.
If those two agencies were made use of more
thoroughly the young architect would bo
much bettor equipped for his profession than
ho IS now.
To tako a few instances of shortcomings.

The builder complains to tlio architect in
wnting or otherwise that the plan he
18 working to is not correct in scale,
that to obtain the dimensions of a certain
room an extra in the brickwork will
be ro(iuired which has not been taken into
account. The contract clause relating to
drawings statos that " the fisured dimensions
on tao drawings are to bo followed in prefer-
ence to scalo dimensions "

; but this does not
satisfy the builder, who makes a claim for an
extra. There is sure to bo disagreement in
a question of this kind if the contractor
wishes to " score a point," and the architect
must bo prepared with an answer. Plans
are not impliedly guaranteed by either archi-

tect or employer, and it is safe to add to the

clause above the words: "The figured

dimensions are believed to be substantially

correct, but the contractor is to verify the

same, and satisfy himself that such is the

case.'' We only mention this as one of the

questions that often arise early during the

progress of the work, and often causes much
uneasiness. It is one of the disputed points

which frequently occur. To avoid any such

difficulty, it is a good plan to require the

contractor to set out the walls of the build-

ing on the site before the works are com-
menced, and if there is any disparity between
the plans and actual dimensions, to consult the

architect. In the matter of levels it is par-

ticularly desirable for the contractor to take

his own levels and measurements, rather

than to trust to those given in the drawings,

and a clause in the conditions ought to be

inserted. <^r the drawings and specifications

do not agree—a frequent cause of trouble.

The architect is speedily informed of the

want of correspondence, and many con-

tractors like to make the most of it—and
would make still more of it if the architect

omitted to state in the conditions, " that the

contractor shall verify the same, and satisfy

himself that they agree or not," and if they
are found not to agree the architect is to settle

the point. It would be hazardous to say
what a jury would decide on such a point, or

what a judge's ruling might be. Clear ideas

about the obligations of contract work may
help the practitioner. Very often a claim for

an extra is made about which there is some
doubt in the mind of the architect. In a
large number of contracts the contractor

undertakes for a stated amount to perform
the entire work according to plans, specifica-

tions, and quantities, and it is a disputed

point that has not, we believe, been definitely

decided whether a contractor can set up a
claim for any substantial deficiency on the
quantities or not, even when the contract
does not state the quantities are to form the
' basis of the contract.'' It has been thought,
indeed, that if a contractor agreed to perform
the work for a stated sum he, could not claim
an extra for any deficiency or omission in the
quantities. He, in fact, was bound to satisfy

himself that the work could be carried out
in accordance with the plans and specifications

and quantities, and that these documents
were correct or sufficient. Such a contract
has been called an " entire contract." The
quantities do not form the basis of it, although
one of the contract documents. Its accuracy
is not guaranteed, nor is that of the plans,

Ac. ; but they are provided only to assist

the contractor to make his tender. Such
certainly has been the general understanding
with regard to quantities supplied through
the architect, and which do not form the basis

of the contract, and there is generally a clause
inserted to that effect. The point, however,
lias been disputed. In the case of "Ford
v. Bemrose " (1901), it was held that if a
contractor was supplied with a bill of quan-
tities and ho tendered upon it, he had a right

to look upon them as a reliable document,
and was entitled to bo paid for any substan-
tial insufficiency

—

i.<\, there is an implied
warranty on the employer's part as to the
accuracy of the quantities supplied by his

agent. There has been, we believe, an
appeal from this ruling. When the quanti-
ties form the basis of contract the question is

simple, for if the ([uantities are short the
contractor will be allowed the value of the
deficiency ; if they are in excess the differ-

ence of value will be deducted. The dis-

tinction to bo noted between an "entire
contract" or "lump-sum contract,'' which
must bo treated as a whole, and one that is

not entire, is important. As there is no
division into parts in the ontiro contract, tho
consideration is al^o indivisible ; while in

tho latter case separate prices are ii.Ked for

different parts of tho work. In any contract
for a complete whole tho contract includes

everything necessary to render the work
complete, and the contract Dr cannot claim

for any omission or extras which may be
implied to be necessary for completion. Such
a contract therefore absolves, it would seem,
the architect from any obligation as to the

warranty of his di'awings or specificitions.

There is, however, some legal doubt on the

point, which makes it necessary for the archi-

tect to be careful and as accurate as possible

in the quantities prepared by or for him. In
one of the cases cited, a floor was only
partially specified—the floor - boards were
omitted ; but the contractor having agreed to

carry out a complete work, it was held that

the flooring could not be claimed as an extra.

In these circumstances the contractor ought
to satisfy himself before he signs a contract

that the drawings and specifications include

all that is necessary.

Many disputes arise about " extras "
; and

not many architects can boast of carrying

out their designs without any. It is one of

the first things which disturb the equanimity
of the architect and builder ; and the young
practitioner may have an occasion for re-

membering his first experience—that is, if

the contractor likes to make himself disagree-

able. It often opens the first loophole for

dissensions, and we hive known instances

where the after transactions between archi-

tect and contractor have been rendered quite

unendurable. Unless the extra claimed is

allowed, every subsequent reference to the

contract is questioned. An extra can only

be allowed when an addition or alteration is

made with the. employer's authoi'ity ; and it

is open to doubt whether an architect has

power to bind both parties to his decision as

to what are extras. Two cises decided by
the (Jourt of Appeal have, indeed, upheld the

architect's decision ; it was ruled that the

architect, as agent for his employer, in
giving a negligent decision when it was
given between employer and contractor

upon a matter in the contract, had
power, inasmuch as he occupied the posi-

tion of an arbitrator, in deciding upon
the final amount payable under the con-

tract; and he was therefore not liable for

negligence. But if the architect does not

occupy the position of arbitrator between
these parties, but is merely acting as agent,

he would be liable to the employer for negli-

gence. But, of course, every case must be
judged by itself. The question we have
raised about extras involves naturally the

certificates of the architect. He may have
power to make his decisions binding on both

parties, but he may be negligent in so

deciding. In this case the employer may
demand redress from his agent. Thus the

architect may grant a final certificate to the

contractor which is thought excessive by the

employer, who I'efuses to pay ; but it has

been ruled that he must pay the contractor

the amount certified, though he can recover

from the architect if the certificate is negli-

gently given. It may happen some work is

omitted to bo specified. Can the architect

order it as an extra ? The question is whether

such work is necessary to comploto the build-

ing contracted for as a whole. If so, he

cannot; and by the same argument if a con-

tractor omits certain things which, although

specified, are not necessary for a complete

work and it is accepted, he may claim the

full amount. Nor can tho employer claim a
reduction for any inferior work if accepted

by him. The majority of disputes about
building arise from claims for extras and tho

granting of certiticatos which depend upon
thoni. At all times they are troublesome

matters for inexperienced men in tho profes-

sion. If tho main principles we have noticed

arc kept in view -in short, whether tho

architect is simply acting as an agent for his

client or as an arbitrator between hiin and tho

contractor, and the further question, whether
the contract is for a completed work or not

—

there ought to be less difficulty in solving
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the matter, and, of course, we exclude any
such thing as culpable negligence or collusion

on the architect's part.

The introduction of bad materials or in-

ferior workmanship into a building is often
the cause of disagreement. Perhaps some
sappy flooring or wall-panelling is put in

;

the employer complains, and refuses to pay
the certificate till the work is reinstated.

The architect must decide the point. lie, of

course, condemns the sappy boards, but
thinks a deduction should be made that will

meet the case, and this can be claimed when
the contract is to complete the building.
The granting of certificates is supposed by
many to imply an acceptance of the
work of contractor ; but those who know
anything about the matter are aware
progress certificates do not determine any-
thing, and that the giving of one does
not imply any approval of the work
done, nor does the payment of a certificate

on account imply acceptance or approval
of work done. On the other hand, the
"final certificate" is binding, and if the
architect makes the mistake of granting it

before he examines the work done, or before
inferior woikmanship has been put right,

he has little hold legally upon the contractor.
In any case the employer cannot refuse to

pay the amount, though he would have a
ground for negligence against his architect
if he could show that the architect had
over-certified, or in excess of the amount
really due, as we have intimated before.

Many contractors are eager to obtain certifi-

cates on account, and one of the weaknesses
of the young practitioner is to accede too
readily and before he has been able to

examine the work.
Other questions arise in connection with

municipal and Government restrictions

which seriously impede the progress of the
architect's work. He is hampered by condi-
tions and regulations of the local by-laws
relating to lines of frontage, height of build-
ing, drainage regulations, and other matters
which have been perhaps overlooked in the
hurry of pi'eparing plans, and he must con-
sider himself fortunate if he does not have to

submit a new design conforming to the rules.

In plans for rehousing the laboiu'ing classes,

there is much to contend against. The
Housing Acts are very exacting, and make
it difficult for the local authority to carry out
its provisions within reasonable cost. In
this problem the sanitary authority has to

comply with various conditions as to thick-
ness of wall, heights, party walls, and other

provisions against fire, &c., which add much
to the cost of building ; while the speculative

builder, who is unhampered by these restric-

tions as to insanitary areas, is comparatively
free, and can build at much less cost. The
architect for these buildings has to exercise

judgment and skill. As Mr. W. Harpur,
M.Inst.C.E., said the other day at Folke-
stone : "In dealing with insanitary areas and
in rehousing families that had been dis-

possessed, they were harassed by a multitude
of restrictions and conditions so that it

became impossible for the local authority to

compete with the builder. As soon as it be-
came known that the local authority proposed
to build, the price of every eligible site was
run up, and costs were multiplied, so that the
builder could always let his houses at less

rent than the local authority could do without
throwing a burden on the ratepaj-ers." In
the design and execution of hospitals, work-
houses, theatres, assembly-rooms, schools,

and baths there are questions of arrangement
and construction or detail that have to be
answered. A young practitioner may have
his plans returned for alteration, or for being
faulty in design to meet the provisions of the

Local Government Board, County Council,
or Board of Education. We have known sets

of plans sent in for hospitals and workhouses
that have been returned two or three times
simply because they have transgressed one or

two plain rules. In such buildings it is not
what the architect considers the best or most
economical in design, but what the instruc-
tions given in blue-books contain, or the
official surveyors think necessary. These
may be trifling questions relating to the
length and width of sick wards, the cubical
contents, the allowance to be made for desks
in classrooms, heights of windows, &c., or
they may relate to plaiming, the principles
of arrangement, though of the latter every
young practitioner should know something.
He at least ought to be able to select the most
approved type of plan for, say, a hospital or
school, even if he is obliged to consult an
expert on matters of detail. Questions on
the most economical plan for these buildings
are, of course, likely to occur, and can only be
answered by attention and study. The ques-
tion of ancient lights is one ever recurring in

our great towns : but we only notice it in

passing.

Doubts on the preparation of drawings
often arise which perplex the young prac-
titioner. For instance, preliminary plans on
approval are often wanted. The architect

prepares them on condition of such approval,
which sometimes means that they should be
approved by some authority, as in the case
of schools or asylums. Plans are sent in,

but not approved. Another set is prepared,
with certain specified alterations—with no
better success ; and perhaps a third is sub-
mitted and rejected. Are the employers
liable? In one noted case (" Moffatt v.

Dickson ''), where the architect made several

designs for an asylum, which were all re-

jected, the Courts entered the verdict for the
defendants, on the ground that the architect

had undeitaken to make plans to be paid
for only if approved. In such a case he
entered into the contract knowing the risk he
was running. Or we may suppose a case

where the architect agreed that he was only to

be paid if a contingency did not happen. Such
an event does happen. Something takes

place to prevent the building being carried

out, as, for instance, the land is otherwise
disposed of. In this instance the archi-

tect cannot recover for his plans, and the

case of "Moffatt v. Laurie" is the typical

precedent. The plaintiff agreed to lay out
some land for building purposes and make
all necessary surveys on the condition that

he should make no charge for any of his

services if the land was otherwise disposed

of ; but if the land was sold for build-

ing purposes he should be appointed archi-

tect on Laurie's behalf, and that the parties

building should pay him a percentage on the

outlay if they did not build—a very useful

understanding in the case of building estates ;

but if the defendant or his executors wished
to dispense with his services they could do
so, on the understanding that he or they
should remunerate him for his services. The
defendant died, and his executors dispensed

with his services, and sold the property, thus

putting an end to the building scheme. An
action was brought against the executors, but
the plaintiff lost, for it was held that he took

the risk. No doubt if the land was let for

building purposes, and another architect was
employed, in that case the plaintiff would
have been remunerated for his services, but
not otherwise. And it was held by one of the

judg?s that even if the testator had changed
his mind in his lifetime and sold the land

not for building, the plaintiff would have had
no ground of complaint. But such a risk

can, of course, bo guarded against by a few
words in the agreement—namely, that in any
event the architect should be paid for his

services, ('onsidering the subject of plans,

the question of the property in plans may be

briefly referred to. There was, and is, a

custom that the ownership of plans vests in

the architect, and that he can retain them

;

but, like other customs, the law regards it

simply as a reasonable custom, and the

I

question whether a custom is reasonable rests

with the court. It was decided in " Ebdy v.

McGowan," in 1870, that it was not a reason-
able custom, and since that decision the
profession have been careful to make a pro-
vision in the contract to the effect that " the
architect is paid for the use only of the draw-
ings and specifications, and that they remain
his property." Indeed, it has been observed
by two authorities, the authors of the
"Architect's Legal Handbook": "The
effect of the Institute schedule is rather
against than in favour of the architect on
this point, for the foundation of the 16th
rule—the custom—being taken away by the
decision on ' Ebdy v. McGowan,' the only
rule left on the subject is the 11th, in which
it is stated that the architect's duty is to

prepare drawings and specifications, and the
inference to be drawn from that statement
standing alone would be that the drawings
when prepared would be the employer's."
There is some logic in this observation. "Wo
hear that the question is about to be raised

again shortly in the King's Bench Division
as a test case, and the result will be awaited
with some interest. "We referred to tho
subject a week or two since.

TILE VACATION: ITS USEFUL SIDE.

DURING the next month or so the pro-

fession will be taking their holidays,

some in good earnest, others more or less

sadly, according to their prosperity or success.

As a period of rest, it may also be useful as

a time in which one can " take stock," to

use a trade phrase, of professional matters,

and make up his miad on any subject of

special interest. From the drawing-board
and tee-square, the supervision of office

routine, or grappling hard with the details

of some large contract, the architect will bo
able to turn his attention to the more genial

task of architectural or landscape sketching,

of rambles in search of quaint old country-

side buildings, by which means he may pick

up fresh materials and recruit his stock of

ideas. Before the bicycle or camera had
come into use, a great deal more of pains-

taking sketching and measured drawings
were made of old churches and other build-

ings. But those aids to the tourist seem
rather to have lessened his desire for leisurely

examination and to have encouraged a

taste for more rapid means of transcript.

The profession are none the worse for this

change ; they have more time to devote

themselves to other more important

branches, and to take up a larger field

than formerly. The sketching and drawing
craze did much to foster a copying spirit,

which, however interesting, produced no
practical results, "'^''ith the help of a camera
the architectural tourist can now run over

miles of country, appropriating all that has

any architectural merit, and he is able to

supplement his "snap-shots" with notes

and details that may be turned to practical

use. Photography has largely superseded

pencil and water-colour reproduction, and
with all its artistic shortcomings it has taken

a conspicuous place in architectural descrip-

tion. These failings of the process apply to

views taken at close quarters, to rapid

perspective lines, and to the difficulty to -^

securing good interiors when the light is

strong or not well distributed. They are

well known to all art photographers. But
these faults are being overcome, and photo-

graphic reproductions are now almost perfect.

Few of our modern books on architecture,

sculpture, or painting are not illustrated by
its means, and many costly and large volumes
of old and modern examples of Gothic and
Renaissance owe their excellence to this

method of illustration. "With accurately-

measured plans and details, they furnish the

architect with all that he needs ; while the

value of light and shadow in the views of

buildings cannot be questioned. A pen-and-
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ink drawing hatched or shaded with wash is

often unreal, or an exaggerated importance

is given to details which they do not actually

possess. We have only to compare drawings
made in this way witn the actual building

to discover their faults. With photo-processes

so plentiful and good in separate prints and
book illustrations, the young tourist may
devote his time and attention mainly to plans

and details, and these ought always to be
drawn to scale with figured dim-ensions, so

that the student may have a correct record of

their proportions. How frequently the earlier

Gothic student appropriated from his sketch-

book a detail or moulding for one of

his own buildings without reference to the

actual size of the original, and many a modern
draughtsman has done the sime thing. Thus
a window, a pinnacle, or a turret has been
sketched from a large building and bodily

reproduced in one of perhaps half the size,

the effect of which is generally to reduce the
apparent dimensions of the edifice. But
even if these detail features were diminished
in proportion, they would not be proper for

a smaller building, as they were designed
only for one of a certain size. Thus the
fleche of Notre Dame, if reduced to half its

dimensions, would look too elaborated for a
building of that proportionate reduction.

The architect is not content to study and
draw the exterior of old buildings, as was the
custom during the last century. A wider
range of object and study is pursued. He
has now an interest in the study of geology,
local building material, local character-
istics, natural and architectural ; types of

building, methods of workmanship, and
other matters. He has ?earned to discover
these have a direct influence on architectural
development, and afford an insight into the
method of architectural growth, and that if

wo wish to carry on the best traditions of art

workmanship we must adhere to the same
methods by studying the method and process
of design rather than its outside expression.
And there is a large field open to him in
Britain without going farther afield. Local
building stones is one subject <vhich may
enlist the attention of the student. He may
discern this in the chief public buildings and
churches of the locality. Thus if he is

making his tour in the neighbourhood of

Bristol, he will find a very dense grit or sand-
stone used in many of the buildings, of a
slate colour, very hard, known as Pennant
stone ; or he may notice in many towns and
villages in Gloucestershire a fine, hard,
reddish-coloured stone of much charm of
colour known as the Wilderness old red sand-
stone. It he happens to be sojourning in
Dorsetshire, he will see many of the buildings
built of the oolite from the Island of Port-
land, or of a compact limestone from the
Isle of Purbeck, a light-brown stone used
largely also in other parts, as in the light-
house at Margate. If he visits Peterborough
he will find a cream-coloured oolite largely
used, something like the Barnack stone, but
more uniform in texture, in the Cathedral
and other churches : it is the Kotton stone
from Stamford. l<:iy Cathedral is also built
of it

;
in short, Northamptonshire and liiu-

colnshiro, noted for their churches of dark
warm stone with square towers or spires,
are, in fact, situated on the Great Oolite
formation. It is a shelly limestone, largely
used in the churches of Cambridgoshiro,
Suifolk, and the Isle of ICly, and giving them
much of their warm, mellow colour. If the
tourist is making the West of England his
hunting ground, the beautiful .Mcdiiwal
structures he visits are chiefly built of stono
from (juarries along the range of the Somer-
setshire hills at Bath, Bathampton, Chippen-
ham, and DouUing. On examination ho
finds tho stone to be of fine grain, shelly,
in parts of creamy white, and of admirable
texture for carving. Indeed tho exciuisito
architnctural detail and cirving of Sulisbury
and IO.xetor Cathedrals, Bath Abbey, Wells

Cathedral, and other churches in the West
of England are due to the fine and even

texture of this stone. In this direction the

student architectural lithologist will find

much to interest him, if he follows up his

inquiries by visiting the quarries and beds of

stone, ascertaining their composition and
durability, the method of working, and the

cost of the stone delivered. The study of

local building stones is of greater practical

value to the architect than that of style itself,

for style was largely influenced by the

material and its working. Even the subject

of decay in stone may be more thoroughly
and practically learned by personal examina-
tion of buildings which are in partial decay.

Careful notes of the aspect, the bedding of

the stones, the kind of .atmosphere, and what
manufactures are carried on in the neigh-

bourhood of the buildings, will enable the

student to draw conclusions that may be of

value to him in practice. The examination
and study of the geology of a district with

the help of a textbook can be made both

interesting and instructive, as in many parts

of Cornwall and Devon. The Tors of Dart-
moor formed of granite, carved by the process

of weathering into all kinds of fantastic

shapes, are of interest from a pictorial as

well as architectural point of view. These
grey rocks, contrasting with the herbage and
colours of the heather, have afforded the land-

scape painter a fine field for tho skill of his

pencil. When we remember that the quarries

opened at High Tor, at Cheesewring, and
other parts of Dartmoor have supplied

granite for the most important engineering

structures like the Portland breakwater, the

Birkenhead Docks, and in the construction of

the London Doc^s, Westminster Bridge,

Thames Embankment, Waterloo Bridge, and
London Bridge, we can realise the interest of

this locality from the constructional point of

view. Local materials from the workman's
standpoint, the methods of working, the tools

used and the mode of measuring, afford the

architect many practical hints. If the archi-

tectural tourist is fond of noting character-

istics and types of building, his observations

may add greatly to his knowledge. To take
churches alone : he may observe differences

in plan and featiu'es when passing from east

to west, these differences being mainly due
to foreign influence and materials. Thus in

East Anglia we notice the fine western
towers, often landmarks, and the commodious
and dignified interiors of such churches as

St. Peter's Mancroft, others at Norwich, I )ere-

ham, Laveaham, Bergholt, many of them
of brick and flint buUt with flush masonry

;

while in Devonshire and Somersetshire he
may observe the richly - designed stone

structures with elaborate towers of Axbridge,
Taunton, Wrington, Yatton, Huish Episcopi,

Congresbury. Again, he may contrast the

simple granite churches and towers of Corn-
wall with those of Devonshire. In the

plans and interior arrangements oonsiderable

differences of type and fittings may be
observed, as in the simple churches of

Sussex, the decorated and coloured rood
screens and carved oak fittings of many of

the East Anglian and West of England
examples ; and again wo may observe tho

development of towers and steeples from the

plain country Sussex type to tho lofty spiros

of Northamptonshire, as at Polebrook, and of

f/incolnshiro, as St. M.iry's, Stamford. Tho
fine o.\amples of Gloucester and Wro.xham,
of Boston and St. Mary's, Taunton, are

notable instincos of towers, liut these

belong more to the strictly architectural

aspect of tho subject, already well known bj-

book.s and illustrationa. So also tho domestic
examples to be seen in various parts of the

country are pretty well known. The archi-

tect who is seoSing to combine recreation

with instruction may more profitably turn his

attention to modern buUilings. such as

cottages, homesteads, workhouses, sc'iools,

and municipal buildings with tho object of
|

comparing them and noting what is good in

them.
To a large class of professional men,

the vacation may be occupied not only in
taking stock and collecting materials for

future work, but considering questions of

policy of general and professional interest.

The question of Registration occurs to many.
No one will for one moment deny that its

claims have become more evident, and that
the profession are beginning to see the merits
of a measure, which will at least protect them
from incompetent men who set up as archi-

tects and a whole host of charlatans. The
inquiry recently instituted by the Institute

has at least proved that the question has
forced itself into notice, whereas only a few
years ago it could scarcely find a hearing.
The elections at the Institute have shown also

that many architects are prepared to support
this measure in some form. The arguments
for and against registration have been re-

iterated so often that it is needless to dwell
on them again. It will be found, indeed,
that the most determined opponents to the
Bill are those members of the profession who
have made a name and standing for them-
selves, and do not wish to assist the younger
and more pushing men to prove their com-
petency to practice. When such a measure
is passed, we shall not only be able to exclude
men from setting up who are little better than
carpenters and estate agents and undertakers ;

but local authorities will find it to their interest

to employ qualified men in the design of

public buildings, instead of placing such work
in the hands of salaried officials, who are

generally more of engineers or surveyors
than architects, to the injury of local pro-
fessional men. The ratepayers will have
less cause for grumbling when competent
registered men in their midst, and rate-

payers as well, will have a fair opening
for local building schemes, and the officials

of the municipal body are restricted to

their own special work. The moot question
of competitions and assessors may also use-
fully be taken into consideration during the

next professional session. The one-man
assessor, as we have ventured to think, has
not been an unqualified success, and the

latest competitions have proved it beyond
doubt. Better by far would it be to establish

some means that would allow every com-
petitor to have a voice in the decision, or, as

done in America, adopt a jury of assessors.

The vacation presents the opportunity for

those who have suggestions to make, to

present them so that they may be discussed

by the architectural societies when they re-

assemble. Uuestions of light and air, housing
the poor, architect's charges, rural by-laws,

are amongst many topics of professional

interest which may be thought over and dis-

cussed during this season of the year when
the profession are less active and have more
time for reflection and recreation.

"THE TUIBEKS OF COMMKKCK."*

THE author of this voUime, Mr. Herbert
Stone, r.L.S., F.R.C.I., says the material

for this work wa? coUectoJ without any idea of

publication, and was intended for his own use in

identification of timbors in a business in which
many kinds of wood wore used. Valuable help

ia acknowleiiged from the Into Secretary of the

Colonies, Kight Hon. .fiseph Chamberlain, and
to various Agents-general. Thoro is a lengthened

introduction in which tho author considers several

([uestions relating to the ntructure and growth of

plants, as why some have tlie property of forming
wociJ, while others have nut ; why some run a

brief c )urse of a yeir, while others augment their

size for centuries. Into these physiological and
other ([uestions wa do nit now enter. The
iiu'hor observes: "Tho annual adJition to a

tr. e's growth is, in fact, a eoniial sheath tapering

to a point, and capable of accommodating the

• Tho Timbers of CommcrM aad their Idcntifloition.

Hy IlBtliKBT 8l()-.F., F.I..S.. K K.O.I. I^ndoT : William
ItidiT and Bon, Ltd., Manchester House, 1(5<, Aldersgate-

street, £.C.
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jjlant within to its topmost bud. A seedling is

two years old but not as a child, who is two years

old to his innermost parts, for the tree is only
one year old as regards its outer portion. The
two layers are not merged in one another, the

second is merely added. In the case of a full-

grown oak a century old, only the pith and first

coat of wood bear that age, the next coat is only

ninety-nine years old, and the outermost but one.

Moreover, the topmost branches are quite young,
and their innermost parts, scores of feet above
the top of the little seedling from which they
have grown, are scores of years younger, even to

their pith. ... A tree is thus a living

organism, whose component parts are of various

ages, and upon it arise successive generations of

leaves—much as a city rears its people or a coral

reef its polyps."
The Practical Hints are worth reading. As the

author points out, the familiar aspect of wood is

the chief thing. The user of wood from time imme-
morial has relied upon his unaided senses to distin-

guish one kind from another, and this rule - of-thumb
method will always remain the chief factor in the

discrimination of timbers. A carpenter has no
netd for textbooks to tell him the difference be-
tween oak and walnut, any more than a child

needs a book on botany to tell a daisy when he
sees it, nor does the expert timber merchant need
anything beyond his experience until he meets
with a wood he has never seen before. Minute
details or characteristics usually overlooked are
often more reliable than certain resemblances.
The grain is not always to be relied upon

;

weight is a better criterion when the wood is dry.
The physical qualities are more or less bound up
together ; the weight, the hardness, and the

density generally vary much in the same propor-
tion, as all depend on the last. The hardness,
therefore, like the weight, varies, and the senses
are the only guide. The compjctness of grain
ia a quality of va'.ue in distinguishing, for our

sense of smoothness, coldness, or warmth to the

touch are dependent on this. S^me woods feel

like marble, others like wool ; smell and taste

are other means of detection. Thus pencil cedar
has both sweetness of smeU and taste, quassia

wood imparts bitterness to the water which
is put into cups turned out of this wood.
SmeU is more fugitive ; in the sneezewood
of the Cape of Good Hope, the irritating dust

causes violent sneezing and running of the eyes.

The author gives many hints for the discrimiua-

tion of timber, and the various tests, such as

cutting section for examination by the micro-

scope, the method of taking the weight per cubic

foot, the test of burning, the hardness, &c. The
surface of the wood depends much upon the

density and compactness of the wood fibres, and
the sizes of the pores. " The ' feel ' of a wood is

alwaj's present amongst the impressions, but
cannot be gauged. Ebony and bo.\wood feel

smooth and cold, spruce feels warm, and one wood,
' Kretti,' from British Guiana, feels velvety."

These hints contain much valuable information

on this subject. The valuable series of plates

of photo-micrographs, prepared by Mr. Arthur
Deane, and showing the different appearances of

sections to a natural size, are extremely interest-

ing. Thus in the frontispiece we have four

sections of the oak, one a transverse across grain
section, horizontally as the tree stands ; B a

vertical radial section quartered, showing silver

grain : C a vertical tangential section (plankwise)

;

II vertical section in a direction between B and
C. No fewer than 186 of these micrographs are

given. Each timber is coreisely described, its

natural order, sources of supply, physical cha-

racter, grain, bark, uses, colour, pores, rays, rings,

tissue ; .sections—radial, tangential, &c., and 247
timbers are (hua described. As a useful guide to

the identification of timber, Mr. Herbert Stone's

work will be found of considerable service to all

who use timber, and to the cabinet maker and

manufacturer as well as to builders, joiners, ard
the profession generally. Several CaloniU
specimens are described.

THE ST. LOUIS EXHIBITION, 1904.

(By OiT. Speci.1l Commissioner.)

II.—THE GENERAL PLAN, ETC.

WHEN the exhibition was first decided upon,

and the preliminary Government grant

obtained, a committee of well-known American
architects was formed, and at length a scheme
was devised which, considering the general

contour of the ground, could not, perhaps, have
been improved upon. The completed plan is

shown in illustration No. 2. Though upon one's

first visits it does appear that the motif is not

comprehensive enough, and that it would have
been better had the original plan embraced the

whole or the greater part of the building opera-

tions, and not merely the principal buildings for

the display of the exhibits.

The fact that land was continually being added
as demands arose accounts to a large extent for

its apparently disjointed appearance, and the

latter is more apparent than real, because with a

compass there is no difficulty in finding one's way
about the exhibition, provided that one is in a

physically fit condition to endure the enormous
strain upon one's nether extremities.

A reference to the plan will show that the focal-

point from which the main avenufs to the

principal buildings radiate is the Festival Hall,

which latter is situnted upon a hill. It will be

observed that the hall is connected to the east and
west pavilions by a colonnade. This was in-

geniously used by Mr. tJ. L. Masqueray (ihe

chief of design) to inclose the beautiful groups of

statuary representing the fourteen States in the

Louisiana purchase. The Festival Hall, therefore,

and the colonnade of States, terminating with
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pavilions use i for restaurants, forms the key of
the plan, thn main avenues radiating north-
wards from these fixed points. The transverse
avenues running east and wett give the general
outline of eight of the principal huildings of the
exposition, the grand basin and lagoons being
appropriately placed as tliown on the plan.

It will be observed that the northern and
southern faijadesof theEducation, Manufacturers'
i!-leclrici'.y, and Varied Industries buildings have

a very decided break on p'an about their central
axis. It will ho interesting later on to note how
the varimib architects tndeavour^d to cverconie
tlii.s physical defect. It was originally intended
to have a wide sw.ep instead of this broken line

on plan ; but the enormous expense of the circuliir

work occasioned thereby was so prohibitive that
it was abandined.
The chief feature there is the central Festival

Hall, designed by Mr. Cass (Jilbert, of New York.

The two decorative paintings were p'aced on oacli

side, and within the axis of the main avenues,
and Hie connected to the Festival Hall by the

('ulonnade of States, which is formtdof semi-
rirclea. in each of which is placeil a large statue

representing each of the States that was included
in the purchase. Thin is clearly shewn in the
accompanying illustration, whicli also illustrates

the three cascades which carry Sfme StU.OOtl

gallons of water (o the main basin, which is 6.10ft
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in diameter. The central cascade was designed
by Mr. Masqueray, as was the Fountain of

Liberty, and it is crowned by allegorical figures,

while the western cascade represents the Pacific

Ocean and the eastern one that of the Atlantic.

On the level ground below, on the Plaza of

St. Louis, the monument commemorating the
purchase is erected, and this consists of a shaft

100ft. in height, which is crowned by the statue
of "Peace" heralding other nations to friendly

livalry. On either side are allegorical figures

representing the Missouri and Miesissippi rivers,

which have had considerable influence in the
development of the Louisiana territory. Upon
the south side is a group, as shown in the illus-

tration, representing the Signing of the Treaty
by American and French Commissioners.
The bridges, one of which is shown in the

foreground of the illustration, were also con-
ceived by the chief of design, who was re-

sponsible for the architectural detail relating to the
laying-out of the exhibition, with the exception
of the buildings to be enumerated hereafter.

These bridges are placed at different locations

connecting the entrances of the buildings, and
their design is simple, effective, and pleasing.
Their open balus'rade ends in massive pedestals
carrying decorati re flagstaffs.

The statuary, which is placed at appropriate
positions on the plan, is remarkable for its

breadth and feeling, and will doubtless continue
to foster that strong popularity for sculpture
allied to architecture which was engendeied by
the Chicago Exhibition of 1893.
The commission of architects was originally

composed of representatives from nine of the
leading American firms, and to each member of

the commission the design of one large builJinw
was assigned. Mr. Isaac S. Taylor was chair-
man of the commission, and he subsequently was
appointed director of works, and was thus re-

sponsible for the erection of the buildings. The
architects supplied drawings for each of the
fa<;ades of the various structures, but were not
responsible for the cons ruction or the supervision.
Mr. E. L. Masquerny was chief of design, Mr.
Heatherwax was chief draugh'sman, and Mr.
P. J, Markmann was the mechanical engineer.

Owing partly to the then congested state of the

steel market, and partly in order to save expense,

it was decided to erect all the buildings under the

control of the division of works in timber. Thus
we have an entirely new state of affairs to that

which existed both at Chicago in 1893 and in

Paris in 1900. Mr. Markmann estimates that

from GO to 100 per cent, was thus economised.
It is customary in the United States, when steel

work is employed, for the contractor to supply

the working drawings for the supervising archi-

tect or engineer to check and approve. No such

custom prevails with regard to timber con-

struction . The immense amount of work, there-

fore, that fell upon the division of works may
well be imagined, and as one wanders through
their plan rooms and sees their many thousands
of drawings all prepared in their office, one is

struck by the marvellous feat that the staff per-

formed in getting all the work done in the com-
paratively short space of two-and-a-half years.

We believe that only some forty draughtsmen
were employed at the most, which is a smaller

number than at any of the other great exhibitions.

Fortunately, from an architect's point of view, the

money for ceiling the buildings was not forth-

coming, and consequently most of the construc-

tion is visible from below.
A factor of safety of 4 was generally

employed in the calculations, and this can
scarcely be considered too high when one realises

the stress to which the buildings are liable to be

subjected to.

All the buildings are faced with fibrous plaster-

ing for the decorative work ; this being
technically called "staff" in the United States.

One cannot help wishing that at least one archi-

tecthad tried to erect one buildingiu half-timbered
work. The eye is constantly wearied by the

glare of these stucco pilaces ;—bt-autiful and
scholarly designs it may be true, but if only one
had essayed to break through the precedent set

at Chicago he would have earned the gra'itude of

many thoughtful architects. An effort to build

in tiuth would surely have brought its own re-

ward. As it is, the buildings of course have great

educational value, but they are, after all, onlj

full-sized plaster models.

Destructive criticism of a vast undertaking
like this exhibition is superlatively easy. For
instance, a model city has been erected to the

north-east of the Manufacturers' Pavilion, and the

roadway is anything but model. Moreover, an
automobile-charging station is placed next to the

hospital, and the noise therefrom is not conducive
to the comfort of the hospital patients. The
station, moreover, has not been properly com-
pleted, and from the model road one sees the bare

unplastered laths.

One must, however, take the exhibition as a
whole, and one is bound to admit that, while it is

a subject for abounding criticism, it is vastly

successful from an educational standpoint, and it

is the greatest undertaking of its kind that has
ever been held. And, owing to the loss of money
that has resulted, an experiment on a similar

scale in the future is not likely to be attempted.

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION AT
CAMBRIDGE.

IN accordance with our usual custom, we give
this week abstracts of some of the papers of

most interest to our readers, read at the British

Association meetings at Cambridge duriog the
past week. The Congress, which closed on
Wednesday, has been a successful one ; the
attendance numbered about 2,800, a higher
number than at any meeting since 1896, when
Liverpool was visited ; and the papers have been
more freely discussed than usual. Fuller reports

of all the addresses are published in the current
issue of the£>ii/lis/i Mechaiiie and JVorli of Science.

OrrOBTUNITIES FOR INVENTOKS.

In his address to the Mechanical Section, the
Hon. C. A. Parsons dealt with inventors, what
they had done, and what remained unsolved.
Invention was not, as is often supposed, a happy
thought occurring to an inventive mind. Almost
all important inventicns are the outcome of long
training and continuous work, and brought about
by several individuals, labouring towards the

snme end, and each improving upon the work of

his predecessors. So in most cases an inventor

i
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has to struggle for existence with older com-

petitors. The history of the internal- combustion

engine affords a good illustration of the process

of gradual development. The cannon was really

the first engine of that character, and so long

ago as the later part of the 17th century attempts

were made to use gunpowder in obtaining motive

power for an engine. But the inventors failed

for two reasons ; one, that the material was too

costly ; the other, that the methods adopted

entailed almost inevitably great waste. The
first real gas-engine, in which the vapour

of turpentine was employed, dates from the

last decade of the iSth century ; but the

first reaDy good one was not made till 1833

(by Wright). Others improved on that, and
after about 1850 workers in this department

became numerous and progress rapid. Perhaps

no other mechanical invention has afforded a

better example of the interdependence of the

engineer, the physicist, and the chemist, yet pro-

gress had been less rapid than would have been
possible under more favourable circumstances,

and the rewards had been very unequally dis-

tributed among those to whom this progress was
due—that, he thought, was in more than one
respect due to our Patent Laws. They make no
proper provision for cases where the invention is

an improvement : sometimes a patent would be
refused on the ground that it had been antici-

pated, and yet this change might really make the

whole difference between the general idea being
a commercial success instead of a failure. Another
difficulty against which inventors had to contend
was the conservatism of those for whose use it is

designed, as well as the active opposition of those
whose labour or machinery it will displace. There
are many things which would be of general benefit

and add to the wealth of the community, which
could not be made remunerative to the inventor.

Mr. Parsons gave two examples : one the problem
of aerial navigation , which he believed could be
solved, but not so as to be profitable to any single

inventor. The other the exploiation of the lower
depths of the earth. The deepest shaft that had
yet been sunk was, he believed, at the Cape—

a

little over a mile—and the deepest borehole (in

Silesia) is about the same depth. Yet the possi-

bilities of discovering results actuaUy valuable
were not less than those of some geographical
explorations. To go two miles below the surface

would cost £500,000, four miles £1,100,000, eight
miles £2,700,000, twelve miles £5,000,000. No
patent could be got for this.

EARTH MOVEMENTS THE ORIGIN' OF GEOLOGICAL
FEATURES.

Mr. Aubrey Strahan, in his address, described
the great earth movements which had been the
fundamental causes of the making of England.
Denudation, of course, has shaped our hills and
valleys

; but that cannot begin to act until mate-
rial is supplied, for the sculptor cannot begin to
use his chisels until he is provided with a block
of stone. The structure of our Islands is, how-
ever, dttermined, not by a single movement, but
by a series, and often by one superposed on
another, so that to obtain a com; rehensive view
of the operations in progress in any one region
during any one epoch, some means must be found
of distinguishing the movements of that epoch
from those which either preceded or succeeded it.

This is not always possible, especially in the
etrlier ages of geological history ; but in these
Islands we are often able to di'-tinguii-h a most
important sot of movements, which acted towards
and immediately after the close of the time
during which the Coal Measures were deposited
from both those preceding and those succeeding
them. 'J'hese movements did much to shape the
platform on which thePermim—meaning thereby
the age of the magnesian limestones in Nurth-
East England—were deposited. The immedi-
ately poot-Carboniferous disturbances were very
eflicient in blocking out the greater phy8i<"il
features of England, liy continuing this in-
vestigation it becomes dear that those iuimo-
dintely pre-1'ermian movements defined and
iipheaved an oblong tract of rock upon which the
elements at onco began to work. Thus they
blocked out the main features of the district,
much as this has been sculptured in later timei in
consequence of later movements.

Kiri'LE MARKS AND SAND DUNLS,

This was the topic of the lecture on Friday
evening delivered by Professor (i. II. Darwin.
It was explained how ripple marks in sand might
be produced with water in a circular bath con-
taining a layer of sand, and said that experiment

showed that the effects were due to eddies in

the water. Then, after explaining by various

diagrams the nature of the eddies in moving air

and water passing angular obstacles, the lecturer

considered sand dunes and the phenomena on a

large scale. He explained the formation of

peculiar horse-shaped depressions in Arabian

deserts called " fuljets," and sometimes attri-

buted to the footprints of the Dovil's horse.

Other peculiar sand dunes cilled " barchanes,"

which were also shaped like horseshoes, but

which projected above the surface, were con-

sidered, and led on to an account of another kind

of sand dune. Those already considered were

waves of inequalities transverse to the wind ; in

dunes of this other description they were longi-

tudinal. The manner in which these longitudinal

dunes, well illustrated in Indian deserts, were

probably formed was also discussed. The lecturer

finally drew attention to the importance of the

subject from the commercial point of view, since

the prevention of snow-drifting and the pro-

tection of cultivated land from encroaching sand

were of immense value.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE LOTUS ORNAMENT.

In a paper read before the Anthropological

Section, Professor Oscar Montelius observed that

in Egypt the lotus had been represented from the

earliest times as real flowers, often together with

buds and leaves, or as ornamental patterns. The
lotus was drawn as well in the realistic form as in

a conventional shape. The flower, figured in the

more realistic way, showed numerous pttals which

were pointed. The petals in the conventional

flowers were rounded; often the r umber of the

petals (sepals) was only three. The lotus was

often combined with spirals, especially in the

18th dynasty. Not rarely two or more con-

ventionally-drawn flowers were placed one upon ,

the other. Many Egyptian ornaments were

formed by alternating natural and conventional

lotus-flowers or by alternating lotus-flowers and
^

lotus-buds. In Assyria, where the lotus-orna-

ments were later than in Egypt, both the realistic

and the conventional lotus were also found. The
latter was generally called "pilmelte." In
Assyria, as in Persia, the ornaments were often

'

formed by alternating realistic and conventional

lotus- flowers or by alternating lotus flowers and
lotus-buds. Similar ornaments were also common
in Cyprus and on the isles off the western coast of

Asia Minor. In Cyprus, as in Phicnicia, the

conventional lotus had a peculiar form. In Greece

the lotus occurred already in the Mycen;can time,

but it became common there only in the first

millennium k.c There, as in the Orient, the

lotus was found in combination with spirals, the

realistic and the conventional lotus alternating

("lotus and palmetto"), as well as the lotui-

flower in alternation with the lotu^-bud. Many
capitals of Egyptian columns had the shape of a

lotus-flower. Similar capitals occurred also in

Asia Minor, where they gradually got the form
known as the " Ionian capital."

A short discussion took place in which Sir John
Evans mentioned the connection of the fleur-de-lis

with the Ionian capital, and Professor Flinders

Petrie sounded a note of warning as to the idea

of the lotus being the sole origin of the orna-

mental patterns. The papyrus plant had had its

influence, and doubtless combinations of the

papyrus and lotus had been evolved by all oroa-

ment makers during various periods. I'rofessor

Iladdon, Professor Uidgway, Mr. Rouse, and Mr.
Coffey also made a few remarks ; and the

President said there seemed to be a general

agreement that not one type, but several, had
been adopted, as the lotus and papyrus, and that

the patterns had been grad\iilly evolved from the

several original types in combination.

RECENT DISCOVERIES AT EHNASVA, EGYPT.

Professor Flinders Petrie read a paper, illus-

trated with lantern slides, on recent excavations

at Ehnasya, in Egypt. The site of the .Vrabic

town, Ehnasya, or Ahnas, was the Koman
Iferakleopolis Magna, the Egyptian llcneneuten,

a place well known from tho first dynisty on-

wards, and oven of mythological importance. It

was now a gieat mass of mounds of Kuiuan and
Arab age, atiout 70 miles south of Cairo and ten

miles from the Kilo, and tho strip of four miles of

cultivation between it and the desert was probably

due to the rise of Nilo soil eovoiing low desert

between. It was the homo of tho Ulh ind 1 0th

dynasties, of which hardly anything was known,
and there had been hopes that some trace of that

period might lie found there. Twelve years ago

Dr. Navillo had found tho site of a temple; and

during the present year the lecturer had found

on the site the two finest objects that had come to

light in Egypt for some time—a gold statuette of

the god Ilershefi and a colossal group of figures

in granite. He had uncovered not only the

central hall of the temple found by Dr. Naville to

its lowest foundations, but also as large a space

of the chambers behind it and a still larger space

of a great court with colossi in front of it. The
oldest temple on this ground was probably of the

r2th dynasty. But below this were ruins of older

houses cut down and levelled for the building of

the temple. And against the foundations of these

houses were burials, which must be older than

the temple. These •comprised scarabs of Antef V.,

" a King of the Aamu (Syrians)," and other

types. There was thus a clear succession of

periods, namely— (1) the burials, which must be

of the 11th dynasty, agreeing with the date first

crpjiited for Antef V.—this was one of the most

important points yet in doubt iu Egyptian history,

the evidence being very strong ; (2) a great temple

of the 12th dynasty ; and (3) a great temple of

Tahutmes III., of the 18th dynasty. In the

ruins of the earlier temple many pieces of the

sculptures of the Pith dynasty were found, show-

ing that Sennseit (Usertesen) II. and III. and

Amenemhat III. all built there about 2600 bc.

The great architrave of the temple entrance could

be restored from the size of the piece of jamb

remaining. Probably the same b-am of stone

had served every builder of temple or church

for over 3,000 years. After this early temple

was destroyed a much larger one was built

by Tahutmes III. (1500 k.c.) of the_ 18ch

dynasty, in which the lines of the building'

faces were all traced out by clear grooves upon

the foundation blocks. This temple was more or

less removed and rebuilt by Ramessu II. (1300

11. c ), at least as regards the fa<,ide. This king

also carved new architraves out of blocks of

granite of the 12th dynasty, and placed his

figures and names upon the beautiful monolith

columns of granite. In the forecourt he placed

two rows of colossi of limestone, 25ft. high, and

two colossal groups of figures of himself between

Ptah and Hershegi, the local god. (Jne of these

triads was seated and was now broken ; the other

group was standing, lift, high and 8ft. wide,

weighing about 20 tons. It was the_ finest such

group known, and it was to be placed in the Cairo

Museum. The building level was again raised

for a later temple, and the plan slightly altered.

This may have been in tbe 22nd dynasty (900

11. c), as there was certainly a secure shrine there

in the 23rd dynasty, when the gold statuette was

dedicated. This statuette was probably the

largest gold figure, and, perhaps, the most artistic

that had yet been found in Egypt. The excel-

lence of it was more suprising at so late a date as

700 11. c. At a later date the floor of the temple

wai again raised to a higher level, covering nearly

all the inscription of the lower course. Rather

I

than lift the great blocks of granite that formed

I

the basements of the colonnade, the builders

I inserted drums of quartzite sandstone beneath

I the columns, so as to raise them to the new
i level. This strange device had not been seen

e'sewhere. The first ruin of the temple was

I

probably as early as the third century.

Beside the temple site, work had been also done

in the town entirely on burnt houses ot Roman
a»-e. Thus he and his colleagues had been able

to date a long series of terracot'a figures, which

were of much finer work than had been expected

in the 3rd and -Ith centuries a.d. A tolerably

complete cor/j IK of Romano- Egyptian lamps had

also been made, and the degr idation of types

traced throughout more than a thousand varieties.

E\I".01tATI0NS AT GREAT ZIMliAIlWK.

Mr. K. N. Hall, ot Rhodesia, read a paper on
" Recent Explorations at Cireat Zimbabwe in

Rhodesia." He said that he had just completed,

on behalf of tho Chartered Company, over two

years' exploration and preservation work at tho

ruins of Great Zimbabwe. The ruins' area was

now shown to be more than three times larger

than had hitherto been stated. Many of tho

minor ruins and also reconstructions of and

additions to the older luins had been ascertained

to be of no great antiquity, some dating most

[inibablj only from tho 13th or I 1th century of

this era, and others wore even more recent. The

eastern half of the Elliptical Temple, and that

which contained tho best built and most massive

walla, and alsi the sacr d c.no was tho oldest

structure at Zimbabwe, while tho western portion

was surrounilcd by a wall of later and poorer and

altogether slighter construction, probably also of
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the 13th century, or somewhat later. The eastern

had yielded to every explorer phalli in abundance,
together with carved beams and the older class of

relic ; while in the western halt of the building

not a single relic with any claim to antiquity had
yet been found, the most remote period of any
relic discovered there being considered by Dr.
Wallace Budge and other experts to date from
the 13th and 14th centuries of this era.

ILAME TEMPERATURES IX IXTERNAL-COJIUr.STION
MOTORS.

An important contribution to the theory of gas-
engines was Mr. Dugald Clerk's paper on" Flame
Temperatures on Internal-Combustion Motors,"
based largely on interesting explosion experi-

ments made at the Victoria University, Leeds.
The result of these shows that the higher the
pressure and the lower the temperature at which
the explosion takes place the more economial the
working, and this is specially the case with
engines of large size. Mr. Clerk has, by raising

the pressure of the air supply, obtained an in-

creased efficiency of as much as 20 per cent.

Another method has been the addition of cooled
exhaust gases under pressure, giving an improve-
ment of thermal efficiency of about 30 per cent.,

and of brake efficiency of over 25 per cent. These
results are likely to influence radically the future
construction of large gas-engines, in the manu-
facturing of which English engineers at present
take the lead.

A GLASGOW HOUSING EXPERIMENT.

The housing of the poor and the problems
arising therefrom formed the subject of Professor
W. Smart's address to the section of Economic
Science. He took as an illustration Glasgow,
where he had been continuously engaged in an
official position for the last two years in consider-
ing the question. Half a century ago the in-
hibitants of cities seemed to have cared little

about bad smells, want of air, light, and cleanli-

ness : so that when Glasgow, about a decade later,

began to wake up to the importance of these
things it had a formidable task before it. The
City Improvement Act of 1886 was the first and
a great step in that direction, and it led to the
demolition of large areas of slums. Other Acts,
f onferring enlarged powers on the Municipality,
have been subsequently obtained, the last

stage being the appointment of a mixed com-
mission (which had now reported) to examine
{a} the causes which led to congested and insani-
tary areas and overcrowding ; (i) the remedies
which should be adopted for the clearance of
existing congested, insmitary, and overcrowded
areas, and for the prevention of these evils in
future : and (e) any other phases of or questions
onnected with the housing problem in Glasgow.
The evidence and recommendations now before
the public bore out the conclusion that many
things hitherto discussed as parts of the housing
problem were not problems at all, but phenomena
which merely needed to be known to secure that
they were put an end to. Slums must be cleared
away; streets must be widened; overcrowding
must be prevented ; the liberty of the landlord to

sell and of the tenant to use insanitary houses
must be interfered with ; light and air space must
be guarded as a right of the poor. So far as
he was able to judge, the real hou3ing problem
of to-day narrowed itself down to this : how far
did the experience gained point in the direction
of the municipality itself building and owning
houses for certain of the poorer classes ': To this

the commission had contributed an answer in eo
far that, in the special circumstances of Glasgow,
it recommended a limited scheme of municipal
building and owning. But it added the words,
"without expressing any opinion upon the
general policy of municipal housing." For a
municipality, deliberately and of set intention, to

add a new competitive industrj' to its already
manifold activities was a serious matter from
three points of view: (1) House-owning was a
business, neither a routine business nor one where
success was certain. As a builder, a municipality
had advantages and disadvantages ; as an owner,
it had also advantages and disadvantages

—

particularly, perhaps, in that it had a conscience.
He emphasised the point that it pledged the
future ratepayers for the security of all the capital

borrowed. A tenement of houses, by chanij;e of

circumstancps, might lose its rent - producing
capacity and call only for demolition long before
it had suffered much deterioration as a building.
In such circumstances the ideal kind of house would
be one constructed to last, say, 30 years at the

outside. But this was the last thing that munici-

palities in their present mood would think of

doing, and they generally made it impossible by
their own building regulations. Besides this,

dwelling-houses for the poor generally took up
the space of buildings of a more remunerative
character, and so kept down the rateable value of

the area, while increasing its expenses. (2) The
municipality entered into direct competition with
many of its own ratepayers, competing not only
with the comparatively small class of builders,

but with the great class of owners of house
property. (3) By pledging the public credit for

a new debt, and adding a new activity and re-

sponsibility to already overworked members of

the municipality, it /))» taiito prevented the ex-

pansion of municipal activity in other directions.

These were considerations against m\inicipal

building and owning which should regulate all

municipal expansion. It was far too little

realised that a sanitary and comfortable house
among quiet neighbours had a "productive
value," and was, quite definitely, one of the

factors of wage-earning : in other words, a good
house, as compared with a slum, brought with it

the possibility of paying a higher rent for it.

There was no proposal before any municipality

of to-day of taking over and making a monopoly
of the supply of small houses, or even of building

all the small houses in the future. The utmost
that had been proposed was the building and
letting of a limited number of such houses in

direct rivalry with private builders and owners.
And the question which must be answered was,

on what principle, or with what view, was this

limited proposal made : If it were to afford an
experiment and an object-lesson, as was done
with the happiest results in the case of the cor-

poration lodging-houses in Glasgow, where the

rise in the standard not only swept out the old

and very objectionable lodging-houses, but led to

the large increase of private " models " competing
successfully with the municipal ones, there would
probably be nothing but approval. But if the

reason given for it was that a certain class of

tenants could not pay the rent which private enter-

prise must have if it was to continue its supply,

and that the municipality could afford to undersell

the market rents without coming on the rates,

the matter was put on an entirely different basis.

The attractiveness of a "clean city" was one
thing, the attractiveness of low rents another.

In the limited proposal now considered, what was
being advocated was Cxovernment provision of a

certain commodity for one class alone, and the

ground taken was that Government could provide
this commodity more cheaply than private enter-

prise could, and that this class could not afford

more. There were two propositions here whi 'h

could not be allowed to pass without examination ;

the first was that there was a class which could
not afford the higher rent : the second, that this

was a valid reason for the municipality providing

them with a lower one. There are in Glasgow
labourers in regular employment who are not
earning more than 17s. a week, and thousands of

women whose wages were not more than lis. a

week. The women were outside the h msing
question altogether, from the fact that they could

not afford an independent house, even at the

lowest municipal ren's. But, assuming the very

strongest case—that there was a class of unfor-

tunate people who absjlutely could not afford to

pay 6d. a week more—he should still say that this

in itself was no reason why the municipality

should build. If it became known that, in addi-

tion to the other attractions of a city, good houses

at slum rents were assured to everyone who was
poor enough, it seemel inevitable that this would
further tempt the influx of unskilled labour.

This, then, being the general argument against

municipal building and owning of houses for the

poorest classes, he went on to consider it there

might not be circumstances in the evolution of a

city which might justifj- the relaxation of the

principle. Glasgow again afforded an object-

lesson. If the houses which were a danger to

public health as hopelessly insanitarj' were pulled

down ; if " back lands " and obstructive buildings

were demolished : if the houses which were by
law pronounced "illegal" and could not, from
their structure and situation, be altered, were
closed ; and if the overcrowding laws were put
sternly in force, something between 15,000 and
20,000 persons would be turned out, and would
not be able to find houses at rents such as

they w^re paying—for these mpasures would
practically root out the low-rented houses in,

Glasgow. It was to a great extent new muni

cipal requirements that had made it impossible to

build houses to be let at the old rents. To mention
only a few of these—each adult must have 400£t.

of air space, which meant larger apartments

;

there must be ample sanitary appliances, in-

volving expensive plumber-work ; there were
provisions for thickness of walls and solidity of

construction, which many builders declared quite

unnecessary. It was in consideration of these

circumstances that the Glasgow Commission
recommended the erection by the municipality of

tenements of one and two apartment houses, to be

reserved exclusively for respectable people of the

poorest class, preference being given to those

dispossessed ; such houses to be situated, if

possible, near to the area of dispossession, and to

be under carefully - selected caretakers. The
amount of building recommended was limited, the

money which the municipality could spend under
the Acts referred to being fixed and known.
There was, indeed, a "loose end" in the result

of the commission. To its subsequent regret, it

was confined, by the limitations of its remit, to

the consideration of housing within the city

boundaries, and Greater Glasgow was growing
more rapidly outside these boundaries. Un-
happily, that course was still forced upon it, in

that it had no control over the operations of its

suburbs. Everyone knew that, in the near

future, Glasgow must extend its jurisdiction and
responsibilities. There was too much reason to

fear that, when that time came, the city would
fall heir to the same problem as it had now to

face—insanitary property and ill-planned dis-

tricts. This was a problem of all growing cities,

and, in his opinion, a most urgent one. But this

was not the whole of Glasgow's answer to its

housing problem. The municipal houses were to

be reserved for the respectable poor. What about

the non-respectable—probably the majority of

those who would be dispossessed r So far as he
could see, the criminal and the dissolute had no
claim on the community so far as regards

housing. But there were many who were neither

criminal nor hopelessly dissolute, and yet could

not rise simply because they were down. They
had lost their character ; money could not buy
them a decent house because they had no factor's

line or other guarantee that they were fit for the

possession of it. It was this class, perhaps, that

would be most heavily hit by the dispossession,

and for them also it seemed that some compen-
satory provi-ion should be made by the munici-

pality. And this seemed also in the interests of —
the community, for, if these people were not

lifted up, the commission recommended that " an
e-xperiment should be made in the erection of a
building or buildings for those who, while unable

to shuw anyfsctor's line or other certificate, are

willing to submit to necessary regulations as to

cleanliness, respectable living, ordtr, and
punctual payment of rent, with the view of re-

habilitating their character, and in time quali-

fying for a better house ; such houses to be of the

plainest construction, with indestructible fittings,

and capable of being quickly and efficiently

cleansed." It was avowedly an experiment. But
it was an experiment to which he thought every-

one would wish Gjd-speed, At any rate, it re-

ihoved the last excuse for not going forward
systematically, rigorously, and continuously with

the renovation, closure, demolition, and preven-

tion of overcrowding, which were the beginnings
of any solution of the housing problem.

METHODS or TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEY.

Major C. F. Close read a paper on this subject,

in which he pointed out tha', the days of geo-
graphical exploration were drawing to a close.

Geographical societies would be obliged to devote

an increasing amount of attention to topographical
surveying. Whatever the methods of a topo-

graphical survey, they should be judged by the

resulting map ; and in forming a judgment the

three chief considerations were accuracy, legi-

bility, cost. They might further subdivide the

first heading into accuracy of detail and contour-

ing, and the second into interval of contours,

clearness and number of colours, hill shading,

lettering, bearing of edges, scale, conventional

signs. If they examined some of the principal

topographical maps on these lines they would be

able to divide them into groups. Thus, first-class

topographical mips would include the Ordnance
coloured lin., the French colonial 1-50,000, the

American topograghical maps of the Geological

Survey, and the second class the German 1-23,000,

the Spini-h 1-50,000, and so on. It was perhaps

possible that a class of topographical maps might
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be devised which yliould show the main fratures

I at a glance and the minor features bj- means of a

( magnifying glans. Such a type of ninp would be

of the greatest value for all the ordinary purposes

I
for which a map was used. As regards cost, it

was impirtant that money should not be saved at

I

the expense of clearness of reproduction. With
regard to topographical methods, the horizontal

structure of a map must he first considered. This
I consisted of a framework cf the first order, a

framework of the second order, and a framework
of the third order, and so on. A perfect map was,

in fact, formed of points of six orders of accuracy,

and it was approximately true that the accuracy
of direction of any line joining adjacent points

of the same order would vary directly as the
length. The control of the " relief," the vertical

framework, was similar ; here they bad points of

five orders of accuracy, from the primary levelling

to the freehand lines joining the contour points.

In forming this structure only one alteration of

principle had of recent years been attempted

—

namely, the use of photography fortopographicil
purposes. It was, however, a method which had
a very limited field of usefulness. Ordinarily the
topographer working on customary line* would be
quite prepared to prove the superiority of the
recognised methods in the matters of accuracy,
rapidity, and cost. The small scale maps of the
United Kingdom were formed by reduction from
the 6in. map, which itself, so far as detail was
concerned, was reduced from the 1-2,600. The
resulting map was of the highest possible accuracy.
Of course, this system could not be employed as a
general rule on account of the expense, and would
not have been used at home were it not that large
Ecale maps (cadastral maps) were a necessity.

ritEHISTOUR- ARCH.I-.OLOCY IN GREECE.

Dr. p. Kabbadias, of Athens, (Tcneral llirector

of Anti(iuities in (ireece, said that little of the
Stone Age had been found in Greece. Early
settlements had probably existed, but had left

few traces, as the sitfs had been reoccupied by
settlers of the Mycen;can Age. In Thessaly,
where the Mycen;p.in civilisation was less wide-
spread. Neolithic settlements had bee/i found.
On the other hand, the Acropolis, where sporadic
specimens of stone implements were found, had
undoubtedly first been peopled in the Bronze
Age. The islands of the Aij^enn and the Pelo-
ponnese had so far produced no traces of a
civilisation earlier than the Bronze Age. No
pile dwellings had been discovered, their place
having probably been taken by fortified towns
built of stone. After an allusion to the founding
of a museum of anthropology at Athens, Professor
Kabbadias concluded with a reference to the
excellent work of the British School at Athens.

MINOAN CIIIIONOLOOV IN CRETE.

Dr. Arthur .J. IGvans gave an address on a
preliminary scheme for the classification and ap-
proximate chronology of the periods of Jlinoan
culture in Cre'.e from the close of the Neolithic
to the Early Iron Age. The accumulated results
of recent Cretan discovery, and in a piincipal
degree those of the Palace site of Knossos, had
greatly added to the data for fixing the com-
parative chronology of the early Cretan civilisa-
tion. To the period between Neolithic times and
the Karly Iron Age as a whole he proposed
definitely to attach the name Minoin as indica-
ting the probable duration of successive dynasties
of priest-kings. The Mycenajan culture was in
its main features merely a late and subsidiary
oulgrcwlh of this great Minoan style, when the
fine motives of the last Palace period were already
Been in a state of decadence. Thi.s decadence
was already observable in the sherds found in
the Palace of Tul-el-Amarna about 1400 ii.c, and
even in somewhat earlier relics associated in
Egypt, Rhodes, Mycena-, and elsewhere,
with cartouches of Amcnhotep III. and his
Queen. The recently discovered cemetery
at IvnosHos, showed the less decadent fore-
runners of this stylo, though still later
than those of the last Palace period, the end of
which wiu( thus carried back at least to the cloie
of the Ifith century ji.c. Dividing this Minoan
era mto throe main periods, early, middle, and
late, each with a (irst, second, and third sub-
period, the third late Alinoan period might be
roughly dated between l^'iOO and Uoii n i . The
8c<ond late Minoan period received its fullest
illustration in the remains of the latest Pahico
period at Knossos. The contents of the re(;ently-
discovered royal tomb at Knossos included
alabaster vessels belonging to the beginning of
the I8th Dynasty, and showed that the second

sub-period might have extended from about 1700

to loOO II. c. The next was an age of ceramic
transition with an earlier system of linear script,

and a period when naturalistic art reached its

highest perfection in Minoan Crete. It could be
placed approximately between 1900 and 1700 n.c.

The " Middle Minoan " Age was especially cha-

racterised by the development of the polychrome
style of vase painting on a dark ground, and was
the period of the conventionalised pictographic

script that preceded the linear. The so-called
" Karaares " style flourished in the second middle
Minoan period, the beginning of which was
approximately dated by the painted sherds

found by Professor Flinders Petrie at Kahun,
dating from the time of Usertesen II. of the

12th Dynasty—i.e., about 2300 ii.c, or, accept-

ing the chronological calcu'ations of Professor

Petrie and others, ihe date would be nearly 2700
n.c. Allowing sometime for the gradual develop-

ment of the tine Middle Minoan polychrome style,

the beginning of the first period ot this great age
might reasonably be thrown back at least to the

middle (perhaps to the beginning) of the third

millennium k c. Beyond this date lay another long
cycle of nascent culture included in the various

phases ot the Early Minoan Period. The prevail-

ing decorative style was now geometrical, gene-
rally dark ornament on a light ground, tiut the

dark gUze slip itself went back to the confines of

the Neolithic Period. The lowest or subneolithic

stratum there brought out showed light-ground
technique already beginning as a consequence of

the introduction of the potter's oven. The spiral

also now appeared for the first time on steatite

vessels and incised pottery. It would not be safe

to bring down the beginnings of the Early Minoan
culture later than the middle of the fourth mil-

lennium before our era. The section in the west

court of the palace showed the earliest Minoan
floor level at a depth of 5-32 metres below the

surface. Below this again were at that point 6'43

metres of neolithic strata. Assuming that the

average rate of deposit was fairly continuous, this

gave an antiquity of about 12,000 years for the
earliest neolithic settlement at Knossos.

HOVSINc: IN TOWNS AND SlHl'RIIS.

Mr. T. C. llorsfall read a paper on the de-
velopment of towns, in which he said that there
was a great and complex interaction between
a house, its surroundings, and its occupants. If

homes were to be made more wholesome, all these

three factors must be improved. Houses must be
put into and maintained in good order by a system
of continuous inspection. In new districts houses
must have pleasant surroundings, the air must be
kept as free from smoke as possible, and the
dwellings of persons of different social classes

must be intermixed. While the building of tall

tenement houses must be prevented, the "one-
family house" should cease to be the predominant
type of workman's house in and quite near to

large towns. The growth of towns should be
controlled under the local authorities by extension
plans, and building districts should be created

—

some reserved for manufactories, and others for

dwellings. In the districts more remote from the

centre, houses should not be allowed to have as

many stories, and sites should not have as large a
proportion covered with buildings as were allowed
in districts ne.ir the centre of the town. Town
councils should have the power to buy and hold
land for general purposes, to rate land on its

selling value, and to levy rates on increase f f

value when property was sold. The incorporation

of surrounding districts by large towns should bo
made much easier. Tramlines ought to be made
by town councils, but not till much land had been
bought and a town extension plan preitared.

Mrs. Kisher read the nf xt paper, observing that

the fundamental dilliculty ot the (lucstion was the
growth of town populations, which had been
housed without any regard to hygienic conditions.
Of this problem there were two main aspects:
(I) the sanitary aspect— i.e., the existence of

slums and insanitary areas and (2) the house
famine, ilow had local authorities attempted to

cope with these dilUculties 'r (1) In the case of

insanitary areas they had used Part I. of the
Housing Act ; in the case of small groups of bad
houses improvements had been olfected by Part
II. and by the Public lloallh .Vet. (2) The pre-
ventive and regulative work of tho sanitary
authorities had done much, and might do more,
to improve bad conditions and to stimulato
healthy elfort. (3) l/istly, there had been

|

attempts to deal with tho house famine by i

means of municipal house building and owning.
|

There were several policies and varying degrees
of success in this matter. The Liverpool policy

of cheap tenement houses on central sites, the
object of which was to rehouse the very poorest

classes who now occupied court-houses had
achieved considerable success, these houses being
very popular. Some persons advocated the plan
of building oidinary houses or tenements in large

numbers in order that municipal competition
might lower the level of rents ; but no great
results had been attained where this plan had
been adopted. liecently attempts had been made
made to develop suburban estates. This method
appeared hopeful ; but there were many diffi-

culties, especially as to providing for the very
poor on such estates. But in any circumstances,
whatever might be done by municipalities, the

main task of house building must always be left

to private enterprise. There were two main
ways: (1) By wise building by-laws properly

enforced ; (2) by thorough administration of the

sanitary laws. Local authorities ought (1) to

make experiments, lead, and suggest (Sheliield

and Camberwell had set an example in this

respect) ; (2) in cases of monopoly to create com-
petition ; (3) where necessary to deal with classes

which could not be left to private enterprise ; but
great caution was essential to the success of such
plans.

ELECTRICITY FROM WATER TOWER.

Mr. A. A. Campbell Swinton, in a piper on
this topic, said that the hydraulic electricity

works in different countries showed the following,

total of horse-power :—United States of America,
527,467 ; Canada, 228,227 ; Mexico, 18,470

;

Venezuela, 1,200; Brazil, SOO ; Japan, 3,450;
Switzerland, 133,302; France, 161,343; Ger-
many, 81,077; Austria, 10,000; Sweden, 71,000 ;

Russia, 10,000 ; Italy, 210,000; India, 7,050;
South Africa, 2,100; Great Britain, 11,906;
grand total, 1,483,390. The total amount of

water power actually produced throughout the
world at the present time exceeded 2,000,000H.P.,
about double the total steam-power at present
devoted in Great Britain and Ireland to the same
purpose. The longest distance over which trans-

mission had so far been commercially effected was
probably the 232 miles of line belonging to the
California Gas and Electric Corporation. The
Cauvery Falls electric-power scheme in India had
now been at work for over two years, and trans-

mitted 5,000H.P. to the ilysore gold mines, a
distance of 92 miles, using a pressure of 35,000
volts. In the British Isles the only large-

scale plant for the production of electricity

by water power at present in operation
was the installation of the British Aluminium
Company at Foyers. This has been at work since

1890, and the whole of the power was employed
for electro-chemical purposes on the spot, mostly
for making aluminium. At present the gross

horse-power of the plant was 7,00011. P., but
plant for a further 2,0UOH.P. was being installed,

and would be working in about a month. -Another

interesting water-power scheme of considerable

dimensions was being developed in Wales by the
North Wales Electric Power Company, who had
obtained Parliamentary powers for this purpose.

Their first installation, now being erected, derived

its power from Lake Llydaw, onSnowdon. Thia
lake had an area of 5i million square feet, and it

derived its water from a catchment area of about

l.J square miles, including the summit of

Snowdon. By means of a dam about lOOft. in

length, the level of the lake was to bo raised 20£t

The water wfiuld be drawn from the lake by
means of a tunnel fiOOft. in length. The total

fall utilised would beabout 1,150ft., and the total

horse-power available, on the basis of a nine
hours' working day. was calculated at ^,200.

Tho first installation consisted of two steel-pipe

lines and four 1,000-kw. sets. The company had
also acquired a further water power at Llyn
Eigiao, in tho Conway \'ylley, where a fall of

SOOf t. was obtainable, and where it was calculated

there would bo nearly twice as much horse-power
available as there was at Llyn Llydaw. One of

the first objects of the North Wales Electric

Power Company would bo to supply energy for

the working < f light railways in tho district. It

was, in addition, intended to supply electric energy
throughout the whole of the counties of Carnarvon,
Merioneth and Anglesey, and also a portion of

tho county of Denbigh. In Scotland it was pro-

posed to develop a scheme connected with Loch
Sloy, situated some five miles north of Tarbet, on
the side of r>en Vorlieh, between Loch Long and
Loch Lomond. -V dam at tho eastern end of tho

loch would raise its height by some 60ft., and
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would impound some 210 million cubic feet of
water, capable, with a calculated net fall of 700 ft.

to Loch Lomond.of maintaining some GOOK.H.l'.
From the loch the water would be taken in the
first instance along an open conduit, 3,650 yards
in length, which would follow the contour line
round lien ^'o^lich. From the end of this con-
duit to the power-house the water would be
conveyed in steel pipes, the length of the pipe
line be-ng about 600 yards, and the height of
fall 700ft. From the power-house an overhead
transmission line was to be constructed in dupli-
cate, for the purpose of conveying the electric

energy, at 40,000 volts, to the industiial areas of
the Vale of Leven and Clyde, comprising the
towns of Dumbarton, Helensburgh, Ronton, and
Alexandria, and including shipbuilding yards,
engineering and dyeworka, calico-printing works,
and factories. The cost of this scheme was esti-

mated not to exceed £200,000.

THE EFFECTS OF LIOHTXIXG.

A paper on " The Effects of Lightning," was
contributed by Mr. Ivillingworth Hedges, C.E.,
the hon. secretary of the Lightning liesearch
Committee, who are now concluding the investi-
gations which have taken place during the last
three years and will shortly issue their report.
Mr. Hedges described the resu'ts and vagaries of
lightning stroke, quoting examples taken from
forty buildings which were fitted with so-called
"lightning conductors," noting that consider-
able damage occurred in each case, and that
therefore the present system of protection is

wanting, and that there is room for improve-
ment. He contrasted the arrangements on our
public buildings here with the more complete
methods used abroad, especially in Germany,
where the authorities insist on scientific methods

;

he also showed that the idea of any building being
safeguarded by a few rods on the highest points
is a complete fallacy—in fact, there is danger, in
that some of the il>t6h mny leave the conductor,
and jump to some part of the roof, and, without
there is a recognised path for it to travel to earth,
a fire may ensue. In one case quoted, a column
of smoke issuing from the side of a high chimney
was selec'ed by the lightning, instead of striking
the conductor which had been duly provided.

A PAL.EOLITHIC SITE IX IPSWICH.

Ill the Anthropological Section Miss Nii.a
F/ances Layard rsad a paper on " Further Ex-
cavations on a Palajolithic Site in Ipswich." She
remarked that at the meeting of the British As-
sociation held in Belfast in 1902 pala-olithic im-
plements from the brick-earth of Ipswich w.re
shown. As the pit from which they were taken
was being worked for clay, and a large number of
men were employed, it was impossible to make
accurate observations either with regard to
geological conditions or the precise position in
which the flints were found. With a view to a
more thorough examination of the site, a com-
mittee was appointed in October last to arrange
special excavations for this purpose. The pit is

situated on a plateau above the town of Ipswich.
Aslightdepression indicates theposition of a former
valley cut through boulder clay and now silted
up, or a small lake formed on the unev< n surface of
the land. An area measuring 10yds. by 6yds. was
marked out and worked from the surface down
to the implement-bearing bed. A red gravel-
stain in the clay marked out the position of the
Pdlffiolithic bed, and immediately below this the
flints were always found. Guided, by this ferru-
ginous stain, the bed could be traced with toler-
able precision. Besides forty implements, a
number of flints, showing human work, were
discovered.—Miss LayHrd's paper was discussed
by Sir John Evans, Professor Bojd Dawkins,
Mr. Clement Reid, and Mr. Legge.

Next year's meeting of the British Association
will be held in South Africa under the presidency
of Professor George Darwin, and that for 1906 at
York.

MAm ROAD MAINTENANCE IN KENT.

THE Kent County Council have now taken the
first practical step towards the inauguration

of the new direct-control system of main-road
maintenance which was decided on last autumn
upon the recommendation of their expert adviser,
Mr. Douglas Joscelyne. The newly-appointed
county surveyor, Mr. H. P. Maybury, has drawn
up a scheme for giving effect to the council's
decision, and this scheme was adopted by the
council at their last mee'.ing in its entirety. The

task of organisation before Mr. Maybury is a

heavy one, plant and staff being required for deal-

ing with about 600 miles of road. In the way of

plant, provision is made under his scheme for ten

steam rollers and scarifiers, and a similar number
of steam motor locomotives for haulage purpoees,

together with twenty trucks. Ten water vans are

to be provided, as well as sleeping vans for the

men employed with each roller, and there are to

be ten engine houses, divided between the four

divisions of the county. Eich division is to have
its own permanent staff, consisting of forty-five

men and seven gangers in the western division

(140 miles) ; fifty men and seven gangers in the

northern division (152 miles), thirty-five men and
seven gangers in the southern division (153 miles),

and thirty-seven men and seven gangers in the

eastern division (151 miles). Further, twenty
drivers for steam rollers and motor engines are

required, together with a permanent gang of forty

men to be employed on steam rolling and handling
material. The permanent staff will thus comprise

\

a total of 256 men. Having regard to the annoy- :

ance caused by duit in summer and mud in

winter, and the labour necessitated thereby, Mr.
Maybury proposes to disuse local rag and flint,

and to substitute some hard and durable material.

The particular kind of hard material to be im-
ported is left an open question ; but 80,000 tons,

j

or a smaller quantity and its equivalent in value
of flint and Sev^noaks rock, is asked for, and Mr.
Maybury is of the opinion that this ** will suffice i

to insure an improving condition in the roads." i

The average cost of the material, free on wharf,

quay, or rail at stations, is estimated at 123. per
ton. Dealing with the question of the prospective

annual expenditure under the new system, Mr.
:

Maybury puts the net total at £73,973 lOs., !

equivalent to £124 per mile. Compared with the
'

figure under the old system for the year ended
;

March 31 last, as given in the final report of,

Mr. F. W. Ruck, as couuty surveyor, it repre-

sents a substantial reduction of £17 lOs. per mile,

or £10,000. In 1903-4 the net expenditure was
£34,274 Is. 6d., an average of £141 lOs. per mile.

and details of their ciUing, supplemented by a
little theory and some measure of business know-
ledge. The school stands in the closest connection
with the carpentry and cabinet-making industries

in Berlin, to which it has rendered signal service.

The conditions of entrance are not onerous. The
technical school at Fiirth was started for the pro-
motion of the local woodcarving, carpentering,

and wood-turning industries. It is intended for

the combined practical and theoretical instruction

of boys who have passed through the public ele-

mentary schools, and aims frankly at substituting

for the usual period of apprenticeship workshop
instruction supplemented by theoretical subjects

given in the school. The place is under the

control of the Bavarian Ministry of Education.
The foundation of a woolcarving school at Furt-

! wmgen was found to be necessary in order to

:
raise the artistic level of the industry of the

' Black Forest. The institution is supported by
the ministry, the distiict, and other authorities,

; and receives altogether about a ^1,000 a year. It

does not carry on any business as at other carving
schools, in the sense that orders are received and
executed.

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS IN GERMANY.

THE British Consul at Stuttgart reports upon
the technical insruction now given in con-

nection with the woid-working industries of

Germany. Almost all trades' schools and the
larger continuation schools contain special classes

for carpenters, furniture makers, turners, and
other wood-workers; but in these classes, as well

as in the schools organised by the Wood- workers'
Guilds, much more attention is devoted to dr-iw-

ing than to actual practical instructions in the

different processes of wood-working. The first

independent special technical schools for wood-
carving were established in the wooded districts

of Bavaria. As far back as the year 1838 the
attention of the Bavarian (xovernment was drawn
to the fact that the wood-carving industries in

the districts of Oberammergau and Berchtesgaden,
which had flourished for several centuries, were
in a langui-hing condition. This led to the
foundation of the first special technical school at

Berchtesgaden, which was followed by a number
of other schools founded on the same pattern, but
with a more extensive curriculum. The drawing
and wood-carving school at Partenkirchen,
opened in 1869, is the art trade institute of the
surrounding district, founded for the purpos"! of .,

fostering the wood-carving industry which has
already existed there for several centuries. A
special feature is the wood-working business
attached to the school. This business, which is

only carried on as far as it seems necessary in the
interests of the school, was commenced in order to

increase the opportunities for practical work and to

afford the older pupils an opportunity of earning
j

money. The objects manufacturei include decora-
[

five furniture and other household articles of

every kind and style. The business is carried on
entirely apart from the school in a commercial
manner, with separate accounts and book-keeping.

[

It is worth about £2,500, including furniture and
objects in carved wood for about £900, and a stock

of wood valued at about £500. The annual
business done amounts to about 100 orders, valued

at £500. The Berlin school of carpentry and
cabinet -making was founded for the benefit of

apprentices and journeymen engaged in these

occupations. Its special object is to contend

:

against the one-sided specialisation which is

gaining ground in these trades, and it conse-
quently endeavours to give its pupils thorough
all-round practical instruction in all the branches

,

NORTH WALES CO-OPERATIYE
QUARRIES.

THE half-yearly meeting of the North Wales
Co-operative Quarries was held atBethesda

on Saturday, Mr. R. Bell, M.P., presiding. The
report for the halt-year stated thit considerable

progress had beea made with the opening of the
Jloel Faban Quarry, and the machinery and in-

cline would be in readiness at an early date for

moving the </<•/'. is. Whilst it was not expected
that slates would be prO'luced at this works for

some time in large quantities, the development
was sufficiently advanced to enable the directors

to begin producing slates on a limited scale, and
the production would increase frooi now onwards,
though the increase for come time must be slow.

At Pantareiniog efforts had been made to remove
the rubbish with a view of getting to better pay-
ing rock than that which was found exposed on
taking ovtr the property. The amount of the

deficit on the h'<df- year's working was £91. In
presenting the report, the Chairman stated that

the company took possession of the Pantareiniog
Quarry in August, 1903, and started with 127
men. At the end of the year 180 men were
employed. AtMoel Faban work was commenced
on October 26, 1903, with 20 men, the number
being augmented to 73 at the end of the year. At
Tanybwlch, which was taken over in December,
1903, they started with 16 men, but the number
had been reduced to seven. The total tonnage of

slates from the three quarries was 4,183, of the
value of £S,o5t. Mr. Wood, of Manchester, the

auditor, expressed the belief that there would be
a profit of over £1,000 when the men would wor'c

into rock of a better quality.

CHIPS.
We are asked to state that the plan upon the

view of the new buildings in North-street, Brighton,
published last week, is misleading in its implication

that the Royal Insurance Cooipany will use the
southern portion of the offices. These are to be

occupied by Messrs. Paraons and Sons, auctioneers
and estate agents, whose offices have been for many
years upon this site, and whose auction rooms wiU
occupy the entire basement of the building.

The sales at the Mart last week, as registered at

the Estate Exchange, amounted to £7,100, and (cr

the corresponding week of last year to £6,085.

The opening of the new mission-hall in connection
with the Wesleyan church in HiU-street, Tun-
bridge Wells, took place on Wednesday week. The
new building, which has been erected by Mr. Jarvis

from the plans of Mr. C. H. Strange, is seated (or

250 persons.

The Local Government Board have granted the
Corporation of Peterborough permission to borrow
£20,000, on account, for the new water supply.

The schema is estimated to cost £36,000. Betore
the Board sanction the remaining £16,000 they will

require a declaration to be made with respect to the

borrowing powers of the city.

At Sandwick, Shetland, on Friday, the new pier

and boatslip, known as Brownies Taing, was
opened by Mr. Reginald MacLeod, C.B., Under
Secretary for Scotland. The works have been con-
structed under powers obtained by a provisional

order passed in 1902, aud the cost of the undertaking
has been between £5,000 and £6,000. The engineer
is Mr. S. Woulfe Brennau, of Oban, aud the con-

tractor Mr. T. Munro, of Wick.
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KEW IBONMONGEBS* HALL, FENCHURCH STREET, E.O.—

WYMONDHAM CHURCH, NORFOLK.—" HIGH TREES, " nORN-

IIILL, IIBBTS.—LICHFIELD GRAMMAR SCHOOL.—" BEOOM-

UUSH," LOCKEBHIE, N.B.— THE ST. LOUIS EXHIBITION.

(Dttt Jllttstrations.

IROXMOXf^rRS IHLL.

The perspective view of the exterior of tlie pro-

posed rebuUding of the Ironmongers' Hall, facing

Fenchureh-street, was exhibited at the Royal
Academy. The design is a somewhat free treat-

ment of the Italian Renaissance. The large

entrance on the right gives access only to the
company's premises, and tlie left-hand entrance
is the approach to that portion of the building to

beams, and bosses are beautifully carved and
enriched ; the north aisle roof is also very fine.

The west door and north porch are among the

most striking features of the church, both being
splendid examples of Perpendicular sork ; the

former is enriched with shafts, having caps and
bases. The nave arcade and triforium are

Norman, being the oldest portion of the church.

The effect is very massive and imposing. The
east gable of the chapter- house, and other ruins

still remaiuing in the churchyard, indicate a

building formerly of great extent, the outline of

the cloisters and other portions being distinctly

traceable. In 1901 extensive restorations were
undertaken, and the work is rapidly approaching
completion. Early in the present year, the nave
and south aisle were finished and reopened, after

thorough and careful restoration. The north aisle

is now being taken in hand, and it is to be hoped
that funds will allow of the restoration scheme
being carried out in its entirety. The drawings,

which we illustrate, have been measured and
prepared by Mr. Frederic Saunders, of Norwich.

" niOH TREES," IIORXHILI,, IIEUTS.

This house, which is now approaching com-
pletion, stands on the southern slope of the

Chiltern Hills, and commands extensive views
of the Colne Valley. The walls are faced with
Lawrence's brown bricks with red dressings, the

roofs are covered with dark red sandfaced tiles,

and a sparing use has been made of Monk's Park
stone. The verandah on the south front is of

wood with a lead-covered roof. The general
contract is in the hands of Mr. Henry Fincher,

of Tring, and Mr. Herbert Clements is the clerk

of works. Inmates of the Chalfont Colony of the

National Society for the Employment of

Epileptics are laying out the gardens to the

designs of the architect, Mr. Claude W. Ferrier of

Waterloo .place.

LICHFIELD r;KAMM.\R SCHOOL : SELECTED DESIGN.

The new buildings are erected upon a beautiful

site of fourteen acres in e.xtent at Barrocop Hill,

ThlNlV ll^ONMONGLKS' HALL
rEHCHUXCH StI^EET E..C.

for over the school and classrooms. The dormi-
tories are planned on the open principle, and
accommodate twenty-two boarders, under the
inspection of the assistant masters, whose bed-
rooms are placed at the south-east comer of the
school block. The dormitories have a cubical
capacity of 840c. ft. for each boy, with good
natural ventilation. The lavatories, bathrooms,
waterclosets, and linen-store are placed at the
north-east corner, having a separate approach
from the dormitories in addition to that provided
from off the principal stairs. The whole of the
buildings are in two stories, with the exception
of the north-east block, which is three stories in
height, and the art -room physical and chemical
laboratories, preparation-room, and lecture-room
are on the upper floors. All the school
and classrooms, Arc, have been arranged and
fitted to obtain the best light and most
effective supervision, and the heating and
ventilation has been especially studied. To the
sanitary arrangements special attention has been
given, and ample means for flushing the soil and
surface drainage provided, the whole being con-
nected with the town sewers in Upper St. .John-
street. The buildings are faced with red bricks,
with Ancaster stone dressings, the roofs being
covered with red Broseley tiles. The ground
floors are laid with pitch-pine blocks on a concrete
bed, the upper floors being boarded, laid upon
a steel construction. The staircase in science
block is constructed in granolithic cement con-
crete, and is provided with top light. Tobin's
fresh-air inlets, with Boyle's extract tubes con-
nected to the exhaust in the turret, are provided.
Large water-tanks for supply are placed in various
parts of the roofs. The kitchen floor, &c., is laid,

in lieu of tiles, with " Euboeolith," supplied
and laid by Mr. W. E. Farrer, of Birmingham,
which has given great satisfaction. The con-
tractois for the main fabric were Messrs. T. Ward
and Son, of Uttoxoter, Messrs. R. Boyle and
Son, Holborn Viaduct, supplying the ventilating
appliances. The cost of the building, exclusive
of the site, amounted to £7,000, and was carried

Hub bak,d ahdTTookp. , ai^chitects.

be let off in offices. The interior view of the
banqueting ball follows in some respects the
charitctor of the existing hall. The architects are
Messrs. Hubbard and Moore, of .So, (iresham-
street, E.C.

WVMONDIUM [HCRCri, XOUKILK.

This handsome and fine church is one of the
largest and most interesting examples of lOast
Anglian architecture. Tlie two missive towers
are a landmark for miles around. The eastern
tower is now roofless and practically a skeleton,
being chiefly interesting from an arch.fologist's
point of view. Tho western and more modern
tower (139ft. in height) is the one used, and a
fine view of the surrounding country may be
obtained from its roof ; it nriw contains a peal of
eight bells. Tho nave roof and clerestory were
built in the liHh century ; they are amongst the
finest examples in Norfolk. The cornice, hammer-

and supersede the old school buildings in Upper
St. .lohn-stroct. The site of the new buildings

occupies an elevated position facing south-cast,

with a rock subsoil. The school is designeil with
a view to future extension as occasion directs, the

present building forming half the frontage of a

three-sided quadrangle. Tho present blork cin-

tains on the south-west tho head master's house,

dining-hall, kitchen and oHices, and that on the

south-east the school buildings, asscmbly-h.ill,

lavatory, chinging-rooin, cycle-house, latrines.

See. Tho dining-hall is seated for 4.') boys and
masters. On the first floor of master's hou-ie arc

bedrooms for the master and family, dressing and
linen rooms, bath and water-closets, servants'

bedrooms, nurseries, and sick-room for two boys,

with separate bathroom, nurse's bedroom, water-
clos(!t, and box-rocm placed over the ofliiMH and
dining-hall. Tho assistant muster's bedrooni,

linen stores, and boys' dormitories are provided

CR,011ND1-L00]^.

v.soo.

out from the design and under the supervision of

Mr. T. Hillier Pike, of East Ham, architect.

*' HRDOMiiusH," i.orKi;KHn:.

Tins was originally a common square house, with

five windows and a door. Twenty years ago two
orio's ar.d a porch were added of a design s'^me-

what out of keeping with the original building,

and the jiresent design had to oiiibraco both these

oriels and tho porch. The former have been .some-

what moditied in the parapets, while the porch
has been carried up to the second story in the

form of a circular window for tho boudoir. With
tho exception of these windows and porch, tho

whole of the rest of the buildings as shown are

now. The walls are of squared rod broken
rubble with polished dressings, and the roofs aro

co\(!red with AWstmoreland green slates. The
architect is Mr. F. J.C.Carrathers,3S, Buodouch-
street, Dumfries.
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CALCAREOUS BRICKS IN GERMANY.

IN a report to the ITnited States Government,
Mr. Hugo Muench, the Americal Consul at

Plauen, says there are as yet no factories for the
production of sand-lime bricks within the limits

of this district, though many have been erected

in Germany within the past few years. There
does not seem to have been uniform success in

the production of sand-lime bricks in Germany.
In a recent number of the Tho»i>iiliistrie-Zeitiiiig

reasons for this non-succesa are freely discussed,

and may be summarised as follows:—So many
plants have been suddenly erected that bad
results have grown out of the lack of proper
erperience in handling rather than out of

defective equipment. The main causes for

defective products are inexperience in slacking
lime and in mixing the mortar. Good white
lime and clean sharp sand are necessary for good
results. The product is rarely spoiled in the
mere pressing and drying. Naturally that brick
will be best which is pressed the hardest, but the
customary presses are entirely adequate ; hence,
the two reasons above assigned alone remain. In
handling sand-lime bricks one frequently finds in

them clods of clay the size of a filbert that
naturally destroy their value, which depends
upon so perfect a mixture that no lumps remain
and every grain of sand has its coating of lime.

Imperfectly slacked lime is even more detri-

mental. The process of slacking greatly increases
the volume of the article, and if insufficient water
be added in the process, absorption of moisture
from the atmosphere takes place after the brick
is made, expanding it and causing seams or cracks
in it. Such cracks may be too small for ordinary
detection, yet the defect is nevertheless a serious

one. It is beet to use in slacking sufficient water
to produce a soft, mushy powder, damp enough
to admit of balling ; but the plan of allowing the
mixture to rest in the bed for at least 24 hours
instead of at once feeding it to the press is the
safest. Little differences in composition are thus
equalised, and the mixture becomes more pliable
and plastic.

»-^^»-«

Darin» the recent neap tides 60ft. of foundation
blocks have been put into position for the new
Scarborough marine drive and promenade, and the
distance between the two ends has now been re-
duced to GBft. Plans submitted by the Electric
Tramway Co. for the carrying of their lines along
the approach road and the drive and promenade
have been approved. There is every prospect of
the works, which have involved an outlay of
£100,000, being ready for the opening ceremony
next season.

Over £3,000 has been subscribed already to the
fund started at the beginning of July by the
National Trust for the purchase of land to form a
national park on the borders of Ullswater; £12,000
is needed to carry out the scheme and to insure the
preservation in all its charm of natural beauty of
Gowbarrow Fell and the Aira Glen.

The supply of the town's electricity was switched
on at Eadcliffe, Lanes, on Friday evening. The
Market Hall was the first public building to be
lighted, and the ceremony of switching on the
current was performed by the chairman of the
Electricity Committee.

The urban district council of Sheringham adopted
at their last meeting the plans and specifications of
Messrs. Douglass and Arnott for sea defence works,
and decided that application be made to the Local
Oovernment Board for sanction to borrow £1,457
to carry out the same.

On Sunday a smart engineering feat was per-
formed on the Peebles branch of the North British
Railway, when, within the space of six hours, the
large timber trestle viaduct which has since 1S56
spanned the gulch traversed by the ancient Halhous
Burn was replaced by a steel girder bridge. The
new bridge is of three spans—a central one of S2ft.,
and two side ones of 30ft. each. The work of
replacement was carried out by workmen under the
supervision of Mr. R. Boath, C.E.

The extensions to the isolation hospital, Neasden,
are being warmed and ventilated by means of Shor-
lund's double-fronted patent Manchester stoves
with descending smoke-flues, the same being sup-
plied by Messrs. E. IL Shorland and Brother, of
Manchester.

On Wednesday week, at the Congregational
Church, Whiting-street, Bury St. Edmund's, the
Independent Martyrs' Memorial was unveiled by
the Itev. C. Silvester Home, M.A., in memory of
John Copping and Elias Thacker, who were hanged
at Bury S;. Edmund's in June, 15S3, for dis-
seminating the principles of ludependeucy. The
memorial, of Portland stone, has been designed and
executed by Mr. A. Hanchet, of Bury St. Edmund's.

OBITUARY.
We regret to announce the death of Colon i;l

C'HRisTOPiiEii O. Ellison, V.I)., J. P., the head of

the well-known Liverpool firm of architects and
surveyors, and the first president of the Society

of Architects. Colonel Ellison, who was in his

72nd year, and had for some time been in feeble

health, died on Wednesday in last week at his

residence, 22, Mannering-road, Liverpool, of

which city he was a native. Deceased was the

son of the late Mr. Christopher Ellison, estate

and insurance agent, Liverpool, and has carried

out an extensive practice, largely in commercial
buildings and banks. The numerous local build-

ings designed by his firm include the Eye Hospital,

Myrtle-street, the Adelphi Bank, the Adelphi
Hotel, artisans' dwellings for the Liverpool
Corporation, and Birkenhead Town Hall ; he also

carried out Bootle and Belper hospitals, eye and ear
hospitals at Liverpool and Shrewsbury, churches
at Bradford, Brighton, Leeds, Newcastle-on-
Tyne, Rugby, kc, numerous board schools, and
the fine promenade at Douglas, Isle of Man.
When the Society of Architects was founded
more than twenty years ago, Colonel Ellison was
elected as the first president, and served for a
year. Colonel Ellison took an active part in many
branches of public life in Liverpool, where his
brother. Alderman John Ellison, has long been a
conspicuous figure. He became a justice of the
peace in 1891. UntU recently, when his health
failed him, he regularly attended to his duties on
the bench, and was held in high esteem by
his brother magistrates. He took a keen interest

in the volunteer movement. In its earliest days
he was associated with the late Colonel Bousfield,

and subsequently from the ranks of that gentle-
man's regiment, and with the aid of the late

Field-Marshal Sir John Burgoyne, R.E., and
others, formed the "1st Lancashire Engineer
A'olunteers," and as an officer enjoyed a long
and honourable career, finally taking command.
Increasing professional duties compelled him to

retire from this post in 1875, when the War
Office recognised his valuable services by gazetting
him to the position of honorary colonel in suc-
cession to Field-Marshal Burgoyne. In 1893
Colonel Ellison was among the first who received
the long service decoration bestowed on volunteer
officers by her late Majesty Queen Victoria. AVe
gave his portrait in our issue of June 20, 1890.
The funeral took place at Anfield Cemetery,
Liverpool, on Friday, where the Rev. James
Colville, of the Sefton Park Preabyteriin Church,
officiated. The chief mourners were Miss Adeline
Ellison, Miss Rosaline Ellison (daughters), Mr.
W. Stanley Ellison (son), Mr. T. Powell Webb
(son-in-law), Mr. C. H. Mitchell, Mr. William
Parslow, Dr. Betts Taplin, Alderman Ellison,

Mr. J. A. Ellison, Mr. John Ellison, Jan., Mr.
W. C. Ellison, and Mr. C. B. Ellison. The
general body of mourners included Colonel C. A.
Whitney, V.D., C.C. ; Major J. E. Bu<rows,
Adjutant Ist L.R.E, (V.), representing Colonel
Doyle and officers ; Messrs. J. Pennock, C. F.

Finney, N. Andrews, J. Scjtt Byrne, Samuel G.
Byrne, E. Percy Fisk, C. P. L, Titherley, James
Shepherd, H. E. Rensburg, T. W. Stubbs, John
Peers, and T. Pritchard.

Mr. Josiah Hunt, the well-known quantitj-

surveyor, of No. G, (^ueen Anne's Gate, West-
minster, died on Sunday last at the age of 79. Mr.
Hunt was formerly in partnership with the late Mr.
John Batstone, and for about 25 years they to-

gether carried on an extensive practice as quantity
surveyors at the above address. This partnership

was dissolved in 1875 ; since then Mr. Hunt con-
tinued the practice by himself until about six

years ago, when failing eyesight caused him to

retire.

New municipal buildings, faced with red brick,

and simple Renaissance in style, are being erected

for the urban district couucil of Waltham Holy
Cross, almost immediately opposite the western
tower of the Abbey parish church. The contractor
is Mr. F. Bentley, of Waltham.

The British Museum has received from the
National Art Collections Fund a gift of a plate of

Rhodian Faience, presented to the society by Mr.
Henry J. Pfuugst, F.S.A. The plate is of the Kith

century, of unusual size, with leaves sketched in

black outline on the back—a very uncommon
feature.

Messrs. W. T. Glover and Co., Ltd., have just

been awarded the contract in connection with
electric light and power cables for the Johannesburg
municipality, amounting to considerably over

£100,000.

COMPETITIONS.
BuiGHoi'sECnArEL.—The names of thesuccess-

fnl architects in this competition are Messrs. John
Wills and Sons, of Derby, and London ; and not

Messrs. Mills and Sons, as given last week in

error on p. 251.

CHIPS.
Instructions have been given by the Batley Cor-

poration to Messrs. W. Hanstock and Son, of that

town, to prepare plans for the proposed free library,

towards the cost of which Mr. Carnegie some time

ago promised a gift of £G,000. The building will

be erected on the Market Estate, and the scheme is

to include a tower for the accommodation of the old

market-hall clock.

The scheme for building a new church at Comp-
ton, near Winchester, has fallen through owing to

financial difficulties, and as a consequence the

present interesting Norman parish church is to be

enlarged by the addition of a south aisle to the

nave, to seat 150 persons.

Mr. Maurice Warne, surveyor to the Tetbury
Rural District Council, has been appointed surveyor

to the rural district council of Maidstone at a salary

of £225 per annum.

The corporation of Glasgow have accepted as a
gift and have added to the collection in their art

gallery the picture " Crossing the Ford," by Mr.
C. E. Stewart.

Messrs. Dick, Kerr, and Co. have given £500 for

completing the equipment of the electrical laboratory

at the Victoria Technical School, Preston. A sum
of £2,500 had already been presented by the trustees

of the late Mr. John BiUington Booth towards the

project.

The Newry No. 1 Rural District Council have
appointed Mr. John O'Hare, of Newry, as architect

at 5 per cent, commission for the seventeen cottages

to be built in various parishes under the Labourers
(Ireland) Asts. There were six competitors.

The foundation-stone of the west pier of the

harbour of Pennan, a little fishing village between
Fraserburgh and Macdufi^, was laid on Saturday by
Miss Maconachie, sister of Mr. A. W. Maconachie,
M.P. for East Aberdeenshire, to whose efforts

mainly this improvement is due. The engineer is

Mr. Barron.

The free library at Keighley, built from designs

by Messrs. McKewan and Larn, was opened by the

Duke of Devonshire on Saturday. The library has

been completed for about the £10,000 given by Mr.
Carnegie, though the land and other expenses will

bring its total cost to near £20,000. It contains

space provision for 40,000 volumes, while the news-
room, on the ground floor, wUl accommodate 150,

and the reference library, on the first floor, 100

readers. The patent library, also on the first floor,

has room for 150,000 patent specifications.

A portrait statue of the late Charles Kingsley is

to be erected at Bideford. Mr. Joseph Whitehead,
of Westminster, has been intrusted with the work.

The Governors of Christ's Hospital have in-

structed Messrs. Duke and Ookenden, waterworks
contractors of London and Littlehampton, to carry

out the extension of their water supply by sinking a
deep shaft and driving storage adits, the operations

to be carried out immediately.

The denf and dumb school for Calcutta, designed

and erected by Messrs. Martin and Co., has been

completed in Upper Circular-road. Alongside the

same firm are putting up a building tor the Brahmo
Girls' School.

The municipality of Woodstock, near Capetown,
proposes to borrow £200,000 for public improve-
ments, the most important of which are the

construction of streets and the carrying out of a

scheme of surface drainage.

Lord Rosebery has promised to be present at the

unveiling of the statueof Milton in Cripplegate on
November 2.

To commemorate Bishop Moorhouse's connection

with Manchester, his portrait, painted by Sir George
Raid, is to be placed in some public building in the

diocese—most probably in Manchester.

The alterations at Sandringham and the additions

to Y'ork House and Appleton House are being

carried out for the King by Messrs. John Thompson
and Sons, of Peterborough.

Mr. A. W. Bradley, borough surveyor, of Bury,
Lanes, mentions in his anuual report to the town
council that the construction of tramways by the

corporation employees has been found cheaper than
contract work. One section was done by contract,

and for the remainder of the work the corporation

purchased the necessary tools and plant and
engaged a large staff of m«n, with the result that

the average cost up to the present of the track laid

by direct labour is less than the amount of the

lowest tender for the section done by contract.
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(I^ngitttcrittQ ©otts.

Electuic Tramways i.\ East Middlesex.—
The first section of a scheme of electric tramways
by which the Middlesex County Council propose
to traverse some 50 miles of the main roads of

the county was opened at Bruce Castle on
Saturday. The lines just inaugurated e.^tend

from Tottenham to Wood Green i-iii Manor
House and Seven Sisters and fid Lordship-lane.
Other sections will soon be opened for public
traffic. They comprise the lour radial roads
from Willesden to Wembley, Oicklewood to

Edgware, Highgate to High Barnet, and Wood
Green to Eafield, while numeious cross routes
will form connecting links between the trunk
lines. Three of the routes extend into Hertford-
shire. Kunning powers have been granted over
the Walthamstow Light Rail ways,the area of the
whole electric tramway and light railway enter-
prise thus extending from Willesden in the west
to Walthamstow and Woodford in the east. The
London County boundary practically ftrms the
southern limit, and the lines will extend as far

north as Watford in the west and Cheshunt in
the eist. These new lines will not be worked by
the Middlesex County Council ; they have been
leased to the Metropolitan Electric Tramwajs
Co., Ltd., by whom they will be worked until
1930. The cost of constructing the track is

borne by the council, and the electrical equip-
ment and rolling stock are provided by the
company. The estimated outliy on the entire
scheme is £1,686,255.

practically a separate building from foundation to

roof. It comprises on the ground floor a general

reading-room, 40ft. by '20ft., a main hall, lava-

tory, and sani'ary provisions. There is also a

magazine-room on this floor, 24ft. square. From
the central hall a wide staircase gives access to

the firot floor, which will contain the main lend-

ing library, 40ft. by 20ft. The borrowers' lobby
is situate on the main landing. The reference

library for students measures 24ft. by 17ft. 6in.

Beyond this is a room for the librarian. The

PaOFESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

Bucks ARCH.iiOLOoicAL Society.—Under the

Presidency of the Earl of Rosebcry, the Bucks
Archicological Society, which is making arrange-

ments for the celebration of its forthcoming
Jubilee by organising a County Exhibition of

antiquities, held its annual ex ursion on Tuesday.
At t^uarrendon the members inspected the ruina

of the Chapel of St. Peter, which dates from the

early part of the Thirteenth Century. St. Mary's
second floor of the library contains two bedrooms Church, Hardwick, where a monument records
and a kitchen, and sitting-room for the care-

j

^^^^ re-interment by the late Lord Nugent of the
taker. The en'rance to the technical school is at remains of 247 persons killed at the Battle of
the angle of the two streets. Bank-street just L^yigg^j^ry in March, 1642, was also seen. After
at this point having been considerably widened.

|
visiting Whitchurch, an earthwork, the site of a

I The technical school accommodation comprises on
, Castle of Hugh de Bblebec, built in 1145, and

the ground floor an entrance lobby and central
|
demolished at the end of the CivU War, was

hall, from which is approached a machine con- inspected ; while at North ilarston the party
struction and drawing room {36ft. by lOft.), with inspected the parish church, the chancel of which
principal's and secretary's offices opening there- I

^^ restored and the reredos and stained-glass
from. On the same floor there is also another g^gt window erected by Queen Victoria in memory

:
room, measuring 28ft. by 19ft., to be used for ^f jir. J. c. Neild, who left his property to her
science and technical classes. A chemical labora- -- . _. . . „. . .

„. .

tory meafuriog 37ft. by 19ft., a physical labora-

tory, and a science lecture and demonstrating
room are pro\ided. In addition there are dirk- _ _
rooms for photography, lavatories, and necessary

| fg^jyres examined,
store-rooms. The second floor is set a«ide entirely

I

for art, and comprises an elementary art room, '

Camhriax Arcii.icologkal Association.-
_

afigureandcastroom, a modelling room, together! annual meeting of the Cambrian Arcb.cological

i
with the art master's room, lavatories, and

j

Association, at Cardigan, was brought to a close

independent store - room accommodation. The ' o^ Friday. The chief feature of the gathering

library was opened by the Lord-Lieutenant of the ^ ^^^ ^^^ discovery by Mr J. Romil.y Allen of an

county. Viscount Ebrington, and the technical |

Og*^™ ?to°e at Nevern Church lu^the stairway to

Majesty. At Granborough Church a " Chria-

matory " of metal, containing three cruets to hold

the consecrated oil, discovered in a niche in the

wall near the chancel, was, with other antiquarian

-The

Butlbiug j-uttlligtnct

Bi'iisLEM.—The new post-office in Wedgwood-
place was opened for business last week. The old
premises situated in Market-square have for a
considerable time been inconvenient and in-
adequate. The new office occupies a frontage of
38ft. to Wedgwood-place, and extends to Price-
street in the rear for a distance of 160ft. The
building is only 20ft. in height, and the front is

ficed with buff ttrracotta. 'The main entrance
opens into the public office, which is 24 ft. long
by 19ft. Sin. wide, and affords a counter space of
22ft. The walls have a dado of brown and grey
glazed bricks, and are treated above this with
Pompeian red distemper. The telegraph instru- i

ment room adjoins the public oflice, and adjoin-
ing is the telegraph messengers' room. In the
centre of the building is the postmaster's office, so
arranged that it affords complete supervision of
the other rooms, and beyond this is situated a
sorting-office, 50ft. by 36ft., and lighted by means
of skylights. Beyond this room are dining-rooms
for the male and female clerks and the postmen,

j

The offices have been designed by Jlr. W. T.
Oldrieve, F.S.I. , of H.M. Office of Works, late :

of Storey's-gate, and now of Edinburgh, and
were erected by Mr. T. Godwin, of Hinley.

Newtox Ahhot.—The large pile of buildings
erected for the double jiurpose of a Free Library
and Technical, Science, and Art Schools was

j

opened on Thursday in last week. The public
library has been erected by Mr. J. Passmore
Edwards as a memorial to his mother, who was

j

born in Wolborough-street, he giving £2,500 for '

this purpose, wh'lst the local authorities provided
the site. The furniture will cost another £60J.
Towards the cost of the fcite of the science and :

art scho d and the building itself the Devon
County Council gave £2,700, and a further £300
towards the expense of effecting a much-needed
improvement in widening the street. The fur- '

nishing and heating of the building involves an
expenditure of £1,250, and the County Council
have further offered a sum of £750 towards this '

amount, provided that the town voluntarily raises
£250. The architect for the building was the

'

late Mr. Silvanus Trevail, of Truro, the arrange-
;

ments since his death being in the hands of Jlr.
A. ,1. Corntlius. The erection of the two build-
ings, which were illustrated in our issue of July 4,
1902, has cost £5,800. Mr. H. C. (Joss, Torquay!
was the contractor who commen'jed the work, ft
was completed by Mr. F. A. Stacey, of Newton
Abbot. In his plans Mr. Treva 1 included a
lecture-hall at the back of the building, but for
the present this has been omitted. Occupying
a central position in the town, the library and
school are of a very imposing character. Although
forming a part of the whole group, the library is

school by Lord Clifford.

CHIPS.
In consequence of a statement by ua that the

architects for the M.N.C. church, Brighouse, are
Messrs. J/ills and Sons, many letters, we are told,

intended for Messrs. John Wills and Sons, Victoria-
chambers, St. Peter's Churchyard, Derby, are being
delivered to Mr. Mills, an architect in that town.
We are asked to correct the mistake.

On the occasion of his marriage, Mr. A. J.
Taylor (architect to the baths committee of the city

council of Bath) was, on Friday, on behalf of the
members of the committee, presented by the chair-
man with a mahogany cabinet suitably inscribed.

The new vicarage at Fotherby, Lincolnshire, has
now been completed. Messrs. Scorer and Gimble, , - ,, j i. ^r -i^r t-,-i ,. t- r
of Lincoln, were the architects, and Messrs. Mawe^ ,

'^'S'*"' ?°'i \^^'^- ^^ • ^^l'*?
«" ' Tumuli nea

I
Bros., of L'Duth, the contractors. \

Ogmore River were read on Thursday night,

,, ATT T, iz ao , . ,
Ne.ict year the meeting will be at Shrewsburv.

Messrs. W. Potts and Sons, clock manufacturers,! _
Leeds and Newcastle-on-Tyne, have received in-
structions to make and fix a new Cambridge quarter
clock with three external dials. Oft. Oin. each in
dian eter, at the New Co-operative Society's Stores,
Buxton-road, Iluddersfield ; also a new illuminated

the priests' chamber. On the Wednesday the

heights of Carn Ingli at Newport (Pem) were
scaled to view the stone-walled camp, with hut

circles, situited on the top of the mountain.
Having inspected Pentre Evan Crom'ech, con-

jectured to have been one of a group, many of the

members went over a building at Pentre Evan,
now used as a barn, which, formerly the home of

the Evans family, and afterwards of the Bowens,
was mentioned in all the pedigree books, and
probably dated from 1395. A visit to Cilgerran

Castle, now fast falling into ruins, brought
Thursday's proceedings to a close, and at the

request of inhabitants the association has ap-

pointed a small advisory committee with the view
to preventing its further decay. Papers by
Professor Anwyl, of University College of Wales,
Aberystwith, on ''The Early Settlers of Car-

Tumuli near

turret-clock for Messrs. Archibald Bamsden and
Co., Ltd., Park-row, Leeds, and a new chime clock
forThornton-in-Lonsdale ancient parish church, at
the junction of the three counties of Yorkshire,
Lancashire, and Westmorland. All the above are
from Lord Grimthorpe'a designs and plans.

The town improvement committee of the New-
castle-on-Tyne Corporation have passed plans for
the erection of a temporary exhibition building by
the Newcastle Exhibition Company, on ground
situated on the north side of St. Mary's-place. The
building is to be 240ft. long, lOOft. wide, and 31ft.
high.

The Leeds C )rporation realised nearly £40,000
from the sale of land vacant after public improve-
ments, but even then half the land offered was not
sold.

At the London County Sessions on Friday, before
Mr. McConnell, K.C., Robert Guthrie and Frank

At the Municipal Offices, Devonport, Mr. M. K.
North, C.E., held an inquiry on Friday relative to

the application of the town council to borrow
£1,865 for purposes of strset improvements in

Harbour View-terrace, Saltash-passage, Victoria-

road, and Lynher- terrace, and £1,808 for works of

private street improvements in Beatrice-avenue,

Cotehele-avenue, and the lane at the back of

Harbcur View.

Foundation-stones of a Wesleyan chapel to 1 e

built at Hebden Bridge at a cost of £4,500, were laid

on Satorday.

A report has recently been made to the corpora-

tion of Nottingham as to the usefulness of the

subway running beneath the main thoroughfare of

Victoria-street, which contains the General Post

Office and several other large buildings, and through
which street there is very considerable tratlic.

Thirty-eightyears ago it was proviiled with a subway
in which were collected the water and gas mams, the

sewer, and all the electrical wires for the neigh-

bourhood. During 25 years not a stone was litted

from the pavement in Victoria-street, and not a
Cope, a foreman and a ganger in the service of the

j

penny was spent in repairing the roadway
London County Council, were convicted of having
fraudulently obtained money by booking men as
having done work when they had not in fact been
working. They were respectively sentenced to nine
and three months' imprisonment in the second
division.

A stained-glasa window has been placed in
Milland Church by Sir Thomas and Laify Suther-
lan l.in memory of their eldest son, Kric Mannaught,
sub-lieuteii'iut of the Seaforth Highlanders, who
was killed in the S juth-African War.

The statue of leen Victoria, presented to the
borough of Miidstoiie in 1902 by Mr. A. Randall,
has this week lieen removed to the Palace Gardens,
its place at the top of High-street being occupied by ' practically the whole of the city
a replica in Portland atone.

|

jyj^ „ k„,. Hooper, M.I.C.E.. conducted an in-
A new public sdiool at Tullibody, in the pariah of ' quiry in the Tiverton Town Hall on Tuesday reU-

Alloa. was opened on Situnlav by the Earl of Mar tive to the loan of £13,000 proposed to lie borrowed
and Kullie. It has been built from plans by Messrs. by the Tiverton Town Council for electric light
Thomas Frame and Sons, architects, Alloa,

i
purposes.

A new Sunday-school, which has been built by
the Free Methodists in the Bramley Circuit, iu

Ilighlield-avenue, Wortley, Leeds, was fornnlly

opened on Saturday. Mr. Frederick Wilkinson, of

Paik-square, Leeds, is the architect, the liuilders are

Mr. Arthur Limbert and Mr. J. Trickett, also of

Leeds. The central hall of the school has seating

accommodation for 800 people, and the 1 1 class-

rooms on either side of the hall will provide for 350

scholars.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been held

at Nottingham into the Corporation's application to

borrow £46,268 for the reconstruction and improve-
ment of their sewerage system, the works covering
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AKCH-ffiOLOGICAL.
Waltham AiiiiEv.—A large party of members

of the Photographic Section of the Borough
Polytechnic, under the guidance of Mr. Alfred
Bedding, visited the parish church of \Valtham
Abhey on Saturday, and were received by the

rector, the Rev. F. B. Johnston, M.A., who
escorted the party round this noble torso of a

Norman church of an Augustinian monastery.
The church, it will be remembered, was restored

by the late Mr. William Burges, A.R.A., in

1860 and 1875. It consists of the nave and aisles

of a former cruciform edifice— all beyond the cross-

ing, including the great central tower, the short

transepts, and long choir, having been destroyed
at the Reformation—and of a Lady chapel, on a

much higher level, set against the angle formed
by the eastern end of nave and the south transept,

and only accessible by a flight of stairs at the

west end. At the western end of the nave is a

tower some 86ft. in height, built in 1558-61 out

of fragments of the eastern limbs of the church.

The upper stage of the tower, which acts &a a
buttress to prevent the further movement
north - westwards of the truncated nave, fell

in 1788, and was rebuilt according to the

degree of knowledge 'of Medieval art then pre-

valent. It has lately shown signs of failure,

and £1,500 having been subscribed locally,

designs were prepared by Mr. J. Arthur Reeve,

(who, since the death of Mr. Burges, has been
architect to the fabric), showing a battlemented

parapet and pinnacles, more in character with

the older work than the plain parapet, inclosing

a steep roof, which has formed the skyline for

the past century and a quarter only. The Society

for the Proteciion of Ancient Buildings raised

great opposition to the threatened removal of this

Late Eighteenth-century parjpet, and a fresh

design by Mr. Reeve has been adopted, consisting

of two-light belfry windows below a battlemented
parapet, low turrets replacing the pinnacles of

the iirst scheme. This is about to be carried out,

Mr. Bentley, of Waltham, being the builder.

Mr. Johnston contended that the central portion

of the north and south arcades, with the cylindrical

shafts carrying them, and the north and south aisle

walls, were fragments of the original church built

by King Harold, and undoubtedly consecrated in

1060. The two eastern bays were rebuilt in the

days of Henry I., and the western bay, with its

pointed arch and beautiful west doorway, now
inclosed by the Mirian tower, is manifestly a

14th-century reconstruction. The rector quoted
the authoiity of Mr. Reeve and of the late Pro-
fessor E. A. Freeman in support of his views, and
argued that as, according to records ttill extant,

the parishioners were ordered in 1286 by the then

abbot to repair their nive, it was improbible that

it could have been built more recently than the

Conquest, as some arch;clogist8 believed.

Furthermore, both Harold and Elward the

Confessor spent much of their lives in Nor-
mandy, and might have been expected to have
been impressed with the grandeur of the build-

ings they saw there. Mr. Johnston's theory as

to the pre-Conquest date of his church did not

meet with universal approval among his hearers,

some of whom pointed out the resemblance on
a miniature scale of the arcades to those of the

nave of Durham Cathedral, which was admittedly

begun by Bishop Carilef after 1093. The lofty

triforium of widesemicircular arches is buta screen

wall, there being now no vaulted floor below or

groined roof above on the aisle side, where a high
coved wooden ceiling carries the outer roof.

The whipping-post under the tower, decorated with
Jacobean strap ornament, and the stocks beside it,

were inspected with interest, and also the long
series of registers in the vestry. Some framed
prints dated 1803 and 1807, showed the bare interior

of the church, with its three-decker pulpit, white-

washed ceiling, and blank east wall, unrelieved

except for what John Carter Justly described as
" a beastly common workshop window stuck in

the midst." The present nave ceiling is of timber
boarding, painted (in the style of those in Peter-

borough and St. Albans Cathedrals) with the

Signs of the Zodiac, by the son of the then archi-

tect, Mr. Ambrose Poynter, now Sir E. J.

Poynter, P.R..\. The circular east window, de-

signed by Burges, contains glass representing the

Seven Days of Creation, the work of the late Sir

E. Burne Jones, and below is his highly original

reredos—a frieze of boldly-carved figures, half

life-size, in high relief, representing four scenes in

the Nativity and Childhood of the Saviour. Some
interesting monuments remain in the church, in-
cluding a large Elizibethan monument at the

east end of the south aisle, with reclining efiigies

of Sir Edward and Lady Denny, 1599, and a

figure beside it to a Lady Greville, of the Warwick
family. (Opposite, at the end of the north aisle,

is a flat marble tomb to Captain Robert Smith, of

the good ship Iiidnslr'niins, and on the middle of

the inscribed slab is, oddly enough, set the up-
right, periwigged bust of the gallant master
mariner, his back turned to the altar so that his

marble countenance may scan those entering

by the west door. Recent works carried out

in the church by Jlr. Reeve are fine sedilia stalls,

richly carved in oak in Elizabethan style, and
bearing the arms of the Francis family (the

donors), those of Dr. Randall Davidson impaled
with the See of Canterbury, and those of Dr.
Jacob impaled with St. Albans. Circular lights

at the west ends of the north and south aisles,

long blocked with brickwork, have been opened
out and glazed, and all ivy has been cut away
from the walls, where it was beginning to

insinuate its roots and tendrils and disintegrate

the masonry. After an exhaustive survey of the

interior, the rector showed the scanty remains
of the conventional structures—a 13th-century
vaulted passage or room of two bays (possibly the
domus conversorum) in a farmyard at the N.E.
angle of the utterly destroyed cloisters, which
were in the unusual but not unique position of

north of the choir ; and a portion of the abbey
gateway. To the east of the church is a grave-
yard, closely packed with human remains, and no
excavations seem to have been made—at any rate,

of recent years—to ascertain the ground plan of

the eastern arms of the church, whether the

choir had a square or apsidal end, whether it was
surrounded with chapels ; whether the central

tower was square, or, as appears possible from the

set of the ground and the great span of chancel
arch, was longer from north to south than from
east to west; the depth of the transepts; the

position of the chapter house and its form, whether
rectangular, as in the Augustinian houses of

Bristol and Oxford, octagonal or circular— all these

and other points of controversy have never been
tested by the excavator's spade, and it is evident

that much of interest remains to be learned con-
cerning this fragment of what was once the
grandest church in Essex.

A sudden and unexpected drop of 7i par cent, has
taken place this week in the price of Carnarvon
slates.

The death is announced of Mr. E. A. Lansdowne,
of the firm of Lansdowne and Griggs, architects,

Newport, Mon. , and formerly of Bath.

A fire involving the total destruction of three
chair factories occurred in Slater-street, High
Wycombe, on Monday night. The outbreak
occurred in the premises of Messrs. McLean and
Co., and spread rapidly to adjoining factories. A
large number of men are thrown out of employment
in consequence of the fire.

The parish church of Holy Trinity, Exmouth, is

about to be restored from plans prepared by Mr.
G. H. Fellowes Prynne, of London.

A housebreaking firm some time ago made a
curious discovery under the foundation-stone of the
old Royal Waterloo Hospital for Children, which
they were razing to the ground. The foreman, on
removing a large piece of Portland stone, on which
there was no inscription, discovered a glass tablet,

with the names of the founders and date, &c., in-

crusted thereon ; also a small copper coin and a
copy of the Annual Report of the Hospital for the
year 1822, contained in a bottle, all in an excellent

state of preservation.

The Crewe Education Committee have adopted
plans by Mr. George E. Bolshaw, of Crewe, for new
schools to accommodate 1,570 scholars, and to be
built in Eirle-street.

A temporary iron mission church in Long-row,
Byker Hdl, was dedicated on Wednesday. It will

accommodate about 300 persons, and will be used
by the parishioners until the completion of the per-

manent church, with the erection of which on the
adjacent site a start has already been made. The
contractors for the permanent church, which is

arranged to seat 800, are Messrs. Lowry, Newcastle,
and both buildings have been designed by Messrs.

Hicks and Charleswood, Newcastle.

In connection with the Liverpool Corporation im-
provement scheme so far as it relates to the Upper
Mann-street area, sanction has been received from
the Local Government Board to the housing com-
mittee of the Liverpool Corporation borrowing
£10,131 for the purchase of land, and to the borrow-
ing of £18,850 for the erection of dwellings on the

area. The committee have also decided to erect a
number of concrete cottages in Eldon-street.

TO OOKKESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opiniona of
our correspondents. All commimications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are maiLy
t^laimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

communications re.'tpecting illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the Building
Nkws, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
W.C, and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not unfrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communicationa are sent at contributora' risKs, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributioas.

Cheques and Post-offlce Orders to be made payable to
ThB StEAND NaWSPAPEE COUPAST, LiMITBD.

Telegraphic Address :— '* Timeserver, London.*'

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.

Bomid copies of Vol. LXXXVI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 128. each, by post
128, lOd.), as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI.,
XLIX., IXn., LXI., LXU., LXrV., LXV., LXVT.,
Lxvn., T.xvTTT

, Lxrx., lxxi., lxxh., Lxxm.,
LXXrV., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVTt., LXXES.,
LXXX.. LXXXI., LXXXn., LXXXHI., lxxxiv.,
and LXXXV. may still be obtained at the game price;

all the other bound volumes are out of print. Most of
the back numbers of former volumes are, however, to
be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back nuHibers
to complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Building News,
price 23., post free 2a. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from tJie PubUsher, Clement's House,
Clement's Dm Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCKIPTION.

One Pound per annnTn (post free) to any part of the
United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
Cnited States, £1 6s. Od. (or Sdols. 30c. gold). To France
Dr Belgium, £1 68. Od. (or 33fr. 30o.) To India, £1 68. Od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

AD'VEETISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Oontract

Advertisements, Public Oompanies, and all official

advertisementa is Is. per hne of Eight words, the first

line counting aa two, tiie minimum charge being 58. for
four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Ijand Sales, and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the first line counting aa two), the tninimnm charge
being 43. 6d. for 40 worda. Special terms for aeriea of

more than aix insertiona can be ascertained on applicatioD

to the PubUsher.

Situations and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisementa for '* Situations
Vacant" or "Situations Wanted " and " Part-
nerships" is O.NE Shilli.vo fur Twen'tv-foub Woeds,
and Sixpence for every eight worda after. AU Situation

Advtriiaiiments must be prepaid.

•«• Replies to advertisementa can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand
W.C, //-^e of charffe. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See
Notice at head of "Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisementa on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application

to the Publisher.

Advertisementa for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thiursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisementa
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Received.—T. S. L.—A. M.—W. P. and Co.—T. L. B.—
P. N.—T. B. R.-8. L. and Son.

EinvABD Stockwell.—We do not think so; but you had
better consult a good loc^il surveyor well up in such
cases, and acquainted with the premises.

A. D.—There is no tarring or painting required for

Ruberoid. made by R. w! Blackwell and Co., Ltd., 59-

City-road, B.C.

J. P. M.—Our own opinion is that it is next door to a
fraud I

R. R. L.—Very ancient history : Butsome of our younger
imitators have all our eighty-seven volumes to draw on !

Not worth while saying more.

A. M. P.—Send to George Ell and Co., Bridge Wharf,
PaddingtoD, for a list. They are most reliable makers
of all builders' requisites ot that sort.

—•-•-

—

STREET-AIR VENTILATION.

To the Editor of the BniLomo News.

SiKj—Speaking at the British Association, the

Prime Minister pertinently inquired :
" Wherein

consisted the difference between the worker in the

town and in the country factory r Was it a

<lue8tion of ventilation in the home or air in the
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etreets? " In my opinion, town deterioration ia

largely referable to our negligence on both of

these counts. Our sewers are ventilated at street

level, our kitchens, scuUeries, &c., are commonly
in the basement, and discharge their fumes at

street level, and our air shafts to soil pipes fitted

with a wire balloon only are, in anything ap-

proaching a fresh wind, so many sources of

" blowdown " discharging at street level (the

mica flap on *' inlets " proves this), while closets

invariably depend for ventilation on the windows
being left opened or opened after use—with the

result that the carbon monoxide passes out and
enters adjoining rooms (or offices) or escapes

through open door to pollute air of house.

If we would amend matters, our sanitary by-
laws must require all kitchens, sculleries, water
closets, &c., to be fitted with an approved
" exhaust " ventilating shaft (providing a strong

up current and not merely allowing escapement)
carried, wherever possible, to ridge of roof. If

allowed to finish just above the eaves or parapet

wall these ventilators are screened on one side

from the wind, and only effectual when the wind
is blowing from one particular direction. More-
over the foul air discharged under present con-

ditions is frequently driven back into adjoining

bedrooms or offices. Finally, our sanitary by-
laws should require all chimneys, in town districts

especially, where windows are so often kept

closed so as to exclude dust, soot, &c., to be fitted

with a louvre or ventilating chimney-pot. Trust-
ing I have not trespassed at too great length,—

I

am, (fee., MoDEKxi s.

CHIPS.
The Pftn-boroiii/Ji Advntiser of the 20th inst.

informs us that ** The building of the new boarding
houses at Oundie School, of which one is now being
erected, includes two blocks of houses connected by
Mediaeval cloisters to a Gr:x;30-Gothic Renaissance
Chapel '*

! Is this an example of the coming
Twentieth Century style, so long prognosticated and
80 fervently desired ? The name of the gifted-archi-

tect is inconsiderately withheld by our contemporary.

The colours of the 97th or Earl of Ulster's Regi-
ment, which are hung in Winchester Cathedral,
have recently been renovated and renetted. The
colours have been rehung in their old position.

With the laying of the foundation-stone on
Saturday, the harbour improvements at Pennan,
which lies midway between Fraserburgh and
Macduff, have been practically completed. The
harbour is a part of the foreshore originally
inclosed by two piers—the east and west. About
forty years ago, the west pier, which was built of

sandstone masonry, was demolished by a heavy
storm, and the wreckage not only blocked up the
harbour to a considerable extent, but the absence of

a breakwater left the remaining part of the basin
unsheltered from north-easterly gales. The scheme
of works which has been carried out by Mr. James
Barron, C.E., Aberdeen, comprised a new west
pier, some 336 feet long. The cost has been about
£1,800.

Mr. R. W. Fraser has been elected as surveyor to

the urban district council of Hojlake and West
Kirby, in succession to Mr. Foster, retired.

Memorial-stones were laid on Thursday in last

week in connection with the new Primitive Methodist
Chunh in StatTord-street, Walsall. The new
church and schools are intended to replace older and
smaller premises in North-street. Tney are being
erected from the plans of Messrs. J. Wills and Sons,
of Derby and London, and the church will
accommodate G50 persons. The cost of the buildings
wiUbe.fl.MO.

The Town Council of Twerton having applied to
the Local Government Board for power to borrow
Clii.OOO in connection with the electric lighting
scheme, au inspector of the Board held an inquiry
at the town-hall on Tuesday last.

The Di)l^ping Fen Drainage Trustees have
appointed Mr. Harry Bain, of Castleton, Lanca-
shire, as superintendent of works, in succession to
the late Mr. Alfred Harrison. The appointment,
for whiih there were 150 applicants, is worth ClfiO

a year.

Mr. Harry Hems, of Exeter, has been com-
missioned to carry out several pieces of oak carving
for the church at Portreath, near Redruth. New
windows have been placed in the west enri, and rich
tapestry hangings are in preparation for the
eanotuary walls.

The new refuse destructor and eteam disinfeotor
for the borough of (Jrantham is nearing comple-
tion. The apparatus has been designed and
erected by Messrs. Manlove, Alliott, and Co., of
Nottingham. The building comprises the destructor-
house, with soft, chimney, and a disinfector-house.
The former contains two furuacos and boiler.

Inttrt0mmunicatiott.

QUESTIOXS.

[12085.1—Lithography.—This art ia now so closely

identified with the ordinary routine of architectural work
that a brief outline of its history would be interesting

and instructive. I believe it dates from the early part of

last century ?—Cubious.

SEFLISS.
[12073.]—Pumpinp Sewage.—A few lines from the

bottom, *' I.H.P. =:317," should be 31*7.—Regent's Park.

[12CS0.1 — Fonts. — In Paley's "Illustrations of

Baptismal Fonts " tl844}, which contains 125 full-page

illustrations, and measured descriptions of old fonts,

dating from Norman to Perpendicular times, the author

gives the following reply to the .^uery presented, as to

which was the most usual position for fonts in the old

days :
— *' The position of fonts varies considerably. The

principle, however, always observable is to place them
near a western entrance. A very common site for Early

English or Decorated fonts is on the west siile of the

nearest nave pier to the left as you enter the south porch.

Sometimes, where there is no north door, the font is

placed against the north wall, as at Oakington and Long
Sutton (Cambridgeshire), but this is not very common.
Still more rarely is the font placed in the centre of the

church, as atCastle Rising (Norfolk). The usual position

of late fonts is a httle to the east of the belfry arch,

between two nave piers. The typical signification of

proximity to a doorway—entrance into church by baptism
— is well known. If a font is found anywhere eastward of

the centre of the nave it is almost sure to have been
removed from its original place. At Melton, near Cam-
bridge, it is against the chancel arch, and appears long to

have occupied that unusual position. The octagonal form
ia said to symbolise Regeneration, because seven days
created the old world and man of sin. the eighth day the

new man of grace and salvation. We may here notice

that singular and interesting type of baptism, the

Salamander, usually represented on fonts as a lizard or

serpent-hke animal. They are by no means of cnmmon
occurrence. We may mention instances at Salehurst

(Sussex), Norton and Youlgrave Derbyshire), Bridekirk

and Dearham (Cumberland). Winchester Cathedral, and
perhaps Sculthorpe (Norfolk). This creature typifies

baptism ' with the Holy Ghost and Fire.' The shape of

interior or aperture is almost always circular, irrespective

of the external form of the bowl. A very few foUated

bowls occur, as at Wellow {Somerset} and Lenton
(NottinghamHhire), an idea perhaps derived from the

orifices of piscin;i'. No example of an octagonal bowl has

come to our knowledge, except those of Lanteglos (Corn-

wall) andYate (Gloucestershire). Square apertures are

not very uncommon in Norman fonts, as at St. Philip

(Bristol), Thornbury tGloucestershire) . and Waterleigh.

For the diameter and depth of the bowl in ancient fonts

no rule can be given, from one and a half to two feet

wide by about one foot deep seem the average measure-
ments. One of the largest bowls we have met with is at

Bradley (Lincolnshrei. which ia nearly 3ft. across. It is

well known that ancient fonts were made large enough
for the complete immersion of infants. Exceptions to

this all but universal practice are very rare." And
again :—" There seems little doubt that almost all

ancient fonts were lined with lead, except where granite,

marble, or some other hard and impervious stone was used
for the purpose, and furnished with a plug and drain,

which usually carried the water into a small dry tank
immediately underneath. Certain it is that the very

earliest fonts are generally fitted with lead, which has
every appearance of being as old as the bowl. Manv
kinds of stonea used for fonts are so spongy and parous

in their texture that water will readily penetrate them,
and this would soon have destroyed the external si:ulptare

had not some method been adopted for making them
retentive. Another reason for supposing that the leaden

lining was universal, even in early fonts, is this :—that
they were always kept filled with water, and this could

hardly have been done in ordinary cases without the use

of lead. Hence, in part at least, arose the use of

wooden covers, which were not, as some suppose,

mere useless ornaments, but designed to keep the

water always fresh and clean. The reason assigned

by T^yndwode. is proptT '.()'-//7^'//-( — i.e., to avoid ma^ic
intluencea. The earliest fonts were covered with a flat

board, fastened down by staples fixed in the stone, and
prnjecting above the upper margin. These staples very
frequently remain, though the covers have long dia-

ftppeared from time or violence. No doubt the covers

were locked upon the fonts by these means." Yet one
mure quotation from the same careful and well-informed
authority :—"The material for fonts ia almost invariably

either Ipad or stone. Sometimes, but rarely. Purbeck
mirble is used, e-pecially in earlier examples, as at

Winchester Cathedral. A Perpendicular font is made of

that materiil at All Saints, Stamford. There is no
doubt that many fonts were gorgt^ously painted and gilt.

Vestige-* of rich colouring may sometimes be detected, as

at Blythborough (Suffolk), and the existence of many
oaken cavers at the present day similarly decorated
rendnra it sutliciently probable that the yame class of

ornamentation was. extended, as we know, in other cases

it frequtjntly was, to the stone basin itself. No wooden
fonts, we believe, arc known to exist, if we except that at

Chobham (^urrcy), which is of lead, surrounded by
woodpn panels (see Simpson's 'Baptismal Fonts'), and
the interesting example at Efenochtyd, near Ruthin,
wheit' it is a plain oct,»gonal block of oak. It is not
improhitble that such may have been occasionally used in

very early times. Several ancient fonts of lead yet

remain. Tliey are all circulir. and probably of Late
Norrniin date. Oi those at Tidenham and Llancat, an
account, with illustrations, is given in the * Arehieologia,'

vol. xxix. p. lit. Leaden fronts occur at Dorchester.

Clifton, and Wurborongh M)son); Long Whelliugton,
Wr)lHt!ine. Chililrey. and Cl^wer (Berks); Walton-f)n-the-

Uill (Surreyt. Wureham (Dorset). Ashov.T ( Derbyshire),

Brookland (Kent). Great Plumstead and ItnuHliU i Xor-
fnlk\ I'itcnmhe fSoroersi-tohire!, Siston and Climbridge
iiJIoue^'sterfhire)." The latter is of late date (\ i». Iti( i).

Following up thece quotations, 1 may add the in')st com-
plete paper I posite:)^ upon Leaden Fonts is an exhaustive

one, illustrated by 28 photographs, read by Mr. Alfred C.
Fryer, Ph.D., M.A., and which may be found bound
with the Transactions of Thi ArdnTolngical Jo'invi.f,

vol. Ivii. series 2; vol, vii. (1930). That excellent

authority tells us there are 27 leaden fonts still ia

existence, situated respectively in l2countie3inthe8outh»
east, and west of England : 8 in Gloucestershire. 3 in

Berks, 3 in Kent. 2 in Oxon. 2 in Hertfordshire, 1 ia

Derbyshire, 1 in Dorset, 1 in Hants, 1 in Lincolnshire,

1 in Norfolk, and 1 in Surrey. Several date from the

nth and r2th centuries, none earlier than the later half

of the former. A few belong to the 13th, 14th, and 15th
century, and the latest at Aston Ingham', has the date
"1689" impressed upon it. They are all tub-shaped,
with the exception of two, which have hexagon and
cylindrical bowls. That at St. Mary's, Wareham. takes
the former form. St. Nicholas, at Wade, in Thanet ' Kent),

possessfcd a fine lead font, which disappeared during the
general restoration of the church in 1873. {Who was the
restorer?) At Clifton Hampton (Oxon). the lead bowl
was melted down about 1840. One at Chitham (Kent)

was also cleared out at a so-called restoration some 40

years ago, and about the same date a leaden bowl at

Hasingham (Norfolk) disappeared. The lead font at

Great Flumstead, referred to by Paley, was melted down
in the tire that destroyed the church in 1891. Mr. Fryer,

remarks an authority named Gough, writing in the
" Arcbfoologia " (vol. x. p. 187) refers to a /^fi'ifont at

Walmsford (Northamptonshire), although it is really,

as a matter of fact, a stone one, and he tells us
those at Pitcombe (Somersetshire). Clewer (Berk-

ahire), Cherrington and Avebury (Wiltshire) have
been classed, in prior lists, incorrectly as lead examples,

although, as a matter of absolute fact, all four are

stone ones of Norman date. There are, he atficms,

six leaden tub-shaped lead fonts in Gloucestershire, all

cast from the same mould. These may be seen at

Frampton - on - Severn, Siston, O-ienhall, Tidenham,
Sandhurst, and Llancaut. Mr. Fryer's excellent photo-
graphic illustrations represent the lead fonts at Frampton-
-on-Severn, St. Mary's Priory Church, Wareham

;

Warborough, Long Wittenham, Dorchester, Walton-on-
the-Hill, Aahover, Burghill (two views), Woolstone,
Barnet-le-Wold, Edburton, Pyecombe, Brookland (three

views), Wychling, Parham, Brundall, Childrey, Tangley
(three views), Eychorne (two views, one of them with the

date 1628 upon it), Sfimbridge, Aston, Ingham, and Down
Hatherly. The question asked as to where the earliest

fonts in this country are to be found, is, perhaps, difficult

to answer. Whether they were used at all in England
prior to the Norman invasion is a mooted question. The
Venerable Bede, who is believed to have died May '27, 735,

records they were not u^ed in our churches in his time,

and the old records prove Saxon church (with its Eistern
traditions) forbade atfu3it)n3. iHoly wells were appirently

used for immersions. Haslem describes an oratory with a

well in it at St. Madron's (Cornwall) :—" The Oratory

was built near a little stream which flows under its south-

western angle. Here a well had been excavated which is

continually fed by the clear stream as it passes onward.
The well is inclosed by rude masonry, having an aperture

to the nave about 4ft. in length, and about 1ft. 6in. in

width." Again, it is recorded when the great North
Country Bishop Paulinus (who died Oct. 10, 644) baptised

Edwin, King of Northumbria, a little wooden oratory

was erected around a spring of water in Yorkshire, and the

King was immersed therein. A permanent church was
afterwards built over the spot so as to inclose this humble
oratory hallowedbyso interesting an historical event. This
church grew into the present York Minster, and down in

its crypt the self-same running spring may still be seen, I

believe. The earliest fonts illustrated by Paley are

circular Norman ones at All Saints. Little Billing

(Northamptonshire). Stratton (Cornwall), Chalk (Kent),

Stoke Canon (Devon). Holt (Worcestershire), St. Peter's,

Mevagissey (Cornwall; St. Mary the Virgin, Dodford
(Northamptonshire) ; West Chelborough (Dorset),

Plymstock (Devon), St. Marnarch, Lanreath (Corn-

wall); and Eydon (Northamptonshire). Square bowls

of about the same date are shown as existing

at St. Philip, Bristol ; Launceston (Cornwall), Weater-
leigh (Gloucestershire), St. Germans (Cornwall), Fmg-
ham (Norfolk) , and Aston-le-Walls (Northampt )n-

shire). Of course numerous other instances will at

once occur to many readers : Corhampton (Hants),

Redmire (Yorks), Kenn (Devon), St. Mary Step^ (Exeter),

Brithdir (Wales). Bideford, Caombe-in-Teigohead, and
High Bickington (all in Devon), Mdton (Lancaster), and
St. Mary's, Southampton. Singularly. I believe, no in-

stance of a Norman font is to,be found in Sussex, at least,

Mr. Lewis Andre, in a recent interesting paper, asserts

this to be the case.—Harry Hkhs.

A memorial brass in memory of the late Canou
Joy, vicar nf Maidstone, and for nearly ten years

vicar of Beuendeu, was unveiled iu Beuenden
Church on Sunday by the Earl of Cranbrook. The
memorial was the f;ift of parishioners, and was
executed by Messrs. Hart, Sou, and Peard.

At Yarmouth, on Wednesday, the famous high

windmill, said to be the highest in England, was sold

for demolitiou. It cost £10,000 to build in 1812.
"

It served as a landmark far and wide, its cap being

120ft. from the ground. Circular iu form, the mill

contained no fewer than twelve floors. Its walls

are several feet thick, and are estimated to contain

hundreds of thousands of bricks. It was sold for

ClOO under the hammer.

Mr. James Nuttall, of Barnfield, Wood-road,
Whaliey Range, Stretford, and of IT), Cooper-street,

Manchester, contractor, who died on February 5

last, left estate valued at £39,0oS Gs. Id. gross, and
at L";{;J,877 Is ^d. net, and probate of his will, dated

August 27, 1902, has been granted to his widow,
Mrs. Alice Mary Nuttall, of Oaklea, 178, I'pper

Chorltou-road, Whaliey Kmge, and his sons, Mr.
K imuud Nuttall, of The Ash, Stiymour-road, Old
Trall'ord, contractor, and Mr. James Nuttall, of

Whitehorn, L^ppor Chorlton-road, contractor, and
Mr. Walter Hawkley Warnes, of Manchester,

accountant.
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IiSaAI. INTELLIQBNOB.
Twenty Shillings in the Pound.—At Bank-

ruptcy Buildings, on Tuesday, before Mr. E.
Leadam Hough, Senior Official Receiver, an
adjourned meeting was held of the creditors of
Frederick Richard and John Pearce Flew, who
carried on business as fuilders, under the style of
Flew aud Company at 199, North End-road, West
Kensington. The statement of affairs showed
liabilities £131,418, of which £5,369 was expected
to rank, and an estimated surplus in assets of
£25,541. A scheme, providing for the payment to
creditors of 20s. in the pound by instalments, as
and when the realisation of the estate will allow,
was accepted by the meeting, and Mr. Flaxman
Haydon, chartered accountont, was appointed
trustee under the scheme, for the purpose of
carrying out the arrangement.

CHIPS.
'

The Metropolitan Electric Tramways Company
opened on Wednesday another section of tramways,
carrying their system to the Tottenham boundary.
For several weeks past cars have been running from
Finsbury Park to Seven Sisters-corner, and the
service has now been continued to Tottenham,
about thiee miles further on.

The East Suffolk County Council, having no
public hall at Ipswich in which to hold their meet-
ings, and the financial difficulty lieing the obstacle
to a building being erected in stone, the Rev. F.
French, of Worlingworth, has suggested a novel
scheme for a hall to be built in Old English style, of
Suffolk oak, which he says, might be furnished by
each landowner or hundred. He himself offers to
send a load of oak from his estate, and Mr. J. B.
Chevallier, of Aspall Hall, Debenham, who has
warmly taken up this proposal, has promised to
deliver at Ipswich from his estate an oak containing
at least 40c.ft. of timber.

Lady Londesborough opened, on Wednesday at
Londesborough Lodge, a bazaar in aid of the his-
toric church at Seamer, some portions of which,
including the nave, are Norman, and the register of
which dates back to 1588. In 1840 the tower was
rebuilt, and in 18SS the church, which seats 250
persons, was restored at a cost of £2,604. It is now
in need of further restoration.

The Board of Trade have recently confirmed the
undermentioned orders made by the Light Railway
Commissioners :— (1) Cheltenham and District Light
Railway (Extension No. 3) Order, 1904, authorising
the construction of an additional light railway in
the county of Gloucester in the borou^jh of Chelten-
ham, and the abandonment of the construction of
the part of another light railway already authorised
in the same borough

; (2) Maidstone and Fdversham
Junction Light Railway (Extension of Time) tlrder,

1904, amending the Maidstone and Faversham
Junction Light Railway Order, 1901.

A visit is to be paid to London on Sept. 12 and 13
by a large party of Belgian engineers, members of
the Association des Ingenieurs Sortis de I'Ecole de
Li^ge. The party, which will number 200, will be
the guests of the Iron and Steel Institute, which
was hospitably received by the Belgian association
in 1873, and again in 1894. During their stay in
London the Belgian engineers will visit the National
Physical Laboratory, the Royal Mint, the works of
Messrs. Eraser and Chalmers at Erith, those of
the Temperley Transporter Co., Ltd., and other
establishments. On the evening of the 13th prox,
they will be entertained at dinner at the Hotel
Cecil by the members of the Iron and Steel
Institute.

The urban district council of Ridstock have
adopted a sewerage scheme prepared by Messrs.
Balfour and Sons, and are seeking authority fre m
the Local Government Board to borrow £8,500 to
carry it into execution.

Bnt/iiierriini illustrates and depcrihes the largest
monolith yet' built. Two of these structures form
the foundations for the roundheads at the entrance
of the new Midland Riilway Company's harbour at
Heysham, in Morecambe Bay. The roundheads
are 300ft. apart, and only a bhort distance remoi'ed
from the main channel formed by Heysham Lake.
They are built on monoliths, which constituted one
of the most interesting features of the works, for,
being 55ft. in diameter, they are the largest yet
constructed in coLnec'.ion with harbour works.

One of the most important features in connection
with the restoration of the catheiral-like church at
Tideswell has just been completed — viz., the
removal of the modern gallery and porches which
completely spoiled the west end of the church. The
woik of removal has been done voluntarily by
church workers, from the vicar and curate down-
wards. The fine weet window and the groined
tower arch now stand out as boldly as when first
completed, Bome 500 years ago. The porches,
which are to be of carved oak, are being pushed
forward. The architect is Mr. J. OlJrid Scott,
F.S.A., of London.

WATEE SUPPLY AND SANITABY
MATTERS.

Cefn Mawk.—Official sanction has been received

from the Local Government Board for the realisation

of an extensive sewerage scheme for the industrial

district of Cefn Mawr, Cefn Bychan, and Acrefair,

near Ruabon. The project will consist of the con-
struction of alarge outfall works between Cefn Mawr
and the river Dee at the Dolydd, which was recently

purchased for £3,000 by the Cefn Mawr Parochial
Committee. The sewage will gravitate from Upper
Acrefair through Abernant to the Dolydd, but a
costly pumping scheme will be necessitated for

Cefn Bychan, owing to its physical situation.

Princess Henry of Battenberg opened on
Thursday in last week the women's hostel at
Houndwell Park, Southampton. The building

has on the ground floor a dining and workroom
30ft. in length, lodgers' kitchen, staff kitchen
and laundry, and on the floors above cubicles

for 55 lodgers and a suite of rooms for the
matron.

The Carnegie free library at Hkeston was
opened by the Marquis of Granby on Wednesday.
It is Renaissance in style, cost £7,500, aud is faced
with red brick and stone, and provides shelving
space for 9,000 volumes.

The urban district council of St. Austell and the
parish council of St. Austell Rural area having ap-
plied to the Local Government Board for consent to
borrow £1,000 for the purpose of extending their

joint burial ground, M. K. North, M.lnst.C.E.
(an inspector under the board), has held an inquiry
into the application at the Council Chamber,
Truro-road, St. Austell.

On Saturday, the new schools which have been
erected by the Crook School Board at Sunnybrow,
Co. Durham, at a total cost of £5,100, were
formally opened.

The banner for the Liverpool Church Congress
has been designed by Mr. G. F. Bodley, R.A., and
the work carried out by some ladies of the diocese.

Green silk damask, gold embroidery, roses and
lilies, painted figures of heraldic designs in their

proper colours, constitute together a notable piece

of needlewoik.

On Saturday Lady Elizabeth Williamson laid the
foundation-stone of the new Sunday-schools and
parish room which are being erected in Fulwell-
road, Sunderland, in connection with All Saints'

Parish. The architects are Messrs. W. and T. R.
Milburn, of Sunderland, and the builder is Mr. J.

R. Burney, of the same town.

The Halifax Tramway Committee have decided
to recommend to the town council a further exten-
sion of their system from Sowerby Bridge to
Triangle, a distance of about one mile, which will
bring the cars so much nearer the moors.

In the application on behalf of William Watson,
Church-street, Kensington, W., builder, discharge
has been suspended for three years, ending Deo. 15,

1906.

The rural district council of Campden have
received the sanction of the Local Government
Board to the borrowing of £4,500 for carrying out
works of water supply in accordance with a scheme
pr?pired by Messrs. Willcox and Raikes, civil

engineers.

The urban district council of Woking have
instructed their surveyor, Mr. G. J. Wooldridge, to
prepare plans for a group of municipal buildings,
to be erected at a cost not exceeding £4,500, on a
site now vacant adjoining the public hall. A pro-
posal to invite designs in open competition was
rejected on the grounds of expense, and for his
extra services as architect of the buildings it was
suggested that Mr. AVooldridge be allowed an
honorarium of 100 guineas.

The Admiralty have under consideration a scheme
for constructing a torpedo harbour at Dover, in
addition to the National Harbour, and for this

purpose soundings have been taken off Shake-
speare's Cliff", about a mile to the west of the port.

The proposal is to reclaim the wh'le of the fore-
shore from the Admiralty Pier to Shakespeare's
Clitr. A breakwater will be constructed further
seaward, so as to form a large tidal basin for the
accommodation of t.b.d.'s and submarines, whilst
on the reclaimed land woikshops and docks will be
built.

St. Chad's Cathedral, Birmingham, erected from
the designs of the elder Pugin, is being restored at
a cost of some thousmds of pounds. The brass-
work in the edifice will be renewed, the muUions in

the south transept window replaced, and a com-
plete electric-light installation introduced, besides
considerable structural repairs. An appealfor
funds states that the consecration of St. Chad's
mat ked the opening of the earliest and one of the
noblest examples of Pugin's genius. The cathedral
will be reopened on Sunday, Sept. 25.

Out Office ^abk
¥^-*

The curriculum of the Architectur*! Associa-

tion Day and Evening Schools for the Session

1904-5 has just been published, and is illustrated

by a useful map of London, and by photo, blocks

of the building and classroom'. 'The lectures,

classes, and ordinary general meetings will in

future all be held at the Royal Architectural

Museum, 18, Tufton- street, "Westminster. The
winter term of the day school begins on Monday,
Sept. 26, and on the Friday evening of the same
week, Sept. 30, the annual general meeting will

take place, when an address will be delivered by
the president, Mr. E. Guy Dawber, F.R.I.B.A.,
and the prizes gained during last session will be
awarded. The excellence and thoroughness of

the teaching given in the classes render them
their own advertisement, and the esteem in which
they are held in the profession is testified to by
the fact that over 2,000 students have passed

through these classes during the past eleven years.

The result of the three years' working of the day-

school has fully come up to the anticipation of the

committee, both in the number of the students

and in the practical results in the work of the

school. Prospectuses can be obtained of th&
secretary, Mr. Daniel G. Driver, 18, Tuftou-
street, S.W.

The church of Holy Trinity, "Whitecross,

Hereford, was built. about twenty years ago from
the designs of Mr. Fred R. Kempaon, well known
in his county as a " church architect." It is now
proposed to forthwith erect the chancel of this

church ; but only one of the original building

committee remains in the parish, and a new
clergyman has in the mean time been appointed.

A difficulty has arisen in furthering this chancel

project, because some of the committee want to

appoint a new architect. The council of the
Royal Institute of British Architects, in reply to

a request from the vicar for advice, replied that

he has "every right" to employ any architect

he might think proper. This open opinion,

leaving matters precisely as they were before the

whole question of Mr. Kempson's claims, as con-
trasted with those of Mr. J. A. T. Nicholson,

another local architect, who prepared a design for

the chancel two years ago, were submitted to the

Dean of Hereford, the Archdeacon of Hereford,

and Judge Harris Lea. These referees' report

appeared in last Saturday's Hereford paper, the-

result, as stated, being that these gentlemen could

see no reason why Mr. Kempson should not agree

to submit his design for the chancel in competi-

tion with Mr. Nicholson's scheme for finishing

the church, which was erected from Mr. Kemp-
son's plans. Naturally, the architect of the

church refuses to do anything of the kind,

and, according to the vicar's report in this

month's parish magazine, Mr. Kempson urges
that the committee is morally bound to employ
him to complete his building. All things being
equal, this certainly is the course which ought to

be followed. The vicar says: " If unprej udiced

people think it would be a mistake to make any
change," the committee has no wish to do any-
thing which might even seem unfair, " least of all

Mr. Nicholson." We know the church, but not
its architect, and have seen Mr. Nicholson'*
scheme, which is publicly exhibited in Hereford.

We are bound to say the design shown does not
appear to us to present any advantage over the
architectural merits of the original church. With-
out having had any private information whatever
from either of the parties concerned, it would
certainly, in our judgment, be only customary
and fair that the original architect should be per-

mitted to complete his building. Less than half

of the sum needed appears to be in hand, and a
squabble over the architect can only hinder
progress.

The report from the Select Committee of the

House of Lords on the Chantrey Trust, together
with the procfedings of the committee, minutes
of etidence, and appendix, has been issued as a
Parliamentary paper, price Is. Ud. The report,

the latter half of which contains the recommenda-
tions of the committee, summarised in our last

issue, pp. 243-4, states that the first purchases
were made in 1877. The total capital available

amounted to £103,000, invested in 3 per cent.

Consols, since reduced to '2\ per cent., the avail-

able income having varied from about £2,500 to-

£2,100. The collection, which is hung in the
Tate Gallery, now numbers 109 works.

The " British Standard Tables for Copper Son-
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ductors, &c.," have been issued by the Engi-
neering Standards Committee as an interim report.

The preparation of these tables has involved a

great deal of serious labour in which the com-
mittee has been much assisted by the members of

the Cable Makers' Association. The report is

final as far as these tables are concerned, and
only an "interim report" of the Engineering
Standards Committee as a whole, until such

time as the tinal report, combining all speci-

fications of the committee, is issued. For
copper conductors, it has been decided by the

committee that a wire one metre long, weighing
one gramme, and having a resistance of 0'153y

standar* ohms at 60° Fahr. be taken as the

Engineering Standards Committee (E.S.C.)

standard for hard-drawn high conductivity com-
mercial copper. Hard drawn copper is defined

as that which will not elongate more than 1 per

cent, without fracture. A wire one metre long,

weighing one gramme, and having a resistance of

0'1508 ohms at 60° Fahr., is taken as the E.S.C.
standard for annealed high conductivity com-
mercial copper. It has further been agreed that

copper be taken as weighing 6551b. per cubic foot

(8-sy grammes per cubic centimetre) at 60° Fahr.,

which gives a specific gravity of 8'90. The average

temperature coeHicient of OOiSS per degree Fahr.

is adopted for commercial purposes. A variation of

2 per cent, from the adopted standard of resist-

ance is allowed in all conductors, and a like 2 per

cent, variation from the adopted standard of

weight is also permitted. An allowance of 1 pir

cent, increased resistance, as calculated from the

diameter, is allowed on all tinned copper con-

ductors between diameters 0104 and '028 (Nos.

12 and 28 S.W.G.) inclusive. For the purpose

of calculation of tables, a lay, involving an in-

crease of 2 per cent, in each wire, except the

centre wire, for the total length of the cable is

taken aa the standard. Finally, the legal standard
wire gauge, as fixed by order in Council dated

August 23, 1883, is adopted as the standard for

all wires.

The Engineering StandardsCommittee have also

issued as an interim report the British standard

specification for tubular tramway poles (published

by Messrs. Crosby, Lockwood, and Sons, at 5s.

net). This is final as far as the specification is

concerned and only an interim report of the

Engineering Standards Committee as a whole. The
specification says the over- all length of poles,

whether sectional or taper, shall be 31ft., and the

thickness of metal in any pole shall not be less

than [in. The sectional poles shall be either

solid diawn or lap-welded wrought steel, free of

all defects, made up in three sections, swaged
together when hot so as to make a perfect joint.

The lap -welded seams in the sections shall be set

at an angle of 120° to each other. The taper

poles shall be of wrought steel, free of all defects,

rolled in one length, and butt-welded the entire

length. A standard specification for tubular
tramway poles haying now been arrived at as

the result of the joint labours of the committee
and the maktrs, it is hoped that in future the

standards recommended by the committee will be
universally adopted by all engineers engaged
in designing and installing electrical tramways
throughout the British Empire.

The south gate of the Roman town of Venta
Silurum, which occupied the site now known as

Oaerwent, near Chepstow, has been discovered
during the past week. The city was rectangular
in form, and had one entrance near the centre of

each of its four sides. Remains of all except that

on the south were previously known to exist (the

north gate, indeed, is one of the best preserved
specimens of Roman work of the kind in this

country), while the site of the south gate was
supposed to be marked by a lane, which hero
passed through the city walls. The gate itself

has, however, come to light some 50ft. further

west, and forms an interesting parallel to the
north gate. E ich of them had an internal and an
external archway with a span of about Oft., the
former being to a great extent preserved in the

south gate, which has the spring of the arch on
each side, whilo the north has the spring on one
side only. Between these two arches was a
rectangular space with a flat ceiling, over which
passed the walk which led along the top of the
city walls. The gateway has not yet been com-
pletely cleaned our., owing to tlio existence of a

walnut tree which is growing between the (jicrs.

It was blocked with rough stonework in Roman
times, an a)jerture having been left for a
rectangular drain, the floor of which is formed by
the suiiaco of the road, which passed through it

when the gate was in use, and which has ar.other

drain beneath it. The north gate was treated in

a similar manner, possibly at a time when the

inha> itants were hard pre'sed by native attacks.

Neither of these gates led to important roads,

whereas the east and west gates servt-d, and still

serve, for the passage of the main highway into

South Wales. Since the discovery of this gate

an interesting insciibed stone has been brought

to light. It is a dedication to Mars by M. Nonius
Romanus, and was set up in the year 124 a.».

The annual report of the progress of the

Ordnance Survey t> March 31, 1901, states that

while the year 1903-i has not been marked by
the completion of any service so important as

that of the lin. hill map of the United Kingdom,
a great advance in the small scale work of the

Crdnance Survey has been made, and several

cotisiderable small scale maps have been com-
pleted. At the same time good progress has been

made with the revision and resurvey of the 25in.

and Oin. scale maps. Early in the year the last

of the revised lin. outline maps of Ireland was

published, thus completing the lin. revision of

the United Kicgdom, and making available for

the public a lin. outline m^p of the United

Kingdom prepared on one uniform system. Steps

have, moreover, been taken to keep up the re-

vision of this map so that each sheet shall be

revised every 15 years. The second revision has

been begun. Separate hill plates have now been

prepared for the whole of England and Wales.

The lin. coloured map of England and Wales
was completed during the year. A similar map
of Scotland has been authorised, and that for

Ireland is in progress, about half of it being

completed. Rapid progress has been made with

the two-mile map of England—the sheets are

published for the whole of the south-east of

England—while the revised four-mile outline

map of the United Kingdom and the coloured

finir-mile map of Great Britain have been com-
pleted. The ten-mile revised map of Great

Britain was completed during the year, both in

outline and in colour with hills. The one-

millionth map of the United Kingdom is expected

to be published during the current year. A new
departure has been made in the supply to schools

which desire it of specially printed Ordnance
Survey maps at a very low price. These maps
are issued on a written undertaking from the

headmaster that they will not be placed on sale

and will be used for educational purposes only.

Over 46,000 of these maps were supplied in

1903-4.

Crabe i^tbjs.

WAQES UOVEMENTS.
Glasoow Masoxs' Stbike.—a meeting of the

master masons of Glasgow district was held on
Friday in the Building Trades Exchange, and was
attended by over 100 employers. Mr. Allen Muir
moved a resolution adhering to the proposed reduc-
tion of wages from 9Jd to 91. per hour. Mr. John
Anderson seconded, and the resolution was unani-
mously adopted. At Glasgow Trades Council the
same evening the operative masons' delegate stated

that the men were as obdurate as the masters seemed
to be. Out of about 1,500 men there were only
between 30 and 35 working in opposition to the
society. The society had always been willing

hitherto to conciliate the employers, but on this

occasion they felt that there was no room for con-
ciliation on their part. The delegate of the Glasgow
Amalgamated Joiners said they had levied them-
selves 3d. per week in support of the masons on
strike, and that would continue as long as they kept
on the street. The joiners were suffering through
the strike, but they recognised that it was a build-
ing trades' battle the masons were fighting, and
they were prepared to support them. There was a
movement to obtain a general levy from the whole
of the amalgamated joiners, and that would amount
to a considerable sum, as they numbered be-
tween 60,000 and 70,000 men. Mr. D. Baird, the
chairman, stated that the Plasterers' Society had
agreed to give a grant of £50 to the men on strike.

A crowded mass meeting of the men was held on
Monday night, when it was reported that one
additional employer had agreed to the demands of

the operatives. On a vote a resolution refusing to

reconsider the position taken up on July 1 was carried

unanimously.

The Light Railway Commissioners have submitted

to the Board of Trade tor confirmation under the

Light Railways Act (Devon) an order made by them
authorising the construction of light railways in the

county of Ddvon from Newton Ferrers to Yealmp-
ton, and from Kingsbridge to Slapton and to

Saloombe.

An important scheme for the erection of new
fortifications at Greypoint, Belfast Lough, has been
under consideration for some time by the naval
authorities, who have decided to carry out the

scheme.

A stained-glass window has been executed for

Wesley's Chapel, City-road, E.G., as a memorial
of the late Rev. Hugh Price- Hughes. The artist is

Mr. H. J. Salisbury, of St. Albans.

Messrs. W. T. Glover and Co., electrical cable

makers, Trafford Park, Manchester, have j ust been
awarded the contract in connection with electric

light and power cables for the Johannesburg muni-
cipality, amauuting to considerably over €100,000.

The death occurred on Saturday at Priory,

Plympton, of George Peters, a Crimean veteran,

who, during his 25J years' service with the Koyal
Engineers, had spent some years in the West Indies.

He had gone through the Crimean campaign, re-

ceiving medals and bars for several engagements,
including Sebaatopol. He next proceeded to Gib-
raltar, and on returning home he was employed as

foreman of works on several constructive military

works, and later in the same capacity at the build-

ing of the Altiert Hall, London, under Captain
Clayton.

On Saturday, at Bordon camp, Aldershot, the
Princess Alexander of Teck opened a new Church
of England Soldiers' Institute, erected and furnished
at a cost of about X2,0y0.

The University College have decided tv< erect their

new school on a site at the juuctiou of Frognal and
Arkwright roads, Hampstead. The proposed main
building will accommodate 450 boys, and will tie

planned to admit of extension by classrooms for an
additional 150 boys, or 600 in all. It is estimated
that ulxjut £50,000 will be expended ou the new

I building.

CHIPS.

On Sunday a new east window, erected in

Aylmerton Church, Norfolk, to the memory of the

late Mrs. Elizabeth Ann Fisher, was dedicated.

The window was put in by Mr. A. O. Hemming,
of Margaret-street, Cavendish-square, W., and
consists of three lights. The centre one represents

Our .Saviour on the Cross, and those to right and
left the Virgin Mary and the Apostle St. John.

An Exhibition and Fire Test will be given by the

British Uralite Co., Ltd., on Monday next, August
29, at 2.30 p.m., at a yard in 178, Crown-street,
Liverpool. Those interested can obtain tickets for

admission from Messrs. Jas. Beard and Co., 10, South
Castle-street, the local agents for Uralite.

Lady Algernon Gordon-Lennox has secured the

order for the wrought- iron lamps for the electric

light now being installed in the chapel of the Pyx
at Westminster, and the work has been done under
her personal superintendence in the village classes

of North Newington, adjoining her residence,

Broughton Castle.

At a public meeting in Fraserburgh on Saturday

a scheme of harbour extension, estimated to cost

about £100,000, was discussed. There was a strong

element of opposition in the meeting, but ultimately

a motion approving generally of the scheme was
carried by a large majority against an amendment
expressing disapproval.

Mr. Joseph Warren, of Evergreen Lodge, Wan-
stead, Essex, and 77w, East India Dock-road,
Poplar, E., house and estate agent, who died ou
June 2 last, left estate valued at £74,505 lOs. 3J.

A new church of St. Nathaniel, to cost over

£S,000, is being built at Piatt Bridge, near

Hiudley. The E*rl of Ellesmere has given the site,

and has also given land for a new vicarage at

Mosley Common, Tyldealey, and for a new church

of St. Paul at Monton Green, near Worsley.

A JIKTUOD proposed for testing wood treated to

resist fire consists in suddenly heating J gramme of

the wood by means of an electric current— 120 volts,

7 to 10 amperes— to a temperatui-e of 701)' to 800' C,
and measuring the volume of gas liberated in the

course of two minutes. The wood is contained lu a

platinum wire basket, and the weifjht of ash and
charcoal left can also be determined. A good
sample should yield a smaller ToUirae of gas and a

larger weight of ash than an untreated sample.

A bust of the late Prince Christian Victor cf

Schloswig - Holstein, eldest son of Prince and

Princess Christian, who died at Pretoria, has been

presented by Mr. W. Fairbank, Surgeon in Ordinary

to the Windsor Koval Household, to the Royal

Albert Institute at Wmdaor.

The now theatre in Shaftesbury-avonue is to be

erected ou the island formed by Wardour, Ru)>ert,

and Upper Rupert-streets for Mr. Seymour Hicks

and bis wife, Miss Ellaliiie Torriss. Mr. W. R. O.

Sprague is the architect, and his plana have been

submitted to the Loudon County Council. When
they are passed, the demolition of the present

buiidings will be commenced.
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LIST OP COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Hampstead, N.W.—Mortoary and Columbarium (£1,000 limit) The Superintendent. Hampstead Cemetery, W. Hampstead, N.W. . .
.
Sept. 3(7

Poulton, Cheshire-School H. W. Cook, Clerk, Public Office», Egremont. Cheshire 30

Uxhridgc-Additiona to Workhouse. Hillinsdon East rhailes Woodbridge. Clerk, 38. High-street. U.tbridge Oct. 1

Egremont- Public Offices (estimated cost £45,000) £250, £7.5, £50 - H. W. Cook. Clerk, Public Offices, Egremont. Cheshire ., 31

Spczia—Drainage Scheme £400 11 f ignor Sindaco della, Spezia Dec. 31

Eromley, Kent—Municipal Offices and County Court (20-mile
radius) (James S. Gibson, Assessor) Fred. H. Norman, Town Clerk, Municipal Offices, Bromley, Kent .. —

Elgin—Laying-Out Showyard W. Eose Black, Sec., Town and County Bank Buildings, Elgin —

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BuiLDiiras.
Baltinglass— stove Dryroom Guardians J. Ealph Dagg, Clerk, Baltinglass, Ireland Aug. 27"

Felton— Alterations to Vicarage J. W. Douglas, 1, St. Nicholas's Buildings, Newcastle „ 27
Cardiff-Stabling, Trade-lane Sessions and Sons Edgar G. C. Down, A.E.I.B.A., Architect, High-street, Cardiff „ 27

Batley Carr— Six Houses, Trinity-street Barton and Son, Architects, Halifax-road, Dewsbury „ 27
Gamdiffaith, Pontypool—Infant School Trevethin School Board Lansdown and Griggs, Architects, Newport, Mon „ 27

Hafod—Farmers' Arms Hotel Arthur Evans. Architect. Pontypridd ,, 27
Fochabers -Villa W. A. and G. Baxter John Wittet, Architect, Elgin , 27
Eugeley—Laboratory at Grammar School Governors W. E. Eogers. Architect, Eugeley, Staffs 27

Gamdiffaith—Infant School Lansdown and Griggs. Architects. Newport, Mon „ 27

Rhymney—Committee-Eoom to Victoria Hall Directors Geo. Kenshole, Architect and Surveyor. Station-road, Bargoed 27

Belfast—Two Villas on Purdysbum Estate Corporation Asylum Committee Gr:eme-'Watt and Tullnch, Architects, 77a, Victoria-street, Belfast. „ 29
Wolverhampton- Chapel and Vestries at Christ Church Fleming and Son. Architects. 10, Queen-square, Wolverhampton 29

Alverstoke—Work and Fittings at Workhouse Guardians H. A. F. Smith, Architect, Star Chambers. Gosport „ 29
Ynishir-Workmen's Hall and Institute Standard Colliery Committee E. Williams. Architect, Andrew's Buildings, Cardiff „ 29
Macclesfield-Foundation for Jubilee Bandstand in West Park The Borough Engineer's Office, Town Hall. Macclesfield „ 29
Heworth—Alterations to House Felling Education Committee H. Miller, Architect, Council Buildings, Felling „ 29
Distington- Additions to Council School Cumberland Education Committee ... The Clerk of Works. The Courts, Carlisle ,, 29

Wenvoe—Alterations to Calvinistic Methodist Chapel The Eev. D. M. Thomas, Wenvoe, near Cardiff „ 29
Devonport—Alterations at Guildhall Town Council John F. Burns. Borough Surveyor. Ker-street. Devouport „ 29
Pelaw—Club Premises Pelaw Club Co., Ltd Vaux and Marks, Architects, 66, John-stieet, Sunderland „ 29
Dewsbury— Stable, South-street J. Kirk and Sons, Architects, Huddersfield 29

Custom House, E.—Free Library. Prince Eegent's-lane West Ham Town Council The Borough Engineer. Town Hall. Stratford, E „ 29
Burton-on-Trent—Underpinning Newton-road Property Corporation George T. Lynam, Borough Engineer, Burton-on-Trent 29

Llantarnam—House Late H. Lawrence's Executors J. H. Eennie and Co., Architects, Skinner-street, Newport, Mon ... „ 29
Hull— Holiness Church and Minister's House, Tadman-street Meh-ille Lenham, Architect, *24, Jnhn-street. Kingston-square, Hull „ 29
Grimsby— Eeconstructing Brickwork of Bridge Eurai District Council J. F. Winteringham, Clerk, St. Mary's Chambers. Great Grimsby... „ 30
Fi-indsbury—Sunday School and Parish-Eoom Building Committee E. F. Cobb, Architect, 20, High-street, Eocheiter „ 30
Truro—Repairs at Workhouse Guardians Fras. Truscott. Truro tt 30
Carmarthen- Eepairs to Crugybar School Education Committee W. D. Jenkins, M.S. A., Shire Hall, Carmarthen „ 31
Darenth—Additions to Asylum Metropolitan Asylums Board W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E., Embankment, E.C „ 31
Merthyr Vale— Caretaker's House W. Dowdeswell, Architect, Treharris 31

Carmarthen-Eepairs to Llanllawddog School Education Committee W. D. Jenkins, M.S A.. Shire Hall, Carmarthen „ 31
Sheffield- Forty-one Workmen's Dwellings Health Committee Charles F. Wike. C.E., City Surveyor. Town Hall, Sheffield „ 31
Darfleld—Six Houses W. W. Birkby A. B. Linford. Architect, Carlton Villa, Wombwell „ 31
Carmarthen—Eepairs at Capel Dewi School Education Committee W. D. Jenkins, M.S. A., Shire Hall, Carmarthen „ 31
Welwick— School East Eiding Education Committee ... John Bickersteth. Clerk, County Hall, Beverley „ 31

Cardiff—Electric Light Sub-jStation Corporation W. Harpur. M.I.C.E.. Borough Engineer, Cardiff „ 31
Walsall-Carnegie Public Library Corporation James S. Gibson. Architect, 5. Old Bond-street, W „ 31
Carmarthen—Eepairs to Llangadock School Education Committee W. D. Jenkins, M.S.A., Shire Hall, Carmarthen „ 31

Llandvri—Enlarging Church W. Griffiths, F.S.I., Architect, Llanelly „ 31
Mawnan, Falmouth-Country House and Stables H. Coode B. C. Andrew, M.S.A., Architect, Biddick's-court, St. Austell „ 31
Caimarthen—Eepaiis to Llangendeime School Education Committee W. D. Jenkins. M.S. A., Shire Hall, Carmarthen 31

Brentwood—Work.shops at High Wood School Metropolitan Asylums Board W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E., Embankment. E.C „ 31
Walsall—Public Library, Lichfield-street Corporation James 8. Gibson. Architect, 5, Old Bond-street, W „ 31
Carmarthen—Eepairs to Farmers' School Education Committee W. D. Jenkins, M S.A., Shire Hall, Carmarthen 31

Upper HoUoway, N.—Additions to Comwallis-rd. Workhouse. St. Mary. Islington, Guardians William Smith, Architect, 63, Chancery-lane, W.C. Sept. 1

Bristol—Foundations at Avonbank Electricity Works Electrical Committee H. Faraday Proctor, City Electrical Engineer, Temple Back, Bristol „ 1
Ponterwyd—Repairing Board Schools Cwmrheidol (U.D.) School Board ... Thomas Morgan. Tynyffordd, Ponterwyd 1

Crookhaven, Co. Cork-Coastguard Station The Office of Public Works, Dublin , 1

Strood—Greenhouse at Cemetery Joint Burial Committee Amos B. Acworth, Architect, 114, High-street, Strood 2
Lowestoft—Covered Markets, &c. Great Eastern Railway Co The Engineer. Liverpool-street Station, E C „ 2
Mansfield— Schools (700 places), Newgate-lane Education Committee Vallance and Westwick, Architects, Mansfield „ S
TidcomheFosbuiy-School Wilts County Council Charles S. Adye, County Surveyor, County Office, Trowbridge „ 3
Londonderry- Cottages Rural District Coimcil M. A. Eobinson, Engineer, Richmond-street, Londonderry ,,

H

Chelmsford-Foundations for Pumping Machinery Town Council Percy Griffith. M.I.C.E.. 54, Parliament-street, Westminster, 8.W.. „ 5
Eotherhithe, S.E.—.^Iterations to Town Hall Bermondsey Borough CotmcU R. J. Angel. A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Sur., Town Hall, Spa-road, S.E. ... ,. 5
Nantymoel— English Calvinistic Methodist Chapel E. David, Postmaster, Nantymoel 5
Ponder's End, Enfield- Schools, Southbury-road Education Committee G. E. T. Laurence. Architect. 22, Buckingham-st., Adelphi, W.C... „ 6
Richmond, Surrey—Enlarging Post-Office H.M. Commissioners of Works The Secretary. H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W 6
Dkley- Free Library. Public Offices, and Assembly Hall Urban District Council Wm. Pakewell, F.R.I. B.A., 38, Park-square, Leeds „ 6
Ponder'sEnd, Enfield -Additions to Alma-road School Education Committee G. E. T. Laurence. Architect, 22, Buckingham-st.. Adelphi, W.C... „ 6
Barking—Seventy-two Workmen's Cottages Urban District Council C. J. Dawson. F-RI.B.A.. East-street Barking, Essex ..^ 6
Pelletstown, Dubbn—Alterations to Auxiliary Buildings Guardians George P. Sheridan, A.R.LB. A., Dublin ,, 7
Walsall—School Buildings Queen Mary's School Governors Bailey and McConnal, Architects. Bridge-street, Walsall „ 7
Ipswich—Receiving Ward at Woodbridge-road Workhouse ... Guardians Brown and Burgess, Architects, Prince's-street, Ipswich , 8
Penvgraig— School (400 places) Rhondda Urban District Council Jacob Rees, Architect Hillside Cottage, Pentre .. ,, 8
Fileness, Co. Fife—Coastguard Buildings The Director of Works, Admiralty, 21. Northumberland-av.,W.C .. „ 9
Hove, Sussex-Coastguard Buildings The Director of Works, Admiralty, 21. Northumberland-av.,W.C... „ 9
Barrow-in-Fumess-Coastguard Buildings The Director of Works, Admiralty, 21. Northumberland-av.,W.C,.. „ 9
Toniuay—Chimney Shaft (260ft.) at Power Station Town Council Henry A. Garrett, A.M. I.C.E., Borough Engineer, Torquay „ 12

Cwmbran—Penymain Congregational Church G. Lloyd, Secretary, 22, Victoria-street Cwmbran, Mon „ 12
Hanwell, W.— Public Library, Church-road West Urban District Council P. J. Dennis. Clerk. Church-road West Hanwell, W 12

Upper Houghton Regis -Wesleyan (Church F. W. Barton. Winfield-street Dunstable 12

Epping— Council Buildings, High-street Urban District Council G. J. Creed. Clerk. Epping, Essex „ 13

Liverpool- Northern District Post-Offlce H.M. Commissioners of Works The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W „ 13

Bristol—School Enlargement Education Committee Wm. Avery Adams, Secretary. Guildhall, Bristol 22

Islesof Abou-Saad and Wasta, near Jeddah -Pilgrims' House The Sanitary Administration. Ottoman Empire, Constantinople Nov. 9

Comber— Villa W. J. Moore, Architect, 35. Royal-avenue, Belfast —
Stockport—New Theatre '. Empire Theatre Co., Ltd Maxwell and Tuke, Architects. 25, Brazennose-street, Manchester —
Borden—Iron Buildings for Wesleyan Camp Home Gordon & Gunton, .Architects, Finsbury House, Blomfield-st., E.G.. —
Port Talbot -Shop and Premises Eees Evans Frank B. Smith. C.E.. Architect Port Talbot —
Newchurch—Semi-Detached Villas A. Brocklehurst, Architect St. James's Chambers, Waterfoot —
Winchester—Alterations to Premises Hillier and Sons Colson, Farrow, and Nisbett, Architects, 45, Jewry-st., Winchester —
Manchester- Primitive Methodist College, Alexandra-road F. W. Dixon. Architects, Trevelyan Buildings, Manchester —
Hull— Six Houses S.Hutchinson T. Brownlow Thompson. Architect Hull —
Nantyglo-Eenovating Bethel Baptist Chapel William Thomas, M E.. Queen-street Nantyglo —
Chopwell-Business Premises Ed. Narron W. T. Spence, Architect Bank Chambers, Shotley Bridge —
Darlington—Roof Repairs at Locomotive 'Works Robert Stephenson and Co., Ltd.. Darlington —
Newcastle-on-Tyne— Schools (1.800 places) at Wingrove Education Committee Charles Walker. Architect Eldon-square, Newcastle-on-Tyne —
Hindhead—Wesleyan School Church Gordon and Gunton. Archts, Finsbury House, Blomfield-st, E.G.. —
Neston—Entrance Lodge and Chapel at Cemetery Urban District Council Knowles and Russell. 19, Sweeting-street Liverpool —
Cwmffrwdoer-Twenty-four Houses D. J. Lougher, Architect Bank Chambers, Pontypool —
Waltham Abbey, Essex -Isolation Hospital (24 beds) Waltham Joint Hospital Board Thos. J. Tee, Clerk. Queen '.s-road, Buckhurst Hill. Essex —
Bumbam Ulph-Eestoring Bell Gablet at Church Arthur J. Lacey. Architect. 6. Uoper King-street Norwich —
Loughborough-Public Library Town Council Barrowcbff & Allcock. Archts.. Town H»ll Chmbrs , Loughbororgh —
Belfast—Fireproof Buildings at Crumlin-road Factory Wm. Ewart and 8. n, Ltd., 9. Bedford-street Belfast —
Denaby Main-Hospital ., Fulleiton Hospital Committee H. L. Smethurst Architect Conisborough, near Eotherham ......... —
Belfast—Factory, Hardcastle-etreet Thos. Somerset and Co Wm. J.W. Roome, M.R.I.A.I., King8cottrt,Wellington-pl.,Btlfa3t —

BliECTBIOAL PLANT.
Hove-Maing Haydock and Dykes, Engineers. 1, Victoria-street, Westminster ...Aug.30

Manchester-Wiring'andHectri'c-LVghUngiFiTe^ Manchester JDock Co.','Ltd W. H. Hunter. M.I C.E.. 41, Spring-gardens, Manchester 30

Rio de Janeiro—Telephone Material . The Central Railway of Brazil, Rio de Janeiro ,. »»

London, S.W.—Electric Car Traversers London County Council The Clerk, London County Council, Sprmg Gardens, S.W Oct. 4
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SrECIALISM.

MANYSIDEDNESS is not always a mark
of intellectual power, and is a charac-

teristic rather of successful business men
than of artists. The architect is called upon to

exercise his skill in a variety of subjects.

Tho modern building problems alone are

sufficient to occupy the attention of any
(professional man if he wishes to be quite
abreast of the day or up to date. lie must
know a little of various kinds of building,

houses for the rich and poor, hospitals,

asylums, schools, civic buildings, libraries,

technical schools, and laboratories. Beyond
this knowledge of building plans he has to be
acquainted with many kinds of construction,

comprising iron and steel, concrete or rein-

forced construction, applied to various pur-
poses, in addition to the traditional trades of

the mason, bricklayer, carpenter, &c., and
the requirements of modern civilised lif«

have compelled him to possess a knowledge
of electricity in its many applications to

building, for motive power, heating, and light-

ing, also of hygiene, and sanitary science. He
must also have a knowledge of building
fittings and apparatus, such as those necessary
for schools and laboratories, to enable him
to apply his architectural skill economi-
cally in the planning of buildings.

Mechanical plant is another thing about
which he is supposed to know something, if

he is to design factories, engine-houses,

•central power stations, and the like. Now,
this manysidedness of architecture has been
a source at once of weakness as well as

strength : of weakness, because it has tended
to divide the faculties and energies of the
professional man, and to divert them into

different channels, and of strength, because
we are shown the possibilities of modern
architecture, and how these various forces

can be combined. One of the main results

of this multiform activity has been to sub-
divide the profession, and subdivision of

labour is now one of the great economical
forces of our time. It is the backbone and
main factor in all the leading industries of

the day ;
it is the principle which has made

the prosperity of the great industries of

America, such as those of engineering and
mechanical trades, and manufactures like

Portland ceinont and tool-making. Our great
industries could not go on without it so as to

compete with those of other countries ; but
how far the same principle is an advantage
to art is a question of importance. It has
divided the profession into a number of
specialities, but without, as far as we can
see, any direct advantage from an art point
of view. In a large miscellaneous practice
made up of building and architectural work
with branches of surveying, subdivision can
be resorted to with good results, as one
member of the firm can be engaged
in tho designing of buildings, other mem-
bers of tho staff in making engineering
details, such as steelwork, on supervision, and
others on (luantities and valuations; or in

some largo provincial firms one member of

the firm transacts the office routine and sees
clients, and the other members supervise and
conduct special branches, like quantities,
farm buildings, and estate surveying. Such
a division facilitates the business, just as in
manufactures it is found economical. Take
as an instance the preparation of bills of
quantities or specifications. (Jonfined to one
of the staff, the work is done more rapidly
and correctly than if it was promiscuously
taken up by one or two of the firm engaged

in other work. We do not say such a

division of work is an ideal one for an archi-

tectural purpose, but it certainly enables

better results to be achieved when the

practice is mainly one of business or survey-

ing. It is a matter of necessity nowa-
days that architecture be practised mainly
as a means of gaining a livelihood

—

the man must " live to work "
; it has to be

practised as a business chiefly, art secondly.

In America the custom of employing experts

in the offices of large firms is common.
These experts are engaged in designing the

constructional steelwork of a building, in

designing special factories and plants. They
are, in fact, designing engineers ; the chief

work is undertaken by specialists, very
different to our Victoria and Great George-
street professional men, who design and
draw detail for everything from reservoirs

to railway bridges, the contractor simply
following their instructions. In the States

the contractor is often a practical engineer

who supplies all the details and supervision,

or employs an engineer to look after the

work. In the States the large financial load

carried by the contractor has much modified

the condition of things. Formerly the con-

tractor could and would know about all that

went on in the building. What says Mr. John
McArthur llarris, M.A., in his remarks on
" Execution of Architectural Design " ? " The
few gas, water, and other pipes, the materials,

bricks, stone, and mortar that went into the

building were comparatively easily carried

in mind, and their installation followed. Our
builders cannot follow the huge cent racts of

to-day in the same manner. They sublet

their work, and they also sublet their obliga-

tions. I have seen contracts between general

and subcontractors made so that everything

the architect could ask the general contractor

to do the subcontractor bound himself to

execute. Reverse this, and you have the

rule 1 hat what the architect does not demand
from the general contractor the latter will

not demand from the subcontractor." What
Mr. Uarris desires to emphasise is that
" while the principal actor in the second
period of design is the contractor, the

standard of the work is no longer measured
by the practical and financial ability of the

contractor, but by that of his subcontractor
"

Thus it is seen that even contracting in

America is sublet. So it is all through the

trades. There is a general division of all

occupations. Even in the manufacture of

pins and needles three different hands
perform different portions of the work.

But this division of the work has not

been productive of the best art work nor
architecture. Ruskin, in his " Stones of

Venice," remarks: "We have much studied

and much perfected the great civilised in-

vention of the division of labour ; only we
give it a false name. It is not, truly speak-

ing, the labour that is divided, but the men
—divided into mere segments of men

—

broken into small fragments and crumbs of

life, so that all the little piece of intelligence

that is left in a man is not enough to make
a pin or a nail, but exhausts itself in making
tho point of a pin or the head of a nail.

Now, it is a good and a desirable thing truly

to make many pins in a day ; but if we could
only see with what crystal sand their points

were polished, sand of human soul, much to

bo magnified before it can be discerned for

what it is, we should think there might be
some loss in it also," &c. And ho lays down
throe broad and simple rules: "1. Never
encourage the manufacture of any article not

absolutely necessary in the production of

which invention has no share. 2. Never
demand an exact finish for its own sake, but
only for some practical or noble end. .'!.

Never encourage imitation or copying of any
kind, except for the sake of preserving record

of great works." Ruskin and Morris, too,

taught the necessity of a " right understand-
ing on the part of all classes of which kinds

of labour are good for men, raising them
and making them happy by a sacrifice of such
convenience or beauty or cheapness as is to

be got only by the degradation of the work-
man." In another chapter of his " Stones

of Venice," he says we should " look for the

thoughtful part of labour, and get that

out of it, whatever we lose for it, what-
ever faults and errors we are obliged to take

with it." It is easy to teach a man to do
something that is mechanical, to copy and
carve any number of given lines or forms
with speed and precision ; but if he has to

think about these things, his execution be-

comes hesitating, and he makes mistakes.

But you make a man of him for all that.

" He was only a machine before—an animated
tool." If we look only for precision, we
cannot expect thought or invention. In

the manufacture of machinery and many
other things which require neatness and
despatch, division of labour is necessary

;

but, as Ruskin observes, this implies divi-

sion of the men, which is fatal to all

artistic invention. If we look at the

professional aspect of architecture, we shall

see that it is composed of several different

things, and those engaged in producing a

building are divided men—that is, their

interests and aims are very one-sided or

restricted. Thus there is the man who designs

the building, perhaps only a " ghost," and
architecture which consists only of design-

ing can hardly be called by that name

;

then there is the builder or engineer who
carries out the construction—his interest and
responsibility lie in making a profit, and
therefore of taking a very partial view of

the construction ; then we have decorative

craftsmen, who only work in their own
narrow grooves, and are equally divided in

their thoughts and sympathies. None of

these divided men can produce architecture,

for each of them is only working in his own
narrow groove—only employing one of his

faculties, while his eyes are closed to all

other. The profession is therefore open to

to this same fault as that of a large manufac-
turing industry : it is divided into draughts-

men, designers, experts in construction,

builders and contractors, crafts, and trades-

men, and each of these works with only a part

of his faculties.

From the business and commercial point

of view, then, the modern system of division

of labour has a good deal to recommend it

;

but at the same time the personal factor is

suppressed. The worker oecomes a mere
"segment," to use Ruskin's phrase; his

whole lite and thought is cut up into parts,

and he uses only one of those parts in his

work. Ho becomes mechanically perfect in

his part ; but its relation to all other equally

important parts is ignored. The man acts

his part independently of that of others

engaged in the same production. How would
a theatrical play go under such conditions, if

each played his part independently of the

other players ? A tool or a piece of machinery,

perhaps, suffers the least ; but when tho

mental power of design has to be exercised,

as in the execution of a piece of metalwork
or woodwork of a decorative kind, this sub-

division of labour becomes a positive

hindrance, unless the men engaged upon the

work are in sympathy with one another's

aims ; and tho more complex the design tho

more separate parts and materials it com-

S
rises, requiring more craftsmen, tho more
ifficult it becomes to produce a pleasing

whole—and this notwithstanding tho general

design which is furnished by the architect or

artist. There is a want of sympathy between
tho several portions of the work, simply be-

cause each craftsman has only done nia best

in his own way without considering his

brother - craftsmen's part. And this dis-

cordance of aim is often seen in a build-

ing designed by one man, contracted

for by another, and executed by several

different craftsmen or sub-contractors. The
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engineer employed in the iron and steel work,
the mason and bricklayer, the carpenter,
joiner, and decorator contribute to the result.

The work is well done according to the actual
requirements of the building ; but there is a
want of harmony. Each is responsible only
for his particular trade, not for anyone else's,

so the result is a number of separate and
often detached efforts. Taken as a combina-
tion of all the scientific and technical
oranohes of the building trades it is perfect

;

but as an artistic production it is a failure.

As long as the modern contract system lasts

in which there is a nominal designer who is

paid a percentage on the cost, and a con-
tractor who has to "farm out" the work to

several separate tradesmen who have no per-
sonal interest in or responsibility for the
work, we can hardly expect anything better.

The whole is a business transaction, in which
the large professional firm makes a profit.

How to get back the " personal equation
"

in the executed work or building—wo do not
mean the individual peculiarity of the
designer—should be one of the chief aims of

modern architecture. Under the present
system there is a combination of separate
interests, but not co-operation in the sense
in which the old builders worked. Each is

striving to make a profit, throwing his re-

sponsibility on the contractor, and the con-
tractor in his turn throws it upon the architect.

The sense of personal responsibility is quite
lost. What is required is co-operation in
which the designer and the craftsman work
together, assisting each other and having the
pame aims and intentions. It must be a
sympathetic union of heads and hearts—

a

very different thing to competitive eiiort, in
which every competitor for the same work is

striving for his own personal gain. Compe-
tition in the trades connected with building
largely depends on this personal element. In
a trade where there are several men em-
ployed, say a joiner or a plumber, each tries

to turn out his work in his own way and as
speedily as possible. In America, where
speed is everything, competition is supreme.
But it is impossible under this n'r/inu

to devote time or thought to design.
The architect in the United States makes
detail drawings of every part of the building,
and furnishes them to the contractor before
the operations are commenced. As every-
thing is sacrificed to speed, we do not
wonder that walls are built without bond'
and that solidity of construction is not a
merit with American builders. Steelwork
has to a large extent superseded masonry,
by which means walls can be built thinner
and erected quickly. For expeditious build-
ing division of labour is necessary ; there
must be separate hands employed to watch
and check materials as they an-ive, another
to test material like cement and steel, others
are necessary to supervise certain sections of

the work, and see that the rate of progress
iskept up, and the materials required are on the
ground before being wanted. Organising the
operations of building with superintendents
for each section is necessary to insure speed.
The traditional modes of building were

never carried on in this way ; if they had,
we should have looked in vain for archi-

tecture. It was never developed out of

division of trades or a breaking up of the
building into separate and disjointedinterests.

There is another aspect of the question
which deserves a passing notice. It is the
architectural firm or partnwship. No one
heard of such an arrangement in the historic

days of art ! Every master-craftsman or

supervisor in the ^Middle Ages, every
sculptor, architect, and painter of the
Eenaissance, conceived and worked himself
single-handed, though with the aid of others,

in the several crafts. But then we must
remember there were no separate and
specialised branches of building, there was
n'o steel concrete construction, no sanitation,
no hygienic problems, heating; ventilation,

electrical plant to consider, and it is owing
to these separate and antagonistic forms of

construction that modern architecture is a

very different and inferior product. And it

is only by endeavouring to bring about the
entente ceirdialehetween these various branches
and crafts that we can hope to restore the

art. No one man can master all the prin-

ciples and details of these matters so as to be
able to conduct his vocation single-handed.

The modern partner-ship has to some extent

supplied the want, the designer or " art-

arohitect " who has little practical^ knowledge
of building or surveying allies himself

with one who has, or he takes a partner

with a little capital who is a business

man. Or more wisely, he associates

himself with a specialist in design, and in

this manner the firm, commands a certain

patronage. What one partner cannot do the

other can, and they divide their practice :

one prepares the designs and drawings,

another transacts the business, prepares

specifications and quantities, and a third

superintends. We cannot object to so de-

sirable a division on the grounds of business

and economy, but its practical effect has the

fault of the division of labour among the

crafts we have pointed out : it divides not

only the labour, but the men ; each partner

of the firm becomes more or less cut off from
the other two functions of the practice—he
becomes, in fact, an expert draughtsman, or

a quantity surveyor, or a practical business

man, as the case may be. The art suffers for

the division : what one designs the others

may in their turn contravene ; there is a
divided responsibility, for each member of

the firm acts and works only for profit, with-
out any personal interest in the building.

The result is a partnership affair, good, bad,

or indifferent, just as the members com-
posing it are artists or not, co-operating

together, and with the single aim of

the real artist, or otherwise. We do
not recommend partnerships where there

is architectural ability and initiative, but
it seems almost a necessity in many cases

from individual incapacity to conduct
business or financial consideration. Unless
the members of the firm are well selected,

and can co-operate agreeably and systemati-

cally, the architectural partnership is not a
success, for, as one writer says :

" There is no
real architect in a partnership, as the design

loses touch with the practical conditions,

while the business and practical members of

the firm have no part in the design." As a

business arrangement it may be profitable,

and can then only become so when such
partner has his own function to perform,

and can do so harmoniously without inter-

fering with his colleagues.

MUNICIPAL HOUSING.

TWO or three suggestive papers on the re-

housing question of our large town
populations were read and discussed in the

Economic Science Section of the British

Association at Cambridge, to which we may
draw attention. We have given brief reports

of these papers, so that it will not be neces-

sary to discuss them in any detail. The
question of housing the poor has of late been
raised a step higher. Not long ago the

question turned on the clearance of insanitary

areas, the demolition of slums, the prevention

of overcrowding, widening of streets, light

and air space, and building schemes. In
short, it comprised a whole series of matters

which no one disputed ; but it has been now
narrowed down to one or two questions

—

namely, whether municipal authorities

should undertake building and owning
houses for the poor, and, if so, for what class

of the poor should the experiment be under-
taken, and the kind of tenement which best

meets the want ? In the case of Glasgow, the

Commission appointed to consider and report

on the question have recommended a limited

scheme of municipal building and owning
houses for certain classes, though it expresses

no opinion on the general policy of municipal

housing. It also thinks that in the interests

of the community an experiment should be
made in the erection of buildings of the

plainest kind for those who are willing to

submit to certain regulations of a sanitary

character. AVe may take one or two of th^e

leading contributions on this subject.

Professor W. Smart's address on the subject

of " A Glasgow Housing Experiment," given

before the Economic Science Section, has
peculiar interest, for his remarks will be
endorsed by many who think that municipal

housing is a mistake. We may give briefly

the arguments of Professor Smart. He refers

to the (!'ity Improvement Act, 1S66, and other

Acts, conferring larger powers on the munici-
pality of Glasgow. A mixed commission was
appointed to inquire into the causes of the

congested and insanitary areas and over-

crowding, the remedies to be adopted, and
other matters ; and the recommendations of

this commission showed that many things

discussed as parts of the housing problem
were not problems at all, but phenomena,
which only needed to be known to be put an
end to.

'
' Slums must be cleared away, streets

must be widened, and overcrowding must be
prevented. The liberty of the landlord to

sell and of the tenant to use insanitary

houses must be interfered with, light and
air space must be guarded as a right of the

poor. So far as he was able to judge, the

real housing problem of to-day narrowed
itself down to this ; How far did the experi-

ences gained point in the direction of the

municipality itself building and owning
houses for certain of the poorer classes ?

"

The commission answered this in a quali-

fied manner : it recommended a limited

scheme of municipal building and own-
ing, adding the words, " without ex-

pressing any opinion upon the general

policy of municipal housing." Professor

Smart objects on several grounds to a muni-
cipality deliberately of set intention adding

a new competitive industry to its other

duties. House economy was a business,

neither a routine trading nor one where
success was certain. As builders and owners,

a municipality had advantages and disad-

vantages, and he laid stress on the point that

it pledged the future ratepayers for the

security of all the capital borrowed. He also

pointed out that change of circumstances

might reduce the rent-producing capacity of a

tenement and call for demolition long before

it was in a ruinous state. The speculative

builder's tenements would be built to last not

longer than 30 years, thus accommodating
themselves to such circumstances, but muni-
cipalities are restricted by building regula-

tions of theirown making: to erect substantial

dwellings and to demolish such erections in a

few years would be costly. Tenements for

the poor also, by occupying areas of a more
remunerative kind, kept down the rateable

value of the area. Another objection alleged

is that the municipality entered into com-
petition with many of its own ratepayers,

also that, by pledging the public credit for a

new debt, it prevented other work. Professor

Smart advances the above reasons against

municipal enterprise and goes farther. He
asks indeed the question : On what principle

was the building and letting of a limited

number of small houses in rivalry with

private builders and owners . to be made ?

And he replies : If it were to afford an object-

lesson, as was done in the case of the cor-

poration lodginghouses in Glasgow, where
the rise in the standard swept away the

objectionable lodginghouses, and led to the

erection of private model dwellings, com-
peting with the municipal ones, then

well and good ; but if the reason was
that a certain class of tenants could not

pay th6 rents which private enterprise must
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receive to make it profitable, while the

municipality could afford to undersell the

mirket rents without coming on the rates,

the matter was placed on a different footing.

That the municipality should be prepared to

cater for a class who could not afford to pay
the ordinary rent was, he considered, wrong
in principle, for it would allure unskilled

labour into Glasgow. These were reasons

adduced against municipal building ; but the

Professor went on to ask if there were not

circumstances which would justify a re-

laxation of the above rule, and Glasgow
afforded the object-lesson. It was admitted
that if the public-health laws against over-

crowding were put into operation, 1.5,01)0 or

20,000 persons would be cast adrift, for these

, regulations would practically root out the

low-rented houses in the city. New reiiuire-

ments made it impossible to let houses at the

old rents. Each adult must have 400ft. cube
of air space, which meant larger rooms,

the sanitary appliances involved additional

expense, walls had to be thicker, and more
soHd construction followed. In consideration

of these circumstances the Glasgow Commis-
sioners have recommended the creation by
the municipality of one- and two-apartment
houses to be reserved exclusively for respect-

able tenants of the poorest class, those dis-

possessed being first considered. Such houses
are to be situated, if possible, near the area

of dispossession, and to be under a selected

caretaker. ISut the suburbs of Glasgow are

exempted. By its powers the commission was
confined to the question of housing within the

city; but Greater Glasgow growing rapidly

without, the municipality will have to extend
its j urisdiction shortly if it is to cope with the

evil of insanitary property. The municipal

houses were, according to the recommenda-
tions, reserved to the "respectable poor";
but who can define clearly this class ? As

t pointed out, there are thousands of poor

I- people, neither criminal nor dissolute, who
could not rise ; they had lost their character,

and had no guarantee they were fit for a

decent house. This class would most suffer

from displacement. The Commission recom-
mended that '• an experiment should be made
in the erection of a building or buildings for

those who, whilo unable to show any factor's

line or other certificate, are willing to submit
to necessary regulations as to cleanliness,

respectable living, order, and punctual pay-
ment of rent, with the view of rehabilitating

their character, and in time qualifying for a

better house ; such houses to be of the

plainest construction, with indestructible

fittings, and capable of being quickly and
efficiently cleansed." This recommendation
is an experiment, and, as Professor Smart
says, is some excuse for going forward with
the demolition of insanitary houses, and the

prevention of overcrowding. The argument
against municipal housing is strongly put,

yet it seems to us there are reasons why a

municipality should set an example as a
beginning as an object-lesson in certain

circumstances. Indeed, this is admitted.

A municipal authority is con.scientiously

called upon to demolish or close insanitary
dwellings, to prevent overcrowding for the
sake of p\iblic health and moralit)', and if thov
do this, it follows they cannot ruthlessly dis-

possess the tenants : they cannot turn them our
without, at the same time, providing homes
for them near the area so affected, and this

is the obligation from which springs the

motive of providing tonomonts of a suitable
number for the purpose. If it was to make
a monopoly of supplying houses at a low
rent that a corporation undertook the task,

there would bo a serious objection to any
such scheme; and wo think many muni-
cipalities have allowed themselves to exceed
the limit of necessity, and to embark in
what appears to be a speculation with the
object of underselling the market rents of
jinvato property. That a corporation can
provide houses at a lower rental than private

speculators goes without saying : they have

advantages which the private owner has not

;

they can secure the requisite capital on the

ratepayers' security ; on the other hand, as

we have seen, the class of tenements they

erect are more substantial, and may last in

good repair long after the speculative

dwellings, and in this manner the rent-

producing capacity of the former may
deteriorate long before their houses are

unfit for occupation through change of

surroundings. The (jlasgow experiments in

erecting one- or two-roomed dwellings is one

that will commend itself to all who have

studied the subject of housing accommoda-
tion for the poorest class, as it solves the

difficulty of providing for those who have no

power of improving their position. Cleanly

habits, orderly living, and other desirable

qualities have yet to be inculcated in people

of this class, who are often very destructive

in their habits, and are apt to tear up
fittings, skirtings, and other things to pro-

vide themselves with fuel. Many tenants of

this class are so ignorant of the commonest
arrangements for health that they are in the

habit of closing all inlets and outlets for air

and ventilation, .and of misusing the sanitary

appliances provided for their use. It has

been found almost impossible by caretakers

and inspectors of labourers' dwellings in

London and our large towns to prevent this

nuisance and destruction of dwellings. Of

course, the only rational means of counter-

acting these habits is to lift the tenant to a

higher sense of his responsibility and his

capability of enjoying healthful living. lie

must be made to learn that bad ventilation

and sanitary defects are prejudicial to his

health, and when this standard is reached ho

will begin to appreciate the dwellings which
have been built for him. A generation or

two may be necessary before he can be

brought to value the conditions of health,

and town authorities, it appears to us, are

the proper teachers and guardians of social

rights and responsibilities.

Mr. T. C. Ilorsfall, in a piper on
'' Housing in Towns and Suburbs," dwelt

on the great and complex interaction be-

tween a house, its surroundings, and its

occupants—three factors which have not

been considered as they ought to be. lie

advocated a continuous inspection of houses

;

pleasant surroundings, air free from smoke.
Tall tenement houses must be prevented,

and one-faiuily houses should not be built

in or near large towns. The growth and
extension of towns should be under control

by local authorities, who should prepare
plans for extension. Some districts should

be set apart for manufacturing uses, others

for dwellings. In outer suburban districts,

many-storied houses should be prohibited,

and the sites covered by buildings should
have a larger proportion open than in towns.

The author also suggested that town councils

should have the i)Ower to buy and hold land

for general purposes, to rate land on its

selling value, and to levy rates on increase

of value when property was sold Incor-

poration of surrouudingdistricts shouldalso be
made easier than at present. Another paper,

b}' Mrs. I'lshor, referred to the growth of

town population as the fundamentaldilUculty.
Hygienic conditions were ignored in the

housing of such jiopulation. The sanitarj'

aspect

—

i.e., the existence of slums and
insanitary areas, and the house famine wore
discussed. Insanitary areas had boon dealt

with under I'art I. of tbo Housing Act, and
improvements of small groups of unhealthful

houses had boon treated by I'art II. of the

Public Health Act. Mrs. Fisher referred to

the Liverpool scheme of cheap tenement
houses 1)11 central sites, for the accommo-
dation of the very poorest, who now occupied

court houses, as a great success. The policy

of building ordinary tenements in large

numbers by municipalities, with the view

to lower the level of rents, was not very

favourably spoken of, and the provision of

dwellings for the very poor on suburban
estates was doubtful. Private enterprise

was recommended as the chief means of

providing houses, and the paper suggested
wise administration of sanitary laws and
building by-laws ; that local authorities

should •• make experiments, lead and suggest,

as in the cases of Sheffield and Camberwell,"
who had set examples. Competition should

be created in cases of monopoly, and for such
authorities should deal with classes which
could not be left to private enterprise.'' These
recommendations appear to confirm the con-

clusions of Professor Smart's address, that

for the purposes of experiment and example,
municipal authorities are well within their

rights in leading movements of this kind,

and also in cases where competition with

private builders became necessarj-.

MUNICIPAL ASPHALT PLANTS.

THE authorities of (Jmaha, Neb., have been
discussing for some time the construction

of a municipal asphalt plant, and recently directed

the city engineer, Mr. Andrew Rosewater, to

make a tour of investigation to ascertain what has

already been done along this line. He first

visited Winnipeg, which has a population esti-

mated between 70,000 and 80,000 at the present

time. That it is among the most progressive of

cities can be learned from the fact that in 1903

the building permits exceeded four miUion dollars,

and those issued this year, up to July 19, had
already exceeded si.x million dollars. The city

owns its own electric lighting plant, water-

works, stone quarries, asphalt paving plant, an
Engel crematory, a Drake mixing machine and
engine, and does its own macadamising, and is

laying its own cement sidewalks.

The asphilt plant was acquired in 1901 by the

purchase of a contractors' plant then in operation

tliere, and has been used as a city plant, doing aU
the original paving and repairs ever since. This
plant has cost, to date, about 17,500dol., whic"i

includes emery stone grinders and improved
mixing machinery. It has from 1,000 to 1,500

square yards' surface capacity, daily, and from
2,000 to 2,500 yaidsof capacity, dailj-, for binder.

In connection with the plant is a small labora-

tory, equipped for analysing the asphalts and
determining the suitable degree of hardness of

the mixtures by penetration, and also the proper

grading of sands for the asphalt used. The daily

expenses of operating the plant during the paving
season are about 59dol. per day, and the street

gang about GOiol. per day, the employees of the

plant being as follows:—One gang foreman,

3dol. ; one miller, 2dol. 50c. ; one timekeeper,

2dol. ; one engineer, 3dol. 50c. ; one fireman,

2doL 50c. ; one mixer, 3dol. ; one dustman,
2dol. ; one tankman, 2dol. ; one feeder, 2dol.

;

two boys, 2dol. ; fuel, eeven cords of wood at

4dol. 67c. (includes keeping fire at night),

32dol. 69c. ; oil waste and small stores. Idol. SOc.

The average daily expenditure for the street gang
is as follows :—Five teams at tdol. 50c., 22doI. oOc;
one raker and fireman at 2dol. 75c., 2dol. 7 jc. ;

two rakers at 2dol. 50c. , odd. : two tampers at

2dol. 50c., 5dol. ; two smoothers at 2dol., Idol.

;

four shovellers at Idol. 80c., 7dol. 20c. ; two roller

men at Idol. 80c., 3dol. OOc. ; one cement sweeper

at Idol. SOc, Idol. SOc. ; one grease boy at

Idol. 25c., Idol. 25c. ; one labourer at Idol. SOc
,

Idol. SOc. ; one watchman (night) at 2dol., 2dol.

;

one steam-roller man at 3dol., 3dol. A super-

intendent, in charge of the plant and street work,

is employed during the working season of each

year at Sdol. per day.

In view of the extreme depth of frost, which is

8ft. below the surface, special precautions are

taken to insure a thoroughly dry subsurface ; and
this is done by grading a trench across the street

2lt. deep every 25ft., and filling the same with

lirokon stone. Over the surface and directly

under the concrete base a 3in. layer of broken
stone is laid for ballast, and on this, on residence

streets, a lUn. depth of Portland cement concrete

base is laid" and on business streets from 5in. to

5.Un. depth of base is laid. Over this an a«phnltic

bmdor, Uin. thick, covered with a surface mix-
ture Ij'inr thick, when compacted, is laid, which
comprises the entire pavement.

'I'hero is no doubt in Jlr. liosewater's mind
that this form of construction is speciiilly adapt-

able in'retentivo clay soils and countries where
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excessively cold weather is experienced Although
the temperature at Winnipeg remains for long
periods through the winter at 40° below zero, the
pavement "hows but very few cracks, and these

may be due to other causes than temperature.
From what he learned in reference to procuring
asphalts, very little difficulty is experienced on
account of alleged trusts. Since the city has
operated its plant it has used in its work asphalt

of nearly every known brand in the States

embracing Bermuda, Venezuela, Trinidad Lake,
Trinidad Land, Acme, Ventura, Alcatraz and
Obispo, using almost exclusively what is known
as No. 55 Texas maltha, an oil residuum sold by
the Standard Oil Company, for fluxing purposes.

The largest area paved in one year with thisplant,
up to 1904, was 82,000 squaie yards. Theaverage
cost to the property owners for asphalt pavements
thus laid under the municipal system is about
2dol. 250. per square } ard. This includes a charge
of 20c. for future maintt-nance. As the average
age of the asphalt paving thus far laid in ^Vinnipeg
is less than lour years, the maintenance cost for

five or ten years cannot yet be determined. Up
to this time less than £.500 has been expended on
repairs, and these have mainly been for restoring

trench cuts for piping.

The plant at Winnipeg, while meeting the

requirements of that city with satisfactory results,

is not such as would be desirable if a new plant
were to be determined upon, according to Mr.
Rosewater. From Winnipeg he proceeded to

Detroit, calling upon C. A. Proctor, formerly
of Washington, who is superintendent of the
asphalt department of that city. The Detroit
plant is an entirely new one, having been
designed and built by Hetherington and Bemer,
who are special designers of asphalt plants, at

Indianapolis. This plant has a capacity of 1,500
square yards of 2in. surface topping, daily, with
Trinidad asphalte, and from 1,800 to 2,000 yards
of Venezuela and California asphaltes. The plant
cost, complete, with all equipments, 14,000dol.
Detroit, under the laws cf Michigan, can carry
on both repair work and resurfacing, but no
original paving, which involves special taxes.

The plant is certainly very economical, and con-
tains all the elements of efficiency in operation,
as well as space, and when in operation is the
cleanest asphalte plant that Mr. Roeewater saw.
It contains no grinding machinery, as the city
finds it more economical to buy the stone dust
already ground, which is sold at 3dol. 50c. per
ton. Venezuela asphalte is almost exclusively
used at this plant, costing 25dol. 50c. per ton,
delivered on the track. Broken stone is obtained
at 90c. per ton, sand, f.o.b., per cubic yard, at

56c. While at Winnipeg, in order to get proper
grading, sand was shipped from two different

pits, Detroit secures a very desirable sand, which
requires no grading. The flux used at the
Detroit works is the residuum of California oil,

which is sold at 25dol. 90c. per ton in barrels at

Detroit.

Con&iderable work was being done during Mr.
Rosewater's stay which was excellent in every
respect. The Detroit work is entirely in charge
of the superintendent, for whom the city equipped
a laboratory, at which an assistant is kept con-
stantly occupied making tests, not only of the
city repair material, but also of the material which
is'bting used upon the street by the contractor.
This is the only way by which the city can te
insured against shortage in mixtures of asphalt
pavements. The experience in Umaha in tests

made elsewhere of the mixtures used on repairs
has shown a shortage of asphalt called for by
specifications of from 10 to 30 per cent., and
Mr. Rosewater has no doubt that the same has
been the case in many of the pavements laid

under contract in past years. In 1897 an attempt
was made by the city engineer to get authority
for the necessary apparatus for a small laboratory
to test asphalt mixtures, but the attempt was a
failure,— The Enffinccrinff Record.

KEW MACHINE BAKERY FOR THE
EXETER CO-OPERATIVE AND
INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY, LTD.

THESE buildings are erected in red and white
brick, with Bath stone dressings, from the

designs of Messrs. Commin, Son, and Bulley,
architects, of 1,_ A'ictoria-street, Westminster,
and 7, Bedford-circus, Exeter. They comprise,
on the ground floor, the bakehouse, 53ft. by 33ft.,
15ft. high, lined with white glazed bricks, and
containing four patent steam-pipe draw-plate
ovens, also a portable oven ; and provision is

EXETER CO-OPERATIVE BAKERY.
Back View, facing Union Terrace.

I ncl 1*1 a 13

made for five additional ovens, as required.

Adjoining is the cooling-room, 40ft. by 22ft.,

aleo lined with white glazed bricks, and com-
municating with the large loading shed at front

of building. The stables contain eight stalls and
two loose boxes, fitted up by the St. Pancra^
Ironwork Co. There are also a harness -room,
messroom, and ample bath and lavatory accom-
modation for the staff. On the first floor is the
dough-making room, 53ft. by 3oft., and over

this the flour store. A large underground tank,

capable of holding between 3,000 to 4,000 gallons,

receives the rainwater from the roofs, and this is

used for washing the vans, stables, &c. The
buildings cost about £6,000, and the machinery
£1,000. The contractors are Messrs. Westcott,
Austin, and White, of Exeter.

ON LIMES AND MORTARS.—FV.
HAVING read that other substances were

used to make a calcareous mortar which
would set under water—that is, others than
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EXETER CO-OPERATIVE BAKERY.
Front View, facing Belgrave Road.
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terras and lias lime, Smeaton dettrmineJ to try
them, and finding one of these, "Terra I'u/zo-
lana," described liy Vitniving, and recommended
by 1-ieIidor for that purpose, he obtained some
from a Plymouth merchant, who imported it from
Civita Vecchia as a specula' ion, when Labelye
was building the piers of Westminster llridge.

Vitruvius states very explicity that pozzuolana, if

mixed with lime and rubble, hardens as well
under water as in ordinary building, and liolidor,

on the au'bority of M. Millet de .Monvillo,

recommends it very strongly for making;
" Deton," the French name for concrete used in

submerged work ; hence both of these authorities

knew of the hydraulic properties of pozzuolana

long before Smeaton's time. Vitruvius was a

loquacious old gentleman, and he could not

mention pozzuolana without going out of his way
to describe why that kind of " sand " possessed

fuch extraordinary qualities. In doing so he
proceeds on strictly theological lines : he is dog-
matic, and knows nothing whatever of the

matter he writes so profusely about. Igno-
rance of the simplest scientific facts, and
unbounded assurance, characterise bis lucu-

bratitns on this subject. We are introduced

to a country where springs burst from moun-
tains, hot enough to indicate very intense fire

;

flames come through chinks in the ground ; hot

vapours strike through the earth ; fires issue from
the ground as from a limestone kiln ; the force

( f the heat is so intense that earth is burned into

"coal"; and finally, the sub -existing fire con-

verts puzzolana into a sort of sand cal'ed " car-

bunculus." The descii(jtion is sulpharous, and
suggests a proximity to the lower regions not at

all encouraging to the collector of pozzuolana ;

but not one ray of light from beginning to end is

thrown on the origin of the material. Vitruvius

loses himself in a maze of words without mean-
ing, and these are strung into phrases wholly

unintelligible and devoid of sense. Who, for

instance, could conceive of earth being burned

into coal r It may, therefore, be safely assumed
that Vitruvius knew nothing of pozzuolana,

except that it conferred hydraulic properties on
common lime when mixed with it ; of its origin,

composition, and why it acted in this way he

could not even guess. Millet de Monville, when
making beton, used pozzuolana, terras from Hol-

land, or Tournay ash ; he mixed either of these with

well-burnt quicklime and sharp sand, making a

mortar with seawattr. He was careful to turn it

over and over until the pozzuolana and sand were

well incorporated with the lime, then broken stone

and crushed slag were added, and the whole turned

again for an hour or more. Smeaton was ac-

quainted withDe Monville's work,andso he found

that pozzuolana was equal in every respect to

terras, if not superior to it ; made into mortar

with Aberthaw lime it acquired hardness proi/res-

XI veil/ in water ; but in air this progress was

arrested. Experiments with balls of this mortar

showed that wet and dry, or wholly wet, it was
far superior to anything Smeaton had " ever before

seen or experienced." Smeaton's experience was

not at this time very extensive, for it was con-

fined apparently to his laboratory work in testing

balls of different mortars as already described.

De Monville had charge of extensive engineering

works at Toulon and other French harbours,

where he used tons of terras, pozzuolana, and

lime, so that he had great experience of the value

of these materials in submarine work before ever

Smeaton started his experiments with them. His

success with pozzuolana emboldened Smeaton to

think he could make a cement with it that would

equal the best merchantable Portland stone in

solidity and durability. Much ingenuity has

been exercised in endeavouring to discover why
Aspdin called the cement patented by him " Port-

land "
; but is it not likely that this statement of

Smeaton's gives the key to the riddle, for Smeaton

was certainly the first writer to use the word
" cement " in connection with " Portland " stone,

and as Aspdin was evidently a reading man,
though a bricklayer, when he patented the cement

he called it Portland, and it is probable he got the

idea from this phrase of Smeaton's. U. 15. Wood-
ward, a geologist, suggests that the name was

derived from the use of Kimmeridge cement stones

for the manufacture of cement, and Kimmeridge
is near Portland ; but .\spdin was a Yorkshire-

man, and there is no evidence that he knew any-

thing of the manufacture referred to by Mr.

Woodward. Smeaton's next difficulty was to dis-

cover how to make grout, a matter that in no way
perplexes the modern mason (eetter) or bricklayer,

tor an empty meat or cocoa tin filled with a creamy

slush of cement or lime putty comes in haudy

for flushing vacuities in the beds and joints

of stonework, or filling the empty spaces

in briikwork, which in the latter are always as

thick together there as " canals are in Venice."

Smeaton had to try everything experimentally:

ho had no experience whatever of the materials he

was about to use, though their properties were

well known to some of the best workmen of the

day, so he now started to make and test grout.

Mortar, before being spread on the top bed of a

stone, could, of course, bo well beaten, and this

beating was necessary to the making of a good

mortar. lUit mortar could not bo spread on the

joints in this case, as the stoneo interlocked, and

were let down vertically, so it must be poured
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into them in a liijuid state, and therefore could
not be heaten. Would it then set 'i 8meaton
describes the best practice for grouting in his day.
A mortar was made with the usual ingredients,

using as much water as would render them fluid,

and after stirring them well together the mixture
was poured into the joints. This is the practice

at the present day, and when the mixture stiffens

so that it will not flow freely into the joints, the
edge of a trowel is often used to induce it to go
there. Any man who has watched bricklayers or
masons at work, who has taken the trowel him-
self and done a little brick or stone setting, will

soon find out that it is rather a difficult matter to

flush the side and back joints of stones or bricks
with mortar where the work is to be care-
fully done, and that it is an impoEsibility
when the work is " hustled " up

;
grouting then

becomes necessary, and the quantity of grout
used is a measure of the carelessness of the work-
men, for there should be no room for grout, or

necessity for grouting in good work. Smeaton
made grout for experimental purposes in two
ways : he first beat the materials together into a
mortar, and "dissolved" this in enough water
to bring it to a creamy consistency ; he also took
the same materials without beating, and added
water as before, stirring both mixtures ; setting

them aside for a month, he found the solid had
settled down to the bottom of the vessels,

and had attained a " stony hardness," but
not equal to that of the balls, the "dissolved"
mortar being harder than the " dissolved" loose

materials. Smeaton concluded from these ex-
periments that he could make the whole of the
materials of the lighthouse into one " solid mass
of stone "—a monolithic block, in fact 1 Plaster
of Paris was tried for making grout ; it was mixed
with terras, and with pozzuolana : but the mixtures
did not suit, for the latter stopped the setting of

the plaster, and it entirely neutralised the pro-
perties of the other substances, so that all three
were found wanting, as combined constituents

for grout, or even any kind of mortar. When
Smeaton was in Holland in 1755, he made
very particular inquiries about terras ; he
found it in lumps varying in size from a pea
to a turnip, and was told it was brought down
the rivers from Germany, possibly from the
districts around Andemach. It was prepared for

use by crushing under stampers until it passed
thrcugh an S by S sieve, and it received no
further treatment beyond packing in casks for

storage or export. In colour terras is light grey
and ashy looking ; it is very porous, somewhat
resembling pumicestone ; Smeaton's friends told
him it was a lava, and the same as the peparino
of the Italians, which was considered to be a
concretion of volcanic cinders ; but Smeaton
having tried to analyse it with his aqua fortis,

and having failed, he concluded there was
nothing calcareous in it, and thought it must be
a " petrifaction. " To these old-time geologists

the term "petrifaction" was quite a godsend,
for its application was so uni\-ersal that when
nothing was known of a substance, it at once
became a " petrifaction," and this class at one
time included all the rocks, clays, and sands
which go to make up the whole of the earth's crust,

together with their fossil and metallic contents ;

it was in fact a kind of shelf on which things were
placed when inconvenient inquiries were made
aboutthem, andfrom whichthey were gradually re-

moved as advancing science found other places for

them. German terras is not a definite chemical
compound ; it is a mixture of se\"eral compounds in

varying proporlions. Its composition is therefore
not constant. In Smeaton's time it was roughly
prepared ; but at present this material is selected

and manufactured with great care, for it is

extensively used in all the countries of Northern
Europe for making hydraulic mortars. More
than one-half the entire weight of terras is made
up of silica, the proportions varying from 53-5 to
67 '5 p?.r cent. Alumina is the next important
constituent: it varies from 11 to 23 per cent.
Ferric oxide makes about 10 per cent. ; combined
lime amounts to no more than 3 per cent. , so that
the chances of analysing the substance with nitric

acid were of the mcst remote kind : but it is not
correct to say that nitric acid '

' only wets it like

water," for some of the constituents are partially
soluble in that acid, though none of them effervesce
when treated with it. Pozzuolana, like terras,

does not effervesce with aqua fortis. Mr. Cook-
worthy told Smeaton there was iron in it, and the
latter thought it looked like iron ore which had
been burnt to a cinder by fire. Smeaton tried a
pozzuolana from Naples : but it was not half so

strong as that from Civita \'ecchia. He noticed
that the latter was a much browner colour than
the former, and had all the appearance of a

volcanic production. There is no doubt what-
ever that the ancient Romans used pozzuolana in

their waterworks, for some of their piscica' are

still in existence, the brick walls of which are

covered several inches thick with an impermeable
plaster composed of lime, sand, pozzuolana, and
pounded brick. A plaster called "Maltha" is

described by Pliny, which was made by slaking
quicklime with wine. The lime was then rubbed
up with hog's lard and the juice of figs. This
was used in coating the specus and castella of the
aqueducts, and it is said the mixture became
harder than stone. No such mortar is used at

present. Eomau aqueducts were constructed on
the gravitation principle, the chief member in

them being a covered canal or water conduit,

which was necessarily lined with some kind of

impermeable plaster. This covered canal, called

the "specus," was carried through tunnels, in

cuttings, on embankments, and over walls and
arches at a gradient of 1 in 200 : but though the
Komans knew that water in a closed pipe would
rise to the level of its head or source, they did not
employ closed pipes in any of their great works.
They, however, used pipes of bronze, lead, leather,

and wood for service pipes through the city.

Smeaton claims for the Eddystone that it was there

pozzuolana and Aberthaw lime were first combined
to make a perfect water mortar—that is, " unless

they have the lias limestone in Italy." It wiU
be shown hereafter that lias lime makes a perfect

hydraulic mortar without the addition of terras

or pozzuolana. Pozzuolana from Civita Vecchia
contiins 44'5 per cent, silica, 15 per cent. alumina,
12 per cent, ferric oxide, and 9 per cent, of lime,

whilst that from Naples contains 70 per cent, of

silica, 21'25 per cent, alumina, and only 4'75 per
cent, of ferric oxide, which makes it of that grey
colour noticed by Smeaton. As terras and
pozzuolana were porous, and resisted the action

of acid, and as they were also volcanic substances
acted on by fire, Smeaton was induced to try ex-

periments on apparently similar materials, such
as pumice, coal cinders, brick and tile dust.

AMiat a pity he did not try blast furnace slag as

well ' He might have hit on slag cement. All

these were porous and absorbent ; hence mortar
made with them hardened more quickly than if

made with sand : but they conferred no hydraulic

properties whatever on it, as all the baUs made
with such a mortar fell to pieces when immersed in

water, exactly as if they were composed of the same
lime mixed with sand only. Burnt ballast is a

favourite material with the London suburban
builder, and sometimes the engineer, who uses it

instead of sand ; but the best lime in the world
will in time be ruined by it, though for years

after it is made into mortar the latter will remain
fairly hard. The only difference chemically

between clay and burnt ballast is that the former
contains much mixed and combined water, whilst

the latter is deprived of both by the action of fire.

The burning of lime is therefore a totally differ-

ent process to the burning of ballast. 'The out-

come of Smeaton's experiments, so far, was the

discovery of a mortar of "proper composition."
This was stated to be a mixture of pozzuolana

and lias lime in the proportion 1:1, and as he
had now a sufficient quantity of pozzuolana, he
looked about for a supply of lias lime or sand-

stone. As usual, he began to make inquiries,

and he was informed that blue lias limes from
^^'atchet was being used for water building at

Exeter, and that it was carried thither on
horses' backs—a distance of 40 miles. The in-

formation obtained in this way was supple-

mented by more to the effect that this lime

would have been carried via Land's End by
boat ; but it would in transit attract moisture

from the air, and be again reduced to the

state of limestone, after which it could not

be slaked—a statement thoroughly believed in

by Smeaton, though we know now such a change
would have been absolutely impossible. There is

no doubt but that lime is gradually re-converted
into carbonate of lime, but the length of time it

would take to do this must be measured by
centuries, under the most favourable circum-
stances, and not by weeks or days. Smeaton
wentto AVatchet via Minehead andDunster; he
observed that the buildings in this district were
all erected with lias mortar, and it everywhere
bore marks of being excellent, for the joints in

the walling were always full and flush, there

being no cracks or crumbling of any kind per-

cfptible in them ; he noticed, however, that the

mortar on a ruined bridge pier, though hard as

stone, was still not quite so hard as the balls, kc.
made with pozzuolana and lias lime. Minehead,
piers were built with limes from Abertbaw, as

well as from ^\atchet, so- here was an oppor-
tunity of comparing mortars made with both these

limes. The work done with Watchet lias limes

was found to be quite as good or even better

than that done with Aberthaw lias, but any
difference might be accounted for in the burning
of the lime, for the strata on both sides of the

Bristol Channel from which the limes were
obtained were situilar in every way. The lias for-

mation is remarkable for the regularity of its strata

;

the blue lias limestones of Aberthaw and other

places being always found in regularbeds, from 4in.

to 11 in. thick, the face of a cliff or quarry in these

rocks looking exactly like a mass of coursed rubble

walling. Blue lias limestone belongs to the lower

lias, the upper portion consisting mainly of clays

with occasional bands of limestone and cement
stones. The limestones have partings of clay or

shale. The fact that these limestones are "im-
pure"—that is, clayey—makes them valuable in

the manufacture of hydraulic lime. Kvery farmer
knows that lime makes a valuable top-dressing

for com and grass land ; but lias lime would be
valueless for the purpose, as a shower of rain

causes it to set in hard lumps. The AVatchet

lime-burners knew this, and they obtained any
agricultural lime they wanted from the carboni-

ferous limestone district near Bristol, for it fell to

a fine powder under similar circumstances.

Smeaton came to Watchet to transact business, so

he had a kiln of lime burnt, and as "he was in-

formed " he could slake it without injuring its

properties for mortar-making, he decided to do
this, and in the end he sent 80 casks of slaked

Watchet lias lime to the Eddystone works at Mill-

bay. It may be interesting to note in passing,

that the strange incubus known as the " Lord of

the Manor"—he who prevents bathing at the

seaside at present—turned up here, and forbade the

removal of unburnt stone from Watchet. Smeaton
tested white lias, which is a cream-coloured
limestone of the Rh;L'tic beds ; but he found it

useless for his purpose, as he "analysed " it, and
the whole dissolved readily in aqua fortis. After

building the Eddystone Lighthouse, Smeaton
examined several other limes. One from Barrow-
on-Soar (Leices'ershire) is first described ; the

place is not far from Mount Sorrel. The whole
of the county west of Leicester, and of a line

running nearly north and south through that

town, is on lias, and Barrow has long been
celebrated for the hydraulic cement manufactured
from the cement-stones of the Lower Lias found
there. Smeaton says the stone is like blue lias ;

but it has a warmer tinge, and burns to a buff-

coloured lime, like that of Aberthaw and Watchet,
three-fourteenths of its original weight being

blue clay, with a minute quantity of sand.

Smeaton was right about the stone being lias,

for it is part of the great Liassic band which
stretches across England from the English

Channel to the German Ocean ; and Smeaton
guessed that it extended at least from Glamorgan-
shire, through Monmouthshire, Gloucestershire,

and AVarwickshire into Leicestershire. He notes

that the streets of Bath were paved with a species

of lias, and jointed with mortar of the same
kind of stone ; and adds that when Bath stone

walls were built with lias mortar, the joints

were more permanent than the stone itself.

From Leicestershire Smeaton said the liis ap-

peared to pass into Nottinghamshire and Lincoln-

shire ; but he had not observed it farther north

than Long Bennington, a village between Grant-

ham and Newark, where there was a limekiln

for burning it. As a matter of fact, it ranges

north from Newark, crossing the Humber, and
passing through Yorkshire, first in a north-

westerly direction, then curving south of Malton
to the west by Thirsk, it reaches the coast between
Kedcar and Saltburn. The lias limestone at

Bennington was found to contain -/ouds of blue

clay. In order to show that neither the hardness

nor the colour of a stone determines the qualities

of the lime derived from it, the white lias of

Somersetshire is compared with the clunch of

Sussex, to the advantage of the latter, which
contains u>ths its weight of clay. The Dorking
lime, which is sold as stone lime, though it is

really a chalk lime, is much stronger than

common chalk lime, for it contains i^rth part of a

light yeUow clay. Smeaton now concludes that

the fitness of a lime for water building dees not

depend "merely on the ijiinntity of clay it

contains, but in burning and falling down into a
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powder of a buff-coloured tinge, and in con-
taining a considerable quantity o£ clay." In
this, he says, all the water limes agree.

U will be seen, hereafter, that the quality of a
lime is determined by the chemical composition of

the limestone from which it is burnt ; that the
quantity of clay in both determines exactly the
value of the lime for hydraulic work, and that
finally the buff-coloured tinge his nothing what-
ever to do with the setting or hardening properties

of the lime, and is due solely to the presence of

iron oxide, which is not a necessary constituent

of any hydraulic lime or cement. A lime from
Sutton in Lancashire is next referred to as being
"famous for water building." The only Sutton
the writer can find in Lancashire is on Bunter
Sandstone, the beds of this rock being well

developed here. With the exception of a cal-

careous breccia found at the base of the Bunter
pebble beds, all the other constituent rocks of the
series are soft sand and sandstones. The Lanca-
shire limestones are carboniferous ; they are

quarried near Clitheroe, and further north at

Trowbarrow, near Carnforth ; there is a Stubton
in Lincolnshire ; perhaps, it may be the " Sut-
ton " referred to ;—it is on the lias not far from
Long Bennington. The "Sutton" lime is of a

buff cast, and the Sutton limestone is deep
bronze, quite unlike blue lias, and here another
conclusion is drawn—viz., that the goodness of

a water-lime does not consist in the colour of the
stone from which it is burnt; for white, brown,
and blue stones are good for that purpose, but
they all agree in colour after they are burnt.
Every lime which proved good for water building
was obtained from a limestone containing clay,

and every limestone containing clay in consider-
able quantity yielded a lime good for water
building, which lime, on breaking, showed " a
dead frosted surface without much appearance of

shining particles." Yet with this invariable
experience of his, Smeaton says :

" I am very far

from laying it down as an absolute Crilcriuii
"

that the limes must contain clay 1 The evidence
BO far sustained the view that an addition of clay
in some proportion not definitely ascertained

conferred hydraulic properties on pure lime ; but
with Smeaton this conviction did not amount to

absolute certainty. About this time a grey lime
was used in waterworks at Portsmouth, and it

was strongly recommended for water building

;

the lime came from Buriton, near Petersfield,

Hints, having been obtained from the Lower
Chalk of that district, not far from an out-
crjp of the L'pper Greensand. It was, of
course, practically the same as the pre-
sent Merstham, Dorking, and Totternhoe
limes, one of which Smeaton had already ex-
amined, as the kilns were alive in his time. The
Buriton line yielded one-twelfth part of its

weight in clay. Dorking lime yielded only one-
seventeenth part, so that of the two Buriton lime
was the most suitable for water buUding, accord-
ing to Smeaton. .Vnother lime for water work,
tried about the same time, was obtained from the
Guildford chalk. It was used in certain naviga-
tion works between Guildford and Godalming,
and it was found to be good for the purpose ; the
clay in it amounted to two-nineteenths of the

. whole. Smeaton remarks about the persistence
of this Lower Chalk that " the curious naturalist
will find some connection of this limestone to
subsist through a'l this range of Chalk Hills from
Lewes to Petersfield, and probably from thence
into Surrey to (iuildford and Dorking." Curious
naturalists have certainly discovered to be true
what is suggested here, and some more besides.
The chalk is divided into (1) white chalk, with
flints, (2) white and yellowish chalk with few
Hints, and (3) chalk without flints, marl, grey
chalk, A.-C., the latter always yielding the limes
best for water building, and the former such limes
as are soluble in water.

The Lower Chalk is found in Surrey, Kent,
Sussex, Bedfordshire, l'"ickinghamshire, Cam-
bridge, Norfolk, and Yorkshire, in many places
the beds contain silica and glauconite

; but lias is

never found in any division of the Chalk, so that
the manufacture of lias limo from chalk, upper,
middle, or lower, is an impossibility geologically,
though appiaently not commercially. Smeaton's
next experiment was with clay ironstone, and
this was tried as a substitute for terras and
pozzuolana in the C.ilder navigation

; but it failed
to harden lime, and was even inferior to forge
scales. l''org(; ashes woro used extensively for
mortar making up to quite a recent period ; but
the advance of chemistry has shown the material
to bo (luite worthless for hydraulic work, and its

use is now practically abandoned. Smeaton's ex-

periments on various materials having terminated

with the trial of what he calls " minion," he

proceeds to describe how he arrived at the correct

properties for the ingredients of something better

than his Eddystone mortar. He takes credit for

having made a given quantity of terras or pozzuo-

lana produce a greater quantity of hydraulic

mortar than the ordinary composition where the

material was sparingly used, or where nothing

was spared, as at the Eddystone Light-

house. He very properly apologises for

being so tedious in describing his views and
methods ; but as his description may interett

modern builders, a very short risiime of it will be
given he.-e. Limestone loses about Jth its weight
in burning, and shrinks in bulk very little ; when
slaked it will produce more than double the

quantity of the original quicklime, by measure,

and this is correct for water lime as well as

common lime. As a matter of fact, a pure lime-

stone loses a per cent, of its weight when calcined

quite dry ; and chalk lime or lime obtained from
carboniferous limestone will yield a far greater

increase of slaked lime than lias lime will, or any
other earthy lime, for it is the free lime only that

slakes in such compound limes. By compound
limes are meant such as contain not only pure

lime, but also certain compounds of lime with
silica and alumina, as for instance those of the

Lower chalk and Lias formations. One measure
of common lime slaked and beaten to a paste

with water will not quite half fill the same
measure, but if to the paste is added half the

same measure of terras, the yield of mortar will

be Ij measures. The use of sand in mortar is,

we are told, twofeld ; 1, to render the compo-
sition harder ; and 2, to increase its quantity by
a cheaper material. It need not be said that

all this is very heterodox teaching, for the chief

use of sand with lime in mortar is to prevent the

lime shrinking and cracking as it dries ; the

theory of the lime in a mortar taking up part of

the sand and becoming calcium silicate (as a

hardening factor of the mortar) has often been
asserted, but never proved. The experience of

ages has shown that much sand may be added
with advantage in the making of mortar ; but
the proportion up to Smeaton's time had never
been settled, and it remains unsettled still ; now
there is scarcely any slaked lime that may not be
mixed with sand in the proportions of 1:2;
consequently a terras mortar may be made with
the following ingredients in the proportions

indicated—lime 2, terras 1, sand 1—without
hurting its cementary property. It was found
that a mortar of this latter kind would be further

increased in bulk by adding another measure of

sand, and the increase would be still greater by
adding more sand, so that at last with slaked

lime 2, terras 1, and sand 3, nearly 3j measures
of solid mortar would be obtained as against 1

J

without sand. Buildeis knew all this without
being told, and some of our contemporaries "go
one better," for they have discovered that the

addition of garden mould is a cheap and etiicient

way of increasing the bulk of a mortar without
lessening its cost to the building owner. A pebble
mortar was also made by Smeaton which would
correspond with our concrete ; but as he mixed
minion with it, its exact composition or the propor-
tions used need not be noticed here. Smeaton at

last sums up the result of his work on hydraulic

mortars thus :^" I must leave to the learned
NulKriiVtst and Chemixt why an intimate mixture
of clay in the composition of limestone of any
kind, either hard or soft, should render it capable

of setting in water in a manner that no pure lime
I have yet seen from any kind of stone whatso-
ever has been capable of doing." He says this is

a curious (lucstion, and he is unable to resolve it.

Smeaton added clay and even brickdust to lime
in various proportions, but they conferred no
hydraulic properties on pure limo ; he failed

completely to see that day added to lime after

calcination did not act in the same way as if it

was calcined iritji it ; and in his experiments he
invariably found that his water limes were pro-

duced when the two materials were calcined

together, as they must be when clayey limestones

woro used. It seems singular that though
Smeaton invariably found clay in every limestone

which yielded hydraulic limo, and that he had to

calcine that limestone to convert it into lime, it

never struck him to try the effect of calcining the

mixtures ho made of lime and clay. Had ho done
this, ho might have discovered how to make
hydraulic cement from what he calls " common
lime." He, in fact, discovered nothing that wi,s

not already well known to men who had already
been brought up to building ; he measured, mixed,
and tried materials which were already exten-
sively used for water building, both in this country
and on the Continent, and he did this merely to

assure himself that the information he received
was reliable. In fact, it is doubtful if he, in
ITiJl, knew, with all his experience, as much
about water limes as some workmen on the Bridge-
water Canals, for they mixed clay with marl, and
calcined both together to make limes for their
waterworks, and they did this 60 years before
Smeaton's book was written, and 30 years before
he knew what water-lime meant. Contempo-
raneous with Smeaton, others were working on
the same svibject ; they were chemists, " phlogis-
ton " men, and their experiments are as inters st-

ing as the conclusions drawn from them are
amusing ; but as a consideration of their
methods cannot fail to be interesting, they
will be considered in the next article. The
true knowledge of limes and cements made slow
progress, though these materials were in every-
day use, and necessaries of civilised life. One
hundred years elapsed before it was discovered
that the constituents of Portland cement clinker
were "alit, belit, celifc, and felit'r" That the
reader need not be unnecessarily alarmed, it may
be explained that "alit" is a pet name for a
mixture of tricalcium sOicate and a basic calcium
aluminate of somewhat indeterminate composi-
tion. All these expressions will be explained
subsequently ; but " sufficient unto the day is

the evil thereof."

THE ENGINEER, THE ARCHITECT,
AND THE GENERAL CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY.

WE lay before our readers a paper by Jlr.

Reginald Pelham Bolton, C.E., which
appeared in the August issue of the Americim
EiKjiiircriiiij 3{a(/iizinc. The proper relation of

the architect to the engineer, which we ourselves

discussed only a few weeks since, has become
more and more delicate, because of the increasing
complication of modern buildings and building

methods, which compel more than ever the
members of the two professions to be associated

closely in the carrying on of the same structural

undertaking. Discussion of these complexitfes

is usually confined to members of the same pro-
fession, and it is not often that the views of

architects are laid before engineers, or vice cersu.

The architectural profession, says Mr. Bolton,

has not infrequently recognised its responsibility

for the results of its professional work, and has
advanced in many ways along lines of modern
development. But it has curiously failed to

recognise its responsibility in another and more
important respect—namely, that of the acceptance
of fees in payment for certain technical and artistic

work which its members are not qualified by
training to execute, and in which they are not
expert in the same seose as they are in connection
with actual building design. The position occu-
pied by the profession in this regard is not logical,

and has brought about a very disastrous state of

affairs as regards their employment in the largest

building enterprises. As the logical reiison for

the employment of professional ability in the

design of a building, in place of the employment
of contractors or builders for the purpose, it is

maintained by the profession that their members
are a trained body, expert in the design and
proper construction of the work they undertake
to plan, uninfluenced by the considerations which
affect the contractor or builder, and capable of

giving economical and independent advice tD

thoir clients. The client, it therefore follows, in

employing an architect, engages and pays for a

personal ability and technical knowledge of the

subjects under consideration, and is entitled to a

receipt of that personal capacity and technical

information in each branch dealt with. If,

therefore, tnu architect does cot possess expert

knowledge on any one branch of his undertaking
—and no one expects that any one of that wide
profession should be so fully inf jrmed —he is

under moral obligation to supplement his own
deficiency in roipx't of any particular item

involved—such as, s.ay, sculpture, mcdolling,

decorative elTccts, landscape gardening, sanita-

tion, boiler practice, chiiuney disign, olectiicil

equipment, heating, ventilating, hydrostatic,

elevator, foundation, steel construction, or other

modern requirements—by the Kiuivulent expert

and equally independent knowledge of otlvprs ;
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otherwise he is not giving his client value for

his engagements. In other words, architects are

naid for professional knowledge and experience
upon all parts of the work they undertake, and
cannot honestly accept pay for their services as

amateur sculptors, artists, engineers, plumbers,
and for amateur opinions upon technical subjects.

Yet too many cf them not only do so, but stiU

adhere to the old practice of obtaining informa-
tion, guidance, proportions, even their plans and
specifications, from contractors and prospective
bidders. As regards engineering work, there are

a few architects who by reason of a certain
amount of habitude, possibly in some cases of a
certain amount of training, possess a familiarity

with some sanitary and engineering matters.
But would they, if deprived of their architectural

practice, undertake with that amount of know-
ledge to enter upon independent practice as

experts in those lines ': In other words, will any
architect assert himself to ie as fully qualified in

these matters as he professes to be, and is, in
building design and construction ? Recognising
the necessity of doing something, but desirous

of avoiding the coat of employment of ability

of a character and cost equal to their own, a
number of architects have proceeded to a course
which has proved peculiarly adverse to the in-

terests and credit of the profession. They
hire inadequate and often inexperienced help in
the shape of assistants or draughtsmen, and
put them forward as their substitute for technically
trained expert assistance. One of the foremost
firms of architects in the United States have in
their employment, and put forward as their
" consulting engineer," a very worthy, and in
his own line deserving, man whom they took out
of an engine-room. There are several others who
pay their " consulting engineers" in their office

from 20dol. to 30dol. per week, and permit this

class of experience to pass upon and decide the
important operating expenses of their clients.

Such men are not only incompetent in the direc-
tion of knowledge, experience, or ability, but an
injury is inflicted upon the client which often
Teflects back upon the architects, by placing such
a class of men in control of matters where large
sums of money and many competing and un-
scrupulous interests are engaged. The very
essence of the employment of professional men is

that their " standing " shall protect the employer
from corruption and undue influence ; and in
passing over any part of their engagement to a
lower class of employed and often underpaid
labour, the architects very seriously compromise
their employer's interests. Even when an in-

dependent engineer is employed, he is often
made to feel that he is only the agent of the
architect, or is placed under obligations to

make his designs coincide with the architect's

views. The results are to be seen in many other-
wise well-considered installations. There are
850 practising architects in New York, and
"there are 17 independent consulting engineers
employed on such cognate work, where there
should be plenty of inducements and work for

ten times the number. The architectural pro-
fession have had this matter drawn to their
attention by several enginetring societies, and
have not only failed to correct their false position,

but have embodied it in the provisions of their
iorm of professional contract. As their selt-

aufficiency evidently renders them deaf to the
calls of plain dealing, it is necessary to direct the
attention of those who employ them to the matter,
so that the existing system may perhaps be
remedied from without. I shall not lay myself
open to any charge of one-sidednees, but freely
admit that there are some engineers posing as
architects to whom the same consideration can be
inversely addressed. But it is to the general
credit of my profession that they are an ex-
tremely limited number. It is in connection
especially with steam apparatus that this matter
assumes peculiar proportions, for in this the
owner's pocket is particularly and permanently
assailed. If a few personally-conducted parties
of steam users could be taken through some
of the most modern firerooms in New York,
they would certainly be convinced of the de-
sirability of employing engineers on engineering
work. A trip up Broadway would reveal boilers
in dark and stifling sidewalk vaults which are a
menace to public security, since boilers so placed
cannot be properly maintained in security ; boilers
far away from the chimney, necessitating hori-
zontal smoke connections, in one case 225ft. long

;

boilers, as in one well-known and widely illus-

trated buUding so badly placed and connected

that when steam is raised in one the expansion
puUs the piping off the othtr, or, as in one of the
largest insurance buildings, placed in the same
room as the machinery, with space for only one
day's fuel. Such instances could be multiplied.

Owners are of course largely to blame. But they
do not realise what the position is. The me-
chanical plant in a large ofiioe building is worth
from 60,000dol. to 150,000dol. On this an
architect commonly receives his commission of

2i per cent, to 5 per cent., or from l,500dol. to

as much as 7,500dol. His outlay in respect of its

design is frequently nothing, the whole being
obtained from contractors. The steel structure

may be competed for by more than one firm of

contractors, but each maintains its own drawing-
oSice, sometimes employing as many as 100 to

150 draughtsmen, the cost of which labour is

added to the price, and thus the planning
of this part of the work is frequently paid
for by the owner of the building twice over.
The Biulding-CoHf^truction Compuny,—The un-
satisfactory conditions of service, as offered by
the majority of the architectural profession, have
led to the introduction of a recent development
of the pretensions of the builder to the possession
of the facilities of the architect, and for this

development, directly hostile as it is to their own
pretensions, the architectural profession have
themselves, in their persistence in the foregoing
practices, entirely to blame. I state this fact

from personal knowledge of the reasons which
induced the introduction in New York of the
present system of general construction, the fore-

going conduct of the architectural profession
having been given to me as the cause by two of the
leading concerns against wte>m the architects of

New York are now loudest in their denunciations.
By dint of liberal assertion, of active exertion
on the part of young and alert employes, and of

constant iteration of architectural shortcomings,
the construction companies have plucked the
ripest plums from the buUding orchard. They
have calmly adopted the plans of architects, with-
out credit or thanks, have walked off with their

clients, belittled their abilities, thrown doubt on
their capacity, sneered at their rectitude, and
cold-shouldered their approaches to any under-
standing. Their particular facility is that they,
for a covering figure, can carry out all archi-

tectural detail and engineering work without cost

and with their own trained staff. This would be
an excellent idea, if the staff were of that
character ; but in point of fact, they have not yet
grasped the fact that it would pay them to employ
the highest class of professional ability ; and,
therefore, the men employed by them in the work
of design are often either small contractors, or

are assistants of the same order as those to whom
1 have referred as being employed by some of the

architectural profession. If the scope of these

powerful concerns should eventually fully cover

the field of building operation, the profession of

architecture would be very completely visited for

its shortcomings, since the avowed idea of

the construction company is to allow the
architects no more than the opportunity of

producing general designs to be by them detailed

and developed ; but, so far, owing to the very
similar class of intelligence applied to their work
of detail design, the result has often been poor
architecture, and, more often stUI, poorer

engineering. In respect to the latter, I regret

to say that since the operations of these con-

struction companies began, no advance whatever
has been made in the improvement of the interior

engineering of the buildings they have handled.

In point of fact, their practice at present is the

installation of poorer designs of mechanical equip-

ment than were generally discredited before their

methods obtained an ascendency in modem
building operations. It is but a natural result

of such a system that this should be the csise. A
general contract for a great building is made on
a condition which is the essential feature and
object of the employment of a general con-

tractor. It is that a building of a certain cha-

racter, often identified only by a mere sketch or

outline, or even by a partial reference to some
existing building of a more or less similar type,

shall be erected within a certain period for a

certain sum, without any extra charges. Any
attempt to introduce any detail of conveniences, of

desirable materials, or of particular requirements, is

met and combated by the objection that the builder

must have a free hand in selection or in dealing

with competing manufacturers ; otherwise the
cost will be increased, or the time limit will be
exceeded, or labour trouble may ensue. So the

owner signs away his money and gets in return a
complete structure, it is true, such as his picture

showed, which is, however, built of the material,

equipped with the class of apparatus, proportioned

to the extent of liberality, and constructed by the

class of labour which have best suited the policy

or profit of the contractor. If by the inducement
of the needs of this buOding a gain cm be made
in another ; if by the sacrifice of a detail in one
an extra can be avoided in another ; if by divert-

ing proper laoour from one, less competent or

cheaper labour can be utilised in another—then

these policies are open to adoption, are liable to

be adopted, and are and have been in many cases

adopted. As to the designing work produced
under this system, it is inferior and is done by
inferior help, whose efforts are subordinated to

the one predominating consideration of avoiding

all avoidable cost, while at the same time evading
the much-abused "extra," which in this class

of contract, coming directly on the construc-

tion company, is of course to be avoided

at sill cost of sacrifice of efiiciency. I will

give an instance of an actual occurrence :
—

In the construction of one such building it was
discovered that by a blunder in reading, or more
likely by an error in estimating, no provision

had been made for the cost of carrying the decora-

tive "effects" of the two outer sides of the

building round its interior sides, which were
exposed to the ownership of the abutting property.

The difficulty was overcome by directing the

engineer to cut down the equipment to a sufli-

cient extent to pay for the deficiency. The
proper equipment was, therefore, cut from two
boilers of ample capacity and one spare, to two
boilers which, when forced, can just do the work

;

two generators will barely carry -^ of the

total lighting load, and fo only by overload
;

the omission of every possible convenience and
cross connection ; the reduction of the plumbing
and character of the fixtures, and the slnnning of

the heating arrangements down to the cheapest

system. The owners have the satisfaction of

knowing that their building is carried out " with-

out extra," and has cornices of the anticipated

appearance. But they do not know that they
have not only paid an extra in full for the work,
but also are paying an extravagant and per-

manent interest on the achievement in their coal,

repair, and labour bills. The Owner of rroperty.

—I could multiply these instances ; but I do not
know if there is any good in attempting to draw
beneficial lessons for the education of an educated
class which is, withal, tco careless or incapable

to take elementary precautions as to its own
rights and property. One' would suppose that a

most limited intelligence would enable a property

owner to perceive that he is not likely to get
something for nothing out of a smart firm of

general contractors. As regards the features of

engineering character in their buildings, it might
naturally be assumed that men of business

capacity and of ordinary intelligence would, in a
matter in which they are directly and per-

manently liable for the cost of results, very
closely examine into the conditions surrounding
their future outgoings, with the aid of the best

technical knowledge available. But that is rarely

the case. Such people, when contemplating the

construction of a buUding, are captivated by the

ideas of outside design and interior decoration, and
are under those influences to such an extent thatthe

hard and mechanical details of engineering opera-

tions are uninteresting to them. They are also very
frequently dependent in all such matters on some
mechanic in their employment, such as the

operating engineer or fireman in their own home
or other property. These men, when put forward
(as they very frequently are) to discuss or suggest

or even to proportion necessary apparatus in a

new building, do so with the natural subserviency

of their class, and come under the architect's or

contractor's dominance, their employment in this

manner often resulting in worse blunders than
would have been the case without their limited

ideas, and their liability to accept all kinds of

assertions on the part of manufacturers. Not
until it is much more widely understood that the

mechanical apparatus in a building is the part of

it that directly affects the pocket of the owner,
that in it and by it he is constantly being

defrauded and fleeced, will the present state of

affairs be amended. I have recently had the

opportunity of laying these views before one of

the great mortgage-insurance companies, whose
action will in future take into account the imper-

fections and deficiencies of mechanical apparatus

in the building in which they take an intereat.
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It may be that others will awake to this, to

them, important element, and that through their

action careless ownership will be aroused. Having
sat for ten years past between these elements, and
having had the good fortune not to fall into the

evil graces of either, I am in hopes that my plain

speaking will be taken in good part and that all

parties will proceed to set their courses with a
little more regard for their true interests in this

age of engineering detail. And I am thankful
to record my knowledge that there are architects

who fully live up to their undertakings in the
respects I have named, as there are builders who
are conscientious, and as there are owners who
are capable of appreciating the value of the old

saw—" Every man to his trade."

PORTLAND CEMENT.*

THIS little treatise on the above subject was
originally written in a series of articles for

the Stone Trades Juiirna! by Mr. Davis. In the

book form the subject can be more closely

studied. The author furnishes information on
the manufacture, chemistry, and testing of

cement, which will be found of service by the

consumer as well as the general student. Many
excellent process and other illustrations enrich

the pages of the book. In the introductory

remarks, Mr. Davis points to the improved pro-

cesses of manufacturers of the Continent and
America. Invented in this country about 1756, our
foreign rivals have surpassed us in the scientific

principles of manufacture. Uur Continental

competitors are enabled to ship cement, not only to

this country, but to the centres of colonial trade.

Our manufactarera make trips to Germany and
America in search of information, and to examine
the rotary kiln. Mr. Davis says, in fact, we
must look to our laurels in making ourselves

masters of the Continental and American methods
of burning the raw material, for fuel is the most
costly item in the manufacture of cement, and
the average English works use 8 to lOcwt. of

coke to bum material for a ton of cement

;

whereas in many German works cement can be

made with half the fuel. The Americans can do
the same, and have, in addition, reduced the amount
of labour required for the burning process ; in

fact, " the cost of production has been reduced
from about 1 83. per ton by the English method
to about 1 3s. per ton by the employment of rotary

kilns." The English manufacturer has lost ground
in this direction. He says :

" From the stand-

point of construction, organisation, and operation,

combining modem methods of production and
general excellence of the finished product,
America has without doubt furnished an object-

lesson for English cement-makers, and we hear
nothing to the time of writing, of American
intrusion into English cement markets, simply
because in the short space of time that he has

been manufacturing, the American cement-maker
can only supply the demand of his own market.
But what will be the position of the English
cement trade ultimately ^ Shall we give our
home markets to our foreign rivals ? No !

We do not for a moment believe that this

will be the case. We would prefer to look
forward to the time when the English cement-
maker will generally adopt the most up-to-
date process, and improve upon it in such a
way thiit he will be first m the field once
more ; and with this end in view, at least as far

as cement is concerned, he was never more active

in improving his works than at the present time."
This appeal is a timely warning to Eoglish manu-
facturers of cement. They are very conservative

and independent ;
they dislike making alterations

in their plant ; they stick to old chemical propor-
tion ; and it is also true that the manufacturer
labours under the necessity of working to very
divergent and fastidious specifications. What he
supplies is often of superior quality to that
asked for by unscientific specifications, and thua
may difl'-r in composition, fineness, and tensile

strength. 'I'lio author gives the methods used
in this country, while recording the progress
that has iHtcly been made. A photo illustra-

tion is given of a view of a modern dry-
process comcnt-worksin England, with examples
of reservoir wall in cement. The first work in
which Portland cement was used is stated to ho
the Thames Tunnel (18>8) ; it was then mainly
a stucco cement. "Portland cement, of the
uniform and reliable quality of to-day, is made

chiefly from an airtificial mixture of carbonate of

lime and clay in certain exact proportions : these

substances form a compound in the manufactured
material of lime, silica, and alumina. The
generally-accepted composition for a properly-

balanced material may be calculated as follows :

—The proportion of lime equals 2-8 times the per

cent, of silica plus I'l times the per cent, of alu-

mina." Ifaw materials are dealt with in the next
chapters ; their mixing, illustrated by the wash
mills used in the " wet process," the Ivrupp grit

or tube mill for wet grinding, mixing machines
used in the dry process ; the estimation of the

materials, and the methods used by the calcimeter

and by titration. Faija's Dietrich instrument
is described and illustrated and its mode of work-
ing, also Scheibler's calcimeter with examples of

the method of estimating the amout of carbonate
of lime in the raw mixture. The various types of

kilns for calcining are described and illustrated :

the Dame or Bottle Kiln first used, Dietzsch Kiln,

Schneider Kiln, and the first rotary kiln to be suc-

cessfully operated in England. Clinker-grinding
is the final stage of manufacture, and is illustrated

by several kinds of mills, such as the tube mill

and "Griffin" mill for dry pulverising. This
process has exercised considerable ingenuity, and
till comparatively recent years was done by mill-

stones. Other chapters deal with the chemistry
of cement, test of weight and specific gravity,

fineness, with photo illustrations ; setting, tensile

strength, testing, and other technical details into

which we cannot enter here. The illustrations

are numerous and accurate, and we can re-

commend Mr. Davis's little book as a valuable

guide to the consumer and maker.

Ilj- A C. Davis, Fellow of the Chemical Ponisty, &c
„,]..,•: iiBlcea 0« the .Stt.ut Tra,l,s J:u,ml, South-

ARCHITECTURAL JOINERY.
"ITTT! have received a copy of the JoineryW Catalogue issued by Goodall, Lamb, and
Heighway, Ltd., of Lower Broughton, Man-
chester. This firm's high-class joinery, par-

quetry, and wood flooring are well known to the
profession. In this catalogue we have a series of

designs for structural woodwork and interior

fittings and decorations which wUl be of special

interest to all architects. The first plate . is a
bungalow executed by this firm in fire-resisting

materials from the design of A. H. Baxter, archi-

tect, of Liverpool. It is bold and effective. The
other plate illustrates the interior of a sitting-room
in plain panelled woodwork, very simple and
artistic in treatment. It has a screened portion
with seats. The staircase and woodwork decora-
tions shown for a hall in the next plate are

pleasing ; also the view of interior of a billiard-

room and fittings, furnished and decorated by
this firm. The cafe fitted and furriished with
Burmese carved teak wood, the lounge and stair-

case are unique examples, and show the artistic

suitability of this style of carved teak-work to

tea-rooms, restaurants, lounges, and other pur-
poses. An example of a parquetry spring

dancing floor by Goodalls is illustrated, this firm

having executed a number of such floors, besides

movable and ordinary parquet floors. Other
photo-illustrations represent rooms in public

buildings panelled and furnished by the Arm, a

public library, a council chamber fitted and
decorated with paintings, bank fittings, the

decoration, furnishing, and fittings of theatres

and concert-balls, the paneling with painted

tapestries of the Grand Hotel, Harr..gate. The
examples of shopfronts and interiors of

shops carried out in mahogany, oak, teak,

or walnut, including glass and fittings, with
estimates, will be found of service to the pro-

fession. These show handsomo treatments of

woodwork, the price ranging from £300 to £.i50.

The remaining plates of the book illustrate several

artistic mantelpieces, one in oak with side cup-
boards and decorated panels, also several designs

for entrance and vestiliule doors, all very good,

and broadly handled, in pine, oak, and mahogany
or walnut, ranging from £8 to £17. The designs

for doors in these several woods vary in price

from Is. lid. to Is. per square foot for IJin. thick.

The over doors include several forms of this finish,

and there is a plate of dado panelling in effective

framings, as Nos. 108, 111, 110, 113. Next
wo have a decorated coiling, the relief being
in wood carved strapwork fixed to plain

plaster, and a few examples of wood rihhed

ceilings in pine and oak. The patterns for

casement and other windows are restrained and
well treated. Constructional timbering is illus-

trated by an ornamental gable with carved

bargeboards, half-timber work, and muUionod

windows, and the firm are prepared to carry out
architects' designs for these and other features.

The sketches for newels and staircase balustrades

are effective, and avoid the commonplace turned
and carved kind so often seen. These are num-
bered, and the parts priced. The remaining
plates comprise designs for porches, dovecots,

garden seats in red deal and oak oiled, of artistic

shapes, garden railings, tables, summer-houses.
The illustrations are chiefly reproductions of

original wash sketches, and can be fully relied

upon by the architect. Catalogues of various

special manufacture, like mantelpieces, parquetry

furniture, and other detail can be had on appli -

cation to Messrs. Goodall, Ltd.

THE HARVARD STADIUM.

THE steel - concrete work of the Harvard
Stadium, or grand stand, to accommodate

some 23,000 spectators at football and other games
in the IJrighton district of Boston, is intended

to form a permanent fireproof structure in place

of the short-lived and unsightly wooden stands.

The stadium consists of five parallel rows of steel-

concrete girders, columns and piers round the

\J -shaped area from tip to tip, and supporting &
system of steel beams and trusses transversely.

This transverse steel system in turn supports lines

of steel-concrete slabs running round the U
forming the seating floor. In a paper by Mr.
Lewes W. Johnson, M.S.C.E., read before the

Boston Society of Civil Engineers, the detailsof this

construction are given, from which we may quote

a few extracts. The steel- concrete work includes,

besides all columns, piers, main girders, floors, and
seating-surface, the outside and end walls, stair-

cases, and parapets. ThedevelopedlengthoftheUat
the outside row is 1,390ft., and the uniform width
across from back to back of the wings 98ft. The
area under cover is 120,0008q.ft., about 40 per

cent, of which is devoted to the semicircular end,

and the rest to the two straight ends. The lowest

seat is about 8ft., and the highest about 48ft.

above finished grade. There are 31 rows of seats.

The length of stadium is 575ft., and the width

420ft. The highest part of the stracture now
finished is 53ft. above ground. Most of the

concrete work was cast in place in wooden forms
;

the seating slabs were of a special mixture cast

in sand moulds upon the ground in units weigh-
ing 1,2001b. each, and after hardening were
hoisted into place and set upon the supports.

The concrete cast in the wooden forms is

picked up so as to remove the board marks.

The steel reinforcement consisted of Ransome
cold - twisted square steel bars (from \xa. to lin.)

supplemented in the seat slabs by a special

wire netting with rectangular meshes electric-

ally welded at the joints. The concrete used was of

varying mixture, richer than the standard 1:3:6.

Three divisions of the work went on simul-

taneously—the casting of the standing concrete,

the manufacture of the structural steelwork, and

the concrete slabs. Details of the concrete work
are given under these head:— (1) Columns

(2) girders, (3) walls and parapets. The columns,

consisted of twisted rods vertically placed at the

comers, with or without horizontal hoops, at close

intervals. This reinforcement consisted of |in.

and Jin. rods, depending on size of column, one
rod being placed near each corner of the column,

and to prevent buckling square hoops of \'\a. rods

encomp.iss them in horizontal planes at intervals.

The columns range in size from 14in. square to

24iu by 33in. The cross- sections of columns
were determined by applying an allowable com-
pressive stress of 350 to 4001b. per square inch to

the maximum combined live and dead load. The
steel concrete girders were based on Prof. W. K.
Halt's method. This method ignores the tensile

strength of concrete, assumes a parabolic distri-

bution of compressive stress, and assigns a posi-

tion to the neutral ax's dependent upon the

percentage which the cross-section of the steel

tension Mango boars to the whole cross-section of

girder. The maximum working stress on the

concrete is kept from exceeding 5001b. to the

square incli. The steel concrete beams included

simple girders 24ft. 9in. in span, with sections

IGin. b} 47in., 18in. by 45in., 22in. by (iOin.,

and 24 in. by COin., and two systems of curved

cantilever girders, ISin. by 45in., and 24in.

by (JOin. re.-pectively in section. The special

problem in the construction of the walls and
parapets was to provide against shrinkage,

80 as to minimise the evils of cracking. A
full description of these methods is given ia

the paper. The design was furnished by the
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Harvard Athletic Asaociation, the architectural

design being in the hands of Messrs. C. F.
McKim and G. B. de Gersdorff, of New York,
the engineering details being carried cut by Mr.
J. 1!. Worcester and the author of this paper;
the whole under the direction of Professor Ilollis.

The Boston Bridge Works contracted for the
manufacture and erection of the steelwork, and
the slate concrete work was done by day labour,
the Aberthaw Construction Company being em-
ployed as purchasing agents and as field

executives to devise and operate the steel concrete
construction plant. To prevent the unsightly
cracks due to shrinkage of concrete in the walls
and parapets steel reinforcements were depended
on. Expansion joints were left at intervals

of IGift. The author (observes Professor Halt)
" found that 1:2:4 concrete with 1 per cent,

reinforcement would stretch 0000S8 before
cracking." Considere and A. L. Johnson lead us
to suppose that this stretch may be considerably
more. At any rate the margin seemed sufficient,

and as the two faces of the wall in question were
only 4in. thick, 1 per cent, reinforcement was
quite feasible—only a jin. rod every Gin. being
required—and was adopted. Thus far, after

several months from the completion of the first of

this work, neither crack nor opening of the joints

in the whole extent of the two lines of nearly
1,400 linear feet each (with one or two in-

significant exceptions), has come to the writer's

notice. The joints not opening show that the
concrete between them must have stretched as

expected. The winter's experience is looked
forward to with interest.

STONE MOULDINO BY MACHINERY.

ANEW stone-moulding machine bas just been
introduced into this country from France

which promises to effect a revolution in the present
methods of hand-working. It has been patented
by SIM. Blanpain and Jaspart, of Paris, and Mr.
\V. Jennings, of Aberdeen, is responsible for its

introduction into this country, the first machine
to be erected being at Messrs. Kirkpatrick's, of
Manchester, where we had last week an oppor-
tunity of seeing the machine and the really
wonderful work it turns out. The procedure is

so simple that no skilled labour is necessary—the
block of stone, which may be of varying sizes,

according to the machine, is clamped on to a
movable table, and thus held firmly against the
abrasive wheel, which has previously betn turned
to the required pattern. This is then made to
revolve at a speed of 2,000 per minute, while the
table travels horizontally as the wheel grinds out
the stone tiU the desired mould is made. The
stone is then left with an entirely smooth, half-
polished surface, which requires no further
dressing, save the raising of the polish. The
principal patent lies, of course, in the composition
of the abrasive of which adaptations are in pre-
paration, such as to saw-ljlades, rock-drills,
and rubbing-beds, which when fitted with it

will have their power and utility multiplied
many times. The trial the machine went through
on our visit was a severe one. Various kinds of
stone were submitted—first, a 5ft. length of

Portland, on whiih a 2^in. mould was put on in

9| minutes. A piece of C'ariara marble, ISin.
long, was moulded in 6i minutes, while a 3ft.

length of Mexican onyx took ooly 10 minutes.
Remarkable, however, as these operations were,
they are unimportant compared with the last test,

which was with red WeUh jasper. This stone,
which is practically a pure silica, crushes at 2,474
tons to the square foot, as against 721 tons in
Aberdeen grey. This stone has hitherto been
practically unworkable ; in the machine it can be
moulded at the rate of two inches per minute for
a 2in. mould of fancy design, a 30in. length being
treated m 48 minutes. When, as will be seen,
a day's work of a man can be negotiated in less
than half an hour with this machine, it will be at
once apparent what a future there is before it.

BRITISH STEEL AND FIRE-RESISTING i

FLOORS.

SINCE fire-resisting floors have become a

necessity a great revolution in construction

has occurred, and cost has become an important
[

factor in the selection of a system. The idea of
j

stone and iron forming a fire-resisting floor
j

proving fallacious, attention naturally turned to

a concrete of which the aggregate had passed

through a furnace, and was therefore no longer

combustible. To support a concrete floor girders

acting as joists were required, and those used until

recently were the ordinary sections suitable for

general purposes. Intense competition arose, and
i

fireproofing specialists went to foreign countries '

for these joists, and many architects, surveyors,

and engineers accepted them owing to the saving

in cost. It has long been recogused that,

although the tensile resistance of concrete under
transverse stress is insignificant, its resistance to

compressive force is of value, and may be utilised

in a properly-designed floor or beam.
The earlier ideas were to place rolled joists in

the lower parts of concrete floors ; but it needs
little thought to see this construction is not

reliable, as under a bending stress the upper part

of the concrete may split away from the lower

part, in which the joists are imbedded, there

being nothing to hold it together as a whole.

Round bars of various curvatures have been
used in concrete, intended no doubt as chains in a

suspension bridge ; but this construction shows
similar defects to those mentioned above, as it is

obvious that in a composite beam or slab the

component parts must be so held together that

they will not separate under transverse stress.

This means that the working concrete must be
ineJosri by the flanges of the supporting joists,

and any concrete above cannot be regarded in

considering the strength of the beam.
There is, however, no necessity for both flanges

of the joists to be of the same width and thick-

ness ; it is the duty of the lower flange to tike

the tensile stress, and of the upper to keep the

concrete, which resists part of the compressive

stress compact between the flanges ; therefore in

a properly designed floor the joists should have
comparatively large bottom flanges, and top

flanges only sufficient to inclose the concrete.

Although numerous experiments have been
made on the basis of the concrete taking the

compressive stress, no practical formula has been
reached, owing to the widely varying results and
sudden breakages under the loading tests, and it

has been left to a well-known inventor (Mr. Mark
Fawcett), by his introduction of the joists as

described above, to reduce this to a basis of

reliability ; that is, that the deflection should

be in exact ratio to the load, and sudden breakages

prevented.

A series of tests recently made at the East
Greenwich Works have fully demonstrated Mr.
Fawcett's theory to be correct, and the improved
construction which makes a very considerable

saving in metal, and therefore reduces the cost to

the public, is being used on the Admiralty
Buildings, the Leicester Post Office, and other im-
portant works. It is gratifj'ing to find British

inventors are once more to the fore, this latest

advance having the eft'ect of excluding foreign

steel on account of cheapness and superiority of

construction—factors which weigh very heavily

with the purchasing public.

His honour Judge Philbrick, K.C., was engaged
on Friday and Saturday at Totton, Hants, in trying
a case in which the Cerne Rural District Council
claimed from Messrs. Bragg and Son, timber
merchants, Weymouth, £47 for damages to roads
by extraordinary traffic, caused by the hauling of
timber by traction engines. Counsel for the defence
argued that traction traffic was not extraordinary
of itself, that the roads in question were in a starved
condition, and that the damage was caused by
extraordinary roads, and not extraordinary traffic.
Judgment was reserved.

NEW MErHOD OF MANUFACTURING
STEEL.

IT is reported by Mr. John P. Bray, Consul-
Gsneral, that successful experiments have

just been made by the Iron, Steel and Metals
Manufacturing Company at Melbourne, Victoria,

for the purpose of proving the value of certain

patent rights for the direct production of wrought
iron and steel without first producing pig iron.

Only a rough idea of the process may at present

be had, though trial runs with New Zealand
magnetic iron sand are now being made on a
somewhat larger scale than hitherto. The sand is

first separated from its gangue by electro-mag-
netic separators, this treatment leaving a pure
magnetic iron oxide. The sand is then fed from a

bin into the furnace, which is entirely novel in its

features, being chiefly mechanical and automatic in

its operation.

The ore drops from the bin into a slowly re-

volving cylinder placed at such an angle that the

ore travels forward continuously in it. As it does

so it is heated to a dull red by the waste gases

from subsequent operations. From this cylinder

the ore drops into a second revolving cylinder,

where the fine particles are subjected to the action

of reducing gases which reduce the magnetic oxide

of iron to the metallic form, at the same time

permitting the particles to retain their individu-

ality. From this second cylinder the reduced ore

drops into a smelting bath at the bottom of the

revolving cylinders, and the molten steel or

malleable iron, as the case may be, is tapped from
this whenever that operation is necessary. It will

thus be realised that the process is one of great

simplicity and yet of much ingenuity. Not the

least interesting part of it is the use of fuel oil

for heating purposes. This is employed to secure

concentration of heat and direct application in the

furnace work. It is found that the fuel oil pos-

sesses many advantages over producer gas as used

in existing smelting practice. The work done so

far has demonstrated that not only is oil a cheap fuel,

quite irrespective of the capital outlay that would
be required it it was decided to utilise producer gas,

but it is so thoroughly under control as to insure

the best service.

The temperature at which iron ore melts is given
variously at from 1,500' to 2,000' Cent., according to

its purity. The accurate gauging of temperature in

the furnaces plays a very important part in the

company's work, and accordingly an installation of

thermo-electric thermometers has been made at the

company's works. The apparatus consists of a

"couple " consisting of a platinum-iridium junction

inclosed in a metal tube fully 3tt. long, which is

placed in the centre of the furnace, and the tem-
perature is then recorded on the dial of a special

form of voltmeter, each division on which repre-

sents 25' Cent. This voltmeter reads up to 1,000',

and is placed at any convenient distance from the

furnaces.
The various thermometers are connected with a

switchboard, which is again connected with the
" couples " or tubes in the furnace. In the installa-

tion under notice four "couples" will be used,

inserted in different parts of the furnace, and
separately connected with the board, so that the

reading of any thermometer can be taken, and any
discrepancy in the heat of different points of the

furnace can be quickly remedied. It is uiteresting

to notice that the voltmeter is so extremely sensitive

that variations of heat down to 0'5' were easily

noticeable in the trial test. The greatest tempera-

ture recorded was 1,300' Cent., equal to 2,310' Fahr.

The extensive premises of Messrs. Wilson and Co.

(Limited), builders' merchants. High-road, Totten-
ham, were destroyed by fire on Saturday. The
buildings, some of which were three stories high,

covered about half an acre of ground.

Some alterations are being carried out at the

Law Courts during the Long Vacation, among them
being the erection of a j ury box in King's Bench
Court 7, and the installation of the electric light on
the top floor of the east block at the Courts where
gas has hitherto been in use. It is also intended

that King's Bench Court C shall subsequently be
provided with a jury box, and converted into a
Court to try actions with j uries.

Mr. G. F. Bodley, R.A., will read a paper on
" The Cathedral and its Staff : How and Why our
Old Cathedials were Built," at the meeting of the

Church Congress at Liverpool.

A block of shops, with residential flats over, is to

be erected on the site of Nos. 258 to 206, Vauxhall
Bridge-road (Victoria-street end). The building is

to have a roof- garden approached by electric lift.

The elevation will be carried out in red brick, with
brick carving and terracotta dressings. Messrs.

Palgrave and Co. , Westminster, are the architects.

Mr. Arthur Melville, A.R.S.A., died at Red-
lands, Witley, Surrey, on Sunday. The deceased

began life as a grocer in an East Lothian village,

but when a young man became a pupil of Mr.
Campbell Noble. After a number of years spent in

Spain, Mr. Melville returned to Edinburgh, and in

1886 was elected an Associate of the Royal Scottish

Academy, Soon afterwards he removed to London,
and for a number of years had been resident in

Surrey.

A site for a new presbytery for Mount Carmel
Mission, Blackley, has been purchased from the

Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Co. After the

erection of the presbjtery it is proposed to build a

new church on the sites of the present church and
presbytery, which face Boggart Hole, Clough.

The foundation-stone of the new Roman Catholic

Church for Barmouth was laid last week by the

Bishop of Menevia. The building will be Early

English in style, and capable of seating 250

worshippers. The architect is Mr. Alfred G ilbertson

,

Liverpool. The church will include a nave, of

sanctuary, tower, and presbytery. The walls will

be of Minft'ordd stone faced with Cefn freestone.

A committee of the Dewsbury Corporation has

recommended the purchase of the undertaking of

the Yorkshire (Woollen District) Electric Tramways
Company for £52.500 (excluding rolling stock). The
town clerk has been instructed to apply for the

necessary borrowing powers.
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EiiiNiiL'uoH.—Progress is being made with the

erection of the new headquarters in Forrest-road,

for the (Queen's Rifle Volunteer Brigade (Koyal

Scots). In view of the building being much
inclosed, and also with the object of keeping
down expenses, no attempt has been made at an
elaborately decorated exterior. The general

design is a simple form of the Scottish Baronial

style, and the walls are rubble covered with harl.

The aspect to Lauriston has two crow-stepped
gables, the larger of which contains the lecture-

hall and has circular corbelled turrets at the

corners. The main entrance is situated under a

projecting porch, and on the left leads immedi-
ately to the drill-haU and the orderly-room, and
on the right to the main staircase. In communi-
cation with the orderly-room is the adjutant's

room. That again leads to the commanding
officer'^ room, in direct communication with the

present drill-hall. To the rear is a store for six

machine guns, a store for camp supplies, and the
armoury, which has accommodation for 3,000
rifles. To the right of the main entrance is the

store for the baggage waggons, and part of the

north wing will be devoted to storage. (Ulicers'

quarters are on the first floor, and a circular

staircase leads up to the lec-ture-hall floor. On
the same floor is a suite of four company meeting-
rooms, the largest 2oft. by 39It., and the smallest

15ft. by ISft. The medical oQicer's room is also

on this flat, and the gymnasium, which will

measure 4Gft. long by 2')ft. broad, with an 18ft.

roof. Adjoining will be a lavatory, with two
shower-baths, and in the entresol a dressing-
room. On the second floor will be the sergeants'

mess and a billiard-room, with a service-room
connecting the two. The north-west block of

this flat will be used a recreation place for the
men, a room 26ft. by 25ft. On the third floor will

be the lecture-hall. The architects are Jlessrs.

Cooper and Taylor, 20, Frederick-street, Edin-
burgh. The opening will very shortly take
place of two large new schools, each for boys and
girls, one at Boroughmuir for the South Side and
the other at Broughton for the North Side, which
will be devoted solely to higher grade teaching
under the School Hoard. The Boroughmuir
school is on a site at the top of Bruntsfield Links,
acquired by the School Board at a cost of over
£5,000. It has a front of 260ft. to the links, and
the elevation there shows a free treatment of the
Renaissance with oriels marking the staircases,

a central block with elongated windows, and
high-pitched roof with bclfrj-, while the wings
have gables and ornamental dormers. A feature
of the front is the large number of windows.
The building at the back, to Warrender-park-
crescent, presents a T-shape, the shortened stem
of the letter coming out from the central block.
The width of the school varies from 30ft. to 50ft.
From back to front the central portion is 120ft.
deep. There are three principal floors. The
street floor is mainly occupied by the physical
laboratory in the east end, the work-hop in the
west, and the chemical laboratory in the rear

;

and there are demonstration and preparation
rooms and one or two small classrooms on the
same level. The chemical laboratory is 52ft. by
Ii5ft. ; tho physical laboratory 63ft. by 2Gft. ;

and the workshop is of a similar size. They are
lined with white glazed bricks, and are fitted up
for about sixty workers. The corridors are lOtt.
in width, the staircases Gft., and both have a
dado of white gla/ed brick. (Jn the first floor
there is a central hall, 50ft. by 12tt., lighted by
eight large windows overlooking the north ; it

has a pitch-pine dado aud panelled roof. There
are in all some forty classrooms, to accommodate
each from twenty-five to sixty pupils ; each
opens directly on tho corridor. The "black-
boards" are novel; they are of dark-coloured
cement, and form a long panel of the wall. The
art-room is 50ft. by 35ft., and 17ft. high. Here
there are long oblong panels of cement coloured
a soft red, on which tho pupils will bo taught
free-arm drawing. The folding desks for
ordinary use are of a novel pattern. There is
a kitchen and luncheon-room for the children,
and the sewing and cookery classrooms for
tho girls adjoin each other. Tho latter
18 also fitted for laundry work. Thoro is
a gymnasium in tho attic flat, while in the
basement are tho heating and ventilating ap-
pliances. The artificial lighting is by electricity,
and there is telephonic communication with
every classroom from the headmaster's room.

A janitor's house has been provided. The school,

which is intended to accommodate 1,200 pupils,

has cost the School Board about £35,000. The
Broughton School is built at the angle of

M'Donald-road and Broughton- road. The line

of the wall- head is broken by gables and dormers

on which difierent devices have been carved.

The angle has been treated as an apse. This

higher-grade school is the same in its internal

arrangements and equipment with that of

Boroughmuir, already described. It has also

three main floors with physical and chemical

laboratories, workshop and art classroom, and

classrooms, 30 in number, of smaller dimensions.

It is intended for 1,000 pupils, and has cost

£20,000. The old school, part of which is now
being reconstructed, will accommodate 1,200.

The reconstruction of the old school consists in

making a centre hall out of three classrooms.

Boih schools have been designed by Mr. Carfrae,

the board's architect.

Garstox.—On Sunday, August 21, the Roman
Catholic Bishop of Liverpool solemnly blessed

and laid the foundation-stone of the new Church

of St. Francis of Assisi, Oarston, Liverpool.

The new church is situated on a south-west

corner site on the east side of Earp-street, and

will be connected through the sacristies with the

present priests' house. It will consist of a nave

and chancel 102ft. long and 27ft. 6in. wide,

transepts 18ft. wide and 72ft. across, aisles

lift. 6in. wide, two chapels, priests' and boys'

sacristies, confessionals, and octagonal baptistery

at the end of the epistle aisle, and will accom-

modate 500 people. Under the priests' sacristy

is a heating-chamber, and over it a room pro-

viding additional accommodation for the priests'

house. In future an open porch is intended under

a south-west tower and spire, a third chapel, a

working sacristy, and a choir gallery at the west

end of the nave. Early Gothic in style, the

church will have plain lancet windows through-

out, enriched in the chancel and at the west eud

by small circular jamb-shafts. A stone arcade

will divide the nave from the aisles and transepts,

and a high chancel arch, with pendant rood, will

mark the entrance to the chancel. A series of

pictures of the Stations of the Cross in proces-

sional treatment will run round the outer walls

of aisle and transepts. The ceilings will be of

pitch-pine, those of the nave, chancel, and tran-

septs with curved principals springing from stone

wall-shafts. The building will be of red stone,

with roofs covered with brindled tiles. It will

be warmed by low-pressure hot-water pipes and
lighted by electricity. The architect is Mr. D.
Powell, Liverpool, and the contractors are Messrs.

R. Wearing and Sons, of Liverpool. About
£1,000 more will be required for the completion

of the work, not including the tower, Lady-chapel,

and many other features.

Holystone. — The new council schools at

Holystone, near Backworth, which were opened
on Monday, were projected and commenced by
the late School Board of Longbenton. The
buildings are one story in height, and consist of

two departments— viz., for infants and older

scholars. The mixed department comprises a

central hall with separate entrances, and hat and
cloakrooms for boys and girls on the north side,

and two classrooms on both east and west sides of

hall. Each classroom contains accommodation
for a class of GO children, while provision is made
by means of movable partitions for a class of 46

in the central hall. The infants' school ii built

up against the east wall of tho main school, and
comprises schoolroom 32ft. by 20ft., classroom for

44, marching corridor, 13ft. wide, and adequate

cloakroom and lavatory accommodation. Covered

playsheds and ollices are provided on the north

side of the playground. The schools are heated

with hot-water pipes, and ventilating radiators

are provided. The elevations, which are kept

very plain, are executed with red bricks, and the

roofs are slated. The work has been executed by
Mr. Nichol Ritchie, contractor, of Whitley Bay,

from the designs and under tho superintendence

of .Messrs. Oliver, Tjeeson, and Wood, architects,

Kowcastle-on -Tyne.

Lan'di'dut.—A new Masonic hall is in course

of erection on a site in Lake-road, Landport,

from designs by Mr. C. W. Bevis, F.RI.Ii.A.,

of Kim Grove, Southsoa. Tho elevation to Lako-

road is designed in the Renaissance stylo. The
building is throe stories high, with basement
faced with Rowland's l.'astlc red brick and Port-

land stone. The chief feature is the entrance

doorway, which is flanked by two Ionic pilasters,

with carved capitals. Springing from the arched

head to doorway, and carried on a moulded and
foliated keystone, is a shield bearing the Masonic
emblem of the square and compass, and support-

ing at top the naval crown and crossed anchors.

From the upper part of the shield depend festoons

of fruit and foliage. The work was intrusted to

Messrs. Horsman and Gunthorp, of Camberwell

New-road, S.E. The site, which extends from
Ijake-road to Commercial-place, is shaped 6

the letter "L." The lodge and banqueting

-

rooms have been placed at the back of the site,

ami occupy the largest portion of it. There is on

the right of the entrance corridor a smoking-

room 19ft. 6in. by 15ft., with small serving bar

for the convenience of the members. On the left

of the corridor is a wide staircase, constructed

in concrete, giving access to the first floor, which

covers the whole of the site, and is occupied by
rooms set apart entirely for the work of the lodge.

The accommodation comprises a P.G.O.'s room,

20ft. by 15ft., an assembly-hall, 25ft. by IMt.,

tyler's room, lavatories, and a lodgeroom, 59ft.

by 36ft. and 18ft. high. The walls of the lodge-

room are ornamented with Doric pilasters sup-

porting a heavy cornice and carved decorated

ceiling, the principal feature in which will be

two domed lights glazed with decorated glass.

The two windows in this room, looking on to

Commercial-place, are only provided as an

additional means of escape in the event of a fire

occurring in the front part of the building. There

are on the ground floor a committee-room,

secretary's offices, lavatories, and a banqueting-

room with serving room 59ft. by 36ft : while in

the basement will be scullery, wine, beer, and

coal cellars. The general buUding contractors are

Messrs. E. and A. Sprigings, North End,

Portsmouth.

CHIPS.

Hidden under loose stones in the crypt of the

Madeleine at Paris has been discovered the tomb of

the architect of that edifice, Pierre Vignon. The
church was originally designed in 1764 for Louis XV.,
hy Constant d'lvry. His plans were freely altered

by Couture, and the whole undertaking was sus-

pended by the Revolution. In ISOG Napoleon
ordered Vignon to convert it into a temple, on the

Classic model, to celebrate the prowess of the Grand
Army, adding that he was to make as much use as

possible of the materials of Constant d'lvry. Vignon
died in 1S2S, and the work was completed from his

designs by his pupil and successor, J. J. Huve.

Considerable progress has been made with the

work at Rochester Cathedral. The central tower,

a poor specimen of Cottingham's work, executed

sixty years ago, has been partially reconstructed,

and will now be crowned with a spire. This re-

construction, in which the late Dean Hole was
deeply interested, is to be completed before the

anniversary of St. Andrew, the patron saint of the

cathedral.

The Bristol City Council has applied to the Local

Government Board for sanction to borrow €12,951

for works of sewerage and street improvement, and
£034 for the erection of quarters for firemen upon

city land adjoining the Bedminster Police-station.

An inquiry into the application was held on Tuesday
before Major Stewart, R.E., one of the board's

inspectors at the council house.

Mr. James Nuttall, of Whalley Range, and of

15, Cooper-street, Manchester, contractor, left estate

valued at t::j9,05S gross and £33,877 net.

Work has already been commenced on the new
authorised line of electric tramways from Tooting

Broadway to Wandsworth. It will proceed by wjy
of Defoe-road, Oarratt-lane, and South-street, aud,

crossing Wandsworth High-street by a new road,

will join tlie existing lines to Westminster aud the

Borough, which will, of course, be electrified as a

continuation of tho scheme. The widenings in

York-road and Nine Elms-lane are practically

complete, and when once the work starts from
Wandsworth it should be completed in four months.

On the Lavender Hill route the widenings are not

yet completed.

The chancel of the parsh church of Dorniston,

Worcestershire, is in a deplorable condition. The
rain comes in tlnrough various places in tho roof,

the plaster on tho coiling is in a dangerous state, the

floor is badly decayed and broken, the east and south

walla are cracked, and wind blows freely into the

building through two large fissures. The nave aud

tower wore restored in 1899 at a cost of £600. Two
hundred pounds is now required to place the chancel

in repair, including rebuilding the east and south

walls, a new roof, and a new floor. A plan and

specification has been prepared, which provides a

simple design in keeping with the ancient structure

of the church, which dates from the 13th coEtury.
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Lf.itti.—There has just been completed at the

east end o! the Edinburgh Dock the installation

of a new system of discharging grain-laden vessels

and grain warehousing superseding the sack

method of handling grain. The new system is

known as the elevator and silo system. The
elevator consists of a tower with a projecting leg

carrying a series of small buckets on an endless

band after the fashion of a dredger, the grain
being transferred to hoppers, after which it is

weighed and dropped on to an endless belt of

indiarubber and canvas, and carried in this

fashion through a long covered gangway to the

warehouse. Th<re aie two elevators erected on
the quay walls—one, with a capacity of 120 tons

per hour, for discharging barges, and the other,

with a capacity of 350 tons per hour, for dis-

charging large vessels. The warehouse, which
is divided into bins, or silos, in honeycomb
fashion, has a capacity for 132,500qrs. of grain.

The whole of the machinery is driven by electric

motors, of which there are in the warehouse in

all sixteen, of 710H.P. aggregate. The installa-

tion has cost a total of some £60,000.

The Cape to Caiuo Railway.—Rapid progress

is now being made with the construction of the

Cape to Cairo Railway, and the route which the

line wiU traverse towards Khartoum has been
tentatively decided upon. At present the line is

in progress of construction on the north side of

A'ictoria Falls, towards Kalomo, while the w.irk

of erecting the huge bridge which will cross the
Falls is proceeding from either side. A powerful
cableway has been built to carry the necessary
material across the river for the bridge and per-

mancD t way, while the component parts of engines
and rolling stock are also being conveyed to the
north side to help forward the making of the

track. The bridge is expected to be completed by
the end of this year, and the section to Kilomo
—150 miles in length—a few months later.

It is hoped by the time the Kalomo line is finished

that arrangements will have been made for ex-
tending the railway another 250 miles to the
copper district North of the Kafue River, and
then the project is to carry the line to Lake
Tanganyika. The railway will traverse the

North of Eastern Rhodesia to the south end of the

Lake. It has not yet been decided whether the

line will follow the eastern shore of the waterway,
or whether steamers on the Lake will be emploved
to continue the means cf communication. The
railway, however, will be joined with the Uganda
line, and then pushed northwards past Fashoda
to Khartoum. I'ntil the country has been
thoroughly surveyed, however, it is impossible to

estimate the length of time necessary to provide
direct overland communication between the Cape
and Ciiro.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held at
Warrington on Friday into the corporation's appli-
cation to borrow £6,000 for making private streeto,

and £4,300 for extensions and alteration at Long-
ford depot.

At the Zoological Gardens, on Saturday, the
transfer of stock to the new structure which replaces

the Small Mammals House in the South Garden was
carried out. The old bouse, which was closed early
in the year, was too small for its requi.-ements, and
the cages were of an antiquated type. That part of
the South Garden was the first to be laid out, and
the house which has disappeared was one of the
early erections. In February last the new structure
was begun, so that it has been finished in about six

months. It is 72ft. long by 33ft. wide, and is lit

from above by means of a lantern, which also serves
the purpose of ventilation.- There is a double row
of cages in the building, with a central passage for
visitors, and from one side extend the glass-roofed
cages in the open. The cages are separated by iron
partitions, wbiich can be shitted.

At Uorwenstow, on Thursday next, a memorial
stained-glass window to the poet-vicar, Robert
Stephen Hawker, will be unveiled. It has been
designed by Messrs. Lavers and Westlake, of
Endell-street, London. The larger figures iu the
centre represent episodes in the life of St. John the
Baptist, the titular saint of the church. There are
also figures of St. Morwenna and her brother St.

Nectan. Around these central panes are smaller
divisions, representing various local scenes, such as
the well of St. John, with Hawker standing by ; the
well of St. Morwenna, the piscina, the font, the
cross in the churchyard, the interior and exterior of
the church, and the figurehead of the wrecked
Ciileionia, which still stands in the churchyard.

ARCH-aEOIiOGIOAL,.

EDiNiiruGH.—A stone cist or coiEn has just

been unearthed during digging operations in

North Merchistcn Cemetery, Edinburgh. It was
only some 6in. from the surface and was broken.
Sir. F. Coles, assistant secretary of the Society of

An'iqmries, and Mr. A'an Reid, F.S.A., who
examined the cist, are of opinion that it has been
made of Ilailes or Slateford stone. It measured
30in. either way, was a little over 2ft. in depth,

and had been covered with a thin slab, which lay

in fragments, mainly within the interior. A
feature, unusual in such structures, is that the

bottom was lined with rough slabs, the cist being
a complete rectangle of undressed, but naturally

smooth tlaty sandstone. A similar cist was dis-

interred at Moredun last year. The site is a stony
hillock, part of which has been removed in order
to level the cemetery surface, this removal ac-

counting for the apparently shallow nature of the
ancient interment. Nothing of the nature of

bones was found, but a few scraps "of much-
corroded metal and the fragments of a food urn
of baked clay, s'ightly ornamented by vertical

lines on the upptr part, were discovered.

Preservation of Tintkrn Addey.—The work
of preserving the ruins of the beautiful Abbey of

Tintern in the Wye valley, which is being carried

out by the Crown authorities, who bought the
ruins, Cistercian church, and lands adjoining
from the Duke of Beaufort, is proceeding, and
the eastern end of the nave is now covered by a
forest of scaffolding. This has been erected to

permit of supports being p'aced to the slender
central shaft of the big east window which for

some time past has been in great danger of fall-

ing. The work now in progress includes the
strengthening of the muUions of several cf the
windows of the nave and the pointing of most of

the exterior. Much damage has been done in the
past by the percolation of the rain through the
interstices at the top of the walls, and the gaps
are to be sealed with cement or lead. Mr. Waller,
of Gloucester, is the architect for the works of

repair.

The memorial-stones of a new Roman Catholic
church was laid last week at Nelson. The portion
of the church at present contracted for will cost
about £2,000.

The British Consul at Sb. Petersburg reports
that the Finnish Senate has authorised the working
of the forests in the extreme North of Lapland,
in an area of 2,500,000 hectares (about 6,200,000
acre?), and it is proposed to begin by cutting down
8,000,000 to 10,000,000 trees.

At the Dsan of Guild Court, held at Hamilton,
N.B., on Friday plana were presented by the
corporation for the erection, under their scheme
for the housing of the working classes, of five

blocks fronting the main street and seven blocks
fronting Downie-street, all in Low Waters. The
complete scheme as adopted by the town council
shows five additional blocks fronting a proposed
new street. Meanwhile the erection of these latter

is to be delayed until the new street is formed.
In all it is proposed to erect 56 two- apartment
houses and 24 single-apartment houses. The esti-

mated cost is between £8,000 and £9,000. The
plans were passed.

For many years the fine series of frescoes with
which Joseph Guichard decorated fom 1842 to 1845
a large portion of the chapel of St. Landry at St.

Germain-I'Auxerrois have gradually become more
thickly coated with dust. The series is being care-
fully cleansed, and the pictures are appearing in all

their original beauty. The subjects are historical,

and deal chiefly with events id the life of St.

Landry, who was Bishop of Paris in the time of
Clovia II.

Pending the completion of a permanent water-
supply for East London, Cape Colony, which can-
not be expected for at least five years, the town
council has decided to go in for the interim scheme
recommended by Mr. Charles Anthony, M.I.C.E.

Portland cement work should, a writer in the
St'ii'iitifir Anierlcnn reminds us, be allowed a year to
harden and dry before applying oil paints. A
solution of common water-glass in three or four
parts of water should be applied first. Two coats
of this, followed by washing with water, and then
applying another coat of water-glass, have been
found effective.

At a meeting of the asylums committee of the
Kent County Council held last week the teniier of
Messrs. Moss and Sons, Ltd., of Loughborough, for
£32,220, for the erection of two additional blocks of
buildings, and other works at the Barming Heath
Asylum, was acceptei. Fifteen tenders were re-

ceived.

PBOFESSIONAI. AND TBADB
SOOIETIES.

RvTLAKD Architectiual Society.—OnAug. 18

an expedition was made into Northamptor shire,

when Kirby Hall and Corby Church were visited,

Jlr. C. T. Traylen acting as cicerone. On arriving

at Kirby he led the party to the earliest part of

the building, showing the work done by John
Thorpe, 1570-1575, in which we see the in-

coming Renaissance details being grafted on to

the native Gothic style. Proceeding next to the

banqueting hall, Mr. Traylen gave an account of

the growth of the Renaissance in architecture.

The revived ttyle originated in Italy, where the

Gothic style had never at any time taken a very

firm hold, because of the guidance afforded by
the numerous Roman ruins ; thence it spread to

France and England . Tudor architecture is the

work of builders trained in Gothic art, but work-
ing probably under the direction of a designer

familiar with the new features of the Renais-

sance. Following the Tudor came the Eliza-

bethan and Jacobean styles, in which we may
trace more and more the influence of the old

Classical architecture, until the Renaissance,

finally shaking itself clear of incongruities,

developes into the Anglo-Classic of Inigo Jones.

Kirby Hall was built originally by the Staffords,

and was completed for Lord Keeper Hatton by
John Thorpe, the architect. The inner court

was wrought into its existing state by Inigo

Jones for Lord Hatton, Comptroller of the

Household in the time of Charles I. A move
was then made to Corby, where the Church of

St. John the Baptist was described by Mr.
Traylen. Attention was first called to the tower
and spire, both of the Perpendicular period, and
the south porch, with its curious stone carpentry.

No part of the existing church is earlier than the

13th century ; but the Early English style is well

exemplified in the characteristic foliage cf the

capitals in the south arcade and the windows with
intersecting muUions in the south aisle. In the

chancel the next period—Decorated—is repre-

sented by the boldly-crocketed canopy of an altar

tomb and sedilia, the east window filled with net
tracery, and a two-light window in the north
wall, which retains some beautiful fragments of

the coloured glass. The north aisle has been
added lately, from designs by Mr. Traylen.

Salop axd Staifokdshibe Society of Land
Agents.—A meeting was recently held at

Shrewsbury to form a branch of the Society of

Land Agents for Staffordshire and Shropshire. Mr.
H. W. Himilton was voted to the chair and there

were also present, Messrs. A. H. Ashdown, H. V.
Boothby, T. R. Cholmondeley, F. J. Dupuis, C.

D. Gardiner, W. R.G. Kynaston, W. Marchant,
J. Meadows, G. B. Mildred, R. H. Newill, E.
Robson, D. Stamer, T. H. Thursfield and H.
Thursby. On the motion of the chairman,
seconded by Mr. Thursfield, the formation of a

branch for the two counties was unanimously
agreed upon. It was agreed that, as there is

already a member from Salop on the council of the

society, the member to represent the branch
should come from Staffordshire, and Mr. F. J.

Dupuis (the Earl of Lichfield's Estate, Rugeley)
was elected for the current year. Mr. T. R.
Cholmondeley, of Council House-court, Shrews-
bury, agent for the Naylor Estate, was appointed
hon. secretary. A discussion on the question of

boundary fences and other matters of professional

interest followed. It was decided to hold the next
meeting at Stafford in October.

Society' of Engineers. — The present year
being the Jubilee of the Society of Engineers, the
council have decided that this epoch in the

society's history shall be celebrated by a conver-
sazione. Arrangements are therefore being made
for a conversazione on the evening of November 16

next at the Royal United Service Institution,

where the society's ordinary meetings are held.

On this cccasion the museum of the institution

will be thrown open to members and their friends,

including Indies. The band of the 22nd Middlesex
Rides will be stationed in the museum, whilst

other entertainments of a suitable nature, together

with the usual light refreshments, will be pro-
vided in other parts of the building.

Letters of administration have been granted to

the widow of Mr. William Roberts, of 18, Jafper-
road. Upper Norwood, and of 831, SaUsbury House,
Finsbury - circus, M.Inst.C.E., of London and
Buenos Ayres, who ditd intestate, and left estate

valued at £35,463 gross and £24,827 net.
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cleanly places for the resting traveller instead of

the stuffy and dusty discomfort which is his

customary portion while waiting for his train.

Above the booking hall will be general offices

and the hotel portion of the annexe. This anne.te

will give the Grosvenor Hotel an additional loO

bedrooms. There will also be on the mezzanine

floor a grill and dining-room. The whole of the

works have been designed under the supervision

of Mr. Charles L. Morgan, M.Inat.C.E., the

company's engineer, and he has been assisted in

the architectural work by Mr. C. D. Collins,

M.S. A., the chief of his architectural staff. The

contractors for .the general station work are

Messrs. J. Mowlam and Co., Ltd.

SELLY 0.<K B-lTItS.

The illustrations show the design selected (out of
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tion for the best design for a public library

building for Aberyatwith the first prize of £20

has been awarded to Mr. Walter G. Payton, of

Si, Colmore-row, Birmingham. There were 48

competitors. Mr. Carnegie has given £5,000

towards the cost of the building.
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ILLUSTEATIONS.
NEW VICTOBIA ST.VTIO.V AND GROSVE.NOB HOTEL.— TUBLIC

BATIiS, SELLY OAK.— A SHEET OF LETTERING.- HOUSE

AT LIGIITCLIFFE, YORKSHIRE.—THE GATEWAY OF CHBIST's

HOSPITAL, NEWGATE. — HITCHIN ,rOINT ISOLATION

HOSriTAL.—NEW MACHINE DAKEBV FOR TUE EXETER

CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY.

Our 5llttsttatt0ns.

31 submitted) by the assessor, Mr. A. Saxon

Snell, F.H.I.B..\. The ba'hs are about to be

erected at Selly Oak, near Birmingham, for the

King's Norton and Northfield Urban District

Council. The cost, which does not include

pumping plant, boiler, storage tanks, or chimney

shaft, being limited to £9,000, it was necessary

to economise as much as possible, while the

position of the well somewhat governed the

plan. The architect is Mr. E. Harding Payne,

A.Ii.I.B.A.

A PKIZE MEDAL SHEET OF LETTERING.

These admirably delineated alphabets and ex-

amples of different historic types of lettering won

a National Bronze Medal by Miss Helen George,

of Ashton-under-Lyne, at South Kenaington last

year. There are one or two samples of con-

temporary letterings by Slorris and JIason and

Walter Crane. All the old specimens have their

dates written on the plate, which cannot fail to

be useful to many of our readers, and particularly

to those who value a good style of letter characters.

the new victokia station hotel.

The "treble works" which the London, Brighton,

and South Coast Railway Co. are planning in the

neighbourhood of Victoria Station are rapidly

advancing, and the works are sufficiently far

advanced to make their progress of immediate

interest. The whole of the additional Imd which

the railway company has acquired between the

present Victoria Station and Ebury Bridge has

been cleared, and an admiribly designed archi-

tectural screen wall, which is monumentally
treated, has an extensive frontage along this part

of Buckingham Palace-road. The new area

cleared for the railway and inclosed behind this

wall is eight acres in extent. The eight acres

will be occupied by new lines, new platforms, and
new sidings. The wall and the long strip of new
.land are pierced and traversed by two streets

—

Elizabeth-street and Eccleston Bridge. Elizabeth-

street, when all the new works are completed,

will Ije carried right over both the existing and
the widened lines, and for convenience of traffic

it will be necessary therefore to raise Buckingham
Palace-ruad (which runs parallel to the railway)

at the point where this new bridge spans the

track. This bridge is nearly finished. When it

is c|uite completed and the traflic of Pimlico is

able to make use of it, the neighbouring thorough-
fare of Eccleston Bridge will be taken in hand.
This, too, will cross the line, and it will present a

task of similar dilticulties, similarly encoantered,
to those of the Elizabeth Bridge widening. The
ironwork for Eccleston Bridge is ready. Si also

ia tho ironwork of the new station roof, and a
considerable length of the platform walls has been
completed, as wuU as the whole of the outside

wall in substance. The roof is practically wait-

ing for the interior walls alone, and then the new
station will begin at once to assume its finished

form. One of tho most important features of the
new Victoria will bo, however, the hotel annexe
to be constructed over the booking olii e block,
and to be used, in its upper part at any rate, as
an extension of tho existing Grosvenor Hotel.
The foundation wurks fdr carrying this annexe
are complete. Tho preparations for erecting the
steel substructuie are going on rapidly, and the
work will soon bo in evidence. Tho hotel is

treated in a Free Kenaissanco stylo with Portland
stone dres.sings and in red brick. Tlie whjle of

the ground floor of the now building will be part
of the now \'ictoria Station. There will be a
very large new booking hall, I'JOft. by TOtt., and
this, besides its admirable spaciousness, will be
decorated with some refined degiee of -.r thetic

effect. More than this the booking hall and its

adjoining new waiting-room are to be constructed
on principles which will insure comfort and

HOUSE at LIGHTCLIFFE.

This residence, together with entrance lodge,

cottage, and stables, are now in course of erection

for Miss Watkinson. The outer walls are of

local delf sandstone and ashlar dressings, the

roofs are of hand-made red tiles. The work is

being carried out by local contractors under

separate trades, ilesirs. Joseph F. Walsh and

Graham Nicholas are the architects.

THE OLD ENTRANCE G.iTEWAY', CHRISt's HOSPITAL.

The accompanying view represents the entrance

to Christ's Hospital (the Bluecoat School) that

formerly stood in Christ Chvirch-passage, New-
gate-street, London. It was a fine example of old

red brickwork, the pilasters and caps being gauged

and carved out of the solid. The statue of

Edward VI. has been removed to the new schools

at Horsham. Many Londoners still miss the

yellow stockings and quaint dress of the hatless

boys as well as the figure of the stalwart porter

at the gate. Our view of the gateway
_
is

reproduced from a drawing taken just prior

to its demolition by Mr. Horace T. Bonner,

A.li.LB.A.

niTCIlIN ISOL.VTION nOSPITAL I'LANS.

plans were submitted by Slessrs.These plans were submitted by Messrs. Mac-
Alister and Tench, architects, Cambridge, in

competition. Of the original competitors who
applied for the work, six were selected to compete

in the final competition. The plans here illus-

trated were judged to " show the greatest know-

ledge of the requirements of a hospital, and are

on the whole the best design," but were set aside

on account of supposed cost. The hospital was

to consist of an administrative block for six

nurses and a staff of servants ; one ward block

for twelve patients, with discharge block attached,

and one block for ten patients arranged in four

separate wards: also further extensions of the

ward blocks were to be considered. .V laundry,

fitted with complete hand-power machinery,

mortuary, and dLsinfector, was also required.

A porter's lodge, to accommodate a man and his

wife, was placed at the entrance-gates. The
water supply was to be obtained from a woll and

pumped by a " Dando " pump and sufficient

storage for a week was allowed for. The build-

ings were to be lighted by electricity. Tho
buildings, which were to be fire-resisting in con-

struction, were to bo built in red brick with

upper portion in cement rendering. The internal

walls of tho ward block were to be crated with

hard plaster and Velure. The ward lloors wore to

bo of " Euboolith." The estimated cost was just

over tH,000. .Mr. Keith D. Voung, F.K.1.B..V.,

was the assessor.

CHIPS.
On our photo-lithographic plates of Wymond-

ham Abbey church last week the name of the

draughtsman of the measured drawings was mis-

printed as " Frederick Sanders." In the accom-

panying description it was correctly given as

Frederic Saunders.

The island of St. Agnes, Isles of Scilly, was «
/,'/<' on Thursday in Ust week on the occasion of the

launch of the new lifeboat and the opening of the

slipway just completed. The deputy-engineer and

architect, Mr. Gedye, in the absence of the institu-

tion's engineer and architect, formally handed the

work over to the institution. He stated that the

slipway was one of the finest in the kingdom, its

length being l,06.5tt., and the cost of construction

having been about £5,000.

The corporation of Great Yarmouth has com-
menced the construction of a ne iv branch electric

tramway to the South-end, to ruu;from St. Peter's-

road, through Blackfriars-road, to Queen's-road.

The corporation has sufficient rails in stock for this

section, and it was intended that it shall be com-
pleted tor the fishing season.

The President of the Board of Education has

appointed Mr. \V. I. Last, A.M.I.C^E., senior

keeper in the science division of the Victoria and

Albert Museum, to be director of the division of the

museum in the place of Major-General Festing,

C.B., F.R.S., who has recently retired at the age of

64 on the operation of the age limit. Mr. Last was

senior Whitworth scholar in 1S77, and a Watt
medallist of the Institution of Civil Engineers in

1SS7, and has been for the last few years senior

keeper in the science division of the museum, with

the special charge of the engineering collections.

As Mid- Cheshire's memorial of the late Qaeen
Victoria, the foundatiou-stone was laid on Friday

of an extension of the Victoria Infirmary at North-

wich, built seventeen years ago. The woik will

involve an outlay of £.5,000. It has been designed

by Mr. G. E. Bolshaw, architect, Southport and

Crewe, and will provide for twelve additional beds,

together with nurses' duty room, operating and

anicsthetic rooms, offices, sitting-rooms, ice. The
annexe will be coupled up with the existing insti-

tution. Externally the new buildings will be half-

timbered in style.

Mr. Stanley James, who died at Brauksea, Eiling,

on August IS, in his ninetieth year, was formerly a

partner in the firm of Messrs. Powis, Jatnes, and Co.,

Victoria Works, Lambeth. They were amongst the

earliest manufacturers of wood and stone-working

machinery in this country, and introduced nearly

sixty years ago many new machines and improve-

ments, including log band-sawiug machine, stone

moulding machines, and solid or box framing for

woodworking machines, a pUn afterwards uni-

versally adopted.

The county memorial to be erected at Haver-

fordwest to men who tell during the South African

War will le unveiled by Earl Cawdor, the Lord

Lieutenant of PembroKeshire.

Messrs. J. G. White and Co., of London, have

nearly completed their contract for the Derby Town
Council to provide a part of the borough with a

system of electric trams. The Alvaston and Ormas-

ton-road routes have for some time been completed

as far as the Spot, and the Normanton-road section

is nearly finished, while good progress has been

made along the Burtoii-roai. St. Peter's-street

continues closed to vehicular trnffi;. The Board of

Trade's official inspection will take place next week.

The peal of six bells in the tower of the parish

church at Coltishall, Norfolk, was reopened last

week, after having been repaired and rehung by

Messrs. Day and Son, of Eye.

In Dublin, on Friday, General Lord Grenfell

unveiled a memorial in brass which has been placed

in St. Patrick's Cathedral by the .'ith (Uoyal Irish)

Lancers in memory of more than XO officers and

men of the regiment who fell during the war in

South Africa.

Tho trustees of Bethel Methodist New Connexion

Church, Brighouso, have accepted plans and designs

for a new church and schools to be erected on a

site in Halifax-road, one of the principal thorough-

fares in the borough. The premises, which include

both church and Sunday-schools, are estimated to

cost, exclusive of site, about tT.OOO. The church

is designed to seat .'iTO adults, and the school wUl

accommodate 520 children.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold onrselvea responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. All commonicationa should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawing and all

eommunications respecting illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to tSie EDITOR of the Buildino
News, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,

W.C, and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not unfrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

onaought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
TflK Stband Newspapbb Coupant, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :— '* Timeserver, London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.
Bonnd copies of Vol. LXXXVI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 128. each, by post
12s. lOd.), asonly a limitea number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI..
XLIX., Lni., LXI.. LXn., LXIV., LXV., LXVI.,
Lxvn., Lx\an., lxix.. lxxi., lxxu., Lxxm.,
LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVI.. LXXVn., LXXIX.,
r.XXX.. T.XXXI., LXXXLT.. LXXXHI., LXXXIV.,
and LXXXV. may still be obtained at the same price

;

all the other bound volumes are out of print. Most of
the back numbers of former volumes are, however, to
be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back nuHibers
to complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Butldikq News,
price 28., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's Hoose,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom; for Canada, Nova Sc*jtia, and the
United States, £1 6s. Od. (or edols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6a. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Oompetltion and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all official

advertisements is Is. per line of Ei^ht words, the first

Line counting as two, the minimum charge being 5s. for
four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of
more than six insertions can be ascertained on application
to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.
The charge for advertisements for "Situations

Vacant" or "Situations Wanted " and " Part-
nerships" is OsR Shclmso fob Twentv-foitb "Wobop,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. AU Situation
Advertisirrmnts must be prepaid.

•«• Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand
W.C, free of chnrfft. It to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence ia n^e. (See
Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trad© Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on appUcation
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertiflement** and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the otfloe by Tuesday moruin«r to secure
insertioa.

KECKivRn.-K. W.—B. A. M.—R. L and Co.-M M —
C. C. A.-E. E. L.-H. H. and Co.—W. U. H.

LAritKNCB I.. Bri.,[it.—We think you can compel the
adjoining owner to build a retaining wall ; but you had
belter consult a good local solicitor firht, and let him
read your conveyance.

« «

»

WALTHAM AISliKV CHUliCH A IMiK-
ciiN(iUE.ST kdificp:.

Jb the Editor of the Building News.
Sir,— I have road in the last issue of the

Buildino Nhws a report of a visit to our Abbey
Church by the members of the Hurough I'oly-
teihnic, and should like to reply to some of the
points then raised, and referred to, I see, in your
account of the meeting.

I always siy it U rr„i;;,i-i/ /„ nmin.i .•,,•,!<, that
theabbey can beU'er than the time of lUrold.

(1) It is well known llirold built a magnificent
church hero.

(2) What became of it ?

(3) Why should it have been necessary (o re-
build it 80 soon after it was reared ;'

(4) "Who was the modest individual who built

this magnificent church, but did not leave any
record of his achievement ?

(5) Where could the stone and the style have
been acquired except by some one of great taste

and wealth 'f

(6) In 1286 the church is spoken of as the
" parish church from time immemorial."

(7) It then required to be extensively repaired.

(8) Harold built his church on Tori's foun-

dation.

(9) He is not likely to have replaced Tori's

church by a small one, nor would he have brought
the king and many nobles and great persons to

the consecration of an insignificant building.

(10) Durham Cathedral was modelled on this

church. This place was spoiled to find funds for

Durham.
(11) The exctHence of the work, so far from

being an argument against the work being
Harold's, is in favour of it being so. The later

Norman work is not so good. Nowhere except

at Durham will you see such good proportions,

and, in my opinion, there is not so good a

specimen of Norman to be found anywhere else

in England.
(12) Like most doubters, these archteological

sceptics raise far more difficulties by their theories

than those which they get rid of by them. I have
never yet heard any really convincing arguments
used to refute the commonly received history and
tradition that Harold built the chuich.— I am, &c.,

F. 13. JoHXSTO.V.

The Vicarage, Waltham Abbey, Aug. 27, 1904.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION
PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION.

Sir,—May I ask you to remind your readers

that the photographic competition (rules of which
are inclosed) closes on October 1, and that all

photographs must be sent to me at the Architec-

tural Association, 18, Tufton-street, Westminster,
before that date.—I am, Jcc,

Ctiltiekt H. Lovegrove,
Hon. Sec. A.A. Camera and Cycling Club.

PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION RULES.

1. The competition is confloed to sets of photographs
adapted for the purpose of architectural study.

2. The competition is open to members of the archi-
tectural profession, and all members of the Architectural
AsaouiatioQ.

3. Each set should consist of not more than twelve
prints, and should illustrate one subject or class of
subjects.

4. A competitor miy submit any number of sets.

5. The whole of the work in connection with the photo-
graphs submitted must hive been cirriei out by the
competitor.

0. Photographs must be sent to the Secretary of the
.Architectural Association Camera and Cycling Club, at
the offices of the Architectural Association, not later

than ( tjtober 1, and must be mounted, but not framed.
7. The photographs will be approved by the Committee

of the Architectural Association Camera and Cycling
Club as having reached a fair standard of technical
excellence, and will then be finally adjudged by a
gentleman, not a photographer, who is an e.xpert in

architectural tuition, and who will be chosen by the
President of the Architectural Association. Such name
to be declared before the end of Mirch.

8. Copies of the winning prints by a permanent pro-
cess must be deposited with the Architectural Association
before the prize is presented to the winner.

9. The Architectural Association and the Architectural
Association Cdrnera and CycUns? Club will not be re-

sponsible for any loss or damage to any prints entered
for the competition, nor for any charges for carriage, ice.

10. A prize value three guineas will be awarded to the
best set of prints, and wdi take the form of books or
apparatus.

BIRMINGHAM CORPOU.\TION
WATERWORKS.

Sill,—We observe that many of the building

and other trade papers are at this time publi-hing
particulars of the above works, and to the lay

mind it would appear that some of the firms now
included in the combine had supplied all the

cement employed in this gigantic scheme.
We should like to add (with your kind per-

mission) that, as well as our own product being
extensively used, there wore many thousands of

tons of other makers' cement employed in the

construction of the 1! rminghum Corporation
waterworks.—We are, &c..

The Sa\i)N PoKTHNii Cement Co., Ltd.
(A. C. Davis, Managing Director.)

Cambridge, Aug. 29.

A correspondent writes expressing the hope that
the Corporation of S;;arborough may be induced to

abandou the idea (now under consideration) of re-

moving the ancient market cross from its present
original site to another position thought to be more
commanding.

JnUrcommtttttcation*

QUJESTIOXS,

[12C86.]-Liquid Colours for"Woven Fabrics.—
Can a reader lumish me with particulars of the liquid
colours which are prepared for using on woven fabrics t

The colours have no body, and are, in fact, a kind of dye,
can be applied by brush, and are chiefly used for pro-
ducing painted tapestry. Are the colours mixed with
water T Where can they be obtained ?—Decobatiok.

112087.]—Imitation Marble.—I want, in my spare
time, to try and make an imitation black marble table

top, and should be pleased to know what this material is

made of. Would some reader please give me hints ?—
William Campbell.

mefli:es.

L12C85.]—LithogTaphy.—This, broadly, ia effected

by two methods. In one the drawing is made on the
stone with a pen or crayon ; in the other the design is

made on lithographic transfer paper, which, on being
damped and passed through a press, leaves its subject,

reversed, on the surface of the atone. In either method,
water acidulated with nitrous acid, oil of vitriol, or

hydrochloric acid is poured over the stone, and this, by
removing the alkali from the chalk or ink, leaves the

design on the stone in a permanent form, at the same
time that it etches away a portion of the lights, and
renders the surface more absorbent of water, and there-

fore incapable of taking the ink. In printing from i he
stone, water is thrown over the atone, a roller charged
with printing-ink is passed over the surface, the ink only
adhering to the design, and not to the rest of the stone ;

the paper is applied, and by pressure copies are obtiined.

The process is simplicity itself; but the developments,
of course, have been various, and in many branches the
skill of the mdividual workman is a great factor. Photo-
lithography began to be practised about 1864. It is,

broadly speaking, eitnply the transfer of a photograph
on to stone ; but here, again, much depends on the

method used. Your readers hardly need telling there ia

all the difference in the world between a photolithograph
of their drawings by Akermin, such as the Biiilding

News gives, and those of inferior artists. The Bl'ildinu

News was the tirst to use photolithography.—Tee. S.

[12085.]—Lithography.—Vour inquirer and others

will get half a page or one column on thia* methinks, by
refeiring to Encycloptt'dia Britannica, 9th edition, vol. xiv.

,

page G97-8. The art there described was discovered by
Alois Senefelder. a native of Prague, born November 6,

1771, died at Munich, 1834. Alfred Seymour in 19()3

published, per Scutt Greenwood and Co., *' Useful Work
on Practical Lithography," 104 pages.—Regent s Pabk.

CHIPS.
Lord Methuen on Saturday unveiled a memorial

brass in the chapel of the Royal Herbert Hospital,

Woolwich, to the men of the Woolwich Division of

the Royal Army Medical Corps (Volunteers) who
lost their lives in South Africa.

The well-known decorative and portrait painter,

Mr. Fantin-Litour, died in Paris on Sunday aged
6y. Ignace Kynri Jean Tbeodore Fantin-Latour
was born at Grenoble in 183G. To his father, who
was a pastel painter, he owed his first training in

art, which was at first confined to flower studies,

but afterwards was chiefly devoted to the more
lucrative pursuit of portrait painting. Many of his

canvases are to be seen in English galleries, and others

in Germany and France ; but Fantin-Latour carried

on the traditions of French art with a distinction

that shortly placed his name among the greatest ia

France. The entire lithographic work of the artUt

is in Dresden.

Foundation-stones were laid on Monday in con-

nection with a new Wesleyan chapel at Bentham,
near Lancaster, which is being erected at a cost of

£3,500.

At a meeting on Tuesday of the Exeter Board of

Guardians, a letter was read from the Local Govern-
ment Board approving the expenditure of £12,250

for a new workhouse iuflrmary,

A Primitive Methodist Chipel was opened at

Bishop's Castle on Wednesday week. The style is

Late Gothic, treated freely. The walls are built of

local stone, with Grinshill stone dressings. The
roof, which is surmounted by a turret, is covered

with Coalbrookdale tiles. Seatinjj accommodation
is provided for JOG people. The pulpit is of pitch-pine,

also the principals aud scats. The buildiiij^ is

floored with wood blocks. The builder was Mr. T,

Speake. of Church Stretton. and the architect Mr.
J. H. Pickard, of Whitchurch, Salop.

The works of the Saxon Portland Cement Co.,

Ltd., of Cambridge, were included in the list of

places visited by the British Association. The
process of cement manufacture, from the qaarryiug

of the marl to the storage of the finished cement, wai
fully explained, aud the system of mechanical and
chemical tests adopted to insure absolute uuiformity

and high quality iu the manufacture of the cement

was demonstrated.

A new board -room which has been erected at

Rochester on land adjoining the old place of meet-

ing of the Medway Vnion (iuardians was opened

ou Wednesday week. Mr. G. E. Bouu, of

Rochester, is the architect.
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I.EOAI. INTELLiaENOE.
Aebiteations in Piccadilly and Kensington.

—The awards have just been annouuced in two im-
portant claims agaiust the Great Northern, Bromp-
ton, and Piccidilly Railway Company in respect of
property in the West End. In the first case Mr.
Ralph Glutton has awarded £18,110 to Mr. John
Murray, the publisher, as compensation for free-
hold premises acquired for the purposes of the
station in Dover-street, Piccadilly, and for damage
to the premises and business in Albemarle-street.
In this case the claim was for about £30,000, and
the company's experts estimated the compensation
at approximately £13,000. The other claim was
that of Mr. W. H. Alexander for his rights in the
subsoil of a number of residences in Alexander-
square, Alfred-place, and Thurloe-square, Kensing-
ton, and the subsoil of portions of those open
spaces, the compensation being estimated by the
claimant's at about £13,000. On behalf of the
railway company Sir Benjamin Baker and other
experts expressed opinion that no structural inj ury
or depreciation would result from the construction
of the tube railway, and that a sum of nearly £2,000,
being at the rate of £ 1 per foot run for the tunnels,
would be ample compensation. Mr. W. Edgar
Home (member of the council of the Surveyors'
Institution), the arbitrator, has assessed the com-
pensation at £1,343.

In ee Flew and Co.—A sitting of the London
Bankruptcy -court was held on Tuesday for the
public examination of Richard and John Pearce
Flew the younger, builders, carrying on business at
North End-road, West Kensington, under the style

of Flew and Co. The accounts disclose a total in-

debtedness of £131,418, of which, however, not
more than £4,919 is stated to be unsecured, and the
debtors claisi to have a surplus of £29,910. A scheme
has been agreed to which provides for the payment
of the debts in full as and when the realisation of

the assets will allow. Mr. W. P. Bowyer appeared
as assistant receiver, and Mr. Blanco White repre-
sented the debtors. Further time being required by
the Official Receiver for the investigation of accounts,
the hearing was adjourned for a fortnight.

In ee Chaeles Heney Rainbow, Rugby.—
Creditors of this debtor, a builder and contractor,

of 17, South-street, and Manor-road, Rugby, met
at the premises of the Official Receiver in Coventry
on Tuesday. Liabilities of £4,198 and an estimated
deficiency of £1,119 were shown by the accounts.
The Official Receiver said many things in connection
with the liquidation would require investigation.
The charges upon debtor's properties were some-
what complicated. Debtor said he had been in

business nine or ten years, but could not say when
he first knew he was insolvent. The Official

Receiver winds up the estate, it being a summary
case.

In ee Feedeeick Shaepe, Buildee, Bath-
STEEET, Rugby'.—A meeting of creditors was held
at the Official Receiver's in Coventry on Tuesday.
The gross liabilities were placed at £2,575, and the
estimated deficiency £186. The Official Receiver
said he had carried on the business with what he
believed would prove beneficial results to creditors.

Mr. E. T. Peirson was appointed trustee with a
committee of inspection.

Feauds by Peetended Sueveyoes.—At the
County of London Sessions, before Mr. McConnell,
K.C, Chairman, sitting at Clerkenwell, Henry
Claude Marment, 43, surveyor; Edmund Cox, 35,
traveller ; and Herbert Cox, 32, clerk, were indicted
for conspiring to obtain scientific and mathematical
instruments and other articles from various firms by
false pretences. It was alleged that the prisoners
Marment and Elmund Cox had been carrying on
a pretended business of auctioneers, surveyors, and
estate agents at the Colonnade, Ryder-street, St.

James's, in the name of Smallman and Miner ; that
they had, in fact, no capital and practically no work,
and although they advertised for pupils they never
had any. The evidence showed that goods had been
systematically obtained in the name of the firm from
variouspersons on approval,and had been immediately
pawned. The majority of the articles were instru-
ments which it was pretended were for the use of
pupils of the firm. The prosecutors were W. F.
Stanley and Co., Ltd., of Great Turnstile, Holborn ;

George Nicholls, of High Holborn ; Lechertier
Barbe, Ltd , of Jermyn -street, W., Jesse Steward,
of the Strand ; Negretti and Zambra, of Holborn-
viaduct. Miller and Sons, Ltd., of Piccadilly, and
Ross, Ltd., of Bow-street. The prisoner Herbert
Cox had assisted the others in some of these trans-
actions. The prisoners were all found guilty, and
it was proved that Marment and Edmund Cox had
been twice convicted together before. Herbert Cox,
who was no relation of Edmund, had been convicted
of embezzlement. Mr. McConnell said the prisoners
had been in custody for two months, and he
sentenced Marment to be imprisoned, with hard
labour, for 22 months, Edmund Cox for 20 months,
and Herbert Cox for 4 months.

Mr. L. M. B9II has been selected for the :

ment of municipal engineer, Penang.
ippoint-

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &o.

The (jUEEN VicTOEiA Mejiokial.—The founda-
tions of the new wall bounding the forecourt of

Buckingham Palace — a part of the Victoria

Memorial—have now been laid under the direction

of Mr. Aston Webb, R.A., and a few sections of

the railings have been erected and leaded into

position. All the old stonework of the tiers which
is available is being used for the new fence ; but to

remove the iron supports it was necessary in some
cases to practically destroy sections of the stone-

work, and, to replace these, new blocks are being
cut and shaped on the premises. The finished work
will still stand about 12ft. further out than the old

place, but the additional space thus given to the
forecourt is balanced by the cutting off of the end
sections, which will be thrown into the public way.
It is expected that the improvements in front of

Buckingham Palace will be completed a fortnight
hence. Eventually the roadway along Constitution
Hill will be paved with wood, and will be of a
uniform width with the other approaches to the
Palace. It is hoped that the new processional road
will be completed at the Trafalgar-square end by
the end of the year. •-^ •

CHIPS.
Considerable progress has recently been made

with the new offices which the North-Eastern Rail-
way Co. are building at York. The contractors are
making every efTort to get the roof on before the
bad weather sets in. Messrs. Armitage and Hodgson
are the contractors for the brickwork and masonry,
and the company placed the contract for the fire-

resisting floors with Messrs. Mark Fawcett and Co.,
of Westminster.

The British Museum authorities will shortly
resume excavations on the site of the Temple of
Diana at Ephesus, the Sultan having issued a special
firman in favour of the museum. The splendid
results obtained on the site of the temple during the
excavations carried on by the late Mr. J. Turtle
Wood for the museum in the years 1809-74 can be
seen in the series of sculptures contained in the
Ephesus Room at Bloomsbury. Mr. D. G. Hogarth
will have charge of the explorations.

The corporation of Bristol, acting upon recom-
mendations from the baths committee, are carrying
out a scheme for providing a public swimming-bath
in each of the chief parks. The work of construct-
ing a bath in three of the parka—Eastville Park,
Victoria Park (Bedminster), and Ashton Park— is

now rapidly nearing completion. It has been
carried out from plans prepared in the office of the
city engineer, and has been planned upon econo-
mical lines. The baths are uncovered, and sur-
rounded by a high waJl, and have each a length of
120ft. and a width of 35ft. The baths are lined

with terrazzo pavement. The depth of the water
will be 7ft. at one end, and 3tt. 6in. at the other.
Dressing-boxes with half-doors are provided, and
the accessories include a shower-bath and a foot-
bath, together with lavatory accommodation and
a pay-office.

An orphanage for children of members of the
R.A.O.B. has just been built at Aldridge, near
Walsall. It has cost £2,300, and Mr. Mayer was
the hon. architect.

A school of architecture is now established in con-
nection with the Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural
Society. The classes are conducted by arrangement
with the University of Leeds and the Leeds Institute

at their respective institutions.

The Ratcliff-Rotherhithe Tunnel, now being built

under the Thames, will take five years to construct.

Its length will be 0,8S31t. with an external diameter
of 30ft., which will allow a carriage-way of 16ft.

and two footways 4ft. 8|in. wide.

A new Congregational church at Lynton, the gift

of Sir George Nownes, was opened on Thursday in

last week by the Rev. E. J. Campbell, of the City
i Temple. The church, which has a dwarf tower and
' a tiled spire only 44ft. in height, stands by the side

I of the road leading to the Valley of Rocks. It is

Domestic 16th-century style, is built of grey local

stone, with Bath stone dressings, and red Bridg-
water tile roofing, and is seated with chairs for

250 persons. Mr. Bob Jones was the architect.

In Western Canada this season about 1,100 miles

of new railway are being built, of which the
Canadian Northern is constructing over 800 miles

and the Canadian Pacific over 200 miles. The
i latter, as an old-established system, is only con-

j

structiug branches as feeders to the main road push-
' ing out into specially fertile districts. The principal

j

construction work of the Canadian Northern
1 is an extension of the main line from Grandview,
on the Western border of Manitoba to Edmonton
in the North-West Territories, a distance of G20
miles. It is to be completed in the current year.

Waterworks are in course of completion at Long-
leat, for the Marquis of Bath. Messrs. Willcox and
Raikes are the engineers, and Mr. J. S. Williams,
of Birmingham, is the clerk of works.

WATEK SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Newcastle-undee-Ly.me. — A meeting of the
sewage works committee, consisting of all th&
members of the Newcastle Town Council, was held
on Wednesday week to receive a report from Mr.
Willcox, engineer, of Messrs, Willcox and Raikes,
upon the tenders for carrying out the new sewage
works—exclusive of the machinery, which will be
a separate contract. The tenders numbered 22,

and the amounts varied from £19,641 93. to
£11,384 5s. 3d. The last-named figure was the
amount of the tender of Messrs. J. Wilson and Sons,
Mirfield, near Huddersfield, and this the committee
decided to accept. The next lowest tender was that
of Mr. S. Wilton, jun., Newcastle, amounting to
£12,095. The work will be commenced at once,

and is to be completed in fifteen months. The
j

estimate of the engineer for this part of the scheme
was £13,000, and the average amount of the tenders
was a little over that sum. The tenders came from

j

almost all parts of the country, including West-
1 minster, York, Wolverhampton, Nottingham. Brad-
ford, Leicester, Stafford, Leeds, Stoke, Hanley,

!
Burslem, Basford, Bury, Birmingham, Blackpool,

i Huddersfield, and other places. Mr. J. S. Wil-
liams, Birmingham, has been appointed clerk of the
works.

At the Royal Institution School of Art, Edin-
burgh, under the Board of Manufactures, the
architectural curriculum extends over five years.

The study of Classic, Renaissance, and Mediaeval
arts, colour, decoration, modelb'ng, figure-drawing,
perspective, and sciography, and their application,

forms the basis of their training. Arrangements
have just been made for a course of lectures on
architectural history, to be given next winter,

specially for students preparing for the R.I.B.A.
examinations.

The urban district council of Dartford have been
suffering from the action of firms who, after send-

ing in the lowest tenders, have withdrawn their

offers. Hence a resolution has been passed to place

in the standing orders a rule that no tender will be
accepted of any person or firm, who during the past

three years has withdrawn a tender after the same
has been opened by the council or a committee, un-
less the reasons for such withdrawals were satis-

factory to the council.

The Great Northern Railway Company, which
has imported a cargo of American rails to Boston,
Lincolnshire, has followed this up by receiving a
large barque at the same port, from Fremantle, with
a cargo of Australian jarrah wood sleepers, which
are to be tried on its system.

The death is announced at the age of seventy -five
of Mr. Wm. Bond, of Basaett-road, Camborne.
For many years he was architect to the Tehidy
Estate, and retired on a superannuation allowance.

The improvements in the Manchester City Foot-
ball ground are nearly completed, and the joiners

are making way for the painters. In future 5,000
and 6,000 spectators will find seating accommoda-
tion on the covered stand, 2,500 wiU find room on
the railway stand, 3,000 can be accommodated on
the goalpost stand, while stands of various kinds
will enable several thousands more to view the

fame. Altogether 40,000 spectators will in future

e able to follow the fortunes of the City club. The
alterations have cost over £2,000.

i

A stained-glass window has just been added to

j

the north side of Totteridge parish church by Lady
' Nicholson, in memory of the late Sir Charles

j

Nicholson, who died in November last.

1 On Thursday afternoon in last week a special

;
service was held in Trinty Church, Lislimnaghan,
for the purpose of dedicating a new pulpit. The
new pulpit, which was executed by Messrs. Harry
Hems and Sons, of Exeter, and erected by Mr.

I

John M'Farland, of Rash, is octagonal in plan and
Perpendicular in character. It is made of oak
throughout, and rests upon a sandstone base.

! St. Birtholomew's Church, in Armley, a suburb

]
of Leeds, which was consecrated in IS77, has just

been completed by the erection of a tower and
spire, the whole cost of which (£5,000) has been
defrayed by Miss Eyresj of Dumbleton Hall,

Gloucester. The tower rises to a height of 120ft.

from the ground, and the spire is another 65ft. high.

The last foundation block of the new marine
drive which is being constructed round the foot of

the Castle Hill, at Scarborough, was successfully

put in position on Tuesday. 'The first stone of the

drive was laid on June 25, 1897, and the work will

cost over £100,000. It is expected the drive will be
opened in July next by the Prince of Wales.

The project of building a ship canal across

Florida has again come to the fore, and there is a

1
strong probability of its being carried out. A

' canal, known as the Florida Coastline Canal, is

rapidly nearing completion, and now extends from
St. Augustine on the north to Key West on the

south, a complete inland w.ay of over 380 miles.
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(But OfRct €Mt
Readers of our last issue or two will probably

have turned their attention to a few of the papers

read at the British ^Vasociation Meetings at Cam-
bridge which have a particular architectural

interest. In one paper before the Anthropo-
logical Section, Professor Oscar Jlontelius dealt

with the "Evolution of the Lotus Ornament," a

subject of interest to all who study ornament
and its evolution. The connection of that well-

known and beautiful French ornament, the
" Fleur-de-Lis," with the Ionic capital was also

a subject of discussion. Some have claimed i

that the lotas was the sole origin of ornamental

'

patterns—an idea rebutted by Professor Flinders

Petrie, who contended that the papyrus plant had
|

its influence, and combinations of the lotus and
papyrus have been evolved from the earliest period
in ornamental forms. There was a general agree-
ment that more than one type of plant had been
used in the evolution of ornament, the patterns
being evolved gradually from the several original

types. It is well known that the lotus occurs in

Greece and many Eastern countries, in combina-
tion with spirals, as in Egyptian capitals, though
how far the Ionic capital is traceable to those

earlier types it is difficult to say. There is little

doubt that the lotus plant exercised a considerable
influence on early ornamental patterns, as we see

it not only in capitals of columns, but in friezes,

bands round archaic vases, and in other ways.

A LOAx exhibition of antiquities and other
relics of Old Southampton is being arranged, and
will be held in the Hartley University College in

that town during the week after next from the
Pith to the 17th inst. Its scope will be limited
as far as possible to the borough of Southampton
and its immediate neighbourhood, but a section

will be open for objects of special interest from
other parts of Hampshire. The exhibits will be
varied in character, and will include stone imple-
ments and ornaments, relics of the bronze period,

coins, funereal uins, Roman and Early English
pottery, deeds, seals, pictures, prints, maps,
books, and other ancient objects.

An- appeal is made on behalf of the Ecclesiastical

and Educational Art Exhibition underthe manage-
ment of Sir. John Hart, of London, to be held
concurrently with the Church Congress at Liver-
pool. At previous congresses interesting loan
collections have been formed, and it is hoped that
a stiU more complete one will be gathered
toi^ether this year, and that it will be specially
illustrative of the ecclesiology of the diocese of

Liverpool. The clergy and churchwardens, and
more especially those of the diocese, are appealed
to for the loan of Communion p'ate and other
objects of arch;i>ological interest belonging to
their churches. Loans are solicited of ancient
and modern goldsmiths' and silversmiths' work,
ecclesiastical furniture, embroidery, paintings,
drawings, carvings, photographs, books, manu-
scripts, and antii|uities. A short description of
the objects intended to bo lent should be sent
without delay, in order that they may be included
in the catalogue and the necessary arrangements
made. Where practicable, sketches or photo-
graphs should be sent. A complete catalogue
will be published shortly before the congress.
Articles sent for sale or exhibited with a view
to obtaining orders will not bo accepted for the
loan collection. Intending exhibitors should send
a short description of their exhibits as early as
possible to the hon. secretaries (the Rev. F. J.
Powell and Mr. J. Albert Thompson) of the loan
collection, .\rt Exhibition, Church House, Liver-
pool : or to the secretary (Mr. .lames J. Adam),
Ecclesiastical Art Exhibition, Maltravers House,
Arundol-street, Strand, London, W.C.
A riui;-Ti:sT to demonstrate the properties of

uralite was held at Liverpool on Monday, Aug. 29,
in a yard at Crown-street kindly granted for the
occasion by Alderman Williims. 'I'lierc was a
section of a railway platform and a section of a
partition, together with a wooden box, all pro-
Ucted by having sheets of uralito nailed to tho
surfaces, which were exposed to tho fire. A
temperature of 2,100' was attained, and tlio fire
was kept at a great heat by regular additions of
timber soaked in petroleum. The various struc-
tures successfully resisted tho fire, and tho
coolness of the interior of tho box when it was
opened caused great astonishment ainongnt the
spectators. The test was witnessed by Mr.
Thomas, chief of the fire-brigade, and other
corporation olliciuls, also representatives from

architects', insurance, engineers', and ship-

building offices in the city.

Tni; British special fire service commission,

which was visiting Germany last week, com-

pleted its investigations at Cologne on Monday,
where every facility was afforded by the local

authorities. Munich, Nuremberg, and Frank-

furt-on-Miin were the other cities visited by the

commission on this occasion, and everywhere

great courtesy and hospitality have been shown
towards the party. The visitors were ten in

number, under the chairmanship of Jlr. Edwin
O. Sachs, and with Mr. Folker, of the National

Fire Brigade Union, and Mr. Ellis Marsland, of

the British Fire Prevention Committee, as joint

secretaries. Most of the time was spent in

examining the arrangements tor the prevention

of fires in theatres and warehouses ; but consider-

able attention was also paid to the equipment of

local fire brigades, and much valuable informa-

tion was obtained. The British Consular officials

did everything in their power to assist the in-

vestigations. The arrangements for the preven-

tion of fire in Munich appear to have impressed

the visitors most. On their return journey several

members of the commission will visit Antwerp,

the fcene of the great petroleum fire of last week.

Curiously enough, when a similar party visited

Germany in 1901 they also had occasion to return

via Antwerp in order to view the scene of the

great warehouse tire of that year.

Several experiments have been made with the

timber used in railroad construction in order to

prolong the life of it. In the United States con-

siderable testing work has done, and it appears to

have been proved that timber of an inferior

quality can be rendered as durable as that of

better quality by treatment with proper pre-

servative substances. One of the most recent

processes employed is that of boiling the timber

in a strong sugar solution. AVhen soft timber is

adopted, it is necessary to alter the method of

fastening the rails. Among other forestry

problems causing considerable attention in the

United States is that of growing pure white-pine

plantations, and it seems to be advisable, in order

to save expense, to plant cheap seedlings, such as

sugar maples, between the pines, and then to cut

these saplings down when it becomes necessary to

thin the plantation.

The twenty-first general annual report by the

Board of Trade on the various matters—adminis-

trative, financial, and judicial—within the Bank-
ruptcy Acts has been issued by Mr. E. Hough,
who recently succeeded Mr. John Smith, C.B., as

Inspector-General. The group of trades showing
the largest number of failures was, as usuil, that

connected with building, which again headed the

list with total liabilities of £787,011, an increase

on the previous year's aggregate of £165,857.

Although the total number of failures in 1903

was somewhat in excess of those in 1902, there

have, during the past year, been fewer large

failures, and on this point the Inspector-General

remarks :
— " It will be observed that the financial

and speculative failures show a substantial decline

in number, though the average liabilities in such
cases are larger. In this class a large proportion

of the aggregate liabilities has aciTued in con-

nection with unsuccessful land and bui'ding

speculations extending over a considerable period

of time. The ordinary trade failures show an
increa.se, both in number and liabilities." Atten-
tion is drawn to the fact that in several of those

large failures an excessive amount is drawn for

personal and household expenses, and Mr. Hough
sajs :

—" Little regard is hnd to wliothcr prolits

or losses are made ; tho debtor considers himself

entitled to live handsomely on his business so

long as it can be kept going, and ultimately his

extravagant withdrawals go to swell tho deficiency

of his assets to meet his unsecureil liabilities.

Thus a firm of timber merchants (two partner..),

who made profits of £29 103 in 15 years, with-

drew £.54,021."

TuE members of tho Auctioneers' Institute are

holding their annual provincial meeting at Cardiff

this wei.k, under tho chairmanship of Mr. I>. T.

Alexander (Messrs. Stephenson and Alexander),

the president. Tho chairmnn of tho local recep-

tion committee of tho institute is Mr. W. J.

Kces, .i.l'., of Swansea; and the hon. secretary

Mr. Hubert Alexander. Tho London party to

Cardilt left Pnddington Station on Wednesday
afternoon, ^'o8to^day (Thursday) an excursion

;
took place to ( 'hopstow, Tintern Abbey, Wynd-
clifft', Monmouth, Raglan Castle, \c. ; and in

the evening the Mayor of Cardiff held a reception

in the town-hall. The presidential address wiU
be delivered in the town-hall this (Friday)

morning, followed by the usual business meeting.
Subsequently the general body of members and
their friends will visit local places of interest,

including Cardiff Castle, Llandaff Cathedral,

Dowlais, Ivor Ports, and Bute Docks. A banquet
takes place this evening at the Royal Hotel, and
the visit will be brought to a close to-morrow by
trips to Swansea and other places.

The thirty-eighth course of lectures and de-

monstrations for sanitary officers, arranged by
the Sanitary Institute, will be given at the

Parkes JIuseum, Margaret-street, W., during
the ensuing three months. The course com-
prises four lectures on Elementary Physics and
Chemistry in relation to water, soil, air and
ventilation, and meteorology. Twenty-one lec-

tures on Public Health Statutes ; Orders, Memo-
randa, and Model By-Laws of the Local G-overn-

ment Board, and the By-Laws in force in the

Administrative County of London ; the Practical

Duties of a Sanitary Inspector

—

<•.</., drawing up
notices as to sanitary defects, drain-testing,

disinfection, methods of inspection, note-taking,

reporting, and elementary statistics ; Municipal

Hygiene or Hygiene of Communities, including

prevention and abatement of nuisances, sanitary

defects in and about buildings, and their remedies,

water supplies, sanitary appliances, drainage,

refuse removal and disposal, offensive trades,

disinfection ; and Building Construction in its

sanitary relations, local physical conditions.

Inspections and demonstrations are arranged in

connection with the lectures, and include visits to

disinfecting stations, dairy premises, municipal

depots, artisans' dwellings, offensive trades,

waterworks, common lodging-houses, sanitary

works in progress, refuse and sewage disposal

works, and other public and private works illus-

trative of sanitary progress and administration.

In some of the visits the students are shown the

routine of an inspector's office work and duties.

The first lecture will be delivered on Monday
next, the 12th inst., by Dr. E. J. Steegmann,
M.O.H., Isleworth.

The report of the progress of the Ordnance
Survey in Scotland up to March 31 last states

that the survey and publication of the 1 -2500th

maps of the cultivated portions of Scotland were
completed in 1882, with the exception of the

counties of Wigtown, Kirkcudbright, Edin-
burgh, Haddington, Fife, and Kinross, and of

the Island of Lewis. The plans on this scale of

the cultivated portions of those six counties and
of Lewis have now been completed ai^d published.

The total area of Scotland published on this scale

is 15,107 S(iuare miles. The revision of the

l-2500lh maps of Scotland was begun in the

same year (1894) as that of the maps of England
and Wales. Since that year the revision on the

ground of the maps of the following counties has

been completed :—Aberdeen, Argyll, Ayr, Banff,

Berwick, Bute, Clackmannan, Dumbarton, Dum-
fries, For(ar, Inverness, Kincardine, Lanark,
Ijinlithgow, Orkney, I'eebles, Perth, Renfrew,

Roxburgh, Selkirk, Shetland, and Stirling. The
revision en the ground of the following counties

is in progress :—Elgin, Nairn, Ross and Cro-

marty, and Sutherland. The total area of the

revised maps published is 9,817 square miles, of

which 713 square miles have been published

during the year. Publication of the revised hill

sheets of Scotland has been completed. Tho
preparation of separate hill plates has been

commenced; 6,1112 square miles have been en-

graved.

JIu. Wii.ruEi) Bunt has recently called atten-

tion to tho effects of modern building by-laws in

the rural districts. He says, speaking of his

estate at ('rabbet, situated in a district in which

no such by-laws arc in force :
" I find myself able

to build a cottage, having four living rooms and
a box room, covering an area of 750ft. and con-

taining 8,000c. ft. of space, as well as a verandah,

covering 210sii.ft. more, and a washhouse, at a

cost of £130, which I can afford to lot with an

acre of garden ground at 28. 6d. per week. It is

a one-story building, so simple in plan that any

intelligent carpenter can put it together, the

mason's work being conlincd to the brick founda-

tions and wide chimneys. < lutwardly, the house

is of corrugated iron, inwardly of wood, with a

warm felt lining between, only the chimneys and

tho foundations of tho walls being of brick."

A CouK correspondent of an evening paper

writes: " Looking to the fact that tho projected

monuments in Publin to ParnoU and to SVoUs
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Tone have not yet, after the Ijpse of bo many
years, been began to be erected, it is not sur-

prising that in the provinces projects of a similar

character should also hang fire ; but there are

cases also of monuments which have been erected

80 far and have stuck for lack of funds. In

Cork, for example, there stands on the Grand
Parade the beginnings of a Gothic structure

intended to commemorate the heroes of '98. At
present it is surrounded by a high hoarding

surmounted by barbed wire. Little more
than half the work has been accomplished,

the contractor having insisted that he must be

paid a9 the work goes on. There are some parts

of the monument in his yard at the present

moment ready to be put in position, and he

has been pressed to bring these parts to the

Grand Parade. But he insists on the work being

paid for before it leaves his yard. Then, a dis-

pute had also arisen as to the value of the work

on the Parade. On behalf of the committee it

was asserted that the value of the work executed

there did not exceed £800, while the contractor

claimed £1,090. On the matter being referred

to an arbitrator he found the value to be £1,153.

As a sum of £1,300 has now been raised the con-

tractor is to be paid. But in order to complete

the memorial a further sum of over £600 is still

required, the total cost being estimated at £1,935.

In Boyle-square, Clonakilty, there is also an

unfinished monument to "the men of '98." It

was commenced five years ago with the usual

patriotic demonstrations.

At the congress of the Library Association at

Newcastle-on-Tyne on Wednesday the pre-

liminary report was submitted of the Committee

on Public Education and Public Libraries. The
committee suggested that facilities should be

given for taking school classes to the public

library, that special loans should be made by the

library to the schools, and that, in view of this

special school use of the public library, and the

provision of educational and technical books, the

local education authorities and school governors

should make grants to the library authority.

There were also suggestions for co-operation with

the university extension centres and co-operation

with the National Home Reading Union. The
report concluded by stating that there remained

a further important question , which the committee

thought should be the subject of consideration at

an early date—whether the public library should

not form an integral part of the national edu-

cational machinery.

The explorations in Babylonia which the

University of Chicago is conducting are yielding

interesting results on the site of the ancient city

of Bismya. The ruins of a temple have been dis-

covered dating back not far from 4500 k.c, and

among the finds here are a number of inscribed

marble vases, inscribed tablets, bronze objects,

clay bricks, &c. One of the most valuable things

brought to light is a plano-convex, brick-shaped

tablet, inscribed with about eighty lines of the

most archaic form of characters, which, according

to Professor Hilprecht, bear evidences of different

periods in the development of cuneiform writing.

Some bas-reliefs found in the temple with objects

of the greatest antiquity represent seated figures,

the modelling of which is said to be very fine,

reminding one of the best Greek or Roman art.

The excavations have been temporarily suspended

for the season ; but it is intended to resume them
in the coming winter, and there is no doubt that

they will open new fields of research in the

language, religion, and arts of pre-Sargonic

history hitherto unknown.

The Iron At/e of New I'ork describes the

tunnels under the streets of Chicago, which have

come into use, from which it appears there are

twenty-two miles of subway completed, the floor

of which is 46^1. below the street level. The
purpose of this tunnel is two-fold. Primarily it

was intended only for carrying telephone cables,

and also possibly pneumatic tube systems, but

the chief function of the tunnel will be for trans-

ferring goods and cmI to and from docks and

goods depots connecting with points in the district

served. These underground conduits or tunnels

will be connected with the surface by means of

vertical shafts equipped with elevators of sufficient

size to carry the cars in use in the tunnel. At
other points inclines will connect with the surface,

and on these inclines the freight cars will be

hauled by their own underground locomotives.

In this way all the leading wholesale and retail

merchandise establishments, office buildings,

manufacturing plants, and, in short, all "nter-

prises calling for the transfer of any considerable

quantity of coal or goods, will be put in im-
mediate connection with the underground service.

THEAROHITECTUBAL ASSOCIATION

.

COURSES OF INSTRUCTION IN ARCHITECTURE.
The Day School will open on MONDAY, September 26th. at

9 45 am. IntendiDe pupiU are requested to forward iheir namee to

the Secretary as soon aa posBible.

The ETeninn School al.o opens on the same Hate at 6.30 p.m.

A pamohlet containing full information as to the Clasaes and
advantages of membership may be obtained upon application to the

Secretory, at 18, Tufton-strcet, Westminster. S.W.
LOUIS AMBLER I „ o
H. TANNER, Jan. (

"»>»«"

CHIPS.

At a meeting of the Sunderland Education Com-
mittee, on Tuesday, it was agreed to take steps to

obtain sanction to borrow the money required for

the purchase of a site for new schools at Pallion, to

be called the Pallion schools. Premiums of £50,

£20, and £10 will be offered to architects for com-
petitive designs for the proposed schools.

The cottage hospital, Acton, is being warmed
and ventilated by means of Shorland'a patent

Manchester stoves with descending smoke-flues, the

same being supplied by Messrs. K. H. Shorland and
Brother, of Manchester.

The Barnstaple Rural District Council have
retained Messrs. Beesley, Son, and Nichols, of

Westminster, to prepare a scheme of water supply

for the parish of Instow.

The Dunmow Rural Council on Tuesday, by a
majority of 13 to 6, declined to proceed farther with

a scheme for a water supply to the village of

Felsted, which was estimated to cost £1,200. The
scheme was passed by the council about two years

ago by a small majority. The Local Government
Board! have intimated that if the scheme be not

carried out they have the power to order the work
to be done, and charge the cost to the council.

Seventy-four artisans' dwellings at Blackrock,

Dublin, have been erected at a cost of about

£17,000 from designs by Mr. Caldback. Messrs.

Lynch and Egan were the builders.

At Monday's meeting of the works committee of

Dundee Harbour Board yesterday, a letter was read

from the Caledon Shipbuilding and Engineering

Company, Ltd., intimating that they proposed to

erect a powerful crane, at a cost of £12,000, for the

equipping of large steamers. They requested that

the trustees should reclaim ground from the River

Tay on which to erect the plant, and made an offer

to pay 6 per cent, interest on the amount spent by
the trustees on the undertaking. The meeting

viewed the proposal with favour, and instructed the

harbour engineer to draw up a report on the cost of

reclaiming the ground.

A duty of seven dollars per ton is now to be levied

on steel rails imported into Canada.

The parish church of St. Mary, Petworth, has

been reopened after extensive alterations by Mr.
Walter E. Tower, architect, and Mr. C. E. Kempe.

A serious fire occurred on Tuesday night in the

yard of Messrs. Knight, Sons, and Co., timber

merchants, Chelsea. The outbreak occurred in the

centre of a building of two floors, over 150ft. long,

and some 80ft. wide, which was closely Packed with
timber in every stage of manufacture. The fire has

practically destroyed the sawmills and stores. The
cause is unknown.

Two churches are in course of erection near

Chapel-en-le-Frith, both from designs by Mr.
C. W. Johnson. One is at Bugsworth, and the

other at Whitehough, near Chinley.

The Kinross and Parish Public Library Committee
have selected plans by Mr. Peter L. Henierson,

architect, George-street, Edinburgh, for the library.

The building is estimated to cost about £1,600.

Extensive repairs to the parish church of Laws-
hall have been completed, the builders being Messrs.

Hinnels and Co., of Bury St. Eimunds.

The Ribble Committee have increased the salary of

Mr. James Barron, the engineer, from £400 to £450

per annum.

Mr. Littler, the architect to the Lancashire County
Council, has been instructed by the Asylums Visit-

ing Committee to prepare plans for a new lunatic

asylum to be built at Whalley.

Mr. A. Ling has been appointed architect to the

Heston and Isleworth Elucation Committee at a

commencing salary of £300 per annum.

The Board of Trade have recently confirmed the

following Order made by the Light Railway Com-
missioners ;—Axminster and Lyme Regis Light

Railway (Further Capital Powers) Order, 1904,

amending the Axminster and Lyme Regis Light

Railway Order, 1899.

Mr. W. B. Fraser has been appointed surveyor to

the Hoylake and West Kirby District Council, in

place of Mr. Foster, retired.

»«
WAQBS XOVEICENTS.

Alloa.—The masters met a deputation of th?

masons on strike in the Museum Hall on Friday
and discussed the situation. The deputationisto

agreed to withdraw the condition in regard to-

covered sheds, but declined to accept the reduction

of Jd. per hour. The masters intimated that they

would sign no working agreement unless at the>

reduced rate, and no arrangement was theretor&

come to.

Glasgow.—The masons' strike, which has ex-
tended over eight weeks, has come to an end by
the operatives deciding to accept the masters' terma

of ninepence an hour, and return to work as soon

as the new agreement is signed.

ToEONTO.—Last week the boilders' labourers

struck work for an advance in wages from
25 cents to 28 cents an hour, causing a serious

interruption of building operations. Several con-

ferences held with the employers to arrange a
settlement having proved fruitless, the Bricklayers'

Union, by an overwhelming majority, decided, on
Friday, that all its members should cease work in

support of the builders' labourers. About 1,200

men are consequently idle. Both sides are deter-

mined, and there are prospects of a long and bitter

struggle. The carpenters and stonemasons are still

at work, but unless a settement is soon effected it ia

probable that they will also come out.

The Western Valleys Sewerage Board are making
inquiries as to the provision of a sewerage system

from Nine Mile Point to Pont Cwm-Corrwg, of

which the estimated cost is about £16,000.

At Monday's meeting of the Vale of Leven District

Committee at Alexandria, a tender amounting to

£23,383 was accepted for the new Finlas water

scheme for the Vale of Leven district.

A hospital for consumptives, one story in height

and containing 20 beds on an area of l.Wft. by 32tt.,

has been added to the workhouse at Kettering, and
extensions have also been made to the chronic

patients' block and the nurses' home. Messrs.

C. and F. Hemson were the builders, and the

architects were Messrs. Gotch and Saunders, of

Kettering.

Darwen is approaching Mr. Carnegie with a

request for a uew free library building. Part of

the existing premises is used as a higher grade and

technical school. The corporation possesses two
central sites, either of which is suitable for a library.

A new stained glass east window was dedicated

on the I7th inst. in AU Saints' Church, Wellington^

in celebration of the golden wedding of Mr. and

Mrs. Elworthy. It is a three-light window, and

the subject illustrated is " All Saints," our Lord in

majesty being seated on the rainbow in the centre,

with attendant angels : and below are figures of St.

John the Baptist and the Prophet Isaiah. The left

light contains the New Testament saints— St.

Matthew, St. Mark, St. Luke, St. Mary Magdalene.

St. Elizabeth, St. Peter, St. Paul, and St. John,,

with the Virgin Mary, while in the right light are

Old Testament figures — Aaron, Daniel, Elijah,

Joshua, Jacob, David, Abraham, Noah, and Moses.

At the annual meeting of the Drury Lane Theatre

Company, held on Wednesday, Mr. T. H. Birch,

who presided, animadverted on the action of the

County Council in making unreasonable demands

for alterations in the building, remarking that many
of them were quite unnecessary for the safety of the

public. The effect of their appeal to arbitration

would be that thousands of pounds would be saved ;

but when the alterations in progress had been com-

pleted, Drury Lane Theatre would be one of the

safest and most comfortable in the world.

The French Archa;ological Mission of Cairo is

about to undertake the compilation of a monu-
mental work, designed to illustrate a somewhat

neglected branch of Oriental inquiry—namely, a
" Corpus Inscriptionum Arabicarum." The plan of

the work has been framed by M. von Berghem, a

well-known Orientalist, and the compilers have

collected copious materials bearing upon the subject

of their labours.

The consecration of the new Protestant Church of

Speyer took place on Wednesday. The church is

dedicated to the memory of the protest made on

April 19, 1529, in the Speyer Reichstag, by the sis

German Imperial Princes and the fourteen German
towns. A bronze monument to Luther was un-

veiled in the porch of the church. Luther is

represented standing, with his right hand clenched,

his left hand holding the Bible, while with his left

foot he is kicking aside the Papal b>Jl. There are

yet to be added the statues of the six protesting

princes. The church itself has been built with

money subscribed from all over the world. It was

begun in 1893, and has cost in all over £100, OOOi

sterling.
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THE AECIIITECT - COXTRACTOR.

IT is customarj- for a contractor to insure

the works at " builder's risk " against

loss or damage by fire, in an office to be ap-

proved by the architect, to a certain amount
for a period of time, determined by the time
that it would take to roof in the building.

From that date he is to increase the insurance

to the full amount of the contract sum, and
keep the works insured till he obtains the

final certificate. A provisional sum is often

provided to cover cost of insurance. So also a

contractor's surety guarantees to the em-
ployer that the contractor will fufil his

obligations under the contract. In America
similar provisions ai'e made. Contractors are

required to insure the buildings in erection

against loss by fire, and to assign the polices

to the owner, as, in the case of fire, contractor

and bondsman may be unable to bear the
loss. To enable them to meet these liabilities

or risks, they secure themselves by means of

the Fire Insurance Company. By the plan
of granting certificates as the work proceeds
for payments on account of work done the

owner is also secured, as he pays only for the

work as it proceeds. The work being esti-

mated at stated interests, there can be no
overpaying, as a certain percentage, fifteen or

twenty-five per cent., is retained till the work
is completed, when the remainder is paid.

The owner is bound to this mode of payment
under the contract, and it he takes upon him-
self to pay independently of the contract, he
violates the contract, or he may lose his

bondsman. The mechanic's lien in the States

13 a reality we do not know much of here, for

if the contractor fails to pay any of his om-
ploy^es, they can file a claim on the building,

which the owner must satisfy, even though
he has already paid the contractor. A
Law of Pennsylvania has been made to

prevent this double payment. The section
runs as follows: "The right to file a claim
may be waived by agreement between the
claimant and the party with whom he con-
tracts, or b}' any conduct which operates to

equitably ostop the claimant. It the legal
etfect of the contract between the owner and
the contractor is that no claim shall be filed

by anyone, such provision shall be binding
;

but the only admissible evidence thereof as
against a

_
sub-contractor shall be proof of

actual notice thereof to him before any labour
or materials supjilied by him, or proof that a
duly written and signed contract to that effect
has been filed in the office of the I'rotonotary
of tlie (.^ourt of ( 'ommon I'leas of the county
where the structure is situate prior to the
commencement of the work upon the ground."
&c. Theobji.'ct of this section is that persons
who have a claim may find out when pay-
ments are to be made, and so protect them-
selves. It the owner makes his payments
independently ur when ho pleases, he takes
away from the mechanic this protection, and
so gives him a right to protect himself by
putting a lien on tlio building.
A paper on "The lOxccution of Architec-

tural Design," by Mr. John Mc.Vrthur
Harris, M..'V., M.Am. Inst, of Architects,
published in the .Journal of the Franklin
Institute, is of some interest from a purely
commercial standjioint. In tlio 1 'nited States
sub-lotting largely prevails, and very seri-
ously threatens the contract system and
the general contractor's responsibility. Mr.
Mc.Vrthur Harris says that business is no
longer conducted at the building, but at tho
otiice, and his remarks are worth noticing.
The owner, tho architect, and the contractor

are the three parties interested in the carry-

ing out of a design, and the instruments that

hold these together are described. Before

this contract can be formed there must be a

selection first of the architect, second of the

contractor. The selection of the architect is

an easy matter, for the architects of the

United States have declared that "the be.st

results are to be obtained by an owner
selecting his architect rather than by compe-
tition." The selection of a contractor is more
difficult and the methods adopted are de-

scribed. 15ut contracting in the States has

undergone a change with leference to " the

manner of bonding the contractor'' due to the

enormous financial load carried by him. The
author says: "By the introduction of the

Bonding Company into the position of a

partner, as it were, the contractor relieves the

owner of anxiety with reference to the con-

tractor's financial responsibility, but the

practice has done more than this. It has

brought into the competition many men who
are not sound, but who hide behind the

bonding companies when their standing is

inquired into. The statement ' I will give

bond ' is supposed to cover all questions of this

nature." In the last generation the contractor

knew all that went into the building, the

material, gas and water pipes, and they were
easily carried in his head, but the modern
contractors cannot follow the huge contracts

of to-day in the same way, so they " sublet

their work and their obligations." Mr. Harris

says he has '

' .seen contracts between general

and sub-contractors made so that everything

the architect could ask the general contractor

to do the sub-contractor bound himself to

execute." In fact, a great number of agencies

are at work to relieve the general contractor of

responsibility ; and, as is shown, the standard

of the work is no longer measured by the

practical and financial ability of the con-
tractor, but by that of his sub-contractors.

The evils of this system are obvious : it

reduces the general contractor's responsibility,

moral as well as pecuniary; he accepts sub-
contractors of indifferent position to keep the

price down. The mode of selecting a con-
tractor in America is much the same as that

with ourselves ; a number of contractors

bid, and the lowest bidder is accepted. The
.architect requires also a list of his sub-bidders,

but as the price or bid is determined by them,
it cannot always be demanded, and the archi-

tect by interfering with the sub-contractors

acknowledges them, and lessens the moral
responsibility of the general contractor. Tho
author of the paper we are referring to

discusses two other methods ot building.

One is for the owner to pay all the

accounts and percentage on them to the

contractor known as "day's work": but
this method does not protect the owner at all,

for the more that the work costs, the greater

will bo the percentage profit to the contractor.

In this case the contractor acts only as an
agent to the owner and affords him little pro-

tection, as he does not trouble to keep down
the costs. A better plan is to select the sub-
contractors by competition, and the contract

to be inado for a lump sum, including a fee

to the general contractor, who is selected for

his fitness for the work. In this case the

bids ot the subcontractors are submitted and
not tampered with—that is to say, it is a
good ])lan, so long as the general contractor

is not allowed to ask the subcontractor to

take less. This is the great evil to bo avoided.

Subcontractors' bids are often made use of by
tho general contractor in sending in his own
tender : after which ho tries to " shave
them " wh(n contracting with them. Thus a
double injustice is done. The general con-
tractor saves himself the trouble and responsi-

bility of tendering, and he tries to cut down
the prices ot those who work for him like

a tradesman paring off the profits of his

employees for his own benefit. Latterly,

however, a new system is coming in vogue
in the L'nited States. It is to employ the

architect to make the contracts in place of

the general contractor. It has, as Mr.
Harris says, "many objectionable features,

but it has the great advantage that it

enables the architect to deal directly with

the men who are carrying out the design."

The owner finances the undertaking by
paying for the bond, and by advancing
money. '

' He superintends the work through
his architect, who takes the moral re-

sponsibility for its success.'' The author

asks it this arrangement is to supersede the

general contractor as we now know him 'f

There is a great deal to be said in favour of

the change, as it does away with an inter-

mediary or " middle man," which the con-

tractor has become, and who tries to obtain

as much profit as he can out of the business of

contracting. But by turning the architect into

a contractor, a similar evil is continued.

Henceforth he will become less disinterested

and independent as a designer and adviser,

for he will regard his vocation in a double

capacity ; he will be tempted to make the

design agree with the contract—that is, he

may be tempted to make a little business out

of the subcontractors, and to take them into

his confidence. As Mr. Harris says, " It has

always been considered desirable to have

work superintended by a disinterested party,

and to have specifications drawn by parties

who are disinterested.'' There can be no

doubt about this. Let us suppose an archi-

tect becomes the general contractor ; he

invites tenders for doing various trades,

which he specifies, and will have to super-

intend. He has to please his client, both as

a designer and as a supervisor ; he makes
his design attractive, but as his lowest bids

are accepted, he does his best to make tha

work as light and e.asy as possible ; he doea

not like to exercise the same authority over

the tradesman as he would have done acting

independently in his single capacity as archi-

tect. To make contracts with a number of

separate trades to carry out one's own design

for a third party is not a duty free from
temptation. It implies a good deal of self-

control and restraint. The builder-contractor

is not likely to exercise any care : to insist

on the best materials or workmanship,
and he only troubles about seeing that

his own duties are carried out by the sub-

contractor. On the other hand, tho architect

acting as general contractor will be under an
obligation to see his design fully carried out,

as his reputation is at stake. The two posi-

tions are therefore different. A designer

executing his own work has certain undoubted
advantages, which the art- craftsman will

fully appreciate, because he is able to deal

directly and single-handed with the material.

And the architect engaging his own men and
dealing directly with them is placed in a

similar advantageous position so long as he

is not hampered with financial considerations.

The objection urged against the architect as

a contractor is naturally on this latter ground.

He will have to undertake to carry out his

own design for a certain amount, and this

will entail upon him duties of a general con-

tractor, tho cutting down of prices, or tho

reduction ot his own design. Practically we
have a good deal of the architect-contractor

system amongst ourselves. Promoters of

competitions ask for designs for buildings,

which can bo erected for a certain sum, and
bind the architect they select to find a con-

tractor to do tho work. I>oes not this aniount

to the same thing? Again, some architects

undertake to carry out a building for a stated

amount inclusive of their designs by employ-

ing their own contrartors. Those are all

co\irsos ot the contracting-architect system ;

but thoy have tho demerit of placing tho

architect on tho .same level and under tho

same conditions as tho building contractor.

Ho loses his independence directly he ismado

a contracting party, or has to interpret his

own designs and specifications in a financial

sense, or for the benefit of his employer.
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There is one larj^e building—the liand Title calculation as to the area or section of piers
Building—that has been erected on this

system in America, and, we believe, with
success; but the problem has only been
partially solved.

HIDDEN WOEK.
MANY things in a building are concealed

from view : The foundations, concrete,
the pipe-laying for drainage—those parts of

the etructure which are buried in walls and
floors or hidden in roofs, girders and columns,
and a hundred other little things which the
architect takes more or less for granted
without making any inquiry about them.
He relies on the instructions given in the
specification and drawings, on the zeal and
watchfulness of his clerk of works, or the
honesty and experience of builder and fore-

man. It would be impossible for him to

examine every brick or stone or drainpipe or
iron column and girder which come into the
building ; to inspect every yard of lime, sand,
or bushel of cement; to see to the laying
and jointing of every drainpipe; or to ex-
amine the weight and bore of lead pipe and
jointing used in the various fittings and
plumber's fixtures, as such a task would mean
an hourly inspection of every part of a large
building. It would be a herculean eSort to

conduct, in these circumstances, more than
one contract at a time, and therefore incon-

sistent with the modern idea of professional

practice. Yet there are many employers of

architects who are by uG means convinced of

this, and there are judges and juries

and columns, being a part of design, implies
a want of reasonable skill and care in the
preparation of the drawings upon which the
contract is based. On the other hand, any
bad or defective material introduced in the
progress of building can hardly be laid to
his charge with the same directness ; such
defects belong more to the builder, who is

supposed to carry out the contract in a
workmanlike manner, and in accordance
with the drawings and specification. Hence
we may draw the distinction that all questions
of design and construction belong to the
architect ; while for those relating to mate-
rials and workmanship the builder or con-
tractor is responsible. If we assume this

distinction, which seems to be a reasonable
one, it will be easier to determine in the case
of hidden work how much of the defects are
due to the architect's want of skill and care
and how much to the builder.

Some building operations are of a dangerous
description, as those in which superincum-
bent loads have to be carried by piers or
columns ; in buildings where there is much
shoring required, and the architect is expected
to exercise here greater care in super-
vision than he would do in ordinary building.
In these operations, indeed, the architect may
desire not to accept the responsibility, and his

course is then to make an agreement with
his client to that effect. But he should take
all reasonable precautions, and he must not
be negligent. The (juestion of the amount of

sv.^^rVisioa naturally arises here. The class

who
I
of Duilding will determine this ; if the work

Have held that the architect is responsible for

imperfect drain-laying and bad materials.

It is a question, in short, which has not
been settled in a satisfactory manner
by legal tribunals : how far an architect

can be held responsible for defective mate-
rial or workmanship in a building. An
architect is supposed to possess ordinary

skill and art with "reasonable care and
diligence in the work he undertakes "

;

but these terms are not definite enough to be
made applicable to certain cases which arise.

Suppose a number of inferior half-burned or

unsound bricks are used in a wall in a large

building, and thus the first frost causes them
to go to pieces. Is the architect liable for

the want of reasonable care or skill ^ It

would be rather rash to say that he was ; but
how can " ordinary skill " be defined ? To do
anything to the best of one's ability is not

the answer. Skill implies something more
than this : it impHes that the architect must
bring to his task a certain degree of special

knowledge of the work. Yet it is diflicult to

say in every instance whether such ordinary

skill has been exercised. " Ileasonable care
"

is a phrase even less clear in meaning, for an
architect may exhibit "reasonable ' care in

specifying and selecting materials in one set

of circumstances, while in othercircumstances

he may appear to have shown negligence.

Again, in a small building the employer may
expect from the architect greater attention

in matters of minor importance than would
be expected of him in superintending a large

building, so much depending on the character

and quality of the work. It has been held

by legal authorities on this question, that a
professional man does not undertake to use
the highest possible degree of skill, but only
a "fair, reasonable, and competent degree
of skm," and in most cases involving a charge
of negligence or unskilfulness it will be for

the jury to say whether the injury com-
plained of really was occasioned by the want
of care and skill. In matters pertaining to

design or construction, indeed, it may be
argued that the architect is primarily respon-

sible for any fault, for such matters belong
more directly to his duty as an architect

than to the discharge of his function as
a supervisor of building operations. Any
defect in the thicknesses of walls or in the
depth of girders and beams, or any mis-

is of a plain-sailing character with few risks,

lees supervision is necessary than in the case of

a complicated building of a troublesome kind.

The architect himself is the best judge in

each case. Of course, a busy architect who
has a large practice cannot possibly spend so

much time in supervising his works as one
who has only a few works in hand. The
question, indeed, is one of importance in

these days of large practices, and touches

the honour of the profession. Is an architect

under an obligation to his client to give a
certain amount of supervision ; if so, is he
justified in accepting a larger number of

commissions than he can honourably look

after personally, or can he delegate this work
to others ? These are questions which have
to be answered. Few leading members of

the profession have so large a share of im-
portant works as fell to the lot of the late

Sir Gilbert Scott, in his later years, yet they
find it exceedingly difficult to give their

personal attention to each of their works.
There certainly is a limit to a man's capacity

in his profession.

It may be as well to remark that an archi-

tect's liability as agent to his client for

negligence terminates at the end of six years
according to the Statute of limitations, but
payment of his commission does not release

him from his liability. He is also liable

to his employer for the faults of his

assistants, and his contract with his

client is personal, and he is therefore

compelled to perform his duties himself,

so that he has no power to delegate all his

duties to assistants. These are considerations

which have a bearing on the subject of this

article. A great many of the defects in

buildings are discovered after their com-
pletion. The flooring, wall panelling, and
other joinery often shrink or spUt, walls are

found to be permeable by moisture, and
dampness appears, to the utter damage of all

painting or papering ; roof gutters leak.

These defects are generally provided for by a
clause in the conditions of contract known as

the " Defects and Maintenance Clause," by
which the contractor undertakes to rectify all

defects in. and keep in repair, all works for a
certain period, usually three or six months or

longer from the date of the architect's certi-

ficate of completion. The form this clause

takes varies, but it usually runs as follows ;

" No final or other certificate of payment or
of completion shall, under any circumstances,
relieve or exonerate the contractor from his
liability for any neglect or default in the
execution of the contract," iSrc.

It is generally in work that is hidden from
view that defects are found. Take, for
example, the foundations of a building : thesa
are soon executed and covered up ; the-

trenches are filled with concrete, or what is-

supposed to be concrete, as quickly as possible;,

and the architect may not have been able tO'

visit the building during the time. If he has-

a clerk of works, so much the better for the
building and his client ; but it he has not, he
must entirely trust to the honesty and right
intentions of the contractor, and we all know
how much may depend on the foundations-
of a building—nothing less than its safety
and durability. Faulty foundations have
been the cause of the ruin of half our noblest,
edifices, and probably this cause shares-

with the decay of stone in the untimely-
destruction of many of the finest architectural
monuments of ancient and modern times.
And it is because the bad foundation can be-

averted at the beginning, and at so trifling a-

cost in extra materials and skill, that it

appears such an irony to allow insufficient

footings or unstable substances to bo covered
up without challenge. In addition to the

sad destruction and condition of so many of.

our great cathedrals from this cause, we have->

quite a long list of casualties to modem i

buildings, including town halls and churches..

We know at least half a dozen modem,
churches, not a few in London, which have-

seriously suffered from adequate provision,

in this respect—one or two of these edifices-

designed and carried out by leading men in

this particular branch now in practice. In
quite a recently-built brick church in South;

London by a well-known architect, the south-

aisle wall at the east end, with its archway
of morning chapel, has subsided to such an.

extent as to show an ugly fissure above the

arch of chapel, cracking the circular window
above, and causing a subsidence in the stone

arch, "flushing" one of the joints, and
thereby shearing oft a large portion of the

stonework, and widening the upper joint

between the extrados of stone arch and brick

wall over. Beyond this unsightly fracture

the settlement of the aisle wall has caused a
vertical fracture in the brickwork, in-

ternally breaking the bricks ; and, worse,

than all, at tie east end of chapel

a fine double-light window of stained glass

has been injured, and the glass of one of the

lights fractured clean down near the niullion^

The cause of all this mischief is the bodily

settlement of the eastern bay of aisle wall,

attributable to a foundation on a clay soil.

Here, as in other cases we could name, the.

foundations were not, probably, carried dowa
far enough, or the concrete footings wer©'

inadequate. Alternate wet and dry weather-

act destructively on a clay substratum, which
natui'ally contracts in dry weather, leaving

the brick wall unsupported. The architect

can hardly be held liable for the mishap.

His sections may not have shown the depth

of concrete at this corner of the church, and
his specifications may have been fuU. The
fault is due to inadequate supervision or

inferior concrete foundation. We point to

this as one of those instances of hidden work
which has escaped notice. It also suggests

special care and supervision in the concrete

work and footings of the corners of all build-

ings, especially those on clay or sandy soil,

and the value of buttressing corners in sites

of this description.

In the building of walls and piers which

carry great loads, has any extra care orskiU

been shown in the drawings and specifica-

tion ? AVe are afraid that in many works

they receive little attention ; the supervision,

tooj is not so thorough as it might be. The
loads have not been calculated, and the area

of bearing surface at the footings is i nsqual
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to the pressure for a particular soil. Trial

pits should be dug at intervals to ascertain

the depth and nature of subsoil, and the

architect should find the load per square foot

which the surface can safely carry, which is

done by the simple rule of dividing the total

load due to the structure of the safe load.

The result is the area in square feet of the

foundation load. An experimental method
is to sink a ca-st-iron plate or timber plat-

form, 4ft. square, by loading it till it sinks

in the ground, and then take one-fourth to

one-third of this load per fquare foot as the
safe load ; for structures subjected to moving
loads or vibration the smaller load may be
taken. Soft, compressible soils should be
covered with a broad layer of concrete, 12in.

or more in depth.
lias the architect made it a special duty to

inspect the foundations of these piers—to see

to the depth of cutting, the area of lower
course of footing;, the quality and laying of

the concrete ? They are just the points apt
to be neglected. Another kind of hidden
work is the filling-in of cores of piers if cased,

or their proper bonding if bmlt solid. The
bricks should be specially selected for their

well-burnt qualities and shape, or, if stone,

the bedding should be "natural"—that is,

with the lamimo of stone at right angles to

pressure. As much care should be exercised
in the foundations of iron columns or stan •

chions, and to see that their axes are true,

and the base plates and capitals are truly
planed, so that the pressure may be concentric
instead of being thrown on one side, as it

often happens. The filling-in of thick walls
with rubble or loose bats badly bonded is one
of the kinds of hidden work which are so
often practised by evasive contractors. Once
concealed by the outer brick or stonework,
the bonding completely eludes investigation.
All practical architects and others know how
in large buildings with thick walls and piers
the interior bonding is often neglected during
building—a very common way of concealing
labour, as, once the wall is up, the through
bond cannot be inspected. And each course
should be well flushed with mortar. These
are common facts known to all builders, but
are constantly ignored. In pier-building,
such as piers supporting great loads like
towers, the necessity of breaking joint by
bonding so as to distribute the pressure of the
load over a large area of the bed is of the
utmost importance : to its neglect we owe
many of the tottering and ruined towers of
old Medieval churches with central steeples,
and the fall of several spires, like that of
Chichester—since rebuilt^and the leaning
over of the fine spire of Salisbury Cathedral.
In short, both in foundation and wall build-
ing, opportunities for hidden work or scamped
work are numerous. There are the asphalte
damp-proof courses in the substance of the
walls and the wall linings, the channels and
ducts for fresh air, and similar details which
are too often imperfectly executed, because
they are out of sight. The construction
of fire-resisting buildings calls for continuous
and careful inspection. Unless the floors are
carried out by a responsible firm on some
well known system, constant attention must
be given to the work during construc-
tion. The testing of the rolled joists, the
centring and concrete filling-in, the mixing
of the concrete in proper proportions, are
matters of the first importance, l-'very
square yard should be examined before the
ceiling or flooring is finished. One point
that is often overlooked, because hidden from
sight, is the connection between the columns
and partitions and floors. Instead of being
cut oti at the floor level by concrete, the
columns and partitions are not filled up, the
hollow <:ivity being allowed to form a con-
tinuous channel or (hie from one story to
another. In case of a fire breaking out in
one of the lower floors, the smoke and llanio
are easily conveyed by these moans to the
upper floors. The beads and sills of all

hollow partitions, and the capital and base of

iron columns cast hollow, or having a cavity

between the outside casing and core, should

be filled in solid with a fire-resisting material

or concrete. Column construction has often

been a cause of the spread of fire upwards in

this manner— especially if conductors and
wiresfor electric lightingare conveyed by their

means ; but they often remain uninspected

unless a clerk of works is employed. The
official regulations issued by the Prussian

Minister of I'ublic Works, on the use of

reinforced concrete in building, are of

interest in this connection. Before the

erection of any structure of reinforced

concrete, an application has to be made
for a permit, accompanied by drawings, static

computations and descriptions showing ar-

rangement and details ; the qualities of the

materials for the concrete are to be certified by
a certificate of an official testing laboratory

;

various rules are given to insure load tests,

the qualities of cement, in placing the steel

reinforcement in its right position and sur-

rounding it with cement mortar, for the

removal of moulds and supports, protection

against frost ; but there is one rule of value

;

it runs:—"At the final inspection for ac-

ceptance, the structure shall be uncovered
and accessible at the places indicated by the

representative of the building authorities to

show the quality and character of con-

struction." By this means of detection the

builder is unaware of the parts of the

structure which will be inspected, and hidden
work will be brought to light. May not the

same rule be reijuired by the architect in his

examination ?

Certain portions of the work, such as the

trussing of the roof and special framing, of

features like turrets and cupolas, are con-
cealed from view ; that is to say, the roof-

trasses are hidden by plaster ceilings, and
turrets and cupolas are boarded and covered
with lead. A great deal of bad or inferior

material and workmanship may thereby be
hidden from observation. The architect may
not be able to examine personally aU the
trusses, to see whether the jointing, and
framing, and metal-work, have complied
with the detail drawing and specification, and
he may thus pass unnoticed many shaky or
sappy timbers and defective joints. Before
his next visit to the building they have been
covered up or ceiled below, and the bad work
remains undetected. We believe one of the
best ways of inspecting framed timber-work,
which is generallymade and put together in the
joiner's shop, is to visit the builder's work-
shop at certain intervals. By this means a
closer and more thorough examination of the
timber and jointing and putting together can
be made than it can at the building when it

is hoisted into position, and cannot be so well
inspected. The same remark applies to iron-

work, and a good many other things which
are made in the workshop. A good deal of

the joiner's work is out of sight. Even in

such things as window-sashes, the cased
frames, soffit linings and backs, panelled
work, and wainscot, one side only is seen
after being fixed, so that if the architect

wishes to make a careful inspection, ho must
go to the shop where the framed work is

prepared. There is one of the building
trades which, more than any other, almost
entirely escapes the architect's attention, and
that is the plumbing trade. Dr. 1!. Crawford,
in his address at the Sanitary Institute Con-
gress at Glasgow, observed ver}- truly that
" the plumber is pre-eminently the man
whose work is difficult to follow or under-
stand. It is hidden work, which may bo
termed caviare to the general public, but
which most immediately affects public
health.'' lie referred to the large per-
centage of drains in 'ilasgow wbicli, when
tested by tlio smoke test, were found faulty,

lie shows tliat a largo amount of ilcfoctivo

]iluml.iing lay undiscovered, and if in

Glasgow, how much more may be found in

London and other cities !' How many in the
profession examine the jointing of drains

and soilpipes, the quality of traps, the

ventilating pipes, the water-service pipes,

wastes, and other things which are out of

sight or cased in ? The plumbing to roofs

and flats is often the least inspected after the

work is done to see whether the dressings

are out of the right widths and weights ; or
if they are properly lapped at joints with
tacks ; whetherthe flishingsareof thespecified

widths, 5in., Gin., or "in. as required, and
out of .5lb. or 01b. lead ; whether the flats are

laid as required with proper di'ips, and the

gutters formed of the right width, and to

proper falls. The cold and hot-water supply
needs even more attention, to see if they are

according to specificatian or water company's
regulations, and if the soldered joints are

wiped, whether they are properly cased with
dry hair, felt, &c. A very necessary pre-

caution is to provide a clause to the effect

that, in order to test the weight of the sheet

lead used, the architect is to be at liberty to

cut out portions from any part after being
laid, the contractor making allowance on his

estimate for such tests, and for replacing

such work when necessary. Many other

trades may be noticed which when finished

are partially or wholly concealed from view

;

and they all point to the conclusion that the
quality and thoroughness of building work
depends as much on skill and careful super-

vision of the work during its progress as

upon the preparatory work of the architect

as shown in the drawings and specifications.

Unless thoroughly carried out, a design,

excellent as it may be, is thrown away—

a

truth verified by everyone's experience of

building. And the best of good workman-
ship is that the hidden parts of a building

will bear inspection.

AUCTIONEERS' CONFEREN'CE AT
CARDIFF.

THE autumnal meetings of the Auctioneers'

Institute of the United Kingdom—an in-

corporated body founded in 1886—have been held
during the past week at Cardiff. The president

is Mr. P. Alexander, head of the well known firm

of Stephenson and Alexander, of C. rdiff, and a
member of the Council of the Royal and the Bath
and West of England Societies, and the secretary

Mr. Charles Harris. Arrangements had been
made for the visit by a local reception committee,
of which Mr. W. J. Reea, of Swansea, was
chairman, and Mr. Hubert Alexander, hon.
secretary.

Most of the visitors arrived on Wednesday
evening in last week, and the Thursday was
devoted to an excursion to Chepstow, Tintern,

Monmouth, and Raglan Castle. In the evening
the Jlayor of Cardiff gave a reception.

i"reside.vt's .\I1DRESS.

Mr. Alexander delivered his presidential address

on Friday morning at a largely attended general

meeting of members in the assembly-room of the

town-hall. Dealing with the present position of

the institute, he said he was struck with its

remarkable growth in recent years. " I see," he
remarlied, "that in 1900 we h.ad 1,160 members.
I may add that on July 31 of tliis year the number
of members WHS 1,011, and there are something
like thirty candidates to be proposed for election

to-day. With this growth in membership we
have naturally hud an increase in our receipts.

In 1900 the balance carried to the credit of

revenue was £2, ;U.'5, while this year the balance

— viz., our availalde assets— was Co, 134, an
increase of £2,819. .\t the present moment we
have £4,707 invested in the names of our trustees

and a balance at the bunk of £:jOO, part of which
the council hupes to set aside to-day for invest-

ment. I thinli you will agrte with me that this

is ominenlly satisfactory. Wo have a benevolent

fund in connection witfi the institute. Manj of

you give subscriptions or donations ; but I am
forry to have to p:iy that the great mnjority

of the momliois dn not. I venture to hope that

in future all will ,i;ive a little eiich year

towards a fiuul which is capable of doin^

much good. Looking at the figures nf this fund

—also tor four years— I see that in 1900 our
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balance was £56.), and this year it has reached

£1,631—an increase of £1,069. It is a respect-

able increase for the time, hut not quite satis-

factory considering the large number of members.

To shaw you how useful and how necessary such

a fund is, may I tell you that, only recently, two
substantial grants have been made—one to an old

member who had met with adversity, and another

to the widow of one of the oldest members of the

institute in the West of England. Each of these

recipients had been in exceedingly comfortable

circumstances. Another feature, the importance

of which can hardly be over-estimated, is that of

our examinations. Although our scheme of ex-

amination, the selection and appointment of

examiners, and so on, took the council two whole
years to formulate, after giving notice to the

world that we were prepared to examine candi-

dates in subjects relating to our profession, we
began our examinat'ons with the lowest possible

mimber of candidates—namely, one. That was
in 1S91. We have held an examination in each

year since ; in the first four years we examined
IC candidates, and during these last four years we
have examined 277 candidates. On looking at

the examination-register, I find this noteworthy

fact. Swansea has sent up more candidates for

examination than any other city or town in the

United Kingdom, except London. Cardiff, I am
sorry to say, is very low on the list. Another
pleasing thing to me as President, and as a Welsh
I'resident, is that two of the institute prizes, the

silver medal and the bronze medal, have just been

•won h} Welsh students. Last year one of the

institute prizes went to a Newport student, 5Ir.

A. C. Parry. Speaking of our meetings in the

provinces prompts me to say just one word
about our provincial branches, of which there

are nine, and with which oOO of the members
are associated. The closer contact of the members
in this way is undoubtedly increasing the

esprit (!c corps of our profession, and I am
convinced that, both from business and social

points of view, it is of distinct advantage to the

members. Our branch stands third in point of

numbers with a membership of 69. As presi-

dent, I can testify to the great value which the

council attaches to the various reports and
recommendations which are sent up to them by
your branch committees. A special committee

of the council was appointed some time ago

with a request that it would endeavour to find a

central and suitable site in London upon which
the Institute could make its permanent home, and
a home which would be adequate for its require-

ments. This committee is composed of gentlemen

who well know the square mile in which it is neces-

sary we should locate ourselves. The committee

have, from time to time, presented to the council

reports, from which we find that they have had
several sites before their notice, some of which
they have inspected, but have found them to be

iinsuitable either from position, surroundings,

or price. We must, therefore, exercise our

patience, and rely upon the committee doing all

that it can. The task of finding such a site as

we want is not so easy as we countrymen are

apt to imagine, so we must console ourselves

with the fact that while we are waiting our

iunds are increasing. At the same time, I do not

intend to let the matter rest undisturbed during

my year of office. A year or two ago an
application was made by the Institute for a

Eoyal Charter of Incorporation, but the hopes

•which we then had of obtaining it were not

realised. Certain chartered societies placed every

obstacle they could in our way ; but, much to the

disappointment of the council, no opportunity

•was given to them to answer the objections which
these bodies put forward. However, the six or

seven thousand auctioneers, who contribute a

very large sum to the revenue annually in licence

duty, consider that the Institute ought to have a

Charter. The council have no intention of

allowing the matter to remain where it is, and
•when the next application is made we shall have
a stronger force behind us, and we shall profit by
the experience gained in our last attempt.

r.lRLI.lMEXTARY 11CTKESENT.\TI0N.

I have often been struck by the absence from
our discussions of matters which affect our local

self-government. One of my predecessors in the

honourable position which I now occupy, 5Ir.

W. Poland Peck, of the well-known firm of

Messrs. Hampton and Sons, London, expressed

the hope in his presidential address that sooner or

later, as the Institute grew in importance, we
should be able to be represented in Parliament by
some of our best qualified members. This happy

state I hope we may some day attain. It is not

ray intention, however, to ask your consideration

of this question now, but rather to bring to your
notice some matters connected with our system of

local self-government which, in my opinion,

demand the attention of thoughtful men.

Ml'XICir.iL EXPENDITVRE.

You are already aware that the present rate of

municipal expenditure has caused a considerable

amount of anxiety among a large section of the

thinking public, and some of our prominent
statesmen and others have felt compelled to refer

to it. You have no doubt observed a growing
tendency during recent years on the part of a

large number of municipal bodies towards a large

increase in their expenditure, and, as a natural

consequence, an increase in both rates and rentals.

While I am not wishing to place unnecessary

restriction upon careful expenditure, necessary

for the good government and improvement of our
municipalities, I think the time has arrived when
cixiT local governing bodies should seriously con-

sider the subject of municipal trading, and see

whether it is not desirable that a limit should be
drawn in that direction. I have been much
impressed by the statement that the municipal

indebtedness of England and Wales was at that

time upwards of 300 million pounds, or little short

of £10 per head of the population, and from
statistics relating to the growth of our munici-

pal debt, I learn that the growth of the popula-

tion has been very greatly outpaced by the

growth of the debt in .ShetBeld, in Liverpool,

and in London ; and in Sheffield by that of the

rates to the extent of 115 per cent., while I have
no doubt it will considerably astonish you to find

that this record for so large and important a city

as Sheffield has been complistely eclipsed by that

of our own borough of Cardiff, where the increase

has been at the rate of ISO per cent. May I also

direct your attention to the speech made by Mr.
Austen Chamberlain in introducing his Budget
to the House of Commons on April 5, 190i.

According to a report of his speech a statement

has been published which gives the increase

in the rates raised by local authorities between
1880 and 1S92. In 1880 the local rates of the

United Kingdom amounted to £22,160,099,

whereas in 1902 these local rates had increased

to £16, 138.771—that is to say, in 22 years the

amount had been more than doubled. It there-

fore seems to me that these are matters which
require the gravest and most careful consideration

of all good citizens. A\'e must not lose sight of

the fact, which I have already mentioned, that in

consequence of this heavy expenditure assess-

ments have to be increased, rates have to be
made and paid, and rents have to be raised, with

the result that—in my experience, and I have no
doubt in the experience of many of you—much
greater difficulty is found both in letting and
selling properties in town districts, as there is

not the same eager desire now that there was
some 15 or 20 years ago on the part of investors

to put their savings into such properties. So
far as my own experience is worth anything,

that does not apply to properties in the country

which do not come within areas of municipal

administration. Therefore it appears that this

large expenditure is seriously affecting the pro-

perty market. I am old enough to recollect

that there was formerly no difficulty whatever

in dealing with any kind of town property

;

there was usually a brisk demand, and the

difficulty (of course, I am speaking locally) was
to find sutticient town property for investment.

Is'ow you have any number of properties, but

comparatively few investors. Then we are

seriously affected in another way. I venture to

think that other members of the profession

practising in this district will agree with me that

in consequence of the high rates during recent

years those who have wished to bring important

industries into our district have been obliged to

change their plans and to go to more favoured

neighbourhoods. Is it possible that means can be

found whereby some of our more prominent

citizens and successful business men can be

induced to take a mors active part in the ad-

ministration of our local affairs L'nfoitunately,

the methods which have been adopted by candi-

dates in order to secure election, and which
present custom and circumstances force upon any
candidate who would enter the field with any hope

of success, are as a rule distasteful to our best

commercial men. and exercise a strong deterrent

influence upon them. Again, most municipal

elections are now fought on party lines, and it is

made still more difficult to obtain as candidates

men of known reputation who have refused to be

associated with political organisations ; thus the

services of many men whose experience and
business acumen would be of the greatest value

to the community are lost ; but if circumstances

to which I have alluded as being objectionable to

them could be removed, a large number of ex-

tremely useful men—men •jvell acquainted with

the principles of finance and economy—would be

willing to share the responsibilities of government

.

UVRAL EXODVS.

Another question which I have thought fit to

place before you is that of the depletion of our

agricultural districts—shall I say their depopula-

tion r It may be suggested that this is hardly a

question which materially affects us as a body ;

liut if such a suggestion be made, may I be
pardoned for dissenting from it. Apart from the

Imperial view of the question, a large number of

members of the Institute are deeply interested in

the prosperity of the agricultural industry of this

country, and what afllects agricultural in general

affects that branch of the profession to which
they belong. I am convinced that something
should be done to check this wholesale denuding
of our country districts. I am strongly of opinion

that, so far as we locally are concerned, powerful

religious influences, which were exerted some
five-and-twenty or thirty years ago, towards pre-

venting the often innocent amusements which
took place in the country districts have resulted

in removing from the country some of the few
attractions which its life posses^'ed, and have thus

worked to the disadvantage of the agricultural

interest. I have been favoured by the Secretary

of the Central Chamber of Agriculture with

a copy of the proceedings of that body. I

find that a committee was appointed to con-

sider this question of rural depoj.ulation, and
has now presented its report. It states, among
other things, that the committee are of opinion

that cottages with better accommodation and
gardens or allotments, where necessary, and
greater facilities for industrious labourers to

acquire land for small holdings of various sizes,

and instruction in schools, of a more practical

kind, would keep up an adequate supply of

labour. As a large number of you are materially

interested in agricultural progress, I invite your
careful consideration of this subject. I would
like to suggest that you who are members, or

have friends who are members of the various

.Agricultural Chambers, should endeavour to have
this question placed upon their agendas for dis-

cussion. Also, as the council of the Institute has

determined to engage experts to lecture at our

various branches during the winter session, I

would suggest that these questions, to which I

have referred, would form most instructive matter

for consideration. And while I am on this sub-

ject I would like to suggest that there are many
of our own members who are admirably qualified

to read papers on this and many other questions

of importance. I hope the dropping of the hint

in my presidential address may be the means of

inducing some of them to favour us by reading

papers either at our provincial quarterly gather-

ings or at one of our regular sessional meetings

in London.

RATIXG or LAND VALUES.

Another matter which I have been considering

has been the Bill introduced into Parliament

bearing upon the rating of land values. It is

certain that this ([uestion will be revived during

the next Parliament, and being one of a very

complex character, it requires the grave and
earnest attention of all persons interested in the

management and sale of land.

FISCAL REFORM.

I would invite your perusal of the presidential

address of our esteemed friend Mr. Albert

Buck, of Worcester, which was delivered to the

Surveyors' Institute for the year 1903-1901.

You wUl find it full of useful information.

There is one paragraph in it which is very brief)-

and for which Mr. Buck excuses himself because

it is more or less a matter of party politics. He
refers to the question of fiscal reform. For the

same reason which actuated Mr. Buck—•viz., that

party politics are not allowed to enter into our

discussions, I refrain from sapng anything

further on this subject than that during my
experience I have had occasion to break up and

disperse piecemeal several important manu-
factories, on which hundreds of thousands of

pounds had been spent in erection and equip-

ment, and which it has been impossible to carry
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on in face of foreign competition. There are

many other subjects on which I should like to

speak to you, but time does not permit. I must
content myself with dealing with a few matters
which must be described as affecting auctioneers

as a body. I think it should be better known
that we are not banded together simply for a
particular trade purpose, and while we hare
endeavoured to arrange a fair and equitable

scale of charges for our guidance, this is not the
primary object of our institution. Our first and
foremost aim is to enrol amongst our members
men who are duly qualified by practice and
experience, whose reputations in the discharge of

their duties have been proved to be iinimpeach-
able, and to see that no person of questionable
reputation can enter our ranks.

ESSEXTIALS OF THE PROFESSION.

Personally I think the time is rapidly approach-
ing when we shall have, like our neighbours, the
Surveyors' lostitute, to discontinue the acceptance
of members with the practice qualification only,
and when those who wish to enrol themselves
amongst our number must be able to pass an
examination as our younger members now do. I
would not like to conclude my remarks without
pointing out to the younger members of the pro-
fession the necessity for preparing themselves for
the qualification by examination, because we look
to them to form the future governing bodies of
the Institute, and they can only do so if they have
become properly qualified for the position. So
varied and important is the business which is

nowadays entrusted to the qualified auctioneer
that he has become an indispensable factor in
modem civilisation ; therefore, it is the more
imperative that he should receive an adequate
training for the work which he is called upon
to perform. There are many qualities, however,
other than those of the mere handy intermediary
which go to the earning of the auctioneer's com-
mission. He must be well versed in knowledge
of the world and its affairs, and must possess, in
critical insight into human nature, and in
general alertness of faculty, an ability much
above the average. If proof were needed of the
amount of skill which is required in the calling
of the auctioneer, it would be found in that
surest of all evidences : the tendency of his busi-
ness to specialise and subdivide itself into a
variety of branches. The professional vendor of
all commodities gradually becomes the expert
valuer of a particular class of commodities, and
purchasers of property of that description gravi-
tate towards him, until, by a process akin to
that of natural selection, he is definitely classified
under the head of a distinct species. Then a
process of action and reaction commences. The
high repi.to of the valuer increases the business
of the auctioneer, and the increased business of
the auctioneer enlarges the experience and culti-
vates the critical capacity of the valuer. Thus it

ia that to bo in the foremost rank in any one
branch of auctioneering generally implies, I think
we may claim, the possession of exceptional
breadth of knowledge and soundness of judgment

jupon the class of property with which that branch '

is concuined. There are auctioneers who are as I

good judges of the agriciUtural and other capacities
of land as the most experienced landlord or
farmer: auctioneers who know the points of a
horse as well as the cutest of trainers ; auctioneers
who can hold their own with the best wine-
tasters in the trade, and, most difficult dis-
tinction of all, there are auctioneers who yield
to no artist or art critic in tho soundness of their
judgments upon artistic productions. As you

\ all know, gentlemen, tho auctioneer has to act,
t only in the interests of tho vendor, but as tho
-ally-appointed agent between the vendor and

iho purchaser, and must balance the scalosovenly
and fairly between both parties. A vocation
which promotes amongst its successful prac-
titioners tho development of gifts so valuable as
these requires to bo carefully guarded and
protected. That I know, gentlemen, you will all

'

endeavour to do. And while upholding those !

prmciplos it is also our duty to see that the '

modern methods, adopted by some members of tho
profession for securing business, and which, I

believe, are calculated to lower the standin^'of'
our profession, should not be allowed to bo "on-
tinucd without somi; strong expression of dis-
approval, and see that every etfv,rt is made to
prevent their continuance
Mr. ('. K Uovoy, Cardiff, proposed a veto of

thanks to the president.
Mr. .;. E. Uunn, Cardiff, seconded the mo'ion,

which was carried with acclamation.

HOXOriilXCi THE EX -PRESIDENT.

The President said it was his pleasure and duty
to present 'Sir. Townsend Green, the late presi-

dent, with a memento of his period of office in

the shape of a badge as a token of their apprecia-

tion of his valuable services.

Mr. Green briefly returned thanks, and assured

the members that he should always look back upon
his year of office as one of the pleasantcst in his

life.

COUNXIL MEETIXG.

A meeting of the council was subsequently
held. There were present :—Mr. David Thomas
Alexander (president) in the chair. Messrs. J. IT.

Townsend Green, Edward Dobson (Bradford),

W. Koland Peck (London), WUliam A. Dew
(Bangor), and W. Bennett Rogers (London), past

presidents; Robert Buckell (Oxford), Wm.
WeatherheaJ (Keighley), and Douglas Young
(London), vice-presidents : Charles Appleton
(Leeds), W. M. Battersby (Dublin) Jumes Boyton
(London), Henry D. Buckland (Windsor), W.
Wilkinson Cox (Torquay), Arthur G. Dilley

(Huntingdon), Thomas Grimley (Birmingham),
T. Rule Owen (Haverfordwest), and Edwin
Partridge (Derby). Mr. William Thomson
(Liverpool) was elected a member of the council.

The following dates were fixed for the council

meetings for the year 1905 :—Friday, March 10,

Friday, May 12, Friday, September 1, and
Friday, December 8. The report of the Finance
Committee showing investments -to the credit of

the Institute amounted to £4,607 3s. 3d., and a

balance at the bankers, after deducting all

accounts due to the end of last July, amounting
to £'2'J8, was received and adopted, and it was
resolved that a further sum of £200 be invested

in Local Loans 3 per cent, stock. The Finance
Committee reported that there was a sum of £1,634
83. 2d. standing to the credit of the Institute

Benevolent Fund . The following were admitted to

Fellowship in the Institute :—Mr. Thomis Smith
Adams, Jlold, Korth Wales ; Mr. Cecil Freeman
Barrell (Escritt and Barrell), Grantham ; Mr.
Charles Theobald Boardman, Haverhill, Suffolk

;

Mr. Benjamin I'Anson Breach (Farebrother,
Ellis, Egerton, Breach, Galsworthy, and Co.),

London ; Jlr. Arthur George Brown, Thrapston :

Mr. Frederick William Fuller, Weymouth : Jlr.

Joseph Henry Howarth, Burnley; Mr. W. H.
Jordan, Worthing ; Mr. Francis Robert Jackson
(Harris and Jackson), Abingdon; Mr. Henry
Jones, Liverpool ; Mr. Arthur John JIarsden
(G. Blarsden and Son), Wirksworth, Derbyshire

;

Mr. Herbert PickersgUl, Dewsbury ; Mr. John
George Rodgers Porter, I )magh, Co. Tyrone

;

Mr. Ernest C. Rowe (Mark Rowe and Sons),

Exeter; Mr. William Ingram Selwyn, Keigate.
The following were admitted to Associateship :

—

Mr. Walter JSIatthew BuU, Chippenham : Mr.
Edward Latimer Xickels, Tunbridge Wells ; Mr.
Henry John Redman, Burgess Hill ; Mr. Davis
Welby (Dyke, Jackson, and Welby), Fai-ingdon,
Berks; Mr. William Wallace Withers, Sandown,
Isle of Wight.

VISIT TO DDWLAIS lUONWOKKS.

While the members of the council were meet-
ing in private, the ordinary members with their

friends divided into two parties, one of which
visited Cardiff Castle and Llandafi Cathedral,
and the other the Dowlais Iron and Steel Works.
The latter party, which was accompanied by Mr.
Hubert Alexander and Councillor Illtyd Thomas,
proceeded to the Dowlais Works by a special

tramcar. At the works they were met by the
manager (Jlr. Foster Martin), who conducted
them over the extensive premises and explained
the various processes, beginning with the
finished article and tracing it back through
several stages to the raw material. .V particularly
interesting feature was iho new Talbot furnace.
At tho Dowlais Works American methods and
appliances have to a largo exlont been adopted.
Tho bed of pigs is picked up by an overhead
travelling carrier and taken away to le
mechanically broken up and put into trucks.
Jlany other labour-saving arrangements have
been introduced. (In leaving the works tho party
proceeded by a specially iraproviscl train which
went tho whole length of tho new dock and
enabled tho visitors to obtain a splendid view of

the large undertaking. A short walk to tho
Docks tram terminus followed, and a special

tramcar conveyed tho party to the Royal Hotel,
where luncheon was partaken of.

UO>IAX IlIi.MAIN.S AT Till; CASTl.i;.

In the meanwhile a largo party paid a visit

of inspection to the castle, where they were
received by Mr. E. W. Montague Corbett,
F.R.I.B.A., who personally conducted them over
the inclosure and the different parts of the
edifice. Mr. Corbett first led the way to the
Roman remains, and explained that there had
been a vague tradition as to Cardiff having been
a Roman station. No proof of that fact was
forthcoming until within the last few years,
when the late Lord Bute causfd headings to be
driven into the mound of earth which had been
thrown up by the Saxons and which surrounded
the inclosure. It was then discovered that
Roman masonry existed. His Lordship then had
a section on the north face opened out, and was
so fortunate as to discover the ancient north
gate with the guard rooms. The party were
then taken to these remains, and ilr. Corbett
pointed out the masonry work of preservation
now in progress. Subsequently, tkirting the
keep, the visitors entered the modern residence,

and were shown through the different rooms,
the florid decorations and the rich elaboration

of the work being greatly admired. It was felt

to be impossible in the short time to fully ap-
preciate tho wealth of decoration which the late

Lord Bute was instrumental in bringing into

being in Cardiff Castle. The party were then
driven to Llandaff, where they visited the
cathedral.

THE TOWX n.^LL.

Another section of visitors inspected the new
town-hall, designed by Messrs. Lanchester,
Rickards, and Steward, and now nearing com-
pletion. This beautiful building, situate in the
vicinity of the Castle, covers several acres of

ground. A close inspection of the place was
made by the party. As usual with such a body
of practical men, various estimates were made of

the cost of construction, and these were found to

differ very little from the £300,000 which it was
communicated to them was about the total sum.
The market and other parts of the town were also

found to furnish a deal of interesting matter,
whilst the museum, which contains a collection

of Swansea and other fine old china, was the
Mecca of more than one connoisseur.

GARDEN PARTY AT DINAS POWIS.

Bryneithin, the charmingly situated residence
of Mr. D. T. Alexander, at Dinas Powis, was
the scene during the afternoon of a garden
party. Here the president of the Auctioneers'

Institute and Mrs. Alexander dispensed hospita-

lity to a large company, which included, in
addition to the members of the Institute and their

wives, man}' well-known local families. A special

train conveyed the party from Riverside Station,

Cardiff, at 3 o'clock, and brought the visitors back
to Cardiff at 6 o'clock.

BANQUET AT THE ROYAL HOTEL.

The Institute delegates were entertained at a
banquet at the Royal Hotel, Cardiff', in the even-
ing, by the South Wales and Monmouthshire
Branch of the Auctioneers' Institute. Mr. W. J.

Rees, J. P. , Swansea, president of the local branch,

presided over a large and representative company.
He was supported at the cross table by Councillor
Lewis Jlorgan (Deputy Mayor of Cardiff), Mr.
D. T. Alexander (President Auctioneers' Insti-

tute), Sir GrifKth Thomas (Mayor of Swansea),
Sir Alfred Thomas, Jf.P., Sir Robert Jlorris,

Colonel Sir John E. Bingham (Sheflield), Alder-
man E. Dobson, J P., Mr. W. Roland Peck
(ex-President), Mr. E. W. M. Corbett, J.P., Mr.
E. Franklin Thomas (President Cardiff Chamber
of Commerce), Col. -V. P. James (President Cardiff

Law Society), vtc. Tho Rev. J. R. Buckley gavo
the " Auctioneers' Institute of the I'nited

Kingdom," which, ho said, by tho thorough-
ness of its organisation and the excellence of its

objects, had conferred a great boon upon the

members. In Mr. D. T. Alexander tho Insti-

tute had a president whom Cardiff delighted

to honour for his sterling qualities.—Mr. 1). T.
-Mexander, President of tho Institute, wan
loudly applauded on rising to respond. He fir t

traced tho development of tho Institute, paid

tribute to Jlr. Dew for his spirited and generous
work in connection with tho formation of tho

benevolent fund, and then ho expressed tho hopo
that the delegates would leave Cardiff with many
favourable and kindly recollections of Iho extreme
cordiality with which they had been received.

Jlr. Jas. Boyton submitted' " The Legal Profes-

sion," and Colonel .V. P. James, President Cardiff

liaw Socictv, responded. In giving " Tho Trado

of South Wales," Jlr. Geo. David, OtUcial
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Receiver, Cardiff, said that the Auctioneero'

Institute, in fixing upon Cardiff as a place for its

annual meeting, had done so because they knew
the great commercial importance which Cardiff

held. In replying, Sir Griffith Thomas humor-
ously remarked that Mr. Geo. David was a very
good judge of IraJe ; many people "passed
through his hands," hut they aU regretted the
necessity of that process. The staple trades of

South Wales were far better than those of many
other districts ; but he wished the Principality

would develop many trades instead of adhering
to a few. Councillor Lewis Morgan, Deputy-
Mayor of Cardiff, responded in a happy speech,

in which he alluded to the municipal and
commercial enterpr's; of Cardiff, whose rate-

payers, he said , were most modest and uncomplain-
ing. Mr. C. E. Dovey, J. P., on behalf of the local

members, presented Mr. Hubert Alexander with
a handsome inkstand in recognition of his ser-

vices as local secretary, and Jlr. Douglas Young,
on behalf of the visitors, presented him with a
silver spirit flask. The company broke in with
" He's a jolly good fellow." There was an out-

burst of applause as Mr. Alexander rose to reply,

and it was renewed when he concluded a brief

speech with " My motto is what you have to do,

do with all your might." Mr. C. E. Dovey
submitted " Our Guests and Visitors," and Sir

Alfred Thomas (who alluded to the importance of

the Auctioneers" Institute, and to his long and
valued friendship with Mr. D. T. Alexander),
Major General Lee, and Mr. Grimley responded.
Mr. R. Forrest, in submitting the toast of " The
Chairman," referred to Mr. Rees as " the man of

the day," whose expert knowledge was much
sought after and valued.

DOCKS AND WHARVES ON THE
THAMES.*

A SECOND edition of this little work on
"Particulars of Dry and Wet Docks,

Wharves, Sec, on the Thames," compiled by
Mr. Chas. H. Jordan, M.I.N.A., Hon. Freeman
of the Worshipful Company of Shipwrights, &c.

,

has been revised and much enlarged by the addi-
tion of information as to theAVet Docks, a list of all

the wharves and riverside premises on both sides

of the Thames from London Bridge to BlackwaU,
list of lices of vessels and the docks used by them,
and a list of public mooting buoys on the river,

maps, &c. As surveyor on the chief ship sur-
veyor's staff of Lloyd's Register of Shipping, Mr.
Jordan possesses all the qualifications necessary
for the compilation of a work of this useful
•description. To the shipping public such par-
ticulars as are here given must be of special value.

The dimensions of the various docks and their

depth of sill below T.H.W. are of great value,

and must have taken considerable labour to

collect. It will be impossible to adequately give
an idea of Mr. Jordan's particulars primed in

tabular form. The Dry Docks are first given

;

these include 2S different docks, with their length
and breadth in feet and inches, breadth at

entrance sill, relation to dock bottom, depth
below Trinity High Water, a constant for height
of high water, materials of construction, how
closed, whether by iron caisson or wood gates, the
locality of dock, and all particulars relating .to

proprietors. City office, telegraphic address, and
mode of access from city. Next follow a list of

gridirons and slips, with full dimensions, tonnage
of vessel capable of being taken . The particulars of

wet docks comprise all the docks, with their length
and width, water area, depth, entrance dimen-
sions, how closed, length of quayage, number
of jetties, cranes. City offices, and other informa-
tion. Thus, as an example, the Surrey Commercial
comprise se\en different docks, the Albion,
Canada, Greenland, Island, Lady, Lavender,
Norway, Russia, South, Stave, &c. ; the length
and width of each is given, the Greenland dock
being the longest, with a water area of 22^ acres,
and a depth below T.H.W. of 23ft. 6in. In the
last column it is stated: "These do.ks contain
timber ponds with a water area of 62 acres
for the storage of floated timber. Sheds
for the storage of wood goods provide room
for 61,000 standards of 165c. ft. The grain
•warehouses have storage room for 271,000
quarters. Some of these warehouses are equipped

with portable hydraulic cranes on the dock quays
for the discharge of cargoes from vessels along-
side, and delivery into the granaries. The
cranes are fitted with Priestman's self-filling and
self-diecharging buckets, the labour of filling and
emptying the buckets being dispensed with. The
grain is lifted out of the vessel by the buckets

and delivered in'o portable hoppers which travel

en rails outside the buildings, and from the
hoppers it is passed on to weighing machines.
As the grain leaves the weighing michine, it is

taken up and handled by a complete sj stem of

band machinery by which it is distributed to any
part of the different floors in the granaries, as

may be desired." The Tilbury Docks (six

altogether) ate next desciibcd, having an average
length (main dock) of l,S18ft. and a width of

600ft., with a water area of 25 acres and a depth
below T.H.W. of 38ft. In the last column it

is recorded the hydraulic and steam travelling

crane lift 1?7 tons each. The floating steam-
crane "Mammoth" lifts 30 tons. There are

four dry docks, and vessels can enter the docks
at any state of the tide. In the West India
Docks between Limehouse and BlackwaU there

are 11 large warehouses capable ot holding
95,000 tons of goods and having refrigerating

chambers capable of storing about 100,000 car-

cases of sheep. The vault accommodation is

large, with large sheds for timber storage. In
the BlackwaU Basin is a dry dock, and there
is railway communication with all the principal

railway lines. The cranes lifts up to 30 tons,

and the floating derrick "Elephant" is capable
of lifting 20 tons. The list of wharves and river-

side premises from London Bridge to BlackwaU
with the names of proprietors and situation on
the north and south sides of river wiU be found
of great convenience for reference, and these

occupy 30 pages of the book. The list of moorings
is also of much value, and these entries give the

situation, depth of water at low-water mark,
number of vessels which each tier can accommo-
date, number of buoys, i:c. The lines of vessels

to and from London, and the docks used by them,
complete the speoial information. Tables follow

of Admiralty knots and equivalent statute miles.

A footnote states that a statute mile = 5,2S0ft.

The geographical mile. Admiralty knot = 6,080ft.

MOes X -8684 = knots; knots ;. 1-151 = miles,

etc. A time and knot table gives speed in knots
corresponding to the time occupied by vessels in

running a measured knot, and a table of distances

on the T'hames, measured from central arch of

London Bridge down centre of river, will be found
useful. There are seven well-drawn maps of the

river from London Bridge to BlackwaU, Black-
waU to Barking, Barking to Erith, Erith to

Broadness, Broadness to Gravesend Reach, to Sea
Reach, and to the Nore. These are to a good scale,

and divided into squares for reference, 80 chains

to the statute mile. Mr. Jordan's compilation,
which represents a laborious coUection of valuable
data, that mutt have taken many years to bring
together and arrange in systematic order, must
possess special value to all who have business
relations with the docks and wharves of the River
Thames. As a directory of the Thames and its

riverside properties, it will be found of use also to

contractors and builders, timber merchants, and
others who have need of a means of reference
which no other book will provide, and the maps
add greatly to its value. We can recommend it

to all our readers as a useful office guide.

• Particulars of Dry Docks. Wet Docks, Wharvea, &o.,
on the Thames. C, mpiled by Chas. H. JoEOiN.M.I.N.A

,

Burfeyor on the Chief Ship Surveyor's Staff of Lloyd's
Be^fattr of Briti:-h and Foreign Shipping:. Second
edition, enlarged. London : E. and F. N. Spon. Ltd..
12i, Strand

MUNICIPAL ENGINEERS AT SALTLEY,
BIRMINGHAM.

MEMBERS of the Incorporated Association of

Municipal and County Engineers spent
Saturday at the Birmingham Tame and Rea
District Drainage Board Works, the occasion
being the Midland district meeting. There was
a large attendance, due, no doubt, to the fact that

on the immense area of land occupied by the
Board various methods of sewage treatment are

at present to be found, and among them some
interesting and valuable experiments in bactsrial

treatment, which it is hoped will solve some of

the problems with which the drainage board has
for a long time been faced. The visitors went
out to Forge MUIs Station by an early morning
train. They were met there by conveyances, and
driven along one of the main elHuent conduits
across land worked on the downward intermittent
filtration principle. The first stop of any dura-
tion, however, was at Minworth Graves, where
are situated the percolating beds which form the

last stage in the process of purification by thebac-

'e-ia process. Th.T members had had the advan-
tage of leading a detailed description of these

works in a paper prepared by Jlr. A. Bryan for

submission to a mee'.ing to be held later in the

c'ay, and they were thus prepared for a close

tXimination of the works which have been under-
taken at this pjint. Briefly described, the

stwage from the septic tanks at Saltley passes

through a regulating chamber into Dortmund
tanks, designed lor the lemoval of suspended
or floating matter from the septicised sewage.
From these tanks the sewage passes to the

bacteria beds, over which it is distributed by
var'ous methods, such as revolving arms or fixed

spray jets, the explanation of the variation

being that this portion of the work is still largely

in an experimental stage. Mr. Bryan's paper

gave many details concerning the different

systems, the construction of the beds, and also

described a device intended to secure the proper
regulation of the flow to the tanks in dry weather.

The sewage is taken from the conduit from
Saltley into a chamber fitted with a hydraulic

penstock. It then passes into a gangway pond,
and then over the main regulating weir of the

apparatus. Messrs. Dodd and Dodd, of Birming-
ham, designed the apparatus which regulated the

flow. The operation of the apparatus is as

follows :—The variation in the height cf the

water flowing over the weir raises or depresses a

float, which sets in motion the piston of a regu-

lating valve controlling the water supply to a
hydrauUc cylinder, which operatss the penstock.

As the float faUs with the dtcreated flow of

sewage, the water-valve is operated, and the

penstock is opened, and vive rerxd. One of the

features of the apparatus is that it can be regu-

lated to deliver any desired volume. Although
the bacteria beds are described as in the " experi-

mental " stage, the visitors were able to see a
comparatively clear inoffensive effluent given off.

They were also shown the " medium preparing
works"—a machine for breaking up slag, stone,

or bricks into the sizes required in the filUng of

the beds. Another vibit was paid to sand-gravel
washing and concrete-mixing machinery, A
long time was spent over the inspection of these

sections of the works. At the conclusion the

members were at vVater Oiton Bridge, and they
were driven from there to the Home Farm at

Tyburn, where Mr. John D. Watson, engineer to

the Drainage Board, entertained them at lunch.

hirmixgham's sew.^cie difikulties.

At the conclusion of the lunch, on the proposi-

tion of the president, the members toasted Mr.
Watson, who, in reply, expressed the pleasure it

had been to conduct the visitois over the farm.

As to the work carried on there, he said that one
reason why they had done something in the way
of purification of sewage was that they had a

very exceUent beard. They had a drainage

board conttitutei by Act of Parliament, and
including the city of Birmingham (which was
the predominant partner), Atton, Hmdsworth,
Erdington, Smethwick, Sutton Coldfield, and one
or two other places. These had combined for the

purpose of treating the sewage of a great popula-
tion of somewhere about 850,000 persons. They
had their difficulties. Formerly the whole system
was that of broad irrigation ; now they were
changing their methods and were finding diffi-

culties in making the change. There were the

difficulties of getting rid of sludge. They had
not been able to make precipitating tanks aU at

once. They had required to give the matter a

great deal of consideration, and even now he was
not prepared to say that they had done aU they
ought to do. They had a s-wage which was difficult

to septicise. It contained not more than three or

fourhundred thousand micro-organisms, which was
largely due to the fact that the sewage contained

a large number of iron salts, with acids of various

kinds, and when they tried to septiciee the sewage
they occasionaUy found it was a'most impossible.

Another great change was the construction of

bacteria beds. Each bed was a quarter of an
acre, and big enough to purify a quarter of a

million gallons. They were aU more or less dif-

ferent. They had not an idea that they had
solved the tewage problem. They believed they

bad a great deal to learn . The reason they were
making the beds different was that they felt

they had some knowledge to acquire yet which
was really essential . His hope was that in five

or ten years' time they would see the land they

had passed through that morning—land covered

with crude sewage—aU under grass. They were
not diEsatisfied with land treatment. They found
that from it they cculd obtain a purification of
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92 per cent, and sometimes 93 per cent. That

was a big purification, and he d'd not expect to

get more from the bacteria beds : bat if they

could minimise the area required for the disposal

of sewage they -would minimise the chance of

nuitance, and that was a great thing. The
drainage board had acquired nearly six miles ol

the Valley of the Tame, and it was almost im-

possible to go further. While thfy found they

were curtailed in that way the population of the

district grew in such a ratio that if they were to

continue the system of broad irrigation and down-

ward intermittent filtration they would have to

aquire and lay out an acre and a quarter per

week.
Mr. Davis took the chair for the district

meeting which followed. The papers, in addition

to that already mentioned were :
" Recent Expe-

rience in Sewage and Sludge Disposal at the

Saltley Outfall Works of the Birmingham Tame
and Ilea District Drainage Board," by Mr. George

A. Hart ; aed " Description of Refuse Dettructor

and Electrical Power Generating Station in Course

of Erection at Saltley," by Mr. D. J. Roberts.

Mr. Hart described the engineering features of

the works dedicated to the tank treatment of the

sewage and disposal of the sludge, and gave an

outline of the methods of treatment which have

been adopted. In connection with the latter

portion of his subject, he gate some interesting

results of analysis and observations made during

the transition from the old form of lime treat-

ment, which has now been abandoned in favour

of bacterial treatment. At the Saltley works

with which the paper dealt are situated the septic

tanks, in which the first portion of the new treat-

ment takes place. His paper contained, among
other tables, two which compared the cost of the

old method with the new. These gave the total

annual cost of sludge disposal during liming

operations, at "•2(1. per cubic yard, as £7,785,

and the total annual cost of removal and disposal

of 250,000 cubic yards of sludge by existing

method (equivalent to 2-96Sd. per yard) as £3,092.

A NEW DESTKUCTOU.

Mr. Roberts stated that the object of the scheme

with which he dealt is the cremation of all kinds

of ordinary house and shop refuse, and the utilisa-

tion of the othtrwise waste heat from the refuse

furnaces, for the purpose of raising steam for

generating electricity for traction and lighting

purposes. The paper contained a detailed de-

scription of the scheme, which is now only in

its initial stages. The destructor-house is to be

in two floors. The ground floor will be occupied

with the furnaces or " cells," clinkeriog area,

kc, while the first floor will contain the refuge-

hoppers, Sec. The boiler - house is to afford

accommodation for three boilers, one economiser,

and the necessary flues. The boilers are to be of

the Lancashire type, constructed for a working
pressure of IGOIb. per square inch. Two of these

boiltrij will be gas-fired

—

i.e., by gas from the

furnaces, with which they are to be connected

—

and the third will be for coal-firing, and will

be a " stand-by." The generating plant in the

power station will consist of two three-pha=e

generators, direct-driven by Bellis engines, each

capable of developing 175B.H.P., at a steam
pressure of l:i()lb. The generators are B.T.H.
standard, ll.'ikw.—2,000 volts, 50 cycles — re-

volving field thrte-phase generators. A small

lighting set will also be placed in the engine-

room for the purpose of lighting the power
station and the jireeipitation tanks at Saltley.

The estimated cost is : Corporation of Birming-
ham, for destructor, £17,010; drainage board,

for boiler- house and power station, with their

equipment, £S,i;02 ; total, £25,708.

On the proposition of the president, seconded

by Mr. Lacy (Oswestry), a very cordial vote of

thanks was givi n to the authors of the piipers,

which Wire taken as read. The members then
drove on to Saltley to visit the works described

by Mr. Hart and -Mr. Roberts. Mr. Watson and
his assistants again accompanied the party, and
explained the character of the works.

STRENGTH OF WOODEX PILLARS.

THE building by-law for the regulation of the
construction of buildings for Toronto, as

prepared by the city architect, Mr. Mct.'ulluiii,

contains a number of formuhc for the strengtli of

pillars and beams, which we find hare been
worked out in tabulated form by Mr. John S.

Fielding, C.E , M.E., of that city, who has been
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consulted by some of the leading architects in

regard to this matter.

The tables cover the formubc on pages 43, 44,

and 45 of the Building l!y-law Xo. 440S, as passed

.lu'.y 0, 1904, and on this page we present sheet

ii, which gives the breaking loads and tafe loads

in square wooden pillows as allowed by Kidder,

Trautwine, and C. Shaler Smith, for white pine,

long leaf yellow pine and oak, and compares same

with the safe loads allowed by the city architect

in pillars of long leaf yellow pine.

Culumn 1 gives the size of pillar ; column 2

givfs knglh of pillar; column 3 the breaking

load in tots of 22401b. each, and the breaking load

in pounds ; column 4 gives safe load at the factor

of safety of four recommended by Kidder for

yellow pine or oak ; column 5 gives safe load at

factor of 6 recommended by Kidder for white

pine; column G gives safe loads allowed by the

city architect for yellow pine.— (.'hhikI'mii Arclii-

lett iiikI ISiiihler.

JirXlCtPAL PIIOTiHiRAPIIS.

rpill'; Medical Ollicer of Health fur liattersea

J. has made the startling innovation of illus-

trating his report with a photograph. This course

wo hope, with tlie Ihittsh .Tnnrnnl nf I'liuliKiynpIiii,

will bo followed by other oflicers, for there is no

gainsaying the fact that a health report, bo it of

the most painstaking and authoritative kind, is

rather dry reading, and is apt to be passed over

by the many and pig( on-holed by the few. But

if it is illustrated by pictures—pictures which

are true to life, and which make the citizens

acquainted with the realities of existence as ex-

perienced by their pooler nei{;hbours— it will not

be ignored or thrown away. People will want to

know what the pictures mean, and will refer to

the text, and perhaps cometo sie how much they

are, one and all, interested in the condition

of things described. The picture in this

instance represents an underground bakehouse.

A solitary photograph, taken in but one

out of the twenty -eight boroughs into which

London is divided, ia not much, liut it is

a pioneer picture which we trust by the time

that the next report is issued will have many
fcllowers. And there is a wide field for photo-

graphy here. There are, for example, the under-

ground kitchens of the restaurants, which for

some unexplained reason are not placed on the

same footing as the bakehouses. There has long

been a suspicion that some of our gorgeously-

appointed dining places have kitchens which it

would not be desirable for the diners to see. W e

want photographs of thefe places in order to

know what they are like. One if the reports

speak of a sausage thop where the moat is chopped

in a cellar in which a horse was stabled. The
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horse's duty is to turn the chopping machine, and

the only way he can lie got out of hie underground
prison is up " an inclined plane let down from the

shop floor." 'We need not hazard a guess as to

what becomes of the poor animal when his life's

work is done, hut it would he interesting to see

a photograph of that cellar. Then there are

the icecream factories of the Italian quarter,

which would need a lens of the shortest focus.

Other pictures are wanted to throw light upon
the inner working of London's huge milk

benefit of the doubt, so engineers and inspectors

of cement are justified in refusing to use cements

which leave them in this doubt. In work of

short duration and unimportant character, with

no danger to life or with a large factor of

safety, or in immense works where great lots

are being used and the doubt in only as to

a unit lot, the manufacturer should be given the

benefit of the doubt. But should there be any

doubt 'r There maybe, but it should be small.

The attempt to form a judgment is a complicated

dustry. According to one iledical Officer, the mental process based upon a number of observa-

deaths in England"from the use of unclean and tions and experiments, not all of which are known
positively to be exact or to rest upon an infallible

basis, but all of which, pointing in the same
polluted milk number *'many thousands" an-

nually. It is here that photomicrographs would
usefully supplement ordinary camera pictures. direction, carry conviction to the mind. It is

Itisahastonishingthingthatinspiteof'sanitary ! true chemistry and physics are exact Eciences

laws, and laws against adulteration, the things and exact measurements are expected to be used,

reported by these medicil gentlemen should be
allowed to go on almost unchecked. If photo-

graphy can help, as we believe it can, in venti-

lating evils fraught with such danger to the

community, it has surely never been applied to a

better purpose.
^M

PRACTICAL CEMENT CONTROL.*

but indefiniteness of detail is not always in

exactnesn. Chemical analysis is not to be recom-

mended as a means to be resorted to unless the

cement is coming in large lots and the samples

aje representative of the general output of the

mill. Loss on ignition, however, should be fre-

quently determined, and perhaps alkalinity of

water solution. To call for detailed chemical

analyses of samples representing small lots will

BREVITY, if it promotes clearness, is very result in either an excessive cost of insurance or

much needed in the discussion of practical i

the employment of a grade of chemical talent

cement control. The details of ewjry conceivable !

"wbich will be no insurance. As an example ot

test have been published and republished, experi- :
sustained, fair, and conclusive work ot mspecUon

mented upon, tried and retried, discussed and
again discussed, and some of the results, even
where the subject and work were meritorious,

have been to confuse the minds of engineers,

architects, and constructors. There is a mass of

misconception about Portland cement still remain-
ing in their minds, and it is more important to

correct this than it is to publish at once a standard
specification. For small work, the engineer or

architect will be concerned only with his specifica-

tion, for the second element, the inspection, must

of cement, I would refer to that inauguiated by
Mr. Edwin B. Graves, of Hartford, Conn., upon

the large work of the stone bridge to be erected

at that'city for the Connecticut River Bridge and

Ilighway District Commission, a contract which

will involve the use of 100,000 barrels ot Port-

land cement, more or leas. The specifications are

as follows :
—

Ail cement shall be pure American Portland. All

cement shall be dr>' and free from lump^, well seasoned

and free from slag or otlier waste products, sucli as

ound limestone or sand. Slanufacturers must guarantee

be done by a sampling and laboratory force which that all-cement has been seasoned or subjected toa.Tation

he cannot keep employed, but must obtain from
, f^lt^^l^^^liTortllfilT^Z^^^^^^

a chemibt specialising m materials, ior large
, tjon^ „);,ich have been made by the same mill and process

works this additional element can be supplied ' and used successfully under similar conditions to those of

upon the works, and he has a field for his personal ;

the proposed work will be considered, and the dechion of
•^ ,,,., '

•. I.- t iu i 11 i. -t • t the engineer shall be floal. The contractor sliall furnish
control which is open to him to the fullest : it is to

ji,^ engineer with all information which he may require
suchsituations that thepreseutpaper mostly applies, in regard to the record or history of the cement which he

The specification should provide for the full and 1
proposes to use. It is desirable that no change in the

careful sampling of the lots of cement offered for ' ^XSXt^rp^-^le^^nL' wmt'g^ea^'7tUt cem^t
the work ; tor their preservation till ] udgment whose makers can guarantee to supply regularly and on

has been passed upon them ; for the weighing of

occasional packages ; for the determination of the

specific gravity, fineness, setting time, tensile

strength, constancy of volume and loss on „ __ _ _

ignition. In tensile strength we have a feature ,

bags, and each package must be perfect, and have

whicdi. has always been mucli misunderstood and ?li7c™t\afto?mu?t\7epr h7ultn^rstoVh?i:eatm which we have perhaps the best held tor reform
, jjje work a sufficient supply, in the original packages, to

in the criteria of cement. The fallacies involved
|
allow a thirty-day test of esich lot or consignment of

in the twenty-four hour test are so numerous that
i

cement before any of it will be allowed to be used in the

I • 1 .1, 1 r, 1 J • iu i. i. i. 1 11 work. The cement must be stored in tiers in a suitable
certainly the labour involved m that test should '

-

time the entire quintity required. Tests, in general,

are to be in accordance with the rules of the American
Society of Civil Engineers, except where otherwise

noted or required by the engineer. All cement is

to be furnished either in first-class barrels or duck

be eliminated, gaining thereby one point
economising the cost of testing. But it should

be replaced by a three-day test in case the cement
is not held over two weeks, and this, followed by
a seven-day test, will furnish information enough,
along with the soundness and other tests, to pass

a fair judgment upon the sample. When this

again is followed by fourteen and twenty- eight

day tests the character of the cement can be
well understood. The day is coming when the
tensile strength at any one or two periods will

not be quoted as indicative of the quality of a

cement, but the curve of hardening as deter-

mined by two observations within a week, and
two more within the month will rule as being
more illuminating as to the character of the
cement. It is customary to make five briquettes
in each series and to average the results of the
figures so obtained on all. This rule is followed

by some inspectors even when the results show
gross discrepancies. Those who are accustomed
to manipulative experiments and to logical de-
ductions from numerical results know how to

ascribe values to their results in a better way
than this, and how to eliminate figures which are
obviously in error. Such operators in cemeut
testing can lessen the work by making only three
briquettes. It is in this field that much good can
be done by giving special training in a school of

cement inspection. Emphasis must be placed on
the rule that we must have as many factors as

possible for a judgment on cement. To reject a
cement upon one symptom which is indefinite

may be productive ot harm ; but as in the stability

of important structures the structure must get the

' Condensed from a paper read before the American
Society for Testing Materials by Dr. Cnis. r. McKe.\.\-a.

dry storehouse, at least 1ft- above the ground, so that

every bag or barrel is accessible for sampling and mark-
ing. Each lot or consignment received must be piled by
itself and its date of receipt plainly iodirated-In general,

samples shall be drawn from one barrel in 2j or one bag
in 100 ; but the engineer reserves the right to sample any
or all packages received, and to order a retest at any time.

No cement can be used in the work until it has been

accepted by the engineer, and each package, after ac^.ept-

ance, must bear an acceptance tag or label, to be affixed

by the engineer to each lot which has satisfactorily passed

all the tests which he desires. Any cement which has

been rejected shall be immediately removed from the

storehouse and from tlie vicinity of the work. As the

accepted cement is removed from the storehouse for use

in the work, the tags or labels must be removed or

destroyed by the engineer. Each barrel of cement must
weigli at least 3751b. net. and will be figured as 4c. ft. of

cement, loose measure. Each bag is figured to contain

one-fourth of a barrel, both in weight and measure. The
proportion of lime to silica shall be .about three to one.

Sulphuric acid, less than 1 75 per cent. Magnesia, less

than 3 per cent. Fineness shall be tested by si-,ves of best

standard make : No. 100 sieve, 10,000 meshes per sriuare

inch; No. 200 sieve, 40,000 meshes per square inch ; 95

percent, by weight must pass a No. 100 sieve; 75 per

cent, by weight must pas5 a No. 200 sieve. The
specific gravity sh.all be between 3 10 and 3-20. Initial set

not less than one hour. Final set not over eight hours.

Two cakes of neat cement shall be moulded on glass, and
be made about S.Un. in diameter, '^in. thick at the centre,

drawn down to a' sharp edge at the circumference. One
cake shall be immersed in cold water, after having set

hard, and then examined from day to day for a period of

seven days, in order to detect surface cracking and warp-

infj. The other cake, after having set hard, shall be

immersed in water at 70' Fahr., supported on a rack

above the bottom of the receptacle, and the water

gradually raised to the boiling point, and maintained at

this temperature for 24 hours. Examination of the cake at

the end of that time must show no signs of checking,

cracking, or distorting. The surface colour of these

cakes, when left in the air until they are set hard, and
after immersion in both hot and cold water, mast be

uniform throughout, of a bluish or greenish grey, and

free irom light yellowish blotches. Should the sample

fail to pass the hot-water test, the engineer reserves the

right to reject the lot or to order a retest, or to subject

the sample to chemical analysis in order to determine

whether said failure to pass the hot-water test was occa-

sioned by free lime or other deleterious conditions. The
engineer may withhold his approval until the result of

the 28-day test of the cake in cold water can be observed,

or he may order a new boiling test from new samples

drawn from the same lot but from different packages. If

the 28-day cold-water test or the second boiling test is

unsatisfactory, the lot must be rejected. Neat briquettes

must stand a minimum tensile strain per square inch :

24 hours in air, 2001b. ; 24 hours in air and six days in

water, 5001b. ; 24 hours in air and 27 days in w.ater,

6501b. Sand mortar briquettes, three-parts sand (standard

crushed quartz) to one part neat cement, must stand a

minimum tensile strain per siiuare inch without break-

ing ; one day in air and six days in water, 1751b. ; one

day in air and 27 days in water, 2751b. The standard

quartz sand shall pass a standard sieve of 20 meshes per

lineal inch, 400 meshes per square inch, and be all re-

tained upon a standard sieve with 30 meshes per lineal

inch, or 900 meshes per square inch. The tensile strength

of both neat and sand briquettes shall show a satisfac-

tory increase of strength up to periods of one year. The
contractor shall, if required, furnish previously obtained

evidences of the strength of the cement at periods ot

three, six, nine, and twelve months. When making
briquettes, well dried cement and sand will be used.

Neat cement will be mixed with 20 per cent, of water by

weight; three to one sand and cement mixture, with

12j per cent, of water by weight.

After the publication of the specifications, the

writer was called into consultation to arrange for

the inspection of the cement. A laboratory has

been installed with a screw-power testing

machine, mechanically operated, with the neces-

sary sieves, balances, moulds, moist closet, tanks,

and accessories ot all kinds for each of the tests.

Sampling is thoroughly and systematically done,

and one of the most notable features of this

division of the work lies in the way in which the

samples are used. l>n the arrival of a car con-

taining 600 bags or thereabouts, a sample is takeu

from every 100 bags as they are being taken to

the storehouse, aud these are mixed to form the

sample by which that car will be judged for

acceptance or rejection. The tests made on this

sample are embodied in what is called the

" acceptance " cement report, and they include the

fineness, soundness, setting time, tensile strength

neat and with sand at seven days and 2S days.

Four such car samples are subsequently taken

and mixed to furnish the data for the "mixed

Eamp'e " cement report, in which the features

already determined are entered by their average,

and in addition briquettes are made so that data

will be furnished for the three months, six

months, and one year reports. It is believed

that the chief engineer has by this method the

fullest kuowledge of the character of the cement

which is offered to him, and of that which has

gone into his work that it is possible to have of

ft, and at a very reasonable cost. Five-inch

concrete tubes are also made from the mixer,

and these are laid away for testing at long

periods. Mr. Graves discovered that he secures

better results by making a prism of such

conc.ete several feet long and having the

cubes sawed out of it by the marble cutter.

A modificition of the procedure of sampling has

later been introduiied to further facilitate the direct

transmission of the cement to the concrete mixer

without passing through the storehouse, and this

may be adopted for all of the open season. It

consists in sampling certain bins at the cement

mill by means of numerous samples, and locking

and sealing these bins until the samples have

been through the regular series of tests at the

laboratory at the bridge site. Cars are loaded

only from the accepted bins, and the cement is

sent forward for trans-shipment at Jersey City,

where another representative of the laboratory

certifies to the proper trans-shipment, and sends

forward to the Hartford office all information

about the particular lot of cement on the barge.

Complicated as this may seem, the system and

conditions are such that the engineer of this great

work can congratulate himself on having cement

inspected at a cost which is very reasonable.

r

THE EVENING CONTINUATION SCHOOL
OF THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIA-
TION.

N the current issue of A.A. A'j'cs Mr. T.

Frank Green, A.R.I.B.A., announces that

the committee of the Architectural Association

have decided to extend the range ot the Bay

School, so that students who have finished their

two years' course may be able to continue their

studies in the evening studios without a bre;i,k.

After much consideration the committee have

oro-anised an Evening Continuation School (with,

w? may add, Mr. T. F. Green as master). The

inauguration of this school, Mr. Green remarks,

will enable the master of the Day School to put

into effect several changes which have been
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i-Dpracticable while the second year's study

finished the course, so that more time may
he given to making a solid foundation upon
historical work, and more consideration given to

construction ; some wcrk now undertaken in the

last terms of the second year being left over for

the continuation school. The work of third-year

students will consist of working cut subjects in

design somewhat in advance of their previous

work, and special attention will be given to plan-

ning, both for convenience and architectural

effect. The constructional and hygienic problems

connected with each subject will also receive ade-

quate attention, and, as fai: as possible, construc-

tion will be dealt with in connection with the

designs worked out. Perspective drawings will

be made of the subjects designed, and the finish-

ing of these in various media will be touched

upon, since the importance of being able to make
a drawing which will give accurate ideas of the

finishtdbuildingcan hardly beoverestimated. Sub-
jects will be set involving the consideration of de-

signing in mass rather than in detail, and small

scale sketches of large subjects will occasionally

be given in order to impress upon students the

prime importance of having an "idea" when
designing. Students will also be directed to

consider Building Act By-laws, &c. ; design

subjects being set to touch these matters with

view of enabling students in their fourth year to

take full advantage of the lectures on these

topics. The study of ornament will be combined
with the drawing of it, and subjects in the design

of ornament will occasionally be set. Time
sketches of ornament will be required both to be
drawn from the cast and designed, and students

will not be confined to the use of other materials

than " Whatman " and "Conto crayon." Short

addresses will be given upon the work in hand
and on other subjects whenever it is thought
that these will be helpful. In the fourth
year more advanced subjects will be set for

design. The study of colour as related tn

buildings will be commenced, and something
more ambitious will be attempted in the prepara-

tion of working drawings and details. It is hoped
that the curriculum may be made to include some
instruction as to prices and the supervision of

building work, the lectures on professional practice

being open to students. The science of lighting,

heating, ventilation, and sanitation will be dealt

with in this year, the chemistry of building
materials forming part of the course. The writing
of reports and descriptions of buildings will be
practised, and, if time permits, specifications of

one of the subjects set will be worked out in con-
tinuation of work of this nature done in the day-
school. In both the third and fourth years,

particular attention will be given to the study of

old work, which students are able to undertake
outaide the school, both during term and vacations.

The Evening School has, it is evident, an ex-
cellent programme, and the steady growth and
increasing usefulness of the Day School is a happy
augury of prosperity. Wo heartily wish it all

success, and believe that it will supply a want
much felt, both by students and their employers.

Albert Museum), and the other side with the

representation of a winged bird or dragon, also of

Saxon style. This double-faced sculpture sug-

gests a use of the stones in some screen or

inclosure, and not as wall panels.

"THE RATEPAYER'S GUIDE."

MR. H. GODDARD, surveyor, of St.

Stephen's Chambers, Wolverhampton,

has issued a useful shilling " Ratepayer's

Guide," consisting of a series of notes on the

assessment of property to, and appeals against,

the poor-rate.

He deals successively with machinery, hypo-

thetical tenant, unoccupied property, caretakers,

new houses, residences, public-houses, brickfields,

mines, advertising stations, tithe lent-charge,

woods, sporting rights, agricultural land, small

tenements, and compounding forms, and adds

some remarks as to appeals, reports of cases, fro.

With Mr. Goddard, we should hesitate to

advise any ratepayer to attempt an appeal of

any magnitude without professional assistance

but he will certainly do well to study such a help

as this book affords, and thus gain a clear idea of

his position. We may add that machinery users

will find the full notes and decisions given par-

ticularly valuable.

S.VXtJN CARVINGS AT CHICHESTER.

M|{.
EDWARD S. PRIOR writes to the

.Uhriui-iuii that among the stones taken
out of the fabric of Chichester Cathedral in its

restorations he had found fragments of carvings
similar to those of the " Lazarus " reliefs, which
have been framed in the south wall of the choir.

The interest of this find lies in the light it throws
on the origin and use of these " Saxon " carvings.
The stone of them, which it has been hai-d to

identify in the framed panels, can be seen now to

be that uf the llth-ccntury capitals of the Nor-
man cathedral—i.e., the softer " I'.insted " stone,

from the Isle of Wight, which is used for the
Saxon tower of lioshara. Fourteen of the frag-
ments now found are stones of from tin. to 6in.
in height, and this shows them not to have been
part of the construction of the choir panels, since
the courses of those latter are Sin. Tho draperied
lower parts of several figures are indicated ; also
several hands, one .vith a book ; but no heads
have come to light. Tho blocks are wedge-
shaped, SIS if forming tho face of a rubble wall,
and have tailings of about lOin. But another
four fragments are more remarkable, since, with
a greater height of coursing, thoy seem part of a
slab, or slabs, aliuut .)in. in thickness, carved on
both sides, tho one with the distinct architectural
work o! tho " I.azarus " panels (whi('h is that
also of tho Saxon ivory in the N'ictoria and

CHIPS,

The Strand and West Aldwych elevations of the

New Gaiety Theatre, built from designs by Messrs.

Runtz and Ford, and opened in October last, have

been completed this week by the erection, on the

summit ol the cupola at the angle, of a female figure

having outstretched wings, and bearing a trumpet.

The figure, which represents Fame, is 17ft. in height,

and was wrought iu copper in two vertical sections.

Mr. Hibbert Biuney is the sculptor. The scaffolding

was removed on Wednesday afternoon. We illus-

trated the revised design for the theatre and the

adjoining restaurant (now in course of roofing-in) in

our issue of September 20, 1902.

The Altrincham Urban District Council decided

on Tuesday to proceed with the erection of an in-

fectious diseases hospital on a site in Oldfield-road,

at a cost not exceeding £7,500.

Bishop Usley laid on Tuesday the foundatiou-

ston') ot a new Roman Catholic church for Great

Malvern. The old chapel in the College-road,

which was opened in 1891, was inadequate and
dilapidated. It was pulled down a few weeks ago,

and the new church is to be erected on its site. The
plans for the new building, which will be known as

the Church of Our Lady and St. Edmuud, were

prepared by the late Mr. Peter Paul Pugin a short

time previous to his death, and will be carried out

under the direction of Mr. E. S. Pugin Powell.

They provide for a church of Gothic design, SOft.

long, and with a much greater seating capacity

than the old chapel. Externally the edifice will be

of rock-faced Cradley stone, the windows and other

dressed work being executed in Monks Park Bath
stone. The cost of the church, with furuiture, will

be about £7,000.

After a two hours' discussion on tho sewage

disposal problem, the urban district council of

Sandbach have decided to instruct their water

engineer, Mr. Wyatt, to prepare a scheme for

sewering the district.

At the last sitting of the Norwich Consistory-

court, a faculty was decreed on the application of

the vicar and churchwardens of St. Giles's, Norwich,

empowering Sir Peter Eade to fill in stained glass in

a window in the parish church, and also to enlarge

the prayer desk, (la the application of the vicar

and churchwardens of St. Peter, Ipswich, a faculty

wa3 decreed for the erection of additions to the

vestry, and to remove tombstones necessitated by the

alterations. A faculty was also ordered for making
certain openings in the wall of the parish church of

All Saints, Shcriugham, loading to a mortuary

chapel belonging to the ITpcher family. It was also

asked that Mr. H. M. Kpcher be allowed to erect

pews and benches in the chancel to take the place of

the existing seating accommodation. Citation was
granted for a faculty allowing the erection ot a

stained-glass window in the east window of tho

chancel of St. Cuthliort'a, Thetford, as a memorial

to tho late Mr. T. Sliclford Bidwell, and a smaller

stained window in the north aisle.

At Wood Green, on Thursday in last week, the

Mayor of Shoreditch opened the almshouses,

recently constructed by the Shoreditch Charity

Trustees, to replace Walter's and Porter's alms-

houses, which stood for nearly 2.50 years opposite

the Town Hall in Old-street. They wore demolished

to make way for tho now pnlice station, £11,300

being paid for the site by the Ilsceiyer of the Metro-

politan Police District.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
77((' Bitjhinrr's Guide to Curpeiitry (London

:

Percival Marshall and Co., Poppin's-court) is the

first issue of a proposed series of shilling practical

manuals, and is written by Mr. Henry Jarvis.

It is intended for the guidance of amateurs, ap-

prentices, and improvers, and, having given a list of

indispensable tools, explains in a lucid manner

how to use them, and to make the bench. Other

chapters tell of the sizes in which timber is sold,

how to sharpen tools, to face up and set out work,

and how to make joints. The closing remarks

are on ornamental and scribed work. The
little book is freely illustrated frcm specially-

made drawings and photographs, and bears the

imprint on every page of having been penned by

a well-versed practical man. The Worshipful

Company of Plumbers have just published a

booklet "containing reproductions, on a reduced

scale, of the second aeries of diagrams illustrating

the work of the plumber, and some of the scien-

tific principles underlying it, with descriptive

and explanatory notes. The diagrams are clearly

drawn, of a more advanced character than those

comprising the first series, and are designed to

follow more particularly the teaching given in

the intermediate and final courses of the

Company's Graded Syllabus of Instruction for

Plumbers. In publishing the diagrams the

Company has kept in view the needs of the

teachers and the students, as well as the wider

public issues involved in the efliciency of plumbers'

work. It is believed that the general adoption of

these diagrams in technical schools will tend to

unify the methods of instruction, and also to set

up throughout the country a higher standard of

plumbing practice that will not only meet the re-

quirements of architects and the public authorities,

but will afford the best guarantee against the ad-

miesion of sewer-gas into dwellings and the

pollution of water. The full-size diagrams for

teaching purposes are drawn to a large scale, and

printed on linen-backed paper (53in. by 31in.),

with eyelet holes for convenient attachment. They
can be obtained on application to the Worshipful

Company of Plumbers, 1, Adelaide Buildings,

London Bridge, E.C. The company has also

issued a memorandum to education committees

and managers of technical institutes, providing

instruction in the principles and practice of

plumbing.
* 11^ 9

An exhibition of works of art, under the patrongae

ot the King of the Belgians, will be arranged

in a special pavilion within the exhibition grounds

of the Universal and International Exhibition to

he held in Liege in 1905. Pull particulars a»

to the conditions attaching to exhibits, which

will iuclude paintings, sculpture, engravings, aud

architectural designs, are given in the official regu-

lations, which can be obtained on application to

the Consul-General for Belgium, 29, Great St.

Helens, E.C.

A new Wesleyan church and schools are about to

he built in Prince's-ayenue, Hull. The entire cost,

including site, will be £11,000.

The Local Government Board have held an inquiry

into the application of the Chailey liural District

Council to borrow the sum of £i),000 for the

sewerage and sewage disposal for tho parish of

Ditchling, in accordance with the scheme prepared

by the engineers, Messrs. Beesley, Son, and Nicholls,

of Westminster.

Ferro-ooncrete fioora of a special type have been

adopted by the architect, Mr. L. C. Mullgardt, iu

the new extension of the Savoy Hotel in the Strand.

In this the metal reinforcement cousists of Johnson-

Ammon steel- wire concrete lattice, which is supplied

in rolls 12ntt. long by fiiu. wide. The individual

wires are of steel im. in diameter, and have a

strength of at least 10 tons per square inch. Tested

on a .')ft. liin. span, the netting, without being

imbedded in concrete, carried a distributed load of

l,.'>001b. per square foot, the crimping ouly drawing

out at the points of fracture.

The Douglis School Board on Tuesday evening

accepted the plans of Mr. Bottomley, of Leeds, for

the construction of a new elementary school

capable ot holding about 000 children.

The Local (Toverument Board has written to the

Isle of Wight Rural District Council, stating that

they have had under consideration the report made
by their inspector (Colonel Hepper) with regard to

the condition of the beach at Freshwater Bay. Tho
inspector reports that there is imminout danger of

tho sea breaking through the existing hank, and

flowing down the valley of the Yar, so as to cut olY

Fioshwater and Totland from the rest of the Island.

It would also appear that two main roads and one

district road, as well as parts of the new sewerage

works, are seriously menaced.
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OBIXrARY.

Mr. James Archer, R.S.A , died on Saturday

at Shian, Haslemere, at the age of 82. Mr.

Archer was born in Edinburgh in 182 1. He was

educated at Edinburgh High Sijhool, and studied

art at the school founded by the Board of Trustees

for Manufactures in Scotland, under Sir W.
Allan, I'.R.S.A., and aleo under Mr. Thomas

Duncan. A.R.A. He became A.R.S.A. in 1850,

andR.S.A. in 1858. Mr. Archer left Scotland

in 18G2 andcame to London, having previously

exhibited in the Royal Academy a cartoon of a

design of the Last Supper. A series of pictures

representing scenes from the '' Mort d'Arthur
"

was produced after his arrival in London, of

-which " The Mystic Sword Excalibur " appeared

in the Royal Academy. He also exhibited a

series of pictures of children in costume. Sir.

Archer soon turned his attention to portrait

painting. His first portrait—that of Colonel

Sykes, M.P.—appeared in 1871, and others

followed, the principal being those of Sir Charles

Trevelyan and Professor Blackie. He did not,

however, confine himself exclusively to portraits,

but produced certain large subject-pictures, the

first of which was " The Worship of Dionysus."

•'Dieii k Veii/t, Peter the Hermit preaching the

First Crusade," " lu theSecond Century : You : a

Chriatian? " followed, and "St. Agnes, a Christian

Martyr." In 1881 he paid a professional visit to

America, where he painted James G. Blaine,

the defeated candidate for the Presidency that

year, and Mr. Carnegie. Shortly afterwards he

went to India, where he remained three years,

spending his winters in Calcutta. There he

painted several Rajahs, and at Simla Lady

DufEerin, as well as her son, then Lord Clan-

deboye. In India also he painted a posthumous

portrait of Sir Charles Macgregor, whose com-

memorative medal he designed. After his return

to London in 1889 he painted a portrait of Sir

Charles U. Aitchison, and a posthumous portrait

of Lord Dalhousie for the city of Dundee. Later

works were " Music in the Gloamin'," " From
the Ballad of Sir Patrick Spens," and "St.

Bernard preaching the Second Crusade."

Sir James Steel, Bart., a well-known builder

and quarry-owner in Edinburgh and ex-Lord

Provost of that city, died, after a short illness, at

his residence, Boroughfleld, Colinton-road, Edin-

burgh, on Saturday evening. The son of a

firmer, the late baronet was born in March,

1830, at I5uchts, in the parish of Cambusnethan,

Lanarkshire. He was the builder of Drumdryan-

street. Brougham-place, and Livingstone-place;

he was responsible for the erection of a large part

of the now flourishing suburban district of Dairy,

which thirty years ago wag largely under grass.

About twenty-seven years ago he acquired from

the Heriot Trust ground in the West End, and

built thereon the valuable house property now
known as Douglas-, Eglinton-, and Glencaim-

crescenta ; he was the builder also of Belgrave-

place, and parts of Belgrave - crescent and

Buckingham-terrace, and ten years ago he

engaged in his last big deal in land in the suburbs

of Edinburgh when he purchased from the

trustees of Colonel Learmouth about 80 acres in

the Comely Bank neighbourhood, which since had

been largely covered with tenements. Sir James

was possibly the largest feuar of land and the

largest builder of houses that Edinburgh has

possessed, at least during the last half-century.

PBOrESSIONAL AND TRADE
SOCIETIES.

AucniTECTVRAL ASSOCIATION.—The arrange-

ments for the week-end visit to Kettering

(September 16 to 19) are now complete. It is

proposed to leave St. Pancras by the 5.45 p.m.

train on Friday, September 16, arriving at

Kettering at 7.11 p.m. Brakes will convey the

party from Kettering at 9 a.m. on Saturday to

Islip, Lowick, Brayton House, Weekley, and

Boughton House, a drive of about twenty miles.

Mr. J. Alfred Gotch, F.S.A., has kindly under-

taken to conduct the party. Ample time will be

allowed for sketching or photography. On
Sunday the party will be conveyed by brakes to

Geddington, Stanion, Weldon, Uretton, and back

by Rockingham, a drive of about twenty-five

miles. The headquarters will be the Royal Hotel,

Kettering. The return train leaves Kettering at

9.46 a.m. on Monday, reaching St. Pancras at

11.40 a.m. The cost, including hotel accom-

modation, meals, outdoor luncheons, and rail

will be 45».

Royal Institutbof British Architects.—Mr.

AV. J. Locke, the secretary, informs us that it has

been found desirable to defer to a future date the

Institute visit to Newcastle and the annual

dinner which were have taken place early next

month.

Glasgow Corporation, on the motion of Mr.

Ferguson, has passed a resolution instructing the

committee on land values to inquire into the

desirability of the corporation obtaining possession

of all the land outside its boundaries along which

the tramways are carried.

The late Mrs. Elizabeth Wood, of Sidmouth, has

bequeathed six oil paintings to the corporation of

Manchester.

The London County Council ia inquiring as to

the possibility of laying the conduit system of elec-

tric trams along the Mile-end and B jw roads, and
borings are now in progress in these thoroughfares

to ascertain the depth of the crowns of the railway

tunnels which underlie them for considerable dis-

tances.

The markets committee of the Manchester Cor-

poration inspected, on Friday, the foreign animals'

wharf, near Mode Wheel. To meet the increasing

traffic in cattle brought from abroad up the Ship

Canal, it is proposed to carry out extensions at the

lairages on the wharf, so as to provide accommo-
dation for another GOO head of cattle. The esti-

mated cost of the extensions is £6,000.

Sussex Arch.tjological Society.—The 58th

autumn meeting of this society took place on

Tuesday, Shoreham being the meeting-place.

Visits were made to New Shoreham Church, Old

Shsreham Church, Botolphs (or Maudlin) Church

—which is in the gift of Magdalen CoUege,

Oxford—and to Coombea Church ; they then

drove to Wor'hing, where Broadwater Church

was seen, and after luncheon at the town-hall

there was finally a drive to Cissbury. The

party assembled at Shoreham railway station

at 10 a.m., and walked to New Shoreham

Church, where Mr. P. M. Johnston gave the first

of four interesting descriptions of the churches

visited. It was Swinburne who not long ago

sang of New Shoreham Church as—" The hoary

grey church whose story silence utters and age

makes great." .Mr. Johnston explained that

Shoreham rose into importance with the Norman
Conquest. It was the aeaport of Bramber, and

waa ruled by the powerful De Braosea, Lords of

Bramber. The river Adur, like the Arun, began

to silt up at about the date of the Conquest.

Old Shoreham, at the foot of the downs, was left

stranded, and a new town grew up a mile to the

southward, and took its place as the harbour town.

King John landed at Shoreham in 1199 to claim

his crown, and Charles II. made his escape

from the port on October 15, 1651. New
Shoreham Church took rank with the church

of Steyning, the Priory church of Boxgrove,

and the parish church of Winchelsea, as

being among the finest of the churches of Sussex.

The great Norman church at New Shoreham

was begun between 1096 and 1103. The first

chapel dedicated to St. Mary the Virgin was

destroyed, and an entirely new church, of which

the nave and transepts still remain, was built in

its place about 1130 by William de Braose and

Bertha his wife, daughter of Milo, Earl of Here-

ford. The deed—probably executed on the com-

pletion of the building—is still in existence ; it

confirms the gift of the church to the Monks of

Sele, and is witnessed by Sefirid I., Bishop of

Chichester. The choir and transeptal apses were

taken down about 1175, and a new choir with

side aisles was commenced by the third Lord de

Braose, but this design was probably never com-

pleted. Mr. Johnston described the various

periods aa shown in the architecture of the church.

The party then drove to Old Shoreham Church,

which Mr. Johnston also briefly described, pointing

to the chancel windows as being among the most

beautiful in England. This church is believed

to have been rebuilt by the De Braoses in the 12th

century. It retains, besides the central tower

and transepts of that date, in which is some very

fine Norman work, a fragment of the earlier

Saxon nave. It also possesses a low side window,

an oak beam (with the Norman billet moulding),

and a 13th-century chancel roof and screen of

beautiful design. From Old Shoreham the party

drove up the valley of the Adur to Botolphs

Church. The Rev. H. D. Meyrick showed

the ancient altar vessels and other venerable

relics ; and Sir. Johnston gave an account of

the unique architectural features of this tiny

place of worship, which is all the more interest-

ing to archie jlogists from the fact that it

has not been "restored." It ia certainly of

pre- Conquest date, and Mr. Johnston seemed

to have no doubt that there are unique mural

paintings under the whitewash. The pulpit is

Jacobean, and the pews are of the old " horse-

box " style. The party again drove along the

valley of the Adur, and made a halt at Coombea

church. It does not appear to be quite so old aa

Botolphs ; it ia, however, of Early Norman date,

with Early English and Perpendicular inaertions,

and has remarkable windows, which Sir. Johnston

suo-o-ested were used for the confession of nuns.

In°the chancel lie juried ancestors of Cardinal

Planning. At the subsequent annual meeting,

Worthing, Canon Cooper mentioned that the

society now numbeia 650, and is the largest

archa'ological society in the country.

The Institution? of Civil Engineers.—The

Council of the Institution of Civil Engineers

have, in addition to the medala and prizes given

for communications discussed at the meetings of

the Institution in the last session, made the

following awards in respect of other papers dealt

with in 1903-1904 :—Telford premiums to Messrs.

Arthur Hill, CLE., Bombay; F. A. Hurley,

Cairo; E. M. De Burgh, Greystones ; H. H.

Dare, M.E., Sydney, N.S. W. ; WiUiam Marriott,

Melton Constable; T. G. Gribble, London; and

W. H. Haigh, Cardifi. Fur students' papers the

awards are:—A MiUer Scholarship, tenable for

three years, and the James Forrest Medal to Mr.

C. W. Alexander, B.E., Birmingham ;
Miller

Prizes to Messrs. J. M. Clark, M.A., B.Sc,

Glasgow ; L. G. Crawford, Barrow-in-Furnesa ;

W. H. Dickinson, B.Sc, Jesmond-on-Tyne

;

William Lawson, Newcastle-on-Tyne ; C. G.

Du Cane, B.A., Middlesbrough; C. Gribble,

York ; J. E. Lister, Sheflaeld ; J. M. Kennedy,

London; H. Middlcton, Newcastle-on-Tyne;

and J. D. Morgan, Handsworth.

The Sanitary Inspectors' Association.—The

autumn conference of the Sanitary Inspectors'

Association was opened on Wednesday at Bourne-

mouth with meetings of committees and of the

central executive council. The mayor gave the

delegates an official welcome yesterday (Thurs-

day), and this waa followed by a general meeting,

at which various papers were read. The presi-

dential address, by Sir James Crichton-Browne,

will be delivered thia (Friday) morning, and this

afternoon the mayor and mayoreaa will give a

reception in the winter gardens. The buaineaa

meetinga will be brought to a close to-morrow,

and the conference will be concluded with pleasure

trips to the New Forest, Torquay, and round the

Isle of Wight.
. »-^^^-*

CHIPS.

The ceremony of laying the foundation-stone of

the new Union Bank buddings in Lerwick took

place with Masonic honours on Friday.

The altar in St. Faith's Chapel, off the south

transept of Westminster Abbey, has been decorated

by the insertion of three painted panels.

An exhibition illustrating the life and industrial

arts of the peoples of India will be held at the

Whitechapel Art Gallery during October and

November. The King has consented to lend

examples of Indian art from his collections. The

Duke of Wellington, the Marquis of Ripon, Lord

Northbrook, and Lord Curzon are also contributing,

and an interesting collection is being sent over from

India for the exhibition by the Maharajah of

Travancore.

A new school was opened at Carlisle last week

by Sir Benjamin Scott, the chairman of the

Carlisle Education Committee. It stands at the

corner of East Dale-street and Denton-street, and

will be known as the Robert Ferguson School, in

memory of a late member of Parhament for the

city. The architect is Mr. Brierley, of lork.

Accommodation is provided in a central hall and

classrooms for 720 chUdren. The total cost was

about £9,000.

Acting on the instructions of Barnstaple Rural

District Council, Mr. NichoUs, of Messrs. Beasley,

Son, and NichoUs, made a detaileu examination of

the water supply at Instowon the 1st mst., and wiU

report on the best means of extension.

The North-Eastem Railway Co. are now com-

pleting at Croft Junction, three-quarters of a mile

to the south of Darlington, a large new central

permanent-way stores, (or the accommodation of

all the material required by the engineering branch

of the central division of the N.E.E. system. Six

large loading banks—four of which are about

720ft. in length, and the remaining two about 580ft.

in length—have been constructed for dealing with

the various classes of material.
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KF.W TErilsIC.^L .\ND ELEMESTABV SCHOOLS, KIT.KC.VLDV,

X.B. — " FOBTISSAT," SlIOTTS. — >'0. X-^XV. MARV-LE-

rORT STREET, BRISTOL. — NEW. WESLEVAS CUURCH-

ENGLEriELP OREES.— PRIZE DESIGN fOE A CLOCK OK

FOUR COTTAr.ES.—" IGNORES," COMPTON.—EALING ALMS-

HOUSES.—HOUSE AT PETERSFIKLD.—HEXHAJt AIJBEY.

—

SKETCHES OF OLD ENGLISH FURNITURE.

O^ut Jllttstratiotts.

NEW TECHNICAL AND ELEMENTAIVV SCHOOLS,

KIRKCALDY.

Tick accompanying drawing shows the now
Technical and Elementary Schools at Kirkcaldy,

X.U., h" Mr. William Williamson, architect, of

that town, which were accepted in open competi-

tion. To the right is the existing High School, the

technical department occupying the ground to

the left, with the Elementary School (which is

now completed) tehind. A janitor's house is

shown in the foreground. The site is an ideal

one, being surrounded by streets on the four

sides : the main frontages face St. J5rycedale-

avenue, one of the most important streets in the

town. Th3 Technical School is arranged on
three floors—viz., the semi-basement, ground and
tirst floors. On the basement floor are provided

carpentry and mechanical workshops, laundry

and cookery rooms, general stores, lavatories,

ice, and accommodation is also found here for

the heating apparatus. Access to the baseoient

floor is obtained by means of two broad flights of

steps direct from main entrance, and alto by a

staircase at east end of corridor communicating
with the connecting corridor between the ground
floor of technical and high school. The ground
floor is reached by a broad flight of stcpi from
the principal entrance, and immediately to the

right and left are cloakrooms. On this floor are

provided physical laboratory, apparatus room

'

dark room, workshop laboratory, machine and
building construction drawing-rooms, with their

store, general masters' room, and classroom. On
the upper floor are provided the necessary cloak-

rooms, cliemical laboratory, balance room,
chemical .store and preparation room, art rooms,
modelling rooms, design room, art stores, and
art master's private room.

" roUTISS.VT," SIIOTTS.

Tin: drawing shows the proposed addition and
alterations to this house, only the side wing of

the original building remaining. It will bo built

of stone in the Scotch Uaronial style, and on the
grounil floor the entrance-ha'l, dining-room,
drawing - room, businets - room, gnu - room,
kitchen, \-c., and on the upper floor are the bed-
rooms and dressing-rooms, and the necessary
liathrooin accommodation. .Servants' accommoda-
tion ia also provided on this floor. Jlr. (iavin

I'aterson, I..V., of Hamilton, is the architect.

.NO. XXXV. MAUV-tE-l'OUT STllKET, IIUISTOL.

The building illustrated stood on the southern
side of Mary-le-l'ort-street, facing the narrow
thoroughfare known as the Cheese Jlarket, and
was externally ono of the most interesting
cxamides of timber-framed houses, once so

numerous in tliis ancient quarter of the city,

but now becoming increasingly rare owing to the

requirements of modern business. The interior

presented no features of particular interest. In

the olden time Mary-Ie-Port-street was the

market of the borough. The street was too

narrow to admit of vehicular traffic, and the

upper stories of the houses on both sides closely

approached one another; of such houses yet a

few remain, that particularly referred to being in

a somewhat ruinous condition, has been recently

puUed down, so as to permit of the erection of

additional warehouse premises, now being carried

out for Messrs. Lindrea and Co., Ltd., shoe and

leather factors, by Messrs. R. Wilkins and Sons,

contractors, under the direction and from the

designs of Messrs. Herbert J. Jones and Son,

architects, IJ, Bridge-street, Bristol.

new WESLEYAX church, EN-OLEFIELD GKEEN-,

SURREY.

FoK many years there has been a mission-room

and school here, to which the new church is an

addition. The width of the site dictated its pro-

poitions. Its accommodation is about 2.50, in-

cluding the gallery. The walls are of Hin.

brickwork, faced externally with Portland cement,

with roughened surface and bands of pressed

scoring, and internally the picked yellow stocks

are varied with bands of red and a dado of Peters-

field brindled bricks. The dressings and weather-

ings are of plonk's Park stone, the
_
roof is

covered with Bridgewater Roman red tiles, and

the tower and porch are domed with copper. Mr.

Buckendge, of Egham, was the builder. The

whole was designed and superintended by Mr.

W. II. Seth-Smith, F. P.. I.E.A., of London.

DESIGN FOR A BLOCK OF FOUR COTTAGES.

This design was awarded the first prize in a com-

petition held in connection with the recent Welsh

Industries Exhibition. Tho conditions specified

the accommodation and stated the cost, which was

not to exceed £1,000. The cottages, which were

designed for a stone district in North Wales, have

been kept quite simple, and in keeping with the

old work and tradition of the proposed locality,

good proportion and suitable materials being

relied on to give a pleasing effect. The buildings

were proposed to be carried up in local stone

and roofed with stone slates. Estimated cost,

£978 .')S. 6d. The architect is Mr. Fred A.

Llewellyn.
"IGNORES," eOMPTOX.

This house, for Mrs. M'Leod, is built of brindled

bricks, with the upper story roughcasted and

whitewashed. The stable to the W., which

contains accommodation for a married groorn, is

of weatherboarding treated with a preservative.

The builders were Messrs. Heal and Jackson,

Compton. Mr. Horace Farquharson, of Eliza-

beth-street, Eaton-square, is the architect.

EALIXG .\LMSnorSES.

The new almshouses at Ealing have been recently

erected in Church Gardens, adjoining the parish

church of St. Mary. They take th=i place of

seven almshouses, which Princf S3 Amelia founded

at the end of the 18th century ia the Broadway.

These were replaced in 1872 hy other buildings.

In 1902 this land, having become valuable, was

sold for a sum of £10,310, with which sum the

present site was purchased, and the building

erected, containing twelve sets. The accommo-

dation provides living-room in front, with deco-

rative dresser and other fittings. The room opens

by folding doors into the bedroom behind.

Adjoining' is a scullery and other olhces. Tlio

building is constructed of brown stock, with red

brick dressings, and Broseley tile roof. The

interior woodwork is stained. The work was

carried out by ilr. Walter Dickens, of Ea'ing,

the total cost being C:!,:i00. The architects were

.Messrs. W. A. Pite and R. S. Balfour.

ot Hexham, about 6'i a.d. Of the records during

the 12th and 13th centuries very little is known.

It appears that during this time large gifts were

bequeathed to the priory. With increasing wealth

came a desire to erect a larger and more beautiful

building, thus the old priory was replaced by a

new one, built in the 13th-century style. The
whole of the abbey as it now stands is in this

stvie, except the crypt, which belonged to

Wilfrid's old priory (similar to that at Ripon)

and some modern restorations. The transepts of

Hexham Abbey are very bold and imposing in

design. They are excessively long in proportion

to the whole building, each having four bays very

similar to the one illustrated. Unfortunately,

very little documentary evidence is available

;

but it is known that the east side was built first,

and then only up to clerestory level, and when
both were fi"nished so far, the clerestory was

added all round. The peculiar stilting of the

clerestory arches should be noticed. The south

transept, which is considerei to be the best, is a

fine vigorous example of Eirly English archi-

tecture, the dat-) being probably about 1300 A.p.

It is simple in detail, and relies only on its

beautiful proportions for effect. The north

transept, on the contrary, is more ornate in detail,

having the ground- floor arches heavily mouldtd,

and the general proportion of the whole is not; so

pleasing. The pen-and-ink delineation we re-

produce was meisured and drawn by Frederick

Loraine TurnbuU, of Xewcistle-on-Tyne.

SFECIMENS OF OLD ENGLISH FURNITURE.

Datini^ from between the 16th and 17th century,

these pieces ot furniture are good specimens of

Old-Eoglish craftsmanship ot that period. They
consist of a Cnarles High-back Chair with shaped

arms an! legs, the back carved with scroll design

filled in with three turned rails. The Queen Anne
Chair is much simpler in design, as well as the

small oak Circular and Jacobean Table ; the latter

has three drawers with brass drop handles, on

turned legs and shaped stretcher. The liueeQ

Anne table is much more elaborate in character,

the top being of marble, the legs and front finely

carved and gilded. The Cutlery Case and Glasses

are interesting types of 18th-century workman-
ship.

" LITTLK LANGI.EYS," IT.TEHSFIELn.

Tills house, for Mrs. Murray, is built on high

ground netr Steep, and commandsglorious viewsto

the S., E , and W., while being entirely protected

to the N. by a great chalk ridge. U is constructed

of brick, roughcasted and whitowashid, with a

brindled brick base, and red sanded tile root. The

stable includes a cottage for a married man. The
water supply is from a well, and is pumped up by

a small (ill engine. The builders were Me.ssrfi.

Musselwhite and Sipp, liasingstoke, and Mr.

Horace Farquharson is the architect.

IIFMIAM AUIIEY : HAY ON EAST SIDE OF SOUTH

TRANSEl'T.

This is a fine example of Early English work.

The original church was built by Wilfred, Prior

CHIPS.

In the September issue of A.A. yofes, Mr. Arthur

T. Bolton, formerly master of the Day School,

writes :
" It is a very sad duty to chronicle the first

break, so far as is known, in the Day School circle.

The death, at the singularly early age ot twenty-one,

of C. K. Roe, one ot the eight students with whom
the Day School was opened, is one of those sudden

strokes which make us all realise our own in-

security. Roe was a student capable of independent

thought, and had natural gifts ot leadership."

At the last meeting ot the town council of

Darlington a proposal to increase the salary of the

borough electrical engineer hy £100, making it £3.')0

per annum, was adopted with four dissentients.

The Skipton Urban District Council have ap-

pointed Mr. G. H. lldl, of Manchester, as engineer

to the cjuncil's new waterworks scheme at Embsay
Moor, estimated to cost £68,000, his termi lieing

.1 per cent, on the coat. The council will appoint

their owu inspector ot works.

Spptic- tanks and other provision for sewage

disposal have just been completed for the town

council of Monmouth. Messrs. Kirby, Sjn, and

Brown are the engineers, aul Mr. Parfitt is ths

contractor.

The urban district council of Yardley received on

Tuesdny a commuiiicition from the Local Giveru-

luent Board formally sanctioning the borrowing by

the council ot CU.l'iO for works of street improve-

ments, and til.tJ.'iO for taking up of private streets

under the Private Stieet Works Act, 1S92.

Some Roman ruins, apinreiitly of a villa, have

been found at Bury St. Elmunds by Mr. George

Birham. It is the first discovery ot the kind in

that borough, although more than two centuries

a"0 similar finds were made in the neighbouring

vdlages of Great Whelnetham, Sioklemerc, and

Kushbrookc.

Colonel A. tl. Durntord, R.F.., Lical Government

Hoard inspector, will hold an inquiry at Bovey

Tracey Town-liall, on Tuesday next, into the np-

iilicatioii ot the Newton Abbot Rural District

t:)ouncil for sanction to borrow £7,000 for sewerage

and £ow.ig6 disposal purposes, for the parish of

Bovey Tracey.

A new isolation ho.'pital at rontypridd, built at a

cost of Li>,7'"i from plans by Mr. K Iward Reea,

late surveyor to the urbin district council, was

opened last week.
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dFngmttrhtfl iJotts*

Tramway Recon-stuvctiox at Astox.—Con-
siderable progress has been made in the recon-

struction and electrification of the Aston tram-
ways. Particular attention has been devoted to

the completion of the lines between the Cross and
Witton. AU the lines are laid and bonded as

far as the depot in Wittou-lane. The intricate

points at the Cross, Park-road, and at the

junction of Trinity-road and Witton-lane have
been fixed, and workmen are now engaged in

laying the setts. It is anticipated that cars will

be running from Birmingham to AVitton at the

end of next week. On the Lichfield-road route
the reconstruction has been carried out between
the Cross and the Vine, and from the railway
bridge to Salford Bridge, with the exceirtion of a
small portion of the road opposite Cuckoo Bridge.
The next work will be to connect the \'!ctoria-

road lines with the main lines in Lichfield-road
and lay the lines to the railway bridge, but it is

impossible to do this until the steam-cars are
taken off Church-lane.

WiDEMXG THE NoRTH WaLES CoAST LiXE.
To cope with the congestion on the Chester and
Holyhead section of the London and North-
Western system, the company have been gradu-
ally quadrupling the track between Chester
Station and Llandudno Junction, and both these
stations have been greatly enlarged. There is

stm a break in continuity between a point on the
west side of <iiieensferry, and another to the east
of Holywell ; but there is a short loop in use near
BagUlt, and the new '-up" platform and two
extra roads are completed at that station. The
new station at Holywell has a centre island plat-
form in addition to the side platforms. From
Holywell to Abergale the four roads ara complete
and in use ; but from there to Colwyn Bay the
line is not widened. Froai the west end of Colwyn
Bay Station to Llandudno Junction four roads
are again complete and in use. A great improve-
ment has been made in the under-bridge opposite
the Colwyn Bay Hotel. The over-bridge carrying
the Khos-Llandudno road has been doubled both
as to width of railway track space below and
carriageway above. The level-crossing at Mochdre
has been replaced by a bridge for road traffic. At
Colwyn Bay the new goods station is now in use.
It is situated in the old ballast-pit, of late a
rubbish-tip and an eyesore to the town. The next
work will be the quadrupling round the bay, on
the land side, to Old Colwyn. This will entail
the widening of the viaducts across the two
Dingles.

CHIPS.
Mr. John Murray, F.R I.B A., has been appointed

by the Commissioners of H.il. Woods and Forests
principal architect and surveyor to the Crown
Estates in London, in succession to the late Mr.
Arthur Green, F.R.I.BtA. Mr. Murray has for the
past two years been an active member of the
committee of the Architectural Association,

A stained-glass window which has been placed in
St. John's Church, West Bromwich, as a memorial
of the late Kight Eev. H. W. Churton, Bishop of
Nassau, the first vicar of St. John's, was unveiled
and dedicated on Monday by Bishop Hornby, the
Bishop-elect of Nassau.

Sir George Livesay, the umpire in the arbitration
between the Rickmansworth Gas Co. and the local
urban district councU to determine the purchase
price to be paid by the council, who are acquiring
the gas undertakmg, has published his award at
£26,950. Tne amount claimal was £37,21 i.

The urban district council of Kingston, Co.
Dublin, have approved plans by Mr. Baggallay for
new public baths to be constructed at an estimated
outlay of £11,000.

An inspector of the Local Government Board has
held an inquiry into the application of the Woking-
ham Rural District Council for sanction to borrow
£1,200 for the provision of bacteria beds in connection
with the works for the sewerage and disposal of the
sewage of AVargrave.

An official statement has been issued in reference
to the working of the Irish Land Act, from which
it appears that applications have been made to the
Estates Commissioners for advances for the sale of
estates exceeding ten and a half mdhon pounds,
and that the Commissioners have already sanctioned
advancee amounting to more than three millions,
and exp^^ct, before November 1 next, to have sanc-
tioned the balance of two mUlions available for ex-
penditure durmg the first year of the operation of
the Act of 1903.

TO OOBBESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

onr correspondents. All communications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

eommunications respeetino^ illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the Building
News, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,

W.C., and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not imfrequently otherwise caused. All divawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

ansougbt contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
The Strand Nkwspapeb Company, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :—*' Timeserver, London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.

Bound copies of Vol. LXXXVI. are now ready, and
- should be ordered early (price 123. each, by post

123. lOd.), as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI.,
XT.ry

,
T.TTT

,
T.XT

, LXn., LXIV., LXV., LXVI.,
LXVn., T.XVTTT

,
T.XTX

,
LXXI., LXXU., Lsxm.,

T.XXTV
,
LXXV., LXXAT., LXXVn., IjXXIX.,

Lxxx.. ijcxxi., Lxxxn., Lxxxni., i.xxxiv.,
and LXXXV. may still be obtained at the same price ;

all the other bound volumes are out of print. Most of

the back numbers of former volumes are, however, to

be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers
to complete voliune just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Boildino News,
price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, Iiondon, W.C.

TEKMS or SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the
United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
Onited States, £1 6s. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To Prance
M Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 63. Od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVEE'nSEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all official

advertisements is Is. per Une of Eight words, the first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being 5s. for

four lines.

The charge for Auctiona, Iiand Sales, and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per Une of eight words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of

more than six insertions can be ascertained on appUcation
to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations
Vacant" or "Situations Wanted " and " Part-
nerships " is One Shilling for Twentv-foub Words,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. AU Situation

Advertisements must be prepaid.

•«• Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand
W.C, free of chartje. If to be forwarded under cover to

advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See
Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application

to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front>-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Received.—W. E. L -G. B.—E. K.—A. M. B.-C. A.—
H. W. and Co.—H. C. E.-H. L. B.—M. B.

N. S.—A double-page photograph of the great church of
Santa Maria Delia Salute. Venice, was given in our
issue of June 15, 1&S9 ; a full-page sketch of the church
fromanother standpoint, by Mr. Geo. C. Haitc, appeared
in the Building Neavs for Feb. 13, 1891, and a plan of

the building will be found in the number for July 20.

1S?S. The church, which occupies the most prominent
sitein all Venice, was designed by Balda=sare Looghena,
and built by ordei of a decree of the Venetian Senate,
1631, to commemorate the cessation of the great plague.

Corresp0ulitttce»

PATENTS.
To the Editor of the Bdildixg News.

Sir,—The Board of Trade has just issued an
order bringing into force on January 1 next the
Government examination system for patents set

forth in the Patent Law of 1902, and from
January 1, 1905, reducing the period of provisional

protection from nine months to six. The system of

examination thus instituted is much less perfect

than those of other countries, as the examiner
has merely to search through the British patents

of the immediately preceding fifty years to see

if in these there be in his opinion any anticipation,

of the invention set forth in the complete speci-

ficition. This report is forwarded to the Comp-
troller, and if the Comptroller be of the opinion

(from this report) that the invention is partly or

wholly anticipated, the applicant is informed of

the anticipation, and has the option of a personal

hearing, or of amending the specification to the

satisfaction of the Comptroller, or, in default of

either, the Comptroller determines whether a

reference to any, and, if so, what, prior specifi-

cations must be made in the specification by way
of notice to the public. Against his decision

there will be an appeal to the Law Officer. The
examiners' reports will be kept strictly secret

from all but the applicant and his agent ; but

this examination must not be held in the slightest

to guarantee in any way the novelty of the in-

vention, or the validity of the patent, as of course

the prior publication of the invention in other

documents open to the public in England prior to

the date of the application, or the prior public u.-i.

of the invention would be equally as fatal to tip

validity of the patent as the publication of the in-

vention in a prior British specification.—I am, v^'c,

W. P. Thomtsox .\N"11 Co.,

Chartered Patent Agents.

6, Lord-street, Liverpool, Sept. 1.

Mtrc0mmunicattan*

[12CS5.1 — liith-Ography. — Some years ago, Mr.
Emanuel Green, F.S.A., read an interesting paper upoa
'"The Beginning of Lithography " at the Royal Archiea-
logical Institute, and this^ may be found in the society'3

published Tninf^actu->.<s. Aloysius Senefelder, he records,

was the son of an actor, and was born at Prague, a?
already mentioned in this column, and was himself, for

some little time, a choir singer in theatres. He dis-

covered the process purely by accident, and it was first

utilised by him for music in x.x>. 179t5. I.,ater, he was
joined by one Andri?, a music-seller of ()ti'enbach, who,
assisted by the latter's three brothers, established presses

in several countries, coming to London, and practising

lithography there in ISOO. The English name given to

the new art was Polyautography, the primary idea

being the multiplying of actual writing or drawings in

facsimile. Much opposition was promoted—mainly by
engravers—and a heavy import duty was put upon the
stone used. Senefelder appears soon to have left

England, and, after a few years, Audro also gave
up the straggle, and left too. His assistant, how-
ever, G. J. Volweiller, remained, anc followed the
art at E>, Buckingham-place, Fitzroy-square, W. The
patronage he received was so sm-ill. and his ailes so few
that he in turn put up his shutters, and in 1807 re-

turned to the Continent, and the process entirely ceased

in this country until ISIl. when one of Volweiller's

former assistants, a Mr. Redman, was employed at it in

the Hoi'se Guards, for printing militiry plans. &c.
Afterwards Redman removed to Bath and started busi-

ness in that then centre of fashion tin 1813}. It was
there the name was changed, by him, from palyauto-
graphy to lithography. But financial success filled to

smile upon Redman, and in a very few years he in turn

also disappeared. Eventually Mr. Ackerman, a print-

seller, interested himself in the matter, and started in the

trade in 1S17. The first impression Aokerman's litho-

graphic press ever turned out was the following :

—
" I have been told of one

Who being asked for bread,
In its stead

lieturned a stone.

But here we manage better,

The stone we asS
To do its task,

And it returns us every letter.

(Signed) Wm. Combe, January 23, 1317."—Harry Hems.

[12CS6.]—Liquid Colours for "Woven Fabrics.—
If you mean tae coloured ii^uidi used in drawing and
colouring plans —why, stitioner.-', instrument makers,

keep these. They do not run with damp after once

drying.—Regest s Park.

There are some very lazy people in Warsaw. An
engineer of that town who is also an aniiteur photo-

grapher unkindly took a snap-shot of a group of some
30 labourers who were, or professed to be, hard at

work relaying a wood pavement. When the photo-

graph came to be developed it showed that only two
of the men were actually workmg. The rest were
talking, smoking, stretching themselves, or ap-

parently lost in deep thought. Surely there are no

other cities in the world where such a snap-shot

would reveal similar results.

The death, at the age of 77, of Mr. W. F.

Yallance, R.S.A., removes another of the group of

men, who, more than fifty years ago, learnt their

art under Kobert Scott Lauder in the Trustees'

School on the Mound, and who jn after life formed

the once fauious sketching club. Among its members
were Chalmers, M'Taggart, Pettie, Orchardson,

Graham, M'Donald, Lockhart, Hay, andVallance,

all of whom became in time associated in a more
public manner as members or honorary members of

the Royal Scottish Academy.
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BuiliJinn ^-nttllinitnct.

AcLE, Norfolk .—The parish church was re-

npened on Wednesday week by the Bishop of

Norwich, after the restoration of the nave. The
hurch is dedicated to St. Edmund, King and
^lartyr, the emblem, as seen on the rood-screen,
Ijeicg a crown pierced by two arrows. The church
has nave, chancel, north and south porch with
rooms over, and a circular western tower. The
nave has a very broad span of 28ft. The tower
is the earliest portion of the church ; it is of Early
I'Inglish date, circular on plan, terminating with
:m octagonal belfry, with lancet windows. The
parapet of later date was put on about 1470. The
nave and chancel were rebuilt about the same
time, and the north and south portions added.
The interior was reseated in the latter part of last

< antury, and all objects of interest, such as the
'Id seating and woodwork, destroyed or removed
Lxcept the chancel screen) which sfill remains,
and needs to have the paint removed to thow up
the old coloured decoration. The font is a fine

example of Perpendicular date, being elevated
from the floor level on two octagonal stone steps.

The work now carried out comprises the restora-
tion of the roof to nave. The outside has been
stripped and rethatched. The underside of the
roof was formerly plastered, and this has been
removed. The underside of the root limbeis have
been claddeJ with oak boarding, adorned with
carved bosses and moulded oak ribs. The walls,

windows, buttresses, and copings have been ra-

paired, and the walls coloured inside. New lamps
have been bung from the roofs. A carved oak
p\ilpit on stone base has been placed on the north
side of the nave. The work has been carried out
from designs by and under the superintendence
of Mr. Herbert Green, architect and diocesan
surveyor of Norwich, and the. contractors have
been llessrs. Chasten and Grimson, of LoddoD.
The fabric to the tower and north porch needs
immediate repair, and is the next work to be taken
in hand. 3[odtrn deal seats exist in the nave and
chancel. The floors of the nave are very uneven,
but happily the memorial slabs still remain, and
will be retained in their present position. The
cost of the work now completed has been about
£600. The estimated cost of restoring the tower
is £350, and of the north porch £200.

Belfast. ^—The ceremony of consecration of the
new synagogue, Annesley-street, Carlisle-circus,

took place on the 31st ult. The building ex-
ternally and in ita internal arrangements is

modelled according to immemorial tradition, but
in some particulars concession has been made to

modem convention in its equipment. At the
upper end of the new synagogue is placed the
main doorway, having moulded jambs carrying
semicircular arched head fillet with inscriiitions
ia Hebrew letters. Access is obtained to the
ground floor through a vestibule with tiled floor
and dado. The seats are arranged so as to face
the reader's platform, which is octagonal on plan,
and was formerly used in the old synagogue in
Great Victoria-street built in 1861. Accommoda-
tion will be provided for 355 men on the ground
floor, with a gallery seated for 212 women. Above
the vestibule is a minor hall approached from the
gallery staircase. A simple treatment of the
Karly Kound-arched style, with stone dressings
sparingly introduced, has been adopted. Brick
pilasters are placed between the windows, con-
trasting with the cement dashing on main walls.
A dado of blue bricks is used along Annesley-
fltreot, and the main porch is of cut stone.
Messrs. .James Henry and Son, Crumlin-road,
have carried out the contract. The architects are
Messrs. ^oung and Mackenzie, while Mr. B. S.
Jacobs, Hull, has acted as hon. consulting archi-
tect. The synagogue has been erected at a cost of
£3,000.

BisiiopsTON.—The WesleyanChapel at Bishops-
ton has been reopened, after the addition of a
church parlour and new galleries. The new side
galleries are constructed mainly of varnished pilch-
pine, and harmonise with the gallery at the west
end, which was included in the contract for the
erection of the church eleven years ago. The
original design of the architects contemplated the
provision at a subsequent date of the side galleries,
and these afford additional accommodation for
about 200 worshippers. Access is obtained by
means of two separate staircases in the side
entrance lobbies. The church, together with the
adjoining school and classrooms, vestry, corridors,
and other portions of the premises have under-

I

gone- internal renovation and decoration. TTie

new church parlour has coved, moulded, and
panelled ceilings of pitchpine. The two chimney-
piec- 8, with overmantel and canopies, are of

polished walnut wood, and the room is ap-

proached by an easy staircase. The work has

been cirried out by the general contractor, Mr.
T. R. Lewis, of Bishopston, from designs by,

and under the direction of, the architects, Messrs.

Herbert J. Jones and Sou, of Bridge street,

Bristol, at a cost, exclusive of furnishing, of about

£1,200.

HoiiFiELi), Bristol.—By the end of the present

month the new Horfield police and fire station

will be completed. It is situate at the junction

of North and Somerville-roads, and will take the

place of two houses formerly rented in Gloucester-

road. The police station is in Somerville-road.

An entrance lobby leads into the charge-room,

and on the left is an office for the inspector.

From the charge room the cells corridor is

reached. There are three cells for male prisoners

and one for a female, the approaches being
separate. A parade room has been provided for

constables, and there is accommodation for a

married man and a single constable. Adjoining
the police buildings is the fire station, consisting

of an engine-house, with a two-stall stable,

fodder room, and general store. In North-road
is the inspector's house. The front of the build-

ing ia of Cattybrook brick, with freestone dress-

ings, roofed with slates, and lighted throughout
with electric light. The builders are Messrs. R.
Wilkins and Sons, Bishop-street, Bristol, and
the architectural details have been carried out in

the city engineer's ollice.

KiLiiowiE, Glasgow.—Additions made to the

factory at Kilbowie of the Singer Manufacturing
Company were opened on Friday. At these works
thecompanyhavebeen producing sewing-machines
at the rate of 800,000 per annum, but found that

while other departments could produce more,
their cabinet factory prescribed this limit. They
therefore decided at the beginning of the year to

make an addition in order to increase production
to 1,000,000 sewing-machines per annum. The
contract for the new building was let to Messrs.
Robert McAlpine and Sjns, the Glasgow firm

who had erected the original factory 21 years
ago. The structure measures 800ft. long, 80ft.

wide, and the six floors, with flat roof, rise to a

height of 90ft. from surface level. The four walls

are buiit of brickwork, 36in. thick at the base,

narrowing to 18in. at the top, having at intervals

of 15ft. 4in. buttresses 3ft. wide, and projecting
18in. from the face. The intermediate supports
for the floors consist of three steel columns in the
width of 80ft., set at 15ft. 4in. centres in the

longitudinal line. These columns are built of

channel section, there being four 12in. by 3in. by
Jin. channels, with six cover-plates for the two
lower floors, two channels for the third and fourth
floors, and H -beams for the fifth and sixth levels.

The main girders, which are transverse, are

formed of two joists riveted together, while the
longitudinal beams rest on these at 3ft. 3in.

centres. The calculated load per square foot of

floor is 3001b. The steel was of 27 to 32 tons
ultimate tensile strength, with a minimum
elongation of 20 per cent, in Sin. While concrete
was used as a bottom for the brick foundations,
ferrolithic was adopted for casing the steelwork
and for forming the floors. The building is

divided by fire-resisting walls of ferrolithic into
four compartments, the doors of communication
being of tin-lined timber, running on inclined
rails, and held open by balance-weights, the
chain of which is released automatically by the
fusing of a solder link when the temperature
becomes abnormal.

Liverpool.—Having purchased over an acre
of land—an " island " site—in central thorough-
fares, the Liverpool Cotton Association, whose
temporary quarters since 1896 have been in

Brown's Buildings, I'ltchange and Rumford-
streets, is about to erect for the business of its

members a permanent exchange. The associa-

tion has expended £141,500 in buying up the
proportif s and rights on the site, which extends
from Oldhall-streot to Bixteth-stroot (close to

Exchange Railway Station), and from < Irinond-

stroot to Edmund-street. The purchase involved,
on account of questions of light, the acquisition
of City Buildings, (IMhall-atreet, for £26,500,
and Lsmbard Chambers, in Bixtoth-street, for

£12,000. Uldhall-slroct, to which the principal

elevation will face, was so named after the Did
Hall of the Moores, and it was the s'reet through

which the Royalist besiegers found their way into
Liverpool in the days of Prince Rupert. As a
preliminary to the proposed building, premiums
were offered to architects for competitive designs
of a Cotton Exchange, and twenty -four sets of

plans were sent in by Liverpool and Birkenhead
architects. The assessor, Mr. Frank Briggs, has
placed first the design of Messrs. Huon Matear
and Frank Simon, The Temple, Dale-street,

Liverpool, his decision having been unanimously
approved by the building committee and board of

directors. Working plans are being prepared,

and building operations will be commenced early

next year. A pillared portico will give access to

the exchange proper, which is to be a hall sur-

rounded by a two-storied colonnade formed with
polished granite columns having marble bases,

bronze capitals, and marble balustrades. The
ceiling will be panelled and carved in fibrous

plaster, with large curved counter-light composed
of moulded wood and ornamental glazing, com-
pletely protected by an outer roof of glass. Around
the fabric will be conveniently arranged the

private and public telephones, the post, telegraph,

and cable rooms. Immediately off the exchange
are to be the members' private reading and
smoking rooms, which will also be available for

the general meetings of the association. The
arbitration and appeal rooms, located on the top

floor, will comprise two spacious apartments, with
the finest light possible. The remaining office

accommodation, such as clearing-house, clearing-

room, bank, ire, wiU be found on the first floor,

together with the board, secretary's, and com-
mittee rooms. Numerous suites of offices for the

use of cotton brokers are also to be provided.

These will have entrances from the four surround-
ing streets. A cafe will be placed in the base-

ment. In addition to the lower portico, two open
balconies will be introduced on the first and second
floors, so that members can, in the hot weather,

discuss their business in the open air. Portland

stone is to be used in the construction of the

principal elevation. The total cost of the building

is estimated at about £150,000.

Liverpool C'.\TnEDKAL.—At a meeting of the
executive committee of the Liverpool Cathedral,

held at the Church House, Lord-street, on Tues-
day, Sir. W. B. Forwood in the chair, the special

committee which had charge of the arrangements
for the laying of the foundation-stone by the
King on July 19 reported that the ceremony was
in every way a great success, and that the funds
at the disposal of the cathedral committee had
since been augmented by a sum of between
£50,000 and £60,000. The total sum promised
is now over £300,000. A number of donations of

windows and other parts of the fabric were after-

wards accepted. The architects, Messrs. G. F.
Bodley and G. CJilbert Scott, reported that speci-

fications for the foundations had been sent out,

and that tenders are to be in by the 12th inst.

Newport, Mok.—The formal opening of the

new Baptist hall in Llanthewy-road, Newport,
took place on Thursday in last week. The new
hall, which occupies a site on the junction of

Llanthewy-road and Spencer-road, is in the Early
English style, and is faced with local stone, with.

Bath stone dressings. The hall is 55ft. long by
32ft. wide, and two vestries adjoin. The windows
are glazed with cathedral-tinted glass, while

ample ventilation is obtained by means of Boyle's

ceiling ventilator. The ground floor has been

dirided into five up-to-date classrooms, with
flooring of wood blocks, and a large cloakroom.

The contract price was £1,897, and the work has

been executed by Mr. C. Shapland, Maindee,
from designs by Messrs. Uabershon, Fnwckner,
and Co., architects, Newport and Cardiff.

Pftkriioroioh.—The memorial-stone of the
extensions to the workhouse was laid on Wednes-
day week. The alterations are being carried out

by Messrs. Bridgfoot and Son, builders. Wood-
stone, to plans by Messrs. J. G. StiiUebntss and
Sons, architects, of Peterborough. The new
buildings consist of a kitchen, dining-hall,

laundry, and offices. The dining-hall will bo
43ft. by 32ft. in area, and the kitchen 32ft. by
20ft. Besides these there will bo a pantry and
other rooms, and the dining-hall block will cover

an area of about 300 square yards, erec'ed partly

on the site of the old dining-hiU. This block it

is expected to complete by November, and the

laundry by May next. In the laundry there will

be separate rooms for receiving clothes, ironing-

room, officers' washhouse, infected clothes wash-
house, i'c. The engineering portion of the work
is being cartied out by Messrs. Bartord and
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Perkins, Peterborough, and the ventilating portion
by Jlessrs. King, ot Liverpool. The cost of the
extensions will be about £3,600.

STocKroiiT.—The proposal of the Stockport
Corporation to erect a town-hall ut a cost, in-
cluding furnishing, of £i36,0OO, and to borrow
the money, was the subject of an inquiry held
by a Local Government Board inspector on
Friday. The offices of the corporation are in
several buildings in different parts of the town,
and this arrangement is inconvenient and expen-
sive. Outlining the scheme to the inspector, the
town clerk said the provision of largely increased
accommodation was urgently necessary, because
of the great increase in the amount of business to
be transacted, due iu part to the extension of the
borough, and also to new undertakings, such as
electric lighting, tramways, and additional water-
works. The corporation at present paid oiEce
rentals amounting to .531, and £73 a year more
for telephone communication between the offices.

An eligible site of 6, 529J square yards had
been purchased in Welling'ton-roid South, and
the contract for the erection of the building
had been let to Mr. William Pownall, of Stock-
port, at £54,496. On Tuesday, Aug. 31, how-
ever, Jlr. Pownall seat him "a letter, declining
to enter into the contract. He had communicated
with llr. Josiah Briggs, whose tender of £56,8S0
was the next lowest, and Mr. Briggs had ex-
pressed his readiness to carry out the work. The
clerk also explained that it was not intended to
use any portion of the new building for judicial
purposes. The borough treasurer stated the area
of the borough to be 4,985 acres, the population
97,000, the rateable value £420,507, and the total

indebtedness of the borough £1,756,883. If the
sanction of the Local Government Board is

received in time, the foundation-stone will be laid
on the 24th inst. The architect of the town-hall
is Mr. A. Brumwell Thomas, whose design,
selected in competition, was illustrated in the
BuiLDixc; News for Feb. 19 and Slarch 4 of the
present year.

Wakefieid CATnEDRAL ExTExsioxs. — The
extensions at Wakefield Cathedral continue to
make, under Mr. Frank L. Pearson's direction,
rapid progress towards completion. The whole
of the exterior masonry may be said to be com-
plete, and the remaining portion of the interior
work is progressing satisfactorily. The last

vaulting is all but finished in the crypt, and the
only vaulting left is that of the eastern chapel,
the work of which is advancing. The transept
stained-glass windows have been fixed, that in
the south transept being the new window to
commemorate the late Mr. T. K. Sanderson, of
Kettlethorp Hall, and that in the north tran-
sept is the old east -end Ingram window, but
largely renewed. Good progress is also being
made with the fixing of the heating apparatus in
the new portion and the renewal in the old, the
whole being supplied with new fittings and a new
powerful heating boiler. The whole of the older
part of the cathedral has already been wired for a
complete installation of electric light. It is ex-
pected that at an early date the scaffolding may
be removed, so as to allow a start being made
with the general cleaning down and the tidying
up of the exterior, so as to have the place in a
perfectly orderly condition for the opening early
next year.

^YALTIIAM AijiiEY.—The Bishop of St. Albans
has now issued the necessary faculty authorising
the restoration ot Waltham Abbey Church,
towards the cost of which the Government,
through the Army Council, have offered fiOO,
conditionally upon the remainder of the sum
required being obtained. The difficulty con-
cerning the proposed removal of the existing
18th-century parapet has been surmounted, and
in place of the corner pinnacles as originally
proposed, a scheme, proposed by the architect,

Mr. Arthur Reeve, has been approved for the
erection of a new battlemented parapet and the
addition of square turrets at the angles of the
tower, thus restoring the tower to the appearance
of the structure erected in 1556 and demolished
in 1798. Ttie estimated cost of the contemplated
•work is £2,100.

liEQAIi INTEI.LiaENOB.
Manchester Akbitkation Case.—The award in

' connection with the arbitration between Messrs.
Evan Roberts and Son, bricklayers, of Manchester,
claimants, and Messrs. Burgess and Gait, builders
and contractors, also of Manchester, respondents,
has recently been made by the umpire, Mr. Joseph
Swarbrick, F.R.I.B.A., Manchester. The claim
amounted to about £11,000, but the respondents
claimed to be entitled to a considerable set-otY or
counter-claim for work executed by them for the
claimants. The umpire awarded Messrs, Evau
Roberts and Son the sum of £1,447.

I

Ix EE J. Fkami'TOn, East Dulwich.—An appli-
cation was made to Mr. Registrar Giftard at the
London Bankruptcy-court, on Tuesday, lor the
approval of a composition under section 3 of the
Bankruptcy Act, 1890. The debtor, John Framp-
ton, had carried on business as a builder at Eist
Dulwich, and he attributed his failure, which
occurred in May last, to his having underestimated
the cost of budding eighty-five houses on the Grove
^'ale estate, under contract entered into in February,

( 1003, with the Camberwell Borough Council, and to
the building operations having been delayed by in-
clement weather. The Official Receiver estimated
the unsecured indebtedness at £5,-393, the hulk of

' which was incurred in part p3rformance of the con-
tract mentioned above. The debtor was unable to
complete the contract, and the work was, in March
list, continued by the debtor's sureties for its due
performance. The assets consisted of stock-in-
trade valued at £50, and certain equities of redemp-
tion in house properties, &c., that might realise

£500. The composition which the Court was now
asked to approve provided for payment of 73. 6d.
in the pound to the creditors. To secure payment
of the first instalment of 53. in the pound and the
costs of the proceedings, a sum ot £1,455 lOs. had

i been deposited with the Official Receiver, and satis-
factory guarantees had been given for payment of

;' the balance of 23. 6d. iu the pjuud. Mr, Registrar
Giffard approved the composition.

Ancie>-t Lights.—Hilton v. Maskelyne.—This
I

motion, which is an application for an injunction
to restrain Mr. Maskelyne, the well-known illu-

sionist, from increasing the height of St. George's

j

Hall, Langham-place, so as to darken the lights of
adjoining premises and cause a nuisance, came
before Mr. Justice Bigham in the Chancery Division
on Wednesday. It was ordered to stand over, the
parties having an arrangement under consideration.

Beighton AEcniTEcr's Affaiks.— At the London
Bankruptcy Court, on Tuesday, a sitting was
held before Mr. Registrar Hope, for the public
examination of Charles E. Savery, of College
Gardens, Brighton, lately of North Parade House,
Monmouth, and elsewhere, architect and sur-
veyor. The debtor, against whom a receiving

;
order was made upon a creditor's petition, started
in business on his own account in 1884, with a
capital of £2,000. The debtor was plaintiff in a
divorce suit, to which Dr. W. Hooker McGilorae,
of Bryn Mawr, Brecon, was co-respoudent, and
recovered £500 damages and £400 costs, to the non-
payment ot which he attributes his present position.
It appeared that he was administrator of his late
wife's estate, which is vested iu her three chdJren,
to whom an allowance of SOs. a week was allowed
by the Court. Mr. Walter Boylee stated that the
debtor had not yet filed his accounts, and he asked
for an adjournment over the long vacation. His
Honour adjourned the case to Nov. 1.

Mr. T. R. Ablett delivered on Monday afternoon,
at the Royal Drawing Society, 50, (^ueen Anne's
Gate, Westminster, a course of lectures on *' Snap-
shot Drawing." This system of children's home
drawing has greatly developed since it was thus
popularly defined by the founder and Art Director
of the Society in 1901,

The Normanton and District Joint Hospital
Committee have just let the contracts for the build-
ing which is to be erected .at Ackton, a short
distance from the Featherstone Parish Church, the
total amount being £13,977. The hospital is

intended to supply the requiremects of Xormanton,
Castleford, Featherstone, Whitwood, and Altofts,
and will comprise an administration block, laundry,
two fever pavilions, one enteric pavilion, an isola-

tion pavilion, porter's lodge, and discharge block.
There will be 40 beds.

At Barnsley, on Friday, Colonel Slacke, R.E.,
one of the inspectors of the Local Government
Board, held an inquiry into the application of the
corporation to borrow £6,868 for the purposes of
public electric lighting.

On Friday afternoon, at Colwyu Bay, Mr.
Walter Whitehead, of Manchester, ex -president of

the British Medical Association, formally opened
the new isolation wards erected as an annexe to

the Jubilee Cottage Hospital. The annexe was
erected by Messrs. AVood and Co. from the designs
of Messrs. Porter and Hunter, Colwyn Bay.

At Tuesday's meeting of the town council of
Leith, a sub-committee reported in connection with
the scheme for providing cheap dwellings for the
working classes, that the total amount of the lowest
tenders for the four blocks was £12,184 17s., and
that the alternative amount for fireproofing the
buildings was £12,252. The tenders, it was added,
are now in the hands of the sub-committee.

STATtTES, MEMORIALS, &c.

WoECESTEE.—The Earl of Coventry, Lord Lieu-
tenant of the county, jiresided on Saturday at a
meeting of the committee who are arranging for the
erection of a memorial to AV'orcestershire men who
lost their lives in the South African war. The Dean
of Worcester (Dr. Forrest) announced that the
Chapter and himself approved of the design of Mr.
W. R. Colton, A.R.A., and were wdling to allow
the memorial to be placed on the consecrated
ground adjoining the cathedral, at a point where
it would face High-street. The memorial would
have to be inside the raUings, but they were willing

to afford means of access so that the names to be
placed on the sculpture or pedestal might be read.
Mr. Colton suggested that the elevation of the
memorial would be improved by the provision of

steps, and these, the meeting agreed, shoidd be
provided at an additional cost of £100. Lord
Coventry informed the committee that progress was
being made with the work, which was expected
to be finished in time for the next Royal Academy
exhibition.

CHIPS.
Mr. Samuel Smith, M.P., opened on Wednesday

a free library at Buckley, Flintshire, which has been
largely provided through the generosity of Mr.
Andrew Carnegie, the site having been given by
Messrs. Griffith Brothers, Chester.

The city engineer of Westminster (Mr. J. W,
Bradley, M.Inst.C.E.) says that there is no founda-
tion for the statement which has recently appeared
to the eft'ect that he has been appointed to a position
in the Colonial service, nor has he been a candidate
for any such appointment.

The contract for the erection ot a fort on Grey
Point, for the defence of Belfast Lough, has been
given to Messrs. W. J. Campbell and Sons, Belfast,

who constructed the torts at Lough Swilly. The
fort, which is one of the two to be constructed, will

cost about £15,000.

At the meeting of the Hove Town Council yester-

day (Thursday), the works committee reported that
they have taken into consideration the question of

the disposal of the sewage of Aldrington, and in-
structed the borough surveyor, Mr. H. H. Scott, to
prepare a scheme showing how he proposes to deal
with the sewage of Aldrington so as to drain into
the intercepting sewer.

In memory of the well-known novelist, the late
Henry Seton Merriman (Mr. Hugh Stowell Scott), a
stained-glass window has just been put in Melton
Parish Church, near Woodoridge, East Suffolk, by
his widow. The work consists of two figures (SS.
Andrew and Ethel. ireda) on architectural bases, with
curtains behind, held up by angels.

The lafe Mr. J. T. Smith, of Duloch, N.B., by
his settlement directs his trustees to deliver the
picture of " Uueen Margaret," pauited by Sir Noel
Paton, to the Trustees of the Carnegie Trust, Dun-
fermline, should they have at the time of his death
a picture gallery in the town of Dunfermline, whom
failing to the town councd of Dunfeimline, to keep
in their possession till such time as the said Carnegie
Trustees should have such a picture gallery.

The work of sewering the village of Oakengates,
near Wellington, Salop, which is being carried out
for the urban district council of Oakengates, is

approaching completion, and will be finished by the
end of this month. The engineer is Mr R. E. W.
Berrington, M.LC.E., of Wolverhampton.

The new science buildings in connection with the
grammar schools at Boston, Lincolnshire, are
rapidly approaching completion. Mr. .Jas. Rowell
is the architect, and Messrs. H. W. Parker and Son
the contractors. The estimated cost of the buildings

is about £1,500,

A start has been made in Shropshire with the
laying of the second water main line from Lake
Vrynwy to Liverpool. The section in progress is

that between Whittington and Owestry.

A large three-manual organ was opened iu
Springfield Congregational Church, Dewsbury, on
Tuesday. Messrs. Abbott and Smith, of Leeds,
were the builders.

Next St. Andrew's Day will be fraught with deep
importance for the Diocese of Rochester, for it is

then proposed to dedicate the reconstructed central

tower of the Cathedral, and to keep the thirteen
hundredth anniversary of the consecration of its

first bi-ihop—Justus— iu the year 604.

Building operations in Toronto thus far this year
exceed iu value and extent all previous records. It

is true that the year 1801 showed a somewhat larger

total, this, however, being due to the large sums
spent on the city hall and the land boom.

Mr. William Adams, of Hdlrise, Amersham-road,
Putney, and formerly of Carlton House, Putney-
hill, Putney, late locomotive engineer of the London
and South- Western Railway, who died on Aug. 7

last, aged 80 years, left estate of the gross value
of £63,672, and at £63,615 net.
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WATEK SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

AuDLET, Staffs.—The waterworks at Audley,
which were inaugurated some fourteen years ago,

have recently been enlarged at a cost of about

£1,000, and the ceremony of opening the new addi-

tion was performed on Wednesday week. The
council's surveyor, Mr. T. Bibbey, prepared the

plans of the new building, and Mr. Blias Johnson
carried out the work, while the provision of the new
engines was intrusted to Messrs. John Brittain and
Sou, Chesterton, and Mr. Thomas Brittain, of Dig-
lake, was appointed to act with the water engineer,

Mr. Shufflebotham, in supervising the laying down
of the new plant.

Leeds New Watee'svoeks.—At Friday's meeting
of a waterworks subcommittee of the Leeds Cor-
poration tenders were opened in connection with
the new waterworks scheme of the corporation in

the lire Valley. The corporation are about to con-
struct four new reservoirs in the L''re Valley, and
the first of them is to be proceeded with at once.

The tenders opened on Friday were for the work
on the first reservoir. There were a large number
of them received, and a selection was made to be

put before the full committee. When the work in

the Vre Valley is completed, there will be obtained

an ample supply for thirty or forty years. The total

cost is estimated at £2,200,000, including pipe-

laying. The four reservoirs will have a total

capacity of 4,543,000,000gal., and give a daily yield

of lo.l million gallons. The site of the first reservoir,

that of Colsterdale, which will have an area of 170

acres, and a capacity of 1 ,852 million gallons, is about
five miles west of Masham. Accommodation is

being provided at Colsterdale for 1,000 workmen.
At the present time there are 24 huts, each accom-
modating IG men besides the caretaker and family,

and there are also ten tenements, each housing
twelve men and the caretaker and family. Every
hut is provided with electric light, hot and cold

water, and modern bathroom and sanitary equip-

ment. The canteen measures 140ft. long by 40ft. in

width.

The Talla Wateewokks for EDiNBUKaH.

—

TnE ExD IX Sight.—On Wednesday and Thursday
of last week the chairman's committee of the Edin-
burgh and District Water Trust, previous to Mr.
Tait, C.E., going on a holiday to St. Louis, U.S.A.,
mide an exhaustive inspection of the Talla pipe
track between Broomlee and the reservoir, and also

of the reservoir. Sir Andrew M'Donald, the con-
vener of the committee, was at the head of the
party. From Broomlee to Broughton the contract
was let to Messrs. Macalpine. The distance is over
ten miles. From Broughton to near Massfennan
the track has been laid by Mr. Harvey. This part
of the track is also practically finished, and is now
being tested to see that it is all water-tight. From
Mossfennau to the other side of Tweedsmuir the
contract was in the hands of Mr. Best. This has
been a very heavy piece of work also, and includes
the long Wray Tunnel. At some places the rock
was of the hardrffess of iron, at others there was
nothing but loose, wet, shifting mud, which it was
even difiicult to deal with by compressed-air
machinery. This portion of the track is about
eight miles in length. From above Tiveedsmuir to

the reservoir the track has mostly been done by cut
and cover, and is for the greater part a concrete
conduit.

The town council of Wrexham have received the
sanction of the Local Government Board to the
borrowing of £G,420 for works of sewerage and
sewage disposal.

In the Cathedral at Lincoln, on Monday, a tablet
erected to the memory of the officers and men of the
Lincolnshire Regiment who fell in South Africa was
unveiled by Major- General Sir Leslie Rundle, com-
manding the North-Eastern District.

Another section of the corporation tramways at
Uochdale, that along Oldham-road, from High
Level-road to King's-road, was iiupected by Col.
Druitt, of the Board of Trade, and passed and
opened for traffic on Friday.

The annual summer excursion of the Norfolk and
Norwich Archn'ological Society, which took place
on Wednesday week, was confined within the limits

of the ancient and interesting town of Thetford.
The remains were first visited of the vast Cluniac
Priory, a foundation established by Jioger Bigod
at the beginning of the r2th century. The existing
ruins cover a large area, and they comprise a gate-
way of black Hint and freestone, and several walls
and foundations outlining the structural plan of the
establishment. The church was in the Norman
style, but the refectory and the Lady-chapel were of
the Early Engl ish period, and the gatehouse belonged
to the loth century. Tlie site was excavated in
IS 19, and the original plan of the I'riory was re-
vealed. The King's House, a Jacobean mansion,
the town-hall, and the scanty remains of a nunnery,
dating from llonry II. 's time, were visited, and Mr.
W. U. Clarke's local collection of neolithic fiiut

implements was examined.

Ouv (DfEce €Ml
The private view of the annual Autumn Art

Exhibition, promoted hy the Corporation of

Liverpool at the A\'alker Art Gallery, will take

I>Iace to-morrow (Saturday), the public opening
following on Monday. The hanging committee

consisted of Mr. John Lavery, R S.A., Mr.
Alfred East, A.K.A., and Mr. Joseph Kirkpatrick,

assisted by Mr. John Lea, of the museum and
arts committee of the corporation, and by Mr. R.

Dibdin, the new curator of the Walker Galleries.

The exhibition includes something like fifteen

hundred pictures, but a high standard of ex-

cellence has been maintained. As in some recent

years, one of the smaller rooms is almost ex-

clusively devoted to French art. Some of the

most notable pictures in the exhibition have been

hung in the Grosvenor Room. Here, occupj'ing

the central position on the main wall, is ilr.

E. A. Abbey's canvas " Hamlet," and facing it

on the opposite wall is a portrait of the " Countess

of Lathom," by Mr. John S. Sargent, R.A.,

who is further represented in the exhibition by
portraits of " Mr. T. L. Devitt, the President of

the Shipping Federation," and of "Colonel W.
Pilkington, V.D., of St. Helens." Professor

H. von Herkomer, Mr. Orchardson, R.A., Mr.
W. W. Ouless, R.A., and Mr. J. Coutts Michie

are all represented by portraits. The landscapes

include works by Sir E. A. Waterlow, R.A., Jlr.

David Murray, A.U.A., Mr. David Farquharson,

A.R.S.A., Mr. John Lavery, R.S.A., and Mr.
E. A. Hornel. Among the Royal Academicians

who have pictures in the Exhibition are Sir E.J.
Poynter, Mr. G. H. Boughton. Mr. Andrew C.

Gow, ilr. Frank Dicksee, Sir L. Alma-Tadema,
IMr. James Sant, and Mr. Luke Fildes. The
collection also includes several fine examples of

the late Mr. G. F. Watts. R.A.

The Annual Report of the Ruskin iluseum
states that the museum was open on .313 days

during the year ended on March 2d last, and the

total number of visitors was 47,3.57, 8s against

5S,325 the 3-ear before, a decrease of 10,068.

This large diflerence is accounted for by the

abnormal attendance during the holidays and
Coronation festivities of 1902.. The average

annual attendance for the previous four years

was 40,800, so that the attendance last year

exceeds the average by 6,557, showing that the

numbers are progressive over the period stated.

In the library and print department the figures

are being well maintained, the number of

visitors who have made application for perusal

and study of the works being as follows :—The
total for the year was 639, against 652 ; and the

number of works perused 901, against 803 ; this

establishes a record for the issues since the open-

ing of the museum. Applications by students to

copy the works in pencil or water colour

numbered 48, compared with 51 the previous

year. A selection of drawings by Ruskin and
other artists was loaned and accompanied Mr.
Wall's collection of old Italian masters to the

Manchester liuskin Exhibition. The curator

attended the formal opening, which took place on

March 23. A series of forty water-colour draw-

ings of picturesque scenes in France, Switzer-

land, and Italy has also been lent to the Notting-

ham Art Gallery and museum for the period of

one year. Of the museum hand-book 433 copies

were sold, as against 583 ; but, as pointed out in

last year's report, many regular visitors now bring

their copies with them. During the past year the

special exhibition took the form of a scries of

examples illustrative of the ait of the Old Italian

JIastors, copied by artists who had worked under
Professor Ruskin. The majority of those loaned

by Mr. G. P. Wall, of Sheffield, were executed

by Mr. Frank Randal, and these, together with

the museum examples, formed a comprehensive

and interesting series for study. The examples

proved a great attraction, and wore thoroughly

appreciated. The museum lectures were con-

tinued during the winter months in connection

with the free public lecture so.heino inaugurated

two years ago. The lectures given by the curator,

Jlr. tiill Parker, last season were two on the Old

Italian Masters, and three on the art practice of

.lohn Ruskin. The museum is open to the public

free, every week - day, except Friday, from

10 a.m. until sunfet, and from 2 p.m. to 5 on

Sunday afternoons. The librai-y and print

departments arc open daily—Sundays and Fridays

excepted—under special regulations, between the

hours of 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. Visitors from a

distance will find ready means of access to the

museum, either by train to Heeley Station

(Midland Railway), or by electric-car running
every few minutes from the centre of the town to

Meersbrook Park.

AxoTnER watering place is being laid out on
the Hampshire coast, and will be known as

Barton-on-Sea. It is rather more than a mile

from Milton Station on the London and South-
western system, and in the centre of Christchurch

Bay. On the edge of the cliff stands the Barton
Court Hotel, which, until its recent extension and
practical rebuilding, was the home of a well-known
glove manufacturer. The land stands 80ft. above

the sea level. An area having depth of 350£t.

has been reserved in front for a marine promenade,
similar to the Lees at Folkestone, so that an un-
interrupted view of the English Channel, of the

Isle of Wight opposite, and of the coast as far

west as Swanage and the Purbeck heights will

always be obtained. To the left of the hotel is a

golf house, which stands at the entrance to the

links.

At the thirty-seventh trade-union congress,

held at Leeds, a resolution on the provision of

workmen's dwellings was unanimously passed. It

was moved by Mr. F. Knee (secretary of the

Workmen's National Housing Council), seconded

by Mr. W^. C. Steadman (London County Council),

and supported by Mr. Jones (West Ham) and
Councillor Wilkins (Derby Housing Association).

It urged the importance of inducing town and
district councils to set vigorously to work, under

the Housing of the Working Classes Acts, to

supply houses where there are not enough, and to

substitute good houses for bad, as well as to take

care that all new property shall be constructed and
arranged with due regard to health. It pointed

out the injustice of ratepayers being unwilling in

housing schemes to contribute towards the sink-

ing funds whereby property was being acquired

for them, and urged upon the Government the

necessity for drastic legislation on the lines of the

Housing of the "Working Classes Bill, whereby
loans at a low rate of interest could be arranged

for municipal housing, fair-rent courts established

where required, and other necessary reforms

attained.

AxoTHEK motion as to the prevention of

the erection of slum areas, moved by Mr. T. C.

Horsfall, chairman of the Manchester Citizens'

Association, was also adopted with unanimity. It

drew the attention of local authorities through-

out the kingdom to a need for {«) preventing the

development of new slum areas by means of such

measures as will effectually enable local authorities

to .systematically plan all new housing areas on

lines which shall secure for ne w houses an ample
provision of light and air space, gardens. Sec. ;

(A)

obtaining powers from Parliament municipally

to acquire and hold large estates in land, thus

copying the admirable municipal example of

many large German cities, and making a states-

manlike provision for future housing needs. The
resolution also called attention to the grave need

for housing reform ic rural villages, and strongly

urging that special attention should be given by
the Local Government Board to the adoption of

methods to secure the proper performance of health

and housing responsibilities by dilatory local

authorities, and the opinion was expressed that

the Housing Act of 1890 should be amended to

allow local authorities to let with every cottage

erected under I'art III. a holding of land.

To the many portraits of Sir Walter Scott

hung in the Scottish National Portrait Gallery

at Ivlinburgh, another has just been added

by purchase. It is an oil-painting by James

Saxon, done in 1805 for Lady Scott (whose por-

trait was also painted by Saxon), and was engraved

by James Heath for Messrs. Longman and Co.

It represents Scott, with his favourite bull-

terrier (" Camp ") beside him, seated in a black

haircloth-covered armchair before a crimson cur-

tain, and gives a peculiarly alert and sprightly

rendering of his face and liguro. 1 n the gallery

it is placed between the fine but dreamy head

painted by Geddes about 181S and Watson-

Gordon's original study, from which ho painted

several pictures, done in 1 830, and near portraits

by Graham (Hlbert and Sir Francis tirant.

Scott was thirty-four when ho sat for it.

" Border -Minstrelsy " had appeared three years

earlier, and tlio year itself was notable for the

publication of his" first great poem, ^h^i " Lay of

tho Last Minstrel," and the beginning of the

partnership with the IJallantynos. Another

addition of importance to the collection in the

same gallery is Professor Hubert von Herkomer's
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portrait of Herbert Spencer '
' for presentation by

his friends and admirers to the nation, upon
the conclusion of his ' System of Synthetic
Philosophy' in 1898." It was hung at Bur-
lington House that summer, and after the
Academy closed was sent to the Tate Gallery,
where it remained until Spencer's death, when it

wasduly offered to the National Portrait Gallery ;

but that gallery had accepted a portrait by J. B.
Burgess, and a bust by Sir Edgar Boehm, be-
queathed by Spencer himself, and the result was
that the Herkomer portrait was offered to the
Scottish National Portrait Gallery, and accepted
by the trustees. Uther additions are small
portraits of General Sir Charles Napier, who,
after good service in the Peninsular War, made
himself famous in Indian History by the conquest
of Scinde : Dr. Samuel Smiles, the biographer of

the engineers. The former, which is by George
Jones, R.A., has been transferred from the

i

London Gallery, which has acquired a more im-
j

portant portrait of Napier ; the latter formed
part of the bequest of the first curator of the
Scottish Portrait Gallery, the late J. M. Gray, j

The '

' Dr. Smiles '

' is by Sir George Reid, who has
painted the word '

' Seli-help " in one comer of

the little canvas, which is dated 1891.

The students entered into cccupation of the
first portion of the new Birmingham University
buildings at Bournbrook on Monday. This was
the smelting house of the metallurgical depart-
ment, and nowhere in the country is there such a
variety of apparatus and working plant, all capable
of being turned to commercial purposes. The
Siemens steel furnace occupies one of the large
rooms, and after an inspection of this had been
made by the students and their friends, under the
guidance of Professor Turner, the fires were
lighted. It will take about a week to dry the
furnace sufficiently to be safe to generate heat
for smelting, and about three weeks will elapse
before steel can be got out. Professor Turner, in
the course of an introductory lecture, said that
the erection of the building had occupied a year,
and entailed an expenditure of nearly £10,000.
With regard to the position of the United
Kingdom in metallurgical ind"u3tries, a great
change had been witnessed in the last 25 years.
We were still the chief producers of gold, because
of the Transvaal and Australia : but we were now
second in coal, third in iron, fifth or sixth in
other metals, and we produced only about one-
twentieth of the tin, lead, and zioc made in the
•world.

The information presented in the Income-tax
returns for the financial year ended March 31

last, published as a Blue-book on Tuesday, in re-

lation to estates, duties show that the following
national and municipal institut .ons benefited last

year by bequests to the total amount of £70.755,
the gifts being classified as follows :—British

Museum, collection of marbles, kc. : South
Kensington Museum, china, drawings, engrav-
ings, kc, ; National Gallery, pictures ; National
Gallery, Ireland, pictures; National GiUery,
Scotland, pictures ; Merton College, Gxford
University, pictures ; Koyal Scottish Academy,
pictures ; Owens College, Slanchester, scientific

apparatus, kc. : Corporation of City of London,
pictures ; Corporation of Glasgow, pictures, kc.

:

Corporation of Sheflield, pictures ; Corporation
of Dewsbury, pictures, kc. -4U such bequests
are, of course, exempt ircm death duties.

TiiEUE has been a recent rearrangement in the
British iluseum galleries of antiquities of the
early-period Egyptian sculptures, and there have
been added many important antiquities to the
exhibits in these galleries. In the vestibule at

the end of the Egyptian saloon there are man}-
monuments of the "ancient Empire," and the one
which occupies the central position is especially

fine. It is the great stele which faced the door-
way of the tomb of one of the chief men in the

court of the fourth dynasty. All of the titles of

this great man are set fjrth on a label below
this monument, and although it was made in the
year ii.c. 1500 the paint on it is well preserved.

WATEKPROoriSG a dry well in a pumping
station in San Francisco has been successfully

accomplished in the following manner, according
to Mr. Albion S. Howe, of that city. The well is

50ft. in diameter, and has to withstand the
pressure of 18ft. of ground water. The wall is

'2ft. thick at the top and 5ft. at the bottom, and
the floor is a " thin " bed of concrete steel. The
eand below the floor was covered with sheets of

asphalt roofing felt with the joints cem'nted
with asphalt and the exterior of the wall was

covered with -Jin. of asphaltum. The result is

stated to be satisfactorj'.

The production cf what is known as Portland
cement is, says a United States exchange, just to

hand, becoming one of the great American in-

dustries. Its uses are tending to increase in
variety. In Washington, D.C., concrete piling
has been used in the construction of new barracks.
The ground was alternately wet and dry, so that
wooden piles would not be durable. If the ground
is comp- ct, a steel or iron tube with a steel point
is driven down to the requisite depth and is with-
drawn, and the hole is filled with concrete rammed
down. In legs consistent soil the tube is pro-
vided with a pointed end made of concrete. After
driving the tube down to its place, concrete is

poured into it little by little, with constant ram-
ming, and the tube is withdrawn as fast as the
concrete is in place. In water a thin iron jacket
surrounds the tube and is clamped to it. This
jacket descends with it. Its lower edge sooner or

later reaches impervious soil, when it is un-
damped. The inner tube is now driven down to

the required depth, and concrete is introduced as

described. The thin metal jacket excludes water
and is left in place filled with the hard-rammed
stone-like concrete.

Business at the Mart, Tokenhouse-yard, still

remains very quiet, the total for last week only
amounting to £8,307, the major portion of which
was made up by Messrs. Foster and Cranfleld's sale

of reversions, ^rc, and the London and Paris
Exchange Stocks and Shares, house property only
accounting for £2,500.

Captain Adrian Jones, the well-known sculptor,
and an old Ludlow Grammar School l)oy, and a
native of the town, has, through Mr. John H.
WiUiams, town clerk of Ludlow, offered to present
to the town the original of the splendid statue he
has just completed, and which has been erected at
Adelaide as a memorial of South Australians who fell

in South Africa. The matter will be brought before
the Ludlow Town Council at the next meeting.

A synagogue is in course of erection at New Cross,
from plans by Mr. Delissa Josephs, at a cost of

about £5,000. It is Romanesque in style, and is

built of red brick with stone dressings.

On Tuesday week Viscount Sandon laid the
foundation-stone of a workman's club which the
Earl of Harrowby is building for the village of

Sandon, Staffs. The new club, which is being built

near the station, will have a gymnasium some 42ft.

by IStt. , reading and writing rooms, billiard-room,

bath and dressing room, &a.

A new public-hall has been built on Highgate
Hill, Elton, near Higham Ferrers. It measures
50ft. by 25ft., and is seated for 250 persons, Messrs.
Oakley and Hawkins, of Elton, were the builders.

The foundation-stones of a mission-hall in con-
nection with Bloxwich church were laid on
Tuesday week. It will be constructed of brick

from designs by Messrs. Bailey and McConnal, of

Walsall. The builder is Mr. S. Wootton, of

Bloxwich.

Winchester College have finished their work of

restoration of the chancel, which has cost £2,868.

The parish has already expended £2,232, the fund
amounts to £2,720, and £3, '282 is still required.

An extensive scheme of water supply is being
carried out for the Maesteg Urban District Council,

from plans designed and drawn up by Mr. J. Hum-
phreys, the district surveyor.

The Accrington Corporation is promoting a Bill

in Parliament to work its tramways. The Cor-
poration own the system, which will shortly revert

to it on the expiration of the company's lease. The
power will be electricity. An extension through
Church and Oswaldtwistle and along the main
thoroughfare towards Burnley is proposed. The
company pay a rent of £1,000 a year.

The foundation-stone of a new Wesleyan chapel
at Horninglow was laid on Wednesday week. The
chapel will seat 450 persons, will cost £2,600, and
will be Gothic in style. Mr. C. W. D. Joynson, of

Wednesbury and Darlaston, is the architect, and the

contractor is Mr. R. Kershaw, of Burton.

A start is being made with the enlargement of

Portsmouth Town railway station. The work will

comprise the erection of a telephone office, a parcels

I

office, a clerks' office, and a lavatory, together with
guards', porters', and lamp rooms. Two new lines

of metals for passenger trains will also be laid,

together with five extra sidings and three docks for

loading and unloading. Two of these sidings will

be 120ft. in length, and the third UOft. The con-
tract has been taken by Messrs. Cook and Sons, of

Crawley, Sussex, and the work is being carried out
under the superintendence of Mr. J. Petrie, the
district engineer of the L B. and S.C. Railway

I Company.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSTTING 'WEEK.
Satubday (To-mohrow).—A.A. afternoon Visit to Lam-

beth Palace.

THEAECHITECTUEALASSOCIATION.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION IN ARCHITECTURE.

The Day School will open on MONDAY. September 2Cth. at
'.I 45 a m. Intendine pupile are requested to for^rard their names to
the Secretary ae soon as possible.
The Erenin^ School aho opens on the same date at 6.30 p ra.

A pamhplet containing full information as to the Classes and
advantages of membership may he obtained upon applica loa to the
Secrewry, at IH, Tuflon-street, Westminster. S.W.

LOUIS AMBLER 1 u <, .

H. TANNER, Jon. (
"»»• Sees.

CHIPS.
At Wrexham a free library is to be erected on a

portion of the north-east part of the Yspytty
property. Competitive plans will be advertised for.

The Income-tax returns for the year ended March
31 last, published on Wednesday, show that
auctioneers form a steadily-growing corporation,

the number at the present time being 8,229, or 798
more than in 1893-4. On the other hand, the
number of appraisers and house agents has fallen

from 5,478 last year to 5,394.

The Bishop of Winchester consecrated at Sherfleld
English, near Romsey, on Tuesday, a new church,
provision for which was made by the late Louisa
Lady Ashburton in memory of her only daughter,
the late Lady Northampton. The church has been
erected at a cost of about £10,000.

Lord Methuen will unveil in Norwich Cathedral,
on Thursday next, the I5th inst., a memorial to
soldiers of the Norfolk Regiments who fell in South
Africa.

The Toronto City Council have adopted the new
code of building by-laws drafted by the city archi-

tect, Mr. McCallum, Objection was taken by the
local architects to a number of provisions in the
by-laws, and the council appointed a committee on
which the architects were represented to consider
the code in detail.

The annual meeting of the Midland Counties
Institution of Engineers was held at Nottingham on
Saturday. The report, which showed a substantial

increase in both membership and funds, was adopted,
and the *^lection of officers for the ensuing year took
place. Mr. W. B. M. Jackson, of Clay Cross, was
elected president.

The death is announced from Frankfort of tl e
distinguished landscape painter Peter Becker. His
pictures of old Frankfort have an historical value as
a record of m\ny old streets and buildings that have
been swept away.

The Bishop of Newcastle dedicated a new church
at Byker, the first instalment of a local scheme of

church extension, towards which a gentleman has
contributed £15,000.

The mileage of the German standard-gauge rail-

road was 26,637 miles at the end of 1892, and
32,242 miles at the end of 1902, an increase of 21

per cent, in the ten years. 91 per cent, of the lines

now belong to the State.

A new stock exchange is about to be built in

Manchester at the corner of Norfolk-street and
Pall Mall at a cost of some £30,000. The architects

are Messrs. Badshaw and Gass, of Bolton and
London. The building will be four stories in height,

and the business-hall has a clear floor space of 78ft.

by 49ft., and a height to the centre of the domed
roof of 41ft.

The Porte Saint Martin, one of the best-known
landmarks of old Paris, is showing signs of decay.

On Saturday a stone voussoir fell from the central

arch. The thoroughfare under the arch leading

from the boulevard to the Faubourg Saint Martin
has now been closed, and the city architect of Paris

is to make a careful examination of the historic

monument, in order to decide what repairs shall be
undertaken.

On Tuesday week, at the town-hall. Leek, Mr. H.
Percy Boulnois, an inspector under the Local
Government Board, held an inquiry regarding the
application of the urban district council to bonow
.£5,200 for works of sewage disposal. Mr. W. H.
Beacham, the surveyor to the council, stated that

the scheme proposed to deal with the south outfall,

the Staffordshire County Council being dissatisfied

with the effluent which was being turned into the

river. The farm, which was laid out in 1S95 by
Mr. Bailey Denton, was about 22 acres, six acres

being used for intermittent downward filtration and
the remaining 16 acres as broad irrigation. The
effiuent from the intermittent filtration area had
always been considered satisfactory, the soil being

of sand, but the broad irrigation area, being of a
clayey and peaty subsoil, was unsuitable. He hoped
to remedy the defects by increasing the tank capa-

city, by the provision of artificial filters, and by the
abandonment of the broad irrigation area for the
treatment of sewage and its utilisation for stoim-
water purposes.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Hampstead.NW.-Mortuary and Columbarium (£1,000 Umit) The Superintendent. Hampatead Cemetery, W.Ham^^^^^
Poulton Cheshire-School H. W. Cnok, Clerk, Public Offices, Egremont, Cheshire „ 3)

Benwell'-Free Library (limit fiVoMr--'"''"."''.'.'.'.'.'.''.""""":"" £75, fib, £25 ....'. W. P. Pattison, Surveyor. Atkinmn-rd Benwell, Northumberland 3)

Uxbridge-Additiona to Workhouse Hillinfjdon East *^''»S?*„^?°i'',"'^^"'o<^if!'V«-
Hi?h-8treet Ixbndge Oct.

J
Egremont Public Offices (estimated cost £15,C00) £250, £75, £50 H- W, Cook. Clerk Public Offices, Egremont, Cheshire ., 31

epezia-Drainage Scheme £100 11 Signer Smdaco della, Spezia Dec. 31

Bromley, Kent -Municipal Offices and County Court (20-mile „ , „ „ m ^.i i nr i no; n i „ i- »

radius (.lames S. Gibson, Assessor) Fred H. Norman, Town Clerk Municipal Offices Bromley Kent .. -
Elgin-Lajing-Out Showyard W. Rose Black, Sec, Town and County Bank Buildings, Elgin -

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Stafford -New Offices Education Committee Graham Balfour. Director of Education, Stafford Sept. 10

Nenagh—Pchnolhouse and Teacher's Residence Select Vestry Moynan and Gill, Architects, Nenagh 10
Blaengaiw—Two Houses, Nanthir Estate David Price, Secretary of the Ffaldau Institute, Pontycymmer
Hechiogham—Alterations to Workhouse I.oddon & CHavering Union Guardians E. Cadge. Clerk, Lnddon
Stockton-on-Tees—Additions to Children's Homes Guardians John Rodham, 16, Finkle-street. Stockton-on-Tees

Drumoak- Steading at Nether Sunnyside A. Stronach. jun.. and Son, Advocates, 23. Belmont-st.. Aberdeen .,

Ynysboeth-Wel.-h Methodist Chapel Rev. R, S, Thomas I. Jones and T, E Richards. Architects. 18. St. Mary-st., Cardiff.,,

Stafford—Offices County Education Committee Graham Balfour, Director of Education, Stafford

Hford— Extensions to Electric Lighting Station Rural District Council H, Shaw, A.M,I,C.E. Surveyor, Town Hall, Hford
Machen—Additions to Wfsleyan Church F. G. Webb, Architect. Holly Bush. Lower Machen, Mon
Torquay— Cliimney Shaft (2G0ft.) at Power Station Town Council Henry A. Garrett. A,M,I.C.E., Borough Engineer. Torquay
Flamborough— Residence J.Cross J. Eamahaw, Architect, Wellington-road. Bridlington

Leeds-Excavating for Electric Sub-station at Workhouse .., Guardians Thos. Winn and Sons, Architects. 92, Albion-street. Leeds
Cwmbran—Penymain Congregational Church G. Lloyd, Secretary, 22, Victoria-street, Cwmbran, Mon
Durham—House K. E. Bayley 8. Wilkinson, Architect, SO, Mosley-street, Newcastle-on-Tyne
Holsworihy-Extemal Iron Staircase at Workhouse Guardians Claude Kingsman, Clerk, 12. Chapel-street. Holsworthy
Tintern-Alterations to National School W. H, D. Caple. Architect, Church-atreet Chambarg, Cirdiff

Cross Keys—Twenty Houses Wattaville Building (31ub E. J. Strong, Architect, Cross Keys, Mon
Hanwell, W,—Public Library, Church-road West Urban District Council P. J. Dennis, Clerk, Church-road West. Hanwell, W
Upper Houghton Regis -Wesleyan Church F. W. Barton, Winfleld-street, Dunstable
Epping- Council Buildings, High-street Urban District Council G. J. Creed. Clerk, Eppimg. Essex
Liverpool -NoHhem District Post-Offlce H.M. Commissioners of Works The Secretary. H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, 8.W
Colchester- St. Stephen's Church Hall, Canterbury-road Chas. E. Butcher, Architect. 3, Queen-street, Colchester

Fcrriby— Six Cottages North-Eastem Railway Co William Bell, Architect, York
Great Harwood— Police Station Lancashire County Council H. Littler, Architect, County Offices, Preston

Heesle Junction—Seven Cottages North-Eastem Railway Co William Bell, Architect, York
Bradley, Bilston-Small-pox Hospital South Staffordshire Hospital Board... George Green, Town Hall, Wolverhampton
Brough—Four Cottages North-Eastem Railway Co William Bell, Architect, York
Hove— Shelter Hall on Western Lawns H, H. Scott, Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Hove
Harrogate— Additions to Parcels Office at Station North-Eastem Railway Co William Bell, Architect. York
Newcastle-on-Tyre -Mercantile Marine Office H.M. Commissioners of Works The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W
Staddlethorpe—Four Cottages North-Eastem Railway Co WiUiam Bell, Architect, York
Broomfleet—Two Cottages Nfrth-E«st.'-rn Railway Co Williim Bell, A-chitect, Yoik .

Ladywell. 8.E.—Propagating Pit-House at Cemetery Lewisham Borough Council Edwd. Wright, Town Clerk, Lewisham Town Hall, CatforJ, S.E. ...

Hacconby Fen, Linca—Additions to Farm Buildings, &c W. J. Brown Jesse Clare, Architect, Sleaford
Worsborongh—Two Cottages, Yews Farm Crawshaw and Wilkinson, Architects, 13, Regent-street, Barnsley .,

Morton Fen, Lines—Cottage "W. J. Brown Jesse Clare, Architect, Sleaford
Walla, Cornwall-Farmhouse Sampson Hill, Architect, Green-lane, Redruth ,,.,

Spunham, Millom—Farmhouse Wm. Walker's Exora Jonathan Bell, Architect, Coniston, R S.O
Crylla. Cornwall—Farm Buildings Sampson Hill, Architect, Green-lane, Redruth
Bulcote. Nottingham- Six Pairs of Cottages Stoke Farm Committee Arthur Brown, M.I.C.E,, City Engineer, Guildhall, Nottingham ,,,

Enan-T aniboine—Farmhoupe Sampson Hill, Architect, Green-lane, Redruth
King'sHeath-Depot and Fire Station King's Norton and NorthfleldU.D.C. Ambrose W. Cross, A.M.I, C.E., 23, Valentine-road, King's Heath
Bametby-le-Wold— Additions to Elementary School Scorer and Gamble, Architects, Bank -street Chambers, Lincoln
Nunhead, S.E. —Caretaker's Apartments at Library Camberwell Borough Council Wm. Oxtoby, Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Camberwell. S.E
Colchester—Covered Ways over Footpaths at North Station „, Tramways Committee H. Goodyear, A.M.I.C.E., Boro' Engineer, Town Hall, Colchester ..

St. Annes-on-Sea— Completion of St. Thomas's Church Austin and Paley, Architects. Lancaster
Kingston-on-Thames—Alterations to Rbymney House Guardians William H. Hope, Architect, Seymour-road, Hampton Wick
Acton- Destructor Buildings and Chimney Shaft (150ft. high) District Council E. J. Ebbetts, Surveyor, .W, High-street, Acton
Woolwich— I .Tuudry at Infirmary Guardians C. W. Brooks, 63, Finsbury-pavem'/nt, E.C
Bristol— School Enlargement Education Committee Wm. Avery Adams. Secretary, Guildhall, Bristol

Abergavenny -Generating and Battery Rooms at A'ylum E A. Johnson, F.R I.B.A.. St. Mary's Chambers, Abergavenny ...

Dymchurch. Kent— Ccasttuard Buildings The Director of Works, Admiralty, 21. Northumberland-av.,W.C ,.

Tol-pedn-penwitb, Ijinds End—Coastguard Buildings The Director of Works, Admiralty. 21. Northumberland-av,,W,C ,.

Polman, Cornwall- Coastguard Buildings The Director of Works. Admiralty, 21, Northumberland-av.,W.C,,.
Holbeck. Leeds -Sorting Office H.M. Commissioners of Works The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate, S.W
Leigh, Lanes—Municipal Buildings Corporation J. C. Prestwich, Architect, Bradshawgate Chambers, Leigh, Lanes.
Great Dunmow— Isolation Hospital, Deadman's-lane Rural District Council Charles and W. H. Pertwee. Architects, Chelmsford
Isles of Abou-Saad and Wasta. near Jeddah—Pilgrims' House Tbe Sanitary Administration, Ottoman Empire, Constantinople, Nov. 9
Darlington-Roof Repairs at Locomotive Works Robert Stephenson and Co., Ltd., D.irlington —
Newcastle-on-Tyne— Schools (1,300 places) at Wingrove Education Committee Charles Walker, Architect, Eldon-square, Newcastle-on-Tyne —
Ijoughborough - Public Library Town Council Barrowcliff 4: Allcock, Archts..Town Hall Chmbrs, Loughborough —
Belfast— Fireproof Buildings at Cmmlin-road Factory Wm. Ewart and Son, Ltd., 9. Bedford-street, Belfast —
Denaby Main— Hospital Fullerton Hospital Committee H. L. Smethurst, Architect, Conisborough, neir Rotherham —
Belfast- Factory, Hardcastle-atreet Thos. Somerset and Co Wm. J. W. Roome. MR. I.A. I.. Kingscourt.Wellington-pl . Belfast —
Hull— Alterations to Premises, Beverley-road Geo. F. Bristow T. Brownlow Thompson, Architect, 15, Parliamont-street, Hull ... —
Bangor- Shop and House. Gray's Hill N. Fitzsimons. Architect. 13, Lombard-street. Belfast —
Llancaiach- Additions to Dynevor Arms Griffiths Bros,. Ltd Lansdowne and Griggs, Architects, Xewport, Mon —
Sheffield-Eight Houses, Carrfield-street Sheffield Brick Co., Ltd W. O. Buck, Architect, 4. E.nt-parade. HhelHeld —
Hoveton St. I'tter— Rebuilding Farm Late Sir J. H. Preston's Trustees .., W. J, Dunham, Architect, Opie-street, Norwich —
Vauxhall Bridge-road, S.W.—Shops and Flats Palgrave and Co., Architects, "28, Victoria-street, S.W —

ELEOTKICAL PLANT.
l>eds—Wiring Installation at Workhouse Guardians Thos. Wirn and Sons, Architects, 92. Albion-.street, Leeds Sept. 12
Wrexharn-Electric Fire Calls ,.,. - Corporation W, Sillery, Borough Electrical Engineer, Guildhall, Wrexham , 12
West Ham— Electrical Equipment of Tramway Track Town Cuuncil W, J. W. Bullock. Electrical Works, Canning Town, E IS
Egremont-High-tension Switchgear for Sub-station Wallasey Urban District Council J. A. Crowther, Sea View-road, Liscard, Cheshire ,, 14
Edinburgh—Cable Ropes (600 tons) Edinburgh and Dist. Tramways Co... John E. Pitcairn, Gen, Manager, 1, South Charlotte-st., Elinburgh „ 19
Indiaiithce, S.W.-Electrical Plant The Director-General of Stores, India Ollice, Whitehill. S.W , 20
Parking—Underground Feeder Cables Urban District Council Hawtayne and /aden. C.E.'s, 9, iiueen-strcet-place, E C ., 20
London. S.W.—Electric Car Traversers London County Council The Clerk, London County Council, Spring Qiirdens. S.W Oct. 4
Rochdale—Wiring Car Depot Tramways Committee C. C. Atchidon, Borough Electrical Engineer, Rjchddle —

ENQINEERINQ.
Raclcliffe- Footbridge over Canal Urban District Council W. L. Rothwell, Engineer, Council Offijes, R.adcliffe Sept. 10
flhipley—Tar and Lniuor Tank Gas Committee Newbigging and Son, Engineers, ,'S, Norfolk-street, Manchester 10
Ii"chdale—Steam Boilers Health Committee The Manager, Sanitary JIanure Works, Richdnlc 10
Fximonton, N.— Scarifier Urban District Council Wm. Francis I'Hyno, Clerk. Town Hall, Edmonton „ 10
Itoclidalr—Steam-jacketed Drying Machines Health ('umniittee The Manager, S.initary Manure Works, llijchdale 10
Amsterdam— ronfcx)n Provincial Council of South Holland. Van Cleef Bros.. The Hague „ i'i

Warley. near Oldbury—Pumping Station Oldhury Urban District Council J, T Eayra, M,I.C.E . .19, Corporation-street, Birmingham IS
Warrington- Widening Bridge Corporation John J. Webster, M.I.C.E , 31), Victoria-street, Westminster „ IS
Sunderland—Railway Bridge over Wear North-Eastem Railway Co Charles A. Harrison, Central .Station, Newcastle-on-Tyne „ 14
I'entre— Pumping Station Rhondda I'rban District Council Octavius Thomas. Engineer and Manager, Pentre, Glam 15
Amsterdam- Widening and Deepening North Sea Canal I'roviLcial Council of North Holhind. Van Cleef Bros., The Ilaguo „ 15
Birmingham-Railway Biding James and Lister I.eaand Sons, Surveyor!. Birmingham VI
Orosmont - Widening Tresenny Bridge Abergavenny R, I).C John Gill, Surveyor, 4, Brecnn-road, .^.Ijergavcnny 1*
fieacnmbe Perry— Iloating-Stage Repairs Wallatey Urban District Council H, W, Cook, Clerk, Public Ollices, Chiircli-street, E/remont , !9
Amstcr.lam- Renewal of Viaduct Dutch Iron Kailway Co The M.»nagement of Dutch lion Riilway Co., Amsterdam ,, „ 19
Barking-Light Railways Urban District Council Hawtayne and Zaden, C.E.'s, 9, Queen-itreet-plico, E.C SO
Roxby-cum-Ritby -Well Scunthorpe Urban District Council,., A. M Cobban, Engineer. Scunthorpe, via Doncaster SO
etroud -Waterworks Extension (?,780 yards) ' Stroud Water Co 'I'li" .Munager. John-street, Stroud 'i*

Hnnderiand- Joist Gearing (765 tons) River Wear Commissioners 11 II, Wnk.', C E , Eng,'s Ullice, Commissioners' tiiayjSunderlind „ 2i)

Witney—Waterworks Urban Diotrict Council Stevenson and Bur«til, Eigineers, 33, Parllim^nt-st., We>taiiaster „ S«
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ENGTNEERINa-co«/inwf<f.
Aberdeen—Twenty Top-Deck Car Covers Tramways Committee J. Ak'x. Bell, City Elf c. Eop'.. Elr>c. "Works, Millbum-st., Aberdeen Sept. 27
Cudwortb— Liquelyiog Tanks Urban District Council Falibank and Son. C.E.. Lendal Chambers, York ,, 30
Greenwich. S.E.—Pumping Plant London County Council The Clerk. London County Council. Sprin^r Oardena, B.'W Oct. 4
Hammersmith. W.—Reconstructing Mitre Bridge London County Council Maurice Fitzmaurice, C.M.G., County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W.. ,, 4
Poitnoo, Co. Donegal— Pier Board of Public "Works H. "Williams. Secretary, Office of Public "Works, Dublin ,, 5
Lerwick—Harbour Extension "Works Harbour Trustees Jas. Barron, M I.C.E., 216. Union-Street, Aberdeen ,, 12
Bahia—Eailway from Ilheos to Conquiata The Secretariat of Agriculture, Bahia , 22
Isle of "Wasta—Jetty '. The Sanitary Administration, Ottoman Empire, Constantinople Nov. 9
Isle of Abou-Saad—Lengthening Jetty The Sanitary Administration, Ottoman Empire, Constantinople „ 9

FENCING AND WAIiLS.
Darley Dale—Post and Rail Fence North, Darley Uiban Council E. F. Lowe, Surveyor, Darley Dale Sept. 10
Lancaster—Ramparts Railing Streets Committee J. C. Mount. Borough Surveyor, Lancaster ,, 16
Darlington—W.I. Fencing (1,050 yards) afWaterworks Corporation George "Winter, Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Darlington „ 21

FTJBNITUBB AND FITTINGS.
Cattal. Toik—Inebriates' Reformatory J. Vickers Edwards. Architect, Cnunty Hall, Wakefitld Sept. 10
West Ham—House Furniture, &c Guardians Fred. E.Hilleary, Clerk, XJnion Workhouse, Leytonstone, N.E. ... „ li

PAINTING.
Stainwix- Cemetery Burial Board Wra. Dobinson, Clerk, 10, Bank-street, Carlisle Sept. 10
Berkhampstead—Workhouse Guardians C. H. and N. A. Rew. Architects, Berkhampstead „ 10
Eytht-r-Five Houses John Birdsall, Eyther. York ,, 10
Heckingham—Workhouse Guardians E. Cade. Clerk, Loddon „ 10
Merthyr "V'ale-Thirty-four Cottages No. 2 Aberfan Building Club B. M. Thomas, Secretary, Fronheulog, Merthyr Vale ,, 12
Swansea—Borough Fever Hospital Town Council The Chief Sanitary Inspector, 10, Somerset-place, tSwansea ,, 12
Abbey Town—Iron Palisading (303ft.) on Knowhill Bridge N. Stubbs, Surveyor, Holme Cultram District Council, Abbey Town ,, 13
St. Albans—Cemetery and Surveyor's House Corporation The City Surveyor's Office, Victoria-street, St. Albans „ l.'^

"Warrington—Infectious Diseases Hospital, Aiken-street Health Committee The Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Warrington „ 14
St. Annes-on-Sea- St. Thomas Church Austin and Paley, Architects, Lancaster „ 19

PLtTMBING AND GLAZING.
Blackpool—Plumbing Work to Two Conveniences Corporation John S. Brodie, Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Blackpool Sept. 21
Leigh, Lanes—Municipal Buildings Corporation J. C. Prestwich, Architect, Bradshawgate Chambers, Leigh, Lanes. „ 28

Wath-on-Deame- Tar-Paving Works
L'xbridge—Kerbing. &c
King's Lynn—Making-up New Streets, Spread Eagle Estate ...

Blackburn—Maklng-up Higlifield-road

Lewisham, S.E.—Making-up Garthorne-road
Felixstowe- Making-up York-road
Emsworth—Paving Footway
Blackburn—Making-up Abraham-street
Lewisham, S.E.—Making-up Overcliff-road and Stondon-park
Settle—Highway Diversion
Blackburn— Making-up Vale-street
Manchester— Street and Passage Works
Lewisham, S.E.—Making-up Sandroek-road
Blackburn—Making-up Kidder-stieet
Warrington—Forming and Paving Streets and Passages
Lewisham, S.E.—Making-up Radford-road and Maddin-road.
Tynemouth— Street Works

Rural District Council Edmund Birks, District Surveyor, Town Hall, Uxbridge
Corporation , H. J. Weaver, Borough Surveyor. Iving's Lynn
Highway Committee Wm. Stl^bb3, Borough Engineer. Municipal Offices, Blackburn .....

Borough Council The Sur\-eyor's Department, Town Hall, Catford, S.E
Felixstowe and Walton U.D.C The Surveyor. Town HaU, Felixstowe
Warblington U.D.C H. W. Stiingfellow. Surveyor, PubUc Offices. Emsworth
Highway Committee Wm. Stubbs, Borough Engineer. Municipal Offices. Blackburn
Borough Council The Surveyor's Department, Town Hall, Catford. S.E
Rural District Council Luke Bell, Highway Surveyor, Town Hall, Settle
Highway Committee Wm. Stubbs, Borough Engineer. Municipal Offices, Blackburn
Paving Committee The Surveyor's Office, Town Hall, Manchester
Borough Council The Surveyor's Depai-tment, Town Hall, Catford, S.E
Highway Committee William Stubbs, Borough Engineer, Municipal Offices, Blackburn,.
Paving Committee Thomas Longdin, Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Warrington
Borough Council The Surveyor's Department, Town Hall, Catford, S.E
Coi*poration John F. Smillie, Borough Surveyor, Tynemouth
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PROFESSIONAIj pluralists.

THE association of the architect and engi-

neer in the design and construction of

modem buildings of a complex and special

class is one we have before considered in

some relationships. The questions in-

volved have generally been discussed by one
tide or the other, the consequence of which is

that certain elements of the subject ore left

out of the purview ;—that is to say, the engi-

neer is apt to regard the question alone

from his own side, to insist upon the archi-

tect's neglect of constructional matters—his

want of scientific training especially in con-
nection with certain materials like steel, or

in mechanical problems. On the other hand,
the architect is disposed to lay stress on
architectural and ii^sthetic points, or to con-
sider the engineer incapable of looking at a
design in an artistic manner. Owing to this

one-sided view taken by each profession,

there has been a natural reluctance to deal

with the question in a conciliatory manner,
and the result is a certain loss to the public.

If both professions could be induced to come
to some mutual agreement in the conduct of

large buildings involving technical and me-
chanical knowledge, there would be a decided

gain to those who employ these professions,

and some advance would be made. The
estrangement between them we have referred

to has brought about its own rapprochement.
In New York the attitude of the architectural

professional man has led to the formation of

the Building (Construction Company, much
to the discomfiture of leading architects in

that city, according to a paper by Mr.
Reginald Pelham Bolton, C'.B., which
appeared in the Americdn Enffineeriiu/

Miif/ftz/iie, and reprinted in the BriLDim;
News (p. 319). The author of this paper
attributes this recent development of the
pretensions of the builder to the possession

of the facilities of the architect to the un-
satisfactory conditions of service offered by
the profession. The architects of New
York are now loud in their denunciation of

these construction companies or associations,

who are alleged to have calmly adopted the
plans of architects without acknowledgment,
to have walkedo3 with their clients, and thrown
doubt on their capacity. But it so happens
they have not been able to support their
claims ; the men employed by them on the
work of design are often only small con-
tractors or assistants of architectural firms.

Mr. Bolton says: "If the scope of these
powerful concerns should eventually cover
the field of building operations, the profession
of architecture would be very completely
visited for its shortcomings, since the avowed
idea of the construction company is to allow
the architects no more than the opportunity
of producing general designs, to be by them
detailed and developed ; but so far, owing to
the very similar class of intelligence applied
to their work of detail design, the result has
been poor architecture, and more often still

poorer engineering." lie goes on to say that
since the operations of those companies no
advance whatever has been made m the im-
provement of the interior engineering of the
buildings they have managed, and their
practice at present is the installation of
poorer designs of mechanical equipment than
before they commenced. A condition of
building on a largo scale in the States is that
it must be erected in a certain time and for
a certain sum without extra charges, and the
contractor strenuously objects to introduce
details or better materials or conveniences

without increasing the cost or time limit

exceeded. The design of the building is

therefore restricted, the contractor only

undertaking to erect a complete structure

according to a general design which wiU
give him a profit. The author observes, as

to the designing work done under this

system, it is inferior, and is subordinated to

the one consideration of avoiding extra cost

unless such extra can be met by some
equivalent omission or deduction. And
these results of contracting companies
have been brought about not only by the

shortcomings of architects in equipping
themselves for special building require-

ments, but, as Mr. Bolton points out, in

another way. " The profession," he says,

"has curiously failed to recognise its

responsibility in another and more im-
portant respect—namely, that of the accept-

ance of fees in payment for certain technical

and artistic work which its members are not
qualified by training to execute, and in

which they are not expert in the same sense

as they are in connection with actual building

design." He complains "their position in

this way is not logical, and has brought about
a disastrous state of affairs as regards their

emplo3-ment in the largest building enter-

prises." The client, no doubt, in employing
an architect, thinks that he is paying for

personal ability and technical knowledge,
and is entitled to obtain them in every
branch ; but if the architect does not possess

such qualifications on any one branch he
should be able and willing to supplement his

own services in certain branches, such as

sculpture, decoration or engineering, con-
struction or electrical equipment, and various
other scientific and teclmical requirements by
the engagements of experts in any one of

these details. In this manner architects are

paid for professional skill for a variety of

matters they do not thoroughly understand,
and they often obtain assistance and informa-
tion from contractors and others ; or they
seek help from assistants or draughtsmen,
whom they put forward as experts, to the dis-

credit of their profession. We are told that

a foremost firm in the United States have
actually in their employ an engine man as a
"consulting engineer"; others pay their

consulting engineers 20 to .30 dollars a week.
These are the class of men which architects

in large prac'ice engage on important work,
to the obvious disadvantage of their employers,
and which lead in many cases to failures.

Engineering societies, we are told further,

have remonstrated with the profession on the

subject, but have "failed to correct their

false position," and have actually made their

pretensions a matter of professional contract.

Many independent engineers have thus
felt it a hardship that architects should
assume branches of engineering they
have not been specially trained to perform.
Mr. Bolton says, " As their self-sufficiency

renders them deaf to the calls of plain

dealing, it is necessary to direct the attention
of those who employ them to the matter, so

that the existing system may be remedied
from without." These facts bear a salutary
lesson to the profession not only in the
United States, but in this country as well

—

namely, that keen competition among the
professions is actually forcing a kind of

relatiatory action, each trying to transgress
the limits of the profession to which it

belongs, to the manifest injury of their

clients, who look to them as competent pro-
fessional men. It is singular that m a
country like America, where the subdivision
of labour is carried to such an extent as it is.

that such professions as those of architects and
engineers should be the first to break through
the barriers that have been sot up, and th\i3

to call in (question the merits of that system.
Nor are architects alone to blame. The
engineering profession in the States have
not been slow to assume the duties of archi-

tects in some cases, though Mr. Bolton says

they are a very limited number. In the
trades, we know, there is a great deal of in-

discriminate competition and overlapping,

where large and well-known firms of drapers

begin to pose as jewellers, and grocers as

wine merchants, and many other trades may
be mentioned as well. The trades connected
with building are no exception to the rule,

as we all know. Confining ourselves to the

profession, however, the prospect is one that

must be deplored on more than one ground.
It IS undoing the work of the skilled and
expert in professional knowledge, contra-

vening the purpose of subdivision of labour,

lowering the standard of professional skill,

breaking through the conventions of profes-

sional conduct, and is injurious alike to the

profession and to the interest of the employer
who pays for the best skill. In certain depart-

ments of work connected with building, the

employer is seriously affected, as in electrical

installations, steam power, mechanical plant,

&c. Mr. Bolton says : "A trip up Broadway
would reveal boilers in dark and stifling side-

walk vaults, which are a menace to public

security ; boilers far away from the chimney,
necessitating horizontal smoke connections,

in one case 22.5ft. long; boilers, as in one
well-known buUding, so badly placed and
connected that when steam is raised in one

the expansion pulls the piping off the other,

&c." And on this mechanical plant the

architect receives a commission of 2j to 5 per

cent. , though he may have nothing to do with
the work, which is placed in the hands of

contractors, and the architect's costs for such
fittings are very trifling. These are some of

the grievances complained of, and which have
led to the new development we have noticed.

By attempting to perform services and to

receive fees for them which they cannot
undertake efficiently they are forfeiting the

esteem of the public and arousing the indig-

nation of the engineering' profession and
experts by encroaching on their province.

As engineering in its several branches, con-

structional steelwork, steam power, electrical

and other plant, is so largely employed in the

construction of the large modern buildings,

engineers have lost much bj- the inclusion in

the architect's services of these specialities.

But the remedy adopted is worse than the

evil. As we have seen on good authority, the

construction companies are composed of men
who are by no means qualified experts, but
small contractors, assistants of large archi-

tectural firms, and others who seek employ-
ment and profits, and in miny instances

carry out their work defectively. Instead of

improving on the methods of the architec-

tural profession, which they are endeavour-
ing to supplant, the natural tendency
of a company is to increase its business

and to make large profits. The very idea

of a company supplying designs for build-

ings and all theu' equipments is opposed

to all notions hitherto accepted by the pro-

fession. We know quite well what a " build-

ing construction company ''
is likely to

develop into—a commercial association in

which large profits will be the main con-
sideration, and the expert trained staff a mere
fiction. If the highest class of ability were
employed in the designing and other branches,

such a contracting association of architects

aud others could achieve a great deal ; but,

fortunately for the profession which they try

to supplant, they have adopted a niggardly
policy of engaging small contractors and
assistants of firms who have no trained

knowledge, and if what we learn from Mr.
Bolton is true about the shortcomings of

those companies on the verj- matters they

undertook to remedy, the employers will

soon find out the worthlessness of the pre-

tensions put forward.

The question is one of supremo interest to

the profession in this country. Is the pro-

fession of architecture hevo likely to fall into

the same condition ? Are those who now
relegate their resjwnsible functions as do-
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signers and constructors or decorators to

others not likely to become victims of similar

combinations 'i There are ilrms willing to

undertake all risks for classes of structure

they are not qualified to carry out efficiently,

and to do so they enlist the services of

draughtsmen, engineers, tradesmen, speci-

alists, and contractors. There is a general
desire among even many architects to sub-
divide their duties, not, in fact, to practise

the art as formerly, but to employ clever

artists or draughtsmen to make designs,

others to prepare their specifications and
quantities, or to superintend the work. This
subdivision of the architect's profession is

certainly rot conducive to that homogeneity
of thought and personal attention and single-

ness of purpose which the architect acting on
his own responsibility and initiative insures,

and, as each of those engaged is responsible

for his own labours and independent of others,

the result is unsatisfactory in an artistic

sense. There is a divergence of taste, a lack

of sjonpathy between the designer and those

who carry out the details. And these pro-

voke reprisals, clients become dissatisfied, the

fittings or plant are not equal to the expec-
tations. We have not yet construction com-
panies, though there are firms of architects

and contractors who are prepared to under-
take any business from church or villa

building to electric-power houses, or any
engineering structure. There are also large

mercantile firms, or so-called " general pro-
viders," who are willing to design, erect,

equip, furnish, and decorate any house or
building that may be wanted. In fact, there

is a general tendency towards professional

combinations of the sort we have been
describing. Last week we spoke of the
"architect-contractor' in America, a system
which has come into existence as the result

of the custom of the contractor subletting his

work and his obligations. The genuine con-
tractor, in fact, has become less a responsible

person than he is with us; he is relieved of

his responsibility by subcontractors, who are
often inferior tradesmen selected to keep the

price down. To obviate the objections of

this system the architect is often required to

make the contracts with the subcontractoi's,

and, in fact, to supersede the general con-
tractor. Now this plan, by superseding the
general contractor, tends to simplify building
arrangements, and the owner places himself
in the hands of his architect, who contracts

with separate tradesmen to carry out
the work. The "construction company"
practically does the same thing: it employs on
its staff experts, or contracts with tradesmen
to carry out the work. As long as the money
element comes into the business, or the archi-

tect binds himself to carry out a certain design
for so much, the contracting system is undesir-
able, whether it is in the form of a " construc-
tion company" or an "architect-contractor

"

arrangement. The architect ought to be
quite free of any obligation to carry out so

much work for such and such a price, if he
is to become an artist in any sense, or to

exercise a control over the building as a
professional adviser for a client. He must
not become the artist and tradesmen together,

but this is what he would become if the

theory of the "construction company" was
accepted. For, as Mr. Bolton says, " the

very essence of the employment of pro-
fessional men is that their standing shall

protect the employer from corruption and
undue infiuence, and in passing over any
part of their engagements to a lower class of

employed and underpaid labour, the archi-

tects very seriously compromise their em-
ployers' interests." This is said of private

firms of architects who employ indiiierent

men to assist them ; but the same equally
applies to a company who engage a number
of professional men who have no position,

and whose responsibility is limited, and this

leads us to the last question. What are the
remedial measures to be adopted to bring

about a better agreement between the pro-

fessions and the public, or to preserve the

professional and independent position of the

architect ? As we have hinted, it must be
done by a mutual agreement and interchange

of opinions between architects and engineers.

The architect must be left free and inde-

pendent in the exercise of his proper

functions, that of designing the building

and supervising its construction ; he must
not mix himself up with a contractor's

business, nor ought he to bind himself to

undertake special engineers and other

branches. When a complicated building is

placed in his hands which involve special

engineering and expert details, his proper
course is to inform his employer that

he is an architect, and cannot under-
take to carry out mechanical or other

equipments without assistance in those de-

partments. It is obviously wrong and
infra dig. on his part to pose as an expert

on steel construction, steam - power or

electrical plant, to profess to design and
supervise work in these branches, and receive

commission on them. Such a course is un-
fair to the employer, who looks for the best

advice, as it is to engineers and to the pro-

fession to which the architect belongs. We
do not deny the advantages of co-operation,

but not on a commercial basis. It is

perfectly right for the architect to co-operate

with engineers in steel construction, experts

in steam or mechanical apparatus, electri-

cians, sculptors, decorators, and others, in

the preparation of a design—that is, by con-
sultation agree to a structural arrangement
of the buildings and its details that will not
compromise the design, to co-operate with
each of the several experts engaged before

the plans are finished and during the progress

of the work, each to be responsible for his

own work to the employer or architect ; but
such co-operation should be strictly pro-

fessional, and not relate to price, having
reference solely to the benefit of the design

or owner, without relation to any profits to

be made out of such negotiations. The ex-

perts associated with the architect may have,

indeed, an equal share with himself in the

credit of the design, as in the construction of

buildings for waterworks, electric power
stations ; thej' should be highly competent
men in their several professions, not mere
assistants, and their fees should be regulated

according to their skill and responsibility.

In such a bona-fide arrangement and
co-operation the owner will receive the

fullest benefit from a co-operation of pro-

fessional skill, while the payment for the

work will be a separate matter for the

general contractor to arrange. The con-

struction company which is being introduced

is not only, as alleged, a means for securing

more efficient professional services in certain

cases of special construction, but is a com-
mercial venture undertaken with the object

of low tendering. Of course, this can only

be done by employing inferior and cheap
labour in the various branches of trade.

Construction companies, to be successful,

must be formed on this principle; if they

tried to compete with high-grade professional

firms they could not be remunerative. In
the United States they have already failed to

secure the patronage sought to be obtained

by them, for promoters of large building

concerns have quickly discovered that the

most economical policy is to employ the

highest talent.

»-^
LIGHTNING CONDUCTORS.

THE subject of the protection of buildings

from lightning strokes is one of recur-

ring interest to the profession, and of late

years has been made one of investigation and
scientific research. Architects have given

the question attention, and a year or more
ago the Lightning Research Committee of

the Roval Institute of British Architects and

the Surveyors' Institution investigated a
large number of occurrences. We lately

published a report of a paper on the subject,

written for the recent meeting of the British

Association at Cambridge, by Mr. W.
Killingworth Hedges, M.Inst. C.E., hon.
sec. of the Lightning Research Committee.
Mr. Hedges, in his remarks refers to

the organisation of that committee, and
to the fact that it was decided after the

first year to confine the committee's in-

quiries to buildings fitted with conductors.

Reports on a large number of protected

buildings affected by lightning have been
summarised by the committee, who will

shortly publish the report. There is, of

course, a risk in di-awing conclusions from a
few isolated facts or observations, and sum-
maries of buildings protected may leave out
some important circumstance or condition.

To be of any value, the deductions must be
drawn from a large number of buildings

similarly protected, or in which the conditions

are alike. It would not do, for instance, to

take the observances recorded of aifected

buildings, on which the lightning conductors

were placed on different parts of the same
buildings, or different methods of fixing, and
earth connection were adopted; or which
omitted the existence of any metal-
work in the buildings, like rain-water

gutters, down-pipes, iron crestings, or large

masses of metal within the building in the

shape of stoves, iron or steel girders or joists,

and if any connection was made between
these metallic portions and the lightning

conductors. Variations of these essential

details and methods of connection would
render any summary defective or misleading.

The author of the paper observes that the

principal causes of failure of the usual
lightning-rod fitting appear to be due chiefly

to ( 1
) Insufficient number of conductors and

earth connections ; (2) the absence of any
system of connecting the metallic portions of

the buildings to the lightning conductor,

especially the interconnection of the finials,

rainwater pipes, and gutters. In his opinion

the " frequent drainage by side flush from
the conductors might be lessened by running
a horizontal conductor along the ridge or

along the parapets of all roofs, somewhat
after the method almost universally adopted

in Central Europe." These are. no doubt, the

main causes of damage done by Hghtning
strokes to protected buildings, but there are

other causes which may operate to damage
structures, as when there is a deviation of

current owing to the conductor taking sharp

bends round angles of masonry, or over

cornices and roofs ; or the fault may be due
to insufficient rod, conveying only a portion

of the current, the other portion taking a

sharp out through the building : to bad earth

connections and want of depth of the earth-

plates, or want of moist ground to form a

suitable means of discharge. Three kinds of

lightning strokes are mentioned :— (1) Those
where a portion of the flash is conveyed to

earth by tiie conductor, but the side-flash to

other unearthed metallic conductors which
often cause damage. Any sharp bend of

conductor will facilitate the deviation of the

current from its direct path to the earth. (2)

In several observations a metallic roof of

large area received the flash, consequently

became highly charged, and the single con-

ductor failed to convey the whole of the

stroke, a portion of which took a circuitous

path—for instance, through a speaking-tube

and an electric bell wire. (3) A flash

struck the building at two points simul-

taneously, a lightning conductor taking

one part of the stroke ; but damage
was caused by the other portion select-

ing an unprotected part of the roof. We
believe the latter is a frequent way in

which a lightning discharge injures a build-

ing provided only with a single or insuffi-

cient conductor, as we have before noted.

Sir Oliver Lodge, an authority on this subject.
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has furnished us with vahiable suggestions,

and his experiments have shown that a
column of hot air or chimney-flue is often

selected by a flash, although a lightning-rod
is affixed to the side of chimney. The author
refers to an instance illustrating this point,

in which the lightning preferred the smoke
issuing from a chimney of the East London
"Waterworks, Sunbury, the capping of which
was seriously damaged ; the current after-

wards was conveyed by the standpipe inside

to the mains, and so was harmlessly con-
veyed away. Sir Oliver Lodge, in his work,
recommends that a large building should be
protected by conductors so arranged as to

form a network over all the roofs. A flash

would bo received by some portion of the
system, and pass harmlessly to the ground
by one of the numerous " earths"' to which
the network of conductors would lead.

Architects have not yet grasped the idea of

protection ; they imagine a rod of certain

area or section attached to a tower or high roof

or chimney, if fixed by proper means to the
masonry, gives all the security required, and
guarantees the building against damage by
lightning strokes. IJut this by no means
solves the problem of protecting a large
building between the surcharged atmosphere
and the soil beneath, which form opposite
poles of a powerful magnet, as it were,
causing a condition of high tension between
them. The whole of the roofs, parapets, and
ridges, as well as towers, should be placed
in "earth connoclion " by conductors;

—

they should, in fact, form a system or

"network' of rods, which would act

to silently discharge the opposite elec-

tricities, without affording the lightning
the opportunity to take short circuits or
paths tor itself through the building destruct-
ively. Speaking of the interconnection with
the metal-work of a building, Mr. Hedges
refers to the case of the Cavendish Laboratory,
which was unattended with danger owing
to the gas and water pipes, which became
the path of the current, causing the discharge
to pass harmlessly away. The stroke would
" not have taken this circuitous path had the
leaden roof been connected with the con-
ductors which ran down the tower only."
The rainwater gutters and pipes should also
have interconnected at the bottom and been
earthed. Again, at St. Paul's Church, Bed-
ford, the edifice was seriously damaged last

year by a flash which left the single con-
ductor on the tower by the water on the roof,
passing thence to earth by means of the rain-
water pipes. "The lead pipes were not
fused, but their round section was changed
into an oval one, and the iron water-pipes
were broken." This incident, with that of
yt. Pancras, Euiton, is pointed to to show
" that the damage was not due to direct
stroke, but by a portion of the flash leaving
the main conductor and taking a circuitous
path round the unconnected metalwork out-
side and under the buildings." Several
curious instances of divided flashes from the
same want of connection are recorded. At
Kea Church, Truro, the copper sheathing
of spire first received the stroke, but its

large capacity could not discharge through
the one conductor; the flash divided, one
part going by the conductor to earth, the
other part by the copper covering, selecting
a rainwater pipe, thonco sparking through a
parapet wall, and then through a small
copper wire used for training plants, to the
conductor. At Stoers Ijighthouse and Devaar
Lighthouse the divided flash left the conductor
for a telephone wire and a speaking-tube
respectively. In these instances the con-
ductors, it is observed, acted to a certain
extent, and therol)y reduced the damage,
and by increasing their number the
damage might have been entirely pro-
vented. The value of interconnection is

proved by an interesting case, that of
Possingworth House, struck in .Juno, and
again in August, 1902. The roof, it is

stated, " bristled with air terminals." Every
chimney was protected. The second stroke

is thought to have divided, one part selecting

a chimney-stack, which it damaged, bending
the air terminal, the other, " neglecting the

many points, fell on an unprotected statue

lower than the chimney, and went to ' earth

'

by the iron frame of a conservatory, showing
the unreliability of a number of independent

conductors, which should have been con-

nected between by horizontal wire along the

ridge." As the electric current takes the

path of " least resistance," it may be easily

demonstrated that if between, say, two air

terminals a metal gutter or other object in

more direct earth connection existed, the

current would take the shorter path, and the

second terminal would be missed. In the

latter recorded case the iron conservatory

became the nearest and direct path to

"earth." But by connecting the air ter-

minals horizontally, as suggested, a better

and safer course is open to the current. The
author, in his general conclusion, states that

there is little advantage in isolated rods

attached to a building unless it has a high
tower. A church spire, he says, should
have two conductors to earth, though the

stroke may disregard the protected spire,

and fall on some lower part of the building,

so that his recommended plan of a network
of rods over the roofs, as we have mentioned,
would be the safer plan. The profession

will be anxious to have the report of the

committee of experts on this question. There
have been several general rules and recom-
mendations published which will be found in

the volumes of this journal. These have
been helpful, especially the report published

by the Lightning Eod Conference in 1882,

and several others since—one, we believe,

issued by the Institute. Yet the architect

is content to follow the old system of

fixing a single rod to the tower or

spire, or other high feature of a building,

leaving other portions unprotected, as if the

lightning stroke invariably took the highest

point and neglected lower portions, quite

ignoring such questions as metallic fittings

and fixtures internally and externally, or

any more direct and shorter path for the

current, also the size and earth connection of

the conductor. He is apt to disregard these

recommendations of scientific experts, simply
because he fancies they are mere theories,

and have not been backed by authority.

Insurance officers are also indifferent to these

conclusions, and they only insist that the

buildings they accept shall have the regula-

tion lightning conductor fixed to its highest

point, without inquiring anything about its

sufficiency, earth connection, or demanding
periodical inspection, so necessary to insure

safety. There is a rule to the effect that

lightning conductors afford protection over

an area covered by a circle whose radius

e(iuals their height from the ground ; and
probably this is more accurate than that the

radius of the circle is twice the height of

conductor, which was formerly considered

the area of protection. But theories of this

sort have not much value when other more
important considerations are neglected.

Other rules are better established, such as

that copper is the best material for con
ductors, and that these should bo of the

following dimensions ;—Rods f,'in. diameter,

tubes l|in. diameter and ^in. thick; bands
liin. wide and \'u\. thick. It of iron, the

rods should bo solid, of lin. diameter ; or if

bands, 2in. wide and ^in. thick. These sizes

are given in a recent textbook ; but the

architect would do well to consult a specialist

in manufacture before he specifies in any
particular case. AVe have not yet adopted the

scientific methods in use in Germany and
('ontinental countries, whose systems of pro-

tection are more in advance of our own. In

(iormi ny local authorities lay down rules as

to the sizes, fixing, and testing of lightning-

conductors, to which all builders have to

conform, subject to penalties for neglect.

A periodical testing of conductors is one of

the least precautions that ought to be
enforced, as so many of our finest buildings

are protected by conductors fixed many years

ago, and are probably in a very imperfect

condition. The whole subject is one which
deserves careful investigation at the hands of

scientific experts before a satisfactory code of

rules can be drawn up.

THE ST. LOUIS EXHIBITIOX, 190L

(By Our Special Commissioner.)

iii.—the engineering work, etc.

BEFORE diecuseing the various huildings of

the Exhibition, it will perhaps be of interest

to note some cf the engineering work that was
carried out so as to render the erection of the

buildings possible.

Sltr.—In December, 1901, the site consisted

mainly of a heavy clay soil well afforested,

through which a stream known as the " Desperea '

'

found its way. An artificial lake also occupied

the eites of tbe mining, liberal arte, and manu-
factures buildings. A variation in height of some
130ft. occurred between the hills and dales.

In order to grade the valleys and lower the hills

some two millions of cubic yards of earth had to

be moved. The lake had to be piled for the erec-

tion of the buildings above mentioned, and the

Framing in the dome of festival hauu

Fio. G.

treacherous "Desperea" was confined in a box
conduit 15ft. deep by 45£t. wide, lluch of the

forest had to be cut down, and many large trees

were transplanted to other parts of the grounds.
A lagoon about two miles in length was con-

structed around the main buildings, as shown on
the plan, of a depth of not leas than 4ft.

After the general plan of the Fair had he;n
decided upon, the ci?il engineer, Mr. I'hilhps,

commenced his topographical survey of the

grounds. It wag marked out in I ,U00ft. squares,

which were more recently divided into ,)Oft.

squares, and readings were noted at each inter-

section and at additional points that governed the

contour.

The largest maps used tor plotting these results

were of a scale of .'lOft. to the inch. Monthly
progress maps were prepared, so that at any time

the condition and progress of any erection of the

work could be ascertained.

ll'iilfi- Sii/i/>/if. — Two entirely independent

syatoma wore installed, "no is a low-pressure

system connected to the city mains, iind the other

is a high -pressure system oporatod by fourteen

pumps installed upon the exhibition grounds.

Tho high-jirossure hydrants in the buildings

have ilin. nozzles, and externally have lin.

stoiuncT-nozzles. In addition there are sprinkler

systems in many of tho buildings.

T/ir Oi.woit'-^ mill Laijouiis are built of timber,

tlio central cascade being designed for a How of
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55,000 gallons per minute. The water from the
lagoons returns through a wooden conduit from
the grand basin to the pump-room under the east

cascade, where the hydraulic and electric plants
are installed.

I'atemeiits.—Broken stone and gravel roads have
been more used than any others, and much burnt
ballast has been used for finishing. Some
asphalting has also been used in various parts of

the grounds. All kerbing throughout has been
constructed of oak, lOin. by 3in. in thickness.
Maple-trees have been successfully planted along
the main avenues.

Scirerags ami Drainage.. — There are three
systems of sewerage—viz., the small one installed
for the use of the buildings of the Washington
ITniversity, a few stray sewers that were on the
grounds and had been built by the holders of

speculative real estate plots, and the maio
sewerage scheme devised by the exhibition
authorities. There are some nine miles of Sin.

vitrified pipe sewers, and about one mile and a
quarter of brick sewers. The main system is

collected into a tank near the Mines Building,
from which it is pumped into the city sewerage
scheme. The excreta from the building is carried
ia steel pipes, and all plumbing has been in

accordance with the St. Louis regulations. The

surface drainage is collected in wooden catch-pits,

the storm -water passing from the latter through
earthenware pipes to covered timber drains which
discharge into valleys outside the grounds. The
trenches for the larger sewers were made by sewer-
digging machines controlled by traction-engines.

Bridges.—These have been constructed on a
standard plan which consists of a simple arch
system of Sin. by 14in. timbers for the top and
bottom chords, with a solid web of two courses of

2in. by 12in. planking. At the centre, where the
head room for passing boats, itc, does not aUow
of the use of this truFS, Sin. by 16in. joists are

substituted, and are skilfully connected to the main
trusses.

Jliiilii-agx.—The works department were lespon-
sible for the extension of three railway systems
into the grounds during the period of construc-
tion. They also were responsible for the tem-
porary tracks laid down during construction for

the use of contractors, &c. The track of the
intramural railroad, some thirteen miles in length,

was also laid under the direction of the chief

civil engineer, and this work included the

construction of the trestle bridges for the heavy
freight traffic. The cars of this intramural rail-

road are a distinct improvement upon the usual

American type. They have no steps, the station

platforms being on a level with tie floors of the
cars.

Fotver.—The boiler-house is ima ediately west
of the Machinery Hall, and contains sixteen

Babcock and Wilcox water-tube boUers of 450H.P.
each. They are equipped with Poney stokers,

and forced draught is used by the aid of fans

14ft. in diameter. There are also eight Heine
water-tube boilers of 400H.P. each, and three

Cahall water-tube boilers of similar capacity.

AU the boUers have the ashes removed and the

coal supplied by the link belt machinery system
of conveyors. The steam mains are carried

through a tunnel to the machinery building.

Four Westinghouse- Corliss compound engines

are operated thereby, two of them being con-

nected to general electric alternators of 2,000
kilowatts each, and two to Westinghouse
alternators of similar capacity. The current is

delivered direct to the distributing mains through
a switchboard. The mains are run in wooden
tunnels to the various buildings, in each of which
is a station with transformers, and rotary con-

verters were necessary. The buildings are out-

lined with incandescent lamps of Sep., while the

cascades are illuminated with a specially -designed

and effective scheme.
Refuse Destructors are provided to the north-
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Fig. S.—palaces OF THE FINE ARTS.
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west of the grounds, where gartage anj codi-
buBtible ilihris are destroyed. The streets and
Ijuiliiings are swept at night, and all but coiu-
hustiUo material is depobited in shoola in the
western portion of the grounds.

PLAN OF /^P^T PALACE.
Fio. 7.

IV.—THE IKSTIVAL IIALI, AND COLOX.VADL OF STATES.

Having dealt brieHy with the plan and the
engineering work involved thfreliy, we will now
consider a few of the principal Ijuikiings greeted

at the " Fair," and, naturally, we tiret shill con-

V>E£,T PAVILION

aider the central features which gnvern the plan.

Ubfcrence to the illustrations 2 and :>, tefore givin.

makes it evid'-nt that the ]'"est'val Mull and
Colonnadts completely obliterate the pormtntnt
Fine .\rt3 Buildings to the south of the tame.
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Thia is in many respects to be regretted ; but,

under the peculiar circumstances that existed,

perhaps it was unavoidable.

Mr. Cass Gilbert, the architect both of the

Festival Hall and of the Fine Arts Buildings, says

that the otiginal intention was to erect both in

fire-resisting materials ; but owing to the im-
possibility of carrying this work out in the time
at the disposal of the Division of Works, this idea

was abandoned. The scheme for the Colonnade
of States was dropped for a time, during which
"the plans for the Arts Buildings were proceeded
with, and it was not until these had been com-
pleted that it was revived. Mr. Cass Gilbert

then, with that irony of fate from which even
American architects are not immune, was in-

structed to prepare a design for the Festivdl Hall
which would conceal his own permanent Arts

Buildings. It will have been seen from illustration

No. 3 how ably he followed oat his instructions.

Illustration No. 5 is a plan taken at the first-

floor level. It was claimed that the dome was
the largest on earth, but its internal diameter is

some 90ft., whereas of course that of St. Peter's at

Romehas a diameter of some 137ft. 6in., andthatof
St. Paul's, London, approximates to 109ft., while

the Pantheon at Rome is 142ft. Gin. Nevertheless,

externally the effect is very impressive, and this

hall is wonderfully well adapted for the purpose

for which it was designed—viz., for large organ
recitals. Mr. Masquerar, the chief of design,

was responsible for the internal work, and the

Division of Works in its various department carried
out the construction, and as this was all executed

in timber, it involved considerable skill and many
calculations.

It will be seen from the plan (No. 5) that the

framing for the domes is carried by the four pairs

of columns, which latter form the angles of a

square. Each column is built up of timbers Sin.

by 8in., which are strengthened by cross-braces

of 2in. by lOin. They rise some SOft. above the

floor level and support the trusses shown
on the diagrams. Four other trusses are

laid diagonally across these main trusses, and
others are in turn built across the latter. This
is perhaps clearly shown in the diagram No. 6,

which is a sketch section showing the method of

the framing employed.
The main walls of the building are carried

by pairs of 8iu. by Sin. posts braced together as

above described. The balcony is of cantilever

•-onstruction and projects about 27ft. from the

»ace of the columns.
It may be of interest to state that in the calcu-

lations of Mr. Philip Markmann, who was the

chief mechanical engineer to the Building Depart-
ment, 201b. wind pressure was allowed for ; 301b.

dead load was eissumed on the roof rafters, and
401b. was allowed on the trusses; l,S001b. in

tension and bending was allowed for the working
stress on yeUow pine.

Part of the Festival Hall and many of the

other buildings had to be erected upon pile

foundations, owing to the difficulty of treating

the bed of the Desperes river previously men-
tioned and to the existence of the lake, and also

owing to the treacherous nature of the ground in

other positions. Some of the piles were as much
as 30ft. in length. Internally the treatment has

been very simple, and the effect of the large dome
and lantern has not been hampered by meretri-

cious ornament.
The internal wall of the promenade has semi-

circular-headed openings. As shown on the plan,

the south bay is used for the stage and the organ,

which latter is supposed to be the largest ever

constructed, the keyboard being operated from
the platform. The piers have been skilfully

constructed so as to contain tiers of boxes. The
seating accommodation is devised to hold 3,500

people. Tip-up seats are used on the ground
floor, and for the first four rows of the gallery.

Ordinary chairs are used for the last six rows of

the latter.

The inclination of the floor of the auditorium
is about 1 in 5, while the tiers of the gallery have
a rise of some 16in., with a horizontal measure-
ment of 2ft. OIn. An excellent view of the stage
is thus obtainable from every seat.

As will be seen from illustration No. 3, the
exterior of the building is very ornate, as no
doubt is fitting for the " clou " of the exhibition.
The engaged Ionic columns round the drum are
well modelled and the bull's-eye openings in the
story above are very effective in the distance,

though they certainly appear a little obtrusive
when viewed from a near standpoint. The
j unction of the drum nith the cascade is perhaps

not quite so happy as it might be, and the finely-

modelled statuary surmounting the same seems

rather to crash the colonnade, though the columns

are some 43ft. in height.

The ('nlnii)iiidi- of States mid the Ciiwni>e-<.—
Reference to illustrations Nos. 2 and 3 will show
that an ornamental screen of Ionic columns forms

the background for fourteen statues—seven to the

east, and feven to the west of the Festival Hall,

each statue being symbolical of one of the States

or Territories of the Louisiana purchase. At the

extremity of eich of these wings are circular

restaurant pavilions, a'so with Ionic columns

round their drums. The designs of the colonnade

and of the pavilions were intruited to Mr. E. C.

Masqueray, and he has succeeded in pro-

ducing a most satisfactory ( nsemb'e, as may be

gathered from the illustration. The only
criticisms, perhaps, that he has laid himself open
to are that the pavilions might possibly have
been more connected to the colonnades, which are

formed of hemi-cycles. From some parts of the

grounds one sees an ugly gap between them. The
swags, moreover, between the columns have a

somewhat detached appearance. The three big

cascades in front of the Festival Hall, and the

pavilions are very effective and are claimed to be

the largest in the world, and the lawns, walks,

and approaches are all in harmony with the

Echeme. The statues which ornament the

approaches to the cascades represent men celebrated

in American History, and include such characters

as Joliet, Laclede, Rjbert Livingston, James
Monroe, and Franklin. The side cascades are

designed to symbolise the Atlantic and Pacific

Oceans as representing the eastern and western

boundaries of the United States. At the head of

the main cascade is an enormous statue of Liberty

raising the veil of Ignorance, and protecting

Truth and Justice. The three cascades are each

approximately some SSDft. in length. They are

illuminated at night with three sets of incan-

descent lamps, which are varied at will from
white to red and green.

The placing of the Louisiana monument im-
mediately to the north or the Grand Basin on the

Plaza St. Louis, is, perhaps, a mistake, as it

interrupts the view of the Festival Hall and the

cascades in rather an annoying manner. It

would have looked well near one of the rather

nicer-looking entrances to the Exhibition.

V.—THE FINE ARTS lll'ILDINGS.

As mentioned at the commencement of the last

chapter, this is a permanent structure with regard

to its central building, and it was designed by
Mr. Cass Gilbeit. Illustration No. 7 is a plan
showing the buildings of this Art section, and the

central one is that designed to be ultimately

handed over to the city as an art museum.
As previously explained, these buildings are

not in the main picture of the exhibition scheme,
and are situated on the verge of the forest. The
buildings differ in one essential from those erected

both at Chicago and Paris. All the exhibits

are placed upon the ground floor, none of the

buildings having any galleries. As will be seen

from the plan, they are divided into four separate

structures. The main and permanent building

is 340tt. long and 160ft. wide, and is separated

from its annexes by open courts. This separa-

tion performs a double purpose, as it enabled
Mr. Gilbert to design the four fa(,'ades of the

building, and this isolation forms an effective

barrier in case of fire.

The departmental authorities laid stress upon
the observation of four conditions—viz., adequate
lighting, efficient ventilation, facilities for circu-

lation of many visitors, and the best fire-resisting

qualities for materials used.

The main building is occupied entirely by
exhibits from the United States. A large hall

extends through the centre, running north and
south. It is covered internally by a large

barrel vault cased with marble laid in a herring-

bone pattern, and is intersected by a clerestory

of semicircular windows to the east and west.

This is clearly shown with regard to the east side

in illustration No. 8. A similar window is also

placed in both the north and south walls above
the external Corinthian order.

As will be seen from illustration No. 7, this

hall is divided longitudinally into three bays,

each of which is arched over and pierced at its

summit by a circular light.

The piers form recesses which are used for

storage, &c. The wails internally are built of a

hard yellow brick 12in. long by IJin. in depth.

The basement of this hall is used for the heating

and ventilating apparatus : it also contains jury-

rooms, committee-rooms, and lavatories, t^'C.

Eist and west of the hall are the side galleries

of the permanent building as shown on the plan.

These are lighted by skylights in an approved

manner, and have staircases at their extremities

leading to studios, offices, and workrooms.
Externally the building has been treated with

buff brickwork and limestone, and the severe

treatment is in admirable contrast with the

temporary Festival Hall immediately to the north

of it. There are no windows to the fa(;ade below

the cornice level. The Corinthian porticoes to

the north and south elevations with their

admirably executed sculpture typifying the

different periods of art, and the niches with their

Ionic columns and pediments, will be a fitting and
permanent monument of the exhibition long

years after the temporary staff buildings have

been handed over to the wreckers.

The temporary annexes to the east and west

are of brickwork and stati', and were designed by
Mr. E. L. Masqueray. They are each 422ft.

long by 200ft. wide. They are of one story, and
are well lighted by skylights. The hatched

portion shows that occupied by the British

Section, which is almost an ideal of what an art

exhibition should be ; all the pictures being in

a good light, and excellently labelled with the

subject and name of the artist, so that one need
not be worried by continual reference to the

catalogue.

The inner walls are, as regards their base, of

brickwork, and above this they are of a solid

timber construction.

To the south of the main building is the Sculp-

ture pavilion, which is of similar construction,

and was also designed in the office of the Director

of Works. This is a simple building 200ft. by
100ft. on plan. Mr. Masqueray says that his

main object was to build a well-lighted exhibi-

tion-room to shelter the masterpieces of the

sculptors of international reputation, and he has

well succeeded in his object. The extremities of

the building are terminated in hemi-cycles,

which features, both inside and outside, have

been taken advantage of to the fullest extent by
the .architect.

The four buildings constituting the Art Division

are placed on a well-designed terrace surrounded

by a Classic balustrade. The total cost of this

group of buildings exceeded one million dollars.

"MERRY MARGATE."

AS a health resort the Isle of Thanet is un-

questioned, and there are many beautiful

tracts of country and picturesque localities which

will even bear comparison with those to be found

at the other western extremity of England,

especially North Devon, which latter, however,

by its geological formation and climate, imparts a

distinct character to the scenery. Thanet has an

historic interest, inasmuch as it was subject to

many marauding attacks by the Danes, the "Sea
Kings of the North." Sandwich, Deal, Minster,

and other places bear traces of these visits. But

it is rather of its architectural features that we
here speak. Margate is essentially a modem
seaside town, though only of late years has

it arisen from its apparent apathy. Seventy

years ago it was far behind many other

seaside towns for cleanliness and sanitary con-

ditions. Old and dilapidated houses faced the

jetty ; the promenades along the coast were poor

and badly paved, and the offensive accumulations

of seaweed during some months of the year left

a good deal to be desired. In fact, owing to the

offensive exhalations from the beach at low tide

the town suffered : visitors could not be induced

to make long stays, and this source of nuisance,

though considerably reduced, is still a matter

which requires attention from the local authori-

ties. The improvements made in the erection of

sea-walls and promenades and their extension

westwards, the fine promenade from the Royal

Crescent, and the bandstands erected at the Fort

Promenade, the Oval Esplanade, have contri-

buted much to the attractive view of the sea-

front. Round the Oval are new-built hotels of

the modern type—the High Cliff, Belle Vue,

(Jueen's, and the Cliftonville Hydro—a large,

spacious structure at the eastern angle of the

Esplanade, with large octagonal-bayed ends and

balconies—besides many boarding establishments

on a large scale. There is not much to say about

the architectural design of these buildings, mainly

of red and stock brick relieved by stone in a few

cases. The only feature to note in these is tha
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number of corner bay windows erected as turrets

and crowned by cupolas, and the covered bal-

conies to many of the fronts. At the eastern

extremity, or Margate New Town, as it is called,

a few better examples of seaside architecture may
be noticed, in which gables, half-timber work,
and bayed windows, combined with the red-tile

roofs, brick, and stucco, produce a more pleasing
variety to the front. A few good shelters, so

necessary for visitors, have been erected along
the grass lawns of the promenades. From
the extreme western end of the bay to

the jetty the frontage towards the sea is

north and westerly : beyond this to the eastward
the frontage is to the north ; the town, in fact,

has a sharp curve to the west from the jetty, and
this curvature of the sea front produces two
distinct climates—the western sheltered and mild,

and the Fort or Cliftonville end bracing and
invigorating. Another feature of this town is

the irregular frontage of the buildings. Unlike
Brighton or Eastbourne, where the sea front is in

one main line of unbroken terraces or crescents,

the building frontage is diversified by blocks of

houses or terraces at right angles to the main
front, as Fort Paragon, the block of hotels which
jut out on the west side of the (Jval, and other
similar projections. These give varied aspects,

and might have been made effective features
if they had been architecturally planned and
designed. They are, however, in some cases at

the Fort Paragon, commonplace and disfiguring
blockd of plain stock brickwork—a description
which applies to many buildings of the older
town. At the eastern end of Margate or the New
Town, isolated blocks of houses have been erected
of red brick, but of a stereotyped kind, which do
not compare with the villas and erections of a
similar kind one sees at Birehington, Westgate,
and other places now competing for popularity.
Pleasing variety is afforded by rough stucco and
red-tile roofs ; and one of the best recent buUdings
is the Montrose College for Ladies in the tramcar
road over the downs between Margate and
Broadstairs. Here red brick has been agree-
ably combined with roughcast on the upper
story and the red tile roofs. The white gables
and dormers and the white painted bay
windows give relief. But there is little to im-
press us with the architectural development of
this favourite seaside resort. Architects have
done very little to improve Margate. What she
has to recommend her is the natural advantages
she possesses by virtue of her situation. Broad-
stairs and Ramsgate are both far more picturesque
from the artist's point of view. JIuch praise is

due to the corporation of Margate for their
endeavours to improve the means of locomotion,
and there are not many places where electric
tramways have been so effectively extended, the
splend d tramcar line from Margate to Ramsgate
and Broadstairs affording residents and visitors
a most enjoyable run round the coast, a distance
of 12 or 1.5 miles.

Of old and archaologically interesting build-
ings, there is little to see at this place, though
the neighbourhood is not without interest. A
specimen of pseudo-Gothic architecture, perhaps
one of the best to be seen anywhere, is the
modem church of Holy Trinity, built about sixty
years ago from the designs of Mr. William
Edmunds, a native architect of the town, and an
artist, it is said, of much ability. It is certainly
a fine example of a stone church of that date,
plastered internally with plaster, groined roof
over nave and aisles, and was built at great cost,
augmented by several gifts, in aid of which a
Parliamentary grant of £10,000 was obtained.
Recently a liberal donor has enabled the church
authorities to make an extension of the church
eastwards. The tower is a well-known landmark
for miles around ; it is an object for mariners at
sea, and was built for that purpo;e at the expense
of the Trinity House. The groined vaulting is a
good specimen of the architecture of the Revival,
though there is little to admire in the details.
I'he church is of dignified, almost cathedral, pro-
portions, and the lofty clerestory of nave is seen
high above the adjacent houses. But 8t. John's
is the most ancient and interesting edifice, situated
at the south end of town, of flint and stone, con-
sisting of a nave and two wide aisles of low
proportion, divided by octagonal and circular
pillars of Norman and Late CJothic character.
The roofs are open timber, "waggon-headed,"
with massive ribs as principals ; there is a long
chancel of Early Transition character in some of
the details, and several styles are to be seen
ciuiously intermixed. There are some very

beautiful stained-glass windows, and an oak-

carved screen to chancel aisle on north side.

There are several ancient memorials. The church
is said to be one of the three chapels belonging to

the fine church of Minster, an edifice still more
ancient, and worth a visit. Minster is of Xorman
and Early English, and later styles. St. Law-
rence, near Ramsgate, St. Nicholas, and All

.Saints, near Birehington, Monkton Church, St.

Peter's, between Margate and Broadstairs, are

other very interesting churches which well repay
visits. .Sandwich is also a most interesting old

place, full of quaint bits to be seen in its streets.

The Barbican, and one or two of the old churches,

notably St. Clements, are of considerable interest.

THE ALHAMBRA.*
WHETHER or no " no such thing as an even

fairly adequate illustrated souvenir of this

city of the dawn," was to be obtained before the
publication of this volume, we cordially admit
that never within the same compass, and at such
low cost, has so complete a presentation of the
delights of the Granadian paradise been accessible.

Mr. Calvert, of course, to a considerable extent is

a gatherer of other men's stuff, but he has
collected most assiduously and judiciously. The
whole of the coloured prints which were given in

Owen Jones's book are reproduced, with more
than 250 other illustrations.

With such liberality as regards the pictorial

portion of his book, Mr. Calvert has done well to

limit the letterpress. Not that his descriptive

matter is in any way insufiicient or scrappy.
The historical portions are ample for the ordinary
reader, and the architect wUl thankfully avail

himself of the most excellently produced plates,

which hitherto have only been attainable at con-
siderable cost. Owen Jones's book cost £36, and
to have the whole of his coloured plates repro-
duced, with all the improvements introduced into

colour-printing during the past seventy years, for

a couple of guineas is a boon for which gratitude
to Mr. Calvert and his enterprising publishers will

be appropriately manifested. It is certainly well
deserved.

The book is in every way well produced, and
the amount of original labour devoted to it by its

author has been very considerable. JIany of the
illustrations are from photographs of his own, and
are therefore up to date. He has had the in-

valuable help of Don Mariano Contreras, the son
of Don Raphael Contreras, who devoted thirty-

seven years to the restoration of the palace. He
has, moreover, included many of John F. Lewis's
drawings, and a series of pictures by James C.
Murphy, who spent eeven years on the study of

the Alhambra.
I ^^

A JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER DYING
WORTH £157,310.

ALDERMAN JOHN PETHICK, of Down
Park, Y'elverton, and of Norley House, Ply-

mouth, retired contractor, formerly of the busi-
ness now carried on by his sons as Pethick Bros.,
and engaged in some of the largest works in the
West of England, who died at the Homtcopatbic
Hospital, Plymouth, on March 29 last, aged
seventy-six years, left estate of the gross value
of £157,310 Is. 8d., the net personalty being
sworn at nil. Probate of his will, dated March 19,

1.S97, with codicils of November 12, 1897, and
December 2, 1903, has been granted to his son,

Mr. Robert Sydney Pethick, of St. Peter's-street,

Tiverton, veterinary surgeon, Mr. Thomas I'itts,

named as an executor, having predeceased the
testator, and the other executors having re-

nounced probate of the will. Alderman Pethick
loft £100 to each of the acting executors, and an
annuity of £150 to Mary Jane Han, and an
annuity to his servant Mary Ann Williams, of

£25. He devised real estate at Mutley and elso-

whereto each of his sons, John Richard, Arthur
Henry, Benjamin Herbert, and Nicholas Frank,
and confirmed gifts made to them ; but such gifts

are to be taken in satisfaction for any claim they
maj' have against his estate ; and ho left his

residuary estate to his four children, Charles
Robert Sydney, Ernest George rothick, and his

daughter, Mrs. Rose Spt»oner.

Mr. Pethick, who, in conjunction with his

sons, widened London Bridge, and died (from
the effects of a carriage accident that took
place a few days before) upon the same date

• The Alhambra. By ALiuiiir E. Cai.vkrt. London
George Philip and Son, 32, Fleet-street, E.G. «.'».

the historical and world-wide known bridge
in question was reopened for traflic, was a
Plymouth lad of very humble origin, and served
his apprenticeship at a carpenter's bench in that

town. He made his way in life by sheer industry,

indomitable courage, and perseverance. In his

time, he must have built a third of Plymouth.
He was a J.P., was Mayor of his own town, and
president of the local Conservative Association.

Although he left so large a fortune he was never
of a particularly saving or niggardly nature, and,

though leading so active a business-lite he found
time to encourage sport in its various phases, and
owned many excellent racehorses, with which he
has carried off the honours of the field. ^Vlways

fond of the pigskin, and justly proud of his stud,

he might, to the last, be seen starting upon his

steed at 5.30 every morning, intent upon going
the round of his local jobs. And yet, hearty,

hale, and a man of splendid physique, at the age
of 76 he was thrown from his carriage at the very
door of a hospital, and carried therein only to

die. " Honest John" was a fine instance of what
a working man, without means, influence, or any-
thing else to help him save robust health and
self-reliance, may accomplish, if he sets his mind
to trust in himself and succeed in life, or know'
the reason why.

SANITARY INSPECTORS AT
BOURNEMOUTH.

THE autumnal congress of the Sanitary
Inspectors' Association was held at Bourne-

mouth on Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday in last week. The formal executive

business was transacted on the Wednesday, and
on the Thursday the association was welcomed
by the Mayor (Alderman J. Elwes Beale), at a
reception held in the council-chamber. Delegates

and members to the number of over one hundred
attended. They were introduced to the Mayor
by Mr. Isaac Y'oung, chairman of the executive
committee of the association. The ilayor, in

addressing the delegates, said that while Bourne-
mouth could not boast of any objects of great

antiquity, they could boast, and did boast, in their

borough motto of their health and beauty. Their
one aim as a corporation had always been to make
the town as perfect as it could be made in respect

of sanitary matters, to make sanitation, in fact,

the very biggest plank in the platform of their

local government. The work of their chief

sanitary inspector, Mr. W. G. Cooper, might
seem to lie in the background ; but it was none
the less important—in fact, it was recognised as

one of the most important departments of the

town's work. The Chairman briefly acknow-
ledged the welcome, and subsequently proceeded
with his inaugural address to t he members, taking as

his subject " The Inception, Progress, and Aspira-

tions of the Sanitary Inspectors' Association."

He pointed out that their object was to carry out

their duties honestly and fearlessly, benefiting all

around them, the health, the homes, the habits,

and the general environment of the people for

whom the sanitary laws were made by Parlia-

ment, which, iu its wisdom, made the inspector a

humble though not free instrument. In carrying

out their object, they wished in all earnestness to

improve this position, to raise their status, and
procure for themselves the justice which they felt

had not in the past been meted out to them, but

which, nevertheless, their arduous duties and
responsibilities demanded. tJaptain T. Owen
Edwards, his Majesty's Inspector of Factories and
Workshops, Southampton, read a paper on
"Factory Laws and Local Authorities," in the

course of which he traced the evolution of in-

dustrial legislation, its failure, and its develop-

ment at the present time, and showed how largely

it rested with the raembui-s of the Sanitary

Inspectors' Association and kindred associations

whether very essential and very important parts

of the Factory Act of 1901 become effective or

not. Finally, he pleaded for greater co-operation

between the sanitary inspectors of boroughs and

his Majesty's inspectors of factories. Mr. T. E.

Rodgers, assistant solicitor to the Rournemouth
Corporation, read a paper on " The Food and
Drugs Acts; the Inspector's Responsibility for

Prosecutions." The delegates were afterwards

entertained at a public luncheon, the mayor of

Uournernouth presiding.

On Friday morning the members afsembled in

the Prince's Hall, where Iho presidential address

was given by Sir James Crithton Browne. The
I'risidcnt called attention to the many and im-

portant differences between tho present place of
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assembly, Bournemouth and Middlesbrough,
where the annual meeting was held last year.
Both had rapidly increased in prosperity and in

population from small and comparatively recent
beginnings ; but they were as the Poles apart in
many respects. The dominant idea at Sliddles-

brough was wealth, the dominant idea at

Bournemouth was health. Middlesbrough was
not indifferent to health, nor Bournemouth to

wealth ; but in the one health was a by-product,
while in the other it was the staple manufacture.
The infantOe mortality of Bournemouth—that
was to say, the deaths of children under one year
of age—amounted to only SI per thousand, and
was the lowest of all the 76 "great towns " of
England and Wales ; whereas Middlesbrough
stood at the other extremity of the list, and had
an infantile mortality of 186. Not only did that
difference exist, but it was increasing. The
infantile mortality of Bournemouth averaged 120
per thousand for the ten years preceding 1903,
while that of Middlesbrough averaged 180 for the
same period. After citing other figures to show
that Bournemouth was not only remarkable for

its low infantile mortality, but also that it held in

other respects what he described as the " sanitary
primacy " amongst the great towns. Sir James
Crichtou Browne proceeded to discuss the causes
to which the attainment of that position must be
ascribed. Something, of course, was to be
attributed to natural advantages of situation,

and something to the absence of artificially-

induced conditions, such as smoke and overcrowd-
ing, by which health was impaired, but the chief
and most important of the causes were due to the
systematic recognition by the inhabitants and the
local authorities of the fact that the prosperity of
thetown depended upon its salubrity, and that that
salubrity must be secured at all costs. Bourne-
mouth had not deluded itself with the belief that
sanitary insight came by nature or could be taken
in at the pores ; but it had insisted on evidence of

competence being furni^hed by all persons em-
ployed in its sanitary department, and had, by a
judicious division of labour in that department,
insured special skill where special skill was
needed. Such a course would be thoroughly
approved by the Sanitary Inspectors' Association,
whose examinations and educational arrange-
ments were calculated to render it every year
more easy of fulfiment. The standard of comfort
and of cleanliness had been raised enormously in

modern days, and the well-washed and well-to-
do had multiplied exceedingly ; but the housing
problem was not yet solved—overcrowding was as
embarrassing as in the walled cities of the past,

'there was need of redoubled sanitary energy,
and, therefore, of improved education for the
sanitary inspector. The great battle of sanitation
was still to be fought. In that battle sanitary
inspectors would be in the thick of the milec, but
they would be supported, as they had not hitherto

been, by science and popular good will. It was
resolved, on the proposition of Sir James Crichton
Browne, seconded by Mr. Humphrey, of Reigate,

to support the principle of the registration of

plumbers, and to support legislation to that effect.

Mr. T. a. Dee, of Westminster, contributed a

paper on " Town Flats." He asked («) Does this

method of living tend to lengthen life, or to

reduce zymotic disease 'r (li) Does this method of

living, isolated in the midst of our fellows, tend

to develop the best or the worst side of our
nature ' The limits of a modern flat, he said, did

not encourage the human instinct of parentage.

Statistics did not afford sufficient evidence to

prove that "block" dwellings, either for the

poorer or the richer class, were Ixealthful habita-

tions. He could not think that flat living, either

for the rich or the poor, tended to develop the

self-sacrificing of nature, to disciple us as indi-

viduals, so that the best might be strengthened
and the wor^t eradicated. It rather tended to

slothful ease, to selfish indulgence, and when
personal ease and luxury became a nation's

Jiighest ambitions, the nation would have reached
a point when the mark which it must necessarily

leave would be deterioration.

Mr. W. G. Cooper, chief sanitary inspector at

Bournemouth, spoke on " School Sanitation,"
which he described as one of the most pressing
questions of the day. More attention should be
paid to cloakroom accommodation. There should
be good sanitary fittings throughout all schools.

That must necessarily be an expense ; but, if the
results were an improvement in the general
health, moral tone, and comfort of the com-
munity, and a lowering in the sickness rate, then
the money would have been well spent. In the

afternoon the members of the Conference attended
a garden party given in the Winter Gardens by
the Mayor and Mayoress of Bournemouth.
The concluding business meeting of the Con-

ference was held at Boumeraouth on Saturday,

when a number of votes of thanks were passed,

and a very large party of the members, accom-
panied by Sir J. Crichton Browne and the Mayor
and Mayoress of Bournemouth, afterwards left for

a drive in the Jsew Forest.

SANITARY ASSOCIATION OF SCOTLAND.

THE annual Conference of the Incorporated
Sanitary Association of Scotland took place

at Per.h on Thursday and Friday last.

The annual general meeting of the as-

sociation was held in the City Chambers.
The secretary, Mr. George Middleton, sub-
mitted the annual report, which stated that
the register of members stood thus :—Life
members, 9 ; ordinary members, 304 ; total, 313.
During the year 54 members were admitted,
while 43 names were removed from the roll. The
balance of cash on hand at the close of last year's

accounts amounted to £425 6s., while at the end
of this year the amount of cash in hand and in-
vested was £528 15s. 6d., the capital of the
Association amounting to £583 13b. lOd. On the
motion of Mr. George Mackay, Perthshire, the
report was adopted Office-bearers for the en-
suing year were elected as follows: President,
Mr. Kenneth Cameron, chief sai'itary inspector,

Aberdeen ; vice-presidents—Dr. W. Leslie Mac-
kenzie, Edinburgh, and John Bryce, C.E.,
Partrick ; councillors in place of those retiring

—

as a chairman of Health Committee, Councillor
John Grieve, Perth ; as a medical officer of

health, Dr. William Robertson, Leith ; as a
sanitary inspector, George Dunn, Govan ; as a

burgh engineer, F. G. Holmes, C.E., Govan ; as

elected members. Professor John Glaister,

Glasgow, and John Wallace Bennett, Greenock.
Dr. Leslie Mackenzie, Edinburgh, was appointed
president-elect; George Middleton, writer, Glas-
gow, was reappointed secretary and treasurer

;

and John J. D. Howston, C.A., Glasgow, as

auditor.

It was remited to council to make arrangements
for the next annual congress, which, it was in-

timated, would be held at Inverness. Later on
in the evening a popular lecture was given in the

City Hall, Perth, by Professor John Glaister,

(Glasgow University, his subject being " Municipal
Obligations and Municipal Undertakings."
On Friday the proceeding^ were continued in

the Working Boys' and Crirls' Hall, Perth. Mr.
Kenneth Cameron, Chief Sanitary Inspector,

Aberdeen, president, again occupied the chair.

THE PROBLEM OF S.iXIT.iTION .IXD I'OVERTY.

Dr. A. R. Chalmers, Medical Officer of Health
for Glasgow, introduced a discussion on "The
Problem of Sanitation and Povfrty." If, he
said, they analysed the death-rate, they would
inevitably find it highest where poverty was
greatest, and it scarcely seemed to him an over-

statement of the case to regard the problem of

poverty as quite the most important problem of

sanitation which in our time and in this country
they were called upon to deal with. Among 750

school children in Glasgow who were recently

measured, the children of the one-apartment
families were found to be shorter and lighter in

weight than those occupying two rooms and those

from two-apartment families lighter and shorter

than those from larger houses.

Mr. Peter Fyfe, Chief Sanitary Inspector,

Glasgow, dealt with " The Ticketing of Small
Houses," which, he said, so far as it might be

considered a factor in the housing problem, he
looked upon as an anachronism. Under the

general law, the owner of an overcrowded house

is made responsible, as, after two convictions of

any tenant of his house, within three months, the

sherifl may close it for a period, whereas under

the local Acts he has no responsibility. In this

respect he thought the general Act was right and
the local Acts were wrong. He had come to the

conclusion that the whole system should be con-

sidered a necessary evil to be maintained in the

public interest just so long as nothing better and

more civilising can be put in its place, and no

longer.
Councillor W. F. Anderson, Glasgow, directed

his remarks to the subject of " Farmed-out and
other Sub-let Houses," which, he said, was a

development of recent years. These houses were

in great demand, and in Glasgow at the present

time there could not be less than thirteen hun-
dred houses to let. The ease with which these

houses a?e got is a standing menace to both
health and morality.

Miss Mabyn Armour, sanitary inspector, Leith,

read a paper on " The General Conditions of the

Homes of the Poor : the Value of Women as

Sanitary Workers." There were many things,

she said, which the woman sanitary inspector

could do. From her experience in the homes of

the poor, she expressed the opinion that slum
landlords and factors are, as a rule, notorious for

their utter indifference to everything but rent.

In the discussion which followed. Dr. A. C.

Slunro, Renfrewshire, thought the Secretary for

Scotland should be invited to extend the amend-
ment of the Housing of the Working Classes Act

to Scotland.

Professor Glaister, Glasgow, replying to an
argument put forward by Councillor Burgess,

Glasgow, that there would be no poverty if there

was work, said there were some people who would
die if they tried to work. There was unavoid-

able poverty, but there was also avoidable

poverty. He moved "That in the opinion of

this Congress the Council of the Association

should be recommended to take into considera-

tion, with relation to public health, the problem

of dealing more effectively than is at present

possible with idle, vicious, and depraved elements

in the population."

Bailie Chalmers, Perth, seconded. The reso-

lution was carried. Councillor Burgess, Glasgow,

and another dissenting.

Councillor W. F. Anderson, Cilasgow, moved :

"That in the opinion of this Congress the

Council of the Association should be recom-
mended to promote legislation to the effect that

the owner of every tenement that is beginning to

show serious deterioration, not only in its struc-

ture, but in the character and habits of the

dwellers therein, should be compelled to employ
a resident caretaker." Councillor Steele, Glas-

gow, seconded.
Provost Muir, Annan, moved that this reso-

lution should be applied only to cities and towns
with over 50,000 inhabitants, as the powers in

the Public Health Act were quite sufficient for

smaller burghs. Provost Walker, Rothesay,

secondtd. The motion was carried, only four

dissenting.

On the mo'ion of Bailie Smith, Leith, seconded

by B lilie Dick, Glasgow, it was resolved :
" That

in the opinion of this Congress the Council of

the Association should be recommended to me-
morialise local authorities not already employing

women as assistants in their health departments

to consider the advisability of doing so, in view

of the approved value of the work of women
where their services have been already secured."

Dr. A. C. Munro submitted a resolution,

seconded by Dr. A. K. Chalmers, to the effect

that the Council of the Association be recom-

mended to memorialise the Secretary for Scotland

to extend the Working Class Housing Act of

1903 to Scotland in the ensuing session of

Parliament, and to take steps to insure the

necessary Parliamentary support. The resolu-

tion was adopted.

Councillor George Mitchell. Cxlasgow, in a

closing paper on " Smoke Abatement," suggested

that producer gas could be used efficiently and
economically to clear the air of smoke.

LOVE'S LABOUR LOST.

OF course, everyone knows Exeter Cathedral.

Apart from its two Norman towers, which
occupy almost the unique position of transepts, it is

celebrated for its beautiful 14th-century groined

stone roof, which runs through, from stem to

stem, without a break. Its wonderful windows,

too, nearly all of the 14th century, are grand
studies, for there are never two of them
alike. The choir is a perfect hive of architec-

tural delight. ^\Tiat with Bishop Bruere's half-

hundred unrivalled 13th-century misereres,

Stapleton's (1308-1326) carved-oak Bishop's

throne, the finest in the world, and 52ft. high

;

his sedilia of Beer-stone, which for delicacy of

carving knocks both the much-vaunted Percy

Shrine at Beverley Minster, and the west front of

St. Maclou at Rouen, fairly into a cocked hat ;

one's eye feasts sumptuously at every turn

And yet, methinks, taken all in all, there ia

nothing grander or more dignified here, nor,

indeed, in any other cathedral, than are the two
canopied monuments, with their accompanying
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recumbent figures, that flank each other upon the

north and south sides of the western end of the

Lady-chapel. The monuments are hoth of the

same date and design—Late Decorated work

—

and were erected, respectively, to the memory of

Bishop Broneecombe, the founder of the chapel,

who died in ad. 1 280, and to Bishop Stafford,

who went up aloft in a.d. 1419. The latter

practically forms a parclose screen dividing the

chapel of St. Slary Magdalen upon the north side

from the Lady-chapel itself, whilst the other

does precisely the same dutjr between the latter

and the chapel of St. Cxabriel upon the south.

An exceUent illustration of the Bronescombe

monument may be found in the BriLDiX'i News
for AprU 11, 1884. That is, dear reader, as the

tom^ is, and both tombs are now, not altogether

as older men remember them.

Some of you, those who collecfrare, old, and

beautiful engravings, probably possess J. le Iveux's

lovely rendering of this self-same monument

—

whilst others who are more strictly architectural

in their instincts, will recollect the late Edward
Ashworth's careful and measured coloured draw-

ings, elevation, and details of it that occur in the

"Transactions of the Exeter Diocesan Archi-

tectural Society," vol. iv. part ii., being repro-

ductions of illustrations, and a paper read by that

diligent architect before that society, January 8,

1852. In these, and a score of other authori-

ties one might mention, both tombs finibh

with the continuous line ol quatrefoil panels,

immediate over the cove in which angels

repose. It was not until the general and

really most conservative renovation of the

interior of the entire fabric (ad. 1870-77)

that the present upper parts, as now seen, were

placed there by the late Sir G. Gilbert Scott,

K.A. Uf course something of the sort had

existed originally, as the finish, as it was prior to

the time of the restoration, was evidently in-

complete ; indeed, no fioiah at all. But, as a

matter of fact, the piquant little tower-like

terminals at the corners, with the plain capitals

that carry them, and all the mouldings above the

quatrefoils, the pater.e in the hollows, and the

crisp and effective pierced cresting:, all and every

bit are modern, carved and fashioned by local

craftsmen in the name kind of stone (Caen).

Messrs. Clayton and BeU afterwards redecorated

and gilded both monuments, under Sir Gilbert's

direction, from base to top (old and new work
alike) ; and now there is not a visitor in a million

who sees them that has any idea additions were

ever made.
Harry Hems tells one of his stories illustrative

of this. At the time of the general restoration

of the cathedral, he personally did some of the

new carved work there. Xow some while after

the rededic.ition, an architectural student, dressed

up to date in tourist costume and wearing an eye-

glass, procured the necessary permission of the

Dean to sketch. He was evidently a man who
knew his way about, or thought he did I Seated

and posing pieture8(|uely upon a campstool in

the chapel of St. (iabriel, he had all his artistic

paraphernalia spread ostent-itiuusly about, and
was diligently making a careful sketch of the very

brattishing in qutstion. Just then H. II. came
along, and looking at what he was doing, re-

marked, " Ifhouldn't bother about tlint—it really

isn't wurth it !
" The swell fi</iirhfe raised \\U

head a moment, fixed the interrupter with a cold

stare, and drawled, in a tone of utter contempt,
" And, pray, what might i/ok know about it'r

"

" Well," was the demure reply, " nothing, only

that I carved it all my.«fV/five years ago !

"

At a special meeting of Berwick Sinitary
Authority on Wednesday week, a long discussion

took place in connection with the recent discovery

of an additional water supply at the waterworks at
Tweedinouth, as the result of boring operations.

Messrs. Read ami Waring, C.E., T^ondon, reported

that the supply was equal to IT.'i.OOO giillons jier

day. It was agreed to instruct Messrs. Read and
Waring to prepare plans, specifications, and esti-

mates for an additional joint supply for Berwick,
Tweedmouth, and Spittal.

The Ilocles Borough Accountant, in reporting to

the Parliamentary Special Committee, states that

the capital expenditure on the borough tramways
up to the present amounts to t)fj.'),015.

The foundation-stone has been laid of the new
mission church of St. Augustine, Brynmill, Swansea.
The cost is estimated at £2.W0. The architect is

Mr. (1 Russell I'eacock (Messrs. Margrave and
Peacock), and the general contractors are Messrs.
Bennett Bros.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

A C'ufuloi/neof the Bew'wk Collection of Engrav-

liu/s, bequeathed to the city of Xewcastle-on-

Tyne by Mr. John William Pease, has been com-

piled by Mr. Basil Anderton, B.A., public

librarian, assisted Mr. W. H. GiLso.v, branch

librarian. The author remarks that, before this

collection was presented to the city, Xewcastle

posfessed in the Hancock Museum, and in the

public library itself, a notable representation of

Thomas Bewick's original pencil drawings and

printed books, so that its wealth in these respects

were unrivalled. The Pease collection is pre-

eminent in its framed impressions from the blocks,

in books, albums, and autograph letters, and in-

cluded in it is the table at which Bewick worked,

and the tool-chest he used, with the gravers

and magnifying glass. Besides the work of

Thomas Bewick, examples are shown of John

Bewick's skiU with the graver, and Thomas

Bewick's pupils are also represented. The

catalogue is arranged according to subject,

and as far as possible in chronological order,

while an index at the end of the volume

is a useful addendum. The book, a thiii quarto

in paper covers, contains many fuU-page illustra-

tions, including a portrait of Thomas Bewick as

he appeared in 1823, from Ramsay's picture, " The

Lost Child' (also given to necessarily smaller

scale) ; another portrait of the donor, Mr. J.^ W.
Pease, who died on Lady Day, 1901 ; the Chil-

lingham Bull, a splendid engraving under-

taktn in 1789 at the request of Marmaduke

Tunstall, and regarded by Bewick as his master-

piece. Liverpool Cnthedral. — A sixpenny

pamphlet, telling the story (f the development

and progress of the Li\erpool Cathedral scheme,

has just been published by the Executive Building

Committee. (Liverpool: Rev. Charles Harris,

organising secretary of the Church House.)

The original abortive competition of 20 years

ago, in which Sir William Emerson's grand con-

ception for a basilican church was recommended

for acceptance, is ignored ; but the story begins

with the second competition of two years since,

in which Mr. G. Gilbert Sco't's highly original

and masterly design was finally adopted, and its

author was appointed as architect conjointly with

G. F. Bodley, R A., one of the advisory archi-

tects in the competition. The present state of

the matter is that the houses occupying the

selected site, St. James's Mount, have been

demolished ; the ground level and the position of

the choir and central portion of the cathedral have

been maiktd out. The foundation-stone laid by

the King in July last forms an angle of the base

of one of the great piers which support the

westernmost of the two transept towers. Tenders

for the foundations of the section now to be

undertaken were to be sent in on Tuesday of this

wtek. The cathedral, including its chapter-

house and morning chapel, will cover an area of

90,000sq.ft., a larger space than that covered

by any other cathedral in England. The ex-

treme length will be aSift. : the nave will

measure 192ft. by 53ft. 6in., and will have a

height of UOft., while across the high transepts

tho° height is no less than 110ft. The two

transeptal towers will each be G.ift. square, like

the central tower cf York Minster, but rise to

a height of 2(')0ft. above floor level, or as high as

that of Lincoln. Over the last bay of the nave,

ritually west, but actually the northern ex-

tremity of the sits, will be a third tower, termin-

ating in square turrets at a height of 200ft., and

the breadth of the nave front is lyGft., about the

same as the width across transepts. The portion of

fabric to bo begun forthwith includes the choir

and a portion of the transepts, accommodating a

congregation of 3,500, and estimated to ccst

.CitO.OOO. The handbook contains numerous

illustrations, including portraits of Messrs. Scott

and Bodley, a plan of the site, showing position

and area of the cathedral buildings ;
views of the

i-ithedral from corner of Nile-street (cow front),

Washington-ttreet, and across the cemetery—the

last named perhaps the most effective of all—an

interior perspective, and many details of towers

and wiiidOAS It is to be hoped that this Jreim

of the future will be translated into a tangible

and visible accomplished fact as rapidly as J. L.

Pearson's smiUer scheme at Truro has been

developed. As to the moneys in hind, the Kev.

Charlts Harris writes us:—".Vn altogether in

accurate and unauthorised paragraph has recently

appeared in tho public prints with ngard to our

funds, staling them to have reached about

£300,000. Some reporter has heard that the

King's visit and its attendant circumstances

resulted in the addition of over £50,000 to the

fund. This is practically true, but he has mhleil

it to the £235,000 (including special gifts) men-

tioned as the fund's high-water mark in July,

whereas it is really nicliided therein. The total

now stands at £237,000, of which less than

£170,000 is available for actual building pur-

poses."

CHIPS.

The Duchess of Albany will open the new opera-

ting theatre at the National Hospital for the

Paralysed and Epileptic, Queen-square, Blooms-

bury, at half-past three p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 8.

The members of the town council have reopened

the town-hall at Johnstone, which has been recon-

Btructed at a cost of over £2,000. The hall now
accommodates 1,100 people.

A United Free Church was opened at Fritham,

Hants, on Wednesday week. The church is built

from designs by Mr. A. C. Withers, of Fritham. It

is of red brick with black bands and ridges, and has

accommodation for 120. The length of the main

building is 33ft., exclusive of apse, and the breadth

23ft. The seats and dado are of American white-

wood ; the flooring is of deal, and the roof, of

trussed timbers, is slated. A system of lighting by

petrol incandescent lamps has been installed, and

a hot- water heating apparatus put in by Mr.

Herbert Smith, of Redlynch. The contractor was

Mr. Mitchell, of Redlynch. The cost was £1,000,

exclusive of site.

Works of sewerage have just been completed for

the urban district council of Woodhall Spa, at a

cost of £2,300. Mr. B. A. McBriar, of Lincoln,

was the engineer, and Mr. J. M. Harrison, of the

same city, the contractor.

The new police-court and police-station which

are being built iu Bermondsey to take the place of

the existing Southwark Police-court and the

Bermondsey Police-station respectively will be

known as the Tower Bridge Police-court and

Police-station. It is expected that the new police-

station will be ready at the end of the month; but

the new police-court will not be opened until the

beginning of the New Year.

The Halifax Town Council have decided to con-

struct tramways from the present terminus at Jerry-

lane, Sowerby Bridge, to Style Bank, Triangle, at

an estimated cost of £4,200, "on condition that the

Sowerby Urban District Council agree, as far as

they legally can, to forego rating the tramway lines

in their district for a period of five years."

October 13 has been fixed as the date of the laying

of the foundation-stone of the free library building

for Taunton, which is to be erected in Corporation-

street, the cost (£5,000) being defrayed by Mr.

Carnegie. The building, which is being erected

from plans by Mr. A. C. Little, selected in com-

petition, was illustrated in our issue of March 18

last.

A life-sized bronze bust of the late Sir Richard

Temple was last week unveiled in the parish church

of Kempsey, near Worcester, by the Earl of

Coventry, Lord Lieutenant of Worcestershire. The

bust, which is the work of Mr. Adolphus Rest,

stands on a marble bracket amid other memorials of

the Temple family, who have long lived at The

Nash, in the parish of Kempsey. The inscription is

:

"The Right Hon. Sir Richard Temple, Bart.,

G.C.S.I., CLE., D.C.L., LL D., F.R.S., sometime

Governor of Bombay and Finance Miaiater of

India, and M.P. for Evesham and Kingston."

A dinner was given on Tuesday night at the

Hotel Cecil by the Iron and Steel Institute to the

members of the Association des Ingcnieurs sortis

de I'Ecole de Liege, who are at present visiting

London. In the absence of the president, Mr.

Andrew Carnegie, Mr. Windsor Richards, past

president of the Iron and Steel Institute, occupied

the chair, and among the other speakers were M.

Jules Magery, president of the Belgian Association,

and Sir J. Kitson, M.P., past president of the IroA

and Steel Institute, and Sir E. H. Carbutt, vice-

president.

At the annual meeting of the Petfrhead Master

Builders' Assoiiation, Mr. William Hadden, presi-

dent, in the chair, the following office-heart is were

elected for next year :- President, Mr. John JJavid-

son, plumber; vice-prosidmt, Mr. Alexiimlra

Ferguson, painter; and secretary and treasurer,

Mr. A. C. Martin, solicitor.

The salary of Mr. Uohinson, the surveyor of the

DArhngton Itural District Council, has been in-

creased to C2:!0 on the understanding that he obtain

clerical assistance.

The work of building the new church of St.

Aidan, which is intem'od toserve Ibe colliery district

of Great and Little Preston, Hollinghurst, and

Bowers Allerton, has been commenced, and the

foundation-stone wiU belaid on Monday next, the

I'Pth inst. The present section of the undertaking

will ccst £1,400.
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OBITUARY.
The death took place on Friday, at Halifax,

of Mr. Edward Kice Swket Eklott, who was
borough surveyor of that town from 1873 to 1900,

and who was reputed to be one of the wealthiest

men holding such a position. In 1S95 he was
president of the JIunicipal and County Engineers'

Association. His late father was for some year
Principal of Foyle College, Londonderry, and he
was related on his mother's side to Lord Dynevor.
For three years, after his resignation of the

borough surveyorship, he was a member of the

Halifax .School Board. He was 64 years of age.

In St. Cuthbert's burying-ground, Edinburgh,
there were laid to rest on Saturday the remains
of Mr. "WiLLiAJi (iEOHGE Kemp, the last survivor

of the family of the architect of the Scott Monu-
ment. 31r. Kemp, who was sixty-two years of

age, has been an invalid for fourteen years, and
lived practically in retirement. He died on the

8th inst. at his residence in St. Fillans-terraco,

Edinburgh. Mr. Kemp inherited much of the

artistic temperament of his parents. Like his

distinguished father, the designer of the mag-
nificent monument in Princes-street, Edinburgh,
he was of a shy and unobtrusive disposition, and
that, combined with iU-health, prevented the

development of his considerable talent as a

painter. Mr. Kemp's mother was Elizabeth

Wilson Bonnar, the only daughter of William
Bonnar, decorator and heraldic painter, Edin-
burgh. Her grandfather, John Bonnar, was a

contemporary of the Kuncimans, and was asso-

ciated with Alexander Kunciman in the decoration

of Penicuik House. George Meikle Ivemp's

family consisted of two sons and two daughters.

AU are now dead. The other son, Thomas, served

an apprenticeship of seven years as an architect

under the late David Cousin, and while pursuing
his studies obtained the travelling prize given by
the Royal Scottish Academy. On various occasions

he exhibited in the Scottish Academy galleries

drawings of the interior of Roslin Chapel, to-

gether with suggestions for the restoration of the

chapel and adjoining castle. A brilliant career

seemed to be before him, when, in 1853, he died

at the early age of twenty-one years.

luilbittfi jintdlistuct.

CHIPS.

The sedilia and other features of All Saints'

Church, Maidstone, are being restored under the

direction of Mr. Frank L. Pearson, and will be

dedicated on Nov. S.

An Eleanor cross is about to be erected in Ham-
merton Square-gariens, Birkenhead, as a memorial

of Queen Victoria. It will be constructed of weather

stone, will rise to a height of 70ft., and will cost

about £1,300. Mr. Edmund Kirby, of Liverpool, is

the hon. architect.

The town council of Nelson, Lanes, have decided

to lay a water-main to coat £2,900 from Coldwell

reservoir to Wade House reservoir.

Mr. W. Banks Gwyther, F.R.I.B.A., of the

PubUc AVorks Department, Bengal Secretariat,

Calcutta, has been elected representative of the

engineering faculty on the University Syndicate of

that city.

Foundation-stones of a Sunday-school, which is

being added to the Wesleyan chapel at Mayfield,

near Ashbourne, were laid last week. The builder

is Mr. G. Buxton, of Mayfield.

An order of discharge has been granted con-

itionally to James Arthur Millstone, Egremont,
heshire, builder and contractor.

A new large chime clock showing the time on a

large external dial painted and gilt has been set

going at the ancient parish church of Thornton,

'near Ingleton. The makers are Messrs. W. Potts,

of Leeds.

The Walton-le-Dale Infections Hospital is being

warmed and ventilated by means of Shorland'a

patent Manchester stoves with descending smoke

-

flues, the same being supplied by Messrs. E. H.
Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.

At. St. Nicholas Church, Badstock, a new reredos

has been erected as a memorial to the late Mrs.

Coombs, and was unveiled on Wednesday week. It

is constructed of Caen stone, with polished alabaster

judiciously introduced, and has been designed in the

Perpendicular style. Messrs. Harry Hems and
Sons, of Exeter, were the sculptors. The central

panel is a representation of the Lord's Supper,

inspired by Thorwaldsen's work in the Vor True
Kirke at Copenhagen.

The Bury and District Joint Hospital Board have
approved of plans for a new smallpox hospital for

the accommodation of 32 patients. The cost will be

about £8,000.

BLUNDELL.SANDS.—The Earl of Aberdeen laid,

on Wednesday, the foundation-stone of a new
Presbyterian church at the corner of Serpentine

and Warren-road, Blundellsands. The nave will

be 32ft. wide by 70ft. 6in. long, and it will have
a broad centre aisle. The side aisles and the

transepts are to be separated from the nave by a

series of red sandstone piers and pointed arches.

The aisles are to be used only as passage-ways to

the seats, the whole of which are in the nave and
transepts, and thus an uninterrupted view of the
pulpit and choir will be obtained. An organ

-

chamber is to be provided in the south-west angle
of the church, with stone arches opening into it

from the choir and west transept. At the north
end of the building, and situated over the
entrance vestibule, a gallery will be pro\ided. The
minister's vestry and choir vestry are to be at the

south-east angle of the church, and will form a

connecting link between the church and schools,

when the latter are built. The style adopted is a

Late period of Gothic with traceried windows.
Externally the building will be faced with Run-
corn stone throughout, the roof being covered
with green Westmoreland slates. Internally the

arches and doorways will be of Runcorn stone,

and the walls will be plastered. The roof will be
finished with pitch pine boarding relieved by
moulded ribs. The church will be lighted by
electricity, and an electric fan in the ventilating

turret will be used for extracting the vitiated

a'r. The heating throughout will be by hot-

water pipes and radiators on the low-pressure
system. The building, which is to cost about
£800, will accommodate 565 persons, and will be
completed by September, 1905. The architects

are Mr. Arnold Thomely, A.R.I. B. A., and Mr.
Gilbert Eraser, A.R.I.B.A., of Liverpool ; and
the contractor, Mr. Samuel Webster, of Bootle.

It is intended later on to add a lecture hall, with
ladies' room, cloak rooms, and provision for

Sunday-school and other congregational work.

Cleeve Prior.—The parish church of St.

Andrew, dating back to the loth century, and
possessing architectural details of several succeed-
ing centuries, is about to be restored. The lofty

14th-century tower, which is built in the Per-
pendicular style, with elaborate window tracery

and ornamental pinnacles (four out of the original

eight only remaining) surmounting the battle-

ments, is one of the best in the diocese of

Worcester. Unfortunately, it is showing signs

of decay, which, unless speedily arrested, will

soon cause it to fall into a more ruinous condition.

The roof, also, of the nave, and the walls are in a

bad state. Mr. C. Ford Whitcombe, architect,

has been called in to advise the committee and
recommend thorough restoration of the tower and
nave, which he considered most urgent. The
tower requires attention to the cracks which have
been partlj caused by the defective bell-hanging,

which will necessitate the rehanging of the bells

and renewing the masonry where ruthlessly cut

away for the present bell-framing : new tloor and
roof to the belfry

;
pinnacles and battlements

restored, and the missing pinnacles replaced

:

steps in the tower and window louvres to be

repaired. The nave requires to be reroofed with

stone slating ; the old oak timbers will be retained

and repegged, the plaster covering removed
and replaced with oak boarding, the walls stripped

of plaster which is crumbling away, and the

stone arches of the Early English lancet

windows repointed ; two round-headed Norman
doorways on the north and south sides of the

nave, which are now closed, to be restored and
reopened for use instead of the modern west door.

The 14th-century oak stall-ends will be retained.

The probable cost of restoration is estimated at

£700. This report, after discussion, was adopted,

and a committee appointed to collect funds and
carry out the work of restoration.

Glasgow.—The King's Theatre was opened

on Monday. It haa been erected by the firm of

Howard and Wyndham, Ltd. It is built of

Locharbriggs stone, and occupies a site at the

west end of Bath-street, where Elmbank-street

intersects. From no floors, or divided part of a

floor, are provided less than two distinct and
separate exits, and the pit has three exits. The
principal entrance opens into a vestibule, the

walls of which are lined with white and coloured

marbles, and the floor constructed of marble in

white and black squares. The marble walls are

surmounted by a decorative frieze from which

springs a boldly-panelled domed ceiling. An
arched opening opposite the entry doors leads to

the foot of the marble staircase, and off the first

landing is the access to and from the dress circle

cloakrooms. On the other side the staircase is

continued to the crush-ioom, where the floor is

laid with mosaic. This room is furnished with

settees and a Turkey carpet. The gallery contains

fifteen rows of seats, and these aU face the stage.

There are no side seats. The upper circle contains

seven rows of velvet- upholstered seats, with a

promenade at the back. The dress circle, which

is fitted with tip-up chairs, has the floor covered

with a velvet pile carpet. The walls are covered

with flock paper, and the ceilings are formed of

raised plasterwork, finished cream colour. To
the right is the grand saloon, an apartment 43ft.

long and 20ft. wide, and decorated with raised

plasterwork. The stalls are approached either

from the corridor or the grand vestibule. Stair-

cases open on each side of the stalls, through

colonnades of alabaster columns, with ornamental

caps and bases. The walls at the back are

panelled and filled in with silk tapestries, and the

openings are draped. The stage is divided from

the auditorium by an asbestos fireproof curtain,

and hydrants, fiilly equipped, are placed both

in front and behind the curtains. The whole

building is lighted by electricity and con-

structed of fire-resisting material.—The first

of the twelve district libraries, on which

it has been decided to expend the £100,000

granted by Mr. .\ndrew Carnegie about three

years ago for the erection of public libraries in

Glasgow, was opened on Friday in the Kingston

district of the city. The library is housed in the

building in Paisley-road in which the district

police ofiice and public hall are situated. On the

ground floor of the building is the lending

department, a room about 80ft. by 20ft., con-

taining over 9,000 volumes ; the general reading-

room, SOft. by 30ft., with accommodation for

more than one hundred readers, and supplied

with over one hundred newspapers, periodicals,

and a collection of reference and other works:

and a ladies' reading-room. On the upper floor

are reading-rooms for boys and for girls, with a

large selection of books suitable for young readers.

In November it is hoped to open another library

in the Anderston district, to be followed imme-

diately by one at Woodside. Afterwards libraries

will be inaugurated at Springburn, Govanhill,

and at JIaryhill, and within the next twelve

months it is expected to have nine or ten district

libraries in full operation within the city.

H.VRRow.—During the summer vacation several

of the Harrow school buildings h^ve undergone

considerable alteration. The various changes will

be completed by Wednesday next. A lecture-

room has been added to the Science Schools and

Laboratories, which were opened in 1874. Three

small classrooms have been converted into two

larger to give more adequate accommodation in

the western wing of the old school. The walls of

the racket-court -that since 1864 have served for

the training of Harrovian racket players—have

been demolished, and others of more durable sub-

stance and greater resisting power substituted.

Many internal alterations have been made in th

new house in the Grove, built privately by Mr.

E. E. Bowen, bequeathed by him to the school,

and used last term as a sanatorium for the boys.

To increase the cheerfulness of the chapel, the

small blue glass panes in the windows have been

replaced by others of a ruby colour.

Sheuiield English.—The Bishop of Win-
chester consecrated, on Tuesday week, the new
church of St. Leonard, erected at a cost of over

£10,000. The new church has been rebuilt from

the ground, close to the old site, at the cost of the

late Louisa, Lady Ashburton, who more than

forty veais ago erected in the parish her resi-

dence "of Melchet Court. The new church is of

Late 15th Century style, cruciform on plan, with

chancel, choir, nave, north and south transepts,

and north and south aisles, with a porch on the

north side and a heating chamber under the south

transept. The church is planned to seat 180

worshippers, the nave, aisles, and choir only being

utilised for seating, the north transept being used

as an organ-cham'ber and the south transept as a

vestry. The outside extreme length from east to

west is 88ft. 6in., whilst the outside extreme

width through transepts and choir is 51ft. 6in.,

and through nave and aisles 40ft. 6in. The nave

roof is lofty, the flat portion of the ceiling being

29ft. above the floor level. The height from

ground level to top of vane on spirelet at one

an^le of the tower is 87ft. The church is buUt
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principally of bricks of a deep red colour. AH
the external dressings and the octagonal portion

of tower are of Chilmark stone. The internal

stonework is Bath stone, supplied by the Bath
Stone Firms. The tower has a square lower
stage rising into a lofty octagon, with angle
pinnacles with carved finials and flying buttresses,

and two tiers of traceried openings filled in with
slate louvres, the bells being placed in this part of

the tower. All the windows have traceried heads.
The nave is lofty, with a range of pretty clere-

story windows on each side. The church, which
is lighted throughout by oil lamps of forged iron
and copper, the lamps being suspended by forged
iron chains from the apex of the intrados of each
arch. The greater part of the structural work of

the church was carried out by Messrs. \V. Roles
;ind Sons, of Komsey, after which they transferred
their contract to Messrs. Jenkins and Sons, Ltd.,
of Southampton and Bournemouth. All the work
has been carried out from the designs and under
the personal superintendence of the architect,

Mr. Fred Bath, F.R.I.B.A., F.S.I., of Crown
Chambers, Salisbury. Mr. W. Tayler, of Park-
street, Salisbury, was the clerk of works. The
clock in the tower has two dials, each 4ft. 6in.
in diameter, and was made by Messrs. .John
Smith and Sons, of Derby. Much of the stone
carving both within and without is by Jlessrs.
Harry Hems and Sons, of Exeter. The ironwork
is by Messrs. J. W. Singer and Sons, of Frome.

SrxDEUi..ixii.—A local depot is to be built for
the General Petroleum Co., Ltd., who will utilise

Sunderland aa a distributing centre for the North
of England. The plana are for the erection of
oil-tanks and stores on the east side of Commer-
cial- road, between Back Spelter Works-road and
the Hendon Paper Works. An old farm building
is to be pulled down, and there will be a 30ft.

road leading from Commercial-road to the rail-

way north of the paper works. It is proposed to
have a filling shed and a cooperage, each 90ft. by
30ft., the buildings to be of corrugated iron and
one story in height. In the centre of the site

will be two steel tanks, each 46ft. in diameter
and 36ft. high, for the storage of petroleum
spirit, of which each tank will hold 1,500 tons.
These tanks wiU be surrounded by concrete walls.
For petroleum proper there will be three storage
tanks, each capable of holding 4,000 tons. Pipes
will be laid between the works and the Hendon

• Docks, and the pumping machinery to be in-
stalled will be able to pump the oil through these
pipes—from the vessels in the docks to the tanks—at a rate of 6,000 tons in twenty-four hours.
To facilitate the loading of the railway tanks, for
the despatch of the oil over the North of England,
a siding is to be laid into the works from the
existing line. The material required for the
depot has been manufactured by the Wheessoe
Foundry Co., of Darlington ; and the work of
erection is to be carried out by Messrs. Sir James
Laing and Sons, Ltd., shipbuilders, Sunderland.

At the last meeting of the Camelford Rural District
Council it was reported that the drainage of the
town of Camelford had been satisfactorily com-
pleted. Messrs. Jenkin and .Son, of Liskeard, were
the engineers, and Messrs. Lobb and Worth the con-
tractors.

Lord Windsor, Lord Lieutenant of Olamorgan-
shire, accompanied by Sir Kobert Forrest, visited
Merthyr on Friday, and unveiled an obelisk erected
by public subscription in memory of 42 fallen heroes
from Merthyr parish.

The Chertsey Rural District Council have re-
solved to apply for a loan of £24,000 to carry out a
scheme prepared by Messrs. Elliott and Brown, of
Nottingham, for the sewerage and sewage disposal
of Horaell, Surrey.

"Old Cottages, Farmhouses, and Other Ilalf-
Timber Buildings m Shropshire, Herefordshire, and
Cheshire is the title of a book that Mr. Batsford
will publish on Oct. 1. It contains 100 collotype
plates reproduced from photographs specially taken
b^ Mr. James Parkinaon, and Mr. E. A. Ould
F.R.I.B.A., has written an interesting account!
with numerous sketches.

Mr. Samuel Smith, M.P. for Flint County,
opened on \Vedneiclay the new Free Library at
Buckley. The site, in Main-street, was givei by
^!'^^^: f'}^"\ "f-

Carnegie has contributed

7 ' - '

,1 ^Z
total .cost of the building was

X1,J.>9 Ihs. The architects were Messrs J. 11
Davies and Sons, of Chester, and Mr. Robert
Peters, of Buckley was the contractor. The new
budding IS of red bnck with stone dressings. On
the ground floor is a reading room, a reference
room, and a lending library, and upstairs is a room
to be used for the holding of technical classes.

d^ngtttttriits igotes*

PiiovAx, Glasgow. — The new Glasgow
Corporation Gasworks at Provan, which were
formally opened on Wednesday, are amongst
the largest in this country. They wiU
be capable, when completed, of producing

48, 000c. ft. of gas per day, the plant being
divided into four independent sections, each

producing up to 12, 000c. ft. Meantime, only one
of these sections has been completed, but the

oflices and workshops for the entire suite have
been erected. The site, which was selected in

1898, is in the eastern extremity of the city, and
covers nearly 123 acres, the price of the ground
being about £78,000. Railway accommodation
of ample proportions has been provided, the

standard gauge rails reaching a total length of

7rr miles, in addition to which there are 1| miles

of narrow gauge line. One of the gasholders has

been completed, and the other is in course of con-
struction. The dimensions are the same in each
case. The outer lift is 2S0ft. in diameter by 50ft.

deep ; the middle lift is 276ft. lOJin. by 50ft. ;

and the inner lift is 273ft. 9in. by 51ft., each
holder having a capacity of S,dOO,OO0c.ft. of

gas. The area at present supplied by the

corporation measures 10 miles in extreme length

by 12 miles in extreme breadth, and the present

works, exclusive of those at Provan, are capable of

manufacturing 36, 000,000c. ft. per day. The
works at Dalmarnock, which produce 700, 000c. ft.

per day, are, however, to be discontinued.

TuK Clyde Navigation,—The annual meeting
of the Clyde Navigation Trustees was held on
Thursday in last week in the Trustees' Hall,

Robertson - street, Glasgow. Afterwards the

members of the Trust made their annual inspec-

tion of the river and harbour, and of the works in

course of construction, visiting the new dock at

Clydebank, intended for the accommodation of

mineral traffic, the site of the proposed new tidal

basins at Kelvinhaugh and Yorkhill, and the
various portions of the river where widening
and deepening work is contemplated. Leaving
Broomielaw in their yacht, the (Jumef, the trustees

first directed their attention to the portion of the
North Quay which has been under reconstruction.
Passing Stobcrosa Quay notice was taken of the
new sheds buijt in lieu of the shed deatroyed by
fire last year. After a general inspection of

Prince's Dock, the Cornel resumed its course down
the harbour, the first place of interest coming
into view being Kelvinhaugh and Yorkhill, on
the north side of the river. The area of ground
there, bounded on the east by Queen's Dock, on
the west by the road leading to Govan Ferry, and
on the north by Stobcrosa branch of the North
British Railway, is the last piece of ground
belonging to the trustees within the limits of the
harbour, and available for dock accommodation.
By the Act of Parliament, which received the
Royal aseent last month, the trustees are em-
powered to utilise this ground for dock pur-
posea. The new works proposed to be carried
out consist of one tidal basin at Kelvinhaugh
aud two at Yorkhill, with an aggregate water area
of about six and two-thirds acres, and giving
about 1,330 yards of available quays. The depth
of water aimed at is 25ft. at low water, and 37ft.

at high water of spring tides. The quays will be
equipped with rails, sheds, and cranes of the
latest type, and they will, be suitable for the
accommodation of the largest class of vessels.

Shortly after passing Govan Ferry the lands of

Merklands were reached. This property, in the
burgh of I'artick, bounded by Sawmill-road,
James-street, and South-street, has belonged to

the trustees for a few years, and under this year's
Act they intend to widen the river and construct
a quay wall 550 yards in length, in order that on
this ground may be accommodated the cattle and
timber trades, which will be displaced from
Kelvinhaugh and Yorkhill. Immediately after

leaving Merklands, tholandsof Shioldhall, on the
south side of the river, were approached. The
eastern portion of these lands, lying between
Linthousu Shipbuilding Yard and the Shioldhall
Branch Railway, is the new site of the sewage
works on tlie south side of the Clyde. The next
work of interest reached was the widening of the
river extending from Braeheadto Renfrew Ferry,
a length of mure than a mile, about seven acres

of land being in process of conversion into water
by the Clyde Trustees' dredgers, .\bout midway
in the length of this widening lies the well-known
Elderslie Kock, which is now being bored and

blasted to a depth of 28ft. below low water, or
7ft. lower than the depth reached in 1880,
when deepening was last in hand. Passing
Renfrew Ferry, the Comit soon reached Clyde-
bank dock. The deck, which is located in

the burgh of Clydebank, is well advanced, the
walls for entrance and outer basin, as well as for

a part of inner basin, having been completed. It

will have a water area of over nineteen acres, and
available quayage amounting to over 1,800 lineal

yards. Along with the other works authorised

under the Clyde Trustees' Act of this session,

they are empowered to carry out several very
important widenings of the liver. The first of

these widenings ia on the south side of the river,

immediately opposite Clyde bank dock, and
extends from Messrs. Lobuitz's shipbuilding yard,

Renfrew, to the east side of the liiver Cart ; the

second from the River Cart to Xewshot Isle, and
the third is along the northern margin of New-
shot Isle. The frurth widening is on the lands

of Park and Rashielee, and the fifth widening is

upon the north side of the river, immediately
below DalmuLT aewage works. These river

widenings, extending from Renfrew to Erskine

Ferry, will be of immense advantage to the

navigation of the river. The widening east and
west of the Cart, and opposite to the entrance to

Clydebank dock, will form a canting apace

sufliciently large for the turning of the largest

vessels.

CHIPS.
A new theatre, to be known as the Alhambra, is'

about to be built on a comer site at Gateshead. Mr.
Stuart S. Mould is the architect, and Mr. James
Johnson, of Boldon, is the contractor.

Mr. G, F. Gettings, of Uttoxeter, has bfen
elected as surveyor to the urban district council of

Teignmouth, in succession to Mr. Vmcent Smith,
now borough surveyor of Chesterfield.

The last stone of the Marine Drive sea-wall at

Scarborough will be laid by the Mayoress (Mrs.

Morgan) on October 1.

A Philip Gilbert Hamerton collection is to be
formed at the Burnley Art Gallery. Mr. Hamerton,
who was a native of Shaw, was one of the most
authoritative art critics of his day, as well as an
accomplished artist himself.

Mr. Andrews, who for the past four years has
been art master of the Science and Art Institute at
Walsall, died on Thursday in last week.

The contract for the Southport to Lytham bridge
haa now been let, the successful firm being Messrs.

Griffiths, of London. The bridge will be nearly six

miles long, crossing a long stretch of sands, and will

be sufliciently high to allow the masts of any vessel

to pass beneath it up the Ribble to Preston.

The Marquis of Londonderry opened at New
Seaham, on Saturday, a recreation ground, which is

about ten acres in extent. Lord Londonderry haa
provided the land at a nominal charge, and also

bore the cost of putting it in order and erecting

swings. The miners themselves had raised funds
for the maintenance of the tennis court and bowling
greens.

The last section of electric tramways to be con-
structed within the borough of Bury, Lanes, that to

Tottington, will be inspected on behalf of the Board
of Trade to-day (Friday).

The schools at Cadbury have been reopened after

alterations carried out by Mr. Brealy, builder, the

architect being Mr. Harbottle Reed, of Exeter.

A stained-glass window has been placed in High-
street Congregational church, Lancaster, to the

memory of William Alexander, who, while a mem-
ber of the church, founded the first Sunday-school
in Lancaster. He died in 1855.

Mr. C. S. R. Palmer, engineer- in-chief to the

West Australian Government, and who is now in

London, is to remain here for the piesent as inspect-

ing engineer in the .Vgent-tieueral's Department.

Mr. E. E. Salter has been appointed chief iusjiector

in the same office.

The urban district council of Cowes have decided

to raise the salary of their surveyor, Mr. Webster,

from the present .t200 by annual increments of €10

to a maximum of .C250.

The urban district council of Altrincham are about

to erect an infectious diseases hospital in Oldfield-

road, at a cost not exceeding £7,500.

A window, representing the Madonna and the

Child has been placed at the east end of the north

aisle of St. Paul's Church, Jarrow, by the members
of St. Mary's Guild, as a memorial of Lucy Loxley,

sister of the rector of Jarrow.

A villa liss been added to the Royal Lunatic

Asylum at Montrose at a cost of f 1,300 from plans

by Mr. John Sim, architect, of that borough.
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TO OOBBESPONDENTS.
t*We do not hold otirselvea responsible for the opinionB of

OUT correspondents. All conimunications should be
drawn up as briefly aa possible, as there are many
claimants upon the ^ace allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

eommunications reepectinff illustrationa or literary matter
Bhould be addressed to the EDITOR of the Building
Nbwb, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
W-C, and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not unfrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other coKmiunications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheqaea and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
The Stband Newspaper Cohfant, Liuited.

Telegraphic Address :— '* Timeserver, London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holbora.

NOTICB.
Bound copies of Vol. LXXXVI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 128. each, by post
128. lOd.), as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI.,
XUX., T.TTT., LXI., T.xn , LXrV., LXV., LXVI.,
Lxvn., Lxvin., lxix., lxxi., t.xxtt., t.xxitt.,
LXXrV., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVn., T.XXTX.,
LXXX.. LXXXI., LXXXII., LXXXOI., LXXXIV.,
and LXXXV. may still be obtained at the same price

;

all the other bound volumes are out of print. Most of

the back numbers of former volumes are» however, to

be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers
to complete volume jost ended should order at once, aa
many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Botldiko News,
prioe 28., post free 2s. 4d-, can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.O.

TEEMS OP SXJBSCBIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any jMirt of the
United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United States, £1 6s. Od. (or edols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 6e. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6e. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 68. Od.

ADVEBTISEMENT CHABGE8.
The charge for Ooznpetition and Contract

Advertisements, I^nblic Oompanles, and all official

advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first

line coimting as two, the minimum diai^e being 56. for
four lines.

The charge for Auctlona, Ziand Sales, and
Bliscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the flrst line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of
more than six insertions can be ascertained on application

to the Publisher.

Sitnatlons and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for *' Sitnatlons
Vacant" or "Situations Wanted "and "Part-
nerships " is One Shilling fob Twentv-poob Wobds,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. All SituatioH

Advertisements must be prepaid^

•«• Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand
W.C., free of charge. If to be forwarded under cover to

advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See
Notice at head of " Situations.**)

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Received.—R. W. N.—N. A. C— R. T. and Co.—J. L.—
O. D. K.-I. H.-W. J. E.-A. D.-J. B.

W. Hanstock.—The nearest brick we know of to suit

your purpose is a white Gault brick, which Lee, East-
wood, and Co., Ltd., of Belvedere-road, Lambeth, will

supply in London at 60s. to 65s. per hundred.

Contsponbmct

CHRIST CHURCH HOSPITAL.

Jb the Editor of the Buildino News.

Sir,—Re Mr. Bonner'a interesting drawing of

the old gateway built by Sir Christopher Wren,
for no reason whatever should it be said to have
belonged to Christ Church Hospital. This
nomenclature is an oft-repeated mistake. Christ

Church has nothing whatever to do with the

famous public schools. Since the year 1547,

when the great sanctuary of the Grey Friars or

Franciscans was reopened and named " Crysty's

Churche of the foundacion of Kynge Henry
VIII.," it has formed a parish church of the City

of London. Christ's Hospital is one of the

Royal hospitals, and received its charter from
Edward VI. on June 26, 1552. The boy-king
died eleven days later. It will thus be seen that

the church and hospital are of quite distinct

foundation. I need hardly mention that the

word "hospital" of the Tudor period meant
something rather different to what we mean by
the word nowadays.—I am, &c.,

S. GoRDox Wilson.
Hatfield Hall, Djrham University.

AN APPEAL.
Sir,—The recent death of our old friend and

colleague, Mr. R. H. Hughes, of Messrs. John
Knowles and Co., has suggested to some of our
friends the desirability of doing something to

perpetuate his memory and indirectly to assist the

Widow,

I understand the position is such that an effort

of this kind will be much appreciated, and the
Emergency Committee of the London Association

of Lime, Cement, and Brick Merchants have
decided to invite certain manufacturers and
merchants to contribute, feeling sure that they
would welcome an opportunity of doing so.

I shill therefore be pleased to receive any
contributions, the application of which will be
left to our Emergency Committee.—I am, &c ,

Clement B. Broad, Chairman.
Mendip Wharf, Battersea, S.W., Aug. 26.

rnitercommunication.

QVESTIONS.
[12088.]—West Country Screens. — Are there

many of the old Devonshire acreens published ? If bo,

by whom ?

—

Stukest.

[12C89.]—Scotch Fall.—Could any reader informme
what the equivalent of a Scotch fall is in the Imperial

measure, and give the tabia, showing how to bring falls

to acres, and now to bring sqaare feet to falls ? The
term fall is very commonly nsed in old lease maps in

Scotland, and I believe architects generally give the

contents both ways. Thus, say, 100 falls, Scotch
measure, or acres, roods, poles, Imperial meaaure.—
Anglo-Scot.

[12C90.] -Extraordinary Traffic.-A public build-

ing is being erected in a country district several miles

from a railway station. Materials are being hauled by a
traction engine, and the highway authorities claim com-
pensation for extraordinary traffic. I believe that at one
time the owners of the building were liable ; but I am
told the Act has been amended, making those who use the

road— i.''., the owners of the traction engine, liable. Is

this so .' Upon whom does the liability rest ?— E. S.

[12091.] — Kepalringr Wood Pavements. — I

should be much obliged if any reader could tell me
anything about a patented machine for the repair of

wood pavement.^tJohn* Baelow,

[1209-2 ]—Ballroom Floors. — Will any of your
readers kindly give me particulars of various methods of

constructing bsQlroom floors ]—IsguiEEa.

A tea warehouse has been erected on RsdcUS Hill,

Bristol, for Mr. F. Budgett. It has a 60ft. frontage
and is four stories in height, the street fa<; ide being
of Cattybrook bricks. The architect of the building
was Mr. H. C. H. Tarr, of Oxford Chambers, St.

Stephen-street, the builders were Messrs. Wilkins
and Sons, and the electrical work has been carried I

out by Messrs. P. John and Co., 25, Temple-street,
all of Bristol.

The Antrim County Council have adopted plans
by Messrs. Young and Mackenzie, of Belfast, for
the erection of a new coorthonse at an estimated
cost of £11,500.

Great railway improvements are to be made in the
New York suburban district of the New York, New
Haven, and Hirtford R.R. About 8,000,000dol. will

be spent on the ehmination of grade crossings, the
six- tracking of the line to New RocheUe, and the in-

troduction of electricity on four of these tracks.

The education committee of the corporation of St.

Helenas, Lines, have decided to build two public

elementary schools, each to accommodate 650
scholars, at an estimated cost of £13,000.

Some oak beams recovered during the demolition
of the Blue Bell at Bedlington, an ancient tavern
which present-age requirements have caused to
disappear. The oak, which is in fine preservation,

bad a coat of arms impressed upon one of the beams,
and the mouldings appeared to have belonged at

one pariod to some ecclesiastical buildings. Part
of it has been converted by a Biyth trading firm into

a suite of furniture.

The Timber Trades Benevolent Society has
received a bequest of 50g8 under the will of the late

Mr. Thos. Ohver, of the firm of Ward and Oliver,

mahogany and hardwood merchants, of Hull.
Though the society has been in existence over
eight years, this is the first occasion that it has
benefited by will, and the curious feature of the
beciuest is thit Mr. Ohver had never been a
subscriber or donor to the society.

A mural brass is about to be placed in All Saints'

Church, Dorchester, to the memory of the 18th-

century English portrait painter, Thomas Beach.
Beach, who was a pupil of Sir Joshua Reynolds,
was born at Mdton Abbey, Dorset, and was buried
in All Saints' churchyard at Dorchester.

The Bridge House Estates of the City Corpora-
tion last year yielded £207,S42, and the year's

expenditure was £195,330. 'The cost of the recent
widening of London Bridge was £33,619.

The death occurred very snddenly last week of

Mr. James Harper Peters, of Oakenrod, Rochdale,
head of the well-kuown firm of builders and timber
merchants known aa William A. Peters and Sons.

Messrs. Peters were the builders of the tower and
spire adjoring Rochdale Town Hall, as well as the

theatre, several banks, chapels, and schools in that

borough; the tower, the Victoria Pier, and the

Empire "Theatre, Blackpool ; the Free Library and
Art Gallery, Oldham; the Mosley Hotel, Man-
chester; in addition to the contracts for the Man-
chester School Board, and the erection of a large

number of private houses. He leaves a widow and
only son, Mr. Bruce H. Peters.

At the last meeting of the Foleshill Rural District

Council, the infectious diseases (hospital) committee
submitted a report with respect to the proposed new
infectious hospital at Exhall. The cost was esti-

mated at £6,900, and the council adopted the plans

submitted to them. It was resolved to apply to the

Local Government Board for sanction to a loan of

£7,000.

CHIPS.

Mr. Hinry Frickar, of Lammas House, South
Hackney, a director of the Crystal Palace Cemetery
Co., Ltd., and of Hobbs, Hart, and Co., Ltd., and
deputy- chairman of the London and Suburban
Land and Building Co., Ltd., leaves estate valuec

at £22,516.

There has j ust been sawn up in a Shrewsbury
timber-yard a gigantic oak felled on the Walcot
estate of the E«l of Powis. The trunk at the base

was 7ft. in diameter, it weighed some ten tons, and
the rings, it is asserted, prove that the tree was more
than a thousand years old.

Mr. W. H. Syme, of Watford, has been appointed

by the Herts County Council as architect of new
schools about to be built at Bushey.

Crown-street Congregational Chapel, Ipswich,

has just been reopened after alterations and reno-

vation carried out by Mr. F. H. Orvis and Mr. M.
Death, both of Ipswich.

The veteran artist, Mr. Holman Hunt, is engaged
upon a great work dealing with the Pre-Raplmelite

Movement in Art.

A memorial to the Winchester and Hants Volun-
teers is about to be placed in the vestibule of Win-
chester Guildhall. The accepted design is that of

Messrs. Lockerbie and Wdkinson, of Westminster.

It is of beaten copper, with lettering in high relief,

and it will be set in a marble frame.

A new theatre is about to be built in Hobart-
place, Stonehonse, by Davenport, from plans by
Mr. H. J. Snell, of Plymouth.

Mr. Alfred Barlow, of Lower Whitley, Wigan,
and of the firm of A. Barlow and Co., of Wigan,
cabinetmakers, has left net personalty £3,266, the

gross total amounting to £36,580.

The 15th-century porch of Sheering Church,

Essex, has been restored, in memory of the Rev. H.
Williams, for many years head master of the

Brewers' Company's School, Tower Hill, and also

curate-in-charge of St. Katherine Coleman, Fen-
church- street.

In opening the new pier and promenade which
have been constructed at Menai Bridge, on the

Anglesey shore of the Straits, on Saturday, Mr.
Lloyd- George, M.P., alluded to the heavy expendi-

ture local authorities must incur in promoting
Parliamentary BUls. The Menai Bridge pier and
promenade had, he said, cost £14,000, of which
£2,500 had been spent in connection with the

Parliamentary Bill authorising the scheme. The
pier was designed by Mr. J. J. Webster, of West-
minster, and the contractor was Mr. A. Thome, also

of Westminster.

The new buildings which have been added to the

Burgh School, Kirkwall, were opened on the 8th

inst. by Sir Henry Craik. The addition is a two-
story building of blue stone, with freestone facings,

and is for pupils receiving a secondary education.

The wing consists of four apartments on the ground
floor—namely, head master's room, head master's

classroom, first assistant's room, and the school

hall. On the first floor there are eight rooms—viz.,

board room, science room, two classrooms, labora-

tory, male and female teachers' cloak-rooms, and
store-room. The school hall is 59ft. by 24ft. 6in.,

the laboratory 34ft. 6in. by 24ft. 6in. There is one
classroom seated for 100 pupils, one for 60, and one

for 50. The largest classroom is divided by one of

Peace and Norquoy's partitions, making it mto two
rooms suitable for 50 pupils each, but which can at

will be made into one large room.
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ILLtrSTRATIONS.

WAREHOUSE--, SELnON' STREET, GLASGOW.—STUDIES OF OLD

WROUGHT laOS WORK.—porter's UALL AND NEW STABLES,

SHENLBY.—BOEDEAS SCnOOL.— SNITTERTOU HALL, NEAR

MATLO< K.— HALL-i'th'-WOOD, NEAR BOLTON.

#ut Bllttsttati0tts.

S"E^\' \VAREHOV~ES, XELSOX STREET, GLASGOW.

Tke site of this building was one of the many
slum areas which the Improvements Trust of

the City of Glasgow acquired for the purpose

of pulling down and erecting new buildings

and widening the thoroughfares of the city.

Nelson-street was previously a very narrow street

about 2 jft. wide, and was only available for foot

traffic. It has been widened out to 50ft. and
straightened, so that now it will form one of the

principal streets in the centre of (llasgow. In

most cases the properties rebuilt were of the

dwelling-house class, but as this was a prominent
and valuable site it was resolved to erect ware-
houses. The shops on the ground floor and the

warehouses are being divided up to suit tenants.

Messrs. J. Thomson and E, D. Sandilands are the

architects.

NATIONAL PKIZE MEDAL DRAWINGS OF OLD
WROUGHT IRONWORK.

There is not much to add to the information

given on this plate, which furnishes the places

from whence the examples delineated have been
chosen by Jlr. Thomas liatty, of Wakefield, who
won a National Book I'rize at South Kensington
for this excellect selection of studies. We gave a

similar sheet by him in the Biildini; News for

December 4, l'J03.

1'0RTEr'>^ hall, SHENLEY, HERTS,

Last year, four views of the out-buildings erected
in connection with this house were illustrated in

the IJciLDiNci News, from the architect's Koyal
Academy drawings, on Kept. 25. The two ad-
ditional views and plans printed among our plates
to-day illustrate the entrance front and the stables.

Messrs. Simpson and Son, of I'addington, were
the builders of some of the work, and Messrs.
BolT liros., of St. Albans, erected other parts.
Jlessrs. Miskin and Sons, alsoof St. Albans, built

thebtud farm. Mr. V. I. lUrold Cooper was the
architect of the entire undertaking.

ROEriEAX ( IIAI'EL.

The chapel illustrated will be finished ex-
ternally with IWth stone and roughcast to <-orro-

spond with the existing buildings, and the roof
of green Westmoreland slates. The interior is

lined with various marbles, and the paving is also
of marble. The woodwork of stalls, in walnut
and mahogany, wax-polished. The rood-beiiin in
mahogany and ebony. The plans explain them-
selves. The work is to proceed at once, and will

be executed by the school authorities ; the clerk
of works, Mr. T. Bush Sage, under whose super-
vision the main buildings were erected, acting as
works manager. Ol course, with a work of this
description there can bo no fixed limit of cost,
Jecoration and finishing being completed from
time to time as funds are available. The archi-
tect is Mr. John W. Simpson, of 3, Verulam

Buildings, W.C. We illustrated the schools by

perspectives in our issues of August 13, 1897, and

May 19, 1S99, and gave in the Biilding News
for February 6, 1903, three interior views.

SNITTERTOX HALL, NEAR MATLOCK HRIDGE.

The present hall was built on the site of an older

building, and dates from the reign of Qaetn

Elizabeth. The garden front, as shown in the

drawing, is characteristic of the period at which

it was built, combining its square-headed,

mullioned, and transomed windows, and em-

battled parapet, with such distinctly Renaissance

features as those which enrich the entrance door-

way. It is built of local materials, the walls

being of coursed sandstone, and is roofed with

stone slates. The interior oE the building has

been somewhat altered, but contains some good

oak panelling. The first mention of the JIanor

of Snitterton shows it as belonging to one William

Sacheverell, in the reign of Henry VI. The

existing hall was built when the manor was in

the possession of the Milwards, of Eaton Dove-

dale. At the time of the Great Rebellion it was

held by John Milward, who must have been a

staunch Royalist, as he is included in the list of

gentlemen who compounded for their estates to

the Parliamentary Commissioners in 1G55, and is

stated to have paid £1,000. In the reign of

Ciueen Anne the hall belonged to Mr. Henry Fern,

Controller of the Customs, and hia coat of arms is

still to be seen on the two fine rainwater heads

which adorn the garden front. There was formerly

a chapel at Snitterton, but all traces of it are now
lost, and it is uncertain whether it was attached

to the manor-house or was a separate building.

The drawing is by Mr. Charles H. Potter, of the

Dimple House, Matlock Bridge.

hall-i"tu"-wood.

Hall-i'th'-Wood was built in the 16th century,

and is a splendid specimen of " post and plaster
"

work associated with the Elizabethan period. It

was the birthplace of Samuel Crompton, the

inventor of the spinning mule. Recently it has

been purchased, restored, and giveti to the town

of Bolton by Mr. W. H. Lever, and has been

opened to the public as a museum.
H. Solomon.

OOMPBTITIONS.
Barnet Isolation Hospital.—This competi-

tion, on the management of which we have had

occasion to comment several times, was brought

to a close on Wednesday, when a special com-

mittee, formed of representatives from all the

local authorities, made the final selection of plans.

Over 50 sets have been sent in. The successful

architect was Mr. J. Hugh Goodman, of Blagrave-

street, Reading. A premium of 30 guineas was

awarded Mr. Ernest Woodrow, of Chancery-lane,

and one of 20 guinean to Messrs. NichoUs and

lloUiday, Colmore-row, Birmingham. The esti-

mated outlay is £8,000.

Bexwell.—Dissatisfaction is being expressed

by architects in the Newcastle district with the

conditions of the competition for a Carnegie free

library issued by the urban district council of

Benwell. Premiums of £75, £10, and £25 are

offered for designs, but it is stipulated that all

the premiated plans are to become the property

of the council. " Our plan is," said an outspoken

councillor, " to get a good set of plans, and after

assuring ourselves that they were all in order and

the measurements correct, we could engage a

clever clerk of works, who would see the work
carried through according to these plans. Thus
we would save all the architect's fees, which is a

heavy item, and the work would be as well done

as though we had an architect supervising. With
the prizes we oiler we shall get a good selection,

and shall be able through the money thus saved

to erect a better and more ornamental building

than we would if hampered with the architect's

hi"h charges.'" Not unnaturally the loading

architects decline to compete under the circum-

stances.

EisTi:niiroi) Prizes.—At the National Eistedd-

liid hnld at Rhyl last week, the following prizes

wore awarded by the judges: — Architecture:

Plan, iScc, of a block of six five-roomed cottages

to be built of Gwespyr (Flintshir.i) stone, and to

cost £800 to €1,000 (prize £2 2s., given by Lady

Mostyn of Talacre), Mr. Fred Llewellyn, Rich-

mond, Surrey. Plan, kc, of a single five-room

cottage; built of stone or concrete, to cost £220,

Mr. A. H. Jenkins, Block Mill, near Bridgend.

—

Woodwork : Carved oak panel, J. Julian \\'alkor.

Severn-road, Cardiff. Panel, inlaid in various

woods, no entry. Stained marquetry (any article),

25 entries, prize divided between Winifred Firth,

St. Clare Convent, Pantasaph, and Lea Stephen,

St. Clare Convent, Pantasaph. Carved small

Oik chest of chaiacteristic M'elsh design, Robert

Davies, Mostyn. Reproduction of antique carving

(any subject), David Jones, Llanelwyd Schools,

Builth Schools. Panel, carved with Arms of

Wales, Miss C. Baker, Cardiff. Specimens of

turning (any wood), David Thomas, Tanrallt,

Brechfa. Six spoons in any white wood, W.
Llewellyn Evans, Carmarthen. Settle (panelled),

no award. Carved grandfather's clock in oak,
" Novice." — Sculpture, &c. : Statuette,

^
any

material (five guineas), Sliss L. G. Williams,

Chelsea. Original frieze in plaster or in moulded

clay (three guineas), Dan R. Jones, Penrhyndeu-

draeth. Original portrait medallion in low relief,

any material (two guineas), " Mona." Vase and

pedestal done in any stone or marble found in

Wales, John Jones, Kinmel-street, Rhyl. Plaster

bust, subject the late Dean HoweU, Llanwddeu

(£10 and association medal), withheld, insuflicient

merit.

Hammersmith.—In a limited competition for a

new house for head master. Upper Litymer

Foundation, Hammersmith, the design prepared

jointly by Mr. W. I. Chambers, of Chambers and

Martin, 2, Lancaster-place, W.C, and Mr.

J. H. Brown, of Fulham, have been selected by

the governors, and the contract, amounting to

£1,015, has been given to Jlessrs. Frank Harris

and CIo., of Albion Works, Barnsbury.

L.C.C. Prizes for Museum and Archi-

tectural Studies.—The London County Council

is prepared to offer the following prizes for care-

fully executed drawings of buildings, churches,

and of artistic objects in museums (South

Kensington Museum and the British Museum
especially) :—Two prizes of £15 each, two prizes

of £10 each, and two prizes of £5 each. The
drawings may be in pencil, ink, or colour as best

fitted to the subjects reiiresented. The subject

selected may be in several classes of work, or

wholly in one, as, for instance, goldsmiths' work,

furniture, stained glass, pottery, ironwork, fine

textiles, embroideries, &c., &c. All the drawings

should be of imperial size or mounted, two or

more together, on sheets of that size. The aim

should be to represent the objects as faithfully

and carefully as possible, and no mere sketches

will be accepted. Fidelity in the drawing will bo

more highly valued than a large number of sheets.

As far as possible the dravfings should be of full

size, or an actual or approximate scale should be

noted, together with any explanatory notes

thought desirable. The sets which receive prizes

will become the absolute property of the Council.

Works submitted for competition must have been

executed since the summer of 190:!, and must not

have been previously sent in for competition.

Candidates must be resident within the County

of London and students in schools which are

maintained or aided by the Council. They must

apply on forms which may be obtained from the

clerk of the Council, 'i'he last day of sub-

mitting drawings in competition for the above

prizes is Tuesday, November 1, 1901. They
should be delivered at the L.C.C. Central School

of Arts and Crafts, 316, Regent-street, by that

date.

The Local Government Board have approvedot the

scheme propounded by the Bradford Board of

Guardians for the erection of cottage homes for old

people at Diisy Hill, near that city.

In their half-yearly report the directors of the

Plymouth, Ueveuport, and South- Western Junction

Railway Company report that the contract for the

coustructiou of the Bere Alston aud Calstoek Light

Railway has been let to Mr. J. C. Lang, of

Liskeard, on favourable terms, and the works have

been commenced.

The restoration of St. Thomas's Parish Church,

Portsmouth, is in progress under the direction of

Mr. T. S. Jackson, R.A. Mrs. Darnell is defraying

the cost of the tdack and white marble paving of

the chancel as her memorial to the late vioar. Two
new meiuorial windows have been promised, which

will be ready for uuveiling when the church is

reopened in November. One o( them, the central

window on the north side of the nave, is to bo given

ill memory of the nou-comiuisaioned otb -era and

men of the 3rd Hants V.B. who died on active

service in the South African war; while the window

opposite to it is to be in memory of the old Ports-

mouth Grammar School boys who fell in the same

campaign. The reopening will take place on

Not. 8.
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IiEGAI. INTELLIQENOB.
In ee F. R. and J. P. Flew.—The public ex-

amination was held and concluded on Tuesday at

the London Bankruptcy-court of Frederick Richard
Flew and John Pearce Flew, the younger, builders,

trading as Flew and Co., of North End-road, West
Kensington. The Official Receiver's summary of

the statement of affairs showed gross liabilities

amounting to f 131,448 Is., of which only £.'),.369 Is.

was unsecured, whilst the assets were estimated to

produce £29,910 Ts. lOd. A trustee (Mr. Flaxman
Haydon) has been appointed for the purpose of
carrying out a scheme provided for payment of 20s.

in Oie pound to the creditors. Mr. E. Leadam
Hough attended as Senior Official Receiver; Mr.
Blanco White, solicitor, was for the debtors. It

appeared that before ISOS the debtor John Pearce
Flew carried on business as an architect and sur-
veyor, and in that year he began to trade as a
speculative builder. In November, 1S98, he was
joined by his brother, the debtor Frederick Richard
Flew, and the partners subsequently engaged in the
erection of Hats, shops, and other building at
Hammersmith, West Kensington, Fulham, Twicken-
ham, and other parts of London. In these building
operation? the debtors were dependent upon loans,

the proceeds of the sale of ground rents, and credit

received from builders' merchants. On May 12

last mortgagees entered into possession of the
majority of the buildings, the debtors attributing
their financial difficulties to their inability to realise

the mortgaged properties, especially certain ground
rents vested in respect of Oak HiU-court, to pressure

by creditors, and damage done to buildings last

'Summer by wet weather. J. P. Flew stated that
when he started as a speculative builder he possessed
abont £100, and his brother brought no capital into

the firm. The outlay of himself and his firm in

buildings and sites was about £160,000. The scheme
which he had placed before his creditors was that
the equities of redemption in the properties still re-

maining on his hands should vest in a trustee for
realisation. These equities were almost the only
assets. The examination of both debtors was
•concluded.

Insueance against Acciipent.'—At the Wanstead
Urban District Council offices on Wednesday, Dr.
Ambrose, coroner, held an inquiry into the circum-
stances connected with the death of Frederick
lathbury AVilmott, 71, a builder and contractor,

late of Church - path, Wanstead. The life of
Wilmott is insured for £1,000 against accident, and
the question arose as to whether the death was the
result of an accident or was due to natural causes.

A. G. McCarthy, of South Woodford, son-in-law,
stated that last month Mr. Willmott went to
Hastings. Preparing to return home he slipped on
the stairs, and on arrival at his residence his medical
man was called in and attended him until his death
on Friday last. Dr. Frank Collins deposed that
death was due to heart failure consequent on
influenza. By the coroner : He was not prepared
to say that the accident was the cause of death, but
it prejudiced the chance of recovery. The jury re-

turned a verdict " That the deceased died from the
result of the accident, which rendered his heart
weak and prevented his recovery from the shock.''

Embezzlement fkom a Buildee.—At West-
minster Police-court, on Wednesday, Ja.mesArtemus
Brooker, of Harleyford-road, Vauxhall, for some
20 years in the employ of Messrs. G. and A. Smith,
builders, of Denbigh-street, Pimlico, surrendered
to his bail to answer a remanded charge of em-
bezzling £11, the money of his masters. It was
stated that the prisoner was paid the sum men-
tioned on behalf of the prosecutors, but he failed to

hand it over or account for it in any way. During
the hearing of the case it transpired that in March
last it was discovered that prisoner had appro-
priated, roughly, about £200. He acknowledged
his guilt, and was forgiven. Prisoner promised to

make amends for his dishonesty, and agreed to his

salary of 50s. a week being reduced to 253. until he
had repaid the money. He had also written begging
not to be prosecuted, and signed himself *' your
broken-hearted and faithless servant." Mr. Francis
-committed prisoner for trial, again releasing him on
£50 bail.

^xM #cbjs.

WAOES MOVEMENTS.
Newcastle-on-Tyne. — A dispute has arisen

between the joiners employed in connection with
the erection ot the new infirmary and the building
committee, which has had the effect of causing the
joiners to come out on strike. It appears that the
grievance is not with the contractors, but solely

with the building committee, who, it is stated, have
given part of the joiners' work to cabinet-makers.

TOEONTO. — After four weeks' idleness, the
builders' labourers decided, on Tuesday night, to

give up the struggle with the masters, and return
to work at the old wages. Both sides have incurred
heavy losses. It is estimated that the labourers
and bricklayers lose in wages alone nearly 100,000
dollars, while the contractors, owing to many men
having left the city and secured work in other
places, have great difficulty in securing men to

complete their contracts.

The demolition has just been completed of an
historic inn. Ye Olde Red Lion, in the North-road,
Highgate, which was famous in the old coaching
days lor the performance of the quaint ceremony of
" swearing on the horns," indulged in by travellers

and cattle-drovers when the Great North-road was
the principal line ot traffic between London and the
North. The site is to be covered with vil la residences.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between T. A..

Smith and H. J. Pitts, builders and contractors,

Birmingham, under the style of Smith and Pitts, has
been dissolved.

The late Mr. Alfred Barlow, of Lower Whitley,
Wigan, of the firm of Messrs. A. Barlow and Co.,
of Wigan, cabinetmakers, who died on July 2 last,

left estate valued at £3C,580 lis. 5d. gross, of which
£S,366 ids. 3d. is net personalty.

CHIPS.
The Chiswiok Education Committee, considered

on Wednesday a letter from the Middlesex County
Council, requesting a grant towards ths extension
of the Acton and Chiswick Polytechnic, which is

estimated by the Middlesex county surveyor to cost

£10,550. The suggestion was that Chiswick should
contribute one-third of the necessary expenditure.
The committee decided to seek fuller information
before giving a definite reply.

The opening services of the new Wesleyan church,
Avonmouth, which has been erected at a cost of

£2,800, took place on Tuesday.

The urban district council of Runcorn have
received from the Local Government Board sanction
to the borrowing of £2,500 for works of sewerage
in Weston.

A Congregational church, providing seats for
650 worshippers, has just been opened at Dover, on
a site almost facing the town-hall in High-street.
The building, which has cost £6,300, is Decorated
in style, and is from the joint design of Messrs.
Cresswell and Newman, and Mr. W. Beeston,
architects, Dover ; Messrs. Brisley, of Dover, were
the contractors. The outer walls are faced with
Kentish ragstone in random courses, the dressings
being of Box Ground stone. A square tower, nearly
80ft. in height, is a pleasing feature of the main
facade. The roof is covered with Kentish plain tiles.

The Right Rev. Peter E. Amigo, Roman Catholic
Bishop of Southwark, opened the new Church of St.

Cross, Sangley-road, Catford, on Wednesday.

The picturesque little moorland village of Leal-
holme, near Whitby, was ni fttr on Tuesday, upon
the occasion of the dedication of a reredos and the
consecration of the new churchyard by the Bishop
of Beverley, and the opening of a new water supply
—all of which have been generously supplied by Mr.
Francis Ley, of Epperstone Manor and Lealholme.
The churchyard is now approached by a pair of

Gothic design English oak gates, whilst the old

porch has been demolished and rebuilt. The interor of

the church has also been renovated, the passage in

the nave and chancel having been relaid in marble
mosaic. The new reredos is of marble and alabaster,

and new choir stalls have been constructed in oak.

The City Council of Melbourne have entered into

a contract with Messrs. Ingram and Co., organ
builders, Edinburgh, for the reconstruction of the

large organ in the town hall. The contract price

is over £5,000, and the work is to be completed
within nine months.

The old pulpit in St. James's Church, Teignmouth,
has been made into an archive chest and presented

to the church w ith an inscription stating that it "is
made from the wood of the pulpit used in the church
from 1735 to 1900, during which time the church
was served by the perpetual curates and vicars

following : Elias Carter, 1688 ; Thomas Granger,
1706; Edward Cove, 1782; William Short, 1791;

John Salter, 180S ; Christopher Woolston, 1824
;

Edward Duncan Rhodes, 1825 ; Lawrence Gwynne,
1842 ; Joseph Birch, 1862 ; William Laidlay ; James
Metcalf, 1877 to 1904."

On Sunday last the dedication of a baptismal
font took place in Stromness parish church, N.B.,
bequeathed by the late Mr. John Brown, who was
for thirty-nine years session clerk of Stromness.

The font, which is 3ft. 6in. in height, is of solid

Aberdeen granite, massive in appearance, and
octagonal in form.

An oak pulpit, resting upon a bass of Polyphant
stone and grey granite, has been dedicated at St.

Michael's, Bude, to the memory of the late vicar

(the Rev. H. O. Hall). The pulpit was executed
by Mr. E. T. Rogers, of Exeter, from designs by
Mr. G. H. Fellowes Prynne. An oak spread-eagle
lectern was also used for the first time at the dedica-

tion service.

The public library at Branksome, near Bourne-
mouth, erected at a cost of £2,000, borne by
Mr. Carnegie, was opened last week. It was
designed by Mr. Samuel J. Newman, F.R.I.B.A.,

surveyor to the Branksome Uiban District Council.

A parochial hall is about to be built at a cost of

£3,500 in connection with the church of St. Paul,

Santley-street, Brixton.

The death of Mr. James Alexander Forrest, prin-

cipal of the firm of J. A. Forrest and Sons, stained

glass makers, of Lime-street, Liverpool, took place

on Friday at the residence of his son-in-law, Mr.
J. C. F. Brittain, Forest Hill, Prenton, Birkenhead.

Mr. Forrest, who had reached his ninetieth year,

was at one time a member of the Liverpool Town
Council, representing Lime-street Ward for eight

years, from 1873 till 1881. Messrs. Forrest and Sons
executed, among other commissions, the stained-

glass windows in St. George's Hall, Liverpool.

The directors of the Manifold Light Railway have
under consideration a survey for the proposed

extension of the line to Buxton by way of Longnor.

On Wednesday week, Sept. 28, a choral festival

will be held in Chichester Cathedral on the occasion

of the opening of the organ on the completion of

the recent repairs and improvements.

Members of the Bristol Master Builders' Associa-

tion have accepted an invitation to pay a visit to

the Corsham Quarries of the Bath Stone Firms,

Limited, on Wednesday next, the 21st inst.

At the town hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne, on
Tuesday, a Local Government Board inquiry was
held before Mr. M. K. North into a proposal of the

Newcastle Corporation to acquire certain property

at Byker Hill for town improvement purposes. Mr.
Oliver explained that the property proposed to be

acquired at Long Row, Byker Hill, was wanted in

order to improve the access to the Walker estate of

the corporation, which adjoined the Long Row
property, and to give the estate a frontage on to the

main road at Byker Hill. The property was
situated between Miller's Lane and Tynemouth-
road. It was proposed to appropriate for the purpose

of the sale the sum of £7,856, arising from the sale

of the grammar school site at Jesmond.

Mr. D. It. Hogarth is leaving England this week
to direct the resumption of the British Museum's
excavation ot the great Artemision at Ephesus,

interrupted since 1874. An Imperial Irade has just

been issued permitting this.

Trial cars successfully ran over the new extension

of the tram route to the Castle Station, Lancaster,

on Tuesday. This has been carried out at a cost of

£11,000.

Colonel W. Langdon Coke. Local Government
Inspector, held an inquiry at Pudsey on Tuesday
into the proposal of the town council to borrow
£5,000 for electric lighting purposes.

Princess Henry of Battenberg will unveil the

Queen Victoria Memorial at Sheffield during the

last week in October.

A new isolation hospital for men and a fever

block is to be erected at the county asylum, Lan-
caster, at a cost of about £20,000. The designs are

by Messrs. Willink and Thicknesse, architects,

Castle-street, Liverpool, and the tender of Messrs.

J. Hatch and Sons, Lancaster, has been accepted

for the whole work.

The church of St. Lawrence, Exeter, has been

reopened after alterations and improvements of the

chancel. The altar-rails have been enlarged, and
the altar renewed with a carved-oak front and
traceried retable, and an oak credence table pro-

vided. It has been carried out by Mr. Rogers, from
the design of the architect, Mr. Harbottle Reed,

both of Exeter.

The Diiili/ Tihgraph New York correspondent

on Tuesday night telegraphed :—Max Friedering,

an artist of New York, claims to have discovered

Michael Angelo's lost secret for permanent coloured

mural decoration. To-day he submitted his dis-

covery to a practical test at the Church of Our
Lady of Lourdes, and the result is watched with

great interest.

Last week the first electric car was run from Bury
to Whifefield, establishing electric tramway com-
munication between Bury and Manchester and
Salford. Radcliffe will shortly be linked up, and
the construction of the line has been begun this

week by the Bury Corporation.

At the last meeting ot the city councilof Belfast

sewerage schemes for Sydenham and Knock and
Greencastle districts were adopted, at the estimated

cost of £62,000 and £20,000 respectively, of which

it is proposed that, subject to the approval of the

Local Government Board, £48,000 and £16,000

should be expended now.

The funeral of Mrs. Maria Norris, widow of Mr.

Oliver Norris, the original contractor for the

Severn Tunnel works and many other undertakings,

took place in Northwick Church on Friday. Mrs.

Norris was 75 years of age.
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Our (DfSce Cabk
The London County Council Central School of

Arts and Crafts announces its ninth session to

commence on Monday next, the 19th inst., and
win close on Wednesday, December 2 1 . Pending
the completion of the permanent buUding in

Southampton -row, additional temporary accom-
modation has been secured, and a large number
of practical classes are conducted by expert

t«achers, including architecture, furniture design

and cabinet-work, carving and gilding, modelling
and drawing from the cast and from life, stained-

glass, embroidery, silversmith's, goldsmith's and
jeweller's work, die-sinking, enamelling, wood-
cuts in colour, and miniature and fan-painting.

In the class for architectural design, Mr. Ilalsey

Ricardo is present on Monday and Thursday
evenings, assisted on Monday evenings by Mr.
Sidney B. Caulfield. An additional evening for

drawing-practice is given on Fridays under the
supervision of Mr. Caulfield. The subject is

treated from the point of view that architecture
should respond to the facts of modern life. Con-
currently with instruction in design in archi-
tecture, demonstrations in structural mechanics
are given at the Westminster Technical Institute,

and students of architecture are specially recom-
mended to attend, no extra fee being necessary.

.Shaded drawing for architects is taken by Mr.
Allen Davidson on Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday evenings. This class is intended for

architects and others engaged in design, and is

open to elementary students. Mr. Sprague lectures

on structural mechanics at the Westminster
Technical Institute, Vincent-squaie, S.W., on
Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday evenings. The
course includes the determination of the stresses

in roof principab and girders due to loading and
wind-pressure, and the application of iron and
steel to building purposes ; the determination of

forcea arising in, and the stability of, columns,
arches, domes, &C., and the stability of buttresses,

retaining walls, and foundations. These lectures
are open to students of this school without pay-
ment of fee. Prospectuses and particulars can be
obtained from Mr. C. W. Beckett, the Curator,
316, Kegent-street, W.

The eleven pictures purchased this year by
Glasgow Corporation have been placed in the
north-west pavilion of the Art Galleries at
KelvingTOve. The additions to the collection are
of considerable interest. They include the three
pxtures purihased for the corporatioa with funds
placed at their disposal by an anonymous donor.
These are Mr. George Houston's " An Ayrshire
Landscape," the finely toned "Durham

—

Evening" of Mr. W. Y. Macgregor, A.K.S.A.,
and Mr. II. II. La Th«ngue's " Proven(,U
Winter," a rendering of foliage, with the stoop-
ing figure of a girl gathering fruit, suffused with
evening light. Some of the other purchases were
»een in this year's exhibition of the iloyal Glasgow
Institute of the Fine Arts. They include the
portrait, " La Dame aux Gints," by the Spanish
painter, Leandro R. Garrido ; Mr. R. Macaulay
Stevenson's " Early Summer on the Seine," and
the strongly coloured seapiece, " Sheltered from
the Stormy Sea," by Mr. Robert W. Allan,
K.S.W., and Franz Grassel's " Ducks," "October
in the Venetian Campagna," by Guglielmo
Giardi, a landscape with sheep, to which a rich-
ness of colour is imparted by embroidered foliage,
is an example of the modem Italian school.
" Crossing the Ford," by Mr. Charles E. Stewart,
has been presented by Mr. T. Cuthbert Stewart.
A ploughman, with his little girl sitting beside
him on the back of one of his horses, is depicted
returning from the day's toil, the setting sun
transforming their figures with its golden light.
Mr. Frank Brangwyn's "The Buiial at Sea,"
which was on view at the Glasgow Institute of
the Fine Arts during part of the currency of the
recent exhibition, is a notable picture in the
collection. The remaining item in the collection
is " Prisoners of War," hung at Buriington
House a few years ago by Mr. W. F. ^'eamos,
H.A. Two lads in naval costume are seated on
barrels lying on the quay at Boulogne, guarded
by a French soldier. At the side of ihe picture is
a group of fisher-folk, gazing sympathetically at
Wie prisoners. In the background are seen a
departing regiment on the mireh, and several
ships in the harbour.

TiiK September number of the rractlcal Photo-
grapher, edited by the Rev. F. C. Lambert, M.A.,
is devoted to "Architectural Photography." The

summary which appears under the heading of

the " Architectural Styles and How to Distin-

guish Them," from the pen of Mr. E.W. Harvey
Piper, is accompanied by a goodly series of typical

photographic iUustrations, more or less appro-

priate. The information afforded will enable the

reader to obtain an approximate idea of the date

and style of most Maiiseval examples of deco-

rative design which he may meet in England on

his photographic excursions, from the Saxon
period to the Tudor. The forgeries of the

"restorer" of forty to fifty years ago offer

traps for the architectural beginner, and as such

are adequately referred to, with timely warnings by
the writer of the article referred to. It is not quite

easyto ascertain,|therefore,why Lord Grimthorpe's

new west front of St. Alban's Abbey should here

be illustrated at all. It is given as a " modem "

specimen in illustration of the Editor's " Non-
Technical Jottings oa English Church Archi-

tecture," but is wrongly described as " Early

English," while, as a specimen of " Perpen-
dicular," a photograph appears of the refurnished

high altar screen in the same church, without

any allusion to the fact that all the statues and
figures are of 19th-century date, having been
executed for Lord Aldenham by a well-known
West of England sculptor, a frequent contributor

to our columns. Mr. Harvey Piper's admoni-
tions, therefore, seem applicable, another instance

being thus added to the one he adduces from
Exeter, showing the need of some amount of

technical information on the part of the student.

A LOAN' exhibition of local antiquities was
opened at Southampton on Monday in the Hartley
College. The exhibition includes relica of the

Stone and Bronze Ages, while much information

on medi:eval Southampton can be gained from
the fine collection of borough charters granted by
Henry II. and King John. Among the exhibits

are a treasure chest of the Armada, which was
unearthed in the High-street ; the cradle of

Henry V., lent by the Duke of Beaufort ; and the
legendary sword of Sir Bevis, now preserved at

Arundel Castle, and lent by the Duke of Norfolk.

The chief aim of the exhibition is to rouse local

interest in the valuable relics that .ire scattered

about the county, and it is hoped that the exhi-

bition will lead to the founding of a museum.
Lird Montagu of Beaulieu, who has taken a great

interest in local antiquities, in opening the exhi-

bition expressed his sympathy with the move-
ment, and said he, like a good many others who
po-'sessed ancient relics, would be glad to hand
them ovcr to a local museum, if he wore assured
that they would be properly cared for and passed
on to future generations. The exhibition will

remain open until to-morrow (Saturday) evening.
The scheme for the exhibition was staited by
Professor F. J. C. Ilearnshaw, lecturer in history

at the Hartley University College.

It is satisfactory to be able to report that the

Board of Trade, taking a broad view of the
desirability of preserving the amenities of the
Upper Thames, have refused their sanction to

the proposal to construct a dockyard for barges

on the pretty little island immediately opposite

to the palace and gardens at Kew, and close to

the Brentford shore, known as Lot's Eyot. The
scheme had already received the sanction of the
Thames Conservators, but the Board of Trade,
as owners of the foreshore, have interposed their

veto. It would be well if the property in the
eyot could be transferred on reasonable terms
from its present owners to some public bodj'.

The Corporation of Richmond already owns the
two wooded eyots immediately above Kew Bridge,

and no more fitting cu.stodians of Lot's Eyot
could be found.

Se'vf.kal schemes and transactions affecting

the amenity of Newcastle-on-Tyne were agreed
to at the city council on Friday, on the reports in

their favour being presented from various com-
mittees. One of these schemes is to open up
Iligham-placo, by carrying it through to Ellison-

place. At present it is a cul de sac, but as the

new art gallery, now in course of completion,
fronts into the street it is highly desirable

that it should become a thoroughfare, thus
giving improved communication between New
Bridge - street and the streets adjoining
Northumberland-road. Another scheme is the

filling up of the Ousebum, for which power has
been obtained in a recent Act of Parliament.
It has been resolved to commence operations, and
to purchase the necessary land. The total cost

ii assessed at £U)0,77(>, but it is expected that
thij) outlay will be eventually recouped, partly by

the charges for depositing soil, and partly by
the value of the new land, when the mound is

completed. Then it has been resolved to accept

the offer of the North-Eastern Riilway Company
to make an exchange of land in connection with

the new high level bridge, the company paying

£2,700 for an additional 271 yards which they
require beyond the land given in exchange. It

was intimated that as one result of this give-and-

take transaction the corporation will have the

infirmary grounds in time surrounded by good
streets and roads. A special meeting of the

council is to be called for the purpose of con-

sidering the report on the extension of the city

boundaries and the correspondence with the

Benwell Urban District CouncU.

At the last meeting of the Loeds City Council

Mr. Armitage took exception to a recommendation
that as many streets as possible be no',iced for

paving and flagging, with a view to finding work
1 for the unemployed. He had the greatest

I

sympathy with the unemployed, but the carrying
': out of such a resolution at the present time would
place a great and unnecessary burden upon a

class of men who were ill able to bear it. It was
the small builders who laid out new estates and
erected the property on them, and at the present

time these men were suffering more severely than

any other class in the city. They were also

employers of labour, and if further burdens were
placed upon them more men might be thrown out

of work than work was provided for. At the

i

present time there were thousands of empty
houses in Leeds, and hundreds of new houses
which had been built for one or two years had

i
never had a tenant. In the case of one builder,

' who had 140 houses, 70 of these, which had been
finished for two years, were stiU unlet, and the

rate demands which had just come in would
require eight months' complete rent to pay them.
Some discussion followed, but Mr. Armitage's

' plea was disregarded and the recommendation was
adopted.

' A UEi'ORT by the Board of Trade of their pro-

j

ceedings under the Tramways Act 1870 during
the session of 1904 states that the number of

applications made to the Board of Trade in

1 December, 1903, for provisional orders under the
Tramways Act 1870 was fifteen—viz., Altrinc-

ham Urban District Council, Bishop Auckland,
Shildon, and Spennymoor, Calverley Urban
District Council, Crompton I'rban District

Council, Dawsbury Corporation, East Ham
Urban District Council, Folkestone Corporation,

Ossett Corporation, Penarth, Plymouth Corpora-
tion, Rochdale Corporation, Royton Urban

I
District Council, Sunderland Corporation,

I
Wardle Urban District Council, and West Ham
Corporation. Twelve of the applications included

j

power to construct new or extension tramways,

I

the remaining three being to continue powers.

1
All except two—viz.. Bishop Auckland, Shildon,

and Spennymoor and Penarth, were promoted by
local authorities. The aggregate length of the

proposed tramways was li miles 72 chains of

double line, and 28 miles 30 chains of single line

and the estimated expenditure was £307,380.
The Folkestone and Penarth applications were
not proceeded with by the promoters. Thirteen

applications were granted by the Board, and
Provisional Orders made. These were included

J

in two Confirmation Bills, which received the

;
Royal Assent, after some of the Orders had been
amended, on August lA.

At the last meeting of the urban district council

for Lisburn it was reported that a deputat ion had
i vioiled Belfast to inquire as to the utility or

! otherwise of earthenware pipes for sewerage.

I

The visitors were received by Mr. Cutler, the

!
city surveyor, and Mr. Munce, his assistant, who

: stated that they were perfectly satisfied with the
\ earthenware pipes used by the corporation in

their sewerage works, and emphatically denied
! that those pipes had proved a failure, stating that

they had given and were giving the utmost
satisfaction. Messrs. W. H. Stevens and Sons,

quantity surveyors, reported that the difference

in cost between earthenware and stonew.ire pipes

for Lisbura would bo C;i,078. After considerable

discussion, the council resolved to ask the l.ical

Government Board to sanction the use of " best

English " earthenware pipes instead of stoneware
pipes in the scheme, and to permit other modifica-

tions in the specifications, to reduce the cost o£

the SL'hemo.

A i.iouTiioLSK of ferro-concrete has just been
constructed at Nicolaieff, near Odessa. Tha
height is 131ft., the diameter at the bise 28tt.,
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and that at the top of the shaft (ift. Tin. The
service-room, which ia Ht't. Sin. in diameter, is

'

corbelled out, and thus overhangs 3ft. lOin. on
each side of the tower. For purposes of design
the tower was considered as a tube firmly iixed

,

at one end, and acted upon bj a distributed pres-

sure, due to wind, of 6C-41b. per square foot.

The foundation is 6unli only Sft. Sin. below the
;

surface of the ground. The skeleton consists of !

upright rods and of circular rings, the surround-
ing concrete being mixed in the proportion of

6601b. of Portland cement, 1 cubic yard of

ballast, and half a cubic yard of sharp sand. To
insure that the concrete takes a firm hold of the
framework, the latter is brushed over with grout
prior to the concrete being run in. It is claimed
that a saving of 40 per cent, is effected by the
use of the ferro-concrete. The weight of the
structure is given as 453 tons, of which 342 tons
only represent the weight of the ferro-concrete,
whereas the weight of materials in such a light-

house put up in the ordinary way would be 1,343
tons.

The Board of Trade have issued a report of

their proceedings under the Gas and Water
Works Facilities Act, 1870, during the Session of

1904. In December, 1903, '2.i applications were
made to the board for provisional orders ; 15
applications related to gas, nine to water, and
one to a combined gas and water undertaking.
The amount of capital proposed to be authorised
was £670,000 by shares and £185,079 by loan, of

which £510,000 share and £144,913 loan capital

was for gas, and £160,000 share and £40,169 loan
for water purposes. Objections were lodged
against all the applications except four, and were
duly considered by the Board of Trade. An
order was granted in each instance, subject to

modifications and amendments. In six orders a
maximum price of gas was prescribed, power
being reserved to the Board of Trade after three
years to alter the maximum price or to substitute
a standard price with sliding scale. A standard
price per 1,000c. ft. with sliding scale was fixed

in two orders. Agreed clauses were inserted in
various water orders for the protection of road
authorities and others, with such amendments as

the Board of Trade were advised to be necessary,
including, in the case of the Elham Valley water
order, a clause relating to the purchase of the
undertaking by the rural district council. The
North Sunderland water order contained a clause
requiring the water supplied by the undertakers
to be properly and efficiently filtered or otherwise
treated so as to prevent plumbism. The South-
wold water order contained provisions requiring
the undertakers to discontinue the supply of water
for domestic purposes from an existing well after

the completion of the new works. Five Bills

were introduced to confirm the orders granted by
the Board of Trade, all of which received the
Royal Assent.

The wood imports for the eight months of 1904
and 1903 reveal, as was generaUy expected, that
the building trades in 1903 were better than they
are now, and more timber was shipped to this

country on that account. This year the incentive
to production has been wanting, with the natural
result of a lessened import. For the eight months
ending August 31, the import of hewn timber
was less than the corresponding period of last

year by 07,943 loads, and sawn wood shows a
decrease of 173,189 loads, the decrease in value
being estimated at £332,512 on hewn and £813,459
on sawn. The falling off in the import was
confined to wood used for building and joinery
purposes, there being an increase in the import
of mahogany amounting to 15,905 tons, and the
other descriptions of fancy woods have exceeded
last year's import by 35,094 loads, the total

increase in value of the hardwoods being £220,296.
The falling off in the import of sawn and planed
wood, as well as timber, is likely to prove beneficial

to the home markets under the circumstances.
The Board of Trade returns are less discouraging
than at the end of July, the month just past

affording proof that things are mending. For
the eight months, however, our export values
show an increase of £1,197,073, with an increased
expenditure on foreign goods of £6,496,940
during the same period.

n 'According to M. Deploy, green wood when cut
down contains about 45 per cent, of its weight of

moisture. In the forests of Central Europe wood
cut down in the winter holds at the end of the
following summer more than 40 per cent, of

water. Wood kept for several years in a dry
place retains from 15 to 20 per cent, ol water.

Wood that has been thoroughly desiccated will,

when exposed to air under ordinary circum-
stances, absorb 5 per cent, of water in the first

three days, and will continue to absorb it until it

reaches from 14 to 10 per cent, as a normal
standard. The amount fluctuates above and
below this standard, according to the state of the
atmosphere. Mr. Vollette found that by ex-

posing green wood to a temperature of 212' Fahr.

it lost 45 per cent, of its weight, which accords
with observations of M. Deploy. He further

found that by exposing small prisms of wood iiu.

square and 8in. long, cut out of billets that had
been stored for two years, to the action of super-

heated steam for two hours, they lost from 15 to

45 per cent, of their weight, according to the
temperature of the steam, which varied from 275^

Fahr. to 437° Fahr. (125° Cent, to 225° Cent.)

A N.\TioNAL conference of delegates appointed
by the Welsh county councils to discuss the ques-
tion of afforestation in the Principality has been
held at Swansea, Sir Charles Pliilipps, of Picton
Castle, presiding. The chairman, in referring to

the great importance of the study of forestry,

pointed out that afforestation gave employment
to ten men where sheep-l'arming would only give

employment to one. It was necessary that pro-

fessors of the subject should be appointed at the

Welsh universities, and that practical demonstra-
tion areas should be set apart. Une of the latter

had been already established on high meadow-
land in the Forest of Dean. The view was
expressed, in course of discussion, that the estab-

lishment of a central school of forestrj' for Wales
was of the utmost importance, and that such a

school would become self-supporting after a few
3'ears. It was at length resolved that the members
should urge on their respective county councils

th3 great importance of the study and practical

application of forestry by providing lectures to be
given at suitable centres and bursaries, enabling
students to attend these lectures ; also that a

central school of forestry be established with
example plants of three or more acres, and demon-
stration areas of suitable extent, and that the

necessary expense be defrayed by the county
councils on the basis of their respective ratable

values, the whole amount now asked for not to

exceed £5,000. It was further resolved to com-
municate what was being done to the Government
department, in the hope that a grant from the

State would be made towards their efforts.

At Tuesday's meeting of the city council of

Bradford, Mr. F. W. Jowett gave particulars

respecting the 66 houses erected in Flaxfleet-

street, Manchester-road, to provide part accom-
modation for those disturbed by the Longlands
clearance scheme. He said the land had been
put at £28 Us. 6d. per house, the building at

£183 Os. 6d., street works £28 8s., and establish-

ment charges, cost of architect's work, &c.,

£7 4s., making a total per house of £247 4s.

Interest and sinking fund reckoned at SJ per

cent., and taking the repayment at 60 years

would amount to £9 8s. 2d. per house per annum.
Rates, water charges, and repairs would bring

the total outlay up to £14 6s. per annum, exactly

5s. 6d. per week. The Bradford building regu-

lations had been strictly adhered to in these

houses. This was only part of the scheme : they
had still to provide for 420 persons of the class

who had no need for such houses as he had men-
tioned, and who, indeed, could not afford to pay
for them. Those had to be provided for on the

site of the clearance in one and two-roomed
dwellings.

The old-established firm of W. B. Wilkinson
and Co., Ltd., Newcastle-on-Tyne, and 1,

Victoria- street, Westminster, S.W., fireproof

floor specialists, concrete paviors and artificial

stone manufacturers, are removing their London
business this week to now offices and works at the

jiinction of Townmead and Imperial roads,

Fulham, S.W. This will bring the whole pro-

cess of manufacture still more directly under the

supervision of Mr. Hubert Todd, the firm's

London manager, whose eighteen years' experi-

ence is a safe guarantee that the best methods
will be employed. Land near the river is so scarce

in London that the firm consider the advantages

of having such a convenient site, with the whole
under the supervision of their manager, far out-

weigh any consideration as to the removal of their

offices a mile or two from the central position

formerly occupied. The firm are at present

engaged on the repaving of the Royal stables at

Buckingham Palace for II.M. the King. They
are also busy with a fine circular stable- yard

100ft. diameter, with a special design in the

paving, at Tandridge Court, Oxted ; and amongst
other work may be mentioned a contract for six

staircases at Luton, as well as other important

contracts.

THEARCHITECTUEALASSOCIATION.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION IN ARCHITECTURE.

The Day Scliool will open on MONDAY, September 26th, at

y J5 a m. Int«n(line pupils are requested to forward their namea to

the Secretary as Boon as possible.

The Efeninij School aluo opens on the same date at 6.30 p m.
A pamphlet containing full information as to the Classes and

advantages of membership may be obtained upon application to the

Secretary, at lb, Tufton-streeti Westminster. S.W,

Hon. Sees.

CHIPS.
A new isolation hospital for men and a fever

block are to be erected at Lancaster County Asylum
from plans by Mr. H. Littler, county surveyor, at a
cost of about £20,000.

The new Hotel de Ville at Tours, built from
designs by M. Lalouse, was formally opened last

week. 'The Salle de Manages is decorated with
portraits (the work of M. Anquetin) of four famous
authors to whom Tours lays claim—Rabelais,

Descartes, Balzac, and De Vigny. The Municipal
Council Boom is aiorned by M. Jean Paul Laurens
with the study of Jeanne d'Arc, which was exhibited

at the Salon of 1903.

The Aylestone-road section of the corporation

electric tramways at Leicester was opened last week.
It has been constructed under the direction of Mr.
E. George Mawbey, the borough surveyor.

The Wesleyan church at Bungay, which has just

been renovated at a cost of over £800, was on
Wedno-sday week reopened for Divine service.

A tablet has j ust been placed in the Charterhouse

of London in memory of John Wesley, who was a
scholar in that school during the years 1714-20.

His birth (1704) and death (1791) are alike com-
memorated thereon, side by side with memorials of

Thackeray and Leech, the Havelocks, and others.

The city council of Liverpool by a large majority

have rejected the recommendation of the tramways
committee that they could not see their way to con-

tribute towards the cost of widening Edge-lane and
St. Oswald-street. A conference is to take place

between representatives of the tramways, estate,

and health committees on the whole subject.

A donation of £1,000 has been promised towards

the fund for the erection of the proposed new
parish church for Epsom. The existing church

has accommodation for 1,200 worshippers, but,

owing to the rapid increase of the district, it is con-

sidered necessary to build a new church to seat

1,600 people. The estimated cost of the building is

£25,000.

The new high relief sewer at Portsmouth will be
completed many months sooner than was expected.

Open-jointed earthenware pipes are laid first ; over

these a bed of 2ft. by Sft. thick of concrete is

thrown. This is shaped to take the contour of the

5ft. barrel sewer, the walls of which are two bricks

deep all round. The floor of the sewer is of hard
blue brick. The contractor for the works ia Mr.
George Bell, of Tottenham.

The Local Goverment Board inspector, Col. W.
O. E. Meade-King, M.I.C.E., held an inquiry in

the town-hall, Wisbech, last week, as to the pro-

posed loan of £25,000, for which the corporation

had applied with a view of financing a scheme of

the National Electric Construction Company for

the provision of electric light for Wisbech.

At St. James's Church, Longton, Stafis, a new
altar, chancel-gates, and rails were dedicated on
Thursday in last week. The gates and rails are of

wrought iron, suitably decorated. They are the

work of Mr. Durose, of Tunstall, and have been

erected under the superintendence of Mr. Henry
Dain, architect, of Tunstall.

A Chubb memorial reredoa has been placed in St.

John's parish church, Torpoint. The reredos, which
is executed in oak, measures 9ft. by Oft. It consists

of a triptych, in the centre panel of which is a
representation of Ittenbaoh's " Holy Family,"
painted on copper with a gold damask background.

In the panels are two Fra Angelico angels, painted

in similar fashion. Above these the woodwork is

carved, and the base ia divided into the last panels.

The Pudsey Town Council have made an applica-

tion to the Local Government Board for permission

to borrow £5,000 for electric -lighting purposes, and
they have also decided to establish electric trams in

the borough. The corporation have agreed to take

the electricity in bulk from the Yorkshire Electric

Supply Company.

Major Norton, E.E., attended at the town-hall,

Chulmleigh, on Friday, for the purpose of holding

an inquiry as to a loan of money to the South-

moltou Rural District Council for providing an im-

proved water supply for the town of Chulmleigh.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Treorchy-CottaRps (80) and Villas (30) W. C. Short. Secretary, Caxton House, Treorchy, Wales Sept. 21

Hampstead, N.W.—Mortuary and Columbarium (£1,000 limit) The Superintendent, Hampstead Cemetery, "W. Hampstead, N.W.... „ 30

Poulton. Cheshire—School H. W. Cook, Clerk. Public Offices, Egremont, Cheshire „ 30

Benwell—Free Library (limit £4,66o) £75, £40, £25 W. P. Pattison, Surveyor, Atkinson-rd., Benwell, Northumberland ,, 30

Uxbridge-Additions to Workhouse, Hillinfrdon East Charles Woodbridge. Clerk, 38, High-street, U.xbndge Oct. 1

Egremont- Public Offices (estimated cost £45,C0O) £250, £75, £50 H. W. Cook, Clerk. Public Offices, Egremont, Cheshire ,, 31

Spezia—Drainage Scheme - £400 Jl Signor Sindaco della, Spezia .^.... Deo. 31

Elgin—Laying-Out Showyard W. Rose Black. Sec., Town and County Bank Buildings, Elgm —
Dingwall—Sir Hector Macdonald National Memorial John Macdonald, 6, Carlton-place, Glasgow —

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDIXQS.
Bulcote, Nottingham— Six Pairs of Cottages Stoke Farm Committee
Walla, Cornwall—Farmhouse
Bpunhara, Millom—Farmhouse Wm. Walker's Exors
Crylla. Cornwall—Farm Buildings
Aberbargoed- .Schoolroom Monmouth Calvinistic Committee ...

Ruan-Lanihome— Farmhouse
Westhoughton—Caroegie Library Urban District Council
Bametby-le-Wold— Additions to Elementary School
Nunhead, 8.E.— Caretaker's Apartments at Library Camberwell Borough Council
Sheffield— Classrooms at Carbrook School Education Committee
Newtonstewart—Two Houses.
King's Heath—Depot and Fire Station King's Norton and Northfleld U.D.C,
Colchester—Covered Ways over Footpaths at North Station ... Tramways Committee
St. Annes-on-Sea—Completion of St. Thomas's Church
Haworth—Additions to Retort^House Urban District Council
Barnsley-Two Houses. Sykes-avenue
Kingston-on-Thames— Alterations to Rhymney House Guardians
Worsborough Dale—Two Houses
Acton—Destructor Buildings and Chimney Shaft (150ft. high) District Council
Hoibury— Carnegie Free Lil»rary
Tarbolton-Two Houses and Addition to School School Board
CarliBle—Warehouse, Abbey Town
Woolwich— Laundry at Workhouse Infinnary Guardians
Paisley— Foundations of Distiict Asylum Renfrew District Lunacy Board
Girlington—Eight Houses
Bancroft-road, E.—Builders' Work at Workhouse Mile End Old 'Town Guardians
Camborne—Five Cottages Cornwall Laundry Co., Ltd
Bristol— School Enlargement Education Committee
Aber'.'avenny— Generating and Battery Rooms at Asylum
Portland - Stores, Moorfield-road Portland Co-operative Society, Ltd ..

Bow, E.—Builders' Work to Premises, Grove-road Mile End Old Town Guardians
Dymchurrh. Kent—Coastguard Buildings
Cork—Rebuilding Engine and Pump House 'Town Council
Fraserburgh—Free Library
Egremont—Additions to Butcher's Shop at Central Stores industrial Co-operative Society
Tol-pedn-penwith, Lands End—Coastguard Buildings

Arthur Brown, M.I.C.E., City Engineer, Guildhall, Nottingham ... Sept. IT

Sampson Hill, Architect, Green-lane, Redruth <• IT

Jonathan Bell, Architect, Coniston, R S.O „ IT

Sampson HlU, Architect, Green-lane, Redruth „ IT

Geo. Kenehole, Architect, Station-road, Bargoed IT

Sampson Hill, Architect, Green-lane, Redruth .. IT

T. Parlinfrton, 117, Market-street, Westhovighton, Lanes 19

Scorer and Gamble, Architects, Bank -street Chambers, Lincoln 19

Wm. Oxtoby, Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Camberwell, S.E ,, 19

H. L. Paterson, A.R.I.B.A., 19, St. .James-street, Sheffield „ 19

Edward J. Toye, Architect. 20. Great James-street, Londonderry ... „ 19

Ambrose W. Cross. A.M.I.C.E., 23, Valentine-road. King's Heath „ 19

H. Goodyear, A.M.I. C.E., Boro' Engineer, Town Hall, Colchester... „ 19

Austin and Paley, Architects. Lancaster , 19

Barber Hopkinson and Co., Archts., Craven Bank Chmb3..Keighley „ 20

Crawshaw and Wilkinson, Architects, 13, Regent-street, Barnsley 20

William H. Hope, Architect, Seymoi+r-road, Hampton Wick „ 20

Wade and Turner, Architects, 10, Pitt-street, Barnsley „ 20

E. J. Ebbetts, Surveyor. 67, High-street, Acton 20

B. Watson. Architect, Station-road, Batley 20

J. and H. V. Eaglesham, Architects, 24, Wellington-square, Ayr ... „ 20

George Armstrong, Architect, 24, Bank-street, Carlisle ,. 21

C. W. Brooks, 63, Finsbury-pavement, E.C ,> 21

T. Graham Abercrombic, Architect, County-place, Paisley ,
21

Walker and Collinson, Architects, Swan-parade. Bradford „ 21

J. M. Knight, Architect, 35, Bancroft-road, Mile End-road, E „ 22

Horace W. Collins, M.S.A., Architect, Clinton-road, Redruth , 22

Wm. Avery Adams. Secretary, Guildhall, Bristol 22

E. A. Johnson, F.R I. B. A., St. Mai-y's Chambers, Abergavenny ... „ 22

Wm. Edwards, Secretary, 2<). Reforne, Portland „ 22

J. M. Knight, Architect, 35, Bancroft-road, Mile End-road, E „ 22

The Director of Works. Admiralty, 21, Northumberland-av.,W.C... ,, 23

The City Engineer, Municipal Buddings, Cork ,
23

Wm. S. F. Wilson, Architect, 6, Broad-stieet, Fraserburgh ,
23

W. Q. Scott and Co., Architects. Victoria Buildings, Workington .. „ 23

The Director of Works, Admiralty, 21, Northumberland-aT.,W.C .. ,, 23

THE ALL BRITISH FIRE-RESISTING FLOOR

P

jW'/'m^

In combination with concrete (wMch takes part of the compression) we
have found by tests these joists will carry 24 per cent, more than ordinary

foreign joists of the same depth and weight per foot; it is therefore cheaper

to use British Steel where our section is adopted.

For prices and full particulars, apply to

MARK FAWCETT & CO.,

50, Queen Anne's Gate, WESTMINSTER.

BANKS' HELICAL FIREPROOFIHG SYSTEM,
LIMITED.(Late BANKS' FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTION CO.

71a, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

Fireproof Floors, Suspended Ceilings, Partitions, Doors, Girder and Column Casing.
Patent Helical Lathing greatly improved, being woven to any length and selvedged. The best Metal Lathing in the Market.

J>LA\S AND ESTIMATES FItEE OF CI/AIIOE. Tel,|.honf, 6li36 U.VNK.Tclruniihic .tJdrtif: "DIVISIBLE, LUNIIDN.'
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BTTILDINGS—confmaerf.

Tamworth—Two Cottapes and Stabling Rural District Council .1. W. Godderidge, Bolebridse-street, TamwArth Sept. 24
Skiptnn—Additions to Aerated Works Wrif^ht Bros James Hartley. Architect, Skipton 24
Hamilton—Hothouse for NewCemetery Parish Council A. L. Smith. Clerk, Hamilton. N.B ^, 26
Great Dunmow— Isolation Hospital, Deadman's-lane Rural District Council Charles and W. H. Pertwee, Architects, Chelmsford „ 26
Dalvey—Cottage Peter Fulton, Architect, Forres „ 28
Kinppton-on-Tbamfs—School, Old Mill-lane Education Committee F. W. Roper, Architect. 9. Adam-street, Adelphi. W.C „ 26
Meath— Repairs to Tara Hall John F. M'Gahon. Architect. 3. Earl-street, Dundalk 2G
Altiincham—Swimming-Batb, Stamford New-road Urban District Council John Stokoe, Clerk, Town Hall, Altrincbam „ 26
Polruan, Cornwall -Coastguard Buildings The Director of Works. Admiralty, 21, Northumberland-aT.,W.C... „ 28
Holheck, Leeds - Sorting Office..'. H.M. Commissioners nf Works The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W S7
Tipton— Library Urban District Council J. Perry. Architect, Tipton „ 27
Llangollen— Alterations to Market Hall and Assembly Rooms Richard Dayics, Architect. Bangor , 27
Bridgwater—WorkhouFe Mortuary Guardians W. A. Collins. Surveyor, 120. West-street, Bridgwater 28
Leigh, Lanes—Municipal Buildings Corporation .T. C. Prestwich, Architect. Bradshawgate Chambers, Leigh, Lanes. „ J8
Blaencwm- Fifty-iive Houses Hendrewen Building Club W. D. Morgan, Architect, Victoria Chambers, Pentre, Glam „ 28
Edmonton. N.— Chapel at Workhouse Guardians T. E. Knightley, Architect. 106. Cannon-street, E.C „ 28
Felfatt- House and Shop at Whitehead Thomas Houston, Archit«ct, Kingscourt, Wellington-place, Belfast „ 28
East Dulwich-grcve. S.E.— BoilerClinker Storage at Infirmary Southwark Guardians G. D. Stevenson. Architect, 13. King-street, E.C ,, 29
Llanfrccha-Alteration to Park Cottage F. J. Mitchell, J.P W. H. Dashwood Caple, Architect. Church-street Chambers, Cardiff „ 29
Great Dunmow- Isolation Hospital. Deadman's-lane Rural District Council Charles and W. H. Pertwee. Architects. Chelmsford 30
Eiith. Kent—Car fheds. Workshops, and Offices Urban District Council W. Egerton, Quantity Surveyor. 12, (iueen's-road, Erith, Kent Oct. 3
Naptbury Asylum—Twelve Cottages Visiting Committee Walter G. Austin, Clerk, Guildhall, Westminster, S.W „ 3
Broroley-by-Bow— Public Libraiy Poplar Borough Council Squire, Myera, and Fetch, Archts.. 33. Old Queen-st., Westminster. „ 5
Wandsworth Common—Additions to St. James-road School ... Guardians Cecil A. Sharpe, A.R.I.B.A.. 11, Old Qn.-st., (In. Anne's Gate.S.W. „ 5
Edinburgh—Washing Hall. South Gray's-closc Corporation R. Moiham, City Architect, City Chambers, Edinburgh „ 5
Birkenhead— Workhouse Laundry Buildings Guardians Edmund Kirby, F.R.I. B.A., 5. Cook-street. Liverpool 8
I.,arkBWood, Chingford-Jsolation Hospital Walthamstow U.D.C G. W. Holmes. A.M.I.C.E., Town Hall. Walthamstow , 12
Isles of Abou-Saad and Wasta. near Jeddah —Pilgrims' House The Sanitarv Administration, Ottoman Empire, Constantinople Not. 9
Newcastle-on-Tyne— Schools (1.300 places) at WingTove Education Committee Charles Walker, Architect. Eldon-square, Newcastle-on-Tyne —
Loughborough- Public library Town Council Barrowcbff & AUcock, Archts.. Town Hall Chmbra . Loughborough —
Belfast^- Fireproof Buildirgs at Cxumlin-road Factory Wm. Ewart and Sen, Ltd., 9. Bedford-street, Belfast —
Denaby Main— Hospital Fullerton Hospital Committee H. L. Smethurst, Architect, Conisborough. near Rotherham —
Belfast—Factory. HardcasUe-street Thos. Somerset and Co Wm. J.W. Boome. M.R.I. A. I., Kingscourt.Wellington-pl.. Belfast —
Hull—Alterations to Premises, Beverley-road Geo. F. Bristow T. Brownlow Thompson, Architect. 15, Parliament-street, Hull ... —
Bangor— Shop and House. Gray's Hill N. Fitzsimons, Architect, 13. Lombard-street, Belfast —
Llancaiach— Additions to Dynevor Arms Griffiths Bros., Ltd Lansdowne and Griggs, Architects. Newport, Mon —
Darlington—Roof Repairs at Locomotive Works Robert Stephenson and Co.. Ltd., Darlington —
Sheffield-Eieht Houses, Carrfleld-street Sheffield Brick Co., Ltd W. G. Buck, Architect, i. East-parade. Sheffield —
Hoveton St. Peter— Rebuilding Farm Late Sir J. H. Preston's Trustees ... W. J. Dunham. Architect. Opie-street, Norwich —
VauxhaD Bridge-road. S.W.—Shops and Flats Palgrave and Co., Architects. 28, Victoria-street. S.W —
Leamington—Additions to Regent Hotel Brown and Barrow, 12, Norfolk-street, Strand, W.C —

ELEOTKIOAL PLANT.
Balliras!oe—Accumulators District Asylum Joint Committee ... James Young. Clerk, Ballinasloe Sept. 17
Edinburgh-Cable Ropes (600 tone) Edinburgh and Diet. Tramways Co... John E. Pitcaim, Gen. Manager, 1, South Charlotte-st., Edinburgh „ 19
India Office, S.W.-Electrical Plant The Director-General of Stores, India Office, Whitehall. S.W „ 20
Barking— Underground Feeder Cables Urban District Council Hawtayne and Zaden. C.E.'s. 9, Queen-street-place. E.C 20
Bangour-Electric Wiring. &c Edinburgh District Lunatic Board ... Hippolyte J. Blanc, R.S.A., 25. Rutland-square. Edinburgh ,, 28
Bangour—Telephone Installations Edinburgh District Lunatic Board ... Hippolyte J. Blanc, R.8 A., 25, Rutland-square, Edinburgh „ 28
Tynemouth— Steam Dynamo 1600-kw.) CoiporatJon C. TurnbuU. Electricity Works, North Shields 30
London, S.W.—Electric Car Traversers London County Council The Cleik. London County Council. Spring Gardens, S.W Oct. 4

Eochdale—Wiring Car Depot Tramways Committee C. C. Atchison, Borough Electrical Engineer, Rochdale —
ENGINEERINS.

Birmingham—Railway Siding James and Lister Lea and Sons, Surveyors, Birmingham Sept. 17

Grosmont—Widening Tresenny Bridge Abergavenny B.DC John Gill, Surveyor, 4. Brecon-road. Abergavenny
, 19

Seacombe Ferry— Floating-Stage Repairs Wallasey Urban District Council H. W. Cook, Clerk, Public Offices, Church-street. Egremont 19

Amsterdam—Renewal of Viaduct Dutch Iron Railway Co The Management of Dutch lion Railway Co., Amsterdam , Iff

Barking—Light Railways Urban District Council Hawtayne and Zaden. C.E.'s, 9, liueen-street^place. E.C 20
Willesden. N.W.—Reconstructing Bridge over Canal Urban District Council O. C. Robson, M.I.C.E., Public Offices, Dyne-road, Kilburn, N.W. „ 20
Roxby-cum-Risby— Well Scunthorpe Urban District Council... A. M. Cobban, Engineer, Scunthorpe, via Doncaster 20
Chorlcy— Station Meter Corporation J. W. Albn, Gas Engineer, Chorley, Lanes 20

Sowerby Bridge— Waterworks Urban District Council The Waterworks Manager. Council Offices. Sowerby Bridge, Yorks ,, 21

Bude- Outer Lock Gates 11"!!!!.!"!. !.!...! Stratton and Bude U.D.C R. A. Foster-Melliar, Clerk. Bude, Cornwall „ 22
Nelson. Lanes—Waterworks Water Committee J. Hartley, Waterworks Manager, Town Hall, Nelson, Lanes „ 22
Stroud -Waterworks Extension (2,780 yards) Stroud Water Co The Manager, John-street. Stroud „ 24

Thornhill. Dewsbury-Sinking Shaft (160 yards) The Manager, Ingram's Thomhill Collieries, Ltd., near Dewsbury. „ 24

Ilford-HeatingHithland Schools Urban District Council C. J. Dawson, F.R.I B.A., 11. Cranbrook-road, Hford „ 26
Sunderland- Joist Gearing (765 tons) River Wear Commissioners H. H. Wake, C E , Eng.'s Office. Commissioners' Quay, Sunderland „ 26
Witney—Waterworks Urban District Council Stevenson and Burstal, Engineers, 38. Parliament-st., Westminster ,, ity

Aberdeen—Twenty Top^Deck Car CoTers ....! Tramways Committee J. Alex. Bell. City Elec. Eng., Elec. Works, Millburn-st., Aberdeen „ 27

London, E.C. - Bridgework Burma Railways Co The Offices, 76. Gresham House, Old Broad-street, E.C 2(S.

Cndwoith— Liquefying Tanks Urban District Council Faiibank and Son, C.E., Lendal Chambers. York 30

Greenwich, S.E.—Pumping Plant London County Council The Clerk, London County Council, Spring Gardens. S.W Oct. 4

Hammersmith. W.— Reconstructing Mitre Bridge London Connty Council Maurice Fitzmaurice. CM G., County Hall, Spring Gardens, 8.W.. „
Poitnoo. Co. Donegal-Pisr Board of Public Works H. Williams, Secretary, Office of Public Works. Dublin ,,

Mortlake- Pumping Machinery Richmond Main Sewerage Board William Fairley. Engineer. West H»ll-road, Kew Gardens
Cladnageragh—Timber Jetty H. Williams. Secretary. Office of Public Works, Dublin
Pontypridd- Steam Motors !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.!!.!..!....!... Urban District Council P. R. A. Willougbby A.M.I.C E . Council Offices, Pontypridd ,

Lerw'ick—Harbour Extension Works Harbour Trustees Jas. Barron, M I.C.E.. 216. Union-street, Aberdeen „
Bahia- Railway from IlheoB to Conquista The Secretariat of Agiiculture, Bahia ,

Isle of Wasta Jetty The Sanitary Administration, Ottoman Empire, Constantinople Nov. 9
Isle of Abou-Saad—Lengthening Jetty !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.!.!!!!!!! The Sanitary Administration, Ottoman Empire, Constantinople „ i>

FENOINO AUD WALLS.
Darlington-W.I. Fencing (1.050 yards) at Waterworks Corporation George Winter. Borough Purveyor. Town Hall, Darlington Sept. 21

Ewanley—Iron Fencing at White Oak School Metropolitan Asylums Board W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E , Embankment, E.C „ 21

FTJBNITtTKB AND FITTINGS.
Plymouth- Iron Bedsteads (100) for Asylum Visiting Committee C. Lii tern. aerk. Asylum, Blackadon. Ivybridge Sept. 24

St. Albans—Bedsteads and Furniture for New Infiimary Guardians B. W. Brabant. Clerk. Union Offices. St. Albans '.iS

Withiiigton- Hospital Bedsteads (207) and Chairs Chorlton Union Guardians David S. BlomBeld, Clerk, Union Offices, All Saints', Manchester .. Oct. 4

PAINTING.
Midleton, Yorks-Workhouse and Fever Hospital Guardians John Stanton, Clerk, Midleton. Yorks Sept. 17

Manchester- Labourers' Dwellings Sanitary Committee The City Architect Town Hall, Manchester , 17

St. Annes-on-Sea St. Thomas Church Austin and Palcy. Architects. Lancaster , 19
Leeds-Children's Central Home, Street-lane Guardians James H. Ford. Clerk, South Paiade, Leeds „ 20
GirJington- Eight Houses Walker and CoUioson, Architects. Swan-parade. Bradford „ 21

Fraserburgh-Free Library!..!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.!!!!!!.!.! !!!!! Wm. S. F. Wilson. Architect. 6 Broad-street. Fraserburgh „ *^3

Meath—Tara Hall !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!! ! John F. M'Gahon. Architect 3. Earl-street, Dundalk 26
Edinburgh- Washing Haii!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.!! Coiporatlon R. Morham, City Architect, City Chambers, Edinburgh .. 0:t. 5

PLtTMBING AND GLAZING.
Blackpool—Plumbing Work to Two Conveniences Corporation John S. Brodie, Borough Engineer, Town HaU, Blackpool Sept. 21

Skipton—Additions to Aerated Wcirks James Hartley. Architect. Skipton , 21
Aberdeen—Plumbing Work (One Year) Haibour Commissioners R. Gordon Nicol, Haibour Engineer, Aberdeen , '^7

Leigh, Lanes -Municipal Buildings Corporation J. C. Prestwich, Architect, Bradshawgate Chambers. Leigh, Lanca. „ iH

SOADS AND STBESTS.
Clydebank-Laying Granolithic Paving Town Council Geo. Ross, Burgh Surveyor, Clydebank, N.B Sept. 17

Enlh-Private Street Works Urban District Council The Surveyor, Bexley-road. Enth „ 19

Mountain Ash-Street Works Uiban District Council W. G. Thomas, Surveyor. Mountain Ash „ 19

Whitley—Paving Works Urban District Council J. Moore, Surveyor, Council Buildings, Witley. Northumberland ... „ 19

Ficsbury, E.C— Wood Paving Playhi use-yard Borough Council The Borough Surveyor. Finsbury Town Hall, Rosebery-av., E.iJ , 19

Normanton-Making-up Mill-lane Urban District Council C B. L. Fernandes, Clerk, Normant>n, Yorks „ 19

Heath Town- Kerbing Footpath Urban District Council , Enoch Griffiths. 36, Railway-street, Heath Town, Staffs „ 19

Stevenage-Tar Paving Urban District Council W. Onslow Times, Clerk. Urban District Council Offices, Stevenage „ 19

Barking—London-road improvement Urban District Council G. F. Dawson. Surveyor. Public UtBces, Barking „ '.»

Willesden, N.W. -Roadmaking District Council 0. Claude Rubson. M I. C.E., Dyne-road, Kilburn, N.W , 20

Homsey, N.—Making-up Fortis Green-avenue Town Council E. J. Lovegrove, Boro' Engineer, Southwood-lane. Highgate, N. ... „ 2'1

Birkenhead—Paving Passages Corporation C. Brownridge, A.M.I.U.E., Borough Engineer, Birkenhead „ 21

Hendon, N.W.—Roadmaking Works, Hill View Estate William Hollis, Surveyor. Church End, Finchlcy, N. „ 21

Hornsey, N.—Making-up Rathcoole-gardens and Uplanda-rd. Town Council E. J. Lovegrove, Boro' Engineer, Southwood-lane, Highgate, N , 21
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PE0FE8SI0NAL ALLIANCES.

WITH the separation into various branches

so characteristic of modern professions,

a higher standard of attainment has been
called for. Architecture, a few years ago
•quite an open profession, is becoming more
exclusive. The examinations established by
the Institute and other professional bodies as

a condition of entrance into its ranks are

becoming more general amongst the younger
men, though there is as yet no compulsory
measure, and shortly the practice qualifica-

tion will no doubt be discontinued, and
everyone who wishes to enrol himself as a
member of the Institute or other society will

have to submit to a qualification test as the
younger membeis now do. No doubt there

are many in the profession who will question
the desirability of such a step : they can
point to the time when there were no archi-

tectural examinations, yet when the profession
numbered men of great ability and artistic

skill, and who designed and carried out build-

ings of surpassing excellence. They can look
back to a long line of distinguished architects

—the Pugins, Barrys, Scotts, Streets, .Smirkes,

Cockerells—of a past generation, as well as
to men who have distinguished themselves at

the present day, many of whom have been
able both as planners and artists. We can-
not give to men by any system of education
or training the faculty to conceive or create
forms of beauty, or impart to them the
ability to invent arrangements of plan or to

solve new problems. The artist must be
born, the skilful inventor must possess the
mental power to think out a problem un-
aided, for no amount of receptive talent will

avail. But poets and artists have not the
exclusive field they once enjoyed ; they are
far too scarce, and appear at too long
intervals, to satisfy the constant demands
of an age which is ceaseless in its re-
quirements. And the very tone and cha-
racter of twentieth-century life and habits
have changed : they have become more
commercial and scientific in spirit. The
appHoation of art to structures is more
dilfioult on account of the greater variety of
materials used and purposes involved

; their
types are altered and are more varied, and in
this manner the art of building or archi-
tecture in its true sense is one depending
less on intuitive talent and artistic discern-
ment than in accomplishment. It is an art
in which education is more concerned than
formerly, as so much depends on facts and
classification of data. These circumstances
have brought about a complete change of
conditions in the education of the architect.
As his art has increased in complexity, so ho
has to master facts of scientific and social
kind. The lecture- or class-rooms, the
studio, and the laboratory have become
necessary. The remarks of Mr. P. Alexander,
in his Presidential address at Cardiff, on the
occasion of the Auctioneers' Conference there,
show that other professions more or less
allied to that of architoctiire are beginning
to realise the same necessity for a higher
standard. He pointed out that, like the
•Surveyors' Institute, the auctioneers will
have to "make the entrance into the busi-
ness more exclusive, and discontinue the
acceptance of members with the practice
quahfioations only." In a business or com-
mercial sense the professions of the surveyor
and the autioneer are more or less allied;
surveyors and auctioneers are often connected
in business transactions, and their relation-
ship is yearly becoming closer. Mr. Alexander

points out that the tendency of the auctioneer's

business is " to specialise and subdivide

itself into a variety of branches." Thus
we find a man engaged as vendor of one

class of property or commodities, say agri-

cultural, becomes an expert. Purchasers of

this kind of property naturally go to him,

and in the coui'se of time it becomes his

interest to make himself a master of this

class of property to the exclusion of other

kinds. While the surveyor and valuer haye

to make surveys and valuations of certain

kinds of property, and, being engaged on

surveys of land and buildings, have to be
' familiar with various kinds of property, free-

I

holds, leaseholds, copyholds, conditions of sale,

to be proficient in leases and tenancy, to

I
be able to assess dilapidations and determine

fi.xtures, and to be expert in the law of

i

boundaries, ancient lights, and the various

rights and liabilities of owners and tenants,

the auctioneer must know a good deal of all

these things—especially valuation. As the

president remarked in his address :

'

' The
high repute of the valuer increases the busi-

ness of the auctioneer, and the increased

business of the auctioneer enlarges the ex-

perience and cultivates the critical capacity

! of the valuer. Thus it is that to be in the

foremost rank of any one branch of auc-

tioneering generally implies, I think we may
claim, the possession of exceptional breadth

of knowledge and soundness of judgment
upon the class of property with which that

branch is concerned "
; and he goes on to say

there are auctioneers who are as good judges

of the agricultural and other capacities of

land as the most experienced farmer ; who
j

know the points of a horse as well as the

expert trainer, who can hold their own with
the best wine-tasters, and who yield to no
artist or critic in their judgment on artistic

productions. These are accomplishments
which show the diversity of subjects the

auctioneer has to deal with. There may be
one man in a hundred who would be able to

pass a fair judgment on these several sub-
jects ; but in the majority of cases so varied

an appreciation of opposite things would be
impossible

;
yet by subdivision or specialising

men in the business can be found capable of

estimating the merits or value of these several

productions. It is quite impossible in these

days for one man to unite and practise

efficiently the several vocations which go
under the names of surveyor, valuer,

auctioneer, land agent, and steward. Each
of them calls for a special training. The
surveyor is no longer simply a measurer and
computer of land, as he was at an early

period of the last century, when the introduc-

tion of railways necessitated the surveying of

large areas of the country for the purpose,
the taking of levels and computation of earth-

works for cuttings and embankments ; he
estimates buildings, and values property as

well.

Land surveying was the origin, indeed, of the
profession. The Government and Ordnance
Surveys have to a large degree superseded
land surveying as a profession for railway
and public purposes such as water supplies,

and sewerage and other uses, so that this

branch of the profession is practised for

private purposes on a smaller scale. But it

IS a branch of the greatest importance, and
the engineering development of our Colonies
have made it a very valuable acquisition for

the younger members of the profession. Tlie

practice of taking levels for sewerage and
other works is a special division of the
utmost value, which now forms one of the
many requirements of the civil engineer,

i Local and public improvements, street forma-
tion, sewering, tunnelling, and other opera-
tions depend much on the levels prepared,
and it is on their accuracy that tlio engineer
bases his estimates. Thousands of pounds may
bo thrown away through erroneous levelling.

I

The limited training of many surveyors has
: been often a subject of discussion at the

Surveyors' Institution. Some years ago, we
believe, a committee was formed to consider

what steps might be taken to secure a better

position for the English student who wishes

to seek employment in the Colonies, and a

treatise of surveying was the result of their

deliberations, which should be a textbook

adopted by the Council. The publication of

Ordnance Maps to various scales, periodically

corrected, renders it seldom necessary for the

professional surveyor to acquire a high

degree of proficiency in geodetic or astro-

nomical problems, and no doubt to this we
must attribute the decline of high-class

sui'veyors. Efforts have been made to raise

the level ofqualification in an art of the highest

value. The surveyor who confines himself to

surveying and levelling must be qualified

by a fairly good knowledge of mathematics
;

he must be an expert in practical problems
of geometry and trigonometry, a training

involving an exact mind and a method of

thought of much value. Even chain survey-

ing is good training for the student, as it

teaches him to be accurate and methodical in

habit. The further knowledge of instruments

and their use, such as sextants, levels, pris-

matic compass, and theodolite involve a nicety

of manipulation and mathematical method
which few other pursuits can give. We
consider, therefore, that land surveying is a

most valuable and preparatory study for the

surveyor, and should be thoroughly mastered
by all students entering the profession. As
the requirements of land surveying became
less urgent, the surveyor naturally turned
his attention to other branches—quantity

surveying and valuing property. In both

town and country practice there is a great

deal to be done in these branches. Building

contracts are seldom obtained without bills of

quantities, so that quantity surveying is a

lucrative branch. The student who contem-
plates confining his attention to building

surveying must be well acquainted with
architectural construction and the various

trades technically ; no mere general know-
ledge wiU enable him to take out quantities

or to measure up a building, ^'aluation of

property forms another special branch in con-

stant request. There can scarcely be any
transference of houses or land or any other

class of property without the aid of the

valuer, who must be a man of general know-
ledge and experience. A good arithmetician,

and with a thorough knowledge of the prin-

ciples upon which calculations are made and
the tables used for purchasing leases,

estates, and annuities, ne should possess

a sound judgment of different kinds of

property. The local knowledge of the

resident valuer is, moreover, of the greatest

importance in the valuation of land or houses
in certain districts. The valuation of build-

ings necessitates a practical knowledge of

construction and cost. One factor is the

durability of a building, or how long it will

last, which can only be obtained by a wide
acquaintance with various kinds of workman-
ship and material. Quite as necessary is it

to know the cost of certain buildings, which
involves an acquaintance with the prices of

material and workmanship. Owing to this

special kowledge, the valuer of buildings

ought to be trained as an estimator or quan-
tity surveyor up to a certain point ; it also

marks him off from the general valuer or

auctioneer, who often pretends to bo able to

value buildings of the most important and
complex kind. The architect possesses the

necessary data for such work, though he may
be bettor engaged in the duties of his own
art. It is a question how far the auctioneer

is justified by his particular training in

undertaking valuations of this kind ; there

are strong reasons indeed for thinking that

he siiould confine himself to property of a
more general class. It is true, as the Presi-

dent of the .Vuctionccrs' Institute says, " The
auctionoor has to act not only in the interests

of the vendor, but as the legally-appointed
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agent between the vendor and the purchaser,

and must balance the scales evenly and fairly

between both parties." But in how many
instances does or can he do so ? Acting for

the vendor, he has to obtain the highest bid
he can for any particular property offered for

sale, and if he occasionally descends to prac-
tices which are not considered very straight-

forward, he can hardly be blamed by his client.

In the exercise of his business he is called

upon to exaggerate the value and virtues of

the property he is selling quite regardless of

the interests of the purchaser : he is paid a
commission on the amotmt of the sale, so the
higher the amount realised the better it is for

him. There are, we believe, exceptions to

this rule. Unfortunately, men who enter the
business are not always unimpeachable, and
they employ methods of a distinctly detri-

mental character, which tend to lower the
profession. Questionable relations some-
times exist between the professions of archi-
tect, surveyor, and valuer. Commercial
and financial methods of conducting business
are carried on. Thus, we may notice the
frequent combination in the same firm, often
by the same individual, of " architect, sur-
veyor, and auctioneer," an aUiance which
often obtains in the provinces, especially in
small towns. No doubt the necessity of com
bining the three businesses is strong ; an
architect or a surveyor or auctioneer singly
would not pay in such a town, so the archi-
tect and surveyor is persuaded to add to his

firm the calling of the auctioneer. It is also
found that the latter calling may be made a
useful agency in promoting the architect's

vocation. The man who purchases land may
wish to build on it, or to let it off in plots for
building; or old trade premises may be pur-
chased which need alterations or improve-
ments, and in this manner the alliance brings
" grist to the mUl." Again, the designer of a
building can take off his own quantities.
There are, however, obvious objections to

such an alliance. Thus architect proper is

subordinated to the other two businesses;
there is no real architect in the combination.
Being mixed up with the building quantities,

the firm's first interest is to protect
"themselves against any error on their part,

and the obligations of the independent archi-

tect are lost sight of or hoodwinked. There
are other reasons for making the three voca-
tions independent of each other ; one is, that
the business of each can be more efficiently

performed. The tendency, therefore, of the
professions to specialise and subdivide them-
selves is a moie healthful sign of progress.

With this tendency a higher standard of

qualification has become essential in each
vocation. A'ery few have individually the
capacity of becoming qualified in all the
branches. The design of a building implies
the gift of artistically creating forms out of

certain materials and modes of execution,
which gift can seldom be found united to

those faculties necessary for the surveyor or
valuer. In these latter tact and business
qualifications are important elements. As
Mr. Alexander says, the auctioneer must
possess a knowledge, not only of the world
and its affairs, but a general " alertness of

faculty " is seldom found in the born artist.

Besides certain indispensable qualities of

mind, the professions of surveying, valuing,
and auctioneering ought to be equipped with
a general and special knowledge of law
in its various applications, and a mathe-
matical training suitable to their require-
ments ; and the valuable courses of in-

struction given at the Institution of Surveyors
comprise all that may be considered essential.

A course of subjects such as that laid down
by the Institute or the Society of Architects
for their examinations will be found to comply
with all the requirements of the profession.

The Grimsby Borough Council have increaEed the
salary of their surveyor, Mr. H. G. Whyatt, to £5^5
per annum.

SANITAEY DEVELOPMENTS AND
DEFECTS.

RECENT conferences and congresses have
contributed a little to our knowledge of

the working of statutory legislation, and of

sanitory progress in connection with our
large towns. On these annual occasions the
weak as well as the stronger points of our
administrative machinery are pointed out.

Even officials of municipal authorities like

medical officers, borough engineers and sur-
veyors, and sanitary inspectors take the
opportunity of "airing'' their grievances,
and, with a sure sense of their wrongs, do not
scruple to lay them at the doors of the
Government authorities who instituted them.
In this way we have had a few well-directed
criticisms of the Public Ilealth Act, the
Local Government Board, Eural By-laws,
and Housing Acts. The Health Congress
at Folkestone dealt in one of its sections

with engineering and building construc-
tion. Mr. W. Harpur, M.Inst.C.E., the
borough surveyor of Cardiff and president
of the section, in his address, drew at-

tention to some of the weak points of

the building regulations in vogue. In many
cases, he pointed out, the sanitary authority
was unable under the by-laws to carry out
the provisions of the Housing Acts except at

great cost. In building cheap houses under
the Act it was impossible to compete with the
builder. There were absurd restTictions as
to thickness of walls, height of rooms, scant-
lings of timber, and other matters, and he
considered it an impertinence on the part
of the Local Government Board to put
obstacles in the way when the law had
granted eighty years for the repayment
of the loans, a period which had been
sanctioned by the Legislature, although
the Local Government Board only allowed
this term for freehold property. Other
members protested against the interference

of the Board in the appointment of suiTeyors,

which should be under the control of a com-
petent authority. The borough engineer of

Grimsby objected to the requirements of the

L.G.B., which were not practical, and needed
modification, and he thought the members of

the Board should be more practical, and
make themselves better acquainted with local

difficulties encountered in certain localities.

The model by-laws are in some of these

inapplicable. Similar objections were urged
by other leading engineers. The Sanitary
Inspectors' Congress at Bournemouth, last

week, discussed many points of local govern-
ment. The sanitary inspectors as a body are

endeavouring to raise their status. These
useful officials have not had a full measure
of justice done them ; they have been rather

looked down upon by other officials and
members of the local committees. Their duties

are particularlv hard and responsible, and
there is some nsk in discharging their often

unpleasant and disagreeable duties. The
inspector's work is not recognised as it should

be. As one speaker said, it might seem to
" lie in the background," though it is one of

the most important departments of the town's

work. If one takes the trouble to look over

the duties he is expected to carry out, they
will be said to be very onerous; they

consist, in fact, in seeing that the sanitary

Acts and by - laws are carried out

thoroughly, and in this manner he is under
the immediate direction and control of

the medical officer and borough engineer.

Mr. Isaac Young's address on " The Incep-

tion, Progress, and Aspirations of the Sani-

tarj' Inspectors' Association " we need not

refer to. " Factory Ijaws and Local

Authorities " was the subject of a paper

by Capt. T. Owen Edwards, H.5I. Inspector

of Factories and Workshops, Southampton,
in which the author traced the evolution of

industrial legislation and its failure and
developments, and how much of its suc-

cessful administration depended on the sani-

tary inspectors. When we look round at the

I

condition of many of our factories in Londoia

j

alone, we may learn something of the diffl-

j

culties attending a carrying out of the Acts'

of 1878 and lb9j. It rests with the in-

spectors to make the essential parts of these

I

Acts effective. The regulations, unless
' enforced, are useless. Take, for example,
the provision of means of escape in case oS

I fire. The Act, under certain sections, inr-

j

poses upon the L.C.C. the duty of seeing that

every London factorj' and workshop in which
more than forty persons are employed in

upper stories shall have means of escape-

provided. Several requirements are laid

down as to number of staircases, the con-
struction of these, and their position next to

outer walls ; their width, rise and tread,

lighting and ventilation, their incombustible

materials, and various other de'ails ; but are

we sure that in every London factory or
workshop these requirements are carried

out '' Are we sure that the requirements
as to width, rise and tread of steps, lighting,

and handrails are fulfilled ; that there are no
winders, that their width is regulated by the
number of persons engaged, and be not less

than 3ft. 6in. ; that the doors in connection
are of fire-resisting materials ; and that there

are means of escape provided by roof and
exit doors, &c. ? Only the inspector caa
assure us of these details. Co-operation
between the sanitary inspectors and in-

spectors of factories is very important, but
is not always found.

Sir James Crichion Bowne's presidential

address dealt with differences between towns.
He took Middlesbrough as a commercial
town whose dominant idea was wealth, while
Bournemouth regarded health as the main
idea of its existence. Both towns had rapidly

increased in popularity, and began from small
beginnings. In the case of the first town,
" health was a by-product, while in the other

it was the staple manufacture." He went on
to show that the infantile mortality of Bourne-
mouth amounted to only 81 per thousand,

and was the lowest of all the 76 great towns

;

whereas Middlesbrough had an infantile-

mortality of 186, and this difference was
increasing. Sir James, in fact, asserted that

i Bournemouth was remarkable for the fact

that it held in other respects the "sanitary
primacy '' amongst the great towns. For
this unique position, he attributed several

causes. The most important of these was the

recognition of the inhabitants and the local

authorities of the fact that the prosperity of

the town depended upon its salubrity, and
that that quality must be maintained at all

cost. The town had not deluded itself into

the belief that " sanitary insight came by
nature and could be taken in at the pores,"

but had insisted on evidence of competence-

being furnished by all employed in the

sanitary department, and bj' a judicious

subdivision of labour insured special skill

being employed. There is much truth in this

assertion—many town authoritieB take no
trouble to insure sanitary measures and
cleanliness, or they depend on the salubritj'

of the locality. Bournemouth may be wiser in

this way than other towns. It is, at least,

j

certain that some popular health resorts, like

!
one at least on the Kentish coast, depend so

I

much on the salubrity of their atmosphere
as to pay little attention to sanitary measures,

! or to insure that the purity of the air be

j

preserved unimpaired. They rely so entirely

: on the health-giving qualities of the air, and
do not trouble on that ground alone to be

i over careful of sanitary conditions. Like
the " pearl of great price,'" it is surely better

to preserve what we possess than to allow

any failing on our part to endanger the gift.

Much of the health and cleanliness of Bourne-
mouth is due to the excellent code of build-

ing and sanitary by-laws it has, and the

efficient manner m which the regulations are

carried out. There are sea- coast towns where
the local authorities have neglected their

duties as custodians of the health cf the
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locality. Take, for instance, towns wMch
are situated on an estuary where banks of

mud of an offensive nature are allowed to

accumulate and pollute the air of the town
at every low tide. In this instance it is the

duty of the authorities to do what they can
by dredging and by embanking portions of

the inlets or bays to prevent the nuisance.

In some towns on the coast an offensive smell
arises at low tide from large accumulations
of seaweed, as at ^Iargat«, which may not
be really harmful, but is offensive to the
olfactory nerves. Then how many seaside
towns neglect the duty of filling up their

mudlands and disposing of their sewage
harmlessly ? In some of them there is no
provision of tidal sewers. The sewage is

allowed to contaminate the water near the
shores instead of being carried out to a

part of the river or sea where it cannot
be washed back by the return or Hood
tide, to the serious detriment of the town.
This nuisance can be avoided by the con-
struction of large reservoirs or sewage re-

ceptacles, so arranged as to let the contents
discharge at low tide. The question as to the
desirability or healthfulness of town flats was
discussed in a paper by Mr. T. G. Lioe, of

Westminster. The tendency of a modern
flat, he contended, was to disfourage the
human instinct of parentage, and statistics

had not proved that block dwellings were
healthful, and he thought they did not
develop the best parts of our nature. They
rather tended to slothful care and selfish

indulgence. The limits of " Hat '' life were
certainly less healthful to the hotly and mind
than the usual dwelling-house conditions,
and both phy.sically and morally they tended
to restrict the free developments of the
individual. The emotional part of human
nature was sacrificed

; yet the block dwelling
is one of the only solutions in crowded cities

of the housing problem, and our efforts
should bo directed to make flats more
healthful. The sanitary fittings of schools
received attention in a paper by Mr. \V. (>.

Cooper, the chief sanitary inspector of
Bournemouth, who drew attention to the
importance to bo paid to cloakroom accom-
modation and other arrangements of schools.
Despite the regulations enforced in ele-
mentary school buildings, a large number of

schools were by no means perfect examples
of sanitation ; the drainage, sanitary fittings,

heating, and ventilation are often imperfect.

Cloakrooms are often small and stuffy, with-
out means ot carrying off the fumes of damp
clothes, so that the risk of infection was
increased. More sj'stematic instruction is

necessary on these matters. Classes of

technical instruction, as those established by
education committees and managers of

technical schools, ought to be made more
general. The Worshipful Company of

Plumbers have issued a series of diagrams to

illustrate some of the more important prin-

ciples of science underlying the operations of

the plumber. These contain illustrations of

types and apparatus, and the right principles

of their construction, prepared by a com-
mittee of competent plumbers experienced in

the best practice of sanitary plumbing. These
classes, it is suggested, should be carried on
under the direction of committees represent-

ing the local education authority, including
local master plumbers and operative plumbers.
The diagrams issued illustrate the principles

of pneumatics applied to pumps, roof plumb-
ing details, gutters and flashing.s, waste pre-

venting flushing cisterns, hot water supply
systems, stop taps, &c. Managers and
teachers of plumbing classes will find this

series of diagrams and the notes accompany-
ing them of considerable value. Practical

and technical instructions ou^ht to bo given
concurrently in the several subjects, and the

scope of these instructions are laid down in a
memorandum. The gist of the papers and
discussions that have taken place at Shrews-
bury, Itlasgow, Folkestone, liournomouth,
and other places indicate improvement in

general principles of sewerage, house sanita-

tion, and dwellings for the labouring class,

though they point also to many defects in the

regulations and administration of local by-
laws, which at present render much of the
legislative and sanitary rauchinory inopera-

tive both in our towns and rural districts.

The total mileage adiled to tlie New Zealand
railway system duriug the year euded March 3Ut
last was only 37 miles 5() cnains, makiitfr the total

mileage open for trafVic on March .'ilst, i'.)04, 2,328
miles, as against 2,291 miles at the close o{ the
previous year.

THE ST. LOUIS EXHIBITION, 1904.

(Bv Our Special Commis.sioner.)

VI.—THE UNITED STATES GOYEEN'MENT HUILDINO,

THIS building, as shown upon the illustration

No. 2, issituated to the eastof the Mima and
Liberal Arts Buildings, and cloees up, as it were,

this extremity of the scheme developed for the

miin buildings. The architect was Mr. James
Knox Taylor, supervising architect to the
Treasury. This building is remarkable for the

fact that it is the only one that was supervised

throughout by the architect who designed it, the^

contractor being under his immediate supervision.

It is also the only one ot the principal buildings

that has the steel-arch construction, and con-

sequently the only one free of constructive

columns internally. After many visits to the

exhibition, one is constrained to admit that it is

one of the most restful upon the grounds. It has

the advantage of being raised some .'JOft. above
the level of the other main Exhibit buildings ; .ind

the approach through the well l&id out sunken
garden to west, though robbing the building of

something of its length, certainly adds to its

dignity.

As will be seen from illustration No. 9, the

plan is simple and symmetrical, except that the

colonnade of the wrst front is not repeated to

the east front. The building is 761ft. long by
some 2.')0ft. in width, and has an internal floor

area of some IftO.OOOsq.tt.

Access to the Centrnl Pavilion is obtained by
means of a tlight of steps lOOtt. in width. In

the centre of this llight ot stejis access is given to

an inclined plane running north and south, whiih

conducts to the steps to these entrances. Inter-

nally the construction is ot the steel-arched truss

type, so familiar at the Chicago and Paris

cxhibiticns, and which has been so fully described

in these columns on previous occasions.

Illustration No. 10 shows the sketch of this

building from west to east. One feature perhaps

a little unusual is that, owing to the projecting

porticoes to the north and south ot the east and
west fronts, the main trusses stand out clear from

the walls at these points. This gives rather a

curious efl'e-t when entering the building

from the side entrances. The steel trusses have
a span of ITjft., are 3.5ft. centre to centre, aul

are 70tt. in height. As shown in Pig. 10 the

lighting is entirely by clerestories. Tho trussis

arc painted rod, while the woodwork which lines

tho interior is of a green tint. This perhaps

renders the building a little less light than could

be desired.

Externally, the Ionic order has been employed
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—

Section of United States Goveenment Buildinq.

and the central position on the western fai^ade,

with the colonnade on either side, forms a
sheltered ambulatory, 620ft. long by 20ft. wide,
from which a good view of the Exposition is

obtained. The coupled columns to the central

pavilions add importance to the building, and
the domes over these feature are happily designed
from the motif oi that employed at the Pantheon
at Rome, thus symbolising the lasting qualities

upon which the constitution of the United States
isbased. The dome is surmounted by a fine

seen from the plan (Fig. 12), he had some nine

acres for his building. A covered loggia runs

round three sides of the building ; but, unfortu-

nately, in execution, that to the south side was
omitted. The whole of the structure was erected

upon pile foundations. Fig. 13 is a cross-section

through one way of the northern or principal

fa(;ade, and this shows the typical construction

employed throughout these buildings ; the

scantlings employed varying with the distances

to be spanned. It appears that Mr. Markmann

Section thro^Mines &. /As.rA.\.\^R.<L-c

Fio. 13.

modelled quadriga, the top of which is 173ft.

above the ground.
The introduction of the figure sculpture into the

attic surmounting the Ionic order is open to

criticism, as the former, being some 15ft. in
height, has a somewhat stilted appearance, and
detracts, perhaps, from the otherwise solid

appearance of their central features.

This buildicg is considerably more restrained
than most o£ the others surrounding it, and its

breadth of treatment and purity of detail are very
refreshing. The approximate cost of the steel-

work was lOo.OOOdol., and the total cost was
about 350,000dol.

VII. THE MIMES AND METALHUUIV IIUILDING.

We will now consider the series of building
erected for the purpose of housing the exhibits,
and commencing from the east will work round to

the west. Mr. T. C. Link, of St. Louis, was the
architect of the Mines Building, and, as will ba

worked o>it the trusses for the various spans, and
that these wera used aa required in the various
buildings. Fig. 14 is a detail showing the
methods of jointing, &c. It was originally in-
tended to employ steel splices for joints in trusses
and posts ; but it was afterwards decided to use
wooden ones throughout. We will examine briefly

the principles employed for the design of the
wooden framing of this building, as it is typical
of the construction throughout, and therefore we
need not refer to it again.

Longleaf yoUow pine is used generally through-
out. The following formula for posts was used

—

1.400 ^ .

Yji
— = safe centre load in pounds per sq.in.

"*"

55U 1^
where

—

taken at l.SOOlb. per square inch; while for
transmitted strains from member to member the
following data was employed : Longleaf yellow
pine, safe compression in grain direction 1,8001b.
per square inch ; safe compression perpendicular
to the grain 8001b. per square inch ; safe shearing
i-tress parallel to the grain 1501b. per square inch.
In the white oak keys the safe stress parallel to

D
: ratio of length to least side of section.

The safe tensile strain per square inch was

the grain is taken at 4001b. per square inch.

These keys are shown in Fig. 14, and are used

for the shear connections in the built-up posts,

which are subject both to compression and bend-
ing. They are also used for the tension splices

in scarfing timbers. These keys are turned to

2in. diameter, and are driven into the holes,

which are bored after the individual timbers are

bolted together. When the keys have been
driven home the nuts to the bolts are again

screwed up as tightly as possible.

The English method of scarfing with a pair of

wedges, thus forming a square key, is undoubtedly

a much preferable method, because they can
always be tightened up, and in some cases the

above-mentioned circular keys have fallen out

and damaged the exhibits beneath. However,

Fio. 14.

—

Mines and METALnmoY.

for these temporary buildings it was decided that
the enormous saving in expense of boring circular
holes with augers worked by compressed air, and
the certainty of a uniformity for all keys, justified
the adoption of the keys as used.

Reference to Fig. 13 will make it clear that
this building is top-lighted by large lantern
lights, or " monitors," as they are called in the
States. This cannot be seen in Fig. 15, as the
red-tiled roof to the loggia cuts off the view of

the monitors behind.
With regard to the design of this building, it

certainly cannot be said to lack originality. The
enormous obelisks to the north and west fronts

have rather the appearance of being jammed up
against the main building. This was due, how-
ever, to the exigencies of the site. Had space but
permitted their being placed more forward.
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additional dignity would have heen added to their

fa(,-adeB.

Mr. Link had in his mind the great quarrying
feats performed by the Egyptians in the work o£

these monoliths. Hence his idea for their ap-
propriateness for this particular building. The
low-pitched overhanging roofs, with their vitreous

covering, shelter the building from the Bummer
sun, and, aided by the loggia mentioned above,
materially help to render this buOding one of the

coolest in the grounds. Mr. Link has cut him-
self loose from the Classical forms adopted by the
other architects at the Exhibition. The decorated
massive piers have capitals derived from the

Ionic. Small columns—Byzantine in feeling

—

rest upon a low screen wall between the piers.

The sculpture to these walls adds immensely to

the scheme of the design, and they carry out

the architect's intention of expressing the purpose

higher level. The style of the huUding has been
the subject of much discussion and speculation.

It has been styled Egyptian on account of the

obelisks, and * New Art ' because no prototype
can be discovered for it. When I, its author,
am appealed to for a definition, I am as much at

a loss to assign it to any of the recognised
classifications as are its critics. You may call it

' Secession ' architecture, if that means anything
to you. To the modem architect it means
liberty, emancipation from conventionality in

design, and individuality. It tries to be more
an architecture of feeling than of formulip. I

can give, however, the reasoning upon which its

design was based, for it must be understood that it

has been somewhat changed.from the original. For
instance, that which was intended by the author
has not been carried out, and its original purpose
and location were also changed after the design

THE A.A. "BROWN BOOK."

THE Annual Brown Book of the Architectural

Association has just been published at

18, Tufton- street, Westminster, and shows a
further increase in bulk to 212 pages, together
with reproductions of photographs by Mr. F. R
Taylor, of the new studios.

The committee, in their year's report, state

that the TiTth session of the Association has
been an eventful one, as it witnessed the
removal at Lady-Day, 1904, from 56, Great
Marlborough-street, to the new premises at

Tufton - street, Westminster, where spacious
lecture - rooms, studios, and library accom-
modation have been provided. 'The work
of remodelling and adapting the premises
formerly occupied by the Royal Architec-
tural Museum and Westminster School of Art.

Pig. 15.—the PALACE OF MINES AND METALLUEGY.

of the building. Over the central entrances are
finely modelled figures surrounding a globe sup-
ported by smaller figures. This, in place of the
orthodox dome, is quite refreshing. The view,
however, is obstructed from most points by the
upper parts of the pylons. At the corners are
entrances supporting upright figures repiesent-
ing the various branches of raining and metal-
lurgy. Had the original plan of metallic facades
been carried out, it would have added greatly to
the effect of this building.

The critics have had a good deal to say about
this building, and it occurred to me to ask Mr.
Link to write a few words for the I'.i iliung
Xkws about it, and he has been covirteous enough
to give me the following :

—

"The Palace of Mines and Metallurgy is
52.')ft. by 7.')0ft., and has an exhibition space
of about aT.^OOOsq.ft. The interior ia divided
into eight oblong pirts. The lighting is so
arranged that each one of the eight divisions
receives abundant vortical sidelight from tho
top, so that no horizontal skylights would
be necessary directly over any of tho ex-
hibition spaces. It forms a part of the east
wing of the general plan, and is the last building
on the south side of the esplanade leading to tho
group of Uovemment buildings, which stand on a

had been accepted. The original location, which
brought the main facade facing south, is

responsible for the projecting roof and the
recessed arcades which were at one time alike

on all four sides. They were to give the building
the inviting aspect of coolness which is always
suggested by deep shadow lines. The pylons
which emphasise the main entrance assumed the
shape of obelisks, because the latter, to me,
symbolise the most remarkable feat of mining
(iiuarrying) of antiquity. Considered as a build-
ing for the purpose of housing exhibits, it was
argued that it should express, externally, as much
friendly dignity as may be compatible with its

ephemeral character. It appeared to mo to be
somewhat incongruous, however, to disguise its

temporary charai:tor in tho garb of severe and
Cl.'issic forms which we associate with tho more
lasting architectural monuments of antiquity, and
that as a part of a great ' show ' it undoubtedly
should be more striking and full of life. The cost

of the building was a little over half a million
dollars."

After viewing this building from many positions

on the grounds, one feels thankful to Mr. Link
for having produced something that immediatily
singles it out from its fellows, and that fixes

indelibly in one's mind tho purpose for which it

was designed,

has been carried out under the supervision of Mr.
Leonard Stokes. The new buildings are planned
so that the advantages of the site have "been
utilised to the greatest possible extent. A large
room for ordinary general meetings has been
provided. The work has been executed by
Messrs. Holloway Brothers, of Belvedere-road,
Lambeth. The building fund received a
generous donation of £500 from the Royal
Institute of British Architects, as well as a
considerable amount from members (including

some double subscriptions). About i;t,000 is

still required to liquidate the debt and to com-
plete the equipment. A kind offer of £1,000
towards this amount has been made conditionally

upon tho balance being paid or promised by the
end of Session 1901-1905, and it is siincerely

hoped that this will bo secured. Tho Committee
trusts that every member will share the re-

sponsibility and assist to clear off tho building
debt, 80 thiit tho Association may be again able to

carry on tho work without any financial em-
barnissinent. A lease for a term of 999 years

has been granted by the I'.rclesiastical Com-
missioners. His Majesty tho King has graciously

consented to continue his patronage of tho lioyal

Architectural Museum under tho altered

conditions.

It is expected that tho casts will bo arranged
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daring the present month of September, so that

the museum may be reopened to the public as

before. This work has been intrusted to Mr.

W. Gr. B. Lewis. The membership on May 31,

1904, showed an increase, the total number being

1,596 against 1,495 last year; 124 new members

were elected, IG rejoined, and the number of losses

by resignation and other causes amounted to 39.

The committee regrets to record the deaths of

Messrs. A. J. Barlow, J. M. Brooks, W. Cooper,

H. Dru Drury, K. Jones, T. J. Muntzer,

W. Pain, H. Saxon Snell, and E. P. Tucker.

The day school has completed its third year,

and its prosperity has been well maintained under

the direction of Mr. H. P. G. Maule (who at the

commencement of the session succeeded Mr. A. T.

Bolton) and his staff. Excellent results have

been obtained, and very creditable work has been

done. The annual excurbion, organised by

Messrs. W. Talbot Brown and A. W. Hennings,

as hon. secretaries, took place to Worcester and

district in July, and was attended by 29 members.

The ordinary general meetings were held in the

rooms of the K.I.B.A. at No. 9, Conduit-street,

when papers were read by Messrs. Arthur T.

Bolton, A.R.I.B.A., Hugh P. G. Maule, Sir

C. A. Nicholson, Bart., H. M. Cautley,

A.R.I.B.A., G. P. Bankart, Hugh Stannus,

F.R.I.B.A., Maurice B. Adams, F.R.I.B.A.,

W. A. Harvey, W. Henry White, F.R.I.B.A.,

John W. Simpson, F.R.I.B.A., W. Gilbert,

and A. E. Munby, M.A., F.C.S. The com-

mittee has decided to hold the general meet-

ings in the new premises on Friday evenings,

as before. The conversazione was held on Oct. 28,

at the Royal Institute of Painters in Water

Colours, and the members' dinner was held on

May 13 at the Criterion Restaurant. The
> summer visits were well attended, and were

arranged to take place at Heathfield Park, Harrow,

Chilworth and Great Lacgley Manor, Waltham
Abbey, and Bath (City and Bath Stone Quarries).

The spring visits, which were also well attended,

were held at the Royal Loudon Friendly Society's

Offices, Finsbury-square, E.G., by Mr. John

Belcher, A. R. A., No. 11, Hill-street, Berkeley-

square; No. 9, Hyde Park-terrace ; and No. 10,

De Vere-gardens, by Mr. J. Leonard Williams.

Holy Trinity Church, Kensington Gore, by Mr.

G. F. Bodley, R.A. ; and Royal dllt-ge of

Science. Kensington, by Mr. Aston Webb, R A.

;

Savoy Hotel, by Messrs. CoUcutt and Hamp ; and

New Flower Market, Covent Garden, by Messrs.

Lander, BedeUs, and Crompton ; BJgrave Hos-

pital for Children, by Mr. H. Percy Adams
;
and

Bishop's House, Kennington, by Mr. R. Norman
Shaw, R.A., and the New War Office Buildings,

Whitehall, by Messrs. W. and Cljde Young.
At the evening school, the number of students

at the lectures and in the studio show a falling-

off, but the committee expects an increase next

seasion when the classes are held in the new

DETAIL Oi- i'A-MiLLiXa IN DINIXO liunM. UAUHuX UALL.

building. The thirteenth annual grant of £100

towards the evening school has been received

from the R.I.B.A. The school of design was

very successful, and the quality of work wa'i

excellent. At the request of the Devon and

Exeter Architectural Society, arrangements have

been made for provincial non-members to submit

1 designs, and ako for a London architect to visit

Exeter at the close of the session to criticise the

best work submitted. Messrs. Henry T. Hare

and E. Guy Dawber have been appointed to

represent the Architectural Association on the

recently constituted education committee of the

R.T.B.A.
^ ^

The income and expenditure account shows

a total income of £2,418 2s. 6d., the chief
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AJ) RAINWATER HEADS, LOWER COURTYARD, HADDON HALL.
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KN"TKA\(;K to LdWHU lL'lii;l\ ,\l;l<, HAI)lH»X HAI.I..

items beiBgmnra'berB'BubBcriptionBXl, J.')01(is, fnl ,
I •aril to Orineral Fund A'count, on wliith the

and stude its' fees at evening school tSlT 8«. !>d. I biilai,<e it hand is ti'.Ki 2e. lid., as against i)!<TK

A balance of £136 14s. 3d. has been can led for- ! at the close of last session.

HADEOK HALL, DERBYSHIRE.

[with ILLVSTBATIOXS.]

THERE is ro more Ifautifnl or letter known
histoiic Eaicnial hruee in England thsn

Iladdon Hall, rtpltte with the afscciations of

romance find lich in the charms of trchitectural

ait. Its interest is all the nr ore complete owing
to the generous rule of the fucccesive Dukes of

Rutland in allowing the public to tifit the build-

ing will out lit cr hindrance. Ihcufands of

tcuiisfs arnualJy attracted by the natural

beauties of the district of llatlock and its

Mirrcundings to Dovedale make pilgrimages

aho to the home of Dorothy Veinon. ever

asEOciated with " Peveril of the Peak." As
a matter of course, many legendary incidents

have found credence at various times without

much justification in fact, while novelists have

given (uireney to other talcs which find little

justification among serious historians. Such a

mansion with such a story inspires the imagina-

tion, atd with but little play of fancy its halls

may be repeopled by its ancestors. A reliable

and handy guide for ihe use of visitors who need

correct information without being compelled to

consult a more technical or merely archieological

treatise has long been wanted. This compilation

has now been jreparcd with sympathetic know-
ledge and accurate judgment by Mr. F. 11.

Cheethara, the author of "Architectural and

Historical Notes on HaddonHall," the publishers

being Messrs. Sheiratt and Hughes, 27, St. Ann-
street, Manchester. There are over forty photo-

graphic views of Haddon Hall in the volume,

and three capitally delineated plans to scale,

besides a key plan. One of the three shows the

setting out of the gardens. We are enabled to

accompany these notes with somesamp'e pictures

from Mr. Cheetham's handy guide-book, which is

written in a graphic way wtU adapted for popular

use and yet sufliciently technical and scholarly tobe

welcomed by the architect and antiquary, while

the bibliography printed at the end of the volume

cannot fail to be exceedingly handy for oil who
arc interested in the subject. Several references

occur to our pages, and notably to the Silver Medal
drawings by Mr. Frank Bellis, printed in the

l!i ii.r)iMi News for Feb. 11 and 18 and March

11, 18«7. In April, 187"), we gave a series of

measured details of the woodwork in the building.

An elevation of the north front illustrating the

slope of the hillsidn on which the hall stand" is

included among Mr. Oieelham's plates. The
writer, after giving a capital ^ummary of Ihe

records of the place, takes the render round the

fxteiior, and through the courtyards, and then
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descriptions are given of the several apartments,
noting, by the way, many things which a casual
ohserver might otherwise overlook. Thus we are
ahle to warmly recommend this book to all who
know Haddon Hall as well as to everyone in-

tending to make its acquaintance. It is convenient
in size and excellently got up, with well-executed
photographic blocks and good type.

GLASGOW AKD WEST OF SCOTLAND
TECHNICAL COLLEGE.

THE annual meeting of the governors of this

college was held on Tuesday, Mr. W. K.
Copland presiding. Mr. Goodwin, in moving the
adoption of the annual accounts, stated that there
was a credit balance of £6,509. Through the

generosity of the contributors to the building fund
they were shortly to enter into possession of the
first section of their new building. They would
then have at their disposal classrooms and
laboratories to accommodate their 5,000 students.

A large sum would be required for furnishing and
equipping the classrooms, and it w.ia proposed
that the surplus of £6,500 should be transferred

to the equipment account. The accounts were
approved o', and the proposed transference
of the surplus of £6,500 agreed to. The chair-

man submitted the annual report. It bore
that the erection of the fire section of the new
buildings had proceeded satisfactorily. The main
structure was nearly completed, and the internal
equipment was sufficiently advanced to permit
of the occupation of a few rooms during the
session 1904-5. It was hoped that the whole of

this section would be available for the ensuing
session. The Governors regretted that it did not
seem possible to proceed immediately with the
erection of the second section, which would occupy
the site of the existing building fronting George-
street. The subscriptions to the building fund
amounted to £186,525. The cost of the first

section would be £110,000, but to this sum

was to be added an expenditure of £14,654 on
the site and on the purchase of St. Paul's

Church, which was necessary to the completion
of the building scheme. The balance re-

maining was not sufficient to justify the

commencement of the second section, which
would cost not less than £60,000. The equipment
of the first section would entail an expenditure of

£40,000. The total number of individual

students during the past session was 5,333, of

whom 489 were day students, 4,212 evening
students, and 632 pupils of Allan Glen's School.
The secretary intimated additional subscriptions

to the building fund to the amount of £1,165 ;

the building and equipment fund now stood at

£204,668.

HINTS ON THE PLANNING OF POOR-
LAW BUILDINGS.*

BOOKS treating on the above class of build-

ings are few, and architects have to content
themselves with the regulations and blue-books
issued by the Local Government Board and other
authorities, or consult buildings of the kind already

erected. This course is not always satisfac-

tory, because the rules and regulations are often

too rigid, and local conditions make it necessary

to modify the plans. Boards of guardians, as

pointed out by the author of this work, are in-

clined to be exacting in their requirements, and
to show a want of forethought in considering

only the immediate wants of the building they
propose to erect, without taking into account future

additions. Mr. AlbertC. Freeman, architect, in the

work now under notice, furnishes the architect

with several good types of casual and vagrant
buildinrjs and ajministvative buildipgs for various

classes, such as able-bodied, a;ged and infirm in-

mates, married couples, imbeciles and lukiatics.

* Hints on the Planning of Poor-Law Buildings, &c.
By AiBEBT C. Freeman, Architect. Landoo : 8t. Bride's
Press, Ltd., Bride-lane, E.C.

for sick, lying-in, and isolation wards, cottage-

homes for children, laundrj' buildings, and public
and hospital mortuaries. The preliminary re-

marks are worth attention. The author points

out the desirability of preparing designs for an
ultimate addition, so that if another architect is

called to complete the building at some future

date he may have the plans before him thought
out, and be in a better position to form an opinion
of tho original scheme, and its merits or other-

wise. Such matters as a dry soil, a constant
supply of pure water, access of light and air

;

the several classes of paupers to be accommodated
in workhousfs, separation of these classes by
the provioion of separate wards, day-rooms,
entrances, staircases, yards, lavatories, &c., the
spacing of the buildings by making the distance

between any two blocks at least twice the height
of the highest building, free circulation of air,

spacing of beds, means of escape in cases of fire,

&c., are noticed. Fireplaces, as far as possible,

should be placed centrally in the dormitories and
wards, so as not to encroach on the bed-space,
and descending flues are advocated, so as to take

up less floor-space. Double rows of beds' down
the centre in dormitories should be avoided.
Chapter II. treats of casual and vagrant build-
ings. The author refers to the attempts made to

convert the pauper. Attractive accommodation
and light labour, tramp settlements where various
trades are taught, have all been tried; but the
habitual vagrant, as the author says, who has
never done a day's work outside a casual

ward, who is bom of indolent parents, is

not readily converted to an industrial life.

In such circumstances buildings for vagrants in

connection with workhouses are made uninviting
and cheerless. They are generally detached from
the main building, with yard accommodation for

the storage of stone and lumber for labour. The
" separate cell " system is generally adopted for

this class ; but in the " associated wards " '" the
inmates sleep and have their meals in a large

ward, fitted with hammocks suspended from the
walls and ceiling, or plank-beds with 3ft. floor

space each. These wards should not be less than
18ft. wide, and provide 54ft. superficial and
540c ft. per inmate, and have suitable w.c. and
bathing accommodation, with attendants' duty-
room overlooking the ward." The labour is done
in the yard under this system. " Buildings on
the separate- cell system provide two cells for each
male—a sleeping and labour cell—and for females
one cell only." The former cells are 4ft. 6in.

wide, 36ft. super., and 360c.ft. The labour cell is

of the same width, and has 27 super, feet. The
female cells are of the same size as the male sleep-

ing cell, some of them 6ft. 9in. wide for women
with a child. A plan is given of a casual ward
building, the cells being placed on each side of

a corridor with projecting closets at one end, and
mess-room, bathroom, labour oflSce, &c., at the

other. Details are also given of the doors and
barred windows, and other fittings. Entrance
and administration buildings are next illustrated

by a good scale plan of each part. These arrange-
ments are pretty well known. Shoreham Work-
house entrance building, shown by a plan, is an
example. A porter's house and otfice, receiving

ward, inmates' clothes store, and bath are usually

provided. A plan is also given of the Ladywell
Workhouse receiving block. The administrative

building of Grove Park Workhouse is shown
by plan, and presents a good arrangement.
Able-bodied inmates are next considered. It

may be useful to give the minimum amount
of space per bed for adults in health. Wall
space in dormitories 4ft., floor space 36ft.,

cubic space 360ft. ; in dormitories for women
and children 5ft. wall space, 50tt. floor space,

and 500ft. cubic space ; infirm dormitories

the same. Wards are often arranged 36ft. wide,
with four rows of beds ; the two centre rows
divided by wood partition 4ft. high. But this

arrangement is undesirable. Ordinary wards
for two rows of beds are about 18ft. wide and
10ft. to 12ft. high. The day-rooms should have
an area for each inmate of at least 15 super, feet.

Plans are given of able-bodied inmates' wards and
workshops. Tliese are divided into two classes

—

the good and bad ; the latter are narrow, and a
corridor divides the day-rooms on each side.

Recreation yards are necessary between the
blocks. Subdivision of the classes is necessary.

The plans given of the Ladywell Workhouse are

suggestive. The aged and infirm inmates' and
married couples' day -rooms and dormitories

should be home-li';e and cheerful. The wall,

fljjor, and cubic space in dormitories for infirm
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Centre Panel of Eebedos, St. Nicholas Church, Radstock.

inmates are respectively 5ft., 50ft., and 500ft.
;

for married couples the floor space is 150ft.

These are minimum allowances.

The wards for infirm inmates are from 18ft.

to 20ft. wide and 10 to 12ft. in height, and the
day-rooms [should have a minimum area of 15

super, feet for each j-erson. Plans are furnished

of the Grove Park Workhouse pavilion on three

floors for 160 aged males. Each block or pavilion

contains three day-rooms ; one for 40 inmates,

31ft. 6in. by 17ft. Tlin., a second for 22,

23ft. 9in. by 12ft., and a" third for 18, 17ft. 7Mn.
by 15ft. Gin. A corridor on one side connects
the tnd day-rooms. There are a scullery and
attendants' room, and a projecting lavatory dis-

connected above, or two dormitories 40ft. by 18ft.

each for 20 inmates, with bath-rooms over the
lavatory. A corridor connects the various pavi-
lions with the administrative block, and from the
dormitory floors escape balconies and stairs are

provided.
Imbecile and short-period lunatics are next con-

sidered. These are accommodated in two-story
blocks, day-rooms below, with attendant, and ward
above with two rows of beds with convenience at

the end. Each has an attendant's room command-
ing a view of the ward and day-room by a small
window. The minimum apace per head for im-
becile inmates is 5ft. wall apace, 50ft. floor space,
and 500c.ft., and in day-rooms 20ft. floor space,
and 200c. ft. ; but these are not applicable to Metro-
politan workhouses. The Poor Law Board, 1X70,

adopted 850c. ft. instead of 500ft., and the floor

space should not bo less than 100 super, feet, and
1,200c. ft. for each bed. Other chapters deal
with, and furnish, plans of sick, isolation, and
lying-in wards, cottage homes for children,
public and hospital mortuaries, &c. The details

of drainage, lavatory and baths, warm-air flues,

infirmary buildings, windows and doors of sick-

wards, and other data given are valuable, and the

work will be found useful by all architects

engaged in buildings of this class.

A REPLICA OF TIIORVALDSEN'S
"LAST SUPPER."

IN our issue for April 29 last (page 614) an
article entitled " Easter Week in Copen-

hagen " appeared from the pen of Mr. Harry
Hems. Therein occurred an illustration of " The
Institution of the Lord's Supper," sculptured in

marble by Bertel Thorvaldsen, the great Scan-
dinavian sculptor (who died March 24, 1844),

which may be seen let into the wall of the vestry

upon the southern side of the chancel in the Vor
Frue Kirke at Copenhagen, and of which a plaster

cast of the original study is preserved in Thor-
valdsen's Museum in that city.

By special desire of a generous benefactor of

the ancient parish church at Radstock in Somer-
set, Jlr. (feorge Coombs, of Radstock House, the

group has just been reproduced, as shown above,

and with other work within the sanctuary was
dedicated a week or so ago. Her Majesty the

• lueen has been pleased to convey to Mr. Harry
Hems her satisfaction at the artistic manner in

which ho lias produced a replica for an ecclesi

astical edifice in this country of one of the groat

Dane's masterpieces.

THREE NEW OLASGOW HOSPITALS.

TIIRKE new hospitals erected for the Glasgow
farish Council, at Stobhill, Duke-street,

and I l.ikbank, were formally opened on Friday.

The new buildings have been in course of

erection for a period of nearly four years. The
aim of the parish council in entering upon the

scheme is to treat the tick and infirm poor
separately from the ordinary poorhouse inmates.

The new buildings represent an outlay of clofe

upon half a million sterling. Of this sum £299,836
represents the cost of the buildings at Stobhil),

exclusive of £8,300 paid for the site, which
extends over 54 acres. The Stobhill Hospital

will be used for accommodating the infirmary

poor and for children. It has accommodation
for 1,600 inmates in addition to the nurses and
servants. The blocks containing the fourteer

medical and surgical wards are two stories in

height. The wards have each accommodation
for twenty -six beds, with a side room for one or

two patients. There are also four two-story

blocks for the aged and infirm, similarly arranged
in wards. The isolation quarters comprise three

blocks, of which one is retained for administration

purposes. They contain four wards, each with

four beds. In the children's section there are

thirteen two-story blocks, with a school and a

block to accommodate 100 children likely to be in

residence for only a short time. Other depart-

ments inchido the admission-block, the doctor's

ho\i8i\ and the nurses' home, the latter facing

Springburn I'ark, and consisting of dining-room,
recreation - room, kitchen, matron's business-

room, sitting-room, 20 bed-sitting-rooms, and
150 bedrooms. The oflicial block comprises

board-room, doctor's room, laboratory, dispen-

sary, porter's room, clerk's room, waiting-room,

matron's room, &c., while on tho upper floor are

a dining-room and sitting-room, and four bed-

rooms for assistant doctors. Tho humdry is

fitted with boilers to generate tho steam for

heating and other purposes ; and in this building

are placed the dynamos for the electric light

supply. The mortuary is on the east side. Ton
houses of four rooms and kitchen, and a similar

number with three rooms and kitchen, ha'vo been
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provided for workmen. The buildings are of

brick, with stone lintels and sills, all the corners
and intersections of walls being rounded.
The Eastern District Hospital in Duke-street

has entailed a cost of £63.29Q, in addition to

£U,7J0 paid for the site. There ia accommoda-
tion in it for 200 patients, while provision has
also been made for the treatment of about 50
mental cases, bringing the total up to 250. There
are, besides the wards for medical, surgical, skin,

and maternity cases, wards for probationary and
isolation cases, operating theatre, mortuary, post-

mortem room, and pathological laboratory, with
an administrative block aLd accommodation for

30 nurses, and 1 2 other members of the staff. In
the arrangement of the buildings various novel
features have been introduced, some of them
being suggested by modem German hospitals.

One of these ia the radiating of wards from a
common centre, with a view, on account of the
restricted amount of ground at the architect's dis-

posal, to economise in the space occupied by
corridors and staircases, while providing ample
light and air for the wards.
The 'Westem District Hospital at Oakbank,

Garscube ToU, comprises eight blocks, providing
ward accommodation for 200 patients. The cost

of the buildings is £66,490, with £5,040 for the
site. The accommodation includes an adminis-
trative block, surgical pavilion, maternity and
skin pavilion, laundry, receiving block, medical
pavilion, and nurses' home. The furnishing is

of the simplest and plainest description.

After the opening of the hospitals the members
of the Glasgow I'arish Council drove to Woodilee
Lunatic Asylum, where a new nurses' home was
opened. Provision is made in the home for 1 10

beds, with ample recreation and sitting-room
accommodation. The building, together with a
new pathological laboratory adjoining, has been
trected at a cost of £17,398.

as above described givis a greatly-increased
flushing power. The air escape pipe, being of

small diameter, can be let into the wall or incased
in wood, and the whole arrangement is of much
neater appearance than that at present in use.

Mr. J. P. D mglas, Milbum-street, Workington,
is the patentee.

AN IMPRO^^D PATENT SIPHON
CISTERN.

THE action of this cistern is as follows : The
water is admitted by a ball-tap arrangement

in the usual manner. The water, in filliog the
cistern, imprisons and compresses to a certain

ex'.ent the air in the air bell D. The imprisoned

REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAMS.

PROFESSOR F. E. TURNEAURE, the Deat
of Wisconsin University, has described to

the American Society for Testing Materials a
series of experiments he has made on reinforced

conciete beams. One of the most interesting

features of these tests relites to their manipulation
in order to detect the earliest cracks in a beam.
For this purpose the load is so applied that the
upper surface of the beam is in tension, and the
concrete is kept moist. The moisture indicates
the presence of an incipient crack before it can
be detected otherwise, for the appearance of a
crack is foretold by a narrow wet streak which
later becomes a dark hi'r-Iike crack. Eventually
the beam falls apart at the water mark. As a
result of this delicate indication of cracking, Pio-
fessor Turneaure is able to place the elongation
of the concrete at the time of the first visible

'cracks at 00035, a much smaller figure than
1 that given by previous observers. As a result of
this, it further seems that rupture really begins
with about the same elongation irrespective of
the presence of steel reinforcement in a beam.
With plain concrete failure occurs at once, while
with reinforced concrete failure is very slow, or,

to quote Professor Turneaure, " the steel develops
the full extensibility of a non-homogenous ma-
terial that otherwise would have an extension
corresponding to the weakest section." During
the tests the neutral axis lies at first very near the
centre of the steel or concrete beam, but as the
cracks develop it gradually moves nearer to the
comprtssion side.

Great pains were taken to ascertain in these
tests the ultimate moments of resistance of the
beams, as compared with the resulting stress on
the steel as determined by calculation. It was
shown that the fuU elastic limit strength of the
Johnson and the Thacher bars was developed,
and probably of one or more of the Ransome bars.

A—THE Cistern.
D—The Syphon.
C—Trapped Inlet leadino to syphon.
r>— Air Bell.
E—Water Supply.
F—Water Supply Valve
G—AIR Escape Pipe.

H—AIR Escape Valve.

air prevents the water from rising to the level of
the siphon-inlet contained in the air-bell. To
empty the cistern, the air escape-valve or push is

pressed. This releases the air from the air-

chamber, and the atmospheric pressure on the
water in the cistern at once forces the water up
to the level of the siphon-inlet inclosed in air-
bell. The water rushes down the outlet-pipe,
and the suction so caused brings the main siphon
B into play. A double siphonic action is thus
secured, and the consequent increased pressure
gives a powerful and complete flush.
The advantages claimed for the cistern are

:

The cistern cannot overflow. The absence of the
chain-pull, with its heavy-weighted lever and
consequent wear and tear, reduces the cost of
maintenance and repairs to a minimum. The
parts, being stationary, can all be made of non-
corrosive metal. The cistern is absolutely noiseless
in action. The double siphonic action obtained

but that in the other cases failure occurred before

the elastic limit was reached. The stresses in

the bars as calculated, which cannot be greatly in

error, were in nearly every case much higher than
would be deduced from the observed elongations

of the steel as given in the diagrams, using the

usual modulus of elasticity. Thus, in the case of

beam 12, the elongation at rupture was 000115.
Assuming a value of elongation of 29,000,0001h.,

the stress would be 33,0001b. per square inch,

whereas the calculations from the actual moment
give a stress of 53,0001b. There must have been
a large initial tension in the rods, which of course

would not be indicated by the exten^ometer
readings. In but a few cases was the failure free

from the influence of shearing stresses, the

rupture usually occurring outside the load and
on a diagonal line. In a few cases, after the

cracks had opened up well, the concrete failed in

compression. The maximum compressive stress

in the concrete, calculated on the assumption of

a parabolic law, ranged from 2,1001b. per square
inch for the weakest beam to 3,0001b. per square
inch for the strongest.

I ^^
OBITUARY.

The death of Mr. John Robertson, late factor

on the Duke of Atholl's estates, took place on
Sunday at his residence, Balmacniel, Perthshire.

Mr. Robertson was born at Fosa in 1827, and was
trained as a land surveyor and civil engineer. He
gave valuable services in the latter capacity to the

late Mr. Willet, C.E., Aberdeen; Messrs. Lock
and Errington, C.E., London ; and Mr. Joseph
Mitchell, eneineer for the Highland Railway
Company. Mr. Robertson carried out many im-
portant engineering works in his earlier life.

Under Mr. Mitchell, he had charge of the laying

off and construction of the Highland Railway
from Dunkeld to the county march with Inver-

ness-fhire, and he carried the railway through
the Pass of Killiecrankie and by the high-level

bridge of one arch over both the River Garry
and the public road bridge at Struan. It was
while carrying out these railway works against

the determined opposition of the late Duke of

AthoU that his Grace became so much impressed

by his ability and devotion to duty, that he
offered him the factorship of his estates, which
he eventually accepted and held for 40 years.

He was a J.P. for the county of Perth, and on
many of the county district and parish boards

his practical views carried much weight. Mr.
Robertson was largely employed in important

valuation and arbitration cases under the Lands
Clauses Acts and otherwise.

CHIPS.
The syllabus of the day and evening classes at

the architectural school of King's College, London,
has just been issued. The Michaelmas term begins

on Wednesday, Ojt. 5. Mr. R. Eleey Smith,
A.B.I.B.A., is the professor, and Messrs. Arthur
Stratten, A. R.I.6.A., and James Bartlett, M.S.A.,
are the lecturers, with Mr. Ronald F. Jones, H.A.,
as assistant lecturer. The full course for matricu-
lated students extends over three years.

The aisles and porch completing the church of

St. Matthew, Newcastle-on-Tyne, first dedicated

in June, 1880, by Dr. Liffhtfoot, then Bishop of the
undivided Diocese of Durham, and built from
designs by the late Mr. R. J. Johnson, of Newcastle,
were dedicated on Wednesday by the Bishop of

Newcastle, Dr. A. T. Lloyd.

The death took place at Neweastle-under-Lyme
on Tuesday night of Mr. Edmund Wedgwood, the

well-known TunstaU potter. Mr. Wedgwood, who
was sixty-four years old, succeeded his father, the

late Enoch Wedgwood, as manufacturer of high-
class earthenware at the Pinnox and Unicom
Works, Tunstall, but had for the last fourteen

years carried on business at the new factory at

Brownhills.

Messrs. Wm. Potts and Sons, clock manufacturers,

of Leeds and Newcastle-on-Tjne, have just com-
pleted a large illuminated turret clock showing the
time upon four Oft. external dials, with all Lord
Grimthorpe's latest improvements inserted, at the
new Seacroft joint isolation hospital, about three

miles from Leeds.

An influentially signed memorial is to be pre-

sented to the Newcastle City Council asking that

steps be taken to have included in the Armstrong
and Heaton parks the 18 45 acres of land and that

portion of the Ouseburn which lies between Benton
Bank and Jesmond Vale. Here, the memorialists

point out, there is a naturally and beautiful wooded
slope, while the land adjoining the burn is at present

only used for grazing cattle and as market gardens.

Mr. Thomas Nicholson Baker, of 50, Southfield-

road, Middlesbrough, sanitary engineer, who died on
May 6 last, left estate valued at £9,851 gross, and
£9,297 net.

The Canford Cliffs Hotel, Branksome Park, near
Bournemouth, was opened on Saturday. It is in

the style of the 1 7th century, and the chief rooms
are lined with oak panelling.

Mr. Harry Hems, of Exeter, recently required the
skeleton of a tall, well set-up man for his studios.

There did not, however, happen to be a suitable

one on the market at the moment he wanted it

either in this country or in France. The principal

purveyor of human bones in Paris informed the
sculptor that there was a likely subject lying very
ill in the Hotel Dieu, a tall, young cuirassier, then
in a rapid decline, and not expected to live more
than a few weeks. Mr. Hems closed with the offer

while the man was still alive; paid his twelve
guineas down, and in less than six weeks had the
tknleton of the French cavalryman set up in his

studio.
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(Our Illustrati0us.

VICTORIA rAVILIOX, llAMSGATE.

This buildins;, which was opened hy Her Royal

Highness, Princess Louise, Duchess of Argyll,

on June 29, has been erected by the Corporation

to meet the needs of the visitors. Its principal

features are a large concert-hall capable of accom-
modating 2,000 people, ample public shelter,

refreshment and other rooms, with a roof promen-

natural appearance. Attention must also be

called to the large figures surmounting the

whole. These were cast from the moulds of

Mr. Sands, and are from three to four

times life-size. Messrs. B. Ward and Co.

certainly deserve all credit for having turned

out such massive figures so successfully.

The staircases are concrete lined with Messrs.

Wards' special composition lining, which can be

made to represent coloured granite or Spa, and, as

in this instance, a most excellentimitation of Hop-
ton Wood, having a very hard surface which takes

the polish equally, if not excelling, the natural

stone. The mosaic paving is a good example of

plain white Terrazzo. The surrounding piazza is

paved with Wards' 2in. paving with plain

surface. The woodblock flooring is laid on the

well-known Charteris and Longley patent per-

fected system, the reputation of which is still

maintained in the bands of its new proprietors.

The whole of this work was carried out and fixed

by Messrs. B. Ward and Co. in five months, and,

considering the innumerable models and patterns

which had to be submitted for the approval of

such a careful master of detail as the architect,

Mr. Adshead, the resultwill be readily appreciated

by the profession, particularly when it is

remembered how handicapped all building opera-

tions were during the early spring by bad

weather. Mr. Minter, of Westminster and

Putney, was the general contractor. Mr.

Stanley B. Adshead is the architect.

ALEXANDHA I'ARK COLLEGE, MANCHESTER.

This plate represents Mr. H. Ascough Chapman's
design submitted in the recent competition for

these educational buildings at Manchester, which

are now in course of erection from the plans of

Mr. F. W. Dixon, of that city.

ST. Catherine's chapel, walsisgham, noriolk.

This workmanlike elevation has the advantage of

having been executed on the spot by Mr. F. C.

Mears, and it formed one of the series of his

R.I.B.A. Pugin's Travelling Studentship draw-

with the usual waiting and consulting rooms,
dispensary, lecture theatre, laboratories, and
secretary's offices and residence. The drawing
illustrated was exhibited at this year's Royal
Academy. The architects are Messrs. Treadwell
and Martin, of 2, Waterloo-place, Pall Mall, S.W,

MODERN' GERMAN CRArT3:«ANSHIP.

These pieces of Cabinetwork are in the latest

mode of decorative design in vogue in Vienna,
and have been executed under the direction of

Mr. Jan Kotera, architect, who has quite a school

of pupils and imitators. A year or so ago
Messrs. Anton Schroll and Co., of Vienna, pub-
lished a volume of his sketches and studies, with
some photographs of buildings, metalwork, and
furniture. The selections here printed represent

a few typical specimens, including an Angle Cup-
board, some Chairs, and three Clockcases. All

these pieces are inlaid, or have metal attach-

ments, which add to their novelty.

VICTORIA STATION SCREEN WALL, IIUCKINGHAM
I'ALACE ROAD, S.W.

On September 2 we published a perspective view
and gave a description of the new station faijade

and hotel which is in course of erection by the
London, Brighton, and South Coast Railway
Company, under the supervision of their engineer,

Mr. Charles L. Morgan, M.Inst.C.E. To-day
we give the detailed elevations of the great screen-

wall which forms so conspicuous a feature of the
station improvements in the Buckingham Palace-
road, enclosing the vast area acquired for

enlarging the lines and approach to this great

West-end terminus. The work is in Portland
stone and red brick. The composition is hand-
some, being dignified and broadly handled, with
bold and refined architectural detaU.

Tlie Board of Agriculture and Fisheries has re-
ceived, for the benefit of the dean and chapter of
the cathedral church of Christ, Oxford, a cheque
for £10,350 from the Harrow Town Council, on
completion of purchase of 34i acres of laud,

tiXAL VKtOKIA RAi/IUON

:...'....f

ade 370ft. long, extending all round the concert-
hall. In style it is an adaptation of the Louis
-WI. and Adams periods. Externally it is a
Portland cement finished building, with zinc
roofs. The illustrations represent the vestibule
and principal entrance. Messrs. B. Ward and
Co., Ltd., have carried out the whole of the
artificial stone front, the concrete staircases with
decorative lining to represent Hopton Wood, the
Terrazzo mosaic paving, the paving to the
Piazza, and the wood-block (looring in the
interior. As will be seen, there is a large amount
of decoration, often with elaborate and intricate
detail. Tlie excellence of the work is proved by
the sharp arris of the ashlar work and general
clean-cut appearance of the whole of the decora-
tive work, which could hardly be excelled by
actual carving. The colour of the work is

particularly good, giving the whole a most

ings. The notes on the sheet afford many points

of useful information, making a capital record of

one of the most beautiful examples of English

Oothio work to be found throughout a rich

district of East Anglia. The detail is admirable,

and the general design is sturdy, as well as some-
what elaborate, a fine sample of snap flint work
and bold masonry.

6T. John's hospital, Leicester sqcare.

This building is to be erected on the site of the

existing Skin Hospital in Leicester-square, the

demolition of which has commenced, and im-
mediately adjoins the promises of Meesrs. Grant
Richards, erected from the designs of the same
arihitects. The ground-floor front is to be faced

with fine axed grey granite ; the upper part with

Monk's Park Bath stone. The building is to bo

used entirely as an " out " patients' department,

situated in Roxeth, Middlesex, belonging to the

college. Notwithstanding the opposition of the

head master of Harrow School and of the command-
ing officer of the r>th Middlesex Volunteer Rifles,

the liOCal (Jovernment Board sanctioned the acqui-

sition of the additional land by the sanitary

authority for drainage purposes.

Mr. Walter ItowlauJs Ingram, sculptor, of

Maryleboue- road, and brother of the late Dean of

Peterborough, whose memorial he executed for that

cathedral, who died intestate on Juiy 21, 1903, left

property of the gross value of £4,031, and net

personalty amounting to i'3,'.)01.

The extension work of the Nagasaki Waterworks,

which was taken in liand in July, I'.IJO, has recently

been completed. The work includes six filter-beds,

each Ildft. long and 112tt. in width, as well as a

liistributiou pond, measuring 2'.RIft. in length and

13ft. in depth. The total cost amounted to

£150,753.
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ButlMng 3Intclligtnct

Bristol.—The reconstruction of the premises
of Messrs. E. S. and A. Robinson, Ltd., on the
comer of Victoria-street and Redcliff-street,

which were destroyed by fire on April 1, 1903, is

now complete. The task of rebuildins: has been
carried out by Messrs. W. Gowlin and Son, of
Bristol, and Messrs. Oatley and Lawrence, also of
Bristol, prepared the plans for the restoration.
The exterior differs but little in appearance from
the previous building. The tower on the comer
has been retained, but the upper part is of new
design. The premises have been extended on
the Redcliff-street side, and the opportunity
lias been seized to improve the interior.

A grand staircase leads from the centre of the
ground floor to the five different floors above.
The panelling, balustrade, and handrail are of

teak. The staircase itself is fireproof, and the
steps have non-slipping treads. In the tower on
the first story is the boardroom, which contains
an interesting freestone fireplace, removed from
!No. 3, Redcliff-street, bearing the inscription
" Second Month, 1666." Here also is a marble
bust of the late Mr. E. S. Robinson, which escaped
injury during the fire. Automatic fire extin-
guishing sprinklers are everywhere in evidence,
and the electric light is the artificial illuminant.

Dunfermline. — St. Leonard's Established
Church, which is connected with the Abbey
Church, was dedicated on Saturday by the Presby-
tery of Dunfermline. The church, which has
been erected by the trustees of the late Mr.
William M'Laren, who left funds for the pur-
pose, consists of a nave with two side aisles, the
northern of which also contains a gallery and
transept for choir and organ. The east end of
the nave opens into a semicircular-vaulted apse,
which contains an oak carved communion-table
and ministers' seats. The pulpit is also of oak.
The walls of the interior are finished in stone, and
the roofs are open to the ridge. The whole work
has been designed in a simple pre-Norman style,

the chief feature of the exterior being a tall

round tower finished with a conical roof at a
height of 100ft. Accommodation is provided for
about 720 worshippers. The cost has been about
£5,000. The architect was Mr. P. Macgregor
Chalmers, Glasgow.

Stcnehouse, Devoxport. — St. Matthew's
church, Stonehouse, was reopened on Sunday,
after having been closed for six weeks for interior

structural alteration and embellishment, mainly
undertaken with a view to improving the acoustic
properties of the sacred edifice. Mr. F. A.
Wiblin, architect, of Westwell-street, Plymouth,
and surveyor to the Stonehouse Urban District

Council, planned the scheme which has been
carried out by Messrs. J. H. Blackwell and Son,
builders, of Plymouth and Stonehouse. Thechancel
has been increased in length, and the front is

finished with raised steps, surmounted by a
polished moulded teak chancel rail supported on
iron standards of geometrical pattern.

The memorial stained-glasa window presented by
the Hon. Sir Langdon Bonython, member of the
Austrahan Commonwealth Parliament, to the
church at Cury, Cornwall, was unveiled by the Rev.
Sir Vyell Vyvyan, Bart., on Friday afternoon.
The window is from a design by Mr. Selwyn
Image,

The memorial which has been erected in the
south transept of York Minster to the officers,

non-commissioned officers, and privates of the Ist

Battalion Duke of Wellington's West Riding Regi-
ment who were killed or died from wounds and
disease during the South African campaign was
unveiled on Tuesday by Lieut.-General Sir Thomas
Eelly Kenny, G.C.B. The monument has been
designed by Mr. G. F. Bodley, R.A., and occupies
a position on the west wall of the south transept,
close to other memorials of the regiment. It is of
white marble, with a central tablet of brass con-
taining the names of the fallen, flanked on each
side with a bronze figure of a khaki-clad warrior.
Above the names on the braeswork is a decorative
representation of the white rose of York, and on
the wall above the memorial are representations in
brass and black enamel of the two badges of the
regiment.

Mr. Samuel Ellis, timber merchant, of Grimsby,
died on Saturday, at the age of 76. The deceased,
who was a borough magistrate and member of the
board of guardians, founded the Weilsby Alms-
houses Trust, which provides some 70 homes for as
many widows with large families.

—-»-•

—

New Railways between Acton and Neasden
AND WvcoMKE.—A group of railways is in course
of construction in Middlesex and Bucks, repre-
senting both separate and joint undertakings on
the part of the Great Western and Great Central
Railway Companies. To the former company it

will provide a more direct route to Oxford and
Birmingham, and to the latter a route to Ayles-
bury independent of the Metropolitan Company,
and affording facilities for developing short-
distance traffic in the neighbourhood of London.
The system under construction, says a Times
correspondent, embraces the following lines:—
Acton to High "Wycombe, Neasden to Northolt
Junction, and Princes Risborough to Grendon
Underwood. The Acton and High Wycombe
railway, which branches off in a northerly direc-
tion from the Great Western main line at a
junction 3j miles from Paddington, is divided
into two parts. The first section, extending to
Northolt Junction, is 6| miles in length, and
belongs to the Great Western Company abso-
lutely ; and the second, from Northolt to High
Wycombe, sixteen miles in length, is the pro-
perty of both the Great Western and Great
Central Companies. On the Great Western
section there are stations at Park Royal, for the
showground of the Royal Agricultural Society,
and Greenford, while others will probably be
built at North Acton, Perivale, and Ballot-Box-
road. On the London side of Greenford there
begins a branch line to a triangle junction
between West Ealing and Hanwell stations on
the old main line. The loop is '2h miles long,
and enables a circular suburban service to be run
from Paddington. The chief engineering fea-
tures on this section, including the loop-line, are
two five-arch brick viaducts across the vaUey of
the Brent, and a bow-strung lattice girder bridge
of 98ft. span over the Paddington Canal, which
is crossed just beyond Greenford Station. The
company's land near Park Royal Station is the
site for the electrical generating station which
wiU be needed for the electrical operation of the
suburban trains making use of the electrified
" Inner Circle" via Bishop's-road Station. These
works have been begun. Northolt Junction is

lOj miles from Paddington, and the line from
Neasden hither is a purely Great Central under-
taldng, and six miles long. Starting from the
Neasden goods yards five miles from Marylebone,
the line, after skirting Wembley Park, enters a
cutting in London clay, 70ft. deep in the middle,
devised by Mr. C. A. Rowlaudson, the engineer-
in-chief of the Great Central Railway. The re-
taining walls, 35ft. in height, are being built in
narrow trenches pending the excavation of the
second half of the work. On emerging from
this cutting the line crosses over the four tracks
of the London and North-Western main line
north of Sudbury Station by means of a lattice-
girder bridge of 99ft. span, and then makes
towards the Sudbury-hill Station of the District
Company's electric line to South Harrow, where,
at eight miles from Marylebone, there will be a
station — Harrow-road. A quarter of a mile
beyond the line passes under that of the District
in a " cut and cover " tunnel 200 yards in length.
Traversing the outskirts of Roxeth there will be
Greenford-road Station, and at Northolt there is

a "flying" junction with the line from Acton.
Northolt Junction (no station) is 11| mUes from
Marylebone. The joint railway on to High
Wycombe is in the hands of Great Western
engineers. At llj miles from Paddington the
line passes over the Metropolitan- District electric

line from South Harrow to Uxbridge, and at 12
miles is Ruislip Station, situated half-way between
the villages of Ruislip and Ickenham. Before
reaching Denham, 14J miles, the Grand Junction
Canal is crossed by a viaduct 220 yards in length,
and at ISJ and 11 miles occur Uxbridge east

and west junctions respectively, forming a
triangle with a new Great Western Uue to
X'xbridge. This branch, three miles long, skirts

the town of Uxbridge on the west, and joins the
existing line from Uxbridge to West Drayton in
Uxbridge goods-yard. By means of this loop
yet another circular suburban service from Pad-
dington will be available. There will be a new
station at Uxbridge at the bottom of the High-
street. At lih mUes there is a flve-arch brick
viaduct, 250 yards long, over the River Colne.
Two miles beyond Denham Station there are two
brick viaducts, a quarter of a mile apart, crossing
the River Misbourue and the high road to

Amersham respectively. Each consists of five

arches, and is GOtt. in height to the rail level.

After crossing the Misbourne valley the line enters

a cutting of one mile long and i5it. deep. In this

cutting, at 17^ miles, is Gerrard's Cross Station,

and the historically interesting villages of Chalfont
St. Peter's and Chalfont St. Giles. The next
station is Beaconsfield, 21| miles, likewise in a
cutting. On the remaining five miles to Wycombe
there are several short but heavy banks and
cuttings, and a tunnel, 350 yards long, through
ChUtern Hills. Both the Acton and High
Wycombe and the Neasden and Northolt rail-

ways are being constructed to accommodate a

four-track road, whenever the increase of traffic

may demand two additional lines. However, only
one viaduct—viz., that across the Colne—is being
constructed to four-track width. In certain places,

notably from Neasden to Harrow-road and from
Northolt junction to Ruislip, four lines of way will

be at once laid. In the neighbourhood of Ruislip

also, track water-troughs will be furnished. With
the exception of Park Royal, all stations are

designed on the double-platform four-track

pattern. The permanent way will consist

throughout of 97jlb. steel rails ; and to insure

fast and smooth running the radii of curves,

except at loops and junctions, are never sharper

than a mile, and the gradients have been kept as

flat as possible. The station at High Wycombe
is being entirely rebuilt, and the line on to

Princes Risborough, 8| miles long, is being
doubled and the gradients and curves remodelled.

The existing Great Western single line from
Princes Risborough through Thame to Oxford

—

or rather to its j unction with the line from Didcot

{2{ miles touth from Oxford)—is 18| mUes long.

The work of doubling and otherwise improving
this line has not yet been begun. When carried

out, the principal route to Oxford, and all the

stations north and west thereof, will be 7j miles

shorter than the present one via Reading and
Didcot. A new double-track railway is being
constructed from Princes Risborough to Grendon
Underwood. This is the joint property of the

Great Western and Great Central Railways. The
line is 15 miles 25 chains in length, and the

junction with the existing main line of the Great
Central Railway in the parish of Grendon Under-
wood is about halfway between Quainton-road
and Calvert stations. The latter now is the first

Great Central station proper, and is distant from
Marylebone 48J miles. There will be at least

three intermediate stations—namely, Haddenham
(nine miles from Princes Risborough), Wootton
Park (where the steam tramway from Quainton-
road to Brill is crossed), and Akeman-street
(called after the old Roman road). The distance

from Marylebone to Grendon Underwood via

Northolt and High Wycombe will be SIJ miles,

whereas the existing journey via Aylesbury is

46| miles ; but the congested Metropolitan system,

with its awkward curves and gradients, will be
altogether avoided.

CHIPS.
The Heaton and Byker Branch premises of the

Newcastle Savings Bank was formally opened by
Sir Walter Plummer, MP., on Thursday in last

week. Mr. Stephen Piper, of Newcastle, is the
architect, and Mr. E. T. George is the contractor.
The pubhc clock installed in the tower of the
premises was made by Messrs. W. Potts and Sons,

of Newcastle and Leeds.

The urban district council of Newport, Salop,
having applied to the Local Government Board for

sanction to borrow £1,500 for purposes of sewerage
and sewage disposal, on Wednesday week Mr. E. A.
Sandford Fawcett, M.Iust.C.E., the inspector ap-
pointed by the Local Government Board, held an
inquiry at the town-hall. Mr. Wyatt, engineer,
explained the proposals, to which there was no
opposition.

The memorial to the officers and men of the
Queen's (Royal West Surrey) Regiment who were
killed in South Africa, or died there during the
war, is to be unveiled at Guildford on Saturday,
October 1.

The Right Rev. Dr. Ilsley, Roman Catholic
Bishop of Birmingham, performed, on Friday, the
ceremony of blessing and inaugurating St. Paul's
Convent, Bloxwich, Walsall. The institution is in

connection with the community known as the
Sisters of St. Paul, of Cliartres. The action of the
French Government has led the Chartres Sisters to
seek shelter in England, and an estate of about
twenty acres has been purchased at Wallington
Heath, Bloxwich, an old-fashioned manor-house
being converted into a convent and provisionally
into a boarding and day school.
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OOUFSTITIONS.
EccLES, Lancs.—The Eoclea Eiacation Com-

miltee resolved on Monday to erect a permanent
school at the junction of Beech-street and
Atherton- street, Winton, to accomaiodate 1,100
children. They also decided that three premiums
of £30, £20, and £10 be offered to architects for

the best competitive designs. Pending the
erection of the new building, it was resolved to

erect a temporary building on the site to

accommodate 350 infants.

WHiTEiiAVE>f.— The following are the names
and addresses of the successful competitors for the
Carnegie Public Library competition:— First

award, Greig Fairbaim and Macniven, 31, York-
place, Edinburgh ; second award, W. A. Mellon,
City Chambers, York ; third award, C. E.
Hutchinson, U, John-street, Bedford-row, W.C.
The designs are on view in the town-hall,
Whitehaven, to-day and to-morrow.

PBOFESSIONAI. AND TBADE
SOCIETIES.

The Society of Architects.—The following

is tho house list of nominations for otEces and
councU for the session 1904-5 :—President,
Walter W. Thomas,* Liverpool ; vice-presidents,

A. E. Pridmore* and (i, Gard Pye *; hon. seere-

I

tary, Ellis Marsland *; hon. corresponding
' secretary, W. R. Mallett •; councillors, S. Bart-
' lett, F.R.I.B.A., G. E. Bond,* of Ro.ihester,

I

F. W. ChanceUor, M.A.,» of Chelmsford, C.

Cole,* of Exeter, A. Curry,* of Jersey, J. W.
Frazer, A.R.I.B.A.,* of Newcastle, J. C.

Jackson,* H. Knight,* F. W. Macey,* D.
Morgan, F.R.I.B.A.,* of Cardifi, T. S. Price, of

Birmingham, T. F. Tickner, of Coventry, and
R. V. Vallance,* F.R.I.B.A.; hon. treasurer,

B. R. Tucker,* hon. librarian, R. G. Bare. (An
asterisk [*] denotes that the member nominated
now holds a similar office.)

Mr. John Elwaris has been appointed inspector
of nuisances and surveyor to the Djlgelly Rural
District Council.

Mr. Robert Agoew, Local Government Board
inspector, has held in the workhouse, Antrim, a
local inquiry into the petition of the Antrim Rural
District Council praying for a provisional order of a
second scheme under the Latraurers (Ireland) Acta
which they made in respect of eleven electoral
divisions of the district for the erection of forty
labourers' cottages.

A Congregational church, seated in nave and
galleries for 800 persons, is about to be built in
Mitcham-lane, Tooting, from plans by Messrs.
Gordon and Gunton. The cost will be about
£5,500, and the builders are Messrs. Castle and
Son, of Clapton.

The new bridge which is to connect Small Heath
and Sparkbrook will be formally opened to the
public by the Lord Mayor of Birmingham (Alder-
man Sir Hallewell Rogers) in October.

In an application under the Workmen's Com-
pensation Act at Lancaster County-court, on Friday,
Judge Coventry decided that a workman injured
while removing goods for his employer from a rail-
way waggon was not entitled to compensation, as
the accident must happen on the works of the em-
ployer, and the railway goods station could not be
shown to be in the joint occupation of the firm in
question, Mfssrs. Blackwell, of London, contractors
tor the Lancaster electric tramways extension.

A window has been erected in memory of John
and Anne Eliza Morris, of Doffoooker, in the Wes-
leyan Church, Dalph Hill, Bolton. The window is

a single-figure light with surrounding canopy work,
and is from the Studio, Smethwick, where Mt. Thos.
William Camm carries on this craft.

New council schools were opened on Saturday at
Burradon Colliery by Mr. C. P. Trevelyan, M.P.
The schools, which have been erected at a cost of
over £9,000, are on the central hall principle, and
provide accommodation for 750 boys and girls.

Three classrooms are placed on the west side of the
hall ; while two long corridors run at right angles
to the hall, and from these are entered seven other
classrooms, including cookery-rooms, teachers'

-

room, cloakroom, and lavatories. The building
has been designed by Mr. W. Badlington, architect,
of 23, Eldon-square, Newcastle-on-Tyne, while the
contract has been executed by Mr. Amos Gray.
The schools are to be furnished with pitch-pine
desks and cupboards by the North of England
School Furnishing Co., of Newcastle.

At Catford, S.E., a new Roman Catholic Church,
dedicated to St. Cross, was dedicated on the Hth
inst. It is a plain, unpretentious structure, built
from plans by the late Mr. F. W. Tasker, and is the
gift of an anonymous lady.

Mr.Francis Blennerhassett Walker, M.I.C.E , of
Castlemaine, Co. Kerry, late consulting engineer
to the Madras Government, died at his residence in
Cheltenham on the Hth inst., in the 67th year of his
age.

Mr. Percy Francis, assistant surveyor to the
Atcham Rural District Council, has been appointed
as surveyor to the Wem Rural District Council.

The Mayor of Woolwich, on Saturday, received
an ofKoial mtimation that the Local Government
Bmrd will sanction a loan of £10,000 for the
establishment of public baths at Plumstead.

The town-hall and Carnegie hbrary, erected on
a commandmg site in Glebe Public Park, Bo'cess,
N.B., were formally opened on Wednesday week.
The buildings are placed aide by side, the town -hall,
which 18 equal in height to the two floors of the
library, being seated in area and gallery for 1,100
persons. Mr. Geo. Washington Browne, of E Jin-
burgh, was the architect, and the outlay has been
X 1^,000.

CHIPS.
The Roman Catholic Church of St. John the

Evangelistat Heron's Ghyll, midway between Crow-
borough and Uckfield, was consecrated on the Hth
inst. The architect is Mr. F. W. Walters, F.S.A.,
of Westminster.

The Chertsey Rural District Council have re-
solved to apply for a loan of £24,000 to carry out a
scheme prepared by Messrs. Elliott and Brown, of
Nottingham, for the sewerage and sewage disposal
of Horsell, Surrey.

The Springfield branch of the Industrial Co-
operative Society in Ipswich was opened last week
at the comer of Bramford-lane and Surbiton-road.
The building is a block in red brick, comprising in
the front a grocery and butcher's shop. There are
underground cellars, and warehouse accommoda-
tion. Mr. S. Skerritt was the builder, and Messrs.
Eades and Johns, also of Ipswich, were the archi-

tects. The contract price was close upon £1,700,
and the price of the land £210.

A new technical school, built at a cost of over
£6,000, was opened on Saturday afternoon at
Tyldesley.

A collection of Egyptian relics has been offered to
Burnley Corporation for the art gallery and museum
at Towneley Hall, by Mrs. Holden, of Re^dley.
The relics were collected by her brother, the late

Colonel Holden.

The Middlesex County Council have adopted two
schemes of electric tramways and road widenings
prepared by their county surveyor, Mr. H. T.
Wakelam, M.I.C.E., and are inviting tenders for
the works. One proposal is for a line of double track
with contingent works uf road widenings, to be
laid along Station-road and Buckingham-road in

the urban district of Wood Green. The line will
have a total length of about 4 furlongs S chains.
The other is also for a Une of double track and con-
tingent works of road widenings, to be laid along
High-street, Harlesden, and Harrow-road, in the
urban districts of Wdlesden and Wembley. The
line will have a total length of about 1 mile 3 fur-
longs 5 chains.

Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Man-
chester, have just supplied their patent Manchester
stoves, with descending smoke-flues, to the exten-
sions at the union inflrmary, Keighley.

The new technical school at Haslingden, which
has cost over £8,000, was opened on Saturday by
Sir Henry F. Hibbert, chairman of the Technical
Instruction Committee of the Lancashire County
Council. The new building will accommodate 600
students.

Messrs. D. W. Langlon and Company's timber
mills, St. Peter's- street, Maidstone, were destroyed
by fire on Sunday night, the loss being about
£10,000. The main buildings were burned out in

about halt an hour. Huge stacks of creosoted
timber caught fire, and burned all through the
night.

At a special meeting of the Faculty of Engineer-
ing, Liverpool University, held on the 16th inst.,

Mr. G. E. Piper, A.R.C.Sc. (Dublin), a former
student of Plymouth Technical Schools, was
appointed demonstrator in applied mechanics and
engineering design.

I The design of Messrs. J. D. Webster and Son,

I

architects, Sheffield, has been adopted for the
memorial to be erected in the Sheffield parish
churchyard to the officers and men of the York
and Lancaster Regiment who fell in the South
African War. The bronze-work will be executed
by Messrs. J. Starkie Gardner and Co., London.

I
The cost will be about £450.

TheMid-Suffolk Light Railway between Haughley
and Laxfield was opened on Tuesday for goods
traffic. The stations /^n ronfr are Meiidlesham,
Aspall, Kenton, Qorham, and Stradbroka.

TO COSBESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
our correspondenta. All conununicationa should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

communicationa respecting illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOB of the Bcildino
Nbws, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
W.C, and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not nnfrequeutly otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communicationB are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-offlce Orders to be made payable to
THB StBAND NeWSPAFEK COUPANT, LlMITBD.

Telegraphic Address :—" Timeserver, London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.

Bonnd copies of Vol. LXXXTI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 12a. each, by post
12a. lOd.), as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of VoLs. XXXIX,, XLI., XLVI.,
XLIX., T-TTT., LXI., LXH., LXTV., LXV., LX'vrt.,

Lxvn., Lxvni., lxxx., lxxi., lxxii., Lxxm.,
LXXrV., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXvn., LXXIX.,
liXxx.. Lxxxi., Lxxxn., Lxxxni., i.xxxiv.,
and LXXXV. may still be obtained at the same price

;

all the other bound volumes are out of print. Most of
the back numbers of former volumes are, however, to

be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back aumbera
to complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the BoTLDiNa News,
price 2a., post free 2s. id., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's Hou^e,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TBBM8 OP BUBSCBIPTION.

One Pound per annnm (post free) to any part of the

i
United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, aad the

I
Cnited States, £1 6a. Od. (or 6dola. 80c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or 33tr. 30c.) To India, £1 68. Od.

To any of the Australian Celunies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 68. Od.

ADVEETISEMENT CHAEQE8.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Oompanies, and all official

advertisements is la. per line of Eight words, the first

fine counting as two, the minimum charge being 5a. for
four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and
Uiscellaneoua and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of
more than six insertions can be ascertained on appUcaUon
to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisementa for " Situations
Vacant" or "Situations Wanted" and "Part-
nerships" is One Shilling fob TwENTV-roOB Woaos,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. All Situation

Advertisements nrnst be prepaid.

•,• Rephes to advertisements can be received at the
office, element's House, Clement's Inn-paissage, Strand
W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded under cover to

advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See

Notice at head of " Situations."}

Bates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Frnat^page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisementa
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Received.—L. J.—N. R. W.-A. N. C.-O. B. and Co.—
M. D. K.-W. H.—H. J. E.-L. D.-W. B.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.

There appear to have been so many chaoges of residence
among the members of our Designing Club during the
past year that it is desirable, before publishing our
awards, to request " Ionic," " Ghost," and " Newbuy "

to send us their present addresses without delay.

Conts|Jonbcnct

CARNEGIE FREE IJHll.XKY, BENWELL,
COMPETITION.

To tht Sditor of the Buildiko News.

Sill,—The committee disapproves of the exist

ing conditions of the above, but is endeavouring
to obtain a revision of the game.

Reasons : It U not intended to employ the suc-

cessful competitor or any other architect, and the

premiatod plans become tho property of the pro-

moters.

Readers are requested to abstain from com-
peting unlesit thoy receive a further communica-
tion to the effect that the conditions have beeo
satisfactorily revised.
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It is suggested that a letter might be written
to the promoters, pointing out the above objec-
tions, with the object of strengthening the action

of the Society.—I am, kc,
Henry A. Sail, Hon. Sec,

Competition Reform Society,

10, Gray's Inn-square, London, W.C.,
Sept. 20.

CHIPS.
The cattle-market, Wakefield, is to be imme-

diately reconstructed. Messrs. C. W. Bichardson
and Son, architects, AVakefield, were awarded the
tirst premium in the competition, and Messrs. Kitson
and Son, contractors, have obtained the contract,
the outlay being about £7,000.

Mr. Cornelius Sylvester Cording, of St. Florence,
Copnor-road, Portsmouth, Hants, retired builder,
who died on August 10 last, left estate of the gross
value of -£10,155 133. lid., with net personalty nil.

After the payment of a number of small sums to
philanthropic institutions, he left all his real and
personal estate to his wife for life.

At the Park-road Presbyterian Church, West
Hartlepool, there have been unveiled memorial
windows to the late Sir Wm. Gray and the late Aid.
and Mrs. Lauder. The Gray window represents the
Parable of the Sower, and that to the Lauder family
typifies the Christian life as a warfare and a
pilgrimage, the one light being occupied by a
Christian soldier fully armed, the other by a Chris-
tian pilgrim with staff in hand. Both windows
were designed and executed by Mr. T. W. Camm,
of the Studio, Smethwick, Birmingham.

The clock in the tower of St. George's parish
church, Bristol, which has hitherto had but one dial,

has now been reconstructed with three iron dials
6ft. Sin. in diameter, glazed with opal glass and
surrounded by massive Bath stone mouldings.
These at night will be illuminated with incandescent
gas of 300 candle-power. The contract was in-
trusted to Messrs. Kemp Bros., Union-street,
Bond-street, who have carried out the work under
the superintendence of Mr. W. H. Watkins,
A.B.I.B.A., Clare-street, BrUtol.

The foundation-stone of the free library in
Stanwell-road, Penarth, was laid on Friday. The
library will be in the Ehzabethan style, and built of
Pennant stone with Bath stone dressings. The plans
have been prepared by Mr. A. Snell, architect to
the Windsor Estate, and the contract has been
intrusted to Mr. Fred Bond, of Cardiff, the esti-

mated cost being £4,000. In the basement there
will be a boys' reading-room 30ft. by 18ft., and on
the ground floor entrance hall, librarian's room, and
lendmg library, also a reading room 44ft. by 25Jft,
A ladies' reading room is provided on the first floor
in addition to a reference library.

A five-storied building has been erected on the
quayside at Newcastle-on-Tyne for the Northern
Counties Ice-making Co., at a cost of £44,000. The
works have been superintended during construction
by Mr. J. Baxter, consulting engineer, of New-
castle.

The work of installing the electric light in the Pyx
Chapel in the dark cloisters at Westminster Abhey
has now been completed for H.M. Office of Works.
No date has yet been fixed for opening to the public
the ancient vaulted chamber, but there is reason to
believe that it will not belong delayed. The whole
of the interior has now been thoroughly cleared out,
and the ancient chests and hordes of tally sticks re-
moved, the only object of interest remaining being
the historic stone altar.

The Lord Mayor of Liverpool will lay to-day
(Friday) the memorial-stone of the Charles Garrett
Wesleyan Hall, about to be erected in that city at a
cost of £45,000.

The remaining routes included in the first contract
in connection with the installation of the electric

tramway system at Derby were last week opened to
the pubbc. The routes cover the southern portion
of the town, the extensive sewerage scheme now
being carried out compelling the postponement of
tramway work in other directions. The cost of the
completed permanent way will be about £92,000.
In addition to this are the generating station, car
sheds, ofiices, and rolling stock. Messrs. J. G.
White and Co., London, were the contractors for the
permanent way.

The Carlisle Theatre has been burned to the

fround, only the front premises remaining. The
amage is estimated at about £6,000, and is covered

by insurance. Quite recently extensive alterations
had been made to the theatre, which included a
fireproof screen and emergency exits, costing £2,000.

The foundation-atone of a new chapel to be
erected in High Park-street, Liverpool, and con-
nected with the Free Church of the Welsh, was laid
on Saturday. The chapel will seat 400 persons,
and will cost £2,000, exclusive of site. Mr. T.
Taliesin Rees is the architect, and Mr. James
Tomkinson the contractor.

^ntcvcommuniratiou.

QUESTIO^''S.

[12093.]—Varnish for Floors.—I should be much
obliged if any reader would give me information as to a
brown or black varnish suitable for Uoor margins. I
find that spirit varnish is not sufficiently durable. I want
a varnish that will keep a ^ood surface.—A. E. G.

JiSFLIJES.

[12088.]—West Country Screens.--The Tr<ui<-
act iotis of the Exeter Diocesan Architectural Society
contain many carefully-measured illustrations of screens
in Devonshire churches. Amongst these may be men-
tioned the curious one at Colebrooke Church, which is

certainly quite unique in this county, possibly in England.
It measures 22ft. 3in. long by 12ft 5in. high, and is Ijate
Perpendicular. Others are drawn that exist at Chaw-
leigh, Littleham (near Exmouth), E-xeter Cathedral (St.

James's Chapel) , Paignton, and Awliscorabe. If one
comes to photography, Mr. Cyril EUi'^, of 2, Park View
Villas, Alexandra Park, N., has probably secured more
excellent views of nearly all the best screens in the
county—outside the Cathedral—than has anyone else. I
do not remember, however, having seen any taken by
that artist within the latter edifice ; but I possess cupital
(ll^in. ¥y 9^in.) prints by Ellis of 15th-century oak
screens at the following churches : —Alphington, Aahton,
Atherington, Berry Pomeroy, Bovey Tracey (two views).
Bow, Bradninch, Braunton, Bruehford. Burlescombe,
Burrington (two views), Chawleigh, Chulmleigh, Chud-
leigh, Colebrook, Coombe Martin. CuUompton (three
views), Dartmouth (three views), Dittisham, Ermington,
St. Mary's Steps, Exeter (formerly in the now destroyed St.

Mary Major in this city), Fenitou, Harberton (two views),
Hartland (two views), Holbeton, Holcombe Rogus (very
Ijate work), Honiton, Ilsington, Ipplepen, Keon (two
views), Kentisbere, Kenton, Kingsnympton, Lapford,
Littleham-cum-Esmouth, Lustleigh. Manaton, North
Bovey, Parracombe, Payhembury, Pilton, Pinhoe, Plym-
tree, Staverton (three views^, Swymbridge (two views),
Tallaton, Torbrian, and Uffculme. Also of stone 15th-
century screens at Awliscombe, Ottery, St. Mary, and
Totnes (five views). The Totnes screens (.rood and psr-
closes) are, without a doubt, the finest stone screens of
15th-century date in any parish church in England. They
are of Beerstone. Mr. J. Valentine has published photo-
graphs (lUin. by 7gin.) of four stone screens in Exeter
Cathedral, as well as one of the atone screens at Paignton
Church. Besides all these, I possess excellent photo-
graphs of 15th-eentury oak screens at Abbotskerswell,
Dartington, Holne, Pilton, and Wolborough. Application
to the parsons at these respective villages would probably
result m obtaining the names and addresses of the artists
who produced them. The fact that a prophet is not
always honoured outside his own particular sphere is aptly
suggested by the following :—A few months ago a local
knight of the camera called upon me and said :

" Some
stranger has been around to my place, wanting me to
photograph a screen in the cathedral. He says he is a
London architect named George Frederick Bodley, and
his place is in Gray's Inn. Did you ever hear of such a
person, and do you think it safe to do it without having
the money first r*—HAEBT Hbhs.

[12089.]—Scotch Fall.—Mackenzie's tables, pub-
lished by the late Robert Hardwick, of Piccadilly, many
years ago. The business was taken over by Chatto and
Windus and W. H. Allen and Co. I got a copy at latter

firm, dated 1884. I expectit is out of print, and that it is to
be picked up at second-hand shops. Scots land or square
measure is thus : —1 square fall, nearly 346 English square
feet; 16 square falls make 1 square Gunter's chain, 2^
square Gunter's chains, or 40 falls, 1 square rood, 4 square
roods, or 6,150^ English square yards, 1 square acre. One
rood of mason or slate work is 36 square Scotch ells, but
through custom it is now reckoned as 36 square English
yards. The English to the Scottish acre is as 78 to 100.

Scots com measure— 4 lippies 1 peck, 4 pecks 1 firlot, 4
firlote 1 ball, 16 balls 1 chalder. The Linlithgow fitlot,

which is the standard for dry measure in Scotland, con-
tains for wheat, rye, beans, peas, and salt, 24 pints 1

mutchkin, and for barley, malt, oats, and potatoes 31
pints measured by the Stirling jug of 103'404c.in. Scots
liquid measure— 4 gills 1 mutchkin, 2 mutchkin 1 choppin,
2 chopping 1 pint, 2 pints 1 quart, 4 quarts 1 gallon of
827-l'5 solid inches.—Regent's Park.

[12091.1 — Repairing Wood Pavements. — If
you search at the Patent Office Library, in indices from
this year's date downwards, you will get under subject
matter or name numbeis of the many patents relating to
road scavengering and the like. On table a few yards in.

—Regent's Park.

[12092.]—Ballroom Floors.—I think you will get
good illustrated hints on construction of floors generally
in the series of publications by Mr. J. Wilson, Urmston,
near Manchester, of the Municipal School, from Is. to 3s.

B. T. Batsford may keep something special thereon.
—Regent's Park.

[12092.]—Ballroom Floors.—We shall be most
pleased to give you all information required.-G. R.
McKenzie and Co., Ltd., Queen*s-road Station, Batter-
sea, London.

In the Collegiate Church of St. Mary, "Warwick,
on Saturday, Lord Leigh, Lord- Lieutenant of

AVarwickshire, uuveiled a memorial tablet bearing
the names of the ofS^cers and men of the Warwick-
shire regiments who sacrificed their hves in the
service of their country during the South African
war. The tablet, which is of white and black

marble, was designed by Mr. Albert Toft, who has
been intrusted with the designing and execution of

a more imposing war memorial m his native city of

Birmingham. When space had been reserved on
the tablet for 200 names, there was little room for

sculpture, and Mr. Toft has restricted himself to

simple Classical ornament and emblems of war.

mx 0W.U QTablt

Some of the leading membeta of the building
trade in Birmingham have decided to estahlish a

Builders' Exchange in that city. In the past it

has only been possible to get a knowledge of

materials and apparatus as the result of long and
sometimes tedious journeys. At the exchange
samples of building materials will be shown, and
space will be provided for the various specimens
of machinery used in the trade. There will also

be an invention department, and in the exchange
haU architects, builders, and manufacturers will be
able to meet and obtain information necessary for

the conduct of their trade. There is to be an
official exchange day once a week, and an
authorised periodical will be sent to all sub-
scribers and exhibitors. It is claimed that while
no town in England produces so many articles,

anyone arriving in Birmingham has to go to

serious trouble before he can place his orders-

either expeditiously or advantageously. The pro-

posed Builders' Exchange will provide him with
a rendezvous which will prove useful to himself
and his prospective customers.

The well-known legal rule that the unwary
architect who has a municipality for a client may,
if the terms of his employment are not explicitly

stated under seal, be made to suffer through
being used as a pawn in the game of town
politics is again established in the United States

by a case that will soon occupy the attention of

the New Jersey courts. Mr. C. F. Long was
engaged by the city hospital board of Jersey City
to prepare the plans for a 300,000dol. hospital,

and did so ; and, later, when it was found that

an appropriation of 200,000dol. only could be
secured, he was required to make a new desiga,

and did so. Unfortunately for him, a quarrel
arose between the hospital board and the mayor,
in spite of which the board awarded the contracts

and attempted to go on with the work ; but the
board of finance sided with the mayor, and would
not ratify the contracts or allow drafts to be made
on the appropriation. The mayor procured from
the last Legislature an Act creating a new board
of health, and maintains that the new board must
provide the new hospital. The old board asserts

that it is still competent to act ; so the situation,

so far as Mr. Long and his services are concerned,
is a deadlock, and he has brought suit against the
city for his commission on both schemes in the
amount of 25,000dol. English architects who
are under like legal difficulties will do well to

refresh their memories by this fresh example of

the pitfalls that exist for those who prepare plans
for a corporation.

Mr. T. AxEi'RY?.- Rees, clerk to the Merthyr
Urban District Council, has reported to a com-
mittee of that body upon the question of adopting
the Small Dwellings Acquisition Act. Mr. Rees
concluded that, in consideration of various
circumstances, it was not advisable to adopt the
Act. He pointed out that advances could only be
made to residents of the houses to be bought, and
quoted the opinion of Mr. William Thompson,
of Richmond, housing expert, that it was an
increase in the number of cottages, and not a
multiplication of cottage owners, that was
required ; that only a minute percentage of

working men could afford to advance even a
fractional part of the purcheise money ; and that

there would be a danger of repairs being in-

adequately done and sanitary reforms opposed.
This was shown in a village near Aberdeen,
where the eniorcement of necessary sanitary

reforms would have made the whole of the house-
owning workmen practically bankrupt. The
workman would be so tied to one locality that his

independence would seriously suffer and his

enterprise would be destroyed, while the necessary
industrial freedom and elasticity of trade would
be seriously hampered by his settlement in any
limited area. The delay between the application

for an advance and the granting of the same
would be about four months, and in many cases

the applications had been withdrawn before the
sanction to borrow by the council had been
obtained.

An experiment in wood paving is being made
in connection with the relaying of the Small
Heath tramway. A stretch of about a thousand
yards of Coventry-road—lying between the park
and Cattell-road, is being paved with wood, in

place of macadam. The greater portion of this

work has been completed with Australian Yarrow
or red-wood blocks. Over the final section of the
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road, at the Cattell-road end, blocks of English
oak are to be laid of a type which has not hitherto

been seen in the streets of Birmingham. Their
peculiarity lies in their construction, aa instead of

being cut in a solid piece they are manufactured
of a number—anything from eight to a dozen

—

of small parts, riveted together with strong wire
staples, the wood being subsequently creosoted to

render it impervious to water. It is claimed for

the new block that it enjoys a double advantage
over the old one, inasmuch as whilst the cost is at

least a third less, its sectional nature minimises
the disturbance constantly resulting from expan-
sion in the case of solid blocks. The sectional

blocks are the patent, of a firm which makes
annually many thousands of keys for the railway
companies. These keys are the wooden wedges
inserted between the rail and the chair, and they
undergo a very severe test and examination before
the companies' inspector will pass them, the
slightest flaw being suflicient to secure their

rejection. All thrown aside are cut up for the
purpose of wood paving.

An inquiry has been held at West Hartlepool
by an Inspector of the Local Government Board
intoanapplication by the town council for power to
borrow £3,200 for the provision of buildings and
plant for the manufacture of bricks from clinker
from destructors. The borough engineer, Mr. N. S.
Denniss, stated that the corporation had from
800yds. to I,000yd9. of clinker for which they had
no outlet at the present time. It was estimated
that on three years' working of the destructor
there would be a surplus of over .3,000 tons of

clinker for brickmaking purposes, and this
quantity would make about 2,900,000 bricks.
'There were many important works in progress
and contemplated in the town, and the cor-
poration proposed to use the clinker bricks in
these works and sell the surplus. If properly
manipulated the scheme ought not to entail any
expense on the rates. Mr. Denniss submitted a
sample brick manufactured at Leeds, and stated
that a similar brick recjuired a weight of 355 tons
to crush it. It was pointed out that the cost of
manufacturing these bricks would be from 138. 5d.
to 14s. 6d. per 1,000. This would cover every
possible expenditure. He also stated that one
year's production from the proposed plant would
be suflicient to pay the principal and interest for
four years on the suggested outlay.

The annual report of Mr. John Atkinson, the
borough surveyor of Stockport, states that during
the year 289 buUding plans were submitted. The
number of houses actually completed during the
twelve months was 412. The number still in
course of erection is 205. The number of buildings
(other than dwelling - houses) completed during
the year was 100, in course of erection 30.
Daring the year two houses have been demolished
as biing unsafe. The length of new streets and
9ft. passages opened out in the year was about
H miles. The total length of private streets (in-
cluding courts, passages, station approaches, &c.)
is now 32 miles. This, however, does not include
streets which are only built upon on one side, and
which are consequently not considered ready for
paving, unless special circumstances warrant it.

After a Local Uovernment Board inquiry, held
before Mr. J. C. Pottinger, sanction was obtained
to the borrowing of £24,882 for the widening of
the Gorton-road, High-street, Chester-gate, and
other main thoroughfares, and the improvements
now in progress. Drawings and specifications
have been prepared for the building of brick
water tanks at various points of the borough below
the pavement level of the street, the holding
capacity JDeing 420 gallons supplied direct from
the town's mains, either by one branch main or
two aa the paiticular position of the tank de-
manded. These tanks are intended (where there
are large risks) for the purpose of providing water
in bulk tor the steam fire-engines to work from.
In most cases they will be connected to the low-
pressure mains, which, although not of sulliciont
power to supply many jots of any great height, are
able to supply and keep working two steamers. The
high-presiiire mains will therefore not bo inter-
fered with, and can be used dire('tly on to the fire
by moans of the hydrants. During the year throe
of these tanks have been built.

An unusual method of constructing dams, for
which non -permeability and groat economy are
claimed, has been adopted by Mr. F. P. Stearns,
chief engineer to the Metropolitan Water-Works
of New York, in the building of the north
and south dams of the Wachusett reservoir. In
these dams, designed by Mr. Stearns, safety and

impermeability are aought by the uae of a great

mass of material. There is no core wall of

masonry or puddled clay. A cut-off trench is

carried down through pervious material that may
underlie the dyke, but it is not filled with either

puddle or concrete. Instead it is merely packed
with soil stripped from the site of the reservoir,

which contains considerable organic matter, and is

usually rejected as unsuitable for any part of a
reservoir embankment. This soil is inclosed by
material taken from the trench, which is opened
with sloping sides, like a railway cut. Owing to

the low cost of the materials used a great volume
of them can be employed, and their mere weight
wedges the filling of the trench into place. At
Wachusett the north dam is carried across a

sandy plain about two miles long, and averaging
15ft. below the water-level in the reservoir. The
work proved so successful that the same method
was adopted for the south dam, at a coat of £24,000
sterling, against the estimated outlay of £40,000
for an earth dam with a concrete core.

Mr. Daniel Buunham, the well-known archi-

tect and landscape gardener, has confirmed the

report that he has been retained to transform the
city of Manila, in the Philippines, into a modern
capital, at the cost of many millions of dollars.

Mr. Burnham says he will follow the plan which
was originally proposed, but never carried out,

for laying out the city of Washington. The
scheme also includes the creation ot a summer
capital at Boguio, situated about 100 miles north
of Manila, in the centre of a mountain plateau.

Mr. Burnham will leave Chicago this week, and
after conferring with the authorities at Washing-
ton will embark for Manila some time in October.

So far as possible the existing features of the city

will be preserved. The central idea of his plan
is a series of administration buildings, which are

at present very much scattered, an oflicial residence

for the Crovernor, a public library and baths, a

museum, and a large park.

The annual report of the Survey of India for

1902-3, just published, states that field operations

were carried on by 3 double and 15 ordinary
parties and by 2 detachments, of which 1 was
employed on trigonometrical, 1 double and 6

ordinary parties and 1 detachment on topo-
graphical surveys, 1 double and 2 ordinary
parties and detachments on forest surveys, 1

double and 2 ordinary parties and 1 detachment
on cadastral and traverse surveys, and 4 parties

on scientific operations. The total outturn ot

survey work during the year amounts to 70,797
square miles, including 38,000 square miles of

reconnaissance work, aa compared with 104,794
square miles in the previous year, which included
68,162 square miles of reconnaissance. The
decrease in full surveying thus amounts to 33,997
square miles and in reconnaissance to 30,162.
The total area triangulated is 15,223 square
miles, which is about the same as last year,

excluding the area done in connection with the
reconnaissance surveys. It has been decided to

thoroughly survey Burmah topographically in the
first instance to avoid the carrying out later on
of supplementary work at greatly enhanced cost.

In the Punjab riverain surveys have been pushed
forward with a view to the permanent demarca-
tion ot river boundaries as they exist ; thus any
future variation of land boundaries of States can
be taken off from fixed records of prevent river

channels.

New Government offices for the civil and military
authorities have just been completed at Bangalore,
adjoining the Mayo Hall, and have been formally
opened by Sir James Bourdillon, K.C.S.I., British
Resident in Mysore. The style, like that of the hall,

is Florentine, aud the building was designed 1>7

Mr. O'Shaughnessey, M.I.C.E. The offices provide
accommodation for all the civil offices in the station,
including the Treasury, excepting the resident
and district judge. The floor space amounts to
31,8769q.ft., aud the total cost has been about
2 lakhs of rupees. They have been constructed by
Rii Bahadur B. P. Annasawmy Mudeliar, under
the direction of Lieutenant- Colonel 0. W. Williams,
R.E., and Major Thackwell, U.K., and supervised
by Sergeant Chase, R.E., the subdivisonal officer.

The eleventh session of the City of Liverpool
School of Architecture and Applied Art opens at the
University on October 3 for day classes and on
October 13 for evening clisaes, so far as the archi-
tectural studio is concerned. Work in the applied
art section of the school commences on Monday
next, September 2fi.

Mr. A. Brereton, Secretary to the Ojvernmeut ot
India, Public Work) Department, Railway Branch,
retired under the 55 years' rule on the 26th August.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSXJINa WEEK.
Saturday (to-moerow). — Architectural Association.

Visit to Skinners' Hall, E.G.

Friday.—Architectural Association. Annual general
meeting at 18, Tufton-street, West-
minater, S.W, Inauerural address by tfie

President, E. Guy Dawber, F.R.I.B.A.,.
and distribution of prizes, medals, aud
certificates. Exhibition of students'

work, prize and other drawings. 7.30 p.m.

THE AECHirECTTJBAL ASSOCIATION.
SEPTEMBER 3nth : ANNUAL GENER\,L MEETTNG at

No. 18, Tufton-Btreet, Westminster, S.W., at 7.30 p.m. Address by
the President, Mr. E. Gl V H^WBER, F.R.I.B.A., and Diatribution
of Pri7.e8, Medals, and Certificates. Exhibition of Students' Worlc,
Prize and other Drawingg.

COURSES OF INSTRUCTION IN ARCHITECTURE.
The Day School will open on MONDAY, September 26th. at

9 45 a.m. Inteadine pupils are requested to forward Iheir names to
the Secretary as early as possible.

The ETenini; School aluo opens on the same date at 6.30 p.m.
A pamphlet containing full information as to the Classes and

advantages of membership may be obtained upon application to the
Secretary.
The ANNUAL COVVERSAZIONE will be held at No. 18. Tufton-

street, on THURSDAY, October 27th, at 8 p.m. The Committee will

be glad to receive offers of architecta' sketches (framed or unframed)
for exhibition upon the occasion, and as no formal invitations for the

loan of sketches are being issued it will be a convenience if members
will kindU send their sketches to No. 18, Tufton-street, before

OCTOBER -iOth.

^°?"AVNrR^f?n.}H»-^-

Mr. Enos Prest, of Broughton, near Malton, was
elected on Monday surveyor and inspector of

nuisances for the Norton (Malton) Urban District

Council. The retiring surveyor and inspector, Mr.
Watson, leaves at the end of the month for a
similar post at Northallerton.

The memorial-stone ot the Carnegie Library at

Motherwell, N.B., was laid with Masonic honours
on Saturday by Mr. Alexander Findlay, M.P. The
building, which when furnished will cost £12,000,

is from designs by Mr. Greig, architect, Edinburgh.
It is situated in Clyde-street, and, in addition to a
lecture-hall, reading-rooms, and museum, will

accommodate a lending library of 30,000 volumes.

Memorial-stones of a new Primitive Methodist
school, which is being erected in Memorial-road,
Walkden, at a cost of £1,500 were laid on Saturday.

A chapel is also to be built adjoining the school,

the total cost of the scheme being between £3,000
and £4,000.

Memorial-stones were laid at Slaithwaite, near
Huddersheld, last week in connection with the en-
largement and rebuilding of Providence Baptist

Sunday-schools. The extension will cost £1,000,

and wUl consist in providing one large room for tho

whole school, five classrooms, an enlargement of

the vestry, and an improved approach to the church.

The architect was Mr. Joseph Berry, of Hudders-
field, and the contractors are Messrs. E. England
and Sons, Ltd., Slaithwaite, builders ; Messrs. Jno.

Varley and Son, Slaithwaite, joiners ; Mr. J. E.

Dyson, Lindley, concreter ; Mr. T. Firth, Slaith-

waite and Marsden, plumber ; Mr. Alfred SutcliSe,

Slaithwaite, plasterer and painter; Mr. W. E.

Jowitt, Huddersfield, slater; Messrs. Jos. Taylor
and Sons, Huddersfield, ironwork.

The narrow and inadequate reredos, erected some
forty years ago in Chichester Cathedral, is being

taJcen down by Messrs. Vick preparatory to recon-

struction in St. Saviour's Church, Brighton.

Messrs. Vick are also repairing the detached bell-

tower to the north of the cathedral, built by Bishop
Langton in 1305, and are re-erecting the tomb of

St. Richard in the south transept, and setting-up

the old Arundel screen on the ground floor of the

bell-tower.

The general purposes committee of the St.

Pancras Borough Council consider that it is most
desirable that Euston-road should be widened near
its junction with Tottenham Court-road and near the

new station to be erected by the Charing-cross,

Euston, and Hampstead (Tube) Railway Company.
In the event of the London County Council being

prepared to acquire the necessary land to widen the

roadway to liOft., the committee rei^ommend tho

borough council to contribute one-eighth of the net

cost of the improvement.

James Sheriff, an architectural sculptor, who
resided at 3, Hdl-street, Qarnethill, (JIasgow, was
found dead in his studio at 5, Dalhousie-street, on
Monday. Deceased, about eight o'clock that morn-
ing, sent his apprentice out on an errand. Iteturn-

ing about two hours later the lad found the premises

locked. Entrance was forced, when Sheriff was
found suspended by the neck by a rope which was
fastened to a beam in the ceiling. The body was
cut down at ouce, but death had taken place some
time previously.

The King's Theatre, Glasgow, has just been

completed at the corner of liith-street and Elm-
bank-street. Mr. Frank Mitcham, ot London,
was tho architect.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held at

Bristol on Friday into the City Council's appUca-
tion for sanction to borrow £120,000 for the Avon-
mouth and Temple Back station extensions.
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WAQES UOVEllIENTS.
State of the Labour Maeket.—The monthly

memorandum prepared by the Labour Department
of the Board of Trade states that employment in
August was on the whole dull, though some of the
metal trades, especially tinp'ate, showed signs of
improvement. During August short time was again
very general in the cotton trade, and the boot and
shoe and other clothing trades showed a marked
decline. As compared with a year ago most trades
showed a decline, except tinplate and cotton. There
was a fall in wages affecting a large number of coal
miners during the month. In the 271 trade unions,
with an aggregate membership of 575,061, making
returns, 37,006 (or 6'4 per cent.) were reported as
unemployed at the end of August, as compared with
5-5 in August, 1903. In the building trades em-
ployment generally continued dull, and on the whole
showed little change compared with a month ago.
It was rather worse than a year ago. Employment
in the furnishing and woodworking trades was slack
and worse than a month and a year ago.

The "Peemium Boiros System." — After an
inquiry extending over several months, the Engi-
neering and Shipbuilding Trades Federation, com-
posed of 24 different trade unions, has issued a
report totally condemning the premium bonus
system as " uneven in operation, and harsh and
unjust in its application ; creating jealousy and ill-

feeling in the workshop, and because it has been the
cause of more discharges than any strike in the
history of the engineering trade, while it is in reality
a return to the degrading task-work system.'.'

LATEST PRICES.
IBON, *o.

Per ton. Per ton.
BoUed-Iron Joists, Belgian £5 10 to £5 15
Eolled-Steel Joists, English g 10 „ 6 12 6
Wronght^Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 6 „ 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 20 „ 20 6

Do.. Welsh 6 15 „ B 17
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 IB
Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles 10a., Tees 20a. per ton extra.
Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £7 78. 6d.
Builders* Hoop Iron, galvanised, £12 to £13 per ton.
Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-

No. 18 to 20. No.22 to 2*.
eft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £10 15 ...£11

Beat ditto 11 B ... 11 10
Cast-iron Columns f6 10 »o £8 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 10 „ 8 10
Eolled-lron Fencing Wire 8 0,, 850
Boiled-Steel Fencing Wire 6 5 0,, 6 10

„ „ j;. Galvanised. 7 15 „ 6
Cast-iron Sash Weights .' 4 12 6 „ 4 12 6
Cut Clasp Nails, 3in. to 6in 9 5 0,, 950
Cnt Floor Brads 9 0,, 900
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

6 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 18 U IB B.W.O.
8/- 8/6 9/- 9/6 9/9 10/8 11/8 12/- 13/- per owt.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £5 IB to £8
4in. toain 6 12 6 „ 5 17 6
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) B ,r B 10
[Coated with composition, Bs. Od. per ton extra ; tamed

and bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]
Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleahall 105a. Od. to 1128. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 658. Od. to 70a. Od.

Wronght-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f.o.b. (plus 5 per cent.) :

—

Gas-Tubea 67ip.e.
Watei^Tubes 62} „
Steam-Tubea 67} „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 55 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes BO „
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 4S „

lOcwt. casks. Bowt. casks.
Per ton. Per ton.

Zinc, English (London mill) £25 10 to £26
Do., Vieille Montague 28 10 „ S8 15
Spelter. Silesian 22 11 3 „ 22 12 6
Sheet Lead, 31b. and upwards ... 13 15 „ 13 15
Ixiad Water Pipe (F.O.K. Lond.) 14 5 „ 14 5
Lead Barrel Pipe 15 2 6 „ 15 2 6
Lead Pipe, Tiniied inside 16 2 6 „ 16 2 6

., „ „ „ and outside 17 12 6 „ 17 12 6
Composition Gas-Pipe 16 2 6 „ 16 2 6
Boil-Pipe (Sin. and 6in. extra) ... 16 2 6 „ 16 2 6
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 10 16 8 „ 10 17 6
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15 „ 15 5
Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 70 „ 70
Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 60 „ 60 10
Tin, Straits 127 „ 1S8
Do., English Ingots 127 10 „ 128

TIMBER.
Teak, Burmah per load £10 to £18
„ Bangkok „ ... 9 10 „ 17

Quebec Pine, yellow „ ... 4 0,, 6150
.. Oak „ ... 5 0,, 7 15
.. Birch 2 15 „ 5 15
„ Elm , ... 4 10 „ 8
., Ash „ ... 4 5 0,, 700

Danteic and Memel Oak „ ... 3 0,, 6 10 o
Fir , ... 2 10 „ 4 17 6

Wainscot, Riga p. log £2 15 to £5 5
lAth, Dantaic, p.f 4 0,, 600

St. Petersburg 4 0,, 800
Oieenheart 7 IB „ 8
Box 7 0,, IB
Sequoia, U.B.A percubefoot 8 6,, 089
Mimoganv. Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick 8,, 008
„ Honduras 6,, 00 7i
„ Mexican „ ... 4,, 005
„ African „ ... 8i „ 6i

Cedar, Cuba ..... 8,, 00 8J
„ Honduras „ ... 3^ „ 8}

Satinwood 10 „ 19
Walnut, Italian , ... 8,, 00 7i

„ American (logs) 8 1,, 081
Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12ft. by l^in.
by 11m. :

—

Quebec, Pine, 1st £22 5 to £29
„ 2nd 18 „ 23 15
„ Srd 11 15 „ 14

Canada Spruce, Ist 10 15 „ 16 10
„ 2nd and Srd 8 15 „ 10 10

New Brunswick 8 0,, 9 10
Bigs 8 0,, 8 10
St. Petersburg 8 6 0,, 17
Swedish 10 15 „ 20
Finland 9 15 „ 10
White Sea 11 „ 20
Battena, all sorts 5 15 „ 13 10
Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

Ist prepared £0 14 „ £0 18 6
2nd ditto 13 „ 16 6
Other qualities 5 9,, 13

Staves, per standard M :—
U.S., pipe £37 10 „ £46
Memel, cr. pipe 220 „ ZSO
Memel, brack 190 6 „ SOO

STONE.*
Darley Dale, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 3
Red Mansfield ditto „ ... 2 4j
Hard York ditto „ ... 2 10
Ditto ditto 6in. sawnbo^ sides, landings,
random si^es per foot sup. 2 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slabs sawn two sides,
random sizes „ ... 1 8

• All F.O.B. London.
Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations

per foot cube £0 10
Delivered on road waggons, Paddington
Depot 1 6J

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot , ... 1 81
Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average ;

—

Brown White
Whit Bed. Base Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the
quarry per foot cube £0 1 6i ... £0 1 7J

Delivered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot ... ( 9 1 n 9 91
Ditto Nine Elms Depot... (

" i 1 ... 2 2J

Ditto Pimlioo Wharf I

OILS.
Linseed per tun £16 to £16 15
Bapeseed, English pale 22 10 „ 21
Do., brown „ ... 21 10 „ 21 15
Cottonseed, refined „ ... 17 10 „ 19 10
Ohve, Spanish „ ... 81 „ 81 5
Seal, pale „ ... 16 „ 26
Cocoanut, Cochin „ ... 33 „ 84
Do., Ceylon , ... 29 10 „ SO 10
Pahn, Lagos , ... 26 10 „ 27 10
Oleine „ ... 17 B „ 19 B
Lubricating U.S per gal. 7 0,, 680
Petroleum, refined , ... 5g „
Tar, Stockholm perbarrel 16 0,, 180
Do., Archangel „ ... 19 8 „ 10 6
Turpentine. Ajuerican ...per tun 87 „ 37 5

PILKINGTON & CO.
(ESTABUSEED 1838),

MOmjUENT CHAICBBBS,
KINO WILLIAM STBEET, LONDON, B.O.

Mtgi$t€rtd TrcUU Mark:

PDLOMCEHy flSPHllLTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing.
ACID-BESISTINO ASPHALTB.

WHITE SILICA PAVINQ.

PTEIMONT SEY8SEL ASPHALTB.
Telkphonk No. 6319 Avbnttb.

FOB
Olivers'

Seasoned

APPLT TO-
wm

Hardwoods,
OLIVER & SONS, LTD.,

120, Btmhill Row, LONDON, EC.

TENDERS.
*, * Correspondents would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering— at any rate, of the
accepted tender : it adds to the value of the information.

Bboseley.—For alterations and additions to national
schools at Broseley. Mr. G. Dickens-Lewis, Shrewsbury,
architect ;

—
Smith, C. T., Broseley (accepted)... £348

CoEDPOKTH, N.W.—For the erection of a new Welsh
CM. chapel, Coedpoeth. Mr. G. Dickens-Lewis, Shrews-
bury, architect. Quantities by the architect :—

Mobs, 8., Csedpoeth £2,028
Harrison, J., Coedpoeth 2,026
Jenkins and Jones, Johnstown ... 1,879 18
Eoberts, R., Coedpoeth* i,713

• Accepted, hut amended.

CoLrHESTEH.—For the erection of St. Stephen's Church
Hall, Canterbury-road, for the Rev. Canon Corbett, St.
Botolph's Vicarage. Mr. Cbas. E. Butcher, M.S.A., 3,
Uueeu-street, Colchester, architect :

—
Beckett, T. A £1,095
Oak Building Co., Ltd 973 O
Dobson, Q.. and Son 947
Ward, T.J 945
Diss, A. E 925
Balmer, W. C 901 5
McKay, J., Clacton-on-Sea 898
Beaumont. R 885
Everett, H., and Son 850
Diss, A ... 850
Chambers, W. (accepted) 818

Rest of Colchester.

Cbouee.—For well boring, for the urban district
council ;—
TUley and Sons (accepted for 100ft.) S9s. 6d. per foot.

East Gbeenwich.—For building a police-station at
East Greenwich. Mr. J. Dixson Butler, surveyor to the
Metropolitan Police. New Scotland Yard, S.W., ardii-
tect. Quantities by Messrs. Thurgood, Son, and Chidgep,
Charing Cross Chambers, Duke-street, Adelphi : —

Graham and Sons £10,816
Clarke and Bracey ... 10,622
WiUiams, H. J 10,560
Chessum and Sons 10,483
Lascelles and Co 10,418
HoUoway Bros 10,383
Lovatt, H 10,299
Grover and Sons 10,279
Higgs and Hill 9,984
Lathey Bros 9,977
Messom. J. T 9.975 O
Lawrance and Sons 9,966
Willmott and Sons 9,784
Ansell. C. 9,708

Geeat Warley, Essex.—For the erection of two
houses in Woodmans-road, for Mr. A. Kennard,
Beckenham :

—
Eainbird £1.130
Burtwell i,095
Ross 927
Jacobs 910
Clemens Bros, (accepted) 890 10

Herne Hill,— For the erection of the superstructure
of the new Baptist church, corner of Half Moon-lane
and Winterbrook-road, S.E. Mr. J. William Stevens,
A.R.I.B.A., 21, New Bridge-street, E.C., architect.
Quantities supplied :

— Time.
Ansell, C, Lambeth £6,404 ... 9 months
Gough, G. andCo., Hendon ... 6,390 ... 10 ,,

HoUoway Bros., Lambeth ... 6.377 ... 10
Higgs and Hill, Lambeth ... 6.29.3 ,,. 6 ,,

Goad, W. v., Camberwell ... 6.148 ... 12 „
Carmichael. J., Wandsworth ... 6,143 ... 12 ,,
Smith, J.. & Sons, S. Norwood 6,099 ... —
Holliday & Greenwood, Brixton 6,071 ... 9 „
Higgs. F. and F. H., Lough-
borough Junction 5,990 ,.. 10 ,,

Bowyer, J. and C. Norwood ... 5,989 ... —
Battley, Sons, and Holness, Old
Kent-road 5,977 ... 9 ,,

Smith and Sons. Croydon ... 5 760 ... 10 ,.

Foster Bros., Norwood 5.625 ... 12 „
Young. H.. Heme HUl* ... 5,595 ... 8 „
Coxhead, F. J., Leytonttone ... 5,584 ... —

* Accepted.

MoxLEv, Wolverhampton.—Forthe erection of a joint
smallpox hospital at Moxley :— , Time.
Chatwin, E . Birmingham ... £9.778 ... bl week^
Gowring i: Ingram. Birmingham 9,675 ... 40 ,,

Willcock, H. and Co., Wolver-
hampton 9,S8I ... 52 ,,

Smith and Son, West Bromwich 9 349 ... 40 .,

Jonea, F. L, Wolverhampton .. 9.241 ... 30 „
Ham, T. & 8.. Wolverhampton. 8,985 ... 24 „
Herbert, J., Wolverhampton ... 8,865 ... 39 .,

Dallow and Sons, Birmingham .. 8,830 ... bi ,,

Speake i- Sons, Wolverhampton 8,606 ... 36 ,.

Gough & Sons. Wolverhampton 8.590 ... 9 months
Griffiths, Stourbridge 8 546 ... 45 weeks
Hickin and Sons, Willenhall ... 8,535 ... 5i ,.

Cave and Son, Wolverhampton* 8 49J ... 30 ,,

Tildesley, T., WUleuhall ... 8,472 ... 52 „
• Accepted.

Shrewsbubv.—For the erection of new schools, Bel-
mont, Shrewsbury. Mr. G. Dickens-Lewis, Shrewsbury,
architect. Quantities by the architect :

—
Price. H £1,313
Bowdler, W., andCo. 1.2o0 u
Nicholas. E. H. 1,248
Hayes. J 1,243
Pace, T 1,231
Bickerton, G. H 1,208
Price, R., and Sons (accepted) ... 1,19J

AU of Shrewsbury.

Sf.UTHSEA. N.W.—For the erection of a new Welsh
CM. chapel at Southsea. Mr. G. Dickens-Lewis, Shrews-
bury, architect. Quantities by the architect :

—
Moss, 8.. Coedpoeth £2,163
Davies liros., Wrexham 2,104
Lewis Bros., Wrexham 2,018 7 6
Jenkins and Jones, Johnstown ... 1,893
Roberts, B., Cotdpoeth 1,890
Harrison, J., Coedpoeth (accepted) 1,734

St. Albans.—For the erection of a pair of semi-
detached houses at Bedford Pork-road, St. Albans. Mr.
HsroldGoslett, A.R.I.B.A., 28, Theobald's-road, W.C.,
architect :

—
Gough and Co.. Hendon £1.949
Miskin, C. and Sons St, Albans.. 1.65J
Vail and Wilbamton. St. Albans* 1,853

Provisionally accepted.
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LIST OP COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Hampatead, N.W.—Mortuary and Columbarium (£1,000 limit) The Superintendent, Hampstead Cemetery, W. Hampatead, N.W.... Sept.SO

Ponlton, Cheshire-eohool H. W. Cook, Clerk, Public Offices, Egremont, Cheshire ••••• .. «
BenweU-Free Library (limit £4.000) £75, £10, £25 W. P. Pattison, Surveyor, Atkmson-rd., Ben well, Northumberland .. 3)

TJxbridgo-Additione to Workhouse, HillinRdon East Charles Woodbridge. Clerk, 38. HiKh-street, Uxbndge Oct. 1

Egremont Public Offices (estimated cost £15,C00) £250, £75, £50 H. W. Cook, Clerk, Public OlHces, Egremont, Cheshire .. 31

Bpezia-Drainage Scheme £400 31 Pignor Sindaco della, Spezia Dec. 31

Dingwall-Sir Hector Macdonald National Memorial John Macdonald, 6, Carlton-place, Glasgow ....^......^.... —
Huelva, Spain -Water Supply Scheme The Commercial Intelligence Branch, 73, BasmghaU-street, fc O. ... -

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BniliDINQS.
Tamworth-Two Cottages and Stabling Rural District CouncU J. W. Godderidge, Bolebridge-atreet, Tamworth Sept. 2.|

Skipton—Additions to Ai'rated Works Wright Bros James Hartley, Architect, Skipton 24

Hamilton—Hothouse for New Cemetery... Parish Council A. L. Smith, Clerk, Hamilton, N.B „ 26

Great Dunmow—Isolation Hospital, Deadman's-lane Eural District Council Charles and W. H. Pertwee, Architects, Chelmsford „ 26

Dalvey—Cottage Peter Fulton, Architect, Forres n 28

Kingston-on-Thames—School, Old Mill-lane Education Committee F. W. Roper, Architect. 9. Adam-street, Adelphi, W.C , 26

Dinas— Rebuilding Boot Inn Pentre Brewery Co., Ltd Arthur O. Evans. Architect, Pontypridd „ 2G

Carlisle—Six Houses, Delagoa-sti'eet Edward J. Hill. St. Nicholas, Carlisle , 26
Halifax—Cloakroom at Booth Town School Education Committee James Lord, C.E., Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Halifax 26

Meath—Repairs to Tara Hall John F. M'Gah.m, Architect, 3, Earl-street, Dundalk „ 26

Altrincham—Swimming-Bath, Stamford New-road Urban District Coimcil John Stokoe, Clerk, Town Hall, Altrincham „ 26

Kendal— Altering Football Inn, Market-place Corporation R. H. Clucas, C.E., Borough Engineer, Kendal „ 26
Polruan, Cornwall- Coastguard Buildings The Director of Works. Admiralty, 21, Northumberland-av.,W.C .. „ 26
Holbeck, Leeds -Sorting OfBce H.M. Commissioners of Works The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, 8.W 27

Strabane- Repairing Dryicg Closet at Workhouse Guardians George M'Candless. Acting Clerk, Poor-Liw Offices, Strabane 27

Bedford—Corrugated Iron Building at Waterworks N. Greenshields, Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Bedford 27

Hengoed—Two Shops and Twenty Houses Sunny Bank Cottage Co., Ltd G. A. Trehame, Architect, 18, Canon-street, Aberdare 27

Tipton—Library Urban District Council J. Perry, Architect, Tipton « 27

Kendal—Additions to Front Shop, Finkle-street Co-operative Society, Ltd John Thompson, A.E.I.EA., 1, Finkle-street, Kendal „ 27

Llangollen—Alterations to Market Hall and Assembly Rooms Richard Davies, Architect, Bangor ,, 27

Halifax-Verandah, Market Hall Markets Committee James I-ord, C.E., Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Halifax , 27

Bridgwater—Workhouse Mortuary Guardians W. A. Collins, Surveyor, 120, West-street, Bridgwater „ 28
Middleton Cheney— Repairs to Schools Managers W. J. Treadwell, Surveyor, Middleton Cheney „ 28
Leigh, Lanes—Municipal Buildings Corporation J. C. Prestwich. Architect, Bradshawgate Chambers, Leigh, Lanes. „ J8
Blaencwm - Fifty-flve Houses Hendrewen Building Club W. D. Morgan, Architect, Victoria Chambers, Pentre, Olam „ 2S

Edmonton, N.—Chapel at Workhouse Guardians T. E. Knightley, Architect, 106, Cannon-street, E.C „ 28
Moss Side—Public Baths, Middleton-street Urban Disti-ict Council Henry B. Longley, Engineer, Council Offices Moss Side „ 23
Newcastle-on-Tyne-Alterations at Byker Relief Station Guardians Arthur Stockwell, Architect, 11, Pilgrim-street, Newcastle-on-Tyne „ 28
Belfast— House and Shop at Whitehead _ Thomas Houston, Architect, Kingscourt, Wellington-place, Belfast „ 28
Cmmlin—Two Cottages at Ballyclan Farm Antrim Rural District Council J. Clark, Clerk, Crumlin ,* 29

East Dulwich-grove. S.E.—Boiler Clinker Storage at Infirmary Southwark Guardians G. D. Stevenson. Architect. 18. King-street, E.C ,
29

Llanfrecha—Alteration to Park Cottage F. J. Mitchell. J.P W. H. Dashwood Caple, Architect, Church-street Chambers, Cardiff „ 29

Crumlin—Three Cottages at Ballymacreevan Farm Antrim Rural District Council J. Clark, Clerk, Crumlin tt 29
Grasaington— Boarding House and Shop James Hartley, Architect, Skipton „ 3)
Dinnington Colliery— Butcher's Premises Cramlington District Co-op. Society J. G. Crone, Architect, 21, Granger-street West. Newcastle 33
Great Dunmow- Isolation Hospital. Deadman's-lane Rural District Council Charles and W. H. Pertwee, Architects, Chelmsford „ 30
Swineshead, Lines—Schoolroom James Rowell. Architect, Church-lane, Boston „ 30
Cardiff-Eerooflng Machine-House at Ely Paper Works 'Thomas Owen and Co., Ltd John W. Rodger, Architect, 14, High-street, Cardiff Oct. 1
Walthamstow- Mission-grove School (MO places) Education Committee H. Prosser. M.S. A.. Architect, High-street, Walthamstow 1

Newbliss- House Gt. Northern 'Ireland) Railway Co.... W. H. Mills, Engineer-in-Chief, Amiens-street Terminus, Dublin... „ 3
Erith. Kent—Car Sheds, Workshops, and Offices Urban District Council W. Egerton, Quantity Suneyor, 12. (lueen's-road, Erith, Kent „ 3
Portadown—House Gt. Northern (Ireland) Railway Co.... W. H. Mills, Engineer-in-Chief Amiens-street Terminus, Dublin ., „ 3
Napsbury Asylum—Twelve Cottages Visiting Committee Walter G. Austin, Clerk, Guildhall, Westminster, S.W „ 3
Bookcorry—'Two Houses

.^ Gt. Northern (Ireland) Railway Co.... W. H. Mills. Engineer-in-Chief, Amiens-street Terminus. Dublin .. „ 3
Kirkby Lonsdale—Additions to Grammar School and House John F. Curwen, F.R.I.B.A., 26, Highgate, Kendal 3
Drogheda-Six Houses Gt.Nortbem (Ireland) Railway Co.... W. H. Mills, Engineer-in-Chief, Amiens-street Terminus, Dublin, ., „ 3
Forest Hill, S.E.— Flooring over Swimming Bath Lewisham Public Baths Committee .. The Surveyor's Department. Town Hall, Catford, 8.E „ 3
Ballyshannon—Two Houses Gt. Northern (Ireland) Railway Co.... W.H.Mills, Engineer-in-Chief, Amiens-street Terminus, Dublin .. „ 3
Sheffield— Police Station at Wincobank Watch Committee Chas. F. Wike, C.E.. City Surveyor, Town Hall, Sheffield , 4
BoIton-on-DeaiTie- Council OfficPs and Carnegie Library Urban District Council J. W. Wilson, Architect, Hoyland „ 4
Chatham— Glencoe-road School (900 children) Education Committee Herbert H. Dunstall, A.R.I.B.A.,F.S.I., Bank Chmbs.. Chatham .. ,, 4
Perranporth—Six Cottages Great Western Railway Co Q. K. Mills, Secretary, Paddington Station, W 4
Alnwick—Converting Woodcutting Shed at Workhouse H. W. Walton, Clerk, Alnwick , 5
Bromley-by-Bow—Public Library Poplar Borough Council Squire, Myers, and Pelch, Archts., 33. Old Queen-st., Westminster. „ 5
Wandsworth Common—Additions to St. James-road School ... Guardians Cecil A. Sharpe, A.R.I.B.A., U, Old Qn.-st.. Un. Anne's Gate, S.W. „ 5
Edinburgh—Wa.«hing Hall. South Oray's-cloee Corporation R. Morham, City Architect, City Chambers, Edinburgh , 5
Manorcunningham—Additions to Raymochy Church W. E. Pinkerton, M.R.I. A.I. . 11, Shipquay-street, Londondeny ... „ 5
Tooting. 8.W.— Disinfecting Station, B'ackshaw-road Wandsworth Borough Council !..!!"!! The Borough Surveyor's Office, 215, Balham High-road, S.W „ 6
Southwold— Sixteen Workmen's DweUings Corporation Ernest R. Cooper. Town Clerk, 1, Market-place, Southwold ,, 7
Birkenhead— Workhouse Laundry Buildings Guardians Edmund Kirby, F.R.I. B. A., 5, Cook-street, Liverpool , 3
Exeter—Car Depot. Heavitree-road Corporation Thomas Moulding, A M.I.C.E., 7, Southernhay West, Eseter , 8
Malvern—Public Libraiy Urban District Council Henry A. Crouch, A.RI.B. A., 1'2, Gray's Inn-square. W.C 10
London, N.—Front Block. Northern District Post Office H.M. Commissioners of Works J. Wager, H.M. Office of Works. Storey's Gate, S.W 11
Larkswood, Chingford—Isolation Hospital Walthamstow U.D.C O. W. Holmes. A.M.I.C.E.. Town Hall, Walthamstow 12
Abergavenny- P'ree Library, Victoria-street B. J. Francis, Architect, Abergavenny 14
Osmington, Weymouth—Coastguard Buildings The Director of Works. Admiralty, 21, Northumberland-ay.,W.C .. „ H
Amersham, Bucks—Workhouse Infirmary Guardians H. Belch, Architect, Chesham , 17
Bromley, E.—Additions to Stores Dept. at Devons-rd. Asylum Poplar & Stepney Asylum Managers J. and W. Clarkson, Architects. 136, High-street. Poplar, E 18
Isles of Abou-Saad and Wasta, near Jeddah—Pilgrims' House The Sanitary Administration, Ottoman Empire, Constantinople Nov. 9
Hull—Alterations to Premises, Beverley-road Geo. F. Bristow '. T. Browolow Thompson, Architect, 15. Parliament-street, Hull ... —
Darlington— Roof Repairs at Locomotive Works Robert Stephenson and Co.. Ltd., Darlington —
Sheffield- EiRht Houses, Carrfleld-street Sheffield Brick Co., Ltd W. G. Buck, Architect, 4. Eait-parade, Sheffield —
Hoveton St. Peter-Rebuildiog Farm Late Sir J. H. Preston's Trustees ... W. J. Dunham. Architect. Opie-.itreet, Norwich —
Vanxhall Bridge-road, S.W,—Shops and Flats Palgrave and Co., Architects, '28, Victoria-street, S.W —
Salisbury -Carnegie Free Library Library Committee Alfred C. Bothams. Architect. .3'2, Chipper-lane, Salisbury —
Leamington- Additions to Regent Hotel Brown and Barrow, 12. Norfolk-street. Strand. W.C —
Eamsley— School, Doncaster-road Education Committee Ernest W. Dyson, Architect, 14, Market-hill, Bannloy —

ELECTRICAL PLANT.
nford-Wiring Highlands School Urban District Council C. J. Dawson, F.R.I. B. A., 11. Cranbrook-road, Hford .' Sept. 2'i

Mortlake-Winng Isolation Hospital, South Worple-way Barnes Urban District Council J. E. Anderson. Clerk, High-street, Mortlake , 87
India Office, S.W. -Electric and Hand-Power Cranes Secretary of State for India The Director-General of Stores, India Office. Whitehall. S.W ,, 27
liangour-Electrii Wiring, &c Edinburgh District Lunatic Board ... Hippolyte J. lilanc, R.S.A., '25, Uutland-iiquare, Edinburgh 28
Bangour—Telephone Installations Edinburgh District Lunatic Board ... Hippolyti' J. Blanc, It.S A., '25, Rutland-squire, Edinburgh , 28
Bull-Wiring and Fitting Beveilcy-road Baths Corporation A. E. White, MICE, City Engineer, T.>wn Hall, Hull SO
lynemouth- Steam Dynamo (600-kw.) Coipomtion C. Tumbull, Electricity Works, North Shields 30
Canterbury-Electnc Light Fittings in Engine House Drainage Committee A. C. Turley. A.M.ICE.. City Surveyor. Ouildhall-st.. Canterbury Oct. 3
Ilford-BoOTtcr Urban District Council Arthur U. Shaw, M.I.B.E.. l.ey-.itreet. llford 4
London. B.W.-Eleotric Car Traversers London County Council The Clerk. I/mdon County Council, Spring Gardens, 8:W 4
llford -Balancer. Urban District Council Arthur H. Shaw, MI E K, L»y-8treet, llford 4
Weymouth—Wiring No. 1?, Gloucester-row Town Council The Borough Elec. Hoginecr, Sunnybank, Westliam, Weymouth li

ispmar, Spain-Lighting Town by Electricity The AlcaldiaConstitucionalof I'.-pinar „ 12

ENaiNEEBINO.
Aghyohil, Bandon—Sinking Well, ic Rural District Counol A. Haynes, CTerk, Council Room. Workhouse. Bandon Sept. 24
CaJIan Ireland-Boiler (80-guUon) in Workhouse Guardians Michael J. Lynch, Clerk, Board Room, Workhouse, CalUa „ 24
Bta)ud-Waterworkal.jtten»ion ('2,780 yards) Stroud Water Co The Manager, John-street. Stroud 2*
Thornhlll. Dewsbury --Sinking Shaft (160 yards) The Manager. Ingram's Thomhiil Collieries, Ltd., near Dow»bury. ,, 24

'i? I u H°''^'*?'''°S,*^°'""'» Urban District CounoU C. J. Dawwm, F.K.I.B A., H, Cmnbrook-road. llford „ '26

;

JMinburgh-lxicomoUve Tank Engine Gas Commisioners W. R. Herring. M.I.C.K., C.E . Gasworks, New-itreet, Edinburgh „ 2(!

I

^naeriand- Joist Gearing (765 tons) River We«r Commisiiioners H. U. Wake. C E , Eng.'s OtKce. Commissioners' Unay, Sun lerland „ 26
'

*''™fy—
"a'«"'orka .. Urban District CouiicU Stevenson and liumtal. Engineers, .W. I'ariiament-st., Westminster „ '26

.
-Aberdeen-•Twenty Top-Deck Car Covera Tramways Committee J. Al.fli. Bell, City Eleo. Kng., Elec. Works, Millbum-st., Aberdeen „ 27

I Amble-Water-Pipes (1,343 yardj of 3in.) Urban District Council W. Gibson, Surveyor. 94, Uueen-strcet, Amble 27
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London, E.G.- Bridpework Burma Railways Co The Offices, 76, Gresham Houee. Old Broad-street, E.C Sept, 28
Pontardawe— Stone Bridge over Nantmilw Rural District Council The Surveyor's Office, Herbert Chambers, Pontardawe 29
Hitcbin— Ghipholder Tank First Garden City, Ltd Charles Hunt, M.I.C.E-, 15, Victoria-street. Westminster, S.W. ... ,^ 29
Cudworth— Liquefying Tanks Urban District Council Fairbank and Son.C.E., Lendal Chambers. York 30
Manchester— Turntable at Car 'Works, Hyde-road Tramwsys Committee J. M. McElroy, General Manager, 55, Piccadilly, Manchester Oct, 1
Earsdon—Waterworks Urban District Council J. R. MacMillen. Shiremoor „

'

i
Paddington— Steam Road Roller and Scarifier Borough Council A. W. J. Russell. Town Clerk. Town Hall, Paddington, W „ S
Forest Hill, S.E.—Heating Public Baths Lewieham Public Baths Committee.. The Surveyor's Department, Town Hall, Catford, 8.E „ 3
Greenwich, S.E.—Pumping Plant London County Council The Clerk. London County Council. Spring Gardens, S.W „ 4
Hammersmith. W.—Reconstructing Mitre Bridge London County Council Maurice Fitzmaurice, CM. G.. County Hall, Spring Gardens, B.W.. „ 4
Portnoo, Co. Donegal— Pier Board of Public Works H. Williams. Secretary, Office of Public Works. Dublin ,, 5
Mortlake— Pumping Machinery Richmond Main Sewerage Board William Fairley. Engineer. West Hall-road. Kew Gardens

,, 5
Brailes—Extension of Water Supply Rural District Council Edwin R. Gander, Inspector of Nuisances. Brailes, Banbury „ q
Cladnageragh—Timber Jetty H. Williams, Secretary, Office of Public Works, Dublin 7
Pontypridd—Steam Motors Urban District Council P. R. A. Willoughby A.M.I.C.E.. Council Offices, Pontypridd „ 10
Cadeby and Black Carr—Railway {6 miles) Deame Valley Railway Co S. R. Kay. A.M.I.C.E., 1, Albion-place, Leeds

,, 10
Ipswich— Additional Boiler Electric Supply and Tramways Com. F. Ayton, Chief Engineer and Manager, Constantine-road, Ipswich „ 10
London, E.C—Twenty Locomotive Engines and Tenders Southern Mahratta Railway Co E Z. Thornton, Secretary, 46. Queen Anne's Gate, Westminster ... „ 11
Greenwich—Steam Exhaust Pipes, &c London County Council The Clerk, County Hall, Spring Gardens. S.W „ n
Lerwick—Harbour Extension Works Harbour Trustees Jas. Barron. M I.C.E.. 216. Union-.'ftreet, Aberdeen „ 12
Wood Green and Willesden—Light Railway Works Middlesex County Council H. T. Wakelam, M.I.C.E.. County Eng., Guildhall, Westminster,.. ,. 12
Bahia—Railway from IlheoB to Conquista The Secretariat of Agriculture, Bahia

, 22
Isle of Wasta—Jetty The Sanitary Administration, Ottoman Empire, Constantinople Nov. 9
Isle of Abou-Saad—Lengthening Jetty The Sanitary Administration, Ottoman Empire, Constantinople „ &
Tynemouth-Plant Corporation The Secretary, Water Department, Town Hall, Tynemoatb —

FENOIKa AND WALLS.
DowDpatrick—Wire Fences around Fields at Workhouse Guardians E. L.Morrow, Clerk of Union, Downpatrick Sept. 24
Palmer's Green,N.—Fencing (about 1,650yds) Broomfleld Park Southgate Urban District Council ... W. M. Ellenor, Clerk, Council Offices, Palmer's Green, N „ 24
Shoreham- Iron Fence at Ham Common Urban District Council J. Nye, Town Surveyor. Town Hall, Shoreham

, 27
Rochdale- Brick Walling, Falinge Park Garden Corporation....: S. 8. Piatt, M.I.C.E,, Town Hall, Rochdale 27
London, E.C— Galvanised Wire Fencing East Indian Railway Co C. W. Young. Secretary, Nicholas-lane, E.C „ 28
Atherton—Wrought-Iron Fencing Urban District Council D. Schofield, Clerk, Town Hall, Atherton „ 28

FT7BNITT7BB AND FITTINGS.
Plymouth—Iron Bedsteads (100) for Asylum Visiting Committee C, Lintem, Clerk, Asylum, Blackadon. Ivybridge Sept. 24
Wakefield—Stalls for Market Corporation The Market Superintendent, Market Office, Market Hall, Wakefield „ 24
Dford— Furniture at Highlands School Education Committee C. J. Dawson, F.R.I.B.A., 11, Cranbrook-road, Ilford , 26
8t. Albans—Bedsteads and Furniture for New Infirmary Guardians R. W. Brabant, Clerk, Union Offices. St. Albans

.,, 29
Withington—Hospital Bedsteads (207) and Chairs Cborlton Union Guardians David S. Blomfield, Clerk, Union Offices, All Saints', Manchester... Got. 4

PAINTING,
Harrogate—Elevated Steel Tower Corporation E. W. Dixon, M.I.C.B., Engineer, 14, Albert-street, Harrogate Sept. 24
Glasgow—Police Offices and Stations Corporation J, Lindsay, Clerk, City Chambers, Glasgow „ 24
Meath—Tara Hall John F. M'Gahon, Architect. 3, Earl-street, Dundalk „ 26
Stockton-on-Tees—Curator's House, Durham-road Cemetery.. Corporation A. B. Crosby, Town Clerk, Stockton-on-Tees „ 28
Botherham— Inside of Town Hall Assembly Rooms Corporation J. Platts, Architect. High-street, Rotherham „ 26
Carlisle—Six Houses Edward J. Hill. St. Nicholas, Carlisle „ 26
Nottingham—Police Stations Water Committee Sir Samuel G. Johnson, Town Clerk, Guildhall, Nottingham „ ^
Brighton—Water Pillars. Gas Lamps, Fire and Police Stations Town Council F. J, C.May, M.I.C.E., Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Brighton... „ 30
Grassington—House and Shop , James Hartley, Architect, Skipton „ 30
Leicester—Exterior of Isolation Hospital Sanitary Committee E. G. Mawbey, M.I.C.E., Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Leicester ,, 30
Edinburgh—Washing Hall Corporation R. Morhamj City Architect, City Chambers, Edinburgh Oct. 5

TI4JJJ/LBINQ AND GLAZINQ.
Skipton—Additions to Aorated Works James Hartley, Architect, Skipton Sept. 24
Aberdeen—Plumbing Work (One Year) Harbour Commissioners R. Gordon Nicol, Harbour Engineer, Aberdeen „ 27
Leigh, Lanes-Municipal Buildings Corporation J. C. Prestwich, Architect, Bradshawgate Chambers, I>eigh, Lanes. ,, 28

BOADS AND STREETS,
Yardley-Private Street Works Rural District Council A. W. Smith, Engineer, Sparkhill, near Birmingham Sept. 24
Devonport—Paving Streets and Lanes Town Council John F. Burns, Borough Surveyor, 29, Ker-street, Devonport „ 24
Ilford—Levelling and Tar Paving Playgroimds Urban District Council C. J. Dawsun, F.R.I. B.A., 11, Cranbrook-road, Ilford „ 26
Wimbome, Dorset^—Street Works Urban District Council Charles Munckton, Surveyor, Borough Offices, Wimborue „ 26
Morley— Street Works Highways Committee W. E. Putman, A.ML.CE., Boro' Engineer, Town Hall, Morley... „ 26
Beckenham—Making-up Westboume-road Urban District Council John A. Angell. Surveyor, Beekenham ,, 26
Grange-over-Sands—Eoad Works Urban District Council Thomas Huddleston, Surveyor, Grange-over-Sands „ 26
Swindon— Street Works Corporation J. H. Hamp, Borough Surveyor, Town HaU, Swindon „ 26
Hford-Making-up Roads Urban District Council H. Shaw. A.M.I.CE., Town HaU, Ilfoid „ 26
Abbeyleix— Repairing Main Road (1,070 perches; five years) Rural District Council James Finnegan, Clerk. Workhouse, Abbeyleix „ 26
Manchester—Street and Passage Works Paving Conunittee The Paving Department, Town Hall. Manchester „ 26
Broadstairs—Tar Paving Urban District Council Howard Hurd, C.E.. Town Surveyor, Broadstairs „ 26
Harrogate—Street Improvement Works Corporation F. Bagshaw, Borough Engineer. Municipal Offices, Harrogate ,, 26
Tottenham, N.—Making-up Radley-road Urban District Council W. H. Prescott, A.M.I.CE., 712, High-road, Tottenham „ 27
Salford— Street Works Corporation The Borough Engineer's Office, Town HaU, Salford „ 27
Tynemouth—Paving Corporation John F. Smilie, Borough Surveyor, Tynemouth „ 27
West Hartlepool— Street Works Corporation Nelson F. Dennis, Boro' Eng., 78, Church-street, West Hartlepool „ 27
Tottenham, N.— Making-up Loxwood-road Urban District Council W. H. Prescott. A.M.I.CE., 712, High-road, Tottenham „ 27
Eamsgate— Street Improvement Works Corporation T. G. Taylor. Borough Engineer. Albion House, Ramsgate „ 28
Middleton Cheney—Playgroimd Repairs Managers W. J. Treadwell, Surveyor. Middleton Cheney „ 28
Blaencwm—Two Roads Hendrewen Building Club W. D. Morgan, Architect, Victoria Chambers, Pentre, Glam „ 28
Wood Green. N.—Making-up Canning-mews & Euston-mews Urban District Council C. J. Gunyon, A.M.I.CE.. Surveyor, Town Hall, Wood Green „ 28
Portishead-Street Works Urban District Council The Surveyor, County Offices, Portishead, Bristol , 29
Pinner—Making-up Paths in Cemetery Parish Council Joseph Gurney. Clerk, Down's Farm, Pinner Oct. 1
Wakefield- Street Works Council The City Surveyor, Town Hall, Wakefield „ 1
Forest Hill, 8.E.—Kerbing, &c., Aylward-road Lewisham Borough Council The Surveyor's Department, Town Hall, Catford „ 3
Bolton-on-Deame- Private Street Works Urban District Council J. Ledger Hawksworth, Clerk, Bolton-on-Deame, Rotherham „ 4
Leiston—Road Works Urban District Council James Baldry, Surveyor, Snape-road, Leiaton, Suffolk „ 4
Brentford—New Roadway at Kew Bridge Urban District Council Nowell Parr, C.E., Clifden House, Boston-road, Brentford „ 4
Ilsington—Road H. H. Bickford. South Knighton, Newton Abbot „ 4
PontTottyn—Road and Drains Gustardand Waddiogton, Bridge-street, Newport, Mon „ 5
Heme Bay— Paving. Sewering, &c., Beltinge-road Uiban District Council F. W. J. Palmer, Surveyor, Town Hall, Heme Bay „ 5
Purley-Making-up Foxley-lane Croydon Rural District Council R. M. Chart. M.S. I., Town Hall. Croydon „ 6
Pontypridd—Widening County Road Urban District Council P. R. A. Willoughby. A.M.I.CE., Pontypridd „ 10
Maidenhead—Making-up Cordwallis-street Butler and Sons, High-street, Maidenhead —

SANITARX-
Kendal—Rejointing Sewer Corporation R. Hampton Clucas, C.E., Borough Engineer, Town HaU, Kendal... Sept. 26
East DulwJch, S,E.—Drainage and Sanitary Fittings Southwark Union Guardians G. D. Stevenson, Architect, 13, King-street, Cheapside, E.C ,, 29
Cudwotth— Liquefying Tanks Urban District Council Fairbank and Son, C.E., Lendal Chambers, York ,, 30
Walmer, Kent—Sewage Urban District CouncU Herbert W. Barker, Surveyor, Council Offices, Walmer Oct. 1
Woolwich—Brick Sewers (4,760ft. run lift. 6in.) London County Council Maurice Fitzmaurice, C.M.G., County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W... „ 4
Battersea to Wandsworth—Sewers London County Council Maurice Fitzmaurice, C.M.G., County Hall. Spring Gardens, S.W... „ 4
Notting Hill, W.— Sewer, Cornwall-road London County Council Maurice Fitzmaurice, CM.G., County Hall, Spring Gardens, S.W... ,, 4
Todmorden- Sewage Works Corporation James Alwiu Heap, Borough Engineer, Town HaU, Todmorden 10
Alnwick— Sewage Works Rural District Council H. W. Walton, Clerk, Alnwick ,, 10
South Ludlow— Sewage-Disposal Works Town Council John Herbert Williams, Town Clerk, Ludlow 10
Church Strelton—fcewers Urban District CouncU J. Mansergh and Sons, Engineers, 5, Victoria-street, Westminster... „ 11
Oakengates—Drainage Work Urban District Council R. E. W. Betriogton, M.I.C.E., Bank Buildings, Wolverhampton,.. ,, 11

STEEL AND IRON.
Bamford— Sluice Valves DerwtntVaUey Water Board Edward Sandeman, Bamford, near Sheffield Sept. 24
Whittingham— Iron Staircases for County Asylum The Chairman of the Committee of Visitors, Asylum, Whittingham „ 24
BaUinasloe—Gas Mains Urban District CouncU R. J. Gill, Clerk, Town HaU, BaUinasloe - „ 26
Chiistiania— Steel RaUs (770tons) Grimstad and Frolend Railway Co.... Anlcegskomiteen, Grimstad-Frolandsbanen, Grimstad ,, 26
India Office—Spans (100ft.) Secretary of State for India The Director-General of Stores, India Office, Whitehall, S.W ,

27
London, E.C- Steel Foundry Materials Bombay, Baroda, and C.I. Ry. Co.... The Offices, Gloucester House, Bishopsgate-street Without, E.C. ... „ 27
India Office, S.W.—Rails, &c Secretary ot State for India The Director-General of Stores. India Office, WhitehaU, S.W „ 27
London, E.G.—Wheels and Axles (310 pairs) Burma Railways Co The Offices, 76, Gresham House, Old Broad-street, E.C „ 28
Leigh, LancB— Steel and Ironwork to Muiaicipal Buildings Corporation J. C Prebtwich, Architect. Bradshawgate Chambers, Leigh, Lance. „ 28
DubUn— Steel Rails (4,0C0 tons) Gt. S. and W. (Ireland) RaUway Co. Francis B. Ormsby, Secretary, Kingsbridge Terminus, Dublin ...... „ 29
DubUn— Cast-iron Chairs (2,800 tons) Gt. S. and W. (Ireland) RaUway Co. Francis B. Orm^y, Secretary, Kingsbridge Terminus, Dublin „ 29
Shanghai-Nanking— Rails, &c British & Chinese Corporation, Ltd. Sir J. Wolfe-Barry, Morrison, and Barry. 7, The Sanctuary, S.W.... „ 80
London, E.C— Steel Sleepers and Keye Nizam^s State Railways Co., Ltd, ... H. Rendel, Secretary, Winchester House, 50, Old Broad-street, E.C. „ 30
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REQUIREMENTS, PRESENT AND
FUTURE.

ONE of the initial questions which the
architect in the design of certain build-

ings ought to ask is, Whether he should pro-
vide for any extension or addition that may
be required in the future ? As upon this

question the scheme of arrangement and
design will much depend. A neglect of this

consideration will certainly entail a heavy ex-
penditure on the owner or promoters when
any addition has to be made ; therefore it is a
question of much importance to those who
undertake the erection of large buildings of

a public or charitable kind. Such neglect
may also mean the purchase of adjacent
land, if procurable, or the wholesale recon-
struction of the building. In a large number
of instances, owing to the rapid increase in
the population of a town or change of con-
ditions, buildings erected for schools, libraries,

public institutions, workhouses, hospitals,

and the like, are found to be entirely in-
adequate or defective ; the requirements of
the neighbourhood have quite outgrown the
accommodation provided, and a new building
has to be erected at considerable cost. We
can remember churches, polytechnic institu-

tions, and schools whicn have had to be
supplemented or rebuilt after only short
periods of time, simply because the accommo-
dation, furnished in them, or the plan adopted,
had become deficient, antiquated, or difficult

ofdevelopment. It may be urged that the archi-
tect in designing a building for a particular
purpose is not justified in providing for
future requirements. The plan is devised
for the needs of the day and under present
conditions — and it would be unfair to
expect him to anticipate improvements. No
doubt the maxim of " sufficient uato the

,
day ' is enough for him, and no one can
expect of him more. The fault or blame, if

there is any, rests, we think, with those who
instruct their architects, who say nothing
about extensions, but who are satisfied to
build for their own generation or the im-
mediate wants of the day. There is much
want of forethought on the part of clients
and public bodies in this matter ; they refuse
to consider the necessity that will arise in the
course of a few years, even if the question of
addition is brought to their attention. Take,
for instance, the case of a public free library
designed for a small but fast-increasing
suburb. The council or committee intrusted
with the erection advertises for designs for a
building to accommodate a small proportion
of readers — say a reading-room for not
more th;m oO readers, stands for 20 news-
papers, and storage capacity for 10,()(»0

volumes, &c. 1 )e8igns are sent in for these
capacities, and perhaps the one estimated
at the lowest sum is selected, the committee
being shortsighted enough to discard any
plan showing larger rooms than those pro-
vided in the instructions. This design is
carried out. In the course of five years or
more the suburb has doubled, and the ac-
commodation provided is inadequate. There
is no land left to make an addition, or if
there is the plan as arranged precludes any
extension. Another library would have to
be erected in a few years to provide for the
increasing number of readers at a consider-
able extra cost, whereas if the reading and
newsroom or reference library could have
been extended, the old building might have
served for many years. Such is the " penny
wise and pound foolish" policy of local
promoters.

There is one class of public buildings, the

school and workhouse or infirmary, which
is continually requiring enlargements by
the addition of an extra classroom or

pavilions. Such an extension is easy of

accomplishment when there is spare ground,

and the plan provides for extension ; but in

very many buildings the architect has not

thought of additions, and the only way of

adding to the accommodation is to add a

story or more, if this can be done, though
this way of enlargement generally throws

more work on the administrative offices,

which cannot be enlarged. So the addition

of two or more classrooms would unduly tax

the area provided for the central hall,

entrances, and cloakrooms. But the archi-

tect of the original building can, by a little

forethought, provide for these contin-

gencies, and the fault is mainly to be placed

to the shortsightedness of the promoters in

not making it a condition of the competition,

or of acceptance of design, that the architect

must consider the means of extension in

preparing the plans. There may be certainly

architectural reasons for adopting a plan

complete in itself, and which cannot be en-
larged or added to without injuring the pro-

portions of the design. We can imagine such
to exist in a private residence, in which the

external features are made to balance, or in

a facade to a main street, which cannot be
added to without disturbing the whole
design. Buildings af Classic design are gene-
rally of this class, that are based on certain

models, which do not admit of enlargement
in either direction. An addition to a Classic

fai;ade, complete in itself, by the erection of

a wing, or raising the building, might destroy

the proportions and intention of the designer,

yet we often see wings or stories added
to such buildings. Thus, the more irregular

and freer Classic designs are not open to this

objection. Houses or public buildings erected

in the Renaissance or Gothic styles can be
enlarged and often improved by the addition

of a gabled wing, a projecting bay, or even
a one-storied projection. One class of build-

ings which ought to be planned for future
enlargement is municipal offices, as the

requirements of a town grow year by year.

Corporations are often to blame for not
making such enlargement a condition of the
acceptance of a design, also for obtaining a
limited site which precludes any extension.

Yet it is often so. Offices which may do for

the use of a town clerk or other official for a
few years will be found inconveniently small
when the town has extended its boundaries
and new departments are wanted. Church
extension to meet the accommodation of wor-
shippers is always imminent, and indicates

the absurdity of planning complete arrange-
ments at the beginning, as, for instance,

a church having a small nave and two
aisles without means of lengthening or
widening it by the adding of a bay or two,
or wider aisles. During the earlier years
of the Gothic Revival, a complete design
with nave and aisles, chancel, tower, and
spire was thought the right thing in

church building ; but no church-building
committee would think of such a plan now in

alargeand growing neighbourhood. A partial

nave, or nave and one aisle, are first built

with a properly-proportioned chancel, to bo
afterwards increased in size by the addition
of a second aisle or the lengthening of the
nave. Frequently the chancel, with one or two
bays of the navo, is first built, gradually
extending it westwards as necessary, or as
funds permit. The advantage of this method
is that the church preserves a good proportion
when liiiishod, instead of having a small or

short nave attached to a wide aisle, some-
times the same width as nave. The rapidity
of the growth of a district in which a church
is built cannot be provided for in any other
waj-. It is true the Middle Age builders
built at first complete designs, and when it

was found necessary to increase the accommo-

dation they did not hesitate to add an aisle or
transept of even larger size than the nave, or
to lengthen the nave and make other altera-

tions without studying the original plan

;

but it must be mentioned that during those

ages populations remained more stationary

—

they did not increase at such a rapid rate—so

the same design did without much alteration

for several generations. When an addit'on

was necessary they boldly enlarged, pulled

down, and rebuilt. In these days circum-
stances have changed; a church has to be
commenced with small funds—perhaps only
sufficient to build a nave and chancel, or
portion, to be gradually increasedasnecessary.

So that the architect has to consider future en-
largement as a certainty. But it is his best
interest to make the design show the additions,

so that the completed design may be as

perfect as possible. And it is the object of the

master mind to conceive the whole building

in its integrity, that when completed by any
addition of aisle, porch, or tower its

proportions will be pleasing. Yet we
find often a singular disregard of future

addition. The plan and elevations are made
for a building that, when finished, will look

well. Of course, the committee, the vicar,

and those who have subscribed to the funds
are delighted with the results of having an
attractive church, with tower and spire

complete, erected at once, leaving a rising

generation to enlarge the building. When
an addition is made by an extra bay or so,

or a transept, the proportions are spoilt, and
the addition becomes a blot. Who is to

blame—the building committee or the archi-

tect !" The committee, to obtain subscrip-

tions, are tempted to make the design

attractive on paper, and the architect no
doubt has the same motive in planning a
complete building. It is certainly the archi-

tect's duty to advise his employers to be
satisfied with a portion of a complete scheme,
which may be extended without detriment

t) the design as a whole, and to forego the

pleasure of erecting a small but complete

church. Many designs have been spoilt by
neglecting this advice. No means of in-

creasing the accommodation is available but
adding a transept or widening the aisles

—

both costly.

But probably there is no class of building
to which these remarks more apply than
I'oor Law buildings, such as workhouses and
kindred institutions, which are designed to

meet present demands, but which in a short

time require to be extended. And the

architect is placed in a difficult position when
he has to plan buildings of this description.

His employers, generally boards of guardians,
demand rigid economy ; only the imme-
diate requirements of the poor in the

district are to be considered, and the archi-

tect is not to take into account additions.

The result of this policy is that the rate-

payers have to pay a high percentage on any
extra accommodation. I'robably there is not

enough land left for extensions, or portions

of the buildings must be pulled down and
rebuilt. Contingencies are neglected. In
the course of a few j-ears the mistake of the

guardians is discovered : the wards are in-

sufficient for the accommodation. But the

old board no longer is in power, so the blame
attaches to the architect for not providing for

the emergency. This can easily be done by
allowing room for additional pavilions and
casual buildings.

There is another aspect of the subject

which ought to be considered—wo mean
the probable effect of this neglect when
another architect may be called in to extend
the building at a future date. At no time is

it a vory pleasant reflection for an architect

that, not long after the completion of his

design, another practitioner may be called

in to add to or alter his work, especially

when it is an artistic production of which one
may bo proud ; but it is still more unfor-

tunate wnon the original architect has loft
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no plan or suggestion for future guidance to

his client or those who follow him. If an
architect's successor has the advantage of

seeing his predecessor's intentions, and the

mode of addition suggested on the plan, we
may be sure that he will gladly avail himself

of the scheme, if it is a good one, rather than
attempt any new means which would destroy'

or spoil the unity and coherence of the design.

It is true men of less discretion who desire to

make their own record would not hesitate to

pull down and remove portions of the old build-

ing for the purpose of substituting something
new. Residences are often pulled down and
partially rebuilt in this way by new comers,

some of them irretrievably spoilt by the

addition of new wings quite out of keeping
with the older part ; or it may be a new
drawing-room or billiard-room added which
completely destroys the harmony. A mode
of enlarging a house should always be pre-

sent ic the mind of the original architect,

and it is a good plan to show such future

extensions by dotted lines on the plans, even

in those of private houses, especially if the

arohi'eit has a scheme of development in his

mind. These indications are helpful to

future residents who desire to build addi-

tions ; the new architect will generally be glad

to avail himself of any suggestion, as he can-

not be expected always to bring the same
amount of thought into the work which the

original designer did. Ideas in planning are

always very helpful ; but the happiest are

not always discoverable by the seeker, and
maj remain hidden after other and less

valuable ideas have been carried out at

perhaps greater cost. The obligation on the

part of boards and corporations to provide

for additions to their buildings is therefore

one that can scarcelj' be passed ever. Those
who advertise for designs for new Poor Law
buildings, schools, libraries, technical insti-

tutes, municipal offices, and the like ought in

every case of competition to insert a clause to

the effect that the plans are to be so arranged
as to allow of any future extension being
made without unnecessarily interfering

with the general design. Thus the extension

of a range of classrooms or laboratories,

ward pavilions for a workhouse, or additional

offices for a municipal building, or reading-

room or reference library accommodation can
often be made without any tampering with or

alteration to the visible fronts of a building

when there is land enough ; but competitors
will not trouble to think about it unless they
are obliged to do so. The question of pre-

serving the original design or the sym-
metrical arrangement of a Classic building

may be considered here. Alterations to

a cient and historic buildings of interest

stand by themselves ; but it may be asked
whether an architect is justified in modifying
a modern building, the effect of which will

be to destroy the original elevation, or so

alter it as to efface its design. The answer
to such a question will depend a good deal on
the circumstances. If the building to be
altered or extended is one bj- a well-known
architect, it may savour almost of desecra-

tion, at least of bad taste, to tamper with it,

or it may destroy the unity of the design to

such a degree that it is a matter for considera-

tion. In most modern work, however, no
such scruple can be entertained. The archi-

tect can only do his best if the plan or

facade has to bo altered to make room for

additions ; the architect has boldly to take
the matter in hand. The Medireval builder,

as wehave noticed, didnot hesitate to pull down
and rebuild what had grown out of date, or

to make additions of chancels, aisles, and
bays to nave m the style of the day quite

regardless of the older parts. In every case

the purpose or use of the building was con-
sidered paramount. And common-sense now
appears to suggest the same procedure. But
the architect must exercise his own taste and
discretion. 'When he unnecessarily restores

or renovates an old house in such a manner

as to leave nothing or very little of its

original design or antiquity, we naturally

s.ay he is a vandal, and without any apprecia-

tion of old art ; or when he chooses to pull

down or destroy features which give a
character of quaintness, we naturally resent

his interference. With modern or new
buildings the case is different ; after a care-

ful study of the plans and its possibilities of

extension, the architect should be competent
to suggest a mode of addition that will

satisfy the requirements without offending

any taste except, perhaps, that of the archreo-

logical purist. »-^
BPOMLEY PUBLIC LIBRARY

COMPETITION.

THE council of the borough of Bromley,
in Kent, invited six architects to send

in designs for a public library to be erected

on a site in the High-street of that pretty
suburban town, and these designs were on
view for a few hours at the library last

Saturday afternoon—a very awkward and
inconvenient time as far as the majority of

the competitors were concerned. ^Ir. John
Belcher, A.R.A., was appointed assessor in

accordance with the recommendation of the
Royal Institute of British Architects. The site

was a convenient one, and is now occupied
bj- an old house with large grounds which at

the back present considerable variation in the

levels. The requirements were to be those
of an ordinary free public library, a lending
room, and book store on the open access

system of 2,000ft. super., a reference-room
of ooOft. super., public reading-room and
magazine room of l,OoOft., librarian's room
to overlook the library, 120ft., a lecture-

room, xapable of subdivision, l,O.JOft., com-
mittee-room, lumber-room, heating chamber,
&c. ; the plans were to allow for future

extension without interference with the

general design. A great deal was left to the

discretion of the architect. (Jne of the

questions put was: " Is the reference-room
to be used in conjunction with the lending
library or to be a separate department with
its own book store ? " and the answer was
that the point was left to the discretion of

the architect. Another point raised was
with respect to the lecture-room, as to

its purpose and ' from what end it is

to be capable of being divided up."
The answer given was that it was
to be for lectures in connection with library

work, and that it was not to be adapted for

letting, nor to have cloak and retiring-rooms,

and that it was allowed to be on the first

floor. The answers seem to point conclu-

sively to the fact that the lecture-room was
to be used entirely for librarj' purposes,

that it was not necessary to have an inde-

pendent entrance or exits apart from the

library. A 12ft. way to the public gardens
at the rear had to be provided on
the left-hand side of the library. These
are points which have to be kept in

view in examining the designs. The assessor

has selected the design of !Mr. Evelyn
Hellicar, A.R.I.B. A., which has undoubted
merits of plan. The entrance-hall forms a

projecting and quite distinctly treated part

of the front towards the High-street, and
forms the north end of the building. On the

left of hall, with its staircase to lecture- room
over, is the public reading-room, 44ft. Gin.

by 24ft. 6in., lighted by four windows
towards the street, and also at end. The
lending library, 50ft. by 40ft., faces the

entrance, and is entered directly from the

hall by a turnstile. It is arranged on the
" open access " sj stem with radiating cases.

Between hall and lending - library is an
hexagonal inclosure or counter for attend-

ants, on the other side of which is the out-

coming turnstile, with librarian's room close

at hand. The reference-room, 2(ift. by
21ft. Oin., is behind the reading-room, and
in connection with librarian's and lending

library, through which it is reached. The
author proposes that it may be made a future
magazine-room, when the extension behind
is made. The lending library extension is

provided for at the north end, so that

here, as in all the designs, any future addi-

tion will not disturb the front elevation.

The lecture- room is over the public reading-
room, 44{t. Gin. by 24ft. Gin., lighted from
both sides and at end, with staircase, landing,

and the committee-room at the north end
also in front. The only means of access

and exit is the front staircase at the

side of entrance-hall, but for the pur-
pose intended may suffice ; though if used
for public meetings or let out, the means of

approach and egress would be inadequate.

We fail to observe any means of subdivision

suggested, or how such can be obtained with
only one entrance. The external design is

not satisfactory. The author has, we think,

unnecessarily broken up his front elevation

into two distinct buildings, the entrance -hall

and stairs being carried up in stone, rusti-

cated, with a small cupola over staircase,

while the public reading-room and lecture-

room over is of brickwork with high-hipped

roof, appearing as a separate building of differ-

ent height and style. The windows of lecture-

room are square-headed, and break awk-
wardly into the roof of the lecture-room ;:

they have no coherence or affiliation with the

entrance block : in fact, the two treatments

are incongruous. In the rear the low-story

lending library and reference-room will

not be pleasing as viewed from the grounds.

The lending library is shown with windows
to the west, and north, and south sides ; but
when the additions to library are made the

side windows at the north and south ends

will be stopped up, and any increased light

required will have to be obtained by a larger

skylight than that shown.
One of the cleverest designs is by Messrs.

Russell and L'Doper, numbered 3 in the

corner, and specially to be noticed for the

authors' attentions to the surroundings, also

the manner in which the authors connected

the steep banks in the rear of site with the-

building. The suggested loggia for readers

and garden shelter would be an attractive

lounge on summer days, though children

might be attracted, and so disturb readers in

the reading-room. The building is divided

into three parallel parts. In front is

the entrance, staircase, and public reading-

room, 47ft. Gin. by 22ft., a lending

library and store for books, 60ft. by 3.'5tt.,

top-lighted, and the librarian's and reference

room, 3Gft. by loft., facing the gardens on

the west side, along which the loggia is

shown. The lending library is separated

from the other rooms on each side by glazed

windows between piers. At north end of

lending library is the attendant's inclosure,

with circular ends or counters, and this is

approached from a long, top-lighted entrance

hall extending the whole depth of building,

and connecting with the loggia corridor on
the west side. A space for future exten-

sion is shown, .JOft. by 35ft. on the north

side. The scheme is ingenious, if rather

wasteful of space in the long entrance

corridor. On each side of the attendant's

counter in lending library are the entrances

"in" and "out," and at the south end of

room are three windows. The reference room
is narrow, being only loft, wide, and the

reading-room appears to bear a small pro-

portion to the area set apart for extension.

There are good points, as in the position of

librarian's room overlooking the lending

library and reference-rcom, and the glazed

openings would allow of supervision over

other rooms if the bookcases did not

intervene. The lecture - room, 4Tft. by
22ft., is over the front reading-room, with

windows at side and stairs at one end ; but

the means of subdivision is not indicated.

The elevation to High-street is well balanced

,

of a Renaissance character, with pedimental
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ends of slight projection, but the carved
ornament in them appears a little redundant

;

a blocking course surmounts the cornice and
pediments, and there is a central turret.

The end and side entrances and garden hall

are similar, and add to the effect of the

lacjade. The rear elevation shows the outside

of loggia or shelter from grounds, and which
has a high basement where the ground falls.

On the opposite side of Boom No. 4 is a design

attributed to Mr. H. T. Hare, F.R.I.B.A.,
though we must say not at all characteristic

of that gentleman's style. The main feature of

the plan is the very large lending library to

the north, "Oft. by 25ft. in its narrow part,

placed east and west. A wide segmental
bay comprising a large proportion of its

length, only half pierced by window open-
ings faces north. The other half of bay is

obscured by the wall of adjoining property.
< In the south side of lending library, which
has radiating cases in two rows for books, is

an effective entrance - hall leading to a
central inclosure for attendant between
lending library and reading-room, which
latter forms the south wing. It is 42ft. by
2oft., lighted on three sides, and having its

length parallel with garden entrance. The
reference library, 33ft. by ITft. Gin., is at the
rear of hall, and adjoins the lending library.

The attendant occupies a central position.

The lecture-room is over the reading-room and
of the same size, its main length facing south
with lights on roof ; it extends along the

frontage, over entrance - hall and end of

lending library ; but no provision is shown on
the ground plan for the support of the inner
wall. Space for extension is shown at back
of reading room, and also on the north of

lending library. We do not like the shape
of the latter department nor the segmental
shaped projection. The hall and chief

departments behind lecture- room are top-
lighted. The elevation consists of a plain
farade with centre entrance and side windows,
having circular pediments breaking the line

of eaves. The roof is hipped with a centre
turret.

( iuite by itself in its departure from the
scheme adopted by other competitors is the
design of Mr. Maurice B. Adams, F.R.I.B.A.,
who places the lecture-room on the ground
floor. It is the only single story design
sent in, and there were some good reasons
which appear to have induced him to

do this. Those practically connected with
public free libraries generally agree that
it is desirable, when possible, to have
all the departments on one floor. The
author evidently understood the instruction

as to the lecture-room in the sense that it

was to be exclusively used for librarj' pur-
poses, and has placed it at the south-east
corner of the block, facing the High-street.

It is nearly square, being 34ft. by 31ft., and
has an exit door within the main vestibule,

with another doorway for admission a little

farther up the hall, thus allowing for dividing
the room into two halves, each with its door
and window. The outer door serves for

emergency, or for admission when the library

is closed. This arrangement gives easy
ingress and ogress on the same floor, and
thus complies with the building by-laws. To
the north of the hall is a newsroom of the
same size, facing the road, and both
surmounted by a domed ceiling and
dormer windows. In the rear, entered by
a conti-al doorway, with circular inclosure
for attendant, is the lending library the
whole length of block by 2(lft., its longer
side facing the grounds. The reference-
room, entered from the inner hall, also next
to lecture-room, is convonient, and under the
control of librarian, on tho north side of
hall. The whole arrangement is well studied
and exceedingly compact, and there is cer-
tainly less waste of space in the entrances
than others have shown. Tho elevation to
tho High-street is dignified, a wide centre
pediment of small projection giving im-

Fee^T

PAIR OF COTTAGES, BOYINGDON.

portance to the main front. This plan

shows less area covered than many other

plans, and no doubt could bo built for

the sum stated, i'(),C'00. No. o (by Messrs.

Potts, Son, and Hennings) proposes a two-

storied Clastic building, with coupled Ionic

columns to the first floor, and pedimental

wings shaded in Indian ink, well-proportioned.

We take exception to the two isolated figures

on the pedestals of balustrade over the

entrance, which look meaningless. The plan

has a centre lobby entrance into hall, with

staff counter in front, a lending library,

.joft. tiin. by 39fL Gin., in roar. There is

a small corner room for librarian, with two
glazed screen sides in left corner, and a

reading and niagazine-room in continuation,

32ft. long northwards. The reference-room
is to left of entrance-hall, and a committee-
room at north end of front, and the staircase

to lecture-room is at the end of hall. The
lecture-room and retiring-room are placed over

the front, lighted on both sides. Room for

extension is shown in the rear and at north

end of building. The plan is compact, and
piers for carrying the walls of lecture-room

are shown. Another design (No. (1) has a

plan which can hardly be called economical in

the area, occupied by entrance-hall, corridor,

and staircase. The entrance ia at tho north
end of front ; the newsroom, 3211. liin. by
2Sft., is in front, with magazine-room at

end. The lecture-room forms an upper
story. The author has given us a rather

heavy block of buildinjrs, to judge by the
perspective. In the limited time given by
the committee to view tho plans, hung as

thoy were .above desks filled with now books
which were open to tho public, it was scarcely

possible to examino minutely tho drawings.
One of tlio questions which tho competitors
had to ask tiiemselves in this instance was,
Wliether tho lecturo-rooni was to be a public

room that could be lot off for local extension
lectures, and whether it was best placed on
the ground-floor level '^ There wore certain

reasons which seem to point to the latter :

the room is intended to be used in connection
with the library, and when not used for

lectures to be occupied by readers. Much

depends upon whether it is not required

to have a separate entrance or exit, as

ordered by the by-laws. The limit of

cost was another reason for reducing ex-

penditure by adopting a one- story building.

On the other hand, the temptation to adopt a

two-story farade was not lost on the com-
peting architects for the sake of external

appearance, as it is obviously a more difficult

task to impart dignity and effect to a one-

story structure.

BOVINGDOX COTTAtiES.

THESE are buUt with Uin. wal's to the

height of the plinth, and above that with

Oin. walls corered with cement roughcast. The
roofs are covered with Broseley tiles, and all

external woodwork is painted white. They were

built by Jlr. S. C. Smith, of llemel Hempstead,

at a cost of CoiJG lOj. The architects are Messrs.

J. E. Iv.and J. V. Cutts.

BRISTOL JIASTER BUILDERS' VISIT TO
BATH STOXE IH'ARRIES.

THi'; members of the Bristol JIaster Builders'

Association, by invitation of the Bath Stone

Firms, Limited, inspected on Friday the extensive

quarries at Corsham. In the first instance the

party proceeded to Bath, and upon tho invitation

of the president of tho Bristol Association (Jlr.

K. I. Neale) had luncheon at Fortt's Restaurant.

The comp.any included the following:—Messrs.

W. .\dams, K. (>. Bradehaw, .1. lirowing, V. J.

Blackmcra (vice-president, Bath Association),

H. CI. Broad, T. Sturge Cotterell (managing

director, Bath Stone Firms), E. Clark, J. Chap-

man, T. Cox, W. Church, (J. Downs, A.

Dowlins, A. E. Denby, T. M. Davey, .1. Esta-

brook, S. 1>. Eastahrook, 11. Erwood (Bath), M.
Kronii, K. E. tiiles, C. A. Hayes, II. C. Hayes,

O. W. Humphreys, T. Harris, \V. J. Hilliar, .1.

.lames, E. Love, C. H. Lonsr, (J. Machin,

K. J. B. Morccr (Bath), H. W. Neale, T. E.

Xeile, .T Perkins, A. .1. Pitt, R. F. i;i,ld, F. H.

Itidd, (1. H. Ridd, A. S. Scnll, \V. 1". Saunders,

T. Scnramell, C. E. Scnmmfll, W. S. Skinner,

Col. ']'. .1. Scoonos, T. Sumsion, jun. director,

liuth Stone Firms), A. Taylor, V.. Walters, (i.

Wilkins, F. A. R. Woodward, ,1. Wilkins, Frank

Wills, R. F. Wilkins, and E. W. Woostcr (Bath).
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After luncheon brakes were taken at the Orange
Grove to conTey the party to Corsham.
The stones are quarried to the south of Bath

and the north - west of Wilts, where many
thousands of tons have been extracted yearly from
the beds on Combe Down, Farleigh Down, and in

the Box and Corsham districts. Mr. T. Sturge
Cotterell (the general manager of the Bath Stone
Finns) prepared a description of the quarries
belonging to the company. Box ground is a

thoroughly reliable weather stone of medium
grain, and is unaffected by frost or situation. The
beds run up to 4ft. 6in. in depth, and the stone is

occasionally quarried to 5ft. Monks Park is un-
questionably the most popular of the Oolite serits.

It is compact, close grained, suitable fcr exieiior

work in any position, and carries great weight.
Monks Park is situated to the south of Corsham,
and the stone is raised from the estate of Sir John
Groldney, who resides in a mansion built from
designs by Adam, the famous architect. Corsham
Down stone is fine grained, even textured, is

suitable for outside work and adapted for the
buildingofseasideresidences and in manufacturing
towns. It is from this feiies the company are

enabled to obtain long stones up to r2ft. in length.

Far'eigh Down is a fine, evsn- textured Oolite of

a warm tint. Bet's fi on 3ft. to 4ft. are always
being quarriid. Faileigh Down is s'luated above
the village of Bathfoid, .'nd the stone is brought
to the wharves by an incline rf over a mile in

length. Other quarries of the Bith Stone Firms
are situated atCombe Down, Hariham Park, Wei't-
wood, Bradford, Limpley Stoke, and Kinssdown.
In working for stone, the first qufstion to deter-
mine is whether it shall be reached by an open
or underground working, and this depends upon
the conditions of the upper rag stones, as they
must of necessity be passed through, unless the
stone can be reached by tunnelling on the fuce

of an escarpment, such as Box and Farleigh.
One system of getliog the stone prevails

throughout the quarries. The freestone miner
or quarryman has to commence his operations at

the roof of the stone. This picking operation is

effected by means of adze- shaped picks, in the
heads of which longer handles are inserted as the
work proceeds. In the Monk's Park and Corsham
workings the stalls can, without danger, be driven
a width of 25ft. to 30ft. In one quarry at Monk's
Park the Bath Store Firms have installed an in-

genious machine worked by compressed air, for

the purpose of picking the hard rock at the roof of

the stone instead of by means of the adze-shaped
picks, the working of which is of great interest to

the visitor. It is difiicult to arrive at the yearly
output of these quarries, but one would not be far

wrong in stating that nearly 3,000,000c. ft. of

Bath stone is dug annually.
AVhen the Bristol visitors arrived at Jlonks

Park they found two modes of reaching the
workings possible, one by a rude carriage down
a tram-track, and the other by descending some
btone steps at the side of the shaft. The work-
ing are about 80ft. beneath the surface, and as

the party, by the aid of hand lamps, proceeded
along the track they expressed gratification at

the excellent ventilation. Yet another descent
took place, this being made at a second quarry,

where a picking-machine was at work. There
were present, in connection with the Bath Stone
Firms, Messrs. R. E. Giles and I. Sumsion, jun.

(directors), Mr. T. Sturge Cotterell (manager),
Messrs. A. Taylor, J. C. Cox, J. Chatfey, J.

Nichols (assistant manager of the quarries) , and
T. Davis (foreman).

When they had left the workings the Bristol

party accepted the invitation to tea by the com-
pany, and the gathering took place in a marquee
under the presidency of Mr. R. tl. Giles. After
tea he proposed the health of the Bristol Master
Builders' Association, to which Mr. E. I. Neale
responded. "The Engineers and Architects"
was given by Mr. Cotterell. Colonel Scoones
and Mr. F. Wills acknowledged the toast.
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THE ST. LOUIS EXHIBITION, 1004.

(By Ouk Special Commissioner.)

viii.—the liberal arts iiuildino.

THIS building was designed by Messrs.

Bamett, Haynes, and Barnett, of St. Louis.

It has approximately the same dimensions on
plan as the Mines Building, discussed in the last

chapter. The Corinthian and the Doric (jrdeis

have been used in the fai,ades. The covered
loggia, as shown upon the plan. Fig. 16, extends
only to the south and western elevations. The

style of architecture employed is of the nature of

a modified form of Louis XVI. Fig. 17 is a
view taken of the north-west corner. It will be
seen from the plan that there are three entrances
to each of the longer facades. The centre pavilion

in each case is raised somewhat above the connect-
ing buildings that unite it to the pavilions on
either side, which in their turn also are built

higher than the intermedia'e Doric colonnade.
The smaller fa(,-ades have two entrances, one at

each of their extremities. On the screen wall on
the interior of the colonnades provision was made
for the mural painter ; this, however, has simply
been coloured a l\mpeian red, which, while
better than nothing, was scarcely the Echcme
devised by the architects.

As will be seen from the plan, the southern
central entrance is in the fcrm of a hemicycle
with a circular colonnade, the domed ceiling of

which was to have been frescoed on a background
of gold, the decorations and ornamentations to

which were to have been in relief. Unfortu-
nately, this part of the scheme was not carried

out.

The architects claim to have endeavoured to be
free of any ironclad rules of Classic architecture,

and, while adhering in general forms to Classic

examples, they have treated the masses of the

building and their skylines in a manner certainly

their own.

The main entrances and comer pavilions being
carried up above the common cornice line and
the introduction of the circular-domed colonnades

at the angles have produced a variety of treat-

ment and an effect of skyline that is perhaps

somewhat restless, while at the same time it

certainly gives prominence to the entrances.

Had these features not been in juxtaposition, as

shown in Fig. 17, they might perhaps have been
more effective than they are, and they would not

then to some people appear to be fighting for

prominence.

The sculpture above the cornice to the circular

Doric colonnades, where it abuts against the

angles of the side entrance, is scarcely so happy
as that to the remainder of the building.

The idea of the architects not to be hidebound
by tradition is undoubtedly worthy of emulation,

and one can at least not fail to pick their building

out from the rest after having once seen it. The
architects had planned a Roman court for the

interior, but this shared the fate of the mural
decorations, and was cut out owing to lack of

funds. The cost of the building was some four

hundred and eighty thoueand doUara.

IX.—THE EDUCATION BUILDING.

Messrs. Eames and Young were the architects

of this structure. Mr. Eaires being the president

of the American Institute of Architects. As wiU
be seen from Fig. 18, the general shape of the

plan is in the form of a blunt wedge or keystone.

This is the only building for exhibits that has a
complete covered loggia on every side. It will

be observed upon reference to Fig. '1 that this

building occupies one of the most important sites

upon the grounds, as it is immediately east of the
radial front—viz., the Festival Hall. It is sur-
rounded on all sides by the Lagoon, which adds-

immensely to the advantageous aspect of its

situation. The area covered is about nine acres
in extent.

Fig. 1 9 is a section showing one bay of the
construction of this building, which also illus-

trates the method of lighting the exhibits. The
internal court follows the general outline of the
plan, the idea being to lay it out in the form of a
plaisiiHce or garden of a formal type. The

»
\ 4SO-6 i

^ "FDOCATlON* DUILOrNC

Fio. 18.

exigences of space did not permit of this being

carried out, and, owing to the numerous exhibits,

it was roofed over and the area used by Great

Britain, Germany, France, &c., as shown in

Fig. 18. One's experience of these large exhibi-

tions points to the fact that these open courts are

nearly always so used, and in future exhibitions

architects will be well advised not to count upon
them as an architectural feature.

As will be seen by reference to Fig. 18, the

main entrances are upon the axes < f the building,

and they resemble somewhat the well-known

form of the triumphal arch ; the coupled

Corinthian columns on either side of the arched

entrances, with the single column outtide the

smaller opening, being effectively placed.

As will be seen, a colonnade of a very refined

type of Corinthian columns is carried round each

face of the building, and these are placed upon

plinths 6ft. Bin. in height, the latter being in

receding unomamented planes. The main walls

at the back of the colonnades are decortted with
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Fig. 17.—corner ENTRANCES OF LIBERAL ARTS BUILDING.

Corinthian pilasters between the windows, the

latter being capped on the ground story with

alternately triangular and semicircular pediments,

the upper ones being rectangular and without

mounted with finely-modelled quadriga. The
corner entrances are treated with coupled pUastera

on either side.

As will be seen from the plan, pedestals for

tDUCATION Bua_DiNc.

FlO. 19.

k

ornament. A modelled frieze is carried round at
the level of the caps to the pilasters above
mentioned.
The pavilions to the main entrancea are sur-

sculplure were deaignel and erected in front of the
entrances ; but thfse have been left unoccupied
except to the central entrances of the northern
and western facades ; consequently a somewhat

bare appearance has resulted . The side pavilions,

moreover, not being surmounted by the customary
statuary, also looked somewhat flat.

Full advantage has been taken in this design
of the powerful effect of the colonnade with the
enormous columns some 50ft. in height, and
Messrs. Eamfs and Young are to be congratu-
lated upon the success of their simplicity and
uniformity of treatment. It is eminently a safe

design, and one is bound to admit that it is

effective. Had it been raised upon a stylobate of

steps it would probably have added to the dignity
and importance of the building, especially when
looking down upon it from the cascades and the

festival hall.

The difficulty of the break in the northern
fa(,ade has been overcome by the fact that the

plan of the central entrance of this front is kept

symmetrical to that of the southern facade, the

lines of the colonnade forming an obtuse angle

where they abut—a simple and effective method
not adopted by any other architect, as will be
seen upon reference to the buildings described

hereaftt r.

" BUILDING NEWS " DESIGNING CLUB
AWARD OF PRIZES, 1903-1904.

THE result of the work of our Designing Club
for the past year is us follows, and we award

the prizes in accordance with the record made by
the competitors, which may be briefly stated thus :

"Ionic" took first place three times, twice

second, twice third, and once fifth. " Ghost

"

was three times first, once second, and twice

third. " New Boy " was first on one oceafion,

three times second, twice third, and once fifth.

" Viking " was first on two occJisions, but we find

no other record of his success.

" Ionic," Ist prize, f 10 10s., llr. .Tno. E.
Richardson, l.i, I'all Mall Kast, London, .S.W.
" Ghost," second prize, XS As., Mr. Charles W.
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E tjD, of Leicester, lut now of Wentworth
Villa, Wentworth-street, Bolton.
"New Boy," third prize, £3 33., Mr. James

Forbes, 20, Rochester-road, London, N.W.
The work done by these contributors was Tery

evenly balanced and well nustained : sometimes
we had a difficulty in j udging between their merits,
a 8 in the fourth competition (a wayside hostelry)
when "Ionic" and "Ghost" were reckoned
to be equally deserving of a first place, which
accounts for the fact that there were nine premier
places for eight subjects. Nevertheless, " Ionic "

wins, for he took a place for every subject, it being
our plan to consider the claims of the competitors
who rank among the six best on each occasion.
For the o'hers, it is impossible to name any aa
deserving specially anhon. mention, their records
being so irregular. With reference to the value
of the work accomplished, it consists chiefly in
the advantage gained by those who took part in
the contests as well aa the experience and know-
ledge so obtained. The money value of the prizes

counts but little as compared with practical
advancement or with the educational advantages
associated with the mutual enterprise of our
Designing Club.

Session 1904-5.

rinsT LIST or sriuECTS.

A.—A Doctor's House in the suburbs on a
level corner site with I.5ft. frontage towards the
main road. The building will face south, the
return being on the east, where the land runs
back 130ft. The building line is 12ft. from the
frontage. AVindows can be inserted on the west
side of the house, but buildinga may be erected
on the next plot. The entrances should be from
the side road, the building there being set back
4ft., though a porch may come out to the pave-
ment. The cost is to be approximated to
£1,400, including a motor house at bottom of
the garden for one motor.

The accommodation to comprise two reception
rooms and a consultation room (with a waiting
lobby and patients separate entrance) ; a good
staircase hall and cloakroom with a w.c, and
lavatory available with ease from the consulta-
tion-room. The first floor to have four bed-
rooms, bath-room &c., and two bedrooms and a
box-room on the second floor. Suitable kitchen
and offices. The sizes of the rooma left to com-
petitors ; but the dining-room should be treated as a
family room for living in, and so be much larger
than the drawing room. No back stairs are asked
for, and economy of scheme, without cramping,
is essential. The scale to be used is 8ft. to the
inch. Two elevations, three plana, and one
section. A sketch view ia suggested. Materials,
brick and tile. Style suitable for the purpose on
Georgian lines, picturesquely treated, but no
turret at the corner. Designs due on October 29.

DESIGNING CI.UJl ItlLES.

The following are the rules to be observed by all

who wish to take part in the work of our club :

—

1. Drawings to be sent wi'hin twenty-eight
days after the publication of the particulais of
each subject,

2. One or more subjects will be given every
month, from which a competitor may choose.

3. The drawing to be executed "in firm black
lines, on white drawing-paper, in sheets of the
absolute size of 24in. by ISin., unless an exception
to this rule is named when the subject to which
the deviation applies is set. No washes or tinting
in colour whatever. Outline to be the first con-
sideration ; but drawings may be slightly shaded
with shadows executed wholly in line. Sectional
parts to be shown in ruled "hatching," or
blocked in. The scale to be used will be given
with each subject.

4. Drawings to be forwarded, prepaid, un-
mounted, by post, care being taken to pack the
roll so that the drawings are not crushed through
the post,

5. On entering the class (which may be done
at any time) each competitor ia required to
furnish his name and address, which must be
written legibly on the back of each drawing, as a
/Guarantee of good faith, the hum de plume the
author intends to adopt being boldly marked on
the front of each separate drawing.

C. Prizes ot £10 10s., £.5 53., and £3 Ss. will
be awarded to the best series of designs. Our
decision to be final.

7. Before awarding the prizes any contributor
will be expected to furnith proof, if necessary, as
to his a^e, and the time during which he has

3 u 3 /-t c y P^ o n a

PHOTO-ETCHING WORKS AT EVSHEY.

been engaged in professional pursuits, though no
candidate need be strictly an architectural

student. The same prize cannot in future be
awarded more than once to the same student,

and those who have taken a first priza cmnot
compete again.

S. We reserve the right of arranging the
drawings for publication in any manner we deem
necessary.

9. A critical notice of the designs sent in of

each series will be given in an early issue follow-
ing the receipt of the drawings. All drawings
are returned when dokie with.

PHOTO-ETCHING WORKS AT BUSHEY.
THESE premises were erected in the Bushey

Hall-road for Messrs. Andre and Sleigh.
Btsides the buildings shown on the plan, a large

engine-house, providing room for four or five

gas-engines, has been erected, all electric current
necessary for the works being generated on the
spot. The front buildings are also used for

colour-printing works. Mr. J. Darvell, of Wat-
ford, carried out the work, at a cost of £3,800.
The architects are Messrs. J. E. K. and J. P.
Cutts.

REINFORCED SLABS AND BEAMS.

IT has been found by experiments that in slabs

reinforced by ordinary rods or wires, failure

commences by the cracking of the concrete on
the tenbile side, and a slipping of the reinforce-

ments through the concrete caused by local

stretching ot the rods and consequent diminution
of sectional area, after the metal is stressed beyond
i' 3 elastic limit; but the slab still retains some
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BATHS, BALSALL HEATH, BIEMINGHAM.—W. Hale axd Sox, ArclxHtcts.

elastic properties. When the slabs are reinforced
with special bars to resist sliding "expanded
metal"' or similar reinforcement, the metal fails

at the same time as the concrete ; with a large
percentage of metal, however, the reinforcement
does not break at once, but in every case the final

rupture follows closely on the first cracks. The
meshes of the " expanded metal " close up under
severe loads, but it does not slip through the con-
crete. In Mr. C. F. Marsh's work on " Rein-
forced Concrete," these results are illustrated by
diagrams showing the effect of tensile stress due
to bending in expanded metal imbedded near the
tensile surfaces of the slab. The elongation of
the meshes causes them to close up. Jl. Christophe
in hia " Le Beton Arme," gives a very full

account of the results obtained from the
testa to failure of reinforced slabs, beams, and
arches. The tables he gives compares the
experiments by the coeflicient which expresses
the relation of bending moment to the width
and depth of slab. These show that with a
larger percentage of metal the value of the
coetlicient is increased. As to the behaviour of rect-
angular beams, the tensile portion of beam tirst

fails, cracking when the bending moment is

greatest, and these cracks gradually extend
upwards to the part under compression, showing
a raising of the neutral axis of the beam. The
last portion to fail is the surface under compres-
sion, which will Hake up. Tho resistance to
bending follows tho law of beams, and varies
inversely as the breadth multiplied by the square
of tho depth ; tho shearing roeistanco varies
inversely aa the breadth multiplied by tho depth.
The result is that failure is seldom due to shear-
ing, especially wlien bent-up rods are used. The
reinforcements seldom fail by breaking, liut are
more apt to bend when the cement becomes
detached. Mr. Marsh, in hia valuable work,
enters into this subject, illustrating the behaviour
of T-beams, and shows there is more probability
of failure duo to shearing than in a rectangular
beam

.

— I .

The Prince of Wales has signified his acceptance
of the position of Honorary I'reaident of the .Seventh
International Congress of Architects to bo held in
London in 1906.

BALSALL HEATH BATHS,
BIRMINGHAM.

OTTR illustrations show the designs of Messrs.
Wm. Hale and Son, of Birmingham, who were

successful in the recent limited competition. The
buildings comprise a first-class swimming-bath,
100ft. long by SOft. wide, having a water area
81ft. by 32ft., and dressing-boxes all round, with
a spectators' gallery over latter on three sides ;

a second-class swimming-bath, S5ft. Cin. by
48ft. .3in., with a water area 72ft. by 32ft., and
open dressing spaces around three sides ; sixteen
first-class slipper-baths for men and six for
women, and sixteen second-class for men and
eight for women ; and there are needle and foot-

baths, and the necessary attendants' and waiting
rooms, with one ticket office having a separate
access from each of the three entrances. Com-
petitors were each furnished with a copy of a
sketch ground plan which had been prepared for

the committee by Mr. J. Cox, the superintendent
engineer of the Baths and Parks Department of

the < 'ity Corporation, and they were instructed
to adhere to the general arrangement of this plan
in its main features. I.tn the first floor over tho
larger part of women's hatha there are a large
club or committee room and a amaller room,
with lavatory, \c., adjoining, with acceas from
soparale stairs loading from Landing of gallerj
main staira, while tho remainder of the space
above women's baths contains the monoytaker's
sitting and bedrooms, kc, having separate access
by atairs direct from ticket oHlce. Tho roofs over
swimuiing and slipper baths will be carried by
iron curved principals. White and coloured
bricks will bo freoly used for internal wall facings
and linings of bath pooU, and torrazzo paving
for tho floors. The joinery will bo mainly pitch-
pine varnished, and obscured tinted glass in

simple loading will be generally used in windows,
screens, and door-panels, and to tho lantern
liLjlits over all baths. The exterior has been
de^igned, as recpiired by conditions of tho com-
petition, so as to harmonise in character with the
free library which adjoins, and it will bo also

carried out in red bricks with bulf terracotta

dressings, and roofed with Whitland .Mibey
slates. Tho estimated cost of the buildings only

ia £20,000, and that of the boilers, baths, marble
tops and risers, and engineering works generally,
which will be entirely designed and carried out
under the superintendent engineer, £10,000 more,
or a total of £30,000.

THE ART DECORATOR.*

WORKS on decoration necessarily soon get
out of date, as new developments of art

and fashions change ; yet there are opportunities
for referring to good examples of ornament for

the decoration of interiors. The work before us,

"The Art Decorator," furnishes examples of

designs in colours for art-workers and amateurs,
which comprise sixty plates of figure treatments,
artistic industrial designs, decorative anima?
and plant studies, allegories and heraldic designs.

These are by various foreign and lOnglish artists,

and include ornamental panels, figure studies of

outdoor games, landscapes, wall decorations for

various rooms, figural subjects, friezes, borders,

ceilings, over-door designs, fancy dresses, stair- •

case decorations, and various floral animal
and allegorical compositions. These coloured
repreaentationa hare been artiatically and deli-

cately printed at Stuttgort. The panels and other
designs by K. Beauclair. Prof. U. Sturm, J.

Jlen/.el, JI. Dufn'ne, K. Kochgn, M. tf. Gradl,
Krwin Puchinger, E. A. Scguy, X'ictor Lhuer,
W. L. Colombo, and many other artists show a

true decorative taste, many of them very suitable

for tho purposes intended. Tho colouring is

genorallj' quiet and subdued in tone. Wo can
only mention tho plates representing figure designs

for cricket, tennis, football, crociuet, and golf,

very pleasing in drawing and lolour, by Prof.

Sturm ; his magpies and owls, and his figures re-

presenting a circus. Dufrcno's studios of modern
ornamentations are decidedly clever in their free

treatment of plant forms. l'\ Kupka has a

classically - treated figurostudy representing JIusic,

richly coloured; a clever frieze of Horses and
Dogs. Other figural designs are " Stars," by A.
Hofbauer, modern French figures by Lhuer,

• The Alt Decorator. Designs in Colours for Art
Workers. So. LondoD : H. Grevell and Co., 33, King-
street, Covcnt QardcD.
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Edwin Puchinger's "Carnival"; some artiBti-

cally composed landscape panels, '

' Summer
and Winter," by J. Menzel ; designs for Fancy
Dress Ball hy Puchinger ; Dutch landscapes

fay H. Cassiers, and several studies for wall friezas,

medallions, vignettes, and borders, by Beauclair,

Kupka, and Jacobs ; landscapes in monochrome
and two tones by M. Dufrene, and other decora-

tions for special purposes. A plate of good fiat

ornament by 0. Prutseher may be noticed. There
are several other designs for ceilings and other

parts which offend by their strong colours and
unmeaningconventionaltreatment, as the window-
frame, plate 42. " The Art Decorator " may be
found at least to give motives and suggestions for

coloured decorations, without pretending to dictate

a style of decoration which so much depends on
structural and other considerations, of which the

architect or decorative artist is the proper judge.

The book is published by Messrs. H. Grevell and
Co., of King-street, Coven Garden, and the

price is 15s. A-^
BUILDING WAGES AND HOURS OF
LABOUR IN THE UNITED STATES.

IN the July report of the United States Bureau
of Labour, of the Department of Commerce

and Labour, a statement is presented of the wages
and hours of labour in the building trades for the

years 1903 and 1S90, together with the percentage

of increase or decrease in 1903 as compared with
1890. In this list, reproduced below, the wages
column represents cents per hour, and the hour
column hours per week :

—

Wages,

Bricklayers 55
Carpenters 36
Cornice-makers 41

Gasfitters «
Hod-carriera 29
Inside wiremen 41
Labourers 17

lathers
;

38
Painters 85

Faperhangers
I

36
Plasterers

i

53
Plumbers

}

41

Boofers, gravel and tar... 1
26

Boofers, slate and tile ...I 42

Roofers, tin ' 35
Steam-fitters 1

43
Stonemasons. ' 45

Stone-setters
1

50
Btractnral ironworkers .... 41

1°

27
33
41
37
27
67
11
18
29
28
44
S6
17
27
26
33
21
26
66

Hoars.

a&
10
12
12
12
9
13
5

17

12
11
12
10
2
10
10
13
9
9
10

JACOBEAN UPPER PART TO CHIMNETPIEOE. TIME OF INIGO JONES.

is to deceive the unwary purchaser, and its

manufacture is no doubt highly remunerative.

We recently heard of the erection of a big factory

in Egypt for producing "faked" copies of

Chippendale chairs by native labour under foreign

supervision.

Mr. Litchfield opens his pages with an ad-

photographs chiefly taken from the national col-

lection at South Kensington. Some reproduc-

tions of engravings occur from the books of Adam,
Ch'ppendale, Hepplewhite, Sheraton, and others,

most of them being familiar enough to our readers.

This survey of the evolution of old furniture is

obviously necessary in any reliable book of this

HOW TO COLLECT OLD FURNITURE.*
[with illustrations.]

MESSRS. GEORGE BELL AND SON'S
handy volume just issued under this title

is not intended for the millionaire collector, so

little is said about the more magnificent piires dc

luxe which, as a matter of course, are beyond the

wants and above the means of the more modest,

but possibly none the less artistic, man of

moderate income. The increased attention of

late years given to the domestic furniture of our

ancestors has created a wide-spread inquiry about

such things, and a very natural desire prevails on
the part of many to possess some few genuine

specimens with which to grace their own
fireside. A market has in this way been

created for old furniture which consequently

obtains prices very much enhanced by compe-
.tition on the part of the public. Such a

demand, as might be expected, haa been met, to a

very considerable extent, by the manufacture

of new " antique " or " faked " furniture, which
may be entirely new, or, as the word "fake"
implies, so manipulated as to make the object

appear better and other than it really is. Common
" antique furniture," so-called, made in large

quantities in sweating factories, perhaps deceives

no one. ^Good imitations, provided they are

described as such, and sold as "new," furnish

perhaps little to object to, for, being acknowledged
copies, they are free from fraud, while for strength

and wear, such pieces may prove even more
satisfactory than genuine old examples. '

' Faked
furniture " is, however, almost always bad in

construction, as well as being generally made of

materials of a third-rate kind. Its chief object

• How to Collect Old Furniture. By Fekdkeick Litcu-
FIELD. London : Qeo. Bell and Sons. 5s. net. 1904.

^

LINEN-PATTEENED BEDSTEAD END. ENGLISH, IGth CENTURY.

mirable summary of the characteristics of the

various types and styles of furniture both at

home and on the Continent, commencing
with the end of the 1.5th century. This

concise and popularly handled historical essay

on the subject is illustrated by a series of

description, and we take the opportunity of supple-

menting these notes thereon by printing the four

accompanying illustrations which Messrs. Bell

and Sons have placed at our disposal, thus afford-

ing the best idea of their size and merits of

the specimens chosen by the author. The more
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JACOBEAN CENTEE TABLE. 17tu CENTURY.

specially int. r jating part of Mr. Litchfielu's

treatise occur» towards the end of the book

under the beading of "Hints and Cautions."

For details respecting these it -will best serve

to advise those seeking such knowledge to

refer to the volume itself. These " Hints and

Cautions " tend to put buyers on their guard against

old exatnplfs do not, and never have, existed.

Thus the piiee de risidnmc of our dining-rooms,
the sideboard, wai unknown in Jacobean times,

and Mr. Litchfield characteristically instances

another anachronism, "the Elizabethan hat and
umbrella stand." To compose an "antique"
sideboard, here is a rtcipe :—Take the front with

r-*^
.^

CARVED OAK JACOBEAN BEDSTEAD. EARLY ITrii CENTURY.

some of the less scrupulous of the confraternity of
dealers, and expose a few tricks of the trade. It
is not, however, by any means easy to alwajs
detect a " duller " piece of futniture, particularly
when it happina to be an old copy made attractive
by a certain amount of genuine " wear and tear,"
.iccompanied by careful use. (»f course, some
pieces of contemporary furniture are in their
origin and use essentially modern, and therefore

the body of a genuine nncient chest, and then add
the back or front end of a .lacobean tiedstead

more or leas nearly of the same date as the chest.

The success of the composition will depend
upon the knowledge of iho craftsman engaged
in imitating old mouldings and nieihods

;

alto much will depend upon the olT-chanco

of getting good imitations of old carvings

to till up the mitsing requirements of the

"piece." At best the pieced-up result must
be classed as a "fake," and probably such

a sideboard will hardly possess anything ap-

proaching the convenience of a genuine modern
article. Library bookcases in the "antique
style " are equally difficult to make up out

of old pieces, and invariably show how incon-

gruous such attempts at the impossible must
always be. The furniture which is alone really

interesting can only be that which remains as

nearly as possible in the form in which its designer

made it. Such pieces may be more or less un-
serviceable for everyday needs, but they are

almost always in good taste, and at least they
illustrate the mode of the particular period in

which they were produced. Examples of old

vernacular design seldom appear incongruous
when arranged with judgment and good taste,

qualities which under all circumstances are

essential if good results are to be insured.

Sir. Litchfield gives a few amusing instances of

the ignorance of persons engaged in connection
with the old-furniture trade. A building was
destroyed by fire, and among the articles claimed

for was "a Mth-century bureau !
" Atthearbitra-

tion the author of this book was engaged by the

Insurance office, and he explained that such an
article as a " lith-century bureau" was a con-

tradiction in terms. What the insurer meant to

infer was possibly a Louis XIV. bureau, as there

was no word in the English language to denote
an article of furniture before the end of the 17th

or beginning of the 18th century. A dealer in

"antique" furniture, when called on behalf of

the claimant, was asked to explain the mistake

of putting the century for the king in the

schedule that affected his view of the value, he
naively said, " Well, provided that both gentle-

men lived about the same time, I don't see as it

does." The bureau was an old Dutch piece worth
about £10 to £1.5. The claim was for £300—not
an inconsiderable difference to matter ! The
volume under notice ends with a most useful de-
scriptive glossary of terms used in conLection with
furniture, including, for instance, the words " the

knock-out," which denote in slang phraseology
the arrangement between dealers at a sale. The
whole arrangement is explained for the un-
initiated, and concludes with the following

incident : — A gentleman, well known as a
member of one of our oldest and most aristocratic

families, being in the country, went to view a

sale in the neighbourhood, when his notice was-

attracted by an equestrian figure, described in the

catalogue as of " bronze, " but which he rather

suspected to be of silver. He was examining it a

little more closely, when a dealer who had been
watching him narrowly, said to him in a whisper :

" Don't say a word ; you can stand in with us."

To illustrate the result of a good knock-out, the

aiithor mentions a well-authenticated case which
happened at Exeter, when a Louis XV. table

was sold at a public sale for £32, and the ultimate

holder, a French dealer, paying £1,000, the

difference being divided between himself and
those who " stood in " after the fashion suggested

to the above-mentioned English aristocrat. And
ytt the people who stood round the rostrum at

Exeter probably thought £32 a very fair price.

The Celtic cross presented by Sir James Colqu-
houn, Birt., of Lass, to the burgh of Helensburgh,

to mark its centenary, completetl in l'.t02, has been
erected in the centre of Colquhoun-square. The
cross, which is of Peterhead granite, stands about
17ft. high. On the front is carved the burgh arms,
with an inscription, and on the reverse is the Col-

quhoun arms and a further inscription. The cross

has been executed by Messrs. Stewart, M'Ulashan,
and Sons, tculptors, Edinburgh.

The chapel of St. Anne's Bedehouses, Lincoln,

was reopened on Wednesday week, alter having
I'een renovated and redecorated by the Sibthorp

family, the special service also partakiu;^ of the

nature of a jubilee coramfmoration. It was in 1.S4S

that the late K IV. Kichard Waldo Sibthorp erected

audtndowed the fourteen cottjigos known as St.

Anne's Bedehouses, following it up in 18f>l by
building a chapel. Of those who were present at

the consecration of the chapel on the ll'th Sep-
tember, 18.54, the Yen. Archdeacon Kaye alone ia

left, and the address at the jubilee commemoration
service was delivered by him.

By a misprint in the article in our issue for the

23rd inst., in reference to the exiwriment now being

made in Birmingham, in couuection with wood
paving, it was stated that the greater portion of this

work has been completed with " Australian Yarrow
or red- wood blocks." What was meant, of course, is

West Australian Juniih wood.
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SPECIFICATIONS IN DETAIL.*

A SECOND edition of this Taluable work is

before us. The author—Mr. Frank W.
Macey, architect—has revised aod enlarged it.

" Specifications in Detail " is confined to the

constructional and practical sides of the subject,

while the subject of "Conditions of Contract,"
treated in another volume by the same author,

will be found to contain all the architect desires

to know in relation to contracts and agreements
for building, including the law so far as it relates

to professional subjects. We favourably noticed

this work on its first appearance, and our remarks
here will only deal generally with the subject
of specification willing. The author's aim has
been to make it serve as a basis for a
" model specification," divided into clauses,

which may be applied generally to all build-

ings, though [not to ecclesiastical work. The
footnotes and explanatory matter wiU be
found very helpful to the student. The clauses

are accompanied by sketches in the margin, and
these are of sufficient detail to serve as a guide.

The clauses describe usual methods, the sizes

being those usually given in practice, and alterna-

tive clauses and methods are given. We recom-
mend the student and young practitioner to read

the " General Notes," which contain much
suggestive information on specification writing.

The question of long or short specifications is dis-

cussed ; the author observes what we have before

said—that a specification should explain the parts

the drawings do not clearly show, rather than
supersede them. The drawings should be fully

figured with all necessary dimensions. A full

specification will, no doubt, prevent many
mistakes and misunderstandings ; but unless it

agrees with the drawings, a shorter one
may be preferable. Unless an architect's know-
ledge is very perfect, it is better that

he should insert a provisional amount to cover
certain items. The first draft should be as complete
as possible, notts being made as the work pro-

ceeds as to any item or details to be further con-
sidered. The author discusses a few of the
hackneyed and equivocal terms used, such as

"provide" and "best." As to the word
"best," a suggested definition is given to be
inserted. "The word 'best,' as applied to

materials, articles, and woikmanship, shall mean
that, in the opinion of the architect, there is no
superior quality of material or finish of article in

the market, and that there is no better class of

workmanship obtainable." Of course, such a

definition should be introduced in one clause at

the beginning, and need not be repeated. A
number of "bests," repeated in reference to all

the materials and workmanship, are apt to be mis-
leading, and to mean various qualities. Afewuaeful
hints are given for curtailingthedescriptions

—

c.i/.,

some of the items may be generalised, as for

example skirtings'of a similar kind. "All skirt-

ings to be rebated to floors, tongued and mitred
at angles, tongued at heading joints, housed into

architraves, returned and mitred at ends, fixed

to double splayed narrow-framed grounds with
dovetailed backings, &c." Thus repetition is

avoided. So with windows : if they are the
same, describe them generally. Roof trusses

should be tabulated in a certain order ; the first

part maj' describe the number of trusses, their

distance apart, and the scantlings be set down
under the various parts, such as tie-beams, king-
posts, principal rafters, and struts, with their

scantlings. Thus each component part of truss

is placed under the preceding one, so that the

whole particulars can be seen at a glance. The
clauses should not be too long, but subdivided,

and be kept apart to be readily seen. The
author says :

" As a general rule the specifica-

tion should be divided into separate trade

headings, but many distinct items of work
would be clearer, and more comprehensible,
if the various trades relating to them were
not separated : but the complete item of work
described under the one heading placed in

whatever part of the specification seemed most
desirable. Thus a casement window with wood-
frame linings, iron casement, glass and fittings,

instead of being under several trades, would be
better described under one heading of, say,
" Joiner," with cross references under " Smith,"
saying the ironwork was described in "Joiner."
Such a complete description under one heading
immensely curtails the work and simplifies the

specification. The indexing of principal items is

useful for reference, so is the schedule of items
under various trades. The order of a specifica-

tion is dealt with, and will be found of use 'uy

the young architect. Slany useful hints will

be found here, to which we may refer the
reader.

It is not necessary to say much about the various
clauses and items. The preliminary items
given apply to all the trades, and are useful for

reference. "Drainage and Excavator" are well

illustrated by sketches of disconnecting man-
holes, gullies, ventilating pipes, io. The form of

report on the sanitary condition of a house will be
useful. Fire-resisting floors, stairs, and roofs

are fully described and illustrated by sketches,

though this work would have been better under
" Smith." The usual trades are very fully dealt

with, several alternative clauses being introduced.
Under "Bricklayer" filtering apparatus are
described ; also tall chimney-shafts, and terra-

cotta facings and arches. "Masonry" contains
several sketches of walls and joints, modes of cor-
belling staircase, kc. "Carpenter, Joiner, and
Ironmonger " are treated under one heading, and
sketches are given cf every detail of importance.
Clauses for such special requirements as billiard-

rooms are given.

Fittings such as kitchen-dressers and plate-

racks, table, butler's pantry fittings, cold-
store refrigerators, half-timber work, gates and
fences, all come under this heading. The
"Plumber," "Smith and Founder," comprise
many items of value. Electric lighting and other
installations are described in much detail with
sketches, and several pages are devoted to defini-

tions of terms, cabling and wiring, the methods
employed, and the various details. In fact, this

section forms a concise and practical rexuiiu' of

the subject for architects' use. Very few in the
profession are able to frame clauses for such a
special subject, which is generally left to the
engineer. Mr. Macey's work is a valuable guide
to specification-writing for all the younger
members of the profession.

• Specifications in Detail. By Frank W. Macev,
Architect. Second Edition, revised and enlarged. London :

Crosby Lockwood and Son.

liRICK PAA'EMENTS IN CALIFORNIA.

SOME months ago the mayor of Oakland, Oil.,

requested the engineers of a number of cities

to furnish him information concerning their

experience with brick pavements. Among the
replies was one from Mr. R. H. Thomson, city

engineer of Seattle, which gives data of some
interest, as there are a number of miles of pave-
ments in that place with which the experience
has been satisfactory. One block in the heaviest
travelled portion of the city was laid a little more
than ten years ago. This is still in service and
in excellent condition. Eight years ago brick
pavement was laid on Pike -street, which has a
good deal of trotting traSic upon it. This class

of traffic is much more injurious to pavement, in

ilr. Thomson's opinion, than the very heavy
trucking which passes over the block in the
central portion of the city, and for that reason
the pavement laid eight years ago, although of

equal material to that laid ten years ago, is not
in quite so good condition.

The brick must be very uniform in size—that
is to say, in thickness and in depth, according
to the experience in Seattle. The matter cf

length is not very material. If the bricks are

not of the same thickness it is impossible to bind
them uniformly one against the other in the
pavement ; and if they are not of the same depth
they cannot be bedded uniformly so as to give a
smootli top. On the level, or reasonably level,

streets the edges of the Seattle paving brick are

almost square, and when laid there is almost no
joint between them. It is this class of pavement
which wears the longest and gives the best

service. On streets of considerable grade the

edges of the brick are bevelled, so that there will

be gi\en toe-hold to the calks of horses com-
pelled to climb these streets. This bevelling, of

course, converts that class of brick into an im-
proved form of cobblestone. Where the bricks

are of absolutely uniform depth, the pavement,
at the beginning, even though bevelled, is very
quiet ; but as time passes on the bevelled brick

wear more and more round, the corners spalling

off by the strikes of the calks of the horses ; the
fact that they are bevelled, separating the edges
from the adjacent brick, makes it more easy for

the horse's calk to chip off the small pall, and
thus, from day to day, by imperceptible degrees,

they become more and more round-topped, and
finally, after six or eight years, become quite

noisy.

OBITUARY.
The Hox. Bkn.iamix Backhovse, M.L.C,

retired architect, late of Sydney, N.W., died at
his residence, Ardath, Queen's-avenue, Rush-
cutter Bay, in August, the cause of death being
heart failure. The deceased was born in England,
says the Sijdneti Jf>fif, and had reached an
advanced age. He was a B..A_., and was educated
as an architect. In early life Mr. Backhouse,
with his young wife and two children, went out
to Australia, and settled down in Geelong,
Victoria. He soon made a name for himself as

an architect, and two months after his arrival

succeeded in winning 100 guineas premium for

the best design for a stock exchange for that
city. Some eight years later he returned to

England, and remained for a year, and then went
out to (iueensland. lie carried on his profession
for eight years, and designed some of the
principal buildings in Brisbane. He was also an
alderman of that city. For the past 35 years
the late Mr. Backhouse has resided in New South
Wales. His professional skill was recognised by
his election for 12 years as the chairman of the
City of Sydney Improvement Board. In August,
1895, he was .appointed to a seat in the Legis-
lative Council, which he retained up to the time
of his death. He was twice married, and has
left a widow and grown-up family, numbering
11, the eldest son being his Honour Judge
Backhouse.

Mil. Jonx Paunell, head of the well-known
Rugby firm of contractors, Messrs. J. Parnell
and Sons, died at his residence, Rainsbrook,
Rugby, on Thursday night in last week—his

59th birthday. In the early part of March, 1902,
Mr. Parnell was out hunting with the Warwick-
shire hounds, which were running between
Bunkers Ilill and Kytes Hardwick, when his

horse fell at a fence, and threw him. He came
down heavily on his head, and received such
injuries to his spinal column that he was never
able to move his body again. Although there

was never any hope of his ultimate recovery, his

end came unexpectedly. During the Rugby polo

week he had several times been taken from his

residence near to the polo ground on a special

carriage, and he was out during Thursday.
When, however, he was being made comfortable
for the night he expired suddenly. Mr. PameU
was well known in the North Warwickshire and
Pytchley hunting fields, and throughout the
county as a breeder of shire horses. He estab-

lished the Rokeby stud, and his animals gained
distinction at the Royal and other important
shows. In his younger days he was an
enthusiastic cricketer. He was twice married,
and leaves a widow and children.

Mr. John Healas, who has served the ratepayers
of Selby for upwards of 55 years, is still in the
service of the Selby Urban District Council as
foreman of the roads department.

The parish council of Yoxill, near Barton-on-
Trent, have adopted plans by Mr. Mason, of
Barton, for a proposed parish meeting-hall.

The Bight Hon. Leonard Courtney has been
requested by the town council of Liskeard to unveil
a marble bust presented to the borough by Mr. J.

Passmore Edwards, by whom Liskeard has tieen

previously provided with a cottage hospital and a
free Ubrary.

The Bishop of Peterborough dedicated last week
the extension of the west end of St. Mark's Church,
Leicester, together with other restoration works in

the edifice. The church was built in 1870, and
consecrated two years later, having been given and
endowed by the late Mr. Perry Herrick, of Beau-
manor, and his sister, Miss Herrick. The cost of
the extension has been £5,000.

A destructive fire broke out on Saturday after-
noon at the timberyard of Messrs. T. Adams and
Son, Gloucester Docks. The outbreak originated in
the engine shed, and spread with great rapidity to

the drying-room adjoining, which at the time was
well stacked with sawn timber. This building was
gutted, and other portions of the premises sustained
serious damage.

The members of the comparatively newly-formed
Society of Antiquaries of Sunderland on Saturday
visited the home of the old-established Newcastle
Society of Antiquaries at the Old Castle, and were
shown over the fortress by Mr. R. Oliver Heslop,
M.A., F.S.A.

The Bishop of Winchester will dedicate the new
church of St. Boniface at Chandler's Ford on
Tuesday next, Oct. 4. Mr. G. F. Bodley, R.A., is

the architect, and Messrs. Parnell and Sons, of
Rugby, are the builders.
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I'ICrUEES IN POTTERY.*

\\J E have received a little book, published by
i\ Uoulton and Co., Ltd., Lambclh, which

gives a series of photo illustrations of pictorial

panels in tiles or pottery which were executed for

T'nivertity College Hospital and for St. Thomas's
Hospital, and others for the Children's Hospital,
Paddington-green, London. These, with the
exception of the last two, were photographed
from the actual tiles. The advantages of tiled

walls for hospitals, both on sanitary and artistic

grounds, can scarcely be exaggerated. Surface
tUe work can always be kept clean, can be easily

washed, while the colours or pictures are per-

manent, and a source of constant pleasure to the
weary sufferers who have to spend their days and
nights in the ward. AVe can fully endorse the
remarks made in the preface to this little book :

" More might be said of the kindly idea of

enlivening the walls with suitable decorative
panels, to in some degree brighten and cheer the
enforced stay of the many sufferers in the wards,
and to bring fresh thoughts of nature and happi-
ness to their tired minds. Who that has seen a
babies' ward bright with merry pictures of
nursery stories on its glistening walls, with the
cheerful nurses eagerly telling off some infantile
jingle to the tiny little patients, can forget the
beauty of the picture, and its promise of many a
bright recollection in the future for the little

ones restored to health r " A short sketch
of the history of paintings on tiles for wall
decoration is prefixed. As the writer says,
wall decoration dates back to remote times,
as the collection of pottery in the British
JIuseum can witness, even to the palaces of
Kamesea II. These tiles have a "key" for
securing them to the wall, and some are modelled
in low relief. Similar decorations were used by
the ^Vasyrians, and under the Per.sian Empire the
art was greatly advanced, aa in the modelled
friezes of animals or ornament on bricks. The
modelled tilework of the Alhambra is familiar
from its geometrical and intricate interlacing of
pattern. The Italian ware known as Majolica
and enamelled, produced by Luca della Uobbia,
followed, and we have reference made to the
Early English hiskiry of tile-making. The
different sorts of treatment are described—" over-
glaze," in which the decoration is jjaintod on the
glazed surface of tile, and the " under-glaze "

faience, in wliich this painting is done on the
unfired " biscuit," afterwards " fired " to a great
heat. The latter method is the only one adopted
for permanence and depth of colouring. The
examples of tilo-panela contain illustrations of
all the popular and interesting nursery stories,

Simple Simon," '• lo^i- ...,,1 i;ii '>such as
" Little Miss Muffet," "

Jack and .lill.

Kid King Colo,'

' Pictures in Pottery : a Note on some Hospital Wall
Decoration By poulton and Co., Ltd., Eoyal Doulton
Potteries, Laml.etli.

" Little Red Riding Hood," and many others.

.\s examples, we reproduce, by permission of

Messrs. Boulton, two panels of the story of " Puss
in Boots. " The first illustrates Puss in Boots
bringing to the king a rabbit of the warren,
which the Marquis ofCarabashad commanded Pubs
to present to his Majesty. The second one is de-

scribed as follows :
—" While he was on the water

the king passed by, and the cat began to cry out,
' Help I help I my Lord Marquis of Carabas is

going to be drowned I
' " They are clever

pictorial compositions for panels of children's

hospital wards. The coloured frontispiece of

three little maids, " Here we go gathering nuts
in May," is extremely simple, and quiet in colour.

Li every case these tile pictures are well drawn,
and broadly treated in colour, and we recommend
the series to all who think of adopting similar

decoration.

CHIPS.
Bishop Wilkinson, of Xorth Europe, unveiled

and dedicated a set of five windows in the English
church at Homburg last week. The centre
light is the gift of the Duke of Rutland, in memory
of the Duchess, who died at Homburg.

A meeting of the general committee for the restora-
tion of the parish church of Clevedon, Somerset,
was held at the vicarage last week, under the
presidency of the Archdeacon of Bath, to receive
and accept estimates for the work. Out of those
which Mr. \V. D. Carije, the architect, had received,

three were presented to the committee, and that
of Messrs. Collins and Godfrey, of Tewkesbury,
was accepted. The committee intended to carry out
the work in sections. The sum required for the
present section is £2,000.

At the meeting of the education committee of the
Birmingham City Council, to be held to-day
(Friday), the sites and buildings subcommittee will

recommend the approval of plans for the elementary
and secondary council schools and manual in-

struction centre, to be erected at Rotton Park, and
that a tender of i' 10,421 for the erection of such
schools be accepted.

The much -threatened ancient t'ndercroft in

.Simnel-street, Southampton, may now be regarded
as absolutely safe from the hands of the would-be
destroyer. A Local <Jovernment Board imiuiry was
held on I'hursday in last week before Mr. F. H.
Tulloch, at which sanction was asked for a loan of

£700 for the purposes of a scheme devised by Mr.
J. C. Hair, architect to the Southampton Corpora-
tion, for the restoration and preservation of the
vault and the erection of two cottages over it. Mr.
Hair explained that the I'ndercroft was a domestic
building of the Norman period, and that there
were only two others of equal antiquity in the
count ry.

Major C. F. Close, C.M.G., Royal Knginecrs,
instructor in surveying at the School of Military
Engineering, Chatham, has been granted an exten-
sion of servile in the appointment to complete a
period of five years.

PBOFESSIOXAL AND TBADE
SOCIETIES.

Royal Ixstitite of Biutisic Arihitecis.—
The Session, 1904-5, of the Institute will be
opened on Monday evening, Nov. 7, when the

President, Mr. ,tohn Belcher, A.K..\., will

deliver his inaugural address. Arrangements are

in progress for the reading of the following

papers at the Institute during the session :
—

Nov. 21: "Concrete," by L. G. Uouchel a^ent for

Hennebique's patents) ;
*' The Construction and Strength

of Reinforced Concrete." by Wm. Dann.
Dec. 19 :

" Architecture and Building Acts," Lacy W.
Ridge (F.) and James S. Gibson ;F.).

Jan. 23 :
" European Architecture in India," by James

Ranaome (F.)

Feb. 20; "Architectural Education," by Kegiaald
Blomtleld, M.A.
March 20 : "Decorative Painting." by Sir Wm. Rich-

moni^, K C.B.. R.A. (H.A.), and other artiste.

April 3 :
" The Planning of Cities and Public Spaces,"

by John W. Simpson (F.) ;
" The Architectural Improve-

ment of London," by Professor Beresford Pite (F.':

April 17 :
" The Garden and its Accessories," by Mervya

Macartney, M.A.
May 15 :

" Sculpture and Architecture."

Durham and Nortiivmiihulaxd Aiich.i;o-

LOGisTS.—The Architectural and Archa-ological

Society of Durham and Northumberland held its

fifth meeting for the year at Ciainford and
Winston. Assembling at Ciainford, the numerous
visitors drove through the sleepy, picturesque

little town to Winston, where the old parish

church claimed their attention. Situated on the

brow of a hill, which overlooks a magnificent

stretch of wooded country through which the

Tees runs, this edifice dates from the 13th century.

< Inly a few portions, however, of the original

building remain, consisting of the chancel walls,

the north wall of the nave, *:c. Other portions

were rebuilt in 1850. Mr. C. C. Hodges, of

llexham, drew attention to a pre-Conquest cross-

head, two ancient brasses, and some Mth-century

tomb covers, and characterised the chancel as a

very fine specimen of E irly English work. To
the cusping work on the piscina he also specially

alluded, remarking that it is similar to that over

the great' west door of Selby Abbey. Crossing

the river by Winston Bridge, and taking an up-

hill, circular route, the party arrived at the

ruined church of St. Lawrence at B.trford, over-

looking the Tees. Mr. K. II. Edleston explained

that the church was probably built in the Norman
period, fjuito recently, Lord llarewood had

made endeavours to repair the ruins, but unfortu-

nately his men had acted with more zeal than

discretion. An alt.ar slab had been broken, and

imn of the principal windows obliterated. Mr.

I lodges pointed out that the aumbry and piscina

were on the north side of the chancel, wliich was

very unusual. Under Mr. Edleston's guidance,

the party afterwards inspected (iainford church,

wliich is almost entirely of the 13th century, and

contains several Medieval grave covers, as wellaa

several pre-Conquest sculptured stones and three
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brasses. Gainford Hall, the Elizabethan resi-

dence of Mr. George Harrison, were also seen,

and the drive was continued to Darlington.

HAMrsnniE Field Ci.iii.—The members of the
Hampshire Field Club and Archa'ological Socety
closed their summer programme on Tuesday week
by a meeting at East Tytherley, Broughton, and
King's Sombome, three very interesting and
picturesque Hampshire villages, on the history

of which much light has been thrown by the
papers of Mr. T. W. Shore, read in connection
with this and a previous vioit to the district. On
the way to Broughton from Dunbtidge the
visiters alighted at Lockerley Church, a com-
paratively new edifice, and found in the open
church an interesting and ancient font, for which,
on representations made by the club, a place will

probably be found in the church for its better

preservation. The club during it3 tours in the
county hais found many fonts in the open which
have given place to presentationand memorial fonts,

and has been successful in rescuing some of them
from that destruction which is inevitable, sooner
or later, if they are left exposed to the weather.
East Tytherley, Broughton, and King's Sombome
have many interesting associations, the last-

named place especially, as having bean the abiding
place of John of Gaunt.

Plans have been submitted to the Garman
G averment for the laying out of two garden cities,

one to be situated near Darmstadt, and the other
near Frankfort-on-the-Main.

At Warrenpoint, Co. Down, a lecture-hall, seated
for 200 persons, has been added to the Methodist
Church, from plans by Mr. Beside, architect, of
Newby.

At St. Neot's, Hunts, the extension of the work-
house infirmary has jost besn completed at a cost
of £2,400. The builders were Messrs. G. Wrycroft
and Sons, of St. Neot's. Local bricks have been
used, and slate roofs. The entrance is enriched by
a sparing use of Wcldon stone. The principal
staircase is of stone, and the passages of the first

and second floors are of iron and concrete. Mr. S.

Inskip Ladds, A.R.I.B.A., of Huntingdon, was the
architect. The accommodation is for twenty sick

women, chiefly in two large wards. Thera is also
accommodation for nurses.

The Ordnance Survey have recently pablishad a
folding pocket-map of Andover and the surrounding
district, on the scale of one inch to the mile. The
map is printed in colours on sheets ISin. by 12iu.,

mounted on canvas, in a cover, price Is. The map
has the hills shaded, woods coloured green, roads
sienna, water blue, and contours red. It shows
the roads, indicating their character and whether
metalled or not, footpaths, hills, rivers, towns.
Tillages, railway-stations, and local boundaries.

At the last meeting of the Holywell Bural
District Council, the cleik reported that the
Brymbo Water Company had accepted a tender for
the extension of their mains to Leeswood and
Tryddyn, amounting to a total of £4,847, and the
works would be proceeded with at once. The
Hawarden Kural District Council and tliis council
would guarantee to the water company a return of

10 per cent, on their expenditure for a period of 20
yeare. There would be 111 miles of pipe at an
estimated cost of Is. per yard.

The Hanley education committee have decided to

enlarge the higher grade school at an estimated cost
of £3,175.

The portion of the new cemetery at Treverbyn,
set apart for the church of England, was conse-
crated on Thursday in last week by the Bishop of
Truro. The new cemetery is two acres in extent,
and has been provided, together with a chapel to
accommodate 150 persons, by the St. Austell
Parish Council, at a cost of over £1,000.

The electric tramway system inaugurated by the
Swindon Corporation was publicly opened on
Thursday in iMt week. Three and a half miles of
route have been equipped with the overhead system,
and seven cars have been obtained at a cost of about
£38,000, but other three miles of route have been
sanctioned.

A new Bible Christian Church, which has been
buUt in Lsigh-road, Ejstleigh, Hants, was formally
opened on Tuesday week. The building has been
erected at a cost of £1,000, and will seat a congrega-
tion of £350. The former budding will be used as
a schoolroom. The architect is Mr. Haiaes, of
Westend, Southampton, the builder Mr. Nichol, of
Bitterne, and the clerk of works Mr. G. Truckle.

On Siturday afternoon the foundation-stones of
a Primitive Methodist manse, along Aynsley-terrace,
Consett, were laid. The erection will cost £730,
and has been designed by Mr. W. Birron. of B'ack-
hill, the contractor being Mr. Walton, of Villa Real,
County Durham.

003IPETITI0NS.
KixfiSTON-oN-TnAMES.—The new schools in

Oil Mill-lane were under discussion at the meeting
of the Kingston Education Committee, when
twenty-nine tenders were received for building
the accepted design (see BriLmxi: News for

June 17, 1904) by Mr. F. W. Koper, which both
he and his assessor, Mr. T.J.Bailey, F.R I.B.A.,
had estimated could be erected at the stipulated

cost of £15,000. The Liwest tender received
amounted, however, to £17,317, the highest being
£24,238 ; but the tendering on the whole was said

to be very close as to amount. The chairman,
Mr. Councillor T. Lyne, urged that it would be
only in accordance with custom tj allow a margin
over an architect's estimate of 10 percent., so that,

under these circumstances, he urged that the
plans could not be rejected on that account.
Other members of the council were strongly con-
vinced that an injustice had been committed in

rejecting other designs, specially as the assessor

had assured them that one at least of the non-
accepted plans could be done for ihe money, and
that three of the designs rejected were superior
in elevatim to Mr. Roper's design. Alderman
Baker asserted that Mr. Biiley did not say that
Mr. Roper's design could be built for £15,000.
Dr. Goodman contended that the prices received
brought the cost up to £15 ISs. per head, and the
county council schools were being erected at £10
per scholar. Councillor Rampton is reported to

have said the council would be justified in reject-

ing the plans, because they had been agreed to

on a misunderstanding, and he maintained
that both Mr. Bailey and Mr. Roper assured
them that £15,000 would suflice. The chair-

man pointed out that since then an expensive
kind of brick had been agreed to, and that two
extra windows had been ordered, which clearly

were extras. He proposed reducing the play-
ground and making other modifications to bring
down the cos^. Ultimately it was determined to

adjourn in order to call the assessor, Mr. Bailey,

Mr. Roper the architect, and the quantity sur-
veyor before the committee, to learn why the
estimate had been exeeded, and as to how it

could be made to agree with the original re-

strictions as to outlay. The clerk pointed out
that the assessor's duties ended when he presented
his report. The tenders in the mean time were
ordered to be sealed up again, and no names
transpired.

" Owes Joxes " Prize.—This competition was
instituted, in 1S7S, by the Council of the Society

Arts, as trustees of the sum of £100, presented to

them by the committee of the (_)wen Jones
Memorial, being the balance of subscriptions to

that fund, upon condition of ther expending the

interest thereof in prizes to "Students of the
schools of art who, in annual competition, produce
the best designs for household furniture, carpets,

wallpapers and hangings, damask, chintzes, &c.,

regulated by the principles laid down by Owen
Jones." The prizes are awarded on the results

of the annual competition of the Board of Eluca-
tion, South Kensington. Six prizes were offered

for competition in the present year, each prize

consisting of a bound copy of Owen Jones's
" Principles of Design " and a bronze medal.
The following is a list of the successful candidates :

Margaret SI Rudge, Battersea Polytechnic
School of Art, London, S.W., design for printed

muslins ; Clara Ijavington, School of Art, Leeds,

design ifor embroidered screen ; Ida Harford,

BatterseaPolytechnic SchoolofArt, London, S.W.,
design for printed muslin ; Arthur Motcalf,

School of Art, Carlisle, design for tiles ; Percy
Pickford, School ofArt, Macclesfield, design for tile

panel ; and Arthur Oldfield, School of Art,

Macclesfield, design for silk banging. The next
award will be made in 190 3, when six prizes will

be offered for competition.

Pretoria Mixicipal Offices. — Forty-two
competitive designs have, says the Simth African
Jiiiiltling Xews and Contractor'^ Jonmal, just to

hand as we go to prees, been received tor the

municipal buildings, which are to be erected in

Pretoria-street on the site purchased from the late

Waterworks Company. The cost of the building

is not to exceed £20,000. An assessor has yet to

consider the designs and award the prize of £150,
which sum is to be deducted from the architect's

commission, should the succeasful competitor's

design be carried out by him.

Stamford.—Mr. Henry Thomas Hare, of 13,

Hart-street, Bloomsbury-square, London, W.C.,
the assessor, has made his award, and the success-

ful competitors are as follows :—First, "Portico

A," Messrs. Hall and Phillips, of 6, Great James-
street, Bedford-row, London, W.C. ; second,
" Burgbley," Messrs. Buckland and Farmer,
23a, Paradise - street, Birmingham third,

"Erming," Mr. Thomas WiUiam Cotman,
Notthgate-street, Ipswich.

TnoRXE.—The library commissioners have
resolved to advert'se for competitive plans from
the architects of the district for the erection of a

Carnegie library at a total cost of £1,500.

CHIPS.
The Ormskirk Urban District Council have

adopted a scheme for the electric-Hghting of the

town at a cost not to exceed £15,000.

On Saturday afternoon, at the United Methodist
Free Church, St. George's-terrace, West Jesmond,
Newcastle, further portions of the buildings were
dedicated. Tne new section consists of a school-

room, with seating accommodation for 200 persons,

a lecture-room (with cloakroom attached), accom-
modating 100 people, and nine classrooms, seating

130 scholars. There is also a ladies' room and
minister's vestries. The first portion of this under-
taking was dedicated in Jalr, 1901, and cost

£4,788 7s. The additional premises, including
furnishing, have cost ,£ 1 ,S00.

A new pulpit was dedicated on Sunday in the
church of St. Thomas, Exeter. The base is of

Devonshire marble, varied in colour, from the

quarries of Messrs. Blackler and Son, of Torquay.
It is carved and traceried, and supports an oak
superstructure, also decorated with carving and
varied tracery. The work has been carried out from
the design of the architect, Mr. Harbottle Reed, of

Exeter, who has treated it as part of the scheme for

the proposed alterations at the church.

Mr. Alexander Roche, R.S.A., Edinburgh, has
this year had ths honour of t)eing elected one of the

two artists from Europe to be upon the jury of the

yearly International exhibition held at the Carnegie
Institute of Fine Arts, Pittsburg, U.S.A. The
j urors will award medals and honours, and hang
the exhibition ; they may exhibit works, but not
compete for medals or honours. The Pittsburg
Board of Trustees pay all travelling and hotel

expenses. Mr. Roche leaves for New York by the

A'/) Ill-ill from Liverpool to-morrow (Siturday).

The decision to proceed with the scheme for

erecting municipal buildings at Blackburn marks
the commencement of a great tmdertaking. In-
sanitary property on a large area of Blakey Moor is

to be demolished, and in the neighbourhood of the
technical school a fine range of public property will

be built, including a sessions house and other
municipal oifices, police and fire brigade head-
quarters, and firemen's dwellings. The estimated

cost is about £200,000. A start will be made
immediately with the building of the fire station

and firemen's houses.

Mr. Firth Diwson, contractor, of Windhill,
who died on the 10th July last, aged 76 years, left

estate of the gross value of £t>,746, with net
personalty £733.

Mr. Henry Alfred Willey, C.E., died on Wednes-
day in last week at Pennsylvania Park, Exeter, at
the age of 41. Mr. WiUey, who carried on a large

business as a gas engineer and manufacturer of gas
andelectric-lighting plant in Exeter, with branches at

Devonport, Cardiff, and London, founded the
manual training school, endowed scholarships, and
promoted in many ways the facilities for education
at Exeter. He also gave the funds for lighting
Exeter Cathedral by electricity.

Mr. Colin Hunter, A.R. A., who died on Saturday,
aged 63, was one of a well-known group of Scotch
landscape painters who settled in London. He
chiefly portrayed Scottish harbours, loohs, and
seas, his pictures of the last generally representmg
calm weather, and containing more human incidents

than were common in the work of his contempo-
raries Henry Moore, John Brett, and Peter Graham.
His best picture is "The Herring Market at Sea," a
work which appeared in the Royal Academy some
twenty years ago, and is now one of the most
popular canvases in the Corporation Gallery at
Manchester. "Their Only Harvest" is in the
Chantrey Bequest Collection at the Tate Gallery.

At a special meeting of the Bradford-on-Avon
I'rban District Council on Monday, Mr. A. S.

Wootten, of South Molton, Devonshire, was
appointed surveyor, inspector of nuisances, and
waterworks engineer to the council, in place of Mr.
S. Howard, resigned. There were 83 applicants for

the post.

An extensive arts and crafts exhibition was opened
on Wednesday in the City Art Gallery, Leeds.
There are nearly 2,000 exhibits of jewelry, pottery,

lace, emhroidery, needlework, book decoration,
wallpapers and posters, and late ISth-century furni-
ture as represented by Chippendale, Sheraton,
Hepplewhite, and others.

I
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<Dur Hlustr<xti0us.
rUOOSAL PRESIIYTEKIAN- CHURCH.

The design for this church waB selected in limited
competition iu 1902. The building occupies a
commanding position at the corner of Finchley-
road and Frognal-lane, and the site is nearly a
square of about 90ft. sides. The church is planned
with nave and aisles to seat 700. The pewing
and other fittings are of oak ; the platform wall is

of Cippolini marble arranged in panels. Exter-
nally, I he work is carried out in IStamford stone,
with Monks Park dressings. The tower, which
is at the south-west comer, rises to about 100ft.

in height above the path. The work has been
•carried out by Messrs. Dove Brothers, at a total
cost of £12,211, which includes some additions to
the church-hall adjoining. The view which we
give was hung at the Royal .-Vcademy this year.
The architects are Messrs. William A. Pite and
K. S. Balfour.

roltUH I.V COVKTY'.ilin, OLD IlEAUrilE,

GLAMOUG.ANSHIKE.

The accoinpanying drawing formed one of
the series for which Mr. James Ci. West,
of Cardiff, was awarded the first prize for
measured work given by the Cardiff, South
Wales, and Monmouthshire Architectural Society
this year. This porch is almost all that
remains of a once famous mansion, dating about
1600. In the banqueting-hall is a handsome
fireplace, and ornamental plasterwork is seen in
some of the rooms. A farmer who occupies part
of the premises takes a pride in protecting the
remains, which are in a dilapidated condition.
The inscription over the portal is as follows :—
Tablet No.—

a. Say : couldat thou ever fynd or ever heare or see a
wordly wretche or coward prove

2. A faythfull frynde to bee liycharde Baasett, having to
wyi* Katherine doughter to

S. Sir Thomas Johns knight bwylt this porche with the
tennes* in ano. 1600 his yeres 65 his wife 5.5.

IIAI.SAI.L HEATH ll.VTHS, IlIlt.MrNOUA.M :

8EI.E(TEI) DESIGN.

{roil description of selected design and ground
plan seo p. 403.)

UUGllV IHSTniCT COUNMI. Ol-l'ICES.

These oHices. illustrated from a drawing shown at
this year's Uoyul Academy, were erected between
1890-1900 on a site with a somewhat restricted
frontage to the High-street. They comprise, on
the ground lloor, the entrance hall and staircase,
the various public ollice.s, surveyor's ollice, and
drawing ollice; on the first floor," the public hall,

• " Tennes," or maniage dowry.

council chamber, committee room, &c. ; while on

the second floor are placed the caretaker's dwell-

ing and store. Further store and strong-room
accommodation has been provided in the base-

ment. The main elevation to the High-street is

faced entirely in Bath stone. The remaining
elevations are brick, witli stone dressings ; the

roofs are covered with Tibblethwaite green slates.

The public hall has an open timber roof, whilst

the council chamber is embellished with wainscot

panelling and ornamental ceiling. The architects

were Messrs. R. 0. B. North, 1, Clifford's Inn,

and W. Hawke, A.R.I.B.A., 35, Craven- street.

Strand.

CARNEGIE FREE LIBRARY, MANSFIELD.

This building is now in course of erection. In
planning the several rooms great importance has

been attached to the necessity of working the

library with a small staff, and at the same time

securing the convenience of the public. The front

is of white Mansfield stone, the sides and back are

of Silby red sand bricks, with stone dresbings,

the floors are wood block, and the interior wood-
work is of wainscot oak. The contractor is Mr.
Frisby, of Mansfield, and Jlr. J. A. Tonge is the

clerk of works. The architects are Messrs. Ernest
R. Sutton and F. W. C. Gregory, of Nottingham.
The view was exhibited in the Royal Academy of

this year.

HOUSE AT RUDDINGTON, NOTTS.

This house has been erected at Ruddington, of

red brick, with cement rough-cast on the upper
story. The roof is covered with green Welsh
slates. The woodwork is painted white. Mr.
F. Messom, of Nottingham, is the builder; Mr.
John R. Poyser, of the same town, is the

architect.

I'HOTO-ETCHING works, IIUSHEY.

(Foil description and plans Ece page 462.)

r.ilR OF COTTAGES, liOVINODON, HERT.S.

(See description and sketch plan on page 459.)

HOUSES IN L'PTON ROAD, WATFORD.

The houses are built of red brick, with Bath
stone dressings to the entrance doorways. The
roofs are tiled, and all external woodwork is

painted white. Mr. Judge, of Watford, was the

builder, the contract being £1,841. The archi-

tects are Messrs. J. E. K. and J. P. Culls.

^ttfitmerittg igotes*

Reedsmovth.—The new bridge just erected

over the river Rede, at Reedsmouth, near Belling-

ham, was opened on Saturday. The structure is

built on two stone piers, and has thus three spans,

each of which is 42ft. The framework consists

of steel girders, but not any par^ of the steelwork

is seen, as the whole is embedded in concrete.

On the outside, from the top of the coping to the

underside of the bridge, the structure is about

6ft. deep. The structure has been carried out by
Jlessrs John Rule, of Sunderland and Newcastle,

to the order of the Bellingham Rural District

Council, the general work being under the super-

vision of their surveyor, Jlr. R. E. Riddle.

Bristol.—The Docks Committee have received

from the engineer a report showing the progress

made with the Royal lOdward Dock between

May Slst and August Slst, 1904. He says that a

total of 244,007 cubic yards have been excavated

from the site of the dock, lock, and graving dock

during the three months, making a total of

1,556,297 cubic yards excavated to date. A total

quantity of 260,910 cubic yards of rubble stone

has been deposited in the embankments or sea

walls. As to the dock walls, for the east and
west walls of the arm, and for the south walls of

the dock, the whole of the concrete is practically

complete. The concrete for about half the length

of the cast wall of the dock is complete, and tlie

remaining portion three-quarters complete. The
corbel course has been fixed for a length of

2,614ft., and brickwork is in progress for 2,540ft.

Good progress has been made with the inner ends

of the lock .and graving dock. In the south

entrance pier all the monoliths are now in

position ; about half are finally completed, and
the remainder are being sunk eatisfaitorily. The
large circular monolith forming the pier-head has

been successfully lowered into its place, and
concreting is going on. In the north pier

.'il monoliths are either completed or in progress,

and tlio temporary staging is being continued

seawards. On the last day of August, 1,953 men
were employed. The daily average during the
month was 1,956, and the maximum on any one
day was 2,079. The work under the contract for

the diversion of Kingsweston and Shirehampton
rhines was complteed in Jul}-, 1904. The portion

of the new road between the diversion of the

Severn Tunnel line and the St. Andrew's-road
has been completed, and the embankment has
been tipped for the portion between the rail-

diversion and the Marine Hotel. In addition to

the work being carried out under Messrs. John
-Vird and Co.'s contracts, the following are now
in hand :—Sliding caisson for junction cut ; con-
tractors, the Motherwell Bridge Co. Swing
bridge for junction cut ; contractors, Messrs. A.
Findlay and Co. Lock gates for entrance lock ;

contractors, ilessrs. Sir W. O. Armstrong, Whit-
worth, and Co. Machinery for opening and
closing gates for entrance lock ; contractors,

Jlessrs. Sir W. G. Armstrong, Whitworth, and
Co. Sluice machines for lock, graving dock, and
junction cut ; contractors, ilessrs. Tannett,

Walker, and Co. Capstans, ditto ; contractors,

Messrs. C. and A. Musker. Swing bridge ma-
chintry, junction cut ; contractors, ilessrs. C.

and A.. Musker. Caisson hauling machinery,
junction cut ; contractors, Messrs. Carrick and
Wardale. Working drawings for the various

machinery contracts are in hand, and details are

being settled with the contractors.

The Georgian Bay C.^nal.—The Dominion
Government has obtained the sanction of the

Canadian Parliament for funds to undertake the

complete and final survey for a ship canal from
Creorgian Bay to Montreal by way of the French
and Ottawa Rivers. The construction of this

canal by private enterprise with Government
assistance has been advocated for many years, but
it is now proposed to be carried through as a

public work. The line of the canal will be not

only entirely through Canadian territory, but will

effect a saving of 400 miles over the St. Lawrence
route, with only 30 miles of canalised water-way
against 72 miles on the .St. Lawrence route. Inci-

dentally, water-power equal to 2,00O,O0OH.P.
would be rendered available, which should result

in the establishment of industries along the whole

of the route for the utilisation of forest producis

and of the mineral resources of the Ottawa Valley.

The cost of construction of the canal is estimated

at from £0,000,000 to £8,000,000 sterling.

OHIFS.
The proposed electric-lighting of the borough of

Harwich will be discussed at the next town couucil

meeting. A refuse-destructor is proposed at a cost

of £3,000, while the total expenditure is put at

£21,012.

The King has been pleased, upon the recom-
mendation of the Secretary for Scotland, to confer

the title " Royal " upon the Edinburgh Museum of

Science and Art, and to approve its designation

being altered to the " Koyal Scottish Museum."

Sir John Ure Primrose, Lord Provost of Glasgow,
opened on Tuesday extensions that have been made
to Millport Marine Biological Station. They include

new class, laboratory, research-rooms, tank-room,
and library, all the gift of Mr. James Coats, jun., of

Paisley.

The Theatre Royal, King's Lynn has lately been
taken on lease by Mr. J. Bannister Howard, who
has renovated the building and entirely reconstructed

the iuterior. The circle of wooden boxes has been
removed and replaced by an open dress-circle,

whilst, by lowering the floor of the house and the

stage about 6ft., the pit has been extended below
the circle, and its accommodation doubled. The
decoration and furnishing of the theatre have
been carried out in an up-to-date manner. The
New Royal Theatre, as it is now called, was re-

opened on Monday evening.

T.hH'Iii Eiiijiiiei-riini calls the attention of its

readers to the question of the utilisation of the .slate

deposits near Dhabhara, on the loop hue of the

East Indian Railway. The report on the transverse

test of this Moghur slate made at the Mechanical

Laboratory of the C.E. College, Sibpur, gives the

breaking load in one instance at 3J tons a square

inch. Its durability is everywhere in evidence in

ancient burial grounds throughout what was ouca

known as the Bengal Presidency.

Colonel A. O. Durnford, R.E., held an inquiry at

the Leeds Town Hall into the application of the

city corporation for sanction to borrow £100,000 for

electric ligliting inirposes. The town clerk sub-

mitted a atatemc'ut of the extraordinary progress of

the electric lighting undertaking from the acquisi-

tion by the corporation. Colonel Durnford visited

the electricity works, and will report.
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PAIR OF COTTAGES, BOVINGDON, HE RTS.—Messrs. J. E. K. and J. P. Cutts, ^rc/»(ec<«.

PHOTO-ETCIIIXG PREMISES, BUSHEY, H ERTS.-Messes. J. E. K. and J. P. Cutis, ArchiUcU:
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PAIR OF HOUSES, UPTON ROAD, W ATF RD.~Messrs. J. E. K, and J. P. Cutts, Architects.
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Builbiufi ^Intclligtuct

BiuMisGnA:si.—The Roman Catholic Cathedral
of St. Chad, built from designs by Augustus
AVelby Pugin, now a dingy building of grey
bricks with twin spires, has been reopened this

week after repair and renovation carried out at a

cost of £2,000. The builders' work has been done
by Messrs. J. Barnsloy and Son, of Birmingham,
under the direction of Mr. Keogh, architect, of

London. The decorative work, which has been
intrusted to Messrs. Ilardman and Co., also of

Birmingham, will not be complete for twelve
months. The chancel, which contains the
Bishop's chair and the relics of St. Chad, has
been roofed with cherubim, alternating with a
design in scarlet and gold. A new fresco over
the eastern arch of the nave depicts the Iamb
"standing as it were slain" on the altar of

sacrifice. The renovation of the Lady-chapel
has been partly carried out, and the scheme of

colour is very brilliant. The jubilee of the
Definition of the Immaculate Conception will be
commemorated by a painting over the Lady-
chapel in which the coronation of the Virgin is

represented, and a single-pointed roof spans the
nave and aisles, and is partly supported by arcades
of very lofty pillars.

Hongkong. — New Law Courts are in courEe
of construction in Hongkong. The foundation
stone was laid by Sir Henry Blake on November
12, 1903. The internal walls are to be built of

red bricks, while the main piers supporting the
dome and some other portions will be of granite.

The external walls are to be faced in finely punched
white granite. The whole building will be of

fireproof construction, and has been designed with
a view to efficiently withstanding the ravages of
white ants. The floors are formed in concrete
and steel, all the metal being well protected by
casings of concrete and asbestos plaster. The
small court and library will be covered with red
tUe roofs, the smaller rooms and corridors with
concrete flats, and over the centre of the building
a large dome of some 40ft. span is raised on.four
granite piers. These are connected by heavy
arches of brickwork in cement, from which springs
the inner dome, forming the ceiling of the large

court. Above this again rises the drum of

the external dome, consisting of granite-faced
walls supported on steel framing and sur-
rounded by detached columns. From the
base of the drum eight steel trusses spring,
supporting the stone lantern at the top, and
which are united on their outer surface with steel

framing fiUed in with concrete, and covered ex-
ternally with cast granolithic slabs, forming the
outer surface of the dome, which rises to a height
of 130ft. from the ground. Internally, the walls

of the rooms will be finished in plaster, and there
will be glazed tile dados to all lavatories and
corridors. The ceilings will be ornamented in

plaster, which will be formed with asbestos where
necessary fcr pi'otection from fire. The floors

throughout, except to lavatories, will be finished

with hardwood blocks laid in preservative compo-
sition, and the lavatories are to be paved with
ornamental tiling. The staircases will all be con-
structed in granite, with wrought-iron balusters

and polished wood handrails. The principal ele-

vation of the structure is to face towards the west,
and will consist of a single Ionic order some
45ft. in height, forming fifteen bays with attached
columns and square angle-piers. The centre
portion of the west elevation is surmounted
by a pediment containing one semicircular open-
ing, around which are grouped the Royal arms,
and the whole is crowned by a statue of Justice,

standing 9ft. high. Behind this pediment rises

the square base of the central dome. The drum
of the dome consists of a circular Doric order, the
intercolumnar spaces being pierced with windows.
Above the dome is a granite lantern. The style

that has been adopted is purely Classic in feeling,

following the English school and with details of

a Greek character. The site lies between Des
Yoeux-road and Chater-road. The designs of the
buildings were prepared by Messrs. Aston Webb,
K.A., and E, Ingress Bell, F. R.I. B. A., of 19,

Queen Anne's - gate, London, the consulting
architects, and the work is being carried out
under the supervision of Mr. H. A. Fisher,
A.R.I.B.A., of the I'ublic Works Department,
Hongkong.

Leeds. — The memorial-stone of the new
receiving wards, described as the key of the
proposed extensions and improvements of the

Leeds Workhouse in Beckett -street, was laid last

week. The estimated total cost of the building,

which is being erected from the plans of Messrs.

Thomas Winn and Son, of Leeds, is about £7,000.

The buildings are of brick, with stone dressings,

and will be in harmony with the existing blocks.

They will be divided into two sections, the block

on the right of the entrance being set apart for

men, and that on the left for women. There is

also to be a separate day-room and dormitory
accommodation for the children in each block,

and dormitory accommodation for the cases which
the medical officer may consider advisable to

retain sufficiently long to diagnose before send-
ing into the hospital. All the upper floors will

be fireproof, and there will be dormitory accom-
modation for 30 patients. In connection with
the scheme there have just been completed new
stables at a cost of £3,000 and a new bakehouse
at £3,800. The principal contractors for the new
buildings are Messrs. Thompson and Sons, with
Mr. xVlfred Moore as clerk of works.

LivEiii'ooL.—The foundation-stone was laid on
Wednesday of the new central hall of the Liver-
pool Wesleyan Mission, which is to be erected as

a memorial to the Rev. Charles Garrett. The
hall will be situated at the corner of Renshaw-
street and Upper Newington. I'he total cost, with
furnishings and organ, is estimated at £37,2.50. In
addition to this there has been an expenditure of

£4,750 in connection with the half-cost of houses
in L^pper Newington, and debt transferred from
the Mount Pleasant site ; and further, there is

sum of £3,000 required for the enlargement and
and improvement of Boys' Homes, and the
erection of a training home. The buildings are
designed by Messrs. Bradshaw and Gass,
F.R.I.B.A., of Bolton. The main hall wiU seat

2,500 persons and the smaller one 750. There
will also be reception and crush-halls, vestries for

Sunday-school work, drUl-hall, and adminis-
tration offices.—The Lord Mayor of London, Sir

James T. Ritchie, Bart., as chairman of the
company, formally laid on Friday the founda-
tion-stone of new buildings which form an
extension of the Phumix Safe Works in Smith-
down -lane. The buildings when completed will

extend 300ft. along Aigburth-street and r27ft.

along Smithdown-lane, covering an area of about
three-quarters of an acre. The premises are to

be constructed of brick, with Whitehaven stone

dressings. They will be divided into three bays,

and each will be fitted with an electric travelling

crane for lifting and transferring work in pro-

gress from one section to another. Galleries are

to be erected on three sides of the new building,

and these will be used for the lighter manu-
factures of the company, the main building being
reserved for the manufacture of safes, bankers'

armour-plated strong-rooms, and strong-room
fittings. The architect of the building is Mr.
F. H. Oldham, of Manchester, and the contractors

are Messrs. W. Brown and Son, of Salford.

When completed the works altogether will cover
an area of 2\ acres.

SvxDEULAXD.—The new coastguard station and
naval reserve battery at Sunderland is now com-
pleted. The buildings have been erected by Mr.
S. AVarburton, of Manchester. They comprise a

block of houses for the accommodation of the

coastguard, a battery, a drill shed and stores, and
there is a large drill ground. The battery is well

lighted, and is pierced with four ports for the
several guns. At the opposite side of the parade
ground, on which 300 men can be manrouvred, is

the drill shed. At the south end of the shed are

the chief officer's office, a clothing store, contain-

ing full kits for 50 men, and an armoury in

which are 50 stand of arms, and every
requisite for the divisional armourer. Attached
to the drill shed is also a carpenter's shop,

and on the north side of the parade-ground is

situated the store for the division. The houses

are two-storied buildings, the easternmost being
occupied by the chief officer. Adjoining the

buildings is the watch-room, which is in tele-

phonic communication with the war signalling

station and other coastguard stations on the

coast. To the rear of the houses are the out-

buildings, which include a completely equipped

washhouse for the use of the whole of the tenants.

The war signalling station on the terrace com-
prises a mast, 98ft. high, and a semaphore, and
the site commands an extensive view up and
down the coast. The old buildings of the South
Dock are not to be demolished as yet. Two of

them are still occupied by the coastguardsmen
who patrol the south side of the river, but the

old battery has been dismounted and the arms

removed to the new building. The Sunderland
division extends over the portion of the coast

from Ryhope to Whitburn.

WiMiiLEDOx.—The central block of the homes
of officers' widows and daughters, at <iueen

Alexandra's Court, Wimbledon, is finished, and
twenty-four families will, at the end of this week,

go into residence therein. The buildings,

erected on grounds three acres and a half in extent,

are the outcome of Her Majesty's action in

devoting £10,000,|her Coronation gift, and £5,000

from her War Fund for their establishment.

When completed, the several other blocks will

provide a home for thirty-six additional families.

The homes, situated at the junction of St. Mary's
and Lake roads, and near the Parish Church and
the Common, have been designed to provide self-

contained unfurnished apartments for the widows
and unmarried daughters of Army and Navy
officers. The blocks, each of two stories, are

divided into flats, each of these suites comprising

a sitting-room, two bedrooms, and kitchen, with
electric light, gas, cooking ranges, coal cupboards,

and other requisites. Small balconies overlook

what wiU, in the future, be spacious lawns. The
premises will also include cottages for two
gardeners, who will work in the grounds. The
four buildings have been erected at a cost of

£50,000, but £20,000 more is required for any
further operations.

t-^^^m^

The City of Lincoln Infectious Diseases Hospital
is being warmed and ventilated by means of .Shor-

land's double-fronted patent Manchester stoves with
descending smoke-flues and patent exhaust roof

ventilators, the same being supplied by Messrs. E. H.
Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.

The death took place on Sunday, at Hampstead,
at the age of 73, of Mr. WUliam Charles Bell, who
for 50 years was enamel painter to Queen Victoria,

having been brought to her notice by the Prince
Consort at the Exhibition of 1851. His portraits of

Queen Victoria, mounted in jewels, are among the

treasures of European monarchs and Eastern
potentates alike. Queen Victoria, just before her
death, granted Mr. ISell a pension, which was con-
tinued by the King. Mr. Bell painted till within a
day or two of his death.

The Corporation of Swansea sanctioned on
Wednesday an application to the Local Govern-
ment Board for leave to borrow £1(53,500 to com-
plete the waterworks undertaking at Cray, according

to the estimate of the consulting engineer, Mr. Hill.

The Stirling Archaeological Society has erected at

Newhouse, near Stirling, a marble tablet, marking
the spot where the Regent Lennox was mortally
wounded 333 years ago.

The Bishop of Southwark has just opened a new
mission-hall of the proposed church of St. Luke,
Well Hall, Eltham.

The Corporation of Norwich have decided to

apply for Parliamentary powers to include the
parishes of Hellesdon, Calton, Sprowston, Thorpe,
and Trowse within their boundaries.

Five pieces of tapestry previously kept in the
audit-room at the west end of the hall of Winchester
College have been repaired, framed, and glazed by
the order of the sub- warden and fellows, and hung
on the walls of the chapel. The tapestries are

believed to have been part of the arras given by
Archbishop Warham in 1536. They used to hang
in the chamber of the Warden of New College in

the 17th century, and were afterwards removed to

the audit-room. The three panels on the north wall
of the chapel represent two scenes in the life of

David, and one the group of the Virgin and St.

Elizabeth. The two on the opposite wall represent

the Tudor rose and foliage, a coat of arms, and the
sacred monogram.

The new church of St. Aidan, situated on Nag's
Head-hill, above Crew's Hole, St. George, the
foundation-stone of which was laid a year ago, was
consecrated by the Lord Bishop of Bristol on
Saturday afternoon. It has cost £5,250. Mr. G. F.

Bodley, li.A. , is the architect, and Messrs. Cowlin
and Sons, of Bristol, were the builders.

Mr. E. J. Williams, chief assistant engineer,
Hawick, N.B., has been appointed resident engineer
at Inverness.

The annual report of the Railway Commissioners
for New South Wales was recently submitted to the
Legislature. The result, although still showing
evidences of the severe drought through which the
country passed, is a great improvement upon the
report for the previous year. On June 30 last the

mileage opened for traffic was 3,280, and the capital

cost 42^ millions.

The Camberwell Borough Council have decided
to take counsel's opinion as to the legality of con-
verting tar paving into York paving at the expense
of the owners or occupiers.
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TO OOBBESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions ol

our correspondenta. All communications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

communications respectinff illuatrations or literary matter
Aheuld be addressed to the EDITOR of the Buildino
News, Clement's House, Clement's T"n Passage, Strand,
W.C., and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not unfrequentl^ otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-offlce Orders to be made payable to
TbK StBAND NBWBPAPEa COSIPANT, IiIHITED,

Telegraphic Address :—" Timeserver, London.*'

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. LXXXVI. are now ready, and
should be ordered earl^ (price 12s. each, by post
12s. lOd.), asonly a linuted number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI.,
xux., T.TTT

, Lxi., Lxn., Lxrv., lxv., lxvi.,
Lxvn., Lxvm., lxix., lxxi., lxxii., Lxxm.,
LXXrV., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVn., LXXIX.,
T.XXX.. LXXXI., T.XXXTT

, Lxxxni., Lxxxrv.,
and LXXX V. may still be obtained at the same price

;

all the other bound volumes are out of print. Most of
the back numbers of former volumes are, however, to
be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers
to complete volume j ust ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the BoTLDiiro News,
price 28., post free 28. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Found per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
Onited States, £1 68. Od. (or 6dols. SOc. gold). To France
jr Belgium, £1 Ss. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6a. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 68. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Oompetltion and Oontract

Advertisements, Pablic Oompanies, and all official

advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being 58. for
four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the first line counting aa two), the minimum charge
being 48. 6d. for iO words. Special terms for series of
more than six insertions can be ascertained on application
to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.
The charge for advertisements for "Situations

Vacant" or "Situations Wanted " and •' Part-
nerships" is One Shillino fob Twenty-podb Woeds,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. AU Situation
Advertisements must be prepaid.

•,• Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand
W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiJaer an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See
Notice at head of " Situations.")

Bates for Trade Advertiaementa on front page, and
special and other positiona, can be obtained on application
to the Publiaher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
Insertion.

Ekceivkd.—P. L. W.—L. 0. M.-F. G. J.—B R. M

-

O. C.-F. W. andCo.-F. M. M.-A. N. C.

Contsponlitncc.
— ^•*—

WHITEIIAVICN LIDRARV COMPETITION.
To the Editor of the Building News.

Sir,—Having carefully examined the successful
drawings, I maintain that the assessor's award is
grossly unfair.

1
.
The jlan is not in accordance with the

conditions of competition. The latter recjuosted
the library to bo so planned that the lending
library might be closed o£f for certain days in the
week, without impairing the access to or the
surveillance of the other departments. This
undoubtedly meant supervision from the com-
bined librarian's and committee-room. The
successful plan had this combined committee and
librarian's room placed away at the right-hand
back corner of site, from whicli no supervision
could be commanded at all. The committee,
moreover, to retch this room, would either require
to parade through the reference libr.iry or puss
through the lending library, access to which

could only be got by means of the service-counter
flap.

2. The door to boys' room opens directly off

a loggia at the front entrance, which make it

impossible for the librarian to have any control
over the boys at all.

3. The general reading - room is quite in-

adequately lighted, and four columns are very
obtrusive on the floor-space.

This design had practically the identical, same
front fa(;ade as the one which the same authors
won the Motherwell Library competition with, and
for which Mr. Washington Browne was also the
assessor. Evidently Mr. Browne favours the idea

of designing a plan to suit an elevation, regardless

of conditions or committee's wishes.—I am, &c.,

A COMPETITOU.

]luteitommunicati0n.

Q VESTIOyS.
[12094.]—Buttresses.—I should be greatly obliged

if one of your subscribera could give me the name of a
reliable textbook containing data of the methods of
ascertaining the necessary dimensions of buttresses,
piers, &c. Also for ascertaining the thickness of wall
with great weights of masonry over, such as in church
towers, &c.—Student.

[12095 ]-Hall with Stage—Can any reader help
me by naming b»:>k on the subject, or otherwise, of
arranging a hall with stage and gallery round the haU,
that the people sitting in the gallery may have a good
view of the stage I Any help will be welcome.—Gallesv.

CHIPS,
An inquiry into an application of the Stretford

Urban District Council to borrow £12,721 for street

improvements was held on Friday by Lieutenant
Colonel A. C. Smith.

The Croydon Corporation have 'instructed the
town clerk to include in the Bill about to be pro-
moted in Parliament the following provision

:

'* That there be an extension of the tramway system
from Thornton Heath, along Grange- road and
Church-road, to the borough boundary near the
Crystal Palace."

A movement is on foot for the construction of a
light railway from Haverfordwest to St. David's.
An executive committee has been appointed to apply
for powers in November next, and there is every
probability of the project being carried out, as the
Great Western Railway Company has given a pro-
visional undertaking to work the line. Every
summer St. David's, now sixteen miles from the
present railway station, is visited by hundreds of
persons interested in its historic cathedral.

Mr. HiU Suith has been appointed surveyor to
the S waffham Urban District Council.

Oa Saturday, the Mayor of Lewisham opened the
new branch library at Lower Sydenham. The
library is situated in Sydenham-road, and towards
its cost and that of a similar building in Brockley
Mr. Carnegie has given £9,000. It contains already
upwards of 7, 500 volumes.

An adjudication has been made in the case of
Joseph Thomas Holford, of Darby, contractor and
surveyor.

The new Town-hall Committee of the Newcastle
Corporation have recommended scheme "A" for
the rearrangement of the interior of the town-hall.
Under this scheme alterations would be effected
without touching the concert-hall. A new entrance
would be provided from Nicholas-square, A new
council-chamber would be provided to seat ninety-
five members, and the floors would be rearranged
to accommodate the staff. The estimated cost is

£21,653.

The corporation of Arbroath have approved the
plans of a new railway station, estimated to cost
£40,000 or £50,000. Parliamentary powers will be
applied for in November.

The death is announced, at the age of sixty, of Mr.
C. J. Little, M.S. A., of Paddington, architect, and
the inventor of the absolute block system of signal-
ling on railways.

The Greenwich B irough Council have decided to
borrow £950 for the purchase of a site at the
junction of Blackwall-laue and Tunnel-avenue for
the proposed central library.

On Saturday last the Bishop of Southwark opened
a parish -room which has been built to serve a new
estate which is being developed by the Royal
Arsenal Co-operative Society in the parish of
Plumstead. 'The growth has been extraordinary.
Within the last four years nearly 5,000 people have
settled on and near the estate, and the population
still grows. The Co-operative Society is supplying
working men with houses that they can buy on a
99 years' lease, and they are bought at prices vary-
ing from £205 to C.'i50 as fast as they can be built.

There is room for some 20,000 people, and there is

little doubt that within a few years the whole estate
will be covered.

The Paisley Town Council have increased the
salary of Mr. Parkinson, the electrical engineer, by
£ 1 00, making the salary £100, with free house. Sec.

In memory of the Inniskilhngs, Dragoons and
Fusiliers, who lost their lives in the Boer campaign,
an olwlisk has been erected 'Sift, high at the
junction of B elmore - street and Fonthill - street

with Dublin-road, Euniskillen, the sculpturing
of which has been performed by Messrs. Ivjbinson
and Sons, of Belfast. The names of the fallen
officers and men are inscribed on tiblets, with a
record of the campaign beneath the crests and
badges of the ret^imeuts. The memorial has been
unveiled by the Lird Lieuteaint.

SEPLIES.
[12093.]—'Vaniish for Floors.—Stephens and Co.,

of Aldersgate-street, £.0. Aspinall and Co., New Cross,
8.E., mostly stocked by oilmen, would perhaps suit you.
If not, and you fancy making some —Benarth's formula :

shellac 17^o2., white colophony 9'Joz., camphor '07oz.,

alcohol (96 per cent.) 6"6lb. : powder lac, colo., and cam.,
dissolve in spirit by warmth and shakings, then filter

through a cloth. Used warm. 17Joz. is equal to SSsq.ft.

of surface. To colour, add S'oOlb. of powdered and
washed ochre, and (for soft woods) presumably umber, or
other pigments, to every I'llb. of the lacquer. Or the
next three laciiuers —Of colophony 10, ruby shellac 20,
Venetian turpentine 5, spirits of wine 100. Colophony 15,

ruby shellac 10, oil turpentine 5, spirits of wine 60.
Shellac 5^oz., alcohol 17 gills. For u-ie on floors painted
already, as it adds to durability of colour. Glossy lacquer :

amber loz.. copal 2oz , seedlac 3oz.. mastic 2}oz., sandirac
2lo2.t shellac 6oz., Venetian turpentine 2oz., alcohol 5}oz.
Dissolve by heat and shake. Uuick-drying glossy lac —
Wessner's : reflaed shellac 13'125oz., alcohol (90 per cent.)

33Joz.. Venetian turpentine 7oz. ; powder shellac, dis-
solved in spirit by heat (water or sand bath), add the
turpentine, shake, and filter.-Regent's Park.

In the Prince's Avenue, Hull, on Monday, Mr.
C. H. Wilson, M.P. for West Hull, laid the founda-
tion-stone of a new Wesleyan Church, which is to

be built from plans by Sir Alfred Gelder, ex-Mayor
of Hull. The style will be Gothic, and a tower and

I spire are to be erected.

At the inquest at Southenl, on Friday, on the
body of Albert E. Gamham an open verdict was
returned. Daceased, who was forty years of age,
bad been employed for eighteen years in the office

of Mr. H. H. Collins, district surveyor to the City
of London, at CI, Old Broad-street. When trying
to open a window in the office on Monday he fell

to the ground, a distance of 24ft. He was taken to

St. Bartholomew's Hospital, but he left without
permission and returned to Southend. Eirly on the
Tuesday morning he said he was going out to see a
doctor. Two hours afterwards, however, his body
was found floating in the sea.

The sales at the Mart last week, as registered at

the Estate Exchange, amounted to £31,606, and
for the corresponding week of last year to £25,698.

Mr. Richard Quick, of the Homiman Museum,
Forest Hill, will be recommended for appointment
to the position of curator at the new Art Gallery at

Bristol, at the advertised salary of £250 per annum.

At Monday's meeting of the electricity com-
' mittee of the Blackburn Corporation the borough

I

electrical engineer, Mr. A. J. Giles, tendeied his

I

resignation, having been offered an engagement by
a London firm to superintend electrical tramway
work abroad, at a salary of £1,800 par annum. The
committee accepted the resignation, and agreed to

release Mr. Giles at the end of November. The
1
salary of Mr. Giles's present oflioe is £S50 per

' annum.

[

The contract for the work of widening Warring-
! ton Bridge by means of cantilevers has been given

to Mr. Harry Fairclough, Warrington, whose
tender was £3,263. The whole of the present

structure is to be given up to vehicular traftij, and
cantilevers are to be placed on both sides to accom-
modate pedestrians.

A bronze statue of Queen 'Victoria has been
executed for Wrexham by Mr. Henry Price, of

London, a native of Wrexham. It will be erected

in Guildhall-square.

The Todmorden Eluoation Committee have built

a new school in the Shale part of the borough at a

cost of £8,900. It will accommodate 450 scholars.

Connected with it are a large swimming and four

sHpper baths, which will be for the public uie. A
formal opening ceremony took place on Monday.

j
Mr. Walter T. Kerr, assistant electrical engineer

to the corporation of Crewe, received notification on
Monday of his appointment as electrical engineer to

Hereford Corporation at a salary of £400 per

annum. Mr. Kerr is 27 years of age. There were
nearly 100 applications for the Hereford position.

The City Court of Common Council have agreed

to the widening of Dake's Head Passage, between
Ivy-lane and Paternoster-square, where soreral

lives were lost in a fire, by the rcm>va'. of the

buildings over the entrance at each er.l of the

passage way, at a cost of £300.
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WATER SUPPLY AND SANITASY
UATTEBS.

DuEHAU Sewage Scheme.—A special meetiDg
of the Darham Town Council was held on Saturday
to consider the desirability of abandoning the con-
tract with Mr. Brims, of Newcastle, for a portion
of the city sewage scheme, on payment of £6.50.

The Mayor presided, and referred to ditliculties

which had been met with in regard to the Gilesgate
portion of the scheme. The matter had caused the
committee much consideration, and they had come
to the conclusion that it would be impossible to do the
work without spending a great deal more money than
was anticipated : the be3t thing to do was to abandon
the portion of the work between Gilesgate School
and Wynyard- grove. It was positively dangerous
to the men employed to carry out the work under
present conditions. Mr. Todd, in reply to a ques-
tion, denied that the contract had been broken.
Difficulties had arisen, and he had met Mr. Taylor,
the engineer, and Mr. Brims on the works. Mr.
Brims was prepared to carry out the contract; but
if he did it would be necessary for the council to
provide a wider trench for the men to work in, and
to make other alterations, which would involve a
cost of £2,200 more than the original contract, and
the committee did not feel justified in recommend-
ing the council to incur this extra cost, with the
possibility that, even if the money was spent, the
work might not be permanent. After discussion, it

was agreed that the portion of the scheme in ques-
tion be abandoned, and that a payment of .£650, to
include extras, be made to Mr. Brims.

Halifax's New Eeseevoiks.—The members of
Halifax Town Council, together with a number of
the officials, recently visited Walshaw Dean,
situate on the moors above Hebden Bridge, where
new reservoirs are in course of construction for the
corporation, from plans by Messrs. G. H. Hill and
Sons, engineers. Arrived at Walshaw Dean, the
opening took place of the waterman's cottage and
corporation committee-room, which have been
erected, along with stables, near to what is to be the
middle embankment of the reservoirs. The build-
ings, owing to the exposed situation, have been sub-
stantially erected, the total cost being about £2,000.
The party, who numbered about seventy, were
afterwards conducted over the reservoir works. On
a site of about 95 acres, three reservoirs are being
formed, and they will increase the Halifax water
supply, after providing for compensation purposes,
by about 2^ million gallons per day. The work,
which was commenced about three years ago, has
proved a somewhat difficult undertaking for the
engineers and the contractor, chiefly owing to the
trenches having to be carried to a much greater
depth than was anticipated. Good foundations,
however, have now been secured in each instance,
and the work of "filling up" is in hand. In the
case of the upper reservoir, indeed, this work has
been completed, and excellent progress has been
made with the construction of the embankments.
The corporation, to prevent any fouling of the water
after it has been collected in the reservoirs, are
having the peat removed from the reservoir beds,
and extensive work in the way of beaching is being
carried out. Another 2J years will elapse before the
reservoirs are completed, and the total cost is esti-

mated at some £250,000.

Extension of Hamilton Wateewoeks.—The
new extension of the waterworks for Hamilton,
N.B., at Kype were opened last week by Provost
Keith. The party drove from Hamilton, viii

Strathaven, to the newly- constructed reservoir at
Kype, a distance of over twelve miles. The Kype
is a fine stream, situated in moorlands, some five

miles above Strathaven, and in 1897 a Bill was
presented to Parliament to authorise the execution
of works estimated to cost £30,'700. Additional
works were authorised, and the total cost of
the new supply, which is ample and capable of
being largely extended from the same source, will
be about £70,000.

Leeds Sewekage Scheme.—The sewerage com-
mittee of the Leeds Corporation have adopted
a report in which it is stated that recent experi-
ments at Knostrop have given a large experience in
the treatment of Leeds sewage, and there will,
therefore, be little difficulty in selecting the method
which will seem the most convenient of application
to the special circumstances of the scheme selected.
As the case is governed not by methods of treat-
ment, but by engineering difficulties, the committee
decided in 1903 to call in expert engineering advisers,
and Messrs. Chatterton, C.E., G. R. Strachan, C.E.,
and Midgley Taylor, C.E., were directed, together
with the city engineer, Mr. Hewson, C.E., todraw
up a report on the whole matter. It was further
arranged that when the joint report had been
received it should be laid before Messrs. J. Mansergh
and Sons, of London, for their independent opinion
and advice. The last of the reports, that of Messrs.
Mansergh, was received on July 30 last. These are
now being considered by the sewerage committee.
The joint report and Messrs. Mansergh's report each
discuss a local scheme or schemes which they con-
sider practicable ; but both reports agree in preferring

and recommending a Gateforth scheme. Both re-

ports further agree that a brick and concrete conduit

laid at a regular gradient, such as was proposed in

1900, is not to be recommended for carrying the

sewage across the coalfield to the Gateforth

Estate ; that steel piping should be substituted,

which may be so constructed as to safely sink as

the ground sinks, and which may be laid irre-

spective of levels, to act as an inverted siphon,

and follow such line as will least interfere with

private property ; that the balance of financial

advantage is in favour of pumping at Knostrop
to a head of 80ft. to 8.5ft., since this will enable

the size of the steel pipe to be considerably

reduced. Both reports agree that an ultimate popu-
lation of 600,000 should be provided for, though it

would not be necessary to carry out all the works
at once. Further, that 5 volumes of the dry-

weather flow should be treated—2J volumes com-
pletely and 2 J volumes partially. Messrs. Man-
sergh's report differs from the joint report mainly on
the following points:— (1) That it is not necessary

to convey to Gateforth the second 2J volumes,

that these storm waters may be treated by one
process in the existing tankage at Knostrop, and
then turned into the river there, that only the dry-
weather flow and the first dilutions up to 2J
volumes need be conveyed to be treated on the

Gateforth Estate—and consequently that the size

of the steel pipe may be reduced to what is

necessary to convey these first 2| volumes. (2)

That instead of a single steel pipe to convey this

2J volumes, three separate steel pipes are proposed,

of such size that the three together will be able

to convey the same total volume ; that though the

three pipes will be much more costly than the

one, the increased velocity in the smaller pipes will

permit of the whole treatment of the dry-weather
flow and first dilutions to 2! volumes being carried

out at Gateforth, and by less costly processes than
are required in connection with the larger single

pipe. Upon the methods of treatment to be adopted
the reports are substantially agreed. Messrs.

Mansergh suggest that in the first instance it will

only be necessary to lay down two- thirds of the
pumping plant and tanks, and two out of the three

steel pipes. This first section would deal with
80,000,000 gallons of sewage, and is estimated to

cost £1,000,000, including 15 per cent, for con-
tingencies. The remaining part of the scheme
would follow in ten years or later, as required by
the development of the city, and when complete the

scheme would be capable of dealing with a maximum
of 120,000,000 gallons, which is five times the

estimated dry-weather flow when the population
of Leeds shall have risen to 600,000.

CHIPS.
A new church, in the parish of St. Mary's-at-the-

Walls, Colchester, was dedicated by the Bishop of

St. Albans last Thursday.

The Colchester Board of Guardians have obtained
the Local Government Board's sanction to the
borrowing of £2,121 for new board and committee
rooms.

The electric tram system inaugurated by Swindon
Corporation was inspected last week by Col. Von
Donop, R.E., and Mr. 0. L. Trotter, electrical

adviser to the Board of Trade, and the formal
opening by the Mayor took place the next day.

The overhead system has been adopted, and
the route extends three-and-a-half miles. An
additional route has been sanctioned but not laid.

The total cost is estimated at present at £37,000.

The foundation-stones were laid on Monday of a

new market hall at Oldham, which, partly on the
same site, is to replace the present Victoria Market,
of the safety of which fears are entertained. The
original scheme contemplated a building covering a
larger area and costing about £50,000, but only a
portion of it is to be carried out, the estimated cost

being £21,000. There will be shops on two sides of

the new hall.

The landscape architect who laid out the Fair-

mount Park, Philadelphia, Mr. Emil Mahlon, died

late in August, at the age of fifty-three. Mr.
Mahlon was a German, and was trained at the

Polytechnic School in Dresden. For many years he

was employed as topographical draughtsman in the

Hydrographic Office of the Navy Department ; in

fact, most of his life work was done in that office,

although for several years he was in charge of the

park system of Louisville, Ky.

The London and North-Western Railway Co., in

a Bill for next session to enlarge the Exchange
Station, Manchester, have scheduled Trinity Church,
Salford, which was built in 1635 by Humphrey
Booth, an ancestor of the present patron, as a chapel-

of ease to the parish church of Manchester, now the

Cathedral. John Wesley preached in Trinity Church
in 1735. Strenuous opposition to the removal of

this, the oldest church in the borough, is expected
on account of the local association with the Booth
charities and with other Salford institutions, some
of historic and popular interest.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &o.

Winchestee.—In addition to the cottage homes
erected at St. Cross, Winchester, in memory of the

officers and men of the Rifle Brigade and King's

Royal Rifles who died in the South African War,
which were recently opened by the Duke of

Connaught, two other memorials are proposed to

be erected in Winchester Cathedral, one to the

Rifle Brigade and the other to the King's Royal
Rifle Corps. The tribute to the former will take
the form of brasses bearing the names of those who
fell in war inserted in two vacant panels beneath
the existing Rifle Brigade window on the north

side of the nave. This work is at present in hand.
The proposal with regard to the King's Royal
Rifles is that a window on the south side of the

cathedral should be filled with stained glass, and
the panels beneath used for brass tablets bearing

the names of those members of the corps who died

in the war. The window which it is proposed
should be taken for the purpose is in the second bay
from the south transept in the south aisle of the

choir, next to the window which stands as a

memorial to Lieut. -Colonel J. J. Collins, King's
Royal Rifles, who fell in Afghanistan in ISSO. The
cost is estimated at between £600 and £700.

York Mixstee.—Two more war memorials have
recently been erected in York Minster, and wUl
shortly be unveiled. One is to the officers and men
of the 1st Battalion, the 3rd Battalion Militia

Reserve, the 3rd Battalion, and the Ist and 2ud
Volunteer Battalions of the York and Lancaster

Regiment, *
' who gave their lives for their country

during the South African campaign, 1899-1902,"

and the other to the officers and men of the West
Yorkshire Regiment who lost their lives in the same
campaign. Both have been designed by Mr. G. F.

Bodley, R.A., and have been erected by past and
present comrades. The York and Lancaster
memorial consists of a handsome brass tablet, sur-

rounded by a border of carved alabaster. The
West Yorkshire memorial is also of brass and
alabaster, and occupies a position on the west wall

of the south transept, two bays to the right of the

West Riding memorial recently unveiled. Lieu-

tenant-General Sir N. G. Lyttelton, K.C.B., Chief

of the General Staff, has been asked to unveil the

memorials.

LEGAL INTELLIQENOB.
In ee H. Butteefield, Buenley.—A meeting

was held, on Monday, of the creditors of Hartley
Butterfield, house and estate agent, Burnley. The
debtor's statement of affairs showed liabilities to

secured creditors (mortgagees of property) amount-
ing to £40,045, and the unsecured liabilities were
£2,609. The debtor estimated that the securities

would yield £46,323, leaving a net surplus of £3,669.

The Official Receiver said the creditors must not
count too much on this surplus of assets. The
debtor owned a large amount of property, all of

which appeared to be mortgaged, and the mort-
gagees were in possession in nearly every case.

A trustee and a committee of inspection were
appointed,

>-^^^»-*

Thomas Robson, builder and contractor, and
Hannah, the daughter of John and Mary Morley,
celebrated their anniversary of 50 years of married
life on Sunday. They were married at St. John's
Church, Sheriff Hill, Gateshead, on September 25,

1854. The occasion was celebrated at their home,
25, Morley-terrace, Low Fell. The children

numbered 12
;

grand-children, 61 ;
great grand-

children, 2.

By a large majority the Stockport Town Council

have decided to purchase for £24,000 the under-
taking of the Stockport and Hazel-grove Tramways
Company, which they propose to turn into an
electric system at an estimated cost of £50, ('00.

The system extends over three miles, and is at

presentworked at a considerable profit by horse-cars,

which, however, are not equal to the requirements
of the large population.

Bishop Graham on Sunday dedicated the stained

-

glass window and tablet which have been placed in

the Roman Catholic Cathedral of Plymouth to

commemorate the late Bishop Vaughan (1814-1903).

The window comprises three long lights, the central

one depicting our Lord, the left St. Michael, and the

right St. Thomas of Aquinas. Above are repre-

sentations of St. Augustine, St. Melchizedek, and
St. Charles, and below those of St. Clair, St.

Theresa, and the Last Supper. The tablet beneath
the window is of dark marble, embossed in brass.

The figure of the recumbent Bishop is encircled with
a Latin inscription. The heraldic shields of his

office are introduced in mosaic.

The designs submitted by Messrs. George Baines,

F.R.I.B.A., and R. Palmer Biines, 5, Clement's-

inn. Strand, W.C, for Breachwood-green Baptist

church have been selected, and the work is to pro-
ceed at once. The building will accommodate about
400 persons in a mixed congregation, and the cost

will be slightly over £1,500.
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Out O^fRct ^abk
By the courtesy of the Rev. Charles Harris,

organising secretary to the Liverpool Cathedral

Committee, we have just seen the revised plans hy
Messrs. Bodley and Scott for that edifice. They
differ in several particulars from those by Mr. G.

<Tilbert Scott adopted sixteen months since and
published in our issue of May 29, 1903, and are

the outcome of careful restudy of the construc-

tional, seating, and lighting problems at more
leisure than was possible in the preparation of a

competition design. In comparing the two plans

we adopt the conventional reference in a cathedral

arrangement to the points of the compass,

although, as a matter of fact, the exigencies

of the site compel the placing of the altar at the

south instead of at the east end. The most im-

portant alteration in the modified arrangement

is the widening of the nave. Instead of being

supported on either side, as in the original design,

by a series of flying buttresses aligning with the

arcade piers, the (ritual) north and south walls

are carried to the lines of those buttresses, and
on either side a narrow ambulatory passage is

formed by a series of closely-set piers, three smaU
ones before each window and a broader one in the

interspace. This passage gives considerable scale

to the main features both inside and out. The
west end is remodelled ; on the north side the

rooms for the vergers, which intruded into the

north-west quasi-transept, are swept away , leaving

a broad, uninterrupted space for the baptis-

tery, and a similar clearance is made internally

at the south-west transept. The tower porch

is approached from St. James's-road on the (ritual)

south by an "invalids' slope." The western

narthex itself is also modified. At the oast end
of the nave rectangular chapels which projected

north and south from the bays next the transepts

are deleted from the design, and the nave lines now
run unbrokenly from end to end till stopped by the

great transept eastward, and the baptistery and
entrance porch respectively north and south.

We rather regret this change, as it removes what
would have been charming cross vistas between
nave and transepts. At the same time, the

ambulatory passages promise well in artistic

possioilities. The rectangular chapels are, how-
ever, retained, both north and south, on the choir

side, and may possibly be kept also in the nave,

as in all probability the latter will not Ije built

for a great many years, and the architects will

have time to consider how the arrangement works
out in the choir. The central crossing does

not appear to have been widened as tad been
anticipated, but at the (ritual) east end radical

alterations have been made behind the altar.

The square Lady-chapel, 22ft. square in the clear,

which at first formed the eastern termination,

has disappeared, thereby reducing the total

length by that extent, possibly in deference to

I'rotestant susceptibilities, which run high in

Liverpool. On the south side, facing St. James's-
road, a narrow morning chapel, 45ft. long with
apsidal east end, is substituted for a smaller
choir vestry, and on the north the rectangular
chapter-house is sot further east, and is approached
from the cemetery by a covered porch. The
morning-chapel and chapter-house, instead of

being recessed, now extend considerably eastward
of the main structure, breaking the skylines.

The I>ady-chapel was originally kept so low in
the competition design that it could hardly be
considered a continuation of the main building
except on plan. As a matter of fact, the new
arrangement adds considerably more length to

the general view from the side. The general
effect of the changes thus indicated promises to

be for the improvement of Jlr. Gilbert Scott's
striking design.

Ti(i-, Dean of Canterbury, Dr. Wace, makes an
urgent appeal for some CI 4,000 for the repair of
ISell Harry Tower, the central feature of his
cathedral, which is in a grievous state of dilapida-
tion. The well-known steeple, eulogised by the
late Walter I'ater as a " gravely magnificent
and emphatic tower," was erected by Car-
dinal Morton towards the end of the 15th
century. Last year a scill'old was erected all

round the tower, and Mr. W. 1). Cariie, the
architect to the Dean and Chapter, reports that
while there are no cracks in the main walls, the
flushing angle buttresses are extensively fissured,
and several of the window muUions threaten to
fall away. One largo pinnacle had to be im-
mediately removed, and another of the largest
was quite loose, and has been temporarily secured.

Besides the central tower, Mr. Caroe reports that of colour and gold no doubt wiU gain in many

the roof of the south transept, and of the western respects by the tone secured, by distance and

part of the north aisle are urgently in need of atmosphere, the effect of which has been

repair ; but the stonework of the clerestory walls reckoned on by the painter.

of nave is decayed, that some of the nave
i f [jj, R.LB.A. examinations for this autumn

pinnacles are dangerous, and the window in the ^;q ^^g |jg](j ^s follows :— The preliminary
western gable is approaching a condition of examination, qualifying for registration as Pro-

bationer R.I.B.A., on
"gable is approaching a condition of

jeopardy. Surely the appeal now made will ^ationer R.I.B'.A., "ouXovember 8 and 9. Ap-
iueet with a widespread and generous respons'e. plications must be sent in on or before Saturday

SiuWiLLiiM Grantham is a keen judge, but in next week, October 8. The intermediate ex-

when he turned architect he found, as another
,

amination, qualifying for registration as Student

legal luminary has done, that planning is an R.I.B.A., on November 8, 9, 10, and 11. Ap-

accomplishment for which a long training is re- plications must also be sent in for this examina-

Local Government Board for arbitration. Sir ,
December 2 inclusive. Applications must be sent

William Grantham, who has taken great interest
;

in on or before Saturday, October 22. ihe

in the housing question, has erected a number of testimonies of study, &c., with the necessary

model cottages at Barcombe, near which place he fees, must accompany the applications and be

resides. Sir William has been his own architect, addressed to the Secretary Iv.I.B.A., at the ollices

and no objection has been raised by the local
,

of the Institute. Examinations qualitymg lor

authority until quite recently. The Chailey ,
the oiHce of district surveyor in London (pursuant

District Council requested its clerk a few weeks to the provisions of the London BuUdmg Act

back to take proceedings against Sir William, as ,
57 and 58 Vict. c. ccxiii. s. 140) and of huilding

one of the cottages in course of erection was not ,
surveyor under local autonties will be held by

in accordance with the new by-laws. On Friday : the Royal Institute on October 20 and 21, 1904.

night Sir WiUiam had an interview with the ; Applications must be sent to the Secretary

councU, and stated that when he knew that plans R.I.B.A., on or before Thursday next, October C

were required he set about preparing them, and All applications must be made on the_ °^"^'-

was much surprised to have them returned with forms, to be obtained from the Secretary li.I.B.A.

no intimation as to where they were wrong. rp^^^ Education Committee of the Cheshire

Surely it was to the interest of the council to get
: County Council discussed at their last meeting

landowners to build cottages for the working
^j^g position of Mr. Beswick, the county archi-

classes. They might say this was a hobby of his. jg^.j.^ jjj relation to the erection of new schools.

Suppose it was, it was not a bad one. If they xhe'y eventually agreed that the duties devolving

compelled him to call in architects and surveyors, ^.g^ JjJqj ^gjg j^g supervibion and responsibility

it would not be possible for him to go on with {^j. jj^g maintenance and repair of all county
his hobby. He had shown his plans to the head gghools, and also of such technical and secondary
officials at the Local Government Board, and they gghools'as the committee might be under obliga-

informed him that they were quite satisfactory, ^jg^ jg maintain and repair, except that in cases

A n ember said it would puzzle any architect to gf g^^jin^ry repairs or painting, &c , under the

understand the block plan Sir William sent in.
i y^lue of £50, to county schools, and not involving

Sir William Grantham : I think so, too ;
but it

i ^gj.]j gf ^ structural or sanitary nature, he be not

is in accordance with your requirements. It is '

required to perform any ser\-ices in connection
quite evident that I shall have to give up this .^j^)^ gygjj g^ses ; to prepare plans, specifications,

work. A Member: If you were ill would you ^i^-p fgj. all alterations and additions to county
send for a doctor or take quack medicine ': Sir

ggjigola and to such technical and secondary
William Grantham : My cottages are not quack

ggi^ggia' as the committee are responsible for ;

cottages. In the end it was decided to ask the that he be paid a salary of £400 per annum, as

Local Government Board to arbitrate in the i {jg^ April last, with travelling and hotel ex-

matter.
I

penses, Sec. ; where the cost of the alterations,

A KicH piece of decoration on a'very large scale < ^v-c, exceeded the sum of £500, that Mr. Beswick

(28ft. by 16ft.) has been carried out in wax should be allowed 5 per cent, commission on the

medium by Mr. Edward A. Fellowes Prynne for amount over £500, but that where that allowance

the churih of St. I'eter at Plymouth in memory .^as made he should pay his own travelling and

of his father, the la'e Kev. George Rundle other expenses. It was further agreed that in

Prynne, 55 years vicar of the parish and builder the event of his being engaged by the committee

of this cathedral-like church. The late George to prepare plans, specifications for, and to super-

Edmund Street erected the chancel, which i vigg the erection of new council, technical, or

was added to a bald Classical church, eventually
j

secondary schools, and the cost of which shall not

pulled down to make room for the present
' exceed in the case of any one school £5,000, he

building, of which Mr. George FeUowes • bg paid a commission of 5 per cent, on the total

Prynne was the architect. This memorial mural expenditure ; but where the cost exceeds such

scheme extending entirely across the east wall of gum, then a commission of 4 per cent., in both

the nave over the chancel arch illustrates " The cases he paying his own travelling and _out-of-

Church Triumphant "—not a picture of Para-
]
pocket expenses. The committee

_
discussed

dise, but an ideal symbolic treatment of the atti-
; whether 3Ir. Beswick should enter into com-

tude of Christ and the angels and saints departed
i petition with other architects to prepare new

to the saints on earth. The Christ of the Resur- county schools. It was decided, however, that

rection is seated enthroned, and round the vesica
;
where administrative sub-committees are erect-

range the seven angels amidst a rainbow, the I ing new schools, and the plans are open to

Holy Innocents with palms being grouped at the • competition, that Mr. Beswick should not be a

Saviour's feet. The Virgin, as Oueen of Heaven, competitor.
is seated on His right hand with St. Joseph

| ,p__^^ authotitios concerned in the tran.sfer of
kneeling behind her. St. John the Baptist is

, Uochdale, and Oldham Tramway
p aced to the lef 1 he Apostles enthroned on the

,

^. \'^ undertaking have received Mr. More's
clouds, with St. Paul and St. Stephen, are i

\'^"'l". J . ..

grouped on either side, and above them range

the Saints and Martyrs. The arts of Poetry,

Painting, Music, and .Vrchitecture are repre-

sented by Dante, Angelico, St. Cecilia, David,

and Solomon. The lower part of the composition

shows the I )ld Dispensation, tho Latin Fathers of

tlie church intervening between tho old and the

now. Adam, Evo, Noah, David, Joshua, Aaron,

Moses, and llozekiah, with .leremiah, all fittingly

take prominent places in the groupings arranged

in decorative seciuence ; while tho Magi, too, are

there, with the Archangels, who staml waiting

with golden trumpets ready to sound tho call to

judgment. Tho idea thus embodied in this

thoughtful piece of decoration is largely based

upon tho details given in the Revelation of .St.

.lohn. .Mr. I'rynno's work is skilfully based

upon an intimato study of Mediaeval methods,

without in any sense imitating mere attenuated

conventionalities of archaeological crudities.

allocation of the purchase price. The arbitrator

(Mr. Graham Harris) awarded the company a

sum of £159,075, leaving an item of £3,000 for

street improvements open for arrangement be-

tween tho parties. Tho directors of the company

declined to compromise in regard to the unsettled

item, and the authorities came to tho conclusion

that it was not worth lighting tho company on

the matter, and decided to pay it, so that the

amount Jlr. More had to allocate was t;U'.2,075 Ss.

The payment of this ho has apportioned as fol-

lows :
— Rochdale and Wardlo, £70,390 6s. ;

I.ittleborough, £7,033 158. 9d. ; Royton,

£15,.544 28. ; Heywood, £20,436 16s. 3d. :
Bury.

£38,441 193. ; To'ttington. £1,191 13s. 6d. ;
I ns-

worth, £3,016 15s. : Wliitefiold, £3.620 Is. 3d.

tiuAVF.L roads in Hennepin County, Minn.,

aro from lOft. to 16ft. wide, 6in. to Sin. thick,

and cost £140 to £500 sterling a mile, depending

mainly on the distance material is hauled.

When in its place the brilliance of the scheme County engineer Geo. W. tooley states that irom
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18| to 30 cubic yards of gravel per 100 lineal feet

are used, and that no rolling is done until one to

three months after the road is finished. Con-
solidation by traffic before rolling is preferred,

which is contrary to the usual practice. Gravel
costs 10 cents a yard in the pit, 10 cents more for

loading, and another 10 cents for the work of

spreading it over the surface ; the cost of hauling

is given aa about an English shilling a yard.

A coxsiLAE report states that it has now been
decided to commence a rational exploitation of

the vast forests of Lapland, containing about
10,000,000 large trees. Gn account of the
slow growth in this northerly region, an average
age has been calculated at 250 years, with an
average height of 17 metres (about 56ft. English).

About 100,000 trees are now to be sold by public

auction as a trial, and the timber will have to be

floated through the Patsjoki Lake, on the Finnish
frontier, to ^'aranger Fjord, in Norway. It can
also be floated through several Finnish lakes and
rivers to the Murman coast on Russian territory.

This experiment by the Finnish Government to

open the forests in the "High North" will

certainly be of great interest to sawmill owners.
Swedish and Norwegian companies are already

making inquiries with regard to the time of sale,

yet it is improbable that Finnish speculators will

avail themselves of this fact, as no Finnish firm

at present carries on any timber export from the

Arctic sea, though Swedish, Norwegian, and
KuEsian exporters have great experience in floating

and exporting timber from that Lorlherly region.

THEARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
COURSES OF INSTHUCTION IN ARCHITECTURE

The Day aod Evening Schools are now in proeress. Intending
studen<8 are rfqueEted to forward their names to ttie Secretary as
early as {lORsible

" OCTOBER 41h: PRELIMINARY MEETING of th- SCHOOL of
DESIGN at Is. Tufton-street. S-W. at T o m . »hen adiirespts will he
delirered to the s'u.'enta by Messrs, G. H. FELUOWES PRyNXE
and HALSEY RICARDO. Any member may attend, without pay-
ment of the School of Desisn fee.

A pamphlet girine full mformation as to the riassee and advantages
of memtiership may be obtained on application to the SECRErARY,
at 1&, Tuftoc-gtteel, Westminster, S W.

LOUIS AMBLER "

H. Tanner, Joo.
Hon. Sees.

€xi\iit $ith)s.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
Tees- SIDE Bricklayees' Stiuke Settled.—

After a sis months' strike against a reduction of

wages, the bricklayers and plasterers of Middles-
brough, Stockton, Thornaby-on-Tees, and West
Hartlepool resumed work on Monday. The opera-
tives a fortnight ago consented to a reduction of

a halfpenny per hour, together with certain altera-

tions of working rules ; but the labourers held out
until Saturday, when they agreed to a somewhat
similar reduction.

LATEST PRICES.—»>-•

—

iBOir, &o.
Per ton.

Eolled-Iron Joists, Belgian £5 10

EoUed-Steel Joists, English 6 10

Wrought-Ixon Girder Plates 7

Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 6
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, oi
Sqoare 20

Do., Welsh 6 16
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Statfs 8
Beet Snedshill 9

Angles IDs., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Bnilders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, Ac, £7 7s. 6d.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £12 to £13 per ton.

OalTanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 21.

a. Per ton.

to £5 15
6 12 6
7 6
8 10

20 6
6 17

8 15
9 10

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclosiTe Per ton.

gange £10 15
Best ditto 11 5

Cast-iron Columns £6 10
Cagt-Iron Stanchions 6 10
Eolled-Iron Fencing 'Wire 8
Boiled-Steel Fencing Wire „ 6 5

„ „ „ Oalvanised. 7 15
Cast-iron Sash Weights 4 12 8
Cut Clasp Nails, Sin. to 6in 9 5
Cut Floor Brads 9

Per ton.

.£11
. 11 10
I £8 10

8 10
8 6
6 10
8
4 12
9 6
9

CHIPS.
In oar last issne we briefly described the new

hospitals which are now being finished in Glasgow.
We are given to understand that the Western Dis-
trict Hospital at Oakbank is fitted with three electric

passenger bed lifts, constructed on the most up-to-
date principles and controlled by hand- lever in the
cage, and fitted with all the latest safety appliances.

These lifts have been erected by Messrs. Archibald
Smith and Stevens, of London, who have also just
received an order for two electric passenger lifts in

the auditorium of the new Coliseum Theatre, St.

Martin's-lane, London.

The vicar and committee of Gee Cross are going
to erect a Cambridge quarter-chime clock with
three external dials, illuminated by gas, and with
all Lord Grimthorpe's latest improvements, in the
tower of Holy Trinity Parish Church, Gee Cross,

Hyde, Cheshire, as a memorial to H.M. the late

Queen Victoria. The order has been placed with
Messrs. Wm. Potts and Sons, clock manufacturers,
of Leeds and Newcastle-on-Tyne, who erected Hyde
Town Hall clock many years ago, and which has
given general satisfaction.

At the first meeting of the Metropolitan Water
Board after the recess, held yesterday (Thursday),
the works and stores committee presented an esti-

mate of expenditure to be incurred on revenue
account from Oct. 1 to Dec. 31. The expenditure
on maintenance of reservoirs, filtration, pumping,
maintenance of mains, salaries, •.V:'^., is estimated
at £1G5,113. For the three months the capital

expenditure is estimated at £148,350.

At the Passmore Edwards Camberwell Poly-
technic, on Wednesday, an exhibition of pictures

lent by the members of the Society of Women
Artists was opened. There are over lOll works in

the collection, which will remain on view until

Dec. 28.

At Halton, four miles from Leeds, a village in-

stitute, built at a cost of £1,500, was opened by Sir

.Tames Kitson, Bart., on Monday. The architect of the

building, which has cost £1,600, was Mr. Sydney
Kitson, a son of Sir James, and the builder was Mr.
J. H. Tomlinson.

Mr. Edward Egerton Adshead, who for twenty
years has been borough surveyor and waterworks
engineer of Macclesfield, resigned his position owing
to illness on Friday. On March last Mr. Adshead
was granted six months* leave of absence, but the
long holiday effected little improvement in his con-
dition. Daring his tenure of office a great many
improvements have been carried out under his super-
vision, including the new police-station, additions to

the waterworks, and the town-hall.

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

6 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 18 14 15 B.W.G.
8/- 8/6 9/- 9/6 9/9 10/6 11/3 12/- 18/- per owt.

Oast-Iron Socket Pipes—
ain. diameter £5 15 to £6
4in. to6in 5 12 6 „ 5 17 6
7in. to 24in. (all sizes! 6 0,, 6 10

[Coated with composition, 58. Od. per ton extra ; tamed
and bored joints, 5s. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron—
"

Per ton.

Cold Blast, LilleshaU lOSs. Od. to 112s. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 65a. Od. to 70s. Od.

Eiga £8 to £8 10

St. Petersburg 8 5 0,, 17
Swedish 10 15 „ 20
Finland 9 15 „ 10

White Sea 11 „ 20

Battens, all sorts 5 15 „ 13 10

Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

Istprepared £0 14 „ £0 18 6
2nd ditto 13 „ 15 6
Other qualities 5 9,, 13

Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S., pipe £37 10 „ £46
Memel, cr. pipe 220 „ 230

Memel, brack 190 „ 200

STONE.*
Darley Dale, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 3
Red Mansfield ditto „ ... 2 4i
Hard York ditto 2 10
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides, landings,

random sizes per foot sup. 2 8
Ditto ditto Sin. slabs sawn two sides,

random sizes „ ... 1 8
• All F.O.B. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations

per foot cube £0 10
Delivered on road waggons, Paddington
Depot - 1 6J

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot 1 SJ

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :

—

Brown White
Whit Bed. Base Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the

quarry per foot cube £0 1 5J ... £0 1 7J
D^vered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot ... f 9 1 2 2*
Ditto Nine Elms Depot... j

.-"•' '^ - "'•'»
Ditto Pimlico Wharf >

OILS.
Linseed per tun £16 7 6 to £17 7 6
Kapeseed, English pale 22 10 „ 21

Do^brown..." .„ 21 10 „ 21 Id

Cottonseed, refined „ ... 17 10 „ 19 10

OUve, Spanish „ ... 81 „ 31 5

Seal, pale 16 „ 26

Cocoanut, Cochin „ ... 33 „ 84

Do., Ceylon 29 10 „ 30 10

Pahn, Lagos , ... 26 10 „ 27 10

OlctoeT: 17 6 „ 19 6

Lubricating U.S per gal. 7 0,, 080
Petroleum, refined ... 51 „
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 16"
Do., Archangel , ... 19 8 „ 1 ?

S

Turpentine, American ...per tun 87 ,, 3t 5

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount
Lists f.o.b. (plus 5 p« cent.) :—
Oas-Tubes
Watei^Tubes
Steam-Tubes
Galvanised Gas-Tubes
Galvanised Water-Tubes
Oalvanised Steam-Tubes

lOcwt. casks.

Per ton.

Zinc, English (London mill) £25 10

Do., VieOle Montague 28 10

Soelter, Silesian 22 8 9

Sheet Lead, 31b. and upwards ... 13 15

Lead Water Pipe (F.O.E. Lond.) 14 5

Lead Barrel Pipe 15 2 6

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside 16 2 6

„ „ „ ,, and outside 17 12 6

Composition Gaa-Pipe 16 2 6

Soil-Pipe (Sin. and 6in. extra) ... 16 2 6
Pig Lead, inlcwt. pigs 10 16 3

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15
Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 70
Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 60 5

Tin, Straits 127 5

Do., English Ingots liS 10

TIKBEB.
Teak, Burmah per load £10

- • 9 10 6
4

5

o9 Standard

.... 67}p.e.

.... 621 „

.... 67} „

.... 55 „

.... 60 „

.... 45 „
I. ecwt. casks.

Per ton.
to £26
„ 28 15

., 22 11 3

„ 13 15

„ 14 5

„ 15 2 6

„ 16 2 6

„ 17 12 6

„ 16 2 6
„ 16 2 6

„ 10 17 6

„ 15 5

„ 70

„ 60 15

„ liB 5

„ 129

Bangkok ,i

Quebec Pine, yellow „
„ Oak „
„ Birch „ ... 2

„ Elm „ ... 4

„ Ash 4

Danteic and Memel Oak „ ... 3
Fix 2

Wainscx)t, Riga p. log 2

Lath, Danuic, p.f 4
St. Petersburg 4

Greenheart 7

Box 7
Sequoia, U.S.A percubefoot
Me^ogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick
„ Honduras ... „ ...

„ Mexican , ...

„ African „ ...

Cedar, Cuba „ ...

„ Hondiiras
Satinwood „ ...

Walnut, Italian „ ...

„ American (logs) ,. ...

„
„
„
„
„
„
„
.,

,.

..

„
„

6 .,

8 „
6 „
* ..

8J ,,

I £18
17
6 15
7 15

5 15
8
7
6 10
4 17 6
5 5

8

3i,
10 ,

a
,

8 1 ,

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12ft.
by llin. :

—

Cluebec, Pine, Ist £22 5 to

„ 2nd 18 „
„ 8rd 11 15 „

Canada Spruce, Ist 10 15 „
2ndand3id 8 15 „

New Brunswick 8 0,,

8

7i
5

5i
Si

3i
1 9

7J
8 1

by liin.

£29
23 15
14
15 10
10 10
9 10

The Archbishop of York dedicated on Tuesday a
new church just erected in Waterloo-road, Middles-

brough, and named St. Michael and All Angels.

The church has cost close upon £6,000.

It is proposed to restore the Norman tower of the

pariah church of Bledlow.

The Ceylon Government Railway Committee

appointed to consider the question of a central

railway-station for Colombo have finally passed the

plans in connection therewith.

The Eirl of Lathom laid, on Wednesday, a
memorial foundation-stone in Holy Trinity Church,

Southport, to commemorate the rebuilding of the

edifice at a cost of £30,000.

The Local Government Board have sanctioned the

borrowing by the Failsworth Urban District

Council of £10,303 for further sewage disposal

i works.

' The City Corporation have agreed to pay half the

cost, £2,214, for widening the public way in front

of 71, Fleet-street, and a similar share of £3,500 for

widening in front of Winchester House at the

corner of Old Broad-street and London Wall. The
other moiety will in each case be met by the London

County Council.

At Exeter, on Monday, the Chancellor of the

diocese, Mr. C. E. H. Chadwyck-Healey, K.C.,

gave his decision in regard to the application of the

vicar and churchwardens of the parish of Paignton

for permission to erect a chancel screen, which

should bear upon its centre a representation of the

Crucifixion, with figures of the Virgin Mary and
! St. John on either side. The case was argued

i
before the Chancellor on July 29, when he reserved

; his decision. He now refused to grant the faculty

prayed for. Notice of appeal was given.

A statue to the memory of Talma, the great

tragedian, was unveiled on Snnday at Poix, in the

Department of the Nord. The monument, which is

the work of M. Fayel, represents the tragedian in

ordinary dress, seated in an armchair, and studying

a play.

Lord Barnard is completing the preservation of

Barnard Castle, Durham. This historic rum,

situated on an elevated rock near the margin of the

River Tees, dates from early in the r2th century.

In 1569 it underwent a memorable siege.

Lord and Lady Rothschild will, on Thursday,

October 20, visit the Chalfont Colony of the

National Society for Employment of Epileptics, to

open the new administrative buildings, towards the

cost of which Mr. J. Passmore Edwards has con-

tributed the sum of £3,000.
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SPECIAL BUILDING DEVELOP-
MENTS.

THE scientific study of building dates

from the latter half of the last century.

Before that time the art was mainly arohioo-

logical, and those who studied and promoted
it were adherents of styles mainly. The re-

quirements of modern life had not disturbed

them. Specialisation of trades has gone on
with rapid steps, which the profession have
hardly been able to keep pace with. Look
at those which have increased the bulk of

our specifications, textbooks, and trade cata-

logues. In the constructive trades of the brick-

layer, there are workers in clay, terracotta,

and faience ; the ironmonger and smith are
divided into the special trades of fire-resisting

floors, stairs, landings, and roofs, iron doors,

casements for windows, heating apparatus,

stable fitting!?, and the business of fitting-up

lightning conductors. The engineer is also

divided into a number of special branches.
There are those whichundertake constructional
iron and steel work and mechanical plant

;

others heating and ventilating ; others elec-

trical installations, hydraulic and various lifts,

among many more. We can hardly expect
the architect of the present day can master
each of these branches ; yet he has to know
something about them in an elementary
manner, and his knowledge must be scien-

tific and definite. If we ask how he is to

become acquainted with some of them

—

as, for instance, electric installations, heating,
or mechanical plant—we are constrained to

eay he can merely picks up the A B C of the
subject, unless he can acquire the trade in the
workshop. Book knowledge may be useful
to acquire certain facts of a general kind

;

but these facts do not supply him with the
information of how to determine the best
method of wiring a particular building, the
safe working capacity for the cables, or the
number of ampiTos each will carry, the safe
working density of 1,000 ampi-res per square
inch of section, the numberof 16c.p. 100-volt
lamps each wire will take. That is to say,
if he were required to write a specification
for the electric lighting of a building, he
would probably be unable to accomplish the
task without assistance. Knowledge which
does not give its possessor the power to
apply the princijilos learned is of very little

use or value. .Vnd it is this inability to
apply principles to work which makes all the
distinction between the superficial and
amateur and the proficient and professional.
In overj' trade the architect begins to find
applications of a new kind with which he
is little acfjuainted. Even such ordinary
operations as foundations have become more
difficult and complicated since buildings of
great height with concentrated loads on
small areas have to be erected on treacherous
soils like tho,-e in New York. Piling, pump-
ing, cofferdam construction, the pneumatic
appliances now used in excavation, air-locks
in connection with the lower chambers of
caLssons, soastopormitworkingby compressed
air to e.xclude the water, are methods that have
been developed to an extent necessitating
special knowledge. The bricklayer's craft is
a great deal more multifarious than it once
was. It now has to take in all kinds of
hollow walls, modes of construction, various
appliances and inventions for partition build-
ing, sanitary and tank construction, tall
chimney construction, terracotta and faionco
facing, and some of these subdivisions have
become specialised. The architect has to
become familiar with these branches ; ho may

learn something from trade catalogues, but a

great deal more by personal trial and experi-

ence. In this connection the great value of

visiting works in progress of construction

may be mentioned. In one building he sees

a certain patented hollow wall or partition

brick adopted ; in another may be seen a

patented system of fireproof floor construction ,'

in a third somebody's patent sj'stem of floor-

ing. These are stored in the memory, and
the architect, when he has the opportunity,

provides the same methods on his own build-

ing, for he satisfies himself of their efficiency.

To the younger practitioner it is a satisfaction

to see that some new method or appliance

has beenadopted in a large building, though,

perhaps, not always a true test. No amount
of advertising setting forth the advantages of

the method can be so fully relied upon ; but

to some intelligent minds to see a thing is

suflicient to convince one of its goodness or

otherwise. A drawing or illustration wiU
be sufficient to explain such things as a floor

system or a patented brick.

There are two or three developments of

construction which have forced themselves on
the architect's attention. " Reinforced " con-
crete construction is one of the more im-
portant. Concrete moulded or cast into

masses has been used for wall-building,

dock construction, for architectural purposes
like lintels and sills, staircases, floors, and a
variety of other purposes as a substitute for

stone, and for these uses it has given
satisfaction for its strength and fire-resisting

qualities. These did not disturb the archi-

tectural conception. The architect accepted
the material as an economical substitute for

masonry, as it could be cast into moulds, and
thus reduced labour in working ; but when it

was discovered that steel bars or rods intro-

duced into the body of concrete could be
made to materially strengthen it to resist

tensile strains, and be used for beams,
columns, slabs, lintels, fioors, staircases, thus
enabling a less sectional area to do the work
of solid masses of concrete of double the

area, the combination has been hailed

as one uniting the advantages of concrete
and steel, and looking at its present develop-

ment in not a too hopeful sense, we must
predict for it a future of value in construc-
tion, perhaps the evolution of a new style of

architecture. But we do not discuss here
this latter point, but consider how its claims
will have to be recognised by the architect

in many of the new problems of construction

which engage his attention. He cannot
afford to put it aside as a temporary expedient
that will have its day and then disappear, as
other inventions have done.
The exigencies of construction of the

present call for the economical and combined
use of materials which unite the merits of

steel and concrete, and can be shaped to any
form. It will not do to shut one's eyes
to the expense for the sake of using
material like stone, brick, timber, and iron

in the traditional manner. Steel-concrete
has contested the claims of masonry and
steel separately employed. It has come for-

ward with the weight and experience of ex-
pert engineers and architects, and has come
to stay, unless it can bo proved that it has
disadvantages which outweigh its merits.

Here, then, we have the application of a
new method of construction to various struc-
tures confronting the architect, who has had
little preparation for it, except in what he
may have seen occasionally or road in books,
and the Transactions of societies. Our French
and American brethren appear to have pre-
pared themselves for its reception, and are
certainly earlier in the field than wo are

;

they have used it in several ways, in office

buildings, factories, tall chimney construc-
tion, piles for foundations, bridges, arches,

staircases, floors, and roofs. " Reinforced
concrete," as it is (tailed, involves a special

study of tho (lunlities of concrete, its com-
position, the nature and properties of steel

and its tensile resistance ; and also of their

combination. There are few architects who
have yet been able to master these matters.

The books and papers written or read on
them come too late to be of much good to

the practising architect, tests of the material

are few, and are not known by him, so that

when he thinks of adopting the system of con-
struction he has to depend very largely on the
contractor or sub-contractor, or expert. Very
little consideration has been given to the sub-
ject of design in concrete so reinforced.

Certain proportions and forms are adopted
because they have been used before. The
engineer's views are accepted, for there has
been no time for the architectural mind to

have thought of any better design. And so

it is with aU new systems. It was a long

time before the profession seriously accepted

iron construction ; they had allowed the

engineers to adopt it before they attempted

to grapple with the problem. Even now the

architect has little sympathy with it. Concrete

ought to stand a better chance, as it can be
made to conform to architectural properties

and the steel in its construction is invisible.

The first thing that is necessary in accepting

a new system of construction is to understand

it, after which it may be possible to appre-

ciate a system which has some unique points

in its favour. The profession are slow to

adopt new methods ; for instance, it is said

that India is the only part of the British

Empire where art is still a living reality;

but in " our affectation of superiority," one
writer puts it, " we make efforts to improve
it with Western ideas, but so far have only

succeeded in doing it incalculable harm,"
because we have never really attempted to

understand it. Once we accept a material

that can be applied to any form, stiflened,

and strengthened, as it were, by internal

sinews and integuments in the shape of steel

rods, architectural design may become a

much more plastic art than it now is.

Instead of constructing our forms and archi-

tectural features like domes and roofs, we
shall be able to shape them by means
of moulds to anything wo like, of the

most varied profiles. We do not say

this greater plasticity in being able to mould
our architecture will be altogether an advan-

tage, as it may lead the designer into license

and fantastic forms ; but the ability to do so

will be an advance in the direction of a wider

range of expression.

The regulations issued by the Prussian
Minister of Public "Works for the making of

reinforced concrete for structures are very

perfect. Concrete construction produced
under these regulations cannot show signs of

weakness. The first and most comprehensive
section is that any proposed erection of the

kind cannot be undertaken without " an
application for a permit for a structure to be
built on whole or in part of reinforced con-

crete, accompanied by drawings, static com-
putations, and descriptions showing the

general arrangement and all important
details." Section 2 is to the effect that the

qualities of the material to be used for con-

crete shall be certified by a certificate of an
official testing laboratory. There are no less

than 13 sections, with sub-sections of the

most exacting descriptions. Freezing is to

be guarded against, and no work is to bo
done during freezing weather. The concrete

is to be proportioned by weight, as a rule,

and to be mixed in (luantities for immediate
use, be properly tamped in layers of 6in.,

and special care is to be used in placing the

reinforcing metal in its correct position,

surrounding it tightly with cement-mortar.

Tests are to bo talien. Rules for static com-
putation are given, and are very precise. In
short, these rogulaiions are framed on tho

assumption that the highest class of materials

and workmanship are to be employed, and
that the construction is to be regarded as a

pioco of " high-class engineering work." Tho
materials, like tho Portland cement, are to
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be officially certified, and at certain stages
the materials are to be tested. In fact, the
most scrupulous care is enjoined on these
regulations to obtain a complete structure as
designed ; in short, they are framed to give
to a reinforced concrete structure all the skill

and accuracy required in a steel truss or any
piece of engineering. The German authori-
ties assume that in a reinforced'concrete beam
the tensile stresses are resisted wholl}' by the
steel reinforcement, while the tensile resist-

ance of the concrete is neglected. This is

reasonable ; so, too, the regulations prescribe
that the common theory of flexure which
makes the intensity of the bending stresses

vary directly as the distance from the neutral
axis is to be accepted. This law is more
simple than other arbitrary ones that have
been proposed, and for concrete-steel beams
appears to bo most reasonable. We refer to

these regulations of the Prussian authorities

to show the degree of development already
reached by this mode of construction, also that
a practical knowledge of it cannot be acquired
by any ordinary means, such as from lectures
or books. The application of this system to

columns to floors promises good results, as
in the Hennebique system we have previously
described in these pages. There are other
means of " fireproofing " employed. The
architect has to know the various sorts of

bricks and tiles for fire-resisting partitions,

the modes of making fireproof doors for party
and staircase walls, fireproof glazing, encase-
ment of iron and steel structures, and, not
least, he must know which method is best to
meet the requirements of by-laws and regu-
lations for theatres and other buildings. A
technical education as conducted in our
schools is not enough without practice : it is

this twofold training which the profession
demands to keep pace with constructive
methods.
Among modern building developments may

be placed fireproof construction. Fifty years
ago the profession knew little or nothing of
it ; it has lately rapidly occupied a con-
spicuous position in constructive methods.
Other countries, Germany and the United
States particularly, have taken the lead, and
the profession has been compelled to revise
its methods. To take, for example, fireproof
floorings, these have been classified under four
heads : (a) Arches, or brick or concrete sup-
ported upon walls or girders; {b) hollow
bricks or tubes supported between iron or
steel joists, and filled in with concrete

; (c)

concrete between girders
; (<?) solid timber of

considerable thickness. The system of arches
of brick carried by cast-iron girders with tie

rods was one of the earliest forms ; but mild
steel joists are now used instead of cast iron,

and the Dennett system may be mentioned
as an improved type of concrete arching
without the rods. Of other later systems,
with hollow bricks or tubes, we have Homan
and Eodgers', Fawcett's fireclay tubes or
lintels, placed obliquely between the steel

joists, filled over with concrete ; Fox and
Barrett's system; Lindsay's, with trough
girders filled in with pumice concrete

;

Moreland's, Dawnay's, Allen's, and others

—

most of them too well known to need descrip-
tion here. Each of these has some features

peculiar to itself, which the architect has to

learn before he can specify. Some of these

give solid floor sections, others have tubular
or cellular spaces for ventilation, as in

Homan's, Fawcett's, and Ilomblower's
systems. Then there are other peculiarities

:

the lower flanges of joists are protected by
the fireclay brick or slabs in some of them,
while in others the ironwork is protected
only by a ceiling of plaster. The kind of

concrete used varies, in one or two floors
" pumice " concrete, of coke breeze, mineral
sand, and Portland cement, is used, which is

lighter than the ordinary concrete. These
are details which have to be learned in speci-

fying any given system. How can they be ac-

quired without a previous study of each plan ?

A subject of intimate importance to

buildings is the selection of a heating and
ventilating system. Many sciences are in-

volved more or less in the subject, so that

without a general acquaintance with physical

science it is impossible for the student

to understand the theory. Treatises are

numerous, but they do not supply the

rationale or answer the first question : Which
is the most economical system to be used in

heating and ventilating a given building !-

The heating and ventilating should properly

be carried out by the same expert, as the two
things cannot be satisfactorily treated separ-

ately. To prepare a plan and specifications

for a scheme of this kind can only be under-
taken by a consulting engineer or specialist,

unless, indeed, the building is of moderate
size, when the architect ought to be capable

of deciding upon a plan, and to obtain a con-

tractor to carry out a specification of require-

ments as to certain points, as to the boiler,

the amount of surface it can heat, the means
of admitting the necessary amount of air for

ventilation, the heating surface for each
room. A principle must be followed. One
central furnace in the basement is more
economical for heating than having numerous
fires, and the low-pressiu'e system is perhaps
the most desirable ; but so much depends on
the boiler : whether it has sufiicient heating
surface and a proper flue area, and waste heat

is reduced. Only an expert engineer can
decide upon the proper proportion of boiler

surface and flues to produce the most economic
results. The provision of a tank for expan-
sion of water when heated ; whether a closed

tank is not preferable with a relief valve for

relieving the pressure, or whether the '

' high

pressure " system is best, are questions which
only an engineer can answer. Then there are

questions as to the kind of circulation which
will give the best results, the one jiipe or

single circulation, the " duplicate " circula-

tion, the "branch" and "crossed" circula-

tions, each of which has its advantages and
drawbacks, such as the overheating of the air

on the high-pressure system, which renders it

unhealthy for breathing near the highly

heated pipe surfaces. How to ventilate

—

whether by natural or mechanical means —is

also a question that can only be answered by
a consideration of the requirements of each
building. The hot-air furnace in basement
in an air-chamber, fi'om which flues are

taken to the several rooms, affords, probably,

the most natural mode of heating and
ventilating for houses of a large size where a
supply of fresh air is obtained directly into the

air-chamber, and the current or circulation of

air obeys a natural law—the difference

between the weight of heated air in the flues

and that outside.

The electric lighting of buildings is a

branch of applied science which comes
within the architect's province—that is

to say, the aichitect has to provide

the fittings for lighting, to specify the

number of electric incandescent lamps to

be used in rooms and halls. One authority

allows in large apartments of over
l,000sq.ft., 3c.p. for every lOsq.ft. of

floor space, but for lights above loft, above
the floor more illuminative power is required.

Thus, if the lights are placed round the frieze

of a large room, as they often are, or are

fixed from the ceiling, 30 to 50 per cent,

more illumination is necessary. These points

and the plan of distribution—the '" two ' or
'

' three " wire systems—have to be considered

before a specification of requirements can be
written.

And what does such knowledge involve ?

A training in the scientific nomenclature and
practice of electrical laws ; the units of

measuring adopted by the profession ; the laws

of resistance, or Ohm's law, expressed in

formula ; and various mechanical devices.

Such a chapter as that given at the end of

''Notes on Building Construction" (Long-
mans, Green, and Co.), dealing with the

principles of electric lighting, ought to be
studied, at least. These are a few of the
special subjects which now supplement those

of the ordinary specification-developments
of science that have been promoted by new
requirements.

1^

APX'HITECTURAL EDUCATION.

WE are accustomed to look during the
winter months for a renewal of those

activities in connection with architectural

matters which have a tendency to draw to-

gether the members of the profession, and
provide for them useful subjects for discus-

sion. The profession of architecture is not
one of the most united : it is composed of

rather conflicting elements. Its members
practise in several branches of more or less

opposite tendencies, and those who take uj;

the art questions are often divided. Others
eng.ige in competitions, which .are not the

I

most desirable means of promoting good-
I
fellowship, but are rather productive of little

jealousies or actual misunderstandings. In
1 these respects the profession is unlike those

of law or medicine, where there is more < .-jn-ir

ill: corpK. Artists have not generally been
very generous ; they are fond of criticising

each other's work, and this weakness may
be put down to the nature of their calling,

which so much depends on personal tastes

and feelings. The meetings of the profes-

sional societies therefore afford one means of

bringing together the members on a common
platform, and of enabling them to exchange
their experiences in a friendly manner. For
the student and younger members the school?

in connection with these societies—such as

that of the Architectural Association—have
even a more beneficial influence in promoting
fiiendly mutual help and co-operation in

their vocation which after - years will not
easily destroy. Here they join and work
together on a common subject, and by their

varied talents are enabled to throw much
light on it. The day and evening continua-
tion schools of the Association are now, as

we noticed last month, brought into connec-
tion with each other ; the range of the day-
school studies is now extended, so that

students who have finished their two-years"

course are able to continue their studies in

the evening studios. There will thus be a
continuation of the subjects and the avoidance
of any break. The evening continuation

school thus organised is placed under the
mastership of Mr. T. F. Green. It will

afford an opportunity to give more time to

the preliminary subjects and to lay a more
"solid foundation upon historical work,'
and on construction, so that the second year's

study will, in fact, be supplemented. The
third-year students will also benefit. "Their
work will consist," we are told, "in working
out subjects in design rather in advance of

their previous work, special attention being

given to planning, both for convenience and
architectural effect." The second and third

years' course scarcely gave enough time to

study these important branches of the sub -

ject. And, after all, it will be admitted that

certain problems in design, planning, and
hygiene are of far more value to the student

than any amount of merely historical work
and precedents. Such preparatory work isonly

imperfectly learned in the architect's office

:

hence the value of the preparatory training

which the day and evening classes of the

A.A. provide. Here they will learn the

elements of theii- business. The first year's

course comprises the use of instruments and
scales, freehand drawing, elementary per-

spective, the Classic Orders and the styles

of architecture, and elementary construction ;

while the second year's course deals with the

principles of design, perspective, sketching

and measuring details of existing buildings,

and there are lectures on the history of

architecture and on construction and mate-

rials divided into terms ; but we refer to the
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give
can

Brown-book of the A. A. for the subjects in

the curriculum. These couises are of the

greatest value to the pupil engaged in a
private offire in London by filling up the
gaps of his knowledge and supplying the
deficiencies of his training. lu what other
way can the articled pupil in, say, a London
office learn the scientific use of instruments,
study perspective, construction, and the history
of his art 'r But the evening classes will

supplement these general studies by special

applications of science to certain build-
ing problems, and of hygienic science to

designs actually worked out. Not merely
the design of a house, or a cottage, or a
municipal building will be set the student as
a problem, but he will be instructed in the
method of draining and ventilating of such a
building, the heating, the mode of finding
the sizes of girders and columns to carry
certain loads, of designing a floor to carry a
certain number of people. These are prac-
tical applications of science which are not
taught in the ordinary office, being generally
•done by outside experts or assistants. IIow,
for instance, can the pupil of a large firm
learn much about the use of "armoured"
concrete or steel-concrete construction ? In
such matters there is the real need of classes
to which the pupil can go to learn how the
system of construction can be practically
applied to floors, roofs, staircase, and other
parts of a building. In the eveningclasses also,
we understand, the student will have to make
a perspective of the subject given, and the
"finish of these in various media will be
touched upon, since the importance of being
able to make a drawing which will
accurate ideas of the finished buildin
hardly be over-estimated."

"We are glad that the subject of drawing
with an intelligent appreciation of material,
workmanship, and texture is to form a
subject, for it will be admitted that the
average architectural drawing in line is a
very sorry performance in tne hands of many
men. Lines are put in which express any-
thing—often the opposite of what it should
do

:
shadows are introduced which look

like a coating of fur; the lines are
drawn the wrong way to indicate the
material or its texture; and cast shadows
are often made lighter in depth and tone
than the shadowed wall which receives the
reflected light. The shadows themselves are
drawn without the slightest idea of the inter-
section of planes and curved surfaces—a con-
vincing proof that many draughtsmen know
nothing of solid geometry. The principles of
design -or those elements so much neglected
by architects—such as "designing in mass,"
or modelling, will form a subject. Com-
position is not a study that has been
encouraged in our architectural schools, and
we must look to other countries for a proper
conception of its importance. Designing in
the solid, or mass, is certainly one of the
weak points with architectural students

:

they often begin with a feature or a detail,
thus losing sight of the mass or outline.
Small scale sketches are to be given in order to
" impress upon the student the importance of
having " an idea when designing." This is

good, and we hope students will take advan-
tage of the opportunity. The study of
ornament will, it is said, be " combined with
the drawing of it.' "Time sketches" will
be given, both original and from the cast.
The Building Act by laws and regulations
will be studied in relation to each design, and
subjects will be sot to touch these matters, so
that students in their fourth year will benefit
by the lectures on these subjects. In the
"fourth" year the study of colour and
practical detail of more ambitious designs
will be set. The subjects of specification of
prices, supervision of work, lighting, heating,
and ventilation, chemistry of materials,

• will be comprised in this last course. These
are all useful and deserving subjects for
the evening school.

There is no doubt that professional and
technical education have been left too much
in the hands of " coaches" for examinations,

in fact, the examination system has been

called one of the " chief curses " of technical

education in this country—that is to say, the

practice has been to get as many pupils to

pass the exams, as possible, so as to keep up
the staff of teachers and advance their

position. The more rational method is to

find out the aptitude and capacities of the

student or apprentice, as a business firm does.

The firm does not impose an examination

every three or six months upon their pupils
;

they are content to find out gradually what
each youth is best fit for, what branch
of the business is to his liking, and then

he is advanced to another stage of his

trade or vocation. Step by step in this

natural way, without cramming, he finds

out his proper vocation, which a shrewd
employer or firm is not likely to pass un-
noticed. It has been argued with some force

that technical or professional education to be
effective should be conducted on similar lines

to a large business firm. The pupils should

be allowed sufficient aid to select their own
special vocation or branch of the trade or

profession. (_)ne young man may show a
proclivit}' for art, another for construction, a
third for mathematical studies, a fourth for

transacting business, and in these several

directions they should be allowed to proceed.

The American Universities adopt to some
extent this plan, by allowing the student to

select any particular course of studj-, and at

the Technical High School at C'harlottenburg
there is conducted on this principle of foster-

ing and promoting special talent. A set

coixrse or cuiTiculum lays down a rigid series

of subjects which the student is under an
obligation to go through. In a large number
of these subjects he may fail through want of

aptitude ; in another subject he shows his

ability—the good marks are few, so he fails

to pass. Yet the subject in which he exhibits
talent count little for him. He may try again
with a like result. His real natural talent is

submerged or suppressed by a number of

subjects which the average man can just pass
through without distinction. (Jn the other
hand, if the student could select his own
subject or course he might attain distinction

in one branch at least in the profession.

He may become eminent as an artist, a
constructionist, or a surveyor. In the
natui'dl condition, without any rigidly set

i-ourse, we fiud men rising in their

profession, some of them in one branch,
some in another: each has found out his true
vocation, which he exercises to the gain of

the public and his own profession. Under
the rigid examination test he becomes a
mediocritj-. We are not attempting to deny
the value of a general elementary education
in all subjects which a liberal profession

ought to possess. Far from it. But we
think that the student should have a voice

in the choice of the subjects—a freedom to

adopt any particular branch of his pro-
fession he desires. After all, it is a (Question

which allects his professional prospects in

business. The services of experts will always
be more valuable than those of general
practitioners who have no special qualifica-

tion. Manufacturers who engage artists and
craftsmen, and clients who employ archi-

tects, have an interest in the question. They
want men competent to design and execute
their manufactured articles, or to undertake
thoir buildings, and it would be better for

them, in a business point of view, to supple-

ment the talents of tlie artist by those of the

expert engineer or craftsman, than to place

the work in the hands of one man who was
only suporlic'ially versed in his calling.

Parents and guardians have also much to

say in this ([ucstion : they naturally expect
some assistance and guidance before commit-
ing thoir sons and relatives to a profession

or trade about which the}- know little ; at

least, they look for some guarantee from the

principal interested that the youth's par-

ticular leanings may be encouraged, so

that he may have some chance of earning a
livelihood after considerable sum.s have been
spent on his education.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE annual meeting of the Architectural
Association was held on Friday evenlDg at

the new headquarters, the lloyal Architectural
Museum, in Tufton-street, Westminster, when
the President, Mr. E. Guy Dawber, F.R.I.B.A.,
delivered his inaugural address and distributed

the prizes gained during last session by the suc-
cessful students. As was to be expected, such an
attractive menu, and the fact that this was the
first meeting held in the new premises, attracted

an overflowing attendance of members and
visitors, the] latter including many ladies, and
the proceedings were characterised by great ani-

mation and "go." The invaluable collection of

casts has now been cleaned, repaired, and re-

hung by Mr. Lewis in the rooms on the ground
floor and upon the walls of the octagonal gallery on
the first floor inclosing the great lantern light,

and present a much more attractive appearance
than under the old arrangement. The meeting-
room itself occupies the frontage to Tufton-street
on the first floor : it is unavoidably narrow in its

proportions, and although the occupant of the
presidential chair, facing directly the entire

audience, can be easily and well heard, persons
rising in the body of a meeting to take part in a
discussion will, judging from Friday evening's
experience, have to speak clearly and slowly to

render their remarks audible. The evening
lighting by electricity ia admirable.

The President, Mr. Guy Dawber, having taken
the chair on Friday night, a long list of nomina-
tions for membership was read, to be voted upon
a fortnight later, and Messrs. C. H. i'eoman,
M. Bolting, L. Furniss, G. L. Alexander, and
C. Whitby were elected to membership. The
President announced that Messrs. L. Dennis,
J. A. Smith, and C. R. H. Tyndall had rejoined
the Association, and proposed from the chair
that Mr. E. Prioleau W^arren be elected as a
Member—a motion carried by acclamation. The
President al: o announced the following additional

donations to the New Premises Fund:—Jlr.

C. W. Stephenson, £2G .is., and Mr. E. Thornton,
£5 .5s. A vote of thanks was accorded to' Mr.
K. Phene Spiers, F.S.A., for a donation of six

drawings and engravings. Mr. Louis Ambler,
Hon. Secretary, announced that a meeting of the
Camera and Cycling Club would be held on
Tuesday, Oct. 11, at 8 p.m., when papers on
" Westminster Abbey " would be read by Messrs.
S. B. Bolas and D. M. Mackenzie, and that the
A.A. Conversazione would take place in the
Tufton-street Museum premises on Thurslay,
Oct. -Jr.

niSTUIlU'TION 01' PRIZES.

The President distributed the prizes gained
by students in the Day School and Classes during
last evening session in accordance with the
following list :

—
L.A.A. Silver iledal and prize value £10 lOs.,

J. A. Hallam ; A. A. Travelling Studentship,
value £25, G. Drysdale ; second, value £5, A.
Horsnell. Advanced class of design : First

prize. Bronze Medal and books value £5 58.,

llaurice E. Webb ; second prize, certificate and
pass for modelling class, A. Horsnell. Ele-

mentary Class of Design : Prize value C'i Ss., D.
G. Round. Banister Fletcher Bursary, value 25
guineas, F. J. Watson Hart. Architectural
Union Company's prize, value £10, C. R.
Pinsent. A. A. scholarship pass, value £5 5a.,

C. E. Hanscomb. Andrew Oliver prize, value

£3 38., W. A. Hodges ; second, £2 2s., F. T.
Bush. Geometry class prize, C. E. Hanacomb.
Studio studentship, value £15 and volume A.A.
Sketch-book, .1. B. Markham. Studio priz?e,

volume A.A. Sketch-book, F. T. Bush C. R.
Davy, T. Braddock, and H. JL Whidding-
ton. Elementary ('onstruction Class, JL R.
Klurtin ; Class of English Architecture, H. L.
Samson ; Medi^i'val and Renaissance Architec-

ture, H. H. Christeo ; Elementary Physics, A.
T. Groves; Professional Pract'co, A. T. Groves;
Materials, T. W. Watkins ; Construction, I. T.
Sit'ton ; Drainage, I'. C. Crawley ; Ventilation,

T. \V. Watkins ; liind Surveying, S. H. J.

JIurch. Day-school prizes (bound volumes A A.
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Sketch-took), A. N. Peckham, R. 0. Coulson,
and T. F. W. C4rant.

f THE I'llESIPEXTIAL ADDKISS

was then delivered as follows :—The present

occasion marks an epoch in the annals of the

Architectural Association. It is the first time
that an address has heen made from this chair in

a building devoted exclusively to the uses of the

Association, and we may well feel ptoud that our
efforts to attain this result have been crowned
with such signal success. For many years past,

our growing needs and requirements, and the

yearly increasing roll of members, rendered the

removal from our old and cramped premises in

Great Marlborough- street a necessity—a change
was bound to come sooner or later ; so that when
the Royal Architectural Museum offered us their

premises, together with the valuable contents, the

Association most gladly accepted such a generous
and unexpected offer. To meet our needs, the
building required considerable alteration, but
your committee felt that this was the opportunity

to obtain studios and lecture- rooms, so that the

work of the Association could be carried on
properly without being hampered by lack of

room. It was therefore decided to face the heavy
outlay connected with the work once and for all,

and have thoroughly useful and well-equipped

premises. The most important work—the re-

arrangement of the building—was intrusted to

Mr. Leonard Stokes, and we can congratulate

both him and ourselves upon the successful issue

of his labours. In addition to premist s of our
own we have also the admirable collection of casts

and models which originally formed the Royal
Architectural Sluseum. These will prove of great

value to students, and form a very fitting adjunct
to a society such as ours. It will be a matter of

great labour to arrange for the display of these

casts in some sort of chronological sequence, but
a start has been made under the able direction of

Mr. W. G. B. Lewis, and we hope, in time, not
only to see the work completed, but a revised

catalogue compiled, so that both the public and
the profession may be helped in their researches,

and take an intelligent interest in what is a must
unique collection.

A COSTLY OrEKATIOV.

But we have not been able to accomplish this

work without incurring heavy responsibility, and
the indebtedness of the Association has reached a

total of £10,000. Of this amount over £5,000
has been subscribed, and a generous donor has
offered a further sum of £1,000 conditionally

upon the balance being raised before the end of

this session. "We need, therefore, about £4,000,
and all members of the Association and the pro-
fession will surely respond most generously to our
appeal for help to clear off this debt. If Members
would bring the matter before any of those who
are interested in the education of architects and
the advancement of architecture, we might soon
expect to be free from any liabilities of this

nature. Apart from this the Association as a

body is in

A THOROVGULV rEOSrEKOlS CONDITION.

Our membership continues to grow year by
year during the past two sessions at the rate of

over 100 per annum. It is especially gratifying

to find old and eminent members of the profession

wishful to enrol themselves in our ranks. Great
and varied as our work is, the enthusiasm of all

i& well maintained. A great deal of this is

attributable in no small degree to the able

guidance of your retiring President, Mr. Henry
T. Hare, whose unfailing energy, tact, and ability

have done so much during the past two years to

forward in every way the interests of the Associa-

tion. It is not too much to say that the Archi-
tectural Association as a body owes much of its

growth and vitality to the admirable way in

which in the past it has been served by its Presi-

dent and officers, who have spared neither time
nor effort on its behalf, and in taking up the reins

of office for the coming year I feel a great

responsibility devolves on me to maintain this

lofty tradition.

THE DAY SCHOOL,

under the able and popular mastership of Mr.
Hugh P. G. Maule, is now firmly established in

its new quarters, and the comfort and conveni-

ence of the spacious studios is greatly appreciated

by both students and masters—indeed, it wou?d
be impossible to find in London a more complete

set of rooms adapted to the work of the school,

It is now commencing its fourth session, and has

proved an unqualified success, which must be a

source of great gratification to our past President,
I
accepted as a basis by the various teaching bodies

Mr. W. H. Seth-Smith, to whose initiative the ' throughout the kingdom. I feel sure the Archi-

day school owes its origin. It was a diSicult task

to fill the post of headmaster, which Mr. Arthur
Boltonso well occupied, and which he relinquished

after two years of ungrudging work. His was a

labour of considerable difficulty in organising and
inaugurating a definite curriculum. The selec-

teetural Association would welcome any sugges-

tions that would tend to bring its work into line

with this new movement, and thereby enlarge-

and extend its sphere of usefulness. I regret to

announce that eleven members have died during

the past session, amongst them, only a few weeks
tiou of his successor, Mr. JIaule, justifies entirely ago, being Mr. C. K. Roe, one of the most pro

the high opinion your committee had of his fitness
!

mising of our Day School students. This year

for the position, and the Association has every 1 has been memorable in that one of our members,

reason to be well satisfied with the manner in ' a young and most talented one, has seen the

which he is carrying on his onerous and respon- inauguration of his design for Liverpool Cathe-

sible work. The main idea of the Day School is
\
dral take place. We most heartily congratulate

that pupilage should be preceded by some ele- !
Mr. George Gilbert Scott on his brilliant success,

mentary training, preparatory to entering an and the Association—as, indeed, the whole pro-

office. Many consider it desirable that a student
j

fession—will watch with keen interest
_
the

should be grounded systematically and thoroughly I
development of his great work. We are living

in the rudiments of his work, that he may begin in a wonderful age of building, when houses,

to study the history of architecture and its ; streets, great towns indeed, spring into being-

development in various countries, and obtain some
j

almost in the space of days. In London large

insight into the principles of design and con- schemes are in hand such as no previous genera-

struction. At the expiration of either one or two
I

tion has ever known, and which are changing

years in the school, a student entering an archi-
\

the character of whole districts,

tect's office will have gained a sufficient elemen-
tal j knowledge to be able not only to take an
intelligent interest in his work, but to utilise to

some extent the results of his preliminary training.

CONSPICUOUS FEATURE IN THIS NEW
ARCHITECTURE

is its entire absence of uniformity or considera-
c^.ou. ^^^ .cou..= V. ^.= i,.=..^.^=.j, ..a.^.„(5.

.

J surroundings. Architects, with varying
Ihe advantages to a student who is equipped,

givefrein to their imaginationi
beforehand m th.s way must be obvious to all,

; ^
S

themselves to be controlled or
and I am convinced that m years to come the

,

.
"""" ° V & , „„• vv„„_;_„ v„,:ij

school will be recognised as a great service to the :

pAuenced m any way by neighbouring bu Id-

J,
. ,1 ° -117- 1. 1 i-L' • lines: so that our streets present a want oi

profession at large. We have also this session
, ^^^^-^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ;, singularly unsuitable

estabhshed
,

.^^ ^ ^. ^.^^j^ ^^ ^^^^ jj^^j jj^jg ghould be the
AN EVENING CONTINUATION SCHOOL,

! ^gg •^^e.x^ many of the buildings individually

under the mastership of Mr. T. Frank Green, ' are most admirable is lamentable, and I cannot

to enable students, who have passed through help thinking that it is a matter for regret that

the Day School course, to carry on the work in in this country we have no Ministry of Fine Arts,

a systematic way, concurrently with their articles or some consultative committee on art who could

in an architect's office. I do not intend to deal

in detail with the work of the various evening
classes, but I do wish to draw the attention of

members to the classes of design—both elementary
and advanced—which are visited by many of the

most eminent architects in London, who gene-

rously give their time to the service of the asso-

ciation. It is a great advantage for a student to

be able to work out a series of designs, to have
thete examined and criticised in open class, and
to see how his work compares with that of his

fellows. This not only promotes a healthy

advise when sites come into the market, or build-

ings are pulled down, as to the form the rebuilding

should take, or what improvements or modifica-

tions in the design would conduce to the

future dignity and beauty of the city. It

is, perhaps, too much to hope that the London
County Council wiU control the capricious talents

of architects and builders in Aldwych and
Kingsway, but the greatest opportunity of recent

years will be lost if such sites are allowed to be

covered with individual erections—the creations of

commercial syndicates, too varied in style and

rivalry, but enables him to see the progress he is
j

material to give any dignity or character to their

making and what his capabilities are, and I hope environments. The recent changes in the Strand

in the coming session that many will join these have proved that a great deal of the beauty of

and the other classes. Students should make a Saint Mary's came from the fact that the church

point as much as possible of doing this, and in was so well fitted in style and size to the position

some way or other taking advantage of the train-
\

in which it was built, and to the height of the

ing the Association offers. The fees for these
j

houses around it. This essential principle is not

various classes represent capital well invested, ! sufficiently regarded in most of the new buildings

and if only from a commercial point of view, I
we see on all sides. This feeling of inequality

assistants can can always command a larger ! and lack of proportion is more noticeable in

salary if properly equipped. The register of the
|

our street architecture than in anything else

—

Association shows only too clearly that this is so, ! there is no settled tradition in building
;
no

as there are alwavs twenty-five per cent, more definite aim or standard in view, and all

non-members wanting berths than members. The treat different things in different ways, and

Architectural Association represents ! the loudest and most garish edifice attracts the

most attention. This, again, is emphasised in
THE OLDEST EDUCATIONAL KODY

jjjg treatment of our shops, where massive build-

dealing exclusively with the training of architects ings, many stories high, rest with no visible

in the United Kingdom, and is, I think, the only
]

means of support on huge sheets of glass, whilst

society in which teaching has been carried on ' the fa(,ades of many other are covered and dis-

systematically from its foundation in 1847. figured by enormous letters and advertisements.

There are Chairs of Architecture at the Royal It is indeed strange that we should, as a nation

Academy, the Royal College of Art, and the
j

with some claims to taste and refinement, tolerate

Universities of London and King's College, and these shams and eyesores that mar and spoil the

also Liverpool, Manchester, Glasgow, and Edin- I streets of all our large cities and towns. We
burgh, at some of which a regular course of study

j

have lost a good deal in the beauty and con-

is pursued. Though there are no less than sistency of our street architecture since the days

eighteen other architectural societies scattered
I

when such men as the Brothers Adam, Chambers,

throughout the provinces, it is only the Archi-
j

Nash, and the Woods of Bath for example, gave

tectural Associations of Birmingham and Ireland
\
us their quiet fa(,ades and street fronts, all based

that hold classes of construction, design, and ! on some idea and planned on a big scale, and

history. The Devon and Exeter Architectural ' though perhaps slightly uninteresting to us to-

Society, founded in 1890, have, however, day, yet possessing in a certain degree scale and

established classes for the teaching of design, and
j

symmetry. In street
_
architecture the mass

it has been airanged for some of our members to should be the main idea, and the individual

periodically visit and criticise the work. In this building should be subsidiary to the general

case ourvalued past-president, Mr. G.H.Tellowes design. Exactly the opposite seems to be the

Prynne, has undertaken it for the ensuing prevalent idea to-day, and one cannot help

session. The question of education occupies the ' looking forward with some degree of misgiving

attention of most thinking men, and, as a pro-
|
to the result of such experiments as we see in

fession, we can no longer afford to allow our
;

Regent-street, which break the simple lines and

students to he trained in the haphazard methods
!
grouping of -what, however much its monotony

of the past. It is much to be hoped the report of
|

may be abused, possesses some claims to

the Board of Education Committee, appointed by i design on a monumental scale. \\ ithout

the late Council of the R.I.B A., comprising as ' doubt all this variety, this diversity of idea

it does many of the soundest educational experts
:

and design which we see everywhere throughout

of the day," will result in the establishment of the country, is attributable to our lack of archi-

some definite scheme of training which can be ' tectural education in the past—we have not
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learned in any school, nor on any method, and
hence our architecture, like our training, is indi-

Tidual and haphazard, everyone huildiog what
best suits his taste, just as our students study or

pick up their ideas in a like manner. On the

other hand, in essentially domestic architecture,

this country stands pre-eminent. Our country

houses possess a character and quality of which
we may well be proud, and in this branch of our

art a commonsense and legitimate use of material

is producing a style that stamps the building of

to-day. In municipal architecture we have also

vastly improved during the past decade, and many
of our modern buildings are weU worthy of com-
parison with the works of masters of bygone
years. But as a nation we have quite faUed to

recognise the importance to the community of

well-thought-out schemes of building and their

environment on a large scale. We lack in Eng-
land that spirit of civic pride which is so pro-

nounced abroad—a pride in the beautifying of

our individual cities and towns that makes one
vie with the other in a display of noble buildings,

dignified squares, and that co-operation of archi-

tect, sculptor, and painter which alone can
produce great and noble works of art.

THE LACK OF BREADTH IN DESIGN.

The least observant cannot fail to be struck by
the feebleness of conception shown in dealing
with the various sites that come into the market.
It is deplorable that they should be regarded
merely as commercial speculations, to be covered
with buildings with neither character nor in-

dividuality, and without the least regard for their

surroundings, and perhaps more than anywhere
else this is seen in the development of our suburbs.

On the Continent this problem is dealt with in a
systematic way, and the various municipal
authorities prepare the lay-out of the general
scheme, the lines along which the extension is to

take place and the proportion of the whole site

which may be covered by buOdings. It is a great

pity that our English town councils do not study
the admirable work of town extension now being
done in Germany, and do not obtain from Parlia-

ment powers to do similar work here ; our towns
might then be developed and improved on broad
and dignified lines instead of the haphazard way
we now deal with a question that is worth far

more consideration than is given to it^. In this

co\mtry the interests and rights of the individual
are so jealously guarded that it is almost impossible

to effect improvements for this reason, so that it

is Utopian to hope for the wide avenues, open
spaces, gardens, and fountains, such as we see

and admire in the cities of Europe. This longing
for light and air, though unexpressed on the part
of the public, is evident from the desire shown to

live away from the overcrowded centres of our
towns—to spend some few hours in the outskirts,

where sufficient air space can be given to the
houses, and where streets can be wide and open
spaces provided. But unfortunately the country
surroundings of our towns and cities are so

rapidly becoming alike, so levelled down to

one dull cosmopolitan stamp, that the people
who live there forget, or never realise, that
there are towns and cities which can boast
of long antiquity and a noble history, and
contain ancient and venerable buildings. They
form as they grow up their impressions of
architecture from that amongst which they live

and see on all sides, and if these surroundings
are commonplace and mean, can it be wondered
that by them architecture is regarded with indif-

ference, and that beautiful buildings arouse no
feelings of reverence and appreciation ? It was
estimated in the Timi-K recently that London
suburbs were spreading and filling so fast that
as many as nine hundred thousand people settled

in them, in new houses, in ten years ; so that to
(ireater London every year is added a whole city
the size of Norwich I To-day, when com-
munities grow like mushrooms, I feel that this is

almost a national question, and, unless some
steps are taken to plan ojir new towns and their
surroundings on better and more artistic lines,
that Architecture as an art will very greatly suffer.

GAllDEN CITY EXPEIIIMENTB.

Experiments have been made in recent years
in this country, of building and laying out towns
and villages on some artistic basis, and with very
satisfactory results. The paptr that was read
last session on the liournville settlement showed
that these buildings could be erected to pay a fair

return of interest for the outlay, and entirely
disposed of the fallacy that to build artistically is

more expensive than otherwise. There can le

no doubt that the influence of communities such

as these must eventually have a great effect on

the taste of the public. I'nless this question of

the extension of London suburbs is dealt with on
some such lines, we shall be surrounded by a

belt of appalling monotony and ugliness, as every

suburban extension makes the existing suburbs

less desirable. There is one other thing that

affects our present-day architecture, especially in

1 hs country, and that is the

BUILDING RESTRICTIONS

enforced in nearly every part of the kingdom.
Their effect on the work of the country is wide

and far-reaching—to architects these by-laws are

only too well known, but the public do not realise

in the least the baneful and cramping effect they

are producing. Buildings in cities and populous
towns must of necessity be under conditions, but

in provincial places and country districts these

restrictions should be relaxed, as the circum-

stances are entirely different. That the same
rules framed originally for dealing with buildings

in crowded cities should be applied indis-

criminately all over the kingdom, and that only

certain materials should be used in particular

ways, not only tends to make our architecture

lifeless and uninteresting, but causes the neglect

and discouragement of all the old crafts and
methods of building that made our country dis-

tricts so picturesque and interesting. It is now
frequently only on private estates that building

can be carried on without interference, for owing
to the extended powers granted to the urban and
district councils, and the wide areas they cover,

properties miles away from the nearest town
or village, and in many cases entirely isolated, are

now compelled to conform to these vexatious

restrictions. Surely the time has come when
some broad and sensible regulations should be
made and these unnecessary and mechanical by-
laws modified, which are of little use in prevent-

ing jerry-building, but which harass all good
designers. These by-laws, again, are killing the

last lingering country crafts still in use, just as

the so-called " improvements" have changed the

surroundings of the poorest peasant. He now
has no distinction of dress : his antique smock
has been discarded for the cheap tweed suit, his

wooden clogs for ready-made boots. In his work
he no longer uses the scythe, the sickle, and the

flail, but has become a mechanic, and does most
things by machinery. His cottage, too, is

changed, and is built now in depressing rows,

after the ugly model laid down by the Local
Government Board ; the open hearth has given
place to the stove, the red-tiled floor to linoleum,

and the old-fashioned lattice casements to sash-

windows and coloured glass—all things that

doubtless conduce to his material advantage, but
certainly to the great loss of picturesque effect.

Circumstances are altered, and, as architects,

it is imperative for us to keep abreast of the

times ; but I would urge you to remember that

there is an architecture for the country as for the

town, and to bring the one into the peace and
quiet of the other is altogether out of place. Each
building should be treated with due regard to its

position, aspect, and environment as a separate

problem, and ajso with reference to the local

materials of the district. It is the employment
of so many and varied materials, out of all har-

mony with their surroundings, that has done so

much to destroy the local styles and character-

istics that once made all country building in Eng-
land so beautiful. Many are inclined to reproach
the public for their apathy and lack of sympathy
with the architecture of to-day, but does not a
large amount of the fault lie with architects

themselves r The public judge architecture by
what they see around on all sides, and when wo
look on the vast amount of building throughout
the country erected thoughtlessly, hastily, and
with an entire absence of taste, much of it,

indeed, done by men who do not claim to bo
architects at all, it is not to bo wondered that

the estimation of such work should be low, and
that the Press of this country should treat it to

indifferently. All those are broad questions not
unworthy of your careful consideration, and
though they may appear to our younger members
as dry and uninteresting, it is essential that they

should be conversant with such matters, which
in after years will force themselves on their

attention. But do not believe that architecture

has vanished, as the pessimists say, for at least wo
are not satisfied with its substitute, and though
houses and costumes perhaps fall shurt of

mediaeval grace and colour, yet both are lemling

to become more seemly and convenient than those

our forefathers knew. Slowly, but surely, we
are striving for, and I think arriving at, that

combination of beauty and utility wherein lies

the truest, perhaps the only true, art, and we
have to-day an ever-increasing body of able and
thoughtful men, who are doing work that is

worthy of our highest admiration, and which is

awakening the interest of the public in an art

which for years past has been regarded with
comparative indifference.

THE DA'tt'N OF PROGRESS IN ARCHITECTURE.

In architecture, decoration, and the plastic arts,

there is a strong and virOe movement permeating
the country, not only to treat material sensibly,

but with freedom from the fetters of bygone
schools of design. It lies in your power to

forward this movement, to train your hand and
eye, to study labour in the profession you have
chosen, remembering always that, as the coming
generation of architects, with you rests a great
responsibility. I would have you think of archi-

tecture from a national standpoint as a great
force, and make up your mind from the day you
enter the profession to devote yourselves to the
uplifting of the noblest of aU the arts. Your
work will be your greatest recompense, and if you
throw your heart into it you will find it a never-
ending pleasure and engrossing pursuit to the end.
Look at things largely, and try to

THINK IN THE MASS,

and do not design your buildings as separate ele-

vations, but picture them in the round, as

imaginary buildings, that you can feel and handle,

and plan out the surroundings, and the environ-

ment, so that the whole is complete in every way.
If you accustom yourselves to this habit of think-
ing of your designs as a whole, you will be sur-

pried at the grasp of idea it will give you and the
increased pleasure you will get out of your work.
Study the work of our best living men whenever
you have the opportunity, as well as of those long
since dead and forgotten, and do not neglect the
prosaic present for the picturesque past. When-
ever you see a beautiful building or work of art,

either a new one just completed or an old one
coloured by the mellowing hand of time, one that

instinctively impresses you by its sense of pro-

portion and fitness, try and analyse it and find

out what it is in its conception and construction

that produces this effect. The cultivation of this

habit of analysing everything you see, of dealing

with actual existent facts, will help you to design

and plan far more than studying books and illus-

trations. The reason we admire old work so

much is, partly sentiment and partly because it

is, as a rule, thoughtful and honest—there is a
feeling of reposefulness, of satisfaction and charm
that so much modem work misses, and it is this

spirit, this intangible something that one
feels but cannot express in words, that you
should strive to attain and which will give

character and beauty to your work. It is

the spirit and the thought behind the design

that makes a beautiful building, and the more
thought you put into your work the better and
nobler will it be. So much is being done
nowadays to encourage practical training and
technical education that many are apt to neglect

the more artistic side of their work.

A TLEA FOR SKETCHING AND MEASURLNG.

The recent exhibition of holiday fketches and
drawings at the Royal Institute of British .Vrchi-

tects was quite a revelation, and showed that
architects in daily practice can yet produce most
clover and artistic drawings and sketches. By
some of our younger men sketching and measuring
is not nowadays in favour, as it tends to keep
alive that interest in the traditions of the past

which many consider harmful and cramping.
But there is no better training for an architect

than the study and analysis of buildings, both
old and new ; it helps yo\i to cultivate a sense of

proportion, to appreciate the beautiful in art, and,

more than anything else, the means by which
these results were attained. Apart from anything
else it teaches you to draw in perspective, to see

your buildings in the round. It is an invaluable

aid in designing to be able to draw your schemes
clearly and r'lpidly , for, as you know, liesigns which
look well in elevation, otien look very different in

perspective. Cultivate a good style of draughts-

manship, but remember that the object of all

architectural drawing is to clearly explain your
designs to those who will carry them uut, so that

all tricks and mannerisms should be avoided

which do not convey any practical meaning. In

these clays, when travelling is so easy, you should
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take every opportunit/ of studying and com-
piri'ng in each country you g^o to, the different

ways in which similar problems are treated, and
the materials and workmanship with which they
are carried out ; this will broaden and enlarge
your mind, and you will gain many valuable

lessons in design and construction. Bat do not
sketch or measure with the object of copying old

forms and features, for mere servile imitation is

a sure sign of decadence and lack of creative

force. At the same time avoid going to the other

extreme, and in your efforts after so-called

originality becoming "banal" and grotesque.
Guard against being carried away by the love of

the pretty and picturesque, the passing fashion

of the hour, and recollect that eccentricity is not
synonymous with genius. Do not worry over
trifling details, trivial mouldings, and such
things ; the greatest and noblest buildings, and
those that impress us with their breadth and
dignity, as a rule, are very simply treated. You
know that ornament must follow good construc-

tion, and that this again must be based on the

proper use of material, and, though the tendency
of the day is to try to be original, to produce
something fresh and striking, yet I venture to

think, and, indeed, hope, that much of what we see

around us is only ephemeral and will not hold its

place in years to come, as representative of our

architecture to-day. Beauty in architecture

does not result from richness of material and
profusion of ornament, but from elegance of

form and proportion, harmony of colour, and
perfection of execution ; and in a large measure
from the intelligent application of material to

its proper purpose. Many do not sufficiently

remember this, and forget that all materials

have their limitations and uses ; so consider

well the suitability of your designs to the

materials you would build them in. Details

and features that are right in one are wrong
and out of place in another. It is unnecessary
to urge you again to err on the side of simplicity

and restraint in your work. Everyone can crowd
his design with meaningless ornaments and
detail, but few have the power of being able to

know exactly what to use and what to omit.

This can only be gained by careful study, by
thought and experience, and though at times
you may get discouraged and feel that your
work is at a standstill and you are not im-
proving, yet this very dissatisfaction may be the
means of benefiting your work in the future. It

will encourage and help you, if you will devote

some of your leisure to reading the lives and
biographies of our great architects and artists.

You will find that they had the same troubles

and difficulties to overcome that you are bound to

meet with in your career, and that they learnt in

the school of experience, just the same as you will

do. You should lose no opportunity of

VISITING miLDIXOS IN PKOORESS,

and of going to see workshops—accustom your-
self to actual materials and how they are used.

The spring and summer visits arranged by the
Association to buildings are admirable, and
should be better patronised than they are. If

students could get a few mouths, or even longer,

on a building in progress, the advantages would
be inestimable, for there is nothing that is so

useful as practical knowledge gained first hand.
This, again, bears on that very debatable ques-

tion of craftsmanship, on which several papers

have been lately read. I cannot help feeling that

if a man means to be an architect, aO his time
and thoughts must be concentrated on his work
and in that direction alone ; and to attempt to

make himself master of any of the subsidiary

crafts—to work with his own hands on buildings
of his own—is a mistake. I have never been
able to ascertain that any of the greatest archi-

tects of the past were craftsmen in the sense that

we use the word to-day, and I do not think that

any work in any of their known buildings can be
pointed to as actually executed by them. The
function of an architect should be to design and
have the control of the entire building—to be the
master builder, in fact, and to be conversant with
all the work being done. He should, as far as
possible, have a knowledge of the technique of

the various trades and crafts, and be able in a
general way to direct and control them all

;

but more than this seems unnecessary. To
concern himself personally with matters of actual
craftsmanship must be to the detriment of his
buildings, because an architect cannot carry out
the multifarious duties required to-day, and find

time to do these things as well. Of course it an
architect wishes to work with his own hands, and

has a tendency that way, he will doubtless pro-

duce excellent results, but the idea in buildings

of any magnitude or importance seems out of the

question. Do not be led astray with theories such

as these, but try and gather round your artists

and craftsmen in the allied arts, who understand
and sympatise with your aims and who will work
with you. This is what all our great architects have
done, and what we should try and do to-day. In
conclusion, cultivate that spirit of comradeship
with your fellow students, which has always been

one of the chief aims of the Association, and if

you possibly can, take some part, however small,

in the good work it is doing. The aim of the

Association has always been to help its members,
and this is the spirit that has enabled it to main-
tain its almost unique position. It may be your
lot to stand by the wayside and see others pass

you in the race of life, for its prizes are only for

the few : but do not be discouraged, for if you do

the work, however small, which comes to your
hand to the best of your ability and power, it will

not only bring its own reward, but will help

and encourage those Eiroand you to follow your
example.
A vote of thanks to the President for his

stimulating address was proposed by Sir. Aston
Wekh, K.A., past-President, who indorsed Mr.
Dawber's plea for a broader view of the laying

out of streets, and referred to the very unsatis-

factory state of affairs in the new main thorough-
fares of Kingsway and Aldwych under the

controlling influence of the London County
Council. He was glad to hear the President's

appeal for additional subscriptions to clear off

the heavy debt on the new premises, and would
add a further very modest donation of £50 to the

list of donations. He emphasised the special need
of study on the part of students while sketching

to ascertain why a certain mode of planning or

construction was adopted by the old builders, so

that a practical lesson could be drawn from it.

The vote of thanks was seconded by Mr. H. L.

FtoREScr:, also a past-President, who expressed

strong doubts as to the utility of any body of

iciiles in taste, instancing the criticisms freely

passed on the Royal Academicians in their ad-

ministration of the Chantrey Fund, and the

selection and hanging of pictures at their own
exhibitions.

The motion was supported by Mr. H. T. Hare,

ex- President, and, being put by Mr. Astox
Wekh, was carried by acclamation.

CATHEDRAL OUTLINES AXD SKYLINES.

ON the evening of Thursday last Mr. E. W.
HdTvey Piper delivered the fourth lantern-

lecture of the series at the Royal Photographic

Society's exhibition at the New CiaUery, entitled
'' Cathedral Outlines and Skylines." The
lecturer dealt exclusively with the exteriors of the

English cathedrals, about eighty slides being

projected on to the screen.

It is obvious that in the short time at his dis-

posal Mr. Harvey Piper could only touch on the

fringe of so vast a subject, and this he did in a

manner entirely freed from technicalities, and

one which appealed to his audience.

It is not our intention to in any way criticise

the slides. They were intended to illustrate the

lecture, and fulfilled their purpose. All styles of

architecture were dealt with, from the Early

Norman to what we suppose will be called the

Edwardian ; the latter being represented by the

proposed Liverpool Cathedral, which is to replace

an ISth-century atrocity, and the lecturer was

able to throw upon the screen reproductions of

the revised drawings of the architect, Mr. Gilbert

Scott, for this cathedral. This gentleman follows

in the footsteps of his father and grandfather,

and, according to the lecturer, upholds the

traditions of this famous line of architects, whose

name is a household word to-d-iy.

The lecturer sought to analyse the causes of our

enjoyment in the contemplation of our Mediaeval

minsters, suggesting that while something was

due to historical associations, much must be

placed to the credit of complexity of outline,

something to skilful proportioning of solids

to voids, a little to the resultant varj-ing effect of

light and shade, and a trifle to appreciation of

mere mass. The author suggested that to pro-

duce a pleasurable impression, an edifice must
possess features which counterpoised, but were

diverse from, one another, and all must tend up

by a nct-too-obvious gradation to a dominant

and culminating detail—conditions complied with,

he claimed, by an English minster of the fore-

most rank. Sir. Harvey Piperadvanced the further

proposition, that in proportion as a cathedral

group, when viewed fromadistance, approximated
to a pyramidal outline, so far, other things being
equal, was the effect imposing and impressive ; yet

this suggestion of what he termed " pyramidalisa-

tionalism," should be veiled by the art which
concealed art, for he was a poor shopman who
revealed how his window was dressed.

From the cathedralised parish church of ilan-

chester Sir. Piper passed to Wakefield, which in-

closes in a 15th-century shell a very much more
ancient building, the eastern extensions now in

progress under Mr. Frank Pearson's supervision,

and from the late father's design, being illustrated

:

then on to Rochester, showing this cathedral

before the restoration under the late J. L. Pearson,

a few years ago, and at the present time.

This name is fresh in our minds, owing to the

recent death of its rose-growing Dean, Reynolds
Hole. The central tower of Rochester, as re-

built by Cottingham some 70 years ago, was
somewhat severely criticised by Mr. Piper, who
referred to the reconstruction on better lines now
in progress.

A slide was shown of the 1 5th century Abbey
of Bath, showing the Jacob's ladders on either

side of the west front.

Glancing at Winchester and St. Alban's,

where the works of Wheathamstead and Grim-
thorpe were contrasted, the lecturer dealt with

the three cathedrals on the banks of the Severn
— Worcester, Hereford, and Gloucester. The
first named was described as possessing the tamest

west front in England, now that Wyatt's ignorant

reconstructions at Hereford are being replaced by
a really attractive fa(;ade designed in l-4th-C'entury

style by Mr. Oldrid Scott. Gloucester Sir. Piper

considers to be the finest of the English cathe-

drals possessing only a central tower. A mag-
nificent view of this minster was shown,

taken from the east end, leading the eye from

the lovely Lady-chapel on to the nave, and so up
to the pinnacled central tower. Salisbury, built

by Elias de Dereham in the Early English style

of which it is considered the type owing to its

being less mixed than any othtr building of the

same importance, was commenced in 1220 by
Bishop Richard Pcore, and consecrated in 1258.

The west front was restored over fcriy years ago,

the vacant niches being filled witti statuary, of

which the less said the better, for, according to

the lecturer, a more lifeless set of confectionery

articles he had never seen. After passing glances

at Oxford and Norwich, where 19th-century

works of restoration were severely slated, several

slides of Ely were shown, the finest being a

bird's-eye view from the western tower of Alan de

Walsingham's matchless octagon and lantern, and
from which ten counties can be seen. This is

probably the finest interior in England, though
exteriorly it suffers from the loss of the northern

transeptal wing and its turrets, which once flanked

the west front. Exeter, with its fortress-like

transeptal towers, led the way to Liverpool, and
then we were transported to Lichfield, with its

three dark-red sandstone spires, the only example

of this treatment in England. Truro was shown,

so far as completed, from Pearson's designs, the

centre spire being a memorial to our late beloved

Queen. After a glance round Peterborough, with

the finest west front the world has ever seen, Mr.
Piper reached the little city of Wells, with its

charming and harmonious group of buildings,

beautiful as viewed from any standpoint, and
with a west front of great breadth and unique

dignity, still containing some 152 Mediipval

statues. Then the lecturer dealt with York, and

Canterbury, and Lincoln, and so on to St. Paul's,

London. A photographic " plant," in which the

spire of Salisbury was dexterously fitted into the

central tower of "Canterbury, 'and an appropriate

quotation from one of Ruskin's " Edinburgh
Lectures on Architecture," closed an interesting

and, for those interested in architecture, an all

too brief lecture.

A^

HOW AND WHY OUR CATHEDRALS
WERE BUILT.

T the Church Congress at Liverpool on

Tuesday a discussion on " The Cathedral

and its Staff " was opened in a paper on " How
and Why Our Cathed~rals were Built," by Mr. G.

F. Bodlev, R.A., the paper being read by
Alderman'W. E. WQlink, architect, of Liver-

pool, in the author's absence, owing to a recent

bereavement. Mr. Bodley said that cathedrals

were the meeting houses of the dioceses in which
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they stood. f)ui old cathedrals were of interest,
not alone to the student of architecture, but to the
student of Kngland'a history. They formed a
remarkable part of the making of our land.
For example, they showed the difference
there was between the "regulars," or monk^,
and the " seculars "—namely, the parochial

First Fuooi\-

and cathedral clergy, headed by their "chapters,"
tho canons in the church of the Ijishop,

which was tho centre and head church in each
diocese. These canons were essentially parochial

clergy assisting the Ijishop in matters pertaining
to the cathedral, and were his council ; but each,

for the most part, with tho care of a neighbour-

ing parish. The theory of the " old foundations "
as they were called, was an admirable one. The
rules which governed the abbeys were entirely

different. These matters threw great light on
the history of the Middle Ages and the subsequent
changes that came later. To realise the history of

our cathedrals was to realise an important part of

English history. But a few years ago and these

buildings were but little valued and Uttle used.

Arthur Helps lamented that they seemed too big for

the religion in them— shells with shrivelled nuts
that rattled inside. But, happily, a few years had
wrought a change, and our great cathedrals were
rapidly becoming centres of worship and of the
Church's teaching—themselves, indeed, teaching
alwaj s with their silent " sermons in stones." It

was not an easy matter to reply to the question,

"How our old cathedrals were built?" One
brief answer was, "By the will of the people."
There was no doubt that, while many abbeys were
founded and endowed with grants of land by
individuals, our cathedrals were raised by nnited
gifts of labour and money. Chapels attached to

cathedrals were, without doubt, built and endowed
by individuals. But the main fabrics were built

by kings, bishops, nobles, and the laity at large,

and were dowered with lands given by them. We
might be sure that our cathedrals called out and
fostered the imagination of the young. And age
did not wither the effects that these great works
produced on the mind, for there was a mystery
and a well-nigh inexhaustible mine of interest

about them.
In the subsequent discussion the Bishop of St.

Albans, the Dean of Ely, and the Archbishop of

York took part. »-^
PAIR OF COTTAGES, SLEDMERE.

TWO pairs of cottages to this design have
recently been erected between Sledmere and

Driffield, on the Yorkshire Wolds, for SirTatton
Sykes, Bart., on whose estate extensive improve-
ments have been carried out during the past twelve
years under the present agent, Mr. H. A. Chol-
mondeley. The external walls are solid—1 j brick
thick—and are built and faced with bricks made on
the estate. The dressings are of Idle stone, and
the roofs are covered with Peake's " Perfecta

"

brindled tiles. An ample water supply is obtained

by providing a large underground cistern to con-

serve the rainwater. The work was carried out

by the estate workmen at a cost of about £600
per pair from the plans and under the super-

intendence of Mr. Fredk. Latham, the resident

architect and clerk of works.

SMALL DESTRUCTORS*.

WHILE municipal refuse-destructors have
been treated in many recent works, the

subject of trade and institutional waste has been
neglected. For this purpose the small destructor

hasbeen employed, and the author, Mr. W. Francis

Goodrich, A.I.M.E., &c., has prepared a useful

treatise on the subject for the use of " architects,

medical superintendents, manufacturers, and
others who desire the sanitary disposal of the

waste produced in hospitals, infirmaries, asylums,

sanatoria, convalescent homes, hotels, and other

large establishmentswherethe waste can be turned
to profitable account for power production." As
the author says, the case of " Chapman v.

GiUingham Urban District Council" affords a
glaring instance of carelessness in refuse-disposal,

and shows the value of a volume of this kind,

and it was this case which suggested to the

author the present work. Again, the startling and
disgusting fact reported that pigs kept in the work-
house at Cork had been fed on linseed poultices

from the fever hospital, and had died, is simply

appalling if true. While our civic waste is being

dealt with, much remains to bo done to dispose of

the waste of our p\iblic institutions. The author

points out that the institutional refuse-destructor

must be a small replica of the larger municipal

refuse-destructor, and that the principle of the

latter—viz., high-temperature working, must be

a vital principle of the former. The early cITorts

in this direction wore not successful : the furnaces

were incllicicnt, and have remained unimproved.

Small destructors have been regarded as a

nuisance, because they have followed the

defects of the early and largo destructors. Tho
causes alleged are low temperature, and slow

• Bmall DeBtructora for InBtitntional and Trade Waste.
By W. Fb.\nii8 Gooi.hk II, A.I.M.E., author of " Refuse

niirnsul and Tower Production." &c. Twenty-eight

illuBtrntions. London; Archibald Couatable and Co., Ltd.
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combustion, crudedesigns, and antiquated methods
of charging the refuse into the furnaces. These
faults have led many a\ithorities to regard small

destructors as a nuisance. The author observes :

" One of the alternative methods has been to

send quantities of poultices, bandages, dressings,

&c., to the boiler-house to be fed into the boiler

furnaces. This course is rightly resented by the

engineer and fireman. Such material cannot be
always got rid of immediately, and in the warm
atmosphere of the boiler-house quickly becomes
highly objectionable." For it is pointed out that

the constant attention of the fireman to keep the

steam pressure up will often lead to the undesir-

able and noxious waste being improperly con-
sumed. Mr. Goodwin points out the defects of

the early destructors for these institutions : (1)

the low-temperature system of working, (2) slow

combustion or mere cojking of the waste,

(3) crude designs, (4) inferior methods of

feeding the waste into the cells, &c. The
work of the author describes and illustrates

some types of institutional refuse-destructors

which overcome these objections. The " Forced-
Draught Destructor " has many advantages over

its prototypes : there is quicker combustion ; fire-

bars are preserved instead of being gradually

destroyed, and other good points are described.

The author illustrates small destructors for isola-

tion hospitals—the Warner "Crematory," Sar-

geant's "Incinerator," portable destructors.

The American practice and several American
destructors are illustrated. The disposal of trade

refuse is discussed, and we recommend the book
to all guardians, local authorities, owners aind

builders of isolation and infectious diseases hos-

pitals, workhouses, bote's, collieries, and other

establishments where the waste is considerable.

The plans and sections are drawn to a good scale,

and many photo-process blocks illustrate the

text. The same author dealt with " Refuse
Disposal and Power Production " in a recent

volume we noticed favourably. This work is a
companion volume, which ought to be quite as

<;arefully studied.

ECCLESIASTICAL ART EXHIBITION
AT LIVERPOOL.

THE twenty-sixth annual Ecclesiastical and
Educational Art Exhibition in connection

with the Church Congress is being held in the
Gymnasium, Myrtle-street, Liverpool. The King
has given permission for the loan to the present
collection of the gold trowel and mallet which
his Majesty used when laying the corner-stone
of the new Liverpool Cathedral. The trowel
is made of 18-carat solid gold. His pastoral

staff is lent by the Lord Bishop of Liverpool, and,
as in years past, the exhibition has received the
support of the civic authorities, the Lord Mayor
(Sir Robert A. Hampson), and the Corporation
of the City of Liverpool contributing the regalia

and plate. These loans include a large silver-gilt

mace and a smaller one in copper, which were pre-

sented to the Earl of Derby, who was mayor in

166G-7; a silver-gilt mace, hall mark 1784, a
sword of state with hall-mark of 1763, and yet
an older one of 1702; the Lady Mayoress's
jewels, presented by Sir David Radcliffe in 1886

;

a silver punchbowl 1717, and a silver flagon

given by Mrs. Margery Formby in 1683;
epergne of silver, purchased in 1775, besides

some modem presentation plate. By permission
of the Lord Bishop the Communion plate for the
new cathedral has been sent to the loan collection.

The ser«ce consists of fifteen pieces, comprising
two flagons, four chalices, four patens, four
collecting patens, and an alms dish.

The Cathedral Committee lend Mr. Gilbert
Scott's revised designs for the Cathedral. The
vicar and churchwardens of St. John the
Evangelist, Knotty Ash, contribute a part of

their altar plate, including two silver - gilt

chalices, flagon and credence paten, and aims dish
of beaten copper. The vicar and churehwardens
of St. Luke's, Walton-on-the-HiU, lend a fine

Georgian flagon, date 1783, about 18in. high,
and a Georgian chalice and piten of same date.
A curious old church key, which shuts up into
itself, and several carved oak panels are sent by
the Rev. S. A. K. Sylvester, Vicar of Roby.
A large selection of Palestine curios and
antiquities comes from the collection of Mr.
Henry Bevis. The liev. John E. Woodrow and
churchwardens of Ormskirk send, amongst other
plate, two 17th-century chalices and two patens,
and a large silver paten, made in 1708; also

enlargements of Ormskirk Church, showing spire

and tower (this is unique in England, having
spire and tower standing side by side), and a
book—the oldest parish register—which dates

from Nov. 17, 1557. The Rev. D. G. F. Smith
sends two chalices, two flagons, and two patens,
which were presented to St. Paul's, St. Paul's-
square, Liverpool, by the mayor and corporation
of Liverpool in the 18th century. Canon
Smithwick and the churchwardens of Seaforth

contribute a chalice, wrought in silver and
covered with pure gold ; it stands 9in. high, and
is designed in 16th-century Gothic art; also a

paten with a slightly recessed foot to fit the rim
of the chalice, and a chalice veil of Honiton
lace. From the rector and churchwardens of

Warrington Parish Church comes a silver-gilt

chalice, said to be a " Hanap" cup (these were
used for secular purposes, chiefly to hold treasure,

money, &c ), its date is 1615 ; and a silver flagon

of 1699, which stands 15in. high to the top of the
lid and weighs 145oz. 17dwt. The church-
wardens of St. John the Baptist, Toxteth, have
sent the alms dishes, made of beaten copper with
rosewood handles, which were formerly in use at

that church ; the vicar and churchwardens of St.

Bride, Liverpool, a Georgian flagon, 1776, and a
paten, now used as an alms dish, worked up in
repousse, of an early period, supposed to be
Jacobean. The vicar of St. Andrew's, Wigan,
contributes a set of Renaissance Italian altar

vessels, chalice, paten, and two cruets, and a
chalice veil and stole brought from Italy ; the
Rev. J. Bell Cox, St. Margaret's Vicarage,
Prince's-road, Liverpool, a chalice veil used by
St. Francis de Sales, also a silver-gilt jewelled
chalice and paten ; the Rev. L. J. T. Darwall a
cope 'which was worn by the late Rev. L.
Darwall, of Criggion, Shrewsbury, at celebrations
of Holy Communion from 1852 onwards, the Rev.
L. Darwall being " the first to restore a dis-

tinct! ve vestment at Holy Communion, beginning
in 1848."

SUNDIALS: PAST AND PRESENT.*

AN historical and illustrative pamphlet on
Sundials : Past and Present, by T. Harrison

Myres, F.R.I.B.A., of Preston, gives in a few
pages a graphic description of this monumental
and ancient means of recording time. The old

sundial has almost universally given place to the

mechanical clock ; but how much more simple

and "altar-like," as the author saj's, "is the

silent heart language of the old dial !

" It was a

record of the time " when labours and pleasures

were not protracted after sunset." There was
certainly, as the author says, "an old-world

charm " about the sundial. The origin of the dial

goes back to a remote antiquity. The early or

Hebrewform of the dial is conjectured to have been
simply a lofty pillar of stone in proximity tea flight

of steps which led up to the Royal palace, and
the hour was indicated by the shadow as it fell

upon them. Mr. Myres refers to the absence of

the dial among Egyptian antiquities ; but the

obelisk, a very common structure, might have
been used as a gnomon. In Roman times the

sundial was generally used, and various famous
instances are recorded. The Greeks earlier con-

s'ructed dials of many forms, which the Romans
and Arabians adopted and simplified. The author

briefly refers to the sundials used in China and
Japan, in South America, the early English

examples introduced by the Romans, and he very

aptly observes that all the good and reaUy artistic

designs are to be traced to the old patterns,

though, as the author Siys, this is true of all the

arts. " Attached " and " Detached " sundialsare

distinguished : the former are those on the walls

of a building ; detached, those standing alone on
pedestals. The plates or sheets, numbering ten

in all, comprise sketches of many of the most

noted sundials. This collection is one of the

most numerous and perfect we have seen. It

begins with the Clepsydra or water-clock, a form

of instrument for recording time used when
cloudy weather prevented the use of the sundial.

On the same sheet sketches are given of dials at

Bishopstone Church, an obelisk at Bewcastle, &c.

The Puritan iconoclast cut down many church-

yard and market crosses, and made them stands

or shafts for sundials. At one period every parish

church had its dial on the tower, porch, or detached

on the south side. Many very beautiful types

are chosen for illustration, though the sketches

are not equal to the occasion. Examples are

* Sundiala, Past ami Present. '.With illattrations. By
T. HiBRisON Myees. F.B.I. B. a., architect, Preston,

Lancashire. Pxeaton : Herald Printing Works.

given of a sundial at Woodplumpton (St. Anne's),

a square pedestal. Very interesting types of

pedestals are shown from Broughton, Tideswell,

Derbyshire, Castleton, Sutton Courtney, Compton
End, Winchester, andPenrith (Sheet V.) The dates

of these erections are in some cases given. The
one at Broughton, St. John the Baptist, is- of

Georgian date, resting on square steps ; the latter

probably belonged to a churchyard cross. One
of the most superb dials ever erected in England
is said to be the one now lost, which adorned the

King's Garden, Whitehall, set up by Charles II.

in 1669. It consists of a series of four tables of

diminishing diameter, each with dials ; it is illus-

trated on Sheet IX. The superstructure is sur-

mounted by a glass globe 7in. diameter held by
bands of iron, and has a Greek cross on the top.

The pedestals of dials are often very effective in

design. Those at Mitton and St. Michael's-on-

Wyre are very simple but good specimens.

Several examples of vertical or attached diala

are shown. The dials from Chorley, Pilling,

St. Michael's, Hoole, Christ Church, Thorn-
ton, Seaham Church, Church of King Charles

the Martyr, Tunbridge Wells ; Withyham, Sussex,

St. Anne's, Woodplumpton; are interesting.

The sundials from Dryburgh Abbey, dated 1640,

Kelbum, Wimborne Minster, are also unique
tj-pes. Many inscription mottoes, Latin and
English, are given, such as " Hora fugit

:

memento mori," "Sic transit gloria mundi,"
"Sic vita" (So is life), " Carpe diem" (Enjoy
the day) ;

" Now is yesterday's to-morrow,"
" Do to-day's work to-day," " Amyddst ye
flowers I tell ye houres," " Tyme wanes away
as flowers decay," &c. Every noted example
will be found described in this work. The re-

markable design at Glamis Cistle, near Forfar,

made about the 17th century, stands on steps, and
has four carved lions on the pedestals ; each holds

a shield in its paws, which is a dial face, the days
and months engraved below. The structure

tapers, and has eighty dial-faces, cut diamond-
wise on projecting blocks of stone, so as to

afford planes on which the gnomons are fixed.

The various examples given might have been
arranged alphabetically or chronologically for

reference. All interested in the subject of sun-
dials, their various types, dates, and mottoes, will

find Mr. Myers' book of value and interest.

The Board of Trade has appointed Mr. Luke
Livingstone Macassoy, civil engineer and barrister-

at-law, to act as arbitrator between the Belfast

Street Tramways Co. and the corporation to settle

any diiferences arising in connection with the
approaching transfer of the system.

At St. Peter's, the Brixham fishermen's church,

on Sunday, the Bishop of Crediton dedicated a
stained -glass window to the memory of the Bev.

Arthur Gordon Stallard, for twelve years curate-in-

charge. The stained-glass window has been placed

in the south wall of the church near the font, under
the direction of Mr. W. Prynne, of London. Mr. W.
Wyatt, of Brixham, assisted in the fixing of the
glass. It is a two-light window, and the scenes

depicted are from our Lord's life on earth when he
says to hia Disciples : "I will make ye fishers of

men," and on the other side is our Lord, with
St. Andrew and St. Peter, in a boat in the storm on
the lake.

Remains of a Roman villa have been unearthed
at Harpham, in the East Riding of Yorkshire.

They include a number of tesserce and fragments of

pottery. Oo the flooring of tessera: were found
large blocks of mortar and chalk. The pavement
uncovered measured 30ft. in length, and from 1ft.

to 4ft. in breadth, composed of red and white
material. Three or four coins have been found.

(253-260 AD.) Fragments of wall-plaster were
also discovered, some of which has undergone
two processes of decoration. The decorative designs

of the flooring are floral.

The erection of the new crematorium at Lawns-
wood Cemetery, Leeds, is rapidly proceeding, and
it will be in working order by the end of the year.

The building adjoins the present Nonconformist
mortuary chapel on its south side, and is carried

out in stone, with red-tiled roof. The design, by
Mr. W. S. Braithwaite, of Leeds, is on lines archi-

tecturally in keeping with the existing buildings.

Apart from the chimney tower, it consists only of

the cremating chamber, 34ft. by 20ft., which wdl
contain the furnace. "This is at right angles to the

Nonconformist chapel, with which it communicates
by an ante- lobby ; while at the other end is a porch,

by which direct access to the cremating chamber
can be obtained. The interior of the building is

brick, with stone dressings, and the floor will be

paved with marble. The shaft is incased in a stone

tower soft. high. For half its height the tower is

square, while the upper part is octagonal.
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PRACTICAL SURVEYING.*

SIXTEEN years' use and seven previous

editions are the best testimony to the value

of this well- known textbook, whith has always

had our good word. Mr. Beazeley has insured

its continued and probably increased popularity

and ufiefulnees by his revisions and additions.

He has added a chapter containing the latest

regulations under which licenses for colonial

practice are granted, which are increasingly

—

perhaps needfully—stringent, but which, at any

rate, need consideration by young men preparing

for practice iu the Colonies.

He has also added rules to chapter ix., and
tables to the appendix, for ascertaining heights

by the hypsometer, extracted from the Royal
Geographical Society's " Hints to Travellers."

We are glad to note that the publishers

announce a thin-paper edition in limp leather

covers, useful for work in the field. Men that

can afford it will thankfully buy a second copy
produced thus.

Progress is being made with the new central library

lor Bristol, now in course of erection in Deauery-road
by Messrs. H. Willcock and Co.. of Wolverhampton,
from plans prepared by Mr. H. Percy Adams, the
contract price of which was ,€29, 075. The reference

library, with provision for the shelving of 250,000
volumes, and accommodation for 150 students, will

be on the first floor, and here will also be the
Bristol room, to contain the entire collection relating

to Bristol, with the Grinliiig Gibbons mantelpiece
and the oak presses from the old library in King-
street. The newsroom and general reading-room
will be on the ground floor, where also the central
lending department will be situate. Accommoda-
tion will he provided in the basement for the storage
of specifications and patents, and bound volumes of
newspapers.

Two additions to the decorations of the large hall

of St. Paul's School, Kensington, have recently been
completed, and were unveiled by the Rev. P.
Clements Smith, Master of the Mercers' Company,
on Wednesday. The organ, erected by subscription
in memory of the late Professor Jowett, has been
inclosed in a new riaae of oak, and oak panelling has
been substituted for the original pitch-pine board-
ing round the walls and iu the gallery. Set in a
niche in the centre of the organ-case is a life-size
bust in bronze of Professor Jowett, executed by
Mr. R. Hope Pinker. The cost of the organ-case
was £!00, and of the oak panelling £1,100. Above
the panelling is a collection of en^avinga of distin-
guished old Paulines, presented by Dr. J. L. Colli-
son-Morley, which had already been placed in oak
panelling in anticipation of the present gift from
the governors. The panelling has been designed and
executed by Messrs. Gillow and Co.

ROLLERATTACHMENT FOR T-SQUARES.

EVERY draughtsman who uses a Tee-square

knows the difficulty of keeping his drawing-

paper clean, owing to the friction of the broader

end of the blade working continually up and

down the surface of the drawing. The expedient

of pinning a broad slip of folded drawing-paper

as a sort of wad to work the Tee-square on is

only a makeshift, and, besides, gets in the way.

There has just been brought out an ingenious

little contrivance under G. M. Lee's patent,

which obviates this friction very considerably,

and with a little practice will be found to bring

the Tee-square more fully under the command of

the user. When the board is placed on a slope

the roller attachment does not cause the

square to run down, as might be expected.

The roller case is screwed on to the upper face of

the tee-square close up to the stock, when the

wheel projects slightly below the under- surface

of the blade just sufficiently to ease its action,

after the fashion of the old form of parallel rulers.

For very thin blades the case flange might need

a packing ; otherwise the roller possibly would
project too much, and thus permit of a thin set-

square working occasionally below the blade. We
have attached the roller to our tee-square, and it

works very nicely.

•Practical Eurvcyinpr. By GEOpr.B "Wm. Fpili,.
A.M.I.C.E. Eighth edilioD. Revined and enlarged by
Alex. Beazeley, M.I.C.E. London : Cionby Lockwood
and Bon. 7s. Ud.

At the Liw Society's Congress to be held at

Portsmouth on the 11th and 12th inst., Mr. J. S.

Rubinstein, solicitor, of Gray's Inn, will read a

paper entitled " How to Set a House in Disorder,"

dealing with the new official system of convey-

ancing that has been experimentally on trial in the

County of London since 1S90.

Penarth's new isolation hospital at Llandough
has recently been opened by the chairman of

the Penarth Urban District Council. The site

covers nearly SJ acres, and the building consists of

four blocks—namdy, a block for twelve patients, an
isolation block for four patients, a laundry block,

and an administrative block. The total cost was
nearly £8,000, which includes the furnishing. The
architects were Mr. Edgar Evans (surveyor to the

Penarth Urban District Council) and Mr. 11. Cornish,

and Mr. D. G. Price, Penarth, was the contractor.

The parish church of North Thoresby, near

Louth, having been renovated at a coat of £175,

was reopened for worship last week. When the

organ recently presented by the Rev. Canon
Smyth was being set up, dry rot was dis-

covered in the floor. A new Uoor has now been

laid down, a portion of the north aisle partitioned

off for a vestry, and another arch has been opened

out in thesoutb wall. It is also hoped that before

long the church may again have a south aisle.

Mr. Ooodhand, of Grimsby, has been the architect,

and the work was undertaken by Mr. Mackrill.

Messrs. Cartwright and Pickering, of Louth, have

put in a new heating apparatus. Anonymous
donors have presented a new oak puljiit, whii h has

been constructed by Mr. Snowden, of Urimsby.

OBITUARY'.

Mr. .Tames Lewis Thomas. F.S..\., for many
years chief surveyor of the War Office, died very

suddenly on Tuesday at his residence, 26,

Gloucester-street, Warwick-square, Kensington.

Mr. Thomas was in his seventy-ninth year, "i

The death occurred in Paris on Tuesday, 'at

the age of 70, of M. Avgvste Baktiioliu, the

sculptor, whose " Lion de Belfort " and " Liberto

Eclairant le Monde " have made his fame in two
continents. M. Bartholdi was born at Colmar,

in Alsace. He began life as an architect, and
bis training in the principles of that art tended to

give to all his work in sculpture their well-known
monumental character. M. Bartholdi's master in

sculpture was Soitoux, and his first exhibit at the

Salon was " A Good Samaritan," in 1853; but

the work that first attracted attention was the

"Martin Schongauer" fountain in the court of

the ancient convent of the Ursulines in his native

town. The colossal statue of Liberty in the

harbour at New Y'ork, the largest bronze statue

in the world, he conceited in America, and to it

devoted 15 years of his life.

CHIPS.
The Consumption Hospital, Liverpool, is being

warmed and ventilated by means of Shorland's

patent Manchester stoves with descending smoke-
flues, the same being supplied by Messrs. E. H.
Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.

At Tuesday's meeting of the city council of Leeds

it was agreed, on the recommendation of the

property committee, that the inclosed portions of

Kirkstall Abbey be opened to daily inspection by
members or representatives of public bodies,

societies, or others interested in public buildings,

on application to the caretaker. Plans were also

adopted for the erection of a small building for

museum purposes, adjacent to the present refresh-

ment-rooms.

From 179 applicants Mr. William Pearson,

surveyor, Wigton, has betn appointed inspector

and collector to the Aspatria, Silloth, and District

Joint Water Board.

Mr. A. J. C. Waterland, the electrical engineer

to the urban district council of Darttord, has ten-

dered his resignation, which has been accepted.

The commencing salary for the post is £250 per

annum.
The Ballantyne Memorial Institute at Walker-

burn, N.ll., built from plans by Mr. Dunn, of

Kdintiurgh, was formally opened on Saturday. It

is two stories in height, and commemorates the

jubilee of the founding of the village by the late

Henry Ballantyne in 1851.

The new oak reredos and panelling in the apse

of Christchurch, Silloth, as also the two priests'

seats and credence table, were dedicated on Sunday.
Messrs. Wailes and Strang, of Newcastle, carried

out the work.
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Bath Adrey.—At the Bath Guildhall, on
Friday, a private meeting of the Abbey Fund
Committee was held, presided over by the rector

(Preb. S. A. Boyd), and attended by the archi-

tect (Mr. T. a. Jackson, R.A.) A report deal-

ing with the necessity of strengthening the
buttresses of the nave and the pinnacles of the
tower, and likewise those at the east end of the
church, was submitted by Mr. Jackson, who esti-

mated the cost of the work at between £3,000 and
£4,000. The architect was asked to bring up a
more detailed report, with a view to its being put
before a public meeting of citizens.

BiuMiNfiHAM.—The Duke of Argyll will open,
on Thursday in next week, the new home of the
Birmingham Y.M.C.A. at Dale End. It is built

on the site of the disused church of St. Peter's,

Dale End, which has been purchased for £6,500.
It is a central site, close to Corporation -street

and the Victoria Courts. The fire-story building,

with a frontage of 98ft., has been erected by Mr.
William Bishop from the designs of Messrs. Ewen
and Harper at a contract price of £2(>,000. It

contains a lounge, coffee rooms, smoking room,
and classrooms. The hall for athletics measures
88ft. by 55ft., and its gallery will be used as a

running track. There is accommodation for a

youths' section, and a cycle-shed at the back to

hold 60 or 70 machines. The total cost has been 1

over £36,000. I

Dalwhix.vie, N.B. — The Dalwhinnie Dis-
tillery is about to undergo considerable additions

|

and improvement?, together with the erection of

buildings for various purposes, including addi-

tional accommodation for employee. The new
i

proprietors have intrusted the designing and
|

carrying out of the work, which will involve an
outlay of about £3,000, to Mr. Alexander Mac-
kenzie, C.E., Kingussie, who was architect for

the existing buildings. The following are the
accepted contractors for the work :—Masons,
Alexander Cattanach, Newtonmore, and Robert

i

Murray and Son, Forres ; carpenters, D. and M. i

Fraser, Kingussie ; slaters, Alex. Falconer,
Kingussie, and John Reid, Inverness

;
plumbers,

Fraser and Mucro, and Hugh Maclennan,
Kingussie; plasterers, R. and L. Macpherson,
Kingussie; painters, Donild Chisholm, Kingussie, 1

and Dunbar and Macpherson, Kingussie.
j

Golspie, N.B.—The Duchess of Sutherland's
technical school at Golspie, of which Lord Bal-
four of Burleigh laid the memorial stone on
September 8 last year, is now completed, and was
informally opened on Monday. The total cost of

the buUding and equipment exceeds £16,000,
exclusive of the site, and grounds given by the
Duke of Sutherland. The whole is built of white
freestone, is three stories in height, and contains
altogether, includingkitchen, offices, and servants'

cubicles, 56 rooms, of which 23 are on the ground
floor, 15 on the first floor, and IS on the second.
These include 14 classrooms, workshops, labora-
tories, museum, &c. The dormitories are on the
first and second floors, and are 50ft. long and
21ft. broad, each with accommodation for 20
pupils, and they have bathrooms and lavatories

beside them. 'The dining-room is 45ft. long and
over 22ft. in width, and will have tables to

dine 60.

Kilmarnock.—The new theatre, which has
been erected on a site between Titchfield-street

and St. Andrew's -street, was opened on Monday
evening. The building has a frontage of 75ft. to

Titchfield-street, with an average depth of 124ft.

The front is buUt of red stone. The house has
pit and stalls, with two tiers arranged with
separate accesses, for circle, family circle, amphi-
theatre, and gallery, and there are eight pro-
scenium boxes and six private boxes behind the
circle. It has accommodation for 2,200, and the
total cost is £19,000.

Leith.—At a Dean of Guild Court held at
Leith on Monday, a warrant was granted to
Leith Parish Council for the erection of the new
poorhouse at Seafield, on the amendment of the
plane to meet the master of works' report. The
site is at the eastern extremity of the burgh, and
extends to about 12f acres. Accommodation wOl
be provided for 659 inmates—364 from the main
house, 203 in the infirmary, 68 in the children's
home, 12 in the married couples' quarters, and
12 in the probationary wards. There will also be
accommodation for the staff. The main house
will be in the form of the letter H, the adminis-

trative department being in the connecting block,

and the inmates' accommodation in the wings.
The infirmary will consist of a centre block with
four radiating wings, containing wards, and will

include an operating room and quarters for a
resident medical oflicer and for nurses. In the
phthisical block there will be accommodation for

24 patients. No mechanical system of ventila-

tion will be attempted, and the vitiited air will

be taken from the various apartments by flues,

which will be conducted to the top of the build-
ing alongside smoke flues or hot -water tanks.
The plans are by Mr. J. M. Johnston, architect,

Charlotte-street, Leith.

Seacroit, Leeds.—The new fever hospital at

Seacroft. built for the Leeds City Council, from
designs by Mr. Edwin T. HaU, F.K.I.B.A., of

Bedford-square, W.C, was formally opened on
Thursday in last week. The site is on the Leeds
and Tadras-road, three miles from the centre of

Leeds, contains an area of 97 acres, and cost

£8,000. The hospital consists of forty-two
separate buildings, and provides accommodation
for 452 patients, and for a staff numbering 125.

The main entrance from the highway is guarded
by a lodge. From this a private road within the
grounds runs all round the buildings, with a
branch drive to each block. In the centre,
within the private road, are the administrative
buildings. To the east and south-east are scarlet

fever wards, with ;, convalescent home at the
north-east comer. To the south-west are the
diphtheria wards, to the west the enteric wards,
and to the north-west the laundry, the engine
and boilerhouses. Grouped near the lodge are
to the west in one group the mortuary, mortuary
chapel, pathological laboratory, and post-
mortem room ; to the south of this the ambulance
station, a waiting-room for visitors to patients,

and the discharge block for patients. Facing
the central staff entrance is a clock and water
tower 22ft. square and 110ft high, and providing
storage for 125 tons of water. The hospital
pavilions are grouped in pairs, with fuel store
and nurses' lavatories common to both on the
cross corridor. Each pavilion is axially north
and south, with windows on both sides and at

the ends. To right and left are large wards, each
containing fourteen beds, and opening from these
are single bedwards, all overlooked from the
dutyroom or ward kitchen. The ward floors are
of polished teak, and the walls of cement painted
and varnished. The lighting is by electricity.

The contractors for the building and also for the
faundations were Messrs. Harold Arnold and
Son, of Doncaster, the price being £266,581, and
the clerk of works was Mr. Turner. We illus-

trated the hospital from Mr. Hall's designs in
our issue of December 3, 1903. Facing Seacroft,

on the opposite side of Tadcaster-row, is a second
and smaller fever hospital known as Killingbeck.
It occupies part of a site of 141 acres, and has
cost £94,495. F..r this also Mr. Hall was the
architect, and Messrs. Arnold and Son the
ontractois.

Wakei'Ield Cathedi'.al.—A meeting of the
Walsham How Memorial Fund was held on
Friday, the Bishop of Wakefield presiding. The
committee visited the works at the cathedral.
All that now remains to be done is to put
down the floors and to erect the choir-stalls and
such other furniture as is absolutely necessary for

the proper conduct of the services. Sedilia and a
new stone reredos must wait for the present, as

the funds, large as they are (£42,000), will not
suffice to defray the cost of the contracts already
entered into. About £4,000 is still required if

the cathedral is to be opened and dedicated with
its new extensions free of debt. It has been
decided that the opening shall take place some
time between Ascension Day and Whit-Sunday
next year.

tt-^
The Army Council has intimated its readiness to

erect new cavalry barracks for Norwich at a cost

of £200,000, upon 20 acres of land being provided
for the purpose by the city. A subscription has
been commenced for the purpose of acquiring a suit -

able site.

At St. Michael's Church, Chart Sutton, on
Saturday, a memorial window to the lato Mr.
Thomas Balston, of Chart Place, was unveiled by
his widow. The window was erected by Messrs.
Lavers and Westlake, Bloomsbury, and represents
Christ after His Resurrection showing His wounds
to the Apostle Thomas. At the apex of the window
is a shield bearing the Balston and Oliver arms and
Balston crest, a dove with an olive branch, and the
motto " J'espere."

dFttshutring ^otts.

AsTox Masor.—The Public Works Committee
of the Aston Town Council report that the new
permanent track for the corporation electric tram-
ways has been constructed from Aston Cross to

the Vine Inn, and from Aston Station Railway
Bridge to Salford Bridge, including a triangle

into the yard at Graveley Hill Terminus. The
contractor is now engaged in the reconstruction
of that portion between Vina Inn and Aston
Station Railway Bridge, which will be completed
by the beginning of November. The committee
report that Mr. Robert Green, the arbitrator, has
issued his award in reference to the purchase of

the tramways belonging to the company in the
borough in High-street and Birchfield-road,

between the city boundary and the Handsworth
boundary, and in the Witton-road, Lozells-road,

and Wheeler-street, together with the land and
buildings in the Witton-road, and the rolling

stock. The amount of the award is £26,045.
The arbitrator's fees and charges amount to

£361 ISs.

Bury.—At a special meeting of the Bury
Corporation Tramways Committee it was reported

that a proposal had been made by the Bolton
Corporation for connecting the Bolton and Bury
systems. It was decided to recommend the

council to instruct the Parliamentary Committee
to promote a Bill in Parliament for powers to

extend the existing lines in Bolton-road as far

as the boundary of Bury with Ainsworth. This
will leave to Radclift'e and Bolton the construction

of the intervening short length between Bury
and Bolton, and it will couple up Bury and
Radoliffe by tram with Liverpool. It was also

decided to seek for powers to extends the Fair-

field and Jericho section to the boundary of Bury
and Heywood and the Limefield section to Bass
House, where Bury adjoins the Ramsbottom
Urban District. These extensions will mean
an addition of between three and four mUes to

the present system. The Parliamentary Com-
mittee also had a meeting and approved of the

proposals of the Tramways Committee, and
passed a resolution instructing the Town Clerk

to take the necessary steps to promote a Bill in

the next session of Parliament.

ScARiiouoi GH.—The Mayoress of Scarborough
on Saturday afternoon laid the last block of the

sea wall, which has taken seven years to build,

around the foot of the Castle Hill at Scarborough.
It is the wall protecting the great Marine
Drive, which it is expected will be opened next
July by the Prince of Wales. The project was
first considered in 1SS2 ; but it was not until 1894

that, with the direct approval of the ratepayers
to the borrowing of £80,000 and the powers given
by an Improvements Act, measures were taken to

carry out the scheme. The foundation-stone was
laid in June, 1S97, the contract having been let

to Messrs. B. Cooke and Co., Battersea, at

£69,270. The wall, which is 4,200ft. long, joins

the drive skirting the north and south bays.

Measured fiom its foundation the wall is 40ft.

high. At the bottom it is 30ft. wide, and at the
top 10ft. Fifteen hundred blocks, weighing from
two tons to nine tons each, have been required in

the building of the wall. The work has been
most difficult to complete. A storm swept away
a thousand feet of the wall, and this caused a

year's delay. Next year Scarborough will have
the longest and most picturesque marine drive in

the kingdom.

The members of the Llangollen Urban District

Council have accepted the tender of Mr. H. Thomas,
of Oswestry, at £2,5114, for the building of the new
town-hall.

The Royal Xaval Hospital, which has been erected
adjacent the Great Lines, Chatham-hill, in the
pariah of Gillingham, at a coat of more than half a
million of money voted by ParUament, was opened
on Siturday. There are special departments for the
treatment of contagious diseases and critical cases.

There are also fourteen general wards right and left

of the grand corridor, each r25ft. long by 30ft. in

width. The clock-tower of the central buildings is

a prominent object for miles around.

On Saturday afternoon the new Co-operative
Store which haa been erected a^ Bumhope Colliery,

as a branch of the West Stanley Co-operative
Society, was formally opened. The premises include

butchering, drapery, grocery, and hardware depart-
ments, with a hall on the ground floor, and have
cost, inclusive of the site, about £3,000.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves reaponsible for the opinions ol

our correspondents. All communications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

communications respecting illustrations or literary matter

flhouldbe addressed to the EDITOR of the Buildinq
News, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,

W.C., and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not unfrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

Tbb Stband Newspaper Company, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :—*' Timeserver, London.*'

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.

Bound copies of Vol. LXXXVI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 128. each, by post

12b. lOd.), asonly a limited nxmiber are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XX.VI.,
XLTX., T.TTT

, LXJ., T.XTT., LXIV., LXV., LXVI.,
Lxvn., Lxvm., lxix., lxxj., lxjoi., lxxxh.,
LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVn., LXXIX.,
Lxxx.. Lxxxi., Lxxxn., Lxxxnr, Lxxxrv.,
and LXXXV. may still be obtained at the same price

;

all the other bound volumes are out of print. Most of

the back numbers of former volumes are, however, to

be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers
to complete volume just ended should order at once, as

many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Buildinq News.
price 28., post free 28. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
element's T"" Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

ETtiited Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
Dnifced States, £1 6s. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To Prance
:>T Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 68. Od.

To any of the Austrab'an Colonies or New Zealand, to the

Cape, the West Indies, or Natal. £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Oompetltion and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all official

advertisements is Is. per line of Ki[?ht words, the first

line counting ae two, the minimum charge being 5s. for

four lines.

The charge for Auctione, Land Sales, and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(Uie first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 48. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of

more than six insertions can be ascertained on application

to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations
Vacant" or "Situations Wanted'* and "Part-
nerships'* is One Shilling for Twenty-foub Wobds,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. AH Situation

Advertisements must be prepaid.

•»• Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand
W.C, /r^e of charge. If to be forwarded under cover to

advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence ia made. (See
Notice at head of " Situations.*')

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
most reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
imertion.

Receivei..— J. S.—F. T. B.—Observer.—W. E. G.-
G. K. L.-C. "W.-M. D.-T. M.

Ahbistant.— 1. Yes. 2. Probably. 3. Yes. 4. Yes.

EXNIN.I.—No.

**BriLIHNG NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
'Dutch Bov." 'No surgery is needed in the doctor's
liouse. I

—" Symii.av Mek." (The tradesman's entrance
by preference should be from the side road, so as to
eave tlie forecourt or front garden free.)

Contsponbnuc.—^^

—

A MANCHESTER AUIUTKATION CASE.
To the Editor of the Buildino Nkws.

SiK,- -The report under the above heading in
yours of Sept. U, 11)04, has only just como to our
notice, and does not clearly indicate the facts.

The counterclaims put forward by Messrs.
Burgess and ( Jalt before the arbitrator were more
than our total claims, and thcwed we were con-
siderably indebted to them. The result of tlie

arbitration is that the umpire awarded us £1,117,
after dealing with all the counterclaims.— I am,
&c., Evan Koiieuts and Son.

2b8, Upper Brook-street, Manchester.

STAMFORD LIBRARY COMPETITION.

Sir,—In the report accompanying the design

placed first by the assessor, Mr. H. T. Hare, the

authors state the ventilating turret, shown in the

perspective, and the caretaker's house, are not

included in their estimate of cost.

Now, as the conditions clearly state that the

sum available (£1,900) is to include the library,

caretaker's residence, permanent fittings, heating

apparatus, lighting and sanitary conveniences,

and all other expenses such as architect's fees,

&c., is it fair to the other competitors to place a

design firbt which the authors themselves state

cannot be carried out for that sum ': Even omitting

these items, their price per cubic foot is extremely

low. Several designs fulfilling all the conditions

were submitted, but failed to find favour in the

assessor's eyes. If this kind of thing continues,

architects will fight shy of wasting their time

and money on competitions.—I am, &c.,

COMPETITOK.

St. John the Baptist Church, Mylntown, Salop, has

t)een reopened after repairs and renovation. A new
roof has been placed on the chancel, and substantial

buttresses built to support the west-end wall, which
was in danger of falling, A vestry has been con-

structed from old oak panelling found in the church.

The work was executed by Messrs. Raveuacroft and
Mansell, of Shrewsbury.

The Countess of Darby will open to-day (Friday),

at the Stanley Hospital, Liverpool, a new operatmg
theatre, built at a cost of i: 1,000, borne by an
anonymous donor, and also a new out-patients'

department adjoining.

The authorities of Magdalen College, Oxford,

have expended over £3,000 in erecting a new wing
for laboratories, and in making other improvements
to the Magdalen College Schools at Brackley. The
opening ceremony took place on Tuesday.

Tenders for the drainage of Santiago de Chile

were opened there on Sunday. No English offer

was presented. Fresh tenders will probably be

called for. The cost of the work is estimated at

£1,;300,000.

The Mayor of Brighton opened at the Public

Art Galleries, on Monday, the annual autumn
exhibition of oil paintings and water - colour

drawings. He drew special attention to the large

and interesting collection of works by the late Mr.
A. F. Grace, whose studies of Sussex rural life and
scenery are well known. There are over a hundred
in number, and are hung in the longest of the four

art galleries in the Pavilion. The exhibition will be

opened on Sundays as well as week-days, and in the

afternoons it will be free to the public.

The Government of India have announced receipt

of the sanction of the Secretary of State to the

formation of a board to manage the construction

and working of the Indian railways, and thus to

undertake the duties now carried on in the depart-

ment of the Secretary for Railways. The board will

consist of a president and two memt)ers, with a

secretary, and the necessary technical and clerical

establishments. The board will be outside of, but

subordinate to, the Government of India.

The Stockport Education Committee have selected

a site for a high school for girls, the estimated cost

of the site and building being £7,000.

Mr. W. H. Grenfell, M.P., High Steward of

Maidenhead, has consented to open the free library

for that town on Thursday, the 27th inst. The
architects are Messrs. Blangy and Van Baars,

whose design, selected by the assessor, Mr. Mount-
ford, from among SO competitive schemes, was illus-

trated in our issue of August 2S, 11)03. The outlay

has been about £4,000, and the style is a quaint

type of Itenaissance. •

The death is announced of Mr. George Anderson
Lawson, a well-known sculptor. His principal

works included the Robert Burns statue at Ayr
and its replica erected in Melbourne last year, the

Wellington Monument, Liverpool, the Joseph Pease

statue, Darlington, the James Arthur statue, tilaa-

gow, besides many other important public and
private commissions for lioine and abroad.

At a special meeting of the Halifax Town Council,

in committee, it has been agreed to advance the

salary of Mr. W. M. Rogerson, the borough engi-

neer, from 1400 to £500, with succeeding advances

of £;')0 per annum each until the salary reached

the total of £(')00. This was on condition that he

agreed to remain in the service of the Corporation for

a period of three years. Mr. Rogerson had been

offered an appointment under the South Metro-
politan Electrical Supply Co.

Building in Pudsey does not seem to bo parti-

cularly brisk. The only building plan which was
submitted for approval to the Pudsey Corporation

during the whole of September was for a water-

closet, and it was approved.

^Inttrcommuuication.

REPLIES.
[12094.]—Buttresses, &c. — See such works as

Eivingtcn "Notes," Berry's "Safe Building," Moore's
"Gothic," &c., at Patent Office Library, or ask B. T.
Batsford.—Regent's Park.

CHIPS.
Mr. John Early Cook, M.A., of Knowie Hdl,

Cobham, Surrey, barrister of Lincoln's Inn, and
carrying on business as a brickmaker at Cobham,
who died on February 2 last, aged eighty years, left

estate of the gross value of £119,560, of which the

net personalty has been sworn at £24,709. Testator

bequeathed on the death of his wife a legacy of

£30,000 to the trustees of the Peabody Donation

Fund to provide habitations for poor widows and

single women, at rents from Is. Cd. to 2s Gd. per

week.

Since the handing over of the "Wallace Monument
at Bamweil, in the parish of Tarbolton, to the

corporation of Ayr, the town council have carried

out a series of restoration works on the tower.

Among these is the restoration of the three panels

in the west, north, and east sides at the base of the

monument. These panels, which were about 3ft.

square, were of stone, and the inscriptions they

contained had become so defaced in consequence of

the bad quality of the stone that they were only

partly legible. The town council resolved to substi-

tute bronze panels for the stone ones, and this work
has just been completed.

Under the terms of the London County Council's

Tramways and Improvements Act of last Session,

the undertaking of the London, Camberwell, and
Dulwich 'Tramways Company has passed by pur-

chase into the hands of the Council ; and the High-
ways Committee are now considering whether the

lines, which are not at present in use, can be worked

in conjunction with the Council's tramways, or

whether it will be necessary to remove the lines

altogether. With regard to the purchase by the

Council of the undertaking of the Woolwich and

South-East London Tramways Company, it has not

been found possible to arrive at an agreement

between the parties. The company accordingly

applied to the Board of Trade to appoint a referee,

and they have selected Major P. Cardew.

The building of the new generating station at St.

John's Wood required by the St. Marylebone

Borough Council, sincfi they have become under-

takers of the local electric supply, wdl begin at once.

Mr. P. Wilkinson, electrical engineer to the Wal-
thamstow Muncipal Council, will be the resident

electrical engineer of the Marylebone electric

lighting works at a salary of £000 per annum,
minus a pension. The chief engineer is Mr. A.

Wright, of Moorgate-street. Meanwhile the elec-

tricity needed is supplied from the Willesden works

of the Metropolitan Electric Supply Company,
whose local property and goodwill the Marylebone
Council recently acquired at a cost of a million and

a quarter sterling.

Operations have been started this week in con-

nection with the rebuilding of Messrs. H. and 0.

Serpen's biscuit factory, in South-street, Reading,

rendered necessary by the recent disastrous fire

which ruined the building. The contract has been

secured by Mr. R. Curtis, builder and contractor, of

Upper Redlands-road, Reading, and the work is

being executed from plans by Messrs. Vincent and
Pearce, of Ebrington-street, Plymouth. The terms

of the contract are that the work shall be completed

in eight weeks.

A meeting of Edinburgh plumbers and iron-

mongers was held on Friday evening in the

Building Trades Exchange for the purpose of

hearing the report from the deputation which

recently waited on the Edinburgh and Leith Gas
Commissioners to protest against their competing

unfairly with private traders. Messrs. Morris ami
Gilchrist, on behalf of the joint comimttee, gave

an account of the interview, and after several

speakers had condemned the policy now being

followed by the Commissioners the report was
adopted.

The architect, Mr. Donald Cameron (of Messrs.

Cameron, Commin, and Martin), has presented his

IHth and final certificate for Exeter electric light

station. He certifies to the city council that there

is due to the coutractor, Mr. Brealy, £2,523, which

makes the total amount payable to him under the

contract, and for extras £10,023.

The first light railway in Essex, that which has

been constructed between Kelvedon and ToUesbury,

was opened for trailic on Saturday morning. The
Government had supported the scheme with a grant

of £30,00(1. The length of fine opened from the

junction with the Cireat Eastern Railway system at

Kelvedon is nine miles, and another mile remains

to be made to the pier at ToUesbury, which is in

course of construction.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.
obant's wood.— panels in gesso and mother-of-peabl

INLAY, BY FRKDK. 3IABEI0TT.—ST. HARK'S CHUBCH,

I.EVEN8HULME.— PrOIN TBAVELLING STUDENT.SHIP DBAW-

TSGS. — FREE LIEEART, KETTERING. — NORTH-EASTERN

BANK, DARLINGTON. — HALL ISOLE IN A BIVERSIDE

HOUSE.—COTTAGES FOR SIB TATTON SYKES AT SLEDMERE.

-ST. LOUIS EXHIBITION.

'ut 5:Uustrati0us.

"grant's nOOD," ASHURST, SUSSEX.

i'liis house is being built for Mr. W. A.
Thornton, and is situated near to Lock, on the
river Adur, on rising ground, with grand views
over the picturesque scenerj' of the Weald and a
stretch of the South Downs, embracing the Dyke
and Chanctonbury Ring. The materials employed
are deep rich reds for facings, from Ivowland's
Castle, and sand-faced tiles for the roofs, from
Keymer. The entrance doorway is in Guiting
stone, a resemblance to the one at that delightful
"old-world" house, "Batemans," Butwash, the
residence of Eudyard Kipling. The greater
portion of the internal joinery, including the
open roof to the billiard-room, is in selected

figured Oregon. The fireplaces are in fireclay,

with their body sunk at the floor line ; and all the
chimneypieces are from the architect's designs.

The house will be lit hy electricity, for which, as

well as the water supply, the motive power has
already been erected at Lock. Messrs. Peerless
Dennis and Co., of Eastbourne, are carrying out
their contract in a highly-satisfactory and careful
manner, under the direction of Mr. Philip Tree,
F.R.I.B.A., of Queen Victoria-street, E.G., and
St. Leonards-on-Sea.

GESSO PANELS, WITH MOTnER-Ol'-TEAltL INL.VY.

I DESCRIBE these panels of the Angel of Night and
of St. Cecilia as being executed in gesso and
mother-of-pearl inlay. The subjects are first

modelled in low relief in gesso, and the shell

portions are shaped and fi.\ed in position with
strong cement. The design is then outlined with
a raised gesso outline, and the whole of the
modelling and outline is gilded, and afterwards
painted with transparent oil paint.

Fredk. Marriott.

ST. mark's church, levenshulme.

It is proposed to erect this church on an excellent
site in Barlow-road, the same to be faced both
internally and externally with Accrington red
plastic bricks, relieved with tawny buff terra-
cotta dressings. The large window facing the
main road wiU be deeply recessed and moulded,
the upper portion being treated with tracery of a
somewhat florid character. The instructions to
the architect were that all internal columns be
dispensed with as far as possible, so that all

worshippers would have an uninterrupted view of

the preacher : consequently two only, one to each
transept, have been introduced. The accommo-
dation provides for 500 sittings, including 60 in
morning chapel, which is approached from side
street, and will be used for week-night services.

The floor of nave and transepts will be of wood
blocks with tiled passages, that to choir and
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chancel of mosaic. Glazing throughout will be of

lead lights. The roof, which will be of open-

timber construction, will be covered with roof

tiles. The whole will be executed from the

designs and under the superintendence of Mr.
CharlesT. Taylor, architect, Clegg-street, Oldham.

rUGIX TRAVELLING STUDENtSHII' DRAWINGS : TOXT,

LITTLE W.iLSINOHAM, NORFOLK.

AuouT one hundred years ago it is said that a

beautiful canopy, very like some others still

existing in this rich district of the Eastern

Counties, stood inclosing this remarkable font

;

nothing whatever of such a canopy now remains.

In an early volume of " Arch^cologia " it is

described as having been "a cupola with four

pillars," in which case it more resembled, no

doubt, the baldachins at St. Peter Mancroft,

Norwich, and Trunch Church. This being so

would perhaps account for the peculiar arrange-

ment of steps in this case. Anyhow, the font is

delightfully designed and executed.

CLOISTER DOORWAY, ELY CATHEDRAL.

This famous Prior's Entrance dates about 1140,

according to Mr. Mears' note, and is so well

known as to need no description with its exqui-ite

carving and bold figure work. These drawings
formed part of the series of Mr. F. C. Meais's

Pugin Studentship prize studies shown at the

R.I.B.A. last spring. We gave a photograph

and description of this door March 1, 1889.

KETTERING I'REE LIERARY.

This building, which was recently opened by
Mr. Andrew Carnegie, occupies a site near the

parish church. It is planned upon the " open
access " principle, the book stacks of the lending

department radiating from the centre of the

delivery counter, which is provided with " in and
out" barriers. A strong room for rare books

adjoins the librarian's room, and over these rooms
a caretaker's house is provided. Red sand stock

bricks, Ketton ttone, and Colleyweston stone

slates are used externally, while internally the

walls are panelled in oak, the ceilings being
barrel-vaulted in plaster. Slessrs. Goddard and

Co., F.R.I.B.A., of Leicester, were the archi-

tects, the contractors being the Kettering Co-
operative Builders, Ltd. The drawing was
exhibited at this year's Royal Academy.

NORTH-EASTERN li.lXK, DARLINGTON.

The illustration, from the architect's Royal
Academy drawing, shows new banking premises

in the High-road, Darlington, for the North-
Eastern Banking Co. The ground floor is chiefly

occupied hy the banking room, with manager's
room, communicating with the manager's house,

entered from Post House Wynde. In the base-

ment are two large strong-rooms. On the first

and second and attic floors are placed the

manager's residence. The elevations are built

with granite up to the sill height ; the ground-

floor front in Dunhouse stone and in third

Commondale bricks and stone dressings above.

The interior of bank is finished with polished

walnut. The principal contractors were Jlessrs.

Blackett and Son, of Darlington. The architects

are Messrs. Clark and Moscrop, FF.R.I.B.A.,
Darlington.

HALL IN'GLE IN A RIVERSIDE HOUSE.

The staircase in this house is arranged to group
over the ingle-nook, and a small window from it

looks down into the hall itself. The fireplace

consists of a wide face of Dutch green-glazed

bricks, with a stone arch and a hood of beaten

copper. All the woodwork is of dull fumed oak,

with a little inlay of pewter and ebony.

Mediaeval paintings are introduced at intervals

into the high panelling, while over the ingle-

nook is a bold decorative landscape design painted

in rich tones of colour on canvas of coarse

texture. The rest of the colour scheme is a

harmony of soft greens and blues. The drawing
was exhibittd this year at the Royal Academy,
and the architect is Mr. Leonard Wyburd.

Robert M'AIpine and .Sons, the contractors for

the construction of the Dunfermline and Kincardine
railway and a new mineral railway near Saline,

were cited to Dunfermline on Friday to answer to

charges of having used on the highway locomotives
which were not smooth-soled or shod. It was
stated that the locomotives were the same as those
used un railways, havmg flanged wheels, and that

considerable damage had been done to the roads,

especially at the turns, the metal being torn up.
Fines, including expenses, to the amount of

£11 83. 5d. were imposed.

At an " at home," given by the Furniture Trades'
Provident and Benevolent Association at the
Pulteney Galleries, Great Pulteney - street, on
Saturday evening, sketches were on view of the
model colony of orphanages and homes of rest which
the association proposes to erect on an estate of five

acres at Cobden Hill, Badlett, Hertfordshire. The
scheme was initiated last year by the president, Mr.
S.J. Waring, jun., and the plan is to establish a
kind of philanthropic garden city. Some £15,000 is

still required for the completion of the scheme.

The Dean of Canterbury's appeal in connection
with the reparation of Bell Harry Tower has so far

resulted in about £500 being received. A contract

is being prepared with Messrs. Cornish and Gaymer,
of North Walsham, and it is hoped that a beginning
will be made in carrying out Mr. W. D. Caros's
work of restoration and repair in the course of a
week or two.

At the Consistory-conrt of the Manchester
diocese, held in the cathedral on Friday, the
chancellor, Mr. P. Vernon Smith, granted faculties

to the authorities of St. Mary's, Crumpsall, to

replace the gas fittings with an electric light in-

stallation, and to fill the clerestory windows with
stained glass ; to those of St. Peter's, Westleigh,
for a chancel screen of iron, with gates, and a
reredos of alabaster ; and to those of St. Paul's,

Blackburn, to fill the five windows on the ground
floor on the north side as a memorial.

Arrangements have been made between the
I^ochdale Corporation, the Ecclesiastical Commis-
sioners, and the Canal Company for the acquisition

of certain land and property between Wet Bake
and Elbow-lane for the widening of Oldham-road.
This widening is necessary in order to provide for a
continuation of double tramway track along that
portion of the road.
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Fig. 22.—palace OF MANUFAOTURE.S.

THE ST. LOUIS EXUIBITION, 1901.

(By Ouu Special Commissioxkh.)

X.—THE MANUFACTUBES liUILDING.

The architects for thia building are ilessrs.
Carri'ro and lUalings, of New "^'ork. Upon
reference to the general plan, it will be seen that
this building corresponds with that of the ^'aried
Industries, the north front being some l.'.'OOlt. in
length, and the general width of the building
being about r)2Aft. Thii building lies very much
in the main picture, as it is immediately on one's
left as one approaches from the principal entrance
oil' the I.indley lioulevard.

As will be seen in Kig. 21, the architects have
planned corner entrances, which are very skil-
fully contrived. The Corinthian order has gener-

ally been employed throughout for the main
columns, as will be seen from Fig. 22. The
north and south fronts hive five enormous
arcades on eaili side of the central entrances, the

piers to the same b ing ornamented with coupled
Corinthian columns, in front of which pair of

columns is a plinth projecting some l<jft., upon
which prone figure sculpture is effectively placed.

A very finely-modelled cornice and panelled

frieze ij used in the entablature to the main
columns, and this is continued all round the

building. The space between the columns and
the ma'n wall forms an ell'octive loggia, and the

openings in the main wall are treated with
coupled Ionic columns. In execution the north
front Ins been marred, owing to the fact that

the portion east of the central entrance has been
robbed of the loggia ; consequently, the effect of

the arcading has been to a large extent rendered

nuiratory.

The e.Hst and woit fronts have the Corinthian

columns standing free, and circular ornamentation

and swags enrich the piers between the openings

to the main wall behind the same. The same
treatment of sculpture upon projecting plinths is

Hgain employed in the interspace between every

fourth and filth column. Thia is not so happy an
airangement as to the north and south fronts, and
miirht perhaps have been omitted.

The massiv(> archeii central entrances are very

imposing, and the skilful introduction of the

fountains, as shown upon the plan at these points,

to the noith and south fnmta, is very effective.

This method ot treatment, moreover, is very

ingenious, in that it draws one's attention away
from the awkwardness of the breaks to these
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fronts. This is perhaps the most subtle method
that has been employed for this purpose. The
simple domes over the comer entrances are finely

detailed, and add rery much to the general effect.

The semicircular Mansard roof, with its well-

modelled finials and ornaments greatly assists the

skyline, and the sculpture over the main entrances

does its share in emphasising the same in

no uncertain manner. The details generally

throughout this building have been very care-

fully considered, and mention should be made of

the pierced balustrade over the Corinthian enta-

blature, which in turn is surmounted by figure

statuary. The moulded parapet to the main wall

is also capped by boldly-modelled ornamentation.
This building has suffered much less than the

Education building from lack of statuary, as only

four pedestals are vacant—viz., those to the north

and east entrances. The whole building is raised

upon a stylobate of steps, which certainly helps

to make it more imposing.
The internal circular court has again been

rendered abortive, owing to the fact that a large

portion of it has been used for exhibits.

As shown upon the plan, four columns (of the

Ionic order) were used in eich of the bays,

coupled Corinthian columns being again employed
to the entrances leading from this circular court

to the main building. The cost of this building

amounted to some 720,OOOdol.

XI.—THE ELECTRICITi" KCILMNG.

The architects of this building are Messrs.

Walker and Rimball, of Boston and Omaha, who
are the principal architects of the Omaha Exhi-
bition. It will be seen from the general plan of

the exposition (Fig. 2), that this and the Educa-
tion building occupj- corresponding positions west
and east, as viewed from the Festival Hall. It

also has the same dimensions on plan— viz., 425ft.

to the east and west fronts, and 758ft. to the

north front.

It will be seen from Fig. 23 that the covered

loggia extends only to the scuth and east fronts.

Fig. 24 is a section from the east front to the

central court, which shows the cons'ruction. It

will be evident from this that both the lantern

system (i.f., the monitors, as before described)

and skylights are employed. Where light is not
required in the clerestories, louvres are used for

ventilation, which render this building one of

the best ventDated at the " fair."

The internal court follows the general outline

of the plan, and it will be setn that this has been
interfered with less than in any other building set

apart for exhibits; though, even in this case,

toilet kiosks have been erected, which deprive

one of a satisfactory view of the same from the

south, east, and west. The ambulatory to the
court has an open arcade, with twin Doric
columns to the piers. The order is surmounted
with an open balustrading, the balusters of the

same being moulded.
The entrances from the court to the building

have raised triangular pediments. This internal

court is undoubtedly eifective, and the management
in July placed a floral clock in the centre, as shown
upon the plan. This latter is, hovevtr, scarcely

effective, because it can only be viewed from
the ground level, and consequently it hardly has
the appearance of a clock at all. If one could get

up a sufficient height to see it properly, no doubt
the facts that the dial is 50£t. in diameter, and that

the hands weigh 6001b., might interest one.

There is another floral clock twice the size on the
hill north of the Agricultural building ; but, this

being placed upon the side of the hill, one can
read the time from it at a distance, and it there-

fore serves some useful purpose.

Externally the Corinthian Order has been em-
ployed throughout, as shown in Fig. 25. The
four main entrances are acctntuated by two
Corinthian columns and raised triangular pedi-
ments, the latter having semicircular openings,
and are surmounted by antefixre. The corner
entrances, as will be no'iced, have a pair of

Corinthian columns to the openings, and are
emphasised by tower-like structures which above
the level of the balustrade are reduced in size by
the use of receding planes. They appear perhaps
to be a little too much broken up to be as effective

as might have been desired. As will be noticed,

the columns rise directly from the ground upon
verj' shallow bases.

Reference to Fig. 23 shows the simple method
of dealing with the break to the north front. It

has the merit of simplicity, but is inclined to

accentuate, ratherthan detract from, the awkward-
ness of this undesirable feature. This front has
enormous three-quarter Corinthian columns, and

FlQ. 21.
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Fig. 24.—SECTIOX THROrCH EAST WALL, LOOKING SOUTH.
(Showing Main Gable of Electricity Building

)

had the building been raised upon a stylobate of

steps, it might have added to its dignity and im-
portance.

The west front his larje semicircular-headed

window openings, with twin Corinthian three-

quarter columns to the piers. The east front
suffers from lack of statuary to the plinths between
the columns at the gallery level. The ambulatory
has simple Doric columns supporting a gallery
over the loggia to the ground floor, the balus-
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Fig. 25.-ELECTEICITY BUILDING.

Fig. 27.—varied INDUSTRIES.

trading to tbe former being of an open and
effective design. This effect is broken by the
two Corintliian eolumns bein^ carried through
tho gallery, and the entablature of the main
cornice being returned round them. The main
wall behind tho loggia has large and effective
semicircular openings. There are some 200,0011
8(iuare feet available tor exhibits in this building,
and its cost amounted to about I l,'),OUOdoI.

XII.— TllF. VAllIEI) IN-I>rsTIHKS ])l-Il,I)IX(;.

The architects of this building were Jlessrs.
A'an lirunt and Howe, of Kansas City. This
structure corresponds on plan to the Manufactures
building, and the contrast between them must
certainly be gratifying to tho layman, for out of
the eight architects of the buildings that abut
upon the plazaa, radiating from the central /«../;/'

of the festival hall and cascades, five have used
the Corinthian Order as the main feature of their
design, and in addition, mcst of the facades of
each differ in treatment. While an architect

would scarcely be likely, after walking round
each of them, to mistake one for another, yet
one; frequently htard people mistaking them
when trying to find their way about. This was
more especially the case when some of them were tho

possessors of that smattering of knowledge which
is so fatally dangerous in architoctural matters.

Messrs. Van lirunt and Howe were, if memory
servos one rii^ht, the authors of tho Electricity

building at the t'hieago Fair of 1893. If this is

so, they are to be congratulated upon the use to

which they have put their experience of the last

eleven years.

As in the Manufactures building, the dimen-
sions, as shown upon the plan (Fig. 20), are

1,200ft. by .'vjaft. The architects again designed
the familiar open court following the outline of

tho p'an ; but this followed the fate of tho other
court, and, as will be seen by tho plan, it was
built over to a large exti nt. Kxtemally, also,

tho covered loggia was omitted to the wcsttrn
and to part of the northern fa(,adt3.

Externally tho Ionic Order has been employed
throughout, and in this respect it stands alone

from tho other buildings erected by the Kxpositiou

authorities. Tho order is placed upon a lofty

rus'iciitod base pierced by arches, which forms a

screen to the loggia, and also permits ingress and

egress to the smaller entrances. Domes are placed

over tho central entrances to the north and south

fronts, and cupolas also accentuate the corner

entrances, which are simply treated with rusti-

cated work, the pilasters having moulded cups.

Tlu) central entrance to the east front has been

elaborated. Tho coupled Ionic columns on each

side of tho entrance are on a larger scale and
project as shown upon the plan. Above tho order

is a triangular pediment, the tympanum of which.

is finely modelled. Thin belvedere turrets crown

tlio main structure at this point, and the conical

spires are at cnce pleasing and distinctive.

The west front is treated with Ionic pilasters ;

but tho central entrance to this front has

eolumns of tho same order, and statuary is
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centrally placed above the cornice, over each

column. The curved Mansard roof is effective,

and is surmounted by an unusually solid cresting,

which is treated with swags in the panels.

The break to the south front has been treated

in an unusual way. A screen, of free-standing

Ionic columns, with a semicircular sweep, has
been adopted, and the main entrance has been
slightly recessed. This is a distinctly happy
inspiration, and the statuary placed upon the
balustrading surmounting the order forms an
effective termination to this part of the scheme.
The treatment of the break to the northern fa(,'ade

is successful, as the circular colonnade draws due
attention from the defect of the site, and, owing
to the railway fence at this point, one cannot get
far enough away to observe the break in the
frontage line. Had statuary been placed upon
the bases east and west of the main entrance the
illusion would have been even more complete.

The first ordinary general meeting of the aeBsion
1904-0') of the Surveyors' iDstitution, will be held
on Monday, November 14, when the president, Mr.
H. T. Steward, will deliver an opening address. The
chair will be taken at 8 o'clock. At the conclusion of
the address the president will unveil a portrait of Mr.
John Womham Penfold, subscribed for by a large
number of members, and presented in recognition
of his valuable and long continued services as
honorary secretary of the Institution.

A special service was held in the chapel of the
Eipon and Wakefield Diocesan Training College on
Saturday, for the purpose of dedicating two windows
to the memory of Canon Edward Baynes Badcock,
for twenty-eight years Principal of the college. The
windows of the chapel were designed by Mr. C. E.
Kemps, and when the series is complete the whole
of the twenty lights will represent the history of
Christian education throughout the ages.

The memorial stones of the new workmen's hall
and institute at Abercynou were laid last week.
The institute, which is to cost £10,000, is being
erected in the centre of the village by Iklr. Williams,
of Ynysybwl, and will include a meeting-hall,
reading-room, library, &c.

A suite of Chippendale furniture, belonging to
an old Essex family, has just been sold privately at
Saffron Walden for £1,S00. This, it is believed, is

a record figure. The suite comprises a settee on
six legs, twelve chairs, and five stools.

The Acton Cottage Hospital and Nursing Institu-
tion, which has been enlarged at a cost of £1,000,
towards which Mr. J. Passmore Edwards contri-
buted £500 and Mr. Leopold Rothschild gave the
land for the site, was reopened on Wednesday. By
this extension the accommodation for in-patients
has been nearly doubled. Additional bedrooms
have also been provided for the nurses, and a new
committee-room is available for the use of the
hospital council.

The foundation-stones of the new premises being
constructed by the London County Council in Great
Wild-street for the St. Giles's Christian Mission, in
place of the old mission buildings demolished for the
purposes of the Holborn-to-Strand improvement,
were laid on Wednesday by Mr. Alderman and
Sheriff Strong and Mr. G. E. Morgan. The new
buildings, which adjoin the site of the old premises
in Little Wild-street, Drury-lane, are being erected
from the designs of Messrs. Runtz and Ford, and
consist of a chapel capable of seating 800 to 1 ,000
persons, with a schoolroom beneath. The buildings
were illustrated by a perspective and plan in our
issue of April 1", 1903, and are now about lift.

above ground level.

PBOFESSIONAI. AND TBA££
SOCIETIES.

MoRLEY College Arch.i:ologral Societv.—
The new session of this society is to open on
Oct. 10th, when Mr. E. W. Harvey Piper will

give a lantern lecture on "Comments and
Criticisms on Cathedral Contours,

'

' to commence
at S o'clock. Admission to this inaugural meeting
will be free. On Saturday afternoon, Oct. 15th,

a visit wiU be made to Westminster Abbey, under
the leadership of Mr. Piper. Other architectural

lectures and visits to buUdings of interest in
London are being arranged, to take place fort-

nightly, and a programme wiU shortly be pub-
lished. For further particulars apply to Mr. F. W.
Reader, hon. sec, Morley Memorial College,
Waterloo-road, S.E.

The Ul.isgow Ln-stitite of Measirers.—The
twenty-fourth annual meeting of this institute

was held in the Building Trades' Exchange,
Glasgow, on Monday, Mr. Jas. D. Herbertson,
president, in the chair. The annual report by the
council showed that there were now 63 members on
the register besides one honorary member. It

also stated that the permanent scheme of examina-
tions qualifying for the admission of members in

future had been adopted, and that the syllabus

was about to be issued with the view of holding
the first examination for apprentices and assistants

in March next. The council had again granted
£2 23. for prizes in the building construction
classes of the Technical College. The treasurer's

statement showed an increase of £54 14s. lOd.
during the year, the capital funds now amounting
to £533 16s. lid. The office-bearers for the
ensuing year were elected as follows, viz. ;

—

President, Mr. John Baxter ; vice-president. Sir.

George B. Walker; secretary and treasurer, Mr.
Thomas N. Hill, ISO, Hope-street: auditors of

professional accounts, Mr. Jas. D. Herbertson
and Sir. John H. Allan : other members of

council, Messrs. John Muirhead, James Cameron,
Anthony Purdie, John Currie, Charles Marshall,
Colin Young, and John S. Stewart,

LivERi'OOL Auchitectcr.il Society. — The
following is the syllabus of meetings of this

society for the current session :—Oct. 10 (Monday
next), opening address by the President, Mr.
Philip C. Thicknesse ; Oct. 17, paper by Mr.
G. H. Morton, " Modem Decoration "

; Nor. 7,

paper by Mr. Robert P. Oglesby. " Sir John
Vanbrugh, Dramatist and Architect" ; Nov. 21,

paper by Mr. Arnold Mitchell, F.R.I.B.A.,
"The Study of Medieval Work"; Dec. 5,

paper by Mr. Maurice B. Adams, F.R.I.B.A.,
'

' More about Modern Libraries
'

' (illustrated by
plans and examples) ; Dec. 19, paper by Mr.
John Murray, '

' Scotch Plaster Work of the

16th and 17th Centuries" ; 1005, Jan. 2, paper

by Mr. John Wilson, " The Palace of Ver-
sailles " ; Jan. 16, paper by Mr. E. Bertram
Ktrby, "The Building of York Minster";
Feb. 6, paper by Mr. J. B. Fulton, " How to

Attain Original Thought in Architecture "
;

Feb. 20, " Architecture of Many Countries," by
Mr. G. E, Thompson ; March 6, paper by Sir.

George P. Bankhart, " Lead Work "
; March 20,

paper by Mr. Frank Rimington, " Small Houses
of To-Day" ; April 3, annual general meeting.

The Norton Urban District Council have appointe i

Mr. Enos Prest, Broughton, as surveyor.

OOUFETITIONS.
Ayr.—In the competition for a concert hall

and pavilion to be erected at Low Green, the

limit of cost being £9,000, the awards are :—First

premium (£58), Mr. J. K. Hunter, Ayr; second,

Mr. Henry Higgins, jun., Glasgow, and Mr. Eric

Sutherland, Glasgow equal, £15 each.

Stamford Free Lihrary.—Messrs. Buckland
and Farmer, of Birmingham, write, pointing out

that in giving the names of the successful com-
petitors in this competition in our last issue,

p. 46S, we published their names as being placed

second, whereas the design was the work of

Messrs. Buckland and Farmer and Mr. CJ. H.
Vernon Cale, and was sent in under the joint

names. We printed the information as it was
officially supplied to us by the town clerk of

Stamford.

Wallasey.—The urban district council at their

meeting yesterday (Thursday) decided, in com-
pliance with representations made by various

architects, to extend the time allowed for the

presentation of competitive drawings for the

erection of the new public offices on the North
Meade estate from October 31 to December 31.

It was reported that one competitor had with-

drawn on the ground that the conditions of

remuneration are not in accordance with pro-

fessional practice.

CHIPS.
The Baptists in Rochester have launched a scheme

for the erection of a new church to seat 700 persons,

and to cost £3,600.

The highway committee of the West Bromwich
Corporation report that they have for some time
had under their consideration the question of the

storm-water drainage of the borough, and they
recommend the council to carry out a scheme pre-

pared by the borough surveyor at an estimated cost

of £3,500, and to apply to the Local Government
Board for sanction to borrow the amount.

There are no fewer than 4S5 deaf and dumb men
connected with building and works of construction

in the United Kingdom.

Mr. J. Shewell Corder, architect, of Ipswich, who
is the architect for the new Coliseum to be erected

on the old provision market in that town, has been
commissioned by the proprietors to design a similar

building for Coventry.

The tower of the parish church of West Ham,
one of the few ancient buildings surviving in East
London, is in serious need of repair. It is a square
embattled stone tower, 78ft. in height to the top of

the parapet, on which there is a turret 10ft. high. It

has been surveyed by Mr. W. Weir, architect of the

Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings,

who reported that, while the interior is in good con-
dition, and only needs to be kept weathertight, the

face of the tower is gradually perishing, and many of

the stones are loose enough to be dangerous. The
vicar is endeavouring to raise £550 as the estimated
cost of the repairs.

One of the oldest institutions in Accrington, the
Mechanics' Institute, is handing over a valuable
plot of ground, a large house, and 6,000 volumes to

the corporation for the purposes of the new library,

to which Mr. Carnegie is giving £6,000. The
library will be in the centre of the business part of

the borough. The work of construction will be
proceeded with directly.

The Four Oaks and Hill Pubhc Hall, which has
been erected at Meres-green, at a cost of £600, was
on Saturday opened by Sir P. A. Muntz, Bart.,M.P.
The building consists of an assembly-room 50ft. by
25ft., to accommodate 250 persons, a retiring-room,

and offices. It is built of Olbury bricks, and covered
with Hartshill tiles. Both electricity and gas have
been installed. Mr. Totley was the hon. architect.

The late Mr. James Charles, of 24, North Grange-
road, Headingley, formerly of Kent House, Rawdon,
head of the firm of J. Charles and Sons, architects

and surveyors, Leeds, left gross estate worth
£55,923, and net personal estate £10,180.

The opening of the electric lighting undertaking
at Holyhead took place last week. This is a com-
bined destructor and lighting installation, the

destructor being on Meldrum Brothers', of Man-
chester, regenerative system with continuous
furnace-chamber. The scheme has been carried

out to the designs and specifications of Mr. Price

F. White, of Bangor, consulting engineer to the

Holyhead Council.

The Board of Tiade have recently confirmed the
following orders made by the Light RaJway Com-
missioners:—1. Tickhill Light Railway (Extension
of Time) Older, 1904, amending the Tickhill Light
Railway Order, 1901. 2. Brackenhill Light Rail-

way (Extension of Time) Order, 1904, amending the

Brackenhill Light Railway Order, 1901.
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ItEQAI. INTELLIQENOB.
An Abchitect'3 Professional Sektices.—Edwin

Albert Agutter, architect, 25, Bedford-row, W.C,
sued Messrs. Levy and Co., bakers and confectioners,

lately of 2, Pitfield-street, Hoxton, at the Clerken-
well County Court on Sept. 29, for £25 in respect

of preparing ^th scale drawings and specifications.

Mr. Walter Stuart was counsel for plaintiff, and
Mr. Green for defendants. The case came before a
jury. Counsel said plaintiff's claim was for pro-
fessional services rendered in connection with
defendants* premises in Pitfield-street. These
were in a somewhat ruinous state, and, being
liable to make good certain dilapidations, de-

fendants called upon plaintiif, and upon their in-

structions he drew up a specification for carrying
out the dilapidations to the premises. The builder's

estimate for this was £160, on which the architect

was to have 5 per cent. While this estimate was
being carried out it was found that extra work was
rendered necessary, which work plaintiff specified

for and supervised. Then a fire broke out
at the back of the premises, and one of the
ovens was seriously injured. Plaintiff was again
called in to make a specification. The amount
of work then necessary reached £60, on which
his fee was £3 os. As time went on it ap-
peared that defendants wanted the back premises
entirely rebuilt, and were negotiating with the
lessors to bear half the cost of this undertaking. In
connection with this scheme plaintiff did a consider-

able amount of work, for which he charged 2h per
cent, on the estimate of £530. With regard to the
latter matter, not only did he prepare plans and
specification, but also had a conference with the
builders who had submitted an estimate. While the
builder was at his office Mr. Levy called and
went through the plans. He (counsel) under-
stood that this would be denied : but
fortunately he had the builder in court
and he would give evidence. When plaintiff

took down the plans and estimates, defendants said
they had decided not to go on with the scheme,
whether the landlord would join them in the cost or
not. When he applied for his remuneration a reply
came in the shape of a solicitor's letter, in which
defendant denied ever having given instructions for

the plans. Several other items of extra work
and personal supervision were dealt with by
counsel, the charge for which was included in the
claim. Plafntiff bore out the counsel's statement.
In cross-examination he denied representing to

defendants that if they would have the back pre-
mises rebuilt the landlord would probably pay
£500 towards the cost. The landlord offered

£300, but this did not satisfy defendants, and, at
their request, he saw the landlord and tried to get
£350, but could not. Mr. Green : As to these
extras, did you ever give a certificate for any of
them y —Yes, for every penny. My books will

show that. Plaintiff further stated that he could
never get written instructions from defendants,
although he several times applied for them.
Defendants always said it was not their way of
doing business. He denied that plans were the
same that he drew out for a Mr. Burnell, the
previous occupier. Mr. Henry Lovegrove, a district

surveyor, gave evidence in support of plaintiff's case
as to the recognised architect's fee for executing
sketch plans and specifications for work that was not
carried through. The solicitor for the landlord was
called and produced a letter written to him by
defendants with reference to rebuilding the back
premises. In this they said they had instructed
plaintiff to prepare plans. Mr. Stewart : "Then I
need ask you nothing else. The Judge : What have
you to say to this, Mr. Green ? We are now told
that defendants admit instructing plaintiff to pre-
pare plans. Mr. Green consulted with his client,
and as a result offered to settle for twenty guineas
and costs. This offer was accepted, and the jury
discharged.

A village-hall has been erected at Wicklewood,
near Scarning, Norfolk. It is situated on a
picturesque site overlooking the wooded park land
of Kimberley. The architect is Mr. E. T. Board

-

man, of Norwich, and the builders are Messrs.
Lamer and Sons, of East Dereham. It was opened
with a parish gathering on Wednesday.

The last 100ft. crib, which forms the foundation
of the new Government breakwater at South
Chicago, was recently put in place and sunk by
the contractors. The pier, when completed, will
extend G,'J00ft. from the shore of the north side of
the Calumet Itiver, and form a complete protection
from north and north-east storms.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held at
the Council Chamber, Wellingborough, on Thursday
in last week, by Mr. Ducat with respect to an ap-
plication by the urban council to borrow £9,000 for
the purpose of erecting a new market building on
the Brook orchard site. There was no opposition.

A sub-committee of the cleaning and lighting
committee of Edinburgh Town Council have agreed
to recommend the council to offer premiums for
designs for effective dustcarts and covers.

STAINED GLASS.
Birkenhead Town-hall.—A new stained-glass

window has just been placed in the main stair-

case of the Birkenhead Town-hall. The window,
which takes the place of one seriously injured during
the disastrous tire a few years ago, is historical in

character, the subject being the visit of King
Edward I. to Birkenhead in 1277. The visit of the
King to Birkenhead was made during the course of

the subjugation of the Welah. Being in Wales, his

Majesty was invited to the ancient Cheshire town
in August 1277, and he was entertained at the

Benedictine Monastery dedicated to St. Mary and
St. James, and founded in the year 1150, in the

reign of King Stephen, the ruins of which
monastery in great part still remain and are the

property of the corporation. While at Birkenhead
the Ivmg sat to determine a dispute which had arisen

as to territory between King Alexander III. of

Scotland and Robert de Insula, Prince Bishop of

Durham. This function is commemorated in the

window, which is of three-light form. The design

is that of Mr. Gilbert P. Gamon, of London. The
scene depicted is in the great hall of the Priory.

Ealino.—A large south transept window has just

been erected in St. Saviour's Church, Ealing. It

consists of three hghts and a vesica-shaped tracery

opening over centre, representing early scenes of the

Incarnation. The keynote is struck by the angel in

the tracery, who holds a text which embodies the

foundation of the Christian religion, " The Word
was made flesh." Each light is divided into com-
partments surrounded by tabernacle work. This

window was designed and executed by Percy Bacon
and Bros., of London, under the supervision of

Mr. G. H. Pellowes Prynne, consulting architect.

Important beds of marble have just been dis-

covered on the western side of the uplands about
Cittareale. The beds are in two strata, an upper
one of about 300 yards in length and considerable

thickness, and a lower one of similar dimensions.

The upper stratum is of a fine rose colour and of

schisty texture. The lower is milk-white, close

grain, and of quartz nature.

The extension scheme in connection with IIIversion

Hospital has now been completed, and the additions

were formally opened on Friday. The extensions
consist chiefly of a new operating theatre, costing

£1,000, and other modem improvements have been
introduced, whilst further additions are contem-
plated.

The Bolton Waterworks Committee have received

a letter from the Local Government Board sanction-

ing the purchase of the Belmont Estate for the pur-
pose of their water umiertaking, and the borrowing
of £103,350 in respect to the purchase.

The second of Hanley's open spaces was opened
on Thursday in last week, when the gates of Etniria
Park were unlocked, and some eleven acres of green-
sward, beautified with trees, shrubs, and flower-

beds, were declared by the Mayor open to the

public for their use and enjoyment for all time. The
feature of the park is a stone fountain, having on
either side a panel modelled by Mr. J. J. Austin,

and decorated with choice specimens and memorials
of Wedgwood ware. Each panel has been filled by the
letting in of an artistic plaque, the ground of which
is partly black basalt and partly blue jasper. The
opening subject, in the first of the panels, is a repre-

sentation in Cupids of two of the seasons, '* Spring "

and '* Summer." The second piece in the panel
comprises a large medallion of Josiah Wedgwood
after the model by Hackwood, and in four corners

of the plate are smaller medallions displaying por-
traits of Wedgwood's two partners, Beutley and
Byerley, and the dates of the birth and death of the

great potter, 1730 and 1705. Beneath this section

of the panel is a replica of the obverse side of the
famous Portland vase, in low relief, modelled in

blue jasper on a black basalt ground. The second
panel contains below " Autumn " and '* Winter," a
medallion of Fiaxman from a model by himself,

and the reverse of the Portland vase.

Recent excavations at I'.lworth, Cheshire, in con-
nection with the laying down of the new bowling
green for Messrs. Fodens, Ltd., have revealed the
site of an old Roman road. It was covered by
about a foot of soil, and consists of a solid setting

of gravel such aa most of the Roman roads were
constructed of. The course of the road so far as it

has been uncovered is clear, and is of the width of

from 12ft. to 15ft. It is probably part of the road
which led from Chesterton, in StalTordshire, to

Kinderton, near Middlewich, where, joining another
road from Nantwich, it ran by Kind-street (or

King-street, as it is now called) to Northwich.

A new Wesleyan church is about to be built at
He('kin;^ton. Mr. A. K. L^imbert, of Nottingham,
is the architect, and the contract has been secured
by Messrs. T. Barlow and Co., of Nottingham. The
total cost is estimated at £2,250. The laying of the
foundation-stones took place on Thursilay in last

week. The building is 3llft. long by 35ft. 3in. wide,
and provides seating accommodation for 300 persons.

WATEB STJPPI.Y AND SANITAKY
MATTERS.

KiLSTTii, N.B.—The new waterworks were
opened on Thursday in last week in the presence of

Provost Wilson and the town council. Situated at

Corrie, two and a half miles from the town, the

new reservoir covers twelve acres and can contain

thirty to thirty-five million gallons of water. Sir

Archibald Edmonstone, Bart., of Kilsyth and Dun-
treath, who presented the sifie for the reservoir to

the town, was, on behalf of the contractors and
engineer, presented by Mr. Frew with a silver key
and silver cup with which to perform the opening

ceremony. 'The catchment area of the new works
extends to 190 acres, and a 7in. pipe conveys the

supply to the town. Provision is also made for

supplying the farms which formerly obtained their

water from the sources now impounded. The
works have been in progress for two and a half

years, and have cost about £15,000.

CHIPS.
An Imperial arch;i30logical library is being got

together at Simla to eventually become the import-

ant repository of such literature for the country.

The education committee of Handsworth report

that the competitive designs for new schools to be

erected in Canterbury-road, Birchfield, to accom-
modate 1,300 children, have been received.

A commencement was made last week with the

work of extending the Cheltenham Light Railway

to Charlton Kings and Leckhampton. The total

length of raU to be laid is six miles, and it is

anticipated that t'ue cars will be running over

part, if not the whole, of the extended route by
Christmas.

At St. George's Church, Redditch, on Saturday,

the dedication took place of a porch as a memorial

of the late Colonel V. Milward, M.P. erected by
the widow and family. The porch is in harmony
with the style of the church—the Early English

and was erected by Messrs. J. Brazier and Sons,

builders, Bromsgrove, the architect being Mr. F.

Barlow Osborne, Bennett's Hill, Birmingham. It

is of Bromsgrove stone, with solid oak entrance doors

and roof of Broseley tiles. It is surmounted by a

cross, with a niche underneath that.

The rural district council of Northwich have

adopted a scheme by Mr. W. M. Beckett, C.E., for

the sewerage of the township of Barnton, at an
estimated cost of £3,000,

At the last meeting of the Kent County Council

Education Committee, the Elementary Schools

Sub-Comraittee recommended the appointment of

a travelling inspector of works, possessed of suf-

ficient experience and architectural knowledge to

advise both the works sub-committee and local

managers on all questions of repairs, with a salary

of £200, rising to £250. The proposal met with

considerable opposition on the ground of unnecessary

expense, but it was adopted.

The foundation stone of a new Roman Catholic

mission church at Derbyshire Hill, Parr, St. Helens,

was laid on Sunday, by the Right Rev. Dr.Whiteside,

Bishop of Liverpool. The present school-chapel,

erected two years ago, has proved inadequate, and

the new church will find accommodation for about

500 worshippers. The estimated cost, including

furniture, is about £2,000.

There has just been discovered in Aldgate, on the

site of what was formerly a Roman burying-ground,

a large amphora of pottery ware, semi -oval in shape

and bearing a neck, shoulders, and handles, which

have been cut away by the museum authorities at

Guildhall in order to ascertain the nature of the

contents. The amphora was found to contain an

urn with closely-fitting lid, which was three-parts

full of calcined human bones, white and hard in

character.

Mr. J. Spencer Oillick, surveyor, Barming, has been

appointed surveyor to the Croydon Rural District

Council,

Mr. Alderman Clarke, Mayor of High Wycombe,
will, on Wednesday next, the 12th inst., open anew
guildhall erected there at a cost approaching

£12,000. The architects are Messrs. Batemaus and

Hale, of Birmingham and Loudon, whose design,

chosen in competition, was illustrated in the

BuiLDiNo News for June 19, 1903.

At a meeting held at Liverpool on Monday it was
decided to take stepa to erect in that city a per-

manent memorial to the late Dr. J. 0. Ryle, first

bishop of the diocese.

A receiving order has been made in the cose of

Tom Wilkinson (carrying on business as B. Cooke

and Co.), Victoria-street, S.W., and Albert Bridge-

road, S.W., and S^rborough, Yorkshire, Denbigh,

Denbighshire, Ilfracombe, Devonshire, Canter-

bury, Kent, Gosport and Eistleigh, Hants ; Totten-

ham, Middlesex ; Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire ;

Felixstowe, Siffolk ; Hever, Kent ; and Newhaven,
Sussex—contractor of public works.
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In the course of his presidential address at the

opening of the Church Congress in Liverpool on
Tuesday, Dr. Chavasse announced that the con-
tributions from all sources and for all purposes
towards the erection of the new cathedral church
for Liverpool amounted to upwards of £254,000,
and that it was hoped that in 1911 the choir wOl
be ready for public worship. Further, he stated,

though for a time names and details were not to
be divulged, that some devoted and generous
members of the Church were about to offer the
munificent sum of £25,000 for the erection of a
Lady-chapel, for which Messrs. Bodley and
iScott had already prepared a design of singular
beauty, which would be begun forthwith, and
which, it was hoped, may be ready for use in
four years.

A SPECIAL meeting of Tipton District Council
was held on Monday to deal with the difficulty in
connection with the proposed erection of a free
library building on a site adjoining the Victoria
Park, with a portion of Mr. Carnegie's gift of

£5,000. Of 24 tenders received the lowest was
£5,100, and the highest £6,200. The clerk read
the agreement with the architect, Mr. Perry,
showing that the total amount to be expended on
the building mutt not be in excess of 5 per cent,
above £3,500. He also read a resolution of the
council accepting Mr. Perry's plans, with such
modifications as the council thought fit to make.
The chairman said that, in consequence of the
tenders so largely exceeding the amount stipu-
lated, the council had now to consider whether or
not they could modify the plans so as to bring the
cost within the sum decided upon. Mr. Robbins
said the first thing to decide was whether or not
the architect had complied with the instructions
given him by the council, and whether or not he
had forfeited his right for consideration by the
council. Mr. Powell said the architect had not
complied with the conditions, and a deadlock had
been created. They could not spend more than
£3,500, and it appeared to him that they should
consider plans by other architects. Ultimately,
it was decided to call Mr. Perry into the room to
make an explanation. Mr. Perry said that he
could make such modifications as would reduce
the cost by £1,500 without interfering with the
original plans. The architect having withdrawn,
it was decided that the scheme prepared by Mr.
Perry be rejected, and a motion that the council
consider the plans prepared by Mr. Wenyon,
Great Bridge, was also carried. Mr. Wenjon
then appeared before the council, and, after
alluding to certain modifications in his plans
which might be made, gave an assurance to the
council that his scheme could be carried out well
under the sum specified, with his fees as architect
included. Ultimately Mr. Wenyon was ap-
pointed architect, and a resolution was passed not
to engage a surveyor to prepare the quantities.
The clerk pointed out that, according to the deed
of the gift, the land would revert to the donor on
the 27th October unless the council commenced
thereon the erection of a public building by them.
A Member :

" We can get out of the difficulty by
putting 25,000 bricks on the ground." It was
decided to instruct the architect to have some
portion of the proposed building erected on the
ground before the time specified.

The city council of Webtminster has been
trying experiments with various classes of timber,
and is about to test the wearing properties of
camphor-wood blocks. Buckingham Palace-road
is to be repaved by the London, Brighton, and
South Coast Railway in connection with the
enlargement of Victoria Station, and a strip of
about 150 yards of camphor-wood will be tried.
If within four years the new paving proves
unsatisfactory it is to be replaced by creosoted
deal. The city engineer states that the experi-
ment is entirely new. The wood has never
before been used for paving in or out of the
British Isles. A specimen block of the wood,
which comes from East India, was of a rich
brown colour and close-grained. The Citv of
Westminster has received many presents of woods
from concetsionaires and others anxious to find a
market for their timber. Just now the paving
opposite the Carlton Hotel is being carefully
watched. When it was laid 18 months ago four
different kinds of wood were used—boxwood,
blackbutt, tallow-wood, and algaroba. The first
three were presents from the New South Wales
Government, and the last from the Government of

Brazil. All four are just beginning to show
signs of wear, though as yet it is too early to

decide which is the moat satisfactory.

The church of St. Chrysostom, Victoria Park,
Manchester, took fire on Saturday night, and,
with the exception of the tower, spire, and stone
walls, it was almost completely destroyed. The
registers and church plate were secured while the
fiames were consuming the roof. It is conjectured,

though not ascertained, that the fire originated in

some way connected with the installation of

electric light and a new heating apparatus. The
damage done is covered by insurance. The church
was built between 1875 and 1877, from designs
by Mr. Redmayne ; it cost about £13,000, and
seated 5G6 worshippers. It was a stone structure.

Early English in style, consisting of nave, apsidal

chancel, and narrow aisles with tower attached on
north east, and small chapel to south east. The
dedication festival commemorating its consecra-
tion by Bishop Eraser, four-and-twenty years
ago, was to have been held on Sunday, and among
the losses is a stained glass east window, which
formed a memorial to Dr. Eraser.

Diking the next few days demonstrations will

be given, at 27a, Cannon-street and Dalmeny
House, Monument, of the Wenzel sculpture
copying machine, a reproducing device that works
in wood, stone, and metal. A balanced frame,
so suspended that it has freedom of movement in

every direction, carries a bar along which there
is a row of driU-heads—two, four, or six, accord-
ing to the size and capacity of the machine.
Beneath these the blocks of material which are to

be worked are fixed in carriers, which can be
turned round through definite distances so as to

present different faces to the drills. In the centre
of the bar on which the drills are borne is a style,

or " pointer," beneath which, in a carrier similar

to those in which the rough blocks are fixed

is the original which it is desired to copy.
It follows that every movement made by
the pointer in following the outlines of the
original is reproduced by each of the drills,

so that a number of copies are simultaneously
shaped. The drills are driven at about 1,200
revolutions a minute, either by a foot-treadle or

by some source of power, and are, of course,

changed from time to time according to the
character of the work in hand and the stage of

reproduction it has reached ; but it is found more
economical, in articles which require high finish

of surface, to do the final polishing by hand, i'or

the machine it is claimed that not only does it

supersede the ordinary '

' pointing
'

' process of the
sculptor, but also is capable of wide application in

art and industry, with economy of time and
money. Eor example, the builder can have any
number of copies of pieces of ornamental stone or

woodwork produced more quickly and cheaply
than is possible by hand labour, for it is stated

that the output of one of the largest of these

machines is estimated to be equal to that of 26
craftsmen, and that it can do in hours what could
only be done by hand in dajs. Abroad it is said

to be profitably employed in making lasts for

bootmakers, gunstocks, engineering patterns,

numeral letters, acd other articles of regular or

irregular shape that are required in quantity.

Foil an Indian Rajah a Sheffield firm are

making a bedroom suite in solid stealing sOver,

upon which the highest art of Sheffield, or any
other city, is being lavished, regardless of expense.

The suite comprises a four-post bedstead, twelve
dining room and easy chairs, two couches, four

tables, drawing-room cabinet, and lady's dressing
table. The bedstead, Sft. long by Oft. broad and
13it. 6in. high, is described as magnificent in

design and execution. The head-panel in sterling

repousse is an allegorical representation of Sleep,

after the late Albert Moore, A.R.A. On the foot-

panel " Dancing Nymphs," afterthe same artist,

are depicted. Surmounting the pedestals are figures

representing the Four Seasons, standing 3ft. high,

which have been specially modelled by Mr. liirnie

Rhind, R.S A. The drawing-room cabinet and
dressing-table are in the style of Chippendale or

French marqueterie. The panels are flower

studies in repousse chasing, with the wild rose,

the blackberry, &c. The dining-room and easy

chairs, also the two couches or ottomans, are

designed in like style. To obtain the correct

contour and rigidity necessary for actual use,

light frames of oak have been made, >ipon which
sterling silver has been solidly fitted, soldered,

cast, and decorated. The four console tables are

entirely of sterling silver, designed for occasional

use in bourdoir or drawing-room, and otherwise

for supporting decorative statuary or race-plate.

All four are of different shape, but the same pro-

portionate arrangement, distribution, and general

effect. The decoration is Louis Seize silver

chasing in low relief.

CHIPS.
At Blackpool on Saturday a marble statue of

Queen Victoria, a standing figure executed by Major
Walter Merrett, was unveiled by the Mayoress in the
main entrance to the town hall. Afterwards the
Mayor laid the corner-stone of the new technical

school at Kaik's View. The school, which will

accommodate 3,000 students, is to be built from
designs by Messrs. Potts, Son, and Hennings,
selected in competition, and iUnstrated in the
Building News for Oct. 30, 1903.

At Monday's meeting of the town council of

Aberdeen the question of the reconstruction and
enlargement of the municipal buildings, which has
been under consideration for several years, in the
shape of schemes ranging in cost from about
£30,000 downwards, was again discussed, on a
proposal by the finance committee, who submitted
a plan by the city architect, showing a modified
scheme, which is not expected to exceed in cost

from £3,500 to £4,000. Under this modified scheme,
the structural arrangements of the building would
be interfered with as little as possible ; there would
be no alteration on the existing Une to Broad -street

and Concert -court, and the accommodation afforded

would be sufficient for requirements for the next
few years. After a long discussion this scheme was
adopted by IS votes to 10.

The Mayor of Leicester, Alderman Sawday,
formally opened, on Monday, the New Victoria-

hall and Music Galleries at Leicester. The new
institution is in the centre of the town, and is a
stone structure of five stories, surmounted by a
tower, designed by Mr. E. Burgess, and erected; at

a cost of over £30,000. The building will be devoted
to the promotion of music in the Midlands, and
include a hall for chamber concerts, an orchestra!

room, and rooms for private tuition. It is the gift

of Mr. J. Herbert Marshall, of Leicester and
Regent-street, London, president of the Music
Trades Association.

The Bettws-y-Coed Urban District Council have
addressed a communication to the Board of Trade,
which has under consideration the Snowdon Light
Railway Order, asking the Board to require that

the line be taken past the Swallow Falls through a
tunnel to avoid spoiling the wooded chff opposite

the falls. Instead of the proposed bridge over the

road at Pontypair, Bettws-y-Coed, the council ask
that there shall be a level crossing, in-order not to

spoil one of the finest views and most frequented
spots in the district.

An adjudication in bankruptcy has been made in

the case of Charles Evelyn Savery, formerly of Mon-
mouth, and St. George's-square, Pimlico, S.W.,
late Chichester-road, Kilburn, N.W., Brighton,
and Richmond, Surrey, but present residence

unknown, architect and surveyor.

It is proposed to place a permanent memorial
of the late Dean Hole in Rochester Cathedral.

By the Bristol Corporation Act of 1904, which
came into operation on Saturday, the area of the
municipal borough is increased by 5,347 acres, the

population by about 13,500, and the rateable value
by £70,000. This makes the total acreage of the
city 17,004, with a population of 354,500, and a
rateable value of about £1,725,000. The added
area comprises the whole of the parishes of Shire-

hampton and Westbury-on-Trjm, a small part of

Henbury, and the urban district of Horfield.

The president of the Gloucester Co-operative
Society on Saturday declared open an arcade,

erected in Brunswick-road, adjoining the society's

main premises. The new building, which has cost

£5,000, and the windows of which contain

2,500sq.ft. of plate-glass, comprises showrooms,
dining-rooms, and a confectionery shop.

The public library presented to Corstorphine,

N.B., by Mr. Andrew Carnegie, was opened on
Saturday by Mr. Hew Morrison, LL.D. It adjoins
the public hall, and includes a reading-room and
lending department.

A sanatorium for the open-air treatment of con-
sumption on Blencatlira, overlooking Keswick, was
opened on Tuesday by Lady Lonsdale. The site

faces full south, and is protected from the north
and north-west by the mountain slopes of Blen-
cathra and Lonscale. The committee have bought
the farm and the fell behind it, and have erected a
plain central block of stone building for adminis-
trative purposes, and have flanked it on either side

with wings of wire wove material.

The St. Pancras Electrical Committee haveresolved
to recommend the increase of the salary of their chief

engineer, Mr. Sydney Baynes, from £800 a year to

£1,000, commencing January next.
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MBETINGS FOB THE ENSXJINa "WEEK.
MOSDAY.-Morley College, Waterloo Bridge-road S.E.

" Comments and Criticisms on Cithedral

Contours," by E. W. Harvey Piper.

8 p.m.
Liverpool Architectural Society. Open-

ing adiess by the President, Philip C.

Thicknesse, 13, Harrington-street. 6p.m.

Tdesd.iy. — Architectu ral Association Camera and
CyclingClub. " Westminster Abbey," by
8. B. Bolas and D. M. Mackenzie. 8 p.m.

Friday.— Architectural Association. "Photography as

applied to Architecture." by E. Dockree.

Royal Architectural Museum, Tufton-

street. 7.30 p.m.

Satubd lY.—Architectural Association. Visit to Charing
Cross Hospital (A. Saxon Snell, archi-

tect). 3 p.m.

LATEST PRICES.
IBON, SCO.

Per ton.
to

{.

Per ton.
£5 15
6 12 6
7 5
S 10

20
6 IT

6

THEAECHITECTUEALASSOCIATION.
OCTOBER 14th: ORDINARY GENERAL MEETING at IS,

Tulton. street, Westtninster. S.W.. at 7 30 p m. Adoption of the

Committee's Report and Balance-Sheet for last Session. Paper by
Mr. E. DOCKREE, entitled " Photography as Applied to Archi-

tecture." illustrated with Lantern Views.
OCTOBER 15th : A VISIT will be paid to the Additions to Charing

Cross HospiUl. Kinff William-Street, Strand, bv kind permisMon of

the Architect, Mr. A. Saxon Snell. Members to meet at toe building

at 2.^' p m.
LOUIS AMBLER 1 „„„ ,,,,,
H. Tanner, Jon. ;

""" """

RoUed-Iron Joists, Belgian £5 10

EoUed-Steel Joists, English 6 10

Wronghtrlion Girder Plates 7

Bar lion, good Staffs 8 5

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Eonnd, or

Square 20

Do., Welsh 6 15

Boiler Plates, Iron-

South Staffs 2 2 2" l\f, n
BestSnedshiU 9 0,, 9 10

Angles IDs., Tees 208. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, *c., £7 78. 6d.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £12 to £13 per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

^
No. 18 to 20. No.22 to 24.

STONE.*
Darley Dale, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 3

Red Mansfield ditto „ ... 2 4i
Hard York ditto 2 10

Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides, landings,

random sizes per foot aup. 2 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slabs sawn two sides,

random sizes ti ... 1 8
• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations
per foot cube £0

Delivered on road waggons, Padtiington

Depot .• ...

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :

—

Brown White
Whit Bed. Base Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the

quarry per foot cube £0 1 53 ... £0 1 7i
Delivered on road waggons \

1

1 6i
18|

eft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Perton^

gauffe ^^^ 1^

Bestditto H S

Cast-iron Coltimns £6 10

Cast-iron Stanchions 6 10

EloUed-Iron Fencing Wire 8
Eolled-Steel Fencing Wire 6 5

„ „ J,
Galvanised. 7 15

Cast-iron Sash Weights 4 12

Cut CUsp Naihi, Sin. to Bin 9 5

Cut Floor Brads 9

Per ton
. £11
, 11 10
. £8 10

8 10
8 5
« 10
8
4 12
9 6
9

Mr. A. S. Wootton, South Molton, has been
appointed surveyor of theBradford-on-Avon Urban
Council.

The City Corporation are making the necessary

legal and other arrangements for the opening of the

crematorium at the City cemetery at Ilford at an
early date. They propose formally to certify to

the Home Secretary that the building is erected

in accordance with plans approved by the Home
Office.

Lady Tate has just annonnced her intention to

give a new organ to the Brixton Independent
Church, Brixton-road. This will be the second

important benefaction of Lady Tate to this church,

for about four years ago she caused a chancel to be

added to the church at her expense as a memorial
to her late husband. Sir Henry Tate. The new
organ, in respect of size and quality, is to be second

only, in .South Loudon, to that at St. Saviour's,

Southwark.

A recommendation from the Accrington Educa-
tion Committee that plans for a new day-school at

Woodnook be prepared by the borough surveyor,

who was to have £200 honorarium, was defeated on
Monday at a meeting of the town council in com-
mittee. Competitive plans are to be obtained, and
£100 will be awarded to the successful architect.

A fatal accident occurred on Friday at the new
County Lunatic Asylum, now in course of erection

by Messrs. B. Whitehouse and Sons, of Birming-
ham, at Barnsley Hall, near Bromsgrove. A stone-

mason named Gorge Henry Gettins, aged 42, of

Birmingham-road, was, with two other men,
moving a large square stone to be used for a land-
ing of a stone staircase, and measuring about 7ft.

square and 2in. thick. The workmen were lowering
it, when it slipped and fell on to Uattins, knocking
a large hole in his skull. He died almost imme-
diately.

In reference to the office of City surveyor, which
recently became vacant by the retirement of Mr.
Andrew Murray, the officers' and clerks' committee
of the Corporation have recommended to the Court
of Common Council that the salary should be £1,000
per annum, rising at the discretion of the Court to a
maximum of Ll,r>00; that the age of candidates
should not exceed .'iO years on the day of election

;

that the position be advertised, and the committee
be empowered to select five candidates for final elec-

tion of one of them by the Court. A suggestion to
amalgamate the two offices of City surveyor and
City engineer is negatived.

In the grounds of the ' Ipswich and East Suffolk
Hospital in Aiijjlosoa-road, Ipswich, a new out-
patients' department has been erected at the sole

cost of Dr. J. II. Bartlet. Mr. J. Shewell Corder,
of Ipswich, is the architect. The new building,
which was erected by Mr. I'.dgar Catchpole, is of
.Suffolk red bricks and roofed with Broseloy tiles.

It cousists of a central hall, lOft. square, ajiproached
by a porch on the south side. This is lighted by a
large skylight. The medical officers' and examina-
tion rooms are grouped round the hall. On the left

is a refreshment-room, and by the side of this is the
e.\it porch. On the further side of the ponh is the
dispensary, 2r>lt. by 14ft., whilst along the north
side are an ophthalmic room, two medical officers'

rooms, and an examination room.

The late Rev. Ilobort Menoe, who died in Sep-
tember leaving £(;;•, 142, has bequeathed £M,000 for
the erection of a church in or near the London
road, in the southern suburbs of Worcester.

At the parish church of Hasketon, near Wood-
bridge, a new organ, built by Messrs. Norman and
Beard, of Norwich and London, was opened last
week.

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

9 10 11 12
9/- 9/6 9,9 10/6

6to7
8/-

8
8,(i

13
11/3

14
12/-

15
13/-

B.W.G.
percwt.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-

Sin, diameter £5 IS to £8

4in.to6in ? 'M " I ,V o
7in. to 24in. (aU sizes) 5 0,, 6 10

[Coated with composition, Ss. Od. per ton eitra ; tamed
and bored joints, 58. ed. per ton extra.]

PIk Iron— ^^' to"-

Cold BUiat, LilleshaU 1658. Od. to 1128. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 65a. Od. to 70a. Od.

Wrooght-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard

Lists f.o.b. (plus 5 per cent.) :—

Gas-Tubes St''"'
Water-Tubes SJi „
Steam-Tubes "74 „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 65 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 50 „
Galvtuiised Steam-Tubes 45 „

lOowt. casks. Sowt. casks.

Per ton. Per ton

at Paddington Depot
Ditto Nine Elms Depot.

.

Ditto Pimlico Wharf

2 1 2 2i

Zinc, English (London mill) £25 10

Do., VieUle Montagne 28 10

Spelter. SUesian 22 8

Sheet Lead, 31b. and upwards ... 13 15

Lead Water Pipe (F.O.R. Lond.) 14 5

Lead Barrel Pipe 15 2

Lead Pipe, Tiimed inside 16 2

„ „ ,. I, and outside 17 12

Composition Gaa-Pipe 16 2

SoU-Pipe (Sin. and 6in. extra) ... 16 2

Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 10 16

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15

Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 71

Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 60 5

Tin, Straits 127 12

Do., English Ingots Ii9

TIUBEB.
Teak, Burmah per load £10

- 9 10
4

5
2 15
4 10
4 5
3
2 10

to £26

„ S8 15

„ 22 11

„ 13 15

„ 14 5

„ 15 2

„ 16 2

„ 17 12

„ 16 2

„ 16 2

.. 10 17

„ 15 5

.. "
„ 60 15

„ 158 12

„ 129 10

OlliS.
Linseed per tun £16
Rapeseed, English pale ... „ ...

Do., brown „ ...

Cottonseed, refined „ ...

OUve, Spanish „ ...

Seal, pale ,* •
Cocoanut, Cochin „ ...

Do., Ceylon ,. ...

Palm, Lagos „ —
Oleine „ —
Lubricating U.8 per gal.

Petroleiun, refined „ ...

Tar, Stockholm per barrel

Do., Archangel „ ...

Turpentine, American ...per tun

:i6 7 6 to £17 7 6

22 10 21
21 10 21 15

17 10 19 10

31 31 5- u
16 26
33 34 u

29 10 30 10

26 10 27 10

17 5 „ 19 S
7 fl 8 u

53

1 6 1 6 II

19 8 1 6

SI „ 37 5

to £18
.. 17

7 15
5 15
8
7
6 10
4 ir

5

Bangkok
Quebec Pine, yellow ,

„ Oak ..

„ Birch f,

„ Elm „
„ Ash I,

Dantsic and Memel Oak „
Fir )•

Wainscot, Riga p. log 2 15

Lath, Dant.iic, p.f 4 0,, 60
St. Petersburg 4 0,, 60

Greenheart 7 15 „ 8
Box TOO,, IB

Sequoia, U.S.A peroubefoot 3 6,, 08
Mahogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick 8,, 008
„ Honduras 8,, 00 7j

„ Mexican 4,, 005
African 8J „ 5j

Cedar, Cuba „ ...0 8,, 3J

„ Honduras „ ... 31 ,. 8J

Satinwood , ... 10 „ 19
Walnut, Italian ,...008,, 00 7J

„ American (logs) 8 1,, 081
Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 12a—12ft. by IJin.

by llin. :—

Quebec, Pine, Ist £22 5

„ 2nd 18
8rd 11 15

Canada Spruce, 1st 10 15

, 2nd and 3rd 8 15

New Brunswick 8
Riga 8
St. Petersburg 8 5
Swedish 10 15

Finland 9 13

White Sea U
Battens, all sorts 5 15

Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

Ist prepared £0 14

2ndditto 13

Other qualities 5

Staves, per standard M :^

U.B

to £29
„ 23 1

14
16 10
10 10
9 10
S 10

17
20
10
20
13 10

£0 18
15
13

£37 10

Memeli brack'
.'.'. 190 Q

,pipe
Memel, cr. pipe .

£45
230
200

CHIPS.

Mr. Parker, surveyor, Thornhill, has been selected

out of 190 applicants as surveyor to Gxinsborough

Urban District Council.

Under the direction of Mr. Hodgson Fowler, of

Durham, Messrs. Thos. Thompson and Son,

Chester-le-Street, have now completed extensive

repairs to the tower of the ancient parish church at

that town. The tower is far away the most ancient

portion of the sacred edifice, and was very much
weather-worn.

A new pavilion at Sally Oak workhouse was

opened last week. It consists of receiving wards

and stores offices and thirteen dormitories, and has

cost £54,760. Messrs. C. Whitwell and Sons were

the architects, and Mr. Barnard Hall was the

consulting engineer.

A new reredos of oak, designed by Mr. J. S.

Corder, of Ipswich, has been placad in St. Matthew's

Parish Church in that town as a memorial. It

extends the whole of the chancel, and is divided

into five panels, three of these being carved in high

relief and coloured, the subjects being the >fativity,

flanked on right and left by the Adoration of the

Shepherds and the Offerings of the Magi ;
the two

outside panels are occupied by flat painted repre-

sentations of the Angel Gabriel and the Virgin

Mary. Messrs. Percy Bacon and Bros, executed

the work.

The sales at the Mart last week, as registered at

the Estate Exchange, amounted to £28,970, and

for the corresponding week of last year to £67,037.

The Wesley hall and schools in Jeune-lane,

Oxford, were opened last week. They are Renais-

sance in style and built of stone from the Ham-
borough quarries, Bath stone being employed for

dressings. The schools are of brickwork. Mr.

Stephen Salter is the architect, and the builders

were Messrs. Kingerleo and Son.

The Essex County Council propose to erect new
schools at Stanford-le-Hope, Castle Hedingham,

Sible Hedingham, Stanford, Walton-on-the-Naze,

and Chadwell St. Mary. The county council have

also agreed to contribute £ 1 ,000 towards the erection

and fitting up of so much of the art school at

Chelmsford as is used for science and art instruction

upon certain conditions.

Chester Consistory-court has confirmed the erec-

tion of a stained-glass window in the nave of All

Saints' Church, Cheadle Hulme, as a memorial of a

late parishioner. The cost will be about £.')00.

The sadction of the L.G.B. has now been re-

ceived by the Ilkley Urban District Council to the

loan of £2,;'iO0, their share of the cost of erecting

the new girdor bridge over the river Wharfe and

the extension of lirook-street.

Lord Tredegar opened at Tredegar on Monday a

new cottage hospital, erected at a cost of £3,000.

Mr. William Meeds, of Station-road, Burgess

Hill Sussex, brick and tile manufacturer, loft

property of the gross value of f 19,000, including

net personalty of £3,727.

The alterations at the town-hall of Stoke-on-

Trent are now practically complete. Tlie improve-

ments have been carried out under the direction of

Mr. Burton, the borough surveyor.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Esremont- Public Offlcea (estimated curt £15,000) £260, £75, £50 H. W. Cook, Clerk, Public Offices, Egiemont, Cheshire Dec. 21

Spezia—Drainage Scheme £400 11 fiignor Sindaco della, Spezia n ^^

LoDdon, W.C.—PerspectiTC Drawing ol Building for Tropical
, , , ^ ,, -m rf m

aimate „... £50 Sanders and Harding, Solicitors. 5B, Lincoln 8 Inn-fields, W.C. .... ,,
ai

Conmna, Sj ain—Widening Roads £290, £115 The Com. Intel. Dept., Bd. of Trade, 73, Basinghall-st.,E.C. (1905) Sept.lt.

Dingwall—Sir Hector Macdonald National Memorial John Macdonald, 6, Carlton-place, Glasgow —

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Eenfrew- Extension of Blawarthill Hospital
Morley—Extensions to Rag-place Mills
Birkenhead — Workhouse Laundry Buildings
Tempo—Parochial Hall
Caerleon— Repairs to Arches
Exeter—Car Depot, Heavitree-roal
RadcliflFe—Greenhouse in CoronatdoQ Park

,YoxaIl—Parish Hall
Bradford— Schools, Byron-street
Malvern—Public Library
Falmouth—Addition to isolation Hospital
Aberdeen— Theatre
Ilford—Additions to Tramway Offices
Belfast—New Premises
Ripley—Brick Shelter at Recreation Ground,
Llansedwm— Repairs to School
Gwynfe— Repairs to Schoolmaster's House
Princeville, Bradford—Wesleyan Chapel and School
Esgerdawe- Repairs to School
BlaentwTch—Repairs to School
Birmingham—Electric Generating Station
Talley- Repairs to School
Llangendeime-Repairs to School
Kirkburton-Foundations for Smallpox Hospital
Llanboidy—Repairs to School
Llanwinja, Cwmbach— Repairs to School
Treharris-Altering Danycraig House
Cwmdu—Repairs to School
Bynea, Llanelly-Alterations to School
London, N.—Front Block, Northern District Port Office
Farmers—Repairs to School
Llanybyther—Repairs to School
Sonthampton— Additions to Two A.V. Drill Halls
Penrhiwlas—Cloakroom and Repairs to School
Crugbar—Repairs to School
Coedmore, near Lampeter—New Offices at School
Bradford— Out-patients' Department at Children's Hospital...
Larkswood, Chingford—Isolation Hospital
Baildon—Detached House, West-lane
Fochriw—Extending Penybank Isolation Hospital.
Bradford- Factory, Burnett-street
Durham — Five Houses, New-street
Abergavenny— Free Library, Victoria-street
Cismington. Weymouth—Ccastguard Buildings
Meriden—Residence and Office
Seven Sisters -Calvinistic Methodist Chapel
Runcorn—Engine House
Wigan—Temporarv Hospital at Workhouse
DarUngton-New Wing to Neasham Hall
Cork— Reconstructing Library Roof
Portsmouth—Cookery Centre, Francis-avenue School
Amersham, Bucks—Workhouse Infirmary
Londonderry—Additions to Post Office
Merthyr Tydfil—Hospital Works
Birmingham—Enlarging Dudley-road School
Corkbeg, Co. Dublin—Coastguard Station
Sunderland-Engine House
Bromley, E.—Additions to Stores Dept. at Devons-rd. Asylum
Pontnewydd- Additions to National ychools
Hampstead, N.W.—Housing Scheme, Lower Cross-road
Streatham—Sorting Office
Cockbumspath, Berwick—Coastguard Buildings
Ince, Wigan—Additions to Old Council Offices
Gravesend— Public Library, Windmill-street
North Camp, Aldershot—Branch Post Office
Deepcut Camp, Famborough—Post Office ^

Penyrenglyn- School (280 places)
Ashford—Mortuary
Troedyrhiw—Enlarging English Wesleyan Church
Isles of Abou-Saad and Wasta, near Jeddah —Pilgrims' House
Hull—Alterations to Premises, Beverley-road
Darlington—Roof Repairs at Locomotive Works
Sheffield-Eight Houses, Carrfield-street
Hovetdn St. Peter—Rebuilding Farm
Van.xhall Bridge-road, S.W.—Shops and Flats
Salisbury— Carnegie Free Library
Leamington- Additions to Regent Hotel
Bamsley— School, Doncaster-road
Exeter—Two Detached Residences at Pennsylvania Park
Banbury -Alterations to House and Shop
Exeter—Alterations to Blacking's Spirit Vaults, High-street ..

Thomton-lc-Moor-Stables
Batley—Fifteen Houses, Bradford-road
Hull - Shop and Furniture Showrooms

Joint Hospital Board
H. H. Watson
Guardians

Magor District Council
Corporation
Urban District Council

Education Committee
Urban District Council
Falmouth and Truro Port Authority
Robert Arthur Theatres Co
Urban District Council
Thompson and Son
Urban District Council
Education Committee
Education Committee

Education Committee
Education Committee
Electric Supply Comnaittee
Education Committee
Education Committee
Joint Isolation Hospital Committee,
Education Committee
Education Committee
Conservative Club
Education Committee
Educatron Committee
H.M. Commissioners of Works
Education Committee ..

Education Committee
Lieut.-Col. J. H. Harrison Hogge ..

Education Committee
Education Committee
Education Committee

Walthamstow U.D.C.

Gelligaer Rural District Council
J. Scott
Co-operative Society, Ltd.

Guardians..

Rural District Council
Guardians
Sir Thomas Wrightson, Bart., M.P...

Education Committee
Guardians

Urban District Council
Education Committee ..

Water Co
Poplar & Stepney Asylum Managers

Borough Council
H.M. Commissi:fners of Works..

Urban District Council
'Town Council
H.M. Commissioners of Works ....

H.M. Commissioners of Works ...

Rhondda Urban District Council

.

Urban District Council

Geo. r. Briatow .

Sheffield Brick Co., Ltd
Late Sir J. H. Preston's Trustees

Library Committee ...

Education Committee

Corporation

Dover and Newsome Baxter, Ltd.

Wm. Harland and Co

Stewart and Paterson, Architects, 14, BIythswood-square, Glasgow. Oct,

T. A. Buttery and S. B. Birds, Architects, Queen-street, Morley ...

Edmund Kirby, F.R.I.B.A., 5, Cook-street, Liverpool
The Rev. F. G. Nelson, Tempo, Ireland
Ithel Thomas, Clerk, Queen's Hill. Newport, Mon
Thomas Moulding, A.M.I.C.E., 7, Southernhay West, Exeter
S. Mills, Clerk, Council Offices, Radclitfe, Lanes
Dr, F. G. Armson, Yoxall, Burton-on-Trent
Tho. Garbutt, Secretary. Bradford
Henry A. Crouch, A.R I.B.A., 12, Gray's Inn-square, W.C
The Borough Surveyor, Falmouth
F. Matcham and Co., Archts., vi, Warwick-court, Holborn, W.C. ...

H. Shaw. A.M.I.C.E., Surveyor, Town Hall, Ilford

Gr,'eme-Watt and TuUoch, Architects. 77a, Victoria-street, Belfast
C. W. Thompson, Surveyor, Pubhc Offices, Ripley, Derby
W. D. Jenkins, M.S. A., County Education Architect. Carmarthen
W. D. Jenkins, M.S.A.. County Education Architect, Carmarthen
Abm. Sharp. Architect, Market-street, Bradford
W. D. Jenkins, M.S.A., County Education Architect, Carmarthen
W. D. Jenkins, M.S.A., County Education Architect, Carmarthen
Ewan Harper & Brother, Architects, Corporation-st., Birmingham
W. D. Jenkins, M.S.A., County Education Architect, Carmarthen
W. D. Jenkins, M,8.A., County Education Architect, Carmarthen
J. Berry, Architect, 3, Market-place, Huddersfield
W. D. Jenkins, M.S.A., County Education Architect, Carmarthen
W. D. Jenkins, M.S. A., County Education Architect, Carmarthen
William Dowdeswell, Architect, Treharris, Wales
W. D. Jenkins, M.S. A., County Education Architect, Carmarthen
W. D. Jenkins, MSA., County Education Architect, Carmarthen
J. Wager, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W
W. D. Jenkins, M S.A., County Education Architect. Carmarthen
W. D. Jenkins, M.S. A., County Education Architect, Carmarthen
Lemon and Blizard, FF,S.I., Architects, Southampton
W, D. Jenkins, M.S.A.. County Education Architect, Carmarthen
W. D. Jenkins, M.B.A., County Education Architect, Carmarthen
W. D. Jenkins, M.S.A., County Education Architect, Carm.arthen
Jas, Ledingham, F.R I.B.A., District Bank Chambers, Bradford ...

G. W. Holmfs, A M.I.C.E., Town Hall. Walthamstow
J. Harper Bakes, Architect, Calverley Chambers, Leeds
P. Vivian Jones, Architect, Hengoed
Edward L. Gaunt. A R.I.B.A , 5, Chatles-street, Bradford
George Ord. Architect, 16, The Avenue, Durham
B. J. Francis, Architect. Abergavenny
The Director of Works. Admiralty, 21, Northumberland-av.,W,C..,
H, W. Chattaway, Architect. Trinity Churchyard, Coventry
J. Cook Rees. Architect, Neath
G. F. Ashton, Clerk. 71, High-street, Runcorn
H, Ackerley, Clerk, it, Victoria Bui dings, Wigan
G. G. Hoskins, F.R I.B.A., Court Chambers, Darlington
Robert Walker and Son, Architects, 17, South Mall, Cork
A. H. Bone, Architect. Cambridge Junction, Portsmouth
H. Belch, Architect, Chesham
The Office of Public Works. Dublin
T. Fletcher Harvey, Engineer, Town Hall, Merthyr Tydfil

H. T. Buckland, Architect, 2da, Paradise-street, Birmingham
H. WiUiams, Secretary, Office of Public Works, Dubhn
T. and C. Hawkesley, C.E., 30, Great George-st.. Westminster, S.W.
J. and W. Clarkson, Architects, 136, High-street, Poplar, E
W, H. Dashwood Caple, Architect. Church-street Chambers. Cardiff

O. E. Winter, Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Hampstead, N.W. ...

The Secretary, H.M, Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W
The Director of Works, Admiralty, 21, Northumberland-aT.,W,C...
A. T. Swain, Surveyor, luce, Wigan
E. J. Bennett. A.E.I.B A., 191, Parrock-street, Gravesend
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W
Jacob Rees, Architect, Hillside Cottage, Pentre
Wm. Terrill, Surveyor's Office, North-street, Ashford, Kent
J. Tiley, 16, Tydvil-teirace, Trredyrhiw Nov.
The Sanitary Administration. Ottoman Empire, Constantinople

,

T. Brownlow Thompson, Architect. 15, ParUament-street, Hull ... —
Robert Stephenson and Co.. Ltd., Darlington —
W. G. Buck, Architect. 4. East-parade, Sheffield —
W. J. Dunham, Architect, Opie-street, Norwich —
Palgrave and Co,, Architects, 28, Victoria-street, S.W —
Alfred C. Bothams. Architect. 32. Chipper-lane, Salisbury —
Brown and Barrow, 12, Norfolk-street. Strand, W.C —
Ernest W. Dyson, Architect, 11, Market-hill, Bamsley —
J. Archibald Lucas, F.S.I., Architect, Guildhall Chambers, Exeter —
W. E. Mills. Architect, 12, Horse Fair, Banbury —
J. Archibald Lucas, F.8.I., Architect, GuUdhall Chambers, Exeter —
J. E. Walton, Architect, Northallertju —
John H. Brearley, Architect, Branch-road, Batley —
Freeman, Son, and Gaskell, Architects, Albert Chambers, Hull —

»
10
10
10
10

10
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11

11
11
11
11
11
II
11
11

11
11
11

n
11
11
II
12
12
12
12
12
13
14
14
1»
15
15
17
17
17
1"

17
18
IS
IS
IS
18
IS
19
19
21
21
22
21
27
27
28
28
1
9

BLECTRIOAI.
Calcutta—Hydraulic Plant Port Commissioners -- ..„ , -

'
. 8. E.— Electrical Work at Ranger's House London County Council M. Fitzmiurice. C.M.G., County Hall. Spring Gardens, 8.W.

PLANT.
J. H. Apjohn, M,A., M.I.C E., 17, Victoria-street, S.W Oct.

Blackheath ^_.
Espinar, Spain— Lighting Town by Electricity .....T

' The Alcaldia Constitucional of Espinar
Brighton—Electric Light Installation at Sanatorium Town CouncU Hugo Talbot, Town Clerk, Town H«U, Brighton
Ghent—Ten Electric Cranes Municipality Au College Echevinal de la Ville de Gand
Wandsworth, S.W.—Electric Lighting Council House Borough Council P. W. P. Adams, M.I.E E., 28, Victoria-street, Westminster

ENGINEERINO.
Cromer—Machinery at Metton Pumping Station Urban District Council
London, S,E.— Shoots and Quay Wall, Glengall Wharf Camherwell Borough Council
Pontypridd— Steam Motors Urban District Council
Rochdale— Condensers and Pipes Corporation
Cadeby and Black Carr—Railway (6 miles) Dearne Valley Railway Co
Ipswich—Additional Boiler Electric Supply and Tramways Com.
Ludlow—Sewage Disposal Works Town Council
Swindon—Water Maine {12 miles) Corporation
Calcutta—Plant Port Commissioners

J. C. Mellis, M.I.C.E., 261. Gresham House. Old Broad-strejt, E.G. Oct.

Wm. Oxtoby, Engineer. Town Hall, Camberwell, S.E „
P. R. A. WUloughby A.MI.CE, Council Offices. Pontypridd „
Lacey, Sillar, and Leigh, Engineers, 2, Queen Annes Gate, S,W ,

S, R. Kay, A.M.I.C.E., 1, Albion-place, Leeds ,,

F. Ayton, Chief Engineer and Manager, Constantine-road, Ipswich „
J, H, Williams, Town Clerk, Ludlow ...

H. J. Hamp, Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Swindon
J. H. Apjohn, M.A., M.I.C.E , 17, Victoria-st., Westminster, S.W. „
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NEGLECTED POINTS AND OPPOR-
TUNITIES OP DESIGN.

THE attention of the profession is not
always called to those principles of their

art upon which success in design is based,
the " daily round " of professional duties, the
routine of practice, are tooabsDrbingto leave
the architect much time for those considera-
tions and subtleties of art which the theorist

so often loves to dwell upon. In an age of

unparalleled activities, physical, mechanical,
social, moral, when buildings and streets

have to be erected in a few weeks, when speed
in building is almost an essential to com-
mercial undertaking, the architect can have
very little time or opportunity for studying
or revising his work. As the President of the
Architectural Association, in his opening
address, said last week, we have schemes in

hand which no previous generation has ever
known, and the " most conspicuous feature
in our new architecture is the entire absence
of uniformity or consideration of surround-
ings." And we believe this is one of the
evidences of neglect which our hurried
architecture affords. Our new streets and
buildings which are being erected on the
cleared Strand site bear witness to the want of

control and disregard of the surroundings.
Can any two blocks of building appear less in

accord than the New Gaiety Theatre and
restaurant adjoining ? We do not criticise

the designs externally, but their connection :

individually they possess dignity, and
many good qualities

; but, taken to-

gether as two important buildings at

this west end of the Strand's frontage,
they certainly do not presage much for the
unity of conception of the whole series of
buildings which are destined to occupy so
magnificent a site in one of the widest
thoroughfares in liondon. Are we to have
other edifices designed with the same
neglect of ensemble and opportunity I-" We
are told architects will not allow themselves
to be controlled by neighbouring buildings

;

therefore, our streets present a want of
character and scale. No one can dispute the
statement. Through the want of a central
authority such as those which France,
Germany, and Italy possess, our new streets
are no sooner formed than they are left in the
hands of individual owners, speculators, and
architects, who erect buildings of the most
conflicting and incoherent character, without
any regard for scale orcontinuity of horizontal
lines, and of all conceivable heights and styles.
Wo are not advocating any formal type or
uniformity in the elevation now, but merely
such an observance of character, scale, and
height, as will produce a fairly homogeneous
range of farades that will not do violence to our
sense of art. We are afraid we must admit,
as the President of the A.A. indicated, that
the great opportunities afforded by Aldwych
and Kingsway will be lost if these sites
are to be occupied with the creations of com-
mercial syndicates, designed in styles too
varied and capricious to agree with any of the
older edifices on the opposite side of the
Strand, such as Somerset House or St.
Mary - le - Strand. Wo have instances
of too many spoilt streets to hope
for any greit improvement in this
matter. The commercial syndicate and
speculative builder acquire all now sites

;

the comer plots are first taken and
built over, which sot the "key-note"
to the rest of the frontage. These are often
unusually ambitious or commonplace

; then
another owner acquires a plot near and

erects a building of quite another character,

and the other lots are taken and built upon
in the same reckless manner, without the

slightest attempt to make the elevations

correspond. The whole frontage is thus

irretrievably marred by a variety of eleva-

tions of all heights, proportions, and styles,

in which obtrusive decoration and huge
letters and advertisements appear. So long

as we suffer the colossal advertising by vast

posters on the hoarding and fronts of new
commercial buildings, making our facades

the framework of all kinds of illuminated

letters and pictures, we cannot look for much
improvement. These ought to be regulated

or suppressed by the London County Council

in the interests of our street architecture.

If iron or gas-pipe frames are to be placed

between the windows of shops and business

E
remises, or as sky signs for the display of

uge letters, the architect will lose all heart

in the design of street elevations. It is

certainly demoralising. In several London
streets we may notice new buildings covered

over with lettering and illuminated devices,

quite concealing their proportions and
features. It is a source of profit, no doubt,

but quite inimical to good architecture.

One of the mistakes made in our modern
building designs is the neglect of material

—

that is to say, of the non-adaptation of design

to various kinds of material. Neglect in

this point has been to a great extent owing to

the mode of study that has been in vogue

;

of drawing elevations of buildings on paper
from copies of old or new examples without
any relation to the material, or whether brick

or stone is used. Thus old stone buildings

are often reproduced in brick, and vke vevm ;

the architectural designer thinks only of his

outline of features, the drawing of, say, the

stone window dressings, cornices, pilasters,

and other features. Reproduced in brick-

work, the real truth and charm and character

of the stone original is lost. The old custom of

setting youths in offices or in classrooms to

draw elevations of buildings in which no in-

dication of the material or jcinting is

visible has led to the neglect ; and wa are

I

glad to find that in the proposed evening
classes of the Association, perspectives of the

subject given are to be made by the student,

! and the " finish of these in various media
' will be touched upon," so that the drawing
' made '

' will give accurate ideas of the
finished building." One sees designs carried

out in brick which would look much better in

stone ; features are introduced which would
be more suitable for stonework, such as

window dressings, cornices, and pilasters ; in

other instances, the stone details are copied
in teiTaootta, for which material they are

' not adapted, and seem out of place. Drawings
of buildings, if made more explanatory and
less pictorial, would prevent these mistakes.

I One of the evils arising from the neglect

j

of material in design is the common one of

! piling a heavy stone or brick superstructure
of several stories, and with orders of columns
or pilasters on a wide plate-glass window.
The solidity and massive character of the
masonry have an almost crushing effect on

I

the glass below. An intelligent appreciation
' of material in design is one of the subjects

:
that ought to receive more attontion in our
schools. Another subject about which we
spoko not long ago is the value to be attached
to scale, also a neglected principle in our
street architecture. When we see a huge
building breaking the linos of adjoining
street fai;ade3, and designed without any
relation to the proportions of solids and
voids, or the height of orders and stories, wo
are constrained to utter a word of protest. At
the West End and in the City are to be seen
instances of neglect of this valuable quality.

Nash in Regent-street and Woods at liiitli

have left us examples of street architecture
of a quiet and dignified character, broad in

surface treatment, in which the wholo front-

age was studied rather than individual

buildings. But in their time architectural

design had not lost the influence of Classicism.

Greek and Roman and Renaissance models
guided the taste of the architects of the
period when Soane, Chambers, Nash, and
their compeers practised. Their works
possessed a monumental spirit and scale.

But architects lost their monumental ideals

directly they began to turn their atten-

tion to individual effort, and to the
styles which followed the Revival. Then
came a period of chaos in architecture: every-
one sought for a new style or a new version

of one to make his own, and to win popularity.

We had different kinds of Renaissance,

Queen Anne, Georgian, the Adam Bros.,

Japanese, and other crazes. The architect's

training has been influenced by this study of

disjointed and incoherent styles. We do not

want to return to the Regent-street or the

Gower-street style of bui'ding our streets,

but we certainly have lost their good quali-

ties, while delighted to pick up some of their

eccentricities. Little details and quaint

features rather than design on a monumental
scale appear to have become the order of

the day. All is individual and capricious in

our streets. One commercial firm wishes to

outdo another, and he erects a building that

will defy his neighbour's and will be telked

about, something "loud" and eccentric, and
architects have to be made, if not found, to

give him what he wants. So it is—the

architectural mind has been formed on what
it has fed. It looks for diversity ; but this

principle, though interesting, is not the wisest,

nor the best, on which to model our new-

thoroughfares. The motive that should
governour civic architecture i? absent ;—men
have all been made individualists from
various causes, and there is little to create a
large sense of art or of those monumental
ideas which we look for in the design of a
new street or square, and which are found in

all the principal Continental cities. Design-
ing in mass is one of apparent difficulty with
most artists of the present day. Composition
is seldom studied in our buildings ; we have
all kinds of petty vagaries of form, but no
attempt to produce a general impression.

In every building the "interest must be
focalised," says one writer—that is to say,

the entrance or central feature—say, a dome
or tower—becomes the chief motive. The
point or focus of interest is called a " climax"
—in other words, the climax' must be made
the most interesting motive in a composi-
tion : it should occupy the most important
position. Of the minor elements or features,

they should feel the influence of the climax

—that is to say, they should be dominated
by it—and these subordinate features must
contrast one with the other. In short, the

same laws hold both in architecture, com-
position, and in music. Take repeating

forms. We know how distressing is the

even repetition of notes
;
yet we find build-

ings designed with a monotonous repetition

of features or equal spacing. An author

writing on pictorial composition says: "la
a pictorial composition the different elements

must balance in such a manner that the

average of interest will fall in the middle of

the frame. In the other visual arts, balance

in relation to the centre of gravity must be

observed." These laws are of universal

application in all the arts of composition.

In a building with a centre and two wings,

wo havo the first law satisfied : the main
interest or climax is focalised in tho central

portico or entrance, and tho two extreme

wings, also emphasised by columns or

pilasters, are controlled by the former.

Thoi'o is also balance in the composition,

as both sides of tho central climax are sym-
metrical with regard to tho vertical axis.

In tho Strand front of the Iiiw Courts the

"climax" is certainly the large gabled

entrance to tho central hall. This, at least,

seems to be the chief interest in the fai.ade,

though eastward is a secondary motive or
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climax in the lofty tower which finishes

the facade ; but this is secondarj', and
controlled by the main climax, with
its gable and fleche over hall. It is

a good example of a composition having
two points of interest, though the end
feature is subordinated by the centre. "The
plan explains this. The central hall, with
its surrounding courts, is the principal group,
they form the main axis of building, while
eastward and westward are offices with sur-
rounding offices attached to the central
group. In many street facades we find

no " climax "
: the whole front is frittered in

divisions of no interest ; the entrance does not
make a feature

;
perhaps at one end is a

corbelled turret or bay which the eye is led

to. In other street designs the facade is

divided into two by a difference of material
and treatment ; but one part does not in the
least agree or harmonise with the other part.

The effect of several blocks of houses or shops
belonging to different firms carries to extreme
this subdivision of parts so detrimental to a
monumental effect. The fenestration varies,

so does the height of the stories, the cornices

and roofs ; the effect in a long perspective of

the street or from the opposite side is in-

coherent and disjointed; we look in vain
along its length for some central feature or

climax ; there is none, though a lofty blank
is to be seen near the end of the long facade

;

but there is nothing that will balance with it

on the other side. Perhaps the elevation
from one cross street to the next is lopsided

;

it is nothing but a haphazard jumble of

buildings erected by owners and firms who
are rivals. There is interest in the
quaint irregularity of some old - world
city street, where commercial competition
has not entered. Men then built in a natural
and unostentatious manner : the houses seem
to run into one another

; the roofs were here
and there a story higher, or relieved by a
gable end, but totally devoid of appearing
aggressive in their singularity. The houses
group picturesquely together ; there was no
regulation to require uniform building lines,

or party-waUs, so the fronts are not even ;

here and there is a projection, and
occasionally the upper stories overhang,
and as we view it from the opposite side of the
street, the whole is an example of varied plan
outline relieved by centres of interest, though
never repeats. The present day architect is

controlled by very different influences : he
has to conform to by-laws, he has to cater

for "up-to-date" commercial wants,
endeavour to vie with neighbours, and is

bound by economy. He has not to study
environment—rather to create novelty. He
begins by designing a feature of the elevation

;

details absorb more of his attention than the

general mass or outline, so the design fails.

In the endeavour to please his client's tastes

and to create a little sensation, he loses sight

of the general mass. The elevations of

buildings we see in the streets are composed
in a piecemeal kind of way. A window is

taken from here, and a turret or roof from
there, and then pieced together to agree with
the plan. Stories are added or repeated, but
any attempt to dispose the exterior, or to

arrange it artistically, is overlooked, or thought
superfluous. We are forced to admit
that in the planning of new streets and cities,

the claims of commerce, the rivalries of

individual owners, their vested interests, have
completely rendered it impossible to do any-
thing on a large or monumental scale. The
leasehold system has too bad a blighting
influence, for it has taken away all enterprise

on the part of those who purchase plots. We
have to thank the inaptitude and indifference

of municipalities for not appointing a super-
vising authority to control the extension and
additions to our towns, so that the community
may enjoy the advantages of well-planned
public gardens, wide avenues, squares, open
spaces and fountains, before the invasion of

the speculative builder has rendered such

boons impossible to be accomplished at a
reasonable cost. The A'ictoria Memorial will

be one attempt of the national enthusiasm of

the people to redeem the character of the
Metropolis by showing what can be done,
and to suggest what could have been accom-
plished in other directions. Trafalgar-square
and Whitehall might have been made one
magnificent approach from the south if they
had been planned as a whole, and Piccadilly

Circus and its approaches have been made a
terminal centre of much beauty instead of a
jumble of awkward arrangements and design.

The t'ity and its main thoroughfares have had
fewer opportunities, owing to the narrow and
tortuous ramifications of its streets and lanes,

though the space round St. Paul's offered at

least an oppoi'tunity some years ago, before
the large commercial warehouses on the
south side were built. Aiin to our subject
are various other subsidiary matters which
deserve notice, such as the co-operation of

the landscape artist, sculptor, and painter in

the embelhshment of our buildings, our
streets, squares, and open spaces. These
are matters which await a more auspicious
time, when municipalities begin to realise

that they have talent in their midst, which
can be promoted and encouraged by public
schools and competition.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES.

PEC>BABLY the architect more than any
other class of professional man has to

bear the brunt of disappointment in respect of

his services. The client alters his mind and
gives up the idea of carrying out the design ;

circirmstanoes intervene which prevent the

client building, as when the site cannot be
had, or has been sold for another purpose, or he
finds the cost too great, or he denies having
given any definite insti-uctions to his archi-

tect. These are a few of the excuses made
by which some employers try to evade their

obligations. There are, of course, circum-
stances which compel a man to give up the

idea of building, as when, for instance, he
cannot obtain the site, or when something
happens—a financial loss for instance—which
compels a person to relinquish the idea of

carrying out the contract to build ; but in

these cases the architect can justly claim

some part of his remuneration, unless, indeed,

he has agreed to make his services contingent

on a certain event. An architect cannot be
expected to give his services for nothing,

yet in law it is held that when the terms,

written or oral, are not specified as to pay-
ment of architects, he may have a difficulty

in establishing his claim for services rendered.

In some cases the architect may agree to

allow the employer to decide whether he is

to be remunerated, and upon such an agree-

ment the architect cannot claim before the

decision of the employer. The engagement
becomes one of honour until the remuneration
is fixed ; but there are probably few architects

who would agree to such a proposal. Very
often the architect agrees to make a design

on approval and submits a sketch ; in such a

case the architect has no claim unless the

design is approved or used. Such trans-

actions are common. A person intends to

build, and may speak to an architect about
his intention. The latter, on the strength of

an appointment, prepares a sketch design,

which the supposed client likes ; but he can-

not be charged with it unless it has been made
by his orders or he has accepted any benefit by
the design, in which case there is an implied

request. When an architect agrees with his

client that he was only to be paid on a con-

tingency happening—say, the obtaining of a
certain plot of land, or in the event of the

land being let for building, or any other con-

dition—he cannot legally make any charge

for his services if such event does not take

place. The well-known case of " Moffat v.

Dickson" is an illustration of this ruling.

In short, the law will not help a man if he
speculates on such a chance. It is a lesson

to those ardent and sanguine members in

the profession who volunteer to prepare
plans on such uncertainties. They should,
at least obtain from their employers an
undertaking that their services, in any case,

should be paid for.

Last week we reported a case tried at the
Clerkenwell County-court, where an archi-

tect sued a firm of bakers for an amount in

respect of preparing ^in. scale drawings and
specifications for carrying out certain repairs

of the premises to make good certain

dilapidations. Defendants instracted plain-
tiff to prepare a specification, which he did.

The builders' estimate was £160, on which
the architect was to have his five per cent.

During the progress of the work extra
work became necessary—a not unusual thing
—which the architect specified for and super-
vised. A fire took place at the back of
premises, and plaintiff was again asked to

make a specification to rebuild. The amount
of work came to £60, on which the architect's

fee was £3 3s. The defendants afterwards
wished the back premises rebuilt, and they
negotiated with the lessors to bear half the

cost. The plaintiff, it is alleged, did a large

amount of work, for which he charged 2A per
cent, on the estimate of £530. Plans and
specification were prepared also for it,

and the plaintiff conferred with the builders

who submitted a tender. One of the

defendants called at the architect's office,

and went through the plans with him ; the

builder, who was also present, gave evidence

of the interview. When plaintiff completed
the plans and estimates the defendants said

they decided not to go on with the scheme,
whether the landlord joined in the cost or
not. The plaintiff thereupon sent in his

claim, which the defendants refused to pay,
saying they had never given any instructions

for plans. The claim included various items
for extras and supervision. In cross-

examination the plaintiff' denied having told

defendants that if they rebuilt the back
premises the landlord would pay £jOO
towards cost. It appears the landlord offered

£300, but the defendants would not accept

it, and the plaintiff was asked to obtain a
further offer of £350, but failed. It also

appeared that the plaintiff gave certificates

for the extras, but could never get instruc-

tions from the defendants, though he applied

for them repeatedly. He denied also that the
same plans were prepared for a previous

occupier. Evidence was given by Mr. Henry
Lovegrove, a district surveyor, in support of

plaintiff's charges. It was also proved that

defendants had written a letter to the solicitor

of landlord in reference to rebuilding the
back premises, for which they said they had
instructed plaintiff to prepare plans. This
was sufficient. The defendants offered to

settle plaintiff's claim for 20 guineas and
costs, which was accepted. The case is of

interest to the profession, as showing a
few of the pleas that may be raised and
subterfuges resorted to by those who
employ architects. The defendants actually

denied their giving any instructions, and this

denial they supported by the evidence that

they never gave written instructions, though
application had been made for such instruc-

tions on several occasions, after extras had
been specified for and carried out. The
architect was asked to prepare specifications

for making good after fire, and for other

matters ; but all this appears to have been
orally given. It was sought to be denied

j

that the plans were approved by the de-
fendants ; but this was proved in the course I

of evidence by the builder. The plea urged
by the defendants, that they expected the

landlord to pay a part of the cost, and that

the architect had given them to understand I

this, is one that is frequently made by I

clients who are lessees. But all these pleas I

failed before the evidence adduced by thai
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solicitor to the landlord proving that plaintiff

had been given instructions. From the implied
and direct evidence, no one could doubt for

a moment. The defendants had actually-

negotiated with the landlord to bear half the

cost of the rebuilding of the back premises,

and for this purpose plans and specifications

had been prepared. Xo estimate could have
been made without. The employer has, of

course, liberty to abandon his intentions of

building ; but he cannot deny his obligations

to his architect for his services. Yet there
are some people who imagine that if

they change their mind, their liability to

their architect ceases. They place him for

some reason or other in a very different

position to that of a doctor or solicitor.

"Why ': Because they think that if they do
not build, his services have amounted to

nothing beyond so much paper and ink.

The drawings and specifications are regarded
in the same manner as the pattern and
measurements of the tailor, as somethmg
that costs nothing, and which entails no
thought or skill. It is a strange conception,
but one that is certainly prevalent among
people who ought to know better, but who
place the architect's work in the same cate-
gory as the draper or furnisher who sends
patterns or catalogues and gives tenders free
of charge. But in the case we have cited
certain works were carried out and others
were contemplated ; it was not till the
defendants found the landlord unwilling to

come forward to pay a large proportion of

the cost of rebuilding that they decided not
to proceed any further. The architect had,
in the mean time, made plans and specifica-

tions, and had conferences with the landlord.
No reasonable man can suppose that such
services could be given for nothing. If there
had been an undertaking on the part of the
architect that he would not charge for his
plans, &c., if the defendants did not build, a
different construction could be put on the
transaction ; but there was nothing of this
sort alleged. One or two obvious lessons
are to be learned from this ease. One is that
an architect ought to make it clear that if

the defendant does not build, he must be
paid a remuneration for his plans and ser-
vices in any event ; that he should have
written evidence or letters from his client
ordering or agreeing to certain extras ; that,
if possible, the amount of the fees to be paid
him should be made clear to the client at
the outset. The preparation of designs on
speculation is not a course to bo re-
commended, unless the architect has an
understanding that in case his plans are
not carried out he will receive a certain
commission or a stated sum. Draw-
ings on approval are diually open to mis-
understanding. The architect often proposes
to submit sketches for the approval of an
individual or a company, and he must, as we
have seen, abide by the consequences of his
action if they are not approved. lie cannot
compel them to adopt them. The services in
this case are gratuitous. Occasionally the
architect finds out that the client has made
use of his design, has employed another
architect or builder. When this can be
proved, we believe the architect has a ground
on which he can establish a claim, for it

shows the client has benefited or made use of
the design. The decisions of the courts are
are often at variaric-e on these points ;— the
result is to create doubt and uncertainty as
to the law, and to encourage a certain class of
tlie public to take advantage of the generosity
of the jirofession. The statutory registration
nf architects will do something towards
Mmendmont by strengthening the hands of
tho tiiombers in obtaining their customary
professional fees.

I he Ulverstou frban District Council have
decided to apply to tho Local Goveriimont I3oi.rd
for a provisioual order to secure borrowiiig powers
to the extent of £7,000 for gasworks extensions.

OLD DOMESTIC H.VLF-TIMBER BUILD-
INGS IX HEREFORDSHIRE, SHROP-
SHIRE, AND CHESHIRE.

[with lithographic illustrations.]

NO districts in Great Britain are more richly

endowed with specimens of genuine half-

timber work than the beautifully wooded counties

of Shropshire, Hereford, and Cheshire, so that

Mr. James Parkinson has had little difficulty in

providing an attractive series of photographs in

his well-produced and useful volume from whence
we reproduce some typical illustrations to-day.*

The discrimination which comes of knowledge
induces in the mind of the true student of build-

ing—a critical judgment which enables him, not

only to collate specimens and to allocate dates,

but to gain and inspire ideas. It by no means
follows because a building belonged to a recog-

nised period of native art that it is really good or

worthy of imitation ; and, indeed, any attempt to

revive the style of a past age must always be
more or less an artistic failure. Such a book as

this is not intended to, nor does it, supply samples
for the searcher after tit-bits in design : but it

will help the student, and charm the intelligent

observer who can appreciate the lessons of the past.

Mr. E. A. Ould, F.R.I.B. A., whose buildings in the

C'he5ter country—notably those in the " Magpie "

style of house - building— are well known,
has supplied a descriptive preface, and added
notes about the subjects illustrated, which cannot
fail to assist. Mr. Ould has a true appreciation

of the poetic side of his subject ; but we wish he
had been able to give us a longer essay accom-
panied by plans, in addition to the fragmentary
sketches made on the spot, to illustrate what he
has to say. We reproduce two of his pen-studies.

The (iable of the Thatched Cottage at Alderley

Edge has the draughtboard decoration—a local

fashion which is also seen at Swinyard (Jld Hall,

not far from Knutsford. The elevation of an
(Jriel Window from Eardisley, also drawn by Mr.
Ould, occurs in the ground-floor room of a much
mutilated cottage, and exhibits distinct Gothic
feeling very much like similar work to be seen at

Coventry, at Hereford, and other places. The
Butchers' Row at Shrewsbury, and the houses,

dignified by the name of "The Rows," at that

out-of-the-world place Weobly, date from the

15th century; but it has been computed that

the greater part of the timber cottages in

England were put up between 1558 and 1625,

the last fifty years of this period being far

the most productive of this type of work. The
Black Death accounted for the demolition of many

Mr. Parkinson's book is uniform in size and
character with Galsworthy Davies' volume, also

published by Mr. Batsford, of " (Jld Cottages and
Farm Houses in Kent and Sussex." The two
plates which we have chosen for our lithographic

sheet are of the old Rectory at Eardisland, and a

house at Fenhampton, near Weobley. This
latter is a thoroughly well-designed example,
though its original windows are gone, and it has
probably lost its verge - boards. Eardisland
Rectory, taken from the frontispiece [not plate

XL., as in Mr. Ould's note], is to be seen by
the roadside towards Pembridge, and is a
perfect example of timber building. The
other plates include views from Much Wen-
lock, Bridgenorth, Stokesay Castle, and Craven
Arms ; a gable end from Pitchford Hall ; Brom-
field ; Ludlow and Ludford, where the old house
caUed here " The Bell Inn " is now vacant and
to let. Ludford House everybody knows, and
those who visit Herefordshire should not fail to

include Orleton for timber-work. "The Grange"
at Leominster was formerly the ilarket Hall,

which the town authorities removed in order to

make the street wider. It has been rebuilt by
Mr. Arkwrig'nt, and is used as a private dwell-

ing. John Abel, the Hereford carpenter-archi-

tect, was a man of real genius, and left an
indelible mark upon the art of his county in the

17th century. He designed the Market Hall at

Leominster and the Butchers' Guildhall at Here-
ford ; he added barge-boards and oriel windows to

the Market Hall at Ledbury, though they have
long gone ; and he built the Market Hall at

Weobley, which stood at the top of the main
street till demolishing "improvers" pulled it

down forty-five years ago. Weobley still is

unique in its way, and, like Pembridge, well
repays the j jurney. Not far from the high road,

just before reaching Weobley, "The Leys " farm
deserves mention and two views are also given.

"Tomkin'a House," now used as the post-officeat

the top of the town, though badly cut about for the
new shopfronts, is a very satisfactory specimen,
with a beautiful lead-covered vane-post richly

ornamented. The old schoolhouse, of course, is

shown, and "TheButtas" falconry, with speci-

mens from Ledbury and Chester, are represented.

Handforth Hall, the Old Hall, Woodford ; the
Priests' house, Prestbury ; Marton HaU, Gaws-
worth Hall, Bramh.aU Hall, and the famous
porch from Dutton Hall, near Northwich, are

all brought under contribution, with other
instances from Middlewich, Sandbach, and Has-
lington Hall, near .\lsager ; the series ending
with the familiar Gatehouse, Moretoa Old Hall.
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older houses, probably, and it certainly rendered
the building of new cottages unnecessary for many
years afterwards. Weobley was denuded of many
of its old houscti, for example, by a long-existing

custom prevailing there, in pursuance of which
wlien the owner died in his house tho building was
puUod down. It cannot be supposed that such
methods obtained elsewhere to any considerable

extent, and doubtless decay gradually swept
many old timber houses away, while fire must
have ruined many more.

* <!)1(I Cottjigi'a. Farm Houhoi*, and Other Half-timber
IliiiMinf^H in Hhrop-hiro, rferefordslure, and Che-jiire.
Photograplit'tl by Jamk.h 1Vmikink(»n. With ku Intro-
duction by E. A. Oi-r.i., iMt.I.B.A. London: B. T.
Bataford. Bmall «iuarto. 2l9. net.

THE ST; LOUIS E.XIIIBITION, 190t.

(By Our Special Commissioxku.)

xiii.—the machineuv iivildino.

Till', architects for this building were Messrs.

Melmann, Walsh, and lioisselier, of St. Louis.

The dimensions on plan are 1,000ft. by 525ft.,

as shown upon Fig. 2S. It will be seen that a
portion of the parallelogram to tho south-west

has been left without any buililing upon it. This

is alleged to bo duo to tho hill to the south-wcat.

This is, of course, a grave defect in planiMng, as

it robs tho southern front of its importance. This
dilliculty, moreover, could have been ovorcoino by
slightly reducing the length of the east front.
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thus setting back a little the east portion of the
south front. The south front could then have
been extended considerably further westwards.
By this means a parallelogram could have been
obtained without reducing the superficial area,
and without increasing the cost of excavation.
Fig. 29 is a sketch showing a half-section of this
building looking west, which shows a slightly
different method of construction to that previously
described. Skylights are also shown instead of
the customary monitors. Fig. 30 is a view taken
from the north-east, and it by no means does any
injustice to this building.
The main entrance to the south front, as shown

upon the plan, consists of five arched openiigs,
and is advanced beyond the general building line,

the end ones being marked by fmall belvederes.
The angles are marked by two large towers, with
the Corinthian Order to the lower story capped
with semicular pediments. The upper story has
arcaded openings with a repetition of the
Corinthian Order, but with triangular pediments.
The curved Mansard terminations to the towers
baveana'i7-(?<--fo«ytoeachface. The semicircular-
headed openings between the main and side

entrances are flanked by rusticated piers, and it

will be seen from the plan that this building has
no covered loggia running round any of its

elevations.

The east front has a large central feature con-
taining five arched openings, having triangular
pediments above the coupled Corinthian columns
to the end openings. The whole of this portion
to this front, and including one window north
and south, is carried above the rest of the build-
ing and is covered with a hipped red roof.

The north front, as shown in Fig. 30, has the
same corner towers previously described. The
central entrance has two enormous square towers
of similar treatment to those described, except
that the central portion is elongated and a large
cornice with consoles is added. The three central
bays are crowned by an attic containing modelled
sculpture of engines in the end panels with a
clock in the central one. The entrances between
the central ones and those at the comers have
coupled Ionic columns upon high plinths.

The main west front is treated with three large
arches between the flanking belvederes, the
two intermediate piers being rusticated, and the
spandrels are ornamented with figure sculpture.

This front has been marred by the fact that the
boiler-house has been placed within a few yards
of it, so that it cannot be seen properly.

This building gives one the impression of having
been designed in parts without perhaps sufiicient
regard to the design as a whole. The reiterated
breaks and jumps, the varying heights of the
roofs, and the general restlessness of the whole
scheme do not add to the dignity of the com-
piosition ; though if one takes a portion only at a
time, it generally appears to be carefully detailed.
No doubt the awkwardness of the plan consider-
ably handicapped the architects. The cost with-
out the sculpture was 511,000 dollars.

XIV.—THE TRANSPORTATION BUILDING.

The architect was Mr. E. L. Masqueray, the
chief of design in the Oflice of Works. It is the
largest in the central plan as laid out by the com-
mittee of architects, and coveis over fifteen acres.
This building, like that of the Mines and Metal-
lurgy by Mr. T. C. Link, is of so distinctive a
character that, having once seen it, one cannot
fail immediately to recognise its features and to
remember the purpose for which it is used. As
will be seen from the plan (Fig. 31), the building
is rectangular, and no covered loggia is provided
around the same. Four miles of tracks had to be
provided, as shown, for the display of locomotives,
Pullmans, and cars of every kind for handling
passengers and freight.

The north and south fronts have a large arch
at each of their extremities, which is 64ft. wide
and 52ft. high. This is very boldly treated, and
has a large and striking dentil course to the
moulded circular cornice. This latter is broken
for the finely- modelled sculpture that crowns the
arch. The buttresses on either side are massive
in design, and their sloping lines give an idea of
the necessary strength to rebut the outward
thrust of the arch (see Fig. 33). They are capped
with circular finials, seated statuary being intro-
duced below such terminals. The rest of these doubtedly have added to their effect. It was
facades IS lighted by means of well-proportioned

; i xtremely hard on the architect to cut this out,
three-light windows between the square pilasters, I especially as in his original design the arch
and the walls are surmounted by a solid balus-

[
treatment accorded to the east and west fa(,ades

trade. It was intended to introduce colour treat- ! was to have been reproduced to these elevations.
ment into these fronts, and this would un- , Nevertheless, so much does proportion count as

eo f- 59 5'

Fic;. 29.-MACHINERY BUILDING.
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X

TRANSPORTATION -BUILDItslC,

FiQ. 31.

Fio. 32.

the very foundation of architecture that some
1,200ft. of these repeated openings, plain as they

are. barely becomes monotonous.
The east and west fronts have the three arches

as their central feature ; these are similar in

design to those already mentioned, and are
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Fig. yo.—machinery BUILDING FROM THE N.E.

iA

Fia. 33.—FALACE OF TEANSFORTATION.
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ilanked by the large circular towera shown in the

photograph. These are crowned by devices

indicative of the purpose for which the building
ia used. And if they have been likened to pepper
casters, at least they are original and well adapted
to the purpose for which they are used. The
btyle of these fai,'ade3 would probably be described
as a free adaptation of Louis XVI., but it bears
the imprint of a distinctive master : and the
curved Mansard roofs form an effective back-
ground to the architectural features.

The manipulation of the plan is simple and
effectual. The entire width is spanned by five

trusses practically of equal span, as shown in

Fig. 32, the monitor system being used through-
out. The toilet rooms have been placed in the
bases of the projecting towers, and thus have the
advantage of being lighted and ventilated ex-
ternally.

One may perhaps mention that the idea of

transportation is suggested by the carrying
capacity of the enormous arches. It is one that
occurs to some people who find it necessary in an
exhibition containing some five hundred build-
ings, to fix the principal ones in their mind by
some such device as this.

ON LIMES AND MORTARS.—V.
TOWARDS the end of the 18th century the

properties of lime and mortars were for the
first time inquired into by chemists, and doctors
of law, of medicine, and of Divinity ; the name
of even one architect does not appear amongst
those of the eminent men who addressed them-
selves with unflagging zeal to the investigation
of aU substances known to them as being cal-
careous. This subject, though one wholly
within the province of the architect, and of vital

importance to the stability of his buildings, was
wholly neglected by him. As the architecture of

the Greeks during the Athenian supremacy, and
that of Imperial Rome, offered happy precedents
for the exteriors of Protestant churches and im-
portant secular buildings, so the scientific notions
of both Greeks and Romans, as recorded by
Vitruvius and paraphrased by Palladio, were
adopted and found soul-satisfying by the
Georgian architects whose artistic instincts and
mental horizon were alike satisfied and bounded
by, the " Five Orders." Hawksmoor, Gibbs,
Campbell, James, Ripley, Kent, Flitcroft,

Taylor, Stuart, Adam, and the two noblemen
Pembroke and Ossory were all architec's, the
two latter being amateurs. Not one of these
has left any record of experiments on limes
and mortars, nor has any tradition reached us
that they ever Mave the subject even a thought

;

yet, strange to say, they were fully alive to the
necessity for kying down inflexible rules or
"canons" to correctly proportion the Orders:
they could tell to a nicety if a column had the
proper entasis, and whether a capital came
"pure" from Greek hands, or was "debased"
by a Roman workman. Architecture is, un-
fortunately for some architects, a science as well
as an art, and as new discoveries are being made
in science every day, architecture should be
progressive. Instead of this, however, it is

retrogressive, as architects will persist in erecting
Classic, Pseudo-Ciassic, and Mediasval buildings
for a manufacturing community whose require-
ments have nothing in common with those of the
people who originated such styles. The tradi-
tions of eras long past in no way satisfy the
demands of the present time in any profession
except architecture (and, of course, law), yet all

our buildings are copied from others erected
centuries ago—a process requiring little brains

;

so it has come to pass that, though success in a
business generally implies some practical know-
ledge of that business, architecture, it has been
remarked, is an exception to the rule, for it is now
the only business in the world that continues to
afford a handsome competence to men who not
only know nothing about it, but who also fail
egregiously in it. The ability to make attractive-
looking elevations on paper in any s;yle or no
style does not entitle a man to be called an
architect

;
an artist is, therefore, not necessarily

an architect, and though he may be one, the
chances are a thousand to one against it. To be
able to build well is as important a qualification
for an architect as to be able to plan well,
and a much more important one than to be able
to sketch well, yet some men make the absurd
mistake of imagining they are architects even
after they have evidence to the contrary in reams
of wasted paper and in tons of misapplied building

material, llow many architects are there who,
gifted with a fluent tongue and facile pencil,

succeed in obtaining commissions to erect build-
ings, when they are at the same time so wholly
ignorant of the necessary practical part of the
work that they are compelled to delegate it to

others ':' The separation of engineering from
architecture did an irreparable injury to both,
and the gradual segregation of the former
into quantity surveying, clerk of works-
ship, and "art" drawing is gradually ruin-
ing it. The architect's pro\ince nowadays
is to produce startling effects, and these are
attained by an unsparing use of constructive
features which are entirely superfluous, or by
equally objectionable misapplied ornament, and
the surveyor's province is to look after the real

construction—a parely mechanical function wholly
beneath the notice of the " artist " ; in fact, the
time has come when the architect as an artist is

no longer an architect or a constructor. The
great element of financial success in any under-
taking is an unfaltering belief in oneself ; the
artist therefore generally becomes an eminent
architect as his faith is unbounded, knowing no
limits but those set by his own imagination. An
exact knowledge of what in building is spoken of

collectively as "construction" is a necessary
part of an architect's equipment, yet many men
in the profession know as much about it as a
child does of the Fluxional Calculus, which h, to
say the least of it, unfortunate for the public,
seeing that the successful adaptation of artistic

ideas to constructive necessities (the latter

being paramount) alone constitutes architecture
proper.

ISAAC WAKE.

Of the architects of repute in the ISth century,
Isaac Ware, "Esq.," of His Majesty's Board of
Works, is the only one who has written on the
limes and mortars used in his time (1768), and he
merely records what was done by others, brick-
layers and plasterers apparently. Ware's notions
on the subject were of rather a primitive kind,
for he believed that lime was made of a great
many diff'erent materials, and the lime was good
or bad according to the quality of those materials,

or to use his own words it was " better or worse,
stronger or weaker." The lime might be made
of stone, of chalk, or of shells, and he joined in

the popular (but mistaken) belief that the harder
the stone the better the lime ; from this it, of

course, followed that lime made from " rock " is

better than that made from chalk, and he con-
sidered that made from shell worst of any. Sir
Christopher Wren used shell lime in building
St. Paul's, and found it excellent ; Smeaton
found it hardened in the air, but was quite useless

in water ; Ware condemns it, but as he does not
say he tried it, we may be sure he merely
repeated what some workman told him, and that
he had no practical knowledge of the material. In
Ware's time some were found with sufficient

temerity to assert that limestone was a distinct

species of rock ; but he would have none of it, and
he declares that every stone which "ferments"
with an acid, such as aqua fortis, will make good
lime, and the more sound and solid such a stone
is the better. It is interesting to know that in

England our best limestones are " blueish or

reddish," while in Italy, where marble is plentiful

and cheap, they burn it into lime. Of course,

many other kinds are used in different places.

The absolute childishness of architects in practical

matters may be judged from the statement, made
apparently in all seriousness, that the lime used
in a building need not of necessity be burnt from
the stone used in the walling; but for the absolute
imbecility of the thing, we might ask how on
earth lime could be burnt from walling stone if it

happened to be sandstone, slate, or granite :•"

Ware, however, made a wise and pertinent remark
when he added " that it is a great damage to

English buildings that the architects are so care-

less in the matter of which lime is made." Seeing,
then, the great importance attached to the use of

proper lime, " it is necessary that some advice be
given as to its selection." First, then, it must
be burnt from a sound, firm, and weighty stone.

It must be uniform in structure, with no lumps
of different matter in it, which is often the case,

and listl)' it must send up a quantity of bubbles
when a little aqua fortis ia dropped in it. If there
are lumps in the stone they must bubble too, and
if they do not, all such pieces must be utterly

rejected. Ware's notion of a good lime was based
on the properties of that burnt from chalk, and
looked at in the light of modern science, this

clerk of works to his Majesty knew absolutely

nothing of the solubility of such lime in water,
or the impossibility of its setting under any
circumstances. Limestone, it appears, is best for

lime-burning when broken from large rocks or

taken from quarry beds on hill sides, and the
strongest lime is made from stones newly dug,
and not from such as have been exposed to the
air for some time, for limetone altera exceed-
ingly on lying above ground, and it loses that

very matter which gives firmness to the lime.

All this will be news to lime-bumers ; it is, how-
ever, unfortunate that Ware does not satisfy a

reader's curiosity by telling him what kind of

stone a limestone is altered to by the air, and
what kind of matter it is which gives firmness to

lime, and which the stone loses by exposure.
Ware mistakes his assertions for proofs, and he
attempts to substantiate them by an appeal to

Palladio, who "justly observes" that atones for

limes are always better dug than picked up on
the surface. Had Palladio taken a walk
along the beach at Aberthaw, he would have
reason to alter his opinion, for the boulders

which are found there, though exposed to the air

and washed by successive tides, make better lime
than stone dug from the cliff, because they have
less clay or other foreign '

' matter
'

' attached to

them, which does not combine with the lime in

burning. To know a good lime " when burnt,"
we must observe its colour and soundness ;

" the
whitest is best." Another criterion of the best
lime is that it requires a great quantity of water
to slake it, and during thia process it smokes a
good deal. It need not be said that these rules

apply to a pure lime only, which is the worst for

building, and thej' exclude all such limes as lias,

for they are not white. They do not slake with
the greatest quantity of water, and they smoke
and swell but little as compared with the more
worthless sorts. If lime sticks to the sides of the

vessel in which it is slaked, it ia good for building,

and the more firmly it sticks the better it will

endure in the work. Slaked lime of any kind is

a dry powder, and will not stick to anything.
It is quite true that slaked lime made into putty
will stick to the sides of a vessel ; but the
adherence of a mortar to any stone or brick is

measured more by the proportions of sand to lime
(or lime to sand) in it than by the quality of

the lime itself, for evei'yone knows that with
too much sand the mortar will not stick—that

is, it will he too short. The kind of lime-
stone used determined the length of time necessary
to burn it into lime : 60 hours was thought a great
while according to the practice of the lime-burners ;

but with perfectly good stone less was not
sufficient, and this was directed by all the masters
of the time. Too much care cannot be taken in

burning lime, for the best miterials with bad
mortar will never raise a desirable fabric. It was
noticed that some mortars in old buildings were
as hard as the stones, and the hardness was attri-

buted to the action of the air ; but thsse were made
with chosen materials, for if they were not, on
exposure to the air, they would fall to pieces

;

unfortunately, a good deal of our modern mortar
tells, on slight exposure, that it has not been made
of choice materials such as Ware suggests. It

will be news to many to be told that lime is

always best when the stone is carried immediately
from the rock to the kiln and burnt a9 soon as

dry, and that mortar is best which is made with
lime slaked immediately on its coming out of the
kiln. Ware says the reason of this ia evident, for

the lime has at no other time so much strength,

the air taking an effect upon it, and reducing it

to a weak powder by slaking, in the course of

time : that is by prolonged exposure.

It is true that limestone is calcined with greater

ease when it contains some moisture : hence it may
with advantage be taken direct from the quarry
to the kiln ; but Ware says the stone should be
burnt " when it is dry," and aa it is never dry
when taken immediately from the rock, it ia

diflicult to know what he meant
;
probably he had

no clear idea about the matter himself. Lime
falls to powder on exposure to the air and becomes
slaked lime; the resulting powder is, however, in

no way weaker than the powder derived from lime

by immediate extinction with water. It is

requisite to bear in mind that the lime spoken of

here is a pure lime, such aa that obtained from
chalk : the atatement will not hold good for limes

containing, in addition to free calcium oxide,

calcium silicates and calcium aluminates. Ware
gives directions for preserving lime. If this is to

be done for a little time it is only necessary to

keep it dry ; if, however, it is to be kept for a long
time, the lime must be more cautiously dealt with,
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and this is how he recommends it should he done :

" Let a pit be dug in the ground, and over this a

vessel set as for making mortar, with a hole

stopped up so as it may be opened with pleasure

in its bottom : let the lime be slaked and
worked up in this vessel, and then opening
the hole let it run into the pit ; as soon as

the pit is filled, let it be covered with a good coat

of sand, and thus it will be kept moist and fresh."

Lime will keep for any length of time in an un-
slaked condition if it is packed in "air-tight"
vessels ; but the avidity of quicklime for moisture

is so great that such packing under ordinary
trade conditions becomes an impossibility. The
writer has several samples of quicklime on his

shelves, packed in cardboard boxes, wrapped
round with several folds of thick brcwn paper,
and every one of them, without exception, has
taken up moisture through the paper, and burst

the package. The only limes which show no
signs of change are those packed in carefully-

ground stoppered bottles. Ware's method of

preserving lime for a long period will be recog-
nised as the modern way of making lime putty
for plastering, the only difference being that we
pass the lime, or rather wash it (after slaking),

through a sieve. In this way no unburnt core
finds its way into the putty. Another method
for preserving lime is given. A quantity is

spread on the ground, and covered up with sand,
as much water being poured on as will slake

the lime, but not reduce it to dust. If the
sand cracks, and the " smoak " rises through
the openings, close them up and keep all fast,

and without vent. The lime will then be pre-
served ever so long, and will acquire a new value
by the time of its laying : it will be " more tough
and clammy than any other kind, and less free to

shoot out its salts when worked." It would be
quite impossible to preserve lias or other hydraulic
limes in the ways stated here, and Ware, who
evidently did not speak from experience, knew
nothing of these, and perhaps never heard of

them. His information all through is based on
what rule-of-thumb workmen told him, or on
what he read in \"itruvius or Palladio. He
is careful to urge that a judicious person will

have nothing in mortar but what he intends, and
that it may be kept pure, clean water only should
be used in it, or failure is sure to result from the
introduction of foreign matter not intended. It
is not quite clear what Ware means by this. Pro-
bably it was the custom in his time to use dirty
water for slaking lime ; if so, it is not likely the
impure matter brought into the mortar by it was
half so prejudicial as that introduced by the use
of dirty sand. Our people, says Ware, are very
careless in both these particulars, and they are
very faulty in that neglect— they take their
sand from the first pit, and their water from
the nearest kennel. " It must grieve a person
who knows the importance of these articles to see
such slovenly negligence in respect of these in
preparations for the greatest and the most eminent
structures." On carefully reading over all Ware
has to say on limes and mortars, one cannot help
being struck with the utter want of knowledge
displayed by him in dealing with these subjects.
He nowhere even insinuates that he took the
trouble to make any experiments with these
materials, so as to verify the statements made to
him about them : he took everything as he found
it, and added nothing whatever to the common
stock of knowledge possessed by the building
workmen of his time. Ware had the haziest
ideas about limestones and limes ; he evinced little

interest in them, and his knowledge of chemistry
may he judged from his statement that limestone
sends up bubbles when acid is dropped on it ; but
as he was "clerk of works" to his Majesty
tieorgo II., his practical knowledge must have
been abreast, if not ahead, of that of the other
architects of his time. Smeaton, like Ware,
heard what workmen had to say about materials

;

but, unlike him, he took nothing for granted,
and he convinced himself by actual trial that
these statements wore true before ho acted on
them

; at this time, then, that is at the very start
of the engineering profession in England, its
methods were of a directly practical kind, whilst
those of the architectural profession were even
more theoretical than they were in the time of
Vitruvius, and quite as inefficient for the pro-
duction of good work as they aro at the present day.

M. I.oniOT.

In the latter half of the ISth century an in-
creasing interest was being taken in the question
of limes and mortars. There was a fervent belief

that the Romans produced a mortar which was
unequalled for durability, and it was just as

fervently believed that the exact composition of

this mortar was a secret, and that this secret was
lost. This being so, it was only natural that

attempts should be made to recover the lost secret,

and one M. Loriot, a Frenchman, as his name
indicates, did this in a pamphlet published in

1775 entitled "A Practical Essay on a Cement
and Artificial Stone justly discovered to be

that of the Greeks and Romans." M.
Loriot was apparently more of an archioo-

logist than an architect or chemist ; but as

enthusiasm taken alone is not so valuble a

qualification in the pursuit of knowledge as it

is when tampered with prudence and common-
sense, the alleged discovery was only imaginary,

and not real, so that M. Loriot's labours helped

in no way to throw any light on the subject, and
the composition of Roman mortar remained quite

as well known after his discovery as before it.

M. Loriot observed that the Romans generally

employed in their public works a much cheaper

mode of construction than building with squared

stone blocks. The principal parts of their walls

consisted of materials of a very small bulk, but

they were kept together by a mortar or cement of

most binding quality. In this mortar, according

to M. Loriot, the Romans, like some of our

modem builders, could make use of " every kind
of stuff already existing on the surface of the

earth," and even stones from the beds of rivers

and torrents, though worn round and polished by
constant attrition against each other or other

bodies. A Roman building on the banks of the

Rhone above St. Clare's Ciuay at Lyons was
examined by M. Loriot, and he found the

walls filled with small stones imbedded in a

cement which was so hard that he found
it easier to break the stones than break it.

It was evident that such a mode of construction

was most economical, for it could be done with
unskilled labour and very little plant, nothing
more being required than a sufficient number of

troughs full of mortar, which were thrown into

caissons with pebbles and other small stones, and
then "saturate the latter with the former."
Substituting for " caissons " Le Tail's or Drake's
concrete wall apparatus, we have here a complete

description of one branch of modern building

which luckily has fallen into disuse, for whatever
advantages concrete may have for hearting a wall

or protecting girders, it has none whatever as a

facing material, and wherever it is used some sort

of cover becomes an absolute necessity. As the

Roman walls were sometimes wholly built with
gravels and lime or cement, the latter from a

liquid state must have passed rapidly to a solid

state, "and hardened with time as plaster does."

It also acquired a surprising degree of tenacity,

and laid hold of the smallest things it came in con-

tact with, so as to scarce bear being parted with
them. This cement was also impenetrable to

water, and it always maintained the same
volume without shrinking or swelling. Here
was a valuable material which from this archaeo-

logist's description must have been fully equal to

some of our best Portland cements, and better

than many, for swelling is a failing not wholly
unknown to users of that material. The puzzle

was. What materials were used by the Romans in

the manufacture of this succesful cement 'i Wine-
dressers about l!esar.(;on believed that the
aqueduct of Arcier was indebted for its solidity to

the use of bullock's blood in the making of its

cement ; but they only inferred this from the red

colour produced by the pounded brick used in the

mortar. IL Loriot asserted that the Romans
used no materials in this aqueduct or any other
work but what were commonly employed for

making mortar in his time, and that their cement
owed all its excellence to the lime, sand, brick-

dust and other materials used in making it, but
they had a different way of mixing and using

these. Convinced of the inertness and in-

s\illiciency of slaked lime, especially that

which had been slaked any considerable time
he roundly stated that the Romans used

([uicklime on their scaffolds, and it was to

its vivifying qualities the wonderful effects

of the cement were due. M. Loriot sent

the particulars of his discovery to the b'rench

king's Surveyor (ienenil of Works, the ."Hariiuis

do jMarigny, and on Fob. l.'i, 17ii'>, the maniuis
a<kniiwledgcd his communicJition, and informed
M. Loriot that quicklime was used in Italy, and
particularly at Naples, in conjunction with

Rapillo and Puzzuolana, for making mortar.

Some members of the French Academy who

heard of M. Loriot's discovery cast ridicule on it,

for Vitruvius praised the lime which was longest
slaked ; but M. Loriot retorted that Vitruvius
knew nothing about it, as he never erected a
building, and was therefore a theorist. Pliny
also asserted that the older lime was, the better

mortar it made ; but then the word '
' C;omentum '

'

is not alwaj'S used by Latin authors to signify

cement—unfortunately for !JI. Loriot, in Pliny it

cannot signify anything else. It is interesting

to find Pliny complaining that the quick decay
of the then modem buildings in Rome was due to

the quality of the mortar used, it being the

universal practice of the builders to rob it of its

due proportion of lime—a failing not wholly un-
known to the builders of the present time. At
any rate, M. Loriot had the happiness to discover
•

' a mystery in nature
'

' which for several years
had not manifested itself to anybody but himself

—a mystery, too, on which the greatest part of

his discovery was founded. Taking some lime
which had been a long time slaked out of a pit

covered with boards and a quantity of earth over

them, by which means the lime had preserved

all its original freshness, he made two parts of it.

Having beaten them together thoroughly, he
put one lot in a pot, and as it dried it cracked,

shrank, and fell in a thousand pieces. To the

other he added one-third part of quicklime

powdered, and having thoroughly incorporated

the mixture by frequent kneading, he put it in a

pot, too, when it began to heat, and in a few
minutes it became as hard as plaster, and '

' turned
into a kind of instantaneous lapidation," having
dritd completely in a small space of time
without the least crack or flaw. It also stuck to

the sides of the vessel. M. Loriot observed that

common lime mortars dried by evaporation, but
this got solid without evaporation of any kind.

Here, then, was this wondertul discovery : a hard-
setting lime with hydraulic properties could be
made by adding quicklime to slaked lime ! The
directions given for making this valuable (!)

cement were as follows :—Take any quantity
of fine brickdust well sifted, .ind twice the

quantity of fine river - sand well screened,

with suflicient old slaked lime to form with
water " an amalgama " just wet enough to slake

a quantity of quicklime equal to one-fourth
the brickdust and sand together ; then add
quicklime in powder to the brickdust and sand,

incorporate thoroughly, and use at once. Another
way was this : slaked lime, sand, and brickdust,

well mixed with water and sprinkled with
quicklime ; or sand, brickdust, and quicklime in

powder might be added to a proper quantity of

slaked lime and water. The addition of powdered
charcoal was supposed to improve the mixture,

and it was sometimes added. It need scarcely be
said that the ingenious M. Loriot discovered, not

Roman cement, but a mare's nest, for if lime is

added to similar lime, slaked or unslaked, the

properties of the mixture are in every way like

those of the components, and the setting or

hydraulic properties of the lime are in no way
altered by adopting 51. Loriot's process.

f. RAWLIXSON.

It would be doing the profession an injustice if

the efforts of Mr. C. Rawlinson, an architect of

Lostwithiel, Cornwall, to make a hydraulic

cement were not noticed here. His specification

reads like an extract from a cookery-book ; but

as it forms a link in the chain of research into

comentitious substances, it must be given. To
make Icwt. of cement, take 6(Ub. of whiting,

wood ashes (sifted fine) 121b., brick or tile dust

(sifted fine) lOlb., dry white-lead rdb., dry rod-

lead 61b. ; mix in an iron pot and heat until quite

dry, then add three quarts of boiled oil and six

quarts of raw (linseed) oil. Mix the whole with

the hand on a tray or board until it becomes

tough and soft. When the materials aro thoroughly

incorporated, the cement is fit for use. The
reader will bear in mind that this is not a recipe

for making a Scotch haggis : it is one for a

cement to be used " near the sea coast, where the

rain penetrates, and is driven with great violence."

I'erhaps the secret of its eccentricity is to be

found in the fact that it was invented by an
architect, who had originality enough to work

out something new for himself, and not copy

flavishly from either Greeks or Romans. This

great invention was patented in the year of

llur Lord, 1772, including some modifications of

it for "town houses and inland countrie-s."

Whiting, wliite-lead.and linseed-oil were the chief

components of all Rawlinson s cements, and they

were, therefore, nothing more or less than
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glazier's putty. Long tefore Rawlinson's time,
about 1730, Alexander Emerton, who lived in the
parish of St. Clement Danes, invented a com-
position for covering plastering or boards ; it was
made like Rawlinson's, with powdered glass,

stone, dust or sand, mixed in oil. The surface
of the plastering was first prepared with boiling
oils mixed to a glutinous consistency for the
purpose, then the composition was laid on, and,
lastly, the whole was painted with a strong body
of oils and colours to serve instead of lead or
tiling. Thirty years after Emerton came D.
Wark, a Doctor of Divinity ; he was an East
Lothian man, and his composition or *' cement "

for covering walls and lining cisterns was exten-
sively used in Scotland. It was made by mixing

oils of tar, turpentine, and linseed with sand of

freestone, marble, brickdust, brown sugar, stone

or chalk lime, and all sorts of calcareous earths.

These materials were compounded in various

proportions to suit the purpose for which they

were intended. The last of these oil-cements of

any importance, those invented by Liardet, will

be described in the next article.

A COLOSSAL PANEL.

AT the Royal Doulton Potteries, Lambeth, a
large panel of fired material has been

executed by Messrs. Doulton and Co., Ltd., for

the Orthopaedic Hospital, now being built in

St. Petersburg, a building in which the Czarina

has shown much personal interest. We inspected

the panel, which was on view at the studio last

week. It is a large ikon, 15ft. lOin. in height

by lift. 9in. wide, and has been executed from
the design of Mr. Robert Meltzer, Court archi-

tect. 'ITie material used is stoneware polychrome.

The Virgin is shown seated, with the Child on
her lap, and wears a violet robe, with hood.

Round her head is a wide nimbus of gold, with

Greek folial scrollwork, and the infant Saviour

has also a nimbus round His head. The figures

are placed on a green ground. Round the panel

is a wide border of deep blue. The picture^ is

composed of slabs of the fired material, 4in. thick

and cellular behind, which will give a good fixing
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to the gable which it is to adorn. The effect is

excceduigly bold, and the treatment and colouring

broad and pleasing. The pieces or slabs are put
together with irregular jointing as far as possible

to fall in with the dtsign and lines of figures and
drapery. We understand the chief figure is 12ft.

in height. As the material is hard-fired it will

resist the extreme cold.

WESLEYAN CHURCH AND SCHOOLS,
STOCKTON-ON-TEES.

ANEW Wesleyan church and schools, of
which llessrs. W. J. Morley and Son, of

Bradford, are the architects, was opened on
Thursday last by Mrs. J.Wilson Watson, to
whom a hilver-gilt key was presented. The build-
ing is situated in ^'arm-road, and is in the
Decorattd style of (tothic architecture, and is

built of stone with tower and spire, and has
tracery windows filled with leaded lights. The
accommodation provided is for 0(10 persons, 3.'>8

on the ground floor, and 280 in the gallnry, which
occupies three sides of the church. The interior
woodwork of pews and open roof is pitcbpine,
the rostrum and communion furniture being of
walnut. The building is heated by low-pressure
hot water, and is lighted throughout with elec-
tricity. The schools in the rear of the premises
comprise a large assembly-hall with a shallow
gallery, an infants' room, a ladies' parlour, and
thirteen classrooms. The cost of the buildings is

about £7,800.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION.*

THE student of architecture has derived much
useful information on materials and con-

struction from the " Notes on Building Con-
struction," now published by Messrs. Longman,
Green, and Co., in four volumes. Parts I. and
II , relating to these subjects, have been again

revised and enlarged, and comprise COS illus-

trations, well up to date. The volumes are

arranged to meet the requirements of the syllabus

of the Board of Education, South Kensington.
The firbt edition appeared in 1875, since which
time several revised editions have been published.

For students preparing for the examinations on
this subject, held annually at South Kensington,
these volumes hold a high place. The syllabus

on building construction is reprinted, and is

applicable to schools and classes other than ele-

mentary. The "Notes" comprise the subjects

of the stages 1 and 2 of the syllabus. The
contents of I'art I. contains chapters on Walling
and Arch(6, Brickwork, JIasonry, Carpentry:
Joints and Fastenings ; Floors, tiuarterings.

Beams, Kibs, kc. Partitions, Centres, Timber
Hoofs, Uoof Coverings, Slating, Plumber's Work,
Steel and Iron Girders, Itiveting, Ivoofs of Steel,

and every particular part of those several trades

are de8<ribed. The student will find Materials

desciibi'd in Part III. In this part he will not

* NoteR on Buildinp Constructiun. Farta I. and It.,

iUu&trdtcd. New Edition, revi^ied and enlarged. Ijong-
maofl, Green, and Co , Paternoster-row, London ; New
York, and Bombay.

require to bring a more than slight acquaintance

with materials. The compiler of the Notes

acknowledges his indtbtednefs to several standard

authorities, a list of which is appended for the

further information of the student. Subjects

whjch in former editions were treated in Parts

I. and II. have in this edition been brought
together in consecutive order. Joinery will be

treated consecutively in Part II., which contains

new chapters on Drainage and Sanitation, Heating
and Ventilation, Electric and Gas Lighting, &c.

We can only mention one or two subjects. Chim-
ney construction and flue-bond are well described

and illustrated, and show in each case two courses

of the chimney before it emerges from the roof

and those above. In the former, of course, the

walls are whole-brick English bond, in thelatttr

half-brick stretching bond. Flemish bondarrange-
ments are also illustrated by plans of two courses.

Stone chimneys of rubble and cut stone are given.

The sections on carpentry occupy over 100 pages,

and will be found to be a very complete elementary

treatise of the subject. Timber and composite

roofs are very fully dealt with and illustrated,

the diagrams, plans, and sections being to a good
scale. Tredgold's rules for scantlings of roof

timbers are given ; these aie very simple formulas,

requiring only arithmetic to work them out.

Examples are given, besides tables of scantling?

from the same author. Floors, too, are fully

treated, and accompanied by tables of scantlings.

The subject of fireproof floors is discussed in

part II., which furnishes all the best-known
tvpes of such floors. Steel or iron roofs are treated

in the last chapters of Part I. fully ; the trusses

are drawn to a good scale (Jin.), and the detail*

and joints or connections of parts drawn to a

scale of lin. to a foot, or Jin. to the foot. A
chapter on riveting showing plans of " lap " and
" fish " joints, cover plates, &c., and calculations

for resistance to shearing, &c., will be found of

value.

The second volume, part II., with 496

iUustratioEs, has been extended and revised.

Joinery is now brought together as a whole.

Foundations and the shoring of buildings are

pretty fully treated. Plumbing and sanitation

embraces diagrams of defective traps and pipe

laying, lavatory wastes, also plans of a house

with system of drainage laid down. A section of

disconnecting-chamber, inspection -chamber, in-

cluding types of good siphonic closets and other

fittings with the latest appliances is useful ;

but we are surprised to find a work which is

under the authority of the Board of Education,

still retaining the old-fashioned spelling for

siphon which is spelt|in every case '

' syphon '

' with

a " y." The chapters on " Joinery " are well

done, and the details given of the method of put-

ting a door together. The isometric diagram of

the door, its stiles and rails, the plate showing
its construction, also the detaU drawings given of

elevation and part-section of a sash-door with

fanlight ; sliding doors, methods of arranging-

sashes and other kinds of windows are useful.

Each part is described and the usual thicknesses

given. The plans and sections of linings and
shutters of windows, drawn to an inch scale,

explain every detail ; skylights and lanterns are

also described and illustrated. The chapter on
"Fireproof Floors" comprises all the chief

systems of fireproof construction. The subject is

treated in a systematic manner ; the author

dafsing the forms in use under four heads. (.\)

Arches of brick or concrete supported on walls or

girders. (B) Hollow bricks or tubes supported

upon girders and filled in with concrete. (C)

Concrete filled in between and around girders.

(D) Solid timber of considerable thickness, and
iron plates resting on girders. Amongst the

arched systems are included Whichcord's fire-

proof blocks of fireclay, which imbed the iron

girders, the Doulton-l'eto system, in which the

arches are formed of hollow fireclay blocks dove-

tailed below to form a key to the plastering

(these are flat archts), the Dennett fireproof

floor cf concrete arches, well known to the pro-

fession ; the hollow brick or tube systems include

those of Homan and liodgcrs ; the Fawoctt system

of fireclay tubes or lintels placed obliquely be-

tween the joists : Hornbiower's ; while the

systems filled in with concrete inchide the systems

of Fox and Barrett, Lindsay's with I steel girders

or " trough " girders. Several French plans are

also described. Heating and ventilating buildings

form a special chiipter, in which the various

methods in use are dcsciibid and illustrated. The
author shows that heating and ventilating cannot

be properly treated separately ; that they are parts
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of one whole, and that the right plan is for

the architect to obtain the advice of a consulting

engineer to prepare a complete scheme. The
several forms of hot-water and steam heating are

dealt with, and illustrated hy diagrams. These
are (1) the low-pressure system, (2) the closed

tank or drop system, and (3) the high-pressure

system. These are separately treated, and their

advantages or defects pointed out ; the connection

of radiators to main pipes ; the distributing fitting,

high-pressure system joint, and the systems of

circulation known as the "duplicate" circula-

tion, "branch" circulation, .and "crossed"
circulation are explained by diagrams. The
writer says : "The beat form of indirect heating

"which comes under the heading of natural

ventilation is the hot-air furnace," which is

placed in the basement of a house, and is incased

in an air-chamber supplied with air by a flue

from the outside, hot-air flues being taken up to

the several rooms. Hot-air or steam heating

apparatus with radiators, the latter connected

with the outside air, can also be used in connec-

tion with natural ventilation. Combined heating

and mechanical ventilating systems are described.

The information and data given are complete,

and the general principles are clearly explained.

The last chapter but one deals with '

' Electric

and Gas-Lighting," a subject which every archi-

tect ought to know something about. Definitions,

units of illumination, the rules for lighting rooms
and halls, workshops and showrooms are given,

add a table of candlepower for an area of lOsq.ft.

for different kinds of room is furnished. For
entrance-halls, 2c.p. to 3c. p. for every lOsq.ft. is

necessary, for dining-rooms 3 to 3j, libraries 3

to 3i, bedrooms H to 2. For hotels the allowance
is greater, 5c.p. to 7c. p. per lOaq.ft. being given
for drawing-rooms, and for bedrooms 2 to 4. For
offices, the candlepower is required to be greater,

5 to 6 for general offices, and 2 to 'ih for private

offices. The choice of illuminants, including

many kinds of burners and lamps, is an import-

ant question. The definitions and laws of electric-

light installations are explained fully, with a key
diagram of the wiring required. Particulars of

the plant necessary for a private generating
station, the different kinds of dynamos, storage

battery, switchboard, &c., follow. Under the

heading Distributing Mains, the "two-wire"
system (most generally used) and the " three

-

wire " system for large buildings, with its own
generating station, are described. Cable-laying,

cable protectors, troughs and casings of stone-

ware, iron, and wood are described. Plans and
sections of two-wire junction-box for the connec-
tion of house circuits with the outer and inner

conductors of atriple concentric main, the methods
of jointing cables, arrangements of house sewer

mains and branches are explained by diagrams,

and the methods of wood casing for the con-

ductors and other fittings are considered. Electric

bells and signals, indicators, electric fire-.alarms,

&c., are dealt with, and the remarks on telephones

.and the types of instruments used for private

installation, and the diagrams showing how
rooms can be placed in communication with a

central station and other arrangements are

explanatory. A long chapter on lighting con-

ductors follows. The last chapters deal briefly

with materials and stresses in structures, and
there is an appendix of electric terms, &c. The
Board of Education examination papers are also

represented for l'.)02-3. For students preparing
for any of the professional examinations these

volumes are of great value, as they form a com-
pendium of the science ot construction applied to

building, and for general reference the architect

will find them of service.

THIRLMERE WATER FORMANCHESTER :

COMPLETION OP THE SECOND AQUE-
DUCT.

THE second aqueduct from Thirlmere is, says

the Mitnchditer Gtifirdimiy nearly completed,
and the date on which the stream will run into

and through it will be announced very shortly.

The immense difficulties of laying this great

watercourse along miles of some of the most hilly

country in England, have been successfully over-

come. This second of the five great conduits that

will ultimately convey the Thirlmere supply to

Manchester makes some review of the work
desirable. It was in 1885 that the Manchester
Corporation, after having obtained Parlia-

mentary sanction, began the construction and
laying of pipes and other watercourses from
Thirlmere to the city, a distance of 96 miles.

But before the undertaking was actually

entered upon they had to make arrangements
with about 200 owners of land and 400 lessees or

tenants. Then the work was begun. To obtain

the requisite quantity of water from the lake it

was necessary to raise the whole level ot the

water. Its natural level wat 533ft. 2Mn. above
the sea. For the purpose of getting a supply
of 10,000,000 gallons a day, the quantity of the

first instalment, the lake was raised 20ft. Parlia-

ment insisted that in no case should the original

height of the lake be lowered. Thirlmere lies

in a complete hollow, surrounded by a noble
amphitheatre of mountains, and the main
necessity was consequently to buiid a dam
across the outfall end of the lake (at St.

John's Beck). Some of the roads lying near the

borders had also to be diverted, as more land is,

of course, submerged when the storage capacity

of the lake is increased. Then the aqueduct had
to be carried, through the hills and across the

valleys, from the southern end of the lake to the
reservoir at Prestwich, on the north-west
boundary of Manchester. The aqueduct of 96
miles is the longest of its kind in the United
Kingdom. Those which Glasgow, Liverpool, and
Birmingham have made in their schemes of water
supply fall considerably short of this. The aque-
duct from Loch Katrine to Glasgow is 23i miles

long, that from Lake Vyrnwy to Liverpool
measures 68 miles, and the one from the Elam
Valley in Radnorshire to Birmingham 731 miles.

The construction of this first part of the work, by
which the water supply of the city was increased

10,000,000 gallons daily, cost in round figures

£2,800,000. It was, of course, the most difficult

and expensive because of the works and roads

made on the borders of Thirlmere, and of the

provision of room fur laying subsequent lines of

aqueduct.
The laying of the second aqueduct has been

done in less than three years, and its estimated

cost is £650,000. This includes the heightening
of the dam so that the level of the lake will be
raised another 1 5ft. When the full service of five

pipes along the aqueduct is provided, the water-
level will be raised 50ft. The surface of the

water will then be 584tt. above the sea level.

The area of the lake was originally 330 acres.

After it had been raised 20ft. for the provision of

the first ten million gallons a day it was 565 acres.

Raised another 15ft. for the purpose of the second

aqueduct the area is 679 acres, with a storage

capacity of 2,534 million gallons. When the full

height of 50ft. has been attained the area of

Thirlmere will be 793 acres. It (vill be three and
a half mUes and 220 yards long, with a storage

capacity of 8,135 million gallons.

To secure all this water a great drainage area

is needed. The area of supply at present extends

over 7,400 acres, but the corporation have powers
to utilise a further stretch of country. The rain-

fall in the Thirlmere district is heavy, varying
in wet years from lOOin. in the valley to 137in.

on the hills west of the lake. The average rain-

fall for the three driest consecutive years on
record—1887, 1888, and 1889—was 71in.

Helvellyn, the highest point of the Thirlmere
drainage area, is 3,118ft. above the sea, or

2,585ft. above the natural level of the lake.

There is no difficulty in raising the water level.

All that is done is to stop the outflow by means
of the big masonry dam. This is 857ft. in length,

and 18ft. Oiu. wide. The top of this dam or

embankment will be Oft. Sin. higher than the

lake level when the full 50ft. has been added to

the original depth of the lake. It was considered

inadvisable to submerge more land than was
necessary to give the first instalment of water

and pay the compensation water to the river (St.

John's Beck), and an overflow was provided at

30ft. below top water level.

The masonry dam hard by St. John's Beck is

divided into two portions by a mound of rock,

through which a tunnel has been driven. The
compensation and surplus water from the lake

passes through this tunnel into St. John's Beck.

The compensation water is delivered into the

river through a gauging basin, so that the local

authorities can at any time satisfy themselves

that the stipulated quantity of compensation
water is passing into the river.

About eight miles of new roads have been made
about the lake. The old coach road from Winder-
mere to Keswick had to be diverted and an
entirely new road five and a half miles long

on the western side of the lake has been made.
The new road, now that it is in working
order, is admittedly an improvement. It gives

a splendid view of the Helvellyn range,

which was seldom got before. In the design

and execution of the works care has been
taken to make them as unobtrusive as possible.

Sufficient time has now elapsed to allow Nature
to cover the scars on the landscape caused by the

early excavations, and there is really little that

indicates that a great engineering work has been
undertaken. Here and there you see an un-
pretentious gateway in the walls on the hillside ;

but you do not suspect that it marks the course

of the waterway or nearness to a valve by which
the flow of water into the reservoir miles away at

Manchester can be checked it necessary.

The water passes through tunnels in the hills

and through siphon pipes down the sides of

valleys and under small streams. When the

engineers got to rivers between Thirlmere and
the city that were too big to be dealt with in that

way, bridges were thrown across, AVhere it was
possible the aqueduct was at once made of

concrete 7ft. wide and 7t. lin. high—-sufficient

for the whole 50,000,000 gallons a day to piss

through.
The magnitude of the undertaking is in-

dicated by the fact that the aqueduct includes

tunnels through rocks and hills 14 J miles in

length, "cut and cover" work 36.| miles long,

and big pipes over a distance of 45 miles.

The diameter of the first line of pipes is 40in.

The pipes in the sec«nd line are a little more
capacious, being 44in. in diameter. All the pipes

have to be cast exceedingly strong, for they are

subjected constantly to a pressure of about r20lb.

per square inch. The bridges that have been
built are quite in keeping with the idea which
tho engineers have shown in all other parts of

their work—that is, when they cannot be kept in

the background, screened by trees from the public

eye, they have been made as ornamental as

possible. This may be said especially ot the

bridge which spans the Lune.

As to the water itself, the corporation have

taken particular care to insure its purity. ( )wing

to the rocky character of the drainage area, the

water .as it flows into the lake is remarkably clean.

As it leaves the lake it enters a huge straining

well, 6aft. in depth and 37ft. 6in. in diameter.

The water as it comes from the lake circles round
the well and is drawn gently through copper

gauze screens. In this manner any particles ot

solid matter that may have got into the water are

re-strained- The screens are lifted from the well

at stated periods by hydraulic machinery and
washed thoroughly. From the straining well the

water enters ths tunnel through Dunmail Raise.

This is 5,188 yards in length. As the water

approaches Grasmere it is diverted from the

aqueduct and turned into settling pools. It is

thus practically impossible for any suspended

matter to pass further. When the settling pools

are being cleaned, the water is allowed to flow on
for a brief period without hindrance.

From these settling pools the water is sent

down the hill, but before passing into the stream

it is filtered, lest anyone should say that the

corporation have fouled the stream. Mention has

been made of the Dunmail Raise Tunnel, The
other long tunnels are Sloor Howe, 3,040 yards

;

Nab Scar, 1,419 yards; and SkelgiU, 1,243 yards.

The remaining tunnels vary in length from 400

to 900 yards. The fall of the aqueduct on its

way to the city averages 20in. per mile.

When a valley has to be crossed the concrete

aqueduct is made to terminate in a great well.

The water descends from the aqueduct in cast-

iron pipes laid about 2ft. below the surface. The
pipes are carried up the opposite slope and end in

another well, beyond which the concrete aqueduct

is continued. There are thirty of these valleys

at intervals along the line ot route, across which
the water has to be siphoned. It is interesting

to note, as illustrating the excellence of the work
connected with the laying of the first line of

pipes, that only IS bursts have occurred since the

water was admitted ten years ago.

The reservoir at Prestwich has a storage

capacity ot 21 million gallons ; but it has been
found necessary to provide further storage, to

have water ready when the supply is shut off for

periodical cleansing or repair. The corporation

therefore obtained Parliamentary powers last

session to enable them to construct another great

reservoir on the north side of Heaton Park.

This will be one of the largest service reservoirs

in the kingdom, with a capacity of about 500

million gallons. Its construction will occupy

about six years.

It was intended originally that the third line ot
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pipes should also deliver water at Prestwich, and

the fourth and fifth lines he taken round the city

to the reservoirs at Audenahaw, on the other side

of the city. It is now contidered advisable that

the third line of pipes may, when laid, deliver

water at Audenshaw, and sanction for this

purpose was obtained in the last session. Power
tor the fourth and fifth lines of pipes from Walk-
den to Audenshaw was also obtained.

The number of cast-iron pipes used in this

sscond aqueduct, of 40 inches, 44in., and 48in.

diameter, was 24,500, and the weight of them
was about 64,500 tons. To hasten its completion

the work was divided into four parts, the contract

for the first being let in January, 1901. The
original scheme was prepared by the late ilr.

Bateman (the engineer of the Longdendale
works), in conjunction with Mr. G. H. Hill, who
has carried it out. The population now to be

supplied with water (from Longdendale as

well as Thirlmere) is rapidly approaching 1}

millions. The consumption on one day during
the dry weather of the present year reached
42,465,468 gallons, and the average daily con-

sumption for the week during which this occurred

was 38,930,854 gallons per day. A portion of

this increase is no doubt attributable to the gradual
development of sanitary science and the general
trade of the district, and to the demands for

public purposes, such as hydraulic power, and
electric lighting.^
On Wednesday week Canon ^Scott Holland

unveiled and dedicated a painting in the church of

St. Andrew, Bethnal Green. The painting is the
gift of a friend of the parish, and extends over the
three chancel arches. The subject is ** Adoration
of Angels." Colour is developed from a rainbow
beneath the subject. The size of the painting is

27ft. by 14ft. The artist is Mr. A. M. Soord, of

New Bushey, Herts.

The Duke of Argyll formally opened yesterday
(Thursday) the new building which has been erected
by the Young Men's Christian Association in Dale
End, Birmingham. The five-story building is faced
with terracotta and is Free Renaissance in style. It

includes a hostel with forty bedrooms, smoke-
rooms, lounges, and dining-halls. Some of the halls

are to be available for the use of the public.

Educational classrooms and halls for religious

purposes are provided as well as a gymnasium.
The architects are Messrs. Ewen and J. A. Harper,
of Birmingham.

At Tuesday's meeting of the London County
Council a discussion took place on a recommenda-
tion of the Asylums Committee that the contract
for the erection of the Long Grove Asylum be
given to Messrs. Foster and Dickaee, of Kagby, at
the price of £359,953. The next lowest tender was
£308,906 from a London firm, and the variation in

prices was fully accounted for, it was contended,
by the difference between the 8d. an hour paid in

wages at Rugby and the lOJd. to Ud. current in
London. Au amendment was moved referring back
the recommendation to the committee; but this was
rejected by 68 to 40 votes, and the recommendation
was adopted. It was stated that the accepted
tender exceeded the estimate of the architect by
£11,953.

A public meeting was held at Rnsholme on Friday
for the purpose of considering the means of rebuild-
ing the Church of St. Chrysostom, Victoria Pirk,
which was recently destroyed by fire. The Rector
stated that the closest inquiry as to the cause of the
fire had failed to yield anything but negative
results. After consultation with the Bishop it had
been decided to erect a temporary iron church which
would accommodate 300 people. The original coat
of the former church had been £10,706, and of the
organ £665, and there had been later additions.
Since the erection of the church, however, the cost
of materials and labour had advanced, and they
could not reproduce it at the same cost. They
would receive in insurance £8,950, and they would
have to raise at least £5,000 more. The executive
committee reported that contributions already re-
ceived amounted to £1,189 Os. 6J. Further dona-
tions were promised in the meeting, raising the
total to £1,382 168.

A new branch public library for I,5eds, with a
frontage of 11 Oft. to York-road, was opeued by the
Lady Mayoress on Tuesday. Mr. H. Ascough Chap-
man, A.R.I. B. A., of Leeds, the architect, has provided
a lending library capable of accommodating 20,060
books

; a lofty newsroom 44ft. 6in. by 39ft., with
reading tables for 92 persons; a ladies' reading-
room, with accommodation for 31 readers; and a
juvenile reading-room, with accommodation for 200
readers. The exterior is an adaptation of the
Renaissance style, faced with Accrington pressed
bricks and Morley atone dressings ; whilst there is a
tower with a cupola and a prujectiug clock. "To-
gether with the baths and the site, the cost has
amounted to rather more than £20,000.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

All F.lemenlanj Tmi/ixi: oil Graphs. By Geo. A.

Giiisox, II.A., F.R.S.E. London: jlacmillan

and Co., Ltd. Ss. 6d.

CHIPS.

Sinnington Parish Church has been opened by
the Bishop of Beverley after lestoiation at a cost

of over £1,300.

Foundation-stones have been laid of a, Sunday-
school at Harpenden, on a site adjoining the

Congregational Church erected a few years back.

Plans for this budding were prepared by Mr.
Arthur E. Anscombe, Harpenden, and the con-

tract, amounting to £1,150, was placed with Messrs.

Salisbury and Son, also of Harpenden. The new
buildings will comprise a main hall, 30ft. by 4Sft.,

to seat 250 adults; an infants' room, 20ft. by r2ft.,

to accommodate 50 children ; two classrooms,

kitchen, and storeroom.

The four new spinning mills in Oldham, which
arenearing completion, wUl contain 400,000 spindles

and provide employment for 1,200 workpeople.

Lieutentant- Colonel Yorke, of the Board of

Trade, inspected at Glasgow the other day several

corporation tramway extensions, including the ex-

tension in Clydebank from the present terminus to

the canal at Dalmuir, the Stobcross Ferry (Finuies-

ton) and Keppochhill route, and part of Duke-
street from Carntype to Parkhead Cross.

At the last meeting of the town council of Ecoles,

Lanes, it was reported that the budding and im-

provement committee had received plans for the

erection of 200 houses in the borough. The recom-

mendation of the education committee that a per-

manent school be erected at Winton to accommodate
1,100 children was approved.

A memorial to the officers and men of the Y'ork

and Lancaster Regiment who fell in the South
African war has been placed in York Minster, and
was unveiled on Tuesday. It consists of an alabaster

mural monument with a brass tablet, and has been

erected by officers and men of the regiment past and
present. The inscription on the tablet begins with

the word " Remember," and then follow the names
of the fallen officers and men. The memorial is

placed on the wall of the south aisle of the choir,

and was designed by Mr. G. F. Bodley, R.A.,
architect to the Dean and Chapter.

Mr. H. Berney has been appointed surveyor to

the Croydon Rural District Council in the place of

Mr. F. West, resigned.

Colonel Slack has held a Local Government Board
inquiry at Leigh, Lanes, concerning the town
council's application to borrow £550 for the recon-

struction of Nel Pan Bridge, and widening it from
19ft. to 40tt., and £2,024 for reconstructing the

railway road. The council are paying one-fourth

of the cost of the bridge.

At St. Michael's Church, Whitwell, near Oak-
ham, a series of twelve stained-glass windows, the

gift of the Rev. R. V. C. Kinleside, were dedicated.

They have been executed by Messrs. Lavers and
Westlake, of Loudon. In the two double-light

windows on the north side in the body of the

church are figures of the four greater prophets

Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Daniel. The three

double-light windows on the south side and the

two single light ones at the east and west ends of the

south aisle all illustrate events appertaining to the

Birth and Commencement of our Lord's Ministry on
earth. The three two-light windows in the south

side of the chancel represent three important in-

cidents in the closing part of our Lord's life. The
small window ou the south side of the chancel

pictures Christ appearing to his Disciples after His

ResuiTection. "riie three-fight east-end window
was new when the church was restored ; the lights

on either side represent St. Peter and St. John,

and the figure in the centre light is Christ on the

Cross.

Messrs. Doulton and Co., of the Royal Doulton
Potteries, Lambeth and Burslem, have been

awarded two Grand Prizes for their exhibits of art

pottery and stoneware chemical apparatus at the

World's Fair, St. Louis. These are the highest

awards obtainable.

All informal opening took place on Tuesday of

the first section of the Old Kent-road Public Baths,

which are approaching completion. The cost will

amount to £55,000. They will comprise two
swimming-baths, first and second-class ; tno former

will be 76ft. long by 35tt. wide, and the other

slightly smaller. First and second-class accom-
nioilation will also bo provided in respect of alipper-

baths, Turkish and Russian baths. The water will

be obtained from an artesian well, which has been

sunk to a depth of 400ft. Mr. K. Iliurding Payne,
A.R.I. n A., John-street, Bedford-row, is the

architect, and his design, selected in competition,

was illustrated in our issues of March 28, 19112, and
Octol)er 16, 1903. The builder is Mr. A. N. Coles,

of Plymouth.

OBITUARY.
Mr. Henry Le Jevxe, A.E..V., retired, died

on Wednesday week, at his residence, 155,

Goldhurst-terrace, Hampstead, X.W., in his

eighty-fith year. Mr. Le Jeune, who was of

Flemish extraction, was born in London on

Dec. 12, 1819, and in 1841 he obtained the Gold
Medal of the Royal Academy for his picture of

" Samson Bursting His Bonds," and from 1845

till 1848 was Headmaster of the Government
School of Design. In the latter year he was

selected for the post of Curator of the Painting

School of the Royal Academy, from which

position he retired in 1864. He was at one time

a frequent exhibitor at the Royal Academy, but

for the last ten years had ceased to exhibit. He
was elected an Associate of the Royal Academy
in 1863, but retired in 1886. .\mong his more
recent paintings were " A Little Angler," ex-

hibited at the Academy in 1882; "A Quiet

Nook," in 1885; "The Brook," in 1891;
" Shelter," in 1892 ; and " Idleness," in 1894.

JIr. George J.^mes Jones, a well-known

builder, former town councillor, and large

property owner, of Tonbridge, died at his resi-

dence, 1, Albert-road, on Saturday last, at the

early age of 45. Coming to Tonbridge fiom

Weybridge, about 31 years ago, he was appren-

ticed to a local builder, and afterwards set up in

business on his own account. He carried out the

contracts for a large number of the principal

buildings in the town, including the General

Post Ollice, the Gentlemen's Club, Masonic

Buildings, and numerous shops and private

houses, among the last of the former being a row

on the Railway Approach. For many years he

had a large yard off the Priory-road ; but re-

cently the principal part of his business was

carried on at Femacre Works, -\lbert-road. Mr.

Jones never married.

The new Free Library in Castle Douglas was
opened on Tuesday. The building, which is of

sreestone, consists of lending-library, reading-

room, reference-room—all well-lit aparments—and
a caretaker's house above.

At a meeting on Friday of the Metropolitan

District Railway Board of Directors, Mr. John
Young, manager of the Glasgow Corporation

Tramways, was appointed general manager of the

company. In view of the early running of the

electrical trains on the District Railway, it was
arranged that Mr, Young should enter upon his

duties as general manager on Nov. 1.

The health committee of Bradford proposes to

accept a curious challenge made by advertisement

if the challenger will provide satisfactory guarantees.

The advertisement offered to build, for £225 each,

houses similar to those erected by the corporation in

Fax fleet -street at a cost of £250. The committee

are willing to accept the offer of any substantial

person for the erection of the remainder of the

houses to be provided at Faxfleet-street, in accord-

ance with the same specifications as have been used

for the houses already erected there, and at a price

not exceeding £225 per house, including cost of

land, reckoned at 5s. per yard, and street formation

expenses.

The Board of Trade have recently confirmed the

following Order made by the Light Railway
Commissioners :—Southend and Colchester Light

Railways Order, 1904, authorising the construction

of fight railways in the county of Essex, from
Southend by way of Rochford. Creeksea, Burnham,
Southminster, Asheldham, Uengie, Tillingham,

Brad well - juxta - Mare, and West Mersea to

Colchester.

A smart piece of work has recently bec;n executed

by Messrs. MarkFawcettandCo.,of Westminster, at

the Western F.lectric Works, North Woolwich. Some
special machinery was to arrive from .Vmerica, and
the building had to be ready to receive it. The
architects, Messrs. Arlron and Dawson, got an

estimate from Messrs. Fawcett, who put in 2,700

yards of their " All British " floor in 16 days.

Mr. W. D. CariJe, F.R.I.B.A.,ha8 reported upon
the condition of St. Mary Bourne Parish Church,

near llurstbourne, specifying the repairs and im-

provements which are considered necessary or

desiral)le, including the stripping, strengthening,

and recovering the roof, underpinning, and repair-

ing parts of the wall, stripping off the pliister from

the inside of the walls and roplasteriug, rehanging

the bells with now fnune and fittings, and repairs to

the tower; the cost of which, including a new
heating apparatus, ho estimates at £1,664. The
church is Transitional Norman in style, and

possesses one of the four square black marble fonts

111 till) county, the others being at Winchester

C.ithedral, St. "Michael's Church, Southampton, and

East Meon Church.
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Bristol.—New furnishing and warehousing
premises have been built in White Ladies-road,
Bristol, from designs by Mr. H. Dare Bryan,
F.R.I. B.A., of that city. The style adopted is

Classic Renaissance, and the central portion of
the block, with its Ionic columns and boldly pro-
jecting pediment, is flanked on each fide by wings
somewhat more plainly treated. The total length
of this frontage is 120ft., and the warehouse of
five stories reaches a height of 55ft. Monks Park
Bath stone has been used throughout. Messrs.
R. Wilkins and Son, of Bishop-street, Bristol,

were the contractors. Messrs. Dawnay and
Co., of London, contracted for the steel work,
and Mr. Smith, of Montpelier, undertook the
carving. The ground floor consists of offices for
estate department, fitted with polished teak, with
two private oflices for the principals. The
removal offices come next, with a large room for
pianos. Following this is the auction room,
50ft. square, where periodical sales of furniture
are conducted. There is also a fireproof strong-
room for plate-chests and valuables. The four
floors above are devoted exclusively to ware-
housing furniture ; two electric lifts, by Hunt,
Marsh-street, to take the goods to the difierent
floors. The firm have now over 400,000c.ft. of
warehouse accommodation.

Little Buomwich, Birmingham.—The Health
Committee of the Birmingham City Council have
so extended their hospital accommodation at
Little Bromwich as to permit of the reception of
diphtheritic cases. The buildings have been
erected at a cost of £20,000, and the furnishing
of the wards will be completed in the course of the
next week. The extensions comprise the pro-
vision of three perminent pavilions, an isolation
pavilion, and a block of buildings for the accom-
modation of nurses. The three paWlions wUl
provide accommodation for about 72 additional
^jatients. The pavilions, erected from plans by
Mr. W. H. Ward, of Birmingham, are of one
story, similar in design and plan to those erected
tome few years ago, with the exception that in
each of the new pavilions there are two small
separation wards, with the nurses' duty-room so
placed as to command a view of all the four wards.
A leading feature of the new wards, which are
72ft. long by 30ft. wide, is the addition of a
glazed wall tiling, forming a dado 5ft. in height.
The new home, which will accommodate fifty

nurses, comprises bedrooms, large recreation-
room, kitchen, iSrc, with an escape staircase from
the upper rooms.

LoNttwooi), HuDDERSFiELD.—A now Wesloyan
chapel was opened on Wednesday week. It is in
the Decorated style, and is faced with Elland Edge
wallstones. The chapel is 54ft. Sin. long, and
30ft. 6in. wide, with trin.septs lift. 6in. deep,
and will accommodate 700 persons. There is a
gallery on three sides containing two rows of
pews. The internal woodwork is entirely of pitch
pine and varnished. The chapel is fitled through-
out with open pews. The roof is half-timbered,
the ceiling is boarded and octagonal in shape
The windows are all filled with stone tracery, and
are glazed with leaded lights. The chapel is

heated by hot water on the low-pressure system,
and lighted by electricity. There are twD vestries
on the ground floor, and two classrooms in the
basement, 32ft. 5in. by 20ft. and 31ft. 5iu. by
21ff.. Bin. respectively, a bellows-room, storeroom,
and heating-apparatus room. The church has cost
£8,000. The plans were prepared by Mr. Joseph
Berry, architect, 3, Market-place, Huddersfield,
and the works have been carried out under his
aupeiTision.

Newca.stle-ox-Tyse.—The Laing Art Gallery,
in Higham-place, was formally opened on Tues-
day. It has been built from plans by Messrs.
Cackett and Bums-Dick, of Newcastle, at a cost
of about £20,000, borne by Mr. Alexander Laing,
the site, which adjoins the free library and cost
£16,000, having been given by the Corporation.
The new buildings are two stories in height,
forming on plan a hollow square, the ground floor
consisting of large entrance and sculpture-hall,
and three lofty art and museum galleries, ex-
tending through behind the public library,
lighted from the centre court, the upper floor
being entirely taken up with top-lighted art
galleries, four in number, averaging in size about
65ft. by 27ft. by 27ft. high to the top of the
arched ceiling. The main facade is to Higham-
place. The comer formed with the free library

at the south-east angle is occupied by a tower
23ft. .square and lllft. high, which contains the

grand staircase. The floors throughout are con-
structed of concrete ; in the case with the upper
floors combined with expanded metal with steel

joists. The surface of the floor to the entrance-

hall is of tesselated marble pavement, and that of

the galleries polished oak blocks. At the north
end of the building are provided receiving-

rooms, private staircase, and picture hoist. The
design externally, carried out in polished ashlar,

is Renaissance in style, boldly treated, the ground
floor forming a rusticated plinth the same height

as that of the free library, and upon which are

detached Ionic columns, projecting out on either

flank, and carrying the entablature with semi-
circular arched pediment, under which are

sculptured niches. The general height is about
equal to that of the library. The main entrance

is 8ft. wide, flanked by double detached Doric
columns with pedimented entablature, with
sculptured figures on either aide. Over the arch
of the doorway is formed a niche with moulded
architrave and twisted shafts on either side. The
tower has a deep band of sculpture on the exposed
faces immediately under the lantern, the latter

being octagonal on plan, and supporting a stone

dome about 20ft. diameter. The system of heat-

ing and ventilation is the Plenum. The builders

were Messrs. J. and W. Lowry, of Newcastle.

Old Bailey, E.G.—The building operations in

connection with the erection of the new Central
Criminal Court, in the Old Bailey, are making
good progress. Mr.E.W.Mountford.F.R.I.B.A.,
is the architect, and Messrs Holloway Brothers,

of Belvedere-road, Lambeth, are the builders.

The Court floor level has been reached, and the
construction of the Courts is now being proceeded
with. These are four in number—two large, or

Judges' Courts, for the more important business,

and two smaller, for the disposal of minor cases.

Thirty-two Grecian marble columns of variegated
tints have been erected in the main corridor on
the ground floor, which will have a groined
ceiling, with ornamental cornices. These marble
columns have Doric capitals ; they are 1 1ft. in

height, with a diameter of 12in. Branching from
the main corridor on either side are corridors of

smaller dimensions. These communicate with the

Grand Jury Room, bailiff's room, and waiting-

rooms for witnesses. The Grand Jury Room,
which marks a portion of the site of the old debtors'

wing of Newgate, is a spacious apartment, to

which access win be obtained by a private stair-

case. The walls will be of oak panelling decorated

with plaster cornices. Eighty cells for the use of

prisoners awaiting trial have been nearly com-
pleted. They occupy three landings, and com-
municate directly with the courts. Fi^e flights

of stairs lead from the street to the courts. The
main entrance stands within a few feet of the old

prison kitchen. The Lord Mayor's entrance im-
mediately faces the present temporary steel prison.

The oflices on the ground floor level in the Old
Bailey, now screened by the hoarding, comprise
those for the use of the Director of Public
Prosecutions, the Indictment Office, chambers for

exhibits, and refreshment rooms, beneath which
are spicious cellars. It is anticipated that it will

be at least 18 months before the building is com-
pleted. We illustrated Mr. Mountford's designs

from a model made for the Corporation of London
by Mr. Albert Seale, to half-inch scale, in our
issueof March 13, 1903, and reproductions from the

author's competition drawings appeared in the
BciLDiNG News for June 29, and July 13 and 20,

1900.

Regent-.stkeet, W.—The first portion of the
new premises erec'ed at the corner of Beak street

and Regent-street for Messrs. Robinson and
Cleaver, was opened on Wednesday. When com-
pleted the building will consist of eight floors.

The exterior of the shop and showrooms, is con-

structed of polished Swedish red granite, with
dark green bases, the height of the granite

cornice from the ground being 33ft. The entrance

doorway in Regent-street is under a granite arch-

way, 15ft. wide, paved with white marble and
green Connemara mavble centrepieces. Over the

doorway, as well as on the third floor, there are

balconies of wrought iron. The second and third

floors facing Regent-street are of Portland stone,

recessed under a pediment with carved tympanum,
supported by engaged rustic Doric columns sur-

mounted by a stone attic with balustrade in the

centre, flanked by two lions in Portland stone,

over 6ft. high. The angle of the street is treated

as a circular feature, and is 90ft. high, the second

and third floors being rec:ssod with Ionic columns,

while the upper story forms a circular tower,

which is finished by a copper dome and flagstaff

above a carved laurel frieze. The entrance in

Regent-street leads to a shop 96ft. by 40ft., the

floors of which are laid in oak. Th"! fittings are

of polished mahogany. The architects of the

new premises are Messrs. Crickmay and Sons.

South Wimbledox.—On the 3rd inst. the

Bishop of Southwark solemnly laid the founda-
tion-stone of the new R.C. Church of St. Wine-
fride, which will occupy a comer site at the
junction of the Merton and Latimer roads. The
design is Early Romanesque. The plan comprises

a large and wide nave with narrow processional

aisles on either side, a sanctuary raised several

steps above the nave-level, flanked on one side

by a side-chapel and on the other by priests' and
boys' sacristie^, a transept on the north side with
a porch adjoining giving access to that portion of

the church, and a baptistery at the north-west
corner. The main entrance is by a deeply
recessed, arched doorway at the west end, and
there is also another entrance porch at the south-

west corner. The total length is U2ft., and the
width of nave 49ft. Accommodation is provided
for between six and seven hundred persons, and
the contract is for £6,375. Mr. Frederick A.
Walters, F.S.A., of Westminster, is the archi-

tect, and Messrs. James Smih and Sons, Ltd., of

South Norwood, are the builders.

Warwick.—-The foundation-stone of a Roman
Catholic school in Warwick has recently been
laid. Mr. E. P. Trepess is the architect, and
the contractor, Mr. T. Tall is, has begun work.
The schools will be adjacent to but separated

from the presbytery, and the ac::ommodation
provided will be limited to 100 pupils, the boys
and girls being taught together. The buildings

will be Elizabethan in style, and the principal

room will be 45|tt. by 22ft., which will occasion-

ally be divided by a movable partition to form
classrooms. Separate lavatories and hat and
cloakrooms will be provided, and the playgrounds
at the rear will also be divided. Covered sheds
will be built in each playground for the protection

of the children in wet weather, and the surface of

the ground will be asphalted. With regard to

the heating arrangements, radiators wiU be placed
in the school, which will be supplied with hot
water from the boiler already existing on the far

side of the church building. Bricks with stone

dressings are being used in the construction of the

school buildings, and a terminal cross will be
placed on the main front gable. The cost of the

structure now being reared is estimated at £1,289,
and the work will be completed by the end of

October.

Mr. Charles E. Legat. who passed through the
Forestry Class at the rjniversity of Edinburgh in

1896-97, and has since been employed in the Forest
Department of the Cape Colony, has been apppinted
head of the Transvaal Forest Department.

The Works and General Purposes Committee of

the Hackney Borough Council propose to spend a
sum of £3,300 on the relief of the unemployed in the
borough. The relief works will consist of the
remetalling of macadam and flint carriageways
now out of repair.

The members of the Ulster Society of Architects

are about to form a class for their students in pre-
paration forthe R.I.B A. examination. Mr. Charles
E. Varndell, A.R.I.B.A., will undertake the super-
vision of the class.

' A Loctil Government Board inquiry was held at

Barrow on Friday into an application to borrow
£35,000 required for the extension of the electricity

works. The plant has been in use a little over five

years, and has been extended four times, the con-
sumers having increased from 43 to nearly 1,400.

The Painters' Company give notice that a meeting
will be held on Wednesday, December 14, at the
Hall, Little Trinity-lane, E.G., to elect blind
annuitants. Full particulars may be obtained from
Tuesday, October 25, until Saturday, November 26,

attheHaU.
The death is announced at an early age of Mr.

A. A. Hands, architect, of Wellington-road, Wan-
stead, who had for the past two years been a member
of the Architectural Association,

Mr. Elward John Steer, of 69, HoUoway-street,

i

Exeter, retired builder, who died on August 25 last,

left estate of the gross value of £1,527 178. Id., the

net personalty being sworn at £588 43. 7d.

Sir James Colquhoun nnveiled on Saturday a
cross of Braemar granite, IGft. high, erected in the

grounds of the Dumbarton municipal buildings, to

perpetuate the memory of Dumbarton townsmen
who lest their lives during the South African war.
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3T. mark's CHUBOa, BEADING.— CONGBEGATIOXAL CHUR<:H,

ILKESTON.—MILL LEAS, HYTHE.—VOl'L GBEAVE, CBOYDON.

— HIGHEB GBADE SCHOOL, HACKNEY. — HIGH WYCOMBE

TOWN UALL. — OLD HEBEF0RD8HIRB TIMBEB WORK.

—

<JENEBATISG STATION FOR THE STBETFORD URBAN

DISTRICT COUNCIL. — OLD FUBNITUBF. FROM THE SALE-

ROOMS.— ST. LOUIS EXHIBITION.

€>ur Hlustrattous.

ST. MARK S CHVBClt, HEAIIIVO.

This church is built of local red bricks with Box
<Tround stone dressings, and consista of chancel,

nave with western gallery, and narrow aisles to

give access to the seating. It was originally in-

tended to build a vaulted ceiling. This intention

was not carried out ; but the main ribs of the

groining have been retained, and are employed to

carry the root instead of rising roof principals.

The roof is covered with West Morden slates.

Messrs. Iloare and Wheeler, of Orchard-street,

W., are the architects.

tONOREGATIONAL CHUKCH, ILKESTOX.

This church is now being erected on a prominent
comer site at llkes'on, and has Sunday -schools

underneath, the hillside lending itself admirably
for this purpose. The building consists of a nave,

6.5ft. long by 27ft. wide, supplemented by side

aisles, east and west transepts, a chancel, and a

gallery from the eastern porch, entered by a broad
stairway. On this floor is also a large church
parlour, minister's vestry, and organ chamber.
The accommodation for the church is 400, having
additional accommodation for 130 if required.

The schools, although under the church, are above
the ground line, consist of large lecture-hall

18ft. high, with raised platform at one end ; and
opening out of hall and divided by movable glazed

partitions from same are 10 classrooms of various

sizes calculated to hold 300 children. An infants'

•classroom, library, kitchen-scullery, and boys' and
girls' lavatories are also provided on this floor. A
lift is arranged between kitchen and church
parlour for tei-meetings, &c. At the south end
of building a mezzanine floor is obtained, having
teachers' rooms, cloakrooms, I'lvatories, kc, for

both sexes, chair store, und choir room. From
choir room to back of chancel there is a staircase

ior use of choir. The materials being used are
2in. sand stock bricks having iin. joints, with
Derbyshire stone dressings, for the exterior, while
the interior walls will be plastered. All wood-
work is in pitch-pine and Canadian redwood,
stained and varnished, except chancel, which is in

oak. The tower, rising to about 00ft. above the
road level, carries a copper-covered spire, the
total hoiglit being over 100ft. The contract for

the building is £0,000. The architect is Mr. H.
Tatham Sudbury, Ukoaton, and the contractor
Mr. Alfred Camshaw, 'Ilkeston.

MILL LEAS, IlYlllK, Kl.Xr,

Has been built for the architect, near the golf-
links, at a cost of Xr).")©, and is intended merely
for a week-end cottage. The exterior ia of red
brick and rough-cast, with brick string at the
iloor level. The ceiling of the dining-room is of

J by 3 joists, with matched boarding, with 2 by 2

6Jl&ts and IJ floor above, and the apace between

flUed in with sawdust. There ia a small ingle,

fitted up with a seat, which unfortunately was

not in when the sketch was made. The voussoirs

in all the internal arches are rubbed and gauged,

and project Jin., to show beyond the plaster.

The first floor contains three bedrooms (one with

an ingle), bathroom, w.c, linen and box rooms.

The architect ia Mr. L. W. C. Lorden, of Ipswich.

YOVL GREAVE, CROYDOX.

YouLGREAVE,for Mr. \V. G. Sheldon, was built by

Messrs. .T. Greenwood and Co., Ltd., of Arthur-

street West, London, E.G., for about £3,000,

and stands at the highest point of Campsford-

road, Croydon. The principal joinery on the

ground floor is of oak ; the hall is panelled for

a height of 7ft. 6in., and the ceilings of the dining

room and hall are in half-timber work, supported

on brick corbels. The approach to the conserva-

tory from the drawing-room is through the dining-

room, the ceiling of which is a flat dome. All the

principal metalwork in the house was designed

and made by Mr. Fred Mason, artist, Taunton,

the beautiful workmanship of which is one of the

great features of the house. The exterior is of

red brick below and white rough-cast above, with

moulded wood string-course at first-floor level.

The architect is Mr. L. W. C. Lorden, of Ipswich.

CASSLAND ROAD HIGHER GRADE SCHOOL.

This school was erected by the late London

School Board for the accommodation of 816

students. Classrooms are arranged on two floors,

with gymnasium, dressing-room, lecture-room,

physical and chemical laboratory, drawing-clasa

and modeUing room, also needlework-room on

second floor. A manual training centre is also

provided. The building is heated and venti-

lated by the Plenum system, and is lighted by

electricity. F.xtemally the walls are of red bricks,

relieved with bufi terracotta dressings; theroofsare

covered with Broseley tiles. It was designed by the

Board's architect, Mr. T. J. Bailey, F.R.I. B.A.

HIGH wyCOMIlE TOWN HALL.

The competition plans which were awarded the

first premium by Mr. Colcutt and accepted by the

council were illustrated in our issue of June 19,

1903,which showed the arrangement of the whole of

the proposed buildings, comprising general oflices,

council chamber, and magistrate's court, as well

as the town-hall illustrated to-day. This portion

of the scheme has just been completed, and was

formally opened on Wednesday last by the Mayor,

Mr. Daniel Clarke, who laid the foundation stone

on November 5 last year. The plan of the town-

hall is the same as previously illustrated, but the

elevation has been slightly altered, particularly

in the detail. The front towards the street ia

faced with Lawrence's bricks, Portland stone being

used, with Colley Weston stone slates, for the

roof. The sides of the hall are
_
entirely faced

with bricks. The entrance-hall ia paved with

llopton Wood stone, which ia uaed for some

internal columns and the staircases, the handrail

-

ing and grills of the stairs being in wrought iron

and made by Messrs. Hart, Son, Peard, and Co.

The ceiling of the hall is of plaster, the orna-

mental ribs being modelled and fixed by Mr.

Bankart, of Bromsgrove. Messrs. C. H. Hunt

and Son, of High Wycombe, have been the

general contractors; Mr. J. Fishburn has .icted

as the clerk of works, under Messrs. B.^teman and

Itatemanand Mr. Alfred llale, of Birmingham,

joint architects. Messrs. Hunt and Son's contract

was i;lO,373 ; but this sum has been increased by

an addition to the stage and other works. The
contract time for completion was Dctobor 12,

1901, so the buildings have been finished and

opened on the day stipulated.

OLl^ DilMF.STlC IIALI-TIMIIEK IIUILDINGS IN HERE-

lOlUlSMIRE, SHROrSHIRE, AND CHESHIRE.

(For description see review on page 531.)

NEW ELECTRICAL OBNEUATISG STATION', STRETIORD,
MANCHESTER.

Tills station is for the general supply of electrical

energy for lighting, ordinary motive power, ami

traction witliin the avoii of the Strott'orJ I 'rban

1 )istrict (,'()uncil. The buildings comprise boilor-

houso, engino-room, suite of oflices, mess-room,

testing - room, stores, and battery - room. A
feature of the design is that although the present

capacity of the station is only SOO kilowatts,

everything hua been designed for an ultimate

capacity of 2,0110 kilowatts, and tho initial scheme

is merely an instalment of the larger station.

Low-pressure continuous current is generated for

all purposes, and ia aupplied at a pressure o£

500 volts for traction, and from a three-wire net-

work with -140 volts across the outers for lighting

and ordinary power. Lancashire boilers, pro-

ducing steam at 1601b. per square inch, fitted

with superheaters and economiaers, supply com-
pound condensing engines directly coupled to the

dynamo machines, which are compound wound.

A battery controlled by a reversible booster is

used to steady the traction load. The engine-

room is lined throughout with best ivory-white

glazed brickwork, the floor is tiled, and the build-

ing is well lighted from the sides and roof. In the

boiler-house provision has been made by putting in

stanchions of sufficient strength and it has the

necessary preparations for a large overhead

bunker for the storage of coal and for

a mechanical conveyor. Incombustible and

fire - resisting construction has been most

carefully kept in view throughout. The engine-

room and boiler - house contain no wood in

their construction. The doors and window frames

and roofs are all of steel, the floors are of concrete

and steel joists. The switchboard is of unique

and quite original design, not a particle of com-

bustible material being used in its construction,

and all the connections, including those right up

to the mains in the street, are of bare copper, the

only cables used being those connecting the

dynamos, and these are inclosed in lead without

exterior braiding. The battery-room occupieathe

whole of the basement under the oflices, and is

lined throughout with best ivory white-glazed

brickwork. All the steel stanchions are protected

from acid fumes by being inclosed in plaster

carried on expanded metal. Two fans force air

into the room, whence it escapes by shafts pro-

vided for the purpose, discharging above the

roof level. A mess-room, fitted with cooking-

range and hot and cold water, is provided for the

men, and bathroom and lavatory accommodation

adjoin. The station is situated on the Bridge-

water Canal, whence the water is drawn for

condensing, and fronts on the main road leading

from Manchester to Chester. The coal is brought

by boat, one edge of the yard forming a wharf.

The elevations are faced with beat Kuabon red

pressed bricks, and the dressings are of buff

terracotta. The general contractor was Mr.

William Thorpe, of Chester-road, Combrook,

Manchester. The engineer for the whole of the

scheme is Mr. C. H. Wordingham, M.I.C.E.,

M.I.M.Ej, M.I.E.E., who selected Mr. Ernest

Woodhouse, of Manchester, as architect to super-

viae the buildings.

OLD I'CRNITVRE FROM THE SALE ROOMS.

These sketches from the various London sale-

rooms consist of a .Jacobean Chest, containing two

large and two small drawers, the fronts moulded

with patterns of different shapes ; the rails

between drawers have cut enrichment of a large

bead form ; the brass drop-handles to drawers are

simple and of design characteristic of this period.

The Chair ia known as a Windsor- wheelback.

Little can be aaid regarding the quaint chair,

except that the wheel at back has been omitted,

and a more uncommon pattern substituted. The
18th-century Long Case or Grandfather Clock ia

of mahogany. These clocks are now much
sought after, and good prices may be had for

really well-preserved specimens, tho dials in

many cases being most elaborately engraved and

chased. Tho Ilureau Bookcase is of a plain, un-

obtrusive, and utilitarian character, containing

numerous drawers and recossea, with fall-down

fronts and draw-out supports, surmounted by a

glazed bookcase. The ihieen Anne Chair is of

an urtusual type, and the spicimen here shown

was in Vi bad state of preaervalion.

A new Wesleyan church is to bo erected at

Hindliead, in the Surrey and North Hants Mission,

and one of the memorial -stones is to he laid by Sir

A. Conan Doyle to-morrow (Saturday).

The Duchess of Albany on Saturday afternoon

opened the new operating theatre, which has been

added at a cost of .£1,200 to tho National Hospital

for the Paralysed and Epileptic, IJueBn-sciuare,

Bloomsbury.

A mission church is about to bo built at Wood-
stone, near Peterborough, from plans by Mr. H. M.
Town3»nd, of the latter city.

A sub-committee of the Art Gallery Committeo

of Manchester Corporation has been authorised to

make nrrangemeiits for holding in the spring of

next year an exhibition of tho works of tho

Intoruational Society of Sculptors, Painters, and

Gravers.
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COMPETITIONS.
CiiEWE.—The town council of Crewe received

at their last meeting a recommendation from
their Education Committee that the commission
for the new schools to be built in Earle-street at

an estimated cost of £20,000 should be given to

Jlr. Bolshaw without instituting a competition.
The committee had previously adopted a resolu-

tion that competitive designs should be invited

for all new schools to be built by them. When
the recommendation came up for confirmation
Mr. Kiusey criticised the action of the committee
and referred also to the fact that the prepara-
tion of plans for the enlargement of Uroad-
slreet schools had likewise been given to Mr.
Bolshaw without a competition. He had
previously urged the necessity of all work of

this kind being thrown open to competition,
and he was still of the same opinion. While Mr.
Bolshaw was a personal friend of his he felt that
the committee were not acting fairly towards
other local architects. The usual course pursued
by public bodies, when they did not intrust the
preparation of plans to their permanent officials,

was to advertise and get competitive plans. The
Education Committee had sent several things to

an outside architect, which could easily have
been done by the borough surveyor and his staff.

Councillor Pedley associated himself with
Councillor Kinsey upon the general principle
that in the provision of new schools the com-
mittee should advertise for competitive plans. It

not only gave them the choice of several deeigns,
but, above aD, it did away with any suspicion of

favouritism. Councillor Williams, while in
favour of competitive plans for new schools,

thought the proposed enlargements of Broad-
street school could not very well be thrown open
to competition. Some time ago Mr. Bolshaw was
asked to report upon all the schools in the
borough, as to their structural fitness, sanitary
requirements and other matters, and the altera-
tions that were about to be carried out in the
Broad-street School were really the outcome of
Mr. Bolshaw's report upon that school. Alder-
man McNeill, J.P., and an ex-mayor, chair-
man of the committee, strongly defended their
action. If they went in for competition, he
asserted, they would get most expensive plans
sent in, and, assuming that in each case
they selected the best, which they would be most
likely to do, then the possibility was that they
would spend from £2,000 to £3,000 more on a
building than was absolutely necessary. The new
school which it was proposed to erect in Earle-
street would not be surrounded by any elaborate
ornamental buildings, and he considered that it

would be waste of public money to go in for any
outside ornamentation in the erection of that
school. Other towns in the county had dis-

covered, to their cost, that the fact of having
competitive plans was a very expensive process.
He (Alderman McNeill) was in conversation with
one of his Majesty's inspectors a short time ago,
and told him that he was strongly in favour of

competitive plans. This gentleman said that if

the local authority had plenty of money to spend,
then the best way to get rid of it was by having
competitive plans. In the interests of economy,
however, the inspector assured him that it would
be far better for the committee to select their
architect, tell him exactly what they wanted, how
much money they could afford to spend upon any
school, and then he could prepare plans accord-
ingly. The committee's recommendation was
eventually adopted.

Lewisham.—The plans by Mr. A. L. Guy,
A.R.I.B.A., of Lewisham Park, have been
selected for the Brockley Free Library. The
specified limit of cost is £4,500.

The Cowen' Memorial.—Viscount Ridley, to
whom the three selected designs for the statue to the
late Mr. Joseph Cowen was submitted, has given
his decieion for that signed '

' Breton . " It turns out
that this is the design of Mr. John Tweed, of
Chelsea. The second place is assigned to a design
sent in by Mr. T. Eyre Maeklin, of Newcastle,
and the third to one sent in by Mr. Kellock
Brown of Glasgow. The design thus approved
is a figure of Mr. Cowen, standing on a plain
pedestal, with his arm extended, in the act of
<ielivering an oration. The other two have more
elaborate pedestals. The second design entitles
the artist to a douceur of £50, and the third to
one of £30. The premium of £100 to the success-
ful competitor is merged in his fee. A discussion
arose at the meeting of the committee as to
whether there should be a public exhibition of all

the three models. Although some members of

the committee were stron!»ly in favour of that,

others thought that it would provoke inconvenient
criticism. The motion was ultimately negatived,

only the prize model being ordered to be
exhibited, with liberty to the artists to exhibit

the others for themselves.

CHIPS.
The contract for the construction of the founda-

tions of the first section of the Liverpool Cathedral
has been given to Messrs. Morrison and Sons, of
Wavertree.

On Saturday afternoon the memorial-stone of the
new Masonic Temple being erected on the site of the
old Evangelical Union Church, Graham-street,
Airdiie, was formally laid with full Masonic cere-
monial by Brother Bailie W. T. Hay, Provincial
Grand Master Depute of Lanarkshire.

A new Primitive Methodist chapel and school
erected at Northmoor, Oldham, at a cost of about
£1,750, were opened on Saturday.

The directors of the North-Eastern Railway
Company have accepted the contract of Sir William
Arrol and Co., Ltd., Dalmamock Ironworks,
Glasgow, for the construction of the new bridge
over the Wear at Sunderland.

Lord AUerton on Saturday opened, at New
Wortley, Leeds, a new Conservative clubhouse,
which has been presented by Mr. W. H. Baxter, of
Harrogate. The building has cost about £2,000.

At a meeting of the Islington Borough Council,
on Friday night, the town clerk announced the
receipt of a lettier from Mr. Andrew Carnegie*8
private secretary, stating that Mr. Carnegie had
agreed to give £40,000 for the erection of one
central and four branch libraries on sites to be
provided by the council in the four Parliamentary
divisions of Islington.

The theatre at Basle, which was built in 1875,
was burnt down on Friday night. .Tust before the
opening of the new season a fortnight ago extensive
structural alterations were made to give the audience
increased safeguards against the danger of fire. The
damage is estimated at at least £40,000.

A conference of representatives of municipal
authorities to consider the taxation of land values
was held on Friday at the Westminster Palace
Hotel. The Lord Provost of Glasgow presided, and
a resolution affirming the urgent necessity of the
taxation of land values, and expressing satisfaction
with the progress made towards that end was
adopted. It was also decided to seek an interview
with the Prime Minister on the subject.

The town council of Huddersfield have appointed
Mr. E. H. Wilkinson, of Oldham, as general
manager and engineer to the tramways department
at a salary of £350 a year.

Mr. James Simpson, of the Knowle, Crossbill,
Glasgow, cabinetmaker, who died on May 19 last,

left personal estate in the United Kingdom which
has been valued at £21,299 123. lOd., and of this

amount £1,192 35. 9d. is in England.

The workhouse infirmary, Driffield, is being
warmed and ventilated by means of Shorland's
patent Manchester grates, the same being supplied
by Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Man-
chester.

Mr. Francis Blennerhassett Walker, of Castle-
maine. County Kerry, late consulting engineer to
the Madras Government, has died at his residence,

Cheltenham, in the sixty-seventh year of his age.
Mr. Walker was appointed to the Bombay Public
Works Department in 1863, was transferred to the
Punjab in 1870, and subsequently to Bengal, where
he was Engineer-in-Chief of the Northern Bengal
and Tirhoot Railway Extensions. Later he was
engineer-in-chief of the East Coast Railway Survey,
and from October, 1892, till February, 1893, when
he retired, the consulting engineer for railways to
the Madras Government.

The annual ladies' dinner given by the members
of Coleman-street Ward Club took place on Thurs-
day in last week at Princes' Restaurant, Piccadilly.

In the course of the evening a presentation was
made to Mr. J. Howard Colls, who has recently
retired from the office of hon. secretary after up-
wards of twenty-eight years' service. The presi-

dent. Alderman Sir John Bell, presided, and made
the presentation, which consisted of two antique
silver trays, each bearing a suitable inscription.

Mr. Colls, in responding, said he was in no sense
retiring from the club, of which he still remained
the treasurer.

At a meeting of the parishioners of the newly-
formed parish of St. Oswin, South Shields, held in

the temporary church, plans for a proposed per-
manent church, drawn by Mr. Grieves, architect,

were considered, and it was decided to build the
nave of the church as soon as possible. A building
committee was formed.

STATUES, MEMOBIAIiS, &c.

The Bede Memoeial at Sundeeland.—At
Roker Point, Sunderland, within hail of Monk-
wearmouth, an Anglian cross was unveiled to the
memory of the Venerable Bede on Tuesday. The
memorial consists of a base-stone, bearing a dedica-
tory inscription, and carrying a richly-sculptured
cross 25ft. in height. The sculptor of the memorial
was Mr. G. M. Milburn, of York, and it was
designed by Mr. C. C. Hodges, of Hexham.

The sales at the Mart last week, as registered at

the Estate Exchange, amounted to £41,648, and for

the corresponding week of last year to £33,800.

The education committee of the Herts County
Council discussed at their last meeting a proposal to

instruct the county surveyor, Mr. Urban Smith,
to prepare plans for the proposed new school to be
built for 720 children in Parkgate-road, Watford.
Mr. C. J. Benskin moved that Mr. C. P. Ayres, of

Watford, be appointed architect, as the county
surveyor had no time to plan the buildings himself.

After some discussion the amendment was adopted
by a large majority.

An ad j udication in bankruptcy has been made in

the case of Thomas Watson Ferryman, Chancery-
lane, W.C., and Harlesden-gardens, Willesden,

surveyor.

The members of the baths committee of the Liver-
pool City Council visited Wavertree, on Thursday
in last week, to take part in the ceremony of laying
the foundation-stone ot the new Picton-road build-

ing. The plans of the establishment, which is

estimated to cost £26,000, were prepared by Mr.
W. R. Court, and Messrs. Wearing and Sons, of

West Derby, are the contractors. The site has a
frontage to Picton-road of 70ft., and to Glynn-
street of 200ft. Provision is made for two swim-
ming baths, one 75ft. by 35ft., and the other 50ft.

by 27ft., and fifty-five private baths. The buildings

are set back 45ft. from the line of the street, and
space is reserved for additional private baths when
required.

A receiving order has been made in the case of

Jonas Smith and Tom Willie Smith, carrying on
business as Jonas Smith and Co., Belvedere-road,
Lambeth, S.E., Osborne Sawmills, Catesby- street,

Walworth, S.B., and Bazon-street, Lambeth, S.E.,

and Roding Wharf, Baiking, E., and Liverpool,

Lancashire, moulding and joinery manufacturers,
carrying on business in co-partnership.

The Warminster Rural District Council have
appointed Mr. R. H. Bourne as surveyor.

Mr. J. P. Hawkins, assistant to the county sur-

veyor for Cheshire, has been recommended for the
post of county surveyor of Berkshire.

The pulpit placed in Hessenford church, near St.

Germans, in memoriam of the late rector, was
dedicated on the 5th. It was made and fixed by
Messrs. Harry Hems and Sons, of Exeter. The
pulpit is of polished alabaster and Caen stone en-
riched by sculptured panels on each side. The same
firm made the reredos in the same church of similar

materials exactly twenty-one years ago.

Mr. William Henry Dunn, P.S.I., who has been
elected as a member of the Court of Common
Council for Bishopsgate Ward, was articled to a
well-known firm of surveyors and auctioneers in

Bishopsgate-street Within. In the year 1880 he
commenced to practise for himself at No. 27,
Bishopsgate-street, remaining there until the build-

was acquired and demolished by the Bank of

Scotland. He then removed to No. 11, St. Helen's-
place, where he practises under the style of Dunn,
Soman, and Coverdale. Mr. Dunn is the surveyor
oftwo insurance companies; the valuer of St. Helen's,

Bishopsgate, and St. Martin Outwich ; and a valuer
by appomtment under the Finance Act of 1894.

The death occurred last week, at the age of sixty-

eight years, of Mr. Henry Arthur Hunt, F.S.I.,

head of the firm of Messrs. Hunt and Steward, of

45, Parliament-street, Westminster. The deceased's

firm were the architects of the buildings recently

erected by the Thames Conservancy on the Thames
Embankment.

At a meeting of the trustees of Shakespeare's
Birthplace, held in the town-hall, Stratford-on-
Avon, on Wednesday, Mr. Sidney Lee, president of

the executive, reviewed the history of the Horneby
cottages in Henley- street, and moved a resolution

to the effect that the property be retained, and
renovated at a cost not exceeding £400. Sir Theo-
dore Martin strongly urged that no money be spent
on repairs, as the two cottages did not come within
the language of the Act. They were not property
known or believed to have belonged to Shakespeare,
his wife or parents, and they had uo right to spend
a shilling on alterations there. Mr. Carnegie
generously gave the cottages, that all danger of fire

might be removed from the birthplace. "The meet-
ing, however, decided by ten votes to eight to retain

the cottages, and to carry out the scheme of

preservation formulated by Mr. Cossins,
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PBOFBSSIONAI. AND TRACE
SOCIETIES.

A.A. Camhra Club.—At the first meeting of

this cluh, held on Tuesday evening at the Royal
Architectural Museum, 18, Tuftoa-atreet, West-
minster, a paper on " Westminster Abbey," illus-

trated by over a hundred lantern slidec, lent by
Mr. S. B.Bolas, was readby Mr. D. M.Mackenzie.
Mr. Francis R. Taylor, chairman of the club,

presided, and there was a good attendance of

members. Mr. Mackenzie briefly told the story
of the Abbey's origin, rise, and progress, and,
having shown and explained a ground plan of

the Abbey church and monastic buildings, took
his audience down the nave into the choir to see
Blore's stalls and J. L. Pearson's organ ease,
through the north and south transepts, round the
ambulatory chapels from south to north, pointing
out some of the more noteworthy monuments,
and having made a survey of Henry the Seventh's
chapel and its north and south aisles, and an ex-
amination of the galaxy of royal tombs in the
Chapel of the Confessor, concluded an interesting
hour-and-a-half's lecture with glances at the
chapter-house and its crypt and the cloisters,

leaving the historic buildings by way of the
Abbot's Courtyard. In proposing a vote of thanks
to Mr. Mackenzie, with whose name that of Mr.
Bolas was coupled, Mr. Francis Hooper re-

marked that now that the Architectural Associa-
tion had removed its headquarters to the very
doors of the Abbey, they might expect that their
students would give its architectural treasures
closer attention. He much regretted that, under
the present rajime, so few facilities were placed in
the way of bona -fide students for sketching, and
especially that permits were gi anted for such
short periods. Mr. John D. Crace, in seconding
the vote of thanks, remarked that the Council of
the Royal lustitute of British Architects ought to
be moved to unite with the Committee of the
Association in requesting thit every facility for
sketching and measuring at leisure should be
granted to properly accredited architec'ural
students.

Edinbueoh Ohd.uned Sirveyoks' Students'
Society.—The opening meeting of this society
was held on Monday night in the Architectural
Association Rooms, Greorge-street, Eiinburgh.
The president, Mr. J. Webster, ordained
surveyor, occupied the chair. The hon. presi-
dent, Mr. Thomas Fairbairn, ordained sur-
veyor, delivered the opening address, in the
course of which he contrasted the disadvantages
under which young surveyors laboured in the
past with the advantages, educational and other-
wise, enjoyed by them to-day. He urged
students not to rest content with merely passing
the necessary professional examinations, but to
qualify themselves by further study, and take
tneir part in promoting the interests of the
profession.

Liverpool Architectural Society.—The
first ordinary meeting of the winter session of this
society was held on Monday evening in the Iaw
Library, Cook -street, Liverpool, when Mr. Philip
C. Thicknesse read his presidential address to the
members. In the course of his remarks Mr.
Thicknesse said that Liverpool was to be con-
gratulated upon its cathedral scheme which had
proceeded so far, and also upon the design
adopted. In Ht. James-place a large building
had been erected for workmen, and the city
ought to be proud of those who were thus willing
to spend large sums of money for so noble an
object. The president spoke of certain details in
architecture and gave good advice to the younger
members of the profession. At the close he was
heartily thanked for his address. Djring the
session papers are to be read on, amongst other
subjects, " Modern Decoration," "The liiiilding
of York Minster," "The Palace of Versailles,"
" Free Libraries," and "The Study of Mediaeval
Work."

The Sanitary Institltk. — A provincial
sessional meeting of the Institute will be held a'.

Municipal Offices, Southampton, on .Siturday,
October 29, at 11 a.m., when i discussion will
take place on " Infectious Fever Hospitals."
The discussion will be opened by Robert E
Lauder, F.R.C.S., D.P.U. (M.O.H. Sjuthamp-
ton), to be followed by Councillor Thos. Kiston,
M.A., M.l)., Chairman of Health Committee:
J. A. Crowther, A.M.Inat.C.C., borough engi-
neer; Chas. J. Hair, A.R.I.BA. ; F, T Hall
F.R.I.B.A.; A. Saxon Snell, F.R 1.11. A., and
others. General discussion is invited. The
chair will be taken at 1 1 a.m. by Mr. William

Whitaker, B.A., F.R.S., F.G.S. (Chairman of

Council of the Institute) . Tickets for admission for

visitors may be had on aoplication to Mr. James
Lemon, F.R.I.B.A., M.Inst.C.E., Lansdowne
House, Cistle-lane, Southampton.

CHIPS.
Now that the work of restoration has been com-

menced, it is found that the beautiful spire of St.

Mark's church, Worsley, is in a more dilapidated

and dangerous condition than was at first supposed.
Over £900 has been promised towards the cost of

restoring the fabric, which is estimated at £1,030.

An institution for the use of working girls in

Ayr was opened on Tuesday by Sir James Ferguason,
M.P. The institute, which is a three-story erection,

built to designs by Mr. William M'Cielland, archi-
tect, Ayr, in James-street, at its junction with
George-street, is intended for the board and lodging
of twenty-eight girls and as a club, there being
a large dimng-room, drawing-room, boarders
sitting-room, and hall on the ground floor, with
sleeping accommodation on the two upper floors.

Messrs. Wm. Aug's Gibson, Ltd., have been
awarded the contract for the lifts for the new
Shipping Exchange Buddings in Cockspur-street.

The foundation - stone of the new baths for

Wavertree, which are estimated to coat £26,000,
was laid on Friday. Provision is to he made for

two swimming and 55 private baths.

The Small Heath Bridge at Birmingham, connect-
ing two important suburbs, was opened by the
Lord Mayor of that city on Saturday. The work
has been carried out from plans by the city sur-
veyor, Mr. John Price. The contractors were
Messrs. Fenwicka, Ltd., of Birmingham, and the
Dilziel Bridge and Boof Building Committee,
Motherwell.

The Swansea Corporation, in committee on Wed-
nesday, accepted Mr. Glyn Vivian's condition
regarding his gift of £10,000 to Swansea for the
purposes of a fine art gallery. Mr. Vivian will

furnish the money and the nucleus of a fine art col-

lection, to be maintained for the people by the
corporation. The gallery wUl adjoin the present
free library.

The Fulham Steel Works Co., of Towumead-
road, Wandsworth Bridge, S.W., have secured the
order for a large number of steel bridges for the
Burma Railway Co., under the well-known engi-
neers Sir A. Rendel and Co. The whole of these
bridges will be constructed at the company's worki,
and the contract has to be completed within the
next six months.

Lord Windsor opened at Wednesbury on Monday
a Constitutional Club, which has been erected, at a
c:>3t of £4,000, on a site in the centre of the town.
The architect is Mr. A. I. Scott.

At the last meeting of Selby Urban District

Council, the council's two surveyors were appointed
engineers for the new waterworks, the chief to be
allowed 5 per cent, on the contract price.

The Tennyson Memorial Committee have finally

selected as the site for the bronze statue, the north
eastern portion of the Minster-green. The figure is

faced east. The statue itself is ready at the foundry
of Messrs. J. W. Singer and Sous, Frome, Somerset.

The monumental tablet to John Dunstable,
musician (and astronomer) of the 15th century,
erected by the London section of the Incorporated
Society of Musicians, in Si. Stephen's Church, Wal-
brook, was unveiled there on Saturday afternoon.
The church occupies the site of an older one of the
same name, in which Dunstable, who died on
Christmas-eve, 1453, was interred, and which was
destroyed by the great London fire of ll!B6. The
Dunstable tablet, on the south wall, to the right of
the west entrance under the organ, is in glass

mosaics, bearing in the lower panel the restored in-

scription, and showing in the upper part three
figures of angel musicians against a starry sky.

On the 1st inst. the Great Eistern R tiltray
Company opened a light railway from Kelvedon
Station to Tolleabury. The line is 10 miles in

length, but at present the last section from the
Tollesbury Station to ToUesbury Qiay has not been
cotnpleteu. There are intermediate stations at
Tiptree and ToUeshunt D'Arcy. There are also no
gates at some of the level-croasings ; but to prevent
sheep and cattle from getting upon the line at these

points, oattle-guards liave been erected on either

side of the roati. Where a heavy road traffi: ia

anticipated, gates have been provided ; but, with
two exceptions, these gates will have to be opened
and closed by the fireman and guard of the train.

The contractors were Messra. Walter Sjott, Middle-
ton, and Co., of London and Newcastle. Mr. Riach
was engineer to the contractors, and Mr, F. Saun-
ders acted as assistant to Mr. K. Wdson, the Great
Eistem Railway engineer. The cost of the line has
been only £4S,000, or rather less than £ ),OD0 psr
mile.

LEGAL nrrELLiaBNOB.
In Bb H. and G. Cuewen.—At the Preston

Bankruptcy-court on Friday, before Mr. W. J.

Dickson, registrar, Henry Curwen, of 32, Heskith-
streeth, Southport, and George Curwen, of 71,

Long-lane, Preston, trading together in co-partner-

ship as H. and G. Curwen and Cj., at Leighton-
street, Preston, and 62, Dock-street, Fleetwood,
timber merchants, came up for public examination.

The statement of affairs showed gross liabilities

£79,721 129., expected to rank £13,502 8s. 5d.,

assets £24,724 73. 6d., leaving a deficiency of

£18,778 Ud. The separate statement of affairs of

Henry Curwen showed a surplus of £4,221 4s. Id.

The cause of failure, as alleged by debtors, was
pressure by a heavy creditor for the recovery of

money advanced and bad debts. In answer to the

Assistant Official Receiver (Mr. Osborne Morris),

Mr. Henry Curwen stated that they first started

business about 28 years ago in co-partnership with

their father, Robert Curwen, who had been in the

business since 1844 or 1845. On entering the firm,

he and his brother received one-eighth share each

of the profits, his father taking the remainder.

The firm, when he and his brother joined, had
a capital of about £20,000, all free. About
twelve years ago his father withdrew, and at

that time the capital of the firm was about

£20,000. The turnover had been about £140,000.

He did not think the business had prospered

daring the past three years, taking into account

the bad debts. The causes of their filing their

petition were severe losses and pressure from a firm

for £20,000. At the beginning of 1903 they acquired

a timber estate in Newfoundland with the right to

cut timber over 300 square mUes. The price to be

paid was £30,000, and it was to complete this

purchase that the sum of £20,000 was borrowed
from Messrs. Neames and Co. The undertaking

was termed the St. George's Lumber Co., and the

liabilities were about £2,000 in addition to £5,000

to the Bank of Montreal. The examination was
adjourned.

I3 A Pump a Windmill '?—This question seems a

simple one, and the ordinary mind would readily

furnish a negative answer. The Grimsby County
Justices, however, had the problem to decide on
Tuesday, and with the assistance of a number of

law-books and an assortment of definitions, agreed

that a wind-driven Witer-pump is a windmill
" within the meaning of the Ait." The case was
one in which Mr. George Bachmann, a resident of

Healing, was summoned for erecting a *

' windmUl

"

within fifty yards of the highway, contrary to the

Statute. The Chairman stated that they found the

erection to be a windmill in law, but as they were
of the opinion that there was a screen as required by

the Act, they would dismiss the case.

In ee T. Wilkinson, Trading as B. Cookb and
Co.—At Bankruptcy-buildings, on Tuesday, a first

meeting of creditors was held before Mr. E. S. Grey,
Official Receiver, under the receiving order made
on the 3rd inst., against and on the petition of Tom
Wilkinson, carrying on business as B. Cooke and
Co., Victoria - street Westminster, and Albert-

bridge-road, S.W., Scarborough, Tork, Denbigh,
Ilfracombe, Canterbury, Gosport, Aylesbury, Felix-

stowe, Newhaven, and elsewhere, contractor of

public works. The statutory statement of affairs

had not yet been filed, but the debtor had attended

for preUminary examination, and had stated that

the business was established 31 years ago by his

uncle, Mr. B. Cooke. It had ever since been carried

on as B. Cooke and Co., and the debtor joined it

10 years ago, and during the year preceding his

failure he had traded alone. The business was
successful until 189H, when the debtor had been

employed for two years on a contract to budd a sea

wall at Scarborough. His total loss in connection

with the contract was about £40,000. That loss

had brought him to his present position. The
London and Westminster Bank were the firm's

bankers from the start, and they made advances to

the firm upjn the security of retention moneys
payable under the contracts that were entered

into by the debtor. The advances eventually

were allowed to exceed the security held by

the bank, in consequence of the losses incurred by
the debtor through the Scarborough contract. The
debtor estimated his debts at £52,000, and his assets

at about £13,000. The chairman called over proofs

amountine to £77,402 2j. 8.1. , and admitted for the

sum of £35,938 Us. 6d. a proof tendered by the

London and Westminster Bank. The contracts had
been financed by the firm's bankers ; and the other

creditors desired that the bankers should continue to

do so, receiving a first chargo for the moneys to be

expended. The bank were approached aud agreed

to find the necessary moneys, pending the b ildiug

of this meeting. The contracts were accordingly

being carried out. It was for the creditors to say

who should be trustee of tlie estate, there being no
proposal of composition before f'ue meeting. The
meeting resolved that the debtor should be adjudged

bankrupt, and appointed Mr. J. G. I|owler,

chartered accountant, as trustee. A committee of

inspection was also nominated.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
["We do not hold ouraelvea responsible for the opinions of
our correspondents. All commimicationa should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the apace allotted to corxesimndenta.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

communications respecting illuatrationa or literary matter
flhouldbe addressed to the EDITOR of the Buildinq
News, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
"W.C, and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not unirequentl^ otherwise caused. AU drawings and
other communicationa-are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,
unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-offlce Orders to be made payable to
Thb Strand Newspapee Company, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :—" Timeserver, London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. LXXXVI. are now ready, and
Bhould be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post
128. lOd.), as only a limited nunaber are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVT.,
XLix., Lin., Lxi.. Lxn., Lxrv., lxv., lxvi.,
Lxvn., Lxvni., lxix., lxxi., Lxxn., Lxxin.,
LXXrV., LXXV., T.XXVT., Lxxvn., lxxlx.,
LXXX.. LXXXI., T.XXXTT., LXXXIU., LXXXIV.,
and LXXXV. may still be obtained at the same price

;

all the other bound volxmies are out of print. Most of
the back numbers of former voliunes are, however, to
be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers
to complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Buildiho News,
price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, Xxmdon, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

CTnited Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
CJnited Stutes, £1 6s. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £l 6s. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal. £1 68. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Ooznpanies. and all official
advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first
line counting as two, the minimum charge being 5a. for
four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
ithe first line counting as two), the minimum charge
leing 48. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of
more than six insertions can be ascertained on application
to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships,
The charge for advertisements for "Situations

Vacant" or "Situations Wanted " and " Part-
nerships " is One Shillisq for TwENrr-FOOB 'Woeds,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. AU Situation
AdvertiseTTients mii3t be prepaid.

%• Replies to advertisements can be received at the
ofBce, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand
W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See
Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on appUcation
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
Insertion.

Eeceived.-X. Y. Z.—T. TV.—Doubtfal.-M. M.—G. V.
—Old Subscriber,—B. A. L.-F. B.—W. A. M.

Rectangle.—The iron handrail should follow round the
half-space landing in an easy raking curve so that the
hand may travel round without any appreciable differ-
ence in its height from the steps' variation in levtl. An
acute angle, as you show, would necessitate an awkward
break in the continuity of the rail. The projection of
Sin. as proposed would curtail the landing space by
that much, and hardly requires to be so much ; but if

you have a wide landing, there would be no objection.

'•BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
" Toss." (" On Georgian lines " means a style of design
associated with the days of the Late Renaissance ; but
by implication the idea is that an adaptation of this
type of work should be attempted, rather than a literal
copy of an old example in house desiga.)—" Tomkixs."
(Study the rules, and the conditions are perfectly clear
as to the points in question.)

^Intntommuuication;

QUi:STIOJS'S.

U209o.]—Light.—A and B recently purchase adjoin-
ing and newly - erected houses in a terrace from
builder C, each house having projecting sculleriea behind
same ; the scullery of A being carried up two stories
high, the scullery of B being left for the time being one
story high. A's scuUery, with bedroom over (used as
tailor's workshop), overlooks B's windows and yard. B

now wishes to build bedroom over his one-story scullery
similar to workroom of A. Would B be infringing A's
light by so building bedroom over his scullery ? The
plans were approved for B's scuUery with bedroom over,
but A signed his agreement (during erection; five weeks
before B signed (during erection) . Now B is threatened
with an injunction by A if he proceeds with the erection.
I know that if B did not or does not build or claim by
hoarding or shutting off A's overlooking or light, A
would gain the same through uninterrupted possession.
There is nothing in deeds relating to any right of light.
Would any contributor better versed in these matters
kindly state what course to adopt ?—Compass.

[12097.]—Protection to Adjoining Os^ner.—

A

takes down his house and finds that B has either a very
defective wall, or perhaps none at all. Has B any claim
on A, presuming no question of lateral support arises ?—
J. G. O.

CHIPS.
New gasworks have just been erected at North

Berwick at a cost of about £16,000. The works,
which were formally opened yesterday (Thursday)
afternoon by Mr. Haldane, M.P., are situated on
the farm of Ferrygate, and cover an area of 2|
acres. The works have been designed and carried
out under the supervision of Mr. James M'Gilchrist,
gas engineer, Dumbarton, and the retorts are those
of Messrs. E. and G. Hislop, Paisley. Within the
grounds, in addition to the works themselves, there
have been erected a house for the manager, and also
houses for the workmen employed therein.

An inquiry has been held at Lowestoft by an
inspector under the Local Government Board into
the corporation's application for sanction to borrow
£3,042 for works of sea defence, and £3,600 for the
purchase of property in connection with the electric
light undertaking.

At last week's meeting of the City Court of
Common Council the Parks and Open Spaces Com-
mittee were instructed to consider and report as to
the acquisition of Bethlehem Hospital and grounds
for a park or open space, it being the property of
the Bridge House Estates Committee of the
corporation.

The death of Mr. Henry Chowins, of Bideford,
took place on Tuesday week. He was borough
surveyor for over twenty years, and only recently
resigned the position, when the council voted him a
pension. He was seventy-one years of age. For
several years deceased was captain of the fire

brigade. The funeral on Saturday was attended by
the members, officials, and employes of the
corporation.

The K'iighley and Bingley Joint Hospital Board
have adopted plans by Messrs. Moore and Crabtree
for the erection of a ten-bed diphtheria ward. Ap-
plication is to be made to the Local Government
Board for sanction of a loan of £2,000 for this
extension.

Mr. Matthew Ridley died at Lucknow on Sept.
17, at the age of fifty-six, within a month of the
date fixed for his retirement from the position of
superintendent of the Government Horticultural
Gardens, Lucknow, which he had held for over a
quarter of a century. During that time he laid out
most of the parks and open spaces which in recent
years have added so greatly to the beauties of the
station. The surroundings of the places of historic

interest in Lucknow, and particularly of the Resi-
dency, were greatly improved by Mr. Ridley, who
was trained at Kew. He also superintended im-
provements in the parks and public grounds of
Cawnpore and Agra, including the gardens of the
Taj Mahal.

The Scarborough Town Council resolved on
Monday to make application to the Local Govern-
ment Board for a provisional order to increase the
borrowing powers in respect of the Marine Drive,
which is being constructed round the foot of Castle
Hill, by the sum of £28,000. £4,000 more is also to
be borrowed for the approach road. The under-
taking, which is expected to be opened next July
by the Prince of Wales, is costing £110,700, towards
which the corporation have borrowing powers for

£82,700.

A flagpole designed to be placed on the top of
the new Union Back building is the longest ever
brought into Winnipeg. It was imported from
Washington Territory by the Sprague Lumber
Company. It is 86ft. llin. long, and tapers from
12in. by 12in. at the butt to 7in. by 7in. at the point.

Foundation-stones of a Wesleyan mission-hall
were laid on Saturday at Seaton Hirst. The front
(and larger) portion of the site is being reserved for

a permanent church, the whole scheme costing
£3,500. The plans have been prepared by Mr. J.

Walton Taylor, F.R.I.B.A., of Newcastle-on-
Tyne, the present contract being let to Mr. T. A.
Turnbull, of Rowlands Gill. The buildings are
designed in the Early English style, and will

eventually comprise a mission-hall with transepts
capable of seating 650 persons. This portion is,

however, not being proceeded with at present.
The schoolroom in course of erection will accom-
modate 380 persons. It is built of bricks with
stone dressings, and will be fitted up in pitch-pine.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITART
MATTERS.

CniTTEKis.—The work of amalgamating the
Westmoor and Beezlings drainage districts by
means of large cast-iron pipes laid below the bed of

the Forty-foot River is nearly completed. The
Middle Level Commissioners workmen, under the
superintendence of Mr. A. Lunn, have been em-
ployed, and the work will cost £400.

Feankley. — The members of the Birmingham
City Council visited, on Friday, the reservoir at
Frankley, in which the Elan Valley water supply is

stored. "The work has been carried out from plans
by Messrs. James Mansergh and Sons. The reservoir
will contain 200 million gallons of water, and is con-
structed of concrete and made water-tight by a skin
of asphalt uncovered on the floor and protected by
blue- brick facing on the walls. The east straight
wall or embankment is nearly one-third of a mUe in

length, and the distance all round the reservoir is a
little over four- fifths of a mile. It is divided into
two equal portions by a main division wall running
from the centre of the circle to the circumference, at
which latter point the water is let into each or both
divisions at will over a series of cills extending to
the floor of the reservoir. After leaving the aque-
duct, and just before entering the inlet basin, the
water passes through a gauge chamber, and then
flows into the inlet basin, where it is controlled by
sluices and passes into either or both divisions of the
reservoir, or is diverted to the right or to the left

round the reservoir to the outlet valve wells situated
below domed buildings on its north-west and south-
west sides. These buildings contain the requisite

machinery for regulating the quantity of water
allowed to enter the outlet well from the reservoir,

the direct mains from the inlet basin or the mains
leading therefrom to the filters. Below the reservoir,

eighteen filter-beds having a combined area of
fourteen acres have been constructed, and there is

ample room on the site for the addition of other
filter-beds when further mains are laid and the
necessity arises. After leaving the filter-beds the
water is collected into a covered pure-water
tank having a capacity of 500,000 gallons, near
to the pumping [station, from which the several

distributing mains into the district are fed.

In order to lift some of the water into two service
reservoirs, one at Northfield and the other at
Warley, which supply outlying districts at too great
an elevation to be dealt with by gravitation, a
pumping station has been erected containing three
sets of pumping plant capable of exerting in the
aggregate about 200H.P. The steam for these
engines is supplied by two Babcock and Wilcox
boilers working at a pressure of 1501b. on the
square inch. Ordinarily only one boiler is in use.

In order to minimise manual labour as much as
possible, water at a pressure of 7001b. on the square
inch is distributed through a network of pipes
leading to the various places where work has to be
done. The pumping-station also contains the plant
and appliances for Ughtiug by electricity the whole
of the works. The work has been carried out under
contract by Mr. A. Kellett, Ealing, and it has occu-
pied over six years in construction. The resident
engineer until nearing completion was Mr, F. W.
Macaulay, M.Inst.C.E., now occupying the position

of Elan supply resident engineer, and on taking up
this office he was succeeded by his principal

assistant, Mr. A. Wilfrid Lewis, A.M.Inst.C.E.

Mr. F. H. Grinlinton, C.M.G., the recently re-
tired Surveyor- General of Ceylon—son of Sir John
Grinlinton, of Upper Wallop, Hants—has just left

England to organise a Survey Department for the
Federated Malay States.

The King, who will be accompanied by the
Oueen, has consented to lay the foundation-stone of
the new King's College Hospital, which is to be
erected at Denmark Flill, Camberwell, on a sit©

presented the Hon. W. F. D. Smith, M.P.

The Bishop of Stepney unveiled, on Tuesday, a
memorial window at St. Paul's, Glynu-road,
Clapton, as a tribute to two of the victims of the
fatal fire in Queen Victoria-street, City, in June of

1902.

Mr. Wentwprth Whittaker, builder and con-
tractor, Oldham, died on Tuesday week at his resi-

dence, Rochdale-road, after three weeks' illness.

Mr. Whittaker, who was 80 years old, attended to
liis business up to his last illness. He constructed a
large number of cotton mills in the district, and in-

variably waited until he had completed the contract

before he asked the company for a penny. He was
one of the first batch of bricksetters set to work on
the building of Crewe Railway Station.

Hull City Council adopted unanimously on
Friday the princples of an important scheme for

the development of the fruit trade which is esti-

mated to cost about £140,000. It is proposed to
build a new wharf, to improve the entrance to

the harbour, and to construct a new loading
pontoon, so that perishable goods can be landed
at any time despite the tides.
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Out d^fRct €Mt
Professor Simpson, of University College,

London, is trying an interesting experiment, in

the form of a course of instruction in building

construction and elementary design. On the

first evening the professor explains the aim of the

class : plans, sections, and sketch elevations of a

small country house are supplied to each student.

On the next evening this design is presented

•drawn out in more complete form, with such

modifications as each student may wish to make.

This first design is in brick, with wood sash and
casement windows. On subsequent evenings the

different parts of the building are worked out to,

say, +in. scale. The first half of the evening is

spent criticising the drawings made during the

previous week, the second half in lecturing on

the particular subject for the ensuing week. The
following are considered in detail, and exercises

set on each :—Walls and bonding, footings and
foundations, arches and offsets, chimneys and
fireplaces, carpentry, roofs, floors and partitions,

external plumbing, slating and tiling, drainage,

joinery, skirting, windows, doors, staircases, &c.

The result is a complete set of working drawings

of one design. In the spring term one or more
designs wiU be supplied as before, in which
tarious details of construction, such as stone

walling, hollow walls, stone muUioned windows,

steps, copings, structural ironwork, steel roofs,

fireproof construction, areas, &c., not previously

considered, will be worked out.

In his first annual address as chairman of the

London County Council, given on Tuesday, Mr.
J. W. Benn, M.P., denied that the Council had
been extravagant, pointing out that the net

increase in debt for unremunerative purposes

since 1889 meant less than a penny in the pound
on the rates, and that as regards debt per head of

the population London compared most favourably

with the other cities of the kingdom. Accom-
modation had been provided by their Housing
Committee during the year for 4,847 persons, and
Carrington House, Deptford, was completed and
opened during last November. Up to March 31

last dwellings had been provided for 24,500

persons, and the new contracts provided for some
9,000. On the gross rent for the year of the

Council's dwellings only 28. 9ld. per cent, was
irrecoverable. To appreciate properly the effect

of this housing work on London life, one must
look at the death rate. In the Council's dwel-

lings, among 12,835 persons, the death rate was
only 11 '8 per thousand, as compared with 15-2 in

London as a whole, and an approximation to 40

per thousand in the slums replaced by these

dwellings. The new Housing Act, which came
into force last year, had not done much to assist

them in solving a great problem. It certainly

amended previous Acts, and placed more re-

housing obligations on the promoters of private

Bills ; but the extension of the time for the

repayment of money borrowed from sixty to eighty

years had proved to be of but little service in

reducing initial cost, because this extension was
limited to the land. Closing orders in respect

of insanitary dwellings could now be obtained
with greater facility, and local authorities were
empowered to provide shops in connection with
dwellings. The year's accounts showed a capital

sum of £759,705 expended on street improve-
ments. Whereas the annual expenditure of the

Metropolitan Board of Works for this purpose
was £250,000, that of the Council was £500,000.

The bridges committee were now proceeding with
the construction of Kothcrhithe Tunnel and the
rebuilding of Vauxhall Bridge. This committee
were now considering a project for the setting

back of the South-Kistern Ilailway .Station at

Charing Cross to the Waterloo side of the Thames,
and the building of a magnificent bridge on the
site of the present hideous structure. I'or the
sake of the beauty of fjondon he hoped the scheme
might come to fruition.

At the last meeting of the City Court of Com-
mon Council a long discussion arose on a report

by a committee on the subject of the City Sur-
veyorship, in which it was recommended that the
salary attached to the ollico should be £1,000 a

year, rising, at the discretion of the Court, to a
maximum of .£1,500 per annum. It was farther

proposed that the age of c^indidates should not
exceed fifty on the day of election ; that the posi-

tion should be advertised ; and that the committee
(should select five candidates for final choice by
the Court. Mr. Deputy Douglass Mathews

moved, as an amendment, that the report should

be referred back, with a view to the committee

considering the advisability of appointing an

independent officer to be known as the valuer,

and eliminating certain duties from the position

of City Surveyor. Mr. Haywood seconded the

amendment, but it was rrjected on a show of

hands. Mr. Deputy Algar urged that the salary

offered by the committee was inadequate. For

the very varied and responsible duties their City

Surveyor was called upon to perform a salary of

£1,000 to commence with was totally inadequate.

Wide knowledge, conspicuous ability, and great

skill were needed. The City Surveyor had to

meet the greatest valuers in the land, and it was

false economy to offer only £1,000 a year in con-

nection with so responsible a position. He pro-

posed that the salary offered should be £1,500.

This was seconded, but on a technical point of

order stands over till a further meeting. Mr.

Cooper gave notice of his intention to move at

next Court that the age at election of the new
City Surveyor should be forty-five, and not fifty.

Wg have received from the British Weights

and Measures Association, 25, Victoria-street,

London, October 12, 1904, a copy of its manifesto,

which is of sufficient public importance to warrant

the careful perusal by all interested in opposing

the efforts of the faddists who are seeking to force

the imperfect and unscientific so-called " metric "

system of weights and measures on the people of

this country. We wish the Association all

success. It is not generally known that what is

now termed the Metric System is but a fragment

of the system as originally proposed. Uniformity

throughout the world, which to-day is a stock

argument of the metricalists for introducing

the system, had no weight with the savants

who vainly sought to introduce a brand new
system with their brand New Era of revolu-

tionary days. The fundamental aim of the

revolutionists was the extinction of the ancient

weights and measures and the divisions of

time which belonged to the Christian Era. The
year was to have 12 months, the month three

weeks, the week 10 days, the day 10 hours, the

the hour lOOmin., and the minute lOOsec.

The circumference of the earth was to be divided

into 400° of 100' each, and the one-thousanth

part of a minute was to be the unit of length—the

metre." Throughout all history, peoples of all

nations, races, and tongues have divided the

circle into 360°, and the day into 24 hours. In

this system, time, linear and angular measure-

ments are connected by the fact that the marine

mile is a minute of arc of the great circle of the

earth's surface, and that V corresponds exactly to

4min. of time, which gave us a ratio of one hour

for 15°, or one day of 24 hours for one circle of

360\ The corresponding divisions which Laplace

and his fellow scientists sought to introduce,

based ona 10-hour day and a 400' circle, established

the relation of one new hour of time to 40 new
degrees of longitude. It was here the system

broke down. The French people refused to

have the 10 - hour day, and the French
navigator then found himself with the combina-

tion of a 24-hour day and a 400' circle on his

hands, giving the inconvenient ratio of one hour

to 16° 10' 06= "of longitude. It did not take him
long to decide between this and the simple ratio

of 1 to 15, and he promptly discarded the 400°

circle. Then he found himself with the combina-

tion of a 24 -hour day, a 360° circle, and a kilo-

metre, which gave the relation of one kilometre

= •539G minute of arc. Again he quickly decided

between this and the ratio of one nautical mile to

one minute of arc, and the French navigator

threw overboard his 10-hour day, his 400° circle,

and his kiloinitre, and until the people of the

earth are willing to accept a 10 -hour day it is

clear they cannot have the complete Metric

System.

At the Modern Gallery, 175, Band-street, are

on view a collection of oil and water-colour

paintings and sketches by Mr. E. II. Macandrew, a

young artist of promise. The pictures include both

landscape and figure subjects. Wo must notice the

broad woodland " l'/.irly Autumn," a grey-tone

sketch of a woman carrying a child across a

heath, "Storm Swept," " Ronda," a rocky view

of the city, with cypresses, the views of " Wharfe-
dale," " A Bit of Westmoreland." Also a few

clever portraits—that of a girl with black hat and

cloak (2(j), "A Note," "The Garden Seat."

Sketches of " nld Houses, Durham," Tangiers,
" A Warwickshire Cottage" (3.S). "Belinda,"

a young lady's portrait, and " A Profile Study,"

are clever. There are also some drawings from

Spain—the "Alcantara Bridge of Toledo,"

"Court of Oranges, Cordova." The exhibition

of figure subjects, chiefly decorative panels

and landscape, by the late W. S. Coleman, also to

be seen, is even of more interest from the archi-

tect's point of view. Mr. Coleman was a facile

delineator of children. His " Sunny Locks " and

"The Toilet" are natural and truthful render-

ings of little fair girlhood, the former resting in

a meadow of wild flowers and the other at her

toilet. " Skipping " and " A Study " are other

decoratively treated subjects. Decorative

panels (14), "Cupid and Lilies," "Design

tor a Frieze " (33), a portrait of the painter (44),

several sketches and pastel subjects, and cottage

flower gardens are amongst the works, num-
bering over sixty. Many of them show wealth

of colour, extreme finish (as in the flower sub-

jects), and considerable brilliancy, though rather

lacking in breadth and atmosphere. The
" Alfresco Dessert " (39), a pastel of a little fair

girl carrying a basket of fruit down a garden

path, is dainty. Mr. Coleman exhibited much
decorative skill and invention.

Me. W. Hole, R.S.A., has just completed

another of the historical series of Scottish pictures

on which he is engaged for the decoration of the

banqueting hall in the Edinburgh City Chambers.

Two are already in position on the walls—the

Coronation of King James II. at Ilolyrood, and

the Signing of the National League and Covenant

in Greyfriars' Churchyard. The one now on

hand has as its subject the State entry of Queen

Mary of Scots into Edinburgh, September 3,

1501. The Queen had landed at Leith in August

of the same year from France, and her advent on

Scottish soil had been made the subject of national

congratulations, it was on a return from a Royal

progress in the north that the State entry now
pictorially commemorated by Mr. Hole was made

into Edinburgh. The young Queen dined in the

Castle, and thereafter rode in State to Holyrood.

Part of her escort consisted of fifty apprentice

boys of the city made up as Moors, with blackened

faces, turbans, and Eastern garments; twelve of

the chief citizens or town councillors, in oflicial

robes, bore aloft a canopy under which Her

Majesty rode, and at the top of the West Bow
she was presented by a little boy, who descended,

as it were, in a cloud, with a Bible and the keys

of the city. Mr. Hole shows the (iueen riding

on a white palfrey down the Lawnmarket, which

is filled with a holiday throng. Before her rides

a French knight in full armour, with the fleur-

de-lys on his shield, while in the procession

behind her are three of the men who were to play

a prominent part in her short reign—the E-arl of

Moray in golden doublet and red cap, the Earl

of Morton in purple and black, and the youthful

Lord Darnley in green. In size the canvas is

6ift. by 8ft. This picture is the 'gift of Sir

Mitchel Thomson,, a former Lord Provost of

Edinburgh.

Sir. William Auxolk San-dhv, of Windsor,

and late of the Commander-in-Chief's office, who

died on May 28, aged 75 years, bequeathed£l,000

to the president, treasurer, and council of the

Royal Academy of Fine Arts, Linden, to be in-

vested, to provide an annual " Smdby Gift," in

memory of Thomas and I'aul Sandby, foundation

members of the Royal Academy, to be awarded

alternately to an architect or landscape painter,

or to the families of such artists needing such

assistance. He also directed that if the provisions

of a deed of gift dated October 13, 1892, as to the

disposal of his collection of works by Thomas and

Pa\il Sandby, wore not completed at his decease, the

deed is to be treated as part of his will
;
and he

loft to the library of the Royal Academy of Arts

his " Uistorv of the Royal Acidemy," illustrated,

in six volumes, the reports of the Royal .-Vcademy

in volumes, and his MS. copy of Thomas Sandby's

lectures on architecture. He left to the MSS.

Department of the British Museum autograph

letters by Thomas and Paul Sandby, R..-\.. He
loft specified works to the National Gallery, the

National Portrait (Jallery, the Diploma Ciallery

of the Royal Academy of Arts, The South

Kensington Museum, the British Museum, the

Midland Counties Art Museum at Nottingham

Castle, and the (iallory of British Artists,

London (the Tate Collection). He also left

one water-colour and one body-colour draw-

in" by Paul Sandby and one drawing by

Thomas Sandby to each of the following ;—The
Universitv Galleries, Oxford: the FitzwiUiam

Museum, 'Cambridge; the Manchester City Art

(Gallery ; the Walker Art (Jallery, Liverpool; the

Corporation Art Gallery, Birmingham ; the Castle
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Mueeum, Norwich
; the Castle Museum, Nottiug-

;

litigation, as Ihe
ham; the National GaUery of Scotland, Edin- ! matter Ut«een th<
Durgh

; the Glasgow Corporation Galleries (f
Art

;
the Corporation Art Gallery of the City of

London
; the Town Museum and Art Gallery at

Leicester
; the Mappin Art Gallery, Sheffit-Id ;

the Municipal Art Gallery, Wolverhampton
; the

Art Gallery, Derby : the Art Gallery, Oldham
;

the City Art Gallery, Leeds ; and the Corporation
Art Gallery, York.

A I'ArER on " How to set a House in Dis-
order" was read by Mr. J. S. Rubinstein, of
London, at the thirteenth provincial meeting of
the Liw Society, held at Portsmouth on Wednes-
day. The author, in trenchant terms, attacked
the management of the legal department of the
State, pointing out that fo long as officials

Treasury would decide the
them. The report was adopted.

The following appeared in Tuimin's Exeter
Flying Fast for Oct. 12, 1761. (Jne hundred and
forty-two years of age, the "Old Fli/er," as it is

affectionately called locally, still continues to
delight a wide circle of appreciative readers every
Saturday :

—" A gentleman, a prisoner in the
Rules of King's Bench, a branch of the family of
Hydes, Earls of Clarendon and Rochester, has
got a most remarkable coffin by him, against
his interment. It was made out of a fine
solid oak, which grew on his estate in Kent,
and hollowed out with a chisel. It is 8ft.
in length about 4ft. in breadth, 4in. thick
on the sides, and "Jin. at the ends ; the lid is

Sin. thick, made out of the fame oak. When the
were selected solely on the ground of political corpse comes to be put in, it is to be fastened
services, men would be appointed to offices who down with oaken pegs. The said gentleman
were absolutely unfitted to discharge their duties, often lies down and sleeps in his coffin with the
The rules regulating legal proceedings were, he greatest composure and serenity. It weighs
showed, kng and complicated, and consequently 5001b. weight, and was not long since filled with
a fruitful source of the uncertainty, expense, and
delay of litigation. Ever since 1851 solicitors
had asked to be allowed a voice in framing these
rules, but the right had been denied them. The
unreasonable and inordinate length of the Long
Vacation had often been complained of, and was
due to no "system," the sole blame attaching to
the Lord Chancellor, who could at any time
reduce the Vacation if he chose to do so. Finally,
Mr. Rubinstein criticised in detail the many
defects in the Land Transfer Act of 1897, and

punch; and held 41 gallons, 2 quarts, and 1^
pints."

After several consultations, at which special
conditions were drawn up and agreed upon, a
number of unices have decided to join the
National Amalgamated Society of Operative
House and Ship Painters and Decorators. They
are : The Manchester No. 1 Old and No. 1 New,
the Bury Operative Painters, the Rochdale Local
Society, the London Cirosvenor, London City
(with three branches], and London Central (withthe compulsory registration of title in the county \ Ln v,r,7^L=f .„.i .i, 4 i t j o V ^

of London, which formed a grievous burden on I |Z,^Jt^'?'' I

^""^ the^.Wlgamated Society of
grievous

property owners, with no commensurate advan
tages, for the money expended on Land Transfer
fees had been absolutely wasted so far as property
owners were concerned.

The council of the Surveyors' Institution

House Decorators and Painters (with ninety-five
branches;. Altogether an addition of over 5,000
members will be made to the National Society,
of whom the secretary is Mr. G. M. Sunley, of
Manchester. Negotiations are in progress for
taking over the Liverpool Socie'y and the

announce that candidates proposing to enter for
j

Scottish Federation of Painters. These two
the Students' Preliminary E.'saminalion of the societies have over 4,500 members.
Institution, to take place on January 11 and 12
next, must give notice of their intention to the
Secretary before the last day of November.
Candidates from Lancashire, Cheshire, York-

Among recent wills proved is that of the late
Mr. William Eirnshaw Mitchell, of the firm of

UEETHraS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
Fbiday (To-day).— Architectnial Association. " Photo-

graphy as applied to Architecture," bj
E. Dockree. Royal Architectural Museum,
Tufton-street. 7.30 p.m.
Sanitary Institute. " Elementary

Statistics," by Prof. H. E. Kenwood,
M.B.

Satuedat CTo-mokeow). — Architectural Association.
Visit to Charing Cross Hospital (A.
Saxon Snell, architect). 2 30 p.m.
Institute of Sanitary Engineers. Visit

to the Liemur System of Sewerage at
Stansted, Essex.
Sanitary Institute. Inspection and

Demonstration at the Limbeth Disin-
fecting Station, conducted by J. Priestley.
2.30 p.m.

MoKDAY.—Liverpool Architectural Society. "Modem
Decoration," by G. H. Morton.
Royal Academy of Arts. "Vehicles

and Varnishes," by Prof. A. H. Church.
4 p.m.
Sanitary Institute. " Calculations,

Measurements and Plans and Sections,"
by W. C. Tyndale, M.I.C.E.

Wednesday. — Architectural Association. Discussion
Section. "Canterbury Cathedral," by
G. H. Smith. 7.30 p in.

Sanitary Institute. " Details of
Plumber's Work," by J. W. Clark.

V i ^f°^™' Cumberland, ^^ estmorland, and Messrs. Mitchell, Son, and Gutteriage, architects
Northumberland it is proposed to e.xamine at !

and snrveyors, of Portland-street, Southampton,
Manchester; whUe those from other par!s of t^e value of the estate being £8,623.
England and from Wales will be examined in

j
The chairman of the Tottenham Urban District

i^onaon, Irish candidates in DubUn, and Scottish
;

Council formally laid on Friday the foundation-
candidates in Glasgow. Similar arrangements stone of the new municipal offices at Tottenham,
will be made to meet the convenience of Irish and i

The buildings, which will comprise councU-chambar
Scottish candidates in the examination, to com- ,

*"'' officeSi fire station and swimming-baths, are
mence on March 13, qualitjing for classes of ''^'''S erected on Tottenham Green, close to the
professional associates and fellows of the Institu- ^'^^ road, the estimated cost of the undertaking
tion

; but in this instance all English candidates
will be examined in Loudon.

^
At the meeting, on Friday last, of the

Southampton Education Committee, a long report
was submitted on the question of Mr. J. H.
BUzard's claim for compensation in respect of the
abolition of the office of architect and surveyor of
the late School Board of Southampton. It was
stated by the Sub-Committee which had in-
vestigated the claim that the whole amount
actually received by Jlr. Blizard from the late
School Board during the five years was
£3,587 Ss. 4d., and not £5,876 178., as set forth
in the claim. The sum of £3,587 Ss. 4d. did not
include sums received from contractors for pre-
paring quantities, amounting to £1,156 7s. 2d.,
and two other sums of £5 5s. and £6 6s. also
received from third parties and included in Mr.
BUzard's claim, as it was not considered that they
could be rightly classified as emoluments of the
abolished office. In calculating the annual
allowance by way of compensation which it was
recommended should.be assessed, the Committee
had deducted 50 per cent, from the total amount
received by Mr. Blizard from the late School
Board during the five years, as they were of
opinion that salaries for assistants and office
expenses should not be disregarded in assessing,
in the language of the Education Act, 1902,
" direct pecuniary loss by abolition of office." As
the duties of the office were not such as to require
that Mr. Blizard should give his whole time to the
service of the late School Board, they considered
that a deduction of 25 per cent, from the amount
of compensation allowance should be reasonable.
The Committee recommended that the annual
allowance by way of compensation to be paid to
Mr. Blizard during his life as from the July 22,
1903, be assessed at £47 1 6s. 7d. Alderman Le
Feuvre, in moving the adoption of the report,
said if there was any disagreement between Mr.
Jjlizard and themselves it would not cause any

amounting to £55,000. Messrs. Taylor and Jemmett
are the architects, and the design selected in com-
petition (by Mr. MacVicar Anderson, the assessor),
was illustrated in the Building News for Jan. 2.
1903.

On Saturday Guildford gave a reception to the
2nd BattaUon Queen's Royal West Surrey Regiment
on the occasion of the dedication of the regimental

|

memorials which have been erected in Holy Trinity,
|

the parish church of Guildford. The memorial to
\

the officers, non-commissioned officers, and men of
the 2nd Battalion who fell in (^outh Africa is a sheet

j

of brass framed in alabaster, and bearing 139 names, '

Three other memorials, though distinct, form one
j

composition, covering the east wall of the Queen's
Chapel, the central panel being the regimental

!

memorial.
j

A deputation from the Avon Gorge Committee,
consistmg of influential residents in Clifton and
Bristol, had an interview on Friday with Sir Henry
Miles, with reference to the damage being done by
quarrying to the picturesque features of the Avon
Gorge on the Somersetshire side. The situation was
discussed for about an hour, and it is understood
that as the result of the interview the town clerk
will see Sir Henry Miles's legal adviser for the pur-

'

pose of considering whether a scheme can he
arranged, either for acquiring sufficient property to
preserve the Avon Gorge, or working the quarries
m such a manner that will not interfere with the
frontage, or prejudice the rights of Sir Henry
Miles.

At the last meeting of the town council of Batley
plans were approved for the erection of the Car-

!

negie Free Library, including the provision of a
clocktower, at an estimated cost of £7,500. Mr.
Carnegie originally promised a sum of £6,000. It
was agreed to pull down the old market-hall clock-
tower, which now stands alone on the market
estate. This proposal met with considerable oppo-
sition on the part of Mr. Illingworth, who described
it as a wanton waste of publi'- money. He re-
garded the tower as an ornament, an opinion to
which the mayor subscribed. On the other hand, '

Aid. Hirst described it as an eyesore, and expressed
his pleasure that it was coming down.

j

CHIPS.
A new school erected at Westend, near South-

ampton by the education committee of the Hants
County Council, was opened on Thursday in last
week. It has been built from plans by Messrs.
Mitchell, Son, and Gutteridge, of Southampton, and
the builders were Messrs. Haines Brothers. The
cost is £2,750.

The Countess of Derby opened at Liverpool on
Friday, the new operating theatre and extension
to the outpatient department of the StanleyHospital.

The King has graciously consented to give his
patronge to the Sanitary Institute. The Institute
was founded in 1876, and it is carrying on a large
work in teaching and examining in hygiene and
sanitary science, both in the United Kingdom and
in other parts of the Empire. It mamtains in
London a permanent museum of sanitary appli-
ances, open free to the public. Its members and
associates number over 3,000.

The stained-glass stall and memorial window,
recently erected in St. Peter's Church, Brixham,
referred to in our last issue, p. 500, was designed by
Messrs. Percy Bacon and Brothers, of Newman

-

street, W., under the direction of Mr. G. H.
Fellowes Prynne, of London, the consulting
architect.

Mr. Henry Newsum, J.P., Lincoln, head of
Newsum, Sons, and Co., Limited, timber merchants,
founder of the Lincoln Wagon and Engine Company,
and director of many other companies, who died on
September 10, left estate entered at £187,600 by his
sons, Messrs. A. C. and C. H. Newsum, and his
brother, Mr. R. Newsum, to whom probate of the
deceased's will has been granted.

Certain street improvements are tieing effected at
Maidenhead.which necessitate the demolition of two
old breweries which had been acquired by the
Corporation. On Friday morning, the Mayor of
the borough, in commencement of the work of
pulling down the premises, ascended a ladder and
knocked off the topmost chiinney-pot. The breweries
were erected in the early part of the 17th century,
and contain enormous oak timbers, grown in
Windsor Forest.

At St. Botolph's Church, Lincoln, last Thursday
evening, the dedication took place of a new organ
which has been built by Messrs. Norman and Beard,
Norwich. The new organ is a two-manual instru-
ment with twenty-two stops ; its cost is £538.

Mr. Robert Hughes, consulting engineer to the
Rhyl Urban District Council, died on Friday night
at Rhyl, aged 64 years. He retired from the post
of surveyor a few years ago, but was retained by
the council as consulting surveyor to the last.

The agreement between the Arbroath Town
Council and the railway companies with reference
to the erection of a new railway station has been
signed on behalf of the council, and now becomes
binding. The new station will cost aliout £50,000.

Mr. Peter Brass, one of the oldest and most
highly respected architects of Hamilton, Out., died
a fortnight ago following an operation in the general
hospital of that city.

There was unveiled, at Preston, on Friday, a
memorial to perpetuate the names of the officers,

non-commissioned officers, and men of tlie Loyal
North Lancashire Regiment who fell in the Boer
War. The monument, which occupies a prominent
site in the Market Square, takes the form of an
obelisk of granite 25rt. high. The panels of the
pedestal contain bronze plates, the one on the front

bearing the regimental crest and an inscription.
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THE ARCHITECT'S RESTRICTIONS.

THE profession are to-day practising
architecture under very different con-

ditions to those which existed in the old days
of art ; they are hampered by various forces

and conventions and regulations of the
twentieth century ; they have also to contend
against the accumulated wealth of materials
and traditions of many ages, the develop-
ment of tastes and habits of life of the present.
Their ancestors, whose works we hold up as
models of construction and art to be admired
and venei'ated, had a straightforward settled

tradition of theirown whichtheyclung to ; they
were without competition as we now know it

;

the habits and tastes of men and women
were settled, no previous styles were forced
upon their attention, while new discoveries
were few and far between. In this peaceful,
contented, and settled atmosphere and state of
existence where doubt had not unsettled men's
minds, they could sit down to plan structures
with an undisturbed serenity, and to conceive
ideas of beauty which have never been sur-
passed. Their work was never hurried,
their attention never divided by a host of

considerations which now perplex and often
baffle the architect at every turn in his
labour. How vastly different is now
the environment materially, intellectually,
morally, and socially ! Then the artist only
thought and dwelt on one matter at a time,
and all his faculties and interests were
thrown into it. It is almost impossible
now to adequately understand the
different atmospheric and mental vision. It
is absurd to imagine that we have no artists

quite as gifted, or art craftsmen equally
honest or well-intentioned as those which
designed the Mediaeval cathedral, or were
employed in its construction : we have both.
The artistic afflatus is still with us ; but the
circumstances in which we now live and
move and have our being have rendered art
impossible, have restricted and hampered our
field of vision tiU we can think only of one
kind of art—that which is subordinate to our
utilitarian requirements, to our ideas of
economy and modern pleasures. The sur-
roundings of the modern artist are not so
congenial to the art temperament ; he has
to compete with manufacturers, with the
trammels of trade, with men who work to
live, who divide art up into a number
of separate pieces. Very few of those who
devote themselves to the pursuit of art
in its many phases really find a pleasuie in
their work : they have to perform so much
of it to get a • day's wage ; their labour is

divided, and the whole profit and honour of
it go to the person who has the least to do
with it. To take one application of archi-
tecture—a house. Does it give any pleasure ?

An American writer, speaking of " The
Interest of Rouses," observes "that a house
should give joy in its form, its material and
construction, its colour, its detail ; every
part of it should speak of pleasure and peace

;

of restfulness if it be a restful building ; of
gaiety if it be put to frivolous uses ; of
solemnity if it be a solemn edifice," and so
on. It should also have a character

—

personal, individual, definite character-
though the writer points out that many
houses built and designed by the same
architect exhibit a character quite distinct
from each other, as though they were
not the product of the. same mind, and
he goes on to say the artificial in a house
never makes it interesting any more than it

does in an individual. The remark is true

;

but architecture, to be. interesting, to become
the reflex of the mind of the occupant or its

destined purpose, must be the product of

artists and workers who have themselves an

interest in their work, who feel a pleasure in

their art; but this is not possible with

modern conditions. Men build houses not

so much to live in as to let and sell at a

profit. Speculation is the main considera-

tion with those who build houses for others

to live in. A large house, as the same writer

we have quoted says, built at great cost,

designed in a most elaborate style, decorated

with gables, pinnacles.columns, andpediments,

may be of the smallest art interest, and not

to be compared to a simple structure of small

size which may possess a real interest in its

design. Why !' Because he says the qualities

which tend to success in building cannot be

defined ; art itself is difficult of definition ;

excellence cannot be set forth by rule and
law, but " the finer qualities, the personal

touch, the innate knowing of how to do a

thing, and then doing it ; the expression, the

method—all count in bringing about a result

which yards of ornament and tons of sculptural

detail cannot emulate." We are all acquainted

with buildings which give no response to our

expectations or feelings. When we enter the

disappointment grows upon us ; there is

evidence of ample cost and display, the ma-
terials, workmanship are of the best and
above criticism; there is mechanical skill

shown in all the details and appointments

;

but there is no response. The building

has no character or expression about
it. In a word, it is not artistic. The
environment and " atmosphere," so to

speak, have been hostile to artistic instincts

and tastes. A Gothic villa or a house built

after the Queen Anne style would be out of

place in the manufacturing town or a district

full of furnaces and collieries. If we build

the " architecturally '' designed building in

the wrong place, we cannot wonder if it does

not please everybody ; but how comes it

there ? It may be a London firm of archi-

tects furnished the design to be built, say,

somewhere in Staffordshire, for a colliery

owner, or a suburb of Birmingham, without
going to see the site or the surroundings—

a

modern system of London office-made archi-

tecture. No wonder the local builder's house
is more adapted for such a neighbourhood : it

is at least honest in construction, and avoids
features meaningless in a situation crowded
with factories and thick with smoke. The
fault has been in putting up a so-called

"artistic" design in the wrong locality, in

defiance of the law that every building should
be treated by itself with due regard to

materials, aspect, and environment. The
architect who designs such a building for a

site or for a person he knows nothing about is

throwing away his art, for the result is not
interesting ; it does not respond to the habits

of life and taste of the factory owner or

engineer. Unless it does that, it is not artistic

in a true sense, ^^'e cannot expect any
architect to design a residence for a man of

whom he knows very little, or whoso tastes

and habits are unknown to him. It is not
generalljr a success if he forces upon his

client his own taste. Yet the houses built

to let and sell are designed by men
who know nothing of the persons who
are likely to inhabit them. Thoy are,

as wo have said, built for speculation chiefly;

their art is intended to suit everybody—all

tastes. To be truthful and interesting, every
building ought to respond to the habits and
tastes of the occupants—a condition which
supposes that its architect is well ac(juainted

with the vocation and business carried on ;

in fact, that the designer and owner, or

designer and tenant, respond to each other.

This correspondence between the owner of

the building and its purpose can only be
maintained by the architect forgetting his

own personal feeling, and throwing himself
heart and soul into the re(iuiromonts of his

employer—his habits and tastes, his mode
of life ; the surroundings and hygenic

conditions. Many of our buildings, houses

especially, sufier from the architect exer-

cising "his own judgment, likes and

dislikes, too strongly, while neglecting

to consult his client's wishes in matters

appertaining to accommodation, fitting.s

decoration, and other things. We know this

self-negation on the part of the architect is

difficult in the case of clients who are in-

competent by education or otherwise to

decide on structural, hygienic, or artistic

questions. The professional adviser is pre-

sumed to bring such knowledge to the atten-

tion of his client, as he is remunerated for

his skill in so doing. To what extent he has

an authority to contravene his client's wishes

is a question which has not been satisfactorily

shown. He is right undoubtedly in the

carrying out his obligations to insist on

providing such sanitary and structural neces-

saries as he may consider proper, but how
far he can go in insisting on adopting a par-

ticular plan or elevation, or any decoration

or fittings, is a question. There are matters

of personal taste, and it may be argued that

the man who pays to buUd a house has a right

to select his own fittings and style.

Not only is the modern architect hampered
and restricted in the manner we have de-

scribed, but there are other conditions which

very materially interfere with his real in-

tentions and convictions. Every London
architect knows the difficulty of cutting

and shaping his design to meet the require-

ments of the London Building Act and other

regulations in operation, the rules imposed
in regard to frontage lines and projections,

height, and other technical requirements re-

lating to roofs and party-walls ; how he has

to arrange the height and section of his street

buildings so as not to obstruct ancient lights

in front, side, or rear; and in country, and
even rural districts, there are by-laws which
limit the architect's choice of materials

and design in a very undesirable manner.
That in country districts the same rules

should be applied which are necessary in

populous urban districts and towns is quite

unreasonable, and the president of the A.A.
did well to draw attention to the subject in

his opening address. As he points out, the

same rules framed for building in crowded
cities are objectionable in many ways ; they

limit the choice of local materials ; these

materials have to be used in particular ways

;

they "produce a lifeless and uninteresting

architecture, and discourage the old crafts

and methods of building that made our
country districts so picturesque and interest-

ing." Such a result is brought about by
applying indiscriminately the same rules

which were intended only for town build-

ings. The powers given to urban and
district councils are the chief cause of this

condition. Even isolated farm buildings in

the country, miles away from a town, are

brought within these vexatious regulations.

How hampering they are to the architect who
desires to erect a group of cottages, or a

residence or farmhouse in which half-tim-

bered gables or stories are introduced, who
desires to avoid party-walls breaking through

tlio roofs in a group of cottages, or wishes to

introduce overnanging, tile -hung stories

or rough-cast panels ! If he wishes to

build a row of cottages which will return a

fair interest on outlay, he is debarred by
tho regulations rot^uiring certain materials,

heights of rooms, thick walls, and tho like.

We have pointed out the absurd require-

ments of by-laws which limit tho materials

to bricks, stone, slate, and tiles, or that all

walls and outside of all roofs are to be " made
of hard and incombustible material, properly

bonded and solidly put together with good

mortar or cement," &c. Only "detached

or semi-detached houses of two or more
stories, Ijft. from other buildings, may have

the external walls of two topmost storie*
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made of timber framing, filled in with 4Ain.

brickwork, covered with weather tiling,"

but the wall below is to be of the required
thickness. Thatched roofs and wood oriels

are prohibited ; concrete and cavity walls

are so restricted as to be practically tabooed
on account of the unnecessary thickness of

wall required. These are some of the ways in

which the country builder and property owner
who wishes to erect modeiate buildings
for their tenants are restricted by the

vexatious by-laws, which ai'e made to

apply to rural district. As the President
also points out, these by-laws "are
killing the last lingering country crafts still

in use." There is much to be said on this

point. Where do we find the old village

carpenter who can put up a cottage on old

structural lines 'f He can now only probably
do odd jobs or repairs : he has been trained

only in one kind of work, and that he does
indiiferentl}'. The old country mason has
too disappeared, and the smith, once an art

craftsman, who could forge a lamp bracket
or make a sign for an inn, or do any job in

hammered work which required a little art,

is also nowhere to be found. Just as the

country peasant has been transformed in

his dress and habits of life ; the old farmer's
smock, the scythe, the sickle, have given place

to modern dress and machinery, so his craft

has gone to the tradesman of the nearest

town. But, as Mr. Dawber says, his cot-

tage, too, has changed, and " is now built in

depressing rows." The open hearth has given
place to the stove, the red-brick floor to

linoleum, and the lattice casements to sash
windows. In some of these cottages the
modern hygienist may think we have ad-
vanced : the monotonous row of houses built

on the model by-laws of the Local Govern-
ment Board with brick walls and iron case-

ments intead of tiniber-framed work, with
i^s crevices for vermin and its natural decay

;

the slate or tile roof instead of thatch, so

exposed to fire and infected germs ; the con-
crete floor instead of the cracked brick floor.

These have no doubt sanitary advantages : the
materials are non-porous, and easily cleaned

;

they do not harbour infectious germs ; the
houses are better ventilated and drained.
On the other hand, these changes have been
dictated with no true or sympathetic spirit

for those who have to live in the country
and dwell in cottages. These stationary
regulations have been, in fact, too often

framed without any regard to the habits and
life of the occupants of country houses. The
art elements have been quite neglected for

certain material changes of doubtful value in

countrj' districts. Official interference and
red tape have also seriously deterred the
architect in his choice of desirable materials
and methods of design and construction suit-

able to the local characteristics of rural
districts. "We cannot hope for any immediate
improvement so long as the local authorities

are governed by central bodies, and
administer the law without any regard to

local interests or the conditions necessary for

architectural development. We have only to

look at the rows of agricultural cottages and
of homesteads that have superseded the
older buildings in our country districts,

to see the result of the system of delegated
authority from a central board. Each build
ing should be considered a separate problem
determined by certain conditions ; its aspect,
its occupants, local circumstances, and en-
vironinents. The most perfect statutory
provisions, regardless of these varying factors

will fail to give a satisfactory result. In
other lessfcr ways the architect has been re-
stricted, building improvements hampered,
and architectural genius checked.

EOYAL SOCIETY OP
ARTISTS.

BRITISH

THE Suffolk Street Galleries comprise
several oil pictures and water-colour

drawings of merit, though of the others the

standard is not very high. In the large

gallery we notice that the talented President
of the Society, Sir Wyke Bayliss, has one of

his fine interiors.

Cathedral," with

Kith-century village. Two young girls are

standing outside a cottage, one of them
trying on a bracelet. jV pedlar, with his

opened box of trinkets on the roadway, is

tempting the fair maidens. Finished in

execution, the colour is somewhat tawdry.

Another little study near the fireplace is

Allan Davidson's "An Idyll," a figure-

subject, admirable in colour. No. 33, "The
The Cloture of Chartres ! Rising of the Moon," by E. Borough Johnson,

its noble arcades and ' is charming in its delicate tones of colour and
chapters. Jewel-like is the play of colour, ; atmosphere, a river winding with farm build-

light, and shadow of the rich tracery and
j
ings on one side. The rising moon is very

carved canopies. As in all the President's
j
tenderly painted. A large canvas, " The Old

work, there is the indefinable charm and
|

Mill,'' by Sydney Lee. is bold and powerfully

mystery of light and shadow. A large grey : rendered ; the painter, by the use of his

riverscape is by W. J. Laidlay, and a view : palette knife, has freely " loaded" his lights,

of Port Ellen, Islay, N.B., by J. I),
j

producing the effect of atmosphere. lie

Fergusson, The grey atmosphere of former
j

has impressed us with the mass of his

is thoroughly suggestive of a Northern dark structure and his realistic vigour
_
of

climate, with the sedges growing by the handling. " Ilome-Coming of the Herring
riverside and boats on the river. The Fleet, Moray Firth," by Alfred S. Edward, is

latter's study of a " Man liaughing," in the delightful in its clear reflecting sea and break-

S.W. Gallery, is a strongly painted face in ing crest of waves, with harbour and boats,

a strong light—also his " Study of a Boy's His other Dutch views of the coast, river, and
Head " (20.j). Other pictures depict the boating are characteristic. Among the por-

scenery of Islay. Of fine colour is the land- trait subjects, William Bramley's " Dorothy "

scape or coast views of Vincent P. Yglesias's
!
(41). a young girl in white, seated with her

" Runswick, Y'orkshire" (8). The village
|

hands in lap, her hair loosely falling over her

nestling under hill with foreground and sea ' shoulders. The pensive, thoughtful expres-

beyond, is well painted, characteristic of this i sion on her face is skilfully painted, and the

charming spot. "A Sketch on the Arun,
j

light panelling makes a pleasing background
near Littlehampton" (150) is his only other

j

to the figure. The same painter's "A
contribution. Hal Hurst has a clever portrait Reverie " (101) is decorative in its treatment,

of " Mrs. Ogilvie" (7) and another " Portrait A lady in evening dress reclines on an arm-
of a Lady " (21 ), full-length standing figure in ' chair, her head posed against a bronze plaque,

low-cut dress of white satin, inaeream-shade the light of a setting sun falling on her (ace

cloak with blue lining, standingnearaoolumn,
j

and shoulders. Alex Carruthers Gould has

with dark background. The latter is painted i several subjects exhibiting an observant study

with his usual vivacity and richness of colour, of landscape and atmosphere. "The White
Alex. Maclean sends a fine study of a moon- i Moon Ghost-Like Climbs the Sky "' (4S),

light effect on a heavy sea—"An Autumn! "On Hampstead Heath," and "Evening,
Evening off the North Foreland," and other

I

Lowestoft Harbour" (133) are all in-

views on the Thanet coast, indicating a study
\

teresting renderings of the effects of light

of the sea and atmosphere. J. W. Allison in i and cloud. The large picture, "The
" The Fleet in the Bay" (16), represents an

I

Hours.— ' O Joyous Day with Fragrance

old sailor pointing through the windows of of the Rose and Circling Hours '
" has au

his cottage, directing his little son, who has a allegorical and decorative meaning, and is

telescope. By the side of the open window the best of Fred. F. Foottet's impressionist

sits a little girl. The light and atmosphere
i

works. The picture represents a number of

are well painted. Wynford Dewhurst, a ' young maidens, partly in shade and partly in,

painter with " advanced " views of light and
;
sunlight, dancing rovmd an old wide-spread-

colour impressions, sends in his usual " key "
\
ing rose-tree laden with pink blossom. The

" Nature's Mirror : Sunrise." Hills of blue ' irridescent hues of the light over the meadow

At a general assembly of the Royal Society ol
British Artists, the following were elected mem-
bers : —Messrs. William Bramley, 'William Wells,
Louis Weirter, Frank Southgate, A. Michaelson,
and Courtenay Pollock.

produce a very subtle and fairy-like scene.

Mr. Foottet's other picture (231) is an even-

ing effect, and represents St. Martin's Church

and National G-allery, with the green trees of

the Square ; but the intense blueness of the

whole scene is scarcely convincing, despite

the painter's subtle perception of shimmering
light and atmosphere. Near are to be seen

a few interesting landscapes: "Sundown
near Exmoor," by J. W. Schofield (50) ;

" A
Young Poacher,'' by J. W. Parsons; and
"An Australian Creek," by Richard C.

Officer, an evening effect. " Mischief,''

kittens playing with brushes in a studio, by
Wright Barker, and W. J. Liidlay's view of

the "Chephren or Cased Pyramid'' (57).

"Mother's Birthday,'' by Grenville Manton
( Go), a little girl in white frock at a bedroom door
with a basket of roses in her hand, and with

a smile on her face, is pleasing. " Dawn"
(Gl) a view of Malaga by A-M. Foweraker,

is powerful, and charming in its light and
colour. "Addio," by Leonard Watts, a

courtly lover bidding farewell to a sweet-

heart at the step of a doorway, in Florentine

costume, is well drawn. " "Venice," by Tom
Robertson, is luminous in colour, and the

picture occupies a deservedly central position.

William Bramley's "The Laboratory" (SO),

of modest size, is well conceived and clever

in painting. "No Hope" is a touching

scene in a cottage, sombre in tone, by Assur

and purple, tinged with orange and golden
light, reflected in a lake. It is vivid, if not
quite convincing. His " Au Cafe" (43), a
young lady seated at a garden table under
green trees, through which strong sunlight

flickers, producing a gem-Uke iridescence

of colour, and a " Reach of the Seine" are

interesting studies of flickering sunlight.

Frank Spenlove-Spenlove in '

' The Old Home
"

paints strongly and sympathetically a humble
one-story plastered cottage, thatched, with
dark trees. The light is waning, and the dark
foliage forms a setting to the white front in

sky of pearly tone. His " Whispering Twi-
light'' (24) is a delicately-painted birch

glade, a very charming rendering of grey
twilight effect in a wood. "Morning at

Hoorn, Holland " (137), is a small sketch of a
quay with fishing-boats, the dark sails

against a light sky—very vigorous. W.
Hounsom Byles has a figure of a girl at stall

filled with Seville oranges and other fruit

(25). Over the fireplace John Muirhead has
"The Thames at Greenwich," with craft.

The reflected light of sky on river, with
hospital in the distance, are vigorous and
truthful in the grey tones. His view on the

Ranee, Dinan, Brittany (42), " Hemingford
Mill" (193), "The Elver Ouse" (253), "In
the Fen Country" (261), are all broad and
excellent in colour. A small study, '' A
Labour of Love, " by Sydney Muschamp, „ .

_

next the fireplace, maybe noticed—a little girl ! Michaelson, and we may note '\V. Cave Day's

trimming flowers near a garden vase—and the "A Swinging Blossom," a little girl in a

same painter's carefully painted " All that

Glitters is not Gold" (171), are pleasing

subjects of genre. The latter represents a

swing; "The Vicar's Daughter," by S.

Muschamp, and one or two good portraits

and figure studies by J. W. Schofield, G.
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nillyardSwiDstead(T2), and a nice landscape

by Rex Meat Cole (70).

Of the pictures in the other galleries we
must place the large subject of Mr. T. ¥. M.
Sheard (2'24) as one of the best. It repre-

sents a number of people at a • ^'illage Jumble
.^ale.'' The crowd of men, women, and
•children, aud the merriment and good
humour on their faces as they look at a toy
monkey, which climbs a string held by a
little girl, is very amusing and true to life.

Mr. Sheard's picture is full of character, and
the warm light of the faces is well painted.

The colouring is dark in tone.
" A Normandy Housewife '' (S3) by

Childe I'ocock, is a strong figure subject,

Alex, Carruther's Gould's " Shrimp Boats,

Lowestoft " (S4) ; James Greig's " The Blue
Vase," a young lady standing at a piano,
looking at a vase ; Tom Browne's sketch
of a I'utchman smoking on a quay,
"Evening" (95); George Carline's " Por-
trait of a Painter" (102) ; James Townshend's
"A Surrey Common," an evening effect;

"'The Fisherman's Bairns," by W. B.
Lamond (lOS), boys on a rook jutting out
into the sea, fishing; E. Borough Johnson's
" Rest " (113), an old woman sitting asleep,

and Percy Wild's "Sea Breezes" (119), the
latter a little girl in her sandal-shoes,
walking through pasture land from the
«ea with her spade, is freshly painted,

very charmingly treated in colour and re-

flected light'. Among the sm.aller works we
notice a clever little view of a village street,

'•Winter," by E. L, Badham, Suow still

•covers the roofs, steps, and footways of the

cottages and the half-obscured roadway, F.
Spenlove-Spenlove's "Morning at Hoorn"
is a characteristic Dutch study, E, L, Bid-
ham's "Carpenter's Shop" (H7), and his

sketch view of Canterbury are spirited, A
decorative study of a girl's head is

'

' Poppcoi
"

(151), by Norman Prescott iJavies, We have
described W, Bramley's work, " A Reverie."
•' Cloud, Shadow, and Scudding Sunburst,"
by Alex. Carruthers (iould ; Alfred S.

Edwards's view, " Through the Glen '
; J. W.

Allison's " Spring Flowers" (18(j) are works
which may find admirers. Robert Morley's
" Four Lovely Brown Eyes," a poi-trait of a
fair-haired little girl caressing a fox terrier

is clever. The cliffs and heather iu " Showery
Weather on the Cornish Coast" (194), bj'

i'has. ( 'oUins, are well painted. " An
Interval" (195), by W, Blundell Thompson,
is a nude "model" seated back to the spectator
in a studio. The drawing aud light are truth-
ful, AVilliam Luker's iatere.sting picture of a
little fair-haired girl, feeding a black cat with
some milk at a window, is cleverly drawn,
and the light and distance well done,
" <^'harmian " (207), by Allan Davidson, is a
well-modelled reclining nude figure of the
lady, with jewelled coronet on her black hair

;

she lies on a leopard's skin. "Afterglow:
the Alhambra and the Sierra Nevada " (212),
by A; M, Foweraker, is another of his able
.Spanish views from Tennyson's "Princess,"
the light on the castle and houses and the
distant hills imparting a jioetic beauty to the
scene, " 1 'arby ind Joan, ' an old couple at
their tea, is tenderly painted, the evening
sun lighting up the dark interior of cottage.
<Jther subjects we have noticed.

Several clever water-colour drawings may
be seen in the North-West and North-
East galleries. Distinguished for its singu-
larity ot conception and its treatment is

F. Cayley Robin.son'a "Tol'astures New"
(257). The meaning is not clear except
from the title. The painter deftly delineates
a primitive scene ot emigrants in a boat,
with all their belongings and several
sheep, a trunk, a bird in its cage, a mother
with her infant at the stern of the boat, an
old, bearded man and a standing figure of a
maiden at the bows, with her palette and
brushes. They are bent on a now home.
The drawing of river and its flat ^^andbanks
is very childlike and primitive, and Mr.

Robinson has undoubtedly given us a subtle

and delicate impression of the old tempera
art ot painting, its flat grey colour, with all

its limitations, its childlike yet deeply

poetical power. It is interesting, if rather

disappointing, in a room crowded with

modern ideas. Arthur Richardson has a
nice view of a riverside (246), with its hilly

landscape, W, Smallwood Winder, in his

well-fiaished " Hills at the Head of Lang-
dale " (249), depicts the snow-covered hills in

a bright winter day. The sunlight effect on
trees and blossoms in " Bluebells," by Geo. C.

Hnite, is well rendered ; and we may notice

J, Edward Goodall's "My Lady" and L,

Burleigh Bruhl's " Kerne Bridge, on the

Wye," a torrent, forcible in treatment.

The charming studies of Geo. C. Haite, as

in " The Village," " Ponte Lungo, Venice,'
" Bellagio " (370), "Fruit Stall, Chioggia,"

"Dutch Shipping " (434) are full of colour

and sunlight. The president's " Lyons
Cathedral ' is a noble drawing of the interior

of a chapel and its canopied niches. T, W,
Holgate sends " Finishing Touches," a young
lady in evening dress before a large glass

adjusting a rose in her dress. F. E. Grone's
"Village Courtship" is too green in its

background of trees. We may notice also
" Sea Harvesters," by J. R. Bagshawe.
J. Finnemore's clever and spirited figure-

subject a mother with her infant on her lap.

She is dangling before its eyes a toy. The
drawing and colour are alike good. Stuart
Lloyd has one of his pleasant coast views,
" Langstone Harbour," Cecil Aldin delights

us by his direct, bright treatment of " Angel
Hotel, Henley" (351) ; the coach and horses

on the open sunny road are excellent in

drawing, Arthur J, Oollister has a broad
sketch of "The Harbour House ' (359).

()ver the fireplace is a remarkable and
able work by T. A. Falcon, " The
Deserted Village." There is a mosaic-like
treatment in the drawing of houses and
foliage, and the deep blue, green, and golden
hues are cleverly intermixed, producing a
rich tapestry or decorative effect ot colour.

On either side are to be noticed two admirable
sketches, one of mass and shadow, also

the "Tomb of Michael Angelo, S. Croce,
Florence'' '(303), by AValter J, Morgan.
Ijouis Weirter has an admirable render-
ing of twilight, " Twixt the Mirk and
the Gloamin' " (302), His other subject,
" When the Sun Rises in the City," is

another subtle twilight effect, "A Portrait
Study in (rrey," by t.'yril Roberts, a standing
figure of a lady in grey cloak and hat,

holding a stick or pastel, is very diguified

and clever, and there is also a clever portrait

of Miss Peploe in white, rather dramatic
in pose. In a case a few artistically-

dispo.sed miniatures are to be seen. The
screen contains several good sketches by
W, Luker, W. Harding Smith, and Tom
Browne ; a capital sketch of " Salisbury
(.'athedral," by W. T. M. Hawksworth (.391),

a large and imposing interior by Childe
Pooock, " Cne Affaire d'l'^tat '

(-113), a
cardinal, in scarlet robes, seated at a richly-

carved table, giving instructions to his

attendant; some nice sketches by J, Paul
Brinson, II, S, Stannard, Harry P, Clifford,

J. E, Goodall, a bright sketch of a village,

Gifford H, Lentestoy, and others. In the
vistibulo several sketches are to bo seen by
Tatton Winter, chiefly landscape and atmo-
spheric effects, and several spiiitod iiguro-

subjects of Hal Ilurst, in black and white,
which are worth inspection.

THE ARCniTKOTrRAL ASSOCIATION.

THK Becond ordinary meet'ng for the current
session was held at the Koyal .Vrchitecturiil

Museum, Tufton-streot, Westminstor, on Frijiy
uveninp. The I'rfsidont, Mr. E. (iuy I),iwber,

F.li.I ii .\ , occupied the chair, and thoro was a

largo utteiiilaiico of mombers, A list of seventy

-

eight nominations for election at the noxtmeetin^:

was read, and the following; new Members wire

elected:—Messrs. G. St. J, JIakin,F. W, Troup,

A, H. Fagg, G. W. Malcolm, H. C. Emery, D.

.
n. Wilson, A. F, Poole, T, Gibbon, S. W,
Neighbour, W. G. Green. W. W. AVakeman, G.
A. J. Hart, E. J. B«h, E. 0. M. O'Brien, W. S.

Hackett, C. Cooke-Yarbor ugh.G. W. Horsfie'd,

E. T. BothweU, H. J. FIetcher,P. E. Holland, W.
H. H. Ccoke, W. Craven Rhodes. E. J. Hill, C.

(J. May, L. Mansfield, X. W. Hadwen, L. E.

Marsh, V, G, Santo, F, P, Skipwith, W, Alteit,

D. E. Oram, A. H, Broomrigg, O, A. Bloxbfm,
E. C. M. Wilmott, W. W. Caithness, P. N.
Henry. W. W. Roberts, A, P. Dowglass, G. Law,
R. P. Bruce, B. A, Ross, F. A. Vernon, C. R.

: Bawden, F. Woodward, C. F, Pember, B, H.
Lodge, H, E, King, and A. N, Peckham.

Mr. Cole A. Adams, past-preeident, propo ed

the adoption of the committee's leportand balance

sheet for the session 1903-4. It was, he remarked,

a very satisfactory report, and marked another

epoch in the history of the Association. I'n-

fortunately, there was a heavy debt on the new
premises, and he trusted every member would feel

the moral obligation to assist in discharging it

during the year by sending a donation, however
small, to the fund. The Day School was doing

excellent work under Mr. Maule's mastership.

Mr. Francis G. F. Hoopek; in seconding the

motion, addressed himself exclusively to the

accounts as kept by their indefatigable secretary,

Mr. D. G. Driver, and audited by Messrs. Safiery,

Sons, and Co., chartered accountants. The general

and working expenses had varied but little from
those of preceding years. As was to be expected,

the acquisition of new premises, though upon con-

ditions generally favourable, had invohed ex-

ceptional outlay, which included the rent at both

Great JIarlborough - street and Tufton-street,

from the date of the licjuidation of the Museum
j

accounts in 190.'i, during the time required

I

by the alteration of the latter premises to

suit requirements. There was also the pay-
ment for dilapidations under the covenants of

the Association's lease of the old premises, and
in respect to this the committee's best thanks

were due to Mr. E. Greenop for his valuable

services in negotiating the settlement in their

behalf, while coupled with this was the pension

payable to the late curator of the museum. After

prolonged negotiations the Committee had sur-

I

rendered the two leases for unequal periods, undtr
which the Tufton-street premises were he!d, and
had secured from the Lkcleeiastieal Commis-
sioneers a new lease for a term ot which 998 years

was as jet unexpired. Turning to the in-

come account, members' subscriptions and en-

trance fees were somewhat greater than before,

and the R.I.B.A. council had again gene-

. rously made a grant of .£U)0 towards the

maintenance of the Evening School, which,

owing to unavoidable fluctaations, was this year

particularly welcome. Special subsciiptions to

the Royal Architectural Museum from ifs old

supporters amounted to £16, and these the

Committee most gratefully acknowledged, and
hoped not only to maintain, but to augment, the

list. The Trkvel'iog Studentship and Scholar-

ship funds remain as before ; hut during
the year the Committee received the pleasing

announcement that under the will of the

late Mr. Henry .'^axon Snell a sum is to be
placed at its disposal to form a scholarship for the

furtherance of the study of hospital construction

and Poor Law buildings, 'i'he attention ot

members was drawn to the publication of the

A.A. Sketchbook, which represented the work of

some of the finest architectural draughtsmen of

the day. This eventful year, however, by
far the most important item concerning

their capital account was in respect of the

new premises which they had occupied. Very
generous donations had been made by mcmVers
and friends. The Council of the R.I.B..V. had
liberally voted £.)00, and several manufacturers

and merchants had contributed in kind, the total

representing £'),6;!;! in all ; but the Comuii'.tco's

j

indebtedness to the building conlr.ictors still

I

amounted to some .C4,00(l, and a further sum of

'. about £1,000 was requisite to completely reinstate

the Museum and efiieiently to equip the class-

rooms, rfading-rooms, and library, making
together t'>,000. Towards this £1,000 had been

promised by a valued friend conditionally upon

the balance being secured duiing this session,

and Sir, Aston Webb, R.A,, another kind

friend, had ottered £)0, in udditi_^n to his

former donation, on similir terms. The A -V

was now doing work for its momb( la and
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students which Taa increaRiiigly iccogcised rf sn architectural subject can he mfcde, the

and appreciated, and, in addition, it was con- 'tetter in every respect ; the details and the pro-

fidenlly hoped that a generous response would
i portions of the structure are shown to a greater

follow from the publication of the present advantage. A small picture may he a gem of

financial circumstances — from that ever-in- photography in its way, but you instinctively

creasing section of the community interested in
, feel you would like to see it done larger. The

the advancement of art generally and of national
I

resultirg picture lacks that "quality" and
architecture in particular. "vim" only to he obtained by woiking direct.

The motion was then unanimously adopted. Again, smull plates are "small" in price and
The PitESinENT annoancfd the following dona- tend to carelesfness and slipshod work ; whereas

tions to the Kew Premises Fund : —Messrs.W. A. a large plate and its after manipulations compel
Hickman, £i> 5s. ; A. Sutton Gover, £2 12?. Gd.

T. L. Dale, £1 Is. ; and T. K. Hooper, £1 Is.

rHOTOCiRArny as applied to akciutecti ke.

A paper on this subject wss nad by Mr. E.
DocKREE. It was illuttrated by a large series of

admirably taken and very dear photographs of

buildings hung on the walls of the meeting-room,
and by nearly 170 lantern elides, which were
rapidly passed in review, each accompanied with
a tefse explanatory sentence or two, at the close of

his address. In his introductory remarks the

author disclaimed any intention of raising that

you to walk round and study ycur subject— con

sider every standpoint—the final one being

selected only after mature deliberaticn.

ARTIFICIAL LIGHT.

buildings. Lenses for architectural woik must
be of the rectilinear type and jossess great cover-

ing power and marginal definition ; those of ths

genuine " anastigmatic " series are absolutely the

finest procurable for the purpose.' Where the
puree will allow I strongly recommend the earnest

worker to procure a "battery" of lenses for his

use : for instance, for a whole-plate camera a

CJin., 9in., and 12in. focal lengths ; for a 10 by i>

camera an Sin., llin., and 14in. focal leu gths ;

and for a 12 by 10 camera a lOin., 13in. and 16in.

focal lengths. And to the last-named I would sidd

an SJin. lens.

FOCVSSIXG.

The apparatus complete, the first operatioR

after the selection of your view is the focussing.

The screen upon which this is effected should be
ruled into small squares, say, of an irch : this-

will facilitate the worker in composing his pic-

ture. In focussing, get your subject as tharp as

you can—roughly so at first ; see your vertical

frequently forced to employ some sort of artificial

aid. Though I have never employed it, I

wearisome and unprofitable controversy over the Relieve acetylene gaslight is the best for photo

For architectural work artificial light should

never be resorted to if it can be avoided. Though
an interior may appear absolutely dark to the

naked eye, there are always rays suflicient to act

upon a sensitive plate if time be given. Pro-
longed exposures are not always possible, and oneis

^^^^^ ^^^ vertical, and rot, as one sometimes sees.

respective merits of sketching and photography
as a means of depicting buildings. Architec-

tural photography had its field. The late John
Kuskin, no enthusiast concerning photography in

general, said "it was the foremost means of

translation or reproduction in a graphic form of

graphic purposes, as the spectrum of this light

most closely approximates to that of the sun. I

have invariably used electric arc lamps when
photographing the auditoriums of theatres and
other dark interiors. One light I warn you not

to use for architectural purposes, and that is the
architecture." By this utterance the great art Q„g ^^,^t commonly resorted to—flashlight, mag-
critic did not exclude all other methods of depic-

I netium. Its use results in a white glare over the
tion ; his own exquisite drawings of architecture objects nearest to the camera, and the elimination
wouldatcnce dispel tuch a c'aim. But Kuskin

of detail in the background so that delicate under-
recogniscd the supreme claim of the architectural ^.yj jarving looks as flat and formless as a stentil
photograph—its impersonality. A drawing, added pattern on a wall,
the lecturer, must necessaiily be tinged with the

individuality and perception, or want of percep-
|

lnfailixg patience and efiort

tion, of its author; in short, joudo not receive : are required to obtain success in architectural

an impression of the building through your
j

photogiaphy. One must be prepared to work at

own eyes, but through the eyes of the artist
I it at all hours of the day and night. I have

•—nay, it is but an impression of his impres-

sion. Some medium is therefore required

for affording an impersonal depiction of

a buDding from which each beholder can
draw his o«n deductions and impressions.

Indeed, efforts are being made by some of the

leading architects to obtain a revision of the

secured excellent negatives by exposing plates in

the subdued light between iJ a.m. and 7 a.m.

converging to meet at some point. Your " up-
rights" not being true, the camera must be-

generally "levelled" and the " nwingback

"

manipulated until the said lines are vertical, the

levels all working true to each other ; your pic-

ture should then be dead "upright." Now
refocus, fixing upon some object midway between
the camera and the middle of jour subject ; note

the appearance of the same at the top, bottom,
and sides of your screen, using the lens's stops to-

bring the whole view into general sharpness.

EXPOSI'RE.

I The knowledge of the exposure to be given i»

:
only gained by experience ; there is no fixed rule,

subjects, light, and shade varying to an enormous
degree. But bear this in mind : always give

plenty;—look after the shadows, the "high
lights" will look after themselves. Better

"over-exposure" than "under-exposure."

the camera.

I would recommend nothing less than a whole
plate or a 10 by 8 ; personally I use a 12 by 10,

i

and would a 15 by 12 if I could get about with it

Royal Academy rules with regard to architectural
j

and all its appurtenances in a comfortable manner,
exhibits ; a revision that would permit architects ! The camera should possess double extension ; that

to show their woik by means of photographs, '

je, the "fit nt " and "back" should be capable ' an absolute necessity, otherwise halation, the
geometrical drawings and models, as well as or of being adjusted by means of a pinion and rack-

j

bugbear of photography, will be so evident as to-

il stead of perspective drawings, to which they
|

work, the bellows slightly tapering; and the
|
quite mar the picture,'though everything else is

Those having a medium rapidity will be found
the most serviceable, satisfactory, and easy tc-

woik. Every plate used must be "backed." The
difference in the resulting picture obtained from
a backed and an unbaiked plate is most marked ;

in fact, in some cases, especially where windows
assert themselves in an interior, a backed plate is

are at present practically restricted.

THE FAKING IIOGEY.

My claim for the phot-ograph as the best means of

' front " carrying the lens should have a " rising

j

movement" and, better still, a sliding movement
in addition. All up-to-date cameras have a

u-u-i- u -ij-- -iTj-v.i V iv J " swing-back " capable of two movements, " to"
exhibiting a building wm doubtless be met by two and"f.om" the lens, and a " reversing back "
ob,ections:-(l) That the photographs can be

,

^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^-^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^
be obtained. Some workers

- - . J -,, ,,- ,, ,. ,. , ,- uuu jauii V.1I11 lue "turntable"; they assert
represented. Both these objectioES must be .,

fj,,.^,,;^^,.- ;, ^ difficulty in a dark interior-

objections:— (1) That the photograph
"faked." (2) That buildings sien in photo- . vi ; tures can
graphs are frequently distorted, and are not truly

^Pj^fauft'^ith the
Both these objectioES must le ","„,..,„„;„„i> ;„ „ ^;

admitted ; in regard to the first I might rest con-

tent to say, So can drawings. One has only to

study perspectives at the Riyal Academy for this

fact to be self-evident. But if absolutely sharp,

clear detail be insisted upon in a photograph, it

will be exceedingly diflficiilt, if not impossible, to

fake it without detection. t»nly fuzziness to

impressionism will disguise the effects of mani-
pulation. And architectural photographs in

general (annot be too sharp. In regard to the
t^^ j^j ^^ .t^nd.'or tripod used with the turn

second objection, the fault lies entirely with the ^
^^ ^^^^.^^ ^.^^ ^ ^^ leg-two

operator: if you see a distorted building or one ' °- . . . .° ". . .

in impossible perspective, blame not the science

quite satisfactory.

DEVELOPER.

what light there is coming up through the same
from the ground or floor and detracting from the

visibility of the image on the " focussing screen."

The turntable has advantages over the solid base

board : it reduces the weight of the camera, it

fadlitates your movements in finding the desired

view, and gives rigidity to the whole apparatus,

the latter a most important feature when working
with leases of long foci and in exposed positions.

but the photographer.

CAFSES OF FAILVRE IN ARCHITECTVKAL
PHOTOGRAPHY.

The most common causes >f failure aie : (l)The
architect desires to get too much in one plate ; he
wants "to look over his head" or "round a

corner "
; in short, tries to achieve the impossible.

or threefold, if of the right weight, is immaterial

;

'. the camera and tiipod when set up for use should

not exceed 5ft. Gin

being an average
to 5ft. lOin. in height, this

One composed of pyro, in combination with
potash or soda as the accelerator, is the best for

the class of work under consideration. It yields,

if properly adjusted in its components, a negative

soft but vigorous, the class best suited for printing

in either " silver" or "platinum." In develop-

ment the watch-words should be "Detail first,

density afterwards," not the reverse. To obtaio

the correct gradation keep your pyro down to a
minimum, to start with ; it can easily be increased

as development proceeds.

PRINTS.

A print to give the finest block for reprcduction

is the " silver print." By that I mean that done
on one of the various P.t.'.P. papers and toned

with gold. I prefer that "toning" which in-

cludes the " sulphocyanide of ammonium"; the
range of tones and the latitude it gives is excellent.

The " process worker " — by that I mean the

"block maker" — likes a good plucky " blue-

axd " contrast "
; it8"ght-line. A slow- moving

,
black " print full of " vim

spirit-level, circular in shape, should be fixed on
;
yields a block far superior to any other class of

the " base board " of the camera just at the side
|

print. In bad or dull weather one of the

of the front ; en the front itself at the top of the ' numerous " gas-light papers " must be employed,

side a "plumb index" should be placed, and I For framing and keeping for show purposes there

^ ^ another one on the side of the " swing-back." i is no process equal to the "carbon" or

in whi(h amiable endeavour the photographer These three working together accurately place
i

" platinum," but suitable negatives are required

collaborates. Occasionally, for a special purpcse,

it may be necessary to take a somewhat distorted

view ; tut in general the photographer should
resist a request for such a view. (2) The operator

receives instructions to do "the best he can
"

beyond dispute the absolute verticality of the

resulting photograph.

LENSES.

The next thing to be considered, and certainly

and with some operators the best does not amount !
the most important one concerning architecture,

to much. In this case the photographer goes !

is <he lens or lenses One lens will not do every-

blindly to work, never pointing out drawbacks or
' thing required of it

:
and before deciding what to

defects (from a photographic standpoint) in the
;

g't I '""'d strongly urge the enthusiast to con-

views suggested or offering a workable alter- suit someone well versed in thematter, and, if the

to give the finest results.

At the close a cordial vote of thanks was ac-

corded to Mr. Dockr( e, on the motion of Messrs.

A. C. BvLMER Booth ai d C. H. Freeman.

native. A third reason is a want of knowledge
on the part of the operator of either the science of

optics or the laws of perspective, or both.

LARGE V. SMALL I'LATES.

Concerning size, the larger the photograph

pocket will allow, to purchase the best make pos-

sible. Then, should your results be not satisfac-

tory, blame yourself and not the lens. Whatever
make is selected, let it be a lens giving no wider

angle than 65' for an interior subject, whereas

CO' to G5' is a very pleasing range for exteriors of

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.

IN the twentieth annual report of the Coutcil,

read at a meeting held at Staple Inn Build-

ings South, Holboin, last (Thursday) evening,

the Council congratulated the members on being

again able to place before them a record of steady

progress and development. During the past

twelve months the number of appUtations for

membership had been above the average, resulting
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in the addition of 53 name' to the roll under
the following headings ; — Memhfrs 33, hon.
members 3, stuf ents 15. On the other hand,
32 names had di appeared from the books, of

w'hich 12 were removed under Article 44, 16

resigned, and 4 had died. The latter were all

members of Council— viz., Cid. Ellison and Mr.
TreTail, piist Presidents, Mr. H. G. Quarttrmain,
Hon. Treasurer, and Mr. W. Cooper, one of the
Board of Eximinere. These gentlemen had for

many years taken the most active interest in the
affairs of the Society, and the Council desired to

place on record its sense of the loss which it and
the Society had sustained, and its appreciation of

the services rendered by these gentlemen. The
Council nominated Mr. 13. R. Tucker to the vacant
hon. treasurership, and co-opted Mr. Curry, of

Jt-rsey, to be a 3Iember of Council in place of the
late Mr. Cooper, whose duties as an examiner in

Section 1 1, had devolved upon Prof . Henry Adams,
with whom the late member was associated in the
work. Another honorary office had been created,

that of Hon. Librarian, to which Mr. R. G. Bare
had been appointed. There were now nearly 60
uamts on the students' roll, and to avoid the
necessity of a studentship lapsing before the
student was of the required age to qualify for full

membership, the age limit had been raised to 28
years ; but this regulation did not prevent the
student taking advantage of the entrance examina-
tion before reaching the new age limit. The
Council, being desirous of seticgthe register con-
siderably increased in numbers, commended it to

the notice of members having pupils or assistants,

and suggested that they should make a point of

having them enrolled. Two competitions had
been held, the subjects beine- (n) a design for an
automobile club house, {//) measured drawings of

a lych gate. A pr'ze of the value of three guineas
was ofiered in each case, the following being the
successful competitors :— («) Mr. J. Stewardton,
Carlisle ; ('-) Mr. A. H. Weeks, Bristol.

NEW PUEMJSE.S.

As intimated in the last report, it became
necessary, owing to changes taking place at St.
James's Hall, for the Society to find fresh head-
quarters at somewhat short notice, and early in

the session suitable premises were found at

Staple Inn Buildings. Holborn, of which posses-
sion was taken last December. The accommoda-
tion then consisted of ground-floor offices, with
the use of a hall on the first floor for the meet-
ings, &c. ; but it soon became evident thit the
Society was cramped for want of room, and
addit'onal accommodation was secured on the
second floor, where a room has been set aside for

the use of the members as a reiding-room and
library. The reading-room is supplied, the
Council continued, with the professional journals
and papers, and writing materials are also pro-
vided. It is comfortably furnished and fitted

with electric light, and is in communication with
the clerk's office on the ground floor, where there
is a telephone. It is hoped the time is not far
distant when the society will be justified in con
sidering the (luestion ot permanent headquarters
of its own.

THE LIIIR,\RY.

The Council has referred to a committee the
question of extending the present small collection
of books and the formation of a library more
worthy of the Society, and is of opinion that the
society's requirements will best be met for the
present by obtaining a number of modern technical
works necessary for the use of the student and the
experienced [iractitioner, the majority of the
books to bo available for circulation among the
members. Several members have already ex-
pressed their sympathy with the scheme by
making donations in money or books, and it is

hoped that every member will co-operate, as by
this means a library more in accord with the
Society's needs may be brought together. The
Council appeals to the liberality of members to
assist in supplying the necessary volumes.

STATUTORY KEOISTRATION.

The past twelve months has witnessed an agree-
able change in the attitude of the U.I.B.A.
towards Registration, and the Council, for the
present, has adopted a waiting and watching
policy to ascertain whether the senior archi-
tectural body will proceed with the question to
which it is now practically pledged. The
R.I.B.A. appointed early in the year a com-
mittee to cc)nsider the question of Registration,
but before it had issued any report the annual
election of officers took place," with the result that

a majority was returned in favour of the principle

of Registration, acd the Council ij patiently

awaiting a change of ptlicy. In the meant'me,
the Registration Bill promoted by the Society

has been carefully revised and again placed in

charge of Mr. Atherley-Jonps, K.C., M.P.,
being set down for second reading in June last,

but owing t J its position in the ballot was not

reached. It is, however, satisfactory to find that

the measure is gaining the approval of many
members of Parliament. Last December a

deputation fr.^m the Society visited Manchester
at the invitation of the Manchester Society of

Architects, where Mr. Ellis Marsland read a

pafer on " Regibtration " with most satisfactory

results. The council is of opinion that the

Society has every reason to be satisfied with the

frogress which has been made, and with the

present position of affair?.

ANCIENT LIOnTP.

Early in the tession an evening was devoted to

the discussion of the Bill framed by the joint

committee of the R.I.B.A. and the Surveyors'

Institution, which it was decided to oppose as not

being sufficiently drastic in its proposals. Since

then the case of " Colls ats The Home and
Colonial Stores" has been the subject of a

judgment in the House of Lords, which has
placed the law of Ancient Lights upon a more
satisfactory basis. The Council at its meeting
on May 19 last passed a res lution tendering the

best thanks of the Society to Mr. J. Howard
Colls, for the courage and public spirit he had
displayed in carrying the case of ' Colls ats The
Home and Colonial Stores" to the House of

Lords, and obtaining from that supreme tribunal

an authoritative decision on the law ai^ecting

Ancient Lights, adding, " In the opinion of this

Council the decision obtained will to a large

extent prevent fictitious claims for damage to

light being raised, with their consequent delays

and legal proceedings, and in passing this reso-

lution they feel they are echoing the thanks of all

those who are either professionally or practically

engaged in building operations." The resolution

was afterwards engrossed and presented to Mr.
Colls on behalf of the Society.

PAI'EUS AND DISCISSIONS.

During the session pipers were read by the

President and Messrs Percy FitzGrald, M.A.,
F.S.A., D. M. Nesbitt, T. G. Marsh. A. R.
Galbraith, and the Rev. Newton JIant, M.A.

aUALIFYING EXAMIN.A.TI0N.

Half-yearly examinations have been held in

London and Manchester, the arrangements for

the latter having been undertaken by Mr. T.
Cook, local hon. secretary. The number of

candidates has been double that of last year, and
for the first time since its institution the gold
medal of the Society has been secured, the winner
being Jlr. W. D. Jenkins, of Llandilo. Mr.
Frank Macey has been appointed examiner in

Section III., Subject C, in the place of Mr.
Jennings resigned.

SOCIAL fl'NCTIONS.

The annual dinner was held on April 22, at

I)e Iveyser's Hotel, London, when the President,
Mr. Walter W. Thomas, was supported by a

large number of members and guests, and a very
successful evening resulted. On June 18 a field

day was held at Coventry, under the leadership of

Mr. Tickner, of that city. Mr. A. E. Pridmore,
Vice-Pre.-ident, was in charge of the party, and
took the chair at the luncheon. The President
represented the Society at a number of public
functions given by the Bishop of London, the
Mayor ot Westminster, the Law Society, and
other professional and public bodies.

emi'loy.ms;nt uegisteu.

The supply of assistants is far in excess of the

demand, and thoso who require help cannot du

better than make in(iuiries as to suilableapplicants.

The Register does suitable work, and, with a few
exceptions, has been able to supply suitable candi-
dates for every vacant post placed on the list.

SCALE or eUAIlOES.

The Council hfus given careful and prolonged
consideration to the suggestion that the Society
should have its own scale of charges and form of

contract, and has come to the conclusion that while
the present generally acknowledged scale is open
to improvement, duplication in this case would
lead to considerable misunderstanding and dif-

ficulty, and that with regard to a form of contract

no better basis could be found than the form
recently agreed upon by the R.I.B.A. and the

Institute of Builders a'tt r negotiations extending
over s me years.

FINANCES.

During the past year further additions have
been made to the Reserve Fund, which has now
reached a total of £1,000. The auditor's report

and balance iheet will be presented at the

November meeting.

GENERALLY.

The membership continues to increase steadily,

but theio is scope for further growth, and the

Council suggests that during the coming session

members should signalise the " coming of aje " of

theSociety by introducing as many new members
as possible. A litt'e individual eff'jrt in this direc-

tion should result in raising the total to, say, 1 ,000

members, and give an additional impetus and
weight to the Society such as would be of the

greatest advantage to it in carrying on its work,
particularly with regard to registration.

AUCTIONEERS' INSTITUTE.

THE inaugural meefflng of the new session of

the Auctioneers' Institute was held on
Thursday in last week at Hamilton House,
Victoria Embankment. The chair was taken by
J.r. T. Alexander, president. A discussion took

place with reference to the address delivered by
Jlr. Alexander at the Cardiff conference, ilr.

A. 1). Taylor referred to the failure to obtain a
charter of incorporation, and remarked that not a

few anctioneers we re dissatisfied with the accom-
modation now afforded at the Mart. Conse-
quently, in his opinion, the council might consid<rr

the advisability of providing another Mart at the

same time as they discussed the steps to be taken

in connection with rehousing the institute. In
his opinion, the new premises ought to include a

commodious and well-ventilated set of auction-

rooms. In concluding, he moved a vote of thanks

to the president for his address. Mr. Arthur
Butler seconded. Mr. E. J. Yaughan referred to

the Parliamentary proposals for the taxation of

ground values, and contended that the present

system of leases was the most convenient that

could be devised, and the most calculated to

advance the true interests of the commercial
community. Mr. Howard Frank spoke of the

excellent work being done by the institute for the

profession and the public. Mr. Douglas Young
urged that the development of the institute

rendered larger premises necessary. The financial

aspect of the matter was not the only one to be
considered. There was the question whether
the institute should provide some such accom-
modation as that at Tokenhouse Yard. Some
had suggested Aldwych as a convenient place

for the building : but he feared that they

would make a great mistake in attempting to

divert the natural current of auction business^

from the City to another district. He had held

auctions at Winchester House and Cannon-street

Hotel when the Mart would have been inadequate

to accommodate the company, and he had toui-d.

that there were disadvantages in being away from

Tokenhouse Yard. It was a question of going to

the City for a Mart and offices, or to the Wcst-
l-:nd for offices only. The present Auction Mart
was a disgrace to London. He could not under-

stand why the present Auction Mart Company
did not realise that fact, and provide accommoda-
tion worthy of the work carried on at Tokenhouse
^ ard ; but the enormous prices of City sites mi^ht
account for their regarding removal as an impos-
sibility. It would, however, be a mi-take to

attempt to establish another Mart anywhere out

of the City. Other speakers followed, and the

vote of thanks Wds then accorded wittacclama-
tion. The President replied, and afterwards

distributed the prizes gained in the recent

examination.
It was reported by Mr. C. Harris, secretary,

that of the sixty-eight candidates who sat f'.r the

examinations in Jlarch forty-eight had piissed.

In the preliminary examination Mr. W. E.

Hughes (I>enbigh) obtained the highest number
of marks, and was awarded the Bronze Medal of

the Institute and the Hepper Prize of tl. In

the Intermediate Mr. R. \V. Davie3(^Vallingford)

was the most successful, and received the Silver

Jledal of the Institute and the Hepper Prize

of .£2. Mr. Bertram Alfred Boyton (Fiilham)

obtained the highest number of marks in the

I'inal, and was awarded the Gold SIcdal of the

Institute and the Hepper Prize (fiist) of £2.
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Mr. George V. Ineley (liournemouth), who was
second in order of merit and who passed in

Honours, was awarded the Hepper Prize (Second)

of £1.

THE ENGLISH HOUSE.*
[with illustrations.]

THIS enterprising publication is characteristic

of the publisher, Mr. Ernst ^^'asmuth

;

whom the author, Mr. Hermann Muthesius,
ably seconded, taking little at second-hand, but
instead, making the personal acquaintnnce of

many of the architects whose dfsigts he has
now illustiated in this book, and he likewise
visited different parts of England to see the
buildings chosen lor his examples. In this way
the co-operation of some leading men in the
profession was obtained. Thotographs and plana
for the purposes of this comprehensive assemblage
were contributed readily enough by some who
on no account could be induced to entertain

the idea of assisting in the compilation of any
similar volume had it chanced to b3 published
in London, although they were thus willing

enough to assist in w German undertaking.
We do not wish in the least degree to call in

question their right to determine what they will

do with their own ; hut it does seem exceedingly
unfair when we hear gentlemen of this temper
jceringly allude to the supeiior way in which
such works are produced abroad, and lament the
lack of enterprise at home, saying that we have
to go to Germany to see English work properly
illustrated. This particular book was thus made
the text only quite lately at a meeting held in

Conduit-street to air opinions and hazard state-

ments of this nature ; reflecting upon English
publishers in this cheap fashion. We may press

this point home with disinterestedness in passing,
without in any sense detracting from the woik
which Mr. Muthesius has so industriously got
together for the information of the public and for

the hene6t of the profession in Germany. Certain
it is that the domestic architecture of tireat

Britain compares more than favourably with
anything of the kind to be seen of recent date on
the Continent ; and without overestimating the
merits or overlooking the detects of our con-
temporary country houses in this country, we
may safely rest assured that our foreign neighbours
and competitors will find much that is worthy of

emulation, and perhaps of adoption, after a study
of English domestic building of the present day.
Mr. JIuthesius has, with a thoroughness worthy
of the subject, commenced his treatise with a
description of some of the earliest remains which
illustrate the history and development of the
Englishman's house, which commenced with the
feudal castles and the strongholds of the barons,
60 that naturally the White Tower of London
begins the sequence of his illustrations, of which
there are over two hundred in the first instalment
of "Das Englische Haus." The Gothic period
is here allocated to the period between 12U0 and
1400, and the examples represented include the
original portion of Penshurst Place, Ightham
Mote, Hever Castle, and that most dehghiful old
Shropshire home known as Stokesay Castle.

Haddon Hall, Derbyshire, follows on, along-
side with Uxburgh, the brick-built Tudor
moated mansion in Norfolk, in which there
remain so many treasures of Stuart times.
Plans alone in some cases have to suffice,

though a view or two would have made
the development more clear, as between the
castellated or moated grange and the '

' ancient
homes for lord and lady, built for pleusure and
for state." In the 16th century, Hardwick Hall
and Audley End, Sutton Place, Surrey ; and
Aston Hall, Warwickshire, bring the reader to
the designs of John Thorpe and Sir Thomas
Tresham's work, famous in Northamptonshire,
though here unrepresented. Hatfield is illus-

trated 'midst references to a host of other like
mansions, such as Blickling, Audley End, Monta-
cute, Knole House, and the rest. TTie Late
Renaissance introduces Inigo Jones, of course,
and Sir Chiistopher Wren, Vanbrugh, Colin
Campbell, and the Brothers Adam, followed
by a chapter on Scottish houses. The Gothic
Revival briefly engages the reader's atten-
tion, and then he is carried back for the
moment to old Sussex and Kentish cottage
work, thus as to associate the designs of Philip
Webb, Morris, Nesfield, and Mr. Norman Shaw

* Das Eoglische Haus, "Von Hermann Mutuesics.
Band I. Entwickelung. Berlin : Ernst Wasmuth. 19M.

OBER-

Q£SCHP5S.-

FiiiST Floor Pl.in.

House," Chelsea; Lowther Lodge, and others

from Queen's Gate ; Bryanston, Dorset, is in

Mr. Shaw's more Georgian mode ; Diwpool
being some fifteen years anterior in date.

Bedford Park, C'hiswick, takes its place in

this series, one of the first examples illus-

trated being Edenhurst, built in 1880, and now
for some years the residence of Mr. Maurice
B. Adams. The photograph printed in this volume
shows the place before the trees had established

them' e'.ves, so locks strange. A few of Mr. Norman
Shaw's plans for this model village are given by
Mr. Muthesius to a small scale. Mr. John Douglas
is represented by two only of his works, and
the late John I). Sedding hardly shows to the

best advantage by Netley Castle. Our first

illustration, reproduced with the publisher's co-

operation, shows Glencot, Gloucester, erected in

1885, from the plans of Messrs. Ernest George and
Peto, who figure in the volume before us with

numerous excellent examples. Mr. T. E. CoU-
cutt's house at Totteridge is seen in a view, and
by a good scale plan, a work already illustrated in

the BriLDiN'G News. The House at Edgerton,

near Huddersfield, by Mr. Edgar Wood, is given

as a sample of the later type of work included

in this volume. The two plans of this stone

Yorkshire house add to the interest of the two
photographic views accompinying this notice.

The Chimneypiece in the hall i4 characteristic

of Mr. Wood's free fancy, which has not been
suffered much play in ihe design of this ex-

leiior. The Library, which we give from Mr.

HOUSE AT EDGERTON,
GR01'XI> Pl.4X.

NEAR HUDDERSFIELD.- -Edg.^r Wood, Archileet.

with the picturesque handling of simple forms and
pleasant Old English groupings in roofs and
gables, chimneystacks, and timbered building

work. The drawings of Cragside, Northumber-
land; Leyes Wood, Sussex; Goodall's House at

Pinner ; and Adcote, Shropshire—which we re-

produced during the 'seventies from the pen of

Mr. Shaw himself—are here reprinted, and the

same master has lent numerous photographs of

later works, said, at the time, to reinaugurate the

style of (Jueen Anne, such as the "Old Swan

Ernest Newton's house, called "Steephill,"

Jersey, has a very interesting ceiling with big

beams elaborated in plaster. Outside the building

is roughcasted.

These blocks give a very good idea of the style

of illustrations throughout the work, and no doubt

photographs, as records, have their values ; but,

for all that, there is a charm and a personal in

.

terest about drawings which no camera can inspire.

The temptation to use photographs is overwhelm-

ing, particularly when cost of production is con-
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sidered ; but they often give false values and
distort examples. tJn the other hand, we are
bound to admit that reproductionsof drawings such
as Welbeck Abbey Library view as here printed,

from the pencil ot Jlr. H. Wilson, on page 169,
are unsatisfactory to a degree. Several names of

architects well known for excellent work are
absent from this collection ; but, on the whole, th3
choice has been well made, including but few
oddities. There are also a few old garden
pictures, with a brief chapter on the subject. The
enjoyment of the publication is lessened by the fact

that the book, being unbound, comes so readily
to pieces, though this perhaps induces the reader
to look forward to the time when the work is

completed, so as to have it neatly bound up for
the decoration of the bookcase, where, howtver,
it will make an admirable source for occasional
references.

AGRA AND THE TAJ.*

THOSE who visit Agra will be glad of an
historical guide to the ancient city, the

remains of which are tcanty. At one period it

was a place of great importance under various
Hindu dynasties before the Mohammedan inva-
sions of India, since which it has been subjected
to various sieges by Hindu or Mussulman. The
modern city of Agra was founded by Akbar in
1558 on the right bank of the river Jumna. It

still retains the name of "Akbarabad, which is

associated with the romance of the Great Moguls,
and known throughout the world as the city of

the Taj." The ancient city is on the east or left

bank of that river. The historical introduction
by the author, Mr. E. B. Havell, A.K.C.A.,
Principal of the Government School of Art,
'-'alcutta, gives a brief sketch of the Great
^loguls, of whom Babar was the first, a man who
played an important part in the Mogul dynasty,
iissociated as he was with the Mogul art. His
reign was short, but brilliant. The author says
the life of this man ought not to be passed over
by the intelligent tourist or art student. " It was
Babar's sunny disposition and the love of nature,
characteristic of his race, that brought back into
Indian art the note ot joyousness which it had
not known since the days of Buddhism. Babar is

one of the most striking figures in Eastern
history. He was descended from Timur on his

father's side, and on his mother's from Chinghiz
Khan. In the year 1494, at the age of twelve,
he became King of i'arghana, a small kingdom of
Central Asia, now known as Kokand ; but he
was surrounded by a horde ot rapacious, in-
triguing, relatives scrambling for the fragments
of Timur's empire." The history of Babar's life

as sketched, is very interesting and thrilling in
warfare. Humayun, his favourite son, suc-
ceeded, and the plan of hij tomb at IJelhi, built
by his son Akbar, was the model of the
great Taj. But we cannot follow the records
of the several emperors. The description
of T'hc Fort, commenced by Akbar in 156G,
with its vast walls 70ft. in height, and a mile
and a half in circuit, its turrets and gateways,
forms the subject of another chapter, and is

illustrated by a plan ot the palace, and a photo-
graphic view of the Inner Delhi Gate, and other
architectural features ot Saraceaic design. The
.lahangiri Mahal is a remarkable building. The
octagonal pavilions on the river side, the inner
courtyard, a very beautiful c^uadrangle, in which
the bracket feature is conspicuous, and the roof
pavilions are wonderful examples of the Indian
style.

The rcsting-pl'ice of the favourite and devoted
wife iif SlmhJcjhan (Mumtaz Mahal, " the Crown
of the I'alaia ") was dioacn for the building of

the Taj. The Taj was the consummation of a
great art epoch. I'he best architects, aitists, and
art workmen were employed in its erection and
decoration, so that this monument of Shah
Jchan's grief should be one of the wonders of the
world. A garden was chosen as the site of the
tomb. Masons came from Bagdad, Delhi, and
dome-builders from Asiatic Turkey. Twenty
thousand men were employed in the construction
of the Taj, which took 17 years to complete.
I'recious metals and stones were used in the
mosaics. The sarcophagus cf the (lueen was
inclosed by a fence or screen of gold covered with
gems. -V full description is given of the qutd-
ranglc and arcadesurroundingthe monument. Here
travellers halted, and the poor were provided with

• A Handbook t<i Agra and the Taj, Sikaodra, ,^e. By
E. B. Uav KM,. A.R.C.A., Principal of Ouvernment Hchool
of Art, Calcutta, A:c. ljongmaan, Green, and Co., Pater-
noster-row, New York, an^ Bombay.
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Fig. 34.—plan OF AGRICULTURAL BUILDING.

food and shelter. The gateway of the Taj faces

the quadrangle, and is a perfect gem of Indian

art. Photographic illustrations show the rich

marble screen inclosing the tombs of IMumtaz

Mahal and Shah Jehan. Fergusson says no
words can express the chastened beauty seen in

the soft gloom of the subdued light coming from

the openings. But we cannot stop to give other

details, which Mr. Havell has so graphically

described. A photographic view of the Taj

Mahal is given in the frontispiece. Other great

tombs, such as that of the Lord High Treasurer,

built by Nur Mahal, are described and illustrated.

Sikandja, a village near Agra and burial place of

Akbar, is described ; also Sikri, a deserted city,

and photographic views are given of a fine carved

column with large bracket capital, in a hall of

Diwan-i-Khas, Eajah Birbal's House, Sikri, &c.

The little book ot Mr. Havell's is a critically-

wntteu and interesting guide to Agra and its

neighbourhood.

THE ST. LOUIS EXHIBITION, 1904.

[By Our Special Commissioner.)

XV. THE AGRICULTURAL liUILDIXG.

THIS structure was aUotted to Mr. Isaac S.

Taylor to design. Mr. Taylor was the

Director of Works to the Exhibition, and the

design was worked out by the staff at the Exhibi-

tion. It may here, perhaps, be repeated that the

Division of Works were responsible for the con-

struction ot the whole ot the buildings described,

with the exception of the Government buildings.

other respects it is one of the best buildings, from
an exhibitor's point ot view, upon the grounds.
It is good both in plan and section, and is thus

easily subdivided into the spaces that are re-

quired to be let.

Fig. 35 shows a typical longitudinal section,

and it will be noticed that the "saw-tooth''
skylight admits of lighting and ventilation while

keeping the southern sun out of the building.

Externally this structure has been kept very plain,

the effect being entirely obtained from the pro-

portion of the parts. An elaborate colour scheme
was arranged, but had to be omitted, owing to

financial considerations. This is a great pity,

because Mr. Millet, who did such admirable work
at Chicago in 1893, had been retained for this

purpose, and, bad he been enabled to carry it out,

this building might well have vied with those of

more ambitious mien for public attention.

As will be seen from Fig. 36, which is a view
from the north-west, the north and south fronts

have large central entrances, which are 52ft. in

width, and 74ft. high. The arch is flanked by
massive piers, which are carried but a short

distance above the roof, where they |are treated

with small circular terminations, which support a
flagstaff. The windows consist of square openings,
with a flat fillet round the outside. The cornice

over the end windows is raised, with a semi-
circular sweep, and if the window- heads at this

point had also been semicircular-headed it might
have been an advantage, though they were no
doubt left for the purpose of receiving appropriate

treatment in the colour scheme.

The long facades to the east and west are

xrxtx yi[^-xi.\ ^:^X!x:7
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Fii:. 35.—AGRICULTIUIAL BUILDING : T'l I'lCAL LONGITUDINAL SECTION.

This building has the distinction (if it be one)
of having the largest dimensions on the grounds

—

>iz., .'lOOft. by l.euoft. It is rectangular, as will

be seen upon reference to Fig. 34, and no attempt
at a covered loggia has been made. The cnly
mistake in this building is that there are too many
vertical parts in it. To have eight rows in a
space of 500ft. is eminently ridiculous— four
would have been plenty, from a constructional

point of view ; that is to say, if the side spans
had been altered from 5i) to 100ft., as is the case
in the central one, four rows would have been
eliminated without any increase of cost, becaiisfi

the timber and labour saved in the uprights would
have about balanced the extra cost oi the trusses.

As erected, when one stands at the sides ones
view is obstructed by a forest of unnecessary
timber. This is a groat pity, because in many

broken up into bays, which are accentuated l)y

piers, the lat'er being 100ft. from centre to

centre. As will bo seen from Fig. 34, the east

front has two entrances similar to those described

above, while the west front has only one. The
gardens surrounding this building to the south,

west, and east are tnstcfuUy laid out by different

exhibitors ; while that to the north has a floral

clock, as shown in Fig. 36. This building, being
also raised upon a hill, is thus admirably situated

from an architectural standpoint.

\VI.—(.\)thK I10UTlrri.TUIl,M,«llILl)IN"n. (ll) THE
rOKESTUV, I'lSllEUY, AND liAME UUILKISO.

Mr. E. L. Mas(iueray was responsible as chief

of design for these two buildings. These erec-

tions are rectangular on plan, and thus do not

call for special mention with respect either to this
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Fig. 36.—NOETH FRONT OF AGRICULTURAL BUILDING, WITH FLORAL CLOCK.

Fig. 38.—forestry, FISH, AND GAME.

or to their construction, -which follows that
previouBly described in the preceding chapters.

(«) The Horticultural building has the same
simple and effective treatment described in chapter
XV. But in this case the square-head windows
have not even a fillel^around them : a fluted and
decorative stringcourse is run above them. The
cfntral openings are also square-headed. They
have projecting eaves upon framed wooden
brackets, and the piers at the angles are cariied
up and decorated in that effective French
Renaissance method so peculiar to Mr. Masqueray

.

The corners of the buildings are treated with
square towers—very simple, still very appropriate.

The east and west wings are set back (as shown
upon Fig. 2), and are used for the housing of

tropical plants. Fig. 37 is a view taken in the
horticultural building which perhaps gives one
a good idea, not only of the methods of con-
s'ruction employed but also of the general
internal appearance of most of the buildings.

(A) Thr Fm-istrij, Fishery, and Game BuiliUiig.

—This building again bears the impress of Mr.
Masqueray 's fingers (see Fig. 38). The low-

pitched red roofing above the square windi ws
and main entrance doors are effective, and help

to shelter this building from the southern sun.

The triangular - headed windows to the end
entrances are an innovation, and are perhaps
open to criticism. But from the point of view of

a building for the housing of exhibi's little can
be said against it, and perhaps it is a little nearer

the "building in truth" maxim than many of

the others.

The buildiDg is 300ft. by 600ft. on plan, and is

placed upon a terrace Sft. in height. The cornice
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fill if :^
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Fig. 37.—HOETICULTUEE.

l''iu. :)y.—AUMlNlSTliATluX BUILDING.

is SSft. from the ground, and the apfx of the

gables is somi; 71ft. A colour scheme was ulso

prepared for this building, but it thiired the fate

of the rtst. Internally this building is fitted up
with aquariums and fish-ponds. One of these is

40ft. in diameter and is stocked with sea-water

fi.-h, the water being brou^Lt d.uly for this pur-

pofe fiom the coast in a speci.illy constructed

Ireight-taLk.

XVII.—THE ADMINISTUATION Ill-ILIIINi;.

One can scarcely discuss the principal bnildings

at the World's Fair without iri-ntinnintr thp

versily. The whol.j of the western buildings to

the west of the central motif ol the plan, togclhtr

with the 110 acres of land heloni;ing to them,

were leased to the Kxhibiiion Compau.v. They

are all used for various purposes. The Ad-
mJnJo'r-Hnn RiiMing i« r'->'ly ti> be us»d

buiuirgs beloiigiig to the WashiLgU n Tiii- ! ihe l-i.neis,i>y U.ill. Ihe busch Hall, whuti
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is 292ft. by 100 ft., ia utilised by the staff

of the Plrision of Works. The Cupples Hall
(No. 1), the dimensions of which are 2()3ft.

by 113ft., is used as the Anthropology Building.
The Cupples Hall (No. 2), which is 207ft. by
80ft., is used as the head(|uartei8 of the Jefferson
Guard, who are responsible for law and order in

the grounds. The workshop, which is 207ft. by
tiSft., is used as the barracks of the guard. The
Liggett Hall, which is 90ft. by 63tt., is used for
entertainment purposes. The Power House, of

120ft. by 50ft., is used for boilers and machinery.
The Library, which is 258ft. by lUft,., is used
for the Educational Conferences. The Dormitory
and Dining Hall, which is 269ft. by 150ft.,

is used for housing teachers, &c., that come
to the congresses. The Physics Building,
191ft. by C8ft., is used by the Board of

Lady Managers. The Crymnasium, of 180ft.

by 94ft., is used for exhibits relating to

physical culture. The athletic field, which has a
fine track, is used as the stadium where seats for

25,000 spectators have been provided. The great
Olympic games and athletic contests are held here.

The whole of the buildings are erected in what is

meant for the Tudor period of English archi-

tecture. There is nothing remarkable about the
planning of the buildings, except that some appear
to be rather farapart. They are frankly an attempt
to copy the English collegiate type of building

with modifications to suit American ideas. The
Administration building, which as before men-
tioned is really the University Hall, is 325ft. by
llSft.

It win be seen from Fig. 39 that the n ain

entrance is under a massive tower, which is 77ft.

high. Octagonal turrets are placed at each
corner, and rise above the main structure. The
towers and turrets have stone battlemented
parapets. Internally the entrance has a groined
vault, 25ft. by 38ft, the moulded ribs and
bosses to which are well executed. The east front

between the turrets is somewhat elaborately

ornamented with shields and a canopied niche.

The building is composed of red Missouri granite

with dressings of Bedford (Indiana) limestone.

The granite is hammer-faced with two level beds,

and four irregular faces, and is laid in courses

called broken range rubble.

It will be seen that battlemented oriel windows
are placed at the first-floor level of the two wings.
Hoodmoulds are worked over all windows. The
granite, it must be confessed, does not harmonise
well with the stone. The whole appearance of

this fa<,adein execution is hard and unsympathetic,
and the skyline is unhappy.

Leading up to the terrace in front of the build-
ing are steps of cut granite, 35ft. in width. The
previous halls mentioned—viz., those of Busch,
the two Cupples, and Liggett, are to the west of

the one illustrated, and form a quadrangle of con-
siderable size. They are built of the same
materials and in the same style. The buildings

are fire-resisting throughout, concrete floors

being used in lieu of the more familiar tile in the

United States. A wide corridor runs through the

centre of most of the buildings, on each side of

which are the lecture rooms, Sec.

Liggett Hall will be used for the men's
dormitories, and it is divided into houses, to be
occupied by parties of students.

CARDIFF BUILDING BY-LAWS.

ALLEGED UNNECESSARY KESTRICTIONs.

A LARGE deputation of builders waited upon
the Cardiff Public Works Committee on

Thursday in last week in relation to the enforce-

ment of the building by-laws, Alderman Rama-
dale presiding. Among the concessions asked for

by the builders were the following:—To be
permitted to build all party-walla of two or three-

story houses of 9in. brickwork : to insert plugs
and plates in a party-wall for the purpose of

fixing stairs, angle-beads, skirting, or other
necessary woodwork, usually fixed to a party-
wall ; to carry slate battens and valley boards
across a patty- wall, and also to fix barge-boards,
wall-plates, and fascia boards to external walls

without disconnecting at party-walls; to measure
the height of stories from floor to ceiling instead

of from floor to floor ; to fix half-timber work in

gables of roofs or window and door-frames flush in

external walls, where it is necessary for architec-

tural ornament; to lay a bed of lime concrete
under tile or stone floors in lieu of cement con-
crete ; to build 4iin. brick backs to all fireplaces,

and in the case of small domestic buildings to lay

a lesser superficial area of paving at the rear of

such houses than that specified

.

Mr. George David, explaining the viewa of the

deputation, aaid one result of the rigid enforce-

ment of the by-laws was that a stop had been put
almost entirely to the building of small property.

Mr. E. W. M. Corbett, F.K.I.B..4... said if the

by-laws were enforced in the letter, builders would
be unable to go on with their business.

Mr. James Hoarealso addressed the committee,
remarking that the Master Builders' Associations

of Newport, Swansea, Bristol, Birmingham, and
Liverpool had been written to, and the replies

were that the by-laws were not strictly enforced
in those places.

Replying to Sir. Richards, Mr. Corbett said if

the suggestion of the builders were adopted, sub-

stantial buildings would be erected, but he did

not agree that there should be only 45in. at the

backs of fireplaces, except where the fireplaces

were back to back. By adopting the suggestions

there would be no depreciation in the houses, the

restrictions being absolutely unnecessary

.

Alderman Ramsdale said the matter would be
fully considered by the committee, who would do
all they could to meet the wishes of the deputation.

THE KING'S KEW BRIDGE CHAIR.

MR. CHANCELLOR, Mayor of Richmond,
has presented the Chair which we to-day

illustrate to the King, as a memorial of his open-
ing of Kew Bridge in 1903. It was made out of

THE KING'S KEW BRIDGE CHAIR.

timber of the piles which formed the foundations
of the old demolished original bridge. It was
provided for the purpose by the contractors,
Messrs. Easton, Gibb, and Son. The back-rails

represent the three bridges which have success-

ively spanned the Thames at Kew. The first bore
the date of 1758, the sscond 17S3, and the third

1903. The chair was mide by Mr. J. Culver, of

Richmond, from the designs of Sir. Percy Sykes,
of St. Margaret's.

"THE IDEAL FITTER."

THIS is a little book combining an illustrated

catalogue and price list and reference-book,

published by the American Radiator C^ompany,
89 and 90, Shoe-lane, E.G. Every article shown
has been carefully selected for the work to be
done. All hot-water engineers and steam
fitters will find the catalogue of value. .Several

kinds of radiators are illustrated, such as the
" National Single Column Radiator," for water
and steam. The " Peerless " radiator, for water

and steam, is an admirable heater. It is supplied,

assembled, with 2.fin. heavy slip nipples, and
can be supplied with 2in. right and left hand
threaded nipples. The two-column radiators, the

•'Verona" radiators, "Peerless" four-column
radiators, and other types are each described and
illustrated. In a table opposite each illustration

are given the number of sections, length in inches,
heating surface^ and price for different heights
of radiators. The " Tuscan " Flue Ventilating
radiator, and other special kinds for different pur-
pofes are illustrated. The " Ideal Premier "

steam boilers, and the list of ideal radiator valves
will be found of service to the pro-
fession. The cast and malleable iron screwed
pipe fittings and T. and B. register and venti-

lator catalogues have been incorporated in this

concise catalogue and reference book, referring

to all goods required in heating work. The
towel-rail radiators for bathrooms are a most use-
ful fitting, which the architect should not neglect
to specify. We may also call attention to the
various types of boilers for coke burning, both for
water and steam, and the technical data and
tables given at the end of bork. For the hot-
water and steam-fitter this compict edition of the
catalogue will be found very complete, its handy
size being convenient for the pocket. Particulars,

prices, and iUustrationa are given of all the
numerous patterns of radiators made by the
American Radiator Company, in each case full

dimensions being given.

CHIPS.
New County-court Buildings at Middlesbrough

have been built in Wilson-street West, at a cost of
£12,000. The court was opened for business on
Monday week.

The fine parish church of Luton, Beds, parts of
which date from the 12th and 13th centuries, is in

urgent need of reparation. It is of great historical

interest. The parts which most need attention now
are the roofs of the nave, of the tower, and of the
transepts, a piece of the moulding on the top of the
north transept having fallen a year ago. The roofs
of the nave and transepts are of oak, and date from
Henry ^'III.'s time. Further, the buttresses of the
tower and the north clerestory wall must be dealt
with at once. The architect, Mr. J. Arthur Eeeve,
estimates the total cost at £6,000.

At the Congregational chapel, Wheathampstead,
a stained-glass memorial window waa unveiled last

week. It represents (lur Savour as the Good
Shepherd.

The rebuilding of St. George's Ragged School,
in the Upper Green, Newcastle-under-Lyme, has
just been completed, and the new building has been
opened with a dedication service. The accom-
modation provided comprises a hall, 39ft. by 25ft. 6in.,

classroom, and kitchen. The building contractor
was Mr. Samuel Wilton, jun., of Newcastle ; the
heating engineers were Messrs. William Truswell
and Sons, of Newcastle: and the architects Messrs.
Scrivener and Son", of Hanley.

A new Conservative clubhouse is in course of

erection at Gainsborough, in the rapidly-growing
North Marsh district. The architects are Messrs.
Eyre and Soutball, of Retford and Gainsborough.

At Saturday's meeting of the Somersetshire
Education Committee, it was reported that the
special sub-committee had approved the plans for

the erection of a new fchool of art at Taunton, at

an estimated cost of £4,000 for the building and
about £1,000 for tbe site.

The Handsworth Urban District Council apphed
to the Local Government Board some months ago
for sanction to borrow £22,000 on loan, for the
erection of baths at the corner of Hinstock-road and
Grove-lane. Strong opposition, however, was
raised, and the Local Government Board refused to

sanction the whole of the loan until assured that an
ample supply of water had been found. To meet
the cost of the boring operations, it gave the council

sanction to borrow £1,U00. The experiments were
eventually highly successful, and the board has now
sanctioned the borrowing of the remainder of the

money. The designs for the baths were selected

some time ago, and the work of erection will now
proceed forthwith.

The historic church of Fotheiingay is said to be
in a dilapidated state. " Some time ago," says a
correspondent, "its restoration was begun, but the
work has recently stopped through want of funds,
and, on entering the building, one finds the monu-
ments erected by Queen Elizabeth over the tombs
of her Plantagenet ancestors boarded up, the noble
windows on one side without glass, and the aisle open
to wind and rain. Fotheringhay Church was begun
in 1415, and was finished by Richard of York,
father of Eiward IV., who is buried there. The
choir and the chapel built by Edward r\'. fell into

ruins at the Reformation, and in the ISth-century
the nave, which is all that remains, was shockingly
neglected. Its splendid old stained windows were
wantonly broken up."
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—New Tmf^atre: Roym,—

Dress St;,:.!.* uppw F'T E.MTRAMCE
CtR;ix ciRCii.

' T >. ci .-x 1- F-— DRE5S Circ le. Plah—

NEW THEATRE RUYAL, HALIFAX.
[with lithographic illvsthatioxs.]

THIS building, of which we give a view and
plan.willoccupythe site of thepresent theatre,

including the (Jld Shakespeare Hotel, the shop
adjoining, and four cottages, kc, in Shakespeare-
street. The site is rectangular and open on three
sides. The dress circle of principal floor is five
steps above the level of Southgate, and the
principal entrances are from that street. What
might be called the ground floor of the theatre
comprises the orchestra stalls, pit stalls, and pit,
all with separate entrances and exits, whilst
separate lavatory and cloakroom accommodation
for ladies and gentlemen is provided for each class
of seat. This separate cloakroom accommodation
is provided far each class of seat throughout the
house. Special provision has been made for easy
transfers from pit to orchestra and pit stalls, also
from pit stalls to upper circle without having to
leave the house or to get back to the box office.

The floor of pit and stalls from back of auditorium
will have a good fall towards the st^igp, thus
obtaining good sighting, and reducing the
picture-hat trouble to a minimum. The dress
circle and orchestra stalls are entered from South-
gate through the grand vestibule (wherein is

situated the box office) into a spacious foyer or
crush-roora. There will be four rows of seats in
the drofs circle, with a spucious promenade round,
and four rows of orchestra stalls. Four private
boxes iire provided—two at drees circle level and
two at upper circle level, with separate staircases.
The upper circle is reached from a wide atuircase
entering from Southgate, and will contain seven
rows of teats. At thislevel is providcdoflices for the
manager, also an office for the travelling manager
to touring companies. All seats to orchestra and
pit stalls and to dress and upper circles will be tip-
up seats of the latest pattern and handsomely up-
holstered. The gallery entrance is from .South-
gate with an exit door at the other side, and will
contain 12 rows of seats. The two circles will be
carried on steel cantilevers, diripensing with
columns, and thus insuring perfect sighting and
an unobstructed view of the stage from all parts.
The auditorium is 51ft. deep and .'i7ft. wide,
within inner wiills, and outside these are corridors

and staircases 5ft. wide up to outer wall. The
ceiling will be about 50ft. above pit floor. The
roof over auditorium will be carried by steel
principals in one clear span. The proscenium
arch is 30ft. wide and 30ft. high, and the stage
has a clear depth of 37ft., and width of 69ft. The
height of the grid is 50ft. above stage floor, and
allows of the easy manipulation of all the largest
scenery used by travelling companies on the road.
There are 11 dressing-rooms provided for the
artists in close proximity to the stage, each fitted
up with modern sanitary i-equirements. Ample
workshops, property rooms, and other accommo-
dation for the staff" are provided behind the stage.
The whole of the interior decoration will be
carried out in a suitable manner, and it is intended
to make this theatre internally considered one of
the most comfortable in the provinces. The
staircases throughout are fireproof as well as the
partitions to the dressing rooms. The precautions
against fire will be of such a character as to satisfy
the latest siringentrequirements of the authorities.
The building has been dedigned by, and is being
carried out under the superintendance of, Messrs.
Kichard Horsfall and Son, architects, of Halifax.

The work of restoring the parish church of
Lakenheath, near Thetford, has been commenced.
The cost rvill be about i;:!,UOU.

The Carnegie Free Library at Hartlepool was
formally opened by the mayor on Friday. The
building was designed by the borouf;h engineer,
Mr. H. C. Crummack, and has been orectnrt under
his supervision by Mr. H. .1. Marshall, of Hartle-
pool. It is situate at the corner of Northgato
and Warren-streets, and covers an irea of 135ft.
by 125ft.

Concurrently with the restoration of the tower of
Kochester Cathedral, the bells are to be improved.
The peal will he increased to eight, Mr. T. II.

Poord, a native of Rochester, who is bearing the
exjiense of the work to the tower, having under-
taken to give two new bells.

The furniture in Anglesey Castle has been dis-
jiDsed of for tl.iiOd, one-half of which was paid by
a single purchaser. For a smoker's oak wine buffet,
which cost the Marquis 30(1 guineas at the Paris
Exhibition, the buyer in question paid £140.

[ OBITUARY.

I [Mil. Junv JIosER, a wtll-known American,

architect, died at the sge of 72, at Atlanta a
fortnight ago. Mr. MoEcr was born at

Mannheim, near Heidelberg, in 1832, and
emigrated to the United States in 1848. In early

Mfe he practised in Ohio and in Canada, but in

his later years he settled in Alabama and Georgia,

after having filled the place of a designer in the

office of the Supervising Architect, under Mr. M.
E. Bell. Amongst the buildings designed by Mr.
Moser may be named the Cotton Exchange at

Galveston, Tex., and St. Philip's Epifcopal
Cathedral in Atlanta, Ga., the latter being
carried out in association with Mr. E. G. Lind.

Mr. Frederick William Clakexdom, B.A.,
of Tiinity College, Dublin, formerly senior

surveyor to Htr Majesty's Board of woiks for

Ireland, died on Monday, after a few days' illncES,

at his residence, 36, Mountjoy-fquare, Dublin.
Sir. Clarendon was in his eighty-sixth year.

CHIPS.
The County Council of Carnarvonshire decided

on Friday, after a discussion and division, to raiee

the salary of the county surveyor from £250 to

£300 a year.

Considerable improvements have been made of

late at St. Margaret's Church, Olton, and the new
choir stalls, north sediha, and altar rails were
dedicated on Sunday.

The foundation-stone of the new town-hall for

Stockport, to be built at a cost of £66,000, from
plans by Mr. A. Brumwell Thomas, was laid on
Saturday.

On Saturday the Ven. H. W. Watkins, D.D.,
Archdeacon of Durham, unveiled the stained-glass

window of two lights, representing the Crucifixion

and the Ascension, erected in Blaydon Parish
Church, by public subscription, to the memory of the
late Kev. Matthew Greene, M.A., a former rector of

the parish, 1877-1900. Messrs. Atkinson Brothers,
New Bridge-street, Newcastle, were the artists.

The British Fire Prevention Committee's Winter
Session, which has now commenced, will include a
continuation of the feries of fire tests undertaken by
that body, which has been extended from fire-

resisting materials to such apphances as sprinklers,

petroleum lamps, &c.

The new Masonic Hall at Avonmouth was dedi-

cated on Tuesday. The building is in the Renais-
saince style and of Shortwood bricks, with freestone

dressing, and a tiled roof. Provision is made for

future extension. Messrs. W. aud J. Bennett, of

Penneywell-road, Bristol, were the contractors, and
the architect was Mr. J. A. Wright, of Unity-street,

College-green, Bristol. The cost has been £2,000.

The new reading-room which has been erected

in Breck-road, Anfield, Liverpool, was formally
opened on Tuesday. The building consists of a
general reading-room, designed in the Classic style

by Mr. Thomas Shelmerdine, city surveyor.

The Bishop of Exeter laid the foundation-stone of

the new church at Highweek, which is part of

Newton Abbot, on Thursday last. The new build-

ing is to accommodate 800 persons, and it will cost

about £9,000, without the future tower and spire.

Mr. E. Sodding, of London and Plymouth, is the
architect.

The Bishop of Winchester, reopened on Wednes-
day Coldharbour Church, which has been improved
at the expense of Sir A. Hargreaves Brown, M.P.,
in memory of the late Mrs. G. B. Brown, of Bear-
hurst. The improvements include new fittings for

the chancel, new reredos, aud organ case, a new
organ chamber and organ, a new east window, new
nave roof, new pulpit, and new heating apparatus.

The whole of the work has been carried out under
the direction of Mr. W. D. Cariie.

The crematorium at the City of London Cemetery,
Little Ilford, has now been completed at a cost of

£7,000, in accordance with plans by Mr. D. J.

Ross, engineer to the City Corporation. The
building will be opened next Tuesday at half-past

two by Mr. W. J. Downes, Chairmiin of the

Sanitary Committee, acting ns the Burial Board of

the City of London. Mr. H. K. Nightingale, of

Albert Embankment, has been the builder.

The Bishop of Oxford reopened the church of St.

Mary, Whaddon, Bucks, after restoration, on
Friday. The service marked the completion of a
work which has been going on for seventeen years.

The chancel. Lady chapel, aisles, and tower have
been restored at a cost of over £1,:>00. The sum of

L'500 was still needed for the work upon the nave,

but so dangerous was the state of the roof and walls

that this had to be taken in hand without delay.

The work upon the nave has been carried out under

the direction of the diocesan architect, Mr. J. Oldrid

Scott, F.S.A.
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BiiKwoon, 8tafi s.—A speci.cl service was held

in Brewood Parirh Church on Thursday afiernoon
in last week to celebrate the comp'etion of restora-

tion. Just a quarter of a century has eUpsed
since the last work of restoration was carried out,

from plans by the late Mr. (i. E. Stieet, R.A
,

and by Mr. Lovatt, of Wolverhampton, in this

fine edifice, dedicated to St. Mary the Virgin.
The chancel, the object of the present restcration,

is the only part remaining of the original struc-
ture, and is in the Early English style. The nave,
aisles, and tower have been rebuilt at later dates.

The spire, which is 156£t. high, w.^s repaired in

1772, and was restored between 1818 -'Jl. The
church was new roofed in 1776-7, repaired in

1S27, and again in 1830. Twenty-live years ago
thefabiic was restored at a cost of £.5,800, and
the church reopened in May, 1879. The present
restoration was undertaken by the EccUsastical
Commissioners, on the advice of their architects,

Messrs. Cariie and Pa smcre. Externally, the
repairs consist of the stripping and renew .1 of

the chancel roof. The S'.one reredos , which
shortened the chancel, and eastwards of which a

vestry had been provided, has been removed, and
the whole space thrown into the chancel, in-

creasing its length by some Oft. The chancel
roof has been continued up to the east wall, in

keeping with the work done in 1879. The entire

restoration and improvement of the chancel have
been carried out by Messrs. Bowman and Sons,
builders, of Stamford. The remaining work to

be carried out in the church is the restoration of

the north aisle, which was left untouched in 1879.

Cambekwell.—On the 11th inst. a commodious
new underground convenience was opened to the
public, situ,ated in Old Kent-roid at the corner
of Jlarlborough-road, which has been constructed
by the O'amberwell Borough Council. The scheme
of sanitation ia excellently designed, and com-
prises ample accommodatiim of the latest and beat
description conveniently arranged for both sexes,

especial care and consideration having been
exercised in the selection of fittings of an im-
proved type, and the intrcduction of an effective

system of ventilation. The closets ara the
" Century Apparatus," the most modern siph'^nic

discharge system, compri ing the combined
advantages of the ordinary pedestal and valve
apparatus. The lavatorit s are provided with an
ample supply of hot and cold water, and other
apparatus of improved pattern, in the construc-
tion of which non -absorbent materials such as

polished marble and glazed ware has been largely
employed. The whole has been constructed from
the designs and under the superintendence of Mr.
"Wm. Oxtoby, M.I.C.E , borough engineer, by
Mr. A. N. Coles, builder, of Plymouth, who, by
the way, is erecting the new baths adjoining.
The whole of the sanitary fittings have been pre-
pared and fixed, and the internal plumbing and
drainage work in connection therewith executed
by Messrs. George Jennings, Ltd., who, it may
be noted, were the originators of the system of

public underground conveniences advocated by
them in 1858, and now so generally adopted, the

popularity of which they hive subsequently done
so much to promote.

Cheshire.—A finance sub-committee of the
Cheshire County Council have had before Ihem
the estimates for elementary education, including
the provision of a sum for the purchase of sites

and the erection of new schoo's which it has been
decided to build. The following are the schools
and the estimated cost :—At Cheadle, for 500
children, estimated cost £7,500 ; at Uollingworth,
for 600 children, £9,000 ; at Middlewich. for 800
children, £12,000; at liel-by, for 200 children,

£-3,000; at Nest'n, for 280 childrfn, £3,750; at

Compstall, for 92 infants and adaptation of the
old building for 144 children, £^,200 ; at Bred-
bury, for 400 children, £6,000 ; transfer by
purchase of the school at Compstall, £1,000;
transfer by purchase of the scho"! at MinshuU
A'ernon, £450. The est mates for alterations at

the following schools are:— Brunnir School,
Bimton, £4,600 ; Meadow Bank Council School,
Over, £700; Baptist Chapel, Altrineham, £150 ;

Weaverham, £3,000 ; Oulton Park, £-ino ; lligh-
sireet Council School, Over, for 600 chiMrer,
£3,500. The sub-committee approved the esti-

mates, and instru ted the county accountiint to

make provision for them. The total expenditure
involved in these proposals is over £57,000.

DiNDEE.— Lord Balfour of Burleigb, as

chancellor of St. Ardrew's Unisersity, yesterday

\isited University College, Dundee, which now
forms an integral part of that university, and
opened the rew bui'dini^s which have bfen

erected at a cost of t:2O,00O f' rthe accommodation
of the medical school there. The new buildings

are situated to the rear of the west end of the

main college premises immediately behind the

technical college. Its main frontage, which is

126ft. in length, is to the south, with the west

wing facing Small's-wynd, a narrow lane running
northwards from the Nethergate. The exterior

of the four- story block has been made simple in

design, and attention has been devoted mainly to

securing convenience and efficiency in the interior.

The lecture rooms have accommodation for a total

of about 500 students, and there ii a dissecting-

room, equipped witli the most modern appliarces,

for the study of anatomy.

Pexm.vexmawu.—The new Jerusalem Cal-

vinistic Methodist Church was opened on Friday.

The building adjoins the main road, on the Bryn
Mur Estate, and is planned with nave and
transepts. It provides seating accommodation
for 050, which figure includes 130 places in the

gallery. The pewing and o her fittings are of

light-grained pitehpine. The floors throughout
have been laid wiih wood block. The external

walls are faced wiih picked and local stones.

The tiling and foience work of vestibule walls and
floor was done by J. C. Eiwards, Ruabon. The
school premises consist of an assembly-hall to seat

300 scholars, with classrooms, ve^tri'S, kitchen,

and deacons' parlour. The architect was Mr.
J. S Coverley, Penmaenmawr.

London County Council.—At Tuesday's
meeting of this body, some discussion arose on a

recommendation by the Main Drainage Committee
that the tender of the Westminster Construction

Company, of London, for £8 1,285 be accepted for

the construction of a portion of the new southern
outfall sewer at Plumstead. The lowest tender,

which was abo from a London firm, was for

£68,377. In explaining their reason for not
giving the work to the Ijwest tenderer, the

committee pointed out that the work was of

except'ooal difficulty, and that the firm sending in

the lowest tender had not as yet done any sewer

c mstructi n work for the Council. Had the wcrk
been one of an ordinary character, they would not
have hesi'ated in giving it to the loweit tenderer.

The chief engineer's estimate for the work was
£91,727. Sir W. CoUms pointed out that the

lowest tenderers were already doing W"rk for the

Ctuncil, and further explanation of the reason

their tender was being passed over should be
forthcoming. Colonel Rotten moved that the

recommendation be referred back to the com-
mittee, arguirg that if they were not to accept

the lowest tender they might as well do away
wi h open competition altogether. Mr. H. Ward
hoped the Ccuncil would not take the responsi-

bility of passing over the committee's recom-
mendation. The work was a most difficult

and responsible c ne. The amendment was carried,

and the recommendation referred back. The
Bridges Committee recommended that Parlia-

mentary powers be sought for the construction

of a bridge across the Lee at Quarter-mile-lane.

The estimated cost of the bridge is £6,000, of

which the proport'on to be defrayed by the

Council is £5,000. In moving the reception of

the Report of the Housing Committee, Mr. Bruce
said that in the past six months the Council had
provided accommodation for 3,802 persons.

NoKTHoiU'E.—The Bishop of Lincoln has

reopened the parish church of St. John the

Baptist, after restoration. Since the appoint-

n eat of the present incumbent two j ear« ago, the

fabric, whi..h contains some Norman and Perpen-
dicular work, has been completely restored,

under the direction of Mr. C llodgi^on Fowler.

The old lead roof has been recast, and the

beautifully-" arved 14th-century oak work of the

roof has been preserved and reprodu' ed where
ntce8S»ry. The stone tracery of the sanctuary

window has been reproduced ; the J ew eastern

window is of stained glass, as are also the northern

and southern windows. The E,ster sepu'chre

tind the piscina are now revealed, also the piscina

cf a former Lady-altar, the disfiguring plaster

having been retcoved. The southern door of

Curvilinear carving has been carefully repaired.

The disreputable array of dilapidated pews have

been replac d by benches, and the red bricks of

the flooring have given way to wood blocks. The
old oak pulpit has been res'ored, and curved oak

clergy and choir stalls in keeping with the pulpit

have been erected. Heiting, ventilating, and
light have received attentiin, and the church-

yard wall has bt<n rebuilt. The total cost of

has been £800.

PiiESTWicu.—The Bishop o£ Manchester conse-

crated, on Tuesday, the new church of St. Hilda,

Pretwich. iJnly part is executed of the complete

design, which aims at a westward extension,

lengthening the nave. There are now seats for

about 350, including the choir, and by the exten-

sion room will be made for about 200 more. The
port'on built consists of the chancel and three

bays of the nave and its aisles, leaving the com-
pletion of the latter and other portions to be

carried out. The o»k altar is by Mr. Bridgeman,

of Lichfield, from the architect's design, and this

and the pulpit are special gifts. The cost of the

( hurch as now carried out haa been about £3.700.

The architect is Mr. Frank P. Ojkley, of Man-
chester, who has adopted a free treatment of the

English Perp ndicular style.

Sheffield. — The new Ccuncil achoola in

Hannerton-s'rett, Dainall, were opened by the

Marquis of Londone'erry, Minister of Educaticn,

on Friday. The school is in two departments.

The infanta' block, for 340 (hildren, faces

Hammerlon-street, and the building for the

senior mixed department fronts io Ouseburn-
10 id, and has accommodation for 540 children,

withtut couning the floor area of the central

hall. A caretaker's house ia also provided, aa

well as the usual playsheiJs, playgrounds, &c.

The walls are faced externally with coursed Bole

HiUrockies with dressings of Stoke ashlar, and
the rjofs are cove-ed with dark WestmoreUnd
slates. The work has been carried out within

the amount of the ccntrsct, £13,989, by Messr?.

W. and A. Forsdike, the general contractors.

Mr. Albert Ripley has acted aa clerk of works,

and the builcjings have been erected from the

designs ftnd under the direc'ion of Mr. W. J.

Hale, F.R.I B.A., of St. James's-row, Sheflield.

Tkiko Cathedkal.—The 27th annual and
final meeting of the building committee of

Truro Cathedral was held on Friday, the Bishop

of the Diocese pre>iding. The financial report,

presented by Mr. Nix and adopted, showed the

a>sets of the building fund were £1,357, and the

liab'lities £642. In their report the committee
stated that the Close had beendesred and levelled,

and the grounds were being laid cut acccrding to

a design approved by the executive committee,

prepared by Messrs. Tresidder and Co., of Trurc,

who would construct a footway through the Close

for the use of the public. The ixecu'ive com-
mittee had ordered new gates for the Philpoita

porch, and railings, similbr to those on the south

side of the cathedral, for the east end of the Close.

Those were the final wcrks which had to be com-
pleted. In answer to a question. Chancellor

Worlledge said the memorial to the soldiers who
fell in the South .African war wouM probably be

finished by the end of February. The report was
adopted. A discussion arose on the question of

return stalls in the choir, and it was decided not

to erect them.

A meeting was held at Riches' er on Wednesday
to consider the proposal to erect a monument to

perpetuate the memory of Dean Hole. Three forms
of memorial were discussed— namely, the erection

of an altar tomb, with recumbent figure, in the
cathedral; the further restoration and improvement
of the building by raising the roofs ; and the erection

of a statue outsi.^e the cathedral, in front of the
west entrance. The feeling of the meeting was
evidently in favour of an altar -tomb and tfligy,

but the final decision was left to the executive
committee.

The Library Committee of the City Corporation
have purchased *' The Banquet Scene from Mac-
beth," by D. Maclise, R.A., and it will be perma-
nently hung in the Guildhall Art Gallery. The
painting was cne of those which attiacteu much
attention at the recent exhibition of Irish art at that

galleiy during the summer.

At the further conference in the County Hall,

SpriDg-garJeu«, to tie held on Thursday in u-xt
week, the 27th inst,, on the jrrrposed lecf nsfruc-

tion of the County Council's Northern tramways
for electric tract-on, the representatives of ht.

Pancras will express the borough couLcil'sac^be rerire

to their resolution in favour of the adoption of 'b^
coniiuit system throujhout the briough. Ite
County Council's proposal is that in the outljirg
parts of St. Pancras the overhead system of traction

:9hould he used, in which case not only would a
saving of £5,000 in cost be effected, but great inter-

ference with railway and canal bridges would te

obviated.
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NEW THEATBE EOYAL, HALIFAX.—HUNSTANTOK CON-
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Our ]:Uusti-ations.

XEW THEATKF. ItOYAL, HALIFAX,

(A DEscKiPTiox and plan of dress-circle will he
found on p. 575.)

HUNSTAXTOy COXVALESCEN'T HOME : SELECTED
DESIGX FOK THE CHILDUEx's WIXO.

These plans were submitted in the recent com-
petition and awarded first place by the assessor,

Jlr. Saxon Snell, F.R.I.B.A. The building is

designed with Icral stone facings, with brick

quoins and slated roof. This was to make it in

harmony, according to the wishes of the com-
mittee, with the present home. The cubic space
provides 700ft. cube per child, which is ample. The
day-rooms are on the south front. The architects

are Mtssrs. MacAlister and Tench, of Cambridge
and Norwich.

VILLA, NEAR AXTWERP.

This villa is intended to be built as a summer
(residence some few miles ouLside Antwerp. The
main entrance, approached through a porte-
cochere, opens through a vestibule into a corridor
hall, off which is an inner hall or smoking-lounge,
the sm-jking-room shown being really a business-
f lom. The principal staircase is screened off from
the hall to prevent the smoke ascending to the bed-
room floor. A private chapel is added, as is

usual with such residences on the Continent. The
first floor presents no particular feature, but it

may be noticed that the toilet- or drsssing- rooms
are in some instances larger than the bedrooms,
which is not infrequent abroad. The exterior is

treated in a broad and simple manner, the
material being small red bricks for lower portion,
with plaster panelled upper part, finished cream
colour, the woodwork being of oak stained dark
green, and the roof covered with rod tiles. The
drawing reproduced herewith was shown at the
Royal Academy this year. The architect is Mr.
K. Frank Atkinson, of I'iccadilly.

INITEI) METHODIST FUEE CliriK II, OILNOW IIOAM,

noLTox.

The building contains both school and church.
The school is in the lower story, but owing to
steep slope of ground has its floor lino above back
street. This lower story has a large room to seat
350, an infants' room for ',)0, and seven class-

rooms of various sizes. The church will scat 100,
and on the same floor level area minister's vestry,

a church parlour, and two other vestries. The
materials of the exterior are local rod pressed
bricks and grey terracotta from Messrs. t,;ibbd

and Canning. The contracts amount to about
.C;i,500, including electric lighting and heating,
ilessrs. I'otts, Son, and llennings, of Manchester
and Uolton, are the architects.

WESLEVAX CHt-'llClI, MOXTDV, NEAU ECCLHS.

TiiK seating accommodation in pews is 210 : at

the rear are two small vestries. The external

materials are red pressed bricks and Yorkshire

stone dressings. The total cost has been only

about £950, the contracts having been let very

low. Messrs. Potts, Son, and Hennings, of

Manchester and Bolton, are the architects.

PAIR OF COTTAGES AT PLCMTKEE, XOTTS.

These cottages occupy an elevated position six

miles from Nottingham, commanding extensive

views of the surrounding country. They are built

of red sandstock bricks, the upper portion being

built of common bricks and rough cast in cement.

The roofs are covered with red Barton -on-Humber
tiles. The cost was £7'20. The architect was
Mr. Hedley J. Price, A.R.I.B.A., of Nottingham,

and the builder Mr. J. Musson.

BRISTOL UNIVERSITY COLLEGE : NEW WIX(i AND
MEMORIAL TOWEK.

The illustration shows the completing section of the

University College building scheme, in which the

Albert Fry memorial tower forms a prominent
feature. This design by Mr. Bligh Bond harmon-
ises with the existing buildings. To the south is

the medical department, forming a separate block,

and containing considerable accommodation.

Next in the frontage to University College-road

are the new library and lecture-hall. The struc-

ture and the northern and eastern wings stand on

three sides of a quadrangle, the front portion of

which has hitherto been left open. The build-

ings shown in our illustration together with the

gateway and curtain walls to the right and left of

it, will occupy this vacant space, the memorifil

tower dominating the whole. The new block is

nearly 40ft. in depth, and about 43ft. in breadth.

It has a central entrance with lobby, giving

access to an entrance-hall '25ft. by 14ft. To the

left of this hall on entering will be found cloak-

rooms f I r gentlemen and ladies, and on the right

a porter's-room (by the side of the lobby), wait-

ing-room, and professors' room. The two upper

floors each provide apartments 25ft. by 20ft., and
21ft. by 17ft., which will be allotted to members
of the college teaching staff. The octagonal

tower is attached, and each of its floors gives a

room 12ft. by lOfD. A staircase leads from the

interior to the flat roof of the tower, which will

be useful for astronomical observations. The
gable facing the road will be furnished with an
oriel window similar to the lecture-hall wing last

built. This window will be supported by groined

corbels with fan (racery panels. The new section

also provides additional staircase and other needed
accommodation. The tower is estimated to cost

£600, the adjoining buildings £3,000, and the

ornamental gateway, &c., about £380, making
the total £4,200. Messrs. Cowlin and Son, the

contractors for the last wing, have been selected

to carry out the completing work. Mr. Fredk.

Bligh Bond, F.R.I.B.A., of Bristol, is the

architect.

THE EXGLISH HOCSE.

(For review and sketch- plans of house at

Edgerton, see page 570.)

Wolborough Church. Xewton Abbot, will be re-

opened on Thursday, Nov. 17, when the Bishop of

Kseter will preach. The restoration of the roof of

the church is now being proceeded with, and the

edifice will have much better ventilation than
formerly, the work being in the hands of Mr.
F. A. A. Stacey. The VVolborough feofees are

defraying the cost.

At New Somerby, the building which is the home
of the New Somerby Club and Institute, has been

opened by Lord Harrowby. The plans were pre-

pared by Mr. Wilfred Bond, the premises being

built by Messrs. Hockley and Co.

A service to celebrate the completion of the

restoration of the ancient church of Allhallows,

Barking, ailjoining the Tower of Loudon, will Iw

held on All Saints' Day, Tuesday, Nov. 1, atone
o'clock.

.Serious fissures have revealed themselves in the

walls of the chancel of the fine church of Elton,

Huntingdonshire. I In the south side of the chancel

the crack, beginning at the foundations, runs

throu;,'li the Archdeacon Kempthorne memorial

window, which is situated just above the grave of

Lord Claud and Lady Hamilton. The window h.is

had to be removed, and the stained glass east

window, representing the Te Deum, and recently

presented by the Hirlof Carysforf, has been injured.

Mr. C. Hodgson Fowler, F..S.A., of Durham, has

teen insti acted to report on the fadure, and

temporary means of slioring-up have been under-

taken by Messrs. Thompson and Sons, of Peter-

borough. The mischief is attributed to the shrinkage

of the clay subsoil.

(O^ngtuttring i^otcs.

llEDiii un-ox-Tyne.—The large new graving
dock, the largest on the East coast of England or
Scotland, which has been constructed for the
shipbuilding yard of Messrs. Robert Stephenson
and Co., Hebburn-on-Tyne, was formally opened
on Tuesday by Lady Constance Emmott, who set

in motion the machinery which withdrew the
caisson. Mr. C. Emmott, chairman of directors,

mentioned that the graving dock was able to take
in a battleship of tlie largest size with all her
guns on board. The dock, which is 700ft, long
on the floor from the inside of the caisson, 90ft.

wide at the bottom, and 111ft. wide at the coping,
has been constructed by Messrs. Mc.Vlpine and
Co., of Ulasgow, to the designs and under the
superintendence of Messrs. Thomas Meik and
Sons, of London and Glasgow.

CHIPS.
At the parish church of Newport, Salop, a south

porch has been added from plans prepared by the
late Mr. John Norton, the architect, for the general
restoration of the fabric. The contractor was Mr.
Muirhead, who carried out the other works of
restoration, and the addition has just been dedicated
by the bishop of the diocese.

Whitworth Park has been formally transferred
by the governors of the Whitworth Institute to the
Manchester Corporation. The park, excluding the
institute galleries and their immediate grounds, has
cost about £70,000. It is now leased to the Corpora-
tion for 1,01)0 years at a nominal rent of £10 per
annum.

At the parish church of Fauls, Salop, the Bishop
of Lichfield has dedicated a new pulpit, vestry, and
organ. The latter instrument has been built by
Messrs. Whiteley, of Chester, and the ciirving on
pulpit, &c., has been executed by Messrs. Bndg-
man, of Lichfield.

An important building improvement is contem-
plated at the junction of Bennett's Hill and New-
street, Birmingham. The London and Lancashire
Fire Insurance Company has acquired the leases of

the blocks of buildings comprising Nos. 17, 18, and
19 in Bennett's HUl, and 50b, 51, 52, 53, and 54,
New-street, and by the time the lease of the com-
pany's present offices in Newhall-street expires,

about four years hence, a portion of the new site

will be covered by a building suitable to the require-
ments of the insurance company.

An inspection of the Eibble is to take place to-

morrow (Saturday) with a view of considering th«
advisability of expending £200,000 upon theestuary
of that river, in order to lead to increased trade
being borne in larger vessels.

The annual meeting of the Rural Housing and
Siuitatioa Association will be held at 24, Paik-

lane, by permission of Lord Brassey, on Wednesday,
October 20, at three o'clock. The Hon. Claude

Hay, MP., will preside, and among the speakers

will be Mr. Uider Haggard.

Mr. Charles Wellington Furse, the brilliant

portrait painter who was elected an Associate of

the Royal Academy at the beginning of this year,

died on Monday mornins at Camberley, at the

early age of thirty -six. He had been suffering for

sometime past from a pulmonary complaint. In the

Academy Exhibition held this summer he was
represented by " Diana of the Uplands," a pirirait

of his wife Katherine, daughter of the late John
Addington Svmouds, and by " The Ldac Gown,"
portraying Miss Mabel Terry Lewis. The latter

work is now hung in the loin collection at the

Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool.

The wedding of Mr. John Arthur Kobson, archi-

tect, second son of Mr. Jas. Robson, of Waterhou.ses,

with Miss Eli/.ibeth J. Bowey, daughter of Mr.

Win. Bowey, also of Waterhousos, County Durham,
was celebrated on Friday afternoon in the Water-

houses Baptist Church. Among the wedding presents

were a marble timepiece from the workmen employed

on Mr. Robson' 9 Lanchester contracts and a Vienna

clock from the foteman, Mr. T. Brady.

The new oftioes of the urban district council of

Camborne were opened on Friday. They have been

erected on the site of old houses, a plot of land

granted at a nominal rental for 099 years by Sit

Vyell \jyan, the builders being Messrs. Hodge aud

Mitchell, and the cost £2,000.

Abt. Sir Wdliam Alfred Gelder, F.R.I.B.A., who
was for five successive years Mayor of Hull, and

Lady Gelder were presented, in the town -hall of

that borough, on Friday, with valuable testimonials

of their public work in Hull, taking the form of a

piinting of .Sir Alfred ami Lady Gelder, and a

tiara, necklet, aud silver plate. Sir James Reckitt

presided.
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HALL OF HOUSE AT EDGERTON, NEAR HUDDERSFIELD.^Edgar Wood, Architect.

LIBRARY, "STEEPHILL," JERSEY.—Ernest Newto.x, .4)-c/<(to(.
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HOUSE AT EDOEKTON, NEAR IIUI^DERSFIELD : GARDEN FRONT.—Edgau Wood, Architect.
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FBOFESSIONAL AND XBASE
SOCIETIES.

BiRMIXGHAM AmillTKLTrKAL AssOlIATtON.
The session of the Birmingham Architectural
Association has been opened with an exhibition
of drawings and smoking concert at the Midland
Hotel, the president, Mr. Thomas Cooper, in the
chair. The members were entertained by Jlr.

Astley AVeaver and others. Amongst the lec-

turers for the Sfssion are Sir Oliver Lodge on
" Lightning Conductors,'' Professor W. li. Leth-
aby, T. E. CoIIeutt on "The New Savoy,"
Wm. Henman, and others.

Joint Exci-rsion- of the Geological Societies
OF Edixbuhgh axdGlasgow.—(Jn Saturday after-

noon a largely-attfnded joint excursion took place
over Arthur's Seat of the Geological Societies of
Edinburgh and Glasgow, under the guidance of
Dr. Peach, F.R.S., of H.M. Geological Survey.
Dr. Peach gave an in' cresting rtsiniu' of the
growth cf opinion regarding the geological struc-
ture of the mountain, commencing with the work
of Charles Maclaren.

Leeds and Yokkshike Architectvual Society.
—The following is the syllabus of meetings for

the session 1904-1905. The general meetings are
held at the society's rooms, 10, Park-street,
Leeds, on Thursdays at 6.30 p.m. Nov. 3,

annual general meeting : Annual report and
balance-sheet and exhibition of students' draw-
ings. Nov. 17, opening meeting, 7.30 p.m.,
iiueen's Hotel, Leeds : President's address, dis-
tribution of prizes, and smoking concert.
Dec. 1 : "Byzantine Architecture," by Alexander
McGibbon, A.R.I.B.A. Dec. 15: " Choisy's
Kesearches in Ancient Building Construction,"
by Prof. Capper. 1905—Jan. 12 : Annual dinner,
Queen's Hotel, Leeds, 7.0 p.m. Jan. 26

:

"Garden Design," by Thomas H. Mawson,
Hon. A.R.I.B.A. Feb. 9 : " Modem Archi-
tecture in London," by llifs Ethel Charles,
A.R.I.B.A. Feb. 23: "More about Modern
Libraries," by Maurice B. Adams, F.R.I.B.A.
March 9 :

" Architectural Photography," by
E. C. Skill. March 23; "Past Tradition and
Modem Design," by Percy S. AVorthington,
M.A , A.R.I.B.A., and election of officers.

Liverpool Architectural Society.—The first

members' faceting of this society was held on
Monday night in the society's rooms, 13,
Harrington-street, when Mr. Alfred Culshaw,
F.R.I.B.A., occupied the chair. A paper on
'•Modern Decoration" was read by Mr. G. H.
Morton, who said modern decoration had at least

three main characteristics—first, that based on
the styles of the 18th century under the name of
"Queen Anne," "Georgian," and "Adams";
secondly, that of the so- called "Modem Englith "

school; and thirdly, the " Early Victorian " or
naturalistic. As regards " Modern English "

•design, it had so frequently been carried to excess
and developed in many cases such eccentricities as
to make it conspicuous even to vulgarity. Colour
in decoration was not only an .x'sthetic gratifica-

tion but a physical necessity, and should be
studied scientifically.

Manchester Society or Architects.—The
session of this society was opened on Friday
evening in the Accountants' Hall, when the
president, Mr. J. W. Beaumont, delivered his

address. After referring to the prosperous con-
dition of the society, he said that it was to societies

such as theirs that the public should be led to look
for instruction in architecture and the allied arts,

especially in provincial cities, where facilities

for the study of architecture were not easily

obtained otherwise. It would be a great public
benefit if in all towns possessing an art gallery
the municipal authorities would devote a por-
tion of it to the formation of an architectural
gallery or museum, where by means of casts

and drawings and reproductions of the various
styles the history of architecture might be
studied from its earliest days. There might
also be a collection of building materials, where
the art student and workman would be able to

study the characters and methods of use of such
materials, especially of those materials most
suitable for use in the locality. There should also

be preserved by means of drawings and models a
record of ancient buildings which had been
cleared away to make room for town improve-
ments. There were few places outside London
where the art student could study his art from
actual examples. He hoped that when the new
art gallery was built in Manchester the corpora-
tion would be able to provide for an architectural

gallery and museum. Discussing the question of

the registration of architects, the president ex-

pressed the opinion that any man before he was
allowed to call himself a qualified architect should
have passed compulsorj- examinations which would
show that he was entitled to use the term. No
architect should be eligible for a public appoint-

ment until he was duly qualified. During the

past year the articles of associationhad been altered

in order to facilitate the alliance of neighbouring
societies of architects to the Manchester Society.

He was convinced that before many years

Manchester would become an important centre

for the education of architectural students, and
that the training which wou)d be given at the
Manchester School of Architecture would draw
students from all parts of the district. Discussing
the rebuilding of the Slanchester Infirmary, he
said he thought the site in Piccadilly, where the

old buildings had been removed, should be left as

an open space, laid out with grass and trees.

Here might be erected statues of eminent towns-
men and public men. If this space were left

open, and much of the surrounding properties

rebuilt, Manchester would possess one of the
finest squares in the world. Speaking of the
architectural ugliness of Manchester, Mr.
Beaumont suggested the use of cement for facing
buildings in the principal streets, on condition
that the corporation have power to insist on the
owners painting the buildings every two years.

He also suggested the construction of light foot

bridges for passengers at some of the busy
crossings.

.Sheffield Society of Architects and Sir-
VEYORs.—The first ordinary meetingof this society

for this season was held on Thursday in last week
in thelecture-hallof the Literary and Philosophical
Society, Leopold-street, Sheffield. The president,

Mr. T. Winder, took the chair. In his address
Mr. Winder said there were no burning questions
affecting them professionally. Reeis:iation having
been taken up by the Royal Institute of Biitish

Architects would, he thought, be treated by them
as xiih jiii/iiT, especially as most of the allied

societies had expressed their opinions on it and
nominated representatives upon the committee
which the Institute had formed to consider it.

For some years past their society had not been
represented on the Council of the Royal Institute

of British Architects—a state of things which
ought not to continue. They needed to stand
shoulder to shoulder to resist encroachments
which were being daily made by members of other
professions—witness the fearful and wonderful
plans recently drawn and deposited by a judge,
whose own profession was protected by law against
amateur encroachments. Last year he expressed
his views upon the administration of by-laws
by local authorities, and the experience of the
past year had in no way modified such views. A
suggestion was recently made that the corporation
shou'd nominate a court of appeal, to which
aggrieved property owners could have easy access.

If such court were properly conslituted it might
do valuable work. It should, however, consist of

sensible men who would not take the usual official

and erroneous view that property owners, builders,

and even architects and surveyors were continually
attempting to evade the law and to scamp their

work. AVhat they asked was that councillors

should make themselves acquainted with the true

facts of the case, and that common-sense and
uniformity should be exercised in the administra-
tion of the by-laws. Had not the time fuUy
arrived for the consolidation of by-laws and of

local and other Acts of Parliament, relating to

new streets and buildings r At the present time, he
continued, ore's knowledge needs to be as exten-
sive as that of the daring property owner who
attempts to take advantage of the London Lands
Registration Actof 1S99, withits three hundred and
odd rules. Why, for example, should Chapel-
en-le-Frith, which embraces an entensive country
district, require rooms of greater height than
Sheffield, with its slums and smoke r With
grim satisfaction he had read the remarks of

urban and city officials upon the administration of

the model by-laws by the Local Government
Board : an application which they were told

rendered it impossible for urban authorities and
corporations to compete with builders and
private enterprise, in the erection of artisans'

dwellings — a result which none regretted

professionally or as ratepayers. It was to be
regretted that a section of the .Sheffield Cor-
poration still adhered to the policy of providing
artisans' dwellings. The provision of dwellings

for artisans by corporations, as at present carried

out, was totally unnecessary and extravagant.
Urdinary cottages were completely worn out in
less than one hundred years. T'his was fortu-
nate, as long before that time had elapsed most of
them were out of date, sanitarily and otherwise,
and very many of them were then in the wrong
part of the city. He suggested that the extreme
poor should be catered for by the erection of one-
story wood and galvanised -iron huts, upon land to

be purchased by corporations. These had a life

of 20 to 25 years, and ho was assured by those
who had lived in them that they were very com-
fortable. If properly protected wood were used,
the fear of fire should be almost nil, and if fire

did occur there would be little danger with
single-story buildings. At the expiration of

20 to 25 years these huts might be destroyed
and new ones erected in more convenient
positions. The increased value of the sites would
often show a good profit on the transactions.

Last year he drew attention to the danger of the

heav)- trades being driven from .Sheffield through
the administration of the by-laws, but a far more
probable cause of this was the awful increase in

the rates. A question which concerned them as

surveyors and valuers was that of street dedication

charges, and of the costly way in which road-

making was done in cases where it could be
imposed upon the owner. On the motion of Mr.
W. C. Fenton, seconded by Mr. E. M. Gibbs, a
hearty vote of thanks was acc-orded Mr. Winder
for his address. Mr. \\'. Nelson Haden then read a

paper on heating and ventilation. He described

the various methods of heating and ventilation

applicable to buildings generally. Thanks were
accorded Mr. Haden on the motion of Mr. Gibbs,
seconded by Mr. Paterson, and supported by
Messrs. W. J. Hale and C. F. Innocent.

CHIPS.
The jubilee of the consecration of .St. ChrysoE-

tom'a Church, Everton, Manchester, was celebrated

on Sunday, when the new organ built by Messrs.

Eushworth and Sons, of Manchester, was formally

presented as a memorial, together with the carved
oak case.

On Saturday afternoon the memorial -stone of a

new municipal school which is being erected in

Alfred-street, Harpurhey, was laid by Mrs. Pank-
hurst, a member of the Manchester education com-
mittee. The school will provide accommodation
for 1,100 children, and will cost £18,8.50.

At Pietermaritzburg, Natal, the Y.M.C.A. build

ings in Long Market-street are being extended, the

chief additions being a central hall and a gym-
nasium. The style adopted is a free treatment of

Renaissance, the facing materials being brick and
cement for dressings. Messrs. Stott and KirkHy
are the architects, and Mr. John Smith was the

contractor.

The Guildhall at Dsvorport, which has during
the past few years got into a disgracefully dilapi-

dated state, owmg to proposals for rebuilding on a

larger scale, has been renovated and repaired at a

cost of £600. Messrs. R. W. Pitcher and Sons
carried out the work, and the building was reopened
yesterday (Thursday).

The work of excavating for the foundations of

the new branch of the Nottingham General Dis-

pensary at Hyson Green is now proceeding apace.

The foundation of the branch will be laid by his

Worship the Mayor (Councillof Alfred Page) on
Thursday next, the 27th inst. Mr. Ernest E.
Sutton is the architect, and Messrs. Tickers and
Sons are the contractors.

The Art Memorial Co. of West Norwood have
just completed the erection of the memorial stone

to Sir Henry Morton Stanley in Pirbright Church-
yard. It was Lady Stanley's wish to find some
great monolith to maik the grave. To this end
Dartmoor was searched, and after several days a

granite block was discovered on Frenchbeer Farm.
Its extreme length was 12ft., width -tft., varying

from 2ft. to 2ft. Oin. in thickness. The owner,
Mr. Eobert Stark, and the tenant, Mr. George
Mortimer, cheerfully gave their consent to its re-

moval, and it has been erected, unhewn, at the

head of the grave. Facing it, at the foot, and at

the four corners, are smaller blocks of the same
stone, joined by a border of yew. These blocks are

erecteU juat as they were found, except that the

largest ttears a cross and the legend, " Henry
Morton Stanley, Bula Matari, lSil-1904, Africa."

A meeting was held on Tuesday at Sunderland to

discuss the scheme for a new railway between the

West of England and that place. The route planned
would connect Sunderland, Darlington, Eichmond,
and Barrow. A committee was appointed to further

the scheme, and it was agreed to approach the

Sunderland Corporation and the Eiver Wear Com-
missioners.
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TO OOBRESPONDENTS.
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. All communications should be
drawn np as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

communications respecting illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to tihe EDITOR of the Building
Nbws, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,

W.C., and not to members of the staflf by name. Delay
is not unfrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-ofllce Orders to be made payable to

Thi Strand Newspaper Company. Limited.

Telegraphic Address :—" Timeserver, London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.

Bound copies of Vol. LXXXVI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post

12a. lOd.), as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI.,
XLTX., T.TTT

,
LXI., LXn., LXrV., LXV., LXVI.,

Lxvn., Lxvrn., lxix., lxxi., lxxu., lxxttt.,
Lxxrv., lxxv., lxxvi., Lxxvn., Lxxrx.,
LXXX.. LXXXI., LXXXII., LXXXnL, LXXXIV ,

and LXXXV. may still be obtained at the game price

;

all the other bound volumes are out of print. Most of

the back numbers of former volumes are, however, to

be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers
to complete volume just ended should order at once, as

many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Butldinq News,
price '2s., post free 23. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Iim Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TEEMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
Cnited States, £1 68. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To France
;r Belgium, £1 68. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 63. Od.

regard any part of the communication, or it would
not have appeared in the Journal, and he regrets

that anything which could be understood by any-
one as making any imputation upon Jlr. Bibby
should have been published."

This paragraph appears in the issue of the

Journal for laat Saturday.

The solicitors to the authors of the statement

above referred to have informed me that, one of

their clients being out of the country, they are

unable forthwith to reply to my demand for a

withdrawal or apology, with the alternative of

legal proceedings.

As this matter is very closely connected with a

correspondence in your journal, in which I took

part some short time back, I should feel obliged

to you for inserting this letter, as I wish it to be

fully understood that the expressions of regret

above mentioned are received without prejadice

to my //(?/ rights of action against all concerned

with the issue of the statement in the Journal of

the 27th August last, of which complaint has been

made: and particularly as the circulationof mynew
book on Hospitals, shortly to be issued, may be

adversely affected by Ihe continued nonwith-

drawal of the libellous paragraph.— I am, &c.,

Georoe H. Bihuv.

69, Qaeen's-road, Twickenham,
Middlesex, Oct. 18.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Oompetition and Oontiact

Advertisements, Public Ooxnpanies, and all official

advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first

{ine counting as two, the minimum charge being 5s. for

four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and
Uiscellaneoua and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the flxst line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of
more than six insertions can be ascertained on application

to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations
Vacant" or "Situations Wanted" and "Part-
nerships" is One SUILLINO POB TWENTY-POUE "WOHDS,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. AU Situation

Adv^isem^nis must be prepaid.

•»• Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand
W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See
Notice at head of " Situations.")

Bates for Trade Advertisements on front pa^, and
vpecial and other'positions, can be obtained on application
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not lat^r than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
mast reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Eeckived.-N. D. E.-K. K.-D. D. and Co.—N. T.-
A. B. C.-New lleader.-L R. P.-O. K.

"BUILDING NEWS" DE3I0NIN0 CLUB.
Drawings Received.—" Alpha."

Contsponbtuct.

THE JOUKNAI. (IF THE IM.B.A AND
PLENUM VEXriLA.TI(>N.

To the Editor of the Buildino News.
Sill,—The Solicitors to the Koyal Institute of

British -Vrchitects and to Messrs. Spottiswooie
and Co., as publishers and printers of the above
journal, have forwarded to me a copy of the
following exprissions of regret in reference to
certain statoments made by Mesfrs. William
Henman and Thomsa Cooper (architects) and
Henry l.oa and Son (engineers), and published
in the Journal of the 27th August last :

—
"The EJitor is informed by Jlr. liibby that ho

considers the communication which appeared ia
the issue of the 27th August last contains matter
which is a libel upon him. The EJitor did not so

Mcrcommuuicati0u.

QVESTKJXS.
[12093.1—Sounding Board.—I wonder if you can

aid me ! I have promised the vicar of the church which
I attend to provide a sounding-board over the pulpit, but
do not know the prbper height from the pulpit floor to

the underside of the sounding-board. Can you or any of

your friends help me in the matter?-Isaac Hordkrn.

REPLIES.
[12096.1—Light.—The standard book on light and

air is that by Banister Fletcher, published by B. T.
Batsford, of High Holborn ; but I expect the case of

"Colls V. Home and Colonial Co.," decided against the
latter by the House of Lords not many months since, has
very much the principles enunciated in that work. I

believe the judgment has been published. Perhaps
B. T. B. may know where. Anyhow, there coul.l be no
harm in your consulting the comparatively recent work
on " Law without Lawyers," by Two Barristers, to be
seen at Finchley-road Library. —RE<iE.vT's Park.

[12097.]—Protection to Adjoining Owner.—
Binister Fletcher, on " Dilapidations," of b. T. Batsford,

High Holbom, W.C, in appendix 2, Answers to tiuestions,

gives on adjoining owner's liability to repair, thus:—
Q. If party-wall bulged or otherwise dilapidated, is lessee

liable to reinstate ? If so, can he compel adjoining
owner to contribute his share of expense towards so

doing ?—A. The fact of its being a party-wall makes no
diilerence. The same liability attaches as would to an
external or any wall. As to the second part of the

Question, adjoining owner is liable to contribute.—"The
lOndon Building Act," by Banister Fletcher, page 87 and

on, has several pages on Rights of Building and Adjoin-
ing Owner, both of B. T. Batsford, High Holborn, W.C.
—Reoknt's Park.

Mr. Joseph Turner, surveyor, of Moor Place,

Eist Grinstead, died on the r2th inst.

By notiiioation in the Lunihn Gazette Mr. Vernon
Harcourt, Professor of Engineering at ITniversity

College, London, has been authorised to accept and
wear the Conthui Cross of the Imperial Order of

Franz Jozef , conferred upon him I y the Emperor of

Aaatria, and Mr. John Alexander Craig Blue the

second class of the Imperial Ottoman Order of the

Medjidieh, conferred upon him by the Khedive of

Egypt in recognition of valuable services rendered
by him whilst in charge of the Assouan Dam and the

Assiout barrage.

The hospital at Crewkeme, erected to the memory
of her late Majesty, was opened on Tuesday by Sir

Frederick Treves. The building has cost £5,300.

Messrs. Hall and Young, Southampton -street.

Strand, W.C, were the architects, and Mr. T.

Munford, of Crewkerne, was the builder.

The London County Council have written to the

City Corporation asking them to agree to a proposal

for connecting the present tramway termini in

Blackfriars-road and Westminster Hridge-road by
the construction of tramways between these points
vi;'t Blackfriars Bridge, Victoria Embankment, and
Westminster Bridge.

The BideforJ Town Council have received 200

applications for the post of survevor of the borouah,
rendered vacant by the death of Mr. Chowius, The
salary is £100 per annum, rising to i;'200.

At the Wakefield Diocesan Conference on Tues-
day, Bishop I'Men sketched a proposal for the

restoration of St. William's College, York, for the

purposes of a church house for the northern
province, at an estimated cost of £5,000.

LEQAI. INTELLIQENOB.
" Unconscious BioAiTY " by an Architect.—

Frank James Bill, 36, architect, who pleaded guilty

at the previous Sessions to marrying Isabella Mar--
tell, his wife being then alive, was brought up for

sentence at the Central Criminal Court on Monday.
Mr. Roderick, who prosecuted, said the prisoner

was first married in April, 1890. The union was
not a happy one, and there was a deed of separa-

tion. The second marriage was solemnised in Mirch
last. Prisoner's explanation was that he '

' acted

unconsciously." It was stated that Bill was sen-

tenced in February to five months' imprisonment
for fraud. 'The prisoner now said that at one time

he was in the chief architectural department of the

Woolwich Borough Council, and had worked very

hard. While at Eistboume he received a docu-
ment which led him to beUeve that his first wife was
dead, A nominal sentence was passed, which in-

volved the prisoner's discharge, he having already
been in custody lor three mouths.

An Architect's Difficulties.—At the Win-
chester Bankruptcy-court, last week, Robert Alex-

ander Couran came up for his public examination,

and was examined by the Official Receiver. His
liabilities were £031 3s. 7d., and there were prac-

tically no assets. He was an architect by profes-

sion, and in business at Portsmouth from 1878 to

1888. He was fairly successful in his profession,

but relinquished it for a wine and spirit business at

Newbury, at a salary of £2 a week. He then went
to Basingstoke, and practised as architect and sur-

veyor, but unsuccessfully. He had £800 left him
at his mother's death, and by 1902 had got through
it all. He then consulted as to a wine and spirit

business, and he was to have one-fourth of it. Ha
felt he was not able to undertake the financial

liability of £1,000; but he signed a deed bmding
himself to purchase it, and pay in two instalments.

The deed was read over to him, but he did not fully

understand his liability. The first instalment was
not paid, and a writ was issued, and he allowed

judgment for £500 and costs to go by default. This

accounted for his present position. He was allowed

to pass.

Dajiqeeous Mateeiai in a Sewer.—At Sooth-
wark, Mr. Paul Taylor has given his decision in

seven summonses taken out by Mr. E. J. Tackley,

on behalf of the London County Council, against

the British Oil and Cake Mills Co., for allowing
to flow into the sewer from their premises, the

Union Old Mills, Rotherhithe- street, certain trade

refuse which, either itself or in conjunction with

other matter in the sewer, was dangerous to health.

Mr. Dumas ropresented the London County Council

;

and Mr. Cunningham Glen, instructed by Messrs.

Miller and Sons, defended. The seven summonses re-

lated to different days. It was alleged that oily matter

was allowed to enter the sewer from the defendants'

drain. This matter accumulated at the siphon,

preventing the passage of sewage, and in conse-

quence an overpowering smell was created. .\u

inflammable vapour also formed sometimes and
caused several explosions. As the result of one

explosion two sewer men were injured. For the

defence it was declared that the arrangements
were such that a very small quantity of oil

could get into the sewer. This fact was proved
by the samples taken on behalf of the Loudon
County Council in the sewer near the drain.

The defendants denied that the accumulation

of oil at the siphon had anything to do with them,

and contended that other premises in the vicinity

might be responsible. Mr. Paul Taylor said that

after mature consideration he had come to the con-

clusion that the Council ought to succeed. In his

opinion the catch-pit on the defendants' premises

was defective, and did not prevent the black, oily

mass from entering the sewer. The defendants

were ordered to pay lOs. floe and 10 guineas costs.

Domestic Troubles of an Arciutkct.—William
Lockwood, described as an architect, Southgate-

road, Canonbury, was summoned on Friday for

having, as was alleged, wUfuIly neglected to pro-

vide his wife, Ellen Mary Lockwood, now of 87,

St. Augustine's-road, Camden-square, with reason-

able maintenance, and thus caused her to leave and
live separately from him. Mr. Frtke Palmer now
stated that since applying for a summons he had
discovered that as the neglect to maintain had
extended over six months the magistrate had no
jurisdiction, but that he was entitled to a summons
for desertion. He asked the magistrate to amend
the summons to one for ctesertion, and grant the

wife a judicial separation, with an allowance of

LI a week and £3 7s. costs. The magistrate made
an order accordingly.

More Tamwoeth Amenities.—At Tamworth, on
Tuesday, Frederick George Allien, boker, a meml^er

of the "Tamworth Board of C.uardiaua, and deputy

mayor, brought a summons for threats against

,Tame3 William (iodderidge, architect and surveyor,

of Timworth. Coniplainnnt said on October 1 he

attended a committee meeting of the hoard of

guardians, and, while addressing the board, Mr.
(iodderidge, who is architect to the board, got up, an 1

' telling him to come outside, said he would wring his
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neck and smash his face. He also called him ** a
little imp." On going outside after the meeting,
Mr. Gooderidge came forward in a threatening atti-
tude and challenged him to come on the grsen, and
said hewould break hie neck. He believed the defend-
ant, if he had the opportunity, would do him some
serious injury. Mr. Barnes contended that, on Mr.
Antonys own evidence, it was clear that he was not
in bodily fear, and Mr. Godderidge had not the
slightest intention of touching Mr. AUton at all.

George Smith, a member of the board of guardians,
alleged that Mr. AUton's remarks reflected oo Mr.
Godderidge in his professional capacity. He con-
sidered Mr. Godderidge would be certainly justified
in using almost any language within an ace of what
he did say. Richard Thirlby, another member of
the board, said he considered the remarks made by
Mr. AUton unmistakably reflected on Mr. God-
deridge in his professional capacity. The Bench
came to the conclusion that there were no threats
in the sense of bodily fear, and the case was dis-
missed.

STATUES, UESTOBIALS, &c.
Kensington. — Princess Louise (Duchess of

Argyll) on Wednesday unveiled a column which has
been erected in the open space in Kensington High-
street, opposite St. Mary Abbot's Church, by the
inhabitants of Kensington as a memorial to Queen
Victoria. The monument consists of a curved
pedestal, Sft. Gin, in height, in fine-axed Correnuie
granite. Affixed on the principal face is a bronze
tablet, which bears the following inscription :

—** In
memory of Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen
Victoria, born in Kensington Palace, 24 May, 1S19.
This column was erected by the inhabitants of the
Royal Borough of Kensington, 1904. Lewis H.
Isaacs, Mayor. W. Chambers Leete, Town Clerk.
H. L. Florence, Architect." The pedestal, which
is surmounted by a bronze wreath of olive
leaves, supports a column 22ft. 9in. in height, com-
posed of a base, annulet, and cap of white Pentelicus
marble, the intermediate shafts being in polished
red Oorrennie granite. The annulet in the centre
of the column has carved on it a portrait bust of the
late Queen, and is connected with the column by a
band of ornament encircling the words " Victoria,
Queen and Empress." The capital is a variation of
that of the Ionic order, carved in large angle volutes
and surrounded above the necking with a band of
acanthus leaves. This cap, which is 3ft. Sin. square,
is carved out of one block of Greek marble. On the
square abacus stands a bronze terminal containing
a vase and flame in red polished granite, the flame
being gilded. The total height of the memorial is

35ft. 9m. above the street refuge on which it stands.

Westminstee Abbey.—A memorial brass was
laid on the grave of Dean Bradley at the west end
of the south aisle of the nave of Westminster Abbey,
on Thursday week. The brass was executed from a
design by Mr. John Clayton. In general conception
it follows one on the tomb of Dr. William Bill,
Queen Elizabeth's first dean, who died in l.iGO. In
the centre is a small figure of the late dean, vested
in a cope and wearing the chain and jewel of the
Order of the Bath ; in his hands is the chalice of the
coronation.

Messrs John Smith and Sons, Midland Clock
Works, Derby, have just received an order for a
large clock with three dials, to be placed in St.
Patrick's Church, Newry, Ireland. It is to be
fitted with all the latest improvements, and generally
to the designs of Lord Qrimthorpe.

At a special meeting of the Perth Town Council
on Thursday night in last week a proposal to
accept offers for the reconstruction of Perth tram-
ways from horae haulage to electric traction was
carried by thirteen votes to nine, against two
amendments, the one being to take a plebiscite of
the ratepayers, and the other to continue the horse
haulage for a further period of three years. The
offers thus accepted amount to £42,862 14s. 2d.,
with £2,000 for engineers' fees, &c., and this, added
to the price paid to the old company and Parlia-
mentary expenses, amounting to £23,430 12s., makes
a total cost of £68,292 63. 2d.

The corporation of Southampton have had some
correspondence with the London and South- Western
Riilway Company as to the possibility of rebuilding
the very narrow highway bridge at Northam over
the company's lines. The engineer to the railway
company, Mr. J. W. Jacomb Hood, after consulta-
tion with the borough engineer, Mr. Crowther,
submitted a plan for widening the bridge to 40tt.,
and stated thit the estimated cost was £1.5,000, in
addition to about £5,000 compensation for property
required for widening the approaches. If the
company wished at some future time to widen the
line beneath and extend without widening the
bridge the cost was estimated at £10,000, and the
railway compmy offered to carry out the improve-
ments if the other £10,000 were voted them. After
a long discussion the corporation have decided to
offer £2,000 only, a proposal by a committee to grant
£5,000 being rejected.

WATEB SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Bath Waterwoeks Extension.—The mayor
inaugurated, on Friday, the latest extension of the

Bath Waterworks, The ceremony of turning the

water into the newly-laid main to the city was per-

formed by the mayor at Oakford, in the St. Cathe-
rine's Valley, the company including Mr. W. Fox
(the engineer) and Mr. G. G. Lynge (representing

the firm of Edmund Nuttall and Co., of Manchester,
the contractors). The work, which has been carried

out under a special Act of Parliament, has cost over

£40,000. The principal visible work is the collecting

tank at Oakford, which holds 500,000 gallons.

Intekcepting Traps Condemned.—A meeting
of the Yorkshire branch of the Sanitary Inspectors'

Association was held at Pudsey on Saturday, the

president (Mr. T. Pridgin Teale, F.R.S.) occupying
the chair. Mr. James Belford read a paper on
practical drainage. He spoke of the need for con-
tinuous inspection during the progress of the work,
and urged that every sanitary inspector should be a
practical man, so as to be able to detect at once
when work was being scamped. Dealing with the

question of efficient drainage and ventilation of

drains, Mr. Belford condemned intercepting traps

as being dangerous on all classes of drains, and as

being the cause of many serious outbreaks of

illness. In regard to ventilation, the system of

double-trapping of house drains ought also to be

discarded, as well as the practice of collecting gases

in one area and discharging them by one large shaft.

He advocated the use of hundreds of smaller shafts

carried to house gables, and as far away from
windows as possible. Inspection chambers in asso-

ciation with intercepting traps were also condemned
as being more dangerous than useful. In the course
of the discussion some speakers defended the inter-

cepting trap, and others agreed with the opinion
expressed in the paper.

CHIPS,
Mr, Stephen Wilkinson, architect and surveyor,

of Chester-le-Street, and Mosley Chambers, New-
castle-upon-Tyne, has taken the oaths and qualified

as a magistrate for the county of Durham,

The Whitstable Trust Schools are being warmed
and ventilated by means of Shorland's patent
Manchester grates, patent ridge ventilators, and
special inlet panels, the same being supplied by
Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Manchester,

The foundation-stone of the Carnegie Free
Library for Taunton was laid by the Mayor, on
Friday, in Corporation-street. The town council
were some time ago indnced to adopt the Free
Library Acts by the offer of Mr. Andrew Carnegie
to provide the sum of £5,000 for the erection of a
building, and they offered prizes for the best plans,
with the result that the first premium was awarded
to Mr. Alexander Little, of the firm of Messrs.
Colborne, Little, and Goodison, of London. The
building, which was illustrated in our issue of
March IS of the present year, will be in the Tudor
style. The contract for the building was secured
by Mr. T. H. Moggridge, of Taunton, while Mr. G.
Parsons, of Bristol, is acting as clerk of the works.

The death occurred on Friday last of Mr. Fred
Yeates, of the firm of George Yeates and Sons,
auctioneers, Worcester. The deceased gentleman,
who had been in business about 35 years, was one of

the earliest members and Fellows of the Auctioneers'
Institute, and a member of the committee of the
Midland branch. He was 50 years of age.

On Friday evening Lord Londonderry formally
opened the new Sheffield Conservative Club in

King-street. What was previously the WhamcUffe
Hotel has been split up into meeting-rooms, billiard,

reading, and card rooms, and bedrooms. The
furnishing and decoration of the rooms was intrusted
to Messrs. Cockayne and Messrs. Johnson and
Appleyard, all of Sheffield.

The foundation-stone of a church house was laid

on Saturday in Lemon-street, Tyldesley. The
building, which is estimated to cost about £1,700,
will contain a gymnasium, games-room, billiard-

room, reading-room, and committee-room,

Mr. G.Washington Browne, R.S.A., F.R.I.B.A,
has been elected to fill the vacancy on the Guildry
Council of Edinburgh.

The Hindley District Council have accepted the
resignation of Mr. A Holden, their surveyor.

Mr. Thomas M. Batchen, C.E. , formerly principal

assistant, Highland Railway, Inverness, has been
appointed engineer to H.M. Board of Works of

Ireland.

The national memorial erected to the Emperor
Frederick was unveiled at Berlin on Tuesday, and
the Emperor Frederick Museum was opened at the
same time. Among the company were Sir Edward
Poynter, President of the Royal Academy, and Sir

Caspar Purdon Clarke, Director of the Art Museum
at South Kensington.

••

—

PuoiEssoR Ernest Gauuner delivered on
Jlonday afternoon the first of a course of eight
lectures on Greek Archicology in Relation to

Literature in the Botanic Theatre, University
College, Ciower- street. The lecturer urgtd that

literary scholarship had become too exclusive, and
some knowledge of arch;eology, as well as of

language, was required. Archiuology had been
described as the study of the monuments of human
activity ; but in many cases it was not easy to

draw a hard-and-fast line between the two studies

—to say exactly where arch;eology ended and
literature began, and this was especially so with
respect to inscriptions. They, however, were
more immediately concerned with the great class

of monuments connected with Greek art, and
especially with architecture, sculpture, and paint-

ing. They must get some acquaintance with the

principles and conventions of ancient art, or they
would go astray. For example, Homeric scenes

were constantly represented with the accessories

familiar to the painters o£ the Fourth and Fifth

Centuries before our era. The specimens of CTreek

art with which they had to do were not the work
of great masters ; and the manner had been called
" comprehensive," inasmuch as successive scenes

were depicted, thus differing from the modern
plan of representing a particular point in a story.

Representations of the death of Troilus and the

death of Astyanas were given in illustration nli

conventional methods, and of the manner in

which the two legends had been confueed and
blended. Figures of gritiins, gorgons, and
chimferas seemed to have grown out of what
were originally decorative forms, and to these

existing myths had been fitted.

The presidential address which Dr. J. F. J.

Sykes, the medical officer of health for the Metro-
politan Borough of St. Pancras, and Lecturer on
Public Health at Guy's Hospital, delivered at the
annual meeting of the Incorporated Society of

Medical OlBeers of Health on Friday evening, is

likely to be the last address of the kind to be
given in the society's rooms in Adelphi-terrace,

for, with two dissentients, the members present

adopted a recommendation that i house in another
part of London shall be taken on lease as their

future offices and place of assembly. Dr. Sykes
took as his subject the relation of public health to

architecture, and urged that the work of medical
officers and that of architects must harmonise for

the public good, (iuestions affecting the width
and formation of streets, so as not only to meet
traffic requirements, but to secure circumtiation,

are, he said, in a fair way towards settlement

;

but he considers this country far behind the

Continent generally, and the German Empire in

particular, in the adoption of the measures
necessary to prevent the haphazard extension of

towns and consequential endless difficulties as to

light, air, and open space. The regulation of the

construction of courts within buildings, he
declared, is still very unsatisfactory. Dr. Sykes
exhibited drawings of many types of flats, and
insisted upon the necessity of greater attention

being given to hygienic errors in the arrangement
and construction of these composite buildings.

He described it as one of the fundamental errors

of present administration that medical officers have
no opportunity to giving advice in regard to pro-

posed buildings, and said that, as curative medicine
was followed by preventive medicine, so curative

sanitation is impatient to be followed by a new
era of preventive sanitation.

An addition to the collections of the Birmingham
Art Cxallery, consisting of about 500 drawings by
Dante Ciabriel Rossetti and Sir Edward Burne-
Jones, was publicly opened on Saturday. They
have been gradually gathered together, during
many years, by Mr. Fairfax Murray, who in his

early days Avas closely identified with both artists.

Sketches for most of Rossetti's famous pictures

are shown, including all his drawings for Moxon's
"Tennyson," the drawings for the frescoes at

the Union in Oxford, all the various studies for

"Found," "Mary Magdalen," "The Loving
Cup," "The Prince's Progress," " Lilith, the

Beloved," &c. The Burne-Jones series contains

some of his designs for stained glass and a varied

lange of studies for "St. George and the

Princess," " Theophilus and the Angel," "The
Hours," "The Fates," "The Lament," "Chant
d'Amour,'' and many others, together with a

series of fine portrait heads, studies of draperies,

Sec. In addition, there are examples of the work
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of Frederick Sandys, Ford Madox Brown, and
Boyce. Mr. Middlemore, M.P., has presented

to the gallery the series of oil paintings

•'Pygmalion and the Image." The whole of

the drawings are hung in the upper galleries of

the Industrial Hall and go completely round the

building.

The public works committee of the Cardiff

Corporation have often discussed and reguUrly
rejected certain plans submitted by ilr. Elwio
Seward, Iv.C..\., for converting residences in

Newport-road into shop premises. The com-
mittee appears to at lengt*! recognise that the

commercialising of this portion of the thorough-
fare comes as the natural result of electric car

development at this point, for the plans having
been yet again presented on Thursday in last

week were approved. A future widening of

Xewport-road opposite the infirmary is allowed

for, and a handsome corridor of shops, in addition

to four large shops on a new frontage line, is to

be erected. These are to be carried out by a

limited company, some fourteen new shops being
•established in the first instance. The corridor

will have a gallery and glazed arch roof above
soaie portion, the tiatsoverthe Xewport-road shops
being arranged as roof gardens. Facing the front

the corridor will form a covered way convenient
as a shelter.

Good progress is being made with the work of

altering the front of Buckingham Palace, and it

is expected that the change will be completed in

about three weeks. The re-erected railings are

being gilded at the top. The omamentition of

the old stone pillars has been preserved, and on
the new pillars the monogram " E.R." is being
carved. The two principal fiank pillars, one near
the foot of Constitutional Hill, and tho other near
Buckingham Palace-road, have projections, which
will eventually be carved to represent Imperial
crowns, and each will have for its capital a

carved globe upon which the prominent design
will be the rose, shamrock, and thistle. Between
the railings and the roadway, where people used
to stand to see the starting of Koyal processions,

the changing of the guard, and other interesting

sights, which was formerly a flat gravelled space,

has been covered with York stone, making a
pavement 30ft. broad. Each of the main gate-
ways—one opposite the Privy Purse door and the
other opposite to the equerries' entrance—has
now a smaller gateway on each side of it, and
from these to the pavement immediately in front
of the Palace buildings a paved pathway is being
made. This also was rendered necessary by the
almost dead-level of the gravelled forecourt.

L'xDKu the auspices of the Sussex Archa«-
logical Society, the photographic eurvey of Sussex
is making progress, and some photographs of
great interest have been received, notably those
from Jtr. (jerald Loder, M.P., Canon Cooper, of
Cuckfield, Jlr. W. H. Hills, and Sir. Alfred
Itoods. The subjects for recording photo-
graphically are those that have any county
interest—not only old buildings, as now existing,
but photographs of them takea from old prints,
paintings, drawings, &c., also photogriiphs of old
documents, books, maps, kc, historic trees,
landmarks, &c., while especially to be desired are
photographs illustrating old customs, some of
which are dying out—e.g., mummers, _.Iatk-in-

the-green, the doll. May-day, maying, the game
of stooi-ball, &c., whether taken from the life or
from old drawings. The hon. secretary and
treasurer of the survey is Mr. J. ('. Stenning,
Steel I'ross House, near Tunbridge Wells, and to
him all photographs, \c., should be forwarded.

Exi Av.\Tii)S.s are being made on the site of the
Koman Camp at Melandra Castle, near Glossop, a
piece of rising ground surrounded on three sides
by the River Etherow. The coins found range
from those of (ialba A.i.. 6S-9 to Carau.siiia a.d.
'2H7, with many intermediate ones. The wall is

1ft. thick, and is built of millstone grit. The
pretorium is 27.)ft. sijuare, with walls of 2ft. to
.;ft. in thickness. Fragments of pottery, of
Samian ware, of Upchurch ware, with the

'

diagonal pattern intact, and grey ware are plenti-
'

ful, and the specimens of bottle glass and what
would seem to bo bevelled window glass are of
excellent quality, some of tho glass bearing a
striking resemblance to that found at Silchester.
< »ne of the most interesting finds consists of an
intaglio formed of three layers of glass, tho figure
stamped upon it being that of a sphinx. Lead
has been found in lumps weighing up to as much
as fourteen pounds, as well as rolled sheet lead.
One of the most interesting discoveries is a com-

plete set of twenty marked Roman weights, all of

lead with one exception. The weights, which
were found close together, are nearly pfrftct,

though thickly coated with oxide, and they are

all whole multiples of the scrupulum. A leaden

lampstand is also reported. The roof tiles are

perfect enough to show very clearly the method
of joining, and a number of the nails used for

fixing the tiles have been collected. Remains of

amphor;i' and mortaria are common, the- latter

being coated within with powdered quartz ; the

hand cornmills discovered are of two kinds, and
there is an abundance of whetstones, bearing un-
mistakable evidence of having been used for

sharpening knives or swords. Among other mis-

cellaneous finds may be mentioned spearheads

(no flint implements have been discovered), a

discus, counters, and a sacrificial knife.

The excavations at the recently-discovered

ruins of John o' Gaunt's Castle at Xtwcastle-
under-Lyne are still being carried on with most
interesting results. About the centre of the east

front a fine black oak timber has been found,

standing vertically, ISin. square. It has been
proved to reach to a depth of 10ft. below the

foundations of the wall. Six feet further from
the wall a horizontal balk of timber was found
about the level of the topmost plinth. This ap-

peared to be the end of a tie-beam, in which was
a mortise hole, through which an oaken pin had
been driven. The position of these timbers leaves

no doubt that the castle moat ran at the foot of

the wall face which has been exposed, and that

the timbers were part of the drawbridge, or the

oaken piles on which it rested.

In an oSicial report on the New South Wales
hardwoods, the Government of India surmises

that for timbers such as these it will not be
necessary that the dimensions of sleepers should

be 60 large as for deodar or pine. It lays stress

on the specific gravity, the strength, and hard-
ness of the Australian timbers, and it is stated

that samples of one of the N.S.W. hardwoods
tested at the R.I.E.C. Laboratory showed a

specific gravity ranging from 1,142 to 1,150.

Its transverse strength was extremely great,

while the Colonial records prove that its " life
"

value, as gauged by bridges and wharf building,

is from 30 to 50 years.

Two important works of restoration have, s.ay8

the Ttilil, t, just been completed in the Vatican.

In the library the damage done by the fire last

year has not only been repaired, but measures
have been taken to render a repetition of the

danger as remote as potsible. The old wooden
roof of the injured gallery has been replaced by
a stone ceiling, which is also to be utilised as the

floor of a terrace opening on one of the most
beautiful views to be had in Rome. At the same
time the scaffolding is being removed from the
Sistine Chapel, and visitors will be once more
privileged to study the marvellous creations of

Michael Angelo on the roof. Happily they have
not been "restored"—only preserved, and they
may last for two or three centuries longer without
causing further solicitude. It was found that

many of the most serious looking crevices in the

paintings on the roof were the result of a harm-
less joke perpetrated by Michael Angelo himself.

The story goes that the architect of the Sistine

was fond of boasting that the solidity of his roof

would defy the centuries. What was his horror,

then, to see gaping crevices in it after the artist

had finished his painting ! However that may be,

the real injuries have now been treated with the
most scientific care, and no attempt has been
made to add a tint or a line to tho frescoes.

Ix a report issued by the Foreign < Hlice, on the

trade of Panama during 1903, Mr. Claude Mallett,

the British Consul, says thiit the forests in this

newly-organised Republic abound with valuable

woods. The climatic ccnditions of some of the

interior provinces is good, but until means of

communication and transportation are provided
there will be no material developments. £325,000
is to be expended immediately for tho purpose of

carrying out public improvements in the Re-
public. A Government palace, municipal palace,

palace of justice, theatre, prison, library and
museum, univertity building, public lavatories,

schools, repairs to various thoroughfares, police

stations, and some sixty or toventy bridges, many
of them iron, for the most part of small dimen-
tions, are works to bo undertaken as soon as tho

plans and estimates, to bo presented not later

than December 31 next, are ready, after which
tenders for the execution of tho work arc to lie

solicited.

MBETINaS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
Wednesday.—Rural Housing and Sanitation Association.

Annual Meeting at 21, Park-lane, W.
3 p.m.

Thi'RSDay.—Architectural Association's Conversazione at

the Royal Architectural Museum. S p.m.

^xM i^cbjs.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
Tub Labour Makket in Septembek. — The

monthly memorandum prepared by the Labour
Department of the Board of Trade on the state of

the labour market in September is based on 4,577

returns—viz., 3,080 from employers or their associa-

tions, 1,409 from trade-unions, and 8S from other

sources. Generally speaking, employment in Sep-
tember was dull, and showetd on the whole a slight

decline as compared with August. As compared
with a year ago employment showed a decline. In
the 273 trade-unions with an aggregate membership
of 575,575 making returns, 39,005 (or 0'8 per cent.)

were reported as unemployed at the end of Sep-

tember, compared with G-4 per cent, at the end of

August, 1904, and 5-8 per cent, at the end of

September, 1903. In the building trades employ-
ment generally continued dull, and was worse than

a month and a year ago. The percentage of

unemployed trade-union members among carpenters

and joiners was 7'0 at the end of September, com-
pared with 5 9 in August, and 4-0 a year ago. The
percentage for plumbers was 9 5 at the end of

September, compared with 8 '9 at the end of August,
and 6-4 a year ago. In the furnishing and wood-
working trades employment was slack, about the

same as a month ago, and worse than a year ago.

The percentage of unemployed trade-union members
at the end of September was 7 1, as compared with
6-8 per cent, in August, and 4-5 per cent, a year

ago. The total number of workpeople involved in

disputes which began or were in progress during

September, 1904, was 13,916, compared with 12,969

in Augustand 11,577 in .September, 1903. Twenty-
one disputes began in September, involving 8,141

workpeople, compared with 15 in August and 24 in

September, 1903. Definite results were reported

«Iuring the month in the case of 25 disputes, new and
old, affecting 9,G10 workpeople. Of these disputes,

three, involving 2,302 persons, were decided in

favour of the workpeople ; 17, involving 5,256

persons, were decided in favour of the employers

;

and five, involving 2,052 persons, were compromised.

COMISINATION IN THE CoKNISII StONE TeADE.—
Intimation has been received in the Staffordshire

potteries that the proprietors of Cornish china stone,

the headquarters of which are in the neighbourhood
of St. Austell, have formed an association with the

avowed object of increasing the price of the stone,

largely used in the manufacture of pottery, and
maintaining a uniform charge. It is claimed that

for several years the business done has been un-
remunerative, and that this step is taken in order to

obtain better prices. The ag.-eement entered into

has the effect of raising the price of stone 33. to

33. OJ. per ton to flint millers, who, in their turn,

will bo compelled to raise the prices to manufac-
turers. The increased rates will take place from
Jan. 1 next. Cornish stone ia absolutely essential

to the production of pottery all over the world, the

beds elsewhere being comparatively insignificant.

The new Paisley Sanatoria for Consumptives
erected in the ground of Quarrier's Homes, Bridge
of Weir, were formally opened on Saturday by Sir

Thomas Glen Coats. The building provides accom-
modation for twelve male patients.

A serious fire took place on Tuesday on the pre-

mises of Messrs. Vigors, wholesale timber merchants,
Lot's-road, Chelsea.

The death is announced of Mr. F. S. B. Gaffney,
deputy-colonial engineer and surveyor-general,
Peuang, Straits Settlement.

.\ conversazione, to celebrata the eighth anni-

versary of the opening of the Cripplegate Institute,

will take place on Friday, Nov. 4, at 7 o'clock.

Busts of Oliver Cromwell and John Bunyan, pre-

sented by Mr. J. Pasamore Edwards, will be un-
veiled on this occasion.

Mr. Edward Smith, chairman of the Fire

Brigade Committee of the Loudon County Council,

laid, on Friilay, the foundation-stone of anew fira

station at the junction of West Ferry and East
Ferry-roads, Poplar. The new building takes the

place of the old station erected in 1876, and will

cost £11,300. Cottages at the rear will be erected

for the firemen, and the statT will consist of an
oflicer, nine firemen, and two coachmen.

.\ Parliamentary return j ust issued states that the

Historical Documents Commission so far has cost

the nation C61,noi, and tho Sewage Disposal

Commission has absorbed 127,322.
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FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned
Hardwoods,

APPL1' TO-
WM. OLIVER & SONS, LTD.,

120, Bunhill Row, LONDON, E.G.

TENDERS.
*,• Correspondeats would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of the
accepted tender : it adds to the value of the information.

AoHALEE.—For erecting labourers' cottages in the
district, for the Aghalee Rural District Council :

—
Collen, J., Portsdown (accepted) £157 10s. each

BoLTRNETiLLE, BIRMINGHAM.—Fot buildiDg elementary
ddy-Bchools. Mr. Alexander M. Harvey, architect ;

—
Bowen, J., and Sons, Balsall Heath £19,330

(Accepted.)

Bridgwater, Somerset.—For the erection of shops
and offices. King-street, for Mr. Albert Lewis. Mr. John
Wyatt Hill, architect. Quantities supplied :

—
Geen £2,068
Stockham 2.039
Bryer 1.800
Westbury and Jarmaa 1 .680

GleedBros 1670
Fursland 1.665

(Architect's estimate. £1.715.)

Bristol.—For the erection of a Baptist school-chap si,

boundary walls, &c , at Shirehampton, Bristol. Mr. B.
Wakefield, 45, Nicholas-street, Bristol, architect. Qaaoti-
ties by Mr. H. G. Pearson. Athenjcam Chambers, Bristol

:

Stride, J., and Son. Shirehampton .. £2.207 2 9
Wilkins, R., and Son, Bristol ... 2.203
Ridd, R. F., Bristol 2.166
Cowlin. W., and Son, Bristol ... 2.16i
Perkins, J., and Son, Bristol ... 2,152
Bennett, W. and J, Bristol ... 2.070
Biss, G., and Son, Portish«ad* ... 2 04t 2
Heard, A. G., Shii-ehampton ... 1,954 10

* Accepted.

Bromley, E.—For the erection of a new public library
building at Bromley, E., for the Borough of Poplar.
Messrs. Squire, Myers, and Fetch, 3J, Old Queen-street,
Westminster, architects. Quantities by Messrs. J. Rider
Hunt and Co., ISl, Queen Victoria-street, E.G.. surveyors

A. B. C. D.
Gorham,F. J £11.162 ..£370 ..£150 ..£10.642
Mattock and Parsons ... 10,83 i ... 492 ... 143 ... 10,195
Lowe, R. A. 10.559 ... 7S5 ... 135 ... 9.639
Perry and Co 10 315 ... 525 ... 164 ... 9 626
Yates. C, and Co 10.123 ... G12 ... 113 ... 9.398
Munday, G., and Sons ... 10,020 ... 583 ... 145 ... 9,292
StimpBon and Co 9,800 ... 420 ... 150 ... 9,230
Sharpe. G 9.868 ... 500 ... 160 ... 9,208
White, A., and Co. ... 9.7i7 ... 700 ... 125 ... 8 922
Appleby, J., and Son ... 9 695 ... 650 ... 132 ... 8 913
Harris and Wardrop ... 9.393 ... 530 ... 158 ... 8.701
Lawrence, W., and Son... 9,274 ... 540 ... 150 ... 8,581
FosterBros. 9.096 ... 348 ... 150 ... 8,598
Almond, T.. and Son, Ltd. 8,995 ... 420 .. 140 ... 8,435
Westgate. W. E 9.193 ... 731 ... 15) ... 8.312
Shelboume, J., and Co. ... 9,119 ... 750 ... 160 ... 8,209
A.—Amount of tender. B.—If Monk's Park Bath

stone in lieu of Portland is used, reduction. C—If
Keene's cement dado in lieu of faience dado is used,
reduction. D.—Amount, less reduction.

Chelsea.—For the repair of the Sydney-street houses,
for the Chelsea Board of Guardians :

—
Wade, G., Arthur-street £296
Reeves, F., Upper Manor-street ... 185 10
Runham and Herbert. Kmg's-road 146
Brown, F., Langton-street 125
Holliday, j. F., Commercial-road .. 112
Rolph, W., Flood-street 96
Cole F., Wellington-street 87 2
McCarthy. P., Fulham-rnad ... 85 10
Matthews, W. H.,Shawfield-street' 69 15

* Accepted.

CoLWY.v Bay.—For laying 4in. mains in Brompton-
avenue and Llannerch-road, for the urban district council

;

Supply of mains —
Stanton Ironworks Co. (accepted), £4 10s. psr ton

For laying the same :
—

Jones, S. (accepted), 28. lid. per yard run

CoLwvN Bat.—For widening Marine-road near the
bridf^e, for the urban district council :

—
Jones, R.and W. (accepted) ... £120 13 11

Greenwich, S.E.—For the supply of the centrifugal
and other pumps, motors, strainers, &c., required for use
in connection with the first portion of the Greenwich
generating station, for the London County Coimcil ;

—
Barclay, A-, Sons, and Co., Ltd.,
Kilmarnock £10,500

Electrical Co , Ltd., London ... 10,3i9 10
Johnson and Phillip3, Ltd.. London 10,228 15
Scott. E., & Mountain, Ltd.. New-

castle-on-Tyne ... 9,921 3
British Westinghouse Electric and
ManufacturingCo., Ltd.. London 9,807

Allen, W. H., Son, and Co., Ltd.,
Bedford ... ... 9,800

BrucePeeble8icCo..Ltd.,Edinboro' 9,795
Vickers, Sons, & Maxim, Sheffield 9,071

Entwisle and Gasa, Ltd., Bolton ...
j ^-J^^ ^ ^

Gwynnes, Ltd.. London 8,575
C)chrane, J., Barrhead, GUsgow ., 8.500
Electric Construction Co.. Ltd.,
Widverhampton (accepted) ... 8,C83

M rjlees-Watson Co., Lt.d. (iacom-
p'ete tender) 652

Thom. J., Pfttricroft, Laacs (inoom-
plete tendn-) 12D 10

Greesw icH.—For the supply, delivery, and erection of
the steam, exhaust, and other piping, valves, &c

,

required for the first portion of the Greenwich generating
station, for the London County Council :

—
Eraser. J., and Son. London ...£15,463 9
Moore. J. G.. Hartlepool 11.940 18 9
Hetlord and Shuttlewood, Ltd.,

Leicester 11,513 3 6
Potter. T.. and Sons, London ... 11,247 2 3
Mnsgrave. J., & Sons. Ltd.. Bolton 11,242 7 4
Westwood and Wrights, Brierley
HiU. Staffs 10,601

Le Bas. E , and Co., London .. 10 592 15
Pigsott. T., and Co., Ltd., Bir-
mingham 10.55) 10

Aiton and Co., London 10 530 19 6
Foster Bros., Ltd . Wednesbury ... 10,145 14 11
Russell. S., and Sods, Leicester ... 10,095 19
Mechan and Sons, Ltd., Glasgow
and London 9 881 5

StirhngBoilerCo., Ltd., Motherwell 9 792 15 9
Spencer, J., Ltd., Wednesbury' ... 9,785 2

* Accepted.

Greenwich.—For the supply, delivery, and erection of
the condenser and other piping, valves. &c., required for
the first portion of the Greenwich generating station, for
the London County Council :

—
Clayton. Goodfellow, and Co., Ltd.,
Blackburn £11,663

Westwood and Wrights, Brierley
Hill, Staffordshire 8,473

Sheepbridge Coal and Iron Co.,
Chesterfield 8 014 8

Le Bas, E., and Co., London ... 7 430 9 2
Musgrave, J., & Sons, Ltd. London 7 365
Holwell Iron Co., Ltd., Melton
Mowbray .*, ... 6.974 12 5

Aiton and Co., London 6.910 15 10
Spencer, J., L^d.. Wednesbury ... 6,725 2 10
Sir Hiram Maxim's Electrical
Engineering Co., London ... 6 486 12 3

Oakes, J., and Co.. Alfreton* ... 6,418 13 1
*Accepted.

Haokn-ey. N.E.—For partitions at Wilton-street school.
Central Hackney, for the L C.C. Educition Comtnittee :

—
Shurmur, W. ^accepted) £234

HoLEEACH.—For the erection of a new chapel for the
Primitive Methodists at Park Coates Farm, Whaplode ;—

Whitmore and Son, Lynn £269
Baker and Brett, Spalding 231 16
Bone. P., Sutton Bridge 23i IS 6
Baker and Brett, Moultou Chapel .. 218 11

IsLis-GTos. N".—For works at Vittoria-place School, for
the London County Council Education Committee :

—
Bouneau, H. (accepted) £444 10

Lewisham.- For beating apparatus at Holland-road
school, Lewisham, for the L.C.C. Education Committee : —

May, J. & F., Whetstone Park, N.... £i2J
(Accepted.)

London.—For works at Clyde-street pupil teachers'
centre, for the L C.C. Education Committee :

—
Lathey Brothers (accepted)... .. £412

London, S.E.—For the supply of three electric-car
traversers, two required for the New Cross car-sheds and
one for the Camberwell car-shed of the Council tram-
ways, for the London County Council :

—
Headerson, J. M., & Co , Aberdeen £2,406
Buchanan, J., and Son, Liverpool .. 2,299 11 6
Cowans, Sheldon, and Co., Ltd

,

Carlisle 1,955
Blackwell, R. W., and Co., Ltd

,

London 1,950
Heenm & Froude, Ltd.. Worcester 1,872 3
Brush Electrical Eugineeriog Cj..

Ltd.. Loughborough .. 1.850
Dick, Kerr, and Co., Ltd., Lonlon 1,828 4

Hitchin, J., and Son, Ltd , Halifax
\ \ ^j^ J^ g

Kansomes & Rapier, Ltd , Ipswich \ 2,'0C5 10
andLondon .. ( l,7d5 10

Hurst. Nelson, and Co., Ltd.,
Motherwell 1,616 8

Jessop and Appleby Bros., Ltd.,
Leicester 1,534 6 6

Musker. C. and A. (1901), Ltd.,
Liverpool (accepted) 1,436 10

London, W.C—For building Kemble-street House, for
the London County Council :

—
Lovatt. H., Ltd., London and
Wolverhampton £51,6^0

Lawrence and Sons. 11-16, Whirf-
road. City-road. E 49.972

Foster and Dicksee, Rugby 49,576
Holloway Bros. { London) , Ltd

.

,

Belvedere-road. 8.E 43,30D
Leslie and Co., Ltd., St. James's
House, Kensington-square, W. .. 49,130

Higgs, F. & H. F.. Station Works,
Loughborough Junction. S.E. ... 48,430

Mowlem, J., and Co.. Grosvenor
Wharf, Westminster, S.W. ... 48,241

Kirk and Randall, Warren-lane
Works. Woolwich, S.E 48,237

Wall. C , Ltd., Upceme-road,
Chelsea, S.W 47,000

HoUoway. H. L., Toion Works,
Deptford. S.E."- 46,100

• Recommended for acceptance.

Norwich.—For alterations to Old Thatched House and
building new ballroom. All Saints' Green, Norwich.
Mr. J. Owen Bond, 15, Upper King-street, Norwich,
architect :

—
Uiting, S. W £3.078
Smith, J. 8 3.020
Youngs, J., and Son 2.989
Gill, T. ... 2.987
Holmes, J., Red Lion-st. (accepted) 2,8JG

(All of Norwich.)

Norman Cross, Hunts.—For laying water-pipes in St.

Margaret' 3-road, for the urban district council :
—

Tebbutt, A. H., Wardstone ... £52 12 6
(Accepted.)

XoRMAN Cross, Hlnts.—For kerbing. metalling, and
making-up Fellowes-road, for the urban district council

:

Clark, F. (accepted) £235

Nottingham.—For erection of warehouse, cottage3»
ifcc. Traffic-street. Nottinghim. Messrs. A. R.Calvert,
and William R. Gleave, A. R.I. B.A., 18, Low-pavement,
Nottingham, architects :

—
Whitton, W. A., and Co. (accepted) £1,183

(Lowest of twelve tenders.)

Nottingham.-For erection of shops, Colwick-road.
Nottingham. Messrs. A. R Culvert and William R.
Gleave. A.R.I.B.A., 18, Low-paveaient, Nottingham,
architects ;

—
Barlow, T., and Co. (axepted) ... £314

(L3we8t of ten tenders.)

Pevistose.—For carrying out sewage outfall works,,
for the urban district council ;

—
Freeman, Geo., & Son, Hollinwood £2,690 19 7

(Accepted.)

Penistone.—For builling an annexe to the workhou3e,
for the board of guardians ;

—
Allott, Cooke, and Haywood, Cumberworth (accepted).

Plu.msteau.—For the construction at Plumstead of
(Contract C) a portion of the new southern outfall sewer
No. 2, and of a portion of the new high-level sewer No. 2,
for the London County Council :

—
Smith, J., and Co., West Kilbride,
Ayrshire £119.135 14 10

Watt, J., Glasgow 115,815 3 6
Pearson. S., and Son, London ... 114.010 1 3
Price and Reeves. London 113 946 12 9
McAlpine, R.. and Sons. Glasgow .. 107.440 8
Bentley and Lock. Leicester ... 102,474 13 4
Coles. A. N., Plymouth 93.661 4 8
Bentley. J., Bradford 93 157 17 6
Binns, J. and T., Croydon 92 455 1'* 1
Mowlem, J., and Co , London ... 86,007 16 6
Squire. T. B.. and Co., London ... 85 7U 12 3
Kennedy. W., Ltd.. Lmdon ... 84,607 15 9
Muirhead, Greig, and Matthews,
London 83..506 15 7

Cochrane. J., and Sons. London ... 82,344 7 8
Westminster Construction C i.

.

London-' 81 285 19

Nowell, J. D., and Soqs. L^ndon .. 68,377 17 7
* Recommended for acceptance.

(Chief engineer's estimate of the cost of work,
£91,727 78. 2d. Tenders ififerred bick to the main
drainage committee )

PoLRiTAN. NEAR FowEY.—For the erection of a coast-
guard station, including chief officer's residence, and
twelve houses for the men :

—
Isitt, Fjwey (accepted).

Salisbury.—For the building of the Carnegie free-

library, for the city council :
—

Harris Brothers, Silisbjry . ... £4,271
(Accepted )

Southampton.—Revised tenders for the rebuilding of
Nos. 43 and 45, Above Bar, for the Hamnshire Alrfir}'-< r
Printing and Publishing Co . Ltd. Mr. William Burrou/h
Hill. F.8.I., Southampton, architect :

—
Wright. A., and Son. Southampton £11,075
Mayfair and Toole. Southampton .. 10.970
Harris, J., Basingstoke 10,817
Osman, F., Southtmpton 10,795
Stevens, H., and Co., South impton 10,773
Cawte, H., Southampton 10,763
Jenkins and Sons. Southampton ... 10,576
Nichol, J., Southampton 10,513
Golding and Ansell. Southampton .. 10,200
Dyer and Sons, Southampton* ... 9,998

* Accepted.

Waltbamstow.—For the erection of Mission-grove
School, for the urban district couacil. Mr. H. Prosser,

M.S. A., architect and surveyor. Quantities by Mr.
G. T. G. Wright. F.S.I.. 3, Great Winchester-strest, E.G. r

. £11,715
11.700
11.700
11,500
11,355

'

11,000
10,721

10,674
10,657
10,497

10,200
9 965

Dean, J. and J., Walthimrtow
Martin, Wells, and Co.. V'auxhall .

Stimpson and Co., Battersea
Sands and Burley Waltbamstow .

Myall and Upson Clacton-on-Se i

.

Pollard & Brand. South Tottenhim
Evans, R. and E., Peckham
Lawrence and Son, Waltham Cris-* 10,692

Battley, Sons, and Holne-s, Old
Kent-road

Biteman, A. J., Ramsey, Hunts
Kuight and Sons. Totteaham
Coxhead, F. J.. Leytonstone
Rowley Bros., Tottenham* ...

* Accepted.

Whitechapel. E.—For work to offiiies at Chicksand-

street school, Whitechapel, for the L.C.C. Education
Committee :

—
Bull. F. (accepted) £329

BEST BATH STONE.
HARTHAM PARK, BOX 6R0UND,

AND GORSHAM.
Every Block Branded with our Registered Trade Mark

HARSH, SON, & GIBBS, Ltd,,
CHIEF OFFICES—

9reat Western Chambers, Bailway Place,
Bath.

LONDON OFFIOES-
18, Oreat Western Boad, Faddin^on, W.
WORKED STONE A SPECIALITY.
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MATERIALS, SYSTEMS, AND TYPES.

SYSTEMS of construction and new ma-
terials are beginning to "bulk" very

largely in the mentel vision of the architect.

He sees before him an overwhelmirig number
of materials and methods which alone would
require several weeks or months of hard
thought and labour to digest, or a system of

construction which alone would take a life-

time to understand and develop. Is it pos-

sible for him to comprehend, much less to

grasp, their use and possibilities so as to be
able to apply thom practically when an oppor-
tunity offers itself ? They must be examined i

and understood ; it will not do simply to
(

specify them and throw the responsibility of

their employment, success or failure, on the

manufacturers or contractors. We know
this is done. An architect is highly recom-
mended a new brick or tile, or a newly-
patented fitting, or he simply selects it from
catalogues of a well-known firm, and at once
gives it a trial in a new building. The
result may or not be satisfactory, but the
architect gets the credit of the selection.

Probably there is something much better in

the markets of which he knows nothing.
Then, again, there are systems of construc-
tion, but the architect is left to apply them
to particular purposes. We take reinforced

concrete for an example. An architect wishes
to erect a factory with several floors, and he
knows that steel concrete has been successfully

used in the United States and other countries.

He wishes to apply the system. He must
know something about it before he can make
the detail drawings and specify. To do this

he must master the subject, select a parti-

cular system, and draw and specify what he
wants. It is open to him to employ an
expert to make the details and specification,

and probably this is the only course to adopt
if he has not studied the subject ; but this

delegation of duty is not always satisfactory.

At least, with this material the architect seems
the right person to shape the material and
its sections, the reinforcement being left to
the expert. Other systems of construction
leave little to the architect : he has only to

select the one which he thinks suitable, as,

for example, a system of firepoof flooring or
an iron door. The invention is complete in

itself. The n\imber of appliances in the
market is perplexing, and there is probably
only one or two of them that is really adapted
for a particular building. It is the rivalry
between these methods which becomes the
trouble to the inexperienced architect. The
claims of each and its advantages are set
forth in catalogues, and expatiated upon by
energetic canvassers. He must see them all

to understand them. The manufacturers
refer to certain executed buildings in which
they have been successfully adopted; but
these are of various kinds and adapted to
different purposes, so that it not so easy a
matter to make a choice. The only way is to
understand each system before deciding
upon the employment of any. Whether it

is required to carry a great load, a dead or
living weight, or to be fireproof, above
every other consideration; whether it is

best solid or hollow, composed largely of
concrete, or hollow by the use of colhilar
fireclay materials in the sliapo of arches,
tubes, or lintels ; whether the ceiling is to
form part of the structure or bo suspended

;

if it is to be deep or shallow; whether the
iron or steel girders are to bo exposed or
encased by fireclay or concrete are the points to
be determined before selecting one. Recom-

mendations or testimonials, as a rule, do not

disclose the answers to such questions. The
buildings themselves, the loads to be carried,

and main objects of each system must be
judged by themselves. A system or patented

method is often recommended even by a

professional man quite disinterested in the

manufacture, because it has been used by
him, and for no other or better motive. The
"wish is father to the thought"; it is a
desire to justify oneself ; a willingness to

believe the system he has employed is the

best, even although his knowledge of other

methods is very limited. We have found
this to be one of the weak points of recom-
mendation of all kinds of goods. Then, some-
times, ulterior motives prevail—the desire to

recommend a certain firm, even to accept

an illicit commission for recommendation, or

other personal consideration ; but of these

we forbear to speak, though it is not an
uncommon experience of the profession.

Guessing is often responsible for the mis-
takes made by the profession in the

choice of materials and systems of con
struction. As one writer has put it very
well, the English mind is prone to accentuate
individualism, which is one of the first effects

of the critical process due to the overthrow
of tradition and authority ; and the more
uninstructed or ill-informed the person is,

the more he is given to the habit of guessing
in the larger questions of life, as those of

politics or theology. With the ordinary or

uninstructed client or amateur, no longer
restrained by authority or scientific training,

the habit is common, and the profession too

often admit the vagaries of clients instead of

correcting. In an age of eclecticism like the
present, the mischief increases : it is quite
opposed to science and all definite teaching,
to methods based on knowledge or principles.

In architectural matters like plan, design,

and construction and decoration, the amateur
thinks he has a right to have his opinion.

But the remedy is certainly not to be found
in watering down what is true and correct to

suit the popular mind ; for if we permitted
this there would be little art left, and archi-

tecture would be reduced to a very unreal
and chaotic condition. If the architect

allowed his client to dictate to him in a
question of plan or style of building, he could
no longer claim to be an authority ; it would
be a tacit admission that his client was right,

and his professional opinion would be worth
very little, and it would be giving himself
and his case away, if he allowed his client to

select a scheme of decoration or a wallpaper
which was not in accordance with good taste.

And the same applies to the selection of

materials, methods, or types. Once allow the
client to see that anyone can choose what he
likes ; that it is a matter of guessing to decide
on a thing, and the architect at once " gives
away " his professional knowledge, and very
materially weakens his position as a skilful

adviser. There is a great deal too much
guesswork in selecting and specifying
materials and articles for building—too little

inquiry and examination. But the architect

in these days has not much time to inquire
into the merits of everything he uses ;—thej'

are far too numerous. So if he cannot obtain
a recommendation, he makes a hapha/,ard
guess. Materials — under which general
term we include bricks, tiles, limes and
cements, timber, iron and steel, paints and
varnishes, and their natural and physical
properties, and a variety of manufactured sub-
stances—are now too multifarious to be fully
mastered. Even such points as the qualities

and durability of any natural substance, like

stone, its chemical composition, and the
action of the atmosphere upon it, is almost a
special study re<|uiring considerable ex-
perience; so that in selecting a particular
stone for a given purpose, a superficial know-
ledge of stones and their qualities is not
enough. The architect ought to bo able to

determine its chemical constituents, and to

find out, if the stone is for a town building

exposed to smoke or acid fumes, whether it

contains a considerable quantity of calcium

carbonate, as if it does the acids will seriously

injure it. Whether it has a crystalline struc-

ture, is homogeneous or close-grained are

more important indications of its durability

than any general opinion or statement made
by quarrymen and others. Bricks and tiles

abound, and the architect specifies those goods

in which he has every confidence from their

reputation, such as the Suffolk or Bracknell

T.L.B. facings or " red rubbers." But
the architect can simplify—he can often

select a few out of each class of goods

which are typical of the rest and have

the best qualities. Thus, he can remember
a few stones, or two or three kinds

of bricks which suit his purpo.=e, and these

he can obtain some information about. Ex-
perience will point to the few which can be

relied upon; and the same with facing-bricks,

such as the "Ruabon " pressed facing-bricks,

or moulded bricks, or the terrrcotta for

architectural purposes, such as the Hathern
Station manufacturers' well-known and re-

liable goods. Then there are bricks used for

special constructional purposes, like Cliff and
Son's " grip " wall tiles, Shoppee's dovetailed

bricks, Hall's hanging tiles, 'TUtman's patent

partition bricks—each having a special merit.

Paving bricks are a large class, comprising

some excellent kinds of granite-concrete,

non-absorbent, without joints, like Wilkin-

son's, and the well-known " Granolithic
"

materials, which are only to be seen and tried

to be convincing. Take again cements and
plasters for every use, for fireprooting, damp-
resisting, decoration. These may all be
classified under two or three heads, natural

and artificial, and an elementary knowledge of

chemistry is all that is necessary in deter-

mining the properties of those in the market.

The addition to plasters of substances like

borax, to enable the plaster to set steadily, so

as to be painted at once, distinguish the

compositions. The architect should become
familiar with certain essentials of limes and
cements. The character and uses of pure or

"fat" limes and hydraulic limes ought
to be learned, their composition, and set-

ting powers. Keene's, Parian, Martin's and
Robinson's cements are produced by recal-

cining plaster of I'aris with different sub-

stances according to one authority ; and it is

necessary first to learn that plaster of Paris

is calcined gypsum, which, when mixed into

a paste, sets very quickly, as the basis of

many cements of a quick - setting quality.

The "effects of sand in reducing the strength

of I'ortland cement, the qualities which go
to make up a good cement, such as weight,

fineness, tensile stress, which can all be
tested; the ingredients which combine to

make a good concrete, the proportion of

cement, sand, and shingle or oroken stone

are indispensable points. In short, limes,

cements, plasters, concrete form a sufficiently

large class of materials to perplex the young
practitioner. Their qualities and merits can

only be acquired by careful investigation and
experience.

Again, with such materials as timber, the

development of building and various industries
has materially increased the importation of

foreign varieties of wood, and have made it

necessary for the architect to extend his

knowledge; but for all practical purposes

good timber is characterised by certain

definite attributes —the wood to be uniform in

colour and straight in fibre, free from large

dead knots and shakes ; the annual rings

should be uniform, dose in grain, and the

wood sonorous when struck. For all practical

purposes, the architect may bo satisfied if ho

knows a few of the leading varieties or species

of the two groat classes of hard and soft wood
used in building. Ho ought to know that

oak comes from other countries as well as from

England ; from .Vmerica, Holland, and the

Baltic, though of loss strength and hardness
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than our own growth. He should learn that
wainscot oak comes chiefly from Holland and
Eiga ; with respect to soft woods, he should
know the characteristic qualities ot the best
timber from Memel, Dantzic, and Riga, and
where the best deals come from, and their

qualities ; as well as the American pine—red
and yellow. At no previous time in the
history of architecture have iron and the
metals become so important an industry. It

is required, at least, for the architect to under-
stand a few fundamental facts about smelting
ores ; what effect carbon has in the iron ; that
the materials produced from pig-iron differ

according to the percentage of carbon con-
tained, from cast iron, which contains a large
proportion of carbon, to wrought iron which
has none, while steel contains a small per-
centage

; that there are different methods of

making iron, such as the Bessemer process,
the open-hearth, or the Siemens process, &c.
And, of course, there are certain character-
istics that should be acquired, such as "grey"
cast iron, the darkest of which is best fitted

far delicate castings ; a lighter grey, harder,
and usad for girders ; and a still lighter kind,
more brittle, used for heavy castings.

When we pass from materials to types of

construction, we enter another and a more
complex region of inquiry. Here the archi-

tect has to inquire into the evidence of the
fitness of design such as external form, resist-

ance to stress and fire. Physical questions
of various kinds enter into his consideration.
Take, for instance, cast-iron castings and the
forms they are made into, such as a girder,
or the market forms of mild steel or wrought
iron, in the shape of bars of various sections,
and the use of mild steel for constructional
purposes like roofing. Quite another set of

faculties are brought into action in defining
or selecting the best section, say, for a girder
or a column

;
yet the designer has to keep in

his mind the material he is dealing with and
its properties, such as that of shrinking or
cracking of castings due to sudden changes of
thickness in the casting, so that a proper shape
of section with rounded angles and tapered
flanges should be given. With wrought iron
the artist expects to find a strong and ductile
machine which may be bent and stretched,
and be bent hot or cold to different angles
without cracking. When he has to consider
the more complex relation of iron or steel
and concrete, as in "reinforced" concrete,
the two materials and their combined action,
—one to resist tension and the other com-
pression and shearing—have to be taken into
account, the selection of type becomes more
complicated. The architect has to be an
expert in construction in which those two
materials co-operate. The fireproof system of
flooring necessitates a type requiring a greater
effort of thought involving several materials
and stresses, and the action of fire on certain
materials as well. New systems and types
still appear to which the architect's attent'on
must be directed. Then there are various
systems of heating and ventilation and
sanitary fittings, in all of which the physical
laws of heat, of fluids, and of other agencies
have to be taken into account. Then beyond
those involving important principles of
hygiene, of eyesight, and other scientific
points, are many fittings and kinds of
apparatus used in schools and laboratories,
such as desks and benches. New developments
of electricity have also increased the number
of inventions and appliances which the archi-
tect is called upon to investigate and examine.
\Yith all of these it is quite impossible for
him to cope ; with some he may find the
assistance of the specialist absolutely neces-
sary, yet even with such aid the architect
cannot ignore them or remove them from
his view.

The foundation-stone of the new Roman Catholic
Church of St. John, Portobello, N.B., was laid on
Fridaji afternoon by the Very Rev. James Smith,
Archbishop of St. Andrew's and Edinburgh.

THE TEOFESSIONAL SOCIETIES'

WOEK.

THE various societies in connection with the

professions have reopened their doors,

and the opening addresses of the presidents are

before our readers. Several topics have
been brought forward. Mr. Guy Dawber's
address to the Architectural Association

we printed in exlenso on Oct. 7. Several

interesting questions are touched in it, one
or two of which we have noticed. He re-

ferred to the absence of uniformity in our
street architecture, the want of breadth in

design in dealing with new sites, which are

regarded merely as commercial speculations

;

also upon the vexatious building restrictions

that have been imposed in country districts

—subjects upon which we have lately re-

marked. One or two useful suggestions

were also thrown out—namely, that of look-

ing at things largely and tr3'ing to think in

the mass—two of the points in which modern
architects fail. There can be no doubt
whatever that the English people are very
insular in their notions. They seldom take a

wide outlook, either politically or artistically,

and thus the Continental nations obtain the
lead of us in many ways. There is a cramp-
ing sense of individualism in all we do : we
like to design our houses, public edifices,

and shops, as separate buildings expressed in

distinct styles, as if they had nothing to do
with anything else, and without relation to

other buildings or their environments ; we
like to stamp our individuality like some
people do their names, on everything

—

a very different instinct and feeling

from those which animated our Mediieval
ancestors whose works we admire, but
whose modes of thought and life were so

different to our own. When we become more
connected by great brotherhoods and crafts

and communities, we may be able to shake
off this individualism, and begin to think of

things collectively and broadly. The Presi-

dent advised the young architect '' to try to

think in the mass," and not design buildings

with separate elevations, but to picture them
" in the round," and plan out the surround-
ings and environment so that the whole may
be complete. This wider vision of the art is

what gave the old masters' work their breadth
and interest, compared with our own. We
are not in the habit now so much of design-

ing our buildings in the mass, or as the
great builders t?f the Middle Ages planned
and designed the great conventual groups
of buildings which were attached to and
partly surrounded the church, which is in

most cases all there is left to us of the
" old foundations." We look at each of our
cathedral churches as an edifice perfect and
complete by itself. We are in the habit of

studying its proportions as a distinct and
isolated building, instead of as the leading
edifice of the group of conventual build-
ings connected together. The brotherhood or

communistic life gave the designers of these
churches a wide view of their work and its

surroundings, regarded as a whole; whereas
we are content to take only one part of the

scheme and neglect all else. We study as we
design, in piecemeal. The habit of analysing
every important or beautiful building we
see is helpful, if we also study syn-
thetically the effect as a whole, and the

whole environment or condition which gave
rise to the conception. Analysis may
go too far in the .study of buildings. The
technical school and the drawing appear to

have both rather hampered the study of

architectural composition, or of thinking on
the mass by placing before students details,

elevations, and technical points. Sketching
and measuring are helpful if they are not
confined to fragments, but take in the whole
building ; it is more as a training for the

ej'e and hand that it is valuable, a point well

enforced by Mr. Dawber.
The remarks made by Mr. E. Dockree in a

paper on '

' Photographs as Applied to Archi-
tecture " last week, are of value just now,
when the art of photography has so largely

supplanted representation by drawing and
sketching. The impersonality of the photo-
graph is a value which we have not in a
drawing, which is really the artist's impression
of the building, and the observer who looks

_

at a sketch receives an " impression of his

impression. " The camera affords a medium by
which an impersonal impression of the building
is received. The remarks made about the dis-

torted appearance of buildings that are
photographed are, of course, true to a certain'

extent ; there is an attempt to get too much
on one plate, in which way distorted images
are produced, as a matter of course, by the

impossibilitj' of preventing the law of

diminution of objects receding from the

level of eye. As the lecturer says, the
operator should resist a request for such a.

view ; he is rather to blame, in fact, for not

pointing out these technical points in views-

of this kind, and his knowledge of perspective

and architecure is defective. The larger the

photograph of an architectural subject the
better it is, as the proportions and details are

shown withoutany of the distortion inseparable

from a small plate. Mr. Dockree condemns
artificial light for architectural subjects ; as he
thinks, if sufficient time is given, an interior,

although dark to the naked eye, will become
visible on a sensitive plate : it is only when
prolonged exposures are impossible that arti-

ficial fight is necessary. And he advocates

acetylene gaslight as the best for photo-

graphic purposes, as the spectrum of this

light approximates to that of the sun. Elec-

tric arc lamps are generally used in taking
dark interiors. Many other useful remarks
are given in the paper well worth the atten-

tion of architects and students who use
the camera. The question of a lens of

no wider angle than Oj" for interiors is con-

sidered the best ; focussing to obtain a clear

definition, not losing sight of the vertical

lines of the building; exposure and other

points are dealt with.

The question of statutory examination for

architects is one of the subjects discussed in

the report presented last week before the

members of the Society of Architects. The
Council refer to the agreeable change in the

attitude of the E.I.B.A. towards Eegistration,

and think the best plan is to adopt a waiting

policy to see whether that body will accept the

measure, and carry out the principle which
the majority at the last annual election of

officers had accepted. The Society have
carefully revised the Bill, and placed it in

charge of Mr. Atherley-Jones, K.C., M.P.
It was set down for the second reading

last June, but was not reached. Since we
last referred to the question of Registration,

a large proportion of the profession through-
out the country have recorded their views on
the subject, and have approved of the

measure in principle, and the subject has
been discussed with good results at Man-
chester, where Mr. Ellis Marsland read a

paper on Registration, also before several

provincial bodies of architects. On the

whole, the Society may congratulate them-
selves on the general change of opinion on

the question, largely due to the adoption of

a similar measure in America and the

Colonies.

The Ancient Lights Bill, framed by the

joint committee of R.I.B.A. and the Sui'-

veyors' Institution, is one of the questions

that have been before the Society for dis-

cussion. We were not satisfied with the

sections of the Bill as drafted : they left

much in an unsatisfactory position, and did

not improve to any extent the interests of

owners of property who desired to improve

their premises. The important case of

" Colls V. The Home and Colonial Stores,"

which we noticed at the time it was carried

to the House of Ijords and the decision

obtained thereupon, will, as the Council
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believe. ' prevent fictitious claims for damage
to light being raised with their delays and
legal proceedings." The question raised by
some members of the Saoiety that that body
should have its own scale of charges andform of

contracts has been judiciously ruled out, as

such independent action would complicate

instead of aid the profession in the recovery
of their fees, and the improvement of

building conditions. As to the scale of

charges, there are undoubtedly reasons for

thinking it does not quite satisfy the archi-

tect engaged in certain buildings of a special

or complex character, nor all those employed
at a uniform rate of percentage on the out-
lay. As being based on cost rather than
skill and artistic merit it cannot be called

a logical schedule ; but we take it as the

nearest approach to a fair scale founded on
the custom of the profession.

THE SOUTH KENSINGTON
SKETCHING CLUB.

AN exhibition of designs and sketches in

colour of an interesting and instructive

character is to be seen at South Ken-
sington, by students who have worked in

the Royal College of Art in connection
with the Board of Education. The com-
petition is amongst members of the Society
to be known as the '

' South Kensington
Sketching Club," those only being eligible

for membership who have worked in the
<_'ollege. The members are classed as present
and past students, the former being known
as section A, the latter as section C. The
latter are divided into two classes—first,

those who Join for the purpose of a special

competition amongst themselves at the time
of the annual exhibition in subjects selected

;

second, those who join for the '• Gilbert
Competition " only. According to the rules,

section A provides six equal first prizes, two
equal second prizes, and one third prize.

These include landscape in oil (two prizes),

set of sketches in colour (three prizes),

set of sketches in black and white,
interior in colour, modelling (figures or
animals) in relief, and set of measured
drawings. Section C provides for three
equal prizes to past students, including
figure subject, "Life in the Fields," land-
scape in oil, and set of sketches in colour,
including subjects suitable for the Gilbert
competition. There are also several special
prizes. Amongst the designs exhibited are
those offered for a special prize by Mr. Walter
t 'rane for the best design founded on some
form or scheme of colour in Nature, adapted
to a decorative purpose, as woven or printed
textiles, embroidery, wallpaper, or painted
decoration. These designs display in some
cases a proper motive and adaptation of ma-
terial to the purpose iutended. AVe have not
had the opportunity to go carefully through
all the designs submitted in the lOxhibition,
but from the glance we had they did not im-
press us as being very successful. We may
now give a brief notice of a few of the
prize works, as far as the labels attached
enable us to make out.

Professor Lethaby s prize is awarded to a
piece of illumination, we believe by Mr. 8.
^Iitchell ; another 1st erjual first prize, to Mr.
Tivena for the same subject. lion, mention is

given to Mr. Lintott for a gracefully-com-
posed figure-subject, and the same is awarded
to Mr. r.erry for a wood-carved secretaire.
Prizes are given by the I'rincipal and Pro-
fessor G. :Moira for a decorative panel for
a library overmantel, to be executed in
colour, the subject being Literature. The
designs uxhibitcil, chielly in oil, .show a wide
range of treatment, the panels being half the
full size given, Nft. long by Oft. high. The
First Prize, labelled " Mr. Budd," is a clever
figure group, slightly executed in oil, and
displaying ability and feeling ; a Second
Prize to Mr. Crane, representing a seated

student reading, several large volumes being
shown as a background. Another treatment

shows four seated figures, emblematic of

History, I'lloquence, I'oetry, and Language
;

a central figure, standing, holds aloft the

Lamp of Knowledge. The competitors have
shown some skill in the arrangement

;

but we hardly think the subject given has
been adequately done justice to. Professor

Beresford Pite, F.R.I.B.A., and Mr. C. de
Cruchy offered prizes for the best pen-and-
ink sketch of an architectural subject. The
first prize is given to Mr. Osborne for a

sketch of Bruges Belfry, and the second to

Mr. Eeed for sketch of Pazzi Chapel, S.

Croce, Florence. Hon. mention is bestowed
on 'Mr. Smart for an ink perspective of

Buildwas Abbey and two other drawings,
also on Miss Jacobs for sketches of archi-

tectural subjects. We wonder there are not

more competitors for these prizes. ' We
notice also a sketch of tower of All Saints'

Church, Wroxall, Somerset.

The measured drawings are confined to one
set, which includes a full-size detail of

window jambs, shafts, vaulting ribs, recesses,

&c., of Chapel of St. Andrew, at Exeter
Cathedral, of thirteenth-century work, as well

as measured plans, elevations, and sections

of the chapel, for which first prize is awarded
to Mr. Denham. The value of such drawings
is fully recognised by the Eoyal College of

.Vrt. The joints of the masonry are shown
in the elevations and sections, and the full-

size profiles of mouldings are distinguished

by two colours to show the different levels.

Amongst the special prize drawings we notice

those for Mr. Christopher W. Whall's prize

for "Decorative or imaginative landscape,

studied from nature "—a very deserving and
valuable branch of landscape that has been
much neglected of late years. The first prize

is given to Mr. Kruger. It represents an
undulating landscape near the sea, with
conventual buildings, including a cruciform
church and other features in a truly
Mediioval spirit. Other prizes are awarded
to Mr. Crane, Mr. Smart, and Mr. Jones.
Mr. E. Constable Alston's prize is for a
" Sketch in which the British labourer
is the motive " — a rather wide one,
taking in as it does various kinds of

labour. The award of first prize is given
to Miss Jameson, whose rough sketch in

colour of men at work, apparentlj- brick-

makers, is well conceived. A pugmill or

heavy stone rollers for crushing is seen in the
background, and men are employed at

another machine, in which the prepared clay
is being turned out. Mr. Budd receives

hon. mention for the best set of studies of

figures in action, offered by Mr. G. Hay-
wood ; Miss Jameson takes the prize for

sketches, and Mr. Morley and Mr. Morrow
receive hon. mention. G. 0. Bunney's
prize for the best set of studies of an artistic

craft from old churches or houses has been
awarded to Mr. Ilollis for wrought-iron
knockers. We also notice a well-conceived
adaptation of metalwork for a pendent elec-

trolier for six lights, with sketches of details of

same, tor Mr. T. G. Jackson's prize.

But the general landscape sketches in

colour appear to be the most popular, to judge
by the number of sketches in colour that are
hung. These were submitted for the Duke
of Devonshire's prize of £3 '.is. Owing
to the very ineffective labels attached
to the sketches which have received prizes,

we are unable to give a correct or complete
list of the students who have received prizes

or recognition. The sketches in oil are of

small size, and are chielly landscape, coast
scenery, marine, and architectural subjects.

Many of them show a true sense of colour
and atmosphere, others are crude or wanting
in atmospbero. A. K. Smitli is the Uiimo
given on a set of subjects of architectural

interest, chielly we presume, Italian subjects,

sunny and bright. (Jther names are Messrs.
G. 1!. Woolway, Kinder, and hon. mentions

to M. Kidd, M. Morley, Pettinger, Miss
Jameson, Miss Browning, Grant Murray, and
others.

The landscapes in oil in Section A contain a
few clever works freely rendered, and with a
true sense of colour. The first prize is awarded
to (irant Mui-ray for a group of trees on a
common, broadly handled in the mass of

foliage and the sunlight effect on the grass

beyond : it is certainly the best work. A
second prize is taken by INIr. WooUer for a
small view, in which a group of rather sparse

firs is the chief object. Hon. mention is

given to ^Ir. Pope .and Mr. Baker. "An
Interior in Colour" is another subject in this

section, and the first prize appears to be by
Miss Brennand, representing a small but care-

fully-finished interior of a room hung with
pictures. The colour is rich. Hon. men-
tion is awarded to A. E. Smith for a church
interior decorated with fi'escoes ; to G. ]'>aker

for a church interior ; to Miss Simons, and to

Miss Browning, the latter for an interior of a
stable.

The set of sketches in black and white are

not remarkable. The first prize to ilr. Osborne
for ink sketches of ]3ruges or some Continental
city, well drawn ; and those for the Gilbert E.
Redgrave prize for book illustrations in-

clude one or two spirited pen sketches
illustrating " Jaggers and His House-
keeper," from "Great Expectations"; a clever

design representing " Life's Nightmare," &c.
ISIr. Woolway takes the first prize, and hon.
mention is awarded to Messrs, Kidd, Kruger,
&c. One of the special prizes, given by the
Et. Hon. Marquis of Londonderry for " A
Portrait," has been awarded to Miss Mac-
kenzie, for a portrait of a young lady (three-

quarter figure), playing vioHn, in white
blouse. The light on face and dress is weU
handled. Other portraits are exhibited.
" Life in the Field" is the title of another
figure subject, and we note a clever sketch
of a svaggon of straw in a field, by ^Ir. Scott,

first prize. The best " Study of Architecture
m Combination with Landscape,'' for which
C. D. Fitzroy, H.M.I. , offers a prize, has
not received the attention the subject de-
serves : the sketches scarcely enter into the

spirit of the subject. Mr. Woolway's study
is the best. (.1. Morton's prize for the best

rendering of any effect of nature, such as

sunshine, rain, &c., has also not been well
responded to. Hon. mention is given to M.
Jones for an evening twilight effect, to Miss
Jameson for a good rain-cloud effect, and to

Mrs. Kay.

BUILDING ON THE NORTH WALES
CO.-VST.

MUCH work, some of it very good, is

being done in this district. .\s one
approaches it from the northoi'n end, it is

pleasant to see so much of interest and of excel-

lence still springing up in and about Chester.

A string of railway stations, largo and small,

stretches from that city to Rhyl, and most of

them are distinguished by some noticeable

new building. Then come Colwyn Bay, a fast

increasing place; Llandudno, which might
be described as a large liancashiro watering
place drifted from its moorings ; and Pon-
maenmawr, a big village—mainly of lodging-

houses—on a steep mountain side. Conway
and Carnarvon, as well as Bangor, attract

us mainly by their anticiiiitios, while the

same may be said of Beaumaris, just across

the Menai Strait, and of Criccieth and Har-
lech, further south.

Red bricks, varying in kind from the
highly-finished productions of Kuabon to the

coarser ones of Carnarvon and of loss-known
places, are seen everywhere .it least, in recent

structui'o.-i. The loc.il walling stone might bo
roughl}- described as red at Cliestor, brown
and buff' near Rhyl, and dark bluish or

blackish grey further south. The red and
the bulf sorts can bo freely worked ; but the

bluish and blackish varieties break irregularly
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•—some of them with a fracture like that of

glass. This is especially the case with the

rock at Penmaenmawr, quantities of which
are exported for road-makang. But the local

stonewallers, though they cannot deliberately

work it to a square arris, are clever enough
to split it to something which approaches
one, and, treated in this way, it serves as
quoins to a rougher sort of rubble.

Almost every part of our country has, or
used to have, its own distinctive tint of wal-
ling stone ; and this tint is often what chiefly

impresses a new observer. After a time he
gets used to it, and sees that some of the
buildings are better in design, and some are
worse ; but where the general tone is very
dark and heavy, as it is in many parts both
of North and South Wales, this almost over-
powers at first all differences of detail. At
Bangor, for instance, the Glanadda stone, or

some other local variety of a blackish or

greenish grey, is the prevailing material. In
cottages and dwarf walls the stones are of all

shapes and sizes, piled up, to appearance,
almost anyhow. In more pretentious struc-

tures they are squared and fitted, with
much labour, into coursed rubble, which,
when the eye gets used to its tone, looks very
well. At first, however, one is tempted to

dislike it altogether; and the same thing
happens with a walling stone of similar
colour at Swansea, and in many other parts
of Wales. Some of the better-class dwellings
at Bangor, however, have a brighter appear-
ance, being faced with Talacre stone (pro-

nounced Tal-ack-ray) from a quaiTy near
Mostyn. This is of a pleasant yellowish
brown, and can be squared and worked in

courses. Newry granite, too, brought over
from Ireland as ballast by vessels coming to

this district for slates, may be seen in

the walls ; and Eifl granite, from the Rival
Mountains on the coast, near Pwllheli, is

now coming into use.

Freestone of many kinds can be had on the
North Wales coast. Cefn stone was formerly
much used, but builders doubt its resistance

to the sea air. Euncorn stone and Helsby
stone, both mainly red, have a better repu-
tation ; they make good mouldings, but are
rather expensive. There is also a '

' flecked

Euncorn" in which the blocks vary from
red to brownish white, the two tints inter-

mingling very prettily. Near Wrexham there
is a hard sandstone of a grey, tending to

purplish or lilac colour. Ancaster stone,

from the quarries near Grantham, is some-
times brought by railway to this district, for
internal work ; it costs about 2s. per foot
cube in blocks at Bangor. A fine-grained
red stone from St. Bees Head has lately

been tried at Llandudno, and the effect, so
far, is good. The various Yorkshire stones
are in common use. A hard whitish stone,

called Anglesey marble, is much in favour
locally ; but it gets full of unsightly cracks
and flaws, and looks, perhaps, more perish-
able than it is. Where a London builder
would use a York slab a Carnarvonshire
builder often uses a slate one ; but slate gets
slippery when York stone remains rough.

Slates, of course, are the great product of

the district. The demand for them is less

than it might be, for the Welshman is at
bottom much like the Englishman, and
persists in giving his customers what he
wants to sell, and not what they want to buy.
Architects all over the kingdom for the last

twenty or thirty years have wanted small,
thick, rough slates. There are plenty of
them in Wales, but there is no getting them.
It is a tradition there that slates should be
thin to save the cost of carriage, and if

architects will not have them thin, why,
they may go without, and use tiles instead,
which is what they have done, and are still

doing. So much for one aspect of the Welsh
slate trade. It will not go out of the way to
meet anybody who wants " texture" in his
roof surfaces. In colour it can manage a
little variety. It offers the cloudy bluish-

grey Festiniog slates (known as " Port
Madoc "), the pinkish-purple Bangor slates,

the bright green NantUe slates, which
come to the wharf at (?arnarvon, and the
rough greenish- grey Velinheli slates, which
find their way elsewhere on the Menai Strait.

These last two sorts are rather scarce, and
from 20 to 50 per cent, dearer than ordinary
kinds, but their quality is excellent. The
Festiniog slates are said to be more affected

than others by " sulphur-spots," though
plenty of them are free from these defects.

They are little specks of iron pyiites, hardly
visible when the slates are first quarried, but
oxidising afterwards, and forming spots and
streaks of rust.

Coming back from the roofing-in of a
building to the first excavations for it, the
foundations near the bottom of a mountain
slope »re rather hard to judge of before-
hand. You may come on almost be re rock,
you may come on loose stuff washed down
during countless ages from higher levels, and
you may come on soft sand, and even running
sand. This last, in wet weather, is likely to

become a conduit for the surface water from
above, and so may be very troublesome.
Gravel, and even sharp sand, are not easily
to be had here ; but the latter is sometimes
brought as ballast by vessels fronj a distance.
The sea-sand on this coast is usually fine : at

Aberdovey it is as impalpable as flour, and the
tide covers it with acre after acre of marvellous
ripple marks, sometimes simulating Late
Gothic tracery. Hydraulic lime is made in
Anglesey ; but much of what is used comes
from England. For concrete, refuse stone
from the local quarries is broken up and
mixed with Portland cement or blue lias

lime, ('emented house-fronts are popular at
Ehyl—sometimes with quoics of hard fire-

brick ; but few builders, in this land of slates,

know how to use slate hanging, or to make
the picturesque thing of it which it used to

be at Totnes, at Dunster, and at Penzance.
Yet it rains here with a will when it does
rain, coming through hats and umbrellas as
if they were sieves. The roofs have to be
torched underneath, or rather "rendered";
and this process is considered to make them
not merely waterproof, but windproof

—

binding the slates into a solid mass, so as to
resist gales which have been known to
damage even the Menai Suspension Bridge
itself.

THE ST. LOUIS EXHIBITION, 1904.

(By Oi'ii Special Commissioner.)

XVIII.—THE SCILPTIUE.

PROBABLY the greatest surprise sustained by
Europeans at the Columbian Exhibition at

Chicago, in 1893, was due to the quality and
quantity of the sculpture there displayed. It

commenced an era for sculpture in the United
States that probably is unique in its way. AUii d

to architecture, it may now be found in almoat any
building of importance that is now being erected.

Indeed, in New York City, some of the buildings

seemed almost designed for the sole purpose of

affording opportunities to display the works of

the sculptor. The Appellate Division of the
Supreme C'ourt, at the corner of Madison-avenue of

East Twenty-fifth Street, is a typiced instance of

this. This, of course, is running to an undesir-

able extreme, which the sound common-sense of

the people in the States may, probably, be left to

chpck.
The sculpture of the E.^ihibition is designed on

a magnificent scale. This is due to the fact that

the buildings are larger, and the courts and
avenues more extensive than at any exposition

ever previously held.

Sculpture is rendered suitable and almost
necessary owing to the predominance of the

Clatsic style employed. The authorities were
fortunate enough to obtain the services of Mr.
Paul Bitter as chief of sculpture. His excellent

work at Chicago in 1893 is well known, and since

that time he has strengthened his position by
various works, as one of the leading American
sculptors of the day.

ilr. Bitter familiarised himself with the ^

scheme of the plan as settled by the committee of

architects before attempting to formulate his plan»

for the execution of the sculpture commissions.

The historic groups and figures are chiefly to
be found in the avenues leading to the Festival

Hall and the cascades, while the Colonnade of

States to the south of the cascades afforded an
unrivalled opportunitj- of commemorating, in an
allegorical manner, the States now composing the
territories included in the Louisiana purchase.

How effectively th's has been worked out may, to

some extent, be imagined from the illustration.

(Fig. 40.)

The Festival Hall and cascades have been
treated as one composition (see Fig. 3 supra), and
their design was intended to express the joy of

the American nation at the progress of liberty

westwards across the Continent of the United
States. The Fountain of Liberty which forms the

central feature was intrusted to Herman Macniel,

and be has worthily carried out the scheme as

devised by Mr. Bitter.

The side cascades, which were intrusted to

Isidore Konti, represent the Atlantic and Pacific

Oceans, which came to be the boundaries east and
west of the Republic, owing to the purchase.

Upon entering the grounds in the main avenue,
called the Plaza St. Liuis, the first object to

arrest one's attention is the sculptural composi-

tion, called the Apotheosis of St. Louis. (Fig. 41.)

Mr. Charles H. Niehaus was responsible for this

equestrian statue. It is intended to represent

the welcome which St. Louis expresses to all the
world, and to commemorate the character in

history, from whom the city was named—i.e.,

Louis IX. of France. This is, perhaps, one of the

best pieces of statuary of this nature yet produced
in t he American continent, and is the result of

careful study of the historic requirements.

St. Louis is represented as seated in an heroic

and dignified attitude, clad in mediseval armour.

His charger is caparisoned as in the days of

chivalry, and the whole composition is wonder-
fully impressive, and cleverly executed.

Mr. Bitter is himself responsible for the sculpture

to the Louisiana Purchase monument—a view of

which was shown in Fig 4, and which has been
described in Chapter II. The allegorical figures

base represent the Missouri and Mississippi

, and a view of the former is shown in Fig 42.

It is impossible to even mention the names of

the sculptors or their principal works at the

Exhibition. Perhaps, however, some idea of the

enormous scope of their work to the buildings

alone may have been gathered from the illustra-

tions which have preceded this article. It may,
however, be of interest to note the procedure

that was followed with regard to the execution

of the work. All artists submitted scale models

to Mr. Bitter, which we re then carried out fuU
size under his direction. A suitable workshop
near New York City was utilised for this pur-

pose, situated close to a main railway line. En-
larged copies of the models were here made by a
pointing machine invented by R. J. Paine.

This is a purely mechanical device, and is

worked by practically unskilled labour, but pro-

vides excellent opportunities for study for

younger sculptors, and this was taken advantage

of by them.

XIX.— URITISH SECTION : (.*) THE ROYAL IIRITISR

PAVILION
;

(b) EUVCATIONAL EXHIBITS
;

(c) ART
SCHOOLS.

(ff) The RoyaJ British Pavilion.—The Commis-
sion, whose architects are Messrs. Ernest George
and Yeates, decided to erect a British pavilion,

the design of which was to be founded upon the

Orangery of the Royal Palace at Kensington,

which was designed by Sir Christopher Wren.
This was a happy inspiration in many ways, as

the French have erected a replica of the Grand
Trianon at Versailles ; and the Germans have

built their pavilion on the lines of the Castle at

Charlottenberg. Thus an interesting comparison

can be made between the three buildings. The
orangery itself has been used as the mutif for the

eastern front of the building, which has been

erected on the four sides of a quadrangle. (See

Fig. 43).

The accommodation for the staff has been pro-

vided for in the southern wing, the counterpart

of the orangery itself, and the northern wing
being devoted to rooms decorated in the pre-

vailing style at that period. The north side of

the court is formed by a colonnade, the Royal

arms being above the central opening. The
character and details of the orangery have been

observed throughout this additional work as much

at the

rivers
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Fig. 40.—colonnade OF STATES.

Fio. 43.—BRITISH ROYAL PAVILION.

;i8 possible. Meserd. TroUope, of London, were
responsible for erei-ting the building, and were
much hamperol by strikes during its eonstructi^.n.
It is undoubtedly the best-built pavilion upon the
grounds, and negotiuions are proceeding for its
purchase by the Washington University for a
clubhouse for the students. The walls are com-
posed of Portland cement upon metal lathing, and
the whole building is very satisfactory. The only

criticism that might fairly be made is with lefer-
once to the colour and texture of gome of the
brickwork.
The gardens are a great feature, and cause,

perhaps, as much astonishment ami interest as
any of the side shows. The idea has been to lay
out a fi rmal garden based on the lines brought
over to England by William of Orange. (Iroat

credit ia due to W. (Joldring Ugden for the

success that has attended his efforts in forming'

the garden. .\nd the shrubs, trimmed to repre-

rent various animals and birds, and the flower-

beds arc well executed, and the scheme generally

is remarkably good considering the short time
that was at his disprsii.

The .lubilee presents to the late Uueen Victoria
have been exhibited so often that their display

calls for no special comment. We will now dis-
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CUS8 very briefly the Education and Artsectioisof

the British exhibits in the order in which they

appear in the catalogue.

(J) Jiiliicatinn.—The committee endeavoured to

restrict their eiiorta to the most representative

features of British educational methods and

results. The exhibit of the Royal College of Art

is good, especially that relating to etchings

executed by their students. The work executed

in the elementary drawing classes of the London

School Board is wonderfully varied, and shows

that excellent methods must be employed by their

teaching staff. The social and economic section

is also housed in the Education building. The

charts prepared by the commercial, labour, and

statistical departments of the Board of Trade art-

remarkable, and include euch really important

subjects as fluctuations in wages, and the con-

sumption of beef, mutton, pork, and bacon by the

families of agricultural labourers. The analysis of

the expenditure of trade-unions is also given.

Mr. Charles Booth also exhibits in this section his

social map of London, which, by means of colours

,

attempts to indicate the social condition of the

inhabitants of each street.

(f) j^rt.—This is probably quite the best of the

British exhibits, and probably no other foreign

country can vie with Great Britain in this

department. The collection is of so varied a nature

that almost every phase is covered by the collec-

tion. One can scarcely hope ever to get such a

collection brought together again. Sir Lawrence

Alma -Tadema is represented by"TheColi6eum,"
"Caracalla," and "The Shrine of Venus."

"The Dream of Launcelot" and " Flamma
Vestalis" are the pictures of the late Burne-

Jones. The Hon. John Collier has " The
Prodigal Daughter,", that attracted so much
attention at the Academy a few years ago.

A. S. Cope has two excellent portraits. Frank

Dicksee'a " Belle Dame sans Merci," as usual,

draws a crowd of people. Herbert Draper's " Sea

Maiden " looks as dry as before. Alfred East and

Luke Fildes also have pictures. The late Charles

Furse has his mammoth picture, " The Return

from the Ride," in which a country gentleman

jn -white breeches and boots is bestriding an

enormous black horse. " Boulter's Lock," by

E. J. Gregory, always draws due attention with

its realistic brightness and colour. Herkomer

has a portrait of the Duke of Somerset and

two other contributors. Holman-Hunt's " May
Morning" is her^, as is also the " Seamew's

Nest," by J. C. Hook. The memory of Lord

Leighton is kept green by the exhibition of

" Fereeus and Pegasus," "Perseus and Andro-

meda," and " Clytemnestra." G. D. Leslie has

" The Lily Pond " and " In Time of War," the

latter infinitely the better of the two. The
well-known picture of "Ciod Rest Ye, Merry

Gentlemen," by Seymour Lucas, draws one's

attention. "Chill October," the masterpiece of

the late Sir ,T. E. Millais, every touch of which

was painted from nature, attracts much attention

to the exclusion of the five other works of his in

the exhibition. Orchardson has "The Borgia"

and two portraits. Parsons is represented by

"The Brown Autumn." Sir Edward Poynter

has "The Greek Dance,' "The Catapult,"

and " The Cave of the Storm Nymphs.''

Henrietta Rae has our old friend the "Sirens."

Perhaps the best portrait shown is that of "Old
Tom Morris," by Sir George Reid. Sir W.
Ivichmond has " Venus and Anchises.' ' Sant has

the Head of Napoleon, and a scene from " Enoch
Arden." Harold Speed's " Griselda " attracts

attention. Marcus Stone and Ct. A. Storey each

have a picture. J. W. Waterhouse and Sir E.

Waterlow hare pictures ; there are three by the

late G.'F."Watts; and last in the catalogue of

the oil colours is " Defendant v. Counsel," by

W. F. Yeames, which attracted some attention in

the Academy two years ago.

The water colours have been also well selected,

and contain works by such well-known artists as

Bume-Jones, Sir John Gilbert, Alfred East,

Charles Green, E. J. Gregory, Herkomer, Y'eend

King, Lucy Kemp-Welch, North, Parsons,

Poynter, Waterlow, and Woolen. The drawings,

etchings, and engravings are also quite repre-

sentative, and are all well hung.
Amongst the sculpture are works by Brock,

Frampton, Goscombe John, Lord Leighton,

Roscoe Mallins, Pomeroy, and Pegram.
Architecture includes some good contributions

from Sir Rowand Anderson, Maurice B. Adams,
Belcher, Bentley, Reginald Blomfield, Bidlake,

Champneys, Guy Dawber, Doyle, A. H. Uart,

T. G. Jackson, E. W. Mountford, Beresford Pite,

»iWiThreBimwiii'W^ivt i t i> i
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Fig. 41.—apotheosis OF ST. LOUIS.

G. H. F. Prynne, Harrison Townsend, Sir Alfred

Waterhouse, and Aston AVebb.

The Applied Art Section includes woik by the

Cxuild of Handicraft, W. A. S. Benson and Co.,

the Birmingham Guild of Handicraft (Ltd.),

work by Walter Crane, Countess Feodora
Gleichen, and many others ; and it is to be hoped
that this collection, though small, may be the

forerunner of many more exhibitions. Great

Britain is striking out for herself in an original

and decisive way in recent years in the applied

arts, and if sufficient application is shown and
encouragement given, she may yet lead the way
in this branch of art, which also embraces the

resources of science.

XX. THE BRITISH 6ECTI0X COXTIXl'EU: (l)) LIIIEUAL

AllTS
;

(e) M.^NVFACTIKES
; (l) ELECTRICITY

; (g)

TlUNSrOllTATIOX; (h) AOmCULIUIlE ; (l) EISHEUV
Axi) game; (k) hokticx-lture

;
(l) mines and

.METALLlllGY.

((/) J.iheral Arts.—Next to the Fine Ait section,

perhaps this is as representative a collection as

any oi the others. Henry Graves, Colnaghi, and
Thomas Agnew have many well-known etchings,

mezzotints, and photogravures. The bookbinding

and books and publications subsections also repay

investigation. The historical photographs taken

and exhibited by Sir Benjamin Stone forms a

permanent pictorial record of current national

life and history, and the educational value of

these productions is considerable, lilost inter-

esting also are the maps exhibited by the Intelli-

gence Department of the War OIHce. What a

pity that these African maps were not prepared

some years before the Boer AVar ! The Royal
Geographical Society exhibits most interesting

maps, publications, and instruments for geo-

graphical surveyors. The Cretan, Egyptian, and

Palestine Exploration Funds are responsible for

maps and various drawings. Stanfords also are

represented by a good collection of the former.

Sir Howard Grubb, of DuMin, has an excellent

ca=e of instruments of precision. Stanley,

Newton, and J. J. Gritfin also do themselves

justice in this department. The Royal Mint has

a wonderful collection of coins and medals. Some
of these, by the way, have been stolen sinte the

exhibition was opened. The civil and militiry

engineering models, plans, and designs ire a

fascinating studj', and include such models as the

Kddystone lighthouses and the Assuan dam. The
chemical and pharmaceutical arts are also well

represented.

(() 3[iiiiiifiiefures.—These are housed in the

Varied Industries Building. John Hills, of

Oxford-street, has an excellent collection of

genuine old Sheffield plate, which is very refresh-

ing after the numerous imitations in this building.

He also shows a fine old Celtic cross dated 1327,

blackjacks of the Cromwellian period, and some

fine pieces by the well-known Paul Storr of

George III.'s period. The Lord Chancellor's

purse of this reign is also exhibited, as are several

loving cups of that good design that relied solely

for effect upon form and proportion.

Messrs. Doulton have a large space in this

section, and their roiit/e Jtatnhi pottery draws much
attention. They have' at length rediscovered the

secret of this pottery, and are making the most of

it. They also have some excellent forms in their

salt-glazed stoneware. Minton, Hollins, and

others also do well in this subsection. Piatt

Brothers, of Oldham, have a gjod exhibit^ of

cotton and spinning machinery all in operation.

Singers, of Killbowie, on the Clyde, show

machines varying from those that sew boots to

one that embroiders six handkerchiefs at a time,

and is electiically driven.

One of Ihe most interesting stands in the St.

Louis World's Fair is that of the American

Radiator Co., whose exhibit has taken the form

of a model Colonial home, completely furnished,

and fitted with a modern low-pressure heating

installation in conjunction with their well-known

radiators and "Ideal" sectional boilers. The
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Fig. 42.—LOUISIANA PURCHASE MONUMENT.

entrance to the exhibit is formed by two boilers

"twinned"—betokening warmth of welcome

—

whilst 'he front garden "fence" consista of

single-column radiators finished in white, and
in the " front garden " itself are displayed suit-

ably decorated specimens of various types of

radiators and boilers made by this firm. Passing
up the entrance steps, the brightly-decorated
and carpeted lower hall is reached, on the left

side of which is the dining-room, warmed by a
low radiator decorated so as to harmonise with
the oak wainscotting ; to the right is the sitting-
room, richly but simply furnished, and warmed
by a small window-seat radiator and an indirect
radiator. A neat little conservatory with French
lattice windows leading from this room adds to

its charm. In the upper rooms the decorations
anil furnishings are equally tasteful, the radiators
being enamelled in white, and these apartments
evoke many exclamations of pleasure from the
ladies. In the cellar an " Ideal " water-boiler
has been installed and completely fitted and
trimmed, whilst a small tank-heater by its side
demonstrates its utility in supplying the hot
water for domestic purposes. The object of the
exhibit is to show how comfortable and attractive
our homes can be made by moans of modern
low-pressure hot-water warming apparatus, and
certainly it is well calculated to impress one with
the simplicity and economic advantages of these
methods of heating.

William I3irch, of Kuston-road, has the largest
individual furniture exhibit at the fair. Hard-
wood seats, cabinets, and chairs of good design
are exhibited. John I lanamaker, of New York,
was so much impressed by this exhibit that he
has purchased the whole collection.

Jlr. Alan S. Cole, CI!., has organised aunii|ue
colle<'tion of laces, embroideries, and decorative
textiles, which are well arranged in a court of
their own.

Messrs. Waring and (rillow have a pavilion
inclosing suites of dtcorated and furnished apart-

ments, also the actual fittings and furniture from
H.M.S. Ophir, as used by the Prince and Princess

of Wales. This pavilion is really too much boxed
in to be effective, and parties are only taken round
at intervals, so that very few people ever see it.

This is always a mistake, from an exhibition point
of view. The exhibit could have been so arranged
that everyone could see it without a guide, which
latter is ridiculous for this class of exhibit.

(/) Eli-r/riri/i/.—F. B. I3ehr has a working
model of the monorail and high-speed car as

authorised for the railway between Manchester
and Liverpool. The Oeneral Post IUHce have a

very complete exhibit relating to telegraphy, and
telephony.

(</) TrnnaporlalioH.—The British railways are

fairly well represented, and their exhibits include

a model of the Forth Bridge. H.R.II. the Prince
of Wales exhibits a model of H.M..S. AHiivii and
the U.M.S. Oiiliir. The Cunard Line, and Swan,
Hunter and Company also exhibit some excellent

models, and those of the latter include the Hoating
dock for Bermuda, with a lifting power of

17,500 tons.

(Ii) Aijrh nlliirf.—Joseph Baker, of Willesden,
has a model working bakery which is much
patronised. Their speed-reducing gear is also

worthy of mention. The Laws Agricultural
Trust have diagrams and illustrations as to results

of experiments at Itothampstead.
(i) Fixhrni mill liniiii.—This consists princi-

pally of guns, and Purdoy, Copnell and Harrison,
and Holland and Holland have good exhibits.

(/) llurtiiiiltiiff.—The Board of Agriculture
show interesting maps. Carter, Cutbush, and
Sutton have instructive exhibits.

(/) Mill,, iiirl MrtaUiirtjij.—'She Home Office

(mining department) have orjt.-inised a useful

exhibit of minerals and stones from all parts of

the country. The Board of lOducation have most
instructive maps and models, mostly from the
Geological Museum, .lermyn-street. The Le
Xeuve Kosteal collection of building stones, \'c.,

is also well displayed. The Department of

Agriculture for Ireland have a comprehensive
and well-arranged exhibit of Irish minerals and
building stones. The British South Africa

Company have cases showing the different ores

found in their territory.

In conclusion one can fairly say that Great
Britain has made a creditable display in the

various departments. Though one is naturally

disappointed in some sections, in others one has

been pleasantly surprised. In the Fine and
Applied Arts Sections, fhe has surprised the

Americans, and great credit is due to Messrs.

R. S. Hunt and A. A. Longden, who are the

representatives of these committees tor their skill

and care in these departments. Captain P. H.
Atkin, as the representative of the Education
Committee, is also to be congratulated upon a

small but excellent exhibition. The entrances

and inclosures of the British section are fortu-

nately of a uniform design, and the inclosures

consist of rows of well-modtUed Ionic pilasters

and entablatures, resting upon square bases,

which are some 1 '2ft centre to centre. The floor

space between the pilaster bases is left clear up
to the underside of the architraves. The en-

tablature is of simple design with an egg-and-
dart moulding to the cornice. The entrances are

not so happily designed, and the less said about

them the better.

The success of the British Section is no doubt
largely due to the fact that Col. Watson, E.E.,

C.B., C.M.G., was wisely appointed as Com-
missioner General. This distinguished engineer

officer was always at his post when other com-
missioners were not to be found. And, more-
over, his organising ability enabled him to have
the whole- of the British .Section open, and the

catalogue printed by the opening, day—the only

country that can lay claim to this organising

feat; Col. Watson, moreover, was entirely free

from official red tape, which did not appear to be

so marked with some of the other foreign com-
missions, and which sometimes toot the shape of

personal inaccessibility, shutting up building on
certain days, insistence upon production of

visiting cards, and other annoyances so irritating

to visitors who have not time to waste on needless

routine.

DRAWINGS AND ETCHINGS BY
AXEL H. HAIG, R.E.

AVERY attractive and complete exhibition of

the drawings and published etchings of

Mr. Axel Herman Haig is to be seen at the rooms
of the Fine Art Society, 148, New Bond-street.

To all lovers of art, and to collectors generally,

this unique collection will have a special interest.

As an architectural draughtsman, Mr. Haig has

probably few rivals : his knowledge of architec-

ture and detail, and his delicate touch are not to

be surpassed. The exhibition at the Fine Art
Society's rooms, both of his pencil studies and of

the etchings, has an instructive value to all who
admire the art. Take, for example, the noble

etchings of Rheims Cathedral (HI), of Ulm
Cathedral, of Chartres, the Great North Porch

(178), with its deep shadowed and sculptured re-

cesses, and of Amiens—nothing can exceed these

powerful impressions of light and shade and
colour, their skilfully drawn detail, and the

artistic charm and feeling the artist and etcher

has thrown over them. The fine interior (aqua-

tint and line etching) of Toledo Cathedral (loJi.

with its beautiful metal screen and crucifix, and
aisles, full of light and shade : the fine view of St.

Mark's, Venice, exterior (ICi) ; the beautiful

etching of " The Church of St. Francesco,

.\s8isi " (164), with its noble decorated vault, its

iiltar and candlesticks, are remarkable instances

of Mr. llaig's skill as an artist. Magnificent

examples of his art are to bo found in the large

plates of Jlont Saint Michel (200) and its com-

panion etching " Limburg on the Lahn " (I'.i"),

Chartres Cathedral (178), the Grand Portals of

Rheims (210), Bruges Cathedral (217), with its

profusely carved octagon tower or lantern

and rich detail. ^\'e arc also charmed by
the views of No're Dame, Paris (171), the

"Legend of the Bell" (151)—a belfry—the

noble plate "Segovia, Spain" (1.84), well known
for their. reproductions, the north-west corner of

Peterborough, with its noble tower grouping

(150), Canterbury Cathedral exterior (231), the

views of Westminster Abbey (Ifili), the fine

interior with rich crossing and circular piers of

Burgos Cathedral (UiS), the fine interior of

Durham (175\ thr rich Romanesque portal
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o£ the Basilica of St. Gilles, near Aries

(225), and many other of ihe finest buildings
of France, Spain, Italy, and (rerraany. The
"Corner of .Seville Cathedral" (246) is a

delightful study of grouping, including the
circular apse and its beautiful porch. The
delicate drawing of the details, the admirable
perspective, and the warm tone make it a very
beautiful etching : so are the interior of St. Mark's,
A'enice (248), and the etching of Seville (252),
the fine light and shade in " The Vesper Bell '

'

(242). Of teveral smaller etchings, many of them
a e well known, as the "Doorway of Notre Dime
J<t Huy, Belgium "(207). The pencil drawings
in another room, numbering 139, are even
more interesting, as they show the studies from
which the etchings were made. Mr. Haig knew
how to select his point of view for effect ; he is

a close student of light and shadow, and his

delicate handling leaves nothing to be desired.

It may be noted that " The Vesper Bell," " The
Quiet Hour," and other etchings are composi-
tions. We may particularly refer to the drawings
of Westminster Abbey from St. Edmund's Chapel

(5), shaded, and full of carved detail, the chancel
of Durham Cathedral (7), Lincoln Cathedral

(8), Canterbury Cathedral (9 and 121) ; the
fine detail drawings of Amiens, Chartres, and
Rheims (14, 20, 23), the latter a study of the
western portal, with its four corbelled figures

and canopied gables ; the drawings of St.

Trophime, Aries (26), Notre Dame, Paris,
" €lm, St. Marco, Venice," interior (63), " Ulm
Cathedral " (53), the clever etching of Goslar,
" Kaiserworth " (44), with its high roof and
picturesque dormers, the drawings of " Sala-
manca " (113), " Toledo," interior (125), " Bar-
celona Cathedral" (131), and ethers. The
interesting letter written by Mr. Haig, which is

prefixed to the catalogue, informs us that Mr. Haig
is a native of the Island of Gothland, Sweden, and
he first studied there', and afterwards studied
shipbuilding there and on the Clyde. After-
wards he came to London, and gave up ships,

and began to design churches and houses, where
he learned the elements of art. He says, as

regards etching, he is " entirely self-taught."
" Every little sketch I have made," he says,

"has for me its little story, its reminiscences,
and these studies, however slight, are, in all cases,

portraits of the places in question. This cannot
be said in the same degree of the etchings, many
of which aim at being pictorial, and have necessi-

tated a good deal of composition." (Jiher inter-

esting remarks will be found in this prefatory
note to the catalogue. Some of the etchings, as

that of Upsala Cathedral, Sweden, were intended
to suggest a restoration. He also says he has
never been an advocate for drawing his etching
on a plate, so that when printed east becomes
west, as other artists have done, with the result

that the right appears on the left, and I'ice reisa.

The collection shows the wide range of locality

and subject which Mr. Haig has travelled and
made his aim, and the evident love he has shown
in his work. His drawings—pencil, simply
lightly shaded—are full of careful detail, put on
with a masterly knowledge of his subject. We
recommend all lovers of art and admirers of

etchings to visit the galleries in New Bond-
-street.

CAEN AND ITS (JUARRIES.

By Harrv Hems.
[with illvstuatioxs.]

CAEN is generally widely known—at least, by
repute. Its churches are, taken as a whole,

unrivalled in any town in France ; and numerous
readers of these lines have, no doubt, often visited

them. But of its extensive quarries—worked
continuously from the remotest times—few know
•anything at all. Some merchants in London and
in the provinces, who continuously have dealt in

the material, long so extensivelj' used (although
now not so much so in this country as aforetime),
are curiously ignorant as to their actual position

and possible capabilities. So much so, indeed, is

this the case, that, if I except Mr. Frank Trickett
(of the well-known firm of Messrs. Simuftl
Trickett and Sons, the stone merchants, of King's
Cross, N.) and myself, their owners assert no
other living Englishman has ever explored them.
Hence, as after an elapse of years since my
last visit, I have just returned home after some
few weeks' pleasant recess in Caen and its

immediate neighbourhood, it may not be time
altogether thro wn away to extract a summary of
the contents of my notebook, and to permanently

record the same in the columns of the Buildixw
News.

caen versus exeter.

No little affinity exists between Caen, the chief

town of Calvados in Normandy, and Exettr, fair

Devon's capital city, separated though they are

by some 180 miles, as the seagull would fly, the
former lying due south-east from the latter.

Both places rejoice in the same number of

inhabitants (about 18,000), and each is situated

ten miles from the English Channel, with which
they are severally connected by ti'ial rivers, the
Exe and the Orne respectively. Both, too, have
a ship's canal. The one connecting Exeter was
the first of its kind ever made in England. An
Act for its creation was obtained A d. 1539, and
it was completed in a.d. 1573. Upon our own
coast, Exeter has Dawlish, Teignmouth, Exmouth,
and other prettily-situated wateringplaces easily

available to its inhabitants. Caen, in turn,

has Luc - sur - Mer, Langrune, Ouistreham,
St. Aubin-sur-Mer, and other favoured resorts,

forming an almost continuous line of bathing
places at which the good people of Caen delight

to spend their spare time in summer. The
memory of William the Conqueror is much in

evidence everywhere at Caen. And it was at

Caen, in a.d. 1087, his body was interred.

The Norman towers at Exeter are built, in

part, of Beer stone. These quarries are some
twenty-four miles from the " Ever Faithful
City," and near to the soath-east Coast of Devon.
In appearance to-day they are singularly like, in

approach and surroundings, as well as in their

workings, those of Uuilly, near Caen.

THE CHURCHES OF CAEN.

Exeter has a cathedral in its midst, sur-

rounded, in more or less obscure positions, by ten

old churches—all small, but each one offering

some special point of architectural interest.

Exeter, too, as a city—originally British—was
practically rebuilt by the Romans, and has its

ma'n thoroughfare on the usual plan of towns of

that period

—

i.e., running due east and west.

Caen, minus a cathedral, abounds with churches,

and is intersected by a chief street, in much the
same way as is Exeter. Rue St. Jean goes straight

through, turning a little and changing its name to

Rue St. Pierre just where the grand church of that

dedication stands to Caen, precisely in the same
relative position that Grace Church does to the

Broadway at New York. Electric trams run
through this continuous thoroughfare at short

intervals, in spite of its exceeding narrowness, in

some parts only measuring 25ft. and 26ft. across

from house to house. Indeed, if one excepts,

perhaps, the RuedeSiam, at Brest (Brittany), it is,

at two comers, the tightest fit for that kind of loco-

motion I ever met with . Upon the tight hand, going
up the first-mentioned street, stands the 14th-

century church of St. Jean, its fine west tower
abutting close upon the road. The superb belfry

windows do one's eyes good to look a*, and its

portal, fiush with the street, contains some richly-

carved oak double doors (Flamboyant), the upper
parts alone, however, original. The tower is out of

perpendicular, leaning east, as much out of upright

as does the western tower of the Temple Church,
Bristol. It also possesses a good central tower,

which, although little seen from an exterior

point of view, contains large windows from which
a lovely light, especially at certain times of the

day, is thrown down upon the somwhat sombre
interior below. The groining generally, although
not lofty, is good. In this church there is the
//«»; of a Norman font supporting a modern one.

It is passing strange, and worthy of note, that

amongst so many splendid early examples of

architecture abounding in this neighbourhood, so

few old Norman fonts exist. In England, in

every county save Sussex (where there are

none), they are anything but rare. In a

chapel on the north side of the church, a statue,

in (JuiUy stone, has recently been added. It is

by Francis Jacquier, sculptor, of Caen, and
represents St. Jean Soret, the Carmelite. A
cowled monk, holding a chalice in both hinds, it

is powerfully modelled, the broad drapery re-

minding one of that which Alfred (iilbert delights

to use in his treatment of such-like figures.

The most prominent ecclesiastical feature in

Caen is, undoubtedly, the church of St. Pierre,

situated in the centre of the town, and possessed

of a superb north-western tower, surmounted by
a tall, crocketed spire (255ft. high). It is seen

with good effect from almost every point of view,

but especially so from the approach by the Rue
St. Pierre. The tall belfry windows, like those pos-

sessedbythe majority of towers hereabouts, are full

of lovely lines. The ridge of the roof line (brown
tiles) is an unbroken one from east to west

;

the same, in thij respect (as well as in

size), as is the late Sir Arthur W. Blomfield's

noble one of St. Mary at Kingston (Southsea,

Hants). Of 13th-century date, gfnerally, the

apsed east end has an ambulatory of 1 6th-century

(maybe of somewhat later date) attached to it,

which, within and without, is an ornate example of

the capabilities of Caen stone when applied to

decoration run wild. The pinnacles, for instance,

at the various angles, suggest reproductions of

the huge metal candlesticks one sometimes sees

within the sanctuaries of Italian churches,

save that where the candle would be placed in

the Latter, these are surmouted by carved seated

figures of petite naked boys blowing small

trumpets. A number of excellent casts of the

detail, upon this portion of St. Pierre, are to be
seen in " le Muee de Sculpture Comparee," at the

Palace of the Trocadero, and these examples are

also well reproduced, by photo-lithography, in

the Mmees Xntio>i3ii.r, published by Guerinetof
Paris. An exhaustive and conservative restoration

of the eastern end of the fabric is now in hand
under Mons. de la Roqui, architect, of Paris, by
Slons. Bouyer, the eonstnictor (contractor).

Within the building, the groined work over the

six most eastern bays is also very elaborate.

It is enriched by pendants. The most important

of these is immediately above the altar, and
contains a niche, on its western face, in which
are sculptured figures of the Blessed Virgin and
Child. In four of the chapels in the choir are

modem altars in Caen stone, well worth attention,

as is a recently-acquired canopied oak pulpit (south

side).

Within sight of the above church, at the corner

of Rue St. Pierre and Rue Froide, is St. Sauveur's

( 1 4 th century) . Facing the latter street it possesses

goodly double oak doors (Flamboyant) panelled and
pinnacled. The chancel and its south aisle are

divided by a single and exceptionally wide bay
(42ft. 4in! span).

St. Etienna, the church attached to the Abbaye
aux Hommes (the latter is now the Lycee),

although less conspicuous than is St. Pierre, as

regards position, is, of course, the Church
of Caen. Its severe, small round-headed win-

dowed west front has towers surmounted by
two of the most superb spires of their

date in Christendom. Founded by William
the Conqueror, it was built, in the main, towards

the end of the 1 1 th century. Its v.aulted Norman
nave, divided from the aisles on each side by eight

massive bays, is simply sublime in stern dignity

and majesty of conception. The aisles themselves

have a much lower altitude than is the nave, and
have above them triforium galleries very much as at

Peterborough. The choir is Early Pointed. The
altar is raised upon three steps, the floor of the

sanctuary being approached by four more from
the nave. The old oak stalls, with more than one

hundred carved misereres, each and every one dis-

playing a different conceit, are worthy of study.

There are two interesting churches, both un-
fortunately now desecrated, within a short

distance of St. Etienne (i.e., St. Stephen). One of

these, situated upon somewhat higher ground, is

St. Nicholas, now used as a hay and straw depot.

It possesses a low saddle-back tower at the

west of the choir. The apaed end is about the same
height as is the nave, but the roof of the chancel

betwixt and between, is tiled at a lower pitch

and much flatter rake. At the south-western

angle is a taU, picturesque, saddle-back tower,

having a graceful octagonal spirette rising from
its ridge. This church, in the main, is some-
what later in character than St. Etienne ; but

its west front is fully as early, and is even more
severe in character. The other church upon
whom dark days have fallen is St. Etienne le

Vieux in the Rue de Caumont (a fine study of

Flamboyant architecture) , situated a little east of

the Abbaye aux Hommes. It has a good octagonal

tower, an ornate central approach at the west end,

and affords a grand study in flying buttresses

and elongated gargoyles. It is at present utilised

by the municipal authorities for stores, the latter

largely of an antiquarian character. These old

relics, mixed, however,with many worthless plaster

casts, aie to form the nucleus of an architectural

musuem, to which purpose it is proposed to devote

the church. Whilst touching upon desecrated

churches, one should be mentioned as existing at

the end of the Place St. Sauveur. It now does

duty as a market, all but its western end

hid by houses built up against it. It still rejoices,
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WORKMEN'S DWELLINGS, WOLSTANTON.— F. E. Lawson, ^rcAi<ec<.

in its degradation, in excellent vaulting, the
circular shafts supporting the arcades having
their numerous elaborate moulds scribed into the
plain round columns (minus capitals) in a veiy
clever manner. It has a low central tower, and
here and there, between the gabled housetops that
surround it, bits of a red-tiled roof, supported
by bold flying buttresses may be caught sight of.

Yet another desecrated one is St. Crilles, situated
in the square south-west of the Abbaye aux
Dames. The chancel is non est : but it has good
western and central towers, flying buttresses, and
a number of those fine, far-projecting gargoyles
that are so often striking features in French
Gothic architecture. The ornamental parapets
are also, as in several other of the churches in
Caen and its neighbourhood, excellent studies.

This building stands upon high ground over-
looking Caen, of whose graceful sp'res pleasant
views are obtained. The .Vbbaye aux Dames
(qow the Hotel Dieu), and its adjacent church of
the Holy Trinity, were founded by (iieen
Matilda, the churt-h itself having been consecrated
A.D. 1066. The latter is an imposing edifice : but
little more than the present actual walls are
believed to date from the Comiueror's time. The
crypt, however, although small, is perfect ; its

vaulting, supported by innumerable columns,
being precisely in the same state as it was when
its foundress was buried in its midst. The church
generally, however, in spite of its fiue Norman
arcades, is not nearly so impressive, to my mind,
as is St. Etienne.

St. .Tulien Church, at the corner of the Rue
de I'Kglise St. Julien, has had its exterior
very much restored. The west end, however,
possesses a good old doorway, judiciously and
cleverly ornamented by delicately manipulated
crockets of the seaweed type of foliage^ St.
Slichael's is a church situated on the outskirts of
the town, upon one of the roads to Allemagne
(where the largest of the quarries now worked
may be seen). Of nondescript architecture at
the western end, it is otherwise a building
of excellent Late Norman character. Stand-
ing on a w,ai-elovated site, it has a quaintly-
crocketed ea'st end, and a most interesting,
though small, south Norman tower. The interior
is rather low, but gracefully groinei. It contains
a modern high altar of Caen stone, the tabernacle's
canopy supported upon six slender— Uin. diameter
by Ifl. high— circular stone columns. How the
weight above is cjirried by thete slight supports
is a mj stcry ! Luckily, the edifice contains only
a very small orjan. The vibration of a larger
instrument would certainly bring down the lot,
precisely as—we are told—the long blast oi the
rams' horns did the waUs of .(ericho.

^
Like most other old towns in the North of

France, Caen offers some good studies in timbered
houses. These, alas I appear to get fewer and
fewer every decade. I give typical illustrations,
from recent photographs, of two of them.

( To te continued.)

WORKMEN'S DWELLINGS, WOL-
STANTON, STOKE.ON-TRENT.

THIS illustration is of one of 'hree blocks of

model dwellings erected at Wolstanton for

their members by the British Steel Smelters'

Hill and Tinplate Workers' Association, at a

cost of about £8,000. The houses occupy an
elevated site overlooking Wolstanton Common.
They are built with Accringtou red facing bricks,

and the roofs are covered with blue brindled tiles.

The whole of the external woodwork is painted

green with the exception of aashes, which are

ivory-whi e. The paUisades at front are oak,

left rough from the saw and oiled.

The whole of the three blocks are being erected

by Mr. S. Heath, of Mctoria-street, BasforJ,

Stoke-on-Trent, from designs and under the

supervision of the architect, Mr. F. R. Lawson,
of Fenton, Staffordshire.

MODERN DECORATION.*

IT is not my intention to uphold the so-called

modern English style of design, which, to

the exclusion of all others, is often advocated
with almost feverish intensity by its supporters,

and ptrhaps equally decried by iho-.e who can
only see in it vulgar eccentricities, bad drawing,
and objectionable design, who fail to take into

account its quaint originality and, in many cases,

very real art merit. Jly object is rather to draw
attention to the fact that various styles of decora-

tion are prevalent at the present lime, to point

out the important place colo\ir has in all decora-
tion, and the newer ideas, both artistic and
scientific, concerning it. To define or describe

modern decoration is somewhat diflicult, because,

as I have just remarked, it is not of one kind.

Side by side wiih what is severe, conventional,

and original, we still have the adaptations of the

various styles of a century or more ago, and of

other periods in a less degree. Of this, 18th

century "tjueen Anne'' may still be siid to

teign, and the Bros. Adam's designs also influ-

ence modern decoration to a considerable extent

;

but perhaps the period between this beginning
and end of the ISth century—that which is not
so heavy on the one side or t-o thin and light as

the " .Vdams "— is perhaps now receiving most
a' tention under the naiue of "Georgian." I'he

continued popularity of these ISth-century styles

seems to me to indicate how suited they are to

modern requirements, though a still more prob-
able reason is not far to seek, and that is in the

prtsent desire for old furniture mostly of that

peiiud. When furniture of a ])articular time is

ac(iuircd, it naturally, and properly, follows that

the decoration should be of the same period ; and
so long as ISth-centuiy furniture is the fashion, so

long will 18th-contury decoration bo required.

A further explanation, however, I think, is that

many people have got heartily tired of the so-

Bead before the Liverpool Architectural Society by
Mr. G. H. MuuTON.

called modern English s'yle, which, unfortu-
nately, has not always kept within the bounds of

common-sense or comfort. Its many eccen-
tricities have produced a feeling against it which
teems to be growing. People are beginning to

ask if they can possibly live with it and be happy
or comfortable r Are Noah's Ark trees, arranged
three by three, the essence of good taste r Is it

essential that all decorative form should be stiff

and formal r Or that galleys, with wide-spread
sails, because conventionally treated, should be
repeated over and over again r And looking at

decoration in its broadest sense, as including fur-

niture, are we to have uncomfortable chairs

because they are designed and rcade on strictly

correct structural lines—correct, possibly, one
may admit, in everything but comfort ; or a
writing table with high posts having unnaturally
projecting capitals that hit you in the eye if you
turn round suddenly r Persons with any common

-

sense will not tolerate this state of things, and,
turning first to furniture, take refuge in a tried

style of the past, and the decoration naturally

follows eii siiiti'. It is unfortunate that a new style,

having so many good elements, has failed to so

large an extent; but it seems to me that th>re

has been so much straining after originality as

to produce the eccentric and the ridiculous, not
so much in its originators, but in their imitators.

The result has been some very extraordinary

productions. I may mention one case that came
under my own notice, that of a small
drawing-room, in which one of the larger

walls was almost entirely made into the fireplace,

large pillars were erected at either end, connected
by an arch, and practically the whole wall was
covered with 9in. Dutch tiles—an insignificant

little grate completing this masterpiece. To
complete the harmony, the old Victorian furni-

ture was then placed in the room. Vou, perhaps,

all recollect the cartoon that appeared in I'liiich,

after, I think, the last Arts and Crafts Exhibi-
tion. It iDustrated a house furnished from the
Kxhibition, showing articles (ulmillij exhibited.

A lady was seated at a writing-titble, Ike the one
1 have before described, her head in dangerous
pioximity to a wide, projecting post-top. Her
husband, I presume, was sitting holt upright in a

sort of collin-backed chair, uncomfortably read-

ing a newspaper, and the room was filbd with
unmeaning furniture, and decorated with un-
meaning ornament. Can we expect anything else

but a reaction aga'nst this scrt of thing, which
can only produio discontent atd domestic un-
happinets r Society of to-day requires something
higher and pleasanter, and first has recourse to

lurniture and decoration of a period when that

which was "gay, bright, and fanciful," to u o

an exprescion of the Adams, was sought after,

rather than the severe, gloomy, and depressing.

It teems to me that our own so called modern
English decoration is really only adaptable to

comparatively small houses, and even then under
restraint and with modifications, or one would

get heartily tired of it. Its extreme advocates
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have been unable to eee beyond a house that they
themselves could afford to live in, and when we have
anything larger or more important, especially

public buildings, we have still to go to the styles of

the past. These styles are bound to be influenced

and modified by modern requirements and
advanced knowledge, so that they are not, as some
people assert, unsuited to the present day. On
the contrary, I venture to think that we have
much in common with the society of the ISth
century, and much that we might with advantage
follow, as well as its furniture and decoration; not
the least is the bright, sparkling wit and vivacity
quite incompatible with our recent art. In
decoration a great deal depends upon what kind
of a building you are decorating, whether a
bungalow, a cottage, a mansion, or a palace. C*ne
could scarcely imagine, for instance, the late Mr.
Morris or Mr. Voysey decorating the Grand Opera
House at Paris, or associating anything in tlie

way of quaint ornament witha "drawing-room "

at Buckingham Palace. Yet we, or rather the
advocates of this new school, are disposed to dis-

parage French and Italian decoration, simply
because they are not suited to a cottage, or to the
sort of house that most of us can afford to live in.

I think that I can safely assert that French art,

good or bad, has been more consistent in recent
years than our own, and for public buildings,

where large and important functions take place,

would be difficult to improve upon. Nothing
seems to give brilliancy to an important function
and to accord so well as a "Louis'* apartment
with the dresses of women, few cf whom, I think,
would be content to reconcile themselves on such
occasions to the gloomy and heavy surroundings
of an apartment decorated in the so-called Modern
English style. I said that people to-day wish to

be bright and cheerful, consequently their decora-
tion must not be dull. They first sought a
brighter ideal, as I have indicated, in that of the
English ISth century—but we have gone, or are
going, further, and seeking joy and gladness in
contemporaneous French art. It was remarkable
that at the time that the Arts and Crafts held one
of their exhibitions, a French Exhibition was also

opened in opposition and, as it were, in protest.

There always will be opposition in taste, as in
anything else. The Conservative creates the
Liberal, the Cavalier the Puritan, and so in art

the conventional produces the realistic ;—you no
sooner introduce a severe form of decoration than
you suggest its opposite, and the result is that a
naturalistic treatment springs up. This explains
the return to French decoration to so large an
extent, and it further accounts for the increasing
prevalence of the natural and realistic treatment
cf flowers, fruit, and other natural objects in
many, and most recent, of our wall-paper and
other fabrics. At an exhibition recently held in
Manchester in connection with the National
Association of Jlaster Painters, almost all the
wall-paper exhibits were designs of naturally
treated flowers. Modern conventional design was
conspicuously absent. This re\ival of a style

prevalent about 40 or 50 years ago, to which the
name " Victorian " has already been given, seems
to me most objectionable. It is a development, no
doubt, of French taste, which has always been
noted for natural and imitative design, and seems
to be carried to even greater excess by our
American cousins, as some of the designs hung
on the walls indicate. To exactly imitate flowers,

fruit, trellis work, &c., seems to me to give no
opportunity for design, and is so false as to be
most pernicious in its effect. To have the same
naturally treated flowers, the identical leaves, with
all their lights and shades, repeated seems to me to

be in the worst possible taste. The only cases in

which natural forms are even permissible is when
they are painted by hand and no repetition

occurs ; but even then, in decoration, some
degree of conventionalism is desirable. To
justify conventionalism to the lay mind is

often extremely difficult. JIany people say. If

we are to have roses, surely the nearer they
are to real ones the better. Any argument to the
contrary will not persuade the ignorant mind
that the object of the designer is not to copy
actual roses, but " to formulate a type, to sum up
in a tew eloquent lines the habit and character of

roses." Mr. William Morris, it seems to me,
brought the conventional treatment of natural
forms to perhaps the highest point of excellence.
His designs, as you know, were mostly based on
flowers and plants, and though distinctly con-
ventionally treated, the particular flower was
always clearly recognised. Mr. Morris seemed
not only to conventionalise the particular flowers

and leaves of his subject, but to decoratively

treat their very growth. The distribution

of the rose on the " Trellis," his first

design, is as it grows, and the mingling of

the jasmine and another plant are as

they intertwine in nature. In fact, in Mr.
Slorris's designs there seems indicated all tbe
peculiarities of the plant almost more clearly

than if naturally or imitatively rendered, and in

perfect good taste. Mr. Norman Shaw, writing
on decoration and referring to wall-papers
particularly, states that Wm. Morris was " a

great man, who somehow delighted in glaring
wall-papers " I think this statement is only
partially, if at all, true. Many of Morris's designs
are not only very low in tone, but even when he
employs bright colours they are so wonderfully
well balanced as to be in no case glaring. To the
excellence of the designs of Mr. Morris and his

contemporaries, the fashion of a few years ago for

covering all large surfaces with pattern may
be due ; but it ii equally probable that a
distaste for the old melancholy oil-painted
walls and naturally-treated moiie and flower
wall-papers that preceded them produced it.

Whatever the cause, it was a great artistic

improvement. Because a design is good of itself,

however, it does not follow that it is applicable
everywhere; in fact, there has been a reaction
against this excess of ornament. The older belief,

that good design consists of patterns repeated
ail libitum, has changed to the idea of absolutely
plain surfaces—a state of things to my mind even
worse than the first. There can be no doubt,
however, that to much ornament is objection-
able, and I think we are realising this fact

—

that the walls of our room should, in most cases,

be quiet and simple, and act as backgrounds to

the people and articles in the room. AVhen
ornament is introduced it should be good, not
excessive, and placed in positions so as not to

interfere with other and more important objects.

I think a simple pattern is preferable to an
absolutely plain surface—it is always an enrich-
ment, and allows the in'roduction of various
tones of colour, instead of one hard and even
effect. It also gives the opportunity of softening
the hard and even effect that one colour always
produces. The pattern should, however, be un-
obtrusive, so as not to asicrt itself, but enrich or

neutralise and improve the general tone. It

seems to me that not only is some ornament good
of itself, but that there never was a time when it

was produced so well and so decoratively as the
present. Take stencilling and wall-papers as

examples : there are methods of producing and
realising both designs and colour entirely absent
from the production of a few years ago. In
decorative work, too, there are methods now
adopted which are a distinct advance, and really

artistic in their aims ; the process of scumbling
by which hard eft'ects are softened ; the use
of transparent colours, by which much richer

effects are obtained than by the older opaque
colours used alone ; the blending of colours,

and the better drawing of ornament. Of
scumbling I m*y perhaps give an instance. The
decoration of St. John's Church, Egremont, was
completed in the Byz mtine style. This church,
I may mention, is severely Classic, and consists

inside of one rectangular apartment. Byzintine
decoration was chosen because of its symbolism.
When the scaffolding was taken down the effect

was hard and glaring and disappointing. After
much deliberation we decided to give the walls a
wash of Vandyke brown and then wipe it all off

again. The effect was wonderful : it aided a

century to its appearance, and produced a
delightful old effect without any deterioration.

It was not only a great success, but an artistic

method of counteiacting the too-new appearance
common to most new work not often resorted to.

As regards the decoration of ctilings, the most
remarkable point of modern times is, I think, the

large use of relief ornamental plaster and the

many cheaper materials imitating it. A design

specially produced in plaster is, of course, satis-

factory ; it can be made to fit the space, and the

design be correct in scale and style. In the

cheaper material, however, this is frequently not

the case, and often the design is abruptly cut off

at the cornice ; but all these advantages and dis-

advantages are so well known that I do not pro-

pose to say more than to repeat that relief

ornament is a conspicuous item of modern deco-

ration. The point I wish to refer to is that

practicall}' all relief ceilings and friezes ard

finished white. Is white more satisfactory than
colour ': The idea is, no doubt, that light comes

from above, and that our ceilings are a sort

of reflectors whence the light is reflected,

and we receive it from the same direction as we
do in the open air. But the light outside

is not white, and it is constantly changing. It

varies from blue to green, purple, &c., according
to the colour of the sky and landscape reflecting

it. This is not commonly thought of, and to

appreciate it you have only to remain in, say, a

white tent for a short while to understand, and
feel the awful monotony of it, and appreciate the

ever-varying quality of the light outside. Snow-
covered land is somewhat similar. It 50U
remain long in a room with an absolute

white ceiling and deep frieze, the effect is

analogous to the sensation experienced from
being in the white tent. This brings me to

the subject of colour. It is a physical fact

that all our colour sensations should not be

excited together, as in the case with white, but

that a change from one colour to another is

necessary to our eyes, so that the different nerves

may be relieved. Of course, in the case of our

white ceilings, even the whitest of them is very
far from intense white. They are practically

grey tinged with various colours reflected upon
them, and there is, of course, the counteracting in-

fluence of the lower part of the walls, floor, and
furniture ; but, all the same, I am inclined to

think that a large surface of white is depress-

ing and hurtful to the eye. The decoration of

ceilings has always been a subject of difference.

Sir Martin Conway, when in Liverpool as

Professor of Art, had, I believe, a black ceiling

on one of his rooms. 3Ir. Wm. Morris once told

me that it was diflicult to beat whitewash. Only
recently I heard of a red ceiling. These are ex-

tremes ; but most authorities, I think, in the past

have advocated colour decoration on, possibly, tie

only unbroken surface of a room. In public

buildings it is essential. I think that the general

tone jf the ceiling would be best not white, but a

tone complementary to the general colour of the

rest of the apartment. This would then not only

enhance the effect of the other decoration and
furnishing, but would be a constant relief to the

eyes whenever they turned towards it. I can

imagine, for instance, a dining-room in fumed
oak and red having a ceiling of dull blue-green

tones, or a drawing-room in which the walls

were green, the woodwork deep vellum, and the

furniture satinwood, having the ceiling and frieze

mainly in the dull complementary tones of purple.

Of course, much depends on the intensity of the

complementary colour, for if too strong the effect

would, of course, be hard and vulgar. The
interior of St. Mark's, Venice, presents, probably,

the finest colour effect in the world : it illustrates

my point ; the walls are a kind of brownish
purple marble and the ceilings mainly gold

mosa'c. The gold is complementary to the

marble, and seems to give it marvellous hues,

that of itself it really does not possess. The eyes,

imperceptibly wandering from ceiling to wa'ls

and from walls to ceiling, are being constantly

refreshed ; the gold creates the desire for purple

and the purple the desire for gold, so that the

beauty of both colours is greatly enhanced. The
increased beauty of colours obtained by the

juxtaposition of their complementary tints is not

only an artistic gratification—it is a physical

necessity, largely neglected to-day in our schemes
of one colour. There is a fashion for, say, a red

room. Such a scheme cannot be lasting ; even the

effect may be largely compensited for by our not

having to remain long in the room, or by a large

mass of white often present, which, of course,

excites all our colour-appreciating nerves, whereas

red only excites one set, and in time might
produce colour blindness to that colour. I had a

case in which a lady complained of the colour red in

her house failing. Upon investigation, however,

I found that the colour was not deteriorating, but

that, owing to an excess of brilliant vermilion

on the walls of most of her rooms, she was
gradually becoming blind to that colour. This

case is somewhat analagous to the experiment

related in some hooka on physics, where, in order

to test the eft'ect of the colour red upon the eyes,

some observers wore for several hotirs ruby-

coloured spectacles. This prolonged action of the

red light so tired out the nerve fibrils excited by
the red vibrations that, on the spectacles being

removed, they were unable to perceive red ; all

red objects appeared dull green or brown. If I

recollect aright, the normal sense of colour

returned after a few months' time ; but had the

red spectacles been worn for a longer period than

they were, there seems to be little doubt that the
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observers would have become permanently colour-

blind to red. These cases are, I think, sufficient

to show that in our colour schemes it is essential

that all our colour-appreciating nerves should be
excited, not together, aa in white, or they all

become wearied, but by such tones aa would
relieve the main colour, which, aa a rule, largely

excites only one set. The more subtle and im-
perceptibly such opposite or complementary tints

are introduced the more truly artistic would the
result be. This is what constitutes real harmony
of colour. A scheme which only excites a certain

set of nerves, and thereby creates a desire fur

other colours, cannot, I think, if we strictly under-
stand the term, be considered harmonious.
Colour seems to me to be the most important
element in decoration, and nowadays we have a

scientific knowledge of its properties unknown to

past ages—a knowledge which explains some of the

effects that, especially Eastern, peo;de obtained
without, apparently, any scientific knowledge at

all. We haveceitainly alargernumberof coloursat

our command, yet we do not appreciate the power
of the colour, or take advantage of its possibilities.

The Moors, for instance, in the Alhambra com-
bined colour in a scientific way. They did not mix
them together as pigments, but combined them as

constituents of white light ; they broke up their

surfaces by few colours, mostly red, yeUow, and
blue, with white, so that at a comparatively short

distance the different colours were not distin

guishable, but commingled and presented a

neutralised bloom, the particular hue of which
depended on the excess of one of the colours.

This effect can be seen at the Alhambra Coutt at

the Crystal Palace. I read recently that it had
been suggested, if notadopted, to paint our Army
field guns all over red, yellow, and blue spots,

experiment having proved this treatment to make
them less conspicuous than any plain colour : at a

comparatively short distance they appear a neutral
atmospheric tone. Another instance of the
scientific mixture of colour was pointed out to me
by a friend who had visited Cairo. In one of the
buildings he noticed a dome of a remarkable green
tone, and wondered how so bright and light a

colour could be obtained in a position where there
was no direct light. On getting up for a nearer
inspection he found that the dome, instead of being
painted one even green tone, had been dotted all

over with blue and yellow spots, on and exposing
a white ground, and at the distance presented a

particularly beautiful light green tone impossible
to obtain had the colours been mixed together as

pigments in the ordinary way. But there was a
further effect. The strength of the yellow vibra-
tion being stronger than the vibrations of green,
the colours do not affect the eye simultaneously,
hence the two colours are constantly asserting and
reasserting themselves, and cause a sort of

movement which, as compared with one dull, even
tint, might fitly, I think, be termed living colour.
We have a similar effect when painting from
nature. Take a white cottage in sunlight for
instance. It is not really like a sheet of white
paper, but owing to its rough surface, and the
construction of our eyes, it appears to be giving
off all the prismatic tints, so that in painting it

we have to use broken colours of almost every
hue, or we do not obtain the real effect. The
mixing of pigments, it will be seen, therefore,
does not give us true mixtures of colours as con-
stituents of light. They usually produce darker
and dirtier effects. Ked and green pigments, for
instance, when mixed together produce a dirty
brown colour due to so much light having been
destroyed, for the red pigment absorbs the green
and b!uo rays and the green absorbs the red rays,
conseiiuently yellow only remains, but ovir-
powercd by 60 nuich light having been destroyed.
It is equivalent almost to mixing one-third of
yellow pigment to two-thirda of black. The com-
bination of red and green as constituents of light
is almost the reverse. Xo light is destroyed, but
increased, for two lights must be greater than
one; hence the yellow produced by red and
green light is lighter than either of these co'oura
singly. Apply this to the (,'airo dome : had it

been dotted with red and green spots, the effect at a
distance would undoubtedly have been yellow.
The combination of <'olours aa constituents of
white light is the only truo mixture of colours,
and certainly produces better results. The science
of colour is conseiiuontly an important matter in
modern decoration

; it enables us to realise our
ideas more easily and more reliably a a against the
old rulo-of-thumb methods. It also takes into
account the colour requirement of the human eye,
and prevents errors being made that might injure

it. Colour is netessary to our very being, and
whether we decorate an ISth-century building, or

one of so-called modern design, whether we adopt
conventional forms or otherwise, it is essential. I

regret that the colour in much modern decoration

indicates a complete ignorance, or disregard, of

principle that cannot be ignored in a scientific

age. I have endeavoured to show that modern
decoration consists of at least three main
characteristics. First : That of the ISth century,

consequent on so much fvirniture of that period

having been adopted. This style ia not confined

to our own country, aa ia the "liueen Anne,"
" Ueorgian," and " Adama," but also includes

the contemporaneous styles of France, the

Louis XV. and XVI., and " Eaipire," which are

being availed of, I venture to think, at an in-

creasing rate. Second : What has been named
Modern English design, remarkable for its quaint

originality, but which seems to me to have been
carried to too great an excess, as though decora-

tion were the only thing to be thought of in our

rooms, and that to be of one particular kind, and
often the idea of one particular man, i style, I

think, that has often been so exaggerated as to be
repugnant to the feelings of many people, so

much so, in fact, that it has brought out or

revived a realistic style, a revival of what has

not inaptly been termed " Iviily Victorian."

This consists of the natural treatment of fiowers

and other objei'ta so realistically that it cannot in

any sense be considered good ornament or decora-

tion. To it "Modern English" is infinitely

superior : it is undoubtedly original, quaint, and
p'cturesque ; it takes into account the nature and
capabilities of material ; it is, as a rule, not

extravagant, and therefore available to most of

us, aed if kept within proper limits, should pro^e

i*s suitability, more especially to the domestic

work of the present day, and be the distinguishing

mark of modern decorat ion

.

THE SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.

THE twentieth annual general meeting of the

Society of Architects was held on Thursday
evening in last week at Staple Inn Buildings,

South, Holborc. Jlr. Walter W. Thomas, of

Liverpool, the President, occupied the chair. The
following were elected by ballot : As members

—

Edward Hall Ballan. 19 and 20, Baxter Gate,

Doncaster ; Samuel Edwin Cook, 3, Recreation-

road, Tientsin, North Caina ; Archie Ainsworth
Hunt, Sudbury, Suffolk; Thomas Ivor Moore,

4, (Troavenor-terrace, Harrogate, and Arthur
James Slater, Borough Engineer's Office, Town
Hall, Ipswich. As student : Vernon Jeffery

Walker, Cambridge House, Ealing, W.
The annual report of the Council (published

III e.rtiiiKii in our last issue, p. 5fiS) was read by
Jlr. Ellis IIarsland, Hon. Secretary. The
President, in moving the adoption of the report,

referred to the recent appointment of Mr. R. C
Bare, as Hon. Librarian, and appealed to members
to liberally respond to the Council's appeal for

getting together an architectural and construc-

tional reference library second to none in FjOndon.

He congratulated the Society on the fact that,

after many years' plodding, the goal of securing

Statutory Registration for qualified architects

appeared to be almost in sight. Supporters of

the movement must still, however, keep pegging
away, and do their best to educate public opinion

within and outside the profession on the subject.

.\nother ground for congratulation was the result

of the plucky fight of Mr. Howard J. Colls, which
had brought about a clearer definition of the

incidence of the law of ancient lights. Already
the benefit ofthe decision in " Colls v. Home and
Colonial Stores" had been rendered evident in

practice. Financially, the Society's position was
stronger than in past years, and they now had a

substantial balance in hand.

The motion was seconded by Mr. G. Gaud Pvk,
Vice-President, and was unanimously adopted.

The I'liKMiiKNT announced that at the recent

examination to qualify for membership, the

following satisfied the examiners : —E. Elgar,

Salisbury; D. llrilliths, Porthcawl ; W. N.
Twist, liirmingham : H. V. JL Emerson,
Ivingston-on-Tharaes ; U. I. Smith, Weston-
super-Mare ; W. E. Tomes, P.ugby. Mr. Elgar
was awarded a Certificate of Alerit, and .Mr.

(iriflithsa (Vrtificato of Honours, entitling him
to the (iold .Medal of tho Society. The Gold
.Modal was won for the first time in ( >ctobor, 1'.I03,

by Mr. W. 1). .lenkirs, of LUindilo, and in the

space of twelve months has been again secured by

a AVelshman. He then presented to Mr. A. H.
"Weeks, of Bristol, a set of drawing instruments

and level value three guineas for success in the

eame competition, and stated that a prize of books

had been forwarded to Mr. J. S. Lawson, of

Carlisle.

The Si cretary, ilu. C. McAuthurButler, stated

that Miss Annie Hall, of Cheltenham, a pupil of

Mr. T. Overbury, of that town, had been
registered as the first lady student of the Society.

The Secretaries' report on the voting for officers

and members of Council for the ensuing year was
then read. It stated that 1 1 ballot papers were
examined, of which twelve were rejected as invalid

or incomplete. The result of the voting was aa

as follows :—President, Mr. Walter W. Thomas ;

Vice-Presidents, Messra. A. E. Pridmore and G.
Gard Pye ; Hon. Secretary, Mr. Ellis ilarsland ;

Hon. Corresponding Secretary, Mr. W. R . Mallett

;

Hon. Treasurer, Mr. B. K. Tucker ; Hon. Librarian,

Mr. R. S. Bare ; Members of Council (twelve

aeata, thirteen nominations) : F. W. Chancellor,

Chelmsford, 97 votes ; G. E. Bond, Rochester,

96 ; J. C. Jackson, 95 ; T. G. Price, Birmingham,
95 ; R. F. Vallance, Mansfield, 94 ; F. W.
Macev, 93 ; J. W. Frazer, X'ewcastle, 91; H.,

Knight, 89 ; D. Morgan, Cardiff, 86 ; C. Cole,

Exeter, 85 ; E. Leest, Devonport, 78 ; and A.
Curry, Jersey, 77. Not elected, 73 votes.

Jlr. J. R. Manning proposed a vote of thanks

to the President, Vice-Presidents, and ilembera of

Council for their services during the past year.

This was seconded by Mr. Sydney Marsland
and carried unanimously.
The I'resident and Vice-Presidents replied, Mr.

A. E. Pridmore urging that the Society should

take steps ere long to provide its own premises,

and so obtain greater office and library accommoda-
tion.

ft..^

SMOKE PREVENTION AND FUEL
ECONOMY.*

THIS volume, based on the German work of

E. SchmatoUa, by Mr. Wm. H. Booth,
M.Am.Soc.C.E., and Mr. John B. C. Kershaw,
F.I.C., is an opportune attempt to solve the

question of fuel combustion. The authors have

not simply preaented a translation of the German
author, but have added much to make it acceptable

to English practice, aa well as cutting out unsuit-

able matter. Fuel combustion has been carried

out unscientifically, without reference to the

physical and chemical conditions. The authors

show what haa been done to prevent smoke ; they

deal with types of furnacea, draught, systems of

mechanical stoking. Coal combuatiou is better

understood in Crermany ; the authora point out

that the ordering of coal-combustion arrange-

ments in our electiic-light stations and power-

houses have been in the hands of men who
are electrical engineers chiefly at the mercy of

boiler-makers, and have aimply inataUed their

plants, irrespective of all scientific principles.

The beat and most economical plant is not

adopted. Tne authors say :
•' With every ad-

miration for certain phases of American practice,

this admiration cannot be extended to American
steam practice in this country, for it is to this

that we owe our 'skies plastered with soot'—

a

not unnatural result of work, done by men
who are alien to the country, and looking to

a few yeara' residence here before returning to

America." There ia no need for smoke : its pro

duction is evidence of neglect of simple laws ot

chemistry. Smoke can be prevented by the ad-

mission of a very large access of air, by .admitting

it under the grate and through the lower part of

the bridge ; but the method reduces the tempera-

ture of the flues, and ia w.astoful. The import-

ance of thorough mixture of air with the gaa is

referred to. " If mingled in the correct chemical

proportiona, combuation would bo perfect without

excess of air." This is seldom attained, and only

approximately in tho furnaces of Lancashire

boilers, and with good draught and good firing,

but amokelessness is secured without difficulty in

boilers without crosstubes. Tho temperature of

the gases must bo maintained until they are in a

state of combustion. ( ierman practice has accom-

plished this. Tho burning of coal in refractory

furnaces has been advocated by aorao as a moans

of checking the evil. A section of a refractory

furnace for water-tube boilers ia given, which

plan will convert tho water-tube boiler furnace to

" Smiike Prevention and Fuel Economy. By W. H.
n.nii IT M..Vm Soc.C.H,, and Juiis B. C. KiiisuAW. F.I.C.

London ; Arcliibiild Constable and Co., Ltd., James-

Btrect, Haymavket.
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a state of perfect combustion. The successful

boiler settings will be found to include an entire

lining of brickwork to secure temperature. The
Weir boiler ia an example of good setting of a
small-tube boiler, in which the combustion-
chamber and furnace are lined with fire-

brick, which secures perfect combustion. The
authors do not touch the domestic smoke
troubl", though they say :

" Smokeless com-
bustion on the domestic hearth, at present, is

only to be obtained where a brisk fire is main-
tained and fresh fuel is brought up from below
on the hopper system, whereby the evolved
hydrocarbon gases are compelled to travel up-
wards through a thick fire of led-hct cokedfuel."
It is not our purpose to go into the chapters of this

useful little book. The chemistry of combustion is

treated in the first chapter. The present mis-
taken method of burning fuels is pointed out in the
next chapter. The practice of fuel- combustion
for steam -raising has been " to place the rela-

tively cold surface of the steam boiler very near
to the surface in which the fuel is undergoing
combustion." The requisites of perfect com-
bustion are noticed. The water-fiibe boiler setting

is described in detail, and the ordinary methods
are illustrated by sections of furnaces. The
third chapter describes and illustrates im-
proved methods of burning fuel ; stepped
or itclined grates assist the moving of

fuel along the grate as combustion pro-

ceeds, and several types of "step" or inclined

grates are shown and detcribei. The diagrams
are clear, and show the principles involved in

these forms of furnaces. Gas generators of dif-

ferent kinds are illustrated. Other chapters deal
with the examination of the waste gases. Three
conditions are essential to secure perfect and
smokeless combustion : (I) A sutBciency of air in

the combustion chamber, but not an excess. (2)

A sufficiently high temperature in the combustion
chamber. (3) a perfect admixture of the air and
volatile hydrocarbons in the combustion chamber.
How the waste gases passing to the chimney
should be examined is explained. It is necessary
for the engineer to know to what extent the con-
ditions of perfect combustion exist. The indica-

tions are given, such as colour and appearance, of

the waste gases, draught and temperature, and
chemical composition. These processes are ex-
plained in detail, and the water pyrometer for
testing temperature of flue gases and other
apparatus are illustrated. The work is a scientific

attempt to combat the evil of smoke, and to secure
fuel economy. The authors believe that bitu-
minous coal is capable of perfect combustion, and
that black smoke is an evidence of bad design.
The appendix contains many abstracts of English,
German, and U.S.A. patents, fuel analyses, and
other matters.

THE BRITISH URALITE COMPANY,
LIMITED, COMPETITIOX.

IX April last the British Uralite Co. offered

prizes to architects, and also to ship
draughtsmen, for the best original designs or
practical suggestions for fixing Uralite. It was
at first intended to make the awards in the month
of July ; but owing to the large number of draw-
ings sent in, the decision of the judges was
delayed. We are now able to publish the awards,
which are as follows :

—
In the Architectural Competition the first prize

(value twenty guineas) was awarded to Alfred E.
Sidtord, M.S.A., of Wokingham, in Berkshire;
and Murray Spry, jointly.

Other prizes were awarded in order of merit as
follows :—John Huxtable, architect, H-rne Bay;
E. C. Ackerman, HoUoway, London, N. ; Percy
N. Brown, Holmfirth, Yorkshire ; Messrs. Pooley
and Follett, architects, Adelphi, London; C. F. A.
Voysey, architect. Baker-street, London ; and
C. L. Cox, architect, Ilford.

In the Shipbuilding Competition the first prizi
of twenty guineas was awarded to G. A. Lax,
naval architect, HI, High Park-road, Xewcastle-
on-Tyne. Other prizes were awarded in order of
merit as follows:—F. W. Haddy. naval archi-
tect, Barrow-in Furnes^ ; D. M. Wallace, naval
architect, Greenock ; W. R. Oald, naval archi-
tect, Glasgow ; Archibald Scott, jun., naval
architect, Glasgow ; William Diwson, nav^l
architect, Govan.

The following gentlemen also sent in drawings,
which were highly commended by the judges:—
Architectui^l ; A. Hickingbotham. E ist Dalwich,
S E. ; B. Flatmin, Croydon ; W. G. B. Wnite,
Ox'ord-street, London; W. V. MtNa", Bir-

mondsey, London ; A. Stapley, Finsbury-pave-
ment, E.C. ; H. G. Warren, Exeter; H.
Lambden, Maidstone ; and James A. Smyth,
Cambridge ; A. G. Bell, Nottingham ; W. H.
Clarke, Matlock Bath; W. H. RatcliSe, Dar-
lington ; Chas. Stone, Pinner ; George Rjbson,
Sheffield ; A. Waldron, London; 3. S. Gold-
thorpe, Halifax; John Webb, Buron-cn-Trent ;

G. H. Short, Alnwick ; E. W. Leeson, Man-
chester ; F. J. Felts, Cambridge ; and L. W.
Tracey, Birmingham.

In the Shipbuilding competition, the following

gentlemen sent in drawings, which were highly
commended :—E. D. Figari, London ; T. B,
Creffield, London ; H. B. Tiltman, Ilford ; T. J.

Saunders, Pembroke Dock; J. A. McArthur,
Port Glasgow ; and W. T. Clark, New Brompton.
Large numbers of drawings were received

which had to be returned to the competitors owing
to the fact that sections were introduced which
the Company are at present unab'.e to manufacture.
A new Catalogue, showing the application of

Uralite to electrical installations, has just been
issued, and will be Eent to any address on
application. •-^

CHIPS.
The urban district council of Scunthorpe deceived

at their last meeting the umpire's award of the price
to be paid by the council for the land required on
the Cdry-Elwes estate at Risby for waterworks
—namely, £1,836.

At the last meeting of the housing committee of
the Liverpool Corporation the chairman said there
had been little demolition of property during the
year, but 272 houses had been condemned, and
this affected the housing of a population of 1,325
persons. The principal work of the year had been
the rebuilding of the artisans' dwellingi in various
areas of the city.

The Skegness Urban District Council have re-
ceived sanction from the Local Government Board
to borrow the sum of £10,360 for improvements to
the sewerage system, which includes a new sewer
along Drummond - road, construction of new
pumping-station, pumping main and ejector-
uhamber, also septic-tank and bacterial filters, on
the existing sewage farm. Messrs. Elliott and
Brown, the engineers to the scheme, have been
mstru^ted to make the necessary arrangements.

The Siracen Head Inn of the Gallowgate of
Glasgow, which was associated with Prince Charlie
and the Jacobite Rebellion, is to be demolished. For
the last 38 years the hall where Prince Charlie held
his banquets and dances has been used for the meet-
ings of the Dovehill Mission, carried on by one of
the United Free Churches of the city.

The Swansea Corporation have decided to apply
for Parliamentary sanction to raise £121,500 to
complete the corporation waterworks at Cray, and
to obtain power to construct a second line of pipes
from that source.

New Wesleyan Sunday-schools have been opened
at Reepham, Norfolk. They have cost £560. The
new buildings comprise minister's vestry, organ
chaml)er, schoolroom, classrooms, and stabhog
accommodation. Mr. F. A. Scott, of Norwich, was
the architect, and Mr. John Gaze, of Carlton
Colville, the contractor.

Khan Bahadur Mancherji Kavasji Murzban,
CLE., F.R.I.B.A., has been nominated hy the
Chancellor of the University of Bombay as a Fellow
of that body.

Tha church schools at Starston have been enlarged
at the sole expense of the rector. Mr. 0. J.
Brown, of Norwich, was the architect, and Mr.
A. F. Rayner, of Harleston, the builder.

The King has decided to carry out further and
extensive improvements at Balmoral Castle, and
Sir Rowand Anderson, the architect who is to be
employed, had an audience of his Majesty on the
7th, when the plans for the proposed work were
discussed.

At Scarborough Parish Chnrch on Tuesday the
Bishop of Hull dedicated a carved oak organ-screen
to the memory of the late Mr. James Bland, and
also unveiled a memorial tablet to Corporal
Stephenson, of the local Rifle Volunteers, who died
in South Africa during the war.

The work of constructing the authorised tramway
from Bournemouth to Christchurch will be put in

hand at an early date. The former corporation,
with this ohj ect in view, have purchased the Tuckton
Bridge over the Stour at £15,000.

The Amalgamated Society of Mill Siwyers, Wood
Cutting Machinists, and Wood Turners disbursed
for the quarter ending in August last the sum of

£2,011 Hi. 4\d., of which £1,016 Ts. 6id. was paid
for unemployed benefit, £3 i'J as disablement twnuses,
£107 43. for superannuations, and only £2 Oj. 7d.

for strike and lock-out.

PKOFBSSIONAI. AND TBAS2
800ISTIB9.

Royal Ixstitute of Bkitish AKcniTECTs.

—

Tne first meeting for the ensuing session of the

Institute will be held at 9, Couduit-atreet, W.,
on 5Iouday week, at 8 p.m., when Mr. John
Belcher, A.R.A., the president, will deliver his

opening address. The following meetings are :—
Nov. 21, "Monolithic Constructioi 8 in Henne-
bique Ferro-Concrete," by L. G. Mouchel (of

Hennebique's patents) ;
" Construction and

Srength of Reinforced Concrete," by William
Dunn ; Dec. 19, " Architecture and Building
Acts," by Lacy W. Ridge and J. S. Gibson

;

Jan. 23, 1905, " European Architecture in

India," by James Ransome, award of Prizes

and Studentships ; Feb. 6, President's Address
to Students ; presentation of prizes ; Feb. 20,

"Architectural Education," by Reginald Blom-
field, M A. ; March 20, " Decorative Painting,"

by Sir Wm. Richmond, R.A., Alfred East,

A.R.A., and Solomon J. Solomon, A.R.A. ;

April 3, " The Phnning of Cities and Public

Spaces," by Professor Beresford Pite and John
W. Simpson ; April 17, " Garden Architecture,"

by Mervyn Macartney; May 15, Sculpture and
Architecture ; June 19, Presentation of the Royal
Gold Medal.

We regret to learn that Mr. FredBath, F.R.I.B.A.,
F.S.I. , of Salisbury, has sustained a severe bereave-

ment by the death of his wife. Mrs. Bath died

on the 20th inst at their residence, Sandown House,
CLur h Fields, Salisbury.

The Southwark Guardians have accepted a tender
for the reconstruction of the drains of their infirmary

at a cost of £4.000. The tender was not the lowest

by about £40J, but, being a local one, it was
accepted in place of a country tender on the sug-
gestion of the Mayor of Southwark that, in view of

the g.-eat distress m London, work should be given
to Loudon men at London prices.

A joint committee of the Liverpool Corporation
have decided to ereot on pedestals on the upper
terrace of St. John's Gardens statuettes repre-

senting " Spinning," " Machinery," " Shipping,"
and " Mining." The designs are by Mr. F. Derwent
Wood and Mr. Henry Poole, and the estimated
outlay is £2,500. The total expenditure upon the
reconstruction of the gardens has reached £35,762.

Mr. C. W. Dyson Perrins, of Ardross, has erected

for the village of Alness, Ross-shire, at a cost of

over £2,000, an institute containing library, read-
ing and recreation rooms, and OQ Saturday the
institute was formally opened and handed over.

The Sunderland Town Council have decided to
extend the north wing of the administrative block
at the borough sanatorium, at an estimated cost of

£3,000.

The Mayor of Newbury, accompanied by the
borough surveyor, having recently made a tour of

the town and discovered that there were no vacant
cottages, although there is a demand for these, the

corporation have decided to consider proposals for

the erection of a great number of small houses in

the outskirts of the town, offering building plots

to local tradesmen at perpetual ground - rents.

Although there are more than 600 tenements in

Newbury, not one is unoccupied.

It is proposed that the memorial to the late Dr.
Ridding, the first Bishop of Southwell, shall take
the form of a recumbent effigy in Southwell
Cathedral.

At North Berwick the new and enlarged gasworks
built for the town council on a site on the farm of

Ferrygate, covering an area of 2.J acres, were opened
last week. These works were designed and carried

out under the superintendence of Mr. James
M'Gilchrist, gas engineer, Dumbarton, and have
just been completed at a cost of about £16,000.

They are capable of manufacturing daily 250,000c.ft.

of gas, or 50,000,000c. ft. annually, this being
equivalent to double the quantity that the old works
situated in Station-road could produce. The former
storage accommodation is quadrupled, the capacity

of the gas-holder being 120,000c.ft., and the coeu

storage 1,250 tons.

The London and North- Western Railway Com-
piny will seek Parliamentary powers next session

for a line from Tattenhall to Wrexham and Mold.
The line will begin with a junction near Tattenhall-
road station , on the Crewe and Chester Railway,
pass through Churton, Famdon, and Holt, and on
to Wrexham, and thence to Brymbo, where it will

join the existing railway running from Brymbo,
ibrough Ffrith, Llanfjnydd, and Coed Talon to

Mold.

Mr. John G. Bruc», of Sunderland, has teen
appointed to the pot i 'ion of resident electrical

eufiineer to the urban district council of Willesden,

N.W., at a salary of £250 jer annum.
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ILLXJ8TBATION8.
ALDERSHOT TOWN HALL. — BROMLEY FREE LIBRARY.

—

RECEPTION' HALL, RBCTOBT FARM, STREATLEY.—PROPOSED
H0D8E NEAR KENDAL.— VILLAGE SCHOOL, ORMESBY,
Y0BK9.— OLD HOUSES AT » AEN.

cDur ]-llustrati0US.—«

—

ALDERSHOT fOl'XCIL Ori'ICES, ETC.

This design was selected in open competition,
Mr. Frank T. Baggallay acting as assessor. In
May, 1903, the contract was let to Mr. J.

Harris, of Basingstoke, at £7,403 3s. 3d., tor the
council offices and tire-atation, the council having
resolved to postpone the erection of the town-hall
until some future date. On August 24 the huild-
ings, being completed, were handed over to the
council, and are now being furnished, and it is

anticipated that the opening will take place in
the course of a few weeks. The design is of a
simple Kenaissance character, with blue Forest of

Dean stone plinths, Bath stone dressings, and
red-brick facings ; coloured cement stucco having
been also introduced. The hose and look-out
tower is so arranged with landing stages and
ladders as to afford an excellent means of prac-
tice to the brigade. The works were carried out
under the supervision of the architect, Mr. C. E.
Hutchinson, .V.R.I.B.A. ; Mr. S. Dallas, of
Alderahot, acting as clerk of works.

J-lllLIC I.IDRARY rOK. THE llOEOVGH OF IlROMLEy,
KEXT : SELECTED DESIGN".

In plunning this building, one of the main objecta
has been to so arrange the several departments
that the supervision of all the public rooms shall
be complete with as small a staff as possible ; in
fact, so that one attendant could supervise the
whole when necessary. For this reason the public
reading-room, lending-library, and reference-
room have been placed on one lloor, with the
librarian's room in tuch a position that he may
command all these departments from his table.
By arranging the rooms on these lines a spacious
entranco-hall is obtained, out of which the several
departments open with practically an entire
absence of corridor. On the south side of the
frontage it was necessary to leave a clear passage-
way to the land in the rear of the proposed
buildings, which will probably be built on at a
future date. The entrance to the public library
is placed at the north end of the frontage—that
nearest to the centre of the town. ( )n the side of
the hall opposite the entrance is placed the at-
tendant's counter, having entrance and exit
turnstilea on either hand. The book-store has
been so arranged that the attendant from his
counter can see every part unobstructed by
bookcases. The book-store measures .'iOft. by
40ft., e.xdusive of the attendant's space. The
whole of the area will be amply lighted by
a large top light, and by windows high up in the
walls. The entrance to the reference-room is

commanded by the attendant at the central
counter. By placing it in the rear of the block
quiet is insured ; in it reading tables for 2S persons
have been arranged. The accommodation may be
increased without interference with the buildings
and within the space allotted to the public library
as follows :—The lending library and bookstore
would bo enlarged by tlie extension of the north
wing adding about (ioOft. super, to the 2,000

already provided. The corresponding wing on
the south side would be extended as a reference

-

room having 730ft. super. The present refer-

ence-room would become the magazine-room, thus

increasing the public reading and magazine-room

by 550ft. super. The materials for external

facing in the High-street are hand-made red

bricks and Doulting stone. The facings at the

back will be picked stock bricks relieved by red.

The root over lending library and book-store will

be a solid fireproof concrete flat, laid with asphalte.

All floors will be solid and fireproof, and all

public rooms laid with wood blocks of red pine in

mastic compo. The floors of the entrance-haD,

landing, Arc, will be laid with Terazzo marble

mosaic, and the interior walls finished with

Parian cement. The architect is Mr. Evelyn
Hellicar, A.R.I.B.A., of Serjeant's Inn, Fleet-

street, E.G. The referee in this limited com-
petition was Mr. John Belcher, .\.R.A. We
gave a review of the designs submitted in the

BiiLDixG News for Sept. 30 last.

HALL AT RECTORY FAUM, STREATLEV.

This is a large central reception hall from which
are arranged the entrances to dining-room, draw-
ing-room, library, .ice. The floor is of wax-
polished oak, the staircase and panelling are also

of the best dark Riga oak, the walls above the oak

panelling being covered with fine silk tapestry,

and the windows are filled with very rich stained-

glass work. The fireplace consists of a large

well tire with copper kerb, moulded and polished

Hopton Wood stone slips, and a hood of beaten

copper. The balustrade to balcony on first floor

is of oak with bold tapered twisted balusters,

heavy moulded handrail and pilasters. This

drawing was exhibited this year at the Royal
Academy. The architect is Mr. 0. P. Parsons,

14, Temple-street, Birmingham, and the new
house has been built for Captain C. L. Mtrks,
D.S.O.

PROSPECT HOUSE, XEAR KEN'DAL.

This house has been designed so as to be in

character, as far as possible, with the surrounding
country. Local materials are to be used, and the

workmanship is to be in the local manner. The
walls are to be built of stone, roughcasted white,

the roofs to be covered with Westmorland green
slate. Special attention is being given in the

designing of the ground surrounding. The
illustration, along with the plans, gives a

general idea of the arrangement. The architect

is Mr. A. M. Hodgson.

ORMESIIY SCHOOL, YORKSHIRE.

This school has been erected by the generosity of

Jliss Brown of Ormesby House, at a cost of about

£2,000, and, together with the site on which it

stands, presented to the parish as a public

elementary school. The opening ceremony took
place on September 7. when the architect, Mr.
Fred Rowntree, U, Hammersmith Terrace, W.,
presented Miss Brown with a silver and enamel
key, designed and made by Mr. Xelson Dawson, of

Swan House, Chi&wick Mall, W. The contractors

for the whole of the buildings were Messrs. W.
Douglass and Son, of Normtnby, and the work
has been ably supervised by Mr. X. D jff.

OLD HOrSES IN CAEX.

(Fur description see Mr. Hirry Hems' arttcle

on page COS.)

The Kibble Committee of the Preston Corporation
have decided to spend £20n,()UO upon the deve-
lopment of the Kibble estuary and jiort.

A faculty has been granted this week for the

erection of a new chancel and side-chapel for the

parish church of Heckmondwike,in the West Riding,
at an estimated cost of £2,700,

An application for power to borrow £20,sr)0 for

work required in connection with new recreation-

grounds m Idle, (Ireongates, and Birksland- street,

Bradford,;andadditional laying-out scheme in Lister,

Bradford Moor, Horton, Ilarold, and Bawling
parks, and Wapping-road, North Wing, Wyke,
• iueen's-road, and Bolton-road recreation-grounds,

was heard in Bradford on Friday by Bieutenant-

Colonel A. C. Smith, K.E., one of the inspectors of

the Local Uovemment Board.

The foundation-stone of St. Giles's Institute, in

the parish of St. Andrew's, Bordesley, was laid

on Saturday. Space has been reserved on the site

at (iroeu Lane for a new church in place of the

existing sadly-dilapidated structure and clergy-

house; but only 1 1,500 is to bo spent on the
building in course of erection, and which will occupy
an area of G4tt. by 35ft.

OOMPBTITION8.
AtTox.—A stringent condition in the instruc-

tions issued to architects invited to compete tor

theC'junty Schools at .\cton stipulated that the

sum of £8,000 was to be practically adhered to.

To what a serious extent the award ill-accorded

with this governing clause has been demonstrated

by the tenders received by the County Council

after months of negotiations, and at a meeting of

the Acton District Council, held last week, it was
reported that the tender of Mr. Bollom, a local

builder, whose price seemingly has been accepted,

amounts to £11,129, with really atotalof £12,607,

more than half as much again than the sum given

to the competitors to work to, and to which at

least one of the best, but unpremiated, schemes

adhered as closely as possible '. We calculated

at the time that the chosen plan must cost about

£12,500 to £13,000. Mr. Leonard Stokes made
the award, having been appointed referee on
the nomination of the R.I. B.A. We illustrated

the selected design, by Mr. A. H. Tiltman, in

the BciLDixG News tor Dec. 25 last, and some
correspondence on the matter appeared in our

pages subsequently.

Clapham-road Public B.iTns —The Wands-
worth Borough Council recently acquired, for

the purposes of road widening, a block of houses

occupying a commanding site facing Clapham
Park-road and Park Hill, and decided to build

on a portion of the surplus land a group of branch

baths for the Clapham Park district. -\ com-
petition was decided upon for the plans, and on
the recommendation of Mr. Aston Webb,
F.R.I.B.A., Mr. A. llessell Tiltman, F.R.I. B..\.,

was appointed assessor, premiums of 75 guineas,

30 guineas, and 20 guineas being offered for the

three selected designs. The cost was limited to

£4,500, but with the proviso that estimates must

not exceed this amount by more than 20 per cent.

,

thus virtually raising the maximum to £5,400, an
amount still apparently inadequate for the neces-

sary buildings. It was stipulated that preference

would be given to the design which, in the

assessor's opinion, " occupies the least portion of

the site and at the least cost." Nineteen designs

were sent in from invited architects, including

some specialists, and these plans were distin-

guished as received by consecutive numbers,

every effort being made to secure anonymity.

Mr. Tiltman in his report recommended
No. 17 for the first premium, No. IG for the

secoad, and No. 11 for the third ; but this

award was disapproved of by some of the members
of the Baths] Committee, who criticised the plan

and working arrangements of the design placed

first. .-Vt the meeting of the Wandsworth
Borough Council held on Wednesday night a

report was received from the Batlis Committee,

stating that they had inspected thenineteen designs

submitted, and had considered the assessor's

report, and had decided by a majority of five to

two to recommend that the author of the design

numbered 1 7 be employed as architect to carry

out the work under the conditions of the com-

petition, and that the authors of the designs

numbered 1 Gand 1 1 beawarded the second and third

premiumsof 30 and 20 guineas respectively. To this

Councillor G. A. T. Middloton, .\.R,I.B.A.,

proposed as an amendment :
" That sums of

75 guineas, 30 guineas, and 20 guineas be paid to

theauthorsof the designs placed l.-.t, 2nd, and 3rd

respectively by the assessor in accordance with

the conditions of the competition, and that it be

referred back to the baths and wash-houses

committee to consider which of the whole nine-

teen designs submitted should be adopted for

execution." Owing to the lateness of the hour

at which the report was received, it was decided

to adjourn its consideration till the next meeting

of the council, on Wednesday, Nov. '.I.

A scheme for the restoration of Berwick-on-

Tweed Parish Church has been drafted, at an esti-

mated cost of C2,000.

The new Victoria Council School in Vork-road,

Leeds, was opened on Wednesday iveek. It was

designed by Mr. W. S. Braithwaite, of Leeds, the

arcluteot to the education committee.

A memorial tablet to the late Mr. John Latimer,

historian and journalist (1S25-1!)04), has been

erected on the west wall of the north transept of

Bristol Cathedral. Designed liy Mr. 11. Dare

Bryan, F.K.I.B.A., of Bristol, it consists of a con-

vex and circular panel of white marble, on a back-

ground of Vert des Alpss marble, enriched by

bronze mouldings of a quiet ISth-Century Classic

character.
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OLD HOUSE IN CAEN.—(See Article by Mr. H-Uiry Hems on p. 608.)
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OLD HOUSE IN CAEN, NEAll THE CATHEDRAL.— (See Article by Mr. Harky Uejis on p. GOS.)
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OBITUAKY
Mk. RoiiERT Kekr, F.R.I B.A., Fellow and

Emeritus Professor of Architecture at King's
College, London, died on Friday last, the2l3t
inst., at his residence, 31, Cathcart-road, South
Kensington, at the advanced aged of SI years.
His health had been seriously failing for a long
time past, and the end was not unexpected.
Professor Keir, as he was widely known, was a
native of Aberdeen, and also a pupil of Mr. John
Smith, the city architect of Aberdeen. When
the London Architectural Association was formed,
in 1847, Mr. Kerr was elected its first President,
and ten years later was elected a Fellow of the
Royal Institute of British Architects, and some
years since served on its Council. In 1861 he
was appointed Professor of the Arts of Con-
struction at King's College, London, and con-
tinued in the occupancy of that position till his
retirement in 1S90. Of fine presence, and
considerably over the average stature, and
possessed of an abundant head of hair that for
manyyears hadbeen perfectly white. Professor Kerr
was a fluent speaker with an excellent delivery
and great powers of rhetoric and sarcasm that
riveted the attention of an audience. For many
years he was a regular attendant at the meetings
of the Association, and could be relied upon to

vigorously interpose in any discussion. He had
written many books on architectural topics
in a cynical and gossiping style, including " The
Gentleman's House," and " The Consulting
Architect," and he edited and largely rewrote
the third edition of Fergusson's " History of
Modern Architecture," including a new section
on constructional work in the United States. In
1880 he essayed to write a novel, " The
Ambassador Extraordinary," in which he
freely satirised his professional acquaintances
in a manner which everyone else but the
victims voted very amusing. A leading
character in the story was Master Georgiuj
Oldhousen, F.S.A., in which the foibles and
eccentricities of two architects who have since
passed away (William Burges and E. AV. Godwin)
were mercilessly caricatured. For forty-two years
Professor Kerr had been district surveyor of
St. James's, Westminster, and the pertinacity
with which he fought out his cases in the courts
was at one time very marked. " Professor Kerr
and his Fees " is a standing heading in the earlier
indices to the Bviliuxg N ews volumes of thirty
years or so ago, followed in some cases by
numerous references. In the higher courts.
Professor Kerr's experiences as a litigant were
not always productive of satisfaction, and a
favourite topic in speeches of later years was the
profound ignorance of architectural questions
displayed by lawyers and judges. His principal
work as an architect was " Bearwood," Berks,
the residence of the late Sir. John Walter, M.P.,
•of the Times, and he carried out many other
mansions and houses. Professor Kerr was
twice married, and had latterly been asso-
ciated in partnership with his son, Mr. R.
Henry Kerr ; one of his daughters is married to
Mr. A. Hessell Tiltman, F.R.I. B. A. The funeral
service took place in the Church of the Annuncia-
tion, Chislehurst West, on Wednesday afternoon,
and the interment in the churchyard there.

The death is announced from Southport of Mr.
Peter Beadshaw Alley, retired architect and
surveyor, late of Manchester, in his 94th year.
Mr. Alley, who was a member of the Society of
Friends, had had as a schoolfellow at Newton's
school the late Mr. John Bright. He was for
many years an architect in successful practice in
Manchester. One of his pupils was Mr. Alfred
VVaterhouse, LL.D., R.A. About twenty years
ago Mr. Alley suffered severely from bronchi' is,

and removed to Southport, where his health was
soon re-established. In 1842 he was the honorary
secretary of the Manchester Peace Society.

The death took place on Saturday morning, at
The Limes, Broad Oak Park, Monton, of Mr.
Fuederic Smith, J.P., architect and surveyor, of
Manchester and Eccles. A native of Corby, in
Lancashire, he was apprenticed to a joiner at
Thurlby, and at the age of 23 removed to Man-
chester, where, after some time, he commenced
practice as an architect. (Jn the formation of the
Eccles Town Council, in 1892, he was elected
councillor for Winton Ward, and he continued
to represent this ward until his appointment,
two years ago, as alderman for IrweU Ward. He
was appointed in 1895 one of the first members of
the Eccles Borough CouncU. He twice sat as
mayor of the borough. He took great interest in

the electricity, tramway, and sewage depart-
ments. He was an ardent co-operator, and
designed many buildings for the Eccles, Pendle-
ton, and other co-operative societies throughout
the country. He was one of the promoters of the
Eccles Allotments Society, and remained its

president up to the time of his death.

CHIPS.
Some interesting discoveries from bastions of

worked masonry have been made at Castell-Mor-
Craig, near Ithe main-road from Cardiff to
Caerphilly. The work of excavation has now been
carried on during two summers under t)ie direct

superintendence of Mr. William Clarke, sculptor,
Llandaff, with the direction of Mr. John Ward,
F.S.A., with whom have been associated the
members of the arch^ological section of the
Naturalists' Society of Cardiff. The details of the
worked stone appear to be of the thirteenth
century ; but nothing is known of the history of the
Camp, which had hitherto been assumed to be of
Roman origin and occupation.

The bust of Richard Roberts, the inventor, which
Sir William Bailey has presented to the University
College of Wales, Aberystwith, will be unveiled
this (Friday) afteruoon. Richard Roberts was horn
near Welshpool in 1785.

Mr. Charles L. Eastlake, late Keeper of the
National Gallery, unveiled on Wednesday, in
Plymptou St. Maurice parish church, a memorial of
Sir Joshua Reynolds, who was born in the school

-

house adjoining the church. The memorial, de-
signed by Mr. James Hine, of Plymouth, includes a
medallion portrait of Reynolds by Mr. J. Derwent
Wood.

The contract for the extension of the harbour
works at Lerwick has been secured by Mr. John
M. Aitken, contractor, Lerwick. The amount of
contract is £9,444. The estimated cost of the whole
works was £13,500, towards which the Treasury
have promised a grant of £4,500. The new works
have been rendered necessary by the development
of the fishing industry at the port. It is expected
that a portion of the extension will be ready for
the early herring fishing next year.

The Liverpool Corporation propose to partly en-
circle the city with a new thoroughfare. Beginning
at the Walton Hall estate, which was recently
acquired by the corporation, the road, which will
be Sift, wide, with a boulevard on each side, will be
eventually carried right round to the south end of
the city. The corporation are also rapidly clearing
the city of its insanitary areas. Twenty thousand
houses have been condemned, and 8,000 others are
to be dealt with.

Before a large audience in the Operetta House,
Chambers-street, Edinburgh, and under the auspices
of the Edinburgh Sunday Society, Professor G.
Baldwin Brown, P.R.I.B.A., redelivered on Sunday
n'ght a lecture on •' Old Edinburgh," with lantern
illustrations. Sir R. Rowand Anderson occupied the
chair.

Mr. R. E. L. Hookway, architect, of Bideford,
was on Saturday appointed borough surveyor of
Bideford.

A memorial to the men of Pembrokeshire who
fell in South Africa was unveiled on Friday at
Haverfordwest by the Eirl of Cawdor. The
memorial, which takes the form of a Celtic cross,

has been placed in an open space in the main
thoroughfare of the town.

The Engineering Standards Committee have issued
a report giving British standard specifications and
sections of bull- headed railway rails. It is the
result of the labours of a sub- committee under the
chairmanship of Mr. James C. Inglis, of the Great
Western Railway, who has prepared the various
series of standard bull-headed rails. The report
was approved by the main committee m July last,

and is published by Messrs. Crosby Lookwood and
Son.

The contractors effected on Friday a j unction of
the new Dairy and Johnstone Riilway with the
Greenock section, which completes the line at John-
stone so far as the soil track is concerned. Trains
for the completion of the permanent way may now
be run over the line, and it is expected the whole
line from Dilry to Johnstone will be completed in
the beginning of 1905.

At St. Jude's Church, South Kensington, on the
18th inst., Mr. Archibald B. Howard, only son of
Mr. John Howard Colls, of 2(), Park-crescent,
Portland-place, was married to Miss Nma Mary
Hirsch. only daughter of Mr. Alfred (43orge Wallis,
of 21, Courtfleld-gardens, South Kensington.

The foundation-stone of the new Roman Catholic
Pupil-Teachers' Centre in Leeds, was laid on
Sunday. The site of the new college is in Kingston

-

terrace. The building will cost £15,000, and will
provide accommodation for 150 students. Mr.
Simpson, of Bradford, is the architect.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITABT
HATTERS.

PETEEBOKOUOn'S ADDITIONAL WaTEB SUPPLY.

—

At Friday's meeting of the Peterborough Town
Council, the borough engineer, Mr. J. C. Gill, pre-
sented his report on the new water supply scheme
for the city. The corporation had obtained sanction
to borrow £20,000, and with that money they would
be able to lay the mams, and allow the buildings to
stand over for a time. In referring to the present
supply, Mr. Gill said at a pressure of 221b. per
square inch the water would rise to a height of
59ft. on the Market-place. He further added that
a diminished pressure served the highest parts of
the city. At present they had fourteen miles of
main under pressure ; the pipes had been laid for
twenty years. They now required six more miles
of ISin. pipes, and the present was the most oppor-
tune for buying iron pipes, as prices had '

' touched
bottom." It was decided that the borough engi-
neer should prepare specifications and advertise for
the supplying of pipes, and the corporation should
carry out the work themselves.

Sheee, West Surrey.—Mr. Justice Bray, Lord
of the Manor of Shere, attended a Local Govern-
ment Board inquiry conducted last week by Colonel
Dumford, into the application of the Guildford
Rural District Council for sanction to borrow a
further sum of £2,890 for works of sewerage and
sewage disposal at Shere. Mr. Cullerne represented
the district council. The drainage of Shere was
carried out some years ago ; but the sewers in parts
were found to be leaky, and the district council
desired a further loan chiefly to relay some
1,200 yards of defective sewer. Mr. Bray cross-
examined witnesses with a view to showing that
there was faulty workmanship, and contended that
the rural district council were to blame for the
present state of affairs, and that the expense of
remedying defects should be borne by the whole
district. Mr. Cullerne submitted that the Local
Government Board had no power to make such
order.

The Disposal of Sewage. — Mr. John Price,
city surveyor of Birmingham, read a paper on
sewerage to the members of the Scientific Society of
the Birmingham and Midland Institute, in the
council room of the institute on Friday evening.
Mr. E. J. Woodward presided. Mr. Price dwelt
upon the importance to the community of a good
system of sewerage. Since great attention had been
paid to the provision of a pure water supply and an
effective method for the removal and the rendering
innocuous of liquid refuse, there had been a steady
drop in the death-rate. The disposal of sewage
depended, of course, to a large extent upon the
situation of the town from which it was desired
to remove it. There were three principal systems
of town sewage at present — namely, the com-
bined, the separate, and the partially separate
systems. He advocated the use of the partially
separate system, such as had been laid down in
Edgbaston and Harborne, as being the most effec-

tive and economical, inasmuch as in time of an
exceptionally heavy rainfall less liquid found its

way to the outfall, a large proportion of the surface
water being diverted from the sewer proper into

other channels. The greater part of the sewerage
system in Birmingham at the present time was on
the combined system, the disadvantage of which
was that the sewer had to be constructed out of all

proportion to what was required of it in dry
weather. Mr. Price, by the aid of limelight views,
described some of the methods that had been adopted
in the city, at his direction, to prevent the flooding

of the sewers in the case of exceptionally heavy
rainstorms.

The plans submitted by Mr. W. F. Austin, archi-
tect, March, for the proposed extensions to the
Grammar School at March have been accepted by
the Governors of the Charities.

The foundation-stone was laid at Walsall on
Thursday in last week of St. Mary's new grammar
school, which is being erected to provide for the
education of teachers under the direction of the
education committee of the town. The school was
founded by Queen Mary in 1554, and the present
boys' school was erected in 1849. In 1890 a school
for girls was built, but had to be enlarged in 1S95,

and gymnasium, workshops, *tc., have been added
from time to time. The additions which are being
made will include school and classrooms, which will

raise the accommodation for boys to 200 and for

girls to 250. Messrs. Bailey and McConnal are the
architects, and Mr. S. Wootton is the builder.

Lord and Lidy Rothschild attended, on Friday
afternoon, at the Chaltout Colony of the National
Society for Employment of Epileptics, for the
purpose of opening the administrative building,

which will be known as tlie Passmore Elwards
House. Mr. E. Moutefiore Micholls, chairman of

the executive committee, explained that the new
house would be the matron's home and office, and
that Mr. J. Passmore E Iwards had contributed
£18,500 to the building of the homes.
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BouRNviLLE.—A tender by Messrs. J. Bowen
and Son, of Balsall Heath, of £19,300, has been
accepted for the erection of elementary day-
schools, the contract has been signei, and the
work of excavation commenced, Mrs. George
Cadbury turning the first sod. The schools are
designed by Mr. .Vlexander M. Harvey, the con-
sulting architect to the Boumville Trust, and the
architecture is a free treatment of the Gothic
style. They will stand in 2h acrei of ground in
the centre of the village, with the triangular
green in front, the park on the one side. Thorn-
road on the other, and village gardens at the
back. A tower rising to a height of 60ft. will
give a distinctive appearance to the building.
Special accommodation is provided for instruction
in laundry work, cookery, carpentry, and other
handicrafts, and, in addition, a library and
laboratory are to be provided. The number oE

school places which will be provided is 5i0, and
eventually another school for 270 infants is to be
erected, making the total one of SIO.

CoLDHARBoiK.—The parish church of Cold-
harbour, Surrey, which stands at an elevation of
800ft. above sea level, on the slopes of Leith
Hill, was reopened by the Bishop of Winchester
on Wednesday week after extensive improve-
ments. The work of restoratiun ineludts new
fittings for the chancel, a new reredos, and a new
organ-case, all in English oak, by Messrs. Dart
and Francis, of Creditun ; a new organ-chamber,
in which a two-manual organ, by Mr. Kothwell,
of Hampstead, is shortly to be placed ; an east
window, by Messrs. Powell, representing " The
Oood Shepherd "

; a new nave roof and new
pulpit, together with new warming apparatus, by
Messrs. Wippell Brothers and Row, of Exeter.
The restoration has been carried out under the
direction of Mr. W. U. Carue, architect to the
Ecclesiastical Commissioners ; the building and
timber work and the pulpit having been intius^ed
to Messrs. Goddard and Sons, of Farnham and
Dorking. At the close of the service the bishop
dedicated a small lych-gate, which had been
erected in memory of the late Lidy Heath.

Crii'i-legate, E.g. — A special dedication
service was held on Sunday in connection wi h
the completed improvements in and restoration of
the north aisle of the church of St. Giles, Cripple-
gate. When the shops and (juest-house which
fronted Fure-street were removed, it was decided
to reface the north aisle, restore the turret, and
open out the closed-up windows. This work is

no » finished, and has cost £4,000. The windows
have been fitted with stained-glass, while in the
process of restoration the old features have been
rigidly adhered to, and introduced adjuncts, such
as a rose window, which was quite out of place,
removed. Practically, the north side of the
church has now reverted to its original condition.
A statue of St. Giles with the hind has been
placed under a canopied niche above the north
doorway. I )n the cleared space north of the
church a statue of Milton, presented by Mr.
Baddeley, is about to be erected, and will be un-
veiled on Wednesday next.

Em.vmuoH.—An important step forward in a
long-delayed project has now been taken by the
city architect advertising for tenders for the
several works required in the jrection of the
Usher Hall at Castle Terrace. Since the plans
were generally approved of in the spring of the
year, the staff in the city architect's department
has been engaged in the making of working
drawings, and latterly these have been in the
hands of the measurer, so that he may supply
detailed quantities for the guidance of con-
tractors. These preliminaries having now been
completed, contractors are invited to send in
tenders, and have been given six weeks in which
to prepare their estimates. The last date fixed
for the dehvery of tenders for the separate trades
IS December r,. After these have been gone over
the town council will know what the approximate
cost of the hall la likely to be, according to the
plans whicn have been sanctioned. The competi-
tion IS an open one, but the usual power is
reserved to accept any tender not necessarily the
lowest, and, if ihey please, not to accept any at
all. It 13 understood that after a full survey of
the present Synod Hull, it has been decided to
utilise only a portion of the lower walls. The
others— west, north, and south, are of brUk, and
kave not been considered suitable for retention.

Lf.ioh, L.vn- s.—The ceremony of laying the

foundation-stone of the new town -hall, which is

to be erected in the market-place at a cost of

£30,000 for building and furnishing, and £10,000
for land, was performed on Monday by the mayor.
The new building, which will be in the English
Renaissance style, and of three stories, with an
attic story, will comprise, in addition to offices

for the various officials, a council chamber, 41ft.

by 37ft., and two committee-rooms, each 34ft. by
18ft., and a large mayor's parlour. Mr. J. C.
Prestwich, of Leigh, is the architect, and Messrs.
R. Neill and Sons, of Manchester, are the con-
tractors. We illustrated the building by plans
and a double-page perspective in the Building
News for Jan. 26, 1900.

Liverpool.—New headquarters for the Liver-
pool Scottish Volunteers were opened on Saturday.
They are situated in Eraser-street and Camden-
street. The drill-shed measures 155ft. by 60ft.,

and has three entrances. On the ground floor is

a room 55ft. by 24ft., to be used as a canteen by
the men ; above this is a room of the same size

for the sergeants, and above this again is a
gymnasium. In the basement are the men's
billiard-room, which contains two full-sized

tables ; the armoury, lavatory accommodation,
and the men's dressing-room, which contains a

bath and numbered lockers. The officers' quarters
are on the first Hoor. These include billiard-

room, mess-room, dressing-room, and honorary
members' room. On the second floor are the
kitchen and scullery, and close at hand is a cafe.

The contractors for the building were Messrs.
Haigh and Co., and the architect was Mr. F. E.
Eccles, of Messrs. Woolfall and Eccles.

Little Ili-ord.—The new crematorium which
has been built at the City of London Cemetery
was formally opened on Tuesday by Mr. W. J.

Downea, chairman of the Sanitary Committee,
which acts as the burial board of the City of

London. The building has been erected at a
total coat, including the furnace, of £7,000.
It has been placed in a secluded part of the
cemetery about equi-distant from each of the
chapels. Stone is the principal material used in

construction, the walls being faced with Kentish
rag with Portland stone dressings. A hall 27ft.

by 24ft. has been provided for the convenience of

mourners, and in the centre of it is the catafalque.
The cremating chamber is in the rear of the hall,

and is large enough for two furnaces, only one of
which has yet been erected.

London Couxtv Covncil. — At Tuesday's
meeting of the Council the Bridges Committee
presented a report recommending that applica-
tion be made to Parliament in the Session of 1905
for powers to enable the Council to undertake the
reconstruction of Lambeth Bridge. The suggested
design for the bridge shows a steel structure on
granite piers. With a bridge of 60ft. wide it

will be possible to obtain gradients of 1 in 30,
which compare favourably with the present
gradients. The estimated cost of the scheme is

£872,000, of which £410,000 is for the acquisi-
tion of property. After some discussion it was
resolved to refer the recommendation back for
further consideration on account of the heavy
financial responsibilities of the council. On the
recommendation of the housing of the working
classes committee, an estimate of £50,020 was
accepted for the erection of a lodging-house at

the corner of Kemble-street and Drury-lane, to

be known as Kemble-street House. The house
will give accommodation for 699 men.

Rochdale.—The (iueen Victoria Memorial
Nurses' Home was recently publicly opened
by the Countess of Derby. The building, which
is faced with plastic bricks relieved with stone
dressings and has a tiled roof, consists of basement
and throe stories. In the basement are the wash-
cellar and laundry, larder, coal-cellars, kc. Pass-
ing through the front door, over which a statue of

(^ueon Victoria is placed in a niche, there is on
the ground floor a hall, from which a wide corridor
runs right and left. Right and left of the porch
are nurses' cloakroom and a cycle room, and
facing the park are the superintendent's sitting-

room and the nurses' sitting-room, the latter an
apartment 'iOft. by 15ft., at the south-west corner
of the building. On the other side of the corridor
immediately behind is a dining-room 20ft. by loft.

ISetween this apartment and the nurses' cloakroom
are the kitchen, scullery, pantry, &c. The first

floor is divided by a 6ft. wide corridor. Hosides
the superintendent's room there are eight nurses'
bedrooms, lavatories, &c., and at the south-west
cornira sickroom. On the second floor there are
four bedrooms, boxroom, cistern-room, &c. The

building is lighted throughout by electricity.

Messrs. Woodhouse, Willoughby, and Langham,
of Manchester, were the joint architects. The
contractors were Messrs. R. and T. Howarth.

TooTiNo, S.W.—On Saturday the Bishop of
Southwark laid the foundation-stone of the
Chiwch of All Saints, Tooting Graveney. The
project is due to the bequest of the late Lady
Charles Bruce, who, at her death in 1901, left a
sum of over £100,000 in trust to create a new
ecclesiastical district and build a church for it in
the county of London as a memorial of her
husband, formerly M.P. for North Wilts and
afterwards for Marlborough. At the suggestion
of the Bishop of Rochester Tooting Graveney
was chosen to benefit by the bequest, because here
the London County Council are buildingdwellings
to accommodate within the next few years some
8,000 or 9,000 of the poorer classes. 5Ir. Temple
Moore is the architect and Mr. Sherwin the
builder. The scheme includes a church in the
14th-century Gothic style, with an east- end chapel
for daily services, a vicarage connected with the
church by a cloister and a parish-hall, clergy-
house, and workmen's club, these last being built

on three side of a quadrangle.

CHIPS.
The Cardiff Town Council will to-day (Friday)

invite the King to visit that town next year, and
open the new dock and the new town hall, and also
lay the foundation stone of the new University
College of South Wales and Monmouthshire.

A pulpit has been erected in St. Anne's Chnrcli,
Hessenford, in memory of the late Rev. H. New-
min Wheeler, for 17 years vicar of the parish.
It is of Early English chiracter, and is constructed
of Caen stone and variegatei alabaster from
Derbyshire. The central panel contain? a figure
in h^gh relief of Christ as the Good Sherphard.
Messrs. Harry Hems and Sons, of Exeter, carried
out the work.

The directors of the Carlisle Public Hall Company
have selected Mr. W. H. Bendle, architect, of New-
castle, in conjunction with Mr. Hope, the theatre
architect, to prepare plans for the erection of a new
theatre at Carlisle on the site of the building which
was burned down about five weeks ago.

The Harrogate, Knaresborough, and Borough-
bridge Joint Isolation Hospital is l)eing warmed and
ventilated by means of Shorland's patent Manchester
stoves, both single and dcuble-fronted, and patent
Manchester grates, the same being supplied by
Messrs, E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.

The gymnasium portion of the new baths and
gymnasium, gifted to Dunfermline at a cost of
£35,000 by Mr. Carnegie, was opened on Friday
by Dr. Boss, chairman of the Carnegie Trust. The
main hall measures 103ft. by 45ft., and there are
also separate dressing-rooms for ladies, gentlemen,
and children, each provided with a spray bath, as
well as different apartments for the director, the
lady instructress, and the leaders.

The death occurred on Saturday, at Edinburgh,
of Dr. James Bum Russell, in his sixty-seventh
year. He was for many years Public Officer of
Health at Glasgow. He first brought into promi-
nence in that city the question of the housing of the
poor. Six years ago he left Glasgow for Edinburgh,
when he was appointed medical memt>er of the
Local Government Board for Scotland. He wrote
much on public health, and was a member of the
Royal Commission on Sewage Disposal.

The foundation-stone of the new Congregational
Institute, Crowborough, Sussex, was laid on
Wednesday week. The buildings form a memorial
to the late Dr. Joseph Parker, including a Sunday-
school and vestry, and will cost £1,800.

Colonel J. M. Denny, M.P., opened, on Friday,
the extensions to the Dumbarton Jlospital, founded
by bis uncle, the late John M'Ausland, of the firm

of Messrs. Denny, shipbuilders, and there was un-
veiled by Mr. James Danny a bust in bronze of hid

uncle, the founder and benefactor of the institution.

The bust is from the studio of Mr. W. Grant
Stevenson, R.S.A., Edinburgh, and is placed in the
entrance-hall on a pillar of scagliola with a silver-

gilt inscription plate. Mr. James M. Thomson,
Edinburgh, was the architect.

The Bath Stone Firms, Ltd., did well in the
half-year ended June, for the profit amounting to

£22,500, shows an increase of £1,000. Thanks to a
carry-over of £4,20Q higher than last year, t''<,200

more is available than then. The floating balance
carried forward being reduced by £11,700, the
directors are able to start a reserve fund with an
appropriation of £20,000. The interim dividend at
the rate of 1 f per cent, per annum for the half-
year is the same as last year. A full annual
dividend of 15 per cent, bu been regulirly paid
for fourteen yearj.
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TO OORRESPONDENTS.
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinionB of
our correspondents. All communications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all
communications respecting illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the Buildino
News, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
W.C, and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
IB not unfrequently otberwiae caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,
unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-offlce Orders to be made payable to
Thk Stband Newspapee Company, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :—" Timeserrer, London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. LXXXVI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post
12s. lOd.), aa only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI.,
XLIX., Lin., LXI., LXn., LXIV., LXV., LXVT.
Lxvn., Lxvrn., lxix., lxxi., lxxii., Lxxm.,
Lxxrv., Lxxv., Lxxvi., Lxxvn., Lxxrx.,
LXXX.. LXXXI., T.XXXTT., LXXXDL, LXXXTV'.,
and LXXXV. may still be obtained at the same price

;

all the other bound volumes are out of print. Most of
the back numbers of former volumes are, however, to
be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers
to complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Bhildino News,
price 28., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
CJmted States, £1 6s. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To France
Jr Belgium, £1 68. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 68. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6a. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all official
advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first
line counting as two, the miniTmiTTi charge being 5s. for
four lines.

"The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
bemg 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of
more than six insertions can be ascertained on application
to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.
The charge for advertiaements for "Situations

vacant" or "Situations Wanted" and "Part-
nersnips" is O.ve Shillisq for Twentv-poob Woeds,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. All Situation
Advertisements must be prepaid.

*.* Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand
W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See
Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertiaements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Eeceived.-F. O. B.-E. M.-D. W. and Co.-L. E.—
A. B. and 8on.-X. Y. Z. - G. P. (Cardiff).

Rev. H. D. McLeane.—No, we have published no illus-
trations of revolving bungalows.

Sti-dest. — Batsford, 91. High Holborn, W.C, will
recommend books on modern furniture. Write him.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
SECO.N'D LIST OF SUB.IECTS.

B.—A Village Smithy, with a Wheelwright's Cottage
attached. The site faces a village green by the side of
the highway, and the building is to be sot back 20ft.
from the road. The aspect is south, and the house to
stand on the right-hand of the wheelwright and black-
smith's shop. The building is to occupy a total width
of 70ft. on level ground. The shop to contain a shoeing
and smith's forge, with standing space for two horses
at one time, and the other part of the premises to be
adapted for cart building towards the left, the smithy
being in the middle of the block, not more than 20ft.
of the frontage being occupied by the cottage. A timber
store ia to extend over the horse-standing and wood-
working shop, and to have a front access dormer door
to get stuff in and out, besides the usual trap in the
loft floor for lowering timber direct into shop. The
depth of the shop building to be 22ft.. with men's con-
venience beyond at rear, and a small nail and store
office handy out of smith's shop towards front. Wide
openings in front suitable for such premises. The
saw-pit to be located under a pent against end wall
on the left end beyond the 70ft. limit. The rooms in
the cottage to be parlour, kitchen, scullery, outride
W.C, a good larder and a bathroom on ground floor.

Three bedrooms, with fireplaces, upstairs. Entrance to
house at right end allowable, btyle brick and tile-
hanging. Smithy chimney to make a feature, and
slope of roofs to be a little more steep than 45\ with
good eaves. Two plans, one section and two eleva-
tions. Scale. Sft. to inch. If space will allow, a small
sketch would be interesting ; but it ia optional.
Drawings to be dehvered by Nov. 26.

DRAwiN.iS Received.—"The Ant," "Banzai," " Thor,"
" Spring Bow," " Bill Bailey," " Frena." " Avondale,"
"Sobriquet," 'Villain," "Tom." "Je Puis Gin,"
" Silverdale," " Finis," " Lluncelot," " The Lash."

Coritspnbtuct.

ME.iSURtNG UP AND DRAWING OUT.
To the Editor of the Biildino News.

Sir,—In the latest number of the Journal of
the K.I.B.A. I notice, in one of its numerous
and excellent illustrated articles, the expression
"Measuring up and drawing out," relative to
certain architectural details.

Although these five words are commonly used
by the building fraternity, especially in their
accounts, do you not think their meaning would
be more easily understood if the two senselese
adverbs which form a part of them were taken
up and kicked out ?—I am, &c.. Architect.

CHIPS.
Messrs. Robinson and Sons' extensiver timber

yard at North Ormesby, Middlesbrough, was com-
pletely destroyed by fire on Saturday. The damage
is estimated at over .£5,000.

A marriage has been arranged between Mr.
Ernest Hazell, A.R.I.B.A., second son of Mr.
Walter Hazell, J.P., of Walton Grange, Aylesbury,
and Leta. daughter of Mr. Thomas Berthwick.,
J.P., of Whitburgh, Mid-Lothian.

A smoking concert in connection with the Mid-
land Municipal Officers' Association took place on
Monday night at the Acorn Hotel, Birmingham, for
the purpose of making a presentation to the hon.
secretary, Mr. A. Riley, of Sutton Coldlield. Mr.
A. D. Greatores (borough surveyor of West Brom-
wich), as president of the association, occupied the
chair. Mr. W. A. H. Clarry (borough surveyor of
Sutton Coldfield), Mr. Harry Richardson (surveyor
of Handsworth), Mr. Gammage (borough surveyor of
Dudley), and others added their testimony to Mr.
Riley's services.

The city authorities requiring St. Anne's Cathe-
dral, Park-row, Leeds, for improvements, wherein
was erected the clock given by the late Sir Andrew
Fairbairn, Messrs. Archibald Ramsden and Sons,
Ltd., Park-row, have authorised Messrs. W. Potts
and Sons, clock manufacturers, Leeds, to place a
first-class illuminated clock with two external dials,

Sft. each diameter, at the front of their premises in
Park -row.

The question of increasing the accommodation
at the Victoria Courts, Birmingham, for the magis-
trates' clerks and the officials in their department,
was brought before the Watch Committee of the
Birmingham Corporation at their last meeting, and
a sub -committee appointed to inquire into the
matter made an inspection of the building on
Friday, in company with the architects, Messrs.
Aston Webb and Ingress Bell, for the purpose of
ascertaining in what way additional provision can
be made without unduly interfering with the archi-
tectural character of the interior. The sub-com-
mittee will report on the subject to the Watch
Committee at their next meeting.

Mr. Edwin Lloyd, formerly auditor of the
borough, has been appointed surveyor to the Tenby
Town Council.

Althorpe Church, St. Oswald's, one of the old
parish churches of the Isle of Axholme, was
reopened on Thursday in last week by the Bishop
of Lincoln (Dr. King). About seventy years ago,
the oak roof was taken off the chancel and sold,

and a plain roof, with a plaster ceiling, was put
on. An oak roof has now been substituted in the
chancel. The walls have been replastered, and oak
panels have been placed round the lower part of
them. The seating has also been altered, and
accommodation provided for fifty more worshippers.

At the Bucks Quarter Sessions last week, an
important assessment case from High Wycombe
was heard, in which Mr. T. Glenister, of Temple
Chair-making Works, Temple End, appealed against
a valuation of £403 gross and £291 rateable. The
reassessment had been made by Messrs. C. R. Lowe
and Son, of London, and was supported by Mr.
Arthur Vernon, of London and Wycombe, while for
the appellants Mr. C. H. Elson, of Wycombe, and
Mr, Glenister were called. In the end the Court
reduced the assessment by about 30 per cent., to
£'240 gross and £168 rateable.

IiEGAIi INTEI.I,iaENOB.
Newcastle-on-Tyne Impkovemext Schejie..—

Lieut. -Colonel W. R. Ludlow, of Birmingham, sat
as sole umpire at the North-Eistern Hotel, New-
caatle-on-Tyne, in the case of the City Corporation
and Mr. Dennis O'Neill. Mr. J. B. Clarke was
legal assessor, and Mr. Thomas Gow was arbitrator
for the claimant and Mr. Joseph Potts for the Cor-
poration. The case was in connection with the great
undertaking the Corporation have in hand—viz.,

the cutting of a new approach from the City-road
and the widening and improvement of the existing
quays. The property comprised the freehold fully-
licensed public-house known as the Barley Mow,
Sandgate, the tenement property adjoining, and
building land at the back. "The valuations varied
from between £r2,000 and £13,000 by claimant's
witnesses to £3,86S by witnesses for the Corporation.
The umpire reserved his award.

In ee Jonas S.mith and Co.—At Bankruptcy
Buildings on Friday a first meeting of creditors
was held under the receiving order recently made
against Jonas Smith and Co., moulding and joinery
manufacturers and importers, of Lambeth, Wal-
worth, Barking, and Liverpool. Mr. E. S. Grey,
Official Receiver, presided. The debtor Mr. Tom
Willie Smith, states that he has carried on the
business in partnership with his father, Mr. Jonas
Smith who began to trade in 1857, and has not
recently taken an active part in the firm's affairs.

The failure is attributed to bad trade and heavy
losses in connection with the firm's dealings in
timber. The statement of affairs showed gross
liabilities amounting to £41,650 ISs. lOd., of which '

£32,050 lOs. 5d. was expected to rank, and assets

£17,197 93. The creditors resolved that the debtors
should be adjudged bankrupts, and appointed a
trustee and committee of inspection.

Halifax Aebitration Case.— The umpire's
award in a Halifax arbitration case has been re-

ceived. Thirty-two acres of land at North Dean,
required for sewage-disposal purposes, are being
compulsorily acquired by the corporation from the
trustees of Mr. VV. B. Kennet Dawson. For this

the owners asked ,£20,000, afterwards reduced to

£16,000, whilst the value placed upon it by the
corporation was £7,220. The principal point in the
arbitration was whether the land could be considered
as building land, or whether it was merely agri-

cultural land, with no building value. Mr. Chas,
Gott, of Bradford, was the umpire, and in his award
he has fixed the price to be paid for the property,
inclusive of any amount added for compulsory pur-
chase, at £9,614.

A SuEVETOK's Alleged Negligence. — Mr.
Alfred Avis, surveyor, 35, Albemarle -street, sued
Mr. F. J. A. White, 26, Moorgate-street, in the
City of London Court for five guineas, fees earned.
Mr. Stanley Kent appeared for the plaintiff, and
Mr. Clarkson for the defendant. The plaintiff had
acted professionally for the defendant. At the

outset, it was agreed that he was to have a fee of

five guineas for supervising certain building work.
The defendant now objected to pay on the ground,
that the plaintiff had been guilty of gross pro-
fessional negligence in allowing inferior goods to

be put into the place when the best quality was
estimated for. The plaintiff said the defendant
agreed to numerous alterations, and saw the goods
that came in. Further, the defendant had been
allowed £20. The judge (Mr. lientoul, K.C.) said

that, if the defence amounted to anything, it was a
charge of fraud against the plaintiff. As no fraud
had been pleaded, he must refuse to allow it to' be
gone into. Judgment was entered for the plaintiff,

with costs. •..^
For the new Bristol premises to be built for the

Western College for Congregational students, about
to be transferred from Plymouth, Mr. H. Dare
Bryan, F.R.I.B.A., of Bristol, is the architect.

In connection with St. Silas's Church, Newcastle,

Lord Armstrong will lay, on Wednesday next, the

foundation-stone of the new parochial hall. The
new hall is to be erected on the site of an iron

church in Heaton Park-road. It will cost £2,500,

and is to be two stories in height. Mr. A. B.

Plummer, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, is the architect.

The Skegness Urban District Council has received

sanction from the Local Government Board to

borrow the sum of £10,360 for improvements to the

sewerage system, which includes a new sewer along

Dummond-road, construction of new pumping
station, pumping main, and ejector chamber ; also

septic tank and bacterial filters on the existing

sewage farm. Messrs. Elliot and Brown, the

engineers to the scheme, have been instructed to

make the necessary arrangements for the work to

be started as soon as possible.

It was reported to the Handsworth Urban Dis-

trict Council at their last meeting that the Local

Government Board had sanctioned the loan of

£21,495 for the erection of the baths at the corner

of Hinstock-road and Grove-lane, and the work
would be proceeded with at once.
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Than-ks to the " cripples " in the stone groined

roof of the nave, the disappointing acoustic

properties of the fabric generally have suggested
the removal of the pulpit in Truro Cathedral from
its present position to one west of the central
tower. The clock, too, is so erratic in its move-
ments that the substitution of a sundial is a
serious consideration. (Jornwall's comparatively
new cathedral seems to be in the wars ' The
weather vane is a fixture. Boreas tries, but
tries in vain, to turn it. The Itoijal Connra/l
(iaidte says :

— " It may be the weathercock, like

most of the citizens, is paralysed by the folly of

the city councillors. At all events, it has remained
rigid for some time, and has refused to face about
even in the teeth of a gale. Some councillors,

they say, cannot boast such a record as that."

At the last meeting of the City Court of
Common Council, the officers and clerks committee
brought up an adjourned report on the subject of

the retirement of Jlr. Andrew Murray from the
position of city surveyor. The committee recom-
mended that the salary should be £1,000 per
annum, rising at the discretion of the Court to

£1,500 a year; that the age limit should be 50
years

; and that the committee should receive
applications, and select five for final election by
the Court. Jlr. Deputy Algar, in moving, as an
amendment that the salary should be £1,500,
urged that it would be impossib'e to secure for
£1,000 a year the services of a man who was
capable of undertaking the most important and
multifarious duties associated with the position.
He e\en doubted whether such a man could be
obtained for £1,500 a year. They might talk
about getting a young man with ability, but such
a man was of no good without experience of
City property, and of the vital questions that were
bound up in matters of valuation and compensa-
tion. There were comparatively few valuers in
London who were competent to stand a searching
cross-examination at the hands of leading King's
counsel. If a really competent man was appointed,
it would mean thousands a year to the advantage
of the Corporation in connection with the Bridge
House Estates. 5Ir. Harvey Preen, in seconding
the amendment, said he did not think that the
services of one of the best men could be secured
for £1,000 a year. The truest economy was the
securing of the services of the best man. Mr.
Teuten, in speaking in opposition to the amend-
ment, gave information showing the salaries that
were paid to officials tilling similar appointments
in the chief cities in the provinces and in London
districts outside the City. Mr. Deputy Millar Wil -

kinson also opposed the amendment. He expressed
an opinion that the services of some of the best
men could be secured for a salary of £1,000 a
year, rising to £1,500. Mr. Moojen, the chair-
man of the committee, said the view the com-
inittee had taken of the subject was that before a
high salary was given they should find out
whether they had secured the services of the right
man. ( In a show of hands the amendment was
lost. A division was demanded, and the amend-
ment was again rejected by 88 votes to 58. Mr.
Ellis moved, as a furthor amendment, that the
salary should commence at £1,250, and rise to a
maximum of £1,750. On a show of hands it was
rejected. The court divided, with the result that
it was lost by "0 votes to 61. Mr. Cooper moved,
as an amendment, that the age limit at the time
of election should be 45, and not 50. The court
adopted the amendment, Mr. Iviwards moved
that the candidate! should have passed the
examination for district surveyor under the
Metropolitan Building Act. Mr. A. 10. I'rid-
more pointed out that the adoption of such a
proposal would limit the choice of candidates in a
way which would be most unwarrantable in the
interests of many excellent surveyors. The
amendment was rejected. It was argued that
canvassing for the position should be limited to
those five candidates who might be se'ected by
the committee. The report of the committee, as
amended, was then approved.

Ax invention of Charles S. L. Baker, a negro
of St. .Joseph. iMissouri, has, it is said, demon-
strated that it will produce enough heat to warm
the largest liuilding in that city in the coldest
weather without tho use of coal or wood. The
heat is produced liy friction. Baker's invention
consists of a steel tube surrounded by a jacket,
and inside of tho tube a wooden roller cut into
four triangular sections and arranged about a

steel shaft. The water chamber outside of the
tube is lOin. in diameter. A 2H.P. motor is now
used to operate the machine, and tests have shown
that at a speed of 700 revolutions it will heat 990
gallons of water to a temperature of 100' in fifty-

five minutes. At the rate of 700 revs, steam is

produced in five minutes from the instant the

machine is started.

MBETINaS FOB THE ENSTIINQ WEEK.
TcESTiAV.—Institution of Civil Engineers. Inaugural

Address by the President. Sir Guilford L.
Moleswortti, K.C.I.E. Presentation of
Awards. 8 p.m.

Wedsesday. — Architectural Association. Discussion
Section. " Economics of Construction in

Small Hoages," by A. H. Belcher, 18,

Tufton-street, S.W. 7.30 p.m.
St. Paul's Eccleaiological Society.

" London Church Services in the Reign
of Queen Anne," by Dr. J. Wickham
Legg, F.8.A. 8 p.m.

LATEST PRICES.
IBON, &o.

Per ton. Per ton.
SolIed-Iron Joists, Belgian £5 10 to £5 15
Rolled-Steel Joists, English 6 10 „ 6 12 6
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 6 0,, 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 20 „ 20 6

Do.. Welsh 6 16 „ 6 17
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15
BeatSnedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles IDs., Tees 208. per ton extra.
Builders* Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £7 7s. 6d.
Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £12 t>o £13 per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24.

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.
gauge £10 15 ...£11

Best ditto 11 5 ... 1110
Cast-iron Columns £6 10 to £8 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 10 „ 8 10
RoUed-Iron Fencing Wire 8 0,, 850
EoUed-Steel Fencing Wire „ 6 5 0,, 6 10 o
„ „ „ Galvanised. 7 15 „ 8 o

Cast-iron Sash Weights 4 12 6 „ 4 12 6
Cut Clasp Nails, Sin. to 6in 9 5 0,, 950
Cut Floor Brads 9 0,, 900
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

6 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 IS 14 15 B.W.O.
8/- 8/6 9/- 9/6 9/9 10/6 11/3 12/- 13/- per cwt.

Oast-Iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £5 16 to £6
4in. toein 5 12 6 „ 6 17 6
7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 0,, 5 10
[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra ; turned

Mid bored joints, 58. 6d. per ton extra.]
Pig Iron— Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleahall lOSs. Od. to 1128. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 858. Od. to 70a. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f.o.b. (plus 5 per cent.) :

—

Gas-Tubes 67Jp.c.
Water^Tubea 62} „
Steam-Tubes 67} „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 55 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 50 „
Qatvanised Steam-Tubes 45 „

lOcwt. casks. 6owt. casks.
Per ton. Per ton.

Zinc, English (London mill] £25 10 to £26
Do., Vieille Montague 28 10 „ 28 15
Soelter. Silesian 23 7 6 „ 23 10
Sheet Lead, 31b. and upwards ... 13 15 „ 13 15
Lead Water Pipe (F.O.R. Lond.) 14 5 0,, 14 5
Lead Barrel Pipe 15 2 6 „ 15 2 6
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside 18 2 6 „ 18 2 6

„ ,, „ ,, and outside 17 12 6 „ 17 12 6
Composition Gas-Pipe 16 2 8 „ 18 2 6
Soil-Pipe (Sin. and Sin. extra) ... 16 2 6 „ 16 2 6
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 10 18 3 „ 10 17 6
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15 „ 15 5
Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 73 „ 71
Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 62 15 „ 03 5
Tin, Straits Ml 10 „ l.l'J 10
Do., English Ingots 132 10 „ 133

TIUBEB.
Teak, Burmah per load £10 to £18
„ Bangkok „ ... 9 10 „ J7

Quebec Pine, yellow , ... 4 0,, 700
„ Oak , ... 5 „ 7 15

„ Birch „ ... 2 15 „ 5 15
„ Ebn „ ... 4 10 „ 8
„ Ash „ ... 4 5 0,, 700

J)antsic and Memel Oak „ ... 3 0,, 6 10 o
Fir 2 10 „ 117 6

Wainscot, Riga p. logf 2 15 ,, 5 5
Lath, Dantsio, p.f 4 0,, 800

St. Petersburg 4 0,, 600
Greenheart 7 16 „ 8
Box 7 0,, 16
Sequoia, U.S.A peroubefoot 3 8,, 039
Mahogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick 6,, 008
„ Honduras 8,, 00 7i
„ Mexican 4,, 00 5

„ African , ... 8i „ 5)
Oedar, Cuba , ... o 8 „ sj

„ Honduras „ ... 3^ „ 3$
Satinwood „ ... 10 „ 19
Walnut, Italian „ ... S „ 7J

„ American (logs) „ ... 8 1,, 031

I

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12rt. by IJin.

by 11m. ;

—

Quebec, Pine, 1st £22 5 to £35
„ 2nd 18 „ 23 15

„ 3rd 11 15 „ 14 u
Canada Spruce, Ist 10 15 „ 15 10

„ 2nd and 3rd 8 15 „ 10 10 o
New Brunswick 8 0,, 9 10
Riga 8 0,, 8 10

St. Petersburg 8 5 0,, 17
Swedish 9 „ 20
Finland 9 15 „ 10

I White Sea 11 „ 20

I

Battens, all sorts 5 15 „ 13 10

' Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

1st prepared £0 14 „ £0 18 6
2nd ditto 13 „ 15 8
Other qualitiea 5 9,, 13

Staves, per standard H :

—

U.S., pipe £37 10 „ £45
Memel, or. pipe 220 „ 230
Memel, brack 190 „ 200

STONE.*
Darley Dale, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 8
Red Mansfield ditto 2 41
Hard York ditto 2 10
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides, landings^
random sizes per foot sap. 2 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slabs sawn two sides,

randomsizes „ ... 1 8
• AU F.O.B. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations
per foot cube £0 10

Delivered on road waggons, Paddington
Depot 1 81

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot „ ... 1 8i

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :

—

Brown White
Whit Bed. Base Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the
quarry per foot cube £0 1 5J ... £0 1 7i

Delivered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot ...I n 9 l n 9 91
Ditto Nine Elms Depot,., j

« 1 - 0.2^1
Ditto PimHco Wharf J

OlliS.
Linseed per tun £14 17 6 to £15 15

Rapeseed, English pale 22 „ 22 10

Do., brown 21 „ 2110
Cottonseed, refined „ ... 16 15 „ 18 15

Olive, Spanish „ ... 3110 „ 31 1>

Seal, pale , ... 16 „ 26
Coooanut, Cochin „ ... 33 „ 34

Do., Ceylon 29 10 „ 30 10

Palm, Lagos „ ... 27 10 „ 28 10

Oleine „ ... 17 6 „ 19 5
Lubricating U.S per gal. 7 0,, 080
Petroleum, refined „ ... 5| „
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 186
Do., Archangel , ... 19 8 „ 10
Tiupentine, American ...per tun 87 „ 37 5

i

"English Work, British Labour, and English

[

Materials," is the motto of that veteran office

I
furnisher, Mr. L. A. Solomon, of 05, Queen
Victoria-street, whose catalogue reaches us, with
special reference to his English roll-top desks, which
certainly look substantial and convenient, and are

sold at prices which compare very favourably with

the tall figures at which some of the much- vaunted
"American " makes are offered.

The Willesden Urban District Council have, at an
expenditure of £4;i,315, added 84 beds to its isola-

tion hospital, thus bringing the total to 13S beds, or

one per 1,0IJ0 of the population.

The foundation-stone of the first colony for

epileptics in England was laid on Tuesday at

Lxugho, near Blackburn, by Dr. Rhodes, chairman

of the joint committee of the Manchester and

Chorlton Unions, which have undertaken the work.

The complete scheme will cost £ls7,000, but a start

is being made with blocks for sane epileptics, cost-

ing £78,000. Messrs. Gdes, Gough, and TroUope,

of London, are the architects, and the builders are

Messrs. U. Neill and Sons, Manchester.

A meeting of the Edinburgh Ordained Surveyors'

Students' Society was held on Monday night in the

Architectural Association's Rooms, 117, George-

street, Edinburgh, Mr. J. F. Knox, vice-president,

presided. A paper was read by Mr. \V. Y.

Carrick, ordained surveyor, on " Estimation from
(Quantities.'*

In our description last week of the New Theatre

Royal, Halifax, we omitted to state that the con-

structional steelwork for the same was executed by

Messrs. Drew- Bear, Perks, aud Co., Ltd., 71»i

tiueen Victoria-street, E.G.

At St. Bartholomew the Great, West Smithfield,

to-morrow (Saturday), at .'! p.m., the dedication and
unveiling will take place of a memorial to the

memory of the late Mr. J. Grimshire, a former

member of the Restoration Committee. The memorial
consists of a stone tablet designed by Mr. Aston
Webb, U..V., and records the names of the I'riors

from tho foundation in 1123 to the suppression of

the Monastery in 15:;'.l, its resuscitation under the

Black Friars by ijueen Mary, and subsequent

rectors from the first year of (Jueeu Elizabeth to

the present time. The list is compiled from original

records : the names of several of the Priors nave

not been hitherto published.
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LIST OP COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Croydon—Three-department Bcbool (1,2C0 places) James Smyth, Clerk, Education Office, Katharine-street, Croydon... Oct. 29
Wortley—Primitive Methodist School Premif'es The Rev. E. Dalton, Cromer-terrace. Annley, Leeds Dec. 1
Ross, Herefordshire-Drainage and Sewage-Disposal Scheme. £50 (merged), £.5, £10 Ernest R. Davies, U.D.C. Clerk, Albion Chambers, Ross 5
Lambeth, 8.E.— Converting Portion of Old School Premises

into Home tor Aged Poor W. Thvimall, Clerk to Guardians, Brook-st., Eennington-rd., BE.
Egremont- Public Offices (estimated cost £45,C00) £250, £75, £50
Spezia—Drainage Scheme £400
London, W.C—Perspective Drawing ot Building for Tropical
Climate £50

Corunna, Siain—Widening Roads £290, £145,

H. W. Cook, Clerk, Public Offices, Egremont, Cheshire
11 eignor Sindaco della, Spezia „

, Sanders and Harding, Solicitors, 58, Lincoln's Inn-Selds, W.C.

.

20
21
31

31
The Com. Intel. Dept., Bd. of Trade, 73, Basinghan-st.,E.C. (1905) Sept. 16

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Hampstead. N.W.—Alterations to Noith-Westem Fever Hos. Metropolitan Asylums Board
Barnsley— Villa. Doncaster-road ...-

Weston-super-Mare— Six Houses on Coombe Lodge Estate "...1 .!!!.!!!!"!!!.!'''!!r.!!!!!]^!!"l!!
Leeds—House at Woodhouse Wm. Thackray
Blackburn— Bible Christian Chapel and School .

Dundee—Repairs to Laundry District Lunacy Board
Hampton Wick—Demohshing Cambridge House
Belfast— Premises, Castle-place C. M'Cullagh !.!!!...!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Newark— Mission Hall and Additions to Schools '.

Chell—Enlarging Workhouse Guardians
Berkhamsted— Girls' School, Prince Edward-street Maintained Schools Managers
Troedyrhiw—Enlarging English Wesleyan Church
Wellingborough—BuUdings at Cattle Market Urban District Council '.

Sunderland-Engine-House Sunderland and S. Shields Water Co.
Ashton-under-Lyne— Re-erecting Temporary Isolation Hosp .. Joint Hospital Board
Tonypandy—Rebuilding No. 21, Dunraven-street George Oliver
Kilwinning—Smallpox Hospital Ayrshire Northern District
East Croydon—Enlargement of Sorting Office H.M. Commissioners of Works
Bradford— Printing Works and Shops, Munchester-road
Liverpool—Extensions to Belmont Classification House West Derby Guardians
Altrincham—Council Schools. Navigation-road Education Committee
Litherland—Additions to Ijitherland House Urban District Council
Horsforth— Store and Two Houses Leeds Industrial Co-op. Society
Carrigart— Additions to Eosapenna Hotel Earl of Leitrim
Richmond, Surrey—Boardroom and Offices
Horsforth-Factory .'... Mason and Unvsvoi^'Z"'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.'.'.
Luddenden Foot—House
Athelney, near Yeovil- Alterations to RaUwayHotel ]!!!"!!!! MitcheiilToms^ and CoirLtd. '!..!'"!!

Staney Row- Branch Shops and Four Cottages Newbottle Co-operative Society
Stockton-on-Tees- Extending Chancel of Holy Trinity Church
Tannton—Alterations and Additions to White Hart Inn Mitchell, Toms, and Co., Ltd
Newport— Police Station. Alexandra-road.. Corporation
Kentish Town, N.W.—New Entrance and Floor, Public Baths St. Pancras Borough Council
Ardee—Alterations at Workhouse

, Guardians
Southall— Porter's Lodge at Sanatorium. North-road Urban Distiict Oounoii '.

Isles of Abou-Sdad and Wasta. near Jeddah —Pilgrims' House
Hambledon—Workhouse Annexe Guardians
Ballinasloe—Bakf house Joint Lunatic Asylum Committee ...

bt. Anne s Head, Pembroke— Coastguard Buildings
Ballinasloe-Extension to Accumulator House Joint Lunatic Asjium Committee ...

Uzon, Forfar—Coastguard Buildings
Leek—Post Office H.M. Commissioners of Works'.'"!..!!
Jbneston, Lmcoln- Coastguard buildings
Edinburgh-City Hall. Castle-terrace Corporation !,!!.!.!.!.'!!

Newcastle-- Schools. Eskdale-terrace Royal Grammar School Governors ...
Exeter- Alterations to Blacking's Spirit Vaults, High-street .. ,

Thomton-le-Moor-Stables Dover and Newsome Baxter, Ltd. ...
Batley—Fifteen Houses, Bradford-road
Hull Shop and Furniture Showrooms Wm. Harland and Co. ,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Conisboiough— Residence for Wesleyan Minister
Pontnewydd-Twenty Houses Park View Buliding Club "!!!!!.!!!!!!!!!
Harrogate—Country House, St. James's Park

W. Hatch. M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E., Eng.-in-chief, Embankment, E.G. Oct. 29
Senior and Clegg, Architects, 15. Regent-street. Bamsley „ 29
Edward T. Gilmore, Architect. Weston-super-Mare „ 29
J. W. Thackray, M 8.I., Architect. 4. Greek-street, Leeds „ 29
Sames and Green, Architects, 14. Richmond-teirace, Blackburn „ 29
T. Martin Cappon, F.R.I.B.A., Architect, Dundee „ 29
W. H. Hope, C.E., Architect, Seymour-road, Hampton Wick 29
Blackwood and Jury, Architects, 41, Donegall-place, Belfast 31
Sheppard and Harrison, Architects, Bargate, Newark „ 31
W. F. Slater, M.S. A., and W. H. Walley, Joint Architects, Buralem „ 31
C. H. and N. A. Rew, Archs., 185, High-street, Great Berkhamsted „ 31
J. Tiley, 16, Tydvil-teirace, Troedyrhiw Nov. 1
J. M. Sharman, Architect, Market-square, WeUingborough „ 1
T. & C. Hawksley, C.E.'s, 30, Great George-st., Westminster, S.W. „ 1
F. W. Bromley, Clerk, Stamford-street, Ashton-under-Lyne ,, 1
Edwin Jones, Architect, Forth, Wales 1
J. and J. Armour, Architects, Irvine „ 1
The Secretary, H.M. Office ot Works, Storey's Gate, S.W „ 1
Abm. Sharp, Architect, Market-street, Bradford „ 2
C H. Lancaster, Architect, Brougham-terrace, Liverpool „ 2
W. Owen, A.R.I.B.A., Duchy Chambers, Manchester „ 2
A. H. Carter, Surveyor, 25, Sefton-road, Litherland „ 2
J. W. Fawcett, Secretary, 10, Albion-street, Leeds „ 2
William J. Fennell, Architect, 2, Wellington-place, Belfast „ 2
E. J. Partridge, F.S.I., Arch., Bank Chambers, Richmond , 3
Jas. Fowler, Architect, Vicar-lane, Sheffield „ 4
S. Williinson, Architect, Sowerby Bridge „ 4
Arthur W. Yeoman, F.R.LB.A., Architect, Chard, Somerset , 5
A. Martyn, Secretary, Newbottle „ 5
Charles S. Errington, A.R.I. B..\., Newcastle-on-Tyne „ 5
Arthur W. Yeoman, F.R.I.B.A., Architect, Chard, Somerset , 5
R. H. Haynes, Borough Engineer. Town Hall, Newport, Mon „ 7
T.W. Aldwinckle, F.R.I.B.A., 20, Denman-st., London Bridge, S.E. „ 7
Louis Turley, Architect, 17, Laurence-street, Drogheda „ 8
R. Brown. A.M.I.C E., PubUc Offices, Southall, Middles.x „ 8
The Sanitary Administration, Ottoman Empire, Constantinople „ 9
Edward L. Ltmn, Architect, 36, High-street, Guildford „ 9
W. H. Kempster, Architect, Ballinasloe „ 12
The Director of Works, Admiralty, 21, Northumberland-av., W.C. „ 12
W. H. Kempster. Architect, Ballinasloe „ 12
The Director of Works, Admiralty, 21. Northumberland-av., W.C. „ 18
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W „ 18
The Director of Works, Admiraltv, 21, Northumberland-av., W.C „ 18
The Public Works Office, City Chambers, Edmburgh Dec. 5
S.B. Russell \T. E.Cooper, FF.R.I.B.A., 11. Gray's Inn-sq.,W.C. „ 17

J. Archibald Lucas, F.8.I., .Architect, Guildhall Chambers, Exeter —
J. E. Walton, Architect, Northallerton —
John H. Brearley, Architect, Braoch-road, Batley —
Freeman, Son, and Gaskell, Architects, Albert Chambers, Hull —
H. L. Smethurst, Architect Conisborough —
Swalwell and Havard, Architects, Dock-street, Newport, Mon

—

J. Ellis Marten, Prince's Chambers, Harrogate —

THE ALL BRITISH FIRE-RESISTING FLOOR

In combination with concrete (wMch takes part of the compression) we
have fonnd by tests these joists will carry 24 per cent, more than ordinary

foreign joists of the same depth and weight per foot; it is therefore cheaper

to use British Steel where our section is adopted.

For prices and full particulars, apply to

MARK FAWCETT & CO.,

50, Queen Anne's Gate, WESTMINSTER.
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ANAI.YSIS OF BUILDINGS.

ONE of the habits of a juvenile and in-

quiring mind is the delight of taking
to pieces any complex object—a kind of

curiosity noticed in a boy of mischievous and
inquisitive disposition, who is eager to pull to

pieces a watch or any toy to see how it is

made. So in an age of discovery and inven-
tion like the fifteenth century, we find the
•analytical spirit began to take possession of

men's minds ; there came over them a desire
ito unearth and examine all that had been
buried and forgotten, or to inquire into the
methods of art which before they were con-
tented to take on trust. As we all know,
authors and artists reverted to classical litera-

ture for inspiration, architecture was rein-

vigorated with a new spirit, there was a new
birth in art as in other professions ; buildings
were erected in which the old traditions were
incorporated or combined with details of

ancient art, a phase or epoch of art now
known by the word " Renaissance." Since
the Italian Renaissance, the tendency of in-
quiry and investigation has been increasing,
for although there is a lull with regard to
Classic and ultra-Mediroval tastes, architects
have been bent on pursuing their examina-
tion of other phases of art. Even Renais-
sance itself is being classified and examined
in a manner which would have been
thought a strange infatuation to any artist
of the fifteenth or sixteenth century.
In short, every age or phase of past
art becomes the subject of investigation and
analysis to the next generation. It is the
spirit of inquiry that has been awakened.
In the 13th and 14th centuries men designed
and built and exercised their own crafts in
a different spirit—one of repose and trust
on the teaching of a previous age ; they
never thought of raking up the past, what
had been previously done, but honestly
endeavoured to do their best with the rules
and teaching before them. They sought to
solve fresh problems as they occurred with
the light they possessed, for which purpose
they did not think it necessary to examine
and dissect old buildings, still less to take
them as models.
In art the analytic spirit has outlasted

the reproductive craze of the 18th and
10th centuries. It was thought if we took
ancient models of Greek architecture like
the Parthenon to pieces, examined every
part to find out the proportions of each
order, the curvature of the vertical and hori-
zontal hnes, and drew every detail, we should
be able to discover the secret of the success of
the Greek builders, and the same with
Roman, Gothic, and other stj-Ies ; but the
labour has been fraught with no practical
value except as an arch:pological study of
interest. Our architects have never been
able from all these learned researches to get
any nearer the reason of the success of the
builders of these ages of art. Again, in the
study of Medi;i!val architecture volumes and
treatises have been written by learned
analysts to try and discover certain ratios of
dimensions or proportions of plan and external
design based on geometrical or harmonic
principles, and the pages of (J wilt, Penrose,
Hay, and other authors furnish some idea of
these researches. <.)thers have endeavoured to
analyse the details of Gothic buildings, or
the '' mouldings of the Six Periods," like the
late Edmund Sharpo, or to discoverthedevelop-
mentof Gothic tracery; in short, the same
analytical spirithas boon shown in endeavour-
ing to explain the principles of design in plan,

elevation, section, and detail, and to discover

the geometry and optics of ancient examples

;

while the same object has been attempted by
classifying certain features like mouldings,

towers, and spires, window tracery. One book
was entitled "One Thousand Authenticated

Mouldings of Medioeval Architecture." So
far has this idea of analysis and dissection

been carried, that many of our textbooks, like

those of Rickman, Paley, and others, have
been arranged on a plan of classifying and
describing the styles and details of examples,

and popular lectures, illustrated by lantern

reproductions of photographs and plans,

are given by several students who have

devoted attention to the analytical treat-

ment of architectural evolutions. We owe
much to these enthusiastic labourers in

the field of investigation, though they

leave the real secret of design untouched.
Do not our present methods of teaching archi-

tecture by studying periods and drawing
measured details adhere to the same notion of

separating and studying things apart which
grew out of the organic whole ':" So thought-
ful a man as Dr. Gore, the Bishop of Wor-
cester, spoke the other day at Birmingham of

the modern '

' principle of the specialising of

human functions." The professions, he had
shown, of politics and the ministry had be-

come separate. At one time, as all readers

of history know, the clergy were for centuries

the only learned class, and were politicians,

medical instructors, and schoolmasters ; but
all these professions had become separate.

Each department of life required its own
separate brotherhood—men trained for parti-

cular functions for the good of the whole
body ; the sciences had grown distinct, and
corresponding to each science there was a
separate order of men. We are bound to

admit the influence and power of this separa-

tion in various functions—it has grown out
of analysis.

Analysis implies separation, a taking to

pieces, a division of art into separate
branches. The analytical method proceeds
from the examination of facts to the deter-

mination of principles, says one writer,

whilst the synthetic method proceeds to the
determination of consequences from principles

known or assumed. Analysis and synthesis
are both necessary as a test of perfection, but
they are seldom learned together. Archi-
tectural instruction is mostly carried on by
the first method. The student has to learn

a number of facts about building materials,

methods of construction, styles of archi-

tecture, their external features and details,

chiefly from books and observation, and
these are acquired without referring to build-
ings : they are, in truth, the facts which have
been obtained by analysing buildings and ma-
terials, by authors who take typical examples
without any relation to building or its opera-
tions, or the uses to which they were put

—

just as if a student who wished to speak or
write a language were to learn the parts of

speech, such as nouns, adjectives, verbs, &c.,

without reference to their grammatical rela-

tion ; or a student of botany were to learn the
several classes, genera, and species of plants
without referring to their organic structures.

Analysis is a useful process, but it does not aid

men to construct buildings, think out, or

evolve them any more than it will teach a man
to speak or write a language. No knowledge
of bare materials like brick, stone, or
timber can teach anyone to put them
together in the best form for a given
purpose, though we maj' know all about
their composition, form, size, weight,
and so on ; nor will any description of a
certain typi' of building, or a plan section of

it, enable the student to plan or construct a
building of the same kind to meet ditYorent

conditions. No learning of separate parts of

a building in the abstract as wo find them in

formal treatisesdcaling with materials, modes
of construction, or details will enable the
student to put them together into a concrete

|

and organic whole. How many books
devoted to these subjects, and giving portions

of buildings or plans of cottages, villas,

hospitals, schools, &c., are yearly issued,

but how few are able by their use to obtain

what they want. They furnish ideas, it may
be, but seldom suitable to the surroundings
or the requirements of a client; they give
dry studies of plan, but not the outcome of

circumstances or of the artist working at a
real problem from the conditions around
him. The personal equation is absent, which
alone can put the ideas together, and infuse

life into the real process of design and
execution. Drawings and illustrations of

details of building abound, but how little

use have they ever been to the honest
designer who wishes to think as he designs

and carries out his work. The analytical

method is seen in the craze for collecting and
publishing details and "bits" of old work,
very useful as a study, but certainly not to be
dependedupon as an aid in the design of build-
ing. No old builder or master mason
of the Middle Ages ever thought of copying
"bits" of previous buildings; draughts-
manship as a means of reproduction was
unknown. We have to attribute our taste

for eclecticism to the same analytical spirit.

In an age of cheap reproductions of photo-
graphic processes, of collectors, connoisseurs,

when everything is collected and classified,

there is a desire to be constantly sifting,

weighing, measuring, testing, taking records,

standardising our manufactures, and there is

very little that escapes analysis. Build-
ing, as a science, has immeasurably gained
by this process; but we cannot deny that

our art has rather suffered in consequence

—

we mean, of course, the power of creating

and designing, and not the " art " of the shop
or the museum, of dilettantism, or of collect-

ing and classifying, which makes furniture

in all styles to suit customers—a kind of art

so often mistaken by the ordinary man and
woman, or of a certain fashionable class of

persons. Such, in fact, is the inevitable

tendency of the process : it substitutes a
fictitious art for the real and truthful

expression of our wants. The literature of

architecture and art has been influenced by
the same analytical spirit. Volumes on every
branch of building and construction, on the

arrangement of various classes of building

from cottages to civic structures, churches,

schools, libraries, hospitals, on their details

and fittings, are published, in which the

authors furnish all that is known or modern
science has suggested. Still the tendency to

specialise goes on. Some authors give us
data, others theories of construction, others

new systems ; some treat on subjects like

sauibxtion, heating, and ventilation, others on
art decoration, furniture, plaster, and metal-
work. The result is, of course, to post up
the profession in certain subjects, but ob-
viously to the neglect of that general and
complete scheme of instruction which is so

essential to the architect. We, as a result,

get very clever experts in a few matters, and
a large number of superficial men who have
tried to know something of each branch of

the profession, but are masters of none.

This IS exactly how the profession stands at

tho present time. Architects who devote

themselves to the artistic part of their pro-

fession call in tho aid of tho surveyor to

prepare their estimates and valuations, or of

the engineer to prepare details of their iron

construction or to specify any mechanical

plant. Others who are business or practical

men employ the architectural draughtsman
to prepare their designs. Those who wish to

compete for buildings like hospitals or baths

consult specialists in those branches of the

profession. These are naturally the results

of studying architecture in the fragmentary
mannery. The 1 'resident of the A. A. the

other day advised his hearers not to design

their buildings as separate elevations, but to

picture them in tho " round," as imagimiri/
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objects one can feel and handle, and to study
plan in relation to its surroundings, so as to

produce a complete whole. The habit of

thinking of a design as a whole is of the
greatest value, hence the analytical mode of

considering and studying architecture has
been detrimental to this h.abit. The I'resi-

dent advised the young architect that when-
ever lie saw a building, old or new, wbich
impressed him by its proportion and fitness,

to try and analyse it, and try to find out
what it is which produces the effect. The
advice is good if it also includes the
habit of studying the building in its

relation to its environment, the adjoining
buildings, tha landscape surroundings, the
levels of ground, and other matters ; but the
truth is, we have been analysing buildings
and art the last two hundred years, taking
them to pieces, studying each part, drawing
and measuring, and copying every detail,

but we are no nearer the solution ; in fact,

we are at present hopelessly trying to find

our way out of a chaos of ideas, theories, and
details. If any unprejudiced architect was
asked. What is the architectural style of the
present day ': or, Which style seems to be in

the ascendant 't it would be very difficult to

answer, for our town buildings are hopelessly

wanting in any significant sign or character.

Nearly every possible variety of neo- Classic
or Eenaissance and Gothic is being tried.

Perhaps this is a more promising feature

than if there was any decided leaning to a
particular style, as it shows an effort not to

be bound by any traditional mode of build-
ing. The analytical spirit is even noticed in

the street elevations of buildings—an effort

to seize upon some particular feature or

detail of a style, and to " work it to death."
The other day it was the ornamental gable,

in which all kinds of Dutch and Flemish
ornament prevailed. Xow it is an appeal to

the barest and plainest of 17th and 18th-
century vernacular, or something painfully
prim and primitive.

Not only analysis, but its opposite, syn-
thesis, is necessary to produce the mo;t per-
fect art. Analysis and synthesis in architec-
ture are correlative : neither has any
meaning without the other. The sooner we
begin to realise this truth the better. A
building is a concrete embodiment of matter
and mind, science and art ; to a great extent
a piece of architecture is the union of

opposites. The material and impersonal
must be joined to the personal and artistic.

During the last century or two we have been
studying the subject mainly from the former
side, devoting attention to the materials,
construction, the styles that have been in

vogue. The ifsthetic and personal factors

have been neglected ; but we are just
beginning to discover the mistake. Con-
venience and good construction and hygienic
conditions within must be joined to artistic

expression and completeness without. We
cannot be satisfied with scientific plan-
ning and construction without they also

satisfy our ideas of life and the harmony of

nature, or become responsive to our artistic

longings. This duality of idea goes through
all art which is perfect. There must be co-
operation between the building trades and
the art crafts which are allied to architec-
ture ; and we must in like manner take in
the whole as well as the parts of a design ;

not be content with discovering scientific

principles— with drawing and measuring
buildings, and their details — but also
mastering those principles of composition
and grouping, in harmonising the building
to its environment, to impart that '

' touch
of nature " so necessary to our enjoyment
of architecture in its relation to our sur-
roundings.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held at
Miifield on Friday into an application by tlie urban
council for power to borrow £i,948 for the purpose
of carrying out an electric lighting undertaking.

"DANGEROUS" BUILDINGS.

APiATHER doubtful point was raised

the other day before the Eastbourne
magistrates of interest to owners and builders

of household properties, as to what constitutes

a " dangerous " building. The report of the

case stated that some time ago a fire took
place in a large block of residential flats in

that town. It was discovered that the builder

of the flats had used an inflammable material

beneath the hearths of the fireplaces, which
constituted a breach of the building by-laws.
The corporation required the defects to be
remedied ; but the building had been taken
over by mortgagees, who were regarded as

responsible with their tenants. The owners
undertook, it seems, to make good the defects,

but they experienced opposition from some
of the tenants—one of whom refused the

owners admission, and was on that ground
summoned before the borough Bench. The
town clerk explained the circumstances of

the case, which had been before the Bench
several times. He said the fire originated

through the improper materials found at the

back of one of the grates, and the other grates

were discovered to be in the same defective

state. Notice was given to the mortgagees
requiring them to remedy the defects in

accordance with the by-laws. One of the
tenants refused to allow the work to be
carried out, even although the mortgagees
offered him the occupancy of an empty flat

while the workwas being done. This the tenant
declined to accept, wishing them to cancel
his agreement, which they would not do. and
they also declined to pay the sum of twenty
guineas as compensation. It was contended
for the mortgagees that they were innocent
parties, because the buildings were erected

by the mortgagor or builder, and that it was
very hard on them to execute work which they
were not responsible for. They alleged a ne-
gligence on the part of the building inspectors
for failing to see that the work was properly
carried out at the time of erection. The town
clerk exonerated the borough surveyor, as it

was impossible for him to inspect every detail

in every building. It was pointed out that
the case against the owners should be heard
before the tenant's case was decided, for if

the action failed against the owners, it would
fail also against the tenants. The owners
were willing to do the work, but it could not
be carried out without the consent of tenant,
who had objected ; it was eventually decided
that the mortgagees' case should be first

taken, and their representative was sum-
moned for failing to carry into effect within
forty-eight hours an order made tipon them
by the building surveyor of the borough of

Eastbourne. The latter gave evidence that
after the fire it was discovered that inflam-
mable materials had been used in the hearths

:

that was a source of danger to the occupants,
and therefore the building was dangerous.
But it was argued that the case did not come
under the provisions of the "dangerous con-
struction clauses," which were intended to

apply to structures which were dangerous
because of their insecurity or ruinousness.
It was argued that it was absurd to say a
building was dangerous because it contained
defects ; and because one grate was defective,

it did not follow that all were. The Bench
adopted this view, and dismissed both sum-
monses ; they thought, however, the work
should be carried out, and compensation be
allowed the tenant, as suggested. Defend-
ants applied for their costs, but the Bench
declined to make any order.

The principal question of importance
raised in this instance was, " What is a
• dangerous ' building ? " If we turn to the
Lonion Building Act (sections lO'i— 106). we
shall find nothing very definite : the expres-
sion "dangerous" is chiefly intended to

apply to a building in an insecure condition
which requires "to be shored up or other-
wise seciu'ed and a proper hoard or fence to

be put up for the protection of passengers,

&c.'' The Eastbourne by-laws as to this term
are probably intended to apply to the same
conditions of insecurity, or to buUdinga in a

ruinous condition, and not to any defect in

the fire-resisting condition of the building,

which comes under a different part of the

by-laws. But the question is, whether the

term " dangerous " can be applied to take in

or include such defects as inflammable mate-
rials in any part of a building 'r Wliat, in

short, does the term "dangerous" imply !-

Technically as a point of law, or as an in-

terpretation of the by-law, this term may
admit of question, for, as we have seen, the

"dangerous structures clauses" apply to

another form of danger—that of instability or
insecurity: nevertheless, from a common-
sense point of view, there would be no
impropriety in calling a building that had
inflammable materials in its structure
"dangerous." On behalf of the owners it

was argued, naturally enough, on technical
ground, that the case did not come within the
purview of the " dangerous construc-
tion clauses," and therefore should be
dismissed, for these clauses "applied to
structures which were dangerous because
they were insecure or niinous," and this

view of the case the Bench were bound
to adopt, though they admitted there was
danger in hearths constructed in the manner
described, and thought that the require-

ments should be cari'ied out. This very
restricted and limited meaning of '

' danger-
ous" as applying only to insecure and
rviinous buildings is not very satisfactory to

the ordinary intelligence, for it would ex-

clude all kinds of danger or risk other than

those mentioned in the clauses ; and there-

fore the decision is a warning to those who
wish to complain of any defective material

or structure for fire-resistance not to use the

term " dangerous. ' In the instance we have
recorded, the discovery of the improper
material found at the back of the grates was
not made till after the fire had taken place,

the inference being that the defect had
escaped the building surveyor's vigilance,

and therefore there was only one way of

bringing the defect to the notice of the

owners by calling the building dangerous.

Rightly, it ought to have been detected,

and the builder compelled to make good the

defect during the progress of the work.

Yet we are obliged to look at these instances

in a commonsense manner. If a building

with inflammable material in it is not

dangerous, what can it be called ? We
might use the terms "inflammable" or

"combustible," instead of "dangerous,"
and, in fact, be more precise and definite in so

doing; but it appears that the term
"'dangerous" is intended in most of the

model by-laws to apply to buildings which
are a danger to the public, as in most of the

sections we have read the work of fencing,

guarding, taking down, removing or re-

pairing, or securing such building is

required. Nothing is said about combustible

materials or danger arising from using such
materials. As to the nature of the material

used beneath the hearths of the flats in

question, there is no evidence except that

inflammable material was used. In many
of the local building by-laws, it is required

that every fireplace-opening in a domestic

building shall have a sufficient hearth or slab

of durable or incombustible material at the

level of the floor, extending throughout the

length and depth of such opening, and to a

distance of at least isin. beyond the face

of the chimney breast, and at least 6in.

beyond each side of the opening, and that

every such hearth be laid upon a bed of

mortar, concrete, brick, or other compact and
incombustible material having a depth of at

least (iin. below the upper surface of the

hearth, and in no case is the hearth to be
supported on wood. In some cities, as at

Liverpool, the building regulations are
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accompanied by plans, sections, and diagrams,
illustrating these arrangements, so that no

excuse can be made for evading them. We
have seen hearths laid on board or strips of

wood, or laid directly on the joists, a very

dangerous plan. Indeed, the construction of

fireplaces and hearths is one of those matters

which require supervision during the pro-

gress of the work. A trimmer arch, turned

from the wall to the " trimmer " to carry the

hearthstone, is probably the best method of

securing a fire-resisting foundation for the

slab ; the full length of the arch should be

equal to the full width of the chimney breast.

Other methods are adopted : one of the com-
monest is to support a layer of Portland

cement concrete 3in. or 4in, thick on wooden
fillets extending from the hearth to the

trimmer ; but the efficacy of this method
depends on the mixture and proper laying of

the concrete bed. Many fires have taken

place by ignition of the wood beneath the

hearth, or the cracking of the concrete, which

is often of bad material and workmanship.
By-laws cannot be too carefully worded regu-

lating these matters, especially in the con-

struction of blocks of flats where there is

always more or less risk. Thi'ough imperfect

material or bad supervision a building niay

become dangerous to those who occupy it,

and as such there ought to be some means of

compelling the owner or builder to remove
or reconstruct such defects. A combustible

buildmgis certainlyone of the mostdangerous
kinds of structures, and it appears, therefore,

rather strange that it is excluded from
the clauses under this term. A large block

.
of premises partly used for tenants, with

narrow and combustible staircases, landings,

and approaches, is a fatal kind of trap, and
the owners or builders of such properties

ought to be made quite as responsible for

their lack of safety as those who let "danger-
ous or neglected " striictures. or erect or carry

on dangerous or noxious businesses.

work to be done. He could imagine that some

might say, " We like these weather-beaten atones

and irregular surface and the apparent decay of

the external look of the tower. It gives a true

mark of antiquity that belongs to it." But if

they were to go up the scaffolding, and were to

touch the stores, they would find some of them

crumbling away, the mullions which should

support the windows actually coming away, and

the pinnacles and turrets literally tottering. In

concluding, the Archbishop specially laid emphasis

upon the fact that the work was under the super-

vision ot Mr. Cariie, the architect to the Dean

and Chapter, and also to the Ecclesiastical Com-
missioners, who would see that it was carried out

with every care and regard for the preservation

of the sound portion of the fabric.

OFTHE BELL HATIKY TOWER
CAXTEUBURY.

A PUBLIC meeting was held at the Guildhall,

Canterbury, on Friday, to raise funds for

the reparation of the Bell Harry, or Angel, Tower
of the cathedral.

The llayor. Sir George Collard, in opening the

proceedings, quoted from the report of the archi-

tect, Mr. W. D. Caroe, F.S.A., showing the

great need of the work about to he undertaken,
on behalf of which he made an earnest appeal.

The Archbishop of Canterbury said that they had
there to deal with a bit of English architecture

which was almost, if not quite, incomparable in

its beauty, and almost, if not quite, unique in its

historical interest. There was nothing quite

comparable to the beauty of that type of archi-

tecture which adorned the Bell Harry Tower.
He was, perhaps, a little prejudiced in favour of

that type of building, fur it was his happy lot to

be for nine years the principal custodian of

perhaps the moat beautiful specimen in England,
St. George's Chapel, Windsor. If the Canterbury
tower was almost incomparable in its beauty, it

was also quite in tbn forefront of l-'nglish in-
terests, historically. It belonged to that bit of

English history which had for everybody quite a
peculiar interest—the very eve of their great Re-
formation. It was the very period when the great
battles of EnLcland—progress and freedom and
largeness of thought—were being fought. It

would bo dillicult to find any bit of English
architecture round which were grouped as-:ocia-

tiona 80 full of living significance to them to-day.
A possession like that w.is somothing worth living
fur, and striving for, and resolving to keep in its

fullest possible perfection. Ho waa one of those
to whom it gave rather a " squirm " to hear
sometimes about the restoration of their churches.
Kestoration was a splendid thing provided that it

did not restore what was never there before, or
perhaps mar a little what was all the more inter-
esting because it was old, and peihaps even
becauae it waa broken or impaired. If it vas
their desire to make a building which looked a
little time-worn appear losa eo, they would find
him not advocating, but reprobating, it with all

his might. It was not thua that they meant the

REINFORCED COIfCRErE.*

THE bulky volume just published, written by
Mr. Charles F. Mareh, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E.,

and A. Inst. M.E., illustrated by many hundreds

of diagrams, sectiona, and views ot the system of

reinforced concrete, will be found to be a valuable

contribution to this important method of con-

struction. There have been numerous American

and other casual papers, pamphlets, and experi-

ments published, besides one or two important

French works, notably " Le Bcton Armo," by

Mr. P. Christophe, and " Ciment Arme," by
MM. Berger and O. GuiUerme ; but these works

are not accessible to the majority of English

architects and engineers. To all these the author

of the present work is indebted, also to the several

patentees of different systems. Mr. Marsh has

endeavoured, and so far succeeded, to place before

the profession a complete exposition of the subject

as far as it is understood. The work is systematic-

ally treated, and the various systems of rein-

forced concrete alphabetically arranged, so that

the architect and engineer will find in its pages

all that IS known of this method and its various

applications. We cannot enter in this brief

notice into all the sections dealt with by the

author. Part I. is a general review of the sub-

ject that ought to be read before other sections

are studied. Ihe names given to this system of

construction has been variously called " armoured "

concrete, "ferro" concrete, " concrete -steel,"

and '
' reinforced

'

' concrete ; but we certainly

agree with the author in thinking "rein-

forced concrete " is the most explanatory

description. l->ur readers know, of course,

that the term means the introduction of iron

or steel sections into the substance of the con-

crete in such positions as to take up the stresses

which the concrete is unable to resist by itself.

We may imbed a steel joist in a body of concrete

without increasing its strength ; the steel sections

must, in fact, be scientifically introduced in

proper positions so as to take the tensile stresses,

as in any other way the steel does not increase

the strength of the combination, but is rather

wasteful. There .are about fifty systems known,
all based on the same principle ot placing the

metal so that it may counteract the stresses

which the concre'e is least able to resist. The
first employment of the combination is attributed

to Mr. Josejjh Monier, a French gardener, who
in 1867 made big pots for shrubs of concrete

with metal with the idea of red\icing the thick-

ness, but it was known before that date.

M. Monier was the first to employ it in a large

wav. Other systems soon followed. Hyatt and
Ransome in the United States introduced their

system; but JI. Fran(,'oia Hennebiquo and ^I.

Paul Cottancin were the first, says the author, to

U5e beams or ribs of reinforced concrete. The
author gives a rapid review of its employment in

England, Germany, Austria, and Switzerland, to

which it is needless to refer. He quotes the

recent regulations as to its use in New York
issued by the Bureau of Building for the liorough

of JIanhattan in that city. These chielly relate

to its use for lloor and column construction. We
have referred lately to these regulations. The
advantages and disadvantages of steel-concrete

are summed up, and the author corroborates the

opinion that for fireproof construction it and
brickwork are far ahead of any other materials.

The official report of Commander Wulscli, of the

(ihent Fire Brigade, spe.iks very decidedly on

the results of experiments conducted by him to

ascertain the resistance to fire of the patent con-

• Keinfmccd Concrete. By Cihri.kh F. M.misii,

.\ssoc.M.In»t.C.E., &c. Five hundred nnd twelve Illus-

tratioDA and UitiKriimH. London : Arolubald Coastlble

and Co., Ltd., liJ, Jamea-atreet, Haymurket.

Crete building erected on the Ilennebique system

and of the window glass reinforced with a

metallic web (Siemens' syatem), which confirm in

every respect the results obtained by the firet

trial in September, 1S99.

The protection of the metal from rust in this

system, when the best materials are used, is said

to be assured ; but the concrete must be

thoroughly mixed and well rammed round the

reinforcement, so as to be free from cracks and

voids. The author adduces many opinions and

instances to support this contention ; its im-

permeability is also in its favour. _ The author

says regarding another quality, weight, that it is

heavier than steel or ironwork for supporting the

same load. ' The high percentage of dead to live

load will prevent the use of reinforced concrete

for bridges of very large span," but the " excess

of weight is compensated for by reason of its

employment enabbng us to do away with most ot

the auxiliary parts necessary in a steel or iron

structure." There are no tie-rods, cross-girdera,

jack arches, floor plates, to be supported as in the

latter case. Speaking of resistance to stresses,

Mr. Marsh furnishes a table of tests showing the

variation of result obtained in testing neat cement

and 3 to 1 mortar. The tensile strength in pounds

per square inch of briquettes made by an ex-

perienced man gives an average ot 6231b., this

being neat cement and 20 per cent, of water. A
briquette of three of sand to one ot cement, with

10 per cent, water, the average tensile strength

was 1551b. The author observes " One of the

curious properties of reinforced concrete seems to

indicate that the concrete in tension can bear

safely stresses up to its ultimate breaking strength.

It has in fact been found that the concrete may
be strained up to its ultimate tensile resistance

without cracking, and under further stress it ap-

pears that the stresses in the concrete remain con-

stant, all further stress being taken by the rods."

M. Considere has shown this by Cdreful tests,

which are quoted. These are remarkable pro-

perties of the combination. Other qualities are

described : its durability, hardness, and impene-

trability, its being easily moulded into orna-

mental"and other forms, resistance to shocks, &c.

We have spoken of the merits possessed by it for

architectural purposes derived from its moulding

adaptibility and its monolithic nature.

For bad and swampy foundations this system

has advantages. A reinforced platform under

a building supported, if required, on reinforced

piles, is an ideal foundation, resisting stresses and

unequal settlement, and such a building is lighter

than one of ordinary brickwork or masonry. The

author describes the destruction of the San ilarino

Pavilion for the Paris Exhibition, lUOO, by M.

Cottancin, which shows the monoli'hic nature of

a reinforced structure of this kind. It is quoted

from Eiitfaiem-ing, March 21, 1900. The several

systems are next described and illustrated. It

is needless to enumerate these, which include

columns, beams, arches, and pipes. The various

methods of reinforcing beams by tensile metal

members are fully described by diagrams and

views. The patented systems are alphabetically

given. Thus we have the Bonna system, intro-

duced in 1893, used largely in pipe m.anufacture,

the distinctive feature of which is a special steel

section of bar of the Latin cross shape :_
the

Bouissiron et Garric system, used for buildings,

reservoirs, arches, &c. ; the Chaudy system,

which introduces two metallic membera for re-

sisting both stresses ; the Chicago fireproof

system, the Coignet system, the Columbian fire-

prooSng fj-stem, in" which the double cross-

section adopted by Bonna is used : the Cottancin

system, the Dcgou system, the Demay system,
' Expanded lletal " system, Ilennebique,

Roebling, and many ethers. I'.ach of these is

fully described and 'illustrated. Part III. deals

with the materials used. The next part, on
" Practical Construction," diacuases the methods

used in the erection of reinforced concrete struc-

tures. Three methods arc adopted, and ate

stated as follows :— (I) The pieces may bo

moulded in advance either out-of-doors or in

sheds, and be placed in position after they have

sot. (2) The whole or part of the structure

may be moulded in place on timber pilework,

the false - work being struck when the con-

crete has hardened siilUciently for this to be

elfected. (3) The reinforcement may be erected

or partially erected firat, and aervo aa an aid in

the auppo"rt of the moulds. -Any one of these

systems may be employed alone or in combination

with others". The remarks on moulds, falaework,

and the excellent diagrams and illustrations
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which accompany them, will be found of con-

siderable value. -Vmongst the photo views is one
showing the firft floor of the Southampton Cold
Storage. The. Htnnebique system of moulding
the ceiling and floor elabb before placing them in

position is illustrated. Hollow walls, chimney
flues, beams and solid floors, hollow floors, ihe
" expanded metal " system of floors are described

and illustrated. Sewers, tunnels, and culverts

are also dealt with, showing Ihe fixed and
movable falseworks, movable moulds, and other

appliances. Speaking of walls and partition, the

moulds are made on much the same way as those

for columns. " Sometimes the box is formed by
two timber sides its entire height, after the re-

inforcements of network is in place and has been
fastened to the neighbouring walls and beams.
The concrete is then mixtd wtt and poured
in, the network being shaken to make it go
down and settle as much as possible." Partitions

are at times moulded against one flat surface, on
which the concrete is spread in layers. " Walls
and partitions of the Uennebique and other

systems are constructed between two timber
shutters, ene being made to its full height before

the concreting is commenced, while the other is

brought upas thework prcceeda"—theiamming is

done from ibis side. In the Ransome fystem ihe
" two timber partitions are brought up as the work
proceeds, the planks being held in place by vertical

uprights." Messrs. Ransome now use a movable
frame for their walls, constructed of pairs of

slotted standards, one on either side of wall, and
held together by bolts passing through the slots.

These are illustrated. Part Y., on "Experimental
Research and Data deduced Therefrom," is

of much interest, and the part which deals with
calculation important. The following deductions
are given from the data : that for general pur-
poses 4001b. per Equare inch may be allowed for

resistance of concrete to such compression when
reinforced with longitudinal bars and iron ties,

and for general purposes we may allow 5001b.

per square inch. The shearing resistance of

concrete is 501b. per square inch; that as a general
rule there will be no slipping of the reinforce-

ments through the concrete, but that the tendency
to shearing of the concrete around the reinforce-

ment should be inquired into and provided for.

The following values may be allowed for the
resistance of the reinforcements : For wrought-
iron in tension and compression 10,0001b. per
square inch, in shear 8,0001b. ; for steel, 15,000 per
square inch m tension and compression, and in

shear 12,0001b. To the last Part, which deals

with structures which have been erected in rein-

forced concrete, an interesting illustrated

summary, the reader will turn for practical

examples, and we will refer to this chapter on a
future occasions. The work is a very complete
record of the systems and use of this combination
of concrete and steel, and we must congratulate
the author on the labour and research he must
have bestowed upon it.

"THE AGE OF OAK" fURNlTURE.*
[with illistr.^tioxs.]

ME. PERCY MACQUOID-S name will at
once be accepted as a guarantee for the

accuracy of the big book entitled "A History
of English Furniture," of which the first part is

already before us. The author has adopted the
convenient plan of dividing his subject into four
periods, which are thus aDocated :

•' The Age of
Oak," 1500 to 16C0, comprising what we call the
" Gothic Style," with its gradual evolution into
the Jacobean or Early Renaissance; " TheAge of
Wahiut," 16G0 to 1730, including furniture
marked by Dutch influence ;

" The Age of
Mahogany," 1730 to 1770, during which time
fresh ideas had been imported from France ; and
the last, "The Composite Age," 1770 to 1820,
when afi'ectation for Classical models was com-
bined with what the writer moderately designates
" a curiously unbalanced taste."

This initial number, dealing with " The Age of
Oak," is an evidenceof the standard ofappraisement
aimed at, and of the thoroughness with which the
publication has been undertaken ; indeed the
merit of Part I. augurs well for the success of
the completed whole. The work is to be issued
in 20 monthly parts at 7s. 6d. each part. There
are to be three coloured plates 15in. by llin. in
each number, drawn by Mr. Shirley Slocombe.

* A Histoiy of English Furniture. By PekcvMac cjuoid.
London

: Lawrence and BuUen, Ltd., 16, Henrietta-
street, Covent Garden. Is. 6d. net. Part I.

OAK STANDING CUPBOARD : ABOUT 1535.

The total assemblages of illustrations in the
finished book will number about one thousand.
Such briefly is a statement of Mr. Macquoid's

enterprise, which is restricted to the history,
development, and evolution of English furniture
only, though foreign instances are included, and
promised now and again to show sources of origin
and to clearly define leading types, commencing
with the Mediii'val Ecclesiastical domination
when confraternities and wealthy monastic bodies
implanted a character which found its inception
in architectural forms, and which ever since has
been known as the Gothic Style. The furniture
of that time belonged primarily to churches and
kindred uses. It was not tUl the end of the 15th
century that decorative furniture was gradually
produced or introduced into private houses. It

was mostly made of oak, deal and chestnut
being rare and valuable woods in those days.
The beech and elm furniture of that time has
perished. Walnut was not grown for its wood
in this country tUl 1500. Deal ranked in high
esteem, and Henry YIII. had a room at Nonsuch
panelled with deal, "by which he set great
store." The strength of much of these oak-
built pieces then in vogue was largely due to the
fact that when great personages moved from one
castle to another they carted their household

goods withthem, from thebeddownwards.aiid con-
sidering the absence of roads in those days—often
bridle-paths being the only arailable thorough-
fares, the furniture demanded great strength to
withstand such Journeys. Some pieces, however,
were so large that they must have been put
together in the apartments in which they re-

mained, seeing that no openings exist by way of

which they could be got out.
"The Age of Oak" is subdivided into three

periods of " Gothic." Elizabethan, and Jacobean.
Some excellent specimens are shown to start with
—viz., an Oak Cupboard, dated about 1500,
which has six panels perforated with traceried

openings of very graceful design. The base and
top of the piece are modem ; else it is perfect. It

belonged to that plain painted style of furniture
of which the late William Burges was so fond.

Two armoires, also from private collections, and
somewhat earlier in date, next occur, and are
particularly interesting, and so is the "Oak
Buffet," or low side Hutch Table belong-
ing to Mr. Ernest George. It once stood

between the two screen openings at the end
of some panelled hall or banqueting room, and
belonged to the late 15th century school. The
coloured plates now given show an elegant

Credence, the Sudbury Hutch from Louth Church,
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OLD COURT CUPBOARD: 1530.-FROM OXFORD CASTLE, KENT.
Lincolnshire, and Sir John Wynne's Buffet
belonging to the Earl of Carrington. Several
beautiful (xamples of linenfold panels are
furnished by photographs from old Hutches, and
specially interesting is a six-panel door, fleur-de-
luced or enriched with vine-leaves or grapes.
Stalls and choir seats figure from Christ Church
I'riory, Hants, with Itenaissance ornamentations
(1.52S) somewhat in the manner of the stall-woik
for which King's CoUtge Chapel, Cambridge,
can hold its own with the finest examples of
France and Italy. The oak Standing Cupboard
which vie illustrate has a front which is quite
plain divided into two compartments, the doors
being cut Hush with the stiles end rails in the
iieual (jothic manner. These are bordered on
either side by nairow upright panels, chamfered
and bevelled on the outer and bottom rails and
stiles. The comice-mouldings are of Early
IJtnaissance type: the uprights on which the
piece stands are coarse and clumsy, though they
add value, no doubt, to the rich tracery in the
side panel.". The lower one of these has no in-
doMng rail, at.d serves more as as verge-board
Mr. Macqucid thinks this article must have
occupied a position in which the ends were as
much in evidtnce at the front. The trayed-edgtd
shelf or potloard below is a very uncommon
feature in furniture of so early a d.ite. The iron
side-rods are modern, but the handles are original

It is 4ft. 7in. high. (lur other specimen ac-
companyingihisnoliceisanoakCourt Cupboard 5tt.
wide and 5ft. Tin. high. It is a much more
ambitious example, and inaugurates a new
method of construction. The upper part opens,
with three doors carved with heroic heads in
strapped and laurel circles, very similar to the
well-known panelling which once belonged to the
old house at Waltham, and which is now in S.K.
.Museum. The dolphin design above the circular
medallions is varied by the introduction of a
cherub's head, with ball in its mouth and tassel
cord. II^re, says tho author, is its English
workmanship most in evidence. The whole
piece is a deliberate copy (about 1530) by an
Englinhman of a foreign cupboard of somewhat
earlier date. It came from a cuttage near I >xford
Castle, Kent, where Air. iSeymour Lucas dis-
covered it. We have said enough to indicate tho
care taken by Mr. Macquoid in detailing his
observations, and we shall look forward witli un-
usual interest to see the several parts as they
appear, and, when iinitheJ, tho woik will make
the most exhaustive undertaking of thi.' kind in
tho English library on Furnituie yet published.

Mr. J. F. Hawkins, late of Warwic k and Lich-
field, has been elected county surveyor of Beikahire,
from among 'I'JS candidates.

ON LIMES AND MORTARS.—VI.

IN May, 1776, ,Tohn Liardet, a Swiss clergy-
man, living in (Jreit Suffolk-street, St.

Martins-in-the-Fields, discovered what he
thought was a suitable composition for stuccc-
ing the fronts of houses, and one which might
be found generally useful in all branches of
building work to which it was applicable. .Vs

this composition, being highly spoken of by
architects, builders, and plasterers, had a great
sale at tho time and was extensively used for ex-
ternal plastering, a description of it will not be
out of place here. When used for stucco it was
applied in two coats. The stuff for the first coat
was made as follows :—To 211b. of well-ground
and thoroughly dried whiting, a (luantity of
white or red lead wms added " at pleasure," and
both were ground together in a mill, with 4

quarts of oil ; JS ([uarts of sand, fit for tho
purpose, were Lubstquently added, and the whole
were then well-mixed and beaten to a paste.
Instead of tho whiiing, calcined oyster or any
other sea-shells might be usid, or plaster of Paris,
or any othtr calc.iroous material, ground to

powder: in fact, any absorbent material proper for
the purpose might displace tho whiting, and this

proviso extended, in sumo degree, to the red and
white lead, for as they were increased in proportion
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80 was the whiting diminished. The eand might
be omitted if pounded and sifted marble, stone,

brick, metallic or mineral powders, or any solid

material whatever suitable for the purpose were
added instead. The second coat was made iu the

same way, but with the materials in different

proportions. In it there were 16Hb. of whiting,

16jlb. of white or red lead, and Gh quarts of oil,

the whole being thoroughly mixed : 30 quarts of

fine sand were added, and all the ingredients were
beaten together as before. It is important to

notice that the liquid measures for the first-coat

stuff were such as were used in retailing beer,

and those for the second coat were wine measures.
Liardet has left no informition as to the solid

measures ; he does not say whether they are Troy
or Avoirdupois. A beer gallon contained exjctly

282c.in., and a wine gallon 231in., the proportion

therefore being as 1"22 : 1 00. The oils used by
Liardet were the best linseed or herapseed. They
might be boiled or raw, with drying materials.

vVax might be used instead of oils, and it

was a matter of great importance that all the

absorbent materials should be kiln-dried im-
mediately before being used. By paying attention

to the colours of the solid materials, or by adding
painter's colours a stucco of any desired tiut might
be obtained. The first coat was laid with a

trowel of Liardet's invention, and the second

coat smoothed with afloat lined with ivory, glass,

or wood ; before any stucco was applied to a wall

the latter was brushed over with the composition

thinned down with oil to the consistence of paint,

the joints having been well raked out in the first

instance. Liardet's " cement," admitted of being
casein moulds or modelled ; it could be painted

on, ' and adorned with landscape, or ornamental,

or figure-painting, as well as plain painting."
The invention of this wonderful compound was
thought worthy of being protected by patent, so

John Liardet sought for, and obtained, the ex-

clusive right to manufacture the stuff from the

3rd April, 1773. Messrs. Adam "eminent archi-

tects " of the Adelphi, finding Liardet's venture
likely to be a profitable one, associated

themselves with him iu its manufacture and
sale ; the composition was usel on many first

class houses at the West End, and if it did not
prove a success as a permanent weather-proof
covering, it at least brought in so much money
to the inventors that other workers in the same
field were induced to make, more or less, colour-

able imitations ol it ; indeed, some pirated the
patent outright. One of the most daring adven-
turers in this respect was Mr. .John Johnson, of

Berners-street, Architect ; he patented a com-
position of his own, and under cover of it

he used Liardet's recipes, and then the trouble

began. Before describing the battle between
Liardet and Johnson it will be necessar)' to

eximine the latter's so-called invention. .Tohnson
describes his mixture as "A Cheap and Durable
Composition for the Covering of the Fronts and
Tops of Houses and for other I'urposes in the
Building Trade, and which will adhere to Sur-
faces that are Wet as well as those that are Dry
at any Season of the Year." He took equal
quantities of serum of blood and linseed oil, he
mixed them with dry large-grained, dean sand
and slaked lime, or whiting, in sufficent quantity
to make the composition of the consistence of stiff

mortar ; these were beaten to the consistence

of a stiff mortar such as was commonly used for

stucco. The proportion of sand to lime was
2:1, and the material could be applied with
ordinary plasterers' tools. When the front of an
old building was to be stuccoed, the surface of the
brickwork was well moistened with blood and
linseed oil, and the first coat of stucco was pierced
with an instrument having iron teeth to prevent
it blistering. To colour the stucco painters'
colours were added to the sand. Johnson stated

in applying for his patent that his discovery was
mode " by study, application, expense, and in
trying experiments." If he had been content to
work with his oil, blood, sand, and lime, no one
would have interfered with him ; but iu an evil

moment he was tempted to omit the blood, sub-
stituting for it drying oil and lead, and so in-
fringed Liardet's patent. Johnson's attention
having been drawn to this, he defied Liardet, and
in consequence found himself involved in two
costly actions at law, which swept away all the
profit he made by working his own patent, or
pirating that of Liardet. Though Johnson's
•nluck is to be admired, his discretion should ba
d jspised, for no man ought to go to law except
he who has nothing to lose, and Johnson
did not qualify in this respect. Liardet

commenced hostilities in Chancery, and the

combatants finally got into the King's Bench,
where Johnson got "knocked out" with costs

after one of the most remarkable trials that ever

took place on account of a building material

dispute. The case was tried by a special jury

presided over by a Scotchman named Slurray,

better known as Lord Mansfield. He was at the

time Lord Chief Justice, and in some respects a

most mischievous judge ; yet he evinced an
unusual amount of intelligence for a lawyer when
he dealt with matters outside the range of politics,

as miy be seen by his treatment of witches, so

called, who were brought before him. A slight

digression may be made here from the subject

matter of this article to impress upon the

reader the great risk to the public in placing

the life, liberty, or property of any individual

at the disposal of a lawyer, no matter how
exalted his station may be. It is thought
in this country that no man can now be
deprived of. either his liberty or property by a

prejudiced judge: but this is a mistake, for in

Chancery it is sufficient for one such to say, " I

think" this, "I believe" that, or "I find"
something else, to enable him legally to deprive

a litigant of all he has got — perhaps the

savings of years — and this without hope
of redress. In fact, our legal system is one
only suitable to the " Dark Age," and is wholly
unintelligible from any standpoint but one—viz.,

that of the liwyers. Sir Matthew Hale, a judge,

whom for his integrity, learning, zeal, and
knowledge of law, hardly any age, before or since,

could parallel, sentenced Kose Cullender and Amy
Duny, both widows, to death for witchcraft, and
the sentence was duly carried out at Bury St.

Edmunds on March 17, 1664. In charging the

jury. Hale said he had no doubt that there were
such creatures as witches, for the Scripture said

so, and to let the guilty go free " was an abomi-
nation to the L rd." These were clearly judicial

murders, and the unfortunate women's lives were
sacrified to this man's piety, prejudice, and
ignorance. Lord Mansfield, who tried Liardefs
case, was a man of a different cist of mind : he
was a politician, not a theologian, hence, when it

was proved that a witch, brought before him, had
walked with her feet in the air and her head
downwards, instead of sentencing her to death, as

Hale did, he ordered her to be set at liberty, as

there was no law in this country to prevent
anyone walking upside down in the air if they
found it convenient to do so. It Maskelyne
and Cooke had lived in the time of Charles II.

they would have had a bad time of it with Hale.
Liardet patented his rubbish in 177C, Johnson
followed with his in 1777, and the action which
took place on Feb. 21, 177S, was justly described

as a remarkable one by all the newspapers of the

time. Messrs. Adam were joined with Liardet
as plaintiffs, and J. Johnson was the defendant.
The action was for infringement of the patent,

Johnson having executed several works pre-

sumably under his own patent, but in reality he
used a composition protected by the plaintiff.

The defendant rested his defence solely on the
question whether the plaintiff's composition was
a new and useful invention, and whether their

specification was sufficient to support the exclusive
privilege they claimed r Books of all languages
and dictionaries of all sorts on arts and sciences

were ransacked to prove recipes for compositions
similar to the plaintiffs. A'erbal evidence was
also adduced to show that the same materials were
used for a similar purpose before Liardet's time :

but many of the most eminent architects, plasterers,

and builders gave the most ample testimony of the
novelty and utility of the plaintiffs' invention.

The profession almost to a man stood by the
statement, that until plaintiff's' invention came
into use they knew of no composition which
would stand as stucco on the outside of a house
in this climate. The legality and justness of the

patent having been also proved, a verdict, with
costs, was given for the plaintiffs, and the

validity of their patent fully established. <->ne

editor of a paper, commenting on the decision,

said that the proceedings confirmed to the pro-

prietors and the public the benefit of this " useful

and beautiful invention," and secured them from
any attempt to impose a spurious imitation upon
them in future. Another writer asserts "the
case was spun out to such a length that the

learned judge was fatigued, the jury confounded,
and the court involved in chaos," which is very
probable, for the lawyers had done their work
well. Another sensible man wrote that, notwith-
standing the verdict, "it is as great a desideratum

as e-i er to find out a cheap and durable covering

for the walls of houses." Yet another contributed

the following :—Two tedious and expensive

actions at law about Liardet's, or otherwise
" Adam's oil cement," give us reason to complain

of the ancients having stolen our thoughts, and

say that neither Mr. Liardet, Messrs. Adam, nor

Mr. Johnson were the inventors of oil cement,

but rather one Mr. Yitruvius. Lord Mansfield's

summing up in this case throws some light on the

law of patents. He said that in such a trial as

this there were extremes to be avoided, the one

tot to deprive the inventor of the benefit of his

invention for the sake of the public, for the public

is concerned that men should have such an advan-

tage as they get by their endeavours, making new
discoveries, iu looking for things which never

succeed. For instance, in the play of the

"Alchemists" SirEpicure Mammon, in looking for

the philosopher's stone, found a cure for the itch.

So that if an inventor does not always get what
he is looking for he may possibly hit on some-
thing more valuable and of much greater use.

The other extreme was to suffer a man to get a

monopoly of what was already well known and in

use in the trade. The three points for the jury

to decide were : — (1) Did the plaintiff's specifica-

tion truly state how his composition was made 'r

(2) Did the defendant use the plaintiff's invention ':

and (3) if he did use it, was the invention

new or old within the meaning of the Act •

There seemed to be on both sides great zeal,

warmth, and activity. There were many oily

compositions wtiich left out the lead, used before

Liardet's patent : there were some that brought

in the lead, and one witness only proved that his

house was stuccoed with a composition that in-

cluded litharge and boiled oil before Liardet's

patent was granted. James Down, for defendant,

said he made a composition of two-thirds sand,

one lime, one-third serum of blood, and two-

thirds oil, no directions having been given for

the correct proportioning of the solids to the

liquids, which the learned judge declared to be

absolutely necessary, because a given quantity of

oil and a given quantity of sand "will be all

porridge." His Lordship's recipe for making
this homely dish would, no doubt, give something

as filling, as it was indigestible. The wonder is

that he did not patent it I William Downing,
another witness, said Johnson made stucco with

sand, oil, and lime, at first ; and afterwards with

sand, oil, whiting, serum of blood, and lead.

Liardet discovered this, and informed Johnson he

was infringing his specification, but Johnson
insisted on using the composition as he pleased.

Doctor Higgins, who gave evidence, acted in

this case " more like a philosopher than

anything else," he proved that serum of blocd in

stucco is of no use whatever. Doctor Higgins's

experiments in limes and mortars will be fully

considered hereafter, for they were made on an

extensive scale, and have added some little to our

correct notions of these substances. Johnson's

witness, Down, swore he put no lead in the

composition : Downing put it in, and Horsfall

(another workman) sent him out of the way that

he might not see it. Downing got the oils from

Norgrove : Norgrove had them from Uriffin ; and

the latter proved all boiled oils were drying oils,

so that there was here clear proof that both lead

and drying oils were used by Johnson. Hig-

gins's analysis of stucco done by Johnson showed
that it corresponded in every way with that done

by Liardet. Of the books produced in evidence in

favour of Johnson, Alberti's treatise, a dictionary

of 1726, and four more up to 1761, showed that

lime, sand, and oil were used for stucco : but

there was no lead specified in any of them. 'The

Judge said that "It is not a min's having

made an attempt ; it is not a man's having

suggested an idea ; it is not a man's having

it in his closet ; it is not a man's hitting

upon it by accident, and not pursuing it further

:

but it must be something in the trade that_ is

followed and pursued. It is not an invention

that a man may have made use of in an instince

or two, and dropped it and never claimed it after,

that will prevent another inventor if he really

hits upon the same materia's and make a com-
bination of service to architects. It is not

material to try the exact excellence of a com-
position, if it is good for nothing, for if this is so

the inventor gets nothing, and nobody gains by
it ; the great point is, is it a new thing in the

trade ': Four architects, Payne, Mylne, Dance,

and Sandby, all said Liardet's cement was belter

than anything hitherto used for stucco. Koss, a

plasterer, whose father and grandfather were
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plasterers, all " great men " according to the
judge, said the composition was new to him, he
never knew anything like it ; his ordinary stucco

lasted only a year and a half, this lasted four

years ; in his experience he was never taught
to use such a material before. Anthony
Mademey, a foreigner, made many experi-

ments all over Europe for about fifty years,

and had never hit on oil and lead for stucco.

A Mr. Stewart thought from his ratiocination,

that oil and lime mixed together would make
soap. Dobbing, a plasterer, tried oil and lime
for festoons at I.ord Coventry's, and they would
not do ; he knew nothing equal to Liardet's
composition. John Davis, a plasterer, gave
similar evidence. Bricklayers said it was new to

them, and Du Val, a mason, said the composition
was tho best he ever heard of ; no other would
stand. Johnson made a good fight to prove
Liardet's composition was already known in the
trade. He produced a Jlr. Kawiinson to prove
that the garden front of his house was 8t\iccoed,

before the date of Liardet's patent, with whiting,
white lead, raw oil, boiled oil, litharge, and sand.
T. Belliman, a plasterer, said he plastered l!aw-
linson's house in 1772 with a composition, which,
on analysis by Dr. lliggins, proved to be
micaceous sand, mixed semigyscous powder, and
micaceous powder, with calcareous earth, lead,

calx, and oil. Mr. Dallis said he knew that Mr.
Stewart's house in York liuildings was stuccoed
in l"i'.4 with a mixture of sand, calcareous earth,
oil, and calx of lead. Jlr. Picketing also used a com-
position for stucco, which ho bought ready mixed

;

itcontainedoilandsand. Stephen Ashby, plasterer,
used sand, lime, and drying oils for keystones
and faci.a8 as far back as 1";J7 ; and ilr. Phipps,
of Leicester, used, in 17')7, for cornucopias and
festoons, a composition of equal part of sand
and Ume mixed with white lead, boiled linseed,
and raw oil. Johnson also proved that similar
mix'ures were patented by other inventors,
notably Emerton, W.irk, and" Uawlinson, and he
referred to the mortar in use for plastering in the
East Indies, the composition of which was made
known in this country by tiovernur Pyku (these
will bo referred to in tho next article). In
referring to Ben Jonson'a play, in summing up,
Lord .Mansfield might have explained to the
laymen present in his Court that the memtjers of
the legal profession has discovered a more valuable
process than the transmutation of metals—namely,
the transference of tho most preciousmetal, the only
ingredients necessary being parchment, wax, red
tape, and an immoderato uto of uncouth English.

Mr. Horace Mordaunt Rogers has been elected
President of the Estate Agents' Institute.

OLD WEST SURREY COTTAGES AND
FURNITURE.

MLSS GERTRUDE JEKYLL is a most
charming guide, as distinguished by her

" Notes and Memories,"'' which she has so grace-

fully illustrated by her own 330 photographs.

much that has gone before, will be glad

to read her pages, which are enriched by excel-

lent and bright photographic prints of many
sorts and varieties of things, among which none

please us more than the studies of old Cottages and

Farms from Hambledon, Kirdford, Elstead, and

Milfurd. Some are timber-framed and 80n;e tile-

TILE-IIUNG COTTAGES, MILFORD, SURREY.

taken within the confines of what she calls " West
Surrey," defining its geogtapliical boundaries
as determined by the long chalk line of the Hog's
Hack on the north, with its eastern prolongation
beyond Guildford and the Weald of Sussex on the
south. "When I was a child," says tho authoress,
" this tract of country was undiscovered. Now,
alas ! it is overrun." Not that Miss .Ickyll

begrudges the enjoyments of its delights to

others. Indeed, few have done more to heighten
cultured pleasure in common things or to

encourage a healthy recognition of the beauties
and simplicities of the countryside. While
looking back with regret on the loss which
belongs to the past, sweet memories aid Miss
Jekyll's graphic jien in describing that which
still remains, and in thus also telling us

• Old West Surrey : Some Xotes and Mcmorit'H. By
GEBTRrDB Jkkvll. Lundoo : LoogmaLH, Oretn, Had Co.
133. net. 1901.

hung. Of the latter 8c ri. wc give an example which
at once tells its own tale : but Misa Jekyll finds

much to say about these old places as the crystal-

lisation of local need, material, and ingenuity, the

result so perfect, and tho adaptation of means to

ends so satisfactory, that it has held good
for a long time so completely, that no local

need or influence can change it for tho

better, and thus traditional work created tho

style of the countryside. Brick ovens, outside

chimney breasts, stone random llagging, old curb

wells, pents, and kitchen interiors, stiles, gates,

and rickyards all find n place in West Surrey,

and so fill a plac e in this chatty book of observa-

tion and covmtry lore. Tho direct excellence and
real picturesqueneFs of these old waggon sheds and
granaries come of their natural directness and
unsophisticated conveniences. There is no reason

whatever why new cottages of the old pattern

should not be made {([ually simide and delightful
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to live in. The camera of IMiss Jekyll finds

nothing amiss, and so she records a photograph

of a stone wall with garnetted Joints, of which we
arerery glad to possess a copy. The old cottage

furniture chosen is representative and comprehen-
sive, from tables of various kinds long and round,

stools, forms, and hutches (the richest example
shown being the one here reproduced), dressers,

Bible boxes and chairs, clocks, kitchen imple-

ments, and firesides with firedogs, spits, and stove

backs, candlesticks and chimney ornaments, cow
mugs and Toby jugs, all enr'ching personal

records characteristically told, with tales about
workers and tools and country customs, home in-

dustries, cottage gardens and graveyards, from
whence we are shown ancient tombs and grave

boards, which in older times, at any rate in cases

when monuments were erected to people of means
and importance, were specially designed by a com-
petent architect, excellent in proportion, with suffi

-

cient and appropriately placed ornament and well

drawn mouldings. Now the pattern book and
love of meretricious display have changed all this

;

but Miss Jekyll shows all who care to know the

better way. We cordially recommend her " Old
West Surrey " to all and any of our readers who
love the country, its old buildings, and wayside

interests.

JAPANESE COLOUR PRINTS.*

THE useful Eeries of Art Handbooks publiohed

by the Board of Education, South Kensing-
ton, for the Victoria and Albert Museum, has

been augmented by an interesting handbook on
Japanese Colour Prints, by Edward F. Strange,

very fully illustrated. Sir. Strange published a

book on " Japanese Illustration " some years ago,

since which much information has been collected,

and some modifications have been called for.

The author acknowledges the valuable assistance

of Mr. R. Kohitsu, whose family have followed

the hereditary calling of professional art experts in

Japan, and who has furnished translations of books
and prints. A typical collection of colour prints,

including the work of some of the rarest artists,

that of M. Hayashi, was sold in Paris in 1902.

The prints in this collection were done by the
earlier schools. In the National Art Library
at the Victoria and Albert Museum, South
Kensington, are to be found a large collection of

prints by later artists. These are rich in colour,

display many instances of costumes, furniture,

and other objects which are of so much value to

the designer and craftsman, and afford him useful

Euggestious of a decorative kind. The author
says it has been the object of the authorities of the
Lihriry at South Kensington to secure examples of

this kind, to explain the development and
technique of the art ; "but the greater part of the
collection has been acquired tor the sake of

subject only, and this is the explanation of the
overwhelming preponderance given to the work of

artists of less than the firntrank." Mr. Strange
says :

'
' One of the most amazing characteristics

of the Japanese colour printers of the first half

of the nineteenth century is their almost
inexhaustible fertility of invention, not in idea,

but in arrangement, in colour scheme, in details

of pattern and accessories," and among the thou-
sands the author has examined he has found very
few which have a resemblance to each other. The
collection is one to be used, not hoarded for the
curious. To the book illustrator and the designer
of posters these Japanese colour prints furnish
excellent examples of the " proper use of lines in

conjunction with the masses of flat colour," of

ihe effective arrangement of figures in a panel,
and of composition and lettering generally. An
-endless variety of pattern colour combination can
Tdc found in this collection, many of the prints of

which are reproduced on the plates of this hand-
book. For students of other arts these illustrations

will afford suggestions of architecture, domestic
interest, arms and armour, metal and lacquer work,
dress, and thesociologist also may studymuchabout
the daily life of the Japanese. These colour-
print makers received the name of L'kiyo-ye

—

" Mirror of the Passing World." The Japanese
pointers are classified under several names or
schools—the Buddhist, Torii, Chinese, Kano,
Shijo, Ukiyoye, &c. It is pointed out that it is

style, and not subject, which distinguishes the
,Tapanese in this classification. The author's
introductory remarks are well worth perusal. The

origin of the Ukiyoye school has been variously

given ; but its founder was Swasi Matabei (or

Matahei), 1579. He pursued his art like a true

artist, and seMom put bis name to his paintings.

The chapters treat of "the Torii School "—work is

chiefly theatrical, and forms an interesting group,

or " Harunobu and his Pupils," " Utamaro,
Yeishi," "the Utagawas," colour-print de-

signers, Hiikusai, the Osaka Group, and other

schools and leading artis's. A chapter on Land-
scape, which forms a large class of colour pr'nts is

instructive : these are often idealistic in composi-

tion, but crude in their realistic efforts. "The
Japanese History of Engraving " forms a useful

chapter. A chronological table of the period

covered by the volume, the facsimile signatures

of artists, and the key to reproduction cf

signatures will be found useful. Eighty-four

plates of reproduced pr'nts are given at the end
of the volume, which comprise portraits, figure

and theatrical subjects, Japanese lovers, singing

and dancing girls, actors, costumes, landscapes,

river scenes, battles, beauties of the Yoshiwara,
children playing, monsters, &c. These designs

will he found to offer the artist, craftsman,

and designer of book illustrations suggestions

of value in figure arrangement and com-
position, variety of pattern and colour in-

terior and accessories, costumes, and other

details. The colour prints are particularly

suggestive to the decorative artist and
designer of patterns. For theatre programmes
they are well suited, as the portraits of the

actors and actresses can be given, with
inscriptions of a decorative character. The
makers of colour prints, it is said, devoted
their attention to various subjects : the painters

of the Ukiyo school were of the artisan

class, and worked for small wages, and
their habits were those of the labouring

classes, with a stronger flavour of Bohemianism.
Theatrical performers, portraits of beautiful

women, "The Yoshiwara women. Geisha—sing-

ing girls and tea-house attendants," were
favoured as a subject. On these attractive sub-
jects the richest costume and finest colour are

lavished, and the Yoshiwara women and Geisha
were often painted as portraits. The handbook
will be a valuable addition to the decorative

artist's and craftsman's library.

' Japanese Colour Priots. By Edward F. Stea.-joe.
Numeroua illustratiODS. London : Printed for His
Maj esty's Stationery Office by Wyman and Sons, Ltd.,
Fetter-lane.

HOUSES FOR THE AVORKING CLASSES.

IT^IFTY-TWO typical and improved plans,

arranged in groups, with elevations to

match, form the subjects of the second edition of
" Houses for the Working Classes," which
Messrs. Sydney W. Cranfield and H. Ingle

Potter, AA.R.I.B.A., have now issued from the

press, with the assistance of Mr. B. T. Batsford,

their publisher. The price of the folio is 2l8. net.

The absence of sections leaves some points undeter-
mined, though it would not be difficult for anyone
bent upon adapting the designs herein supplied for

his assistance to work out all their needful details.

The grouping of tenements in rows, so as to

economise space and cost of building, presents the
only available solution of the problem, parti-

cularly when further combined with the up-and-
down stair or dual flat arrangement now so

generally adopted in most suburbs of big towns.
The authors of this book show some very happy
elevations, with roughcasted upper stages, and
their plan schemes are economical of space.

Indeed, so compact are they that it would appear
doubtful whether head-room is always available

over the staircases, as in plan C 2, plate 5, and
unless the bed is placed on a very tall bulk-
head, 3ft. to -Ift. would be the height limita-

tion of the headway below. This plan is

described as a " give-and-take " arrange-
ment, in allusion, we presume, to the broken
party-wall, so that the staircases of two houses
occur one behind the other. The head-room
difficulty happens in both tenements. Bith-
rooms are provided out of sculleries with some
degree of ingenuity, and a detail of a sunk bath is

appended, together with a 3ft. high bulkhead
scheme for a stair in close quarters. This bulkhead
loss of space in the room vastly curtails the cubic

contents of an apartment only 7ft. by 7ft. Gin. or

thereabouts, and seems a doubtful expedient. An
appendix furnishes an abstract of the Local
Government Board model by-laws for urban
districts, and the twenty-five small folio plates of

drawings are preceded by a table giving sizes of

rooms, cubic contents, &c., the cost being worked
out at Id. per foot cube, so as to readily compare
the estimate of one house with another. As a

matter of total cost, the authors say that these

houses would work out at about 5|d. to 6id. if

built by contract near London. The frontispiece

^ ives a view showing arrangement of various types

of plans in terraces or rows as we should ordi-

narily tay. The get-up of the work is admirable.

The cover is in gilt-lettered canvas in suitable

style.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

rriifticnl Masonry : a Guide to the Art of Stone

Ciitliiiri. By William R. Pi-rchase, Building

Inspector to the borough of Hove. Fifty-two

lithographic Plates. Fifth edition, enlarged.

London : Crosby Lockwood and Son, Stationers'

Hall-court. This is the latest edition of a treatise

we have favourably noticed on previous occasions.

Mr. Purchase's work has become a textbook on

the subject of masonry, and will be found useful

to a large class of students, masons, and crafts-

men in the art, who desire a practical knowledge

of this important branch of building. The
author is well equipped to instruct beginners in

the craft, having been an operative mason, and

subsequently a foreman mason on large public

buildings. The examples given of arches and

joints, details of masonry, staircases, circular

work, arches circular on plan, skew arches, niches,

vaulting, domes and pendentives, groined vaults,

tracery, &c., are worked out, and the processes

shown. The lithographic plates illustrating these

various parts of masonry are drawn to a good

scale. The subject of vaulting, and the develop-

ment of the ribs, the manner each rib is drawn,

such as the diagonal ribs from the wall ribs, by

the application of ordinates to obtain the curva-

ture, are clearly explained by the diagrams.

Additional plates have been added, illustrating

Greek and Roman mouldings, and the new edi-

tion contains fresh sections relating to estiniating

and quantity surveying of masons' work, buildiiig

stones, marbles, and granites, list of stones in

the market, and many useful tables. The worked-

out examples of taking out quantities for cornices

and balustrades, doorways, columns, &c., and
abstracting are very clear, and will be of great

value to students. The methods of measuring

cube stone and the " labours " on beds and joints

are set forth in a chapt^r on estimating. The
method adopted by the author is to measure net

the cubical block of stone, taking the labours

upon it separately—a plan known as the " London
system." The description of building stones,

the mode of placing the stone on its proper

bed, and other information will be found

very useful. We recommend the work to

every student and beginner in the craft.

Biinstdhle is the latest of the useful little hand-

books published by the Homelands Association

(London : 22, Bride-lane, E.C.), and forms the

3-lth volume of the series. It is written by
Mr. Wokthington- G. Smith, and is, indeed, an

enlargement of that author's work recently

published by Mr. Elliot Stock. The handbook
before us contains a large-scale map drawn by the

author, showing the footpaths on the downs
surrounding the town and site of discoveries, and
also an I >rdnance Survey Map and about six-and-

thirty illustrations, chiefly from photographs, in-

cluding the lower portion of the west front of the

Priory Church, which forms the frontispiece.

We notice a good many printers' errors, chiefly

in the use of capitals, and in punctuation, which
mar the appearance of the book. Utalnlitij of

Retaining IJ'at/s. By Professor G. F. Chaun-ock,

Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. (Leeds : Fred. R. Spark and

Son, City Printing Works.)—This brochure is a
reprint of a paper read before the 'Associatioii of

Yorkshire Students of the Institution of Civil

Engineers last March. The subject is dealt with

in the usual way by all authorities on the stability

of structure. "The author concisely deals with the

modes of failure: (1) By overturning under the

action of earth pressure, (2) by sliding bodily for-

ward, (3) by crushing material of wall at founda-

tion. The first case is considered by the author,

who well disposes of the theory of Coulomb,
which assumed a prism of maximum earth pressure

which tends to slide down the " planeof rupture,"

and the theory of Rankine, who assumes that the

earth pressure is always parallel to the " terrain

line" or upper surface of earth. The effect of

friction between earth and back of wall is

neglected. The defects in both theories are dealt

with mathematically. Recent researches have

established a more rational theory in the direction

and magnitude of earth pressure, and Professor

G. H. Darwin's experiments are referred to, also
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WAREHOUSE AND SHOPS, CANK STEEET, LEICESTER.—Mr. G. Lawton Brow.v, Arhikct.

those of the French engineer Leygue acd of
ProfesBor A. Honath. The results of the latter's
experiments show that Rankine's theory is not
applicable to the ease of a Tertical wall with
upper surface of ground horizontal, and that his
earth preshure is 30 per cent, in excess of the true
pressure. The author remarks :

" The true theory
bhould undoubtedly include the effect of friction
at the bi(k of the wall, and this friction, com-
bined with the normal direction of the thrust,
gives the resultant reaction inclined below the
Dormal to the hack of wall at the ang'e of
friction." It is this point, es he says, which h.is

teen reglected by English writers, and have led
engineers to accept the formula of Kankine, with
the result that all earth- pressure calculations are

regarded as unreliable. The plates at tnd of

pamphlet illustrate these theories, including Sir

I?. Huker's theory, which also neglects friction.

Mr. ('hamoek's paper was worth printing, and is

a useful ri'iHuu' of the subject.

WAIiKlIOUSE AND SHOPS, CANK
STKEET, LEICESTER.

THIS building is being erected on the site of

fome old premieea nearly opjosite to Parr's

new ISank. It con^ists of a warehouse, Sift, by
.')2ft., and two lock-up (h"p8 with basements, for

.Mr. John I). Paul. The front is faced with rod

pressed bricks, rubber brick arches, and Ketton

stone dressingB. The roof is slated with Grobak
grten Norwegian slate?. The contract amount is

£2,41)'.). The buildtr is Mr .1. Freer, of liarmw-

on-Sea, and the architect iMr. G. Lawton lirown,

of Spencer Chaml CIS, Leicester.

A new elementary school in Tiber-street, Lodge-

lane, Liverpool, was opened on Friday. The
erection of the school was commenced by the de/unct

School Board, and it has been completed under the

direction of the Liverpool Education Committee.

The school provides accommodation for 1,171)

children—namelv, 3S2 infants, 3'2S mixed juniors,

and 160 mixed" siholars. A large gymnasium,
having dreseiug-rooms and shower-baths, forms

a feature of the building.
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OBITUARY

.

Mr. Richaud Haudy, who for many years

practised at Nottingham as a brewer's and
maltster's architect and civil engineer, died on
the 1st inst. The executors of his will have
arranged with Sir. Charles Alfred Broadhead,
A.R.I.B.A., who, at the time of the late Mr.
Hardy's death, was his principal assistant, to

cirry on the practice until Mr. John Clavering
Hardy (the eldest son of the late Mr. Hardy,
who was articled to his father, and who will

continue to work in the ofSce) shall have com-
pleted his articles, and become fully qualified to

take over the practice.

Butli)inn fntttlltgtnct

CHIPS.
The Tottenham Urban District Council has re-

solved to acquire an additional 24 acres of land in

proximity to Downhills Park, at a cost of £800 per

acre, for an open space. The land is almost con-
tiguous to the London County Council's housin^^

estate, and it has been decided to ask the London
authority to contribute towards the purchase.

The new Wesleyan chapel in Moimtfield-road,

Plymouth, will be opened on November 2ord. It

is seated with chairs for 4.50 persons, and has cost,

with vestries, classrooms, and schoolroom, £6,000.

A Dufferin memorial-hall is about to be built in

Hamilton-road, Bangor, co. Down. The frontage

will be of stone, and the building will cost about
£3,000. Plans and specifications were prepared by
the architects, Messrs. Young and M'Kenzie, of

Wellington-place, Belfast, and tenders invited.

The contract has been given to Mr. James Savage,
Ballymagee-street, Bangor, co. Down.

The tramways committee of the corporation of

Bury, Lanes, have decided to seek powers by
Parliamentary BUI to extend their tramways to

Eamsbottom and Stubbins vi;i Brandlesome-road
and Holcombe within three years. Terms have also

been made with Ead.;liile by which Bury will be
enabled to extend the Bolton-roid section and thus
couple up with the Bolton system and with the

through route to Liverpool.

About £1,000 has been expended in alterations,

which are rapidly being completed, at Hallfield

Baptist Church, Bradford. A new organ and new
choir seats have been built, the electric light

installed, and the building cleaned and decorated.

The organ, which is to be opened to-morrow
(Saturday), has been moved from the apse to a
position in the aisle. It is constructed throu^huut
with pneumatic action, the derigli of the budder,
Mr. Thos. E. Hughes, Mannington Organ "Woiks.
The architect has been Mr. George Hanson, of the

nim of Messrs. Glendinning and Hanson, Halifax.

Messrs. J. Overend and Sons, Bradford, have
supplied the electric motor and fittings.

The foundation-stone of a new central Wesleyan
mission-hall was laid at Plumstead on Thursday in

last week by Sir Clarence Smith. The large hall

will accommodate 1,370, the smaller hall 8S0, and
there will be seventeen classrooms, the cost of the

building being estimated at £21,000.

At Stratford-on-Avcn on Monday, a stained-

glass window, erected to the memory of the late Sir

Arthur Hodgson, was unveiled in the Collegiate

Church of Holy Trinity. The window represents

scenes in the life of St. George, the Patron Saint of

England.

Mr. M. K. North, M.Inst.C.E,, held a Local
Government Board inquiry at Wallsend, on Friday,

relative to an application by the corporation for

sanction to borrow £9,279 for works of private

street improvement.

A proposal to restore the fine tower of Purleigh
Church, Maldon, Essex, was made the occasion of a
drawing-room meeting at the Mansion House on
Monday. An appeal is being made to Americans
in commemoration of the fact that Laurence
Washington, an ancestor of George Washington,
was Rector of Purleigh from 1632 to 1013, when he
was ejected from his living for his loyalty to the

Monarchy. The church is of the 13th and 14th

century, and the ecclesiastical history of Purleigh
dates from the time of Henry II., when the church
and benefice were conveyed to the Priory of Horton,
in Kent. The church itself was restored in 1892 at

a cost of £1,500, and it is now proposed to practically

rebuild the tower.

The Earl of Rosebery, as High Steward of

Kingston-on-Thames, performed on Monday the

ceremony of opening in that borough a Municipal
Museum and Art Gallery, which form an adjunct
to the new Free Library, built at a cost of £8,000.

Mr. Carnegie, who was present at the opening of

the library about two years ago, offered to defray
tie entire cost on condition that the corporation
provided funds for the Museum and Art Gallery.

The corporate body complied with this stipulation.

Mr. Alfred Cox has been the architect of the entire

group of buildings.

LoxDON CouxTY CovxciL. — The members
agreed on Tuesday to the recommendations of

the Rivers Committee to order ten of the new
vessels for the Thames steamboat traffic from
Napier and Miller, Ltd., Glasgow, and the other

twentj- from Thorneycroft and Co., Ltd., Chis-

wick, and the Thames Ironworks Company.
Upon the recommendation of the Highways
Committee the sum of £22,500 was voted in

connection with the construction for electrical

traction of tramways along Rosebery-avenue. A
tender of £30,700 was accepted for the con-

struction of a relief sewer from Cornwall-road,

Notting Hill, to Upper Addison-gardens, Ken-
sington. The Slain Drainage Committee again

recommended that the contract for the con-

struction at Plumstead of a portion of the new
southern outfall sewer should be given to the

Westminster Construction Company at £81,285
in preference to the lowest tenderer, who offered

to do the work for £68,377. When this recom-
mendation was before the Council a fortnight

ago it was referred back to the committee. The
chief engineer's estimate of the cost of this work
was £91,727. In making their recommendation
the committee justified their action in passing
over the lowest tenderer on the ground that the

firm had not yet done any work for the Council,

and the job in question was one of exceptional

difficulty. An amendment that the work be
given to the lowest tenderer was rejected by 01

votes to 44, and the recommendation was then
adopted. Plans were approved for the Orient
theatre, which it is proposed to erect at the
junction of Commercial-road and Myrdle -street.

Manxhester.—At a meeting on Monday of the

Board of Manchester Royal Infirmary, it was
decided, after a long discussion, to proceed with
the erection of the new buildings at .Stanley

Cxrove, in accordance with the plans of Messrs.

Hall and Brooke, selected in the recent com-
petition. It was suggested that only contracts

should be accep'ed by the committee for pro-

viding buildings for the 300 patients now
in the infirmary : that only the surgical blocks,

the administratinnXlnoi-a, t>>e nurses' home, and
the iaundry should be completed, and that the

remainder of the work should wait. The com-
mittee reported that they resolved, however, that

in \iew of the architects' belief that the com-
pletion of the new infirmary would be expedited

by proceeding with the whole of the buildings,

and their assurance that the infirmary could be
completed within three and a half or four years

from tiie date of commencing the foundations, the

preparation of the contractor for the foundations

should be proceeded with. At a subsequent

meeting of the committee these contracts had been
considered, and had been referred to the board's

solicitor for examination and report. The action

of the committee was endorsed by the board.

The designs by Mr. Edwin T. Hall, of London,
and John A. Brooke, of ilanchester, joint archi-

tects, selected in competition by the assessor, Mr.
J. J. Burnet, A.R.S.A., of Glasgow, were illus-

trated in the BriLDixG News of April 1, this

year.

Stoke-ox-Ti!Ext.—The new electricity and
destructor works, which have been erected by the
Corporation, were opened on Monday. A com-
bined Echeme ot refuse destruction and electricity

production has been carried out. Ot the site

0,121 square yards have been allotted the de-

structor and electricity works, and it is proposed
to utilise the remainder of the land for a fire

station and drill-yard, a disinfecting-station,

mortuary, sanitary depot and stables, storeyard,

and a small recreation ground. These various

schemes will be proceeded with as soon as possible.

The buildings are designed so as to form two
feparate undertakings—the electricity depart-

ment and the destructor department. The
estimated cost of the whole scheme is £30,640,
divided under two heads, that for the clec-

tritity works being £17,840 and that for the

destructor £12,800. The buildings have been de-

signed and carried out by Mr. A. Burton,
borough surveyor, who has also superintended

the erection of the destructor plant, and the

electrical portion of the work has been directed

by Mr. P. J. S. Tiddeman, the council's electrical

engineer.

COMPETITIONS.
Bibkexhead.—In an open competition held

recently for a new Brunswick Wesleyan Hall,

Price-s'treet, Birkenhead, the design of Messrs.

T. T. Rees and Frank Rimmington was placed

first, and they have received instructions to carry

out the work.

Alderman Charles FitzRoy Doll, F.R.I. B.A., has
been unanimously chosen to be Mayor of Holborn.

A new public Ubrary was opened on Friday in the

village of Larbert, N.B., for the use of the residents

in Larbert, Stenhousemuir, and district. The
library has been erected at a cost of £3,000, that

sum having been provided for the purpose by Mr.
Carnegie. It is situated next the Dobbie Hall, is a

one-story building, and contains lending library,

reading-room, reference library, and librarian's

room. A librarian's dwelling-house is provided at

the back by adding an upper story.

The recent extension of Holy Trinity Church,

Margate, was consecrated on Saturday by the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury. The extension consists of

the lengthening of the church by 30ft., so that

accommodation is now provided for nearly 3,000

people. Two transepts and two vestries have been

erected, and the church has been entirely reseated.

The organ has been enlarged at a cost of £''i'\ and
the electric light and a new system of ventilation

have also been installed. The total cost of the work,

which was divided into two sections, was £16,000.

The Bishop ot Hereford held, on Friday, a dedi-

cation service at Pontesbury Church, where con-

siderable improvements have been made in the old

chancel, which was built by Edward I. The work
has been carried out to commemorate the Corona-

tion of King Edward VII., who has approved the

proposal to place a stained- glass window with the

same purpose in the east end of the church.

The buildings for county council purposes be-

tween Parliament-square and George IV. Bridge,

Edinburgh, by the Midlothian County Council,

was formally opened on Friday by Sir James Gibson

Craig, Bart., of Eicoarton, the convener. Mr. J.

Mclntyre Henry, of Edinburgh, is the architect.

An adjudication in bankruptcy has been made in

the case of George Russell Edwards, of Broomwood-
road, Clapham Common, surveyor.

At a meeting, on Friday, of the county road

board of the countv of Clackmannan, held in Alloa,

Mr. John Charles" Alford, C.E., assistant burgh

engineer, Dunfermhne, was appointed road surveyor

of the county of Clackmannan, in room of Mr. H.
Lake, resigned.

Mr. James Green, Chancery-lane, W.C., has been

appointed the valuer in connection with the levying

of betterment upon those property owners who
benefit by the widening of Hampstead-road.

Memorial-stones of a Presbyterian church were

laid in Rivenhill-road, Belfast, last week. The
building overlooks Ormeau Park, and will seat 900

people. Mr. Thomas Houston, of Belfast, is the

architect, and Mr. Robert Corry the builder.

At the parochial offices. Staple Hill, near Bristol,

on Friday morning, Colonel Langton Cole.M.I.C.E.,

an inspector under the Local Government Board,

conducted an inquiry concerning an application from

the Warmley Rural'District Council for sanction to

borrow £800 for private street works in the parish

of Mangotsfield, and £400 for the purposes of public

lighting in the parish.

The system ot reinforced concrete is making great

strides in this country as well as in America, and

last week a large party of the Junior Association

ot Civil Engineers visited the extensive works ot

Stuart's Granolithic Co., at Millwall, to view the

various processes of manufacture of the stoiie.

They were received by Mr. Stuart and Mr. Leslie,

and, with the members of the staff, were conducted

over the works, escorted by the company's piper in

full Highland costume. The reinforced concrete

works, the Mono atrial railways running rourid the

place, the elevators, and crushers all came in for

close inspection, and at the close a hearty vote of

thanks was pissed to the directors of the company
for the reception.

The Mayor of Dover has received an intimation

from the authorities that the building of the new
Duke of York's School at Dover will be commenced
in February next. The school buildings will cover

about 60 acres ot land, and the recreation ground

about 90 acres. The amount to be expended on the

school will exceed £200,000.

Lord Rosebery attended a meeting at the public

hall, Epsom, on Monday night, convened to con-

sider a proposal to erect a new parish church to

provide adequate accommodation for the growing

needs of the parish. The present structure, which

was built in 1824, and accommodates about SCO

worshippers, requires renovation, and the suggested

scheme would provide for the erection of a new
church, with a seating capacity of 1,200, at an

estimated expenditure of £18,000. The subscrip-

tions promised at the meeting and previously

amoonted to £3,050.
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PROFESSIONAL AND
SOCIETIES.

TRADE

Edinhi-kgh Bvildini; Tkades Exchax(;e.—
The seventh annual general meeting of the

Building Trades Exchange of the City and Dis-

trict of Edinburgh was held on Friday night in

the Exchange, 26, George - street,
_
Jlr. W.

Graham-YooU, the president, presiding. Mr.

James Cameron, secretary, read the report of the

Executive Council for the past year, which showed

that it had been a very satisfactory one. Jlr.

Graham-Yooll, in moving the adoption of the

report, commenced on the general usefulness of

the Exchange to the building and allied trades,

and said he thought that the trades might make
more use of the Exchange as a reference tribunal

in trade disputes and other trade matters. Mr.
Robert Lamb seconded the motion, which was
carried unanimously. Messrs. Patrick Knox,
James Jloscrip, John Lownie, and John liitchie

were elected to the directorate. Arrangements
were made for a series of lectures to be given
during the coming winter.

LoXDON AND JIU)1>LE^5EX ArCH.IOOLOGU'.^L

Society.—The members of the society visited

several chambers and buildings in Lombard-
street on Saturday afternoon, when the interesting

associations of that ancient thoroughfare formed
the subject of investigation. The party

assembled at the Church of St. Edmund the

King and JIartyr, and a paper was read there by
Mr. T. W. Shore, joint honorary secretary of

the society with Jlr. C. "Welch. -Uthough its

churches, built by Wren, are to-day its oldest

buildings, Lombard-street itself, Mr. Shore
pointed out, is of vast antiquity. In outline it is

the same thoroughfare as that which was seen by
the Romans and the Saxons, having been first

formed alongside the old Langbourn stream,

which Howed through the then marshy ground
where now stand the Mansion House, and
joined the Walbrook. Old Lombard - street

extended to the north-east corner of the
JMansion House, where the Stocks Market
was. It was known as Langbourn - street

for a generation afttr the Lombards were
allowed to settle in it. The Lombards—Long-
bards, or Longbeards—were originally from the

banks of the Wtser, near the old Continental

home of some of our Saxon forefathers. The
name of Lombard later on included natives

generally of North Italy. Evidence of their

former great wealth was to be seen at the present

day in the fine old palaces and churches of

flortnce and other North Italian cities. Lombard
merchants, as receivers for Italian ecclesiastics,

were a power in England as early as the 13th
centurj', and many of them held public offices.

Mr. Shore's paper dealt with the history of the
London Lombards at some lenglh, noticing some
of their more important financial operations,

including their transactions with King Edward
III., and brought his archiuological reminiscences
down to the time of the P.eformation, which
wrought Eome changes in Lombard-street. In
Lombard-street, Jlr. Shore observed, we could
not now see the London mansions of the Kardi,
nor any old Lombard houses—the (ireat Fire of

IGCG having swept them away—but we could
still see something of old Lombard alleys and
courts. The street had continued, under many
varying conditions, to be the chief financial street

of London for more than 600 years.—.-Vfter being
shown some objects of interest connected with St.

Edmund's—including entries in the parish
registerat the time of the London Plague and the
register of tlio marriage of Addison to the
Countess of Warwick 1710—the p.arty paid a
visit to the neighbouring Church of St. Mary
Wof.noth.

KoYAi, AucH.i;oi,i)f;icAL Institcte. — At the
meeting of the institute on Wednesday, at No.
JO, lUnover-siiuare, the chair was occupied by
the President, Sir Henry lloworth, and Mr.
W. 11. St. John Hope read a paper on " The
Abbey Church of Glastonbury." He said that at
the recent visit of the institute to Glastonbury he
suggested that excavations should be made to
ascertain the extent and plan of the church,
which preceded that of which some ruins still

exist, and to find, if possible, traces of the older

site, and later Henry of Blois added a beU

tower and monastic buildings. These erections

were destroyed by fire in 11.Si, and the re-

building was intrusted to FitzStephen, the

King's Chamberlain, and finished before the

close of the 12th century, as recorded in

the abbey chronicles, with whom the archi-

tectural evidence agrees. The church consisted

originally of an eastern arm of four bays (after-

wards lengthened), with aisles, a central tower,

north and south transepts, an aisled nave of nine

bays, probably with two western towers. Between

the nave and the Lady- chapel was a Galilee or

porch, forming the principal entrance to the

church. Mr. Hope described the works carried

out, and said that the results were disappointing.

The only practical outcome was the fixing of the

earlier east front of the church. The missing

parts of the existing remains, including the

foundations, had been removed with a thorough-

ness that was inexplicable, and the 12th-century

builders seemed to have destroyed every trace of

earlier structures.

Saxitauv IxsrECTOKs' AssociATiox.—Sir J.

Crichton Browne, the jjresident, occupied the

chair at the annual meeting of this association,

held on Saturday, at the Carpenters' Hall,

London Wall. Mr. Isaac Young (chairman of

the council) moved the adoption of the report,

which gave particulars of the progress made
during the past year towards securing an amalga-

mation of the different sanitary inspectors'

organisations in England and Wales. The
National Tnion had agreed to proposals for

affiliation, and, in April last, 116 of its members

joined the association. The South Wales arid

Monmouthshire Association had also decided in

favour of affiliation. A scheme of federation had

been considered Ijy the Scotch Association, and

there was every prospect of its acceptance. The
association had, approximately, 900 members
allocated to the six established centres. There

were centres in process of formation for North

Wales and South Africa. The sanitary economy

of the latter country was making a good progress,

and the South African centre would probably be

started with a membership of 40 inspectors. The
Bill promoted in 1903 by the British Medical

Council to secure permanent tenure of office and

superannuation for medical officers of health and

sanitary inspectors did not, unfortunately, meet

with the success that the public health service of

the country had expec ed. It was believed, how-

ever, that a larger measure of support would be

given to the amended Bill of next Session, which

would provide for tenure of office alone. Mr. G.

H. Anderson seconded the motion. The Presi-

dent observed that the amalgamations which had

taken place must strengthen the hands of the

association and further advance the interests of

practical sanitation in this country. The report

was adopted. Mr. Young stated that Sir J.

Crichton Browne had been unanimously re-elected

president by the council, and he moved a vote of

thanks to him for his valuable services in the

pait. Mr. T. G. Dee (hon. treasurer) seconded

the proposal, which was agreed to. The Presi-

dent brielly acknowledged his re-election, and

afterwards read a short paper explanatory of the

position of sanitary inspectors in the Common-
wealth of Australia, more particularly in New
South Wales. He remarked that while sanitation

in its material aspects was brisk and promising in

that State, the same could not, he was afraid, be

said of it in its moral sphere. The recently

published report of the Royal Commission on the-

decline of the birth-rat'j and on the mortalitycTf

infants in New South Wa'es revealed a very

serious state of affairs. Wc, too, like other

countries in Western Europe, had a falling birth-

rate, and wo could not afford to close our cars to

the voice of warning that came to us from the

.\ntipode9.

SiiF.i riEi.n SodETV 01' AiicHiTEi Ts.—A meet-

ing of this society was held on ( let. 27 in the

society's roams, Leopold-street, Mr. T. Winder,

president, in the chair. A lecture wm given by

Jlr. V. F. Innocent, on " Romanes(iuo ArChi^-

tecture in Kngland." Mr. Innocent said the

architecture of the western provinces of the

Roman Empire was mirch freer and less refined

than that of the city, and Komanesciue archi-

churches recorded by William of Jlalmesbury to ! tocture was that which the Teutonic invaders of

have been built near this spot. Jlr. Stanley I Western Europe developed from the specimens of

Austin, the owner, kindly agreed, the work was i Roman architecture which they found. There
carried out, and he had to lay the results before ' were two varieties of Romanesque architecture in

them. The first Norman .\bbot, Turstin, began l-',ngland— Saxon and Norman. Such energetic
a new church, which was pulled down by his

j
builders were the Normans that very few

successor, who erected a larger one on the I examples of Saxon architecture remained, and

those were nearly all of the century immediately

preceding the Norman Conquest. There were

within the Sheffield district 48 ancient churches

which contained Norman work, but only two

which contained Saxon work—viz., Laughton-
en-le-iloithen and Carlton-in-Lindrick. After,

discussing the formative elements in English

Romanesque, the lecturer went on to describe

Saxon architecture in detail. He then con-

sidered the question of the origin of our Nor-
man aichitecture, and showed that the Early

Norman cathedrals in design were based on the

church of St. Stephen, at Caen, which William
the Conquerer built as an offering for his victory

at Hastings. Blythe Church, near Worksop,
was an interesting example of the influence of

the Caen church in this district. Then the

lecturer described the feature s of N orman style in

detail, and traced their development. He con-

sidered that Conisbro' Castle was the finest and

most interesting example of the perfect Norman
style in the district. Steetley Chapel, near

Worksop, was also a most perfect and beautiful

example. The lecturer showed how the demands
of the church authorities for a fireproof roof led

to the use of stone vaults, and he pointed out the

various difficulties of construction which the

mediaval builders had to contend with, and

which were successfully met by the invention of

pointed arched vaulting. The lecturer finally

showed what architecture owed to the Romanesque
designers. The lecture was illustrated by a

number of lantern slides of great beauty and

local interest ; one of the so-called Norman
grange, between Kimberwoith and Thorpe

Hesley, showed it was not Norman at all. Gn
the motion of Jlr. Mitchell Withers, seconded by
Mr. E. JI. (ribbs, and supported by Jlessrs.

T. R. WigfuU and W. T. Hall and the President,

a vote of thanks was accorded to Jlr. Innocent.

CHIPS.

A new chapel at Gloucester tor the Bible Christian

Methodists was opened on Thursday in last week by
Mr. Kuasell Rea, M.P. The chapel accommodates
about 400, and the adjoining schoolroom 200.

The Birmingham City Council, on Monday,
authorised the Tramway Committee to proceed

with a Parliamentary Bill to extend and electrify

the city tramways, the existing portions of which
have already been acquired. The cost of the

scheme will be over a milhou sterling.

A new Wesleyan Methodist church was opened

on Friday at Mexborough. The new building,

which is designed in the Late Gothic style, is esti-

mated to cost nearly £5,000, and will provide

seating for 700 persons.

At Thorparch, on Friday, Mrs. Wheler, of Ljd-
stone Hall, laid the foundation-stone of a new
vicarage, which is to cost £2,140.

On Thursday in last week, the Mayor of Glouceste

laid the memorial-stone of the Alington Victoria

Hall, in connection with the parish of AU Saints'.

The building will cost £1,500.

The foundation-stone of the new building for the

Liverpool Children's Infirmary, to be built at a cost

of £4^^,000, was laid on Friday by Lady Hainpson,

Lady Mayoress of Liverpool. The new infirmary

comprises an administrative block, and two ward
pavilions placed at angles to the administrative

block, these pivilions having accommodation for

100 cots.

The Gloucestershire Education Committee dis-

cussed on Saturday the proposed erection of a school

at Mangotsfield, and eventually authorised a sub-

committee to secure a site and to employ a local

architect, with the proviso, carried as an amendment
to the origiual suggestion, "that in no case s'nall

the committee be authorised to offer a premium to

architects."

A committee has been appointed to arrange for

the restoration of the parish church of Lenham,
Kent, in accordance with plans by Mr. Jennings, of

Canterbury.

The Aberdeen Town Council's plans committee

have sanctioned plans for new buildings of the

estimated value of 125,300,

A new adult school for the Layerthorpe district of

York was opened on Saturday. The school, which

consists of a large hall, classrooms, and recreation-

rooms, has been erected iu lieijeut-Btreet by the

conversion of some cottages. The coat of erection

and furnishing has been 11,500.

The exhibition at Bradford which was opened

last Jlay by the Prince and Princeas of Wiles was

closed on Saturday night. It has been a remarkable

success, the attendance having exceeded two and a

half millions, while the net profit— estimated at

i'5,000—amounts to more than £17,000.
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TO OOKRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselvee repponsible for the opinions of

OUT ooTTespondente. All communicationa should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimaDta upon the space allotted to correspondents-]

It ia particularly requested that all drawings and all

cnmmunicationa reapectinff illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the Building
News, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,

W.C, and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
ia not unfrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communicationB are sent at contributore' risks, and
the Editor will not undertime to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

Thb Strand Nbwspapbb Company, Limitbd.

Telefpuphic Address :
—" Timeserver, London.'*

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.
Bound copiee of Vol. LXXXVI. are now ready, and
should DC ordered early (price 12a. each, by post

12a. lOd.), as onJy a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumea of Vola. XXXLX., XLI., XIjVI.,
XUX., T.TTT., LXI., T.Xrr, LXIV., LXV., LXVI.,
Lxvn., Lxvrn., lxxx., lxxi., lxxu., lxxju.,
LXXrV., LXXV., LXXVI.. Lxxvn., Lxxrx.,
LXXX.. LXXXI., LXXXII., Lxxxm., Lxxxrv.,
and LXXXV. may still be obtained at the same price

:

all the other bound volumes are out of print. Moat of

the back numbera of former volumes are, however, to

be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back nufiibera

to complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the BtriLDiNO News,
price 2a., poet free 2s. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's f"" Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the
United Kingdom; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
Onited Stat^ £1 6e. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To France
or Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6a. Od.

To any of the Auetralian Coloniea or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal. £1 68. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Oompetition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Ooznpanies, and all official

advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being 5a. for
four lines.

The charge for Auctlona, Land Sales, and
MlBcellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight worda
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 48. 6d. for 40 words. Special tenna for series of
more than six insertions can be ascertained on application
to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations
Vacant" or "Situations Wanted'* and "Part-
nersliips" is Onb Shillisg fob TwESTY-p-onB Wobds,
and Sixpence for every eight worda after. All Situation
Advertisements must be prepaid.

*, Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand
W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See
Notice at head of "Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other pouitiona, can be obtained on application
to the Publisher.

Received.—H. 8. C- J. F. and Co. -G. M.-T. L. W.-
B. J. K. (Bradford).—F. T.-S. F. N.

"BUrLDINO NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
Drawings Received.—" Japhob," "The Old Firm,"
"Game," "Roland," "Arrow," "Djric" (Penarth),
"Gilliat," "Veto," " Longan.'' "Chingachgook,"
" Dies," " Roose," Gargoyle," " Box," " Leo," " Sim.'*
"George" " King's Pawn" (pencil), " Liner," "Red
Gauntlet." "P.P.," "Coesfaen." " Oboe." " Cheshire."
"Stoep," "Doric" (Cardiff S "Pigeon," Eunoe," "Set
Square," "Sphere," "Sundial," " Loidia," "Marcus,"
" Hermit," " Pecksniff." " Fergus," " Touri." " Ryle,"
•' Ydol," " Muggins," " Oyama," " Togo," " Tyne,"
" Hick-o-teen," " Wear," " Prehistoric," " Sappho,"
"Nux," "Caliban." " Excelsior," "Quatrevnia," "Doc,"
" Seretcher," " Listie." " Jeamea." " Dutchboy "

"Tyke," " Antefixa." "Tressilian," " Simply Me,"
" Toe Magpie " (some of the^e were very late -
the rules must be adliered to), " Ichabod," "Acre,"
"Obelisk," "Arcturus," "Banquo," "Chinese White "

(these last six are " too late," and another time will be
excluded if sent in after the date named when the sub-
ject ia set), " Conor," " Jabes." " Consul " (these were
fo late that had we been as strict as we shall be in future
they would have been excluded altogetiier. —The motto
" Doric " had better be changed to avoid confusion.)

Contsponbtucc.

COMPETITION ASSESSORS.
To the Editor of the Buildixo News.

Sir,—It is no use ignoring the blundering
awards which are continually happening under
the auspices of the Royal Institute of British
Architects, by which professional authority meai-

bers of Council in rotation have been , oddlyenough,
nominated for assessorphipn, with results which
every now and again prove to be nothing short of

a crying shame and a scandal. The instance at

Acton quoted in your journal last week is a case

in point. £S,000 was given, it is said, as a siwc

qmi 110)1 to work to fairly and squarely, and yet a

design is chosen by Mr. I,. Stokes which costs

more than half as much again, while in addition

to this objection of £50 per cent, excess, the design

in question, as shown by the correspondence to
'

which you refer, did not in some essential and
leading particulars comply with the B ard of

Education rules, with the result, as would appear, >

that very material alterations had to be made '

before the plans could be adopted : hence the delay 1

previously mentioned. The Clapham Baths com-
petition is another instance, it having been a
requisite in that case for one attendant to nimulta-

neously work both classes of men's baths, so as'

to minimise the cost of administration ; therefore

both the first and second classes ought to be
naturally on one and the sime floor, whereas Mr.
Tiltman, the assessor, has selected a plan with half

the baths upstairs and half down, the lower ones
being in semi darkness, too, under the upper
floor. The Women's Hospital at Brighton com-
petition is fresh in one's memory as another fiasco,

and the Acton Town Hall sorry result will

take a lot of living down, even under cover

of high-handed assumption. The only thing
to do is to expose such incapable blundering,
and to prevent, if possible, the blunderers
obtaining the position of assessors again— at

any rate, on the nomination of the R.I.B.A.
Everybody knows the usual taunt which is freely

levelled against anyone who refuses to over-
look such gross injustices for which some as-

sessors are responsible. It is unfortunate enough
for competitors to be beaten on their merits,
though any man with au Englishman's sense of

sportsmanship will take a fair beating in silence.
*' Let those who f*il laugh—the winner is sure
to." It is, however, no laughing matter that

barefaced errors of judgment should prove no
bar to further appointments in assessorships, only
provided the culprit is well in with Conduit-
street, and of a suflicient social status to smile
with complacency on what such worthies term
" the usual siUy discontent of disappointed com-
petitors." Such incapacity as you refer to

deserves a far stronger description, and those who
do such things are unfit to sit in the judgment

•

seat. Without a doubt they ought to be excluded
in future, whoever they may be.—I am, &c.,

Lix.
I ^M

On Saturday the ceremony of cutting the first sod
of the new light railway between Strathord and
Banktoot was performed at Bankfoot. The railway
will be about three miles in length, and the cost of
canstruction is estimated at £21,000. It will serve
a rich agricultural district, and it is expected that it

will benefit Bankfoot as a holiJay resort. Mr.
Fraser, Inverness, is the contractor.

Lord Abergavenny, L:ird Lieutenant of Sussex,
unveiled at Brighton, on Saturday, a county
memorial erected to the memory of the ofiicers and
men of the Eoyal Sussex Regiment who fell in
South Africa. The memorial consists of a bronze
figure of a bugler, life size, raised on a high stone
pillar. The bugler is depicted as sounding the
charge at Doomkop, where the 1st Battalion charged
and cleaied the Boer entrenchments. The memorial
is the work of Mr. J. Simpson, architect, and Mr.
Hartwell, sculptor. It stands at the bottom of
Regency-square, facing the entrance to the West
Pier.

Ridley Hall, which is being erected in memory
of Bishop Ridley, in connection with the church of
St. James-the-Less, Bethnal Green, received an
important addition on Saturday, when Lady Hope
formally opened the medical mission buildings
which form part of Ridley Hall. The total cost
has been about £1,200, the estimated cost of Ridley
Hall, when complete, being placed at £3,000. The
architect was Mr. E. Hoole.

At the last meeting of the Edinburgh Dean of
Guild Court, Lord Dean of Guild Bruce complained
of the height to which it was proposed to raise the
building of the Edinburgh and East of Scotland
Agricultural College at 13, George-square, the plans
for which were passed. They were going, Mr. Bruce
said, to materially injure the elevation of thesquare,
and if the court had had the power they would not
have sanctioned such a thing. It is intended to
heighten No. 13, Georfje-square, to erect a three

-

story building at the rear fronting Charles Street-
lane, and to connect the front and back buildings
by a staircase and corridor. The alterations will
result in an elevation of four stories and basement to
George-square.

j^uttrcommmucattoit

REniEH.
[12093.]—Soondingr Board.—The query a.sked is an

uosolvei problem. The soundiog-board, for iostaace, at

Truro Cathedral, ia an admitted failure. The preacher's
voice, be it loud or modulated, altogether fails to reach
the western end of the nave. At Ripon Cathedral a
coved contrivance of American invention was erected
over its pulpit some time ago. It is an architectural

atrocity, but is reported to be ao acoustic success. It rises

and falls to suit circumstincea and the voice of the
speaker. It may be interesting, to the querist and others,

to know -as a reply to the direct question asked -in th?
case of the pulpit for the new church, now near com-
pletion at the Royal Marine Barracks at Eastney, near
Portsmouth, the height from the floor line of the rostrum
to the underside of the sounding board is 7ft. 6in. The
design, which is an admirable one, was prepared by the
architect to the Admiralty.—Hiaar Heus.

CHIPS.
A new Wesleyan church was opened last week in

Bank-street, Mexborough, replacing a smaller

edifice erected 60 years ago. The building is

designed in the Late Gothic style, freely treated.

The walls are of brick inside, with rock face outside.

Accommodation is provided on the ground floor for

3 10 adults, and in the gallery and choir for 220

;

total 530, or a mixed congreation of 700 persons.

The organ and choir are placed behind the rostrum,
and there are vestries for the minister and choir

adjoining. The main roof timbers are visible, and
are enriched with curved ribs and panelled work
above. The ceiling and joinery are generally of

pitch-pine. Messrs. John Wills and Sons, of Derby,
are the architects, and Messrs. C. Spirkes and Sons,

of Doncaster, the contractors.

At Wolverhampton another section of electric

tramways on the Lorrain system—that between
Heath Town and Wedneaford—was opened on
Monday.

The Bishop of Manchester dedicated on Monday
Christ Church, Moss Side, the rebuilding of which
is now completed. The original structure, built in

1843, was entirely devoid of architectural beauty.

In 1895 it was decided to demolish the church and
rebuUd. Bishop Moorhouse laid the foundation-
stone of the new church in July, 1896. The
chancel, chapel, and vestries were completed in the

following year, and in 1899 half the nave was added.

The new church, which has been designed by Mr.
H. Cecil Hardisty, of Manchester, has accommoda-
tion for 728 worshippers. The total cost of the

work will be £16,000.

The rural district council of Malton decided on
Saturday to adopt the Wath water supply scheme
for providing for the " street villages " on the Great
North-road between Malton and Slingsby. The
estimated cost is £7,120.

New altar rails of 15th-century character and
executed in English oak have just been placed in

the church of St. Erth, Cornwall. They were
executed by Messrs. Harry Hems and Sons, of

Exeter, who also carried out some time since the

reredos and carving of the south aisle roof.

Mr. F. W. Mager, A.M.I.C.E., surveyor to the

Walsall R.D.C., has received from the Colonial

Office an important appointment in the Public

Works Department of the Federated Malay States.

Mr. Mager sails on November 15.

The Bishop of Bath and Wells dedicated on
Tuesday a sculptured pulpit in the parish church of

St. John the Baptist, at Weston-super-Mare, as a

memorial to two of the seven victims of the terrible

fire that occurred in that town last May. Messrs.

Harry Hems and Sons, Exeter, carried out the work.

The new pulpit is Late Gothic in style, and owing
to the galleries in the church is of unusual height,

Sft. Sin. The materials are Caen stone, alabaster,

and Connemara green marble.

The Western Valley Sewerage Board (Mon.) have
resolved to include in their scheme that portion of the

Mynyddislwyn urban district lying in the Sirhowy
Valley. The estimated cost of the extra works is

£24,130.

The ceremony of dedicating a memorial window
in St. Mary's Church, Kidderminster, provided by
Mr. John Brinton, of Moor Hill, Stourport, took
place on Tuesday. The subject of the central light

is the conversion of Saul, and in outer panels are

representations of Moses bearing the Tables of the

Law and of the Prophet Ehjah.

The new Coliseum in St. Martin's-lane and
Chandos-street, not far removed from Trafalgar-

square, is rapidly nearing completion. The build-

ing, which has been designed by Mr. Frank
Matcham, covers about an arei of an acre, and has

a tower which is now rising to such a height as to

be conspicuous from Trafalgar-square and Whitehall.

A feature in its arrangements will be the utilisation

of three revolving electric stages, after the method
patented by Mr. Oswald Stoll, who wUl act as

managing director.
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ILLUSTRATIONS.
3CN IN'SITBASCE COMI'ASV's OFFICE, OLASOOW.—HALT. AND

STAIRCASE AT EALIXii VK'ARAGE.—NEW VESTHT HALL
AND OFFICES, NORTON', SHEFFIELD.—NATIONAL BRONZE
MEDAL DESIGNS FOB BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS. — PL'BLIC

LIBRARY, BBOMI.EY. KENT.—WAREHOUSES AND SHOl'S,

LEICESTER.— doctor's HOUSE AT DIDSBURY.— SrECllIENS
OF INLAID AND OTHER FURNITURE FROM VIENNA.

—

\VESLEYAN CHURCH AND SCHOOLS, OLD HALL, STAFFOHD-
SlIIRE.

0\ix Hlustvations.

SIX I^^lUA^CE HUILllIXGS, GLASGOW.

SiTiATED at the corner of Eenfield and West
<Teorge-8treet, this building was erected a short

time ago for the Glasgow branch of the Sun,
Fire and Life Insurance Company. It is built

•entirely of red stone. The sculpture, which is of

a high order, is illustrative of the sun and the
seasons, and was executed by Mr. Bimie Ehlnd,

A.R.H.A., Edinburgh. The interior of the public
office is panelled in teak, and has a frieze of

varied marbles. The fireplace is of marble and
alabaster, with sculptured figures. The whole
work has been carried out under the direction of

the architect, Mr. William Leiper, U..S..\., who
was awarded a silver medal for the design at the
Paris International Exhibition of IMOO.

NTAincASK ANI> HALL, EALIXO VICAKAGE.

This is a sketch made after the work was com-
pleted, and is taken from the dining-room door.
The front door, not seen in sketch, opens on an
octagonal hall. The floor is paved with Kust's
vitreous mosaic, the design being a sphere in
azure blue, the principal constellations being
approximately located. The staircise is painted
pine, with Tobasco mahogany newel-posts and
rails. The builders were Messrs. Myring and
•Son, of Ealing, the architect being .Mr. William
A. rite, F.U,I.I!..\. The drawing, which wo
reproduce, was shown at the Koyal Academy this
year.

NEW VESTltV MAI,!. AND Ol'l'ICES, .NOUTOX WITIItX,
SIlEl'lIEUl.

The now vestry hall and oflices for the township
of Norton were opened recently by the Lord
Mayor. The building occupies a site fronting to
Uurcot and Jleersbrook Park roads. It was
designed by Mr. .losoph Norton, architect, of

Norton Woodseats, and Sir. James Fidler, of

Eckington, was the contractor. The building is in

in the English Renaissance style. Externally it is

faced with Ruabon (North Wales) bricks, relieved

with dressings of Darley Dale stone. The internal

walls and ceilings are plastered, and the finished

woodwork is varnished pitch-pine. The hall, a

one-story building at the back, is -10ft. wide, GOft.

long and 20ft. high. It is fitted with large platform,

chairs, and benches, to accommodate 400, seated

comfortably. It has entrances on the level to

Burcot-road, and is approached by a staircase

from the principal entrance in Meersbrook Park-

road. (Jffices for the receipt of rates are provided

on the ground floor portion of the front building,

with a residence for the caretaker adjoining, and
above are a committee or club-room, 32ft. long,

20ft. wide, and lift, high, with cloak-rooms for

ladies' and gentlemen's use, and a large kitchen,

with the usual fittings. The hall and committee-

room are heated on the low-pressure system, and
lighted with gas or the electric light, all the other

rooms having ordinary fireplaces and gas-fittings.

Special tables are provided for dinners and teas,

at which 300 may be seated at one time. Lava-
tories and waterclosets are provided, and all

rooms are well lighted and ventilated. The cost

was £3,700, and the furnishing, kc, £300.

XMTIOX.VL BROXZE MEDAL DESIGNS FOR HOOK
ILLUSTR.inOXS.

The pictures given in this series are illustrative of

" Tristan and Iseult," from Malory's " Morte
D'Arthur," and they are a continuation of those

which we published in the Bvildixg News for

August 12 last, when a description as afforded

by. the text was printed in our pages. The
designs are decoratively treated, and afford sug-

gestive subjects for a variety of purposes. Miss

Geraldine Morriss, of Wythall Vicarage, Wor-
cestershire, obtained a National Bronze lledal for

her capable work thus completed. The first of

these illustrations represents a little-known in-

cident in the life of Sir Launcelot. On the day
he was made knight, through his carelessness he

lost his sword, and (jueen Guinivere found it and
lapped it in her train, and she gave him his

sword, else had he been shamed before all knights.

The companion to this picture shows another

adventure of Sir Launcelot. A very sick knight.

Sir Urse, was told that unless the best knight in

Christendom touched or searched his wounds, he
should never be healed. His sister ani page took

him to every court, and at last they arrived at

Camelot. From King Arthur to the least knight
they all tried with little or no success. Just as they
were departing in grief and bitterness, Launcelot
returned from his adventures. Much against

his will, he was induced to see if he could do any
good. He knelt down and prayed, then touched
the wounds, which immediately healed up.

Launcelot " wept as though he had been a beaten

child." The other four pictures are illustrative

of a poem by D. G. Rossetti, called " The King's
Tragedy." It is told by an old lady who was one
of the waiting-maids of the (iueen of James I. of

Scotland. He was a poet, and sang and played

to his wife, and wrote many songs in her praise.

One night some revengeful barons came to

assassinate him ; there was no time to give an
alarm, the locks had been broken in readiness.

Kate, who tells the story, thrust her arm into the

place for the bolt, kept the enemy back long
enough for the king to tear up snmo boards and
leap underneath ; but they found him, and all

set on him, and, all unarmed as he was, they

stabbed him till he was dead.

ITIiLIC LIHRARV, lUlOMLEV, KEXT.

Ix planning this scheme for this building, due
consiileration was given to the fact that the rear

elevation is quite equal in importance to the street

fac.ade, because the back of the library commands
the whole extent of the new public gardens, which
are large, and so the library must bo in full view

at the end of a long vista. This is a point of the

utmost consequence ; but it appears to have been
overlooked. The lending library occupies in this

plan a somewhat rear position, and advisedly so,

owing to the practice in library working—viz.,

that this department is closed on certain evenings

every week, whereas the newspaper and magazine
rooms are open continuously. It is therefore

desirable to somewhat isolate the lending

department to insure the book-store against in-

trusion. In the accompanying pUn this has

been t fleeted. .\11 the public rooms are arranged

on the ground floor, including the kcture-

room, which, according to the instructions,

is intended to actually form part of the library

accommodation when not in use for meetings.

Thus it is very necessary to locate it on one and
the same floor ; besides, an emergency exit is

thus provided direct into the front vestibule.

The lecture-room and newsroom have clerestory

windows, with a saucer-domed ceilings, giving

light, height, and ventilation , besides a picturesque

effect. The extensions of the building are intended

to be placed on the vacant land to the right, behind
the adjacent old buildings, and the librarian's

room is not only central now, but it would ulti-

mately be so, and by this means command the

premises thoroughly. The reference-room is

reached directly out of the central haU, and also

can be approached from the lending library, with
which it is immediately connected ; but the ob-

jection of being only able to enter this apartment

through either the lending library or the news-
room is avoided, that being a most undesirable

arrangement, limiting the use of the reference-

room to such times as the lending department
happens to be op3n, whereas the reference-room

ought always to be available to the ratepayers.

The committee-room is on the first floor, 'twixt

the front and rear main buildings. The
" lumber-room" extends over the front hall and
vestibule, where the ceiling is lower. It is amply
lighted from the rdar, and a lift up to it com-
municates with the newsroom. A balcony over-

looks the lending library, which is arranged

on the open access principle, as stipulated.

The design is made to accord somewhat in

style with the Late Classic old red brick

houses which still give the High-street of

Bromley its only charm. The large pair of gates

to the lefthand side of the library make the main
entrance to the public gardens already referred to.

The accommodation provided by this plan exactly

agrees with the schedule of sizes given to work
to, and the building is designed for execution at

the price named. The author is Mr. Maurice B.

Adams, F.R.I.B.A. Last week we illustrated

the design chosen by Mr. John Belcher, A.R.A.,
who acted as professional referee in this recent

limited competition.

doctor's HOUSE, DIDSllLBV, XEAR M.iXCHESTER,

This house, designed to meet the requirements

of a medical practitioner, does not contain either

cellars or attics, and also dispenses with a feparate

patients' entrance, at the special desire of the

architect's client. Dr. Geo. E. Crowe, to whom
the authors owe their thanks for arranging the

fittings in the dispensary. Contrast of both

colour and surface was attempted by the use of

local " white ends " for the facing bricks, relieved

by plinths, bands, quoins. Arc, of red Accrington

brickwork, with which the diagonal main chimne_,

stacks ai-e entirely faced. The external walling

on the first floor ii finished with grey roughcast

the gable over the dining-room and the ground

and first-floor bays having red tile-hanging treated

in broad bands of plain and ornamental tiling

alternately. Purple slating, with plain red tile

ridging, was used for the roof, and the whole of

the external woodwork was painted cream co'our.

The casements over the transoms of the ground-

floor windows and the whole of the casements to

the first floor are glazed with leaded lights, and

the eaves and bargeboards have a good projection

of about ISin. The hou'.e is lighted by electr'city

thrcuohout, and the contract was carried out by
Mr. .\mos Mason, builder, of Didsbury, from the

designs of Messrs. C. K. and T. ('. Mayor, archi-

tects, of John Dalton-strcct, Manchester, who
superintended the erection of the building.

srElIMEXS 01' INLAID AXD OTHER I'lRXITlRE

IROM VIEXNA.

These pieces are wonderfully well miJe. and

inlaid with the greatest delicacy of finish in

coloured woods sldlfully applied. The style is

that by which Mr. Jan Koltra, an architect

associated with the Arts and Crafts movement,

obtained much popularity in Vienna Conse-

quently the illustration has an interest, the

work being typical of much now in fashion

among those who like novelty more or less

perhaps for its own sake.

WESLEVAX CHURCH AND SCHOOLS, OLD HALL,

STAFIOUDSHIRE.

These Wesleyan lehools and church are now
nparing complttion at i Ud Hill, Staffordshire.

The church will seat )0(l, and the schools a like

number. Local red brick, with buff terracotta

dressings, and green flates for the roof are ustd.

The cost is il.-'iOO. The contractors are Messrs.

,]. Pugh and Sons, of Cradloy Heath. Mr. Wm.
F. I'.dwards, of Birmingham, is the architect.
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LEOAI. INTBLIiiaSNOB.
The PowiES of Electric StrrPLT Companies.—

In the Chinoery Division, on Friday, bofora Mr.
Justice Farwell, the Attorney- General, at the
relation of the Willesden District Urban Council,
soaght an injunction to restrain the Metropolitan
Electric Supply Company from supplying electrical

energy within the urban district of WiUesden other-
wise than under the authority of Parliament or
under a Board of Trade license. The action arose
from the fact that in December last the defendant
company began to supply electric energy to the
London and North-Western Biilway Company,
whose lines adjoin their generating station. His
lordship held that the company were acting in con-
travention of the law, and granted an injunction,
suspending it for a month, to enable the railway
company to make other arrangements for a supply
of electricity.

WAEEiNTT IN AUCTION CaTALOOUE TO LaY
Sewers.—Oeaham v. Bamuz.—lu this case, heard
on Friday by Mr. Justice Phillimore and a special
jury, the plaintiff, an assignee of the benefit of a
contract for the sale of building land at Heme Bay,
claimed damages for breach of contract of the
defendant, the vendor, to lay sewers for the drainage
of houses to be built on the land. On October ft,

189S, the defendant sold by auction to Messrs. Nott,
Cartwright, and Etches, some lots of land on hia
building estate at Heme Biy. The conditions of
sale were included in catalogue, on the front page
of which were the words, "Roads made, drained,
and kerbed." No. 6 of the conditions of sale con-
tained the words, " Thirty shillings per plot shall be
paid by each purchaser for the connection of the
drains with the sewers when the roads are mide and
sewers laid." The lots were conveyed on Oetolwr I,

1900. The conveyance recited the agreement of sale,
but contained no stipulations as to drainage. The
roads were not included in the conveyance. On
December 31, 1900, the purchasers assigned their
interest to the plaintiff. The plaintiff's case was that
an agreement on the part of the defendant to lay
out proper sewers for the drainage of the lots was
expressed in the conditions of sale and implied from
the dealings between the parties. It appeared
that pipes for sewers had been laid, but that owing
to prolonged differences between the defendant
and the urban district council, no outfall had been
provided

; and the plaintiff claimed damages for
loss suffered owing to inability to drain houses
(some of which had been erected) on the plots, and
hence to get their plans passed by the locil autho-
rity. Mr. Dickens submitted that the plaintiff had
no case. The words on the front of the catalogue
—even if they did not merely refer to the draining
of the roads—could not be relied upon, owing to
the subsequent conveyance, which did not incor-
porate them (" Greswolde-Williams and others v.
Cirneby"). The terms of the conditions of sale
laid no obligation on the defendant personally to
lay out sewers, and under the provisions of the
Public H jalth Act, 1875 (sections 13, U, 15,299,
and 150 were referred to), the duty was cast upon
the local authority. Mr. Hohler, in reply, cited
"Da Lissalle v. Guildford" (1901), and contended
that there was a warranty that there should be
sewers, to be gathered from the documents them-
selves, and also implied in the sale by the defendant
of plots of land for building purposes, while re-
serving the roads to himself. His Lordship held
that, on the construction of the documents—apart
from the words on the front page of the catalogue
—there was a warranty that there should be sewers

;

but, at the request of Mr. Hohler, he also left it to
tbe j ary to say whether they found it as a fact. By
arrangement between the parties, the jury were
asked to assess the damage (if any) on the assump-
tion that the sewers would be completed at once.
The j ury found that there was a warranty in fact,
and awarded the plaintiff £500 damages ; and
judgment was entered accordingly, a stay of
execution being refused.

The Liability of Proferty 0wn-ee.s.—Millahd
V. Balby Urban District Council.—In the Court
of Appeal, on Friday, judgment was given by the
Master of the Rolls and Lords Justices Stirling and
Mathew in an appeal by the urban district council
against a judgment of the Divisional Court re-
versing a decision of certain Justices of the West
E'.ding of Yorkshire, sitting at Doncaster, which
raised a question of general importance. Mr. S. H.
Millard was the owner of premises in Carr Hill-
road, Balby. The urban district council decided to
pive the road, and they served on all the owners of
premises fronting that part of the road where the
work was to be done the usual notice on June 8,
18,«. The notices were not complied with, and the
local authority thereupon executed the work, which
was completed on December t, 1901. On March '()

1902, Mr. Millard sold the premises, which were
conveyed to the purchaser on April 25. The sur-
veyor to the district council duly apportioned on
the various owners of the premises the cost of the
work, and demanded from Mr. Millard 115 as the
proportion of expenses due from him. Mr. Millard
declined to pay. Before the Justices it was con-
tended, on his behalf, that under the Public Health

Act, 1875, which gave a local authority power to do
such work, and charge the expenses on the
frontagers, the " owner or occupier," who was the
person so made liable, must be the person owning
the premises at the date when the demand for the
costs was made. For the local authority, it was
submitted that the person liable to pay was not
required by law to be the owner of the premises,
both at the date of the completion of the
works, and at the date of the demand; but
that by section 257 of the Public Health
Act, 1875, the apportioned expenses were sum-
marily recoverable from the person who was the
owner of the premises at the time when the works
were completed. The work having been executed
during the time that Mr. Millard was " owner " of
the premises, the liability to pay was fixed on him,
so soon as his share was apportioned and demanded.
The Justices took the view of the local authority

;

but on appeal Mr. Millard got that decision set

aside, the Divisional Court considering themselves
bound by a case, " Reg. v. Swindon Local Board,"
which was decided some 25 years ago, and which
appeared to support his contention. The District
Council now appealed. The following cases were
cited on the hearing of the appeal :

—" In re Bettes-
worth and Richer," " Hornsey Local Board v.

Monarch Investment Building Society," " Stock v.

Meakiu" (1900), and •' /« re Allen and Drisooll's

Contract" (1901). The Master of the Bolls, in
giving judgment, said that, in his opinion, the Act
clearly intended that the person on whom the notice
to do the work had been served, and who owned or
occupied the premises during the time that the
work was being done, should be liable to pay his
apportioned cost of the work. It might be that he
had a right to be indemnified by the person to whom
he sold the premises in the interval between the
date that the work was finished and the date that
the appointment was made and the sum found due
in respect of the premises demanded. That question
was not before the Court on this occasion. He
thought the case that had led the Divisional Court
to decide in favour of Mr. Millard could be dis-

tinguished. Whether that was so or not it did not
bind this Court, nor did they think the dictum on
the point now raised for decision, and which was
not directly raised in that case, was one that should
be followed. The appeal, therefore, would be
allowed, with costs. The Lords Justices concurred.

Stone - BKEAKiNo AND Ore-ceushino Machines.
—In the Chancery Division, on Friday, Mr. Justice
Farwell concluded the hearing of an action by Mr.
H. Baxter, Limited, of Leeds, against Mr. H. R.
Marsden, of Soho Foundry, Leeds, seeking to
restrain the defendant from infringing the plaintiff's

patent for improvements in stone-breaking and ore-
crushiug machines, by manufacturing machines for
the same purpose similar or only colourably differ-

ing from the plaintiff's patented machine, which is

worked by a top-drive. The action was dismissed,
with costs.

STATtXES, UEMOBIALS, &o.

Winchester.—The Qieen's bronze statue in the
Abbey grounds at Winchester, a wall-known work
by Mr. Alfred Gilbert, R.A., is once more under
consideration as to the erection over it of a canopy.
The statue has had a score of difficulties as to site,

and remains an unfinished work to this hour. It
was a Jubilee gift to the county, in his Shrievalty
year, by Mr. W. T. Whitaker, and the original in-
tention was that it should be placed in the hall of
the Castle of Winchester, a most appropriate site.

For some reason this was not permitted, and it was
erected near the north door of the County Hall,
where Princess Louise inaugurated it. Then it was
removed farther out, so as not to interfere with the
offi 'ial carriages at assize and other times, and again
the county authorities consented to its removal to
the Abbey grounds, where it has now been some
years, but unfinished as to statuettes, canopy, &c.
There is a feeling that it should be completed, and
Mr. Gilbert has been approached on the subject.
An old citizen is anxious to promote the provision
of a four-arched stone canopy, similar to one over
the fountain in Trinity Uuad, Cambridge. Mr. i

Gilbert has all the designs in models for statuettes, i

&c., but his views as to the erection of a stoue
[

canopy have not yet been made known.

A new altar is being provided for St. Matthew's
Parish Church, Ipswich. It has been designed by
Mr. J. .Sheweil Corder, of Ipswich, and is being
executed by Messrs. Percy Bacon and Brothers, of
London, who also designed and carried out the
memorial reredos beneath which it will stand.

The Todmorden Town Council decided on Friday
to carry out the new sewerage scheme, and a tender
to construct the sewage-disposal works and build-
ings for X10,S()I was accepted. The council resolved
to lend £12,000 out of their borrowed capital to
Rochdale Corporation, and a sub-committee was
appointed to negotiate with the Uochdale Corpora-
tion for the purchase of the water mains, pipes,
fittings, and apparatus withiu the borough.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Carlisle Watee Sviply Scheme.—The Carlisle

Corporation have failed to come to terms with tha
E art of Carlisle with regard to his claims in respect
of land and damage in connection with the Gaits-
dale water scheme. The committee who have the
matter in hand have decided to proceed to arbitra-

tion. Lord Carlisle offered to accept £15,000.

Hanley Sewage Works.—The Royal Com-
mission on Sewage Disposal, including Colonel
Harding, Chairman, and Mr. Willis, Secretary,

paid a visit to the Hanley Sewage Disposal Works
last Friday, now being carried out by Messrs.
WiUcox and Raikes, of Westminster and
Birmingham, and wliich embrace a complete scheme
for sewage of the borough, comprising a population
of 60,000. The object of the visit was to make a
personal investigation of the experiments which
have been conducted for the past eighteen months
by the engineers, in conjunction with Dr. George
Koid, the County Medical Officer of Health for

Staffordshire. The experimental ^works have been
dealing continuously with half a million gallons of

sewage per day, the novel feature being the method
of construction of the filters, the use of saggers (a

pottery refuse) as a filtering media, and the
adoption of power- driven distributors, by means of

which absolutely uniform .distribution is insured.

Twcf types are in use, a rotary one designed by Mr.
Scott Moncrieff for a circular filter and a travelling

one of entirely novel type for use on a rectangular
filter which has been designed by Messrs. WUlcox
and Baikes. The particulars of these experiments
have already been published, and Dr. Rsid stated

that the degree of purification obtained is better

than anything previously achieved.

Maheet DRAYroN.—The Royal Commission on
sewage disposal last Friday visited Market Drayton,
Salop, where the system in use for part of the town
of Maiket Drayton (about 1,700 population) is

continuous filtration by means of Ducat's aerating
bacterial filter. This is the only filter of the
description in the country which has been con-
structed beyond the experimental size of those at
Hendon, and it was installed about a year and a
half ago for the rural district council of Drayton by
Mr. G. A. Craig, Mem.R.San. Inst. Up to date it

has done its work well.

Extension of Paisley Water Supply.—Paisley
Water Commissioners inaugurated, on Saturday
afternoon, an important extension of their water
supply system at Camphill reservoir, which is

situated on the hills above Largs. Since this loch
was opened in 1891 it has been discovered that the
24in. pipe laid from it to Rowbank reservoir was
insufficient, and that the latter dam became depleted,

while there was ample water to spare in Camphill.
To remedy this the commissioners resolved to lay
a 36in. conduit from Camphill to Rowbank, and
from thence to Stanley High Level Filters on
Gleniffer Braes. The work was begun in 1S99, and
on Saturday it was consummated by the turning on
of the water. Paisley consumes about 8,000,000
gallons of water in 24 hours, and the new conduit
has capacity to send from the Largs hills 20,000,000
gallons in the same time. That is apart from the
large supply which is available from the reservoirs

on Gleniffer Braes, south of Paisley. The pipe

scheme cost £90,000. It is about 15 miles in length,

and in carrying it out the engineer to the com-
missioners, Mr. James Lee, had to contend with
considerable difficulty. On the section from Beith
Station to Rowbank, perhaps the most trying

portion was over a stretch of bogland, where it was
necessary to drive in pitch-pine piles to a depth in

some instances of (iUft. before striking a solid

bottom. The same foundation had to be put in at

the east of Kilbirnie Loch, where piles were driven

to a depth varying from 30ft. to 50ft.

Petekboeouoh.—The water supply of Peter-
borough is becoming insufficient to supply the wants
of that fast-growing city. It is derived from wells

sunk in 1S79 at Braceborough, 14 miles distant, and
although the railway companies now provide their

own water, it is inadequate to the demands. On the

motion of the city engineer, Mr. Gill, borings have
been madeat Etton, only six miles from Peterborough,
and an abundant yield has been tapped. This will

be brought into an I8in. main to the end of Long
Causeway, where it will be distributed into the city.

There will be erected at Etton two cottages for the

engineer and assistant on the site, and the water-

works buildings will consist of a rectangular block,

with engine-room 50ft. by 30ft., boiler-house 50ft.

by 38ft., workshop 50ft. by lift. Gin., stores 14ft.

by lift. Oin. The chimneyshaft will bo 100ft. high,

and there will be an electric- light installation.

Tenders for tlie iron piping (about £17,000) will be

invited at once. When the additional supply is

completed, there will be 30 gallons per head for

100,000 people. The engines and plant alone are

estimated to cost £7,800, and the buildings £5,550.

New public baths are about to be built in King's-

road, Chelsea, for the borough council, from plans

by Messrs. Wdls and Anderson.
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(But (Bm €Mt
The annual cunversnzione of the Architectural

Aseociation was held on Thursday erening in
last week at the Royal Architectural Museum,
Tufton-street, Westminster, and passed off most
successfully. A liberal display of stencil-work,
tapestry hangings, enamels, metal-work, and
carpets, pictures and flowers brightened up the
new home of the Association. The members and
guests numbered between 600 and 700, and were
received by the President, Mr. E. Guy Dawber
and Mrs. Dawber, who were supported by Messrs.
A. T. Bolton and J. S. Gibson, Vice-presidents,
and the members of the committee. A programme
of instrumental music was played by I'itman's
Viennese Orchestra, who were stationed at the
back of the area, and at intervals recitations were
given from the gallery on the first floor by Messrs.
Frederick Chester, H. Turnpenny, Tom G. Clare,
and Miss Carrie Tubb. A loan exhibition had
been brought together, including water-colour
sketches, chiefly from Venice, by Mr. Mac-
Naughton, others of Indian and Japanese
temples by Mr. E. Thornton, sets of architec-
tural photographs by Messrs. Alan Potter and
E. AV. M. Wonnacott. There were also examples
of metal-work shown by 3Ir. George Wragge and
Mr. Montague Fordham, tapestries by Messrs.
Morris and Co., stencils on fabrics and textiles
by Messrs. Aldam Heaton and Co., enamelled
jewelry by AV. Gilbert, of Bromsgrove, stone-
ware pottery by Messrs. Martin, and plaster
reliefs by Mr. G. P. Bankart. Mr. Hudson lent
specimens of furniture of various periods. A
large number of the museum casts have been
hung, under the direction of Mr. AV. G. B. Lewis

;

but a great many have still to be exhibited in
the museum, to which the public are free. The
visitors included Sir AVilliam Emerson, Sir Henry
Tanner, Messrs. G. A. Frampton, R.A., Leonard
Stokes, Cole A. Adams, Maurice B. Adams,
Rowland Plumbe, G. H. Fellowes Prynne, Alex.
Graham, Henry T. Hare, AV. M. Fawcett,
G. Gilbert Scott, Professor R. Elsey Smith, E. T.
Hall, and others. Refreshments were served in
the lecture-hall on the first floor. At closing
time it was revealed that the committee had
thoughtfully arranged that members should be
reminded of the fun of earlier years, and thus feel
at home in their new headquarters by the old
familiar cloakroom scramble and chaos.

chairman of the committee, moved the adoption
of the report. Colonel JIaude moved an amend-
ment to the effect that the report should be
referred back to the committee, with a view to

the suggestion of such legislation ae, whilst
avoiding as far as possible contentious matter,
should bring the law into conformity with the
prevailing practice. Mr. T. Bainbridge proposed
the following rider to the amendment :

" That
this Chamber urges the Government to introduce
a Bill into Parliament enacting that where an
owner or occupier of lands deliberately and wil-
fully neglects to repair the boundary fences
belonging to his or her occupation, when due
notice has been given by the adjoining owner or
occupier, that such defaulter shall be debarred
from obtaining compensation for any damage by
the tresspass of his or her cattle straying through
such neglected fences." The rider was added
to the amendment, which, on being put to
the meeting, was lost, lli voting for and
IS against. The report was adopted, ('n
the motion of Sir Hickman Bacon, seconded by
Mr. Bainbridge, a resolution was passed at the
same meeting urging the Board of Agriculture to
watch the interests of landowners and others by
preventing unnecessary interference with land
drains, and with the maintenance and construction
of such drains under and across public roads, on
the part of electric power companies.

In- May last a conference between representa-
tives from the Glasgow and AVest of Scotland
Technical College and the Glasgow School of Art
was held to adopt measures for co-ordinating the
teaching of architecture in the two institutions,
the basis of negotiations being that architecture
should be taught in both school and college, the
artistic and design side of the subject to be chiefly
taught in the one, and the scientific and con-
structional chiefly in the other. As the result
of the conference, a joint agreement was
arrived at. To carry out the remit with
which they were charged, the Governors of
the School of Art invited from Paris M. Eugene
Bourdon, Bachelier des Lettres and Architecte
Diplome by the French Government, to visit the
School of Art, and report on the work of the
architectural section of the school. His visit and
report, led to his appointment by the Governors
as A'isiting Professor. The authorities of the
Technical College have likewise appointed M.
Bourdon as A'isiting Professor of Architecture in
the College. JL Bourdon has accordingly
arranged a curriculum for architectural students
under which they will be required to attend
classes both in the Technical College and the
School of Art, and their studies, when completed,
will, after a certain period spant in an architect's
office, lead to the acquisition of a diploma in archi-
tecture issued jointly by the college and the
school.

The Council of the Central and Associated
Chambers of Agriculture discussed, at their
meeting held on Tuesday at the Society of Arts'
rooms, under the presidency of Mr. AV. C. Beau-
mont, M.P., a report of the special boundary
fences committee, stating that it was with reluc-
tance that the committee had arrived at the
conclusion that, though the existing state of the
law in the matter of boundan* fences could not
be regarded as satisfactory, they were unable to
suggest any form of legislation whereby doors
would be opened to litigation which might prove
of greater evil than any that existed at the pre-
sent time. Mr. C. Middleton (Cleveland), the

De. ARTnru Evaxs gave an account, before a
meeting of the Hellenic Society, at Burlington
House, on Tuesday, of his last season's work at
Knossos. He said a section cat beneath the
pavement of the AA''est Court had laid bare re-
markably complete evidence as to the stratifica-

tion and comparative chronology of the cha-
racteristic stages of Minoan culture that preceded
the construction of the Later Palace. The founda-
tion of the Later I'alace was sho wn to have been
posterior to the great "Middle Minoan" age
of polychrome pottery. Its second period, as
appeared from Egyptian associations, did rot
come down later than about 1500«,e. ; but re
were now traceable six distinct periods of culture
that separated the initial stage of the Later
Palace from the latest Xeolithic deposit. Below
this, again, the Neolithic stratum, which was
itself superposed on the virgin rock, attained a
depth of from six to eight metres. On the
western borders of the palace the total depth of
the human deposit was from twelve to fourteen
metres. A principal work of the year was the
exploration of an extensive cemetery, dating from
the last days of the Palace and the immediately
succeeding period. Over 190 tombs were opened,
containing bronze vessels, arms, jewelry, and
other typically " Mycenten " remains. Of still

greater interest was the discovery of what appears
to have been a Royal mausoleum, occupying a
commanding point overlooking laud and sea.
Magnificent vases in the Later Palace style were
found in it, together with Egyptian alabastra of
the beginning of the 18th Dynasty.

The Royal AVater Colour Society and the
Glasgow Arts Club are this year holding a joint
exhibition in the Institute Galleries, Glasgow.
The exhibition, which was opened to the public
en Saturday, comprises both oil and water-colour
works. It is wholly of Scottish, and largely of
Glasgow, art, though in the R.S.AA'. section a
strong display is made by several Edinburgh and
East of Scotland artists. In all 441 works of art
have been placed, and of these the club is respon-
sible for 234 pictures in water-colours and oils,

chiefly in the latter medium, the R.S.W. for 197
water-colours, and there are ten pieces of sculp-
ture. The works in oils include portraits by Sir
James Guthrie, P.R.S.A., and by his predecessor
in office. Sir George Reid, and others by E. A.
Hornel and G. Henry. Among the landscapes in
oil are examples of the work of A. K. Brown,
James Kay, David JIurray, and Alorris Hender-
son, and there are historical scenes by Duncan
McKellar, and seascapes by Joseph Henderson.
The chief works in water-colours are by Fulton
Brown, Sir Francis Powell, Henry Kerr, R. B.
Nisbet, James Cadenhead, and R. W. Allan.

Pkofessok G. Baldwin' Bkdwx describes in
the Tunes the chief results of the Congress for the
Care of Monuments recently held at Mayence—
the fifth of a series which have been annually
held in German cities. At the opening of the
congress the representative of the Hessian
Government and author of the Hessian Monu-
ment Act of 1902, after reporting on the work-
ing of this Act, laid down the principle that all

protective operation should be based, if possible.

on a common understanding between authorities
of State and Church on the one side and local
bodies and private persons on the other, the whole
movement being thus based on an instructed
public opinion. The representatives of Austria
and Prussia reported on the projects of monument
legislation which were being prepared in each of
those States, and the latter stated that the forth-
coming Prussian law would contain a provision
to aim municipal authorities with legal powers
for giving effect to assthetic requirements. A
*' Handbook of the Artistic Antiquities of
Germany," to be published in five volumes, was
reported on, and it was announced that the
the Kaiser had authorised a grant of 50,000
marks in aid of the work. A discussion took
place on the question of the treatment of the older
examples of domestic architecture in historical
cities, and it was urged that these should not
only be catalogued, photographed, and measured,
but should be preserved. 'The subject of local

building regulations in relation to the care of
historical monuments was introduced to the
Congress by (->ber-Baurath Dr. Stiibben, of
Berlin, author of the volume on the laying out
of cities in the great German " Handbook
of Architecture." The Bavarian Government
has sanctioned the issue of local regulations with
lesthetic intent in the larger towns, and has
ordered the preparation of illustrated local

inventories of old buildings, the preservation of
which is desirable. A number of German cities,

such as Niirnberg, Hildesheim, Frankfurt,
Liibeck, Rothemburg, and many others, have
local building regulations, which prescribe ad-
herence to the traditional style in the new work
introduced into the central parts of towns.

A rnoiiLEM of some difficulty has presented it-

self in connection with the remains of the ancient
castle built by Henry I. at Kewcastle-under-
Lyme, which have recently been discovered. The
remains at present explored consist of a dressed
wall face some feet below the present surface of
the ground, with a frontage of 42ft., a perfectly
formed corner at each end, and return walls which
have been exposed for about 20ft., the space thus
known to have been inclosed on three sides having
a rough stone floor. The main wall runs beneath
a narrow roadway at right angles. Part of the
improvement scheme in hand, in the carrying out
of which the remains were first exposed, is to
construct a new street by widening this roadway
to a width of 40ft. As the wall is 42ft. long, it wiD
be seen that the new street is planned so as to
completely cover the remains. Several sugges-
tions have been made for dealing with them. Mr.
C. Lynam, F.S.A. (JIayor of Stoke), suggests
that the street mij;ht be widened out at the spot,
leaving the old work in the centre, fenced and
planted round. This would involve more land
being taken for the street, but it would provide a
central feature of interest and attraction. Mr.
Lynam has roughly sketched the idea, showing
the street widened out at each side, giving a
sufficient width for traffic on both sides of the
remains.

The production of gypsum in the T'nited
States in 1903 is given by the United States
Geological Survey as 1,041,704 short tons, valued
at 3,792,243dol.. as against 816,478 short tons,
valued at 2,0S9,341dol. in 1902. The production
of gypsum is reported as crude gypsum, land
plaster, plaster of Paris, and wall plaster, accord-
ing to the condition in which the gypsum first

reaches the market. The advance in the use of

gypsum has resulted mainly from the increased
use of gypsum wall plasters in modern buildings.
Much of the gypsum sold as plaster of Paris is

subsequently manufactured into wall plaster by
local firms. About 3,000 tons are annually
utilised in bedding plate-glass during the process
of grinding and polishing. The production of
land plaster is confined to certain of the Eastern
States, where it is used as a fertiliser, and to a
few localities in the AVest, where it is employed
in neutralising " black alkaU." The gypsum
which is sold crude is in large part ground
locally and utilised as land plaster. Some of it

enters, as a small percentage, into the composi-
tion of certain Portland cements. The proportion
of crude gypsum calcined to the total crude pro-
duction rose from 80 per cent. 1901 to about
83 per cent, in 1902, and to about 86 per cent, in
1903 ; but the total calcined production in 1903
was more than the total crude production of 1901
by about 108,000 tons. The value per ton of the
calcined gypsum rose from 3-31dol. in 1901 to
4'77dol. in 1903. Gypsum to the value of

4C7,597dol. was imported into the United States
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during 1003. It came chiefly from Nova Scotia,

and entered the porta of New England and
Northern Atlantic States. A considerable

amount has been received at San Francisco from
Mexico in previous years, but none was imported

from there in 1002 and 1003. The United States

is the second country in the world in the pro-

duction of gypsum, yielding precedence only to

France. Canada is third, Great Britain fourth,

and Germany fifth.

CHIPS.
The Mayor of Nottingham has laid the foundation-

etone of the new branch dispensary to be erected at

Hyson Green. The new premises will be situated

between Hyson-green reading-room and the United
Methodist Free Church on the Gregory-boulevard.
The building is to be of brick, with external facings

•of sand-brick and Derbyshire stone, and will have
a frontage of Ooft. and a depth of 60ft., the cost

being estimated at £3,000. Mr. Ernest R. Sutton
is the architect, and Messrs. Tickers and Son, also of

Nottingham, are the contractors.

An inquiry has been held at Cheltenham on be-

half of the Local Government Board into an applica-

tion for sanction to borrow loans of i 12,003 and
X10,779 required by the corporation respectively for

sewerage work and the purposes of the town-hall.

The President of the Baptist Union, the Rev.
John Wilson, of Woolwich, laid, on Tuesday, the
foundation-stone of a new Baptist Tabernacle in

Corporation -road, Darlington. The building, when
complete, will cost about £1,000, but it is only in-

tended for the present to spend £3,000, which will

provide the main building. With gallery and
classrooms there will be accommodation provided
for .^30 people. The structure is to be of red
pressed brick, with red stone and terracotta

facings. Chairs will be provided instead of pews.

Lord Armstrong laid on Wednesday the founda-
tion-stone of the new parochial hall in connection
with the parish church of St. Silas, Newcastle-on-
Tyne. The hall is being erected on the site of an
iron structure in Heaton Park-road at a cost of
about £2,500. The hall will be capable of holding
about 000 persons. Three classrooms are also
provided.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held on
Tuesday afternoon in the council chamber of the
Whitley and Monkseaton Urban District Council,
Whitley Bay, by Colonel A. C. Smith, R.E., to
consider the application of the council for sanction
to borrow £4,S00 for works of private street im-
provements, and £HJ0 for the purchase of land for
the widening of the promenade on the sea front.

The Bishop of Southwark dedicated on Tuesday
a new vestry and aisle, which has been added to the
north side of St. Michael's Church, Lant-street,
Borough, as a memorial to the late wife of the
vicar, the Rev. W. H. Longsdon.

On Monday there were two important events in
connection with higher education at Dartford. One
was the opening ceremony in connection with the
County School tor Girls, and the other the laying of
the foundation-stone of the Dartford Grammar
School extension. The alterations to the grammar
school will provide accommodation for 160 additional
pupils at a cost of l.i.OOO.

The Newport (Mon.) Corporation ran a trial trip
over the newly-made portion of their tramways
system on Tuesday. The new route is from the
centre of the town to a terminus on the Risca-road,
via Stow Hill, aud great interest was taken in the
proceedings because of the steep gradient in places,
this being sometimes 1 iu 12. The experimental car
was fitted with four varieties of brakes, either of
which could be used independently, or all could be
applied at once.

An imiuiry was held at Scarborough on Tuesday
before Mr. F. H. Tulloch, M.I.C.E., on behalf of
of the Local (jovernment Board into the applica-
tion of the Scarborough Town Council to borrow
£11,000 for the widening and improvement, by the
purchase and demolition of shops, of the main
thoroughfare connecting the north side with the
eouth {St. Tliomas'-street), passing through the
centre of the town.

A stained-glass memorial window has been dedi-
cated in the parish church of St. Augustine the Less,
Bristol. The window, which consists of three
lights and tracery, illustrates the Ascension of Gur
Lord. Messrs. Joseph Bell and Son, of College-
green, Bristol, were the artists.

The additions to the Sanatorium, Eastbourne, are
being warmed aud ventilated by means of Shorland's
pitent Manchester stoves with descending smoke-
Hues, the same being supplied by Messrs. E. H.
Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.

Major C. E. Norton, R.E., Local Government
Board Inspector, has held an inquiry at Woodhall
Spa with reference to the council's application to
borrow £2,600 for sewage disposal works.

MEETINaS FOR THE ENSTJINO WEEK.
JIOSD.VT.—Eoyal Institute of British Architects. Open-

ing Address by John Belcher, A.R A ,

President. S p.m.

Liverpool Architectural Society. "Sir

John Vanbrugh, Architect and Dra-
matist," by E. P. ijglesby.

Tuesday. — Institution of Civil Engineers. " Coast

ErDsion," by Alfred Edward Carey,

M.Iost.C.E. ; and "Erosion on the

Holdemess Coast of Yorkshire," by
Ernest Romney Matthews. S p.m.

Feidav.—Architectural Association, " Ventilation." by
W. Henman, F.R.I. B.A., 18, Tufton-
street, S.W. 7.30 p.m.

THEARCHITECTURALASSOCIATION

.
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Is. Tufton. street. Westminster. PAPER by M
F R I B.-^ , on '• Ventilation," 7 3*1 p m
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LATEST PRICES.

to

Per ton.

£5 15
6 12 6

7 5
8 10

20 6

B 17

8 15
9 10

IKON, &0.
Per ton

Eolled-Iron Joists, Belgian £5 10

EoUed-Stecl Joists. English 6 10

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7
Bar Iron, good StaflEs 6 6

Do,, liowmoor, Flat, Eound, ot

Square 20

Do,, Welsh 6 16

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8
BestSnedshiU 9

Angles lOs,, Tees 203, per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £7 7s, 6d,

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £12 to £13 per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No, 18 to 20. No, 22 to 24,

Per ton,

.£11
. 11 10
1 £8 10

8 10
8 5
8 10
8
1 12
9 5

9

Deals, per St. Petersburg Btandaid, 120—12ft. by liin.

by llin. :—
Quebec, Fine, 1st £22 5

„ 2nd 18

„ Crd 11 15

Canada Spruce, Ist 10 15

„ 2nd and 3rd 8 15

New Brunswick 8
Riga 8
St. Petersburg 8 5
Swedish 9

Finland 9 15

White Sea 11

Battens, all sorts 5 15

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton.

gauge £10 15

Best ditto 11 5
Cast-iron ColumnB £6 10

Coafc-Xron Stanchions 6 10

KoUed-Iron Fencing Wire 8
RoUed-Steel Fencing Wire „ 6 5

„ „ „ Galvanised. T 15

Cast-iron Sash Weights 112 6

Cut Clasp Nails, Sin, to 6in 9 5

Cut Floor Brads 9

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
6 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 18 11 IS B,W,a,
8/- 8/6 9/- 9/6 9/9 10/6 11/3 12/- 13/- per owt.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

Sin. diameter £5 15 to £8 "

4in,to6in 5 12 6 „ 5 17

7in, to 24in, (all sizes) 5 0,, 610
turned

to £35
23 15
U
15 10
10 10
9 10
8 10

17
20
10
20
13 10

2 4i
2 10

2 8

1 8

I 6)
18|

[Coated with composition, 58, Od, per ton extra

tnd bored joints, 5b. Od, per ton extra.]

Pig Iron- Per ton.

Cold Blast, lilleshaU lOSs. Od. to 112s. 6d.

Hot Blast, ditto 658, Od, to 70s, Od,

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f,o,b. (plus 5 per cent.) :

—

Gas-Tubes 67}p.o.

Watei^Tubea 62i „
Steam-Tubes 57i „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 55 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 60 „
Galvanised Steam-Tubes -1) „

lOcwt, casks. Scwt, casks.

Per ton. Per ton.

Zinc, English (London mill) £25 10 to £S6
Do., Viedle Montague 28 10 „ '^8 15

Soelter. Silesian 23 15 „ 24 5
Sheet Lead, 31b, and upwards .,. 13 15 „ 13 15

Lead Water Pipe (F.O.B, Lond.) 11 5 „ 11 5

Lead Barrel Pipe 15 2 6 „ 15 2 6
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside 16 2 6 „ 18 2 6

„ and outside 17 12 6 „ 17 12 6

Composition Gas-Pipe 16 2 6 „ 16 2 6

Soil-pipe (Sin, and 6in, extra) ,,. 18 2 6 „ 16 2 6

Pig Lead, in Icwt, pigs 10 16 3 „ 10 17 6

Lead Shot, in 2Hlb. bugs 15 „ 15 5

Copper .Sheets, sheathing aud rods 73 „ 71

Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 03 15 „ 64 5

Tin, Straits 132 10 „ 1.13 10

Do,, English Ingots 133 10 „ 134

TIUBEA.
Teak, Burmah per load £10 to £18
„ Bangkok , ... 9 10 „ 17

Quebec Pme, yellow , ... 4 0,, 700
„ Oak , ..,5 0,, 7 15

„ Birch , ... 2 13 „ 5 15

„ Elm 4 10 „ 8

„ Ash „ ... 4 5 0,, 700
Dantsic and Memel Oak „ ... 3 0,, 6 10 o
Fir 2 10 „ 4 17 6

Wainscot, Riga p, log 2 15 ,, 5 5
Lath, Dantsic, p,f 4 0,, 600

8t, IVUTsburg 4 0,, 600
Greenheart 7 IB „ 8
Box 7 0,, 16
S4?(]uoia, U,B,A percubefoot
Mahogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin, thick

„ Honduras ,.. „ ...

„ Mexican „ ...

,, African „ ...

Cedar, Cuba , ...

„ Honduras „ .„
Batinwood , ...

Walnut, Italian „ ...

„ American (logs)

Flooring Boards, per square of lin, :

—

Istprepared £0 11 „ £0 18 S

2nd ditto 13 „ 15

Other quaUtiea 5 9,, 13

Staves, per standard M :

—

U,8,,pipe £37 10 „ £45
Memel, cr, pipe , 220 „ 230

Memel, brack , 190 6 „ 200

STONE.*
Darley Dale, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 3

Red Mansfield ditto 2 4i
Hard York ditto , ... 2 10

Ditto ditto Sin, sawn both sides, landings,

random sizes per foot sup.

Ditto ditto Sin. slabs sawn two sides,

random sizes , •.•

• All F,0,R, London.
Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations

per foot cube £0

Delivered on road waggons, Paddington
Depot —

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot „ ...

Portland Stone, in random blocks ot 20ft, average :—
Brown White

Whit Bed. Base Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the
quarry ..per foot cube £0 1 5J ... £0 1 7i

Delivered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot ... ( n 2 t 2 21
Ditto Nine Elms Depot... (

u ^ i ... « i

Ditto Pimlioo Wharf /

OILS.
Linseed per tun £15
Eapeseed, English pale ... „ ... 2115
Do., brown „ ... 21

Cottonseed, refined „ ... 16 15

Olive, Spanish „ ... 31 1)

Seal, pale „ ... 16
Cocoanut, Cochin ,, ... 33

Do., Ceylon , ... 29 10

Palm, Lagos 27 10

Oleine ,. ... " 6
Lubricating U.8 per gal. 7
Petroleum, refined , ...

Tar, Stockhohn per barrel 1 8

Do,, Archangel „ ,,. 19

Turpentine, American ...per tun S7

to £16
„ 22 5

„ 21 10

„ 18 15

„ 31 15

„ 26
„ 34

„ 35 10

„ 2S 10

„ 19 6

.,0 8

8 1

6
«

,

I
,

84 ,

8
,

31 ,

10 ,

3 9

8

7i
S

5

3|

8|

1 9

7J
3 1

The Institution of Civil Engineers opened its

winter session on Tuesday night, when Sir Guil-

ford Molesworth, the newly-elected president,

delivered his inaugural address, which he devoted

chiefly to a review of engineering problems in

India, and of the industrial resources of that

dependency.

Plans for the erection of a new pavilion to be

built at Kothesay have been prepared by Mr. J. B.

Brodie, A.M.I.C.E., Glasgow, and Messrs. Watson
and Salmond, architects. The estimated cost is

£11,000.

A bronze statue of Milton, which his been erected

iu the open space on the north side of the church of

St. Giles, Cripplegate, was unveiled on Wednesday
by Lady Alice E^erton. The monument is the gift

of Mr. J. J. Baddeley, a member of the City

Corporation. Milton is shown standing bareheaded

and looking heavenward. Mr. Horace Montford ia

the sculptor, aud his authority for what is con-

sidered as a portrait is a bust sculptured by Pierce

about the year lU.iL This bust was at one time

owned by Sir Joshua Reynolds, but is now preserved

at Christ's Cjllege, Cambridge—Milton's own
college—amid other priceless relics of the poet. On
the front ot the pedestal, which is of stone, is the

inscription: "Milton, lOOS— 1071. Buried within

this church," and a verse from one of his hymns.
Bas-reliefs in bronze adorn two sides of the base,

that on the east representing the expulsion of Adam
and Eve from the Garden of Eden by the Arch-

angel Michael, while that on the west is of a scene

from " Comus," showing " The water-nymphs that

iu the bottom played."

At the annual meeting of subscribers to the

British School at Athens, held in the Society of

Antiquaries' rooms at Burlington House on Thurs-

day, the secretary, Mr George A. Maoinillan, re-

ported that the most important event of the year

had been the building of the Penrose Memorial

Library, in commemoration of the services rendered

to the cause of the school by the late Mr. F. C.

Penrose-the new library, which w.is now nearly

completed, atlording ample space for the growth

and orclerly classification of the books, and also for

meetings.

At a meeting of the Cambusnethan School Board

on Tuesday, it was agreed to open the new Wishaw
Academy, which has been erected at a cost of

between £0,000 and 110,000, on November 25.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Wortlcy—Primitive Methodist School Premises The Rev. E. Dalton, Cromei-terrace, Armley, Leeds Dec. 1
Lambeth, BE.- Converting Portion of Old Sihool Piemiees

into Home for Aged Poor W. Tluirnall, Clerk to Qnardians, Brook-bt.. Kennington-id., 8 E. „ 20
Egremont- Public Otfices (estimated cost £45,000) £250, £75, £50 H. W. Cook, Clerk, Public Offices, Egremont, Cheshire :: „ 21
Spezia—Drainage Scheme £400 11 Bignor Sindaco della, Spezia ,t 31
London, W.C.— Perspectiye Drawing ol Building for Tropical . ,„ _
Climate ., £50 Sanders and Harding, Folicitors, 56. Lincoln's Inn-fields, W.C „ 31.

Boss, Herefordshire- Drainage and Sewage-Disposal Scheme. £60 (merged), £.5, £10 Ernest R. Davies. U.DC. Clerk. Albion Chambers. Ross , 31

Conuma, Spain—Widening Roads £290, £145 The Com. Intel. Dept., Bd. of Trade, 73, Ba9inghall-st.,E.C. (1905) Sept. 16

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Athelner, near Yeovil- Alterations to Railway Hotel Mitchell, Toms, and Co., Ltd Arthur W. Yfoman, F RI.B. A., Architect, Chard, Somerset Nov. 5
Shiney Row— Branch Shnps and Four Cottages Newbottle Co-operative Society A. Martvn. * ecretary, Xewbottle
Penzatce—Additions to Two Shops, Causewayhead Benjamin Downing Henry Maddem, F.I.A.8, Architect, 13, Clarence-street, Penzance
Stockton-on-Tees- Extending Chancel of Holy Trinity Church Charles S. Errington, A.R,I.B..\., Newcastle-on-Tyne
Taunton—Alterations and Additions to White Hait Inn Mitchell, Toms, and Co., Ltd Arthur W. Yeoman, F.R.I.B.A., Architect, Chard, Somerset
Gorey—Four Bathrooms. &o.. in Workhouse Infirmary Guardians The Clerk, Gorey. Ireland
Cardiff- Alterations to St. Nicholas Schools Rev. M. Whiteside G. Salway. Architect, II. Conway-road, Cardiff
St. Agnes— Additions to Wesleyan Minister's House Sampson Hill, Architect, Redruth
Hull— Pavilion Kingston Bowling Co., Ltd Beecroft Atkinson, Architect, Hull
Cameron Bridge—Rebuilding Malt Bams The Distillers' Comnany, Ltd. , Cameron Bridge, N.B
Euston-road. N.W.—Faience Ware at Hearts of Oak OtBces The Secretary, 17, Cliarlotte-stieet. Fitzroy-square, W
Newport— Police Station, Alexandra-road Corporation R. H. Haynes, Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Newport, Mon
Wrexham- Motor-Car and Cycle Works Chester-street Hieginson and Roberts. 44, Hope-street, Wrexham
Kentish Town, N.W.—New Entrance and Floor, Public Baths St. Pancras Borough Council T.W. Aldwinckle, F.R.I.B.A.. '20, Denman-st., London Bridge,S.E.
Cork—Semi-Detachfd Villas and Terraces of Houses W. Hill and Sons, Architects, 28, fouth Mall, Cork
Devonport-Valve-Houfe at Gasholder Station Corporation Stevenson and Burstal, Engs., 38, Parliament-street. Westminster...
EuBton-road, N.W.- Marble Mosaic at Hearts of Oak Offices The Secretary. I", Charlotte-strei t, Fitzroy-square, W
BridUngton-Additions to Manchester Hotel C.J. Yardley J. Earnshaw, Architect. Wellington-road, Bridhngton
Strabane—Two Shops

_ J. p. McGrath, Aichitect. Commercial Buildings, Londonderry
Bridport—New Station. East-street Great Western Railway Co! G. K. Mills, Secretary, PaddiDgt.jn Station, W
Ardee—Alterations at Workhouse Guardians Louis Turley, Architect, 17, Laurence-street, Drogheda
Penzance—Additions to 4, Regent-terrace W.Rogers, 13. St. Mary's-terrace. Penzance
Southall-Poiter's Lodge at Sanatorium, North-road Urban District Council R. Biown. A.M.I.C E., Public Offices, Southall, Middlesex
Bamoldswitk— Shed B. Slater, Frank-ttreet. Bamoldswick
Brighton—Ai-tisans' Dwellings.. Town CouncU Francis J. C. May, M.I.C.E., F.8.I., Town Hall, Brighton
Islesof Abou-Saad and Wasta. near Jeddah —Pilgrims' House The Sanitary Administration, Ottoman Empire, Constantinople
Accrington-Hynbum Park Council School Education Committee A. J. Shaw & T. H. Vowk s. Architects, 69, St. James's-st,, Burnley
Hambledon—Workhouse Annexe GuardiaLS Edward L. Lunn. Architect, 36, High-street, Guildford
Bridgend-Lodge and Entrance Gates at Angelton Asylum W. E. R. AUon, Clerk, County Council Offices, Cardiff
Pontypool— Stables at Clarence Hotel A. Buchan and Co T. Roderick. Architect. Ashbrook House. Aberdare
Omagh—Alterations to Old Chapel at Asylum Doolin, Butler, i Donnelly. Architects, Dawson Chambers, Dublin
Derby- Girls' School. Brighton-road Education Committee A Macpherson. Architect. Tenant-street. Derby
Hcckmondwiie- Chancel. &c.. to Parish Church C. Hodgson. Fowler, F.8 A., Architect, The College, Dniham
Gla.=Bow— Coal Store at Ruchill Hospital Coiporation J. Lindiay. Clerk, City Chambers, Gla.'gow
Great Yarmouth- Two Houses. Albion-road R.H.Hammond Chas. G. Baker. Architect. Town Hall Chambers. Great Yarmouth.
St. Anne's Head, Pembroke- Coastguard Buildings The Director of Works, Admiralty, 21, Northumberland-av., W.C.
Ballinasloe—Extension to Accumulator House Joint Lunatic Asylum Committee ... W. H. Kempster, Architect. Ballinasloe
Kea—Cattle Hou.se, &c Eipht Hon. Viscount Falmouth .. . . George Gow, Tregothnan Office, Truro
Dungloe-Two Houses Mrs. M. Sweeney E. Toye, Architect, 20, Great James-street, Londonderry
Chew Magna—Repairing Parish Church G. Buiy, Chew Magna
Edinburgh-Electric Power Station District Lunacy Board H. J. Blanc, R.S A.. 25, Rutland-square, Edinburgh
Camborne—Two Shops and Houses, Trelowarrcn-street J. Chinn 8. Hill. Architect, Green-lane. Redruth
Ballinasloe—Bakt house Joint Lunatic Asylum Committee ... W. H. Kempster, Arclitect, Ballinasloe
Tonyrefail-Altering Calvinistic Methodist Chapel The Rev. R. Morgan, High-street, Tonyrefail
5°7''',y~Council School Surrey Education Committee Jarvis & Richards. Aichts., 36, Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W..
Balfall Heath— School Enlargement, Dennis-road Birmingh-im Education Committee . H. Buckland, Archt., Education Dept., Edmund-st., Birmingham
Merthyr—Two Shops. High-street Pontmorlais Chanel Trustees C. M. Davies, 112, High-street, Merthyr
Homeiton, E.— Administrative Block Substructure Hackney Union Guardians... W. A. Finch. Archite. t. 76. Finsbury-pavement, E.C
Dedham—Additions to National Schools Managers Hamilton .48hwin. Lecture House, Dedham
Uzrn, Forfar—Coastguard Buildings The Director of Works, .admiralty, 21. Northumberland-av , W.C.
Leek—Post Office H.M. Commissioners of Works The Secretarv, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W
Fneston, Lincoln— Coastguard BufldingB The Direc'or of Woiks, Admiralty. 21, Noithumberland-av , W.C.
Gransha—Four Attendants' Houses Londondeny Lunatic Asylum M.A.Robinson, M. R.I. A. I. . MS!l., Richmond-st., Londonderry ..

East .Stonehouse— Alterations at Dumford House Hotel H. Snell, Architect. II, The Crescent, Plymouth
St. Albans—Alterations to Police Station, Tessroad Herts County Council Uiban A. Smith, County Surveyor, Hatfield
Ingoldmells, Lincoln -Coastguard Buildings The Director of Works. Admiralty, 21, Northumberland-av., W.C.
St. Peter's, Lincoln- Coastguard Buildings The Director of Works, Admiralty, 21, Northumberland-av., W.C.
Nelson, Lanes—Fish Market, Every-street Market Committee J. Fall, A.M.I.C E.. Borough Engineer. Nelson
Lowestoft- R.N. Reserve Establishment The Director of Woiks. Admiralty. 21, Northumberland-av., W.C.
Peel, Isle of Man— Coastguard Buildings The Director of Works, Admiraltv. 21. Northumbtrland-av.,W.C
Newcastle— Schools, Eskdale-terrace Royal Grammar School Governors ... 8. B. Russell & T. E. Cooper. FF.R.I.B.A., II, Gray's Inn-sq.,W.C. Dec. 1
Edinburgh— City Hall, Castle-terrace Corporation The Public Works Office, City Chambers, Edinburgh „ 5
Exeter— Alterations to Bhicking's Spirit "Vaults, High-street J.Archibald Lucas, F.8.I., Architect, Guildhall Chambers, Exeter —
Thomton-Ie-Moor—Stablea Dover and Newsome Baxter, Ltd. ... J. E. Walton, Architect, Northallerton —
Batley—Fifteen Houses, Bradford-road John H. Brearley, Architect, Branch-road, Batley —
Hull Shop and Furniture Showrooms "Wm. Harland and Co Freeman, Son, and Gaskell, Architects, Albert Chambers. Hull —
Conisborough— Residence for Wesleyan Minister H. L. Smethurst, Architect Conisborough —
Pontnewydd—Twenty Houses Park View Building Club Swalwell and Havard, Architects, Dock-street, Newport, Mon —
Harrogate—Country House, St. James's Park J. Ellis Marten, Prince's Chambers, Harrogate —
Wallsend— Schools Education Committee W. H. Knowles, F.R.I.B.A., 37, Grain ger-streef, Newcastle —
Lichfield- Pair of Semi-detached Cottages Frank Webb, Estate Office, Shenstone, Lichfield —
Cape of Good Hope— University. Queen Victoria-street Hawke and McKinlay, Architects, 35, Craven-st., Strand, W.C —
Leicester-Alterations at Smallpox Hospital, Anstey-lane Sanitary Committee E. George Mawbey. M.I C.E., Boro' Engineer, Town Hall, Leicester —
Buxton—Milnthorp Homes.. W. R. Bryden. F.R.I.B A., Buxton .... —
Lichfield— Five Cottages Frank Webb, Estate Office, Shenstone, Lichfield —
Northumberland— Church near Bedlington Station A. B. Plummer. F.R I.B.A., Diocesan Architect, Newcastle —
Ulverston -House, Kilner's Park E. Dilworth Settle and Bundrit, AA.RI.B.A., LUverston —

ELEOTSIOAI. PLANT.
Musselburgh— Electric Wiring and Fittings for Town Hall ... Town Council George Landale. Burgh Surveyor, Musselburgh Nov. 5
Euston-road, N.W.-Eltctric Bells at Hearts of Oik Offices The Secretary, 17, Charlotte-street. Fitzroy-square, W „ 7
Enth—Installing Electric Light at Offices Education Committee G. E. Heath, Electrical Engineer, Eiith, Kent ,. 11
Manchester-Wiring Stuart-street Generating Station Electricity Committee F. E. Hughes, fee. Electricity Department, Town Hall. Msncheoter „ 11

Dundee- Relaying Feeder Mains Town Council H. Richardson, A.M.I.E.E., City Electrical Engineer, Dundee „ 12
Swansea-Dynamo (225k. w.) Corporation C. A. L. Prusmann, Borough Electrical Engineer, Swansea „ 12

Ballinasloe—Wiring Buildings Lunatic Asylum Committee The Resident Mediciil Superintendent, Ballinasloe 14
Wormwood Scrubs. W.—Wiling Workhouse aad Infirmary .,. Hammersmith Guardians J. and J. S. Eoright, Con. Engs, 68, Lincoln's Inn-fields, W.C „ 15
Chell- Electric Lighting Plant at Workhouse Guardians Ashton Bremner, A.M. I.E. E., Market Buildings, Burslem „ 15

Rotherham—Wiling Isolation Hospital Corporation The Borough Electrical Engineer, Rawmarsh-road. Rotherham ,, 21

Johannesburg—Transformer Pillars Municipal Council Mordey and Dawbam, Consulting Engineers, 82, Victoria-st., S.W. Dec. 27

Johannesburg;-Electric Travelling Cranes (two 35-ton) Municipal Council Mordey and Dawbarn, Consulting Engineers, Si, Victoria-st., S.W. ,,
27

Giurgevo—Electric Light for Town The Municipal Offices, Giurgevo, Roumania U905) Jan

ENGINEEBINa.
Buxton—Valves, &c.. at Stanley Moor Reservoir Urban District Council Q. H. Hill & Sons, CivU Engineers, Albert Chambers, Manchester Nov. 5
Wargrave—Water-Mains Wokingham Rural District Council.. J. F. Sargeant. Clerk, 8, Shute-end, Wokingham. ^ 5

Limerick—Lancashire Boiler Lunatic Asylum Committee . The Medical Superintendent, Lunatic Asylum, Limerick 7

Grimsby-Water Mains Corporation G.Whyatt, A.M. I.CE., Boro' Eneineer, Town Hall-square, Grimsby „ 7

Frinton— Sea-Wall (1.600 yards) Urban District Council E. M. Bate, Surveyor, Council Offices, Frinton-on-Sea „ 7

Euston-road, N.W.—Fire-Mains at Hearts of Oak Offices The Secretaiy, 17, Charlotte-street, Fitzroy-square, W 7

Windsor-Campsheading 850ft.) in River Thames Corporation E. A. Stickland, Borough Surveyor, Alma-road, Windsor „ 7

Mountain Ash—Footbridge Great Western Railway Co G. K. Mills, Secretary, Paddington Station, W „ s

28
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AUTHORITY OP THE ARCHITECT.

THERE are, roughly, two classes of

employers of architects : those who
have some knowledge or experience of

huilJing, and those who have not. Both
classes avail themselves of the architect's

assistance ; they come to him for designs or

advice, or he goes to them to solicit emploj--

ment. The client who knows something
about plans and building seeks the archi-

tect's aid to give him what he wants, or if he
knows a " little too much," he comes to the
professional man for advice to satisfy himself
that he is not making a mistake, just as a
dabbler in quack or patent medicines may go
to a doctor to feel a little more confidence m
what he is doing. The other class of client

—the people who go to the architect quite
ignorant of the art and craft of building,

and often do not know really what they do
want—are probably more numerous, and are
sometimes more troublesome clients to deal
with or satisfy. These are the two kinds of

employer with which the architect has to

to have public taste, we are really giving away the

towards a favourite prospect or
j

art. We know this frittering away and con-
closets, to meet the client's wishe:

windows .„,.„.— _ c- •: i ,,• j • -• • j j i

view
;
provide recesses for particular articles cession to public demands is regarded by

of furniture, and give in in little details, > many people as broad-minded and generous ;

which his client or his wife desires, remem-
;

but in artistic matters, as in other important

bering always that it is the client, not he,
\

subjects, the habit is fraught with mischief,

who will inhabit the house. We are afraid
^

It is so easy for an architect to give way to

such concessions are not always made ;—the his client on little matters, like the design

architect often resents any change of plan or

interference on the part of client with the

design, and assumes an attitude of independ-

ence, as if he were building for himself

instead of for another person of very opposite patterns that are

tastes. It is a mistake, we have pointed out, colour, and after

of a metal electric fitting, or the pattern of a

plaster ceiling, or a wallpaper ; to agree to

put in a few more bosses or leaves, to make
it a little more ornamental, or to select

richer or brighter in

the same is fixed in

for an architect to assert his' own per- its place to discover that the scheme of

sonality in building for another person. He design has been spoilt, that the fittipg

should try as much as possible to become a : or wall decoration does not harmonise

passive instrument in his client's hands ; try ;

with the rest of the work, and defies all

to express his wishes as far as possible, not principle of honest design. He then finds to

to dictate to him the Character of house he
|

his cost that he has been too lenient in not

should occupy, or the men he should employ having his own way in the matter. In not

in furnishing, and the hke. The most sue- controlling the chent in the selection of stock

cessful design has often been the result of
!

patterns like brass or iron fittings, woodwork,

following this principle : we do not see in it ceiling or wall decoration, grievous errors are

theworkof Mr. So-and-So, architect, but can
I

committed frequently. The scale of the

point to it as tbe home of the owner, who
j

ceiling decoration and rehef does not agree

may be a great author or poet, dramatist, with the design of the room, and the wood or

painter, scholar, or agriculturist, a profes- metal fittings may turn out to be redundant

sional man, or a man of sport or society. ' and vulgar or coarse—a constant eyesore to

When there is anything about which the all who have a discerning eye. Many pro

architect cannot give way without compro-
mising himself, he should stand firm. On

fessional men, to save a little trouble, refer

their client to illustrated catalogues : it is so

easy and convenient to avoid the right

course, and to adopt that whih is more
agreeable and less costly. With the number-

any point of law the solicitor would be

manifestly giving himself away if he corn-

deal, and to his judgment and tact may be
j
promised it ; no less so would the architect if

, „ .

attributed much of his success as a profes- he permitted hia client to dictate to him on
j

less requirements and special crafts of the

sional man. A great deal depends also on ' a question of aspect, of plan, or construction.
[

profession it becomes harder to maintain the

his skill in conciliating the views and temper I This kind of yielding would be faithlessness firm opinion and authority which a pro-

of his client of being able to enter into to the trust reposed in him as a professional I
fessional man ought to possess. He has now

his thoughts, of seeing the building
as he sees it, without which the most

'

competent professional man cannot make

'

himself understood or win the good opinion
of his client. Yet this is a hard thing to

accomplish ; it is a natural temperament of

mind only which can complacently come
down to the level of the employer, however
ignorant he may be. We cannot imagine
every young architect who has passed his

professional examinations with honours,
accomplished in his profession, composedly
descending to his client's level and
patiently arguing with him about a point of
plan or design, listening to his views, or
endeavouring to fall in with them. To some
men such a frame of mind or conciliatory
temper would be impossible. It is a gift

given to few. More than likely the young
practitioner would consider such an attitude
undignified and unprofessional, and be dis-
posed to assert his opinion. And, of course,
it must be conceded that a professional man
ought to uphold his judgment in matters
which are strictly within the sphere of his
vocation ; it would not do to be too com-
placent on questions which concern the design
of a building or the treatment of a case. His
authority in all matters concerning the design
of a building ho cannot afford to be seriously
impugned, and, in fact, in proportion as he
maintains that authority will his clients
respect him. Yot it must bo exercised in
matters which belong to him, for which his
client comes to him, aa for example, the
nlan, the construction, and design of a
jjuilding. If the confidence reposed in him
is misplaced, the architect is himself the
suJTerer, and becomes liable to hia client.
But even while exercising his authority
iu these matters he can adopt a con-
ciliatory tone, and with firmness try to
win over his client to his opinion, or if

necessary try to meet him half-way. The
strongest and ablest men only are capable
of being generous. And there are a good
many little things about which the architect
can yield

; he can afford to be generous in
details of plan, such as the size and position
of a sitting-room, bedroom, or study, if it

adviser. The public come to the architect or

medical practitioner for their skilled advice,

and they expect to get it, even although it

may not turn out what they want, or is

unpalatable to them ; they pay for profes-

sional knowledge and skill, and they would
think none the worse of the practitioner for

giving them plain trutha or designs which are

disappointing. No doubt the British Philis-

tine would prefer to be pleased to have some-
thing that was less true and honest or correct.

to be au counint with all kinds of specialism
;

he must be a sanitary expert, a specialist on
construction of various kinds, technically

acquainted with electric installations, heating

and ventilation, mechanical plant ; in addi-

tion to these gifts he must be able to advise

and give his opinion on any scheme of

decoration, in wood, plaster, pottery, metal,

painting, wallpapers, also on colour schemes.

^Ve can hardly expect an architect to possess

an authority in more than one or two of these

more attractive to look npon than the archi- questions; but he ought to be able to speak

tect would care to give. The popular mind ,
decisively on them, so as to advise his client as

in matters of art, as well as medicine and ' to the proper system to adopt. Does he use

other thinga as well, is always willing to

sacrifice the orthodox and scientifically

coirect for something more intelligible and
pleasing to them. (Caterers for public amuse-
ments, dramatic and musical, find the plays

which '

' go down the beat " are those whicn are

less observant of principles and rulea of good
taste. The most popular entertainment is

that which appeals to the honhomii-, the

sports and humour or passion of the audience
;

the tradesman and manufacturer find that

their most saleable goods and designs are

just those which offend against good taste,

especially restrained, quiet treatment ; while
the most sought-after goods—be they fur-

niture, metalwork, or pottery—are those

which are bizarre, or " loud " m ornament.
Picture dealers find that the "pot boilers"

sell the best, and the same happens with those

who furnish designs for buildings : the villa

which is built to let or sell must be of the
iinu- deacription, fitted in the latest style of

the period, and lavish in the whims of the

modern decorator. The architect ahould bo
judge of what is right in building. The
dramatist, musical composer, or painter who
has a reputation does not pander to the taste

of the " gallery" or the picture-buyer, nor
should the architect be induced to modify or
" water down " his art for the sake of pleasing

people who have no taste for what is good or

true. His attitude ought to be firm and un-
yielding to the demands of the untutored
client. There are woU-detined principles of

architecture which ought to be maintained if

the professors of the art are to hold their own
does not contradict the principles of good for directly we permit art principles or
arrangement and aspects ; to provide extra ' doctrines to be watered down to meet the

this plan ? Is it not rather his habit to get

rid of his responsibility, to advise his client

to consult a specialist or a tradesman :•" The
work is taken off the architect's hands : he
has no trouble to study the subject, or to

prepare drawings and details. Such a trans-

ference of certain duties to others is not one
the profession can congratulate themselves

on, for it is bringing the architect to the

condition of an agent who undertakes to

supply designs and workmanship to meet the

requirements of hia clients. His authority

is weakened ; the inference drawn by the

client is that it the work is intrusted to a

number of specialists and tnidesmen, there is

no advantage in employing an architect, as

anyone who desired to build could obtain

such advice first hand. Of course this is not

strictly true, as the gonoral control and
supervision of the architect ought to naturally

influence the work as a whole ; he would
also have to recommend the tradosniou that

carried out the best work, and prevent any-
thing like a glaring discord. The archi-

tectural contracting system of carrying

out buildings in Amorica, by which a

firm or company of architects and builders

undertake to provide desigua and to carry

out any class of building to any order

would not give ua any relief, for the

employers would be the masters, and would
exorcise their authorit)' freely. The atti-

tude of such a company would be to con-

cede to the i^lient anything he desired, and
those who composed it, having a divided

responsibility, would be naturally dis-

posed to yield to the employer, so that

any authoritative opinion on questions
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of plan and construction is lost. Partner-

ships, as they often are composed, are

to some extent open to the same weakness.

The personal authority is not so strong when
two or more co-operate—a reason why the

artistic function should be left to one of the

members of the firm. A firm and \incom-
promising attitude on points of importance in

design is therefore not popular with a great

m.iny people, who like to have their own way,
and building committees as well as private

clients have their fads, which they think the

architect ought to let them indulge. But a

line must be drawn between the necessary

and essential matters and those of less con-

sequence. It is amazing to hear so much
rubbish regarded as artistic. In a large

American building paper a writer makes
curious remarks about architecture. It may
be tr\ie that there is

'

' more energy and more
art put into buildings to-day than within

the memory of living man," in America, at

least, and the writer wonders how it was that

in the Middle Ages men seemed to design

and build " beautiful structures right off the

bat without thought or premeditation."
'

' Beautiful buildings came naturally in that

unenlightened age." The writer evidently

seems to think that there ought to be better

architecture now than there was years ago.

Wo have become more "enlightened" in

some things, and we ought to show better art

for it, as if the most civilised and " up-to-
date"' nations have been the most artistic!

We had thought Macaulay, Spencer, and other

writers had proved how mistaken such an
assumption is in the light of known facts.

Yet the same writer we have quoted
actually admits : "In our brilliant civilisa-

tion the building of frightful structures

seems to be quite as natural !
" Why !'

Because the architectural schools are crowded
with " embryo " architects, our builders are

men of " sense and penetration," and men
who build have large funds at their disposal.

This writer thinks the excuses for poor
designing are slight ; the above are some of

the reasons for the contrary. And these
are the opinions of many who will not think.

Our civilisation, by dividing art, has done
away with authority and tradition, and all

that they implied—craftsmanshipand the like.

In their place we have independent opinion of

very doubtful authority. Personal whim and
caprice prevails. Various misunderstandings
have arisen from the same cause. Cost is

regarded as almost synonymous with art. The
American writer says that the " artistic house,
the refined house, is an object of cost and
lu.xury." Why so ? No doubt the idea

largely prevails in America, but we do not
think of an artistic house in this waj'. The
cheap house can be made as artistic, in the
true meaning of that misapplied word, as

one that costs a great deal. But the idea

prevails that " art" is a luxury, and must
be paid for. The less we have of such art the

better. We are told that '

' the cheap house
everyone wants, and is so ready to pay for at

the smallest cost, is not yet produced in

high grade of art." When art is so

spoken of as a question of "grades,"
or degrees of arc, we may at once
give up the task of instructing the pub-
lic mind on the subject. When we are

told " good building is an expensive thing,"

it would seem to disparage all effort to

produce good construction with small means
—a certainly indefensible proposition and
one likely to be misapprehended by the

public, it is one of those assertions which
the profession ought to be able to contradict

by using their best skill, and proving that

good buildings may be erected at small cost.

And there are other things which the
qualified architect ought to make equally
clear—namely, that architectural design is

not a matter of mere opinion or caprice, but
based on definite principles of construction
quite as absolute and true as those which
regulate any of the other learned professions.

In a recent lecture at McGill University, Pro-
fessor Percy E. Xobbs refers to the function of

design " as a thing with a right and wrong
in it ; not a mere matter of taste and whim,"
and he goes on to define certain essential

principles, "knowledge born of sympathy,"
which enables the designer to realise the uses

of an object or building made up of ex-
perience ; knowledge of material and
techni(|ue by which the designer's idea can be
given a concrete existence ; past traditions

;

sense of proportion, &c. The profession have
not yet seriously considered all that is implied
in their vocation ; they therefore cannot be
surprised to find the uneducated class of

employers underr.ating or neglecting to

recognise their qualifications and authority.

LIABILITY OF OWNERS : APPOETION-
MENT OP EXPENSES.

AN appeal by the urban district council of

Balby against a judgment of the Divi-
sional Court reversing a decision of certain

Justices of the West Riding of Yorkshire,

at Doncaster, raised a question of importance
to property owners. The report of the case

will be found in our " Legal Intelligence
"

last week. The urban district council decided

to pave the road, and notices were served on
all the owners of the premises' fronting the
road where the work was to be done. As the

notices were not complied with, the local

authority executed the work, in accordance

with the Act, which work was completed in

December, 1901, and on March 7 following

the owner of the premises (Mr. Millard)

sold them, and they were duly conveyed. The
district council surveyor duly apportioned on
the various owners the cost of the work, and
demanded from the owner £45 as the pro-

portion of expenses due from him : but he
declined to pay on the ground that, under the

Public Health Act, 1875, which gave the local

authority power to do the work and charge

the expenses on the frontagers, the owner of

the property (the person liable), must be the

person owning the premises at the date when
the demand for cost was made. But the

local authority argued that the person liable

to pay was not required by law to be the

owner of the premises both at the date of the

completion of work and at the date of the

demand, but that by section 257 of the Public
Ilealth .\ct the apportioned expenses were
summarily recovei'able from the person who
was the owner of the premises at the

time when the works were completed.

The work having been carried out during
the time that Mr. Millard was owner of the

premises, the liability to pay was fixed on
him as soon as his share was demanded. The
.Justices took the view of the local authority,

but on appeal the owner succeeded in getting

that decision set aside. The Divisional

Court considered themselves bound by a

case, "Reg. v. Swindon Local Board,"
decided 25 years ago, and which appeared to

support his contention. The district council

appealed against this decision, and several

cases were cited. In giving judgment, the

Master of the Rolls said that " in his opinion,

the Act clearly intended that the person on
whom the notice to do the work had been
served, and who owned or occupied the

premises during the time the work had been

done, should be liable to pay his apportioned

cost of the work. It might be that he had a

right to be indemnified by the person to

whom he sold the premises in the interval

between the date that the work was finished

and the date that the apportionment was
made and the sum found due ; but that

question was not before the Court. He
thought the case that had led the Divisional

Court to decide in favour of the owner could

be distinguished." The Master of the Rolls

did not think the dictum on the point now
raised, and which was not directly raised in

that case, was one that should be followed.

The appeal was allowed, with costs.

The abjve is a brief recital of the case as
reported. The decision appears to be a just

one. The urban district council have power
under the Public Health Act, 1S75, to pave
an

J-
road along which houses havebeen erected

and to serve on the owners of the premises
fronting the portion to be paved the usual
notice. In default of the owners complying
with the notice the local authority executed
the work themselves, and under the above
Act they have power to do the work, and
charge the expense on the "frontagers."
The '

' owner or occupier
'

' was the person
liable under the Act, but for Mr. Millard it

was contended that the person liable must be
the person owning the premises at the time
when the demand for cost was made ; but
this contention, as we have seen, was dis-

puted. Section 257 of the Public Ilealth

Act provides that the apportioned expenses
were recoverable from the person who owned
the premises at the time the works were
completed, and this appears to be the reason-

able construction to be put on the clause of

the Act which intended that the person on
whom the notice was servvsd to do the work
was the party liable, who also occupied the
premises during the time the work was in

progress. The proceeding of the urban
district council is certainly clear : but as to
whether the owner or the person to whom he
sold the premises between the completion of

the work and the date that the demand was
made for the sum found due in the aj)por-

tionment is liable, is a question of agreement
we should say between the parties. It may be
that the owner is entitled to be indemnified

bj' the purchaser ; but this does not affect

the main question as to the Kibility of
the owner or occupier to the authorities.

It may be of use to say that before the
Private Street Works Act, 1892, came into

operation, all private streets were " made
up " under section 150 of the Public Health
Act, 1875, which provides that where any
street within any urban district (not being a
highway repairable by the inhabitants at

large) or the carriageway, footway, or any
other part of such street, is not sewered,
le^lled, paved, metalled, flagged, channelled,

and made good, or is not lighted to the satis-

faction of the urban authority, such authority

may by notice addressed to the respective

owners or occupiers of the premises fronting,

adjoining, or abutting on such parts thereof

as may be required to be sewered, levelled,

paved, &c require them to sewer,

level, pave, metal, flag, channel, or make
good, or to provide proper means for lighting

the same within a time to be specified on
each notice. Drawings of such works to a
scale of not less than fin. for 88ft. for apian,

and lin. for 10ft. for a vertical section, are to

be made before giving such notices, and to

be deposited for inspection of all persons
interested. If not complied with, the urban
authority may execute the works, and can
recover the expenses fi-om theowners according
to the frontages of their respective premises,

and in siich proportion as may be settled

by the surveyor or by arbitration. The
Private Street Works Act, 1892, was passed
with the view of overcoming various diffi-

culties, and may be adopted by urban
authorities, and even by rural districts by
the L.Gr.B. The advantages of this Act are

that an opportunity is given to hear the
objections of owners of frontages before the

expense is incurred, and several gi-ounds are

given upon which owners may make objec-

tions, to which we refer the reader, under
section 7. Probablj the objection made by
the alleged owner in the case mentioned may
have had a hearing under this Act.

There xs one point of interest in cases of

this kind in which the principle of apportion-

ment is adopted in assessing the cost. Under
the Act of 1875, the principle is based on
frontage only ; but under the Private Street

Works Act, 1892, the local authority has

power to decide whether the apportionment
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is to be made according to frontage only,

or to take into account the degree of benefit

derived by any premises, and the amount of

work already done by any of the owners.

The Act in short states that the apportion-

ment shall be according to the frontage, un-
less the local authority otherwise resolve. An
important question is raised by this provision,

namely whether it is fair to make each owner
of premises pay according to his frontage

from which he does not solely benefit. Take
as an instance the owner of property at the

corner of two streets or roads, having a long

side frontage, instances of which occur on
every estate. Is it reasonable that the owner
of such side property should pay on the whole
length of his return frontage 'i We hardly

think it is. At least it is only fair that the

local authorities in such a case should con-

sider the circumstances, or at least charge

for the flank frontage at a less rate than they

would for the actual frontage. The owner of

such a plot, it is true, has some advantages in

a double frontage to his house ; but it is a

simple accident that he should have a long
side "frontage" thrust upon him, which
must be walled in or fenced, and the

road drained and paved. lie does

not derive any personal advantages
or benefit : in fact, in many cases it seems
fair that the frontagers to the main road
should each pay their share in the side

frontage, the length being divided amongst
them, in which case the corner occupant
would pay the same amount ; but there are

exceptional instances to consider, and each
case must be decided on its merits. It may
also be mentioned here that "owner" is

defined as the pei-son for the time being
receiving the rack rent of the lands or pre-

mises, whether on his own account or as agent
or trustee for any person, or who would re-

ceive the same if such premises were let. An
apportionment, according to the Act men-
tioned, has to show the amounts charged on
the respective premises, the names of the

owners, and whether the apportionment is

made according to frontage or otherwise. Of
course the work, as one writer observes,

necessitates great accuracy ; the length of

frontage must be exactly found. Before
a provisional apportionment can be made,
the local authority must decide whether it

be made according to frontage or other con-
siderations. For instance, the value of any
work done by the owners or occupiers of any
premises, or any special benefit which the
surveyor may consider any of the premises
derive from the works over and above other
premises, has to be taken into account.
Sometimes an owner may have done work
which benefits the property, and such should
be considered. If old materials are taken up
in the repaying, credit is to be given for it.

The " final apportionment" is the surveyor's
last duty, and groat care is necessary in

making it corroct in every particular.

If property has changed hands since

the provisional work was commenced,
the surveyor should be careful to make
the necessary alteration of name, as the
person on whom the provisional notice
was served is not liable if ho does not own
the property. This provision seems to clash
with that of tho decision we have referred to,

the charges being on the properties ; but that
case was under the Act of IsT.J, section 'J.j7.

This mode of apportionment of expenses is

naturally enough open to objection. Wo may
imagine one or two case3 likely to occur.
The owner of a long frontage may raise an
objection that paving a footway is unneces-
sary before liis premises ; other owners aro
agreeable to have their frontages paved. Tho
urban authority may use a little discretionary
power in such a case if the objector's frontage
is considorablo and not built on, and thoy
may be content to allow tho said frontage to
bo channelled and curbed only. Not long
since the owner of a "side frontage" or
" abutment," aa it is called, was called upon

to pay his share of the apportionment in

draining and making-up the level of side

roadway to his premises, to which he objected.

The raising of the footway and road necessi-

tated the raising of his boundary wall. This

cost, we believe, the local authority paid,

but the owner was required to pay his share

in the expense of laying sewer and making
roadway. We think in this case a com-
promise was effected. As we have hinted, it

appears rather hard that an owner of a corner

property should have to pay for the cost of

sewering or paving a side road which may
be of no personal value to him, and which may
extend to several hundreds of feet, while his

neighbours only pay for their frontage. But
we believe there are very few cases where

the cost has been modified. In one instance

it was contended that the corner property

benefited by the making-up of the side-

street. Of course, a local authority could

not demand payment for anything such as

a sewer which was not laid down, though

intended to be constructed. In all such

instances commonsense and justice should bo

exercised in the apportionment of expenses.

The surveyor of the local authority is, of

course, the responsible agent in these matters,

and to him the authoritj' looks for a fair

apportioning of tho cost. Judgment is,

therefore, necessary in making allowances

for old materials, in taking into account any
work done by certain owners which benefit

the property, and in charging the owners only

for work actually carried out. Each street

should be taken separately, so that the

conditions are the same, and not taken with

other streets, and the costs apportioned

amongst all the owners. No doubt the

principle of apportionment, if carefully worked
out, is the only reasonable one that can be
adopted for streets and improvements under
the Act.

ARMAGH CATHEDRAL.
[with LirnOGRAI'IIIC ILLVSTK.iTIOXS.]

TH E works recently carried out in this cathedral

from the designs and under the personal super-

vision of Messrs. Aahlin and Coleman, architects,

of Dawson-atreet, Dublin, include the stone

groining to the aisles, aide chapels, and towers
;

mosaic inlays to all the internal walls throughout

;

the decoration of the nave, chancel, and transept

ceilings; new marble altars, screens and cardinal's

throne ; marble pavements to the choir, to the

Lady altar, and to the Sacred Heart altar ; the

marble pulpit and coiutnunion railings, the

marble organ-gallery front, the oak organ-case

and oak entrance-porches, the choir stalls, and
the electric light installation and fittings. In
the decoration of the cathedral an important and
unique method—as far as Ireland is concerned
—has been adopted in covering the entire

walls of the fabric from the floor to the groining
throughout with mosaic— small fragments of

variously coloured hard material embedded
together in pictorial patterns. The painting

with which the interior was formerly decorated

had become sadly disfigured by moisture caused

by tho condensation usual upon the thick stone

walls of such edifices. When considering the

matter of renovation, it appeared that tho expense
of replastering tho WiiUs in such a m;inner as to

resist as far as possible this condensation, and
tho expense of repainting, with the immense
preliminary labour of scaffolding, would of

necessity be very groat ; while in a comparatively
short time thoro might ho the same trouble and
expense in renewing it. It w^s therefore

decided by His Eminence Cardinal Loguo at the

outset to ado[it the suggestion of tho architects,

and employ the more permanent method of

decoration, as tho extra cost which it neces-

sarily involved would be comparatively small,

having regard to tho advantages gained thereby.

In Italy many of the fine old churches owo much
of their beauty to thoir rich mosaics, and in the

damp Irish climate, where ordinary painted decora-

tion is apt to fade after some years, this mode of

treatment is specially suited to churches, for not

only does it form a permanent ornamentation,
lut tho effect of the material itself is more raonu-

montiil, and enhances the architectural appear-

ance of the structure. In the execution of this

work, -which has bean in progress for over two

years, two iirms were engiged—viz., Messrs.

WoUiscroft and Co., of Hanley, and Messrs.

Oppenheimer and Co., of Manchester. The nave,

spamirels of the crossing, transepts and tower

porches were executed by the latter, and the

Lady-chapel, side chapels, and aisles were dona

by the former firm. The walls of the Lady-chapel

have a soft terracotta ground, with a pattern

inlaid in stone colour, divided into squares with

brownlines, enriched byquatrefoils at the intersec-

tions, in gold on a blue ground; ornamental bands

are worked in occasionally through the work, and

the portions over the band at the level of the clere-

story windows are fiUed with foliated scrollwork in

two shades, with gold introduced at intervals in the

flowers, &c. The back of the tritorium is filled

in with diaper ornament in gold on a blue ground.

The spandrils immediately over the arcade have

medallions, with gold ground, containing

emblems from the Litany of the B.V.M. outlined

in black. The gable wall of this chapel deserves

special mention on account of tho ornate treat-

ment of the design and the beautiful soft effect of

the colours, harmonising so well with the stained

glass and at the same tims forming an exquisite

background to the white marble screens. When
seen from the front of the church, the gold inlays

in the various portions of the work and the

angels interwoven in the ornament in rich colours,

with the sparkle of the gold at intervals, produce
'

' a glorious and indescribable effect." The south

aisle of the chancel is devoted to St. Brigid, and

the walls are suitably adorned with subjects from

her life—viz., St. Brigid founding her Monastery

in Kildare, St. Brigid healing the Lepers, St.

Brigid receiving the Veil from St. Mel, St. Brigid

before the King of Leinster, St. Brigid herding

the Cattle of the Druids. The dado round the

chapel is in a dark ground with diapered work
having St. Brigid's oak leaf worked in; while

the jambs of the windows are enriched with

ornament on a gold-coloured ground, with

medallions at intervals containing emblems in

gold of the sacred fire, St. Brigid's Church, &c.,

on a blue ground. The gable end has a figure of

St. Colombkille in a niche surrounded with

foliated mosaic and angels in the spandrels, with

the inscription in Irish below, " St. Colombkille,

pray for us." The chapel in the north aisle is

dedicated to St. Joseph, and is ornamented with

groups in panels on the north wall—viz ,
" The

Flight into Egypt," " Dream of St. Joseph,"

"Presentation of Child Jesus in the Temple,"
"Espousals of St. Joseph," "Presentation of

B.V.M. in the Temple." The gable wall contains

a figure of St. Patrick immediately over the

sacristy entrance with the inscription in Irish,

"St Patrick, pray for us"; and the walls

generally are ornamented with foliated work,

similar to that in St. Brigid's Chapel. The mosaic

in the transepts is similar in treatment to that

in tho Lady-chapel, but the gold has been

omitted.

Medallions are introduced in the work, and the

gable walls have angels with scrolls. The nave

is very richly ornamented and adorned with

foliated scrolls in colourjand gold. Tho spandrels

over tho nave arcade are filled with medallions of

tho patron saints of twenty dioceses, viz. :—St.

Patrick, St. Finian, St. Mel, St. Macartan, St.

Eugene, St. Malachy, St. Colman, St. Fedlimin,

St. Adaranan, St. Laurence, St. Conloth, St.

Klan, St. Kyran, St. Jarlath, St. JIatthow, St.

Brendan, St. Aeic, St. Moredach, St. Xicholas,

St. Brigid, all of which are in colour, beiutifuUy

executed on a gold ground. Immediately over

these, in the clerestory, are the arms of the

dioceses of Ireland in the various colours on a

shield, ai-ranged in panels with carved angels

holding them. Tho great attraction, however, is

the crossing where tho high altar stamls. the six

spandrels of which, over tho high arches, are

beau'ifuUy inlaid with mosaic figured subjects

in gold and colour, representing "The (iood

Shepherd," "Tho Risurrection," "Christ and

Magdalen," and "Tho Ascension." The one

facing towards tho nave contains a splendid

picture of St. Patrick converting and baijtising

the triih. Thii portion is specially interest-

ing, being exquisitely drawn and grouped. It

may be mentioned that sketches for the

cirloon drawings of thoso spandrels wore pre-

pared by Mr. '.lohn Kirloy, of Dublin. The
other spandrels aro further enhanced with angels

bearing scrolls surrounded with foliated orna-

ment in various tints and outlined. Tho mosaic

in tho aisles is in keeping with the rest of the

work, having a cream-colour ground with line
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ornament up to the springing of the windows,
the intervals up to the groining being filled in

with a scroll design in brown. The spandrel

over the entrance door from the tower on the

south side contains the Cardinal's arms, and that

on the north aiele the arms of Tope Leo XIII.
The baptistery in the tower, also the porches,

are lined wi'h mosaic The baptistery contains

two large subjects: "The Baptism of our Lord,"
and " St. Patrick and the two Princesses at the

well of Oogla "
; the latter being also the subject

of a beautiful stained -glass window in the

northern aisle. We gave an account of the

opening and views, with plan of the cathedral,

in the BviLniNG News for August 12 last,

when the new pulpit was also illustrated.

This work was carried out by Signer Oreste

Amici, a distinguished Roman artist. The pre-

vailing shade adopted for the ground colour of

the ceilings throughout is of a soft terracotta shade

to harmonise with the colour of the wall mosaic.

The panels have foliated ornament in cream
colour and gold with leaves, &c., relieved in

various shades of subdued colours outlined in

black. The ribs are picked out in gold, the

hollows being in red. The groining over the

clerestory windows in the nave is similarly

treated, with groups interwoven in the ornament
on a gold ground representing incidents con-

nected with the Irish Saints from the time of St.

Patrick to that of St. Laurence U'Toole as

follows :—Apparition of the Angel to St. Patrick

;

St. Martin of Tours gives St. Patrick the

Eeligious Habit ; St. Patrick receives his Mission

from Pope Celestine, a d. 432 ; the Dispute with
the Druids : the Vocation of St. Benignus : St.

fienignus recalling to life the Daughter cf King
Daire, a.d. 468 ; St. Brigid blessing her
Monastery at Kildare ; St. Brigid giving Sight to

Sister Dara, a.d. 490 ; St. Columbkille receiving

the "Cranes" from Ireland, a.d. 597 ; Prophecy
of St. Columbkille to Eman ; St. Columbanus
founding his monasttry of Bohbio, a.d. 597

;

St. Ita end her companions Guided by an Angel,
A.D. 569 ; Death of St. Dympna, a d. 625 ; St.

Brendan sails on his Voyage, a.d. 560 ; St.

Adamnan Blessing the Hands of Cobban, a.d.,

630 ; St. Colman Teaching at Lismore, a.d. 678
;

St. Adamnan writing the Life of St. Columbkille,

a.d. 705 ; the Pope Bleesing St. Albert and his

Brothers before their Departure for Germany, a.d.

750 ; St. Virgil founding the Cathedral at

Salisbury, a.d. 784 ; St. Celsus dying, sends his

CnziertoSt. Malachy, a.d. 1122; St. Malachy
chosen as primate of Armagh, a.d. 1133; St.

Malachy succouring the Plague-stricken People in

Armagh ; Gelasius consecrates St. Laurence
O'Toole, A.D , 1162 ; St. Laurence O'Toole before

King Henry II. of England. The crossing is

elaborately decorated with foliated ornament and
gold relieved with colour, and the scale of the

work is arranged to blend in with that of the

mosaic work in the spandrels underneath. The
panels contain the following saints, patriarchs

and prophets : St. Augustine, St. Leo II. the

great, St. Jerome, St. Ambrose, King David,
Malachy, Daniel, and Zacharias.—The transepts

also contain medallions of Irith Saints, &c., and
are richly decorated, the carving and angels being
picked out in gold with red in the hollows. The
general tone of the decoration throughout is

described as exceedingly tffective and artistic.

ELECTRIC HEATERS.

AT the showrooms of the well-known firm of

electrical engineers, Messrs. Rashleigh

Phipps and Co., of 147, Oxford-street, W., are

to be seen many new and admirable arrangemtnts

for electric lighting and heating, which ought to

be known by every architect who desires to adopt

or specify improved fittings and appliances.

Rashleigh Phipps and Co. have made electric

lighting, heating, and ven'ilating their special

study, and the fittings they produce are exam-
ples of a refined and artistic treatment of

metalwork. The electric - light fittings, the

beautiful creations in the form of lanterns,

brackets, pendants, and electroliers are well

worth notice ; but we particularly wish to

draw the attention of the readers of the

Building News to the system of electiii-

heating which this (nterprising company have

lately introduced, and which diffeis from any
other ordinary system, in the entire absence

of wire resistances, and consequent failure and
cost. These electric heaters or stoves are attract-

ive, neat, and compact ; the outer casings are

made of iron, nickel-plated metal, and polished

SINGLE SIX-RUOMED COTTAGE, REFERRED TO AS "A.'

GRond ICtjOrl .pgo 0** P;.urV -

PLAN AND SECTION OF SINGLE SIX-ROOMED COTTAGE, REFERRED TO AS "A.

ELEVATIONS OF SINGLE SIX'-EOOMED COTTAGE, REFERRED TO AS "A."
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BLOCK OF THREE COTTAGES (ONE OF FOUR ROOMS AND TWO oF SIX
ROOMS), REFERRED TO AS " B."

coppfr, and they have the advantage of not
occupying much room, are light, and soon moved
to any convenient corner of a room. They are

very suitable for offices, bedrooms, and halls— in

fact any room where heating is required for a
thort time, and where any fumes cr vitiated air

would be objectionable. The front of these

heaters is made with two open panels, across

perforated top about 2ft. Sin. high by 1ft. 6in.

wide in front, and a few inches in width, was
about £1 5s., the consumption 1,500 watte
1-2 units per hour. Another heater a little

larger, with bevelled top, with a maximum con-

sumption of 1,()00 watts, is priced at £6 5s

Small circular forms of heaters made of nickel-

plated and matt black, with a consumption of

do. We find that the cost of using these

heattrs for cooking is very fmall, and wilh
current at 3d. per unit, a pint and a half of water
may be raised from 60° to boiling point at a cost

of a fittthing. As the electric supply companies
charge about one-half of the usual rate for

current used for heating purposes, there is a
great inducement to use these electric heaters
and appliances. The application of the sanne

principle of heating to kettles, coffee, milk-
warmer machines, and egg-boilers, domestic irons,

cigar- lighteis. hot plates, and other domestic ufea

to be seen at Uathltigh Phipps' rooms is a revela-

tion of the acvances made in electric heating,

worthy of a visit from all interested in the fitting

uo of hotels, restaurants, private residences, and
offices.

HUNDRED POUND COTTAGES.

SOME weeks since, an interesting letter ap-
peared in the Sp''ctfitoi\ in which the writer

slated he had been abli to biii'd f\ibstantial

cottages in rural districts at Eomething like £100.
At our request he has sent us p'ans and de-
scriptions :

—

I am at last able to forward to you six photo -

graphs and plans which I have been preparing.
I hope you will not think that I put them forward
as models of what cottages should be. I send
them because, after having tried a good many
plans, I think that these, on the whole, best

combine convenience and economy with a tolerable

appearance. I am sending the following :

—

1. A single six-roomed cottage, marked A. Of
this I send both plan and photograph.

2. A block of three cottages ; one of four rooms
and two of six rooms, marked B. (If this I fend
photograph, plans, and elevations. H.ang!ng tiles

on studding are used, and not brickwork, as

shown in bedroom plan.

3. A block of three four-roomed cottages (section

and photogrjph), marked C. The plan is slightly

agx^HO'^ Ag eng ei^^at^ori
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PLANS, SECTIONS, ANO ELEVATIONS OF COTTAGES REEERllED TO AS " H."

which are placed a number of horizontal strips of
mica ill two thicknesses with a backing of metal.
Through the centre of the middle plato of mica
the current passes which imparts the heat. These
strips are placed wilh a small space between, and
resemble louvres or laths of a Venetian blind.
The outer metal esse is perforated to allow tho
heit to escape. We saw several forms of these
electric heaters, one of polished copper with flat

700 watta -6 units per hour, are also made (|uite

large enough for small rooms or bedrooms, very

moderate in price, which includes connections.

These marvels of sciontilic heaters occupy little

space when compared wiih gas-stovis and
other heaters, and possess hygienic advaii-

tantages over all other systems when he.it is

required for short periods, as they give olT

no fumes, which gas and oil - stoves always

altered from that shown in the photograph, the

chimneys being now in the centre.

I. A plan, marked I), of a block ot the same
pattern of four-rooined houses. In these the rojf

is a'tered for further economy.

5. A photograph, K,' of a block cf these fou--

* Mr. ClouKh has not been able to lend U3 phutoprapli
Eyet.
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BLOCK OF THREE FOUR-ROOMED COTTAGES, REFERRED TO AS " C

roomed houses at Forest Row, Sussex (roof as

in C;.

The best detail that I can give is for the hlock
of cottages shown in the photograph C. These
should he built in a block of four for less than
£110 apiece. The items of cost are the following:

Bricks (11,000) at 4Cs. per 1,000 £22
Tiles (Bridgwater) 4 10
Timber 20
Cement 1 10
Pelt 17 6
Ljmeandhair 1 10
Glass 12 fi

Nails and wall-ties 15
Lead 1 10
Fittings (doors and windows) 1 10
Ranges and grates 3
Miscellaneous 2

Labour :

—

Carting 5 10
Carpenters 16
Bricklayera 13
Plasterers 4
Painters 4
Labourers 3 10

Total 105 15

As regards the cost of the others, A is, I think,
ihe cheapest form of a six-roomed detached
cottage. I shall have details of it shortly. 1

think it can be built fcr £170. I have just built

block B.
M.VTEBIALS USED IN BLOCK B.

£ S. d.
Lime, cement, and sand 13 15
Bricks 69 2 3
Tiles (roofing) 18 9 9
Tiles (hanging) 8 6 6
Timber 51 10 5
Guttering 3 4 2
Various :

- Zinc, paint, distemper, laths,
nails, hair, wall-ties, felt, window
casements, doors, door and window
furniture, EC's, and coppers 36 15 6

Lead 15
Railway carriage on tiles, &c 3
Waste of materials 15

Total 224 3 7

Sot long ago, I built a block in which the
auiddle four-roomed cottage was omitted ; the two
six-roomed houses cost £320. I calculate this

block of three cottages should cost £430. In
further reference to the photographs and plans,
C, D, E, I have just obtained an estimate from a
local builder to put up a block of these cottages, as
in plan C, for £339. I have no doubt he will
lower this price.

I am now building a block of four cottages at
Christchurch, as plan D. It seems clear that this
will be the most economical form, because they
dispense with bricks in the upper floors. The
mansard roof secures this advantage and defeats
the foolish interference of by-laws with timber
framing.

I am now sending plans of two blocks of these
cottages to the East C4rinstead Rural District
Council. They will show a second story—more inflammable tha.i Mr. Blunt's cottages

—

placed over a brick story, but the council will be
unable to forbid them.
The photograph E shows four houses of very

nearly this accommodation. They are, I think,

very satisfactory in appearance, and can be built

for £110 a piece.

I should like to say, before closing this letter,

that I can easily quote many other people besides

myself who succeed in building as good cottages,

equally cheaply, and at the same time I have no
doubt that a large percentage of builders, if

shown these plans, will entirely refuse to build at

the price I suggest. The proper course is then to

hand the quantities and combined cost of labour

to a small builder, and ask if he objects to any
item. I regret that this correspondence has

o-rva ciGvaiicri

Section axd Elevation of Foi'u-Roomed

Cottages, Refeered to as " C."
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SECTIONS, ELEVATIOXS, AND BEDROOM PLAN OF COTTAGES " D."

sprung up before I have quite enough details

ready, and I fear that I can hardly undertake to

give further quantities to all who ask : but I hope
I may be able to assist some of those who are

actually negotiating with builders.

This is not a district where building is especially

cheap, but I have half-a-dozen men ready to build
" these small cottages " at about £110 apiece.

The best method of cheapening the supply of

cottages seems to me to be (1) in enabling the

person buying to know what he pays for, and (2)

in making it possible to apply payment by piece-

work to all the labour. These ends will be secured

by stereotyping a tew patterns of cottages, and
ascertaining exactly the cost of every item in their

construction. A. H. CLOtnit.

Castlotop, Burley, Ringwood.

THE LIMMER ASPHALTE PAVING
COMPANY, LTD.

OrENING or NEW PREMISES.

THE launch of II.M. battleship Bhirk lYuicr

was considered by the directors of the

Limmer Asphalte Paving Co. a suitable occasion

upon which to invito a number of professional

gentlemen to be present at the inauguration of

the additions to their premises, and at the same
time view from the works opposite the launch of

another of Britain's bulwarks.

The Limmer Asphalte Paviog Co.'s premises

are situate at lilackwall, at the mouth of the Lea,

and just within the administrative county of

London, having a frontage of 4.S0ft. to the river

with facilities for vessels unloading and loading
direct alongside, and loOft. to the road, (Jrchard
place, covering an area of about

2J, acres. The com
pany wore formerly the leasees of only a portion of

the property ; but having purchased the freehold of

the whole some few years ago, it was decided to

make extensive additioos so as to enable the
company to cope with thoir increasing business.
Certain of the old buildings were demolished,
and new and substantial factories, workshops,
stables, ollices, and stores are now erected, also a
new wharf- wall and quay for landing anl
shipping material. The main factory, which
consists of crushing - mills, grinding - mills,

powder floors, spaces for boilers, roasters, grit-
stores, k<\, ic, is of two floors, each floor

having an area of about IS, 000ft. superficial.
The substratum of the site is of that delicate
nature which is generally found near the river,

and it was consequently necessary to carry down
the loncrete foundations to a considerable depth,
especially next the quay.
The whole of the buildings are built of stock

bricks Id cement. The floors are of fireproof

construction, and supported by steel stanchions.

The steel joists used are imbedded in concrete

and covered with the company's mineral rock

mastic asphalte. The roofs are treated in a similar

manner, being laid flat with openings in them to

allow materials to be lowered in their places on

the respective floors as desired. The new stables

and loose boxes are lined inside with salt-glazed

bricks. The Limmer Company's new patent

paving, " Lithofalt," is used for paving the

stables, and is evidently a very suitable material,

and, at the same time, reasonable in cost, and
compares very favourably with the blue brick and
other paving hitherto generally used for that kind

of work. A roof, 22ft. liin. high, has been thrown
over the yard (53ft. by 80ft.) between the buildings,

so that the vans &o., maybe loaded in the dry.

There are carpenters', engineers', and smiths'

shops and other buildings placed in suitable

positions for the proper carrying out of the works.

A manager's residence and horsekeeper's cottage

are also provided, and abut upon the public

roadway.
The company obtain their rock from their own

mines in the heart of the Bassin de Seyssel, also

from Sicily and Hanover. The raw rock is

brought to the wharf in specially chartered

vessels which come alongside the quay and are

unloaded in a very short time by means of a

powerful travelling crane which can run to any
part of the wharf and pick up the material from
any part of the vessels and deliver either on the

roof of the buildings, into the buildings, or into

trucks, which are run upon a specially constructed

steel overhead gantry to different parts of the

works for stacking or immediate use. A new and
powerful patent crusher is placed in a sunk base-

_
ment for the crushing of the rock asphalte, and
other disintegrating and mixing machines are

placed in proper soiiuence, so that no ground is

travelled over twice before the rock, reduced to a

lino powder, reaches the boilers and roasters,

where it is finished ready for use upon roadways,

pavements, floors, water reservoirs, or any other

purpose requiring this reliable and durable

material.

The machinery in the new works is driven by
electric motors of 12011. P., and the premises

throughout are lighted by electricity, and every-

thing bears quite an up-to-date appearance. The
electric current is taken direct from the mains of

the Poplar Borough Council, and thus with the

old works the company have the whole of their

machinery duplicated.

Thii Managing Director of the Company, Mr.

H. II. lilake, has taken great pains in seeing

that every detail of the new buildings and
machinery has been so arrangeil with a view to

every possible future economy. Messrs. Clarkson,

of Poplar and Bloomabury, were the architects,

and have carried out the company's desires with
every satisfaction. Messrs. Selby and Saunders,

of Victoria-street, Westminster, were the quantity

surveyors, and the several contractors who have
satisfaictorily carried out the work, were Messrs.

r. and H. F. Higgs, of Loughborough Junction,

for the buildings, and Messrs. G. Munday and
Sons for the river frontage.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE opening meeting of the seventieth session

of the Institute was held on Monday even-

ing, and, despite the inclement weather, was very
numerously attended, many ladies being among
the gufsts present. The chair was taken by the

newly-elected President, Mr. John Belcher,

A.R.A. Mr. Alexander ( Jraham, hon. secretary,

read a long list of recently deceased members of

the Institute, only one of whom, however, had
taken a prominent part in the affairs—Professor

Robert Kerr, the founder and first President of

the Architectural Association, and one who for

many years was a conspicuous figure and frequent

speaker at the Institute meetings. There was
perhaps a suspicion of aggressiveness in his

manner ; but this was characteristic of a man of

very strong will and of earnest thought, and
beneath the contentious manner was a fund of

good humour and of good will. They were
greatly indebted to Professor Kerr for having
suggested and organised the standing committees

of Art, Science, and Professional Practice, which
had been productive of great benefit to the pro-

fession, and had brought together for consulta-

tion numbers of men who would not otherwise

have met. Professor Kerr would be longest

remembered as one of the pioneers of architec-

tural education in this country. He concluded

by proposing a vote of condolence with Professor

Kerr's relatives, one which was agreed to in

silence.

THE OPENINO AUllRESS

was then delivered by the President. In his

introductory remarks he referred to the difficulty

of following such an occupant of the chair of such

exceptional qualifications and ability as his pre-

decessor, Mr. (now Sir) Aston Webb, and inci-

dentally mentioned that he proposed to continue

the pleasant " At Homes" inaugurated by Mr.
Webb. Turning to matters of more general

architectural interest, the past year had been

distinguished by events of unusual importance.

The laying of the foundation-stone of the new
Cathedral of Liverpool—probably the last Gothic

cathedral to be built in our days—was a unique

occasion. Architects would watch with interest

every stage and every feature in the growth and
development of this important building. In the

genius of Mr. G. G. Scott, who had inherited

the traditions of a talented family, and in the

supervising care of that most learned and pro-

found exponent of Gothic methods, Mr. Bodley,

R.A., they had ample assurance and guarantee

that the beauty and excellence of the work will

be complete. Another great undertaking which

had been begun was the Memorial to the late

(iueen, as designed by Mr. Aston Webb.
Already the laying out of the new road in the

Mall, with its avenues of trees and approaches

to the Palace, was complete, and had bfen

greeted with universal approval and commenda-
tion. The large piers which marked the points of

divergence of the several roads and avenues

showed how effectively these were set out. Not
only were the existing approaches — wiih

Constitution Hill—brought into unity, but they

were so contrived as to open up new vistas.

At one point a fine open turfed way reaching-

across the (treen Park would in future bo viewed

through elaborate iron gates and piers witli fine

effect. Mr. Webb had certainly made the most

of his opportunities, and when all his design,

including the arcading, was completed they

might anticipate a result of which all would be

proud. The present unfinished aspect of the

work, from which tho main architectural features

were lacking, would give tho public but little

idea of tho beauty and harmony of Mr. WobbV
entire Bcherao. The very commonpliico electii'-

light standards, to which so much exception had

been taken, wore, he might remark, only

tcmjiorary, and would soon be replaced by othf rs

specially designed by Mr. Webb himself. Tho
Indian Memorial to tho (Juecn had also bt-en

taken in hand. < iwing to the nature of the site
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chosen, the foundations for the superstructure

designed by Sir William Emerson had presented
many diflicullies, which, however, had been
overcome by methods of considerable ingenuity.

The contemplated extension to the British

Museum—so long needed—had been intrusted to

Mr. J. J. Burnet, whose excellent (ireek work in

Glasgow fully entitled him to this distinction.

The President reminded members of the great
International Congress of 1906, which will take

place in London. The necessary preparation and
organisation for this important event are, he
observed, already well in hand, and will continue
to occupy the attention of the Council. He had
the honour formally to announce that the King
Tiad graciously consented to be the Patron, and
the Prince of Wales the Honorary President, of

the Congress. The occasion would be in the
highest degree interesting and important—fruit-

ful, too, they must well hope, in opportunities
not only for advancing the true interests of their

art, but also for drawing public attention to its

value and importance as a factor in the national
life and education. It is to this end, continued
the I'resident, that our Institute should always be
directing its efforts. We are something

MORE TH.IN A TRADE I'XIOX

—we are a corporation whose members are called

to rise above the differences which so often dis-

tract the artist, and to act harmoniously as from
one centre, to the end that architecture may
flourish as a fine art. The Institute's growing
influence brings, of course, distinction to its

members, which distinction, however, must be
honourably earned—won, in fact, by force of

merit rather than demanded as a right. The
increase in our numbers gives proof of vitality

and vigour ; but this involves greater responsi-
T)ility, and an obligation to let the audacity of

youth give place to the growing caution and
dignity of maturer years and riper experience.
We may, perhaps, differ among ourselves as lo

the true line of advance ; but we are all actuated
by the same loyal desire, and all ambitious to see

the Institute firmly established in the honourable
position it has earned. We must see to it, then,
that the foundation is secure before we attempt to

addtothesuperstructure. We mu8t,inotherwords
know something of our limitations as well as of

our influence and power, bearing in mind the old
lesson of the nut and the nut-crackers—if the
crackers are not strong enough to crack the nut,
the nut will assuredly be hard enough to break
the crackers. The purpose and work of the
Institute are not limited to the great metropolitan
interests. Unlike the allied societies which are
represented on its Council, and which are mainly
concerned with local and personal matters, the
Institute, as a corporate body, has a duty towards
the whole profession, and its Council, in weighing
the many difficult problems that come before them
for solution, have to remember this greater
responsibility, this more extended obligation.

EEOISTRATION.

One such subject before the Institute at the
present time is the question of Registration.
Registration is apt to be somewhat hastily re-

garded as a panacea for all ills, so that the very
sound of it breathes comfort, like '

' that blessed
word Mesopotamia " in the story of the old lady
and the sermon. The simplicity, however, of

the operation or process of registration must not
be taken for granted. A clear definition of its

practical working and effect will, no doubt, be
elucidated in time ; but as this is the task upon
which the committee specially appointed by the
general body are now engaged, it would be better
for us discreetly to keep silence until they have
reported upon it. Moreover, as there is con-
iiiderable diversity of opinion, it will be well to

hear both sides before coming to a decision.
There is, however, one matter, affecting both
ourselves and the allied societies, upon which we
are all agreed—viz., the special education and
equipment necessary for an architect. Some
carefully-devised scheme of training is in reality

that proper foundation to which I have alluded,
and must have precedence of all other claims upon
our time and attenticn. During the past session
an efficient " Board of Architectural Education "

has been established. This scheme was brought
before you by my predecessor, and I am glad that
Mr. Webb will continue to act as chairman of the
board. Several meetings of the board have
already been held, and the business in hand is

far advanced. Their scheme will shortly be before
you, and, I hope, in active operation before long.
Another cause for congratulation is the growing

INTERESl OF THE PUIILIC IN AUtHITECTlRE

—an interest evidenced in a variety of ways. It

is obvious that side by side with a more systematic

training of the architect, some attempt should be

made to educate the public. At the very least

we might set before them fundamental principles

and elementary axioms, that they may know
what to appreciate and what to avoid. This
might be partially accomplished by lectures in

the large cities and towns, under the patronage of

the local authorities ; also by the distribution of

short papers or pamphlets on the subject for the

ute of schools, art teachers, and others.

ARCH.KOLOGY AS A Sl'PPLAKTEK OF ARCHITECTURE.

Unfortunately, at our great centres of learning,

which should ha\ e given a lead in this matter,

the study of architecture has been made sub-

servient to archicology ; it has been a handmaid
to other interests rather than a queen in its own
right. The result is only what might have been
expected—viz., that architectural work of all

sorts, good, bad, and indifferent, has been judged
and appreciated (or the reverse) not upon its

merits, but according to its antiquity. Arch;eology
has thus been an unconscious cause of the decay
of architecture as a living art. But, it may be
asked, are not the technical schools educating our
people in a knowledge of architecture 'r Scarcely.

They impart a knowledge of the methods and
science of building construction ; but what is

needed by the general public is not so much a

technical knowledge as a discriminating taste

moulded and set upon elementary principles—

a

discrimination which will enable them to approve
what is excellent and reject what is inferior. In
the eighteenth century the education of a gentle-

man was not considered complete unless he had
acquired some knowledge of the rudiments of

architecture and a refined taste in the appreciation

of its beauties. Too often, it is true, the dilettan! e

thus inspired attempted to express his ideas

without the aid, or with only the partial aid, of

the professional architect, and fell into the many
errors and mistakes into which a little learning is

always so apt to betray a man. Such rash

experiments are to be deplored, but the interest

in and appreciation of art which prompted them
is one which wo might well seek to revive.

l'art XOI'VEAV.

In these days, supply (of a sort) follows hot-
footed upon the heels of demand, and the
quickened public interest in art was promptly
met by the abominable affectation of what is

known as " 1 art nouveau." A new art forsooth

A pernicious trick easily acquired and applied

alike to buUdings or jewelry, furniture or dress :

no matter what the nature of the material,

whether iron or wood, stone or glass, all alike

twisted to curves representing the final stages of

vegetable decay and animal decrepitude, in

defiance of all true principles of construction and
beauty. In correcting such false ideals as /'nrf

noiivemi holds up to the public admiration, the
Press can render powerful aid ; but we must do
our part also by supplying principles to direct

and mould the taste of the people in matters
architectural.

WANTED, LEGISLATION AG.VINST OFFENCES AGAINST
GOOD TASTE.

Fortunately, the county councils and other
public bodies acknowledge the advantage to the
community of these artistic influences, and are

alive to their importance in trade and commerce ;

but have they ever yet regarded them from the
point of view of the public health and morals ?

If legislation is necessary on sanitary matters
that the public may be protected from insidious

poisons conveyed through the senses of smell and
taste and touch, may it not be equally important
to protect the sight 'r Environment insensibly

influences the development of all forms of life,

and it cannot be doubted that the squalid con-
ditions, horrid forms, inharmonious colours, and
injurious sights amongst which such a large pro-
portion of our urban population spend their lives

contribute their quota to the sum total of degener-
ate moral tendencies of which recurring acta of

crime are the inevitable outcome. Even the
untrained have sensibilities to be shocked and
blunted, and if the effect of a gloomy and
monotonous environment be bad, what shall we
say or think about the cumulative moral effect of

those wildernesses of mean streets and horrid
buildings by which our great cities are disfigured r

There must be no concession to what is bad or

even mean in architecture if a healthy and manly
condition of the people is to be maintained. This

aspect of the functions of good architecture

should be considered by the authorities who
watch over the needs of the community. And
may it not be that many who do not live in mean
s'reetsare yet suffering, perhaps unconsciously,

from the conditions by which they are surrounded

in the public thoroughfares, their senses assailed

by a multitude of petty annoyances amounting

in the aggregate to a heavy burden from which

they would fain escape V It is a well-known fact

that an ill-designed building looked at suddenly

will cause an involuntary shudder in a man with

a'trained eye, while certain bad forms as well as

bad smells will produce a feeling of actual nausea.

Any and every cultivation of the senses, in

opening up hitherto unknown avenues of delight,

brings with it also increased discomfort, fur it

reveals defects of which we were formerly

unconscious. All forms of knowledge have this

or a similar drawback. Rudyard Kipling puts it

from the moral side in a very telling form when
he makes our friend Tommj' Atkins sing the

praises of some place he had discovered, " where

there ain't no bloomin' Ten Commandments," or

words to that effect. Bat seeing that we have

our Ten Commandments, or our canons of art, as

the case may be, our moral principles and our

artistic tastes, every violation of which brings its

fore-ordained penalty, surely we miy look to the

authorities to defend us from all the hideous

sights and sounds and smells which force them-

selves upon us in our public thoroughfares,

whether urban or suburban.

YILGAE STREET ARCHITECTURE.

The object which business men have in view

in choosing or designing or rebuilding the

frontage of their premises is to arrest the atten-

tion of the passer-by. To catch the eye—that is

everything. They succeed sometimes, alas ! too

well by what is practically a severe shock to the

nervous system of a man of taste. The buUdinga

they erect are marked by such a vicious extrava-

gance in material and so-called ornament, and

display such an eccentricity of forms as will not

only effectually catch the eye of the pa38ing_ way-
farer, but wiU certainly also "land him in the

interior "—if not in a physical, in a metaphysical

sens?. The coarseness and vulgarity of these

methods needs not be wholly attributed to archi-

tectural design, though certainly once the author

of a work of this class when remonstrated with

did boast that he was a " commercial architect,"

and that his clients wanted "the most show for

their money." This advertising mania is the

cause of much which we deplore in our street

buildings. If the law can restrain street cries

and noises becauses they affect the nervous

system, surely it may well undertake to control

the blatant architectural efforts which may truly

be said to " cry aloud and shout " in our public

ways. Some effort has been made to control

advertisement signs, those modern eyesores which,

not content with disfiguring our good buildings

and important places, have also intruded them-
selves upon the beauty and repose of the rural

landscape. Heavy taxation is too mild a penalty

for these, especially when they blink. Then,
again, the increased height of buildings con-

tributes largely to that atmosphere of gloom

which pervades some of our streets. I am not

objecting to lofty buildings on special sites, or

where the road is wide enough ; nor are architects

to blame if they show a willingness to add as

many stories as are required. The responsibility

rests with the ground landlords, who insist upon
raising the ground-rents whenever the oppor-

tunity occurs, so that additional stories must be

built to meet the increased demand. Owners
who are privileged to possess land in important

areas should be under special control. If certain

well-defined rules were laid down applicable to

all such places and sites, they would serve for the

guidance of those who purchase property or

obtain leases in those neighbourhoods, and free-

holders would thus be restrained from demanding
excessive ground-rents.

WANTED, A PUBLIC ."EDILE.

My predecessor in office strongly urged the

need of some authority to whom schemes of

public improvements might be submitted—not

necessarily for sanction but for consultation and
advice—a suggestion which Lord Windsor was

good enough to indorse, and has since sought to

get adopted. This is a great advance, but I

should like to press the matter still further.

Consultation and advice may be sufficient in

many cases, but there are others where the First

Commissioner should have power to decide and

. J
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determine. Artistic needs must be insisted upon,
more particularly where considerations of finance

are likely to exercise an undue if not tyrannical
sway, (iuite recently, when some important
improvements were suggested in the Strand
frontage of the new street, the members of the
County Council appointed to meet the artists

belonged to the Finance Committee of the
Council, and, as was to be expected, showed but
little sympathy with artistic ideals. Yet artistic

treatment has a financial value of its own, as

owners of property are beginning to find out—
for where the requirements of art are listened to,

property is more eagerly sought after, and its

value correspondingly enhanced. Much might
be accomplibhed in this direction it only the
First Commissioner of Works, acting as a
minister of fine art with the aid of an
advisory committee, possessed the necessary
despotic power to see the right proposals adopted.
This is above all imperative in the treatment of
our public places, in the formation of new
thoroughfares, and in dealing with spaces and
buildings around our public institutions. .Vgain,
where buildings should be considered in relation
to their surroundings, where they must be in
scale, and accord in breadth of treatment, and
where other similar claims of art must be con-
sidered if the proposed work is to be in due
relation to and in harmony with the existing or
determined general scheme, all these are cases
where the power of authority may well be invoked
and exercised on behalf of the best interests of
the community. A Building Act is of little or
no good here. The law can determine the height
of buildings, fix the size of lighting areas, and so
on, but no mere act of Parliament can define the
subtle qualities and delicate nuances which dis-
tinguish good art from bad, or rather shall we say
which separate art from the lack of art. In
France and in the States, both of them lands of
freedom, some such exercise of authority as I am
advocating has been found necessary—why not
here r

CITY ARCHITECTURE CLOGGED »Y ANCIEXT LIGHTS.

I am by no means suggesting a mechanical or
despotic control such as would engender a
monotonous uniformity and ultimately entail a
loss of individuality, but a freedom under control
—for freedom without control is license, and
license tramples under foot all considerations for
others' rights. This is the one side. On the
other, so-caUed "rights" may be unduly and
oppressively insisted upon. The terrorism of
" ancient lights " has frequently been prejudicial
to architecture, and a short time since it cul-
minated in such unreasonable demands as to
paralyse all building operations. We in this
city, and indeed the whole country, owe a debt
of gratitude to Mr. Ht.ward Colls for boldly
withstanding the legal opinions of the Courts and
appealing to the House of Lords. A clear and
satisfactory judgment has thus been obtained on
the ijuestion, establishing a principle of law
which will relieve both property owners and the
public from formidable restrictions. To the
architect this must come as a relief, for the
difliculties which he has to encounter in the
exercise of his duties are harassing enough
without the added fear of litigation, which must
necessarily hinder him from giving that thought
and devotion to his art whirh the case re(iuire8.
It will not be forgotten that an Easement of Lights
Bill, introduced by Mr. Fletcher Moulton, K.C.,
on behalf of the Surveyors and ourselves, has
been before Tarliaraent the last two sessions, and
steps will be taken to continue its promotion
when Parliament meets again. The Bill as I

believe you all know, covers the ground of the
Colls V. Home and Colonial Stores case, and
provides a simple machinery for arbitration.

Tin; KiMiri.ATfiiN oi- sciiurjian iiiiluixo.

Light and air have long been bracketed
together, and, indeed, in most cases they do go
together. There is, however, one important
respect in which the question of air calls for
separate and independent consideration. In the
extension of suburbs of cities and towns the
public health demands that the buildings should
be farther apart and the open spaces larger the
further they are removed from the centre. In
Germany the authorities regulate the growth of

IV. <f
, heights and diflurtnt

their suburbs. Dilftrent
degrees of proximity are prescribed according to
the locality. Towards the centre five stories is
the limit, which is reduced to three farther off
and then the houses must be detached. In
certain directions a larger area must be reserved

for the wind to blow freely about the houses.
Our London suburbs are becoming a source of

considerable danger. Here the houses are indeed
smaller, but they are so closely packed and
crowded with unhealthy subjects that the air

which passes over them to the centre is becoming
denser and more impure every succeeding year,

and should a serious epidemic occur the spread of

contagion to the great centre and thence again
outwards seems inevitable. The lungs of London
must not consist solely of the few open parks,
which, after all, are now more or less closed in,

but of wide channels and routes for currents of

air to flow freely through.

MUNICIPAL ENGINEERS AS ARCHITECTS.

One of the questions raised by my predecessor,
and still under the consideration of the Council,
is the growing habit of employing the borough
surveyor or engineer on what is really professional

architectural work. It is true this official is

usually a man of considerable capacity, but the
very nature of his ordinary and proper work
stands in the way of architectural or artistic

accomplishments. The committee appointed to

report upon the subject have done so in a very
thorough and excellent manner. They have
ascertained the custom and conditions existing in
other countries, and it is proposed to take steps to

bring the matter to the notice of the public
authorities and others who may be concerned. It

has been urged with much show of justice that
our Institute ought to afford help and protection

to its members in legal matters, when these

matters are wrongly forced upon them, and are of

such a character as to prejudice the interests of
the profession. The principle has been approved
by the Council, and a Board established, called

the Board of Professional Defence, which, under
proper restrictions, will be empowered to deal
with such cases as come within the above category.
These are some of the minor matters which
interest and concern us as architects. I should
like to add a few words upon the general

CONDITION AND PROSPECTS OF OUR ART

in this land. Those of us who have watched the
steady improvement in English architectural
work during the last few years cannot but
experience a measure of satisfaction and even of

pride at the progress which has been made. Our
colleagues on the Continent and in America who
have been inclined to regard architecture as a
dead art in this country are already awake to the
fact that there is more vitality and advance
being exhibited here than anywhere else. Many
American friends who have been absorbed by the
excellent French methods they have studied have
recently expressed to me their admiration of
certain hitherto unsuspected qualities and beauties
in our English work. This is both gratifying
and encouraging, especially as under our unfor-
tunate climatic conditions we are constitutionally
prone to belittle everything Ihat is of us or
around us. Do not imagine, however, that our
friendly critics have not been discriminating.
" A man," said Kuskin, " may hide himself from
you in every other way, but he cannot in his work
—there you have him "

; and our critics have had
us, sometimes, to our confusion of face before them

.

We cannot, however, fail to observe that there
is a growing demand for the best and purest
work, and as the appetite for what is good is

whetted, all that is vulgar and bad will become
repugnant and tend to dii-appear. As the sun-
shine of popular favour shines upon our art it

mu^t advance. Side by side with the good fruit

there will still flourish the ill weeds, those vulgar
street bu-ldings and fantastic fripperies which
flaunt and force themselves to the front. Vet
we may take heart even from these, for they are
a sign that there is something they are fighting
against which will eventually be valued at its

true worth. Let them alone, they must come
to grief. Architecture mutt tell its talo ; it

has its message to deliver. Like a munical
score, it expresses a great deal more than meets
the eye. Its meaning is hidden behind the v»il

of outward symbol. It is a mystery whose
voice is heard speaking according to each man's
mood, capacity, and temperament. .lust aa the
words of genius have a profoundcr meaning
than the actual thought that prompted thorn, so
true architecture possesses the power, as Ipy a
magic wand, to "call up spirits from the vasty
deep"—from the ocean of human thought and
pission.

THE UNITY OP THE ARTS.

Art speaks in all its manifestations alike.

Every pic'.ure, every group of sculpture, every

musical composition is a vehicle for the convey-
ance of thought in poetical form. Architecture is

the prose of inarticulate but beautiful thought
and feeling. Sometimes it tells of the common-
place in life ; rising higher, it speaks of domestic

peace and happiness ; and yet again in more
stately _diction it sets forth the grander and
larger purposes of life. It recounts the past,

records the \ resent, and holds up ideals for the

future. But only when it is enriched from the

sister arts of sculpture and painting can it tell

the tale with the fulness of eloquence and power
—for then it speaks to the heart in tender and
solemn tones of all that is most grand and
beautiful in lite and humanity. It is a pleasure

to see that much has been done in recent years

to cement and confirm the alliance of the arts.

The brotherly readiness of the sculptor to aid in

the good cause should be recognised, and his

name coupled with the architect's in all such
work. If the building is to be harmonious in

expression, these two must work together from
its conception, and the sculptor must have a

fitting and honourable place assigned to him
whence he may take up his parable with effective

force. Not a new or separate motif, but the

same with new progressions, a harmony with
one delightful melody. When further the

orchestra is increased by calling in the painter's

art, then, like the vibrating strings with their

soul-stirring chords, the refinements of tone and
colour appeal to the heart with a new and
higher power based upon the primal sympathies
and emotions of the human breast. Why, then,

have these arts so few opportunities of joint

action Is it not because Architecture has for-

gotten her place and lagged behind? Is she

not like Lot's wife, who, looking back, was
stiffened into a pillar of salt ? Looking back

—

there lies the explanation. The sister arts of

painting and sculpture have been the while
advancing ; they have developed, but architecture

has stopped short and been content to look back
to the past, to draw upon old periods and re-

produce "defunct" styles, so that the living

arts of the present age could no longer associate

with one that was a mere mouldering survival

from bygone times. A special architectural carver

had to be trained to forge or imitate archaic forms
and reproduce the quaint and grotesque figures

of almost forgotten centuries ; while the painter

has given place to the " firm of decorators," and
his message to the dumb extravagance of mere
costly material. All this will soon be past

history, a vanished nightmare, for

A NEW ERA

has undoubtedly begun. May we not justly feel

sanguine r After all, the great thing is not so

much where we stand as in what direction we
are moving. It is eo question of style. Every
period has contributed something to our art.

Gothic, with its rich luxuriance, has been the

foster-home of the crafts, and if the crafts them-
selves seem to have lost their independence and
vitality, it is because having had a part in beauti-

fying the "styles," they have, like them, been
made to serve in the copying and forging of by-
gone examples. Without denying that in the

hands of true genius these past types may be taken

up and carried forward, yet it is rather with the

Kenaisance forms that modern sculpture and
painting can best and most easily be associated.

It is natural, perhaps, that I should have
this confidence in the development of the Later
Uenaifsance. There, at any rate, it will again

be possible to co-operate with one's brother

artists, and that must be a step in the right

direction. There is in its methods a freedom, a

vitality, and a power of adaption to modern
requirements which surely stimulates con<option

and fosters growth. There is, too, a character-

istic wealth of stateliness and grandeur fitting it

for all high and noble purposes. The genius of

Inigo Jones, and subsequently of Wren, taking

it up, each at the piint at which he found it,

carried it on far beyond its budding efforts, and
estiblished it aa a great English tradition. Here
is the "quarry," and, to (juote the words of

Goethe, "He does not deserve the name of

architect except out of this fortuitous mass ho
can combine with the greatest economy, suitable-

ness, and durability, some form the pattern of

which originated in his own soul." Lot us be
enthusiasts. Our national architecture is not

dead ; there are many signs of life and move-
ment within it. The spark is there ; let us blow
upon it and the fire will bum. Lut us encourage

and stimulate the energies of those who, with the

lovo of their art burning brightly, seek not
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arrogantly for bomething new, but to advance
that which they have proudly inherited and to

make its influence for good ever more and more
known and loved.

Mr. Fkaxk Dicksee, in proposing a vote of

thanks to the President for his interesting and
illuminating address, remarked that he had in-
spected Mr. Brock's models for the statuary of the
• iueen Victoria Memorial in l^t. James's Park,
and could testify that when thia great work by
Messrs. Aston Webb and Brook was completed,
it would be a monument of which not only
London, but the whole country, would be justly
proud. He sincerely sympathised with the Presi-
dent's desire to bring about the collaboration of
the three arts in architectural works. No
architect had been more successful than the
President in ensuring the union of good sculpture
with his buildings, and if the art of the painter
had so far been ignored, that must have been due
to the clients. Something might be done to

educate the public taste if students of the three
sister arts could be encouraged to study together.
This had recently been attempted in the Royal
Academy Schools, where students in architecture
were encouraged to attend the lectures and
classes in sculpture and painting, and so con-
versely. The education of the public was a much
more difficult problem than that of the student.

The growth of the public taste must be a very
gradual one ; but there were signs of a develop-
ment in appreciation of art which only needed
encouragement and training.

Sir Bex.iamix Baker, K.C.M.Ci., in seconding
the vote of thanks to his old friend the President,

said it might seem out of place for a meie
engineer to endorse the views expressed by the
President, but he could only say that while he
had long been wedded to science he had from a
boy been a lover of art.

The motion was carried by acclamation, and
was briefly acknowledged by the President.

THE LATE MR. B. T. BATSEORD.

'TT'ERY many readers will share the sincere

T regret we feel in recording the death of

Mr. Bradley Thomas Batsford, the founder of the
well-known architectural publishing and book-
selling firm of High Holborn. Mr. Batsford,

who died on Thursday morning in last week at

his residence 128, Abbey-road, St. John's Wood,
at the advanced age of four-score and three years,

succumbed to an attack of gastritis after a verj-

short iUness : indeed, he was out so recently as

the previous Saturday. Mr. Batsford was born
in Hertford in March, 1821, and was left an
orphan at the early age of thirteen. At sixteen

he bound himself apprentice for a term of six

years to Henry Bickers, bookseller and book-
binder, of Leicester -square. Soon after the
expiration of his articles he opened a second-
hand bookshop with an unglazed front at 30,

High Holborn, a thoroughfare then one of the
chief centres of the trade ; and it is notable
that this great highway has for a century or more
included at least one architectural publisher or
bookseller. Jlr. Batsford soon moved to No. 52,
where, assisted by his eldest son, Mr. Bradley
Batsford, and later by his second son, Mr.
Henry C4eorge, he gradually devoted his atten-
tion more and more to works on architecture
and construction, and by dint of constant study
and close application made himself an authority
on all that was published on these subjects,- not
only in this country , but in France, Germany, and
Italy. Mr. Batsford was indeed a walking
bibliography on all matters of architectural and
archieological interest, and was ready to impart
from his funds of knowledge to those in search of

information, illustrating his points with manj-
a racy anecdote, genially told, A business on
which such attention was concentrated was bound
to grow and prosper, and Mr. Batsford's assist-

ance as publisher toon became in request, and
received the special attention of Mr. Bradley, as
many authors know. In 18S2 Mr. Batsford had
the misfortune to lose his second son, when his

youngest, Jlr. Herbert—who, with Mr. Bradley,
constitutes the present firm—entered the busi-
ness ; and in 1893 a further necessary move was
made to the present premises at No. 91, High
Holborn. The early records and catalogues
of the firm were unfortunately lost during a
fire,_ the bound volumes of catalogues extant
beginning with ISiio. A glance at the earlier

issues of these price lists is of great interest to a
bookworm, revealing as it does the fluctuations

in the value of architectural hooks. In most
cases the prices have come down, but the value
of some works has greatly appreciated. We note
in the slender catalogue for June, 1865, that a
copy of Robert and .Tames Adam's work on
Architecture, published in three folio volumes
in 1822, is priced at three guineas, whereas the
firm recently paid for a copy of the same work
£45. Amongst the principal publications of the
firm are such well-known works as Mr. J. A.
Gotch's "Architecture of the Renaissance in

England," two vols. ;
" The Later Renaissance,"

by Messrs. Belcher and Jlacartney, two vols.
;

" London Churches of the Seventeenth and
Eighteenth Centuries," edited by the late Mr.
G. H. Birch, illustrated by a unique series of

photographs; Mr. Ernest O. Sachs' "Modern
Opera Houses and Theatres," in three volumes,
published at logs. ;

" Formal Giardens in England
and Scotland," by Mr. H. Inigo Triggs; Mr.
Banister Fletcher's " History of Architecture "

;

ill. Lewis Day's books upon " Ornament " : and
a multitude of other works, most of which have
been reviewed from time to time in our columns.
Mr. Batsford married in 1843 Miss Letitia

THE LATE MR. BRADLEY T. BATSFORD.

Turner, daughter of Raphael Angelo Turner,
an artist, who had figured at the Royal Academy
show of 1791 as the youngest exhibitor, being
then but 7j years old. Mr. and Mrs. Batsford
celebrated their diamond wedding two years ago,
when the portrait we give was taken. 5Ir. Bats-
ford retired two years ago, after sixty-eight years
of business life. He leaves, beside his widow,
three daughters, and the sons before mentioned.

ST. LOUIS EXHIBITION AWARDS.

I;^^ROM the fuU list of awards to British
Exhibitors which has been issued, we take

the names likely to be of interest to our readers :

Group 26.—Models axd Plans of Pdblic Works.

Grand Prize : Trinity House, the Commissioners of
Irish Lights, William Simons and Co. (Ltd.), War Office,

Ransomes and Eapier (Ltd.), John Aird and Co., James
Mansergh and Sons, the Public Works Department of
India, the Trustees of the Clyde Navigation the River
Wear Commissioners, the Dublin Port and Docks Board,
the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board. Gold Medal :

Grand Junction Canal Company, Westminster City
Council, the London County Council, Stothert aid Pitt
(Ltd.), engineers. Corporation of the City of Glasgow,
County Councils of Middlesex and Surrey, Manchester
Corporation t Rivers Department', London and South-
western Railway Company, Bombay Port Trust. Silver
Medal : Hove Corporation, Scarborough Corporation,
Birmingham Corporation, the Commissioners of the
Harbour and Docks of Leith, London and India Docks
Company. Bronze Medal ; Barry Railway Company.
Awards to Colliiborators.—Grand Prize: W. M. Alston
(the Trustees of the Clyde Nnvigation), H. Hay Wake.
M.I.C.E. River- Wear Commissioners), B. B. Stoney
(Dublin Port and Docks Board), A. G- Lyster (Mersey
Docks and Harbour Board). Gold Medal: George Idle
(the Commissioners of Irish Lights), Barnabas James
Thomas (Grand Junction Canal Company), J. F. Griffith

(Dublin Port and Docks Board), Maurice Fitzmaurice,
C.M.G. (London County Council), P. Glynn Messent,

M.IC.E. (Bombay Port Trust). Silver Medal: Peter
Whyte (the Commissioners for the Harbour and Docks of
Leith), Charles William Scott (the Commissioners of
Irish Lights), Edwin Thomas Beard, A.M.I.C.E. (Scar-
borough Corporation), J. W. Williams (London and
South-Western Railway Company). Bronze Medal : John
Price (Birmingham Corporation).

Group 27.

—

Arciiite<:tural Esgineering.

Grand Prize : Ernest George and Yeates, Gold Medal :

Robinson Hainsworth. Silver Medal : Liverpool Corpora-
tion.

I

Group 37. — Decorative and Fixed Fursitore of
Buildings and Dwellings.

Grand Prize : George Trollope and Sons, Waring and
GUlow (Ltd.) Gold Medal : Ch. Mellier and Co. SUver
Medal ; The Harehope Mining and Quarrying Company
^Ltd.) Awards to Collaborators.— Gold Medal : William
Galloway (Waring and Gillow, Ltd.), James Morton
(Waring and Gillow, Ltd.), George Wainwright (Waring

! and Gillow, Ltd.), William Smith (Waring and Gillow,
Ltd.), E. A. Russell (Waring and GiUow, Ltd.), F.
Murray (Waring and Gillow, Ltd.), Thomas S. Smith
(Geo. Trollope and Sons).

Group 38.—Office an d Household Furniture.

I

Grand Prize: Wm. Birch (Ltd.), Ch. Mellier and Co.,

Geo. Trollope and Sons, Waring and Gillow (Ltd.), F. P.
Bhumgara and Co. Awards to Collaborators.—Gold
Medal": William Wheeler (Ch. Mellier and Co.) Silver

; Medal : Alexander Roumy (Ch. Mellier and Co.)

Group 42.—Paperhanging.

Gold Medal : Geo. Trollope and Sons.

Group 4i.—Upholsterers' Decorations.

[
Grand Prize : The Singer Manufacturing Company.

Gold Medal: Wm. Birch (Ltd.), Ch. Mellier and Co.,

Geo. Trollope and Sons, Waring and Gillow (Ltd.), F. P.

Bhumgara and Co., Arthur H. Lee. Silver Medal : Miss
C. Brown, Edmund A. Hunter. Awards to Collabora-

tors.—Gold Medal : Frank Murray (Waring and Gillow,

Ltd.). Silver Medal; G. Wainwright (Warin" and
Gillow, Ltd ), J. Morton (Waring and Gillow, Ltd.), A.
Russell (Waring and Gillow, Ltd.), William Galloway
(Waring and Gillow, Ltd.), William Smith (Waring and
Gillow, Ltd.), William Wheeler (Ch. Mellier and Co.),

A. Roumy (Ch. Mellier and Co.).

Group 45.—Ceramics.

Grand Prize : Mintons (Ltd.), W. Howson Taylor, Doul-
ton and Co. (Ltd.), Wengcrs (Ltd.) Gold Medals : Booths
(Ltd.), Crown Staffordshire Porcelain Company (Ltd.),

Wm. Harry Grindley and Co., Johnson Bros. (Hanley)

(Ltd.), John Maddock and Sons (Ltd.), Alfred Meakin
(Ltd.), Minton, HoUins, and Co., Sherwin and Cotton,

Henry Watkin, G. Woolliacroft and Son (Ltd.), Sir Ed.
Harry Elton, Bart. Silver Medal : Geo. L. Ashworth
and Bros.. William Leonard Baron, Charles H. Brannan,
Herbert E. Bulley, the Welsh Industries Association.

Bronze Medal : F. P. Bhumgara and Co., Wardle and
Co. iLtd.). Awards to Collaborators.—Grand Prize:

George Tinworth (Doulton and Co., Ltd.). Gold Medal

:

Joseph H. Mott (Doulton and Co., Ltd.), Walter Gaudy
(Doulton and Co., Ltd.), John Slater (Doulton and Co.,

Ltd.), Charles John Noke (Doulton and Co., Ltd.),

Louis M. Solon (Mintons, Ltd.). Silver Medal: John
Campbell (Mintons, Ltd.), Leon V. Solon (Mintons,

Ltd.), John William Simmill (John Maddock and Sons,

Ltd.). Bronze Medal : J. W. Wadsworth (Mintons, Ltd.),

David Jones (Wardle and Co., Ltd.), Harry George Rhead
(Wardle and Co., Ltd.), C. B. Hopkins (Doulton and Co.,

. Ltd.), W. Brough (Doulton and Co., Ltd.), E. Roby
(Doulton and Co., Ltd.), P. Curnoek (Doulton and Co.,

Ltd.', W. Slater (Doulton and Co., Ltd.), John Broad
(Doulton and Co., Ltd.) , Arthur Ernest Pearce (Doulton

and Co., Ltd.), March V. Marshall (Doulton and Co.,

Ltd.), Miss Elise Simmond (Doulton and Co., (Ltd.),

Francis Cury Pope (Doulton and Co., Ltd.), Miss Hannah
Bolton Barlow (Doulton and Co., Ltd.), Miss Florence

Elizabeth Barlow (Doulton and Co., Ltd.), Miss Margaret
E. Thompson (Doulton and Co., Ltd.), Frank Atldnson
Butler (Doulton and Co., Ltd.), William Rowe (Doulton

and Co., Ltd.), J. H. McLemon (Doulton and Co., Ltd.),

Cuthbert Bailey (Doulton and Co., Ltd.), R. Allen

(Doulton and Co.. Ltd.), H. Bettley (Doulton and Co.,

Ltd.), F. Hancock (Doulton and Co., Ltd.), Samuel

Wilson (Doulton and Co., Ltd.), George White (DoultoQ

and Co., Ltd.), William Hodkinson (Doulton and Co.,

Ltd.).

Group 4G.—Plumbing and Sanitary Materials.

Gold Medal : Waring and GUlow, Ltd. Silver Medal

:

William Bradley.

I WOMEN WORKERS AND THE HOUSING
! PROBLEM.
I

THE annual conference of the Nation.al Union
of Women AVorkers is being held this week,

in the Friends' Meeting-house, York, under

the presidency of Mrs. Clift'ord, of Bristol,

j
Tuesday last, the opening day, was chiefly

devoted to the discussion of the subject of hygiene

in its various phases. Mrs. Marvin in a paper on
" Practical Hygiene for Teachers and Managers

of Schools," and a second one was contributed by

Miss Alice Ravenhill on "The Teaching and

Practice of Hygiene in Schools." Mrs. Cadbury,

of Birmingham, presided at the atternoon

se;sion, which was devoted to the consideration of

hygiene in relation to the laying out of large

towns and the by-laws relating to the housing

question. Mrs. Cadbury said that they could not

expect the moral of the people to be strong if they

were living in bad ail- and insanitary houses, and

if they were so overcrowded that there was

practically no room for them to live. JMuch was to
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be learnt from Germany and other European

countries in this respect. She adrocated

for the present state of affairs the taxation of land

values, the abolition of the law of entail, the

cheapening of the legal charges on the transfer of

land, and power to public authorities to purchase

large areas of land in the suburbs of every town.

Jlr. fiaymond ITnwin, of Buxton, the architect

of the garden city, contributed a paper on " The
Improvement of Towns," and addresses on the

same subject were given by Professor Frederick

M. Simpson, of University College, London, and
Mrs. S. A. Barnett (Toynbee Ilall). Mr. H. R.

Aldridge (secretary to the National Housing
Reform Council), in a paper on "The Proper

Planning of New Housing Areas," said that the

housing question was very largely a wage
question. For this reason, if for no other, public

opinion should make a more effective demand for

a real living wage for men and women workers

alike. While there might Y.e one valid reason why
the house should be small, this did not apply with

the same force to earth room round the house.

Referring to the example of Germany, he said

that they were not housing the people there.

They were introducing a horrible system of

flats. They were warehousing the people. As
regards the type of house, really Germany had
much to learn from us. What we had to learn

from her was in the laying out of areas, in the

buying- compulsorily of suburban areas, and the

taxation of land values to secure a return for the

municipal expenditure.

CHIPS.
The roof over the south aisle of Winchester Cathe-

dral has been under repair by Messrs. Moreton and
Sons, who have recast and relaid the lead. This is

a portion of the greater scheme of repairing the

nave, which was carried out some years ago, and
the eastern and other portions will soon be under-
taken. The old lead, which has been recast, bears

the date 173S, which is the probable date when tlie

roof of the south aisle was last attended to. A
suitable inscription has been made on the lead which
has been recast.

A memorial brass has been placed in the porch of

the Church of St. Anne, Aldemey, in recollection

of the Rev. John Le Messurier, M.A., honorary
canon of Winchester (1818-1903), only surviving

son of John Le Messurier, the last hereditary

governor of Alderney. Canon Le Messurier built

the church. The commission has been carried out
by Messrs. Harry Hems and Sons, of Exeter.
Messrs. Hems and Sons have also just placed a
memorial Celtic cross of grey granite over the grave
of the deceased in the picturesque little graveyard
that surrounds the parish church at Yateley, in

Hants.

At the instance of his Majesty's OfRce of Works
and PubUo Buildings, the circular terracotta
medallions containing busts of the Emperors
Tiberius and Nero, on the turrets of the Great Gate
House of the west front of Hampton Court Palace,

have now received the addition of name tablets,

each bust bearing underneath, in letters of gold, on
black, the name of whom it depicts. The medallions
of the Ciusars on the turrets which flank the arch-
way on the inner side of the clock tower have
received similar additions, as have the other
medallions in the palace. Workmen are now
engaged in repairing the masonry of the Great Hall.

The Manchester A'^ictoria Memorial Jewish
Hospital, the first institution of its kind in

Kngland, which has bem built on a site at Eliza-

beth-street, Cheetham, was opened last week for

public inspection. The front of the building is in

Sherbourne-atreet, facing the Cheetham Park. It

is a plain Vjuilding of white and red brick, and it

has evidently been planned, inside and out, with a
single eye to utility. There are four wards—two
on the ground floor and two on the upper story,

each designed to hold ten beds. On the ground
floor there is also an operating-room.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been
held before Major C. E. Norton, U.E., in the city

at Southwell, into Uie application of the parish
council for urban powers. The application was
opposed by the Southwell Rural District Council on
the ground that urban powers were not necessary.
It Was pointed out that the Local (Government
Board refused a similar application in 1H7S, and that
since the population had decreased from 3,205 to

3,100 at the last census.

On .Saturday forty members of the Edinburgh
Students' Engmeering Society paid a visit the Talla
Waterworks. Mr. Reid, of Messrs. Leslie and Reid,
engineers to the Water Trust, and Mr. Koss, resident
engineer, met the company at Talla, and explained
the construction of the great embankment, puddle
trench, and outlet tower.

OBITUARY.
Mr. High Rovmiev Gough, one of the pioneers

in the causeof Architects' Registration, and a past-

President of the Society of Architects, died on

Sunday at bis residetce, 35, Shaftesbury-road,

Ravenscourt Park, in his sixty-second year. He
was the third son of the late Mr. Alexander Dick

Gough, architect, to whom he was articled, and

in 1864 entered the service of the War Oflice,

being subsequently chief draughtsman at Wool-
wich Arsenal. He commenced practice for him-

self in 1870, and was largety employed in the

restoration and enlargement of churches. His

chief works include the rebuilding of the parish

church of Hammersmith (in which he was
engaged with Mr. J. P. Seddon) ; St. Cuthbert's,

Philbeach-gardens, Earl's Court ; St. Agatha's,

Shoreditch ; and St. Lawrence, Catford Bridge ;

the pro-Cathedral at Brisbane ; and a cemetery

chapel at Colombo, Ceylon. He also carried out

many schools and minsion-halls, and some

polytechnics, and the leconstruction and re-

decoration of the Army and Navy Club, and

designed a large hotel for Southwold. Mr.

Gough was one of the founders of the Society of

Architects, into the organisation of which, and

the promotion of the Registration Movement, he

threw for some years great energy. He was chair-

man of the Registration Committee for some years,

and in 1885-0 he was elected as second President

of the Society in succession to Col. C. O. Ellison,

recently deceased, and was re-elected for the

session 1886-7. In 1879 he became a Fellow of

the Royal Institute of British Architects, but

retired from thit body some time since. Mr.

Gough, whose health had been failing for some

time past, was twice married, and leaves a large

family. An excellent portrait of Mr. Gough
appeared in the BiiLDixr; News for June 20, 1890.

We regret to record the death of Mr. TifOMAs

BoYCE, Of No. 8, Hart-street, Bloomsbury, W.C,
the well-known contractor, who died on Friday,

the 4th inst., after a very short illness, at the

comparatively early age of 57. Mr. Boyce has

carried on a very large business for over 30 years,

having stai ted at the age of 25 years. Selecting

merelyafewofhisprineipal works, he had the satis-

faction of carrying out alterations at Sandriugham
for his Majesty the King (then Prince of Wales)

;

Mansion in Bagshot Park, for ll.R.lI. the Duke
of Connaught ; "St. Bruno," Sunningdale. for

Count Gleichen ; Oakleigh Cou, for Lord
Fitzgerald ; Mansion, Newmarket, for JIarquis

of 1 Partington ; Constitutional Club, North-

umberland-avenue ; Maxim Nordenfelt Works,
Erith. Numerous blocks of flats : Artillery

Mansions, Victoria-street, S.W. ; St. Mary's

Mansions, Paddington ; Brook-street Mansions,

Hanover - square, W. ; No. 9, Cavendish-

square, W. Various hotels : Badminton Club,

Piccadilly ; Naval and Jlilitiry Club Chambers,
Piccadilly ;

Ilurlingham Club ; the Metal

Exchange, E.G. ;
Numerous churches, schools,

private houses, &c. Mr. Boyce was also

one of the largest Flat owners in London, and
was chairman and director of several successful

property companies, and enjoyed the confidence

of the shareboldeis and directors in a very high

degree.

The death is announced, at the early age of

forty, after a long illness, of Mr. AV. II. F.

Sames, of Blackburn. He was a partner with

his brother, Mr. G. G. Sames, J. P., in the firm

of Sames and Green, architects, of Blackburn

and Darwen.

Mr. EhwiN Haves, R.H.A., R.I., the well-

known marine painter, died on Jlonday at 20,

Aldridge-road-villas, W. , in his 85th year. He
was bom in liriatol, and educited at Dublin, and
in 1857 he was elected a member of the Royal

Hibernian Academy. To adequately exercise his

talent of marine painting, he travelled nearly

over the world. For forty-five ycurs, with but

two cxi'Cptions, ho exhibited at the Royal

Academy, and was one of the e:irly members of

the Institute of Water Colour Painters. His son,

Mr. Claude Hayes, R.I., is widely known as a

landscape-painter.

Mu. FuANK JI(Clean, F.R.S., F.R.A.S.,

M. I.e. 10., tho well-known engineer and astro-

nomer, died on Tuesday at Brussels in his Iw th

year. Tho only son of the late Mr. J. K. McClean,

F.US., who was a distinguished civil engineer,

ho was educated at Westminster, the college,

Glasgow, and Trinity College, Cambridgp, of

which foundation he was a scholar, and where ho

graduated in 1859 as a wrangler, -\dopling his

lather's profesiion, he was apprenticed in tho same

year to Sir John Hawkshaw, and three years later

became a partner in the firm of McCIean and
Stileman. In this connection ho was engaged in

charge of important dock and railway works until

1870, when .he retired from his professional

labours, and from that time forward devoted him-

self to solar and stellar spectroscopic work.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &o.

The- Gladstone Memoeial.—The Improvements
Committee of the London County Council have
drawn up a report with reference to the allocation

of a site for the proposed Gladstone memorial.

They recommend tliat the memorial committee be
offered a site to the west of St. Clement Danes
Church in the Strand. The First Commissioner of

Works has consented to the erection of the monu-
ment on this site. The monument will be appro-

priate and important in character, and will, in the

opinion of the memorial committee, be in every way
worthy of the surroundings. It is designed by Mr.
Hamo Thorneycroft, R.A., and has a cruciform

base, measuring about 26ft. every way, with a

pavement around it 5tt. wide. The superficial area

of the ground required for the structure will hfr

about 500ft. It is proposed that the memorial shall

have an architectural base of Portland stone, and
shall be surmounted in the centre by a bronze statue

of Mr. Gladstone in the robes of the Chancellor of

the Exchequer. Seated statues or groups also in

bronze will be placed on the projecting portions of

the base, and the height of the memorial will be

about 32ft. The proposed site, including the sur-

rounding footway, is distant about 82ft. from the

buildings on the south side of the Strand, about

51ft. from the railings at the western end of St.

Clement Danes Church, about 83ft. from the north

side of the Strand, and 139ft. from the eastern end
of the crescent site. This will allow a width of about

60ft. for the carriageway to the south of the

memorial, 40tt. to the east, 63ft. to the north, and
87ft. to the west.

In the process of building the new vestries at St.

Andrew's Church, Newcastle-on-Tyne, there has

been discovered an ancient hagioscope, or squint.

The parish church of All Saints, Thornham, near

Eye, Suffolk, which has long been in a dilapidated

state, was reopened last week after restorition at a

cost of £1,100.

At the meeting on Wednesday night of the

Edinburgh Architectural Association an address

was delivered by the President, Mr. H. O. Tarbolton.

The Metropolitan Water Board is collecting in-

formation with reference to water charges in its

districts with the object of introducing into Parlia-

ment a Bill providing for a uniform scale applicable

throughout the area of supply.

Mr. Chester Foulsham, who has been district

surveyor for St. Leonard, Bromley, since 1874, died

on the 28th ult., aged G7 years.

Messrs. Sherwin and Cotton, of Hanley, have
been awarded a gold medal for their exhibit of tiles

for interior decoration at the St. Louis Exhibition.

The Monmouthshire County Council have con-

demned the old chain bridge at Kemys, near Usk,
and have resolved to erect a new steel bridge^at an
outlay of £5,350.

The death occurred at Heme Bay on Wednesday
week of Mr. John David Drake, late of Rhodes
House, Sittingbourne. Mr. Drake, who was in his

eighty-second year, had lived in Sittingbourne

twenty-three years, and during that time had been

identified with the management of successful brick-

making businesses.

At the meeting of the Incorporated Institute of

British Decorators to be held at Painters' Hall,

Little Trinity-lane, E.G., on Monday week, the

2lst inst., a lecture on "Pompeii," illustrated by
.

specially-prepared lantern-slides, will be delivered

by Mr. Hugh Stannus, F.R.I. B. A., A.R.C.A.

The annual general meeting of the Leeds and
Yorkshire Architectural Society was held on Thurs-

day in last week, Mr. G. li. Bulmor presiding. It was
announced that the society had a total membership

of 155. The presidential address will be deUvered

on November 17.

The Hayes I'rban District Council have appointed

Mr. H. Curtis Gray, from the county surveyor's

office, Kent County Council, Maidstone, surveyor,

at a salary of 1200 per annum.

A joint scheme of water supply has Iwen carried

out for the authorities of Conway and Colwyn Bay,

from plans by Mr. T. B. Farringtou, A.M.I. C.E.,

and at a total cost of C55,000.

The St. Helens Town Council have accepted

tenders for the erection of two branch libraries for

tho districts of Newtown and Sutton, for which Mr.
Carnegie will contribute 16,000. Sites have been

given by Sir David Gamble and Messrs. Greenall,

Whitley, and Co.
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BuilMng rnittllignue.

Bath Aiiiif.v.—A public meeting was held at

the Guildhall, Bath, on Friday, under the pre-

sidency of the Marquess of Bath, to consider a
statement which had been drawn up by Mr. T. G.
Jackson, K.A., upon the condition of Bath Abbey
Church. Mr. Jackson, after recalling the fact

that early in August the south-east pinnacle of

the central tower was struck by lightning, stated

that the damage done was less than might have
been expected ; but the top 15ft. of the spirelet

was seiioualy disturbed and some of the s'one
shattered. There were no conductors on the

building, which was obviously in danger from
any storm, and it should be protected by a com-
plete system of points and copper tapes on the

plan he had submitted. The removal of the

shattered part of the pinnae' e had revealed
another defect. The whole of the four pinnacles,

as well as those at the east end of the choir, were
put together with iron clamps, which, being near
tbe outside of the stone and exposed to damp, had
rusted so seriously as to expand sometimes to

twice their original thickness, and had thereby
disjointed the masonry to that extent. He re-

commended that the whole of the four spirelets of

the tower and those of the east end should be
ivjconstructed, substituting copper rods and slate

dowels for the iron clamps and ties. As the

pinnacles had to come down, he thought it would
be well to consider whether, instead of the modern
bulky pinnacles, they would not substitute pin-

nacles of a lighter design— something more like

those of Malvern Triory and Gloucester Cathe-
dral, which would be to return to what was
the character of the original pinnacles as

shown by old prints. The north-east pin-

nacle of the choir was, he considered, in a
dangerous state, and should be seen to without
delay. The finial was broken across, and the two
top courses were lifted an inch and a quarter on
one side. The flying buttresses, to wh'ch he
directed attention more than two years ago, were,
he believed, put up for ornament, and had no
work to do until Sir Gilbert Scott vaulted the nave
instme. The vault was now overpowering the
buttresses, and the walls had an inclination out-

wards. He considered it imperatively necessary
that the walls should be thored at certain points,

and the flying buttresses reconstructed with-
out delay, or the consequences might be seriou-i.

The buttresses had all come over several inches,

and it was not safe to leave any of them. Some
repairs to the parapets were also needed. Two
western turrets were prepared for flying but-
tresses to give the same architectural effect to the
west front as was given by similar buttresses at

the east end, and though in neither case were
they needed for strength, but only for beauty, he
thought the west front would gain very greatly

if these buttresses were added. It was estimated
that the whole of the work recommended by the
architect would involve an expenditure approxi
mating £i,000, and donations to the amount of

£738 were announced. It was resolved to pro-
ceed at once with that part of the work which
was considered urgent at a cost not exceeding
£3,000. The erection of the two flying buttresses

at the west end and the question as to the
alteration of the character of the pinnacles were
deferred.

Diui'FiELri, East Yokks.—The oak chancel
screen, erected in the parish church of All Saints',

Driflield, was dedicated on Tuesday, November 1

.

The design is by Mr. Temple Moore, of London,
and the work has been carried out by the firm of

Messrs. Geo. Shepherdson and Son, Limited, of

Driffield. The screen is designed in the English
style of 15th-century Gothic. It consists of

seven principal divisions, filling the width of the
chancel arch, three of which are occupied by the
wide central doorway (or arch way, for there are

no doors). Eich main division is subdivided into

two compartments by slender mou'ded muUions,
which branch into richly-carved flowing tracery

at the top. From the massive mulliona of the
main divisions spring the ribs of the groined cove
of the cornice. This cornice on the west side ex-
tends beyond the screen up to the north and south
walls of the nave, and is surmounted by a richly-

carved cresting, with crowned shields at intervals
having sacred monograms. The cornice has two
orders of carving. The upper one contains the
text, " Glory to God in the Highest—On E irth

Peace—Good-will toward Men," and the lower
order is filled with a rich scroll of vine-leaves.

The eastern side of the screen is of similar

general design, but simpler in detail. The lower
solid part of the screen on either side of the

central doorway is enriched with carving and
tracery. The donor has also filled the window
over the chancel arch and immediately above the

screen with stained glass, the effect of which
adds tone to the screen. The glass, which is

rich in colouring, is from the studio of Mr. H.
Victor Milner, of London. The window is of

four lights, and these have been filled with
figures of St. George, St. Patrick, St. Andrew,
and St. David. The tracery over the window
contains the Royal Arms and the York Arms.

ExF.TF.ii.—The foundation-stone of the in-

firmary to be erected as an addition to the work-
house was laid on Thursday in last week. The
infirmary is being erected on the separata block

system, from designs prepared by Mr. R. M.
Challice, of Badford-circus, Exeter. The com-
plete design comprises five distinct blocks—viz.,

an administrative block, situated in the centre,

for females and children, providing for 66 beds.

The stairc ises are of Bristol Pennant stone, and
the corridors of fireproof construction ; iron

emergency staircases are provided for at each end
of the main blocks, and internal and external

hydrants will be provided. The wards generally

are to be heated by Messrs. Shorland's Man-
chester stoves and grates, while the corridors,

bathro jms, and sanitary wings will be warmed by
hot water radiators. The first portion of the
complete scheme is now being carried out by
Messrs. Ham and Passmore, builders, of Exeter,

at a cost of £10,500.

East Chevingtox.—The new schools which
have recently been completed at South Broomhill
from designs by Mr. J. Wightman Djuglas, of

Alnwick and Newcastle, for the Northumberland
Ciounty Council were formally -opened on Monday.
The buildings have been erected at a cost of about
£7,000, and include a school for 230 boys and 230
girls, and a hostel. The school has bjen planned
on the central-hall system, wi'h corridor, and
consists of six classrooms 25ft. by 22ft., and four

classrooms 20tt. by 22ft., all on the ground-floor,

and opening direct into the wide corridor or

central hall. The two central haUs are each 28ft.

by 35ft., and are separated by a sliding partition,

which when folded back gives an assembly room
70ft. by 28ft., with wood arched coiling. The
whole work has been carried out by Messrs. R.
Cirse and Son, Amble.

Liverpool.—At a meeting on Monday of the

Liverpool Cathedral Committee, the Lord Bishop
of the Diocese read a letter which he had
received from Mr. Arthur Eirle, of Childwall
Lodge, Wavertree. Mr. Eirle asked the Bishop
" to be the medium of offering to the Cathedral
Committee a sum of £25,000 for the erection of

the Lady-chapel, to be dedicated in due course by
the Bishop, with the approval of the donors.
The donors," continued Mr. Eirle's letter, "are
members of the Earle and Langton families, who
have always been members of the Church of

England, and are now amongst the very few
remaining here whose connection with these parts

dates back previous to 1700 a.u." A resolution
combining thanks to the donors, and a decision to

immediately proceed with the building of the
L^dy-chapel wjs passed unanimously. The Lady-
chapel has been designed by Messrs. G. F.
Bodley, R A., and G. (Jilbert Scott, the architects

of the cathedral, and will be in character with
the main structure. It will form the eastern
termination of the south choir aisles, using the
cardinal points in a ritual sense.

London County Council.—At Tuesday's meet-
ing of this body the Building Act Committee
submitted the outline of a new Building Bill.

The provisions of the measure were said to be
somewhat similar to those proposed last year. On
the recommendation of the Fire Brigade Com-
mittee, it was agreed to purchas! sites for

additional fire stations at Balham, Brockley, and
Etrlsfield. Both the Education Committee and
the Parks Committee submitted reports dealing
with the proposal to use the mansion at Avery
Hill, formerly the residence of the late Colonel
North, for the purpose of a training college for

teachers. The park in which the house is situated
was acquired by the Council in 1902 as an open
space, and the Parks Committee now recom-
mend that Parliamentary powers be sought to

authorise the use of the mansion and two acres of

adjacent ground as a residential training college

forteichers. An amendment to the effect that,

instead of two acres of land, four acres of land

should be utilised for college purposes, was, after

some debate, carried by 72 to 4-1, and agreed to.

AVavf.ktrke, Livebi'ool.—A new Wesleyan
school-chipel, part of a larger proposal for the
erection of church and school premises in Elm
Hall-drive, Penny-lane, was opened at Waver-
tree on Friday. The whole scheme includes the
erection of a church, providing seating accommo-
dation for a congregation of 800, and the erection

of a school alongside. The last-named building
is to be used as a school-chapel until such time as

the committee of Grove-street circuit are in a

position to build the church. The school-

chapel is of Gothic design, built of Ruabon
pressed brick, with Portland stone dressings.

The entrance-lobby gives access to a hall

capable of ssating 50(5 persons, and this will

serve the double purpose of a Sunday-school
and a place of worship. Immediately adjoining

are vestries, cloakrooms, a ladies' parlour, and an
infants' schoolroom. C)n the top floor there is a

smaller meeting-hall, capable of accommodating
300 people. The cost of the building has been
between £4,000 and £5,000. The erection has

been superintended by Messrs. Gilbert Eraser

and Arnold Thornely, architects, Liverpool.

WiTniXfiTox.—The foundation-stone of a new
public elementary school which is to be built in

Cavendish-road, Withington, was laid on Friday.

The school is intended to accommodate in the

first instance 500 children, but the plans have
been so arranged for an extension to find room
for another 300. The exterior architecture is to

be pliin, with a facing of red Ruabon brick

dressed with buff terracotta. The ground-plan of

the school is in the form of the letter H. There
are to be a central hall capable of holding 800

children, two teachers' retiring-rooms, and six

classrooms on each of the two floors. The school

will have a science-room, and also a detached

cookery and manual- instruction annexe. The
site, of an acre and a quarter in area, faces an
open space used as a recreation-ground. The
architect is Mr. Ernest Woodhouse, of Mtn-
chester. The cost of the building in its first form

will work out at about £17 lOs. per child. When
it has been enlarged to accommodate 800 children

the cost per head will be reduced to £1-4 lOs.

CHIPS.
The Mayor of Tamworth (Mr. F. AUdritt) laid,

on Friday, the foundation-stone of the new Car-

negie library, which is in course of erection in

Corporation-street. Mr. E. R. Dinford, A.K.I B.A.,

of Northampton, is the architect, his design having
been selected in competition by the assessor, Mr.
Jathro A. Cossina, of Birmingham.

Several handsome gifts have been received to-

wards the erection of a church at Thurlstone, near

Penistone, the foundation-stone of which building

was laid by Sir Walter Spencer Stanhope on Satur-
day afternoon. There is to be a total expenditure
of £11,000, the endowment scheme included, and
£5,000 his been given by the Misses Mary and
Hannah Bray. Mr. H S. Tomasson, of Flumpton,
has presented the site. The church has been designed

by Mr. C. HoJgson Fowler, F.S.A., of Durham,
and will seat 280 persons.

The Poplar Borough Oooncil have accepted a

tender amounting to £0,000 for the erection of a

new public library at Bromley-by-Bow, the gift of

Mr. Andrew Carnegie.

Messrs. McDowall, Sfeven, and Co., Limited,

London, Glasgow, and Falkirk, have just secured

from the Postmaster - General the order for the

supply of the new post-office pillar-boxes for London
and the provinces.

In his cathedral, on Friday, the Bishop of

Worcester dedicated a large lectern, the gift of Sir

John Holder, one of whose sons recently married

the youngest daughter of the Dean. The figure of

an angel, in brass, supports the reading desk, which
stands on an oak dan, approached by several steps,

with brass rails. Messrs. Jones and Willis, of

London and Birmingham, carried out the work.

Visits were paid on Saturday last, under the

auspices of the Balham Antiquarian Society, to the

Church of St. Mary Aldermary (Queen Victoria-

street and Bow-lane) and the Church of St. Mary-
le-Bow (Bow-lane and Cheapside). Papers on the

old associations of these places of worship were read

by Mr. Deputy White and Mr. T. W. Sliore Mr.
Deputy White claimed for the church of St Mary
Aldermary and St. Aatholin, which was rebuilt

after the Great Fire of 1666 by Wren, a remoter

origin of foundation than even that of St. Mary-le-

Bow. For one of Wren's buildings the Church of

St. Mary Aldermary was peculiar, it not unique.

Mr. Shore dwelt in his paper on the archaaologicil

associations of the churches.
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WARKIIOVSF., I'ICCADILLV, MANCHESTER.

This building has been erected for Messrs. Joshua
Hoyle and iSons, Ltd., cotton spinners and manu-
facturers. Including the basement it is seven
stories high. The portion of the ground-floor
facing I'iccadilly is for shops and a cafe. The
warehouse entrance is at the corner, and the
loading ways in the side street. The old building
formerly on the site was of a height allowing the
new lofty one to be erected without infringing
any right of liglit. Internally there are three
lifts. An installation of pneumatic letter and
parcel tubes between the several departments is

expected to save much labour. The heating and
ventilation are in combination by means of washed
air being driven by electric fans from an air
•chamber in the basement to the several floors and
departments.

_
The erection was at first attended

with much difliculty, owing to a canal running
across the site, the navigation of which was not
interfered with. The main structure is of steel.
This syutem eaabled the architects to have the
building erected at great speed . As soon as the
stanchions and main beams of a floor were in
position the Fram fireproof floor arching followed
on, thus all waiting for the wall erections was
avoided. The first stanchion iu the basement
was (ixcd in March, and in October the counters,
lifts, electric wiring, &c., were being put in posi-
tion. Wo refer to this, as in a building of this
class speed, coupled with sound construction, is of
great financial value to the pioprietors. The
exterior is in IJurmantofts half-glaze green terra-
cotta to the first-floor level, and upwards in half-
glaze bull toiracotta and deep red bricks. The
TOof is covered with green slates and green torra-
colta ridge tiles. The architects are Messrs.
Charles lleathcote and Sons, of Manchester, and
Savoy-court, London, and the builders are
Messrs. Robert Nuill and Sons, .Manchester.

HOrSI: AT HINTKUSLOW, WILTS.

Tins house has recently been completed from
designs by Messrs. Hart and Watorhouse, of
London. It u situated on the Downs, about
eight miles from Salisbury, and will bo used
chiefly as a summer residence. The lower part is
red brick

; the upper part is framed in timber
and hung with tiles. The water supply is derived
from tho rainwa'er tank, the water being pumped
to a cistern in tho roof, and well-water is used
for drinking putposes. Messrs. (.'larko and Son
of Winterslow, are the builder,". Tnis drawing
was shown at the Koyal Academy last season.

I.IMRUK K Flil-.l: LlllHAUV.

Tills design, made by Messrs. Swann and Wright
which was exhibited at the Koyal Academy this
year, was submitted in competition for the
Limerick Free Librarj-. the materials proposed
for the construction being of local bricks and

stone from the Bromfield limestone quarries. The
grcund floor is devoted to the library, and the
first floor to a spacious museum. The south-west
wingcontains the librarian's house and caretaker's

premises.

TOVR ST. ROMilX, ROVEX CATHEDRAL : PUGIN
TUAVELLI.XG STVDEXTSHIP DRAWINGS.

The lower part of this famous tower dates from
the 11th century onwards. The upper stages

and roof shown in the accompanying sketch were
completed between 1160 and ItSO. The study
forms part of a series of drawings by Mr. F. C.
ilears, the Pagin travelling student of the Koyal
Institute of British Architects.

THE CiAKDEX HOUSE, TOOTS CRAY PLACE, KEXT.

This garden house has been built at the end of

the bowling lawn, the ground floor being used as

a pavilion for watching the games, also to be used
as a shelter, and for taking refreshments, the
latter being served from the kitchen in the rear.

The first floor is used as a retreat, for study, and
from which tine views are obtained of the park
lands and gardens. The whole of the exterior

woodwork is of oak, including the shingle roof,

left to tone naturally, the walls being roughcast
coloured cream. The windows are glazed with
pale-green antique sheet-glass, brought from the
old houses of Holland, which give a soft mellow
light within. The flats are of teak, ship-deck
flooring being much pleasanter than lead or

asphalte, and the finial is of copper toned green.
The ground-floor room is panelled iu the
tieorgian style, painted a pale apple-green, the
oak windows, door, and floor being stained green
and wax-polished, and the plaster-covered ceiling

finished a cream tint. The fireplace surround is

of Istrian marble, as also is the hearth, and the
grate of polished steel. The first floor, approached
by an oak staircase, is panelled throughout in oak
in the Tudor style, fumigated to an antique tint,

including the floor, the ceiling being dome-
shaped, in plaster, finished cream. The fireplace

surround is of red Mansfield stone, with yellow
stone hearth, and quaint dull brass grate, the
latches and electric-light fittings being of bronze
throughout. The building is heated by hot water
on the low-pressure system, with ventilating
radiators, and lighted by electricity. The total

cost has 'oeen about fSOO. The architect is Jlr.

K.Frank Atkinson, of Sackville-street, W. This
year the drawing here reproduced was included
in the Koyal Academy Exhibition.

ST. LAURENCE CHUliCH, XORWICII.

(Full particulars of this double-page illustration

will be found on the drawing itself.)

COMPETITIONS.
Benwell.—Premiums for the competitive plans

for the proposed public library for Benwell have
been awarded as follows :— £75, Mr. Vernon
Ilodge, 11, tirand Parade, Teddington ; £40 and
£25 (shared), Mr. C. Leslie Cox, of 6S, Ilalkeith-

road, Ilford ; Messrs. Davison and Gratnoy, Central
Buildings, Wallsend ; and JIv. G. H. T. Kobinson,
27, liueen-street, Wolverhampton.

Clai'Iiam RcjAii Pi lair Baths.—The Wands-
worth Borough Council considered on Wednesday
evening the report of tho Baths Committee on the
designs received in competition for the branch
public baths proposed to be erected at the corner
otClapham Park-road and Park Hill—a matter
adjourned from the meeting uf a fortnight
previously. Tho committee reported that they
had inspected the nineteen designs received and
considered the report of the assesEOr (Mr. A.
Hessell Tiltman, F. U.I.I!. A.) thereon, and
had decided by a majority of 5 to 2 to re-

commend ('0 that tho author of the design
numbered 17 be employed as architect to

cairy out the work under tho competition; and
(A) that tiie author of the designs nutiibered 16

anil 1 1 be awarded tho second and third premiums
—namely :iO and 20 guineas respectively. [It

should be explained that i\Ir. Tiltman placed
Xo. 16 first. No. 11 second, and No. 17 third,

and that the committee proposed, therefore, to

readjust the relative positions of all three

preniiated designs.] The adoption of tho com-
mittee's report was opposed by Mr. tJ. A. T.
Middleton, A.K.I.B.A., who proposed as an
amendment: "That sums of 75 guineas, .'Ji)

guineas, and 20 guineas bo paid to tho authors of

the designs placed first, Fecond, and third re-

spectively by the assessor, in accordance with

the conditions of the competition, and that

it be referred back to the Baths and Washhouses
Committee to consider which of the whole 10

designs submitted should be adopted for execu-

tion." The motion was ruled out of order. Dr.
James Busfield, in an able speech, moved a

further a'mendm ent :
—" (c) That in the opinion of

this council tlie authors of design No. 16 and
No. 2 have not complied with the conditions of

competition, and are therefore disqualified. (/<)

That premiums of 30 and 20 guineas be paid to

the authors of designs No. 11 and No. 17 re-

spectively, in accordance with the assessor's

award. (<) That a small committee be appointed

to examine the 17 qualified designs and recom-
mend to the council which design should be
adopted for execution, due regard being given
to economy of structure and site area, and to

efficiency of administration." He urged that the

defects in plan No. 16, recommended by the

assessor, were so serious that the committee, by a

large majority, had to set it aside in favour of

Xo. 17. In No. 16 the elevations were in colour,

and the report was not simply typed like the

other eighteen , but the front page had illuminated

letters and other distinctive marks. Then the

ticket office and clean-to^el store were not

"adjoining" each other, as required by the

conditions ; the men's baths could not be managed
by one attendant, as had been pointed out in

the Building News by a correspondent signing

himself " Lux," and further no towel shoot was
provided for the men's baths upstairs, the only
towel shoot on this first floor being in the women's
bathroom, which ought not to be visited by the

men's attendant. As a matter of equity the final

decision ought not to lie with a paid assessor,

but in the hands of those elected by the persms
who found the money. The amendment having
been seconded, Alderman Lorden, the ex-Mayor,
vigorously supported the committee's report.

No. 17, their choice, was an excellent plan, and
although the elevation was commonplace, and the

materials poar, these defects could be remedied.

The elevations had been obviously kept plain to

come within the stipulated price, and if, when the

tenders came in, there proved to be a margin, the

author could no doubt easily substitute a more
ornate front. Eventually Dr. Bustield's amend-
ment was withdrawn, and, on the motion of

Alderman Bulcraig, the whole subject was referred

to the General Purposes Committee to act in con-

junction with the Baths Committee, and report

further.

AViGAN.—The guardians of the Wigan T'uion

have recently had a competition — limited to

architects in the district—foroflices, and the plans

submitted by Mr. Herbert Ogden, A.R.I.BA.,
have been selected by them.

CHIPS.
At an inquest held at Hackney on Friday oa

Alfred Millard Lucas, SO, an architect and surveyor,

late an inmate of the Hackney Workhouse, it wa3
stated that he was ruined t'y a famous Glasgow
bank failure, through which he lost £1,000.

The Bishop of Llandaff was presented at Cardiff

on Friday with a portrait of himself in oils and a
service of silver plate, in celebration of the twenty-
first year of his episcopate. The portrait is the work
of Mr. A. S. Cope, A.K.A.

Sir Edward Fry and Sir Hugh Owen attended at

tho Institute of Mechanical Engineers, Westminster,
on Friday, in connection with the compensation
claim of the New River Company. Counsel repre-

senting the Water Board an<t the New River Com-
pany were iu attendance, and suggestions were
heard as to the form which the awarJ should take.

Ttie proceedings wero heard in private. The award
is likely to be made shortly.

The new parish-room in St. Catherine's, Ventnor,
was opened on Tuesday. It has been erected iu

Alpine-road at a cost of £1,350.

The Mayoress of Iiincolu formally opened on
Friday tho Lincoln City Hospital for the treatment
of infectious diseases. The site is in Long Leys-
road. The total area of the land available is

7a. :ir. 5Jp., but only \\ acres is at present required.

At the l^lierilTa' Court, Rod Lion -square, on
Monday, Mr. rn(!er-.SherilT liurchcU and a special

jury resumed the hearing of the case of Messrs.

iirinsmead and Goddard v. London County Council.

The firm claimed lS,,')Ol) compensation in respect of

a strip of freehold land forming part of i\itkl>y and
Miildlo Wharves, situate in Xiiio Elms-bine, Vaux-
hall, which is bemg compulsorily ac(piir€d by the
London County Council in connection with the

widening of the thoroughfare for tramway purposes.

The jury returned a verdict for £4,100, an amount
considerably under the scaled ofier of the Council.
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({^nmuccving ilotts.

Leith.—The opening took place on Tuesday of

the main entrance to the new Imperial Dock at
Leith, making thecompletion of the mostimportant
addition that has been made to the dock accom-
modation since Leith became a seaport. The
Imperial Dock has an area of 80 acres, and during
spring tides a depth of from 2Sf t. to 30ft. of water.
The scheme was prepared by Mr. Peter Whyte,
M.I.C.E., the dock superintendent, so far back
as 1889, and subsequently received the approval
of Sir Alexander SI. Kendle, K.C.I.E., the con-
sulting engineer. The area reclaimed is to the
north or seaward side of the Albert Dock, and
the reclamation was effected by a sea-wall, which
was begun in 1893, and completed in 1896. The
dock constructed within this reclaimed area is

1,900ft. long, 40ft. deep, and 550ft. wide for a
length of 1,100ft., and 280ft. wide for the
remaining length of 800ft., giving a water area of

19 acres. It is surrounded by walls of solid

masonry, carried down into a boulder clay 4ft.

below the bottom of the dock. The wails are 20ft.

thick at the base, and 9ft. at the top. The walls
are finished with granite coping 3ft. wide in the
dock, and 4ft. wide in the lock and basin, and all

1ft. 6in. thick. The entrance lock is 350ft. long
between the sills, 70ft. wide, and 38ft. deep from
coping to sill. The lock walls are constructed of
masonry similar to that of the dock walls, and the
invert is of cement concrete gauged 6 to 1, and
covered with squared whinstone 12in. thick. All
the hollow quoins, sills, roller path stones, and
sluice stones are of Aberdeen granite. The
culverts are each 6ft. high and 4ft. wide, and the
sluices are of greenheait timber, raised and
lowered by direct-acting hydraulic rams fi.xed to
the masonry of the wall. The dock gates are
constructed on the flotation principle, wholly of
steel and Yorkshire iron, with greenheart sills

and heel and mitre posts. The passage between
the new dock and the Albert Dock U 60ft. wide
and 36ft. deep, and the construction is similar to
that of the entrance lock. Across the passage is a
swing bridge on the skew, 132pt. long overall,
28ift. wide, and carrying two lines of roadway
and rails, with a footpath on either side. A
similar bridge is placed across the entrance lock
of the Albert Dock to afford an additional means
of communication to the south side of the Imperial
Dock. On that side of the dock there are two
single-story sheds, each 400ft. long and 120ft.
wide, with double lines of rails in front and back,
and six hydraulic cargo cranes. On the north side
a coal crane, with a lift of 30ft., has been erected
and equipped. The new dock has cost about
£750,000, which brings the cost of the docks
constructed since 1800 up to a total of about
o£l, 992,000.

PoRTiSHE.iD Dock, Bristol. — In order to
afford timber merchants and others interested in
that trade an opportunity of inspecting the new
timber wharf and stacking ground which have
just been completed at Portishead Dock, the
Bristol Docks Committee have arranged a visit

for to-day (Friday) for that purpose. The wharf
is 600ft. in length, and is equipped with rails and
several quick-working cranes for the special
handling of wood goods. There are four lines of
railway sidings between the wharf and stacking
ground, and also a considerable area of covered
shedding. The stacking ground is about ten
acres in extent, and is intersected by sidings for
the delivery of timber by rail therefrom. This
addition to the equipments of the Portishead
Dock will, it is confidently believed, be the means
of attracting considerable trade, and remove from
it the stigma of being regarded as a " white
elephant."

Watei'.foiid xyo Rosslaue R.\ilwav.—The
construction of a railway 37 miles in length
between AVaterford and Rosslare has been in
active progress for the last two years, and 21
miles o( the line are now completed. The con-
tractors are Messrs. R. JI 'Alpine and Sons, of
Glasgow. Concrete has been largely utilised in
the construction of bridges and station platforms,
and for lining tunnels. For the iron girder bridge
crossing the river Barrow, which divides the
counties of Wexford and Waterford, and is here
2,100ft. in width, the contractors are Sir William
Arrol and Go. The spans are each MOft. in
length, that in the centre being capable of lifting
to allow of the passage of vessels up the river to
New

_
Ross. There are several viaducts, the

principal being that at Taylorstown, which is

400It. in length and 50ft. high, and another of
somewhat smaller dimensions at Mill of Rags.
The stations east of Wellington Bridge are Dun-
cormack, Bridgetown, and Killinick ; and west
of that bridge BallycuUen, Campile, and Water-
ford. The contractors hope to have the work
completed by the end of 1905. It is expected
that by that time the works at Ballygeary
Harbour, three miles from Rosslare, will also be
completed.

PROFESSIONAL AND TBADE
SOCIETIES.

AKt'HITElTrKAL ASSOCIATION OF IllELAXD.
Mr. Cf. M. Ross, M.A., B.E., delivered a lecture

last week under the auspices of the Architectural
Association of Ireland, at 13, South Frederick-
lane, on " Ilot Water Heating for Domestic
Purposes." Mr. J. H. Webb occupied the chair.

Mr. Ross said there were two systems of hot
water apparatus with hot- water storage con-
tainers, known as the tank system and the
cylinder system, the latter being a later intro-
duction, and now very popular. It was claimed
for it that it was safer, that water could be pro -

cured quicker and of a higher temperature, and
that all or nearly all of the hot water could he
withdrawn before the cold water reached the
taps. The main difficulty was that it was neces-
sary to fix the cylinder low down, preferably close
to the boiler, and that there was often a difficulty

in finding a suitable place. There was also a
slower supply high up in the house, which, in the
case of a bath, was a decided objection. As re-
garded explosions, the lecturer had only known
two or three cases in Ireland. The question of a
safety-valve had not yet been considered, but
he was of opinion that it was desirable to have
one.

Glasgow Abchitectukal Association-.—At an
ordinary general meeting of this association, held
on Nov. 2, Mr. James Duncan Boyd, heating
engineer. Paisley, delivered a lecture on "The
' Reck ' System of Heating." Mr. Boyd claimed
for the Reck system all the essential qualifications

of a satisfactory heating apparatus. The system
he defines as a circulatory system of low-pressure
hot-water heating. Invented by Captain A. B.
Rect, of Copenhagen, it was first used by him in
Denmark eight years ago, and was introduced
into this country two years ago. The warming
is done by hot water heated in a special manner
by steam generated in a boiler working at a
pressure of from 21b. to 51b. The steam is

applied in such a way that the circulation of

the water is at least four times as great as in an
ordinary hot-water system. In consequence of

this increased velocity it is possible to use piping
one-fourth of the usual sizes, and the apparatus
may be erected without consideration of levels.

Further, there is no need that the boiler should
be the lowest part of the heating system, and
therefore sunk heating chambers are not required.
The application of the circulator to hot- water
heating resulted in greater efficiency at less

initial cost and expense in maintenance. The
Keck system was now largely used throughout
Europe, and Mr. Boyd described, with the help
of diagrams, several installations illustrating the
different methods used to suit the circumstances
of each case. At the close of the lecture Mr.
Boyd was awarded a hearty vote of thanks.

LivEREOOL Architectvr.al Society. — Mr.
Robert P. Oglesby read a paper on Mondaj-
evening at a meeting of the members of the archi-
tectural society, held in the Law Library, Cook-
street, Liverpool, the subject of his address being
" Sir John Vanbrugh, Dramatist and Architect."
The lecturer said Vanbrugh when in his teens was
sent to France in order to complete his education,
and it was there he became equipped with much of

the wit, sense of comic situation, and freedom of

morals which were such prominent features of his

plays. His first work, "The Relapse," was
staged at Drury-lane in 1697, and it immediately
secured his reputation as a playwright. He was
accused of introducing indecorous elements into

his plays, and his reply to the charge was to the
effect that the business of comedy was to show
people what they should do by representing them
upon the stage doing things they should not.
A'aubrugh's intentions were good, and both Swift
and Pope openly regretted their raillery against
him, and acknowledged him as a man of wit and
humour. The sudden leap from drama to archi-
tecture was taken as a joke by his brother wits
and litterateurs. Swift wrote: " Van's genius,
without thought or lecture, is hugely turned to

I

architecture." The lecturer went into detail con-

j

cerning'the building of the various castles and
mansions with which Vanbrugh was associated,

and remarked in conclusion that, however great

his faults were, and notwithstanding his glaring

want of refinement and taste, he possessed

valuable qualities fur his profession, and had he
lived longer would, no doubt, by further study

have become a really great architect. At the

conclusion of an interesting paper illustrated by
limelight views, a vote of thinks was passed to

Mr. Oglesby, and a similar compliment was paid

I

to the chairman, Mr. P. C. Thickuesse.

I Liverpool ExcaxEERixa Society.—The first

' meeting of the session of this societj- was held on
AVednesday week in the Royal Institution, Col-

quitt-street, when Sir. Frank E. Priest, the

president-elect, delivered his inaugural address.

Speaking on the sewage question, he said that

this was a serious problem, and unless man was
content to distribute himself sparsely over the

surface of the earth, it would for all time call for

the operations of the engineer, working together

with men of other sciences. The first report of

the commissioners for inquiring into the state of

large towns and populous districts, issued in 1844,

showed that out of fifty of the principal towns in

the country, exclusive of the Metropolis, only five

were provided with sewers, and even these were
not sufficient. Liverpool's reply was: "Sewers
in the main streets—courts and alleys neglected

;

refuse rots on the surface ; the liquid matter is

absorbed, and finds its way into the cellar."

Although the replies from the other towns were
less explicit, in most cases the arrangements were
no better. The average death rate in thirty-six

of these towns for the vears 1840-1-2 was 27 per

1,000, and that of Liverpool 35 per 1,000. Mr.
Priest went on to deal at length with the

numerous theories and systems that have since

been held and adopted with a view to solving the

sewage problem, and remarked that we might
congratulate ourselves that the 20th century had
dawned upon the possession of knowledge in

regard to this subject which enabled us to avoid

the evils of the past, and encouraged us to hope
for greater advancement in the future.

1

CHIPS.
The London County Council have decided on the

I construction of about six furlongs of electric tram-

j

ways on the conduit system in Rosebeiy-avenue,
Finsbury. The cost of the roadwork, including

plate-laying and paving works, but not including

any portion of the electrical equipment, is estimated

I at £22,500. This amount does not cover the cost,

j

estimated at £3,500, of the rails required for the

I
work.

[

At the Salford Town-hall on Friday, Mr. A. A. G.

j
Malet, C.E., Local Government Board inspector,

held an inquiry into the application of the corpora-

tion for sanction to borrow £8,500 to defray the

cost of reconstructing two bridges in Frederick-

road, Pendleton. Mr. L. C. Evans, the town clerk,

explained that one of the bridges ran over the

Manchester, Bury, and Bolton Canal, and the other

over the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway. They
were both in a dilapidated condition.

The death is announced of Mr. Edward Stanford,

j

at his Sidmouth residence, at the age of 77. Mr.

j

Stanford's name was famihar to students as the

! head of a firm engaged for its publication of geo-
graphical books and maps. Mr. Stanford retired

from business some years ago.

On Wednesday week a corner stone of the
extensions to the Grammar Schools at Bury, Lanes,

was laid by Mr. Henry Whitehead, ex-high sheriff'

of Lancashire. The new building is intended for

the use of girls, and is estimated to cost £10,000,

which has been raised by subscription. The cost of

the boys' portion, together with the purchase of

land, was over £23,000.

An inquiry was held on Thursday in last week
at Crompton, Lanes, by Mr. A. A. G. Malet,

Local Government Board inspector, into the ap-
plication of the urban district council for borrowing
sums of money as follows : For reconstruction of

main road from Beal-Iane to Oldham-road, £1,046 ;

and the secondary road from Heyside to High-

I

street, £2,154.

The first meeting of the 151st session of the
Society of Arts will be held on Wednesday even-

' ing next, when an address will be delivered by Sir

William Abney, K.C.B., F.R.S., vice-president

and chairman of the council. Previous to Christ-

mas there will be five ordinary meetings, one
meeting of the Indian section, and one of the Applied
Art section. The latter meeting will take place on
December 20, when a paper on " Street Archi-

i

tecture" will be read by Mr. T. G. Jackson, E.A.
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TO OOBBESFONDENTS.
(We do not hold ouraelyea responsible for the opiniona of
our correspondents. All communicationa should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all
communications reapectine illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOK of the Buildino
News, Clement's House, Clement's Tnn Passage, Strand,
W.C., and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not unfrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,
unsought contributions.

Cheques and Posfc-offlce Orders to be made payable to
Thk Stband Nbwspapeb Company, Ijmited.

Telegraphic Address :—" Timeserrer, London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

to hear from other architects who have carried out such
towers under £1,0G0 in value.

—

Robert Hembeow, archi-
tect, 174, Uueen's-road, Hastings.

[12101.]—Garnetted Joints.—On p. 641, third line,

in the article " Surrey Cottages." is the expression, *' a
stone wall with garnetted joints." What kind of joints
are they ? Making inquiry some time ago as to the origin
of the t/^nn "garnet "as applied to hinges. I was in-
formed that possibly it might be derived from .'/'z/vr/^/,
'* to open," an obsolete Spanish word. Would it be right

i
to infer that a garnetted stone joint is an open or a
recessed joint ?—A. H.

NOTICE.
Bonnd copies of Vol. LXXXVI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 128. each, by post
128. lOd.), as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI
XXJX., LDI., LXI., LXH., LXTV., LXV., LXVI.,
rxvn., Lxvm., lxix., lxxi., Lxxn., Lxxxn.
LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVn., LXXIX.,
T .XXX .. LXXXI., T.XXXTT., LXXXHI., LXXXrV.,
and LXXXV. may still be obtained at the same price

;

all the other bound volumes are out of print. Most of
the back numbers of former volumes are, however, to
"be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers
to complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Botldino News,
price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, TV.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Found per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
Omted States, £1 68. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To France
Dr Belgium, £1 68. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6a. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Oompanies, and all official
advertisements is la. per line of Eight words, the flrst
line counting as two, the minimum charge being 5a. for
four lines.

The charge for AuotionB, Land Sales, and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
bemg 48. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of
more than six insertions can be ascertained on application
to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.
The charge for advertisements for "Situations

Vacant" or "Situations Wanted "and "Part-
nerships" ia One Shillino foe Twentt-pooe Woeds,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. AU Situation
AdvertiseTnenta mu3t be prepaid,

*•* Repliea to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand
W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence ia made. (See
Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisementa on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisementa and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
Insertion.

Eeceived.-S. C.-V. and Co.-M.-W.-T. C. and Son—H. D. (Ilford).—F. Q.-N. F.

A. Jack AMA v.—They have not, nor will they be, reprinted
separately.

Haeey Hems.—Many thanks, but it has already been
given by a London contemporary.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
"LloLiE." (The apace in front of the Smithy will allow
enough room for a horse or two to stind outside till the
smith has finished with those already inside.) —" Tooo "
(Your design from Long Eaton is the second with same
motto, so change it in future, and keep to time )

—
•Bus and "LioLiE." (Your drawings have been

^fi!!^' .v"- ^"T''-i"\ l^es, the smithy and house
will be on the west side of the high road.)

^ntntommunicatioii.

I1209i).]-Noisy Closet. -A pedestal wash-down
water-closet is placed over a dining-room, and U a con-tmual source of annoyance to the occupants, as allsounds are audible. Can it be avoided in any way ? The
noise 18 worst just when the water i« coming into the
pan. If no cure, IS there a closet and oUtern that wouldcause no noise .'—Ravks. "ou.u

1 12100] -Clock Tower.-Aa the architect of a clock
tower recently erected for a public body, I shall be glad

CHIPS.
Mr. EJward R'oe Sweet-Escott, of Halifax, civil

engineer, late borough surveyor of Halifajt,
who died on September S, left estate valued at
£11,591 Us. 8d. gross, and at £11,022 53. 3d. net.

At Hull, on Saturday, the Mayor, Mr. Alderman
Jarman, unveiled a memorial in Paragon -square,
in memory of Hall men who fell in the Boer War.
The monument, which is of marble, represents one
soldier defending a wounded comrade. At the foot
are about sixty names of fallen soldiers, with brief
explanation. The monument has cost over £(J00.

At the last meeting of the Leyton Urban District
Council the library committee recommended that the
surveyor, Mr. Dawsoo, be instructed to prepare
plans for the proposed branch free library to be
built in Lea Bridge-road. To this an amendment
was moved that Mr. Jicques be appDinted architect
for the building, and this was earned on a division.

The Swansea District Hospital is being warmed
and ventilated by means of Shorland's double-
fronted patent Manchester stoves with descending
smoke-flues, the same being supplied by Messrs.
E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.

At West Hirtlepool, on Friday, the foundation-
stone was laii of a new school situated in Elwick-
road. The new building, which will be utilised for
the purposes of higher grade education, will be a
three-story erection with two-story wings. Accom-
modation will be provided for 1,200 scholars,
divided equally into senior and junior boys' and
girls' departments. The school has been designed
by Mr. Richard Holt, of Liverpool, and the con-
tractors for its erection are Messrs. T. Baetham and
Ssn, West Hirtlepool.

In the Exchange H ill, Nottingham, on S iturday,
a meeting convened by the Lords-Lieutenant of
Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire, the Dake of
Devonshire and the Duke of Portland, was held, to
consider what steps should be taken to erect a
memorial to the late Bishop of Southwell. The
Dake of Portland presided. The Bishop of Darby
proposed that the memorial should take the form of
a memorial effigy to be placed in SDuthwell
Cithedral. On the question of cost it was difficult
to get an exact estimite, but the mimorial to Arch-
bishop Temple, which was to be erected in
Canterbury, would cost a little under £2,000.
This was agreed to.

The Warrington Board of G airdians have decided
to spend £7,000 in the erection of a new building
to accommodate an additional 52 milei and 52
females.

Prince Alexander of Teck unveiled at St. Luke's
Church, Kingston - on - Thames, on Sunday, a
stained-glass window which has been placed in the
side chapel of the church by the St. Luke's Young
Women's Bible Class, in memory of the late
Duchess of Teck. It consists of four lights, repre-
senting the Presentation of Christ in the Temple.

The Bishop of Lincoln, on S iturday, consecrated
the new church of All Saints, Lincoln, which has
been erected to the east of the city through the
munificence of Mr. Alfred Shuttleworth, who bore
the total cost of the new church, parish hall, and
organ.

Mr. F. H. TuUoch, M I.C.E., inspector of the
Local Government Board, attended at the Council
Chamber, Dirlington, on Friday to inquire into an
application of the corporation for sanction to borrow
£50,000 for the purposes of extending the gas
undertaking, £9,500 for works of private street im-
provement, and £;!,G00 for the purchase of certain
property for street improvement, and tli'iO for the
purchase of property for the East Ward Recreation
(iround.

At Croxley Green, Herts, on Tuesday week, the
opening took place of the new building, which has
been added to the institute at that jilace at a cost of
over £1,000 by the firm of Messrs. John Dickinson
and Co., as part of their scheme for celebrating the
centenary of the firm. Mr. C. P. Ayres, of Watford,
was the architect, and Mr. 13rightman the builder.

The Works Department of the I,ondon County
Council has been authorised to erect the Tirst portion
of a tramcar shed at Streatham, and paving works,
laying of rads, &o., at a sum not exceeding £1',1,230.

Memorial-stones of a new Wesleyan chapel, to
be erected in Birmingham-roail, JCidderminster,
were laid on Thursday week. Tae estimated cost
is £0,000.

IiEQAI. INTEIiI.iaENOB.
Aebiteation on Me. W. H. Levee's Rivington

Estate.—The award by Mr. R. E. Middleton in
the arbitration between the Liverpool Corporation
and Mr. W. H. Lever, to determine the price to

be paid by the corporation for Mr. Lever's estate

on the watershed at Rivington, was announced
last night. The corporation sought to purchase the
estate under the powers of their Act of 1902, in

order to preserve the purity of the water running
into their reservoirs at Rivington. Mr. Lever
bought the estate, which contains gronse moors,
watercourses, and building land, nine or ten years
ago for £60,000. He afterwards presented some
400 acres of the land, bordering the Lower
Rivington Lake, to the corporation of Bolton for
the purposes of a pubhc park. The water com-
mittee of Liverpool feared contamination of their

water, and legal proceedings led to the Liverpool
Corporation being granted practical control of the
park. Later the Liverpool Corporation decided to

purchase the whole watershed of their reservoir

system, and they have already purchased several

large estates. Eor his estate Mr. Lever at first

asked £457,000, but at the arbitration his valuers

p it the figure at an average of about £250,000. The
corporation offer was under £100,000. The award
fixes the price to be paid at £133,449.

Ameeican v. West Austeauan Wood foe
Paving.—Alcott v. Millar's Kaeei and Jaeeah
Forests, Ltd. (in Voluntaey Liquidation), and
Anothee..—In the Court of Appeal, on Friday, the
Master of the Rolls and Lords Justices Stirling and
Mathew gave judgment in the appeal by the

defendants from the judgment of Mr. Justice

Grantham at the trial of an action with a special

jury in March last. The action was brought by
Mr. E Iward Alcott, a pavior and contractor, carry-
ing on business at Sunderland Wharf, Millbank-
street, Westminster, to recover damages for libel.

The plaintiff was the importer, agent, and vendor
of American red gum wood blocks for street paving.
The defendant company were {inter alia) importers
of Australian Karri or Jarrah wood for street paving.
The libel complained of was contained in a letter

dated May 14, 1902, and written by the defendant,
Walter L. Green, on behalf of the defendant com-
pany, and was as follows:—" We understand that
your council propose laying the roadway of Oxford-
street with American red gam blocks. We would
very strongly recommend that, before deciding upon
this, you should pay a visit of inspection to Picca-
dilly, Waterloo-place, Haymarket, and Whitehall,
the roadways of which have been • paved with
American red gum only from six to eighteen months,
and are now in a rotten condition. \Ve venture to

say that the result of such a visit would certainly

remove from your mind any idea of using such
material for roadways in your district. We remain
yours truly, Millar's Karri and Jarrah Forests,

Ltd. Signed, Walter L. Green, for Joint Managing
Directors." The plaintiff alleged that the letter

was written by the defendants m order to prevent
him from getting a contract with the Marylebone
Borough Council to pave Oxford -street ; that by
reason of the letter he had had to amend his con-
tract, make a reduction in price, and allow 25 per
cent, of the contract price to be retained by the
Marylebone Borough Council as a guarantee of the

sound and merchantable quality of his wood. The
defendants pleaded that the letter was not a libel,

and, further, that in so tar as it contained state-

ments of fact they were true, and in so far as it

contained expressions of opinion they were pub-
lished in good faith and without malice, and were
fair comments upon matters of public interest.

They also denied that the special damage alleged

was sufficient in law to sustain the action. At the
close of the plaintiff's case it was submitted, on
behalf of the defendants, that there was no case to

go to the jury. The statements in the letter were
not actionable. If it was a libel at all, it was a,

libel upon property. The plaintiff had to prove (1)

a false statement ; (2) special damage, and (3) malice.

There was no evidence of special damage. There
was no evidence that the Marylebone Council were
influenced at all by the letter in deciding to retain

25 per cent, of the contract price. Nor was
there any evidence of malice. Mr, Justice

Grantham held that there was a case for

the jury. The learned Judge left it to the jury
to say (1) whether the statement was untrue

; (2)

whether it referred to the pliintiff's wood ; (3)

whether there was malice in the statement—that

was to say, whether it was intended to inj^^ ^^
plaintiff; and (4) what damages, if any. "The jury
found a verdict for the plaiutitf, with £250 damages.
It was now contended, on behalf of the defendants,

that there was no evidence of any special damage.
It was contended that the MaryletKine Council, in

deciding on June 9, 1902, to retain 25 per cent, of

the contract price as a guarantee for the sound and
merchantable quality of the wood, were not in-

fluenced by the defendant's letter, but by state-

ments and circulars issued by the Westminter
Ratepayers' Association, and by the agitation that

was then going on about the red gum wood. Nor
was there any evidence of malice. A mere intent
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to injure the plaintiif in his business and to push
the defendants' goods was not enough. There
must be knowledge in the defendants that the
statement was false. The court could not try the
question whether one man's goods were good or bad,
or whether they were not superior to another man's
goods— "White t. Mellin" (1S05) ;

" Hubbuck
and Sons v. Wilkinson " (1899). The defendants,
therefore, were entitled to judgment. " Evans t.
Harlow" and "Western Counties Manure Com-
pany V. Lawes Chemical Manure Company " were
also referred to. The Court on Friday dismissed
the appeal. The Master of the Bolls said that the
main question here was whether there was
any evidence of special damage to go to the jury.
It seemed to him (the Master of the Rolls) that
there was evidence of special damage to go to the
jury, and there was no misdirection. There re-
mained the broader ground put forward on behalf
of the defendants. It was said that upon its face
the letter was not capable of being libellous, and
the case upon which reliance was placed was the
decision of the Court of Appeal in "Hubbuck and
Sons V. Wilkinson." That, however, was a very
special case, ana did not govern the present case.
How could it be said that the imputation contained
in the letter was incapable of being libellous, a
letter which recommended the members of the
council to pay a visit to certain streets, the road-
ways of which had been paved with American red
gum only from six to eighteen months before, " and
are now in a rotten condition." For those reasons, in
his opinion, the appeal should be dismissed. Lords
Justices Stirling and Mathew concurred.

South Wales Direct Railway : Award.—The
award of Sir Benjamin Baker, the arbitrator acting
iu the arbitration between Messrs. Pearsons and the
Great Western Railway, has been published. The
claim arose over the construction of the new South
Wales Direct Route, which was recently opened.
The contractors claimed on a total cost of extra
work done, amounting to £416,000, exclusive of
profits. The arbitrator gives no decision on a sum
of £130,000, which will be referred to the Court on
a point of law. Out of the remaining claim of
£286,000 the arbitrator awards the contractors
£233,000.

CHIPS.

Messrs. John Aird and Co., the well-known con-
tractors, have received an intimation that their
exhibit, including a model of the Assouan dam in
Egypt, has been awarded a grand prize by the
International Jury of Awards at the St. Louis
Exhibition. This model was made by Messrs. Silk
Wilson and Sons, surveyors. Bank of England
Chambers Manchester.

A conversazione was given at the Cripple-
gate Institute on Friday night to celebrate the
eighth anniversary of the opening of the building,
and during the evening Mr. Birrell, K.C., unveiled
marble busts of Oliver Cromwell and John Bunyan
(the work of Mr. G. Frampton, R.A.), which have
been presented by Mr. J. Passmore Edwards.

The ceremony of the switching on of the electric
lighting installation at Llangollen was performed
on Friday evening, when the directors of the
recently formed Llangollen and District Electric
Light and Power Company assembled at the gene-
rating station, situated on the banks of the Dee,
and witnessed the inaugural function. The com-
pany's engineer, Mr. E. Bremner Smith, C.E., of
Oswestry, gave a short sketch of the steps taken to
secure an improved illuminant. The compulsory
area comprises the heart of the town. Castle-street,
Bridge-street, and Berwyn-street, but already the
ratepayers are appealing for an extension. The
capital of the company is £6,000.

A cafe has just been built on a narrow frontage
facing College Green, Bristol. The architects are
Messrs La Trobe and Weston, and the builders
Messrs. R. Wilkins and Son, of Bristol.

Mr. Owen Jones Erwfair, Festiniog, was last
week appomted chief manager over the Oakeley
Quarries, Festiniog, which find employment for
1,600 people, on the retirement of Mr. Robert
Roberts.

Some interesting changes have just been com-
pleted in connection with the fabric of Lustleigh
Church. A recumbent figure of Sir William le
Prouz, which has long lam in the chancel, has
now, through the generosity of a lady parishioner,
been removed into proximity with the place of
his sepulchre in the chancel. Sir William le Prouz
died in 1319, and was buried elsewhere. In 1329,
the remains of this distinguished man, inclosed in
a leaden covering to the shape of his body, were
removed to Lustleigh and reinterred. The carving
of the figure is an interesting specimen of sculpture
and requires but little to restore it to its original
condition. Another lady of the parish has been
instrumental in furnishing, as a memorial, the
north side of the church with two mosaic figures
representing Purity and Constancy.

O^ut aB>fSce €Mt
Uknekal satisfaction and pleasure will be felt

by all architects at the knighthood which has
been bestowed by the King on Mr. Aston Webb,
R.A., doubtless in recognition of his work as
architect of the dignified Queen A'ictoria
Memorial opposite Buckingham Palace, and of
the rearrangement of the roadways there and
along the Mall to Charing Cross. Five other com-
missions of national importance are also in course
of execution in the Victoria and Albert Museum
and the Royal College of Science at South Ken-
sington, the Royal Britannia Xaval College at
Dartmouth, the Birmingham University Build-
ings, and the Law Courts, Hong Kong. Among
his completed undertakings may be named the
restoration of the Augustinian Church of St. Bar-
tholomew the Great at Smithfield, the French
Protestant Church in Soho-square, and in corn-
junction with Mr. E. Ingress Bell, the new schools
for Christ's Hospital at West Horsham, and the
Victoria Courts, Birmingham. The career of
Sir Aston Webb, who is now but five-and-fifty,
has been one of uninterrupted success. He
carried off the Pugin Scholarship in 1873, the
year

_
in which he commenced independent

practice, served with conspicuous success as
President of the Architectural Association in the
session 18S1-2, and just twenty years later
was called to the higher dignity of the presidential
chair of the Royal Institute of British .\rchitects,
where during his two years of office he displayed
rare qualities of management of public meetings
and committees, being firm, unassuming, discreet,
and courteous. Elected an Associate of the Royal
Academy in 1899, he was raised to the fuU dignity
of R A. in June, 1904. Sir Aston Webb was
long associated with the Royal Architectural
Museum, and when the gift of that institution
to the Architectural Association was proposed by
the late hon. secretary, Mr. Maurice B. Adams,
no one did more to further the project and assist
in its realisation by wise counsel and personal
interest.

section gives each borough council absolute power
of vetoing the use of any overhead system of
electrical fraction in its own district. They
thought that the strongest advocates of the con-
duit system would agree that that was not a posi-
tion in which the tramway authority should be
placed. The committee are also asking the
Council to promote a Bill in the next Session
for the construction of a tramway from the pre-
sent terminus in Blackfriars-road, over Black-
friars Bridge, and along the A'ictoria Embank-
ment as far as "Waterloo Bridge. This will cost
£147,000, and will be wcrked as part of the
scheme already agreed to be submitted to ParUa-
ment for a line between the terminus in West-
minster Bridge-road, over Westminster Bridge,
and along the Victoria Embankment to W^aterloo
Bridge.

The new Kalendar of the Royal Institute of
British Architects, published this week, shows
a further increase in bulk from 376 to 384 pages.
A new feature is an index arranged alphabeti-
cally, which will be more useful for reference
than the former table of contents. The total
membership is now 2,492, as against 2,359 last
year, consisting of 654 Fellows, an increase of
14 ; 1,131 Associates, an increase of 21 ; 9
Honorary Fellows, against 8 last year ; 44
Honorary Associates against 41 : and 63 hon.
corresponding members, the same number as last
year. The students now number 591 against 507.
It will be seen that, with the exception of the
corresponding members, every class shows an
advance in numbers.
Ax exhibition of water-colour sketches and oil-

paintings by Jliss Catherine Howard is on view
at 28, Priory-road, West Hampstead. The
pictures possess the quality of atmosphere and
luminosity, and the scale of colouring is bright
and attractive. Among the most effective works
are No. 1, "My Home, Braunton," a peep at a
thatched and stone-built Devonshire cottage, ap-
proached through a wild garden, in which red
poppies provide a glow of colour; No. 46, "In
the Last Days of the Campanile," looking across
the Canal at Venice on to the Ducal Palace, behind
which are seen the dome and the Campanile of
St. Mark's ; in the foreground a gondola or
two agreeably break up the broad mass of
water : No. 39, "A Westmoreland Garden," a
charming scene framed in an amphitheatre of
hills ; No. 37, " At the Trout Nursery"

; a comer
of Clovelly from the pier; No. 2S, "The Old
Bridge, Staithes," and No. 4S, " Woollacombe
Bay." A clever and highly imaginative work in
oils is "The Fen Fairy," in which a diaphanous
figure is revealed against a background of fir-trees
and blasted oaks on a sunset sky, while nightjars
(lit across the marshes below. The exhibition
reveals steady advance in the work of this talented
artist, and will repay a visit.

The Highways Committee of the London
County Council intend to recommend the Council
to seek powers in the next Session of Parliament
to relieve the Council of the obligation laid upon
it by the London County Tramways (Electrical
Power) Act, 1900, of obtaining the consent of the
several road authorities concerned to the use of
an overhead system of electrical traction. In
their report the committee point out that this

The Wandsworth Borough Council, the largest
borough in the Metropolis in point of area, and
also the one containing the greatest number of
rateable hereditaments—upwards of 53,000— dis-
cussed at great length on Wednesday night the
question of the engagement of valuers for the
forthcoming quinquennial valuation. It was
stated that the rateable value of the borough has
increased since the quinquennial valuation in
1900 by £292,363—viz., from £1,527,029 to
£1,819,392. A committee recommended that Mr.
C. Barker, the council's present valuer for new
properties, be engaged to value railway, gas, and
other companies' undertakings, licensed premises,
and other special properties for a fee at the rate of
10s. per cent, on the rateable value sustained
before the assessment committee, to be inclusive of
all expenses. They also recommended that Mr.
J. E. Smith, late city valuer for Westminster,
be engaged to value the remainder of the pro-
perties of the borough at a fee of 10 guineas
per week. Some objection was raised to the
uncertainty of the amount of the council's
liability for Mr. Barker's work, estimated by the
committee at about £1,100. After much dis-
cussion, it was decided to pay Mr. Barker an
interim fee of £1,100, in lieu of 10s. per cent., and,
as amended, both appointments were confirmed.

Sir AVilliam Graxtham writes that he has, at
the request of many gentlemen interested in the
question of housing in rural districts, arranged
lor a deputation to be received by the President
of the Local Government Board. Mr. Walter
Long has consented to receive the deputation on
Thursday next, the 17th inst., at four o'clock, at
the offices of the Local Government Board,
Whitehall. Sir William will be grateful if any of
those who have found these local by-laws injurious
to the cause of rural housing for the poor, or
rural building, will communicate with him at once,
and will, if possible, attend with the deputation,
and be at the Local Government Board offices by
half-past three p.m. Mr. Long is anxious to
meet gentlemen representing as many different

rural districts of England as possible. The Duke
of Sutherland, the Earl of Derby, the Hon. Cecil
Parker, Mr. Albert Pell, the Rev. Leslie Norris,
Mr. Stenning, the well-known surveyor, and
many others are interestiag themselves in the
matter, and hope to attend the deputation.

The series of cuneiform texts from Babylonian
tablets in the British Museum published by the
Trustees will shortly be added to by a selection
from a collection of tablets relating to forecasts
and omens. These tablets were made by the
order of Ashur-Pani-Pal, King of Assyria from
11. c. 668 to li.c. 626, for the Royal Library at
Nineveh. The museum has lately made large
additions to the wonderful collection of Baby-
Ionian tablets preserved there, which is now the
finest of the kind in existence. Many of the
tablets recently acquired relate to agricultural
returns and the commerce of Babylonia, as well
as to the landed property of the great temples in
Southern Babylonia. The excavations carried on
by the Trustees at Mossul during the last two
years have also yielded results of considerable
interest, but much of this material has not yet
reached London.

At several points in Canada experiments are
being made with the manufacture of sand bricks.

A recent test in Europe of ordinary lime-sand
bricks of good quality and clay-made bricks of
similar quality demonstrated that the latter were
less absorbent. The present would appear to be
an opportune time to make known the advantages
of sand bricks and to place them on the market,
in view of the exceeding scarcity and high price

in Eastern Canada of ordinary bricks. In
Toronto at the present time best quality common
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bricks are reported to be selling as high as

14dol. (588. 4d. sterling) per thousand. This fact is

causing owners of property, and especially

speculative builders, to hesitate about starting the

erection of new buildings this autumn. It is

estimated that by reason of the enhanced prices

for materials and labour, the cost of building this

year has exceeded that of 1903 by 10 to 20 per

cent.

The Allegheny County Court-house at Pitts-

burgh, the building which the late Mr. H. H.
Eichardson fondly regarded as his most successful

piece of design, is now inadequate for its purpose,

several additional courts being required, and it is

proposed to remodel the structure. The scheme

of alteration submitted by Mr. F. J. (^sterling,

at the request of the judges and county commis-
sioners, is that of interpolating three stories,

between the present second and third stories, by
jacking up the roof and its supporting upper

story. This is to be done uniformly all about the

building, save in the case of the tall tower, which
is to remain unaltered itself, although the lifted

roofs and walls of the building proper have robbed

it of its apparent height. It is obvious that the

proportions of the building will be destroyed by
the reconstruction, and already vigorous protests

are being made by the architects of Pennsylvania

against the vandalistic scheme now under con-

sideration.

A LOG cofferdam 140ft. long at the base,

250ft. at the crest, oOtt. high and 160ft. in width

at the base, is being constructed on the Clackamas
River at a point near Cazidero, (Jregon, to divert

the river water into a power canal during the

construction of a permanent concrete dam
1,000ft, below it. The upstream slope of the dam
will be 3 to 1 . There will be seven cribs in the

direction of the stream flow and the foundation

logs for starting the cribs are no less than 140ft.

in length, reaching from bank to bank. The
contents of the dam, filled with rock from the

adjacent banks, is about 35,000c.yd. The power
development is being carried out for the Oregon
Water Power and Railway Co., of Portland,

from the designs of Mr. G. I. Brown, chief

engineer of the company.

Last April the Canadian Pipe Cj. installed a

new plant for the manufacture of wire-wound
wooden pipe, since which time between thirty

and forty cartloads of pipe have been shipped to

the Northwest Territories, Manitoba, and Van-
couver Island, and other orders are on hand
which will be filled within a very short time. It

is claimed that this pipe is superior for water-
supply purposes to iron pipe, and can be fur-

nished at less than half the price. Besides this,

it is much lighter to handle, and is not so liable

to burst upon freezing as pipe made of iron—

a

consideration in such a climate as that of North-
western Canada. Large quantities of this pipe

are being put into use by mill-owners and mining
engineers in lieu of flumes, as its use results in

the saving of water and repair.

MKETINQ-S FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
Fkidav (To-NioiiT).—ArchitecturalAssociation. "Venti-

lation," by W. Henman, F.R.I.B.A.,

18, Tufton-street, 8.W. 7.30 p.m.

M"s-D IV.—Surveyors' Institution. Opening Address by
the President, H. T. Steward. S p.m.

TcESDAv.—Institution of Civil Engineers. Discussion on
" Coast Erosion.'* 8 p.m.

Wedxesdav.—Auctioneers' Institute. " Compensation

Clauses of the Licensing Bill," by H. C.

Kichards, K.C.,M.P., 4, Whitehall-court.

7.45 p.m.
Society of Arts. Opening Address by

Sir W. de W. Abney, Chairman of

Council. 8 p.m.

After two year's operations, the new railway
bridge over the Swale at King's Ferry, which links

the Isle of Sheppey with the mainland of Kent, was
completed on Sunday. The bridge is constructed
60 as to open for vessels with fixed masts passing
underneath, the necessity for this provisiou being
pressed upon the South-Eastern and Chatham Kail-
way Co. by the Milton Creek Conservancy. The
total cost of the bridge is t.')0,000. It is a Scherzer
rolling lift structure, is constructed on an American
idea, and provides for both road and rail trafKc.

The engineer was Sir Benjamin Baker, who worked
in conjunction with Mr. P. C. Tempest, chief engi-
neer, South-F.astera and Chatham Kailway. The
ontraotors were Sir WUUam Arrol and Co.

The City and Guilds of London Institute propose
shortly to make considerable extensions to their
Technical College at Leonard-street, City-road.
Some land will he leased from the Koclesiastical
(.Jommissioners and the Central Foundation S.hools
for the purpose, and the additional buildings, with
other improvements, will probably involve an ex-
penditure of about XI 1,0110.

A handsome palmhouse and range of glasshouses
for growing purposes, recently erected at Vernon
Park, Stockport, were publicly opened on 'Thursday
by the chairman of the parks committee, to whom
a gold key bearing the arms of the borough was
presented as a memento of the occasion by Messrs.
Messenger and Co., Ltd., horticultural buildors and
heating engineers, of Loughboriiugh and London,
who have erected the glasshouses, to the entire
satisfaction of the corporation, under the super-
vision of the borough surveyor, Mr. John Atkinson.

CHIPS.

Mr. P. J. Thomas, architect, Bridgend, Glani.,

has secured the plans for the new Hope Baptist

chapel in that town. There was a limited com-
petition.

Mr. B. T. Batsford announces for publication

during the present month, a fifth edition of "X
History of Architecture on the Comparative

Method," by the late Professor Banister Fletcher

and Mr. Banister F. Fletcher, F.R.I. B.A. This

edition has been rewritten and considerably en-

larged by the junior author. The volume will

contain upwards of 800 pages, with 2,000 illustra-

tions of the chief buildings of the world, reproduced

from photographs and from specially prepared

drawings of constructive and ornamental detaU.

The Wandsworth Borough Council decided on

Wednesday night to widen Putney Bridge-road at

an estimated cost of £1,700,

At the last meeting of the Northumberland
County Council, the county surveyor reported on

the advisability of using tar macadam for the roads

in preference to ordinary macadam, saying that it

was dustless, required no watering, scavenging was
reduced to a minimum, and the life was consider-

ably in excess of ordinary macadam. He had been

directed to carry out a length of about one mUe as

a sample, a portion being laid upon a hill. This

was confirmed.

A branch of the Salisbury Training College for

Mistresses, which has recently been erected at Bar-

nard Cross, Salisbury, to meet the increasing de-

mands for more accommodation for the training of

pupil teachers, and for the provision of trained

schoolmistresses, was formally opened on Wednes-
day week. Accommodation is provided for fifty

students in the new building, which has cost about

£10,000.

The foundation-stone of a new Wesleyan Sunday-
school was laid at Newhurn on Saturday. The
exterior of the building will be faced with red

pressed bricks, and have stone dressings to windows,

doors, and buttresses, the style adopted being Late

Gothic. The work is being carried out by Messrs.

Brown and Bell, of Newcastle, from designs pre-

pared by Messrs. Marshall and Tweedy, also of

Newcastle-on-Tyne.

The partnership hitherto subsisting between A. C.

Ni,;;htingale, W. H. Nightingale, A. E. Nightin-

gale, F. A. Nightingale, and P. G. Nightingale,

builders and contractors, Albert Embankment,
Lambeth, S.E., under the style of B. E. Nightingale,

has been dissolved, so far as regards F. A. Night-
ingale.

In opening one of the bricked-up arches to the

south of the nave of the Peterborough Cathedral in

the passage leading from the cloisters to what were
once the monastic kitchens, a complete window of

Flamboyanttracery.measuringlOtt. (lin.by .3ft. 9Jin.

has been revealed, the sill being nearly on a level

with the present path.

A conversazione of the Liver Sketching Club was
held on Wednesday week to inaugurate the recon-

structed clubrooms in Dale-street, Liverpool.

Extensive structural alterations have been made,
with the result that more hanging space has been
provided for the members' annual exhibition. Tiie

rooms have been redecorated.

The Bishop of St. Asaph dedicated on Friday addi-

tions to Caerwys Church, Flintshire. He said that

St. Michael's Church was the most historically

interesting in the Principality, and the one in

which lay the last of the Welsh princes. The re-

novation has been extensive. A chancel screen of

carved oak, and portions of former decoration iu

the ancient fabric were discarded some years ago,

and were discovered by the present rector in an
outbuilding of the rectory. The carving represents

a tlowerin;; vine, with a dragon iu the centre, black

oak bosses, and other ornament, all of the IGth-

century period.

At a meeting of the Edinburgh Ordained Sur-
veyors' Students' Society held on Monday night in

the Architectural Association rooms, Ivlinburgh,

Mr. .T. Webster, ordained surveyor, presiding, jlr.

W. Graham Yooll delivered a lecture on " Cement
and Concrete."

Cvabt iltbs.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
Sunderland.—In view of the present depressed

stale of the building trade iu Sunderland, the local

master builders' association contemplate certain

changes in the conditions of employment, including

a reduction of wages. They have sent invitations

to the various trades unions of the men employed in

the building trade to meet them in conference. As
far as the bricklayers are concerned, among other

points put forward as the basis of discussion, are

(1) a reduction of Id. per hour off the men's present

wages : (2) the abolition of the rule to the effect

that two hours' notice must be given to a workman
before he is paid off ; and (3) that during the winter

months a start shall not be made until S a.m. At
present the bricklayers start at 7.30 a.m. during a

certain period, and 7 o'clock during another period

of the dark mornings. The joiners' society have
agreed to the conference, and the other societies

have the matter under consideration.

LATEST PRICES.—--•

—

IBON, &0.
Per ton. Per ton.

EoUea-Iron Joists, Belgian £5 10 to £5 15

EoUed-Steel Joists. English 6 10 „ 6 12 6

Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 750
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 6 0,, 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Round, or
Square 20 „ 20 6

Do., Welsh 5 16 „ 6 17

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles IDs., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £7 7s. 6d.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £12 to £13 per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No.22to24.
6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £10 15 ...£11

Best itto 11 5 ... 1110
Cast-iron Columns 6 10 to 8 10

Cast-iron Stanchions 6 10 „ 8 10

RoUed-Iron Fencing Wire 8 0,, 850
Eolled-Steel Fencing Wire _ 6 6 0,, 6 10

„ „ Galvanised. 7 15 „ 8

Cast-iron Sash Weights 4 12 8 „ 4 12 6

Cut Clasp Nails, 3in. to 6in 9 6 0,, 950
Cut Floor Brads 9 0,, 900
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
6 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 18 14 16 B.W.Q.
8/- 8/6 9/- 9/6 9/9 10/6 11/3 12/- IS/- per cwt.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £5 15 to £6
<in. to6in 5 12 « „ 5 17 6

7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 0,, 6 10

[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra ; turned

and bored joints, 58. 6d. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Blast, lolleshaU 105s. Od. to 1123. 63.

Hot Blast, ditto 65b. Od. to 708. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard

Lists f.o.b. (plus 5 per cent.) :—
Gas-Tubes 87Jp.o.

Watei^Tubes 621 „
Steam-Tubes 57j „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 55 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 60 „
Galvanised Steam-Tubes lo „

lOcwt. casks. Sowt. casks.
Per ton. Per ton.

Zinc, English (London mill) £25 10 to £26
Do., VieUle Montague 28 10 „ 28 15

Spelter. eUeaian 23 15 „ 24 5

Sheet Lead, 31b. and upwards ... 13 15 „ 13 15

Lead Water Pipe (F.O.E. Lond.) M 5 „ 14 5

Lead Barrel Pipe IS 2 6 „ 15 2 6

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside 16 2 6 „ 16 2 6
and outside 17 12 6 „ 17 12 6

Composition Gas-Pipe 16 2 6 „ 16 2 6

Soil-Pipe (oin. and 6in, extra) ... 16 2 6 „ 16 2 6

Pig I/'ad, in Icwt. pigs 10 18 8 „ 10 17 6

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15 „ 15 6

Copper ShuetK sheatliing and rods 75 „ 7G

Copper, British Cake and Ingot.,, 05 15 0,, 66 5

Tin, Straits 132 10 „ 133 10

Do., English Ingots 133 10 „ 134

TIMBE&.
Teak, Burmah per load £10 to £18

„ Bangkok 9 10 „ 17

Quebec Pine, yellow 4 0,, 700
„ Oak "i „ 7 15

„ Birch „ ... 2 15 „ 5 15

, Ehn 4 10 „ 8

„ Aah 4 5 0,, 700
Dantsic and Memel Oak „ ... 3 0,, 6 10 q

Fir „ ... 2 10 „ 4 17 8

Wainscot, Riga p. log 2 15 ,, 5 5

Lath, Danl-sic, p,f I „ 6

St. Petersburg 4 0,, 600
Greenheart 7 16 „ 8

Box 7 0,, 16

Sequoia, XJ.8.A pcrcubefoot 8 6,, 039
Mahogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin, thick « „ 8

„ Honduras ,., „ ... 8,, 00 7J
Mexican I „ 5

African 8J „ 51

Cedar, Cuba 8,, 003}
„ Honduras „ ... 3J „ 3J
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Batinwood £0 10 „
Walnut, Italian „ ... 8 „

„ American (logs) „ ... 8 1 „
Deals, ^r St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12ft.
by llin. :—

Quebec, Pine, Ist £22 5 to
„ 2nd 18 „

3rd Jl 15 „
Canada Spruce, let 10 15 „

„ 2ndand8rd 8 15 „
New Brunswick 8 0,,
Riga 8 0,,
St. Petersburg 8 5 0,,
Swedish 9 0,,
Finland 9 15 „
White Sea 11 „
Battens, all sorts 5 15

£) 1 9

7i
3 1

by liin.

435
23 15
14
15 10
10 10
9 10
8 10
17
20
10
20
13 10

£0 18 6
15 6
13

Hi
230
300

Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

let prepared £0 11
2nd ditto 13
Other qualities 5

Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S., pipe £37 10
Memel, cr. pipe 220
Memel, brack 190

STONE.*
Barley Dale, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 3
Red Mansfield ditto „ ... 2 4;
Hard York ditto 2 10
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides, landings,
random sizes per foot sup, 2 £

Ditto ditto Sin. slabs sawn two sides,
random sizes ... 1 8

.
• AU F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations
per foot cube £0 10

Denvered on road waggons, Faddington
^Depot „ ... 1 6J
Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot 18}
Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average ;

—

Brown White
Whit Bed. Base Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the
quarry per foot cube £0 1 51 ... £0 1 7J

Delivered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot ... f n „ , « „ „,
Ditto Nine Elms Depot... i 2 1 ... 2 2}

Ditto Pimlico Wharf ;

OILS.
Linseed per tun £14 10 to £15 10
Rapeseed, English pale ... „ ... 21 10 „ 22
Do., brown „ ... 20 10 „ 21
Cottonseed, refined , ... 16 10 „ 18 10
Olive, Spanish „ ... 81 10 „ 81 15
Seal, pale „ ... 18 „ 26
Cocoanut, Cochin „ ... 33 „ 84
Do., Ceylon „ ... 29 10 „ 30 10
Palm, Lagos „ ... 27 10 „ 28 10 6
Oleine „ ... 17 6 „ 19 5
Lubricating U.S per gal. 7 0,, 880
Petroleum, refined „ ... 51 „ o
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 180
Do., Archangel „ ... 19 8 „ 1 o
Turpentine, American ...per tun 87 „ 37 5

Mr. J. E. Needham, of the surveyor's depart-
ment, Barry Urban District Council, has been
successful in obtaining an important appointment
under the Shanghai Municipality.

The Tadcaster Bural District Council decided on
Monday to purchase 12J acres of land at Garforth
at a cost of £1,000, as a site for a permanent
infectious hospital.

The seaside home at Clacton, presented to the
Eastern Counties Idiots' Asylum in 1895 by Sir
Savile Crossley, M.P., has just been enlarged at a
cost of £3,200. The work has been carried out
from plans prepared by Messrs. Chancellor and
Son, of Chelmsford, London, the honorary archi-
tects to the asylum. The reopening of the house
after transformation took place on Monday week.

ITie rural district co<inci] of Blaby have adopted,
subject to the Local Government Board's approval,
a sewerage scheme, estimated to cost £10,625.

The corporation of Newcastle are about to build
new public baths, plans by Mr. J. B. Langley. of
Manchester, having been accepted. The estimated
cost of the building, exclusive of the site, is

£11,500.

The urban district council of Branksome-next-
Bournemouth have increased the salary of Mr.
Newman, the surveyor, by £50, to be paid by two
annual instalments of £25, to make a total of £300
per annum.

The network of electric tramways in Lancashire
has been enlarged by the opening this week of the
line in Royton and Crompton which couples up the
tramways of Oldham and Rochdale. The 6J miles
of single track, with 23 junctions, loops, and cross-
overs, and 30,000 yards of new granite paving, have
been laid in the short time of 14 weeks.

Lxdy Wimbome will open Ridley Hill, Bsthnal
Green, which is being erected at a cost of £8,000,
early in December.

St. Paul's Roman Catholic Church, Woo3 Green,
was opened on Sunday by Archbishop Bourne.
The new buildin", which forms the first portion of
the church, has been erected at a cost of £5,000,
and provides seating accommodation for upwards
of 400 people.

¥. q. USCELLES aqd Co.,

121, Bunbill Bow, London, KC.
TEIiBPHONB N«. 1365.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.
LASGELLES' CONCRETE.

Conservatories & Greenhouses.

WOODEN BUILDINGS.
BAITS, OFFIOB, ft SHOP 7ITTINa8.

CHURCH BENCHES A PULPITS.

UTIMATMB OXFJTjr OJT ATFLIOATIOir.

FOB
Olivers'

Seasoned
Hardwoods,

4PPLT TO—
WM. OLIVER & SONS, LTD.,

120, BunhiU Row, LONDON, E.G.

TENDERS.
* , * Correspondeots would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of the
accepted tender : it adds to the value of the information.

£147

145

139 10

138 10

137 10

131 13

130

125 5

124 15

Bow, E.—For the wiring and fitting of the new fire-

station now being erected in Burdett-road, for the
London County Council:—

Sunderland, L.. and Co., 39, Vic-
toria-street, 8.W

Clark, O.. and Co., St. MarkVrd.,
North Kensington, W

"Weston, G., and Sons, 153, Fen-
church-atreet, E.C

Marshall, A. H., and Co., 270,
High-road, Leytonstone

Coleby, F. J., and Co., 7. Thayer-
street, Manchester-pquare, W. ..

Durrell and Co., 58, Fenchurch-
street, E.C

DonnisoQ, SiUem, and Co., 1 16,

Great Portland-street. W.
Johnson, W. H., 200, Upper Ken-
nington-lane, 8.E

National Electric Construction Co.,
Ltd., 34, Victoria-street. 8.W.*...

* Accepted.

Du.NMOw.—For the erection of an isolation hospital,
with administrative block, offices, fencing, &c., at Dun-
mow, in the County of E-^sex, for the Dunmow District
Council. Messrs. Chas. aad W. H. Pertwee, Chelmsford.
Essex, architects, Quantities by li. L. Curtis and
Sons :

—

Martin Wells and Co., Vaux-
hall, 8.E

Smith. J., and Son, "Witham
Oak Building Co., Cambridge
Dowsey and Davis, Romford
Brown, A., and Son, Braintree
Davey. F. and E., Southend-on-Sea
Dix, E., Brentwood
Banyard and Son, Cambridge
Laurence. W., and Son, Waltham

Cross, N
Coulson and Lofts. Cambridge
Goodey, T. A., Dunmow
Winch, W., Harlow
Thurman. F. C, near Ipswich
Roberts, Wm., Croydon
Mason and Son, Haverhill
McKay. J., Clacton-on-Sea
Burtwell. F. W., Brentwood
Kenney, S. A.. Ipswich
Almond, T., and Son
Cowell, J. G., Soham
Grimwoodand Son, Sudbury
Parren and Son, Earith*

• Accepted provisionally.

East Hill, Wandsworth.—For the installation of
electric lighting at the Council House, for the Wandsworth
Borough Council :

—
Hayes F
Davidson Bros-
Coleby, F. J., and Co
Murrin, W. 8
Tamplin and Makovski, Ltd.
The Alliance Electrical Co., Ltd. ...

Grundy and Coombe
Hulett. D., and Co., Ltd
Wright. Methuen, and Co
Fryer. W. J., and Co
Strode and Co
Ward Bros
White, A., and Co
May, Calder, and Co
Hooper, Neary, and Co
Hemingway and Pritt

Salisbury Electrical Engineering Ct>.

Jackson Bros
Spagnoletti. J. E., and Co
Holmes and Cooper
Wallace, Wm. and Co.. Ltd.
Bromley and Batstone
Probert, Ernest, and Co
Chandler, G , and Sons
Lee and Warren
Wilson, James
McKone, W. H., and Co. (accepted)

£5,000
4,745
4.63D
4.670
4 640
4,532
4.498
4,397 10

4.394
4,372
4.380
4 349
4,328 14
4 304 8
4.295
4,197
4,112
4.085
4.030
4,050
3 998 10
3,952 13 6

£550 10
540
525
504
500
495 5
460
447 11

433 17

431 8 (.

425
418
403
890 19
388 9 6
379 6
370
359 8
355
333 10
326 9
323 12 6

315 15
313
303 10
V9j
281 14

CiiiKc;!! STRETToy.—FoT the eonstmction of sewerage
and sewage di&posal works, for the urban district
council ;

—
Morley, Wm., & Son, Keighley (accepted) ... £7,593

Falkirk.—For the equipment of the tramways :

—

Bruce, Peebles, and Co., East Pilton, Edinburgh.
(Accepted.)

Graverend.—For the erection of the Carnegie free
library, for the corporation :

—
Tong. A. E. (accepted) £5,316

(One lower tender from a Woolwich firm received at
£5,246.)

Kensington.—For the construction of a relief sewer
from Cornwall-road, Notting Hill, to Upper Addiaon-
gardens, Kensington, for the Main Drainage Comm,ittee
of the London County Council :

—
Pearson, S.. & Sons, Ltd., London £51,061 4 3
McAlpine, R., and Sons, Glasgow .. 41,771 19
Neal, R., Ltd., Plymouth 41.C00
Rogers, E., and Co., London ... 39,650
Pethick Bros., I/ondon 39,642
Watt, J.. Glasgow 39.452 16 5
Scott, W., and Middleton, Ltd.,
London 39,108 7 10

Bentley and Lock, Leicester ... 37,848 4 7
Dickson, J.. St. Albans 87,373 4 4
Ford, C, Willesden 36,852
Squire, J. B., and Co., London .. 36,498 13 2
Muirhead, Greig, and Matthews,
London 36, 423 4 6

Mowlem, J., and Co., Ltd., London 35,032
Kennedy, W., Ltd., London ... 34.033 18 7
Johnson and Langley, Leicester ... 34.001 2 9
Nowell, J. D., and Sons, London... 33,787 4 2
Moore, J., Rochdale 32,892 6 4
Smith. J., and Co., West Kilbride,
Ayrshire 32 842 12

Woodhouse, A., London 32,260 14 6
Paterson, D. K., Camden Town* ... 30,713 8 7

(•Accepted. Chief engineer's estimate, £37,083 149. Id.)

KiBKSTALL, Leeds.—For erecting a building for
museum purposes at Kirkstall Abbey, for the Leeds City
Council :—

Richardson, Joseph (accepted) ... £185 10

Llandudno. —For extending Trinity-street by 475 yards,
for the urban district council :

—
Roberts, L. Llandudno (accepted) £1,663

Netherne.—For the superstructure of the Netherne
Asylum, for the visiting committee of the Surrey County
Council. Messrs. George T. Hine and Co., Westminster,,
architects. Quantities by Mr. L. A. Francis, 8, John-
street, Adelphi, W.C.

Knight, Kirk, and Co.. Sleaford ..£266,769

Mowlem. John, & Co., London ...261,539
Trollope , G. , Sons, and Colls
and Sods, London 258,000

Holland and Hannen, London ... 241,29i
Foster and Dickaee, Rugby i39,932
Holloway, H., London 238,565
Howe, J., and Co., West Hartlepool 238,196
Holliday and Greenwood, London .. 233,444
Lovatt, Henry, Wolverhampton ... 229,302
Moss, W., and Sons. Loughborough 226,580
Willcock, and Co., Wolverhampton 226,260
WaU, Chas , London 223,626
Bowen, John, and Sons, Birming-
ham (accepted) 219,797

Peterborough.—For building the Carnegie free library,

for the city corporation :
—

Cracknell, Peterborough (accepted) £4,669
(Ten tenders received.)

Rugeley.—For building a new chancel at thepirish
church :

—
Whittingham (accepted).

South Hackney, N.E.—For erecting a covered pUy-
shed in the infanta' playground of the Rushmore-road
School, South Hackney, for the L.C.C. Education Com.-
mittee :

—
Barker, G, Settles-street, Com-
mercial-road £228 10

TurnbuU and Son, Northumber-
land-alley 220

Sheffield, A. J.. East India-road ... 215
Boll. F., Old Hill-street. Clapten .. 211 0-

Barrett and Power, St. Thomis
Works. Hackney ... 2D7

Grover, J., and Sod, Wilton Works,
New North-road 204

MoCormick and Sons, North-
ampton-street 198

Vigor and Co., King-street, Poplar 192
Robey, J. T., 194, Bow-road- ... 195

• Accepted.

Tooting. S.W.—For the erection of a disinfecting

station in Blackshaw-road, Tooting, for the Wandsworth.
Borough Council :

—
Dean, R., and Co. (accepted).

Whaplode.—For the erection of a Primitive Methodis
Chapel at Park Coatea Farm ;—

Jepson, W. (accepted) 204

The Tottenham Urban District Council have,

owing to the large number of unemployed work-
men in the district, commeacel the construction of

an open-air swimming-bath on the Marshes at a
cost of £3,000.

A new Wealeyan chapel and schools are in course

of erection at Horden, near Castle Eden, from
plans by Mr. J. Walton Taylor, F.R.LB.A., of

Newcastle. These are of Gothic design, and when
completed will have at the angle of tibie street a

square tower surmounted by a spire. They com-
prise a church facing into Thorpe-street to seat 500

persons, with minister's vestry on the west side, and
a schoolroom at the rear for 250 children. Mr.
Henry Bell, of Ryhope, is the contractor, and Mr.
Joseph Armstrong the clerk of works.
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DEMANDS UPON THE PROFESSION.
~\TANY questions are now before the pro-
i-'J- fession of vital concern to its interests

as a body intrusted with the development of

art and the training and equipment of the

architect. We hav6 lately called attention to

a few of these with the hope of awakening
some concern in them, but as yet architec-

ture is too much practised as a profession of

interest only to the few who are engaged in

it who make a business out of it. The public

and the patron of buildings have not begun
to take any very decided share in the doings
of architects, and to this want of interest

must be attributed the failure of modern
architecture to become a recognised force or

an influence for good, and our London im-
provements exhibit in a marked manner the

lack of public knowledge of, and sympathy
with, artistic ideals. Our great competitions
reflect the same disregard of good planning
and honest architecture. While the education
and system of training of the profession are
of the first importance, there must be some
sort of reciprocity on the part of the public.

A highly accomplished architect would be
out of his element in a country village ; he
would not be appreciated, there would be
nothing original for him to do, and so it is that
for the best results the public should be edu-
cated to understand better than they do the
requirements of good building and honest art.

This reciprocal appreciation of what is good
and honest in architecture and art generally
can only be attained by a more careful train-

ing of the profession. The public must see
that they are dealing with a body of educated
men trained in a proper system, and not a
number of men who have no other gift than
that they call themselves "architects," are
members of an Institute or a Society which
includes men of varying capabilities and of

very conflicting views and tastes ; that archi-
tecture is based on principles which cannot
be set aside, not on mere individual opinion
or caprice. When they begin to apprehend
the nature of the profession and the qualifi-

cations of its members, there will be some
hope of a better understanding. Above all,

the buildings designed by architects must not
exhibit any uncertain design; their planning,
construction, and character must no longer
represent the effort of an untrained mind, a
haphazard selection of old models, but a
thoughtful working out of the problem on
scientific and artistic principles. An intelli-

gent and appreciative public opinion on
architecture can only be formed in this
manner. Mr. John Belcher, A.ll.A., in
his address at the Institute last week, spoke
of the value of a specially-devised scheme of
training the profession, such as that which
the Institute had been considering, the
result of which would soon be published

;

and he also dwelt on the importance of
educating the public —of setting before them
fundamental principles that they might know
what to appreciate and what to avoid ; which
object ho thought might be prosecuted by lec-
tures in our large cities under local authority,
also by elementary papers for the use of
schools and art teachers. These agencies forthe
propagation of sound art principles would be
useful

; but the main way to reach the public
mind is to exhibit art in concrete form. Our
technical schools, by teaching the methods
and science of building construction, can
scarcely be said to promote a taste for good
architecture unless controlled by teachers
who are artists as well as technical craftsmen
who can show how technicil principles

can be made artistic or applied to buildings.

And a good deal of instruction in art could

be given in this way. It would be easy for

the classes of brickwork, masonry, and car-

pentry to be instructed under proper guid-

ance to applj' their respective crafts on
concrete designs in which they were emploj-ed

after they had learned the elements of the

craft. Such exercises in design could be

taught and carried on simultaneously with

the instruction given in technical methods
and the use of tools. The best designs in the

several trades would be rewarded, and the

teacher in each case could point out the

defects in design. But there are not, that we
are aware, any means in the ordinary

technical school of controlling the pupil's

taste in this way. He is set to make draw-
ings for a brick chimney or gable, and to

execute models of these objects derived from
very commonplace examples;—only his

manual skill and use of tools and the neat-

ness of his drawings are made the tests of

his proficiency. In the Arts and Crafts

School of the L.C.C. we find a more dis-

criminative method is adopted. Each
student is set to work out a design

for woodwork, or for some modest build-

ing, under the guidance of teachers or

visitorswho are competent artists or architects,

and the designs so made are exhibited. For
each building—it may be a design for a

cottage or a shop or a school—a large-scale

drawing of details describing the materials

and mode of construction accompanies each

set of drawings. The students of design in

the A.A. Studio classes have similar com-
petitions of their work. The Art and Craft

movement is one in the right direction, if we
do not approve all its ideas. During the

18th century, as pointed out by Mr. Belcher,

a gentleman's education was not complete
till he had acquired a knowledge of archi-

tecture as a so-called fine art. We know
how many noblemen and gentlemen like

Horace Walpole devoted themselves to archi-

tecture, and even designed buildings in their

favourite styles. Many of them had a

cultured taste, but it was mere dilettanteism.

The nobility were the chief patrons of archi-

tecture in those times, as they were during
the ages of the Renaissance. We have lost

this link between the architect and the
public ; the patrons of the profession now
must be looked for in other quarters. Our
great municipalities are, perhaps, the most
important patrons, also the large commercial
firms. If we can only instruct these classes

in the rudiments of architectural design, we
may again hope to see a more truthful
appreciation of architecture in our public
buildings and streets ; but at present there is

a lamentable ignorance of all that concerns
architecture. There is also amongst some
people a prejudice against employiugthearchi-
tect. The great thing to be achieved is to

awaken an interest in the art, to remove
that sharp line or barrier which exists

between the profession and the lay public,

and this can only be obtained by educating
the public to appreciate what is good in

design. The first thing to do is to instruct

the public what art is. The average man
who intends to build should be informed,
first, that it is not ornament, nor costly

lu.xury, nor the use of a worn-out style, but
the right direction of labour and the proper
use of material dictated by skill and good
taste for the purpose intended. The art-

craftmanship movement has been in the
right direction in making design the corre-

lative of workmanship. Several modern
developments have witnessed to the many-
sidedness of architecture and its alliance

with the other arts and crafts. It is not too
much to say that the trades connected with
building have become more thoroughly
understood technically during the last

quarter of a century tlian at any previous
time since the abolition of tho medi;i'val
trade guilds. The various materials used by

the builder have been classified and analysed

;

the composition of brick, stone, wood, iron,

plaster, and cements have been given in

every textbook ; the technical schools have
instructed the student in the methods and
principles of every trade, so that he knows
far more about the theory and materials used
in tis trade than his ancestors did. The
exhibitions held yearly by the Worshipful
Companies of Carpenters and Joiners and
other trades promote the study of prin-

ciples and the co-operation of the trades

connected with buOdmg, all of which
influences have strengthened the tie between
art and workmanship. But these technical

developments have rather outrun the artistic

sense. The profession have not yet been able

to bring the technical crafts under the control

of art. We have all kinds of experimental

art. The President of the Institute spoke of

VArt Nouveau craze which has taken posses-

sion of many people, both on the Continent

and in this country. He calls it an " abomin-
able affectation," though it goes under

the name of the "New Art." We may indeed

regard it as a kind of reaction towards license

from the rigidly constructional art of which

we have had so much during the last thirty

or forty years, both in building, furniture,

and decoration. The same art, whether it

originated in France or in this country, has

been transformed to meet British taste.

Here, at least, it is restrained, and its ex-

travagances have been avoided, if we look at

the New -Vrt productions in furniture, for

instance, so that it can no longer be described

in the exaggerated or violent language of

Mr. Gilbert, R.A. , or of Mr. George Frampton,
R.A., or, indeed, of that of the President of

the Institute. A recent author has spoken
of I'A/i Nouveau as one liable to abuse. He
says truly, in " every progressive age there

is more or less artistic restlessness, and
the modern spirit of restheticism found
expression in France and subsequently
in other countries in this new and
sometimes weird ' style.' The distinguish-

ing feature of the art is the ' absence
of straight lines, except where they are

absolutely necessary.' " Curves, often tortuous

and eccentric, are used which defy construc-

tive principles ; but these are characteristics

showing an abuse of the style, which has
something, nevertheless, graceful about it;

it is the dominant note of Continental

decorative schemes, and in art metal-

work especially. For metal-work and jewelry

this mode or style has much that we can
admire ; but in architecture and fui-niture

the style is certainly not one that will retain

its hold in this country, at least for any
length of time. Like all new art develop-

ments, the " New Art " is liable to abuse, to

"crazy incompetency and degeneracy, " as

Mr. Gilbert says. The late Mr. Morris very
aptly said, speaking of furniture: " It should
be solid, it should have nothing about it that

is not easily defensible ; no monstrosities or

extravagances. ... As to matters of

construction, it should not have to depend on
the special skill of a very picked workman,
or the superexcellence of his glue ; but bo
made on the proper principles of joinery."

The "New Art'" has been also described as

the " Arts and Cr.ifts "
; but that movement

has avoided all its exaggerated features, and
even gone to the other extreme of what may
be termed " crude simplicity." The exhibi-

tions hold under that name have shown,
moreover, an honest attempt to revert to

artistic simplicity and constructional lines in

furniture, metalwork, and other things. Tho
" Art Nouveau " furniture, in its more
extravagant forms of expression, illustrates

what wo have just said, that the technical

crafts are not yet under the control of art.

And tho same can be said of the recent

developments of building, of iron and steel

construction, of reinforced concrete, which
tho piofossiou have not yet made their own.
We have not yet passed through the experi-
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mental stage of architecture. Every ilay some
fresh problem in construction or design has
to be solved which taxes the profession.

Buildings for varied uses never dreamt of

in the early years of the last century call for
the architect's attention. The rapid advances
in hygienic science and medical knowledge
have brought to him a species of planning
which was practically unknown half a cen-
tury or less ago. Poor-law administration
has compelled local authorities and boards
of guardians to erect buildings of quite a
new type, equipped with the latest appli-
ances. The rapid advances of elementary
education have called into existence a Board
of Education which lays down the require-
ments of schools on scientific principles,
based on data and deductions of experience.
The rapid increase of the working population
in our great towns has demanded the erection
of dwellings in crowded sites at the most
economical rate. Cafes, restaurants, and
business premises for different purposes are
being built in every large town. Libraries,

laboratories, electric central stations, and
other wants of our age of discovery and pro-
gress wait for the architect's attention, and
if he is not in the position to consider them,
or if he has neglected to become acquainted
with the conditions and rudiments of the
subject, the demand is met by the creation
of a new branch of engineering, or by a set

of experts who have no artistic education or
training. The consequence is that the dis-

cerning part of the public complain of

our shortcomings in art ; we have con-
stantly remarked how much better these
buildings are in other countries : how
our hospitals, labouring-class dwellings,
workhouses, railway stations, schools, and
central power stations shock the taste of

most people, and disfigure our leading
thoroughfares. If the architect cannot bring
his attention to bear on these utilitarian

subjects, if he declares they are not within
the province of architecture proper, or are
not worth his serious attention, then we
may indeed think that architectural design is

no longer a living art capable of dealing or
treating new problems which have no exist-

ence in the past. It is for the profession to

arouse themselves to a sense of their re-

sponsibility in this matter, instead of allow-
ing the public to draw the inference that
architecture is an obsolete art, a dead
language that cannot be made to express the
requirements of the present age.

IfEW ENGLISH ART
EXHIBITION.

CLUB

THE exhibition of modern pictures at the
Dudley Gallery is one m which the

older traditions are seen side by side with
much that is distinctively advanced in method
and style. Ctn the whole, the extreme
school is less assertive than we have seen
it ; there is a gradual '

' toning '' down of these
peculiarities which a few years ago were
so pronounced. The most extreme partisans
of impressionism and colour have slightly
relaxed their method ; but still we have a
good deal of the eclectic democratic spirit. It
is not the "vehicle '' or medium which has here
any undue precedence. The water colours,
the chalk drawings, and the etchings have,
we believe, an equal share on these walls

;

there is no precedence given to oil, as in
most exhibitions, though, as a matter of

fact, they are the most numerous. The
water-colour sketches, which come first

in order, are of much excellence, and form
generally, a strong feature of these exhi-
bitions. Francis E. James's " Polyanthus "

is a beautifully-depicted bunch of deep-
coloured flowers in glass vase. The painter's
work is more than a mere transcript ; he
gives us the life and beauty of the subject, so
very different to the mechanical reproductions
of flower painting. Alfred W. Eich, in " St.

Alban's Cathedral" (2) and his Sussex studies,

exhibits breadth and power of handling in

the early style of water-colour artists, such
as the rounded outline and broad handling
in this and "The Shepherd." His "Distant
View of Shoreham " (19), ''Danny Park,
Sussex," and " In Arundel Park" (21), exhibit

this method of recording foliage. They
are oil - like in depth. A crisp, strong
sketch ia his "Near Hurstpierpoint " (34).

The latter is a wide landscape of fields and
elm trees and grey sky, reminding one of

De Wint's work. They are quite English
studies of landscape. Plenry Tonks has half

a dozen sketches of rural scenes, " The
Valley," " The Encampment " (5)—a slight

sketch washed of horse and gipsies is exceed-
ingly clever in its directness, also his sketch
of " The Beach " (17), with bathing machines
and groups of figui'es on the beach, and the
"Roadside" (11). ''Boats" (29)—the latter

especially is a rapid pencil sketch tinted,

but delicate and full of meaning. E. E.
Fry sends a good drawing of " C'hristchurch

Library, O.^ford " (6), a Classical building,

also " The Cobb, Lyme Regis "—a moonlight
effect (9), "The Bridge, Lyme Regis" (23),

all showing skilful detail and simplicity of

touch. Next we have a few of H. B.
Brabazon's subtle impressions of light

and colour. Ilis "Alassio" (8), "Court
Yard, Venice" (14), " The Harbour Varenna,
LakeComo' {15), with its strong sunlight
and colour, " A Temple in the Desert'" (16),
" Grindelwald Glacier" (24) are good ex-
amples of his art, in which the delineation of

form is only suggested. His aim is to

depict a vision of colour and light under
azure skies, and these sketches realise his

powers of so doing. His "Lake Como"
(15) is an example. P. Wilson Steer, on
the contrary, depicts form in a vigor-

ous manner. " Ilardraw Scar" (13) and
"The Bridge'' are very forcible, show-
ing a firm grasp of form and decisive

handling. George Thomson is an able con-
tributor. His -'The Church Door" (25),

"The Butter Market, Montreuil" (33),
" The Tower of St. Wolfram, Abbeville " (37)

are remarkable for their power and effect of

light, deep shadow, and colour. Look, for

instance, at the rich Flamboyant front of the

last-named church ; we do not discern the

rich forms of the sculptured work and tracery

—these details are only suggested in the aim
to record the strong evening sunlight and
colour—and the same is to be seen in the
wonderful portal of church in his "Butter
Market " ; both are firm and brilliant

examples. H. Bellingham-Smith, in his

clever sketch and wash study, "Arundel,"
and "The Bay, Lyme Regis," may also be
mentioned in the water colours. "Elizabeth"

(39), by Max We.st, a standing figure of a
lady in grey, is clever and restrained. Gerard
Chowne is an admirable flower-painter. His
"liahlias" (41), a scene by a river in one
of the parks, sparkles with sunlight and
movement in the crowd of people on the

bank. His "Flowers" (S2), a vase of

flowers, is also quiet and nice in tone. Works
by two outsiders may be mentioned here.

J. E. Blanche, a French painter well known,
contributes " Portraits of Charles Shannon
and Ricketts," an example of dual por-

traiture which has interest. Both are seated,

p^nd full of personality, sketchy in style, under
a searching light. J. S. Sargent, R.A.,

sends a very charming interior, "His
Studio" (103), a corner of a bedroom used
as a studio by a landscape painter. The
room is in great disorder, the painter sits,

back to the spectator, by the side of his bed,

over which the sheets have been thrown back
carelessly. He has his palette in his hand,
with a landscape before him, and on his

bed are one or two other small canvases.

It is decidedly clever as a study of light

and colour. Professor Fredk. Brown (42) is

less pronounced in his technique and brush-
work. In the "Back of the Farm" there

is nothing to object to : the light and

shade are strong, but not obtained by
technical devices, which are apt to become
laboured. "The Edge of the Park" (il2),

is also a pleasant landscape with fine massive
foliage lighted by the summer sun, strong in

handling. "Love in the Cafe," by James
Charles, a soldier seated at a table talking to

a waitress (44) is more an experiment of

strong light coming through a wide window,
and only throwing in relief the figures.

L. A. Harrison has also an experimental
study showing the efieet of sunlight through
a Venetian blind, with a flower in pot, called
" Hydrangeas "

(46) ; but his " .Study "
(53),

a dark girl in black with a greyish back-
ground, is nice in its youthful expression of

the young lady. Alexander Jamieson's
"Le Quai Henri IV., Dieppe" (4.S), and
his large view of the port (81), with its fisher-

folk on bank of river, are masterly in tone
and handling. The works of William Orpen
are distinguished for their subtle grace and
refined colour. "Miss Euth Lane'' (49) is

a masterly performance of portraiture ; there

is character and expression in the sharp
features of the dark lady. Still more dis-

tinguished for its charm and harmony of

colour is a " Portrait Study" (69), a young-

lady in white dress standing before a white

marble mantelpiece of an isth-century room
near a table, with cloth laid for dinner,

admirable in pose and colour. The
background and accessories of room are

painted with much delicacy and charm. On
the opposite wall is a large figure-subject

called " An Improvisation on the Organ''

(96), the meaning of which we can only sur-

mise from its title. On a common with a

high hill background, a crowd of peasants-,

strolling players and dancers are sing-

ing and dancing to the accompaniment
of a street organ ; some have masked
faces, and we can fuUy realise the revelry

and noise that is going on. The figure

of the gii'l in white, dancing in up-
roarious fashion in company with others, is

full of movement. But we must pass

on to notice Mark Fisher's "A Garden
AValk'" (50), a sunlit garden, the light

flickering over the path, trees, and flower-

beds, with a lady in white walking down the

path. Wilson Steer's "Twilight" is a,

charming hilly landscape, with trees, against

a sunset sky. We must also notice his
" Portrait in Black" (07), a lady in blouse,

seated, her crown of fair hair shining in the

light. She has a book,' and is leaning one

arm on a small table. The shimmering light

in the folds of her black dress is somewhat
spotty. Next to it, his landscape, '

' The
Storm," is more successful. Open meadow-
land of bright green, lit up by the sun, over

which an angry black or purple cloud

threatens to burst ; masterly in its conti-ast

of colour between the bright green and storm

cloud. Sydney Lee, in " The Church by the

Stream" (59). is rather sombre in its colour.

The frame cuts off the top of tower, which

is of a simple village type. Miss C. L.

Christian's ''July Morning" (63), a sunny
meadow, with large shady trees and cattle,

and farmhouse in the b.ackground, is one of

the best landscapes, the strong light on

meadow painted with much power. Near
Lucien Pissarro, in "The Garden Gate"

(64) and his "April—Epping," has givena
somewhat artificial scheme of landscape, in

which intense sunUght on meadow and half-

bare trees produces a rather stagy efieet;

there is also a primness ia the forest that is

unreal. Walter Sickert's " Portrait of Mr.
Zangwill " (65), a grave and serious face, is

a remarkable example of this painter's

individuality, strangely intense in its

feeling and power. Not by any means a

popular presentment, at least it might be a

little more clear. We hardly know what the

sitter has before him— a chessboard or a

photo. " A Yorkshire Moorland Village,"

by James Henry, is characteristic. W. D.

Eothenstein shows a strong, decisive work in
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his "Old Cottage at Canonville" (70), broad
effect cf light on the brown thatched roof.

;'The Yacht Race'' (To), by Ethel Walker,
is a group of three young girls in evening
dress looking out of a curtained window.
The light is dexterously suggested. Oeorge
Thomson's centre picture, " St. Paul's from
Fleet-street," is strongly painted, but the
shadows are rather heavy, and there is a

want of atmosphere. We must notice also

in passing A. Ambrose McEvoy's work. His
portrait of Mr. C. K. Butler (79), at end
of gallery, a large standing portrait in a

fawn suit and cap, is truthful, and " Musi-
cians," a charming group of threelady players.
" Barges at Limehouse," by Geoffrey
Strahan, is handled with force. H. Belling-

ham Smith has a sunny view of Durham
from a commanding position (86). Miss
AHoe Fanner's "Elevator at AVork " (cSS),

representating an elevator lifting the hay
from a waggon on to a rick, is a clever study
of sunshine. W. W. Russell's " In the
Queen's Arms, Chelsea," depicts a public-
house bar with a waitress, and a number of

labouring men smoking and resting ; it is a
clever piece of everyday realism. A. S. Kart-
rick's " (frowning the May Queen " is pretty
and decorative in its composition ; a group of

children under a largo tree in a wood, a
little girl being crowned with flowers.

Bernhard Sickert's "The Butts, Brentford
"

(92) ; David Muirhead's '' Autumn Evening "

(100), a grey landscape with river ; and
Francis Dodd's portrait of "Miss Dacre,"
an elderly lady in black hat under strong
sunlight, are contributions of merit. That
lamented and accomplished artist, the late

0. W. Furse, A.E.A., is represented by a
portrait of "Mrs. Jervis White Jervis,'' a
work full of accomplishment and refinement
in the accessories. The lady seated in a
room enriched by oil paintings before a table
on which is a vase of white chrysanthemums.
W. Gr. von Glehn has two or three vigorously-
painted subjects from the United States—
the " Pike's Peak " (lOI), a somewhat dauby,
but effective, mountain scene ; also a " New
England Brook" (109), a vigorous -waterfall
between rocks, in which a few dashing strokes
suggest movement and force. His large
and impressive nightfall scone, "Brooklyn
Bridge ' (lOo), must also be noticed for its

power. "Then we must notice a "Sketch,"
by J. S. Sargent, E.A., of a sportsman, full
of force and skill, and works by A. E.
John (111), Miss Westray (9S), E. (i.

Henrique's " Agatha and Agathina," a
graceful figure study ; Miss Ethel Walker's
" A Summer Morning,'' a lady in a garden
redunilant with flowers—wanting in breadth
and clearness; W. AV. Russell's "In the
Woods" (12(1). A few chalk- and-pencil
sketches and etchings remain to be noticed, as
Mrs. Helen Bedford's head (122), Muirhead
Bone; sketches of the backs of liondon
houses, Xewgato, Ac. ; etchings " Xear
Rochester," by W. Y. Macgregor, Henry
Tonk's red- chalk head, and sketches by
Frank T,. I^manuel (1:11), Miss Marj' Corbott
(126, 132), studies illustrating Hans Ander-
sen's "Fairy Tales." Some of these are of
interest as records of Old London, to which
age and association have given a charm.

AHCiHTI'X'TTIIAL ASSOCIATIOX.

THE third ordinnry meeting of the Association
was hold at the lioyal Architectural Museum

on Fnday evening, the President, Mr. E. Guy
Dawber, F.K.I. H.A., in the chair. Mr. Louis
Ambler, hon. seiretary, .innounced the reinstate-
rnent in membership of Mr. K. M. (Jibbs, of
.Sheflield. The following were elected as members :

—.1. A. Ihiittenden, P. 15. \V. Sich, W A
Napier, A Turneau, 11. K. Chick, It. W. Thorp"
S. J. Webber, J. «C. Kent, G. (!. Jiogers, li!

Wmahip, A. J. Thomas, F. Woods, 'i' F. \V.
Grant, E. W. A. Arkmiins, i;. A. ISoylo, F II
Crawley lioevcy, F. W. Ilipkins, 11. F. Bate-
man, V. (;. Bathala Keis, and ,1. L. G. Dahl.

The President announced the following addi-

tional donations to the New Premises Fund :

—

Messrs. W. H. Lever, £21 ; Owen Fleming,
£10 10s.; William Willett, £10 lOs. ; E. Dru
Drury, £5 5s. ; Leslie W. Green, £3 3s. ; A. H.
Ryan Tenison, £3 Ss. ; F. AV. Bedford, £2 2s. :

II. Farquharson, £2 2s. ; W. L. Grant, £2 2s. ;

Percy L. Marks, £2 28. ; George Frampton,K.A.,
£1 Is. ; C. L. Hampton, £1 Is. ; Geo. Hubbard,
£1 Is., and Arthur Keen, £1 Is. The President

proposed a vote of condolence to the relatives of

two old and highly-respected members of the

Association, the late Profe-sor Robert Kerr, their

first President, and Mr. Bradley T. Batsford, the

well-known architectural publisher, who had
rendered much kindly advice and help to students :

and Mr. Ambler announced the gift of two works
to the library—"ArchitektonischeRundschau,"in
nine volumes; and "Blatter fiirKunsthandwerk,"
in three volumes. He proposed a vote of thanks to

the donor, Mr. E. U. Sachs. The President

proposed that the Association tender its very
hearty congratulations to Sir Aston AVebb, R.A.,
on the honour just conferred on him by the King.
The ex-President of the R.I.B.A. joined the

Association in 1873, when he gained the Pugin
Studentship. He served as Hon. Secretary in

1876-7, as A'ice-President in 1878-9. and as

President in 1881-2. That was not the time to

speak of the excellence of his work as an architect,

but they all recognised his urbanity, kindliness,

and willingness to advise and help any student,

and sincerely wished for him long life to enjoy
his honours.

VKXTILATIOX.
Mr. AViLLiAM Hf.n.max, F. R.I.B.A., ofj Bir-

mingham, read a paper on this subject, in the

course of which he remarked : Perhaps the
most unfortunate circumstance in connection
with ventilation results from the fact that

eminent early writers thereon, whose works
are still largely resorted to, make assertions from
their undoubtedly careful observations which, in

face of more modern practice and the great im-
provements which have since been effected in

appliances, cannot now be accepted. The science

of ventilation may be said to consist in providing
and employing means by which adequate quantity
can be procured, and the art of ventilation as that

of securing a wholesome atmosphere for the
purpose. Unless air is reasonably pure outside a
building it is scarcely possible to have it pure
within. Air may be screened and washed, but
it is questionable if any means have yet been
devised by which, in its passage from with-
out to within a building, a thoroughly
impure atmosphere can be made wholesome.
Architects being principally crmcerned in the
design of buildings which, on being erected, cause
obstruction to the free circulation of air, it is only
rea5onable that upon them should devolve the
necessity for providing efficient means whereby
adequate change of air can be secured within and
around the buildings they design and erect, so

that stagnation may not take place, to the injury
of those who occupy them, or to the detriment
of surrounding properties. Movement above all

things is necessary for maintaining a healthy
atmospheric condition. Consequently, the first

consideration in respect to securing ventilation
within a building is—how can the required
movement be brought about 'r Probably the
earliest buildings were erected in order to secure
protection from excessive movement of the atmo-
sphere. Our term " house " signifies a covering
or protection. At an early period tlie necessity
for securing ventilation must have been recog-
nised, because in the simplest dwellings an eye or
opening for the wind, now termed a window,
was provided ; and as there must also have been
a second opening for the ingress and egress of

individuals, means were provided by which
movement of air could take place. AVhen it is

understood that air is a material body it be-
comes evident that before a frtsh supply can
enter an equal volume must make way for it.

Consequently an outlet as well as an inlet

becomes essential, and at the present day
buildings are mostly provided with both win-
dows and doors, but, unfortunately, they are
not so generally made use of for assisting ven-
tilation as they might be, although by them
reasonable regulation, according to the varying
state of the outer atmosphere, becomes possible
by the exercise of a little personal attention.
Except the property of diffusion, which is

common to all gases, air has no inherent power
of movemtmt ; but movement being essential for

maintaining its freshness and for seciring ellicient

ventilation, some power must be brought to bear
upon it. The most potent natural power available

is wind ; yet wind is only the result of varying
temperature on large bodies of the atmosphere.
When heated air becomes specifically lighter than
an equal volume of cooler air, the latter falling

by the power of gravitation, forces up the
warmer, and therefore lighter, air around ; con-
sequently it is the power of gravitation which
principally causes natural movements of the
atmosphere

—

i.e., winds. Let me speciaUy direct

your attention to this, because I believe con-
siderable misapprehension, in respect to pos-
sibilities of securing ven'ilation, has resulted from
a somewhat slipshod manner in describing this

scientific fact ; for it is most commonly stated

that heat causes air to rise, and that statement of

the case has led many to infer that heat causes a
suctional influence in a flue. By adequately
appreciating the fact that no power is known
which largely attracts air upwards, while we are

well acquainted with the power of gravitation

which attracts it downwards, you may realise

that when a fire is lighted at the base of a

flue it causes a body of air to expand which
then being lighter than the air around, the latter

is attracted downwards by gravition, and forces

the warmer and lighter air to ascend. Such being
the case, it is by propulsion, and not by suction,

that the air of the room is changed when a fire is

lighted at the base of a flue. So much import-
ance do I attach to a clear understanding on this

point that I ask you to test the correctness of it

yourselves ; place two large thin glass vessels in

a delicate balance, let each be filled with air of

equal temperature so as to secure an even balance,

now heat the air in one of the vessels, permitting
the excess to escape as it expands, and it will be
found that the arm of the balance which carries

the lighter air wUI rise—not because it is attracted
upwards by the lighter air, but because the
heavier air on the other arm of the balance is

attracted downwards by gravitation. People of

some scientific attainments with whom I have
discussed this question were inclined to treat it

rather as a distinction without a difference, and
asserted that where there is a push there must be a
corresponding pull, and i-ii-f msd. Theoretically
that may be, but practically it has certain
limitations. A'ou can pull at the end of a rope,

but with it very little power of push can be
exerted ; and with some substances—with fluids

and even more so with gases—considerable force of

propulsion maybe exercised, butvery little "pull."
If you suck or draw air out of an inclosed space
around which are various apertures, you will find
that the incoming air will take the line of least

resistance towards the outlet. Suppose the in-
closed space to be a large room, with windows or
other openings around, some high up, others
lower down, if a suctional influence be brought to
bear upon the interior, say by an extr .cticn fan
near the upper portion of the room, the greatest
volume of air will come in bj' the openings nearest
to the fan, and but little change will be effected

in the lower portion of the room. Close all the
openings high up, and the air will have to travel
from greater distances : consequently better change
of air witliin the room will bo effected. But if

people at the floor level are to benefit by that
change, they also run the risk of experiencing
discomfort from draughts, because when a
suctional power is made use of, it is difficult to

determine where the incoming air will enter, and
some may be sucked in directly from the out-
side, and will certainly cause discomfort in coM
weather. The effect is the same whether
mechanical power or the natural force of wind
be employed. So I think it fortunate that
nature has provided forces which act more
strongly in propelling than in extracting air from
dwellings. Other terms used in connection
with our subject have been unfortunate from a
scientific point of view, such as "Automatic
A'ontilation," " Naturiil Ventilation," and "Me-
chanical A'entilation," because ventilation is a
result brought about principally by the exercise of

an ascertainable power. It can never be properly
described as " Automatic," "Natural,"' or " Me-
chanical." It may, however, bo brought about
by natural or mechanical means, and there is,

correctly speaking, no such thing or appliance as

a ventilator without some power acting in con-
junction therewith, whereby change of air c»n be
elfected. To my mind this is most comfoitiii^io
architects, because, as natural power must most
frequently be relied on for securing ventilation,

all that they can do in such cases is- to- provide
suitable means in and about their buildings, for
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it rests with occupiers to maintain, regulate, and
properly employ the means which every architect

ought to suitably provide for ventilating his

buildings. In this country, at least, the warming
of our buildings is necessary for several months
in every year, during which times it is practically

impossible to effect ventilation without consider-

ing the subject of warming in conjunction there-

with. Whether the lighting of a fire results

in the development of a natural, artificial, or

mechanical power is not very material ; the im-
portant fact is that it does develop a power, and
an open fire is most useful, not only because
it gives comfort by the heat it evolves, but
because the power developed may be usefully

employed to assist in securing ventilation. Those
of you who have followed up the subject know
what controversy there has been on the question

of upward and downward ventilation. All will

probably agree in condemning actual down
draught, and I shall not attempt to defend that

;

but what is draught ':' Why, simply an excessive

movement of the air which causes discomfort. It

has been ascertained that at a velocity of 4ft. a

second most people would complain of draught

;

some might at 3ft., few would at 2ft., and not
even the most sensitive person is likely to com-
plain of draught when the velocity does not
exceed 1ft. per second. The temperature of the

air will naturally have some effect, so it must be
assumed to be normal — i.e., about 60° Fahr.
Efiicient ventilation of occupied apartments im-
plies the continuous change of airwiihout causing

discomfort to or adversely affecting the health of

occupants, and after several years' observation I

cannot detect the least objection to that change
being effected in a downward direction, so long
as draughts are avoided. Because air respired

and emanating from cur bodies is warm, and
being warm it is light, and will, therefore, rise,

is the argument used by the advocates of what
they call upward ventilation, and they term it

Nature's method. But, again, I believe this to

be the result of an imperfect appreciation of

scientific facts. In the act of respiring air is

expelled by the contraction of the lungs, with
considerable force from the mouth and nostrils

largely in a downward direction, and the emitted
air being warm and light is, at some distance from
where itwas emitted, forced upwards by cooler and
fresher air coming down from above, for the
benefit of the individual. Consequently, it our
ventilating appliances are so arranged as to

secure a constant supply of fr^sh air above the
heads of individuals, and to carry off the expired
air at a low level, is it not probable that, as

occupants more generally occupy the lower por-
tions of a room than the upper part, they are

likely to obtain fresher air from the larger volume
above their heads than from that below r Take
extreme cases, such as a compact body of people
in an assembly-hall or even in the open—is it not
evident that they can be supplied with fresh air

better from above than from below, for in the
former case the air from above is far greater in

volume, can circulate freely, and is, therefore,

likely to be more pure than the smaller volume
below their heads, which can only move about
with difliculty, and must be contaminated by
emanations from so many people being congre-
gated together ''. To efficiently ventilate such a
crowded room from below is practically impossible,
because even if fresh air be supplied from below,
it must of necessity pass over the bodies before
being breathed, but it has been proved to be
quite possible to do so from above. If under such
adverse circumstances ventilation can best be
secured by downward movement of the
atmosphere, surely it can be attained under
more favourable conditions for smaller numbers.
In an ordinary room, with an open fire-

place, where do we find the outlet open-
ing ? Why, within 2ft. to 3ft. of the
floor level. Everyone can prove for himself
that, unless some greater power be exerted, such
as a strong gust of wind or a much larger fire in

the same or in an adjoining room, &c., which
will only occasionally occur, the only outlet for

air is by the fireplace flue. If any present are
not thoroughly convinced of this fact, I beg they
will test it for themselves. A lighted match or a
piece of thin paper held before every possible open-
ing is all that is necessary, and I venture to say
that under normal conditions you will easily detect
that air is entering at every other opening and
only quitting the room by the fireplace flue.

Bearing in mind then that efiicient ventilation
implies comfort for the occupants of a room,
the next question is—^^'^lere should any special

inlet for air be placed r I say "special inlet,"

because if air quits the room by the fireplace flue,

other air must enter some way or other to

replace it. Generally you will find it comes
in through casual cracks and crevices around
the lower portion of the room, and travels in
narrow streams direct to the fire, frequently
resulting in unpleasant draughts, and the
more thoroughly cracks and crevices are closed

the more likely wUl discomfort be experienced
from draughts. On this point I shall have
something to say later on. At present we are

considering an ordinary room, built in the

ordinary manner. And although it may appear
paradoxical, the best way to prevent draughts is

really to admit air more freely. It may involve

ably pure air outside and exercising its known
purifying effect, it is more than likely that no
deleterious effect upon it would take place, pro-

vided always that the walls are kept dry. Wet
in the walls would partially close the pores, and
probably cause vegetable and, maybe, animal
growth. Unless ample provision be made for

permitting continuous change of air in a room,
nothing can be worse than constructing all walls,

floors, and ceilings of impervious materials, or than
the covering of all surfaces with impervious
materials—such as linoleum, lincrusta, paint, ie.

Movement of air outside—in a word—wind—is

the active force by which ventilation within
doors is principally brought about ; conse-

quently, when rooms are unoccupied windows
rather more expenditure of fuel for maintaining and doors should be freely opened, so that

comfortable warmth, but that is better than frequent change of air may take place, by which
catching colds. If, however, change of air is too ,

surfaces and materials on which deleterious

rapid in any room , the only way to prevent it is matters have been deposited or by which they have
to reduce the outflow by contracting the Eectional been absorbed, may become purified, in addition

area of the outlet flue, because it is the cooler air to which the frequent cleansing of surfaces and
pressing in en all sides of the room which forces materials is necessary if a pure atmosphere within
air up that flue. And, as with the same pressure doors is to be maintained. Some places, even with
only a given quantity of air can be forced through air constantly changing, are never sweet and
a flue of given section, reduce that section in size !

wholesome. Urinals and the household water-
and a less volume of air will be passed through it

' closets, unless all surfaces are kept scrupulously

in a given time. Consequently the velocity with clean, are unwholesome places which may con-
which the air will travel from inlet to outlet will ' taminate the atmosphere of a house. Many of

be lessened, and draughts in the room may be !
these appliances are still badly constructed,

overcome: but then the question will arise: Is
I

particularly in public places. Gienerally speaking,

the room being efficiently ventilated ! If not, ! at railway stations they are a disgrace. The
then the outlet flue area must be enlarged, and a large surfaces contaminated and infrequently

special inlet provided. So we come back to the cleansed constantly generate noxious fumes
question : Where shall it be placed ? After

!
which foul the air, change it never so frequently,

careful observationandexperiment, extending over :
Public urinals are capable of great improvement

:

several years past, I say, without hesitation, \
there should be no angles in which deposit can

that it should be on the same side as the fire- accumulate, open channel ways should be
place opening, as nearly central thereto as may ! abolished, each separate urinal should be trapped

be, and towards the upper portion of the room (say,
i

and provided with a frequent flush of water so

about 2ft. below the ceiling). By providing
|

directed as to cleanse all surfaces which can be
louvres or other means for distributing the incom- I fouled. Properly constructed and maintained,

ing air throughout the upper portion of the room,
I
they may always be fresh and sweet and little

it wiU mix with the warmer air rising in front of ! contamination of the atmosphere in and around
the fire, spread out, gradually fall and make its

|

them takes place. I draw attention to these

way towards the fireplace flue, without causing necessary appliances as being illuntrative of our
discomfort, because its velocity will be slight, subject, and to impress upon you that meie
and, coming in contact with the warmed surfaces change of air is not all that is required to secure

in the room, its temperature will be raised, while good ventilation ; cleanliness and the continuous

if the fresh air enters freely at the special inlet,

less air will enter by the casual cracks and
crevices. With inlet openings in any other
position there will be less diffusion throughout the
room, because incoming air will take a shorter and
more direct line towards the fire and leave portions

of the room less properly ventilated. If the

removal of everything which defiles the

atmosphere is quite as essential, particularly in

and about the channels or ducts which convey
air from without to within the building.

Let US summarise the points to which
reference has already been made :—(1) The
deductions of early writers or of those

arrangement I suggest is the right one, then who simply adopt their views should not be
downward ventilation with comfort is secured.

Another subject in connection with ventilation to

which I have devoted attention is that of con-
densation and evaporation. I do not think these

results brought about continuously by variations

in temperature and movements of air have re-

ceived the consideration which they deserve, for

I believe they exercise very decided influences in

connection wiih ventilation. As the temperature

accepted without personal examination as to their

correctness. (2) Ventilation is an effect always

brought about by the exercise of an ascertainable

power ; it is never automatic, and no appliance

without the employment of power is, properly

speaking, a " ventilator," but simply a means by
which ventilation may be secured when a power
acts to cause movement of the atmosphere. (3)

Air to be serviceable for ventilation must be kept

of air is raised it becomes more and more capable free from defilement. (4; To secure change of

of absorbing moisture, and is specifically lighter i air within doors, both inlets and outlets are

than dry air at the same temperature. Again, as essential. (.5) Air rises because it is forced up-

it cools by coming in contact with cooler surfaces, ' wards bj- cooler air, being attracted_ downwards
moisture is deposited, and becoming specifically by gravitation. (G) Nature's principal method
heavy, the air falls. By condensation vitiated for causing movement of air is propulsion. (7)

air may for a time be somewhat purified, but the
;

By taking precautions to reduce velocity and so

impurities are deposited upon the cold surfaces ' to prevent unpleasant draughts, the downward
with which it comes , in contact, and unless those movement of air may reasonably be employed

surfaces are frequently cleansed, the animal
matter, which is deposited with the moisture, in

time putrefies, the result being that rooms
become s'uffy where such condensation takes

place and is not soon removed. You may open the
windows freely and freshen up the atmosphere
for a time, but when again closed up, and particu-

larly if a fire be lighted, the stuffiness again be-
comes apparent. For this reason I hold the

for securing ventilation. (8) To secure fresh,

wholesome air for the purpose of ventilation

within doors, condensation on surfaces should

be guarded agiinst, and all surfaces, as

well as the substance of materials, should

be maintained in a clean condition. In this

country, as I have previously mentioned, it is

necessary to employ heat during some four or

five months of the vear for the sake of comfort

opinion that the most healthy rooms to live in are ,
within doors, and the open fire has been referred

those of which the walls are not constructed of i to as a means for assisting ventilation, because it

dense materials which do not retain heat. In necessitates a flue by which the products of com-

fact, I believe that rooms the walls of which are ' bustion may be carried away. Such flues, even

constructed ot pervious materials, are likely to' when no fire is alight, generally act as outlets and

be the best ventilated, even when no special inlets
I
so assist in the ventilation of an apartment. To

for air are provided. Such walls take up and
[

close them by a register; or any other means is,

retain heat from the fire, they allow air to pass
j

therefore, an improper proceeding and should on

through them over the whole surface, the air is i no account be resorted to. Other forms of heat-

filtered and takes up heat in its passage through, I
ing—say by steam or hot-water pipes or by

it enters gradually yet in large volume, and keeps electricity—do not necessitate separate flues from

up a thorough change of atmosphere in the room
j
the apartments heated : but it is quite as essential

without perceptible draughts. Some think that that outlets—as well as inlets—should be provided

the continual passage of air through the walls if change of air is to take place in apartments so

will in time contaminate them, but with reason- I
heated. Judging from the various schemes for
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ventilating buildings -which hive come under ray

notice, I am surprised to find what little atten-

tion is given to even the most elementary
calculations as to the probable results which
will Ve attained notwithstanding that certain

data have been arrived at which experience
)iroves to be fairly reliable and so simple that

ihere is no excuse for neglecting to employ
them. Failure, where it takes place, results

generally from under-estimating the supply
of air necessary for securing efficient veatilation,

and from the employment of restricted areas of

inlet or outlet channeb, openings, or ducts. An
crdimry room is provided with one fireplace flue,

and, as previously stated, when a fire is lighted

that flue is practically the only outlet for air from
the room. Consequently, by ascertaining the

velocity of air passing up the flue and the sectional

area of the flue, it is easy to find how much air

will pass through the room in a given time.

Several influences will be at work at varying
times which will affect the velocity of air passing

up the flue, such as more or less fire in the grate,

more or less force of wind outside, &c. ; but under
medium conditions a flow of about .5c. ft. per

second may be taken as the volume passing up an
ordinary Hin. by lOin. flue. Kindly note that

I give the volume at about 5c. ft. I do this for

the purpose of simplicity, and because it is near
enough for practical purposes and can easily be

remembered. If oft. be multiylied by 60 times

60, the result— viz., IS, 000ft. — wUl be the

volume of air passing through the room in an
hour, and if change of air be demanded at the

rate of six times per hour, the cubical capacity

of a room with only one fireplace flue should
not exceed 3, 000ft., say 20ft. by 15ft. by 10ft.

A point to which I have given some consideration
is the size of a special inlet relative to that of an
ordinary fireplace flue. A good rule is to have it

of ample dimensions with easy means for its regu-
lation. It is then the fault of the occupants if

care be not taken to adjust it to requirements.
The difficulty, however, is that people are

generally careless in paying attention to so

simple an appliance—on a windy day the open-
ing will be closed to pres'ent discomfort from
draughts, and no one thinks of opening it in

calmer weather. I have, therefore, come to the
conclusion that when the inlet is placed as I

advise—on the same side as the fireplace and as

nearly central thereto as possible, about 2ft. below
the ceiling—a clear opening of about one haU the
area of the outlet flue will suffice, for the following
reasons:— (1) It the inlet is simply through an
external wall there will be less friction than in

the long outlet flue, therefore the velocity can be
greater. (2) Because with a properly-formed and

'

louvred inlet the additional velocity in the upper
and unoccupied portion of the room will distribute

the air throughout better than if entering at low
velocity. (3) Because variations in the force of ,

wind outside will not be so much noticed within the '

room when the areaof inletopening is notexcessive.

But because of the well-known and frequent
variations in the force of wind outtide I have
devissd this litttle automatic regulator. You will

notice that in calm weather the central flap will

stand stationary, allowing some ^Mn. of space for

the air to pass in : but as the force of wind
increases, the flap will be deflected, and the avail-

,

able space is thereby reduced proportionately. A
diflicolty which took some time to overcome was

;

to hang the flap so that its movements could take
|

place without producing a clicking noise. After
several attempts I believe this has been success-
fully accomplished ; consequently the appliance
may be usefully employed to avoid the necessity
for any personal regulation, and I believe it

should go a long way towards solving one of the
difficulties hitherto experienced in securing con-
stant and adequate ventilation without personal
attention in ordinary rooms. I >nly one size is

made, suitable for a room with a single ordinary
flue, two or more of the automatic inlet regulators
being necessary for larger rooms. Attempts have

|

previovisly been made in the same direction, but
the difficulty of overcoming the annoyance of

|

clicking noises in appliances with movable parts I

has militated against their adoption. Having no
|

pecuniary interest in the appliance, either past
or prospective, I may safely commend this auto-

,

matic inlet regulator—which is manufactured
,

by Messrs. ilart. Son, I'eard, and Co.,
\

Limited, of Charing (Voss-road and liir-
'

raingham—to your tttVo\irabIo consideration.
Much more might bo advanced as to the no- :

cessity of considering details in connection
with the employment of natural means for I

securing efficient ventilation, tot only in

iomes'.ic building", but also in those for more
public purposes. Let me again remind you th.at

doors and windows can, and should, be more
generally regarded as legitimate means for

securing change of air within buildings. Win-
dows should be constructed so that they may with

ease be opened and closed, and that, whenever
practicable, they should be freely opened, par-

ticularly at times when the buildings are unoccu-

pied. Although the many appliances called

ventilators only permit of the passage through
them of a limited amount of air—for, as a rule,

they are employed too small in size, and are only

serviceable when there is sufficient movement of

the outer atmosphere—it fortunately happens
that more frequently than not, in this country,

some movement is taking place, and one advant-

age of having them is that a certain amount of

change of air takei place through them almost

continuously, and when unoccupied the air of

buildings fitted with them is surely if slowly

changing, so that there is a freshness within

when they come to be occupied ; but for con-

tinuous occupation the change of air which takes

place when such appliances alone are depended
upon is generally inadequate. A few figures will

easily prove this. Ascertain the cubical capacity

of building and total minimum area of free open-
ings in the appliances, and find the time required

for the volume of air contained in the building to

pass through the openings say at a velocity of 5ft.

per second, and unless the whole volume can pass

through in twenty minutes

—

i.e., at the rate of

three changes per hour, eflicient ventilation will

not be secured for reasonable occupation of the

buildings during any considerable length of

time. In calculating the amount of change of

air required in a building, it is safer to take as a

basis the cubical contents and number of changes
ptr hour than to take the number of people to be
accommodated and allow so many cubic feet of

air in a given time for each, because it is im-
portant to remember that the building itself has
to be ventilated as well as that the occupants
require change of air. For this reason I have
come to the conclusion that unless it is considered
worth while to continuously ventilate buildings

when mechanical means are provided there is

risk of failure, because when the mechanism is

stopped change of air ceases, and although when
the machinery is restarted change of air may
soon be effected the long period of stagnation

permits the materials of and in the building to

cool down, condensation takes place on all ex-
posed surfaces, and other influences deleterious to

the atmosphere of the building may, for a con-
siderable time, result. For buildings such as

hospitals which are continuously occupied and
throughout which it is important that continuous
and ample change of airshould take place, together
with uniform heating, I thoroughly believe that

mechanical means wiU in time become an absolute

necessity. Having recently dealt with this sub-
ject in the " upper house "—I beg pardon, I mean
at the K.I.B.A.—I will only now say that to suc-

cessfully ventilate a building by mechanical
means implies a considerable knowledge of the
various appliances available—there must be no
stinting of space and materials necessary to secure
the most thorough and economical results. A
change of air up to ten times per hour must be
insisted upon, the plant in all important features

should be duplicated, and the most economical
power available should be employed. All air

ducts and channels should bo of ample sectional

area, so as to reduce friction to a minimum, and
the outlets and inlets must be arranged with
judgment and properly proportioned. The air

must be taken in at a point most free from con-
taminating influences, it must be screened,

brought to a suitable temperature, and hygro-
motric condition, and passed on to the several

apartments required to be ventilated without the
possibility of is becoming deteriorated until it

approaches tho outlets and is again discharged
into the open at a distance from tho intake so that

movements of the outer atmosphere may not
exercise any influence upon its outflow. For
some time there was considerable controversy as

to whether methods of propulsion or of extraction

wore to be preferred. I believe that by far tho

majority of those who have had practical experi-

ence in tho matter are now most favourable to

propulsion. One of tho most serious mistakes
has been the combination of tho two syttetns,

for thoy cannot possibly bo economically worked
together, and 1 fear that even if expense were
no object, imperfect results can only bo secured

by employing means for securing extraction ai

well as propulsion conjointly. Experience of th«»

practical working of well-proportioned installa-

tions of Plenum ventilation by mechanical
means has proved to me that it is possible to

secure continuously, at a reasonable expenditure,
effici^t ventilation such as is quite out of the
question when natural means alone are relied on ;

but in saying that I on no account undervalue
the necessity for taking advantage of the means
which Nature places at our disposal, because I

reilise that for the majority of buildings any-
thing in the way of mechanism for securing
ventilation is out of the question at present,

although I venture to predict that, as time goes
on and the possibilities of employing mechanism
for securing ventilation are more appreciated, an
architect's training will not be considered com-
plete unless he makes himself fully acquainted
with the principles and appliances by which
buildings may be successfully ventilated by
mechanical means.

Mr. John Miuuav, in proposing a vote of

thanks to the lecturer, asked Jlr. Henman how
small ventilating shafts could be so arranged as

to be adequately and efficiently cleansed. There
was practically no difficulty in arranging this in

large buildings ; but in smaller ones, where the

labour was less strictly organised, there was a risk

that this duty would be neglected. Indeed, the

crux in the working of most ventilating systems
was to insure that sufficient personal attention

was given to the regulation of the appliances.

Did the lecturer advocate providing assistance for

suction to electric fans in connection with his

Plenum system ? He doubted whether much ait

percolated through an ordinary 9in. brick waU
plastered on one face. Did Mr. Henman advo-
cate putting in'ets high up in wall, and were
square or round openings preferable ? The greit

difficulty in providing change of air in London
was the necessity for screening the incoming air,

so as to keep impurities out of the house. These
screens were expensive and intricate in working,
but very necessary in large towns. Another
trouble was the regulation of the degree of heat
in a Plenum system, and the constant risk of

overheating, and hence of contaminating the

incoming air.

Mr. H. P. G. Mai'le seconded the motion,

remarking that it would be ri'her difficult to

insist on such a ventilating system as Jlr. Hen-
man had advocated in the dining or drawing
room of an ordinary dwelling. The first require-

ment was to educate the public to accustom them-
selves to a freer inflow of fresh air into rooms.
I'nless ventilating flues were sufficiently large for

persons to pass through they would be neglected

and be allowed to become very foul.

Mr. \V. J. H. Ijeverton found that in some
well-known systems of ventilation the current of

incoming air was not sufficient to answer the

inertia of the atmosphere in the room, and so no
real purification was effected.

Mr. Alfhed Bvuoess, speaking as a pract'cal

ventilating engineer, said the systems of ventila-

tion generally adopted were of three clatses—the
Plenum system, in which air was forced into the

house under pressure ; the converse system, in

which it was sought to draw out the foul air by
creating a partial vacuum ; and the combination
of these methods, by forcing in air at one point

and extracting it at an opposite point by a fan.

This third or equilibrium system was that

adopted in tho Houses of Parliament, and was
the one he advocated. He claimed for the

equilibrium method that it was coming in-

creasingly into vogue.
Mu. .\. Needuam Wii.son said that persons

wishing to build houses for themselves insisted on
the architect providing needlessly loity houses,

whereas, as Mr. Henman had conclusively pointed

out, great height was prejudicial to good ventila-

tion, as the foul air stagnated at the ceiling level

and was not changed.

Tho PiiEsiiJENT, in closing the discussion, said

it had been cheering to him to hear the much-
abused open fire spoken of as a satisfactory means
for ventilating a room. So much had been made
of late years of the wastefulness of open fires,

that it was satisfactory to find that their good old

Fnglish friend had compensating advantages,

although it might consume a needless ipiantity of

fuel. Mr. Henman had advocated providing a

ventilating opening 2ft. below the ceilinglevel, and
on one side of the fireplace ; but in London houses

the fireplace was always placed against an inner

wall, the chimney forming one of a central stack,

and this created difficulties in planning which the
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lecturer had not explained how he would over-
come. The outcome of the paper was to re-

habilitate the jerry-built house in popular estima-
tion ; the badly constructed dwelling was shown
to be the one best ventilated by the percolation of

air through the walls, and the one which least

needed mechanical methods of ventilation. It had
been pointed out in the discussion by several
speakers that any system which was dependent
on personal attention was certain sooner or later

to get out of order. It was important to keep the
walls and ceilings of rooms perfectly olean, so as
to prevent the air becoming impure. They found
it very difficult to persuade people in Loudon to
open their windows, owing to the intrusion of

dust and soot.

Jlr. Hexman, in replying to the vote of thanks,
said his experience was contrary to the opinions
expressed in all the recognised standard worksi on
ventilation. Their authors all took their argu-
ments from the writings of Dr. Reid, and although
he made careful experiments as far back as 1844,
yet many of his deductions were unsound and
scientifically wrong. In his paper he had given
his reasons for differing from Dr. Eeid's con-
clusions, and these could be easily tested and con-
futed if he had been mistaken. The question of
keeping ventilating ducts and flues clean was very
simple, whatever system of ventilation was
adopted : it was merely to specify that the flues

should be accessible, and to insist on their being
periodically cleaned. Some doubts had been
raised as to whether waUs, floors, and ceilings

were pervious ; bat every class of material
had its own degree of permeability to air, and
the results of experiments were surprising.
He once rented an office in which the waUs were
painted over a stout paper, the ceiling was also
painted, and the floor laid with linoleum. The
effect was so injurious to his health that he had
to remove to another building, solely because all

the surfaces had been rendered nearly impermeable.
A method of combined propulsion and extraction,
such as was advocated by Mr. Burgess, was a
fallacy—one fan was doing no work, and the
power applied to the extracting fan was abso-
lutely wasted ; the air was simply forced from the
inlet to the outlet, and the general volume of air

in the room was not affected or changed. The
cubic area of a room should be ascertained, and
the ventilation adapted to meet its capacity. If

openings were few and of no great size, air would
be forced in thin streams rapidly in direct lines
to the fireplace, probably causing unpleasant
draughts, and yet not efficiently ventilating the
room. With larger and better distributed open-
ings better results must follow : but with one or
two properly constructed openings on the fire-

place side, about 2ft. below the ceilings, the in-
coming air might be well distributed throughout
the upper portion of the room, and would return
towards the fire at low velocity from all parts,
much in the same way as it would if it came
through pervious walls, floor, and ceiling. He had
not ignored the fact that a fireplace was usually
built into an inner wall when he proposed to place
the inlet on the same side of the room. From bis
inlet he carried a flue in the thickness of the walls
to an outside opening, and the effect was to
secure change of air without discomfort. At one
time he filled his ventilator with cotton wool

;

but this became so filthy, and had to be so often
replaced, that he abolished it, and trusted to the
regular dusting of the room itself, with no ill

effects. For many years he had advocated keep-
ing the ceilings of rooms lower by at least 2ft.

than was customary, in order to secure more
thorough ventilation with greater comfort and
less initial cost in building.

threshold of maturity, well established and
equipped for carrying on the work it has under-
taken.

THE EDVCATIOX OF AX Alll IIITECT.

There is no institution which has more cause
for satisfaction at the progress which is being
made in architectural education than have we,
seeing to what it must inevitably lead, and I think
the various architectural societies which are

actively engaged in this most important
work deserve the heartiest support from
every member of the profession. The
pioneer in this movement — the Architectural
Association— has assumed what I do not hesitate

to call a heavy responsibility in taking over and
remodelling the old Architectural Museum to

make provision for its educational work. Un-
fortunately, it is hampered by a considerable debt
on the building fund, which must be a source of

much anxiety to its promoters. Several of the
provincial societies are also launching out in this

direction and doing most excellent work, either

in connection with umversities or on their own ^^ ^^^^^^ ^-;-^ j^^^ j^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^
responsibihty. The Society of Architects is not, I

^^^asonable delay on the part of the Institute in
anymorethanthe senior body a teaching msti-.g^j^^^

jj^ {^ wUl undoubtedly aUenate
tut.on ; but I think the time has come when it

: j^^^ ^ ^ 4„ /j ^^^^^j ^^^ j^^^;^^ ^^ ^^ f^^
should recognise its responsibihties m this matter ^^^^ ^^j^^^^ ^j ^j^^ question. I think it may be
not by entenngthe arena as a competitor, but ^^^^^ j^^ ^^ ^^^^ j^^ E.I.B.A. is pledged

beyond recall to some measure, the principle ot

which it adopted in a somewhat vague form long

Under these circumstances we can afford to adopt
a waiting and watching policy, recognising, as

we always have done, that if registration is to be
nil fail accompli it must be carried through by the

senior body, with the united aid and support of

every architectural society. The President of the

R.I.B.A. in his recent address rightly maintains

a discreet silence as to what is taking place pend-
ing the report of the committee specially appointed

by the general body, and intimates that both
sides will be heard before coming to any decision.

Possibly, our friends of opposite views may yet

be convinced that we respect their prejudices and
that we do not wish to hamper them in promoting
a bona-fide scheme. On the other hand, it is to

be hoped that the report of the committee
appointed early in the year and the deliberation

and action of the K.I.B.A. thereon will not be
unduly delayed, as at present there is undoubtedly
an impression abroad that the committee has

become non-existent without completing the work
for which it was formed. The Parliamentary
Session is approaching, and our members and

rather by founding scholarships and assisting
j

financially those bodies who are bearing the
burden of this great undertaking. It is, of

[

course, a large question ; but well within the

scope of the Society, and I commend it to your
most careful consideration. We, as a Society,

have been accustomed to take a broad view of

matters affecting the welfare of the profession,

and I do not think any member will suggest that

we exist for ourselves alone, but rather that our ^.^^^ together" the few remaining adherents to
prosperity brings with It greater responsibihties j^^^jy^^^f'

j^^^it;„^g ^^^ i^^^," ^1^^ j^ ,

than of yore with regard to our attitude towards
i^^tit^te ^f Architects of Ireland is now solid

such questions as the education of architects. I '

i^ j^^^^^ „j Registration, so much so that
mayremmd you that by our articles of associa-

, j^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ extremely likely that Ireland
tion we_ are empowered

'J
to grant sums of money ^;y ^^^ ^-^^ ^-^^^^ ^^ j;^j „f j^^ ^^^

\ ago, and it only remains for it to formulate that

principle in a Bill to be submitted to Parliament.

The Society of Architects will continue its pioneer

work until sooner or later its object is achieved.

Continual dropping wears away stone, and already

there are signs of disintegration in the con-

glomerate of prejudice and self-interest which

out of the funds of the Society for the promotion
of the architectural and allied arts, sciences, and
crafts in such manner as may from time to time
be determined upon." I think it is as well
that we shourj* sometimes refresh our memories
with regard to our powers as an incorporated
Society, and see with what objects, and upon
what broad lines, it was founded and built up.
The first duty of a man is to see that those de-
pendent upon him are properly provided for, and
a similar principle may be applied with regard to

the duty of a society to its members, in giving
them such privileges as its means and position

justify ; but that is not the end and aim of its

existence, and while the members naturally share

in its prosperity, it is only right that the pro-
fession as a whole should benefit by each archi-

tectural society taking its part directly or

indirectly in the work of education. Therefore,
whether on the question of supporting benevolent
funds, or subscribing to architectural educational
schools, the Society should, I think, recognise its

responsibilities, particularly as regards the latter,

which is so closely allied to that question with
which the Society is indissolubly connected, the
statutory education and registration of architects,

to which subject I would now ask your attention.

THE ItEOISTRATIOX OF ARCHITECTS.

SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS.

AT the meeting last night of the Society of
Architects, Mr. Walter W. Thomas de-

livered the

president's addrrss for 1904-5.

It is twenty years ago since your first President,
himself a Liverpool man, delivered his inaugural
address in the Council Chamber of Exeter Hall,
and now, on the verge of the " coming of age "

of the Society, history repeats itself in so far as a
Liverpool architect is again called upon to address
you in a similar capacity. The Society of Archi-
tects has not existed for twenty years without
having experienced the vicissitudes and diffi-
culties which beset the path of most young and
vigorous institutions; but 'it has successfully
overcome obstacles, and now finds itself on the

if the parent Institute delays much longer.

I do not propose to enter here upon the argu-

ments for or against registration, which have been
reiterated atl nauseam for years, but I think a

great deal of unnecessary trouble is created by
the "Art" man, who endeavours to raise diffi-

culties over the question of how to provide for

the " artist " in any Bill, but surely the measure
would not affect artists as such ; it is only when
they desire to practise the art of an architect by
way of a profession that they would be called

upon, very properly, to show that they are

qualified to do so. Every architect should be an
artist, but all artists are not qualified to assume
the title of architect. The tendency among
musicians, painters, and sculptors is all towards
federation; the former have a Bill 1 efore Parlia-

ment on very similar lines to our own, and the

latter have recently formed an Association for

mutual intercourse and support ; they also,

together with painters and architects, compete
keenly for the privilege of being "registered"
as members of the Royal Academy, yet these same
architects object to being registered as architects

by a general council, though they suffer their

names to appear in public lists of architects by
the side of those of Tom, Dick, and Harry, and
an indiscriminating public considers one just as

much a member of the profession as another.

Let me close my remarks on this subject by pro-

pounding the following questions. If registration

is not desirable or the principle of federation, as

applied to the practice of architecture, is a wrong
one, why, and on what other principle, are the

many architectural societies founded, ifrom the

R.I.B.A. onward? Does not their very exist-

ence imply agreement with the principle, and

It has recently been stated that the matter is sub

Jiidicc, as being at present under consideration by
the R.I.B.A., and this may very properly be the
case as regards the allied societies ; but we are in

the happy position of standing alone in this

question and of being untrammelled by any
consideration of th's kind. At the same time,

we have fully recognised that it would be
inadvisable if at the moment we took any part

in the

spectator, or took a£y steps which would prejudice
! tarb^foreTt" now a

whatever action the senior body may contemplate •

^j^^ ^^ j^^ occasion r
Some have urged us to press on without regard
to other interested bodies ; but if we have not
always been treated with that courtesy to which ' Another subject in which the Society is actively

we were entitled, we have the welfare of the
;
interested is that of obtaining some amendment

profession too much at heart to bear any resent- of the law relating to ancient lights, and it was
ment or risk any precipitate action which would ! the first to take active movement towards this end
hinder the ultimate object for which we have been by means of a petition presented to the Lord
patiently striving for so many years. Our object ; Chancellor some years ago. Since then other

is not the aggrandisement of the Society or its
|

interested bodies have combined to introduce a

members, but the promotion of a measure which • Bill in Parliament with a similar object, but
we believe to be to the advantage of the public ' which we at the time considered was hardly

and the best interests of the profession, and it is sufficiently drastic in its proposals, practically

sufficient for us, for the moment, that after much i amounting to transfer the procedure from the

effort we have succeeded in demonstrating that lawyers' to the surveyors' hands. It has been left

,
the profession is with us on the general principle. • to a member of the allied craft of building to

. . , J 11. t c • r'^ f J I

have they not recently expressed adhesion to it
matter

_
beyond that of an interested

j
^j^i^ no uncertain voice: The Royal Institute

jreat opportunity. Will it

ANCIEXT LIGHTS.
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fight the battle on hehalf of all interested in

building operations, and Mr. Colls has earned the

thanks of the profession for his plucky stand in

the action brought against him by the Home and
Colonial Stores, Ltd., the result of which has
gone far towards achieving the object the Society

of Architects has in view.

.\UtHITECTS AXD LOC.^L AVTHOKITIES.

^ The duties of an architect bring him into close

touch with local authorities, and 'he not infre-

quently finds himself at variance with them on
such points as the interpretation of by-laws, the
conducting of architectural competitions, and
what I may term the municipalisation of archi-

tectural work, to the loss of the private practi-

tioner. Various remedies have been suggested,
and societies formed for dealing with these

matters, notably in by-law reform and architec-

tural competitions, and undoubtedly considerable

good has been done, particularly in the latter

subject, in educating the public somewhat with
regard to the question of professional etiquette.

The li.I.B.A. is now waitmg the report of a
committee on the question of borough surveyors
and engineers being employed on architectural

work, and it proposes to take steps to bring the
matter forcibly before the notice of those
concerned, which should have a good effect ; but
its efforts would have considerably more weight
were architects to endeavour to get more fully

represented on public bodies, and bring their

personal influence to bear upon matters affecting

the interests of the profession. The question of

the municipal architect is closely aUied with that

of the foregoing, and where it is found advisable
to employ one, I certainly think his duties should
be of an advisory nature only, and that his

appointment should be such as would preclude
the necessity of his competing with the ordinary
practitioner. There was probably no time when
professional advice was more needed by public
bodies than at present, when in all directions

many thousands of pounds are being spent on
street improvements and buildings for public
purposes ; but professional men to a large extent
are chary of coming forward as representatives of

the ratepayers, on account of the time they must
necessarily give to public duties, very often to

the detriment of their own immediate interests.

"With regard to architectural competitions and
the complaints so often made of unfair con-
ditions and unsatisfactory results, the remedy
is in the hands of individuals, and so
long as promoters see that no conditions,
however unreasonable, will deter some archi-
tects from competing, so long will the pro-
fession have to put up with treatment which
would not be tolerated for a moment by any other
body of professional men. Leave all doubtful
competitions severely alone, and there will be a
speedy recognition on the part of promoters that
there is such a thing as professional etiquette
among architects.

LIVEUI'OOL CATUEDIIAL.

The mention of competitions recalls one of the
most important of recent years—that for the new
Cathedral at Liverpool, the commencement of
which building marks an epoch, not alone in the
history of the city which it is to adorn, but in the
history of modern architecture. The preliminary
difficulties have been overcome, and there is every
indication that the necessary funds will be forth-
coming to enable the work to proceed to com-
pletion without undue delay.

CHEAPER HOVSES.

Cases are constantly arising, especially in
rural districts, of building schemes being stopped
or hindered owing to tho apparent unsuitability
of the local by-laws. KspeciaUy does this seem
to be the case with regard to estate owners
desirous of providing accommodation for their
workmen or tenants, rndoubtodly building
owners and architects have freiiucnt cause for
complaint on this score, and one estate owner has
gone so far as to openly defy the authorities who
refused to pass his horne-mudu plans, (t is some-
what remarkable that tho aggrieved party in this
case is a distinguished member of a profession
who would look with grave suspicion upon any-
one assuming tho functions of a lawyer without
(lualifications, but who did not hesitate to take
upon himself the duties of an architect, with the
aforesaid results. Unly as recently as this after-
noon, the president of the Local Government
Board has been receiving a deputation from re-
presentatives of rural districts, who liave found
these local by-laws injurious to tho cause of

housing of the poor in the country. In large

towns and cities the by-laws vary considerably in

adjoining districts. There must be regulations

of these kind in the public interest ; but there

shou'il be some means of adapting them to the

particular district or the paiticular circumstances

of an individual case. No hard and fast line can

be drawn, and those who administer the by-laws

should be allowed a certain amount of latitude for

the exercise of common-sense and discretion.

TO THE 5IEMI1E11S IX PARTICVLAK.

I have rather digressed from the original j)ur-

pose of my address—viz., in what way the Society

can best use the powers conferred upon it by its

incorporation. The recently constituted Board of

Defence formed by the R.I.B.A. reminds us that

we have for long possessed similar powers of

initiating and supporting such legal proceedings

as the Council may deem desirable in the interests

of the profession or the members of the Society,

and only lately we have had several claims for

assistance of this kind ; indeed, it would weary

you were I to reiterate in how many directions

and ways we are authorised to act as a corporate

body ; but it is obvious that we are limited to a

large extent as to how far we can make use of

these powers in proportion to the growth of our

membership, for as yet we have not a large

margin to devote to other purposes than those

immediately and materially benefiting the mem-
bers, whose interest must naturally come first,

though, as I previously stated, they are not all

that we exist for. I would like to emphasise the

remark made in the recent annual report as to the

advisability of largely increasing the member-
ship ; and here is where the ordinary member's
opportunity comes in of doing something prac-

tical for the Society. We cannot all hold ofl3ce

or take an active part in the administration

of the Society's affairs, but we can all share the

work of extending its scope and utility, which I

have endeavoured to show is such as should

command the support of practitioners generally.

It is mainly through the personal influence of its

members that the rapid growth and development
of the Society can be assured, and if by your
efforts we can emerge from our twenty-first year

with a membership of at least a thousand, we
shall have achieved something which will enor-

mously increase our powers for good. The object

is so easily attained, and at so little individual

trouble, that I do not hesitate to ask you indi-

vidually to support my suggestion by undertaking
to each introduce at least one member before the

next meeting, when the thing is done. The diffi-

culty, of course, is that with every intention and
desire to assist the Society the matter is apt to be
forgotten, and so far as this question is concerned
we leave the Society to look after itself. If

instead of doing so we were at once to co-operate

unanimously while the matter is fresh in our

minds, the result would exceed what I think is

the very modest figure I have suggested as being
a desirable minimum number of members.

PROPOSED NEWLONDON BUILDINGACT.

AT the meeting on Tuesday of the London
County Council, the Building Act Com-

mittee presented a report recommending that

application bo made to Parliament for power to

amend the London Building Act, 1891, and
Amending Acts in various particulars. The draft

Bill is the outcome of the action of the Home
Secretary, who, in August, r.>02, wrote to the

Council stating that, in view of the facts

disclosed at tho inquest on the liueen Victoria-

street fire, ho thought that tho question of

further legislation on the subject of safety from
lire in high buildings required early considera-

tion. The committee now recommended that in

the amending Bill provision be made :
—

1. To enable the Council in the ease of new streeta and
adaptjitions of ways to streets {•') to require greater
width. lateral communicationH, connections to adjoining
estatcH, and the formation of such connections when re-

Huired, protection of streets proposed to bo laid out at
a level ditferent from that of the land immediately ad-
joining on either side ; ('-) to alter the position, direction,

or }evel in order to make more direct communication
; ('}

to prevent the formation of nt'a-'/r-.^fir
; (-/) to secure an

equitible incidence of the cost of paving; and making-up
;

' I to i-ontrol and require, where necessary, the formntion
of back streets.

2, To lucililate the widening of existing streets by (";,

restricting, except under certain conditions, the height to
which dwelling-houses may be erected in narrow streets

and ways; ^/) enabling the Council to keep back, without
compensation, to a greater distance than 20ft. from the I

centre of the roadway, buildings to be used for business
purposes; (-:) restricting, excpt under certain conditions, I

the height to which any buildings within 20ft. from the

centre of a street or way, iSrc, may be re-erected, and
prohibiting the raising or extension of any such building

without tlie consent of the Council.

3. To strengthen the powers of the Council with regard

to the erection and re-erection of buildings in advance of

the general line of buildings ; to enable the Council to

control the Ime to which buildings may be erected where
the general line has been destroyed by the demolition of

buildi ngs ; and to provide that the building line in certain

new streets shall not be within a certain distance of the

centre of the street.

4. To enable the Council to determine a building line

on one or both sides of any important street at a distance

not exceeding 75ft. from the centre of the street; to

acquire any buildings, land, or structures in advance of

the line so determined, or to require any such buildings

or structures to be set back to such line on payment of
compensation ; to provide that after the determination by
the Council of such a building line no building or struc-

ture shall, without the consent of the Council, be erected

or extended in advance thereof ; to enable the Council to

make new streets where necessary to continue a thorough-
fare widened as aforesaid, or for the purpose of affording

through communication, and to provide for the settle-

ment of questions of compensation, and for the necessary

machinery to enable the Council to exercise the powers
sought to be obtained.

5. For certain amendments in the provisions relating

to the naming of streets and numbering of houses in

order to facilitate the discharge of the Council's duties

with regard thereto.

6. (.i) To enable the Council to require the provision of

space at rear in certain cases where it cannot now require

it, and increased space at the rear of dwelling-houses, and
to prevent the erection of buildings which are not subject

to the provisions as to space at rear on sites which are

surrounded by dwelling-houses, and upon which the

erection of dwelling-houses would be prohibited for lack

of air space ; ('') for requirements as to open space with

regard to all domestic buildings not abutting upon a

street ;
(') for the maintenance at all times of the open

space provided in accordance with the Act ; {<!) for the

better lighting and ventilation of habitable basements
and of rooms which have no windows directly opening on
to the external air otherwise than into a court inclosed on
every side or open on one side only.

7. For means of escape in case of lire and reducing risk

of fire by requiring all buildings (new and old) exceeding
a certain height to be provided with means of access to

the roof (guard rails being provided where necessary), by
reducing the height above which means of escape can be
required in new buildings, and applying the amended
provisions to existing buildings after seven years ; by
requiring me.ans of escape to be provided from new
buildings in which there is sleeping accommodation for

more than a certain number of persons, or in which more
than a certain number of persons are employed (the pro-
vision to extend to existing buildings after seven years) ;

by making provisions as to the construction of buildings
containing sets of offices or chambers, and the size to
which such buildings may be constructed ; by requiring
proper separation to be provided between the two por-
tions of premises used partly for trade and partly as
dwellings where such premises exceed a certain size, and
the provision of means of escape (special provision
being made in the case where the shop portion projects
more than 5ft.) ; to prescribe rules for boarding and
panelling, and for the construction of new lift shafts
(except in certain dwelling-houses), the rules to apply to

existing lifts after seven years.

8. To enable the Council to consent to the uniting of
buildings under proper conditions, and to the erection of
buildings of such cubical extent as the Council may deem
it expedient to permit, and to permit and make regula-
tions for the use of iron and steel construction ia
buildings.

9. For certain amendments in the provision of the Act
relating to the rights of building and adjoining owners.

10. For wooden buildings of certain dimens'ons being
licensed by the metropolitan borough councils, and for

enabling the Council to secure after a certain date the
removal of existing irregular buildings.

11. For certain amendments in the powers of the
Council with regard to dangerous and neglected
structures.

12. To prohibit the carrying on of dangerous businesses
except under license from the Council, and to enable the
Council to impose conditions, and to charge a fee for such
license.

13. To make the provisions as to building on low-lying
land apply to buildings used or to be u^ed wholly or in

part as dwelling-houses erected on land which is so situ-

ated that the buildings cannot be etticiently drained at all

times by giiivitation into an existing sewer of the Council.

14. For increasing the number of members of the
tribunal of appeal from three to live, for one mtuuber to

be appointed by the Council, but not to be a member of

the Council, and for the Ufth, to be a barrister of not
less than 10 years' standing, to be chosen by the other
four, and to act as chairman of the tribunal : also that no
architect or surveyor practising in London shall be eligible

for membership of the tribunal, and that the powers of

the tribunal shall be restricted to the limitations of the
sections under which the appeal is made.

l.'i. For the necessary amendments in the Council's
powers with regard to district surveyors, to enable it to

introduce a proper system of payment of district sur-

veyors by salaries, and to make certain moditications in

the fees payable to district surveyors.

l(j. For repealing, modifying, or adding to certain of

tho provisions in the Act of IHOl. giving total or partial
*

exemptions from the provisions of the Act.
17. For the other amendments indicat^'d in the fore-

going report, but not specifically included in the foregoing
clauses of the recommendation.

Captain Hemphill (chairman of the committee),

in making tho report, said tho borough councils

would be given ample opportunity of con-

sidering the Bill. The Bill was not one which

dealt entirely with restrictions, but contained

many concessions and relaxations. It would
greatly facilitate building by allowing horizontal

sep;iration in buildings instead of vertical ; it

would allow buildiiigs of a larger cubical space to
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be constructed ; relax the rules regarding the
union of buildings : and enable buildings of iron
and steel frame construction.

Dr. Xapier moved that it is undesirable to pro-
ceed with the proposed amendment of the London
Building Acts next Session, but that such pro-
posals be referred back to the Building Act
Committee for further consideration with a view
to legislation being sought in the Session of 1906.
Mr. Shepheard seconded the amendment, and
remarked that the Bill was so complicated that it

would raise opposition from all vested and in-
dividual interests, and the hostility would be such
that it would be useless to attempt to get it

through Parliament. A long and animated dis-

cussion ensued, and eventually the amendment
was rejected by 75 votes to 27, and the com-
mittee's recommendations were adopted.

THE SUKVEYOES' INSTITUTION.
OPENING OF THE SESSION 1904-5.

IN the hall of the Institution, last Monday
evening, the opening address was delivered

by the President, Mr. Herbert Thomas Steward,
who pleaded that, as this was the thirty-seventh
annual address from the chair, he could not be
expected to say much that was absolutely new,
and that, as he was what is called an urban sur-
veyor, he must not be asked to deal with subjects
which, interesting as they were to the large body
of members practising in country districts, were
entirely beyond his knowledge and experience.
But, nevertheless, he contended that urban sur-
veyors had problems of their own to deal with as
diflicult as any which confronted their rural
brethren. When land came into their hands it

had been rendered by the constant increase of the
town population of special value for building, and
the demand for such land was increasing year by
year in the vicinity of all large towns. Out of a
population of 32 millions nearly one half were
dwellers in the large towns, and in London -alone

ih millions of inhabitants dwelt in a little over a
million separate tenements ; 672,000 of these
tenements consisted of fewer than five rooms,
a'bout 150,000 being of one room only, each
occupied by one or two or more, up to even eight
or nine persons. From this it was easy to see
that the question of the housing of the working
classes was one of great importance, and it was
not surprising that it had of late years given
rise to much legislation and many efforts on
the part of private individuals or semi-private
bodies. Eight of the principal companies
formed with the object of dealing with the
housing problem had at present in their
dwellings some 120,000 inmates, while the Metro-
politan Board of Works (and later the London
County Council) had provided accommodation for
some 70,000 more, and the Railway and other
public undertakings for about 15,000 in addition.
The great landlords, notably the Duke of West-
minster, Earl Cadogan, and Lord Portman had
cleared away many insanitary houses and erected
modern dwellings in their places. The Ecclesias-
tical Commissioners and the Borough Councils
had also done much in the same direction.
While the population of London was still, of
course, increasing, it was satisfactory to find
some diminution in the ratio of increase which,
from 18-8 per cent, in the decennium 1851—61,
fell to 7-3 per cent in 1891—1901. Many parts
of London were actually losing resident popula-
tion, as shown by the census. Since 1891
Shoreditch had decreased 5 per cent., Finsbury
and Westminster 9, Holborn 10, and the City 30
per cent. ; while Chelsea, Bethnal Green, and
other localities were almost stationary. On the
other hand, some districts, newly converted from
rural to urban land, had increased, as in the case
of Fulham and Wandsworth, by some 50 per
cent, in ten years. There was a gratifying dis-
position to remove factories to the outlying
buburbs, and where the work went the workers
would probably follow, with the best results.
Improved dwellings, more airy streets and sur-
roundings, increased transport facilities, and
generally a raising of the standard of comfort and
decency, were producing an effect on the habits
of the working classes which could not fail to
impress a careful observer. Common lodging-
houses, now under the control of the County
Council, were engaging careful attention, and
he had no doubt that steps would be taken to
meet more adequately the want of such accom-
modation, especially in the case of women. Over-
crowding of the worst type was not the concen-

tration of the population on a confined area, so

much as the congregation of undue numbers in

single unhealthy dwellings, and all the most
earnest efforts for the better housing of the work-
ing classes would, he feared, be more than
neutralised if the indiscriminate admission of

aliens was to go on unchecked. They might be
frugal, sober and industrious ; but their habits of

life were not such as tended to the elevation of

the people, while their competition bore heavily
on the scantily paid wage-earners of our towns.
The amount of crime and misdemeanour laid at

the doors of these people was altogether out of

proportion to their numbers, and represented a
very real and growing danger. In rural districts

especially, he feared that the by-laws, often of

the most unsuitable character, enforced by the
local authorities, were a great check to building,
especially of working-class cottages, while in

the towns the increased wages, and he feared he
must add the greatly diminished efficiency of

labour, added so much to the cost of building that

it was, in many cases, almost prohibitive. The
great increase in rates of late years was another
serious matter to be considered. In 1874 the
total Metropolitan rate stood at 4} millions pounds,
and the outstanding loans at 21 millions. In 1901
the rates were 11 J millions, and outstanding
loans 58 millions. It was not to be wondered
that loans were being refused to many boroughs
by the Public Works Loan Board, and other
lending bodies. He was glad to be able to

recognise all over London a general rise in the
standard of public taste. He could not agree
with those who would replace the picturesque
irregularity of our domestic architecture by the
solid uniformity of some of the finest streets of

Berlin, for instance. Some control must, of

course, be exercised ; but a certain amount of

freedom of action would produce the best results.

The County Council had done, and were doing,
much to improve and widen our thoroughfares,
and for this all Londoners must be grateful. He
supposed the American system of steel construc-
tion would come to be adopted here : but when
it was he trusted that we should be spared the
monstrous erections which disfigured Chicago and
Manhattan Island. The system had its undoubted
advantages in the economy of time, labour, and
material, and as a consequence was likely to be
adopted sooner or later. The President made
brief allusion to the removal, by the recent
decision in the case of " Colls v. Home and
Colonial Stores," of one of the difliculties which
beset owners desirous of building in large towns

—

i.e., the uncertainty of their position with regard
to neighbouring rights of light and air. This
judgment, if it had not finally settled the law,

had at least cleared the air and put aside many
contradictory decisions. It was now decided that

a deprivation of light must be so substantial as to

amount to a nuisance, and that a mere diminution
gives the party affected no right to an injunction,

but merely to damages.

At the conclusion of the address a vote of thanks
to the President was moved by Mr. C. Bidwell,
seconded by Jlr. Howard Martin, and carried

unanimously.
After a brief reply, the President proceeded to

unveil and present to Mr. J . W. Penfold a portrait

painted by Mr. Jacomb Hood, and subscribed for

by a number of the members, as a token of their

respect and their appreciation of the manner in

which for 36 years he had filled the ofEce of hon.
secretary of the Institution.

In acknowledging his indebtedness to the
members for their kind expressions of approval of

his efforts for the good of the Institution, Mr.
Penfold begged the Council to accept the custody
of the portrait, which Mr. Steward assured him
would be hung in a prominent place in the build-
ing, as a memento of his long connection with the
Institution.

BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS IN AND
NEAR THE STRAND.

FEW people who knew the Strand and the
northern approaches to it, between Wel-

lington-street and Clement's Inn, a year or two
ago will be able to discover in its present chaotic
condition the proposed scheme which is being
gradually unfolded. Isolated blocks of large
buildings, finished or partially completed, in the
midst of a wilderness of wide roadways and half-

cleared areas for building, heaps of building
material, huge hoardings inclosing sites for new
premises, the ruins of several old buildings and

theatres, like the Olympic, conspire to cause a sense

of bewilderment to all except those who know
the plan of the improvement contemplated. The
very extent of the huge curve or crescent which
is completed in the main between the new Gaiety
Theatre and St. Clement's Church, to be known
as " Aldwych," makes it difficult to comprehend
the symmetry and order which will be evolved

out of chaos. The casual observer cannot take in

more than a small portion of this great segment
at a glance, and the fragmentary state of the new
buildings which will form its boundaries on the

north and south sides prevents the eye from
realising the sweep of the new crescent. Only
at the western end of the curved roadway behind
the Gaiety and the large block of stone buildings

next it for the "Gaiety Restaurant and Hotel,''

which is now finished externally, is the pedestrian

able to form any idea of this huge crescent. At
the eastern extremity the large plots of land facing

the Strand reaching back to the crescent remain
unbuilt over. As the formation of the new Ald-
wych approach has obliterated Holywell-street,

Wych-street, Newcastle-street, and many courts

and passages, one can hardly realise the actual

area that has been absorbed. Since we last

described the progress made, several new and
important buildings have been erected. The new
Gaiety Restaurant and Hotel, adjoining the new
theatre of that name, fills up a large and im-
portant pirt of the western segment of Aldwych.
The frontage towards the Strand is quite as long
as that of the theatre, and its depth on the eastern

side, where it forms two planes, one at right

angles to the Strand and the other at right angles

to the Aldwych-crescent, is also considerable. It

has a massive and dignified elevation to the

Strand, crowned by a large cornice of good pro-

portion, and having a curb roof containing two
stories with dormer windows. The fenestration is

simply treated, with a grouped arrangement of

the centre windows. The lofty curb roof over-

tops the Gaiety theatre, and is cut off from it by
a well-designed gable terminated by a pedi-

mental feature and balcony, putting us in mind
of Mr. Norman Shaw's work at New Scotland

Yard, and emphasising the party-wall between
the two structures. The hotel is faced with stone

ashlar on all the three fronts, and the author, Mr.
Ernest Runtz, has adopted a Classical or Roman
Renaissance treatment without orders. The hotel,

exclusive of the roof, has six stories, the lower one
having arched windows, and a well proportioned

central entrance. Theupperstorybelow the massive

cornice is enriched by figure sculpture in low
relief between the windows. No attempt has been
made to bring the theatre into line with the

restaurant, the large cornice of the latter break-

ing boldly into the balustrading of the theatre,

with the members of the cornice mitred back. Less

satisfactory to our minds is the j unction between
the theatre and restaurant as seen from jVldwych,

by the abrupt and sudden change of height be-

tween the Gaiety and the high roof of the hotel.

The sudden jump makes an unsightly skyline,

though the curb roof is cut off by the gable

screen we have referred to, and is thereby less

objectionable as seen coming up the Strand.

Mr. Norman Shaw, R.A., who acted as con-

sulting architect, has, we believe, assisted in the

design of both buildings which now make so

prominent a feature in the Strand. Comparing
these executed buildings with the designs sub-

mitted by the architects and which we illustrated

in the Building News on Aug. 30, 1901, the e

is nothing in common between the two. The
original design published showed a much lower

Gaiety Theatre with a square tower and dome
at the comer, far less dignified than the present

structure, and the restaurant looked much
higher with a central dome and comer cupolas

in a less severe style. On the whole, the amended
and executed buildings are improvements in some
particulars, though they leave much to be desired

in the general unity of the design. The return

eastern front of the restaurant, which forms an
obtuse angle between, ov ing to the right-angled

returns from the Strand and Aldwych, will form
one side of the narrow street which is intended

to connect the Strand with the crescent at the back,

but the actual effect of this we cannot foresee

till the buildings eastwards have been erected.

On the north side of the crescent, almost behind
the Gaiety Theatre and Restaurant, the Waldorf
Hotel has been commenced, from the designs of

Messrs. A. Marshall Mackenzie and Son, archi-

tects. This will be a large and commodious hotel,

and a little further to the east a site for Hicks'

Theatre has been inclosed by a hoarding. The
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architect of this building will be Mr. \V. G. R.
Sprague.

Several important alterations and improve-
ments have been made in buildings in the
proximity. The enlargement of the noted Lyceum
Theatre (so long associated with the name of Sir

Henry Irving) is of sufficient importance to

notice. The old interior and its arrangements
have been removed, and a design carried out
which more than doubles the seating capacity of

the auditorium, which will be now one of the
largest and most commodious in the Metropolis.
It is yet rather early to give our readers any idea

of the new thcatee as it will appear when
finished, but the new auditorium is about 92ft.

wide by 100ft. deep, while the stage, reconstructed
with every mechanical appliance, is 80ft. in

width by about 54ft. deep. The proscenium
opening wUl be 42ft. wide, and we understand
the seating capacity will be 4,500. The large
circle, approached by an easy flight of steps from
Wellington-street, and compriuing several rows
of seats, is formed from which the stage will be
easily seen in every part. This first circle is

constructed on the cantilever system without
obstructing columns below the cantilevers,
carried on a deep shaped plate girder
resting on the side walls, and the whole will be
encased in concrete. A spacious lounge, opening
from the promenade or first circle, is being formed,
and will be a valuable addition. Mr. Bertie
Crewe is the architect of the new building, and
Messrs. Parkinson and Sons, Ltd., the contractors,
Mr. George Sheen being the clerk of works.
Externally the building is not yet finished. The
portico in Wellington-street vrill still mark the
historic and main entrance, beyond which the
front h.is been extended ; the stucco work of the
old building being continued. We must say the
new plaster- work hardly bears comparison with
the old. We presume the old brick buildings in
Exeter- street are only temporary, and will be re-
built in a more worthy manner one of these days.
The " renderirg " to the brick walls at any rate
looks vtry rough, and one wonders whether the
old brick fa<ing was brushed down and " hacked "

to form a "key" for the cement stucco, or the
joints raked out. We all know that to render on
an old brick face, tolerably smooth, on which a
layer of dust and toot has accumulated, is almost
ture to lead to a peeling off of the plaster during
a severe frost. liut we presume these stuccoed
parts will be rebuilt later on to form more pre-
sentable fa<,ades.

A few new buildings have been erected. In
Great Wild-street, a mission chapel of rod brick,
with stone dressings and traceried windows in a
Late (Jothic massive style, is in progress on a
waste site of land. Mr. .1. Carmichael is the
builder. In Drury-lane the new red brick build-
ing

_
for the "Incorporated Inns of Cuurt

Mission" presents a pleasing corner block, in
which the architect has broadly treated the red
brickwork and ttone muUions of the windows.
These frames and mullions are set back a few

alid

m^m
Fio. 2.

inches, but are quite flat on face. There is a coiner

tower entrance between Drury-lane and Broad-

court. In Broad-court a row of very plain red

brick flats have been erected, let as shops and
ofiices on the ground story. The doorways are

accentuated by boldly projecting stone heads or

corbels of the old 18th-century type of shell

pattern. A little further on, on the opposite side in

Cross-street, is a newly-built row of five-story

flats for the working class, with four tiers of

balconies in front ; but we have no space to notice

now many other new buildings and sites which
have been cleared of old and dilapidated pre-

mises. The whole neighbourhood from the

Strand westward to Covent Garden, which has

been improved by the addition of a new floral

market on the site of Tavistock-street, and east-

ward to Clement's Inn is undergoing remodelling

on a better and grander scale.

ALPHABETS AND NUMERALS.

THE interest in lettering has of late years

induced the issue of more than one book of

both historical and original examples, and still

there is room for another volume of further

samplers, for the assistance of draughtsmen, artists,

and architects. Messrs. T. C. and E. C. Jack,

of Edinburgh, have just published an exceedingly

well produced small folio of this kind, designed

and drawn to a good big scale by Mr. A. A.
Turbayne, and we are enabled to accompany this

note with three reduced copies of some of the 27

sheets, all of which are marked by sweetness of

form, and of excellent character, keeping all the

letters to proportionate value of scale. The eye

is the safest guide for spacing, on which so much
depends, and no rules can supersede this necessity

of,'artistic judgment.
So. 1 is adapted from the typos of Joannes

Spira and Nicolas Jensen from the editions of

" I'liny " prints d in Venice, and from " Cicero's

Kpistles," printed by Jensen in 1470. The
author goes into the question of letter construc-

tion, and compares his sources of inspiration

with knowledge and appreciative care. Fig. 2,

reduced from Plate X III., is a condensed Gothic
alphabet with curved serifs pointed and bracketed.

The letters nro Romanised to render the charactera

more legible for modern use, and it is manifest

that some feacrifico must be made in this direction,

as legibility is of the utmost importance, specially

for commercial and popular purposes. The third

example is of early UJth-century origin, studied

from the writing books of Ludovico Vicentino,

I'go di Carpi, and Giovanni lii'.tista Palatine,

though there is more slant given here than in the

orif,'inal8 referred to, which are nearly upright.

The redundant lluurishing in the old letters is

moderated, A cursive character has many
ad\antages, specially for titles, sign writing,

copper-engraving, and document heading. Better

models than the lllth-eentury writing-books can-

not bo found ; but very few have access to

FiQ. 3.

originals, so that the present book is certain to

find a place as a handy assemblage of fuggestivfr

models. 'The lining and swash lettering so fur-

nished afford almost any available combination,

which a little taste and ingenuity may suggest.

We have said enough to indicate the merit and
usefulness of Mr. Turbayne's publication.

MODERN GERMAN NOVELTIES IN
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN.

THOUGH long enough wearjr of the ordinary

commonplace paucity which marks urban
buildings of all kincis, everyone of taste can but

regret that so much cleverness and such restless-

activity under the plea of " high art " should be

directed, both abroad and at home, to creating

intentionally strange and wantonly odd concep-

tions, monstrous in scale and devoid of all sense

of beauty, whether the designs are intended for

buildings, decorative schemes, or applied art in

its many forms. To deplore such things serves-

to add to their notoriety, while those who are

"gone" on the cult of mutual admiration seize

only too readily on the opportunity to describe the

critic as a base Philistine, shackled by historical

styles, or allude to him as only out of date and in-

capable. The pity of all this misplaced energy,.

adroit though it be, is all the more manifest because

it leaves untouched the ample room which remains

for the display of freshness of idea. A greater need
than ever prevails for more beauty in everyday
buildings and the artistic application of common
things more in keeping with the notions of re-

fined minds. These reflections have been sug-

gested by the examination of one of the

wonderfully well got-up folios which are being

published abroad, regardless of expense, in illus-

tration of dejigns which are nothing if not

novel, and which are marked by extravagance

intended to startle the attention, even if they
fall short of insuring the appreciation of cultured

minds. The particular book before us is the

second part of " Architektur Olbrich," published

by Jlr. Ernst Wasmuth, of Berlin, whose enter-

prise we have fre quently had occasion to commend.
He is not likely, however, to issue a publication

fur which a public is not to be found, and it is

evident from the photographs reproduced that Mr.
( )lbrich has several clients who admire his work,

and give him an opportunity of showing his skill

in the direction indicated. It is dillicult, how-
ever, to imagine how people can elect to live in

houses designed aod decorated in so strange a

mode, in which most of the recognised canons of

architectural design are ignored, as it wore, for

the sake of more caprice. That the execution is

faultless and the finish mechanically perfect, no
one Clin deny, though, all the same, when shorn

of the attractiveness which belongs to novelty, wo
can but feel how unsatisfactory all such work
must be. The " Bahnhof in Basel " is the most

capable piece of design in the book : its " grosse

halle" IS distinctly notable, and marked by a
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grandeur of tig vastness and monumental scale.

The group of three suburban houses in Darmstadt
is curiously placed upon the ground, giving the

maximum of discomfort from overlooking. The
plans are ingenious, with their central chimney-
shaft. Mr. Olbrich's decorative inventiveness

seems unrestrained and boundless in fanciful

ideas, quite unlike anything which is ordinarily

met with. His imagination reaches its climax
in the beautifully-reproduced illustration of an
elaborately embroidered Baldachin awning or

carpet cover, which is detailed to an endless

degree, and diversified to any extent, without,

perhaps, a sufiicient sense of reason in the con-

struction of its forms, and so is devoid of all needful
repose. It is too involved to permit of description,

with patternings, diapers, and conventionalities

strung together or interlacing in a nightmare of

formations carefully delineated from the largest

to the most minute detail. If this notice does not

induce subscribers, we shall be surprised, because

the searcher after the last new thing is ever on
the outlook for novelties, and Mr. Olbrich is

doinghia best to satisfy the demand.

The Isle of Axholme Railway, the property of the
Lancashire and Yorkshire and the North-Eastern
Kailway Companies, is now completed from Haxey
to Crowle, and was opened for goods traffic on
Monday. The company are now surveying land for

a branch line from Epworth to the Hatfield Peat
Moss Works.

The Bradford Corporation have resolved to borrow
£45,000 for the purposes of market extension.

The new offices of the People's Bank in Forrest-
road, Edinburgh, were formally opened on Friday.
The interior fittings are of Spanish mahogany, and
the floor is of marble, laid in black and white
squares. The exterior has a frontage of 25ft. to

Forrest-road. The work was executed from plans
by Mr. Thomas P. Marwick, architect, Edinburgh.

The new headquarters of the 1st Warley Company
Boys* Brigade, Warley, designed by Mr. Hugo R.
Bird, architect, of Brentwood, was opened by the
Eight Rev. Bishop Taylor Smith, D.D., with a silver

key designed and presented by the architect, on
Thursday, the 10th inst. Mr. F. W. Burtwell, of

Brentwood, was the contractor.

Mr. Val C. Prinsep, R A., died on Friday
after an operation. He was sixty-six years of
age, was elected an Associate in 1S70, and an
Academician in 1894, and had exhibited at Bur-
lington House every year since 1S02. Perhaps his

chief work was the gorgeous canvas representing
Lord Lytton's Durbar of 1877, when the Queen
was declared Empress of India.

Mr. William Scott Morton, of The Cedars, North-
road, Highgate, London, and of the Albert Works,
Tynecastle, Edinburgh, who died at Newtonmore,
Inverness-shire, on the 23rd August, 1903, left per-
sonal estate in the United Kingdom valued at
£14,626. The estate consists of his share in the
Albert Works Company, Tynecastle, valued at

£11,621, and his share in the Tynecastle Company,
Edinburgh, valued at £2,612.

The Board of Trade have recently confirmed the
following order made by the Light Railway Com-
missioners : — London United Tramways (Light
Railway Extensions) Order, 1904, authorising the
committees of light railways in the county of

Middlesex between Hounslow and Cranford and
between Heston, Hounslow, Hanworth, Twicken-
ham, and Sunbury- cross, being extensions of the
existing and autiiorised undertaking of the London
United Tramways.

The Thames Conservancy Board, at their meeting
on Saturday, gave permission to the Great Western
Railway Company to renew a portion of their bridge
over the river at Nuneham, and to substitute a
masonry pier for the existiug iron columns. As the
latter show signs of sinking, it will be necessary to
erect temporary timber work round them on a
concrete foundation.

Alderman Samuel Smith died on Friday at his
residence. Bearwood Hill, Smethwick, after a pro-
tracted illness, at the age of sixty-seven years.
Born in 1837, at WillenhaU, he was in early life

engaged as a locksmith, following the business of
his father. In 1872 he started business on his own
account as an ironfounder and manufacturer of
builders' fittings, &c., in Rolfe-street, Smethwick,
and in 1SS8 the concern was removed to the present
premises in Brewery-street, Smethwick. His two
sons, the late Mr. H. Smith, and Mr. C. Smith,
joined him in partnership about the time, and left

the deceased free to embark upon public work.

At a meeting of the Main Roads Committee of
the Cheshire County Council on Friday, Mr. R.
Pardee, district surveyor of Stratford-on-Avon,
was appointed surveyor to the Wirrall district of
Cheshire, in succession to Mr. Hawkins, who has
accepted the surveyorship of Berkshire.

OBITUARY.
Mu. Joiix Norton, F.R.I.B.A., of Old Bond-

street, who died on Thursday last at Bourne-
mouth, was one of the last remaining members
of that small body of architects and artists who
took a leading part in church building and
restoration, and in the development of ecclesias-

tical art during the middle of the last century.
Mr. Korton, who was bom in 1823, at Bristol,

became a pupil of the late Benjamin Ferrey, of

London, and commenced practice for himself
in 1852, won the first prize at the London
University classes in 1848, was ^'ice-President

in 1857-8 and President in 1858-9 of the
Architectural Association, and was elected

Associate of the Eoyal Institute in 1850 and
Fellow in 1857. He served as a member of

council of the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects and Artists' General Benevolent Institution.

The Arundel Society was greatly indebted to him,
for he was its hon. secretary during the whole of

its existence. Mr. Norton was responsible for 30

new churches and 50 restored and rebuilt

churches, and many colleges and schools. His
country mansions include Elvedon Hall, West
Suffolk, for the late Maharajah Dhuleep Singh,
Easton Hall, Suffolk, for the Duke of Grafton

;

Tyntesfield, and St. Andrews, Somerset ; Ferney
Ilaatend and Framingham halls. He also carried

out the Boulevard and other works at Florence,
the Turf Club, Piccadilly ; the Canada Public
Buildings, Westminster ; the Town Hall at

Neath, and the Imperial (now the South-Western)
Hotel, at Southampton, in conjunction with
Messrs. Guillaume, Parmenter, and Guillaume,
of that town. He leaves, besides his widow,
eight daughters and two sons, the 3'ounger one of

whom (Mr. C. Harrold Norton) is carrying on
the practice.

The death of Mr. Rokert Miller, ex-Dean of

Edinburgh, occurred on Friday after long illness,

at the age of 76 years. Mr. Miller was trained to

the profession of civil engineering, and as a
young man was for several years on the staff of

the Government Ordnance Survey. On account of

delicate health in his youth, he never practised his

profession. About forty-five years ago he
removed from North Ayrshire to Edinburgh, and
from that time was actively interested in public

affairs. In 1890, on the death of Sir James
Gowans, Mr. Miller, who had already served six

years in the Guildry, was elected Lord Dean of

Guild, after a contest, in which he defeated Mr.
W. F. Carter, C.E., and Mr. Robert Shilling-

law, builder. He held that office until his retire-

ment in 1898, discharging its duties with
scrupulous impartiality and much ability. As
Lord Dean of GuOd, and as a member of the

Town Council, Mr. Miller was specially interested

in the working out of the city Improvement
Scheme. In association with Mr. Jlorham, the

city architect, Mr. Miller was concerned in the

plans for rebuilding the City Chambers. He also

took an active part in the preparation and
adoption of new building regulationiffor the city.

Mr. Miller was a Fellow of the Scotch Society of

Antiquaries and an enthusiastic archreologist,

especially in researches into the history and
traditions of the older buildings of Edinburgh.
He compiled a Handbook to the Dean of Guild
Court, which was as interesting as an inquiry,

based on official documents, into the history of

the old Merchant Guild of Edinburgh as it was
valuable as a mariual for practitioners in the

modern Court.

Mr. William Ingham, formerly water engineer to

the corporation of Torquay, is engaged in superin-

tending the construction of additional waterworks
for Port Elizabeth, South Africa.

A marble bust of the late Mr. W. Ewart, M.P.,
the promoter of the first Public Libraries Act, which
was offered by Mr. J. Passmore Edwards to, and
accepted by, the Westminster City Council in July
last year, has now been completed and is ready for

presentation. The bust is to be placed in the public

reading-room of the Great Smith-street Library.

Mr. Andrew Carnegie and the members of Parlia-

ment for the city have been invited to attend the
ceremony of unveiling, which will probably be per-
formed by Lord Cheylesmore, the mayor.

The offer of Mr. Lupton, of Chorley, to give a

site for the erection of a new weaving shed at Peu-
wortham, near Preston, capable of holding 1,000

looms, has been accepted by a private firm. IJuild-

ing operations will be commenced shortly. A large

spinning mill is about to be built on the Cloverdale

estate, Hamer-lane, and the erection of another is

contemplated.

LEGAI, INTEIiLIQENOB.
OwNEESHir OF Architects' Plans.—Gibbon v.

Pbase.—This case, which raised afresh the archi-

tect's right to retain plans, was tried in the King's
Bench Division before Mr. Justice Ridley, sitting

without a jury, on Tuesday. Mr. Dankwerts, K.C.,
' and Mr. Gatehouse, instructed by Messrs. Gibbon
'; and Moore, appeared for the plaintiflT, Mr. Henry
Gibbon, a retired solicitor ; and Mr. H. T. Ivemp,
K.C., Mr. Morle, and Mr. Simmons, instructed

by Messrs. Charles Robinson and Co., for the

I

defendant, Mr. Charles Pease, architect and surveyor,
of Clifford's lun. Chancery-lane. The action was
brought by a building owner for whom some property
overshopsinQueen's-road, Bayawater, has been con-
verted into residential flats, against the architect for

the return to him of all plans, specifications, papers,
and minutes, including all copies of such general
particulars relating to the work. The budding
owner also demanded of the defendant architect

the " return of all estimates, tenders, contracts, bills

of quantities, and copies of letters to and from the
client relating to the plans, specifications, or con-
tracts." Plaintiif claimed £10 damages forthedeten-
tion of the plans, and alternatively £75 damages for

their conversion. The architect, who was employed
at the usual 5 per cent, commission on the amount
of the accepted tender, deemed it his duty in the
interests of the profession to refuse to deliver up
the plans, the whole of the contract having been

' completed and the fees paid. Mr. Gatehouse,
in opening the case, said the motion was
brought to recover possession of certain plans,

specifications, and bills of quantities, and other
documents now held by defendant, who set up in

his defence that there was a custom in his profession
which entitled him to retain them, not merely as a
lien till his charges were paid, but as his absolute
property ; and further, that there had been a settle-

ment effected, under which a certain sum of money
was paid by plaintiff in satisfaction of all disputes,

and that these plans and documents were included
in that settlement. Mr. Kemp intimated that this

last point would not be pressed. Mr. Justice

Ridley : Then the only question before us is,

whether the plans belong to the architect or to the

building owner. Mr. Gatehouse, continuing, said

the facts of the case were that in September, 1902,

plaintiff, as the owner of certain property in

Uueen's-road, Bayswater, decided to convert the
upper floors of Nos. Ill, 113, 115, IIJA, 117,

and 119 into residential flats. Plaintiff' was in-

troduced to defendant by a firm of house agents,

and Mr. Pease was eventually appointed as
architect at the usual 5 per cent, commission. A

' contract was entered into with Messrs. Courtney
and Fairbairn, a firm of builders, in October, 1902,

Mr. Pease being employed to prepare plans,

specifications, and bUls of quantities, and the work
was afterwards carried out under defendant's super -

vision. The contractors got the water services

passed by the water company's inspector ; but owing
to a slight infringement of their regulations, dis-

covered later, they refused permission for the proper
pipe connections to be made. A local firm of plumbers
received instructions from the plaintiff to carry out
this part of the work to the satisfaction of thp
water company. These instructions were not
referred to the defendant, who was much annoyed
at what he considered a professional slight. De-
fendant had been handed the plans of the original

'. architect for the buildings to assist him in preparing
his drawings for the alterations. The work pro-

ceeded, the defendant being employed both as archi-

tect and as quantity surveyor, the plans being kept

at the defendant's office to be produced and shown
as required under the contract. On the completion
of the work in June, 1903, defendant declined to

hand over the plans to plaintiff. Mr. Dankwerts,
K.C., following, argued that where a man worked
for a reward, he must deliver up all the

drawings for which he had been paid to the

employer on the completion of the undertaking.

The learned judge sa:id he thought this point was
governed by the decision in " Ebdy v. McGowan,"
a case, as readers will remember, tried in the

Court of Exchequer in November, 1870. Mr.
Dankwerts agreed with his lordship. Mr. Kemp
said he should contend that the facts of " Ebdy v.

McGowan " were quite distinct from those in the

present case, and were to be distinguished. Mr.
Dankwerts continuing, said that a man who was
paid for his services, whether he was an architect or

a shoemaker, must surrender all the drawings made
for carrying out that work to his employer.
Defendant had set up the defence that he acted in

accordance with a custom of his profession, but to

establish that in a court it must be a universal and
well-known custom. Mr. Justice Ridley said that,

so far as he at present knew, he was of opinion there

was no such custom at all. Mr. Dankwerts said

the authority of the Royal Institute of British

Architects was relied on, but was not entertained in

" Ebdy V. McGowan." Mr. Justice Ridley said it

did not seem that an architect was entitled by any
custom to retain plans he had been paid to prepare.

Mr. Kemp contended that, under the terms of the

contract, it was implied that the documents should

belong to the architect, the defendant. The value
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a
of the actual plans themselves was confessedly very
little ; but there was a liutu'i Ji'l aud honest dispute
between the parties. The statement of claim was one
of detinue, and the plaintiff could not succeed unless

he could prove that the documents were his

property. He should be able to show that defend-
ant was employed by plaintiff not only as architect,

but also to take out the quantities at a remunera-
tion of '2\ per cent. Mr. Dankwerts said his client

would be satisfied if plaintiff would hand over to
him the plans, specifications, priced lithographic
bills, and the day work books. Mr. Kemp said

defendant had given plaintiff the summary of
additions and variations and other documents. Mr.
Justice Ridley said he should follow the ruling in
"Ebdy V. McGowan," unless Mr. Kemp could
show that a specific condition had been made in

the contract that the defendant should retain the
plans, the property in which was, he ruled, in the
building owner. Mr. Kemp said he had a number
of well - known architects and surveyors in
court ready to testify to the custom of the pro-
fession,* and he proposed to tender this evidence.
Mr. Justice Ridley said he should not receive such
evidence. He saw nothing to distinguish this case
from the decision of " Ebdy v. McGowan." He
asked plaintiff's counsel what about the quantity
surveyor's documents. Mr. Gatehouse replied
that they abandoned the claim to everything
except the plans and specifications. Judgment was
entered for plaintiff" for the nominal sum of one
shilling should the documents be returned, and with
a qualified order as to costs. On the request of Mr.
Kemp, his Lordship granted a stay of execution for
three weeks, in view of an application to the Court
of Appeal.

Action by Akctiitect foe Fees.—Stuttafoed
AND iVNOTHEE V. Benneit.—This case came before
Mr. Justice Ridley, in the King's Bench Division,
on the 10th and 11th inst.—an action by Messrs.
S. R. Stuttaford and Isaac Walton against the
defendant, Mr. Robert Bennett, an architect, to
recover on one moiety of the cost of rebuilding a
party-wall between Nos. 24 and 25, New-street,
Brompton-road, alleged to be payable by the
defendant under the provisions of the London
Building Act, 1894, and the award of two
surveyors— viz., .£184 93. 6d. The defendant
set up a counter-claim, by which he alleged
that he was verbally employed by the plaintiff'

;

Stuttaford, on behalf of both plaintiffs, on or
about Feb. 10, 1902, as their architect, to prepare
plans for building Nos. 79, 81, 83, and 85,
Brompton-road, and Nos. 25, 26, 27, and 28, New-
street, Bromi^ton. Defendant alleged that he pre-
pared the plans, and about March 24, 1902, he
submitted them to the plaintiff' Walton, who
approved of them ; but plaintiff's refused to pay for
them. Defendant counterclaimed for £160, being
at the rate of two per cent, on the estimated cost of
the buildings. In the alternative defendant claimed
on a qiiaiilu,,! i,ininl. Plaintiffs, in their defence
to the counterclaim, denied that defendant pre-
pared any plans for them, or that any plans were
approved by them. They alternatively pleaded that
the amount the defendant claimed was excessive
and unreasonable. Mr. H. F. Dickens, K.C., and
Mr. McKinnon appeared for the plaintiffs, and Mr.
R. J. Colam for the defendant. Mr. Colam said
there was no dispute about the claim, and the only
question was with regard to the counterclaim.
Mr. Bennett originally claimed 2 per cent, on
the cost of the buildings, amounting to about €460.
Defendant was instructed to prepare plans for

j

the buildings, but was stopped when he had got
half-way, and was not allowed to complete them.
Defendant therefore thought he ought not to claim
the full amount of 2 per cent, for the plans, and he
claimed U per cent, for the work, and in addition
something for damages for not being allowed to
complete them. Defendant accordingly reduced his
claim to £:J15, the estimated cost of the building
being about i:2:;.000. The Master had allowed the
defendant to reduce the amount of his claim, but
he would not allow him to add the new claim for
damages. The Master, however, refen-ed the ques-
tion to his Lordship at the trial. Mr. Bennett was
an architect of muny years' standing, he having had
large experience in the erection of buildings con-
sisting in one part of shops and in the other of Hats.
The plaintiffs, Messrs. Stuttaford and Walton,
obtained a lease from Messrs. Sheffield and Powell
of a large piece of laud in the iirompton-road.
Mr. Stuttaford asked Mr. Bennett to draw out a
scheme for the erection of a block of buildings on
the site consisting in part of flats and in part of
shops. (Jn Feb. 10, 1902, Mr. Stuttaford and Mr.
Walton called on defenilant, and gave him in-
structions to get on with the scheme and the plans.
At the time there was a discussion as to raising
money for the purposes of the buildings, and the
defendant said he would have no difficulty in

The members uf the profession who were present in
court, and were prepared to give evidence in support of
defendant's claim of custom to retain plans, included
Messrs. T. 'W. liiRga, U. W. Brooks, A. W. 8, Cross
F. H. A. Hardcastle, Ueor^e Uubbard, It. V. Lin-
chester, C. J. Mano, (4. M. XicboLson, W. H. Seth-
Smith, Lewis Solomon, and 'W. C. S. Styclie.

getting the money if the scheme were carried

through. It was estimated that £30,000 would be
wanted to carry out the scheme. The question his

Lordship really had to decide was whether the
plaintiffs were right in discharging the defendant
simply because he was not lending the money him-
self, but was getting it from clients. Mr. Bennett
prepared the plans, but on March 26 he received

a letter from Mr. Stuttaford, senior, stating that

he (defendant) had failed to comply with the con-
ditions of the agreement for carrying out the
Brompton business. Mr. Stuttaford stated that

the defendant had informed him that he bad
£20,000 lying idle, and had agreed to place at their

disposal any amount of money they might require

to start the building. Mr. Stuttaford, in the letter,

went on to say that it appeared that Mr. Bennett
had not any money lying idle, and that he had been
hawking the matter about the City, which he had no
right to do. The learned counsel said that was untrue.

Defendant never said that he had got the money
lyinij; idle, but he had said that he could obtain the
money from clients. As a matter of fact, Mr.
Bennett had put the matter before an insurance
company. Mr. Stuttaford concluded his letter by
saying that his credit was quite good enough
without defendant's help, and he cancelled the
arangement between them. Mr. Bennett, ex-
amined by Mr. Colam, said he was an architect

of about thirty years' experience. He gave evi-

dence confirming counsel's opening statement.

Cross examined by Mr. Dickens : His claim was
for plans made when he was employed as architect,

he claimed for the work done between March 4,

1902 and March 17, when he got the letter. The
plans were not completed, thera being no working
drawings, or specification. His Lordship said thit

no builder could build from the plans so far as he
could see. Mr. Dickens : I understand you he
charged for what you did over £34 a day ';~^1 have
not worked it out. Surely you have not got all the
plans you are charging £340 for 'r—There are three

plans missing of the interior. There should have
been three more. Where are they':"—They have
gone. I had a draughtsman who left me last

August twelvemonth, and I have no doubt he took
them with him.—You made an affidavit of docu-
ments. You never said you had in your possession

plans which were missing ':' — I acted as I was
advised. When did they disappear 'i—Last August
twelvemonth. Who was the gentleman.—A man
named Brown. Where is Brown ';"—I do not know.
I was in Scotland, and when I came back he was
gone. Three other plans remain r—Yes. Were the

plans of any value to him ?—They might be. Can
you suggest any reason why he should abstract

them '^—Yes ; because he might have used them
himself. How could he use them for his own pur-
poses ':'—His Lordship : In the same way as Mr.
Pecksniff used the plans of Martin Chuzzlewitt.

His Lordship said he did not think that what the
defendant had done was sufficiently worked out for

a builder to work upon. Mr, Colam ; I have archi-

tects here who will say that the getting out of

sections and so on is mere clerks' work—mere
detail. You must remember that they stopped
us, and would not let us go any further.

Re-examined : Although he was only engaged ten

days on the plans the whole thing took up some
weeks of his time. Mr. F. W. Tarrmg, F.R.I.B.A.,
examined by Mr. Colam, said ha had gone through
the plans prepared by Mr. Bennett. He had seen

the draft scheme, figuring, and so on. It was a
practical scheme. Assuming that his Lordship did

not think that it was a case for percentage on the

estimated cost of the buildings, he thought 100

guineas a fair amount to allow the defendant on
iliiiiiiliiiii iiiini't, and he thought he ought to be
allowed a further fee for working out the scheme of

rentals. He should allow 12 or 15 guineas for this.

Cross-examined, he certainly thought that the

defendant, on a '/nnntiiin nfi-'tif, was entitled to

10 guiiieasaday. Mr. Alfred Frampton, A.ll.I.B.A.,

F.S.I., examined by Mr. Colam, said he had studied

the plans of Mr. Bennett, and had taken into con-

sideration the work he had done. He himself

should have char^;ed IJ per cent, on the estimated

cost of the building;'. It was not fair to pay an
architect so much a day on that class of work. Mr.
Bennett was a liusiness architect, and it was in respect

of his special skilkthat plaintiffs had consulted him.

Mr. Bennett was certainly a man who could come
into court and say he was entitled to 10 guineas a day.

Mr. Dickeuscalled Mr. S. R. Stuttaford,who said that

Mr. Bennett had introduced to his firm the building

agreement which they afterwards acquired from
.ShfOield and Powell. They completed the purchase

ill Fehurary, 1902. After that Bennett came to his

ollico and said he had £20,090 lying idle, and he

had not much work to do. Witness replied :

" Well, I think I can make use of both," and
Bennett acquiesced in that. At that time witness

was engaged in some alteration^ at Brixton, and his

firm had spent a very largo sum of money, and he
said that they could reasonably use the £20,000 not

only for Brompton, but more particularly for the

building work they were carrying out at Brixton.

He had now told Mr. Bennett to prepare the plans.

He wrote to Mr. Bennett from Bath that, as he

found he was not prepared to find the £20,000 him-
self, the matter was at an end. Cross-examined by
Mr. Colam : Mr. Bennett told him that he had
£20,000 which he could place at his disposal. Mr.
Isaac Walton said that he saw Mr. Bennett on
March 10. On that occasion he asked Mr. Bennett
to give an undertaking to supply them with the
£20,000. Mr. Bennett said it could not be
done, as he had not the money. Witness then
replied that they could not proceed with the matter
further, and the matter was absolutely off. Cross-
examined by Mr. Colam : The matter was never
re-opened with Mr. Bennett. Mr. Chas. Stuttaford
also gave evidence in support of the plaintiff's case,

at the close of which his Lordship said he did not
think that Mr. Bennett had made out his employ-
ment by the plaintiff's. In giving judgment, Mr,
Justice Ridley said it had not been made out that
Mr. Bennett had been employed by the plaintiffs as
architect at all. In these circumstances there must
be judgment for the plaintiff', both on the claim aud
counterclaim, with costs.

The Natuee of a Scaffold.—A case under the
Workmen's Compensation Act turning upon the
question whether a ladder, under given ciicom-
stances, is a scaffold came before His Honour Judge
Collier at the County-court, Liverpool, on Friday,
when Bridget O'Brien sued Messrs. Thomas Dobbie
and Son, building contractors, Liverpool, for £272
compensation for the death of her husband which
was caused by a fall from a ladder while he was
working at the reconstruction of a building in

Liverpool. The man was driving into a place a prop
which supported a beam, by which the upper part of

the building was held up while the lower portion
was being demolished. It was also contended that
there was a plank supported on masonry in front of

the building, and that as the ladder was used as a
place on which to work it constituted a scaffold

within the meaning of the Act. The respondents,
on the other hand, denied that any plank was in

front of the building, and contended that the man
could have put the prop into position without going
on the ladder, and that as he only ascended it once
it was not a scaffold. His Honour gave judgment
for the applicant, as he thought that it had been
made out, under the circumstances, that the build-

ing was being repaired by means of a scaffold.

M. A. Tayloe'3 Act and Stkeet Impeove-
MENTS.—In the Chancery Division, on Tuesday,
before Mr. Justice Warrington, a motion was heard
of the vicar and churchwardens of St. Paul's
Church, Hammersmith, for an interim injui^ionto
restrain the Hammersmith Borough Councu from
enforcing their compulsory powers under Michael
Angelo Taylor's Act for the acquisition .of a part of

the churchyard for the purpose of widening Queen-
street, Hammersmith. The ground of the applica-

tion was that the borough council were not
exercising their statutory powers lioiid /!'/<, but
merely to assist the London County Council to

acquire the land for their Queen-street improve-
ment. His Lordship found that the action of the
borough council was /'"«(/ y/'/t , and refused

motion,

Devonpoet Watek Pukohase Abbiteation.-
Mr. A. J. Ram, K.C. , the umpire appointed in the

arbitration proceedings with reference to the

acquirement of the water undertaking by the

Devonport Corporation, has given his award. The
arbitration proceedings commenced in April, 1903,

when they extended over six days, and were re-

opened in July of the same year. On both occa-

sions Sir Frederick Bramwell was the umpire, and
Mr. G. H. Hill and Mr. Charles Hawkesley the

engineers employed by the corporation and the

water company respectively. Sir Frederick Bram-
well died some time ago, and a further hearing took

place on July 23 last before Mr. A. J. Uam, K.C,
who was appointed as Sir Frederick's successor.

The water company claimed £375,018. The award
is made in an alternative form. In the event of

the Admiralty being restricted in the use of certain

water, the sum fixed to Be paid by the corporation

is £208,123; hut if the Admiralty is not so re-

stricted the amount is to be £209,920, or £165,098

less than the company's claim. As to which
sum is payable, there will be further legal pro-

ceedings.

A StNOLE Peivate Deais. — TiioiirsON V.

ECCLES COErOEATIOX. — Haedicke v. Feieen
Bahnet Uiuian DisTKii-'T Council.—In the Court
of Appeal on Monday, judgment was given by the

Master of the Rolls and Lords Justices Stirling and
Matthew in these two appeals, raising the same
question of law. The first case was an appeal by
the Corporation of Eccles from the judgment of a
Divisional Court (the Lord Chief Justice, Mr,
Justice Darling, and Mr. Justice Channell) on the

hearing of a case stated by the Justices for the

Borough of Eccles. At a Court of summary juris-

diction sitting at Kccles a complaint was preferred

by the corporation of that town against Thomas
Thompson, under section 1 1 of the Public Health

Act, 1875, and section 19 of the Public Health Acts

.Vinendment Act, 1890, charging that ho had made
default in complying with the requisitions contained
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in a notice which was served on him on March 16,

1903, and which required him to abate a nuisance
on certain premises situate at 42S, Liverpool-road,
in the said borough. The question was whether a
drain passing under and receiving the drainage
from two blocks of houses— one block, in the
possession of a Mr. Johnson, of twelve houses, and
the other block, of seven houses, in the respondent's
possession, situated in Liverpool-road, Eccles—was
or was not a single private drain within the
meaning of section 19 of the Public Health
Amendment Act, 1S90, so that the local authority
were empowered, by virtue of the provisions
of sections 41 of the Public Health Act, 1875,
to require the respondent to abate a nuisance
and make certain structural alterations in the
drain at his own expense. The respondent con-
tended that, although this private drain received
the drainage of houses belonging to both himself
and Mr. Johnson, it was, nevertheless, a sewer,
and, as such, repairable by the local authority.
The Divisional Court, reversing the decision of the
Justices, held that the drain was a sewer vested in

the local authority, and, as such, repairable by
them. Mr. Macmorran, K.C., who appeared for
the corporation in support of the appeal, said there
had been conflicting decisions as to the meaning of
" a single private drain " in section 19 of the Act of
1890. In "Travis v. Uttley" (1894) it was held
that a drain which passed through private ground
and received the drainage of three houses belonging
to the same owner was a sewer. In " Self v. Hove
Commissioners" (1895) it was decided that a drain
which connected two houses belonging to different

owners with a public sewer was ** a single private
drain" within section 19 of the Act of 1890, and
was not a sewer. In " Hill v. Hair " (1895) it was
held that a brick drain which carried the drainage
of a number of houses belonging to six owners into
a public sewer was not "a single private drain"
within section 19, but was a sewer vested in the
local authority. These last two cases were irrecon-
cilable. The next case in order of time was
" Bradford v. Mayor, &c., of Eastbourne" (189G),

in which the three previous cases were considered
by Lord Russell of Killowen and Mr. Justice Wills.
They followed " Self v. Hove Commissioners," and
their decision came to this—that where there is

a drain laid in private property, and receiving the
drainage of two or more houses belonging to
different owners, and not being a drain which any
member of the public has the right to use by con-
necting it with the drain from his own house, such
a draii<)s a single private drain within section 19 of
the Act of 1890, That case had been accepted as
governing the question up to the time of the present
case. In " Reg. v. Mayor, &o., of Hastings " (1897)
it was held that a drain conveying the drainage of
several houses into a public sewer was repairable
by the local authority. It did not appear, however,
whether the houses belonged to one owner or
several, and the case was not decided under
section 19 of the Act of 1890, but under a section of
a local Act differently worded. In '*Seal v.

Merthyr Tydfil Urban District Council" (1897)
the facts were similar to those in " Bradford v.

Mayor, &c., of Eastbourne," and the decision in
that case was followed. He submitted that in the
present case the Court had made a mistake in not
following "Bradford v. Mayor, &c., of East-
bourne," and he asked the Court now to affirm the
proposition laid down by Lord Russell of Killowen.
In the subsequent case of **Haedicke v. Friern
Barnet Urban District Council,'* the appeal in

which was going to be heard immediately after the
present argument, Mr. Justice Channell said he felt

that the decision in the present case, to which he
was a party, was not a satisfactory decision, as due
consideration had not been given to the Eistboume
cas9. Mr. George Rhodes appeared for the re-
spondent Thompson, and argued that all the
authorities which had been cited were reconcilable.
The cases on which the appellants relied were all

of them cases of drains receiving the drainage of
one or more houses belonging to different owners.
It was to such cases only that section 19 of the
Act of 1890 applied. The section did not apply
where all the houses belonged to the same
owner. The case of " Bradford v. Mayor
of Eastbourne" was not an authority against
the respondent. In fact, he based his argument
on the judgment in that case. There Lord
Russell said:—"la 'Travis v. Uttley' the drain
passed through private ground and received the
drainage of three houses before it joined the main
sewer ; but the three houses so drained belonged to
one person, consequently section 19 of the Act of
1890 did not apply." In this case the seven houses
forming the block in question all belonged to the
same owner—viz., Thompson. Therefore the 9in.

pipe which received the drainage of these seven
houses was not a single private drain within section
19 of the Act of 1890, but was, on the contrary, a
sewer by virtue of the definition of "sewer" in
section 4 of the Act of 1875. The twelve other
houses in two blocks belonged to another owner

—

viz., Johnson. The Gin. pipe which drained them
was undoubtedly a sewer, as it received the drain-
age from twelve houses all belonging to the same

owner, and received no other drainage whatever.
The 9in. pipe was either a continuation of the same
sewer, or it was another sewer. If the case of
" Jackson V. Wimbledon Urban District Council"
(1904) was against his argument, he submitted that

this Court should overrule that case. There was no
reason why section 19 should not be read literally,

and it ought not to be extended so as to apply to

cases where houses had been built and drainage
pipes laid in accordance with plans sanctioned by
the local authority, who had by giving such
sanction accepted the liability of repairing all

sewers shown on the plans. Mr. Macmorran
replied. The Court postponed giving judgment
until the arguments in the following appeal, that of

"Haedicke v. Friern Bamet Urban District

Council " had been heard. This was an appeal
from the judgment of Mr. Justice Channell at the

trial of an action without a jury. The action was
brought by the plaintiff, a married woman, to

recover from the defendants £73, money ex-
pended by her at their request in relaying a sewer
at the rear of houses, Nos. 3, 5, 7, and 9, Friern
Birnet-road, New Southgate. The defendants
pleaded that the plaintiff was not entitled to re-

cover from them the sum claimed or any part
thereof, on the ground that the expenses were
incurred by the plaintiff in abating a nuisance
arising from a defective drain on the plaintiff's pre-
mises, for the repair of which the plaintiff^ was
liable. At the trial, Mr. Justice Channell was of
opinion, notwithstanding the decision of the Divi-
sional Court (of which he was a member) in the
above case of " Thompson v. Mayor, ^rc, of

Eccles," that the drain now in question was "a
single private drain " within section 19 of the Public
Health Acts Amendment Act, lSi»3, so as to entitle

the local authority to serve notice upon the owners
of the houses under section 41 of the Public Health
Act, 1875, to do the necessary works to remedy a
nuisance existing therein. He was further of
opinion that, as the defendants had not served
notice on all the owners, but on the plaintiff only,
and as consequently no apportionment of the
expenses could be made, the defendants had
failed to comply with the requirements of
section 41 of the Public Health Act, 187'), and
section 19 of the Act of 1890. He held, there-
fore, that no portion of the expenses was pay-
able by the plaintiff, and that the plaintiff was
entitled in this action to recover from the defendants
the amount of the expenses. The defendants
appealed. The Court allowed the appeals in both
cases. The Mister of the Rolls, in giving j udgment,
said that these two appeals raised substantially the
same point, though a further point ^was raised in

the second case. With reference to the first appeal,
it raised the question as to the effect of section 19 of

the Public Health Acts Amendment Act, 1890, and
how far it extended in altering the former state of

the law. By subsection 3 of that Act, for the
purposes of thatsection only, the expression " drain"
was to include a drain used for the drainage of
more than one building. That section applied to
section 41 of the Public Health Act, 1875, which
provided that if any drain on or belonging to any
premises was complained of as being a nuisance
or injurious to health, and if on examination the
drain appeared to be in bad condition or to require
alteration, the local authority were to require the
owner or occupier of the premises to do the necessary
works, and if default was made, they might do the
works themselves and recover the expenses from the
owner. The word " drain " there meant a drain in

the old sense as one used for the drainage of one
building only. The drain in question in the present
case was used for the drainage of two or more
houses belonging to different owners, and was in-

distinguishable in its character from the drain in

many of the cases referred to in the course of
the argument, and notably in the case of " Brad-
ford V. Mayor, &o., of Eastbourne." The question
as to the true meaning of section 19 of the Act of

1S90, and especially the meaning of the words
" single private drain," had been the subject of dis-

cussion in several cases. Upon examining those
cases it seemed to him that there was a clear balance
of authority in favour of the appellants. It was
not necessary to travel through all those cases again,
because he could not improve upon the reasons so

fully given by the late Lord Rugsell of Killowen
and Mr. Justice Wills in " Bradford v. Mayor, &c.,
of Eistboume.'' That decision laid down a reason-
able and intelligible interpretation of the section.

The balance of authority was entirely in favour of

the view taken by the Divisional Court in " Brad-
ford V. Mayor, ire, of Eastbourne " as to the
combined effect of section 41 of the Act of 1875 and
section 19 of the Act of 1890. For the reasons there
given the appeal in the first case must succeed.
\Vith reference to the second case, *' Haedicke v.

Friern Barnet Urban District Council," the drain
Was indistinguishable fr^m the drain with which he
had been dealing in the last case. There was, how-
ever, a further point taken in this case which might
have been taken in the last case. The plaintiff was
called upon by the local authority to abate a
nuisance existing in a drain within the definition in

section 19 of the Act of 1890. The plaintiff dil the

work, and brought this action to recover the amount
so expended by her from the local authority upon
the ground that she had been compelled to do
work which they were legally compellable to do.

The answer of the local authority was that,

though before the Act of 1890 the pipe would
have been a sewer repairable by the local

authority, and though it might still be for other
purposes a sewer, by section 19 it was now a single

private drain, and by the combined effect of section

41 of the Act of 1S75 and section 19 of the Act of

1S90 the plaintiff' must do the work. Upon the

question whether the pipe came within section 19

the case was governed by the decision in the first

of these two appeals. The further contention, how-
ever, was put forward that, assuming that the pipe

was a single private drain within the section as

between her and the local authority, the latter had
not taken the proper steps to render her liable, and
they could not say that she, and she alone, was
liable under the sections to make good the defect

;

and that, as they had not apportioned the expense
among the other owners, the butden of repairing the

defect was still upon the local authority, since they
had not taken the proper steps to place it upon the

plaintiff. The answer to that contention was plain.

Broadly speaking, the Legislature had thrown back
upon the private owuer what had been placed upon
the local authority—namely, the remedying of a

nuisance existing m a single private drain as specified

in section 19 of the Act of 1890. That being so, the

plaintiff was debarred from saying that any work
done by her was done in relief of the local authority.

Upon the facts here the plaintiff could not say that

the nuisance was not upon her property. The
nuisance was one which could be and was reached
by the procedure of the two sections. No question

of apportionment, therefore, arose, as the whole
obligation was on the plaintiff. The appeal in this

case must also be allowed. The Lords Justices

delivered judgment to the same effect.

Ix KE Jonas Smith axd Co.—A sitting for

public examination under the failure of Jonas Smith
and Co., moulding and joinery manufacturers and
importers, of Lambeth, Walworth, Barking, and
and Liverpool, took place on Tuesday. A statement

of affairs had been filed showing gross liabilities

amounting to £44,650 ISs. lOd., of which
£3'2,05ij 19s. 5d. was expected to rank, and assets

£17,197 93. The partners in the firm were Mr.
Jonas Smith, who began to trade in 1857, and Mr.
Tom Willie Smith, who attended alone for examina-
tion, a medical csrtificate being produced in explana-
tion of Mr. Jonas Smith's absence. The bankruptcy
was mainly attributed to bad and decreasing trade,

and in a less degree to losses through dealings in

timber, bad debts, and depreciation in the value of

leases and plant. The examination of Mr. T. W.
Smith was concluded, that of Mr. Jonas Smith being

formally adjourned.

In Re John Bueton and Son, NoEvricn.—The
first meeting of the creditors of John Burton, of

Spencer - street, Norwich, builder, and Herbert
Walter Burton, 4, Stske-street, Norwich, lately

trading as John Burton and Son, at Spencer-street,

builders and contractors, was held at the offices of

the Official Receiver, Kmg-street, last week. The
gross liabilities are estimated by the debtor at

£20,016 Os. 9J., and an estimated surplus is shown
of £3,133 19'. 7d. The causes of failure, as alleged

by debtors, are " losses in speculative building and
on contracts." The Official Receiver, in his obser-

vations, states : —The debtors have been in business

at Spencer-street, Norwich, for the past eleven

years, and have traded in partnership as " John
Barton and Son." When they commenced John
Burton had about £30 worth of budding plant-,

whUst H. W. Burton had about £25 in cash. They
have been engaged principally in speculative build-

ing, and have obtained mortgage advances from
time to time to enable them to continue building

;

they have also taken building contracts and done a

small amount of jobbing work. No books have
been kept beyond a ledger containing entries of the

jobbing work done. The fully-secured creditors

are the several mortgagees of the debtors' real

estate, situate in various parts of Norwich and at

Lowestoft. It is very probable that the debtors

have placed too high a figure upon their properties,

and the estimated surplus is hardly likely to be

realised. The asset of £250, "due under Boys'

Home contract," represents the estimated value of

the work done thereunder in excess of £550, the

amount paid the debtors en account. The work is

incomplete. »-^
At the annual meeting of the Festiniog Sla'e

Quarry Proprietors' Association, recently held, Mr.

John E. Greaves was unanimously re-elected presi-

dent, and Mr. W. Charles Logan secretary. After

considerable discussion, it was resolved that the

price list for 1905 should be the same as during the

current year, with 10 per cent, premium. It was
stated that the importation of French slate was
enormously on the increase, and some of the members
described the competition as undue, and thought an

appeal to the Government should be made, but no

action was taken.
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MESSRS. ROBINSOS AND CLEAVEr's NEW PREMISES I.N'
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<Bxix j;[lustrati0ns.

MESSRS. ROBIXSON AXD CLE.WER S NEW IlCILDIXriS

IX REGENT STREET.

OiH illustration shows the whole block of new
buildings in Regent-street, extending from Beak-
street to Chapel-court at the sides, and to King-
street at the back. The ground and first-floor

are in red Swedish granite, the upper part of
Portland stone, with green slate root's. The first

portion of this building, comprising Nos. 150 and
158, Regent-street, Beak-street, and King-street,
has now been opened for business. The base-
ment, ground, and first Hoors are intended for
shops and showrooms, and the upper portion for
workrooms and accommodation fpr the staff.

The fittings of the, ground-floor are in Cuban
mahogany, and. the firot floor of wainscot-oak,
whilst the columns and main staircaee and.
internal doorways are of Derbyshire alabaster.
The ceilings in the first-floor showrooms are of
modelled plaster, the walls panelled in silk
brocade. The whole of the floors and the roof
.are constructed of English steel protected by
concrete and plaster, and the staircases through-
•uut are fire-resisting, and adequate means of
«scape in case of fire have been provided. The
quadrangle over first floor, the passages, staircase,
areas, and lavatories throughout are lined with
glazed bricks. The heating and ventilation are
by means of washed air drawn through a glazed-
brick duct from the upper part of the building to
the ba.sement, and distributed to every part by
means of ducts and electiic fans. The architects
are Messrs. Crickmay and Sons, of \'ictoria-
street, Westminster, and the contractors ^Messrs.
E. Lawrance and Sons, of Wharf-road, City-
road, E. The marble work was e.xecuted by
Messrs. Farmer and Brindley, the plaster-work
by Mr. J. Annan, and the carving by Mr. F. K. C.
Schenck. The lifts are by Messrs. W. A. Gibson,
Limited.

TOltUUAY MlXrCII'AI. IIUILDINGS : SELECTED
DKSIOK.

These drawings were those lately submitted in
competition for the new Municipal Buildings and
I'ublic liibrary at Torquay. This is the design
which was awarded the first premium. About
one hundred designs were received. Mr. Thomas
iiavison is tlio architect of this scheme, and the
plans accompanying the elevations and sections
show the general arrangements of the two build-
ings, in which the differing levels of the site are
made the most of very ingeniously. The facades
are located towards St. Mary Church-road,
I'nion-street, and l>yinington-road. The lendin''
library is on the mezzanine floor, level with the
street, ana the newsroom is partly below stairs.
The reference-room is on the first Moor.

rUJlLIC UEAllIXG ROOM, IIAUIIV.

TiiF, competition for the above building was
decided in January, I'JO:!, when the assessor, Jlr.
T. E. Collcutt, selected the accompanying design,
and commended that of Messrs. Hutchinson and

Payne, of London. The building is of local stone,

hammer-dressed, with Bath stone mouldings and
dressings, the upper story, which contains the

caretaker's rooms, being finished with rough-

cast cement. The roofs are covered with green

slates. The public rooms are heated by hot- water

pipes. The work has been carried out by Mr.

S. J. Martyn, contractor, of Barry, at contract

amount of £1,050. The building was formally

opened last July. Messrs. Speir and Bcavan are

the architects.

PVBLIC READIXO ROOM, CADOXTOX.

The competition for this building was held in

May, 1903, and the present scheme selected by
the Barry Free Libraries Committee. The
building comprises the same accommodation, and
is erected of similar materials to the Barry
Reading-room. As the site falls rapidly away
from the road, the caretaker's rooms have been
placed in the basement at the rear of the building.

The builders are Messrs. Gibby and Cleak, of

Cadoxton, at a contract of £1,026. The formal

opening took place last spring. Messrs. Speir

and Beavan, of Cardiff, are the architects.

" GLEXROY," WEST FIXCHLEY.

The centre portion of this house was erected

about ten years ago. Subsequently additions, con-

sisting of billiard-room, bedrooms, &c., were
added at the N. W. end. Recently further altera-

tions have been made, and additions of drawing-
room and conservatory added to the other end of

the house by the architect, Mr. E. W. Poley.

.ST. LAUREXCE CHURCH, XORWICH.

OiR double-page completes Mr. Frederick
Saunders's measured drawings of the above
church, of which we gave others last week. The
drawings are self-explanatory.

The Archbishop of Canterbury has dedicated, at the
church of All Saints, Maidstone, a stained-glass
memorial window to the late vicar. Canon Joy,
and a reredos having as its subject the Te Daum,
the gift of the town clerk, Mr. Herbert Monckton,
who desired in this way to perpetuate the mem"ory
of his son, who died while on active service in South
Africa. .,' -

The National Art Collections Fund, of which
Messrs. Isidore Spielmann and Robert C. Witt are
hon. secretaries, has just received from an anony-
mous donor, and presented to the trustees of the
British -Museum, a volume containing 35 rare
engravings of capitals and bases of columns, &c.,'by
the mouogrammist G.A. (calfed "Maite a' la

Chaussatrappe ") and the monogrammist P.S.,

1537, and of seven etchings by Jost Amman, being
proofs before letters of the titles to the several parts
of Jamnitzer's " Perspectiva Corporum Regu-
larium," 156S.

The president and council of the Royal Academy
are arranging to hold a representative exhibition of
the works of the late Mr. G. F. Watts, R.A., at
Burlington House shortly, and for this purpose a
large number of the artist's paintings now at the
gallery at Compton will be removed to London.
The Compton Gallery will, therefore, be closed
during December.

A suite of school buildings in connection with
the Westoe Methodist Free Church, Birchington-
avenue. South Shields, were opened last week.
The schools form part of a scheme of church build-
ings which are being erected at a cost of £4,500.

Personal estate of the net value of £192,127 has
been left by Mr. Henry Evans, of Derby, and of
Ascog, Bute, whodiedon July 2.ilast, aged 73 years
He bequeathed £10,000 to the Derbj shire Royal
Infirmary, for the purpose of building and equipping
the permanent ophthalmic department ; to the Derby
Corporation Art Gallery a musical clock, and also
ornamental old china, and such of his pictures at
Derby, not exceeding twelve in number, as the
committee may select. To the trustees of the
National Gallery he bequeathed the picture by
Sir Edward Poynter, P.R.A., called " Outward
Bound."

Messrs. Hedley and Clayton-Greene, architects,
Sunderland, are erecting large premises in Holmside,
Sunderland, for Messrs. Laidler, Robson, and Co.
The constructional steelwork is being executed by
Messrs. Mark Fawoett and Co., of Westminster.
Mr. John B. Stott is the general contractor.

In the case of the application for discharge made
ou behalf of the order of Robert Thomas Clark
Carshalton, Surrey, formerly builder's manager'
discharge has been suspended for two years, eiidiug>

Oct. 11, I'JOl). In that ou behalf of John Clarksou,
Heaton Moor, Lancashire, and Manchester, late

Loveushuline, near Manchester, builder, the dis-

charge has been suspended for two years, ending
September 30, 190C.

COMPETITIONS.
DixGWALL : The Hector Macdon-^ld Me-

morial.—The movement for the erection of a
Hector Macdonald memorial at Dingwall has
reached the stage when competitive designs and
models have been received, and these to the

nunober of about 150 have been on view in the

offices of Messrs. P. JI'Donald and Co., Carlton-

place, Glasgow. Representatives from the various

committees met on Saturday at Glasgow, when
a short leet of three was chosen. From these

three models, at an adjourned meeting to

be held to-morrow (Saturday), a design will

be finally selected, and the premium of fifty

guineas awarded to the successful competitor.

The fund amounts to about £2,000, but designs
were asked on the basis of an expenditure of

£1,500. Architects and sculptors from all parts

of England and Scotland have entered the compe-
tition. Several of the designs and models are for

statues, some in Highland uniform and others in

the conventional active service garb, while there

are about twenty designs for towers on lines

reminiscent of the Wallace Memorial at Stirling.

Columns and Celtic crosses have been favoured

by other competitor.-". The types of design

chosen in the short leet have not been made
known pending the final selection.

CHIPS.
The two windows at Norwich Cathedral were

unveiled yesterday (Thursday), in memory of

the men of the Norfolk Regiment, also the two
Militia battalions and the four Volunteer regiments,
who lost their lives in South Africa. The windows
are pendant to each other on the north wall of the
north transept. They are of Norman character,
round headed, and in each case broad single

openings. In the easternmost light is a prominent
figure of Joshua: in its neighbour westward is

represented Gideon. Beneath the figure of Joshua
is shown the Battle of Gibeon; under that of

Gideon is represented the discomfiture of the
Miaiahites. In each case the figures stand beneath
canopies, in which are introduced angels bearing
scrolls. Underneath the windows are two bronzes,
the work of Messrs. C. Payne and Co., Redwell-
street, Norwich.

The Church of St. Columb Major, now under-
going restoration, is undoubtedly one of the finest

in Cornwall. Chiefly of the 15th-ceutury type, a
considersble portion of the walls and detail work
is of muc|^ earlier date. The peal of bells has been
rehung W'Messrs. W. Aggett and Sons, of Chag-
ford, ^on "self-adjusfitog. and self -lubricating ball-

bearings. "Six of the- Bigbt' bells in this peal were
made in the year 1770 By- Pennington and Co.,
itinerant founders, who lived at Lezaiit and Stoki-
climsland. The -fifth bell was recast by Warner of
London, in LSGO, and the tenor (IScwt.) by
Rudhall, of Gloucester, in 1S25.

At Breachwood Green, Herts, a new Baptist
chapel is in course of erection, replacing a smaller
aud dilapidated one. The architects of the new
building are Messrs. Geo, Baines and Sou, of
London, and the work of erection is in the hands
of Messrs. Mallet and Wool, of Luton. The church
will accommodate a congregation of -100 persons.

Its cost is about £1,050, and it will be completed iu

April of next year.

At the last meeting of the Truro Diocesan Con-
ference, Mr. Thurstan C. Peter moved that " it is

desirable that steps should be taken to preserve all

ancient church buildings in the diocese, although
desecrated and no longer used for worship, especially

those of St. Piran and St. Gwithian." The Rev.
H. Edwards mentioned that the owner (Mr. U. C.
Hancock) was quite prepared with a small com-
mittte to preserve the ancient church of St. Piran.

The proposition was carried, and the idea of a
committee agreed to, full power to act also being
granted.

At the last meeting of the Larne Free Library
Committee, two alternative plans were submitted
for a free library building, both prepared by Mr. N,
Fitzsimiuons, architect, Belfast. After considering

the architectural- appearance of the building and
the accommodation provided, it was unanimously
decided that No. 2 plan be approved, iind that steps

be taken to have the buildiug erected as soon as

possible.

At Westbourne-grove, Bayswater, a new fire-

station was opened on Thursday in last week by
Mr. I-; Iward Smith, chairman of the Fire Brigade
Committee of the Loudon County Council. The
station is in Pickering-place, a side street close to

the Royal ' lak, and its total cost was £13,010. The
stjitioD is lighted by electricity, aud there are dwell-

ings for thestalY and their families, with recreation-

room for the men, -.Vc. On the same afternoon also

Mr. Smith opened a new fire-station in Maida Vale,

Kilburn. 'The cost of the site and building was
.£9,r>01, and the work has been carried out by the

Works Department of the Council,
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Butlbing jlnttlligcnct>

Chelsea.—The borough council of Chelsea
have opened the 6ret two out of a group of

five dwellings for workmen which are in course

of erection in Beaufort-street. The complete
design comprises five ranges of buildings, six

stories in height, including half-basement, placed
at right angles with Beaufort-street. These five

ranges comprise 11 blocks, containing two
varieties of plan, each tenement being self-

contained, having its own scullery and domestic
offices. The buildings when complete will pro-
vide for 96 three-room tenements, 130 of two
rooms, and 35 of one, making a total of 201,
containing 5.S3 habitable rooms, exclusive of

sculleries. These rooms will contain, with
children, nearly 1,300 souls. The amount of

cubic space allowed is 700ft. per head. All the

rooms are Sft. Gin. high in the clear. Archi-
tectural effect is chiefly obtained by the variety

and treatment of windows, and in broken sky-

lines. All the elevations have red facings,

relieved by artificial stone dressings, the entrance
doorways being constructed of the latter material.

The roofs are of slate, parapets and large internal

gutters being avoided. The land cost £12,500,
the contracts for the buildings and fittings

amounted to £53,756, and the total worked out
at £69,708. The architects are Messrs. Joseph
and Smithem, Uueen-street, Cheapside, and the

contractors are Messrs. Wall, of Chelsea.

The London Hospital.—The consecration

and opening of four new Hebrew wards at the

London Hospital was performed on Monday by
Mr. Leopold Rothschild. The new wards, which
have been built through the generosity of the late

Mr. E. L. Kaphael, are situated on the top floor

of the west wing of the hospital, and provide ac-

commodation for 27 men and 27 women. Each
ward measures 72ft. long, 21ft. wide, and 12ft.

high, and has a sister's room, scullery, bath-
room, &c., attached to it. The floors are finished

with cement, while the walls throughout are

lined with light green opalite—a special gift of

Mr. Louis E. Kaphael. As the wards are con-
structed side by side—two of them running
parallel to the other two—special attention has
been given to the ventilation, which is obtained

by raised lanterns in the roof along the back of

the wards, thus securing a through draught of

air. A large kitchen—to be used exclusively for

these wards—and scullery, which are constructed
in the centre of the floor with two wards each
side of them, are paved with mosaic, the walls

being tiled. A wide balcony is fixed round the
south end of the building. The architects are

Messrs. Rowland Plumbe and Harvey.

Lincoln.—The new church of All Saints on
Monk's-road was consecrated last week. The
church IS designed in the Late Decorated style,

and consists of a nave, with north and south
aisles, chancel, with traaseptal organ-chamber
on its south side, and a transept on its north,

having a choir vestry opening out of it eastwards,

and sacristy outside the east end of the chancel.

Externally the church is of red brick, with Bath
stone dressings, both externally and internally,

while the inner faces of the walls are plastered.

The roofs are covered with red tiles. Mr. C.

Hodgson Fowler, F.S.A., of Durham, was the

architect and designer of all the fittings.

Liverpool.—Two groups of new buOdings just

added to the University were opened on Saturday
—the Medical Schools by the Earl of Derby,
Chancellor of the University, and the George
Holt Physics School by Lord Kelvin. The
medical building forms a completion of the

equipment of the school. It is now some years

since the entire block, of which they are a part,

was designed by Messrs. Alfred Waterhouse and
Son, of London. The present buildings have
been carried out by Mr. Paul Waterhouse, and
the original design has undergone some important
changes, partly in the direction of simplification.

A polygonal apse at the western angle is tUe

close-fitted outline of the two great theatres

—

surgical and anatomical—the sloping seats of

which are arranged over one another so as to

avoid the possibility of loss of space. The device
has resulted in two rooms, excellently lighted,

and providing the maximum of accommodation
in a minimum area. The basement room below
these theatres is a polygonal laboratory. The
building contains a professors' common-room,
private rooms for high officials, and storerooms
and workshops. The external walls are faced.

like the other buildings of the University,

in ordinary local bricks, with dressings of

red Ruabon bricks. Terracotta has been but
sparingly used. — The George Holt Physics
Laboratory is built next the Johnson Bacterio-

logical Ijaboratory. The materials of the external

walls correspond with those of that laboratory,

being of common brick with broad courses of red
brick and dressings of Storeton stone. .\ tower
is provided for experimental purposes, and is open
all the way down, with an electric lift to give

access to any portion of it. It is also used for a

water tank. Messrs. Willink and Thickness, of

Liverpool, are the architects.

Metropolitan .A.synMs BoAiU).—At Satur-
day's meeting of this body the works committee
reported that the total cost of the erection and
fitting up of the Millfield Homes (where accom-
modation is provided for 100 patients), including
the cost of the site, but exclusive of that of

furniture, was £25,084, which works out at

nearly £251 per bed. The original contract
amount was £17,228 : but unforeseen works were
found necessary when the buildings were in

progress, which involved additional expenditure.
The same committee reported that the total cost

on completion of the White Oak School was
£119,707, or £5,986 less than the anticipated

expenditure of £125,694, for which the Local
Government Board issued their order on 'March 23,-

1901. - -

A new fever hospital at Windynook, near Felling,
was opened on Friday. It is arranged on the
pavilion system, with isolated wards, and contains
24 beds. The total cost, including administrative
blocks and all roads, has been £9,857. The build-
ing has been designed by Mr. H. Miller, A.M.T.C.E.,
architect. Felling, and the contractor was Mr. J.
Wilkinson, Felling.

The Bishop of Manchester has reopsned St. Chad's
Church, Claughton, near.Hornby, North Lancashire,
after restoration at a cost of £900. St. Chad's was
built in 1815, replacing a chuJxh dating back to
Norman times.

On Wednesday week a Local Government Board
inquiry was held at Calbourne National Schools by
Colonel Durnford, R.E., anent the proposal of the
Isle of Wight Rural District Council to borrow a
sum of £6,000 for the purpose of providing a water
supply for the parish of Calbourne and district.

Mr. J. C. Millgate (the engineer of the scheme) pro-
duced and explained his plans. He said the scheme
included a storage reservoir situate at Lynch, op-
posite to Westover House, the water being pumped
by a windmill on a 50tt. steel tower, with a 16ft.

diameter wheel. Water would be pumped to a
high-level reservoir about a third of a mile away,
at an altitude of 313ft. above the sea level. There
would be about eleven miles of 5, 4, and 3in.

mains, extending to Porchfield, Newtown, and
Shalfieet village.

The eighteenth ordinary meeting of the Egypt
Exploration Fund was held at Burhngton House on
Friday, Sir John Evans (president) in the chair.
The report which was submitted stated that the
income of the society was less than that of last year,
principally owing to the diminished amount of
subscriptions from America.

A settlement has been arrived at with regard to
Portland-place Primitive Methodist Church, Lmcoln,
and the Great Northern Railway has paid £8,000.
The new church in the High-street will cost about
£10,000, and a second new church is being built in
Croft-street at a cost of £2,000.

Lady Ludlow, who was accompanied by Lord
Ludlow, president of the governing body, visited

the Cancer Hospital, Fulham-road, on Monday, to
open a new nurses' home which has been erected in

the hospital grounds at a cost of £4,744. The home
is ared-brick building containing twenty bedrooms,
two sitting-rooms, and three bathrooms.

The dedication of the new Mission Church of St.

Timothy in Crookes Parish was performed last week
by the Bishop of Sheffield. The edifice is a
temporary one of iron, and has cost £900.

The Eirl of Rosebery unveiled on Monday a
bust of the late Marquess of Salisbury which has
been placed in the Debating Hall of the Oxford
Union. Mr. George Frampton, E.A., was the
sculptor.

Colonel Von Donop, on behalf of the Board of
Trade, inspected on Friday the latest extensions of
Paisley District Tramway system—to Renfrew and
to Abbotsinch. He was accompanied by the
officials of the company and representatives of

Paisley, Johnstone, and Ranfrew Town Councils.

Mr. James Eansome, F.R.I.B.A., consulting
architect to the Government of India, has been laid

up for some time as a victim to enteric fever, but is

recovering.

([Fnginctriug J^otts.

Stoke Canux.—The timber bridge of six spans

carrying the Great Western Railway over the

Exe at Stoke Canon, near Exeter, built 60 years

ago, has been replaced by a steel structure. The
Patent Shaft and Axletree Company, Limited, of

Wednesbury, were the contractors for the steel

work for a single-span bridge of 130ft., the

erection on site being contracted for by Mr.
H. A. S. Eraser, of Whitechurch, Cardiff. This

has been carried out on two successive Sundays:
The abutments were built and the foundations

excavated by the Great Western Railway Com-
pany. On account of the number of boulders in

the bed of the river, the excavation and con-

creting below water was done by divers, the work
being carried out under the supervision of Mr.
T. H. Gibbons, engineer of the Plymouth
division.

OHIFS.
The Chorley Rural District Council have adopted

a scheme prepared by their surveyor for supplying

the western part of the district with water from the

Thirlmere aqueduct of the Manchester Corporation.

The cost is estimated at £15,400.

i At a meeting of the Ashton Board of Guardians
'on Friday a protest ' was made against the proposal

'to spend £7,500 on 'the furnishing and' decorating

of the new workhouse hospital and nurses' home.
The board went into committee to discuss the

matter further.

A public inquiry was held on Thursday in

last week at Westend, near Southampton, by
Colonel A. G. Durnford, R.E., on behalf of the

Local Government Board, respecting the applica-

tion of the Parish Council for consent to raise a
loan of £450 for the purchase of the Westend
school premises, and adapting them for use as a
parish-hall.

It is proposed to construct a new light railway
through part of the West Riding of Yorkshire and
North Lincolnshire, commencing at Ackworth,
near Pontefract, and ending at tne proposed new
dock at Immingham, a total length of 49| miles.

The survey has just been completed.

At a special meeting of the Eccles Town Council
on Monday a latter was read from Mr. A. Car-

,

negie, in which he stated that he would give £7,500
towards the erection of a free public library building

for Eccles, subject to the usual conditions. The
offer was accepted unanimously.

The finished and coloured elevations of the new
Liverpool Cathedral have been lent by the com-
mittee to the Walker Art Gallery, in that city, in

order that they may be placed on View for a few
days in the Autumn Exhibition.

Mrs. Nosworthy, of Newlands, Dawlish, has

offered to defray the cost, estimated at £ 1 ,000,' of

providing the Royal Devon and Exeter Hospital

with a new operating theatre.

The Archbishop of York on Saturday reopened
the chancel, tower, and organ of the Giiisborough
parish church, after restoration. The alterations

consist of a new east window, oak roof for chancel,

and oak stalls for choir, oak gallery for the bell-

ringers, and west doorway and window. The organ
has also been overhauled and revoiced.

Tlie parish church of Cranwell, near Sleaford,

was reopened on Saturday by the Bishop of Lincoln.

The chancel has been entirely re'^uilt, and a vestry

and organ-chamber added, at a cost of £1,500.

Three stained-glass windows have been presented

by parishioners, and the land requisite for enlarging

the churchyard presented by Sir John Thorold, Bart.

Mr. Frank Miskin, contractor, died, on Friday, at

his residence, "Greenfields," Frindsbury, at the

early age of 48 years. A week before he had under-
gone a serious operation for an internal malady.
He was one of the principal members of Tuff and
Miskin, Ltd., contractors, of Rochester, and was for

some years chairman of the Stoke-at-Hoo School
Board.

The Isle of Wight Education Committee have
appointed Mr. S. R. Cocks as their architect. He
is to prepare all plans, specifications, and all other

work required. The salary is £200, with an addi-

tion of £2.'> for travelling expenses and also £25 for

preparing quantities, if and only when required.

Alderman Henry Grant, J. P., who has been
appointed Mayor of Torrington, North Devon, for

the ensuing year, is widely known in the West-
country as an excellent and trustwoity contractor

of varied and extended experience, especially in

church building and restoration, in the pursuit of

which work he has carried out many commissions,
under numbers of our best architects resident in

London and the provinces.
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FBOFBSSIONAL AND TBADE
SOOIETIE?.

Edinbi'EgiiAklhitectuual Association.—The
opening meeting of the session of Edinburgh
Architectural Association was held on the 9th

inst. in the Association's rooms, 117, George-
street, Mr. Harold Tarbolton, F.U.I.B.A., pre-

sident of the Association, in the chair. In his

opening address, which was on the subject of

"Education and Architecture," Mr. Tarbolton
said the two schools in Edinburgh which included

the teaching of architectural subjects—the Heriot-

AVatt and the Schuol of Art (better known as the

School of Applied Art)—both fell very far short

of meeting the real requirements of a school of

architecture. The Ecope of the work was not
sufficiently extensive. The standard and results

of the Applied Art School were excellent so far

as they went, and, being under the direct control

of the architects, the school supplied in a limited

way the needs of those who ustd it as a supplement
to their office work. In the teaching schools in

London, Birmingham, Liverpool, Manchester,
and Glasgow, the requirements for the examina-
tion of the Koyal Institu'e of British Architects

were kept in view, and a system or coursa of

instruction in architectural history and detail and
general professional practice provided. In Edin-
burgh no attempt was made to prepare students
for this examination. A chair or lectureship of

technical science was urgently required, which
would pave the w.ay to organised teaching schools.

The t'niversity authoriiies said that funds were
not available for the endowment of a chair. In
America patriotic citizens had met the occasion,

and surely there were those in this country who
would in a like manner come forward in the
interests of an object that so much touched the
welfare of the country. The course of instruc-
tion would need to embrace the special subjects
demanded from architectural students for the
passing of the K.I.B.A. examinations, as well as
such subjects of general education as were re-
quired for degrees in science, inchiding modern
languages, and the course would le useless unless
it extended for at least three academic years.

E.NGLISH ECCLKSIASTICAL AkCHITECTCKE. On
Thursday, the 10th inst., Mr. C. B. Howdill,
A.U.I.B.A., of Leeds, lectured before the Hull
Photographic Society upon this subject in
masterly style, the period covered being from
the Pre-Conquest times until the Reformation,
his lucid and extremely thorough remarks being
illustrated by some 200 slides of excellent merit.
Devoting his opening remarks to the characteristic
buildings in their entirety, Mr. Howdill proceeded
to specially explain and illustrate the various
portions in detail according to their periods.
Fa<;ades, doorways, interiors, vaultiog, one or
two examples of wooden roofs, arcading, windows
(illustrated by tri-colour slides taken by the
lecturer himself), and towers formed the principle
branches, and the excellent attendance were taken
up and down the country in a charming manner.
The impression made was fully felt at the close,
and a new interest is bound to follow.

Sheffielii So( iety of Architects and Scr-
VEYORs.—The monthly meeting of this society was
held on the Oth inst. in the lecture-hall of the
Literary andl'hilosophical Society, Leopold-street,
5Ir. 'I. Winder in the chair. A lecture was given
by Dr. John Stokes on " Monumental Brasses."
lie said that monumental brafses made their
appearance in England in the loth century, the
earliest now in existence being that of Sir John
d'Abernon, of Stoke d'Abernon, Surrey, dated
1277 ;

earlier ones now lost are recorded. This
form of memorial probably first arose in Germany,
and seemed to have sprung into existence as a
perfect art, for the earliest examples were best in
execution and design. The material of which
they were made was known as " latten," a term
loosely used to designate any compound of copper,
and also as " Cull en plate," a corruption of
Cologne, where, together with Flanders, tlie
plates were chiefly made. Many brasses in
England were of Continental origin, but most
were of native workmanship. The brass being a
8ub.stitutB for a stone effigy, the li-ures were
represented as if lying on the back, the head
resting on a cushion or helmet, and the feet on a
lion or dog, as in the stone monuments ; but in
the liUh century the practice arose of showing
figures kneeling and in other awkward positions,
an attempt at realism, but an evidence of decay
in art which was not found at the best period.
Enamel was used in some brasses : but this, not
being a dur.-ible material, or perhaps the method

of its application not being sufficiently understood,

had in most cases worn off. These monuments,
he Slid, might be divided into four classes

—

military, ecclesiastical, civil, and miscellaneous.

It was impossible to overrate the importance and
value of monumental brasses, forming, as they
did, a series of illustrations of and a commentary
on the history, dress, manners, and customs of

our ancestors. In them they could trace the

change from mail to plate armour and its gradual
disuse as a means of deTence, the changes in

civilian costume showing the rise of a new order
;

but perhaps the clerical ones were especially

noteworthy, as it was the rule of the Church to

bury ecclesiastics in full dress with all the orna-

ments of their orders, which were hence faithfully

represented on the brass. The local brasses shown
and described were those at Burgh Wallia, Sprot-

borough, Chesterfield, Hathersage, Tideswell

(military), York, Wensley, Dronfield, Tideswell,

Newark (ecclesiastic), Bradfield, Kawmarsh,
Rotherham, Owston, Marr, Boston, Newark
(civilian). On the motion of Mr. J. Hale,

seconded by Mr. C. F. Innocent, and supported
by Messrs. J. R. Wigfull, II. L. Paterson, W. C.

Fenton, and T. S. Brown, a vote of thanks was
accorded to the lecturer.

CHIPS,
A new infirmary has been added to the Aston

Workhouse, Gravelly Hill, at a cost of £6,000. Tim
building has been erected on the site of the old

schools. The large dormitories and schoolrooms of

the old building have been retained, and these have
been converted into six infirmary wards, each
60ft. by 20ft. Day-rooms have been added, and
five separation-wards have been provided. The
heating is by radiators placed in the centre of the

wards, while fire-escape staircases have been built

outside. The woik has been carried out to the plans
of Messrs. C. Whitwell and Son, of Birmingham,
by Mr. Colin Hughes, Stratford-road, in the same
city.

The King's Theatre, which his just been com-
pleted at Kirkcaldy, was formally opened on Satur-
day evening. The theatre has cost £20,000. The
plans were prepared by Mr. W. D. Swanston, archi-

tect, Kirkcaldy.

At the last meeting of the Lancaster Town Council
it was announced that it had been decided to change
the site of the Queen Victoria statue, presented to

the town by Lord Ashton, from the Williamson Park
to Dalton-square. Lord Ashton had offered to erect

in the park a building costing from £25,000 to

£30,000, and also to provide a sum of not less than
£50,000 for the erection of new municipal buildings,

the plans for which were to be prepared by the cor-

poration. The present town-hall and municipal
buildings, Lord Ashton suggested, should be con-
veyed to him on terms to be agreed upon, and
maintained for the benefit of the town.

Messrs. W. B. Hopkins and E. R. Walker, of

Staple Inn, Holborn, are superintending some re-

pairs and renewal at Shenleybury Church, Herts,
in the graveyard of which lies buried the body of
Nicholas Hawksmoor. The inscription is as fol-

lows;—"P. M. S. — L. — Hie jacet Nicholaus
Hawksmoor, ARMr., Architectus. Obiit Vicesimo
Quinto Die {ohlitrmfi'il). Anno Domini 1730.

-Etatis 75." The tomb is- of brick raised about
l")in. above the ground, with a very thick slab on
the top ; the latter is cracked in two. The brick-

work joints and crack are l)eing cemented. The
tomb la under a great yew-tree opposite the east
window.

A receiving order has been made in the case of

Edward Stanley Nicholas, Chesterfield, Derbyshire,
architect and civil engineer, formerly borough
surveyor.

At St, Stephen's Church, Bristol, two windows in

the clerestory have been filled with stained glass at
the cost of the Ancient .Society of St. Stephen's
Ringers. The windows are on the south side of the
choir, and the end, or easternmost one, contains
figures of Miriam, Deborah, Hannah, and the B.V.
Mary, while in the traceried openings over these
figures are angels f>earing scrolls witli texts, and
two shields, one chari^ed with three bells, the badge
of the St. Stephen's Ringers, and the other with the
date of the Ringers' Charter— viz., 1020. The
adjoining window has figures of Moses, Samuel,
St. John the Baptist, and Timothy ; the figures are
treated as youths, an<l the angels above l)ear scrolls.

The work has been carried out uinler the super-
vision of Messrs. Walter S. Paul and James, the
architects to the society and to the vestry.

In connection with the .St. George's Presbyterian
Church, .Tesmond-road, Newcastle, the foundation-
stone of the new hall was laid on Tuesday. The
total cost of the hall, which will seat 450, and has
been designed by Messrs. Cackett and Burns Dick,
of Newcastle-on-Tyne, is about £2,500.

TO OOBBESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourgelveB respoiLsible for the opinions of
our correspondents. All commiuaications should be
drawn up as briefly aa possible, as there are many
claimants upon the apace allotted to correspondents.]

ft is particularly requested that all drawings and all
communications respecting illustrationa or literary matter
dhould be addressed to tlie EDITOR of the Buildikq
N^wB, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
W.C, and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not unfrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,
unsought contributiona.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
The Stband Nbwspapeb Company, Limited.

Telegraphic Address:—"Timeaerver, London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.
Bound copiea of Vol. LXXXVI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 12a. each, by post
12s. lOd.), as only a hmited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI.,
XLES., Lin., LXI., LXXr., LXJV., LXV., UCVt.,
Lxvn., Lxvm., lxix., lxxj., lxxu., Lxxm.,
LXXIV., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVn., LXXXX.,
Lxxx.. Lxxxi., T.xxxn., Lxxxni., Lxxxrv.,
and LXXXV. may still be obtained at the same price;
all the other bound volumes are out of print. Most of
the back numbers of former volumes are, however, to
be had aingly. Subscribera requiring any back numbers
to complete volume juat ended should order at once, as
Eoany of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Bctldino News,
price 2a., poat free 28. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

tjnited Kingdom; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
Cnited States, £1 6s. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To Fiance
or Belgium, £1 68. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6a. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Oompanies, and all official

advertisements is Is. per line of Eisht words, the first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being 5s. for
four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and
lyfiscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4a. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of
more than six insertions con be ascertained on application
to the Publisher.

Sitaatlons and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for *' Situations
Vacant" or "Situations Wanted " and " Part-
nerships" is One Shillinq fob Twk.sty-kocr Wobds,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. AH Situation

Advertisements mtist be prepaid.

•»• Rephes to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand
W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See
Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, con be obtained on application
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week muat reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertiaements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
Insertion.

Received.—G. T. R —W. S. and Co.—E. H. A.—T. F.

—Vice and Sons.-N. A. T.—F. W. S.

F. F. Le Maistbe, Johan.vesburo.—Thanks ; bat we do
not pay for drawings or photographs. We are always
glad to receive such from the architects of the buildings
themselves for reproduction, as far as spiee permits

;

but the obligation in that case is mutual.

•BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.

Dbawinqs Received. — *' Yenhow," " Monticristo,"
" Captain Kettle," " Fergus," " Game,"

Cofitspoubcuct.—••-•

—

COM PETITIl )N ASSESSORS.

To the Editor of the Buildinq Nbws.

Sill,—So far aa outsiders can judge, the com-
plaint of " Lux " in your issue of the Ith inst. is

a very proper subject to be ventilated, as the

absence of fair play on the part of assessors, when
appointed by the U.I.I!..\., is likely to bring Iho

Institute itself into ill-reputo.

May I suggest that a little competition would
do the R. I. B. A. good, and that in future com-
petitions tho assessor should be sometimes ap-
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pointed by the Quantity- Surveyors' Asacciation,

which is now incorporated, as any member of

that body would not only have a very accurate

conception of the cost of a design (and usually

they have a fairly accurate knowledge of archi-

tectural design and principles, too), but the
number of plans from such very different archi-

tects which enter the office of most surveyors
render them far less prejudiced in favour of one
particular style than the majority of architects

can possibly be ':— I am, i-c.,

W. Hoffman Wood.
14, Park-square, Leeds.

THE LATE MR. HUGH ROUMIEU GOUGH.
SiK,—My attention has been called to a

paragraph in your obituary column, p. 6S3, of

the current issue. I beg to state that my father,

the late HughRoumieuGough, was «o<the archi-
tect of any hotel at Southwold.

He, indeed, superintended the erection of the
Grand Hotel, Southwold, but the designs for

that building were prepared by Jlr. Chas. H. M.
Mileham, of 1, Lincoln's Inn-fields, W.C. I

furthermore absolutely deny that my father was
twice married. This misstatement has given
extreme offence to the members of my family,

and I must ask you to publish a correction in your
next issue with regard to hoth points, as I can
conceive that Sir. Jlileham may very well take

exception to the inference to be drawn from your
paragraph.

In conclusion, I may add that, although it

may be difficult to always sift out correct in-

formation, the publication of statements prepared
by irresponsible and unscrupulous journalists

amounts to nothing less than a public nuisance.

—

I am, &c., Lavren-ce A. W. Govcn.

[We apologise for both statements. The first

is a comparatively pardonable one. The architect

of the hotel at Southwold has explained to us that
he alone was the architect from first to last, and
that Mr. Gough was in his employ on that
building. The second was made evidently in
error.

—

Ed.]

CHIPS.
The Bishop of London consecrated on Monday

the new church of St. John's, Palmet's-greeo,
Southgate. Mr. Y. E. Walker gave the site for the
church and £1,000, and an anonymous friend gave
£5,000. The church accommodates 450 people, and
the building debt amounts to £3,000.

The foundation-stones of the Breachwood Baptist
Church, Welwjn, Herts, were laid on November 2.

The architects are Messrs George Baines,
F.B.I.B.A., and E. Palmer Baines, 5, Clement's
Inn, Strand, London, W.C.
At Preston the Preston and Cottam Hall Brick

and Tile Company, Ltd., have been fined (iOs. and
costs for an offence under the Companies Acts by
failing to forward to Somerset House proper returns
of the company since I'JOl. Mr. Finch, who prose-
cuted on behalf of the Board of Trade, eaid the
defendants had rendered themselves Uable to a
running penalty amounting to £12,000.

The Bishop of Rochester has consecrated the
Church of St. Andrew, Catford, erected in a
rapidly - growing neighbourhood. The church,
which accommodates 930 people, has cost upwards of
£10,000. The architect is Mr. Robsou, of West-
minster.

Plans are being prepared for the extension of the
Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool. At present the
pictures in the permanent collection have to be
removed and stored while the Autumn Exhibition is

being held.

The new hall which has been built for the Rail-
way Mission in St. Andrew's-street, Small Heath,
at a cost of £1,300, was opened by the Lord Mayor
of Birmingham on Friday. Mr. H. H. Reynolds
was the architect.

A large stained-glass east window has just been
placed in the church of St. George, Bristol. It
contains five lights and tracery. The centre light
depicts the Crucifixion of Our Lord, the other four
containing Baptism of Our Lord, St. John, Blessed
Virgin Mary, and the Supper at Emmaus. The
whole stand under canopies, angels with out-
spread wings appearing in the tracery and at the
bottom of the two outside lights. The whole work
has been executed by Messrs. Percy Bacon and
Brothers, of 11, Newman-street, London, W.
The Corporation of Manchester will apply this

season for Parliamentary powers to purchase for
street widening St. Augustine's Roman CathoUc in
Granby-row, an edifice built in 1S20, at a coat of
£10,000, from plans by John Palmer, the author of
" The Siege of Manchester."

f-utcvcommunicatiom

[12102.1-Galvanised Storage Tanks-—I should
be glad of any information in jour columns as to the

treatment of galvanised storage tanks which are being
affected by the storage water, the water analysis showing
the presence of zinc. The water in question ia from a
well, and moderately hard. Is there any chemical solu-

tion that one could treat the tanks with to remedy the
present e\Tl T—Henry L. G. Hill, A.R.I.B.A.

nHFLIES..

[12098.1—Sounding-Board.—The st'Ory of the old

sounding-board at the parish church of Portsmouth,
dedicated to 8t. Thomas ii Becket, aa well as something
about the new one, that Dr. Ryle, D.D.— our spiritual

lord of Winchester, but formerly Bishop of Exeter—
dedicated upon the 8th inat., that being the Feast of St.

Willehad ( a. d. 789) according to the old English calendar,

may not be without interest. The church itself appears
to have been founded in the year 1180, Richard Toclive
being then Bishop of Winchester. There had already
been one church erected upon the "Isle of Portesia"
some ten years before, which, in itself, was the forerunner
of the late Sir Arthur W. Blomfield, A.R, A.'s St. Mary's.
Portsea; the latter, without doubt one of the largest and
finest churches built in this country during the last

centuiy. Only very little of the original Norman work
remains in Portsmouth church, and the chancel is Early
English. The central tower, nave, and ai&les of that
date were pulled down in a. p. 1683, and the present
Classical western tower and nave erected in their stead.

The oak pulpit upon the south side dates from a.d. 1703,

and is of Jacobean character. It is hexagon on plan of
so-called wineglass outline, and fashioned of oak. The
cornice and upon the string just below its floor line are
carved. The panels are plain, but have been practically

hid for generations by what appears to have been,
originally, an altar frontal of plum-coloured material,
around the bottom of which is a 7in. fringe, once gold, but
nowso tarnished asscarcelyto suggest that metal at all. In
the centre of this hanging, underneath the book-board,
are Ihe letters '"I.H.S.," within a circle of radiatmg
glory, and just beneath, in large characters, is the date
1694. This pulpit had the original sounding board over
it until Eome 20 years ago, when the latter was removed.
According to an old print (dated 1837) now before me,
the upper part terminated in canopy of concave outline,

surmounted by a gilded winged figure blowing a bannered
trumpet. The faithful long believed that the figure
represented the Angel Gabriel ; but in reality it is the
figure-head of an old ship, and the carved representation
of tlae goddess "Fame." Although the sounding-board
itself disappeared, as recorded above, this statuette was
fortunately preserved by the then churchwarden (Alder-
man R. M. Beale), and now again does duty and sur-
mounts the new one. The lower part of the latter is, no
doubt, practically a reproduction of the original one ; but
its upper portion takes an ogee outline, instead of con-
cave, as of old. From the floor of the pulpit to the
underside of the sounding-board is 7ft. 9in. This seemly
addition will always possess considerable naval as well as
local interest, from the fact that the oak used in its con-
struction is composed, in the main, of timber preserved
from H.M. sliip Tmn'^-dnuR {afterwards rechristened the
Gionipiis), a vessel that took part in Lord Howe's famous
victory on *'The Glorious First of June," whilst the
ornamentation placed upon it is carved from fragments
of other historical ships—viz., the Victory, Oitsaptfrl',

A-:f't->'/, <^'if<,i Cfi-irli'f/', a.ud Hot/a? G"ir>/'\ A mention of
the latter vessel suggests that, like the relics of the True
Cross there must be, by this time enough so-called frag-
ments of that particular ship existing to build one or two
counterparts. (It sunk a.d, 1782. When I first went aa
an apprentice, nearly half a century ago, my old master
instructed me, whenever I swept up the shop, always to
preserve knotty, hard, cross-grained, short-ends of oak I
might find lying about. These he carefully utilised by
putting on the lathe and turning into snutf-boxes—
articles then in much more general demand than they
are nowadays. It fell to my lot afterwards to dull wax
polish them, and, I remembtr, they all bore the legend:
"Made from a fragmentof the A '.y"' Utorge " 1—Habby
Hems.

[12101.]—Gainetted Joints.—Last word of sixth
line of this question should be (loni'tto.—A. H.

A receiving order has been granted in the case of

Ernest Charles Gough, Great George-street, West-
minster, ti.W., surveyor.

The new temporary hospitals, Bradford, are being
warmed and ventilated by means of Shorland's
patent Manchester stoves, the same being supplied
by Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of
Manchester.

At Tuesday's meeting of the London County
Council it was resolved to seek powers to con-
struct tramways across Biackfriars and "Waterloo
Bridges, and along the Victoria Embankment. It

was agreed to seek Parliamentary powers to enable
the Fire Brigade Committee to acquire Xdb. 144,

146, 14S, and loO, Waterloo-road, for the erection

of a new station in substitution for the Waterloo-
road Station.

Some time ago it was found that the beams upon
which the bells in the St. Mary's tower of Truro
Cathedral were hung, owing to there being no
louvres to shelter them, were so rotten that it

became necessary to rehang them. At the same
time it was thought advisable to have some of the
bells recast. The work of recasting the four quarter
bells was intrusted to the well-known firm of John
Taylor and Co., bell founders, of Loughborough,
and has just been completed.

(©ur ^fRtc CabU.

Oxle again, after a lapse o! thirty-four years,

it has been decided that custom does not entitle

an architect to retain the plans of a building he
has been paid to design and superintend. Mr.
Justice Ridley's decision on Tuesday, in the

case of " Gibbon v. Pease," reported elsewhere to-

day, confirms that given in November, 1870, in

the Court of Exchequer, in the case of " Ebdy
V. McC4owan." We think that Mr. Charles

Pease was perfectly justified in raising the

question once again : and with all deference

to 31r. Justice Ridley, we do not see that

the circumstances were <inite identical with those in

thecaseof "Ebdyv.McGowan." On themain issue,

however, there is no doubt the Judge was right.

The '
' custom '

' of the profession goes for nothing

:

and every architect who desires to retain his

plans should take good care that a clause is in-

serted in the contract providing that he shall do
so. There is probably no question we have more
frequently been asked during the last thirty-four

years than that once again settled on Tuesday,

so prevalent still seems to be the idea amongst
architects that they (in entitled to retain their

plans. It will be well, therefore, for all readers

to make a careful note of this case, and that

settled in 1870, which has governed the decision

once again aflirmed.

The officers and clerks committee of the City

Corporation met on Friday at the Guildhall, E.G.,

for the purpose of reducing to twelve the number
of candidates for the vacant position of City

.Surveyor. The candidates numbered in aU about

fifty. The following twelve were selected, and
will be interviewed by the committee on another

occasion, when the number will be further reduced

to five : Messrs. F. Brown, 19, Charing Cross-

road ; G. F. Carter, The Town Hall, Croydon

;

J. E. Crouch, 29, Bashinghall-street ; J. B.

Hallis, 17, Bedford-row; C. H. Mayson, The
GuUdhall, Westminster: G. W. H. Prescott,

Council Ofilce, Tottenham ; H. A. Piitchard,

F.S.I., 16, Oaklands-terrace, Swansea ; A. W.
Osborn, 90-91, (Jueen-street ; S. Perks, 5,

Crown-court, Cheapside ; S. A. Stanger, 21,

Finebury - pavement : F. Sumner, surveyor's

department, Maxey-road, Plumstead : and H.
Theobald, 0, South-street, Finsbury-pavement.

The burning question of architectural registra-

tion, says the Irish Btiilder, was briefly referred

to at the meeting of the Royal Institute of the

Architects of Ireland the other day, and that

body is now solid for registration. Hitherto

Ireland has been without a representative on the

committee on registration appointed by the

Institute of British Architects to inquire into

and report on the whole question, but now the

President of the Irish Institute, Mr. G. C. Ashlin,

has been nominated a member of that committee.

Hitherto Mr. Ashlin, as an cx-officio member of

the Council of the British Institute, had a voice

in the matter when it came before the CouncU,
and he has, as was pointed out by Mr. A. E.

Murray at the meeting, placed the entire pro-

fession in Ireland under an obligation to him by
the way in which ha has attended and voiced their

views in London, and undertook many journeys

solely for that purpose and at his own expense,

and doubtless to his own personal and professional

inconvenience. His presence, as voicing the

unanimous opinion of Irish architects, must have

been a considerable support to the friends of

I
registration.

Mr. .\i.fked Dr.vRY, A.R.A., assisted by Mr.
F. W. Pomeroy, has just completed a series of

small models for the heroic-sized statues which

,
are to adorn the new Thames bridge at Vauxhall,

j
now in course of erection by the London County

1 Council, from the designs of Mr. Maurice Fitz-

I

Maurice, their engineer, with whom 51r. W. E.

i Riley, F.R.I.B.A., the superintending architect,

is associated. We published a view of the bridge

in the Bvildin-g News for May 29, 1903. Since

then Mr. Riley has worked out the architectural

detail with great care and ability. The Council,

acting upon his advice, has now determined upon
making much more of the basso-relievo figures,

which originally were intended to occupy the

panels of the main piers in comparatively low

relief by treating them in alto-relievo, so that

they have become almost detached statues,

rising above the bastion below, though the

figures will still form essential parts of the

pier pane's, and will not break the skyline

in a distant view of the bridge. The figures
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will illustrate " Agriculture," " Building,"
" Ceramics," " Engineering," " Fine Arts,"
" Local Government," and "Science." Each
statue is to be r2ft. high. The sketches,

to which we refer, are sufficient to show what
an excellent feature will thus be made in

,
elaborating the architectural lines of the entire

composition without in any way interfering with
its breadth of treatment as a legitimate and
anatomical piece of engineering construction.

Large and more finished models are now to be
made prior to the full sizes for the bronze castings

being put in hand. The statue of "Agricul-
ture " appears to us as specially admirable, being
characteristic of metal treatment, with its bold
monumental lines and sculpturesque handling of

its draperies, which are excellent in form, and
bronze-like in origin, insuring good shadows and
dignified grace. The figures of " The Fine Arts,"
and " Local CxOTernment " also are fine designs,

and bid fair to prove a great success. Some of

the others, perhaps, are rather too round in

shapeliness, and might be executed in stone or

marble quite readily. If we have a suggestion to

add to this approving note, it would be that more
of the spirit of the three figures we have parti-

cularised might with advantage be imparted to

the remainder.

Messrs. Min'tox, Hollin.s, and Co., of Stoke-
on-Trent, are to be congratulated upon their

having been awarded a gold medal by the Inter-
national Jury of Awards at the St. Liuis
Exhibition for their exhibit of tiles, faience, and
mosaic. The principal feature of this exhibit is

a large drinking fountain carried out in faience
in a Byzantine style of architecture. The
character of this fine example of pottery will be
best understood when it is stated that it is 7ft.

6in. high, and Oft. (iin. long. It stands on a rich

jasper encaustic floor made on the original
ilinton method. The well of the fountain is laid

with turquoise glazed mosaics, the water flowing
from two modelled masks set in an ebony-
coloured wall. The corner pillars, base, and top
are treated in greens. A striking feature of the
exhibit is a framed panel, designed and executed
by Mr. Gordon Forsyth, the art director of the
firm. The piece of ware occupies a wall space of

8ft. by 4ft. The main feature of the decoration
is a life-size figure of St. Louis, accoutred for the
Crusades, carried out in cloisonne glazes standing
in a modern faience frame. The colours are very
attractive, charming peacock blues and leather
brown and white predominating. As a whole, it

is a handsome piece of work, and calculated to
maintain the reputation of the establishment.
Another exhibit which has attracted great
attention is an encaustic flooring for a room of
moderate proportions. For this class of work
the firm are held in the highest estimation. The
flooring is in blue and gold, made up of Sin.
tiles, the ornamentation being a free treatment
of the ancathus. The brilliant vitreous colours
are surpassed by no other firm, and equalled by-

few. There are also a number of examples of
mosaic work for walls and floors, and schemes for
wall decoration in enamel tiles.

WiUTiXG on the disintegrated condition of the
stonework in the Bell Harry Tower of Canterbury
Cathedral, Mr. Thackeray Turner, the secretary
of the Society for the Protection of Ancient
liuildings, contends that the chief cause of the
dilapidation is the products of combustion in the
atmosphere. 1 le urges that until the atmosphere
of towns can be cleared from soot, our buildings
should be protected by whitewashing them. lie
instances the Guildhall at F.xeter, which was in
a lamentable state of decay, "but since it was
protected by lime some four years ago, there is

not the slightest sign of further decay. The
only difference in appearance is that when the
society took it in hand it was black with soot,
except the portions where the surface of the stone
had recently fallen off, and now it is stone
colour." .Mr. Turner regards it as an important
detail that the lime was slaked with boiling
water, which results in its penetrating the stone
furtlier than lime slaked with cold water, and it

adliorcs firmly without the addition of Kussian
tallow or the like.

Tin: newest of the faculties at Liverpool IJni-
versitj that of Engineering—has issued its first
prospectus and begun work under changed con-
ditions. The faculty consists of two professors
and independent lecturers and assistants in engi-
neering itself

: of professors in auxiliary subjects,
like mathematics, physics, and chemistry

'; and
of three associate professors, whose subjects are

railway engineering, municipal engineering, and
municipal electrical engineering. These three

members do not lecture regularly : they are

specialists and men of affairs holding the highest

positions : the first in one of the great railway

companies, and the others in the municipality of

Liverpool. Two new degrees, those of I5achelor

and Slaster of Engineering, now exist. Thus at

the intermediate stage, for the former degree to

be taken after a full three years' course, pure

mathematics and physics must be passed ; applied

mathematics may be taken either then or at the

j

final stage. The final examination, besides more
I pure mathematics, is occupied with the profes-

! sional subjects. But the current distinction

between civil, mechanical, and electrical engi-

I

neering is dropped, while the grouping of the

subjects is left elastic in such a way that the

I
candidate can from the first pick up such a course

' of study as will lead to the branch of engineering

i he ultimately wishes to pursue. For students

who may be of excellent quality, but who cannot

spend more than two years in the university, a

system of certificates is framed. The Professor

of Engineering, Dr. Hele-Shaw, his returned

from South Africa, where he has spent a year as

a commissioner to organise technical and scientific

education in Johannesburg.

The Thames Conservancy will introduce a

Bill in the forthcoming Parliamentary Ses-iion,

seeking powers to authorise and require the East
London Railway Company and the East London
Railway Joint Committee, or one of them, at

their own respective costs and charges, to execute

such works of reconstruction, strengthening, or

alteration in regard to the Thames Tunnel as

shall be necessary or be prescribed by the Bill ; to

remove or alter existing restrictions as to the

depth to which dredging operations may be

carried ; and lo authorise the Conservators, on the

one hand, and the East London Railway Company
and the East London Railway Joint Committee,
on the other hand, to enter into agreements in

connection with the execution of such works. It

will also seek to authorise agreements between
the Conservators and the London and India
Docks Company, the Surrey Commercial Dock
Company, and the Millwall Dock Company (here-

inafter called " the dock companies "), or any of

them, and the owners of any other dock or docks
e.xisting on the Thames, as to the execution and
maintainance of such improvements of their

respective existing docks and works, and such
new works as may be deemed expedient or

desirable, and to provide that any difference

arising between the dock companies or any of

them and the Conservators relating to such im-
provements and works shall be referred to the
arbitration of the Board of Trade or the Railway
and Canal Commissioners.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUINa WEEK.
MosuAY.—Royal Institute of British Architects. " Mono-

lithic Constructions in Hennebiquo Ferro-
concrete,*' by L. S. Mouchel, and " Can-
atruction and Strength of Reinforced
Concrete," by W. Dunn. S p m.
Liverpool Architectural Society. '* The

Study of Mediri'val Work," by Arnold
Mitchell, F.R.I. B.A. (i p.m.
Glasgow Royal Philosophical ^Society

(Architectural Section). *' Some Details
Met with in the Planninpf and Construc-
tion of roor-Uouses," by Ninian Mac-
Whannell. I.A , President. H p.m.

TuESDAv,—Northern Architectural Association. Address
by the President, J. Walton Taylor,
F.R.I.BA. 7.30 p.m.

Institution of Civil En^neers. " Dis-
tribution of Electrical Knergy," by John
Francis Cleverton Snell, M.Inat.C.K.
8 p.m.

WiiD.vKSDAV.—Society of Arts. "The Systemntic Pro-
motion of British Trade," by B. H.
Morgan. 8p.m.

Friday.—Architectural Association. "Excavations in

Westminster," by J. T. Mickiethwaite
and E. Prioleau Warren. 7.30 p.m.

TUBARCHITECTURAL ASSOCI.VTION.
NOVKMBEIl 2.Hh: (IRIIIN.UIV OF.NERAt. MEETIXG «l

IS,

.r« J
• Eici

iflon-^trppt. W,.HtminNt.-r, «t 7 nil p.m. PAPERS li

T. MICKI-E'l'UWMTE nnd E. PUIOLEAL WARiiKN
vutioni in Wtnlmin.UT." Illustml.d by L&nt^'rn View*.

UaiS AMBT.EU ~

H. TANNER, Jua.
Hon. Si^ci.

Professor Henry Adams, M.Inst.C.E., haareoently
retired from the City of Loudon College, whore for

thirty-five years he has been head of the engineering
department : ho is, however, still continuing his

practice as a consulting engineer at (il), Queen
Victoria-street, E.G., where he has had ollices for

the last twenty- five years.

€uU i^tbjs.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
The Laeoue Makket in Ociobee.—The monthly

repojt by the labour department for October is based

on 4,420 returns— viz., 3,078 from employers, or

their associations, l,'2;iS from trades unions, and 81

from other sources. It states that on the whole
employment in October was dull, and about the

same as a month previously, and as compared with

a year ago a general decline in employment was
shown. In the 272 trades unions with an aggregate

membership of 576,042 making returns, 39,396 (or

6'S per cent.) were reported as unemployed at the

end of October, compared with 6-S per cent, at the

end of September, 1904, and 5'S per cent, at the

end of October, 1903. In the ^ujlding trades

employment generally continued "dull, and was
rather worse than a month ago and a year ago.

The percentage of unemployed trade-union members
among carpenters and joiners was 8-3 at the end

of October, compared with ""0 at the end of

September and .5-6 a year ago. The percentage for

plumbers was 9 1 at the end of October, compared
with 9o at the end of September and 6-6 a year ago.

In the furnishing and woodworking trades, employ-

ment was slack, worse than a month ago, and con-

siderably worse than a year ago. The percentage

of unemployed trade-union members at the end of

October was 7'5, as compared with 7'1 per cent, in

September and 5-3 per cent, a year ago.

LATEST PRICES.—»--•

—

IBON, fto.
Per ton. Per ton.

EoUed-Iron Joists, Belgian £5 10 to £6 15

RoUed-Steel Joists, English 6 10 „ 6 12 6
Wrought-Iron Girder Plates 7 0,, 760
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 6 0,, 8 10

Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 20 „ 20 6

Do., Welsh 6 16 „ 6 17

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8 0,, 8 15

Best Snedshill 9 0,, 9 10

Angles IDs., Tees 203. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £7 7s. 6d.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £12 to £13 per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No. 18 to 20. No.22to24.

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

eauee £10 15 ...£11

Best ditto 11 5 ... 1110
Cast-iron Columns 6 10 «0 8 10

Cast-iron Stanchions 6 10 „ 8 10

RoUed-Iron Fencing Wire 8 0,, 8 S

EoUed-Steel Fencing Wire « 6 5 0,, 6 10

„ „ „ Galvanised. 7 15 „ 8

Cast-iron Sash Weights 112 8 „ 4 12 6

Cut Clasp Nails, Sin. to Bin 9 5 0,, 950
Cut Floor Brada 9 0,, 900
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—
8 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 18 II 15 B.W.G.
8/- 8/6 9/- 9/8 9.9 10/6 11/8 12/'- 18/- per cwt.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £5 15 to £«
4in. to6in 6 12 8 „ 6 17 8

Tin. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 0,, 6 10

[Coated with composition, Ss. Od. per ton extra; tuned
and bored joints, 58. Od. per ton extra.]

Pig Iron— Per ton.

Cold Bhist, LilleahaU IBSs. Od. to 112a. 8d.

Hot Blast, ditto 658. Od. to 708. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings-Discount off Standard

Lists f.o.b. (plus 5 per cent.) :—
Gas-Tubes 67}p.o.

Water-Tubes 82J „
Steam-Tubes 6'i ..

Galvanised Gas-Tubes 55 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 60 „
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 1-^ *•

lOcwt. casks. 5owt. casks.

Per ton. Per ton.

Zinc, English (London mill) £25 10 to £26

Do., Viedle Montagne 28 10 „ 2S 16

Spelter. SUesian 23 15 „ 2< 5

Sheet Lead, .ilb. and upwards ... 13 15 „ 13 15

Lead Water ripe (F.O.B. Lond.) 11 5 „ II 5

Leivd Banel Pipe 15 2 6 „ 15 2 8

Lead Pipe, Tinned inside 16 2 8 „ 16 2 6

,; „ „ and outside 17 12 6 „ 17 12 8

Composition Gas-Pipe 18 2 6 „ 16 2 6

SoQ-Pipe (Sin. and 6in. extra) ... 18 2 6 „ 16 2 6

Pig I.ead, in Icwt. pigs 10 16 8 „ 10 17 6

Lead Shot, in i-tlb. baga 15 „ 15 » "
CopperSlieets.sheaUlingandrodB 75 „ 7l)

(;opper, British Cake and Ingot... UG „ 06 10

Tin, Stniits l»'i 10 „ 133 10

Do., English IngoU 133 10 „ 131

TIMBE&.
Teak, Burmah per load £10 to £18 10

„ Bangkok 9 10 „ 17 5

Quebec Pme, yellow n ••• < 5 „ 7

„ Oak 5 0,, 800
Birch , ... 2 15 „ 6

Elm 4 10 „ 8 10

;; Ash 4 10 „ 7 15

Dant«ic and Memel Oak „ ... 3 0,, 6 10

Fir 2 13 „ 5 15

Wainscot, Bigs p. log 2 15 „ 5 6
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Lath, DanUic, p.f £4 to
St. Peterebujrg 4 0,,

Greenheart 7 16 „
Box 7 0,,
Sequoia, tr.S.A per cube foot 8 6,,
Maiiogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick » „
„ Honduras ... „ ... A „
„ Mexican 4 „
„ African „ ... St „

Cedar, Cuba „ ... 8 „
„ Honduras , ... 3^ „

Satinwood „ ... fO 10 „
Walnut, Italian „ ... 8 „

„ American (logs) „ ... 8 1 „

Deals, ^er St. Petersburg Stsindard, 120—12ft.

by llin. :

—

Quebec, Fine, 1st £22 to

„ 2nd 18 „
„ 8rd 11 10 „

Canada Spruce, 1 at 10 15 „
„ 2ndandard 8 15 „

New Brunswick 8 0,,
Riga 8 10 „
St. Petersburg 8 10 „
Swedish 8 0,,
Finland 10 „
White 8ea 11 „
Battens, all sorts 6 0,,
Flooring Boards, per square of lin. ;

—

Istprepared £0 14 „
2nd ditto 13 „
Other qualities 5 9,,

Stares, per standard M :

—

U.S., pipe £37 10 „
Hemel, or. pipe 190 0,,
Memel, brack IM a „

£0
6
8
IB

8 9

R

on
ft

6i
3i

3i
£) 1 9

7J
8 1

by liin.

135
23 10
14
15 10
10 10 n
9 10
9 10

17 5
20
10 S
20 5
10

£0 18 6
IS 6
IS

£45
230
SCO

STONE.*
Darley Dale, In blocks per foot cube £0 S 8

Red Mansfleld ditto „ ... 2 4;

Hard York ditto 2 IC

Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides, landings^
random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Ditto ditto Sin. slabs sawn two aides,

random sizes ,* ... 1 8
• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations

per foot cube £0 10
Delivered on road waggons, Paddington
Depot „ ... 1 6j

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot 1 SJ

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :—
Brown White

Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Delivered to railway depot at the
ouarry per foot cube £0 1 51 ... £0 171

Delivered on road waggons \

at Paddinffton Depot ... f n q 1 n 9 oj
Ditto Nine Elms Depot... j

• - " ^ i - " " '»

Ditto Pimlioo Wharf /

OILS.
Linseed per ton £15 to £15 12 6
Bapeseed, English pale ... „ ... 21 5 „ 22
Do., brown , ... 20 5 „ 21
Cottonseed, refined „ ... 16 10 „ 18 10
Olive, Spanish „ ... 81 10 „ 81 15

Seal, pale „ ... 18 „ 26
Cocoanut, Cochin „ ... 33 „ 84
Do., Ceylon „ ... 29 10 „ SO 10

Palm, Lagos 27 10 „ 28 10 6
Oleine 17 6 „ 19 B
Lubricating U.S per gaL 7 „ 8 o
Petroleum, refined „ ... 53 „
Tar, Stockholm per barrel 16 0,, 1 6 o
Do., Archangel „ ... 19 < „ 1 o
Turpentine, American ...per tun 87 ., 37 5

CHIPS.

The King's birthday was fittingly celebrated at
Redruth on Wednesday week, when the new town
clock, erected in the old tower, which was built in

1828 and has been raised an additional 15ft., was
started to work, and the Victoria Jubilee Park, after

a somewhat chequered career, was reopened. The
makers of the new clock were Messrs. John Smith
and Sons, of Derby, and the cost wae £300.

At Tokenhouse-yard on Tuesday Messrs. Deben-
ham, Tewson, and Company submitted the
Herkomer School of Art, at Boshey, for sale.

About twenty years ago Professor Herkomer insti-

tuted the school, which latterly has declined in

favour, and it was decided by the trustees for the

debenture-holders to dispose of the property. It

covers an area of about half an acre at Bushey.
The auctioneer, Mr. Drew, said it was computed
the property had cost about £8,000. The property

was sold at £1,300.

Lord Methnen has unveiled a memorial which
stands on the Cornhill, Bury St. Edmunds, to nearly

200 soldiers, natives of West Suffolk, who lost their

lives in the South African War. The memorial has
cost about £800, and consists of a bronze statue of a
wounded soldier, mounted on a massive stone

pedestal bearing the names ot the fallen soldiers.

The restored tower of the church of St. Nicholas,

Deptford, was reopened and the bells dedicated on
Saturday. The tower is supposed to date back to
the time of Edward II.

LIST OP COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Wortley—Primitive Methodist School Premises The Rev. E. Dalton, Cromer-terrace, Aimley, Leeds
Lambeth, S.E.— Converting Portion of Old School Premiees

into Home for Aged Poor W. Thumall, Clerk to Guardians. Brook-«t., Eennington-rd., S.E.
Efmrnont-PubUc Offices (estimated oust £45,000) £250, £75, £50 H. W. Cook, Clerk, Public Offices, Egiemont, Cheshire
Cardiff -Pumping Machinery^ W. Barpur, M.I.C.E., Boro' Engineer, Town Hall, Cardiff

London, W.C—Perspective Drawing oi Building forTropioil
Climate £50 Sanders and Harding, SoUcitors, 56, Lincoln's Inn-fields, W.C

Roes, Herefordshire—Drainage and Sewage-Dippoeal Scheme. £50 (merged), £25, £10 Ernest R. Daviee, U.D.C. Clerk, Albion Chambers, Ross
Speria—Drainage Scheme £400 II Signor Sindaco della, Spezia
JJanelly- Remodelling Park-st. Schools (£800 limit ; Assessor) £20 (merged), £10 Ifor W. Watkins. Clerk, Education Offices, IJanelly
Corunna, Spain—Widening Roads £290, £115 The Com. Intel. Dept., Bd. of Trade, 73, Basinghall-st., E.C
Bristol— Police and Fire-Brigade Stations Edmund J. Taylor, Town Clerk, The Council House, Bristol

Cheltenham—Elementary School, Ktyntham-road The Secretary, Education Committee, Rodney-road, Cheltenham ...

Dee. 1

ao
u
21

SI

,J 81

„ .SI

Jan .-a

Sept. 16

LIST OP TENDERS OPEN.

BUILBINOS.
St. AlbauB—Alterations to Police Station, Tess-road Herts County Cooncil
Leeds—Claearoom at Moortown School Education Committee
East Stonehouse— Alterations at Dumford Houee Hotel
Bavenfctonedale—Stables J. W. Fothergill, J.P
Blaiua- Reseating. A:c., at Salem Chapel
Mitcham- Relief Station Croydon Union Guardians
Bradford—Tramcar Depot, Collins-street Corporation
Maesteg-Rebailding Collier's Arms Hotel Rhondda Valley Breweries Co
Elland- Repairs, Sec, South-end School W. Riding C.C. Education Committee
Bridgwater—Alterations to Albert-street Council School Education Committee
Llandudno— School Conway-with-Llandudno Gov. Board
Norfolk— Renovating Haddiecoe Hall Edgar Morse
Perth— Range of Tenements, Grey-street John Craik
Newcattle-on-Tyne-School Works at Welbeck-road Education Committee
Leadgate—Twelve Cottages Consett Iron Co., Ltd
Goxhill— Additions to House
Swansea- Two Workmen's Houses at Port Tennant Harbour Trustees
Cbopwell—Twenty Cottages Consett Iron Co., Ltd
Edinburgh—Reconstmcting Two Tenements Magistrates and Council
Coneett- Stable and Warehouse, Nile-street Jos. Murray
Donaghadee— Four Houses, Villa-road
Lambeth, S.E.—Kitchen at Casual Wards Guardians
Consttt— House, Albert-road Jos. Murray
Bedford Park- Southfield-road School (1,1S9 pcholare) Acton Urban District Council
Manchester- Six Rustic Shelters at Beaton Park Parks Committee
Peel, Isle of Man— Coastguard Buildings
Crawfordsbum, Belfast—House Colonel Sharman-Crawford, D.L. ...

Bt. Peter's. Lincoln— Coastguard Buildings
Batley— Six Terrace Houses, Deighton-lane Co-operative Society, Ltd
Nelson, Lanes—Fish Market, Every-street Market Committee
Lowestoft-R.N. Reserve Establishment
Mertbyr Tydtil— Fire-Escape Staircasesat WorkhouEe Guardians
Ingoldmells, Lincoln—Coastguard Buildings
Burnham Market—Improvements to Schools Norfolk Education Committee
Penally—Additions to Station Buildings Great Western Railway Co ...

Grange-over-Sands-House William Dalgleish
Avonmouth— Goods Shed Great Western Railway Co
Penally- Cottage Great Western Railway Co
Beetham- Additions to Wheatsheaf Hotel C Frith-Hudson, J.P
Newcastle— Schools, Eskdale-terrace Royal Grammar School Governors ...

Goodwick—Plastering Mansion Colonel Porter
Stamford— Children's Homes, Ryhall-road Guardians
Greenock— Gunnery Instructor's House
Selly Oak- Public Baths, Tiverton-road Urban District Council
Hereford— School Education Committee
Edinburgh— City Hall. Castle-terrace Corporation
Handsworth- Public Baths Urban District Council
Leytont-tone— Alterations to Cann Hall-road Schools Leyton Urban District Council
East Cowes—Engine House Urban District Council
Walthamstow— Tramway Offices Urban District Council
East Cowes- Water-Tow er Urban District Council
London— Enlarging Eastern District Post Office H.M.Commi.'sioners of Works
Sunderland—Board Boom River Wtar Commiesioners
Cape of Good Hope— University, Queen Victoria-street
Leicester— Alterations at Smallpox Hospital. Anstey-Iane Sanitary Committee
Buxton—Milnthorp Homes

_,

Northumberland- Church near Bedlington Station
Ulverfcton—Bouse. Kilner's Park E. Dilvoxtii
Leeds—PremiseB, North-street

Urban A. Smith, County Surreyor, Hatfield
W. 8. Braithwaite, Education Olhces, Leeds
H. Snell. Architect, 11, The Crescent. Plymouth
Joseph Bintley, Architect, 7, Lowther-street, Kendal.....

R. L. Roberta. Architect, Abercam
Chart, Son, & Reading, Archtects, Union Bank Chambers, Croydon
F. E. P. Edwards, A.R.I.B.A., City Arch , Brewery-st., Bradford...
T. F. T. Jarvis. Secretary, Pontypridd
J. Vickers-Edwards. County Architect, County Hall, Wakefield ...

The Borough Surveyor, Municipal Buildings, High-st., Bridgwater
G. A. Humphreys, Architect, Llandudno
Arthur Pells, F.S I., Architect, Beccles
A. G. Chalmers, Architect, Perth
James W. Thompson, Architect, G'.i, Grey-street, Newcastle-on-Tyne
Charles E. Oliver, Architect, General Offices, Consett
Ernest Goodhand, Architect, Usbome Chambers, Grimsby
John Thomas, Architect, 32, Fisher-street, Swansea
Charles E. Oliver, Architect, General Offices, Consett
Thomas Hunter, W.S., Town Clerk, City Chambers, Edinburgh
Thos. H. Murray, Architect, Consett
Thomas Houston, Architect, Kings-court. Belfast
W. Thumall, Clerk, Brook-street, Kennington-road, S.E
Thos. H. Murray, Architect, Consett
E. C. P. and H. Monson, Grosvenor House, Acton Vale, W
The City Architect, Manchester
The Director of Works, AdmiraUv, 21, Northumberltind-av.. W.C.
Vincent Craig, F.R.I.B.A., Architect. 22, Donegall-place, Belfast...

The Director of Works, Admiralty, 21, Northumberland-av., W.C.
Harry B. Buckley, Architect, 85, Commercial-street, Batley
J. Ball, A.M.LCE,, Borough Engineer, Nelson ...

The Director of Works, Admiralty. 21, Northumberland-av., W.C.
Thomas Roderick, Architect, Aberdare
The Director of Works, Admiralty. 21, Xorthumberland-av., W.C.
The Rev. E. Kynaston, Burnham Market, Norfolk.
G. K. Mills, Secretary, Paddington Station, W
Settle and Brundrit, AA.R.I.B.A , Ulveraton
C. K. Mills, Secretary, Paddington Stetion, W
G. K. Mills, Secretary, Paddiogton Station, W
Stephen Shaw, F.R.LB.A., Architect, Kendal
S. B. Russell ic T. E. Cooper. FF.R.I.B.A., 11, Gray's Inn-sq.,W.C.
D. Nicholas, Builder, Goodwick ..

T. Ward, Architect, Stamford ,

The Director of Works, Admiralty, 21, Northumberland-av., W.C.
Ambrose W. Cross, A.M.I.C.E., 23, Valtentine-road, King's Heath
E. Noel Barker, Ajchitect, 146. St. Owen-street, Hereford
The Public Works Office, City Chambers, Edinburgh
John P. Oebome, F.R.LB.A.. 95, Colmore-row, Birmingham
W. Jacques, A. R.I.B.A., 2, Fen-court, Fenchurch-street, E.O
Albert E. Barton, Surveyor, Town Hall, East Cowes
G. W. Holmes, Engineer, Town Hall, Walthamstow
Albert E. Barton, Surveyor, Town Hall, East Cowes
The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W
Henderson and Hall, Architects, 28, John-street, Sunderland
Hawke and McKinlay, Architects, 35, Craven-st., Strand, W.C
E. George Mawbey. M.I.C.E., Boro' Engineer, Town Hall, Leicester
W. R. Bryden, F.R.LB.A., Buxton
A. B. Plummer, F.R.LB.A., Diocesan Architect, Newcastle
Settle and Bundrit, AA.R.I.B.A., Ulverston
Jowett Kendall and Son, Architects, 10, East-parade, Leeds

.19
19
19
19
19
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
22
22
22
22
22
23
23
23
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24
24
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25
25
25
25
25
25
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NEW BUILDING DEPARTURES.
ODERN building problems often imply

a departure from old methods and
types— a very hard task for those in the

profession who have been schooled in the

traditions of the past. The elderly practitioner

probably finds it very difficult to unlearn a

good deal of what he has acquired, and to

bring himself to the condition of a beginner.

It means a greater effort on his part to

acquire new facts and data, and to set to

work on lines he is quite unacquainted with

;

whereas to the younger man in the

profession, a departure from an old type is

much less troublesome, the earlier plans

having less hold on his mind, and he is better

able to shake them ofi and to acquire new
methods and ideas. And there are so many
structures for which the architect cannot find

a prototype, which have been evolved by
circumstances distinct from those which
previously existed. It will not be denied

that some of these structures belong mainly

to the engineering class, and can never be
made architectural, or be placed in the same
category as the monumental buOding for

residential or public purposes ; that, in fact,

such buildings as the engine-house, or

the central power station for electrical

traction, belong to a class of building

derived from the Shed type; yet though
their origin has been of the humblest
or most utilitarian kind, thej- may in course

of time develop into structures of a more
imposing and dignified class. We have
instances in every age of buildings which
began in a humble way— of very simple

type, becoming more complex. Even the

Roman basilica was a simple structure before

it began to assume the plan and proportions

of the Christian church or one of our
Mediieval cathedrals. The Greek and Roman
villas began in a very simple structure.

Improvements in machinery and electric

plant may lead, in the course of time, to a
modification of the plan or section of struc-

tures of this class, so that we have no right to

assume that the utilitarian building in its

simple and intractable form will always
reuiiin so. Perhaps of all structures of

this class which has shown so little

improvement architecturally, the railway
station or terminus may be mentioned.
It must always remain a huge shed-
like structure open at one or both ends,

with attached offices, waiting and refresh-

ment rooms. It is true we have at St.

Pancras and Liverpool-street—to name two
London stations— an attempt to produce
something more permanent andari'hitectural

;

but neither of thorn can be called a success
artistically. All the more, they are typos of

building which call for a decided departure
from the older classes of structural art. It

is because the architect or engineer who has
been responsible for these structures has been
contented to follow traditional rules of design
andadopt a style the least suitable for the rail-

way, that thoy are not satisfactory. The archi-
tect had nothing like a railway-station as a
prototype in the whole ran^i of his art ; if he
had, probably something bettor would have
been seen. Rut what can he make out of one
huge span of iron or steel resting on brick
walla, if the roof is composed of colossal bow-
string trusses or ribs of arched form, in one
or two great spans !- We have rather a feat
of engineering construction than of archi-
tecture : and so long as we have large spans
without intermediate supports, the effect
cannot be quite satisfactory from an art point

of view. But have we any ground for reject-

ing intermediate rows of columns ? Colossal

roofs only add to the expense without equiva-

lent advantages. In this kind of structure,

then, we have a new departure for the archi-

tect ; but he must induce his engineering

colleagues to give up engineering feats of

construction for the sake of covering a huge
space and adding to cost ; and he, on his

part, must give up the idea of designing

screens and buildings of Gothic or Classic

design to mask the front and exterior of these

structures of iron. There must be a com-
promise made between engineering skill and

traditional forms of architecture. Theproblem
has to be worked out on principles derived

primarily from the conditions of railway

requirements. It has usually been solved

by the engineer, who, with the aid of

the architect, designs the work, each

professional man being independent of the

other. In a similar manner, most of the

engineering structures of our time have been

dealt with, the architect's assistance being

called in after the real structure has been

designed, to clothe and decorate it. Our
Thames and railway bridges have been

carried out on the same principle of separate

and conjoint action. We can teU where the

engineer's work ends and the architect's

begins. Such a state of design will continue

so long as the present sharp division between
these professions exist. When the engineer

takes into his confidence the architect, and
the latter the engineer, and they each begin

to see with the mind and eyes of the other,

improvement will follow.

But there are other types of building

besides those which we call engineering that

claim attention. In the large commercial
premises as we find them in London and our

towns, the architect has to meet new build-

ing regulations as weU as the demands of

the proprietors or manager. These may not

always be in accord. Thus the tradesman
requires large floors unimpeded by supports

;

lifts in central positions, not too many stair-

cases, large plate-glass windows ; all of

which are modified or restricted by building

regulations. The architect of the old school

knows very little about such building re-

quirements ;—they comprise a knowledge of

iron or steel construction, fireproof flooring

and partitions, hydraulic and electric lifts,

various means of lighting, apparatus and
plant. All these things demand designing

of a kind with which the ordinary architect

is unfamiliar. It is quite a new experience

to him. There is little of architecture, as he
has learnt it. in all this. It is rather a scienti Sc

arrangement of areas, walls, piers, and
columns over the area so as to obtain the best

disposition of goods, most convenient means
of ingress and egress, shifting and removal
of goods, ample lighting from certain

areas, means of escape in case of fire. Each
floor must be large and well lighted,

with easy access. The elevation is" quite a

secondary matter. The design is firsta question
of skilful planning; second, of treatment.

Mere style does not play any part in such a

design, as it is one mainly ot convenience
and practical working. When the architect

attempts to give an architectural character to

his elevation, to make it look like some other

building of a superior class, he is throwing
his art away and compromising himself

;
yet

this is the usual mode of dealing with com-
mercial buildings. Ample evidence may be
seen in any Ijondon street where huge drapery
or other mercantile establishments have been
erected. Their exteriors give no indication

of their use ; many of them may be mistaken
for public or palatial buildings. Tho big

office building so largely in evidence in the

United States is another modern departure
which calls for special skill. Wo have nothing
in the past which can be taken as a proto-

type, simply because trades and businesses

were usually carried on in small separate

buildings of the domestic character. Now,

in large towns our business and professional

men find it convenient to occupy central

premises, and to congregate together. The
system has advantages : it is economical, as

the appliances in the form of lifts, telephones,

sanitary appliances can be brought together,

and a firm can take one or a suite of offices.

In London and our large commercial cities

these office blocks have grown up during the

last decade or two, yet they are more or less

experimental. Architects stUl cling to cer-

tain types which have been in vogue

;

which, though they answer fairly well, leave

much for improvement externaUy, at any
rate. Our City blocks of offices, with one wide

corridor, divided into blocks under letters or

names, with suites of offices on each floor,

and staircases and lifts, are frequently dark,

gloomy, and confusing for ordinary visitors

or clients. It is difficult often to find out

where Mr. So-and-So's offices are, where a
manufacturing firm or company's manager
or secretary can be found on a certain

floor, indicated on tablets in the vestibule.

One may have to traverse from one end of

the huge block or floor to the other. On
reaching a landing or corridor, an array of

numbers meet the bewildered eye, and the

customer or client has to patiently thread his

way till he finds the office or firm. A few of

the plans of such blocks of offices are good in

their way ; but a more perfect system of

grouping the rooms and lighting is called

for. A little more invention is needed in

the planning of these buildings. There is

too much taken for granted ; too much
foUowing the domestic plan, or that of another

building of the same kind. The housing

problem is a kindred one ; it involves con-

ditions that are quite new, such, for instance,

as the provision of tenements of two or three

rooms, or even one room, in dense central

parts of towns. The increase in the facilities

for locomotion and cheap fares have altered

the conditions for the bulk of the working
classes, who prefer suburban or country to

London life ; but there still remain others

who, from the nature of their calling or

inclination, prefer the central district. These
opposite views have to be met. The sub-

urban group—a row of small flats or double

tenements—is itself a departure from the

cottage ideal as we knew it half a century

ago. Even a more difficult problem is the

erection of blocks of flats of many stories, in

which the utmost economy of plan has to be

studied. Here also ingenuity is called for,

and the architect must try to make his very

restricted conditions pleasing as well. Com-
monsense art only can deal with the problem,

as there is nothing in historical art which can

touch it. A few praiseworthy attempts have

been made at Millbank, near Drury-lane

Theatre, and other parts of London to make
the red-brick tenements or block of flats

agreeable. After all, we feel that little has

been done to suggest a kind of architecture

suitable to the internal plan of those dwellings,

or the mode of life and habits of the tenants ;

the only idea is to incase a good plan by
external" walls designed in a traditional style.

The problem of housing, in short, has only

been half-solved.

Our hospitals, workhouses, and con-

valescent homes arc also experimental.

Although there are precedents for these

buildings, they are essentially modern in

their inception. Poor-law buildings of this

kind are designed for immediate wants, and
without reference to future requirements

;

the main points ot planning are not all

regarded, and so builduigs are erected which
are not models to follow. The actual re-

ciuiroiuonta for pojr-law buildings, for

example, are tho same ; the infirm and
afflicted should be provided for, so that their

life may bo comfortable ; the sick should

have special provisions for speedy recovery,

while tao incorrigible, tho tramp, and other

inmates who can, but will not, work should

have the barest shelter. Each class o(
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inmates has to be considered—aged and in-

firm, the sick, married probationers, and
lunatics ; and complete separation of the

sexes is essential. These conditions impose
upon the architect an intellectual task of no
little diiliculty, if they are properly fulfilled :

but, as it is, the I'oor-law building is

stereotyped, and the profession simply copy
what has been done before. So it is with
schools, polytechnic institutes, and libraries.

They become stereotyped ;—that is to say,

plans of public buildings are taken without
independent study, so that we get replicas of

some good plans erected in wrong places or

under very different conditions. Thus the
spacing of beds in a dormitory may be right

in one place and wrong in another, as it will

depend on the position of the block, the access

of light, &c. A scientific man, in attacking
a problem of this kind, would first get into

order all his conditions and requirements

;

he would map out his plan to agree with the

classes of inmates, taking care to place the

sick, old, and infirm in blocks receiving

plenty of sunshine and air, and the able-

bodied in less desirable positions ; each class,

in fact, would be assigned a locality. Having
thus mapped out his plan and agreed upon
the requirements, number of stories, and
other details, he would endeavour next to

inclose these in bare walls, with the neces-

sary windows, chimneys, A:c. It would be a
direct way of solving the problem. But the

architect would go to work in another way.
He would look at a few plans of similar

institutions, and, having determined how
many blocks he required, would proceed to

select a plan which appeared to suit him,
making all his requirements and details fit

into this prescribed scheme. In short, he
selects a type of external plan and eleva-

tion before the internal scheme is properly
settled. All the instances we have men-
tioned are modern adaptations of structure to

suit purposes for which ancient architecture

does not afford the architect any guidance.
Other kinds of building may be mentioned in

which modified arrangements have rendered
necessar}' a revision of methods, such, for

instance, as modern mechanical plant,

heating and ventilating systems, sanitary
arrangements, fireproof methods of con
struction , new official departments applicable

to ordinary commercial and public buildings.

In all these it appears to us that the pro-
fession have not \'et mastered the subjects.

They are introduced tentatively by outside

firms after the design has been prepared upon
old models. They are modern mterpolations,
as it were, instead of being made parts of the

integral design of the fabric. The buildings
are sometimes mutilated or altered to receive

heating arrangements, chambers and flues;

plans have to be modified, and structural

alterations made to allow the engineer to

carry out his plans, and the cost of such
works is, of course, greater than it need be.

We all can remember instances of such want
of initiative in design. The architect of the
present day may excuse himself by saying
he has "no time to study such details as

heating, ventilation, fireproof construction,
and mechanical plants " ; nevertheless, it is

the want of initiative and preliminary study
in these matters to which we must attribute

so many of the failures of modern archi-
tecture to meet the requirements of the day.

LONDON BUILDING ACTS AMEND-
MENT.

LAST week we gave in full the recom-
mendations of the Building Act Com-

mittee, relating to the proposal to amend the
London Building Act, 1S9I, and amending
Acts. The committee's report recommends
that application be made to I'arliament for

power to make these amendments. <>jr
readers know the fate of the last Bill drafted,
and the opposition it met. This Bill of 1902
contained clauses to amend the provisions of

the Act relating to safety from fire ; in

the following year it was decided not to pro-

ceed with the Bill, but to refer it to the

Building Act, Fire Brigade, and I'arliamen-

tary Committees. It did not touch other im-
portant matters of the Building Act which
needed amendment. The amended Bill now
under consideration proposes to deal with all

these objects, and the first-named com-
mittee has been intrusted with the draft-

ing of the amendments, with the aid of

various other bodies, including the Local
Government, Main Drainage and Public

Health Committees, the E.I.B.A., the Sur-

veyors' Institution, the District Surveyors'

Association, and other bodies. The Bill of

1903 was instigated by the disastrous fire of

(.iueen Victoria-street and its disclosures,

and practically extended the clauses referring

to escape from fire to existing buildings.

The present proposals extend these provisions

over the whole jurisdiction of the Act, but
modify them to meet the objections made to

the 1903 Bill. Let us briefly glance at a few
of the proposed amendments. The formation

of streets is the first subject. In the case of

new streets, the proposal require a greater

width than at present, lateral communica-
tions, reservation of land to form street for

connection with adjoining estate, connection

with existing street, iSrc. ; alteration of the

position, direction, or level of an intended
new street to make a more direct communi-
cation ; the prevention of cuh-de-sac :

equitable incidence of the cost of paving
and making-up streets, and the control

of back streets. Sub-clauses a and h

are very necessary, and would prevent
the haphazard laying out of new streets

and estate roads, which are often without
lateral communication, and provide for the

formation of roads for connecting one part

of an estate with another part which has not

yet come into the market. In the laying out

of new estates, the reservation of land for

making roads to connect with any adjoining

estate is disregarded ; but this provision would
make it compulsory. Then there is a pro-

j

posal to facilitate the widening of existing

streets. This is proposed to be done by
restricting the height of dwelling-houses in

narrow streets and ways, by enabling the

Council to keep back, without compensation,

to a greater width than 20ft. from centre of

roadway buildings for business purposes,

also restricting the height of buildings within

the same distance from centre of street. These
are no doubt desirable provisions from a
public point of view. < )ther recommendations
are to strengthen the powers of the Council
with regard to building in advance of " general

line ofbuildings," and to enable them to control

the line where it has been disturbed by
demolition ; to enable the Council to deter-

mine a building line on one or both sides of

anj- important street at a distance not exceed-
ing 75ft. from centre of street ; to acquire
any building or land in advance of the line

so determined ; or to require any such build-
ings Ac. to be set back to such line on payment
of compensation. Power is further sought
under the Bill to provide space at rear

of buildings and increased space at rear

of dwelling-houses, and to prevent erection

of building not subject to provision of space
in rear on sites surrounded by dwelling-
houses, &Q.. These provisions are in the right

direction. We have always considered the
present Act very inadequate in respect of the

provision of air space in rear of dwelling-
houses. The proposed amendments will

provide oiJen spaces behind houses of larger

area than the present Act requires ; that

the space in the rear of buildings for dwell-
ing purposes in streets laid out before the
commencement of the Act of 1894, shall be
provided at level of adjoining pavement

;

that courts for light and air in the centre of

new buildings be provided when they exceed
l,50tt. in depth—a very desirable condition.

There are many shops and commercial

premises of great depth without such interior

courts. It has also been proposed to amend
the provisions generally as to courts for

admitting light and air to domestic buildings.

We have the case of inclosed courts on all

sides. These should have a minimum pro-

vision of air-space to be oi any use at all.

The sections of the existing Act referring to

this point are not satisfactory. Section 45

of the Act provides :
" When a court wholly

or in part open at the top but inclosed on
every side and constructed or used for admit-

ting light or air to a domestic building is

constructed in connection with such build-

ing, and the depth of such court from the eaves

or top of parapet to the ceiling of the ground-
floor story exceeds the length or breadth of

such courts, adequate provision for the

ventilation of such court shall be made and
maintained by the owner by means of a com-
munication between the lower end of the

court and the outer air." This has never

appeared to us very clear. Another clause

of the section is also open to misunderstand-

ing; it runs :

'

' Provided that a court of which
the greater dimension does not exceed twice

the less dimension shall be held to comply
with this section, if a court of the same area

but square in shape would comply there-

with." This clause is proposed to be omitted

in the Amended Ajt, and we think wisely.

Other recommendations propose to reduce

the depth allowed for a court open on one
side, and to make the rules as to windows to

habitable rooms apply to any window to a
habitable room, including a room in a base-

ment, and to limit t'ae height of walls in

which there are windows opposite to any
land or building in a different occupation.

The better provision for the lighting and
ventilation of habitable basements is a most

urgent question. There are thousands of

rooms which are lighted and ventilated by
windows opening into a closed or partially-

inclosed court. These will come under the

proposed amendments.
We now come to a most important re-

commendation, that numbered 7 in the

Piccommendations. We need not repeat

the exact words, which were given last

week. This clause refers to means of

escape in case of fire and reducing the risk

of fire by requiring all buildings (new and
old) exceeding a certain height to be provided

with means of access to the roof (guard-rails

being provided where necessary), by reducing

the height above which means of escape can

berequiredinnew buildings, andapplying the

provisions to existing buildings after seven

years. It is also proposed that means
of escape should be provided from now build-

ings in which there is sleeping accommodation
for more than a certain number of persons, or

in which a certain number are employed,
and which is to extend to existing buildings

after seven years. To refer to these recom-
mendations in detail. Means of access to roof

are to apply to every new and existing build-

ing of more than one storv and exceeding
25ft. in height. It is also proposed to alter

the height above which stories have to be
provided with means of escape from OOft. to

50ft. Provisions are also to be made for

buildings containing sots of offices or

chambers, and the size of such buildings ; for

separation between portions of premises used
partly for trade and partly as dwellings, when
such buildings exceed a certain size, for

means of escape from premises where the

shop portion projects more than 5ft. Pules
are also proposed for boarding and panelling,

and for construction of new lift-shafts, to

apply to existing buildings after seven
years. The limit of the sleeping accom-
modation in buildings other than factories

and workshops (which come under their

own Act) for which means of escape are

to be provided is described as for " more than
twenty persons."

These recommendations will, we are sure,

not give satisfaction, and will be opposed on
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the same grounds as the clauses of the 190o
Bill. They will entail a great expense and
hardship on the owners of existing buildings
when these are brought under the operation
of the Act. In the light of recent sad fire

experiences, as those of ( iueen "S'iotoria-street

and recently of AVestminster Bridge-road,
we cannot object to certain precautions.
That every building over 2.5ft. in height
should have easy access to roof with a
parapet or guard-rail, appears to be quite
necessary, and the reduction from OOft. touOft.
required for buildings provided with means
of escape is also reasonable as a precautionary
measure; but owners of buildings which are in

existence, and which have only recently been
erected at much cost under the existing
Building Acts, will naturally feel aggrieved
by being called upon to incur great expense
in the reconstruction of staircases and lifts

which were considered safe enough only a
tew years ago. Of course, much will depend
on the actual wording of the Act of Parlia-
ment, and the conditions under which these
provisions will be enforced ; it would, for

instance, be very unfair to rigidly apply the
same means of escape in buildings substan-
tially built of fire-resisting materials, and
having little or no risk of fire in its

composition and contents, as to build-
ings of inferior construction, or in which
certain trades are carried on. There should
also be a difference between buildings
in which the sleeping accommodation is

small and those in which it is large.
"\Vith respect to premises which are used
partly for business or trade purposes, and
partly as dwelUug-houaes, the recommenda-
tions are more reasonable. When the.^e parts
exceed certain dimensions, the two portions
are to be separated by fire-resisting mate-
rials. It is proposed that this separation is

to bo made in buildings exceeding ten squares
in area. The two portions are to be separated
vertically and horizontally by fire-resisting
materials ; all passages and staircases and
other approaches to the dwelling portion to
be inclosed with and constructed throughout
of such materials ; but these means of
approach will not be required in cases where
satisfactory means of escape are provided
from the sides, rear, or roof of the premises.
But if such means are not provided an
inclosed fireproof passage to the street
must be made. The same precautions are
to apply to dwelling-houses with built-
out shops. A frequent cause of disastrous
fire has been the cutting off of escape into
the street by the burning shop, which often
projects its whole length from the house
behind, and the provision of a fireproof
passage to the street seems to be absolutely
I ssential in most cases. AVe cannot discuss
the remaining recommendations now. The
combustible elements of matchboarding and
panelling are stringently dealt with. These
provisions call for careful consideration from
all professional and local authorities before
the draft Bill is introduced into 1 'arliament.
Wo cannot deny the absolute need of the
necessity of amending the London liuilding
Acts in many points

; but we think the far-
reaching consequences of many of the pro-
posals made require more consideration
than they have received. We hope to
return to a few other points of tho liiU
in more detail. Tho recommendations upon
the present .Vet referring to the definition of
"street" and -way" and other sections sub-
mitted by tlio li.l.li. A,, are of some interest.
I'he projjosiils wo have noticed extend over
tlio whole Act, and embody the clauses of
tho l!)l):i liiU. They include, besides those
we have referred to, amendments to strengthen

'

the present Act relating to tlie erection of
buildings in low-lying land, the making of
by-laws as to the demolition of buililings, the
control of .scaffolding and machinery, use of
iron and steel construction, tlio alteration of
the constitution of tho Tribunal of Appeal, and
other matters of great moment.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE second ordinary meeting for the present

session of the Institute was held on Monday
evening. Hi. Henry T. Hare, Mce- President,

occupied the chair, and there was an overflowing

attendance of members and visitors to hear two
exceedingly practical and lengthy papers on
reinforced concrete. Sir. Alex. Graham, F.S.A.,

hon. sec, announced the decease of ilr. John
Norton, Fellow, a former member of Council, and
President of the Architectural Association five-

and-forty years ago. Mr. Norton was, he ob-

served, as amiable and good-natured a man as

ever entered that room. He enjoyed a very large

practice forty years ago, and had numerous in-

fluential clients, chiefly in the West of England.
He proposed that a letter of sympathy be written

to the family, expressing their recognition of his

worth as a colleague and of his merit as an
architect.

31r. RonERT Watsox read tor his partner, Mr.
William Dinx (who was prevented from attend-

ing by a sharp attack of rheumatism), a paper
upon the

COXSTRl'CTIOX AXD STREXGTH OF REIXPOIUED
COXCRETE.

Owing to many unpleasant experiences, there
was, he remarked, a feeling among many archi-

tects and builders that concrete was a treacherous
and unreliable material. In all such experiences
there was something mysterious ; the cement
came from a maker of established repute, it had
been specified " Best London " Portland cement,
the sand and gravel looked clean, and the builder
was an lionest man. Nevertheless, it failed to set,

it cracked, it thrust out the walls, and generally
led to a great deal of trouble. To make good
concrete much cure in the selection of the materials
and in the mixing was required. The cement was
the most important ingredient, and the only way
to get good cement was to constantly test it and
reject that which was faulty. If the fact that it

is frequently tested becomes known to the
merchants, it will be foand that bad cement would
be less and less fi'equently sent. When floors,

walls, roofs, or pillars are made of concrete, a
bad cement is really dangerous to life. It would
be an excellent plan if the Institute, the Builders'
Institute, and the cement makers could agree
upon a standard suitable for architectural work.
But until such a standard was fixed, architects
must describe it themselves in their specification.

JIany cement experts had given model specifica-

tions, but there are some points in cement
specification required for building work which a
cement expert scarcely values.

FIXEXESS OF GRIXDIXG

is all important, as only the very fine particles
have cemeutitious value. Foreign makers were
much ahead of us a year or two ago ; now we can
get an English cement which will all pass a 76 by
76 and leave only 18 per cent, on a ISO by 180
sieve. This is a very fine cement, and perhaps
too good for ordinary work. All, however,
should pass 50 by 50 and leave only 5 per cent,
on a 120 by 120 sieve. A good cement is

economical ; we make a stronger mortar or
concrete with much less of it, so that the extra
cost is more than repaid. The particles which
are retained on a 50 by 50 sieve are practically so
much sand. The author strongly urged the use
of^ a slow-setting cement. Pats made with the
minimum quantity of water should set in not less
than five hours when the temperature is at 34°
Fahr., and in njt less than twenty minutes when
tho temperature is at 75'% and proportionately in
time when the temperature is between these
points.

SIMl'LE TESTS,

Soundness or constancy of volume is one of the
luost important qualities a cement should have.
Teats withiiut elaljorato apparatus are fortunately
available. Make two cement pats on small picce3 of
glass, tap them out to a circular shape, about :!in.

ciiumetur, jin. ihick in the centre, and with thin
oilgos ; keep one under water and one in air for
several days. The cement should then show no
cracks, change of shape, or tendency to curl off thi;

glass, if 6ound. The author described other methods
of testing, and strongly urged architects to test

their cements by one and all of them as often as
they coulJ ; it would save many after troubles.
Teuhile strength ho regarded as the least im-
portant ; it is the tost on which the most varied
results maybe got by difffirent observers arcording
to tho method employed in filling the bricpicttes.

A strength of 4001b. per square inch at seven
days, and 25 per cent, increase in twenty-eight
days, is usually asked for and easily attained ;

many briquettes he had found go up to marly
l,000lb. at seven days.

FREE LIME IX CEMEXT.

It is not unusual to specify that sufficient

cement should be delivered on the works at

starting, kept stored in a dry weather-proof shed
to a depth of not more than 2ft., and turned over
daily for a fortnight before use. It is found that
makers send out the cement hot from the mills,

and (unless it is a very high-class cement) it is

much improved by air slaking. Aeration seems
to improve an interior cement by the slaking of

the free lime, which if it took place in the work
would be dangerous. A thoroughly sound cement
should have no free lime in it, and is not improved
by air slaking ; it rather suffers. Cement in
which there is no free lime can be produced by
the maker, but it requires much care in the
making, and is consequently expensive. As
regards the

AGGREGATE,

the strongest concrete is made with gravel ; the
size should vary from large sand to small stones,

passing a fin. or hin. mesh, for floors or walls, to

Ljin. or even more for foundations. The cleanli-

ness of the aggregate and the water is most
important, as is also the cleanliness and sharpness
of the sand. Small sand, such as would run in

an hour-glass, is utterly useless—the sand must
be fairly large and sharp ; it should vary in size :

the more uneven the sizes the smaller the voids.

The finer the sand the less the strength. There
should never be more than three of sand to one of

cement.
MlXIXr; THE MATERIAL.

The author described the process of mixing
concrete, which should always be done under
supervision. Concrete mixing machines are
much used in America and on the Continent,
producing very good and uniform results. These
machines are rarely seen here. One has fre-

quently seen on a building a lot of concrete
mixed up, and left for an hour or so before being
set in place. It too stiff more water was added.
Such treatment of the material invites disaster ;

initial set begins very ijuickly, and the concrete
should be put in position as soon as mixed, and
without a moment's delay. When the concrete
is eventually laid on the centring, or put in the
moulds, it is put in in thin layers 2in. to 3in.

thick, and beaten down with iron beaters very
carefully all over. This is essential in order to

prevent the formation of voids, and to increase

the resistance of the concrete.

STKEXOTH OF CONCRETE IX PLACE.

^Ir. Dunn then treated inconsiderable detail of

the strength of the material in place, describing
various tests of cement made by eminent scientists,

and illustrating by diagrams and mathematical
calculations. For further mathematical investi-

gation of the subject, he referred those interested

to Professor Perry's "Applied Jlechanics ''

(p. 3-45), and to M. Considtre's experiments, the
results of which were communicated to the French
Academic des Sciences in a note of Jlarch 18 last

—an abstract of his communication appears in the
'/t'liic Cirilior April 30. These writers base their

discussion on " Rankino's Lllipse " of Stress,

which, as given in Rankino's own words, is not
easy to grasp. In Alexander and Thompson's
" Elementary .\pplied Mechanics," however, the
ellipse of stress is fully explained, and a pre-
liminary reading of part of the last-named book
should enable anyone to follow Consid^re's or
Perry's reasoning. The resistance to the swelling

and bursting action to which columns in concrete
alone would be subject can be produced by bind-
ing the columns with iron or steel wire. Makers
of concrete columns do so bind these according as

tho elffc t to be combated is more or less clearly

understood. What is done in the Uennebique
column is done by other concrete specialists. In
all there is first tho concrete : second, vertical

bars of metal, iron, or steel : third, biudings of

shtet-motal or wire.

TUK MKTUOII or CONSTlUtTIOX

is very simple. .\ wooden box or mould is made
in which the rods are set upright : one of the

bindings is then put in, and about ijin. or 12in.

of concrete well rammed down ; anotlier of the

liindings is put in, and the process repeated. Tho
special functions of the vertical rods are («) to

aid the concrete in resisting the compression due
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to the load ; ('') to resist any tensile stress which
may be set up in the concrete by unequal loading

or by any "want of homogeneity in the material

itseli, which tensile stresses cannot be safely left

to the concrete to overcome. Almost all the

makers of reinforced concrete constructions put
their trust in the vertical rods of metal, as the

special element adding strength to the concrete,

if we may judge by the large proportion of metal

80 used, and by the rule§ employed to fix the safe

load, -which rules take no account of the binding.

INITIAL INTERNAL STRESSES.

If there were no initial stresses in the combi-
nation the load would be carried by the two
materials on the inverse proportion of thtir

rigidities—that is to say, if the concrete were ten

times as easily compressed as the iron or steel,

the iron or steel would be carrying ten times as

much per square inch as the conciete. But the

question is not so simple. Concrete setting in

air shrinks, whUe concrete setting in water ex-

pands. Columns for buildings always set in air,

and consequently the concrete shiinks. As the

concrete adheres rigidly to the metal, the con-

;rete is put in tension and the metal in com-
preeeion—into a state of internal initial stress

—

before the load come on. So strong is this action

that the concrete may be at the limit of its

tensile strength, and the metal at its elastic limit.

No formula has so far been devised which takes

this initial stress into proper account. The
function of the bindings is to prevent lateral

swelling and bursting. M. Considere's, was
the first to give this its proper consideration and
importance. In almost all columns, except M.
Considere's, these bindings are usually about
6in. to I2in. apart, showing that the true use of

the metal is not yet fully recognised. The author
gave the results of some

EXPERIMENTS ON CONCRETE IN COMPRESSION,

armoured and unarmoured, referring to those

carried out by Professor Gaetana Larza, and
reported in the Transact irjiix of the American
Society of Civil Engineers " (1903, p. 4S7) ; by
M. Gary, of the Ecole Poly technique, at Char-
lottenburg ; by the Commission dcs Voiites de la

Socicte des Ingcnieurs et Architectes Autrichiens,

reported on in 1901 : and others by'M. Considere
described in his papers on " Resistance u la Com-
pression du Beton Arme et du Beton Frettc," in

Le Gillie Ciiil (November and December, 1902).

Reference was also made to the test of a column
made by Messrs. Cubitt and Co., and tested at

MeEsrs. Kirkaldy's Testing Works in June, 190i.

As regards

riRE-RESISTING TROPERTIES,

from all the reports on the Baltimore fire,

where as intense heat was ex[,erienced as will

ever occur, the armoured concrete constructions

appear to have stood best. Concrete and iron or

steel expand at about the same rate under
changes in temperature, and the permanence of

the concrete covering in fires is no doubt due to

this. There is now no doubt that iron or steel

buried in ordinary concrete remains uninj ured by
rust for generations. When an architect decides

upon adopting reinforced concrete for a structure,

or part of it, he will probably put the work in the

hands of a concrete specialist, who m-ikes his own
calculations for the strength of the members, and
arranges the details of the construction according

to his own ideas. But as the responsibility must
always in some measure lie with the architect, he
will naturally want to check the specialist's

work, particularly when the contract has been let

in competition, and there is an object in the

specialist endeavouiing to reduce cost to a

mioimum.
Mr. L. G. Moi-( HEL followed with a paper,

illustrated with lantern slides, entiiled

" MONOLITHIC CONSTRUCTIONS IN HENNEIIIQUE
FERRO- CONCRETE."

It had, he said, been his fate to be the pioneer of

the new material in Great Britain. Hiving
explained in detail the general principles of

Hennebique ferro - concrete construction, Mr.
Mouchel said that it was to its great simplicity,

to the common-sense which had presided at its

conception, that it owed its startling success.

Any labourer of ordinary intelligence could be

made an apt workman in the material in a few
days. He himself had had to form his own
gangs of men when he introduced ferro -concrete

into this country, and it took him very little time
to drill them in the practice of arranging the
various parts of a work in which robustness wr.s

combined with simplicity. Respecting the theory
of the system of construction, it was evident that

the laws, formula', and methods of calculation

used for oidinary materials could not be applied

in structures composed of such heterogeneous
substances as concrete and steel. It had been
objected that their formuUi' for ferro-concrete was
empirical. It was not so, because they had not
started their work on formula;. It was only after

many years' patient observation of the results

obtained that they deduced the formuke which
were the bases of all their work in this absolutely

novel material. Ferro-concrete was

AN ABSOLrTELY NEW MATERIAL,

which had come in its time to enrich the engi-

neering world. It could not be treated as a

combination of steel and concrete in which the
properties of the component elements could be
considered and treated separately. It had its

own laws of deformation. Experiment demon-
strated that a rectangular bar of concrete, when
subjected to tension, showed an elongation at

rupture of, say, i\,in. ; a bar of ferro-concrete, of

the same external dimensions and made of the

same concrete, showed at rupture an elongation

of lin. ; that is to say, ten times greater, before
showing any crack or trace of disintegration,

than in the first case. The elasticity of the new
material was well known ; it varied in notable pro-
portions with the distribution of the steel in the
mass of concrete. The so-called Hennebique's
empirical methods could be relied upon with
absolute confidence ; for they had been the basis

upon which over 12,000 different works had been
constructed, and which, in almost every case, had
been subjected to severe tests, the results of

which had been carefully recorded.

TESTS.

As regards tests, the age of a piece of concrete
is a most important element. Good concrete goes
on increasing in quality jear after year. It is

not advisable to test to destruction samples a few
weeks or a few months old. No two rt suits will

ever be alike, even on two samples of the same
age, unless they are composed exactly of the
same materials, m'xed in identical proportions

and by the same operator. The adherence of

concrete to steel increases with the age of the
work. Unlike construction in ordinary materials,

which, if left to itself, will deteriorate, ferro-

concrete construction goes on improving endlessly

in quality with age. Tests must be made on the

structures themselves. The Hennebique practice

is always to test their structures within a very
few weeks after completion with loads 50 percent,

in excess of the calculated load. When the load

is removed, it is found that the floor, owing to

the elasticity of ferro-concrete, regains its former
level, or, at any rate, that the deflection, if any,
will be quite inappreciable. It could not be
otherwise, for any stress applied to any part

of a weU-made ferro-concrete floor affects not

merely the part under load, but also a very
large area of the floor surrounding the part under
observation. This is due to the absolute mono-
lithism of the work. Besides static tests, there

should be severe dynamic tests ; without these

the trials of a structure in which concrete and
steel are combined are incomplete. The great

security offered by ferro-concrete construction

arises from the fact that it never collapses sud-
denly, but always gives, long beforehand, un-
mistakable warnings. The author described a
test on a Hennebique beam which he had had
carried out at Bermondsey. The beam was placed

on two common concrete supports. Thirty tons

—i e., five times the calculated load—was put by
degrees on the bfam, when the operation had to

be stopped, the pillars being crushed and having
taken a slanting position, which caused the beam
to twist badly. The load was then discharged.

The deflection was measured at that point, and
the following morning it was found that the floor

had sprung back by lin. The beam wis cracked,

but loading might have been continued for some
time before complete destruction had not the

supports given way.

THE VALIE or MONOLITHISM.

Buildings of Hennebique construction have
been subjected to very unforeseen tests. At
Lens, in the north of France, coal silos has been
constructed of ferro-concrete 40ft. high, to con-

tain 1,200 tons of coal. The tilos were supported

on fourteen pillars. C)£;e day, when they were
quite full to the brim, a train of coal trolleys

came into contact with one of the legs and broke

it. The corner of the silo structure was thrown

suddenly in cantilever ; but owing to the mono-
lithism of the whole building, no injury resulted

to the silos themselves, nor to the other three
pillars of the silo affected. They merely had to

reconstruct the broken pillar. A carshed of

Hennebique construction at Le Mans was divided
in two spans of 21ft. by a central hue of ferro-

concrete pillars. One of the cars coming down a
gradient got out of control, ran off the metala,.

and dashed into the central pillar at the entrance
of the shed and broke it. The span instantlj-

became 42ft. instead of 21ft. ; but notwithstand-
ing this, the beams supported by that pillar held
perfectly, and did not show the least trace of

strain—another proof of the safety due to the
monolithism of the ferro-concrete construction.

The construction of

FERKO -CONCRETE PILES

the author described as one of the finest, most
startling, and most useful applications of ferro-

concrete. Their cost is little more than that of a

timber pile, and they can bear safely a weight so

much in excess of timber piles that a very con-
siderable economy can be effected on the total

cost of a foundation. At the present moment a
foundation was being constructed in which the
use of ferro-concrete piles procured a saving of

over £12,000, as compared with the original

estimate for timber piles. Judicious distribution

of steel in ferro-concrete is at the root of success,

whether it is in a beam, in a pillar, or in a floor

—but, above all, in a pile.

THE AHSENCE OF VIBRATION.

wing to the absolute monolithism of Henne-
bique constructions, they are far less liable to

vibrations than ordinary constructions. One of
the things which strike one most when entering

a factory constructed entirely of ferro-concrete,

where heavy machinery is at work, is the absence

of vibrations and of noise. It is an everyday"

practice to attach shafting direct to the Henne-
bique pillars, which consequently have to sustain

powerful lateral pulls. Heavy machinery—such

as disintegrators grinding heavy materials,

dynamos, and dynamo-motors—is also fixed

direct on the Hennebique floors ; and, after

years of that treatment, the quality of the con-

crete has been found not to have suffered in the

least.

FREEDOM FROM RUST.

Indisputable proofs have been given that the

very best material to protect steel is concrete

itself. ( Ixide of iron cannot exist in contact with
concrete ; rusted bars embedded in concrete will,

in the course of a month or so, be as bright as

new. Concrete used in ferro-concrete is markedly
different from ordinary concrete, both in its

composition, in its make, and in the way it is

employed. It is composed of materials of small

volume (fin. maximum for the gravel or stone),,

and the materials used are very clean. The pro-

portions of sand and stone are always adjusted so

as to give a concrete quite full— it is used in

small quantities at a time, and so vigorously

rammed that no cavities or porosity are possible.

As regards the

.lUHERENCE OF CONCRETE TO STEEL,

its value is such that it justifies the practice of

some ferro-concrete builders who only reckon on
concrete to make the junction between the dif-

ferent metallic parts of a structure. Experiments

have demonstrated its surprising resistance to

high temperature and sudden cooling. After the

most destructive fires, Hennebique constructions

have been found as sound as ever. As regards

oi;namf,nt.\tion,

there is no reason why ferro-concrete buildings

should not be made as artistic as constructions in

ordinary materials. There is none that lends

itself better—and more economically, too—than
ferro-concrete to any shape that one may wish to

give to it. To show the ease with which the

material lends itself to ornamentation, a photo-

graph was exhibited of the main reception-room

in the extension recently carried out at the French

Embassy in London. Except the external walls,

the whole of the building is in ferro-concrete.

PROHIllITIVE LONDON BUILDING REGULATIONS.

In his concluding observations, the author

referred to the mi-chief of the building by-laws

in force in London. London enjoyed '."je unique

privilege of being the only city in the civilised

world where ferro-concrete constructions are

actually prohibited. Building regulations of

nearly every other city in the United Kingdom
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did not, read strictly, permit of the use of ferro-

concrete ; bu^, after intelligent and impartial

investigation by the various authorities, Henne-
bique constructions had been allowed, l-luch

buildings have been erected in London, but only

on ground belonging to railway and dock com-
panies. These facts had been brought to the

attention of the Ijondon County Council when
they had been applied to for permission to erect

similar buildings on ground within their juris-

diction ; but in vain. They always met with the

same reply :
—" The Ac' stipulates a certain

thickness for walls. If you give your walla that

thickness you can build." But to give ferro-

concrete walls that thickness would be financially

an impossibility and, practically speaking, an
absurdity, since the comparatively thin walls of

ferro-concrete are many times stronger and safer

than those stipulated in the Act. He trusted

that when the new London Bulding Act was
framed, ferro - concrete construction would no
longer be excluded. Ferro-concrete construction

is absolutely safe ; it cannot lend itself to the

malpractices of the jerry - builder. Trickery is

impossible with it. Should the contractor try

to cheat, try to escape the specification, detection

will not occur months or years after, but at once.

On account of the lateness of the hour at which
the second paper concluded, 10.20 p.m., the
Chairman suggested that any discussion should be
postponed till the next meeting of the Institute,

on Monday, Dec. .5, and the proceedings closed

with a hearty vote of thanks to Messrs. Dunn,
Watson, and Mouchel, proposed by Mr. C4R.in.\M

and seconded by Mr. S. Pehkixs Pick, of

Leicester.

"BUILDIN'G NEWS" DESIGN [NG CLUB.
A doctor's house in the svuriiBS.

THE work of our Club has commenced wiih as

numerous a number of members as ever, and
the new session opens under very favourable condi-
tions with contributions from almost every part of

the kingdom, wh'ch is encouraging, though we
cannot avoid alluding to the singular fact that
very few designs out of the enormous number
received display any knowledge of what is in-

tended by the instruction limiting the style of

the Doctor's House to Georgian lines, and subse-
quently defined as the style of the Georgian
Period. The majoritj' of our members do not
seem to have any acquaintance whatever with this

phase of the Late Renaissance, which is curious
in the face of all the textbooks, lectures, and
Schoo's of Art about the country. What
can the masters of all these pupils be doing by
failing to teach those under their care some of

the elementary knowledge which every junior
ought to know ;- Surely architects who take
pupils in these days must be aware of their duty,
and it seems almost beyond credence that any
reader of the Biiluixg News can be unaware of

the need of personal study after office hours by
those whose aim, even in a remote degree, id to

become efficient in the characteristics of the
leading styles of historic building, especially that
phase of work which approaches so nearly the
requirements of contemporary house-building as
that of liueen Anne and the Georges.
This paucity tf knowledge is not made up for

by any particular excellence in planning on this
occasion, so that in making our choice of the
three best designs for the Doctor's House we
experienced some difficulty in arriving at a
satisfactory award. The defects and the relative
merits, as so often found in architectural compe-
titions, are, in this instance, perhaps, more con-
flicting than usual, and the plan, ot course,
necessarily receives our first attention.

" Villain " stands first ;
" Stoep," s3cond ; and

"Marcus," third. All three designs are here-
with illustrated. Kxternally we prefer " Steep's"
scheme. It is unpretentious, broadly handled,
and suitable. "Villain," perhaps, might have
appeared to more advantage had a view been in-
cluded ; but ho has, f i r all that, worked o\it his
proposal very thoroughly, and displayed skill as
well as industry commendably. The hall is

w.'isteful for so moderately-sized a dwelling, and
the drawing-room is needlessly small. His great
advantage is the access to the consultation-room
and patients' "ntrance, though the servants from
the kitchen have a long way to come, and would
be very often inclined to' run half-way up the
area steps to see who might be ringing at the
surgery door. Of course, in a well-ordered house
this would not he dignified ; but even servants are

morta's. The study is a long way, too, from the

consultation-room, there is no w.c. handy to

same, as we specified, without bringing a patient

across the main vestibule of the house, and the

staircase to the basement is too cramped at its top

for convenient service, notwithstanding. The
kitchen below stairs gives" Villain" mora room to

play with, but it does not facilitate service. Tne
garden is made the most of for pleasurable enjoy-

ment, and is set out well with taste. " Stoop's "

plan is a good one, and it is less ambitious ; but

access to the garden is cut off save by going
through the kitchen, or else through the waiting-

room, and if he had put a door in place of the

cloak-room window, every time it was used the

tradesmen's door or back entry would have to be
pwesed. We consider this to be a fatal blot

in this scheme, and besides, not enough is made
of the family-room, specified to be much larger

than the drawing-room. The lavatory ad-

jacent to the consultation room is handicapped

by being reached through the house cloak-

room, giving chances best avo'ded, as a

dcctor runs risks which ought to be minimised
in a fpecia'ly built house intended for his

occupation. The top-floor rooms have no fire-

places. " Marcus " is not nearly so good archi-

tecturally, though the side of his house has merit.

No lavatorj' from the consultation - room is

provided, but there is a garden-way past the

w.c. door and windows of the kitchen a^d
offices. The plan generally is a shapely one,

made odd, however, by the differing bays in front,

without any adv.antage. The hall is none too

light, the linen room cutting off the staircase

window in a way which the section fails to show.
The ground-floor lavatory is in a windowless
cupboard, and ashplace ought not to be stored in

a place shut in as shown. The first-floor landing

is rather dark, and the top-floor stairs come round
down the wrong way. " Marcus " ought to make
sure of such detail.

"Conor" counts fourth. He draws his per-

spective in a flashy manner by lining in parts

fully, and leaving out every line in others,

whereby a false result is given, especially where
alteraa ing courses of red bricks and stocks come
up to an angle without being so shown in the

reveals. The plan has a good garden approach
in the middle of the rear, and a convenient way
for servants to answer the surgery entrance ; bu':

the waiting space is very inadequite. The
general "hang" of the plan is wanting in

roominess of idea. "Georgian" hardly tits the
typ'S of work chosen for this ingenious scheme.
" Simply Me " shows ability, but is wanting in

simplicity, cutting up his areas in a slogging
fashion, projecting doorways heri>. there, and
everywhere, with lobbies «'/ lib. The reeult is

that the rooms of his house are awkward,
while the picturesque idea outside is over-
done. "Magpie" puts the patients' entrance
the fifot round the corner, and without enough
distinction, which would lead to confusion. The
house has a solid, homely look, without pretension.

The flattened coping caps to gables area doubtful
expedient, which is a minor detail, perhaps, and
so is the lea 'en boxed gutter, which would be
a costly contrivance. " Arcturus " is a neat
draughtsman, but his plan is ungainly in its

parts, the hall being wasteful in space, a remark
applicible to the long wide landing upstairs.

The patients' door is too much in touch with the
scullery and copper associations. " Jabes " fails

to grasp realities. The only way to reach the
patients' entrance is through the study or the
consulting-room, so that the doctor must answer
his own door or the servant traverse his private

apartments. No way is provided to the garden,
notwithstanding all its architectural trimmings,
without going through the yard and scullery,

or else reaching it by way of the btrect.

"tiabes" has ideas: if hi drew better he
would stand a chance of ranking highei. "The
L'lsh " fails to provide for the answering
of the surgery door, and no one wants to

arrive at a tennis-court, as here shown, by
passing the sruUery ami servants' w.c, which
stands in full view of the tridesmon's door.

"Loidis" is not open to all the faults before

mentioned, but is guilty of the last, ani the wait-
ing-room, which is treatol as a passage-way, hss
its door nearly opposite that of the kitchen. The
c.vtornal treatment shows leflaed notions, hut not
much idea of proportion. The author probably
will improve. " Dies " is less refined, but ho has
tried the "Georgian" stylo. Too much area is

used in passages, so that hiirJly any space is lefl

for the rooms peculiar to toe doctor and his

business. The reception-rooms proper are better,

hut the two entrances are exactly alike, the
patient's door being the one which everybody
would choose, and besides, one house is made
to look like a pair. " Vox " complies with the

conditions, but there is a want of idea and an
absence of fitness in the way in which he has

worked out the scheme. The odd waste spsces

in his plan are incongruous and unshapely. Let
him try how to compactly contrive the parts, and
even if nothing comes of it beyond study the

time will have been well expended. " Jeames "

puts one door in the front and one at the side.

He is an ingenious manipulator of heights, with a

tendency to tun things a trifle close, but his

doctor is possibly a short man, and not too par-

ticular, as the pa'ients' w.c. opens immediately
outtide the door of the kitchen and in full view
of the waiting lobby—a too public arrangement
to be nice. The design outside is qui'e

pretty, and with improved detail would work out

well. " Hermit " iaoUtes the patients" door, and
makes the house E shaped on plan, with a flit

over the hall occupying the middle part. The
plan has some good points, but the fat,' ides are

commonplace. " Sappho " will never be selected

if he sprawls his work all over the paper of two
sheets in this careless way. He has ideas which
we would like to cultivate, but his fads had better

be dropped. There are several good points in his

plan, illustrating taste and freshness worthy of very

capable delineation and closer study. "Togo " is

more regulation in style, with too painful a care

for tile hearths. He shows his beds in the sleep-

ing-rooms, which is always a good thing to do.

The cloakroom, hall, and staircase seem to be
very badly contrived. The kitchen door opens
right on to the stairs most dangerously. The
lavatory has no light, and the angle fireplace in the

hall is awarkard, and so situate that the smoke will

continually be blown about by cross-currents.
" The Old F,rm " show little fresh. The hall is

cramped to a degree by the stairs. The exterior

is square-looking and quiet, without vulgarity.

"Dux," with outline drawings, is thin, and his

consultation r, om is too much like a pantry
in shape. " Scretcher " is old-fashioned, in

a sense of merit, square and rigid, with sham
or blank windows, as in dajs of the window-
tax. His plan is crude, and stairs excessively

steep. "Thor," modern and medium, an all-

over sort of design, drawn carefully in parts,

with a top light shown to the kitchen

passage, where such expedients ought not to be
needed. The whole scheme is dra*n the wrong
way round, which we could have forgiven had
other things been equal. "Japhob" has had a
serious try at " treorgian," with some notion of

fitness, but fails by not keeping the same pro-

portions with his windows, and his plan is

indifferent, the hall being dark and dismal.

"Muggins" befits his name, but with time we
daresay will improve, for, crude as his plans are,

they have square rooms. L3t him take to

himself what we have said about others,

and each competitor will do well to read the

whole article, not the snippy line only about
himself. " Wear " imitates no one. He might
do better if he would take a good model to copy,

because his ioitial trial shows he wants guidance.
" I lyama " is also in need of help. " Hick o'

Teen" is more dashing, and fancies hinself cro s-

running his lines at the angles, Oxford-frame
fashion, a silly habit, supposed to be fetching.

This is a clever plan, thrown together and
distinguished by a roughly-drawn elevation,

which would have looked better had its

draughtsmanship been good. " Caliban " is neat

and poor, while the plan is not convenient.

"Antillux" also the same. "Tyke" runs his

dormers hard up to the ridge on the south : but

his elevations are not so bad as his plans.
" Ichabod " would be a good name to write up
on this design, the chief moiit of which is

furnished by tall chimney stacks. The whole
thing is wanting in grace. " Irona " is pains-

taking and neat, for which he deserves praise,

an<i his plan has distinct merit, though he shuts

the occupants off entirely from the garden. So
does "Spring l!)W." The consultation-room,

lOft. by sft., is too small, and the dispensary out

of the wai ing-room is a'^surd. "Set .S piare
"

wants setting right, and much that we have
said applies to his work. "Tom" comes next,

indifferently. " L luncelot " has a turret, which
wo told him not to give, and he cuts off

the garden in an unrelenting way. " Pigeon "

lollows, then "Fergus," «no is square-look-

ing and free. "The .\nt ' has a mansard
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roof, and looks high-shouldered. " .Silverdale
"

has half-timbered gables, seldom seen in Georgian

work. "Bill Bailey," to fit them in, draws his

elevations wrong side up, and gives stepped

gables. " Quatre Vois " is neat and niggling.
'

' Cheshire
'

' spoils his chance by poor perspective.

The other plans rank thus: "Doric" (Penarth),
" I'noe," " Red Gauntlet," " Avondale,"
" Chinese White," " Obelisk," and" Tressilian."

The following were the conditions :

—
"A Doctor's House ia the suburbs on a level

corner site with i.'ift. frontage towards the main
road. The building will face south, the return

being on the east, where the land runs back loOft.

The building line is r2ft. from the frontage.

Windows can be inserted on the west side of the

house, but buildings may be erected on the next

plot. The entrances should be from the side

road, the building there being set back 1ft.,

though a porch may come out to the pavement.

The cost is to be approximated to £1,100, in-

cluding a motor-house at bottom of the garden

for one motor,
" The accommodation to comprise two reception

rooms and a consultation room (with a waiting

lobby and patients" separate entrance) : a good

staircase hall and cloakroom with a w.c, and
lavatory available with ease from the consulta-

tion-room. The first floor to have four bedrooms,

bathroom, itc, and two bedrooms and a box-

room on the second floor. Suitable kitchen and
oflices. The sizes of the rooms left to competitors ;

but the dining-room should be treated as a

family room for living in, and so be much larger

than the drawing-room. No back stairs are

asked for, and economy of scheme, without

cramping, is essential. The scale to be used is

<Sft. to the inch. Two elevations, three iilans,

and one section. A sketch view is suggested.

Materials, brick and tile. Style suitable for th;e_

purpose on Georgian lines, picturesquely treateil,,

but no turret at the corner. Designs due -on'

October 29."
'

OX LIMES AND MORTARS.—VII.

FROM what has been said in previous articles

it is obvious that the want of a waterproof

an3 durable material for internal and external

stucco was felt by architects, builders, and plas-

terers in this country during the 17th and ISth

centuries. It is also clear that various attempts

were made to discover one, and these were solely

directed to the use of the ordinary materials,

hme and sand mixed in various proportions with
serum of blood and oils of different kinds ; in fact,

the animal and vegetable kingdoms were ransacked

for substances which would, when mixed with

ordinary lime mortar, confer on it the desired

properties of durability and impermeability to

water. All such efforts were necessarily more or

less empirical—the work of quacks in fact, lor

the material sought could only be discovered by
systematic chemical experiment ; but at that time

chemistry had not quite emancipated itself from
the incubus of the alchemists, and the various

compounds of lime with silica and alumina were
wholly unknown. It is quite true that towards
the middle of the ISth century the hydraulic

properties of lime burned from clayey limestones

came to be recognised, as we have seen at

the Ramsgate Harbour works, the Eddystone
Lighthouse, and other places ; but the metals of

which the limes and clays were the oxides, had not

then been isolated. As far back as 1700 we find

cement for builders' work described as a " strong,

sticking, or cleaving, building mortar." But for

the two last words, it might be imagined that

something like shoemaker's wax was meant by
this definition. Bricklayers used cements for

uniting the bricks in fine ribbed work, such as

mouldings, or blocks intended for carving scrolls

and capitals, and these cements were compounded
in different ways as they were to be used, hot or

cold. The cold cement was made by adding Alb.

of ripe Cheshire cheese without the rind, and
grated fine, to a pint of cow's milk ; after standing
for 21 hours the whites of 12 or 11 eggs were
added, jlb. of finely powdered unslaked lime was
then stirred into the mixtuie, and the mags well

tempered with a trowel. The colour of this was
pure white, but it could be tinted brick colour by
the addition of btickdust or " .\lmegram, not too

much," whatever that was, and the cold cement
was ready for use. It is a pity that the maierials
for making a good Wehh rarebit shoul4^ive
been spoiled by the addition of too much lime !

The hot cement, which was a wholly inedible

compound, was made in this way: lib. of rosin, \\h.

of beeswax, ioz. of brickdust, and ho/, chalk dust

were boiled together for 1 5min. , stirring with a piece

of lath until all the ingredients were thoroughly

mi.xed. After standing for 5min. the hot cement

was ready for use. When bricks were to be

joined with this they were baked opposite a fire

to a fairly strong heat, and the cement being

spread on them they were rubbed backwards and
forwards, as joiners do two boards in making a

glue joint. It need not be said that brick joints

are now made in fine work with lime putty or

white lead, and the bricklayer need not be envied

who would attempt, on any modern contract job,

to start cooking either the hot or cold cement, for

which the recipes have been given above.

Shellac dissolved in methylated spirit, used for

mending broken stonework, is the only survival

in modern building work of cements so fearfully

and wonderfully made, as those were by the old

workmen.
KAWLrN'SOX.

Rawlinson's cement has been already described,

but not the method of its application to what was
known as patent slating. His plan was to cover

a roof with rafters spaced the width of the slates

apart, each rafter being IJin. thick, rebated on
each side deep enough to take two thicknesses of

slate, and of such width as would leave a plain

fillet Jin. wide in the centre of each ; in fact, the

rafters were exactly like those in an ordinary

greenhouse roof, but rebated to take two
thicknesses of slate instead of two of glass. The
fillet in the centre of the rafters received screws

or nails used for fastening the capping slates, and
the rebates were painted with lead and oil before

the slates were fixed. The slates were also

painted in the same way wherever the cement,

already described above, touched them . The centre

of the building along the wallplate was first

found, when the actual covering-in began, and
from this centre, one half the width of the widest

slate was laid off on each side, and the

first two rafters were fastened to the plate

and ridge so as to take the elate exactly

in the rebates. All the rafters were fixed in

the same way. It is obvious that where the

slates are of various widths, they must be selected

to work, the widest in the centre of the root, and
the others narrowing gradually towards the

gables, and it is plain toe that all the slates

between any two adjoining rafters must be of the

same width from eaves to ridge. Two thicknesses

of slate were laid at the eaves (" under eaves ")

;

if there is a gutter, the under slate must be let

down its thickness into the rafters at the upper

part, bedded in cement and screwed to the gutter

board and rafters ; if there is no gutter then to

the cornice, wallplate, and rafter. The upper
and longest slate of the eaves was laid first,

filling the rebates on each side with cement, and
bedding the lower edge on the under slate,

rubbing it well down on both the slate and
rebates ; the slate was then screwed in the rebates

and a row laid on each side in the same way. The
next longest slate was then taken, the rebates

filled with cement as before, and a bed of cement
laid along the upper edge of the eave slate 1 in.

down ; the second slate was well rubbed down on
this and into the rebates, letting it lap lin. over the

edge of the eave slate, driving a small nail or brad

into the rafters under its lowest edge, to prevent

its slipping down when bedding the next slate on
it. The slating was continued in this way until the

ridge was reached, when the two upper slates

were mitred together, or lapped over each other

the thickness of a slate. The ridge was also

protected by placing on each side, over the last

slates, wings about lin. wide lapping at the

angle the contrary way to the under slates, these

being well bedded in cement and screwed or

nailed to the rafters. It was suggested that a

ridge roll of lead could be added for appearance,

but it was not required. When two adjoining

rows of slates were fixed, the capping slate, Uin.
wide, was put on ; there were holes drilled in this

3in. from each end and 12in. apart, the rebates

were well filled with cement, and the capping

well rubbed down on it, after which the latter

was secured with tlat-headed brass or iron screws

let in with the same cement. After thorough

bedding and securing the capping, all superfluous

cement was cut away, any deficiency being made
good with pointing of the same material ; a coat

of paint was then given to the cement joints.

Rawhnson also used rafters not rebated. In this

case the s'ates were bedded in cement on the

backs, so as to meet each other, the top corners

of each slate being notched out jin. wide and 1 Jin.

deep, to give room to drive a nail to hold up the

last slate until the capping was fixed in cement

and secured, as already described.

IIAMEI.IN.

Almost the last adventurer in this line was
Peter Hamelin, a merchant of St. Giles, Camber-
well, who, in 1817, discovered what he thought

was an improvement in the making of a cement
or composition for ornament and statues, and for

making artificial bricks, tiles, and stones, and
cementing them ; this cement was also proper for

erecting, covering, and decorating buildings in-

ternally and externally as well as for working
and moulding whole and entire erections with

it. Hamelin's "improved'' was made in this

way : To any weight of pit sand, river sand,

rock sand, or any other sand, or pulverised

earthenware or porcelain, add two-thirds of the

weight in pulverised Portland or Bath stone. To
every 5601b. of this mixture add 401b. of

litharge and 21b. of pulverised glass or flint.

Add again lib. of minium and 21b. of grey

oxide of lead. This compound of sand, earthen-

ware, stone, and leads must be well mixed in

a rotary machine, after which, if it is finely

sifted and packed in casks for use, it will keep

any length of time without deterioration. When
this composition is to be used, it is put into a

trough, and to every GOolb. weight of it, 5 gals,

of oil " of a fixity nature " must be added; the

oil may be linseed, walnut, or pink, all vegetable

oils of course. The composition is then beaten

up, tempered, and mixed like common mortar;

workmen walk on it, treading and kneading the

mass until it looks like moistened sand. Cement
prepared in this way must be used the same day,

or it will set and be unfit for use. When cast, in

making fancy works, the moulds may be of

plaster of Paris or seasoned dry wood, prepared

by rubbing the internal parts with raw linseed

oil to prevent adhesion ; plumbago will give a

dry, smooth, and polished surface, if such is re-

quired. When the cement was used for bedding

bricks, the surfaces of the latter were cleared of

all dust and loose matter, and painted over with

linseed oil ; this prevented the too -rapid absorption

of the oil employed in making the composition,

which was applied in a thin coat between the bricks

to be joined. To cover buildings, as with stucco,

the cement was applied about jin. thick, a steel

rule or pointer being used on the partly-set cement

with a polished steel cutter. Rustic joints were

made on the face of the work by means of a

plough worked between two parallel rules held in

position until the required depth was obtained ;

these rules and ploughs were worked either

horizontally or vertically. Peter Hamelin was
born too late, like many other great men, for a

rational knowledge of the properties of limes and

cements was now increasing, and the invention

of so-called Portland cement gave the roKp ck

ijraec to this " improved" cement.

CHIXAM.

As there are still some '
' practical men " in the

building trade, chiefly fossils, who, disliking

new-fangled notions, prefer for cements antiquities

such as have been described in this and previous

articles, one other compound is reserved for them
—the plum of the lot. It is a cement designed

apparently by a Mahatma, or some other super-

natural being, for no mortal man in liis senses,

unaided by inspiration, could ever have invented

it. The cement is one which was used extensively

in Madras 200 years ago ; and this is how it was

made : Take 15 bushels of clean pit sand, well

sifted ; add 1 5 bushels of stone lime, slaked ; and
let them lie together for two or three days. Then
dissolve 201b. of jaggery (which is coarse sugar

or thick molasses) in water, and sprinkling this

liquor over the mortar, beat it up till all the

materials are well mixed, and let it lie in a heap.

Next boil a peck of gram (which is a grain like

tare or between that and a pea) to a jelly, and
strain it through a coarse canvas, preserving the

liquor ; note that a decoction of linseed and rape-

seed is similar to this. Take also a peck of

myrobolans (which is a small kind of nut), and
boil them to a jelly, preserving that water as well

as the others ; the three waters are now to be

mixed in a large vessel, the jaggery water, gram
water, and myrobolans. To keep the workmen
from drinking this brew, a little quicklime should

be added as it were to " methylate " it I The
mortar beaten up and spiinkled with this liquor

proves good for. laying bricks or stones. If the

bricks or stones are dry, they must be sprinkled

with the liquor also, and should the latter be too
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thick to be workable, fresh water may be added
to it. I 'bserve that the mortar is not only to be
well beaten and mixed, but it must also bs laid

well, filling up every crevice and flushing every
joint with it, though the latter must not be thick,

as in English work. AVhere work has been
allowed to stand for a time, say during breakfast
or dinner, it must be well wetted with the liquor
before any fresh mortar is laid. The mortar may
be improved by taking coarse tow and twisting
it into ropes loosely, about as thick as one's
finger (in this country horse-hair may be used),
then cut it into pieces about lin. long iind

untwist it, so as to be loose, and sprinkle it over
the mortar, which is to be constantly turned and
beaten untU all the fibre is worked into it,

moistening occasionally with the liquor and fresh
water. The composition just described is used
for good work only, such as church spires, arched
work, and piers. When a hydraulic mortar is

required,^ "gingerly" oil is added for outside
work and thin glue for internal work. In some
places the mortar was tempered with blood of

cattle, but this made the mortar very dark, and the
colour was objectionable. Plastering mortar was
another speciality with the (Orientals : they took
some of the mortar described, and to every half-
bushel of it they added the whites of five or six

eggs, 4oz. of gbee (which is ordinary unsalted
butter), and a pint of butter-milk ; and beat all

three well together. A little mortar is mixed
with this until all the ghee, eggs, and butter-
milk are soaked up ; then soften the rest with
soft, plain water, and mix together. When used
it is to be ground—a trowelful at a time on a flac

stone, with a stone roller. If it is too dry,
administer more liquor : this is for the second coat
of plastering. The work was done this way : the
first coat was laid on and rubbed with a hardening
trowel, which was usually a smooth brick. The
surface, sprinkled with gritty sand, was moistened
occasionally with the liquor as it was rubbed and
hardened at the same time. When half-dry the
first coat was covered with superior plastering
mortar described above, and on this the whitening
varnish followed as soon as both coats were dry.
The best sort of whitening varnish was made
with one gallon of toddy (the sap which issues
from the blossom of a cocoanut-tree when cut), a
pint of buttermilk, and so much chinam (or shell
lime) as might be required to colour it, adding at
the same time chinam liquor as required. Plaster
finished in this way is more durable than soft
atone : but it is not so hard as Keene's or Parian
cement, leaving Portland out of the question.
There are no quotations given in Laxton for
plasterer's work done with any of these cements
or varnishes. Perhaps the next edition may be
brought up to date by including them. We have
now arrived at that period in the history of limes
and cements when it became impossible for
amateurs ignorant of chemistry to make any pro-
gress in perfecting them. Henceforth chemical
knowledge, as applied to this subject, will be
coasidered, and it is of interest to trace it from
the era of Phlogiston down to the present time.

usually more suitable for urban than for rural

districts. Mr. Albert Pell remarked that builders

in every part of the rural districts ought not to

be required to make all their cottages of the same
pattern and material, in compliance with some-

I

what vulgar and unsuitable uniformity of require-

ments.
Mr. Long, in reply, said the Local Government

Board had framed and issued sets of model by-
laws for urban or rural districts ; but it was not

^

the duty or practice of the Department to force

particular by-laws upon local authorities. The
utmost care was, however, taken to call the
attention of local authorities to the desirableness

of only adopting such by-laws as were really

suitable to their localities. In dealing with
isolated cottages in purely lural districts the

provisions as to stability and prevention of

fire were scarcely needed ; but the case was
different with regard to sanitary provisions, in

regard to which many old cottages were greatly
deficient. He was quite willing to reconsider the
model rural code, to see whether there was any-
thing in them that was needless or unduly re-

strictive, but the initiative must rest with the
local authorities. Local authorities could dis-

criminate in the matter of by-laws between the
purely rural and the semi-urban parts of their dis-

tricts. It would be absurd and ridiculous to

apply urban by-laws to an essentially country
district. Piural district councils could, if they
liked, remove the difficulties with reference to

their building by-laws. He was anxious that the
department should do all in its power to encourage
the building of suitable cottages in the country
for workmen and labourers.

LOCAL AI'aKjRITIES AND HOUSING.

MK. WALTKR LONG, President of the
Local (Jovernment IJoard, received, on

Thursday evening in last week, a deputation on
the subject of the by-laws with reference to rural
housing. Mr. Justice Grantham intrcduced the
deputation, and among those present were the
Duke of .Sutherland, the Karl of Coventry, and
Mr. C. Disraeli, BI.P. Sir W. Grantham said
those actively engaged in building operations
wore anxious, in the public interest, to engage
much more largely in the provision of homes for
the poor in rural districts, but were met witk
extraordinary impediments owing to the restric-
tions imposed by local authorities. In this matter
there had been vexatious, needless, and, indeed,
vastly mischievous interference due to incom-
petence and narrow-minded pride of otlice exer-
cised, often in insulting fashion, by inexperienced
men representing small local authorities which
enjoyed excessive control over the property and
liberties of the residents in their district.
He urged that by-laws should only apply
to special limited districts, and should only
be framed by competent persons, who were no"t
anxiom to hamper and obstruct reasonable pro-
vision of the kind in question. The Duke of
Sutherland said what they wanted was more
elasticity and less discouragement with reference
to the building of cheap cottages in rural districts.
The Eirl U Coventry said the by-lawa were

A FORJI OF STIFFENED SUSPENSION

I

BRIDGE.
" A RiVTIONAL Form of Stiffened Suspension
J\. Bridge '

' was the title of a paper read by
Gustav Lindenthal, M.Am. Soc.C.E., before that

society in August last. The author suggested an
inverted braced arch, which can be applied to

large-span bridges. Mr. Lindenthal attributes

to this form many excellent qualities, one of them
being that the height of the stiffening construc-

tion is greatest at the points of greatest moments.
1 The Point Bridge at Pittsburg, built in IS"'),

realises the same principle. In the discussion on
this paper reported in the Procndoiij.s of the
American Society of Civil Engineers for last

month, W. Hildenbrand M.Am.Soc.C.E., criti-

cises the paper. He says, though it is good
construction to give a "stiffening truss the
greatest height at the right place, it is doubtful
whether it is economical in this case, be-
cause the bottom chord (or at the Point Bridge
the top chord) runs to the top of the towers.
.\8 it would be very injudicious to transfer

the wind pressure to the top of a slender column,
special wind chords become necessary, which,
as seen from the strain diagram, are almost as

heavy as the bottom chords themselves." The
drawings do not, it is said, convey a complete
idea. They give merely the outlines, which are
pleasing, and show the bridge from a great
distance ; but the speaker is "sure that the large,

latticed, box-shaped bottom chords and posts
running high into the air will be an unpleasant
disturbance to the eye of observer who is on the

!
bridge itself. The beauty of the open suspension

' bridge will be lost, and it will not differ much
! from that of a truss or cantilever bridge."
'"There were reasons why engineers do not
believe in the superiority of the braced-arch
system," and the speaker referred to the new
Elizabeth Bridge at liuda Pest. This structure

has eye-bar chains, and other features in common
with the Lindenthal design ; but it is made rigid

with stiffening trusses, and not by the braced-arch
system. Professor Morriman, M.Am. Soc.C.E.,
who examined and reported on the feasibility of exe-
cuting .Mr. Lindentlial's plans for the Manhattan
Bridge. In his " Higher Structures," published
in IS'JS, Professor Morriman writes: "The sus-

pension truss with centre hinge is more rational

and elfective than one with unbroken chords. If

those laws of development hold good for very long
spans, the system of bracing the cables, and thus
introducing complexity, does not fcem to be in

the right direction." Joseph Jlayer, another
member and a mathematician, states that he made
a comparison between a stifl'ening-struss and an
inverted braced arch for a railway bridge of

:i,(IO0ft. spin, and found by calculating separate
strain sheets that the braced cable would weigh
over r),00')lb. per lineal fo>t more than if

stiffened by trusses. The difficulty he says is in
calculating accurately the brated-chain "design,

and in adjusting it as assumed in the calcula-

tions : the unit stress ought to be taken at

least ^'i per cent, less in this design than in the
design with three hinged suspended trusses, if

the same degree of safety is aimed at. This
would make the diiference in econotny between
the two designs still larger." These opinions
show, Sir. Hildenbrand says, that eminent engi-
neers prefer other stiffening methods than the
braced-cable system. Other points are raised to

prove that the braced cable ie the most imprac-
ticable of all stiffening methods. Mr. Hildenbrand
asks, "What would have become of the inter-

course between Brooklyn and New York if the
people of those cities had not accepted the
Brooklyn Bridge, which, in Mr. Lindenthal's
estimation, seems to possess only the value of a
quarter loaf r The speaker says there would
have been no bridge to-day, but plenty of

annoyance, and the people have fared well

by accepting the Brooklyn design, and
possess a bridge which every year carries

100,000,000 passengers safely and comfortably
without anyone noticing that the bridge is not
" scientificall}' stiff." Mr. Hildenbrand does not
share Mr. Lindenthsil's desire for extreme rigidity

in design, which the latter considers more neces-

sary than strength and economy, and he discusses

the standard of rigidity required. Mr. Hilden-
brand, in short, controverts the proposition that

the inverted braced arch is the most rational

stiffening system ; that the Brooklyn Bridge
fulfils its purpose well ; that the standard for

rigidity of suspension bridges is arbitrary and
extravagant. The paper criticised affirmed in

essence that a suspension bridge, if properly
designed, should have a high degree of rigidity ;

whereas Sir. Hildenbrand'sremarks are intended to
show that a suspension bridge, if properly designed,

should have the " greatest possible flexibility com-
patible with safety and the practical purpose of

the bridge." Jlr. Joseph ilayer's remarks in the
discussion are equally to the point. .-Vs he shows,
the serviceableness of a bridge is not proportioned
to its rigidity,—a certain degree is needed : any-
thing beyond is useless. Thus he illustrates this

by saying : "An 80ft. plate girder has a much
greater deflection than an SOft. truss bridge of

equal strength : the former is preferred by most in

spite of it." Without hinges a deep stiffening truss

as proposed is uneconomical on account of the

temperature stresses set up, as Mr. Mayer ob-
serves. But we cannot afford space to give the

whole discussion on the question, but refer our
readers to the paper and report of discussion,

which is at least interesting.

CAEN AND ITS (^UAKKIKS.—II.

By H.\RKv Hems,

C.\EN can hardly be termed a progressive,

place. It is much the same to-day, speak-

ing generally, that it was when first I visited it

fully forty yeirs ago, save and except that many
of the old landmarks that then existed have been
wiped out. In this respect it may bo compared
to Bruges and St. M.ilo. At the time referred

to, it is within my recollection thit both the

latter places boasted that scarcely a house had
been built in either of them during the preceding
200 years. Of course, St. Jlalo, standing as

it does—very much like New York—upon a
peninsula that is practically an island, can
never grow any larger than it ever has been
from SlediM'val times. The huge walls that so

picturesquely entirely surround it take half an
hour to encircle on foot. Still, of recent years, a

few of the charming old granite buildings con-

fined within have been pulled down, and a large

scholasti; establishment erected upon their site,

and here and there a ru>w house or two
has also been built. But on the adjacent

mainland Paraine bus risen by leaps and
bounds, and, although within even very young
men's remembrances it was a mere fishing

hamlet situated nearly a couple of miles from
St. Jlalo, it has now joined issue with the latter

by the erection of a line seatront, and con-

tinuous rows of more or less handsome modern
villas. Bruges, too, during the interval, h^is

reared for itself an immense now railway station,

whilst the result of the lamentable tire that

occurred in ISTS— sweeping down more than a

fourth of the (Jrande Place— is that new public

buildings stand in lieu of the old on'e. Hence
much of the interest that centralised iteeU in One
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!f[uai-e6 in Europe has goneof the mostcharming
for ever.

Speaking of railway stations—where, oh where,
waa thtre a more magniScent view of a city with
ton thousand gables—AmstorJam, to wit—to be
obtained than was the one that used to be aetn
from the broad river V, just where, nearly one
hundred years ago, theDutch fleet, being frozen-in
fast and firm, the French cuirassierscharged over the
ice and captured the whole of the ice -bound ships.
We see droll sights now and again ; but, perhaps,
no odder one than that ever occurred. It is

difficult to picture the Dutch Admiral, anchored
nearly a mile from the shore, espying the invading
French gallopers, and forced to tly the signal

:

" J'lr/'circ to rnvire cinah-ij .' " Admiral Kodjest-
venaky'a onslaught upon our own fishing-boats in
the North Sea was as nothing to it ! But, to-day,
the (Jreat Central Station, built in the foreground,
and upon the very water's edge, entirely ruins
the whole grouping. The terminus overpowers
everything else. Brooklyn Bridge does much the
same thing, although not quite so completely, in
New York Harbour.
To my mind, far and away the most interest-

ing old facade in Caen is that illustrated. The
Hotel d'Ecoville itself is one a visitor to Caen
may readily miss, for it faces an internal
courtyard approached through an unpretentious
gateway in the Place St. Pierre. It was built A.n.
153S. The statues of David and Judith, seen in
the accompanying illustration, are excellent
studies of their date. Casts of them, and of other
charming detail upon this particular building, are
preserved in the Musee de Sculpture Comparce in
the Trocadero at Paris, and are alco illutrated in
Armaud Gucrinel's " Musees Xationaux."

NEW BUILDINGS IN CAEN.

First and foremost of these is the new Hospital
now in course of erection upon high ground on
the outskirts of the town—an excellent site,

situated just beyond the spacious grounds
attached to the present Hotel Dieu. Although
not nearly so large as will be the great Hospital
for which the Emperor of Austria laid the
foundation-stone at Vienna a couple of months
ago, it promises to consist of a series of detached
buildings of much interest, covering many acres
of ground. Vienna, of course, has always stood
first and foremost as a medical school ol exception-
ably high repute, as indeed it is in much else.

Indeed, to my mind, Vienna is the most imposing
city in Europe ; the King Strasse there, as a
noble continuous thoroughfare, being perhaps un-
rivalled in the whole world. Its new hospital,
when completed, will be a fairly tized town of
itself, covering an area of some two and a half
million square feet. Thereupon will be forty
distinct buildings. Eighteen of these will be,
practically, and to all intencs and purposes, dis-
tinct hospitals of themselves, each containing its

own sick wards, operating-theatre, lecture-room,
and all necessary offices. The wards will contain,
unitedly, 2,300 beds for patients, and the whole is

being ertcted at an estimated cost of £1,500,000.
The new hospital at Caen is apparently con-

e:ived upon much the same lines as is that for
Vienna. It consists of tome fourteen isolated and
detached blocks of buildings, nearly all of them of
a single floor. They are constructed entirely of

Caen stone, raised in and supplied from the quarries
of Messrs. E. James and Cie, at AUemagne, two and
a half miles cr so from Caen, of the capibilities
of which more in a future article. Exceptionally
plain as regards exterior detail, the quoins and
other dressings are woiked, the walls generally
being of Caen stone rubble plastered and finished
off a light grey. Bricks are only used in the
foundations, and for underground piers. Sec, and
even then but sparingly. The roofs are blue
slated. Nine of the buildings are already covered
in, and have their ridge-lines broken by large
ventilators. Ot the rest, all save one (of which
the foundations only are dug) have their roof-
timbers in place. The ofiices, situated near the
entrance, appear to be in the only blo! k that is

two-storied—one that has large dormer windows
in its roof. The various blocks are none of them
less than eighty paces apart. Light portable tram
lines are laid down in every direction, and grea'ly
facilitate the moving of the stone, all of which
is worked upon the ground. The place j ust now
is a perfect paradise for masons, at which fonoe
hundreds find empluyment. Mons. Vaussy, of
Caen, is the architect, and Mons. Crouard the
general contractor. The cost of undertaking is

stated to be about £40,000.
A fine front, as an exten«ion to the Bibl'o-

tleque du I'Universite, and facinj the Eae S',

Sauveur, is nearly completed, .all the exterior

scaffolding having come down during the past

month. It is, of course, of Caen stone, and of

oinate Classical (French) design. These exten-

sions were begun by Mods. Auvray, the town
architect—now, alas '. deceased—and are being
complett d under IMons. De Guernel, architect, of

Caen. Mons. Peshverty is the contractor.

A\'oithy of notice are the new premises of the

banking firm known as the " Credit Lyonnai*,"
whose well-thought-out front faces the Place de
la Rcpublique. They have recently been erected

from the designs of Mons. Auguste Nicholas, by
Mons. Alphonae Gilles, the "entrepreneur"
(contractor). Of typical modern French style,

the fa(,ade is of Caen stone, exceedingly well

carved wherever decorative work is introduced.

The windows throughout are defended—from top
to bottom—by ornamental iron grilles of good
design. The name of the bank occurs in a panel
in the topmost gable. The large letters are

formed of terracotta-coloured mosaic, whilst the
background is gold mosaic, with a marginal line

around of tesserse, the same colour as is the letter-

ing. The effect is excellent. Internally the
walls of the business portions are ashlared stone
(Caen), in places richly carved, whilst the fittings

generally are of well-figured oak (oiled, not
polished). The floors are of encaustic tiles.

Although not exactly a recent erection, the
Franco-German War Memorial in the Place
Alexandre III., one of the most conspicuous sites

in the town, deserves passing mention. It is of

grey Vire granite, massively conceived, with a
griffin having outstretched wings (in the same
material) surmounting a well-considered capital.

Facing the main thoroughfare is a colossal bronze
figure of a French soldier, represented at the
moment he is apparently shot dead whilst defend-
ing the National Flag. There are also three
bronze panels representing local scenes in the late

war. Mons. Francis Jacquier, of Caen, was the
sculptor who modelled the figure and groups,
whilst Mons. J. Hallais, of Vire, carried out the
granite portion. The posts supporting the pro

•

tecting chains around are shells, fixed up on end
3ft. Sin. out of the ground and 8in. in diameter.
There are twenty of them, each 6ft. apart.

The admirable granite-work this monument
exhibits reminds one of that, in similar material,
representing King William, that stands facing
towards London Bridge. That figure and its

base are eclipsed by nothing of the same material
in England. The sculptor, if I recollect rightly,
was a young Irishman of great artistic ability.

But he miscalculated his material, and his black-
smith's bill for "sharps" is said to have
mounted up to almost as much money as he
received from Government for his commission.
During the latter part of the work he buoyed
himself up by the hope that when the true merits
of his accomplished task were fully recognised,
his claim for a larger grant would be allowed ;

but his application on that score, after long and
disappointing delays, was finally rejected, and
alas ! driven to despair, the poor fellow ended his

own life 1

THE ENVIKONS OF CAEN.

Although Caen is by no means, as already
noted, a growing place, the same cannot be said
of the chain of smart little wateringplaces upon
its immediate seashore, with which it is directly
connected by train and steam trams. These
were, not very long ago, simple fisher villages,

situated a mile or two apart from each other
upon the coast. Now, as the result of the
great wave of building energy that has
swept over them within the last few years, they
will apparently soon be united, and form an almost
continuous chain of bright sea-side resorts, from
Ouistreham, nestling at the mouth of the river
Orne to St. Aubin-sur-Mer, situated eight or ten
miles further west. The residences that have
been built, and are still building in these little

places, are, as a rule, handsome detached villas,

the majority of them of excellent design.
Ouistreham possesses an old Norman church, and
at Hermanville, a little further along, the major
part of the new residencts are hilf-timbered. At
Lion-sur-Mer is an old Norman church with
square tower and many transepts. The one
little place in the midst of these several go-
ahead ones that does not appear, up till now, to

have caught the speculating fever, and laid out
its adjacent land into estates marked for building
plots, is Langrune. This village keeps much as

it has been for decades, and quietly flourishes,

proud of its fine church of Late Norman date.

The latter fair building has nave and aiales

(groined), divided by eight bays on either side.

Thg "Early French" capitals that support
the arcades are simply delicious. Flat in treat-

ment, they are full of " go," the carving
almost as crisp and sharp as it was the day it

was executed six or seven hundred years ago. The
central tower, with the grand tall belfry windows
—so characteristic a feature in Normandy—is sur-

mounted by a fairly high spire, upon whom dark
days have apparently fallen. Massive beams,
with supporting struts, project from the sills of

the belfry windows, and upon these rest one ot

the finest scaffolds I ever saw in my lite. It is

being carried up to the capstone. In my notes

written at Copenhagtn earlier in this year

(BiiLDiNG News, April 29, 1901) I touched upon
the miserable scaffolding in general use in Den-
mark and Southern Sweden. Here the very

contrary is the case. All is of quartering scienti-

fically put together, and bolted, not a single rope

of hemp or wire being used upon the job. I

remember, in the summer ot 1901, seeing a some-
what similar flying scaffold in the roof of the

Baptistery at Florence, but have rarely, it ever,

noticed so clever a one in England. The spire is

deemed dangerous, and a part of it at least, if

not the who'e, is doomed to come down.

CAEN .STONE.

It does not appear that the quarries from which
the grand churches of Caen were originally raised

are now in use. They existed at St. Gilles, St.

Julien, Vancellee, and in other parts of the town.

Some were open, others worked underground,
and as one goes by steamer down the pretty river

seaward bound, a mile or more of ancient excava-

tions are seen near its right bank, whilst if the

canal or the steam tram, both of which run
parallel with the Orne to Ouistreham, are taken,

almost equally extensive disused old quarries are

passed on the left ; but, save for a little stone

raised for road and walling purposes, or for

strengthening the banks of the river, these once

extensive workings have apparently for centuries

lain idle.

It is affirmed locally that much of the stone

used soon after the Conquest at Westminster
Abbey, the Tower of London, and at Canterbury
Cathedral, came from Quilly, some ten miles

distant from Caen ; but what foundation exists

for such a statement is not clear, (juilly stone is

whiter and haider than the ordinary Caen
stone.

The late Prebendary Mackenzie Walcott tells us

(see his "Cathedrals of the United Kingdom,"
1800) that the first cathedral St. Augustine built at

Canterbury suffered great injury from the Danes
in A.D. 938, and still more so from a fire in

A.I). 1067. Afterwards Lanfranc, who was arch-

bishop (a. 11 1070-'S6), undertook and completed

a new building on the spot, on the same plan and

of the same dimensions as was the church at

Caen, from where he came, aud where he had

formerly been the prior. He certainly u-ed much
Caen stone in its construction, and Mr. H.
Andrews, the present courteous clerk ot works at

the cathedral there, informs me such portions

that remain are still in excellent condition. The
late Sir G. Gilbert .Scott, R..\., does not seem to

refer to Caen stone in his " Gleanings from West-
minster Abbey " (ad. 1863) as having been used

at the Abbey in very early times ; and Mr. Thomas
Wright, the clerk" of works there, than whom
no better authority can be cited, considers the

earliest stone of the kind still there is no doubt a

Normandy one, but harder, and, to some degree,

of a coarser kind than is the present Caen

stone. He puts the date for its introduction

down to about a.d. 1150, or nearly a century

after Edward the Confessor's work was done.

The latter work in the main appears to

have been ot chalk and tufa, filled in with

flint and ragstone. Sly old friend Mr. Thomas
F. May, the excellent chrk of works at the

Tower of London, is at one with Mr. Wright
in believing the Normandy stone in early use,

and to be seen at St. John's Church in the White •

Tower, is, like that at the Abbey, much harder

than is the Caen stone we are all familiar with.

In kindly looking up the subject for me, he finds

no existing references to the purchase of Caen

stone for the Tower earlier than the 23rd year

of Henry VIlI.'s reign, when it was procured for,

the Bell Tower, the Beauchamp Tower, Bowyer-

Tower, and for " Rohyn the Devyll's Tower."

Some account of the present quarries at Caen,

of their capabilities and their working, must be

held over for a fortnight.

1 {To be contin'ied.)
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PILE AND ClJNCKETE FOUNDATIONS.

SEVERAL experiments were recently made bj-

a committee appointed in connection with

the construction ot a Belgian canal to determine

the adhesion of timber piles to concrete when
embedded in that material. The conditions met
in practice were conformed to. Test *8pecimens

were made in cylindrical moulds of wrought
iron, 2ft. in diameter, and varying in length

from 1ft. 4in. to 2ft. Sin. Conoidal-ehaped piles,

with broad base upwards and a Utile longer than
that of the iron cylinders, were placed in the

centre of these moulds and maintained vertically

while concrete was deposited around them in

well-rammed layers : the piles were first stripped

of their b.ark. Three days after their manufacture
the specimens were immersed in water at a

temperature of iiO° Fahr. for three months before

being tested. The sliding of the pile was first

examined ; the second kind of pile had angle-

irons fixed by screws, and the third case was to

find out the resistance of piles when passing

through a concrete platform which covers them.
Twelve experiments showed the tangential stresses,

taken as a whole, which resist the tendency of

pile to slide were proportional to the surface of

adhesion. In every case the piles separated from
the concrete without rupturing it, and the experi-

ments, as a whole, gaveavalueof 64-51b. per square

inch of surface of the pile in contact with the con-

crete. ( >ther experiments were made approaching

more nearly the ordinary conditions. The general

conclusion is as follows: "If concrete of good
quality, well rammed around the heads of the

piles stripped of their bark, is used, a value of

571b. per square inch of pile surface in contact

with concrete may be assumed ; if the concrete

is poor or not well rammed, the adhering force

may be as low as 24lb. per square inch. These
figures are reduced if the piles are not stripped.

The increase of the resistance to sliding due to

the use of angles depends on their number and
the method of fastening them to the pile. The
resistance of the concrete overlying the heads of

the piles to their displacement is much in excess

of 24 '5 tons. These experiments were made
under the direction of M. E. Roussel, official

director of the Belgian State Railways, and are

detailed in the Aunties dcs Travaiir Publico th'

Jlrlffif/iie, in the Eiiiiiiieer of Aug. 12, and also in

the JSni/ineerinii Ileenrd of last month.

CLAPHAM BATHS COMPETITION.

A MEETING of the competitors was held in

the library of the Royal Institute of British

Architects last Saturday, convened by Dr. Bus-
field, member of the Wandsworth Borough
Council and of the B.aths Committee : Mr.
G. A. T. Middleton, A.R.I.B.A., another
member, occupied the chair. The competitors
were thus made aware of the reasons why the

borough council of \\'andsworth intended to

refuse to confirm the award of the referee, Mr.
A. H. Tiltman, F.K.I.B.A. The result of the

meeting was that by a unanimous resolution it

was agreed to forward to the borough council of

Wandsworth a memorial urging that the whole
of the designs should be submitted to an
architect or architects to be appointed either by
the Borough Council or by the Council of the

Royal Institute of British Architects, and a copy
of the memorial was also forwarded to the Hon.
Secretary of the Institute and to the assessor.

The objections taken to the design placed first by
the referee were due, it seems, to its alleged non-
compliance with the conditions of the competition,

and that this design is distinguished by an illumin-
ated report, in lieu of a plainly-typed one as

specified, the words of the conditions being that
it should not be marked "by anything which
would by iinij ilfnif identify" the author "to
the assessor or others," and moreover that "it
is intended to strictly enforce these conditions.

'"

The design placed first was described by those
who took part in the public meeting of the
council a fortnight since, and by both Dr. Bus-
field and by the chairman at Saturday's meeting,
as being at variance with these conditions
in salient particulars : also that the Baths
committee had remarked upon this distinguishing
mark by illumination immediately the plans were
opened, prior to the assessor having seen them. The
chief objection to the plans as such is their alleged
non-compliance in respect to the placing of the
men's baths on the ground floor, so that one
attendant may supervise both departments as
required. Seventeen out of the nineteen com-

petitors, it is stated, thus read the conditions as

imperative, and the scheme of the planning
is essentially determined by this stipulation.

The towel - store was to be made to adjoin

the ticket - office, whereas the second - class

waiting - room intervenes in the plan placed

first. There are other objections : such as the^

upper groups of baths having no waiting-room
attached to each group, part of each class of baths

being on the first floor, while the waiting-rooms
are below. Design No. 17 is said .to occupy
50 per cent, of tbe site. The following twenty-
two architects were invited to submit designs,

and the greater majority attended last

Saturday, or were represented:-— Messrs. J.

W. Aldwinckle and Son, Mr. A. Saxon Snell,

Mr. Maurice B. Adams, Mr. A. ^Y. S.

Cross, M.A., Mr. H. D. Pearson, Mr. E. B.
I'Anson, M.A., Mr. E. Harding Payne, Mr.
Francis J. Smith, Mr. R. J. Lovell, Mr. H.
Druery, Mr. E. J. Stevens, Mr. W. G. Wilson,
Mr. A. C. Freeman, Messrs. Hainor and Pinches,

Mr. H. Spalding, Mr. H. T. Bonner, Messrs.

Thompson and Pomeroy, Messrs. Taylor and
Gemmett, Mr. H.Woodington, Mr. R.Dickinson,
Messrs. Searle and Hayes, and Mr. J. C. Murray.

The following is tbe memorial already referred

to:—
THE BOYAI. ISSTITTTTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

Nov. 22, 1904.

To the Mayor, Aldermen, and Councillors
of the Borough Council of Wandswoith,

—

Gentlemen,—At a meeting held to-day of the com-
petitors specially invited to submit designs for your new
Baths under the conditions issaed by the authority of
your Council, it was unanimously resolved (hiving
regard to the reports of your Councils proceedings which
have appeared in the public Press relative to certain
alleged irregularities connected with the award of the
professional assessor) to approach your Council in the
hope that the whole question of that award may receive
reconsideration at the hands of an independent archi-
tect, i.r architects, to be nominated either by the Royal
Institute of British Architects or by your Council. Ex-
ception is taken to the award on the following grounds
—viz.,

(i; That the design placed first had distinct marks by
which it could be identihed from the designs of the other
competitors.

(3) That the clause in the conditions to the effect that
the whole of the men's baths should be capable of being
supervised by one attendant, has been ignored by the
author of the design placed hrst, although 17 of the com-
petitors have complied with this leading condition of the
competition which dominated the entire scheme.

(3j Instead of the ticket otlice and towel store being
planned as adjoining rooms, the men's second-class baths
waiting-room intervenes.

I 4) For the above and other reasons, we are strongly of
opinion that, in common justice to all parties concerned
in the competition, the whole of the drawings should be
submitted to an impartial tribunal.^We are, gentlemen,
yours faithfully.

(Signed on behalf of the fourteen competitors present
at the meeting)

.

MArRicE B. Adams,
W. G. Wilson,
Alfred W. S. Cross.

P.S.—A copy of this letter has been sent to the
E.I.B.A., and to Mr. A. H. Tiltman.

At the meeting of the Wandsworth Borough
Council on Wednesday evening, the agenda con-
tained a paragraph stating that the general
purposes committee " had considered the report of

the baths and washhouses committee with refer-

ence to the designs received for the proposed
baths at Clapliam, and recommended : uA That
the Council do not confirm the award of the
assessor with regard to the plan numbered 16;
(A) that the author of the design numbered 17 be
employed as architect to carry out the work under
the conditions of the competition ; (c) that the
authors of the designs numbered IG and 11 he
awarded the second and third premiums, namely
30 and 20 guineas respectively."

When this item was reaihed the chairman of

the committee, Alderman Kipling, said that it

was considered advisable to postpone considera-

tion of the question for the present, and he
begged to withdraw the recommendation. Leave
was accordingly given to withdraw the report.

The matter will, we understand, be [further con-
sidered by the committee, sitting in camera, on
Wednesday next, and on the following Wednes-
day, Dec. 7, the committee will report to the
council.

THE RAVAGES OF SHIP-AVORMS ON
AUSTRALIAN HARDWOODS.

.I.iER.iH VERSUS TURPEXTINE.

MR. J. DAVIS, M.Inst.C.E., Under Secretary

for Public Works in New South Wales,
writes from Sydney that, with the object of

ascertaining the degree of immunity from the

attacks of the Teredo and other ship-worms
possessed by the well-known Jarrah timber of

Western Australia (Eucalyptus marginata), a pile

of 4ft. 3in. circumference was sent by the Govern-
ment of that State to New South Wales, with a

request that it should be subjected to a severe

test. For the purpose of cooiparison, it was
thought desiriible to test the resisting qualities of

the New .South Wales Turpentine (Syncarpia

laurifolia) at the same time, so 'a pile 3ft. Gin.

in circumference was selected forjthe experiment.
In August 1S97, both piles ;were driven, in

about 10ft. of water, in the North Harbour of

Port Hunter, about two miles frdm the entrance.

The range of tides at this spot, is about oift. at

springs, and Sift, at neap tides, the water being
quite salt, except when freshes occur ; it is then
more or less brackish for a few days, but never
fresh sufficiently long to interfere with the health

of the ship- worms. The greatest tidal velocity is

from 1 to Is knots, and the velocity due to flood

waters, possibly two knots.

In February of this j ear (1904), or 6J years after

driving, the two piles were drawn, and sections

cut between high and low water marks. In the

Turpentine pile the ravages of the teredo are

confined almost entirely to about lin. of the

sapwood, the remainder of the pile being as

sound as on the day it was driven. The Jarrah,

on the contrary, is completely riddled between
high and low water marks, the tunnels of tbe

worm having a longitudinal, transverse, or

diagonal direction, quite irrespective of the

hardness or grain of the timber. For some
reason which is at present not quite clear the

northern side of the pile or the side on which the

ebb tide impinges appears to have been preferred

by the teredo. Below low-water mark both piles

were practically sound, and beneath the ground-
line they were in a perfect state of preservation.

It cannot, of course, be claimed that this one
test is conclusive, for, unfortunately, records do
not appear to have been kept of the locality in

which each tree was grown, the age of tbe tree,

the time of year in which it was cut down, or the

time that elapsed between the felling of the tree

and the driving of the pile. It can, however, be
said that the present experiment proves that the

Jarrah is not immune from the teredo under all

circumstances, but that the Turpentine has here

added another to the long list of proofs that it is

impregnable under almost all conditions to attacks

of ship-worms or marine borers.

HUD.SON AND KEARNS' DIARIES.

OUR only poet—the one on the establishment,

we mean—always grows inspired when the

usual welcome batch of Hudson and Keams'
diaiies arrives. Here is his effusion this year:—

Nineteen hundred, somebody blundered

;

Nineteen one, saw us nigh done

;

Nineteen two, things still look'd blue

;

Nineteen three, stiU worried we ;

Nineteen four, things still a bore.
But in nineteen five we shall once more thrive
If you heed my rhyme, and save your time,
Help'd by Hudson and Kearns, who, whate'er a man

earns,
"Will double its value, either getting or spending.
So their diaries buy through yetirs never-ending.

Especially the "Bankers' Edition, No. 8.1."

With that, or whichever of the book-diaries suits

your requirements, you may defy procrastination,

that sly old thief of time, and turn the golden
moments into substantial coin of the realm.

The Abbey Church, Nuneaton, is to be restored
at an outlay of £14,000.

Mr. Henry Alfred Willey,C.E., of Exeter, and of
the firm of Willey and Co., Ltd., who died on Sept. 21
last, aged 41 years, left estate valued at £91,841
gross, and at £79,53S net.

The London County Council, on a division,

approved on Tuesday a recommendation of the
Local Government Committee that it be referred
to the Parliamentary Committee to approach the
memtiers of Parliament representing London con-
stituencies with a view to their balloting for a place
next session for a Bill on the subject of the rating
of ground values.

The fifty-seventh annual dinner of the Builders'
Benevolent Institution was held at the Whitehall
Rooms, Hotel Mctropole, last (Thursday) evening,
under the chairmanship of Mr. William Downs, the
president.

The extensions to the Sanatorium, Lancaster, are
being warmed and ventilated by means of Shorland'g
double - fronted patent Manchester stoves with
descending smoke-flues, the same being supplied by
Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.
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BOOKS RECEn^ED.
The smallest and one of the least prepossessing

from an architectural standpoint among our
ancient cathedrals is that of S,iint Asuph, which
forms the suhject of a new volume penned by
Mr. P. a. IiioxsinE Bax, as the thirtieth of the
well-known Cathedral Series in course of publica-
tion by Jleasrs. George Bell and Sons. The
handy little volume contains a cloarly-drawn
plan of the cathedral and some thirty illustra-

tions, chielly from photographs or reproduc-
tions of old engravings. The author remarks
that the historical documents are few, and the
surviving edifice of the past is scanty at
the best. The existing and almost insignificant
church dates from a rebuilding begun by the
second Bishop -Vnian in 1284, and completed by
Bishop David of Bladdyn eighty years later.

This structure was burnt out by Owen Glen-
dower in 1402, and lay in ruins for eighty years,
when Bishop Kedman reconstructed and refur-
nished it. During the Civil Wars it was sacked and
desecrated by the Parliamentary troops, and
again sufferedin 1 704 by the blowing down of the
lead- covered timber spire during a great storm. In
1780 the rectangular 13th-century chapter-house,
which projected from the north of the choir, was
pulled down, and various other works of restora-
tion were carried out in ISIO and 1822. the latter
under the direction of Lewis ^^'yatt. Sir Gilbert
Scott restored the fabric in 1868-9 at a cost of
£10,000. The building, which consists of nave
with aisles and short transept, and an aisleless
choir and sacrarium, with central tower 9ott.
high at the crossing, only covers an area of
116,800sq.ft. The chief features of interest in
the cathedral are the plain 14th-century sedilia
found in fragments in the massive walls, and
restored during II. Scott's restoration, and por-
tions of the choir stalls and their terminals, which
date from the designer. Bishop Kedman, 1471-95,
afterwards of Ely. The north porch, roof to
nave, the cradled ceiling of choir, the Bishop's
throne, and other fittings are all reminiscent of
Scott's work. ilr. Ironsides Bax has done his
best with his subject, and has made the most of
the historic and architectural material at his
disposal.

1 ^ I

The revised specifications of the new sewerage
extension works at Wiexham, which are to cost
between £.5,000 and £0,000, have been approved
by the sanitary committee of Wrexham Town
Council.

A new Congregational church at Bushey, Herts,
was opened on Wednesday in last week. It has cost
£4,000, and was erected by Messrs. Miskin and .Son,
contractors, of St. Albans.

A destructive fire broke out on Sunday night
at the sawmills and timber yard in Fishergate,
Norwich, of Messrs. James Porter and Son, who
four years ago sustained a very similar misfortune.

Mr. John Bamford Slack, M.P., unveiled on
Friday the Hugh Price Hughes memorial window
at Wesley's Chapel, City-road. The window is

from the design of Mr. H. J. Salisbury. It repre-
sents a seated figure of Christ, with the emblems of
the Last Supper beside Him. The robes are all of
different shades of ruby-coloured glass, and the
background has as an architectural framework
the Arch of Severus, at Kome.

At Sedgley, a temperance mission-hall in Bilston-
street has been reconstructed and reopened as a
Wealeyan Chapel at a cost of (.1,620. The building
work has been carried out by Mr. Tomkinson,
Wolverhampton, to the plans prepared by Mr. J.
Ashley Bailey, Seigley. The building was
formally opened on Monday.

_
Coxwold Church, Yorkshire, of which Laurence

Sterne was for many years incumbent, has been
reopened after restoration, conducted by Mr. C
Hodgson Fowler, F.S.A., architect, of Durham.'

At Cawston, Norfolk, a window in the fine parish
church has been filled with stained gla^i as a
memorial. The figures were designed by the late
Sir E. Bume Jones, and are :

— "Devotion,"
" Faith," and '• Courage." Immediately behind
each figure is a curtain; behind this are trees,
suggestive of England, whilst behind these trees,
in the distance, are rocky and rough hills, suggestive
of the African velt. The ground-work was ei«cially
designed by Messrs. Morris and Co.) of Merton
Abbey, by whom the window was carried out.
Ounmetal tablets, wrought and engraved by Mr.
Harold East, of Norwich, are placed beneath the
window.

New schools added to the Primitive Methodist
Chapel at New Mills, near St. Austell, were opened
last week. Mr. Jury was the architect, and Messrs.
Coad and Calfe were the builders.

OBITUARY.
Mr. Willum Freejiax, architect, of Hull,

died on Thursday, the 17th inst., after suffering

from cancer for over two years. Mr. Freeman
was in practice for upwards of thirty year.^. and
held the position of architect to the School Board
of Newington, previous to the same being in-

corporated with the City of Hull. He was well

known in the North for his experience in the
design of chapels, having designed and carried

out over two hundred.

CHIPS.
A Local Government Board inquiry was held at

Crewe on Friday into an application by the corpora-
tion to borrow money for sewerage works. It is

proposed to spend about £60,000 on a new southern
outfall scheme.

Sir Charles Hartley and Sir John Wolfe Barry,
consulting engineers to the Natal Government, have
resigned their posts in consequence of the Govern-
ment having disregarded their plans for harbour
development.

Colonel X. J. Hepper, D.S.O., R.B., Local
Government Board inspector, held an inquiry at
the Birming Asylum on Tuesday morning into the
application of the asylums committee of the Kent
County Council to borrow the sums of .£.56,000 and
£7,250 for enlarging and improving the county
asylum at Barming. Plans of the proposed exten-
sions were submitted by Mr. W. I. Jennings, of
Canterbury, the committee's architect.

After undergoing extensive renovation, Ettings-
hall Church, near Bilston, was reopened on Thurs-
day in last week. Tue work includes the erection
of a reredos of Caen stone, with alabaster symbols,
the relaying of the chancel floor with encaustic
tiles, the floors of the nave and aisles laid with wood
blocks, new carved clergy and choir stalls, an organ
screen, and the installation of the electric light.

The work has been carried out from the designs of
Mr. F. T. Beck by several local firms.

Rsquiring water for its public baths at Chorlton-
on-Medlock, the corporation of Manchester has been
boring for it. Incidentally the discovery was made
that a revision of the seologica! survey map of the
area of Manchester is an absolute necessity. Boring
revealed geological conditions so contrary to ex-
pectation that Professor Boyd Dawkins advised
that it be discontinued. Happily, as he had stated
at a meeting of the Geological and Mining Society,
it was not, for at a depth of 760ft. below the
Ardwick limestone the workers obtained a water-
supply of S.OOOgal. an hour.

The Admiralty have decided to build a church for
the new naval barracks at Chatham. The founda-
tions will be prepared by the Works Department,
but the erection of the church will be intrusted to a
contractor. The tender of a local builder has already
been accepted by the Admiralty, the amount being
£6,400.

" The Association of Bath Builders " is the title

of a body just organised in the city of Bath by
members of the building trade, as an outcome of
dissatisfaction with the new local by-laws just
brought into operation. Mr. Herbert Clarke has
been elected as president.

The Dover Corporation decided on Tuesday to
take over the powers of the River Light Railways
Syndicate, and to extend their electric tramway
system to the suburb of River, at a cost of £21,000.
The work is to be carried out with all speed, to find
work for the unemployed.

Mr. G. W. Duff-Assheton-Smith died on Tuesday
evening at Vaynol Park, Cirnarvonshire, He was
probably best known as one of the largest land-
owners and employers in Wales, and the workmen
at the IJinouric (juarries number over three
thousand. He was 5S years of aye.

Viscount Peel unveiled on Monday a memorial to
Diian Farrar in the porch of St. Margaret's Church,
Westminster. The late Dean added this porch to

the church when he was rector of St. Margaret, and
the memorial, a medallion portrait in bronze in a
carved Ketton stone setting, harmonising with the
architecture, is affixed to the south wall in the best
possible light. It is the tribute of the assistant

curates who served in St. Margaret's during Dean
Farrar's rectorship. The design is that of Mr.
W. D. Carii3. F.S.A., and the medallion bust was
modelled by Mr. Nathaniel Hitch. The inscription
is part of the bronze work.

An ajiplication to borrow money for Hull Town
Hall extension and some improvements having been
made to the Local Government Boanl.an inspector,

Mr. H. Ross Hooper, sat at Hull on I'tidjiy to hear
evidence. The town clerk stated the first matter
was for £:!:;,000 in respect of extension of the towii-

hall ; next for the construction of a footbridge and
footpath at Liverpool-street, £4,000; for electric

lighting, 14,601) ; and for sewerage and street im-
l)rovements, £:i,C50.

FBOFESSIONAL AND TBADE
SOCIETIES.

IXSTITVTE OF BlUTISH Decokator.s. — An
interesting lecture was given at Painters' Hall on
Monday evening by Mr. Hugh Stannus on
Pompeii. The lecturer gave a brief exposilion of

history of the place, and the catastrophe by
which it was destroyed ; and then, by an excellent

series of photographs thrown on the screen, led

his audience through the most interesting of the

streets and buildings. The lecture was much
appreciated by a considerable number of the

members and their friends.

Leed.s .vnd Yorkshire .\hl)utectural So-
ciety.—The opening meeting of this society was
held on Thursday evening, the I7th inst., at the

(Queen's llotel, Leeds, when an address was
delivered by the newly-appointed president, Mr.
J. Bertram Bulmer, F.R.I.B..\., in which
critical and interesting comments were made on
local architecture. In the new Roman Catholifr

Cathedral, the architect (Mr. Eastwood) had
made the most of a restricted site as regarded

the plan, and externally had succeeded in giving

a cathedral character to his design in spite of its

limited dimensions. Although it was thoroughly

Gothic in conception, it was full of original

thought in detail. At Armley, Mr. Henry-

Walker had been enabled to complete his ehcf-

iVuiirri, the foundation-stone of which was laid

in 1872, by adding a tower and spire. At
Holbeck, Mr. Bodley, K.A., was responsible for

a new church of brick, and stone dressings, with

lofty aisles and without a clerestory, on similar

lines to his church at Chapeltown. He confessed

that he thought a little more originality in detail

desirable, although fully prepared to admit and
admire the scholarly character of Mr. Bodley's

designs. *_)£ other churches he knew not, except

a contemplated one, of which he had seen the

design (by a London architect) . It was for a

very poor district, and its leading feature was
an enormous tower, and the contemplated pro-

vision of such a luxury was likely to cripple the

funds for the necessary portions of the scheme.
At the Leeds Grammar School extensive altera-

tions and additions were in progress, from
designs by Messrs. Paley and Austin, of L;in-

caster, who won it in a limited competition, to

which only one Leeds architect was invited.

Another very important work opened during the

past year was the Ivirkgate Market, and he con-

gratulated Messrs. Leeming .and Leeming on its

successful completion ; at the same ti2>e, as a

practical architect, he could not but consider that

the promoters might have paid a large fee to a
c nsulting architect, and been much "in pocket''

by the transaction. If the oft-repeated details

carved in stone had been reproduced in terra-

cotta, a great saving would have been made,
whilst retaining the general richness of effect. .A

judicious use of the pruning knife amongst the

lead ornamented mansards, turrets, pinnacles,

domes, kc. forming the roof covering, would have
had a similar result. The dispensary, in North-
street, by Messrs. Bedford and Kitson. was
another addition to the public buildings of Leeds.

Numerous other buildings, public hospitals, baths,

libraries, wareliouses, ire. were in progress, all

of which indicated the enormous growth,
municipal and private, of the city. They might
yet want a n.iw art gallery, natural history

museum, and possibly a block of law courts to

relieve the congestion of the present buildings,

and he pleaded for a due consideration of

their positions, so that each might reinforce the

others. The laying out of sites for new buildings

and streets should bo carefully thought out by a
strong committee assisted by a competent archi-

tect, and not be loft to the advice of a surveyor.

The President then proceeded to review the vital

question of the statutory registration of architects,

which ho strongly and heartily supported. He
reminded members that the final decision would
rest not with the council, but with a general

meeting of the Institute, which would bo called

to ratii'y the deliberations and recommendations
of the committee now engaged in forming a

workable scheme of education and examination,

with a view to obtain protection for those who
have spent time and money in educating them-
selves, from the encroachments of that curious

medley of persons who to-day could call them-
selves architects. When that general meeting
was called, provincial architects would have to bo

there, and by weight of numbers carry the

day, or the work of many weary years will

have been in vain. He emphatically denied

that the standard of education would be lowered
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if statutory registration were adopted. Mr.
Yickers Edwards, in proposing a rote of

thanks to the President, expressed the view that
he thought that ever}- man who entered the noble
profession of an architect should be registered.

Mr. W. H. Thorpe, F.R.I.B.A., of Leeds, in
S'conding the motion, mentioned that he was an
old member of the Architectural Society, and had
served on its Council for 28 years. Mr. Chaa. H.
Gott, President of the Bradford Architectural
Society, supported the vote, which was cordially
extended. The President distributed a series of
prizes competed for by the associates of the society.
Mr. Ralph Thorp was awarded a silver medal
and a cheque for £.5 for some measured drawings
of Hemingborough Church, near S.-lby. A prize
for drawings thowing the construction of an
entrance-hall and staircase was won by Mr.
Martin S. Briggs. Designipg prizes were
awarded to Mr. Godfrey L. Clark (arst), and Mr.
J. Crust (second), and prizes for sketching were
given to Mr. Martin S. B.iggs and Mr. S. R.
Wyvill (extra).

The Surveyors' Institution.—The council
hive awarded the prize offered by Mr. H. T.
Steward, the President, to Mr. F. H. Osmond-
Smith, for his paper entitled " Forestry Hints for
L'tnd Owners and Land Agents": and honour-
able mention has been made of Mr. H. L"mmoin-
Cannon's paper on " The Public Health Act,
IST'l." The dates of the four junior meetings,
as fi.xed by the council for the session, are : First
meeting, Monday, Xov. 21, at 7 p.m., paper
entitled " Forestry Hints for Land Owners and
L^nd Agents," by Mr. F. H. Osmond-Smith

;

second meeting, Monday, ,Tan. 2.3, 1905, at

7 p.m., paper entitled "Rating and Possible
Legislation." by Mr. C. H. D.nwiddy ; third
meeting, Monday, March 20, at 7 p.m., piper
entit'ed " Municipal Con'rol of the Retail Liquor
Traffic," by Mr. R G. G. R^ed ; fourth meet-
ing. Monday, May 8, at 7 p m., paper entitled
"Pub'ic Health Act, 1875 (Sanitary Pro-\ision8l :

a Few Points for Amendment," by Mr. H.
Lemmoin-Cannon. In addition to the ordinary
meetings, two meetings for short papers will be
held this session, at which discussions will take
place on the following subjects : — Monday,
Dec. 19, at 7 p.m., "The Growth of L'lrge
Cities"; Monday, Feb 6, 1905, at 7 p.m.,
" Tfle Interpreta'ion of CUusei in Leases."

CHIPS.
At a special meeting of the St. Paucras Borough

Council, held on Wednesday, it was decided, on the
motion of the ex-mayor, Mr. Alderman Idris, that
the Pablic Libriries Acts should be adopted by the
borough. Confidence was expressed that Mr. A.
Carnegie would assist in the provision of the library
buildings.

Dr. Gaorge Vivian Poara died at AnJover on
Wednesday evening. He was born at Andover in
18i3, and educated at the Royal Naval School and
at University College, London. He had a dis-
tinguished career as a phjsician, and was keenly
interested in questions of hygiene. H« was Secre-
tary General of the Smitary Congress in 1891, and
was the author of "Eisays on Rural Hygiene,"
" A Treatise on Medical Jurisprudence," and other
workj.

The new reredos erected at the R iyal Dockyard
Chapel, Chatham, was dedicated on Sunday week.
The reredos was executed by Messrs. Hirry Hems
and Sons, of Exeter.

The Lunacy Commiisioners have approved the
plans prepared on behalf of the Lancishire Asylums
Biard by the county architect for the proposed
aaylum at Whalley, which is to be erected on the
detached or " villa " system, as opposed to the
single-block style. The Whalley Asylum will be
the sixth owned by the Lincishire Asylums Board,
the other five being at Lane later, Whittinoham,
RunhUI, Prestwich, and Winwick.

The death took place on Friday of Mr. William
Moulson, J. P., of Bradford, at the age of seventy-
eight. Mr. Moulson was head of the firm of .John
Moulson and Sons, contractors, who have carried
out considerable railway and building works in
Bradford and the West Riding. Mr. Moulson was
for twenty-one years a member of the Bradford
City Council, and filled the offi;e of mayor for the
year 1888-9.

Mr. Pittendrigh Maogillivray, R S.A., has been
appointed by the Scottish E lucation Department
inspecting visitor of the art schools in Scotland for
the current session. The schools included in the
circuit are as follows: -The Royal Institution
School of Art and the Heriot Watt College E lin-
hurgh

:
the School of Art, Aberdeen ; the Te3hnical

Institute Art Classes, Dan^e>.

Builbittu ]IutclUgtuct.—< »

I

BiitMiNiijuM.—The new Theatre Royal will be
opened in the week before Christmas. Both
externally and internally it resembles to a very
large extent the new Gaiety in the Strand, and
it has been built from plans by the same archi-
tects, Messrs. Runiz and Ford, London. The
building is five stories in height, with a street

elevation of about 60ft. and a general height of

between 70ft. ard 80ft. The main walls are of

red brick, but the elevation to New street is of

Monk's Park stone, in the semi-Classic style of

the period of George III. Along the upper story
will be a series of bronze figures 7ft. 6in. high
and 3ft. 6in. vide, representing "Comedy, '

'
' Industries, " " Charity,"" Justice, " " Science,

'

'

and "Tragedy." From Colonnade-passage four
front shops with offices above extend down the
street to the main entrance, which faces Bennett's
Hill. The grand entrance, 23ft. wide, leads
into a crush-room containing the box office,

and thence left and right the way is led

to the stalls and diess circle. Many other
entrances and exits are provided. The area of
the house is divided into orchestra stalls, pit stalls,

and pif, and then rising in tiers are the dress
circle, upper circle, and gallery. Eighteen
private boxes have been erected, nine on each
side, rising from the pit in tiers of three, and in
front of ihe stalls is a well tor the accommodation
of the orchestra. The roof rises to higher alti-

tudes with the rise of the galleries. The scheme
of colour for the decoration and upholstery is

green, white, and gold. The seating accom-
modation provided in the theatre is for about 2,200
persons. The builders are Messrs. Henry Lovatt
and Co., Wolverhampton, and the decoration and
upholstering is the work of Messrs. Smee and
Cobay, of London. The total cost has been about
£50,000.

CuAR-n-ELTON, NoRTHANTs. — On Wednesday
the chancel of Charwelton Church, in the diocese
of Peterborough, was reopened after rebuilding.
The work has been carried out by Mr. G.
Christopher Carter, of London. The church as it

is seen to-day is almost entirely a 14th-century
building. The original chancel was burned or
pulled down abou', 150 years ago. Before the
present improvements were undertaken the
chancel consisted of a small, squire, Georgian
building, with a m re modern, high-pitched roof,

covered with tiles. In 1899 the whitewash,
plaster, Georgian high pews, and western gallery
were removed : chairs were introduced, the floor

was repaired, and a Jacobean pulpit was brought
from the village school premises. In 190 1 the nave,
aisles, tower, porch, and the pr'est'a chamber over
the groined porch were repaired. In April of this

year the works of enlarging and improving the
Georgian chancel were commenced. The build-
ing has been extended eastwards with a new east

end and two -light window : the side walls have
been raised, and it has been roofed with massive
oak and cast lead, which is decorated with pierced
work and patterns of flowers. The interior of the
chancel has been panelled to a height of 10 ft.

with old Englioh oak wainscot. On the exterior

of east end are two angels carved in stone—one
on each side of the window—and below a carved
emblem of the Holy Trinity. The cost of the
work (begun in 1899) has been £1,450.

Drury-laxe, W.C—The Prince of Wales
opened on .Saturday evening the new building of

the Incorporated Inns of Court Miesion in Drury-
lane. The institute has been erected from plans
by Mr. S. G imbier Parry , architect, and is faced
with red brickwork. The buildings, which have
been built at a cost of £8,600, towards which the
Duke of Bedford contributed £500, inc'ude a
la'ge hall, a coffee-bar, a billiard-room, a
bagatelle-room, a library, a card-room, a com-
mittee-room, a small club for boj'S, an office for

the warden, three dresaing-rooms, and a care-

taker's flit. Altogether accommodation is pro-
vided for 800 to 1,000 members, and for religious

services on Sunday evenings.

Shoreditch.—At the last meeting of the
Shoreditcb Borough Council a committee re-

ported that they had considered sketch plans sub-
mitted by Mr. A. W. S. Cross for the reinstate-

ment of the town hill. The committee adopted
a design providing for a steel arched roof

with a fire-resisting gallery and proscenium, wiih
male and female dress'ng-room», and f r a
connecting passage at the back of the stase, in

accordance with t'e sketch and plans subni'.'.ed.

The committee recommended that this report be
received and their action approved, and Mr.
A. W. .S. Cross, of Maddox-street, W., be ap-

point' d architect for the reinstiitement of the

town hall at the usual scale ef charges, with in-

structions to proceed at once with the specification

and estimate. The report was agreed to.

Stoke Damekel, Devo.vport.—The parish

church of Stoke Damerel, the mother church of

Devonport, was reopened after renovation on
Friday. The east end of the old chancel h»8

been taken down entirely, and rebuilt in lime-

stone, wilh Ham Hill stone dressings. The
new east window is in the Decorated style, and
has been glazdd with cathedral glass in lead

lights by Messrs. Fouracre and Sons, of Stone-

house. The clergy vestry has been renovated,

heightened, and provided with a new window,
and the old organ-chamber pulled down to make
rjom for a larger one. The whole of the plaster

which lined the interior walls of the church has

been hacked off and replaced by granite plaster.

The decoration has been carried out by Messrs.

Eirle and Son, of Devonport. The architect was
Mr. H. G. Luff, of Chapel-street, Devonport

:

but illness compelled him to go abroad, and the

work has been done under the direction of Mr.
Charles Cheverton. Jlessrs. May and Co., of

Coburg-street, Plymouth, were the contractors.

Wixciiester.—Bishop Ingham, on Thursday
in last week, dedicated the recently completed
tower and spire of Christ Church, Winchester.

The church was designed by the late Mr. E wan
Christian ; but the spire and 20ft. of the tower
was left unfinished. The cost has been £1,850.

WoLiioRouGH.—Wolborough Church, Newton
Abbot, was reopened on Thursday, the 17th inst.,

after a thorough renovation. The scheme has

involved an expenditure of over £1,300, which
the feoffees of Wolborough are defraying. A new
roof is the chief part of this work, and it is

thoroughly in keeping with the church, which

dates from the 15th century, and which stands on
the site of an earlier structure. The work of

renovation has been in the hands of Mr. F. A.
Stacey, with Messrs. Rowle, Son, and Locke as

the archite:ts. All the new timber-work is of

oak, and an arched ceiling of the same material

has been substituted for the old plastered ceiling.

Several gifts have been received for improving
the interir of the building.

Professor F. M. Simpson writes us from University

College, Gower-street, stating that he was joint-

architect with Messrs. Willink and Ttiicknesse of

the Physics Buildings at the I'niversity of Liver-
pool, opened by Lord Kelvin last week.

Mr. Stephen Sellon, the tramways engineer to

the corporation of Maidstone, has submitted to that

body a report on the proposed extension of the
tramways. The routes selected are : From High-
street to Panenden Heath, viil Week- street, and
from the present terminus at the top of High-street
to Loose, via Gabriers-hUi and Lower Stone-
street, Tbis extension means an addition of 4 miles,

4 furlongs, 3'8 chains, or more than double the
distance of the existing line, and is estimated to cost

£49,467.

An interesting experiment was carried out on
Monday in testing the strength of the gallery of the

new Wesleyan Cnurch at St. Sidwells, Exeter. I ha
gallery is constructed on the Cottancin system,
entirely unsupported underneath and suspended
from the main walls of the boilding. For several

days men have been engaged weighting the gallery

with stone ballast to an effective distributed load of

over 100 tons more than four times the weight of

any crowd it woull be possible to pack into the
gallery. Tnis test, which the gallery has satis-

factorily stood, has been carried out under the
direction of the city surveyor, Mr. Thos. Moulding,
and Mr. W. J. Wreford, the inspector of buUdingp.
The safety of the gallery is now established beyond
question.

The members oE the Eiinburgh Association of

Science and Arts, to the number of 300, visited on
Friday the new electrical and engineering works of

Bruce Peebles and Co., East Pdton. The company
were particularly interested in the machinery for

gen?rating electricity, for which the firm hold con-
tracts from the Admiralty, the War Oliioe, and
the South African State Riilwaya.

The committee of the Gloucester Pubhc Library
have decided to commence the collection of photo-
graphs of objects of interest situated in the county
and city of GloucBster and the neighbourhood. Pro-
mises of assistama have been received from the
Glouc'slershire Photographic Society, the Stroud
Photographic Society, and the Gloucestershire

Archa-jlcgical Society.
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rULHAM PARISH NXESES' HOME.— X. AND SI., PABK PLACE,
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(Dur 3-Uustnxti0us.

FULHAM i'ABISn IXIIUMAUV : XI-R!SES HUME.

This building ig being erected on the north side of

the Fiilham Palace-road, the site being opposite the
intirmary. It wiU be connected to the infirmary
by a subway under the public road. The building
comprises a basement, ground floor, and two
upper stories. The basement (which would be
more correctly described as a half-basement, the
ground floor being iit. aboA-e the level of the
street) contains kitchen, scullery, etores, linen

room, bicycle house, &c. The ground floor is

devoted to sitting-rooms for the nurses, sisters,

and matron, and a long general dining-room.
The long wing contains six nurses' bedrooms and
two spare rooms. At the back of the main block
is a conservatory and a covered verandah over-
looking the garden. The two upper floors are
entirely devoted to bedrooms for sisters and
nurses, 54 in all. The total accommodation
is therefore for one matron, seven sisters, and
.52 nurses. Ample bath and lavatory accommo-
dation is provided at each floor level. Access is

obtained to the various floors by a top-lighted
stone staircase, in the wellhole of which is a small
box lift. Subsidiary staircases, which also serve
for fire-escape, are placed at either end of the
building. The walls are built in stock brickwork
in mortar, faced externally with Fareham red
bricks pointed in cement, and relieved with
rough-axed arches of Lawrence's brick. The
top story is finished in coloured cement rough-
cast. The floors generally are fir framed, boarded
with narrow-tongued and grooved battens. The
corridors are formed of coke breeze concrete
between protected steel joists, and are intended
to be fire-resisting. Nearly all the internal
partitions are constructed with patent slabs set

in cement. The doors throughout are built-up
Canadian doors. The building work is Ijeing

carried out by Messrs. Cowley and Drake, of

Willesden (Ireen, at a cost of just over £11,00(1.

The architect is Jlr. Alfred Saxon Snell,

F.K.I. B.A.

X. AND M., TAIIK I'LACK, ST. JANtPiS'S, S.W.

Tins block of buildings, erected from the designs
of llessrs. Hart and Waterhouse, is shown by the
architects' drawing exhibited this year at the
Koyal Academy ; but we have no further parti-
culars.

i.iMEiioi'si: riuucii institute, e.

Tins institute has been built for the Rev. Francis
Gordon, M.A., Hector of Limehouse, for use in
connection with St. Anne's Church (desigried by
llawksmoor, pupil of Wren) at Limehouse.
The foundation-stone of the new institute was
laid on the 7th November, l'JO.3, by Her Koyal
Highness Princess Christian, .and the building
was opened by the liishop of London on tho 1 1th

May, loot. The building consists of two stories,

and accommodation is provided for girls' factory

club and girls' friendly society, boys' club and
men's club, billiard and games rooms and gym-
nasium. The various rooms on the upper floor

are divided by sliding partitions (made by Messrs.

Peace and Xorquoy, of Manchester), which,

when occasion requires, enables this floor to be

used as a hall capable of seating 400 people.

There is a platform at the end of the hall with

retiring-rooms and kitchen, &c., behind same.

The faijade of the building to Three Colt-street

is faced with deep buff tinted terracotta supplied

by Messrs. Doulton and Co. Mr. W. Henrv
White, F.K.I.B.A., of Civendish-place, W., is

the architect, and the contract was undertaken

by Messrs. Watts, Johnson, and Co., of Lime-

house. The cost of the scheme was about £7,000.

The trowel used at the laying of the foundation

stone was designed and presented to the Princess

by the architect. It consisted of a dull silver

blade with onyx handle, inclosed in a strapwork

of silver, beautifully wrought and chased, and it

was made by Mr. J. Havenhand.

NEW CHURCH, MltADFORD.

The new Church of St. Wilfrid, Lidgett-green,

Bradford, is designed in the 14th-century Gothic

style. The plan is a simple parallelogram, divided

into nave and aisles by lofty arcades. The walls

are to be faced externally with local stone, and

Bath stone is to be used for the internal work.

The accommodation will be for about 650 people.

Sir. Temple Moore is the architect, and tho con-

tractors are Messrs. Thompson, of Peterborough.

X.ATIONAL MEDAL AND PRIZE DRAWINGS FOR
HOOK ILLUSTRATIONS.

Mr. John C. Moody's four pictorial drawings,

grouped in the centre and at base of the accom-

panying double-page plate, were awarded a

National Bronze Medal by the examiners, Messrs.

Walter Crane, T. Erat Harrison, and Bernard

Partridge. The designs of "Earth," "Air,"
" Fire," and " Water," given so prominently in

our illustration, won a Book Prize. The author,

Mr. Albert W. Dodd, of Liverpool, would have

received a higher award had the figure-drawing

been equal to the general conception of these

designs, seeing that they evince a capable appre-

ciation of decorative treatment. Thus Mr. Dodd
is singled out by the examiners for special com-
ment in their report.

IIUILDING NEWS DESIGNING CLUIl :

HOUSE.
A DOCTOR S

(For description and awards see p. 749.)

FURNITURE FRO.M THE SALE ROOMS.

These Old English pieces tell their own tale

as representative examples of their several periods,

and either one of them would be worthy of a

place in any artistically furnished home ; conse-

quently, though possessed of little individual

peculiarity, the sketches will interest the reader.

'I'he arched cornice of the Bureau is rather unusual

and 'quaint-looking, and the adjoining Chair of

the same date is a good specimen of the boldly-

shaped splat back which invariably looks well,

and has the advantage of being comfortable.

At the Guildhall, on Tuesday, the Officers' and
Clerks' Committee made the following final selection

of five from twelve selected candidates for the

vacant position of City Surveyor, to which olHce a
salary of 11,000 a year, rising to £1,500 is attached :

—Mr. F. Brown, County Council Department, 10,

Charing Cross-road ; Mr. J. E. Crouch, 21*, Bisiug-
hill-street; Mr. S. Perks, 5, Crown-court, Cheap-
side ; Mr. W. H. Prescotc, council office, Tottenham;
and Mr. Frank Sumner, surveyor's department,
Plumstead. The final selection will be mxde by the

City Court of Common Couiici at their meeting on
'i'lmrsday next, December 1.

In the village of Fiskerton the Bishop of Lincoln

lias dedicated a new east window lu the parish

church of St. Clements. The window has five

main lights, the middle light representing the

Crucifixion, and on either side the figures of the

Blessed Virgin and St. John. Tho outside lights

contain St. Hugh of Lincoln and St. I'.theldreda

of Stow, who was foundress of Ely. Tho window
is the work of Messrs. Burlison and Grylls, of

Newman-street, W.
The Auld Brig of Ayr was reopened (or tratHo on

Friday. The town surveyor maile an examination
of the bridge earlier in the day, and found that

beyond the washing away of some of the concrete

at the foundation of the north pier, the bridge had
not sulTered any material damage. The works com-
mittee of the town council instructed the surveyor

to have the concrete at the north pier repaired as

soon as possible. '

COMPETITIONS.
Glasgow.—For the new St. Paul's Church, to

be erected in John-street, with frontages to Little

Hamilton-street and Margaret-street, the first

premium has been awarded to Mr. .John M'Intyre,

architect, 8, Brunton - place, Edinburgh. The
governors of the Glasgow and West of Scotland

Technical College paid £15,000 for the old build-

ing, with the object of still further extending

their new edifice being liuilt in George-street.

Of that sum £5,000 was expended on a site, and
the balance of £10,000 is to be spent on the new
church to be erected.

Stockport.—In the council schools to be
built in Chestergate, Mr. Alfred Darbyshire,
V. P.P. I.E. A., has acted as assessor. Messrs.

Cheers and Smith, of Blackburn, are the authors

of the chosen plan. The school is to accommodate
900 scholars 400 mixed, 250 junior mixed, and
250 infants. The school for infants is not to

be built at present. Manual instruction and
cookery classrooms had to be provided. The
whole scheme complete, including asphalting

playgrounds, heating and ventilation, as well as

architect's fees, had to be limited to £10,000.

The swimming-bath included in the design had
to be considered as an additional item. The
selected design has three central halls, which do

not come within the aid of a Government grant.

The fa(,ades are distinguished by two rather large

towers, which, considering the restrictions as to

cost, are considered likely to come beyond the

£10,000, which is really too low a sum. The
competition conditions stipulated that the school
" must " (it may be " should "), occupy one story.

The cookery and manual instruction-rooms any-

how are on a first floor, the cloakrooms also being

thug provided with separate stairs to each.

Nineteen designs were submitted, and some of

them are no doubt excellent. Mr. Woodhouse and
his late partner, Mr. H. Willoughby, both sent in

designs, the latter also an alternative. Mr.
.Alfred W. S. Cross, M.A., Mr. Geo. Sedger, Mr.
Butler, and Messrs. Lord and Royle and Beau-

mont figure prominently among the competitors.

The plans are on view till to-morrow night in

the Parade-room, Market-place, Stockport.

TowNHEAD, Glasgow.—At the last meeting of

the town council of Glasgow plans were exhibited

of designs for the Townhead district public

library, and after discussion the committee's

recommendation as to the plan to be selected was

agreed to by a large majority. The envelopes

were then opened, and it was found that the

successful architect was Mr. John Fairweather,

136, Wellington-street, Glasgow. The winners

of the second and third premiums were Mr.

Wm. H. Howie, West Eegent-street, and Mr.

T. G. Ciilmour, Monteith-row, tilasgow.

CHIPS.

The < )akwell Joint Hospital have empowered
their house committee to inquire as to a site for

the erection of a smallpox hospital, and probable

cost, &c.

The Southport, Birkdale, and West Lancashire

Water Board has decided to apply to Parliament for

authority to acquire land and to erect a new pump-
ing station' at Bickerstaffe. The Boird do not

intend to proceed with the construction of the new
works forthwith. The Board is also seeking power
to construct another reservoir at Gorse Hill.

.\n effort is being made to complete the restora-

tion of the fine parish church of Holy Trinity, Koth-

well, near Kettering. The scheme, for which
estimates have been furnished by Sir Arthur Blom-
field and Son, includes a new oak roof and a new
floor for the nave, a ringing chamber and clo:k

with Cambridge chimes at the west end, as well as

repairs to the Lady-chapel and the old vestry. A
sum of t.'2,705 is still required.

The completion of an important scheme of street

improvements in the centre of Ipswich has been

delayed for some mouths while negotiations were in

progress between the corporation and .Messrs. Booth

and Mitchell, the owners of premises at the junction

of Iving-street and Princes-street, as to the amount
due for compensation on the acquisition of these

buildings. The arbitrator, Mr. William H. I'.lwell,

of Harwich (who was recently elected mayor of

that borough), has now made his award, by which

the amount of tho puichase-raoiiey to be paid by

the corporation is settled at £17,150. Tlie owners

asked at first 1 10,000, and afterwards, during

arbitration proceedings, offered to take I'S.OOO.

The town council of Southwold have decided to

apply to the Local Government Board for sanction

to carry out the further extension of the north pier

by 150ft., at an estimated cost of £2,244.
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€^ngtuctring iMts,—***—
Barking.—On Monday last the new bridge

OTer the River Roding at liarking was opened
for traffic after being in course of construction
for nearly two years, the engineering difficulties
in connection with the foundations having been
of an unusually arduous character. The bridge,
which has been built by the Essex County
Council, carries a total width of roadway of
50ft., with two lines of tramway in the centre,
and having a waterway of 40ft. The abutments
are of brick and granite, the floor being concrete
supported by steel ribs, and the parapets of cast
iron. The appro.-iimate cost of the bridge is

611,000, and it has been built from the designs and
under superintendence i.f Mr. Percy J. Sheldon,
Assoc.M.Inst.C.E., county surveyor of Essex,
the contractor being Mr. Manders, of Ley ton.
Mr. J. AV. Neave, of the County Offices, Chelms-
ford, has acted throughout as engineer in charge,
and Mr. J. Mewdell as clerk of works.

ScARnoitoiGH.—The corporation have now
made arrangements in respect of the bankruptcy
of Messrs. Cooke and Co., the contractors for the
Marine Drive. The contracts have been trans-
ferred to Mr. .John Almond, 63, Victoria-street,
London, who is guaranteed by the London and
Westminster Bank, the latter guaranteeing the
completion of the contracts. The corporation is

to accept £4,000 in discharge of penalties in-
curred by the contractor up to date, and the cor-
poration is to be absolutely released from all claims
for extras up to date, except those extras which
have already been paid for, and which amount to
about £1,500. The arrangements are regarded
by the corporation as being satisfactory.

South Shields.—On Saturday night and on
Sunday, the River Tyne Commissioners' work-
men were engaged in placing in position the new
ferry pontoon landing stage at South Shields, a
work which marks another step in advance in
connection with the improvement of the facilities
for crossing the river between North and South
Shields. The new landing stage is 240ft. long
and 50ft. wide. It has a shelter about SOft. long
by 18ft. broad, a general waiting-room 27ft. by
18ft., a ladies' waiting-room 20ft. by 18ft., and a
storeroom about 15ft. square. The length of the
bridge from the pontoon to the shore is 125ft.,
and it is 23ft. wide, and provides a double road
for vehicles. The passenger bridge, which is of
the same length and 18ft. wide, will be placed in
position in a fortnight's time. Mr. AValker is
the engineer.

The Bishop of Truro dedicated on Friday the
new wing of the Home of the Community of
Epiphany at Truro. The new wing consists of a
novices' mistresses' room, common room, study,
dormitories, and hall for classes.

Unless the appeal of the Mayor of Sheffield to the
clemency of the Local Government Board should
move the heart of that adamantine body, process
will in due course issue against the city council of
Sheffield for the recovery ot £72,000, that being the
total amount of the fines for demolishing 144 houses
for street improvements, without first building other
houses for the accommodation of the displaced
occupants. The council failed to get the Local
Government Board to dispense with the building of
new houses, but it is understood that approval will
be given to a modified scheme.

Mt. Chester Foulsham, of 9, Caversham-road,
Kentish Town, N.W., architect, district surveyor
for Bromley, who died on October 28, left estate
valued at £27,759 gross and at £23,874 net.

At the meeting of the St. Pancras Borough
Council on Wednesday, the recommendation of the
Baths and Cemetery Committee, reported by j|> last
week, that the tender of Messrs. Charles "Wall and
Co., Ltd., be accepted for a new entrance, &c., to
the Prince of Wales' Bath in Kentish Town,
amounting to £277, was rejected on the motion of
Councillor Kibblewhite, who moved that the lowest
tender—viz., that of Aldridge and Son, 78, Harles-
den-road, N.W., of £241—be accepted. This was
carried.

A lecture was given on Friday in connection with
the Arts and Crafts Exhibition in the City Art
Gallery, Leeds, by Mr. E. Caldwell Spruce, whose
subject was "The Art and Craft of Sculpture."
Mr. T. Butler Wilson, F.R.LB.A., presided. The
lecturer sketched the growth and development of
sculpture. From the huge grotesque creations of
the Assyrians to the productions of the present day
Mr. Spruce ranged, detailing facts and throwing
out suggestions, and incidentally paying a compli-
ment to the statuary in Leeds City-square.

|

TO OORBESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ouraelves responsible for the opioionB of
our correspondents. All commuaications should be
drawn up as briefly as posaible, as there are many
claimanta upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

communications respecting illustrations or literary matter
ehould be addressed to the EDITOR of the Bdildinq
News, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
W.C., and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not unfrequently otherwise caused. All drawing and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
The Stband Nswspapeb Company, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :
—" Timeserver, London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NO'nCE.
Bonnd copies of Vol. LXXXVI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 12s. each, by post
128. lOd.), aa only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI.,
xux., un., Lxi., Lxn., lxtv., lxv., lxvi.,
Lxvn., Lxvin., Lxrx., lxxi., lxxii., t.xxttt

,

LXXrV., LXXV., LXXVI., Lxxvn., lxxix.,
LXXX., LXXXI., lxxxu., lxxxhl, lxxxiv.,
and LXXXV. may still be obtained at the same price

;

all the other bound volumes are out of print. Most of
the back numbers of former volumes are, however, to
be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers
to complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Boildino News,
price 2a., post free 2s. 4d^ can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

further communication to the effect that the con-
ditions have been satisfactorily revised. It is

suggested that a letter might be written to the
promoters, pointing out the above objections,

with the object of strengthening the action of the
Society.—I am, &c.,

Henuy A. Saul, Hon. Sec.

Competition Reform Society,

10, Gray's Inn-square, London, W.C, Nov. 22.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

0nited Kingdom; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
Onited States, £1 6a. Od. (or 6dola. 30c. gold). To FranceM Belgium, £1 6a. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all official
advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first
line counting as two, tiie minimum charge being 5s. for
four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertiaementa) is 6d. per line of eight worda
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 43. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of
more than six insertions can be ascertained on application
to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.
The charge for advertisements for "Situations

Vacant" or "Situations Wanted " and " Part-
nerships " is One Shilling for Twentv-poue Woeds,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. All Situation
AdvertUementa must be pmpaid.

*,* Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand
W.C, free of chari/e. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See
Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application
to the Publiaher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertiaementa
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

^utcitommuuicatiott.

Q UESTIUXS.
[12103.1—Two Wells.—Two wells are 27ft. apirt.

One is 7ft., and the other 22ft. deep to average water-
level. The shallow well overflows into house cellar,

which is often under ISin. of water for weeks. Laying a
pipe overllow might disturb the foundations of the house,

as it must run parallel to and below a wall. Diagram
shows scheme suggested. A, 3gal. tank ; B, stop-cock

;

C, ditto ; D, Jin. lead siphon. The tank A is flUed, then

Received.—West and Co.—H. W. S.—Price and Sons.—
A. N. B. (Mancheaterl.—Walker Bros.

J. L. Denman.—Not at present. We shall doubtless know
soon.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
Dr.uviniis Received.—" The Moon," " Tom," " Launce-

lot," "Je puis bien," "Ian," "Togo," "Villain,"
"Skipper," " Vanjai," "Deb." "Vale of Lune,"
"N. B.," "Avondale," "Frena." " Springbow,"
"Cintra," " Black and White," "Adam," " Roland,"
" Sphere."

Coiatspflutitncc.

COMPETITION FOR NEW POLICE AND
FIRE BRIG.\DE STATIONS, BRISTOL.

To the Editor of the Building News.
Silt,—The Committee disapproves of the exist-

ing conditions of the above, but is endeavouring
to obtain a revision of the same. Reasons : No
professional assessor. Insufficient premiums. No
guarantee that the successful competitor will be
intrusted with the work. Readers are requested
to abstain from competing unless they receive a

^r

,J

cock B is opened uatil the tank ia nearly empty, when
cock B is closed and cock C opened simultaneously, thus
starting siphon. Can any reader answer the following
questions ? —1. Could the well be kept low in this manner,
or would it be like trying to drain the sea with a |in.
pipe ? How does 27ft. of nearly horizontal pipe affect the
siphon ? 3. Would the siphon act effectively, and is

Ivu.. a suitable bore for the pipe ? 4. Is the scheme to be
recommended, or can a better one be suggested ?—3. S.

[12104.]—Skew Bridge.—Please show the umal
method of taking measurements and sketches with a
view to preparing plans of an over and under existing
skew bridge.—Assistant.

REPLIES.
[12102].—Galvanised Storaire Tanbs—Inquire

of Blundell Spence and Co., Upper Thames-street,
London, E C, and Hull. &c., about their petrifying
paint. Price about Ss. per gallon. I think in a few tints.

Also about Ripolin Co., 110, Fenchurch-street, E.G., about
their preparation ; also of Walter Carson and Sons,
Lambeth-road. Battersea, S.W. about o-^ide paints; of
Silicate Paint Co., Cannon-street, EC. As to immunity
from chemical action, try clear solid wood tar lulb.,

lampblack or mineral black Ijlb., oil of turpentine

5J quarts. Heat tar first in large pot to bailing, or nearly
80, heat continued for about four hours. Then remove
pot from fire out-of-doors, and whilst warm, not hot, the
turpentine with the black is stirred in. If varnish is too
thick to dry quickly, add more turpentine. A-^phaltum is

preferable to cheap tar : it makes a good, cheap black
paint.—Regent's Pabk,

CHIPS.
By thirty-five votea to five the Preston Town

Council have decided to promote a Bill in Parlia-
ment for permission to spend £200,000 upon im-
proving the Ribble estuary.

Lord Rosebery has opened at Redhill the Colman
Institute, the gift to the borough of IMr. Jeremiah
Colman, The building includes a lecture hall, to

be known as Kmg'a Hall, capable of seating over
300 persons. The institute, which has been erec':ed

from designs of Mr. Hubert Gilford, has been com-
pleted at a cost of about £5,500.

Mr. A. E. Wackrill, superintendent of survey,
Ceylon, has retired on pension, owing to ill-health,

after IS years' service in the survey depirtm^nt.

At the last meeting of the Hants County Council
a warm discussion arose upon a lecommen Jation

by the Fareham Asylum \ isiting Committee that

£o,500 be expended in building a new residence for

the medical superintendent. An amendment was
carried restricting the cost to £2,500 as a maximum.

The corporation of Newport, Mon., are approach-
ing Lord Tredegar with a view to the acquisition of

the ruins of Newport Castle for their preservation

as a monument of the town's history. Lord
Tredegar is not merely willing, but anxious, that

steps should be taken to prevent the ancient ruins

from falling into further decay.
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LEGAI. INTELIilQENOB.
Action by Architect against Sui!Veyoe.—

Norton t. Teact.—This case came before Mr.
Justice Lawrence and a common jury in the King's
Bench Division on Monday, being an action by the
plaintiff, Mr. C. H. Norton, architect, Bedford-
row, against the defendant, Mr. C. F. Tracy, a
surveyor, for fees. The defence was a denial of
iiabihty. The defendant also counterclaimed
against the plaintiff for damages, but this was now
abandoned. Mr. Oliver, solicitor to plaintiff,

brought the action to recover two sums of £:)0 each,
and a sum of £'20 for extra work. The plaintiff had
to deduct from the amount of the claim the sum of
£30 he had already received from the defendant,
thus reducing the claim to £90. In 1899,
the defendant being desirous of erecting a
block of flats in Stoke Newington, engaged
plaintiff to draw the plans and specifications,
and granting certificates. As the work proceeded
the defendant advanced to plaintiff sums. The
plaintiff's case was that after the block of flats was
erected the defendant engaged him to draw the
plans, kc, for a second block, the contract being
that plaintiff should be paid 2J per cent, on the
cost of the building if it were erected, and if the
scheme fell through 1 per cent, on the estimated
cost—viz., £.J0. The plaintiff drew the plans, but
the flats had not been erecMd. Plaintiff then wrote
to the defendant for payment of the sums in
question ; but defendant denied liability, and
claimed damages against plaintiff, alleging that
through plaintiff he had lost some £1,500, but the
claim was now withdrawn. The plaintiff, in cross-
examination, admitted that at the time the con-
tract was entered into it was proposed to build
both blocks of flats at the same time. He
thereupon prepared the plans for both the
blocks of flats it was proposed to erect. The
erection of the first block was very disastrous to the
defendant. The first builder failed to carry out the
work, and a new builder had to complete it at an
*xtra cost. Defendant said that after he had
erected the first block of flats he had a conversation
with the plaintiff about payment. Plaintiff then
said they had both had a loss on the erection of the
first block, and the best thing was to wipe the
whole thing out and start afresli with the new
block. All witness agreed to pay the plaintiff was
2J per cent, on the cost of the buildings, it they
were proceeded with. In the result his lordship
ield as a matter of law that there was no accept-
ance by the defendant in writing of the plaintiff's
proposal tliat he should have the 1 per cent, on the
estimated cost of the buildings if they were not
erectei. There must be judgment for the defendant
on the claim, with costs, and judgment for the
plaintiff on the counterclaim, with costs.

An Aechitect's Fees.—At Londonderry Quarter
Sessions on Wednesday, before the Recorder, his
Honour Judge Overend, Mr. W. E. Piukerton,
architect, sued Miss Jessie Croom, Waterloo-place,
to recover a sum of £25 12s., which he claimed as
lees for professional services rendered. Mr. J.
Sloan Potter, for the plaintiff, stated that the case
had arisen out of a dispute between Mrs. Gibson,
proprietress of the Northern Counties Hotel, and
Miss Croom, who had occupied premises taken for
purpose of the erection of the hotel. It had been
arranged that Miss Croom was to receive certain
space in the new premises, but when they were
erected she had complained that she had not re-
ceived that space. She called in Mr. Pinkerton,
who performed certain work for her for the pur-
pose of the action between the parties. The matter
between Mrs. Oibson and Miss Croom was ulti-

mately referred to arbitration. But Mr. Pinkerton
had done a great deal of work for the defendant.
Mr. PhUip (J'Hagan, for the defence, lodged a
sum of £i:S Us. 7d. in court as sufficient to satisfy
the plaintiff's claim. The defendant considered
Mr. Pinkerton's bill was excessive, and offered
twelve guineas, with the costs of the process.
Mr. Pinkerton gave evidence of the work done.
He considered his bill a very reasonable one. In
reply to Mr. O'Hagan, he admitted furnishing
a bill for £19 to Messrs. Babington and Ross,
solicitors for Miss Croom, as the amount of his
fees, but he had at once withdrawn that bill again.
The smaller account was furnished to Messrs.
Babington and Ross for his services in connection
with the dispute between Mrs. Gibson and Miss
Croom. In addition to that he had a separate
account against Miss Croom for plans of shop
fittings and superintendence of work, and as this
latter account had nothing whatever to do with the
dispute between the parties it was therefore not
furnished to the solicitors. Mr. M. A. Robinson,
architect, regarded the bill of costs furnished by
Mr. Pinkerton ss very reasonable. He knew the
work that was done, and he would have made
some of the charges a little higher if it had been his
own bill of costs. In reply to Mr. O'Hagan, he
said an item of three guineas for furnishing a
report of the case for counsel was very reasonable,
ai it involved a great deal of work. For the
defence, Mr. .1. P. M'Orath, architect, said he had
not seen the plans, and could not go fully into the

account. There were a few items that he con-
sidered somewhat high. In reply to Mr. O'Hagan,
he said that if Mr. Pinkerton had charged tour
guineas for the report he would have charged
enough. The Recorder : But he has only charged
three guineas. Mr. M'Grath : My usual charge for

such work would be two guineas. The Recorder
said if he split the difference between the parties

that would come to £19 2s. exactly. Ha gave a
decree for £19, with one guinea expenses.

Surveyor's UNaucCESsruL Appeal.—Klenck v.

Faeris and Others.—In the Court of Appeal on
Friday, the Master of the Rolls and Lords Justices

Stirling and Mathew gave judgment in an appeal
by the plaintiff from the judgment of Mr. Justice

Darling at the trial of the action with a common
jury. The plaintiff, Mr. J. M. Klenck, a surveyor,
carrying on business in Bishopsgate-street, sued the
defendants, the churchwardens and overseers for

the parish of St. Ethelburga, Bishopsgate Within,
to recover £78 15s. alleged to be due to him for

work done by him as a surveyor. The defendants
denied liability. Before December, 1900, the
plaintiff had been employed on several occasions by
the overseers of the parish of St. Ethelburga, in

respect to the valuation of property and other

matters, and was paid for his services. In 1900 a
scheme was projected to run tube railways through
Bishopsgate, and one of the lines would pass under
the parish church of St. Ethelburga. Fears were
entertained that the fabric of the church and other
buildings might be injured by the railway, and ac-
cordingly a committee was formed, and plaintiff

was requested to attend the meetings, and eventually

prepared reports, which he sent in. In March, 1903,

he sent in his account, and he received a letter in

reply saying it could not be entertained, as no in-

structions had been given to him to act for the
parish. The learned Judge asked the jury whether
the plaintiff was doing the work gratuitously, or for

reward ; and he left it to the j ury to say what
was the amount, if any, due to the plaintiff'

for work down to February 3, 1902 (when
the committee was dissolved), and for work
done subsequently. The jury found that the
plaintiff was entitled to £25 lor work done down to

February 3, 1902, and to £25 for work done subse-
quently. 'The learned Judge held that the defend-
ants were not liable, and gave judgment for them.
The plaintiff appealed. 'The Court dismissed the
appeal. The Master of the Rolls said that the
plaintiff, who was a surveyor and valuer, claimed a
sum of money for services rendered. It was
admitted that the defendants could not be sued as

individually liable. It was said that by virtue of

59 Geo. III., c. 12, section 17, the defendants could
be sued as representing the parish. That Act did

for certain special purposes vest certain buildings in

the churchwardens and overseers of a parish, and
created a limited power in certain circumstances to

sue them as representing the parish. It did not

cover such a claim as the present one for services

rendered in advising those who were opposing the
tube BUI in Parliament. The case was not within
the section. There was, therefore, no statutory
power to sue the defendants in their representative

capacity, and the action accordingly fell to the
ground. Further, in his opinion, there was no evi-

dence of any contract to employ and pay the
plaintiff. The only resolution of the vestry was to

invite him to attend a ward meeting which was about
to be held for the purpose of collecting funds to

oppose the Bill in Parliament. There was no
evidence of any contract to pay the plaintiff any
money at all. Vpoa all grounds the appeal failed.

Lord Justices Stirling and Mathew concurred.

Claim against an Architect. — Alleged
Breach ci' Duty.—The Lord Chief Justice, sitting

without a jury in the King's Bench Division on
Tuesday, began hearing a claim by Mr. George H.
Hodgson, loom maker, of Bradford, against Mr.
John Waugh, architect and civil engineer, also of

Bradford, to recover damages, laid at over €10,000,

for negligent breach of duty as an architect, and
also damages for breach of contract. The defendant
denied the alleged breach of duty and contract, and
counterclaimed for £1,203 for work done and services

rendered. Mr. Lush, K.C., Mr. Clavell Salter,

K.C., and Mr. Compston appeared for the plaintiff
;

and Mr. Tindal Atkinson, K.C , and Mr. F. P. M.
Schiller for the defendant. About the middle of

the year 1900 Mr. Hodgson was looking out for a
property to buy, and ascertained that there was an
estate in Hertfordshire known as Hexton Manor,
situated halfway between Hitchin and Luton, for

sale. It consisted of a large hall and some l.'iOO

acres of laud, and there were also residences known
as Summerville, Hexton Lodge, Pegsdon Lodge,
and Meg Cottages. Mr. Hoagsoii found that a
i-ertain amount of alteration and repair was neces-

sary, and, being acquainted with Mr. Waugh,
engaged him to do the woik. At the time
Mr. Hodgson was in ill-health, and was about
to travel abroad : and his case was that

Mr. Waugh during his absence caused work
to be done and buildings to be erected which were
not in accordance with the plans and estimates

which he bad prepared, and which had been sub-

mitted and approved. In the case of Summerville,
Mr. Hodgson said that the house was rebuilt in

such a way as to require a rental of £7" a year to

repay the outlay, whereas Mr. Waugh had been
informed that Mr. Hodgson had a tenant at £50 a
year who would not pay more. As a result Mr.
Hodgson lost the tenant. Mr. Hodgson also com-
plained of a variety of items of expenditure in

regard to buildings, the cleaning of a lake, and
work on a mill stream, a trout stream, and ponds.
Mr. Waugh said that the plans were prepared and
approved in the ordinary course of business, and
referred to the estimated cost of the improvements.
They did not include, he said, such alterations and
works as might become necessary during the pro-
gress of the changes. While generally denying Mr.
Hodgson's statement, he said that all the works that

were carried out were executed under the authority
of a gentleman who held Mr. Hodgson's power of

attorney. The action is still in progress.

A Cajtberwell New-road Arbitration.—Mr.
Under-sheriff Burchell and a special jury, at the
Sheriff's-court, Red Lion-square, on Tuesday, heard
the case of " Charles Martin v. the London County
Council," the subject of which was a claim lor

compensation in respect of leasehold and trade

interest in the Athennsum Public-house, Camberwell
New- road, S.E. The claimant took a lease of the

premises in 1890 from brewers, at an annual rent of

£650, reducible to £150 so long as he purchased his

draught beers from that firm. In 1S97 he obtained

an extension of the lease, and he rebuilt the premises,

the lease having at the present time 38 years un-
expired. The total claim was for £34,000, exclusive

of an agreed sum of £972 for fixtures, cost of

removal, and other items. Mr. S. H. Baker, Mr.
Haxell, and Mr. T. J. Weaver gave expert evidence

in support of the claim. Sir Edward Clarke, on
behalf of the London County Council, contended
that ten years' purchase of the agreed total net
profits, £1,890, or £18,900 plus the agreed sum of

£972 for fixturts and removals, would be adequate
compensation. Mr. John Marks, Mr. Thornton, and
Mr. Motion, brewery valuers, gave evidence for the

Council. The jury awarded the claimant the sum
of £27,432, inclusive of the agreed sum of £972 lor

fixtures and removal.

Freeholders and the Payiiext of Paving
Charges.—At Worship Police-court, on Tuesday,
the Worshipful Company of Ironmongers were
summoned by the borough council of Shoreditch
for the non-payment of £246 lOs. 6d., money due
for the paving of Harriet-square, of whirh the com-
pany are the freeholders. On behalf of the Iron-

mongers' Company, it was said that they, as the

freeholders, were not liable under the Act (the

Metropolis Local Management Ai t, IS.'iS), but that

the ad j oining owner or owners, if any, were the

parties to be sued. Counsel for the borough council

submitted that section 100 of the Act stood alone,

and that "owner" meant freeholder. Harriet-

square, Shoreditch, was a fiil-Ji -sm, and its repair

or paving was not, therefore, chargeable upon the

puolic rates of the borough. Harriet- square was
surrounded by about twenty-eight small houses, all

in the hands of poor people imder leases or sub-

leases. Counsel submitted that it was quite impos-
sible to make any of these, as *' owners'' of

aijoining property, liable, and that they were not

"owners"—that is, "persons receiving the rack-

rents of the property "—within the meaning of the

A<'t. The Company's counsel said that sections OS,

99, and 100 of the Act had to be read together, and
that the definition clause of " owner " clearly

showed that " freeholder " was not intended. Mr.
Cluer, who had taken time to consider his j udgment,
now said he had no doubt that his judgment should

be for the Ironmongers' Company. There was
nothing in the three sections mentioned which said

that the freeholder was bound to pay these charges.

He dismissed the summons, with twelve guineas

costs against the borough council.

Compensation Claim.—A case for compensation
was heard before Mr. Under- Sheriff Burchell and a

special jury on Friday, at 24, Red Lion-square. The
Baker-street and ^V aterloo Railway Company are

acquiring 72, London-road, which was occupied by
Messrs. Teller and Goldberg, who carried on a

business there as the London Furnishing Company ;

and it was agreed by Sir EJward Clarke, K.C, that

the company should pay £S,SOO for the goodwill and
leasehold iuterest of the claimants in the premises.

The railway company were represented by Mr.
Koskill, K.C, who submitted that the claimant was
only entitled to comi>ensatiou amounting to £2,259.

The jury returned a verdict of £3,500, which was
below the amount of the company's sealed offer of

€3,865.

Hampstbad-road Widening.— Mr. James Green,

the arbitrator appointed by the Local Government
Board, has made his award, known as the initial

valuation, in respect of property alleged to be im-

proved by reason of the proposed widening of the

southern extremity of Ilampstead-road at its junc-

tion with Tottenham-court-road and Euston-road,

London. The award deals with two public-houses,

the Duke of Grafton, Euston-road, and the .\dam
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and Eve, Hampstead-road and Euston-road. In
respect of the Duke of Grafton, Mr. Green assesses
the value as land and buildinga at £3G,o7.J, and the
site as commercial land at £5,000, or with hcense
£17,2.'iO; and in respect of the Adam and Eve, he
puts the total value as land and buildings at £51,875,
and the value of the sits as commercial land £13,200,
or with license £41,325.

CHIPS.
At the meeting of the Edinburgh Architectural

Association held ou Wednesday evening, a lecture
on " Mystery, as an Architectural Quality," was
delivered by Mr. F. C. Eden, architect, of London.
The author urged the value and promotion of
mystery in the arts, and pointed out that in archi-
tecture this quality was produced by reserve and
suggestion, including complexity of plans and
grouping, sub-division and incompleteness, and also
by the elements of surprise and gloom, richness of
detail, and remote age.

The work now in progress at the Victoria Memorial
Hall, Calcutta, consists of the steel grillage in the
foundation necessary for the distribution of heavy
loads over the whole area carrying the structure.
The large central domed feature is the part that
calls for special treatment, and it is here that opera-
tions are in hand. Sir William Emerson, F.R.I. B.A.,
is the architect.

The Council Gold Medal of the Surveyors' Insti-
tution has been awarded to Mr. John Smith Hill,
B.A.,B.Sc.Lond. (Associate), for the best paper read
by a member of the Institution during the session
1903- 190i.

At a Local Government Board inquiry held on
Friday into an application of the Scalby Urban
District Council for sanction to borrow £3,500 for
the purchase of the local water undertaking and
extensions, Mr. J. E. ElUs, M.P., was one of the
witnesses, and said that although the water com-
pany was a good, honest 4 per cent, property, the
shareholders were merely asking for the amount of
their capital, £3,000, as the price of purchase.

A modified scheme for the purification of the
effluent at Crossens sewerage works is being pre-
pared by the borough surveyor of Southport. It is

anticipated that the cost will be from £15,000 to
£20,000.

Colonel W. E. Slacke, Lo^al Government Board
inspector, opened an inquiry at Gobowen, on
Friday, into an application by the Oswestry Rural
District Council for sanction to borrow £2,500 for
the purpose of supplying the village of Gobowen
with water. There was considerable opposition to
the proposal.

The Forster School for the education of defective
children, erected in Hornsey-road, Islington, at a
cost of a little over £4,000, was formally opened on
Friday night, on behalf of the County Council, by
Mr. J. W. Bann, M.P.

Gloucester House, the residence of the late Duke
of Cambridge, has been acquired by Mr. Duveen,
son., of Bond-street, through his surveyors, Messrs.
Wm. Grogan and Boyd, on a 999 years' lease. Mr.
Duveen intends to demolish the building and erect
upon the site, which covers an area of 13,000 super-
ficial feet, and has a frontage to Piccadilly and
Park-lane, a block of flats from designs bvMr.T.E.
CoUcutt.

Mr. William Tennent Henry, J. P., civil engineer,
died suddenly at Lisburn on Friday morning, by a
strange coincidence within a few hours of the
equally sudden death of his brother, Mr. Alexander
Henry, the Recorder for Carlisle. Mr. W. T. Henry
was a member of several local bodies, and had just
completed a sewerage scheme for Lisburn.

A spire, which for many years has been wanting
to give Christ Church at Winchester the finishing
touch, has been completed, and gives another point
of interest on the views of the old city. It has cost
upwards of £2,000.

Mr. J. Williams Bsnn, M.P., Chairman of the
London County Council, formally opened on Friday
the new buildings at the Borough Polytechnic,
Southwark. A new entrance hall has been pro-
vided, and the acquisition of adjoining land in
Kell-street gave the opportunity of erecting in one
block engineering laboratories, engineering lecture
theatre, and offices for building trades, and new
buildings for the requirements of the women's
technical and domestic economy classes. In addition,
the women's gymnasium has been rebuilt. The cost
of the new buildings and equipments has been
£23,000, met by a grant of £20,000 from the London
County Council and £3,000 from the City Parochial
Trustees. The cost of the entrance hall has been
£1,900.

Mr. William Alexander, of 4, Albany-terrace,
Dundee, and formerly of 6, High-street, Dundee,
for over thirty years architect to the city of Dundee,
who died ou May 11 last, aged sixty-two years, left
personal estate in the United Kingdom valued at
£0,855 133. lid., of which £68 15i. is English estate.

<Bxix O^facc €Mt
The Gas Exhibition at Earl's Court, organised

under the auspices of the Institution of Gas Engi-
neers, contains a good deal that will interest con-
sumers of gas and those immediately interested
in the industry. It is, indeed, an attempt to
exliibit the great progress made in the gas
industry of this and other countries, and is so
far entitled to be called an " International

"

exhibition, nothing of a similar nature having
been seen since 1883, when a combined ex-
hibition of electricity and gas was held at the
Crystal Palace. The present display is devoted
to the application of towns' gas to the various
purposes of public and private lighting, cooking,
heating, and the generation of motive power. A
great many of the exhibits are not new. On the
whole, however, there is evidence of the stimulus
given to the gas industry by its competition with
electricity-^a rivalry which has brought into
notice several improvements in the light itself

and the methods in use. There was room for
improvement if gas was seriously to hold its

position with electricity as a lighting power, and
we have examples of incandescent gas-lighting
which are nearly as perfect as one can desire. The
exhibits of Earl's Court number about 200. In
the Prince's Hall we meet with several kinds of
stoking and transporting machines employed in
conveying coal to the retorts and charging them,
by which cost has been reduced. Slachinery for

handling ths waste products of distillation are to
be seen : also an interesting stall illustrating the
variety of substances used for various industries,
such as ammonia, benzol, naphtha, carbolic-acid
creosote, aniline, &c., obtained from waste
products. Cias-engines are numerous—from
t.ltto's well-known invention to the latest type
of engine used for commercial purposes. These
show increased economy by the use of inferior
qualities of gas. Gas cooking-stoves are multi-
farious, suitable for every scale and use, from
cottages for labourers and the workman's kitchen
to large residences and hotels. As a heat producer
gas ofiers some advantages, and stoves for heating
and cooking of every type are to be seen. Its
claim as an illuminant has perhaps suffered more
from the electric light ; but here we see numerous
types of burners and incandescent mantles of
every shape and power suitable for every use.
Mantles now are much less fragile than they
were : the use of certain fibres instead of cotton
has contributed to this result. We cannot pre-
tend to specify any of the exhibits : but the
reader will find many stalls that will interest
him, such as the Carron Company's display of
gas cookers, steaming closets, grilling and other
tables for toasting, boiling, and other purposes in
compact and convenient forms and the Westing-
house gas-engines—exhibited in stand 9.

The Parliamentary notices for the ensuing
session are less numerous than usual. The
London County Council seek powers to acquire
all existing siiuares in the Jletropolis, so as to
prevent them from being built over. They also
propose to rebuild A'ictory Bridge, Stepnej', to
appropriite part of Arery Hill Estate as a train-
ing college for teachers, and by a third Bill seek
authority to construct tramways across West-
minster and Blackfriars Bridges and along the
Victoria Embankment. The Great Western
Railway Company aire notifj-ing their intention
of applying for Parliamentary powers to under-
take extensive works in the borough of Newport,
Mon. These will include a new tunnel alongside
the existing Gelli tunnel and the thorough re-
modelling of the station. The company are
aiming at a four-road route from Carditt' to
London, and the great obstacle to this will be
overcome by means of the powers now asked for.

By another Bill they apply for powers to make
numerous short pieces of connecting or widened
lines on eight sections of their system. The
Central London Railway Company will again
apply for an Act to enable them to convert their
present single system into a continuous loop by
a southern extension via Liverpool-street, Leaden-
hall-street, the Strand, Westminster, Fulhim,
and Hammersmith, and a North Eistern London
Railway Company seeks powers to construct a
tube line from the Monument Station, London
Bridge and Bishopsgate via Shoreditch and Ley-
ton to Waltham Holy Cross.

In the course of his inaugural lecture for the
present term of office as Slade Professor of Fine
Art in Cambridge University on Wednesday, Dr.

C. Waldstein, who had taken for his topic " The
Future of the Study of Art at Cambridge," urged
the desirability of the establishment of a school of
architecture at the University. While he said he
maintained that the purpose of the University
was, above all, theoretical and scientific in
contradistinction to the practical and technical, he
yet felt that the past had shown that the
University would not Idse its essential spirit by
the introduction of some practical or technical
subjects, while such professional studies would
undoubtedly gain by their admission into
the University. So the greater American Uni-
versities had all established schools of architecture
from which art and the country at large were the
gainers. Of all the practical and professional

aspects of art, architecture was the one which by
its nature was most related to the work of a
University. They had a thriving school of
applied and mechanical sciences where the
student of architecture could now learn much
that would be of great use to him in his pro-
fession as to "stress and strain," the properties
of materials, metals, and other details ; while the
proper teaching in history and the history of art

would do much — together with the general
culture which a ITniveraity ought to give

—

to make his sojourn at the University of

real use to him. He hoped that they might
add to this a special school of architectural design
where the student could be taught some of the
work more specifically his own. They might thus
hope to found a school of architecture which
would be made greater, he had no doubt, by
the new Board of Architectural Education ap-
pointed by the Institute of British Architects,

and by the country at large. Such a complete
school of art would not demand great outlay. In
round figures he believed that £600 per annum
would suffice to supplement the teaching of art

history, while £400 per annum would give them
their school of architecture.

The architectural school at Columbia LTni-

versity is to be reorganised in accordance with
the atelier system in vogue in Paris. This
change has been under consideration for some
years, and at last Professor A. I). F. Hamlin
has been authorised to carry it out. It is an
experiment which will be watched with great
interest, for it will be the first serious attempt in

an American school to follow the French system.
It will involve putting a considerable responsi-

bility on the student, and for this reason the
School of Architecture has been raised to the
rank of an advanced department, to which only
those will be admitted who have studied not less

than two years in a college satisfactory to the
Columbia authorities.

The second part of the splendidly-got-up
" History of English Furniture," by Mr. Percy
Macquoid, is even better than the initial number,
to which we referred a few weeks ago. The
subjects chosen for illustration include several

chairs of the Oak Period, commencing with a rare

and good Flemish Chair dating from the end of

the 15th century ; it belongs to the author. Chairs

from the cathedrals of Winchester and York, and
some very quaint and pretty Cacqueteuse Chairs

complete this earlier series, showing the gradual
refinement and appreciation of domesticity which
distinguished the Englishman's furniture when
barbaric customs and manners gave place to a
desire for elegance and necessary comfort. The
two earlier-coloured plates in this part seem to

us much more successful than the previous ones
in the former issue, though the Cabinet, inlaid

with raarqueterie, belonging to Sir George Donald-
son, looks rather distantly related to " the Age of

Oak," theinterioronlybeingof that material. Itis

an exquisite specimen of early inlay of beauti-

ful workmanship byan exceptionally ((ualified

artificer. For some years it stood in a base-

ment, and was used as a rabbit-hutch before

it was rescued. Mr. Shirley Slocombe has
dravn the piece extremely well, with much
feeling. The architecturally designed Oak Chest
from Southwark Collegiate Church, richly inlaid

with marqueterie was given to St. Mary Overie

by HughOHley (Lord Mayor of London) in 1556,

and it bears his arms ; but owing to the coats of

varnish added by generations of " painters and
glaziers" it is now very much of one brown
colour, though the inlay can be traced even in the
photograph here reproduced by Mr. Macquoid.
The Oak Stools in this book are most interesting,

and the turned Chairs of Scandinavian origin

here shown are sure to attract admirers. These
probably are 15th - century repeats of Norman
Chairs, and were much in favour down to the
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16th century. The "Chair of King John" in

Hereford Cathedral is of this type and construc-

tion. The four-poster bedsteads in this part are

well chosen, and rank as most admirable examples

from famous private collections, including the

National Museum at South Kensington, which is

possessed of the beautiful bedstead from Sizergh

Hall. The chairs which follow in this book are

capital ones of their later kind, and we are also

much interested in the Tables at the end of the

folio, though these no doubt will be augmented
later on. Messrs. Lawrence and Bullin, of

C'ovent CJarden, are the publishers.

At the Philharmonic Hall, Southampton,
before a numerous company of members and
friends of the Camera Club, Sir. S. (i. Kimber,
the hon. sec, delivered a lecture on "The
Cathedral of AVinchester," illustrated with 100
kntem slides. Mr. W. Burrough HiU, archi-
tect, the president, occupied the chair. Com-
mencing with a reference to the remote antiquity
of the City of Winchester, the lecturer brought
his audience to the time when it became the
chief city of the land, and noted the many im-
portant functions and ceremonies enacted there,

and within the walls of the grand minster form-
ing the object of the discourse. Entering the
close by the King's Gate, the route taken was '(,;

the Deanery and south side to the west front.

Entering the cathedral at the west door, the fine

nave, aisles, minstrel gallery, and most important
monuments and memorials were described and
portrayed, and then a further advance was made
into the structure, the place where 8t. Swithin's
ahrine once stood being pointed out. The tombs
and monuments of many important personages,
including those of Isaac "Walton and Bishops
Edyngton, William of Wykeham, Fox. Cardinal
Beaufort, Gardiner, Wayneflete, Wilberforce,
Browne, and others. The triforium and
clerestory were referred to, as well as the organs,
both ancient and modern. The interior of the
choir, with its stalls of Norwegian oak, its un-
equalled high-altar screen, the tomb of liufus,
and mortuary chests, containing the remains of
several Saxon and Danish Kings, were brought
specially under notice. Mr. Kimber next dealt
with the chapel and tomb of Bishop Langton,
and the Lady-chapel. The chair, now in the
Langton Chapel, used by (Jueen Mary when she
was married to Philip of Spain in 1554, by
Bishop Gardiner, in the nave of the cathedral,
was illustrated. Having referred to the Norman
work in the north transept, and to the crypts, the
lecturer dealt with the upper and less frequented
portions of the building, referring to the massive
Norman passages which have existed for upwards'
of eight centuries, and seem to be quite capable
of lasting another SOO years. Lastly, the forest

of timber over the vaulting of the nave, and
aapporting the huge roof was illustrated.

The baths and waahhouses committee of the
Newcastle-on-Tyne Corporation appointed re-
cently a subcommittee to visit various parts of
the country in order that they might see the
baths and washhouses of other municipalities,
prior to the preparation of plans for the re-
modelling of the Northumberland P.aths. The
subcommittee has visited Liverpool, Westminster,
St. Pancras, Shoreditch, Bristol, Ivlinburgh,
Dunfermline, Alloa, and Glasgow. In a report
to the committee, embodying the results of their
visits, tliey say :

" We have seen all the newest
features in swimming-baths and washhouses, and
the survey has been of great educational value.
In the new establishment to be erected in
Gibson-street we would recommend that the
swimming-bath bo constructed on the amphi-
theatre plan, or in such a manner as will allow
the spectators to obtain a full and uninterrupted
view of the water area, and that, with a view of
economising space in the washhouse, the dryers
be constructed separately from the washhouse
stalls ; that, if practicable, Die machinery in the
washhouse and ironing and mangling rooms lio

underdriven , that no turnstiles bo placed at the
entrances

;
and that time indicators be fixed on

the doors of the slipper and spray baths." It is

noticeable that in the most modem washhouses
visited in Glasgow, a cr^cho was provided, but
has not been appreciated

; and the children arc
allowed to remain in the washhouses with their
motheiB.

PuoiF.ssoit A. II. Ciiiucu, F.R.S., writing on
the decay of the stonework in the Bell Harry
Tower at Canterliury, points out that although
the imperfect cumbustion of coal produces tarry
matters and soot which cling to and discolour

stone, yet it is the sulphur in coal which is the

real origin of the mischief against which we have

to contend. This element, which ultimately pro-

duces sulphuric acid, is present in coal to the

extent, roughly speaking, of 1 per cent. ; and
further, the most perfect combustion increases

rather than lessens the amount of this corrosive

acid which is formed. Amongst very numerous
remedial measures which have been suggested,

treatment with certain baryta compounds, notably

the hydrate of this earth in the form of baryta-

water, are theoretically and practically the most
promising. Against the use of all such hydrofuge

preparations as paraifin-wax and resinous 8>ib-

stances sound arguments may be adduced. But
baryta-water repeatedly applied in dry, warm
weather, with suitable precautions, scarcely

changes the colour cf the surface, forms no skin,

penetrates deeply, and serves to render solid once

more disintegrated stone where the damage has

been wrought by the formation of sulphate of lime.

It turns this soluble compound into insoluble

sulphate of baryta, and at the same time sets free

caustic lime, which in course of time becomes

carbonated. When consulted in 1901 as to the

treatment of the Bell Harry Tower, Professor

Church says he recommended the use of baryta-

water, for he had analysed specimens of the

decayed stone and had found therein enough sul-

phate of Ume to indicate the applicability of this

method. Possibly a final dressing of some other

solution, perhaps one of barium aluminate, of

aluminium fluoride, or of aluminium fluosilicate,

may be advisable in this case, in order to close the

pores of the stone. Limewash, which had been

recommended by Mr. Thackeray Turner, would,

Professor Church says, undoubtedly act for a time

as a preventive of further attack by sulphuric

acid. But it must give rise to more sulphate of

lime, the very substance, the formation, presence,

and migration of which have been the chief

cause of the mischief. Mr. Harry Hems writes

that the limewash applied to the exposed surfaces

of the Guildhall at Exeter, under the direction of

an official from the Society for the Protection of

Ancient Buildings, is peeling off in places, giving

the front a dilapidated and unpleasing appear-

ance—a criticism we can confirm from our notes

made during a recent visit to the capital of the

South- West.

(,)i'F.xiX(} the ISlst session of the Society of Aits

last week, Sir William Abney declared that the

time was coming when the State would have to

undertake certain work now performed by semi-

private institutions. The Board of Education
ought to become responsible for the examinations

of the Society of Arts, and there was an even
stronger case for the assumption by the Govern-
ment of some of the administrative functions at

present discharged by the Koyal Society. The
Meteorological Office and the National Physical

Laboratory were institutions of such national

importance that they should henceforth be con-

trolled by a department of State on the advice of

a scientific body. If weather forecasts were any
good at all—and from GS to 75 per cent, of them
were successful—they ought to be made as good
as possible. There was no doubt that kite and
billoon observations, together with the use of

wireless telegraphy in mid-ocean, would give a
still higher percentage of successful forecasts ; but
the additions must remain in abeyance until the

money limit which had been enforced for so

many years was removed. The committee which
recently inquired into the subject almost unani-
mously reported in favour of the Jleteorological

(Office being attached to some department of State,

preferably the lioard of Agriculture; but what
would be done with the report he did not know.
With regard to the National Physical Laboratory,

the term of years for which the Government grant
was made would expire in March next, when the

Treasury would have to review the situation.

Kill American cousins are, no doubt, well to

the front in rapid construction : but the follow-

ing will require a bit of smartness to beat. A
tender was asked for 'J60 tons of steel con-
structicnal work, consisting mostly of stanchions
and riveted girdirs from 'Jyft. to lol't. long, with a

small proportion of joists. I''.very portion of the

work required cutting and fitting in accordance
with the architect's requirements. Time w.is of

prime importance. The material h'ld to be
supplied and lixod under a penalty of Cii per
day. Four firms were asked to tender, but one
only would undertake tho work under the con-
ditions—viz., the well known company Measures
llioi., Ltd. The order and plans were placed

with this firm on October 1:!, and the first delivery

was made on that date. A floor was completed

and fixed before the foundation-stone was laid on
October 15. On October 19 the whole of the

next floor was despatched, and on the 2Gth the

balance was delivered, some twelve days under

penalty time, the work being supplied from the

Londonand Croydon works of the above company.

The fifty-third report of the Commissioner in

charge of his Majesty's Woods, Forests, and Land
Revenues just issued gives particulars in relation

to the management of the New Forest and other

properties. The Departmental Committee on
Forestry, 1902, recommended that the Forest of

Alice Holt should be made available as a demon-
stration area for the practical study of forestry.

Dr. Schlich subsequently drew up a working plan

of operations. The scheme will be followed as

far as possible, but the difliculty in getting the

required amount of labour just at the right time

of year for wood-cutting in this district may for

some time to come restrict the extent of the

operations as laid down in the scheme, and the

fall in the price of bark and the increase of cost of

labour and of rates may considerably interfere

with the estimated net receipts. In connection

with the Forest of Dean, a small school of forestry

has been started experimentally with the object

of giving opportunities for special instruction to

working woodmen or foresters. The report in-

cludes particulars of work done for the Depart-

ment for the Preservation of Tintern Abbey,

under the supervision of 3Ir. F. W. Waller.

Amongst other parts of the ruin, the chapter-

house, sacristy, and monks' day - room have

received attention. At the chapter-house recent

work has been removed from the east and north

walls, and the earth excavated outside so as to lay

bare the old wall and buttresses. The groining

of the only remaining compartment of the adjoin-

ing sacristy has been strengthened, the warming

house walls and roofs hare been repaired, and at

the monks' day-room an interesting discovery was

made. AVhen replacing part of the stonework

beneath one of the windows, it was found that for

some distance from the ground the present wall

surface is a casing of older work, and that the old

wall still exists "behind it. Beneath one of the

windows the back of an old fireplace was dis-

covered, the stonework being set in "herring-

bone " pattern. Considerable progress has been

made in opening up the western entrance. The
old cottage has been removed, the form and

arrangements of the old entrance and adjacent

buildings have been ascertained, and the walls

and stonework generally made secure. A wooden

room has been erected within the walls for the

shelter of the custodian.

Ocii contemporary, Imlian Eiit/iiierrini/, in a

note on architectural competition in India, re-

marks that the few attempts in recent years to

deal with architectural schemes by means of

competitions have, as a rule, proved failures ; but

at least in some of them there has been a fair

attempt to get the designs properly assessed and

reported on. " We see,"' says the journal referred

to, " a very tempting prize of Ks. 5,000 is being

oifered by the Gondal (Kathiawar) State in a

competition, for plans for new public offices with

a durbar hall, to be submitted by Feb. 1, 1905.

But proof is wanting that a capable and qualified

assessor will be appointed to adjudicate on the

schemes, and in absence of such assurances the

best designers might well save themselves the

trouble of competing. The crux of any com-

petition is an efficient and impartial award, and
this is especially the case in architectural matters.

If the state engineer, as seems to be intended, is

to be the solo technical adviser, then the com-

petition cannot appeal to men of high attainments

and standing. \n ollictr on Us. MOO or Ks. 100

a month could hardly be seriously expected to sit

in judgment on tho work of capable architects in

a nianner that would satisfy all concerned."

On Saturday the London County Council opened

for public use the gardens in Arbour-square and

York-squaro, Stepney. The land is of rather less

than an acre in extent, on the northern side of

Commercial-road, and has been laid out by the

Council at a cost of l'S50.

At the Norwich Consistory-court a faculty has

been granted for power to erect an organ on tho

north side of the chancel of North Creake Church,

and to remove the pulpit from the south to the

north side of the nave. A faculty was also granted

for placing a stained-glass window in tho east end

of the chancel of St. Cuthliert's Church, Thetford,

and likewise a similar window in the east end ol

the north aisle.
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MKETINQS FOR THE ENSXTINQ WEEK.
Fbidav (to-day).—Architectural Association. "E.tcava-

tions in Westminster," by J. T. Mickle-
IhwaiteandE.Prioleau Warren. 7.30p m.

Monday. — Quantity Surpeyora' Association. Duke's
Saloon, Holborn Restaurant. 4 p.m.

Surveyors' Association. " The Build-
ing Surveyor : Hie Training and
Practice," by C. J. Mann. 8 pm.
Society of Arts. Cantor Lectur'is.

*' Musical Wind Instruments,'* by
David James Blaikley (Lecture I.) Sp m.

Tuesday.—Institution of Civil Engineers. Discussion on
*• Distribution of Electrical Energy."
8 p.m.
Northern Architectural Association.

Lecture by F. Caws, F.EI.B.A. 7.3) p.m.

Wedsesbay.—Society of Arts. "The British Canals
Problem," by Arthur Lee, J. P. S p.m.

Architectural Association (Discussion
Section). "Abstract Forms in Archi-
tectural Design," by E. A. Richards.
7.30 p.m.

Edinburgh Architectural Association.
"An Architect's Holiday in Portugal,"
by W. Crum Watson. 8 p.m.

Friday.—In&titution of Civil Engineers. " Midland
Railway. West Riding Lines : The Con-
struction of Contract No. 1," by R. T.
McCallum, M.Inst.C.E. S p.m.

THEARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION

.

nECEMBER 3.d: VISIT lo the NEW THEATRE. Charlotte-
«tree», Tottenham Ccurt-road [bv kind permJ!iBion of the Architect,
Ml. F. T, VtrityJ. Members to meet at the building at2 p m.

LOUIS AMBLER 1 „„_ „,
H. TANNER, Jun. f

""" ^«»

'WAQES MOVEUENTS.
The Welsii Slate Tp.abe.—Ooe result of the

present unprecedented depression in the Welsh slate
market has been the creation of a state of tension
between capital and labour in some of the quarries
more immediately affected. This is particularly the
case in some of the Nantlle Vale quarries, where the
men allege that the management have unduly and
too hastily reduced the wages, alleging also that no
such readiness was shown to advance wages when
the market was brisk. The management, however,
deny both allegations. In the case of the Dorothea
Quarries, where some "00 men are employed, the
men have been in consultation with the manager
during the pist week. The men have for the pre-
sent accepted the terms offered by the management,
which involve a reduction of wages, though not to
any sabstantial amount. Stocks are still accumu-
lating at the quarries, and experts anticipate a more
pronounced depression before March next.

CHIPS.
Islington is about to erect a monument to the

memory of the ninety-one Islingtonians who fell

in the South African War. This memorial will be
placed in Highbury Fields, near the entrance from
Upper-street.

Mr. G, Thurley, builder and contractor. Old
Fletton, entertained the whole of his working staff
to dinner at the Crown Inn. Westgate, Peter-
borough, on Tuesday week. 'The occasion was the
completion of the rebuilding. Tie new frontage is

by Mr. J. G. Stallebrass, and is of red hrick facing
and stone dressing, with blende d colours of faience.

The Bishop of Manchester has fixed January 2.5,

19((j, as the date for the consecration of Si. John's
new church, Hopwood.

The annual general meeting of Glasgow Arohieo-
logical Society was held on Friday in the rooms of
the society at 207, Bath -street. Dr. George Xeilson
presided. The annual reports were submitted, and
considered satisfactory. Thereafter Mr. J. W. G.
Dilrymple was elected president for the ensuing
term, and, in an address, said that Glasgow was far
behind what it should be in the matter of a proper
archceological ;i:aseum.

At the Hull Property Committee meeting on
Friday the city architect submitted plans for the
erection of corporation workshops in Wincolmlee.
at an estimated cost of £S85. A member asked
whether arrangements could be mide for the re-
housing of the tenants who will be dispossessed by
the pulling down of the necessary property, and
this led to a brief discussion on the question of
housing the working classes. Councillor G. L
Ssott said there wis not a great necessity for the
building of houses, seeing that at the present
moment there were fully 6,000 unoccupied houses
in the city.

At All Saints' Church, Oakham, the memorial
service and unveiling of the marble tablet erected
to the memory of the Rutland men who fell in the
Soath African war took place last week.

LATEST PRICES.—*-*-*—
IBON, fto.

Per ton. Fer ton.
BoUed-Iron Joists, Belgian £5 10 to £6 16
EtoUed-Steel Joists, English 6 10 „ 6 12 6
Wroughtr-lron Girder Plates 7 0,, 760
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 S „ 8 10
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, or
Square 20 „ 20 6

Do., Welsh B 15 „ 5 17
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs : 8 0,, 8 15
BestSnedshiU 9 0,, » 10

Angles lOs., Tees 20s. per ton extra.
Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £7 7s. 6d.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £12 to £13 per ton.

Qalvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24.

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton. Per ton.

gauge £10 15 ...£11
Best ditto 11 6 ... 1110

Cast-iron Columns 6 10 to 8 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 10 „ 8 10
Bolled-Iron Fencing Wire 8 0,, 850
Eolled-Steel Fencing Wire 6 5 0,, 6 10

„ „ J,
Galvanised. 7 15 „ 8

Cast-iron Sash Weights 4 12 8 „ 4 12 6
Cut Clasp Nails, Sin. to 6in 9 5 0,, 960
Cut Floor Brads 9 0,, 900
Wire Nails (Points de Paris)

—

6 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 18 14 16 B.W.G.
7 6 8/- 8/6 9/- 9/3 10/- 10'9 11/6 12/6 per cwt.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes

—

8in. diameter £5 15 to £6
4in. to6in 5 12 6 „ 5 17 6

7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 0,, 5 10
[Coated with composition, 5a. Od. per ton extra ; turned

»nd bored joints, Ss. 6d. per ton extra.]
Pig Iron^ Per ton.
Cold Blast, Lilleshall 1053. Od. to 1128. 6d.
Hot Blast, ditto 658. Od. to 708. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standard
Lists f.o.b. (plus 5 per cent.) ;

—

Gas-Tubes 87}p.c.
Water-Tubes 62* „
Steam-Tubes 57} „
Galvanised Gas-Tubes 55 „
Galvanised Water-Tubes 50 „
Galvanised Steam-Tubes 4.5 „

lOcwt. caaka. 5cwt. casks.
Per ton. Per ton

.

Zinc, English (London mill] £25 10 to £26
Do., Vieaie Montagne 28 10 „ 28 15
Snelter. Sileaian 25 7 6 „ 23 12 6
Sheet Lead, 31b. and upwards ... 13 15 „ 13 15
Lead Water Pipe (F.O.R. Lond.) 14 5 „ 14 5
Lead Barrel Pipe 15 2 6 „ 15 2 6
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside 16 2 6 „ 16 2 6

„ ,, „ ,, and outside 17 12 6 „ 17 12 6
Composition Gas-Pipe 16 2 8 „ 16 2 6
Soil-Pipe (Sin. and Bin. extra) ... 16 2 6 „ 16 2 6
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 10 16 3 „ 10 17 6
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15 „ 15 5
Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 75 „ 76
Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 69 „ 73
Tin, Straits 132 17 6 „ 133 7 6
Do., English Ingots 133 10 „ 134

TIMBE&.
Teak, Buimah per load £10 to £18 1]
„ Bangkok „ ... 9 10 „ ]7 5

Quebec Pine, yellow », ... 4 5 0,, 700
„ Oak , ... 5 0,, 800
„ Birch „ ... 2 15 „ 6
„ BUm „ ... 4 13 „ 8 15
„ Ash „ ... 4 10 „ 7 15

Dantsic and Memel Oak „ ... 3 „ 6 10 o
Fir „ ... 2 7 6,, 4 15

Wainscot, Riga p. log 3 0,, 5 15
Lath, DanUsic, p.f 4 0,, 600

St. Petersburg 4 0,, 600
Greenheart 7 15 „ a
Box 7 0,, IB
Sequoia, U.S.A per cube foot 3 6,, 089
Mahogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick 6,, 008
„ Honduras « „ 7i
„ Mexican 4,, 005
„ African 3i „ 5]

Cedar, Cuba „ ... 8,, Sj

„ Honduras , ... 31 „ 8j
Satinwood „ ... £0 10 „ £) 1 9
Walnut, Italian , ... 8,, 00 7J

„ American (logs) 8 1,, 081
Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12tt. by IJin.
by llm. :—

Quebec, Pine, 1st £22 to £35
„ 2nd 18 „ 23 10
„ 8rd 11 10 „ 14

Canada Spruce, 1st 10 15 „ 15 10
„ 2ndand3Td 8 15 „ 10 10

New Brunswick 8 0,, 9 10
Riga 8 10 „ 9 10
St. Petersburg 8 10 „ 17 5
Swedish » 5 „ 20 5
Finland 10 „ 10 5
White Sea 11 „ 20 5
Battens, all sorts 6 0,, 14
Flooring Boards, per square ol lin. :

—

1st prepared £0 14 „ £0 18 6
2nd ditto 13 „ 15 6
Other qualities 5 9,, 13

Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S., pipe £37 10 „ £45
Memel, cr. pipe 220 0,, 230
Memel, brack 190 „ 200

STONE.'
Darley Dale, in blocks per foot cube £0 2 3
Ked Mansfield ditto „ .., 2 4J
Hard York ditto „ ... 2 10
Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides, landings,
random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Ditto ditto 3in. slabs sawn two sides,

random sizes „ ... 1 3
• AU F.O.B. liondon.

2 1

1

16i
18i

2 2}

Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations
per foot cube £0

Delivered on road waggons, Paddington
Depot „ ..,

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot
Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :

—

Brown White
Whit Bed. Base Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the
quarry per foot cube £0 1 5J ... £0 1 7J

Delivered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot .

.

Ditto Nine Elms Depot..
Ditto Pimlico Wharf

OILS.
linseed per tun £14 17

Rapeseed, English pale ... „ ...

Do., brown „ ...

Cottonseed, refined „ ...

Ohve, Spanish „ ..,

Seal, pale „ ,..

Cocoanut, Cochin „ ...

Do., Ceylon „ ...

Palm, Lagos „ ...

Oleine „ ...

Lubricating XJ.S per gal.
Petroleum, refined „ ...

Tar, Stockholm per barrel
Do., Archangel ,, ...

Turpentine. American ...per tnn

Ell 17 6 to £15
21 10 22 5
20 5 21
16 10 18 10
31 11 81 15
16 26
33 84
29 10 30 10
27 10 „ 28 10 R
17 6 , 19 5

7 „ 8 n
58 n

1 6 1 6 ft

19 6 1

87 ,. 37 5

W. I LiSCELLES atid Co.,

121, Bunhill Row, London, E.C.
TELEPHONE Ns. 1366.

HIGH-CLASS JOINERY.
LASCELLES' CONCRETE.

Conservatories & Greenhouses.

WOODEN BUILDINGS.
BANK, OFFIOE, ft SHOP FITTINQS.

CHURCH BENCHES & PULPITS.

MBTIMAIXB BIVMB OS APPLiaAIIOS.

FOR
Olivers'

Seasoned
Hardwoods,

\PPL^ TO-
WM. OLIVER & SONS, LTD.,

120, BunhiU Row, LONDON, E.G.

TENDERS.
•,• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of the
accepted tender : it adds to the value of the information.

Bourse, Lanxs.—For constructing earthen embank-
ment, as an approach to the Tongue End Bridge, for the
urbin district council ;

—
Gwilt, J. (accepted) £.33

(Lowe=t of four tenders, the others being £17^, £99 12s.,

and £10.)

Bb.vstf.d.— For the extension of a sewer at Brasted, for

the Sevenoaks Rural District Cjuncil :~
Canfleld, D., Sundridge (accepted) £289 19

Haodiscor Hall.—For ioternal and e.xternal renova-
tions, repairs, and alterations, for Mr. Edgar Morse.
Mr. Arthur Pells, F.S.I., Ljndon-road, Beccles, archi-

tect :
—

Taylor, A. C, Yarmouth £1,184
Youngs, J., and Son. Norwich ... 1,128

Boddy and Son, Norwich 1,059

Pestell, J. E , Oreat Yarmouth ... s-81

Atherton. J., Great Yarmouth ... 977
Cole, J., Lowestoft ii73

Elsey, G.. Lowestoft 9J0
Butwright, A. II., Bungay 8J3
Beckett, A. G., Liwctoff 773
Howes, J. J., Norwich 663

* Accepted.

Malvern-.— For the erection of new public library :
—

Colborne. A. J., Swindon £8 420
Meredith. J. A, Cradley Heath ... 8 393
Bastow, S., and Co., Bristol ... 7,712

Bromage and Evans, Worcester ... 7,633 16
Orifliths, C, Stourbridge 7,627

Holloway, A., Malvern Wells ... 7,584 10 O
Broad, T., Ltd., Malvern 7,511 1
Brazier, J. and A., Brom=grove ... 7,411

Long and Sons, Bath 7,332

Lovell, J., Marlow 7,321

Tilt Bros., Bromsgrove 7.226
Smith. H., Kidderminster 7,048
I'arnail and SoQS, Rugby 0.943 15
Dallow, J., and Sons, Birminghim 6,916
Bowers, W., and Co., Uerelora ... 6,818 O
Herbert, J., Wolverhampton* ... 6,610

^ Accepted.

Mettox. sear Cromer.—For the provision of pumpinj
plant at Metton, for the Wdterworas committee of the

Cromer Urban District Council :
—

Stimpson, Jas , and Cj., London
(accepted) £3,353

{Continwd on page XVIIl.)
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PROFESSIONAL INFLUENCE.
SEVERAL vital questions which concern

the profession have been raised of late,

as those referriag to the edacation and
registration of architects, the amendments
proposed to the London Building Act, rural
by-laws, competitions, ancient lights, owner-
ship of drains, and others. These are yearly
noticed in the presidential addresses and dis-
cussed by members ; but very little seems to
come of them. We may ask, indeed, whether
the profession exercises any influence ? They
are matters which affect materially the well-
being of the public and the profession. Both
have a direct interest in raising the standard
of professional education, in preventing the
outbreak of fire, in safety of life, in reducing
the cost of rural dwellings, in preventing
unnecessary litigation in ancient light cases,
<feo. Yet, for certain reasons that are not
easily explainable, the public—owners and
promoters of building—appear to think that
professional men are adverse to their
interests, or really opposed to them. There
is an irreconciliation born of mistrust in the
minds of many outside the profession. With
respect to architecture and building transac-
tions, it is thought that architects raise
the cost of building, put obstacles in
the way of individuil effort, and impose
their own ideas upon people who thiak
they know quite as much. Building owners
are, as a rule, adverse to all interference
by local authorities and legislative enact-
ments which control and add to the expense
of building. In scarcely any other science
or vocation is freedom of individual action
more valued. Everyone who desires to
build likes to do so unhampered by any
restriction. AVa think there is also an objec-
tion amongst many people that professional
standards should be raised. There is a strong
ilea that it means extra fees for professional
services. It should be the main object of the
profession to disabuse the public mind of these
ideas and prejudices, and to show that the true
iKterest of every client is identical with that
of the architect. Such an ideil cannot be
reached till the public—those who build-
understand the value of good construction and
design as something that can only be obtained
by a standard of (jualification in the essentials
of building. Freedom of choice involves a
liability to fall in with mistakes and abuses,
to select wrong as well as right principles.
AVo sec this amply illustrated in buildings
designed by irresponsible and unqualified
practitioners. All good building is, compared
with inferior work, costly. Then the restric-
tions imposed on building by legislation are
only one means of securing sound construc-
tion, sanitary conditions, and firo-rosisting
<iualities. They are not framed for any other
purpose. The amendments contemplated in
the London Building Act are intended to
guarantee to the public substantial and safe
structures, which, though they involve ex-
pense in the first instance, will be beneiicial
ahke to the owners as well as the public at
largo. There is an obstinate prejudice to
encounter against all building legislation.
Without doubt there is much that is un-
reasonable and unnecessary, as in imposiu"
the urban regulations of building on rural
districts

;
also in some of the retrospective

clausoa proposed for the Amended Building
Act in regard to means of escape in case of
hre

:
but we think it will be obvious that the

profession will sot its face against such rcu-
lations as much as owners of buildiiigs.
Restrictions, for instance, with regard

N EW S *'° ^'S^*" cases which have the eiiect of pre-

venting building operations are prejudicial

to the profession as well as dominant owners.
To take the question of competition assessor-

ships. Several recent abuses of the system,
such as those we report to-day, will have the

effect of making building committees and
promoters of competitions very chary of

accepting the recommendations of the

R.I.B.A. as to the appointment of an
assessor, Buildings like baths, municipal
offices, and free libraries have to be built,

and all the local authority desires is to select

the best design for its purpose. If the
assessor errs in his judgment, the committee
have a right to protest ; they do not want to

be troubled by a long investigation into the

merits of the award, nor by squabbling ba-
tween the competitors and the Institute or

their nominated assessor. If competition
awards conducted on the assessorship system
are to be respected by competition pro-
moters and the public, those who com-
pete must have a voice in the selection

or in the choice of an assessor. The
present plan seems to need revision. The
selected nominees have not always secured
the best results, and it has been clearly proved
that experts in design may, and often do,

lack the judicial qualities necessary to making
a decision. At least, competition, as at

present conducted, is not calculated to

improve the position of the profession or its

influence on the public. When we see the
tactics pursued by promoters of building, the
eagerness of many members of the profession

to compete on terms that are, to say the least,

derogatory, and the unsatisfactory decisions

made, we cannot wonder that the public
begin to entertain a very poor opinion
of the architect's calling. Let us take again
the case we reported last week of '

' Gibbon v.

Pease," in which it was ruled by the Judge
that an architect was compelled to hand over
his drawings and spociflcations to his client.

It is a question that does not very often arise

when the building has been carried out under
the architect's supervision. The client is

satisfied if the building is carried out to the
intention of the design. Yet there has grown
upaprejudicein the minds of some employers,
who think that because they pay for certain
drawings and documents they are entitled to
have them on the completion of the building.
The average British employer of the architect
thinks it reasonable and fair, and, of course,
bases his contention on the unfortunate
precedent of " Ebdy v. M'Gow.an," in which
the architect was compelled to deliver up his

drawings for a building not carried out. If

lawyers and Judges cannot be made to under-
^tand that an architect is not really paid for
making drawings, but for carryingout a build-
ing according to his design, it is not very likely
that the undiscerning public can be made to

understand it. The ((uestion of ownership of
plans is one which very particularly touches
the employer. AVhat he pays for he thinks
he should possess, whether it is the prescrip-
tion of a physician or the drawings the archi-
tect makes to carry out his design. But
there is a difference he does not see. The
medical prescription is the part a patient
applies for, not the actual medicine, for which
ho has to pay extra. The architect su[iplies

the instruments by which the design is to be
realised in a similar way ; but in his case it

is the form and design of the building that is

paid for, and which the architect undertakes
to see carried out in an efficient manner,
which would bo tintamount to the physician
making up his own medicine instead of the
dispensing chemist. As well may the cus-
tomer or patron compel the dressiuaki^r to

give up her " model, " or the p,untor tho
accessories or '• properties" ho used in paint-
ing his portrait. There is, at any rate, a
popular prejudice against the custom which
the late decision will only strengthen. ] [enco-
forth the average employer of arcliitects will

regard the action as another atteui' t on tho

part of the profession to increase their pre-
rogatives at the cost of the client, which has
been frustrated by a court of law. The pro-
fession to the same degree will lose their

popularity and influence. There will be the
usual congratulation among the enemies of

the.architect that his professional aggressive-
ness has received a well-deserved check.

Prejudices against the architectural pro-
fession there have always been. During the
ISth century the amateurs of architecture
used to wage a war against well-known men
in the profession ; satires in prose and verse
were written on the classic art of the day.
Sj in the last century the shortcomings of

the architects and architecture were a favourite
theme. AYe have not all forgotten the re-
proaches and criticism levelled against the
design and architect of the Houses of Parlia-
ment; how men like the late Mr. Ayrton,
uneducated in architecture, were constantly
holding the profession up to ridicule ; how
the " battle of the styles " was waged over
public buildings—notably the Government
Offices. All this is a matter of history. AA''e

do not say there is the same feeling and
acrimony now evinced against the profession
as there was then. The public have shown
more enlightenment on architectural ques-
tions, the standard of education in the
profession has been raised, and the question
of the registration of the architect has done
a great deal to influence public opinion. The
societies connected with the profession are
beginning to make themselves heard in
matters affecting building interests. Still,

there is much to be achieved before the
profession will enjoy that influence which it

ought to possess in the minds of the public.
They must show more unity in their ranks,
a decided voice in matters of public interest,

and the registration movement will do
something in this direction. In this con-
nection we refer to the address given
by Mr. AValter W. Thomas, as Pre-ident
of the Society of Architects, in which that
gentleman spoke of the need of action on the
part of the R.I.B.A. to adopt some measure
or to formulate the principle of registration
in a Bill. The Royal Institute of Architects
of Ireland are pledged to the measure. There
are other questions on which the profession
need to hold decided opinions, but for which
object federation is desirable. Architects
need more than any other class of men to

band themselves together. Even musicians,
painters, and sculptors are desiring federa-
tion;—the former have a Bill before Parlia-
ment for the purpose. These are profes-
sions notably free and self-assertive, yet they
find it is necessary to co-operate if they wish
to have any influence, or even to hold their

own. Association and co-operation are the
main principles hy which any body of artists

or professional men can make themselves
heard amidst the many disintegrating

agencies of the present diy. Individualism
has had its day and failed to give relief.

This is no mere philosophical theory ; it is the
general tendency of oui- day, and it is surely
better to combine on a basis of qualification

than to associate oneself with a number ofmen
who have no qualification, or, as Mr, Thomas
says, suffer to have one's name appear by the
side of a Tom, I>ick, and llarry. Tho
practical application of these principles may
tend to increase the influence of professional

opinion in various ways. Take the architect's

relation to local authorities, llow often he
finds himself compelled to join issue with
them on the meaning of a by-law, as, for in-

stance, about tho thickness of a party or
external wall, on tho height of a story, on
the employment of concrete, and other points,

or, it may bo, about tho deposit of drawings.
.As long as tho public who compose these

bodies have an idea that tho architect is no
better or worse than those who form
members of his profession—Tom, Dick, and
Harry, we cannot bo surprised. How often,

again, a municipal holy employ their own
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surveyor or engineer to design a building such

as a suite of new offices, whicli ought to have

been intrusted to an architect !' Here we have
one way in which they show their indis-

crimination, and the E.I. B.A. has appointed a

commitlee to consider this question and
report upon it. Why borough engineers are

employed to do architectural work is a

question which explains a good deal. It

shows that the architects special genius and
skill count for little in the eyes of the

public; they do not know the difference

between the engineer and the architect. In
other oases it shows that the local authority

believe they can do the work at less cost

themselves. The President of the Society

thinks if the profession were more fully

represented on public bodies, and bring their

personal intineiice to bear upon them in pro-

fessional matters, its efforts would be appre-

ciated. No doubt ; but few architects could

devote much of their time to municipal

duties. In questions of labouring class

buildings in rural districts, to which we
have already referred, the profession have
much to complain of ; their recommendations
In matters of construction suitable for rural

localities, and having regard to cost, being

set aside by the local authorities in accord-

ance with vexatious restrictions only suitable

to town districts. It seems almost ironical

that a distinguished lawyer and Judge has
himself protested against by-laws being
applied to plans prepared by himself. Here,

indeed, we have an instance in which
professional influence should have some
weight. When an architect is engaged
carrying out cheap houses in rural

districts, the by-laws ought to be relaxed

by those who administer them. The im-
provements of our streets, the application

of building regulations to new and existing

buildings in our towns, all come within the

practising architect's province, and his advice

should be more than ever required. But for

certain reasons it is seldom asked. If there is

an elevation or a design for the facades -of a

new street, the architect's opinion is not

sought ; or if a competition is decided upon,
it is ten chances to one the selection is not

acted on, as in the Strand improvement
scheme. l)iscriminative public opinion has

very little, unfortunately, to do with these

matters. However unreasonable the con-
ditions of competition are, they do not seem
to deter some members of the profession from
competing — a state of things unknown
to other callings—which has a two-fold
effect, that of seriously undermining the

influence of the profession, and robbing it

of any redress.

Bl'ILDINa BY-LA.WS.

COMPLAINTS of the pubUc and the pro-

fession on building by-laws have been
very rife of late. Many of those who have
felt the unreasonableness of the restrictions

have combined to form the ''' Building By-
Law Eeform Association," whose action has
been restrained but firm. We have previously
stated the objects of this Association, which
are first to secure some relief from the more
oppressive by-laws now in force in rural

districts; to endeavour to obtain from the

Local Government Board a new set of model
by - laws for these districts embodying
certain amendments ; to urge district councils

to amend existing by-laws. The Association
also propose to prepare a set of draft build-
ing by-laws carrying oat the recommenda-
tions of the special committee that each by-law
should provide that, " unless the principle it

enunciates is otherwise given effect to, to the
satisfaction of the local authority, it shall be
considered to be given effect to if the require-
ments set out in the schedule to the by-law
are complied with.'' The principles involved
in these amendments are in the main right,
though we do not think they will embody
the unanimous opinion of all concerned, men

of widelj' differing views on architectural

and sanitary questions. There will always
be a difference of. opinion as to what extent

the sanitary provisions, or those having refer-

once to fire -resisting precautions, should be
made compulsory. In fact, constructional and
hygienic provisions which are so necessary in

urban districts will by some be very sparingly

introduced into the clauses for rural

districts, while others will seek to make
them more operative, at the sacrifice

of all artistic considerations. Many in-

fluential landowners and members of

the profession have agitated for reform,

including Justice Grantham, whose protest

against the rural district authorities of

C'hailey will be remembered by our readers.

The influential deputation which, headed by
Sir William Grantham, interviewed the Local
Government Board the other day is sufficient

evidence of the interest awakened in the

question. Many objections are raised, among
them the impossibilities of complying with
by-laws in certain localities. Among these

it has bean affirmed that the by-laws con-

trolling the building of cottages are enforced

by oSicials who have no knowledge of the

locus in
<i
w or of the requirements of the

district ; that they have no ability to

administer them, or have a prejudice against

the builder of this class of property. Other
charges have been made to the effect that the

council or oflBcials attempt to strain the

language of these by-laws against the

building owner, and throw obstacles in

the way of his scheme of improvement. No
doubt, also, these by-laws have seriously

:

hindered the building of cottages in the

country districts, and have done much
towards the overcrowding in towns. If

there had been suitable by-laws and
regulations with means of adapting them to

particular circumstances, administered by
authorities who could exercise a certain

amount of discretion and common sense,

many more cottages for the working
population of our towns would have been
erected. In some out-of-the-way country
districts, the need of by-laws is very
questionable. Sir William urged these

J

several points, and suggested that there

should be an appeal beyond the rural council,

in cases of disagreement, to the Local Govern-
ment Board, the County Council, or the ma-
strates. The facts of the Barcombe case

were adduced, and many complaints were
made by the Duke of Sutherland and other

large landowners. These are experiences
which can hardly be called into question.

The adoption of by-laws in rural places has
not prevented imperfect buildings from being
erected, for there are plenty of bad cottages

to be found. There are, of course, land-
owners with a grievance who desire to build

cheaper cottages than their neighbours. So
long as the by-laws prescribe -a minimum
amount of cubical space and window area

and height for living and bedrooms, there

can be little opposition to regulations of this

kind ; but there are landowners who think

that rooms 6ft. Gin. high are sufficient, and a

height of 8ft. quite unnecessary for cottage

rooms. In country districts, where there is

ample surroundings and air-space, a height

of fSft. may sometimes be thought extrava-

gant. It will much depend on circumstances,

and the number occupying such room, and it

is advisable to give discretionary power to

the officials who administer the law. The
same relaxation of a hard-and-fast line may
be reasonable in the matter of cubical con-
tents, the thickness and height of party-walls

between cottages, and other points. The
erection of wooden cottages was not allowed,

but there ought to be some relaxation of

this rule in country districts where timber
has been largely in use. Precaution against

fire necessary in large towns with tall build-

ings can be carried too far in rural

districts, lender the by-laws thatched roofs

and half-timber houses are prohibited.

The latter regulation has led to sham
boarding on the face of walls. These
regulations are made more difficult and
offensive by a series of rules fixing certain

minimum thicknesses of walls for brick or

concrete. Thus cement-concrete cannot be
used in a commonsense or economical maimer,
because it is required to l^e 12in. thick for

walls. Wooden oriel windows are not per-

mitted, and cheap building materials and
methods are ruled out. Other objections

were urged by the deputation. One architect

thought that local authorities should not ask
for plans, except those showing the drainage.

In replying to the deputation, the President

of the Local Government Board, the Et. Hon.
W. H. Long, M.P., reminded his hearers that

although the Board had actually devised two
sets of by-laws, they cannot force either on
any local authority. It was not the duty
of the Department to force by-laws on any
authority. In every case the local authority

could decide which set they preferred—the
urban set of by-laws or the rural set. The
amended rural code of by-laws were certainly

an improvement, as Sir AV. Chance pointed

out ; they dealt with sanitation, stability,

and fire-prevention. Mr. Long pointed out
that any rural authority could substitute the

amended code for their existing by-laws.

The President, in fact, promised to examine
the code, which he thought a workable one.

That there ought to be a code of by-laws
applicable to country districts few people

would be ready to deny, though it should be
a minimum code, and deal only with sanita-

tion and construction, capable of being
administered to suit particular localities and
conditions. Mr. Long appeared to agree with
Sir William Grantham that the fault was not

so much in the by-laws as in the people who
administered them. If they were not satisfied,

they can turn them out and install better ones.

The Local Government Board, according to

Mr. Long, do not desire to be too restrictive,

and they never intended the by-laws to be
so rigidly applied. The difficulty resides

largely within the administrative rural area.

A rural authority applies for the code of

by-laws intended only for towns : the Board
cannot prevent, they could only remonstrate

with the local authority, who has then power
to enforce the rules, and these can be again

put into operation with discretion and
leniency or with extreme rigour, just as the

authority's officials determine. The Local

Government Board, it would thus appear, has

not any control in the matter, or to prevent

urban and rural councils electing officials or

surveyors who, according to the President,

are often not qualified for their duties, from
their want of technical training. Mr. Long
declared there was nothing in the rural code

which would restrict the building of cottages

for working people ; they might even con-

struct them of wood, he said, so long as the

cottages were detached. There are even
rural districts, it would appear, where rural

by-laws do not exist ; others are indifferent

to them. The protests against restrictive

by-laws—and they are real and well-founded

—must therefore be urged against the

administrative bodies of rural districts. The
appointment of qualified and architecturally

competent surveyors is, no doubt, one of the

most direct means of preventing and checking

the grievances complained of, and, we
believe, to effect this, the initial direction

should come from Wiiitehall.

SOME TYPES OF GALLERY.

NEVER, perhaps, were there so many
galleries built as now, and never,

generally speaking, was less care taken about

their architectural treatment. Almost every

public building except, perhaps, a church,

has its galleries, as a matter of course. In

many an interior they necessarily become the

i

dominant feature ; but it is rarely that an
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architect frankly bases his desiga on them.
Far oftener he thinks out his design without
them, and then "puts in" galleries which
spoil it, quite against his will.

What, essentially, is a galleried interior ?

Broadly speaking, it is a central space all in

•one story, surrounded, or partly surrounded,
by narrower spaces two or more stories in

height, which open into it. Now the first

question is, How are these surrounding
spaces to be treated '' Are they to be accepted
as so many distinct stories, one above another,

or are they to be so managed that the
interior may look as much as possible like a
one-storied one 'f Neither type is necessarily

to be condemned, though either may be so

carelessly treated as to deserve nothing but
condemnation. We may call the first type
the "patio gallery," because it is essentially

that of a Spanish patio, if only its central

space were roofed over instead of being open
to the sky.

In the jirit/o, then, which is the central
court of a large house or other structure,

and often in the Italian cortile, which is

much the same thing, we have a shallow
aisle two stories high, or sometimes more,
inclosing a central quadrangle. The aisle

has, at least, two tiers of archos, or two
orders with columns and architraves,

one above another, opening into the quad-
rangle, which may be square or oblong.
In a fine Renaissance example at Baeza,
in Spain, it is about .JOft. square, and
a gallery or aisle, 1 2ft. wide, runs all round
it. Each side of the gallery is divided by
columns and arches into five bays ; one tier

of them supports i. and one carries the
lean-to roof above it. The columns are
slender, with Corinthianesque capitals, those
above the gallery being only three-fourths
of the height of the lower ones. The
arches are semicircular and moulded : the
spandrels between them are filled in with
coats of arms and sculptures. Above the
upper arches is an eaves cornice, from which
the tiled roofs slope back. .Vbove the lower
arches is a Classic entablature. What we
should call the "gallery front" is solid, with
panelling and carving, and the general efi'ect

is extremely graceful. But what most strikes
an English eye is the entire absence of auy
attempt or any inclination to make the two
stories look like ono. There are simply no
vertical lines running through them both,
no piers, no pilasters, no vaulting shafts.
There is j\ist a range of co'umns and arches
to carry tlie galleries, and a second shorter
range of columns and arches over them to
carry the gallery roof^. That is all the
groundwork of the composition. The facts
could not be more frankly .accepted. The
central space only here needs roofing to
make this a model galleried interior.

In this example there is bay over bay, all

the way round. But it is not always so. In
the courtj-ard of a palace at ]5ologna, which
we illustrated on Nov. •), 188f), there wore
two bays above the gallery level to one bay
below it. The lower bays being about l:!l't.

from centre to centre, the upper ones are
reduced to about (Jtt. (iin.. and so the upper
story uiiturally becomes much shorter than thr
ground story. There are three bays above to
ono below in tho courtyard of tho I'alaco of
the Infanta at Saragossa

; but it is only in tho
upper sta-o that there are semicircular
arches. Tho gallery is carried by horizontal
architraves, or rather friezes, whi h are partly
supported by bold, carved corbels springing
from tho capitals of the ground- lloor column i.

At tho House of Afiranda, Burgos arches are
entirely dispensed with in tlio p'll.'o, and
graceful scroll-shaped cantilevers, springing
from the two opposite sides of a sort of (Join-
posite capital, support a froely-treatol en-
tablature. Tho feature is Uouaissanco, and
yet tho total effect is almost Oriental.
Now, suppose a courtyard such as an?

of these — or even like some of the,
earlier and more Gothic ones that may bo

found in Spain—simply roofed over in the
centre, instead of being open to the skj'.

Then we have a galleried interior at once,

and a good one ; but there remains the
difficulty of lighting it. Still, there are

examples that go far enough even to suggest
a way out of this trouble. At Toulouse we
find a kind of patio, and a richly-decorated

one, with three stories instead of two
;

the third story being a very low one, which,
if it had been necessary, could easily have
been formed into a clerestory. In this case

we have semicircular arches below the
gallery —elliptical arches above the gallery,

and corbelled lintels above a second or top
gallery. Many other modes of lighting the
central quadrangle will suggest themselves,
and the patio type admits of endless variety.

But the essence of it consists in its grace and
lightness, and in its absolute renunciation of

all vertical tendencies. It is a two-storied
interior, and it does not for a moment pretend
to be anything else.

Turn from this type to the more usual one
of Northern Europe—whether carr'od out in

Classic, Romanesque, or (rothic, matters
little. The gallery is now no longer the
" motive " of the whole interior—the thing on
which all its character and all its beauty
depend. It has become, or has tried to

become, a very minor feature, and yet it

remains a feature which can signally avenge
itself for neglect. The Northern architect

loves long vertical lines. If he is a Classic

man, ho obtains them, perhaps, by columns
of a single order from floor to vault

—

as Oibbs, for instance, did at St. Martin's-
in-the-Pields, and then he has to spoil theii-

verticality, as (iibbs did, by wedging a heavy
horizontal gallery between them, half-way
up. If he is a Romanesque man, he may
succeed a little better, D ^cause a Romanesque
pier is a more massive thing than a Classic
column, and thus overpowers more effectually
the galleries which step between pier and
pier. But the essence of this second type is,

th.at its piers ai'O meant to shut in, and over-
power its galleries, so that we might call ttiis

sort of gallery tho " inter columnar type."
It too often starts, not with considering the
gallei'ies, but only with considering the vault
or ceiling of the central space, and how this
and its supports are to be carried. Wren's
galleried interiors are mostly of this type,
and so are those of Wren's immediate suc-
cessors. See, for instance, the interior of St.

James's, Westminster, and of many other
London churches of the same period. The
galleries, by the way, seem in the 18th-
century to have been favourite places, for
Fielding remarks, in " Joseph Andrews,'
that ' • people of fashion exalt themselves at
church over the heads of people of no
fashion, just as in the playhouse they abase
themselves to the s-ame degree under their
feet."

\'ery few of Wren's galleried interiors are
worthy of him. The galleries seem to have
oppressed him hke a nightmare, llis happiest
designs are those which, like St. Stephen's,
Walbrook, have none at all ; his poorest are
those which, like St. Anne's, Blackfriars,
have galleries on both sides. Some of his
jilans—like that of the late church of St.

lionetQnk, Throadneedle-street, with its six
nave piers arranged as an elongated hexagon
—suggest ideas for galleried interiors, though
they wore never actually built for galleries.

Afany of them were too small for the purpose.
St. iieuotllnk, for instance, was only •illt.

long from ond to end. St. Martin's, Ludgato-
hill, which has a gallery on one si<lo only, is

but out. by l^ft. inside. Tho navo of St.

Swithin's, ( 'annon - street, is under 40ft.

sciuare; that of St. Afichael's, Oollege-hill, is

07ft. by-J7ft., and that of St. Nicholas Cole
Abbey, (i.jft. by lift. Perhaps it is not
everyone who has hoard Wren's churches
much spoken of who clearly realises how-
small some of them wcro. l''or sizi\ or.

rather, forsmallness, one only finds their like

in suchlittle citychurches asthePerpendicul ir

Gothic ones of Exeter, which fit into nooks
and corners of the streets in the most un-
assuming way. But they are interesting,

too, and bring vividly before us the neigh-
bours in some almost unnoticeably small
parish, meeting Sunday after Sunday like one
united family. One reads Pepys' Diary
with a new sense of reality after going into

them.
Wren's galleries, then, where they exist,

are mostly of the " intercolumnar " sort

—

the " between-pier " type—if an awkward
EngUsh compound will convey the sense

better than an accepted Classical one. They
run between column and column, and usually
oppose and overpower the vertical expression
of the architecture by their unmitigated
horizontality. One might take them as the
express type, the very symbol and embodi-
ment of 18th, and still more of 19th, century
materialism—thatrampant materialism which
was not content with seeking nothing that

did not belong to the body, but that could
not satisfy itself even with this, unless at the

same time it could make the mind and its

higher cravings feel more hopelessly for-

saken and abandoned. This, therefore, has

been in England the favourite gallery design

of the so-called "practical man," the man who
has suppressed whatever in his nature was
best worth preserving, and who has ended
the fight of the flesh against the spirit by
everywhere suppressing the spirit that he
may live in peace.

The "inter-columnar" gallery, however,
need not be, and is not everywhere the dis-

cordant piece of mechanical utilitarianiijm

which we are accustomed to in England.
When the piers are large enough, and the
gallery unobtrusive enough, harmony begins
again—a different sort of harmony from that

of the patio gallery, but still a real and an
impressive one. The gallery does not indeed
remain, as it did there, the very keynote and
mastering idea of the design -that position

now belongs to tho piers ; but still tne piers

and the gallery fall into their respective

places, and combine together in peace and
concord. If Mr. .Vitohisou is right in his

suggested restoration of the Thermioof Cara-
calla, this was originally a Roman idea : while
a number of Eastern churches, from St. Sophia
and St. Irene onwards, prove plainly that it

became an accepted Byzantine one. The
mosques of Suleiman and Achmed at Con-
stantinople show that the Turks adopted it in

their most successful period, as did also the
builders of St. Mark's, Venice ; while the

new Westminster Cathedral indicatt^s the

attraction it had for a great modern archi-

tect. In all these cases, the piers aie massive,

and the shafts of the gallery-srcade are

relatively light, and in all of them it hakes

several of tho gallery arches to fill in the

space which one nave arch sp ms.
There are other types of gallery besides

these two ; and further, there are character-

istic oak galleries, brick galleries, and iron

galleries (not to say plaster ones), besides tho

stone ones. The subject seems hardly ever

to have been dealt with at much length ; and
tho architect who produces a really good
galleried interior has accomplished what
few of his compeers now over seem to aim at.

THE ARCUITECTUK.M. ASSOCIATION.

THE fourth ordinary meetinM; for the present

session of the Ar<hiteiliir«l .\ssocifttion was
held on Friiiiiy evening iit tho Koyal Archi-

t'ctural lln'omn, Tufton-fclre^t, Westminster,
tno i'residont, Jlr. I'., liuv D.iwher, in tho chnir.

-Messrs. F. Vx. Uiooker, W. 11. U.Tryon, K. .V. V.

Iruiinarnens, .\. .St. E. Brouk. F. W. Lsngman,
F. V. Longst'ilT, and \V. II. Itedlicott wero
elected as members. Tho I'ui'iimcNT announced
the following further donalione to the New
I'romiaes P.uilding Fund : Messrs. If. 1.. Florence

C'>0. T. EWpy .CJl, A. X. Prentice £10 lOs.,

C. lloJg.son l''o»lor £5 Tia., Then. Mooro ,£j Ss.,

II. S. Jtoblett t) 58., 1'. E. I'ilditch £5 5s.,
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W. Woodward £5 5b., Sir A. Blomfield and Sons
£3 3a., W. H. Scrymgcur £3 Ss.. G. Watson
£3 38., A. C. Galbraith £2 2s., P. W. Lovell
£2 28.,W. L. Lucas £2 2s., A. Bolton £1 lis. Cd.,

F. H. Crawley-Botvey£l Is., J. S.Gibson £1 Is.,

C. R. G. HaTding £1 Is., and T. S. Inglis £1 Is.

The following Members had kindly promise! to

double tbtir annual tubscript'ons until the
Building debt is cleared : — Mesfrs. S. Chat'eild
Clarke, W. E. Davis, E. Guy Dawber, Henry
T. Hare, Arnold Mitchell, E. H. Sim, B. N.
Southall, A. n. Ryan Ttnison, M. E. Webb,
Louis Ambler, A. Bolton, W. G. R. Boubfield,
C. H. Brodie, F. Dare Clapham, A. O. Collard,
G. Hubbard, J. K. Hunter, H. P. G. Maule, L.
Simmons, and A. D. Smith. On the motion of

ihe President, a vote of cordoltnce was agreed to
with the relations of the late Mr. John Noiton,
President of the Association in 1S58. Mr. Loiis
A.MHLER, hon. stcretary, proposed a vote of thanks
to the Piesident for the donation of an armchair
to the reading-room.

THE DEVELOI'MEXT OF WESTMIXSTEE AUBtY.

Mr. J. T. MicKLETHwAiTE, F.S.A., arthitect to
the Dean and Chapter of Westminster, delivered
a hall-hour's address on the growth of the Abbey
Church, illustrated by plans and tec ions, the
latter on sheets of paper, pinned in chrono-
logical order one above the other. Westminster
was in style one of the most uniform churches to
be found ; indeed, it was often quoted by those
who did not know its history as an example of
architecture of the 13th century. This was be-
cause the additions after that period were CLtirely
ruled by what had been done before. The story
of the Abbey began in legendary fog. Xothing
definite was known of the character of the build-
ing prior to the d^ys of Edward the Confessor,
except that there was then an old permanent
church on this site, and that that monarch re-
butlt it. We could not veiifj- tl e length west-
waid of the Confessor's church, but we knew its

breadth, and we also knew that the Confessor
adopted the new fashion of building which we
now recognised as Xorman. There was no sharp
definition between whit was called Sixon and
what was called Norman architecture; William
the Conqueror did not bring over in his pocket a
new style which immediately replaced Saxon, but
the one style developed slowly out of the other.
• If this Confessor's church we had an interesting
Cetcription, such as might be given in a news-
paper, that is, by a man who knew nothing about
building, and could note.x,ress himself inarchitec-
turalttrma, written in a Latin Lifeof the C^nfesf or.
It consisted of a nave and aisles with two towers,
thort transepts, a choir or Lady- chapel, and
when consecrated in 10G5 was obviously in a
very incomplete condiiion. Of that church,
begun in 1050, we had very slight remains

:

nothing more than a few bases of columns which
were found, under the sanctuary floor, north and
south of one of the great piers at the crossing,
and stiU exist on the site. The work was charac-
teristic of Early Xorman of about 1050. The
church was evidently very like the sister Bene-
dictine church at Peterborough, and had, like
most large churches of the period, a more lofty
archway at the crossing, equal in height to the
nave arcade and its trifoiium. The new Con-
fessor's Church was built to the east of the little

old Saxon edifice, which was treated as a nave to
the new church, until funds should allow of a re-
building of the western portion in the new fashion.
The effect was not, in the Confessor's days,
regarded as so incopgruous as it would be by us,
for nave and choir were treated as two separate
buildings with distinct uses. The old Saxon
thurch was eventually pulled down, and during
the 12th Cfntury was replaced by a new and
loftier church, the details of the new nave being
richer than the Confessor's work, especially in
the use of zigzag ornament. From contem-
porary desciiptions we know that this second
church was completed by the beginning of the
13th century, and that to it the monks added in
1225 an eastern or Lady-chapel, of which the
King, Henry III., then a youth of eighteen, was
invited to lay the foundation-stone ; the exterior
occupitd very much the same ground as does the
one built on the site by Henry VII. Twenty
years later Henry III. resolved to act as a Royal
benefactor, and began to rebuild the eastern
portion of the church in the style of his own
day. He began by constructing the walls for
a broader, deeper, and loftier north transept
outside those of the old one, which was still
standing; then he erected the chapels and

arcade and triforium of a very lofty choir,

which, after beingtemporaiily roofed in, was raised

to its present he'ght by the bui'ding of a high
c'erestcry. No attempt was made to rebuild the
central tower ; but the south transept, the chapter
house, and the east walk of the cloisters were built

to the new scale, and one bay west of the
crossing, this being joined to the old nave by a

temporary roof. All this was done bet Keen 1245
and 1260, and it was the work we now saw. It

was frequently alleged that Edward I. built the
next four eastern bays <f the existing nave, but
there was no documentary evidence that Edward I.

actually carried out any building work. The
design was the same as Henry lll.'s undoubted
work, and there was only the tiiflirg difference

in the detail due to a recommencement. In 1269,
at the translation of the remains of Edward the

Confessor to the new shrine, and bttween
;260 and 1269, four bays were completed of the re-

built nave. In this portion of the church the
choir was seated, as in most Benedictine churches.
A solid wall was built between the new section

and the old and lower western portion of the

church, and for man)- years the building pre-

sented the appearance of a lofty choir, transepts,

and eastern portion of the nave, connected with
the low Norman nave by a lean-to roof. A
century later the old nave was altered, as at

Norwich and Peterborough, and formerly at Ely
until restored, by taking out the early windows
and putt'ng in others with tracery of the type
then in fashion, and, on the death of Archbishop
Langham in 137S, when the monastery came into

possession of a large bi quest, the abbot and monks
set to work on rebuilding their own buildings and
the cloisters. Work in the abbey church went
on very slowly during the 14th century. Indeed,
the abbey remained in a very unfinished con-
dition till about the end of the 15th century, say
1500, the W3rk done at that period bringing us
to the second completion of the fabric. Between
1503 and 1512 Henry VII. pulled down the
13th-century Lady- chapel, and built a more
splendid one in the fashion of his own day.

EECEXT DISCOVERIES DUEIXG EXCAVATIONS AT
C11E.1T COLLEGE STREET.

Mr. E. Prioleau Waerex contributed a paper
(read in his absence, owing to ill-health, by Mr.
L. Ambler) on the finds recently made during
excavations on the site of the Abbey Mill stream
and bridge at the comer of Tufton-street and
Great College street, Westminster. The paper
was illustruted by lantern slides, and by an
exhibition of a great many objects cf interest

found on the site described. Great College-
street, Mr. Warren explained, occupies the
southern boundary to the garden of Westminster
Abbey, from which the street is separated by the
well-known mediaeval stone wall that runs along
its northern side. This wall separated the garden
from the path and water-course, the situation of

which are accurately represented by the street of

to-day. In a map dated 1690, at the British
Museum, this dead wall forms the southern
inclosure of the Earl of Linds'y'a garden, the
eastern portion of which seems to have formed
part of the site of the Abingdon-streot houses.
The author did not believe that the water-course
in question was ever, as was alleged, a tidal

creek, practicable for boats and barges as far as

the ancient abbey gateway, for 16th and 17th
century maps and plans made it clear that this

water-course was a mill stream of no great width,
and served a mill placed .on the river bank at
the southern end of the present Victoria Tower
Garden. In the recent demolitions of buildings
in Great College -street, and the subsequent exca-
vations, nothing has been discovered, either in

the nature of quays or wharves, or in that of frag-

ments of boats or apparatus of any sort, to warrant
the supposition that the stream was navigable.

The bridge consists at present of a round brick

arch placed between two stone abutments or

flanking walls of obviously earlier date. The
brickwork appears to be, at earliest, of 17th-
century character, and the arch uncovered re-

cently seems to be the end of a culvert rather

thin a bridge, and formed between the stone
abutments of a demolished bridge, which was
probably of timber, merely to enable the street

to be carried solidly up to the entrance of Dean's-
yard. It is noticeable that the exposed end of this

brick vault shows that there is no invert arch.

The vault, indeed, springs from the clay of the bed,
without anything approaching to foundations.
The northern side of the vault rested upon
a thin slab of wood, which, on inspection,

proved to be not even oak or elm, but pine.

It will be noticed in Norden's map, of which
an illustration showed a portion, that there
is a group of buildings precisely at the point
where the recent excavations have discovered

so many indications of 17th-century uaagr.

These are the only buildings which, in 1593,

seem to have existed on the south bank between
the Abbey gate and the river. The stone abut-
ments or flanking wails of the bridge are in fairly

dressed masonry of Kentish rag, and are not later

than the early part of the 15th century. Eastward
of the bridge and marking the southern bank of

the stream is a row of small timber piles, probably
placed to form a stable site on the bank for

building purposes. Upon this site, extending
between Tufton-street (the old Bowling-alley}
and Barton -street, a much more recent thorough-
fare apparently, there stood until last year two
blocks of houses separated by a narrow passage
called Black Dog-alley, and all of the 18th
century, though the brick - vaulted cellars

beneath those in the eastern block next Barton-
street, built of smallish bricks, had the appearance
of 17th century work. A very large number of

objects, pottery, spoons, knives, &c., mostly of

the 17ih century, were found in the recent

excavations beneath these houses, together with
a portion of a Purbeck marble shaft, which the
author believes to be the upper part of the shaft

from the ncrth-eastern angle of the Confessor's

shrine; it exactly fits that position. The author
proceeded to describe the objects found in the
excavations on a spot bounded by Tufton-street on
the west, the Mill Stream or Great College-street

on the north, and Barton-street on the east, and
extending to some SOIt. or 90ft. southward from
Great College-street, many of which were ex-

hibited and were viewed with much interest.

Most of the articles were found within 20ft. or

30ft. of the old stream ; many in the course itself.

They consist chiefly of spoons, knives, and
pottery. Of the spoons. No. 1, a small slip-ended

pewter spoon, is the earliest, probably early 16th

century, and much like one in the Ellis Collection

at South Kensington, having the date 152;;

assigned in if. No. 2, marked " S. G." en ihe

handle, and No. 3, with " U." on the back, are

of about the middle of the 17th century. No. 4,

a pewter spoon with a touch composed of two
cross spoons, is of the first half of the 1 7th century.

No. 5, a brass spoon, 1660. No. 6, a brass spoon
with a heart on the touch and a pied <lc hh'l

handle, probablj' 1680-90. No. 7, a spoon marked
" T. S." and with a pictl de Incite handle, of about
the same date, as also No. 8, a pewter spoon- with
a lozenge-shaped touch. No. 9, the sifting or

straining spoon of brass, from the shape of its

handle, must be of the 17th century, probably
late. The knives are all of the 17th century,

with the possible exception of No. 10, a knife

with a small, blue-stained, short wooden handle,

inserted in an iron ferrule, which may be of the

late 16th century. The small glass bottles, Nos. 13

and 14, are probably scent or essence bottles.

The most interesting find has been No. 19, a

"Gray beard" jug with its contents. When
discovered and purchased by the author, it was
stoppered down with a cork, and upon opening
it and washing out the contents, they com-
pirised the objects here exhibited, viz. :

—

A small piece of cloth or serge, formerly red,

cut carefully and neatly into a heart shape, and
stuck full of brass roundheaded pins, each pin bent.

A small quantity of hair, ostensibly human, and
some small finger-nail parings. There can be
little doubt as to the nature of this deposit inside

a corked j ug, found in the clay of the mill stream
bank. It is a malevolent charm, the intended

victim of which was a woman, and it is perhaps
permissible to surmise that the depositor and
evilwisher was of the same sex. Perhaps a maid-
servant who had a grudge against her mistress,

and who could easily obtain the clippings and
prunings of her toilet. The jug and its contents

were probably buried, with the accompanying
rite of a fearful incantation. The Lord's Prayer
may even have been said backwards, and a
peculiarly malevclent phase of the moon may
have been awaited. If it is fair to form these

somewhat uncharitable and ungallant surmises,

the opportunity is also presented of adjusting the

balance of charity and of gallantry by expressing

the sincere hope that the charm was ineffectual,

that the fair intended victim escaped all aches

and pains, and that the only pricks bestowed were
upon the repentant conscience of the depositor.

The Deax of Westmixstek (Dr. Armvta^,./.,

RoMXSox), in proposing a vote of thanks to
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Me?8r8. Micklethwaite and Warren, said the
Chapter fe t special indebtedness to Mr. Prioleau
Warren and his assistants for having identified

and rescued the fragment of the shrine of 8t.

Edward the Confessor—a possession beyond all

price, which had now befn replaced under proper
keeping, but which might, under other circum-
stances, have been snapped up and nave found its

way to an American market. He had also enjoyed
having Mr. Micklethwaite's wonderful expocitiou
of the development of the Abbey.
The vote of thanks was seconded by Mr. W.

D. Cauof., F.S.A., past- President of the Associa-
tion, who said he must differ from Mr. Warren
as to the millstream, which he was convinced was
navigable. He showed the end of a barge-pole,
and also a boathook, which had been found
beneath the Georgian buildings, now demolished,
which recently occupied the site. He also

exhibited a pair of wooden bowls found on the
site, which must have been used in the bowling
alley that formerly occupied the site of Tufton-
strtetand gave it its old name. Mr. Mickle-
thwaite's conclusions as to the dates of the build-
ing of the Abbey seemed unimpeachable. As for
the Abbey itself, it was the most interesting and
the best preserved building in the world, and the
extremely clever way in which the apse and its

chapels were set out by the the 13th-oentury
builders was noteworthy.

Mr. A. O. VV'im: referred in strong terms to the
hideous and incongruous chara('ter of the new
buildings that had been erected in <iroat College-
strof-t. As a resident in the district, he
regarded th'se as atrocious, and folt that
the Westminster City Council or the London
County Council ought to be given powers to
appoint a permanent committee of architects with
authority to condemn buildings which were
architectural eyefores.

Mr. FicANciH IIoori'.R inquired of Mr. Mickle-
thwaite whether there was any authority for the
oft-repeated tradition that Westminster Abbey
occupied the site of a Roman temple dedicated to
Apollo.
The Pkesidkxt, in putting the vote of thanks,

which was heaitly accorded, alluded to many
fragments of mediaeval and late work that had

come to light in recent excavations in the neigh-
bourhood of the Abbey, and ur^ed that some
society should be formed to collect these interest-

ing objec's, and store them in a museum in

Westminster, just as was being done with much
success in the City at the CJuildhall.

Mr. MiCKLDTHWAiTE, iu responding to the vote
of thanks, said there was no authority for the
statement about a Roman temple : but he had
seen numerous fragments of Roman worked stone,

bricks, and mortar thrown up in the cloisters

years since during excavations for an engine-
house, and in the chapter-house vestibule there
was a lettered stone, evidently of the Roman
period, and probably a milestone, so that he
thought it possible a temple might have occupied
the site. Although alterations and rebuildings
were always in progress at the Abbey, it was con-
tinuously in use for worship, and this accounted
for the pains that were taken to avoid disturbing

the monkj in their services as little as possible.

r.EVISION OF BY-LAWS.

The I'ltivsiDENT announced that a special busi-
ness meeting would be held on Friday, Dec. 9,

at 7. 15 p.m. (before the ordinary meeting) to con-
sider and, if agreed to, sanction an alteration in

the by-laws to the effect that " The Association
|

shall not make any dividend, gift, division, or

bonus unto or between any of its members."
i

'i'his addition to the by-laws was imperative; for

the purpose of claiming exemption from the Iccal

rates of Westminster.

timber work " is in rough fir, creosoted. The
internal accommodation includes hall, two living-

rooms (communicating), study, four bedrooms,

and bathroom, with the usual domestic offices and
cellarage. The architect is Jlr. C. H. Strange,

A.R.I.B.A., and the contractors are Messrs.

Strange and Sons, of Tunbridge Wells.

" WESTWOUD," SOUTUBOROUUII.

THIS is the garden tide of a smiU rfsidonce

built this year for a musician. Ft stands on the
eastern slope of the hii^h ground midway between
'i'onbridge and Tunbridge Wella, and commands
extensive views over the Kenti.'-h Weald. The
ground floor is faced externally with p'ckcd
clamped bricks of a plum colour, the tops of the

chimneys and other portions of tho building being
of red kiln bricks. The tilc-hiinging is in soft-

toned local red tiles, and the loofs are covered
with brindled Staffordshire tiles. The " half-

CAMBERWELL SCHOOL OF ARTS AND
CRAFTS.

THE annual exhibition of students' work now-
on view at the Camberwell School of .\rt»

and Crafts, Peckham-road, S.E., which will

remain open till Saturday, comprises a very

creditable display of students' work in various

crafts, architectural and furniture design, and the

trades connected with building. Architectural

design is represented by a group of four cottages

for a gentleman's estate. The student, Eardley

H. Ford, shows a skilful handling in half-timber

framing and plaster, with red tiled roofs and
gabled ends, and the group of Ivar cottages is

simple, and broad in treatment. Tho plans of the

two floors shfiW a tolerably good arrangement

for parlour, kitchen, scullery, and three bed-

rooms. A do.ign for a hall with balcony

is another good subject, and the student's

name is Henry V. Itullitude. The eleva-

tions of the hall are in pencil, and are treated

in a Classic manner, with pilasters and panelling

to the walls, and the student has shown skill and
restraint. The teacher in this subject is Mr. M.
Dawson: the whole of the work done is carried

out on the principle that architecture should

respond to the exigencies of modern life. One
building is designed each session and its details

thoroughly studied -a lesson to schools which
propose too many subjects. We next notice

tho department of decorative design, and here wo
must say the work is on tho whole very promising,

orcditablo alike to tho students and teachers,

Miss Houston and others', whose artistic direction

and influence have been shown in the work.

The scheme of instruction is to teach stu-

dents to arrange their patterns on geometri-

cal bases, using good historical examp'es of
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natural objects for drawing and study. We
notice first a cartoon in black and white chalk,

semicircular in shape, representing " Charity,"

by A'iolet B. Keel, designed on decorative

principles, well balanced in the central and sub-

ordinate group of figures, which are well com-
posed. The drawing is on grey paper. The
tapestry designed by MifS Freda Burlingham is

told and vigorous, yet restrained in its con-

ception ; another design conventionalised is sug-

gested from an Oriental source. The handwoven
tapestry by Florence Hornblower may also be

noticed for its free treatment. Studies of em-
broidery by Rose K. Evans for cotton hangings
comprise a christening-towel, linen hangings
embroidered in wools, inspired by 16th-century

examples. We most particularly commend a

chased leather (cowhide) Bible binding by Florence

Hornblower, in which the design panelled treat-

ment is excellent, we believe suggested from an

old example in the King's Library, British

Museum. In the same case are to be seen

a few well designed and executed chalices,

in copper, set with enamels round the base,

by Muriel Brookes ; a workbox in chased

leather with metal mountings, by Miss F,

Hornblower, is another fxample of that young
lady's skill and craftsmanship. Other workboxes

—one by Dorothy Brindley—may be noticed ;

also a very well designed ani executed finger-

plate by Freda Burlingham. Thecae of jewelry

exhibits some very beautifully executed designs in

this class, which reflect much credit on the teach-

ing staff for the inculcation of true principles in

metal treatment and design. We must notice a

chain and pendant by Ella Champion, of exquisite

design and delicacy in execution in the filigree

work, all worked by hand. The brooches and
Gluttons by Muriel Brookes are also excellent

T design and workmanship, based on Celtic

work ; and we notice also a cloak-clasp designed

with a true motive by Rose Evans, and some
reponm' alms dishes and chalices. Mrs. S. Wade's
carved woodwork—boldly designed foliage for

an architrave round a door—is very meritorious
;

also the panels of Kathleen Turner. A case

of executed designs for dress decoration^
collars, stoles, and other articles of ladies'

attire—is interesting, and the collar and stole

by Hilda Pascall, and her embroidered opera bag
are worth attention for good design and the

choice o! colour. The large hangings of coloured

wools on linen suggested from plant forms, by
Mabel Lush, has merit. Over several very clever

plant studies from nature by Rose R. Evans and
others we noted a masterly design for a stencilled

frieze in red, yellow, and black ; the Imperial

shield and crown are artistically introduced, and
the limitations of this kind of work are observed.

It is the work of Freda Burlingham.

The number of students is increasing, and the

exhibition ttis year is the largest since the open-
ing of the school in I SOS. The students number
6011. The exhibits in all the branches have
a'tained a much higher level of merit in design.

Mr. W. B. Ualton is the principal of the school,

which is under the direction of the L.C.C. The
students engaged in the school have the National

Collections of Art Treasures at South Kensington
Museum to rcsort to for their inspiration ; but

this is controlled by the instruction given by
the teachers in the various departments.

A^

The furniture designs are perhaps not
strong ; but we notice a small sideboard in

mahogany by II. Padgett, inlaid, of simple out-

line and flat treatment, without mouldings or

ornament ; a writing and china closet in ma-
hogany, oak dining-room chairs by A. Harris ;

a fireplace and panelling by T. S. Austin,

&c. ; .in these designs constructive lines and
restraint are kept in view. One of the best

executed designs is a toilet-table of Ifalian

walnut, with silver fittings, designed by Hubert
Martin. The shaped front and drawer is refined.

A good bedroom chair is by the fame student. The
direction of this department of cabinetmaking
and design is in the hands of Mr. P. Wells and
Mr. F. E. Walker. An inlaid oak chair, with
an open arcaded rail in the bick and sides, is also

a creditable pifce of work, and we must notice

some nice chair-back panel inlays by H. Weinhars,
based on plant form. The carved and gilt boxes

by Kathleen Turner and the carved gilt frames
show a right spirit in design of this class. We
have no space to refer to the examples of masonry
as the executed example in stone of an arch on a

curve, examples of vaults, skew arches, and the

constructional drawings accompanyins them, nor
the examplts of plumbing at the other end of

room. Toey all indicate a knowledge of truthful

design. The black-and-white designs for book
illustrations, rhymes, nursery stories, form an
exceedingly interesting collection in a case.

The heads of this dtjpartment are Mr. Herbert
Cole and Mr. R. Savage. The excellent work of

A. R. Laird, W. U. Knox, A^olet Kell, A. D.
Foulager indicate m is'erly attainments in draw-
ing and design, and the inculcation of princip'es

afforded by the best examples. The adaptation
of black-and-white design to the different pro-
cesses of reproduction is also kept in view.

THE LONDON BUILDING ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

MEETING of the Bartholomew Club was
held on Tuesday night at the Saracen's

Head Hotel, E.G., under the presidency of Mr.
Carl Hentschel. C C, the president, to hear a

paper by Mr. E. V. Huxtable on '* The London
Building Acts." The lecturer referred to the

twelve Building Acts relating to the Metropolis

which were passed between 1814 and 1894, when
the present consolidating Act was adopted. Vnder
the Act of 1894 all the old Metropolitan Building
Acts from 1844 were practically repealed. All

their main features, which the experience of fifty

years' practice had sho »n to be satisfactory and
equitable in application, were embodied in the

Act of 1894. If an analysis is made of the pro-

visions of the various Building Acts from 1844 to

1894, one cannot fail to note that the legislature

in framing every amendment statute has practi-

cally pursued its way to necessary reforms, but
always with a balanced regard for one side, the

safety, health, and convenience of the com-
munity ; and on the other, an equitable recog-

nition of the rights of property owners. The
Legislature has interfered with the rights

of property owners, but always with extreme
caution, and in all such cases without inflicting

any serious injustice on the innocent holder for

value—the owner and occupier. It must not be
forgotten that there are districtsj in which the

buildings are devoted almost exclusively to resi-

dential property, and others where, as in the City,

the buildings are used practically for business

purposes alone, and merely during the day.

These circumstances lead to a consideration of the

classification of buildings, and the propriety of a

general application of ctrt-iin more or less severe

regulations. It is accepted as necessary, and indeed

proper, for instance, to apply stringent provisions

for the protection of the worker to certain classes of

property, such as factorif s and workshops ; but no
one would suggest a wide application of these

necessary safeguards to every class of property.

It is a pleasure to observe in the Building Act of

1894 a general recognition of these equitable

principles and consideration for the public and
owners by the Legislature. The stitute has been
loyally accepted, and Metropolitan investors (in

the City especially) have in building operations

in recent years sunk large sums to comply
with the requirements. One feature forcibly

impresses itself upon the examiner of the

1894 Ai.t—the judicious way in which it

avoids saddling the owners of buildings

erec ed before it came into operation with
liability. It is essentially a prospective statute,

and no one can point to a clause which is

of a confiscatory nature. Practically all of the

numerous provisions for constructing buildings

are relative directly or indirectly to the diminu-
tion of the damage arising from fire. He did not

say that amending legislation is not necessary or

desirable, esppcially with regard to premises

where, although forty persons aue not employed,

the conditions may be such that danger from fire

is obvious and exceptional. His deduclions from

the Consolidating Statute of 1894 are that, in old-

established districts, such as the City, the applica-

tion of I he Building Acts, so far as the making of

streets and the erection or re-erection of buildings

are concerned, should be restricted to the erection

of new buildings, and then with such reservations

a3 will not create inequality and injustice. As
to the diminution of dinger arising from fire, the

Act might be extended with advantage to certain

old and h'gh buildings used by occupiers for busi-

ness and factory purposes on different fl ;ors where
such building; does not constitute a factory,

though constituting a danger to the occupants.

Personally he would prefer to wait until the

L.C.C.'s amending Bill is drafted before criti-

cising its provisions. As to open spaces behind

houses unj interior courts, he did not think that a

departure will be made from the excellent pro-

visions of the 1894 A^t. Wi h reference, however,

to suggested restrictions as to the height of build-

ings, and the statement that the County Council

propose to apply them to old buildings in the

City, there is nothing to prevent a building from
being erected to-day to a height of 80ft. or over

where the original building was of that height or

exceeded it. Further, as to an existing building

in a street formed or laid out before Aug. 7, 1862,

even though its width was less than ."JOft., it can

be raised in height under section 49. As prac-

tically all City s'reets were formed before 1862,

He could not imagine that the Legislature will

stultify itself in less than ten years by permitting

the interests of the citizens to suffer should the

Bill become law. Again, as to the proposed

widening of streets, it must be remembered that

the Act of 1894 refers to the widening of streets

at the desire of individuals, whereas the widening

of streets in the City is practically always a matter

of public improvement, for which ample compen-

sation has always been allowed.

Mr. H>-nry Byrne Jones, in discussing the

paper, said it was the intention of the London
County Council to bring forward as drastic a

measure as that of 1903. No doubt an alteration

in the Building Act laws was required, but the

County Council should have approached the Cor-

poration, and obt lined their views on a subject in

which they were so deeply interested, and as

to which they were promoting a Bill of their own.

Mr. S. G. L=dstone referred to the proposal

of the County Council as a "piece of imper-

tinence." The application of the Bill to existing

buildings should be strenuously opposed. All the

clauses of the Bill were impracticable, and in

some cases dishonest. Mr. Deputy Weingott

said that nobody anticipated such a drastic

measure as the proposed Bill of 1903, or that of

the present year. The unfortunate thing was

that the County Council had not yet embodied

a Bill. He moved, " That, if the Bill be pressed,

the Lord Mayor be asked to call a public meeting

of protest by the citizens at the Ciuildhall." Mr.

J. W. Thomas seconded the resolution, and said

the County Council received in connection with

its last Bill no fewer than 143 suggestions from

the Surveyors' Institution. The Bill was not yet

ready, and it was being very carefully drafted.

Mr. Huxtable having replied, the resolution was

carried with acclamation.

THE TR.UNING AND PRACTICE OF THE
BUILDING SURVEYOR.

AT the ordinary general meeting of tie Sur-

veyors' Institution on Monday evening

last, a pappr on the above subject wafreati by
Mr. C. John Mann (Fellow). The prriieular

branch of the surveyor's profe;sioa which the

author represented, and with which his paptr

dealt, had not, in the early days of the In-ti-

tution, contributed very largely to the member-
ship, and, indeed, the distinction between quantity

surveyors, pure and simple, and ordinary sur-

veyors, was only of recent origin. The demand
for the quantity surveyor's services came in with

the system of combining all trades in a contract

with one builder, which became general sonie

forty years ago. The architect spoke of .his

"quantity surveyor," or his "measuring sur-

veyor," and the nature of the business was so

seldom understood by employers, especially private

clients, that it was well that the name by which

the profession was known should be left to the

architects, who usually determined who s-hould

do the work. There might be cases in which a

surveyor doing, as most of them did, general

work which could hardly be included under the

head of quantities might find the term " quantity

surveyor" too limited to describe the naturd of

his practice, although it undoubtedly indicated

his special branch. The author proceeded to give

valuable advice to young men about to a^'opt the

quantity surveyor's profession. They should, he

thought, enter an othce as soon as they left school

(say at IG or 17 years of age), and shou'd

agree for a preliminary period of three month-,

during which both principal and pupil could

decide whether a more permanent arrangemtnt

would be advisable. The pupil should be bound,

except under special circumstances, for a term

of four years, and should, as soon as his

age permitted, pass the preliminary examina-

tion of the Institution, thus early securing to

himself the advantages of connection with that

body. He must be prepared for a course of

careful and attentive work. His handwriting
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and figures must be neat, and however much
pressure of work might necessitate close applica-

tion, he must never let it be an excuse for in-

accuracy. Whatever the work intrusted to him,
he must take the responsibility for its accuracy,

so far as his portion of it went, and even in the
apparently simple details of squaring dimensions,
casting abstracts, fair copying or tracing, must
not allow a mistake of any kind to occur. The
author feared, from his experience as an Honorary
Examiner of the Institution, that the present level

of quality of handwriting was very low indeed,

and he suggested that the preliminary examina-
tions should include a stringent test of this very
necessary accomplishment. The practice of

placing a young fellow for a short time in several

different offices, say, an estate agent's, an archi-
tects, a builder's, and a building surveyor's, was
not one altogether to be recommended ; for the
pupil could only occupy a subordinate position in
each, and under the most favourable circum-
stances -would find it difficult to settle down
steadily to any one branch of work. The pupil
should pay careful attention to the work of

abstracting and billing, when the time came for

him to be intrusted with these matters, parti-
cularly in cases where the system of taking
off is to complete each item of the work in
every trade, with its consequent deductions,
rather than to take off in separate trades. Every
opportunity of acquiring a knowledge of
pricing should be taken advantage of, and the
principal should from time to time carefully
watch and test the pupil's progress. In slack
times on quantity work there was always some-
thing useful and necessary to be learned in a
surveyor's office—such as reports as to value,
sanitations, condition of buildings, dilapidations,
surveys for mortgage, party-wall cases, and right
of support and light and air cases, builders'
accounts, law actions, and arbitrations. A careful
study of these, with possibly some evening work
and outside tuition, should fit the young assist-

ant to pass the first professional examination of
the Surveyor's Institution, and at the end of his
time enable him to decide whether he will do
better to remain in the same office or enter
another as an improver, or obtain work as a
temporary assistant, with a view to starting
ultimately in business on his own account. The
general practice of a building surveyor was not,
as was sometimes thought by those who do not
practise it, an uninteresting and tedious occupa-
tion, but quite the contrary. Anyone under-
taking the business must be prepared for con-
tinuous steady work and long hours, and must
keep himself as free as possible from interruptions.
It too often happened that delay on the part of
the employer in deciding on his plans caused
great pressure of work in the quantity surveyor's
office, and it was to be feared that the work
having to be done in half the lime that would
have been reasonable, frequently led the employer
to think that the fees were unduly high for work
which seemed to have occupied so little time. Few
people realised the strain which was put upon the
surveyor to meet their requirements in this matter.
Unlike architecture, taking out quantities had no
attraction for the amateur, but to a really earnest
and conRcientious surveyor it was not without
many charms, and the variety of methods and
materials and the necessity of keeping abreast of
the newest systems of construction gave an ever-
varied interest to the work, while its satisfactory
completion could not but be a source of pleasure.
His own training and practice had made him
acquainted with the construction of many and
various great public works, from the new Houses
of Parliament, the l/iw Courts, hospitals,
asylums, and churches to fortifications and
harbour works. Many new items had, during
his experience, come into the specification and
the bills of quantities. New uses of concrete,
new varieties of liricka and fireproof materials,
terricotta and artificial stone, steel ronstruction,
and the enormous development, f sanitary science
had during thirty years altered matters very
considerably. It was appalling to remember
that a generation ago no spocitication (or very
little) with regard to drainage or plumber's work
was considered necessary, and cistern overflow-
pipes and lavatory wastes were taken into D-traps
of w.c.'s, as tieing the beet known method. Forty
years ago the position of the surveyor was a
unique one. He was responsible to three persona :

the employer, the architect, and the builder,
liuilders selected to tender met and appuinted a
surveyor to prepare quantities on their behalf.
This survejor and the surveyor employed by

the building owner agreed on the dimensions, and question was complicated by the claims of a
finally issued the bills with their joint signatures, number of sub-contractorj, great troubles and
both being paid by fees included in the bills of

quantities. The same surveyor frequently acted

tor both parties. Later, the quantities were sup-

plied liy the employer, with a note that the builders

must satisfy themselves as to their accuracy,

which, in the time allowed, was impossible, and
in any case would have been of little use. The
system soon died out, and quantities were now
always provided by the employer, and were
generally part of the contract, the builders having
no hand in their preparation. The surveyor was
generally, but not always, paid through the

builder, and was liable to have his work subjected

to investigation by three persons, two of them
experts whose interests were opposed to each

other. Whether the quantities should or should

not form a part of the contract was a point much
discussed, and his own view was that, if they
were accurately taken out, it did not matter one
way or another, and, looking at all the questions

involved, he was not prepared to suggest anything
better fitted than the present system to meet the

situation. At one time within his recollection

the surveyor had often to prepare his quantities

from very meagre data—perhaps pencil eighth-

scale drawings and a sheet or two of notes, and
often much discretion was left to him with
respect to details. The drawings, specifications,

and documents were now much more detailed,

elaborated, and completed, which was at once an
advantage and a disadvantage to the surveyor.

Everything is shown and described, but he has

often to turn over many drawings and details and
a voluminous specification, and where there was
so much information it would be s-trange if there

were not occasional seeming contradictions. In
ordinary practice the surveyor has frequently

to make approximate estimates from drawings
more or less coiuplete for the guidance of

the employer, and this work was of very
great importance to the architect, as deciding
the carrying out of the work, or perhaps its

abandonment. Again, when the lowest tender
was more than the employer could accept, the
surveyor was required to assist in the necessary
reductions, and his position with regard to the
architect was then a somewhat difficult one, for

the very details which the architect most prized
in his design might be the points on which the
surveyor would advise curtailment. On signing
the contract, it was usual for the builder to place
in the architect's hands a sealed copy of the priced
quantities corresponding with that from which he
made his tender, which formed a schedule of

prices for variations. Though he agreed that this

priced copy of the quantities should be sealed, and
should not be opened except for the purpose ior
which it was deposited, he thought it would be
well if, before it were sealed, the surveyor (who
was independent) should go through it for the
purpose of dealing with any palpable errors in

pricing, and for assurance that it was an accurate
copy of the original estimate. If not, difficulties

might arise in setting up extras and omissions,
such as where, for instance, certain items had
been priced per yard instead of per foot, or vice
versa. The total amount need not be altered ;

but, in fairness to all, some readjustment might
be possible. He had in mind cases where what
should have been an omission resulted, on the
opening of the sealed quantities, in an addition,
owing to an error in pricing. The surveyor
was often called upon, in works of any con-
siderable magnitude, to approximately value por-
tions executed to advise the architect as to certi-

ficates for instalments. This was very necessary,
as experience hhowed, and especially so in the case
of large buildings with detached blocks where the
works were carried out without uniformity. In
the case of some large works provision was made
(or payment of those services, but whore this was
not the case on smaller works, the suiveyor was
generally willing to assist the architect if asked
to do so. In matters of custom and where
familiarity with arbitrations and legal decisions
is necessary, it wns often useful for the architect
to consult the surveyor; for instance, cases of
clearing away buildmgs, party-wall and light

and air ([uestions, drains and sanitary matters
were common ground for architects and sur-
veyors. In private practice the architect geno-
rallv suggested the name of a surveyor, but in

public natters ho was more often appointed
direct. As a rule the surveyor was largely

dependent on tho architect for his appointment
and for his a>Bibtance in the matter of fees. In
cases where tho builder became bankrupt and the

difficulties often arose, and the skill of both archi-
tect and surveyor was often severely taxed to
overcome them. The pricing and settling up of
the builder's acount involved careful and re-
sponsible work for the surveyor. His own ex-
perience was that the result of the variations on
a contract was often a pleasant surpri.°e to the
architect, who, knowing the many alterations,
did not always estimate the omissions suffi-

ciently high as against the additions. Disputes
as to contracts, often ending in litigation or
arbitration, furnished important work for the
building surveyor, whose practice also in-
cluded surveying and reporting on the con-
dition of premises about to be taken on lease.

Too many persons forgot to take precautions in
these cases and found themselves, too late, with
heavy liabilities under repairing covenants.
Sanitary surveys were also frequently required,
and the great development of local and municipal
government had also provided many openings
for the employment of building surveyors, who,
the author concluded by saying, belonged to an
honourable profession governed by unwritten
laws of custom and rules of etiquette, and con-
nected by many ties with the Institution whose
prestige it should at all times be the endeavour of

individaal members to uphold. He was glad to

say that as their members had increased so they
had been able to make their influence for good
more distinctly felt, and the Council of the
Institution had lately given official recognition to

the importance of their branch of the profession,

by appointing a " Quantity Surveyors' Com-
mittee " empowered to consider and report on all

matters of professional interest to which it seemed
desirable the attention of the governing body
should be called.

A discussion followed, in which Messrs.
Howard, Chatfeild Clarke, J. Gandy, W. Wood-
ward, C. W. Stephenson, H. G. Assiter, and G.
M. Nicholson took part, and the President, having
briefly summed up, the meeting adjourned.

ON LIMES AND MORTARS.—Vni.

NO progress was made in acquiring a scientific

knowledge of the elementary constituents
of lime, or of its many combinations with other
substances, until the. foundations of scientific

chemistry were laid. Its first beginnings as an
exact science—that is, when it became a system
founded on deductions verifiable by facts, are
comparatively recent, and date no farther back
than the latterend of the 1 7th century. Alchemists,
in the "dark ages," and iatrochemists of later

times, elaborated and handed down receipts and
nostrums of the most amazing kind. The state

of the subject early in the 17th century may be
gathered iroman amusing enumeration of chemical
substances (!) in Ben Jonson's " Alchemist "

:
—

" Your elixir, your hh- ''ir^fiu'..

Your Btone. youc med'cine, aad your ctiryaosperme,
Your 8al, your sulphur, and your mercury,
Your oil of height, your tree of life, your blood.
Your marchesite, your tutte, your magnesia.
Your toad, your crow, your dragon, and your panther,
Your 8un. your mooo. your tlnnam'jnt, your adrop.
Your lato, azoeh, zemich, chibrit, heaut.'\rit.

And then your red man and your wliite woman.
With all your brottia, your menstrues, and materials.
Of , and eggHhells, man's blood,

t

Hair o' the head, burnt clerits, chalk, merds, and clay,
Powder of bones, scalinga of iron, glass,

And worlds of other strange ingredients
Would burst a man to name ?

The various processes were described as putre-
faction, solution, ablution, cohobation, calcination,

eeration, malleation, vivifaction, mortification,

vexation, and martyrization. 'The alchemists
contended that the principle of gold is contained
in all metals, and that this, though corrupted,
might by proper means be purified and freed

from extraneous matter. There wore a good
many " ita " in the screntific theories of the time.

For instance, "if" the proximate principles of

gold are phlogiston and an acid, which may be
easily supposed, then the question becomes one
of obtaining the acid in sufficient iiuantity, for

phlogiston is found everywhere. The work done
in this direction and the experience gained in

endeavouring to obtain a stone which if ground
and added to a base metal in a state of fusion

would change the latter to gold may be summed
up thus : The impossibility of making gold or

transmuting metals by artificial means cannot be
ileinonstraled, yet whoever thinks that tho posei-

liility of doing so is therefore proved will find

himself greatly mistaken. Physicians w.'re at
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that time quite as independent of chemis'ry as

the scientists, for they spent their lives amongst
crucibles and retoits, looking for that univcTsal

tincture which would defend the body from
disease, remove impotence, and render old age
vigorous as well ae cheeiful. They were scarcely

to be blamed for this, as in our days men seek to

effect quite as wonderful changes in the human
body by means of X-rays, radium, and a special

brand microbe. Arthepius said he lived 100
years by using a universal tincturt", and Roger
Bacon recommended a similar "proprietary"
article to Pope Clement X. ; but neither
Paracelsus with his elixirium nor Van Helmont
with his Alkahest could stay the progrfss

of that subtle spirit to which they attri-

buted disease, for both died before they
were old men, and thus furnished a striking

instance of the incorrectness of their doctrine
and the inefficiency of their praclice. Some of us

may have been unlucky enough in our younger
days, when we were not over- scrupulous as to

what we swallowed, to have made the acquaint-

ance of that drug known as '* Glauber's salt."

It is not exactly a "pick-me-up," though its

effects, when taken in large quantities are rather

enlivening than otheiwise ; from such an experi-

ence the name of "Glauber" has come to be

associated solely, and most unjustly, with as

villainous a preparation as was ever used to

torture a long-suffering and misguided people.

But Glauber, who lived in the 17th century, was
not only a great chemist, he was also a truly pious

and devout philosopher, the author of a folio

book on chemistry, which is remarkable for its

containing more rubbish than any woik of the

same size on a similar subject ever produced in

any age or in any country. He made several

valuable discoverits in his particular branch of

chemistry: a sample of them is this one; "He
found by experience that the liquors of sand,
ilint, crystals, and such like stones were
endowed with virtues notably conducive to

•weak stomachs." This shows him to be a man
of great faith ; but the general reader will have
no difficulty in seeing from this that, though
prayer and fasting, both of which are every where
recommended by Glauber, may be effectual in

some directions and to compass certain ends, they
have no value whatever as adjuncts to the
apparatus used in experimental chemistry. The
liomans, as we have seen, were well acquainted
with the soluble properties of pure lime, and
the insoluble properties of the same lime when
mixed with puzzuolana, yet in the 1,700 years
between Vitruvius and Glauber, not one single

discovery was made which threw any light what-
ever on the chemistry of lime compounds, and
men held with regard to them the same fantastical

notions which they held 2,000 years before. The
fact is that until the 17th century men knew
little and believed much, their hardest task at

that time being to unlearn error, for the sciences

were altogther hypothetical, and began as well as

ended in supposition, and there is nothing more
certain than that the right use of the understand-
ing in the acquisition of real knowledge is a very
late discovery. The propagation of learned
ignorance, the art of writing without meaning,
distinguishing imperceptible differences, and
refining the little real knowledge they had
until nothing remained, was the business

of the scientific writers of the dark ages.

In closing this chapter in the history of 17th-
century chemistry, it is amusing as well as

interesting to hear what Glauber knew of gun-
powder. " It is," he says, " a mischievous com-
position, a hurtful poison, and a terror to all the
living." It was dangerous to store, for " places

where it is kept are stricken with thunder, and all

thinji above it carried into the air, and in a
niom.nt destroyed." An adventurous chemist
searched this "poisonous dragon" (i.e. gun-
powder), thinking to make a universal medium
or phUospher's stone ; but he failed for rather a
curious reason

—

;i;,"tbat he looked chiefly for

wealth and riches, neglecting the poor," so that
the "secret remained hidden from the wicked
and ungodly man !

" As this " tingent stone,"
which was to exalt man and metals, has not yet
been discovered, inventors must be prompted by
as base motives now as they were at that time.

ST.VUI..

Towards the beginning of tho the 18th century,
Stahl, a Prussim chemist (born 1660, died 1734),
adopting to some extent the views of Albertus
Magnus (13th century), and Becher (born 1635,
died 1682), as to the phenomenon of combustion,
elaborated the fir^t system of chemis'.ry—it

was known as the "phlogistic theory." He
asserted that all metals contained a combustible

principle or earth called phlogiston, and the

escape of this substance from heated bodies pro-

duced fire. Conversely, its reabsorption was
necessary to render the same substances com-
bustible. To make iStahl's theory intelligible to

those engaged in building, it will only be
necessary to refer to what takes place when a

few pieces of ordinary milled lead are placed in a

porous pot or plumber's ladle over a brisk fire.

When this is done, the lead in a short time runs
to a molten condition, and a yellowish-grey dross

forms on its surface. If this is skimmed off, a

similar scum forms again, and if the process is

repeated, all the bright metal will eventually be
converted into a grey, ashy-looking substance.

Now, according to Stahl, the lead in this case, in

losing phlogiston, is converted into dross, and if

the dross is reduced with charcoal or coal, it is

reconverted into the metal by reabsorbing the

phlogiston which it lost. The singular thing

about this apparently plausible theory is, it over-

looked the fact that when a certain quantity of

metallic lead, say 131b., is converted into dross,

the latter will weigh Hlb., and conversely, when
1 41b. of dross are converted into lead, the latter will

weigh only 131b.; consequently the metal increases

lib. in weight by losing phlogiston, and loses a
similar amount in absorbing phlogiston. The sup-
porters of Stahl's theory were therefore forced to

invent a new property for phlogiston, and this they
called levity (as opposed to gravity), a properly

of this nature explained why, when phlogiston

was added to a substance, that substance was
made lighter by the addition, and if phlogiston

was taken from a substance, the latter become
heavier by its loss. It need not be said that our
present kno!»ledge of chemis'ry enables to say

that in their experiments Stahl and his followers

completely overlooked the part which the atmo-
sphere plays in all ordinary cases of combustion,
and the compounds formed with its oxygen by
the volatile constituents of the substance under
observation. Writing as late as 1791, Bergman,
a celebrated chemist, fell into the same error, for

he said that a certain degree of levity with as

much phlogiston, loosely combined, as will

occasion inflammation, is necessary to the com-
bustion of all bodies denominated phlogistic.

Yet, after all, this theory, though very erroneous,

was founded on observation, for during the com-
bustion of inflammable bodies a continual escape

of volatile matter was perceived, and the weight of

the fixed residue was found to be much less than the

original weight of the body which was burned ;

hence as the weight of the volatile products was
entirely neglected, it was assumed that combus-
tion consisted in the escape of a principle which
was wholly wanting in non-flammable bodies.

In all these cases imagination helped men to

draw conclusions not based on facts, and these

suppositions were for years received by men of

genius as fundamental truths. Lavoisier pointed

out that the only way to avoid error was to trust

to nothing but facts, to simplify reasoning, and to

proceed cautiously from the known to the un-
known. By adopting the rigorous law of form-
ing no conclusions not fully warranted by
experiment, and of never supplying the absence

of facts, this celebrated though unfortunate

chemist gave a death-blow to phlogiston, and
founded our modern science of chemistry.

WATSOX

.

Dr. Watson, Bishop of Llandaff, best known
for his ferocious attack on Tom Paine, was in his

time an eminent chemist, and he made several

interesting and carefully-conducted experiments

to ascertain the precise nature of what he called

the "calcareous earths." That any inquiry

along these lines necessitated some knowledge of

chemistry is perhaps the reason why neither civil

engineer nor architect had up to this time made
any attempt whatever to investigate the properties

of one of the most important materials in every-

day use on their buildings ; ia'deed, it is not by
any means certain that at present any great

majority of architects or engineers have even a

rudimentary knowledge of the chemistry of

building matorials. Doctor Watson was an
eminent divine, and as he reasoned like a trained

theologian, it need not be said that his method
applied to chemistry (that is, to facts) landed him
in strange difficu'ties which are not met with in

the fictions on which theology is based. He was
an ardent believer in phlogiston, and he demon-
strated the certainty of its existence as clearly as

that of the enduring punishment which he asserted

awaited Tom Paine. After explaining in a paper

of his on chemistry that there is in the solar

system an "elementary fire" everywhere dif-

fused, he goes on to say that another kind of fire

enters, in different proportions, into the composi-

tion of all vegetables, animals, and most minerals,

and that this condensed, compacted, fixed state of

fire is called '
' phlogiston.

'

' When uncombined with
anysubstance it neither shines norburns ; but when
conjoined with other principles of bodies it is that

alone which produces in them the motions known
to us as shining, burning, and consuming away.
Watson had not only to deal with sceptics in

theology, but he apparently was vexed with
0* hers in natural science, too, for he says ; "I
am sensible it will be asked—What is phlogis-

ton !'" And, in replying, he adopts the theo-

logical line of argument: "You do not surely

expect that chemistry should le able to present

you with a handful of phlogiston, separated from

an inflammable body. You may just as reason-

ably demand a handful of magnetism, gravity, or

electricity to be extracted from a magnetic,

weighty, or electric body. There are powers in

nature which cannot otherwise become the objects

of sense than by the effects they produce, and of

this kind is phlogiston." The doctor then

proceeds to make this "perplexed subject"

clearer, by a series of experiments, one only of

which will be noticed here. When sulphur is set

on fire, it burns entirely away without leaving

any ashes or yielding any soot. During the

burning a copious vapour is given off, and this

vapour, when collected, is found to be a strong

acid. This acid is incapable of being burned itself

or of contributing to the support of fire in other

bodies. The sulphur from which it was procured

was capable of both. There is a remarkable differ-

ence, then, between the acid and the sulphur. The
acid cannot be the only constituent of sulphur : it is

evident that smucfhoig else must have entered into

its composition by which it was rendered capable

of combustion. This something is, from its

property of rendering a body combustible,

properly denominated the food of fire, the in-

flammable principle, the phlogiston. Therefore,

the analysis of sulphur shows it to be a compound
of an acid and phlogiston in the proportion of

50 to Z. A very superficial examination of the

learned doctor's reasoning will show that he was a
•

' past master' ' in the art ofapplyingakind of mental
legerdemain to his argumentative methods.

He asks for instance, who will be foolish enough
to want a handful of phlogiston, when no one can

hand over any bulk in weight of electricity or

gravity ; but this is begging the question, for the

loss in acquisition of hij phlogiston is invariably

accompanied by a change of weight and bulk in

the phlogisticated or depblogisticated substances,

but no such change is perceptible in bodies

charged with electricity or magnetism. As
sulphur enters largely into the composition of

plaster of Paris, and the white cements obtained

from it, the doctor's experiment must be noticed

here. First, then, sulphur is not a compound of

any principle with an acid : it is an elementary

substance, and up to this, chemists have never

resolved it into any other substances or
" principles." When heated in the air, it takes

fire and forms sulphur dioxide (SOj), commonly
called sulphuric acid gas. As the atomic weight of

sulphur is 32 and that of oxygen 16, it follows

that when the doctor burned his sulphur, instead

of its losing anything, it took up its own weight of

oxygen, and in losing "phlogiston," instead of

losing weight it actually doubled it I Sulphuric

acid, of which over a million tons are manufac-

tured annually in Great Britain, contains hydrogen

as well as sulphur and oxygen, its formula being

H,,SO,. The doctor's experiments on charcoal

and spirits, all undertaken to prove the existence

of phlogiston, led him to certain conclusions

which were all vitiated by his neglect to take into

account the action of atmospheric oxygen in the

substances which he burned. Having explained

thedoctor's theory of phlogiston, his experiments

on limes and calcareous earths will be examined

in the next article, as well as those of Dr.

Higgins.
.

—

• »-^ •

Progress continues to be made on the new Roman
Catholic Cathedral at Westminster. The hoarding

in front of the building is shortly to be removed,

and the doors for the building are now being made,

and will soon replace the temporary ones at present

in use. It was originally int^-nded to have the

middle doors made of bronze, but the London
County Council vetoed this, considering such doors

unsafe in a public building. The doors will, there-

fore, be of oak after a handsome design by the

designer of the Cithedral, the late Mr. J. F. B .ntley.
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THE OAK STAIRCASE, MESSRS. SPEAIGHTS NEW GALLERIES, NEW BOND STREET.
Mr. C. ir. ]!. QiENNEi.L, ArJiihi-.

MESSRS. SPEAIUIIT'S NEW PHOTO-
GKAPHIC GALLEIUES, NEW BOND-
STREET.

T]IE Directors of Messrs. Speaight, Etd., the
Child Photographers, are to be congratu-

lated on the constiiK'tion and decoration ol their
new gallorieii at 157, New Bond-btreet. The
btyle is that of the Later Renaissance period,
and Mr. C. II. B. (iuennell ia the archi-
tect. Access is gains d to the galleries from
New Bond-street through the porch, puved
in Sicilian and Bleu Beige marhleH, and
panelled in oak with croaa-vaulted ceiling.
The entrance-hall, with its beautifully designed
oakwork, and its several balconies over, resembles
in fome ways the interior of an ancient ( ou' try
mansion. The btaircaso is constructed in solid
oak througheut, the detai's of the balustrading
having been taken from some of Wren's famous
work at Hampton Court. The lloor of the
entrance-hall, like those of the galleries, is in
polished teak. The galleries have balconies
n und them, supported by grrjupod Ionic columns
in oak, having bear'.ifully carved capitals. The
ceiling is a cross vaulted one of fibrous plaster;
tl e enrichment is excellent, though sparingly
iiitroduced. The minstrel gallery, from which,
clients waiting for sittings have the upportunity
of listen'ng to excellent music, is situated over

the managing director's offices, which are
panelled in cak. The lounge, where tea is

served during the afternoon to clients, is on
the htilf-landing, and is designed with a
vaulted ceiling supported by Doric columns.
The various dressing-rooms are approached
from the lounge, the one reserved fur Royal and
other distinguished clients being particularly

handsome. In the construction of the studio,

which is twice the bize of the former one in

Ki'gent-street, great care has been taken in order
to obtain the maximum amount of light, which is

HO essential for the successful [holographing of

children. The ventilation and warming of the
studio have also received special attention. Close
to the photographic studio is the miniature studio,

wb<!re, under the most favoura'dc c nditions of

light, this important branch of the work is con-
dueled. Perhaps the niobt imp riant part of the
interior is the oak work, upon which alone several

thousands of pounds have been spent. The
work was intrusted to Messrs. (ioodall and
Co., of Manchester, who have carried it out in

their usual workmanlike raatner. The whole
of the plaster ceilings were executed by the
Verenese Company, from special designs prepared
by the architect. The general scheme of the
decorations is duo to Mr. .lohn Stewart D.iy. of

2\, (ireat Portland-street, W. The quantity
surveyor was Mr. Henry Riley, 28, Victoria-

st-eet, S.W. ; the consulting electrical engineer,

Mr. Arhur C. Cockbum, i\C.S., M.I.E E..

106, Willesden - larp, Brondesburv. N.W. ;

Messrs. Crittall and Co., Braintree, Essex, were
responsib'e for the iron and tteelwork ; and
Messrs. (ioodall and Co., iManchestfr, as before
stated, for the internal oak work ; the wood
carving was by Messrs. Martyn and Co., Chelten-
ham ; the stone cirvirg by Mr. Broalbent ; tin
rrarble paving, .See., the Art Pavements and
Decorations C'o., Emerald -street, W.C. ; the

ornamental iron and brass work, Messrs. Thomas
Elsly and Co., (ireat Titchfield-stn et, \V.

;

the electric light installation, Mr. Kr c Smith,
Ilampsle.ail : the electric arc lighf^ installation in

studio, the (lencral Electric Co., ijueen Victoria-

street, KC. ; the heating installation, .Messrs.

.Jones and Sons, Shoolanc, E.G. ; the ventilating

system, Me-srs. Kite and ('o., Euston-rond, N.W.
The gfnt>ral contract for the rebuilding was
placed in the hands of Mr. Roffey, of Putney.

" BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLT:n.

A nOCTOu's IIOISB (no. II 1

WE had no further space last week, owing to

the exceedingly large number of designs

to mention, more than thoBO already referred t>.

The entire series of plans rocoived were, however.
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placed in their approximate order of merit when
our selections were made. The remainder not

already alluded to must be reckoned as coming
within the designation of second class. The
enormous amount of work displayed by the

authors in the aggregate is fully n cognised, and
we can but regret that the standard of success is,

comparatively speaking, so much balow what
might have been anticipated.

"Excelsior" heads the second series, showing
an artistic ability, accompanied by an entire

absence of knowlege of the specificed style. He
carries external walls over vo'ds in an un-
accountable way. " Oboe " is more compact and
reasonable with an ingenuity of contrivance

which ought to lead to better results another
time; but at present he is common-place in

design. "Acre" is workmanlike, though the

doctor would not be able to get to the consulting-

room, save through the street or the kitchen.
" Leo " has a very indilierent front, a very large

hall, and not too happy a shaped drawing-room.
He is exceedingly painstaking, which is a

great merit. The kitchen is too intimately

connected with the patients' entry. The sprawly
porch of " Liolie's " design is ugly, and
the lounge-hall serves no particular purpose,

and no access is given from the house to the

garden. "Veto" externally is better, but the

bedroom plan is not attractive, while too many
dark lobbies disfigure the scheme down-tairs.

"Sphere" with big keystones and windmill
sweep stones to the gable arches attempts

"Georgian" lines with restless effect, and with a
plan extending nearly the entire depth of the site.

"Dutch Boy" has a pretty front with twin
porches for the two entrances, which lead to a

rather confused contrivance inside with too many
angular set access ways to the rooms. The
doctor alone could answer the surgery door,

and as both doorways are alike he would
have a disturbed time not to be tolerated.
" Sobriquet " has a tile-hang cottage-like desiijn

under one spanned roof of vast proportions. The
staircase occupies a very restricted space, and the

hall is none too light. " Prehi^toric " occupies

an inordinsite amount of room on the ground
floor in odd-shaped hall, vestibule, and a pi'ch

dark lobby with no access to the patients' door

except through the intervening waiting-room,
which is hampered by screens. The exterior is

plain and not particularly good, though the

ftyle is recognisable. " Tyne " is up to date

in an attempt at queer proportion and quaint

effect by diapering broadly - handled pier

caps. The perspective has an unhappy look,

whilethe plan is but indifferent at best. " Kanzai"
draws neatly, and shows a simple gabled group-
ing, which we rather like. He omits the oriel

in diawing his front elevation, und the waiting

lobby beyond the consulting-room is a fatal fault

" Alpha" is all brickwork outside and thin parti-

tions within. The plan is ingenious rather than

go id, and too many upper partitions are carried by
posts and girders below. "JThe author has a pretty

fancy for detail, but not much sense of good pro-

portion, as his perspective displays. " Sundial
"

is very ordinary. " Je Suis Bien" is also not

very attractive, though unexceptional in simplicity

of forms. His ground plan has a very long back
extension into the garden. " Arrow " sends an
X plan with a central tower. Needless to say, he
creates difficulties, and having done so, fails

to extricate himself from them. Tho-e who
had to live in such a house would ex-
perience the same difficulty, for confusion is the

main result. " Finis " leaves little to be added,
because he contrihutesa design about which we can
say little which would be useful, unless we adiise

him to study good men's work, and take to him-
self some objections already stated as equally
applicable to his plan. We praise his care, how-
ever, which is something. " Ydol " is not mind-
ful of lost space in passages. H s dining-room is

an ungainly apartment. The ttairs to top floor

out of housemaid's closet are not admirable.
"Doc "has a squarish plan, an ugly extension,

and an ill-drawn perspective. The upstair bed-
rooms have no fireplaces, and in the roof without
them would be very cold at this season of the

year. " Gargoyle " ignores the rule as to size of

paper, and sends two square sheets showing a
plan fraught with faults already enumerated about
other designs. "Doric" (from Cardiff) has a

dismal desicrn devoid of interest r.r of good con-
trivance. The bath stands in the middle of the
room, so that the door of the apartment muot open
outwards. " P. P." has a workinanlik" plan, but a

dreadfully poor pair o£ elevations. To reach the

garden, it would be necessary to squeeze past the

servants' w.c, through a very narrow wicket

next the privy door. " Arrow " has an
alternative which, though four square and
more practicable than his X scheme, is not

a success, and has ungainly arrangements
in hall, vestibules, passages, and connections.

Externally baldness is chiefly noted. " Pecksniff"

merits the name. The design is incoherent, and
not at all pleasing. " Liner " has a half-timbered

proposal, with a pair of entrances denoting a

semi-detached block of villas. " Chingachgook "

is chiefly remarkable for his motto, a wasteful

landing, and two staircases. "Gilliatt" has an
octagonal hall in the middle and a lantern above.

The scheme is elaborate, cut up, and bad, notwith-

standing all its aim at cleverness. "The other

designs we can only name:—" Kyle,""Banquo,"
" Gayville," " Sun," " Long 'Un," " Roland,"
"Goes Faen," " Touri," " Roose," "Game,"
"Consul," "George," and " King's Pawn,"
which was unfinished.

CARPENTERS' HALL.
EXAJIINATIO.V IN SANITARY BL'ILDIXfJ

CO.N'STRUCTIOX.

THE following is a list of the successful

candidates arranged in order of merit.

The names of those candidates who sat to

improve their positions but failed to do so do

not appear. The number presenting themselves

was very nearly double that of last year,

candidates again coming from various places in

the provinces as well as from London. The
examiners present, besides Mr. Will-on, I.M. of

the Company, and ilr. Slater, B..\., F.R I.B.A.,

included the Presidents of the Architectural

Association and Institute of Builders, Mr.
Wynter Blyth (M.O.H. Marylebone), Professor

Hy. Robinson, and others.

Bronze Medal:— (.T) Wm. C. PnTtman; (S) John D.
Manners; (F) Thos. C. 8. Hill; (K) E. E. J. Lawrence.

Certificates :-(M) Hy. Merryfleld : (C) Wm. F. Ltim-
bard; (V] E.E. Barks; (P) Wm. E. Sheppard ; (O) Hy.
Crossley; (>?) Wm. Hughes; (R) F. Limbert; (O) E. O.
Walker and (H) Fcedk. C. Chant, leii.

;
(T) Eobt. H.

Griffith.

The Mayor of Exeter on Saturday laid the corner
stone of the carshed and offices for the Corpora-
tion's electric tramways. The site is at the bottom
of Paris-street, '230ft. by 5ift., aud the shed is to be

lS'2ft. long. Designed by Mr. Moulding, the city

engineer and surveyor, it is being built by Mr.
\V. E. Blake, of Plymouth, the contract price being
£.5, .395, and the cost of the site £1,890. The length
of the sections of tramways under construction is

3^ miles, an 1 the single-track length 5| miles, the

contract bsing for £29,227, besides £l,.ill for

electrical equipment, £6,933 for twelve cars, and
£j,39o for the shed, miking altogether £47,000, in

addition to £7,900 paid for the horse trams.

The Board of Trade have now sanctioned finally

the order under the Light Railways Act for the
proposed electric railway from Bettws-y-Coed to

the junction with the newBeddgelertand Portmadoc
line, the construction of which is being rapidly

proceeded with.

The directors of Rowton Houses, Ltd., in their

report to be presented at the second annual meeting
on Monday next, congratulate the shareholders

upon the completion, at an early date, of the Rowton
Housenowincourse of construction in Moaeley-street

aud Alcester-street, Highgate Park, Birmingham,
which will be ready for occupation in February
next. The total outlay and cost of this house is

estimated at about £6.3,000. Towards this amount
there has been subscribed the sum of £43,893, The
house will accommodate 819 men. Notwith-
standing the appointment by the War OfRce of

the company's architect, Mr. H. B. Measures, as

Director of Birrack Construction, the authorities have
permitted Mr. Meisures to carry out his obligations

to the company in completing the work in hand.

Mr. R. Blcknell, C.E., one of the Local Govern-
ment Board inspectors, held an inquiry in Bradford
on Friday for the purpose of hearing the applica-

tion of the Bradford Corporation for power to

borrow £S,1'')0 for the refuse destiuctor works in

Sundridge-road.

The death of Mr. Henry Shaw Whilley, F.S.I.,

surveyor, of 3. Hunter-street, Chester, took place

on Friday. The deceased, who wa3 forty-six years

of age, underwent an operation for cancer in the

throat early in July, and never completely recovered.

He was the son of the late Mr. John Whalley, sur-

veyor, of Chester, and had a very extensive practice

as a surveyor and valuer, and figured in several

important arbitration cases in Chester and district,

and gave evidence in Parliament on the promotion
of railway and other Bills.

OBITUARY.
Mr. J. Ct'MiiERLAXD, J.P., surveyor and

auctioneer, of Luton, died in last week aged 82

years. The death severs an important link with
the past, for in the growth of the town he had
been actively concerned and interested for more
than 50 years. He was the first surveyor under
the old Local Board, he was for twelve years a

member of the Local Board of Health, and for a

year its chairman ; whilst at the end of the first

year after the incorporation of the borough he
was chosen for the mayoralty. Mr. Cumberland
was the second son of the late Richard Cumber-
land, land surveyor and master of Whitehead's
Free School at Houghton Regis. In 1838 he
entered the service of the late Mr. Henry Davies,

of Park Farm, Kimpton, a land surveyor of good
practice, and also agent to the late Lord Dacre
for the Kimpton Hoo Estates, and he remained
there seven years. During that period Mr.
Cumberland assisted largely in surveying and
mapping for tithe commutation purposes. On
leaving Kimpton in 1845, railway surveyors were
in great request, and Mr. Cumberland accepted

an engagement with the late Mr. F. Gheffins,

surveyor, of Southampton Buildings, London,
who worked chiefly for the late Jlr. Robert
Stephenson and Sir. George Parker Bidder. In
August, 1849, he arranged business for himself

as an auctioneer and surveyor at Luton ; and
when the Public Health Act was adopted for the

then township, Mr. Cumberland was appointed

its first surveyor. This post he held for about

five years. Some years later, after his resigna-

tion of his office, he was elected as a member of

the Local Board. AVhen the town was incor-

porated, he became one of the first aldermen.

Mr,

CHIPS.
0. F, Ward, who is at present in the archi-

tectural department of the London County Council,

has been appointed architectural assistant to the

town council of Newport, Mon., at a salary of £250
per annum.

A memorial window to the late Dean Howell, of

St. David's, was unveUed in Wrexham parish

church (where the Dean was vicar for sixteen years),

on Friday, The subject is the Sermon on the

Mount.

Mr. Carnegie has offered £20,000 to the library

committee ot the Birkenhead Corporation, £!.'>,000

to be devoted to the erection of a new central

library, and £2,500 for each of two new branch

libraries.

Three memorial windows were unveiled at Christ

Church, Everton, on Sunday by the Bishop of

Liverpool (Dr. Chavasse). One has been placed on
the south fcide of the chancel, and the other two are

at the ends of the north and south aisles. The
chancel window represents the visit of the Wise Men
to the infant Saviour. The subject of the memorial
at the end of the north aisle is the Sermon on the

Mount, the Teacher being represented sitting—not
standing. In the third window the outer panels

represent Christ's Baptism and Transfiguration, and
the inner panels the Saviour as the Good Shepherd
and the Light of the World.

At Wembury Church the Archdeacon of Totnes
unveiled and dedicated on Sunday a window to the

memory of the late Mr. R. Cory, of Langdon Court.

It represents our Lord in the midst of His Apostles,

who are drawing their nets "full of fishes." Mr.
C. E. Kempe, of London, was the artist.

The Caxton Hall, in Chapel-street, Salford, was
formally opened on Saturday. The building repre-

sents the realisation of an ideal long entertained by

the Manchester Typographical Society, who have
desired a rallying place for members of the trade.

Tne promises comprise, besides the large assembly

hall, a reading-room for the unemployed members
of the tra'^e, anti an office and boardroom for the

society. There are other rooms which will be let

off ai offices. The total cost has been £S.000, con-

sidtrably more than was originally contemplated.

The Dingwall Town Council, having collected

upwards of £1,150, have decided to begin at once

with the erection ot new municipal buildings, which
are estimated to cost £1,800, Mr. Caruesie having

promised to give the half of the balance required.

M. Guillaume has invented an instrument for

measurmg base-lines in land surveying t.y means of

wire instead ot rigid rods. It is made by M. Car-

pentier, 20, Rue Dslambre, Paris.

Colonel Sir John Farquharson, late R.E., who
for many years was Director- General of the

Ordnance Survey at Southampton, has been selected
' by the Secretary ot State to proceed to India to sit

I as a member of the committee which is about to be
' assemble! to inquire into the subject of the local

' survey arrangements.
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PBOFBSSIONAL AND TBADE
SOCIETIES.

Bristol Society or Architects.—A lecture

on "The Temples of Baalbek; their Fcrmer

Grandeur and Present Condition," was delivered

on Friday by Mr. W. L., Bernard, F.R.I.B.A.,

before the members of this Eociety and their

friends at the Fine Arts Academy. Mr. Bernard,

who visited Baalbek last spring, traced the

history of these ruins from the earliest times to

the present day, and described the ancient

Acropolis, with its Cyclopean wall of huge stones

;

the Arab legends and traditions, which attribute

these works to antediluvian times ; the Biblical

era, the Gr.tco-Roman era, with the erection of

the Temple of Jupiter by Antoninus Pius, and

of the great and hexagonal courts and propylan

by Caracalla and his successor : the Jlediicval

era, with the Arabian fortifications, the circular

Temple of Venus, the Arabian Mosque, the shrine

of Koubbat Douris, and the quarries fr.im which
|

the stone used in the construotion of the temples

was procured, where is stiU to be seen an enormous

stone about 70tt. long and i6ft. square, weighing

over 1,000 tons. The lecture was profusely

illustrated by plans and a series of lantern slides.

At its clofe a vote of thanks was proposed by
Mr. Pi.C. James, A. K.I. B.A., and seconded by
Mr. Ernest .Sibree, M.A. Mr. G. H. Oatley,

F.R.I.B A., president of the society, occupied

the chair.

The Decay of Stone ix Biildixgs.—At a

meeting of the Architectural Section of the Royal
Philosophical Society of Glasgow, held on Mon-
day evening, Mr. Ninian M'Whannel in the

chair, Mr. Samuel Smith, clerk of works,

Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical College,

gave a lecture on " The Decay of Stone in Build-

ings." The stone, he said, most in use for

building purposes in Scotland was sandstone,

compoEel of quartz grains, cemented by such

substances as carbonites of lime or magnesia.

Decay in a great many cases might be attributed

to the binding materials of these stones being of

clay, on which the action of frost had a disin-

tegrating effect. The chief cause of decay in

Glasgow was the amount of sulphur acids in the

atmosphere. These acids attacked stones of

which the binding material was carbonate of

lime or masnesia very readily. The best stones

for the sulphur-laden atmosphere of cities such as

Glasgow were the red sandstones of Dumfries

f>om the dirtrict lying between Thornhill and

Dumfries, these having the least of carbonates of

lime or magnesia in their composition.

T]IE NoKTHERX AuCniTECTCRAL AsSOCIATIOX.

—Mr. William Glo%-er, F.R.I.B.A., past-presi-

dent of this association, who has in recent years

given £1,000 of Consols and other valuable dona-

tions towards permanent premises, and to aid the

work of the society, has now promised further

aid in a letter he has recently written to the

hon. secretary, Mr. A. B. Plummer, F. II. I.E. A.,

from Brockley, S.E., in which he promises to give

another £1,000, of which one-half is to be allotted

to comoleto the purchase of the house for the

Association, and the remainder is to be divided

between the Architects' Benevolent Fund and

thy scheme of Sir Aston Webb, li.A,, for the

higher educition of architects. The cmditions

for the two latter are that the funds are invested

in trustee securities, the nominations from the

Council of the Northern .\rohitectural Association

to be first considered so far as the interest on the

funds will allow. "This," adds Mr. Glover,
" will enable me to carry out three leading

principles which have influenced me through
life. 1. To spend my money where I made it.

i. To assist those poorer than myself. 3. To
endeavour to leave the world better than I found
it. I do sincerely hope that the effort made for

the higher education of our students will make
them better men than wo are."

The Great Northern, Piccadilly, and Brompton
Railway Company will seek powers in the next
Session of Parliament for the construction of tuf>e

railways in (^hiswick, Kuightsbridge, Konsington,
Leicester-square, and thence to Aldgate.

Tfie Mersey Docks and Harbour Board will, at

their next meeting, decide upon the following
recommenclatioiiB, brought forward by their works
committee :—To provide certain arc tamps at iIim

San'lou Htlf-tide Dock and the Huskisaon Dock
and branches, at an estimated cost of £1,440; to

erect a double-story shed on the western portion of

the aoutfi iiuay of tlie Sandon Dock, and to repavo
the roadway on the south side thereof, at a total

estimated cost £57,500.

TO OORKESPONDENTS.
(We do not hold ourselyes responsible for the opinions oJ

our correspondents. All communications should be

drawn up as brieiJy as possible, as there are many
olaimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

communications respecting illustrations or literary matter

ihouldbe addressed to tie EDITOR of the Boildino

News, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,

W.C, and not to members of the staff by name. Delay

is not unfrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and

ather commimications are sent at contributors' risks, and

the Editor will not undertake to pay for,. or be liable for,

ausought contributions.

Cheques and Po8t>.ofl5ce Orders to be made payable to

The Steand Nbwspapeb Compass-, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :—" Timeserver, London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.

Bound copies of Vol. LXXXVI. are now ready, and

should be ordered early (price 128. each, by post

123. lOd.), as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI.,

XLIX., Lm., LXI., Lxn., lxiv., lxv., lxvi.,

Lxvn., Lxvtn., lxix., lxxi., lxxil, Lxxra.,
LXXrV., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVIL, LXXIX.,
LXXX.. LXXXI., LXXXII., LXXXIIL, LXXXI\ .,

and LXXXV. may still be obtained at the same price

;

all the other bound volumes are out of print. Most of

the back numbers of former volumes are, however, to

be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers

to complete volume just ended should order at once, as

Biany of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Botldino News,

price 2b., post free 2b. 4d., can be obtamed from any

Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,

Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

arcadcd or treated with piers and girders. Ample
light is needed, and vulgarity of the usual shop froot-

ings to be avoided. A lavatory for ladies with two

w c's. should be situate in t)ie basement, and be easy of

approach. The setting out of tlie " Tea Shop " in one

large space treated architectually is intended. Style

Late EenaiBsance in stone, with granite below flrst-

fl. .of level. Fireproof construction, scale 8ft. to inch.

Two elevatiots. four plans, and one section taken E. to

W. in centre of block. Drawings due December 31, 1904.

Dbawixos Received. — "Plato." " L-ner," " Aln,"

' Nick-o'-teen " "The Magpie." " Liohe." "Alpha,
"Tressilian," ••Obelisk" "Dutch Boy,'' "Teazel,

"Prehistoric." '•Cheer Up," " Hucklebury," " Nux,'

•' Scretcher," •'Simply Me," " Fergus," "Avondale,
" Vale-o-Lune." "Cintra," "Black and White,

"N. B ," "Spiingbow," " Launcelot," "Banzai,

"Ian," "Yenhow," •Monte Cnsto," "Deb," "Game,'
"Captain Kettle." " Villian," "Frena," "Skipper,

"The Moon," "Togo." ''Je Puis Bien," "Tom,
"Bat," ••City." ••GUliatt" (the poet), •' Tyneside,''

"Roose," •Adam," ••Mabite," "Squill," "Sphere,^

"Roland," "Touri," "Sun," "GayviUe." "Borden,

"Corner Stone." "Finis," "Dies," " The Lash.

"Longan," "Brush," "Ace of Clubs," "Martlet,
' Wear," "Conor." " Leo," '• King's Pawn," "T. 1.,^

"Acanthus," "Eunoe." "B.," ,' Leadhght," " Idol,
_

" Set .Square," "Comet," " Loidis." '' Kyle," • Arrow,
" The Old Firm." "Mods," "Dot," " Red Giuntlet,

,

"Grey Fox," "Stoep," "An Odd Spark." ••Consul,

••Tyne," "By George." "Vox," " Quatre Vois,

and " Ilex." (89 designs full list.)

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

anited Kingdom; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the

Cnited States, £1 6b. Od. (or Sdols. 30c. gold). To France

jr Belgium, £1 6s. Od, (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.

To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the

Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADTERTISEMENT CHARGES.

The charge for Oompetition and Oontract
Advertisements, Public Oompanies, and all official

advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first

line counting as two, the minimum charge being 58. for

four lines.

The charge for Anctions, Land Sales, and

Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except

Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words

(the first Une counting as two), the minimum charge

being 48. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of

more than six insertions can be ascertained on appUcation

to the Publisher,

Sitnations and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations
Vacant" or "Situations Wanted " and '•Part-

nerships " is OsE Shilling foe Twentt-eode Woeds,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. All Situation

Advertisemtnta must be prepaid.

•,• Replies to advertisements can be received at the

office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand

W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded under cover to

advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See

Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and

special and other positions, can be obtained on apphcation

to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page

Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements

must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure

insertion.

Kkceived,—L,
J, B.-T. 8.

M. and Co,

-O, P. H.-
-N, L
W, Y.-

F.— C. K. and Sons.-
-A. W.

!„.,,(-.—Try Hudson and Keams, Southwark-street, S.E,

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB,

TllinU LIST or SUBJECTS,

C—A first class popular "Tea Shop." on an isolated

'square and level building site, 35ft. one way, and 50ft,

the other in the clear, and situated in Ixindon, or some

other big town, with main streets on the south end and

cast side, on which front there must be an entrance to

two Hours of chambers or nfflces above the ground floor.

On the north end, where there is a 20ft road, abase-

ment cntiance is to be located to reach the kitelien and

service departments for thi; tea shop. On tlie west

froDt there is a garden, from whence light cau be had

for the basement by extending aloft, area beyond the

building line comprised wittiin the site of .3.'ift, by 6Uft,,

as before givtn. On this W, side a buloony may
be provided on the upper floors, but on the ground

floor no projections whatever other than cornices and
plinths or pilasters and door hoods may occur on

either front. The ground floor to be l.'ift, high, and the

twt) upper floors lilt, each. In the roof four rooms and

the usual accommodation for caretaker to the otlices to

be arranged. The space t<i be mude the most of on the

two main upper floors for letting piiriiises, and the first

Hour should be adapted for an insurance compiuy,
j

i

taking the whole (p'lce, wi'h a large public olhce a

I waiting room, manager's rojm, safe, lavat^iry, tec,
,

1 suitable for such a tenant, Tliere may be iron columns
j

1 in the " Tea Shop," and each of its sides may be I

Coi'itsponlitncc.

CLAPHAM BATHS COMPETITION.

To the Editor of the Bvildino News.

Sir,—Enclosed I send you a copy of a letter

which I have addressed to Mr. G. A. T. Middle-

ton in this matter.—I am, &c.,

A. Saxox Sxell,
'2

'2, Southampton Buildings,

Chancery-lane, London, "W.C, Nov. '21T.

22. Southampton Buildings, London, W.C, Nov, 28.

Desk Sib,— I have read with much surprise in the

BniLDiNO News the terms ot the memorial in this matter

as sent to Ihe Royal Institute of British Architects and
the Wandsworth Borough Council.

At the meeting of competitors, over which you pre-

sided, it was agreed, as I understood, that as a difference

of opinion had arisen between the council and the pro-

ffcssional assessor, the former should be asked to refer the

matter in dispute to an arbitrator, to be appointed pre-

ferably by the Royal Institute of British Architfets, and

that a memorial should be drafted to this effect by a sub-

committee and sent to the Council, Copies were also to be

sent to the R,I. B A, and the assessor.

The terms of the memorial cover much more than we
agreed to. It should have ended at the fir.vt sentence, and
no reference to the plans (discussion of which was rightly

deprecated at the meeting) should have been permitted.

As the memorial stands the competitors make them-
selves responsible for tour indictments in respect of a

plan which pre.uraibly only one ot them has seen. These

indictments were not formally submitted to or endorsed

at the meeting I attended (I do not know what took placs

at the a<lj""> '"'' meeting at which I was unable to attend^

I at least should have objected, and further have reason

to know that others would have joined me.
Under the circumstances I beg to disassociate myself

from the memorial in its entirety,—I am. dear sir, yours

faithfully. A, Saxos Snell,

O A. T, Middlcton, Esq., A,R I,B,A,

P S —I have forwarded a copy of this letter to the

council of the R,I,B.A, and to the Editor of theBuiLui,-ia

Nl:ws.

,Siii,—Eoclosed is a copy of a letter which I

have written to Mr. Snell, in answer to one

received from him, of which I believe a copy has

been sent you— I am, &c.,

G. A. T. MiDllLETOX.

De.vh Sir,-I think it is to be regretted that you should

dissociate yourself from the competitors' memorial in

this matter. The meeting at which it was decided upon

was adjourned for only half an hour, to enable the sub-

committee to draft it. and although it was nearly an hour

before it was ready, several of the competitors waited till

then, and unanimously approved its terms; with whieli.

as chaiimin. I could lake noexceotiou. as it eonlainel no

statements beyond what had been publicly Ulide known
at the meeting of the Wandsworth Borough Council on

November 9, ,.., * t
This being in answer to your letter of the 'isth inst., I

am forwarding copies, as y.iu have done, to the Ben,din.:

News and the 11,1, B,A,—Yours faithtully, (signed)

G, .\. T, MiooLKToy.

10. Cravcn-strpct. Strand. London, Nov. 30.

A. Saxon Snell. Esq.. 2i. Southampton Buildings.

Chancery-lane, W.C.

LEEDS NEW JfARKKT HALL.

Sill,—Apropros Mr. Bulmer's remarks at tho

Leeds and Yorkshire .\rchitectural .Society's

meotinK reported in your last issue, it may
interest that Bontloinan to know that (I) Sir

William l'",iners(in w.is tho assessor in tho com-

petition, ('2) that tho design has been carried out

without modification, and (3) that tho c impotition

wa.s open to Leeds architects as well as to others.

Wo can scarcely reconcile Mr. ISulmor's state-

ments at tho meeting referred to with the
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telegram of congratulation he forwarded to the

banquet at the opening ceremony, which con-
gratulation wae leferred to by one speaker as

showing the expril de carps that existed amongst
architects '.—We are, &c.,

LEEMIXr, AND LeEMIKG.
Victoria House, 117, ^'ictoria-st^eet, West-

minster, Nor. 30.

STOCKPORT SCHOOL COMPETITION.
Siu,—In your remarks on the above in this

week's issue of your valuable paper we note the
following :

—" The selected design has three

central halls, which do not come within the aid

of a Oovernment grant." We should like to

know on what ground you make this statement,

as the total area of each central hall is well

within the limit of -teq.ft. per scholar aUowed by
the Board of Eduction, viz. :

—
Central hall for 400 senior nuxed = 31?q, ft, per scholar.

„ „ 250 iunlormixed = a fraction over Do.
. ,, „ 300 infants = Do. Do.

With respect to the infants' department, it is

intended to build classrooms for 250 at present,

the remaining 50 being provided for in future

extension as indicated on plan. The central hall

will be kept down to the 250 limit, which means
that one bay will not be erected until such time

as the classroom for 60 is required.

Under the circumstances, we should be obliged

if you will kindly correct same in your next
issue ; also state that the design is by Messrs
Cheers and Smith, of Blackburn and Tii:u'/:eiiliui/i.

It is the junior mixed, and not the infant,

department which is not to be built at present.

—

We are, &c., Cheeks axd Smith.
24, Richmond-terrace, Blankburn, anl
Twickenham, London, W , Nov. 26.

[The first paragraph of the Stockport Education
Committee's instructions to the competitors states that
this school is to be used as a m xeJ a>j'l inf.tuts' ^h„n\ and
on page 4 it is provided that the school "nm^ir.nisisi'f
l':ihi ni!s Of on^ .s/r/'v/, and provido (A) a senior mixed
department for 400 children in a separate building, and
(B) a joint building for 250 infants and 250 junior
mixed." ^' E'<rli ilipaiim'^i/l shnH roitl'iin " cnitr-'f fm^'.'^

It appears from this snrely that only two departments
were intended, and that two central halls were contem-
plated. Kule 6 of the Board of Education Rules to be
observed in Planning Elementary Schools on page 6
states :

'* A central halt will jnt b; coitn'^i in thta •

-0111111 >1'/-

/•on, nor wHl a classroom for cookrry, laicnjri/, rn i.iual

i'lstntc'ion, drawi g, or srAtmce,^* while paragraph A.
Bale 2, says : ''A single central hall is permitted for two
departments, with a floor spice of about 3>, but not
exceeding 48q.ft. for each scholar." The question involved
is one of expense when so much had to be provided
within the stipulated limit of £10,000 for '-il,. fu'l
O'-rnrnvv-'ln'on'^ of 900 children, including all flxtores and
architect's commission. There are many additional items
specified such as Role 6 exempts ; and these, with any
overplus of central-hall accommodaticn, will probably fall

upon the [promoters. The governing clause at the head
ot the Board of Education Rules stipulates that " Before
placing a school on the list of schools in receipt of annual
grant .... the Board must be satisfied with the
prescribed requirements that the Building Rules are
complied with." Messrs. J. E. Wrathmell and W.
Blackshaw, jun., were placed second in this competition,
Mr. O. Sedger was placed third, and Mr. Woodhouse
received the fourth premium. — Ed. " B.N. "J

THE COUNCIL OF THE R.I.B.A. AND
SECRET COMMISSIONS.

SiK,—The new session of the Royal Institute

of British .\rchitects has commenced, and the

usual remarks have been made concerning the

noble profession of architecture—a profession

which is rapidly becoming a profession no longer,

but merely a corrupt trade, owing to ever-

increasing and never-checked " secret com-
mission '

' practices.

So outrageous are the demands of some men
practising as architects becoming, that contractors,

tradesmen, and others connected with the build-

ing trade are openly giving the names of archi-

tects who are demanding secret commissions from
them upon a scale which it is impossible for them
to meet. We hear of one architect oifering h's

work to a tradesman if he will add 25 per cent,

as his commission, and walking out of the

premises because he cannot obtain it. We are

told of another who asks 30 per cent, upon goods
to be supplied, and so on. It is becoming the
rule, and not the exception, now when asking a
new firm of tradesmen for a tend r for them to

inquire how much you wish to be added as com-
mission. In some cases they do not wait to ask,

but add a large commission for your private

plunder, and are quite surprised that you will

not accept it.

Another man will thrust money into your
hand. Architects, and not tradesmen, are entirely

to blame for this state of things. Some archi-

tects openly state in ordinary conversation that

they ask for, and expect to receive, these
commiisions.

It is absurd to suppose that the Council of the
R.I.B.A. dots not know full well what is taking
place. I suggest that they do know, and that
they make no move, partly because of a good-
natured wish not to act unpleasantly towards
members of the profession who take a less strict

view of this question than they take themselves,
and partly beciuse the practice has become so

prevalent that ihey are disinclined to act, not
knowing who they may offend, or upon whose
corns they may tread. If such is not the case,

let them appoint a committee to look into this

mott no'orious scandal. They would soon obtain
ample evidence from contractors and tradesmen,
who are only too anxious to be lid of this

incubus.

No man who accepts these secret commissions
can act fairly by his client. In the first place, the
client must to a certainty pay more than he
ought to pay for goods supplied, and in the case
of bv.d work the architect frequently dare not
condemn it because of the bribes he has previously
received.

There is a E.I.B.A. by-law against these
secret commissions, but it is useless. There are
the strongest reasons why secret commissions
should be barred in architecture b.efore all other
professions or trades. The solicitor who injures
a c'.ient through his pocket is severely dealt with

;

but the architect who does the same thing, and
in addition, may injure his client's health, and
even be the cause of his death, bypas.ingbad
work which he dare not condemn, goes on his
" professional " course unchecked.

Again, if the Council will n'>t act for the pro-
tection of the public, they might at least do
something towards protecting members of their
own profession ; but apparently they shirk all

action. Some of the men who accept these secret
c^mmist-ions are for ever lying in wait to defraud
the honest archit ct out of his 5 per cent. If,

say, a club, a church, or a chapel is to be built,

they come upon the scene and offer to do the work
for nothing, or for a nominal fee, relying upon
their tecrtt commissions tc make, not only the
5 per cent, that the first man would have ob-
tained, but a sum far beyond it. These men are
the vampires of the architectural profession, and
probably many a young architect who tries at

first to conduct his businesj upon proper lines

is driven at last to accept these commis-
sions in self - defence. Probibly no act of

Parliament is needed to scotch at once fully

one-half of this widespread canker if the Council
of theR.I.B..\. would only do their duty—a thing
which they have never, in this one respect, done
yet.

That Council is at the head ot the architectural

profession in this country. It is their duty to

call the attention of every man practising as an
architect to acts which are against the interests of

the profession, irrespective of the fact that he
may or may not be a member of the Institute.

A private individual who so acted would risk a
libel action, or the charge of professional jealousy,
but men acting as members of the Council of the
R.I.B..\. would not only be exempt d from such
charges, but would, on the contrary, be respected
for their action, even by the men they censured.
Things have now come to such a pass that the

Council must act soon, or disgrace the position

they hold by ignoring the fact that the public is

being defrauded by aid of the "architectural pro-
fession "

; whiht, at the same time, owing to

their neglect of a most obvious duty, it may
almost be said that the same Council is tacitly

encouraging dishonesty amongst architects,

tradesmen, and contractors.

As a move in the right direction, the Council
might endeavour to arrange that in all rooms
where architects hold their meetings a public

notice be fixed dealing with this question. I

would also suggest that very prominent notices,

issued by the Council, be every now and again

inserted iu all the leading architectural news-
papers and journals.—I am, tVc,

F.R.LB.A.

]:uttrcommuuicati0tt.

QVESTWXS.
[121C5.]—Damp "Wsdl.—How can a damp wall—the

particulars of which are as follows -be best and most
economically treated ? A bay window was added over
one below to a house two years ago : it faces south west,
and the walls are of 9io. brickwork. Stock bricks and
soft red facings were used, and rendered on the inside in
Keene s cement. The walls seem never to have properly
dtied, and they will not take a paper. Would it be ad-
visable to put matched boarding against the cement, the
boards being first treated with some preservative solution
on the side next to the cement ? Is there any means of
preventiog wet from penetrating a wall from the exterior
without rendering it in cement or roughcast, or otherwise
altering its original appeirance? The windows have
been allowed to remain open in all weathers, so that it is

just possible the damp has attacked the Keene's cement
in this way, but it is probable that the greater part of the
damp has come directly through the Wills.—E. G. W.

[12106.] — Curtilage. — Please explain the word
•' curtilage " used in defining the word " drain " in Public
Health Act, 1875. -A. B.

The Tetbury Board of Guardians have adopted
plana by their architect, Mr. Lawson, for the re-

building of the workhouse.

At the Norwich Consiatory-court last week a

faculty was granted for placing a stained -glass

window in the north side of the nave of St. Peter's

parish church, Ipswich, as a memorial to the late

Mr. Edward Rush Turner. It will contain figures

symbolical of Faith and Hope.

CHIPS.
The Rochdale Waterworks Committee have

agreed to recommend the town council to accept an
offer of £18,000, made on behalf of the Todmorden
Waterworks Committee, as the price to be paid to

Rochdale for the water mains and apparatus in

Todmorden.

On Tuesday a Local Government Board inquiry
will be held by Colonel A. J. Hepper at the town-
hall, Sheringham, Norfolk, into the application of

the urban district council for sanction to borrow
£150 for sei-defence purposes.

As a memorial to the Rsv. A. K. Henley, son of

the Rev. the Hon R. Henley, vicar of Putney, a
reredos, subscribed for by the people of Putney, has
been erected in the parish church of St. Mary. It

13 of white Caen stone, with five panels of opus
sectile, and some small coloured alabaster panels.

The reredos was designed and executed by Messrs.
Jones and Wdlis, of Great Russell-street.

At the meeting of the Society of Anti<iuaries of

London on Thursday evening. Lord Avebury,
president, being in the chair, a resolution was
unanimously adopted expressing great regret at the
possible destruction of the Plummer Tower, one of

the few remains of the ancient Elwardian wall
which once inclosed the town of Newcastle-upon-
Tyne, and strongly urging upon the city council

the propriety ot taking into serious consideration

any alternative scheme by which the tower could be
preserved.

Mr. Benja,min Sheppard, who was trained in the
Royal Academy Schools, and has since worked as

a sculptor for seven years in Hobart, has j ust com-
pleted a bronze statue which is to be the National
War Memorial for Tasmania, and is to have a pro-
minent position in the pubhc park at Hobart. For
a few days this statue has been on view at Went-
worth Studios, Manresa-road. The statue, which
stands about Sft. higli, represents a young soldier in

khaki dress—one of the 86t who went from the
colony for the South African war, in the course of

which 3t of them fell. He stands with his field-

glass in one hand and his rifle in the other.

The sales at the Mart last week, as registered at

the Estate Exchange, amounted to £68,530, and
for the corresponding week of last year to £60,725.

The will of the late Mr. Joseph Turner, of the
firm ot Messrs. Turner, Rudge, and Turner, Siir-

veyors, has been proved at £153,302.

Mr. Harris, at present assistant engineer to the

Edinburgh and District Tramways Co., Ltd., has
succeeded Mr. W. M. Colam as principal engmeer
to that company.

A new hall and Sunday-school which have just

been erected in connection with the Presbyterian
Church at Walsall, were opened by the mayoress
last week. In addition to the hall, which is also to

be used as the Sunday-school, the new block in-

cludes ladies' parlour, an enlarged vestry, a well-

fitted kitchen, and a number of classrooms. The
total cost has been £1,100, including furnishing

and electric-light installation.

The Plymouth Bmrd of Guardians, after dis-

cusssing the question for nearly eight years, have
decided upon building a new workhouse infirmary.

Fragments of ornamented tiles, apparently of the

thirteenth century, have been found on the north
side of the New Buildmg, often erroneously termed
the Lady-chapel, at the eastern end of the cathedral

at Petertiorough during the installation of a water
pipe. They have been placed with other reUcs in

the museum niche iu the south aisle of the choir.

On Saturday, Dec. 31, the memorial in Lichfield

Cathedral to the officers and men of the Ist Bittalion

South Staffordshire Regiment, who died for their

country in the war in SDUth Africa, will be

dedicated.
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(0>ur ^Hlustvciti0«s.

ST. Matthew'.- cnruLii, Auckland.

Ix this church, which is now approaching com-
pletion, the circumstances required a spacious
plan with a simple treatment of design. The
nave is 30ft. wide and nearly 50ft. high to the
wall plate, with bold crofs arches which, besides
contributing to the strength and general effect of
the structure, enable a simple treatment of the
•open-timber roof to be adopted. The nave is

flanked by double aisles which are kept low and
vaulted in a similar minner, and admit of a lofty
nave clerestory. There is a gallery at the west
«nd, with a vaulted baptistery under, which con-
tains, in addition to the font shown in the
drawing, one for baptism by immersion sunk in
the floor. The whole of the church i^ faced with
stone inside and out, and the choir is vaulted in
the same material. The architect is Mr. F. I..

Pearson, of Mansfield-street, Portland-place, W.
The drawing which we reproduce was exhibited
at the Royal Academy this year.

nUIDfiWATEtt VR.V.V. LIIIHAUY : SELECTED DESIGN.

Tins design, by Mr. E.Godfrey Page, A. R. I. B. A.,
was placed first in the recent competition by Mr.
Sidney R. J. Smith. F R.I.B.A. The building
13 to stand in a public park overlooking the River
Parrett, and the author placed the entrance at
the corner in order to command a view ot the
town bridge and the embankment. The lending
library, on the indicator system, is calculated to
hold 1.5,000 books, with provision for future
extension by raising the stuck-room a further
9ft. in height and erecting galleries. The resi-

dence for the caretaker is provided on the first

floor. The materials are to be local brick and
tiles and liath or Ham Hill stone; in the eleva-
tions wood block floors, steel roofs, and plaster
decoration to all internal walls and ceilings. The
estimated cost, which will bo provided by Mr.
Carnegie, is Xo,C00.

OUME.SllV UDl'SE, VOUKS.

Tins house is now approaching completion, and is

being erected for IMiaa Brown, of Ormoaby, and ot
the Red House, B.iyswatcr Hill, W. The brick
fttciiigs are hand-made red Wcmdvillo sandstocks,
the jambs to openings and finishings to gahhs
being of stone. The roofs are covi red with best
hand-made sand-fa;od tiles. The an hitci t is Mr.
Fred Rowntree, of Hammer^mith-terraco, W. ;

the clerk of works being Mr. A. Duff, of Ormesby.

xo. i.xi. iia!ii,i.;y .stueet.

No. Gl, Harley-strect, has been entirely rebuilt,
and is faced with Ijawronce's cherry-red facing
bricks and Portland stone dressings. filessra.

Dove Bros, were tho contr..ctor8 f..r the whole
work. The architects wero Jlessrs. Hoarc and
Wheeler, of < •rchard-stroet, W.

MIXA ROAD ELEMENTAUY SCHOOLS, liKLSTOL.

These schools have recently been completed for

the Bristol Education Council from the designs

of Mr. H. Dare Bryan, F. R.I.B.A., which were
selected in a limited competition. The only
special feature in the conetruct'on was in con-

nection with the foundations ; the site being a

huge ash-tip, required special precautions, and
the schools have been built on a pla'form of

creosoted deal sleepers crossed diagonally, and
after an interval of a year there appears not the

slightest sign of settlement.

NATIONAL BRONZE MEDAL DRAWINGS : A DAY
NURSERY- OVERIUNTEL.

The accompanying three prize-modal panels

illustrates the old lines :

—

Let's to bed. said Sleepy Head

:

Tarry awhile, said Slow

;

Put on the pan, said Greedy Nan,
Let's sup before we go.

The figures are intended to occupy the space over

a chimueypiece, framed to receive them, in a
nursery. Of course the originals are in colour,

and gain much in that way; but thus reproduced
a good idea is obtained of their breadth of treat-

ment and humour. Miss Winifred Blackburn,
of Liverpool, designed them.

CHIPS.
At King's College Chapel, Aberdeen, last week,

there was formally presented and dedicated the
stained-glass window, the gift of the Baroness de
Gurbs, in memory of her husband, who, as Stephen
Gurbs, graduated with distinction at King's
College in 1S2'J. The window, which is situated in

the north wall, is divided into four panels, above
which four large and four small lights are formed
by the interlacmg tracery. The two centre panels
are filled by the chief subject, the Presentation in

the Temple; to the right and left are figures of

Charity and Learning ; above those are angels, and
higher still the Heavenly Hierarchy. Mr. Douglas
Straehan is the artist.

The foundation-stones were laid last week of a
new Primitive Methodist church, which is to be
erected in Stafford-street, Walsall. The accom-
modation provided will be for 650 persons, and will

cost .£4,550.

At a meeting of heritors, held in Rothesay parish
church, it has been resolved to contribute ,€1,1100 to

the proposed renovation of the church buildings,

including the erection of a tower. The kirk-seesion

intend to raise £1,200 additional.

Doncaster Corporation are about to purchase
9,198 square yards of land—2,rJ5 yards for the
purpose of widening Chequer-lane and 7,073 as a
site for a new school—at a cost of £5,250.

At Wellington, Salop, a new grand stand has
been completed on the football ground. It seats

300 spectators, and has been built by Mr.
Edwards, from the designs of Mr. H. Jones, both of

Wellington.

la memory of the late Mr. Wm. Johnston, M. P.,

of Ballykilheg, a medallion portrait has been un-
veiled in Downpatrick Orange Hall by Mr. C. C.
Craig, M. P. The portrait is sculptured in statuary
marble, mounted on a polished shield, with border of

veined white. The shield was designed and executed
by Messrs. S. and T. Hastings, ot Dowupatnck and
Newtownards Monumental Works, and Mr. T. H.
Hastings was the sculptor.

The Isle of Ely County Council have decided to

huildaniron bridge across the river Nene at Gujhirn
at an estimated cost of .£4,000.

Last we'ik Colonel W, Langton Coke held an
inquiry into the application of the Burton-on-
Humber Urban District Council to borrow £1,300
for the enlargement and addition to the cemetery.

Plans have been prepared for the extension of the
harbour accommodation at Austruther at an esti-

mated cost of £30,000.

A monument has just been placed in position in

the Ante-chapel of tho Magdalen Cullego, 0.\ford,

in memory of four former undergraduates of the
college, who lost their lives in the late war in .S luth

Africa, in the years 1900-1901 — namely. Mij )r

Prince Christian Victor of S hleswig-IIolHteiii,

Captain Charles Kershaw Elworthy, Capfain Albert
.Savory, and Lieiitenaiit K Iward \'aurt-iian Ingham
Brooke. It consists of a tablet of bron/.e, framed in

green stone, carrying a brief I..'itin inscription and
the shields of the deceased, in their heraldic colours.

The monument is erecteci by tho college, after

designs by Mr. Cieorge V. Bodley, K.A.

The gas and electricity committee of the Roch-
dale Corporation have decided in favour of putting

in water-gas plant at the works in Diiie-street, at

an estimated cost of £ 1 5,5iK), and in accorilaiice with

a report by the gasworks manager, Mr. T. B. Bill.

COMPETITIONS.
BiUKiiALE.—In the recent competition for the

new Congregational church at Birkdale, the de-
signs prepared by Messrs. Halsall, Tonge, and
Campbell, of Southport and Westhoughton, were
felected, and the work is to be proceeded with
iqimediately.

CoNCEitT Pavilion ior Bridlington.—At the
ne.xt meeting of Bridlington Town Council a
recommendation will be submitted that competi-

i tive designs be invited for the erection of a
concert pavilion and large cafe upon the extension
of the Prince's-parade, the pavilion to seat 2,50li

persons, and to be constructed of iron and glass
or other suitable materials, and to be provided
with inside and outside balconies, &c., ihe total

cost not to exceed £9,000, 35 and 15 guineas
respectively being offered.

Hunstanton Convalescent Home.—At a
meeting of subscribers to this institution held at
the Guildhall, Cambridge, the chairman
presented a report from the building committee
to the effect that the assessor (Mr. A. Saxon
Snell) had recommended that plan No. 5 (by
Messrs. MacAlister and Tench, architects, of
Cambridge and Norwich), should be accepted.
The sub-committee agreed with the recommenda-
tion of the assessor, and accepted the design,
provided that it could be executed at a cost of

£3,990, and heating apparatus .£2S0, making a
total of £4,270. The report was approved, but
it was agreed not to advertise for tenders for

carrying out until the middle of January. The
j

new ward will be erected at a little distance from
the present home, but will be built of local stone
dressings, with brick quoins, and slated roof to
harmonise with the existing building. The plans

* provide for 700ft. cubic apace per child.

Paisley.—Designs were recently invited for a
Young Men's Christian Association to be built at
Paisley at a cost between £10,000 and £12,000.
The plans sent in by Mr. T. Graham Abercrombie,
of Paisley, have been adopted.

The King will visit Manchester next spring to
open the largo new dock now being constructed by
the Ship Canal Company on the site of the old race-
course, and also to inaugurate the sanatorium which
is being erected in Delamere Forest through the
munificence of Mr. W. J. Crossley.

At Fenton Church, near Sidmouth .Tunction, an
oak reredoa, the work of Messrs. Harry Hems and
Sons, of Exeter, was dedicated last week.

Mr. Baldwin Latham has been elected president
of the Association of Managers of Sawag-i Disposal
Works for the year 1905. Thi annual ainuer will

take place at the Holborn on Dec. 8.

A conference on land reforrn and rural housing,
organised by the Lan<i Law Reform Association, in

conjunction with some local associations, will be

held at the Alexandra Hall, Cam^'ridf^e, ti-morrow
(Saturday). The chair will be taken at 3.3) tiy Mr.
H. G. F.ordham, chairman of the Cimhri ges^xe
County Council. He will be suppcrce i ny Mr.
F. A. Channing, M.P., Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P., and
others.

The water committee of the Birmingham Cor-
poration, in their report to that body to lie presented

on Tuesday next, state that on the contract for dis-

tributing mains wi'hin the city, carried out by
Messis, John Aird and Sons, the final cfrtiticate

amounts to £lo5,S70 33. 2d. The original amount
of the contract as reported to the council was
£172,190. There is thus a net saving of £G,313

IBs. lOd., or 3'lifi per cent.

The Bethnal (Jreen Borough Council have decided

to carry out an electric-lighting scheme at an esti-

mated cost of £S0,000.

The interesting ceremony took place on Tuesday
of laying the last block in the western arm of the

' Admiralty Harbour at Dover. This arm runs

4,000rt. to sea.

The petition of the inhabitants of Wimbledon for

a charter of incorporation has been granted by the

Privy Council.

At the last meeting of the Southampton BDrough
Council a prolonged and aiiimate*d debate took

place in connection with the question of tho amount
of the contribution of tho curponitinn towards the

alteratiou and improvomnut nf the Northam luilway

bridge. Thei council had previmisly ('ecitel t-) sub-

scii'ie only £2,000, but the works I'ommit'oe. having
considered a letter from the aecretiry of the L. and
S W. liiilwayCo. declinini; the oir.-r. now recom-
mended the louncil to reacin I that resolution and to

adopt tho original rei'omin«iidaM(Mi ot the committee,

which was to subscriiie oii""-fotirth of the cost of

the works, but not excRediiiii, in any event, the

sum of £5,000. This was eventually adopted.; ^l^
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Fig. l.-ABBEV RflNP, WITH PARAPET WALL TO REPLACE
IRON RAILINGS.

a study of parks, gardens, and
culture instit utes, pittencrieff
Park, Dunfermline.

PROFESSOR PATRICK GEDDES, the
President of the Edinburgh School o£

Sociology, has just publiihed " A Report to the

Carnegie Dunfermline Trust," under the title o£
" City Dtvelopment," with plan, perspective,

and 136 illustrations.* The Pittencriefl Park,
Dunfermline, is herein elaborated with much
ttudy and ingenuity, accompanied by a degree of

cent ervative regard to existing features and sur-

rounding luilaings. It is difhcult, without a

study on the spot, to follow exactly all that is

here proposed, much less to judge of the ad-
vantages of some cf the indivioual additions and
changes into which the author has gone very

thoroughly, and evidently with much knowledge
and skill. The work is, indeed, stupendous,

fraught, too, with much incongruity to be over-

come, owing to past shortcomings and failures

to use opportunities in days gone by. Each
approach to the park has teen separately con-

sidered, and the pros and cons, are htre discuated

in detail, accompanied by views and suggestions.

These are, no doubt, extremely difficult to

adequately indicate in compttition with the un-
touched photographs of txisting features, parti-

cularly those illufctrating landscapes and natural

objects. This may, to some extent, account for

our preference for things as they are in many
cases, as, for example, in Figs. 1-1 aid 15, the

latter showing a wall fountain and two limber-

gabled stilted buildings in the lake, which is to

be formed by a propcsed emendation by widening
the road in West Nethertov n- street, near the

S.W. proposed entrance to the south of the paik.

Here the stream is to be dammed to thus make an
artificial lake ; but the buildings as shown, surely,

would be best emitted. The same conclusion is

enforced by a ccmparison of Figs. 47 and 48,

where the proposed balustrading to be put on the

ugly, but delightfully plain, old rambling wall of

the Lhiid's Garden seems to obtrude itself so need-
lessly, and by contrast somehow looks vulgar and
displays a lack of sympathy with its environment,
the al bey and palace being in the distance. This
effect partly may be due to the drawiDg-in of steps

and baluslradings on a photograjh. We suspect,

however, that the fource of our objection is more
real than supeificial, for when we turn to another
sample (74 and 7.'i), "Down the House Dene,'"
where ihe Wallace Well once ttood, and the old

paths are effaced, we cannot bring cur iLicds

to admire the tnggested rebui'ding of this well,

• GeddeB and Compauy, EdiLburgh and Westminster.
The Saint George Prtee, I3oum-\ilIe, Birmingham.

-OLD MILL, JESMOND DENE PARK, NEWCASTLE,
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Fi.j. C.~£Xl!iTIXG MILL LADK. Fig. 4.—mill LADE IMPROVED.

while the " rustic
'

' foothridge looks out of keeping.
The Abbey Ruins Walk, Fig. J, which we show,
does, however, appear much improved by the
buttreEsed stone wall in lieu of the fxisting iron
railings, though here agiin the parapet, of
course, looks too prominent, owing perhaps to

the bcforenjentioned difliculty of relouching a
photograph. This difliculty we make every
allowance for, and admit that considerable in-
genuity has been exercised in making these
insertions. There will be some notable buildings
erected in this great park, and nature mupfuma,
besides a music hall and art gallery. The Nature
Palace appears to hare an admirable plan capable
of fine architectural treatment by a competent
architect, while its essential characteristic as a
sort of winter ga^d^n, so far as ample glass areas
are concerned, need not be interfered with. The
Jledi.ival History Building does not in its pro-
sent architectural dress seem quite in harmony
with the beforementioned museum. Neither do
we agree that different architectural styles of
building are necessitated by reason of their
different u8<s. The so-called Gothic of the
JIedi:cval History IJuildingin no way reflects the
history which it is intended to illustrate, or.

at any rale, to j remote the study of. We
have had enough i f such impossible revivals,

and we urge this without refltcting in any way
on Professor Geddes' creditable design for this

particular " MedJM'val " building. Even though
we cannot admire its proportions or details, it

is c'ear that the Echemo displays much ability,

and the same remark may apply 'o ^he new
Scotch-looking bu Idings inserted in Fig. 110,
intended to illustrate an " improvement " beyond
the churchyard en the north side of the old

abbey. AH the new buildings of a big project
like this great undertaking ought to bo made to

harmonise one with the other as the creation of

one living capable architect, leaving the imprint
of his powers on his work, being also the out-
come of thercciuirements of the particular scheme
itself, thus marking the day of its realisation.

To attomp'; oesays in various styles in different
buildings from bygone periods all within a park
confines must be incongruous, and result in com-
parative failure. The Art Institute, as shown on
page 172, has nothing in common with the
Mediiival History building previously mentioned.
Professor (ieddes' stronger piints are, however,
with other parts of the laying out and improving

of this great gift of Mr. Carnegie's Dunf.rml'ne-
property. The Professor's knowledge and apprecia-
tion of natural beauty is undoubted, and our illus-

tration. Fig. 2, which shows the old mi 1 p.nd

miller's cottage at top of .Tesmond Dene Park at

Newcastle, preserved as a focus and climax of park
landscape, is an evidence of what we mean. The
blasted rocks of the new waterfall set off well the
the new bii''ge of admirable simplicity in the

foreground. Figs. ;i and 4 are also in further
evidence of his skill. Fij-. ',i shows the existing

Mill Ijade. The ruins of old mill to the left. L'tge
modern mill buildings to tho right to bo removed.
Fig. 4, tho same with old mills ropiired, and
uppermost mill- wheel restored. The stream
slightly cleared of stones above, so as to reopen
n.atural slight irregularity of its course. Tlio

present bridge rebuilt, and w.tll replaced by simple

parapet, tho lower part cut back iato a small fall.

A marble bust of (iueen Alexandra in Coronati'^a

roben, tho gift to the Corporation of London of Mr.
T. V. IJowater, who recently gave a bust of th*i

King to the City, has been placed in the Guildhalt

Art Gallery. It is the work of Mr. W. Merrett.
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Building JlnttlUgcnce.

Cl\dach-ox-Ta\ve.—The memorial stone of

the new church of St. Mary, at Clydach, in the
Swansea Valley, was laid on Thursday in last

week. The church is already huilt to the level

of the clerestory windows, and in a few weeks
will be roofed in. Tne plan consists of a nave
('9ft. long by 28ft. 6in. wide; north aisle 6Gft.

long by 12ft. wide. The south aisle terminates
in a west tower 18ft. square, and is 48ft. long by
12ft. wide. The chancel is 36ft. long by 22ft.

wide, with an organ-chamber and choir vestry
on the south side, and clergy vestry on the north
side. An arch, rising to a height of 31ft. to the
apex, divides the nave from the chancel, and the
roof of the chancel is barrel-shaped, divided into
panels with moulded ribs, with carved decorated
and gilded pateno at the intersections. The
sedilia is the work of Mr. Clarke, sculptor, of

lilandaff, in whose studio the rest of the carved
work will be done. The tower will rise to a
height of 100ft. The nave arcades are carried on
columns, alternately circular and octagonal on
plan, with bands of red Forest of Dean atone.
The nave roofs are open to the apex. The pitch-
pine principals spring from circular shafts with
moulded caps and bases. The church will be
seated with benches throughout for 500 adults,
and the choir stalls are executed in Austrian oak.
The system of heating adopted is Giundy's warm
air apparatus. The walls are being built with
grey native stone, with Box Ground stone dress-
ings, and the roofs are to be covered with green
Tyreh slates. The church when completed will

have cost £10,000. The contractors are Messrs.
Bennett Bros., of Heathfield-yard, .Swansea.
Mr. E. M. Bruce Vaughan, F.R.I.B.A., of
Cardiff, is the architect.

Druky L.iXE Theatre.—Some time since the
London County Council insisted on a number of

alterations to be made in the theatre, many of

which were objected to by the proprietors. The
matter was submitted to the arbi ration of Mr.
John Salter, who was appointed arbitrator by the
First Commissioner of Works, and alterations
are being made in accordance with his award
(which enforced 111 out of 143 requirements, 14
others being modified and 18 rejected) from the
plans cf Mr. Philip E. Pilditch, of X'all ilall

East, who is consulting architect to the Bedford
Estate, to which Drury Lane belongs. The
builders are Messrs. Leslie and Co., Ltd., of

ICensington-square. In the auditoriura the chief
alterations concern the gallery and balcony. The
lower tiers were constructed a few ago, but the
upper ones have remained up to now as they were
when the theatre was opened in 1813. The
alterations here consist in the removal of the
wooden balcony, gallery, and ceilings, and the
substitution o? steel, concrete, and non-inflam-
mable plaster. The cantilever system has n'jt

been adopted, and the overhanging structures are
supported on solid steel c ilumns, as this plan was
used when the lower tiers were reconstructed. In
addition the galhry has been provided with fresh
exits, and four new stone staircases, instead of
the two old spiral ones, have been put in. The
proscenium opening is also undergoing consider-
able decorative changes. On the other side of
the curtain the alterations are of a still more
extensive character. The stage has been rebuilt
from basement to roof. The stage itself, which
was of wood, is now of steel with teak boarding

:

there are new flies of steel, and a new grid from
which the sc-nery cloths are suspended ; and they
will be worked by new wire ropes, instead of
hemp, running in steel channels with counter-
weights. The cloths themselves are all treated
with a fireproof solution and will not burn. The
rooms beneath the stage level have been recon-
structed. Tne basement floor is of concrete
instead of deal, and above that iron galleries run
round the whole spice and give access to the
traps and gear for machinery. Behind the stage
additional st^iircases have been provided for the
performers, and a duplicate system of lighting
the building with an alternative supply is being
installed. Large sliding skylights have also been
placed in the auditorium rouf , the panels of which
can be released by cutting a string, to allow auy
smoke to escape.

DowNEXD.—The Downend Cottage Homes 'or
the children were opened on Friday by the li\ght
Hon. Walter Long, President of the Local
Government Board. They have been built for
the Bristol Board of Guardians, and form a semi.

circle of buildings with a little hall situated mid-
way in the curve, and a convalescent home at one
extremity. Each of the fourteen dwellings is

intended to accommodate a dozen young people

with the foster parent, while the convalescent

home is designed for 36 children. The hall is

oOft. by 30ft., is intended for services, or for

entertainments. The guardians have provided

at Fishponds headquarters homes, where 24

children can be received on probation, and
where 36 requiring special supervision can be

lodged. They have also 16 scattered homes,
where in various parts of the city 198 children

are provided for.

Falmoutu.—The King's Arms Inn in Market-
street has been demoli-hed by the owners, the

Radnalt Brewery Co., who have erected on the

site the King's Hotel, which was formally

opened on Monday. Standing upon a corner

site, the hotel has a frontage of 100ft. on
Jlarket-street, 90ft. on the side leading to the
Prince of Wales Pier, and 45ft. at the end over-

looking the harbour. From ground to roof the
height is OOft. The building is of local stone,

with mouldings in cement, stuccoed lintel, and
sill stringcourses, roughcast panels, and coigns

around the windows. The hotel contains thirty

bedrooms, five sitting-rooms, a drawiog-room, a

lounge-room, a commercial-room, and a dining
and coffee-room. On the ground floor are a

vestibule running right through from Market
Srand to the harbour front, a smoking- room 36ft.

by 18tt., a grill-room 24ft. by 18ft., the bar 24ft.

by 18ft., a ladies' room, with lavatory, gentle-

men's lavatories, domestic rooms, and the office.

An electric lift will carry luggage to the upper
stories. -Vlong each floor in the upper parts of

the building runs a corridor, which separates, by
a 9in. brick waU, the domestic oflices at the rear

from the rooms of the hotel proper around the
entire front. The first floor is reached by the
continuous main staircase, the 8t>iirs being made
of prime pitchpine, with carved mahogany newels
and rails. On this floor are a lounge, commercial-
room, dining and coffee-room, bedrooms, and
sitting-rooms, and stock-room. The second floor

is devoted to bedrooms and the kitchens.

Laxcashire Astlu.ms.—At the last meeting of

the Lancashire Asylums Board it was reported
that the Lunacy Commissioners had approved the

plans, prepared by Mr. Henry Littler, county
architect, for the erection at Wheatley of a sixth

lunatic asylum, to be arranged on the villa or

colony system. A report was submitted by the
Winawick Idiot Asylum Visitors' Committee,
which stated that the condition of the building

for children, which was an old one, had caused
considerable anxiety, the roof being in a very
bad state, while dry-rot had set in all over the

place. To put the place into proper repair, it

was stated, would cost £4,000, without accommo-
dating a greiter number of children. It was
further proposed to take down the old portion of

the hall and rebuild and reform the east end, and
provide accommodation fir eighty boys at a cost

of £10,000. Another idea was to build an
entirely new block to accommodate 120 bovs at a

cosi of £ 1 6,000. This would enable the whole of

the idiot bnys in the county to be taken in. The
Lunacy Commissioners had ex[/ressed their wil-

lingness to sanction such a scheme. The report

was, after further discussion, referred back to the

chairmen and vice-chairmen of the various com-
mittees for further consideration.

LoxDox CovxTY CocxciL.—This authority, by
e'ghty-seven votes to twenty-eight, resolved on
Tuesday to proceed with the promotion of the
Port of London Bill in the next Session of Parlia-

ment. Mr. Yates stated the result of the arbitra-

tion in the matter of the Council's requirements
in respect of Drury Line Theatre, which, he
said, proved that they were justified in the course
pursued. The Housing of the Working Classes

Committee recommended that an estimate of

£4.000 in respect of brick -making operations on
the Norbury Estate, Croydon, during the season
1904-5 be approved. The Finance Committee,
in reporting upon the matter, po'nted out that

£10,500 had already been authorised for brick-

making on the estate. Up to the present between
6,000,000 and 7,000 000 bricks had been made,
and were now lying on the site. Owing to dilli-

culties with the Croydon Corporation, building
operations had not yet commenced, and this delay
altered the financial aspect of the operations.

Considerable opposition was raised to the recom-
mendation, but it WHS eventually approved. The
Fire Brigade Committee recommended that the

estimate of £14,300, submitted by the Finance
Committee, in respect of the erection of the new
Westminster fire station, be approved, and that

the work be executed by the Council without the

intervention of a contractor. This was agreed to.

Rochester Cathedr.vl.—Through the gene-

rosity of Mr. Thomas Hellyar Foord, of Botley

Grange, Hants, an old citizen of Rochester, the

central tower of the cathedral has been entirely

rebuilt, with the addition of a spire, at an outlay

of upwards of £5,000. The architect was Jlr.

C. Hodgson Fowler, F.S.A., of Durham. The
new tower and spire, which were dedicated on
Wednesday afternoon (St. Andrew's Day) by the

Bishop of Rochester, are modelled on the lines of

those which existed in the 14th century. The
central part of the cathedral was built in the 13th

century, and the piers and great arches which
carry the tower are of that period. At that time

there was a low tower just appearing above the

ridge of the roof, the inside portion of which still

remains. In 1343 Bishop Hamo de Hythe
raised the tower by adding a belfry story, and
capped it with a low spire of oak, covered with
lead. This spire was almost rebuilt in the 17th

century, and in 1826-27, owing to its dangerous
condition, it was taken down, along with the

beliry. Mr. Cottingham then designed and built

in Bath stone the tower, in a so-called Gothic

style, which has just been demoli^hed. It was
felt that Mr. Cottingham's work, though fair

work for its date, was not in harmony with the

rtst of the cathedral, and, owing to Mr. Foord's

generosity, the opportunity offered of substituting

for it the present work, which has been designed

as much as possible on the lines of that of Bi^hop

Hamo. The masonry is executed in yellow s'one

from Ketton. The belfry stage is, however,
more elaborate, and the new spire is, as far as can

be ascertained, 15ft. higher than the original one.

On the upper part of the tower, over the belfry

windows, there are four figures representing the

Holy Virgin, Bishop Hamo, St. Andrew, and St.

Paulinus, with 12 shields, three being on each

face. A clock, with chimes, has been placed at

the base of the steeple, and eight bells have been

hung in the belfry.

CHIPS.
Col. Packe, of the Local Government Board, on

Friday held a local inquiry at Llanidloes into the

application of the town council to borrow £3,000
for purposes of water supply and sewerage.

Mr. H. O. Meade-King, M.Inst.C.E., held an
inquiry at the town - hall, Chippenham, on
Wednesday week, respecting an application from
the town council for power to borrow £7,000 for

the purposes of the extension of the waterworks.
The town clerk explained that it was proposed to

construct a new pumping station, to contain three

engines, one of which would be used to pump
water to a new reservoir to be erected at

Hardenhuish, to increase the pressure on the north
side of the town.

The gifts to the Glasgow Corporation Museums
and Art Galleries during the month of October
include:—"The Assignation," by John Philip,

R.A., presented by Sir Charles Tennant, Bart.,
" A Gipsy Eucampment," by Mr. T. Austen
Brown, A.E.S.A., presented by James Caldwell

;

portion of a figure of Gorybante, in terra-cotta,

from Ehnasya, E^ypt, presented by the Egypt
Exploration Fund ; ancient glass flask from Lower
Egypt, presented by Mr, John Keppie, architect, of

Glasgow.

St. Mary's Cathedral, Sydney, has had spent on it

during the past 50 years £230,000. When completed,

it will, like the Cathedral of Melbourne, take rank
among the great cathedrals of the world.

General Wynne unveiled last week the Xorfolk

war memorial erected near the shire-hall in the

Cattle Mirket at Norwich. It was designed by

Mr. George Wade and Mr. Fairfax Wade. The
structure, about 30it. in height, is in the form of an
obelisk, the lower portion of Aberdeen granite with

pillars ot Portland stone. On each of the four

faces is sutik a gunmetal tablet inscribed with the

names of NorfolS soldiers who fell in the war. It

is surmounted liy a figure of Peace with outstretched

wings, alighting upon a globe, and sheathing a

sword. It 13 9tt. high, and worked in bronze. The
memorial was erected by pubUc subscription, at the

cost of £1,500.

At High-street, Kensington, Station, it is proposed

to pull down the buildings at present occupying the

frontage, and in their place to erect business

premises, intersected by a central arcade of shops

lOOlt. in length. It is expected that Uloucester-

road and South Keusington Stations will in the near

future receive somewhat similar treatment.
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(IFngiucciiug i^otcs.

Ax T'STUOFITAllLE PERTHSniltE CoXTliACT.
At a meeting of Perth Highland District Com-
mittee on (Saturday, it was reported that the cost

of the ai'rial ropeway in connection with the com-
mittee's ciuarry at Aberfeldy was £t,014, of

which £2,.')72 represented the contract of Messrs.
Henderson, Aberdeen. A letter was read from
the contractors stating that when they made their

estimate they were not aware that the committee
intended seeking the advice of a consulting en-
gineer, and that extra details had involved them
in a loss of fully £600, of part of which they
thought they might be relieved by the com-
mitte. The engineer wrote that the work h%d
been very well done, and that the committee hid
got more than they had bargained for ; but the
chairman did not 6ee this, as they only got what
thf-y expected—a good machine. A resolution
was adopted, stating that it would be iiltm i-ircs

for them to pay out any money towards the loss

sustained by the contractors. It was also agreed
to vote the road surveyor, Mr. W. Bell, C'.E.,

Aberfeldy, an honorarium of £100.

MrssELHUKGH.—The work of construction in
connection with the Musselburgh electric tram-
ways undertaking, which was begun in April, is

now nearing completion, and matters are being
pressed forward in order that both the electric

lighting and the car service will be in operation
before Christmas. There are no gradients worthy
of notice in the three miles of the tramway line,

and only one sharp turn. At the power-station
in Higb.street matters are well forward. The
buildings include a boiler-house, engine-rooms,
battery-rooms, workshops, offices, and a car-shed.
There are three pairs of water-tube boilers ready
for work. These are by Messrs. Heenan and
Froude, JIanchester. In the engine-room there
are already in working order two Peache patent
«ngines of 150H.P. by Davey, Paxman, and Co.
(Limited), Manchester, each driving a dynamo
by the Lancashire Dynamo and Motor Co.
(Limited), Manchester. Another engine and
another dynamo of similar capacity will be
immediately fitted up. The car-shed has accom-
modation for twelve cars.

There are in the United States at the present
time about fifty sand lime brick plants, with a total
capacity of approximately 1,000,000 bricks a day.
Experience shows that sand lime bricks can usually
be manufactured at a cost below that of common
clay bricks. When, however, sand lime brick is

desired equal to the fine clay front brick, the cost
of production naturally is increased beyond that of
common clay bricks. Sand lime bricks have been
in use long enough to prove that when properly
made they have sufficient strength, and sufficient
water and weather-resisting qualities, to make them
a safe building material.

The members of the Buckley Urban District
Council have adopted the proposals of Mr. E lyrs,
engineer, of Birmingham, for the drainage of the
district. It is estimated that the cost of carrying
oat the scheme will be about £10,000.

The Bishop of Norwich on Sunday dedicated the
new mission church of St. Edmund aa a chapel-of-
eaae to the parish church of Fomcett St. Pater,
Norfolk. The building, consisting of nave and
porch, is built of red brick, relieved with Cossey
ware, and is capable of seating 100 people. The
builders were Messrs J. and C. Humphreys, of
Fomcett.

The Chailey Riral District Council authorised
their clerk, at a special meetini; at L^wes on Friday,
to take proceedings against Sir William Grantham
for having begun certain building work to pro-
posed cottages in contravention of their by-Iawa.

The consecration of the new extension of Wake-
field Cathedral—a memorial to Bishop Walshim
How, and carried out from designs by Mr. Frank
L. Pearson—has been fixed for St. Mark's Day
next year. The Archbishop of York and the Bishop
of London will take part in the service.

The ceremony of laying the memorial -stone of
the new cham tiers which have just tieen erected in
West Bridge-street, Falkirk, for the Eastern Dis-
trict Committee of the Stirhng County Council,
took place on Friday. The buddings, which are
two stories in height, have been erected of white
stone in the Italian style, and will cost about
£0,000. On the ground-floor there are offices for
the district clerks, sanitary inspectors, and road
surveyor; and on the second-floor are council-
chamber, committee- rooms, and water super-
intendent's office.

LEQAI. INTEI.I.IQENOB.
Claiii A(_i.iiN3T AX Aechitect : Alleged Beeach

ofDdty.—In the King's Bench Division, on Tuesday,
the Lord Chief Justice and a special jury concluded
the hearing of the action brought by Mr. G. H.
Hodgson, a loom-maker, of Bradford, against Mr.
John Waugh, an architect and civil engineer, also

of Bradford, to recover damages laid at over £10,000
for negligent breach of duty as an architect, and
also damages for breach of contract. The defendant
denied the alleged breach of duty and contract, and
counterclaimed for £1,263, for work done and
services rendered. The hearing of the case was
begun a week previously. The plaintiff's case was
that in 1900 he was looking out for a property to

buy, and he heard of Hexton Manor, in Hertford-
shire, between Hitchin and Hertford. A certain

amount of repair w-s necessary, and the plaintiff,

knowing the defendant, who was an engineer and
architect at Bradford, interviewed him in relation

to the property. The plaintiff wanted to have an
estimate and to have the contracts put through
before starting on a voyage to Japan. That
was found impossible, and the p'aintiff arranged
that Mr. Charles Dean, a friend of his, should
have a power of attorney to sign the con-
tracts for him. That arrangement was carried out.

Before the plaintiff left, the defendant's draughts-
man brought to the plaintiff a summary of prices

and the plans which Mr. Waugh had prepared.

Mr. Hodgson approved of these estimates and plans
and sailed for Japan. The defendant's summary
of prices amounted to £2,734, but the amount of

the contract was £4,3S4, and the actual cost

£6,:!02. The plaintiff, having regard to the fact

that Mr. Daan had signed the contracts, confined his

complaint to the excess of the cost over the amount
of the contracts. It was said for the plaintiff

that the defendant caused certain works to be
executed to the walls of the kitchen gardens contrary
to the plaintiff's express instructions ; that the work
was very badly done, and that, though the con-
tracts only entitled the builder to the contract price

phts payment on measure for extras properly
ordered, Mr. Waugh disregarded the contracts

and measured up the whole work. The defendant
said that the estimates were only intended to

show roughly the estimated cost of executing
the alterations and works therein set out, and
did not include such further alterations and
works as might become necessary for the proper
execution of the works set out in the estimates.

The defendant further said that the plaintiff had
made alterations and additions to the plans which
had not been provided for in the estimates, and
that he (the defendant) had acted entirely in the
interests of his employer, in whose absence he had
to exercise his own discretion. The defendant
denied the allegations in regard to the walls of the
kitchen gardens, and as to the work being badly
done, and generally as to the alleged negligence
and breach of duty. In his closing address on
Tuesday, plaintiff's counsel, Mr. Lush, K.C., dis-

claimed any intention, during his conduct of

case, of imputing anything like fraud t >

the defendant or his family. The Lord Chief
Justici said he was pleased to hear that,

but a?ked if that withdrawal was made
on the instructions of the plaintiff. Mr. Lush
said it was not, as, unfortunately, his client was
not present in court. The Lord Cliief Justice said

he could not take any notice of the withdrawal,
unless it was made with the plaintiff's authority.
He added that the learned counsel had properly
conducted the case on his instructions, and there-

fore no disclaimer from him was necessary. If any
disclaimer was to come from the plaintiff, it must be
made with his authority. Judgment was then
reserved, the Lord Chief Justice saying he would
deliver it before the Christmas vacation, probably
on Monday or Monday week.

Rand Wateh Boakd AnisiTEATiox.—Mr. Walter
Hunter, M.Inst.C.E., of Messrs. Middleton, Hunter,
and Duff, Westminster and E linburgh, consulting
engineers to the Kan I Water Board, Mr. Henry
Rofe, M.Inst.C.E., London, and Mr. L. Maltby, of

Messrs. Daloitte, Daver, and Griffiths, accountants,
London, left Kugjand for Johannesburg on Satur-
day to give evidence on behalf of the board before
the commission appointed by the L<)gislative CouncU
of the Transvaal to determine the amount of com-
pensation to be paid to the three water companies
which are to be taken over.

Swansea Imi'kovement Scheme.—Lieutenant-
Colonel W. R. Ludlow, of Birmingham, sat as sole

umpire to decide the disputed compsnsation claim
between the corporation of Swansea and Mr. W.
(Graham Vivian, of Clyne Castle, Glamorganshire.
The hearing took place in the Council Chamber at

Guildhall, Swansea. The case being under the
Light Railways Act, the question of betterment had
to be considered.—Mr. Graham Vivian gave evi-

dence on his own behalf, and urged that a tramway
ou the main road would depreciate the value of
future residences to be built thereon. Mr. David
Roberta, Mr. John Morgan Thomas, and Mr. Charles
Herbert Jenkins were witnesses for the claimant,
who assessed the damage at from £1,000 to £l,.'iOO.

The witnesses for the corporation included the
borough surveyor, Mr. C. J. Howell Thomas, F.S.I.

,

Mr. William John Rees, F. S I. , Mr. Thomas Morgan
Price, and Mr. Robert Forrest, Cardiff ; and their

evidence was to the effect that, although possibly

the frontage value might deteriorate, the land
round, being suitable for small house property, would
greatly increase in value by reason of tramway
facilities. Their valuations were from £13:') lOs. to

£149 for the 1 3133q.yds. proposed to be taken
situated on the Sketty-road, about two miles from
the Guildhall, and within the borough of Swansea.
—The umpire reserved his award.

A Purfleet Abbiteation.—At the Surveyors'
Institution, on Monday, before Sir J. RoUeston,
M.P., an arbitration took place between the
authorities of St Thomas's Hospital and the
Secretary of State for War, arising out of the com-
pulsory acquisition by the War Office of nearly

300 acres of land forming part of the Aveley Hall
Estate, near Purfieet, Essex, which comprises 721

acres, an I is let to Mr. J. Tomkins at £600 a year,

the tenant paying rates and taxes. The site has
been taken for the purpose of a rifle range, and the

claim—which follows upon one made last week by
Sir T. Barrett - Lennard against the Secretary of

State in respect of land taken for the same purpose
at Purfleet—is for a large amount, including de-

preciation or "injurious affection" of the rest of

the estate. The site has a long frontage to the

Thames, running back to the Tilbury and Southend
Railway, and it was contended that the land was
valuable for commercial purposes and that it was
suitable for the construction of wet or dry docks.

Expert witnesses for the claimants put its market-
able value at £250 an acre, while the respondents

estimate it at a much lower figure. The inquiry

was adjourned.

CHIPS.
At yesterday's meeting of the City Court of

Common Council a memorial was laid before the

court from the Royal Institute of British Architects

and the architectural societies in alliance therewith
throughout the United Kingdom, in favour of the

employment of architects by county and municipal
authorities in the planning and arr%pging of

buildings.

The final meeting of the Liverpool committee in-

trusted with the task of organiBing a memorial of

the late Mr. W. E. Gladstone was held at the Liver-

pool town-hall on Tuesday. It was reported that a
statue of Mr. Gladstone had been placed in St.

John'd-gardens, but that a balance of £620 still re-

mained in the hands of the treasurer. The com-
mittee desided to offer this sum to the Liverpool

Cathedral Committee, with a request that it should
be devoted to the erection of a window in a promi-
nent position in the new cathedral.

The Lord Mayor, accompanied by the Sheriffs,

will cut the last sod on Wednesday, D^c. 14, of the
extension of the Hollow Pond at Leytonetone, by
which about eight acres of water will be added to

the present boating lake in connection with Epping
Forest.

The Maindy Schools, Cardiff, are being warmed
and ventilated by means of Shorland's patent
Manchester grates, exhaust roof ventilators, and
special inlet panels, the same being supplied by
Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.

The River Wear Commissions have placed with
Messrs. John Abbot and Co., Ltd., engineers,

Gateshead-on-Tjne, a contract for the supply and
erection of a coal staith comprising ne£u:ly 800 tons

of steelwork. An interesting point in connection
with this structure is the employment of H. J.

Skelton and Co.'s broad-flange tieams to the extent
of about 0.5 per cent, of the whole structure. The
sections specified are 12in., Idin,, ISin., and 30in.

high respectively, with flanges 12in. wide in each

case. The principal item is section ISin. by 12in.,

of which nearly .'lOO tons will be used.

Mr. J. Freund Cook, late of the old-established

firm of Messrs. H. Freund and Co., ironmongers
and builders' merchants, of Forest Gate, and else-

where, has been returned as a member of the

Southend-on-Sea Corporation at the recent by-
election, defeating his opponent by a large majority.

The sum of £111,000 has been subscribed towards
£170,000 required to complete the new building

scheme in connection with Sheffield University

College, which leaves £.)9,000 to raise before the

charter into force.

Mr. Seymour Lucas, R.A., has presented to the

City Corporation a little painting, from his own
brush, of the old Cock and Magpie Inn, which was
at one time a familiar landmark in Drury-lane. An
original sketch made in the year IXU> shows the

old sign—a magpie surveying a cockerel from the

branch of a tree—surmounted by the words '* Good-
ing Entire." The house stood exactly opposite to

Drury or Craven House, long since demolished, and
was more recently known aa " Stockley's Cheap
Bookshop."
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WATEK SXTPPLY AND SANITABY
MATTERS.

The Purchase Peice of the New River Water
Undertaking.—The Court of Arbitration, under
the Metropolis Water Act, l'J02, announces that
the Right Hon. Sir Elward Fry, Sir Hugh Owen,
G.C.B., and Sir John Wolfe Barry, K.C.B., in the
arbitration between the New River Company and
the Metropolitan Water Board have awarded the
New River Company £6,.534,000 in water stock as
the purchase price of their water undertaking,
transferred to the Water Board.

Penn Sewerage Works.—Next week the Penn
sewerage works, near Wolverhampton, will be
completed. It has been found necessary to provide
a scheme to deal with the sewage in the Penn dis-
trict, and the local authority purchased twenty-
three acres of land near the Leesowes Farm at
Penn, where Mr. B. E. W. Berrington, C.E., has
laid out the outfall works. Nine-inch sewers from
various parts of the Pean district are intercepted at
a given point, and the sewage is conducted to the
outfall site, where it will be treated by screening
and bacteriological tanks and effluent will fall into
a brook at the bottom of the outfall site. Two tanks
are provided, each 80ft. by 17ft. 6in., with an
average depth of 6tt. The total capacity will be
105,000 gallons, equal to one day's flow at thirty
gallons per head of the population. The cost of the
scheme will be about £14,000.

TicEHUEST.—The Hon. T. A. Brassey opened on
Tuesday wetk the new works for the supply of
light, heat, and water to the inhabitants of the
district, which have just been carried out by the
directors of the Ticehursl and Robertsbridge Water
Company and the Wadhurst and Ticehurst District
Gas Light and Coke Company. The area which the
company proposes to supply with water is 3i,991
acres, or about 53 square miles, comprising the
parishes of Ticehurst, Etchingham, ISurwash, Sale-
hurst, and Heathfield, and has a population of
10,333, with a rateable value of £52,886. The well
is situated near Crowhurst Bridge, in the parish of
Ticehurst, and is 8ft. 6in. internal diameter, is 65ft.
deep, and is lined with brickwork. The Kittom of
the well is in the sandstone rock, from which practi-
cally all the water is yielded. The reservoir, which
has a capacity of 150,000 gallons, is situated at
Burwash Commons. The top water level is 572ft.
above main sea level. The reservoir is constructed
of concrete, and provision has been made for dupli-
cating the capacity at any future time when re-
quired. The cast-iron mains now laid are of a total
length of about 9 miles, and are 6in., 5in., 4in., and
Sin. in diameter. The engineering work has been
carried out by and under the direction of Mr.
G. H. Perryn, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. The contractor
for the reservoir main laying is Mr. G. H. Nunn, of
Tenterden. The managing director was Mr. E.
Eaton, C.E.

The new church of St. Peter, Stonegate, was con-
secrated on Wednesday wtek by the Bishop of
Chichester. Erected on the ground adjoining the
old building, which was consecrated in 1837, the
new church, which has coat £1,000, is Gothic in
character. It is built of Bath stone, has a red-tiled
roof, and a tower with broached spire covered with
oak shingles. Accommodation is provided for 223
persons, the pews being of plain oak. The roof to
nave, the chancel ceiling and stalls, pulpit, and read-
ing desk are all of oak.

The E.i-lcir<i(,iiist iai November, the journal of
the tTniversity Extension Guild, contains an in-
teresting article by Mr. Banister F. Fletcher,
A.R.I.B.A.,on "Architecture and the Humanities."

Only 293 lineal yards in connection with the
widening of Blackpool promenade remains to be
constructed, the coat of the work up to the present
being just over £200,000, which is well within the
estimate.

The Preston Union have appointed Messrs.
Myres, Veevers, and Myres, surveyors and valuers,
of Preston, to report on the value of the docks, &c.,
tramways, gas and water mains, Thirlmere Aque-
duct, and other large properties in the union, for
assessment purposes.

A stained-glass window has this week been
erected in the Chapter - house of Canterbury
Cathedral as a memorial of the late Dean Farrar.
Both the east and west windows are now filled with
stained glass, the former being the gift of the Free-
masons of Kent.

On Saturday the Bishop of London consecrated
the new church of St. John the Evangelist, South-
gate—the second consecrated in the parish in six
months. The church, of which the chancel, two
bays of nave, together with side chapel, vestries,
and organ-chamber, have been built, is faced with
red brick, relieved by stone and diaper bands of
flint, and its central tower can be seen for miles
around. It stands on a commanding site at the
junction of four roads. The architect is Mr. J.
Oldrid Scott, F.S.A. The special gifts include
carved oak fittings for the chancel.

Our ^^tt ^Mt
At the meeting on Monday evening next of the

Royal Institute of British Architecls, before
resuming the discussion of "Reinforced Con-
crete," raised by the papers by Messrs. W. Dunn
and L. G. Mouchel a fortnight previously, the

chairman will propose that the registration

committee appointed by the general body be
allowed to co-opt additional members, and Mr.
G. A. T. Middleton, Associate, wiU move that it

be referred to the council to consider the
advisability of appointing an official assessor of

architectural competitions.

Ax interesting collection of Irish pictures and
sketches by Joseph W. Carey, Miss Jessie 0.
Douglas, Percy French, C. Maclver Grierson,

K.I., G. AVakeman, and Alex "Williams, R.H.A.,
have been on view at the Modern Gallery, 175,
Bond-street. They include landscapes, seascapes,

and coast views. Percy French's work is charae-
teristd by delicacy of touch, broad effects of sky and
sea, as in his views of " On the Duganah Rocks,
Kiikee," with its clever surf, "Dublin Bay,"
"Foxford, Co. Mayo." "Off Larne Harbour,"
"The Road Home," "Rock of Caahel," &c. His
study of country roads (41, 66) are very sympa-
thetic. Jessie O. Douglas's "Biddy on DhroU
Donegal" (34), an old woman smoking a pipe ;

" In Donegal : a ' Sprigger,' " a humble cotage
room with old lady at work; "Norah" (03),

study of a girl's head ; the delicate idealised

study of " The Water Sprite "
; and her study of

"Love's Young Dream" (126), characterised by
much skill in drawing and delicaiy of handling
of the girl's face, her fair hair entwintd in leaves
and flowers. Alexander Williams' " On the
Slaney River, Co. Carlow," "A Bit of Sea,
Skerries, Co. Dublin " (113), " Cork Harbour "

(133), are clever sketches. G. Wakeman's
work includes studies from " Portrush and its

Harbour" (122), and we must also mention C.
Maclver Grietson's clever figure studies, " A
Night Catch," a fishergirl with baskets laden
with fish (52) ; "A Sailor and His Lass" (54) ;

a " Mackerel Girl" (73); and "Imps" (112).

Several other works, including a large view of

"Salruck Bay, Connemara," by Alex Williams,
may be noted. The exhibition closes, we under-
stand, to-morrow.

Mr. Somers Clarke, F.S.A.
,
gives, in a letter

to the Tunes, his personal observations on the ruins
of the temples of PhiUe and the extent to which
they were affected bj' the construction by the
Egyptian Government of the dam at Assuan.
This dam as now completed holds up the water to

a level of 106 metres above a fixed datum or

"reduced level" at Alexandria. At this level

all the buildings on the island of Phihu are more
or less immersed, with the exception of the temple
of Isis, which stands a little higher than the rest.

The floor of this temple is just above the 106m.
level. As a matter of fact, the water has been
impounded until it rose more than a metre
above this level. So far as we can tell

at present, the substance of the masonry im-
mersed, which has stood perfectly dry for some
2,000 years, has not received any harm. The
surface, tinted by time and sunshine to a warm
golden colour, is now washed to a cold grey. The
painted surfaces are fast losing their colour. Not
a little of the picturesque charm and beauty of

the ruins is gone for ever. Such, says Mr.
Somers Clarkfe, is the price that must be paid for

the reservoir. The Egyptian Government has
caused to be made very careful examinations of

the ruins. It has published the results, with
maps, plans, sections, and a multitude of excellent

photographs. It has caused the foundations of

the various buildings to be examined, and, at a

cost of some £18,000, to be carefully and
thoroughly underpinned and supported. Twice,
since the underpinning was done, has the reservoir

been filled. Examination does not show at present

any movement worthy of consideration. The
Egyptian Government now proposes to raise the

level of the water in the reservoir by about
20 additional feet. The effect on the ruins at

Phihe will be that the Kiosk, or Pharoah's Bed, as

it is called, will stand in water up t > the necks of

the capitals of the columns. The long ranges of

the colonnades lying south of the central group of

buildings will be completely hidden under water.
Even the doorway between the towers of the

southern pylon will be closed. The Mammesium
and opposite colonnade will be submerged. The
water will rise to the necks of the capitals in the

Hypostyle Hall. The roof will consequently
stand above the water ; but the cornices of the

rest of the temple will hardly emerge. Mr. Clarke

urges the Egyptian tJovernment not to grudge
the small expense necessary to maintain the roof.

But the damage caused by the additional body
of water in the reservoir goes far beyond the

mere immersion of the island of Phihv. The
floor of the Nile valley for some 100 miles south

of Philc-o will be more or less affected, and Mr.
S. Clarke learns that every effort will be taken by
the Government to insure that as little harm as

possible is done to the temples and ancient

settlements throughout the area involved.

DuRixG some recent alterations in the seating

of Norwich Cathedral two of a set of embroidered
cushions presented to the corporation by Thomas
Baret, mayor of the city in 1651, and ever since

used on the seats occupied by the corporation,

were dispensed with. Some year or two ago one
of the Barretts from Norwich, Connecticut—

a

town founded by natives of the East Anglian
city, and now numbering some 40,000 inhabit-

ants—was in England, and he took a great deal

of interest in the gift of his ancestor some 250
years ago, and suggested that, it the cushions

were to be disposed of, they would be valued as a

memento in the New England city. At the last

mjeting of the Norwich Corporation it was
decided to offer one of the cushions to the Mayor
and Corporation of Norwich, Conn., for presenta-

tion and exhibition in their museum, and to place

the other in the city museum in the Norman
Castle. The cushions are embroidered w-th the

arms of Norwich, the emblazonment on the shield

being correctly delineated from an heraldic

standpoint.

Trinity PreSbyterian Church in Northumber-
land - road, Newcastle - on - Tyne— a building

erected only eight years ago at a cost of £18,000

—was gutted by fire on Friday night. The
outbreak was caused by the fusing of an electric

wire, which set fire to some fittings in the roof.

Only th3 walls and windows of the building

remain standing. The church was Late Gothic

in style, was faced with Kenton stone, and has a
lofty tower, which remains uninjured. Including

gallery accommodation, there was a seating

capacity for 1,000 persons. The architects were
Messrs. Marshall and Burn-Dick, and the con-

tractor was Mr. George Mauchline. The church

contains a pulpit and organ case, richly carved

in oak, and other fittings, the work of Mr. Ralph

Hedley, and a number of stained glass memorial

windows, one of which in the front of the building,

had cost iSOO. Fortunately for the congregation,

the losses are covered by insurance.

The Corporation of Bristol are promoting a

Bill to obtain additional powers with reference to

the execution of works and other matters. The
works included are the widening of Netham Lock
Bridge, Lysaght's Dock Bridge, Marsh Bridge,

and Bathurst Basin Bridge, and the reconstruction

of Bath Bridge ; the rebuilding of the structure

carrying a portion of the Broad Weir over the

river Froom, and the straightening of a bend in

the river at that point ; the erection of a police-

station at Fishponds-road, and the provision ot

laud for such purpose ; the construction of under-

ground sub-stations and other works in connection

with the electrical undertaking, and underground

sanitary conveniences ; and the paving, repair,

and sewering of private streets, and the adoption

of the same as highways. Powers are also sought

for prohibiting the alteration of streets laid cut

in accordance with approved plans, and for

making through communication between streets ;

making arrangements with landowners for

straightening highways ; extending the definition

of a new building ; regulating the fixing of

cranes and other projections over streets ; as to

the repair of private drains ; and authorising the

raising of a rate not exceeding lid. iu the pound

for library purposes, and making psovision for

the maintenance of the art gallery.

The Liverpool Housing Committee discussed

at their last meeting several aspects of the housing

question at great length. It was eventually re-

solved that a special sub-committee be appointed

to consider the cost of the dwellings erected by

this committee, and to report as to the possible

means of cheapening the same. Suggestions for

the appointment of a second sub-committee to

consider—and if necessary revise—the rents paid

for Corporation dwellings, and a similar reso-

lution with the additional suggestion that the

rents be rearranged, that while some of the dwel-

lings may be let at rentals which the very poor
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were able to pay, the rents of the ground-floor
dwellings should be increased to the nnximum
now paid, were ordered to be referred to a special
body consisting of all the members of the com-
mittee. It was also decided to ascertain the cost
of demolition, sites, street improvements, build-
ing, &(_., in connection with rehousing schemes,
with a view to ascertaining the loss to the cor-
poration of the operations ; and, further, to
obtain a return showing what perceutige of the
dispossessed availed themselves of the corporation
dwellings, and what percentage declined to do so.

A XEW slate vein, which is expected to turn
out as good material as that at the famous Peu-
rhyn tinarries, has been discovered in Carnedd
Llewelyn, an adjoining mountain. The moun-
tain belongs to the Crown, but a London syndicate
has secured a takenote, and are now experimenting
on the Llanllechid side of the mountain. Two
beds of green slate have been discovered. One of
these beds is reported to be .55 yards thick, and
the other between 500 and 600 yards in thickness.
Then there is a bed of blue 100 yards thick.
Clangs of men are being employed to make a road
to the quarry, and it is hoped that the area of the
mountain will soon have been opened out suf-
ficiently to enable l,-500 and 2,000 to be employed.

Mr. William Doishie, M.P.E.F., of Wil-
loughby's Chambers, Bulawayo, an arcliitect
whose designs for new works in contemplation
and executed in that district we have several
times illustrated in these pages, writes from there
to one of our subscribers relative to matters in his
immediate part of the world, under date of
November 1 , as follows :

— '• It is surprising what
a large quantity of visitors we get from Great
Britain and the United States intent upon visit-
ing the Victoria Falls. The railway is (juite
complete from here to there, and the company
have built an hotel with ample accommodation
for one hundred visitors at one time, in the im-
mediate neighbourhood of this sublime cataract.
At present, to cross the river, one has to follow
the south bank some six miles until opposite to
the little township of Livingstone, where the
•crossing is made in punts, or in the canoes of the
natives. The contractors for the new bridge
itself have stretched a wire rope across the river,
close to its site, and run an electric cage by it,

upon which are carried necessary building
materials. The abutments are now completed, so
that the construction of the actual bridge will now
start simultaneously from both sides, and continue
until they join at the centre. As mentioned,
Livingstone is situated about six miles above the
Falls, on the north side of the river Zimbesi.
The tree upon which the Missionary Explorer
carved his - initials is practically dead. The
company are at present laying out the township
in building lots, and there is no reason now why
it should not soon become a flourishing little

place. They are also continuing to survey the
line of railway as far as Kalomo, the centre of the
great copper country. There copper extends over
an immense area. I have some friends already
busy developing copper fields fully 200 miles
further north than there, and am of the Ann
opinion that the line from Cape to Cairo is by
no means such a dream of the far future that some
people believe it to bo."

TiiK annual report of the Supervising Archi-
tect of the United States Treasury states that the
work of the oflice " is more nearly up-to-date
than it has been for many years previously."
This condition of things is due to two causes :

First, daring the last session of Congress only
two, and both unimportant, buildings were
authorised

;
and second, the work actually

authorised and in hand had necessitated not only
a large increase in the ollice force, but in the
office accommodation, the latter at a cost of £1.000
aterling, so that there were more hands to do less
work, and do it under more favourable conditions.
The report shows that there are fifty-three
buildings in coiirss of erection, while there are
only one hundred buildinga authorised on which
constructional work has not actuilly begun. The
list of public buildings included in an appon.lix t)
thoreport unumorates three hundred and thirty-
six as being completed and occupied at this ciuie,
although three hundrol others included in the
list are authorised, and the larger numbrr of
these are in various stages of completion. This
shows an allowance of fifteen public buiMingsper
.State. The average cost of completion is Clol.^iDO,
the largest item in the catalogue being the I'uat
(Jflice for Now York, which has involved an
outlay of over £2,835,000 sterling.

MBETINaS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
Friday (To-Ni.iHT).—Institution of Civil Engineers.

"Midland Railway, Wast Riding Lines :

The Construction of Contract No. 1," by
E. T. McCallum, JM.Inat.C.E. S p.m.

Saturday (To-Morbow).—Architectural Association.
\'isit to the new Theatre, Charlotte-
etreet, Tottenham Court-road, by permis-
sion of F. T, Verity. 2 pm.

Monday.—Royal Institute of British Architects. Discus-
sion on "Reinforced Concrete." 8 p.m.
Liverpool .Vrcbitectural Society. " More

About Public Libraries," by Maurice B,
Adams, F.R I.B A. 6 p.m.
Society of Engineers. " Condenf>in!»

Machinery," by W. E, Storey. 7.30 p.m.
Society of Arts, "Musical Wind

Instruments," Cantor Lecture No. 2, by
David J. Blaikley, 8 p.m.

TcESD.VY.—Institution of Civil Engineers. Discussion on
" Distribution of Electrical Energy,"
paper " Oa the Construction of a Concrete
Railway Viaduct." by Arthur Wood-Hill
and Edward Divy Pain. 8 p.m.
Northern Architectural Association.

"English Church Architecture in its

Relation to Eujlish History," by the
Rev. H. 0. Windley, M.A, 7,30 p.m.

Wed.vesday.—Society of Arts. " The International
Exhibition at St, Louis," by W. F,
Beid,F,[,C, 8 pm,
Edinburgh Architectural Association.

*' A Practical Demonstration of Architec-
tural Modelling," by Oeo, Hayes. 8 p.m.

Thursday,—Society of Arts. " Burma," by Sir Frederic
Fryer," K. C.S.I. 4 3 ) p.m.
Manchester Society of Architects,

*' Hospital Design and Construction," by
E, T. Hall, r.B.I.B.A.

Friday.—Architectural .Association, " Some Architec-
tural Reflections," by T. Raffles Davison,
7,30 pm.
Trades Training School, 153, Great

Titchfield-street. Distribution of Prizes
by Lord Belhaven and Steuton, 8 pm.

Saturday (Dec, 10).— British Association of Waterworks
Eagineers. Meeting at the Geological
Society's Room, Burlington House.
Papers by 8, Mitchell, F. Latham, and
J, Hutton, 11 a.m.

THEARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
I)E"EV1HER IPlli: SPECIAL GENERAL MEETLVr; at No. H,

Turton-slreet, Wfslmin^ter, at ' 15 p m , to paas a Qew By-law. An
Ascn-ia IS posted up at Is. Turton-8tre>-t.
UtCEMlIER 9lh: ORDINARY GENERAL MEETING at No Is,

Tuft'm-st-eet, We«tminster. at 7.3') ora PAPER by Mr. T.
RAFFLES DAVISON, entitled " Some Arcliilectural Reflections."

LOUIS AMBLER ( „-- — — - ^ Hon. Sees.H. TANNER, Jun,

CHIPS.
The Bishop of Kensington, on Saturday, dedicated

the new mission-hall and buildings in connection
with the parish of St, Stephen's, East Twickenham.
The new buildings, which are to serve the double
purpose of a mission-hall and a general parochial
hall, are situated in Miltord-road. The cost has
been over .£2,000.

The cattle market at York has been extended
from plans by Mr. A. Creer, the city engineer.

The contract for the erection of a large pontoon
plant to facilitate the shipment of coal at South-
araptou has been awarded to Messrs. Hsid,
Wrightson, and Co. (Limited), of the Teesdale
Ironworks, Thorniby-on-Tees, who, in conjunc-
tion with Sir William Arrol and Co., of Glasgow,
were the successful firm in recently tendering for
the five new bridges over the Nile at Cairo.

Wednesday was the last day for depositing plans
in connection with Private Bills to be promoted in
the ensuing session of Parliament, At eight o'clock,
at which hour the Private Bill Otllce closed, 2'2f
such deposits had been made, of which 27 relate<l to
railways, nine to tramways, 128 to provisional
orders, and liO to miscellaneous measures. List
year the deposits totalled 272, sub-divided as
follows : —Itulways 27, tramways 2(1, miscellaneous
01, and provisional orders 158. The figures of last
year showed a decrease upon those of the preceding
year, and a still further decrease is apparjnt this
year.

A further extension of the Cape to Cairo K lilway
to a point ^i.^ miles north of the Zim'iesi was
decided upon on Wednesday. Sir Charles Metcalfe,
consultin'f engineer of the railway, who is now
superintending the work on the / imhesi, reports
that rapid progress is iieing made with the line to
the north of Victoria Falls, and it is expected that
rail -head will be at Kalomo, the administrative
centre of North-west Ithodeua (B irotseland) early
next year. From K ilomo, which ia 1110 miles
north of the Zambesi, in jtiirsiiance of the decision
reaoheii on Wodnes lay, work will tie continued in a
north-east direction to Broken Hill, a point 2.M
miles beyond Kalomo,

The BBwerine of Lyndhiirst has just been cnm-
plotedforthe New Forest Rural Siuitary Authority.
Messrs, Cnomhes and liennett were the engineers,
and Mr. Wood was the contractor.

€uU f^tius.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
North "Wales Slate Trade : Changes m

Eeice Lists.—At a meetiog of the quarry owners
and slate merchants on Friday, it was decided to
cancel next year all premiums on the old list, which,
at the beginning of the year, amounted to 10 per
cent. Slates were reclassified, the prices of certain
sizes in bests being advanced a3 much as ISs. par
thousand, and increases in the seconds reaching to
Ts. Gd., but reductions were made in the smaller
sizes. The merchants agreed not to sell below the
new quotations without first giving notice to other
merchants in the district. The firmness indicates
confidence iu a revival of trade next summer.

At a special meeting of the Aberdeen Town
Council, the finance committee, who had considered
the subject of providing work for the relief of the
unemployed, ot whom there are between 500 and
GOO (composed mainly of joiners, ship-carpenters,
painters, plasterers, masons, and labourers), sug-
gested the construction of a carriage-road or drive

from Greyhope, round Girdleness, to Bay of Nigg.
The report was adopted. The cost is estimated at
£3,500.

PILKINGTON & CO,
(Established 1838),

MONUMENT OHAMBEBS,
KINO WILLIAM STBEET, LONBON, B.C.

Mtgiittrtd Tradt Mark:

POLONCEAU ASPHALTE

Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing.
ACBD-EESISTING ASPHA1,TB,

WHITE SILICA PAVINa.

PYRIMONT 8EY8SEL ASPHALTB,
Telkphonb No. 6319 Avbnub,

FOB
Olivers'

Seasoned
Hardwoods,

APPL'S TO—
WM. OLIVEB & SONS, LTD,,

120, BunhiU Row, LONDON, EC.

TENDERS.
•," CorrespondeDts would in all cases ohlige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of the
accepted tender : it adds to the value of the iaforiuatioa.

Acton. — For the erection of the Southfield-road
School, for the Education Committee of the Acton Urban
District Council, Messrs. E. C. P, and H. Mons'jn,
Acton Vale, \V., and 22, Bucbiogham-Btreet, Adelphi, W,,
art-hitects to the committee, (iu intities by Mr, F. T. W.
Miller, of Dartmoiuh-street, (iueen .Anne's Gate, S.W. :

—
Willett, W., SlMae-s(iuare. S.W .£24,473
Foster Bros., Norwood Junot., S.E. 24 411
Stimpson and Co., Bjttersea, S. W. 24,400
Braid, Pater, and Co., Bow Church-
yard. E C 24.200

0.)dson&.Sons, Kilburn-lane. X,W. 23,32.)

Ooughand Co., QenJon, NVV, .., 23,8^4
Myall and Upson, Clacton-on-Sea.., 23,850
Miskm and Suns, St. Albans ... 23,8W
Davey, F. and E.. Ltd., Southend 23 BS?
Bendon, T., Hammersmith, W. ... 23,750
Trtasure and Sun. IT.Uoway, N. ... 23 631
Tnuije, It )bt. I,., Watford 23 400
Ucnshiw, W.J., Putney, S.W, ,., 23,393
F.irdand Walt.m, Ivilburn, N,W.... 2.3,,365

Wisdom Bros., Isleworth 23,.350

Donne and Son, Deal 23 240
Martin, Wells,& Co., Vauxhall.S.E, 2:),20D

FiTguson & Co., South Totteuham 23,u3J
Ward and Son, Uxbndifo 23,0.0
Patmsn and FotheriDi;ham, Theo-

bald'8-load. W.0 2J.973
Spencer, Sa'ito, A: Co,. Kensington 22,1)30

Wall, Edwin. Tooting. S »V. .., 22,!-8 )

KniKht and Son, Tottenham, N. . 22 773
Pa'ri.'k, J. &M.. Wandsworth -S.W, 22,525
Willi! lok and Co., Wolverhampton 22,4J0
Xightingale, B, and E,, Atbdrt
Embankment 2 ,4W

Uib.ou. G. H, nigh Wyci)mbo ... 22,115
Wall, Chas., Ltd., Chelsaa.d.W. .,, 2J35')
Colls, A. S . Plymouth 22. .4 lO

Flint, tC.. High Wycombe 24,167

G.ilbraith Bros., i:amberwell-greea 22.09)
IJill, O, Grey, Houth-plioe, E C. .., 21 9!I5

Parsons. J, Waterloo-roil, S Iv . 21.747
llii'lsm & Co., Westminster, a. W, 21.7^5

(.Viilutc'cts' estimito, £23,UH). The lowest tender wa«
acc4^pt4'd by the c.>mmitt«e, subject to refereaco} and the
approval of the Board of Education.)
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Altrin'ciiam.—For erection of Navigation-road Council
Schools, Altrincham, for the Cheshire County Council.
Mr. Win. Owen, A.R.I. B. A., Clarence-street. Man-
chester, architect. Quantities by Mr. Wm. Windsor.
Brown-street, Manchester :

—

"Watson and Co., Liverpool
Hodpkies, S., Famworth, Bolton...
Southern and Sons, Sdlford, Man-
chester

Meadows, T. & W., Heaton Norris,
Stockport

Byrom, J., Bury
Stone. M., Altrincham
Hamilton and Son, Altrincham ...

Burgess and Gait, Ardwick, Man-
chester

Gerrard and Sons, Swinton, Man-
chester

Carlyle, R., Old Trafford, Man-
chester

Clayton Bros., Poynton. Stockport.
Thorpe. W., Old Trafford, Man-

cheater (accepted)

£14,0-6 8 8
13 577

13,490

12 821
12 638
12,500

12 3S7

12,140

12.040

11.698
11.4130

11,-:7S

Balhaji.—For building a new police section-hou>;e at
Balham. Mr. J. Dixon Butler, New Scotland Yard.
S.W , surveyor to the Metropolitan Police, architect.
Quantities by Messrs. Thurg-ood, Son, and Chidgey,
Charing Cross Chambers, Duke-atreet, Adelphi ;

—
Nash, W ... £1,800
Grovei- and Son3 ... 4 7.33

Anaell, C ... 4,616
Williams, n. J., Ltd, ... 4,612
Chessum aTid Soa ... 4,603
Holloway Bros. ... 4.593
HigKS and Hill ... 4 524
Lathey Bros ... 4 410
Stimpgon and Co ... 4.400
Lovatt, H, Ltd ... 4.400 (1

Willmott and Son ... 4 341 n
Messom and Son ... 4,.339

LascellesandCj ... 4 329

Bir:MiN'GHAM.—For providing aiew boilers at the Monu-
ment-road station, for the city council waterworks com-
mittee:—

Banks, E.,andCo.. Ltd., Oldbury .. £1,425
(Accepted.)

Brandon, Norfolk.—For carrying water-mains over
the bridge :

—
Vickars, Ltd. (accepted) £135 8 6

Havast.—For the erection of farm residence and
granary, Farlington. Havant, for the Directors of the
Portsmouth Waterworks Co. Mr. A. E. Stallard, F.S.I.,
Havant, architect :

—
Residence. Granary.

Sprigings, E. and A.. Portsmouth :
—

£1.315 £295
Portsmouth Water Fittings Co. :

—
1,293 5 7 275 13 8

Rogers Bros., Havant :—
1,230 272

Edwards, J., Waterlooville :

—

1.23} 255
Croad, J., Portsmouth :

—
1,179 259

Dowdell, P. H., Portsmouth (accepted) :
—

1,036 239

Total.

£1.640

1,568 19 3

1.502

1,435

1,438

1,335

Helsby.—For works of water supply, for the parochial
committee :

—
Ashton, W. and H. (accepted) ... £235 16 4

For engines : -Pollock, Whyte, and Waddell (accepted),

Lanches^ter, Co. DuRiiiM.—For an installation of hot
and cold water services at the workhouse inflcmxry, for
the board of guardians :

—
Vaux and Son, Sunderlmd aboat £1,4D0

(Accepted.)

Norwich.—For building a cooking and laundry centre
at Aveoue-road School, for the Education CjmOTttee :

—
Lincoln, A. S., Carnarvon-road,
Norwich (aci^epted) £673

Orpin'gton.—For the erection of six piirs of semi-
detached villa residences in High-street, Orpington, Kent
Mr. St. Pierre Harris, 8, Ironmonger-lane, E.G., ani
Orpington, architect. At per pair :

—
Osven. W £7.^3

Pannett, A 690

Oapi.vGTON'. — For the erection of a pair of semi-
detached villa residences in High-street, Orpington, Kent,
for Mr. Davis. Mr. St. P.erre Harris. 8, Ironoijnger-
lane, E C'.. and Orpington, architect :

—
Pannett. A. (accsptei) £353

Orpinoton'.—For alter-itions and repairs to private
residence. Mr. G- St. Pierre Harris, 8, Ironmonger-lane,
E.G., and Orpington, architect :

—
Lowe, R. A £210
Knight, T 1-^7

Somerford and Son 195 5
Glaasup, H. [accepted) 168 10

OapiNOTON. — For the erection of a oair of semi-
detached cottages. Mr. St. Pierre Harris, 8, Ironmoager-
lane, EG., and Orpington, architect ;

—
Lowe, R. A £699
Knight, T 6l;9

Somerford and Son 560
Smith 55o
Pannett, A. (accepted I 539 13

South Havlino..—For the erection of a bungalow resi-

dence at South Hayling, for Mr. L. Dubuia. Mr. A. E,
Stallard. F.S.I. , Havant, architect :

—
Staples, J., Havant £1,250
Rogers Bros., Havant 1,243
Croad, J., Portsmouth 1,19J

Dowdell, P. H . Portsmouth* ... 1,183
* Accepted.

Trcbo.— For the work proposed to be carried out under
the Truro Harbour Order, 1903, for the city council :

—
Lawson, G., Glasgow... £15,687
Tilbury Contracting and Dredging

Co., London 6 620 13 11
Page, N.W.. Cardiff .. 5,919
Pethick Bros., Plymouth ... .. 5,619
Blake, W. E , Plymouth ... .. 4,920 u
Rickard, T, Peorya .. 4,882 «
Leggott and Speight, Hull .

.

.. 4,771 3
Colliver, J., Truro (accepted) 4,255 1 3
EUacott and Sons, Plymouth .. 3,195

A new Wesleyan church, costing £5,000 and seat-

ing 600 persons, has been opened at Mexborough.

A new chancel, vestry, and organ-chamber,
together with an organ, have been added to the

Failsworth New (Swedenbcgian) Chur-ih. and the
church has been beautified throughout. The total

cost of the additions has been £1,S00.

LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
Lambeth, S.E.— Converting Portion of Old School Premises

into Home for Aged Poor W. Tlmmall, Clerk to Guardians, Brook-bt., Kennington-rd., S E.
Egremont Public Offices (estimated cost £45,C00) £250, £75, £50 H. W. Cook. Clerk, Public Offices, Egremont, Cheshire
Gardiff-Pumpicg Machinery W. Harpur, M.I.C.E., Boro' Engineer, Town Hall, Cardiff
London, W.C.— Perspective Drawing oi Building for Tropical
Climate £50 Sanders and Harding. Solicitors, 56. Lincoln's Inn-fields, W.C

Ross, Herefordshire -Drainage and Sewage-Disposal Scheme. £50 (merged), £25. £10 Ernest R. Davies, U.D.C. Clerk, Albion Chambers, Ross
Spezia—Drainage Scheme £400 II Pignor Sindaco della, Spezia .'.

Belfast—Three Carnegie Branch Libraries „ The Chief Librarian. Public Library. Royal-avenue. Belfast
Llanelly- Remodelling Park-st Schools (£800 limit ; Assessor) £20 ^merged), £10 Ifor W. Watkins, Clerk, Education Offices, Llanelly
Comnna, Spain—Wideniog Roads £290, £145 The Com. Intel. Dept.. Bd. of Trade, 73, Basinghall-st-.E-C
Bristol— Police and Fire-Brigade Stations Edmund J. Taylor, Town Clerk, The Council House, Bristol
Cheltenham— Elementary School, Kevubham-road The Secnrtary, Education Committee, Rodney-road, Cheltenham ...

Swansea— Gorse Lane Baptist Chapel' and School £10 ICs. T. E. Williams. Hon. Secretary, Rhyddings Park-road, Swansea ...

Newcattle-on-Tyne—Northumberland War Memorial C. Cowell, Pearl Buildings, Newcastle-on-Tyne

Deo W
,. 21

.. 21

31
81
31

Jan. 17
31

Sept 16

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

Cambridge— School, Rr.msiy Town
Belly Oak- Public Baths, Tiverton-road
BuDcrana— Three Houses and Villa
Shoreham—Warehouse
Bridgwater— Cloakroom at Eastover Schools
Gainfoid, Darlin^on— Additions to Parochial Schools
Beckenham—Alterations to Chief Fire Station
Hereford— t'chool
Larae—Carnegie Library
Bangor—New Ceiling at Presb.vterian Chnrch
Halifax— Alterations to Mitre Hotel, Market-street
Bristol— Steps, Tiinity-street
Edinburgh— City Hall, Castle-terrace
Batley Carr- Reconstructing Carr Mill
Cambridge— Buildings at Corporation Etoreyard
Handsworth-Public Baths
Ojsett—Town Hall
Queenstown—Improvements to Ballroom, Queen's Hotel
Birmingham—Extension to Secondary School, Waverley-road
TJckfield- Additions to National School
Bagnall—Smallpox Hospital
Leytonstone-Alterations to Cann Hall-road Schools
Birmingham— Enlarging Jenkins-street Council School
East <"'owes—Engine House
Shipley—Carnegie Library, Leeds-road
TVallbamstow—Tramway Offices
Bridlington — Four Shops
Strood-ffRtflooring Dayrooms at Workhouse
East Cowes- Water-Tower
Bramley, Guildford— Cottage at Sewage-Difposal Works
Nailsworlh—Bakehouse and Stables, Tanner's Piece
Woolfardisworthy—Works to School
Gilfach -Chapel
Hastings- Repairs to Cackle-street Workhouse
Woking- Public Offices, Commercial-road
Dorchester- Alterations to No. 17, South-street
Ijondon— Enlarging Easttm District Post Office
Wak* field— Porter's Lodge
Mtnche.'iter- Cactus-Houses, Alexandra Park
Woodbridge Haven— Additions to Coastguard Buildings
Omagh— Labourers' Cottages
Swanley- New Store Accommcdation at White Oak School ...

Pleasliy- Caretaker's House at Schools
Leitrim— Station Buildings
Mcitbyr Tydai—Head Teachers' Rooms at Abermorlais School
Edinburgh- Purifying Plant House
Omagh— Extension of Engine-Shed

BTTII.DIITGNS.

Town Council Goodey and Cressall, Architects, Victoria Chambers, Colchester ...

Urban District Council Ambrose W. Cross, A.M.I.C.E., '23, Valtentine-road, King's Heath
R. H. Simmons, Architect, Duke-street, Londonderry

Harbour Trustees Cranfleld Baguley, Clerk, Southwick, Brighton
Education Committee Theophilus M. Reed, Clerk, King-square, Bridgwater

Clark and Moscrop, Architects, Feethama, Darliugton
Urban District Coimeil John A. Angell, Surveyor, Beckenham
Education Committee E. Noel Barker, Architect, 146, St. Owen-street, Hereford
Urban District Council N. Fitzaimons, A.R.I. B.A., 13, Lombard-street, Belfast

Young and Mackenzie, Archts., l-c<.ttii.h Provident Bldgs., Belfast

Improvement Committee James Lord, C.E., Borough Engineer, Town Hall, Halifax
New Streets Committee T. H Yabbicom, M I.C.E., City Engmeer, tj3, Uueen-square, Bristol

Corporation The Public Works Office, City Chambers, Edinburgh
O. H. Marriott, Son, and Shaw, Church-street Chambers, Dewabury

Town Council J. E. L. Whitehead, Town Clerk, Guildhall, Cambridge
Urban District Council John P. Osborne, F.R.I.B.A., 85, Colmore-row, Birmingham
Corporation Walter Hanstock and Son, Architects, Branch-road, Batley

W. H. Hill and Sod, Architects, '.S, South Mall, Cork
Education Committee A. Rowse. Quantity Surveyor, 117, Colmore-row, Birmingham
Managers Geo. R. Page, Claremont Place, Uckfleld, Sussex
N. Staffordshire Hospital Board Elijah Jones, M.8.A., Architect, 10, Aibion-street, Hanljy, Staffs.

Leyton Uibati District Council W. Jacques. A.R.I. B.A., 2, Fen-court, Fenchurch-street, E C
Education Committee A. Rowse. Quantity Surveyor, 117, Colmore-row, Birmingham
Urban District Council Albert E. Barton, Surveyor, Town Hall. East Cowes

Abm. Sharp, Architect, Market-street, Bradford
Urban District Council G. W. Holmes, Engineer, Town Hall, Walthamstow
Whitaker Bros Samuel Dyer, Architect, Quay-road, Bridlington
Guardians G. E Bond, Architect, Pier Chambers, Chatham
Urban District Council '. Albert E. Barton, Surveyor, Town Hall, East Cowes
HambledoD Rural District Council... Edward L. Lunn, Architect, 36, High-street, Guildford

The Secretary, Co-operative Society, Cainscross

Deo.

Managers J. Partridge, South-street, Witheridge
English Calviniatic Methodists Wm. Harris, Architect, Gilfach, Pengam, Wales ^

Guardians A. W. Jeffery and Son, Architects. 5, Havelock-road, Hastings
Urban District Council G. J. Wooldridge, Architect, Bank Chambers, Woking
W. H. C. Thurman F. Maltby, Architect, South-street, liorohester
H.M. Commissioners of Works The Secretary, H.M. Office of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W
Guardians John Day. Architect, 69, Kirkgate, Wakefield
Parks Committee The City Architect, Town Hall, Manchester

The Director of Works, Admiralty, 21, Northumberland-av., W.C.
Rural District Council J. L. Donnelly, Architect, Omagh
Metropolitan Asylums Board W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E., M.I.M.B., Embankment, E.C
Derbyshire Education Committee ... J. Perhin. Architect, Shirebrouk, near Mansfield
Gt. Northern (Ireland) Railway Co... W. H. Mills, Engineer-in-Chief, Amiens-street, Terminus, Dublin
Education Committee J. Llewellin Smith, Architect, Merthyr Tydfil
Gas Commissioners W. R. Herring, M.I.C.E., New-street Works, Edinburgh
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TOWN PROBLEMS.
IV/rODERN buildingproblems are numerous
-L'-l and varied. "We have those which
originate from the requirements of trade,

business, and social wants ; those which new
materials and methods have brought into

existence ; whQe another formidable class has
been created by legislative restrictions in the
form of rules and by-laws. The architect in a
large town has to deal with all these classes

and problems. At one time—early in the
history of the architectural craft—the chief

problems were those of a constructional
character, as the problem of covering a large

area—vaulting, for example—or such as

those which presented themselves to the
builders of Santa Sophia, or those, in later

times, which were evolved from the influence

of vaulting on plan, the intersecting vault,

or the use of the pointed arch in getting over
the difficulties of intersecting vaults of

varying spans. In later times the intro-

duction of new materials, like iron, had to

be considered, and fresh problems presented
themselves. But in these days the profession

are not confined to merely constructional
problems : they are cilled upon to plan
buildings for quite modern uses, or on new and
exceptional lines alcogether. There is quite
another class of problems which have been
introduced through legislative interference
of various kinds. Legal restrictions have
compelled the architect to devise schemes
that will meet certiin difficulties. Lgt
us take a few instances. A large business
firm desire to erect premises in which
the maximum of floor area can be obtained,
with few supports in the shape of columns or
piers ; but they are confronted by provisions in
the London Building Act which restrict the
cubical contents of buildings used for trade
or manufacture to 2.50,000 cubic feet, beyond
which limits the rules relating to warehouses
come into force. These rules require party-
walls so that no division extends to more
than that cubic space, .\gain, in buildings
exceeding ten squares in area used partly for
trade and in part as a dwelling-house, the
former part is to be separated from the
d (veiling portion by fire-resisting walls and
floors, together with all passages, staircases,

and approach to the dwelling part. A large
shop is included under the term " warehouse
class'' exceeding in extent 150,000 cubic feet,

which is neither a public nor a domestic
building. Thus the architect who wishes to
avoid the requirements of the Act, has to
resort to means that will give him the area
he requires without being compelled to pro-
vide tire-rosisting floors and division-walls.
He must bring his building within an area of
ton squares, which is practically, say. 'JOft.

frontage by .50ft. deep ; if ho exceeds that
area he must provide fire-resisting floors and
walls and approaches ; if he exceeds the
cubic space of L'.j0,000ft. ho brings himself
under the provision for the warehouse class,
which entails extra thickness of walls and
increased cost. The saving of cubical
capacity may load the architect to adopt
lower stories than desirable, to various
expedients of economising floor area by
reducing staircases and lifts and columns
of support. In short, the tendency of these
roguktious in building is towards avoid-
ing the obligations to observe them, even
at the sacrifice of efficiency, so as to
save cost. Jf a building owner cannot build
exactly as he likes and what he wants, by
reason of tho Building Act, ho will try to
circumvent the letter of tho Act, or his

architect will do so. Say, for example, a

business man desires a large plate-glass shop-

front for the display of his goods in an im-

portant thoroughfare, the provisions of the

Act prevent him from doing certain things
;

they say, for instance, that it must not project

more than lOin., and the cornice must not

exceed 18in. beyond the external wall over

the ground of the owner, and that no part of

the woodwork of the shop is to be higher

than 25ft. above the pavement. Other re-

strictions are enacted. He cannot project

the shop to make it a feature, but he can recess

it and treat it architecturally, by shaping

the front in various ways. One rule is to

the effect that all woodwork in external walls

is to be set back 4in. from the face of wall,

except breastsummers, posts, and frames of

doors and windows of shops on the ground
floor—a provision obvious in its intention,

though why beams and their supports should

be set back, and not window frames, is dif-

ficult to understand. It is more pleasing,

certainly to see window-frames set back an
inch or two than recessed half a brick,

and many of our new brick buildings

observe this rule, as we find in the

eighteenth-century houses. Tho architect

is glad to avail himself of a method which
makes the window-frame, usually painted

white, a feature in red-brick walls. The
shop-front in a narrow street, court, or

passage requires to be made large enough
to admit as much light as possible, especially

it high buildings are opposite ; and this is

one of the frequent problems to be solved in

city warehouse building. Space is valuable

within, and every inch of recess of the win-
dow plane takes up valuable room. The
present Act allows the story-posts under
breastsummers and frames of doors and
windows of shops to be brought out to the
wall face, thus securing this advantage ; but
his main ditticulty is to treat the upper
portion of the shop-window so that light

may penetrate into the shop. This has been
done successfully in some buildings by an
upper range of pivoted casements divided

into panes, with sash windows below. The
use of appliances, such as the Luxfer prism
and reflectors, may sometimes be found
necessary to reflect the light into the interior.

The tendency of building legislation, as it

aifects construction and fire-resistance, is

certainly rather to impede than facilitate the
construction of large business premises,
especially in the provision of unobstructed
floor areas, means of exit, and the design
of large shop-windows. In the planning of

light areas in large blocks of offices and busi-

ness premises, the architect has to exercise

ingenuity. The proposed amendments of the

London Building Act in these respects are

in the right direction. They prescribe a
minimum size of area or well. Certain altera-

tions are suggested as to courts for admitting
light and air to domestic buildings, such
as that of reducing the depth of a court open
on one side ; to make the rules as to windows
to habitable rooms apply ; to any window
lighting a basement ; of limiting the height
of walls in which there are windows opposite

to any land or building in a diil'erent

occupation. In every particular case the
architect has to devise a means of getting
as much light as he can. To avoid the

obstruction of liglit to other buildings man}'
schemes have boon tried, such as raking back
the rearward portion of promises and roof

to insure buildings in the rear receiving
light at a certain angle. Let us imagine a
city building site with one side or passage
and back built over with lofty premises
having dominant rights of light. Tho
problem is to erect new promises on tho site

which must not infring on the right of light

on these two sides. Tho architect is in fact

limited in tho height of his building behind if

ho is to build atall, and only by vory ingenious
expedients can ho probably moot the demands
of the owner of ancient lights in the side

passage. If the windows overlooking the

side passage have not enjoyed the light for

the prescribed period of twenty years, the

building owner may proceed with his build-

ing and seriously darken the rooms of the

old premises, for which the owner of the

latter would have no redress. Building

in such situitions creates many unlooked-

for difficulties which the architect ought
to be able to foresee before he prepares

his plans for new buildings. The exist-

ing law of light and the facilities that

are afforded to litigious and unscrupulous
owners of dominant property to prevent

buUding operations and developments, and
to obtain large compensation, have materially

hampered the architect in these situations.

It is difficult for him to advise his client, for

he is afraid of incurring costs. Before

the building has progressed many feet

the owner of the dominant tenement may
commence an action, or demand compensa-
tion : the building is delayed and costs

entailed. An interlocutory injunction pend-
ing the final decision of an action can be
granted by the High Court so as to prevent the

erection of the building or its enlargement.

This may result in the pulling down of the

building, or part of it. The possibilities of

such a procedure ought to be present in the

mind of the architect. There is, however,

a more conciliatory temper nowthan formerly,

as a mandatory injunction will not be granted

if the owner of the dominant tenement can

be compensated by damages, and such is

the more usual course. Even after the

obstructing building is completed, an
inquiry as to the damages sustained by the

dominant tenement is made. Settlements of

actions by the payment of a sum of money
is now the usual method resorted to. A
building is often taken down in which there

are certain windows having a right of light,

and a new elevation is designed having the

windows made larger or in new and different

positions. In such a case the architect must
bear in mind the rule that the enlargement
or alteration must not materiallybe increased,

or the owner of the building opposite may
obsti-uct the windows. The rule is that the

new window or windows cannot be obstructed

if it contains the area of, or a substantial

part of, the cone of light which passed through
the old window. With this object in view, a
measured drawing of the old building,

showing the exact position and size of the

windows, must be made. A tracing of this

applied to the elevation of new building will

at once show the extent of the variation,

which maj- be hatched or tinted while the

portions of old windows which actually cover

the new openings can be blacked in. Such
a drawing may be required if any proceed-

ings are taken by the dominant owner : it is

also necessary to enable damages to be
assessed. The design of large premises

in crowded neighbourhoods is by no means
an easy task, and tho proposed amend-
ments of the London Building Acts will

considerably add to tho responsibilities

of architects. The recommendations refer-

ring to building frontages in certain streets,

to increased space at the i-ear of dwelling-

houses, tho prevention of buildings on sites

surrounded by dwelling-houses, the better

lighting of basements and rooms lighted

through courts, will call for tho ingenuity of

tho architect ; but none more so than the

rules proposed by the rocomiuondation No. 7,

which applies to means of escape from tire for

all buildings, new and old, exceeding a certain

height. Every building of more than one

story, and above 25ft. in height, is to provide

a moans of escape to the root and have a

parapet or guard-rail. This rale will

necessarily mean flatter roofs, or a provision

for .standing on roof, and cannot be satisfac-

tory from an architectural point ot view,

liuildings above 5(>ft. in height are to have

means of escape provided by staircases or

otherwise, though the precise nature of the
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mode of escape will be left to the ('ounoil.

Owners will have to submit plans before

the erection of new buildings, and of

existing buildings within three years from
the passing of the Act. We have lately

referred to these requirements. A building

exceeding ten squares in area used partly for

trade and partly for dwelling purposes, are to

be separated vertically and horizontally by
iire - resisting walls and floors, and all

passages, staircases, and means of approach
from the street to. the dwelling portion are to

be inclosed by fire-resisting materials, and
these staircases and passages are to be of a

prescribed width proportionate to the frontage.

It is also suggested that no part cf premises
is to be at a greater distance than Soft, from
a satisfactory means of escape ; doorways in

walls of staircases and passages are to be
fitted with fire-resisting doors, and wooden
joists and concrete pugging are to be allowed
for the floors. In jiremises used partly for shop
and partly for dwelling purposes, where the

shop projects more than 5ft. beyond the main
front, the roof of the projecting part is to be
fire -resisting, and unless means of escape are

provided from side, rear, or roof of building,

a fire-resisting inclosed passage is to be pro-

vided from the street to the staircase or other

approach to the dwelling parts. One im-
portant recommendation is that separate sets

of chambers, offices, or rooms, if inclosed in

a building over 20ft. in height and eight

squares in area, are to be separated vertically

and horizontally by fire-resisting materials,

or if in a building exceeding twenty-five
squares ia area, are to have the floors of

lobbies, corridors, passages and landings,

and the principal staircases of fire-resisting

materials. Many other details are proposed
for lessening danger from fire in buildings of

large cubical space. Principal staircases in

buildings with separate sets of chambers are

to be inclosed with incombustible materials

not less than Sin. thick or in -lin. brickwork.
The doors leading on to .staircase are to

be fire-resisting. No building containing
separate sets of rooms is to extend to more
than fifty squares in area without consent

;

windows of all new buildings of the ware-
house class which are within .'30tt. of openings
of other promises are to be protected in a
prescribed manner so as to limit the danger
of fire spreading, and no openings are to be
made in the upper part of walls separating

buUdings within a certain distance above the

roof of lower building. The use of iron and
steel construction is to be regulated ; all

ironwork is to be covered in concrete,

brickwork, terracotta, or metal lathing and
plaster not less than 2in. thick. These and
other rules are mentioned, all of which will

entail increased care and responsibility upon
the architect. The limit of height allowed
is 80ft., and consent to buildings of a greater

height is only to be granted when arrange-
ments are made and maintained for lessening
the risk from fire. From a brief review of

the proposed amendments it becomes very
evident that the architect's work in our large

towns is increasing in complexity owing to

the multifarious requirements of the Acts
and regulations in operation. The profession

have therefore a direct interest in anj'

alteration or improvement that may be
contemplated, for upon them the difficulty

rests of applying the new rules to new and
old buildings. The architect has, in short,

to find out a means of satisfying the law
without sacrificing the principles of art

—

a problem requiring much thought and
inventive ability.

THE BUILDING SURVEYOR.
THE connection between building opera-

tions and quantity surveying has
become so close, especially in contract work,
that one can hardly speak of one without
referring to the part which the quantity
surveyor occupies in the transaction. Few

large or important buildings are now erected

without his intervention. To him the archi-

tect refers in the interpretation of his re-

quirements and details of design, for he
knows often better than the architect how
the most economical results can be obtained at

the least expenditure, and in what way any
important reduction in the estimate may be
effected ; to him the contractor looks for

giving a fair measurement of the materials

and labour required, while the employer
regards the engagement of the quantity sur-

veyor as a guarantee for the fairness of the

tender submitted, the performance of the

contract, and as the employer is liable for

surveyor's fees and expenses in lithography,

&c., he naturally expects that the surveyor
will regard his interests. The identity of

interest between the surveyor and the em-
ployer is more apparent when the bill of

quantities forms the " basis of the contract,"

and becomes practically a schedule of prices,

than when it does not form a basis. In the in-

terests of both surveyor and builder we think
the quantities should form the basis of the con-

tract, so that if the quantities or measurements
given are short, the contractor will be allowed
the v.ilue of the deficiency, or if in excess,

the difi'erence in value will be deducted from
the contract sum. As a general rule, how-
ever, the quantities are often accepted as one
of the documents taken by the contractor in

making his tender. The contractor agrees to

carrj' out the entire work for a given amount,
in accordance with the plans, specifications,

and quantities, and he cannot claim any
extra for any deficiency in the quantities.

The difference between these two methods of

regarding quantities is of vital importance to

the surveyor and the practice of his pro-
fession. Under the latter system there must
be a speculative element : the quantities are

sometimes cut fine, or they are " overloaded,"

as the case may be. It can hardly be denied
that this system of quantity-surveying has
been apt to lead to carelessness ;—the
quantities are too often required to be
cut down to meet low tendering, and a
great deal is left to the quantity surveyor.

The paper on the subject of " The Training
and Practice of the Building Surveyor," by
Mr. 0. John Mann, Fellow of the Surveyors'
Institution, and reported in our last issue,

contains some useful advice. The stiident,

he thought, should enter an office early, as

soon as he left school, for a short probationary
term, to see whether he was suited for the
profession, and, as soon as his age permitted,

pass the preliminary examination of the

Institution. For the office and duties of

a quantity surveyor, accuracy, neatness,

and despatch are most essential. Accuracy
in figuring is, above everything, the chief

consideration, and the best training for

this is that the student should be made
to take his share of responsibility in

such matters as squaring dimensions, ab-

stracting, making out bills, and writing

specifications. Too often the pupil is merely
regarded as an assistant—a mere tool of the

firm, and any inaccuracy is thrown upon the

firm or principal. Mr. Mann spoke also of

the general low quality of handwriting, and
the need of making this a more stringent

test in the preliminary examination. Useful

advice was given as to the preparation of

quantities. Abstracting and billing are im-
portant branches, and the student ought to

devote his best attention to these processes,

particularly where the system of taking off is

to complete each item of the work in every

trade, and its reductions. The ordinary plan

is to take off the trades separately. These
systems should both be considered, as a

method of taking-off is the chief thing to

learn. One method—that of gi'ouping the

items—is a very good plan, though it requires

experience. It consists in taking off all the

trades for particular items at the same
operation. Thus the brickwork is measured
to its full height, and the openings deducted,

as each window and door is taken off.

But, for the purpose of instructing the

student, the method of taking off by trades

is probably the easiest and best ;—it is less

complex in abstracting. Experience will

enable the student to group his items, and
when he can do this with facility he will

probably adopt this method, as it renders it

easier to deduct certain portions of a building

by striking out the items in the lump,
instead of having to wade throug'a the

separate trades to see what belongs to the

particular item. But probably the most
valuable attainment of the quantity sur-

veyor, after knowing how to take off and
abstract, is that of being able to price. It

should be taught early, and the student should

miss no opportunity of learning the price of

ordinary building items like brickwork,

stone, timber, and the various items of

joinery. The principal should from time to

time test his pupil in pricing, though we are

afraid this is the last thing he ever does.

Prices, of course, vary, and the market
changes ought to be studied. To know a few

leading prices in each trade is a great help to

the architect, as well as the building sur-

veyor ; but there are few architects who have
studied pricing. Mr. Mann says, unlike

architecture, quantity surveying has no
attraction for the amateur ; but his own
experience had shown him even this ap-

parently dry occupation had its charms.

"The variety of method and materials and
the necessity of keeping abreast of the newest

systems of construction gave an ever-varied

interest in the work. . . . His own training

and practice had made him acquainted with

the construction of many and various public

works—from the Houses of Parliament, the

Law Courts, hospitals, asylums, and churches,

to fortification and harbour works." New uses

of concrete, bricks and fireproof materials,

terracotta, steel construction, and sanitary

fittings have changed the practice]very much

:

and he referred to the appalling fact that a

generation ago drainage or plumber's work
was hardly at all specified ; and cistern over-

flow pipes and lavatory wastes were taken

into I)-traps of w.c.'s as the best method
known ! The changes brought about in the-

practice of the surveyor during the last

forty years are also remarkable. At that

time he was responsible to three persoDS

—

the employer, the architect, and the buUder.

Builders selected to tender met and ap-

pointed a surveyor to prepare quantities on

their behalf. "This surveyor and the sur-

veyor of the owner agreed on the dimensions,

and finally issued the bills with their joint

signatures, both being paid by fees included

in the bills of quantities. The same surveyor

frequently acted for both parties. Ijater

the quantities were supplied by the employer,

with a note that the builders must satisfy

themselves as to their accuracy, which in the

time allowed was impossible." After this

system died out, the employer provided the

quantities which were part of the contract :

'
' The builders having no hand in their pre-

paration, the surveyor was generally paid

through the builder, and was liable to have

his work investigated by three persons, two

of them experts, whose interests were

opposed to each other." As to the question

we have referred to, whether the quantities

should form part of the contract, Jlr. Mann
says, " his own view was that if they were

accurately taken out, it did not matter one

way or another, and looking at all the ques-

tions involved, he was not prepared to sug-

gest anything better fitted than the present

system to meet the situation." The pre-

paration of quantities is an important matter,

and is touched upon by Mr. Mann, who says,

" At one time the surveyor had to prepare

them from very imperfect data, such as

eighth-scale pencil drawings, often un-

finished, with a few notes; and much was

left to him with respect to details." We do

not think it is much better now in many cases.
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The architect wishes to expedite the work,

and to obtain tenders ; the surveyor is

willing to commence and takes the un-
finished drawings, and the bill is pre-

pared before any of the details are before

him. The quantities are imperfect ; but
lor tendering some of the builders prefer

to be free, ^'ery detailed drawings are, as

it is stated, sometimes a disadvantage : the

quantity surveyor has to make a closer

examination of the drawings and speoifi-

•cation, and to reconcile many conflicting

items ; whereas when the drawings are in a
less detailed form the surveyor can be left

to his own discretion.

Making rough or approximate estimates is

a duty which sometimes falls to the surveyor,
•and for this purpose the architect's pencil

drawings are given to him. Such an estimate
is often useful in giving an idea of the cost

before the contract is finally decided ; more
often the surveyor is called upon to go
through the drawings and suggest reductions
if the tenders are found to be too high. The
duty is often a ditiicult and invidious one,

for it generally means a cutting down or

paring of the architect's details. At least,

the surveyor or taker of quantities is better

able to put his hand on a large item like

masonry and make a reduction than the
architect could. The sealed copy of bill of

quantities is generally given to the architect

not to be opened till the accounts have to be
adjusted ; but before it is sealed the surveyor
should.it is .suggested, be allowed togo through
it for the purpose of examining the items, and
finding any errors in pricing. Other duties
fall to the surveyor, as that of valuing por-
tions of buildings in progress or executed
before the architect gives his certificate for

instalments ; he is often called on by the
architect in questions of valuation of pro-
perty, in the assessment of damages in light-

and-air cases, in arbitrations, in party-wall
questions, and other matters. In all these
and similar cases the surve3'or can use-
fully co-operate with the architect without
in any sense trespassing upon the province
of the latter. There have been instances

where the building surveyor has exceeded his

claims in matters of planning and even
design ; but these are not common. The two
professions work more amicably together now
than formerly, when the surveyor's duties

were loss distinguishable from those of the
architect. The building surveyor follows a
well-recognised and distinct profession, which
has been limited by the Institution of

Surveyors in their scheme of training and
examination. Everj- architect, in the pricing

and settling-up of the builder's accounts,

turns, as a matter of course, to his surveyor.
AVe agree with the author of the paper, that
the variations and omissions on a contract
are often found sufTicient to balance the
additions ; but such a determination can only
bo clficiently iiiado by a well-trainod and
experienced surveyor. His knowledge also

of such matters as dilapidations, valuations
ut property for mortgage, &c., party-wall
cases, liabilities under repairing covenants,
rejiorts on buildings to be taken on lease, and
legal jirocedure is often of great value to

the architect engaged in a general practice.

IIOYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE third ordinary rafe'ing for the present
session of the Itoyal Institute of Uritish

Architects was hold on MondHy evening, Mr.
T. K. CoUcult, Vice-Preeidont, in the chiiir.

At the preliminary or business meeting the
lollowing fourteen gentlemen (out of eighteen
duly nomiLated and proposed) were elected as
l'"elIow3 : — Messrs. William Arthur .\ickmun,
Shapoorjee Xusserwanjee Chand^bhoy (iiombay),
.lohn Burland Chubb, Burnard .lohn Dicksco,
William Dunn, Frank Emley (.lohannesburg),
Alexander Cunningham Forrester, Albert Ijuwia

<iuy, William Leek (Johannesburg), Edward
Charles Philip Jfonson, Herbert Alexander I'elly,

Edward Thornton (Calcutta), William Frowde
Young, and Robert Watson. The following

thirty-two were elected as associates :—Jlessrs.

Richard John Allison, Ernest Crkdstone Allen,

Walter Hervey Bagot (Adelaide, South Australia),

William John Ball, Ernest Bates, Claude Batley,

William Edward Arthur Brown, Archibald Neil

Campbell, William Alfred Thomas Carter, Charles

Michael Childs, Benjamin Char'es Chilwell,

Charles Barry Cleveland, Norman Culley, Spencer
Carey Cart's, AVilliam Thomas Curtis, William
James Davies, Alfred Harry Gloyne, Henry
Percy Gordon, Percival William Hawkins, Basil

Bramston Hooper (Dunedin, New Zealand),

Vincent Hooper, Percy Cunliffe Pilling, Kenneth
Duncan Stuart Robinson, George Allen Ross,

Tom Trevor Siwday, Archibald Scott, jun.,

Norman Odell Searle, Robert Ernest Steward-
son, Frank Edward Stiatton, Percy .Tames

West wood, George Henry Widdows, and Frank
Wilson. George Noble, Count Plunkett, B.L.,

F.S.A., M.R I.A., of Upper Fitzwilliam-street,

llablin, and Kilternan Abbey, co. Dublin, was
elected as an Honorary Associate.

It was resolved, on the motion of the Citaik-

5IAX, that the Registration Committee appointed
by the general body be allowed to co-opt addi-

tional members.
ilr. G. A. T. MiijDLETON moved that " it be

referred to the Council to consider the advisa-

bility of appointing an Official Assessor of Archi-
tectural Competitions." This was seconded by
Mr. A. W. S. Cross and agreed to.

UEIXrORCED CONCRETE.

A discussion then took place on the papers on
" Reinforced Concrete," read by Messrs. W.
Dunn and L. G. Mouchel on the 21st November,
and reported in our issue of the 25th ult.,

pp. 747-9.

Mr. De Vesian, assistant to M. L. G. Mouchel,
read a short piper in which he urged that the
new duplex treatment had its own laws of com-
pression and tension, which were not yet fully

understood, nor reduced by a sufficiency of care-

fully-conducted experiments to a series of reliable

formul.i.-. All the published formuhe relating to

ferro-concrete were at present unauthenticated,

and for the sake of the progress of its use it was
to be hoped that their influence on the framing of

building by-laws will be nil. Mr. De Vesian
concluded by exhibiting a large number of

lanterns of works in progress and completed,
executed in ferro-concrete by the Hennebique
process. These included warehouses at Liverpool
from designs by Sir Aston Webb, warehouses on
the Manchester Canal and at Dunston-on-Tyne,
riverside silos and docks, station works for the
North-Eastern Railway Company at Newcastle,
Mr. WiUiam Bell, architect ; Whitbread's brewery
near Enfield, an engineering shop at Hull, jetty

and wharves at Digenham, and works at Rouen,
Mulhausen, and other Continental cities.

Mr. RoiiEKT Watsox read for Mr. Dunne
(who, like JI. ilouchel, was unable to be present
through indisposition) some particulars showing
how the speed of setting in cement was affected

by alterations in temperature. Cement which in

the summer set in fifty minutes, took in the
depth of winter as much as five hours to harden,
although in both cases the admi.Kture was
precisely the same. Sir. Dunne also pointed out
that a given weight of concrete, when firmly

rammed, occupied much less spice than did the

individual constituents. They might alios

.'JSUlb. as the weight of every cubic yard of

lammed concrete.

Mr. CiiAia.E.'i F. Maush, the author of a

recently publithed work on "Reinforced Con-
crete," said a concrete with a low percentage of

free lime could be easily manufactured, but this

was very rarely effected in practice. No formula
took into account the internal stresses in tho

material, and even if this were attempted, such
formuI;i' would bo very unreliable. It concrete

set in air it was under tensile stress, and if it set

under water it was under compression. M.
Mouchel would have done better to have dealt

more generally with tho subject; the l[onnol>ii)uo

system was only one of many excellent methods
of combining an iron skeleton with concrete, but

was certainly one of the lirst modes to be intro-

duced into this country. As tho properties of

reinforced concrete came to bo more generally

recognised in this country, r^any other systems
of construction might be expected to be intro-

duced. The great point to remember was that

the successive layers of concrete needed to be

tied together by some form of metal stirrup.

The use of iron bars passing diagonally

through the mass was excellent, as it pre-

vented shearing action. A most efficient type
of column was that containing iron hoops,

devised by M. Considere. Two systems of con-

struction were widely used in America, and were
almost identical in principle, while simple in

character. The formuUe generaUy used did not

take into account the elasticity of concrete. Under
the first load concrete deflected considerably,

but it recovered itself, and after several loadings

the stress was taken np by the reinforcirg

material, so that the deflection was after a time
very much less than with the initial load. The
elongation of reinforced concrete was due to the

presence of the metal, for this reinforcing material

carried the load over a weak section to a stronger

joint. He hoped that experiments which were
now in progress would lead to the establishment

of true and reliable formula^, which could not,be

said to exist at the present time. It was important

that a test load should, be applied over the whole
width of the floor to be experimented upon, and
not heaped upon one team only. One of the most
valuable qualities of a concrete arch was its

monolithic character, each portion supporting all

the others. He cordially agreed with M. Mouchel
as to the stupidity of existing building by-laws

regarding the use of concrete ; but he must differ

from his sweeping statement as to the uselessness

of formuUo. It was essential to carry out a

sufficiency of experiments to establish a safe

formula ; that at present in use had undoubtedly •

too low a working stress.

Mr. Harold Axdeusox, one of the Directors

of the Portland Cement Co., urged the importance

of ascertaining that the aggregate as well as the

cement itself was of good quatity, and the utmost

-

care ought to be taken in performing the opera-

tion of mixing. There should be a combination

of high tensile resistance with compressive

strength. He cordially agreed with aU M.
ilouchel had said about the archaic character

of English building by-laws. Too little atten-

tion had been given by the framers of these codes

to the development of this form of construction.

Mr. H. K. G. Bamiieu said a committee had
been sitting to consider as to the advisability of

preparing a standard specification for cement.

The committee had now completed their delibera-

tions, acd would meet again to draw up their

report. On it sat not only manufacturers, but

also engineers, architects, and contractors. The
representatives of tha cement trades were the

prime movers in the movement. The results of

their labours would be made known in a few
days, and it was to be hoped that architects and
engineers would base their specifications on this

new standard, so that manufacturers of cement
would know exactly what was desired. It did

not seem to be fully understood by the profes-

sions that cement was now ground much more
finely than in the past, and this improvement in

manufacturing processes had a great influence on
the quality and strength of tho material. The
extreme and uniform fineness now tecured ren-

dered the concrete very much more quick-setting.

The greater rapidity with which the material

took up water in tho initial, setting was very

marked. In Germany the makers generally

added small quantities of gypsum to retard the

setting ; but this practice was not followed by
English makers, who had taken up a process by
which they were able to regulate the rapid-

setting quality, without resorting to the use of

gypsum. By this means a very much sounder

quidity of cement was produced than it gypsum
were used. By the use of rotary mills, the

material w.as turned out more uniform in colour,

and therefore the small percentage of unburnt

particles was more readily detected than in the

past.

Mr. Haxnex said they had now available a

specification which was as nearly perfect as they

could obtain. There were two things which he

wished to mention. ( )no w.is that in the old days

they were taught that in laying down a concrete

floor they mubt make an allowance for expansion,

but under the present processes of finer grinding

tho ce.nent when laid down, shr.ank, and did not

expand. Tho second point was that, owing to

tho extremely fine grinding, cement deteriorated

by being kept for any length of time. To adhere

to the old specifications, and keep the material for

soTuo weeks, turning it over from tiiuo to time,

was to damage the material, tor, under present

conditions of manufacture there was no risk of free

lime remaining in tho material. Tho practical

proof was that piles made by his firm with cement
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two months in stock were not nearly so capable of

withstanding compression as similar piles made
from cement only ten days old. He had recently
made tests of the bearinf; power of floors and
beams, with results which appeared extra-

ordinary, for the deflections under heavy loads
were slight and almost inappreciable. He could
not understand how architects were going to design
in th's material and check their specifications

without expert a3si3tance : the calculations of

stresses were so complicated, and as it was
generally understood that the architect's labourers
were not overpaid, this duty should be relegated
to a specially-engaged expert. Even with the use
of formuhe, skilled knowledge was necessary, for

the plainest building was not all floors and beams,
and the designer in a new material like ferro-

concrete needed a thorough grasp of theory and
experience. In the work of his firm with this

material they had to write off a large proportion for

experience and something more which they would
set down to advertising, as work in a new mode
of construction was not directly remunerative.
The question of alterations to a building already
erected in ferro-concrete was a difiicult one. It

should be regarded in a similar sense to work on
an iron-framed building, and it should be borne
in mind that it was easier and less costly to cut
through or to weld together eight or ten iron
rods embedded in concrete, than to perform
similar operations on a girder or beam.
Mr. A. T. Walmisley remarked that any

system adopting flat strips of expanded metal had
certain advantages over those in which iron rods
were embedded in the concrete, for the expanded
metal could be bought in strips, and the super-
intendence and supervision were simpler and less

onerous. He differed from M. Moachel ia his

contempt for formula^. We could gain a general
knowledge of the capabilities of materials by the
use of formuhv, and although these might not be
directly applicable in every instance in their
entiretjf, yet they had great advantages when
preparing a scheme. The best length for a rod
embedded in concrete was eleven times its dia-
meter ; there was absolutely no risk of corrosion,
and as the rate of expansion under changes of
temperature was practically the same for both
protected steel and concrete, no special study need
be given to that point.

Mr. Edw.iiid Rohixs claimed to have taken
out the earliest patent in this country for iron
packed in cement in 1369 and 1877, and to be
the pioneer of reinforced concrete in this country.
He had used Portland cement with an addition of
10 per cent, whiting and a little dextrine, and so
secured adhesion with the metal, and where
heat was applied, he added silicate of soda.

Mr. "\V. Hilton Nash did not think M.
Mouchel had put his case as strongly as he might
have done. In warehouse work the cost was
greatly reduced by the Hennebique method of
construction, and the outlay on ceilings was
obviated, as the under surface of the floor formed
the ceiling. The chief disadvantage was that
all the positions for machinery must be calculated
beforehand and adhered to, for alterations to a
ferro-concrete building wt re very expensive.

Mr. T. LE-nis Ban-ks having spoken, Mr. S.
Perkins Pilk, of Leicester, remarked that the
best cement in his experience was that which set

more slowly. He found that pure hfematite slag
formed the strongest material for aggregate.
This was largely ueed in Cumberland and North
Lancashire, its one advantage being that it set

so slowly. In the present cry for speed, archi-
tects and engineers could hardly afford to keep
their clents waiting the fortnight necessary to
allow for the setting of this hifmatitic cement.
It needed to be carefully selected and properly
ground. He should like to know what effect fire

had on rods in reinforced concre'e. Did the
great heat cause the cement to be thrown off f

Then as to contraction. A long wall in cement
always showed long cracks, due to contraction of
the materials, and this went on for twenty years.
Where these ferro-concrete buildings subject to
like cracks, and what effect had the weather on
the material ? He had once a lamentable expeii-
ence in the use of slag for aggregate in a covered
reservoir. The work was carried out in slag from
a Northamptonshire foundry, and when filled a
leak developed at which a horrible smell was
noticed. The chemists pronounced that it was
due to sulphuretted hydrogen developed by
chemical action on the slag, and the result of
inclosing the reservoir in iron bands was that it

split along the crowns of the vaults in the lines of
least resistance. The concrete proved to be

friable, owing to chemical action of the cement
on the phosphorus and sulphur in the slag. As
an architect, he objected to some of the galleries
and balconies that had been built in ferro-
concrete, to prove its tensile qualities ;—they
might be ingenious from a c nstructional stand-
point, but were not satisfactory from an artistic

point of view.
Mr. Lewis Solomon asked some questions as

to the behaviour of ferro-concrete under extremes
of temperature.
The CiiAiKMAX, in closing the proceedings,

expressed the thanks of the members to Mr. De
Vesian and others who had given their expert
information on a fresh subject.

Henry Edward Seccombe, Albert Frank Slaughter, Jamea-
Conran Smythe, Basil Hope Sutton, Wilfred Irwin
Travers, Gilbert Mackenzie Trench, Richard John
Tyndall, Frederick Arthor Walker, John Bertram Wills,
William Barnet Wyllie, and Samuel Arthur Speare Yeo-

THE FINAL AND SPECIAL EXAMINATIONS.

Thomas Ford Amery, Douglas Anderson, Eiwioj
George Goodson Bax, William Somtrville Beaumont,
Martin Shaw Bii(;gs, John SydLey Brocklesbj". John
Tallents Wynward Brooke, Charles Fry Callow, Charles-
Pitwood Carter, George Rowland Ellis, John Alfredi
Fletcher, Horace Charles Freafl, Willie Josiah Free-
man, Charles Lovett Gill, Herbert Haylock Oolding,
Percy Archibald Hinehlitte, Percy A^pden Honocks.
Arthur Benison Hul.back, Da\id Barnes Jenkinson,
George Alfred Johnson, James Miller, Charles Nicholas,
Herbeit Luck North, C'harles Thomas Palmer. Claude
Paterson, Albert Reginald Powys, Edgar Uiiig^m,
Geiald SanviUe Salomans, Henry Richard George Strong:
Smallman. Neil Campbell Smith, Ernest George Williami
Souster, Charles Joseph Thomson, and John Nonnau
RandaU Vining.THE R.I.B.A. EXAMINATIONS.

THE following candidates have passed in the
examinations held in November by the

Royal Institute of British Architects ;^

THE PRELIMIKABY EXAMINATION.

Archibald James Thomas Abel, James Edgar Adamson,
Albert George Westerman Allen, James Clement Ander-
son, Francis Bacon (jun.), Frederick Alfred Baldwin.
Ernest Hemy Ball, Charles Douglas Barber, Thomas
Christopher Barker, Vernon Stuart Barnes, Humphrey
Battiscombe. William Beswick, Basil Wilberforce Bil-
linge, Arthur George Blackford, Charles Victor Henry
Cheetham Blackwall. Bernard Joseph Boothroyd, James
Everett Bownass, Harry Bradley. Henry Edgar Bunce,
William Henry Burgum. Frederick Malcom Burr. Edgar
Gooding Catchpole, Richard Arnold Chadwick, Richard
Thwaite Chapman, Percivale John Clarke, Owen Coghlan,
Edward Smith Coldwell, Frederick William Commin,
Charles Cooke. Gordon Victor Cooke. Charles Joseph
Morton Cowdell, Jervis Crabtree, Joseph Douglas Craw-
ford, Charles Edward Steedman Davies, Clifton Robert
Davy, Albany Harry Leopold Daw, Harry Alderman
Dickman, George Duncan, Spencer Edwards, William
Henry Elsdon, William Samuel Alfred Emden, Charles
Glynn Evans, Frank Femyhough, Donglas Herbert Fish,
Herbert Sydney Fleming. George Herbert Foggitt. Oliver
Gaunt, Brian Seller Wilfrid Gilbertson, Kenneth
Glover, William Goodchild, Guy Donne Gordon
Hake. Harold Wimpenny Hallas, John Clavering
Hardy. Samuel Harrison, Archibald Philip Hartnell,
John Stephen Harvey, William Hornby Hatchard-Smith,
Charles Dearman Hawley, Harold Crook Haworth, James
Arnold Stephenson Haworth, Irving HenderEon, Leonard
Keir Hftt, Angelo Hewetson, Hugh Robberds Holland,
Percy Estconrt Holland, Joseph Hetbtit Hood, Percy
Howard, Thomas Chailes Hughes, Geoige Butterworth
Jackson, Richard Jaques, John McNee Jetfrey, John
Bulherford Johnstone, Gordon Beni Kaufmann, Sydney
"Victor Kendall, Percy Kingsford Kipps, Samuel Maynard
Kirkman, Fred Lambrick, Tom Smith Linton, Frederick
Allan Llewellyn, Harold Stewart Lockhead, Hay-
ward James Luck, Charles Beresford Lyne, George
Newbert Lynn, Robert John Macdonald, Archibald
John McLean, Charles Stanbury Madeley, Theodore
Charles Mannooch, George Frederic Marshall, Christopher
James Fawcett Martindale, Harold Ewart Matthews,
Stanley Wajman Milburn, William Milbume, Charles
Johns Mole, Wil iam Moor, Ernest Josiah Edwards
Moore, Charles Ofcar Moreton, Walter Ernest Miiller-
hausen, William AVilbeforce Neat, Denis Edwin Oram,
William Aylott Orton, William Park, Geoffrey Eastcott
Pearse, Arthur Todd Phillips, Ha old Graham Phillips,
Arthur Douglas Philpott, Robert Pierce, Donald John
(irant Plumley, Ralph Skeate Pouting, William
Willoughby Price. Charles Edward Fellowes I'rynne,
Stanislaus George Reilly. Wilfred tfeorge Relph, Leonard
Arthur Rejnolds, John Blythe Richardson. Philip
Richardson, Sydney Riches, Frederick Andrew Roberts,
Stuait Robertson, Fiedelick James Robinson. Fiedeiick
Charles Robson, Horace Edwin Rolley, John Ali ter
Boss, George Crowhuist Rubie, Harold John Ruddle,
Arthur Rylatt, William Henry Sagar, Sydney
Geof Scales, George Downing Scammell, Samuel
Marshall PhUpott Sheppard, Arthur Squire Slater,
Thomas Spencer, George Reilly Stanislaus, William
Charles Steljes. Godfrey John Thomas Stemp. John
Joseph Stout, Robert Victor Sturgeon, Frank Suddards,
Michael Calvert Sunter, Thomas Smith Tait, John
Hammond Taylore, Frank Drummond Thomson, Albert
Isaac Turner, Archibald Walmsley, Robert A. Walter,
Stanley Kenyon Watkins. Robert Arthur Welch,
William Bailey Wheatley, Walter George Whincop,
Arthur Eli Mitchell Whitehouae, Henry Whittaker,
Howard Shadwell Whittingham, Herbert Graham
Wicks, John Paul Wilhams. Frederick Candelent Wilson,
Norman Frederick Smagg Winter, Leonard Sutton Wood,
Walter Edgar Woodin, John Wo 'llatt, and Charles
Henry Wright.

THE ISTERMEOIATE EXAMINATION.

George Nott, Walter Harvey, Percival Maurice Eraser,
Hayward Lewis Samson, Sidney Joseph Webber, Sydney
Stanley Waghorn, Leonard Sutton Wood, Percy Dalton,
Edward Lancelot Wren, Humphrey Albert Beeston,
James Sydney Cable, Arthur George Lynham, Charles
Henry Putter. Frederick George Oliver, Andrew Dan-
skine Aitken, Robert Herbert Blackburn, Henry Black-
adder, William Peel Schofleld, Alfred Edward Beswick,
George Herbert Parry, Wilfrid Law Mellor, David Wil-
liam Ditchbum, Robert George Roberts. Louis Stanley
Fifoot, Frederick Noel Bamford, Thomas Simons
Attlee, Frank Leslie Atwell, Fratcia Holies Bulmer,
Tilleara Horace Osman Collings, William Francis
Dickinson, Joseph Percy Firth, Basil Wallis Fitch-Jones,
Harold French. Edward Hall Gandy, John Harold Gask,
John Howard Goodchild, George Harry Bertram Gould,
John Homer Hargreaves, Alfred John Healey, Frank
Billett Hooper, Walter Jackson, Walter Kerr, Harry
George Lay. Alexander Sinclair Wemyss Mackay, Moritz
Richard Martin, Alfred Mawaon Millwood, George „ v/u JU oof* \.;™v ™:*v. » <,i;^l,f1,r
Edward Hanson NewBold, George Wilfred Page, JarSs ! =1 ™°"'','^"1 some 20ft. high, with a slightly

Alexander Pirie, Henry Arthur Porter, Alfred Rigby, |
moulded capping, or astragal, worked at the top.

CAEN AND ITS QU-4.RRIES.—III.

By Harry Hems.

IT was one gloriously fine typical autumnal
afternoon in October last, when a right jovial

tr^o drove out from the ancient town of Caen,.

behind a stout Normandy cob, intent upon visiting

the celebrated Allemagne Quarries, situated near
a village of that name, some three miles in the-

country. The little party consisted ofM . Delaunay,
the courteous manager of the firm of Blessrs. E.
James acd Cie., the nominal owners of the-

quarries in question ; Mr. T. Menzies, the resident
chartered interpreter at Caen, who, although an
Englishman by birth, is a naturalised Frenchman,
and has a smart young son at present serving hi&
three years as a Zouave in North Africa (rather

hard lines for a practicaDy English lad!), and
myself. Up the Rue de Falaise we trotted gaily
until we reached a superb monolith of grey Vire
granite, supporting a strikingly effective Calvary.
The die-stone rests upon seven steps (all in the-

same material), and although the shaft only
measures 15in. square at its base, it is 30ft. high
to the crosspiece. The arms and upper portion
(hewn in one stone) rest upon it. The suspended,

figure of the crucified Christ is well modelled,
and is of a warm-coloured stone, similar in tint

and texture to our own Yellow Mansfield. Here
we turned abruptly to the right, and drove
through the midst of a long avenue of trees,

presently passing by one of the several cemeteries
(four) of which the town is possessed. Although
Caen is not a fortified place—of the castle built

by William, Duke of Normandy,—upon high
ground over and above St. Pierre,—nought but
the chapel of St. George and a few other remains
now exist—its environs affect huge stone wsJls-

to a remarkable degree. Almost every house

—

yea, and some of the farms, too—are surrounded,

by high ones. Indeed, whole acres of land are

so inclosed, giving a stranger the impression that
every other building passed is a convent or
other kind of ecclesiastical residence. Walling
material is to be had cheaply enough : but
wallers' wages are not nominal, and as these

forbidding-looking inclosures are well builr, the
money expended therein must be considerable.

Admirably put up, these walls are very different

to the loose ones we are familiar with in

Derbyshire and Yorkshire. I recollect when an
apprentice thereabouts, pretty nearly half a
century ago, the local walls were built—and
maybe, are so now—by piecework. I'en toiled

at them in pairs, and the rough and slovenly

way in which the work was all too often turned
out, gave rise to the local tradition that when
Saturday night came round one man was forced

to stand with his back against the wall to hold it

up, whilst his mate went to the pay-table to take

the money the couple had earned between them !

A CAEN CEMETEKY.

Let us pull up at the entrance to this particular

burial-place we are passing, for it is a typical

God's acre of others hereabouts. Of course, it ia

surrounded by the usual high wall—that goes
without saying—and is, on plan, almost square,

with straight paths, crossing and recrossing each
other in all directions. In the centre is reared a
graceful (Vire) granite cross, the shaft chamfered
on the edges, and passingly singular, in

that the column, from top to bottom, is of the

same diameter all through. Refer, for a moment,
toBrindley and Weatherley's" Ancient Sepulchral

Monuments " (1887), the best work, by a long
way, upon that subject extant, and notice how
rare such proportions as these are. The shaft is
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thus affording an excellent oppoitunity for joint-

ing. The cross stone and continued upright
have the same kind of moulded finish. Many
costly mausoleums are here, built with
their altars against the high boundary wall.

These chantries are in\ariably of Caen s'one, ex-
cellently designed, and thoughtfully enriched by
carving or sculpture. Headstones and crosses
marking graves are often of the same material ; but
most of these show distinct signs of decay. Of
marble little is seen : the Carrara invas'on, that
has already practically ruined the Englich
statuary, has, happily, not yet reached Nor-
mandy. Distinctly the best memorials are those
fashioned in a cold grey limestone, one that takes
a capital polish . It is procured from the quarries
at Mont Martin, near Granville. It is an excel-
lent material ; but the local statuaries say in-
volves considerable waste in its working. There
is another sort of (blue) limestone, much in
lemand for memorials. It comes from Ecaus-
sioes, situated rather more than twenty miles from
Brussels. This is a cheaper stone than is the
Mont Slartin. Granite is in evidence, but not to
any large degree. Ooly the poorer classes
appear to erect wooden crosses. These are
always of pine—never, apparently, of oak or teak.
They are invariably painted pure white—white
with black lines on their margins, or stone
colour. Of iron crosses there are an immense
variety. Some of these are distinctly artiotic,
a few quite the reverse. Most have the figure of
the Crucified Lord introduced in the midst of
much flowing ornamentation ; often with a
couple of other figures standing at the base.
These crosses are sometimes gilded, others are
silvered : the majority are painted black. Their
undoubted weakness lies in the bases they are
let into, which are generally of comparatively
soft stone. The oxidation that naturally follows
causes ruin, for after a few winters' exposure
their supports fly, and the cross becomes perma-
nently insecure. Here is a sketch of a typical
metal cross I made upon the spot. Such a one

—

die-stone and all—lettered complete (-Ift. 6in. or
5ft. out of ground). may be procured from any
statuary's yard in Normandy for the moderate
outlay of about £2. Of course, beaded orna-
ments, taking the form of wreaths, crosses, and
other decorations of that character, and of all

colours, abound at every hand, llany are not
without merit of a kind, and comparatively large
sums are spent upon them annually. But the
wires by which the beads are strung together
soon rust, to the great disfigurement of the actual
monument these additions are primarily intended
to decorate.

But, time goes on apace, and we have the
quarries to visit. So, leaving the cemetery be-
hind, we will continue our drive, and having
passed the Octro, where the officials on duty look
la2ily after us, we turn sharp to the left, and the
open country is reached.

THE PLAIN 01' I AEN.

Picture—as it is easy enough to do— a typical,
long, straight French road, well shaded by trees
on either hand, skirting a perfectly level tract of
country, one as flit as are the fens of Lincoln-
ehire. All the land is admirably tilled and
cultivated, and is entirely innocent of hedges.
Here and there other minor roads strike off at
high angles from the main one, and some of
these also have their lines of demarcation outlined
by rows of trees. The splendid road we are driving
along is known as the

HOUTE NATIOXALE NO. CLXII.

and is the direct connection between Caen and
Angers, in Southern Brittany, the latter a town
half as large again as is the former, and, from
many varied points of view, well worth vieiting.
AUemagno itself is exactly fivo kilomitres from
Caen. It is difficult, when looking at these
broid and fertile acres, to realise that only a
few yards beneath a solid stratum of stone, some-
thing like 60ft. in thickness, exists everywhere.

AI.LE>IAf.NE.

The village itself is small and compact. ISuilt
of local stone, the houses are roofed by brown
tiles, whilst in the midst of all rises a graceful
spire. The church itself, however, is com-
paratively new. The actual (piarrios are half a
mile nearer to Caen than is this village. As a
matter of fact, a stranger might pass them a score
of times and never for a moment suspect their
identity. Thi.ir general surroundings suggest
an ordinary stone merchant's yard or wharf.

THE QVARUIES.

These are reached by descending a shaft 53ft.

deep and cut IBft. square, situated in the midst
of piles of stone. Looking down the opening,
one perceives the actual stone itself com-
mences about 14ft. below the surface, and from
there down to the prsent workings it presents a
perfectly solid wall of rock on all four sides.

Fixed into one angle of the yawning chasm are a
series of stages connected by iron ladders, and by
going down these the workmen reach the bottom
and ascend again the same way when their hours
of labour are expired. Above this great shaft is

an overhead movable traveller possessing a capable
lifting power of fome 20 tons. Chains lowered
by this are attached to the stones upon trolleys thit
have previously been run upon metals to the pit's

bottom. The blocks are then quickly drawn up and
stacked as may be desired, or swung direct upon
any waggon that may be ready to take them. "The
present, however, has not always been the place
of e.xit. The original direct communication into
these subterranean workings—about 100 years
ago-^was by a tunnel made in the cliff by the
side of the river L'Orne, situated nearly a mile
away ; but in more recent times an easy incline,

commencing where the shaft now is, led by a

Itvti/L^v^^ uft^yvSttm^iitH- /Jx^Tt Cf ItXitttV'

circuitous route and a tram-line down through
a cutting into the bowels of the earth. This
is still used, although not generally. In-
ternally these quairies present much the same
appearance as do those already pissingly referred
to in an eirlier paper as existing at lieer, upon
the south-east Devon coast. As at lieer, the
borings at AUemagne wind about, apparently
much as the workers list, supports of solid
rock, some 8ft. or 10ft. square, being left ever and
again. The actual workings run about 18ft. in

diameter, and are of about the same altitude.
Handy light tram-lines are laid along as the
excavations proceed. These are connected
with each other, and lead to the base of the main
shaft. The trucks that run upon these rails are
pulled by horses. I am informed work is at present
in progress in about thirty different parts of this

extensive cpiarry. The portion opened extends
nearly three-quarters of a mile one way by half
a mile the other. The average depth of the
workings is 72ft. from the surface. The tempera-
ture varies little in summer or winter. The stone
\n !,itH seems to be very wet. Constant drippings
fall from the roof : hence, what with water and
small ill litis, there exists plenty of mud to tr.imp
through. 'The men work by the fickle light of

oil-lamps and candles.

The mode of opening out the stone is as

follows ;—The upper cruet is not used at all ; bat

to a depth of 3ft. 6in. to 4ft. is blasted, and
when this rubbish is cleared, the actual work of
quarrying commences. For all practical purposes
there exist five seams. The first is about 4ft. in
its bed, the second a trifle less. The stone
secured from both these is applied to ordinary local
building purposes, walling, ic. The third bedia
fully 4ft. deep, and the fourth rather more so.

They produce the best stone—tiiat which the
owners rely upon for the maintenance of their
reputation at home and abroad. The fifth seam
is 3ft. 6in. deep, but is seldom quarried.

THE QUARUVMEN.
Good honest fellows, these underground toilers

work 11 hours a day (66 a week), and the earn-
ings of the best of them is a demi-franc (5d.) an
hour. Compared with the heavy and exhaustive
nature of the work I have seen performed under
trying climatic influences in the quarries at
Carrara, the excavation of Caen stone appeared
to me to be a comparatively light task. But the
workmen at Caen will not admit this soft im-
peachment, and declare their labour to be very
trying indeed. The inotlns opiramit may be thus
described:—A narrow channel 3in. wide is cut
all around the edges of the required block, and
by jumping with long bars of pointed iron known
as nit/Hillex, sinkings are obtained. These
channels are cleaied out from time to time as
required by a tire terrc—a soit of narrow rake

—

and when once the grooves reach the depth of the
bed the block is readily prized up by iron bars ;

jacks and chain do the shifting business, and after
having been roughly squared up, the stone
presently fiods itself upon the waggon ready for
carting away to the shaft prior to hoisting to
terra firma. The jacks in use are all of the old-
fashioned square wooden-cased variety. The
ordinary lifting one is know as the crec. whilst
the lerrette is a jack fixed in a long wooden
block, relied upon for pushing and thrusting
rather than for actual raising purposes. Various
picks and axes are used for scappling-up purposes.
A handy pick, measuring 14in. from point to
point is known as hi plsche. It is the first tool
that is applied to a rough block. Then comes
the layi; a heavy double-edged axe. Another
handy axe has fivo teeth on each edge. This is

the dialilr (devil). A finer one has eight teeth,
and is known as the ijrain il'urge (the barley
grain), the mark its claws leave upon the face of
the stone suggesting its name. The handles of
these various rough-and-ready tools are about
2ft. 2in. long.

All accustomed to the handling and working
of Caen stone blocks in this country are aware
that the sides only show tooth marks.
These always are on the sweep, and their appear-
ance suggest a huge circular saw may possibly
have passed through them. In reality the curve
given comes by the natural swing of the work •

man's arm when using the ijrmii il'iiri/r. It may
be noted these occur on 1 he edges of the blocks
only. The top and bottom beds are axed over
by the li/i/e, which, as already stated, possesses no
teeth ; hence the bed of a block of Caen stone is

instantly recognisable by these two distinctly
different treatment of its faces.

The waste and small stones, practically the
rubbish, is utilised by being burnt into lime
[fhiiii.i) near the pit's mouth. There is a Krge
local demand for it. There are a couple of other
underground quairies, actively at work, within
sight of the one just described, Imt both are on a
comparatively small scale.

nil: Ni-ui;iiit(>L'U)iuoD or Ai,i.E^iAt;Nr.

.\croB8 the plain of Caen, a mile or eg away,
rising above a small isolated group of houses and
foliage, may be seen the fine tower and spire of
Les Ifs. The former is of F. irly Norman, and so,

too, is Iho south-west entrance to the churih it-

self. Tho latter consis's of a nave and north
ai^le covered in with tilts. The fabric generally,

and its spire, is of Kirly I'ointed date. The bells

are rung from tho ground floor of the tower,
which forms one of tlie oldest and quaintest stone-
groined belfries it was over my delight to enter.

Tho opening above, for lifting (or, if necessary,

lowoiiDg) the bel's, does not cccur, as is usual,

through the centre of thi groined work, but
(iwkwardly) through one of the spmdrels upon its

eastern side. The chincel eontains some 16th-
century returned miserere stalls, and, near to the
south-western entrance*, is an octagonal foot (age
doubtful), upon which is a quaint old ogee out-

lined brass coier, surmounted by orb and cross;

its extreme elevation is 1ft. 4in., and diam.
2ft. 4in. It is padlocked to tho font. Low
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brass covers of similar kind are not uncommon in

the old churches of Normandy ; some are ancient,

but more often they are modern.
Les Ifs rejoices in a fine old pulpit, built

against the south wall. It is of Jacobean cha-
racter, elaborately carved, and is of Caen stone,

which, unfortunately, some misguided Thackeray
Turner of the 19th century has defiled by lime-

washing pretty thickly. It bears an inscription,

and the date " a.d. 1685." The Four Evangelists
are carved in low relief upon the panels, and it

is approached by sculptured stairs, taking a

pleasant sweep. This pulpit is lined with wood,
and possesses a good sounding-bcard of the fame
material and date. Painted deal panelling (Sft.

3in . high) forms a dado around the church, probably
placed there about the same time as the pulpit.

There is another church, possessed of some
interest, not far away ; but as it stands in a
wooded combe near the river's side, it may readily

be missed. To reach it from AUemagne (about

one mile) one passes quite a number of semi-

decayed tine old chateau-like farmhouses, having
extensive barns and granaries attached to them
all, inclosed by high prison-like walls. Then,
turning sharp to the left, is seen a north tower

and spire of Norman date, attached to a com-
paratively new little church (nave and chancel),

the latter already desecrated, and fast going to

ruins. This tower is built in three tiers, the

middle one arcaded ; the spire follows the square

line of the tower it springs frcm. As a whole,

its masonry is in perfect state, and its well-

weathered stones form a striking object-lesson to

the splays of the buttresses of the almost new
church adjoining, which have already fallen to

pieces, and look quite shamefaced at the grey
old 11th-century tower and spire. The latter

are sound as they were in the long-ago days,

whf.n William the Conqueror—that mixture of

the elements of war and of active religion—rode
out here from Caen, four miles away, and pro-

nounced the completed church good. Thus, as

one looks thereupon, and then at the decayed
new work, the whole thiog seems a mystery, the

cause for which I am unable to offer any
explanation.

This church is most isolated. I could not even
learn its name from my companions. Others
seem to have experienced this same particular

difficulty. Mr. W. Eden Nesfield, in his " Speci-

mens of Mediaeval Architecture" (1862), gives a

capital illustration of the building (Plate 18),

apparently sketched prior to the original church's

disappearance, and the erection of the present

prematurely ruined one. Unable to correctly

father the drawing with a name, the late facile

artist simply refers to it in his book as a church
" near AUemagne."
The pleasantest day perforce comes to an end,

and now the horse's head is turned towards the
Department of Calvados' chief town. Soon its fair

spires loom into sight, and just as we round the
sharp corner near the ancient Norman church of

St. Michael at Caen, and passingly deplore the
wretched Classical west front some degenerate
architect, less than a century ago put there, the
deep note of a heavy bell tolls out. It is the
Curfew ringing even as it does in Exeter at the
hour of eight—from the northern N orman tower
of the latter's fair cathedral. It was Bishop
William Warelwast, the blind nephew of William
the Conqueror, who built the Exeter towers, and
every eve, from that day to this, the Curfew has
been rung therein. The great bell, "Peter"
first peals out one stroke for each day of the
month, and then—after a slight pause—eight
strokes more.
Some account of my visitto the Quilly quarries,

equally interesting as are those at AUemagne, as

well as the record of other matter relevant to the
subject at issue, is reserved for the next article.

[Tv he confiifitn?.)

ings resulting therefrom. The first ami principal

resolution, which was moved by Mr. Knee,
Secretary of the Conference, called upon the
(iovernment to provide improved financial facili-

ties for the carrying out of municipal housing
schemes by any of four methods:— (1) By
eaipowering local authorities to issue nou-
interest-bearing notes; (2) by grants from the
Imperial Exchequer ; (3) by levying direct rates

for housing purposes : (4) by a tax en site values, a

portion of the funds so raised to be set aside for

housing purposes. In support of the resolution

Dr. Macnamara, M.P., stated what had been
done by the Workmen's National Council in pro-

moting their Housing Bill, of which he had had
charge for three years. Their chief objects were
to obtain loans for housing and rehousing pur-
poses at interest not exceeding two per cent., and
for terms extending to 100 years for repayments,
to provide for rehousing prior to demolition, and
to tax land values so as to secure a revenue upon
which a preferential claim should be given to

schemes under the Housing Acts. Considerable
progress had been made, as was shown by the

majority by which Sir G. Trevelyan's Bill had
passed its second reading, but there was no
driving power behind the housing question in
Parliament. Instead of being forced on by a
powerful organisation, the subject seemed to be
regarded by most of those friendly to housing
schemes with a sort of amiable helplessness tinged
by cynical indifference. The recent revelation of

the waste of public money during the war in

South Africa proved that plenty of public money
ought to be available for housing the working
classes. The speaker suggested the withdrawal
of the third of the methods mentioned in the
resolution. To levy a direct rate for housing
schemes would tend to make them unpopular,
Jlr. Henry Tozer, of Westminster, as an amend,
ment, proposed to omit clause 3 from the resolu-
tion, and Mr. Ross (Woolwich) having seconded,
a long discussion followed, in which the delegates
were about equally divided for and against the
proposal to levy a special rate. At length, on a
division, the numbers were declared to be, for the
omission of the clause 162, against IfiO, and the
resolution was declared carried as amended.
On the motion of Mr. Robert WilUams,

seconded by Mr. Watts, a resolution was passed
viewing with alarm the agitation now being
carried on by some landowners in favour of

entirely abrogating or so modifying rural build-
ing by-laws that cottages of matchlining and
corrugated iron might be built, deploring the
tendency in London and other places to modify
the urban by-laws so as to permit the construction
of rooms containing an inadequate air space, and
calling upon the London County Council to intro-

duce in its forthcoming Building Act Amendment
BiU a clause defining a room, such definition to

state that the air space of a room should not be
less than 1,200c. ft. The resolution also urged
the extra-metropolitan local authorities to embody
the same provision in their building by-laws,
and suggested that the Registrar- General should
be empowered to issue to the enumerators of the
next census a proper definition of a room.

Other resolutions were carried condemning the
reckless and irresponsible demolition of houses
occupied by workers, and urging the organisation
of improved means of transit and locomotion for
London, by the construction of new main roads
and of light and other railways for the Metro-
politan and surrounding districts.

LONDON HOITSING CONFERENCE.

A LARGELY-ATTENDED meeting of dele-
gates from Metropolitan and suburban

borough councils, trade societies, labour com-
mittees, and trade unions was held on Saturday
at Essex Hall, Strand, London, to discuss a series
of resolutions upon the housing question, Mr.
W. Steadman, L.C.C., presiding. The Chair-
man said the object of the conference was to
wake up the Government to a sense of the netd
of legislation for the workers of this country to

ect them from the rapacity of landlords, high
\, and the crowding and insanitary surround-

ON LIMES AND MORTARS.—IX.
WATsox (1784)

—

[cniitiniii-ir).

IT is not an easy matter to say with any degree
of assurance what the state of chemical

knowledge was before the Flood, though it is not
difficult apparently to speculate on that fascinating
subject. Dr. Watson was much interested in
pre-Noachian chemistry, and he assures us this,

as 1656 years must have elapsed between the
Creation of the world and the Deluge, a whole
range of economic arts must have attained to a
considerable degree of perfection during this
time. Elmes, the biographer of Wren, informs
us that, though the history of the ages before the
Deluge furnished but few materials for the history
of architec'-ure, yet Adam's immediate progeny
were no doubt acquainted with the arts of archi-
tecture, painting, and sculpture, but that these
antediluvians did not make much progress in
them. If it is true, as Elmes says, that the
history of architecture is the history of the human

mind, we must unfortunately conclude, from an

I
inspection of our public buildings, that the

]
human mind, at least that portion of it con-
cerned with architecture, is at present in a

!
peculiarly chaotic condition. ,Elian says it was
usual in the infancy of the art of painting,

that the artist should inscribe under his

figures, " This is an ox, that is a horse, this is a

man, that is a tree," so in these latter days, to

save mental anxiety, it has become a matter of

absolute necessity that our buildings should be
inscribed, "This is not a Greek temple, it is a
Protestant church ; this is not a Media3val
monastery, it is a law-court ; that is not an abbey
church of the 13th century turned inside out, it is

a savings bank." The Progressives on our
County Councils may be trusted to enforce such
a regulation. Unfortunately, any knowledge of

antediluvian art is wholly lost, for it perished

with its possessors. No such elaborate prepara-

tions were made for preserving it as were adopted
for perpetuating a knowledge of natural history

;

hence though we have many examples of old-

time animals, we have none at all of antediluvian

art. If at that time there had been an Institute

of Architects, or even an Association, the Flood
swept all their works away—a calamity which
would not have been an unmixed evil it it could
have included the works of Vitruvius and Palladio

as well in the general wreck. Dr. Watson says
that as Tubal Caia was a technical lecturer to

workers in copper and iron, he must have
known all about metaUurgical chemistry, and as

Cain built a city before the lime of Tubal Cain,

it is probable the latter used iron in building
construction ; if this is so, ferro-concrete may
not be such a new material after all. But,
notwithstanding Watson and Elmes, it is scarcely

wise to build much on what Moses says about the

arts and crafts before the Flood, for he is mar-
vellously astray in the astronomy and geology of

the same period. Dr. Watson apologises for,

rather than adopts, the opinion, that the dis-

covery of chemical mj'Steries might have been
the prftiidii ff«oris which the angels at that time
paid to the fair daughters of men. It is distress-

ing, after this more or less interesting digression

on the state of the arts between the Creation and
the Deluge, to learn from Herbert Spencer that
the world never was created, and from ('olenso

and the geologists that there never was a Deluge ;

but the difficulty arises from the fact that these

scientists lacked faith, which stimulates belief,

but does not affect the understanding. In meta-
physics and theology, the mind may range un-
fettered in the immense void of possibility,

framing hypotheses which begin and end in

mere supposition : but in physics, hypothesis

must be bottomed on some real knowledge, and
when Dr. Watson deals with the latter, he talks

quite rationaUy, and does not impose on himself

or anyone else.

( ii!j- is a Latin word, which, strictly speaking,

denotes the friable earth to which some bodies are

reduced by burning ; that operation is known as

ealfliiatioii, and the bodies so reduced are

nilrari-oits bodies. Watson says that the Calx or

powdering earth procured from calcareous sub-

stances by calcination is called lime, but more
philosophically quicklime. It need not be said

that quicklime is not necessarilj' a powdery
earth, in fact it is usuaUy a hard stony sub-

stance, and it is reduced to powder by grinding
or slaking. Watson points out that though lead,

tin, and o'.her substances may be reduced by fire

to the state of a calx, as the earths obtainable in

this way do not possess the qualities pertaining to

the calces of calcareous substances, they are not

quicklimes, but the c ilces of the metals from which
they are prepared. In Cambridgesh're and many
of the southern counties lime is prepared from
chalk or clunch, the kilns being inverted cones

sunk in the ground and lined with brick. The
kilns are usually 14ft. deep, and 10ft. diameter at

the top. One will burn 150 bushels of lime in

twenty-four hours, using one bushel of coal to

every four or five bushels of lime ; there are

thousands of these primitive kilns still in use all

over England.

In the Northern Counties, and in Wales, they
burn limestones and marbles for lime ; but in

Holland, where they have no chalk or limestone,

they drag shells out of the sea with nets drawn
by horses, and then burn the sheUs for lime. In
the southern islands, coral rocks are burned into

"chinam"orlime, and in some parts of America

,

madrepores and other kinds of coral are calcined

for the same purpose. Marbles of different sorts,

spir, stalactites, dropstones or watricles, as they
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are called in Derbyshire, and other similar

substances yield pure lime, or mixtures of pure
lime, with sand and clay in various proportions.

Limestones may be burned with coal, coke, wood,
or furze, the kind ot fuel does not matter so long

as the stone is raised to the proper temperature.

Dr. Watson uses the expression "limestones and
marbles," but these are reaUy the same rock, or,

to speak more correctly, all marbles are limestones,

though all limestones are not marble. Both are

carbonate of lime, as, for instance, chalk and
statuary marble : the physical condition of the

carbonate determines whether the stone is marble
or not ; in chalk it is soft, friable, and earthy,

whilst in all limestones which may be called

marbles it is compact, the colour being pure
white ; black, owing to the presence of carbon,

or mottled by oxides of the -metals. Strictly

speaking, marble is a crystalline variety of

limestone which has been altered or meta-
morphosed—such, at least, is the geological

definition of it ; but there are crystalline lime-
stones which have neither been altered nor meta-
morphosed. A coral reef is a compact solid

aggregation of limestone, yet soft as compared
with marble ; but in the Carboniferous Limestone
formation coral reefs are found fossilised, and as

hard as any marble, yet they have not been
altered or metamorphosed. Again the stalactites

referred to by Dr. Watson are usually pure
carbonate of lime, and they are formed by water
oozing through the roofs of caverns in limestone
ruck. When the stalactites are hard, semi-trans-
lucent, or opalescent, they are true " alabaster "

;

the latter name is usually given in the trade and
by building workmen to gypsum, as that of

"Mexican onyx" is to cystalline carbonate of

lime of fibrous texture, and which is streaked like

the true onyx, a purely silicious stone. Dr.
Watson refers to Madrepores and other kinds of

coral, as yielding lime when burnt ; the acti-

nozoon, known to naturalists as the coral zoo-

phyte, secretes carbonate of lime from sea -water
in warm climates, and constructs reefs and
barriers round every ehore where conditions

are favourable to its development. Each cell in a

piece of Madrepore coral is the abode of an
Independent being, and some idea of the exuber-
ance of animal life in a reef may be gathered
from the fact that in comparatively recent

geological times corals have added about 15,000
square miles to the Peninsula of Florida. The
limestone in all theee reefs is secreted by the

polyps : but its su'jsequent consolidation is due to

the chemical action of the carbonate of lime
which enters into its composition. From what
has been said, it follows that any rock which is

mainly composed of carbonate of lime will yield

lime when it is burnt, and the condition of the

rock— hat is, its texture or compactness—in no
way affects the result. Dr. Watson says that if

pit coal is used for burning lime, care must be
taken that it does not cake together, which it has a

tendency to do when used in large quantities, for

in such cases there is not an equal diffusion of

heat, and the stone remains unburned. He
directs that the limestone should be broken into

small pieces, that the heat may penetrate every

part of it ; but this trouble need not be taken if

the stone is naturally fissile, for then the blocks

may be set on edge, and the (lame will find its way
between the layers. It was the practice in some
parts of Yorkshire to burn pieces of the latter kind
of stone a foot in thickness and a foot and a half in

length without breaking. In such cases, eight

dozen of coal produced twenty-two dozen of lime,

the dozen being thirty-six bushels. The prob-
ability that a certain definite degree of heat was
necessary to convert limestone into lime was sus-

spected by the doctor, and ho stated boldly that

if the heat be too small the whole of the substance
will not bo converted into lime, and, on the other

hand, too great a lieat will convert it into a glassy
scoriii, and when this vitrification takes place the
lime is valueless. It was generally believed that

pure limes could not be vitrified with the greatest
degree of heat ; but there was a suspicion that if

a pure limestone was 8\ibjected to a superior

degree of heat vitrification might result. \\'liether

this was 80 or not, lime-burnors were careful not
to give too much heat, lest the quality of the lime
should be injured. It was a matter of common
observation at the time that in many kilns in

which the heat had been too violent, sovoral pieces

of the limestone fired were covered with a gLissy

coat and stuck together. In accounting for this

Dr. Watson was most cautious, and would noteay
it was to bo ascribed to a beginning of vitrifica-

tion in the stone, or that the ashes of the fuel

caused this change, and he shrewdly observes

that the vitrification of a limestone, when mixed
with other substances, is obvious in iron furnaces
where limestone is used as a flax, and from which
it runs off as scoria or slag. The Doctor went
marvellously near inventing Portland cement in

making the following experiment. He mixed
equal weights of powdered chalk and pipeclay in

a ciucible. In the centre of this crucible he put
two solid pieces, one of chalk and the other of clay,

so that they might not touch, but be everywhere
surrounded with the mixture of clay and chalk

;

then he exposed the whole to a strong degree of

heat for a sufficient length of time, that is until

the mixture was converted into glass, after

which, in breaking the vitrified mass, he dis-

covered the two pieces of chalk and clay un-
vitritied and unaltered. He concluded from this

experiment that earth and clay run to glass in a

degree of heat which is not sufficient to vitrify

either of these substances whan pure. It may
seem strange that the chalk in this case was not

converted into lime. It is observed that the

chalk was "unaltered" and "unvitrified,"

though it was exposed to an intense heat ; but it

must be remembered that chalk, even when
calcined at the highest temperature, cannot be
converted into lime if the carbonic acid which
enters into its composition is confined, and cannot
escape from it. An example of this on a largo scale

is seen in the chalk of Ulster. Here the formation

is traversed by dykes of basalt, and capped by a

thick sheet of the same rock. The intrusion of all

this molten matter at an unusually high tempera-
ture has not in any way altered the chemical com-
position of the chalk, though it has converted it

into a semi- crystalline mass so hard that it will

not leave a mark on any surface as ordinary chalk

does. The latter limestone may be described as a

metamorphic rock, for it was deposited a soft

chalk ; but by the subsequent intrusion of

molten lava it was altered to a hard crystalline

limestone. It was well-known that, bulk for bulk,

lime was lighter than the stone from which it was
made, so that it must have lost some substance

during its calcination, and an attempt was made to

ascertain its quantity by experiments made on
statuary marble. Sienna marble, various

Derbyshire spars and marbles, Clitheroe

limestone, Purbeck stone, Cherry Ilinton

chalk, and Ketton stone, " denominated Ham-
mites, from its being composed of globules re-

semblingtheroesof fishes" (ourOolite). Purepieces
of each of these substances, two or three at a time,

were placed in a crucible filled with sand, care

being taken that they did not touch each other or

the side of the crucible, and the whole exposed to

a very strong fire for four hours. Some of the

pieces weighed more than one ounce, so that the

fire was considered sufficient to convert them into

quicklime ; they were weighed very accurately

before and after calcination, great care being
taken to free them from any sand that might
have adhered to them in the crucible. The
different results of the experiments are tabulated

below. The first column enumerates the limestones

used, the second the quantity of lime produced
from each, and the third the weight of matter

dissipated during calcination.

Veined marble H'464cwt. 8'536cwt.

Purbeck stone 11-446 „ 8 551,,
Clitheroe limestone 11-401 ,, 8599 „
Dove marble 11-366 „ 8-541 „
Chalk 11-830 „ 8-670 ,,

Sienna marble 11-312 ,, 8 688 „
Portland stone 11-285,, 8-715,,

Ketton Btone 11-268,, 8-732,,

Statuary marble 11-259
,,

8-741 „
CrystaUiaed spar ll-COO „ 9 000 „

It will be seen by the foregoing table that the

medium yield of lime from a ton of stono was

ll-3ent., and the loss of weight 8-7cwt. Of
course, the tabulated numbers were derived by
simple proportion from the actual weights used in

the experiments. The Doctor was anxious to

compare the result of his experiments with those

of others working on tha same lines, so he hunted

up various papers in tho I'/iilu^o/i/iitti/ Tiaiixailiaiis

and other similar publications with the following

results:

—

Courcelles limeBtone (1) U'SlScwt. «-482cwt.

„ W 11'214 „ 8-78« „
(3) 11000 „ 900O ,,

Swedinh limestone 11-160 „ 8 hid „
Gothland coral 11117 „ 8'893 „
Fieh sheila 11-053,, ,si)l7,.

Chalk n-000 ,. Iiouo .,

Medium lime from a ton 11 -newt., loss

.SSIicwt. The limestones from Courcelles were

burned in a limekiln for 30 hours.

It was obvious from these tables that limestones

of different kinds and from different countries

yielded about the same quantity of lime by cal-

cination. Yet it was thought advisable to test

the experiments by the actual calcination of a ton

of limestone or clialk in an ordinary kiln, and
this was done. Four bushels of chalk well dried

weighed 86jlb., when calcined the weight was
reduced to 66jlb., therefore by calcination it was
found that a ton of chalk would yield 15-312cwt.

of lime—a result that in no way squared with that

already obtained with the smaller quantity. The
Doctor then took a piece of the same chalk to his
" elaboratory," and converted it into lime. It

gave at the rate H-42cwt. to the ton of chalk, or

3-S93cwt. less than the same chalk yielded when
kiln-burned. This difference he concluded was
due solely to the superior degree of heat used in

his laboratory, and he naively adds that " It is to

be wished more coal was used in the burning of

lime in this country ; for if a ton of chalk when
properly burned ought to weighonly about 1 Icwt.,

and it does ordinarily weigh about locwt., it

is obvious that the purchaser has about four

parts in 15 which are not lime, but chalk "
;

and to this cause he refers the hard lumps
or core which are found in slaked lime, they

being nothing but unburnt chalk ; the expense

of carrying this waste (4 tons in every 15) ia

worth taking into consideration. The carboniferous

limestones of Pennybridge and Clitheroe were also

carefully tested by Dr. Watson. The former

weighed 1841b. to the bushel, and yielded 1091b.

of lime—that is at the rate ll'898cwt. of lime

to a ton of stone ; and the latter weighed 1471b.

to the bushel, and yielded after calcination 711b.,

or at the rate 9-C51cwt. to a ton of stone. In
burning Clitheroe limestone, twice as much coal

was used as in burning chalk (clunch), and in

burning the magnesian limestone found at

linaresborough, one bushel of coal was used to

three of lime. The conclusion ari-ived at from
all these experiments was " that calcareous sub-

stances have a very great resemblance to each

other, as to the quantity of that matter which is

dispersed from equal weights of them by calcina-

tion." A curious question, however, presented

itself in connection with the slightly varying

quantities of lime obtained from the same weight

of limestone, which the doctor was unable to

answer : Was the difference to be accounted for

from the different proportions in which the earth

remaining after calcination is united in the

raw material, with the volatile part dispersed

during calcination ; or did it proceed from some
unavoidable inaccuracy in making the experi-

ments ? There were three sources of error in the

calculations :— (1) The amount of moisture in the

specimens tested, (2) the amount of heat to which

they were subjected during calcination, and (3)

the temperature of the specimens when weighed.

Moreover, there was always a slight loss in weigh-

ing, oranequally slightgain in weight by the accre-

tion of some heterogeneous matter. ( in impar-

tially considering all these facts, the doctor con-

cluded that the proportion in which the fixed

earth is united to the volatile substance is not the

same in all calcareous bodies. It will be noticed

here that the "fixed earth" referred to was

lime, and the " volatile substance " given off in

burning was carbonic acid; but at that time the

exact chemical composition of either of these

substances was altogether unknown—at least to

Dr. Watson. Another perplexing question pre-

sented itself to the indefatigable doctor, which he

set himself to solve by actual experiment :
Was

the difference in the quantities of lime obtained

from the same weight of various substances greater

than what might arise from different specimens

of tho same /^iiid of substance? Tho first table

shows that the yield from three specimens of

Courcelles limestones varied to the extent of

about j'i.th of the whole weight. Large blocks of

chalk, limestone, marble, Ketton and Portland

stono seldom yield lumps all agreeing in texture

and composition when broken up, and " persons

accustomed to saw any of these substances are

fully sensible of this diversity of structure in tho

same block of stone." Wi'h a view to ascer-

taining if tho yield of lime had any relation to tho

length of time tho limestone was being calcined,

four lumps of chalk and four pieces of Clithoroo

limestone were calcined for dilleront lengths ot

time with tho following results, calculated for

1 ton of stone in each case :
—

C«t. of Lime.

Chalk calcined 4 hours }} i^.?
7 ir660
10 ',, U-'M

*|
'I

24 " 11-625

Clitheroe UmcBtone calcined 4 hours
?V-nm

10 !!
'..'. 11-338

24 , ll'l!"
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The doctor was disappointed with the result of

these experiments, for they did not show any
regular decrease of lime with the increase of time

of calcination, as he expected they would ; but he
made a new discovery, for the chalk, which he
exposed to the fire fcr seven hours, showed specks

of iron which were invisible before calcination.

His frietd, Mr. Whitehurst, who publibhed an
" Inquiry into the State of the Earth," now came
to his assistance with a table of strata from the

Carboniferous rocks of Derbyshire, which may be
stated thus: (1) Grit 120yd8., (2) Shale 120yds.,

(3) Limestone 50yds., (4) Toadstone 16yds., (ft)

Limestone 50yds., (6) Toadstone 46yd3., (7)

Limestone 60yds., and (8) Toadstone 22yds. The
Eevfral strata of limestone are each of them divided

into layers, which have very different appear-

ances. Thus No. 3 consists of five distinct layers,

the first of which is black Derbyshire marble, the

second is snail-horn marble, the third compact
grey limestone, and the fourth and fifth similar

stone, but whiter in colour. Specimens of these,

down to the fourth layer, went into the crucible

with the following results : Calculated as before,

layer 1, ir562cwt. of lime; layer 2, 11-312;

layer 3, 11-134 ; and layer 4, 11-285.

On weighing the limestones before calcination,

it was found that layer No. 1 was the heaviest,

and No. 3 lighter than either No. 2 or No. 4 :

hence the strata do not lie in the earth according

to their weights—a very simple statement of

geological fact, but perhaps one much advanced,

considering there was no science of geology
worth the name at that time. The quantity of

lime yielded by any stone appeared to have the

same relation to the weight of the latter, heavy
stones giving the most ;—at least, so the foregoing

experiments seemed to prove ; but the calcination

of a piece of '
' watricle

'

' upset this theory, for it

yielded less lime than a heavier stone. Summing
up all these results, the doctor says that 12 ex-

periments made by others, and 32 made by him-
self, on calcareous substances of different kinds

and countries, show that the medium quantity of

lime procurable from a ton weight of them will

amount to ll-223cwt., and consequently the

medium loss of weight will be 8-777cwt. In con-

cluding this portion of the doctor's excursion into

the realm of chemistry, we cannot help regretting

that he did not bring some of the same common-
sense to bear on his theology. Had he done so,

the propertionof "fixed residue" to "volatile

matter," would have been much less than he
found it to be in any of his limestones.

STYLE IN FURNITURE.*

THE object of this volume, by Mr. R. Davis
Bonn, is to treat the subject of " Style in

Furniture " in a sufficiently popular manner as

to give to those who wish to distinguish one style

from another, the means of doing so. Furniture,

like architecture, is coextensive with the history

of civilisation, and if an author cin connote any
particular phase of his art with a great political or

social event, he is doing much to fix the epochs

or styles upon the minds of his readers. In this

manner the history of any particular art can be

made more interesting than a dry resiiiiu of dates

and characteristics. Mr. Benn begins his work
with an introduction on " The Seventeenth
Century." Before that time the story of furni-

ture is fragmentary, and can only be gathered by
piecing together the remains of old furniture.

Even the phase of Elizabeth's reign is not easily

recorded, as the few fragments remaining are

very scarce, if genuine. Mr. Benn commences
with furniture which was more or less common
in the houses of this country at the time when
James the First came to the throne. Examples of

the various styles have been given and described

so that the student and amateur may readily dis-

tinguish any piece of furniture. The French
17th, 18th, and 19th-century modes, also the
" L'Art Nouveau " development, have been fully

considered, as these have exercised a considerable

influence in our own furniture. In comparing
the masterpieces of old art upon which '

' neither

loving labour nor expense was spared" with the

commercial production of the present day, Mr.
Benn thinks the modern craftsman comes out
" brilliantly." " If the greatly-belauded cabinet-

maker of the 16th, 17th, and ISth-century were
placed in the position of his 20th-century successor,

compelledto 'cut prices' asthetradetermsit, andto
hold his own againstthekeenestcompetition, which

* Style in Furniture. By R. Davis Bevs. With
illustrations by W. C. Paldock. Longmans, Green,
and Co.

will allow him but the barest living, what would
be the result Y" The author answers that many
a pitce of furniture which may be purchased for

a few sovereigns in Tottenham Court-road is in

truth "of far greater value than some of the

most beautiful and costly creations of former
times." Given the opportunity, there are now
designers and craftsmen fully capable of "de-
signing and executing work whic^ would rival

the finest productions of any age or country."

This is high praise : we do not dispute the fact

of talent, but the opportunity and conditions are

wanting, as the author admits. We have lost the

patronage of the great princes of the Renaissance,

of the State under such a monarch as Louis XIV.
The conditions must be wholly changed to

bring back such art, and we must revert

to principles which Mr. Morris has so

ably discussed. The volume is divided into

periods or styles as follows : The Seventeenth

Century, Elizabethan, Jacobean, Queen Anne,
Sir W. Chambers, Chippendale, Heppelwhite,
Sheraton, Other Georgian types, Adam, the

Louis Uuatorze, Louis Quinze, Louis Seize,

Empire, the New Art, the Nineteenth Century,
" Quaint." Examples of each of these are illus-

trated by well-drawn sketches in the plates and
in the letterpress. An Armoire of the time of

Henry VIII., in the pos-ession of Mr. J.

Seymour Lucas, R.A., is a beautiful example of

French craftsmanship, discovered in an old

farmhouse used for storing cheese : it is of

Francis I. character. Sir. Benn does not go
back to so early a date, and the examples given

commence with the style at the end of Elizibeth's

reign. Elizabethan architecture did not, as the

author says, reach its highest development until

about 1607, when James I. was on the throne.

Examplesof real movablefurniture are rare, though
the architectural woodwork of the old houses still

remains to give us an idea of their splendour.

In fact, the woodwork and wall panelling of the

interiors of the old halls and residences are marked
by more refinement and better execution than the

furniture of the period. Several historic examples

of the style are given. Chairs of Italian type are

often found in the Elizabethan houses, and two
good examples are given, p. 33. Inlaid panelling

from Sizergh Castle, now in the S.K. Museum, is

given in one of the first plates. It is quite Italian

in character. Plate 7 shows a fine example of

interior woodwork in a 16th-century room in

"Ye Olde Reine Deere" Hotel, Banbury.
Several chairs, tables, and cupboards are given in

riate 2, some of themFlemish. The "Jacobean"
work, BO closely related to the Elizabethan in

style, is represented by several plates of examples

of old furniture ; but the references to them are un-
fortunately not very convenient for the student,

and one has to refer pages backwards or forwards

for the description. Plates 10 and 11 contain

several interesting specimens, including court

cupboards, chests, andarmchairs. Theold "bread-
and-cheese" cupboards weiecommon,andareillus-
trated. Some of these are very fine examples of the

period. They are often richly carved, and were
of French or Flemish origin. These cupboards

were, in fact, a variation of the French armoire.

Grooves or flutes and guiUoches were typical details

of the .Tacobean carving. We have no space to

describe other examples ; the " Gate " or " Gate-

leg " tables are common during this period. The
legs fold together to allow the hinged side-leaves

of the circular top falling down. These tables

took up little space when thus folded. The
"(iueen Anne" phase i;j illustrated by several

plates. Plates 25, 28, 29 —the last illustrating a

richly carved mantelpiece of the period—show
interesting examples of chairs, tables, chests,

bureau -bookcases, escritoires, "high boys" from

the French" hautboiB," and cabinets. The other

periods we have enumerated above are dealt with

in their order. Some excellent types of Georgian
chairs of the Heppelwhite period are given, and the

list of 18th-century books, not including those of

Chippendale, Hepplewhite, and Sheraton, given

of the period will be found interesting. Blany of

them are to be found in the National Art Library

at South Kensington. Mr. Benn's volume is a

valuable handbook on the furniture of the last

three centuries, historically and artistically

considered.

ARBITRATIONS.

PROFESSOR BANISTER FLETCHER'S
standard textbook on Arbitrations has

reached a third edition, which is published, as

usual, by Mr. B. T. Batsford, of 94, High
Holborn, W.C.

It is revised and largely re-written by his sons,

Messrs. Banister F. Fletcher and H. Phillips

Fletcher, whose joint experience has been sup-

plemented by assistance rendered by Mr. Richard

Sillem, barrister-at-law.

The result is the still greater usefulness of a

textbook which has been found indispensable,

not merely by architects, but by arbitrators in

general, especially by reason of its numerous
references to cases, and the care wi'h which the

points at issue are stated.

The master builders of Dublin have set an
excellent example to the members of other trade

associations in their decision to abandon their annual
dinner this year, and to devote the money generally
subscribed for that gathering to the relief of

builders' workmen in that city out of employment.

CHIPS.
Mr. H, Percy Adams has devised a novel plan

for the chapel he is building at the cost of Sir J.

Bricklaud, at his King's Sanatorium, near Midhurst.

The plan is V-shaped, the altar being placed at the

apex to the north, with a vestry and organ-chamber
opening out on either side ; the one arm of the V is

seated longitudinally for men, and the other arm for

women, all the sittings facing the altar. The whole
of the inner sides of the wide-angled letter (.which

faces south) are open, the roofs being carried on
colonnades. Messrs. Longley and Co., ol Crawley,

the contractors for the sanatorium, are the builders.

The extensions to the Withington Workhouse
Infirmary, Manchester, are being warmed and ven-

tilated throughout by means of Shorland's double

-

fronted patent Manchester stoves with descending

smoke-Sues and patent Manchester grates, the same
being supplied by Messrs. E. H, Shorland and
Brother, of Manchester.

A tramway has been decided upon from West-
boume, near Bournemouth, to Swanage. Private

enterprise is reponsible for the scheme, which is

estimated to cost £68,000.

The urban district council of Wood Green is

about to apply to the Local Government Board for

sanction to borrow £3,500 to cover the cost of im-

proving the Moselle Brook. The Middlesex County
Borough will contribute £2,950.

At the Daan of Guild Court held at Kirkintilloch

on Monday, plans were pissed for a public hall for

the burgh. "The site is in Union-street, and the

accommodation to be provided is for 1,200, with

cloakrooms, committee-rooms, &c. The estimated

cost is £8,500, and of this the sum of £4,000 has

been raised.

At the last meeting of the Westminster City

Council, the Improvements Committee reported

that they had further considered a letter from the

London County Council dealing with the widening

of Piccadilly between St. James's-street and Duke-
street. The letter stated that, the circumstances

being now changed, the estimate of the cost of the

improvement of Piccadilly between St. James's-

street and Duke-street must be increased from

£55,275 to possibly £72,500, and asked whether the

city council could see its way to increase the

amount of its promised contribution of £8,000, and,

if so, to what extent. It was resolved on the re-

commendation of the committee to raise the

promised contribution to £10,483, or one-seventh of

the estimated cost.

An inquiry has been held at Felixstowe by an

inspector under the Local Government Board into

the urban district council's application for sanction

to borrow £1,660 for works of sewerage, £930

required to defray the cost of street improvements

already carried out, and £830 for additions to the

council's depot.

The new water and drainage works for Port-

patrick, Wigstonshire, have been completed. Mr.

W. Robertson Copland, C.E., Glasgow, was the

engineer for the scheme, and Messrs. T. Forgan and

Son, Perth, were the contractors, their tender being

about £7,000. The work was carried out under

the supervision of Mr. William Forgan, C.E.,

Perth, for the contractors, and Mr. Robert Millar,

Mauchline, inspector of works, for the engineer.

Messrs. Wm. Potts and Sons, clock manufacturers,

of Leeds and Newcastle-on-Tyne, have received in-

structions to make and erect a large Cambridge

quarter chime clock at St. Patrick's Cathedral,

Dundalk, from Messrs. Ashlin and Coleman,

F.E.I.B.A., P.H.S., architects, Dublin. The clock

is from Lord Grimthorpe's plans and design.

Messrs Potts made the St. Joseph's Church clock

and chimes, Dundalk, some years ago for the Kev.

Father Bonrke, which has given great satisfaction

.

The Gloucester City Council have adopted a

scheme for the extension of the electricity supply.

The scheme provides for a new OOOk.w. set, together

with boilers, plant, and buildings, at an estimated

cost of £13,000.
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OBITUARY.
We regret lo hear that JIr. Francis W.

Beufohd, F.R.I.B.A., cf 22, Old Burlington-
street, Bond-street, W., died from typhoid fever
on Thursday in last week at the early age of 38
years. Mr. Bedford served his articles with Mr.
WiUiam Thorp, F.R.I.B.A., of Leeds, afterwards
entering the town ofiSces of Messrs. George and
Peto. He had a brilliant career as a ttudent : so
far back as 1887, under the title of " Loidis," ho
took the second prize in our Buildixo News
Designing Club, closely following the winner of
the first prize. In 1890 he won the Ashpitel
Prize, as the candidate who gained the highest
number of marks in the R.I.B.A. examinations,
and followed this the next year by taking the
Owen Jones studentship, with which he spent a
couple of years in Spain, Sicily, and Italy. In
1891 he joined the Royal Institute of British
Architects as an Associate, becoming a Fellow in
1899. For some years Mr. Bedford was tenior
member of the firm of Messrs. Bedford and Kitson,
of Leeds, but removed to London a twelvemonth
since. A man of pronounced artistic tastes, Mr.
Bedford had many water-colour sketches and
architectural designs hung at the Royal Academy.
In Leeds his work includes the new dispensary in
Korth-street, the new School of Art, and the free
libraiy and police-station in Dewsbury-road, a3
well as several large private houses in the
suburbs. One of his most recent works is the
organ-case and choir-stalls designed for the
Headingley Hill Congregational Church. In the
late competition for the Newcastle Grammar
School his plans were placed second out of 117
competitors, and was undoubtedly the best plan
submitted, judged as a school. This is the
opinion of many who took part in the competi-
tion, and who have had much experience in
school work. Mr. Bedford was married about
four years ago to Miss Burmester, of Cobham,
Surrey, and leaves a widow and two young
children.

Mk. Charles Joiix Fergisox, J.P., F.S.A.,
A. R.I.B.A.. died on Thursday in last week at
his residence, Cardew Lodge, near Carlisle, at the
age of sixty-four. Educated at Shrewsbury, he
served his articles with the late Mr. Cory, a well-
known Carlisle architect, with whom, after a
short period in the office of Sir Gilbert Scott, he
entered into partnership. In conjunction with
him, and afterwards on his own responsibility,
he carried out much important architectural work
both in his own district and in other parts of the
c untry. The number of churches which he
built or restored in the diocese of Carlisle was
remarkable, and he was also the architect of one
of the churches at Bournemouth. He applied his
wide antiquarian and arch;eological knowledge to
his professional work, and he was also engaged
on many important schemes for the restoration,
renovation, and enlargement of old and historic
buildings. Among the larger undertakings of
this kind with which his name is associated are
Bamborough Castle, for the late Lord Armstrong,
additions to Naworth and Muncaster Castles, Eden-
hall, and Aberystwith College Library. For the
last 30 years he has been architect and surveyor to
the Duke of Devonshire at Carlisle. Among the
schemes which he initiated in his native city was
the conversion of TuUie House, the ancient
residence of an old I 'arlisle family, into a public
library, art gallery, and museum, an undertaking
which originally cost about £25,000, and on
which further sums have since been spent. Jlr.
Ferguson also built the Women's Hall of Resi-
dence at University College, Aberyrtwith. He
was a frequent contributor of pipers on archi-
tectural and historical subjects to the 7'i-iiii.'.i),-/imis

of the Cumberland and Westmorland Aich;(o-
logical and Antiquarian Society, lie was elected
an Associate of the liiyal Institute of liritish
Architects in I Sill, and was also a Fellow of
the Society of Antiquarit 8. He was a justice of
the peace for Cumberland.

^

Du. CniusToiHER DuiissEK, of Elm Bank,
Barnes, W., the well-known decorative artist,
and author of many books on design and .lapanose
art, died on the 2Uh ult.. from heart-failure,
while staying at the Hotel Central, Mulhausen,
Germany, in his seventieth year. Dr. Dresser's
profession will be continued by his daughter.
Miss Ada N. Dresser, with the aid of his staff of
assistants.

A track-laying recorJ of 9,320ft. in one day has
been made on the San Pedro, Lob Angeles, and Salt
Lake Railway.

—#-•*

—

Birmingham.—The Theatre Royal will be
reopened on Thursday next after having been
almost entirely rebuilt at a cost of nearly

£50,000. The theatre has been closed for more
than two years for the purposes of the work. It

has a new frontage to New-street of white stone,

the fa<;ade being of Classic design. Wide stair-

cases are provided with tubular columns. The
decorations are of elaborate character, including

a feries of pictures of allegorical subjects, flanked

by floral scrolls and medallions. The orchestra

is partially sunk below the level of the stalls.

All parts of the theatre are divided by armoured
uralite and fireproof doors, and there is an ample
supply of automatic sprinklers. Accommodation
will be provided for 2,150 persons.—The Rowton
House, the " Workman's Hotel," Highgate Park,
the foundation-stone of which was laid in June of

last year by Princess Christian of Schleswig-
Holstein, will be formally opened in February.
Mr, H.B. Measures is the architect. The building,
of red brick, with buff terracotta dressings, has
its main entrance to Alcester-street, Deritend,
occupying an area of one acre. The hotel has
been modelled on the lines of the Rowton Houses
in London, and is a parallelogram on plan. It

has been planned with wide forecourts on each
frontage, with an inner courtyard 90ft. wide open
at one end. Almost all of the interior walling is

of glazed brick, the chief colours of which are
cream and chocolate. There are five floors of

cubicles, with a total sleeping accommodation for

819 men. Each bed is in a separate cubicle, and
every cubicle has a window under the control
of the occupant. The lodger has lavatories with
basins supplied with hot and cold water, foot-

baths without any extra payment, and a full-

length bath with soap and towels for a nominal
charge of a penny. A man can do his own
laundry work if he so wishes, a chamber with
special heating apparatus being provided for the
purpose. The house contains a reading-room
{2,503sq.ft. area), a smoking-room (of l,5806q.ft.

area), and a writing-room, with free use of

writing materials. The dining-room has accom-
modation for 450 men, and is lighted by three
ventilating top lights into the central courtyard,
as well as by large windows. The walls are built

with a high dado of cream and chocolate-tinted
glazed brickwork, with plastering above, tinted
to a shade of terracotta. The taWes are in teak
on cast-iron standards. At the end of the room
are two recesses, fitted up with cooking ranges,
ovens, hot-plates, and grills. The reading and
smoking rooms together provide accommodation
for 260 men. There are also a washing and drying
room for clothes, a parcel and bicycle room, and
a Iccker for every lodger. The building is fire-

resisting in construction. The ground-floor is

covered with a bed of concrete, upon which the
wooden floors are laid of solid oak blocks, and
the other floors are of cement and granite chip-
pings. The staircases and hndings are of Port-
land cement concrete. Hydrants are placed on
every floor, and it will be possible to isolate an
outbreak of fire by means of sliding-doors.

Paisiev.—This to«n celebrated on Friday the
extension of the Free Public Library and Museum,
which has cost ovtr £7,000. The extension is

situated to the east of the main building, and
comprises on the ground flat a reading-room,
'12ft. by 32ft., lighted by windows facing High-
street, and behind the indicator apartment and
the lending-liV)rary. In the reading-room the
walls are finished in rich panelling, ttuined old
oak, the floor being laid with pitch-pine blocks
polished. Upstairs are two reading-rooms for
ladies and boys respectively.

PinF.itiioKoiiiii Catiiedrai..—A meeting of

the general restoration committee was held on
Tuesday week, when the executive committee
reported that in the early part of tho year a
sinking and filling away of a window in the
clerestory of the north side of tho choir was
observed and investigated. Tho architect, Mr.
C;. F. IJodloy, K.A., stated that a somewhat
serious movement had taken place, and in May
last the committee accepted the tender of Messrs.
John Thompson and Co. for carrying out tho
work at this window, and also the pointing and
repairing of tho large octagonal turret.", wiOi
spires on either side of the apse, at a total cost of

£322. These works have since been carried out.

SHiuEiiAMrroN, BiiisTiii..—-Memorial stones of

Baptist Chapel in Pembroke-road, Shire-

hampton, were laid on Monday. The contrac'or's

price for the building is £2,044, and accommoda-
tion will be provided for a congregation of about
300. The plans were prepared by Mr. Benjamin
Wakefield, of Bristol, and the work is being
executed by Messrs. Biss and Sons, of Portishead.

The building is being constructed of Kingsweston
stone, faced with snail creep masonry, and having
Box ground dressings. The chapel will be 50ft.

by 27ft., and the height from floor to ridge 28ft.

CHIPS,
In connection with the decision of the Ix)ndon

County Council to provide a site, an organised
effort is being made to erect a Shakespeare Memorial
in London. Mr. Richard Badger has offered to

start the fund with a subscription of £2,000, an
additional £1,000 for a specific purpose, and £.500

for the working expenses of a public appeal.

Messrs. Percy Bacou and Brothers, of 11, New-
man-street, London, have been successful in securing
the commission to execute the four - light west
window at St. Matthew's Church, Morningside,
N.B. They are also sending a three-light east

window and two single lights for chancel to St.

Peter's Church, Taliara, Victoria.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been held
in the council- chamber of the municipal buildings

at Boston, Lines, with respect to the application by
the corporation for sanction to borrow £20,000 for

the purpose of electric lighting. The inquiry was
conducted by Mr. H. Ross Hooper, M.A., M.I.C.E.

A sum of £1,000 has been voted by the Weymouth
Town Council towards the proposed new Sailors'

Home, the scheme and site ot which have been
approved by the Admiralty.

The estimates for the Cauvery Irrigation Project
have been sent by the Government of Madras to the
Government of India. It is proposed to construct
a reservoir at Nauranjipett, 24 miles above Bhavni.
Its capacity will be 40,000 million cubic feet, and it

is designed to protect 1,177,330 acres of old and new
cultivation.

A special meeting of Dublin Corporation was held
on Saturday for the purpose of considering aeafures
to relieve the present exceptional distress among the
poorer classes in the city. A resolution was aaopted
directing the paving committee to carry out steam-
rolling and other repairs on the city thoroughfares,
and authorising an expenditure in excess of the
committee's estimates for the current year of more
than £2,700.

Mr. Justice Buckley, in the Chancery Divibion on
Saturday, decided a case in which the Earl of Har-
rington sought an inj unction and damages against
the corporation of Derby for an alleged pollution by
sewage of the river Derwent. The Judge declined
to grant an injunction, but awarded the plaintiff

£500 and the costs of the action.

The electric lighting committee of Leith Town
Council have approved of the plans for the exten-
sion of the present electric station, at an estimated
cost of between £7,000 and £8,000. Accommoda-
tion will be provided for a 1,000H.P. engine and a
boiler.

A site for the Bishop's throne in the chancel of
St. Philip's Church, Birmingham (which will be the
pro-Cathedral for the newly- created diocese), has
been selected, and the carvers are already at work
upon the structure. It will be in oak, and designed
after the style of the throne in St, Paul's Cathedral.

Mr. Leonard Courtney has promised to unveil at
Liskeard, on January 13, a memorial bust of
Charles Buller, who represented the borough from
1832 to 1847. The bust is the gift of Mr. J. Pass-
more Edwardsi

In the parish church of Gatacre, a suburb of
Liverpool, the unveiling took place on Sunday of a
memorial tablet to the late Sir A. B. Forwood, M.P.
The tablet has been made ot gunmetal, with an
oaken frame, and it has been aflixed to the south
wall of the nave. Dr. Chavasse, the B shop of

Liverpool, performed the unveiling ceremony.

At the meeting in connection with the winter
session of the Bristol and (iloucestersbire Archaeo-

logical .Society, held at the Literary and Philosophical

Club on Wednesday evening, Mr. A. Trice Martin
gave an account of the excavations at Caerweut,
illustrated by plans, photographs, coins, Arc. Mr. J.

McMurtrie presided.

Excavations undertaken with a view to discover-

ing the foundations of tho propybi-a of the Pana-
theniic stailium at Athens have brought to light, at

a considerable depth below the present surface, a
row of large stones.

At St. Mary's Hall, Coventry, Colonel A.. C.

Smith, on behalf of the Local Government Board,

held an inquiry with reference to the application of

the Coventry Corporation for sanction to borrow
£2,022 for street improvement and sewerage pur-

poeep.
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PBOF£SSIONAIi AND TBADB
SOCIETIES.

Bristol Society oi- An'tku'auies.—A lecture

01 the development of architectural styles in Eng-
land, illustrated by limelight views, was given by
Jlr. r. Blyth Bond, F.R.I.B.A., at the Urand
ElizabethanHaU, Small-street, on I'ridayevening.
3Ir. Bond commenced by remarking on the few
fragments of Koman work at present existing in

this country. The influence of the Norman archi-

tecture was then described by him, the keep of

Jiochester Castle being given as one of the earliest

types of castle building. It was of a massive and
severe character, erected when the common liberty

of our fellow countrymen was in a measure un-
known, everyone acting as a slave or servant to

the barons. Defence seemed the great idea in
erecting castles at this time. Many other castles

were shown, of a later date, by which one could
trace the dawn of a more peaceful life in common,
when castles were not erected for defence only.

The exterior may have borne a defensive aspect,

but within the outer walls things had greatly

changed. They were constructed for comfort
and convenience. The castle became so altered

that within one might take it for an old country
manor hou-e. This was to be noted at Kaglan
Castle and many others.

Ediniu'rgk Ordaixed Surveyors Studexts'
Society.—A meeting of this society was held on
Jlonday night in the Architectural Association
Eooms, 117, George-street, Mr. J. Webster,
ordained surveyor, presiding. Mr. Henry F.
Kerr delivered a lecture entitled, '

' Some Notes
on the Styles of Architecture." The lecturer
sketched the history of architecture from it§

cradle in Egypt, tracing the evolution of the
Classic orders and the development from Classic
through Romanesque to Gothic. He concluded
with an account of the Renaissance in Rome,
Florence, \-c. The lecture was illustrated with
limelight views.

The Leeds axd Yorkshire AucHiTEcTun.AL
Solietv,—On Thursday, the Ist inst., Mr.
.\lexander McGibbon, A.R.I.B.A., of Glasgow,
read a paper on Byzantine architecture. The
lecturer's justification for his subject was found
in the current popularity of the style, notably in

the new Westminster Cathedral and some of the
paper designs for Liverpool Cathedral, and a
large number of students' competitions, and as a
suggested counteraction to " L'Art Nouveau,"
whose vogue can only be explained as a protest
against the restraihts of orthodox architecture.
The designing of architecture in " styles

'

' as
commonly understood was defended by the
lecturer. Byzantine architecture was described
as Romanesque modified in its principal features,
and it has been styled as Mediaival Greek.
Whatever the first intention, in effect, the style
was one of interiors principally, for, as with mmy
of the Italian Romanesque Churches, the exteriors
were bald, but the ideal seems to have been
marble veneer. Rustication was not employed,
but the traditional Romanesque use of titles

brought about the first appearance of polychro-
matic architecture. The constructive methods
were ingenious, but not perhaps, for modern
builders, very instructive. An interesting point
is that truth in architecture was much more in
evidence then than with Gothic or Renaissance
builders, for semicircular vaults were not sheltered
under a wooden roof, and there was no false

dome. When height was wanted, the later usage
was to elevate the dome on a drum ; but still the
form that was seen internally was that of the
exterior. The absence of mouldings is notice-
able, but suggestive to present-day designers.
I If their mosaics little need be said, and they
were of glass rather than marble or encaustic
tessine. The carving in capitals is very
characteristic, largely influenced by drill work,
and the decorative effect realised in flat surface
effect was more like painting or inlay than carving
of the bossy sort we are accustomed to. The
ornament was taken from metalwork, but the
transference to another material was not allowed
to influence the form. A selection of lantern
slides, illustrating the various points of the
lecture, were shown on the screen. A vote of
thanks to the lecturer was proposed by Mr. R. P.
' iglesby, and seconded by Mr. S. D. Kitson.

Liverpool Architectural Society. — <_)n

Monday last Mr. Philip Thicknesse, President of
the Liverpool Architectural Society, occupied the
chair at the third ordinary meeting of that body,
when Mr. Maurice B. Adams, F.R.I.B.A., read
a paper on "More -\bout Public Libraries," with

typical illustrations. The position of these insti-

tutions and their possibilities were dealt with,
while examples of relative library provision in
respect to population and available rate aid were
given. The lecture is shortly to be repeated
before the Leeds Architectural Society. A vote
of thanks was proposed by Mr. W. E. Willink,
M.A., and seconded by Mr. Hastwell Grayson,
M.A., vice-president, and some other members,
besides Mr. Gilbert Fraser, hon. sec, took part
in the discussion which followed, the proposition
being passed by acclamation.

COMPETITIONS.
Clai'ham PuiiLic Baths.—This competition was

finally decided at the meeting of the Wandsworth
Borough Council on Wednesday evening, when
the General Purposes Committee brought up a
report stating that they had further considered
the report of the Baths and Washhouses Com-
mittee V. ith reference to the designs received for

the proposed baths at Clapham, together with
letters from the assessor and Mr. E. J. Strevens,
Mr. A. W. S. Cross on behalf of H competitors,
and Messrs. Edwards, Heron, and Co., on the
subject of the competition. A paragraph («)

expressing regret at the action which had been
taken by Councillors Busfield and Jliddleton in
this matter was withdrawn, and the committee
recommended :

" (A) That the Council do not
confirm the award of the assessor with regard to
the plan numbered 16 ;

{c] That the author
of the design numbered 1" be employed as
architect to carry out the work under the
conditions of the competition ; and {i/} That
the author of the design No. 11 be awarded
the second premium, namely 30 guineas." An
amendment proposing to refer the whole matter
back to the committee, in order that counsel's
opinion might be obtained as to the legality
of the action recommended, was lost by 45 Notes
to 4 , and recommendations A, c, and (/ were after

some discussion adopted. It was decided to open
all the sealed envelopes containing the com-
petitors' names, and it was then found that
No. 17 was submitted by Messrs. Druery and
Dolby, 20, Great James-street, who were accord-
ingly appointed as architects for the baths,
although placed third by the assessor ; No. 11, to

which the second premium was given, was by Mr.
A. W. S. Cross, M.A., of 46, Bond-street, W. ; and
No. IG, the plan placed first by the assessor, but
to which no premium was given, was by Mr. Alfred
Saxon Snell, of 22, Southampton Buildings,
Chancery-lane, W.C. The other competitors were

:

No. 1, Mr. E. J. Strevens ; No. 2, Mr. Horace T.
Bonner ; No. 3, Mr. Maurice B. Adams : No. 4,

Mr. Richard Dickinson ; No. 5, Messrs. R. J.

Thompson and A. G. Pomeroy : No. 6, Messrs.
vSearle and Hayes ; No. 7, Mr. R. J. LoveU ; No.
8, Mr. J. E. C. T. Murray; No. 9, Mr. E. B.
lanson ; No. 10, Mr. H. Woodington ; No. 12,

Messrs. Spalding and Spalding ; No. 13, Mr. W.
Gilmour Wilson; No. 14, Messrs. Ilarnor and
Pinches ; No. 15, Mr. H. Deighton Pearson

;

No. IS, Messrs. E. Harding Payne and C. G.
Hutchinson; No. 19, Mr. A. C. Freeman.
(Messrs. T. W. Aldwinckle and Son, Mr. F. ,T.

Smith, and Messrs. Taylor and Jemmett, were
invited to compete, but did not send in designs.)

MiDDLESiiRouGH.—At Monday's meeting of the
Education Committee of the Middlesbrough Cor-
poration Jlr. Walter B. Brierley, of York, who
had been appointed assessor upon the fourteen
sets of plaos received in competition for the
Crescent-road Schools, awarded the first place to

No. 5, which were found to be those of Messrs.
R. Lofthoase and Sons, of Albert-road, Middles-
brough. Messrs. Lofthouse estimate the cost of

their scheme at £15,974.

The electric tramway at Musselburgh, having a
length of three miles route, will be opened on
Monday next. Mr. E. A. Mitchell is the chief
engineer, Mr. F. E. Stanley has been the engineer
in charge of the track-laying and overhead equip-
ment, and Mr. Wm. Bain has been transferred by
the National Electric Construction Company from
the managership of their Greenock electric tram-
ways to that of their Musselburgh undertaking.

At Tuesday's meeting of the London County
Council, it was decided to instruct the establishment
committee to report as quickly as possible upon sites

available for county ball and offices. The E lucation
Committee recommended that certain furniture
should be supplied to non-provided schools, and this
was agreed to, after an amendment that the report
should be referred back for further consideration
had been defeated.

TO OOBBESPONDENTS.
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
our oorrespondenta. ATI communications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents. ]

It is partiCTilarly requested that all drawings and all
communications re.spectine illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the Buildinq
News, Clement's House, Clement's Tnn Passage, Strand,
W.C, and not to members of tlie staff by name. Delay
is not unfrequently otherwise caused. AH drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, oi be liable for,
unsought contributions.

Cheqaes and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
The Stband Nbwspapee Company, Limited.

Telegraphic Address:—" Timeserver, London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NO-ncE.
Bound copies of Vol. LXXXVI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 123. each, by post
128. 10d.),a8only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVT.,
XXIX., T.rn., Lxi., t.xit., lxtv., lxv., lxvi.,
Lxvn., Lxvm., lxix., lxxi., lxxu., lxxih.,
LXXrV., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVn., liXXIX.,
LXXX.. LXXXI., LXXXn., LXXXHI., Lxxxrv.,
and LXXXV . may still be obtained at the same price

;

all the other bound volumes are out of print. Most of
the back numbers of former volumes are, however, to
be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers
to complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Building News,
grice 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained from any
Fewsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,

Clement's Tnn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TEEMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
(Jnited States, £1 6s. Od. (or edols. 30c. gold). To France
3r Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 68. Od.

ADVEEnSEMENT CHAEGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all official

advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first

line coimting as two, the minimum charge being 5s. for
four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Land Sales, and
Miscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the first line counting as two), the minjTniiTn charge
being 4a. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of
more than six insertions can be ascertained on appUcatioQ
to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.
The charge for advertisements for " Situations

Vacant" or "Situations Wanted " and " Part-
nerships" is One Shilliso for Twentv-foub Wobds,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. All Situation
Advertisements must he prepaid.

•»• Rephes to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand
W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See
Notice at head of "Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application

to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Received. -W. A. D.-C. F. L.—Y. S. T.-O.W.M.—
H. P. C.-B. S. J.-L. M. K.-A. N. G.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
'SfUEBE.'' (The "Southend" means the 35ft. fronta,^e.

and " east side " mems tie -jOft. frontage. " on which
front there must be an entrance tj two floors of
chambers or offices above ihe ground floor." Cjuld any
directions be plamer.'). "Boedek" and "Brush."
(If you can fial loom for five plans, do so ; but the four
plans asked for are nectssary, andlhese are : bisement,
ground floor, first and second floors.)

SECRET COMMISSIONS AND THE R.I.B.A.

To the Sditor of the Buildinq News.

Siu,—In the current number of the Building
News there is a letter signed "F.R.I.B.A."
bringing the grave charge against unnamed
members of the profession of accepting illicit

commissions.
I beg leave to state that if such a charge against

any individual member of the Institute is brought
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before the Council, it -will te autjected to the most

rigorous investigation.—I am, &c.,

W. J. Locke, Secretary.

Koyal Institute of British Architects,

9, Conduit-st., Hanover-Equare, London, W.

Sir,—It is most humiliating to the profession

that such letters as that of " F.R.I.B.A." can

be written, exposing what is undoubtedly a

deplorable fact respecting architects and the

acceptance of .secret commissions. Their oppor-

tunities in this respect are so great, and their

clients have to put absolute faith in them, that

any acts of dishonesty ought to receive the

severest punishment the law can inflict, and I

think our Institute ought to give all support to

such a Bill as that introduced by the late Lord

Chief Justice, or even go so fat as to promote a

Bill against these illegal practices. I must con-

fess my knowledge that there are members within

the ranks of the R.I.B.A. who quietly look over

the by-law relating to this degrading custom. I

have during" my experience north, south, and

west, as well as in Ireland, been astounded at the

disgraceful pitch it has got to with fome so-called

architects and even their assistants. Slany an

excuse is heard such as : Oh, well ! we can't live

in this age of competition without resorting to

these practices '.—Then, I say, by all means give

it up, and enter some other means of employ-

ment rather than taint your hands and disgrace

the profession by robbing those you are called

upon to serve (both client and tradesman).

I have found myself face to face with men who
have offered to carry out work without proper

remuneration ; but I am glad to say in several

instances their offers have been looked upon sus

properly-qualified architects who stoop to receive

secret commissions, and feel that it must be the

clafs of men I have referred to, and who simply

look on the profession from a money - making

point of view.

I have been in practice for twelve years, and

for the first two or three years I was frequently

offered commissions, but always refused (after

slating well the man who offered them), with the

result that the subject is never hinted at now,

because it is well known in the trades who will

and who will not refuse commissions.

It is only by accepting nothing but your client's

eque that he can receive justice, and I firmly

that, although at first the man who

receives these secret commissions may prosper

financially, he, in nine cases out of ten, comes to

the wall in some way or other, and serve him

right.—I am, &c., M.S.A.

chequi

believe

Sib, _ We are pleased to notice that

" F.R.I.B.A." has given his views on _" Secret

Commissions '
' in the architectural profession. No

doubt it is a common thing with some architects,

who should really be above suspicion, especially

when implicit confidence is placed in them by

their clients. There is no getting away from the

fact that it is done, as we have within the last

few weeks come across a ease, where, in the

lithographic charges alone, the architect has

charged his client, in his summary bill, over

100 per cent, over and above the lithographer's

charges. Probably, in his mind, he thought

that the surveyors would be blamed for receiving

but the case is being watched very care-

cular Clapham case seventeen men out of nineteen

took the conditions to mean what they said. AVe

are assured by the promoters of the competi-

tion that the Council of the Institute in its

wisdom sees no reason to doubt that the plan

placed first by the assessor, for all that, does con-

form to the conditions. The argument pre

CciJi^ojv is thus ended, but what then r Will the

Council guarantee that in future conditions shall

say what they mean and mean what they say, or

is the competition committee prepared to edit

competition conditions to protect those less legally

fortified with their protection before architects

find themselves branded as unsuccessful competi-

tors, and consequently past help, and not worth

praying for, save to crush them into the silence

of the " done for " r—I am, &c.,

Patxciriis OiiSTA.

such , ^ .

fully, and we believe that in due course something

will happen which will bring the case before the

piciously, which indicites that the public are p^ijlic, then we should think that the R.I.B.A

gradually becoming enlightened, and I have

known clients seeking out and engaging archi-

tects whose upright and straightforward prin-

ciples have been their recommendation. When-
ever possible, I ask all professional brethren not

to hesitate to expose these unprofessional acts that

should come to their knowledge (of course, bearing

in mind the intricate law of libel).

I think, also, that whenever you have a client

who is not well aware of the usual custom of

charges, tell him at once, and, if possible, get

him to pay the surveyor's charges fur quantities

direct ; in any case, inform your client that there

is 'ih per cent, for quantities, whether he pays it

direct or indirect. In dealing with P.C. sums
you cannot he too open regarding same, for, so

sure as you deal with these in the spirit of the

R.I.B.A. clause for the benefit of your client,

you will have an accusation thrown at you of

receiving what some contractors seem to think

they have right to, irrespective of the clear

clause ; but never mind these — a man worthy the

title of architect can live out all this, and even

benefit by them, for the accusers dare go no
further than a first threat for libel. These wiUall

tend to bring your character above all suspicion.

This question of dealing with the P.C. clause

I have before written on, and unless the R.I.B.A.

waken up to this, and the growing evil of secret

commissions, the status of its members is not

likely to improve, but rather deteriorate.

—

lam, &c., William R.' Gleave, A. R.I.B.A.,
IS, Low Pavement, Nottingham.

Sir,—I read with much interest tho letter

signed " F.R.I.B.A." in the current issue of

your paper, and I heartily concur with him in

many of his remarks. There is no doubt that if

a strong move were made by all respectable

architects against this spreading disease of secret

commissions, it could in time be almost, if not

quite, stamped out.

It seems to mc that registration would bo one

of tho greatest helps towards eliminating tho evil,

tor 80 long as it is possible for any person,

qualified or unr|ualified, to practise as an archi-

tect, 80 long will the profession suffer abuse.

There arc so many instances of men practising

as architects who are quite intiompetent, beyond,

perhaps, laying bricks or making a duor-frarao,

and yet they not only get work, but a lot of it,

and what is tho consequence ': < »ur towns are

spoilt by hideous structures, vulgar, with useless

ornamentation, and the real architect is robbed

of what should be his by these interlopers, who
work in many eases for whatever they can

get off' their clients plus refreshers fiom the con-

tractors and others. They refuse nothing, and
often ask for too much. In fact, they are a

scourge to the profession !

I can hardly imagine that there are many

will riddle such dishonourable

their Institute.—We are, &c.,

members from
SUUVEYOIIS.

COMPETITION CONDITIONS.

Sir,—The present serious difficulty concerning

competition awards is not to be overcome by

high-handed passive resistance, or in upholding

the award of an assessor simply as a sine qua non.

On the other hand, it would certainly be un-

reasonable to insist that any man elected to such

a position should not be permitted to exercise a

reasonable amount of discretion in determining

which plans, as a whole, most fairly and properly

construe the problem which has been set by the

conditions. The new - element which has, how-

ever, been imported into the whole affair by the

council of the R.I.B.A. appears to he most

detrimental to the wholesome conduct of archi-

tectural competitions, seeing that henceforth it is

to be a recognised method of procedure that an

assessor—and, of course, also the competitors-

may ignore the natural and common-sense in-

terpretation of a set of conditions by fixing an

alternative reading into the wording of a set of

conditions, just as a pettifogging attorney would

do in construing, say, a money -lender's agree-

ment of contract, in which phrases are used

capable of being twisted one way or the other as

circumstances seem to render desirable. The

whole business thus obtains an unwholesome and

further complicated aspect which can only result

in further disaster. To juggle with words so as

to make them mean something which does not

appear evident on the surface is both dangerous

and fatal to good faith. Of course, tho Council

of the Institute would repudiate any idea of pro-

moting such a state of things ; but. for all that, it is

perfectly clear that the actual result is inevitable it

a committee or an assessor are thus to be allowed

to seek refuge behind so specious a lino of

argument as that epparently employed in the

Clapham Baths Competition, by which the word
" should " is read to mean " may " or " might,

wheieas by the context it is evident that an

imperative was meant all the while. Or, asaiii,

as in this case, to say such-and-such an ordinary

and usually accepted contrivance "should" bo

so-and-so, but that by the insertion of the word
" generally," in parenthesis, it remains open to

either of the parties to the contract to adopt an

essentially dilforont mode of treatment. It con-

sequently thus becomes necessary to query every

"should," "would," or even "must," if tho

latter term happens by any method of circum-

locution to bo open to limitation, in a more or Ices

remote way, by a lurking u?e of an unimportant

provisional such as " generally." Plain men can

but realise tho Jesuitical sophistry of all this, and

dress it up in as fine a phraseology as you will,

it cannot be reckoned as fair sailing. In this parti-

CLAPHAM BATHS COMPETITION.

SiK,—For some weeks past great prominence

has been given in your journal to correspondence

and accounts of my award in the above, very much

of which has been written under misapprehension,

and which I have not thought it necessary or de-

sirable hitherto to notice. I think I must now,

however, ask you, in fairness to me, to publish

the inclosed letter.-1 am, &c.,

A. Hessell Tiltmax.

1, Raymond-buildings, Gray's Inn,

London, Dec. 7.

[copv.l
Royal Institute of British Architects,

y Conduit-street, Hanover-square, London, w.
December 0, 190-*.

Dear Sir,—I am directed by the Council to thanlt you

for your letters witli regard to the above matter, and to

thank you for acquiescing in their eussestion to appear

before the Competitions Committee and explain the

reasons that guided you in making your award with

regard to the design you placed first.
. . j

I am to inform you that the Council have received and

approved the Report of the Competiuons Committee

which was submitted to them as follows :
-

"That having considered the award of the i^sessor,

Mr A H. Tiltman, in connection with the selected design

and having heard the assessor's explanatfon of hisaward.

Mr Tiltman having attended for that purpose before the

Committee, the Competitions Committee of the Royal

Institute are of opinion that the objections raised by the

memorialists as set forth in the letter of tlie 2'2nd

November to tlie Mayor, Aldermen, and Councillors of

the Borough Council of Wandsworth, ft copy of wliioh

was sent to the CouncU of the Royal Institute, cannot be

upheld, and that there is nothing in the first premiated

design which should disqualify it from the competition.

I am making a similar communication to the

memorialists.-l am, dear Sir, Yours faithfully,

(Signed) W. J. Locke, Secretary.

.V. Hessell Tiltman, Eaq.

Siit__With reference to Mr. Saxon Snell's

letter to you of the •29th ult., we beg to say that

the statements contained therein, to the effect that

the terms of the memorial signed on behalf of the

U competitors, and addressed to the Wandsworth

Borough Council, covered much more than was

agreed to, and that its indictments were neither

formally submitted to nor endorsed by the com-

petitors present, are absolutely at variance with

the facts.
.

Not only were the several indictments, and the

resolutions framed thereon, ./"«.'/ discussed and

ii,iai,iiiwii.-l,i agreed to by the gentlemen present

at the meeting that Mr. Snell attended, but they

were correctly embodied in the memorial, which

was read in e.rU-iisi, at the adjourned meeting, and

at once approved, mm. .,.»., by those who were

present. This is tho memorial of which a copy

was published in the BiiLiuxii Nkws, and

referred to by Mr. Snell as above.—NV e are, &c.,

Macrick B. Adam<.
W. G. WiLsov.
Alfred W. S. Cross.

Dec.

STOCKPORT SCHOOLS COMPF-TITIdN.

,^ni —We note your reply to our letter relative

to the' above, which appeared in your columns ot

Friday last, and beg to say that we are in agree-

ment with you that the clauses f") and (*), as

stated by you, bear the construction you placed

upon them.
.

Had you given clause ('0 in extenso-yviz. :

"Joint building for 250 infanta and •2.')0 junior

mixed, but the plans must be so designed that

the junior mixed department bo not immediately

built, and that tho infant department admit ot

additional classrooms if ncicssary, and read

with the words which immediately foUowodltic

clause -viz. :
" Kach department shall contain a

central hall," you would probably have formed a

dilTerent opinion. .

However, wo had our doubts upon the point,
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and consequently wrote the Education Secretary,

who replied that: ''Eitch department must be
self-contained. There will, tjierefore, be three

central halls."

So, you see, we were perfectly justified in

providing such accommodation.—We are, litc.,

C'nEERS ANTi Smith.
2-t, Piichmond-teiraie, Blackburn, Dec. 6.

[It was, of course, quite impossible for us to

know what transpired in anj» private communi-
cations with the Secretary of the Education
Department. The opinion we previously ex-
pressed was based upon the published conditions

of the competition, and the rules issued by the
Board of Education, by which these conditions

were to be governed. In neither of these docu-
ments does the private information quoted in the
above letter appear.

—

Ed. "B.N."]

AX ATTRACTIVE COMPETinON.
Sir.—Notwithstanding the gallant energies

of a Society (whose actual style I forget) for the
Prevenlion of Cruelty to Architectural Asses, I

received the inclosed supplementary conditions of

competition this morning.

It would be furthering the object of the S;ciety
referred to if you could see your way clear to

widely advertise in your columns the conditions-

Nos. 2, 3, and 5.

B^jrougb of ChelteDbam. — Educatioa Committee. —
Supplementary piiticulars and conditions of competition
for plans for erection of new elementary school, Keyn-
sham-road.
Dear Sir,—I am directed to forward to you the follow-

ing supplementary conditions of competitions for plans of
the above-named school.

(1) That the time for receiving designs has been ex-
tended by the committee from January 2 to Monday,
January 16, 1905.

(2) That no assepsor will be appointed. The school
sites and building sub-committee wiU adjudicate.

(3) No premiums will be paid.
(4) AH plana and drawings to be in black and white. A

petfpective drawing is not needed.
(5) All plans to be unmounted, and to be signed with

the architect's name, and accompanied with estimates.
(6) The scale to be 8ft. to an inch.

(7) The plana to show accommodation for 250 scholars
in each of the three departments ultimately, but at
present for lOO girls and 150 infants.

Yours faithfully, William Prestox.
Secretary of the Education Committee,

liloyda Bank Chambers, Cheltenham.

I need scarcely say I have returned the plan of
site and other particulars to the committee, with
an opinion thereon.— I am, &c.,

r. Trri-EK White, A.R.I.B.A.

Frankfort House, 205, London-road,
West Croydon.

A MYSTERIOUS COIIPETITION.
Sir,—It would be interesting to know if any

of your readers have news of a mysterious com-
petition, the drawings for which were sent in
nearly xi.f iiioiifhs ago. It was for alterations to

the Shire Hall, Bury St. Edmunds, and the
county surveyor, a Mr. Ainaworth Hunt, was to

be the assessor. One guinea was paid for the
particulars. No information whatever is forth-
coming as to what has been done except that Mr.
Hunt has been ill. If this illness has lasted vi.;

iiiniil/is, is it not about time the council appointed
another assessor r Such proceedings are hardly
courteous to the competitors.

I would suggest that the competitors should
take some strong and joint action in this matter.
I inclose my card.—I am, &:c., My.stiiied.

MORE UNSATISFACTORY
PETITIONS.

COM-

SiR,—Competition for New Elementary School,
Cheltenham.—The committee disapproves of the
existing conditions of the above, but is endeavour-
ing to ob'ain a revis'on of the same. Reasons :

No professional assessor ; no premiums ; the com-
mittee do not bind themselves to accept any plans
sent in.

And of the following :—Chapel, Schoolroom,
&c., Swacsea.—Reasons : Unless a majority of
the committee is definitely decided that one set of
plans is the best, an assesEor may be appointed to
determine between the first four "

Northumberland War Memorial.—Reasons :

No profes^ional assessor.

Architect s are requested to abstain from com-
peting unless they receive a further communica-
tion to the effect that the conditions have been
satisfactorily revised. It is suggested that letters
might be written to the promoters, pointing

out the above objections, with the object of

strengthening the action of thesociety.—I am, &c.

,

Hexuv a. Sail, Hon. Sec,
Cmpetition Reform Society.

10, Gray's Inn-square, London, W.C., Dec. C.

PROFESSIONAL INFLUENCE.
Sir,—Having read with much interest your

article " Profe^sional Influence," I am prompted
to forward you a local paper which, in i's

reference to the last monthly meeting of the town
council,' held on the 24th ult , deals with a pro-
fessional matter you refer to on p. 782—viz.,

borough engineers doing architectural work.
You will note in what manner the communica-

tion from the R.I.B.A. was received, and I regret
to add that, although there are two members of
our profefsion who are also members of the
council — viz., Mr. E. J. Andrew and Mr. F. E.
Dixon, and who, I understand, were present, the
matter patsed unheeded and without a single
protest.

Surely this is another instance that justifies the
cry for " Registration " '. And there is also this
fact, in so far as this town is concerned with its

population of over 120.000, that there are quite a
number of joiners, bricklayers, masons, and
others, who undertake the preparation of plans,
and this to the exclusion of the trained prac-
titioner.

'A memorial from the Royal British Architects and
the Allied Architectural Societies was read by the town
clerk, which 'respectfully and earnestly urged' that
borough suiveyors and engineers should not be employed
in architectural work of corporations, and the memorial
gave reasons why they should not be fo employed. ' Well,
1 don't know,' said Alderman Hale, when the town clerk
concluded reading the memorial. A roar of laughter
greeted this remark, and the alderman added, * Let it
abee, put it on one side,' and this was done without a
single protest.
* The memorial came from a source which entitled it to

be treated with respect, and it ought to have been
referred to a committee for consideration. "There are
many things to be said against borough surveyors and
engineers doing architectural work, and there are terrible
examples of the results of their efforts in many munici-
palities, and for the Preston Town Council to treat the
memorial in this fashion is t > my mind a reflection not
only on their good taste, but also on their intelligence."—PreslOTl Anius, NoV. 25.

Apologising for troubling you, I am, &c.,
William D. T. Minfokd.

12, Guildhall-strett, Preston, De;. 6.

[Just so. We have been urging this for twenty
years, and the decent lay press is w ith us ; but
while " memorials " are the only things offered,

the response will only be " Let it abee !

'
'

—

Ed. "B.N."]

LEEDS NEW MARKET HALL.
Sir,—Referring to letter from Messrs. Leeming

and Leeming, commenting on observations in my
address delivered to the Leeds and Y'orkshire
Architectural Society, I should like to point out
that my criticisms were directed against the pro-
moters of what has proved to be an extravagant
scheme, and not against the architects, who are
in no way responsible for this. As far as the
artistic character of the work is concerned, and
the execution of it, I believe it meets with general
approval. I trust you will be good enough to
give publicity to this letter, and oblige.—I am,
L^'c, G. ISertram Bulmer.
Royal Societies Clut, St. James*s-st., S.W.

Dec. 7.

At a special meeting of the Tavistock Urban
District Council on Friday, Mr. W. G. Lane, sur-
veyor and sanitary inspector, of Kingsbridge, was
elected to a similar position at Tavistock, at a salary
of £110 a year. There were 115 candidates.

The London United Tramways Company will
shortly commence the construction of (he whole of
the authorised lines, fifteen miles in extent, in
Kingston, Sutbiton, the Dittons, Molesey, New
Maiden, and Wimbledon. Irrespactive of street
widenings, the cost will be about half a million
sterling.

The two-century old church in Kirk-street,
Campbeltown, which for many years was a ruin,
and has now been restored for mission purposes iu
connection with the parish churches, was opened on
Friday by the Very Rev. Dr. Russell, ex-Moderator
of the General Assembly. The church, which
provides accommodation for 500, has been restored
from a plan by Mr. H. E. Clifford, architect,
(Glasgow. It was built in 1705, and was used as a
place of worship till 1780, when the present Castle-
hill Church was built. Thereupon it passed into
the possession of the Duke of Argyll, who in IS8G
feued it to Saint John's Lodge of Freemasons. The
cost of the restoration has been about £l,SOO.

jiutcvcommuntcatiow.

REPLIES,
[12105.1—Damp "Wall —Wm. Millar, in his large

work on Plastering," alluding to thia (Keene'a) cement,
gives thm : "On a dry wall it ia practically non-efflo-
rescent; but aa its base is gypaum, on damp walla or
places exposed to damp, as gypsum being the base, this

is soluble. Consequently moisture ia absorbed. The
same remark ia also applicable to the cements of Parian
and Martin's. That made by Howe, of Carlisle, ia less so,

if at all." Perhaps the plaster waa rendered under bad
weather. Preferable at temperature 90' to lOf^ Fahr.
Of course there are many modes of neutralising damp by
lining or solutions— say by using thin sheets of uralite, to
be heard of at 50, Cannon-street This is fireproof, also
damp-proof. Can be painted, distempered, papered.
Then there is metal foil, also say tin—if coat not too
much. To be had of builders' merchants, metal ware-
houaemen. If you make yourself, try boiled oil 5gal.,

resin oil 5gal., resin spirit Mgal., Burgundy pitch 4tlb.,

Carnauba wax 2ilb. Melt, and mix. Cost perhaps
la. 4M. per gallon. Linseed-oil 3gal., neatafoot oil 3gal.,

resin oil (say 1-005) Igal., yellow wax 81b., re&in 6lb.,

metal soap ^Ib. Melt together. Cost about Is. 8d. per
gallon.

—

Regent's Park.

[12106.]—Curtilag'e.—Inlaw Ibelieveit means a yard,
courtyard, or piece of ground included within the fence
surrounding a dwelling-house.—Regent's Pabk.

CHIPS.
The massive central tower of the parisli church

of Peterborough, which faces the west front of the
cathedral from across the Market Place, has recently
shown signs of settlement, ominoas cracks having
developed, in the fabric. At a vestry meeting held
last week, Mr. Blom&eld, of London, reported that
there was a serious settlement eastwards, and that
the fissures are widening. Mr. Blomfield recom-
mended the underpinning of the tower, the rebuild-
ing of the eastern arch, the strengthening of the
buttresses, and the rehanging of the bells. The
church was internally restored a few years ago at a
cost of £6,000.

A Local Government Board inspector held an
inquiry at the municipal buildings, Dile-street,
Liverpool, on Wednesday, into an application of
the corporation for sanction to borrow £8,400 for
the purchase of land at Walton for the purpose of
constructing a new street from Breeze-hill to
Cherry -lane.

There was a large gathering at the Ladies'
Training College, Ripon, on Siturday, on the occa-
sion of the completion of recent college extensions
and the opening of a new undenominational hostel
attached to the college. The Bishop of Hipon
presided.

At the last meeting of the Southampton Camera
Club Mr. C. B. Howdill, A.R.I.B.A., president
of the Leeds Camera Club, gave a lecture and
demonstration on "The Photography of Colour."
The lecturer explained by means of diagrams pro-
duced from lantern slides the manner in which the
theory was worked, and demonstrated very clearly

all the known methods of producing coloured
transparencies, lantern slides, and prints.

At St. Peter's Church, Bengeworth, Evesham, a
stained-glass window, put in by the family in' the
west of the nave in memory of the late Mrs, Leigh,
of Hill Crest, Evesham, was dedicated on Friday.

Messrs. o. G. White and Co., Ltd., have just
completed a system of light railways between
Amsterdam and Haarlem. The distance between
the two towns is 17 miles, and the track is abso-
lutely level throughout, and has required but few
curves.

Mr. Philip Causton Lockwood has intimated his

intention to resign the office of consulting engineer
to the Brighton Town Council on or before March 25
next. He will then be in his S5th year, and have
been in the service of the town council for more
than forty-seven years.

A window was unveiled on Thursday in the north
transept of Norwich Cathedral to the memory of the
late Mr. William Cadge, F.R.C.S (1823-1903). The
auliject of the painted glass is Christ Healing the
Sick. The design is after the picture by Plockherst,
the German artist, and is entitled *' Come unto Me,"

A new Roman Catholic Church of St. Hugh, just
built in Earle-road, Liverpool, at a cost of £6,000,
was opened last week.

At Birds Royal, Brighouse, on Saturday, a new
W"esleyan misaion-hall was opened. Thepremisep.
which have been erected from the plana prepared
by Mr, A. G. Dalzell, architect, Halifax, comprise
a meeting-room, capable of seating 500 people, with
six classrooms—three on each side—for Sunday-
school purposes. The work has been done by local

contractors, and the cost is about £1,000,

The new sewerage works at Penn, near Wolver-
hampton, which have been erected near the
Leasowes Farm, Upper Penn, were formally in-

augurated on Monday by the chairman of the
Saisdon Rural District Council.
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^xix Uhisix<\tiii\x%,

TYLXF.Y HALL, n.lMrSniRE.

This house replaces a modem one tuilfc atout
thirty-five years ago, and is entirely new except

some of the foundations. Unfortunately, to build

an entirely new house was not the original

intention ; alterations only were to he made, but
by degrees every vestige of the former house
disappeared. This proceeding, naturally, has
much hampered the design. The materials out-

side &r3 T.L.B. bricks mixed haphazard, Bath
stone dressings, Broseley tiles, and the casements
(where of iron) by Messrs. Burt and Potts. Messrs.

Trollops and Sons were the contractors for the

building and the decorations. The stone carving

is by Jlr. Aumonier. The two stable courts and
about twelve hundred feet run of glasshouses,

-g.irdener's cottages, &c., are not shown on the

plan. The house is the property of Mr. Lionel

rhillips, and Mr. 11. Selden Wornum was the
architect. The drawing given appeared in the
Architectural Gallery of the Royal Academy Last

summer.

XOKWICH UNION" LIFE ISSVKAXCE SOIIETv's

NEW HEAD OFFICES.

Tme Norwich Union Life Insurance Society's

head office at Xorwich, which is just on the point

of completion, stands in Surrey-street, on the site

of old Surrey House, the residence of Henry, the

noted Earl of Surrey, who was beheaded in l.'ilG.

The building was designed with a view to giving
I dignified "head ollice," and one that would
harmonise with its surroundings in Surrey-street,

and has been carried out in Clipsham stone upon a

plinth of Ancaster. The statues in the niches on
either side of the main facade are intended to

maintain the historic associations of the present
life ollice. The one on the left represents Bishop
Talbot of Salisbury, Chancellor of the Order of

the (iarter, to whom the first charter for an
insurance ofhce was granted in l^ueen Anne's
reign; this was for the Amicable Life Ollice,

-.vliieh is incorporated with tho Norwich Union.
I'he right-hand statue is that of Sir Samuel
Bignold, who virtually raised the Norwich
Union Life Oflire, and also tho l''ire Ollico,

I'rom their infancy. Tho iron railing .shown
in the view has been omitted, and a
!i;w stone balustrade adopted in its place.

The interior of the building, as will bo seen
from tho plan, consists of a largo central
ball, which is 70ft. eiiuaro, and colonnaded on tho
ijround Moor with forty monolith columns of

Verde Antico and CipoUino marbles, the cobimns
being used constructionally. This hall is used as

the general ollice, and extends quite up through

the building, an arcaded corridor above the

columns running round it on the first floor.

The walls, arches, and floors of this cen-

tral hall are all finished with marble. It

is top-lighted from a domed ceiling, which is

enriched with gold and colour. Around this

general office, both on the ground floor and
first floor, are placed the smaller offices and the

oflicials' rooms, two sides of the first "floor being

occupied by the solicitor's department, and the

remaining two, including the side to the street,

bj' the directors' apartments. All these first-

floor rooms fronting the street have double

windows to exclude noise, and the board-room,

which is in the centre of the front, has

been provided with a top light, so that

if necessary the windows to the street can be

entirely closed or shaded. The staircase to the

directors' rooms is of choice marbles, and has a

painted domed ceiling. The directors' corridors

have thin walls .and floors of marble, the walls

being lined with porphyry-coloured Rosso Antico.

The committee - rooms and board - room are

panelled to a height of 9ft., figured mahogany
and walnut being used, and have enriched

plaster ceilings. 'Ihe second floor is occupied

by the caretaker's house, which has a spacious

kitchen attached to it, from which luncheons are

supplied to the stafi luncheon-room in the base-

ment, and to the directors' luncheon-room by
special lifts, the former being worked electrically.

The strongrooms are in the basement, entirely

separated from the rest of that floor, and reached

by a special staircase. The contractor for the

foundations was Mr. John Hum, of Xorwich.

The general contractor for the superstructure

is Mr. G. E. Hawes, of Norwich ; the stone-

work was executed by Mr. E. W. 1). Potter,

and the plain and decorative plaster work by ilr.

W. G. Crotch, both of Norwich. The marble-

work and carving is by Messrs. Farmer and
Brindley. Fireproof floors have been used

throughout, and these have been executed by
Messrs. Mark Fawcett and Co. and Messrs.

Homan and Rodgers, of London, the latter firm

supplying also the steel work for the dome. Mr.
E. Bilby has acted as clerk of works. Messrs.

George J. Skipper, V R.I.B.A., .and F. W.
Skipper, of Norwich, are the architects, and the

drawing we Ulustrate was exhibited in this year's

Royal Academy.

WESTHOUCIITON CARNEGIE LIBKAUV I

SELECTED DESIGN.

This design, prepared by Messrs. Halsall, Tonge.
and Campbell, of Southport and Westhoughton,

: was selected from those submitted in a limited

competition. The elevations are in Accrington

brick and terracotta, from Mr. Jabez Thompson's,

I
of NorthwiA. The design includes a large lecture-

hall to seat .500, and the estimated cost is £3,500.

i
niOl'OSED MISSION CIlUllCH, Tl LSE HILL.

The materials to be used in the erection of the

above are red brick facings, with Monks Park
stone dressings, the roofs being covered with red

tiles. The woodwork of the flcche would be

covered with lead, the upper part being finished

in tiles similar to the roof. Internally, the ceil-

ing would be waggon-shaped, with modelled

plaster ribs and decorations at intervals. The
whole tone of decoration being kept in a fubdiied

key of colour, the rich colour of the altar hang-
ings forms a predominating feature. The archi-

tects are Messrs. Treadwell and Martin, of

[

Waterloo-place, Pall Mall, S.W. The drawing
which we give figured in the Royal Academy
this year.

I

NATIONAl. GOLD MEDAL DESIGN FOU A WALL
FOt'NTAIX.

(
The examiners—Messrs. \V. De Morgan, Gilbert

R. Redgrave, and S. .L (.'artlidge— in their ollieial

report on the Tiles and I'ottery class of competitive

works at tho Board of Education National Coui-

petition for lUOl, say, with reference to this Wall
Fountain :

" A gold medal is awarded to Jlr.

Charles Vyso, of llanley, for his woU-conceivcd
design executed in glazed pottery. This is

admirably adapted to tho purpuao for which it is

intonded. As shown in the actual material it is

remarkable for its unity of elloct and its

spirited execution." The colour of the piece was

a rich, sober green of modulated tone?, and tho

modelling was excellent, the clay material being

well recognised in the handling of tho design.

HUON/.E

Silver Medal this year. The opinion of it by the

examiners—Sir William B. Richmond, K.C.B.,
R.A., and Messrs. Reynolds Stephens and A. F.
Brophy—is thus expressed: " A Silver Medal is

awarded to this design for a Lectern, which shows
a knowledge of construction and design, and
consequently an appreciation of the use of the

materials to be employed."

NATKINAI. SILVI'U MEDAL DESK^N FDIt A

LECTERN.

JIii. CiiAKLES F. fi KEEN, of Birmingham, is tho

author of this work, for which ho won a National

CHIPS.
"Who's Who," "The Englishwoman's Year

Book," and " Who's Who Year Book," grow better,

bigger, and more indispensable every year. The
first named contains Olj pages more biography than
its predecessor for 1904, and the tables and hsts in

the "Year Book" are amplified. Apart from its

interest as a work of reference, " Who's Who " is a
fascinating volume for all curious about celebrities ;

—

and who is not curious ':

A deputation of the roads and bridges committee
of the Northumberland County Council visited

Stakeford last week to inspect the site of the

proposed bridge across the Wansbeck. Mr. D.
Balfour, the architect, explained the scheme and
position to be occupied by the bridge. On the

north side provision is made for a 24ft. carriageway

with a declivity of 1 in 40 instead of 1 in 10 as at

present. On each side the approaches will be stone

abutments with two spans across. The supports of

the centre of the bridge will be on a sandstone

foundation 27ft. deep.

A new pier is being erected at Salem on the south-

east coast of the island of Mull. It has been
designed by Mr. James Dsas, C.E., Glasgow, and
consists of a substructure of concrete carrying a

pierhead of open timber work, approached by a
wooden gangway. The whole is estimated to cost

slightly over .£5,000. The situation is to t'-ie south-

ward of the existing pier. The contract limit for

completion is April 30 next.

The new police-station just erected at South
Bank, near Middlesbrough, was formally opened
last week. The building is two stories high, and
is of red brick. The building includes living and
sleeping apartments for the force. There are five

cells, behind which is a large yard in which
prisoners may take exercise. Dining-room, smoke
room, and billiard-room are provided for the

members of the force.

Plans for the erection of a new infant school on
the Gilbert-street site. South Shields, for the

accommodation of 410 siholars, have been approved

by the Board of Education. Application is to be

made to the Local Government Board for per-

mission to borrow £7,000 for building purposes.

The Dean and Chapter of Peterborough havt
taken steps to prevent the Minster from being

burnt, as were two of its predecessors. Two brass

pipes have been erected in the cathedral, one in the

morning chapel and the other near the bishop's

door. Coils of hose, nozzles, and buckets are to be

placed near the hydrants, which are supplied from
oin. mains.

Extensive additions to the Monaghan and Cavan
Lunatic Asylum, involving a cost of about £12,000,

are about to be commenced. The new building has

become necessary owing to the over-crowded
condition of the institution, and will accommodate
120 persons.

The Poplar Borough Council have decided to take

in hand the repaving and channelling of various

streets in the borough at an aggregate cost of

between £11,000 and £12,000, in order to provide

work for the unemployed.

A mural tablet has just been erected in the

Cathedral of Bristol to the memory of the late Mr.
Walter Ernest Hughes, for many years chapter

clerk, who died at Davos Platz, Switzerland, after

a long illness. The tablet, which has been designed

and executed by Mr. H. Tyley, sculptor, St.

Augustine's Bank, Bristol, has been placed in the

north transept. Tho design is of simple Classic

character, consisting of a recessed semi-circular

arched panel of Carrara marble, containing an in-

siription. Tho surrounding mouldings are of

Normandy stone, in which are introduced sculp-

tured panels of the Alpine eidelweiss encircling a

rose.

The Institute of .Vrcha'ology, recently established

in connection with the faculty of arts iu the

University of Liverpool, was opened ou Friday

evening. Temporary premises have been secured

in Bedford-street, and accommodation is provided

for a museum, lecture-room, and library.

Colonel Duruford, K.K., Local Government Board
inspector, held an inquiry at Moretonhampstead on
Friday into the application of the Newton Abbot
::ural Council to borrow a further sum of £5.50 in

connection with the sewerage Bchome.

Tho rural district council of Rochford have

instructed their surveyor to prepare plans for a

sewerage scheme for Beufleet, which is estimated to

cost £3,000.
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MCTROPOLITAN BOROUCH OF FuLHAhi .

ExTE?i5io7i. or'Tnc 'Icwr* /\ai l •

I

riRgT • FLOOR • PLVn

— SCALE 8 Feet to I Inch —

[ EXTENSION OF THE T(-»WN HALL,
FULHAM.

THE necessity for additional oiEce accommoda-
tion for the municipal administration of the

borough has long made itself apparent, and the
Council' decided to^acquire the necessary land
which is situated at the rear of the present build-
ing with a frontage to Harwood-road. The
building has a frontage of about 82ft., with a
depth of 84ft. The giound-floor plan shows the
offices for the town clerk and borough surveyor
are placed on each side of the Harwood-road
entrance, and those for the medical ollicer and
borcufjh treasurer respectively being placed one
on each side of the Fulham-road entrance. Thus
each department is complete in itself. The
town clerk's department consists of a general
office for clerks {.i:ift. 4in. by IGft. Uin.) to the
front of Harwood-road. The waiting-room
(Ufr. ein.by 7ft.) is to be divided from the piisaage
leading from the general office to the town clerk's
private office by a counter screen and passage, on
the opposite side of which will be the<^uty town
clerk's office (15ft. 9in. by 1 1ft. 6in.) 'l4e deputy
town clerk will have an entrance directly into the
town clerk's office and into the general office. The

town clerk's private office will be 19ft. by Hft.,
and by this arrangement will be situated between
the ollices of the deputy town clerk and the law
clerk, whose office will be I'ift. by lift. (Jin. The
latter ollices will be lit from an area 'Jft. Sin.

wide. The borough surveyor's department is

situated on the opposite side of the vestibule

(l.')ft. wide) and corridors. The surveyor's
private office (IGft. Gin. by ICft. 9in.) and tho

clerk's office (16ft. Gin. by 15ft. :iin.) take up tho
remaining front to Harwood-road, and at tho

rear of the clerk's office is the assistant's ollico

(l.'ift. by 12ft.), opposite to which, divided by a
passage and a counter-screen, is a waiting-room,
having an entrance from the corridor similar to

that for tho town clerk. Tho drawing oHico

(43ft. by IGft.) has a north light from tho area.

Tho medical oilicer and his staff are placed in tho

rooms now occupied by tho surveyor and gentlo-

men'scloakroom. The wall dividing the cloakroom
and tho surveyor's general office is to bo taken out.

The inspector's office occupies the east side of

tho Fulham-road entrance. Tho size of the office

is Mft. by 12ft. Gin., and 391t. Gin. by 14ft. 9in.

.\ waiting-room is cut out of this office by a glass

screen and counter. < )ppo8ite the waiting-room
is the clerk's office, 15ft. by 12ft., and the present

urinal and w.c. for the gentlemen's cloakroom is

converted into a plan and record-room. On the

western side of the main entrance is the borough
treasurer's department, occupying the present

town clerk's department, public health office,

mayor's parlour, and law clerk's office. Tho
general office is a largo room 3Sft. Cin. by 33tt.,

obtained by altering the present staircase (the

e.iit from the largo ball), and thus obtaining

greater window area from the yard or area now
in existence, and by cutting out all intervening

walls. Tho present mayor's parlour is converted

to an office for the borough treasurer's two
assistants, and the borough treasurer's private

office will be that now occ upied by the law clerk.

Tho present ladies' cloakroom is but slightly

altered, a part of this being thrown into tho

corridor in order to obtain access to the gentle-

men's cloakroom, lavatory, A:c., which is now
the rates office. In tho centre of the building,

and only cut off from the town clerk's office by a
corridor, is the mayor's room and a councillors'

retiring room. The telephone room is also fairly

central for all departments, and is part of a room
now occupied by the borough treasurer. A
portion of the present rates ollico is cut off in

order to provide a stairway to the council-
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chamber and committee-rooms. The alteration

places these rooms out of the general reach of the
puhlic passing through the main corridors. A
lavatory and w.c. is proposed to be erected off the
present lobby. The main staircase being brought
near the Harwood-road entrance enables the
upper rooms to hare practically direct access to
to the roadway without contact with the offices of

any of the departments.
In the first-floor plan the head of the staircase

finishes about 25ft. away from the existing wall
of lavatoiy on the first floor. This lavatory is

transferred to a new position, and an opening cut
through at this point thus secures an entrance to

the existing large hall. It is also at the junction
of two corridors—one leading to the small hall
(4ift. 6in. by 29ft. 2in.), and the other passing
between the new gentlemen's and ladies' cloak-
rooms, lavatories, &c., respectively, over a bridge
and through an opening cut into the wall of the
existing small hall over the council chamber.
Thus from the Harwood-road entrance direct
access is obtainable to all the public rooms on the
first floor in the existing and future structure.
A large refreshment room (26ft. 3in. by 19ft. 4iin.)
is placed near the head of the staircase, and may
be used by the various halls. A lift from the

cellar is also provided for the beneSt of the

caterers. A large oval window will be placed in

the roof to light the staircase. A staircase is also

provided from the main corridor on the ground
floor direct to the first fioor. This is for the

benefit of the members and the officials, who
thereby gain access to a large committee-room

(33ft. l|in. by 29ft. 2in.), having its front on to

Ilarwood-road, also to the two sub-committee

rooms (26ft. Sin. by 16ft. 4iin., and 21ft. Gin. by
17ft. 4^in.). These rooms are divided completely

from the remainder of the rooms on the first floor,

except by a door at the further end of the passage.

The second - floor plan provides near the

refroshment-room on the first floor a staircase

leading to rooms set apart for the medical oflicer's

laboratory. Liboratory («) 13ft. by 13tt., labora-

tory (i) 13ft. by 13ft., laboratory (c) 15ft. 9in. by
10ft. ; there is also a lavatory. These rooms
may be completely shut off from the staircase.

On this floor is also provided the hall-keeper's

residence. Sitting-room 14ft. Sin. by lift.,

kitchen 13ft. Sin. by 12ft., first bedroom ISft. Sin.

by 10ft., second bedroom 12ft. by lOfC. 9in.,

scullery 8ft. 9in. by 7ft. 9in., bathroom 6ft. by
5ft., and a w.c. and usual oflices.

The whole of the proposed town-hall ex-

tension will be cellared, and ample storage

accommodation has been provided for all depart-

ments. The boiler-house and heating-chamber
is fixed underneath the councillors' retiring-room,

the principal kitchen being immediately under
the oflice occupied by the town clerk, with lift

accommodation in the position shown at d as

described above. Two new strong-rooms are

proposed for the use of the town clerk and the

borough surveyor, and a rolling way is provided,

having an entrance on the footway at the south-

eastern corner of the Harwood-road elevation.

The main staircase is to be in polished Hopton
Wood stone. The fittings in the mayor's-room,
committee retiring-rooms, and the rooms of the

chief ofticials will be in dark fumed oak. The
elevation is I.ate Renaissance, and executed in

Portland stone. There will be a wrought-iron

canopy at the entrance, and a cantilever turret

clock in the centre pediment. The building will

be lighted throughout by electricity, heated by a

low-pressure systen, and ventilated by fans driven

by electricity. The architect is Mr. Francis

Wood, A.M.I. C.E., Town Hall, Fulham, and
the builder is Mr. F. G. Jlinter, of Putney. The
cost of the erection will approximatelv amount to

£25,000.
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The London Coliseum.—The engineering
works at the London Coliseum were inspected

on Saturday by the Junior Institution of Engi-
neers, when a demonstration of the revolving

stage was given. As there is no similar arrange-
ment of stage in the world, the details had to be
worked out entirely without a guide or any
similar apparatus or mechanism as a basis, and
from the magnitude of the ttbles no experiments
before placing the contracts were possible. There
are three concentric rings, or stages, the outer

one and the intermediate being 12ft. across, and
the middle circle 25ft. 7in, The entire diameter
across the three is 75ft., and so accurate has been
the building up that only lin. of clearance was
necessary to permit of the tables running sepa-

r itely , without rubbing or touching. The tables

are built up on rolled steel underframes 9ft. high,
and, instead of the motive power and wheels
being on the carriages as in a tramway, the
engineer has designed a run-way on the under-
frames, which runs on the motors, thereby
reversing the usual order of things and securing
considerable lightness, absence of moving contacts

for the current, and a great reduction in the
noise. The rings or stages can run in either

direction as separate pieces, or can be locked
together for combined effects. The top staging
for actual use is constructed of 2Mn. teak, and is

screwed to the underframe with a layer of com-
pressed felt between the surfaces. The electric

motors, 14 in all. used for driving the stages are

all set on adjustable beds for levelling up to the
level of the fixed, or permanent, stage surrounding
three outer rings, and the motors are all con-
trolled from the special switch pillirs on a raised

gallery on the prompt side of the stage which
overlooks every part of it. The signalling to the
drivers is effected by means of a special form of

.ship's engine-room telegraph worked from a
position on the stage level, where the stage
manager has also to hand speaking-tubes, lamp-
signal keys, and telephones to all the points where
engineers are stationed to work the numerous
electric apparatus. (Jc receiving a signal on his

dial the table driver has only to turn to his con-
troller wheel and the vast table, 75ft. in diameter,
can be turned, stopped, and reversed, the actual
controller or switches being in a chamber below
the stage. These controllers are over 5ft. 6in. in
height, and are the largest series of parallel con-
trollers ever made. To work in conjunction
with the revolving stages, and for the propar
representation of moving objects and other pur-
poses, it is necessary that panorama on a large
scale should be used. There are now installed

eight panoramas and a cyclorama. In addition
to the ordinary panorama there is also one that
will cjrry people or built scenery and properties.

All these devices are electrically driven and
controlled, but can in an emergency be worked
by hand to prevent a breakdown. When com-
plete there will be 30 electric motors at work on
the building. The weight of the revolving stages
is ICO tons, of which 79 tons represent the weight
of the steel underframes carrying the stages. For
lighting there was used throughout fireproof

cables, an earthed steel tube conduit system.
The main stage switchboard has 85 distinct
working switches, which are so combined that by
interlocking and automatic releasing it is possible
for one man to control all the lights on the stage
and produce combinations of colours at any
strength. All the electrical and mechanical
details have been worked out by Mr. K. Wingfield
Bowles. The illuminating power on the stage is

equal to about 5,000 Sep. incandescent lamps,
and the auditorium has upwards of 2,000 similar
lamps. The public parts of the theatre are
divided into two separate installations, supplied
by two independent companies.

DovEK.—The building of the eastern and
western breakwaters of th9 Admiralty Harbour
at Dover has produced a race on a gig.intic scale
among the engineering staffs. Only throe davs
have elapsed between the laying of the final

blocks of these two huge works, which have boon
in progress for the past five year.", the last block
on the eastern breakwater being laid on Friday,
These breakwaters inclose over 000 acres of
anchorage. The western break wat«r goes seaward
4, 000ft., and the eastern breakwater 3,:ii0ft.

Over 32,000 blocks, weighing 10 tons each, have
been set in these breakwaters, givin? a total of
about 1,280,000 tons of concrete. The break-
waters rise 75ft. froai the sea bottom, and are

45ft. wide. The southern breakwater, 4,200ft.

long, which is rapidly progressing, will complete

this vast national undertaking.

FowEY.—The new lighthouse "at Catherine's

Point, west of Penny-brey-Cove, at the entrance

to Fowey Harbour, was inaugurated on Monday
night. The light, a red and white flashlight,

i^ 91ft. above high-water level. Messrs. Chance
Bros., Birmingham, were the contractors for

the lighting apparatus, and Mr. J. D. Hooper,

of Looe, was the sub-contractor for the sheds.

The consulting engineer is Mr. N. T. Douglass,

M.I.C.E., Westminster. The gas will ba supplied

by the local gas company, the main being over a

mile in length. The whole cost of the under-

taking has been about £1,200.

OHIPS.
A new chapel, erected at Bushcliife, Hudderstield,

for the United Methodist Free Church, was opened
on Saturday. The chapel, which will hold a congre-

gation of 250, and allows of a gallery in addition to

seat 90 persons, replaces an iron structure. Mr.
Benjamin Stocks, of Huddersfield, was the architect,

and the cost was £1,400.

Mr. C. A. Cnpps, M.P., opened a new Carnegie

free library in Levenshulme, a suburb of Manchester,

on Saturday. Mr. Carnegie contributed £2,500,

the coat of the building, on the usueiI terms. Two
special features of the library are a room set apart

for juveniles, in which, besides papers and periodi-

cals, such games as chesp, draughts, and dominoes
may be enjoyed; and adjoining the main reading-

room anU reached through a vestibule door is a long
verandah where people may sit and read in fine

weather. The building has been designed by Mr.
James and Mr. J. Jepson, surveyor and architect to

the urban district council ; the builders were Messrs.

Burgess and Gait, of Ardwick.

At the last meeting of the Sheffield Society of

Architects and Surveyors, a lecture, illustrated by
measured plans, was delivered by Mr. J. R.
Wigfull, F.R.LB.A., on the "Lancet Period of

English Architecture."

On Saturday, Nov. 23, the new extension of

Bethesda Homes, Manchester, was formally opened
by Lady Somerset. The cost of the work was
about £4,000, the architects being Messrs. Maxwell
and Tuke, of Manchester, and the builders Messrs.

Burgess and Gait, of Ardwick.

Barrow Town Council adopted on Monday a
scheme for the construction of a high service reser-

voir, costing over £6,000, exclusive of land.

The Metropolitan Electric Tramways, Limited,

opened for public trafti; on Siturday another ex-
tension of their electric tramways. The new line,

which 13 about five miles long, and has a double
track throughout, runs from Cricklewood to

Edgware.

In the case of the application on behalf of John
Kenyon and William Moulton, carrying on business

together in co-partnership under the style of Kenyon
and Moulding, Blackburn, Lancashire, joiners and
builders, the order of discharge has been suspended
for two years, ending October 17, 1906.

At Storrington a new church has been opened
by the Prii-Tionstratensian Fathers. Tiie church is

in the Early English style. The plan is a broad
nave, lit from the clerestory, the windows being
above six side chapels, which have pointed barrel

roofs in stone on stone ribs. Only one chapel is as

yet completed. The sanctuary has a richly-groined

roof and elevated altar. The organ will be at the

west end, the jube being in course of construction.

Mr. E. G jldie, of Kensington, is the architect, and
Mr. Goddard the contractor.

At the last meeting of the City Court of Common
Council a report was adopted sanctioning the retire-

ment (on account of ill-health) of Mr. D. J. Ross,

City engineer, on a pension of £550, and referring

to a committee the consideration of the nature,

duties, and emoluments of the vacant office.

At Upper Koowle, Bristol, on Tuesday, a new
Wesleyan School-chapel, built at a cost of £1,200,

was opened.

The new Methodist New Connexion Church,
which has been erected in Union H ill-road, Lera-

ington, was formally opened on Saturday. The
chapel, which has been erected by Mr. Thirlwoll, of

BenWdll, and Mr. Jackson, of GoaforCh, from de-

signs prepared by Mr. B. R. Irvin, architect, Gites-

head, has involved an expenditure of nearly Ci, 000.

Accommodation is provided for some 350 people.

The Court of Appoal IiMd on Situr lay that the

Manchester Carria^^e and Tramways Comptny were
unable to give the Swinton and Pendlebury Urban
District Gdun<;il a right of access to thi tramway
depot in Church-street, Pendleton, and consequently

the council could not be forced to acnuire the depot
with the tramways in their district. The amount
involved was stated to be £21,000.

LEQAI. INTELLIGENOB.
Hodgson v. Waugh.—In the King's Bench

Division on Monday Mr. Lush, K.C. mentioned to

the Lord Chief Justice this case, in which judgment
was reserved on Nov. 29, and which was reported

in our issues of Nov. 25 and Dec. 2, pages 777 and
813._ Counsel stated that it was only due to Mr.
Waugh, and also to Mr. Hodgson, to say that

Mr, Hodgson entirely approved of the withdrawal
of any charges that had been made against Mr.
Waugh. Mr. Hodgson had understood that no such

suggestions were made, and personally he had not

wished them to be made. The Lord Chief Justice

said that certain questions that had been put were
only consistent with charges of improper conduct,

but the withdrawal was satisfactory and would
relieve him of a difficult part of the case. He was
glad that the withdrawal of the charges was made
with Mr. Hodgson's authority, and he hoped that

the same publicity would be given to it. His Lord-

ship intimated his mtention of giving judgment on
Monday week, the 19th inst.

Buildee's Successful Claim.—Grace v. Ellis.

—Mr. Verney, official referee of the High Court of

Justice, heard a case in London last week, in which

Mr. Thomas Grace, builder, of Leek, claimed £774 the

balance of an account due on contract for building

a house situate on The Mount, Leek, from Mr.

Clement Campbell Ellis, of The Mount, Leek.

There were also charges in the defendant's case

against the plaintirt and the architect engaged by

fiim, Mr. John T. Brealey, of Hanley and Rud-
yard, and the onus of proof lay with the defendant

to prove the allegations. A sum of £400 was
paid into court. The case was opened on Monday
in last week, and judgment was given on the

Thursday without hearing the plaintiff's witnesses.

The learned referee said the evidence for the de-

fendant had entirely failed to prove dishonesty or

,

MiiJa fii.lf^ on the part of the architect or collusion

by him and the builder to cheat Mr. Ellis. He
did not consider it necessary for Mr. Grace to call

any witnesses, and the final certificate given by

the architect must stand. He therefore gave judg-

ment for the plaintiff for the full amount claimed,

with costs, and judgment was entered acccordingly.

In re H. and G. Cuewen and Co., Peeston.—
At Preston Bankruptcy-court on Friday, Henry
Curwen, of 32, Heaketh-street, Southport, and

George Curwen, of 71, Long-lane, Preston, lately

trading as H. and G. Curwen and Co., of Lsighton-

street, Preston, and 162, Dock-street, Fleetwood,

timber merchants, appeared for their adjourned

examination. Debtors' statement of affairs showed
gross liabilities £79,721 123,, expected to rank

£43, .302 8s. 5d., and assets £24,724 73. 6d., leavmg

a deficiency of £18,778 Os. Ud. Ddbtors alleged as

the cause of their failure pressure by a heavy creditor

for the recovery of money advanced and bad debts.

The examination was adjourned.

Assueance Companies' Powers to Inspect

Wages Accounts.—General Acoihent Assurance
Cobpoeation (Limited) v. Day.—In this case,

heard by Mr. Justice Buckley on Friday, the

defendant was a builder, and in September, 1901,

signed a proposal to the plaintiff company for an

insurance against his liability under the Workmen's
Compensation Act, 1S97, the Employers' Liabdity

.\ct, 1889, or the Common Law in respect of acci-

dents to his workmen. The proposal stated that

the total estimated amount of wages paid annually

by the defendant or his sub-contractors was £3,000,

and at the foot the defendant agreed to "pay a

premium of 5a. lid. per cent, on the total amount of

wages and salaries paid, and to render at the end of

each period of insurance a statement in the form

required by the corporation of all wages actually

paid, and to pay premium on any wages paid in

excess of the amount estimated above." The
policy, issued September 21, 1901, recited that the

defendant had paid a sum of £8 .'u. " on account

of premium," and stated that the corporation

agreed to indemnify him against liability as at)0ve-

mentioned. The policy was in force untU Sep-

tember 21, 1902, and was then renewed for another

year at the same rate of period. At tho end of the

second year the defendant allowed the policy to

lapse and insured in another office. The corpora-

tion made several applications to llie defendant for

accounts of wages actually paid, and, receiving no

answer, commenced the present action for an

account of such wages during the two years in

which the defendant was insured. The defendant

contended tli'it be was not now bound to account,

and it was stated by hia counsel that the wages paid

were really less than the estimated amount. Mr.

Juitice Buckley, in delivering judgment, said there

was no defence to the action. The defendant had

insured with the corporation on the terms of a

contract embodied in the proposal and the policy.

It was a contract by which ho agreed to pay a sum
of £8 5i. on account of premium. That sum was

58. OJ. per cent, on the estimated amount of yearly

wages, anrt there was a clauao as to stating the

actual amount of wages paid and supplying an

account of them. It was olivious that that part of

the contract could not be worked out until after the
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year of insurance had expired. After that the

office was entitled to demand an account. The
corporation was entitled to tlie account and the
costs of the action up to the present time, and the
further costs would be reserved.

An EDcra'AEE-KOAD Aebitkation.—The case of
" Jennings v. the Baker- street and Waterloo Rail-

way " came before Mr. lender - Sheriif Burchell
and a special jury at the Sheriff's Court, Ked Lion-
square, on Wednesday, for the assessment of

damages in regard to the compulsory acquisition of

Nos. 304 and 300, Edgware-road, and 34, Bell-

street, W., in connection with the construction of

the Edgware-road Station of the railway in ques-
tion. On behalf of the claimants, expert evidence
was given, placing the amount of compensation at

£14,307. The jury returned a verdict for £11, 200

WATER STTPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Carlisle Sewekaoe Scheme.—Mr. Sandford
Fawcett, M.I.C.E , an inspector of the Local
Government Board, held an inquiry in Carlisle

Town Hall on Friday with respect to an application

by the corporation for leave to borrow £65,000 to

enable them to carry out a scheme for the disposal

of the whole of the sewage of the city. At the
present time the sewage of Carlisle is discharged
into the river Eden below the city boundaries. This
has given rise to many complaints from time to time
by the inhabitants of the villages below Carlisle and
by the Eden Conservancy Board and those inte-

rested in the fisheries of the river Eden. The
county council recently threatened to take pro-
ceedings against the corporation to compel them to
stop putting the Carlisle sewage into the river. Two
years ago the city surveyor, with the assistance and
advice of Mr. Dibdin, devised a scheme for the
disposal of the sewage by means of screens, double-
contact bacteria beds, and other works on the
Willow Holme, just within the city boundary. The
scheme has since been under the consideration of

the Local Government Board. The city surveyor,
Mr. Chatterton, M.Inst.C.E., Westminster, gave
evidence in support of the application, and said a
good deal had occurred in the history of the question
of sewage disposal since the plans were drawn two
years ago ; and he wished to have an opportunity of
setting before the board an alternative plan for
dealing with the sewage which would effect a con-
siderable saving in the cost. He wished to substi •

tute filtration for the double bacteria beds. The
inspector promised to report in due course.

CHIPS.
The death took place on Friday at his residence,

Ashgrove, Elland, at the age of 69 years, of Mr.
John, Ainley, brick manufacturer and dyer, Bridge
Works and Lily Dyeworks, Elland.

The partnership heretofore subsisting between
Messrs. Sydney W. Lee and J. P. Clark, architects
and surveyors, Lincoln's Inn-fields, W.C., under
the style of Lee and Pain, has been dissolved.

Mr. Justice Ridley, in the King's Bench Division,
on Monday, heard a petition of right, presented by
Mr. Blundell, the owner of property near Liverpool,
which raised the question whether land taken by
the Crown for defensive purposes should be paid
for in the same manner as if it had been acquired
under the Lands Clauses Consolidation Act. The
contention on the part of the Crown was that the
amount to be paid should be restricted to the value
of the land, and should not include anything for
injurious affection : while for Mr. Blundell it was
urged that he was entitled to a sum for injury done
to his estate. Judgment was reserved.

An exhibition of paintings, engravings, prints,
and photographs of Edinburgh past and present,
organised by the Eiinburgh Photographic Society,
was opened in the society's hall, 38, Castle-street,
in that city, on Saturday afternoon, by the Lord
Provost Sir Robert Cranston.

Foundation-stones were laid on Saturday of a
lecture-hall, which has been added to the Presby-
terian church at Forest Hall, near Newcastle-on-
Tyne. a building erected in 18S0. The hall will
measure 52ft. by 2Sft. Oin., and is faced with stone
to harmonise with the church. Mr. J. Walton
Taylor, F.R.I.B.A., of Newcastle, is the architect,
and Mr. John Craven, of the same city, is the builder.

Mr. W. Wotherspoon, engineer in charge of the
survey of the Lagos Rxilway extension, left Liver-
pool on Monday in the Elder- Dempster steamer
Bidfia for Lagos with two assistants. It has been
decided to extend the Lagos Railway from Ibadan
to the important agricultural centre of Oshogbo, a
distance of 72 miles, and Mr. Wotherspoon's expe-
dition is to survey and stake out the centre of the line.

At Weston-super-Mare an inquiry has been held
into the application of the urban district council
for sanction to barrow £2,033 for the purchase of
certain land as a site for a refuse destructor.

O^ut ^^tt ^Mt
A MEMORIAL is in preparation for presentation

to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, and has

been influentially signed to protest against the

threatened destruction of some beautiful speci-

mens of Georgian architecture of a residential

character in Westminster, notably in Great
College-street, Barton- street, Cowley- street, and
North-street. The bulk of these houses have
well-proportioned fronts, fine porticos, and rail-

ings, and are, for the most part, wainscotted

internally. In Great College-street two-thirds

of these old houses have already been pulled

down, and the beauty of the street has been in

consequence impaired. It is alleged that even
the famous St. Dunstan's AVall is threatened with
demolition. Amongst the signatories are the

Archdeacon, the Canons, and the clergy of West-
minster, Mr. Burdett-Coutts, IIP., the Colonial

Secretary, Mr. Herbert Gladstone, M.P., Lord
F. Hamilton, Lord Doneraile, Sir Rennel and
Lady Rodd, Sir E. Maunde Thompson, Sir E.
Poynter, P.R.A., Mrs. Anne Thackeray Ritchie,

the First Commissioner of Works, Sir A. Lyall,

Mr. A. S. Wise, and many members of archi-

tectural and archajological societies, as well as

several local residents.

The historic site of Clausentum, situated on
the river Itchen, Southampton, which formed the

doorway to the Roman legions on their invasion

of Great Britain and remained their chief naval

station during their occupation of this country
from A.D. 41 to a.d. 375, has been purchased and
taken possession of by the War Office for the

purpose of a military dspot for the time-expired

men and reservists. The want of barracks has
been keenly felt. In 1902 as many as 243,873
troops landed and embarked at this port, and in

1903 77,952 troops also passed through the port.

At times it has been necessary to locate the men in

the grain warehouses of the docks as temporary
barracks at great inconvenience to them. Now,
however, the Government propose erecting

large and commodious barrack accommodation
on the identical site which for about 400 years

was the camp of the Roman Legions. The
remains of the fortified camp are still visible, in-

cluding the ou'side ditch and stone masonry,
with looped walls. Tesselated pavement, pottery,

implements, and coins in large quantities have
been found disseminated over the whole area

whenever the ground has been disturbed. Among
the coins found aie those of Claudius, Vespasian,

Titus, Domitian, Nero, Trajan, Hadrian,
Antoninus Pius, Gordianus Africanus (in silver),

Gallienus, \'ictorinus, Tebricus, Diocletianus,

Constantino the Great (in large number), and
AUectus. All are in a more or less excellent

state of preservation. When the foundations of

the new barracks are made many valuable remains
will, it is hoped, be brought to light, and pre-

served. From the initials " S.C." found on
several coins, it is believed that the Romans
possessed a mint there.

At Wednesday's meeting of the Royal Archii'O-

logical Institute held at No. 20 Hanover -square,

Mr. P. M. Johnston read an interesting pi^per on
the wall-paintings recently discovered in Trotton
Church, Sussex. The present building, erected

by the Camoys family, replaces the church men-
tioned in Domesday, and dates from about
1290 A.n. During the recent restoration it was
found that the west wall was covered with
paintings, and, after much labour, the outer

coat of lime, applied by an iconoclastic in-

cumbent about 1850, was removed. The will

area ia about 30ft. square, and the sub-

jects depicted were the seven deadly sins, of

which quaint representations were grouped round
the sinner, and the seven corporal works of mercy
as practised by the good man. Over these was the

Divine Judge, seated on a rainbow, and under
him Moses, with the Tables of the Law ; while on
each side an angel brought up a departed soul for

judgment. On the north wall the legend of St.

Hubert was represented, and on the south wall a

figure of St. George, the patron saint, was
found. Finished drawings of the decorations

were exhibited, together with tracings, showing
details.

A SIGNIFICANT movement for co - operation

between the Great Western and Central London
railway companies is foreshadowed by the Par-
liamentary notice which has been issued by the

Great Western of a projected new line from
Acton to Shepherd's Bush. Hitherto the Great

Western suburban traffic has reached the City by
running powers over the Metropolitan ; but,

owing to the electrification of that line, the

Paddington authorities propose to acquire a site for

a large new terminal station immediately adjacent

to the Central London's terminus at Shepherd's

Bush, and to construct a connecting link, four

miles long, which will enable a through service

to be run not only from stations on their main

line between Acton and Reading, but also from

their new Acton and Northolt branch, which

connects with the Great Central system. So

large an increased traffic is anticipated from

the new connection that the Central London

authorities are renewing their proposal for con-

verting the present " tube" into a circle by the

construction of about seven miles of additional

line, to embrace Liverpool-street, Cannon-street,

Ludgate Hill, the Strand, Charing Cross, Picca-

dilly, and Hammersmith. At the City extremity

of the proposed Central London circle another

new line is proposed, to run out to Walthamstow

and Leyton, under the title o£ the North-East

London Railway.

Some interesting demonstrations were given

at the Plumbers' workshop of the Merch.ant

Venturers' Technical l^ollege, Rosemary-street,

Bristol, on Friday, in an improved method in

lead burning. A number of local plumbers were

invited, and on Saturday night the demonstra-

tions were repeated for the benefit of the students.

The usual method adopted in lead-burning is to

generate the hydrogen gas necessary for the

operation by means of sulphuric acid and zinc,

but the gas is now supplied in cylinders by the

Birmingham Oxygen Co., Ltd., and an expert

from that firm conducted the demonstrations,

which included flat work, horizontal and upright

joints, overhead patching, and the jointing of

ordinary lead piping. Whilst the cost of the

new system is a little heavier than when the old

lead-burning machine is used, it is claimed that

a saving of time and cleanliness, safety and

portability are insured by the use of the gas m
cylinders.

The Thames Conservancy Board decided, od

Monday, to take proceedings against the War
Department in respect of the discharge of sewage

into the river from Cliffe Fort, near Gravesend.

The Bishop of Richmond dedicated at St. Stephen's

Church, Bradford, on Sunday, a stained-glass

window and a new brass eagle lectern. The
window, which has been placed in the south aisle,

was designed and executed by Messrs. Powell

Bros,, of Leeds, The subject is the appearance of

the Lord to His disciples at the Sea of Tiberias.

The lectern is a copy of the one given recently by

His Majesty the King to St. Thomas's Church,

Portsmouth.

The late Mr. Alderman William Hudson, chair-

man of the Harrogate Corporation Kursaal Com-
mittee, formerly a builder, has left an estate valued

at £10,612.

The Liverpool Gladstone Memorial Committee

have offered to the Liverpool Cathedral Committee

the surplus of about £600, remaining after defraying

the cost of the statue of Mr. Gladstone erected in

St, John's Gardens, for placing a stained-glass

window in the cathedral. At a meeting of the

cathedral executive committee on Monday the Lord

Bishop of Liverpool, Dr. Chavasse moved, and Sir

William B. Forwood seconded, a resolution, which

was adopted, thanking the subscribers to the Glad-

stone Memorial Fund for their donation, and ex-

pressing their pleasure that the memory of a

statesman of Mr, Gladstone's eminence and noble

character should be perpetuated in the cathedral of

his native city.

Mr. P. Le Juge de Segrais, Government architect

and engineer of the Public Works Department of

Mauritius, has been selected to replace the Hon,

G. de Coriolis as Superintendent of Public Works
and Surveyor-General of that colony. Mr. Le Juge
de Segrais entered the service in 1891, and became
Government architect five years lat«r.

The Bishop of London opened on the 2nd inat.

the new parish building erected in memory of the

late vicar of St. Mary-the-Virgin, Viacent-square,

Westminster (the liev. George Napier). The
honorary architects were Messrs. Law and Allen.

The Napier Memorial consists of a hall, seating 400

people and easily divisible by a partition ; above are

four clubrooms, with two smaller rooms and a

kitchen for parochial busmess. The whole building

is lighted by electricity.

A Local Government Board inquiry has been held

at Maideuhead into the corporation's application

for a loan of £7,000 for purposes of electric light-

ing, including extensions to Bray, Maidenhead

Court, and Taplow.
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MBETINQS FOR THE ENSTJINO WEEK.
Fkipay (To-N'i'iiit;.—ArchitecturalAssociation. "Some

Architectural Reflections," by T. Rallies

Davison. 7,30 p.m.
Trades Training School, 153, Great

Titchfleld-street. Distribution of Prizes

by Lord Belhaven and Stenton. 8 p.m.

S.tTUEDAv (To-MoKKOw).— British Association of Water-
works Enjrineers. Meeting at the Geo-
logical Society's Room. Burlington House.
Papers by S. Mitchell, F. Latham, and
J. Hutton. 11 a.m.
University Extension Guild. "The

Acropolis of Athens," by Professor Ernest

A. Gardner. M.A. Lecture-room of

British Museum. 3 p.m.

MOND.VY.—Surveyors' Institution. "Notes on Clay
Working, more particularly Bricks and
Tiles," by Joseph Jopling, F.S.I. 4 p.m.

Society of Arts. "Musical Wind
Instruments," Cantor Lecture No. 4, by
David J. Blaikley. 8 p.m.

Bristol Society of Architects. "The
Hennebiiiue System of Concrete Construc-
tion," by L. G. Mouchel. 8 p.m.

T';esd.\t.—Institution of Civil Engineei-s. "The Con-
struction of a Concrete Railway-Viaduct,"
by Arthur Wood-Hill and Edward Davy
Pain, B.A. S.p.m.

- Architectural Association : Discussion
Section. " The Natural Lighting of

Interiors," by Theodore Fyfe. 7.30 p.m.
Society of Arts. " The Patent Laws,"

by Chas. D. Abel. 8 p.m.
Glasgow Royal Philosophical Suciety

and Glasgow Architectural Association

(Joint Meeting). "The Registration

of Architects," by H. K. Bromhead,
r.R.I.B.A. 8 pm.
Edinburgh Architectural Association.

" A Talk on Metal Work," by Nelson
Dawson. S.p.m.

TurBSD-iY.— Society of Architects. 8 p.m.

Fp.id.iy.—Institution of Civil Engineers, " Folkestone
Harbour : Cylinder-Sinking at the Root
of the Old Pier," by R. H. Lee Pennell.

8 p.m.

Wrd.vesday.

r

CHIPS.
The .Shoreditch Borough Council, at their meeting

on Tuesday last, appointed Mr. A. G. Cross, F.S.I.,

and Member of the Quantity Surveyors' Association,

of Old Queen-street, Westminster, their quantity

surveyor in connection with the rebuilding of the

town-hall, a portion of which was destroyed by fire

in August last.

In the Quest Gallery, XT', New Bond-street,

London, W., there is an exhibition of miniatures

set in gold and in choice jewels. The collection

includes works by and after Gainsborough, Reynolds,
Romney, Coaway, Hoppner, Downman, Lawrence,
< Ireuze, and others ; and also by miniature"painters

of to-day.

The time for receiving tenders for the erection

of the new city hall for Edinburgh in Castle-

terrace, under the deed of the late Mr. Andrew
isher, eKpired on Monday, when the esti-

mates were lodged with the city superintendent

of works. Over 100 tenders have been sent

in under the various trades. The estimates will

he opened by the special committee of the town
council appointed to deal with the matter, and
thereafter will be remitted to the surveyors to report

upon them. In consequence of the depressed state

of trade, it is locally believed that the estimates all

round will be low.

An enquiry has been held at Croydon on behalf

of the Local Government Board into applications

for sanction to borrow l!4,000 for duplicating water-
mains, i:c, (half of the total cost), €4,100 for the
purposes oc a recreation ground at Addiscombe,
and £1,100 for a site for future erection of pubic
baths.

Mr. T. Watt Cafe has been elected honorary
secretary of the Koyiil Society of British Artists, in

place of Sir. T. F. il. Sheard, who has resigned

that position. Mr. F. ' 1. S.alisbury and Mrs. Lee
Hankey have been elected members.

The Birmingham Town Council authorised on
Wednesday the promotion of a Parliamentary Bill

for a tramways development scheme involvint^ ex-
penditure amounting to nearly i' 1,000, 000.

The new tower at Kocheater Cathedral; dedicated
on St. Andrew's Day, is faced with yellow stone
from Weldon. Mr. C Hodgson Fowler, F.S.A.,
of Durham, was the architect; Messrs. Ilalliday, of

Stamford, were the builders : and Mr. Leigh was the
clerk of woiks.

The Archbishop of Canterbury visited Chilham,
Kent, on Monday week to dedicate a parish -room
in one of the hamlets of that parish. The building
has been designed by Mr. C. Ford Whitcombe. At
one end of the main room is a chancel, which can
be shut ofT from the rest of the building by a
revolving shutter, and there are also a large class-

room and lobby.

The urban district council of Barry have decided to

apply for powers to borrow C2,.'>2,'i for street-widen-
ing and £(i60 tor laying-out a recreation ground.

Crabt i^ebjs.

'WAQES MOVEMENTS.
BiEMiNCiHAM Building Trades' Fedeeatiox

Dissolved.—The Birmingham Building Trades'

Federation, whose operations affected all districts

of Birmingham vrithin a radius of five miles from
Stephenson-place, and which consisted of sixteen

trades engaged in building operations, managed by

an executive elected annually at the general meet-

ing, has been broken up. For some time past the

plasterers and painters have been agitating that

in case of any dispute arising between employers

and men the whole of the trades combined should

withdraw their men from the job or jobs upon
which they were engaged until such employer had
agreed to their terms. Omng to the decision in the

Taff Vale case, the executive of the federation could

not see their way to comply with such deaiand. On
a large building in course of erection in Birmingham
painters, &c., had been employed and not paid the

standard rate of wages. TTie organising secretary

of the plasterers and representatives of the painters

demanded the withdrawal of all the men on Nov. 14.

The executive could not see their way to adopt this

course owing to the arrangements existing between

the men and the Conciliation Board of Masters, and

an adjourned meeting was held on Thursday in last

week at the Trades' Hall, Hurst-street, when the

following resolution was passed after strong and

determined opposition :—" That, seeing it is im-

possible to carry out the principle of the work the

federation was formed for, and always aimed at,

through all societies refusing to combine for that

purpose to the present time, the federation be at

once dissolved, according to Rule 20." It was also

decided that the executive committee of the federa-

tion should, in conjunction with the trustees,

treasurer, president, and secretary, take steps to see

that the income over expenditure year by year be

proportionally divided among the societies con-

tributing to the federation during the years the

federation has been in existence ; and that the cost

of winding-up the federation should be equally

borne by all societies federated. The cash balance

is upwards of .£1,000. The effect of the resolution

passed is that each society will have to stand upon

it own basis ; that is, the labourers in any case of

dispute will not have the support of the carpenters,

plasterers, tVc, and rice rrrsd throughout all trades.

What the ultimate result of the split will be is

doubtful.

LATEST PRICES.

Lead Pipe, Tiimed inside £16 2

„ „ „ ,, and outside 17 12

Composition (Jas-Pipe 16 2
Soil-Pipe (Sin. and Sin. extra) ... 16 2

Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs, 10 16

Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15

Copper Sheets, sheathing and voda 75
Copper, British Cake and Ingot... 6a 10

Tin.-Straits 135 2

Do., English Ingots 134

TIMBEA.
Teak, Burmah per load £10
„ Bangkok 9 10

Quebec Pine, yellow „ ... 4 5

„ Oak 5

„ Birch t*

„ Elm „
„ Ash „

Dantaic and Memel Oak „
Fir

Wainscot, Riga p. log 2 15

Lath, Danlsic, p.f 4

St. Petersburg 4

Greenheart 7

Box 7
Sequoia, U.S.A percubefoot
Mahogany, Cuba, per super foot

lin. thick

£6 2
17 12
16 2
16 2
10 17
15 5
76
75
136 12

134 10

2 15
4 15
4 10
3
2

to £18 10

„ 17 5

.. 7

" ? X,.6
„ 8 15

„ 7 15

„ 6 10

„ 4 15

„ 5 15

„ 6
..6

3

6

1. Per ton.
to £5 15

„ 6 12 6
7 5

.. 8 10

n 20 6

fi 6 17

8 16

„ 9 10

IBON, &o.
Per ton,

Boiled-Iron Joists, Belgian £5 10

Elolled-Steel Joists, Enghsh 8 10

WroughHron Girder Plates 7

Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 6
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, oi

Square 20
Do., Welsh 6 16

Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8

Best Snedshill 9
Angles lOs., Tees 20s. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, &c., £7 7s. 6d.

Builders' Hoop Iron, galvanised, £12 to £13 per ton.

Galvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron

—

No. 18 to 20. No. 22 to 24.

Per ton.

...£11
... 11 10

to S 10

„ 8 10

„ 8 5

„ 6 10

„ 8

„ 4 12 6

„ 9 5
9

6ft. to 8ft. long, inclusive Per ton.

gauge flOIS
Best ditto 11 5

Cast-iron Columns 6 10

Caat-Iron Stanchions 6 10
itoUed-Iron Fencing Wire 8
Eolled-Steel Fencing Wire _ 6 5

„ „ J,
Galvanised. 7 15

Cast-iron Sash Weights 4 12 6
Cut Clasp Nails, Sin. to 6in 9 5

Cut Floor Brads 9

Honduras ... „ ...

II
Mexican , ..•

„ African , ...

Cedar, Cuba ., ...

„ Honduras „ ...

Batinwood , ... 10 „
Walnut, Italian 8 „

., American (logs) 3 1 ..

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12ft,

by llin. ;

—

Quebec, Pine, Ist £22
„ 2nd 18

,, 3rd 11 10

Canada Spruce, Ist 10 15

2nd and Srd 8 10

New Bnmswick 8
Riga 8 10

St. Petersburg 8 10

Swedish 9 5
Finland 10

White Sea 11

Battens, all sorts 6

Flooring Boards, per square of lin. :

—

Istnrepared £0 11

2ndditto 13

Other qualities 5

Staves, per standard M ;

—

U.S., pipe £37 10

Memel, cr. pipe 220
Memel, brack 190

8

7i
5

bi

3i
3i

1 9

7i
3 1

b7 liin.

to £35
„ 23 10

.. 1«

» 15 10

„ 10 10

„ 9 10

,,9 5

„ 17 5

„ 20 5

.. 10 5

„ 20 5

.. 14

£0 18
15
13

£45
230
200

STONE.
Darley Dale, in blocks per foot cube £0 S 3

Red Mansfield ditto ,. ... 2 41

Hard York ditto ,. - 2 10

Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides, landings,

random sizes per foot sup. 2 8
Ditto ditto Sin. slabs sawn two sides,

random sizes i» ... 1 3
• All F.O.R. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations

per foot cube £0 10
Delivered on road waggons, Paddington
Depot

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :—

16|
18

14 15 B.W.G.
11'6 12 6 per cwt.

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

$to7 8 9 10 11 12 13

7 6 8/- H 8 9/- 9,3 10/- 10'9

Caat-Iron Socket Pipes-
Sin, diameter £5 15 to £8
4in. to6in 5 12 6 „ 5 17 6

7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 0,, 6 10

(Coftt*'d with composition, 58. Od. per ton extra; turned

tnd bored jomts, 58. Od. per ton extra.]

Fig Iron- Per ton.

Cold Bliiat, l.illeshaU 1058. Od. to ll2s. 6d.

Hot Iila.st, ditto 658. Od. to 708. Od.

Wrought^Irim Tubes and Fittings—Discount off Standarl

Ijsts f.o.b. (plus 5 per cent.) :—
Gas-Tubes 67;

Water-Tubes 62!

Bt«ira-Tube8 87^

Galvanised Oas-Tubes 65
Galvanised Watei^Tubes 50

Galvanised Steam-Tubes 45

lOcwt. oaskfl. 5owt. casks,

Per ton. Per ton.

Zinc, English (London mill) £25 10

Do., Vieille Montiigne 28 10

Spelter. Hili-sinn 25 10

Sheet I>'ad, ;ilb. and upwards ... 13 15

Lead Water Pipe (F.O.K. Lond.) 1 1 5

Lead Barrel Pipe 15 2

7»p.o.

'A ..

to £',.«

„ !H 15
1! .. 25 12 t;

„ 13 15

„ 11 5
6 „ 15 2 6

Brown White
Whit Bed. Base Bed.

Delivered to railway depot at the ... .,
quarry per foot cube £0 1 Sj ... £0 1 7i

D^ivered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot ... ( 2 1 2 24
Ditto Nine Elms Depot... I " "'

Ditto Pimlico Wharl '

OILS.
Linseed per tun £14 17 6

Bapeseed, English pale ... „ ... 2110
Do., brown .. ... 20 5

Cottonseed, refined „ ... 16 10

OUve, Spanish „ ... 81 10

Seal, pale 16

Cocoanut, Cochin 33

Do., Ceylon „ ... 29 10

Pahn, Lagos .. ... 27 10

Oloine , •• 1' » 2
Lubricating I7.S per gal. 7
Petroleum, refined oi

Tar, Stockholm perbarrol 16
Do., Archangel , ... 19 6

Turpentine, American ...per tun ff7

to £15

„ 22 5

„ 21

„ 18 10

„ 31 15

„ 26

„ 84

I 30 10

•I 28 10

It 19 6

1

1
37

The sewage committee of tlie BradforJ Corpora-

tion have approved of a scheme for llio construction

of six additional settling tanki at a cost of C(i,000,

and for the removal of the sludge from the dam at

Fri/.inghall at a cost of l;!,OUO. ( If these amounts,

l.'t 000 will be required for unskilled labour, Cii.OOO

for material, and 11,000 for skilled labour.

In the case of the application on behalf of

Frederick Thorpe, Ilastiuga, builder—his discharge

has been suspendel for three years, ending

Nov. 7, 1907.

lu the Wesleyau Schoolroom, Stenalees, on

Wednesday week. Colonel A. CDurnford, U.E.,

Local Cioveriimont Board inspector, held an inquiry

into the api>li.;ition of the St. Austell Rural District

Council for sanction to borrow i.'.iiOO for works of

water-supply for Bu:;lo and Stenalees, including

the construction of a'rcservoir with a capacity of

I7S,000 gallons it Stenalees.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.
Lambeth, B.E.— Converting Portioii*of Old School Premieea , ^ • ^ a o r.

into Home for Aged Poor : W. Tluimall, Clerk to Guardians. Brook-bt. Kenmogton-rd., 8.t.

Egremont- Public Offices (estimated cost £45,000) £250, £75, £50 H. W. Cook. Clerk, PubUc Offices, Egremont, Cheshire

Cardiff -Pumping Machinery W. Harpur, M.I.C.E., Boro' Engmeer, Town HaU, Cardiff

IxindoD, W.C.—Perspective Drawing ot Building for Tropical , . , , ., a , a .m- /^

Climate £50 Sanders and Harding. Solicitors, 66. Lincoln s Inn-flelds, W.O
Hoss, Herefordshire-Drainage and Sewage-DUposal Scheme. £50 (merged), £25, £10 Ernest R. Davies, L^D.C. Clerk, Albion Chambers, Ross

Spezia—Drainage Scheme £400 II Signor Sindaco della, Spezia
V,"ii'U:

Belfast-Three Carnegie Branch Libraries The Chief Librarian. Public Library. Royal-avenue. Belfast

Llanelly-RemodelliDg Park-st. Schools (£800 limit ; Assessor £20 fmerged), £10 Ifor W. Watkins. Clerk, Education Offices, LlaneUy ...;.-^

Comnna, Spain—Widening Roads £290, £145 The Com. Intel. Dept., Bd. of Trade, 73, Ba'>inghaU-8t..E.C

Bristol- Police and Fire-Brigade Stations Edmund J. Taylor, Town Clerk, The Council House, Bristol

Cheltenham—Elementary School, Keyntham-road The Secretary, Education Committee, Rodney-road, Cheltenham ...

Swansea- Qorse Lane Baptist Chapel and School £10 10s. T. E. WUliams. Hon. Secretary, Rhyddinga Park-road, Swansea ...

Newcastle-on-Tyne—Northumberland War Memorial C. Cowell, Pearl Buildings, Newcastle-on-Tyne

Dec. 20

^j 21

.> iU

M
^^ ,11

„ .SI

Jan. 17

,, SI
Sept 16

LIST OF TENDERS OPEN.

BUILDINGS.
Omagh— Labourers' Cottages
Kind's Norton—ReadiDg-Rooms at Bartley Grepn
Cwmgors— Police Station
Swanley—New Store Accommodation at White Oak School ...

Pleaeley- Caretaker's House at Schools
Seven Sisters—Police Station
King's Norton—Reading-Rooms at Beoley
Cranleigh— Four Houses
Leitrim - Station Buildings
Meithyr Tydfll—Head Teachers' Rooms at Abermorlais School
Cardiff—Works to Schools
Edinburgh—Purifying Plant House
Omagh—Extension of Engine-Shed
Brighton— Repairs to Crown-street School
Yni^hi^—Vicarage
Child's Hill, N.W.-Fire-Escape Shed at No. 36. The ViUage.
Tonypandy—Additions to Dunraven Hotel
Maguiresbridge- Cottage for Signalman
Bedminster, Bristol—Two Firemen's Dwellings
London, W.— Ooe-Story Washhouse, Cleveland-street
Crewe -Fire Station
Merthyr Tydfil— Altering Fireplaces in Old School
Ba 11yward—Station Buildings
East Anetey— Cottages
Castlecomer-Twenty Labourers' Cottages
Marsden—Seven Houses at Bank Bottom
Crumlin-Cottage at Hiah-level Station
Bingley—Arching-over Mill Dam

,

Youghal—Asylum Works
Barming Heath—Additions to Kent County Lunatic Asylum..
Wrexham—Alterations to Market Hall
Holland— Cottages
Kendal— Converting House into Shop, AUhallows-lane
EotJierhithe, S.E.— Boat Shed and Workshops, South Wharf..
Felixstowe -Additions to Store Buildings, Garrison-lane
Bridlington-Four Shops
Atheiton— Fire-Engine House
Walthamstow—Additions to Oamel-road Schools
Roscrea— Additions to Crown Post Office
Ulverston— Five Houses. Clarence-street
Strathdon- Poldhuliie School
North Sunderland— Repairs to St. Paul's Church
Fraserburgh—Isolation Hospital
Great Grimsby—Stables
Sheffield-Sale Shops
Monaghan—Asylum Buildings
Batley— Fire Station at Woodwell
Scaiborough-ToU Lodges, Marine Drive

Rural District Council
Urban District Council ..

Glamorgan County Council
Metropolitan Asylums Board
Derbyshire Education Committee
Glamorgan County Council
Urban District Council

Gt. Northern (Ireland) Railway Co..

Education Committee
Glamorgan County Council
Gas Commissioners
Gt. Northern (Ireland) Railway Co..

Education Committee
Rev. S. Jones
Hendon Urban District Council

Gt. Northern (Ireland j Railway Co..

Watch Committee ..

Central London Sick Asylum Board.
Town Council
Education Committee
Gt. Northern (Ireland) Railway Co .,

Great Western Railway Co
Rural District Council

Great Western Railway Co.
Urban District Council

Kent County Council
Town Council .-

Great Western Railway Co.

Metropolitan Asylums Board
Uiban District Council

,

Whitaker Bros ,

Urban District Council ,

Education Committee

Swarthmoor & Ulverston Co-op. Sec,

School Board
Rev. Mark Fletcher ,

Town Council
Co-operative Society, Ltd ,

Ancient Order of Foresters ,

Joint Committee
Corjwration
•Town Council

J. L. Donnelly, Architect. Omagh Dec. 10
Ambrose W. Cross. A M.I.C.E.. 23. Valentine-road. King's Heath. „ 10

T. Mansel Franklin. Clerk. Westgate-street. Cardiff 19

W. T. Hatch, M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E.. Embankment, E.C „ 10

J. Perkin. Architect, Shirebrook, near Mansfield „ 10

T. Mangel Franklin, Clerk, Westgate-stieet, Cardiff „ 10

Ambrose W. Cross, A.M. I.e. E., 23, Valentine-road, King's Heath. „ 10

Wm. Buck, Architect, North-street, Horsham ,, 10
W. H. Mills, Engineer-in-Chief, Amiens-atreet, Terminus, Dublin ., 12

J. Llewellin Smith. Architect, Mertbyr Tydfil „ 12

T. Mansel Franklin, Clerk, Westsate-street, Cardiff ,, 12

W. R. Herring, M.I.C E., New-&treet Works, Edinburgh ,, 12

W. H. Mills, Engineer-in-Chief, Amitns-street, Terminus, Dublin „ 12

T. Simpson and Son, Architectp, 17, Ship-street, Brighton „ 12

G. E.Halliday.F.R.I.B. A., Cardiff „ 12

8. Slater Grimley. Engineer, The Burroughs. Hendon, N.W „ 12

A. O. Evans, Williams, and Evans, Architects, Pontypridd... „ 12

W. H. Mills. Engineer-in-Chief. Amiens-street, Terminus, Dublin „ 12

The City Engineers Office. 63 Queen-square, Bristol 12

A. A. Kekwick, 18, Outer Temple, Strand. W.C._. , 12

G. Eaton-Shore, Borough Surveyor, Heath-street^ Crewe „ 12

J. Llewellin Smith. Architect. Merthyr Tydfll , 12

W. H. Mills. Engineer-in-Chief, Amiens-atreet, Terminus, Dublin „ 12

G. K. Mills, Secretary. Paddington Station, W ,. 13

Thomas Mahooy. Clerk, Cattlecomer. Ireland „ 13

John Kirk and Sons, Architects. Hudderafield „ 13

G. K. Milla, Secretary, Paddington iStation, W „ 13

H. Bottomley, Surveyor. Town Hull, Bingley, Yorks „ IS

W. H. Hill. Architect, 2s, South Mall, Cork „ 13

W. J. Jennings, Aichitect, 4. St. Margaret'a-street, Canterbury ... „ 13

The Borough Surveyor. Willow-road. Wrexham ,. 13

G. K. Mills. Secretary. Paddington Station, W „ 13

Stephen Shaw, F.R.I.B.A., Kendal .. 1^

T.W. Aldwinckle and Son. Archts., 20, Denman-et., London Bridge ,, 14

H. Clegge. A.M.I C.E., Town Hall, Felixstowe 14

Samuel Dyer, Architect, Quay-road, Bridlington „ 14

F. H. Grimshaw, A-M I.C.E,, Surveyor, Town Hall, Atherton „ 14

H. Propfer, M.S. A., High-street, Walthamstow „ 14

O. Williams. Clerk of Works. Post Office, Limerick , 14

Settle and Brundrit, A.R LB A., Ulverston „ 14

Geo. Bennett Mitchell. Architect, 148, Union-street, Aberdeen „ 14
Geo. Reavell, jun.. Architect. Alnwick *. 14

Wm. Reid, Architect, Saltoun-square, Fraserburgh ,, 15

Arthur Gooteman, Architect, Grimsby >» 15

Hall and Fenton, Architects, 14, St. James-row, Sheffield „ 1^

T. F. M'Namara, Architect, 50. Dawson-street, Dublin „ 15

J. C. Barrowcloush, Waterworks Engineer, Batley. Yorks „ 15

E. T. Beaid, Marine Drive Engineer, 57, Sandside, Scarborough ... ,, IS

THE ALL BRITISH FIRE-RESISTING FLOOR

.^^^^^^^'^f^^y'^^^^^^^^-','!^^^
.^^'.̂ ^^^^s^v,^^.^V^^^^'.>'^^^CT

In combination with concrete (which takes part of the compression) we

have found by tests these joists will carry 24 per cent, more than ordinary

foreign joists of the same depth and weight per foot; it is therefore cheaper

to use British Steel where our section is adopted.

For prices and full particulars, apply to

MARK FAWCETT & CO.,

50, Queen Anne's Gate, WESTMINSTER.
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AECIIITEOTURAL SPECIALISM.

AT a time when the abolition of com-
pulsory Greek in our ancient universi-

ties is being discussed and regarded by many
as a retrograde step, when early specialisation

in all professions is one of the characteristics

of our day, the architectural profession may
well pause to consider the advantage, or
otherwise, of recognising a new system of

construction to take the place of the older.

We live in an eventful age. Science teach-
ing and technical instruction are supplanting
the more general education and culture of the
fichools. Art is regarded too much as an
accomplishment for the few, instead of a means
of general education. And this change, as we
point out above, seems to synchronise with
the question of relaxing the requirement of

Greek as a necessary condition for the uni-
versity degree. The requirements of the
iigher education as taught at the universities

include Greek, which is acknowledged and
admitted by headmasters to possess a great
educational value ; in fact one of them says,

as "an instrument of training, no substitute
for Greek has yet been discovered," and that
'

' We shall not know what we have lost until

we have had a Greekless generation." And
there is much in the argument which applies
equally to the study of art and architecture.

What general education will suffer from the
.abolition of compulsory Greek, architecture
and art generally will suffer from a with-
drawal of the study, say, of Classical or
academical art, in favour of merely tech-
nical knowledge. One writer says we want
not fewer, but more, compulsory subjects

;

and Greek and mathematics hold the same
place in general education which Classical
art and literature—including, in a wider
range of meaning, good Ilistoric as well as
Classical models—occupy in regard to the
education of the architect. It is the general
complaint of all educational authorities

—

scientific as well as technical—that scientific

students lack in preliminary general educa-
tion. Nearly every report we see from the
examiners in technical institutes and national
art schools conclude with the remark that
•

' The student, while exhibiting technical
skill or excellent workmanship, lacks a know-
ledge of the elementary principles of science."
.The Royal Society complains of the same
tiling. Training in scientific method can
only be learned by a study of mathematics
and general science. On the other side we
are just now giving undue prominence to
technical subjects—so much so, indeed, that
oarly specialisation has been called the curse
of modern education. The exemption of

1 lonours candidates from Greek will, it is said,

encouvago early specialisation : and no doubt
it will have that effect, for Classical teaching
jn local schools will gradually become
defunct, scholarships will be gjven up, and
the student will be free to devote his time
and attention to subjects that are loss
mentally exacting, and which are more useful
as bread-winning studies. The question is

one which ailocts all education ; none more
than that of the architect, who has so
much to do with the traditions of art ; but
it goes beyond the educational question.
New conditions of architectural enterprise
are before him, and are threatening the
archipological attitude of the profession.
Already the champions of what is called the
" Art and < 'rafts" movement in the profession
are waging a war again.st those of the pro-
fession who may be called the Legitimists in
art, or the Traditionista. It is really an attempt

to dethrone the historic or archaeological, and
to put in its place an art based on construction

and craftmanship. Traditional style, like the

Greek of the schools, is to be cast aside, and
building is to be developed on constructive

or common-sense principles. In the first

place the young architect is to learn his art

and craft without the aid of tradition. All

that he has hitherto been taught to believe as

forming the very rudiments of bis vocation,

on which he has formed his taste and his

method of designs, is to be put on one side as

useless, and contrarj* to a rational art, and he is

to devote himself to a process of design founded
on structural requirements. Materials and
workmanship, technical processees are to

become the chief factors in this system of

education. We have in former articles of the

BuiLDixd News discussed this view. There
is much in it to which we assent ; it is based
on a rational principle—that of making
material, use, and structure the main con-

ditions, to which both parties agree ; but its

advocates, or those who have applied their

principles, have been most successful when
they have boldly accepted forms and details,

which belong to antecedent types, and in

so far they have, unwittingly perhaps,

assented to tradition as a controlling

influence. But we do not now discuss

the question here : we merely refer to it

as indicating the tendency of modern archi-

tectural education to discard academicism,
and to rely on the technical qualities of art.

The courses of lectures on architecture and
the subjects given in the examination papers
of the R.I.B.A. and other professional bodies

are sufficient to show that the constructional,

scientific, and business parts of the examina-
tions bulk largely in the programme, and
that less attention is given now than
formerly to the drawing and details of the

Orders and Classical examples. It has been
said with truth that the Classic Orders afford

the best practice for the student to '
' cut his

teeth upon ' ; in other words, the training

necessary to become a proficient in the

principles and details of Greek and Roman
or Italian architecture—to be able to set out
the proportions, say, of the Greek Doric and
Ionic, and to arrange a farade with Orders, is

a more useful preparation for architectural

design, and gives to the mind and eye a more
logical grasp of composition and arrangement
than a knowledge of other styles. A train-

ing in Classic architecture and details like

mouldings is of constant value in design ; in

short, it is analogous in its influence to Greek
and Latin as the foundation of a sound general
education.

Secondly, the introduction of a new method
of construction, such as that of reinforced

concrete, has engaged the attention of the
profession, and has formed the subject of

discussion at the Institute recently, reports

of which we have given for the last two or

three weeks. It is destined to effect a
revolution in architectural design almost
as great and far-reaching as the arch
itself or the truss. In fact, it is a new
development of the trussed beam ; instead
of wood we have concrete, which possesses

a much greater compressive resistance, and
instead of a complete metal truss we have a
reinforcement of rods and straps, which take
up all the tensile and shearing forces, thus
combining in one solid mass the resistance of

two materials which give the highest results.

These resistances constitute the elements
of the beam. That it is destined to take the
place of the trussed beam there can be little

doubt, and for many purposes will suporsodo
the iron girder and even the arch. The
highest economy is to bo obtained by the use
of two materials which iu combination take
up the stresses caused by cross strain ; but
these results are, to a largo extent, dependent
on the cement and other ingredients of the

concrete, and the particular system adopted.
Tho problem of reinforced concrete has not
yet on this account been solved. Much

attention has been given to experiments and
formula?, and when these have been more
thoroughly investigated, the architect wUl
be in a better position to deal with the new
method. As yet chiefly laboratory experi-
ments have been made, What is required
is a series of careful tests with concrete of

different mixtures, and of methods of in-

serting the reinforcing metal, so that prac-
tical and reliable data cin be determined.
The progress made in the manufacture or
application of this system has been chiefly in

the construction of factories, warehouses,
storey, bridges, and piers, and for those and
similar purposes, where mass and bulk are

necessary, it has established a reputation.

In America the system is being introduced for

buildings of various kinds, and the simplest

method is being used, such as Hennebique's
or Ransome's. In fact, with the progress
made in the manufacture of the materials

used in the system, a diminution of the
bulk of material will take place till the
profession will find out a method which will

give the least bulk of material with the
highest results. The papers read the other day
by Mons. L. G. Mouchel and AV. Dunn, and
the discussion thereon, including the remarks
by Mr. Marsh, the author of a work on the

subject, are important to every architect just

now. They deal with a mass of technical

detail about the materials employed, cement,
the effect of temperature on the rate of

setting, the aggregate to be used, the best

mode of ramming, the metal reinforcement
and its method of use to prevent the shear-
ing of the concrete, as in the case of columns
where hoops, as introduced by M. Considere,

are introduced for that purpose. All these

matters will require prolonged investigation

and many experiments which the architect

cannot neglect to study. The question of

elasticity of the two materials is an important
one. Mr. Marsh says :

'

' Under the first load
the concrete contracts considerably, but after

the concrete has taken its permanent set, it

contracted much less, and after the structui'e

has been loaded several times the stress

taken by the reinforcement is much less

than under the first load." Before rein-

forced concrete can take its place as an archi-

tectural material or system, these questions

will have to be settled ; but the main point

with the profession is that the system will in

time largely supersede masonry for certain

purposes in which economy and resistance to

cross strain are required. The architect will

have to investigate the laws of architec-

tural proportions as applicable to this system,
as a good deal of what he has learned of the

proportions of Classic architecture will not be
available for a material strengthened by a
system of metallic fibres. A revision will

be necessary. And the result of these inven-

tions in constructive methods is that th9

specialist will take the place of tho artist, for

the more the architect becomes a master ot a
particular system, the better he begins to find

it pa
J'
him to become expert in it than to

divide his attention between other materials

and systems. True art in architecture

observes a neutral position ; it recognises a

sense of proportion between various materials

and systems, so that its followers cannot
neglect the claims of stone and timber for,

let us .say, concrete. The profession will

have to take their stand at this juncture;

they must remain loyal to the traditions of

architecture, Classical or Jledia^val, or begin
to study their art under tho newer conditions ;

the demands made by new systems like that

of reinforced concrete, which yearly become
more numerous and exacting. Tho principles

of Classic architecture based on certain

materials andmodo of construction musteither

be maintained, or they must give place to

the new system in which spesialism is

becoming a potent factor. The more
tho architect is driven to a particular

corner to study a particular material

or method of construction, tho less likely
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he is to feel the same interest iu artistic work
and culture generally. Again , the craftsman -

ship system of art is pledged to a vigorous
renunciation of tradition as taught in the
architectural schools. Then there are the
technical schools which are teaching handi-
crafts without any reference to art principles.

We may well pause to inquire what the
effect of these movements will be on archi-
tecture as we all have been taught it ? The
profession must make up their minds as to
the answer they will give. New building
systems and craftsmanship are making great
claims upon them, and threaten to revolu-
tionise the whole system of architectural
education as based on precedents and
academical instruction. There must be a
compromise between these movements. We
cannot afford to lose the broadening influence
of (,'lassical instruction for those select lines
of study which are most practical in life.

Early specialisation threatens to be carried
to a baneful degree, not only in our great
public schools, but also in professional pur-
suits. Our modern buildings reflect the
same movement — the neglect of good
composition, proportion, and detail for
certain technical qualities and fussiness of
style. 1-^
ROYAL ACADEMY SCHOOL DESIGNS.

THE designs and drawings to which the
President of the Royal Academy (Sir

Edward Poynter) distributed the prizes last
Saturday are above the average merit in
some of the subjects ; indeed, we are in-
formed that '

' none of the prizes have been
withheld this year in any subject." We may
begin our notice, which is necessarily brief,
with the •' Designs for the Decoration of a
Portion of a Public Building," for which a
prize of £40 is given. The subject was
••Peace." George Howard Short has been
awarded the prize for a certainly cleverly-
designed subject, though there is nothing in
the composition to suggest or even to express
peace. The design is rather a clever piece
of lour de force, in which swiftly-flying
figures in draperies are gyrating round a
globe in space, rather astrological in mean-
ing, though not a design which would appeal
to the ordmary visitors to the refreshment-
room of the exhibition galleries for which
the subject is intended. The whirling
figures of draped maidens express rapid
movement, and the large cartoon study over
the design shows skilful draughtsmanship.
No. 31, shown by a life-size study of an
elderly man and woman seated opposite a
sunset, is more expressive of peace, or the
tranquillity of the decline of life. No. 28
has also a well-designed subject ; and No. 2o,
a group of harvesters offering the fruit of
their laboui-s to a seated figure, has merit.
For the cartoon of a draped figure, "A Greek
Gul Dancing," a silver medal and i'L'.j is
given to Lilian Price-Edwards. The pose
and drawing of the young girl pirouetting,
poised on one foot, are certainly clever, and
the drapery well studied, though the drawing
of feet and hmbs is not quite correct.

For the design in architecture, " An Art
S,;hool for a London Borough," the travelling
studentship and £G0 is awarded to Leslie
Wilkinson. The site is a square one, with
three open sides, which has been economically
disposed of in the plan. The first floor shows
a great hall in the centre over entrance for
lectures and exhibitions, while in the central
position is the principal staircase, lighted by
side areas. A school of architecture, with
room for modelling, occupies one side, and a
school of painting the other side of the block.
With corridor lighted from the staircase areas.
In the rear are rooms for the study of the
antique and a life school. Externally, the
front elevation is a balanced composition,
with side wings and broken ornamental
pediments, and the centre is narrow and
less pronounced, with pediment and a turret

on roof which is steep and hipped at ends. The
principal story is adorned between the wings
and centre with an order of (Jorinthian
columns, and ij dignified m proportion; but
the main entrance below and the proportion
of pediment looks thin and weak. We do
not admire the female figure which is shown
with her feet over the keystone of the
centre window. There is a well drawn
iin. scale detail of the centre, and some
good sculptural embellishments. We shall

illustrate this design. No. 166, another
design for the art school, is defective in its

composition and details. The wings are not
in keeping with the central block, and the
open loggia, with caryatides or figures repre-
senting the Fine Arts in ttie first story, are
ill-adapted, while the centre cupola over
entrance is unsatisfactory. A silver medal is

given to William Harvey for '• A Design for

East End of Church, Decorated in Colour," of

two bays and open -timber roof. The colour-
ing is rather pronounced and positive,

the green marble dado rather strong ; but the
design over chancel arch has merit.

For a set of architectural designs £25 is

given to Percy Ion Elton for a chapter-house,
octagonal in plan and in a rich ttorid'Gothic
style, with groined vault, neatly executed.
We also notice other designs, Nos. 196, 197,
198, 199: the second is rather clever; also
one for a timber roof for a college, No. 175,
but the wall brackets are not pleasing.
A design for a stable (179), with centre court-
yard, in stone, is creditable, and the detail of
entrance gateway and elevations are well
treated and drawn ; but it is unrewarded.
Among other architectural designs we notice
one by Benjamin Charles Ernest Bayley for
the hall of a .small livery company in the
City. The plan is well arranged, with
dining hall and court-room above, and the
student receives £15: also a design for a
college-hall, with open timber roof of good
construction, by Leslie AVilkinson. Two
other designs for a college-hall are exhibited.
For the set of architectural drawings, the rood
loft of the Cathedral of Bois-le-Duc, North
Brabant, Holland, in the Victoria and Albert
Museum, the work of John Swarbrick, has
been awarded a silver medal for elevation,
and seation, and details of the figure sculp-
ture tinted in sepia. It is an interesting
specimen of Dutch Renaissance. Another
set, by Walter Harvey, in pen-and-ink, also
receives a silver medal. Leslie ^Vilkinson
wins a silver medal for a perspective drawing
iri outline of the interior of the Church of St.

James, Piccadilly, looking west. The construc-
tional lines are also showa in one drawing,
these being taken from plan, and drawn to the
picture plane. A large number of works
for the model cf design in the round were
exhibited. One of the e (No. 1-14) shows a
kaeeliog figure of a young woman holding
on her knees a wounded man, while her
right h3nd is held as if beckoning. It is

simple in grouping and modelling, and is by
Leonard Stanford Merrifield.

The landscapes for the Creswick Prize
(£3i>) are, unfortunately, the least satis-

factory of the performaoces. The subject
given was a simple one, " Scotch Firs on a
Common," and it is remarkable how dif-
ferently the subject and treatment have
presented themselves to the competitors.
Alice Palgrave Walford receives the prize for
a group of firs on a hillside—certainly one of
the best. A design (Armitage Prize) in
monochrome for a figure picture (Cain
killing Abel) has been given to AV. Ewart
Gladstone Solomon, and the second to Edith
Margaret Leeson. We may also mention a
model of a design, containing figure and
ornament, for a frieze to a Temple of

Neptune, awarded to CJeorge Alexander for
a low-relief design.

The President of the Royal Academy (Sir
Edward Poynter) on Siturday evening distributed
ttie prizes to the succetsful students of the Royal

Academy Schools. The only part of the com-
petition which seemed to be not quite up to

the standard of former years was the life-

drawing. This he regretted to see, for a know-
ledge of the figure was the foundation of all art.

Unless they had a tolerable mastery of it, they
were handicapped when they came to paint from the
model, by having the difficulties of correct drawing
added to those of painting. All he wished to warn
them against was letting the natural impatience to

work in colour make them slack in their drawing.
As regarded the Creswick prize, the council had
eliminated a considerable number of the paintings-

from the competition for that prize. Some of

them were evidently done by students who were
not advanced enough to attempt to work on so large
a canvas, and who apparently had never worked
from nature before. As landscape painting could
not form part of the curriculum of those schools,

they expected the paintings to show evidence of
careful practice and painstaking study. The
paintings generally, although of various degrees
of merit, showed evidence that the students had
done their best to grapple with the great diffi-

culties before them. JIany of the designs for the-

decorative treatment of a wall space showed much
thoughtfulness and painstaking in working out
the subject, as regarded both the allegory to be
rendered and the composition of the groups tor
filling the space in a decorative manner. The
best work, however, in this competition would be
found in the paintings of the figure from the life.

He might, without detaining them longer, end
by congratulating the school which was able to^

produce so much good work as was to be found
in that department of study.

The following is a list of the prizes :—Land-
scape painting (Scotch firs on a common),
Creswick prize (£30), Alice Palgrave Walford:,
Design in monochrome for a figure picture (Cain
killing Abel—Genesis, chapter iv.), .\rmitage
prizes— Ist (£30), and bronze medal, William
Ewart Gladstone Solomon, 2nd (£10), Edith
Margaret Leeson ; Design for the decoration of a
portion of a public building (Peace), prize (£40),
George Howard Short ; cartoon of a draped
6gure (a Greek girl dancing), silver medal and
prize (£25), Lilian Price-Edwards

; painting ot a
figure from the life, silver medal— 1st, William
Ewart Gladstone Solomon, 2nd, John Holman
Wybrants ; painting of a head from the life,

silver medal— 1st, Frederick Dallas Barnes, 2nd,
JIarjory Violet Watherston : perspective drawing
in outline (open to painters and sculptors only)

(the east end of the schools' corridor, with a step-

ladder in the foreground), silver medal, Slary
Isabel Dovaston ; set of six drawings of a figure
from the life, 1st prize—£20 and silver meda),
Ernest Stafford Carlos, 2nd (£15), Francis
Edward Fitzjohn C'ri^p, 3rd (£10), Catherine
Ouless : model of a design (Samson betrayed by
Delilah—Judges, chapter xvi. verse 19), 1st

prize (£30), Leonard Stanford Merrifield, 2nd
(£10), Lindor Thomas Sands ; model of a
bust from the life, silver medal — Ist,

Jlarian Alice Dibdin, 2nd, Helen Frazer
Hock ; model of a design containing figure
and ornament (a portion of a frieze for a temple
of Neptune), silver medal, George Alexander;
set of four models of a figure from the life, 1st

prize (£20) and silver medal, Frederick Brooke
Hitch, •ind (£15), Leonard Jennings ; design in

architecture (an art school for a London borough),
travelling studentship (£60), Ledie Wilkinson ;

set of architectural drawings (the rood-loft of the
church of Bois-le-Duc in the Victoria and Albert
Museum), silver medal, 1st John Swarbrick, 2nd
William Harvey ; set of architectural designs,

prize (£25), Percy Ion Elton; perspective draw-
ing in outline (open to architects only ;—the
interior of the church of St. James's, Picca-
dilly, looking west), silver medal, Leslie
Wilkinson ; original composition in ornament,
prize (£10), no competition; set of drawings of

an architectural design, 1st prize (£15), Benjamin
Charles Ernest Bayley, 2nd (£10) Leslie Wilkin-
son ; architectural design with coloured decora-
tion (east end of a church, two bays only, and
an open limber roof), silver medal, William
Harvey.

Landseer scholarships of £10 a year each, tenable
for two years, have been awarded : in painting,
to Ernest Townsend and Eva Emmeline Louisa
Marsh ; in sculpture, to Leonard Jennings.
Landseer scholarships of £40 a year each, tenable
for one year, have been awarded : in painting, to
Charles Gordon Hayward and Hugh St. Pierre

Bunbury ; in sculpture, to Ferdinand Victor
Blundstone and Leonard Stanford Merrifield.
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ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE fortnightly meeting of the Association

was held on Friday evening at the head-
quarters, IS, Tufton-street, Westminster. Mr.
Louis Ambler, hon. secretary, occupied the chair.

The first business was, the Chairman aanounced,
to put the following additional by-law, in order

to protei t the .Association from the incidenca of

rating :
—" The Association should not make any

dividend, gift, division, or bonus unto or between
any of its membera." This was moved by the
Chairman', seconded by 5Ir. Francis G. F.
IIooi'ER, and was agreed to. On the motion
of the ( iiAiRMAN, Mr. W. H. Brierley, of

York, wae elected by acclamation as a member,
and Messrs. \Y. Baird and F. L. Hunt were
elected by ballot as members. The Chairman
announced the following additional donations to

the New Premises Fund :—Messrs. J. Carmichael
£.50, W. Cowlin and Son £5 5s., J. \V. Penfold
£5 5s., 11. F. Chisholm, £5, George Wragge,
Ltd., £3 33., Sir John Taylor £1 2s., C. A. Sharp
£1 lis. 6d., R. W. Collier £1 Is., F. E.
Lloyd-Downes £1 Is., G. H. Lovegrove
£1 Is., G. H. Ojtlev £1 Is., L. Simmons
£1 Is., Xeil C. Smith £1 Is., H. Tanner,
jun., £1 Is., and E. G. Theakston £1 Is. A
vote of condolence to the relatives of the late

Jlr. F. W. Bedford was agreed to on the motion
of the Chairman, who remarked that in Mr.
Bedford they had lost an old member, a brilliant

student, and an able architect. Mr. Tanner,
Hon. Secretary, announced the following dona-
tions to the library: "Specifications in Detail,"
by F. W. Slacey, presented by the author, and
"The Conduct of Building Work," by J.

Leaning, presented by Mr. B. T. Batsford ; and
announced that at the meeting of the.i..\. Camera
and Cycling Club Mr. .Arnold Jlitchell would give
an address on " The Study of Mediaeval Architec-
ture."

SOME architectural keflections.

Jlr. T. Raffles Davison read the following
paper on this subject :^
The architectural divinity which we worship is

the cause of much uncertainty and illusion. .Vt

one time she is all smiles and charm (when we
have just received a commission) ; at another she
is petulant and frowning (when our builder goes
wrong, or our design has turned out to be a
failure). If we have been enjoying the ecstasy
of design, or, better still, the tangible products of

it, we see nothing but the bewitching smile of

our goddess. But when we are plunged in some
of the thousand troubles which seem to dog the
architect's path, we find our charmer cold and
fickle. You may say this is only the lot of all

trades and profes^ons. But it has always seemed
to me that a pursuit whit;h needs for i(s very
start .and impetus a spirit of inspiration and
enthusiasm, the art of architecture, is peculiarly
liable to rebuffs, discouragement, and disappoint-
ment.

INIU'ENCES.

Sometimes when we regard the calm, calcu-
lating, scholarly man who really thinks his own
thoughts, we are apt to doubt whether he is

really much under the influence of others. Well,
in proportion as his woik is scholarly, he is very
much under the influence of others, and it is a
question whether any of us are as tree of influence
as wc imagine. There have been, and are,
amongst the ablest of architects, those who hold
that the only safe road for architectual de-
velopment is in the path of tradition, and that no
sound progress can be expected except little by
little in the development of what we have already
laid before us. If this be true, we must acknow-
ledge and yield to influences as one of the prime
factors in our life. One can hardly doubt that
the monumental treatment of Mr. Geo. Gilbert
Scott's Liverpool Cathedral has its being partly
through the influence of the late Mr. .1. 1).

Si;ddiDg and ,Mr. Henry Wilson, grafted on to
tho scholarly ability of the late Mr. Gilbert Scott.

FEltSONALITV.

.Vnd now the question of influence leads on to
the consideration of personality. To my mind,
for good or ill, we are here for an individuality of
existence, and our concern should be with the
upbuilding of that individuility. For the pro-
gress of art, it seems to mo individuality is the
mos'; precious asset. Years ago 1 remember its

being suggested to me to go to a certain place to
sketch. When I objected that so-and-so and
.so-and-so had been, and that in fact everybody
had been there, the reply was :

'
' What ia that to

you r Have ijuu been ': " Now, this is surely the

essence of art. Why, when the Greeks had
earned undying fame by their work, was there

room for the Romans Y Why, after St. Peter's,

was there room for St Paul's r Why, after

the countless gems of Gothic art, need Mr.
Scott try to do it again at Liverpool'r Be-
cause, surely, of the need of individuality

to exercise itself—the individuality of our age
speaking through the individuality of the archi-

tect. Herein lies our hope and our pleasure.

If we are to be the characterless transmitters of a

type, where does the joy of our life come in ': Is

impersonality a desirable feature in architecture,

or is it possible 'r Whenwe think of the distinctions

that were expressed in the work of Burges, of

Street, of Pearson, and of Sodding, do we not
know that there is no such thing as impersonality

in art 'f And do we not feel how dull and sad it

would be if it were possible '^ I think if you
look round your acquaintances you can carry this

study of personality a little further. Is it not
the little eccentricity—may we not say the little

fault—that gives a flavour to our friend ? Should
wo really like our friends so well were they all

quite perfect and ready for heaven ? And can we
quite disassociate this feeling from architecture :

The quiet, smooth, scholarly work of Pearson
might sometimes spell monotony ; the vivacious

interest of .Sedding's work might sometimes mark
unrest. Do we, therefore, forget the debt we
owe them ? Assuredly not, and if they have the
defects of their qualities, it serves to drive home
and enforce the lesson they had to give us. Now
the emphasis of certain characteristics which
make a man into a Smith, a Brown, or a

Robinson give vital interest when applied to

architecture. We are told that Nature cares

only for the type and not for the individual

;

that we must think of architecture and not of

architects ; but we need never forget that we
have to create the type and the art by means of

individual effort. It an architect is worthy of

the name, he is sure to stamp his work with a
certain something by which you will know it to

be his, just as you would tell his handwriting.
A scholar and a reverent student of type will

show by his efforts that he is trying to keep them
in mind, but his own ' inclinations will appear
through all, and one has only to compare the
work of men like Bodley, Champneys, and
Jackson to realise how true this is. They were
aU supplied with the same material, and they
have all done something definite for modern
English architecture ; but they have all made an
individual and legible rendering of their art. It

is not, of course, by a conscious effort to pose as
individualities that this comes about, but by the
serious effort to put one's mind into one's work.
All good art comes by a following of Shake-
speare's advice to be true to ourselves, and not
to affect the methods of others ; that is, to let

our own personality dominate our efforts. 'Why
should we sacrifice our own aims and desires in

imitating another man who has been successful

in quite different methods r Why stir up the
Cold soup of the Queen Anne period if we prefer
the fiery spirit of the Spanish Renaissance :

Why fit up the details of a Gothic church in the
archaic simplicity of an Eastern style, if we our-
selves are sympathetic to the ornate decorations
of the Perpendicular period 'f Why adopt coupled
donners which another man has made effective,

if our conscience rebels against the costly gutter
between them ': Why copy the latest competition
success if it goes against your sympathies ;' Why
change your style of architecture every week to

suit the supposed leanings of each new assessor
whose judgment seat you have to face 'r Why 'r

To catch the favouring breeze that will waft you
to success r To show your versatility ; To show
your largeness of mind r But the architectural
studio is not a draper's shop to fit the passing
fashion or the client's whim. It is the school
in which you are learning to develop your own
aim by a steady light of firm belief, and it cannot
be illuminated by will-o'-the-wisps or shooting
stars. I think I remember when all gables did
not have little kicked-up kneclers; when there
were fewer country cottages wiOi long sloping
buttresses ; when there wore no gable apices, like

those at Scotland Vard, and when there were,
perhaps, no modern boundary walls built up from
pier to pier with inverted arches. Vet these in-

teresting little details by .Messrs. Bentley,
Voysey. Norman Shaw, and E. S. I'lior have
been clung to for salvation by many who were
drowning in a sea of influence for want of the
lifebelt of individuality.

catholicity.

Some folk might construe this adaptation oE

catholicity of mind. Well, if we come to that,

we must make a strong stand for catholicity of

temperament. For no wide culture, no liberal

art can be at its best without it. The architects

'

whose work 1 esteem most have a charitable eye
for the work of others, speaking, of course, of

work which can lay a claim to be called archi-

tecture at all. It is quite impossible for anj'two
or three, or even twenty or thirty, men to

embody all the good there is in the work of a

generation. Neither is it possible to pretend that

the marvellous ingenuities and graces of a great

Gothic church sum up all the virtues any more
than do the stately repose of a Greek temple, or

the ponderous richners of a Renaissance chapel.

You may find telling mass and a kind of dignified

picturesqueness in a great modern brewery, even
if you have come to it direct from the finality of

repose and dignity in the Pyramids themBelves.

You have found pleasure in a white-glazed

frontage in a narrow city street, for its gaiety, if

not for its proportions ; have felt the stimuliis of

life and interest in a building where all was bad
but the modelled ornament

;
you have appreciated

the quiet simplicity of a building which would
have been maddening if repeated in big doses ;

you have noted many a lesson in good detail

where the general shape and sky-line of the

building was sadly at fault. We all see things,

and the spirit of catholicity is to take the good
from wherever it comes.

IlESTRAINT.

But the snare of catholicity is its possible de-

generacy into a weakening oi sound principle and
a lack of restraint. From the very outset of our

career we all feel that architecture is peculiarly

an art for the constant exercise of restraint. Not
alone in the thousand and one practical neces-

tities of cost, size, uses of material, Sec, which
press on us most hardly in our younger days, but
the absolute need of reticence and restraint over

the impulses of design which we feel more and
more the older we grow. A very able architect

said to me lately he had been learning the art of
" wiping out " all his life. But then his practice

has been largely in big things. You can wipe
out too freely in some things—in house design,

for instance—and, if I may venture to say so, I

think the wiping-out process in that direction

has gone too far with some people. The restraint

is not a question of form alone ; it is also to be

remembered in the matter of colour. A gentle-

man whose work you all know and esteem said to

me the other day he was convinced that you could

not make a great or noble building in two or

more contrasting colours. I am very much of his

opinion, and within a few days of hearing the

remark, I came across a small country house

roofed with grey stone slates, and walled m white

rough-cast, which emphasised this opinion. The
blending of grey and white in tones of one colour

made this house extremely broad and telling in

contrast with its neighbours. It is, perhaps, not

the first duty of a house to look big, but it

enforced on my mind the opinion my friend had
just expressed. I have always felt the same
influence of breadth in Mr. Hare's municipal

buildings at Oxford, which, with all their

elaborate detail and picturesque treatment, have

that quality by the blending of grey stone slates

with the stone walls.

CHAllACTEK.

But with all the need for an evei-watchful

restraint, we cannot afford to lose expressiveness

and character. I have heard it said that anythiog
is better than " sleepiness." Now, this is perhaps

a debateable point in architecture. A certain

amount of "sleepiness" is perhaps very good,

for you surely want, fir.st of all, to convey the_

impression that your building is satisfied with it?

'

site, and that so much of repose is imparted toit

as will convey that fooling. Sleepiness is grentiv

prot'erablo to I' Art Xoiiiinii. It is traver^ing well-

known ground to say that the exterior expYessiun

of a home should be homeliness ; of a bank dignity,

strength, and repose ; of a music-hall brightness

and gaiety ; in a palace of justice cilm dignity ;

and so on, but really wo find these necessary

initial chaiacterislics are often quite ij^nored.

Wo see the small house built with features only

suitable to a large one, and a great house trade

up of petty trillings. We find bank buildings

fussy, restless, and mean; music-halls heavy,

lifuless lumps of building : hotels dull ani
dreary ; and churches frivolous ; and every kind
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of ingenuity tried to evade the one vital character
needful. But the special character needed for

each particular building will always be controlled
and affected by the personality of the man who
designs it. Let your building be ever so simple
in style, the ingenious architect will make his

ingenuity apparent ; or, on the other hand,
however elaborate in detail a building may be, an
architect of a stolid, unemotional character can
easily clothe it with deadly dulness. You can
he dull with a rich feast and gay with a poor one.
Just as in going to a certain painter we hope to

get his special gifts, so in going to a particular
architect you must hope to obtain his character-
istic vein of art. For his own home a client

might very much prefer to see the characteristic
art of Mr. Smith ; but for his business store he
might vastly prefer Mr. Brown, who will give
him more life and advertisement for his outlay.
The quiet, scholarly work may be delightful for a
literary institute, but might work with dulness
in a house or stable. The designer of broad
surfaces and large masses will not so readily give
satisfaction in small work requiring interesting
and dainty detail ; the individual character of

the man will be apparent in his work, and should
be a good enough asset for all his needs. If we
make a trade of art, of course it would be our
duty to supply to the order or whim of our client

whatever he asked for, and if he desired a
Bodleian church, or a Jacksonian college, or a
Dawberian house, we should make haste to supply
it either by servile imitation on our own part, or
by the employment of capable ghosts. But this
is surely a wrong way to look at the art of

architecture. We shall best serve the advance-
ment of the art by trying to put something of

ourselves into the study and practice of it. We
shall use the knowledge wa have acquired by
education and all the helpful influences about us
to do something of our own, and show whatever
there is in us of individuality of character.

DISILLt'SION.

Disillusionment awaits us at every turn of our
life, and these are disillusionments which are to be
welcomed. But we must not get disillusioned

about everything. It is well to know that it we
only pay tixpence a cube foot for our founda-
tions, we may likely enough have half a crown
to pay for our lower. We want no illusions

about practical necessities or common-sense re-

quirements. It is well to have no illusions about 1

our friends, nor about the fine quality of our own
productions. An architect once told me of the
very kind and flattering appreciation of his work
which his lady client bestowed upon it, and how
he valued it, until one day she asked him if he
had seen a very charming house by a certain
other architect, which he knew to be the very
poorest stuff imaginable. But these knock-down
blows to a legitimate pride in our work must not
bring a disillusionment which would check cur
ideals. The architect just referred to did not
alter his style to the fancies of h's fair client, but
has gone on doing better and better work in his I

own manner, buoyed up by a consistent ideal of
[

high quality. How often one hears the young
architect exclaim against the want of proper
appreciation of his public, forgetting they are
not blessed with his own trained vision and
sense. How differently placed is the architect to

;

the musician 1 In the musical world there is a
.

wide circle of sympathetic hearing to count upon,
and really good work seems sure of its reward. ,

But the architect can reckon on no such audience,
j

and beyond the appreciation of his fellows there
is little to count upon. Of course in great works
like the Palace of Justice at Brussels, the general
public are unioubtedly affected in a sense by the
size, ponderosity, and richness of the group ; but
the finer intellectual qualities i f architecture
are felt by very few indeed. The so mer proper
'disillusionment of this point is i rrived at, the
more an architect is thrown back upon his own
beliefs for guidance and support, the better for

[

him. And it must never be forgotten that the
'

want of this self support leads architects to look
about for direction in the work of others who
appear to succeed in pleasing the public. Thus
individuality is sacrificed, whilst no really sus-
taining encouragement is obtained. One has

j

only to watch the lead which is given by suc-
cessful competitive designs to realise that.

EVERYDAY PKINCII'LES OF AUCHITECTURE.

But we must not let the disillusionments
penetrate the armour of cur faith. AVe know
this to be founded upon the best architecture of
all ages, and thtit our little viUa, or church, or

stable is the product of some study and some
knowledge of what is right and good in outline
and mass, in nice proportion of solids and voids,

and in good architectural emphasis and keeping.

I

We have admired the calm repose and stability

;

of the Pyramids, the rhythmic proportion of the
Greek Temples, the sturdy picturesqueness of

English Gothic, the elegant daintiness of those

marvellous mixtures of French Gothic and Re-
naissance, the rich Rococo of the Spanish churches,
and the abiding charm of old English houses.

We have learnt the spirit of these things, and we
know that each of them conveys for us a lesson in

architecture which may come every day into our
practice. These are the sheet anchors of our art,

and whilst we may never build a Pyramid or a
Greek temple, or a Gothic church, we know that

we may follow the principles which have guided
the builders of such works with safety and
success. Gentlemen, when I look at the pro-

ductions of our modem architects I often feel

that our students need someone at their elbows
to whisper in their ears something about first

principles, about law and order in design, about
inspiration, about self-reliance and personal

enthusiasm. Art is a big word ; it includes a

vast field of human effort, and it is very difficult

to talk wisely about : but with all its cold-water

douches of needful repression, I feel that archi-

tecture ought to kindle a live and enthusiastic

desire which would carry the earnest student

through his life with happiness and success. A
gentleman, whose ability is supreme, once said

to me when going as a visitor to a class : "I
have to visit a class of students to-day. and I

wish I knew what to tell them." "Well," I

replied, "all they want to know is how you do
it!" "Ah," said he, "I'm afraid that's just

what I can't tell them !
" That is just it. 'This

gentleman could not convey the steadily-balanced

enthusiasm of many years' experience to more
youthful minds ; all he could do was to reiterate

eternal principles of good, and to leave it for the

natural instinct to adapt and work upon. It is

not a shouting enthusiasm which can be of use in

architecture (as it might be for the actor or

singer) ; but I maintain the enthusiasm should

be there all the same, or the result of all our hard
work will be a very dull and lifeless show.

THE ARCHITECT MUST BE AN ARTIST.

You have, perhaps, taken for granted that

bills of extras, prices of materials, valuations, or

any question of that kind would be left out of my
view to-night. Even if I knew more about

them than I do, I should still want to tike this

opportunity to emphasise the essential fact that

an architect has to be an artist, first and fore-

most. It is the only excuse for his existence.

The term " art-architect " is an absurdity. All

architects are artists—at least, nearly all. Per-
haps 500 out of every 5,000 are, at all events. It

is impossible to denj^ that the man who can

advise as to the best kind of foundation, the best

and cheapest building ma'erials, who can secure

the best builder at the lowest price, who can avoid

costly encounters with the authorities or neigh-

bouring property owners, who can obtain the best

return for the building outlay, who can insure a

sound and durable building, is a most useful

person. But that alone would not constitute him
an architect. To be an architect worthy the

name he must be something much more than this.

Many an architect, with all his ability, is less of

an architect than the person whose artistic

instinct has failed to bring him more than a fair

living. But, strange to say, whilst the man who
creates the beauty of a building is often ill-paid

and unknown, the business-like man, who poses as

an architect, trades on it to most profitable results.

This has long been a standing reproach to the

profession that the value of art is not even paired

off as equal with the knowledge of business affairs

and practical details. We must admit the great

importance of business capacity, and of practical

knowledge, but the art of beautiful design is an
instinct that is the very crown and flower of our
profession, and until this is better realised v.e

shall never do great work. Surely a lasting

service would have been done to London had the

practical knowledge and skill that created the

Tower Bridge been really emphasised by lines

of beautiful form, instead o£ being masked by a

falsity of architectural trimming, which great

engineers themselves must despise. In this

country the art in such things is a matter of

ornamentalism which can readily be applied and
bought at a very small cost. It is not a

development of the lines of construction into

beautiful form which could only come abcut by

that uncommon genius, an artististic engineer,
or by a thorough and serious collaboration o{

architect and engineer. Your motto says,

" DESIGN WITH BEAUTY, KUII D WITH TRUTH."

These two things have got to be done together.

Building with truth alone will not do, though
some of the late st apostles of art would almost
seem to suggest it will. Truth is often a very
disagreeable thing by itself. The truth .ilone

about many of our modern street frontages would
be a terrible exhibition of girders and stanchions,

though it is even worse when clothed with the
beauty of false ornament. No more difficult

motto could be devised than this watchword of the
Architectural Association. We are delivered over
into the arms of those two glorious creatures,

Truth and Beauty, and it is not difficult for any
student of human nature to know which of them
makes the easier conquest. Beauty is very capti-

vating, even when her falsehood is only half

concealed , whereas Truth is always a little frigid

.

Beauty is always luring us on into unknown
paths of wonder and delight. Truth is ever
arresting our steps with warning in her voice.

Beauty is always kind and silver-tongued : Truth
is always reading us a lecture. Truth often

seems to hate Beauty's presence, but Beauty
always pretends to think well of Truth. Tiuth.

seems grudging and niggardly, while Beauty is

prodigally generous. It really seems easier to

cast in our lot altogether with one or the other,

but very difficult to please both together.

HOW CAy WE HARMONISE UTILITARI.iNISM AND
THE IDEAL r

One of the worst difficulties about the whole
matter is that men have been trying for ages to

find a sensible answer to the questions. What is

Truth ': and What is Beauty r and have been
unable to do it. Of course, we all know that

there is a soit of answer to be made to both, but
it will depend on the character of each individual

what answer he himself makes. Here is the point

that we are called upon to decide. AVhat shall be
our choice of balance between these two often

apparently opposing elements, and how far shall

we allow ourselves to be guided by one or the

other ': You can no more be absolutely truthful

in your design than you can be in your speech.

We none of us want to be the most perfect man
in the nastiest way possible. We cannot afford

to aUow the jealousy of Truth to banish Beauty,

and we mu-t be ever on our guard against the

lurking falsehood in Beauty's heart. Who of us

has not admired the effect produced by a good
mass of walling in a position where it was not

only perfectly useless, but horribly expensive ?

And can we find it in our hearts altogether to

blame a really clever architect for doing such
things ': We have to shut the other eye very

often in architectural design. I could iUustrate

my point by references to some of our best archi-

tects. But what I want to emphasise is the

peculiar kind of tightrope walk one has to make
between the abyss of dull utilitarianism on the

one hand and the deep waters of ideal beauty on
the other. Shall we say one word in passing for

our practical friends who can tackle the many
difficult problems of construction, of prices, or of

tactful management of affairs which are to very

useful to the successful architect'? One need not

undei value the services of such men whilst

pointing out the high ideal of artistic endeavour

which thould form the goal of every real archi-

tect. It has almost come about nowadays in the

bustle of modern life that we need another race

of specialists who might be called architectural

surveyors, and who, without any trouble about

aesthetics, might devote themselves to the more
practical problems which are their delight. Of

course, they would be eane, capable men, and
would probably be registered. They would earn

the confidence of everybody, because they could

nearly always see that buildings cost lessthan

was expected. They would not be hoodwinked

by builders, quantity surveyors, chrks of works,

or committees, and, generally speaking, would

avoid all the faults of the artist.

THE RE.\L AKTIST

must, however, always risk something. Hia

mind is filled with ideals; he is generous not only

with other people's money, but with his own
time and strength, and if he completes his aims

he is content to sacrifice a good deal of personal

gain and comfort. He thinks more of his art

than its profession. He hopes to leave in con-

crete form some thoughts of beauty which have

filled his imagination, and which -may bestow
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pleasure on others. He is not engiged in tasks,

but in delight ; therefore if he is not paid

adequately in coin or goods, he has still had
reward. We have heard of a good many such
men. Literary artists who, to the commercial
mind, have lived a life of mere suffering toil, but
who to themselves have been blessed with visions

which lifted their eyes above all their troubles
;

makers of pottery who were not owners of great
works of world-wide fame, but were merely toil-

ing away in obscure places to get glaze or colour
to their liking, and who lost everything else to

obtain it
; painters of pictures who were willing

to be accounted mad to that they enjoyed their

own dreams in their own way ; designers of great
architecture who filled the offices of poorly-paid
surveyors so that they might live with the build-
ing up of a fabric that they loved—these are

men who really live their lives, and of such rank
and kind should be the architect. Through the
thousand and one worries that encounter the
realisation of graceful designs—the evils of bad
workmanship, the folly of committees and the
scamping of builders, the adjustment of accounts,
the irritating restraints of cost, materials, bad
building laws, had assessors, and bad competitions
—the architect must still live up to his ideal, and
finally leave some impression of his art in the
finished structure. The more he does this, the
less he will be valued by his client, the greater
plague he will be to the authorities, the more
annoying to his builders, and the more exacting
to his employees, and, to crown all, the less he
may be understood by the public, or appreciated
by the critics. I can tell you that recently a
well-known architect sent in with pleasurable
anticipation to his clients a design which con-
tained three features he had never carried out
btfore, that he had designed with especial
pleasure, and relied upon to give interest and
expression to his building. I saw him after-

wards, and he told me that his committee, with
prompt and unerring discrimination, ruled those
three features out. They were not the best
judges, but they'were the dictators, and, as the
late George Gilbert Scott says, they got all they
paid for, they had a good practical building, and
the art, which was by the way, could never have
been paid for adequately. The hardship lay not
with those who never realised their loss, but it

was a sample of the rebuffs an architect has to
mett. You may think the comfort is cold, and
the reward visionary, which a true architect may
expect ; but art is a matter which lifts us above
the beatitudes of trade, and the artist should
learn to look for rewards from the same source
whence his inspirations How. Directly the breath
is out of a man's body, the measure of his days is

complete ; his reputation is very much like his
legacies of real property—it soon fades away. It

is surely well to build our joys upon something
_ less unstable than public estimation or something

'- less uncertain than personal belongings. For the
artist

THE ONE GltKAT LESSON TO LEAUN

is to find the highest reward in the work itself,

' and to no art does it more pertinently apply thaa
' that of architecture. It is so undervalued by the

public, so little understood by the critics, that we
« are best to form our own public and our own

criticism. We are told again and again that the
profession is not one in which fortunes can be
made except by the very few. But all who enter
it can set themselves determinedly to find their
pleasure in its practice—to have great ideals and
live up to them. The art is the noblest and most
useful the world knows. It ministers to the
wants and to the sentiments of everyone, and the
architect may find happiness for himself beyond
the common pleasure in learning how to design
wilh beauty and build in truth. You cannot
suppose I have followed the doings of architects
fur many years and made over ten thousand
drawings and sketches of architecture without
realising that there is a way to successful accom-
plishment in the profession. There are men who
one admires as architects and respects as per-
sonalities who have kept alive their efforts through
years of earnest work and sustained endeavour.
They point the way for us all to emulate. The
lesson of their work is its persistent hold on what
is good— in the conbtant thought of good outlines,
good proportions, refined details, and exprostive
character. Y<iu can do no more, and you can do
no better, whatever style you affect, or however
eclectic you choose to be. You can aiu» high
even in the simplest work, and as surely as you
do this you will find out what architecture can
really be, and realise to the full the difference

between the ephemeral meanness of a cockney
villa and the elemental grandeur of the Pyramids.

Mr. Hooi'Eii, in proposing a vote of thanks to

Mr. Rattles Divison for his brilliant address,

delivered with so much eloquence and enthu-
siasm, remarked that many of the observations

were to some extent truisms, but admirably just,

and if they exalted the work of the architectural

de.igner in the minds of students, the author's

work would not have been lost. He commended
Mr. Davison's advice to the young architect to

try to acquire a spirit of catholicity and of

admiration for the work of other men and other

days, and his reference to the sacrifices made by
those who had shown themselves most gifted in

artistic powers. The address should be an in-

centive to students to put their best work into

everything that they undertook.

Mr. Alfued Cox seconded the vote of thanks,

which was supported by Mr. Lovis J.itoii, who
observed that the lecturer had done well to

emphasise the point that what was wanted in

architecture was not so-called originality, hut
individuality in the des'gner. There was, indeed,

no such thing as originality, but every man had
the power of putting his utmost into his work,
and this could not be accomplished without much
self-sacrifice and even, as the lecturer had shown,
heroism.
Mr. .7. H. Belcher thought if the architect

kept the purpose of a building before him in

designing, and put his whole soul into the work,
he need not trouble much about styles. There
should be a desire to meet requirements of the

client in every respect, to ascertain his wishes,

and to fin'sh the plan in the minor details that

added eo much to the comfort of a building in

actual use—as, for example, the provition of a
sufficiency of cupboards in a house.
Mr. H. Pa.ss.m()re concurred with Mr. Davison

that the cult for costly archaic'sm and blank wall

surfaces was being overdone, and that a reaction

would set in against the craze for " wiping out
"

details.

The CiiAiUJLVN-, in putting the vote of thanks,
referred to the pleasure architects had derived
from the lecturer's sketches and drawings, and
added that what was often called originality was
mere eccentricity, and Mr. Dxvison had drawn a

proper distinction between originality and indi-

viduality. He did not quite agree with the

advice to measure and sketch well-known build-

ings no matter how often others had represented
them: the s'udent should aim at adding to

the number of records of historic edifices. He
agreed with the author and with Jlr. I'assmore in

the criticism of the affectation of archaicism just

now in vogue. Something had been faid in

praise of the combination of grey stone slates and
walls of masonry, and he might, in passing,

allude to the beautiful effect on a stone building
of rustic slates, a Welsh material of pale grey
green, which acquired a beautiful golden brown
patina, apparently as the result of the oxidation
of minute particles of iron in the slate. The
architect who employed a ghost was justly con-
demned by the lecturer. Such a man was but a
tradesman—a purveyor of designs. As to the
anecdote concerning the eminent architect who
was unable to explain how he did the work, a

more pertinent inquiry from students and archi-

tectural aspirants would have been not How do
you do it y but How do you get the work to do r

The architect must be more than an artist ; he
must also be a business man, or he will not
receive further commissions, and he must treat

the builder not as his enemy, but as a collaborator

in the work.
Mr. Davison, in reply to the vote of thanks,

which was enthusiastically received, said the

advice which ho had sought to convey would
have been equally suitable to an assemblage of

cobblers or the House (tf Commons. It simply
amounted to a sui^gestion that the student should
utilise to the full the instincts of beauty within
him, but that in carrying them into execution
they must be entirely subservient to the dictates

of truth. *-^
"THE CONDUCT OF BUILDING WORK.'

AG UIDE to the duties of a clerk of the works,

such as that which Mr. J. Leaning has

conrpiled, and which .Mr. IS. T. Batsford his now
issued in a revised and extended form, cannot fsil

to prove a great assistance. There is now an
examination held by the Clerks of Works' Associa-

tion, and the (_'ivil Service Commission holds an
open competition for the clerks o£ works employed

by the <1Bice of Works. Mr. Leaning, in hia
appendix, gives the examination papers as used
during the reign of the late Queen. He also
prints the late School Board for London's official

instructions to clerks of the works in the employ
of that body. Arranged in separate, paragraphs
are a variety of suggestive particulars, and
though no man can ever become an efficient clerk
of the works by the help of mtre book knowledge
alone, no ordinary clerk of works is so capable, of

course, that he can dispense with books entirely.

A form of architect's weekly report used by
Mr. Alfred Waterhouse, R.A., is included as a
specimen.
Some very elementary and obvious truisms may

appear of doubtful utility, and some of the in-

junctions to see to this, that, and the other, say,

for instance, " See that you get good varnish,"
presupposes a knowledge on the part of the clerk

of works such as he, of course, ought to possess,

and which, if he does possess, should render him
able to acquit himself eflicientlj' enough without
the reminders here provided. Such a man would
not need to be told to "discourage sweeping or

making a dust while paint is wet," or, that " glass

in the windows must be kept perfectly clean."
The practice described of the quantity surveyor
writing the architect's specification when the
drawings are in pencil is a questionable one. The
book is nicely produced, and ob\'iously is the
result of no little knowledge.

THE WOMEN'S INTERNATIONAL ART
CLUB.

THE annual exhibition of this club, now open
at the Grafton Galleries, Old Bond-street,

is quite equal in the quality of its work to the
former exhibition we noticed. In the Octagon
Gallery, the oil sketches and pictures by Margaret
Moschelles, chiefly Venetian views, may be
mentioned. "An Early Morning" effect (1) is

admirable in its low tones of grey. Mmy of

these works aie quite French in colour and
feeling. Thus we may mention the pic'ures

by Arminia Babaian-Carbonell, "Armenian
Children " (15), figure of " Girl," holding a reel,

subtle in the delicate veil of mists and shadows
which envelop the figure ; the face only illu-

mined, very sweet and charming in its tones.

"Flowers" (17) is a delightful piece of colour,

thoroughly French. Emily Duncan's " Winter
Study," leafless trees at side of river, is sympa-
thetically rendered; and we must note M. A.
Bell's (Mrs. Eastlake's) pastel subjects ;21-26),

Belgian and Du'ch in feeling and sentiment

;

Marion Schiefler's "Woman and Child" (27),

strong and lavish in the use of paint ; Florence
Small's (Mrs. D. Hardy) "Summertime" and
"Chains of Gold" (U and 45), a lady holding
a naked infant in her arms, in a summerhouse,
a sunlight and shadow study, is clever. Ellen
G. Cohen's " The Gambler," a lady at a table, is

low in tone ; but there is skilful treatment of

subJEct. " Reveuse " (Hi), by Fortunce de Lisle,

is a graceful figure of a lady holding a book,

musing. And we must also notice M. Constance
Lloyd's clever Parisian subjec's, chiefly studies of

light and shade. In the Large Gallery, Mabel
Young's " For Those in Peril on the Sea," a
group of people round an altar of the Virgin, and
lighted candles ; the church interior is powerful,

and impressively painted. Vera Christie's por-

trait of a lady seated, a side face, in hat, and a
young lady with fair hair, light on face, are both
clever. We must also notice F. Malon^'s river-

scape (77). Miss (-'ameron paints with much
power and skill a " (iipsy Dance—Seville " (SO),

a large picture. A dark Spanish beauty is

dancing before a party of young students in a
casino and two other dancers of her own sex, to

the strains of a violin. \'arious drinks and
mineral waters are in evidence. There ar.; grace

and movement in the figure of dancer, and the

expression of the onlookers is well painted. Her
picture, " Before the Bull Figh'," is not so

pleasing as a subject. Florence Small's "A
Duet" (S6), two little girls, book in hand, sing-

ing, is clever and feelingly handled. The " 'ake
Walk" of Martha Stottlei: (82), two little maids
performing to a piano, is also clever. Anna
liirch's " < In the Border of Fxmoor," a clump of

dark trees breaking the expanse of the moor and
the sunset sky, is forcible. Charlotte JIura's

"Girl Reading" (S7), is clover in the drawing

and light. D^rih Houghton Leigh ('.tO), " Chez
Soi," a little girl at her porridge, is remarkable

for its homelike sentiment. " Returning ficm

the Field,'' by Gertrude Lcese, a youth and t irl
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companion carrying their bundle and tools of

the day's toil, also appeals to our lense of rural

life. " The Fairies' I'ool," by Mary MacMonnies
(101) is charmingly painted in the white blossom
overhanging the pool ; her cottage interior,
" While the Pot Boils," is also clever. H.
Knapping represents an interior at the Har-
bour, St. Ives, where a mother watches her

infant while her two daughters sit by a

window in watchful suspense, very touch-

ing in its sentiment. J. L. Ciloag's large

picture (109), a subject from an old nursery rhyme,
is worked out in a decorative spirit. ''Irene,"

by Annie E. Spong (111), is a seated figure

of a young girl, graceful in drawing and 8ubdu<'d

in colour; "The Gleaners," by Bethia Clark

(113), is also a p'easing picture, full of sunlight.

There is much delicacy and grace in Mrs. P. B.
Bevan's "Girl Reading" ; the light is introduced
pleasingly. Emily Duncan's large winter wood-
land, "Bare Ruin'd Choirs, where Lite the

Sweet Birds Sang," has much that is suggestive

of such a theme. F. Molony's large picture,
" Pas de Calais : Peasants Leaving the Ft-te of

St. Josse," is clever and realistic; a steep,

eloping meadow from a church on the summit of

hill, and a crowd of people descending a road,

painted with a sense of atmosphere. Clare

Atwood's portrait, "The Inventor," a self-

possessed old gentleman, is characteristic ; and
M. Lancaster Lucas has a nice study of a seated

girl in dark dress, with light on her face. I\03e

Slanusson, in her picture "A Pasile," depicts

an interior of a room with four old women.
The flicker of light on their dresses is

effective. The long gallery contains many
water colours and pastels. Catherine Howard
has several nice studies of blossom and flowers

(144, &c.) ; E. M. Lister, a sketch of Walbers-
wick Church, two other sketches (141, 143).

E. M. AVallace reminds us of the broad, firm

handling of the David Cox school (160, &c,) in

the sketches in Norfolk; Ada Gallon's "The
Pattern of the Harbour " is a charming little

study in a decorative spirit (15G) ; and we must
note works by Harriet G. Warrack (179) ; Noma
Labouchere, pastel sketches of Katwyk, and
other Dutch subjects. Mary Lanchester's studies

(209), pen-and-wash sketches by Katherine
Kinsella (225—232), and those of Gwenny
Grilfiths, Mary Barton, E. Q,. Henriques, Sybil
Dowie, and many others are of interest. The
chalk s'.udy, "La Petite Scour," a sketch in

outline of a child on the lap of an elder sister,

by Elizabeth Nourse (208) is drawn with much
freedom and skill.

of myrtle and cypresses, and the city below
surrounded by hills; the " Ponte Vecchio,"
the bridge pur r.r~el/'-iin\ as Dante calls it, is a

charmingly quaint link which joins Florence to

the Eternal City, admirably drawn. Then we
have an interior view of the T>uomo during Lent,

the pulpit surrounded by a mass of listeners to the

eloquence of a preacher, so fervently depicted in

George Eliot's " Komola " and several other

views of the city from the Olive Gardens of San
Domenico, and looking towards the Pitti Palace

(54, 55), a view of the Diiomo from the Ponte
Vecchio, all delightful sketches of this famous
city and its neighbourhood. For picturesque

beauty and grouping and charm of colour, these

sketches of Mr. Murray are very fascinating. Re-
productions in colour of a large number of these

sketches are published by Mr. John Murray under

the title of this series.

EXHIBITION OF WATER COLOURS
FROM FRANCE AND ITALY.

AT the Fine Art Society's Rooms, 148, New
Bond-street, an interesting series of small

water-colours, " On the (Jld Road through France
to Florence," are on view by Mr. A. H. Uallam
Murray, which will well repay a visit by all

admirers of the art. These sketches are many of

them finished works, in which Mr. Hallam
Murray has delineated in his own masterful
manner many of the most beautiful views of the
journey. Take, e.g., "Loches" ; here we have one
of the town gateways of this charming little town
of France not far from Tours, with its crooked
streets down a hill, and the old gateway under
a Media-val tower. The painter has given us a

very pleasing sketch. Or the " Old Houses in

Ohinon," or "Caen and the fine Tower of the
Church of St. Jean," or the extremely pleasing
sketches of "Cahors" or " Honfleur " (8). A
very charming sketch is " Caen, with the Church
of St. Stephen (Abbaye aux Hommes)," built by
William the Conqueror in gratitude for his victory
at Hastings. The artist has depicted with true

sympathy the fine old abbey church. There is a
touch of Medi^'valism in it, which we find in

all the old cities of Normandy. We also see

another view of this fine church from the south-
east (20) ; the 12th-century Castle of Bjau-
caire (iS), sketches of " Amboise, its Castle and
Clock Tower" (27), Narbonne, the Romanesque
Cathedral of Valence ; views of old houses and
streets at Meutone and Grasse (35, 35), the
"Carrara Mountains," " Sin R5mo " (39), the
rock-built town of Monaco (34). " Beauvais,
Eist End of Cathedral " (42), showingthe apse oi

this fine church, which Ruskin has called a
"great type of simple and masculine buttress
structure," is one of the most beautiful
sketches. The views of "Florence from the
Boboli Gardens" (41, 47), with its terraces

In an adjoining room we have a companion
series of water-colours of " Italy and her .Vlpine

Walls," by Mr. A. Wallace Rimington, equally

beautiful, many of them of C'lassical fame, and
of more in terest to the architect and landscape

artist. We have seen many charming water-

colour drawings by this painter of architectural

landscape ; this is a subject which Mr. Rimington
has made his own. We can only glance at a few of

the selection, numbering over a hundred draw-
ings. Of the characteristic beauties of this

accomplished architectural painter, the manner in

which he selects his subjects, and the subtle

variety of colour, light, and shadow of his views

are the chief. His draughtsmanship and details

arealwajs accurate. In No. 3 we have a small

drawing of a frescoed arcade of a simple roadside

house, " At Sale, Maasino, Lago d'Iseo," one of

the most beautiful Italian lakes. "Susa, from
Balcony of the Albergo " (12), is a charming
drawing of one of the most ancient towns of the

western "walls" of Italy, besieged and con-

quered by Constantino about a d. 312. A'ery

delightful in its placid lake is the view of " Como "

(13), also "A Japanese Magnolia, Florence,"

in which the blossom is well handled : the rich

colour in the brick and marble in " San Lorenzo,

Verona "
;
" An Alpine Garden " on the Simplon ;

" A Glimpse of Maggiore ''
(21) ;

" The Canon's
Court, Perugia" (23), with its arcaded cloister of

carved capitals supporting a plain intersecting

vault without ribs. " Vercelli " (26) is well

called a " city of towers," though not a

frequently-visited place. Mr. Rimington says

it is "one of the most interesting towns in

Lombardy." In the background is the range of

hills of the Blonte Rosa, and it is here, we are

told, Hannibal fought his first battle in Italy

218 B.C. The view, one of the largest in the

room, represents, we presume, an early morning
effect. The grey and blue tints throw a gloom
over the city ; its dark domes and towers relieved

by the lighter sky and background of hills. As
Mr. Rimington says in his note to his sketch of

" Perugia, Early Morning " (04), a very beautiful

landscape, "varying constantly in colour : it passes

in keys of blue and grey at sunrise through
endless delicate harmonies to orange and amber
at sundown." Leighton, who visited Perugia
year after year, said it " never loses its charm."
" Val d'Eena, Florence," with the Certosa in the

distance ; view of Villars, a Waldensian town,

with vine-shaded street and background of

mountain peaks (29) ;
" On the Way to the

Carcere, Assisi," a retreat of St. Francis on a

mountain, a very charming sketch of a wooded
hillside road, are admirable works. " Verona
from the Giusti Gardens" (37), with its tower

and campanile, is aptly described by TroUope in

the note appended to this sketch as a place
" where cypresses rise above the graves of a

thousand perished years." Mr. Rimington's

study of this classical city of North Italy is

very charming ; also his sketches of Assisi,

equally wellknown for its beautiful situation on a

steep hill, surrounded by walls and towers

and under a ruined citadel, but more noted

as being the birthplace of St. Francis, who
founded the Mendicant order, and for its

historic and monastic buildings decorated by
Cimabue and Giotto. Mr. Rimington has

thrown a veil of mist over his charming view

and in the footnote says: "The valleys near
Perugia and Assisi before sunrise are sometimes

so veiled in delicate mists that it almost seems as

if lakes were lying in their hollows." " A Vine-

clad Lane, Lago di Garda" (39), a narrow lane

of a village, is also charming. " Lago ilaggiore "

(45) is a small but clever drawing of this noted

like, its mists and rugged ranges of mountain peaks

which veil its beauty before sunrise. Other
picturesque drawings include " Morcote,"
"Lake of Lugano" (54), "At Assiii " (56),

"Beneath the Wall at San Francisco," "A
Window at Assisi," " One of the Gates of Italy,"
" Clondo," charming in its irregular beauty

of line and colour. " Eiriy Morning, Perugia,"

in greyish blue tints, is another instance of the

varying tones of light and colour. A pleasing

architectural sketch is " South Porch, Verona
Cathedral," a well-known example of Roman-
esque, with its two orders of pillars to porch, and
the apsidal-like projections, relieved by the bauds

of coloured marble and brickwork. Then we
we have the " Chapel of St. Francis, Assisi,"

said to be untouched since the time of its founder.

Here his first community met. " Lovere," " Lago
d'Iseo," " Bay Trees and Lemon Groves " (80),

and a steep cliff overlooking the Lago di Garda :

" North Porch, Bergamo Cathedral" (87), and
many other views of the picturesque towns of

Lombardy, full of architectural interest, to he

seen in this exhibition.

THE COLISEUM.

YESTERDAY (Thursday) the colossal build-

ing to be known as the Coliseum, in St.

Martin's-lane, Charing Cross, was opened to the

Press. Till within quite lately the interior pre-

sented a forest of scaffolding, columns, and

girders. Externally the front to St. Martin's-

lane is Italian Renaissance in style, finished on
the south side by a tower 145ft. in height,

crowned by a globe, and having a well-propor-

tioned peristyle over the square rusticated part

below, which contains the main entrance. It has

an open loggia, crowned by a high-curved roof,

finished by a tower-like wing on the north side.

Above the fa(,ade the huge roof of the auditorium

is visible. Messrs. Frank Matcham and Co. are the

architects of this gigantic theatre, which covers 1 j

acres of ground formerly occupied by old and

dilapidated buildings. The work was commenced
about t wo years ago when the managing director,

Mr. Oswald Stoll, began by employing his own
labour without a contractor, under Mr. John F.

Revell the clerk of works. Subsequently

IMessrs. Patman and Fotheringham, Ltd. (Mr.

James F. Parker, managing director) whose con-

tract was accepted, completed the building.

The interior is very unique in its arrange-

ments. The stage, 83ft. from front to back, has

an average width of about 120ft. The roof is no

less than 80ft. in height, and the "grid" 70ft.

above level of stage. This large area is clear of

all supports except two stanchions at the back

COft. apart from the centres across the stage. The
flies are 43ft. above the stage, and are carritd in

lattice girders 68ft. long weighing about seven

tons each. Two girders 60ft. apart and 68ft.

long and 8ft. deep carry the roof f raises, and

between these girders are smaller roof trusses,

upon the '
' boom " of which rest the grid . A girder

lOOft. long carries a travelling run-way for sus-

pending panorama scenes, &c., and the engineer-

ing work was carried out by Messrs. Drew -Bear,

Perks, and Co., Ltd., ofthe Battersea Steel Works.

The revolving stage is one of the novel features,

and consists of three concentric rings, 25ft. wide,

which revolve independently, or may be made to

revolve together as a whole, which can thus

be used for horse-racing and other spectacular

effects. The floor is of 2in. teak, and felt-

lined to reduce vibration. Under the floor are

tanks to be used for aquatic spectacles, and below

this, 35ft. below level of street, one 22ft. by 18ft.

by int., holding 20,000 gallons. The auditorium,

to seat 3,000 persons, is constructed entirely of

steel and concrete, with a raking floor with 12in.

steppings, and is covered by a dome 22ft. diameter,

with a velarium of light material of a decorative

character below. One half can be opened to the

air or closed on the "hit-and-miss" principle. The
corridor at back of stalls is sunk so as to prevent

the sight being obstructed, and the gangways

also are constructed at the sides. Staircases are

placed in the front leading to every part of the

building. Three distinct exits are provided from^

each floor, and there are three tiers, the " grand,"

the dress-circle, and the amphitheatre. The
ground floor is occupied by stalls and boxes. In

the construction of the tiers the architect's patented

system has been introduced, consisting of a

circular girder with radial girders, which slope

down to it. The only cantilevers are those which

project from the main circular girder. One

great advantage of the radial girders is that the

ceiling is regular in its curve and slope. The
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main girder is supported near the walla S8ft. apart

by columns lOin. diameter on ground floor and Tin.

on the top floor, with solid steel caps, each column
being carried on a concrete steel grillage. The
Hennebique reinforced concrete system has been
introducedin the front floors from L. G. Mouchel's
design, executed by Jlessra. Cubitt and Co. The
Hathern Station Brick and Terracotta Co., Ltd.,

Loughborough, supplied the groups of figures

and exterior decoration of the whole front and
incased the steel framework on the top of tower
supporting the revolving globe, so conspicuous a
feature from Trafalgar-square.

CLAYWORKING AND BRICKMAKING.

AT the ordinary general meeting of the
Surveyors' Institution, held on Jlonday

afternoon last, a paper entitled, " Xotes on Clay-
working : JloreParticularly Bricks andTiles," was
read by Mr. Joseph Jopling (Fellow). The author
expressed an opinion that bricks had been, were
now, and would always be the building material
of this country ; and without endeavouring to

summarise the history of the industry, or advo-
cating any particular system, method, process, or

machinery, he proceeded to discuss the various
aspects of a trade in which, he said, large sums of

money had been and were being wasted through
errors which might have been avoided. There
were between 4,OOU and 5,000 brick and tile works
in the kingdom employing a large number of

hands and a huge amount of capital—much of the
latter unproductive, through errors in selecting
site, plant, or processes. The operation, on the
face of it, seemed easy, and could certainly be
made profitable ; but this needed skill, know-
ledge, and judgment not always possessed by
those embarking on a trade beset with difliculties.

No two places were exactly alike in all the con-
ditions, and no two brickfields could be worked
on exactly the same methods. There was a
tendency to try and save expense by dispensing
at starting with expert assistance ; but the course
was rarely successful, for it was safest to see the
difficulties in advance and meet them as they
occurred, rather than to endeavour to make good
errors and losses which were often past remedy.
The author proceeded to enumerate the diiferent

usual sorts of bricks, giving brief notes on their

manufacture, uses, and values under different
conditioQS. He took first "stocks," or hand-
made, clamp-burnt bricks—probably the oldest

form of brick ; but, still, if well made one of the
best, as was shown by the appearance and stability

of many of the great works on which they were
used. Take, he taid, fur instance, the heavy
railway work, arches, ic, built all over London
miny yeais ago, when the rush was so great that
selection was very meagre. That work was now
as good as ever, and bid fair to outlast much more
modern constructions. The process, from the
digging and tempering of the earth, through the
pugging, moulding, hacking, drying, and burn-
ing, to the final stacking or carting, was briefly

described, and next, " plastic, hand-made, kiln-

burned bricks" were considered, comprising the
highest quality of brick we had at command, and
embracing various qualities and shades of red,

buff, white, kc, according to the material used
and the degree of heat employed in burning.
These bricks were probably the most profitable to

the maker, the extra price more than covering the
extra cost of making. Dealing with "plastic,
machine-made, kiln-burnt bricks," Mr. Jopling
expressed an opinion that this would bo the
common brick of the future, the difliculties and
dangers to health of clamp-burning being almost
insuperable. l''or all generating purposes they
were strong and hard, and would stand weather.
"Dry or semi-dry, machine-made, kiln-burnt
bricks" represented the acme of cheapness, or
rather of low coat. They were called by all sorts

of names, such as " semi-dry," "semi-plastic,"
" stilf plastic," ice, but all came to the same
thing, the main point beiug to eliminate, as far as
possible, the use of water in the working, so
decreasing the cost of drying, onorm(ju8 pressure
and burning being depended on to consolidate the
ingredients and to make the brick homogeneous,
and very good-looking bricks wore produted
which, though most useful for fiUing-in, were
unsuitable for facings, foundations, or chim-
neys, and should never be used lor arches.
The outer skin was intensely hard and dense ; but
the same degree of density could not be trans-
mitted throughout the brick, and the water,
being forced through the outer ekin in burning.

caused minute cracks, into which the weather

found its way, destroying the outer skin and
resulting in the disintegration of the whole.

Time did not permit of more than a mention of

various other kinds of biicks made much on the

same lines as those mentioned. Blue bricks had
a great and deserved reputation for heavy work,

paving, Arc, the real blue brick being hard
throughout : but some so-called blue bricks,

have only that colour on the outside, owing to

being moulded in manganese or other similar

material, thebody of the brick being a dull red and
softer than the genuine blue. Strength and
durability were the chief characteristics of these

bricks ; but they were unsuited for arches, as the

hard skin prevented adhesion to the cement or

mortar, however good it might be. The author's

own opinion was that the use of these bricks in

arch- work was the cause of the regrettable

viaduct disaster which recently occurred on the

Ct.W.R. These bricks had been made, of ex-

cellent quality, in the South of England ; but,

owing to the reputation of " Staffordshire " blues,

it was found diflicult to sell any which did not

come from that county. Firebricks were made in

many parts of the country, and bricks from shale

were also made in the neighbourhood of coal

mines, where shale was worse than unsaleable in

the general way. The author instanced a case

where enormous quantities of shale deposited at

a pit's mouth were dealt with to produce a

good hard common brick. The lessee paid

£20 a year ground rent, and sixpence per

thousand royalty, coals were cheap, and
the whole of the material being on the surface

the tenant did well out of about ten millions made
per year, for which the owner got £2.50 per year

royalty, besides having his land cleared. Glazed
and enamelled bricks, salt-glazed ware, art,

pavement, and encaustic tiles, pipes, &c., would
require a paper for each variety, so were only
mentioned, the remark being made that the

difficulties in the way of manufacturing these

were not to be despised, and that many things

that were physically possible were commercially
impracticable. Considerable attention had been
given of late years to the question of a standard
size for bricks, but progress in the direction of

this very desirable end was slow. The author
was of opinion that architects, engineers, and
surveyors should agree to fix a standard size, and
always specify it, when the supply would very

soon shape itself to the demand. A standard size

had been decided on, but matters had gone no
farther. Custom had to be contended with, and
it was diflicult to make the North and the Mid-
lands adopt the sizes of the South. There was
very little mechanical difficulty, but brickmakers
would not combine on such a question, preferring

each to play his own game. If a standard size

was specified, it was necessary to fix a limit of

deviation beyond which bricks would be rejected.

This was the more necessary, as, whatever
process was adopted or whatever kilns, dryers or

machines used, there was always a variation in

the finished size. With regard to tests, Mr.
Jopling did not attach very much importance to

the crushing testa, of which so much was
made by some manufacturers. There was no
doubt as to their genuineness or correctness,

but they were generally irrelevant, for it was
difficult to imagine a properly burnt brick laid in

such a position as to be crushed by the super-

incumbent load. Ue had never seen such a
thing. If one knew that a certain class of bricks

would carry ten tons per square foot, while the

maximum pressure would not exceed one ton,

what was the advantage of a certificate showing
that some other bricks would carry 30 tons 'r The
rattling test, used presumably to note the effect

on the arris of the brick, was an unnatural one,

for bricks were i:ot in prac'ice subjected to

rattling, and it would be better to watch the

effect of the actual handling they received. Tile-

making was an important branch of clay- working,
and all would agree that as regards appearance,

health, and comfort, tiles were undoubtedly the

best of all roof coverings. The timbering must
be somewhat lipavier ; but the difference in cost

was really very little, and tiles were now made so

thin, accurate, and regular that they compared
more favourably than ever with slates. Tlic bulk

of these now on the market were machine made ;

but there was still a demand for hand -made tiloa,

which, although thicker and less regular in

shape, were preferred for appearance. I'otlcry

for building, domestic, garden, and ornamental
purposes was another branch, and the common
London clay was largely and successfully used

for this. Care in its preparation and in drying
and burning were necessiry, intermittent kilna of

the circular down-draught type being generally
used. Prices were small, but a fair profit

was made, and any variation in the way of

ornament soon raised the selling prices, aa,

for instance, common flowerpots worth Is. Sd.

per cast, if squeezed into an irregular shape or
very cheaply ornamented at the top at a cost of

Id. to 3d., easily fetched 3s. 6d. Chimney ter-

minals and domestic pottery also paid well. In
starling new works one could not be too careful

in selecting a site, on which there must be a
sufficient amount of material readily available,

and capable of being made at reasonable cost into

a product which would bring in a fair profit.

This must be ascertained by actual experiment.
Having, by trial borings, got samples of all the

deposits, the same should be made into trial

bricks (varying the mixtures and the methods)
and carefully burned. This should be done by
someone having no conflicting interest, and not

interested in the sale of the land or of plant, &c.
It must be remembered that it was possible to

produce a fair brick from almost any earth : but
one wanted to know if this could be done at a

profit. If unexpected results attended the trials,

the deposit should be analysed, as a small quantity

of some foreign element might easily upset one's

calculations. Nothing must be taken for granted,

and the best time to start was when trade was
bad, when one could equip the worlis cheaply and
watch for a rising market when one had got fully

to work. In planning the works it must be re-

membered that real efficiency and economy go
together, and the best is always the cheapest.

Little notice should be taken of what was being
done elsewhere, the works in hand being alone

considered. Too large an outlay of capital should
be avoided, in case a considerable proportion

should prove unproductive. .\ny available source

of power should be utilised, or the most con-

venient form adopted ; but it was well not to

reckon on more than five days as a working week
as regards output all the year round, t'ndue
stinting of quantities in details of plant should

be avoided as tending to wasteful use. An ideal

works would be worked continuously preparing

the material and making the goods by power,
drying in mechanical dryers, burning in con-

tinuous kilns, and despatching without road

haulage, which was an important and heavy item

of expense. For most purposes narrow-gauge
tramways were best, as they could be worked
when ail other means of transport were stopped

by bad weather. Even if the wharf or aiding

for delivering the goods were a mile away, if no
public road was crossed, they were economical.

The gauge should be from 20 to 24in., the road

must be kept in good order, handy one-man trucks

(say, half to three-iiuarters of a yard capacity)

should be used, brakes being fitted to some trucks.

In hauling up an incline a friction hoist and wire

rope was useful, and in some cases loaded trucks

would haul empties. The stacking ground should

be as near the high road as possible, to avoid roads

on the works. Where raw material had to be got

across a hill or valley, an ai'rial ropeway was
convenient, and occupied little room, and com-
pared favourably with tramways in many cases.

In cases where horse- haulage was necessary, one-

horse carts, holding 500 bricks and made to tip,

were best. Haulage by traction-engines answered
well where the (^onditiona wore favourable, and
for a distance of twelve or fourteen miles was
cheaper than railway, as the truck w,»s loaded at

the stack and unloaded on the job, whereas rail-

w.ay carriage involved six Sfpurate handling?.

Water carriage was an ideal method, but was not

always available or convenient. Ue had not found

tho railways treating traders so hardly as some
puople asserted, but had always been dealt with

fairly by them. Fair claims were honestly met,

and it was the trader who made an excessive

claim on the ground that lie would only get

one-half, who grumbled when ho was not paid in

full. The author dealt at some length with the

management of work^, supervision, stocktaking,

and bookkeeping, advocating the employment of

good mm in eich department, even if one had

to piy them somewhat h ghly. The rating of

brickfields was not at prttcnt on an equitable

basis, nor did there seem to bo on cither side any
desire to assess tho property fairly. The payment
of royalty, of course, introduced .an uncertain

element into the rental value of a property, and

the author's suggestion was that rates should be

paid on tho rent and fixed royalty, and at tho

end of tho year payment thould bo made on the
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excess of royalty as based on the output. Rates
Hhould not be paid according to profits, for a good
buainess man should have the benefit of his skill

;

and, on the other hand, the local authority should
not suffer because the property was badly managed.
The trans 'er of land for clay working was next
considered. A lease for twenty-one years, with
option to determine at the end of any seven years,
with a fixed rent and minimum royalty, and
additional royalty on the output in excess, the
royalty to be paid on all saleable goods, without
allowance for waste, was a good form of tenure.
In some cases the operations did not really decrease
the building value of the land. In fact, in the
west of London bricks had been made at £j rent
per acre and 2s. 6d. royalty ; while the land had
actually increased in value for building purposes.
The necessity for hontst and accurate valuations
was insisted on, the author giving instances
where vendors or promoters had worked on
valuations obriously unfairly made, and the
papfr concluded with some mention of various
dryers and kilns, none of which were adapted
for every kind of work, but all of which
were good in proper conditions. The consump-
tion of fuel in kilns ranged from 8cwt. to
llcwt. per 1,000 in the Scotch kilns, .5cwt. to
8cwt. in the intermittent kilns, and 3cwt. to
Sjcwt. in the Hoffman kiln, which latter had
been considerably improved of late years, and
now worked very satisfactorily as regards
capital cost, maintenance, consumption of fuel,

and quality of goods burned, being operated in
all weathers. The difficulty of chmp-burning
was the production of unpleasant fumes, coal-
kilns being as a rule free from this objection,
unless with low shafts. Gas kilns were a recent
introduction, generating the gas on the spot, and
working at a very low cost for fuel. Every day
new machinery, new methods, and even new
kinds of bricks were being introduced, and the
author counselled careful consideration before
abandoning a good old method for an untried
one, which might, or might not, be better.
A discussion followed, in which, Messrs. W. E.

Woolley, J. L. Crouch, G. Tucker, T. Blashill,
E. W. Hudson, and W. Eve took part; and a
vote of thanks having been carried unanimously,
the meeting adjourned.

TENSION TiiSTS Ol' SIX DIV KEBEST KINDS Or WOOD. TESTS
MADE IN FULTON LAUORATOBT, EDINErEGH USIVEaSITY.

Table A.—Round Speoimea of following Section, with
the Eode so proportioned that the Shear Area was
about ISJsq.in., and with the Bar turned down in the
parallel pwt so as to give a Tensile Area of about
Isq.in.

TIMBER: ITS STRENGTH, AND HOW
TO TEST IT.*

THE lecturer pointed out that though a very
large number of experimental observations

on the strength and other properties of timber
were to be found in the older textbooks, and in
the proceedings of various technical societies, &c.,
many of these were unreliable. He stated that
the mechanical tests usually made upon timber
were tensile, compressive, cross-bending, and
shearing. He had carried out, in the Fulton
Laboratory at Edinburgh Univertity, for the
purpose of the lecture, a number of tension tests
on different kinds of wood, in order to show how
difficult it was to secure uniform results in ten-
sion experiments

; and by use of lantern slides he
showed how frequontly a tensile bar would give
way by shear rather than by tension. In both
the American and in the German researches it

was eventually decided to abandon tensile tests,

because of this difficulty of securing uniform
results, and on account of the fact that owing to
the high tensile strength of timber as compared
with its shear strength, it was considered that it

would be unlikely for timber to give way by
tension in any structure. Compression tests were
much more readily carried out, and when the
point which it was desired to elucidate was the
average quality of the sample of timber, then
compression tests were undoubtedly the best.
The specimens must not be too long as compared
with their cross-sectional dimensions if the pure
compressive strength was to be obtained. Short
timber struts very rarely gave way by direct
lompression ; they usually gave way by shear
stress. In the case of long timber struts, their
strength was influenced by the ratio of the length
to the cross -sectional dimensions, exactly as in
the case of steel and iron columns. The lecturer
pointed out and showed some specimens he had
tested—how much weaker timber was in com-
pression across the grain as compared with its

strength when tested with the grain. He said
that cross-bending tests were a very favourite
form of test, because practically no complicated
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Table B.—Round Specimens of following Section, with
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Table C—Flat Specimens of following Section. Test-
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' A le:tiire delivered by Pr>fessor T. Hudson Beare,
M.Inst.C.E., before the Dundee Institute of Engineers
OQ Thursday, Nov. 17, 1934.
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PENETRATION TESTS OF TIMBER.

Tai.le D.—To Show Weakness of Compressive Strength
across the Grain.
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COMl'EESSIVE TESTS OF TIMBER.

Teats of Struts about 12in. long and about 2Hn. square.
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machine was required for carrying out the test,

and large specimens could be used without the
loads becoming excessive it a fairly large span
was adopted. He stated that large timber beams
frequently gave way not by cross-breaking, but
by shearing along near the neutral plane, and
the great weakness of timber to resist such shear
stress was a matter of extreme importance, and
ought to be carefuUy considered when designing

timber structures. All recent experiments on the
mechanical properties of timber showed that the
strength of timber was considerably affected by
the ratio of the summer, or solid growth, to the
spring, or open growth, in each annual ring, or,

in other words, that the density, or specific

gravity, was a very important factor.

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL.

AT their meeting on Tuesday the members
approved a Bill for the Voluntary Re-

striction of Squares and Gardens in London from
Building Operations, giving an undertaking
that such squares and gardens should be exempted
from the scope of legislation providing for the

ta.xation of site values. The owners of seventeen

squares, it was stated, had agreed to voluntary
restriction. The Council also decided to carry

out the widening of Piccadilly between St.

James's-street and Duke-street at an estimated

cost of £72,600. The Local Government Com-
mittee reported that the valuation in force on
April 6 next would be £50, 438,808 gross and
£41,657,244 rateable, an increase of £665,526
and £570,270 respectively. The Parliamentary

Committee reported that they had prepared the

London Building Acts (Amendment) Bill, which
seeks to amend the Acts relating to buildings

in London. They were unanimously of opinion

that it was undesirable to give efiect to the

Council's resolution with regard to the proposed
reconstitution of the Tribunal of Appeal, in-

creasing the number of members from three to

live, and they asked the Council instead to make
provision in the Bill to require the existing

Tribunal of Appeal to state their reasons when
giving a decision. They propose to submit the

Bill as soon as possible to the various professional

bodies and local authorities for their consideration

and -views. The report was adopted. The
Building Act Committe submitted a report, re-

commending the Council to adhere to its refusal

to allow the Skinners' Company, as the owners of

a considerable length of property in Euston-road,

to rebuild on the forecourts, having regard to all

the circumstances connected with the Marylebone,
Euston, and Pentonville-roads, to the importance
of preserving existing open spaces, and to the

immense value to London of a magnificent boule-

vard, three miles in length, and in most parts

nearly 140ft. in width, such as they hoped it

might, in time, be possible to form out of these

roads at a comparatively small cost. The
recommendation was agreed to by 50 to 6.

CONCRETE RAILWAY VIADUCTS.

AT the ordinary meeting on Tuesday, Dec. 13,

of the Institution of Civil Engineers, Sir

Guilford L. Molesworth, K CLE., president, in

the chair, a piper on the " Construction of a

Concrete Railway Viaduct," by Mr. A. Wood-
Hill, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E., and Mr. B. D. Pain,

Stud.Inst.C.E , was read. The viaduct in ques-

tion is situated at Cannington, on the Axminster
and Lyme Regis Light Railway, which now
connects Lyme Regis with the Y'eovil and Exeter
line of the London and South -Western Railway.

It consists of ten elliptical arches of 50ft. span,

its total length being 000ft., width over spandrels

10ft., maximum height to raU-bvel 92ft., and
gradient 1 in SO. It affords an example of the

recent application of concrete to viaduct con-

struction and to arches of somwhat large

span. With the exception of the concrete

blocks in the vertical faces of the arches,

the work throughout is mass concrete. The
geological strata are greensand and blue lias clay.

The foundations, originally designed for a

pressure of 3h tons per square foot, were enlarged

to give pressures ranging from Ih tons to 3 tons

per square foot. The concrete used consisted of

crushed flints and Portland cement, the crushing

yielding sufficient grit to make the addition of

sand unnecessary except in special cases. The
concrete was hand- mixed, and for transporting

this and other materials a cableway of 1,000ft.

span was erected across the valley, the piers

being built without scaffolding. The piers were

carried up in rectangular lifts of diminishing

size, instead of having a continuous batter, the

lifts being 6ft. deep. The concrete was deposited

in wooden boxes of this depth, which were bolted

up on the ground and hoisted into position.

The mode of filling and striking the boxes, of

which there were eleven, is described. The work

in all the piers was advanced as far as possible at
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the rame rate. Two rows of corbels were built in

the top lift of the pietB, to support the arch-

centring. This consisted of four built ribs, the

centre portion of which was tied by a framework,

in the form of a Warren girder, supported in the

middle by raking struts from the lower row ot

corbels. The ribs, including the lattice-work,

were set in one piece, and four tie-bolts were

placed in the span to assist the piers in taking

the thrust. The faces of the arches were built in

concrete blocks, of which two similar ones on

opposite sides of the viaduct were set simultane-

ously by a raU attachment to the cableway ;
and

by adjusting the chains attaching the blocks

the latter were suspended at the angles

required by their position in the arch.

The blocks were keyed in advance of the mass

concrete, in order that the adhesion of the latter

to the toothing of the blocks might relieve the

centres of some tf the weight. Expansion joints

were formed through the archep, spandrels, and

parapets, and are found effective in giving play

for expansion and contraction, and any slight

movement due to settlement. In turning the

arches, the centring, although apparently light,

was found to be sufficiently rigid, and the setting

was facilitated by the ribs being made in one

piece. The settlement of the piers was for the

most part fairly even, and, being adjusted as the

work proceeded, did not affect the concrete;

but the settlement of the wet abutment and

first pier was greater than elsewhere, and

crushed the crown of the first arch. Two dia-

phragm walls were built in brickwork m
cement in the third span, to enable it to act as

an abutment, and concrete needles were built in

the embankment between the first and second

piers ; the crushed portion of the first arch was

cut out and made good in brickwork, and the

parapets over this arch were completed. Parti-

culars are given of the cost of the viaduct, and a

schedule is appended of the results of tests of

sample blocks made from materials used in the

concrete. The authors believe this is the first

instance in which piers of a similar height have

been built without scaffolding, and in which the

centres of a 50ft. arch have been designed for

setting in one piece.
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TBADE

OBITUARY.

Mr UicHAiiD Hawsox, of Messrs. Jlawson and

Hudson (formerly Messrs. Lockwood and Maw-
son), architects, Bradford, died in London on

Friday night, after an operation, at the age of

sixty-nine years. In Bradford Mr. Mawson was

associated with the designing of the Town Hall,

the Exchange, St. George's Hall, the Kirk-

gate Market, and the mills of Sir Titus Salt, Sons,

and Co., and also of Nottingham University Col-

lege, and the City Temple, Holborn Viaduct.

Mr. Mawson, who was a bachelor, took no part

in public affairs. He was a life member of the

Bradford Football and Cricket Clubs, and a

member of the Association Club at Valley Parade.

For many years he had been connected with the

Bradford Club, and was one of the few old

members left.

By the death on Wednesday week of Mr.

William Daut, of Crediton, the county has lost,

next to the late Alderman John Pethick, J. P., of

Plymouth, one of its most energetic builders and

contractors. " Honist John," as the latter wa«

deservedly named in the Three Towns, died in

hospital at Plymouth on March 2'J last as the

result of a carriage accident that occurred a few

days before at the very door of the institution

into which he was carried—only to breath his

last. Originally a journeyman carpenter, born

at Egg Buckland, near Plymouth, he was long

engaged in gigantic works, and when cut

off in his 77th year had amassed a fortune of

.ei.')7,310. The late William Dart was almost

precisely the same stamp of man as was

John Pethick. Rising from the ranks, by

much perseverance atd indomitable pluck ho

placed himself in the first rank. Self-reliant to

a degree, he flinched at nothing, and there were

no obstacles which he did not surmount. He has

left his mark in Exeter itself by the building of

its Theatre, by the restoration of the ancient

( Juildhall, and by the erection of the new church

of St. David. At the time ot his death he was

engaged in the extensions to the Castle. During

recent years Mr. Dart has undergone several

serious surgical operations, but his vitality was

immense, and the announcement of his deith fell

upon his acquaintances with a painful surprise.

FBOFESSIONAL AND
SOOIETIES.

ArcTioNEERs' iNSTiTiTE.—Mr. J. H. Redman,

barrister, read a paper on Wednesday night before

the members of the Auctioneers' Institute of

Great Britain, at 4, WhitehaU- court, entitled

"\otes on the Law of DUapidations. ibe

Chair was occupied by Mr. J. H. Townsend

Green, of the firm of Weatherall and Green.

Jlr Redman dealt with every class of dilapida-

ticns arising between landlords and tenants, and,

borrowing the language of Lord Esher in the case

of "Proudfoot T. Hart," he said that under a

covenant to keep a house in repair the house need

not be put into the same condition as when the

tenant took it ; it need not be put into perfect

repair it need only be put into such a state ot

repair as rendered it reasonably fit for the occupa-

tion of a reasonably-minded man, the age of the

tenement, character, and locality being considered.

BCILDERS' COSTRACTS AND THE ArBITRATII«

Claise—At the Guildhall, Bristol, a special

meeting of the Bristol Mister Builders' Associa-

lion was held on Monday night to hear an

address from Mr. F. E. Weatherly, barrister-at-

law on "Builders' Contracts and the Arbitra-

tion Clause." The president (Mr. E. I. Neale)

occupied the chair. Mr. Weatherly m his

address, enlarged upon three points. Ihe irst

was the question of the finality of architects

certificates in building contracts, which he illus-

trated by the recent Bristol case of " Smart v.

Shepherd," which was tried before an arbitrator,

then went to the Divisional Court, and finaUy

to the Court of Appeal. His second point was

the proposed revival of apprenticeship and the

effect on the building trade. The third question

with which he dealt was whether it is not

advisable, in the interests of the building trade

and the public at large, that existing by-laws as to

buildings should be modified, having regard to

the growing demand for cheaper houses for the

labouring classes, and in view of the possible in-

troduction of new methods and materials. At the

conclusion of the address Mr. Ridd proposed and

Mr. F. N. Cowlin seconded a vote of thanks to

Mr. Weatherly.

Eoi.NnuRGH AND Leitu Builders.—The annual

dinner of the Edinburgh, Leith, and District

Building Employers' and Allied Trades Associa-

tion, in conjunction with the Building Trades

Exchange, took place on Friday night in the

Royal British Hotel, Princes-street, CounciUor

Xeil M'Leod, president of the former body,

presiding over a gathering of about 150.

Replying on behalf of Leith to the toast of

"The Corporations of Edinburgh and Leith,

Bailie Kinnaird said that according to a state-

ment he had received from the burgh surveyor,

warrants had been granted during the year for

buildings ot a total value ot £180,000, as com-

pared with £270,000 in 1903, and had it not been

for the new poorhouse the total value would have

been less by about one-half. The prospect of the

building trade in Leith, he said, was not very

bright, and, judging by the number of unlet

houses, the supply seemed to be greater than the

demand. In acknowledging the toast of " ihe

Architects and Surveyors," Mr. A. Lorne

Campbell said that at the present time they had

not much prosperity to share. With the builders

they were brothers in altliclion, but they hoped

for improvement in the course of another year

Mr. James Millar, in replying to the toast of

the evening, said that while ihey were passing

through a strain at the present time they knew

it could not last for ever, and there was good

heart in the building trade.

The International Society oi Si t li'tors

Painters, ani> ({ravers.—At the third annual

general meeting of the International Society of

Sculptors, Painters, and Gravers, the vice-

president, Mr. John Livery, being in the chair,

the hon. secretary, Mr. T. Stirling Lee. reported

that the last exhibition had been entirely satis-

factory. The number ot works submitted was

greater than it had hitherto been, and the

financial result was such as to defray all expenses.

The works exhibited were : In sculpture 40

pieces, 200 pictures in oil and in black ami white

and water colour; section a 120 drawings. Iho

attendance was greater than in any of the lormer

exhibitions. Two or three important events

have taken place during the year. I'lrst and

foremost, the Society is now, or very shortly will

bo, a registered society. Secondly, an arrange-

ment has been como to with the corporation ot

1
JIanchester to tiike on the exhibition at its closing

in London. The arrangements for this exhibition

are most satisfactory, and appointments have been

made likely to be of the greatest service to the so-

ciety by selecting delegates abroad and in America.

The following artists will act for next year :—

Mr. Blanche for France, Mr. Neven Du Mont

and Prof. Sautor for Germany, Mr. Fragiacomo

for Italy, Mr. Zorn for Sweden, Mr. Claus for

Belgium, Mr. Breitner for Holland, Mr. Chate

for America, and Mr. Walton for Scotland. The

council having accepted the invitation to send to

the Dusseldorf Exhibition, Mr. Neven I>u Mont

was asked to act as their delegate with the Inter-

national Section and also other British societies,

and this section was one of the most interesting

in the whole exhibition, so large and important a

collection of British art not having been seen on

the Continent for manj years. Twelve oU

pictures were sold, fifteen black and white, and

three works of sculpture, some of them going to

public gaUeries in Germany. The Jlemorial

Exhibition of the late President, Mr. Whistler,

will take place in the New GaUery during the

latter part ot February and March, 1905. The

following gentlemen w.ere elected to act on the

Selecting and Hanging Committee for 1906 :—

H. Wilson, J. Pennell, D. Priestman. A. Neven

Du Mont, C. H. Shannon, J. H. Furse, W.
Strang, and Grosvenor Thomas.

Royal Institute of Architects in Ireland.

—The annual meeting of this Institute was held

at 20, Lincoln-place, Dublin, on Thursday, the

8th inst.; the President, Mr. W. U. Mitchell,

R H A in the chair. The following were

elected 'to form council for 1904 :—Messrs.

George G. Ashlin, Sir Thomas Drew, 0. 1.

MacCarthy, George Sheridan, Frederick Batche-

lor A E. Murray, Arthur Hill, Charles A.

0«en, and W. Kaye Parry. Mr. Charles H.

Ashworth, hon. treasurer, and Mr. K. Caulheld

Orpen, hon. sec, are, with the President, Mr.

Mitchell, c.r-ufficio members of the council. Mr.

James II. Webb is representative ot the Archi-

tectural Association of Ireland on the new council

for the year 1905. The Ulster Society of Archi-

tects ha^ not yet nominated its two representa-

tives. Thecouncil, in theirannual report, expressed

regret that the tide of depression in the local

building trade has not yet turned. The profes-

sional practice committee has prepared fresh con-

ditions ot contract, which would be considered by

the new council, and it was hoped would be

speedily agreed to and issued. The council of

the R I.B.A. had consented to the nomination

by their R.I A.I. council ot a second repre-

sentation on the RIB.A. registration com-

mittee, and Mr. W. J. GiUiland, President

ot the Ulster Society of Architects, had

accordingly been nominated. The council de-

precated the proposed variation of the Institute

schedule ot professional charges intended to be

made by the Ulster Society ot Architects, which

would destroy that uniformity in which the chief

advantage of the schedule consisted, although

fully appreciating the difficulty which the coancd

of the Ulster Society had had to face tor the pro-

tection of its members in Belfast and other

northern towns, where the conditions of practice

were somewhat different from th^se found in

other pirts of Ireland. The council strongly

disapproved of the appointment of Sir Aston

Webb R.A., as architect ot the Royal CoUege of

Science, as it denied the Irish architects even the

opportunity a competition offered, and :ast a

reflection on their capabilities. In the past cases

of such foreign importation were so comparatively

rare that it was not necessary to take cognisance

of them ; but in the face of the present crisis the

council could not conceal a degree of alarm ast)

the future ot the profession in Ireland. Ihe com-

petition for the prize presented by the Institute

among members of the Architectural Association

of Ireland duly took p'ace, and Mr. C. J.

Mact!arthy, the assessor appointed, awarded the

prize to Mr. K. Djnnelly. who submitted an

excellent set of drawings. They had to record

with regret, the death at a ripe age of Mr.

Alexander Tate, ot Belf.ist. Ho had been for

more than fifty years a member of the Institute,

,md with his death the list of hfe ra.mbbrs

ceases. The President afterwards delivered his

annual address.

SoniTv oi- Esgineeks.—The fiftieth annual

general meeting of the Society of Engineers was

held on Monday, December 12, 1904, at theoflices

of the Society, 17, Victo.ia-street \\ estm.ns or

The chair was occupied by Mr. D. B. "utler,

president. The foUofting gentlemen were duly

elected by ballot as the council and officers for
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1905—viz.: As president, Mr. Nicholas James
West ; as vice-presidents, Messrs. Maurice
Wilson, Richard St. George Moore, and Joseph
William Wilson ; as ordinary members of council,

Messrs. Joseph Bernays, Gejrge Abraham Good-
win, George Green, William Henry Holttum,
Edward John Silcock, Diogo Andrew Symons,
John Aird, and Alexander Graham Drury ; as

honorary secretary and treasurer, Mr. George
Burt ; as honorary auditor, Mr. Samuel Wood

,

r.C.A. The president announcsd that the follow-
ing premiums had been awarded by the council
for papers read during the past session—viz. : The
President's Gold Jledal to Mr. William Edward
Storey for his paper on " Condensing Machinery,"
the Bessemer Premium of Books to Mr. R. G.
AJlanson-AVinn for his paper on " Deep Sea
Erosion and Foreshore Protection," a Society's
Premium of Books to Mr. A. S. E. Ackermann
for his paper on '

' British and American Coal-
cutting Machines," and a Society's Premium of
Books to Mr. Frank Latham for his paper on '

' Some
Recent Works of Water Supply at Penzance."
—The jubilee of the society was celebrated on
Wednesday night at the Hotel Cecil, where,
under the chairmanship of Mr. D. B. Butler, the
retiring President, a large number of members
met at dinner. Only three of the earliest

members—Sir John Aird, Mr. C. J. Light, and
Mr. Perry F. >fur8ey (the secretary)—are left,

and the last mentioned alone was present. The
company included Sir William White, Sir John
Colomb, M.P., Sir William H. M. Christie
(Astronomer Royal), Mr. H. Jennings (President
of the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy),
Mr. Nicholas J. West (president-elect), and Mr.
J. W. Wilson and Mr. Maurice Wilson (vice-
presidents). The Astronomer Royal proposed
the toast of the evening. The toast of " Kindred
Institutions" was proposed by Mr. Nicholas J.
West, the president-elect, and" acknowledged by
Sir William ^^^lite. The President proposed the
"Health of the Secretary," and acknowledged
the great value of the services which Mr. Nursey
had rendered to the society.

Sheffield Society of Architects. — The
monthly meeting of this society was held on
Thursday night in the lecture-hall of the Literary
and Philosophical Society, Leopold-street. Mr.
T. Winder occupied the chair. A lecture was
given by Mr. E. M. Gibbs on " Architecture in
Eastern Europe," being a running commentary on
a number of views of buildings taken or purchased
by the author on an eighteen days' cruise in the
Mediterranean, with a few odd days on shore, visit-
ing Taormina, Constantinople, Smyrna, Ephesus,
Athens, Corinth, Mycenae, and Tiryns. Tiryns,
the building of which is ascribed to Cyclops,
2000 B.C., and which is described by Homer, was
a shapeless ruin of unhewn stones without mortar,
and executed before the invention of the arch.
Mycen.e was of nearly e(jual early date, and also
Cyclopean. The huge stone beam to the Lion
Gate was relieved of weight by the corbelling
over it, and the triangular space was filled with
sculpture. The tomb of Agamemnon was shown,
as also was a portion of the surrounding circular
wall, within which are five tombs, the gold and
other ornaments of which, the lecturer said, filled
many cases in the Athens Museum. The tomb
of Queen Klytemnestra, which was shaped inside
like a beehive, had all the roof built in horizontal
courses of stone, and showed that the radiating
joints of domes had not then been invented. It
had partly fallen in consequence. The Corinth
of Apostolic times was now a mere hamlet, and
contained nothing much of interest except a few
columns of the Temple and a bath. The modern
canal across the isthmus was a great engineering
work 31 miles long, with water 100ft. wide and
26ft. deep. Athens was pre-eminently beautiful and
interesting. No slides could convey any idea of
the beauty of the combination of blue sky, fine
hiUs, and white marble buildings stained with
age, and of the most perfect architecture. Sime
snapshots of architectural fragments interesting
to students were also shown. Mr. Gibbs said
the Stadium had recently been restored by a
Greek merchant. It had sea's in white marble
on three. sides raised in GO tiers, so as to hold
50,000 people

; it was formed out of a natural
valley, and suggested to the lecturer that if the
Sheffield Water Department should ever do away
with one of their large dams at Crookesmoor,
then there would be an excellent opportunity of
forming an exceptional place for sports and great
meetings. A'jews of modern buildings in Athens
showed how excellently the architects worked in
the ancient style. One view—at Ephesus— showed

a street nearly a mile long, all of white marble,
with the remains of columns down each side, and
out of this street opened many public buildings,
and it led up to the great theatre, which seated
24,500. The remains of the Temple of Diana,
which were discovered by Mr. Wood, an English
architect, 22ft. below the surface, are now in a
great hollow and difficult of access because of
water ; the best of the work is to be seen in the
British Museum. The excavations of the city
are being rapidly proceeded with, and any
traveller to the Eist should visit Ephesus. The
ruins show in what magnificence and beauty the
old Greeks and Romans loved to dwell. Views
were shown of Constantinople, and of its

mosques, fountains, palaces, bazaars, and streets.

The wealth and beauty of the marble and
mosaic decoration of Sta. Sophia were equalled
by its wonderful arched and domed constructure,
which has stood the test of earthquakes for 1367
years ; it was over 900 years old when it came
into possession of the Turks, and they have pre-
served it almost intact, with the exception of
obliterating the figures of saints. It was also
remarkable that the mosques built by the Turks
in Constantinople so very many years afterwards
were all adaptations of the general arrangement
of Sta. Sophia. The old seraglio is the residence
of the wives of deceased Sultans. The parts
shown to the public were illustrated, and ex-
hibited great beauty of detail. The museum con-
tained some 21 sarcophagi discovered in 1887 in
Sidon. Two of them were illustrated, the one
called the Tomb of Alexander being evidently of
that period of Greek art ; it was of white marble,
and was sculptured on all sides. Toe other tomb
was called The Weepers, because of the figures
all around it. The marble shows traces of vivid
colouring. The Bazaars dated from the time of
Constantino, and were very interesting. The
fountains were wholly Turkish work. It should
be remembered that the Turks conquered Con-
stantinople as late as 1453, and that the develop-
ment of their architecture which had been shown
was contemporaneous with our Renaissance and
later work. On the motion of Mr. J. Smith,
seconded by Mr. W. J. Hale, and supported by
Messrs. A. Howe and Horace Wilson, a hearty
vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Gibbs for his
lecture, which was well illustrated by lantern
slides. On the motion of Mr. E. M. Gibbs,
seconded by Mr. J. Smith, and supported by the
president, a resolution was unanimously carried
expressing satisfaction and congratulating the
hon. secretary (Mr. W. C. Fenton) on his
appointment as chairman of the School of Art
managers.

CHIPS,
At Cardiff, on Tuesday, Mr. H. Woolcott

Thompson opened the new University Settlement.
The building, which is erected on a site given by
Lord Tredegar, has a high pent roof and com-
paratively low, solid walls. Above the enttance is

a fine piece of bas-relief symbolical of "Aspiration,"
the work of and presented by Mr. W. Goscombe
John, A.E.A. The cost of the building, i;2,0U0,
has been defrayed by Mr. Woolcott Thompson.

The Corporation of the City of London are about
to take steps for the introduction of a Bill in the
next Session of FarUameut empowering them to in-
spect all buildings in the City and require owners to
provide proper means of exit through the roof by
fixed ladders and other methods of escape from fire.

A memorial chancel screen is being erected in
Christ Church, Freemantle, and will be dedicated
by the Bishop of Southampton on Christmas Eve.
Mr. S. K. Pope, of Southampton, is the architect,
and Mr. Wheeler, of Reading, is carrying out the
work. The new choir stalls in the same church
were executed by the same carver from Mr. Pope's

The R.C. Bishop of Salford preached the opening
sermon on Sunday at St. Mary Magdalen's new
church, which has been built in the Gannow district

of Burnley. The new church, with the presbytery
attached, has cost a little over £5,000.

Mr. Alfred Griffin, F.S.I., of 34, Coleman-street,
E.C , and Blackbeath, has been appointed surveyor
to the trustees of Morden College, Blackheath, from
the beginning of next year, upon the retirement of
Mr. Thomas Barnes- Williams, F.R.I.B.A.,F.S.I.

Ou Friday, a thanksgiving service was held in
the Church of St. Mary the Virgin, Blantingham,
Hunts, in connection with the reopening of the
south aisle, which has been closed some time for
repairs, and has now been thoroughly renovated,
A new roof has been put on, the interior of the
walls replastered, the stonework of the windows
repaired and restored, and the pavements relaid.

COMPETITIONS.
Castletox, Rochdale.—At the meeting of the

Rochdale library committee, held on the 7th
inst., the design for the Carnegie Branch Library
at Castleton, submitted by Mr. Jesse Horsfall,
F.R.I.B.A., of Manchester and Todmorden, was
selected.

Proposed new Wesletan- Methodist Hall
AN'D Coxxexioxal Offices.—The following is Sir
Aston Webb's award for the buildings to be erected
on the Westminster Aquarium site.—" 19, Queen
Anne's Gate, S.W., December 6.—I have made
a very careful examination of the 132 sets
of sketch designs submitted in competition for
this important building. I beg to report that in
my judgment you have had a very excellent
response to your invitation, and that many of the
designs submitted show much ability both in
planning and design. Under these circumstances,
I do not consider there is any necessity for the
trustees to exercise the right reserved to invite
final designs from architects other than those who
have taken part in the first competition

; but
instead of doing this, I would advise the trustees
to invite the authors of nine of the designs sub-
mitted to take part in the final competition, in
place of the six originally contemplated, each
of the nine receiving an honorarium of 100
guineas on submitting a design in accordance
with the conditions. Taking plan and elevation
together, and having due regard to the conditions,
I am of opinion that the designs marked 19, 27,
60,67, 72, 89, 117, 118, and 122 are, on the
whole, the best, and I would recommend that
the authors of these designs be invited to take
part in the final competition, subject to its being
found that the designs are each accompanied by
the declaration required on page 5 of the con-
ditions." The following is the list of the nine
successful competitors :—Messrs. Crouch, Butler,
and K. Savage, Birmingham ; Messrs. Lanchester
and Rickards, London ; Mr. James S. Gibson,
London; Messrs. Cheston and Perkin, London;
Messrs. Waddington, Son, and Dunkley, London

;

Mr. James A. Swan, Birmingham; Mr. E. Vincent
Harris, London ; Mr. William Flockhart, London

;

Jlessrs. C. E. Mallows and A. W. S. Cross,
London.

The Hector Macdonald Memorial.—The
sub -committee appointed tomake the final selection
of a design for the Hector Macdonald National
Memorial at Dingwall, have met in Glasgow, and
unanimously selected the design sent in by
"Gael." The successful architect is Mr. James
S. Kay, 18, Skirving-street, Shawlands, Glasgow.
His design represents a square tower in the
Scottish Baronial style about one hundred feet in
height, and surmounted by a turret at one of the
corners. A heavily corbelled balustrade surrounds
the top, to which access is gained by a spiral
staircase inside the tower. There will be four
floors, and arrangements can be made for utilising

these apartments as a museum. The foundations
rest on a low mound, faced with rubble pitching,
with a short flight of steps leading to the door-
way. Above the door is an elaborately carved
panel, on which an inscription will be placed.
The other architects on the short leet were Mr.
Edward C. H. Maidman, Edinburgh, and Messrs.
M'Donald and Currie, Glasgow.

The new hospital, Brakpan, South Africa, is

being warmed and ventilated by means of
Shorland's patent Manchester stoves, the same
being supplied by Messrs. E. H. Sborland and
Brother, of Manchester.

The contract for the conversion of the Belfast
Tramways to electricity has been given to Messrs.
J. G. White and Co., of London. The tramways
were recently purchased by the municipality, and
the value of the contract is about half a million
sterhng.

The populous village of Coedpoeth, near Wrex-
ham, celebrated on Monday the opening of its

first pubUc library. Local stone, quarried at Peny-
gelli, was used m the building. The arcliitect was
Mr. W. Moss, Wrexham; the builder, Mr. S. Moss,
Coedpoeth.

An address on the " Antiquities of Old London"
was delivered on Tuesday by Mr. F. G. Hilton
Price, F.S.A., the president, at the annual meeting
of the Loudon Topographical Society at Burlington
House.

The Tramways Committeee of Glasgow Cor-
poration have agreed to recommend to the town
council that the salary of Mr. Dalrymple, who
was recently appointed manager of the tram-
way system, in room of Mr. John Young, be £850,
rising to £1,000 per annum.
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One Teee Hill Aebiteation, Honoe Oak,—
Mr. Under- Sheriff Burohell and a special jury, at

the Sheriffs' Court, Red Lion-8quare, Holborn, on
Monday, heard the case of " Ward v. the Metro-
politan Borough of Camberwell,*' a claim for com-
pensation in respect of the freehold interest in One
Tree Hill, Honor Oak, Camberwell, which the local

authority are acquiring for a public recreation-
ground. The valuers for the claimant, Mr, C. W.
Willoughby (Weatherall and Green), Mr, E. H,
Bousfield (Edwin Fox and Bousfield), and Mr,
Benjamin I'Anson Breach (Farebrother, Ellis, and
Co.), estimated the value of the property as a
building estate at, approximately, £11,000; while
on behalf of the Borough Council evidence was given
by Mr, William Whitaker, F.R.S , F.G.S., that the
land was totally uusuited for building upon, and
Mr, Samuel Walker and Mr. Douglas Young ex-
pressed the opinion that about £4,000 would be
ample compensation. The hearing bad lasted some
hours, and Mr, Dickens, K C, was closing the case
for the local authority, when Sir Edward Boyle,
K.C, intervened with an intimation that the
claimant had decided to accept the amount of the
" sealed offer " which had been made before the
case came into Court. Mr. Dickens said that, while
he could not prevent the claimant from doing so, it

was only fair to point out that the local authority
made the '* sealed offer " with a very large margin
to prevent the case from coming into Court at all.

Sir Edward Boyle said he was taking that course in

consequence of matters which had come to his

knowledge only during the inquiry, showing the
intentions of the local authority in regard to the
use of adjacent land purchased by them. The
Under-Sheriff said the claimant had been well
advised, and he directed the jury to award the
claimant the sum of £6,100, the amount of the
"sealed offer."

Conclusiveness of Aechitects' Certificates.—Robins v. Goddaed.—In the Court of Appeal on
Tuesday, the Master of the Rolls and Lords Justices
Stirling and Mathew gave judgment in this case.

It was an appeal by the defendant from a decision
of Mr. Justice Farwell in June last in an action in

which the plaintiff, a builder, claimed a sum of
money as due from the defenilant upon the certifi-

cates of the defendant's architect pursuant to a
building contract of October 1.5, 1002, between the
plaintiff and defendant. The contract way in the
form issued under the sanction of the Royal Insti-

tute of British Architects, and was a printed form
in common use. The defendant denied liability,

and he alleged that the amounts which pur-
ported to be allowed by the certificate for work
and materials were not in accordance with
the provisions of the contract and were unreason-
able and excessive, and that some of the work and
materials was not in accordance with the contract
or as specified, but was defective, with the result,

as he contended, that he would have to incur
great expense in re-executing much of the work
and in the purchase of proper materials. He
accordingly counter-claimed for damages for the
plaintiff's alleged breaches of contract. The plaintiff"

agreed to execute the works shown upon the
drawings and described in the specifications, sub-
ject to the conditions set forth in the schedule,
lor the sum of £1,000. The material conditions
were embodied in clauses 1, IG, and IT, 30, and 32.
The architect's final certificate was in the follow-
ing form:—" I hereby certify that the sum of
£1,055 I's. 2d. may be paid to Mr. A. W. Robins,
of 11, High-street, Wanstead, in full settlement of
all claims for extras and work under contract dated
<->ctober 15, 1902, being balance ascertained to
be due after adjustment of accounts." The
action was brought upon the interim and
final certificates of the architect. The defend-
ant applied to have the proceedings in the
action stayed upon the ground that the contract
contained a submission to arbitration, but the
Master refused to stay the action. At the trial Mr.
Justice Farwell gave judgment for the plaintiff for
the amount cUimed, and held that there was no
case on the counter-claim, the architect's certificate

being in his judgment conclusive. The defendant
appealed. The Court allowed the appeal. The
Master of the Rolls suid that this was an appeal
from the judgment of Mr. Justice FarwtU upon a
building contract. These builaing contracts had
been the subject of frequent discussion in the Courts
both before and since the time when the general
clause putting a referee over the architect was
introduced into them. Speaking for himself, he
should have thought, but for the opinion of Mr.
Justice Farwell, for whicli he had the most sincere
and unfeigned respect, that the case was really un-
arguable. The point which was stated shortly by
Mr. Justice Farwell at the beginning of hisjud;;e-
ment, was whether the certificate of the architect
was conclusive in the circumstances of this case, and
Mr. Justice Farwell held that it was. The learned
Judge, for some reason or another, ignored the arbi-
tration clause in the contract, and, ignoring that
clause, he thought that the construction of the con-
tract was clear. He (the Master of the Rolls)

could understand, if Clause 3'2 were not in the con-

tract, that it might be contended that the certifi-

cate of the architect was final. That, however, was
outside the discussion when once it was seen

that Clause 32 was in the contract. That clause

provided, in substance, that, with certain exceptions

therein specified, which were not material to the

present case, every dispute or dift'erence arising

under the contract was to be referred to a person,

other than the architect, that person having power
to overrule the certificate of the architect. Clause

32 read as follows :—" Provided always that in case

any dispute or difference shall arise between the

employer or the architect on his behalf and the con-

tractor, either during the progress of the work or

after the determination, abandonment, or breach of

the contract, as to the construction of the contract

or as to any matter or thing arising thereunder
(except as to the matters left to the sole discretion

of the architect under clauses 4, 9, 10, and 19, and
the exercise by him under clause 18 of the right to

have any work opened up) or as to the withholding

by the architect of any certificate to which the con-

tractormay claim to beentitled, then either party shall

forthwith give to the other notice of such dispute

or difference, and such dispute or difference shall be

and is hereby referred to the arbitration and final

decision of" [certain named persons]. "Such
reference, except on the question of certificate,

shall not be opened up until after the completion or

alleged completion of the works, unless with the

written consent of the employer or architect and
the contractor. The arbitrator shall have power to

open up, review, and revise any certificate, opinion,

decision, requisition, or notice, save in regard to the

said matters expressly excepted above, and to

determine all matters in dispute which shall be

submitted to him, and of which notice shall

have been given as aforesaid, in the same
manner as if no such certificate, opinion,

decision, requisition, or notice had been given."

The effect of that clause was to cut away the ground
from beneath the plaintiff's contention that the

defendant was debarred by the architect's certificate

from setting up that bad workmanship or materials

had been introduced into the building. The matter
was to be dealt with by the arbitrafor as if no
certificate had beeh gi^en. A person might agree

to arbitrate, but that did not affect his common-law
rights except in so far as the other party might
invoke the assistance of the Court to refer the

matter to arbitration. It might be that an award
was, by agreement, made a condition precedent

to the bringing of an action, and then the

party must first obtain an award before he
could sue. If something which was prinnf favie

final was itself made subject to another ad-
judication, it lost that finality which would make it

a condition precedent to the right to sue, and left

the remedy at common law open. The finality of

the architect's certificate was revoked and destroyed

by Clause 32. Upon proper steps being taken the

matter might have been referred to arbitration.

An abortive attempt was made to refer it, but the

master refused to do so. The common law
jurisdiction of the Court therefore remained, and the

counter-claim was maintainable. The appeal,

must, therefore, be allowed. Lords Justices Stir-

ing and Mathew concurred, and the action was
referred to a referee to be agreed upon between
the parties.

LlVEEPOOL AND PEOrEETY DEMOLITION.—At an
adjourned sitting of the Liverpool Court of Quarter
Sessions, on Friday, in St. George's Hall, the

Recorder, Mr. W. Piokford, K.C, delivered

judgment in the case of " Mrs. Eliza Merrick v. the
Liverpool Corporation," which was an appeal against

a sessions grand jury presentment in respect of the

demolition of six houses in No. 6 Court, off Great
Homor-street, which had been scheduled by the
Corporation as insanitary. After dealing in detail

with the facts, the Recorder said the real (juestion

was whether the alterations that hart been made in

one housH, and would, if necessary, be made in all

the others, were sufficient to remedy the defects

existing at the time the presentment was made. He
had had the advantage of inspecting the property,

and ill his opinion the alterations would not Ije

adequate to remedy the defects. Therefore he
thought the houses were still insanitary, and the

appeal would be dismissed. At the same time he
did not think the apjiellant should pay the re-

spondents' cosfs, as she had expended money and
done her best in an honest endeavour to meet the
requirements of the Act of Parliament. His decision,

therefore, was that the appeal wouldbe dismissed,

without costs.

The HoLi.i'.g - street Party - Wall Cask,—
Bailey and Otiiees v, Lewis,—Ir. this case, heard
by Mr. Justice Swinfen Eady on Saturday, the
plaintilTs moved for an order that a fit and proper

person might be appointed to do, as far as practic-

able, at the cost of the defendant, such of the acts

requirecl to be done in order to comply with the

mandatory injunction granted by the judgment in

the action as modified by the agreement of even
date with tho order of Nov. 1, 1901, referred to in

that order as remaining to be done. Tho defendant

was leaseholder of certain premises in Holies-street

under a lease which prohibited him from altering

the premises and using them for trade purposes.
Notwithstanding the terms of the lease, the de-

fendant made certain structural alterations in the
premises. The premises, 16 and 17, Holies -street,

wt re formerly heated by fires in ordinary fireplaces

with chimney flues. The defendant had pulled

down the party-wall and, in rebuilding it, had con-
structed flues to enable the premises to be heated

with hot air. The plaintiffs thereupon brought the
present action, and on Feb. 8, 1901, obtained an
order from Lord Justice (then Mr. Justice) Cozens-
Hardy, restraining the defendant from making any
alterations of or upon the premises and from per-

mitting any such building, erection, or alterations

erected, made, or done without the consent of

the plaintiffs to remain. This order was not
complied with, and on Oct. 24, 1901, Mr. Justice

Cozens-Hardy gave leave to the plaintiffs to issue

a writ of attachment against the defendant.

Negotiations therefore took place between the

parties, and an agreement, dated November 1, 1901,

was entered into between the plaintiffs, Lord
Howard de Walden, and the defendant, and there-

upon an order was obtained discharging the order

for attachment and staying the operation and
execution of the writ of attachment. "The defendant

failed to obey the order as modified by the agree-

ment, and the plaintiffs applied to Mr. Justice

Swinfen Eady, who, on June 12, 1903, gave leave

to issue a writ of attachment against the defendant,

and defendant was imprisoned. On July 10, 1903,

an order was made for his release from prison. In
an affidavit made by the defendant in support of

the application for his release he stated:—"I
have given orders to my architect, Mr. Thomas
Colcutt, at once to give all necessary instructions to

the contractors to carry cut the judgment of this

honourable Court, dated the Sth aay of February,

1901, as modified by the agreement dated the Ist

day of November, 1901, referred to in the order of

the same date— namely, the 1st day of November,
1901. I beg most respectfully to assure this

honourable Court that the premises referred to in

such judgment shall be restored with as much speed

as possible, and that all necessary works shall

forthwith be proceeded with and duly completed in

obedience to the said judgment." He further

added an assurance that he was never actuated

by any intention to set the Court at defiance.

The defendant had now complied with all the re-

quirements of the mandatory injunction except as

to the flues. He alleged that the party-wall con-

taining the flues had been built with the plaintiff's

consent, and that he was, therefore, relieved of the

necessity of removing the flues and restoring the

fireplaces. Mr. Justice Swinfen Eady, in giving

judgment, said that, as regarded the alleged consent

of the plaintiffs to the flues being constructed in the

party-wall, it was, in his judgment, too late, after

the lapse of two years, to rely on such a point. It

was the old point over again, which he had already

disposed of, and there was nothing in it. The
defendant was bound to carry out the order of

February 8, 1901, except so far as it was modified

by the agreement of November 1, 1901. The
defendant had been in prison for non-compliance
with the order, and there was, therefore, little

probability of his carrying out the woiks. He had,

in fact, been playing with the Court. There would,
therefore, be an order that the works should be

carried out under the direction of the Court, and a

reference to chambers to appoint a fit and proper

person to carry them out as asked by the notice of

motion. The defendant must pay the costs of the

motion.

CuEions Comments by a County-Couei JroOE.
—Akciiitects and Tiieie Fees.—At the Yarmouth
County-court, before his Honour Judge Wilmot,
Mr. A. S. Hewitt, architect. Regent-street, Yar-
mouth, brought an action against William Johnson,

fishmonger, Oobholm, to recover the cost of pre-

paring some plans. Plaintiff's case was that a

builder named Barrett told him he was going to

carry out some alterations for defendant, and some
plans would be wanted. Plaintiff' met defendant, and
took measurements and instructions. His Honour
said hp thought tho builder should bo responsible for

the plans. It was so when he had some alterations

cuir'riod put at hia own house. Ho saw the plans

and approved them, but he did not pay the archi-

tect. I'laintilV : Where does tho architect come in ?

His Honour : He looks to the 'guilder. Plaintiff :

If he looks to the builder, how can the architect

overhaul this builder's work and say if it is done
satisfactorily 'i Hia Honour : If a man does a job

at my house I am not supposed to pay, individually,

the carpenter, plumber, bricklayer, and painter.

Plaintiff : I do not put myself on the same plane as

a carpenter, bricklayer, or plumber. His Honour :

I am putting it as ail analogous case. When a

gentleman has alterations done he goes to a builder,

who gets plans m ule and takes them to the gentle-

man for approval. PlaintilV said he was very strict

about not receiving his commission from builders.

Defendant said he never saw plaintiff, and did

not give him any inatructions. He never had seen

the plans. His Honour : I don't suppose you could
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have made much out of them if you had. You
would hardly know the roof from the floor. Plain-
tiff said he saw defendant, and took instructions

from him. His Honour : I think you should have
told defendant you would look to him for payment.
A man in his position would have thought Barrett
would incur all the expenses. You would have been
on the right side of the hedge if you got authority
from defendant, who, I see, has paid Barrett £40
for the work. Piaintifi : My bill could not have
been included, because I did not send any account
to the builder. Defendant said the builder told him
he would do the job "right through." His Honour:
If the builder takes up a JDb like that, he is

responsible. I think defendant is entitled to
judgment. Plaintiff must look to B.irrett for his
money.
Tenants at Will and Paety-Walls.—Okf v.

Payton.—Mr, Justice Swinfen Eady has given
judgment on this motion for an injunction to
restrain the defendant from trespassing on or other-
wise interfering with the party-wall built by the
plaintiff and separating lot 12 in Mare-street,
Hackney, the property of the plaintiff, from lot 13
in the same street, the property of the defendant.
At an auction held on October 13, 1903, the plaintiff

and the defendant were respectively declared the
lessees to the London County Council of the lots in

question, subject to certain conditions of letting.

These conditions provided {hittr dVui) (7) that the
leseee of each lot should be bound by the Council's
" buildmg conditions"; (9) that upon a certificate

in writing, signed by the architect, that the lessee

was under the "building conditions" and these
conditions entitled to his lease, and upon payment
by him of all sums payable by him to the Council
under any of these conditions or the " building con-
ditions " the Council would granl to him a lease of
the land comprised in his contract with the buildings
standing thereon for the term of 80 years from
September 29, 1903, upon the terms therein men-
tioned. The " building conditions" provided (8) that
the buildings should be built and the lot laid out
under the inspsction of the Council's architect in

accordance with the approved plans, and (9) that
the lessee should not excavate beyond what was
necessary for building works, or without the con-
sent of the architect remove any earth, stone, soil,

sand, loam, or gravel dug out from the lot, except
such as in the opinion of the architect it should be
necessary to remove for the erection of the build-
ings. The plaintiff, being desirous of building a
party-wall upon the line of junction between his

lot and that of the defendant, gave him on
March 15, 1904, a party -wall notice under section 87
of the London Building Act, 1894, and the defend-
ant, as the plaintiff alleged, consented to the wall
being built by the plamtiff. The wall was com-
pleted in November, 1904. The plaintiff alleged
that the defendant had never paid him any portion
of the cost of erecting the party-wall, and that he
had recently commenced to erect a building on his
own lot, and had trespassed upon, utilised, and cut
into the party-wall. During the pendency of the
motion the arbitrator appointed by the parties, pur-
porting to act under the London Building Act, 1894,
has made his award, by which he had awarded to
the plaintiff the sum of £104 5s. 9d, as the defend-
ant's share of the cost of building the wall, and this

eam had been paid. The only question remaining
to be disposed of was which of the parties was to
pay the costs of the action. Mr. Justice Swinfen
Eady, in giving j udgment, said that the parties had
during the pendency of the motion disposed of the
substance of the action, and that there only now re-
mained the question of costs. The plaintiff claimed
that he had the rights of building owner under the
Act as against the defendant as ad j oining owner, and
that he was entitled to the sole property in the wall
until the defendant bad paid his share of the
expense of erecting it. It was not disputed by the
defendant that if the plaintiff came within the Act
he had the rights of a building owner, but the
defendant's case was that the plaintiff was not
within the Act. The London Building Act, 1894,
by section 5 subsection (29) provided that the ex-
pression "owner" should apply to " every person
in possession or receipt either of the whole or of any
part of the rents and profits of any land or tene-
ment, or in the occupation of any land or tenement
otherwise than as a tenant from year to year or
for any less term, or as a tenant at will." It
W88 argued that the plaintiff was not a tenant at
will because many of the incidents attaching to a
tenancy at will were not applicable to the tenancy
created in the present case. For example, the
plaintiff was entitled to commit waste. It was
quite clear, however, that he was tenant at will,
because he had agreed with his landlords to be
tenant at will. True it was that his landlords had
given him certain rights to which he would not
otherwise have been entitled—e.g., to take away
sand and gravel—but that did not affect the
relationship between them. If, therefore, the
relationship of tenancy at will existed between the
plaintiff and his landlords, there was no reason why
that relationship should be differently regarded as
between the plaintiff and the defendant, the adjoin-
ing owner. The plaintiff, being a tenant at will,

had no rights as " owner " under the London
Building Act, 1894, and the motion would therefore

be dismissed with costs. Subsequently it was
agreed between the parties that the hearing of

the motion should be treated as the trial of the
action, and that the action should be dismissed with
costs.

SiK W. Geantham's Cottages.— The proceedings
instituted by the Chailey Rural District Council
against Mr. Justice Grantham, in respect of the
alWged non-compliance with the council's building
bylaws, were opened at Lewes petty sessions on
Tuesday, and after a hearing lasting several hours,
the case was adjourned till Wednesday. Mr.
Justice Grantham's country seat is at Barcombe,
and he proposed building a cottage at Mount
Pleasant, where he has had several others built. He
furnished the council with a set of plans of his own
making, which were not approved, and subse-
quently sought the opinion ot the President of the
Local Government Board, Mr. Long, who stated
that the plans generally showed compliance with
the bylaws He made certain suggestions, which
were acted upon, but in the end the rural council
considered the amended plans did not conform to the
requirements of the bylaws, and the authority now
sought to enforce compliance, the building having
been continued. There were two summonses. The
first information alleged that Mr. Justice Grantham,
" being a person who intended to erect a building,
to which certain by-laws duly made by the rural
district council of Chailey and confirmed by the
Local Government Board according to law, would
apply, did on or about November 19, in the parish
of Barcombe, begin the erection of a dwelling-
house without having previously given to the said
council notice in writing of such intention, and
without having at the same time delivered to the
said council plans and sections of such intended
building indicating, so far as might be necessary
to show compliance with the by-laws, the position,

form, and dimensions of such building," &c., as
raquired by Clause 45. The second information
alleged that Mr. Justice Grantham began the
erection of the house "without having previously
delivered or sent to the surveyor of the council a
notice in writing specifying the date on which he
would begin to erect such building, as required by
Clause 46 ot the by-laws." Mr. Macmorran, K.C.,
and Mr. W. A. Casson appeared on behalf of the
council; and Mr. C. F. Gill, K.C., and Mr. W. W.
Grantham defended. Mr. Macmorran, K.C., in
stating the case of the council, expressed very great
regret at finding himself, on behalf of a public
body, opposed to a public man of such eminence,
but the matter was one of principle. The proposi-
tion counsel offered the Bench was that the plans in

themselves were not capable of being reconciled one
to another or understood. They were not really,

certainly not wholly, intelligible—that was to say,
they were not such as could be put in the hands of
any person to enable him to say actually what was
going to be done. He would, in some respects
get a general idea. They did not show
the details by which the by-laws were complied
with, and a building could be put up upon the lines

shown which would or would not comply with the
by-laws. As to the block plan, except in so far as
it showed the cottages behind, it did not comply
with any one of the requirements of by-law 45.

The iirst witness was the clerk of the council, Mr.
C. Patrick, who admitted in cross-examination that,
after the joint reference of the council and Mr.
Justice Grantham to the President of the Local
Government Board, who gave as his opinion that
the plans generally showed compliance with the by-
laws, the rural council still considered them
unintelligible. Mr. Harry Scarlett, chairman of the
council's plans committee, barrister, and an archi-
tect not now practising, said that he spent about
two hours trying to decipher and understand the
plans. At the adjourned hearing on Wednesday,
the witnesses called for the prosecution were Mr.
Frank Wood, deputy chairman of the plans
committee, and a budder by occupation, who deposed
that Sir William's plans were not intelligible

to him as a builder, and he could not have worked
from them. In cross-examination, this witness
freely admitted the good work done by Sir William
in the way of cottage building, but he did not think
an intelUgent builder's foreman could have worked
from the plans in question. Henry Weller, building
surveyor to the council, said he reported to the
council on the fact that Sir William was building a
cottage for which he had sent in no plans. The
work was stopp.^d, and he subsequently received
plans from Mr. Patrick. Mr. Eobert Williams,
F.R.I.B.A., was also called, und was cross-

examined. This witness, argued Mr. Gill, was
not unbiassed, because he was a member of many
workmen's housing societies, and had, in a letter to

the Press, stated that the value of an honest
labourer was 425c. ft. of space, ot a thief 000, and
of an unhealthy pauper 1,000. Samuel Turner,
surveyor to a rural district council in Leicestershire,

said he differed from Mr. Long in the matter of the
plans. Mr. Gill, for the defence, contended that
there was no need to have subjected the learned
Judge, who had done so much for the district, to

the indignity of police-court proceedings. If the
council had shown a desire to meet Sir William in a
friendly way, the matter could have been settled in

five minutes. The trial was ad j urned till yesterday.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Peteeeoeough. — Monday witnessed the first

trench opened in Peterborough in which to lay the

town section of the ISin. great main of 5| miles,

which is to bring 1,100,000 gallons more water to
that city day by day. The cost will be £30,000 or

£35,000, while the water supply itself has already
cost £130,000. Thecity engineer and electrician (Capt.

Gill) started men on Monday on the mile-and-a-
quarter section from Peterborough to Dogsthorpe.
The trench will be of a uniform depth of 5ft. Gin. , and
will be 3ft. 6in. wide. There will be no excavations
in the business streets. The new main will empty
into the old main at Westgate corner of Broadway,
and from this point northwards to Dogsthorpe
the ground will be opened. The excavations
will be at the side of the road, so as not to

interfere much with the traffic. Starting at ,the

works at Etton, the new main will cross the
Lincoln-road and go in almost a straight line across

the Lincolnshire Loop Railway, and thence into

Werrington. It will then cross the fields and
emerge at Paston, where it will take the road past
the church, and under the M. and G.N. Joint line.

Instead of following the devious road, it will cut
across the fields and regain the Dogsthorpe road-
way, when the course will be straight down Park-
road, past King's School to Lincoln-road, east. It

will then branch off through Burghley- square and
into Broadway, when it will continue until the
junction with the present main at Long Causeway.
The first supply of pipes is already in the city. The
tender was for £8,177.

CHIPS.
In the case of the applications made on behalf ot

Henry Brickell, Trinity-gardens, Barking-road, E.,

builder, the order of discharge has been suspended
for two years ending November IG, 1906.

It has been decided by the Executive Committee
that the memorial to the late Dean Hole shall take
the form of a recumbent effigy and altar tomb, to

be placed in Rochester Cathedral, at an estimated
cost of £1,500 ; and that if the sum raised should
be more than sufficient for this purpose, the surplus
shall be expended on the cathedral itself, and in

particular on the raising and restoration of the roofs

ot the choir and its transepts to their original pitch.

The late Dean had much at heart the completion of

this work, the cost of which would be about £2,000.

The sales at the Mart last week, as registered at

the Estate Exchange, amounted to £89,154, and
tor the corresponding week of last year to £72,105.

Eirl Roberts, V.C., will nnveil the memorial to

the Special Correspondents who fell in the South
African War, in St. Paul's Cathedral, after morning
service on Saturday, January 14. The tablet, which
has been designed by Mr. W. Goscombe John,
A R.A., will be erected in the crypt, near the
monuments to the Pressmen who were killed in the
Soudan Campaign and to Mr. Archibald Forbes.

The newly-erected chancel at Brighouse parish
church was consecrated on Saturday by the Bishop
of Wakefield. About two years ago an offer was
made by Mrs. Kaye Aspinall, Lady of the Manor of

Brighouse, of a gift of £1,000 towards the erection

of the chancel, and a subscription list was at once
opened, and met with a liberal response. The
chancel measures 35ft. by 21ft., and is 36ft. in

height. Altogether the work has cost £4,000.

At Saturday's meeting of the Thames Con-
servancy Board a letter was received from the
engineer and surveyor to the City of Westminster,
submitting a plan showing the alterations which
they proposed to carry out to the public steps ad-
jacent to their wharf at Grosvenor-road, West-
minster, in order to provide a proper means ot
reaching the steps from the roadway. The Board
approved the plan.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held at

Sheffield on Tuesday into an application by the city

council for sanction to borrow £297,000, to carry
out sewage -disposal works for the city and the ad-
joining borough of Rotherham.

At the last meeting of the Newcastle-on-Tyne
improvement committee, the plans for the High
West Jesmond estate were finally approved. Th?
estate has a considerable frontage to the Town
Moor on the south, and extends to the Gosforth
boundary, so that when developed it will form the

connecting link between Newcastle and Gosforth.

The estate is in close proximity to Jesmond Dene,
and has an approach road 50ft. wide from Jesmond
Dene-road. The scheme shows sites for between
four and five hundred houses. Mr. Charles S.

Errington, of Newcastle, is the architect.
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ST. MARK S Cl'HllC'H, IIVKEII, NEWCASTLE-OX-TVNE.

St. Mauk's Church, Byker, is designed ia the
loth-centurj- style, the plan being in the form of a
simple parallelogram, withnave and chancel, aisles,

vestries, and organ-chamber. The total length
from east to west is llTft. Gin., the nave and
•chancel being 27ft. Gin. wide, and the total width
of the church being 63t't. Gin. The nave and
•chancel are somewhat lofty, the height from the
nave floor to the apex of the roof being .54ft. They
are lighted by a range of three-light square-
headed tiaceried clerestory windows, which will
have a good effect. At the east end there is a
handsome seven-light window. The church is to
be built externally of stone from the Windy Nook
Quarries, the pillars and inside stonework being
of Denwick stone. The roofs, which are all of
the open-timber type, are to be of pitchpine, as
well as the whole of the seats, screens, pulpit,
wall panelling, Sec Provision is made for two
bells in a bell gable over the chancel arch. Sitting
accommodation for 800 adults is provided. The
contract for the building has been let to Messrs.
J. and W. Lowry, and that for the chmcel
fittings to Messrs. Robson and Sons, both of
Newcastle, ilessrs. Hicks and Charlewood, of
Newcastle, are the architects.

TIIK XEWARKE O.ITEWAV, LEICESTEH.

The Newarke Gateway was originally erected
during the early part of the 14th-century, as the
entrance gateway to the liewarke which con-
tained a college and hospital, foundel by Henry,
Earl of Leicester and Lancaster, and completed
by his son Henry (Irismond, Duke of I^incaster
and Earl of Leicester. The Newarke, which
adjoined the castle, was surrounded by an em-
battled wall, that suffered by the cannon of the
Royalists in the siege of Leicester during the
Civil War. There is a similar gateway at
Norwich known as St. Ethelbert's Gateway, and
another at C.interbury, as an entrance gateway
to the Cathedral. The interior remains almost
unaltered, while the outside of the building has
been several times recased, and during these
operations bus been shorn of its beauty. (Originally
a soft sandstone, quarried on the neighbouring
Dane Hills, wasu8(!d. Tlie Oxford-street olevition
has also been dwarfed by tho formation of the
road, which has eventually been diverted, and
will aid in the prolonging of the life of one of tho
last of Leicester's Medi.-rval buildings. A
national prize was awarded to Mr. Claude
Hodges for those excellent drawings.

VOL'XG men's ( nUISTIAN ASSOCIATION,
lUlSMINOIIAM.

This building is from the designs of Messrs.
Ewen Harper and Brother, of Hirmingham, and
is carried out in rod terracotta, the total cost being
about £30,000. Tho building has a frontage of
98ft., and is five stories high, with a double base-

ment. Passing through the massive oak-fitted

vestibule, the visitor finds himself in a spacious

reception-hall or " loung3," 58ft. by 31ft.

Opposite the entrance is an arcade supported on

scagliola pillars. Passing under the arcade the

visitor comes to the lecture-hall, which is 58ft.

by 36ft. A larger hall is to be erected when

funds are available, on land reserved for it on the

left of the existing hall. Opening out of the

reception-hall is the assistant secretary's office,

and a staircase leads down to the two dining-

rooms and smoking-room, the walls of which are

covered with cream and blue tiles. These rooms

in the basement can also be entered from the

cafe, which is open to the general public. The
main staircase, which is fireproof and provided

with wrought-iron banisters, leads to the read-

ing-room on the first floor, which is lofty and

well lighted, same size as the reception-hall, and

has a finely moulded ceiling, the floor being of

polished pitch pine. On the same floor is the

religious meetings-room, which is well pro-

portioned and brilliantly lighted ; also there are

oflices for the general secretary, accountant, and

clerks. One story higher is the education depart-

ment. The art class has been allotted a very suit-

able and commodious room, in which there is an

elaborate carved oak fireplace, the overmantel

bearing the Ruskinian motto, "Art is praise."

The classroom in which book-keeping, languages,

and shorthand will be taught is fitted up in a

simple yet substantial manner. The business-

men's room is provided with lock-up desks. The
young men's parlour is a very cosy apartment.

The games-room will be available for all sorts of

indoor recreations. A separate staircase leads to

the hostel, which comprises about forty bedrooms of

various sizes, and a boarders' sitting-room. There

are bathrooms and lavatories on each floor. The
rooms are all lighted by electricity, and there

are electric bells in each of the bedrooms. A
well space has been prepared for a passenger lift,

and service lifts are already provided. The
gymnasium is situated at the back of the main

building, and its floor space is 88ft. by 55ft. The
gallery is designed to serve as a running-trick,

about twenty laps to the mile. The dressing-

room is fitted with well aired lockers. The
youths' branch occupies a suite of rooms over the

gymnasium. Radiating from the central games-

room are the lecture-hall, reading-room, hobbies-

room, museum, study, darkroom, and offices. A
side entrance leads to the cycle stable. Altogether

the building comprises all the accommodation a

young man can reasonably require in " a home
from home."

PlIILIC liATHS FOR STRETFORD.

The main entrance is directly in front of

the principal swimming-bath. Access is also

obtained from the hall to the men's warm baths,

committee -room, superintendent's apartments,

and balconies over the swimming-bath. A
similar entrance is provided for the ladies' depart-

ment with a central ticket office arranged in

connection with both. The men's swimming-
bath has a water area of 75ft. by 30ft., and con-

tains approximately 63,000 gallons of water, with

a maximum depth of Gft. and a minimum of 3ft.

There are 45 dressing-boxes with a balcony over,

finished in pitch-pine, with ornimental-cut

brackets. A gallery at one end of the bath pro-

vides seating for eighty persons. The ladies'

bath has a water area of 60ft. by 2Gft., and con-

tains approximately 43,000 gallons of water, the

depths being similar to the men's bath. Thirty-

three dressing- boxes are provided. The various

soap-baths, hot and cold shower-baths adjoin the

main building ; but special provision has boon made
in these departments to insure ample light and
adequate ventilation. The slipper - baths are

arranged on the front, fourteen for men and seven

for women. In addition to these a douche-room
is fitted up with vapour box, dressing-rooms,

lounges, and hot and cold showers. .\ feature in

tho construction is the subways, which are formed

under the whole of the slipper-baths and round each

swimming-bath. A laundry, boiler-house, and
engineer's workshop are provided on ground
floor, and committee-room and superintendent's

apartments on first floor. High-pressuro steam-

pipes and radiators are used for heating tho

building, and all tho condensed water is returned

to the boiler. Tho cold-water main service to the

two swimming-baths is of 5in. diameter. Tho
water in these two swimming-baths is warmed to

a temperature of SO' before it enters tho hath,

and is passed through a caloi-ifier. Additinnal

proviBion is made for heating by ten rapid patent

circulating heaters built in the concrete walls of the

bath. By this method the steam is blown into

the water, and insures an equal temperature in

every part of the bath during the day, to keep the

water to the temperature required. All hot and
cold water pipes are solid drawn copper, with
gunmetal fittings. The buildings are lighted

throughout by electricity, the current being

sqpplied from the council's generating station,

Stretford. The external walls of the buildings

are faced with best Ruabon red bricks, relieved by
terracotta dressings. Internally, the baths are

finished with red and buff brick facings, and tiled

dadoes. The general contractor was Mr. William

Thorpe, Cornbrook, Manchester. The buildings

and engineering works have been executed under

the supervision of Mr. Ernest Woodhouse, archi-

tect, of Mosley-street, Manchester, whose design,

was selected in an open competition.

XATION'AL SILVER MEDAL DESIGN FOR A VASE :

CARTOON OF FIGURES.

Mr. Edward Lutz is the author of this '• ex-

tremely careful and well-conceived drawing"
(io quote the examiners' report), for which a

National Silver Medal was awarded. The vase

itself, of which this design illustrates the figure

Work, was shown at the late exhibition at South

Kensington, and the report states that had the

shape of the vase, as a piece of pottery, been

equal to the merit of the cartoon, a gold medal

would have been given to it ; but the vase is

described as being lacking in beauty of line. The
two winged figures, executed in coloured glasses,

occupy the sides of the vase back to back between

the tree foliations. Treated on the flat as drawn,

the composition makes a happy suggestion for a

frieze.

TYPICAL .lACOIlEAN FURNITURE.

Very typical of this period are these pieces of

furniture, consisting of a carved oak Hutch or

Buffet with cupboard splayed at sides, carried on.

boldly -carved supports. The Chest is also of oak,

with panelled front carved in a geometrical form ;

whilst the Chair is of a substantial character,

also having a carved panel back with shaped top

on turned legs. The remaining sketches consist

of a Leather Bottle, Black Jack, Horn Drinking-

Cup, and three old Rushlight Holders, interesting

relics of a bygone age.

ST. mark's VICAR.IGE, NOEL I'AUK, X.

The house contains on the ground floor entrance

lobby and spacious hall with fireplace, dining

and dining - rooms and study, and the usual

domestic offices. On the first floor, five good
bedrooms, dressing-room, and bathroom ; and in

the attic two servants' rooms and boxroom. A
covered way connects the vicarage with the

church hall adjoining. The walls are faced with

red Stevenage bricks, and the roofs are covered

with rough red hand-made tiles. The work ia

substantially carried ont, in accordance with the

requirements of the Ecclesiastical Commi-sioners.

who provided the greater part of the funds. Tho
architect is Mr. J. S. Alder, of Arundel-street,

Strand, W.C., and the builder is Mr. Coxhead,

of Leytonstone.
^1

The bust of the late Mr. William Ewart, M.P.

,

the promotor of the first Public Libraries Act,

which in July, 1903, Mr. J. Passmore Elwanfa
offered to present to the Westminster City Council,

and which has been placed in the public library.

Great Smith-street, will be unveiled by Major-
General Lord Cheylesmore, the Mayor of West-
minster this (Friday) afternoon. Mr. Passmore
i;dwards will attend the ceremony, and Mr. Andrew
Carnegie and the members of Parliament for the

city have been invited to be present.

The LdceI Government Board inquiry into the

application of the Leeds City Counoil for sanction

to borrow €80,000 for the purposes of the new-

hospitals at Saacroft and KiUiugheck closed on
Friday. The representatives of tlie hoard were Mr.
K. Uaane Sweeting aud Mr. B. T. Kitchin.

The Dilkoith Town Council discussed, on Mon-
day, the extension of their municipal buildings, and
decided to accept the Duke of Buccleuch's offer to

sell for iiOU certain property in Ilenry's-row.

a'l joining the present town-hall. It was agreed to

prepare a scheme for enlarging the municipal

buildiugs.

The Thames Conservancy have passed the clause

of the Bill which they will promote next session for

the deepening, widening, and improvement of tho

lied and channels of the Thames, and which pro-

vides for borrowing powers up to €3,000,000.

At a meeting at Carlisle held on Wednesday, it

WIS resolveil to perpetuate tlio memory of the late

Bishop Bardsley by erecting a memorial brass

tablet in Carlisle Cathedral.
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ArDLTM, CiiusuiuF,.—The new public hall was
opened on Wednesday week. It has been built

from designs by Mr. Matthas, and has cost

£ 1 ,550. The main room will accommodate about
450 people, and may be divided by means of fold-

ing screens across the centre, the front part of

the hall being used as a reading room. There
ai;e two retiring rooms at the rear, one on each
side of the platform. The main entrance contains
a ticket-office, lavatory, and staircase, which gives

access to a billiard-room on the first floor. There
is a cottage on the north tide, containing hall,

parlour, kitchen, and scullery, with bedroom
situated in the roof of the main building. Under-
neath the cottage a fire-station has been built on
the road level.

Bethxal-guei;X.—Ridley House, an addition to

the facilities for developing church work in the
parish of St. James the Less, Bethnal-green,
was formally opened by Lady Wimb me on
Saturday afternoon. The building, of which Mr.
E. Hoole is the architect, affords accommodation,
on the ground floor, for a young men's club and
Bible-class hall, and for a medical mission and
surgery ; on the first floor for four club rooms
and rooms for curates and for University men :

and on the second floor for bedrooms and cubicles
for young men, with dining-room and kitchen.
The work of the medical mission has been ex-
tended by the addition of a new surgery.

Broadwatek.—The foundation-stone laying
ceremony of the Broadwater Baptist Mission
Church was held on "Wednesday, Dec. 14. The
portion at present in course of erection is the
mission church, which will form eventually the
schoolroom when the future church is built.

The building is designed in a free treatment of

Late Gothic, and is faced in red brickwork. The
contract is let to Messrs. F. Sandell and Sons,
the amount being £463 15s. The architects
are Messrs. George Baines, F.R.I.B.A., and
R. Palmer Baines, 5, Clement's Inn, Strand,
London, W.C.

Carlisle.—The plans submitted by Messrs.
Bendle and Hope, architects, Newcastle, on
behalf of the Carlisle Public Hall Co., for the re-

construction of Her Majesty's Theatre, Lowther-
etreet, which was destroyed by fire on September
15, hare been approved. The new building,
which is to be erected on the site of the old
theatre, will provide seating accommodation for

1,500 people, or about 300 more than could find

accommodation in the theatre previously. The
ground floor of the auditorium will be given up to

the stalls and the pit : there will be private boxes,
a dress circle, and a second circle on the first

floor, and above that again the gallery proper.
There will be three entrances. A staircase will

ascend from the ianer vestibule at the main
entrance to a foyer on the first floor, from which
the two circles wiU be directly reached. In the
new theatre the dress circle will consist of the
first three rows of the seats, and the second circle

of the seats in the rows behind. The second
circle will be entered from the centre, and the
dress circle from the ends, next the private boxes,
of which there will be two. Ladies' and gentle-
men's cloak-rooms and a refreshment-room will
open off the foyer. There will also be separate
refreshment-rooms and other accommodation in
connection with the stalls and with the pit and
gaUery. The stage will be divided from the
auditorium by a fireproof curtain, and the dressing
rooms (twelve in number) will be placed at the
back. The cost of the building is estimated at
£6,000. The plans committee also approved of

plans submitted by Messrs. Owen and Ward, of
Birmingham, for a new theatre which it is pro-
posed to erect in Botchergate at the rear of the
Arcade adjoining Christ Church. The theatre,
which will seat upwards of 1,700 people, is esti-

mated tocost £15,000. Xewpremises have just been
completed for the South End Co-operative Society
in Botchergate and Collier-lane. The architect,
Mr. T. Taylor Scott, F.R.I.B.A., of Carlisle, has
adopted a central arcade scheme with a wide
approach from Botchergate, giving a total
frontage of window space of about 350 ft. The
front elevation has been constructed with white
ashlar stone and dark Shap granite pilasters, with
carved caps. It is in the Renaissance style of
architecture, freely treated, with large gables at
each end, and a balustrade between divided by
ornamental gablets. The butcher's shop ison the
north side of the Arcade entrance. On the

opposite side of the entrance is the drapery de-

partment, with show windows about 100ft. long,

and staircase leading to extensive mantle,
millinery, and drapery showrooms on the floor

above. On the south side of the draper's shop is

the furniture department, with a central staircase

and electric hoist and passenger-lift giving access

to all the floors above. The right-hand side of

the arcade entrance has been allotted to the

clothing and outfitting departments, with a stair-

case leading to a tailor's showrooms and cutting

and fitting-on rooms on the floor above. The
north side of the arcade is occupied by the boot

and shoe shop, with a staircase leading to a shop
on the floor above for ladies' boots and shoes.

The grocery department occupies the site from the

west end of the arcade to Collier-lane. In
addition there are extensive dry storage cellars,

import and export docks, and railway and hand-
delivery docks. The arcade is covered over by
an iron roof and glass, and round the four sides,

on each floor, have been constructed overhanging
fireproof balconies protected by railing. The
balcony on the third floor is mainly for the large

hall, capable of accommodating 900 people. The
duties of clerk of works have been carried out by
Mr. S. Jack, and the chief contractor was Mr.
William Baty, builder. West Walls.

Hull.—The foundation-stone laying ceremony
of the Baptist Church, Beverley-road, Hull, was
held on Wednesday, Dec, 7, when three stores

were laid. The church, which will accommodate
over 1,000 persons, mostly on the ground floor,

is designed in a Late period of Gothic, a bold

square tower being the feature at the corner of

the site. The contract amount for the church,

five vestries, large church parlour, cloakrooms,

i'c, is £5,500. The architects are Messrs.

George Baines, F.R.I.B.A., and R. Palmer
Baines, 5, Clement's Inn, Strand, London,
W.C.

Leith.—The work of preparing the site for

the new poorhouse to be erected at Seafield by the

Leith Parish Council has now been commenced.
Contracts have been signed for the laying of the

drains and the formation of the principal road-

way from the Seafleld-road to where the adminis-
trative block will be situated, and during the

next few months bricklayers and other trades-

men, with the requisite number of labourers, will

be employed on this work, and in building a

brick boundary-wall I Oft. in height, which is

also to be proceeded with. It is expected that

the work of erecting the walls of the main buQd-
ing will be commenced within three months, and
that the whole undertaking will be completed in

about three years. Mr. J. M. Johnstone, of

Charlotte -street, Leith, is the architect, and the

building will house 659 inmates.

Trafforu Park, Manchester.—There have
lately been opened by the Manchester Ship
Canal Company, four warehouses, covering some
14,000 fqnare yards of land, which have been
erectedby Messrs. Chas.Heathcote and Sons, archi-

tects, of Manchester and Savoy-court, London.
This site was an old river bed with a substratum
of shifting sand. The foundations, having a total

length of half a mile, were excavated to a depth of

20ft. below the ground-floor level, and the sub-

structure formed of concrete. There was heavy
filling necessary to bring up the floor to the rail-

way level. AVhere the four warehouses inter-

communicate for traffic a fireproof corridor, with
iron doors at each end, forms an efficient screen

in case of fire. A hydrant installation provides

an additional security. Artificial light is

is obtained by an installation of sixty arc lamps
suspended from the purlins ; each lamp haying a

separate substitutional resistance, so that should

one light fail, no other is thrown out of circuit.

Two lines of railway track down the interior of

each warehouse permit of goods being hauled in

trucks to any position. Locomotives not being
allowed to enter the building, tractive force is

afforded by electric capstans and fairleads. The
electric overhead cranes, eight in number, have a

span of 100ft. and a load of Ij tons, and the rapid

cross-traverse speed of 400ft. per minute. The
entire works and equipment have been very
rapidly executed.

([pngiuccriug iJatcs.

Hill.—The Paragon Station extension, which
has been in progress for the last five or six years,

was opened without ceremony on Sunday. The
extension provides a larger platform space than

that given at the old station, and when the whole

of the works have been completed the building

will be amongst the most spacious of the English

terminal stations, though not covering nearly the

ground occupied by the New-street Station,

Birmingham, or the joint station at Leeds. The
works have been carried out by Messrs. Longden.

of Sheffield.

Midland Bran'CH Line to Dewsbl'ry.—The
contractors engaged in constructing the Midland
Railway Company's branch from the main line to

Dewsbury are making good progress. There is

some very heavy work in hand, notably the stone

bridges over the canal, the highway, and the

Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway at Headfield

and Thomhill, upon which a large number of

artificers have been employed. In Savile Town
the amount of earthwork is very considerable,

the surface of the ground requiring to be raised

as a precaution against floods. This has neces-

sitated an alteration in the construction of the

iron bridge to be erected over the river Calder at

Watergate, which, together with its approaches,

will be raised to a higher level than was at first

proposed. This again will cause the highway in

Aldans-road and Old Westgate to be altered, and

some important property will be affected. A rise

of about oft. at the north end of the bridge will

alter the level of the causeways and pavement in

the two thoroughfares named. Watergate, one

of the most ancient thoroughfares in the town,

will be affected, and so wiU about one hundred

yards in length of Aldams-road, on which run

the lines of the Electric Traction Company.

Stained-glass memorial windows have been erected

in Christ Church, Everton. One, of five lights,

represents the "Sermon on the Mount"; the
second, of four lights, shows scenes in our Lord's
life, and a third, of three lights, depicts the *' Visit

of the Magi.' Messrs. Wailes and Strang, of New-
castle, are the artists.

CHIPS.

In the Wesleyan Schoolroom, Stenalees, East
Cornwall, Colonel A. G. Durnford, R.E., Local
Government Board inspector, has held an inquiry

into the application of the St. Austell Rural Dis-

trict Council for the sanction to borrow £2,300 for

works of water supply for Bugle and Stenalees, in-

cluding the construction of a reservoir, wilih a

capacity of 178,000 gillons, at Stenalees.

A new Roman Catholic church at Lochgelly,

seated for 750 worshippers, was opened on Friday

by Bishop McFarlane, of Dunkeld.

Mr. W. A. Ducat, an inspector appointed by the

Local Government Board, held an mquiry at the

town-hall, Smethwick, on Monday, respecting the

application by the local town council to raise £1,221

to cover the cost of the purchase of a piece of land

in Bearwood-road, to be utilised for allotments.

Mr. W. Shakespeare explained that the land con-

tained over eight acres, and had alieady been pur-

chased by the council. Mr. C. J. Fox AUiu, borough
surveyor, gave evidence in support of the scheme.

Some time ago Mr. Andrew Carnegie offered to

subscribe the sum of £6,000 towards the erection of

a free public library for Batley, provided the town
council adopted the Free Libraries Act and a site

for the library were given. A suitable site for the

library buildings fronting the market estate in close

proximity to the recently-extended town-hall and
other public buildings has been appropriated by the

town council, with the consent of the Local Govern-
ment Board. Plans have been prepared for the

erection of the library by Messrs. W. Hanstock and
Son, the corporation's architects, and these have
been approved by Mr. Cirnegie.

At Chesterfield, the A. W. King memorial public

hall was opened on Friday. It has been built with

money left by the late Mr. A. W. King, who was
bom in very humble circumstances, and commenced
life as a boots at a hotel in Berkeley. He after-

wards became a bricklayer's labourer, then a brick-

layer, and subsequently a builder, and eventually

made himself a competency. He never went to

school, but when he became a man he spent his

evenings in educating himself. The hall is faced

with red brickwork, and is seated for 200 people.

The new science buildings connected with King's

School, Grantham, which have been erected, at the

cost of £16,000, to accommodate the rapidly-

increasing number of boys, were opened on Monday
by Sir OUver Lodge, Prmcipal of Birmingham
University.

Professor H. S. Hele-Shaw, who since 1885 has

occupied the chair of engineering at University

College, Liverpool, has accepted the principalship

of the Transvaal Technical Institute of Johannes-

burg. He leaves for South Africa about three

weeks hence.
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TO OOSBESPONDBNTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions ol

our correspondents. All communications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space tulotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

communications respecting illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to Uie EDITOR of the Building
News, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,

W.C., and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
ts not unfrequently^ otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' riwks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

onsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-offlce Orders to be made payable to
The Steand Newspaper Company, Limited.

Telegraphic Address:—"Timeserver, London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. LXXXVI. are now ready, and

should oe ordered early (price 128, each, by post
128. lOd.), asonly a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXIX., XLI., XLVI.,
XLTX., T.TTT., LXI., T.XTT., LXIV.. LXV., T^VI.,
Lxvn., Lxvm., Lxrx., lxxi., lxxti., Lxxrn.,
LXXIV., t.XXV., LXXVT., LXXVH., LXXIX.,
T.XXX.. LXXXI., Lxxxn., Lxxxni.. Lxxxrv.,
and LXXXV. may still be obtained at the same price

;

all the other bound volumes are out of print. Slost of
the back numbers of former volumes are, however, to
©e had singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers
to complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Butldino News,
price 28., post free 28. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the

United Kingdom; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
United 8tj*tes, £1 68. Od. (or Gdols. 30c. gold). To France
ar Belgium, £1 68. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or NataU £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public Companies, and all official

ftdvertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first

Zine counting as two, the minimum coarge being 5s. for
four lines.

The charge for AnctionSt Land Sales, and
BElscellaneous and Trade Advertiaements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
Ibeing 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of
more than six insertions can be ascertained on application
to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.
The charge for advertisements for *' Situations

Vacant" or "Situations "Wanted" and "Part-
nerships" is One Shilling fob Twenty-koub Wobds,
aind Sixpence for every eight words after. AU Situation
AdvertisemerUg must be prepaid.

*«* Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand
"W.C, free of ckarg*-. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See
Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
ipecial and other positions, can be obtained on application
to the Publisher.

Eeceivbd.-G. 8. L.—A. B.-I. J. H.—B. C.-K. H. I.—
F. A. Q.-J. H.-O. M. W.-D. A. F.-I. N.

—.-.".

—

SKCRET COMMISSIONS.
To the Editor of the Buildiko News.

Sir,—In regard to the letters which are appear-
ing io the Bni.DiNr, News respecting architects
asking for and accepting secret commissions, I

think it only fair to the profession to say that,
although my firm deals largely with architects in
all parts of the country, it is the very rarest thing
for one to ask for a commission from us. In fact,

during the last thirty years I can only call to mind
three occasions on which such a commission has
heen asked for, and in each case it was by an archi-
tect of no "standing."—I am, &c.,

Fbancis II. Pott
(Trading as Burt and I'otts).

15, Ridgway-place, Wimhlodon.

MUNICITAI, OFFICIALS AND ARCHI-
TECrUIlAL WOKK.

Sir,—The memorial addressed to the county
-councils, municipal councils, and district councils
of the United Kingdom, and signed by the presi-

dents of the U I.IJ.A. and architectural societies

in alliance therewith, will probably meet with

the general approval of a majority of your

readers; yet there are some points to which

attention may be directed in the interests of the

vary considerable number of official architects in

the employment of county, municipal, and dis-

trict councils, education committees, and other

public authorities.

Certain of the more important public buildings

erected during recent years, although planned

and designed by leading architects, have utterly

failed to give satisfaction, in some cises because

the arrangements of the various apartments are

not based upon that practical experience of the

working of official business that U more familiar

to the official architect than to the priva'e prac-

titioner, and it should be remembered that in

some of the architectural departments attached

to the service of public bodies, associates, and

fellows of the R.I.B.A. are engaged, both as

chiefs and as assistants.

Under such circumstances it would appear to

be rather unfair to carry into effect the following

suggestion of the Memorialists :
—

" That the work of an official architect be re-

stricted to structures of secondary importance, and

that all buildings of a monumental character be in-

trusted to independent architects to ba selected in

su!h a way as may seem best to the local

authority."

Perhaps, amongst the more difficult buildings

to be planned and schemed by a private architect

would be a large municipal hall and offices, or a

great Government office where a large number of

departments would liive to be housed. In such

cases as these it is clear that the official architect

would possess enormous advantages, inasmuch as

he would know in detail the required working

of such establishments (from actual experience

that it would be almost impossible for non-

offi;i lis to acquire effectively without a lengthy

period of study).

It should also be observed that many official

architects and surveyors for counties and
municipalities have at their command, and in

their permanent service, expert assistance of the

highest description, and quite beyond what most

private architects could afford ; this has been

amply proved by the successful and artistic

buildings for public purposes that have been,

and are being, erected in many parts of the

country, under the direction of public officials.

It must be admitted that official architects have

usually proved themselves to be very proficient,

and that they have, as a class, shown themselves

to be free from costly fads in bui'ding construc-

tion, ruinous systems of mechanical and other

inefficient and expensive methods of ventilation

and hea'ing, or the use of materials tha*; hive not

been sufficiently tried by time or suitably tested.

With regard to the lesser authorities, urban
and other district councils, &c., the case appears

to be very different, and but seldom could

important architectural work be safely placed in

the hands of a local architect official. The classes

of public buildings that are often planned by
officials include asylums, hospitals, public offices,

police-stations, fire-stations, market-halls, &c.,

and it is certain that, in the case of small and
unimportant districts, these are best if placed in

the hands of architects in private practice, the

l^cal men having a preference, unless there be a

strong reason to the contrary ; while in London
and the great towns such works would undoubtedly

be well jilaced if in the hands of specialist archi-

tect officials. It would not bo reasonable to ask

that such persons should oiif;/ be trusted with what
are described in the memorial of the Institute

and allied societies as " structures of secondary

importance."—I am, &c.,

Oeouoe H. BiiiiiY.

69, (Jueen's-road, Twickenham, Dec. 14.

Mr. S. O. Turner, of FuUiam, has been appointed

by the Bethnal Ureen Borough Council assistant

borough engineer, at a salary of i'lGO, rising to

£JUO a year.

At Monday's meeting of the Tees \'alley Water
Board, at Middlesbrough, the finance committee
reported a conference in London with Mr. Mansergh,
the engineer to the Board, when it was considered

advisalile to adil £10, .300 to the estimate for the

Long N'ewton reservoir, £3,1)0 to the estimate for

the tunnel from Orassholme to Ilury, and t;L"l»)to

the Ilury reservoir, and that it was also advisable

to increase the amount estimated for interest on
works in progress by £Gr),004, making the total

reviaoii estimate of increased borrowing powers

]lutercommunicatt0tt.

[12107.]—Alabaster.—Your contemporary (Dec. 10)

in referring to some quarries in Algier.--. remarks their

stone " is fuUy equal to the finest alabaster of Italy and
Scotland." Is there any Scotch alabaster known m the

trade ; I never heard of it.—Hampsiiiee.

112108.]—Vane of Portsmouth Parish Church.
—The vane surmounting the old parish church at Ports-

mouth takes the form of a ship, and lays claim to being

one of the most ancient in England. Will some credited

reader say whether this is so .' It is certamly a very in-

teresting example of its kind.—Hami'Siure.

[12109.1—Architects' Charges.-If a parson calls

in an architect, and he makes lull plans and specifications

for a new church, and gets them passed by the various

societies {which was the only cjndition mide in the con-

tract letter), and afterwards a committee is formed with

the parson upon it to carry out the work (and ttie archi-

tect accepts them as such), and they call in and: nstruot

another architect, who is responsible to the first one, and

for how much ! -E. H. L. B.

CHIPS.
With the erection of a new Roman CathoUc

cathedral at Leeds in the place of the old one now
demolished for street improvements, the authorities

at St. Anne's wisely decided to have a new organ

built for them. Messrs. Norman and Beard, of

Norwich and London, the budders of the organ in

Norwich Cathedral, were intrusted with the task,

and the new instrument was inaugurated on Sunday.

An improvement scheme under the Labourers'

Acts has been adopted by the Omaga Rural District

Council, and the councd will erect 76 cottages at a

cost of £14,769.

A huge scheme of dock construction at Harwich
is embodied in a Bdl which is to come up for con-

sideration during the next session of Parliament.

Theproj-jct has been contemplated for some years

past, and if carried into effect it will have great

influence upon the east coast trade. It is estimated

that the total cost will work out at quite £2,500,000.

It is proposed to acquire 250 acres of land, and of

these over 100 will be converted mto docks.

The West Penwith Rural District Council have

accepted the resignation of Mr. Cumow, surveyor,

who contemplates starting business for himself at

an early date.

The Gloucester City Council have approved a

scheme for the extension of electric lighting, and

resolved to apply for authority to borrow £15,000

in order to carry out the work.

At Monday's meeting of the Ayr Town Council

a report was submitted by Mr. John Eaglesham,

C.E., engineer for the drainage scheme, showing

that contract work done which had been estimated

tocost £61,411 153. 6d., had actually cost £69,53S

lOs , in addition to which there were paid other

incidental sums, making a total of £77,526 Is. 2d.

The Deptford Borough Council have decided that

a footbridge, 8ft. wide, be constructed from Oldfield-

road to Lee-terrace, at an estimated cost of £2,700.

The Education Committee of the Liverpool City

Council have made application to the Local Govern-

ment Board for power to borrow £11 ,610 it. 4d. for

land purchase; £31,583 33. 7d. for permanent
buildings; and £12,309 ISs. lOd. for temporary

buddings.

A scheme for the federation of the county

boroughs of the Mersey, Liverpool, Birkenhead, and

Bottle is under the serious consideration of the

three respective authorities.

Mr. Divid George Mantell, late Surveyor General

of Ceylon, died at Ceylon House, Bedford, on the

13th lUst., aged 67.

At Tuesday's meeting of the Bristol City Council,

the sanitary and improvement committee reported

that expenses amounting £1.S,500 have been incurred

in compeusating owners of property for setting back

their premises to the new line of street for the

purpose of widening alwut fifty highways. They
were authorised to obtain the sanction of the Local

Government Board to a loan for defraying thoae

expenses. The committee were also gRinted

sanction for a loan of £6,300 for the purpose of

providing sanitary conveniences in different parts

of the city.

The Local Government Board has given its

sanction to the Eccles Corporation borrowing

£2,023, under the Housing of the Working Classes

Act, for the sewenng and completion of Corporation-

road, in the sanitary aiei of Ejcles.

At the quarterly meeting of the Merioneth County
Council on Friday, a rei:ommendution of the main
waters committee was passed to the effect that Mr.
E. Vuughton, county agent, be appointed to the

additional duties of county surveyor at a salary of

£232, while Mr. T. M. Jones, who at preeent dlls

the latter position, be appointed consulting surveyor

at a salary of £50.
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At the meeting of the St. Pancraa Borough

Council on Wednesday night, the Public Health
Committee reported that a communication had
been referred to them addressed to the council by
the Royal Institute of British Architects, urging
that all works of municipal importance should be
intrusted to an independent architect, selected in

such manner as the authority should deem best,

and not to borough engineers or surveyors in the
employ of such authorities. The Public Health
Committee recommended " that the communica-
tion be received." Councillor C. W. Matthews
moved that the communication be referred back to

the Parliamentary and General Purposes Committee
for further consideration, on the ground that it,

and not the Health Committee, was the proper
body to deal with the matter, and that a com-
munication such as that before them, from a body
like the Royal Institute, deserved a more
courteous reply. Councillor E. J. Kibblewhite
seconded the amendment, urging that the council

owed to the Royal Institute of British Architects

a more cordial recognition of its efforts to insure
the efEciency of architects and to insure the good
design of buildings of public importance. St.

Pancras had recognised this in the past, and he
trusted if the communication went, as he hoped it

would do, to the Parliamentary and General
Purposes Committee, a recommendation would
reach them to the effect that the Council expressed
sympathy with the objects of the Institute. The
amendment, however, was lost on a show of hands,
Dr. Beaton, the chairman of the Health
Committee, opposing it. It was gathered from
his remarks that the Health Committee con-
templates dispensing with the services of an
architect in connection with a block of industrial

dwellings likely to be shortly erected in the
borough, on the ground that they can be built

more cheaply from plans prepared by the
Borough Engineer.

Mk. Arthur Crow, F.R.I.B.A., assisted by
Mr. A. F. Jenkin, Barrister, has compiled a
series of revised reports of cases decided in the
Superior Courts, which are of importance to archi-

tects, surveyors, and all who are engaged in

building operations. The title of the work is

"The Architects' Law Reports," and illustra-

tions are given to amplify the information,
making the points at issue clear to the reader.

The first part of this most handy publication is

now before us, the address from which it is pub-
lished being IS, Great Prescot-street, E., and the
price is five shillings. The judgments recorded
refer to Arbitrations, Contracts, Factory and
Workshop Acts, Landlord and Tenant, Light
and other Easements (including the famous case

of " Colls V. the Home and Colonial Stores "), as

well as cases under the London Building Act and
Public Health Acts. There will be an " accumu-
lating index" to facilitate search for particular
cases, arranged according to their subject-matter
under the above headings. A brief summary
of each case precedes the report, with the result

stated in outline for ready reference. Extracts
from the opening addresses of the Presidents of

the Royal Institute of British Architects and of
the Architectural Association this year are given
where bearing upon questions coming within the
purview of the Acts of Parliament which control
building and town improvements or development.
The test of the Easement of Light Bill and the
London Building Acts amendments as proposed
by the London County Council are printed in
extenso with a brief review of same by Mr. Crow.
Mr. Jenkins, under " Legal Notes," writes
chiefly on the question of landlord and tenant.
The index ia set out alphabetically on one side
and chronologically on the other, under subjects
of cases. We should imagine few architects will

miss the opportunity of pMsessing so practical a
book of reference which is so well done.

The Streets Committee of the City Corporation,
which has been considering the request of the
London County Council to agree to a proposal for
connecting the present tramway termini in
Blackfriars-road and Westminster Bridge-road,
by the construction of tramways between those
points rill BlackfriaTs Bridge, Victoria Ecubank-
ment, and Westminster Bridge, have decided to
adjourn the further consideration of the matter
until the new year, in the hope that by that time
the report of the Royal Commission on London
Traffic will be in the hands of the Corporation.
The London County Council, by their delegates.

have assured the Corporation that they do not
propose to take away their veto as the tramway
authority in the City, and would be ready to pay
any reasonable or proper charge for the use of
Blacktriars Bridge. They would also consent to
the City Police having absolute control of the
tramway traffic within the City, and would be
prepared to maintain the lines and streets in a
condition satisfactory to the City authorities.

Ox the north side of Knightsbridge there is a
row of small houses built practically in the park,
and extending from the point where the park
palings now end in St. George's-place up to the
French Embassy. The leases of a considerable
portion of these houses have fallen in, and they
are about to be pulled down. The church which
stood next to the Embassy is already gone.
Unless the site can be acquired by the County
Council the houses will be rebuilt, and upon a
much larger scale. Under these circumstances
nearly 300 of the principal inhabitants and rate-
payers of the neighbourhood have signed a
petition, addressed to the First Commissioner of
Works and to the London County Council, pray-
ing that a scheme may be considered for acquiring
the site of the houses in question, and giving
part of it back to the park and part of it for a
widening of Knightsbridge. The houses on the
opposite side of the thoroughfare have recently
been rebuilt and set back ; but it is contended
by residents that the relief thus afforded is nothing
like sufficient for the constantly-increasing con-
gestion of the East-to-West traffic in this narrow
street.

0.\E of the private Bills in promotion for the
ensuing Session is the " London Squares and
Enclosures (Preservation) Bill," promoted by the
London County Council. It has been prepared
with the object of "prohibiting the erection of
buildings on gardens of squares and other speci-
fied lands in the Administrative County of
London." Four hundred and thirty-seven garden
squares and lands are affected. These are situated
in the City of London and in various boroughs of
the Metropolis . The open spaces are more numerous
and greater in extent in the northern and western
parishes, such as South Kensington, which
heads the list with 66 ; Islington, which has
43; St. Pancras, with 42; Paddington, 41:
and Marylebone, 17. The measure proposes to
exempt the scheduled squares from rating on the
basis of site value, and provision will be made
under which owners will be able to rearrange
their estates and utilise a portion of their garden
squares, the condition being that an equivalent
area of open space is provided elsewhere. The
London County Council will be willing to take
over the open spaces scheduled in casts where
the owners desire to be relieved of the cost of

maintenance.

The Plummer Tower at the foot of Croft-
street, Newoastle-on-Tyne, which is threatened
by projected street widenings in that city, and
whose fate has awakened keen interest among
local antiquaries, is a relic of the walls which
were built during the Edwardian period. The
walls never quite encircled the town ; but from
the west end of the Close the structure extended
in an unbroken line circumscribing the area,
until it joined the north end of the Tyne Bridge.
The whole length of tbe wall was about eighty
yards short of two miles. It had six principal
gates ; but. besides these, there were two or
three posterns, and between the corner of the
Sandhill and the Sand Gate were several small
gate^, which had been made for the purpose of
carrying merchandise to and from vessels Ij'ing

in the river. Between the gates, and at irregular
distances, averaging 116yd,, were towers, and
between these again were small turrets, built

upon the battlements of the wall. The towers
were twenty in number, and, according to

Bourne, there were generally two wall-turrets
between one tower and the next. On the turrets
figures of soldiers, rudely cut in stone, were
mounted. Several of these have been preserved,
and may be seen at the Old Castle at Newcastle.
Not one of the gates has been allowed to remain

;

but considerable portions of the wall yet exist,

though they are so h-dden away that many
Novocastrians have never seen them, and are
ignorant of the interest to be had from a visit to

the" West Walls " and elsewhere. The height
of the wall averaged liit., and the thickness at

the ground level was 8ft. at least. Outside the
wall was a deep ditch, 22yd. in width. The
towers projected from the face of the walls, and
thus afforded a means of lateral defence, while

the turrets afforded protection to the soldiers who
were actually upon the battlements of the wall.

The annual distribution of prizes and certifi-

cates to the students of the architectural and
engineering sections of the Regent-street Poly-
technic took place on Tuesdaj- evening in the
large hall at the I'olytechnic. Mr. Robert
Mitchell, director of education, gave a satisfactory

account of the work of the schools, and said the
past year had been one of increased usefulness,

numbers, and interest. In the architectural sec-
tion there were over 600 students, one of whom
had obtained the Royal Academy gold medal and
travelling studentship, while two others had
obtained the Royal Academy silver medals.
Students of the Polytechnic had also obtained the
first and the second place in the United Kingdom
at the Board of Education's examination for build-
ing construction. The Hon. F. J. N. Thesiger,
chairman of the Polytechnics and Evening Schools
Sub-committee of the London County CouncO,
having given away the prizes, said that the
Regent-street Polytechnic might claim to be the
mother of all polytechnic institutions. He believed
the past history of the Technical Education Board
would show that there would be no unreasonable
interference with the work of those great poly-
technics, and he hoped that a very free hand
would be given to the governors of them. The
Council had no desire in any way to hamper their

work by cndes and regulations likely to kill the
spirit of liberty, independence, and enterprise

which they enjoyed.

The sanitary and improvement committee of

the Bristol Corporation reported at the meeting
of that body on Tuesday that, in conjunction
with the city engineer, they have had under con-
sideration the arrangements necessary for the
performance of the duties of his department in
view of the extension of the boundaries. Hitherto,

for the purpose of this department, the city has
been divided into five districts, each administered
by a district surveyor, under the general control

of the city engineer and his deputy. It is pro-
posed by the committee that the extended city

shall be divided into six districts by increasing

the area of each of the five existing districts, and
forming anew district, comprising Shirehampton,
Henbury, and Westbury-on-Trym. These dis-

tricts are to be each in charge of a surveyor, and
to be grouped into divisions of three districts,

each of such divisions being under a divisional

surveyor, who will superintend and direct

the district surveyors, under the general con-
trol of the city engineer and deputy city

engineer, the object of this arrangement being
to relieve those officers of the necessity

of making continual personal visits to the
several districts. The council was asked to agree

to the promotion of two officers, from the city

engineer's present staff, to the post of divisional

surveyors, at salaries of £275 each, rising by
annual increments of £12 10s. each to £:;00 per

annum. The committee are of opinion that it

will be necessary to appoint an additional build-

ing inspector, and it is proposed that the salary

in that case shall be £120 per annum, rising to

£150. An increase in the clerical staff in thp

engineer's office is also considered necessary. The
committee propose to fix the scale of s alaries for

the district surveyors, chief draughtsman,
building surveyor, and chief clerk at £200 per

annum, rising by annual increments of £12 10s.

to £275 per annum. They are furthermore of

opinion that it is necessary to reconsider the

salary of the deputy city engineer (llr. W. J.

-Steele), which they recommend shall be increased

from £300 to £350, rising by two annual incre-

ments of £25 to £400 per annum.

At Atcham, Shrewsbury, at a meeting of the

rural district council on Saturday, a member
moved :—" That the present by-laws as so the

erection of cottages in rural districts be rescinded

and new regulations framed to allow ot the use of

less-expensive materials." It was pointed out

that at present it was not possible to build houses

which would give a reasonable return for the

capital expended, and that, in consequence,

there was a lack of cottage accommodation in

rural districts. It was also stated that the by-

laws in many rural districts were more stringent

than those which applied to the towns. It was
remarked that the reason why there was not more
building in country districts was because land-

lords would not sell the land, or did not wish to

be surrounded by cottages. The question was
referred to a committee to investigate and report.

The Independent Labour Party have just pub-
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lished as a penny pamphlet (10, Red Lion-court,

E.C.) " Some Suggestions for Solving the Un-
employed Problem," by Mr. J. Keir Hardie,

M.P. The author says that to remedy the

present discreditable state of affairs the objective

should be a twofold one :— 1. To so enlarge the

area of permanent employment as to provide

steady work for a greatly-increased number of

men and women in some form of productive in-

dustry which will not enter into competition with
an already overcrowded market. 2. Some kind
of pubic work which might be put in hand at

short notice when a period of slack trade is upon
us, and of a kind at which skilled and unskilled

workers might be provided with temporary em-
ployment during periods of trade depression

;

and, finaUy, the creation of such machinery as

would act almost automatically in dealing with
shortage of employment. Mr. Keir Ilardie

believes that by a combination of Governmental
and administrative authorities it would be easily

possible to effect both these objects. The people

should be brought back to the land, and this

couM be done, he thinks, by reclaiming waste
ground and in laying portions for aiiorestation,

while the reclamation of foreshores would provide
further employment which would be ultimately

remunerative. Joint committees of boards of

guardians and urban authorities should be formed,
he holds, to carry out works ot the kind sug-

gested.
> ^m 1

MBETINQS FOK THE ENStTINQ WEEK.
Friday (To-Night). — Institution of Civil Eo^neers.

" Folkestone Harbour : Cylinder-Sinking
at the Root of the Old Pier," by R. H.
Lee Psnnell. 8 p.m.

Monday.—Surveyors' Institution. Biscusaion on "The
Growth of Large Cities." 7 p.m.

Society of Arts. "Musical Wind
Instruments," Cantor Lecture No. 4, by
David J. Blaikley. 8 p.m.
Royal Institute of' Britisb Architects.

"Architecture and the Building Acts,"
by Lacy W. Ridge and J. S. Gibson.
8 p.m.
The Liverpool Architectural Society.

"Scotch Plaster Works of the 16th and
17th centuries," by .John Murray.
6.30 p.m.

Tuesday.—Architectural Association : Camera Club.
"The Study of Mediaeval Architecture,"
by Arnold Mitchell. 8 pm.

Society of Arts. " Street Architecture,"
by T. Graham Jackson, R.A. 8 p.m.

Institution of Civil EDgineei*s. Dis-
cussion on " The Construction of a Con-
crete Railway Viaduct." 8 p.m.

PILKINGTON & CO,
(ESTABLISHKD 1838),

MONUMENT OHAMBEBS,
KlSa WILLIAM STBEET, LONDON, B.O.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
SnNDEELAND Joiners' Disi'Utk.—In connection

with the joiners' dispute at Sunderland, the masters

have appointed Mr. R. H. Gayner, shipowner, to act

as their referee in the arbitration proceedings. The
men intend to ask Alderman Palmer to represent

tliem in the same capacity at the conference.

On Sunday week the little church of St. Andrew's,
Great and Little Hampton, Evesham, was reopened
after extensive interior restoration and enlargeraeut.

Oak benches replace the ruinous deal pews, and a
block floor has been laid. The north transept has
been extended, and a new veetry and organ-chamber
added to the north of the chancel. The figure of

St. Andrew with his cross has been placed in the
niche above the south porch. The architect is Mr.
C. Ford Whitcombe.

Mr. John Thorn, builder, of Bristol, died on
Sunday, in his Slth year. For a very long period
he was a conspicuous figure in the city, and a large
employer of labour. Amongst other erections of a
public cliaracter, he built the Fine Arts Academy
and the Clifton Down Hotel.

On Thursday in last week the remains of Mr.
John Symons, formerly senior partner of the firm
of John Symons and Son, builders and contractors,
Blackwater, Cornwall, were interred at St. Peter's,

Mithian. The deceased, whose illness extended
over seven months, was S3 years of age.

An adjudication in bankruptcy lias been made in
the case of Ernest Charles dough, (ireat (leorge-
street, Westminster, S.W., surveyor.

The Dr. Cadge memorial window just placed in

the north transept of Norwich Cathedral, was
executed by Messrs. Burliaon and Urylls, of London.

Mr. Edwin T. Hall, F.R.I B.A., has been
appointed consulting architect to the new Rob-
royston Hospital about to be erected by the
Glasgow Corporation.

Jtegiltertd TratU Mark;

POLOiCEAHSPHALTE
Patent Asphalte and Felt Roofing.

ACID-EESISTINa ASPHALTE.
WHITB SILICA PAVINa.

PYRIMONT SEYSSEL ASPHALTE,
Telephose No. 6319 Avexue.

FOB
Olivers'

Seasoned
Hardwoods,

iPPLT TO—
WM. OLIVEB & SONS, LTD.,

120, BunhiU Bow, LONDON, EC.

TENDEBS.
•,• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of the

accepted tender ; it adds to the value of the information.

Alderley Edge.—For the construction of a sewer in

Chapel-road, for the urban district council. Mr. Newton,
Cooper-street, Manchester, engineer :—

Freeman. G., and Sons. Hollinwood £2,628 3 2

Dawson, J. S., Blackpool 2 616 19 10

Owens, J., Wolverhampton ... 2,25;J 8 9

Graham. A., and Sons, Huddersfleld 1,950

Byron, J., Bury 1,914

Hayes, P. D., Heaton Norris ... 1,897 18 3

Davies, H.. & Sons, Pendlebury ... 1,805 2

Barrick, W., Higher Broughton ... 1,772 15 5

Worthington, W. H., Manchester... 1,582 12 6

Massey, I., & Sons, .Uderley Edge* 1.498

Clayton Bros., Poynton 1,385 10
• Accepted.

Cambridge.-For the erection of workshops. Carlyle-

road, Cambridge, for the Cambridge Scientiflc Instrument

Co., Ltd. Messrs. George Baines, F.R I.B.A., and
R. Palmer Baines, 5, Clement's Inn, Strand, London,
W.C, architects;- Est. A Est. B Total

North, C £1,175 £606 £1,781

Battley, Sons, & Holness .. 1,107 577 1,684

Gough, F., and Co. ... 1,124 534 1.658

Sindall, W 1,065 533 1,598

Bell, W., and Sons ... 1,054 518 1.572

Coulson and Lofts 1,016 490 1,506

Saint, W 1,015 485 1,500

Kerridge and Shaw ... 985 4il 1,436

Willmot, E. and 8ona= ... 900 440 1,340
• Accepted.

Cannoik.—For sewerage work and sewage treatment

at Fordhouses, Bushbury, for the Cannock Rural District

Council :
—

Redding, W. H., Wolverhampton £425
(Accepted.)

Cnr.wK. — For brickwork to boiler at the electricity

works, for the town council :
—

Smith, T., and Bon, Crewe £93 13 2

(Accepted.)
[Lowest tender received ; highest £168 lOs.]

Cito.MF.B.—For constructing a shelter roof at the pier-

head, for the Coast Protection Commissioners. Messrs.

Douglass and Arnott. engineers :
—

Boulton and Paul, Norwich ... £1,82111 8
(Accepted.)

Orimsiiv.—For tar-paving footpath, Brighowgate, for

the County Borough of Grimsby. Mr. U. Gilbert

Whyatt, A.M.I.C.E., Town Hall, Grimsby, borough
cngin.'cr and surveyor :

—
Cooks, J.. Huddersfleld £116 7 10

North of England Asphalt Co.,
Manchester 81 4 5

Hill and Co , Grimsby 79 14 6

Waterman, T. I!., Grimsby 78

ClilFe, W. H., Lincoln 77 12 10

Burkitt, W.. Hull 77

Ingham. J. J.. Bradford 75 7 10 .

White, E. 11.. Grimsby (accepted).. 73 18 2

Haigh and Co., Rochdale 65 3 10

n\NiKv.—For providing a mortuary at the isolation

hospital, tor the Uanley. Stoke, and Fenton Joint

Hospital Hoard. Accepted tenders :
—

Bagnnll, J., Langton £492
For pump, piping, hose, and accessories :

—
Hartley and Co., 8t<iko-on-Trent .. 310 4 B

[Lowest tender; highest £.'i60 48.

J

HANf.KV.—For (a) works in concrete and (ii) making of

roads and paths at the North Staffordshire Joint Small-

pox Hospital :
— A. B.

Moss, J., Milton .. .- ... £403 ... £237
(Accepted for both.)

nor.i.isiinorasK. Kknt.—For the repiir of the work-
house boilers, for the board of guardians :

—
Drake and Fletcher £128 10

Dennis, Pamo, and Co 78 10

Watson, C, and Co. (accepted) ... 45

LivERcooL.—For various works, for the city council.

Accepted tenders ;
—

For condensing plant ;
—

Wheeler Condensing & Engineer-
ing Co £13,400

For two steam turbo alternators ;

—

Westinghouse Co. ... per set 8.035

For four boilers, stokers, and superheaters :
—

Babcock and Wilson. Ltd 7,200

For one economiser :
—

Green and Son, Ltd 657

LosDON-. — For pulling down and rebuilding a hop
warehouse on site of Nos. 46 and 4s, Red Cross-street,

Southwark, 8.E., for Mr. Alec P. Haig. Mr. George A.
Lansdown, 9, Regent-street, Waterloo Place, S.W.,

Mowiem, John, and Co.. Ltd. ... £9,455

Burman, H., and Sons 9,283

AnseU, Chas 9,173

Lea, H. and E 8,990

Marsland, John, and Sons 8,935

Battley, Sons, and Hohiess 8.827

Kirk and Kirk 8,686

Sharpington, T. G 8,578

Hollowav,H. L 8,462

Evans, R. and E 8,317

Downs, W 8,199

Newton, G 8,195

Johnson and Co 8.175

Nightingale, B. E. (accepted) ... 7,782

London-, N.—For the erection of tour blocks of dwel-

lings on the Caledonian estate, together with a fifth block

at the schedule of prices submitted, as well as the alterna-

tive tender for the provision of glazed-brick dadoes on the

staircases and of cupboards in bedrooms, amounting in

all to a sum not exceeding £55.214 lOs., for the London
County Council :

—
Parsons, J., 190, Waterloo-rd., S.E. £43,217

Smith, W. , and Son. Eldon Wharf,
Harleyford-road, Kennington ... 42,880

Prestige & Co., Cambridge Wharf,
Grosvenor-road, N.W 42,115

Spencer, Santo, & Co., Earl-street,

Westminster, 8.W 41,779

Higgs, F. &H. F.. Station Works,
Loughborough Junction, SB. ... 41,490

Holloway, H. L., Union Works,
Deptford,8.E 40,959

Holloway Bros. (London), Ltd.,

Belvedere-road, S.E 4),000

Kirk and Randall, Warren-lane
Works, Woolwich, S.E 39,765

Thome, F. and T., Isle of Dogs, E. 39,500

Martin, Wells, & Co.. Ltd., Auck-
land-street, Vauxhall, S.E. ... 39,382 C

Lawrance & Son, Wharf-road, City-

road, E.C 38,584

Wall, C, Ltd. Upceme-road,
Chelsea, 8. W.» 35,465

• Accepted, and also for the erection of a fifth block at

the schedule of prices submitted, as well as an alternative

tender for the provision ot brick dadoes on stairoases

and of cupboards in bedrooms. Total amount of accepted

tender £55,214 lOs.

Nek-isgton', S.E.—For alterations to the Newington
Free Library, for the Southwark Borough Council :

—
Newton, Geo. J., Southwark Bridge-

road (accepted) £1,337 14

(Lowest of three tenders seat in.)

Norfolk.-For alterations and additions, &c., at

Middleton Tower, Norfolk. Mr. Herbert J. Green,

Norwich, architect :
—

Kinninmont, J, & Son, London ... £6 4.83

Cracknell, J, Peterboro' 5,449

Smith, J. 8., Norwich 5,328 14 4

Dye. R., Kings Lynn 5,024

Youngs, J., and Son, Norwich ... 4 937

Shanks, R . Chatteris, Cambs ... 4,934

Tash, LangUy. & Co., King's Lynn 4.8)4 3 6
Foreman, A. F., King's Lynn ;... 4,662 12 11

Reiciatk.—For the erection of CoUey Cottage, Reigate.

Surrey. Mr. Money Marsland. 68. Great Tower-street, .

E.C. architect. Quantities by the architect :—
Marsland and Sons £4.335

Bagaley and Sons 4,300

Dolman and Co 4,'250

Middison 4,139

Mintcr 4.157

Bucklandand Waters (accepted)... 4,064

SouTiiAMrToN'.—For carrying out an installation of

electric lighting at Portswood School, for .the education

committee of the corporation :
—

Shalders and Davis. Southampton.. £175
(Accepted.)

Wei,w vs. Hebts.-For the erection of sewerage works
for the rural district council ;—

Parkinson (accepted) £1.977

[Lowest of fifteen tenders received ; highest £2,769 15s.]

BEST BATH STONE.
HARTHAM PARK, BOX 6R0UND,

AND CORSHAM.
Every Block BnimUil with our Rei/i.ilered Tt-adt Mark

MARSH, 80K& GIBBS, Ui,
CHIEF OFFICES—

Qreat Western Chambers, Ballway Place,
Bath.

LONDON OFFICES-
18, Great 'Western Boad, Paddinijton, 'W.

WORKED STONE A SPECIALITY.
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LIST OF COMPETITIONS OPEN.

Laml)eth, 8.E.—ConTerting Portion of Old School Premises
into Home for Aged Poor W. Thurnall, Clert to Guardians. Proofe-st.. Kennington-rd., S.E. Bee. 20

Egretnont Public Offices (estimated cost £45,C00) £260, £75, ££0 H. "W. Cook. Clerk, Public Offices. Egremont. Cheshire „ 21
CardiflF -Pumping Machinery W. Harpur, M.I.C.E., Boro' Engineer, Town Hall, Cardiff „ 21
London, "W.C.—Perspective Drawing ot Building for Tropical
Climate £50 Banders and Hardine, Solicitors, 5fi. Lincoln's Inn-fields, W.C „ 31

Eoss, Herefordshire— Drainage and Sewage-Disposal Scheme. £50 (merged), £25, £10 Ernest R. Davies, U.D.C. Clerk, Albion Chambers, Rosa „ 31
Spezia—Drainage Scheme £400 11 Pignor Sindaco della. Spezia „ 31
Belfapt—Three Carnegie Branch Libraries The Chief Librarian. Public Library. Royal-avenue. Belfast Jan. IT
Uanelly—RemndelliDg Park-st. Schools {£S00 limit ; Assessor) £20 fmerged), £10 , Ifor "W. "Watkios. Clerk, Education Offices, Uanelly 31
Cavereham— School (SOO places; Assessor) 5 per cent S. Stallard. County Surveyor. Oxford Feb. 1

Corunna, Spain—Widening Roads £290, £145 The Com. Intel. Dept.. Bd. of Trade, 73, Basinghall-8t..E.C Sept. 16
Briftnl— Police and Fire-Brieade Stationa Edmund J. Taylor, Town Clerk, The Council House. Bristol —
Cheltenham—Elementary Scliool. Keyosham-road The Secrptary. Education Committee. Rodney-road, Cheltenham ... —
SwaoBea— Gor--e Lane Baptist Chapel"and School £10 10s T. E. Williams. Hon. Secretary, Rhyddings Park-road, Swansea ... —
Newcafctle-on-Tyne—Northumberland War Memorial ^ C. Cowell, Pearl Building?, Newca&tle-on-Tyne —

LIST OP TENDERS OPEN.

BITILBINQS.
Brocliley, S.E.-EraDch Free Library Lewisham Libraries Committee A. L. Guy, Architect, 4, Temlam Buildings, Gray's Ion, W.C Dec. 17
Bnckie.N.B.—Villa, High-street j. D. Oeddes, Architect, East Church-street, Buckie, N.B „ 17
Mountain Aih-fohool Key. H. Irvine P. R. Bates, Architect, 26, Westgate ChamCers, Newport, Mon „ IT
Oarnswllt-EfpamiigLIettyFulbert Farmhouse Buildings Edward T. David, Solicitor, Bridgend IT
Monntfields. Shrewsbury—Twenty-seven Houses Thos. Bingley. Mountflelds, Shrewsbury „ IT
Bandon-Thirtj -four Labourers' Cottages Rural District Council A. Haynes, Clerk, Workhouse, Bandon, Ireland IT
Meirineton Lane. Spennymoor—Mission Church Wilkinson and Crowlev, AA E I.B.A., Newcastle-on-Tyne „ IT
Beckenham Bal h and Mess Rooms at Dust Destructor Works Urban District Council John A Angell. Surveyor, Beckenham 19
Peterhead-Ioffctious Diseases Hospital Town Council T H. Scott, Architect, Town House, Peterhead „ 1»
Biiienhead-Sanitary Towers & Lunacy Wardsat Workhouse Guardians Edmurd Kiiby, F.R.I.B A., 5. Cook-street, Liverpool

,
19

Cwmaman- Fifty-eight Houses and Two Shops Aberneol Building Co., Ltd J. LlewelUn Smith and DaWes, Architects, Aberdare 1&
Ulasgow—Boalhouse and Pavilion, Glasgow Green Corporation J. G. Monro, Town Clerk, City Chambers, Glasgow ,

19
Beckecham-Two Firemen's Cottages, Westbourne-road Urban District Council John A. Angell, Surveyor, Beckenham - „ 19
Grimsby—Covered Way at Municipal College Education Committee H. C. Scaping, A?chitect, Court Chambers, Grimsby „ 19
Hindley-Conveiting Old Offices, Cross-street Urban District Council Alf. Holden, A.M.I.C.E., Council Offices, Hindley, Lanes 19
I^ljmouth-Two Blocks of Dwellings at Prince Rock Corporation Hine and Odgers, Lockyer-street. Plvmouth , SO
(.omfstall Stockport- Alterations to School Aston-u.-Lyne au<l Stockport Unions H. Be«wjck, County Architect, Newgate-street, Chester „ 20
Ardeye, N.B. -Cottage John Wittet, Architect, Elgin „ 20
Bridlington—Additions to Nos. 7 and 8, Manor-street C. J. Tardley ; J. Eamshaw, Architect, Carlton House. Bridlington , 20
Alford-Detached Residence Rev. M. Riggall W. Mortimer and Son, Architects, Corporation-street, Lincoln , 20
^ontjpndd— Additions to Coedpenmaen School Urban District Council P. R. A. Willoughby, Pontypridd „ 20
Bnghocie-Church and Schools Methodist New Connexion John Wills and Sons, Architects, Victoria Chambers, Derby

,
21

Loigton-Pohce Station Standing Joint Committee A R. Wood, Aichitect, TunstaU 21
tgmmer- Alterations to Workmen's Club and Institute The Committee. Cymmer, Wales „ 21
Weymouth -Head Post-Office H.M. Commissioners of Works The Secretary, H.M. OIBce of Works, Storey's Gate, S.W , 22
Mile End, E.- Nurses' Home at InBrmary Mile End Old Town Guardians J. M. Knight, Architect, 35, Bancroft-road, E „ 22
Haggersgate, Whitby-House E. H. Smales, A.E I.B.A., 5, Flowergate, Whitby „ i?
Bowness-Alterations to Crown Hotel Richard Eigg Stephen ^haw, F.R.I.B A., Aichitect, Kendal, Westmoreland „ 22
Llandaff- Gymnasium at Cathedral School Rev. J. S. Stevenson Moore, M.A. ... G. E. Halliday, F.R.I B.A., Cardiff „ 22
Baildon-Pair of Houses, Cecil-avenue J. Harper Bakes, Architect. Victoria-square, Leeds „ 22
Cef-a Hergoed-Isolation Hospital Bridgend Hospital Committee P. J. Thomas, Architect. Bridgend 23
Ehbw Vale -Schoolroom and Hall Vicar of Christ Church The Secretary, Building Committee, The Vicarage, Ebbw Vale 2.1
Cork-Town Hall Town Council The City Engineers Office, Municipal Buildmgs, Cork „ 2S
Langley, Sussex—Coastguard Buildings The Director of Works. Admiraltv, 21, Northumberh>nd-aT.,W.C.. „ 2S
Galleywcod, Chelmsford-Smallpox Hospital Joint Hospital Board Arthur S. Dnffield, Clerk. 96, High-street, Chelmsford „ it
Dartmouth-Slaughter-Houses Corporation Arthur Smith. Borough Engineer, Dartmouth

, 21
Wombwell-Free Library Urban District Council A. B. Linford, Architect, Carlton Villa, Wombwell 24
Prceton-Two-Story Packing Warehouse Dick, Kerr, and Co , Ltd Garlick. Sykes, and Catterall, Archts., 33, Winckley-sq., Preston 24
Glyncorrwg-Baptist Chapel and School Rev. T. F.Williams David Evans, 40, Villers-road Blaengwynfl , 24
btratford-on-Avon—Repairs at No 1, Sheep-street Town Council Roden Dixon, Borough Surveyor, Stratford-on-Avon „ 2T
Londonderry—Technical School, Society-street Technical Instruction Committee Daniel Conroy, Architect, 21, Shipquay-street, Londonderry „ 28
Kendal- Keeper's Lodge, Barbon Manor Lord Shuttleworth John F. Curwen, F.R.I. B.A., F.8.A., 26, Highgate, Kendal , 2S
Cadeleigh- Rectory Rev. W. French, M.A E. H. Harbottle and Son. Architects, County Chambers, Exeter ... „ iS-
ronypandy-Moriah Welsh Baptist Chapel Committee J. Rees. Architect, Pentre .- „ 29
Bradford.Manchester-Alterations to Brooke-st. Police Station Presiwich Union Guardians T. Worthington and Son, Architects, 46, Brown-street, Manchester „ 2&
Coleraine-'Techmcal School Urban District ConncU W. and M. Given, Architects, Diamond. Coleraine „ 2&
Whitland—Shop and Premises W. Phillips. Paris House. Whitland, Carmarthen , 30
Abersannan-Stables, Cowsheds, He David Jenkins, F.B.I.B.A., Architect. Llandilo „ 31
Glyn-Neath- Chapel Welsh Calvinistic Methodists Jones and Morgan, Architects. Victoria Chambers, Pentre „ 31
Maes-evan-Farrohouse David Jenkins. F.R.I.B.A., Architect, Llandilo „ 31
Newcastleton- Fever Hospital Liddesdale District Committee Alexander InaUs, Architect, Vi. Bridge-street, Hawick „ 31
Ulansannan- Stables, Cowsheds, &c David Jenkins, F.E.I.B.A., Architect, Llandilo „ 31
Hucmanby—Council School (302 places) East Eiding Education Committee ... John Bickerateth. Clerk, County Hall, 'Beverley , SI
CroBsnant- Farmhouse David Jenkins, F.E.I.B.A., Architect. Llandilo 31
Blackwood, Mon.- Twenty-flve Houses Building Club WUliam Dowdeswell, Architect, TreharrU. Mon Jan. 2
oonth Tottenham—Alterations at Markfleld-rd. Sewage Works Joint Drainage Committee W. H. Prescott, M.I.M.E , 712, High-road, Tottenham „ a
Wisbech-Additions to Schoolmaster's House, Parson Drove .. Isle of Ely Education Committee H. Farr Simpson, County Surveyor, Wisbech „ S
Newhayen- Isolation Hospital, Lewes-road Urban District Council F. J. Eayner, Architect. 34, Meeching-road, Newhaven „ 4
Sunderland-Board Room River Wear Commissioners Henderson and Hall, Architects, 28, John-street, Sunderland 4
LJeohyfedach-Eepairs to Council School Carmarthenshire Education Com. ... W. D. Jenkins, M.8.A., M.R San I., Shrre Hall, Carmarthen 5
Llangathen- Eepairs to Council School Carmarthenshire Education Com. ... W. D. Jenkins, M.8.A., M.R.Sau.L, Shire Hall, Carmarthen &
JUanwinio. Cwmbach-Repairs, Master'sHouse.CouncilSchool Carmarthen.^hire Education Cim. ... W. D. Jenkins, M.S.A., M.R.San. I., Shire Hall, Carmarthen

, 5
rrelech-Ventilation and Repairs to Council School Carmarthenshire Education Com. ... W. D. Jenkins, M.8.A., M.R San.I., Shire Hall, Carmarthen „ 5
rfynonwen- Repairs to Council School Carmarthenshire Education Com. ... W. D. Jenkins, M.8.A., M.R.San.L, Shire Hall, Carmarthen 5
Btyndu-\ entilaticn. Repairs, &c , to Council School Carmarthenshire Education Com. ... W. D. Jenkins, M.8 A., M.R San.I., Shire Hall, Carmarthen 5
aiasfryn-Rfparrs to Council School Carmarthenshire Education Com. ... W. D. Jenkins, M.S.A., M.R.San.I., Shire Hall, Carmarthen , 5
Coedmore-Hepairs to Council School Carmarthenshire Education Com. ... W. D. Jenkins, M.8.A., M.R.San.I., Shire Hall, Carmarthen 5
Chelsea S.W.- Post Office H.M. Commissioners of Works J. Waser, H.M. Office ot Works, Storey's Gate, S.W (<

Sunderland- Offices and Board-Room Sunderland & South ShieldsWaterCo. W. and T. R. Milbum, Architects, 20. Fawcett^street. Sunderland.. „ 9
Lower Sydenham. 8 E.-Stables at Home Park Depot Lewisham Borough Council The Surveyor's Department, Town Hall, Catford, S.E , 9
JKassaroe-Cottage Rathdown No. 2 R.D.C Patrick Cunniam, Clerk, Loughhnstown 11
AIona*tery—Five Cottages Rathdown No. 2 R.D.C Patrick Cunniam, Clerk, Loughlinstown 11
Bhaidon- House at Ringmore J. Harvev t^amuel Segar. F.I.A 8, Architect, 24, Union-st., Newton Abbot II
Kilmaim-Two Cottages Rathdown No. 2 R.D.C Patrick Cunniam, Clerk, Loughlinstown „ 11
Oiaikenny- Cottage Rathdown No. 2 R.D.C Patrick Cunniam, Clerk, Loughlinstown , 11
*elixstowe-Coach-honse. Brook-lane W. G. Clarke H. W. Buxton, Architect, 26, HamUton-road, Felixstowe —
Dewsbury-Wesleyan Sunday School at Cross Flatts Danby and Simpson, Architects, 73, Albion-street, Leeds —
Badditfe-on-Trent- Shops Co-operative Society A. R. Calvert* W.R. Gleeve, Archts., Low Pavement, Nottingham —
^Bg Eaton—Ten Houses, Oak Ley-road E. B. Ridway, Architect, Main-street, Long Eaton —
Falmer 8 Green, N.- Twenty Houses The North London Land and Building Co., 9, Great Castle-st.,W... —
JLJandaff—First Section of Theological College Buildings Committee T. R. Kempson, F.R.I.B.A., Cardiff and Hereford —
New Barnet- Seven VUlas on Willcnhall Park Estate The North London Land and Building Co., 9, Great CasUe-8t.,W... —
Wothorpe-Residence and Cottage H. V. Cobbold J. Q. StaUebrass and Sons, Architects, North-street, Peterborough —
Oldbury-One Hundred Houses George Payton, Architect, 58, New-»treet, Birmingham —
Wanborough-Churoh Restoration Committee C. E. Ponting, Architect, Wanborough —

EI.EOTSICAI. PLANT.
^j ~S . , Corporation Arthur Ellis, Borough Electrical Engineer, The Hayes, Cardiff Deo. lO
luora- tire Alarms Urban District CouncU H. Shaw. A.M.I.C.E , Surveyor, Town HaU, lUord 19
Bwindon-Steam Dynamo (SOOkw.) Corporation J. G. Griffin, A.M.I.E.E., Electricity Works, Swindon 20
Bouthend-on-Bea-Plant at Generating Station Corporation W. E. J. Heenan, M I.EE., Boro' Elec. Engineer, Southend-on-Sea „ 21
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MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS AND
ARCHITECTURE.

SINCE the creation of municipal authorities
the employment of their officials to

design and carry out architectural works has
been a question which has given rise to much
disagreement between them and the archi-
tectural profession. To record the many
instances of this interference of municipal
with professional interests would be to review
the history of municipal enterprise since the
beginning of the Municipal Corporations
Act of the 46 and 47 V. ; but for many
years the encroachment has been increasing,
owing, probably, to the higher standard of
qualification demanded of these officials by
the corporations. So acute, indeed, has this
become, that the Royal Institute of British
Architects and the allied societies have been
•considering the subject, and appointed a
committee early in the year to inquire into
the question, "and devise steps that may be
taken to bring about a reform, and report to
the council." A committee was therefore
appointed, and consisted of the following
gentlemen : Messrs. J. J. Burnet, H T.
Hare, E. W. Mountford, W. H. Seth-Smith,
John W. .Simpson, and the Presidents of the
Allied Societies. A series of questions were
prepared and sent to all the members of the
committee and to various representative
architects practising in the provinces. The
Juuninl of the R.I.B.A. for this month gives
the questions and answers, and these afford
some practical suggestions. The gist of
the replies reseived is to the following
effect

:
That architectural works executed

by an official engineer or surveyor have
proved unsatisfactory in point of defective
design and excessive cost ; that an official
architect's department for local public works
is not advantageous from an artistic point of
view, though financially much may be said
in favour of such establishments

; that an
architect's department of a corporation should
be restricted to utilitarian buildings under a
limit of cost ; that the only towns in the
United Kingdom where there is a ''city
architect " are Bradford, Hull, Nottingham,
Dublin, Dundee, Aberdeen, and heith; that
many members of allied societies have ex-
pressed dissatisfaction with the action of local
authorities in caiTying out buildings under
their own officials ; that the bestway of drawing
attention to the grievance is the memorial-
ising county and municipal authorities, the
Local (iovernment Board, and I'arliament if

neoeosary. The memorial of the Institute
and the architectural societies in alliance,
in brief, points out: (1) "That when
the official is an engineer or surveyor the
artistic aspect of buildings designed "by him
is apt to be overlooked or misunderstood by
reason of his not having received the artistic
training of an architect

;
(L') that the engineer

or surveyor in planning and arrangin"-
buildings is fettered by the lack of the expert
knowledge possessed by architects." (;!! That
greater expense is incurred by employing
an engineer or surveyor. " Non - oxpor't
planning entails unscientific distribution and
consequent expense in construction, leadin"
to subsequent alterations, which involve
waste of public money, the amount of which
is impossible to be ascertained owing to the
complicated nature of official departments
Tho savmg of an architects foes is un-
doubtedly false economy," ^tc (4) " That the
time of a county or municipal official is so
greatly occupied with administrative work
that it 13 impossible for him, when intrusted

with any building scheme of first-class im-
portance, to devote the reqmsite attention to

the essential considerations of artistic design,
expert planning, and economic building.
Such work is inevitably referred to irre-

sponsible assistants, and aa unsatisfactory
and expensive building is the result." These
points sum up the chief objections to the
employment of officials. The fourth point is,

we think, the most cogent. The practical

everyday work of a borough engineer, and
the administration of the by-laws and regu-
lations preclude him from any continuous or
sustained thought required in the design of

buildings of such importance as municipal
offices, or technical schools and libraries or

baths. Between preparing plans, specifica-

tions, and estimates of important sewerage
or water-supply schemes, electric traction,

and street construction, the attendance on
committees, superintendence of works and
details, passing j>lans for building, a borough
surveyor has very little time left to devote
himself to architectural work, and such a task
is generally left to assistants. As to the
other objections, his lack of artistic training
and expert knowledge of planning and
design, they also are strong. In the plan-
ning of a set of offices, a corporation official

may, it is true, understand the business
routine of such offices and their requirements
better than an architect who has had little

experience of such work. He may know, for
example, the official requirements of the town
clerk, medical officer, accountant, of his own
department, and that of the sanitary inspector
better than an outsider, how the several
offices ought to be grouped together, and
their easy access

; yet such official knowledge
does not necessarily imply the qualities of
good architectural planning. The sketch-
plans, which the corporation surveyor some-
times furnishes competitors, are often useful;
but from our acquaintance with them, they
often exhibit a very crude and by no means
economical regard for the area. A practised
architect would probably give the same
accommodation as regards area in less space,
and so effect a saving in the cost of the
building. We do not say this is invariably
the case, but it is the rule. Expert know-
ledge of plan is one of the main factors in
economy of building, and we admit there are
some municipal officials who possess skill in
planning of a kind. AVe are not quite sure of
the third point—that greater expense is in-
curred in employing an engineer or surveyor.
We know instances where the borough sur-
veyor's design has been less costly, simply
because he has done things which an archi -

tect would not have done—produced a very
plain, bare building internally devoid of
all architectural considerations, and been
satistied iu providing a dull commonplace
exterior without any pretence to architecture,
or even municipal diguity. These things we
kiiow satisfy the average local building com-
mittee appointed by corporations composed
of men who have less desire for art than they
have to please the ratepayers. We could
name several municipal bodies with whom
the chief consideration is simply to provide
for the necessities of the day, and loave to
another generation tho duty of building more
worthily. These men arequite content to spend
a few hundred pounds in patching up or en-
larging their old offices rather than in erecting
a now building. Others, if they cannot postpone
the duty of erecting a now and more commo-
dious structure, which every decent citizen
is demanding, think they are discharging their
task if they erect a set of offices in tho
cheapest possible manner, employing thoir
own depaitmout and officials—a course of
action which seems to have found favour in

some cities of the rnited States. The false

economy of building only for tho present
requirements—leaving to another and future
body tho inevitable task of providing for a
rapidly growing population —has been proved
many times. Postponement in building has

perhaps a good deal to do with the employ-
ment of municipal officials. In the large
industrial towns like Bradford, Leeds, Liver-
pool, Nottingham, Glasgow, and many other
cities, the force of intelligent public opinion
will not tolerate such delays, and their

municipal buildings designed by leading
architects have become monuments and
records of municipal progress.
Let us briefly summarise to the correspond-

ence that has taken place between the Royal
Institute of British Architects and other
professional bodies and leading foreign archi-
tects. Mr. Glenn Brown, the secretary of the
American Institute of Architects, practically
says the same grievance exists in the States

—that of placing important architectural
commissions in the hands of incompetent
salaried officials. The American Institute
have protested in the interests of good archi-
tecture without much success. About a j-ear

ago we noticed a long correspondence which
appeared in the Amerkan Ardiilecl on the
question, and Mr. Brown refers to it. The
most important work is under the supervising
architect of the Treasury Department, who has
charge of all post-offices, custom-houses, court-
houses situated in various parts of the States.
" For years," he says, " This work was
done by a corps of draughtsmen under a
supervising architect, appointed purely for

political reasons, and the work of the office

was most unfortunate, both from an art

and business standpoint. Through the
efforts of the American Institute the Tarsney
Bill was passed by Congress, which allows
the Secretary of Treasury to secure designs
bj' competition." Through the aid of Secre-
tary Lyman Gage, the first buildings were
given to architects, not salaried officials, and
with the sympathy of the present supervising
architect, Mr. James Knox Taylor, about " 75
per cent, of the buildings, varying in prica

from 200,000 to several million dollars, ara
placed in the charge of private architects

with established reputations.' This is due to

the passage of the Tarsney Act ; but the In-
stitute have been unsuccessful in other
directions. The corj)3 of engineers of the
U.S. Army educated at West Point have no
training or sympathy for the art side of

building ; though they are in charge of army
hospitals and other buildings which come
under the Secretary of War, with lamentable
architectural results. Congress has in many
instances awarded buildings in Washington
to architects of repute ; but the superin-
tendence of them is placed in charge of an
army engineer, giving him power to over-
rule the architect in design, plan, or con-
struction. The secretary also complains of

tho appointment as architect to the Capitol,

a three-million dollar building, of a man who
" occupied a clerical position under the
former architect." This is the greatest blow
tho Act has received, and the same architect

is now preparing plans with a corps of

draughtsmen for other costly buildings.
From M. Pascal, IIon.Corr.M., Paris, the
same complaint is hoard. Tho nomination
of persons charged witli the construction of

municipal or departmental buildings being
" loft to the discretion of the mayors
and prefects, is often inlluenced by political

motives or friendly relationships." Certain
remedies are mentioned. "All the designs
are submitted to a departmental commission
called tho ( 'oiuraission lor Civil Buildings,"
where inlhioncos foreign to art and good con-
struction may indeed show themselves, but
are counterbalanced by the luimber of

members constituting tho commission. When
municipal designs necessitate loans they ai-e

all sent to Paris to tho Minister of the In-
terior, who consults " tho General Council
for Civil Buildings " before giving permission
to thoso communes considered as "minor."
Inolficieut designs are sent back for re-

vision, and are returned much improved,
" The o.xii-tenco of a diploma at the Ecole dos
Beaux Arts affords to the communes and
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departments the possibility of making their

choice from amongst men who can produce
a certificate of their studies "

; but this diploma
is purely scholastic. '

' We believe that people

will apply more and more to men provided
with this diploma, and with a view of

facilitating communication with them, we
shall have probably in the course of a yeai'

seven or eight State schools forming branches
of the Paris school, with the same require-

ments and the same privileges." The hon.
corresponding member from Cologne replies

in a similar strain. Ilerr J. Stubben says the

state of things described is customary in all

the larger and middle-sized German towns.
The municipality possesses one or more
officials (architects) who design and carry
out the public buildings. Berlin, Munich,
Dresden, Cologne possess dozens of such
technical officials of high architectural train-

ing, and they are paid by salary. But in

the case of artistic projects like town-halls,
churches, museums, high schools, theatres,

&c., opportunity is given to private archi-

tects to participate. Projects of this kind
are apportioned by lot to the practising local

architects or by competition. Open and
limited competitions are recommended. Herr
Julius Kvej', ^'ienna, admits the complaint
made, and says the indifference of municipal
authorities in handing over architectural

work to unqualified persons has often been
noticed in Austria, and a short time ago gave
the Association of ^Vustrian Engineers and
Architects reason to institute a course of

action which promises certain results. Open
competitions are advocated by the Associa-
tion, and the principles have been sent to all

State and municipal authorities for their

adoption. In Belgium the same state of

things exists as in England. The communal
official architect is nominated in all Belgian
towns for the maintenance of all buildings
belonging to the town, and with the con-
struction of new buildings, such as asylums,
markets, libraries, &a. This official is less

competent for designing new buildings or the
restoration of ancient buildings. Brussels
possesses a staff of officials interested specially

in restoration and the maintenance of build-
ings belonging to the town. When there is

any question of new constructions, the town
intrusts them to private architects living

within the boundary of Brussels, and this

is what is desired in every Belgian town. In
Spain, municipal bodies employ architects

for frontage lines to public thoroughfares, and
when they engage an architect a competition
is announced, and the architect's responsibili-

ties ax'e defined. In some towns they are for-

bidden to undertake private work. In Madrid
there are several architects for the urban ser-

vice of the towu, besides others for sewers
and waterworks, &c., with fixed salaries,

without being: obliged to undertake import-
ant new buildings. When an important
building is to be erected a competition
is instituted. The Ministry' of Public
Instruction and Fine Arts has a number of

architects for the restoration of monuments
and State buildings ; the Ministry of the
Interior, for prisons and charitable institu-

tions ; and other Ministers of Public Wor-
ship have diocesan architects ;—in fact, all

architects in Spain are diplomated by the

Government, after going through official

schools. These official replies show that

municipal bodies in all European capitals

have much the same authority in matters of

architecture, though in some the art is more
encouraged than are in others. The exist-

ence of a diploma or certificate, as in Paris

and of a " Council for Civil Buildings," safe-

guards materially the proficiency of those
engaged, while the liberty of the artist is

not interfered with. The question arises,Why
should officialdom be so prej udicial to art P

Under the regis of municipal authority, in

modern days at least, architecture seems to

have lost its power and influence as an art.

Even the artistic mind under its sway loses

its individual freedom of expression, and
suffers from the trammels of routine and
business. There has always been a blighting

influence in all State and Government de-
partments. We have observed it every-
where, from Whitehall to the South
Kensington schools. The causes are prob-
ably many—amongst them being technical
rules and red-tape routine, and there appear
to be good reasons why municipal architec-

ture should be free from the restraints of

official rules and regulations, which are so

destructive to individual talent and action.

BROMLEY MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS.

THE assessor, Mr. J. S. Gibson, F.R.I.B.A.,
has decided upon the designs submitted

for the proposed Municipal Buildings of

Bromle}', Kent, and has placed them in the

following order:—First, E. Frank Atkinson,
Sackville-street ; second, Messrs. Ashley and
Newman, Graj^'s Inn-square ; thii-d, G.
Harrold Norton : fourth, Messrs. Hall and
Phillips, Great James-street, Bedford-row

;

fifth, Messrs. Lanchester and Rickards, 1,

Yernon-place, Bloomsbury-square. Forty-
three designs have been on view at Widmore
House during the last week, exhibiting

a large amount of skilful planning and
design, though on what system they

have been classified is not clear. Each
set is numbered. Architects within twentj-

miles of the borough were invited to com-
pete, so it was practically an open competi-
tion. Five, those above enumerated, have
been selected, which the assessor thought the

most suitable, and which can be carried out
for the sum named (£20,001)), which is the

extreme limit, including drainage, water
supply, warming and ventilation, sanitary

fittings, electric lighting, etc. Many of the

designs exhibited were necessarily excluded

by this condition. The municipal offices and
court-house are proposed to be built on a site

at the junction of Widmore and Tweedy-
roads ; and certain spaces are reserved for a

towu-hall, a police-station, and a fire station,

surrounding the site, and roads of '20ft. and
2.jft. were to be allowed on the north and
north-west sides of site. Red brick and stone

were suggested as the materials tobe externally

used ; but the competitors were left free as to

choice of style. The upper floors are to

be fire-resisting. The schedule of accommo-
dation, comprised the following :—Council's

requirements on the first floor : a council

chamber jOft. by 30tt., and a corridor or

ante-room, gallery for public, separate stairs

from ground floor, and entrance, committee,

and mayor's rooms, &c.. town clerk's offices

;

on ground floor, entrance-hall and borough
accountant's department and borough engi-

neer's department, with rooms for sanitary

inspector, also education department, all on
the same floor, in addition to the county
buildings, a county court, about 50ft. by
:30ft., ia small court, justices', witnesses', and
other rooms. A note says the council desire,

if possible, to utilise the county buildings for

borough purposes for the sake of economy,
and there are two or three of the designs

which show such a scheme. Before proceed-

ing to describe the designs in detail, we may
say something about the general problem
which engaged the competing architects.

Except with the object of the desire to

separate the county and borough depart-

ments or buildings, there seems no reason

why the council chamber and county court,

which are to be of the same size, should not

be placed over each other. In the nature of

things there could be nothing objectionable.

Two or three of the plans show this arrange-

ment, which certainly makes for economy.
One other point deserves notice. Between
the site and proposed police station a narrow
road of only 20ft. for private vehicular traffic

is provided. The design placed first has its

main entrance to the court in this passage,

which is not to be used by the '

' general
public," according to the reply given on this

question. As the public will have to frequent
this court, it may be asked if those have not
fulfilled the conditions best by placing their

court entrance in the wider road on the
other side !' The reply given is not satisfac-

tory on this point. < 'ne of the main con-
siderations was the choice of a convenient
position for the different departments. The
town hall site on the south side of

Widmore-road necessitated a connection be-
tween it and the municipal block, and left

the competitors no other alternative than to

jilace the latter in an accessible position. The
connection also between the municipal and
county buildings was another point for con-
sideration. If the latter were to be made use
of occasionally, as suggested, the blocks must
be joined either by corridor or otherwise;

then the police-station appeared to determine
in many minds the position of county-court

and its various requu'ements. The next step

was to determine the best scheme of assem-
blage or disposition of the blocks on the site.

The designs sent in show several schemes :

(1) Those with the departmental blocks

arranged round the site on three of its sides,

as in the first and second selected
; (2) plans

having a quadrangular arrangement, with
one or two open courts in the centre, as in

designs placed fourth and fifth, and many
others ; (3) plans in which a main central

axial building is placed on the centre of site,

as in design placed third. (-1) Then there are

schemes that may be classed as irregular, of

which several are to be seen. The condition

of cost excludes many of the submitted

designs, and this condition depends largely

on the area covered by buildings. Those
plans which are plain in outline and ex-

hibit a simple distribution of the blocks are

more likely to come within the limit of cost

than those in which irregularity of grouping
is seen.

The design awarded the first place by Mr.
Gibson disposes the chief departments or

blocks on the north, east, and west sides of

this site, the front or main municipal block

facing Tweedy-road, the county department

on the west side, and the education depart-

ment on the north side of site facing

approach-road. These blocks of building

are set parallel with the boundaries, and

leave a large area in the centre, which lights

the internal corridors on the three sides.

The author shows the means for future

extension on the south side, which will com-
plete the irregular quadrangle. One of the

conditions was that, with a view to economy,

the council wished to utilise the room of the

county building for borough purposes as far

as possible. The author of this design has,

by the continuation of corridors, rendered

this possible. To take the municipal block

first: the plan exhibits a central entrance-

hall, with main staircase, ascending in two
flights from it, with a circular recess in

front of entrance, within which the public

rate ottioe and counter are conveniently

placed, with accountant's private office and

strong room on each side. These offices

form a square projection behind. The rate

-

collector and overseer are conveniently

approached from main corridor, which runs

along the internal side of the municipal

offices block. The borough engineer's de-

partment is on the right-hand side of

entrance, with corridor approach, his draw-

ing-office is at the corner, and appears to

contain the several offices required, with

assistants' and clerks' general room and

public waiting-room with counter, &a.; while

the building inspector's room is on the return

side, and close to the separate entrance. The

sanitary requirements are provided for in the

corresponding wing on the left side ot

entrance. To this department there is a

separate entrance given at end of mam
corridor—very convenient for those coming

to see the sanitary inspector, whose general
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office is at the corner ; close to this entrance
'

on the inner side of corridor, and well

ventilated, is a projecting latrine. The edu-
'

cation department is in the north side block,
|

and contains the necessary rooms, general

and private office, parents" waiting-room, &c.

The rear block devoted to the County re-

qnirenients has a magistrate's entrance from
the side approach road on north side, and a
corridor approach to court, which is at the '

south end of block, JOft. by 30ft. , with public
|

entrance from the passageway on the west
side, and prisoners' entrance, certainly well

away from the other official departments. The
planning of this part seems to need revision :

the prisoners are required to be brought up
to the dock in the court by a separate

entrance, but the position is not clear. One
good feature is the wide corridor lighted from
a small area, called salle d'a/lcn/e, which
forms a hall of waiting or attendance, and
may also be made into a useful crush-room
on occasions when this part of the building
is available for civic functions. On the first

floor the front block is repeated, including
the inner corridor. At the top of staircase is

an ante- room, which forms a useful entrance
to the council-chamber behind, over the rates

and accountant's offices. The town clerk's

offices are over those of the borough engineer,
with a mayor's room next to staircase. On
the left side are an aldermen's robing room
and committee rooms, with separate stairs at

«nd of comdor. The central position of the
council-chamber directly opposite the stair-

case is convenient for public entertainments.
The second floor provides living rooms for

the caretaker, and in the basement are strong-
rooms, heating-chamber, stores, &c. The
council-chamber has a circular ceiling, and
the details are generally good. The eleva-
tion is of a Classic type, and symmetrical,
with 17th-century features, in which brick
and stone are used ; it has a centre pediment,
and a cii'cular columnar porch to enti-ance,

pedimental wings, and high hipped roof, with
lofty clock-tower in the centre. Dormers
are shown on the roof, and there is a touch
English 18th-century character in the details

of fenestration.

The design accorded a second place, by
Messrs. Ashley and Xewman, of Gray's
Inn-square, follows the same general disposal
of the main blocks on three aides of the site.

The municipal building facing Tweedy-road
has a spacious projecting porch, large
entrance hall with staircase behind the main
corridor, which is lighted from the area at

back, and there is a symmetrical and axial
arrangement of this part. The collector's office

and a waiting-room are on e;ich side of en-
trance, with borough engineer's on the right
and accountant's department on the left from
hall. These departments are well arranged,
with side entrance from West -road to

the engineering department and building
inspector'soffice.anda corresponding entrance
to sanitary offices at the other end of cor-
ridor. A messengers' room and a telephone-
room are located on the inner side of public
hall close to main staircase, and a waiting-
room boyonil the staircase between the
flights with lavatories on either side, lighted
and ventilateil by open area behind. The
north block is devoted to the education
department with distinct entrance from >ide
road a convenient position for these oflices.

.\t the further corner is a committee-room
or small court in connection with this de-
partment. The roar block is occupied by
the county re([uirement8, having a magi-
strate's and public entrance, &c., couuty-
<ourt inside the comdor at the end, with
solicitors' and witnesses' waiting-rooms for
both men and women, justices' clerks, and
registrar's rooms, and a public entrance to
gallery. The council-chamber is placed over
the entrance uf municipal block in centre,
with committee-rooms on loft and mayor's
parlour on right hand. There is a gallery
at one end of chamber, which has an

octagonal-shaped lantern or low domical
roof pierced by eight circular windows.
Caretaker's rooms are over the borough
engineer's. The requirements on the whole
are fairly considered and compact. We
do not like the heavy Classic treatment
of front building, with its low depressed
dome over the centre. Future extension is

provided for over the education and county
departments at side and rear.

The third design, by Mr. G. Ilarrold

Norton, of Bedford-row. adopts a different

general grouping. Instead of three blocks
along the sides, as in the flrst and second, the

general plan is J.-shaped, the cross piece the

municipal building in front, with the educa-
tion and county departments forming a
centre block running axially with main
entrance, and dividing the site, with areas on
both sides. The municipal block hag the
main corridor running transversely to axis

on the inner side, with staircase at the centre,

while the main entrance and corridor of the
educational and county building are axial.

Provision for extending the building is shown
on the north side of site. There may be
some advantages in this plan—it may be a
little more economical, and the connection
between the county and magisterial portion

and the municipal block be more direct, but
it is rather wasteful of the area of site which
it cuts up. We notice the accountant's
offices are on the left and the engineer's are

on the right of main entrances, with sanitary

offices and entrance at the south end.
Behind a centre corridor traverses the middle
block, and at the fiu'ther rear end is a
magistrate's entrance, with his court next to

it on the north side, with public and
prisoners' entrance, iS:c. On the first floor

the council-chamber, oOtt. by 30tt.,is placed
centrally over the entrance, and general
waiting-rooms, with mayor s parlour and
town clerk's offices on right, while the com-
mittee, aldermen's, and other rooms are on
the left side. The central corridor of the
middle block on the ground floor would be
dark but for the fact that this building is

not carried up, and so can be top-lighted.

The external treatment is broad and monu-
mental, of 18th-century character.

The design placed fourth, by Messrs. Hall
and Phillips, St. James-street, Bedford-row, is

a compactly-planned scheme, the blocks being
placed square within the boundaries. The
municipal block is in front, with central

entrance and main staircase on one side.

The engineer's department is on the right-

hand side of entrance, and the accountant's
on the left, with separate side entrances for

engineer close to the general office, and for

the sanitary inspector at the corresponding
south end of corridor which runs along the
front block internally. The other three
blocks of buUdings are placed at right angles
in an east and westerly direction, divided by
two open areas. The education department
occupies the centre block near staircase and
main corridor ; the sanitary offices are on the
south side, and the engineer's, building in-

spector, and other offices in the north block,

the county group, with its court in centre,

occupying the rear block. Three entrance?
are provided along the west road or passage-
way—one for the magistrates, onu for wit-
nesses and barristers, and a third near the
north-west corner for tho public. Tho
council-chamber is placed in the centre
block over tho education department—

a

quiet part, lighted by areas approached by
a corridor Oft. wide, and side stairs. Tho
town clerk's offices are on left of municipal
block, with committee-room and mayor's
parlour over entrance. I'uturo extension is

shown over side blocks. The elevation is

simply treated, with ])rojecting centre.

I )c3ign placed five (.Messrs. Lanchester and
itickards, of liloomsbury-squaro) isalso com-
partl\- phinneil, with two centre areas form-
ing a (juadrangular arrangement of blocks,

\ but has little provision for extension. It has a

bold projecting semi-octagonal entrance lead-

ing to a square haU and staircase, with inner
corridor from end to end of municipal block,

with entrance to council chamber, gallery,

borough engineer, and sanitary engineer at

the north end. The borough engineer occu-
pies the right-hand wing of municipal block
and.the return rooms on the north side, and
the accountant the left wing, with education
department on the south return block. These
departments are fairly planned for easy ap-
proach by corridors from main entrance-hall

and side entrances, and the stairs in centre

is lighted by the side areas. The county
block is in the rear, having a large central

court nearly square, with entrance for magis-
trate, witnesses, and public, and a range of

rooms for witnesses along an inner corridor.

The council chamber is on first floor in front,

with committee and mayor's rooms, &c., on
each side. The town clerk's department
occupies the north wing. The blocks are

squarely set out and axially arranged on
site : it occupies little area, and the authors

show a space in front of these offices, which
will add to the appearance.

We have no space to notice the other

designs, which, however, in some cases

exhibit skilful planning and design. One
of the best we noticed is No. T, in which the

author places his council chamber over the

county-court, and thereby economises con-
struction ; it is approached by a spacious

corridor from landing. The central stairs, with
lavatory on each side of central corridor,

would make a good feature. The court on
ground floor is approached from hall through
an ante-chamber, and the public entrance is

direct from the north road at its wide part.

Two open quadrangles light the staircase and
corridors and corridor approach. The munici-
pal offices are also convenient as regards their

entrances. The education department has a
side entrance independent of municipal offices,

and the town clerk's offices are placed over
the engineer's with easy access.

Various schemes may be noticed : quad-
rangles with open areas, set parallel to

boundaries ; others in which the buildings are

put squarely leaving space all round, but
without arei for extension. No. 2G has a clever

but costly elevation with large open entrance,

and blocks with surrounding corridors. No. IG
is a well-prepared set with open court in

centre, and a large central-hall and semi-
circular stairs lighted from court. The blocks

follow the boundary lines of site ; the councU-
chambor is made a permanent central feature.

No. 1!( has two courts in centre, lig'ating

stairs and corridors. The offices appear to

be compactly arranged. No. 18 has the

council chamber above the court on a centre

block with side areas, but the elevation is

exceedingly flat. No. 33 is an elaborate set

of drawings ; we may also mention No?. _'

il), and 41 as exhibiting some points of merit.

KdVAL INSTITrXE OF BRITISH
AKCHITECrS.

THE fourth ordinary meeting for the present

session wag held on Monday evening, the

President, llr. John Belcher, .V.R..\.., ia the

chair.

AutniTEcniu: \su riir. diiluixg .\cts.

Two papers on this subject wera read by
Messrs. Lac v \V. IJiiicn and J. S. Gihsun-. In a

tti'soly penned and often humorous paper, .Mr.

Kidgo vigorously attacked tho vexatious re-

strictions on building owners, and the unnecessary

trouble £;iven to thom and to their architeets or

contractors in iliiral Districts by the code of by-

lawi imposed on the authoritiea by the permanent
ollieials of tho Local Govemmtnt Hoard. Ho
proposed to lay before the meetini; tho broail cu'.-

lines of a schomo lit to bo submitted to the

tnivernment, and embodied with proper con-

sideration and due technical drafting in a Bill for

presentation to I'arliament in tho coming session.

That the oppiession and inconvenience of the ex-
isting by-laws was being constantly more and
more widely felt was particularly shown by the
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formation of the Building By-lawa Reform
Association. As regards Jlr. Justice Grantham's
case, it could be no small degree of annoyance
that could cause a Judge Of the High Court to

come down from the Bench in order to resist this

action of the local authority in his district.

Architects might take up the judicial position in

this matter. Though the trouble these by-laws
gave them was great, the quarrel was not directly

theirs. Their views were the Tiewa of experts.

Dealing with

THE MAIN GROINDS OF 011.7ECTI0NS

to the rural by-laws, Mr. Ridge said that

primarily and chiefly they were an interference

with the liberty of the subject, out of all propor-

tion to the necessities of the case or the good
done by them. Again, the whole scheme was
founded on the fallacy that in every district there

were a large number of fit persons able and
willing to serve on local administrative bodies,

with no axes to grind, with plenty of time on
their hands, and capable iiifn- alia of drawing up
a code of workable building by-laws. Another
objection to the system was its unnecessary

clumsiness. This was illustrated more par-

ticularly by the requirement of the deposit of

drawings, and that no building could be begun
without the previous approval of the local

authority. Things in themselves manifestly of

no importance had to be complied wiih to save

the face of the by-law. This hard-and-fast

ruling and keeping to the strict letter of their

regulations by bodies who could not trust them-
selves to administer with common - sense in

practice put the public at the mercy of the least

intelligent member on the board. It was said

that local bodies should insist on the letter of the

law all round, or there would be all sorts

of jobbery. Perhaps that might be to.

That was just his point. To say that

was a confession that one could not secure in

these rural difetricts, by popular election, men to

be trusted with any discretionary powers, and if

they were not fit to exercise discretion, they were
not fit to have authority at all over the buildings

of their district. The present condition of things
was stopping building in the country, and, above
all, was cutting off the supply of labourers'

cottages. It was now generally recognised that

there was no efficient way out of the diificulty

except by legislation. With respect to this it

was important to realise the proper limits of

legislation. It was not for the law as a fairy

godmother to lay down in such a case as this that

which was desirable or comfortable or even
economical or good building, but only that which
the public safety demands should be enacted and
enforced by oificials appointed for the public and
paid at the public expense.

A SVGGESTEI) NEW MODEL CODE.

Mr. Ridge proceeded to submit a rough draft

of by-lawfl which he considered would suffice for

the general regulation of building so far as the

public interest was concerned in ordinary rural

districte. These proposals dealt with ; (A) Notice

to the local authority of the kind of building in-

tended to be erected ;
(B) "Width of Road ; (C)

The provision of Open Space for purposes of light

and ventilation ; (D) Damp Layer and Course

—

being a shortened form of By-laws 3 and 4 of the

Local Government's Model of 1903. The draught
also contained regulations relating to sanitary

arrangements ;
(E) Lobby to Closets ; (F)

Privy
;

(G) Soil-pipes and Wastes ;
(H) Dis-

posal of Sewage. Speaking of the disposal of

sewage, Mr. Ridge asked : Have we not some-
what recklessly admitted the system of removing
by water- carriage away from our house s matter

which ought to have been returned to the land r

Is not our wrong-doing constantly finding us out

both in the smaller cases which we architects

have to treat, and in the larger problems involved

n the disposal of the sewage of our cities ? One
other subject (I)

I'AUTV-WAI.LS,

not included in the Model Rural By-laws of 1U03,

should, Mr. Ridge considered, most certainly be
added, and be of universal application. The
efficiency of the party-wall on small buildings for

preventing the spread of fire was manifest. The
lioyal Institute had already submitted to the

Local Government Board a carefully-drawn
clause on this subject, but it was neglected in the

New Model in favour, apparently, of provisions

as to the sizes of windows and heights of stories,

which seemed to assume that the proposed build-

ings were to be carried out by lunatics. The
Inetitute did not suggest that part} -walls should

be carried through the roof in small buildings,
while in warehouses it suggested increased height,
as in the London Building Act.

rXIVERSAL AITHCATION OF FROl'OSED CODE.

The bj'-laws proposed, Mr. Ridge considered,
might be made universal in this country without
oppression or inconvenience to the public. The
system required no submission of drawings, no
assent before building was to be given or with-
held by any local authority, and the points were
so little technical that such supervision as was
needed could be given by any man who was fit to

be appointed an inspector at all. When the local

authority furnished sewers for the use of its

district, a new stage was reached. Plans show-
ing the drains needed mutt be submitted, and the
works to be executed agreed to as a condition
precedent to having the use of the sewers. The
author counselled the local authority and their

officers to co-operate with architects in doing the
belt for the buildings under the special circum-
stances of each case, rather than regard their

by-laws as the laws of the Medes and Persians,

however useless and inapplicable they might be.

The administration of by-laws with respect to

the formation of roads and streets in the
spirit of agreement rather than of command
would also do much to remove irritation.

Nothing, however, should be done to diminish
the power of local authorities to deal with
dangerous structures or places unfit for human
habitation. On the other hand, it should be dis-

tinctly understood that these powers might be
extended to deal with new buildings, should
necessity arise. The system proposed, well
administered, would be far more useful to st'^p

bad building than hard-and-fast by-laws. The
local council and their inspectors would soon
discover the cases where .intervention was neces-

sary, and would leave the reputable builder,

contractor, and architect alone. Leaving London
and the large towns out of consideration, the

author considered his scheme sufficient for all

practical purposes. In the most open country
and universally throughout England, space would
be left for the roads, the cottages would not be
huddled together, the laws of common cleanliness

would be observed in sanitary matters, and
material protection from the spread of fire would
be afforded. The system suggested was simple,

elastic, worked at small trouble to the local

council, and with but few officials, and was
applicable even in the smaller towns—in fact,

until the stage was reached at which the com-
munity was justified in employing a really com-
petent professional adviser.

In the second paper read, Mr. Gmsox treated

upon

"architectural DESIGN' AND THE LONDOJI
BUILDING ACT,"

dealing with the subject from an architectural

rather than from a constructional point of view.

He observed that the Building Act of 1894 was
probably to the majority of London architects a

series of regulations with which the artistic spirit

was continually in conflict. The objects to be
attained by a Building Act for such a city as

London were twofold : first, in all matters relating

to the construction of buildings it must contain

such provisions as are necessary for the safety,

health, and bodily well-being of the inhabitants,

and in the arrangement and design of streets

ample facilities for the carrying on of their daily

work ; while, secondly, its regulations should be
such as would encourage the mental growth of

the peoj le by providing an environment likely to

stimulate thought and invention. As regards the

primary object—viz., the safety, health, and
bodily well-being of the inhabitants, generally

speaking this had already been attained by the

London Building Act. As regards the second, the

design and arrangement of streets to afford ample
facililies fcr the carrying on of our daily v o k, he

thought the Act was not only inadequate, but had

not even touched the fringe of the subject. This

was amply proved by the constitution of a Royal
Commission on the Traffic of London Streets. In
the personnel of that Commission it was rather

amusing to find that all architects had been
ignored ; and, as far as he knew, no architect

had appeared before it to express any views on

the laying-out and design of London streets, yet

if Sir Christopher Wren's scheme for laying-out

the new streets of London after the Great Fire

had been carried into effect, it is very probable

there would have been no need for the present

Royal Commission on Traffic, and Sir Christopher

Wren was only an architect and surveyor. Whera
one realises the enormous annual loss to the com-
munity directly occasioned by the

INADEQUATE WIDTHS OF THE MAIN" STREETS

in the central part of London, the lack of broad
and direct lines of street communication east and
west, north and south, on both banks of the river

—when this is manifested day after day by the
congested traffic in practically every main street

within a radius of one mile of St. Paul's group
after group of cabs, motor cars, and 'buses inter-

mixed with slow-moving drays and carts stopped
every quarter of a mile, the dislocation of streams
of traffic occasioned by the loading and discharge

of vans in Fleet-stieet, the Strand, Cheapside,

Bond-street, and such- like thoroughfares, it must
be patent to even the most indifferent that the
time has come when, to put it on the lowest com-
mercial grounds, the whole great question of the

realignment of the main traffic arteries and their

enlargement to the work to be done must be
seriously taken in hand

.

WANTED, A GENERAL SCHEME OF ALIGNMENT.

All new streets and the widening of those

already existing should be part of one great

scheme, conceived on large and generous lines,

so that ultimately we should have a city of noble
streets. As regards the laying-out of new areas

on the outskirts of London, large estates are

being continually cut up by the speculative

builder into vast tracts of mean streets, lined with
meretricious or vulgarly pretentious houses, dis-

posed as he thinks best for himself, and with no
regard to the surroundings, the main lines of

traffic, or the fact that his area is an integraJ

part of the whole town. The time has come when
steps should be taken to compel the owners to lay

out their land in the interests of the community
as well as in the interests of the owner. The
utter failure of Shaftesbury-avenue, either as an
adequate roadway or as an example of archi-

tectural street design, has evidently not been lost

upon the authorities, for we find the London
County Council setting out the Kingsway at

100ft. wide instead of the 60ft. of Shaftesbury-

avenue, and this is a step in the right direction.

The author went on to compare the widths of

important thoroughfares in London with those of

Continental and American cities, and thought
there would be general agreement with him that

any amended Act should authorise the Council to

provide for streets up to 100ft. in width it the

inadequacies of the present were to be obviated

in the future.

HEIGHT OF UUILDING IN REGARD TO WIDTH OF
STREET.

The next point was the relation of the height

of building to the width of street. The author
agreed with a writer in the professional Press

who expressed astonishment that, in considering

section 49, " the Institute Committee had made
no protest against the absurd anomaly by which,

according to the existing Act, a street 6in. less

than 50ft. in width is restricted to buildings the

same height as the width of the street, while a
street 6in. over .50ft. in width may be lined with

buildings 80ft. high." In buildings in the City

of London the dominant factor governing the

height was usually the rights of light of the oppo-

site owners, and this had often determined the

reasonableness of the heigh's of new buildings.

When streets are increased beyond a width of

60ft., the heights, he thought, might be also in-

creased beyond the width of street without d>tri-

ment to its architectural aspect. The author

suggested the following as a schedule of maxi-

mum heights for streets within a radius of one

and a half miles of St. Paul's Cathedral :

—

Ratio of

Width Height of Approximate Approximate
of BuildiDgs to Lowest Highest

Street. Width Buildings. Buildings.
of Street.

Feet. Feet. Feit.

40 to 60 lOfO 40 60

eoto 80 1125 6T 90

HO to 1 laSJ 100 123

For streets outside the H miles radius from St.

Paul's Cathedral and within a 3 miles radiu»

the heights should be equal to the width of the

streets, while outside the 3 miles radius the

heights should be less than the widths of the

streets, with a maximum height of 75 of the width

for streets of 100ft. wide. Another point of

great importance is
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THE PROVISION' OF AIR SPACES

between the houses in the outer zones. The
German regulation which stipulates for the out-

skirts o£ Berliu and other towns that there should

he a space between the houses for aiiralion is a

provision worthy of our serious consideration. A
further point is the provision of air-spaces to

buildings, more particularly on corner sites in

London, where by section 41, sub-section 4, the

height of the building is limited to 30ft. upon
such part of the space at the rear of the building

as the Council may think fit. It would tend to

continuity of street frontage design if the restric-

tions as to heights of buildings on such rear

spaces were abolished, and percentages of areas

of land to be covered substituted, and would
render unnecessary the special application* to the

Council which architects resort to only after they
have tried every other expedient to obtain the

effect they desire.

AREAS OF OPENINGS.

Coming to the minor details of the Act which
bear upon the design of buildings, the author
dealt with the regulation governing the areas of

openings and recesses in external walls. Section

54, he thought, was not properly drawn, even for

a plain wall with openings and recesses in it, and
as a regulation governing the whole subject of

the relative areas of solids and voids in external
walls of varied design and construction it was
wholly inadequate.

THE PROJECTION OF CORNICES

is a matter of very considerable importance in
architectural design ; the arbitrary limitation to
ift. 6in. met with wholesale disapproval. It

should not be necessary, in streets of ample width,
to set back the building-line in order to obtain
an adequate projection of cornice, as had practi-
cally been done under the present Act. Further,
in streets of oOft. width and over, the projection
of cornices, balconies, oriel and bay windows
should have fixed ratios to the width of street,

and their erection permitted without having to

make special application to the Council. Some
provision should also be made for overhanging
eaves and verges, which do not strictly come
under the heading of cornices, as there are great
artistic possibilities in the treatment of wall-
heads, gdbles, and pediments with overhanging
eaves, and these would not interfere with the
amenity of the streets in any greater degree than
cornices of similar projection.

SHOP-IRONTS.

As regards the regulation governing shop-
ironts, it would be a step in the direction of sober
and logical design if it were made impossible to

er<ct huge sheets of glass on ground and first

floors. The public would welcome a return to
more modestly-designed ship-fronts, and trade, he
thought, would not suffer in consequence of the
change. The Institute had made some sugges-
tions dealing with this matter whereby sufficient

piers or other supports of granite, stone, brick,
metal, or other approved mat^irials should be con-
structed from the level of the ground to the mam
wall of the superstructure above, and these piers
should not at any time be covered with mirrors
or otherwise concealed. Mr. Gibson concluded
by referring to three matters which he cluimed to

be of grave public importance.

IIY-LAWS XEEIIKD TO UKAL WITH STEEL
CONSTRUCTION',

First, the lack of any provision in the present
Act for the use of protected stoel construction in
buildings. Considering the advantages to be
obtained by its adoption, the saving in floor

space, the important bearing it had on the areas
of support, the difference its proper use would
make on the proportion of solids and voids in ex-
ternal wall design, it was regrettable that its adop-
tion as a building material was not foreseen
and provided for. Buildings were construction-
ally erected in this material, and then the external
and other walls built around the steel in the same
huge misses of brick and stonework as were
necessary for buildings erected of the latter
materials only. I'ractically the whole advantages
of stoel construction were nullified, and enormous
mass:s of materials and labour absolutely wasted.

THE EXEMPTION OF RAILWAY STUIXTURES

Secondly, he protested against the exemption
of certain buildings of railway, canal, and d ick
compinies from the operation of clauses G and 7

regulating matters of construction and design.
One could only th'nk with indignation of such

atrocious structures as Broad-street, London
Bridge, Ludgate Hill, and Victoria Stations, to

mention a few examples of the ill-doing of these

private companies. It was nothing less than a

public scandal that a great city like London
should be powerless to insist on the instant

removal of such sheds.

DISTRICT SURVEYORS SHOULD
ARCHITECTS.

liE PRACTISING

The third point of public importance was the

great desirability of all district surveyors being
practising architects. Nothing could be more
inimical to the interests of the public, to the

growth of architecture, to the beautifying of our

streets, than to have as interpreters and adminis-

trators of a complex Building Act persons who,
although highly skilled in technical knowledge
and masters of routine, were inexperienced in the

erection of buildings. In the interpretation of

the various regulations dealing with complex
modern buildings it was essential to have men who
were experienced in architectural practice, men
who knew the difficulties that were constantly

arising, who were intimately conversant with the

schemes of architects as judged by their designs.

lie commended to the consideration of all district

surveyors the second section of the Building

Liws of New York—viz. :
" This ordinance is

hereby declared to be remedial, and is to be con-

strued liberally, to secure the beneficial interests

and purposes thereof." The author hoped that

the attention of the City Corporation and the

London County Council would be given to all

the matters raised by the reading of the papers

that evening, and that they would use every
means in their power to further the development
of London on lines that would give them a noble

city.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Reed, secretary to the Building By-Laws
Reform Association, in proposing a vote of thanks
to Messrs. Ridge and Gibson, remarked that they
had dealt with two totally diverse subjects. His
own experience compelled him to differ entirely

from Mr. Ridge's proposal to formulate a general

code of building by-laws. Any building regula-

tions should be settled by experts quite apart from
Parliament, for it was impossible either on the
floor of the House or in Committee to formulate

the simple rules needed for controlling building

construction. In such regulations they ought to

avoid, especially in rural districts, laying down
anything like detailed by-laws ; architects ought
to have a free hand to do the best they could for

their clients, and building owners would surely

try in their own interests to study their tenants
and the public welfare. This might seem a

Utopian suggestion, and at present they had to

deal with the numerous Acts and codes of by-laws
in existence and now being administered. But
the needed relief must come, he was certain, by
way of exemption from existing regulations, and
not by devising fresh codes. There should be no
undue hampering of those who sought to build
either large houses or cottages for the poorer
classes. The burning question of the day was
how they could provide adequate cottage accom-
modation which would let at a sufficiently low
rental and yet make a fair return to tha property
owners. Sound construction and sufficient air-

space should be the only requirements imposed on
cottage builders. His Association had drafted

a short Bill providing first that houses built in

other places than large cities should, subject to a

certain space being provided, bo free from restrict-

ing by-laws : and next, that the Local Govern-
ment Boiird should have powers, where it

considers that existing by-laws are oppressive, to

enforce on the rural or urban council a more suit-

able code. These reforms in the local and central

authorities were urgently needed. If architects

were really anxious to get immediate relief from
the present harassing restrictions they must
unite in promoting a liill which should offer tho

fewest opportunities for opposition and for divcroi-

ties of opinion.

Mr. Riiiin; expla'noi that Mr. Reed had not

(luite followed his proposition. Ha had merely
proposed to enable the Local Government Board

to take away the powers now granted to rural

councils to formulate coles of by-laws, and to

substitute simpler regulations.

Mr. (ii'.oio.i; UriiMUU), F.S..V , in seconding

tho vote of thanks, remarked that the present

London Building Act rendered it utterly im-

possible to construct a teirice of hjuiea in a

crescent, because the requisite area at the rear

could not be provided in th'i case of the houses in

the centre. In a recent proposal of the kind this

point was raised : but the Building Act Com-
mittee of the L C.C. eventually sanctioned a com-
promise by which other land was surrendered.

Another absurdity in the existing Act was that a
crescent was not, and could not be, a "direct"
road between two thoroughfares. He had recently

a preposterous case under an urban district council.

A house standing in its own grounds was set 4 Oft.

back from the road, and a quarter of a mUe from
the next neighbour, which was not within sight.

It was proposed to add a billiard-room on the

front projecting 2ft. 6in. No objection was made
to the plans, and the surveyor inspected the work
in progress ; but when the roof was being put on
complaint was made of the projection beyond the

building line, and the owner was fined £20 under
the Public Health Act. They thought, having
paid this amount, that they might proceed with

the work, but they were threatened with further

action for a continuing penalty, and after further

proceedings, and much anxiety and expense, they

had to pull it down. The restrictions laid down in

section 3 of .the Public Health Act, 1888, were
absolutely absurd, for if the first owner in a new
road chose to build his house at the rear of hia

plot, devoting all the unbuilt-on space to a front

garden, according to the section he set a building

line which must be followed by all his neighbours.

It being nearly 10 o'clock, Mr. William
Woodward moved the adjournment of the

meeting, and appealed to the President to fix an
evening for continuing this important discussion.

Mr. E. T. Hall seconded and Mr. J. Douglass
Mathews supported the motion.

The President replied that the Council would
probably set apart Monday, Jan. 19, for the

adjourned discussion ; but he intimated there was
no occasion to close the present meeting eo

promptly.

Mr. Woodward, continuing, said one of the

great features of Mr. Ridge's valuable paper wa»
its vigorous attack on officialism. Architects

suffered greatly from narrow-minded interference

by officials without any compensating benefit to

the public, and involving great loss of time,

money, and temper alike to architect, building

owner, and contractor. An enormous and quite

unnecessary number of drawings were demanded
from those proposing to build, and the architect

was inundated with papers and red-tape require-

ments ; the sooner these were abolished the better

for everyone concerned. It might be argued that

it could not matter to the architect how many
drawings were required, for he was paid for aU
this work ; but one of the hardest tasks a pro-

fessional man had to perform was to induce

his client to compensate him for the time and
labour expended in the preparation of these extra

and totally unnecessary drawings. The whole
trouble of Mr. Justice Grantham arose from th&
fact that he had to submit his plans to men who
were not sufficiently well-informed to understand

them, and the fact was, not only rural councils,

but corporations and the London County Council

itself, were composed of respectable, but only

partially instructed, men. Half an hour's inter-

view with a well-qualified official, who could

initial and pass drawings, would prevent all

friction between architects and committees, and
there would be no risk to the public welfare. If

the subject were approached from a standpoint of

common-sense all difficulties would disappear.

He thought the by-laws suggested bj Mr. Ridgo
were just what was needed, and that his proposal

that an unbuilt-on area might be provided at the

rear or on either side, so long as tho stipulated

air space was secured, was exactly what was
required. He did not think thit the Local

Government Board was necessary or useful, and

tho true road to reform would be to provide that

each rural district council should formulate

a code of by-laws suitable to the requirement o£

Ihoir locality.

A Member: This method was th3 one tried

somo years ago, and it failed.

Mr. MuiiicE B. .\dams pointed out that a

very large proportion of buildings, especially in

rural districts, wore carried out without any
architect being employed on their design, .\rchi-

tocts should, ho thought, be prepared to submit

to a certain amount of red tape in order to

insure that those who chose to build without

tlio assistance of architects as well as mera

speculators might bo controlled, in the public in-

terests, and sound building bo insured. With
reference to the w'dth of ro^ds, ho was given to

undcrs'and that there was a serious omisbion in

the existing Colo of By-laws, in that a district
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council, whether urban or rural, had no power to

refuse to allow unnecessary width of a road of

greater than the normal width to he made, hut
could only insist on a minimum. In a case

which had come under his notice, where a man
laying out a new road chose, instead of running it

40'ft. wide through his plot, sought to surrender

5ft. of his land with the view of compelling the

adjoining owner to bear halt the cost of making
up the new thoroughfare, and that of needless

width, while the latter's property, instead of being

enhanced in value was deteriorated by the rears

of a neighbour's row of houses, and was caused

to abut on a side road, his property being thus

reduced in residential value.

Mr. J. H. Ball asked it in the adjourned dis-

cussion both papers would be open to debate, or

only oner
The President replied that both papers would

be open to criticism and comment. In putting

the vote of thanks, he said he thought that in

any code of by-laws the regulations should be
simple in character and con6ned to the protec-

tion of the community at large, while the official

carrying out the code should be prepared to take

the responibility of dealing with each and every
' case on its merits.

THE SOCIEXr OP ARCHITECTS.

THE second ordinary meeting for the present
session of the Society of Architects was held

at Staple Inn-Buildings, South, Holborn, on
Thursday evening in last week. Mr. G. Gard
Pye, vice-president, occupied the chair. One
nomination of an associate for hon. membership,
seven nominations for membership, and one for

the class of students were read, and the following

six candidates were elected by ballot as

members:—Frederick Samuel Elgar, 1, Cedars,

Harnham, near Salisbury ; Harry Valentine
. Milnes Emerson, Swanwick, Chestnut-road,

Kingston-on-Thames : David Griffiths, John-
. street, Porthcawl, Bridgend ; Roland Ingleby
Smith, Eastlea, Weston-super-Mare ; and Walter
Norman Twis*, 61, Villa-road, Handsworth,
Birmingham.

THE 0'n'?»BRSHIP OF UUAWINGS : " GIBBON V.

TEASE."

A "smoker" debate was then opened on the

subject of the ownership of drawings, the Chair-

'man announcing (as is mentioned elsewhere) that

the Council had had that evening placed before

them by the solicitor to the defendant in the

recent case of " Gibbon v. Pease " the details of

the matter, and that they had thereupon decided

to make a grant of £50 out of the funds of the

Society towards the costs Of the appeal which was
to be entered from the decision of Mr. Justice

Ridley. An animated discussion took place, in
' which the matter was thoroughly gone into, one
speaker putting forward the view that, while, as

a matter of principle, it was desirable that the

drawings should remain in the custody of the

architect, yet, as a matter of fact, it made very
little difference who had them after the work was
finished, and that he invariably presented them
to his client. Other speakers touched upon the

question of copyright in plans and as to whether
a client having obtained the plans or a copy of

them would be justified in using them for the

erection of similar buildings without the architect's

permission and co-operation. The Chairman, after

summing up the discussion, asked for an expres-

sion of opinion as to the custom of the profession

in such matters, and the meeting decided in

favour of the architect retaining his plans as a

matter of principle. Satisfaction was expressed

at the step which the Council had taken on behalf

of the Society, and the hope that the Court of

Appeal would either reverse the decision of Mr.
Justice Ridley or send the case back to be retried,

so that evidence on the question of custom might
be heard.

PUBLIC HEALTH AND ARCHITECTURE.

THE current issue of Tiihlie Urnlth is almost
exclusively occupied with the important

and valuable inaugural address delivered by Mr.
John J. Sykes, M.D., D.Sc, the medical officer

of health for St. Pancras, as president of the

Incorporated Society of Medical Officers of

Health. The author draws special attention to

those phases of architectural construction and
arrangement in which his fellow officials are
interested, and annotates his observations, based
on long study and wide experience, by a large
collection of drawings, engravings, plans, and

diagrams, most of the latter two classes of illus-

trations having been sketched by the lecturer's

son, Mr. J. Reynolds Sykes. After a rapid

historical survey of the chronological and racial

development of the habitations of man, suggested

by M. Viollet le Due's well-known work. Dr.
Sykes passes on to the present position as regards

buildings and health, dealing firstly with open
space about buildings, or external light and air,

then with internal light and air, the treatment

of the dwelling as a unit, and the consideration

of special classes of dwellings and workplaces,

and concluding with suburban and rural build-

ings.

THE WIDTH or STREETS

is mainly subservient to the exigencies of traffic,

and in different cities and towns at home and
abroad the regulations vary. Since 1857 in

London no new street for foot-traffic only may
be less than 20ft., and tor carriage traffic less

than -lOft. wide; and since 1891, LB. A., sec. 13

(2), an important line of street communication may
bejrequired to be extended to 60f t. in width, except
within two miles of St. Paul's Cathedral. Every
new street must have at least two entrances of

the full width of the street '
' open from the

ground upwards " ; the entrances must be at

both ends, and must open into two different

streets. These requirements are intended to

secure the free passage of the " circumflant air,"

and this expression of Evelyn's justifies the use

of the term " circumflation " of the islands of

buildings as one of the principal objects to be

aimed at in the laying-out of streets from a

health point of view. Although a new street

must have an entrance at each end, and the

entrances must open into two different streets,

yet a coach-and-six is often driven through this

statutory provision by constructing a block of

buildings in the middle third of a rectangular

space, open at one end and closed at the other,

BO that the roadway round the centre rectangular
block commences and ends in the same street

;

the only precaution necessary is not to call this

roadway a street, and to rail it off from the public

street by gates. But more important still is the

relationship of the height of buildings to the
width of streets, so as to allow the free play, not

only of air, but also of daylight and sunlight.

In the southernmost climates the inhabitants en-

deavour to avoid the direct rays of the sun ; in

the more northerly they seek to bask in them
;

but the shadow cast by the sun rapidly lengthens

as we proceed northwards, so that it becomes
utterly impracticable to be guided by it in adjust-

ing the height of hojses to the width of streets,

and there is the additional variation that the

orientation of streets imparts to the incidence of

the sun's rays even in the same degree of lati-

tude. The incidence of sunlight depends upon
the latitude of the place, the orientation of the

street, the hour of the day, and the season of year.

Sir Shirley Murphy, in his annual report of 1898

to the London County Council, published tables

showing the width in feet of streets in the latitude

of London necessary to secure one to six hours of

sunlight upon houses 40ft. high, situated in

streets orientated north and south and at angles

with the meridian increasing by 5' until reaching
90' of orientation—that is, streets orientated east

and west, at the winter solstice (Dec. 21), the

vernal and autumnal equinox, and the summer
solstice (June 21). From these tables I have,

continued Dr. Sykes, calculated the proportion

that the street would have to be widened beyond
the 40ft. height of the houses to secure the amount
of sunlight stated—that is, the figures by which
the 40ft. height would require to be multiplied

to show the necessary width in feet. Streets as

wide as the houses are high will secure six hours

sunshine in streets at all angles to the meridian

at the summer solstice, and four hours' sunshine

in meridianal streets at the equinox ; the increase

in the width to one and halt times the height of

the houses will secure six hours' sunshine in all

streets at the equinox, and three hours in meri-

dianal streets at winter solstice ; if the width of

the street be increased to two and two-third times

the height of the houses an additional hour of

sunlight will be gained in north and south streets

at the winter solstice, but it is not until the

street is widened to three and three-quarter times

the height of the houses that an hour's sunshine

is obtained upon the lower parts of houses in east

and west streets in mid-winter. There is a

general consensus of opinion in most countries

that streets of less width than depth are

insalubrious, and the London Building Act
of 1894 prohibits the raising o£ buildings

in streets luii out since 1852 higher than the

width of the street, and the raising of build-

ings in other streets higher than 80ft. without the

consent of the London County Council. The
Metropolis Local Management Act of 18G2 (sec.

85) limited the height of buildings in new streets

to the width of the street—the 45' angle—in

streets of less width than 50ft. ; but in streets of

greater width there was no limit until it was fixed

at 90ft. by the London County Council. (General

Powers) Act of 1890, an angle of aTjout 62°,

strangely enough coinciding with the :angle of

the sun in its highest point at noon at mid-

summer. This height was again limited to

a maximum of 80ft. by the London Building

Act of 1894, equal to an angle of about 58°, except

by special consent. This was a distinct gain to

the health of London. Stiibben, of Cologne,

in the fourth volume of Weyl's " Handbuch der

Hygiene," has recorded in diagrammatic form
the proportions between width of street and
height of buildings required in twenty-four Con-
tinental cities and the angle of 45' predominates.

While the width and depth of streets regulate the

height of the front face of buildings borderins

upon them, the height of the rear face, must be

separately provided for. At the passing of the

London BuUding Act in 1894, Dr. Longstaff

struggled hard for the adoption of the Liverpool

angle of 45^ at the rear of houses ; that is, a

vertical height equal to the width of the hori-

zontal space opposite, the angle that also governs

most cases of ancient lights. But an angle of

6%}f only was obtained—that is, a vertical height

equal to one-half the width of the horizontal

space opposite. It is true that in the case

of two houses, whose rear boundaries back upon
each other, that the two angles of &Z¥% when
measured from the rear boundary of each of the

the premises, will give a space between the rear

faces of the two buildings equal to the height of

buildings—that is, a total angle of 45°. But
this was discounted at the same time by allowing

the diagonal line to be drawn over the building

from the rear boundary of the premises to a

height of 16ft. above the level of streets laid out

before the Act of 1894. So that the rear of the

great bulk of the houses in London may be built

in solid up to 16ft. from pavement level, provided

this interferes with no ancient lights.

KEFOUM OF LIGHT EASEMENTS.

In February of this year Sir. Fletcher Monlton,

M.r., K.C., introduceda Bill into the House of

Commons entitled the Easement of Light Bill,

but it was dropped at an early stage. This BiU
was drafted upon a report of a Joint Committee

appointed in 1900 by the Councils of the Royal

Institute of British Architects and of the Sur-

veyors' Institution. It prohibits the owner of a

dominant tenement from claiming an extra-

ordinary amount of light necessary for any par-

ticular purpose, trade, or occupation, but confirms

his title to such amount of light passing over

the servient tenement as is reasonably necessary

for the comfortable use and enjoyment of a house

used as a dwelling-house, or for any other pur-

pose. It enables an aggrieved owner by the

service of certain notices and plans, instead of

by physical obstruction, to prevent an adjoining

owner acquiring by prescription a right of light,

and it prevents an owner acquiring a_ right to

light passing over houses on the opposite side of

a street. What is the influence of this prescrip-

tive right of light upon dwellings r Undoubtedly

beneficial, and as the first decision appears to have

been given as far back as 1761, it may have con-

tributed, together with absence of fortifications, to

the growth of London horizontally rather than

vertically, a form of growth that, according to

M. Arnould, largely accounts for the excellent

sanitary condition of London. Its beneficial

effect was vividly seen when, at the recent Con-

gress of the Sanitary Institute at Glasgow, where

the Prescription Act does not run. Dr. Chalmers,

the Medical Officer of Health, demonstrated in a

convincing manner on the actual sites the diffi-

culties he had to contend with in ^reseri ing the

light and air of dwelling-houses in the slums.

Xo ancient lights can be acquired over an ad-

joining site, and if that site is covered by a

building which takes away the light and air

from adjoining dwelling-houses and renders them

unfit for human habitation, so much of those

dwelling-houses must be removed as to provide

open space on their own land of a width equal

to three-fourths the htJight of the houses.

NO FRESCRI^TIVE RIGHTS TO AIR.

We usually associate external light, and air,
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and open space together mentally, but although

there is a prescriptive right to light, there is no
such right to the passage of air as an easement
over another man's land (' Potts v. Smith ")

;

furthermore, that open space which in common
parlance means open space upon the surface of

solid ground also means in London building law
open space upon the surface of a roof. The Act
requires, by sections 40 and 41, that for a

domestic building erected in London after 1894,

in an existing street, and having a basement
habitable for sleeping or living purposes, there

must be provided in the rear for the purpose of

light and air an exclusive open space of not less

than inusq.ft. free from any erection thereon

above the level of the adjoining pavement. If the

building erected be in a new street, then in the

rear there must be provided an exclusive open
space of not less than ISOsq.ft., extending
throughout the entire width of the building and
to a depth of at least 10ft. from the building. (.If

this open space lOOsq.ft, must be left open for a
habitable basement. If the basement be not
constructed to be habitable, the open space at the

rear may be entirely built over up to the level of

the adjoining pavement, and if the ground floor

he not constructed to be habitable the open space
at the rear may be built over to a point 16ft.

above the street level. There is no provision to

leave any open space for the purpose of drainage,
nor is any alternative provision made to cut off

aerial communication between the upper and
lower part of the building ; indeed, by section 74

aerial communication is expressly permitted. By
successive Acts since 1855 the open space required

at the rear of buildings has been successively

shifted from the basement, through the ground-
floor level, to 16ft. above the pavement. New
buildings in large numbers are being erected on
old sites, and enlarged so as to cover the whole
surface by building over existing areas at the
back up to 16ft. above the pavement, any pre-
viously existing air space being blocked out, and
the two or more lower floors being built back to

back. It is easier to criticise destructively than
constructively, but the London Building Act of

1894, whatever its demerits, has one great and
abiding merit—it made the principle of requiring
a fixed angle of light and air statutory.

ZOXirU.iTION .\XD STRATIFICATIOX.

la Ciermany building regulations have been
elaborated for protecting the public health from
injury by the haphazard growth of large cities.

Buildings continuously diminish in closeness as
the distance from the centre increases, in order
to allow breezes to blow from the country into the
centre of a city, and the regulations progressively
limit the height of the buildings and the propor-
tion of the sites that maj' be covered. There is

a system of •' zonification." All over the Conti-
nent the houses in the central parts of cities are
constructed in flats, and the flats on the different
floors are arranged for occupiers of different
status, so that as one proceeds up the house one
goes down in the pecuniary scale, and the differ-

ent classes of the population are more inter-

mingled. There is a system of " ttratification."

London and our other large cities sadly require
"zonification" and "stratification," and espe-
cially the exercise of some provision as to future
extension.

LIGHT AXII AIll FOR INCLOSED LOl UTS.

_
In order to obtain the admission of light and

air into large buildings, especially large blocks of
flats, open areas inclosed on all sides are found
necessary in constructioa, and, in order to prevent
these " courts within buildings " from becoming
wells, and to convert them into shafts, it is pro-
vided by sec. 45 of the fyondon Building Act that
where the depth of the wcU from the top of the
parapet to the ceiling of the ground story exceeds
the length or breadth of the court, adequate pro-
vision for ventilation must be made by means of
a communication between the lower end of the
ciiurt and the outer air. Unfortunately adequate
provision ia not defined as to proportion or
sectional area, neither is it provided that the
communication with the outer air shall remain
permanently open, and there appears nothing to
prevent such communication from being closed
by one or more doors or windows, and being
kept closed for long periods or permanently.
By paraphrasing sec. 45, par. i, of the liuilding
Act, we obtain this result : A habitable room
above the level of the ground story having one
window directly opening into the external air
elsewhere than into a court inclosed on every
bide may be so constructed as to have a second

window opening into a court inclosed on every

side, whatever the wiith, or breadth, or length,
^

or depth of such court, and such window inn;/ be
made to open, and it the total window area do

not equal >;\;th of the floor space of the room n'list

be made to open. Habitable rooms thould not

be permitted to be aired from unheal' hy inclosed

wells, however much they may he so lighted, and
no such windows or lights should be so constructed

as to open. Further, it will be much better for

the health of flit-dwellers if all such wells were
required to have permanent openings at the

bottom as well as the top, for without this pro-

vision one cannot conceive how they can be

otherwise ventilated than through the dwellings

that surround them. Many are undoubtedly so
,

ventilated at the present moatent, and flat-

dwellers are beginning to complain. If there be
"adequate ventilation" (whatever that may
mean or not mean) at the bottom of an inclosed

court, it would appear that the area and dimen-
sions cf the court are governed by the kind of

rooms or places having windows opening into it.

So that if it have windows of habitable rooms
opening only into the two opposite ends of a

rectangular court, then, as the widi h is not defined,

the width may be reduced to a few feet across.

So that it is possible to have an internal court,

80ft. high, 40ft. long, and 10ft. wide, with the

windows of habitable rooms (especially servants'

bedrooms) on the short sides, and the windows
of w.c.'s, bathrooms, sculleries, larders (where

food is kept), &c., opening into the long sides.

And such habitable rooms as have windows
opening elsewhere can also have windows open-

ing into the long s'des of such a court, into

which all the drainage of the building may dis-

charge. However, before 1895 there was no
provision whatever as to central inclosed wells,

and town-dwellers have much to thank the Act
of 1894 for commencing to regulate these " courts

within buildings." Experience is teaching us

that protection in this direction requires to be

amended and supplemented. There is another
form of court within buildings—namely, that optn
on one side. This is provided for in the Act by
requiring that no window of a habitable room,
not having another window opening into the

external air elsewhere, shall open into such a

court below the point at which the distance of

the opposite wall from the window is less than
half the height of the opposite wall from the

level of the cill of the window to the top of

the wall. But then the air conditions of a
court open all down one side are infinitely

better than those of a shaft open only at the

bottom, and better stUl than those of a well closed

at the bottom.

THE QTESTIOM OF VENTILATION'.

This brings me to the consideration of what is

usually termed in our textbooks and in our con-

versation—ventilation. I have already shown
that what is known as right of "light and air

"

resolves itself into right of ancient lights and not

of air, and it can bo further shown that the

behaviour of the atnKisjiherf outside a building,

and of the cMitained nir in an inclosed space,

are quite different, so that in architectural

construction one has to have in mind : cir-

cumflation round a building, perflation through
a building, ventilation within a building, and
disconnection arriilly from the interior of a

building. With these four requirements one
begins to realise more clearly the task to be ac-

complished by architectural construction in main- .

taining the purity of the airof our domestic build-
I

ings. Gircumflation has already been dealt with.
[

In the ordinary type of domestic building, con-

structed to bo occupied as one dwelling, and
having windows on at least two sides or fronts,

on one of which the windows of the staircase also

open, perflation can be obtained horizontally

through each of the floors by means of the rooms,

and when perflation cannot be so obtained the

staircase will provide both vortical and horizontal

perflation ; but in tho house constructed in flats

the separate dwellings have no internal stair-

cases, and arc entirely dependent upon horizontal

perflation from one front to another of each of

th? separate dwellings themselves. The Lindon
Building Act by sec. 69 happily provides that in

buildings constructed or adapted to be occupied

in separate tenements the common staircase must
lie ventilated upon every story above the ground
story by windows or skylights, or be otherwise

adequately ventilated. Windows are a moans of

ventilation, but do not necessarily provide per-

manent ventilation ; it is remarkable what a

large number of persons utilise windowi for the

purpose of admitting light only, and fear the

admiss'on of air. We ought to distinguish in

our Acts between the admission of light and
the admission of air, and the potential admis-
sion or exclusion of air and the permanent and
continuous adniistion of air beyond the power of

exclusion by haters of fresh air living on
comnaou staircasf s. The complainants of draught in
the staircases of flats generally secure the closingof

all the windows. There should be provision for

the perflation of corridors and passages as they
are horizontal in direction, and this particularly

applies when they are internal and have no means
of vertical ventilation, and are entirely dependent
upon horizontal ventilation. They specially re-

quire the mtans cf independent admission of

air. Internal corridors without light and air

are an abomination. If open at one end to a
window the condition is better. Without
proper open areas there can be no proper per-

flation of underground stories of buildings.

It appears to be the fashion at the moment to

construct houses, especially country houses, with
wide low windows, so low that at least a third of

the room above the windows cannot be directly

lighted or ventilated. There is less objection to

this if special provision is made to ventilate this

urper part ; but the diminished penetration of

light does not make for health. There is a further

important practical point in connection with
ventilation that is constantly overlooked : it ia

necessary to recognise the essential difference

between the ventilation of overcrowded and
undercrowded interiors, between the overcrowd-
ing of cubic space and the overcrowding of floor

space, although the aggregate cubic space may be
more than ample.

.SVNKEN OPEN AHE.\S

are provided to basements for the purpose of

admitting light and air, and of excluding damp-
ness and effluvia from the adjoining soil. As-

such areas require to be drained and cleansed,

they are usually made several feet in width, so as

to be accessible. Such open areas are wet areas

in contradistinction to "dry areas," which, being
covered areas and not usually requiring draining

and access for cleansing, are narrowed to a few
inches ; but not so where light and air are

required. Open areas are, unfortunately, often

covered in, and taken in as part of tho house,

especially back areas of dwelling-houses. The
result of this is that even if light and air ba
admitted by skylight, and the structure be not

carried up more than one flo.r, yet the other

objects of the open area are defeated, the retain-

ing wall does not exclude dampness and etHuvia,

the movement of air below the basement flooring

no longer takes place, and the ventilation of the

basement itself is less effectual. The proper

course to pursue when the sunk open area of a
dwelling-house is covered in would be to require

a further area to be made beyond in order to

preserve the sanitary condition of the dwelling-

house. Wet and dampness are excluded by a

watertight roof, sound coping, and guttering

above, and below by an impervious basement
surface, impervious damp-course in or below all

walls, and earth pushed back from outer walls

above the damp-course. Thus briefly put, these

requirements secure dryness. When the lowest

floor surface of a building is above the level of

the surrounding ground surface, the fullest con-

ditions of dryness are secured, not only because

earth is not in contact with tho walls, but also

because the natural play of sun, da\light, and air

upon the outer walls have their fullest scope. In
proportion as the floor of a building is lowered

below the surrounding surface, so these natural

beneficial influences are reduced, and the higher

the contact of the earth agjiinst an outer wall the

greater tho extent of dampness, even to wetness.

The mode of preventing the earth from coming
into contact with outer walls is by the forma-

tion of these so-called " areas." It is most
unfortunate that such an indefinite term having

80 many difleronl meanings should be applied

to a definite piece of work. Tho word "area"
as applied to buildiuga and curtilages means
(Jinf plant snri'ncr ivUhui Ifiiinhliiric^, and without

proper qualifying words is most misleading

when used in architecture. Such qualifying

words as open, partly covered, wholly covered,

closeil, sunk, >Vc., should always be used in

description, and bo shown clearly vr annotatid

on nlans and sections. It is remarkable that the

Sanitary .\ccommoilalion Order for Factories and

Workshops issued on Fob. 4, 190;!. by tho Home
Secretary requires that every sanitary con-

venience shall not communicate with any work-
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room except through the open air, or through an
intervening ventilated space. So that work-

rooms are actually better protected than dwelling-

Tooms, and rooms or places where food is kept or

prepared.

AERIAL DISCONN'EC'TIOX OF WATERCLOSETS.

In accordance with the Building Act, a w.c.

must he constructed against an outer wall. But
if in some houses the w.c. and entrance lobby

were turned round so as to be constructed against

an inner wall, the condition would be very much
improved, as the entrance lobby could be left

open to the air, or permanently and amply venti-

lated in such a manner that the w.c. would be

aerially disconnected from the dwelling, instead

of as at present being directly connected with it

by means of an air-tight lobby. The present

architect of the London County Council, Mr.
W. E. Riley, has adopted this method in some
buildings with good results, but it is doubtful

whether the w.c. can be truly said to be against

an external wall, as required by the bj -laws.

There remains the suggestion that a c'.oaed lobby

or closed corridor into which a w.c. opens may be

ventilated, when the height allows, by boxing in

the upper part of the w.c. and so obtaining

through a conduit the independent access of

extemul air to the lobby or corridor. It is

obvious that this is not very satisfactory, and at

the best can only be regarded as a makeshift.

The probability is that later on the open-air

conduit over the w.c. will be found to be used as

a cupboard or store-shelf, or otherwise effectually

blocked against the admission of air.

THE nOrSE A3 THE I XIT OF LEGISL.ITION.

The essential parts and appurtenances of a

dwelling in the present day, reduced to an abso-

lute minimum, are habitable rooms with proper

means for lighting and ventilation, cooking range,

tap and sink, larder or recess for food, open space

for refuse, and w.c. accommoda'ion. Certain

questions arise here : Should a habitable room be
required to have a fireplace:' Happily, archi-

tects recognise the value of chimney-flues as a

means of outlet ventilation apart from heating,

and few rooms in towns are constructed without

fireplaces. In a room without a flue the amount
of cubic space per head might be increased in our

by-laws as to registered houses, and in any
statutory definition of '

' overcrowding " as a

nuisance, which definition still appears as distant

as the Greek Ivalends. Another important point

is how far a w.c. may be put to other uses. Is it

permissible to place the only draw- tap and sink

of a dwelling in a w.c. ': Should we report

against a draw-tap and laratory basin being
placed in a w.c, such as we see in many of our

friends' houses, and perhaps our own ': Is it

right to place a bath with supply taps in a w.c. 'r

May a copper be placed in a w.c. 'r In other

words, can we recognise the combination of w.c,
and lavatory, and scullery, and bathroom, and
washhouse, remembering that a lavatory basin

may be used as a scullery sink, and a bath used

as a copper, and that any draw-tap may be used
to draw drinking water 'r These are questions

flat we as guardians of the public health are

required to express definite opinions upon. Have
wo formulated any, and if not, why not ': Where
are we drifting in the complications arising from
the compression of dwellings into flats in our
1 irgo towns '•'

THE I'KOVISIO.V 01 DWELLINGS—PL.VT.S.

In constructing the dwellings of a community,
various classes of pers'^ns and requirements have
to be provided for. The important points to

remember are : That two-thirds of the popula-
tion are families with children, and that the
national existence depends upon the up-bringing,
and particularly the parents and homes, of those
children. Turning to the consideration of some
particular classes of buildings and parts of

buildings in which we are more especially

interested, the most pressing and important are

the dwellings in the centre of our large cities.

There is a great contrast between the old houses
and the new, and architectural design and
arrangement is becoming more and more com-
plicated in the construction of flats. There is

no reason why none but perfectly healthy flats

thould not be constructed, but we have not
reached thit stage yet. Flats are being con-
structed to suit all pockets and all classes, and
they are of all sizes. But a large proportion of

the flats erected are designed to suit the incomes
and requirements of the families of the working
classes, and of the middle, commercial, and

DWELLINGS WITH EXTEEXAL LATERAL CORRIDORS.
Plan by Mr. Keith D. YorsG, F.E.I.B.A.

professional classes. The rooms and accessories

of a flat are truly pieces of one apartment, as the

flats are parts of one house. This form of con-
struction therefore warns us to provide (1) for

the through ventilation, horizontally and verti-

cally, or both, of the common staircase; (2) for

the through ventilation or perflation of each flat

;

and (3) for the aerial disconnection of the sanitary

conveniences from the interior of each flat.

Various combinations of domestic and sanitary

conveniences are atlempted structurally, in order

to economise expense in building flats : these

combinations specially apply to the water-closets,

bathroom, lavatory, sculler}', and washhouse.
They become of much greater relative importance
in a flat than in an ordinary house. tJf all the

places that cannot be permanently ventilated

from the open air, a bathroom is the most impos-

sible in cold weather. It may be safely predicted

that any opening into a bathroom will not long

remain open. Placing a wholly-inclosed w.c in

a bathroom will not constitute aerial discon-

nection from a dwelling, unless the bathroom
itself is aerially so disconnected by a ventilated

lobby or corridor. On the other hand, it is

questionable on several general grounds whether
a bath should be placed in a w.c, and on one
ground in particular—namely, that the con-

struction of the w.c. cannot be maintained in

accordance with by-laws it it contains a bath and
the bath be intended for use. -The staircase- well

of an ordinarj' house is a most important factor

in the ventilation of the house and rooms. A
flat is deprived of this important reservoir of air

and of vertical ventilation within the dwelling,

and has to rely entirely upon horizontal ventila-

tion, because the most essential economy in the

construction of flats is to omit all the staircase-

wells but one, which becomes common to all,

and to utilise the spaces so obtained as rooms.

The next stage in the economy of space is to get as

many flats as possible on each floor of the common
staircase. Are there any limits to this, and what
are the limitations r Let us assume that an
architect is instructed to design flats with direct

access from the common stair, without the inter-

vention of balconies or corridois, lateral or

central, and in such a manner that each flat shall

be througfi- ventilated from one front to the front

on the opposite side of the building. This would
limit the design to two flats on each floor, and it

follows that if it is intended to have more than
two flats on each floor, corridors or balconies for

access must be introduced. The same applies to

the number of rooms in a flat ; they must either

be approached through the other rooms, or from
a corridor or lobby, and a lobby is merely a con-

tracted corridor. When an ordinary vertically-

constructed house is extended vertically, the

contained vertical staircase is extended also

;

when a horizontally-constructed house is extended
horizontally, the horizontal corridors are also ex-

tended. The extension of the vertical staircase

situated against an outer wall is more often

beneficial than the reverse, because the light is

augmented, and the friction of moving air is not

perceptibly increased, and the power of move-
ment is often greatly reinforced. Whereas the

extension of a horizontal inclosed and central

corridor tends proportionately to increase the

friction of moving air and diminish the light.

CORRIDOR I'ROVISIOX.

Assuming that an architect is instructed to

practise the greatest economy, and design a build-

ing with a large number of rooms on each floor,

which are not to be approached through each

other, he will have to introduce corridors, and it

will depend upon whether the flats are small or

large, in respect of the number of rooms, where

the corridors will be situated : in the former they

will be outside, in the latter mainly inside

the flat. These corridors inside have ren-

dered Paris an flats notoriously opprobrious.

A corridor may be internal or external to a flat,

or in a building there may be external corridors

to approach the flats and internal corridors for

internal communication within the flits, -\gain,

a corridor may be central or lateral : central when
it runs between two rows of rooms or along an

inner wall, lateral when it runs along an outer

wall. An internal corridor (i.e., internal to a

fl'it), without light and independent ventilation,

into which aU the rooms and domestic and
sanitary offices open, we must regard as being

prejudical to the health of the occupants of a flat.

If the corridor is straight, and terminates against

an outer wall with a window, the conditions are

su;h that both light and air are obtainable ; if

the corridor turns at right angles to gain an outer

wall and a window, air may be obtained, but the

amount of light will be diminished and lo:alised.

The most Sitisfactory condition is for a horizontal

corridor to be so arranged as to be capable of

through-ventilation or perflation, and sufficiently

lighted to distinguish dirtiness from cleanliness.

In small flats, where the corridors are outside

the flats, the conditions may be worse or better,

according to whether the corridors are central

between , the double row of rooms, or are lateral

and against an outer wall of the building. If

they are central, the difficulty of lighting and
ventilating it is such that, if not overcome,

they remain dark culs-de-sac, and, in addition,

they cut off some of the dwellings on one

face of the building from access to the other

face, so that there is no through ventilation of

some of the flats. On the other hand, with

a lateral corridor it ia possible not only to light

and open the corridor to the air, but also to pro-

vide windows in the back walls of the rooms of

a flat, all of which may be on one face of the

building, so as to get direct access to the lighted

and aired corridor for through-ventilation of the

dwelling. The question then arises as to what

amount of economy of space is effected by sub-

stituting lateral corridors for additional staircases.

For instance, what is the proportion of space
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THROUGH VENTILATION FOR BACK - TO - BACK FLATS.

rian Ijv Mr. W. XiSBET Blair, M.I.C.E.

8-ived in a house with four flats on a floor and one

staircase, as compared to two liouaes, each with

a staircase and with two flats on a floor: This is

a problem for architects and social economists :

but unless economy of space can he shown and

some material advantage proved, we should not

prefer the corridor as more conducive to health.

With reference to balconies as a means of access

to flitb, especidlly those of the artisan class, these

were in vogue in the latter half of the last

century, but became discredited for various

reasons. Are we coming back agnin to a balcony

system by means of internal lateral corridors

against an outer wall, so as to form inclosed or

partly-inclosed balconies ': The author shows a

number of plans intended to illustrate the follow-

ing conditions of flats according to arrangement

:

(1) Without lobby or corridor, (i) Wi-h lobby.

(3) With central corridor : («) external to flats,

(/') internal to flats, (c) both external and internal

to flits, (rf) internal to flat and extended to outer

wall. (4) With lateral corridor : [a] external to

flats, (6) internal to flats. (.5) With balcony.

He remarks that he is indebted to Mr. Keith

Young, F.R.I B. A., for three of the plans : one

showing two three-room dwellings approached

from the staircase without lobby or corridor

;

another showing a two- and a three-ioom dwel-

ling approached from the staircase by lobbies ;

and the third (which we reproduce) showing a
" lateral corridor," external to the dwellings, as

an approach to a group of one three -room and

four two-room dwellings on the same floor. The
first is an excellent plan of its class ; the last is a

cheaper plan made in answer to demand, in which

the washhouse, the sinks, and the w.c.'s are used

in common. It is a very serious question to ask

:

Are medical officers of health to place their

uiipriiHfitiir upon the cheapest of cheap dwellings

in our large cities simply because they are cheap':

Strict economy we should aim at ; but unless we
are inclined to be over-persuaded to part with our

reputations, and to reap a rich hirvest of physical

deterioration and sickness in the future, we are in

duty bound to formulate the limits beyond which
cheapness will endanger that future. To return

from the general to the particular and to the

special aspect, it cannot be too often repeated

that on account of the absence of an internal

staircase there is no reservoir of air and no vertical

ventilation in a flat, but only horizontal : it is,

therefore, supremely important to obtain through-
ventilation. The arrangement of rooms in a

small flat may provide horizontal ventilation in

three degrees : (1) Perfect through -ventilation;

(2) Diagonal ventilation; and (a) Neither, and
in the last arrangement the flats are con-

stracted practically back to back. One of the

plans showed the three degrees of ventilation in one
building, and the next plan clearly illustrated the

great objection to the construction ot a central

longitudinal wall bo that the rooms of a fl it all

face on one front of a building. If back-to-back
dwelling-houses, the rooms of which are con-

structed vertically above each other, are uni-

versally condemned as unhealthy, how much
more are back-to-back dwellings constructed

horizontally in flats, to be condemned as un-
wholesome r If a pair of back-to-bick flats,

with windows only on the fronts and a solid

wall between the pair, can obtain windows

into the open air at one end, and windows

into an open staircase or corr'dor at the

other, the conditions are improved, as seen in

the accompanying plan. Without expressing any

opinion as to the rest of the arrangement of the

design, the author is indebted to Mr. W. Nisbet

Blair, :M.I.C.E., the borough engineer and sur-

veyor of St. Pancras, for this suggestion for

obtaining more or lees through-ventilation of

small back-to-bock flats under certain conditions.

But the back-to-back condition, or absence of

perflation, may be produced also by reason of the

rooms of a flat being situated all on one front ot

a building, and without any windows of any kind

ODening from these rooms on to the other front.

This condition is produced when the through-

ventilated flats on a floor are separated from each

other, so as to leave a space between them for the

insertion of other flats, these other flats necessarily

having all their rooms on the same front.

ASSESSMENTS OF DWELLINGS IN FLATS.

It is one of the duties of a medical officer of

health to certify as to certain houses used for the

purpose of providing separate dwellings when

they are so constructed as to afford suitable

accommodation for each of the families or

persons inhabiting them, and that due pro-

\ision is made for their sanitary requirements,

and when the owners desire the dwellings

to be assessed separately for the purpose of

remission or abatement of inhabited house duty.

The requirements in the certificate the author has

been in the habit of giving are as follows :
—

(1) That the buildings are in conformity with the

Building Acts and By-laws, especially as to damp-
courses, dry areas, concrete basements, &c.

(2) That the water supply is in conformity with

the by-Uws and regulations. (3) That the drain-

age is in accordance with the by-laws and regu-

lations. (4) That the common staircase is per-

manently ventilated at each floor level or by
through-ventilation, so as to break the common
air connection. (5) That each dwelling is so

arranged as to be through-ventilated from one

front to another. (6) That each of the habitable

rooms is at least 8ft. 6in. in height and aflaq.ft.

in area, and has a fireplace and chimney flue.

(7) That there is at least one draw-tap and sink,

with a constant supply of water thereto, for every

twelve occupants or less on each floor. (S) That

there is at least one watercloset, properly

and efficiently supplied with water, for every

twelve occupants or less on each floor, discon-

nected a( rially from any dwelling in the interior

of the building. (9) That on each floor a suffi-

cient space or op^n lobby is provided accessible to

and for the use of the families on each floor, for

the deposit of refuse, Arc. (10) Thit accommoda-

tion for clothes-washing is provided suflicient for

each family to occupy the washhouso and appli-

ances one day in each week. These are the

mi.ii-num requirements for the lowest standard

admissible ; any provisions mido in advance of

these aro covered by those minima. It would

appear that the certificate applies not only to the

building generally, but also to each separate

dwelling within the building, approaching to the

position of miking the dwelling the unit of

sanitiry legislation and administration ; a very

desirable position to attain to, and fur which there

exists a precedent in the case of underground

dwellings. Here attention must be called to the

false position in which a medical officer of health

is placed. He is required to certify to a building

and dwellings after they have been erected and
completed, and the plans of which he has never

seen. A more typical case of putting the cart

bef<5re the horse cannot be conceived.

DWELLINGS IN SVIi-LET TENEMENT HOUSES.

The fault of the by-laws regulating these houses

is that they fail to control the constructive ar-

rangement and fitting of the dwellings they

contain, and much of the difficulty in dealing

with them lice in this fact. A thorough amend-

ment of both the law and the by-laws in regard

to these dwellings is required on the basis of the

dwelling, and not the house, as the sanitary unit.

Until such is the case, the housing of the poor

will remain something less than unsatisfactory.

The essential requirement should be that houses

not constructed to be let in flats, when so let

should be properly altered and adapted for the

purpose. In conclusion, Dr. Sykes refers to the

difficulties that must lie around the framing of

by-laws for rural and semi-urban districts, point-

ing out that the amount of regulation that

buildings and dwellings require increases with

their proximity to each other, directly with the

densitv of the buildings upon the square space,

and with the density of the dwellings within the

cubic space. It diminishes with the diminiohing

density of dwellings in their houses, and of

houses upon the land, until a point is reached at

which, as in the open country of the Colonies and

America, theie is no regulation at all.

STREET ARCHITECTURE.*

ONE principle which ought to govern street

architecture is that consideration should

be had for neighbouring buildings ;
because

street architecture is social architecture, and it

ought to conform to those rules of convention by

which men in society are governed. Buildings

in a town street cannot indulge in the freedom

that ia permissible to a house in the country any

more than the owner can live in town with the

same easy disregard of appearances that he enjoys

when he is away. Architecture may be guilty of

social offences quite as much as the architect.

^'iolent interruptions, startling contrasts of

demeanour, disregard of the conventions of

society, efforts to shout down and overpower his

company, which would put a man outside the

pale in the civilised world, find a very close

analogy in the pretentious buildings that one

often finds thrust into the streets and squares

of London without the least regard for the

style of the work they interrupt, or the scalf

of the buildings they overshadow. Can any-

one gaze without irritition at the north side of

Cavendish-square, where the fine symmetrically

placed houses in the severe Classic of 1770 are

crushed by an enormous pile of nondescript

architecture on one side of them, or look with

satisfaction at the strange-sky-scraping structure

that mars the wholesome brick arcuitecture of

Hanover-square ; or view without dismay the

appalling intrusions that are breaking up and

destroying the design of Regent-street, the one

fine and consistent piece of street architecture in

London 'r Nowhere, perhaps, is this architecture

of self-assertion and disrespect for what is

entitled to deference more offensive than at our

ancient Universities. The streets both ot < >xford

and t'ambridge are being invaded by gaudy,

vulgar architecture, as if to outshine the Colleges,

reaching its climax in a smart bank of dubious

architecture and unspeakable splendour at Carfax,

where the four main streets ot • >xtord meet. The

first principle, theriforo, that 1 would lay down

for town architecture is that there should be a

consistency, a regard for the surroundings, an

absence of vulgar rivalry in display ; that

ordinary houses should subordinate themselves to

buildings which, from their public uses

or their architectural importance, may fairly

claim precedence; that, in fact, there should

bo a "comity" of conduct in architecture

as well as in society ; any violation of which

should bo condemned by public opinion as in

bad taste, inartistic, and intolerable. Another

consideration that arises out of this, especially

when there is a question ot cutting through old

towns and forming new thoroughfares, is that

• By Mr. T. O. Jac^kion, R A. A piper read before

the Society of Arts on Tactdjy eveninif.
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when the alterations approach or touch heautiful

buildings, whether old or new, they should he
designed so as fit them, and bring out their

beauties and enhance their architectural effect.

This is a principle that has been much more
attended to abroad than with us. With u^,

hitherto, this principle seems rarely it ever to

have been thought of, new streets and roads
having been planned solely for convenience, easy
gradients, and economy, with \'ery little thought
of artistic effect. What splendid opportunities

have been missed, for instance, when the altera-

tions were made at Hyde Park Corner, which
have destroyed the little there was of orderly

arrangement, when Decimus Burton's arch and
screen stood in some sort of relation to one
another. Xow we have a shapeless expanse, a

wilderness of irregular roads, dangerous to

cross, in the midst of which float three island-

refuges of various shapes, with a statue that

seems to have lost its way. A still worse failure

is that at the site of the old circus where
Regent-street Joins Piccadilly. This has destroyed

Nash's fine plan, and given us an amorphous
space, with the relics of the old circus on one
side, and nothing definite elsewhere, a mere
accidental clearing in the middle of houses, where
Mr. Gilbert's fountain is lost in space without
any relation to its situation. The fault, however,
does not always lie with those who lay out

thoroughfares in London. Considerations of

economy have to receive attention, and they
very often come in to mar the fairest schemes.
When, however, unusual opportunities occur

of making a beautiful street, as for instance

in the alterations of the Strand now in

progress, it would be unworthy of a great capital

to treat the matter mainly from the commercial
point of view. The present chance of making a

fine thing will not occur again, and a mistake
made now from a too parsimonious motive will

lay up a bitter regret for a wasted opportunity.

This, however, is what we are threatened with
in the case of the Strand between Wellington-
street and the Law Courts, or rather east of St.

Mary's, running from it to St. Clement's, about
which there has been a great deal of discussion,

and will probably be more. The first line laid

down by the London County Council seems to

have been suggested with the intention of giving
a sufficient and convenient roadway at the least

possible cost. As long as it had a minimum
width of 100ft., that was enough from a utilitarian

point of view. This, however, violated our
. second principle, that alterations which approach
or touch beautiful buildings should be designed
so as to fit them, and to bring out and enhance
their architectural efiect, instead of obscuring
it. The first idea of the County Council
was to demolish St. Mary's Church entirely,

but in deference to memorials it was spared.

But it is not enough merely to leave these build-

ings standing. Our principle requires that the

new frontage lines should be disposed so as to fit

, the lines of the churches. The difficulties were
no doubt considerable ; the two churches lie at

different angles, accommodated to the old direc-

tion of the street, and they were both designed

to be viewed endways and not sideways. To the
artist's eye it was obvious that these difficulties

were not met, had, perhaps, not even been
bserved by those who drew the proposed front-

age line. To widen the street, as proposed, on
> its north side, required (o great a sacrifice of

building land as to be beyond the range of

practical politics, and a more economical plan has
triumphed. The plan adopted will have an
accidental haphazard character, with none of the

dignity given by regularity, and it is one in

1 which the very elements of true architectural

. treatment are not so much neglected as deliber-

ately rejected. It is a pity when modern im-
provements are so contrived as to obliterate

ancient lines of communication which have,
perhaps, become hiatoiical. For instance, till

; MandeviUe-place was cut through, not so many
years ago, High-street, Marylebone, ended
abruptly near Manchester- square, where Maryle-
bone-lane falls into it. It was at first nothing
but the Uigh-street of an outlying village, in

. Hogarth's time still so remote and semi-rural
that he makes it the scene o! the Hake's
clandestine marriage. It was approached from
London by the narrow, tortuous Marylebone-Iane,
and then wound bet ween green fields and hedge-
rows as it now does between houses. Portland-
place owes its unusual and stately width not to

any grandiose idea on the part of the builder,

but to the condition laid upon him not to build

in front of Foley House, which stood across the

southern end. The same reason probably causes

that twist in Langham-place round the hotel.

These are a few random instances of local history

sufficient to awaken interest when one comes
across them, and to be worth preserving when
there is no serious reason for wiping them out.

But the argument carries much greater weight
when one comes to the consideration of the more
important historical features of a town, such as

the streets of London, which still define imper-
fectly the old Roman boundaries. Another prin-

ciple then to be observed in altering or improving
an old town should be that the general lines of the

main streets ought to be respected whenever it is

possible, and the general formation of the plan
as little altered as is consistent with public con-
venience. It will be a pity if such improvements
as the enormous traffic of the day demands are

carried out without due regard to historical

associations on one hand, and on the other to the

preservation of interesting or beautiful buildings

that lie dangerously near the line of alteration.

Streets are not, or should not be, mere mechanical
contrivances for getting to our destination as

speedily as possible. 'The}- should be beautiful

and interesting, and so disposed as to show off

their buildings to advantage, and to preserve

faithfully their historical traditions. One very
awkward result, moreover, would be avoided if the

lines of old thoroughfares were taken in laying out
new ones. Everybody must have noticed the sharp
triangles to which corner houses come inmostof the

new streets that have been driven through
crowded districts of London. They are caused

by the fact that the general trend of the old

streets lay obliquely to the line chosen for the

new ones. But bad as these sharp-ended sites

are for architectural effect, and inconvenient as

they must be for internal plan they are not so

bad as the rounded ends and corners which
have been the fashion in new streets. Rounded
angles are seldom agreeable in architecture, and
are best avoided. They deprive one of the firm

outline and positive drawing which the eye
demands in builder's work, and substitute for it

a weak iudefiniteness which is destructive of true

form, and confuses the elements of proportion.

Whether in large or small buildings this round-
ing of the mass is equilly injurious. These
rounded angles are a matter of paper architecture

;

they look well in a drawing, and have a show of

convenience which is not based on practical

experience. If it is ever absolutely necessary

to take off an angle for the sake of foot

passengers, let the corner be canted off with a flat

front, which will give two bounding lines at the

angles. In the original plan for the new " Kings-
way" all the corners were shown to be rounded
off to such an extent that some parts of the street

would have resembled a row of huge band-boxes
rather than a street with parallel sides. We may
thank the architect to the Council, Mr. Riley,

for having persuaded them to modify these

extravagant curves, and substitute canted angles

of more reasonable dimensions. In the Strand,

the proper scale is given by the two churches and
Somerset House. Here is a scale to which on
artistic grounds the new buildings must conform
if they are not to spoil the picture. Unfortunately,

this is not likely to be a consideration with either

the London County Council or the lessees and
purchasers of the new sites, if one may judge by
the beginning that has been made. The new
Gaiety Theatre is far enough from St. Mary's
to do it no particular harm ; but an enormous
building has been run up to a still greater height

next to it, which overtDps both theatre and chur:;h.

If this is to give the scale of the other houses that

are to follow on eastwards, the churches will be
reduced by comparison to the size of toys ; their

architectural importance will be ruined, and the

street view will suffer. Let the houses in

Aldwych and Kingsway adopt a scale of their

own ; but let the Strand front be restricted to

the scale given already by the fine buildings

which will remain the greatest ornament of the

street, if it is judiciously laid out. We do not

want an " imposing effect " on the north side of

the Strand. Let the imposing effects be reserved

for Aldwych and Kingsway, where they can have

the field all to themselves and inj are no one. It

seems that those who build along the new frontages

will be allowed to do much as they please in the

matter of height and style. The only condition

is that they shall submit their designs to the

London County Council, who, it is supposed, will

form a committee of taste to pass or reject what
is shown them. This suggests another question

as to the best way of laying out street archi-

tecture on a general scheme. Should it be treated

as one whole?—a single design to which every

builder of a part must conform, or is the building

line to be the only rule to which everyone must
work, all else, style, scale, and architectural treat-

ment being left to the individual taste of the

several builders ''. Is the architecture of the street

to individual or collective, accidental or regular '

There is much no doubt to be said for either alter-

native ; but the new Strand cannot wait for time and
weather to ripen the effect ; the buOdings along

the new frontage have begun to rise, and will

continue to spring up with magic rapidity. The
north side of the street will soon be lined with

buildings of some kind or other, and the question

is whether they should be drilled into regularity

as was done in the case of Regent's-street and
the terraces on Crown land facing the Mall, and
those in Regent's Park, or else be left to the

inditidual taste of the owners, subject only to

their satisfying the taste of the County Council.

The litter is the plan proposed at present. I

confess to regarding the unrestrained or practi-

cally unrestrained genius of the commercial

architecture of to-day with misgiving. The result

will probably be a competition in which every

house will try to outshine its neighbours by
cramming on more ornament, overpowering it in

splendour, and overtopping it in height. Better

far than this the monotony of tiower-street, or

the unloveliness of Wimpole-street ; but the days

for sober building of that kind, it is to be feared,

are gone for ever. Xothing has done more to

help the principle of self-advertisement into

practice than the introduction of terracotta as

a building material. After the first cost of

the model it is as cheap to cast orna-

mental work as plain, and as the ornamental

work makes more show for the same money,
there is no end to its abuse. The crucial

difficulty of street architecture is the shop

window. In this age of display it is thought

necessary to abolish the front wall of the ground

floor, and substitute huge sheets of plate-glass

behind which the wares can be exhibited in

lavish profusion. There are a few exceptions,

but very few. Accepting, then, the great plate-

glass ground floor as inevitable, how are we to

treat it architecturally so as to make it tole-

rable, or, if possible, more than tolerable

—

actually an element of beauty in the fac,'ade.

This, then, is the problem. The ground story

must have no front and no partitions and no
supports except against the party- wall on either

side ; but the upper stories must be inclosed for

habitation and be divided by partitions into

rooms. The whole mass of this upper part,

sometimes of enormous height, has to rest on an
iron girder at the ceiling level of the ground
story, a girder which has no supports but an iron

stanchion at each end. How are we to treat this

on the orthodox principle that architecture should

be the expression of the construction, when
the real construction of such a building has

so little with which to appeal to the eye'r

To bring this construction within the domain of

art it is only necessary that it should be visible.

There seems no reason why the stanchions and
breastnimmcrs should not be shown and treated

architecturally. But so far from this being doiie

now, the practice is to hide them carefully, as if

there were something disgraceful in their exist-

ence. The same inconsistency prevaOs in the

upper stories. The solid lower story is done

away with to suit a nos'el requirement. But the

builder puts above it just the same upper stories

that would have been there if the lower part had

been built in the old way. So radical a change

in the supports ought to affect the character of

the whole elevation. Till we recognise this and

make up our minds that if we accept the new
mode of construction by iron we must break

definitely with the traditions of brick and

stone, there will be no hope for us. The best

solution I can suggest is that as the lower

story must be of iron construction the upper

stories should be so to3, so far as is con-

sistent with their purpose. To manage this

we must start with a full recognition
_
of the

difference between the properties of iron or

steel and those of stone or brick. The strength

of masonry or brickwork, setting aside the

cohesion of mortar, which should be regarded

rather as an accessory, consists in its weight and

its resistance to downward crushing^ loads. It

has no tensile strength and no elasticity, or very

little, and the only lateral tie it has to depend on

is that of the bonding or interlacing of the stones
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or bricks that compose it. Contrast this with the

methods of carpentry. Timber construction has

all the properties that are wanting in masonry or

brickwork. It has tensile strength and elasticity,

and it can be framed so as to tie the fabric

securely together. Good carpentry hangs to-

gether by its joints and framing, and will submit

to considerable distortion before it gives way. In
these half-timbered houses we may find a sugges-

tion of what might be done in the way of con-

struction with iron and steel. Iron construction,

after all, is very like carpentry. It is a

trabeated style. It has the tensile strength,

the rigidity, and the elasticity of timber, but
in a superior degree, and it hangs together

by its joints, cleats, and bolts, much as car-

pentry does by its tenons and mortises.

AVhether this iron construction will prove
durable or not is another question. The life of a

girder depends a good deal on the thin skin of

paint that protects it. What wiU happen in the
inside of box-girders that can never be painted
remains to be seen. What will happen in case of

a great fire is also a grave question. But after

all, these buildings are not intended for immor-
tality ; if they last for a generation it may be
enough. The changes in London are so incessant

and of late so sweeping that he would be a bold
man who would prophesy a long life to any
building in it, whether old or new. Bat though
street architecture may be evanescent, the streets

themselves—at least the more important of them
—will probibly continue to run on their present

lines more or less, and if, as now happens, any
great innovation has to take place, it is important
that the new lines should be properly laid down.
When one considers the enormous cost of altering

the Strand, it is not likely that it will ever be
altered agiin for centuries, and I would once
more express a hope that the success of the new
plan may not be imperilled by any misplaced
economy. »-^ .

NEW STREETS.*

MR. A. TAYLOR ALLEX, M.Soc. of Engi-
neers, in his little book on " New Streets :

Laying Oat and Making Up," has rendered a
service to all surveyors engaged in carrying out
the provisions of the Public Health Act, 1875,
section 150, and the Private Street Works Act,
1892, relating to the construction of " new
streets." The book is divided into three parts.

Part I. deals yith the laying out and general
construction of new streets, with an appendix
containiDg by-laws regarding the levels, width,
and construction of new streets. The mistake of

making as many roads as possible in planning a
building estate is pointed out as though it may add
to the number of plots, it increases cost of road-
making. It is a common, but pernicious, error

which destroys the value of the house by reducing
the depth of plots. Acute angles are to be avoided.

One means of making an estate attractive is to

leave old trees or plant new trees to break the
monotony of long frontages. Useful remarks are

given about widths, which are usually from .'iOft.

to 50ft. Some Acts demand linft., and the

minimum width for a new street for carriage

traffic is given as .36ft. The author thinks that
where traffic is considerable wide carriageways
should have centre channels instead of side oms,
so as to obviate the tendency of vehicles to slide

down towards the kerb, and a gradient of 1 in 10

is suggested. This plan would save one channel
and cost of maintename, and the slush which
now bespatters pedestrians and shop-windows
would be swept to the centre, and bo more con-
venient for removal. The centre channel would
also divide the "up and down" traflic; but the
model by-laws prevent the adoptioa of this

plan. Little is said about materials for road-
making ; but the "Notes and Dita" are
useful. The author says on "cement con-
crete for 'in situ' paving," that one ton of

Portland cement mi.\ed in the proportion of

(1 to 1 will cover an area of 12 superficial yards
Gin. thick. The mode of valuing a cube yard of

concrete is also analysed. Notes on brickwork,
on manholes, granite setts, rainfall, aro also

given. Provision should be made for removing
rainfall per hour from roofs •5in. depth, from
paved surfaces "10 depth, from gravelled surfaces
•05 in depth. The plans to be deposited for new
streets by owners for approval are to become the

• New Streets : Laying Out and Muking I'p. By A.
Tavlor Ali.kn, M.Boo.E., Mem.At!ioi;.Miuin|{ and
Connty Engineers, &c. London : The Haniury Publish-
ing Co., Ltd., Fetter-lone, E.G.

property of local authority ; but the applicant can

claim a duplicate copy if supplied by him for that

purpose, endorsed with the decision of the council.

The author gives a " form " which the authority

should provide for filing with the plans, after

being filled up by applicant, referring to length

of proposed street, width, gradient, &c., con-

struction, kerbing, materials of sewer, size of

same, surface water and foul water, depth, mode
of jointing, ventilating, &c. The mode of pro-

cedure for giving notice and plan of new street,

\-c., and the by-laws under section 151 of the

Act are given under special heads. Part II. on

"Dedication of Highways" is an important

section. Section 150 of the Public Health Act

gives power to the urban authority to require the

owners or occupiers of premises fronting, &c., the

street to sewer level, pave and make good, ic.

The Private Streets Act (1892) is an adoptive

Act passed to remove the difficulties connected

with the making up of private streets under the

Acts. Under the later Act the objections of

owners and frontagers can be taken before the

expense is incurred. Objections may be made on

several grounds, which are enumerated. Thus,

an owner may object that the street is not within

the Act, that it is a highway, that the proposed

work is unreasonable or the expense excessive ; that

certain premises should be excluded from or in-

cluded in the provisional proportionment ; that the

latter is incorrect, &c. The requirements as to plans

and sections, estimates, provisional apportion-

ment under the Private Streets Act, 1892, final

apportionment, sewering, kerbing and channel-

ling, paving, lighting, Arc, are discussed in

detail. One important point as to the apportion-

ment of expense is referred to. Under the Act of

1875 the principle adopted is based on frontage

only ; but the 1892 Act we have mentioned

"gives the authority power to decide whether the

apportionment is to be made according to front-

age only, or to tike into account the degree of

benefit derived by any premises, and the amount
of work already done by any of the owners." So
the local authority may agree that the apportion-

ment shall be according to frontage or otherwise.

Owners of flank frontages ought certainly in fair-

ness not to be charged the same as those in the

frontage, though we believe the rule is to make
them pay at the same rate. The specimen

notices under Public Health Act, Sect. 150, and
copy of specification issued to persons wishing to

lay out new streets, to be taken by local authority

on completion, are very useful. The text of the

Private Streets Works Act, 1892, is given.

Part III. is a practical illustration of the work,

and comprises a complete set of plans, specifica-

tions, estimates, and apportionments with speci-

men forms of notices. Mr. Taylor Allen's little

book will be found to give instructions on all the

matters and details of laying out new streets

under the Acts. It is a practical and not a

legal textbook intended for the surveyor and the

student and estate owner, and the concise way it

has been treated will make it the more acceptable

to the profession.

THE OWNERSHIP OF DRAWINGS—
"GIBBONS v. PEASE."

ACTIOV IIV XnE SOCIETY OF ARCHITKCTS.

THE Council of the Society of Architects has

passed the following resolution, and has

further resolved to guarantee a sum not exceeding

£50 from the funds of the Society towards the

legal expenses of the defendant Mr. Pease, in his

endeavour to obtain a reversion of the verdict or a

new trial, in the Court of Appeal. The Council

has also intimated tint if further financial

asBJstanoe is required for the purpose, the Society

will bo prepared to consider making a further

grant. Resolved:

—

That where the retainer of an architect and his

employment is to superintend work, and the preparation

of planH is merely ancillary to the supervision of the

work, or where the archit^t is instructed in the Hrst

inntance to prepare plans and afterwards to superintend

the carryinj^ out of the works thereunder, the architect

keeps the plans, not only by custom, but because on
completion of the work the building owner has all he
barifains for.

Where the employment of the architect is confloed to

the preparation of plans without reference to the carrying

out of any work, then the employer, by special contract,

keepn thf plans, h>it there is no recoKoised custom as Ui

the employment of an architect for this latter purpose,

and therefore, in every ca.se where the employer keeps

the plans, he keeps them in pursuance of a special

contract. »-^ ^

Mr. J. II Fooki Bale has been appointed

electrical engineer to the Battersea Borough Council

at a commencing salary of £400.

OBITUARY.
We regret to announce that Mr. Jonx Thomas

WiMPERis, r,R.I,B,A., late of 25, Sackville-

street, Piccadilly, died on Wednesday at hia

residence, 37, Half Moon -street, ^S'., in his 75th

year. Mr. Wimperis, who was a very genial

mas, was for many years in practice by himself,

and latterly in partnership with the late ^Ir.

Henry Arber, who has predeceased him by a few

months. He built the Grafton Gallery and
many West-end mansions and places of business,

including a large residence in Park-lane, and
Messrs. Elkington's premises in Regent-street,

the Prince's Restaurant under the Royal Institute

of Water-Colour Painters, and several shops. In
the latter years of his life he was a familiar figure

at the Arts Club. Mr. Wimperis had been a

Fellow of the Royal Institute of Britieh Archi-

tects since 1877. One of his brothers was the

late Mr. E. M. Wimperis, and a nephew is Mr.
Edmund Wimperis, an Associate ilember of the

R.I.B.A. CouncO.

We regret to announce the death from pneu-

monia at the age of 48 years of Mr, Hexrv
EitNEST Steliox, A,R.I.B.A., of 6, Princess-

street, JIanchester. Mr. Stelfox was originally

articled to the firm of Messrs. Barker and
EUis, pupils of the late Mr. Edwin Walters (an

intimate friend of Richard Cobden), who was
the architect of the Manchester Free Trade

Hall, and had formerly probably the largest

practice in the North of England. In 1888 Mr.
Stelfox qualified as Associate of the R.I B.A.,

and was awarded the Ashpitel Prize, his papers

being considered of exceptionally high merit.

Three years later he was appointed paid lecturer

to the Manchester Society of Architects, and for

many years also held the appointment of ad-

judicator in art subjects to the Union of Lancashire

and Cheshire Institutes. He was htld in high

esteem by the contractors of Manchester and

Salford and surrounding districts for the correct-

ness of his drawings and other items of professional

routine, by his numerous clients on account of his

ability to finish most of his contracts within the

amount agreed upon, and was universally re-

spected for his capacity for hard work. In 1901

Mr. Stelfox made a tour of inspection through

Germany for the purpose of collecting information

on the subject of sanatoria, and his knowledge of

both German and French enabled him to gather

much valuable data, which he afterwards elaborated
with sketches, intending his notes to form the

nucleus of a paper on " Sanatoria and Epileptic

Colonies," to be read this session before the Man-
Chester Society of Architects. In the planning

of schools Mr. Stelfox had already earned a con-

siderable reputation, many of his earlier school

buildings being gained in competitions, other

commissions following in consequence. Amongst
the schools which he designed are : Ashton Old-

road Board School for the Manchester Board

;

Board School of 1,000 children, for the Levens-

hulme Urban District Council; Grecian-street

Board School (900 children), for the Salford

School Board ; Tootal-road School. Weaste

(1,200 children), for the Siltord School Board;
Devonshire-street school (780 children > for Silford

School Board ; St. Peter's church-school, Swinton

(1,000 children) for trustees ; besides many smaller

schools for the trustees of various church de-

nominations. 1 lo was also architect for several

parochial and congregational halle, and his other

works of importance included several banks,

business premises, and large houses. At the

time of his death Mr. Stelfox was engaged upon
various large works which would have added to

his reputation, and these have been transferred

by his widow and representatives, with the consent

ol his clients, to Mestrs. C. K. and T. C. Mayor.i

architects, of II, .lohn Palton-street, Manchester,'

who will superintend the completion of the

bu'ldings.

Ma. .loHX Ai.i,EN MiDoNAMi, chief engineer of

the Midland Railway Company, died on Jlonday

at his residence at Borrowash, near Derby. He
was at business as recently as Friday last, and
his demise, the cause of which was angina

pectoris, was altogether unexpected. He sue-,

ceedod Mr. A. A. Langley as chief engineer in

1S90, and was engaged in all the more recent of

the company's engineering projects. 1 1 is principal

task was in connection with the construction of

lleysham Harbour, for which he was joint engineer

with Mr, G, N, Abemothy. At the time of his

death he was engaged on several other large

works. Mr. McDonald was 5S years of age.

Tme dea'h took place at Newquay, Cornwall,
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on Saturday, of Mr. J. V. Riovold Mulleu, who
for many years pursued an actipe career as a
railway engineer. Born at Copenhagen in 1834,
be came to England at the age of 17 to learn
engineering, and went "through the shops"
under Scott Russell while the Grcut linsteru was
tuilding. After acting as engineer on the Strood
Bridge at Rochester, he was engaged by the rail-
way firm of Peto, Brassey, and Belts, who were
then building the Danish State railwajs. He
was also connected with the same firm on the
London, Chatham, and Dover Riilway works and
with the Metropolitan underground line. In 1870
he surveyed the railway line between Con-
stantinople and Adrianople, and in the year
following was the chief engineer of the Cornwall
mineral line from Fowey to Newquay. After
Bnrving as manager of the Arlizani' and General
Dwellings Company, Ltd., in L ndon, he surveyed
in 1882arailway 500 miles longby Rio Grand doSul
in South Brazil, and was employed on other great
works in thit country, including the first Hour
mills and grain eleva'ors in Rio de Janeiro har-
bour. He returned to England for a year or two
and then went to Ecuadorand surveyed a railwiy
from Quayaquil on the coast to Quito. 10,000ft.
up the Andes. In 1889 he returned to Newquay,
where he had established his home in 1872. He
was well known as a botanist, a geologist, and an
arcVa^ Jogist, and as an ace 'mplished linguist.

TiiF, death took place at Wandsworth Common
on the r2th inst. of Mr. William Pkosskk, who
had for twenty years been clerk of works under
Sir Geo. Gilbert Soott, and afterwards with
Messrs. Ernest George and Peto in connection
with e.'ctensive building operaliins at Rousdon,
Devon. Sir. Prosser had resided at Wandsworth
Common since retiring from work, and reached
the advanced age of 80 years.

(fuginteviug l^otcs.—t «>

Dundee.—Dundee gasworks, which have for
aome time been undergoing reconstruction, were
inspected on Thursday in last week, on the com-
pletion of the undertaking by the town council.
The scheme has involved a capital expenditure
of £120,000, with about £10,000, additional upon
the introduction of carburetted water gas plant.
In the new retort-house there is accommjdation
for 12,000 tons of coal, and in all there are 574
retorts capable of producing over four million
cubic feet of gas per day. The retorts are
operated by hydraulic stoking and drawing
machine-i, and this department is also equipped
with coal-breaking and elevating machinery, as
well as a conveying apparatus from one side of
retort-house to the other, in case of a break-down
on either side. The condensers can deal with
five million cubic feet of gas per day, and the
underground tar well is capable of stoiiog
120,000 gallons. The ammoniacal liquor gravi-
tates through a filter to an underground tank,
and thence it is pumped to an overhead tank at
the chemical works for treatment. The car-
buretted- water plant, which is intended to provide
for increased consumption in dull weather is equal
to producing a million and a half cubic feet per day,
and has since iw inauguration a few weeks ago
been attended with satisfactory results on account
of the economy it provides in the manipulation of
the coal-gas retorts over the week end.

The Wandsworth Board of Guardians have
decided to proceed with the erection of a new
infirmary to accommodate 500 patients, at an esti-
mited cost of £150,000.

In the south choir transept of Cunterbury Cathe-
dral, which ia used by the King's School as their
chapal, the Primate dedicated on Tuesday a new
pulpit erected in memory of the Rev. Herbert
Waddington, who was educated at the school from
1838 to 1817, and who made a bequest of money and
books to the school. The pulpit, which ia of fumed
oik, was deaigned by Mr. W. D. Ciroa, the architect
to the Daan and Chapter.

On Sunday morning, near the A>,tercli£Fe-road
station, ShefReld, on the Midland Riilway, a busy
g ng were engaged in substituting for the old
wrought-irou railway bridge which his spanned the
bheffaeld Canal at that point for over thirty years a
new steel structure. Since the old bridge was
constructed the weight of rolling-stock passing over
It has moreased to a very large extent, and after
do.ng service for miny years the bridge has begun
to " give notice."

PKOFESSIONAL AND TBADE
SOOIETIES.

EdI.\111:RGK Aul'HITEC TIRAL ASSOCIATION".
Mr. Nelson Dawson, London, addressed the
members of the Elinburgh Architectural Asso-
ciation on the 1 4th inst. on the subject of metal-
work. In view of the importance of the occasion,
the meeting was held in the Lecture Hall of the
Geographic il Society, instead of the Architectural
Association's own rooms in George- street. There
was a large attendance of ladies and gentlemen,
over whom Mr. H. 0. Tarbolton, F.R.I. B.A.,
presided. Mr. Dawson's lecture was illustrated
by laiitem slides of many famous examples of
iron, silver, gold, and enamel work. At the close
Professor Baldwin Brown moved a vote of thanks
to the lecturer. He made a passing reference to
the proposal to utilise the Royal High School
buildings for the purposes of art, remarking that
whatever difference of opinion there might be
regarding the suitableness of the buildings for
that purpose—and there was room for difference
of opinion—they were all agreed that there must
be no tamp'jring with the exterior of the Royal
High School. Mr. Ross seconded, and Mrs.
Traquair supported the vote of thanks, which was
cordially awarded.

Leeds AN-i) Yorkshire Architectural Society.—At the rooms of the above society on Thursday,
the 15th inst.. Professor Capper, of Manchester
University, read a paper on " Choisy's Researches
in Ancient Building Construction," Mr. G. B.
Bulmer, F.R.I.B.A., president, in the chair. The
lecturer said that Choisy's researches into ancient
Egyptian building construction follow his pre-
vioun detailed studies, along similar lines, of
Roman and Byzantine work, extending over a
period of more than thirty years. To Egypt he
has brought the same power of penetrating
analysis of constructive fact, the same keen in-
sight into the practical necessities of building
organis tion aid method, that illumined so
admirably his account of ancient Rom in build-
ing, as well as of the succeeding school of archi-
tecture at Byzantium. Choisy's researches in
Egypt, though not apparently the result of prj-
longed residence, and suffering from a curious
ignorance of much recent work on Egypt and
new data so derived, give undoubtedly an epoch-
making study, presenting some well-known facts
in altogether new relationships, and giving us
daring and reasoned solutions for many problems
hitherto apparently insoluble even to experienced
Egyptologists. As one of the most important of
these solutions of long-standing enigmas, the
lecturer gave in detail, with lantern illus-
trations from Choisy's book, the minute study
of Egyptian brick walls, built with undu-
lating bedding, a puzzle that has hitherto
baffled every inquirer. As demonstrated by
Choisy, these curious walls which occur on a
large scale at Karnak, Abydos, El Kab, PhiliB,
and elsewhere, are the logical outcome of
I^Syptian crude brick building on sloping sites,
given the scanty foundations possible in Egyptian
soil, where these walls are liable to attack by the
waters of the Nile. Similarly, Choisy, by a
single illuminating paragraph, accounts for the
well-known b^nch on the sides of the ascending
gilleryinthe Great Pyramid, admittedly unex-
plained in Prof. Flinders Petrie's classical book
on Gizeh. The lecturer then gave an account of
Choisy's explnuation of the transport of material,
whether in the enormous blocks of obelisk or
colossal statue, or of the materials of more
moderate dimensions used in ordinary buildings,
and of his very ingenious demonstration of the
use of sand for the nice adjustment of the great
blocks in position. A vote of thanks to the
lecturer was proposed by Mr. G. B. Bulmer,
F.R.I.B.A., and seconded bv Mr. W. H.
Beevers, A.R.I.B.A.

Liverpool Architectural Society. — The
third meeting of this society for the present
session was held in the Law Library, Cjok-street,
on the Hth inst. Mr. John Murray read a
paper, illustrated by lantern slides and drawings,
on "Scotch Plaster Work of the 16th and 17th
Centuries " He discussed a number of decorated
ceilings of the period found in Scotch castles and
country houses, and in old town houses of Eiin-
burgh, and showed the influence of Italian and
French taste, and the gradual increase of rich-
ness in the ornament. The work of the 17th
and early 18th century was largely that of Adam,
the well-known Elinburgh architect, or of his
son, the designs of the latter being marked by
greater delicacy. All the modelling was hand-

wrought. In conclusion, Mr. Murray insisted on
importance of the artistic plaster work in
interior decoration. It was at least as important
as decoration in wood or metal.

M.\NCHESTER SocIETY OF ARCHITECTS. The
position of architecture in Manchester and its

brightened prospects now that there is a School of
Architecture and an Architectural Chair at the
University were the subject of the speeches at the
forty-firj.t annual dinner, held on Friday evening
at the ijueen's Hotel, of the Manchester Society of
Architects. Mr. J. W. Beaumont, president of
the Society, occupied the chair. In submitting
the toast of "The Royal Institute of British
Architec's," the President remonstrated that if

the registration of architects became law, the
Institute would become the registering and
examining body. But if this did not come to
pass the Institute was intending to take into more
serious consideration the education of architecSural
students, upon which the good of the profession
seemed to stand. Mr. T. E. CoUcutt and Mr.
John Slater, B A., vice-presidents of the
Institute, responded to the toast. Mr. A. J.

Murgitroyd proposed " The Victoria University
of Manchester." Vice-Chancellor Hopkinson, in
his reply, said nothing hid given him more
satisfaction than to know that the School
of Architecture was an accomplished fact.

The manner in which it had b;en started
WIS a model of how things ought to

be done in Manchester. Tne University
and the Manchester Society of Architects had
worked hirmoniously together from the (irat, and
he could not fail to acknowledge the obligations
of the University to the two representatives of

the architectural profession—Mr. Beaumont and
5Ir. Ogden. Dr. Hopkinson regarded the fact of

the University and the architectural profession
working together as one of the indications that
Manchester recognised there was a future for

English architecture, and that that future would
only be brought about by the union of archi-
tectural skill and knowledge, artistic study, and
talent with those who were engaged in theoretical

studies, the study of letters and of history. The
toast of " The London Architectural Association "

was proposed by Mr. Charles Heathcote, and
responded to by Mr. E. Guy Dawber (president of
the association). Mr. Alfred Darbyshire pro-
posed " The Manchester School of Architecture,"
and Mr. Charles Rowley replied. Mr. Rowley
pointed to the successful working of the school as
an augury of still better things for architecture
and a love of the beautiful in Ma'nches'er. He
was quite certain, he said, that in Manchester
there were some of the fioest buildings to be found
in any city on this planet.

CHIPS.
Messrs. Gao. Wragge, Ltd., have issued one of

the neateat and moat satisfactory wall calendara for
1905 that we have seen. It has been designed by
Mr. Sydney E. Castle, and will throughout the year
pleaae instead of irritating beholders, as some of the
more pretentious thinga of the sort do.

There ia no doubt, ac3ording to the salvage
authorities, that the granolithic floors fixed by
Stuart's Granolithic Co. throughout the building
prevented the conaequencea of the recent explosion
at Cranston's Hotel, Southampton-row, from being
a good deal more serious than they were.

The new hospital, Dartford, is being warmed and
ventilated by means of Shorland'a double-fronted
patent Manchester stoves, with descending smoke-
Hues, the same being supplied by Messrs. E. H.
Shorland and Brother, of Manchester.

The Barrow Board of Guardians have adopted a
scheme for the proviaion of grouped homes for

pauper children at present living in the workhouse.
The proposal ia to build three homes capable of
accommodating 48 inmates, at a cost of £4,000.

Since the removal of the old building at the top
of the Side in Newcastle-on-Tyne, the North Wall
of the old Black Gate is well seen, and it is suggested
that the clearance should be made permanent by
planting the open space with sycamore trees and
turfing the land.

Many of the business establishments of St. Austell
were on Friday lighted by electric light, after the
lapse of over a year, when the old electric woiks
closed. Leas than a year ago a new company, with
head offices in London, was formed, with a capital

of £10,000, and named the St. Auatell Electric Light
and Power Company, Limited. Since that time,
under the auperviaion of Mr. A. B. Childa,
A.M.I.E.E., a new generating station has been
erected on the old site, all new machinery installed,

and new cables laid down.
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€)ur ^Illustrations.

ADDITION'S AND PROPOSED ALTERATIONS TO AN
OLD HOUSE IN SUSSEX.

These JrawiDgs were exhibited by Mr. Maurice
B. Adams at the St. Louis Exhibition in illustra-

tion of an old Sussex house, as proposed to be
extended without interfering with the main roof,

which forms the feature of the building. The
most ancient part of the building is the dining-
room ingle and big chimney over it. The hall

was erected a few years ago, the proposed stairway
in the turret heing introduced with the object of

Teaching the first door without curtailing the area
of the hall. The cloister corridors on both floors

are intended for the display of works of art,

and form the access to the several rooms which
were settled by the position of existing walls,

the rear face being in half-timber. In execution
several modifications are intended, and the ap-
proach to the house wQl be altered. The pro-
perty was in one old Susse.v family for about 500
years. The bays are shown designed to be in

English oak, richly moulded in big scantlings.

NOS. L.XXXVII. LXXXVIII. I'ETTEK LAXE.

Tnis block of offices is constructed e-xternally

above the ground floor, being in fine axed
Aberdeen granite. The carving was executed by
Jlessrs. J. Daymond and Son. The whole of

the building thioughout has been constructed on
a, fireproof system, and the general contractors
were Messrs. F. and II. I", lliggs, of Station
Works, Loughboro' Junction, S.E. The draw-
ing given was exhibited at the Itoyal Academy
last summer. Messrs. Treadwell and Martin are
the architects.

NO. (I. HAIILEV STDEET, \V.

This house was built for Mr. Arthur Francis
V'oelcker, M.D., F.R.C'.l'., for his own occupa-
tion, from the designs of Mr. W. Ilenry White,
F.RI.Ii.A.,of Cavendish-place, \V. The front
of the building is executed in I'ortland stone and
Lawrence's red bricks. The contract for the
building was carried out by Mr. Henrj Hrown,
of Stoke Nowington. The view illustrated was
hung in this year's Exhibition of the Koyal
Academy.

I'AIN.SWICK CHUKCII, XKAll .STUOUI).

PArxswKK Chuuch is situated some 3J miles
N.E. of Stroud, tiloucesttrshire. The church is

dedicated to .St. Mary the Virgin, being simple
in plan, contains nave and chancel, north and
south lisles, with north chancel aisle used as a
morning chapel, organ and choir vestry in south
chancel aisle, north and south entrance (no porch),
western tower and spire, the former containing a
fine peal of 12 bells, some being of pre-Ueforma-
tion date. The fabric entirely belongs to the
lUh and 15th-century period. The whole of the

south aisle was rebuilt in the Late Decorated

style some 15 years ago. A National Bronze
Medal was awarded to these drawings, which are

by Mr. C. H. Sansom.

NEW PREJUSES, IIKIGGATE AND ALIIIOX' I'LACE,

LEEDS.

Tills building is now in course of erection upon
an important corner site, for which Mr. Bishop
paid £121 per yard, ihis being the highest price

ever paid for land in the city of Leeds. The
ground floor, basement, and first floor will be
utilised for showrooms, the upper floors will prob-

ably be let off as oflices. The terracotta is being
supplied from Burmantofts, Leeds. The con-

tractors are : Brick and mason and terracotta

flxing, Mr. J. T. Wright, Leeds ; ironfounders,

Messrs. Edward Wood, Ltd., Manchester; car-

penters and joiners, Messrs. Craven and ITmpleby,

Leeds ; plumber and glazier, Mr. J. Woffinden ;

slater, Messrs. AN'atson and Worsnop, Leeds

;

painter, Messrs. Roylance and Horsman, Leeds.

Mr. Percy Robinson, of Leeds, is the architect.

C.4N0N PROCTOR MEMORIAL, RICHMOND, SURREY.

A CH.\NCEL, with aisle, and a chapel and vestries,

have been built at the parish church of Richmond.
The former chancel was a very poor and ugly

structure, and of comparatively modern date. It

has been replaced by a spacious new one. A new
and dignified chancel arch is built in the east

wall of the nave. The erection is in the Deco-
rated style, and strictly English in its character.

The tracer}' of the windows is rich, and makes a

leading feature of the design. The east windows
of the chancel and of the chapel are filled with

stained glass, and have many figures portrayed

in the lights. The roofs are decorated with gold

and colour. An oak screen is being carved for

the chancel arch. The floors are of black-and-

white marble, with the steps. The work is from
the design of Mr. G. F. Bodley, R.A., and has

been well carried out by Messrs. Soole and .Son,

of Richmond. Flint and stone are used. It is

hoped that the nave may be rebuilt some time.

The tower would remain, though the belfry

windows call for improvement.

AllERYSTWITH I'UIiLIU LIRR.\RY.

This design, prepared by Mr. Walter G. Payton,

of Colmore-row, Birmingham, was placed first

outof 48 designs sent in by the assessor, Mr. S. B.

Russell, F.R.I. B.A. The requirements were
newsroom, lending library, reference-room, and
magazine-room, capable of being used as a school

of art, &c. The awkward site rendered planning
ditiicult, as light could only be obtained from the

front. The library is designed to be under the

control of one attendant in the lending depart-

ment, who can see over the news and reference

reading rooms from his desk. The elevation was
designed to be carried out in local rubble stone

from the town quarry, with Cefn stone dressings.

The estimate of the cost of the building, cubed at

6d. and 8d., is (utilising existing cellar) ,£:!,032,

including £41 for suri'eyor's charges, but ex-

cluding fittings.

SIXTEENTH AND SEVENTEENTH ( ENTURV I'UHNITURE.

There is not much to say about this sheet of

sketches, all the pieces being familiar in type and
good of their kind. The old elm Flour Bin
recalls a cottage simplicity in which every article

in use was befittingly made with a touch of taste

and pleasing form compatible with utility. This
tub for flour is distinctly serviceable and good-
looking, while olm wood is well adapted for the

purpose.

COMPETITIONS.
Clapham Baths.—The plans submitted in this

I

competition are to beon viewto-day, the 23rd inst.,

at the Council House, Wandsworth, from 9 till

5, on Saturday (to-morrow) from 9 till 1, and on
the 2.Sth and 'ioth inst. from 9 till 5. The ques-

tion as to the withholding by the Borough Council

pf the third premium has yet to be determined,

and those interested can hardly allow matters to

j

remain as they stand. The position as it exists

I

is illogical and unsatisfactory.

The vestry of St. Marychurch, near Torquay,
propose obtaining a faculty for placing the ancient
font in tlio church in tlie centre of the tower floor.

Mr. (i. H. Fellowes Prynne, F.li.I.B.A., of London
and,|Plymouth, has prepared plana for this and
other alterations to the church.

Mr. Hugh Lane and the other promoters and
friends of the movement to establish a, gallery of

modem painting in Dublin are making strenuous
efforts to raise a fund for the purchase of the fine

collection now on exhibition at the Koyal Uibernian
.\cademy. \ sum of between t^ii.DOli and LD.'i.OiHl

will be required it the entire collection is to be
secured.

The plans for the new Central Wesleyan mission-

hall at Shellield, on the site of Norfolk-street

I

Church and the adjoining properly presented by
Mr. ThomM Cole, have been drawn up and passed
by the mission committee. The new liall will seat

2..)00, and the estimated cost is £10,000, towards
which £7,000 has been promised.

CHIPS.
At a joint meeting of the Lord Provost's and the

Markets Committees of Edinburgh Town Council,
it has been agreed to recommend the council

to acquire the whole of the Trinity Hospital
Governors' ground at Gorgie as a site for the new
markets and slaughterhouses.

A petition has been presented to the Gloucester
Consistorial Court for a faculty for placing in Korth
Nibley Church a new heating apparatus, &c. (at

an estimated cost of £128), and erecting a carved
oak screen in the parish church. The screen, which
it is proposed to place between the tower and the

nave, is to be to the memory of the late Queen
Victoria and of her soldiers who fell in South
Africa in 1900.

The North Staffordshire Joint Smallpox Hospital

Board have accepted tenders amounting to £923 for

the laying of two concrete beds, the making of roa-^s

and paths, and the purchase of plant at the new
Bagnall Hospital.

Mr. Richard Whiltaker has offered a site at the
corner of St. Thomas and St. Andrew's-roads, St.

Anne's- on -Sea, for the erection of a new Baptist

church. The proposed building is to seat 600, and
cost about £5,000.

A new mission church near Singleton Park,
West Swansea, is approaching completion, and
will be ready for consecration early in the New
Year. The building will cost about £2,500.

A board of Army officers has been appointed to

inspect and report upon the extensive buildings

recently completed at the New Mill Hdl Depot
Barracks, and which comprise officers' quarters,

drill-hall, soldiers' barracks, with non-commissioned
officers' rooms and company stores attached,

sergeants' mess, recreation establishment, canteen
cookhouse, two dining-halls, canteen, guardhouse,
and depot offices.

Mr. Justice Ridley, in the King's Bench Division

on Friday, gave judgment in a petition of right

presented by Mr. W. J. Blundell, the owner of an
estate near Liverpool, in which the question raised

was whether the State in acquiring land for defence
works was liable to pay compensation for injurious

affection to the property, or only, as was contended
for the Crown, for the value of that which was
absolutely taken. The learned Judge decided in

favour of Mr. Blundell.
,

Another mile and a half of tramway was added
to the Salford Corporation service on Friday by the
opening of the route from theJunction of Lsicester-

road and Bury Old-road to Heaton Park Station.

The starting point is Trafford Bridge, and the cars

run by way of Cross-lane, Chapel-street, Xew
Bailey-street, Daansgate, Blacktriats-street, and
Great Clowes-street to Loicester-road. The track

is now being laid for a further extension of the route

to .St. Margaret's Church.

The Koform Club at Chatham, which was opened
by the late Lord Russell of Killowen, has been sold

for 12,500 to the Wesleyan Couferencs, and will be
converted into a missiou house.

Mr. Arthur Melville, of R^illands, Witley, Surrey,
and of. 13, Mell)ury-road, Kensington, A.E.S..\.,

R.W.S., the brilliant painter in water-colour, who
began life as a grocer iu an V. ist Lothian village,

but soon left trade to study art under Mr. Campbell
Noble, becoming iu ISSli an Associate of the Koyal
Scottish .Vcademy, and who died intestate on
.•\ug. 28 last, left estate valued at t'2,.851.

Mr. Harry H-jms has issued summonses to sixty-

j

two of hi3 less favoured follow citizens to attend his

thirty-second annual Christmas feast next Monday,
at the " Luokie Horsoshoo," Exeter.

I

A serious scaffolding accident has occurred at
Falkirk iu connection with the extension of the

j Crown Hotel at Liutriggs. The four men injured

in the accident were James Chalmers, apprentice

bricklayer; John M'lloldrie, apprentice bricklayer ;

and two labourers named Francis Kerrigan and
John Corriston, all in the employment of Mr. Hodge,
builder. The two bri'klayers were at work at the

north gable, a height of 37ft. from the ground,

while the two labourers were employed in fixing up
a one-ton derrick crane. The labourers had com-
pleted fixing one leg of tlie crane, when a hoist below
gave way, and the crane collapsed. There is little

hope of the recovery of Chalmers.
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iSuilbhis ^IntclUgtuct

DuiiLiN".—The workmen's hotel and model
lodging-houae, built by Lord Iveagh and named
Iveagh House, in the neighbourhood of St.

Patrick's Cathedral, is now almost completed.
It combines 500 cubicles, and each is provided
with a separate window. Spacious corridors,

lined with enamelled tiles, s;ive access to the
rooms. In the dining-room the workmen may
either pay for their dinner or purchase the
materials and cook for themselves, the range ac-
commodation being very extensive. There are
besides a reading-room and a smoke-room. In
the building also are included shoemakers',
tailors', and barbers' shops, lavatories, and
quarters for the superintendent. Each occupant
of the house will have a key for his apartment,
and there are attendants in charge of each floor.

In addition to Iveagh House, a large block of

artisans' dwellings, similar in construction and
design to that already erected on the site of the
old Patrick-street tenement houses, is also nearing
completion as portion of the trust scheme.

Lo.N'Dox CovNTY CovxciL.—At their meeting
on Tuesday the members acceptfd the tender of

Messrs. Charles- AVall, Ltd., of Chelsea, to build
five blocks of dwellings on the Caledonian Estate,

Islington, to accommodate 1,388 persons, for

.£55,214 103. A proposal of the bridges and
improvements committee that the suggested
acquisition of Charing Cross Railway Station
and of flungerford Bridge should be abandoned
was postponed. The Council resolved to invite

tenders for the construction of new piers at

Hammersmith and MilJwall, and the reconstruc-
tion of existing piers. The bridges committee
recommended that a supplemental estimate of

£23,350 be sanctioned for the acquisition of

property and the payment of compensation claims
in connection with the construction of Greenwich
Tunnel. The finance committee, reporting on
the question, pointed out that the original esti-

mate for the cost of the tunnel was .£70,500 ; but
with the supplemental estimate now submitted the
total estimated cost would be £180,115. The
report stood over until after the recess.

London', N.W.—The Scala Theatre, Charlotte-

street, Fitzroy-square—which occupies the site of

the old Prince of Wales' Royal Theatre—was
opened on ilonday by Lady Bancroft. The out-
side of the building is plain, but inside the walls

are of stone, the pillars of marble, while the
balcony rails, ornaments, and almost all the
visible metalwork are of solid bronze. The
theatre takes its name from the marble staircase

—

in Italian La Scala—which is its principal feature,

and which breaks away on either side from the
street level into flights of ivory veined marble
steps leading to the orchestra stalls. From every
seat in the house there is an uninterrupted view
of the stage, and fui/t-rs and cloakrooms are pro-
vided for all parts. The seating of the house has
been disposed of as follows :—Stalls, staircase

stalls, balcony, pit, and gallery. A special feature
of the interior is the orchestra, which has been
sunk after the manner of the Wagner Theatre.
There arc numerous exits. The stairways and
passages are broad, and as nearly as possible

straight, and every door from the auditorium
leads direct into the street. The theatre has
been built by Messrs. Allen and Son from plans
by Mr. Frank A'erity, which, with one exception,

were approved by the London County Council
The house will hold about 1,300 people.

NEwc.tSTLF.-vxDER-LvME.—A Baptist church,
with schools, &c., is about to be erected at New-
castle-under-Lyme to accommodate 500. The
School is placed under church, this being caused
through the site having a very big fall . The school
will accommodate 400 children, with lavatory
and cloak-rooms, minister's and deacons' vestries.

The main front facing to London-road to be
faced with red terracotta, the inside pier, caps,
and strings in gray stone colour terracotta. A
small gallery over the end lobbies will be pro-
vided in church for accommodation of 150. The
architect is Mr. E. Stanley Mitton, 11, Ocean
Chambers, Waterloo-street, Birmingham.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. AIT communications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are xoany
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

communications respecting illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to tiie EDITOR of the Building
News, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Sti-and,

W.C., and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not unfrequently otherwise caused. All drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

onsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
The Stbano Newspaper Company, Liuitbd.

Telegraphic Address :—" Timeserver, London."

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. LXXXVI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 128. each, by post
12s. lOd.), as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXEX., XLI., XLVI.,
XUX., Lin., LXI., LXH., lxtv., lxv., lxvi.,
Lxvn., Lxvm., t.xtx., lxxi., lxxii., Lxxm.,
Lxxrv., Lxxv., Lxxvi., Lxxvn., lxxix.,
LXXX., LXXXI., LXXXn., LXXXni., LXXXIV.,
and LXXXV. may still be obtained at the same price

;

all the other bound volumes are out of print. Most of
the back numbers of former volumes are, however, to
be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers
to complete volume just ended should order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Botldino News,
price 2s., post free 2s. 4d., can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the Publisher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TEEMS OP SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the
United Kingdom; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
Cnited States, £1 63. Od. (or 6dols. 30c. gold). To France
M Belgium, £1 63. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.
To any of tiie Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the West Indies, or Natal, £1 6a. Od.

The Lord Chancellor will unveil the memorial
statue and pedestal to the late Lord Bussell of
Killowen, which will forthwith be placed in the
Central Hall of the Royal Courts of Justice on
Wednesday afternoon, January 11 next, at a
qaarter past four.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract

Advertisements, Public CompanieB, and all oiBcial
advertisements is Is. per line of Ei^ht words, the first

line coimting as two, the minimum charge being 5s. for
four lines.

The charge for Atiotlons, I<and Sales, and
KEiscellaneous and Trade Advertisements (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
being 4s. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of
more than sis insertions can be ascertained on application
to the Publisher.

Sitaatlons and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisementa for '* Situations
Vacant" or "Situations Wanted " and " Part-
nerships" is One Shillin-q fob Twenty-pocb Wobds,
and Sispence for every eight words after. All Situation

Advertisements must be prepaid.

*,* Replies to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand
W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence ia made. (See
Notice at head of " Situations.")

Bates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application
to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday morning to secure
insertion.

Received.—W. A. C—H. Q. and Son.—L. F. and Co.—
A. B.-F. K.-H. J. N.-N. F.-G. L.

"BUILDINU NEWS" DESIGyiNG CLUB.
Drawi.vo Received.— *' Bill Bailey."

ContspouiJtnct

GROUND LESSEES AND PARTY WALLS.
To the Editor of the Building News.

Sib,—The case of " Orf v. Payton," reported

in your last issue, deserves the most serious con-

sideration of all who are connected with property,

or with building operations. The decision, until

it is reversed, makes it impossible for the tenant

under an ordinary ground lease to exercise any of

the rights of an "owner" under the London
Building Acts, and it is difficult to see how,
under these circumstances, he can proceed with
his building at all. The difficulty can, no doubt,

be set right by legislation ; but this will take

time, and building leases are being granted every

day.— I am, &c ,
R. Langtox Cole.

23, Throgmorton-street, E.G., Dec. 21.

5Iutertommmucatio«»—<--•

—

REPLIES.
112107.]—Alabaster.-Your contemporary (Dec. 10)

is mistaken in the supposition that alabaster is obtained
in Scotland. It is mainly procured, of course (in the
British Isles), from Stafford-^hire, Derbyshire, and
Nottinghamshire. A little has bee a found in Somerset-
shire — when, some years ago, the bed of the river

Thone, that runs through Taunton, became quite dry
through continued drought, it was found thit quite a
number of the boulders, over which the water generally

flowed, were alabaster. At Blue Anchor, too, on the

north coast of the same county, a good deal of indifferent

alabaster is .iuarried. Decent-sized blocks, however, are

practically unprocurable, and most of that raised goes to

mills at Minehead, upon the same coast, where it is

ground down and used in the manufacture, or rather in

the weighting, of paper. The land at Blue Anchor belongs

to the Luttrell's of Dunster Castle, hard by. and, in 1S76,

when I carried out much work at Dunster Parish Church
(during its renovation), under the late Mr. George E.

Street, R.A., we used the material largely in its Mohun
chapel and Luttrell chancel, the particular locality

being the scene selected Ijy the late Richard D. Black-

more's for some of his novels. I also introduced it. as a

matter of sentiment, in that author's memorial in Eseter

Cathedral, one that early this year was made some-
what notorious through the Dean and Chapter in-

advertently passing ba« grammar, in an appreciative

inscription prepared for it—one that had taken some of

the best scholars in London sis months to compose ' But
Somersetshire alabaster cannot be recommended. The
oldest known quarries, or rather workings, where
alabaster is obtained are at Chellaston near Derby. It is

from there much of the alabaster used in the beautitica-

tion of Westminster Abbey, so long ago as the 11th-

century, was procured. That locality, however, is now
little worked. Messrs. Peter Ford and Sons, of Uttoseter

(Staffordshire), are perhaps the most widely known pro-

curers of alabaster in the block. Other names that

might be mentioned are Meesrs. J. C. Staton and Co.,

Tutbury, and W. R. G. Lomas, King-street, Derby.

This alabaster is mostly coloured ; —pure white, in large

blocks, is rare, and hence proportionately difficult to

procure.

—

Harby Hems.

ri2l08.]—Vaneof Portsmouth Parish Church.
—The grand old vane that crowns the cupola over what
was originally the central tower of the Early English

Church of St. Thomas a Becket at Portsmouth, is said to

be the oldest ship vane in Eogland, but much more
ancient metal vanes exist in this country. It is known
locally as the " Golden Mary," and it bears the date of
" 1710 " on the flag at the fore-truck. The oldest vane in

England, without a doubt, is the one that is j ust above

me as I write these lines. It was originally made for the

north (Norman) tower of Exeter Cathedral in a.d. 1184,

and was afterwards transferred to the western tower of

St. Sidwell's Church, Exeter, where it still does excellent

duty. A litho-photo of it may be seen in the Buildixc.

News for May 26, 1899. Those who love quaint old

vanes may revel in them in Friesland (North Holland),

where every huge barn attached to the farmhouses re-

joices in one or two. There, odd conceits, in the shape of

curious weathercocks, abound at every hand. A most
interesting article upon weather vanes, illustrated by 15

sketches from the pen and pencil of Mr. Ormrod M.
Ayrton, a London architect, appeared in Pr<t)\^nu^ M'^xfh'y

some little time since, and his resulted in an action at

law, reported in the Si.iifh'nl to-day (Dec. '20) , as tried

before Mr. Justice Darling yesterday. The evidence

appeared to be—the author received £10 for his contribu-

tion ; but. as his drawings were afterwards retained by
the publishers, he claimed an additional £173 53. for the

latter. After a long hearing the jury assessed their

value at £10.—Harev Hems.

[12109.]—Architects' Charges.—I recollect, fuUy

forty years ago, a similar case as that described by
" E. H. L. B." occuring in the South of England. One,

who was, perhaps, the greatest architect of the last

century, was commissioned to make plans for a new
church, and these prepared, all went swimmingly until a

certain magnate of great local influence, returning from

abroad, upset the practically settled matter, and intro-

duced a pet architect of his own upon the scene. So the

great man was asked to send in his account. This he did,

and report said at the time, so heavy a one was it. that

the committee, and the interfering landowner too, were

only too thankful to get rid of the interloper as best they

could, and stick to their old love.—Haket Hems.

New baths and waahhouses were opened in

Pryme-street, Halne, by the Manchester Corpora-

tion on Wednesday. The buildings cover an area

of 607 square yards. The accommodation consists of

twelve wash-baths for men and twelve for women,
a washhouse containing twenty washing-stalls, a

mangling and ironing room, and a house for the

the resident engineer. The cost of the buildings,

including the land, has been £6,500.

The Derby Town Council intend to apply to the

Local Government Board for sanction to borrow

£30,000, being the further amount required for

sewerage purposes, in addition to the sum of

£290,000 specidcally authorised to be borrowed

under the Derby Corporation Act.

The council of the Birmingham Architectural

Association having learnt that the General Pur-

poses Committee of the City Council have recently

been engaged in obtaining details of requirements

in connection with the municipal offices and art

gallery to be erected on the Edmund-street site,

application has been made by the association that

a deputation may be received by the committee in

order that the claims of Birmingham architects

may not be overlooked.
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STATUES, UEKOKIALS, Ac.
The Gavaesi Memokial in' Paris.—The new

monument to Givarai (on the Place St. Georges,
nppDsite the mansion built for M. Thiers by the
Republican Government, after the Communists had
burned down his old residence) was inaugurated on
Monday. It occupies the central position in the
fountain basin that stands in the small circular
Place, shaded by the trees in the surrounding
gardens. The bust of Gavami surmounts a quad-
rangular column of grey stone, on which are
depicted in high relief some of the artist's most
celebrated types—the Lorettes and Eapins of 1830,
and that of Thomas Vireloque. Gavarni, whose
real name was Guillaume Sulpice Chevalier, was
bom in Paris in ISOt, and died in November, 1S66.
He was not, properly speaking, a caricaturist or
exaggerator, but, as it was aptly put by M. Henry
Marcel, Director of Fine Arts, in his speech at the
inaugural ceremony, Givarni was " a plastic
moralist, something like Hogarth in his wit and
discernment."

CHIPS.
At the last meeting of the Hampstead Borough

Council it was agreed, on the recommendation of
the Public Libraries Committee, that Mr. Arnold S.
Tayler, the architect of the central library building,
be instructed to prepare plans and elevations based
upon the sketch plans provisionally approved by
the committee.

The death is announced of Mr. Arthur John
Leopold Evans, who has been the borough surveyor
for Luton since July, 1895, and who has carried out
the sewerage and storm-water works in lliit

borough. He was previously assistant surveyor of
Hanley.

The unveiling of the o ik reredos and tablets which
were recently iu Foniton Church, but have been
presented to Alphington Church, Ottery St. Mary
(having been replaced by a new one, also in oak),
took place on Tuesday. The whole of the work in
both churches, including the execution of both
reredoses, has been carried out by Messrs. Harry
Hems and Sons, of Exater,

Workmen who have been excavating at New-
castle- on-Tyne quay, for the purpose of increasing
the quay accommodation, have laid bare a consider-
able portion of the old town wall, which, built in
the time of the Elwards, must have been buried for
many generations beneath the level of the sloping
roadway. The old wall began thereabouts, and the
portion uncovered is the angle between two portions.
It is about 8ft. wide at the base—which was the
average width of the wall—and is several feet in
height.

The new library at St. Thomas's Priory, Hawk-
head, near Rugeley, has been formally opened by
the R.C. Bishop of Silford. It has been built from
designs by Mr. R. G. Simmonds, the agent for the
Fathers.

The Luton Guardians have decided before making
any further structural alterations in the workhouse
to employ an architect to prepare a block plan, and
advise them with a view to the remodelling of the
workhouse on the present site.

The opening of the new organ which the Wes-
leyan Methodist Mission have had erected in the
Central Hill, Tolloross, Eiiiiburgh, took place on
Monday. The organ, built by Messrs. \'mcent and
Co., .Sunlerland, contains five "organs " (the choir
and solo organs being on one manual), and possesses
2,4;i7 pipss. The case was built to the design of
Messrs. Dunn and Findlay, Elinburgh, by Messrs.
S. and R. SUter.

Ojorge E. Carroll, an ordnance surveyor, of
.Shrewsbury, who was to have been married at
Llandilo Parish Church, committed suicide last
week, his body baing found in the river Fowy, near
Llandilo,

The opening took place at Copley on Saturday of
a new steel bridge, which the Halifax Corporation
have erected over the canal in that suburb of the
borough at a cost of £800.

A public library w<is opened at Plumstead on
Siturday by Mr. John Morley. The building, of
red brick and atone dressings, has been erected ou
the south side of the High-street at a total cost of
£14,003, of which amount £9,000 his been con-
tribute! by Mr. Carnegie. With a frontage of
(iOft. and depth of 131ft. the building contains
newsroom, magazine-room, a lending library,
containing at present more than 10,000 volumes : a
ladies' room, and a juvenile library. The reference
library (not yet stocked), a lecture-room, and the
librarian's residence occupy the first floor.

Mr. George L Giles, chief engineer to the Belfast
Harbour Commissioners, dropped dea 1 on Monday
while in the act of lighting a lamp at his home at
Cultri, Co. 1) )wn. The deceased, who had occupied
the position for the last 12 years, and was ^2 years
of age, came to Belfast from Southampton, whore
he filled a similar situation.

LEQAT. INTELLIQENOB.
Claim Aoain3t an Architect.—Hodgson v.

Wauoh. —The Lord Chief Justice delivered judgment
on Monday in this case, which was heard at con-
siderable length by the learned judge in November
last, and was reported in our issue of November 2.)

and December 2. The plaintiff, Mr. George Herbert
Hodgson, a loom manufacturer, of Bradford, sued
Mr. John Waugh, an architect and civil engineer,

practising at Bradford, claiming damages for

alleged negligence and breach of duty by defendant
as an architect. Defendant denied negligence and
breach of duty, and counterclaimed for his fees.

Plaintiff acquired a large estate in Hertfordshire,

between Luton and Hitchin, called Hexton Manor,
and found that a certain amount of alteration and
repair was necessary to the mansion house and other
residences and buildings on the land. Mr. Hodgson,
during the process of the work, was, in consequence
of ill-health, travelUng abroad, and his complaint,

put generally, was that his instructions had been
largely extended, with the result that he had been
put to great expense. The defendant, on the other
hand, contended that plaintiff's instructions had
been properly carried out under the directions of a
gentleman with whom he bad left a power of
attorney. The Lord Chief Justice, in his judgment,
reviewed all the numerous details of the case, and
said that in no instance had plaintiff made out his

claim to damages. In his opinion the evidence of

the plaintiff and his witnesses was wholly insufficient

to satisfy him that there was any breach of duty or
contract on the part of the defendant. He, there-

fore, dismissed plaintiff's action, and on the counter-
claim entered judgment for the defendant for
£1,018. A stay of execution was entered ou terms
with a view to an appeal.

Ancient Lights.—Kine v. Jclly.—In the Court
of Appeal on Friday, before Lords Justices Vaughan
Williams, Bomer, and Cozens-Hardy, judgment
was delivered in an appeal from the decision of Mr.
Justice Kekewich, in July last, on the retrial of a
light-and-air case. The action was originally tried

before that Judge in December, 1903, when he
granted a mandatory injunction as to so much of
the defendant's building as interfered with the
ancient lights metioned in the statement of claim

;

but the operation of the injunction was stayed
pending an appeal to the Court of Appeal. Before
the appeal came on for hearing, the judgment of
the HoU'O of IjOrds in ** Colls v. Home and Colonial
Stores" had been delivered, and in these circum-
stances the Court of Appeal remitted the case to the
Judge for retrial. The plaintiff was a widow who
resided at Woodthorpe House, situated in Acacia-
road, Acton She complained that the defendant
had recently built a house which materially
obstructed the access of light to the windows of
the drawing-room and the morning-room on the
ground floor, and to the hall of the house. It was
admitted that the lights were ancient. The defence
was that the damage was not substantial. His
lordship held that the obstruction of light to the
drawing-room was not actionable, and, accordingly,
that, as regarded that room alone, the plaintiff had
no cause of action ; but that a nuisance had been
created by the obstruction of light to the morn-
ing-room ph(s the obstruction of light to the
hall, and that the plaintiff was entitled to an in-

junction as to both. With regard to the morning-
room, the room most seriously affectel by the
defendant's building, his Lordship found that even
at the present time it was well lighted , and that there
was sufficient light left to enable the room to he
used for the purposes for which if was designed.
Ou the other hand, he found that there had t^en a
large obstruction of light by the erection of the
defendant's house, and a large interference with
the cheerfulness of the room ; that the character
of the room was altered, and thit, though
still a well-lighted room, it had lost by the ob-
struction of the light one of its chief charms
and advantages. He also found that the obstruc-
tion had caused a substantial diminution in

the selling and letting value of the house.
Upon these findings his Lordship came to the con-
clusion that the obstruction of light am:)unted to an
actionable nuisance within the meaning of the
decision of the House of Lords in " Colls v. Home
and Colonial Stores." His Lordship accordingly
ordered the defendant to pull down so much of his
house as caused a nuisance to the plaintiff by the
obstruction of light to the windows of the morning-
room and to the hall as the same existed previously
to the erection of that bouse. From that decision
the defendant appealed. In the ourse of the
arguments on the appeal the Lords Justices inti-

mated that they would accept the limliugs of the
learned Judge as above stated. The Court varied
the order of the Court below. Lord Justice \'aughaii
Williams said that the question what tests ounht to
be applied in an aition brought tor obstruction of
ancient lights in order to ascertain whether the
plaintiff had a good cause of action had recently
been very mui^h discussed in the House of Lords in
" Colls V. Home and Colonial Stores," and that that
}lL>u3e intended to lay down rules which should be
appliel io future to caaas of this class. Speaking

without disrespect to the judges in days gone
by, he thought that the decided cases were not
quite consistent as to the tests to be applied.
The main point of distinction between the
two lines of cases was this. By one school
of law the right of the houseowner gained by pre-
scription, whether after or before the Prescription

Act, was regarded as a mere right of property. By
the other school this prescriptive right was regarded,
not as a right of property to light, but as a negative
easement, being a right to prevent a landowner
from using his land so as to constitute a nuisance to

the owner or occupier of a house on the adjoining
land. The House of Lords had adopted the view
that the only right gained by prescription was in the
nature of a negative easement—a right to prevent
your neighbour from so using his laud as to injure
you who happened to be the adjoining landowner.
That view was shortly expressed by saying that the
rights which were to be enforced in respect of this

prespective easement were rights which would be
properly enforced by an action of nuisance. It was
important to bear in mind what was the character-
istic of an action of nuisance. In all cases of
nuisance, whether the plaintiff" was relying on his

common-law right or upon his prescriptive right,

the question to be considered was, what must
the plaintiff prove in order to support his

action. An action of this kind would not lie

unless that which had occurred was a substantial

interference with the plaintiff's comfortable or

profitable occupation of his dwelling-house or
warehouse or house of business, as the case might
be. That was a rule which, whether logical or not,

had a tendency to conduce to the convenience and
!
comfort of the people at large. His Lordship came
to the conclusion that, in order to constitute an
actionable nuisance, the obstruction to the access of
light must be such as to sensibly interfere with the
plaintiff's comfort and convenience in the use of his

premises, having regard to their character, accord-
ing to the ordinary notions of mankind in this

country. Unless the obstruction amounted to that,

there was no ciuse of a^'tion. Applying the principle

laid down by the House of Lords to the findings of

fact in Mr. Justice Kekewich's judgment, the Lord
Chief Justice agreed with the learned Judge that
there was here a good cause of action: but he
differed from him in thinking that the remedy ought
to be damages, and not a mandatory injunction.
There would be an inquiry as to damages. Lord
Justice Romer differed. He said that this was not
a case in which there was any extraordinary user

of any kind of the premises. Tlie law appli-

cable to that case had been recently expounded by
the House of Lords in " Colls v. Home and CoIoni.iI

Stores." The plaintiff must establish a nuisance,
and all the noble lords were agreed that the law
was correctly laid down in " Back v. Stacey,"
"Parker v. Smith," "Kelk v. Pearson," and
" City of London Brewery Company v. Tennant."
Taking the law from the list-mentioned case, and
strictly limiting it to the case in hand, an owner of

ancient lights was entitled to sufficient light accord-
ing to the ordinary notions of mankind for the
comfortable use and enjoyment of his house
as a dwelling-house, it it was a dwelling-
house, as, of course, it was in this case.

Applying that law to the facts of the present case,

his Lordship, after discussing the findings of Mr.
Justice Kekswich, came to the conclusion upon the
evidence as a whole that the plaintiff had failed to
prove that the defendant had committed a nuisance.
Lord Justice Cozens-Hardy agreed with the judge-
ment of Lord Justice Vaughan Williams.

" A Surveyor or the Kino's Hiohway."—At
the Pontefract Borough Court ou Thursday iu last

week, Mr. James P. Senior, surveyor to the Ponte-
fract Rural District Council, was summoned for not
having a carriage license. Mr. Senior argued that
he was exempt, as he was the " surveyor of the
King's highway," but it was pointed out that the
commissioners had allowed Mr, Senior to consider
himself exempt for two years, but last Augutt
wrote him that such exemption was not legal. He
had, however, failed to take out a license, and the
bench now fined him .'is. and lis. (JJ. costs.

The Kino v. Keiti.k and tiik London Couijty
Council ikx iartk Ellis).—In the King's Bench
Division, before the Lord Chief Justice of England,
Mr. Justice Kennedy, and Mr. Justice Ridley,
application was made for a rule nisi cilling upon
Mr. Rupert Kettle, the magistrate sitting at the
Woolwich Police-court, an 1 the London County
Council to show cause why the luigistrato should
not deliver to Mr. James Ellis a certain case stated
and signed by the magistrate between Mr. James
r^ilis and the London County Council. Mr. .lames
Ellis, the present applicant, had been summoned by
the Lou loii County Council in August, 1903, for

erecting a building in Codar-grovo, Charlton, beyond
the general line of Imilriings, contrary to the London
Building Act, 1^9 1, and had been ordered to demolish
a portion of the building and to pay a fine of lOs.

Ttie applicant thereupon ai>pliod to the magistrate
to state a case for the opinion of the High Court,
but the magistrate refused to grant it. On Aug. 20,

1903, the applicant obtained from the Judge in
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Chambers a rule nisi calliDg upon the magistrate

to show cause why he should not be ordered to state

a case, and on Dec. 1", I'JOS, the rule was made
absolute. Meantime, on Sept. 10, 1903, the surely

died, and on Oct. 13, 1903, the applicant was
adjudicated bankrupt. The magistrate intimated

that, in his opinion, fresh recognisances were neces-

sary, and offered to accept a fresh recognisance iu

£50. The Lord Chief Justice, in giving judgment,
said that it must be taken in this case in favour of

the person who moved the rule that security had
been given in accordance with section 3 of the Act.

He doubted whether it was material to consider how
far that security could be enforced. It seemed that

as there was a security given in accordance with
section 3 and as the condition in it was the same as

that required under section 5—namely, to prosecute

an appeal and pay the costs, it was impossible to

say that the magistrate was right iu refusing to

deliver up the case without further security. The
other learned Judges delivered judgment to the
same effect, and the rule was accordingly made
absolute, with costs against the County Council.

In ee T. Wilkinson.—The debtor, Mr. Tom
Wilkinson, who had carried on business as a con-
tractor for public works, under the style of

B. Cooke and Co., at Victoria-street, Westminster,
Albert Bridge-road, S.W., Scarborough, York,
Denbigh, Ilfracomhe, Canterbury, Gosport, Ayles-
bury, Felixstowe, Newhaven, and elsewhere,

attended for public examination on Tuesday. The
statement of affairs showed gross liibilities amount-
ing to £01,371 7s. lid., of which £52,249 2s. 5d. was
expected to rank, whilst the assets were estimated to

produce £42,695 Is. 7d. The debtor stated that his

business was founded m 1873 by his uncle, Mr.
Benjamin Cooke, and was for many years carried

on at Ph'i/nix Wharf, Battersea. His father joined

his uncle in partnership in 1877, and the latter died

in 1.SS2, the business being contmued by the former
at the same address. The debtor went into the
business as manager in 1888, and in 1891, when his

father died, he took over and continued the trading.
He carried on the business very successfully until a
comparatively recant date, when he incurred a
heavy loss in connection with contracts entered into

by him and the corporation of Scarborough. The
first of these contracts was made in 1S97, and it

provided for the building by him of a sea-wall round
the Castle Hill at Scarborough, at a cost of £69,000.
In 1903 he agreed to make an approach road for

£8,500, and in the following year he contracted for
paving the marine drive at the price of £4,600. In
carrying out these three contracts he estimated that
he incurred a loss of £40,000, which was brought
about by the destruction wrought by several storms.
Further examined, the debtor stated that in 1897
he removed from Phccnix Wharf to Victoria-street,
S. W. For some years past he had been financed by
his bankers, who had allowed him an overdraft of
between £40,000 and £60,000 at 5 per cent, interest.

At the date of the receiving order" (Oct. 3, 1904) he
had several contracts on band for the construction
of drains, bridges, &c., for municipal bodies, and he
included among his assets the profits which would be
received in respect to the contracts. The examina-
tion was concluded.

Architect's Action fob Loss op Drawings of
Weathercocks.—Atrton t. C. Arthur Pearson,
Ltd.—Mr. Justice Darling and a special jury heard
on Friday and Monday an action brought by Mr.
Ormrod Maxwell Aj rton, an architect, for the sum of
£173 5s., the value of certain drawings alleged to
have been wrongfully detained by the defendants.
In the alternative the plaintiff claimed damages on
account of the said drawings having been lost or
destioyed owing to the negligence of the defendants
as bailees of the said drawings. The defence was
that the drawings were the property of the defend-
ants, and, alternatively, that the sum claimed was
excessive. Mr. Dickens, K.C., said that the plaintiff

had formed the novel idea of making studies for
weather vanes which should be applicable to
particular buildings. With this object in view
he had made certain designs, representing,
among other things, a coach and horses, which
would be appropriate for an inn, a sports-
man with a gun and dog for a gamekeeper's
cottage, and a mau engaged in studying the line of
a putt with a caddie standing at the flag, which
would be suitable for a golf clubhouse. There was
also among the designs the figure of a Scotchman
blowing the bagpipes. The pictures were not easy
to compose, because it was necessary that the
figures should be so arranged as to make the weight
heavier on one side than the other. The plaintiff
agreed to supply to the editor of Feaisoii's Magazine
16 designs and an article, for which he was to
receive the sum of £10, and the article and designs
were in due course sent to the editor. On December
3, 1903, the plaintiff wrote to the editor of I'lu rsuii'

a

Maijixzine asking for the return of his drawings,
and on December 7 received a letter in reply
which CDUtalned the following passage :

—" The
original drawings have been mislaid or lost, as I
fear, in a gigantic spriog cleaning which the office
ha9 recently undergone." Five of the drawings
which had not been made use of were returned to

the plaintiff. The designs which the plaintiff had
made were not for sale, and consequently their

value must be assessed by what they were worth to

the plaintiff for the purpose of exhibition and for

hanging in his office. Mr. Ormrod Maxwell Ayrton,
A.R.I.B.A., said that the idea of weather-vanes
was partly his own and partly a revival of an old

custom. He valued the drawings at an average of

£15 15s. each. In cross-examination the witness
stated that in recent years a good deal of talent had
been devoted to artistic weather -cocks. His idea

was not an original one. Mr. Shearman : You
wanted the designs so that clients might see them
and order weather -cocks':" Mr. Justice Darling:
Oh ! no ! When the clients saw the weather-cocks
they would want him to build them a house.
Witness, continuing, said that he had not registered

the copyright either in the pictures which had been
returned or in those which were published. It

would be impossible to take copies from the repro-
ductions in the magazine. They could be repro-
duced in a way, but all the character would be gone.

He was practically certain that all the drawings
which were lost were coloured and not in outline.

Mr. Arthur Blomfield, F.E.I.B.A., stated that the
pictures in question had very great artistic merit.

An average of £15 153. was, in his opinion, not at

all excessive. Professor Moira, of the Royal College

of Arts, South Kensington, said that the artistic

merit of the designs was very hi^h, and that the

amount claimed was not excessive. Mr. Alfred
Lyss Baldry, an art critic, said that, in his opinion,

the drawings were clever, with a good deal of origin-

ality and power, and the composition was good. He
thought the average of £15 15s. was very moderate.
For the defence, Mr. Clement Shorter, now editor

of the Spin re, said that in the absence of any con-
tract to the contrary, it was the custom that illustra-

tions sent with articles became the property of the
proprietor of the paper to which they were sent. He
thought that the price asked by the plaintiff for his

drawings was absurd. Cross-examined by Mr.
Dickens, witness was of opinion that where the con-
tributor sent valuable drawings for reproduction

with an article, in the absence of any stipulation the

drawings would become the property of the maga-
zine contributed to. His experience was that when
they bought an article with drawings the price

included the drawings. Mr. George Hammond,
art editor of the llludraied Loiidoti I^eir.^, said

that they invariably kept the drawings sent them
in the absence of any special contract with regard

to them. He thought in the present case that to

ask 15 guineas apiece for the lost drawings was pre-

Sosterous, and two guineas woald be a fair price,

[r. Stanley Wood, artist, thought the illustrations

iu question ought to cost about lOs. each. Mr.
Edmund Paine, in the employ of Messrs. Newnes
(Ltd.), said that there was an illustrated article on
" Weathercocks" in the Stnind Mugaziiie in 1893,

by Mr. Warrington Hogg. The article consisted of

11 pages of print and 20 drawings, and £34 133.

was paid for it. Cross-examined.—The drawings
were not original designs ; but sketches of existing

weathercocks. Mr. H. P. Adams, architect and
surveyor, of Wobum-place, said he had seen the

article and some of the drawings. As architectural

drawings they were useless, but they were clever

drawings. He thought that two to three guineas

apiece was a fair price. The jury found a verdict

for the plaintiff for £40, and judgment was given
accordingly.

What is a Scaffolding?—At the Newcastle
County-court, on the 14th inst. Robert Carr, of

Gateshead, plumber, claimed compensation under
the Workmen's Compensation Act for the loss of an
eye from Messrs. Emley and Sons, Ltd., Newcastle.
The applicant was employed by the defendants on
Sept. 5 to fix a circulating tank in a house in

Windsor Crescent. While engaged on a scaffolding

cutting holes in a wall, preparatory to fixing the

pipes to the tank, a piece of steel fiew from the

chisel which he was using, and entered one of his

eyes, the sight of which he lost. The point at

issue was whether the pair of steps on which Carr
was standing could be considered as scaffolding,

and so bring the case within the Act. His honour
said the question was whether the house where
defendants' workman was using a step-ladder,

which applicant was using for the purpose of fixing a
tank, was being constructed or repaired by means
of a scaffolding. He should not be inclined to

say that a step-ladder was a scaffolding, but the

Court of Appeal, in a case similar to this, had
decided that it was, and therefore the award must
be in favour of the appellant. The award is £1
a week.

Deductions from Wages. — At the South-
western Court on Saturday, Messrs. F. and H. F.
Higg, builders, of Loughborough Junction, were
summoned by two of their bricklayers, Charles
James Offord and William Bask, who sought to

recover from their employers sums of money de-

ducted from their wages. Counsel appeared on
both sides, and the case was treated by the parties

concerned as a test one, involving a principle of no
little importance. The defendants, with a view of

checking their workmen and satisfying themselves

that they were in daily attendance ati their work,
instituted a system by which each man was required,

as he passed into the works, to take a ticket identi-

fied by a number, and place it in a box for reference.

This transaction was regarded as a necessary pre-

cedent, and could not be departed from, and the

defendants held that any neglect on the part of

their employees to observe to the full these con-

ditions made them liable to forfeit all claims unless

they reported themselves at once to the responsible

official. There was no attempt by the defendants

to deny that the complainants actually worked—in

fact, this circumstance was admitted—but, as they

failed to observe the rules and regulations, pay-
ment was withheld. The magistrate thought it un-
reasonable to refuse payment when work was
actually done. He, therefore, made an order for

payment of the amounts claimed, with costs.

Road Repairs in Staffordshieb.—Attorney-
general V. THE STAFFOEDSHIKE CoUNTY COUNCIL.

—Mr. Justice Joyce heard, in the Chancery Division

on Friday, an action by the Attorney -General at flie

relation of the trustees of Lord Macclesfield's settled

estates. Upon lands forming part of the settled

estates was a highway known as the Leek and
Macclesfield main road. The road in question had
in various places where it passed through the

Macclesfield estate been cut out of a side of a hill.

In such places the road was supported on the lower

side by an embankment kept up by stone walls, and

the soil of the adjoining lands on the upper side was
kept up by similar retaining stone walls. These

walls had, as the plaintiffs alleged, always been re-

paired and maintained by the highway authorities

for the time being until the Local Government Act

of 1888 came into operation, since which time they

had been repaired and maintained by the defendants

until the year 1902, wlien the defendants disputed

their liability to continue such repair and mainten-

ance. The plaintiffs claimed (1) a declaration that

the defendants were liable to repair and maintain

the said embankments and walls ; and (2) that the

defendants should be ordered forthwith to repair

such of the embankments and walls as were in need

of repair. The defence was a denial that the walls

or embankments were out of repair, and also a
denial of liability ; and, further, that there was no

right or ground of action in the plaintiffs. Mr.

Justice Joyce, in giving judgment, said that the

real object of the action was to compel the county

council to keep up the retaining walls adjoining

the estate of Earl Macclesfield, where that

land was at a higher level than the road.

In hie Lordship's opinion no such mandatory order

as was asked for could properly be made. The diffi-

culty had no doubt been realised by the plaintiffs,

and the claim for a mandatory order had been

abandoned. The Court, then, was asked to declare

that the county council was hable to repair and
maintain certain walls without anything being said

as to the height or length to be repaired or the time

at which the work was to be done or anything of

that sort. Could his Lordship say that these walls,

even if the particulars were specified, were necessary

to the maintenance and repair of the road ? It was
impossible on the evidence to say so. In the case of

" Sandgate Urban District Council v. County

Council of Kent" before the House of Lords, all

the facts were found, and the question was in what
proportion the cost of the works was to be contributed

by the two authorities. His Lordship did not hesi-

tate to say that he was unable, and he declined to

prescribe what particular works were necessary for

the maintenance of this road, or what particular

repairs were necessary. On the evidence his Lord-

ship held that the walls in their present condition

were not dangerous or a nuisance or anything of

the sort. He held that the action was misconceived,

that it failed on the merits, and must be dismissed

with the usual consequences.

Sir William Grantham's Cottages.—The pro-

ceedings instituted by the Chailey Rural District

Council against Mr. Justice Grantham, in respect of

his alleged non-compliance with the council's build-

ing by-laws, was heard at great length at Lewes
Petty Sessions on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thurs-

day in last week, as reported in our last issue,

p. 864. The magistrates postponed their decision

until yesterday (Thursday), when the chairman of

the Bench announced that Mr. Justice Grantham's

plans complied, they found, with the rural district

council's requirements in some particulars, but not

in others, and that they had resolved to make no
order. —^
The Whitworth trustees, having given over the

Whitworth Park to the Corporation of Manchester,

have decided to apply the funds saved from the

upkeep of the park to extending the galleries. It

is proposed to build an additional gallery, which

will be devoted to specimens of plastic art.

New premises are being built for the Norwich

and London Accident Insurance Association in St.

Giles'e-street, Norwich, from plans by Messrs.

Skipper, of that city. The style is Classic, and the

street frontage is of Monk's Park, Bath, and Port-

land stone. Messrs. John Youngs and Son, ol

Norwich, are the builders.
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WATER STTPPLY AND SANITARY
HATTERS.

Beitwell SewekactE Schejie.—The important
sewerage scheme initiated by the Benwell and
Fenham T'rban District Council was formally
opened on Tuesday. This new main sewer, which
must have an important bearing on the development
of Fenham into a suburb of Newcastle, will now be
under the charge of the city authorities. The sewer
is 3i miles long, embraces many engineering diffi-

culties, and has cost close on £20, OOP. The engineer
has been Mr. Hirry W, Taylor, of Newcastle and
Birmingham. The scheme adopted not only drains
Fenham, but makes provision for Bjnwell Bank
and a portion of Scotswood, and takes the whole of

the sewage direct into the Tyne.

CHIPS.
We regret to hear that Mr. W. G. Liws, con-

sulting engineer of Newcastle-on-Tyne and for

many years borough engineer and surveyor under
that corporation, is very ill, and that his condition is

considered to be critical.

Messrs. King and Heywood, of Liverpool, have
had erected on their imposing premises a large
illuminated turret clock, showing the time on three
8ft, dials, which have got the name of the firm on
the dials instead of figures. The block is lighted by
electricity, and switched on by a new apparatus of
the makers, Messrs. Wm. Potts and Sons, clock
manufacturers, of Leeds and Newcastle-on-Tyne.
The clock also strikes the hours on a large bell, and
with all Lord Grimthorpe's latest improvements
inserted. Messrs. Potts have also just completed a
large clock for Mr. Whiddington, architect, London.

Lord Rayleigh laid on Wednesday the foundation-
stone of the Public School of Art and Museuna now
in course of erection at Chelmsford. The building
and site are to coat t'S,000, towards which Mr.
Carnegie gave £2,500.

Sir William H. White, ex-President of the
Institute of Civil Engineers, inaugurated on
Wednesday a new engineering department at
Brighton Technical School.

An engineering shed in Broad Weir, Bristol, has
been adopted for the Wesleyans as a mission-hall,
and was opened on Monday. The alterations have
been carried out under the superintendence of
Messrs. La Trobe and Weston, of Bristol, by Mr.
Longden, and the building has been treated
throughout on the low-pressure hot-water system
by Messrs. A. H. Skinner and Co., heating engi-
neers, Stokes Croft. The cost of the work has
approximated to £1,000, and the Broad Weir Hall
provides seating accommodation for 1,200 persons.

The board of guardians of the Stockport Union
decided on Monday by 23 votes against 10 to erect

a new boardroom and offices, at an estimated cost
of £S,SflO, in the workhouse grounds at Shaw
Heath.

At the meeting of the Museums and School of
Art Committee of the Birmingham Corporation, held
on Monday, two gifts were announced from Mr.
J ohn Feeney to the Art Gallery. One is a water-
colour sketch by David Cox of the porch of St.
Philip's church. The other is a sketch of the interior

of the James Watt room at Heathfield Hall, exe-
cuted in sepia by the late Mr. W. C. Aitken.

Mr. Brooke, architect, and member of the Forth

-

cawl L'rban Council, died suddenly on Monday
while his doctor was prescribing for him. Deceased,
who was a well-known Forester and Freemason,
was the local agent to the Conservative party.

A dissolution of partnership is announced in the
case of W. K. Parry, O. M. Ross, and F. F. M.
Richards, architects and engineers, Victoria-street,
Westminster, S. W., formerly under the style of
Ifaye Parry, Ross, and Mackenzie Richards, but
lately under the style of Parry, Ross, and Richards.

Major Pring, representing the Board of Trade,
inspected the new loop line which has been laid by
the Bideford and Westward Ho '. Railway Company
at the Bideford (iuay on Saturday.

The Mayor of Salisbury on Friday laid the
foundation-stone of a new public library for the
city. Mr. A. Carnegie contributed L 1,000 towards
the cost of the building, and the money for the site

— £1,100—has been raised by public subscriptions.

The archiiological committee presided over by the
Crown Prince of Greece has, in accordance with the
request of the English University professors. Hied
the meeting of the International Arch^ological
Congress at Athens for April next, from the lith to

the 13th. Excursions will be made to various inter-

esting centres in lireece, as well as to Crete and
Asia Minor, over a period of eighteen days.

On Saturday the foundation-stone of the Carnegie
Free Public Library was laid at Birkdale. Mr.
Carnegie gave £'),000 to erect the library, which
adjoins Birkdale Town-hall. There la £700 in hand
for furnishing.

Out (§f&ce €Mt
In- a letter to the Times, Mr. W. D. CariJe,

F.S.A. , reassures subscribers to the fund for the

reparation of the central tower of Canterbury
Cathedral, that he regards the process of white-

washing, aa recommended by Mr. Thackeray
Turner and other representatives of the Society

for the Preservation of Ancient Buildings as

unscientific, and tending to destruction rather

than to preservation. Mr. Caruo pleads for a

reversion to the ancient and picturesque title of

this famous tower, the Angel steeple. " It occurs

continuously in ancient documents dealing with

full 400 years of the tower's history, from its first

erection under Ijanfranc to its completion under
Warham in the first decade of the 16th century.
' Turris satis excelaa Angyll Stepyll vulgariter

nuncupata' is the phrase used just after its final

accomplishment, when it seems not unnaturally

to have excited the world around it to unbounded
admiration."

The vacancy caused by the retirement of Mr.
Andrew Murray, the city surveyor, was filled up
at the last meeting of the Court of Common
Council. The candidates had been reduced by
the ofllcers and clerks' committee to five— ri:.,

Mr. Frederick lirown, for fourteen years the

chief surveyor in the architect's department of

the London County Council ; Mr. James Leonard
Crouch, surveyor ; Mr. Sydney Perks, surveyor,

in practice since 1890 : Mr. William H. Prescott,

chief surveyor of Tottenham : and Mr. Frank
Sumner, chief surveyor oE the Borough of Wool-
wich. It was anticipated that a close contest

would be witnessed, but, as a matter of fact, Mr.
Perks received at the first ballot so large a

majority that no second ballot was called for. A
sum of ten guineas was voted to each of the four

unsuccessful candidates. The newly-appointed
surveyor will enter upon his duties on March 25.

Mr. Sydney Perks, the successful candidate, is a

professional Associate of the Surveyors" Institu-

ti'in, and a Fellow of the Royal Institute of

British Architects, being also a member of the

standing practices committee of the latter in-

stitute. In his address to the Court of Common
Council Mr. Perks claimed to be the only candi-

date before the Corporation who was at once a

qualified architect and a qualified surveyor. He
has had considerable experience in valuing city

and other pioperties, his principal achievement in

this respect being the valuation of the Christ's

Hospital estate ; has frequently appeared as a

witness in the high and county courts in cases of

a technical character : has acted as an arbitrator

in many matters incidental to the building trade,

and is the author of the only work dealing solely

with part S of the London Building Act.

" Pkobable Eurous IX Modern Plimhing
Practiie " is the title of a lecture given on
Thursday in last week before the Edinburgh and
Ei%t of Scotland District Council of the National
Registration of Plumbers in the Plumbers'
Library, .St. Andrew-square, Edinburgh, by
Mr. Robert Brown, R.P. Mr. John K. Pater-

son occupied the chair. The lecturer explained
the present-day method of placing the water-
storage cisterns in modern tenements and better-

class hjuses. The position of these open cisterns

in such unwholesome surroundings, where the

water was subjected to contamination with dust
and vitiated air, was very much to bo depre-
cated, and he advocated, as a more sanitary

method, the adoption of dust-tight storage
ciatoms, ventilated by means of a pipe to the

open air. The lecturer also dwelt at length on
the present practice of ventilating drains and soil

and waste pipes in the city, and recommended the
adoption of a bettor ayetem of ventilation by
leading all ventilation pipes to the roof, thereby
IfiHHcning the risk of contaminating the atnio-

aphoro in the vicinity of the windows. Thestill-
provah^nt system of fitting wood inclosures round
water-supply pipes, baths, sinks, \r., was most
insanitary, as it allowed the accumulation of

dust, vVr., which was the prodiaposor to the

propagation of bacteria. I'he subject of sower
ventilation in the city was aisu taken up, and
i'.nproveinenta in the methods adopted wore
suggested, so as to minimise the risk of con-
tHininating the atmosphere and thereby injuring
the public health of tlie city.

Tim: most disastrous gaa explosion in London
since that which wrecked our own ollices at

Strand, W.C, on Oct. 29, ISO.'), seems to have

been that on Wednesday of last week in

Southampton-row, W.C, when a shop under
Cranston's Waverley Temperance Hotel was
blown up, wrecking a large portion of the hotel

itself with it, and doing serious damage to 24

distinct properties. Mr. Greville C. Hems, of

the firm of Messrs. Harry Hems and Sons, of

Exeter, was the only occupant seated in the

coffee-room of the hotel in question—engaged
with some plana prepared by ilessra. Hayward
and Maynard, A.R.I.B.A., of 20, John-street,

Adelphi, AV.C.—when he was lifted up by the

force of the exploaion, and by a somersault

thrown through an open door a clear r2ft.

IlappUy, besides a severe shaking, he sustained

no injury. Seventeen victims were conveyed to

the hospital, but, moat providentially, no lives

were lost. Mr. Charles Forster Hayward was
upon the scene of the catastrophe, in his oSicial

capacity, within five minutes of the moment of

the explosion.

The Bill which is being promoted by the City

Corporation against fire risks in the City was
deposited on Saturday. The Bill is to enable

the Corporation to require owners of existing

buildings within the City to provide for the pur-

poses of escape from fire by means of communica-
tion from upper floors to roofs and adjoining

roofs. It is not proposed, however, that the

Bill should extend to factories and workshops
which are already under the Factory and Work-
shops Acts, or to high buildings in regard to

which the London County Council have power
to compel owners to provide means of escape

from fire. The Bill deposited by the Corporation

seeks authority tu cany out the neceasary works
in the event of the owner failing to do ao within

a specified time, the Corporation being empowered
to reco\er the cost of such work from the

responsible person.

Ix connection with the annual general meeting
of the National Association of Master Painters of

Scotland, which is to be held early in March,
1905, it has been decided to hold an exhibition of

the Decorative Trades in Waverley Market, to be
open from Wednesday Sthto Saturday, March 11.

Aa thia ia the first occasion of an exhibition of

this kind in Scotland, every effort is to be made
to ensure a success, and it ia anticipated that t'ne

Decorative Trades, which include wallpaper,

varnish, paint, brush, and other manufacturers,

will readily avail themselves of the opportunity.

The project has been cordially taken up by the

members of the Master Painters' Association,

and a strong executive committee to carry out

the neceasary arrangements has been appointed.

It is intended to open the exhibition to the public,

and additional attractions, including a first-class

military band, will be provided. A similar exhi-

bition was held at Manchester in September last,

and proved a decided eucceas. The President of

the Association is Councillor W. W. Macfarlane,

and Mr. John R. Nesbitt has been appointed
manager of the exhibition.

Druixii ploughing operations recently at

Culmore, in the aouth of. Scotland, attention waa
attracted by the number of flint chippings which
were turned up in an area measuring only a few
sciuare yards. I'pon careful examination of the

spot, which has the appearance of having been
partly aurroundod in early times by marshy
ground, considerably more than 1 ,000 pieces of

flint were recovered. Among these are 90 flint

iinplemcnta auch as knives, scrapers, pointed
tools and wedges, some of which are exceptionally

large and beautifully flaked. Arrow points,

both barbed and leaf-shaped, were also found.
The scientific and archaological value of the

discovery lies not alone in the fact of the large-

ness of the number of contemporary and associated

relics, but in the circumstances, probably unique
in Scotland, that several of the Hints appear to

have been used as implements at an earlier time
than the very remote period during which the
workshop flourished. The apparently older tools

have been, it is thought, picked up here and there
in the district, and brought into the settlement

aa raw material to bo then rotrimmed and worked
up afresh. .Vs well as implements of flint, many
haininer-stonca, anvil-stones, and rubbing and
smuothing-stoncs of dill'erent materials wore dis-

covered. There are traces of fire having been
used on the site. The collection hag been
acquired and classified by Mr. Ludovic Mann,
and will bo exhibited for a few weeks in the
People's Palace, ( ilasgow.

TuE Ontario Association of Architects are en-
deavouring to have changed the present Canadian
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Customs regulation fixing the amount of duty to

be paid on architectural plans brought in from
other countries. Until a few years ago, duty
was charged not, as at present, on the value of the
plans only, but on the total value of the completed
building erected from the plans. In some way
the regulation was changed so that duty has to

be paid on the value of the plans only. The
regulation in its present form is felt to be unfair
to Canadian architects, and an effort will be made
to induce the Government to revert to the former
regulation—a change that will act prejudicially

on the prospects of English architects obtaining
Canadian commissions.

LATEST PRICES.

A.

to

tl

fl

Per ton.
£5 J6
« 12 6
7 6
8 10

•1

tf

SO 6
S 17

11

8 15
S 10

CHIPS.
At a meeting of the Edinburgh Students'

Engineering Society, held in the Heriot-Watt
College on Monday night, Mr. Robert Henderson,
M.Inst. C.E., read a paper on the construction of
Burntisland east dock, recently completed for the
North British Railway Company. The paper was
illustrated by diagrams and lantern elides.

The Wigan Corporation Bill for the session of
1905 provides for the consolidation and amendment
of the provisions relating to the municipal tram-
ways, and empowers the corporation to erect a town
hall, public baths, cattle market, &c. It is pro-
posed to spend £31,000 on tramways, £i,000 on
street improvements, £90,000 on a town-hall,
£10,000 on baths, ana £30,000 on other purposes. -

The plans of Mr. T. M. Cippon, of Dundee, have
been adopted for the new United Free Church to be
erected, at a cost of £4,700, in the Clepington-road
district, Dundee.

The municipality of Venice have decided to affix

a memorial tablet to the house in which Ruskin
lived during his residence in that city. It will be
unveiled on January 26.

An application for power to borrow a further sum
of £9i4 for the restoration of the Grey Friars and
its adaptation for the purposes of a museum formed
the subject of a Local Government Board inquiry
at the Guildhall, Lincoln, on the 14th inst. Major
J. Stewart, R.B., an inspector of the board, con-
ducted the inquiry. The deputy town clerk ex-
plained that the corporation purchased the old
buildings known as the Grey Friars, and the adjoin-
ing land some time ago of the governors of the
Grammar School for £3,441. The carrying out of 1

the architect's scheme for its conversion into a
museum in its entirety would have involved an ex-
penditure of £3,125 ; but the corporation decided to

at present proceed with a section of the work, the
contract for which was £1,844. The Local Govern-
ment Board had already sanctioned the borrowing
of £1,000. Mr. Wm. Watkins, the architect, ex-
plained the plans, and Mr. R. A. MicBrair, the city

surveyor, gave other particulars.

A subject which has been continually before the
Montgomeryshire County Council for the past two
years is the state of the bridge over the Banwy at

Llanfair Caerinion. A special committee reported
to the Main Roads Committee in favour of the
erection of a new bridge, at a cost of £2,000, but
the Main Roads Committee recommended that the
matter be deferred twelve months. It was decided
on Friday that the matter be proceeded with at
once, and the county surveyor was given instructions

to prepare the necessary plans and estimates.

Speaking at the opening of the New Theatre
Royal at Birmingham on Friday last, Mr. Runtz,
ths architect (with Mr. Ford) remarked on the
expeditious manner in which the plans had been
passed by the Birmingham magistrates, and said he
had no hesitation in lemarking that in a two hours'
conference with a committee appointed by that
body he had been able to settle what it would have
taken at least three months to settle with the
London County Council. The erection of the
theatre has been carried out by Messrs. Henry
Lovatt and Co., Wolverhampton, and the decora-
tion and upholstering are the work of Messrs. Smee
and Cobay, of London. The total cost of the new
building is about £50,000.

A marble bust of the late Dr. William Ewatt,
politician and philanthropist, who represented the
Dumfries Burghs in Parliament for 27 years, from
1841 to 1868, was unveiled on Friday in the reading-
room of the pubUc library in Westminster. The
function of unveiling was performed by Lord
Cheylesmore, the mayor, who spoke in eulogistic

terms of the Ewart Libraries Act, and of Mr.
Ewart's splendid devotion to many popular causes
in his time. Mr. J. Passmore Edwards, when
acknowledging a vote of thanks to himself as the
donor of the bast, stated that Westminster, through
the united vestries of St. Margaret's and St. John's,
was the first community in London to adopt the
provisions of the Ewart Act, while Manchester was
the first city in the kingdom. The bust, which is

erected on a bracket fixed upon the north wall of the
reading-room, is by Mr. Gsorge J. Frunpton, R.A.

IRON, eto.
Pel ton.

BoUed-Iron Joists, Belgian £6 10
RoUed-Steel Joists. English 6 10
Wronght^Iron Girder Plates 7
Bar Iron, good Staffs 6 6
Do., Lowmoor, Flat, Bound, oi
Square 20

Do.. Welsh 6 IB
Boiler Plates, Iron

—

South Staffs 8
BestSnedshill 9

Angles 10s., Tees 208. per ton extra.

Builders' Hoop Iron, for bonding, tc, £7 78. 8d.

Bnildeis' Hoop Iron, galyaoised, £12 to £13 per ton.

Oalvanised Corrugated Sheet Iron-
No^ 18 to 20. No.22to24.

Per ton.
£11
11 10
8 10
8 10
8 5
6 10
8
4 12
9 6
«

to

eft. to 8ft. long, inolnsive Per ton.

gauge £10 15

Best ditto 11 5
Cast-iron Columns 6 10
Cast-iron Stanchions 6 10
RoUed-Iron Fencing Wire 8
BoUed-Steel Fencing Wire » 6 5

„ „ J, Oalvanised. 7 15
Caat-Iron Sash Weights 4 12 «
Cut Clasp Nails, Sin. to 6in 9 6
Cut Floor Brads 9

Wire Nails (Points de Paris)—

6 to 7 8 9 10 11 12 IS 14 IB B.W.G.
7 6 8/- 8 6 9/- 9/3 10/- 10,'9 116 12 6p€rcwt.

Cast-iron Socket Pipes-

Sin, diameter £8 15 to £8
4in. toein 5 12 6 „ 6 17 6

7in. to 24in. (all sizes) 6 0,, 6 10

[Coated with composition, 5s. Od. per ton extra ; turned
and bored joints, 58. Od. per ton extra.]

STONE.*
Darley Dale, in blocks per foot oabe £0 S 3
Red Mansfield ditto , ... 2 4i
Hard York ditto „ ... 2 10

Ditto ditto 6in. sawn both sides, landings,
random sizes per foot sup. 2 8

Ditto ditto Sin. slabs sawn two aides, •

random sizes „ ... 1 3
• AU F.O.B. London.

Bath Stone, delivered on rail at quarry stations
per foot cube £0 10

Delivered on road waggons, Paddington
Depot >, •.. 1 6J

Ditto ditto Nine Elms Depot 1 8J

Portland Stone, in random blocks of 20ft. average :—
Brown White

Whit Bed. Base Bed.
Delivered to railway depot at the

rirry per foot cube £0 1 5J ... £0 1 7i
ered on road waggons \

at Paddington Depot ... ! n 9 l n 9 91
Ditto Nine Elms Depot...

I
^ ^ ' - » ^ ^i

Ditto Pimlico Wharf /

OILS.
Linseed per tun £14 17 6 to £15 15

Bapeseed, English pale ... „ ... 22 „ 22 5

Do., brown „ ... 21 5 „ 22

Cottonseed, refined 15 10 „ 17 10

Olive, Spanish „ ... 81 10 „ 81 15

Seal, pale „ ... 16 „ 26

Cocoanut, Cochin , ... 33 „ 84

Do., Ceylon „ ... 29 10 „ 30 10

Pahn, Lagos 27 10 „ 28 10 6

Oleine „ ... 17 6 „ 19 6

Lubricating U.S per gal. 7 0,, 8 o
Petroleum, refined „ ... 5| „
Tar, Stockhohn per barrel 18 0,, 180
Do., Archangel , ... 19 8 „ 10
Turpentine, American ...per tun 37 „ 37 5

Pig Iron

—

Cold Blast, Lilleshall

Hot Blast, ditto

Per ton.
1058. Od. to 1128. 8d.

65s. Od. to 708. Od.

Wrought-Iron Tubes and Fittings—Disootmt off Standard
liste f.o.b. (plus 5 per cent.) ;

—

Gas-Tubes e7Jp.c.
WateivTubes 62i „
Steam-Tubes : 57} „
Oalvanised Gas-Tubea 55 „
Oalvanised Water-Tubes 50 „
Oalvanised Steam-Tubes 45 „

lOcwt. casks.

Per ton.

Zinc, English (London mill) £i8
Do., Vieille Montague 28 10
Snelter. SUesian 25 2 6

Sheet Lead, 81b. and upwards ... 13 15
Lead Water Pipe (F.O.B. Lond.) 14 5

Lead Barrel Pipe 15 2 8
Lead Pipe, Tinned inside 16 2 6

„ „ ,, ,, and outside 17 12 6
Composition Gas-Pipe 16 2
Soil-Pipe (Sin. and 6in. extra) ... 16 2
Pig Lead, in Icwt. pigs 10 16
Lead Shot, in 281b. bags 15
Copper Sheets, sheathing and rods 75
Copper, British Cake andlngot... 68
Tin, Straits 131 12

Do., English Ingots 132

i. 6cwt. casks.
Per ton,

to £58 10

„ 28 15

„ 25 7

„ 13 15

„ 14 5

„ 15 2

„ 18 2
„ 17 12

„ 16 2

„ 16 2 6
„ 10 17 6

„ 15 6
„ 76
„ 74

„ 132 12 6
„ 132 10

TIICBEB.
Teak, Bormah pet load £10 to £18 10

„ Bangkok , ... 9 10 „ 17 5
(Juebeo Pme, yellow ,,...4 5 0,, 7 5

„ Oak 5 0,, 80
„ Birch „ ... 2 10 „ 6

„ Ehn „ ... 4 2 6 „ 8 10

„ Ash 4 0,, 75
Dantsio and Memel Oak „ ...3 0,, 6 10
Fir 2 7 6 „ 4 15

Wainscot, Eiga p. log 2 12 6 „ 5 12

Lath, Dantaic, p.f 4 0,, 60
St. Petersburg 4 0,, 60

Greenheart 7 16 „ 8
Box 7 0,, IB
Sequoia, U.S.A percubefoot 8 6,, OS
Mahogany, Cuba, per super foot

liu. thick < „
„ Honduras ... „ ...0 0*,,
„ Mexican „ ...0 4,,
„ African Si „

Cedar, Cuba 8,,
„ Honduras „ ... 3},,

Satinwood , ... 10 „
Wahiut, Italian , ...0 8,,

„ American (logs) 8 1,,

6

9

8

7i
5

6i

Si
Si

1 9

7i
S 1

Deals, per St. Petersburg Standard, 120—12ft. by liin.

by llin. :—
Quebec, Pine, 1st £22 5 to £35

„ 2nd 18 5 „ 23 10

„ Srd 11 15 „ 14 5
Canada Spruce, 1st 10 15 „ 15 10

„ 2nd and 3id 8 15 „ 10 10

New Brunswick 8 0,, 9 10
Riga 8 15 „ 9 10

St. Petersburg 8 15 „ 17 10
Swedish 9 10 „ 20 10

Finland 10 6 „ 10 15

White Sea 11 „ 20 10
Battena, all sorts .„ 6 6 0,, 14 IS

Flooring Boards, per square of lin. ;

—

Istorepared £0 14
2ndditto 13
Other quaUties 6

Staves, per standard M :

—

U.S., pipe £S7 10
Memel, cr. pipe 220
Memel, brack 190

£0 19
16
13

£45
230
200

It is stated that the Powers signatory to the

Hague Convention will be invited to appoint two
architects from their respective suSjects to com-
pete for the plans for Mr. Carnegie's Palace of

Peace.

A large clock has just been completed at St.

Patrick's Church, Newry, Ireland, which has three

large dials and strikes the hours. It is fitted with

all the latest improvements, and generally made to

Lord Grimthorpe's designs by John Smith and
Sons, Midland Clock Works, Derby.

Tlie Streets and Buildings Committee of the

Edinburgh 'Town Council have agreed to recommend
that a new outlet sewer for the West Merchiston and
Gorgie districts should be constructed at an estimated

cost of £7,000. In connection with the laying of

the Leith electric tramways, it has been resolved to-

recommend that the work of paving Pilrig-street

on the Edinburgh side of the road should be carried

out by the LaiUi authorities, at a probable cost of

£1,900.

The Lidy Mayoress nnveiled on Tuesday the

latest addition to the frescoes on the walls of the

Rjyal Exchange. The picture, which is the work
of Mr. Elwin A. Abbey, R A., fills one of the

panels in the south wall, and is the gift of the

Merchant Taylors' and the Skinners' Companies. It

represents a scene in the old Guildhall, where the

master of the Merchant Taylors' Company, in the

presence of Lord Mayor Billesdon, is presenting a

loving cup to the Master of the Skinners' Company.

Saturday was the last day for depositicg at the

Private BUI Office of the House of Commons peti-

tions for Bills to be promoted during the ensuing

session, and copies of Provisional Orders to be dealt

with next year under the Private Legislation Pro-

cedure (Siotland Act), 1899. The petitions for Bills

numbered 182 and the copies of Provisional Orders

15, the corresponding figures for last year being 192

and 27 respectively.

The Bowland Rural District Council, at their last

meeting, adopted a scheme, estimated to cost £2,450,

for the purification of the sewage of the township

of Waddington, near CUtheroe. The treatment

will be by bacteria beds.

At the last meeting of the Bradford Parka,

and Cemeteries Committee it was intimated that

the Local Government Board had sanctioned the

borrowing of £20,000 for new recreation-grounds at

Idle and Greengates, and for improvements at other

recreation-grounds in the city.

At the meeting on Friday of the Cornwall County

Council Education Committee, the higher education

committee reported respecting a site for a secondary

school next the Brewery, St. Austell, with a

frontage on to the Tregonissey-road. The Duchy
Office offered the land required—viz., la. 3r. 20p.

—

for £600, reserving mineral rights. The committee

recommended the acceptance of the offer, and also

the plans of the architect (Mr. B. C. Andrew),

providing for 300 students at an estimated cost of

£7,000. On the ground that the price asked for the

site was extravagant and unreasonable, it was

decided to refer that pirt of the report back to the

committee. At th3 same meeting the offer of a sitn

at St. Djnnis was accepted at £250 an acre, and

plans by Mr. B. C. Andrew for a school for 20O

children were adopted.
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DESIGN AND COST.

EXTRAVAGANCE is one of the common
charges levelled against members of

the profession, especially by people who
know very little about an architect's function
•or duties, and imagine his employment to be a
iind of expensive luxury. We are afraid the
charge has been well founded in some cases,

and the reputation of the profession as a body
has in consequence suffered. High estimates
and tenders, large " extr.;s," imperfect
planning, &c., have contributed to the
popular notion that architects like to carry
out expensive buildings whenever they get
the opportunity, and have moneyed or
-easy clients to deal with. The opinion
is strengthened by the fact that the
commission paid for making designs and
preparing drawings and specifications and
supervising the work is charged directly
on the cost of the building. The motive
can be pointed to, and this is enough
for many people, who do not consider for a
moment that cheap buildings are generally
dear and inefficient in a variety of ways, and
that if the architect's employment adds to the
expense, the building is so much the better
and more profitable to the owner. It is surely
worth the small percentage charged by the
architect, which is much below the percentage
which a builder pockets on materials and
^oods supplied, to have plans and drawings
made for the building, a specification of all the
work and items, and supervision of the work
during progress. The architect's commission
is more than paid for if the client obtains the
proper kindof materials, such as sound burned
-and well-made bricks, and weU-selected stone,
to say nothing of other materials that have
to be supplied. AVhen the client reflects

that an economy of a fraction of a per-cent.
on every material supplied will amount to
more than the whole commission, he will be
disposed to take another view of the question.
Again, the saving effected by the employment
of an architect in respect to any construction
or fitting—sanitary, heating, or otherwise,
—will more than compensate for his fee. In
.short, th're are many who have a very
shortsighted view of the subject, and of a
professional man's education and skill—who
imagine that his services are superfluous
and •an be dispen.sed with. Is not a
well - considered and technically contrived
plan alone worth paying for ^ It may
moan quicker letting to tenants, greater
economy in the discharge of business or
trade, in convenience of removal of goods,
fulfilment of local regulations and by-laws,
a saving of cost in compensation for obstruct-
ing ancient lights, on annual repairs, fire

insurance, and other things. Take, for

instance, house-buUding, about which every-
body has a notion, and imagines ho knows
all about a good plan and the domestic re-
quirements—at least, from his own stand-
point Does n(jt practical e.xperience prove
that the superior tenant prefers a house that
has been planned or designed by an archi-
tect 'f The speculative owner or builder's
house entails more constant repair, and is

defective in many other ways, as wo all know
from our experienco of ?uburban dwellings.

Thoro are some aspects of this question
which concern the profession. It does not
affect private clients only. Tublic bodies
fall into similar errors when they think of
employing an architect. Many of them
think lin can bo done without ; that they
have no right to spend the ratepayers' money
on buildings designed by an architect.

We cannot speak of all, but we know what
some heavily-rated inhabitants think : they

have a strong conviction that they would
obtain " better value " for expenditure by
employing an architect. Their experience of

costly bmldings, town-halls for example,

always requiring alteration, large ill-lighted

rooms and corridors, assembh'-rooms, which
cannot be used in winter time, owing to

faulty ventilating and warming arrangements,

or to equally defective acoustical pro-

perties, is not reassuring. We do not say

all these defects are avoided by the em-
ployment of a professional man ; but
they occur much less frequently when a

properly-qualified architect is engaged. The
faults that do occur are more often due to

the mistakes of those who issue instructions

and select designs than to those who compete.

Just consider the number of municipal
buildings that have been built during the

last decade or two—even during the last

twelve months—the enormous amount of

skill and energy and architectural ability, as

well as money, that have been expended in

the erection of these buildings. And most
of them have been designed by architects

selected in competition. Here we have an
implied admission that in their collective

capacity, when important public buildings

have to be erected, municipal bodies

employ competent professional aid. A num-
ber of architects concentrating their at-

tention on a certain problem is more
likely to result in the best plan, than
the calling in of an independent architect.

More individual effort is used when several

men are engaged to compete, and a better

result is likely to be obtained than if one
man was employed. But municipalities

appear in some cases to possess the usual
shortsightedness that is found with private

clients. They do not like to pay the extra

cost of professional skill, and they try by
various means in their power to lessen cost

at the expense of efficiency. They employ
their own officials, the borough engineer or

surveyor, to prepare plans, so as to save
expense, as they think. But in what way ?

By expecting the official to do the work in his

ordinary capacity, and thereby save an
architect's fees, also the expense of

giving premiums to those who compete ? H
the borough surveyor receives a good salary,

the corporation have no scrujile in requesting
him to prepare plans, and in such a case he
may obtain an architectural designer to do
the elevations for him ; if the salary paid is

small, the surveyor may charge extra for

such additional work, but at a lower rate

than an outside architect. By either of

these supposed cases, the public lose the
skill and ability of an export designer. In
the first case an ill-devised plan, it may be
with showy elevations, is adopted, or the
plan is manipulated to suit the ideas of tho
various departmental olUcials. Tho result

is costly, and perhaps not a success ; no ono
is satisfied. The surveyor regards the work
as a labour of supererogation : ho feels he is

not wholly responsible for a building which
is not in his own line ; it is not all his own, for

he has employed a "ghost' to put it into

shape. Wo cannot look for anything
but faihiro, and it is costly at tho best.

In tho latter case thero may even bo
greater reason why tho design is im-
I)orfect. Why should an olficial with a
small salary bo expected to be proficient as
an architect as woU 'f In either of these cases
the public and municipality lose the services
of a qualified architect just in the same
manner as a patient who, to save expense,
goes to his chemist when ho should have con-
sulted a medical practitioner. Tho employ-
ment of ( iovornraont and municipal officials

instead of architects for State and public
buildings we commented on last week. The
profession have a right to protest as the
k. l.li..\.. has done; but the reform must
proceed from a real conviction founded on

experience that the best and most skilful

design can only be obtained by the employ-
ment of men who have been educated and
trained in the profession, and in no other

way. Till the popular mind has become
intelligent enough to appreciate the real

value of sanitary and hygienic conditions

in building, public and private ; construc-

tion based on scientific - principles ; the

economy of using good materials, and the

educative value in the artistic sense of

good architecture, we must look in vain for

any improvement. <-'ost, after all, is a rela-

tive matter. We call a building costly, not

only because a large sum of money has been
expended in its erection, but when we find

that the expenditure has been greater than
it ought to have been. The low tender may
mean, as it often does, a building full of

defects, of inferior material and workmanship
—in fact, a very costly one compared with a
building that ' has cost 20 per cent. more.

A building, in fact, often costs a great deal

more than it is worth, and this difference is

chiefly to be attributed to the want of good
planning and construction, and careful super-

vision. But in the popular mind thoie

qualities of a building which only the archi-

tectcan bestow are least valued. Theuniutelh-
gent, unappreciative person will place more
value on the materials which are seen,

and on the display or lavish ornament
on the building. Points of plan, nicety of

arrangement, an artistic sense of treatment

of material or design in the fittings and
features of the interior, decorative interest—all

these things are counted to be of little value

because they are intangible properties un-
appreciated by the ordinary man and woman.
External and sensible evidences of build-

ing, however extravagant, appear to be
most valued by the public of a certain class.

Cheap ornaiuent, like cheap finery in dress, is

esteemed by certain commercial people—in

fact, we may call the present the " advertise-

ment era " in architecture as in other things:

the aim is to catch the pubhc eye, or appeal

to the popular mind. The architectural profes-

sionare, to a great extent, losers. The large com-
mercial firm or tradesman is desirous of erec-

ting large and showy premises, and imagines
that the architect is a needless expense ; an
enterprising builder wiU do all he requires,

prepare plans and elevations and contract for

the work. Tho fa(;ade towards the street

must be lofty, of several stories lighted from
large windows of plate glass, adorned ex-
ternally with dressings of stone or terracotta

;

the main entrance must be large and inviting,

there must be a tower over it, or a cupola of

some sort ; the roof must be broken by
gables of an exceedingly lavish kind, and all

this display must be done as cheaply as

possible. When men made their own goods
on the principles of true craftsmanship,

before the capitalists became master of the

situation and produced simply to sujiply

a demand and to make a large profit

on purely commercial principles, cost in

building was not considered too great a
sacrifice at the shrine of art ; no one thought
how much a building would cost so long as

it was suitable, well built, honestly deco-

rated. Even down to tho early IDth century
buildings wore designed to satisfy the owner's
requirements ; fow thought of jutting down
builders' prices, and all workmanship w.is

measured and valued. But now the idea of
cost enters largely into the mind of all

building owners.
Thoro is, moreover, yot another aspect

of tho (luestion to notice : wo mean the
relation between design ami cost. I'ow
people who intend to build think of the
relation which material or workmanship
bears to cost. Thus a labourer's cottago
in the country presents, probably, tho
simplest conditions—that is, the materials
are few and simply converted, the labour
small ; but in a town residence work-
manship boars a much greater proportion to
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the whole than, the mate^ia^ In short, in

proportion to the complexity of the building

does the element of labour or workmanship
enter, and the work becomes more costly.

Every class of building embodies its own
peculiar trades—that is, there isa ratio of jjarti

-

cular crafts to others. In houses the trades

are pretty equal, while in warehouses and
factories probably the bricklayer, carpenter,

or ironworker bulk more largely than any
other trade like plumbing, plastering, or

joinery ; while a few, like the paperhanger or

decorator, are not represented. In the

erection of a church, the trades that bear the

largest ratio would be the bricklayer, mason,
carpenter and joiner and decorative artist.

In a few buildings—like a hotel or restaurant

—the trades would be more evenly dis-

tributed, though a few—like the plumber,
fitter, and decorator—would bear a large

proportion to the whole, and be propor-

tionately costly. Every type of buikling of

a distinctive kind—like a church, a dwelling,

a school, or shop—will be found to possess a

certain approximate ratio of each trade and
material. In estimating, these ratios are

valuable means of approximately finding out

the cost of any building, and tables of the

average ratios of the trades may be con-
structed for that purpose. But these relative

proportions of material and labour in

a building will also serve to indicate in

which the services of the architect ai-e

most required. In every building where
workmanship or labour bulks largely, the

architect's services become essential, as there

is a larger amount of skilled labour to direct

and supervise than in a building in which
materials without much labour are found.

Cost increases rapidly with the intricacy or

amount of labour required ; and as the

architect is chiefly employed for buildings

of this more complex description, he gets

the undeserved reputation for increasing the

expense. Take, for instance, the design and
erection of a small chapel, or the decoration

of a building in which the mason, metal-
worker, and artist in glass are engaged.
Every small part of screen, grille, marble
reredos, metalwork and painting, tile work,
etc., has to be designed, cartoons prepared
and executed by artists and craftsmen of

repute, and the architect's services and
supervision for such detailed work must be
paid for on a higher scale thm for ordinary
building. The expense seems exorbitant,

while, in fact, a much higher class of

workmanship is concerned than in the
ordinary building. Every trade also, it

ought to be remembered, has its own pro-
portion of material and labour. Thus the

bricklayer has a proportionate value of mate-
rials and plant of about two-thirds to

about one-third of labour ; the mason about
three-eighths of material to five-eighths of

labour ; the carpenter about the same as the

bricklayer ; while the plumber, a complex
trade, has also one-third of labour and t;vo-

thirds materials. In estimating cost, the
comparative relation of labour to material in

the total value of each trade is therefore of

importance, and forms one of the confirmatory
tests of correct valuation.

CLAPHAM BATHS COMPETITIOX.

AFTER the rejection of the assessor's

award, and a good deal of discussion

and disappointment, the AVandsworth
Borough Council have revised the decision

with reference to the designs received for the

proposed Clapham Public Baths. We have
already reported the various steps and meet-
ings held on the subject, the report of the
Biths and Washhouses Committee thereon,
and the letters from the assessor, Mr. A.
Hessell Tiltman, F.R I.B.A., Mr. E. J.

Stevens. Mr. A . W. S. Cross on behalf of

14 competitors, and of Messrs. Edwards,
Heron, and Co., on the question. The com-

mittee have, as we have reported, recom-
mended that the council do not confirm the
assessor's award with regard to plan No. IG

placed first, but that the author of design No.
17 be empIo3-ed as architect to carry out the
work under the conditions of the competition,

and that the author of No. 1 1 be awarded the
second premium. These recommendations
were adopted after much discussion. As we
have said, this final decision has scarcely done
justice to the other competitors concerned.
It has reversed the assessor's award. In the

circumstances, their designs had a right to be
reconsidered, and the result arrived at appears
to be illogical. The relative merit of designs
numbered 16 and 17 is one of the first ques-
tions which deserve consideration. The plan
placed firstby theassessor (byMr. Alfred Saxon
Snell) covers proportionately a very much
smaller area of the site than the design
Xo. 17, placed third, whose authors, Messrs.
Druery and Dolby, have been selected archi-

tects. No. 16 is a compactly-planned design,

but the author has divided his first and
second-class baths, placing the bulk of them
on the ground floor and the rest of them on
the first floor ; whereas, in the selected

plan the authors have placed all the
baths for men on the ground-floor, which are
thus under better conti-ol from the attendant,
and complying with the condition of the
schedule that—" The men's first and second-
class baths should be so arranged as to admit
generally of one man supplying the necessary
attendance upon bathers." We have italicised

the word which seems to imply the require-

ment that the baths for men was intended to

be placed on the same floor. With respect to

other details of the plans and the elevations,

we refer to our comments to follow. The
schedule required that there were to be
provided twelve first-class and sixteen second-
class slipper - baths for men, and eight

second-class slipper-baths for women, with
waiting-room and latrine accommodation for

each group ; a ticket office and store for

clean towels adjoining : boiler-house and
heating - chamber, coal store, store for

reception and despatch of dirty towels, and
apartments for the superintendent. It was
also desired that the competitors should
arrange their building upon the part of site

which abuts on Park HUl, and that no greater

portion of the site be occupied than neces-

sary, and the front elevation might be of

three stories. Each group of baths was to

have a separate waiting-room, entered from
a corridor adjoining and directly from the

baths. The bath compartments were to be
not less than 6ft. Sin. by 6ft. in the clear,

to be of thin glazed bricks or impervious
material, and the baths were to be porcelain

or white vitreous enamelware glazed, &o.

.Shoots for the conveyance of dirty towels

had to bs provided from each group of baths

to a towel-room, &3. In the design selected

we find these requirements have been gene-
rally satisfied by the authors ; the site

has been well utilised, the entrances for men
and women, divided by a ticket office, being
entered on the north-west ijide, with a cart-

way to area, boiler-house and stores on the

east side. A good-sized waiting-room for

the first-class men's bath is next to their

entrance, with direct connection with the bath-
room, which occupies part of north and the

whole of the west front. The baths are

arranged in pairs against the outer walls,

with centrepassageway between. The second-
class baths occupy the south side, with centre

passage, and partly along the inner corridor

next to the first class. The attendant is

placed in a good position at the inner angle
of corridor next to the second-class waiting-
room, which islighted from area on the eastside.

The waiting-rooms are conveniently placed

at entrance to baths and near entrances. The
upper floor provides for the women's second-

class baths over the men's waiting-room and
entrances below, with convenient waiting-

[

rooms over the cartway. The elevations and

details are commonplace ; the entrance front

has three archways between gabled wings,
with high roof between, and in this respect

the design does not compete with No. 16,

which makes the corner between the fii'st and
second-class baths a feature by an oriel.

The second premium, awarded to No. 11,

by Mr. A. W. S. Cross, M.A., is an ingenious

arrangement forming a triangular block of

buildings with entrances axially arranged
with the apex of triangle. A square hall,

with entrances for men and women on each
side (but very cramped in the position of

the doors), with semicircular waiting-rooms
in connection for each sex leading direct into

the first and second-class baths, are well

arranged. The larger second-class range cuts

off the first-class bathroom. The attendant
is placed at a convenient point in the second-

class bathroom commanding both classes. On
the first-floor plan the women's slipper -baths

with waiting-room and stairs are placed over

the entrances and hall and men's first-class

baths. The waiting-room, 10ft. square, is

above the hall below. The living-rooms are

over the second-class men's baths. The
general arrangement is well thought out,

and the only practical defect is the position

of the boiler, and the omission of means for

getting it in or out. The elevation, composed
of a pedimental centre, with segment-shaped
pediments o\cr the ends of main baths, is

simple. Wide entrances with columns in

front are placed on each side of centre facing

Park Hill and Clapham Park-roads.

No. 16 (by Mr. Sixon Snell), placed first

by the assessor, but to w'nich no premium is

awarded by the committee—a rather ques-

tionable point—is certainly small in area;

but, as we have pointed out, the mixing up
of the men's baths on both floors, the want
of convenient supervision in consequence,

are objectionable points which have weighed
with the committee. The towel arrange-

ment is also defective. The entrances for

men and women on each side of a semi-

octagonal ticket-office occupy the same posi-

tion as in the first plan; at the north-east

corner is a stairs to women's baths, while the

waiting room to each group of men's baths

are near the entrance, but not available for

the upper floor. The first-class waiting-

room is at the corner of the two fronts,

and the baths of this group are ranged

along both sides of a central passage-

way, and extend along a portion of south

side, the remainder being provided on the

floor above over men's entrance ant] circular

corner. The second class men's baths occupy

the return block on east side and the corner

of south side; also the south-west portion of

the upper floor over men's first-class baths.

They therefore undesirably overlap those on

the ground floor. The women's baths are

on the south and east sides. Both sets of baths

have centre passageways ; an attendant's room
is shown at the corner of women's corridor.

The stairs to each group of baths above are

scarcely convenient. An area for light and
air is left in the centre batween the blocks.

The elevations in brick and stone show a
suitable treatment, and the details are well

drawn, showing a circular oriel at the corner

of Park Hill and Clapham-road. The roof

is curbed. No doubt the objections pointed

out, especially the placing the men's baths

on both floors, so that one attendant

cannot supervise both of them, have
had something to do with influencing the com-
mittee in reversing the decision. The alleged

illuminated lettering is a misstatement, or

simply imaginative. The selected design

certainly provides good waiting-rooms in

connection with each group of baths ; the

towel store and arrangements are better, the

baths for men are all located on the ground

floor. On the other hind, the area covered

by the building is larger, and is said to

occupy 50 per cent, of the site.

Our notices of othur designs must be brief.

Many of the competitors have massed their
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baths in several rows, a rather questionaljle

plan. No. 3, in its general plan resembling the
design placed second, is one of the best sub-
mitted ; the men's baths form blocks con-
verging on each side, oneoutting off the corner
of the other, with entrances for both sexes at the
corner between these blocks. The towel room
IS made a useful circular projecting feature
between the entrances. The waiting-rooms
and attendant's at the angle of both the men's
baths are convenient, the second-class wait-
ing-room forming a triangular area behind
the ticket office between the main baths. The
women's baths, 27ft. by 16ft. Gin., are over
the end of the second-class men's, and the
waiting-room is over the ticket office and
towel store—all economical. The superin-
tendent's rooms are on the upper Hoor towards
the Park Hill and ('lapham Park-road. The
exterior is picturesquely treated. No. 2

has a loircr ground floor as well as a ground
floor plan. The plan is simple, the baths
being in one long block with baths on
•each side of passage, with circular-bayed
waiting - room at one end, and with
men's and women's entrances forming a
small projecting building. An open area on
two sides with a road for carts on the
other are shown. The men's second class

are below the first class baths, with women's
baths on first floor. The attendant is placed
at one end of ground-floor baths. The draw-
ings are all well drawn and detailed. There
are four stories fronting Olapham-road,
with a corner turret over the women's stairs.

No. 1 is a plan with the men's baths in one
range, for both classes with area and w.c's
between. The women's are on fii-st floor.

Elevation rather commonplace. No. .5 is a
well-drawn set, freely treated in the eleva-
tions and details. The baths being in two
blocks at right angles ; but the arrangement
is not very economical. No. 12 is a well
designed scheme, the men's baths are massed
in four rows on ground floor with the women's
above. No. 1.3 is a compact arrangement,
the men's bath's are under the control of an
attendant at corner, but the back to back
arrangement of baths is questionable,
and the elevations are not very appropriate.
No. 19 has a fairly well-planned arrange-

ment, with two blocks devoted to men's
baths, with entrances towards the main
road ; but the baths are massed with unde-
sii'able cross passages, and control is not clear.

No. IS is arranged after No. 11, the blocks
of men's baths converging towards the corner
of site, with the entrances placed between
them towards the main road. No. 9 is some-
what contused in tho planning of second-
class baths for men. No. 8 has a clover
elevation, but the grouping of baths are un-
satisfactory. No. 7 has a well- arranged
scheme generallj-, the first and second-class
baths being at right angles, with waiting-
room in the inner angle ; a good entrance-
hall, and men's entrances at the corner of

main fronts. Ornamental gables withcircular-
headed windows with corner turretsaro shown

.

No. 10 has also a studied plan, with a good
elevation simply roofed. In looking over
these designs we notice considerable diversity
in tho disposition of the baths. Some of

them have single rectangular blocks placed
at right angles with tho entrances, and
waiting-rooms in tho angle between, (ithors

show the men's blocks placed along the con-
verging sides of site, with tho entrances in

the acute angle between, as in tho second
Eromiatod, while a third variety have four
locks arranged round tho boundai-ios. On

the whole, tho plans display considerable
skill in the solution of tho problem, for tho
site is by no moans an easy one, and the
conditions made it necessary to concentrate
as much as possible.

This competition must bo added to the long
list of competitions which have failed to give
satisfaction. How tho greater number of tho
competitors who complied with tho condition
which required that the men's baths wore to

be on the ground floor, to enable one attendant
to control both groups, were set aside we are
unable to discover, or why the committee
who rejected the assessor's award should
have not incUided in then- scrutiny one or

two other plans of much merit. Having set

aside the decision, the proper course would
appear to have given a chance to others who
have strictly foUowed the instructions.

ON LIMES AND MORTARS.—X.

WATSON.

—

[Coiiclllllirl.)

WHATEVER may be the case in other
branches of human learning, no claim has

yet been made that even one of the simplest laws
of natural science was at any time the subject of

a supernatural revelation to mankind. In its

progress from barbarianism to civilisation, the
advance, if sure, was always painful and slow.
The human race, at first wholly ignorant of the
marvellous forces by which it was environed, and
the circumstances by which it was conditioned,

stood amazed at the constant changes which
apparently affected all things ; it shrank in terror

as the grand diapason of the thunder rolled

across the sky, or looked with horror on the
destruction wrought by the lightning's flash

;

but, thrown on its own resources, and guided
solely by the light of reason, it went on step by
step acquiring knowledge, until the changes
which caused such wonder were utilised for the
weUbeing of all, and the dreaded lightning
itself became the slave, and not the destroyer, of

man and his works. In reading of Bishop
Watson's experiments on limestone in the light

of our present knowledge of the subject, they
seem almost too childish to be worth record-
ing; yet it is not well to judge of work done
then by the standard of what we do now

;

for that would be not higher wisdom but
deeper stupidity. There is as much difference
between knowledge and learning' as there is

between knowing a thing and being told of it.

Watson, by carefully conducted and oft-repeated
experiment, arrived at his facts ; but many of us
commit facts to memory without mastering the
subject at all. The information supplied by
others is stored away for future use, and by the
misuse of the understanding in this way it

becomes atrophied. It is a tendency of the pre-
sent day to administer bodily foods in a concen-
trated or " potted " form, so that in eating a few
ounces of an extract one may swallow an ox
without difficulty. Learning, too, is condensed
and concentrated as a kind of essence, and there
is not a scientific subject to which a royal road
may not be found through some of the textbooks
of the day. Many a schoolboy, for instance,
has learned more geometry than Pythagoras ever
knew

; yet the latter would scarcely have sung
"Nunc Dimittis" before he died had he an
opportunity of listening to any of our modern
geometers who write so learnedly on that subject.
Chemistry is essentially an experimental science,
and a more practical knowledge of limes and
mortars may be obtained by the actual trial

of an acid on a few pieces of limestone
than by reading a dozen pages in any treatise
on the subject. Doctor Watson's next experi-
ments were made to ascertain how much a
piece of fpiicklime gained in weight by being air-

slaked. Without anticipating the subject-matter
of another article, it may be well to 8.ay here tliat

even on the warmest day in summer there is a
considerable nuantity of moisture in tho air, and
several substances have the power of absorbing
it, even .is blotting-piipor takes up any wet ink
on which it may bo placed. Tho doitor observed
that when a Uimp of quicklime of any sort was
exposed in a room sheltered from rain or dew, it

soon began to crack, and in no groat length of
time fell to a powder ; and this powder weighed
considerably more than the lump of liinu from
which it was derived. Tho time required for tho
change depended much on tho area of tho surface
of the time exposed, and partly on the degree of
humidity in tho atmosphere ; but tho doctor was by
no moans sure of this last assumption. Ho took
a piece of statuary marble on I'ob. 10, 17711,

weighing VIO grains, and calcined it; whilst
warm from the fire it weighud 301 grains.
All through tho doctor's experiments ho wiut

careful to note in weighing any substinco,
what its temperature was, for having phlogiston
on the brain, ho thought the s.imo body might
register dilTerent weights atdilTerent temperatures.

It is easy to understand how a metal rod gauged
to exactly a foot long, at a certain temperature,
will not be the same length at any other tem-
perature ; but it is not quite so easy at first

sight to imagine how any scientific man could
think that a pound weight at 100' could increase
to more than a pound weight at 32', and that by
mere change of temperature. If this were really

so, the shopkeeper, who purchased goods weighed
with cold weights, would make his fortune if he
retailed the same goods, weighing them to his
customers with very hot weights

; yet the
phlogistic theory led to some such conclusion aa
this. The doctor having obtained a lump of

quickhme weighing 304 grains, placed it in a
piece of paper in a drawer of his study table, and
weighed it at different intervals until it attained
its utmost weight, 515 grains, which it did on
March 4. It was weighed several times after

this date, but always with the same result ; it

showed no increase of weight after 22 days*
exposure. It will be noticed that in this experi-
ment the 540 grains of statuary marble yielded
304 grains of quicklime. Now how does this

accord with what we know the exact weight should
be r Statuary marble is pure carbonate of lime,

and its formula is C'aCOj, which for our present
purpose may be extended thus, CaOCO;,, both
formida' being exactly the same in meaning.
Statuary marble is calcium oxide in combination
with carbon dioxide in the proportion by weight
of 56 of the former to 44 of the latter; thus,
calcium 40, oxygen 16 = 56; and carbon 12,

oxygen (16 x 2) 32 = 44. If, therefore, 100 parts

(56 + 44) of carbonate of lime contain 50 parts of

lime, by a simple rule in proportion the quantity
of lime in 540gr. of carbonate may be found, .and

this is 304'4gr. (100 : 540 : : 56 : 304-4), so that
the doctor's experiment may be considered as
yielding an absolutely correct result tested by
our modern theory of atomic weights. When,
however, his experiment with quicklime is tested,

the result is not quite so accurate, for 304gr. of
quicklime increased to 515gr. by air slaking. To
check this, we must again resort to chemical
formulte. Quicklime is CaO, and water (the
moisture of the air) is 'il.O, slaked lime being
CaOH^O (keeping the formula in its extended
and simplest form). Now this means that
56 parts, by weight, of lime romhiiie (they do not
mix) with IS parts of water to form 74 parts of
slaked lime. As before, a simple calcula-
tion shows that 97}gr. of water should have
slaked the 304gr. of quicklime, but the doc-
tor's lime took double this. The difference
may be accounted for by supposing it took up
carbon dioxide as well as water. It was also
found that no other substance of a calcareous
nature acquired its greatest weight as speedily as
lime made from statuary marble ; but this state-,

ment may be regarded as being equal in value
with any that comes from Chefoo. In taking
the weight of a slaked or hydrated lime, as com-
pared with the quicklime from which it has been
derived, it is absolutely necessary that the latter

should be weighed as it leaves the kiln, and .also

that it should be thoroughly calcined ; for if

calcination is incomplete, portion of the stone is

still in a state of carbonate, and it will not slake at
all. The lessons derived from the last experiments
may bo roughly summed up thus :— (1) To obtain
pure lime use pure calcium carbonate ; (2) be
sure to drive off all the carbon dioxide—that is,

calcine it thoroughly ; and (3) when experi-
menting with pure lime for rate of absorption of
moisture, and carbon dioxide, use it at once on
its cooling down from a red-hot state. Slaked
limes have not all tho same appearance : statuary
and Dove marble, Portland, and Ketton stones
were all found to bo composed of little globules
visible to the naked eye, whilst limes from chalk.
Sienna marble, and spar have no appearance of
globules, nor do they feel gritty to the touch like

the others.

Some limestones yield limes which, when
slaked with an insulhcient quantity of water,
show globules like those found by tho doctor,
or tho same effect may bo |uoduoed by cooling
lime whieh is heated by slaking, by the addition
of cold water, so that in slaking liuiB it is always
advisable to add enough water to effect thit
operation at once, covering tho lime at the same
time to prevent the heat escaping. Tho whitest
limes are obtained from crystallised spir. Statuary
marble and Portland stone give white limes, but
not nearly so white as that obtained from spar :

other limes have a yellowish cast. The i par re-
ferred to here is that known ivi ca'cspar, cal-

careous spar, or calcito : it is an absolutely pure
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form of that mineral. Several limestones of a

dark bluish-grey colour jield pure white lime,

for the colour is due to the presence of carbon,

which is driven off in calcination. Other blue

1 mestones—as, for instance, lias—yield brown
limes, for the colouring matter is due to the

presence of clay tinted with iron oxide, which
remains in the lime after calcination. The
colour of the lime is therefore a guide to

the classification of the limestones from which
it was derived. Every builder is familiar

with the colour of chalk lime. When it is pure

white, it is an Upper Chalk lime ; when light

brown, it is from the Lower Chalk ; and when of

a darker brown still, it is one of the L'as limes.

When, therefore, a lime is not pure white, it is

almost certain the colour is due to the presence of

iron-tinted clay. The next series of experiments

by Bishop Watson were made with a view to

ascertain the utmost increase of weight which
different sorts of lime acquire by being air slaked.

In this case the limes were folded in paper and
laid on shelves in the press of a room, where there

was a constant fire. The specimens were weighed
from time to time until they had acquired their

greatest increase of weight, which some of them
lid not do for nine months or more. The results

*re givn in the following table. The first column
of figures shows the weight to which a ton of

each sort of lime would increase by air-slaking as

described, and the second column the increase of

weight per ton.
Cwt. Cwt.

Sienna marble 35-010 15010
Dove marble 85-008 15 008
Portland stone 34 937 14937
Statuary marble ai 5 14 500
Transparent spar 34-014 14 014
Purbeck stone 31-007 14-007

Crystallised spar 33173 13'473

Opaque spar 32-437 12-437

Clitheroe limestone 3-2-384 12-384

Ketton stone 31 8B6 11-866

Chalk 30 680 10-58)

The conclusions drawn from the foregoing
figures were that the greatest increase of weight
which a ton of lime of the several sorts mentioned
would acquire by exposure was about three-

quarters of a ton, and the least a little over half

a ton ; and the practical application is that, as

lime is sometimes sold by weight, it is obvious the
seller will be a considerable gainer if he does not
sell the lime for a few days after it is drawn from
the kiln. Freshly-burnt lime may, under certain

atmospheric conditions, increase in weight at the

rate of Icwt. per ton for the first five or six days.

Lime, says the doctor, which has once acquired
its greatest increase of weight does not lose any
part of that it has acquired by subsequent ex-
posure to the air even during the heat of summer.
Several sorts of lime which had gained their
greatest weight during the wet months were
weighed again during the hot, dry months, but
in no case was the weight diminished by the
action of the heat. Let the matter, therefore,

which is attracted by the lime from the air be
what it may, it is a permanent substance, and
not subject to evaporation by the summer's
heat. It will be explained hereafter that a
chemical combination is not a mixture, and
how one may be distinguished from the other ;

the moisture and carbon dioxide taken up
from the air by quicklime enter into combination
with it, forming new chemical substances

—

namely, calcium hydroxide and calcium car-
bonate ; if the moisture and carbon dioxide W4re
retained only as mixtures, the lime would part
with them again under ordinary conditions ; but
as new chemical compounds are formed, calcina-
tion only can drive off the substances taken up
from the air, and by this process air-siaked lime
Cin be converted into quicklime (or lime water-
slaked in the ordinary way) as often as may be
desired. A very natural question now suggested
itself to the doctor, who would have made a first-

rate quantity-surveyor, havingestimated the loss of
weight sustained by limestone during calcination,
and the subsequent gain of weight during air

slaking, does the gain equal the loss 'r Another ex-
periment was made to throw light on this subject.
A piece of Dove marble, weighing 201 grains, was
converted into 116 grains of lime, weighed hot

;

this was on March 6, and on the fifth of the follow-
ing Kovember the lime weighed 203Jt grains, so
that the doctor concluded this kind of lime gains
by exposure to the air just as much as the marble
it is prepared from loses by calcination, and other
experiments confirmed this view. Desiring to be
very accurate, the doctor laid do wn this rule : "The
increase of weight by exposure to the air is less
than the loss of weight by calcination by about

one four-hundredth part of the marble." Dry
chalk weighing 120 grains yielded 68 grains of

lime by calcination, and the utmost increase of

weight by exposure to the air was 104 grains

—

that is, air-slaked ; it wanted between one-
seventh and one-eighth of the original weight of

the chalk. Dove marble and chalk were the two
extremes of the substances tested. Xo kind of

lime regained so much weight as that from Dove
marble, and none so little as that from chalk.

Chemists of deservedly great eminence at the

time did not apparently understand much about
the chemistry of limes and mortals. M. Macquer
said that " quicklime combined with the moisture

of the air, which it seemed capable of attracting ;

by the moisture thus attracted the weight of the
quicklime is doubled." M. Baumo weighed
some lime carefully, and though he kept it in a

cellar for several years, it never regained the

weight of the substance from which it was ob-
tained by calcination; there was always a defi-

ciency of more than "125 per cent. The doctor

was rather sceptical about these other experiments,
for though he did not question the veracity

of either Jlacquer or Eaume, he objected to their

giving to limes in general, properties of the parti-

cular limes examined by them. No lime examined
by Watson ever doubled its weight by attracting

matter from the air, yet he did not doubt that if

a limestone could be found which lost half its

weight by calcination, a specimen of lime from it

might, perhaps, be doubled in weight. When a

lime contains a portion of sand or clay, it will

not increase as much in weight, by slaking, as

the same quantity of pure lime will do, for neither

the sand nor the clay will take up water and hold it

in chemical combination. Watson believed that

the quantity of water a quicklime will take up
depends much on the degree of heat to which it

has been subjected, and that there is a certain

degree of heat necessary to make quicklime take

up the greatest possible quantity of water in its

conversion to hydroxide. When the heat is not
suificient to conrert the whole of the limestone
into lime, the part which is not changed cannot
contribute anything to the increase of weight by
hydration, and the doctor was of opinion this

was equally true when the heat was more
than sufficient to convert the whole sub-
stance into lime. Six different limestones
were exposed to a fierce fire for twenty-four
hours, and when after nearly a year's exposure,
these were air-slaked, they were weighed ; the
weights were then compared with hydrates of the
same substances after four hours' firing, and the
experiments clearly proved the great utUity of

burning lime with a definite heat. The results

are shown in this table :

—

After 1'2 Hours.

Cwt.
Sienna marble 8-384 ....

Transparent spar 8-295 ....

Statuary marble 8 000
Chalk 7-366

After 4 Hours.

Cwt.
15-010
14-014
14-500
10-580

Clitheroe limestone 6-580 12-384
Crystallised spar 6000 13-473

Is one of the limes which were burned for 24

hours attracted so much from the air as those did

which were burned for one-sixth the time, the
difference being very considerable in all the in-

stances. This result led the doctor to believe that

a greater degree of heat would have entirely

deprived the lime of its property of absorbing
water, and thus have made it approach the

nature of a glass. Having exhausted his subject
so far as weights were concerned, the Bishop
now turned his attention to bulk, and he
set himself to solve this question: "As lime-
stones are greatly diminished in inight during
calcination, do they receive any alteration of

hull; during that operation f " Some limebumers
said chalk swelled a little in burning, others said

it shrunk a little, and yet others said it under-
went no kind of alteration. This information
was delightfully vague, and the doctor accepted
it with- the reservation, that calcareous sub-
stances do in this particular differ from each
other. He was not satisfied, however, with the
opinions of practical men, and he tried the
various calcareous substances himself. Beginning
with a piece of black marble 4in. by l:jin. by lin.,

he placed it in a crucible and exposed it to a very
fierce heat for three hours, with the result that
the marble became perfectly white, and as friable

as calcined bones ; but it had not undergone the
least change in any of its dimensions. A piece of

chalk treated in the same manner yielded the
same result, neither was there any change of

bulk when Derbyshire spar and white marble
were calcined. Sienna marble and Clitheroe

limestone appeared to shrink in bulk ; but
on the experiments being repeated, they were
found unaltered in bulk after calcination. A
piece of chalk sun-dried, 4in. by 4in. by 2in.,

accurately square d and measured, was placed in

a limekiln. After calcination it was again
accurately measured, and none of the dimensions
were found to have suffered the least change.
It appears, therefore, that pure, or nearly pure,
limestones do not shrink in volume when they
are calcined. An experience entirely opposed to

that of M. BaumL-, who said : " IjO second
phcnomene que la terre calcaire pruaente aprea
sa calcination, est sa diminution de volume. . . .

La retraite de ces parties, pendant leur calcina-

tion, est quelquefois si grande qu'elle \a jusqu'
a la moitie de leur volume," a conclusion which,
if at all, must not generally be admitted. The
bishop goes on to say that there are two ways of

analysing calcareous earths—one by dissolving

them in different menstruums, the other in

applying various dfgrees of heat, and noticing
the changes produced by them. When one way
is not suitable, the other may be adopted, or one
may be made to substantiate the results obtained
by the other. Analysis in the moist way, and
by the blowpipe or furnace, is practised at

present : the expert will always know which is

the readiest and best to adopt under the

circumstances, and he will adapt the means
to the end. Tailefer, who was a warrior

as well as a musician, led William's hosts

to battle singing the songs of Charlemagne
and Roland.' Findlater, who was a soldier as
well as a piper, led the Scots up Dargai heights,

playing "The Cock of the North"; but both
Tailefer's and Findlater's gallantry would, to say
the least of it, have been injudicious at SpionKop
or Metre Hill. Sj in chemistry, a method of

procedure suitable in one case may be wholly
inapplicable in another case ; but the trained

chemist will always know which is the best plan

to pursue under any conditions. Watson having
tried the effect of fire on limestone, now tried

acid. He reasoned thus : "A ton of limestone
consists of between eight and nine hundredweight
of some matter or other, which is dissipated during
calcination, and between eleven and twelve
hundredweight of earth, which cannot be dissi-

pated by any degree of heat." Now it can be
shown by a way wholly different from that of

calcination, that a ton of limestone does reaDy
consist of volatile matter and fixed residue in

the proportions given ; we cannot entertain any
further doubt concerning the proportion of the
constituent parts of calcareous substances. A
few ounces of " acid of sea salt," and an oil

flask formed the main part of the apparatus

which served for such experiments as were neces-

sary to test the results already obtained by cal-

cining limestone in a kiln or crucible. A flask

containing a small quantity of dilute hydrochloric

acid—that is, " acid of sea salt "—was accurately

weighed to quarter of a grain, and the weight
noted down. Into this flask, little by little, 20

grains of a calcareous substance were dropped,

and when the whole was dissolved the flask was
weighed again. Now it is clear that if nothing
had escaped during the solution the weight of the

flask and its contents would have exceeded its

weight before solution by 20 grains ; but instead

of an increase, there was considerable loss of

weight in all the limestone tried in this way.
Bringing the various weights tested in the flask

to tons, the results may be seen in the following

table, the first column of figures showing the

weights of the matter after being acted on by the

acid, and the other column the weight of the

matter driven off by the acid

—

Cwt. Cwt.

Black marble 13-75 625
Clitheroe limestone 13-25 6 7*
Chalk 12 75 7-2S
Ketton stone 1275 7 25
Portland stone 1225 7 75
Mother-of-pearl 1250 7-50

Dove marble 1200 80(>
Blue-veined marble 1200 8 00
Purple-veined marble 12-00 8 OO
Statuary marble 1200 8 00
Rhomboidal spar 12 CO 8 00
Crystallised spar 12-CO 800

The black marble and the Clitheroe limestone

threw up an oily scum, and left a large portion of

black sediment, which the doctor said was prob-

ably iron ; it -was, however, carbon, and this

would have disappeared in a limekiln as carbon

dioxide. The foregoing experiment, and others

made with nearly pure limestone in solution,

convinced the doctor that the volatile matter

given off amounted to 54 parts - 120, or9cwt.
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fos/Vions of loads fi l— efi" ^-'"yOo or--/-

5 8 1 ^ 'g '°

DIAGEAM ONE TON LOADS.

Flanse Stress = [V«l"e' (from Diagram^ x Load' + Value'

Depth

Load', &0.1 X Poale Factor

in a ton, and he concluded that this volatile air

was the same whether driven off by fire or

acid. On examining this air he found it very

different from common air in many parti-

culars ; for instance, bulk for bulk, it was
heavier in the proportion of 21 to 14 or as

:i to 2 ; the air had also a singular

taste ; it extinguished flame, and destroyed

animal life, while common air supported both
;

it impregnated water with an acidulous taste

;

and, lastly, it is as much a constituent of the

atmosphere as common air is, for a ton of lime

will attract half a ton of this air from the atmo-
sphere. Limestone dissolved in acid undergoes
decomposition just as if it was calcined; the

calcined stone or lime may be restored to the

state of limestone by exposure to the air after

some considerable length of time ; but lime

obtained by solution in an acid may be wholly

restored to the state of cmdo limestone by an
instantaneous process. If 20 parts (by weight)

o[ marble are dissolved in hydrochloric acid thi y
will lose 9 parts ; salt of tartar, potash, and other

fixed alkalis contain in their crude state a great

portion of Jiyril nn- of the s.'ime nature as that

given off by the marble. The acid of sea salt

and all other acids have a stronger tendency to

unite themselves with the earthy part of fixed

a'kalis than to continue united with the earthy

part of mar!'.' ; if, then, into the acid in

which the 20 parts of the marble have been

dissolved a solution of salt of tartar or potash

is poured, the acid will quit the earth of

the marble, and unite itself with one of the

constituent parts of the alkali ; the earth of the

marble is set at liberty and one of the con-

stituent parts of the alkali is also set at liberty

—viz., in fixed air. These two will unite and
form an earth of the same nature as crude lime-

stone, the weight of which will be equal to the

original 20 parts of marble. In the foregoing

experiment "salt of tartar " is potassium tartar-

ate
;
potash, potassium hydrate ; and " fixed air,"

carbon dioxide. Doctor Watson's experiments

on limestones, or, as he calli them, calcareous

substances, though they were made over 100 ye.ars

ago, would, if now closely followed by a student

of building materials and construction, give him
a clearer insight into the nature of limes and
mortars tlian any course of reading on the

subject. To attain any real knowledge of build-

ing construction, theory must be largely supple-

mented by practice, the due proportion of the

former to the latter being about one to ten. In

the next article the work of lliggins on the same
substances will be considered.

The Nottingham City Council have decided to

widen Trent-street and to construct a new bridge

over the canal, and tliey have decided to erect a

refuse destructor at Basford at a cost of C23,300.

STRESSES IN BE.OIS AND GIRDERS SUB-
JECTED TO DEAD AND LIVE LOADS.

By Walter Tester.

I. llENDING MOMENTS—BEAMS SVPrOKTEI) AT llOTIt

ENDS— FIXED LOADS — GENERAL RULE FOR ANY
81'AN^— ANY ARRANGEMENT OF CONCENTR.tTEU

LOADS.

DIVIDE the horizontal width of the diagram

to scale according to the position of the

load or loads, using the divisions as marked on

the top and bottom lines if applicable. If these

do not meet the case, use any convenient scale,

and placing the left-end zero mark at the top

left-hand corner of the diagram, and turning the

scale on this point as a pivot, place it diagonally

across the diagram until the number of feet con-

tained in the span of the girder under consider i-

tion, as indicated on Ihesialc, coincides with tho

right-hand vertical lino of tho diagram ; then

mark to tlio scale tho points corresponding to tho

positions of tho loads. Kulo vertical lines aero s

the diagram through these points. Siuice the

height of tho diagram in a similar manner, and

rule horizontal lines across the diagram.

For braced girders not loaded at every apex,

horizontals will in addition be required agreeing

in position with tho unloaded apices in theloided

tlani;e. To find the H.M. at any section take tbo

corresponding hoiizontal line, and from the dia-

gram read the values at the intersections wi'.h
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the verticaia. The curves in the diagram give

values to the first place of decimals, the

second place must be estimated by the eye

according to the proximity of the point

to the adjacent curves. Multiply each value

from the diagram by its corresponding load,

add the products, and multiply the sum by a

factor for scale. This factor is determined by
the following simple rule :

—

Place n decimal point

between llie tens and units in the number reprcsenti'nfi

the feet in the span ami divide bij 2. Tor example^

48/)'. span : 4-8-^2 = 2-4 = factor for scale.

The result of the above operations gives the

B.M. in feet-tons for the position corresponding
to the horizontal line. Determine the value of

the B.M. for each position in a similar manner.

For wood beams and rolled joists which are of

uniform section throughout their length, the

maximum B.M. is required, and it will only be
necessary tD determine values of B.M. at the

points where the loads rest. For plate girders

also the latter remark applies, and the flange

plates, if more than one, may be terminated
according to the values of the B.M.'s, either by
calculation or by plotting the B M.'s as ordinates,

and joining the ends of ordinates, to form the

usual diagram of B.M.

For braced girders, values of the B.M. must be
obtained, as already stated, for positions corre-

sponding to each apex in the loaded flange,

whether loaded or not. For all horizontal girders

or beams of uniform depth throughout their

length, the flange stresses from point to point,

and, in the case of braced girders, for each bay of

both flanges, can be immediately obtained from
the B.M.'s by dividing by the effective depth.

Note that for concentrated loads the B.M.
may be obtained at any point whatsoever of the
span, by using the corresponding horizontal line,

and taking the values at its intersection with the
vertical lines representing the positions of loads,

and proceeding as indicated.

Summary of Rule foi obtuininri the Sending
moments. For each horizontal line each ralue from
diagram by corresponding load. Sam of producls by

Factor for scale eijiial B.M. Example :
—

Gilder 27ft. spaa, loaded as follows :
—

9 tons at Sft. from left sujpjrt.
12 „ 12ft.

7 „ 20ft, „
5 ,, 23ft.

As the division marks are not applicable, use a
scale diagonally across the diagram as explained.
Proceeding according to the directions, we have

—

B.M. at Bft. from left support

;

From
Diagram.

4-17 X
3-29 ,,

1-54 „

Tons.

9 =
12 ,

Factor for

Scale.

92-1;) X 1 33
Feet-tons.

= 124-46

J5.M. at 12ft. from left support :
—

3-29 X 9 = 29-61
4-94 „ 12 „ 59-48
2-30 „ 7 „ 16-10
1-32 „ 5 „ 6-O0

111-59 y

B.M. at 2Cft. from left support :
—

1-54

2 SO
3 81
210

13-86

27-60

26 88
10 95

• 79-29 X 1-35

B.M. at 23ft. from left support :
—

•88 X 9 =- 7 \)l

1-3-2 „ 12 , 15-84
2-10 „ 7 , 15-33
2-52 „ 5 ,

12-60

51-69 X 1-35 = 69 78

EaUAL EaUlDISTAXT LOADS.

When the loads are equal to each other in

amount, and are uniformly spaced so as to divide
the span into a number of equal divisions, the
following figures will facilitate the operations.
They result from the diagram by adding up the
readings on each horizontal line corresponding to
the position of a load according to the subdivision
of the span by the loads.

In each vertical column the figures represent
ordinates of a parabola of which the central value
is equal to the number of division multiplied by
:ij

; although the central position is not repre-

TABLE FOR EQUAL EaUIDISTANT LOADS.

Number of Equal Divisions into which the Span Is divided by the Loads.

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

833 8 57 8 75 8 89 90 9-09 9-17 9-23 9-29 9 83 9 376
1333 14-29 15-00 15 56 160 16-36 16 67 1692 17-14 17-33 17-500
15 00 17-14 18-75 20-00 21-0 21-82 22-50 23-C8 23 57 24-CO 24-375
13 33 17-14 20 00 22 22 24 25-45 26 67 27-69 28-57 29-33 30-000

8 33 14 29 18-75 22-22 25 27-27 29-17 30-77 32-14 33-33 34-375

8 57 15 CO 20-00 24 27-27 30-00 32 31 34-29 36-00 37-500
8-75 15-66 210 25-45 29-17 3231 35-00 67-83 39-375

8 89 16 2182 26-67 30-77 34 29 37 33 40-000
9-0 1636 22 50 27 69 32 14 36-00 89-375

9-09 16-67
9-17

23C8
16-92

9 23

28-67

23 67
17-14
9-29

33-33

29 33
24 CO
1733
933

37-500
34-375
30-000
24-375
17-500

9 375

sented in the columns of an odd number of

divisions, the same applies.

For any number of divisions not given the

following simple rule will give corresponding
results :

—

For any point whatsoever, multiply the value
of the central ordinate, obtained as above ex-
plained, by the proportion of the half-span the
distance from the support to the point of division

represents, and further multiply by a value
obtained by deducting the same fraction from the
constant number 2.

Example ; 20 divisions

—

Central ordinate = 20 x 2^ = 50.

For a divisional point 5 from the support—

^ .0 of span - '^,20 = J of half span.

Value of ordinate = 50 x ^ x IJ 37-5. For a divisional

point 4 from the support—
50 X 2 i X 13,5 = 32-0

and 60 on.

This rule can be used for Warren girders with
half-end spaces, carrying equal weights at each
apex except the end ones next the supports, which
must each be J of one of the others on account
of the half-space at each end between the
extreme loads and the abutments ; for instance, a

Warren girder, so loaded, is divided into ten
equal spaces on the bottom flange ; then the
apices of the top flange will divide the span
into nine full bays and two half-bays, and the

ordinates required will be intermediate in value
between those given in the table for ten divisions,

and may be obtained by the above method, both
sets belonging to the same parabola, with a central

ordinate of 25.

If the end loads are equal to the others, add to

value of each ordinate obtained with J end loads.

For 6 divisions -42

Span 50ft. divided into 10 equal bays by 9 loads each of
tons.

From
Table.
90

B.M. at 5ft. from left

support =

Tons

10ft.

15ft.

20ft.

25ft.

30ft.

35ft.

40ft.

43ft.

16-0
21-0
24-0
23-0
21-0
21-0
16-0

90

Factor
for Scale.

2-5 =
,

2-0 „
2-5 „
2-5

2-5

,
2-5

,
2-5

,
2-5 „

,
2-5

Feet;
Tons.
112-5
200-0
262-5
300-0
312-5
300-0
262-5
200-0
112-5

7
8

, 9

,
10

,
11

•36

•31

-SB
-25

-23

For 12 divisions,.

„ 13

„ 1* >.

„ 15 „
„ 16

•21

•19

•18

•17

•16

and so on—that is 2-5 -^number of divisions.

The same results would be obtained if taken
out from the diagram ; but by using the flgures

absolute accuracy is secured.

The following table will be useful for Warren
girders :

—

Use of the Table for Equidistant Loads irith

Half-End Spaces.—Multiply the values from the

table by the number of times the full actual loads

exceed 1 ton, and the actual end loads exceed

J ton. The products multiplied by the factor for

scale give the B.M.'s in feet-tons. For fuU loads,

instead of f loads at the ends, add the amounts
previously given before multiplying by the

number of times the loads exceed 1 ton.

Uniformly Distributed loads the JFhole Zeur/fh uf

Span.—The values in the table of equal equi-

distant loads also represent the lengths of ordinates

of parabolic curves defining the bending moments
for spans loaded uniformly throughout their

lengths.

Fur Example :—Taking a span of 50ft. uni-

formly loaded throughout its length at the rate

of one ton per lineal foot, the total load

= 50 tons. Collecting this total at intervals of

5ft., we have nine loads of 5 tons each and two
half-loads of 2i tons each over the abutments ;

as these two latter do not cause any bending, the

results will be the same as in the last example,

the ordinates of the diagram of bending moments
being the same in both cases ; but in joining the

ends of the ordinates to complete the diagram for

the uniformly distributed load a parabolic curve

will be required, whereas for the concentrated

loads the ends of ordinates will be connected by
straight lines. Any intensity of loading can be

dealt with in this manner, by concentrating into

equivalent equal and equidistant loads (not losing

sight of the half-loads at the ends), dividing the

span into any convenient number of spacee, and

using the values from the table as explained.

Use an even number of divisions, so as to obtain

a value at the centre of span, at which the maxi-

mum B.M. always occurs for this form of loading.

fnifuriiihi-Distributed Loading for a Portion if

T.eiiiit'h Oiil'ij, Any I'osition.—In the same manner
the uniform loading can be collected at any

TABLE FOR EaUIDISTANT L0AD3 -WITH HALF-E>fD SPACES.

FOR EQUAL LOADS EXCErT AT THE ENDS NEXT ABUTMENTS, \VHK-n ARE THREE-QUARTER LOAl>s

Number of Divisions into which the Span is Divided by the Loads.

5 and 6 and 7 and 8 and 9 and 10 and Hand 12 and 13 and 14 and 15 and
2-1,. 2is. 2-J8. 2-5B. 2-Js. 2-Js. 2-l8. 2-.J8. 2-Js. 2-H. 2-.JS.

4-58 4-64 4-69 4 72 475 4 77 4-792 4-Sl 4 82 4-83 4 84

11-25 11-79 1219 12-50 12-75 12-95 13-125 13-27 13-39 13-50

14-58 16-07 17-19 18 06 1875 19^32 19-792 20-19 2054 20-83 21-C9

14-68 17-50 19 69 21-39 2275 23-86 24 792 25-58 26-25 26-83

11-25 16-07 19 69 2-2 50 24-75 28 59 28125 29-42 30-54 31-50 32-34

4-68 11-79 17-19 21-39 24-75 27-50 29 792 31-73 33 39 34-83 36-C9

4 61 12 19 18-06 2275 26-69 29 792 32-60 34 8-2 36-83 38 59

4-69 12 50 18 75 23 80 28-125 31-73 34-82 87-50 39-84

4-72 12 75 19-32 24792 29-42 33-39 36-83 39-84

4 75 1293 19 792 25-58 30-54 3183 38-59

477 13-1-23

4 792

20-19
13-27
4-81

26-25

20 64
13-39
4-82

3r.30
26-83

2083
13-50

4 83

38- C 9
32-34
•27-34

21-09

13 59
4-84

Use of the Table for Equal Equidistant

Loads.—To find the B.M. at each point where a

load rests, take the corresponding value from the

table, and multiply it by the amount of one load,

and the product by the factor for scale as before,

for example :
—

convenient intervals, and dealt with as for con-

centrated loads. For example, take a 20ft. span

loaded for a length of Sft. at the rate of 1 ton per

lineal foot, commencing at a distance of -Ift.

from the left abutment, and extending to Sft.

from the light abutment, then the total load
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being 8 tona, it can be concentrated into 7 loads
of 1 ton each and two end loads of h ton each, at
intervals of 1ft., corresponding in position on the
span with the loaded length ; or the total can be
concentrated into three loads of 2 tons each, and
two end loads of 1 t )n each, at intervals of 2ft.

yVc hoi'izotiti'I luits for ohtainuKj tJu riii<l\nii^ from
the diaffram must be taken at points eorresirjndlnff to

the positions of the loads only, and it must be
borne in mind that the B.M.'s obtained are
ordinates of parabolic curves extending the length
of the uniformly distributed loading, the end of

which curves are joined down to the points re-

presenting supports by straight lines in the
complete diagram of bending moments.

liiuiiions at Snppurls.—For any distribution of

concentrated loads the reactions at the abutments
can be determined by dividing the B.M. at the
first position along the span from each support by
the distance to that support. The result will give
the reaction at the corresponding abutment : the
sum of the two reactions will equal the total
weight on the girder.

Taking the previous example of a girder 27ft.

span loaded with 9, 12, 7, and 5 tons at 8, 12, 20,
and 23ft. from left support respectively—

B.M. atSft. from left support we found to bel21-4ett.-tons
B.M. „ 4ft. „ right 69-78 „
Then 124-46ft.tons rSft.slD-Sotonsreactionatleftsupport

69-78 „ -H4ft.=17-45 right „

3300 Total

The reactions at supports for uniformly dis-
tributed loads of any length are the same as if

the whole load were concentrated at the centre of
the length

; so also are the bending moments for
all positions between the extremities of the loaded
length and the supports.

Bi ndinij Mojnints—Morint/ Loads—Beams Sap-
jiortrd at Both L'nrh.—The effects of moving loads
for practical purposes can be obtained with the
aid of the diagram by considering a series of
fixed positions for the loads, and taking the maxi-
mum result for each section of the girder.

Ant/ number ofLoads moving acrossaBeamsupported
at Each End at Fi.eed Intervals apart, whether the
Loads and Distances hitu-een them are Equal or J'n-

eijual.—The maximum B.M. at any section occurs
when one or other of the rolling loads rests upon
it. To find the maximum B.IiI. for any section
proceed as follows :—On a sheet of tracing-paper
placed over the diagram rule a horizontal line
cori-esponding to the position at which the B.M.
is required. Draw in a vertical line for the same
position, meeting the horizontal on the diagonal
drawn from the top left-hand to the bottom
right-hand corner. Take a piece of blank paper
with a straight edge, and to the scale of feet
which the width of the diagram taken to repre-
sent the given span indicates, mark on the
straight edge with arrows the relative positions
and amounts of the moving loads.

Apply the straight edge of the paper to the
horizont al line on the diagram, placing each
arrow mark in its turn at the intersection of the
horizontal and vortical lines on the diagonal, and
take a set of readings for each position according
to the intervals between the loads. If there are
say three loads, there will be throe sets of three
readings each. In each set multiply each read-
ing by its corresponding load, and add the pro-
ducts. The highest of the results will give the
maximum effect of the loads, duo tj the corro-
spDnding positions.

It is not necessary to multiply by the factor
for scale until after obtaining the maximum value
of the sum of the loads multiplied by readings.
Repeat the operations for each horizuntal line
indicating a position at which the B.M. is

required.

Kcam/jlc.—ThToa loads, A, H, and C (C being
the leading load) of six, eight, and ten tons
respectively, and at intervals of Ift. and Mft.

apart, coming on to a span of iHlt. from the left.

Proceeding in the manner above described wc
have :

—
Max. B.M. at Ift. from left support :—

From dia^rttm.
Tona. Feet-Tons. Max. B.M. L-)ndat

1-.j3 X G = 9.18 Pect from
1-39 „ 8 „ 1112 Left
111 „ 10 „ 11-10 Factor for Suppurt.

8o»lc. Feet-tons. A. B. C.
31-10 X 2-4 = 7J-3U 4 8 16

Max. B.JI. at Sft. from left support ;
—

278 X 6 = 16-68
250 „ 8 ,, 20-00
191 ,, 10 „ 19 40

Max. B.M. at 12ft. from left support :
—

From diagram.
Tons. Feet-Tons. Max. B.M. Load at

2-50 X 6 = 15-0

3-7a » 8 .
30-0

2 92 ,, 10 ,
29-2

74-2

And _
3-75 X 6 =; 22-50
8-33 „ 8 ,

26-64
2-611

,. 10 , 25 00

Feet from
Left

Factor for Support.
Scale. Feet-tons. A. B. C.

X 2 4 = 178 08 8 12 20

74-14 X 2-4 = 177 93 12 16 24

Max. B.M. at 16ft. from left support :
—

3-33 X 6 = 19-98
4-44 ., 8 „ 35-52
3-33 „ 10 „ 33-30

88-8D X 2-4 = 21312 12 16 24

Max. B.M. at 20ft. from left support :
—

3-89 X 6 = 23-34
4-86 „ 8 „ 38-88
347 „ 10 „ 34-70

96 92 X 2-4 = 232-61 16 20 2S

Max. B.M. at 24ft. from left suppjrt :
—

417 X 6 = 25-02
5 00 „ 8 „ 4000
3 33 „ 10 „ 33 30

9832 X 2-4 = 235-97

Max. B.M. at 2Sft. from left support :
—

2-78 X 6 = 16 68
3-47 „ 8 „ 2776
4S6 „ 10 ,, 48-60

20 24 32

9304 X 2-4 --= 223-30
And-
3 47 X 6 = 20-82
4-17 „ 8 „ 33-36
3-89 „ 10 „ 38 90

16 20 28

93-C8 X 2-4 = 223 39
And-
4-17 X 6 = 2502
4 85 „ 8 „ 38 8S
2-92 „ 10 „ 2920

20 24 32

9310 X 2-4 = 223-44 24 28 36

Max. B.M. at 32ft. from left support :—
2-78 X 6 = 16-68
3-33 „ 8 „ 2664
4-44 „ 10 „ 44-40

87-72 X 2-4 = 210-53 20 24 32

Max. B.M. at 36ft. from left support :
-

2-50 X 6 = 15-CO
2-92 „ 8 ,, 23-36
3-75 „ 10 „ 37-50

75 86 X 2-4 = 182-06 24 28 3G

Max. B.M. at 40tt. from left support :
—

1-91 X 6 = 11-64
2-22 „ 8 „ 17-76
2-78 „ 10 „ 27-83

57-20 X 2-4 = 137-28 28 32 40

Mix. B.M. at 44ft. from left support :—
1-11 X 6 = 666
1-25 „ S „ 10-00
1-53 „ 10 „ 15-30

31-96 X 2-4 = 76-70 32 38 44

For finding the maximum B.M.'s, a quicker
though perhaps scarcely as instructive a method,
is to divide the width of the diagram into spaces
proportional to the amounts, and corresponding
in order to the loads ; according to the space in
whick any section lies, eo the corresponding load
will rest over it when the maximum B.M. is

attained. Applying this process to the last

example, the width of the diagram would be
divided into three spaces :

—

8

24
= 1

4
on the left.

8

24
= 1

3
in the oentre

10

24
= S

1-4
on the right.

66-08 2< = 13109 8 12 20

Then at every point of the span lying within
the left-hand space the maximum B.M. occurs
when the left load (0 tons) rests over it.

At every point of the span lying within the
central space the maximum B.ll. occurs when
the central load (8 tons) rests over it.

At every point of the span lying within the
right-hand space the maximum B.M. occurs when
the right load (10 tons) rests over it.

At any point of the span lying upon the divi-
sional lines the maximum b.M. occurs when
either of the two loads i-orresponding to the
spaces on either side of the line—rests over it.

The u/'ore method is urleprnd, nt of the distanres

helweiii the rariou» movinij tualt, proiidrd that the

maximum II.M,'» (leeiir ic/ieii all the loaib are upon
the span.

It they are not, of course, the subdivision of the
span Recording to the amounts of the loads would '

be dilTeront. In aiscs where one of the rolling

loads is very great as compaiod with the others ;
i

also where the intervals between the loads are

great in comparison with the span, the maximum
B.M. at any point may occur when some only of

the loads are upon the girder and the others over
the abutments.

. Note that when the span is divided, as above
explained, and the end space at either support,

as so divided, is less than the last interval be-
tween the extreme loads at the corresponding end,

the maximum B.M. at a point on the line

dividing the spaces (which, according to the
rule, should be attained when either of the two
corresponding loads rests over it) will only exist

when the load second from the end occupies that

position.

The first method, of working across the dia-

gram along the horizontal lines, as used in the
example, is universal in its application, and it

also gives a more intelligible indication of the
variations of the B.M. at each point as the loads
traverse the span : each horizontal line may be
taken as representing, by the values in the dia-

gram, two slopes meeting at an apex coincident
with the point under consideration, the B.M.
increasing or decreasing as the loads move on-
wards, according to the rate of elope and to the
total amount of load at each side of the apex
point.

For practical purposes pirhaps the best mode of

procedure is to combine the two methods, dividing

the span or width of the diagram according tothi
second method, and then continuing according to

the first method fron the positions of the loads so

ascertained, desisting as soon as it is obvious

that to proceed is no longer necessary.

The result obtained for the maximum B.M. at

each point of a span represents an ordinate of a
parabolic curve, and a sufficient number must
always be obtained to completely define the curve
or curves which form the diagram of maximum
B.M.'s for the whole span, due to any position

whatsover of the rolling loads.

Uaiformly Distributed Movine/ Loads An]f
Lcmjth

.

—If the length of uniform loading is equal
to or greater than the span, the diagram of

maximum B.M's. for the whole span will be the
same as for the equivalent fixed distributed load-

ing over the whole span, and the values of the
B.M.'s at various points may be obtained in the
same manner as already explained by means of

the Table of Equal Equidistant Loads. For any
length of loading less than the span, find the
values of the ordinates of the parabola for loading
at the same rate covering the whole span, and
multiply each ordinate by a factor from the fol-

lowing table, according to the proportion the

length of loading bears to the length of span.

TABLE OF FACTORS FOR UNIFORSILY DISTRIDUTEU MO-.-LN'O

LOADI.VG LESS I.S LENGTH TUAS THE SPA.-J.

Factor in Proportion of Length
Decimals. of Load to Span.-

Ig X 1"\ = -2344 1,,

'o ,. I'/G ., -3055 \t.

'i „ l'\ „ -3600 '/j

', „ 1^
, „ -4375 V,

'a „ V!j „ -5555 l/j.

»/» „ IN „ -6094 3/,

Vs „ 1» 5 „ -6400 »/j.

'> „ 1'

J

„ -7500 '/«

':-, „ 1» s „ -8400 Vi
• . „ 1=

»

,. -8594 >/«

', „ 1'/, „ -8888 «/.;

3
, „ 1", ., -9375 'If

' 1 ., 1' 1 t. -9600 <'j

•,1 „ ll.'o „ -9722 *
v,

',, „ 1',, „ -9844 ' ,

The factors are ordinates of a parabola, and for

any other proportion of length of load to span
can be obtained by multiplying tho fraction re-

presenting the rciiuired proportion by the re-

mainder after deducting tho tame fraction from
the number 2. See the tiguree on the left of the
tables, for example.
For any length of loading the diagram of

maximum bending moments for the whole span
duo to any position whatsoever of the rolling

load, is roprosontcd by a parabolic curve of which
tho rojults obtained as above described give the
values of the ordinates.

II.—Snn.\lUNfi STUKSSKS.

Tho shearing forces correspond to tie stresses

in the webs or bracing of girders.

Beams Supported at Both Ends. Jliaijrams of
Shearing Force, Ft-red T^oad-f. The following general
rale covers all c'v. v (with a slight excejition of

little consequence :- -To construct a diagram
of shearing strecs for fixed loads, proceed as
follows :—Draw a horizontal lino to scale to

represent the span or length ; sot upwards to
scale at one end, downwards at tho other end, the
values of tho reactions at tho supports. Then
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these vertical distancea represent the shearing
stress at the supports, and along the beam until

a load is reached, or in the case of a distributed

load, until it commences ; the lengths of the
ordinates from the horizontal line (whether
upwards or downwards), then reduce in the case

of a concentrated load by the amount of such load,

or commence to reduce uniformly in the case of

distributed loads and are indicated in the diagram
by vertical lines lying between the horizontal

lines representing the span, and horizontal lines

in the case of concentrated loads, and inclined

lines in the case of distributed loads. This rale

applies to uniformly distributed loads over the
whole length, the vertical lines upwards and
downwards at the supports having their

extremities joined by an inclined line crossing

the horizontal line at its centre where the shearing
stress becomes nil.

ShctirUtg Stress,—Mo>'i,ifi Loads.—Bean) sup-
ported ft Both Etrh f'iid i-arrtjiiiff n Sntffle Ji'iUnnj

Load.—The maximum shearing stress at any point

can immediately be obtained from the bending
moment for that section by dividing by the

distance from the nearest support. The maximum
occurs at each point when the load rests at the
section.

Beam supported at Both Ends, and carrying Two
Equol Roltlnij Loads nt n Fixed Distanee apart.—The
same rule also applies :—Divide the length of the
ordinates in the diagram of maximum bending
moments each by the corresponding distance
from the nearest support. The result gives the

maximum shearing stress at the same section.

The results taken lor all positions can be plotted

to form a diagram of maximum shearing stresses.

Beam supported at Both Ends, and carrijing several

Unequal Rnltinii Loads at Equal or Unequal Distances

apart.—The same rule also applies in the case of

several unequal roUing loads whether at equal
intervals apart or not, provided there is no great
disparity between the amounts of the loads

;

also to a limited extent only from each support.
Take the example given when treating on
bending moments— viz., three loads of 6, 8, and
10 tons at intervals of 4ft. and 8ft., coming on to

a 48ft. span from the left.

Max, B.M. at 4ft. from left support being 75'36ft.-ton3
75-36— —^— Biax. shear force — 18*8 tons.

Max. B.M. at 8ft. from left support being: 13C59ft. tons
„ 134-59
= — g— max. shear force = 16*8 tons.

Max. B.M. at 12ft, from left support being 178-08ft. tons
178-08= —7^— max. shear force — 14*8 tons

That is for each successive division of 4ft.

moving from the left support towards the right

the maximum shearing stress reduces by 2 tons,

and

—

Max. B.M. at 44ft. from left support \ u.^; nc Tr**-
or Jtt frnm T-i.ht S

being 76 7Cft.-ton3

7670
4

4£t. from right

Max. shearing force -
= 19-2 tons.

Max. B.M. at 40ft. from left support I v..;-- .or.ooft *„„„
or 8ft. from right ,, i

'»«"'» ^^^ 28ft.-tons

Max. shearing force = l?!"?? = 17 2 tons

Max. B.M. at 33ft. from left support I >,„,•_„ ,s>a.nect t
or 12ft. from right „ j

being 182-06ft.-tonii

Max, shearing force = M?^ = 152 tons

Max. B.M. at 32ft. from left support I i,„i~» o.n-s^H t™„
or 16ft. from right „ j

''^'^ ''" 53"--t<>n8

Max. shearing force =
21053

16
^ 13 2 tons

Max. B.M.at2Sft. from left support ( t..,- a.-io.nff f o
or 20ft. from right ,, j

''^'"8 223 44tt,-tons

223-44
Max. shearing force = - = 11-2 tons

Again the difference is two tons between suc-
cessive positions ; and it may be noted that this

constant diii'erence is equal to the total amount
of the load divided by the proportion of the span
which the interval apart at which the values are
taken indicates. In this case, 4ft. on a 48ft. span,

or I'o, the total load being 24 tons : - = 2 tons.
12

In traversing the span, as soon as a load rests over
the abutment, for the same interval the difference
becomes the same proportion of the total load less

the amount of the one over the abutaient, and
remains constant until another load arrives at the
fupport. The above rule for obtaining values of
the maximum shearing force from the maximum
B.M, only applies so long as they both result
from the sime position of the moving loads, and
for points near the left abutment only, when the
weight to the extreme left of the system of rolling
lojds rests over it, and (-i>f-i-fr.va for positions near
the right abutment.
Although the maximum shearing force cannot

be found from the maximum B.M.'s for positions

where the above conditions do not exist, the
diagram of maximum shearing force being con-
tinuous, values can at once be supplied. For the

above example the complete figures are :
—

Distance from Max. Shearing Force Mix Shearing Force
theLeftAbut- in respect to the in respect to the
ment in Feet. Left Abutment. R<ght Abutment.

20 8
4 188 08
8 16 8 1-6 (repeating)
12 148 3-2

16 12-8 5-2

20 10-8 72
24 8-8 9-2

28 6-8 11-^

32 4 8 13-2

36 2-8 15-2

40 1-6 (repeating) 17 2
44 0-5 19-2

48 21-2

[To he contintied.)

CAEN AND ITS QUARRIES—IV.

By Harry Hems.

ONCE again let us drive cheerily out of Caen.
Pursuing the Route Nationale No.

CLXII., we soon leave AUemagne—the locality

to which the preceding article was devoted—in
the rear, and trot over a flat country, noting
nothing striking en route, save, perhaps, the
elongated haystacks, standing near to the many
apparently flourishing farms we pass, which, as a
rule, are at least three times the length of stacks
in England. An hour and a half's pleasant ride
brings us to the extreme fringe of the plain of

Caen, and presently, turning abruptly to the
right, earthworks that indicate the near presence
of ancient workings, 'soon suggest the object
of the journey cannot be far distant. This
assumption proves correct, and turning sharply
again to the right, we see before us the

QUARRIES OF QUILLY,

of which Jlons. Jacquier and Cie. are the present
proprietors. These underground workings have a
long history, for they were well known in
ancient times, and were, without a doubt, used
by the Romans. The stone here is somewhat
harder than is that raised at present nearer to

Caen, although not nearly so hard as that
formerly obtained from Aubigny quarries situated
some ten miles away from Quilly. This latter

material had a considerable demand in England
in the days when I was a journeyman, forty
years or so ago

; but it is seldom seen or used in
this country now ; indeed the workings from
which it was raised are practically played out.

An important Roman road, known as the
Chemin-Hausse, went right through Quilly, and
distinct remains of it may stiU be traced. The
hamlet of Quilly is one of mere nominal propor-
tions. Still, it boasts of a church, and when the
latter's nave was rebuilt many years ago, inter-

esting "finds" were made amidst the old
foundations. These consisted of a few sculptured
figures of distinctly Roman character, carved in
(-iuilly stone. In the early part of last century
a Roman milestone was unearthed at the Manoiv
near Bayeux, and is still preserved there. That,
too, is undoubtedly (iuilly stone. Early in the
15th century the material was quarried and sent

to this country for use. In those days one
Philippe de Bateste was lord of the land there-
abouts. At the time of the English invasion of

France, in .\.D. 1418, his property was forfeited

to King Henry V. ; but, it is recorded, that later

on, our monarch returned to Philippe his estate,

only reserving the Royal right to its valuable
quarries. (Juilly is near to the village of

BrettevUle - sur - Laize, which, in turn, lies

between Caen and Falaise, 13 miles distant
from the former, with which it is con-
nected by a light railroad. It is the Quilly
variety of stone that some assert was largely

used in Sledisval times at the Tower of London

,

Westminster Abbey, and Canterbury Cathedral.
This theory is, in part, borne out by the
already - quoted opinions of such able and
practical authorities as Mr. Thomas Wright,
the clerk of the works at the Abbey, and
Mr. Thomas F. May, who occupies a similar
position at the Tower, both of whom concur in

believing the stone (certainly coming from
Normandy) was of a harder variety than is the
ordinary Caen stone we are now all familiar with.
That the Caen stone, speaking in the broad sense
of the word, imported here in the old times, did

stand atmospheric influences is evident from the
testimony of Mr. Henry Andrews, the clerk of

works at Canterbury, who aflirms stone of that

name, built in the cithedral there a.d. 1070, i3

still in splendid condition.

THE UXDEUGROUN'D WORKIXGS.

As at AUemagne, all quarrying at Quilly is of

a subterranean character. There are several

entrances through the sides of the cleft rocks, and
the mode of working in vogue at Quilly is the

same as has already been described in my last

article upon AUemagne. But at Quilly there

appear to b-j fifteen distinct beds, the best of them
being known as the Alubre, or Royal Bank. This
stands to the rest as statuary marble does at

Carrara to ordinary Sicilian. By the way, this

latter term, to all outside the pale of the actual

marble trade itself, is a slightly misleading one.

Sicilian marble comes from Tuscany, not from
the Island of Sicily. I have heard, when in

Carrara, that when the exportation of what
Italians term Bianco C'hiaro marble commenced,
the first cargo was sent from their little port

of Avenza to the island in question, and thenca to

England in a ship known as the Sieilia, and that

curiously, the name of the vessel has stuck to the

kind of marble her cargo was freighted with ever

since.

The Alabre bed is devoted entirely to sculpture.

The next quality is the Jloagelit, which claims to

be admirably adapted for high -class artistic

masMiry. The Zi/i»' bed is the most productive,

and is the quality most in demand for all kinds of

general work. The workings, which are of con-

siderable extent, although not so large as are

those at AUemagne, run about 12ft. from floor to

roof, and their greatest depth below the surface is

86ft. Nearly aU the blocks procured are large. I

measured several that scaled 20ft. by 6ft. by
4ft. AU are carted away by ordinary stone

troUeys that enter the tunnels and proceed

right up to the place of working. No tram
lines are laid down anywhere. The quarries

are much drier than those at AUemagne, and
the atmospheric conditions colder. It is a
curious fact that ever and again they are invaded
by whole colonies of rats. These rodents come
in troops, deliberately explore the workings
from one end to the other, and then dis-

appear as suddenly as they came. They are

by no means the only four-footed animals that

appear to have visited those localities in times

past, for I saw, in part, the fossil remains of a

large crocodile embedded in the stone in one of

the excavations. The other portion of it—for it

was a perfect specimen when found—is preserved

in the Caen Museum. The quarrymen seem, as

a body, to be an intelligent hard-working class

of men. E-ipecially so is their foreman, Mons.
Raymond Fresnel, who has held that responsible

position for more than 21 years.

Mr. Francis Jacquier, whose studios and offices

are in the Rue des Moueux, Cien, and at IS,

Rue de I'Abbe Gregoire, Paris, teUs me he has

no agent in England, and althcagh his stone is

exported to the United States, Le does not appear

to have sent much to this country.

CAEX VERSUS BEER.

Time flies so quickly that it is hard to realise

it is a quarter of a century ago since a couple of

columns of this journal (Sept. 19, 1879) were
devoted to some description of my own of the

ancient and stUl fuUy-worked quarries at Beer,

upon the south-eastern coast of Devon. The
underground workings present much the same
appearance as do those at QuiUy, just as

the stones raised in both are singularly

aUke in their properties and conditions. Curiously,

business and pleasure (I have happily long
since learned that my business is my greatest

pleasure) took me to Beer the day after my return

from Normandy last October. Hence the follow-

ing brief notes made during that visit may not

be out of place under present existing conditions.

THE BEER QUARRIES.

Leaving the picturesque little fisher viUage of

Beer nestling near the water-side in a valley formed
by a break in the towering white cliffs, a winding
combe is followed for a mile or so inland. The
approach to the workings is made, as at QuiUy,
through mounds of grass-grown debris—the latter

the accumulation of ages. The workings are

upon both sides of the road, the ancient excava-

tions upon the south-western hand, the more
recent ones on the other. Tradition aSirms, not

only did the Romans use these old workings

some 2,000 years ago, but that their conquering

legions followed in the wake of even more remote

quarrymen. The earliest tunnels are suggestive
' of continuous crypts, admittedly but crudely
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defined in outline, but distinctly shaped as such,
each circular heading springing from great
supporting piers standing at every 20ft. or so
the one from the other, these, of course rendered
necessary for the support of the great weight of

stone and earth above. Proceeding further
into the bowels of the hill side, stumbling the
while over mounds of chippmgs left by untidy
qu irrymen ages ago, and seen only by the fitful

light of candles—the eirly Norman excavations
are reached. These ari in marked contrast to the
Roman ones in that their sides of solid stone are

worked perfectly perpendicular, whilst the roofs

are flat. It was here that Bishop Warelwast
procured the stone for the Norman cathedral at

Exeter, which was reared upon the site of the old
Benedictine Monastery in that city, one which Leo-
fric, the first bishop of Exeter, restored some fifty

} ears prior to the Conquest. Of Warelwaet's cathe-
dral, however, practically nothing now remainssave
the two mighty towers, now transeptal, but prob-
ably originally western ones. A9 in the Koinan
portions, the marks of the picks then used are
seen as plainly upon the sides and roofs as they
were in the days when the hewers of stone,

having finished their labour, left it in precisely

the sams state in which it is now. Still further
along (x'gt evidences of the first use of gun-
powder. This, of (ourse, marks the date of

those particular workings at not earlier than the
middle of the Kith century. It was a li'.tle later

still that Bishop li livil designed and commenced
the building of the present Decorated Cathedral
at Exeter (a.d. 1:!S0—91). H) was followed in

turn in his groat work by Bishops Hilton,

Stapeldon, Berkeley, and (Jrandisson (a t>. 1292

—

1309). We know from the Fabric UoUs in

the Chapter Uouse at Ejeter that Beer stone was
much used in the rearing of their cathedral by
those doughty ecclesiastics.

It is apparent that powder continued to be in

favour for blasting purposes from those days until

comparatively recent times. It was not till about
twenty years ago that the native Beer quarrymen,
havint.' pracliially died out, a fresh spurt was
made by introducing a number of criftsmen from
the Bath quarries. These artificers brought with
them advanced ideas, together with the usages

and traditions of their own locality, and then it

was the extravagant practice of blasting was
abolished for ever. The depth of stone quarried
is 16ft. Of this all but about a foot of the top
strata is suitable for general purposes. The
upper ciust is first hacked away by adze-shaped
picks with handles of various lengths, with which
it is comparatively easy to drive back 6ft. or 7ft.

into the rock. This is a labour of its own, certain
men devotingtheir energies to that alone, one picker
being considered necessary to every three quarry-
men. The rubble once removed, the hewers of stone
get to work with one-handled cross-cut saws, 6ft.

long, and 14in. deep at the nose end. When
three sides have been sawn down, the bottom bed
is lifted by wedges, and the block detached from
the parent rock by bars. Then a chain is attached
to a lewis, and after a few turns oft the handles
of the portable cranes, the huge block is out ready
for cartage. The present process is most eco-

nomical, for a minimum of waste is secured

—

indeed, broadly speaking, there is no waste
at all.

MAUKETAIILR STONE.

( )l this there is, at Beer, four beds. These lie

at the j unction of the chalk and greensand, and
vary in depth from 2ft. to ."ift. The blocks, as at

Caen, can be produced almost any length and
width desired. They are of very even grain,

and pretty free from fossils, although occasionally

email shells—such as sea-imchina—are found, and
sometimes thunderbolts. Sharks' teeth also occur
sometimes.

In my next, and concluding, chapter I hope to

give a summary of some interesting matter
relative to the stones under consideration that

has been received by me since the first of this

scries of papers appeared.

{To be continued.)

BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.

A VlI.I.AdE SMITHY.

CL<-)SE upon ninety designs wore received for

this subject, and out u( them all there does

not appear to be one spnciuUy <)ua'ilicd to win

the first place as being out and away the best

;

indeed, the merits of the two designs which we
have chosen for the premier position are so nearly

equal that we think the justice of the case is met
by dividing the honours equally between them.
"Gilliatt" and " N. B." thus stand neck and
neck, and the third place is accorded to " Mods."
It is a matter of regret that neither of the first pair

of plans failed to take precedence, consequent
upon faults which either competitor who did so

far BO well ought reasonably to have avoided.

Artistically, " Gilliatt " has on the whole the

advantage, and in this respect we certainly

prefer his proposal. " N. B." has handicapped
his scheme by a very indifferent perspective,

which fails to indicate a clear- working open space

in front outside the building. His plan in most
respects, however, is better than ' Gilliatt's."

There appears to be more elbow room about it,

and the cottage is decidedly preferable, in spite of

the cramped space between the foot of the stair-

case and the front door. The connection between
the bath and the copper is very good, the stair-

case is well lighted, and the rooms are much more
convenient than those in the other plan. The
wheelwright's shop is connected with the smithy,
but a rear door also might have improved it.

The paint-store is a good idea, but the saw pit

cramped in thus is ill adapted for cutting up lon({

stulf. This same store occurs beyond the limit

of length given to work to. The arriingeraent of

the central gable with the doors right and loft is

protty, and the plain pier below tho loft door
makes a good feature. Presumably tho doors are

in four leaves to the pair, and it is intended only
to use tho inner loaves in the ordinary
way, but when thoy are all open the
doors would be awkward, projecting under
the hatchwaj, as they must do. The loft

windows are trivial-looking, and the gabled

f)igeon co'e is trumpery. The general eiTcct is

iroad and homely, in anite of the poor drawings
by which it ia illustrated. The scribble for cobble
tones to tho horae-slanding on plan is childish.

Tho linen room would have to be constructed aa

half a bulk head, to give tho stairway sufficient

head room. " Gilliatt" is unequal, buthe gains
some advanlago by his bkctch of a pretty pat of
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tie eleTafion. The whole would no doubt look

very well, but by including only a portion in this

way, he gains somewhat by leaving the remainder
to the imagination ; whereas if the perspective had
Iffen drawn out fully, more chance of criticisms

would have resulted. The perspective lines in

the sketch are not correct, few vanishing at one
and the tame point, and the chimney stack is

shown too tall. The splay arch with the re-

cessirg of the smithy door, is very artistically

managed. The doors could not hang to open
outwards, because the curtain arch would
not allow them to do so ; consequently the doors

had to be suspended, which is a doubtful plan to

adopt. They are supposed to run up to the back
of the dovecote. The wheelwright's shop-doors
would not, however, have room to go up their

full height on account of the eaves. If hung to

open out, the right-handed one must stand out
nearly at right angles, while the other would
block up the adjoining circular window. This
window, and the elaborated pent over the sawpit,

seem out of harmony with the general simplicity
of the design. The sawpit is much more the sort

of. thing than " N.B.'s," but the staircase to
" Gilliatt's " cottage has no light whatever. The
bathroom, too, is not nicely managed. The grass

plots and formal garden seems to clutter up the
woiking space in front of the building in a need-
less fashion, and a door between the two shops is

wanted. The loft trap-door is wrongly drawn on
Ihe upper floor. "Gilliatt" ought to succeed
by devoting more attention to detail. "Mods,''
the third man, seems to have realised the value of

bimple lines for rural roadside buildings ; but the
cakicg buttresses are aimless conceits, especially

uhen tapering to such a height with so trivial

a projection. When used as shores to an old
bulging building, say, at the angle of 15^, they
look quaint, no doubt, but in a new erection the
whole thing is an affectation. The plan by
" Mods " is only moderately good. The isolation

between its parts is too distinctly marked. This
is clear enough without description, and so is the
cramped lobby apace at foot of stairs in cottage :

the pantry shelves would be very low down by
reason of the staircase. The bath is conveniently
contrived close to the scullery fireplace and copper.

The first-floor rooms are also good.
"Black and White"' delineates crisply in a

pretty style, the east end elevation being specially

good. We dislike very much the eyelid sort of

holes several feet long as ventilators to the main
roof. His plan has several good points, specially

the sinithy part ; but the cottage is not so satis-

factory. The kitchen is all doors and windows,
with the fireplace awkwardly located next the
coalplace in the middle of the house. (Coalplaces

do not have cement-rendered floors, but brick-

on-edge paved ones by preference.) We doubt
if "Black and White " had any idea how he in-

tended to carry the big, square chimney
above the roof line to take the flue from
forge, two bedrooms, and parlour. It looks

problematical, and would be an acrobatic

performance best not attempted in bricks

and mortar. "Tyneside" carries all the upper
front gables on timber uprights and massive
lintels in hardly a happy way. Open posts sup-
porting a projecting upper stage generally look
effective, but there is a smug look about this

filling-in with sashed, paned casements which
we cannot admire. The plan is crude, and the

sawpit is boxed in, regardless of the needs of such
a necessity. It has no access save out of the
wheelwright's shop. " Stoep " comes next, with
a neat and natty performance, homely and quiet.

The cottage is at the wrong end of the block, and
its bedroom floor is awkwardly planned, having a

wasteful diagonal passageway cut through to reach
the third room. The bathroom is right away
from all heating provisions. " Cheer Up " is one
of the few contributors who make a feature as

requested of the forge chimney. The external
treatment is befittingly simple, while the plan
appears fairly good, excepting the smith's bed-
rooms, which are absolutely bad. The fireplace

in the parlour has an opening only a foot wide,
and that is poked away right up in the corner far

from the light. It would be difficult to "cheer
up" with such an awkward arrangement.
" City " overdoes his forge chimney, for it over-
weights the cottage gable entirely, cutting up all

sense of composition, and the cross walls making
the horse-standings hamper the plan shockingly.
The saw-pit is in an octagonal bay. " A'iilian

"

has a care for detail, and some taste for the pic-

turesque. The pity is he cuts up every surface,
and is afraid of broad masses. The cottage has a

good living-room, but the bath should have been
close up to the back of kitchener. The bedrooms are

better than some. " Finis " is not a success ; his

smithy is so awkwardly encumbered by a brick

pier doing nothing in the centre of the working
space. " Gayville " puts a forge, but no chimney
over it. The flue turns over ; the stack occurs

above the front well, above which it is corbelled

without much idea of good construction. The
doors opening inwards right on to the horse-

standing would never do. " Cintra's " scheme
is neatly executed with care and thought.

The result is too smug in effect, with an
all-over look through lack of all concentration.

The dormer door over the sawpit is not an
admirable contrivance, and there is no object in

putting an end window to a sawpit, which is

open to the air along its entire lengt'a. " C'intra
"

does so well in many ways that one wonders why
he is so fond of trivial features, adding labour

and expense for no other purpose. "The Old
B^irm " has distinction coming of broad handling,

the forge chimney making the central feature,

but the smithy is too much in the dark. The
cottage staircase landing has no light whatever
when all the doors are shut. "Grey Fox"
draws his perspective in a silly way, though the

sketch of the forge interior shows that it is not

from want of ability to do better. The exterior

is mideading also, because not true to the

geometrical elevation. " Grey Fox " cramps his

smith's shop, and gives no space for horses to

stand in, and no loJt for timber is shown by the

plans. He will never do any good with all his

play of fancy while essentials are neglected iu

this fishion. "Simply He" is unequal, with
little notion of the requirements of the problem
we set. Let him look at his front eleva-

tion, and notice the mass of brickwork over

voids in the cartbuilding-shop part. This
is radically bad design and bad construc-

tion. The 9in. pier between the double doors

and the window would be pulled down in no time
by the action of the doors, and such a pier is not

good enough for what it has to do. We have
not space to say more to " Simply Me" now.
Let him be more simple in future. " Tyne" is

bold, and has a fancy for oval openings, which are

expensive to build, and not very good for

windows. The square brick tower is meaningless,

and does cot grow out of the plan. " Vox " takes

much trouble to work well, but the result is

totally unlike what a village smithy should be.

Hardly a square foot of plain surface anywhere'
" Baozii " draws indifferently, but he has a good
notion of pretty grouping. The cottage end is

quite nice, though the trivial and entirely out-of-

place chimney stack in the valley of the front

gable is most objectionable for every reason, and
spoils the notion of the whole thing. The way
in which the tile-hanging is run up over the big

door openings is absurd. The gables do not

project enough. We have said a 1 this to urge
"Banzai" to do better and not delineate in

such a restless, poor way, because he seems
to have artistic feeling, judging from the

stair-turret end of the block. "Fergus"
prints abominably to appear clever. His
plan has serious faults, such as a dark-as-night
staircase with no possible remedy. But there is

a wayside air about the design which wa like very

much when looked at in his perspective—in fact,

it is one of the most appropriate of the whole lot,

which is no small praise. Its plan is among the

most indifferent, and the affectation of the letter-

ing is most blameworthy. " Consul " also merits

a caution for not printing his motto plainly. His
perspective is a poor performance. The forge

crammed into the angle of the smithy is awkward
to a degree. The fa<,'ade is indifferent, the small

doors making the group look like a row of

cottages. " Obelisk " draws in a restless manner
without any notion of good effect. " Liolie

"

also overdoes the performance with stone cornice

enough on the chimney-stack for half-a-dozen so

far as masonry is concerned. His east elevation

is all doors and windows, and the plan is lack-

ing in scheme. "Teazel" sends a teaser of a

plan, so angle set and " quaint," ignoring

in an airy way, however, all reference to the con-

ditions. The author is ingenious ; but he sets to

woik at the wrong end, and having made an
initial mistake, elaborates it to a degree, even
drawing in the pebble stones over the path to

show gravel. Bay trees in tubs by the side of a

shoeing shop are "too utterly but," .and so are

the sausage rolls for box edgings. "Leo" gives

us a horseshoe doorway. It is so appropriate, he
thinks ; but the worst of it is you could not hang

the doors to open in such a shaped opening. He
shows four leaves, and ilots in on the plan how
they go ; but the whole thing is nonsense. The
design otherwise is not half-bad, only that the

smithy and wheelwright's shop are cut off

entirely, and the horse-standing comes in behind

the office, which is not a direct arrangement. The
drawings are crisp and neat. "Frena" is

to be commended for feveral good points : but

he, too, puts the shoeing stalls just aa

the last named, and makes the office a passage-

way between the forge and shop. The parlour is

an ugly room on plan ; the staircase-hall leads to

the bath, and the arrangement generally is not

simple enough for a cottage. The perspective is

rather effective and suitable. " Squill" is work-

manlike and sensible, but he avoids difficulties by
not showing details of arrangement, such as the

horse-standing. The design is bold and plain,

with good broad piers; it is also thoroughly

modern. The perspective scarcely does it justice.

The two gables, as a pair to the front, are not

quite happy in effect. " Yenhow " is odd and

too ambitious. The cottage has a perked-up

look about it, and the bay-fitted hall is

incongruous with the ugly stairs wedged in

between the walls of kitchen and parlour.

We cannot admire this design. "B" marks

a scheme which is very ambitious, with a

fairly convenient plan so far as the working

part is concerned. The cottage is indifferent,

while the style is out of keeping with the object

in view. "The Moon " is cottage-like, but very

badly delineated. The stairway in the house is

devoid of light, and passages waste the space.

" Conor " is a capable contributor, but his cottage

is at the wrong end of the site. His design is

original, but odd, and not pleasing in outline, aa

shown in the well drawn view. "Dies" also

has merit spoilt by too much effort after effect.

The idea of a forge set in a projecting bay with

side mullioned lights is a case in point. " Sphere
"

has a horseshoe doorway looking like the end of a

railway tunnel. The doors are shown hung

inwards right on to the horses and the

forge, could they but open, which they could

not do unlets one central hinge were used,

which is absurd. The elevations and plans

ate too cut up. " Dutch Boy " is also dis-

tinguished by a horseshoe doorway, only that he

puts a big iron Brobdingnagian shoe round on the

outside, naU-holes and aU. The three gables

would look very pretty, but otherwise we cannot

say anything for the scheme. "Alpha " is much
too clever, sending a shored-up and strutted-

looking ruin of a building, strangely disjointed

in the drawing of it. The shanty look is dis-

tinctly attractive, but the whole thing is

deceptive. He puts the cottage at the wrong end

of the building, and turns the plan topsy-turvey,

so as to make it conformable to the instructions,

which, of course, it is not. " Alpha " (Glasgow)

is really ingenious and able, but he spoils his

chances. The hall in his cottage is big enough

for a big house, and the stairs would be

quite dark. The w.c. seat in the bath-

room is full in view of this hall, which

has a'eo a " Xewk," with seats. Fancy the

hard-handed smith cramped up in a " Newk,"
wedged in between the front door and

the bathroom! "Ilex" is very careful, and

most neat. His plans are very workmanlike.

I'nfortunately, his ideas of rural fitness are

devoid of taste. The roofing of his plan is much
too complicated, and a hatchway to the loft set

back on a roof slope would soon ruin the eaves

gutter, and smash the roof tiling. "Magpie"
draws without feeling, but his plan is one of the

best, poor as the elevations must be regarded.

" Springbow " will soon take a higher place if he

proceeds as he is doing at present ; but on the

present occasion we cannot place him further up.

The loss of space in the outside porch, inside

lobby, and inner hall is to be noted. The plan

otherwise is meritorious, and the exterior is

plain and pretty. The sheet is well arranged.

" Scretcher ''
is more simple stiU, but the draw-

ing is ineffective. The L-shaped bath-room is

exceedingly awkward, and the two shops ate

separated. "Nick O'Teen " is coarse and

extravagant, with a verandah in front of the

smithy. The horse-standing located to the rear

is not well managed ; but the plan has its good

points which we have not overlooked. " Liner"

is comparatively indifferent. The plate glass in

big sheets in the house bay are ugly in pro-

portion and serve as a key to other incongruities.

The best feature is the gable over the two shop

openings with its pent. "Fiato" has the forge
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Bet anglewise
; but the smithy generally looks too

much like a stable on plan, and the exterior is

too restless in its lines without distinction.
"Arrow" likewise is given to dodges and
quaintnesses which only complicate and destroy
harmony of proportion. The balance of parts is,

however, ingenious, showing a desire to be archi-
tectural. The cottage staircase is without any
light. " Launcelot " is notable for clear drawing,
and shows an application of good cottage notions,
though the total results are not so telling as they
ought to be. This is mainly due to the lifting up
of the two ends of the block, which runs very low
in the centre. The plan evinces study, and we
shall be surprised if " Launcelot " does not soon
outdistance his present effort. '

' Ian '

' encumbers
up his front by a verandah, which would be much
in the way. The cottage is on the left instead of
at the right, and the building does not look like
a village smithy. " Sun " has the quality of
country-side building, and had his plans been
better would have stood much higher, for we
think his facade very good indeed. " Leadlight "

is not luminous, and his daub of a perspective
endway up damages his chances, for there is a
notion of Tightness in his elevation, and an
idea in his plan. "Wear" is another con-
tributor who is hardly a success, which, with
more study of voids and solids in design, he
might be. The nasty long dormer light from
end to end of the timber loft cuts tho roof in
twain, and the barge of the gable coming down
on to the crown of the arch to the big doorway
below, is most incongruous and ill-arranged. So
is the ugly dark passage in the pi in. Bad planners
of elevational schemes are generally equally poor
at plan contrivance. " Ace of Clubs " has taken
so much pains that we are sorry his work has
ended in so inadequate a result. The horseshoe
water-trough recess figures big on the farade, but
is only written en the plan. It is not easy to
say in a few words something useful to such a
competitor. What he lacks is suitability, and a
recognition of the value of scale. " Redgauntlet "

puts running doors with projecting gearing along
the verge line of tile hanging. Imagine how
badly such things go together ; and worse
stiU, he runs the bearing-bar out into space,
or, at best, on to the face of the lean-to of
the saw-pit shelter. A man who can do such
things does not mind horridly long dark corridors
in a cottage, where every inch of space is of the
utmost consequence. " Game" is neat, but his
smithy is too small and roof too broken up with
dormers and the like. " Nux " is much quieter,
and has a thatched roof seemingly over half his
building, and tiles over the other. His plan is

indifferent. "Skipper" has a disjointed plan,
but the simple shape of his roof contrivance
would have been much improved in effect had the
central hipped part been handled as a plain gable.
The perspective is most indifferently executed.
" liat " is hard and commonplace, with the cottage
wrongly situate. Horses do not go well into
a shop for shoeing with a wall vis n nv
of the opening, and the forge fire directly in
front of them right up to their noses.
A porch to a wheelwright's thop is absurd.
" Ifoose " has a blackhole for a staircase-passage,
and puts the pantry under the same stairway.
Ills elevations are really uninteresting. '

' Loidis
'

'

is not vulgar, but he is far from good, llalf-
timber is used oddly, and the elm planks of the
doors run horizontally, so we presume are spiked
on to framings. The section is the best feature
of this scheme. "Prehistoric" is thoroughly
modern, and not very attractive, either, with
trees shown in solid silhouette. " liuatro Vois

"

is less attractive still. "An Old Spark" sends
a building wliii^h would pass muster, and in per-
spective it looks liright and cheerful, even if it ia

ordinary. "Kyle" pu's the house wrong end
on. "Touri" draws very weakly, and spoils

all chance of success ; but his elevations
are better than they look. " Je Puis Bien

"

is pretentious and far from good, and ought
to do better : and the simo may bo said of
" Vdol," who is more natty, but thin in style.

It is quite impossible to go on mentioning every
individual competitor, their number precludes
our doing so, and their merit is so meagre.
" .'Vcanthus," perhaps, is one of the best of those
remaining, and then comes painstaking and pain-
giving "P. P." for the segmental head to the
first-lloor window of the cottage front is indeed
an ugly sight. "The La-h" deserves it for tho
sprawling set of buttresses which clutter up tho
fai; ide of his affair. He ia in many respects sj

mindful and neat that his disjointed performance

is not worth describing as a design. He merits

a good scolding because he ought to do better. It

is no use wasting words over those who cannot.

"Maybite" is another man who should do
out and away better things. At present he has a

big hill to climb first, but, for all that, he h'JS

notions of contour and line. " Tom," too, ditto

to you, though your appreciation of grouping
is by no means so evident. " Hucklebury " does

not use the right shaped paper sheets. His design

is commendably cottage-like, though so common-
place. "Avondale" and "Vale o' Luue " are

romantic names, not so their designs. "Set-
square," " Eunoe," " King's Pawn," "Brush,"
" JIartlet," "Cornerstone" (a neat and serious

attempt well tried—try again), "Longan,"
"Borden," "Roland," "Adam," "Togo,"
"Comet," "George," "Monte Christo "(use
one sheet, not three), " Tressilian," "Deb,"
"Aln,""Doc," and "Captain Kettle." This

last bears evidence which leads us to think the

author ought not to do such indifferent work, and
indulge in so hideous a design, over which he has

spent, doubtless, much time, it is a pity to see

with what a termination, placed at the bottom
of a crowd.

FIRE-RESISTING WOOD JOINERY.

WE have had the opportunity of inspecting

the workshops and manufactures of the

Fire-Resisting Corporation, Ltd.. W.andsworth
Bridge, Fulham, and are enabled to give our

readers some particulars of this important process

carried on by the company. Processes for im-
pregnating wood with solutions are familiar to

most architects ; but this company has taken the

initiative of not only impregnating wood with

fire-resisting crystals, but of supplying architects

and the building trades generally with the treated

joinery at the same price as ordinary wood. Here
we have in short thoroughly impregnated fire-

resisting wood made up into all the kinds of

joinery which the architect requires without

extra cost for treatment, including high- class

designs for doors, architraves and over-

doors, fireplace mantels, staircases, cupboards,

letter - file cases, and a variety of other

fittings for buildings, so that the architect or

builder has only to order h''s joinery to be made
complete, or to supply his own designs to be
manufactured. In our inspection of the works
of the Company we noticed many well-designed

fireplace mantels made with the prepared

material in the joinery department. One of these

mantelpieces of wood had been tested with a

Bunsen burner, and had withstood the test for

three hours, and was only carbonised at the point

of contact, the flame not affecting in the slightest

degree the other part of the mantel. Another letter

file similarly tested showed the same remark-
able resistance to fire in all portions. We
also noticed some architecturally designed doors,

which would satisfy the most exacting architect,

and a staircase. 'Pho materials are impregnated
in small pieces, and are afterwards put together

or framed. In this manner the impregnating
solution enters the wood to its inmost fibres. In

the treatment department we see huge iron

cylinders, lOtt., "Oft., and 100ft. in length, into

which the small stuff is run on a tram line on
trolleys, the mixed chemicals being conveyed to

tho cylinders from vessels overhead. .\(ter

impregnation the material is passed through the

kiln. Tho company, we believe, are contractors

for the treatment of railway cars for the District

Electric Riilway, the treatment of which is being
carried out by them. They are also engaged in

tho treatment of scenery for London and pro-

vincial theatres and other fire -resisting materials.

Tlio cost of treatment or impregnation has been
hitherto regarded by arcliitocts and tho building

trade as an extra outlay, at so much per foot cube
of tho material, to be added to the cost of joiner's

work, with tho result that few availed themselves

of tho process : but tho company's system has

completely removed any hindrance to tlie pro-

duction to any scale, of joinery of good design

and workmanship of materials rendered com-
pletely resistant to lira that will simply have
to be transferred from tho (.'ompany's workshops
to the building ready for fixing. .\nd the price,

be it noted, is the same as that of urdinary wood
joinery. Tho company oilers to send a sample
door, free of expense, made of lire-resisting wood,
to any architect who desires to see the character

of the work, and to submit it to any test. Tho
treated wood of this company has been tested by
tlie British Fire Prevention ("ommitteo. Wo can

only blame the profession, now that the obstacle

of cost has been removed, if they, from mere old-

fashioned prejudice, neglect to have their joinery

supplied on this system.

PRESENTS AT FOUNDATION-STONE
L.IYINGS, ETC.

THE Council of the Glasgow Institute of

Architects has had under consideration the

apparently increasing prevalence of valuable

presents being given on the occasion of the laying

of foundation stones or formal openings of build-

ings, by the architects concerned to those

officiating, and, even in some cases, to their wives

or relatives.

In such circumstances, and where the im-
portance of the building warrants it, the presen-

tation of a trowel or key by the contractors is

often expected, and the action of the architect in

co-operating in such cases, either financially or

by designing and selecting the article, as also in.

representing those concerned at tho presentation,

is in no way criticised by the council.

Anything beyond this, however, is considered

objectionable, as setting up between architect and
client a wrong relationship of donor and recipient,

and as unfair to many of the profession in

encouraging rivalry as to the importance and
value of the respective gifts.

Such, after due consideration, being the

unanimous feeling of the council, it has been
thought desirable to place these views before the

members of the Institute generally, and to ask

their co-operation in discouraging the practice

referred to, the Council being assured that

members will not only recognise the validity of

its objections, but welcome its support in this

matter.

[We are thoroughly in accord with the Glasgow
Institute's action. In other capacities we have
ourselves had to draw the attention of the Local
Government Board and other authorities to

presentations of salvers and other valuable articles

to chairmen of local bodies and others in more
than one instance, under circumstances closely

approaching a scandfil. It is time this was
stopped.

—

Ed.]

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Fortland t'ciiifnt for Users. By the late Henry

Faija, M.Inst.C.E. Fifth edition, revised and
enlarged by D. B. Bitleii, Assoc. M.I.C.E.,
Fellow of Chemical Society, itc. (London

:

Crosby Lockwood and Son).—This is a useful

little textbook tor users of this material, and has
passed through five editions. Since the author's

first edition numerous valuable experiments have
been made here and abroad, and the testing of

cement has received much attention. Cement is

not only ground finer than it used to be, but the

tensile strength required is lesj and more reason-

able, and tests at three and seven days are often

asked for. Mr. D. B. Butler, in the new and
revised elition, preserves as far as possible the

author's opinions untouched, but making such
revisions as modern research calls for. Tho
revised form of specification given will be found
of service, also a chiipter on Adulteration, and in

the appendix a useful analysis of raw materials and
tables of average strength of Portland cement.
An "extra supplementary" chapter, by Mr.
1). B. Butler, is valuable. 'Phus, it is erroneously

stated in tho chapter on "Fineness," by Mr.
Faija, that the " coarse particles of cement have
no value, and that gr.anulation is inert." More
recent experiments, says the reviser, " have
shown that the unpulverised particles have certain

cementitious value, which, although very low in

the case of those particles retained on tho ' 50 '

sieve, is very consideniblo with those particles

which are retained on tho ' ISO ' sieve, and that,

broadly speaking, their value is inversely pro-

portional to their diameter." The free lime

contained within the coarse particles is chioUy
responsible for lliu unsoundness of the cement,

for it was found that " by grinding an unsound
cement extremely line it was rendered perfectly

sound." Speaking of the "Sand 'J'est," the
editor's views as regards the eOicJicy of

this test have been modified : ho is now
strongly of opinion that the sand test is

the truer test of value. Ho fcjund that the

mixture of inert material— like IContish rag,

finely ground sand, \c., and other adulterants

might be added to the extent of 20 per cent, with-

out tho neat tests being diminished : but when
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subjected to the sand test, the cementitious value
of the cement was found impaired. He also states

"that a very finely ground cement, although
having a much higher cementitious value than a
coarse one, frequently develops a much lower
tensile strength when gauged neat, and, there-
fore, the neat test taken by itself is altogether
erroneous." The tables in the appendices will be
found to contain many valuable results of tests

The table of the tensile strength of two simples of

cement at various dates by Mr. D. B. Butler, the
editor, carried out at the Port'and Cement Test-
ing Works and Chemical Laboratories, < )ld

Queen-street, S.AV., is useful. The results of the
tables prove the advantage to be derived from fine-

grinding in the cohesive strength of cement;
they also, it is stated, show that it " should
be grinding and not sifting to which the fine-

ness should be due." The specific gravity
of a sample should be taken when determining
its value. Great strength of cement at the three
and seven days' test is of little value if a few
weeks afterwards it commences to crack and fall

to pieces ; it is better to be sitisfied with a less

strength and be sure of the soundness of the
cement. Mr. Faija truly remarks " that neither
the weight per bushel, the time of initial set, or
of ' hard set,' or even the tensile strength of

short dates are any of them an indication as to
whether a cement is sound or not ; a cement may
be light or heavy in weight, light or d^rk in

colour, quick-setting or slow-setting, very strong
or very weak, and still may blow and ditinte-
grate." The blowing tendency of cement is very
variable, and may occur when least expected, in

air or under water. Soundness can only be de-
termined by accelerating the setting and hardening
of the sample by means of heat, and by applying
this medium artificially by an apparatus described
in this little book, and invented by Mr. Faija.

The revised edition of this book we cm cordially

recommend to all students and users of cement.
With the New Year a new and enlarged series of

the Antiqniiri/ makes its appearance as a sixpenny
monthly. It contains notes of the month, and an
illustrated article on the archaic incised carving
on seven sides of the font in the little-known
church at Lipley, Staffordshire, by Sir. Charles
Lynam, F.S.A., who confesses himself puzzled
as to whether they represent work of the first

half of the 12th century or of the middle of the
11th century. Other articles are "A Quarrel
Among Thieves, 1556," by the Rev. J. E.
Brown ; a well-tald story of church plunder at

Meppershall, Beds; "Sussex Glass," by Mr.
Charles Diwson, F.S A. ; and "London Street

Names," by the Rev. W. J. Loftie, F.S.A.

THE "PLOUGH" INN, KILLTNGWORTH.

THIS tavern has been built in place of the old

Plough Inn (which has stool forever 100
years), Killingworth, a village near Newcastle-
on-Tyne, for Messrs. A. H. Higginbottom and
Co., of Newcastle, from designs of Messrs.

White and Stephenson, architects, of that city.

The general ma'erials are red pressed facingbricks,

and stone dressings for ground floor, first floor

walls covered with roughcast pebble-dashed, and

roof covered with blue Westmoreland slites. Th?
floors of bar, bottle and jug department, buffet,

and hail are of Terrazz ), and the porches are also

in Terrazzo, worked from special designs by the

architects. In the ceilings part ot joists are

visible and plistered in b tween. All internal

woodwork is kept square and plain and stained a

warm shade of green. The upper panels of doors

are in small panes of bullion glass. Adimant
plaster was used for walls and ceilings. The
general contractor for the work was Mr. T.
Clements, of Monkseaton, Northumberland.

At Worthing, a Local Government Board inquiry
has been held into an application by the town council

for sanction to borrow £l,61i for purposes of street

improvements, and another £1,600 for extension of

electric-lighting mains.

Mr. E. T. Beard, A.M.I.C.E., engineer of the
Marine Drive Works, Scarborough, has been
awarded a silver medal at the St. Louis Exhibition
for illustrations of the construction of the Scar-
borough new ceawall now completed.

Dr. Lloyd, Bishop of Newcastle, has laid before
the vicar and churchwardens of St. John's Church,
a r2th-century structure situated in the centre of

Newcastle, proposals to remove the church stone by
stone and set it up elsewhere in the parish, to remove
the bodies of those in the graveyard adjoining to

another place, and to sell the site of the church and
yarii, applying the money for the extension of

church work in the diocese. He estimated that

between £300,000 and £100,000 could be raised by
the sale. Tbe churchwardens, however, unani-
mously declined to countenance the transaction.
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(©lit ^Hlusttations.

Ml'NICII'AL BllLDINGS, IIUOMLEY, KENT : 1 lUST
AND SECOXD PllEMIATED DESIGXS.

Last Friday we reviewed the drawings submitted
in this competition. To-day we illustrate the
selected dtaign by Jlr. R. Frank Atkinson, and
the second premiated design by Messrs. Henry
Ashley and Winton Xewman. We have little to
add with regard to either of these schemes. Both
have conspicuous merit and provide well for
future extensions. In both enormous advantage
is gained from the fact that a main public
entrance is obtained at the rear from the narrow
20ft. private way between this site and the site

intended to be occupied by the police-station.
Some of the most capable designs submitted in
this competition were hampered, if not e:;tirely

thrown out of the running, by the governing
•condition as embodied in the question and answer
1 9 printed for the instruction of competitors, in
which the architects were told that the narrow
private passages between the tites were not to

be used by the public, and that they were in-
tended for private vehicular traffic only. It will
at once be seen that those who adhered to this

condition could stand no chance whatever against
other competitors who made their main public
•entrances to the law courts in this private
passage, as in the two designs illustrated.

NEW SllOrs, KEADIX';.

T)ir, illustration shows three shops to bo erected
in Broad-street, lieading, on the site of Walsing-
ham House, for the Ijondon Property Investment
Trust, Ltd., of 1, Frederick's-place, E.C, who
are acquiring shops for investment in many
provincial towns. The materials to be used are
red gauged brickwork, with Portland stone
dressings. The architect is Mr. W. Xowton
Dunn, A K.I.B.A.

A HILLSIDE HAMLET OHAl'EL.

Tins was designed for a small hamlet, on <:h!ilk

hills, the material to bo rubble walling with stone
dressings, and red tile roof. The drawing was
hung in this year's K.A Exhibition. The author
is Mr. Geoffry Lucas, A. K.I.B.A,

jiriLDIXa NEWS DESIOXIN(i CLlll : DESION.S 1011 A
VILLAflE SMITHY.

(For description and awards see page U33.)

iiEDiiooM 1 ruxiTiiir. riioM leipzki.

Thebe is an oddness and quaint simplicity about
these pieces, which were designed by I'rofessor

.los. Hoffmann, of N'ii'nna, whose productions are
handled with capable reserve, such ai renders

them worthy of a note of commendation in

contradistinction- of much work of the kind
passing under the name of I.\irt y>fureiin, Th*3

forms are quite elementary, and well adapted to

slooping-ruoms, without the needless u^e of dii-t-

collecting corners and decorative surfaces. Wo
are indebted for those subjects to the enterprising

publication entitled " Ilohe Warte," just started

by Mr. Jcseph Aug. Lux, of Vienna and
Leipzig. The illustrations embodied with the
text include photographs of decorative work
of all kinds, picturesque cottages, and other
buildings, including some English examples.

CHIPS.
Dr. E. Petronell Manby held an inquiry in the

Darlington Council Chamber on the 2l3t inst., on
behalf of the Local Government Board, into the
matter of the application made by the Darlington
Town Council for sanction to borrow €o,o2.) for

extending the fever hospital. £62o is intended for
ths purchase of 2S acres of land adjoining the
present hospital, the rest to he devoted to the ex-
tension of the administrative block and the building
of a porter's lodge.

Sir Walter Armstrong considers the price re-

quired for the pictures from the Forbes collection

which are now in Dublin to be very reasonable, and
has offered to make a careful valuation for the use
and assistance of the committee, in view of the
executors allowing a further revision to bo
made. The present selection of 160 pictures
from the -4,000 pictures and drawings in

the Forbes collection was made by Mr. Hugh
Land, with the assistance of Mr. J. J. Shannon,
Lady Colin Campbell, Mr. William Orpen, Mr.
Charles Shannon, and Mr. Charles Ricketts.

One of a number of libraries which are being built
by the corporation of Glasgow in different districts

in the city was opened on Friday in Macintjre-
street, Anderston. The building, which is one of
two stories, gives spacious accommodation in both
reading and lending departments. The ground floor

is divided into a general reading hall, accommo-
dating eighty visitors, a lending department, and a
ladies' reading-room. On the upper floor is a
reading-room for boys and girls, giving accommo-
dation for 100 of the former and CO of the latter.

The library has been furnished with upwards of

10,000 volumes.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held at
Oldham Town Hall on the 22nd inst., with
reference to an application by the town council for

sanction to borrow £48,114 required for the
electricity undertaking.

The heart of the cabinet -making industry in

London was the scene of a destructive fire on
Saturday morning, which broke out in the early
hours in Medway Mews, Medway-road, Bethnal
Green. The property attacked was a building of
two floors, measuring .55ft. by lOft., which was
used by Mr. A. Ackland, cabinet maker, as work-
shops, offices, and stores. The premises were com-
pletely destroyed.

In the ancient church of St. Lawrence, Adwick-
le-Street, the Bishop of Sheffield has dedicated an
oak altar and reredos in memory of John and Rosina
Wightman. The centre panel of the reredos re-
presents the -Vscension, and to the right and the
left are figures of the deacons, St. Lawrence and
St. Stephen, with the emblem of their martyrdom.
The altar itself is carved in a design of vine leaves
and fruit to correspond with the panelling which
extends along the east wall and forms wings, and
the Holy Table stands on a platform of oak.

The colossal lion of ChuTonea, on the celebrated
battlefield of that name, has been restored. The
formal inauguration of the monument—which sur-
mounts llie sepulchre of the Bn-Dtians who fell in

the battle of Ch;crona— will take place next spring
on the occasion of the International Arch:cological
Congress, which the German Crown Prince will

address.

The builders of the new Carnegie library at
Plumstead, Woolwich, opened by Mr. John Moriey
last week, are Messrs II. Lovatt, Ltd., of
London and Wolverhampton. The ventilation was
carried out by Messrs. R. lioylo and Son, Ltd., the
heating by Messrs. J. Jones and Sons, Ltd., and the
electric lighting by the borough electrical engineer.
The fittings have been carried out by the Educa-
tional Supply Association, Ltd., at a cost of about
CI, 125, and are of oak throughout. The fittings

were designed by the borough engineer, and the
borough librarian has been in close lonsnltatinn
with the borough engineer in connection with the
preliminary planning nf the building and the i!e-

signing of the furniture. The total cost, incluiling

furniture, heating, and lighting, has been £14,(100.

Sir Colin MoncriefF sat in the Westminster (iuild-

hall last week as arltitrator for the purpose of deter-
luiniug a claim brought by the Hornsoy Borough
Council against the Middlesex County Council for

the recovery of -C2,00O. In connection with the
construction of the electric tramways in North
London, the County Council required the borough
council to carry out certain alterations. The borough
council carried out the work, and now nought re-
payment of the cost from the council. After bearing
expert evidence the arbitrator reserved his award.

OBITT'AEV.

Mu. W. G. Laws, late city engineer of New-
castle, died at Newcastle on Thursday in last week,

at theage of 02. Mr. Laws, who was appointed

city engineer of Newcastle in 1881, was a native

of Tynemouth, his father having been agent to the

Dukes of Northumberland. After serving his

apprenticeship with llessrs. Thompson and Boyd,
of Newcastle, he adopted the profession of civil

engineer. In that capacity he did much work for

the North Eastern and North British railway

companies. During the period he held the office

of city engineer to the Newcastle Corporation the

city was vastly extended, and many important

works carried out, extensive street improvements
were effected, and the sewerage system vastly

improved. Mr. Laws had also much to do with

the introduction of the new tramway system into

Newcastle ; and when he retired from active duty
in 1901, he was appointed consulting engineer.

He was held in high esteem by the members of

his profession, and had served as president of the

Association of County and Municipal Engineers

and Surveyors.

The sudden death took place at Leamington
on Christmas Day, of Mr. Fkank G. Jacksox, of

Ulton. The deceased, who was in his seventy-

fifth year, was for the greater part of his life

connected with the Birmingham School of Art,

and in 1S98 he retired from the position of its

second master. More than fifty years ago he was
one of the most successful students in the old

School of Design under Samuel Lines. In 1852

he became a teacher of drawing.

The President of the Royal Institute of British

Architects, Mr. John Belcher, A.R.A., will hold an
"at home" in the rooms of the Institute, 9,

Conduit-street, on Monday, January 16, from 8.30

to U. An exhibition of sculpture allied to architec-

ture in modern work is being arranged for the

occasion.

A new church, costing £10,000, dedicated to St.

Nathaniel, has been completed at Piatt Bridge,
near Hindley, Lancashire, a new pariah having
been created there. Next year, a new church,
dedicated to St. Paul, will be built in Broadoak
Park, near Worsley, Manchester. Lord Ellesmere,

the landowner, has given the sites in both cases.

New Church schools at Chilcompton, Somerset,
were opened last week by the Marquis of Bath.
Externally the building is in style a semi-rustic type
of domestic English. The architect is Mr. F. Bligh
Bond, of Bristol, and the builder Mr. Joseph Bird,

of Radstock. The total cost of the building has
been £1,171.

The Blackpool borough surveyor reports that up
to date about £239,000 has been spent in the work
of widening the promenade at Blackpool.

The St. Frideswide's Schools, Oxford, are being
warmed and ventilated by means of .Shorland's

patent Manchester stoves, the same being supplied
by Messrs. E. H. Shorland and Brother, of

Manchester.

The new municipal electric tramway system at
Chesterfield was inspected last week by Major
Pringle, one of the Board of Trade inspectors, lie

was a<'companied by Mr. A. P. Trotter, electrical

adviser to the Board of Trade. The cost of the
four- mile scheme is about I'OO.OOO, and the con-
tractors are the British Insulated and Helsby Cables
Co., Ltd. The woik has been carried out underthe
supervision of the borough electrical engineer (Mr.
R. L. Acland).

The London County Council have passed plans
prepared by Mr. W. G. R. Sprague for a new
theatre to seat 1,11 1 persons, and to be built at the
corner of Shaftesbury-avenue and Rupert-street.

The New York Central Railway has filed plans
for an extensive railway terminus. The new build-
ing will occupy nineteen city blocks. There will be
forty-three tracks, in two stories, with separate
platforms for local and through passenger trains.

The estimated cost is 25 millions, about half the cost

of the Pennsylvania's New Yotk terminus, which
includes the tunnel from New Jersey to Long
Island.

The arrangeiucnts for excavations to be made
during the winter, under the auspices of the Liver-
pool Cniversity Institute of Archipology, in tapper
Egypt, have tteen completed, and the work has been
begun this week at llierakonopolis, the palace of the
earliest kings of l-'.gypt. The excavations have been
placed, as in previous years, at Beni-Haaau,
Xegadeh, and el.sewhere, under the care of the
V'mveraity reader in Ej^yptian archu'ology.

The partnership heretofore subsisting between
Messrs. A. Cardeii and C. M. Brown, architects,
surveyors, aiid sanitary surveyors, Brighton, under
the style of Garden and Drown, has )>ecn dissolved.
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HOUSE AT BRAMHALL, CHESHIRE. -- T. W. Hooley, ^reA(((rf.

HOUSE, BRAMHALL.

THE house illustrated has been erected for

Mr. V>. Wilson on an estate at Bramhall,
and is one of about forty houses of this kind
designed to meet the demands of the middle
classes. It has been the aim to give a little

interest to a type of edifice so generally left

entirely in the builder's hands, and at a very
reasonable outlay.

The house illustrated comprises drawing-
room, dining-room, hall, kitchen, pantry, and
scullery; fire bedrooms, bathroom, w.c, boxes ;

wash cellar, larder, coals, and w.c. The exterior
is finished with pebble-dashing, formed of Port-
land cement and I'erbyshire spar ; the roof is

covered with Peake's red tiles. The interior is

finished simply in character with the style of the

house. In the entertaining rooms and hall deep
friezes level with the tops of door architraves

are used. In the bedrooms the ceilings are coved.

The architect is Mr. T. W. Hooley, A.R.I.B.A.

CHIPS.
An immediate discharge has been granted in the

case of George Henry Martin, Church-street,
Twickenham, Middlesex, formerly Croydon, Surrey,
late builder and contractor.

The sewage committee of Bradford Corporation
have approved of a scheme for the construction of
six additional settliug tanks at a cost of £6,000, and
for the removal of the sludge from the dam at
Frizinghall at a cost of £3,000.

Among the members of the Common Council
re-elected on St. Thomas's Day was Mr. Albert E.
Pridmore, vice-president of the Society of Archi-
tects, who has been returned at the head of the poll

in Bishopsgate Ward. He has served the ward for

upwards of ten years, during which time he has held
the chairman'hip of several committees.

On Saturday afternoon the Countes? of Esfox laid

the foundation-stone of a new church that is being
erected on the Harvvoods Estate, Watford, and
which is to be dedicated to St. Michael and All

Angels. The cost of the new edifi'^e, which is to

seat 400 persons, will be £2,200. Hereafter, when
a permanent church has been built, it i5 proposed to

use this temporary church as a pirochial building.

The buildings for schools and other pariah purposes

will cost £400. The contractor is Mr. Henry
Brown.
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Falkirk. — The mmaj^ers of tli9 Falkirk
infirmary had under consideration on Friday a
aeries of reports by a Bub-committee appointed
some time ago to consider aa to the extensions
and alteration of the buildings which the
managers hare felt for some time have become a
necessity. The sub-committee recommendei that
the extensions should provide twelve or fourteen
extra beds, new operating rooms, new laundry
with modern equipment, janitor's house, a new
administrative block giving suitable accommoda-
tion for the staff, the wards, &c , to be heated by
hot water radiators, and the sanitary arrange-
ments generally overhauled and improved. These
extensions, it was e.-timated, could be carried out
at a cost not exceeding £4,000. The report was
adopted.

Hamilton, N.B.—The Masonic Temple in

Cadzow-street, Hamilton, built for the Hamilton
Kilwinning (No. 7) Lodge of Freemasons, was
consecrated on St. John's Day. This lodge dates
back to the 17th century, and its written records
commence about the year 1732, when the Duke of
Hamilton of the time was building Chatelherhault,
and a couple of years ago they were able to dispose
of their lodge-room, which included the Douglas
and Clydesdale Hotel, to the town for street

improvements, which has enabled them to face
the erection of the present Temple, the cost of
which will not be less than £8,000. The Temple
is situated at the corner of Cadzow-street and
Lower Auchingramont-road. On the ground
floor, facing Cadzow-street, are two suites of

oflicts. The lodge- room is on the upper floor.

Facing Lower Auchingramont-road is a hall for

letting purposes, which proxides accommodation
for 400 persons, along with a house for the care-

taker, cooking kitchen, kc. The design, which
was chosen in competition, is in the old Scots
style, and is by llr. Alexander Cullen, architect,
Hamilton. In finishing the interior a free use
has been made of stencil ornament.

Lkeds.—The new Brownhill Council Schools,
which have been erected by the L^eds Education
Committee, were formally opened on December 22.

The schools occupy a site in Harehills-lane, a
rapiily-growing district, the area of the land
being 8,603 square yards. The total cost has been
£21,210. The buildings are in two blocks. The
larger block facing to Harehills-lane, for senior
and junior mixed children, is two stories in
height, and provides accommodation for 480
junior children on the ground-floor and 4S0
senior scholars on the first floor. The infants'

school is a separate building, and is only
one story high, accommodation being pro-

vided for -560 children. Three assembly-halls

are provided—one for each department—and
classrooms are arranged round the halls. There
are twenty-six classrooms in all. Two fireproof

staircases are provided for the upper floor of the

mixed department. I >ne classroom is specially

fitted up for cookery instruction. The buildings

throughout are electrically lighted, and are pro-

vided with concreted playgrounds. The buildings

have been designed under the direction of the

architect, Mr. W. S. liraithwaite, South I'arade,

L^eds, architect to the education committee.

I'ttonLs.—The Bishop of Truro dedicated, on
the 22nd inst., additions to I'robm ('hurch,

Cornwall, which have cost several thousand
pounds, and are the gift! of Mrs. Hawkins, in

memory of her husbind, the lato Mr. (J. II. T.
]Iawkin9, his father, Mr. John Hawkins, and his

uncle. Sir Christopher Hawkins. The works

embrace extensive additions at the south-eist end

of the fabric, as well a» the conversion of the

north chancel aisle into a morning chapel. A now
organ-chamber and vestry have also been built.

The walling ij of local rubble, with ^ninite

dressings, the oak waggon roofs are covered in with

blue-slated tiles and rod rilges. A now clergy

door opens out to the oast of the organ -chamber.

The chancel and its two flanking aisles arc now
inclosed by seven new carved oak parcloso acrecnt,

designed by Moaers. F. W. St. Aubyn and
Wadling, of London, architects, and carried out,

together with the new pulpit, lectern, and much
othor delicate work in cjirvod oak, by Messrs.

Harry Hems and Sons, of K tutor. The fl )ora are

of Italian mosaic and wood blocking. Tho
heating apparatus is by Messrs. Ilukn and Sons,

of Trowbridge, and thu wrought ironwork h'ln been

done by Mr. Edward DutT, of I'rohus. The
organ, placed in the church in 18.SI, h»8 boon

taken down and cleaned by Messrs. Hole and Co.,
of Plymouth, and re-erected by them in anew
CISC in the new organ-chamber, and the morning
chapel contains a new reredos and altar, with
super altar. The reredos is coved in its upper
part, and exhibits a wealth of rich carved work.
All the walling at each side of the reredos, and
the full length return on the south side, as well

as the whole of the north wall, is arcaded with
carved oak panelling, whilst the two bays of the
chancel arcade upon the south side are filled by
other carved parclose screens. In like manner
the south side of the ch,-incel is divided from its

aisles by two carved oak screens. A new parclose

screen also divides the organ-chamber from the
south aisle, and yet another one separates

the vestry from that portion of the south aisle in

front of the organ-chamber used for the mixed
choir. The old pulpit has been taken away
bodily and given to the church at St. Sithney.

The new one stands against and west of the north
arcade pier, just outside the chancel. It is upon
a granite bise, octagonal on plan, and is of oak.

The central panel is a sculptured one in oak,

representing the Sermon on the Jlount. The
priests' seats and desks, and the lectern, are also

of oak. The general contractor has been Jlr. G.
Miners, of JSIarazion, and the clerk of works
Mr. W. A. Dunn.

Southampton'.—Xew printing and publishing

premises are being erected at Above B^r, for the

Ilnmpshire liifiipendeiit. Mr. W. Burrough Hill,

of Southampton, is the architect, and Messrs.

Dyer and Sons, of the same town, are the
builders. The frontage to Above Bar- street will

occupy a space of SOft. 6in., whilst tho depth will

be 24tft., extending the whole length of Spa-
road almost to the Skating Riok. The building

will be faced with orange-coloured bricks on
Monks Park stone dressings, with two massive
piers of Robin Hood stone. A central entrance

will give admission to the advertisement and in-

quiry offices, 42ft. by 33f«. Inclose proximity will

be the manager's room and that occupied by the

bookkeepers. A staircise and electric lift give

access to the first floor, fronting the principal

street, on which will be the reporters' room, 59ft.

by 23ft. Close to this will be the editor's rooms,
and then the sub-editor's. Un the second floor a
Board room has been provided, and on the Sime
landing are a juui'jr reporters' and a secretary's

room. In the rear the ground floor accommoda-
tion willcomprisea machine-room 88ft. by 44ft.,

a stereotyping room 3.5ft. by 20ft., an engine-room
35ft. by 15ft., a paper storeroom 35ft. by 18ft., a
publishing room 33ft. by 18ft., and a damping
room I3fi;. 9in. by 18ft. On the first floor will

be a linotype room 40ft. by 35ft. Cin., the news
composing room 47ft. iJin. by 40ft., a jobbing
composing room 54ft. by 44ft., and a jobbing
paper store room 44ft. by 18ft. The flooring

will be of wood blocks, the stiircase will be of

fireproof cons'ruction, and two electric lifts will

also ba employed. The whole of the premises
will be lit by electricity.

Daring the excavations in Aldwych for the new
Hickj Tbeatra the workmen unearthed a Roman
cinerary urn, about 4 in. high.

A Local (iovernment Board inquiry was held at
Burloy-in- Wharfedale on Dec. 22nd respecting an
application by the council to borrow 1 2.31 II for the
purchase and alteration of buildings to be converted
into public ofTicea.

At Moseler Parish Church a memorial reredos
was unveiled and do Heated on Wednesday week
in memory of the late Mr. F. H. Bell. The reredos
has been executed in alabaster by Messrs. Jones and
Willis. Tlie central figures, Our Lord with the
archangels SS. I i ibriol and Michael on either side,

are carved in alabaster, and above is a canopy.

The collapse of a budding at Redruth last wet k
resulted in the death of a workman named Skewes.
The jury, after hearing tho evidence of tho district

surveyor and others, described tho alTair as " an
accident " ; but the coroner addml on liehalf of the
jury :

** We are not at all satisfied with tho manner
in which tho fiuildings have l>oon constructoit, and
think the materials used were in some respocta un-
satinfactor; , and that there has been a lack of
competent supervision."

Mr. P. C. Cowan, M.Inst.O.K. , chief engineering
inspector to the Local (iovornmont Board, togothor
with Dr. G'lgarFlinn, one of tin medictl inspeotorn,
haa concluded in the Uecorfer's Court tho inquiry
with regard to the petition of the CastlercaKh Kural
District Council praying fur a Provisional i 'nlor to
form a united district for the purpose of abating a
nuisance on the foreshore of Belfast Lougb.

({^nginctrinni ilatcs.

Castle Cakv .\nu Lani^tort Railway.—The
Great Western Railway Co. are making good
progress with their direct line throu jh Somerset-

shire, between Castle Gary, Blackmoor Vale, and
Langport, on the eastern boundary of King's
Sedgemoor. The line is 15j miles long, and
there will be intermediate stations at the villages

of Keinton-Mandeville, Charlton, and Somerton.
The construction of the railway involves some
heavy engineering works, comprising seven deep
cuttings through blue lias shale and rock ; a
tunnel, 1,054 yards long, at Somerton : two long
viaducts ; and a bridge across the tidal river

Parret. The Somerton viaduct consists of five

arched spans of 50ft. each, and is 03 tt. in height.

The Langport viaduct has ten arched spans of

55ft. each, and is on'y 25tt. high, but the

foundations of the piers are sunk to a depth of

no less than 50ft. through the peat of Sedgmoor.
The bridge across the Parret comprises four

arched spans of 392ft. each, and one braced

pillar girder span of i05ft. The ruling gradient

on the new line is only 1 in 264, while there is

no sharper curve than 60 chains radius. The
line will be opened for rail motor-cir traffic next

June, but the whole will not be completed till

the spring of 1906. The existing four miles of

railway from Langport to Athelney are being

reconstructed. A new double-track line is being

built alongside the old, and at a higher level.

From Athelney a deviation is to be made for a

distance of three miles to a junction with the old

main line, three-quarters of a mile north of

Taunton, but work on this section has only

recently been begun. The new line, taken in

conjunction with the new Woodhouse and West-
bury link, will tSect a saving of distance to

Exeter of 21 miles, and the threat Western loute,

now 194 miles long, will be shortened to 173

miles. The contractors for the works from Castle

Ciry to Athelney are Messrs. C. J. Willis, of

Manchester and Westminster.

River Tvne Improvements.—The last of the

bridges has been placed into position on the south
side of the river, thus completing the improve-
ments which have cost the Tyne Commissioners
over £03,000. Toe pontoon landing stages

are a great improvement on the old ones,

being about 240ft. long by 50ft. wide. They
have a shelter of 80ft. by ISft., a general wait-

ing room of 27ft. by 18ft., store-room, and other

rooms. Two of the bridges are for vehicular

traftic, being 125ft. long by 25tt. wide ; one for

passenger traffic on the south side is 125ft. long
by 16ft. wide. There are about 250 tons of steel

in the three bridges. The contract for the above
work was let to the Tees-side Bridge and Engineer-
ing Works, Middlesbrough, and the whole of the
dillicult work was carried out under the supervision
of Mr. F'. Campbell.

SoiTHAMPTON.—The new quay extensions in
the Rivera Itchen and Test have now been com-
pleted for the South Western Railway ('ompany.
The Prince of Wales Uuay, 2,000ft. long, the
South Quay 430ft., and the Test liuay 1,500ft.

long, are all accessible at any time of tho day or
night, entirely irrespective of the state of the
tide. The new Itchen (or Prince of Wales Uuay)
has for some time been extensively used for the
arrivals and departures of liners, and the company
have here erected doubled -storied sheds. Shed
accommodation at tho Tost Uiay is also now
complete. There is a minimum depth of 2Stt. at
L.W.tl.S.T. at the Prince of Wales and South
(iuays, and 32ft. L.W.G.S.T. at the Teat (Juay.
Tho widening of tho I 'Id Extension Wuay,
enlarging tho shed accommodation, and deepen-
ing of tho water thereat, is now in progress,
and will soon bo completed. Tho now graving^
dock. No. 6, of SGoh. long by 90ft. wide at
entrance, and width at cope 125ft., will be com-
pleted shortly. This is tho deepest graving dock
in tho Inilt^ Kingdom, the depth to blocks
being :i3ft. ll.W.O S.T.

In our alwtract of Dr. Sykos's article on " Public
Health and Architecture" last week, the block plan
of Hats by Mr. Koith V>. Young, I'.U I.B.A., shown
on p. S96, should have been entitled " with balcony "
instead of " with external lateral corridors."

At tho last mooting of the Paris A'-adomy of Fine
Arts the vacancy caused by the death of Mi. Q. F.
Watts was flllol by tho election of Mr. Stanhops
Forbes, .^.K.A., as a corresponding member.
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COMPETITIONS.
PouLTON.—Mr. W. S. Braithwaite, architect,

of Leeds, the assessor appointed to adjudicate
upon the competitive designs sent in for the new
schools, Poulton, Cheshire, for the Wallasey
Urban District Council (for 1,000 children), has
given his award as foUows :—First, "Experi-
ence," Messrs. Thos. E. and Jas. Murray, archi-

tects, 10, Blandford-road, Bedford Park, AV., and
Catford, S.E. ; second, " Light and Air," Messrs.
Farmer and Williams, architects, 36, Dale-street,

Liverpool; third, "Tasso Scheme B.," Mr.
Joseph Holt, architect, 9, Albert -square, Man-
chester.

CHIPS.
At a meeting of the Royal Scottish Academy, held

on Wednesday in last week, a letter was read from
Mr. John Honeymau, K.S.A., architect, Glasgow,
eisking to be placed on the list of honorary retired
Academicians. The Academy accepted the intima-
tion with expressions of regret that the state of Mr.
Honeyman's health rendered this necessary.

In St. Drostan's Episcopal Church, Insch, N.B.,
an oak chancel screen has recently been erected and
dedicated by tie Bishop of Aberdeen.

A serious tire occurred early on Sunday at the
timber-yard and sawmills of Messrs. Cornelius Corns
and Sons, builders, Hanley. The premises had been
closed since Friday, and the cause of the outbreak is

unknown. With the exception of the offices and
some house property, nearly the whole block of

premises was destroyed.

Mrs. Ley has announced her wish to place a new
organ in Bocking Pariah Church, in memory of her
fither, Mr. W. Walford, who died at Kelvedon a
year ago. The new organ is estimated to cost
about £800.

A disastrous fire broke out early en Monday
morning in the timber yard of Messrs. Bimmer and
Sons, of Derby-road, Liverpool. The damage is

estimated at some thousands of pounds, a large
quantity of valuable mahogany being amongst the
wood which was destroyed.

Mr. James Thrift Smith, of Duloch, Inverkeith-
ing, Fife, who died on August 29, aged eighty-nine,
has left the picture of " Queen Margaret," by Sir
Noel Paton, to the Carnegie Trust at Dunfermline
for the picture gallery in the town

.

A new block of Y.M.C.A. buildings is in course
of completion at the corner of the Market Place and
Oldgate at Morpeth, and will be opened early in
February by Lord Armstrong.

A fire which resulted in damage amounting to
£20,000 occurred on Saturday night at the Cement
Works, Hebburn, owned by Messrs. Walter Scott
and Co. , Ltd. The wharf,* stock sheds, offices, and
foreman's residence were destroyed, but the mill
remained uninjured.

The new hospital for consumption at Mount
Pleasant, Liverpool, was opened by the Countess of
Latham on Thursday in last week. The architects
were Messrs. Grayson and Ould, of James-street,
Liverpool.

On Saturday the new institute, erected by the
Messrs. Dunnachie, of the Glenboig Union Fireclay
Works, for the benefit of the workmen, was formally
opened by James Dunnachie, managing director.
The institute consists of billiard-room (three tables),
reading and recreation-rooms, with janitor's house.
It has been erected from plans by Mr. James
Davidson, architect, Coatbridge.

On Wednesday week, Major Pringle, the Board
of Trade inspector, made an inspection of the new
lines of trams constructed for the corporation of the
city of Eochester along the New-road and at Star
Hill, and found all satisfactory. On the following
day the Chatham and District Light Railway Co.,
to whom the lines have been leased, started a regular
service of cars along the new route to Chatham and
to Gillingham.

Mr. John Hamilton, of Motherwell and Glasgow,
left estate valued at £46,291 7s. 7d. In his will he
directed that on the death of his last surviving
sister the trustrees shall purchase a collection of oil

paintings to be handed over to the city of Glasgow,
and to be known as the Himilton Bequest.

A new engine of 16H.P. has been erected on the
spot where the old mill was recently burnt, at Slade
End, Nightlayer, near Chatteris. The engine was
one of Messrs. Buston and Proctor's, of Lincoln,
and was built by Messrs. Jimson and Co., Leicester,

and Mr, Reuben Shanks was the local contractor
for the building of the engine house and waterway.

The Lisburn district council at their last meeting
proceeded to appoint an engineer to superintend
the carrying out of the sewerage scheme, in the
room of the late Mr. W. T. Henry, C.E. Mr.
Midgley Taylor, C.E., London, the consulting
engineer (who was present), accepted the position
at a fee of £800 and £125 for travelling expenses.

TO OOBKBSPONDENTS.
[We do not hold oui^elvea responsible for the opinions of
our correspondents. All oommunications should be
drawn up as briefly as possible, as there are many
claimants upon the space allotted to correspondents.]

It is particularly requested that all drawings and all

communications respecting illustrations or literary matter
should be addressed to the EDITOR of the Boildinq
Nbwb, Clement's House, Clement's Inn Passage, Strand,
W.C, and not to members of the staff by name. Delay
is not unfrequently otherwise caused. AU drawings and
other communications are sent at contributors' risks, and
the Editor will not undertake to pay for, or be liable for,

unsought contributions.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
Thb Steand Newspaper Company, Limited.

Telegraphic Address :—" Timeserver, London.**

Telephone No. 1633 Holbom.

NOTICE.
Bound copies of Vol. LXXXVI. are now ready, and
should be ordered early (price 123. each, by post
12s. lOd.), as only a limited number are done up. A
few bound volumes of Vols. XXXXX., XLI., XLVI.,
XLIX., T.TTT

, LXI., LXn., LXrV., LXV., LXVI.,
LXVn., T.XVTTT

,
LXIX., LXXI., LXXU., Lxxm.,

T.XXTY., LXXV., LXXVI., LXXVTE., T.XXIX..
LXXX., T.xxxr

, I.XXXII., LXXXrU., LXXXIV.,
and LXXXV. may still be obtained at the same price;
all the other bound volumes are out of print. Most of
the back numbers of former volumes are, however, to
be had singly. Subscribers requiring any back numbers
to complete voliune just ended shoiild order at once, as
many of them soon run out of print.

Handsome Cloth Cases for Binding the Botldino News,
price 23., post free 28. 4d^ can be obtained from any
Newsagent, or from the PubUsher, Clement's House,
Clement's Inn Passage, Strand, London, W.C.

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION.

One Pound per annum (post free) to any part of the
United Kingdom ; for Canada, Nova Scotia, and the
Cnited States, £1 68. Od. (or Sdols. 30c. gold). To France
M Belgium, £1 6s. Od. (or 33fr. 30c.) To India, £1 6s. Od.
To any of the Australian Colonies or New Zealand, to the
Cape, the Weat Indies, or Natal, £1 6s. Od.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for Competition and Contract

A-dvertisements, Public Companies, and all official

advertisements is Is. per line of Eight words, the first

line counting as two, Uie minimnTn charge being 5s. for
four lines.

The charge for Auctions, Iiand Sales, and
Sliscellaneous and Trade Advertisementa (except
Situation advertisements) is 6d. per line of eight words
(the first line counting as two), the minimum charge
beiQg 48. 6d. for 40 words. Special terms for series of
more than six insertions can be ascertained on application

to the Publisher.

Situations and Partnerships.

The charge for advertisements for " Situations
Vacant" or "Situations Wanted" and "Part-
nerships " is One Shilling foe Twenty-foub Words,
and Sixpence for every eight words after. All Situation

Advertisements must be prepaid,

*.• Rephes to advertisements can be received at the
office, Clement's House, Clement's Inn-passage, Strand
W.C, free of charge. If to be forwarded under cover to
advertiser an extra charge of Sixpence is made. (See
Notice at head of " Situations.")

Rates for Trade Advertisements on front page, and
special and other positions, can be obtained on application

to the Publisher.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 3 p.m. on Thursday. Front-page
Advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the olfice by Tuesday morning to secure
Insertion.

Received.— J. T.—M. H. (Portsmouth).—R. S. L.—
W. R. D.-E. F. G.—S. R.-P. P.—T. R.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
Dbawings Rp:ceived. — " N.B.," " Leadlight," " The
Devil," "Bill Bailey," "Cintra,'" "Roland." "Leo."

Cotatsp0ui)tuct.

COMPETITION CONDITIONS.
To the Editor of the Bcildino New8.

Sir,—Since you printed my letter in your
issue of the 9th inst. , I have had an opportunity

of seeing the plans submitted in the Clapham
Baths Competition, and I must say that the

plan placed first by the referee, Mr. Tiltman,

does fully bear out what was said in objection to

the choice.

The main hindrance to the adoption of this

scheme appears to consist in the way in which
both classes of the men's baths are mixed up,

one staircase serving for both first and second

class bathers. Their waiting-rooms are on the

ground floors, not attached to each group of

baths as stipulated in conditions, and if it were
not for the arrows outside the confines of

the plans, no one could discover where the

one class begins and the other class ends. A
more involved arrangement could hardly
be made. The towel chute is in the women's
bath department, so that the male attendant to

use it must go there. The clean-towel store

can only be reached through the second
class men's waiting - room, and does not '

adjoin the ticket - office as specified. The
design placed second, both by the Wandsworth
Council and the referee, is an excellent plan,

open, however, to the one radical and fatal ob-
jection—viz., the boiler would have to be built into

the basement, for it could be neither got in nor
out where it is located. The design awarded the
first place by the Wandsworth Council and third

by Mr. Tiltman, is one of the biggest plans sent

in, far larger than the majority, and certainly

much larger than the best remaining designs. It

has the great defect of loss of space in passages
and administrative cubical contents in the middle
of the building, which is a great objection where
compactness was made the primary consideration.

Herein lies the incongruity of the assessor's award,
the first place being given to a plan because it is so

small in area, sacrificing eSicieucy, in fact, to

concentration, and the third place (now the first)

being given to one of the most wasteful schemes
sent in.—lam, kc, Prixcipiis Oksta.

IiEGAL INTELLiaSNOE.
Tramway Arbitkation at Bouenkjiouth.—The

result of the arbitration proceedings between the
Bournemouth Corporation and the Poole and
District Electric Traction Company, in connection

with the purchase by the corporation of the com-
pany's lines between Poole and Bournemouth, and
the rights they possess in the Bournemouth and
Christchurch districts, has been made known. The
umpire (Mr. Justice A. T. Lawrence) and the
referees (Mr. W. Eve and Mr. R. Vigors) have fixed

the price at £112,000, the corporation to pay the

costs of the arbitration. The company's original

claim amounted to about £450,000, whilst the
corporation estimate was between £60,000 and
£70,000.

In ee Flew—ex parte Flew.—In the Court of

Appeal last week, judgment was given by Lords
Justices Vaughan Williams, Romer, and Cozens-
Hardy in the appeal by the debtors, Frederick

Richard Flew and John Pearce Flew, the younger,
builders, trading as Flew and Co., of North End-
road, West Kensington, against the decision of Mr.
Registrar Giffard, refusing their application for the

approval of a scheme of arrangement of their affairs

under the Bankruptcy Act, 1890, section 3. The
gross liabilities were estimated at £131,418, of

which £5,369 only was stated to be unsecured. The
debtors valued their assets, consisting mainly of

equities of redemption in blocks of flats erected or

in course of erection, at £29,910; but in the view of

the Official Receiver there was no possibility of any
such amount being realised. The scheme provided

for the vesting of the debtors' property in a trustee,

Mr. Flaxman Haydon, to secure payment of 208. in

the pound, to the creditors, by instalments of 2s. 6d.

in the pound, as and when the realisation of the

property would allow. The scheme also provided for

the appointment of a committee of inspection. The
Official Receiver reported that the assets were not of a

value equal to 10s. in the pound on the amount of

unsecured liabilities : that the debtors had omitted

to keep proper books of account ; that the debtors

had contributed to their failure by rash and hazard-

ous speculations; and that the scheme did not pro-

vide reasonable security for payment of 7s. 6d. in

the pound on all the unsecured debts provable

against the debtors' estate, as required by the Bank-
ruptcy Act, 1890, section 3, subsection 9. The
Registrar refused to approve of the scheme on the

ground {mtn- nlm) that "the whole of the assets

would be put out of the reach of the Court, while

the debtors, through the trustee, would continue to

cany on a speculation very like that which the

Official Receiver had described as ' rash and hazard-

ous ' and as contributing to the insolvency." The
Registrar's order stated that, "Facts have been

proved which would justify the Court in refusing,

qualifying, or suspending an order of discharge, but

that, having regard to the nature of such facts, and
the Court being of opinion that such scheme of

arrangement was too speculative and not reason-

able or calculated to benefit the general body of

the creditors," the application to approve the

scheme should be refused. The debtors ap-

pealed. The Court dismissed the appeal. Lord
Justice Vaughan WilUams said that he would
base his decision on one point only—that which arose

upon subsection 9 of section 3 of the Bankruptcy

Act, 1890. luhis Lordship's judgment thisproposal

did not provide such a security as was contemplated

by subsection 9. In his opinion the scheme was a very

speculative one indeed, and did not provide reason-

able security for the payment of 73. 6d. in the

pound. In his Lordship's opinion the Court was
bound to consider what sort of security was
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provided for the creditors. Generally speaking,
when there was an estate which would require con-
siderable expense in its realisation, the Court would
be reluctant to refuse to approve of a scheme which
had been approved by the creditors, because pnnui
faiii they were the persona who were most interested
in the matter, and were beat able to judge whether a
proposed scheme waa for their benefit. Still, it was
always open to the Court to consider whet'ter a
scheme was or was not for the benefit of the
creditors, though the Court would generally be
reluctant to overrule their opinion. On the facta of
the case subsection P applied, and the Court ought
to affirm the decision of the Registrar and to dismiss
the appeal. Lords Justices Eomer and Cozens-
Hardy agreed.

SiE W. Geantiiaji and Eueal Housing.—An
application was made at the Lewes Police-court on
Tuesday by Mr. W. W. Grantham, on behalf of Sir
William Grantham, for a copy of the plans, deposi-
tions, by-laws, and correspondence before them in

the case of the '

' Chailey Rural Council v. Sir
William Grantham." Mr. Grantham said the
defendant waa not well enough to be present,
or he would have made the application him-
self. With reference to the findings of the Bench,
Jie instructed him to state that he proposed to
apply to the King's Bench Division for a rule nisi

for a writ of '''fhurttn to bring up all proceedings
to the High Court with a view to their being quashed
on many grounds. If necessary, the defendant
would apply for a rule nisi for a writ of mandamus
directed to the magistrates calling on them to show
cause why they should not dismiss the summonses
on the findings of tne Bench. The learned counsel
added that the defendant was sorry that the rate-
payers should be further saddled with the costs of
auch applications ; but he felt that his honour was at
stake, and he could not be a party to any compro-
mise, although, no doubt, the Bench had the beat
intentions. Mr. Patrick, Clerk to the Chailey
Rural Council, said that body had afforded the
defendant all the information they could. They
wished him to have everything that might be
thought necessary in the case. Mr. Caleb Kemp,
Chairman of the Magistrates, said the defendant
had all the plans and correspondence. The notes
taken by their clerk were not depositions, and the
Bench were unable to let the defendant have a copy
of them.

Mk. Levee axd the LrvEErooL Coepoeatiox.—
Differences have arisen between the Liverpool
Corporation and Mr. W. H. Lever, of Thornton
Hough, as to an estate purchased by him at
Eivington, and forming part of the watershed of
the waterworks of the corporation in the district.

As a result arbitration proceedings were instituted,
and Mr. Reginald E. Middleton, who had been
appointed, by request, by the Board of Trade as
the umpire, adjudged the value of the land at
i;i3S,000. The corporation, through their water
committee—which decision has, however, yet to be
ratified by the city council—have declined to accept
the award, and have intimated a determination to
resist any attempt to force them to submit to it.

Mr. Lever's solicitors have thereupon issued a writ
against the corporation in the Chancery Division
ot the High Court, and the action is to be heard
by Mr. Justice Buckley. Mr. Lever claims— (1) for
specific performance of the agreement for the sale
by the plaintiff to the defendants of the land in
question, as constituted by the notice to treat, dated
Nov. 17, VM'o, whereby the defendants give notice
that they required to take the laud ana heredita-
ments for the purpoaes autliorised by the Liverpool
Corporation Act, 1902, and by the award of Mr.
Middleton fixing the purchase money and compensa-
tion to be paid by the defendants to the plaintilV at
£13S,000; (2) the payment of the amount ot the
award with interest at the rate of i per cent, per
annum ; (-i) the payment by the defendants of the
plaintitV's coata in the arbitration proceedings ; and
(1) damages. Mr. Lever saya he has been forced

to take thia action by reason of the conduct of the
corporation, and atatoa that in connection with the
arbitration proceedinga he was put to an expense of

t;iii,oou.

Depti ORD Tramway Akuitbatios.—Mr. Justice

Bray decided on Dec. 21a ajiecial case submitted by
an arbitrator arising out of the purchase by the

London County Council of the London, Deptford,
and (iieenwich Tramways. The company contended
that the value of their uu Jertaking was enhanced
by reason of their being freed from liat^ility to con-
tribute to the wiJeniug of certain streets. The
arbitrator had assessed the additional compensation
under this head at f22,77'i, in the event of the

court finding that the company were entitled to it

at all. His Lordshij), however, decided that tho

company's contention was unfounded, and that they

were not entitled to thesum. Judgment accordingly,

with costs.

The St. Maky Woolnoth AmiiTKATiojr.—In

the House of Lords, the Lard Chancellor and Lords

Macnnghten, Robertson, and Lindley have given

judgment in an appeal from a judgment ot the

Court of Appeal in reference to the amount of

compensation to be paid by the City, and South
London Railway Company in respect of land
adjoining the church of St. Mary Woolnoth, and
for the right of using the subsoil and foundations of

the church. The arbitrator to whom the matter had
been referred had made an award stating the amount
on three bases—one fixing it at £90,628, a second at

£130,421, and a third at £143,548. The Courta
below had held that the amount payable should be
that of the second basis. The railway company
appealed, and their Lordships now dismissed the

appeal, and upheld the finding of the Courts below.

The National Society's New Premises and
THE BuiLDiNa Act.—UnMer the London Building
Act, 1894, Mr. Francis, at Westminster Police-

court on Wednesday, waa called upon to ad j udicate

and to make an order with respect to a site in Great
Peter-street, Westminster, the National Society as

building owners, being dissatisfied with the decision

of Mr. Drury, diatrict aurveyer, with respect to

certain work which he had ordered. Council for

the National Society aaid that, under a Charter of

George III., they assisted in promoting the educa-
tion of children of the poor in the principles of the
Established Church. It waa proposed to build

more commodious premises in Great Peter-street,

in lieu of those in Broad Sanctuary. It was
asserted that they carried on a retail busi-

ness in the sale of educational works ; but this

branch only represented about 30 per cent, of their

turnover, and was altogether subsidiary to their

office and counting-housework. Accordingly, they
claimed exemption from the restrictions which
applied to domestic buildings, and that their new
building was constructed and adapted to be used
principally as offices. Mr. Dutton, for the district

surveyor, said that though thia waa a perfectly

friendly reference, the plana were misleading, aathey
indicated large shop space on the ground floor and
basement. Mr. Dru-Drury, the surveyor, was
bound to give the notices, otherwise he would have
really been responsible for any accident. Mr. Francis,

after examining the plans, held that the building
came within the exemption of the London Building
Act.

CHIPS.

The Sunderland and South Shields Water Co. 'a

Bill seeks to give the water company power to

construct additional waterworks. These worka
include pumping-atations at Butterwick, Sheraton,

and Castle Eden, with new adita or beddinga and
the necessary lines of pipes. A period of 1.5 years

is allowed for the construction of the works. Power
is sought to raise additional capital to the amount
of £600,000.

Operations have now commenced in connection
with tho erection of a new coastguard station in

the neighbourhood ot the Cove, Cockburnapath,
to take the place, when completed, of the present

^^tation at Redheugh, near St. Abb'a Head, which
lies in an isolated position.

The Droyleaden Urban Diatrict Counoil have
decided to increase the capacity of the sewage tank
from 600,000 to 1,111,000 gallons, to provide 5,000

square yards of percolating filters and 2,000 square
yards of storm filters, and have instru'ted their

engineer to prepare an estimate of the cost.

A monument has been erected in the Abbey
Church ot Milton, Dorset, by Mr. Everard Hambro,
to the memory of his father, Baron Hambro, who,
in l.Slio, restored the church.

Tho Public Rooms Company of Redruth will at

once take in hand the work of increasing accom-
modation of the Druids' Hall. Mr. H. W. Collins,

M. S. A. , ia architect. The present building will be

widened and lengthened to the extent of 16ft. The
gallery, holding two rowa of seats, will be made to

accommodate six rows, while the stage will be :i6ft.

long and l.'>ft. wide, and provided with a separate

ex'it. Two dressing-rooms will lie added. To the

north side of the building will be added a new
entrance, and fireproof staircases will be carried on
to the landing in the gallery. These improvements
will render the building capable ot accommodating
'.lOO persons.

The records of the Ayr Dean of Guild Court show
that during the current year there has been a very
largo amount of building in tho town. The total

approximate value of tho new buildings passed by
the Court is tli>ti,6S0. This is rather nnder the

total of last year, but while this year applicitions

did not include practically a single building or
public work, last year there were several, including

a largo now school, a bank, reconstruction of

theatre, and destructor worka. This year's building
coiisistfl almost exclusively of dwolling-hoiises.

The hearing of the parties was begun on I'uosday
in Kdinbiirgh City Chambers in coniioction with
reference to a claim for 'JI.OiiO froui the Cornora-
tion by Messrs. A. and \V. llranil, cnach-buildors,
whoso premiHOH are nt tho rear of Ihe sito selected

for tho faherllill. The claim ifl based solely on
the ground of disturbance of business. Mr. Alf-xander
Guild, W.S., * us arbiter.

(Dui* ^Mtt €Mt
The fog must have been bad at Lewes last

week when the Lewes magistrates arrived at

their " finding " between Justice (irantham and*

the Chailey Rural District Council, which we
publjshed in our last issue, and which only

reached us just as we went to press therewith.

Most people are saying these judicial ostriches

were afraid to convict a judge and yet felt they

could not acquit him. Surely the two questions

for decision were simple enough r Were the

District Council's requirements arbitrary or un-

reasonable r If so. Sir William Grantham was en-

titled to a verdict. If not, why should they pass for

a judge plans drawn in a fashion which certainly

would not be tolerated if a small builder or owner

submitted them ? Have these apparently clear

issues to go step by step up through the Superior

Courts to the House of Lords for a decision

because the people whose duty it was to say yes

or no shirked it i

Prof. Gerard Baldwin Brown, F.R.I.B.A.,

of Edinburgh University, writes to the Times

strongly deprecating the attitude assumed towards

ancient monuments and historical buildings by
corporations when public improvements are con-

templated. He examples the case of Newcastle-

on-Tyne, with a scarcely-hidden record from

Roman times, where a committee of the corpora-

tion is still deliberating on the demolition or

maintenance of one of the few surviving towers

on the mtdiioval city wall. " The case of Dun-
fermline is," says Professor Baldwin Brown, "a
more pressing one, and the destruction here is

threatened from a quarter in which a reverent

care for the older buildings of the place would
naturally be anticipated. Dunfermline is an
ancient capital with many Royal associations, and
possesses various ancient structures that are all o£

value in connecting by successive Jinks the

Norman Abbey Church with the life of to-day.

What would have been a lamentable act of van-

dalism was with difficulty avoided last year, but

now again the Carnegie trust seems inclined to

pull down a pleasing group of ISth-eentury

houses on mediaeval foundations which stand

below the western end of the Abbey Church, and,

harmonising with it in colour and general cha-

racter, are of the greatest advantage in giving it

support and scale. To replace these by any new
structure appears to the unprejudiced observer a

most dangerous experiment, to be avoided by
every possible means. The proposed new struc-

ture is to be a public library : but the whole place

is now a library in which the youth of Dunferm-
line can read in monuments and not in books the

long history ot their city."

Mr. W. D. C'Auiiii, F.S.A., in writing to the

Tdiiis endorsing I'rofeasor Baldwin Brown's
crusade against too-zealous restoration, goes in

some detail into the question of the mediu'val use

of limewash on masonry. While he confesses

himself partial to tho use of whitewash for its own
sake, in its proper place, Mr. Carue points out the

weight of scientific evidence is too strong against

it as applied to ancient stonework. C>n tho

a-sthetic side there seems, ho observes, but little

dill'erence between pasting white paper over a
fading water-colour and daubing over crumbling
(and necessarily alsi uncrumbling) stonework
with unsightly lime, oven though both courses

might be defended as possible, if dubious,

preservatives, ilr. Cai'ie adds : " Wettminster
Hall is cited us having been whitewashed
for the coronation of I'M ward I. I'nder

the first Edward Westminster Hall was a
rough Norman structure, dating from Kufus,
with plabtered rubble walls int^rnally. Its Nor-
man walls, so fur as spared in Itichard II. 's great

transformation, remained plastared until they
wore cased with stone only two generations ago.

Similarly tho whitening of tho ' old walls *

—

I.'., tho -Norman walls—of the Tower of London,

I

also of St. Alban's .Vbbey, as Sir. Uldrid Scott

j

points out, is explained. In this connection, I

I Fiavo at tiuifs oven had my suspicions in some
' <:iiio9 that the rough-axed ashlar and the coarse

I

jiiinta of early Norman masonry may have had
their practiial uses in forming a key for

plaaluring. He this as it may, plastered wall.'<,

whether insido or out, were unquestionably
whitened. .\s to Woatminstcr Abbey, i fancy
1 am not far wrong in thinking that some

I
of .Vdam the whitowasher's work—tho ground-

:
work for contemporary internal painting—can

. still to found i» silii. Many antiquaries have
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to learn the unwiedom of too-ready generalibing
from special cases. No documentary reference to
or deduction from special cases can stand against
the evidence of the buildings themselves, dead
against the deadening brush of the whitewasher

;

each sheltered hollow of their mouldings and each
pure line of their tracery and ornament telling
that no such clogging veil has ever disguised, or
been meant to disguise, the glory of their stone.
l)o not these whitewashing arguments lead us to
a rednttio nd alsiirdum .' If whitewash were
universally used externally in the past, where is

it now 'i And if it disappears so entirely, wherein
lies its efficacy as a permanent or trustworthy
preservative ?

"

The last sitting of the corporation of High
Wycombe was principally taken up by a discus-
sion on the well-worn subject of Alderman
Glenister's shed and alleged breach of the by-
laws in reference thereto. After debating the
matter over and over again, after the despatch
of notice upon notice to the supposed delinquent,
after more than one threat of legal proceedings,
and after instruction to the borough surveyor on
one occasion to forcibly remove the shed, the
council have suddenly discovered that they cannot
prove the breach of the by-lawa on which, all the
debates have been founded". Few public authori-
ties can ever have been placed in a more ridiculous
or humiliating light. If there was no offence,
why was the matter reported to the council by a
committee who were presumed to have investi-
gated it r" Why, too, under such a supposition
did the owner of the building promise more than
once to do what the council desired r The PubUc
Works Committee reported in May last that the
council had agreed to " waive certain require-
ffients," so that the placing of iron columns to the
shed, which Mr. Glenister undertook to do, was
apparently mertly an " irreducible minimum."
And yet it turns out now that there is no
03.1(1 to take to court, and it is agreed to drop the
whole question

.

Lord Provost Sir Johx Ure Primrose opened
on Friday an exhibition of pottery and porcelain
in the People's Palace, Glasgow. The object of
the exhibition is to illustrate the history, pro-
gress, and present condition of the potter's art in
Great Britain. Six of the cases on show are
supplied by South Kensington and Edinburgh
Museums, two cases come from the Corporation
Mueeums of Nottingham and Derby, and others
among the principal exhibitors are Josiah
Wedgwood and Sons (Limited), Mr. Frederick
Rathbone, Lond-n ; Sir James Bell, and Mr.
Alexander Anderson, Rutherglen ; Messrs.
Sneddon and Sons, Glasgow ; Messrs. Robert
Cochran and Co., Glasgow ; and the Annfield, St.
RoUox, and Britannia Potteries, Glasgow. The
Kensington and Edinburgh cases contain
specimens of Worcester, Spode, Derby, Coalport,
and Derby-Chelsea ware. In the Wedgwood
case are historical examples of plates and pieces in
jasper ware and black basalt of much rarity and
great value. Sir James Bell sends a charming
collection of Wedgwood portrait medallions ; and
Mr. Rathbone contributes delicate cameo-like
portraiture of the 18th-century, the work of
James Tassie, of PoUokshaws, stonemason, who
possessed in a marvellous degree the genius of the
potter's art. Messrs. Cochian and Co. show
decorated white china made in 1849, the Britannia
Pottery an interesting exhibit of the hand-
painted Scots delf of 1800 to 1850, and the Ann-
field Pottery fine examples of the pottery
of half a century ago. Mr. Alexander Anderson
shows a Spode dinner service and a hundred small
pieces, Messrs. Sneddon and Sons modem
Worcester ware, and Messrs. W. T. Copeland
and Sons hand-piinted eggshell porcelain cups
and saucers in Spode and Copeland Staffordshire
ware. The exhibition also includes examples of
18th-century jasper ware by William Adams, an
old English potter contemporary with Wedg-
wood.

A LECTDRE on " Pictures and Picture Galleries '

'

was given at the Royal Hibernian Academy on
Friday night by Sir Walter Armstrong, Director
of the National Gallery of Ireland. Referring to
the collection of modem pictures now on exhibi-
tion at the Academy, he slid that there were
paintings in the room which were accepted as
works of genius in Paris, London, and Amster-
dam, of which, nevertheless, the Irish critic
spoke as a village boy might speak of a Chinaman
in his native dress it he walked down the village
street. It was absolutely necessary that in these
matters they should rise to the same plane of

culture as the rest of Europe ; at present they were
immeasurably below it. They demanded no
serious art irom their painters, and afforded no
field for .those who developed more than the
most ordinary talent in their profession. The
only remedy lay in educating the public eye to
read current art, to see what contemporary
painters were aiming at, and to realise that an
idea which was spreading over the rest of the
world probably had something in it. The one
way to provide such an education was to have
galleries where the best embodiments of current
notions could be assimilated through leisurely
study.

Mk. T. G. Jacksox, E.A., has followed up his
lecture on "Street Architecture," delivered at
the Society of Arts on Wednesday week, and re-
ported in our last issue, by a letter to the 'Tuiies

on the subject of the Widening of the Strand
between the churches of St. JIary and St.
Clement. Out of many suggestions for a frontage
line between these churches, the London County
has, Mr. JacksTn points out, chosen the cheapest
and the worst. The frontage line now laid down
lies at a very awkward angle with St. Mary's
Church, and when produced cuts into the middle
of the tower of St. Clement's. The street, so
arranged, would have an irregular, haphazard
effect, entirely wanting in the regular dignity
and beauty proper to so great a scheme. Admit-
ting that Mr. Hamo Tnornycroft's fine proposal
is too costly to be entertained, Mr. Jackson
shows that three other proposals have been before
the Council which more or less avoid these mis-
takes, and that the one proposed by the Royal
Institute of Architects and that suggested by
Mr. Riley, the architect of the Board, do not
involve a ruinous sacrifice of ground value, con-
sidering the importance of the occasion. He
trusts it may not yet be too late to urge the
reversal of a decision so unworthy of a great
opportunity. Another serious danger which
threatens the architectural effect, judging by
what has been begun, is, says Mr. Jackson, the
enormous scale of the buUdings that seem to be
contemplated. The scale proper to the street is

given by Somerset House and the two churches,
which rank among the most valuable architec-
tural ornaments of London, and have always, till

lately, dominated every view of the Strand, and
should continue to do so. A continuation of the
enormous pile next the new Gaiety Theatre would
reduce the churches to insignificance. There is

plenty of room fur " imposing effects" in Kings-
way and Aldwyih, where there will be no old
huUdings to spoil.

Professor Charles Waldstein, of Cimbridge
Univeroity, was entertained at luncheon by Mr.
Roosevelt at the White House on Tuesday. It
is stated that the President has consented to head
the American representatives on the international
committee to supervise Professor Waldstein's
excavations at Herculaneum. With regard to the
proposal to form an international committee to
supervise these proposed excavations, as made
by Professor Waldstein in London, it is ofiicially

declared from Rome that "the Italian Govern-
ment, while recognising the great interest
attaching to the excavations at Herculaneum, has
not yet been able to support the proposal, as has
been asserted, owing to its being unacquainted
with the detiils of the scheme in its concrete
form. In any case, Italy cannot, it is stited,
consent to any restriction of her autonomy in the
administration of the excavations, and the
Government will reserve to itself absolute liberty
to examine and decide upon all points of any
proposals that may be put forward."

The festival of Christmas falling upon a
Sunday, Mr. Harry Hems's usu^l hospitality to
the aged poor of his city took place on Monday.
It W4S the 36th successive annual gathering, and
the guests numbered 62, that being one visitor

for each year of Mr. Hems's Ufe. The studios
had been transformed into the semblance of a
baronial hall, gay with flags, Chinese lanterns,
and evergreen. Preb. S. W. E. Bird, M.A., the
rector of the parish, said grace. A sumptuous hot
dinner included prime fowls, roast beef, and geese,
and plum puddings and mince pies. Dinner over,
the three old family punchbowls were brought in,
and each old gentleman was handed an ounce of
tobacco and a long clay pipe. Mr. Hems occupied
the chair, and Mr. GreviUe C. Hems the vice-
chair. About four o'clock the Bishop of Exeter
(Dr. Robertson) arrived, and after the company
had silently drunk to the memory of those who
had passed awiy, his lordship spoke of the great

, Christmas festival, and the lessons to he learnt
from it. After shaking hands with aU the old
folks and inquiring as to their circumstances,
the Bishop took his departure, and was pre-
sently followed by the Mayor and Mayoress
(Mr. Edwin C. and Mrs. Perry). Then the
loving cup, a trophy of Mr. Harry Hems's
atheletic prowess in the late '50's, went the
round. The host having proposed " The Mayor
and Mayoress," his worship proposed " Our Host
and His Family," the whole of whom were
present except a younger son (Mr. William
Hems) , long resident in South Africa. The toast

was drunk with musical honours, and Mr Hems
returned thanks. A bountiful tea followed at

7 p.m., presided over by Mrs. Harry Hems, Mrs.
George Packham (nee Hems), and the Misses
Hems. Old songs were sung by the ancient ones,

and the host, for the 36th annual time, gave
"Poor Old Jeff." The Roger de Coverley was
the final dance, and it was hard upon mid-
night ere the happy old folk went home, each
being presented by their host before leaving with
a pound of plum pudding, a quarter of a pound ot

tea, and a shilling. During the evening the
following telegram was received :—Handed in

at S.20 p.m. at Sandringham, in reply to the
assembled guests' telegram of kind wishes to the
King and (iaeen. "Their Majesties thank you
and your aged guests for all your kind wishes."

The Council of the Victoria University of

Manchester are desirous of proceeding to the
appointment of a professor of engineering, and
with that view are prepared to receive applica-

tions, with references and testimonials not exceed-
ing three in number, by Feb. 15 next. The
professor will be responsible for the organisation

of the engineering depirtment, and will have the
direction of the engineering laboratory, while he
is to be at liberty to take a consulting practice

under specified conditions. The stipend of the
professor will be composed of a fixed salary and a
share of the fees, the council guaranteeing that

the total income shall not be less than £1,000 per
annum during the first three years.

CHIPS.
Messrs. Havward Bros, and Eckstein, Ltd., send

us a copy of Uieir " Scribbling Diary for 1905," th&
chief merit of which is that facilities for legitimate

use are not unduly sacrificed to advertisement. Ot
handy size, with liberal provision for entries, and
each page interleaved with blotting-paper, the
diary is really in eveiy way as useful as any that
can be bought for a shilling or two, and will usefully

serve all average needs.

The funeral took place on Saturday afternoon, at
Amo's Vale Cemetery, Bristol, of Mr. John King,
of Railway House, Bedminster. Tor a long period

Mr. King, who was 85 years of age, was employed
under the late Mr. Brunei on the Taff Vale Rail-

way, the Malvern and Ledbury Tunnel, and other
great undertakings.

The remains of the church once attached to the
Priory at Nuneaton, founded by the Earl of

Leicester in the reign of Henry XL, have long been
inclosed in a tasteless brick edifice, to which about
50ft. of a more seemly nave was added in 1876-8.

It is proposed now to rebuild as a cruciform church
in the Djoorated style, from designs by Mr. Harold
Breakspear, F.S.A. The accommodation will

provide for 900 in place of the 300 seats now in

existence. Towards the estimated cost of £14,000
some £800 has been raised in the parish.

A new illuminated turret clock with Cambridge
chimes has just been erected at Holy Trinity

Church, Gee Cross, Hyde, Cheshire, by Messrs.
William Potts and Sons, clock makers ot Leeds and
Newoastle-on-Tvne, who mide and fixed Hyde
Town Hall clock many years ago. The clock is

from the designs and plans of Lord Grimthorpe.
Messrs. Potts have also erected a memorial clock at

Whitley, Yorks.

The colleagues and friends of Mr, William
Ernest Henley have formed a committee to erect a
monument appropriate to his memory. M. Auguste
Rodin has generously offered to design a sculptured

setting for his bust ot Mr. Henley, which will be

cast in bronze, and the Daan and Chapter of St.

Paul's have given a site in the Cathedral.

The directors of the North-Eastern Riilway Co.
have inserted in their General Powers Bill for next
session powers to raise £750,000 additional oapitaU

which, together with the usual borrowing powers,

will give the company further capital powers to the

extent of £1,000,000. The new cipital will be
principally required for a new dock at Hartlepool

:

and a pier on the foreshore of the river Humoer at

Sunk Island, in connection with which a new
railway nearly 5J miles in length, is proposed to be
constructed.
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